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LIST OF PUBLIC LAWS
CONTAINED
VOLUME
CONTAINED IN THIS VOLUME

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES
EIGHTY-FIRST CONGRESS
THE EIGHTY-FIRST
FIRST SESSION, 1949
Public
Law
Law

Inauguration Day
succeeding day, holidays.
holidays. JOINT
JOINT
and succeeding
Day and
Inauguration
RESOLUTION Making
Making January
21, 1949,
holidays
1949, holidays
January 20 and 21,
RESOLUTION
for
Federal employees
employees and employees
employees of the District
District of Columfor Federal
bia in
area of
District of
Columbia
of Columbia----the District
of the
the metropolitan
metropolitan area
in the
bia
Represent2 ____--President,
Vice President,
House of RepresentSpeaker of the House
and Speaker
President, and
President, Vice
2
atives,
increase rates
rates of compencompensation. AN ACT To increase
atives, compensation.
sation of
the President,
Vice President, and the Speaker
Speaker of the
President, Vice
of the
sation
House
Representatives
of Representatives-------------------------House of
JOINT
3 ___ Disaster
Disaster relief,
additional appropriation.
appropriation.
JOINT RESOLUrelief, additional
3-appropriation for disaster
TION Making
disaster relief,
additional appropriation
Making an additional
TION
and for
for other
other purposes
purposes ---------------------------and
Customs duties,
entry for certain
articles, time extension.
certain articles,
free entry
duties, free
4 -_- Customts
JOINT RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION Extending
Extending the
the time for free entry of
JOINT
certain
articles imported
imported to
to promote
good will international good
promote international
certain articles
RESOLUTION
appropriation. JOINT
JOINT RESOLUTION
additionalappropriation.
Disasterrelief, additional
5 --- Disaster
Making a
a further
further appropriation
disaster relief, and
and for
appropriation for disaster
Making
other purposes
purposes -------------------------------------other
AN ACT To continue through
plans. AN
and plans.
agreements and
Voluntary agreements
6 __- Voluntary
September
30, 1949,
1949, certain
conferred on the Presicertain authority conferred
September 30,
dent by
by section
section 2
2 of
of Public
395, Eightieth
Eightieth Congress,
Law 395,
Public Law
dent
regarding
and plans
plans--------------agreements and
voluntary agreements
regarding voluntary
7
War Assets
Assets Administration,
Administration, extension.
AN ACT
extend the
ACT To extend
extension. AN
-- _ War
7 ___
Office of the War Assets Administrator
Administrator and the War Assets
Office
Administration
February 28, 1949,
1949, until June
1949
June 30, 1949from February
Administration from
Legislative Reorganization
Reorganization Act
of 1946,
1946, amendment.
ACT
AN ACT
amendment. AN
Act of
8 --- Legislative
To amend
amend the
Legislative Reorganization
1946 with
with
Reorganization Act of 1946
the Legislative
To
appointment in the executive
respect to the eligibility
executive
eligibility for appointment
respect
branch of
professional staff memformer professional
Government of former
the Government
of the
branch
and the House of RepreReprecommittees of the Senate and
bers of committees
sentatives
-sentatives-----------------------------------stamp. AN ACT To amend
9 ___
Alexandria, Va., commemorative stamp.
amend the
--- Alexandria,
9
approved June
June 29, 1948, entitled
entitled "An Act to authorize
authorize
Act approved
the
issuance of
of a
a stamp
commemorative of the two-hundredth
two-hundredth
stamp commemorative
the issuance
Alexandria, Viranniversary
city of Alexandria,
of the founding of the city
anniversary of
ginia"
ginia" - ----------------------------------------------To
10 ___
General Accounting Office, building,
limitation. AN ACT To
building, cost limitation.
_-- General
10
amend Public
Public Law
Congress authorizing
authorizing
the Eightieth
Eightieth Congress
533 of the
Law 533
amend
the construction
General Accounting
construction of aa building for the General
the
Office
518 in
District of Columbia
Columbia -__-------in the
the District
square 518
on square
Office on
11
Control Act
provide for continua1949. AN ACT To provide
Act of 1949.
Export Control
_-- Export
11 ___
authority for the regulation
regulation of exports, and
and for other
other
tion of authority
purposes
purposes-------------------------------------------authority. JOINT
temporary authority.
12
Maritime Commission,
JOINT
Commission, temporary
__- U. S. Maritime
12 ___
Maritime
RESOLUTION To continue
continue the authority of the Maritime
RESOLUTION
Commission to
charter, and
and for other
other
vessels, and
operate vessels,
and operate
sell, charter,
to sell,
Commission
purposes
------------------------------------purposes-----provide for the
13 ___
RESOLUTION To provide
JOINT RESOLUTION
Train. JOINT
-- Freedom
Freedom Train.
13
acquisition
Archiacquisition and operation of the Freedom Train by the Archivist
of the
United States,
purposes
other purposes---------for other
and for
States, and
the United
vist of
retrocede to the
___ Los
Project, N. Mex. AN ACT To retrocede
Alamos Project,
Los Alamos
14 -_State of
New Mexico
Mexico exclusive
jurisdiction held
held by the United
exclusive jurisdiction
of New
State
States
over lands
boundaries of the Los Alamos
Alamos
within the boundaries
lands within
States over
Project of
States Atomic
Atomic Energy
Energy Commission
Commission_---United States
the United
of the
Project

Date

Pae
Page

1
___
1__-

Jan.

18,1949--18, 1949_ __

3
3

19,1949
Jan. 19,
1949_--__

44

Jan. 28, 1949--_
1949...__

55

Feb.

3, 1949
1949_--__

55

Feb.

7, 1949--1949_ __

55

Feb.

1949--9, 1949_
__

5
5

1949__Feb. 21, 1949_
__

6
6

1949._..
Feb. 24, 1949---

66

Feb. 25,
1949_--__
25, 1949
Feb.

6
6

Feb. 25,1949--25, 1949_ __

77

26,1949--Feb. 26,
1949___

77

-- _
Feb. 28, 1949
1949...

9
9

Mar. 2, 1949
1949_--__

10
10

Mar. 4, 1949-1949—
vV

11

VI
VI

LIST OF PUBLIC
PUBLIC LAWS

Public
Law
Date
___ San
Calif. AN ACT For the relief
relief of the city
city and
15 --San Francisco,
Francisco, Calif.
county of San Francisco
Francisco -- _----------------.----___-_-_
Mar. 10,
1949_--__
Mar.
10, 1949
16 --Supply
Corps of
of the
the Navy.
Navy.
AN
To amend
amend section
19 of
of the
16
Supply Corps
AN ACT
ACT To
section 19
the
Act of August 13, 1946 (60 Stat. 1057),
1057), so as to remove the
upper age limit for appointment
grade in the
appointment to commissioned
commissioned grade
Navy--------____--_Supply Corps of the Navy
Mar.
1949.. __
-_____________
Mar. 12,
12, 1949--.
17 --Property
claims, alien
alien enemies,
enemies, etc.
etc. AN
AN ACT
ACT To
To authorauthor17
Property damage
damage claims,
ize payment of claims based on loss of or damage
damage to property
deposited by alien enemies-----------------Mar.
15, 1949-__
1949_ __
Mar. 15,
18 --- Postal
Postal Service.
AN ACT
the relief
relief of
of certain
certain postal
em18
Service. AN
ACT For
For the
postal employees
---------------------------ployees_- ___ ----------- --1949_ __
Mar. 15,
15, 1949__
19 --- Annapolis,
Annapolis, Md., commemorative stamp. JOINT
JOINT RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION
authorize the issuance
series of stamps
comTo authorize
issuance of a
a special
special series
stamps commemorative
memorative of the three hundredth
anniversity of Annapolis,
Annapolis,
hundredth anniversity
Maryland --------------.-------Maryland
Mar. 15,
15, 1949-__
1949_ __
Mar.
20 --- BushneU
Bushnell General
General Hospital,
Hospital, Utah.
AN ACT
ACT To authorize
authorize the
Utah. AN
transfer
transfer of certain property
property to the Secretary of the Interior,
and for other purposes
--------------purposes -Mar. 17,
17, 1949-_1949_ _..
Mar.
21 --- Naval Reserve.
Reserve. AN
Relating to
the pay
pay and
and allowances
allowances
AN ACT
ACT Relating
to the
officers of the Naval
Naval Reserve
Reserve performing
of officers
performing active
active duty in the
grade of rear admiral,
admiral, and
and for other purposes
purposes - ---_--______
Mar. 17,
17, 1949..__
Mar.
1949--.
22
Olympic Games, 1956. JOINT
an
22 --Olympic
JOINT RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION Extending
Extending an
invitation
International Olympic
Olympic Committee
invitation to the International
Committee to hold the
1956 Olympic
___________
Olympic Games
Games at Detroit, Michigan
Michigan---Mar. 23,
23, 1949--1949_ __
Mar.
23 --Smithsonian
JOINT RESOLUTION
Providing for
for
23
Smithsonian Institution.
Institution. JOINT
RESOLUTION Providing
the filling of aa vacancy
vacancy in the Board
Board of Regents of the Smithsonian Institution, of the class
class other than Members
Members of Congress__
Congress
Mar. 24,
24, 1949
1949_
Mar.
--__
24
AN ACT
To authorize
authorize the
the attendance
the
24 --- Marine
Marine Band.
Band. AN
ACT To
attendance of
of the
United States Marine
Marine Band at the Eighty-third
Eighty-third and Final
National
National Encampment
Encampment of the Grand
Grand Army of the Republic
Republic to
to
Indianapolis, Indiana, August
be held in Indianapolis,
August 28 to September
September 1,
1949 --------------__ ___ --------------------1949___
Mar. 24, 1949--.
Palestine refugees.
refugees. JOINT
JOINT RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION For the authoriza25 --- Palestine
a special
special contribution
contribution by the United States for the relief
tion of a
-----------------of Palestine refugees
refugees---------Mar. 24,
24, 1949..1949_
Mar.
ore, transportation.
26 --- Iron
Iron ore,
transportation. JOINT
JOINT RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION To authorize
authorize
vessels of Canadian
Canadian registry to transport
between
transport iron ore between
United States ports on the Great Lakes during the period
period from
1949, inclusive
March 15 to December
December 15, 1949,
inclusive ---------------Mar.
28, 1949
1949_
Mar. 28,
-- _
27 -_ Georgia,
Georgia, middle district.
ACT To provide
the appointprovide for the
district. AN ACT
ment of an additional
additional district
district judge for the middle
middle district of
Georgia -------------------------------.....-Georgia
Mar.
29, 1949-__
1949..__
Mar. 29,
28 --- Cotton
acreage allotments. AN ACT To
To provide
provide that acreage
acreage
Cotton acreage
planted to cotton in 1949 shall
shall not be used in
in computing
computing cotton
cotton
acreage allotments for any subsequent year
acreage
year ------- ______.-Mar.
29, 1949...._
Mar. 29,
1949-29 --- Postal
ACT To amend
amend the
Postal Service. AN ACT
the Act
Act of
of June 25,
25, 1938,
relating to the appointment
appointment of postmasters
postmasters under civil service_
Mar.
29,
1949._
Mar. 29, 1949- _
30 --- Air warning
30
and control
control installations.
installations. AN
AN ACT
To authorize
authorize
warning and
ACT To
the Secretary
Secretary of the Air Force to establish
establish land-based
land-based air
air
warning
warning and control installations
installations for the
the national
national security,
security,
and for other purposes
purposes .------------------____.___._-Mar. 30,
30, 1949-1949_ __
Mar.
31 --- Housing
Housing and Rent Act of
of 1949. AN ACT To extend certain
certain proproamended, and
visions of the Housing and Rent Act
Act of 1947, as amended,
for other purposes
purposes ------------------______-__________
Mar. 30,
1949_-_
__
Mar.
30, 1949
Daylight-saving
D. C. AN
AN ACT
ACT To
To authorize
32 --Daylight-saving time, D.
authorize the
the Board
Board
of Commissioners
Commissioners of the District
District of Columbia to establish
establish
-___._________. Mar.
daylight-saving time
time in the
the District
District -----Mar. 31,
1949_ __
31, 1949_-33 --- Copper.
Copper. AN ACT To
To suspend
suspend certain
certain import
import taxes
on copper-copper
Mar. 31,
1949._
taxes on
Mar.
31, 1949-34 _-D. C. Emergency Rent Act,
AN ACT
To extend
extend
Act, amendment.
amendment. AN
ACT To
for a
a temporary period the provisions of the
the District of Columbia Emergency
Emergency Rent Act-___._------------Act
Mar. 31,
31, 1949-_.
1949--Mar.
35 --- Transportation
Transportation tax, travel
travel via Newfoundland.
Newfoundland. JOINT RESOLURESOLUTION
TION To maintain the status quo with respect to the exempexemption, from the tax on transportation
transportation of persons, of foreign
foreign
travel via Newfoundland
Newfoundland ----_.----------------.Mar. 31,
31, 1949
1949_--__
Mar.
36 --- National
National Security Act of 1947, amendment.
amendment. AN ACT To amend
amend
the National Security
provide for an Under
Security Act of 1947 to provide
Under
Secretary
__....----------------.--------.
Secretary of Defense
1949._
Apr. 2, 1949___
37 --- Upper
Colorado River Basin
Basin Compact.
Compact. AN ACT To grant the
Upper Colorado
consent
River
consent of the United
United States to the Upper Colorado River
Basin Compact-.... ____.__---------------------Compact
Apr.
6, 1949...
1949-__
Apr. 6,
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12
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12
12
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14
14
14
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14
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29
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30
30

30
30
30
30
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31

LIST OF PUBLIC
PUBLIC LAWS
LAWS
Public
Law
Credit Corporation
Corporation of
38 ___
--- Regional
Regional Agricultural
Agricultural Credit
of Washington,
Washington, D.
D. C.
AN ACT To abolish the Regional Agricultural
Agricultural Credit Corporation of Washington,
Washington, District of Columbia,
Columbia, and transfer its
functions to the Secretary
Secretary of Agriculture, to authorize
authorize the
Secretary of Agriculture
Agriculture to make
make disaster
disaster loans, and
other
and for other
purposes ------------------------------purposes
39 ___
certain unclaimed
AN ACT To
--- Disposition
Disposition of certain
unclaimed property. AN
To authorauthordisposition of certain
certain lost, abandoned,
ize the disposition
abandoned, or unclaimed
unclaimed
personal property
coming into the possession
possession of the Treasury
Treasury
personal
property coming
Department,
Department
Department, the Department
Department of the Army, the Department
Navy, or the Department
Force, and for other
other
of the Navy,
Department of the Air Force,
purposes ------------purposes
-------------------------Mansion. AN
provide for aa Commission
40 --___ Executive Mansion.
AN ACT To provide
Commission on
on
Renovation of the Executive Mansion
Mansion -----__------------- Naval Reserve. AN ACT To prevent
41 ___
of
prevent retroactive
retroactive checkage
checkage of
payments
payments erroneously
erroneously made
made to certain
certain retired
retired officers
officers of the
Naval Reserve, and for other purposes
purposes ------------42 --___ Crippled
Crippled Children,
Children, emergency
JOINT RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION
emergency needs.
needs. JOINT
Authorizing appropriations
Security Adminisappropriations to the Federal
Federal Security
those authorized
authorized under
under title V.
trator in addition to those
V, part 2,
of the Social Security Act, as amended,
amended, to provide
meeting
provide for meeting
emergency needs of crippled children
during the fiscal year
year
emergency
children during
ending June 30, 1949 ---------------------ending
Administration, additional
JOINT
43 _
---__ Veterans Administration,
additionalappropriation,
appropriation,1949. JOINT
RESOLUTION Making
Making an additional
RESOLUTION
additional appropriation
appropriation for the
Veterans' Administration
Administration for the fiscal year
year ending June 30,
1949, and for other purposes
purposes ------------44 --___ Printing
Printing Act, amendment.
amendment. AN
AN ACT To amend the Printing
amended, with respect to the printAct of January
January 12, 1895, as amended,
ing of extra
extra copies of congressional
congressional hearings
other docuhearings and other
____________________________________-ments --45 --D. C. Emergency Rent Act, amendment.
___ D.
amendment. AN ACT To amend
amend and
and extend the provisions
provisions of the District of Columbia Emergency Rent Act, approved December 2, 1941,
1941, as amended-..
amended _
Pinellas County, Fla.,
Fla., conveyance.
conveyance. AN
AN ACT To amend the
the Act
Act
46 --- Pinellas
entitled
entitled "An Act to provide
provide for the conveyance
conveyance to Pinellas
County, State of Florida, of certain
certain public
public lands herein
herein described,"
scribed," approved June
June 17, 1948 (Public Law 666, Eightieth
Eightieth
Congress), for the purpose of correcting
correcting a
description
Congress),
a land description
therein ----- _-------_-------------_-----therein
..
___ Economic
of 1948,
ACT To
47 --Economic Cooperation
Cooperation Act of
1948, amendment.
amendment. AN ACT
amend the Economic
Economic Cooperation
Act of 1948-------------1948
Cooperation Act
---__ Allegheny County, Pa.
Pa. AN ACT For the relief
48 _
relief of the county
county of
Allegheny,
Pennsylvania-----------------------------Allegheny, Pennsylvania
-- Alaska game law, amendment.
amendment. AN ACT To amend
49 ___
of
amend section 33 of
entitled "An
"An Act to revise
revise the Alaska
the Act entitled
Alaska game
game law,"
law," approved July 1,
amended (57 Stat. 301)
301) -----------1, 1943, as amended
50 --- Merchant
Merchant marine
marine construction
construction reserve
reservefunds. JOINT RESOLURESOLUconstruction reserve
TION To extend the time for use of construction
reserve funds
funds
established under
under section 511 of the Merchant
Merchant Marine
Marine Act,
amended
1936, as amended-------------..----.---------51 --___ Alien fiances
fiancés and
and fiancées,
RESOLUTION
fiancees, visa
visa cases. JOINT RESOLUTION
To authorize
authorize completion
completion of the processing
processing of the visa cases,
and admission
admission into the United States, of
certain alien
alien
of certain
fiancés,
members, or of former
members, of
fiances, and fiancées
fiancees of members,
former members,
of the
the
armed forces
forces of the United
United States, as was provided
armed
provided in the socalled GI Fiancees
Fiancées Act (60 Stat. 339),
amended
339), as amended---------52 --___ Alaska Housing
AN ACT
ACT To promote
the settlement
settlement and
and
Housing Act. AN
promote the
development of the Territory of Alaska by facilitating
facilitating the concondevelopment
struction of necessary
necessary housing therein, and for other
other purposes_
Indians. AN ACT To authorize
53 --- Red Lake Band of Chippewa
Chippewa Indians.
authorize a
a
$100 per capita payment
payment to members
Lake Band
$100
members of the
the Red
Red Lake
Band of
of
Chippewa Indians
proceeds of the sale of timber
Chippewa
Indians from the proceeds
timber and
and
lumber on the Red Lake
Reservation
---- __--------Lake Reservation
54 --- Churntown
Elementary School District,
District, Calif., conveyance. AN
Churntourn Elementary
AN
ACT Authorizing the Secretary
Secretary of the
the Interior
Interior to convey
convey cercertain lands to the Churntown Elementary
Elementary School District,
California ------------------ Certain
Certain claims against
against United States.
ACT To
To amend title
55 --States. AN ACT
28 of the United States Code to provide
provide additional
additional time for
for
bringing suit against the United
United States in the case of certain
certain
purposes
tort claims, and for other purposes-------------------

VII
VII
Date
Date

Apr.
Apr.

6, 1949_
6,1949-_-

Page
Pae

43
483

Apr. 14,
14, 1949--.
1949.. __
Apr.

44
44

Apr.
14, 1949
1949_--__
Apr. 14,

45

Apr.
1949_--__
Apr. 14, 1949

47
47

15, 1949_
Apr. 15,
1949---_

47
47

15, 1949-..
1949-Apr. 15,

48
48

1949_ __
Apr. 19, 1949---

48
48

Apr. 19,
19, 1949___
Apr.
1949--.

48
48

Apr. 19,
__
Apr.
19, 1949_
1949 -_

50
50

Apr. 19, 1949_
__
1949_--

50
50

19, 1949--_
1949_ __
Apr. 19,

55
55

Apr.
20, 1949--1949_ __
Apr. 20,

56
56

Apr.
1949......
Apr. 20, 1949---

56
56

Apr. 21,
21, 1949--1949_ __
Apr.

56
56

1949..__
Apr. 23, 1949_--

57
57

__
Apr. 23, 1949_
1949---

60
60

1949___
Apr. 25, 1949---

60

Apr. 25, 1949_
1949-..

62
2

VIII
VIII

PUBLIC LAWS
LAWS
LIST OF PUBLIC

Public
Public
LaW
lAlw

AN ACT
approve repayrepay56 ___
--- Approval of repayment contracts.
contracts. AN
ACT To
To approve
ment contracts
contracts negotiated with the Bitter Root
Root irrigation
irrigation disdistrict, the Shasta View irrigation
irrigation district,
district, the Okanogan
Okanogan irrigairrigation district, the Willwood
Willwood irrigation
irrigation district, the Uncompahgre
Uncompahgre
Valley Water
Water Users' Association,
Association, and the Kittitas reclamation
reclamation
district, to authorize
authorize their execution,
execution, and
and for other purposes-_
purposes__
___ Mount
AN ACT
57 --Mount Hope Cemetery
Cemetery Association,
Association, Mich., conveyance. AN
ACT
Relating to the disposition of certain
certain recreational
recreational demonstrademonstraRelating
tion project lands by the State of Michigan to the
the Mount Hope
Cemetery Association of Waterloo,
Waterloo, Michigan
Cemetery
Michigan -- _-______--__
58 --___ General
General of
Force. AN
grade of
of
of the
the Air
Air Force.
AN ACT
ACT To establish
establish the
the grade
General
General of the Air Force, and for other purposes
purposes ----______

59
Fees of
of witnesses.
AN ACT
increase the
the fees
in
59 ___
--- Fees
witnesses. AN
ACT To
To increase
fees of
of witnesses
witnesses in
the United States courts and
and before United States commissioners, and for other purposes
purposes ---___----- ________ -----Proving ground
guided missiles.
missiles. AN ACT To
authorize the
60 --- Proving
groundfor guided
To authorize
the
establishment of a
a joint long-range
long-range proving ground
ground for guided
guided
establishment
purposes---____-missiles, and for other purposes
--------------61 ___
Trenton Dam
Trenton
Lake. AN
To change
change the
the
Dam and
and Swanson
Swanson Lake.
AN ACT
ACT To
name of Culbertson
Culbertson Dam on the Republican
Republican River
River in the State
of Nebraska
Nebraska to "Trenton
"Trenton Dam"
Dam" and
and to name
name the body
body of water
water
arising behind such dam "Swanson
"Swanson Lake"
Lake" ______________
-62 -____ Temporary
Temporary appropriations,
RESOLUTION MakMakappropriations,1949. JOINT
JOINT RESOLUTION
ing temporary
temporary appropriations
appropriations for the fiscal
fiscal year 1949, and for
other purposes ----------------------------.63
Artificial limbs.
limbs. AN
AN ACT
To exempt
exempt artificial
artificial limbs
limbs from
duty
63 ___
--- Artificial
ACT To
from duty
if imported for personal
__-______
personal use and not for sale -----64 ___
cancellation of
of agreement.
JOINT RESO--- Port
Port of Seattle,
Seattle, Wash., cancellation
agreement. JOINT
RESOLUTION To authorize
authorize the cancellation
release of
LUTION
cancellation and
and release
of an
agreement dated December 31,
agreement
entered into
into between
between the
31, 1923, entered
Port of Seattle and the United States of America, represented
by the United States Shipping
through the
Shipping Board acting through
United
United States Shipping
Shipping Board Emergency
Emergency Fleet Corporation_
Greendale, Wis., and Greenhills,
Greenhills, Ohio. AN
ACT
65 ___
--- Greenbelt,
Greenbelt, Md., Greendale,
AN ACT
Housing Commissioner
To authorize
authorize the Public Housing
Commissioner to sell the
suburban resettlement
projects known
resettlement projects
known as Greenbelt, MaryMaryGreendale, Wisconsin;
Greenhills, Ohio,
Ohio, without
without rereland; Greendale,
Wisconsin; and
and Greenhills,
gard to provisions of law
law requiring
requiring competitive
bidding or
or
competitive bidding
-----public advertising
advertising .-_-----66 --- Gulf State
Fisheries Compact.
JOINT RESOLUTION
State Marine
Marine Fisheries
Compact. JOINT
RESOLUTION
Granting the consent and approval
approval of Congress to an interstate compact relating to
utilization of
to the
the better utilization
of the fisheries
fisheries
(marine, shell, and anadromous) of the Gulf Coast
Coast and creating
creating
the Gulf States Marine
Marine Fisheries Commission--------.-....
Commission
67
Service. AN
AN ACT
ACT To
all emem67 --- Veterans'
Veterans' Canteen
Canteen Service.
To provide
provide that
that all
ployees
Veterans' Canteen
Canteen Service shall be paid from
from
ployees of the Veterans'
funds of the Service, and for
for other
other purposes
purposes-------.______68 --- Helena
Chamber of Commerce,
Helena Chamber
Commerce, Mont., conveyance. AN
AN ACT
ACT To
authorize the Administrator
Veterans' Affairs
Affairs to reconvey
authorize
Administrator of Veterans'
reconvey
to the Helena
Helena Chamber
Chamber of Commerce
Commerce certain
described parcels
parcels
certain described
of land situated in the city of Helena, Montana
Montana --------._
Act of
1940, amendment.
amendment. AN
AN
69 --- National
National Service
Service Life
Life Insurance
Insurance Act
of 1940,
70
71

72

73

ACT
To clarify
the provisions
provisions of
of section
section 602 (u) of the National
ACT To
clarify the
Service Life Insurance
Insurance Act of
of 1940,
amended
Service
1940, as
as amended------Coconino National
National Forest,
protect scenic
scenic
--- Coconino
Forest, Ariz.
Ariz. AN
AN ACT
ACT To
To protect
values along
along Oak Creek Canyon and certain tributaries
tributaries thereof
within the Coconino
Coconino National Forest, Arizona ---- __------First Deficiency Appropriation
Appropriation Act, 1949. AN
ACT Making
--- First
AN ACT
Making
appropriations
appropriations to supply deficiencies
deficiencies in certain appropriations
appropriations
for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1949, and for
for other
other purposes
purposes_
titles 18
and 28,
amendments. AN
AN ACT
To amend
amend
_--U. S. Code, titles
18 and
28, amendments.
ACT To
title 18, entitled, Crimes and
and Criminal
Criminal Procedure,
Procedure, and title 28,
entitled, Judiciary and Judicial
Judicial Procedure, of the United States
Code, and for other purposes
purposes _ -------_____________
-------- Department
Department of State,
organization and
ACT
State, organization
and administration.
administration. AN ACT
organization and administraTo strengthen
strengthen and improve the organization
administraDepartment of State, and for other purposes ----_
tion of the Department

74 ---

Memorial Day.
Day. JOINT
RESOLUTION Requesting
Memorial
JOINT RESOLUTION
the PresiPresiRequesting the
dent to issue
issue a
proclamation designating
designating Memorial
Day, 1949,
1949,
a proclamation
Memorial Day,
a day for a
a Nation-wide
Nation-wide prayer
as a
prayer for peace
peace---------AN ACT To amend
75 ___
--- War Claims
Claims Act of 1948, amendments. AN
amend the
the
War Claims Act of 1948------------------------------1948

Date

May
May

6, 1949_ -_
6,1949-..

Page

62
62

May 6,
6, 1949--1949__May

64
64

May
May

65
65

7, 1949-__
1949___
7,

May 10,
1949_ _May
10, 1949-_-

65
65

May 11,
11, 1949--1949__
May

66
66

May 12,
1949.._May
12, 1949---

66
66

May 12, 1949--1949__May

67
67

May 17, 1949-..
1949___
May

67
67

May 17,
1949_
May
17, 1949
-

67
67

May
May 19, 19491949---

68
68

May 19,
19, 1949._
May
1949-__

70
70

May 21,
21, 1949-__
1949___
May

73

May 23,
1949_ __
May
23, 1949--.

74
74

May 23, 1949___

74

May 23, 1949 --

73

74

May 24,
24, 1949_-1949_
May

75
75

May 24,
1949___
May
24, 1949---

76
76

May 24,
24, 1949_1949_ _
May

89
89

May 26,
26, 1949_1949.. __
May

111
111

May 26,
26, 1949-__
1949_ _
May

111
111

May 27,
27, 1949
1949___
May
--

112
112

LIST
OF PUBLIC
PUBLIC LAWS
LIST OF

IX
IX

Public
Law
Law

76
D. C.
C. Revenue
of 1949.
1949. AN
additional
provide additional
To provide
ACT To
AN ACT
Act of
Revenue Act
--- D.
76 ___
revenue for
for the
the District
Columbia-------------------of Columbia
District of
revenue
77
___ Abraham
Abraham Lincoln
Lincoln National
Ky. AN ACT To
Park, Ky.
Historical Park,
National Historical
77 --add to
the Abraham
National Historical
Historical Park,
KenPark, KenLincoln National
Abraham Lincoln
to the
add
tucky, certain
certain land
land acquired
United States for that
that
the United
by the
acquired by
tucky,
purpose
purpose-------------------------------------------78 ---__ National
Capital Sesquicentennial.
Sesquicentennial. JOINT
JOINT RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION To
National Capital
78
authorize
the National
Capital Sesquicentennial
Sesquicentennial Commission
Commission
National Capital
authorize the
to
proceed with
the celebration
celebration and commemoration
commemoration
for the
plans for
with plans
to proceed
of the
one hundred
hundred and
and fiftieth
establishthe establishanniversary of the
fiftieth anniversary
the one
of
ment of
of the
the seat
of the
the Federal
Government in the District
District
Federal Government
seat of
ment
of Columbia,
Columbia, and
for other
other purposes
purposes--------------------and for
of
79 --___ Carson
Carson National
Mex. AN
ACT To include
include certain
certain
AN ACT
N. Mex.
Forest, N.
National Forest,
79
lands in
in the
Carson National
New Mexico,
Mexico, and for
for
Forest, New
National Forest,
the Carson
lands
other purposes
purposes ---------------------------------other
labor camps.
camps. AN
AN ACT
ACT To
a one year's extension
provide a
To provide
Farm labor
80 --- Farm
of time
time for
farm labor camps
camps to public or
disposition of farm
for the disposition
of
semipublic
agencies or
nonprofit Rstsociations
of farmersfarmers --associations of
or nonprofit
semipublic agencies
81 --___ Menominee
Menominee Indian
Reservation, Wis. AN ACT To amend the
Indian Reservation,
81
law
timber operations
operations on the Menominee
Menominee Indian
to timber
relating to
law relating
Reservation in
Wisconsin -----------------------------in Wisconsin
Reservation
82
Compact. AN
AN ACT
To grant
grant the consent
consent of the
ACT To
River Compact.
Arkansas River
--- Arkansas
82 ___
United
States to
to the
compact------River compact
Arkansas River
the Arkansas
United States
83
Yellowstone River,
River, division
waters. AN
AN ACT
Granting the
ACT Granting
of waters.
division of
--- Yellowstone
83 ___
consent
of Congress
the States of Montana, North Dakota,
to the
Congress to
consent of
and
to negotiate
compact or agreeagreeenter into aa compact
and enter
negotiate and
Wyoming to
and Wyoming
ment
for division
division of
of the
the waters
Yellowstone River --of the Yellowstone
waters of
ment for
84
U. S.
S. Code,
title 17,
amend title 17 of
To amend
ACT To
AN ACT
amendment. AN
17, amendment.
Code, title
--- U.
84 ___
"Copyrights", -with respect
the
respect
United States Code entitled "Copyrights",
the United
to
provisions governing
foreign
copyright of foreign
governing copyright
of provisions
relaxation of
to relaxation
works
works -------------------------------------------85 -___ Commodity
Commodity Credit
Corporation Charter
Charter Act,
Act amendment. AN
Credit Corporation
85
ACT
amend the Commodity
Charter
Commodity Credit Corporation Charter
To amend
ACT To
Act,
for other
other purposes
purposes ----------------------------and for
Act, and
86 --- El
relief of the city of El Paso,
AN ACT For the relief
Tex. AN
Paso, Tex.
El Paso,
86
Texas
Texas--------------------------------------------87 --- St.
Maine. AN ACT To
National Monument, Maine.
Island National
Croix Island
St. Croix
87
authorize
Island National
National
establishment of the Saint Croix Island
the establishment
authorize the
Monument, in
in the
the State
State of
Maine----------------------of Maine
Monument,
88 --- Marine
Band. AN
AN ACT
To authorize
authorize the attendance
attendance of the
ACT To
Marine Band.
88
Reunion
United States
Annual Reunion
Marine Band at the Fifty-ninth Annual
States Marine
United
Arkansas,
of
Rock, Arkansas,
held in Little Rock,
to be held
Veterans to
Confederate Veterans
of Confederate
September
through September
29, 1949----------------1949
September 29,
27 through
September 27
89 --- Fishery
AN ACT
ACT To
exchange
authorize the exchange
To authorize
Wash. AN
facilities, Wash.
Fishery facilities,
89
-_
-_
of
certain fishery
facilities within
Washington_ _
the State of Washington
within the
fishery facilities
of certain
Authorizing the
90 --- Patrick
Henry Week.
RESOLUTION Authorizing
JOINT RESOLUTION
Week. JOINT
Patrick Henry
90
President to proclaim
June 6, 1949, occurs
proclaim the week in which June
President
as
sesquicentencommemoration of the sesquicentenWeek in commemoration
Henry Week
Patrick Henry
as Patrick
nial anniversary
anniversary of
of the
the death
death of
Henry
of Patrick
Patrick Henry-----------nial
91 --- Pecos
River Compact.
Congress
ACT To grant the consent of Congress
AN ACT
Compact. AN
Pecos River
91
to
the Pecos
Pecos River
compact
River compact---------------------------to the
regulate subsistence
92 --___ Travel
subsistence
Expense Act of 1949. AN ACT To regulate
Travel Expense
92
expenses
allowances of civilian officers
officers and ememmileage allowances
and mileage
expenses and
ployees of
the Government
Government----------------------------of the
ployees
93 --___ Claims
AN ACT To provide for the settleemployees. AN
prison employees.
Claims of prison
93
ment
claims of persons
persons employed in Federal
Federal penal
penal and corment of claims
destruction of
rectional institutions
damage to or loss or destruction
of
institutions for damage
rectional
personal property
property occurring
occurring incident
incident to their service -----personal
Santa Fe
scenic
N. Mex. AN ACT To protect scenic
Forest, N.
National Forest,
Fe National
94 --- Santa
values
tributary to Aspen
Aspen Basin
Basin Road, and conconvalues along the tributary
tiguous
within the Santa Fe National
National Forest,
area, within
scenic area,
tiguous scenic
New Mexico---------------------------------------Mexico
New
95
ACT To amend the
amendment. AN ACT
of 1948, amendment.
Act of
Agricultural Act
95 ___
--- Agricultural
Agricultural Act
Act of
of 1948
1948-------------------------------Agricultural
96
authorize the appointPhilippineScouts, officers. AN ACT To authorize
--- Philippine
96 ___
ment of
officers on
on the
active list
Philippine Scouts in the
the Philippine
list of
of the
the active
of officers
ment
purposes------------------Regular Army, and
and for other purposes
Regular
97
AN ACT Removing certain
certain reconveyance. AN
Charleston, S. C., conveyance.
--- Charleston,
97 ___
strictions
imposed by section
section 2
2 of the
the Act of
and conditions imposed
strictions and
conveyed by such Act
May
Act
1936, on certain of the lands conveyed
27, 1936,
May 27,
Carolina; and
to
the city of
and for other
of Charleston, South Carolina;
to the
purposes ---------------- ---------------------------purposes

Date

Page

May 27,1949-_27, 1949_ __

112
112

May 27, 1949--1949_ __

140

-May
May 31,
31, 1949
1949_

140
140

May
May 31,
31, 1949
1949_--__

144

May 31,
31, 1949--1949._

144

May 31, 1949--1949_ __

144
144

May 31, 1949--1949_._

145

1949--June
June 2, 1949_
__

152

June 3,
1949_ __
3,1949--June

153
153

June 7, 1949_-1949_ __

154
154

June 7, 1949_-1949___

157
157

8, 1949_ __
June 8,1949---

158

June 8, 1949..
__
1949 -_

158

June 8, 1949
1949--.... _

159
159

June 8, 1949__1949_ __

159
159

June 9, 1949
1949._--__

159

June

9,1949--9, 1949_ __

166

June 10, 1949--_
1949_ __

167

June 10,1949--10, 1949_ __

168
168

1949--June 10, 1949_
__

169

10,1949--June
June 10,
1949_ __

169
169

June
June 10, 1949--1949_ __

169

xX
Public

LIST OF PUBLIC LAWS
LIST
LAWS

Law
Law
98
___ Civil
Retirement Act,
To enable
enable
98 -_Civil Service
Service Retirement
Act, amendment.
amendment. AN
AN ACT
ACT To
certain former
former officers or employees
employees of the
the United States
States
service subsequent
separated from the service
January 23, 1942,
subsequent to January
to elect to forfeit their
their rights to civil-service
civil-service retirement annuities and to obtain in lieu thereof returns of their contribucontributions with interest _ -.- _.
June
._____
-______.
June
99 ___
__- Water
Water storage
storage and
To provide
provide for
for more
more
and utilization.
utilization. AN
AN ACT
ACT To
effective
conservation in the arid
effective conservation
arid and semiarid
semiarid areas of the
purposes --------------_-____
United States, and for other
other purposes
June
June
100 ___
--- Crawford,
Crawford, Nebr.,
Nebr., conveyance. AN
AN ACT
ACT Authorizing
Authorizing the
the transfer
transfer
Robinson Remount
Station
of aa certain tract of
of land
land in the Robinson
Remount Station
to the city of Crawford,
Crawford, Nebraska,
Nebraska, and for other purposes__
June
purposes--- __ June
--- Marfa,
101 ___
ACT To provide
the conMarfa, Tex., conveyance. AN ACT
provide for the
conveyance by the United States to the city of Marfa,
Marfa, Texas, of
certain lands formerly
owned by that city --- _____________formerly owned
June
June
102 -_102
___ Yuma
Yuma auxiliary
auxiliary project,
AN ACT
the
project, Ariz.
Ariz. AN
ACT To
To authorize
authorize the
furnishing of water
water to the Yuma auxiliary
auxiliary project, Arizona,
Arizona,
through the works of the Gila project, Arizona, and for other
other
purposes
_______________ --------purposes -------------.June
June
Enlisted personnel
in aviation
aviation units.
units. AN
103 --___ Enlisted
personnel in
AN ACT To
repeal that
To repeal
that
section 3
3 of the Act
June 24, 1926
(44 Stat.
Stat. 767),
part of section
Act of
of June
1926 (44
767),
as amended, and that part of section
Act of June
section 13a of the Act
3, 1916 (39 Stat. 166),
166), as amended,
relating to the percentage,
amended, relating
percentage,
in time of peace, of enlisted
enlisted personnel
aviation
personnel employed
employed in
in aviation
tactical units of the Navy,
Navy, Marine
Marine Corps, and Air Corps, and
for other purposes
purposes -----_
June
______________.----------June
104 ___
-_- Naval
Naval Establishment,
officers' pay.
pay. AN
Relating to
to the
pay
Establishment, officers'
AN ACT
ACT Relating
the pay
and allowances of officers
officers of the Naval
Naval Establishment
Establishment appointed to permanent
permanent grades
grades___----June
-June
Public Buildings
Buildings Act
of 1949.
ACT To
To provide
for compre105 ___
--- Public
Act of
1949. AN
AN ACT
provide for
comprehensive planning, for site acquisition
acquisition in and
and outside of the
District of Columbia, and for the design of Federal
Federal building
building
projects
projects outside of the District
District of Columbia;
Columbia; to authorize
authorize the
transfer of jurisdiction
jurisdiction over certain
certain lands between
certain dedebetween certain
partments
partments and agencies
and to
to provide
agencies of the United States; and
provide
certain additional
additional authority needed
needed in connection
connection with
with the
the
construction, management, and operation
operation of Federal
Federal public
buildings; and for other purposes ---___________________.
June
June
106 ___
--- Department
Department of
Act of
of 1944,
amendment. AN
AN
of Agriculture
Agriculture Organic
Organic Act
1944, amendment.
ACT To amend section 102 (a)
of
the
Department
of
Agri(a)
the Department
Agriculture
culture Organic Act of 1944 to authorize
authorize the Secretary
Secretary of
of
Agriculture
Agriculture to carry
carry out operations
operations to combat
combat the citrus blackfly, white-fringed
white-fringed beetle, and the Hall scale
scale --------___ -- . June
June
107 ___
--- Mining
claims, U.
S.
AN
ACT Providing
of
Mining claims,
U. S.
AN ACT
Providing for
for the
the suspension
suspension of
annual assessment
assessment work on mining
mining claims
claims held by location
in
location in
the United States and enlarging
damages
enlarging the liability for damages
caused to stock raising and other
other homesteads
homesteads by mining
.....
activities ----------------------June
108 __
Personnel Act
Act of
of 1940,
1940, amendment.
amendment. AN
ACT
108
--- Naval
Naval Aviation
Aviation Personnel
AN ACT
To provide benefits for members
members of
the reserve
reserve components
of
of the
components of
the armed
armed forces who suffer disability or death from
from injuries
engaged in active-duty
active-duty training
incurred while engaged
training for periods of
less than thirty days or while engaged
inactive-duty trainengaged in inactive-duty
ing - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ing
June
June
109 --___ Reorganization
Reorganization Act
provide for
for the
the rereAct of
of 1949.
1949. AN
AN ACT
ACT To
To provide
organization
Government agencies,
agencies, and for other purposes_ June
organization of Government
June
110 ___
--- Central
Central Intelligence
Intelligence Agency
Agency Act of 1949. AN ACT
ACT To
To provide
provide
for the administration
administration of the Central Intelligence
Intelligence Agency,
Agency,
established
pursuant to section
section 102,
Security Act
established pursuant
102, National
National Security
Act
---____
of 1947, and for other purposes-purposes ____________June
June
C. Code,
Code, amendment.
amendment. AN
To amend
section 16-415
16-415
111 ___
-_- D.
D. C.
AN ACT
ACT To
amend section
of the Code of Laws of the District
District of Columbia, to
to provide
provide
orders for the payment
for the enforcement
enforcement of court orders
payment of temporary and permanent
permanent maintenance
maintenance in the same
same manner
manner as
as
permanent alimony
directed to enforce orders for permanent
alimony -______June
June
112 ___
--- D.
D. C.
C. Code,
Code, amendment. AN
AN ACT
ACT To
amend section
16-418
To amend
section 16-418
of the Code of Laws of the District
District of Columbia, to provide
that an attorney be appointed
appointed by the court
defend all
court to defend
uncontested annulment
uncontested
annulment cases
cases ---- __._______________-June
June
113 __
--- D.
D. C. Code, amendment. AN ACT to amend section
section 13-108
13-108 of
of
the Code of Laws of the District of Columbia
to provide
provide for
for
Columbia to
constructive service
publication in annulment
annulment actions----service by publication
actions
June
June

Date
Date

Page
Page

10, 1949___
10,1949-_-

170
170

10, 1949___
10,1949-__

171
171

13, 1949___
13,1949-__

171
171

13, 1949___
13,1949---

172
172

13, 1949-_1949___
13,

172
172

13, 1949_
13,1949---

175
175

13, 1949___
13,1949---

175
175

16,
1949_ _16,1949_--

176
176

17, 1949___
17,1949---

200
200

17,
1949___
17,1949--.

200
200

20, 1949._
20,1949-_-

201
201

20, 1949__20,1949-__

203
203

20, 1949.___
20,1949-..

208
208

20, 1949___
20,1949---

213
213

20, 1949...._
20,1949--

213
213

20,
1949_._
20,1949-..

214
214

PUBLIC LAWS
LIST OF PUBLIC
Public
Law
Law

114 --___ Juvenile
D. C.
ACT To
for the
appointment
the appointment
provide for
To provide
AN ACT
C. AN
Court, D.
Juvenile Court,
114
of
additional judge
the juvenile
juvenile court
court of the
the District of
for the
judge for
of an
an additional
Columbia
Columbia------------------------------------------115 --- Mining
ACT Providing
for the
the temporary
detemporary deProviding for
AN ACT
S. AN
U. S.
claims, U.
Mining claims,
115
ferment in
contingencies of
annual assessof annual
unavoidable contingencies
certain unavoidable
in certain
ferment
ment
on mining
mining claims held by location in the United
work on
ment work
States, and
and enlarging
the liability
liability for
for damages
stock
caused to stock
damages caused
enlarging the
States,
raising and
other homesteads
activities----------by mining
mining activities
homesteads by
and other
raising
116 --- D.
C. Code,
Code, amendment.
ACT To
16-416 of
To amend section 16-416
AN ACT
amendment. AN
D. C.
116
the Code
Code of
Laws of
the District
District of
to
to conform
conform to
Columbia, to
of Columbia,
of the
of Laws
the
the nomenclature
prescribed by
Federal Rules
the Federal
by the
practice prescribed
and practice
nomenclature and
the
of Civil
Procedure-----------------------------------of
Civil Procedure
117
.
ACT
of America,
Ameri
ca, conveyance.
conveyance. AN
AN ACT
Scouts of
of Boy
Boy Scouts
Council of
Alaska Council
117 --- Alaska
To
authorize
the sale
of certain
certain public lands in Alaska to the
sale of
To authorize the
Alaska
Boy Scouts
recreation and
America for recreation
of America
Scouts of
of Boy
Council of
Alaska Council
other public
public purposes
purposes--------------------------------other
118
1950. AN ACT Making
Appropriation Act, 1950.
Branch Appropriation
Legislative Branch
118 --- Legislative
appropriations
year
Branch for the fiscal year
Legislative Branch
the Legislative
for the
appropriations for
purposes-------------ending
ending June 30, 1950, and for other purposes
119
Second Deficiency
AN ACT
ACT Making
Making
1949. AN
Act, 1949.
Appropriation Act,
Deficiency Appropriation
119 --- Second
appropriations to
to supply
in certain
certain appropriations
deficiencies in
supply deficiencies
appropriations
for the
year ending
30, 1949,
1949, and for other purposes_
purposes_
June 30,
ending June
fiscal year
the fiscal
for
RESOLUTION To print the
120
Indicators. JOINT
JOINT RESOLUTION
Economic Indicators.
120 --- Economic
monthly publication
entitled "Economic
Indicators"---"Economic Indicators"
publication entitled
monthly
telephone and
121 --House
of Representatives.
Relating to
to telephone
and
ACT Relating
AN ACT
Representatives. AN
House of
121
telegraph
service and
and clerk
clerk hire for Members of the House of
telegraph service
Representatives
Representatives -------------------------------------122 --International
Boundary and
and Water
AN
conveyance. AN
Commission, conveyance.
Water Commission,
InternationalBoundary
122
ACT
section,
Authorizing the transfer to the United States section,
ACT Authorizing
International
Water Commission, by the War
and Water
Boundary and
International Boundary
Assets
Administration of
of a
a portion
Brown at BrownsFort Brown
portion of Fort
Assets Administration
ville,
adjacent borrow area, without exchange of
and adjacent
ville, Texas, and
funds or
or reimbursement
reimbursement -------------------------------funds
123 --- Civil
Act, amendment. AN ACT To amend
Retirement Act,
Service Retirement
Civil Service
123
section 9
of the
1930,
the Civil Service Retirement Act of May 29, 1930,
9 of
section
accordance with such
as amended,
to grant credit in accordance
amended, so as to
as
inadvertence, no deducsection for
service for
through inadvertence,
for which, through
for service
section
tions from
salary are
made-----------------------------are made
from salary
tions
124 --- D.
C. Code,
Code, amendments.
amendments. AN ACT To amend sections 130 and
D. C.
124
a code of law for
131
Act entitled "An Act to establish a
the Act
of the
131 of
1901, relating
the District of Columbia", approved
approved March
March 3, 1901,
the
a will,
probate of a
to the
notice to
a petition for probate
given upon a
to be given
the notice
to
and to
the probate
of such
such will-------------------------will
probate of
and
to the
amend sections 260,
125 --.
D.
C. Code,
Code, amendments.
amendments.
AN
To amend
ACT To
AN ACT
D. C.
125
"An Act
267, 309, 315, 348, 350, and 361 of the Act entitled "An
to establish
a code
Columbia", aplaw for the District of Columbia",
code of law
establish a
to
provide that estates of decedents
proved
March 3, 1901, to provide
proved March
being administered
administered within the probate court may be settled
being
decedent
at the
election of
of the
representative of the decedent
personal representative
the personal
the election
at
in
court six
qualification as such personal
months after his qualification
six months
that court
in that
representative
representative ----------------------------------------126
C. Code,
Code, amendment.
section 137 of the
amendment. AN ACT To amend section
D. C.
126 --- D.
Act entitled
to establish aa code of law for the DisAct to
"An Act
entitled "An
Act
the
1901, relating to the
trict
approved March
March 3, 1901,
of Columbia", approved
trict of
time
within which a
caveat may be filed to a
awill after the will
a caveat
time within
has
probated-----------------------------------has been
been probated
127
D. C.
C. Code,
Code, amendments.
amendments. AN ACT To amend the Act entitled
entitled
- - D.
127 ___
Columbia",
"An
District of Columbia",
a code of law for the District
"An Act to establish a
a family allowance
approved March
March 3,
1901, to provide a
allowance and
3, 1901,
approved
a
simplified procedure
settlement of small estates ----the settlement
procedure in the
a simplified
128
AN ACT
9 of the Act of May
To amend section 9
ACT To
survey. AN
Forest survey.
---__ Forest
128 _
22, 1928,
as amended,
authorizing and directing
directing a
a national
amended, authorizing
1928, as
22,
survey
resources ----------------------------forest resources
of forest
survey of
129
Interstate Forest
Compact. AN ACT
Protection Compact.
FireProtection
Forest Fire
Northeastern Interstate
129 --- Northeastern
Granting the consent
consent and approval
approval of Congress to an interstate
Granting
forest
compact -------------------------protection compact
fire protection
forest fire
130
County and
and Irvine
Irvine Co., Calif., easements. AN ACT To
Orange County
--- Orange
130 ___
authorize the Secretary
Secretary of the Navy to grant to the county
authorize
of
perpetual easement for the maintenCalifornia, aa perpetual
of Orange,
Orange, California,
ance and
operation of a
a public highway, and to grant to the
and operation
ance
the
perpetual easement for the
Irvine Company, aa corporation, aa perpetual
maintenance, operation,
of a
a water pipe line, in the
use of
operation, and use
maintenance,
vicinity of
of the
the naval
air base,
base, Santa Ana, Orange County,
naval air
vicinity
California
California--------------------------------------------

XI
XI
Date

Page

June
June 20, 1949
1949_--__

214
214

1949 -June 21, 1949___

214
214

21,1949--June 21,
1949___

215
215

June 21, 1949-.1949...._

216
216

June
June 22,1949--22, 1949___

216
216

June 23,1949--23, 1949_ __
June

231

1949--June 23, 1949__-

264

June 23,1949--23, 1949___

264

23,1949--June 23,
1949_ __

265

June 24,1949-.24, 1949_ _-

266

June 24,1949--.
24, 1949..__

267

June 24,1949--24, 1949___
June

268
268

-June 24,1949
24, 1949___

268

24,1949-June 24,
1949_ __

269

25,1949--June 25,
1949...._

271

1949--June 25, 1949_
__

271

1949--June 25, 1949_
__

276

XII
XII

Public

LIST OF PUBLIC
LAWS
PUBLIC LAWS

Law
131
___ Officer
of 1947,
1947, amendment.
amendment. AN
To amend
131 --Officer Personnel
Personnel Act
Act of
AN ACT
ACT To
amend
section 312 of the Officer
Officer Personnel
Personnel Act of 1947, as amended,
amended,
so as to provide for the retention of certain officers of the
Medical and Dental Corps of the Navy---________________
Navy
132 ___
Wyo. AN ACT To authorize
authorize completion
-_- Eden
Eden project,
project, Wyo.
completion of
of conconstruction and development
Wyoming__
development of the Eden
Eden project,
project, Wyoming
133 ___
statistics. AN ACT To provide for the collection and
--- Cotton statistics.
and
publication
publication of cotton statistics ------------134 ___
-- _ D.
nursery schools, etc.
etc. AN ACT To
D. C. nursery
To continue
system of
of
continue a
a system
school-age
nurseries and nursery schools
schools for the day care
care of school-age
and under-school-age
under-school-age children in the District of Columbia
Columbia
through
----.
---------through June 30, 1950------1950
135 _
---__ Loans for public works.
Relating to
loans by
by Federal
Federal
works. AN
AN ACT
ACT Relating
to loans
agencies
construction of certain public works ---agencies for the construction
136 ___
_-- Payments
Government. AN ACT To provide
Payments to Swiss Government.
provide for the
payment
payment of compensation to the Swiss Government
Government for losses
and damages inflicted on Swiss territory
territory during World War
II by United States armed
II
armed forces
forces in violation
violation of neutral
neutral rights,
and authorizing
authorizing appropriations
appropriations therefor
therefor ---_
137 --_
___ Revenue Act of 1942,
JOINT RESOLUTION
1942, amendment, etc. JOINT
RESOLUTION
Granting certain extensions
extensions of time for tax purposes
purposes ----138 -_ Interstate
Interstate Commerce Act,
Act, amendments. AN
___
AN ACT
To amend
the
ACT To
amend the
Interstate Commerce Act, as amended, so as to provide
Interstate
limitations on the time within which actions may be brought
limitations
brought
recovery of undercharges
undercharges and overcharges
overcharges by or against
for the recovery
against
carriers by motor vehicles,
common carriers
vehicles, common carriers
carriers by
forwarders ----_---__-----water, and freight forwarders
139
Agricultural Adjustment Act, amendment.
amendment. AN
139 --___ Agricultural
AN ACT To amend
amend
Agricultural Adjustment Act, relating to
section 8c of the Agricultural
to
marketing agreements
agreements and orders, to authorize the Secretary
Secretary
of Agriculture
Agriculture to issue orders under such section with respect
respect
filberts and almonds
almonds --- _------------------to filberts
140 --___ Nationality
Nationality Act of
of 1940, amendment. AN ACT To amend the
Nationality Act of 1940-------___----___________
Nationality
1940
------141 -____ Labor-Federal
Labor-Federal Security Appropriation
Appropriation Act,
1950. AN
AN ACT
Act, 1960.
ACT
Making appropriations
appropriations for the Department of Labor, the
Federal
independent agencies,
Federal Security
Security Agency, and related independent
for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1950, and for other purposes_
142 -____ National
National Bank Act and Bretton Woods Agreements Act, amendamendments. AN ACT To amend the National Bank Act and the
Bretton Woods Agreements
Agreements Act, and for other purposes
purposes -- __143
___ Lighthouse
Lighthouse keepers,
keepers, etc.
etc. AN
ACT To
To regulate
regulate the
hours of
duty
143 -__
AN ACT
the hours
of duty
and the pay of civilian keepers of lighthouses and civilians
employed
employed on lightships and other vessels of the Coast Guard_ _
144 --service. AN ACT To
To repeal
___ Naval
Naval service.
repeal certain
certain obsolete
obsolete provisions
provisions
of law relating to the naval service-----------..
.service
145 --Appropriation Act, 1950.
1960. AN ACT Making
___ D. C. Appropriation
Making appropriappropriations for the government
Columbia and
government of the District of Columbia
activities chargeable
chargeable in whole
other activities
whole or in part against the
revenues of such District for the fiscal year ending June 30,
revenues
...- ------.
.--1950, and for other purposes ---- Department
Department of Agriculture
Agriculture Appropriation
Appropriation Act, 1960.
ACT
146 ___
1950. AN ACT
Making appropriations
appropriations for the Department
Department of Agriculture
year ending June 30, 1950, and for
for the fiscal year
for other
other purpurposes
_-__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
poses M--a-r---__
Commission, temporary
temporary authority.
JOINT
147 --___ U. S. Maritime
Maritime Commission,
authority. JOINT
RESOLUTION To continue the authority
RESOLUTION
authority of the Maritime
Commission to sell, charter, and operate
Commission
operate vessels, and for other
other
purposes
___
purposes ----------------------148 ___
--- Tin. AN ACT Amending Public Law 125, Eightieth Congress,
Congress,
approved
approved June 28, 1947, as amended-----------amended
149 ___
Virgin Islands
-- _ Virgin
incorporate the
Islands Corporation
Corporation Act. AN ACT To incorporate
the
purposes --_______
Virgin Islands Corporation, and for other purposes
150 -- Treasury
and Post
Treasury and
Post Office Departments
Departments Appropriation
Appropriation Act, 1950.
1960.
AN ACT Making appropriations
appropriations for the Treasury and Post
Office Departments
Departments and funds available
available for the Export-Import
Bank and Reconstruction
Corporation for the fiscal
Reconstruction Finance Corporation
year ending June
purposes-........
June 30, 1959, and for other purposes
151 ___
--- D.
D. C. Government employees, compensation.
compensation. AN ACT To increase
the compensation
compensation of certain employees of the municipal government of the District of Columbia, and for other purposes_
purposes-

Date
Date

Page
Page

June
1949_ __
June 25,
25, 1949_-

277
277

June
28, 1949_
__
June 28,
1949__-

277
277

June
28, 1949_ __
June 28,1949_-

278
278

June 28,1949-_28, 1949_ __
June

278
278

June
28, 1949_ __
June 28,1949-_-

279
279

June
28, 1949_-___
June 28,1949

279
279

June
__
June 28,
28, 1949_
1949___

280
280

June
1949_ __
June 29,
29, 1949--_

280
280

June 29,
29, 1949
1949_-_
__
June

282
282

June 29,1949--29, 1949_ __
June

282
282

June 29,
1949_ __
June
29, 1949_--

283
283

June 29,
1949_ __
June
29,1949_--

298
298

June
1949_ __
June 29,
29, 1949_--

299
299

June 29,
29, 1949-__
1949_ __
June

300
300

June
__
June 29,
29, 1949_
1949--_

303
303

June
29, 1949_--__
June 29,1949

324
324

June
29, 1949_--__
June 29,1949

349
349

June
1949_ __
June 30,
30,1949---

350
350

June
1949_ __
June 30,
30,1949--_

350
350

June 30,
30, 1949_
June
1949-_-__

356
356

June
30, 1949_
June 30,
1949 --

376
376

LAWS
LIST OF PUBLIC LAWS

Public
Law
152
and Administrative
of 1949.
Act of
1949.
Administrative Services
Services Act
Property and
152 ___
--- Federal
Federal Property

XIII
XIII

Date

Page

AN
AN

ACT
simplify the procurement,
utilization, and disposal
disposal
ACT To
To simplify
procurement, utilization,
reorganize certain
of Government
Government property, to
to reorganize
certain agencies
agencies of the
Government, and for other purposes
------------

153
of 1947,
AN ACT
ACT To
To conconamendment. AN
Decontrol Act
Act of
1947, amendment.
153 ___
--- Second
Second Decontrol
tinue for aa temporary period certain powers, authority, and
discretion in respect to tin and tin products
products conferred
conferred upon
discretion
Decontrol Act of 1947, and for
the President by the Second Decontrol
purposes
other purposes-------------------------------------154
___ Temporary
appropriations, 1950.
JOINT RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION Mak154--Temporary appropriations,
1950. JOINT
temporary appropriations
for
appropriations for the fiscal year 1950, and for
ing temporary
other purposes -----------------------------155
War Powers
Powers Act,
1942. AN
AN ACT
ACT To
for a
To continue
continue for
a
Act, 1942.
--- Second
Second War
155 ___
temporary period certain
certain powers, authority, and discretion
discretion
temporary
administering, and enforcing
for the purpose
purpose of exercising,
exercising, administering,
import controls with respect to fats and oils (including
(including butter),
and rice and rice products --------------and
156
printing. AN ACT To authorize
Governauthorize certain
certain Govern156 ___
--- Government
Government printing.
ment
printing, binding,
and blank-book
blank-book work
elsewhere than
than
work elsewhere
binding, and
ment printing,
Printing Office if approved by the Joint
at the Government
Government Printing
Committee
Committee on
on Printing
Printing----------------------------------- Simon
Simon Bolivar,
Bolivar, statue.
statue. JOINT RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION Authorizing
the
157 ___
Authorizing the
erection in the District of Columbia of a
a statue of Simon
Bolivar
-------------------Bolivar__..-__________----___ Census.
Census. AN ACT To
1929
To amend the
the Act
Act of June 18,
18, 1929-------158 --159 --___ Surplus
Act of
1949. AN
To
159
Surplus Fund—Certified
Fund-Certified Claims
Claims Act
of 1949.
AN ACT
ACT To
permit
Comptroller General
General to
claims chargeable
chargeable
permit the Comptroller
to pay claims
against lapsed appropriations
appropriations and to provide for the return of
unexpended balances of such appropriations
appropriations to the surplus
unexpended
fund --------------fund
--------------160 --___ Certain
and D.
C. government
employees, pay.
160
Certain Foreign
Foreign Service
Service and
D. C.
government employees,
pay.
AN
ACT To
To correct
inequities in
certain officers
officers
in the
the pay
pay of certain
AN ACT
correct inequities
employees of the Federal Government
Government and of the governgovernand employees
ment of the District of Columbia ----------------------161 --___ Facilities
Facilities for
international broadcasting.
broadcasting. AN
AN ACT
ACT To
To make
make
161
for international
certain Government-owned
Government-owned facilities available for internacertain
tional broadcasting
furtherance of authorized
broadcasting in the furtherance
authorized programs
of the Department
Department of State, and for other purposes
purposes--------162 --__ _ President's
Committee on
on National
National Employ
Employ the
the Physically
Physically Handi162
President's Committee
Handicapped
RESOLUTION Authorizing
Authorizing an approcapped Week.
Week. JOINT
JOINT RESOLUTION
priation for the work of the President's Committee
Committee on National
Employ
Physically Handicapped
Handicapped Week---------------Week
Employ the
the Physically
163 _
Trawlers Alaska
Alaska and
AN ACT
trawlers
the trawlers
163
---__ Trawlers
and Oregon.
Oregon. AN
ACT To
To transfer
transfer the
Alaska
Oregon from
Finance CorpoCorpoAlaska and
and Oregon
from the
the Reconstruction
Reconstruction Finance
Wildlife Service
ration to
to the Fish
Fish and Wildlife
Service ----------------164
amendment. AN
Act, amendment.
AN ACT
ACT
164 ___
--- Federal
Federal Food,
Food, Drug,
Drug, and
and Cosmetic
Cosmetic Act,
To
To amend the
the Federal
Federal Food,
Food, Drug,
Drug, and Cosmetic
Cosmetic Act
Act of June
25,
1938, as amended,
amended, by
providing for the
certification of
25, 1938,
by providing
the certification
batches of drugs, composed
composed wholly
wholly or partly of
of any
any kind of
aureomycin,
chloramphenicol, and bacitracin,
bacitracin, or any derivaureomycin, chloramphenicol,
derivative thereof-----------thereof
_----------------------165
State College,
conveyance. AN
authorize
165 ___
--- Mississippi
Mississippi State
College, conveyance.
AN ACT
ACT To
To authorize
the Secretary
Secretary of Agriculture
quitclaim five and
and one-tenth
Agriculture to quitclaim
one-tenth
acres of land in Washington County,
County, Mississippi,
to the
Mississippi, to
the
Mississippi State College
College -----------------------------166
___ Swan
Animal Quarantine
Station. AN
AN ACT
To repeal
repeal
166 --Swan Island
Island Animal
Quarantine Station.
ACT To
relating to the Swan Island Animal
the Act of July 24, 1946, relating
Quarantine Station __-------------------------------Quarantine
167 --of Army,
Army, Navy,
Navy, and
and Air Force,
Force, professional
professional and
and
167
___ Departments
Departments of
scientific service. AN ACT To amend the Act of August 1,
scientific
1,
1947, as amended, to authorize
professional
authorize the creation of ten professional
and scientific
research
scientific positions in the headquarters
headquarters and research
stations of the National
Advisory Committee
Committee for Aeronautics
National Advisory
Aeronautics-168
__ _ Jurors,
expenses, and
and costs.
costs. AN
the pay168 --Jurors,fees,
fees, expenses,
AN ACT
ACT Relating
Relating to
to the
payment of fees,
fees, expenses,
expenses, and costs of jurors_-__------------_
jurors
169 ___
County, Calif.
Calif. AN
AN ACT
ACT For
For the
the relief
relief of
of Nevada
Nevada
169
--- Nevada
Nevada County,
County,
County, California
California ---------------------------170
International Children's
Fund. AN
provide
--170 ___
International
Children'sEmergency
Emergency Fund.
AN ACT
ACT To
To provide
for further contributions
contributions to the International
International Children's
Children's
Emergency Fund
Fund------------------------------------Emergency

June 30,
1949_ __
June
30, 1949---

377
377

June 30,
1949_ __
June
30, 1949---

404

1949_ __
June 30,
30, 1949__-

404

July

1949_ __
1, 1949--

405

July

5,
1949_ __
5,1949_--

405

July
July
July

1949_ __
6, 1949---

5,
1949_ __
5, 1949__-

406
406

July
July

6,
__
6, 1949_
1949---

407

July

6,1949--6, 1949_ __

407

July

1949---__
9, 1949_

408

July

11, 1949_
1949--__

409

July
July

13,
1949_ __
13,1949---

409

July
1949_--__
July 13,
13,1949

409

July
13, 1949_ __
July 13,1949---

410
410

July
1949_ __
July 13, 1949---

410
410

July
13, 1949--1949_ __
July 13,

410
410

July 14, 1949-__
1949_ __

411

July
14, 1949
1949_
July 14,
-- _

412
412

July
July 14, 1949._
1949-_-__

412

XIV
XIV

LIST OF PUBLIC
PUBLIC LAWS
LAWS

Public
Law

171 ___
--- Housing Act of 1949.
1949. AN ACT To establish aa national housing
objective
objective and the policy to be followed in the attainment
attainment thereof, to provide
provide Federal
Federal aid to assist slum-clearance
slum-clearance projects and
low-rent
low-rent public housing projects initiated
initiated by local agencies,
agencies, to
to
provide for financial assistance by the Secretary
Agriculture
Secretary of Agriculture
for farm housing, and for other
purposes
other purposes
---.------.-___
-__ Panama
Panama Railroad
Railroad Company,
Company, tort
172 ___
tort claims
claims procedure,
procedure, exception. AN
AN
ACT To amend section
section 2680 of title 28, United States Code__
Code
173 ___
--- Medical Service Corps.
Corps. AN ACT To provide for certain adjustments on the promotion list of the Medical
Medical Service Corps of
the Regular
Regular Army --------174 ___
-__ Social Security
Security Act,
Act, amendments. JOINT RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION Extending section
section 1302 (a) of the Social Security Act, as amended,
amended,
_
until June 30, 1950 -----------------.......-----175 ___
--- Alaska, District
rules of procedure.
District Court,
Court, Federal
Federal rules
procedure. AN ACT To
make effective in the District Court for the Territory of Alaska
Alaska
rules promulgated by the Supreme Court of the
the United States
States
governing pleading, practice, and procedure
procedure in the district
district
courts of the United States ----------.176 ___
--- Federal
Federal National
National Mortgage
JOINT RESOLUTION
Mortgage Association.
Association. JOINT
RESOLUTION
To provide an increase in the authorization
authorization for the Federal
National Mortgage
National
Mortgage Association--_________------Association
177 --___ Fair
Fair Labor
Labor Standards
1938, amendment.
Standards Act of 19S8,
amendment. AN
AN ACT
ACT To
To
clarify the overtime compensation
compensation provisions
provisions of the Fair Labor
Labor
Standards Act of 1938, as amended
amended
-----------_- Medal
Medalfor
Humane Action. AN ACT To establish the Medal for
178 ___
for Humane
for
Humane Action for award
award to persons serving in or with the
Humane
armed forces of the United States participating
participating in the current
current
military
necessities of life to the people
military effort
effort to supply necessities
people of
Berlin,
Germany --------------___________________
-Berlin, Germany
179 ___
--- Departments
Justice, Commerce,
Commerce, and the Judiciary
Departments of
of State,
State, Justice,
Judiciary Appropriation
appropriations for the
priation Act, 1950. AN ACT Making
Making appropriations
Departments
Departments of State, Justice, Commerce, and the Judiciary,
for the fiscal year
year ending June 30, 1950, and for other purposes---___________________________________ ____________
poses
180
--- Alaska Railroad
Railroad Retirement Act, Canal
180 ___
Canal Zone Code, Civil Service
Service
Retirement Act, amendments. AN ACT To repeal
repeal the provisions of the Alaska Railroad
Railroad Retirement
June 29,
Retirement Act of
of June
1936, as amended,
amended, and sections
sections 91 to 107 of the Canal Zone
Code and to extend the benefits of the Civil Service RetireRetirement Act of May
May 29, 1930, as amended,
amended, to officers
officers and
and employees to whom such provisions are applicable
applicable-----------_
Francisco, Calif., land
conveyance. AN ACT Authorizing
181 -__
___ San Francisco,
land conveyance.
Secretary of the Army to convey certain
the Secretary
certain lands to the city
county of San Francisco
and county
Francisco -------------Great Britain
Britain and Norway, claims
182 --___ Governments
Governments of
of Great
United
claims against
against United
States. AN ACT To authorize
authorize the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury
to effect the payment
payment of certain
certain claims against the United
States----------------------States
183 ___
--- Federal
Airport Act, amendment. AN ACT To amend the FedFederal Airport
eral Airport
Airport Act so as to limit to 10 per centum any increase
increase of
the amount stated as aa maximum
maximum obligation
obligation under a
a grant
grant
agreement
agreement ---------------------184 -_retiring boards.
boards. AN ACT To amend
184
___ Navy retiring
amend section 1452, Revised Statutes, relating to Presidential
Presidential action on the proceedproceedings and decisions
decisions of Navy retiring boards
boards _..---_____.-___
--- Interstate
Interstate Commerce
185 ___
Act, amendment. AN ACT To
Commerce Act,
To amend
amend section 205 of the Interstate
Interstate Commerce Act, relating to joint
boards-----------------------.-- -------boards
186 ___Civil
--- Civil Aeronautics
Aeronautics Act of 1938. AN ACT To amend
amend the Civil
Civil
Aeronautics
regulate the transAeronautics Act of 1938, as amended,
amended, to regulate
portation,
portation, packing, marking, and description
description of explosives
---------.-.---and other dangerous articles ---187 --Airport Act, amendment. AN ACT To amend
amend the
___ Federal
Federal Airport
Federal
Federal Airport Act so as to provide that minimum rates
of
rates of
wages need be specified
specified only in contracts in excess of $2,00082,000_
188 --Readjustment Act, 1944,
1944, amendment. AN ACT To
___ Servicemen's Readjustment
extend for one year the authority of the Administrator
Administrator of
Veterans' Affairs respecting
respecting leases and leased property
property ... _.
189 ___
--- District
District of
banks, stop-payment
stop-payment orders.
orders. AN ACT Reof Columbia
Columbia banks,
lating
to
orders
to
banks
doing
business
lating
orders
business in the District of
Columbia
negotiable instruments
Columbia to stop payment on negotiable
instruments payable
from deposits in, or payable
..
payable at, such banks -----

Data
Date

Page
Page

July
15, 1949--1949_ __
July 15,

413
413

July
July 16,
16, 1949___
1949---

444
444

July 16,
1949_ __
July
16, 1949_--

444
444

July
1949- -July 16,
16, 1949-_-

445
445

July 18,
18, 1949-__
1949_ _
July

445
445

July
19, 1949-_1949_ __
July 19,

446
446

July
20, 1949
1949_-_
__
July 20,

446
446

July
20, 1949_ __
July 20,1949-__

447
447

1949_--__
July 20,
20,1949

447
447

July 21,1949-_21, 1949_ __
July

475
475

21, 1949_ __
July 21,1949___

477
477

July
25, 1949
1949_--_July 25,

478
478

July
25, 1949___
July 25,1949-__

478
478

July
25, 1949..__
July 25,1949
--

478
478

July
26, 1949....July 26,
1949---

479
479

July 26,
26, 1949_
July
1949-___

480
480

July
1949_-___
July 26,
26,1949

480
480

July
1949......
July 26,
26, 1949-_-

481
481

July 26,
1949_--__
July
26,1949

481
481

OF PUBLIC
PUBLIC LAWS
LIST OF
Public
Public
Law
Law
190 ___
Office
the Sergeant
of the
the House
of Representatives.
Representatives.
House of
Arms of
at Arms
Sergeant at
of the
Office of
-190
JOINT RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION To
To provide
provide for
for on-the-spot
on-the-spot audits
audits by
JOINT
the General
Accounting Office
Office
the fiscal rcords of the Office
of the
Office of
General Accounting
the
of the
the Sergeant
of the
the House
of Representatives_
-_
Representatives __
House of
at Arms
Arms of
Sergeant at
of
191 --___ District
of Columbia
judges. AN
AN ACT To
To
of judges.
salaries of
Courts, salaries
Columbia Courts,
District of
191
increase the
the judges
judges of
of the
Municipal Court of
the Municipal
of the
salaries of
the salaries
increase
Appeals
the District
District of
Columbia and the Municipal Court
of Columbia
for the
Appeals for
for the
Columbia
of Columbia---------------------------District of
the District
for
192
___ Fort
Fort Sumner
irrigation district,
district, N.
Mex. AN ACT To authorize
N. Mex.
Sumner irrigation
192 --project for
the rehabilitation
certain works
of the Fort
works of
of certain
rehabilitation of
for the
aa project
Sumner
irrigation district
district in
in New
New Mexico,
Mexico, and
for other purand for
Sumner irrigation
poses
poses---------------------------------------------193
veterans' organizations,
organizations, use
use of
of government
AN
property. AN
government property.
National veterans'
-- National
193 ___
Secretary of
ACT
Secretary of the Army, the Secretary
authorize the Secretary
To authorize
ACT To
the
and the
the Secretary
Secretary of
certain
of the
the Air Force to lend certain
Navy, and
the Navy,
property
to national
national veterans'
organizations, and for other
veterans' organizations,
property to
purposes
purposes------------------------------------------194 --___ Incompetent
veterans. AN
Modifying a
a limitation affecting
AN ACT Modifying
Incompetent veterans.
194
the pension,
or retirement
retirement pay payable on
compensation, or
pension, compensation,
the
account of
of an
incompetent veteran
veteran without dependents
dependents during
an incompetent
account
hospitalization, institutional
institutional or
domiciliary care
care-----------or domiciliary
hospitalization,
195
pensions. AN
ACT To
To adjust
effective date of certhe effective
adjust the
AN ACT
Veterans' pensions.
--- Veterans'
195 ___
tain awards
awards of
pensions and
and compensations
compensations payable
payable by the
of pensions
tain
Veterans'
Administration -------------------------Veterans' Administration
196
extension. JOINT
JOINT RESOLURESOLUappropriations,1950, extension.
Temporary appropriations,
--- Temporary
196 ___
TION Amending
temporary appropriations
appropriations
making temporary
Act making
an Act
Amending an
TION
for
the fiscal
purposes -----------for other
other purposes
and for
1950, and
year 1950,
fiscal year
for the
197 --___ Interstate
amendments. AN
ACT To amend the
AN ACT
Act, amendments.
Commerce Act,
Interstate Commerce
197
Interstate Commerce
Act, as
amended
as amended-----------------Commerce Act,
Interstate
198 ___
AN ACT
ACT To
times for comextend the times
To extend
Grande. AN
Rio Grande.
Bridge, Rio
--- Bridge,
198
mencing
and completing
completing the
free bridge
construction of aa free
the construction
mencing and
across the
the Rio
Rio Grande
Grande at
at or
or near
Texas ---------Rio, Texas
Del Rio,
near Del
across
199
amendment. AN ACT To
To
Act 1930, amendment.
Retirement Act
Service Retirement
Civil Service
--- Civil
199 ___
amend
Civil Service
Service Retirement
Retirement Act of May 29, 1930, as
the Civil
amend the
amended,
certain employees
employees of
of certain
exemption of
the exemption
to authorize
authorize the
amended, to
the Library
of Congress
Congress and
of the judicial branch of the Govand of
Library of
the
uncertain
ernment whose
whose employment
temporary or of uncertain
employment is temporary
ernment
duration -------------------------------------duration
200 ___
Toll bridge,
Grande. AN
AN ACT
ACT To
To extend
for comtime for
extend the time
Rio Grande.
bridge, Rio
--- Toll
200
mencing
the construction
of a
toll bridge
bridge across
across the Rio Grande
a toll
construction of
mencing the
at or
31, 1950
1950-------July 31,
to July
Texas, to
City, Texas,
Grande City,
Rio Grande
or near
near Rio
at
201 ___
U. S.
S. Courts,
transfer of
Administrative
D. C. offices to Administrative
certain D.
of certain
Courts, transfer
___ U.
201
Office.
AN ACT
transfer the
probation officer
officer
of the probation
office of
the office
To transfer
ACT To
Office. AN
of
United States
States District
Court for
for the
ColumDistrict of Columthe District
District Court
the United
of the
bia,
the office
Register of Wills for the District of Columoffice of the Register
bia, the
bia,
Commission on
on Mental
Health, from the governMental Health,
the Commission
and the
bia, and
Office
ment of the District of Columbia
Columbia to the Administrative
Administrative Office
ment
of the
United States
States Courts,
Courts, for budgetary and administrative
administrative
the United
of
purposes
-------------------------purposes----------202
AN ACT
Removing certain restrictions
restrictions imACT Removing
Academy. AN
Porter Academy.
___ Porter
202 ___
posed by
of March
1888, on
on certain
lands authorized
authorized
certain lands
8, 1888,
March 8,
Act of
the Act
by the
posed
by
Act to
conveyed to
trustees of
Porter Academy_
Academy_
of Porter
to the
the trustees
to be
be conveyed
by such
such Act
each
203
RESOLUTION Designating
Designating June 14 of each
JOINT RESOLUTION
Day. JOINT
Flag Day.
--- Flag
203 __
year
Flag Day
Day-----------------------------------as Flag
year as
204 ___
D. C.
entitled "An
"An Act
Act
C. contracts.
contracts. AN ACT To amend the Act entitled
-- D.
204
regulating
retent on contracts
contracts with the District of ColumColumregulating the retent
bia",
approved March
-----------------1906 -----31, 1906
March 31,
bia", approved
205 --___ U.
Courts, additional
additional judges.
judges. AN ACT To provide for the
S. Courts,
U. S.
205
appointment of
additional circuit
circuit and district judges, and for
of additional
appointment
other purposes
purposes ----------------------------------------other
206
___ Bureau
overtime payments. AN ACT To
Industry, overtime
Animal Industry,
of Animal
Bureau of
206 --authorize the
payment of
of employees
employees of
of Animal
Bureau of
the Bureau
of the
the payment
authorize
Industry
for overtime
overtime duty
duty performed
performed at establishments
which
establishments which
Industry for
prepare
analogous products
products for use in
virus, serum, toxin, or analogous
prepare virus,
the
domestic animals
animals --------------------of domestic
treatment of
the treatment
207
U. S.
14. AN
AN ACT To
revise, codify, and enact into
To revise,
title 14.
Code, title
S. Code,
207 ___- U.
law,
Guard"
United States Code, entitled "Coast Guard"
the United
title 14 of the
law, title
208 ___
policemen and
ACT To provide
pensions. AN ACT
firemen, pensions.
and firemen,
C. policemen
D. C.
--- D.
208
increased pensions
pensions for widows
widows and
deceased memmemand children of deceased
increased
bers
and retired
of the
the Police
Department and the
Police Department
members of
retired members
bers and
Fire Department
Department of
of Columbia
Columbia------------District of
the District
of the
Fire

XV

Date

Page
Page

26,1949-..
July 26,
1949__-

482

July
1949--__
July 28, 1949_

482

July
July 29,1949-..
29, 1949---

483

Aug.

1,1949-..
1,
1949_--

483

Aug.

1,1949--1,
1949___

484

Aug.

1,1949--1,
1949___

484
484

Aug.

--_
1,1949
1, 1949_ _

485
485

Aug.

2,1949
2,
1949_-__

485

Aug.

2,1949
2,
1949_--__

490

Aug.

2,1949--2,
1949_ _

490

Aug.

1949 -2, 1949_.._

490
490

Aug.

1949 --__
2, 1949_

491

Aug.

3, 1949
1949_--—

492

Aug.

1949_ _
3, 1949_--

492

Aug.

3,1949--.
3,
1949_ __

493

Aug.

3,1949
3,
1949_-__

493

Aug.

4,1949--4, 1949_ __

495

Aug.

4,1949
4,
1949_--__

495
495

Aug.

4,1949-4,
1949_ __

565

XVI
XVI

LIST
LIST OF PUBLIC LAWS
LAWS

Public

Law

209 ___
__- Valparaiso,
Valparaiso, Fla.,
recreationalfacility. AN ACT To authorize
Fla., recreational
authorize
the Secretary of the Air Force to operate and maintain
maintain a
acertain
certain
tract of land at Valparaiso,
Valparaiso, Florida, near
near Eglin Air Force Base,
as aa recreational facility
facility--- - - - ----- ------ - -- 210 _
---__ Officer Personnel
PersonnelAct of 1947, amendments.
amendments. AN ACT To
To authorize the adjustment
adjustment of the lineal positions of certain officers
officers of
the naval service, and for other purposes
purposes ---- _--_________-

211 -_National Housing
AN
ACT To
21/
___ National
Housing Act, amendments.
AN ACT
encourage
To encourage
construction of rental housing on or in areas adjacent
construction
adjacent to Army,
Navy,
installations, and for other
Navy, Marine
Marine Corps, and Air Force installations,
other
.
-..--------------...
purposes -----------------..
212 ___ Civil Service
Service Retirement Act,
Act, amendment.
amendment. AN
AN ACT
To amend
amend
ACT To
6 of the Civil Service Retirement
section 6
Retirement Act of May 29, 1930,
as
.____--------------------as amended
amended --_-213 ___
-Submarines. AN ACT To amend the Act
Act entitled
entitled "An
Submarines.
Act to
to
"An Act
authorize
construction of experimental
experimental submarines,
submarines, and
authorize the construction
for other
other purposes",
approved May 16, 1947
1947--- -___ ..-purposes", approved
214 ___ Postal
Postal Service. AN ACT To clarify the laws
laws relating
relating to
to the
the
compensation
compensation of postmasters
postmasters at fourth-class
fourth-class post offices
offices which
which
have been
advanced because
____been advanced
because of unusual conditions
conditions -.---- Insect
Insect and
and plant
control, appropriation.
215 ___
plant disease
disease control,
appropriation. JOINT
JOINT RESORESOLUTION
LUTION Making an additional appropriation
appropriation for control
control of
of
emergency
emergency outbreaks
outbreaks of insects and plant diseases
diseases ---______
216 ___
-National
Security
National
Act Amendments
Amendments of
1949.
AN
Act
of 1949.
AN ACT
ACT To
To rereorganize
management in the National Military Estaborganize fiscal management
Establishment to promote economy
economy and efficiency,
other
efficiency, and for
for other
purposes
..-.-.--------purposes -----------------------------217 --Bridge,
Ohio
River. AN ACT To extend
___ Bridge, Ohio River.
extend the time
time for commenccommencing and completing
construction of aa bridge across
completing the construction
across the
Ohio River at or near Shawneetown,
Shawneetown, Illinois -------218 ___
_- Prince
Georges County, Md., conveyance.
conveyance. AN
Prince Georges
AN ACT
ACT To
To provide
provide
for the conveyance
conveyance of a
atract of land in Prince Georges
Georges County,
Maryland,
a site for a
Maryland, to the State of Maryland for use as a
a
National Guard
Guard armory and for training the National
National Guard
purposes ---------------_________ -or for other military purposes
Code, amendments.
amendments. AN ACT To revise
219 --- Canal
Canal Zone Code,
revise and
and codify
codify
laws of the Canal Zone
Zone regarding the administration
administration of estates,
estates,
_---------------_____
and for other purposes
purposes ------ ---220 -_- Bridge,
Bridge, Mississippi
Mississippi River. AN ACT To revive and reenact,
as
220
reenact, as
amended, the Act entitled "An Act creating the City of Clinton
Bridge Commission and authorizing
authorizing said commission and its
its
acquire by purchase
successors to acquire
purchase or condemnation
condemnation and
to
and to
construct, maintain,
maintain, and operate a
across the
a bridge or bridges across
Mississippi River at or near
Mississippi
near Clinton, Iowa, and at or near
Fulton,
Illinois", approved December
21 1944
.
....
Fulton, Illinois",
December 21,
-- _ Alben W.
W. Barkley. JOINT
JOINT RESOLUTIO
RESOLUTIONN To provide
221 ___
provide for the
coinage
distinguished services
coinage of a
a medal in recognition
recognition of the distinguished
of Vice President
-------President Alben
Alben W. Barkley
Barkley..
...----Migratory
Bird Hunting Stamp Act, amendments. AN ACT To
222 __
Migratory Bird
amend
Migratory Bird Hunting
Hunting Stamp Act of March
amend the Migratory
March 16,
1934 (48 Stat. 451; 16 U. S. C. 718b),
718b) as amended-------..
amended
223 -__ Canal
Canal Zone Code,
amendments. AN
AN ACT
ACT To
the Canal
Code, amendments.
To amend
amend the
Canal
Zone
purposes -.------------ ___-_____
Zone Code, and for other purposes
224 -_- Federal
Federal Airport
AN ACT To
Airport Act, amendment. AN
authorize proproTo authorize
gressive partial payments
payments to sponsors under the Federal Airport Act program
__________--____-program ------.--225 --- U.
S. penitentiary,
Terre Haute,
Haute, Ind. AN ACT
U. S.
penitentiary, Terre
ACT To
To authorize
the
authorize the
Attorney General of aaportion of the Vigo
transfer to the Attorney
Vigo plant,
formerly the Vigo
ordnance
plant,
Indiana,
Vigo
near Terre Haute,
Haute, Indiana,
to supplement the farm lands required for the United States
prison system
system --------------------------__________
226 -Pueblo and Canoncito
CanoncitoNavajo Indians.
Indians. AN
To declare that
226
Pueblo
AN ACT To
that
the United States holds certain
certain lands in trust for the Pueblo
Indians and the Canoncito Navajo
Navajo group in New Mexico, and
and
------------__.__.___.____._
for other purposes
purposes ---227 -__ Federal
Federal Airport Act, amendments. AN ACT To fix the United
States share of project costs, under the Federal Airport Act,
involved in installation of high intensity
intensity lighting on CAA
CAA
designated
designated instrument
instrument landing runways __________------228
--Smithsonian Institution,
investigation. AN ACT
228
Smithsonian
Institution, paleontological
paleontological investigations.
ACT
cooperation by the Smithsonian Institution
To provide for cooperation
with State, educational, and scientific organizations
with
organizations in the
United
United States for continuing
continuing paleontological
paleontological investigations in
in
areas which will be flooded by the construction
construction of Government
Government
dams -------------..-----...------.----dame

Date
Date

Page
Page

Aug.
Aug.

5, 1949_ __
5,1949-__

566
566

Aug.
Aug.

5, 1949_ __
5,1949-

567
567

Aug.
Aug.

8, 1949_ __
8,1949__

570
570

Aug.

8, 1949__
8,1949__

577
577

Aug.
Aug.

8, 1949_ __
8,1949___

577
577

Aug.
Aug.

8, 1949_ __
8,1949__

578
578

Aug.
Aug.

8, 1949_ __
8,1949__

578
578

Aug.
10, 1949_ __
Aug. 10,1949-__

578
578

Aug.
10, 1949__
1949_ __
Aug. 10,

592
592

Aug.
__
Aug. 10,
10, 1949_
1949___

592
592

Aug. 10,1949-__
10, 1949_ __
Aug.

593
593

Aug.
10, 1949_ __
Aug. 10,1949-__

597
597

Aug.
12, 1949_ __
Aug. 12,1949-_-

599
599

Aug.
12, 1949_
Aug. 12,1949-_-

599
599

Aug.
12, 1949_ __
Aug. 12,1949-__

600
600

Aug. 12,
1949_ __
Aug.
12,1949-_-

603
603

Aug.
12, 1949___
1949_ __
Aug. 12,

603
603

Aug.
1949_ __
Aug. 13,
13,1949___

604
604

Aug. 15,
Aug.
15, 1949___
1949---

605
605

Aug. 15,
Aug.
1, 1949......
1949 --

606
606
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PUBLIC LAWS
LIST OF PUBLIC
Public
Law
Law
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Date

229
Inc. AN ACT To authorize
Arizona, Inc.
in Arizona,
Saint Joseph
Joseph in
of Saint
--- Sisters
Sisters of
229 ___
the
Agriculture to
sell certain
certain lands
to the
the Sisters
Sisters
lands to
to sell
of Agriculture
Secretary of
the Secretary
of
Saint Joseph
Joseph in
in Arizona,
Arizona, Incorporated,
Incorporated, of Tucson, Arizona,
Arizona,
of Saint
to consolidate
Desert Laboratory
Laboratory Experimental
the
Area of the
Experimental Area
the Desert
consolidate the
to
Southwestern
Forest and
Experiment Station, and for
for
and Range Experiment
Southwestern Forest
other purposes
purposes ------------------------------------other
230
C. Commissioners.
AN ACT
authorize the
Commissioners
the Commissioners
To authorize
ACT To
Commissioners. AN
D. C.
--- D.
230 ___
of the
District of
Columbia to
contracting officers
to
officers to
to appoint
appoint contracting
of Columbia
the District
of
make
amounts not
not exceeding
$3,000----------exceeding $3,000
in amounts
make contracts
contracts in
231
ACT To
To provide
and
research and
for aa research
provide for
AN ACT
Department. AN
Office Department.
_-- Post
Post Office
231
development
program in
in the
the Post
Post Office
Department------Office Department
development program
232 --Missoula
conveyance. AN
AN ACT
ACT To
for
provide for
To provide
Mont., conveyance.
County, Mont.,
Missoula County,
232
the
conveyance of
of certain
certain land in Missoula
Missoula County, Montana,
the conveyance
to
State of Montana
Montana
and benefit of Montana
Montana for the use and
to the
the State
State
University
State University------------------------------------233
Veterans, participation
AN ACT
grant time
time
To grant
ACT To
funerals. AN
in funerals.
participation in
233 --- Veterans,
to
employees in
executive branch of the Government
to
Government to
in the
the executive
to employees
participate,
deduction from annual
pay or deduction
loss of pay
without loss
participate, without
leave,
funerals for
members of
the armed
armed forces
forces
of the
for deceased
deceased members
in funerals
leave, in
returned
the United
States for
burial-----------------for burial
United States
to the
returned to
234
Conn., waterway.
declare the
the waterway
waterway
ACT To
To declare
AN ACT
waterway. AN
Haven, Conn.,
New Haven,
234 - - New
Brewery
(in which is located
located the Brewery Street Channel) from Brewery
Street southeastward
to a
line running south thirty-three
thirty-three
a line
southeastward to
Street
degrees fifty-three minutes thirty-six seconds
seconds west from the
degrees
south side
Chestnut Street
Street at
Connecticut a
a
Haven, Connecticut
at New
New Haven,
of Chestnut
side of
south
nonnavigable
stream--------------------------------nonnavigable stream
235 --Civil Service
Act, amendment.
amendment. AN
AN ACT To amend
amend
Retirement Act,
Civil
Service Retirement
235
the
Service Retirement
of May
provide
May 29,
29, 1930, to provide
Act of
Retirement Act
Civil Service
the Civil
that the
annuities of
officers and employees
employees engaged
of certain officers
the annuities
that
enforcement of the criminal laws of the United States
in the enforcement
average basic salaries
be computed
computed on the basis of their average
shall be
for any
any five
years of
allowable service _-------of allowable
consecutive years
five consecutive
for
236
Courts, Ga.,
division. AN
ACT To
To amend
amend
AN ACT
additional division.
Ga., additional
District Courts,
236 --- District
title 28,
28, United
United States Code, section 90, to create a
a SwainsSwainstitle
boro Division
southern district
district of Georgia, with terms
in the
the southern
Division in
boro
at Swainsboro __---_-- ---------------to be
be held at
of court
court to
237 --Black
vessel.
AN
provide for
the transfer
transfer
for the
To provide
AN ACT
ACT To
Mallard, vessel.
Black Mallard,
237
vessel Black
Mallard to the State of Louisiana for the
Black Mallard
of the vessel
use
department of wildlife and fisheries of
of the department
and benefit of
use and
such
State ---------------------------------------such State
238
post-office facilities.
AN ACT
ACT To
To provide
provide
facilities. AN
Calif., post-office
Angeles, Calif.,
Los Angeles,
238 --- Los
authorization
for additional
additional funds
funds for
for the
the extension
extension and imimauthorization for
provement
provement of post-office facilities at Los Angeles, California,
and
for other
other purposes ------------------------------and for
239
Coast and
and Geodetic
commissioned officers. AN ACT To
Survey, commissioned
Geodetic Survey,
239 --- Coast
extend
and Geodetic
Geodetic
the Coast
Coast and
officers of
of the
to commissioned
commissioned officers
extend to
Survey the
Armed Forces
1946_
Forces Leave Act of 1946provisions of the Armed
the provisions
Survey
240
Revenue Code,
certain
exempt certain
To exempt
AN ACT
ACT To
amendment. AN
Code, amendment.
Internal Revenue
240 --- Internal
volatile fruit-flavor
fruit-flavor concentrates
from the
the tax
on liquors
liquors-_-tax on
concentrates from
volatile
241
U. S.
RESOLUTION ExExJOINT RESOLUTION
gifts. JOINT
abroad, gifts.
armed forces
forces abroad,
S. armed
241 --- U.
tending
free importation
importation
the existing
existing privilege of free
tending for
for two years the
of
members of the armed forces of the United States
of gifts from members
on
abroad--------------------------------------on duty
duty abroad
242 --- Suitland
Suitland Parkway,
AN ACT
provide for
for the
the developdevelopTo provide
ACT To
Md. AN
Parkway, Md.
242
ment, administration,
maintenance of the Suitland Parkand maintenance
administration, and
ment,
way in the State of Maryland as an extension of the park
system
District of Columbia
Columbia and its environs by the
of the District
system of
Secretary of
for other
other purposes---------purposes
of the
the Interior,
Interior, and
and for
Secretary
243 --Lodge Grass,
of Indian
land holdings.
AN ACT
ACT
holdings. AN
Indian land
taxation of
Mont., taxation
Grass, Mont.,
Lodge
243
taxation of Indian land holdings in the town
authorize the taxation
To authorize
a municipal
financing a
of Lodge Grass, Montana, to assist in financing
water supply
supply and
and sewerage
sewerage system
.-.---system-.-.
water
Bridge,
To amend
amend the
the
RESOLUTION To
JOINT RESOLUTION
River. JOINT
Niagara River.
Bridge, Niagara
244 -resolution creating the Niagara
Niagara Falls Bridge Commission,
joint resolution
approved June 16, 1938
1938 ------------------------------approved
245
___ Lake
Lake County,
patent in
the
Authorizing the
AN ACT
ACT Authorizing
in fee.
fee. AN
Mont., patent
County, Mont.,
245 --Secretary
Interior to issue to Lake County, Montana, a
a
Secretary of the Interior
patent
to certain
certain Indian
lands -.
.-----------------Indian lands
in fee
fee to
patent in
Temporary appropriations,
appropriations, 1950,
1950, extension.
extension.
JOINT RESORESOJOINT
246 --- Temporary
LUTION Amending
temporary appropriAmending an Act making temporary
ations for
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
and for
other purfor other
amended, and
1950, as
as amended,
year 1950,
ations
poses
poses-----------------------------------------------81939
—50---PT.
81939-5-0--PT.

---
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Page

Aug. 15, 1949--1949__ _

606

Aug. 16, 1949
1949_--__

607

Aug. 16, 1949--1949_.. _

608

Aug. 16, 1949
1949_--__

608

Aug. 16, 1949
1949_--__

608

16, 1949._
1949 --__
Aug. 16,
Aug.

609

1949 -Aug. 16, 1949......

609

Aug. 16, 1949--1949_ __

610

Aug.
Aug. 16,
16, 1949--l949.._

610
610

Aug. 17, 1949--1949_ __

610
610

Aug. 17, 1949_-1949_ __

611

Aug. 17, 1949___
1949---

611

-Aug. 17, 1949
1949—

612
612

1949---_
Aug. 17, 1949._

612
612

Aug. 17, 1949___
1949---

613

1949--Aug. 17, 1949_
__

613

Aug. 18, 1949--1949_ __

614
614

Aug. 18, 1949--Aug.
1949_

614
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Public
Public
Law
Law
S. Merchant
Merchant Marine
247 --___ U. S.
ACT
Marine Academy, conferring
conferring of
of degree.
degree. AN
AN ACT
To provide for the conferring
conferring of
of the
bachelor of
of
the degree
degree of
of bachelor
science upon graduates of the United States Merchant
Merchant Marine
Academy ---------------------------------Academy
248 -__
Missoula County, Mont., conveyance. AN ACT To
___ Missoula
authorize
To authorize
acquisition by the county of Missoula,
Missoula, State of
of Montana,
Montana, of
of
certain lands for public-use purposes
purposes _____-------Fishcultural
facilities. AN ACT To authorize
249 --___ Fish
cultural facilities.
authorize the
the establishment
establishment
of fish hatcheries in the States of Georgia
Georgia and
and Michigan;
Michigan; to
to
rehabilitation and expansion of rearing
authorize the rehabilitation
ponds
rearing ponds
and fish cultural facilities
facilities in the States of New
York and
and
New York
Colorado; to authorize
authorize the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior to
to underundertake a
a continuing
continuing study of shad of the Atlantic coast; and
and to
to
amend
amend the Act of August
August 8, 1946, relating
relating to investigation
investigation and
and
eradiation
predatory sea lampreys of the Great Lakes,
eradiation of predatory
Lakes, and
and
for other purposeE
purposes ----------------------------------Court Building
and grounds.
250 -_- Supreme Court
Building and
grounds. AN ACT Relating
Relating to
to the
the
policing
policing of the building
building and grounds of the
the Supreme
Court of
of
Supreme Court
the United States
---..
___
Port-au-PrinceBicentennial
251 --- Haiti,
Haiti, Port-au-Prince
JOINT RESOBicentennial Exposition.
Exposition. JOINT
RESOLUTION Authorizing
Authorizing Federal
Federal participation
the InternaInternaparticipation in
in the
tional
tional Exposition for the Bicentennial
of
the
Founding
Bicentennial of the Founding of
of
Port-au-Prince, Republic
Republic of Haiti, 1949_
1949-----...252 --- Soo Locks Centennial
Centennial Celebration
Celebration Commission.
Commission. AN
ACT To
AN ACT
To
provide for the preparation
preparation of a
aplan for
of the
the
for the
the celebration
celebration of
one hundredth
anniversary of the building of the Soo Locks
hundredth anniversary
Locks_
253 --- Minnesota,
Federalcorrectional
Minnesota, lease of Federal
correctional institution.
institution. AN
AN ACT
ACT To
To
authorize
authorize the lease of the Federal
Federal correctional institution at
at
Sandstone, Minnesota, to the State of MinnesotaMinnesota
-_______
254 --- Civil
Civil Service Retirement
Retirement Act, amendment.
amendment. AN
AN ACT
ACT To
extend
To extend
the time within
within which legislative
legislative employees may come within
within
the purview of the Civil Service Retirement
Retirement Act----Act
Poison, Mont.
Mont. AN ACT To authorize
255 -__ Poison,
authorize an
an appropriation
appropriation in
in aid
aid
of
a system
system of drainage and sanitation
of
Montana
a
Poison,
for the city of Poison,
256

---

257 ---

--258 ___

259 --___

--_
260 ___
261 ____
-261

262 ___

263 --___

Date
DaeA

Page
age

Aug. 18,
1949___
Aug.
18,1949__

614
614

Aug.
1949.___
Aug. 18,
18,1949___

615
615

Aug.
18, 1949.___
Aug. 18,1949___

615
615

Aug.
Aug. 18, 1949_ __

616

Aug. 19, 1949___
Aug.
19,1949___

618

Aug. 19, 1949_ __

620

Aug. 19, 1949.___

620

Aug. 19,
1949___
Aug.
19,1949___

621
621

18,1949__

Aug. 19,1949-__

Aug. 19,1949__

Montana----------------------------Aug.
19, 1949___
1949_ __
Aug. 19,
Klamath County, Oreg.,
Oreg., public-school
Klamath
public-school facilities.
AN ACT
ACT To
facilities. AN
To
provide
provide funds for cooperation
of Klamath
Klamath
cooperation with the school board
board of
County, Oregon, for the construction, extension, and improvement of public-school
public-school facilities in Klamath County, Oregon,
to be available
available to all Indian and non-Indian children without
without
discrimination
discrimination
Aug. 19, 1949_ __
discrimination
ice.
-----------Postal
To amend
amend the
the Act
entitled "An
"An Act
to Aug. 19,1949--_
Postal Service. AN ACT
ACT To
Act entitled
Act to
reclassify
reclassify the salaries of postmasters, officers,
officers, and
employees
and employees
of the Postal Service; to establish uniform
uniform procedures for
comfor computing compensation; and for other purposes", approved
puting
approved
July 6, 1945,
1945, so as to provide
provide annual
annual automatic
automatic within-grade
within-grade
promotions
promotions for hourly employees
employees of the custodial
custodial serviceservice...
Aug.
1949_-_ _
Aug. 22,
22,1949
Canadian
transportation between points
Canadian vessels, transportation
points in
in Alaska
Alaska and
and
United
States. AN ACT To provide transportation
United States.
on
transportation on
Canadian
Canadian vessels between Skagway, Alaska, and other
other points
points
in Alaska, between Haines,
Haines, Alaska, and other points in Alaska,
and between
between Hyder, Alaska, and other
other points
points in
Alaska
the
in Alaska or
or the
continental
continental United States, either
either directly
directly or
port,
or via
via a
a foreign
foreign port,
or for any part of the transportation
.--_ -- _____.----tran sport
a ti on
Aug. 22, 1949..__
American Indians,
Indians, ethnological
American
researches. AN
AN ACT
ACT To
To amend
amend Aug. 22,1949___
ethnological researches.
the Act entitled
entitled "An
"An Act to provide for cooperation
by
the
cooperation by the
Smithsonian Institution with State, educational, and scientific
scientific
organizations in the United States for continuing
continuing ethnological
ethnological
researches
on
the
American
Indians",
researches
Indians", approved
approved April 10, 1928,
1928,
and for other purposes
...__.
____purposes
Aug. 22, 1949._ __
Aug. 22,1949-Cowlitz County,
County, Wash.
For the
the relief
of
Public
Utility
Wash. AN ACT For
relief of Public Utility
District
Numbered
1,
of
Cowlitz
Washington ---District Numbered
County, Washington
Aug.
23, 1949___
Internal Revenue Code, amendments.
amendments. AN ACT To amend the Aug. 23,1949___
Internal
Internal
Revenue
Code
Internal Revenue
to permit the use of additional means,
including stamp machines,
machines, for payment of tax
fermented
tax on
on fermented
malt liquors, provide for the establishment
establishment of
brewery bottling
bottling
of brewery
brewery premises,
house on brewery
premises, and for other purposes
purposes
Aug. 23,
1949_ __
--Aug.
23,1949___
Mississippi
Mississippi River Parkway,
Parkway, survey.
ACT To
To authorize
authorize the
survey. AN
AN ACT
the
Mississippi River Parkway
survey of a
a proposed Mississippi
Parkway for
the purfor the
purpose of determining
determining the feasibility
feasibility of such a
a national
national parkway,
parkway,
and
for
other purposes
------------and for other
purposes
Aug. 24,
24, 1949___
Aug.
1949___
Mountain National
Rocky Mountain
National Park,
Park, Colo.
For the
the addiaddiColo. AN
AN ACT
ACT For
tion of certain lands to Rocky Mountain National Park,
Colorado, and for other purposes
purposes ----....-----Aug. 24, 1949.__-

~----------------------------

Aug. 24, 1949---

616

618

620

620

621
621

621
621

622
622

622
622

623

623

623
623

624

624

626
626
626

626
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Law

Date
Date

264 ___
Works Act.
Act.
Public Works
Alaska Public
--- Alaska
264
265
--265 ___

266 ___
--266

267 ___
--267

268
--268 ___
269
--269 ___
270
270 - -271
271 ---

272 --272
273
273 --274 --274
275 --275
276 --276
277 --277

278
278

---

279
279 - --

280
280

XIX
AIX

---

281 --281

282 --282
283 --283
284 --284

Pae
Page

program
AN
ACT To
To authorize
authorize aa program
AN ACT
of
useful public
development of the Territory of
the development
for the
works for
public works
of useful
Alaska
__
627
1949--Aug. 24, 1949_
-Alaska _-----------------------------------To
Finland,
use of
war-debt payments.
RESOLUTION To
payments. JOINT RESOLUTION
of war-debt
Finland, use
provide that
payments by
by the
Finland
the Republic of Finland
future payments
any future
that any
provide
on the
the principal
or interest
debt of the First World War
its debt
of its
interest of
principal or
on
to the
educational and
shall be used to provide educational
United States shall
to
the United
technical instruction
instruction and training in the United States for
technical
citizens of
Finland and
and America
America books
books and
equipment
technical equipment
and technical
of Finland
citizens
for
institutions of
of higher
higher education in Finland, and to provide
for institutions
opportunities
for American
citizens to carry out academic
academic and
American citizens
opportunities for
scientific
Finland ------------------------Aug. 24, 1949
1949_ -__
630
in Finland
enterprises in
scientific enterprises
Independent Offices Appropriation
1950. AN ACT Making
Appropriation Act, 1960.
Independent
appropriations for
for the
Office and sundry independent
independent
Executive Office
the Executive
appropriations
executive
bureaus, boards,
agencies,
corporations, agencies,
commissions, corporations,
boards, commissions,
executive bureaus,
and
the fiscal
year ending June 30, 1950, and for
fiscal year
for the
offices, for
and offices,
631
other
purposes -----------------------------------Aug. 24, 1949--1949_ __
other purposes
Civil
ACT To
extend
To extend
AN ACT
amendment. AN
Act, amendment.
Retirement Act,
Service Retirement
Civil Service
benefits
of section
section 1
1 (c)
(c) of
Civil Service
Service Retirement Act of
of the
the Civil
benefits of
May 29,
29, 1930,
1930, as
involunemployees who were involunas amended,
amended, to employees
May
tarily
separated during
during the
1, 1945,
1945, to July
July 1,
from July
period from
the period
tarily separated
1,
1947, after
having rendered
years of service but
twenty-five years
rendered twenty-five
after having
1, 1947,
prior
to attainment
age fifty-five
Aug. 25, 1949_-1949_ __
663
fifty-five --------------------of age
attainment of
prior to
Federal
Crop Insurance
amendments. AN ACT To amend
Act, amendments.
Insurance Act,
Federal Crop
663
the Federal
Crop Insurance
Insurance Act_-----------------------Act
Aug. 25, 1949--1949_ __
Federal Crop
the
To
ACT To
Veterans'
of 1944,
1944, amendments.
amendments. AN
AN ACT
Act of
Preference Act
Veterans' Preference
to
amend
Veterans' Preference
Preference Act of 1944 with respect to
amend the Veterans'
666
certain
Aug. 26, 1949_-1949_ __
of veterans
veterans-----------------------------mothers of
certain mothers
discontinue divisions
To discontinue
ACT To
U.
Courts, Kansas.
AN ACT
Kansas. AN
S. District
DistrictCourts,
U. S.
666
27,1949
Aug. 27,
of the
the court
in the
the district
1949_-__
Kansas-------------------district of Kansas
court in
of
Armed
other nations
United States,
revenue
internal revenue
States, internal
in United
nations in
of other
forces of
Armed forces
exemptions. AN
AN ACT To
accord privileges of free importaTo accord
exemptions.
tion to
to members
members of
the armed
armed forces
other nations,
nations, to grant
grant
of other
forces of
of the
tion
certain extensions of time for tax purposes, and to facilitate
666
tax administration
Aug. 27,1949--27, 1949___
administration--------------------------------tax
Agricultural Adjustment
ACT
amendments. AN ACT
1938, amendments.
Adjustment Act of 1988,
Agricultural
To amend
cotton and
and wheat marketing
marketing quota provisions
the cotton
amend the
To
29,1949
Aug. 29,
of the
the Agricultural
Adjustment Act of
amended
1949_-__
670
1938, as amended----of 1938,
Agricultural Adjustment
of
Weber
project, Utah.
AN ACT
To authorize
authorize
ACT To
Utah. AN
reclamation project,
Basin reclamation
Weber Basin
the construction,
operation, and
Weber
of the Weber
maintenance of
and maintenance
construction, operation,
the
677
Aug. 29,1949--Basin reclamation
reclamation project,
Utah
29, 1949_ __
project, Utah------------------------Basin
Civil Aeronautics
1938, amendment. AN ACT To amend
of 1938,
Act of
Aeronautics Act
Civil
1949--Aug. 30, 1949_
title II
of the
Civil Aeronautics
Act of
of 1938,
as amended
amended ---__
678
1938, as
Aeronautics Act
the Civil
II of
title
Alaska,
sale of
public lands.
lands. AN
AN ACT
To authorize
the sale of
authorize the
ACT To
of public
Alaska, sale
679
Aug. 30,1949--public
lands in
30, 1949___
Alaska--------------------------------in Alaska
public lands
addiBig
Tex. AN
ACT To
the addiTo authorize
authorize the
AN ACT
Park, Tex.
National Park,
Bend National
Big Bend
tion
of certain
certain lands
to the
National Park, in the
Bend National
Big Bend
the Big
lands to
tion of
679
1949---__
State
and for
Aug. 30, 1949_
purposes -----------------other purpose&
for other
Texas, and
of Texas,
State of
To
Postal
air-mail services.
services. AN
AN ACT To
experimental air-mail
Service, experimental
Postal Service,
6 of
of the Act of April 15, 1938, to expedite the
section 6
amend section
carriage of mail
granting additional
additional authority to the Postmail by granting
carriage
transportation of
master General to award contracts for the transportation
680
Aug. 30, 1949--routes-----------------------mail by aircraft
aircraft upon star routes
1949._ _
680
National Housing
amendment. JOINT
RESOLUTION To
JOINT RESOLUTION
Act, amendment.
Housing Act,
National
681
30,1949--Aug. 30,
amend the
the National
Housing Act,
Act, as
amended
1949_ __
as amended-----------National Housing
amend
Chillicothe,
transfer of land
land to Bureau
Bureau of Prisons.
Prisons. AN ACT
Ohio, transfer
Chillicothe, Ohio,
Administrator of Veterans'
Veterans' Affairs
Affairs to the
the Administrator
from the
To transfer
transfer from
Attorney General
General of
United States for the use of the Bureau
of the United
Attorney
681
31,1949--_
of
Prisons, a
acertain
certain tract
1949___
located at Chillicothe, Ohio - Aug. 31,
tract of land located
of Prisons,
Oil
AN ACT
To eliminate
premium payments
payments in
in the
the
eliminate premium
ACT To
refineries. AN
Oil refineries.
purchase of Government royalty oil under existing contracts
contracts
purchase
entered
pursuant to the
the Act
Act of July 13, 1946 (60 Stat. 533),
into pursuant
entered into
and
for other
other purposes
Sept. 1,
1949_
682
-1,1949
purposes------------------------------and for
Milwaukee
County, Wis.,
Wis., conveyance.
conveyance. AN
AN ACT
authorize
To authorize
ACT To
Milwaukee County,
Veterans' Affairs to convey certain lands
the Administrator
Administrator of Veterans'
and to
to lease
lease certain
certain other
to Milwaukee
Milwaukee County,
County, Wisland to
other land
and
consin -------------------------------------------Sept.
1949_ __
683
Sept. 1,
1,1949--_
consin
Chattooga County,
Ga. AN
ACT For
the relief
Chattooga
of Chattooga
relief of
For the
AN ACT
County, Ga.
Chattooga
-County,
Georgia
Sept. 1,1949
1, 1949_ __
685
County, Georgia-----------------------------------Institute of
Inter-American Affairs.
ACT Extending
Extending the
the
AN ACT
Affairs. AN
of Inter-American
Institute
685
Sept. 3,
3,1949--Institute
of Inter-American
Inter-American Affairs--------------------Affairs
1949._
Institute of
Hawaii,
revenue bonds.
bonds. AN
AN ACT
ACT To
To ratify
ratify and
and confirm
Act 44
confirm Act
Hawaii, revenue
of the
Session Laws
Laws of
of Hawaii,
extending the time within
within
Hawaii, 1949, extending
the Session
of
which revenue
bonds may
be issued
chapter
delivered under chapter
issued and delivered
may be
revenue bonds
which
686
118, Revised
Laws of
Hawaii, 1945
Sept. 3, 1949--1949___
1945---------------------of Hawaii,
Revised Laws
118,
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LIST OF
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Public
Law

U. S. Code,
285 ____--U.
Code, title 18, amendments.
ACT To
provide for
for the
the
amendments. AN
AN ACT
To provide
care and custody
custody of insane persons charged
charged with or
convicted
or convicted
of offenses against the United States, and for other purposes__
purposes__
286 ____--Housing,
Housing, disabled
disabled veterans.
veterans. AN ACT To
addiTo provide certain
certain addirehabilitation assistance for certain seriously disabled
tional rehabilitation
disabled
veterans
remove an existing inequality
inequality- -_______
veterans in order to remove
287 __
__-_ Morgan
Morgan County, Ohio,
Ohio, conveyance.
conveyance. AN ACT
ACT To authorize
authorize the
the
Secretary
Secretary of the Army to purchase certain property
property in
Morgan
in Morgan
County ------------------------------....288 --_ U.
U. S. employees, compensation
compensation for
work. AN
AN ACT
ACT To
for night
night work.
To proprovide that extra compensation
compensation for night work paid officers and
and
employees of the United States shall be
on the
be computed
computed on
the basis
basis
of either standard
standard or daylight saving time ------------289 --- Bridge, Mississippi
Mississippi River. AN
the time
AN ACT
ACT To
To extend
extend the
time for
for
completing
completing the construction
construction of a
a bridge across the Mississippi
Mississippi
River
a point between Delmar
River at or near a
and Cole
Delmar Boulevard
Boulevard and
Cole
Street in the city of Saint Louis,
Missouri, and
point opposite
Louis, Missouri,
and aapoint
opposite
thereto in the city of East Saint Louis, Illinois_--------Illinois
290 --- Braille
Braille writers,
writers, transportation.
transportation. AN ACT
permit the
the sending
sending
ACT To permit
of Braille writers
writers to or from the blind at
at the same rates
rates as
as
provided for their transportation
transportation for repair purposes -----291 --- Acadia
Acadia National
Park, Maine,
Maine, conveyance. AN ACT Relating
National Park,
Relating
exchange of certain private and Federal
to the exchange
Federal properties
properties
within the authorized
authorized boundaries
boundaries of
of Acadia
Acadia National
National Park,
Park,
in the
the State
State of
of Maine,
Maine, and for other purposes ------------in
292 -_ Fort
Fort Niagara
Niagara State Park,
Y., conveyance.
conveyance. AN
AN ACT
ACT To
Park, N.
N. Y.,
To proprovide for the conveyance
conveyance to the State of New
of certain
certain
New York
York of
historic property
property situated within Fort
Park,
Fort Niagara
Niagara State
State Park,
-_- ----------and for other purposes
purposes - ________
293 -_- Petersburg
Petersburg National
National Military Park,
ACT To
To add
certain
Park, Va.
Va. AN
AN ACT
add certain
surplus land to Petersburg National Military
Park, Virginia,
Virginia,
Military Park,
to define the boundaries
boundaries thereof,
and for
for other
thereof, and
other purposes
purposes..
294 ___ Organic
Puerto Rico, amendment.
Organic Act of Puerto
amendment. AN
AN ACT
amend
ACT To
To amend
section 50 of the Organic Act of Puerto Rico_-----------Rico
295 --- Philippine
Philippine Rehabilitation
Rehabilitation Act of 1946, amendment.
amendment. AN ACT
ACT
To amend
Philippine Rehabilitation
Rehabilitation Act of 1946 ------amend the Philippine
296 -__ Hot Springs,
Springs, N. Mex.,
Mex., use of land.
Permitting the
land. AN ACT
ACT Permitting
the use,
use,
for public purposes of certain
certain land in Hot Springs,
Springs, New
New
.
..
- ..----Mexico ------------------297 --- Army and
Force Vitalization
Act
and Air Force
Vitalization and
and Retirement
Retirement Equalization
Equalization Act
1948, amendment.
amendment. AN ACT To
of 1948,
and Air
Air
To amend the
the Army
Army and
Retirement Equalization
Force Vitalization
Vitalization and Retirement
Equalization Act of 1948
1948_
__
298 --_ Logan International
International Airport,
Airport, Boston, Mass.
JOINT RESOLURESOLUMass. JOINT
TION To authorize
authorize the Administrator
Administrator of
Aeronautics to
of Civil Aeronautics
to
undertake a
Airport Act
Act for
the
a project under the Federal
Federal Airport
for the
development and improvement of Logan International
development
International Airport
Airport
at Boston, Massachusetts,
Massachusetts, during
during the fiscal year 1950-----1950
National Society of the Colonial
299 --- National
Colonial Dames
District of
Dames of America
America in
in District
of
Columbia.
AN ACT
To exempt
certain property
property
Columbia.
AN
ACT To
exempt from
from taxation
taxation certain
of the National
National Society of the Colonial Dames of America
America in
in
the District
of Columbia
Columbia--------------the
District of
--- Alaska, license taxes.
300 __
460 of
of the
Act
taxes. AN
AN ACT
ACT To
To repeal
repeal section
section 460
the Act
of March 3, 1899 (30 Stat. 1336),
for
1336), as
as amended,
amended, providing
providing for
certain license taxes in the Territory of Alaska
Alaska----------- certain
schools, S. Dak.
301 --_ Indian
Indian schools,
the use
use of
of the
Dak. AN ACT
ACT To
To provide
provide for
for the
the
State course
course of study in schools operated
operated by
by the
Bureau of
the Bureau
of
Indian Affairs on Indian reservations
reservations in
in South
Dakota when
when
South Dakota
requested by a
a majority
majority vote of the parents of the students
enrolled therein
therein----------------------------.
enrolled
Navajo Indians,
302 --- Navajo
AN ACT
Indians, exchange
exchange of land. AN
ACT To
To authorize
authorize the
the
Secretary
Secretary of the Interior to exchange
exchange certain Navajo tribal
tribal
Indian land for certain Utah State land
land----Crow Indians.
303 -Crow
changes in
in the
chmsificaIndians. AN ACT Authorizing
Authorizing changes
the classification of Crow Indians.--------------------------Indians
Marine Hospital,
Hospital, Ky. AN ACT Relating to
304 -_- Louisville Marine
to the
sale
the sale
Jefferson County,
of the old Louisville Marine Hospital, Jefferson
County,
Kentucky
Kentucky-------_____
------------------305 --- Temporary
Temporary appropriations,
appropriations, 1950,
extension. JOINT
RESOLU1960, extension.
JOINT RESOLUTION
making temporary appropriations
TION Amending an Act making
appropriations for
the fiscal year 1950, as amended,
amend e d, and for other p
purposes- .306 --- Schools
Schools for Federal reservations
18CT to
reservations and
and defense
defense areas.
areas. lir
AN .1
ACT
to
provide assistance for local
local school agencies
agencies in
educain providing
providing educational opportunities
in
opportunities for children on Federal reservations or in
defense areas, and
and for other purposes -------------------defense
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688
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688
Sept.
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689
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Sept.
Sept.
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1949___
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Sept.
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Sept.
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Sept.
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Sept.
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Sept.
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Sept.
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Sept.
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Sept.
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Sept.
Sept.
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1949_ __
7,1949-__
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694

Sept.
Sept.

7, 1949_ __
7,1949-_-

694
694

Sept. 7,
7, 1949_
Sept.
1949 --__

695
695

Sept.
Sept.

695
695

8, 1949___
8,
1949_--

Sept. 8,
8, 1949_
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Sept.
1949---
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Sept.
Sept.

8,
1949_.
8, 1949--.

696
696

Sept.
1949_
Sept. 10,
10, 1949--

697
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Law
Tam

Date
Date

307
Agreements Extension
Extension Act of 1949. AN ACT To extend
Trade Agreements
--- Trade
307 ___
Tariff
the
authority of
section 350 of the Tariff
under section
President under
the President
of the
the authority
Act of
as amended,
amended, and for
purposes
Sept. 26, 1949
1949_--__
other purposes----------for other
1930, as
of 1930,
Act
308 ___
U. S.
14, amendment.
amendment. AN ACT To amend
amend section
section 433
433
title 14,
Code, title
S. Code,
--- U.
308
27, 1949
Sept. 27,
(f)
Act of
August 4,
Sept.
1949_--__
1949-----------------------4, 1949
of August
the Act
of the
(f) of
a me309 --___ Mohandas
RESOLUTION To erect
erect a
meJOINT RESOLUTION
Gandhi. JOINT
K. Gandhi.
Mohandas K.
309
1949--Sept. 28, 1949___
morial to
the memory
Mohandas K. Gandhi----------Gandhi
of Mohandas
memory of
to the
morial
310 ___
Act, amendment. AN ACT To amend
amend
Retirement Act,
Service Retirement
Civil Service
_- Civil
310
the
Service Retirement
amended,
Retirement Act of May 29, 1930, as amended,
Civil Service
the Civil
to
provide survivorship
survivorship benefits
benefits for
widows or widowers of
for widows
to provide
30,1949-Sept. 30,
persons retiring
Act
1949__
such Act------------------------under such
retiring under
persons
311 --___ Surplus
Act of
amend
1944, amendment. AN ACT To amend
of 1944,
Property Act
Surplus Property
311
Public Law
Eightieth Congress, with respect to surplus
289, Eightieth
Law 289,
Public
airport property
and to
provide for
for the transfer
transfer of compliance
compliance
to provide
property and
airport
1, 1949--Oct. 1,
functions with
with relation
to such
property
1949_ __
such property-----------------relation to
functions
authorize the
312
___ Falcon
Dam, hydroelectric
hydroelectric power.
power. AN ACT To authorize
Falcon Dam,
312 --7 of the treaty of
carrying
out of
the provisions
provisions of article 7
of the
carrying out
February
United States and Mexico,
between the United
February 3, 1944, between
at
regarding the
the joint
hydroelectric power at
development of hydroelectric
joint development
regarding
1949--Falcon
the Rio
Grande, and
and for
purposes
Oct.
5, 1949___
other purposes-----for other
Rio Grande,
on the
Dam, on
Falcon Dam,
313 ___
Los Angeles
Angeles County,
County, Calif.,
Calif., conveyance. AN ACT To provide
--- Los
313
for
for the release of all the right, title, and interest of the United
States in
portion of
of a
a tract of land conditionally
conditionally
certain portion
a certain
in a
States
Oct. 5, 1949--granted
by it
it to
1949___
Angeles -----------Los Angeles
of Los
county of
the county
to the
granted by
314
___ Navy
Navy and
Corps, terminal
terminal leave.
ACT To provide
AN ACT
leave. AN
Marine Corps,
and Marine
314 --terminal leave
officers of the Navy and Marine
certain officers
for certain
pay for
leave pay
terminal
Oct. 5, 1949--Corps, and
1949_ __
purposes------------------------other purposes
for other
and for
Corps,
315
Grand Rapids,
Minn., conveyance.
conveyance. AN
authorize the
AN ACT To authorize
Rapids, Minn.,
--- Grand
315 ___
Secretary of
Agriculture to convey and exchange
exchange certain lands
of Agriculture
Secretary
and improvements
Minnesota, for lands in
Rapids, Minnesota,
Grand Rapids,
in Grand
improvements in
and
1949--.__
the State
and for
purposes
Oct.
5, 1949_
other purposes-----------for other
Minnesota, and
of Minnesota,
State of
the
benefits of
316
Part-time employees,
leave. AN
AN ACT
To extend the benefits
ACT To
employees, leave.
--- Part-time
316 ___
the annual
and sick
sick leave
laws to part-time
part-time employees
employees on
on
leave laws
annual and
the
regular
tours of
payments heretofore
heretofore
validate payments
and to validate
duty and
of duty
regular tours
5,
Oct.
employees----Oct.
5, 1949 -- _
made for leave on account of services of such employees
5 of the Act
317
Wyoming, school
lands. AN
Act
amend section 5
To amend
ACT To
AN ACT
school lands.
--- Wyoming,
317 ___
approved July
July 10,
amended, relating
relating to the admission
admission
as amended,
1890, as
10, 1890,
approved
into the
the Union
Union of
State of Wyoming, so as to permit the
the State
of the
into
mineral purposes
purposes
of school lands within such State for mineral
leasing of
1949--__
Oct. 5, 1949_
for terms
years ----------------------ten years
of ten
excess of
in excess
terms in
for
authorize ad318
___ Armed
Armed services,
advance payments. AN ACT To authorize
services, advance
318 --permavances
pay to
to personnel
personnel of
of the armed services upon permaof pay
vances of
1949--5, 1949_
Oct. 5,
nent change
and for
purposes_
Oct.
__
------other purposes--for other
station, and
of station,
change of
nent
To
ACT
AN
travel
319
___
Government
expenses.
witnesses,
employee
319 --- Government
amend
28 of the United States Code relating to travel
title 28
amend title
Oct. 5, 1949--witnesses----expense
Government employee
1949_ __
employee witnesses
for Government
allowances for
expense allowances
amend
amendment. AN ACT To amend
320 __
Retirement Act, amendment.
Service Retirement
Civil Service
--- Civil
320
section 4
Service Retirement Act of May 29,
4 (e) of the Civil Service
section
1949 -Oct. 5, 1949.___
1930,
as amended
amended-----------------------------------1930, as
Authorizing transfer of
321 ___
County, N. Mex. AN ACT Authorizing
Bernalillo County,
- Bernalillo
321
land to
to the
Mexico, for a
a
the county of Bernalillo, State of New Mexico,
land
1949---__
hospital site----------------------------------------site
Oct.
5, 1949_
hospital
322
Agua Caliente
Caliente Indians,
California. AN ACT To confer
confer jurisdicIndians, California.
322 --- Agua
tion
California over the lands and residents of
the State of California
tion on the
the Agua
Reservation in said State,
State, and for
for
Indian Reservation
Caliente Indian
Agua Caliente
the
Oct. 5, 1949--other
1949_ __
purposes----------------------------------------other purposes
323 ___
Boy Scouts
Scouts of
Secretary of
of
of America. AN ACT To authorize the Secretary
--- Boy
323
Defense to lend certain Army, Navy, and Air Force equipment
equipment
Defense
to
Scouts of America
America for use at the Second National
Boy Scouts
the Boy
to the
1949--Oct. 5, 1949___
Jamboree
Boy Scouts
Scouts----------------------------the Boy
of the
Jamboree of
amendments.
324 --___ District
of Columbia
Salary Act of 1947, amendments.
Teachers' Salary
Columbia Teachers'
District of
324
AN
To amend
the Act
Act entitled
entitled "An
"An Act to fix and regulate
amend the
ACT To
AN ACT
the
salaries of
employees
school officers, and other employees
teachers, school
of teachers,
the salaries
of
Education of the District of Columbia, and
Board of Education
the Board
of the
Oct. 6, 1949--for
other purposes",
approved July
July 7,
7, 1947
1949_ __
1947---------------purposes", approved
for other
325
Washington, conveyance.
conveyance. AN
authorize the exchange
To authorize
ACT To
AN ACT
--- Washington,
325 ___
Oct. 6,1949
of wildlife
wildlife refuge
lands within the State of Washington-----Washington
6, 1949_--__
refuge lands
of
326 -___ Norbeck
Dak. AN ACT To rename a
a
Preserve, S. Dak.
Wildlife Preserve,
Norbeck Wildlife
326
game
sanctuary in the Harney National Forest as the "Nor"Norgame sanctuary
6, 1949___
1949--Oct. 6,
purposes----------beck Wildlife
Wildlife Preserve",
Preserve", and for other purposes
beck
Making ap327 --___ Foreign
Foreign Aid
1960. AN ACT Making
Appropriation Act, 1950.
Aid Appropriation
327
propriations for
for foreign
foreign aid
the fiscal year ending June
for the
aid for
propriations
Oct. 6,
30,
purposes
Oct.
6, 1949--1949_ __
other purposes-----------------------for other
and for
1950, and
30, 1950,
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699

700
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701
701
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703
703
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704
704
705
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706
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708
708
708
708
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328 -_ Idaho,
leases of public
public lands.
328
___
Idaho, leases
lands. AN ACT To amend the Act
Act providing for the admission
admission of the State of Idaho
into the
Union
Idaho into
the Union
by increasing
increasing the period for which leases
be made
made of
leases may
may be
of public
public
lands granted
granted to the State by such Act for educational
educational purposes Oct.
Oct.
Mutual Defense
Defense Assistance
Assistance Act of 1949. AN ACT
329 -__
___ Mutual
ACT To
To promote
promote
the foreign policy and provide for the defense and
and general
general
welfare of the United States by furnishing
furnishing military
military assistance
assistance
to foreign nations------------------------nations
Oct.
Oct.
330 ___
__- Employment Act of 1946,
amend the
the
1946, amendment. AN
AN ACT
ACT To
To amend
Employment
Employment Act of 1946 with respect to the Joint
Joint Committee
Committee
on the Economic
Report___
Economic Report
Oct.
-Oct.
331 -- _ Hoopa
Hoopa Valley Unified School District,
District, Calif.
Calif. AN
AN ACT
To proACT To
provide for the construction,
construction, extension, and improvement
improvement of
of
California
school buildings in Hoopa, California
Oct.
Oct.
332 ___ Leavenworth Penitentiary.
Penitentiary. AN
AN ACT
ACT To
authorize the
the purchase
purchase
To authorize
Leavenworth Penitentiary
of additional farming
farming land for Leavenworth
Penitentiary____
-. _ Oct.
Oct.
Flathead Indian
Indian irrigation
333 - Flathead
project, Mont.
AN ACT
ACT To
amend
irrigationproject,
Mont. AN
To amend
an Act entitled "An
"An Act to provide
provide for the adjustment
adjustment of
of
charges on the Flathead Indian
irrigation charges
Indian irrigation project,
project,
Montana, and for other purposes", approved
May 25, 1948_
approved May
1948___ Oct.
Oct.
334 -__ Foreign
Foreign Economic
Economic Administration,
Administration, former
employees. AN
ACT
former employees.
AN ACT
For the relief of certain consultants
consultants formerly
employed by
the
formerly employed
by the
Technical Industrial
Industrial Intelligence
Foreign
Intelligence Committee
Committee of
of the
the Foreign
Economic Administration,
and
for
other
Administration,
purposes ________Oct.
Oct.
335 -- _ Rehabilitation
Rehabilitationand
and betterment costs
costs of
of Federal
projects. AN
Federalprojects.
AN ACT
ACT
To provide for the return of rehabilitation
rehabilitation and
betterment
and betterment
costs of Federal
Federal reclamation
reclamation projects
projects -......--Oct.
Oct.
336 --- Buffalo Rapids
project, Mont.
ACT
To
authorize
the SecreSecreRapids project,
Mont. AN
AN ACT To authorize the
tary of the Interior to complete construction
construction of
of the
the irrigation
irrigation
facilities and to contract
contract with the water
water users
the Buffalo
users on
on the
Buffalo
Rapids project, Montana, increasing
increasing the reimbursable
reimbursable conconstruction cost obligation, and for other purposes
purposes--.---Oct.
Oct.
337
-__
Missouri
337
Missouri Basin
Basin project.
project. AN
AN ACT
To authorize
authorize completion
completion of
ACT To
of
the land development
development and settlement
settlement of
Angostura unit
unit
of the
the Angostura
notwithstanding aa limitation
of the Missouri
Missouri Basin project, notwithstanding
limitation of
of
time
_--------------------------------------------time ---Oct.
Oct.
338 ___ Eastern
Eastern Band
Band of
of Cherokee
Cherokee Indians,
Indians, N.
N. C.
C. AN
effect
AN ACT
ACT To
To effect
certain lands
lands in
in the
an exchange of certain
the State
State of
of North
North Carolina
Carolina
between the United States and the Eastern
Eastern Band of
of Cherokee
Cherokee
Indians,
other purposes-____________________
Indians, and for other
purposes
Oct.
Oct.
--- Veterans,
Veterans, service-connected
disabilities. AN
339 ___
service-connected disabilities.
increase
AN ACT
ACT To
To increase
compensation
compensation for World War I
I presumptive
presumptive service-connected
service-connected
cases, provide minimum ratings
ratings for service-connected
service-connected arrested
arrested
tuberculosis,
tuberculosis, increase
increase certain
certain disability
disability and
and death
death compensacompensation rates, liberalize
liberalize requirement
requirement for
for dependency
allowances,
dependency allowances,
"line of duty" and "willful
and redefine the terms "line
Oct.
"willful misconduct".
misconduct"
Oct.
340 --Everglades National
___ Everglades
National Park,
Fla. AN
Park, Fla.
AN ACT
ACT To
To authorize
authorize the
the
Secretary
Secretary of the Interior to procure for
National
for the
the Everglades
Everglades National
Park with available
available funds, including those made available
available by
the State of Florida, the remaining lands and interest in lands
lands
within the boundary
boundary agreed upon between
the State
of Florida
Florida
between the
State of
and the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior, within and
part of
of that
and a
a part
that
authorized
authorized by the Act of May
May 30, 1934 (48 Stat. 816),
816), and
and
within which the State has already donated its
lands, and
for
its lands,
and for
other
purposes--------------------------------------other purposes
Oct.
Oct.
- United Nations
Nations Participation
ParticipationAct
341 ___
United
of 1945.
1945. AN
To amend
amend
Act of
AN ACT
ACT To
the
United
Nations
Participation
Act
of
1945
___----the
Oct.
Oct.
-_ U.
U.S.
Force,active-duty
342 -__
S. Army
Army and Air Force,
certain officers.
officers. AN
AN
active-duty status
status of
of certain
ACT To clarify the active-duty
active-duty status
certain
officers
of
the
status of
of certain officers of the
Army of the United States and the Air Force of the United
United
States,
and
for
other
purposes--States, and for other purposes
Oct.
Oct.
--- Third
Third Deficiency
Deficiency Appropriation
343 ___
AN AN
ACT
Making
Appropriation Act,
Act, 1949.
1949.AN
CT Making
appropriations
to
supply
deficiencies
appropriations
deficiencies in certain appropriations
appropriations
for the fiscal year ending June
June 30, 1949,
1949, and for other purposes_ Oct.
Oct.
- Calif., grants.
grants. AN
344 ___
Los Angeles, Calif.,
To authorize
AN ACT
ACT To
authorize the
the granting
granting
to the city of Los Angeles, California, of rights-of-way
rights-of-way on,
over,
on, over,
through, and across certain public lands
under, through,
.-..
.
Oct.
345 --_ Eglin
Eglin Field
Field Reservation.
Reservation. AN
ACT To
promote effectual
effectual planplan- Oct.
AN ACT
To promote
ning, development,
development, maintenance,
maintenance, and coordination
wildlife,
coordination of
of wildlife,
fish
and game
conservation and
rehabilitation in
the Eglin
fish and
game conservation
and rehabilitation
in the
Eglin
Field
Reservation-_______
Rsevaton--------------------------------------FieldFied
Reservation
Oct.
Oct.
346 --- Mentally unsound
unsound persons
persons of Virginia
Virginia and
Federal
and Maryland,
Maryland, Federal
reservations.
AN
ACT To provide for the detention,
reservations.
detention, care, and
treatment of persons of unsound
certain Federal
unsound mind
mind in
in certain
Federal
reservations
Virginia and
and Maryland
Maryland -------- ------reservations in
in Virginia
Oct.
Oct.

Date
Date

Page
Page

6, 1949.. _
6,1949__-

714
714

6,
1949.. __
6,1949-_-

714

6,
6, 1949_
1949-____

721

6, 1949.. __
6,1949___

722
722

6, 1949.._
1949_
6,

722
722

6, 1949_ __
6,
1949--

722

7,
1949.. __
7,1949-_-

723
723

7, 1949_ __
7,1949-__

724
724

10,
1949.... _
10, 1949___

725

10,
1949_ __
10,1949-_-

725
725

10,
1949_ __
10,1949-_-

726
726

10, 1949_ __
10,1949__-

731

10, 1949_ _
10,1949__-

733

10, 1949._ __
10,1949-_-

734

10,
1949_ __
10,1949.__

737
737

10,
1949...._
10,1949.__

738
738

10, 1949._ __
10,1949-__

749

11,
11, 1949_
1949-____

759

11,
1949._ _
11,1949.__

759
759

714

721

722

725

731

733

734

749

759

LIST OF
LAWS
OF PUBLIC
PUBLIC LAWS
LIST

XXIII
XXIII

Public
Law
Law

347
347

Atomic
amendments. AN ACT To amend
Act of 1946,
1946, amendments.
Energy Act
Atomic Energy
the
-..----.-------------Act of 1946
Energy Act
the Atomic Energy
348
revegetation of national
forests. JOINT RESOnationalforests.
and revegetation
Reforestation and
348 --- Reforestation
LUTION To
revegetation of
for the reforestation
reforestation and revegetation
provide for
To provide
LUTION
the
forest and
and range lands of the national forests, and for other
the forest
purposes
-------------------purposes- _349
Surgery.
Medicine and Surgery.
Department of Medicine
Administration, Department
Veterans Administration,
349 -__ Veterans
AN
increase the
compensation of certain
certain
of compensation
the rates
rates of
AN ACT
ACT To increase
employees
the Department
Medicine and Surgery
Surgery of the
Department of Medicine
employees of the
Veterans' Administration,
Administration, and
and for
purposes
for other
other purposes-----Veterans'
350
Department Appropriation
ACT
1950. AN ACT
Appropriation Act, 1950.
Interior Department
The Interior
350 -- _ The
Making
appropriations for the Department of the Interior for
for
Making appropriations
the
June 30,
purposes-__
and for
for other
other purposes_
30, 1950,
1950, and
year ending
ending June
the fiscal
fiscal year
351
ACT To provide pay,
of 1949.
1949. AN
AN ACT
Compensation Act
Act of
351 --- Career
Career Compensation
allowances,
physical disability
members of
for members
retirement for
disability retirement
and physical
allowances, and
the
Guard,
the Army, Navy, Air Force, Marine Corps, Coast Guard,
Coast and Geodetic
Geodetic Survey, Public Health Service,
Service, the reserve
components
National Guard,
Guard, and the Air National
components thereof, the National
Guard, and
for other
purposes------------------------other purposes
and for
Guard,
352 ___
Non-Federal public
public works. AN ACT To provide for the advance
___ Non-Federal
352
planning
---------of non-Federal
non-Federal public works ----------planning of
Leave Act of 1949. AN ACT To
Teachers' Leave
Columbia Teachers'
District of Columbia
353 --- District
provide
emergency leave with pay for
for
cumulative sick and emergency
provide cumulative
teachers
attendance officers in the employ of the Board
teachers and attendance
of
of Columbia,
Columbia, and for other purDistrict of
of Education
Education of the District
poses
poses----------------------------------------------Calif., conveyance. AN ACT Authorizing
354 --- San Francisco,
Authorizing the
Francisco, Calif.,
Secretary
Army to
to the
the city and
certain lands to
to convey
convey certain
of the
the Army
Secretary of
county
of San
San Francisco
Francisco----------------------------county of
355 --- Civil
1950. AN ACT Making
Act, 1950.
Appropriation Act,
Functions Appropriation
Civil Functions
355
appropriations
administered by the Deappropriations for civil functions administered
partment
ending June 30, 1950,
the fiscal year ending
Army for the
the Army
partment of the
and
for other
other purposes
purposes------------------------------and for
356 --- American
development, Calif.
Calif. AN ACT To authorize
authorize
River Basin
Basin development,
American River
356
the American
American River Basin
Basin development, California, for irrigation
and reclamation,
-reclamation, and for other purposes tion and
357 --- Federal
Compensation Act
Act Amendments
of 1949.
1949. AN
Amendments of
Employees' Compensation
Federal Employees'
357
ACT To amend the Act approved
approved September
September 7, 1916 (ch. 458,
742), entitled "An
compensation for
"An Act to provide compensation
Stat. 742),
39 Stat.
employees of
suffering injuries
while in the
injuries while
States suffering
United States
of the
the United
employees
performance of
purposes", as
amendas amendfor other purposes",
their duties,
duties, and for
of their
performance
ed, by
by extending
extending coverage
coverage to
civilian officers
of the
United
the United
officers of
to civilian
ed,
present
States and by making benefits more realistic in terms of present
wage rates,
purposes ---------------------and for
for other purposes
wage
rates, and
358
Making sup1950. AN ACT Making
Act, 1950.
Appropriation Act,
Supplemental Appropriation
358 --- Supplemental
plemental
appropriations for
ending June 30,
fiscal year
year ending
for the
the fiscal
plemental appropriations
1950, and
other purposes--------------------------purposes
for other
1950,
and for
of
compensation of
and independent
agencies, compensation
independent agencies,
departments and
Executive departments
359 --- Executive
heads,
AN ACT
ion of the
compensation
increase rates of compensat
ACT To increase
etc. AN
heads, etc.
heads
executive departments
departments and indeheads of executive
assistant heads
and assistant
heads and
pendent
agencies
pendent agencies------------------------------------360 --- Federal
ACT To
amendment. AN ACT
and Cosmetic
Cosmetic Act, amendment.
Drug, and
Food, Drug,
FederalFood,
360
amend
Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic
amend section 801 of the Federal
Act, as
as amended
amended------------------------------------Act,
enable the Secretary of
Homestead entrymen. AN ACT To enable
361 --- Homestead
Agriculture
extend financial
financial assistance
homestead entryassistance to homestead
Agriculture to extend
men, and
and for
other purposes
purposes --------- -----------------for other
men,
Act, amendment. AN ACT To amend
Service Retirement Act,
Civil Service
362 ___ Civil
the Civil
so as
to make
make such Act
Act
as to
Act so
Retirement Act
Service Retirement
the
Civil Service
applicable to
Columbia
to the
the officers
officers and employees of the Columbia
applicable
Institution for
for the
Deaf -------------------------------the Deaf
Institution
363 --- Cigarette
Cigarette taxes.
taxes. AN
AN ACT
collecting sales and
in collecting
States in
assist States
ACT To
To assist
363
use
on cigarettes
cigarettes --------------------.use taxes
taxes on
364
a method of
River. AN ACT To provide a
St. Louis River.
Bridges, St.
364 --- Bridges,
financing the
construction by
by the
the city of
acquisition and construction
the acquisition
financing
Duluth
certain bridges
bridges across the Saint Louis River, and
Duluth of certain
for other
other purposes
purposes ---------------------------------for
365
authorize reimbursement
to
reimbursement to
To authorize
of Narcotics.
Narcotics. AN ACT To
Bureau of
365 --- Bureau
the appropriations
Narcotics of moneys exBureau of Narcotics
of the Bureau
appropriations of
the
pended for
for the
the purchase
of narcotics
narcotics -------------------purchase of
pended
366
of Standards,
radio laboratory.
ACT To
To
AN ACT
laboratory. AN
Standards, radio
Bureau of
National Bureau
366 --- National
authorize
and equipment
equipment of
of a
a radio
radio laboralaborathe construction
construction and
authorize the
tory
building for
for the
National Bureau
Bureau of Standards, Dethe National
tory building
partment of
Commerce
of Commerce--------------------------------partment

---

Date

Page

11, 1949_ __
Oct. 11,1949_-

762

Oct. 11,
11, 1949_-1949___
Oct.

762

Oct. 12,1949
12, 1949_-_
__
Oct.

764

Oct. 12,
__
Oct.
12, 1949_
1949---

765

Oct.
Oct.

12,
12, 1949_
1949-____

802

Oct.

13,
1949_ __
13,1949---

841

Oct. 13,1949--13, 1949_ _
Oct.

842

Oct.
Oct.

13,
1949_ __
13,1949---

844

13, 1949_ __
Oct. 13,1949---

845

Oct.
Oct.

14,
1949_ __
14,1949---

852

Oct.

14, 1949--1949_ __

854

Oct.

14,
1949_ __
14, 1949---

869

Oct.

15,
1949_ __
15, 1949---

880

Oct.
Oct.

18, 1949_ __
18,1949---

882

Oct.
Oct.

19,
1949__ _
19,1949--

883

Oct.
Oct.

19,
1949_-__
19,1949

884

1949_ __
Oct. 19,
19,1949_--

884

20, 1949_ __
Oct. 20,1949---

885

Oct. 20,1949--20, 1949_ __

886

Oct. 25, 1949
1949_--__

886
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Public
PubUe

Date
Date

Law

367 ___
--- Mineral
Mineral lands.
lands. AN ACT To remove
remove certain
certain lands from the
the
operation
operation of Public Law 545, Seventy-seventh
Seventy-seventh Congress-----Congress
--- Panama
368 ___
Panama Canal
Canal employees. AN ACT Relating to the compensacompensation of certain employees
Canal
employees of the Panama Canal---...._
-D. C. Courts,
369 --___ D.
Courts, additional
additionaljudges.
judges. AN ACT To authorize
authorize the
the appointment of three additional
additional judges
judges of the municipal
municipal court
court
for the District of Columbia and to prescribe the
qualifications
the qualifications
of appointees
municipal court and the municipal
court
appointees to the municipal
municipal court
- _--__-__.of appeals, and for other purposes --_--___370 -__
InternationalPeace
___ International
Peace Garden,
Garden, N. Dak.
authorize an
Dak. AN ACT To authorize
appropriation
International Peace
Peace Garden,
appropriation to complete the International
Garden,
- ---North Dakota ----------------371 ___
-- _ Palm
Palm Beach
Fla., conveyance.
Directing the
the
Beach County, Fla.,
conveyance. AN
AN ACT Directing
Secretary
Secretary of the Interior
Interior to convey certain land
land to
to Palm
-- ___
Beach County, Florida -- _-_--- _____-__---____
-__ National
National Society of the
372 ___
AN
the Sons of the American
American Revolution.
Revolution. AN
ACT To clarify exemption from taxation
taxation of certain property
of the National Society of the Sons of the American
RevoluAmerican Revolution--___________________________
-------------------tion
373 --Commission on Mental
___ Commission
Mental Health.
Health. AN ACT To remove the
the requirement of residence
residence in the District of Columbia for
for membership on the Commission on Mental Health
.
------Name Society. AN ACT Granting a
374 --___ The Holy Name
of
a renewal of
patent numbered
numbered 40,029, relating
relating to the
the badge of
of The
The Holy
Holy
Name Society -------------------375 ___
--- Bridge,
Bridge, Missouri
Missouri River.
River. AN ACT To extend the time for the
collection
collection of tolls to amortize
amortize the cost, including reasonable
reasonable
financing cost, of the construction
interest and financing
construction of a
a bridge
across the Missouri River at Brownville, Nebraska
Nebraska ----376 ___
Credit Union
Union Act,
ACT To
To amend
--- Federal
Federal Credit
Act, amendments.
amendments. AN
AN ACT
amend
the Federal Credit Union Act ------------------- Executive Mansion.
377 ___
RESOLUTION Authorizing
Authorizing the
Mansion. JOINT RESOLUTION
the
Commission on Renovation
Renovation of the Executive
to
Executive Mansion to
preserve or dispose
dispose of material removed from the Executive
Executive
Mansion during the period of renovation
renovation -------- _-------378
Revenue Code,
Code, amendments.
amendments. AN
ACT To
To amend
378 ___
--_ Internal
Internal Revenue
AN ACT
amend cercertain provisions of the Internal
Internal Revenue Code---------Code
FloridaKeys
Keys Aqueduct Commission.
379 _-- Florida
Commission. AN ACT To
authorize the
To authorize
the
refund to the Florida Keys Aqueduct Commission of the sum
refund
advanced for certain
certain water facilities, and for other purposes__
_
purposes_-380 --Hospital
Construction Amendments of
of 1949.
1949.
AN
Hospital Survey and
and Construction
AN
ACT To amend the Hospital Survey and Construction Act
Act
(title VI of the Public
Public Health
Health Service
Service Act),
Act), to
extend its
to extend
its
duration and provide greater
greater financial assistance
assistance in the construction of hospitals, and for other purposes
purposes-----------.381 --- Postal
Postal Service, equipment
maintenance.
AN ACT To
increase the
equipment maintenance.
To increase
the
allowance for equipment
maintenance of
carriers by
by 1
allowance
equipment maintenance
of rural
rural carriers
1
cent per mile per day for each scheduled mile or major fraction
thereof
-----thereof
--...----382 ___
Airport Act, amendment.
amend section
section
--- Federal
Federal Airport
amendment. AN
AN ACT
ACT To
To amend
6
of
the Federal Airport Act ---------------------6
383 --___ Yuma reclamation
reclamation project.
project. AN ACT To authorize
authorize the
the withdrawal of public notices
notices in the Yuma reclamation
reclamation project,
project, and
-- ------------------ ____._____
-for other purposes
Indian Tribe, Montana.
Montana. AN
AN ACT
ACT To
To authorize
384 --- Crow Indian
authorize the
the
Secretary
Secretary of the Interior to transfer to the Crow
Crow Indian Tribe
of Montana
Montana the title to certain buffalo
-------385 ___
Grass Ordnance
Ordnance Depot,
Depot, Richmond,
Richmond, Ky.
Ky. AN
ACT To
To
-_- Blue
Blue Grass
AN ACT
authorize
appropriation for the making of necessary
authorize an appropriation
necessary improvements in the cemetery plots at the
Grass Ordnance
provements
the Blue
Blue Grass
Ordnance
Kentucky- ------_-__-________________
Depot, Richmond, Kentucky
386 ___
National Bureau
Bureau of Standards,
Standards, guided-missile
guided-missile research
--- National
research laboratory.
laboratory.
AN ACT To authorize the construction
equipment of
construction and
and equipment
of aa
guided-missile
guided-missile research laboratory
laboratory building for the National
National
Bureau of Standards, Department of
Commerce -____-____of Commerce
--- National
387 ___
National Housing Act,
RESOLUTION
Act, amendments. JOINT RESOLUTION
To amend the National
National Housing Act, as amended,
for
amended, and for
other purposes ---------------------____________
388 --- Arlington National
National Cemetery, carillon.
carillon. AN ACT
ACT To
To provide
provide
a carillon in the Arlington
for the installation of a
Arlington Memorial
Memorial
Amphitheater, Arlington
Amphitheater,
Arlington National
National Cemetery, Fort Myer,
II dead
Virginia, in memory
memory of World War
War II
dead-----------

Page
Page

Oct. 25,
25, 1949_
Oct.
1949-_-__

886
886

Oct. 25,
1949_ __
Oct.
25, 1949__-

887
887

Oct.
Oct.

25,
1949_ __
25, 1949__-

887
887

Oct. 25,
1949.. __
Oct.
25, 1949___

888
888

Oct.
Oct.

25,
1949_ __.
25, 1949_--

888
888

Oct. 25,
25, 1949_
__
Oct.
1949-_-

888
888

Oct. 25,
1949_ __
889
Oct.
25, 1949_-889
Oct. 25,
1949_-_
__
Oct.
25, 1949

889
889

Oct. 25,
1949_ -_
__
Oct.
25, 1949

889
889

Oct. 25,
1949___
Oct.
25, 1949-__

890
890

Oct. 25,
1949_ __
Oct.
25, 1949_--

890
890

Oct. 25,
1949___
Oct.
25, 1949_--

891
891

Oct.
Oct.

897
897

25,
1949_ __
25, 1949---

Oct. 25,
1949..__
Oct.
25, 1949--_

898
898

Oct.
Oct.

25,
1949_ __
25, 1949-__

902
902

Oct.
Oct.

25, l949_
25,1949---

903
903

Oct.
Oct.

25,
1949_ __
25, 1949-_-

903
903

Oct. 25,
25, 1949..__
Oct.
1949_ -

904
904

Oct. 25,
25, 1949..
__
Oct.
1949___

904
904

Oct. 25,
25, 1949_
__
905
Oct.
1949_-905
Oct. 25,
25, 1949_
__
Oct.
1949_--

905
905

Oct.
25, 1949_
-Oct. 25,
1949---

907
907

LIST
PUBLIC LAWS
LIST OF PUBLIC

Public
Law
LAW

389 ___
JOINT RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION
Newfoundland. JOINT
Lawrence, Newfoundland.
St. Lawrence,
Hospital, St.
_- Hospital,
389
Authorizing
construct and the
Secretary of the Navy to construct
the Secretary
Authorizing the
President
United States to present to the people of
of the
the United
President of
Saint
Lawrence, Newfoundland,
Newfoundland, on behalf of the people
people of the
Saint Lawrence,
the
United
dispensary for heroic services
services to the
a hospital or dispensary
States, a
United States,
officers and
and men
men of
United States
---Navy ------States Navy
the United
of the
officers

390 --390
391
391

392
392
393
393
394
394
395
395
396
396

397
397
398
398

399
399

400
400
401
401

402
402

403
403

404
404
405
405
406
406
407
407
408
408

To provide
provide basic
Department
of Commerce,
Commerce, authority.
ACT To
AN ACT
authority. AN
Department of
authority
for the
the performance
certain functions and activiperformance of certain
authority for
ties of
of the
Department of
of Commerce,
for other
other purposes and for
Commerce, and
the Department
ties
Canada and
and Alaska,
railroad location
ACT ProvidProvidAN ACT
survey. AN
location survey.
Alaska, railroad
--- Canada
ing for
for a
a location
location survey
connecting the existing
existing
railroad connecting
survey for aa railroad
ing
railroad system
system serving
serving the United States and Canada and
railroad
terminating at Prince
Prince George, British Columbia, Canada,
terminating
with the
the railroad
railroad system
Alaska and terminating
terminating at
at
serving Alaska
system serving
with
Fairbanks, Alaska
Alaska -----------------------------------Fairbanks,
To amend and supplement the
___ Reforestation,
ACT To
AN ACT
etc. AN
Reforestation, etc.
__Act
7, 1924
Stat. 653),
and for
for other
purposes_ _
other purposes-_
653), and
(43 Stat.
1924 (43
of June
June 7,
Act of
___ Fair
1949. AN ACT To proAmendments of 1949.
Standards Amendments
Labor Standards
Fair Labor
--vide for
for the
amendment of
Standards Act of
of the
the Fair Labor Standards
the amendment
vide
1938, and
for other
other purposes
purposes ----------------------------and for
1938,
the
RESOLUTION To clarify the
___ Architect
Capitol. JOINT
JOINT RESOLUTION
of the
the Capitol.
Architect of
--status
of the
the Architect
Capitol under the Federal
the Capitol
Architect of the
status of
Property
and Administrative
Services Act
of 1949
1949--------Act of
Administrative Services
Property and
___
Okaloosa County,
County, Fla.
AN ACT
ACT To
To amend
amend Public Law 885,
Fla. AN
--- Okaloosa
Eightieth
Congress, chapter
813, second
second session----------session
chapter 813,
Eightieth Congress,
___
Ga., U.
U. S.
provide for
Court. AN ACT To provide
S. District
District Court.
Brunswick, Ga.,
--- Brunswick,
the
the
furnishing of quarters
Brunswick, Georgia, for the
quarters at Brunswick,
the furnishing
United
States District Court for the Southern District of
United States
Georgia
Georgia-_------------------------------------------Legislature of the
bonds. AN ACT To enable the Legislature
Hawaii, sewer bonds.
--- Hawaii,
Territory of Hawaii to authorize the city and county of
Territory
Honolulu, a
a municipal
bonds-issue sewer bonds
to issue
corporation, to
municipal corporation,
Honolulu,
construction bonds.
enable the LegisLegisbonds. AN ACT To enable
Hawaii, construction
--- Hawaii,
lature of
of the Territory
Territory of
authorize the city and
of Hawaii to authorize
lature
county of
Honolulu, a
a municipal
municipal corporation,
issue bonds
corporation, to issue
of Honolulu,
county
for
of certain public-park
public-park improvements
improvements in
construction of
for the
the construction
the
city of
of Honolulu
Honolulu -------- ----------------------the city
__ _ Hawaii,
flood-control bonds.
AN ACT
ACT to
enable the
the Legislature
Legislature
to enable
bonds. AN
Hawaii, flood-control
--of
Territory of
authorize the city and county
county of
to authorize
of Hawaii to
the Territory
of the
Honolulu, a
a municipal
to issue
flood-control
issue flood-control
corporation, to
municipal corporation,
Honolulu,
bonds
bonds ---------------------------------------------Thomasville, Ga.,
Court. AN ACT To provide
District Court.
U. S. District
Ga., U.
--- Thomasville,
for
quarters at Thomasville, Georgia, for the
furnishing of quarters
the furnishing
for the
United States
Court for
the Middle
Georgia_
of GeorgiaMiddle District of
for the
District Court
States District
United
public-improvement bonds.
enable the
bonds. AN ACT To enable
Hawaii, public-improvement
--- Hawaii,
Legislature
Territory of
of Hawaii
authorize the city
Hawaii to authorize
the Territory
of the
Legislature of
and county
municipal corporation,
corporation, to issue
Honolulu, aa municipal
of Honolulu,
county of
and
bonds for
for the
the purpose
purpose of
the city and county's share
defraying the
of defraying
bonds
of the
the cost of public improvements
improvements constructed
constructed pursuant to
to
of
improvement district
district proceedings----------------------proceedings _
improvement
ACT To enable
Hawaii, public-improvement
AN ACT
enable the
bonds. AN
public-improvement bonds.
--- Hawaii,
Legislature
of the
Territory of Hawaii
Hawaii to authorize
authorize the county
the Territory
Legislature of
of
Territory of Hawaii,
Hawaii, to
improvement
to issue public improvement
Kauai, Territory
of Kauai,
bonds
bonds --------------------------------------lose° County,
Mich., conveyance. AN ACT To authorize the
County, Mich.,
--- losco
exchange of
of certain
certain lands
lands of the United
United States
Tosco
States situated in Iosco
exchange
County,
lands within
within the
the national
forests of
national forests
for lands
Michigan, for
County, Michigan,
Michigan, and
purposes--------------other purposes_
and for other
Michigan,
the
To amend
amend the
Airport Act,
ACT To
AN ACT
amendment. AN
Act, amendment.
Federal Airport
--- Federal
Federal Airport
Act so
to authorize
appropriations for projauthorize appropriations
so as
as to
Airport Act
Federal
ects
Islands------------------------------the Virgin
Virgin Islands
in the
ects in
Hawaiian Organic
Organic Act,
section
amendment. AN ACT To amend section
Act, amendment.
--- Hawaiian
16
of
the
Hawaiian
Act relative
relative to
to disqualification
disqualification of
Organic Act
16 of the Hawaiian Organic
legislators
_--------------------------------------legislators- --Bankhead-T ones Act,
extension to
to Puerto
Puerto Rico.
AN ACT To
To
Rico. AN
Act, extension
-- Bankhead-Jones
Bankhead-Jones Act
extend the benefits
Act
benefits of section 23 of the Bankhead-Jones
extend
to
Rico -------------------------------------Puerto Rico
to Puerto
public-improvement bonds.
bonds. AN
ACT To
authorize the
the
To authorize
AN ACT
Hawaii, public-improvement
--- Hawaii,
issuance
public-improvement bonds by the Tercertain public-improvement
of certain
issuance of
ritory
of Hawaii
Hawaii ----------------------------- ------ritory of
___
Historic preservation.
preservation. AN
AN ACT
ACT To
To further
the policy
enunciated
policy enunciated
further the
--- Historic
in the
the Historic
Historic Sites
Act (49
facilitate public
(49 Stat. 666) and to facilitate
Sites Act
in
participation
in the
the preservation
of sites,
sites, buildings, and objects
preservation of
participation in
of
national significance
significance or
and providing
providing a
national
a national
or interest
interest and
of national
trust
preservation--------------------------historic preservation
for historic
trust for

XXV
Date

Page
rage

Oct.
25, 1949_ __
Oct. 25,1949-_

907

Oct.
1949____
Oct. 26, 1949_

907

Oct. 26, 1949_
__
1949 -_

908

Oct. 26, 1949--1949___

909

Oct. 26, 1949___
1949--

910

Oct. 26, 1949--1949..__

920

1949--Oct. 26, 1949_
__

921
921

1949__..
Oct. 26, 1949---

921

Oct. 26, 1949--1949___

921

26,1949--Oct. 26,
1949_._

922

Oct.
26, 1949--1949_ __
Oct. 26,

922

1949---__
Oct. 26, 1949_

923

1949--__
Oct. 26, 1949_

923

1949_ __
26, 1949--Oct. 26,

924

Oct. 26, 1949--_
1949_ __

925
925

1949_-__
Oct. 26, 1949_

925

1949--__
Oct. 26, 1949_

926

1949_-Oct. 26, 1949_
__

926
926

Oct. 26, 1949--1949___

926

-Oct. 26, 1949
1949._

927

XXVI
XXVI

LIST
LIST OF
OF PUBLIC
PUBLIC LAWS
LAWS

Public
Public
Law
Law

AN
To ratify
and
AN ACT
ACT To
ratify and
confirm Act 251 of the Session Laws of Hawaii, 1949
1949______
410 --- Second Supplemental
Supplemental National
National Defense Appropriation
1943,
Appropriation Act,
Act, 1943,
amendment. AN ACT To amend the Second Supplemental
National Defense Appropriation
Appropriation Act, 1943, approved October
October
26, 1942 (56 Stat. 990, 999),
999), and for other purposes-_____--purposes
411 --- Tennessee-Missouri
Tennessee-Missouri Bridge
Bridge Commission,
compact. AN
AN ACT
ACT
Commission, compact.
Granting the consent
consent of Congress
Congress to a
a compact
compact or agreement
agreement
Tennessee and the State of Missouri conbetween the State of Tennessee
cona Tennessee-Missouri
cerning a
Tennessee-Missouri Bridge Commission,
Commission, and for
for
other purposes---._
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __-- purposes
412 -_- Linn County, Oreg., conveyance. AN
AN ACT
ACT To
SecreTo direct
direct the
the Secretary of the Interior to convey certain land to School District
District
Numbered 5, Linn
Oregon__________
Numbered
Linn County, Oregon
413 --- Capitol
Power Plant.
Capitol Power
Plant. AN ACT To provide for certain improvements relating to the Capitol Power Plant, its distribution
systems, and the buildings
buildings and grounds
grounds served by
by the
the plant,
including proposed additions
.--including
additions ----------414 --_ Alaska Communication
Communication System,
System, construction.
construction. AN ACT
to
ACT to
authorize the Secretary
Secretary of the Army to
constructo proceed
proceed with construction at stations of the Alaska Communication System---System
415
Unitary
415 --Unitary Wind Tunnel Plan
Plan Act
1949 and
and Air
Air Engineering
Act of
of 1949
Engineering
Development Center
Center Act of 1949.
1949. AN ACT To promote the
Development
national defense by authorizing a
aunitary plan for construction
construction
of transsonic
transsonic and supersonic wind-tunnel
wind-tunnel facilities
the
facilities and
and the
establishment
Center- - __
establishment of an Air Engineering Development
Development Center
416 ___ Uniform Common-Trust
AN ACT
ACT Concerning
Concerning comcomCommon-Trust Fund
Fund Act.
Act. AN
mon-trust funds and to make uniform the law with reference
reference
thereto
thereto ---------------------------417 --- Bankhead-Jones
Bankhead-Jones and Capper-Ketcham
Capper-Ketcham Acts, extension to Alaska.
Alaska.
Alaska the benefits of
AN ACT To extend to the Territory
Territory of Alaska
certain
certain Acts of Congress,
Congress, and for other purposes __- ---Virgin Islands,
Islands, public-improvement
bonds. AN
418 __- Virgin
public-improvement bonds.
ACT To
To authorauthorAN ACT
ize the government
government of the Virgin Islands or any municipality
municipality
thereof to issue bonds and other obligations
obligations _______---419 -__ Irrigation
Irrigation districts,
districts, contracts.
contracts. AN ACT To approve contracts
contracts
negotiated with the Belle Fourche
Fourche Irrigation
negotiated
Irrigation District,
District, the
the
Irrigation District,
Deaver Irrigation
Irrigation District, the Westland Irrigation
the Stanfield Irrigation District, the Vale Oregon Irrigation
Irrigation
Irrigation District, to authorize
authorize their
District, and the Prosser Irrigation
-------........
__._..
execution, and for other purposes 941
420 --- Military
Military and
AN ACT
ACT To
To
and naval
naval installations,
installations, construction.
construction. AN
authorize certain construction
construction at military
military and naval
naval installapurposes-.................
tions, and for other purposes
943
421 --- International
International Wheat Agreement Act
give
Act of 1949. AN
AN ACT
ACT To give
effect to the International
International Wheat Agreement
Agreement signed by the
United States and other countries
countries relating to the stabilization
of supplies and prices in the intern
international
a ti ona lwheat
w hea tmar
ket945
market
422 --- Independent
Independent Offices Appropriation
Appropriation Act, 1950, amendment. AN
AN
Independent Offices Appropriation
ACT To amend the Independent
Appropriation Act
Act
for the fiscal year 1950 ---------Rural Electrification
Electrification Act, amendments.
amendments. AN
423 --- Rural
AN ACT
ACT To
To amend
amend the
the
Rural Electrification
Electrification Act to provide
provide for rural telephones, and
for other
other purposes
purposes
----------research laboratory.
424 -__ Quartermaster
Quartermaster Corps,
Corps, Army, research
laboratory. AN ACT To
To
authorize the construction
laboratory for the
authorize
construction of a
a research
research laboratory
Quartermaster Corps, United States Army, at aa location to be
Quartermaster
selected by the Secretary
Defense-Secretary of Defense
425-_- Civil
Civil Service.
Service. AN ACT TO amend
425___
amend the Act of Januarv
January 16, 1883,
an Act to regulate and improve the civil service of the United
United
States ---------------------------------------States
426 -- D.
D. C.
C. policemen
policemen and
and firemen.
firemen. JOINT
JOINT RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION To
To
amend the Act of June 30, 1949, which increased the compencompensation
of
certain
employees
of
the
District
of
Columbia, so as
sation
to clarify the provisions relating to retired policemen and
firemen
firemen.---------------------------------------firemen-427 -- Orange,
sale of shipyard
shipyardfacilities.
Orange, Tex.,
Tex., sale
facilities. JOINT RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION
Relating to the sale of certain shipyard facilities at Orange,
Relating
Orange,
Texas
Texas---------------------------------------428 -_ Postal
Postal Service.
Service. AN ACT To provide additional
additional compensation
compensation
and other benefits for postmasters,
postmasters, officers, and employees
employees in
in
the
field service -----------------.
__
the postal field

Date
Date

Page
Page

26, 1949_
26,
1949-____

929
929

Oct.
1949..__
Oct. 26,
26, 1949-__

930
930

Oct.
Oct.

26,
1949_ __
26, 1949-_-

930
930

Oct.
Oct.

26,
1949___
26, 1949___

932
932

409
- - _ Hawaii,
electric power for North
409 __
Hawaii, electric
North Kohala.
Kohala.

Oct.
Oct.

Oct.
1949_ __
Oct. 26,
26, 1949___

933
933

Oct.
1949_ __
Oct. 27,
27, 1949___

934
934

Oct.
27, 1949-__
1949_ __
Oct. 27,

936
936

Oct. 27,
27, 1949_
Oct.
1949-____

938
938

Oct.
Oct. 27,
27, 1949__
1949___

939
939

Oct.
Oct.

940
940

27, 1949_
__
27,
1949___

Oct. 27,
27, 1949_
Oct.
1949-_-__

941

Oct. 27,
27, 1949
1949 -Oct.

943

Oct.
Oct.

_

27,
1949 __..
27, 1949-_-

945

Oct. 28,
28, 1949_
Oct.
1949-_-__

947
947

Oct. 28, 1949_
1949-____

948
948

Oct.
Oct.

950

28,
1949_ __
28,1949-_-

950

Oct.
1949___
Oct. 28,
28, 1949-_-

950
950

Oct. 28, 1949_
1949__

951

Oct. 28,
28, 1949_
Oct.
1949-_-__

951
951

Oct. 28,
28, 1949_
-Oct.
1949---

952
952

LIST OF PUBLIC LAWS

XXVLI
XXVII

Public

Date
Date

Law

429
a standard
of 1949. AN ACT To establish a
Act of
Classification Act
429 ___
--- Classification
schedule of
of rates
of basic
employees
basic compensation
compensation for certain employees
rates of
schedule
of
provide an equitable system
Government; to provide
Federal Government;
of the
the Federal
adjusting the rates
rates of basic compensation
compensation of
for fixing and adjusting
individual employees;
employees; to repeal the Classification
Classification Act of 1923,
as
amended; and
purposes -----------------and for other purposes
as amended;
430
ACT
1950. AN ACT
Appropriation Act, 1950.
Supplemental Appropriation
--- Second
Second Supplemental
430 ___
Making
supplemental appropriations
appropriations for the fiscal year
year ending
Making supplemental
--------June
purposes----30, 1950,
1950, and for other purposes
June 30,
431 __- Postal
discontinue the operation
operation of village
Postal Service. AN ACT To discontinue
431
delivery
in second-class
second-class post offices,
transfer village
offices, to transfer
service in
delivery service
carriers in such
other
to the city delivery service, and for other
such offices
offices to
carriers
purposes
purposes -------------------------------------------432 ___
1945, amendment.
amendment. AN ACT
ACT To amend the
Act of
of 1945,
Pay Act
__- Postal
Postal Pay
432
Postal Pay
6, 1945,
so as to provide
1945, so
July 6,
approved July
of 1945,
1945, approved
Act of
Postal
Pay Act
equipment
promotions for temporary
temporary employees
employees of the mail equipment
promotions
shops
shops ---------------------------.---------------amendments. AN ACT To amend the
Loan Act, amendments.
433 --- Federal
Farm Loan
Federal Farm
Federal Farm Loan Act, as amended,
authorize loans
amended, to authorize
Federal
farm-loan associations in Puerto Rico;
Rico; to
national farm-loan
through national
modify
the limitations
limitations on
on Federal
Federal land-bank
land-bank loans
loans to any one
modify the
borrower;
repeal provisions for subscriptions
subscriptions to paid-in
borrower; to repeal
surplus
amount
land banks and cover the entire amount
Federal land
surplus of Federal
appropriated
therefor into the surplus fund of the Treasury;
Treasury;
appropriated therefor
to
reporting and recording
recording payeconomies in reporting
to effect certain
certain economies
ments on
mortgages deposited
deposited with the registrars,
registrars, as bond
on mortgages
ments
collateral, and
and canceling
mortgage and satisfying
satisfying and
the mortgage
canceling the
collateral,
discharging the
and for
for other
other purposes
purposes ------of record;
record; and
the lien
lien of
discharging
Appropriation Act, 1950. AN
National Military
Military Establishment
Establishment Appropriation
434 --- National
ACT
Making appropriations
appropriations for the National Security CounACT Making
Resources Board,
Board, and for military
National Security Resources
cil, the
the National
functions administered
Military Establishadministered by the National Military
year ending June
June 30, 1950, and for other
other
ment for the fiscal year
purposes
--------------------------purposes---------------increase the retired
retired pay of
Service. AN ACT To increase
Lighthouse Service.
435 --- Lighthouse
Service--------Lighthouse Service
certain members
members of the former Lighthouse
436 --- Veterans.
Veterans.
AN
provide for parity in awards of disability
disability
AN ACT
ACT To provide
436
compensation
-----------------------------compensation ----437 --- Fort
Fort Berthold
Berthold Reservation,
Reservation, N. Dak.
JOINT RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION
Dak. JOINT
437
To
title to
certain lands
lands of
of the
the Three
Tribes of
Affiliated Tribes
Three Affiliated
to certain
To vest
vest title
of the
the Fort
Fort Berthold
Reservation, North
Dakota, in the
North Dakota,
Berthold Reservation,
of
United
provide compensation
therefor
compensation therefor----to provide
United States, and to
438 --- Albuquerque,
Albuquerque, N.
N. Mex.,
hospital.
AN
Authorizing an apAN ACT
ACT Authorizing
Mex., hospital.
438
propriation for the construction,
construction, extension, and improvement
improvement
propriation
provide
of
county hospital at Albuquerque,
Mexico, to provide
Albuquerque, New Mexico,
of aa county
Indiansa -------------------facilities for the treatment
treatment of Indians
facilities
439 --- Agricultural
prices of agriof 1949. AN ACT To stabilize prices
Act of
Agricultural Act
439
cultural
commodities ---------------------------cultural commodities
440 --- The
The Alaska
claims. AN
confer
AN ACT To confer
Railroad, employee claims.
Alaska Railroad,
440
jurisdiction upon the Court of
determine the
of Claims
Claims to determine
jurisdiction
amounts due
due to
to and
and render judgment upon the claims of the
amounts
employees
overtime work peremployees of The Alaska Railroad for overtime
formed
formed------------------------------------------------

Page
Page

Oct. 28, 1949_-1949_ __

954
954

Oct. 28, 1949__
1949___

973

Oct. 29, 1949_
__
1949_--

984

1949--Oct. 29, 1949___

984

Oct. 29, 1949--1949___

985

Oct. 29, 1949_
1949-_-__

987

1949-_-__ 1026
Oct. 29, 1949_
Oct. 29, 1949_-1949_ _..

1026

Oct. 29, 1949__
1949_ __ 1026

Oct. 31, 19491949_ __ 1049
1049
Oct. 31, 1949--1949___

Nov.

1051

1, 1949--1949_ __ 1062
1,

LIST OF REORGANIZATION
REORGANIZATION PLANS'
PLANS'
CONTAINED IN THIS VOLUME
CONTAINED
Page
Page
Reorganization
Plan No.
Prepared by the President
President and
transmitted to the Senate
Senate
ReorganizationPlan
No. 2
2 of 1949.
1949. Prepared
and transmitted
and the House of Representatives
Representatives in Congress assembled, June 20, 1949, pursuant to the
provisions of Reorganization
Reorganization Act of 1949,
1949, approved
approved June
June 20,
20, 1949
1949 --------------------Reorganization
Senate
ReorganizationPlan
Plan No. 38of 1949. Prepared by the President and transmitted to the Senate
and
Representatives in Congress
Congress assembled,
and the House of Representatives
assembled, June
June 20,
20, 1949, pursuant
pursuant to the
provisions of the Reorganization
provisions
Reorganization Act of 1949, approved June 20, 1949 ----------------Reorganization Plan
Prepared by the President and transmitted to the Senate
Reorganization
Plan No. 4
4 of 1949. Prepared
Representatives in Congress assembled, June 20, 1949,
1949, pursuant
pursuant to
and the House of Representatives
to the
provisions of the Reorganization
provisions
Reorganization Act
Act of 1949, approved
approved June 20, 1949
1949----------------_
Reorganization Plan
5 of 1949. Prepared
Prepared by the President
transmitted to the Senate
Reorganization
Plan No. 5
President and transmitted
and the
the House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, June
June 20,
20, 1949,
1949, pursuant
and
pursuant to
to the
the
provisions of the Reorganization
of 1949,
1949, approved
20, 1949
provisions
Reorganization Act
Act of
approved June
June 20,
1949----------------Reorganization
Plan No. 6
transmitted to the Senate
ReorganizationPlan
6 of 1949.
1949. Prepared
Prepared by the President
President and transmitted
and
and the
the House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, June
June 20, 1949, pursuant
pursuant to
to the
the
provisions of the Reorganization
Reorganization Act of 1949, approved June 20, 1949
1949-----------------Reorganization
Plan No. 7
Reorganization Plan
7 of 1949. Prepared by the President and transmitted to the Senate
and the House of Representatives
Representatives in Congress assembled,
assembled, June 20, 1949, pursuant to the
provisions of the Reorganization
Reorganization Act of 1949, approved
approved June 20, 1949
1949------------------

1065
1065
1066
1067
1067
1067
1067
1069
1069
1070
1070

I
Reorganization Plan
16, 1949 (S.
(S. Res. 147); Reorganization
Reorganization Plan No.
No.8
of 1949
8 of1949
I Reorganization
Plan No.
No. 11of
of 1949 disapproved
disapproved by the Senate August 16,
disapproved
of Public Law 216, 81st
81st Cong.,
Cong., 1st Seas.,
approved August
August 10, 1949, 63 Stat. 592.
disapproved by Sec. 12 (i)
(1)of
Sess., approved
XXIX
XIXi

LIST OF PRIVATE
PRIVATE LAWS
CONTAINED IN THIS VOLUME

Private
Law
Law

11 __
-_-_ Lt. John
John T.
McDermott. AN ACT To
7'. McDermott.
the advance
To authorize
authorize the
advance on
on
the retired
retired list of Lieutenant
Lieutenant John T. McDermott,
McDermott, United
United
(retired), to the grade of lieutenant
States Navy (retired),
lieutenant commander__
commander-_
22 __
-_-_ Rev. Engebert
Engebert Axer.
AN ACT For the
the relief
relief of
of Engebert
Engebert Axer__
Axer-_
33 __
-- _ Dr.
Dr. Chung Kwai
Kwai Lui. AN ACT For the relief of
of Doctor
Chung
Doctor Chung
-___
-----__Kwai Lui
--- 44 --__ _ Claris
Claris U. Yeadon. AN ACT For the relief of Claris U. Yeadon__
Yeadon
55 --John I.
___ John
I. Malarin.
Malaria. AN ACT
the relief
relief of
ACT For the
of John
John I.
I. Malarin,
Malarin,
former Army mail clerk at APO 932,
932, a
of the
the San
a branch
branch of
San
Francisco,
Francisco, California, post office,
his
office, relative
relative to aa shortage
shortage in
in his
fixed credit account
.------__--- -account
--6
6 --___ Rachel D. Gattegno.
Gattegno. AN ACT For the relief of Rachel
Rachel D.
Gattegno
Gattegno -----------------__________________________
77 --activities, damage
___ Army
Army activities,
damage payments.
payments. AN ACT To
To authorize
authorize paypayment of certain claims for damage to or loss or destruction
destruction of
property and personal injury arising
activities of
arising from
from activities
of the
the
Army--------------------...
Army
88 --___ Foreign
Foreign gifts, etc., acceptance
AN ACT
ACT To
acceptance by naval personnel.
personnel. AN
To
authorize
authorize certain personnel and former
personnel of
of the
Naval
former personnel
the Naval
Establishment
Establishment to accept certain gifts and a
a foreign decoration
tendered by foreign governments
tendered
governments ____
9 --- Edwin B. Anderson.
Anderson. AN ACT For the relief of
9
B.
of Edwin
Edwin B.
Anderson_------------.__-----------____________
Anderson
10 --- Doris
Doris Marie
Marie Richard.
For the
of Doris
Doris Marie
Marie
Richard. AN ACT
ACT For
the relief
relief of
Richard
___________________-- ___________._Richard --------Richard Kim. AN ACT
11 --Richard
ACT To
To provide
provide for
for permanent
permanent residence
residence
.
status of Richard Kim -----........
.
_-_ Jose Babace
Babace (Irigoyen). AN ACT For the relief
12
relief of Jose Babace_ _
13 --- Basque aliens.
aliens. AN ACT For the relief of certain
certain Basque
Basque
---------------aliens
Browning. AN ACT For the relief of Ella
14 - _ Ella
Ella L. Browning.
Ella L. Browning_..
Browning_
Charles
15 -Charles L. Bishop. AN ACT For the
Charles L.
the relief
relief of
of Charles
L.
.
.--------.....
-- ....Bishop.-----------------__
16 --- Rose Mary
Mary Ammirato, guardian.
guardian. AN ACT For
For the
the relief
relief of
of the
the
legal guardian of Rose Mary
a minor ---------Mary Ammirato, a
17 -- _ Arthur
Robinson. AN ACT For
Arthur G. Robinson.
For the relief of
of Arthur
G.
Arthur G.
Robinson ----------....
18 --- Mrs. Lucille Davidson.
Davidson. AN ACT For the
of Mrs.
Mrs. Lucille
Lucille
the relief
relief of
Davidson -------------------....
.
.. ....
Davidson
19 __- Eugene J.
J. Bearman.
Bearman. AN ACT For the relief of Eugene
Eugene J.
BearJ. Bearman-------------------------... ___________
man
Mary Jane
Jane Harris.
Harris. AN ACT For the relief of Mary Jane Harrisa
20 -Harris_
_--Mrs. Bernice
Green. AN ACT For the relief of Bernice
21
Bernice Green.
Bernice Green..
Green_
22 --- James
James Leon Keaton. AN ACT for the
the relief
relief of
of James
James Leon
Leon
KeatonKeaton
23 -- Nellie M. Clark.
Clark. AN ACT For the relief of Nellie M.
Clark__
M. Clark
-_ 24 __- Stapleton
Stapleton Lumber and Piling
Piling Company. AN
relief
AN ACT For the
the relief
of James A.
A. Stapleton, Ruth
Mildred Ovren,
Ruth Burk,
Burk, and
and Mildred
Ovren,
copartners
copartners doing business under the name and style of StapleStapleton Lumber
and
Piling
Lumber
Company ------------_
- _ H.
25 _
AN ACT
ACT For
relief of
of the
estate of
H. M. McCorvey, estate.
estate. AN
For the
the relief
the estate
of
H. M. McCorvey.
McCorvey. ---------------- ________________- Mr.
Mr. and
and Mrs. Leroy Hann.
Hann. AN ACT For the relief
26 ___
Mr. and
relief of Mr.
and
Mrs. Leroy Hann --.--.-----------__--------------__ _ Mrs.
Mrs. Judge
27 __
Judge E.
relief of
E.
E. Estes.
Estes. AN ACT For the
the relief
of Mrs.
Mrs. Judge
Judge E.
Estes-----------------..- -----------------Estes
28 ____--Elizabeth
Elizabeth Rowland.
Elizabeth
Rowland. AN ACT
ACT For
For the
the relief
relief of
of Elizabeth
Rowland -----------------------.

Date
Date

Page
Page

Mar. 10,
10, 1949___
1940.._ _ 1073
1073
Mar.
Mar. 10,
10, 1949___
1949_ __ 1073
Mar.
1073
Mar. 19,
19, 1949-__
1949_ __ 1073
Mar.
1073
Mar.
21, 1949..
__ 1074
Mar. 21,
1949___
1074

Mar. 22,
1949.. __
Mar.
22, 1949-__

1074
1074

Mar.
22, 1949_
Mar. 22,
1949_-__

1075
1075

Mar.
23, 1949_
1075
Mar. 23,
1949_- _ 1075

Mar.
24, 1949___
Mar. 24,
1949___

1076
1076

Mar.
Mar. 25,
25, 1949_
1949-____

1077
1077

Mar. 26,
Mar.
26, 1949_
1949-___..

1078
1078

1949_ __ 1078
Mar. 29,
29, 1949___-1078
Apr.
14, 1949_-1949_ __ 1078
Apr. 14,
1078
Apr.
14, 1949_
Apr. 14,
1949-___..
Apr. 14,
14, 1949-_1949.. _..
Apr.

1079
1079
1079
1079

Apr. 14,
1949.... _ 1080
Apr.
14, 1949_-1080
Apr. 16,
1080
Apr.
16, 1949_
1949-____ 1080
Apr.
18, 1949..
__ 1081
1081
Apr. 18,
1949___-Apr.
1949....
Apr. 18, 1949---

1081
1081

Apr. 18, 1949-_1949... _ 1081
1081
Apr.
18, 1949--1949_ __ 1082
Apr. 18,
1082
Apr. 18,
1082
Apr.
18, 1949_
1949--__ 1082
Apr.
18, 1949_
Apr. 18,
1949-____
Apr.
Apr. 18,
18, 1949_
1949---__

1083
1083
1083
1083

Apr. 18,
__ 1083
1083
Apr.
18, 1949_
1949___
Apr. 18,
__
Apr.
18, 1949_
1949___

1084
1084

Apr.
18, 1949_-1949_ __
Apr. 18,

1084
1084

1949_ __ 1085
1085
Apr. 18, 1949_-Apr.
18, 1949_
Apr. 18,
1949-____
XXXI
XXXI

1085
1085

XXXII
XXXII

LIST OF PRIVATE LAWS
LAWS

Private
Law
Law

29 --O'Neil. AN ACT For the relief of John J.
___ John J.
J. O'Neil.
J. O'Neil--.
O'Neil
30 ___
--- Mrs.
Mrs. Wesley
Wesley Berk.
Berk. AN
AN ACT
ACT For
For the
the relief
Mrs. Wesley
relief of
of Mrs.
Wesley
Berk (formerly Mrs. Ruth Cameron)------------Cameron)
LauraSpinnichia.
31 --___ Laura
Spinnichia. AN ACT For the relief of Laura
Laura Spinnichia_
Spinnichia
Joseph DeSouza, Jr.,
32 -____ Joseph
Jr., guardian.
the relief
the
guardian. AN
AN ACT
ACT For
For the
relief of
of the
legal guardian
guardian of Joseph DeSouza, JuniorJunior --------- _ _____
33 ___
--- James
James W.
W. Keith.
Keith. AN ACT For the relief
relief of James W. Keith__
Keith
34 ___
--- B. John Hanson.
Hanson. AN ACT For the relief of B. John Hanson_
Hanson
35 ___
--- Yuba
Yuba County, Calif.,
damage claims.
Calif., flood damage
claims. AN ACT Conferring
Conferring
jurisdiction upon
upon the District Court of the
jurisdiction
the United
United States
States for
for
the Northern District of California, Northern
Northern Division, to
to
hear, determine, and render judgment
judgment upon the claims of
of all
persons for reimbursement
sustained
reimbursement for damages and losses sustained
as aa result of aa flood which occurred
occurred in December
in
December 1937 in
levee district numbered
numbered 10, Yuba County, California
California --36 ___
--- Mrs. Elizabeth
Elizabeth B. Murphy. AN ACT For
For the
Mrs.
the relief
relief of
of Mrs.
Elizabeth B. Murphy
Murphy --_--___-_____
__________________37 ___
--- Harry
Sharpley and
and others.
Harry W. Sharpley
others. AN ACT To confer
confer jurisdiction
upon the Court of Claims to hear, determine, and render
judgment
judgment upon
upon a
a certain claim of Harry W. Sharpley, his
heirs, administrators
heirs
administrators or assigns, against the United States ---- Vaso B. Benderach,
38 ___
Benderach, posthumous citizenship.
citizenship. AN ACT Conferring
United States citizenship posthumously upon Vaso B. Benderach
--------------_
--------------ach _
Mrs. Benjamin
Benjamin Betts. AN ACT For the relief of Mrs. Benjamin
Benjamin
39 --___ Mrs.
---------Betts ----_-- Stone and Cooper
Cooper Coal
Company, Inc.
Inc. AN ACT For the relief
40 ___
Coal Company,
Company, Incorporated
Incorporated -___--__of Stone and Cooper
Cooper Coal Company,
__- Thomas 0. Troth.
Troth. AN ACT For the relief of Thomas
41 ___
Thomas 0. Troth_
Troth..
C. Nunes. AN ACT For the relief of John C. Nunes -42 _____ John C.
Mrs. Margaret
Margaret Gregg Dilnot.
43 -____ Mrs.
Dilnot. AN ACT For the relief of Mrs.
Margaret
_
- ---------Margaret Gregg Dilnot ------..-----Howard C. Heckenlively. AN ACT Authorizing
44 --___ Howard
Authorizing the Secretary
of the Interior to issue a
a patent in fee to Howard C. HeckenHeckenlively-____________________________________
_ _ _ _
lively
Authorizing the Secretary
45 --- Francis
Francis Howe. AN ACT Authorizing
Secretary of the
Interior to issue aa patent in fee to Francis Howe-----------Howe
Jeannette and Jesus Esteva
Esteva and
and children.
46 -Jeannette
children. AN ACT For the
Jeannette and Jesus Esteva
relief of Jeannette
Esteva and their four children
children 47 --- Lawrence
Lawrence G. McCarthy. AN ACT For the relief of Lawrence
Lawrence
G. McCarthy
---_ .--....----- __--_-------------McCarthy
48 --- Maria
Maria Veltri Magnone.
Magnone. AN
AN ACT For the relief
relief of Maria Veltri
Magnone
-----------------..-..-----------49 --- Phena
Phena M. Anderson. AN
Authorizing the Secretary
Secretary of
of
AN ACT Authorizing
the Interior to issue a
a patent in fee to Phena M. Anderson__
Anderson - _
50 --- Leslie Paul
of
Paul Schroeder. AN ACT Authorizing the Secretary of
Leslie Paul Schroeder the Interior
Interior to issue a
a patent in fee to Leslie
51 --- Mrs.
Mrs. Anna Smolowitz and Mrs.
Mrs. Sylvia D'Arpe.
D' Arpe.
AN ACT For
the relief
relief of Mrs. Anna Smolowitz and Mrs. Sylvia D'Arpe
D'Arpe_ -_
52 -- Peter
Peter Drozd.
Drozd. AN ACT For the relief
relief of Peter Drozd ------53 --- Ralph
Ralph Martin
Martin Elzingre.
Elzingre. AN ACT For the relief of Ralph
Ralph
Martin
Elzingre, also known as Ralph
Martin Elzingre,
Ralph Seawell ----------.-54 -__ Edward
Edward L.
L. Barreras.
Barreras. AN
AN ACT
ACT For
Edward L.
L.
For the
the relief
relief of
of Edward
Barreras- -------------------------------------------Barreras
55 -Wright-_
___ Marie E. Wright. AN ACT For the relief of Marie E. Wright
56 -__
Y. Mok
___ Mrs. May K. Y.
Mok and sons. AN ACT For the relief of Mrs.
May K. Y. Mok, Frederick W. S. Mok, and Vincent W.
W. C.
--------------------------Mok __
___ _
- - Mrs. Ada M. Ryan.
57 ___
_____ AN ACT For the relief of Mrs. Ada M. Ryan_
58 ___
-- Anna Malone
Malone and Rita Anderson.
Anderson. AN ACT For the
the relief
relief of
Anna
Anna Malone and Rita Anderson-__---._--------_
Anderson
-_- Mrs.
Mapelli. AN
59 ___
Mrs. Silvia Mapelli.
ACT For
Silvia
AN ACT
For the
the relief
relief of
of Mrs.
Mrs. Silvia
------Mapelli ------------------------------ Bram B. Tellekamp. AN ACT For the relief of Brass
60 ___
Bram B. Tellekamp -------- ----------------..
_ --- Alex
Bail. AN ACT For the relief
61 ___
Alex Bail.
relief of Alex Bail --------I. Matthews. AN ACT For the relief of James I. Mat62 --___ James I.
Matthews--------------------------------------thews
Mrs. Julia
Julia Balint.
Balint. AN ACT To authorize the admission
63 --___ Mrs.
admission of
States ------------Mrs. Julia Balint to the United States
64
ACT For
64 ___
--- Theodore
Theodore Papachristopoulos.
Papachristopoulos. AN
AN ACT
For the
the relief
relief of
of TheoTheodore Papachristopoulos
.---Papachristopoulos
Grigorieff. AN ACT
66 --- Kira and
and Nina Grigorieff.
ACT For the
the relief
relief of Kira
Kira and
and
Nina Grigorieff-------------------..
------.
Grigorieff

Date

Apr.
19, 1949_
__
Apr. 19,
1949__-

Page

1086
1086

Apr.
__ 1086
Apr. 19,
19, 1949_
1949__1086
Apr. 19, 1949..
1949____ 1086
1086
Apr.
1949_ __ 1087
Apr. 20,
20,1949_-1087
Apr.
1949_ __
1087
Apr. 20,
20,1949___
1087
Apr.
Apr. 20,
20, 1949._
1949-_- _ 1088
1088

Apr. 21,
Apr.
21, 1949_
1949____ 1088
1088
Apr. 21,
21, 1949___
1949_ __ 1089
Apr.
1089

Apr.
Apr. 22,
22, 1949_
1949____

1089
1089

May 10, 1949_-1949_ _ 1089
May
May 12,
1949_ __ 1090
1090
May
12, 1949___
May 13, 1949__1949_ __ 1090
1090
May
1949_ __ 1090
1090
May 13, 1949-May 13, 1949-1949___ 1091
May 14, 1949-1949..__

1091

May
May 14,
14, 1949_
1949-_-.._

1092
1092

May 14, 1949_
1949____

1092

May 14,
1949_ __ 1092
1092
14,1949_--

May 14, 1949_
1093
1949--__ 1093
May 14, 1949-_1949... _ 1093
1093
May 14, 1949__1049_ __ 1093
1093
May 14, 1949_1949_ __

1093
1093

May
1094
May 14,
14, 1949_
1949-_-__ 1094
May
May 14,
14, 1949_
1949___ 1094
1094
May 14,
14, 1949_
May
1949--_

1095
1095

May 14, 1949-__
1949_ __ 1095
1095
May 14,
14, 1949___
1949_ __ 1095
May
1095
May 16, 1949-_1949_
May
16, 1949___
1949.. _._
May 16,

1096
1096
1096
1096

May
May 17,
17, 1949_
1949-____

1096
1096

May 17, 1949_
May
__
1949_--

1097

May 17,
17, 1949-__
1949......
May
May 17,
17, 1949__1949_ __
May

1097
1097
1097
1097

May
1949..__
May 17, 1949__

1097
1097

May
19, 1949-1949___
May 19,

1098
1098

May
19, 1949___
1949.._
May 19,

1098
1098

May
19, 1949-_
1949_....
May 19,

1098
1098

LIST OF PRIVATE LAWS
LAWS
Private
Law

XXXIII
XXXIII

Date
Date
66 __ Emma Armstrong. AN ACT For the relief of Emma ArmstrongArmstrong_
__
May 19,
19, 1949_
1949___
67 --- Veterans Administration,
Administration, certain
certain employees. AN ACT To
certain employees
relieve certain
employees of the Veterans'
Veterans' Administration
Administration
from financial liability for certain overpayments---____.__overpayments
May 24, 1949_
1949- __
68 --- Thomas A.
A. Pickett.
Pickett. AN ACT Authorizing the issuance
issuance of a
a
patent in fee to Thomas
Pickett------------__...___.__
Thomas A. Pickett
May
24, 1949_
May 24,
1949__
First-Citizens Bank and
JOINT RESOLU69 --- First-Citizens
and Trust
Trust Company. JOINT
RESOLUTION For the relief of the First-Citizens
First-Citizens Bank
TION
Bank and Trust
Trust
Company, administrator
administrator of the estate of C. A. Ragland,
Ragland,
--------- ---- ---- - - - - Senior 1949_ __
May 24, 1949--Secretary of
70 --- George
George Peters.
Peters. AN ACT Authorizing
Authorizing the Secretary
of the
the Interior to sell the land of George Peters
regulaPeters under existing regulations___________________________________
tions
May
25, 1949_
_ ___ __
May 25,
1949____
71 --- Office of High
Commissioner to the Philippine
Philippine Islands,
High Commissioner
Islands, certain
certain
certain
officers and employees. AN ACT For the relief of certain
officers and employees of the Office
Office of United
United States High
High
Commissioner to the Philippine
Commissioner
Philippine Islands who suffered
suffered losses
losses of
conditions ___________
May
27, 1949._
personal property by reason of war conditions
-May 27,
1949__72 -__ B. G. Jones.
Jones. AN ACT For the relief
relief of B. G. Jones---------Jones
May
27, 1949_1949_ __
May 27,
73 --- Russian
Church of
America. AN
AN
Russian Orthodox
Orthodox Greek
Greek Catholic
Catholic Church
of North America.
ACT To direct
direct the Secretary of the Interior
Interior to sell certain
certain
land at South Naknek
Naknek to the Russian Orthodox
Orthodox Greek Catholic
Church of North America
May
1949_ __
America------------------------------.
May 27,
27, 1949__
_--Teptha
Jeptha R. Macfarlane.
Macfarlane. AN ACT For the relief of Jeptha
74
Jeptha R.
Macfarlane
__
_________________-_-Macfarlane ----------May 31, 1949-__
1949_ __
75 --- John
P. Reilly.
Reilly. AN ACT For the relief of John P.
May
1949_ __
John P.
P. Reilly_
Reilly---.
May 31,
31, 1949__76 --- Samuel Ensler
Ensler and Louis Puccinelli.
Puccinelli. AN ACT For the relief of
Samuel Ensler and Louis
Louis Puccinelli
May 31,
1949_ __
Puccinelli -_-___-_______________
May
31,1949__
Price
1, 1949_ __
77 --- William Price.
Price. AN ACT For the relief of William Price.
--- June
June 1,1949__
78
_--Forest
Forest L. Weatherly. AN ACT For the relief of Forest
Forest L.
L.
Weatherly
Weatherly ---- _--------June
1, 1949_ __
____-__-____________-June 1,1949__
relief of the legal
79 --- George
George Generazzo, guardian.
guardian. AN ACT For the relief
guardian
guardian of George Generazzo
1, 1949_ __
Generazzo --------------__
-- _June 1,1949__
80 --- Joseph
Joseph Thompson.
ThompThompson. AN ACT For the relief of Joseph Thompson------__--___--------------___________
son
June 1,
1, 19491949_ __
Mrs. Hope
Irene Buley. AN ACT For the
81 ___ Mrs.
Hope Irene
the relief of
of Mrs.
Mrs. Hope
Hope
_-------------------------Irene Buley --__-------_
June 1,
1, 1949-__
1949_ __
82
_--Eva
Eva C. Netzley
Netzley Ridley, and others.
others. AN ACT For the relief of
Eva C. Netzley
Netzley Ridley, William G. Stuff, Lois Stuff, and
Harry E. Ridley;
Ridley; and the estates of Clyde C. Netzley
Netzley and
Sarah C. Stuff
Stuff
June
1949_ __
Sarah
....................................
1,1949___
June 1,
83 --- Lawrence Reves.
Reyes. AN ACT For the relief of Lawrence
Lawrence Reves__
Reyes__ _ June
1, 1949_
June 1,
1949--__
84
A. I.
_--Catherine
Catherine S. Tremayne and
and A.
I. Lang. AN ACT For the
Catherine S. Tremayne
Tremayne and A. I. Lang------------Lang
June
1949_ __
relief of Catherine
June 2,
2,1949-85
Ferdinand DeWitt
III, guardian.
ACT For
the
85 --- Andrew
Andrew Ferdinand
DeWitt III,
guardian. AN ACT
For the
relief of the legal guardian of Andrew
Andrew Ferdinand DeWitt III,
relief
aa minor
minor-------..----------------.
June 2,19492, 1949_ __
-----------.
86 --- Bank of
Kodiak. AN ACT For the relief of the Bank of Kodiak,
of Kodiak.
Alaska -----Kodiak, Alaska
June 2,
1949_ __
_.
------------.------- ____
.___
June
2,1949---- _ Jennie
87 __
Jennie Olsen Anderson.
Anderson. AN ACT For the relief of Jennie Olsen
Anderson
1949_ __
Anderson----_----------------..........
....... June
June 3,
3,1949__
88 ___
Foundation, Inc., conveyance.
conveyance. AN ACT To
--- W. K. Kellogg Foundation,
transfer the Pomona
Agriculture Remount
Remount Service,
transfer
Pomona station of the Agriculture
Department
June 4,
1949_ __
Department of Agriculture, at Pomona, California
California---------June
4,1949___
Davis. AN ACT For the relief
89 --- Mrs.
Mrs. Minerva
Minerva C. Davis.
relief of
of the estate of
Mrs. Minerva
Minerva C. Davis
Davis ----------------- ____1949_ __
-__-__ June
June 7,
7,1949
90 --- John
John Keith. AN ACT For the relief of John Keith
Keith -_
June
1949_ __
--__.
June 7,
7,1949-Mark B. Craig
and others.
others. AN ACT For the relief of Mark B.
91 _- Mark
Craig and
Craig and others
others ---__--_------__________._________
June
1949_ -__
June 7,
7,1949
92 -Frank
J. Patzke
Frank
Frank J.
Patzke and
and others.
others. AN ACT For the relief of Frank
J. Patzke and others
J.
others ---------June
1949_ __
_
--------------__
June 7,
7,1949-Hal W. Cline.
Cline. AN ACT For the relief of Hal W. Cline ---...
93 --- Hal
June
1949_ __
June 7,
7,1949_-94
_--Lorrayne
Lorrayne E.
E. Graus.
Graus. AN ACT
ACT For the relief
relief of Lorrayne
Lorrayne E.
Graus------ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Gratis
June 9,1949--9, 1949_ __
June
95 --- Ralph
Ralph A.
A. Wood. AN ACT For the relief of Ralph A. Wood_
10, 1949_-__
Wood_-- June
June 10,1949_
Pond and
96 --- Ben Luke Pond
and others.
others. AN ACT For the relief of Ben Luke
Pond, Shao Hung Pond, and David Yat Wei Pond
10, 1949_ __
---June 10,1949--97 __- William
William S.
S. Meany.
Meany. AN ACT For
For the
the relief
relief of William S.
Meany -----------Meany
13, 1949_ -__
_ _--_--------_----------June 13,1949relief of Mickey Baine ---June 13,1949_-13, 1949__ _
98 --- Mickey Baine.
Baine. AN ACT For the relief
June
99 --- Frank
Frank O.
0. Ward. AN ACT For the relief
relief of Frank O.
0. Ward
Ward__
13, 1949._
-- _ June 13,1949--100 --- James
Authorizing the issuance
issuance of a
James Madison
Madison Burton. AN ACT Authorizing
patent in fee to James Madison
14, 1949_ __
Madison Burton
Burton-----------------June 14,1949--81939*-50-rx. i
81939--50--rT.
I--III -III

Page
Page

1099
1099
1099
1099
1100
1100

1100
1100
1101
1101

1101
1101

1102
1102

1102
1102
1103
1103
1103
1103
1104
1104
1104
1104
1104
1104
1105
1105
1105
1105

1106

1106
1107
1107
1107
1107

1107
1108
1108
1108
1109
1109
1109
1109
1109
1109
1110
1110
1111
1111
1111
1111
1112
1112
1112
1112
1113
1113
1113
1113
1113
1113
1114
1114
1114
1114

XXXIV
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LIST OF PRIVATE

Private
Law
Law

101 -__

Clarence
Clarence M. Scott. AN ACT Authorizing the Secretary of the
Interior to issue a
a patent in fee to Clarence
Clarence M. Scott
Interior
Scott------102 __- Irene
Bassett.
AN ACT Authorizing
Authorizing the Secretary of the
Irene Scott Bassett.
Interior to issue a
a patent in fee to Irene Scott Bassett ---- _-103
Pearson. AN
AN ACT
ACT Authorizing
of aapatent
103 ___ Lavantia
Lavantia Pearson.
Authorizing the
the issuance
issuance of
patent
in fee to Lavantia Pearson
Pearson-------------------------104 ___ Virginia
Virginia Pearson.
AN ACT
ACT Authorizing
the issuance
issuance of
of a
a
104
Pearson. AN
Authorizing the
patent in fee to Virginia Pearson
Pearson -------------------105 --- Ethel
M. Pearson
ACT Authorizing
Authorizing the
105
Ethel M.
Pearson George.
George. AN
AN ACT
the issuance
issuance of
of
a
M. Pearson George ------a patent in fee to Ethel M.
_
----106 ___ Leah
L. Pearson
Lou/c.
AN
ACT Authorizing
the issuance
issuance of
of a
106
Leah L.
Pearson Louk.
AN ACT
Authorizing the
a
a
in fee
to Leah
Leah L.
L. Pearson
Pearson Louk
Louk -------- -------- __
a patent
patent in
fee to
Kathleen Doyle
AN ACT
ACT Authorizing
Authorizing the
of
107
_--Kathleen
Doyle Harris.
Harris. AN
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Interior to issue a
a patent in fee to Kathleen
Kathleen Doyle Harris_
Harris _
June Scott Skoog. AN ACT Authorizing
108 __- June
Authorizing the Secretary
Secretary of the
Interior to issue a
a patent
patent in fee to June Scott Skoog-------Skoog
109 __- Mrs.
Secretary of
Mrs. Pearl
Pearl Scott Loukes. AN ACT Authorizing the Secretary
the Interior
Interior to issue a
patent in fee to Mrs. Pearl Scott Loukes_
a patent
110
relief of
110 ___ Ellen
Ellen Hudson.
Hudson. AN ACT For the relief
of Ellen
Ellen Hudson,
Hudson, as
as
administratrix of the estate
estate of Walter
Walter R. Hudson
Hudson ------ ___111 __- Louis J.
guardian. AN ACT For the relief
J. Waline, guardian.
relief of the
the legal
legal
guardian
guardian of Louis
Louis J. Waline
Waline --- _-_-____
------_____112 ___ William E.
O'Brien, estate.
estate. AN ACT For the relief of the estate
E. O'Brien,
of William E. O'Brien -- ___.
__----______-_____-_-__
--113 -_- H. Lawrence Hull. AN ACT For the relief of H. Lawrence
Hull
.-------------------------_-----------114
William F.
Thomas. AN
AN ACT
the relief
of William
114 ___
William
- F. Thomas.
ACT For
For the
relief of
William F.
F.
Thomas -------------------------------------------- ___
115
Mrs. Florence
Florence Benolken.
Benolken. AN
jurisdiction
115 ___
--- Mrs.
AN ACT
ACT Conferring
Conferring jurisdiction
upon the United
United States District Court for the District of
Nebraska
Nebraska to hear, determine, and render judgment
judgment upon the
the
claim of Mrs. Florence
Florence BenolkenBenolken _-------____-___ __-116 --- Frederick
Frederick W. Lass. AN ACT For the
the relief
relief of
of Frederick W.
Lass ---____----________-_______
117
Al W.
W. Hosinski.
For the
the relief
relief of
Al W.
Hosinski
117 -_- Al
Hosinski. AN
AN ACT
ACT For
of Al
W. Hosinski-118 __- Groover
Groover O'Connell.
O'Connell. AN ACT For the
the relief
relief of
of Groover
Groover O'ConO'Connell
-----------------.
--..........----------119
_--Joel
Joel W. Atkinson. AN ACT For the relief of Joel W. Atkin-son -- ______----_----____---___________.----120 _-- Anastacio
Anastacio Acosta and
estates.
AN
and Domingo
Domingo Acosta
Acosta Arizmendi,
Arizmendi, estates.
AN
Anastacio Acosta,
ACT For
For the
the relief of
of the
the estate
estate of
of the late
late Anastacio
Acosta,
and the estate of Domingo Acosta Arizmendi
Arizmendi -----------121
Patent renewal.
renewal of
patent number121 _- Patent
renewal. AN
AN ACT
ACT Granting
Granting aarenewal
of patent
number54,296 relating to the badge
badge of The American
Legion
ed 54,296
American Legion----122 __
____ Patent
Patentrenewal.
122
renewal. AN
AN ACT
ACT Granting
Granting a
of patent
a renewal
renewal of
patent numbernumbered 55,398 relating
relating to the badge of The American
American Legion
Legion AuxAuxiliary---------------------------------__-iliary
123 _
_-__ Patent
Patent renewal.
AN ACT
ACT Granting
Granting a
renewal of
of patent
numberrenewal. AN
a renewal
patent numberbadge of The
ed 92,187 relating to the badge
The Sons
Sons of
of The
The American
American
----Legion -_---------____--__-__
__Mark H.
H. Potter.
Potter. AN
AN ACT
ACT For
124 _
__ Mark
H. Potter
Potter_-.For the relief
relief of
of Mark
Mark H.
125
James Linzay.
Linzay. AN
AN ACT
ACT For
the relief
of Mr.
Mr. and
and
125 ___
_- Mr.
Mr. and
and Mrs.
Mrs. James
For the
relief of
_........-------Mrs. James Linzay ------.
Florence Mayfield.
126 ___
--- Mrs. Florence
Mayfield. AN ACT
ACT For
For the
the relief
relief of Mrs. Florence
Florence
Mayfield
----- __- -____________-_---__.
Mayfield
127 __
Ellis C.
C. Wagner
Wagner and
Barbara P.
P. Wagner.
Wagner. AN
AN ACT
For the
th e relief
re li ef
- _ Ellis
127
and Barbara
ACT For
of Ellis C. Wagner
Wagner and Barbara
Barbara P. Wagner ___________-O. McMillan
McMillan and
128 --___ V. 0.
and guardian
guardian of Carolyn
Carolyn McMillan.
McMillan. AN ACT
ACT
McMillan and the legal guardian of
For the relief
relief of V. 0.
G. McMillan
Carolyn
Carolyn McMillan
McMillan ---------129 -____ Winston A.
Winston A.
A.
A. Brownie.
Brownie. AN
AN ACT
ACT For the
the relief
relief of
of Winston
Brownie
Brownie---130 ___
___ Carmen
Morales and
and others.
others. AN ACT For the relief of
Carmen Morales
of Carmen
Carmen
Morales, Aida Morales, and Lydia Cortes
---------__ J.
Hitt. AN ACT For
131 _
___
J. L.
L. Hitt.
For the
the relief
relief of
of J. L.
L. Hitt ---------..
132 ___
___ Phil
Hubbard. AN ACT For the relief of Phil H. Hubbard_
Phil H. Hubb'ard.
133 ___
--- John
John Waipa
Waipa Wilson,
Wilson, guardian.
guardian. AN
the relief
the
AN ACT
ACT For
For the
relief of
of the
legal guardian of John Waipa Wilson
134 __134
___ Michael
Michael Palazotta.
ACT For
relief of
of Michael
Palazotta. AN
AN ACT
For the
the relief
Michael Palazotta
Palazotta_
Institute. AN ACT For the relief
relief of
of Hampton In135 -____ Hampton Institute.
In- stitute
George A.
A. Kirchberger.
136 --___ George
Kirchberger. AN ACT For the relief of George
George A.
Kirchberger
Kirchberger-----------------.---------------

Date
Date

Page
Page

June
14, 1949._ _ 1114
1114
June 14,1949-__
June 14,1949___
14, 1949_ __ 1115
1115
June
June 14,1949__14, 1949_ __ 1115
June
1115
June
14, 1949_ __ 1115
June 14,1949_-1115
June
14, 1949_ __ 1115
June 14,1949_-1115
June 14,
__ 1116
June
14, 1949_
1949___
1116
June
1949_ __ 1116
June 14,
14,1949_-1116
June 14,1949-_14, 1949_ __ 1116
1116
June
June
1949_ __
June 14,
14,1949_--

1116
1116

June 15,1949-_15, 1949_ __
1117
June
1117
June 15,1949___
15, 1949_ __
June

1117
1117

June 15,1949__15, 1949_ __ 1118
1118
June
June 15,1949__15, 1949_ __
1118
June
1118
June 16,1949--16, 1949_
June

1118
1118

June
1949_--__ 1119
June 17,
17,1949
1119
June
17, 1949
1949_--__
1119
June 17,
1119
June 17,1949___
17, 1949_ __ 1120
1120
June
June 25,1949___
25, 1949_ __ 1120
June
1120
June
25, 1949_ _..
June 25,1949-__

1121
1121

June 25,
1949_ __ 1121
June
25,1949___
1121
June 27,
1949. __ 1121
June
27,1949-__
1121
June 27,1949--27, 1949_ _
June

1122
1122

June 27,
1949_
June
27, 1949___

1122
1122

June 28,1949___
28, 1949_ __
June

1123
1123

June 28,
28, 1949_
June
1949_--__ 1122
1122

June
28, 1949_ __ 1123
June 28,1949-__
1123
June 28,
1949_ __ 1123
1123
June
28,1949-_June
28, 1949_
June 28,
1949 -___

1124
1124

June
28, 1949_ __
June 28,1949___

1124
1124

June
28, 1949_
__ 1125
June 28,
1949--1125
June
June 28,
28, 1949_
1949___ 1125
1125
June
1949_
1125
June 28,
28,1949___
1125
June
1949_ __ 1126
June 28,
28,1949___
1126
June 28,
1949_ __ 1126
June
28,1949___
1126
June
29, 1949_ __
June 29,1949__-

1127

June
29, 1949_ _
June 29,1949.-.

1127
1127

LIST OF PRIVATE
PRIVATE LAWS

Private
Law'
Law

137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147

148
149

150
151
152
153
154
155
156
157
158

159
160
161
162
163
164

165
166
167
168
169
170
171
172
173
174
175
176

XXXV
XXXV
Date

__June C.
C. Dollar.
_
__ June
Dollar. AN ACT For the relief of June C. Dollar
30, 1949_
__
Dollar__-- June
June 30,
1949___
_____ Lee F. Bertuccioli.
Bertuccioli. AN ACT For the relief of Lee F. Bertuccioli_
1949_ __
Bertuccioli- July 2,
2,1949-_-Sadae Aoki. AN ACT For the relief of Sadae Aoki
Aoki_--__-___..
___ Sadae
1949_ __
July 2,
2, 1949___
___ Celeste Iris
Iris Maeda.
Maeda. AN
of Celeste
Celeste Iris
--AN ACT
ACT For
For the
the relief
relief of
Iris
Maeda
____________
Maeda ---------------------------July 2,
1949_ __
2,1949__-- Commander
Commander John W.
Crumpacker. AN ACT For the relief of
___
W. Crumpacker.
John W. Crumpacker, commander,
commander, United States Navy ----.
July 12,
1949_ __
July
12,1949___
__- Helen
Helen Louise Oles.
___
Oles. AN ACT For the
the relief
relief of
of Helen
Helen Louise
Louise
Oles ____-__...______-------___________________
1949_ __
July 13,
13,1949--- Mrs.
Mrs. Sonia
Sonia Kaye Johnston.
Johnston. AN ACT For the relief of Mrs.
Mrs.
Johnston---------------------__--_________
Sonia Kaye Johnston
1949_ __
July 13,
13,1949___
__- Marion
Marion Miller,
Miller, estate.
estate. AN ACT For
For the
the relief
relief of the estate
estate of
of
Marion
Miller ----__-----_----___---------_-_____.Marion Miller
July 13,
1949_ __
July
13,1949_-_-- Murphy and Wischmeyer, Saint Louis, Mo. AN ACT For the
the
relief of Murphy
Wischmeyer----------------.______
Murphy and Wischmeyer
July 13,
1949_ __
July
13,1949___
--- General
General Engineering
Engineering and
Corp. AN
AN ACT
ACT For
and Dry
Dry Dock Corp.
For the
the
relief of the General
General Engineering and Dry Dock Corporation_
1949_ __
Corporation _
- July
July 13,
13,1949_--- Central
Central Bank, California.
California. AN ACT For the relief
Central
relief of the
the Central
assignee of
C. Williams,
Bank, aaCalifornia corporation,
corporation, as
as assignee
of John
John C.
Williams,
an individual operating under
under the fictitious
fictitious name
name and
and trade
trade
style of Central Machine Works, of Oakland, California
California ---July
__
July 13,
13, 1949_
1949___
Inc. AN
ACT For
relief of
-- Mexican
Mexican Fibre
Fibre and
and Twine
Twine Co.,
Co., Inc.
AN ACT
For the
the relief
of
Mexican
Incorporated _______Mexican Fibre
Fibre and Twine Company,
Company, Incorporated
July
1949_ __
July 13,
13,1949-_ _ Florence
Florence Bryant Peters
Peters and
and E.
E. B. Peters.
Peters. AN ACT
ACT For the relief
relief
of Florence Bryant Peters and E. B. Peters
July
13, 1949_
Peters--_-___-_ _.
July 13,
1949____
_-- Alvin G. Patton.
Patton. AN ACT For the relief of Alvin G. Patton
13, 1949_
Patton-_ July
July 13,
1949-_-__
__- James
James F.
F. Delahanty,
Delahanty, estate.
estate. AN ACT For the relief of the estate
of James F. Delahanty,
Delahanty, deceased---------------------deceased
July
13, 1949_
__
July 13,
1949____- Mrs.
Mrs. Thelma Lee Rynaard.
Rynaard. AN ACT For
For the
the relief
of Mrs.
relief of
Mrs.
Thelma
Rynaard --- ____--__-__________________-.
Thelma Lee Rynaard
July 13,
1949_ __
July
13,1949___
--- Thomas M. Bates.
Thomas M.
M. Bates_
Bates_ July
July 13,
Bates. AN ACT For the relief
relief of
of Thomas
13, 1949_
1949-_-__
_-- Mrs. Rebecca Levy.
Levy. AN ACT For the relief of
of Mrs.
Mrs. Rebecca
Rebecca
L
evy - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - July 13,
Levy
1949_ __
13,1949---- Manuel Graulau
Graulau Velez,
estate. AN ACT For the relief of the
Velez, estate.
estate of the late Manuel Graulau
Graulau Velez
July
1949_ __
Velez -- _________-____-July 13,
13,1949___
__- Ignacio
Ignacio Col6n
Colon Cruz. AN ACT For the relief of Ignacio Colon
Col6n
Cruz-----------Cruz
July
July 13,
13, 1949_
1949--__
--- Gloria
Esther Diaz
Diaz and
others. AN ACT For the relief of Gloria
Gloria Esther
and others.
Gloria
Lydia Vellez, and Gladys Prieto
Prieto ______-- -Esther Diaz, Lydia
July 13,
1949_ __
July
13,1949___
_--Rafael
Rafael Rebollo, estate. AN ACT For the
of the
the estate
the relief
relief of
estate of
of
Rafael Rebollo
Rebollo------------ ____-__.--__-__
------July 13,
1949_ __
13,1949_-___ Erwin F.
F. Earl.
Earl. AN ACT For the relief of Erwin F. Earl-----Earl
July
July 13,
13, 1949_
1949-- __
_- Ray G. Schneyer and
and Dorothy
Dorothy J.
J. Schneyer.
AN ACT For the
J. Schneyer
Schneyer------__relief of Ray G. Schneyer
Sehneyer and Dorothy J.
July
1949_ __
July 13,
13,1949___ Louis Brown. AN ACT For the relief of Louis
July
Louis Brown
Brown------July 13,
13, 1949_
1949-____
_--Mrs. Gertrude
Gertrude H. Westaway. AN ACT For the
the relief of
of Mrs.
Mrs.
Gertrude
Westaway, legal guardian
Gertrude H. Westaway,
Johnson,
guardian of Bobby
Bobby Niles
Niles Johnson,
a minor
minor---..--a
July
13, 1949_ _.
July 13,1949----- _ Toshie Okutomi. AN ACT For the relief of Toshie Okutomi____
Okutomi_ __ July
July 13, 1949_
1949---__
--- John E. Parker.
Parker. AN ACT To confer
___
confer jurisdiction
jurisdiction upon the
Court of Claims to hear, determine, and render judgment
judgment
a certain claim of John E. Parker, his
upon a
his heirs,
heirs, administrators, or assigns,
assigns, against the United States------States
July
13, 1949_ __
July 13,1949---- Robert
Robert A.
A. Atlas. AN ACT For the relief
relief of Robert
Robert A. Atlas__
Atlas_
July
13, 1949_ __
July 13,1949-___ Hoy C. Wong. AN ACT For the relief of Hoy C. Wong
July
14, 1949_ __
Wong -July 14,1949___
--- Elliott Hewitt,
guardian.
Hewitt, guardian. AN ACT For the relief
relief of the legal
guardian of Elliott Hewitt
--------------..----___
Hewitt
July
14, 1949_
__
July 14,
1949___
_____ Victor R. Browning and Co., Inc. AN ACT
ACT For the relief
relief of
of
Victor
Incorporated -----_-__
Victor R. Browning
Browning and Company, Incorporated
July
15, 1949_
__
July 15,
1949___
_-- Sadako
Sadako Takagi.
Takagi. AN ACT For the relief of Sadako
18, 1949_
__
Sadako Takagi_
Takagi ---___ July
July 18,
1949--_
--- Col. Wlodzimierz Onacewicz. AN ACT For the relief of Colonel
Wlodzimierz
Wlodzimierz Onacewicz
Onacewicz ---- __-----------______________
July
18, 1949_ __
July 18,1949___- Ramon G. Hunter
Hunter and
and Arthur Nancett.
Nancett. AN ACT For the relief
of Ramon G. Hunter and Arthur Nancett
of
Nancett ----------------July
18, 1949_ __
July 18,1949_-- - George Krinopolis.
Krinopolis. AN ACT For the relief of George Krinopolis_ July
19, 1949_ __
July 19,1949-_-- Leon Nikolaivich
Nikolaivich Volkov.
Volkov. AN ACT For the
relief of Leon
Leon
the relief
Nikolaivich
_____--- - _--_____Nikolaivich Volkov --- ___-- --July
19, 1949_
__
July 19,
1949___
__- Myrtle Ruth Osborne
relief of
of
Osborne and others.
others. AN ACT
ACT For
For the
the relief
Myrtle
Myrtle Ruth
Ruth Osborne,
Osborne, Marion Walts,
Waits, and Jessie A. Walts
19, 1949_
Walts--- July
July 19,
1949--__
--- Jacob
Gross. AN ACT To authorize the admission
Jacob Gross.
admission into the
United States of Jacob
Jacob Gross, a
a minor
July
19, 1949_
__
minor---------------____
July 19,
1949___
--- Carlton
and others.
others. AN ACT For the relief of Carlton
Carlton C. Grant
Grant and
Carlton
others---------_________________
---.-C. Grant and others
July
1949_ -July 20,
20,1949---
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___ William Henry Tickner. AN ACT For the relief of William
177 ___
Henry
Tickner ----------------------------Henry Tickner
_
July 27,
1949_-___-__ 1144
1144
July
27,1949
Poon Lim. AN ACT To provide for the admission to, and the
178 -__
___ Poon
permanent
residence
in,
the
United
States
of
Poon
Lim
permanent residence
July
27, 1949_ __ 1144
July 27,19491144
179 _
-__
Lacey C. Zapf
__ Lacey C. Zapf. AN ACT For the relief of Lacey
Zapf --. July
28, 1949___
1145
July 28,
1949-1145
180 _
_-__ Rudolf A.
V.
Raff.
AN
ACT
For
the
relief
of
Rudolf
A.
V. Raff_ Aug.
A.
Aug. 1,
1, 1949..__
1145
1949--1145
_ _ Paul
Paul Bighead,
estate. AN ACT To authorize the
181 __
Bighead, estate.
the sale
sale of
of certain
certain
allotted
inherited
land
on
the
Winnebago
Reservation,
allotted inherited
Winnebago Reservation,
Nebraska----------------------Nebraska
Aug. 1,1949___-1, 1949_ __ 1145
1145
Aug.
182 --- James
James A. Gordon.
Gordon. AN ACT For the relief of James A. Gordon_
Gordon
Aug.
1, 1949_-___-__ 1145
1145
Aug. 1,1949
183
Jacob
A.
Johnson.
183
Jacob A. Johnson. AN ACT For the relief of Jacob A. Johnson_ Aug.
3, 1949___-1949_ __ 1146
1146
Aug.
3,
184
__
Christine
AN ACT For the relief of Christine Kono_
Kono..--___ Aug.
184
Christine Kono.
Kono. AN
3, 1949_ __ 1146
1146
Aug. 3,1949___-Blanche H.
H. Weedcm
Weedon and
and Amos L. Harris,
185 --- Blanche
script certificates.
AN
Harris,script
certificates. AN
ACT To authorize
authorize the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior
Interior to issue
issue duplicates of William
William Gerard's script certificates
certificates numbered 2,
subdivisions 11 and 12, to Blanche
Blanche H. Weedon
Weedon and Amos L.
Harris,
-Harris, as trustees
trustees ----------Aug. 3,1949
3, 1949_-___-__ 1147
Aug.
1147
L. J.
Hand. AN ACT Authorizing
Authorizing the Secretary
186 J. Hand.
Secretary of the Interior
Interior
to issue to L. J. Hand a
a patent in fee to certain
certain lands in the
State of Mississippi
Mississippi ----------Aug. 3,1949___
3, 1949_ __ 1147
Aug.
1147
Sirkka Siiri
Siiri Saarelainen.
187 Sirkka
Saarelainen. AN ACT For the relief of Sirkka
Sirkka
Siiri
Saarelainen
--------------Sihi Saarelainen
Aug. 4,1949-_4, 1949_
1147
Aug.
1147
John W. E.
and others. AN
188 _ _ John
E. Warrior
Warrior and
AN ACT For the relief
relief of certain
certain
officers
and
members
of
the
crew
of
the
steamship
Taiyuan_
officers
members
Taiyuan
Aug. 4, 1949_ __ 1148
Elias Stavropoulos
Stavopoulos and others.
others. AN ACT For the relief of Aug. 4,1949___ 1148
189 -__ Dr. Elias
Doctor
daughter------Doctor Elias Stavropoulos,
Stavropoulos, his wife, and daughter
Aug.
4, 1949_ __ 1148
190 -__ Frank
Frank E.
E. Blanchard.
Blanchard. AN ACT For the relief of Frank E. Aug. 4, 1949-_- 1148
190
Blanchard
_-- ----------------Blanchard --___
Aug. 4,
4, 1949__1949_ __ 1149
Aug.
1149
Franz Eugene
Eugene Laub. AN ACT For the relief
191 --- Franz
of Franz
Eugene
relief of
Franz Eugene
Laub
---------------------------------------Laub
Aug. 4,
4, 1949__1949._ __ 1149
Aug.
1149
192
Frederick Kucker.
ACT To
the lawful
lawful admis192 --- Karl
Karl Frederick
Kucker. AN
AN ACT
To record
record the
admission to the United
United States for permanent
permanent residence
residence of
of Karl
Karl
Frederick
-----------Frederick Kucker -.Aug. 4,
1949_ __ 1149
Aug.
4,1949___
1149
.------of Daniel Kim
Daniel Kim. AN ACT For the relief of
193 ___ Daniel
Aug. 8, 1949_
1150
194 _-_ Teiko and Yoshiko Horikawa.
Horikawa. AN ACT For the relief of Teiko Aug. 8,1949___ 1150
Horikawa
and Yoshiko Horikawa
Horikawa-___---------------Horikawa and
Aug. 8, 1949__- 1150
195 --- Denise Simeon Boutant.
Boutant. AN ACT For the relief of Denise Aug. 8,1949__- 1150
Simeon Boutant
Boutant--------------Simeon
Aug. 8,
1949___ 1150
1150
Aug.
8,1949__196 ___ Olympic Hotel. AN ACT For the relief of the Olympic
Olympic Hotel
Hotel Aug. 9,
1949_
1151
Aug.
9,
1949___
1151
197 __ Mrs.
Pearl Shizuko Okada Pape.
Pape. AN ACT For
the relief
of Mrs.
Mrs.
Mrs. Pearl
For the
relief of
--Pearl Shizuko Okada Pape
Aug. 10,
1949._ __ 1151
Aug.
10,1949_
1151
Margita Kofier.
Kofter. AN ACT For the relief of
Margita Kotler_
Kofler ---- _ Aug.
198 -__ Margita
of Margita
10,
1949_ __ 1151
Aug.
10,1949-_
1151
199 --- John
AN ACT
the relief
of John
John Sewen
199
John Sewen.
Sewen. AN
ACT For
For the
relief of
Sewen ---Aug.
10,
1949_
_
_
1152
Aug. 10,1949___ 1152
200
_--Harry
Harry C. Metts.
Metes. AN ACT For the relief
relief of Harry C. Metts___
Metts_ __ Aug.
Aug. 15,1949___
15, 1949._ 1152
1152
201 -__ Josephine
Pereira, estate.
estate. AN ACT
Josephine Pereira,
ACT For the relief of the estate
estate
Pereira --- -------------------of Josephine
Josephine Pereira
Aug.
15,
1949_
_
_
1152
Aug. 15,1949___ 1152
Kenneth N. Peel,
estate. AN ACT For the relief of the estate of
202 -_- Kenneth
Peel, estate.
of
Kenneth N.
Peel----------------Kenneth
N. Peel
Aug.
1949_ __ 1153
1153
Aug. 15,
15,1949_-W. M. West, estate.
203 --- W.
estate. AN ACT For the relief of the estate of
of
W. M.
W.
M. West---------------....---------------------West
Aug. 15,
1949_ __ 1153
Aug.
15,1949--1153
Arthur Earl
Jr., guardian.
204 --- Arthur
Earl Troiel,
Troiel, Jr.,
guardian. AN ACT For the
the relief of the
legal guardian
guardian of Arthur Earl Troiel, Junior, a
a minor Aug.
15,
1949_
_
_
1154
Aug. 15,1949__
1154
205 -- Charlie
Charlie Hales.
205
Hales. AN ACT For the relief of Charlie Hales
Hales ----Aug. 15, 1949_ __ 1154
Aug. 15,1949__
1154
206
-_
Paul
C.
Juneau.
AN
ACT
For
the
relief
of
Paul
C.
Juneau_
206
Paul C. Juneau. AN ACT For the relief of Paul C. Juneau_ __ Aug.
1949_ __ 1155
Aug. 15,
15,1949___
1155
207 __- Opal
Opal Hayes
Hayes and D.
D. A.
Hayes. AN ACT For the relief
A. Hayes.
relief of Opal
Hayes
and
D.
A.
Hayes
-_
_________
-------Hayes and D. A. Hayes
Aug. 15,
1949___ 1155
1155
Aug.
15,1949__
International Peace
Peace Garden,
Garden, Inc., conveyance.
conveyance. AN ACT To
208 --- International
transfer
a
tower
located
on
the
Lower
Souris
National
Wildlife
transfer a
Lower
National
International Peace Garden, Incorporated,
Refuge to the International
Incorporated,
North
Dakota ---------------------------North Dakota
15, 1949___
1155
Aug. 15,1949__
1155
209 -- Motor vessel FLB-5005. AN ACT To permit the motor vessel Aug.
209
FLB-5005
to
engage
in
the
fisheries
----FLB-5005 to engage in the
Aug.
16,
1949___
1156
210 --- E. Neill Raymond. AN ACT For the relief
relief of E. Neill RayRay- Aug. 16,1949__- 1156
mond
mond_
_
----------------------------------1949_ __ 1156
1156
16,1949__211
- C. H. Dutton
Dutton Co.
Co. AN ACT For the relief of C. H. Dutton Aug. 16,
Company of Kalamazoo, Michigan
---.....
Michigan
Aug. 16, 1949_ __
1156
212 -_- Frank
Frank C.
C. Wilson. AN ACT To provide for the conveyance
conveyance by Aug. 16,1949___ 1156
the United States to Frank C. Wilson of certain lands formerly
owned
owned
by
him._
_
__n.
owned by
byhim
him --------------------------------------1949W
1157
16,1949--_
1157
213 -- Herbert
Herbert L. Hunter.
Herbert L. Aug. 16,
Hunter. AN ACT For the relief
relief of Herbert
Hunter
Hunter
__ 1157
1949___-1157
_ John
214 -___
John Aaron
Aaron Whitt. AN ACT For the relief of John
John Aaron
Aaron Aug. 16, 1949_
Whitt
Whitt -.---------.------------------------------------Aug. 17,
1949__ - 1157
17,1949___
1157

LIST OF PRIVATE
PRIVATE LAWS
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Private
Law
Hoheisel. AN ACT For the relief
relief of Ida Hoheisel,
215 ___
--- Ida
Ida Hoheisel.
Hoheisel, executrix
executrix
Hoheisel-- _-------------___
of the estate of John Hoheisel
--216 ___
--- Lawrence
Lawrence Fontenot.
Fontenot. AN ACT For the relief of Lawrence
Lawrence Fontenot -------------...----_.._- ----------- Agnese R. Mundy. AN ACT For the relief of Agnese R.
217 ___
Mundy
Mundy--___ ____________
---___________________
218 --___ Saint
Saint Elizabeth
ACT
Elizabeth Hospital,
Hospital, Yakima,
Yakima, Wash., and others. AN ACT
For the relief of Saint Elizabeth
Hospital, Yakima,
WashingElizabeth Hospital,
Yakima, Washingothers -----------------..--------ton, and others
James B. DeHart.
219 --James
DeHart. AN ACT For the relief of James
James B. DeHart
DeHart_
220 --- Ever Ready Supply Co. and
and Harold
Harold A.
A. Dahlborg.
Dahlborg. AN ACT For
Ready Supply Company
Harold A.
the relief of Ever Ready
Company and
and Harold
A.
Dahlborg
Dahlborg -- _- --_-_-____--------------------- _.
Mrs. Miriam
Miriam G. Wornum. AN ACT For the relief of Mrs.
221 --- Mrs.
Wornum
---_-__------____--_______-_______
Miriam G. Wornum
222 --- Louis Esposito.
Louis Esposito---Esposito
Esposito. AN ACT For the relief of Louis
223 --- Mrs. Skio Takayama Hull.
Hull. AN ACT For the relief of Mrs. Skio
Takayama Hull
Takayama
------_______--______________---.__
224 -__ Samuel Fadem.
Fadem. AN ACT For the relief of Samuel Fadem----Fadem
225 --- Charles
Charles W. Miles. AN ACT For
Charles W.
W. Miles
For the
the relief
relief of
of Charles
John B. Boyle.
226 --- John
Boyle. AN ACT For the relief of John B. Boyle ---George M.
and others. AN ACT For the relief
227 --- George
M. Beesley and
relief of George
M. Beesley, Edward
Edward D. Sexton, and Herman J.
J. Williams --Harvey M. Lifset. AN ACT For the relief of Harvey M. Lifset,
228 --- Harvey
Lifset,
formerly a
a major in the Army of the United States--------States
formerly
Powell. AN ACT For the relief
229 --- Loretta
Loretta B. Powell.
relief of Loretta
Loretta B. Powell
230 --- Mrs. Dorothy
Dorothy Vicencio.
Vicencio. AN ACT For the relief of Mrs. Dorothy
Vicencio----------__
Vicencio
-----------_____-_the relief
of Lois
Lois E
231 -_ Lois E. Lillie.
Lillie. AN ACT For
For the
relief of
E. Lillie
Lillie-----232 --_ J.
Greenwood, Jr.
Jr. AN ACT For the relief of J.
J. W. Greenwood,
J. W. Greenwood,
Junior --------------------wood, Junior
___
---Harriett Patterson
Patterson Rogers.
Rogers. AN
233 --- Mrs.
Mrs. Harriett
AN ACT For
For the relief of Mrs.
Mrs.
Harriett
Patterson Rogers
Harriett Patterson
Rogers ---..---.---------------234 --_ Albert Burns.
Burns. AN ACT For the relief of Albert Burns
Burns-------235 --- Nelson Bell. AN ACT For the relief of Nelson Bell --------236 -- _ W. P.
P. Bartel.
Bartel. AN ACT For the relief of W. P. Bartel -----237 -- _ Freda
Freda Wahler.
relief of Freda
Freda Wahler.---Wahler
Wahler. AN ACT For the relief
238 --- Lester B.
relief of
B. McAllister and others. AN
AN ACT
ACT For
For the
the relief
of
Lester B. McAllister
McAllister and
Lester
and others ----------------239 -- _ Eiko Nakamura.
relief of Eiko Nakamura..
Nakamura. AN ACT For the relief
Nakamura- _
240 -- William (Vasilios)
(Vasilios) Kotsakis.
Kotsakis. AN ACT For the relief of William
William
(Vasilios) Kotsakis
Kotsakis -----__--______--___---_-------241 --- Leo Farwell
Farwell Glenn. AN ACT To authorize
authorize and direct
direct the
the
Secretary
Leo Farwell Glenn,
Secretary of the Interior to issue to Leo
Glenn, a
a
Crow allottee, a
lands --------.
a patent in fee to certain lands_
Johnson. AN ACT For the relief
relief of
Isaiah Johnson____
242 __
-__ Isaiah
IsaiahJohnson.
of Isaiah
Johnson --- _
243 --John Grayeagle.
___ John
Grayeagle. AN ACT To authorize and direct the Secretary of the Interior
Interior to issue to John Grayeagle
Grayeagle a
a patent in fee
to certain land ------------------.....-------------___ Breinig
Breinig Brothers,
Conferring jurisdiction
jurisdiction upon
244 --Brothers, Inc.
Inc. AN ACT Conferring
the Court of Claims to hear and determine
determine the
the claim
claim of
of Breinig
Breinig
Brothers, Incorporated
Brothers,
Incorporated
.--..------------------245 --- Roman and
and Anastosia
Anastosia Szymanski. AN ACT For the relief of
Roman Szymanski and Anastosia Szymanski--Szymanski
___----246 -- Harry
Harry Warren.
Warren. AN ACT For the relief of Harry Warren
Warren ---247 -- Ghetel Pollak
and others.
others. AN ACT For the relief of
Pollak Kahan
Kahan and
Ghetel
Ghetel Pollak Kahan, Magdalena
Kahan (wife),
Magdalena Linda
Linda Kahan
(wife), and
Susanna Kahan
Susanna
Kahan (daughter,
twelve years old)_________----_
old)
(daughter, twelve
Dr. Ludovit Ruhmann.
Ruhmann. AN ACT For
Doctor
248 --- Dr.
For the relief of Doctor
Ludovit Ruhmann-Ludovit
Ruhmann _______________________________
-George Hampton.
Hampton. AN ACT For the relief of George
Hampton__
249 --George
George Hampton
250 --- John
John Sidney McCain.
McCain. JOINT
JOINT RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION To authorize
authorize
the President
President to issue posthumously to the late John Sidney
McCain, vice admiral, United States Navy, aa commission
commission as
admiral, United States Navy, and for other purposes_
purposes -----251 --- James
James Lander
Thomas, estate.
estate. AN ACT For the relief of the
Lander Thomas,
estate of James
James Lander Thomas
Thomas-----_--- -------252 --- Conrad
Conrad L. Wirth. AN ACT For the relief of Conrad L. Wirth-_
Wirth
253 --- John
J. O'Mara.
O'Mara. AN ACT For the relief
relief of John
John J.
J. O'Mara-O'Mara
John J.
254 --- Mrs. Vesta Meinn and Mrs.
Mrs. Edna
Edna Williams. AN ACT For the
relief of Mrs. Vesta Meinn and Mrs. Edna Williams-..----Williams
255 -- _ Charles
Charles E. Ader. AN ACT For the relief of Charles E. Ader
Ader-__
Jack McCollum. AN ACT For the relief of Jack
256 -_
Jack
Jack McCollum--McCollum
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Date
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Page

Aug. 17,1949___
17, 1949_ __ 1158
Aug.
1158
Aug.
1949___
Aug. 17,
17, 1949__-

1158
1158

1949_
Aug. 17,
17,1949--

1158
1158

Aug.
1949_ __ 1159
Aug. 17,
17,1949_1949_ __ 1159
Aug. 17,
17,1949__
Aug. 17,
1949___
17,1949-__

1160

Aug. 17,
1949_ __ 1160
17,1949-__
1949_ __ 1160
1160
Aug. 17,
17,1949___
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.

17, 1949_ __
17,1949___
17, 1949_ __
17,1949___
17, 1949___
17,1949___
17, 1949_ __
17,1949___

Aug.
17, 1949___
Aug. 17,1949__-

1161
1161
1161
1161
1161
1162
1162

1162

Aug.
1949_ __ 1162
1162
Aug. 18,
18,1949___
Aug.
1949_ __
1163
1163
Aug. 18,
18,1949--Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.

18,
1949_ __ 1163
1163
18,1949--18,
1949_ __ 1163
1163
18,1949___

Aug.
1949_ __
Aug. 18,
18,1949--

1164
1164

Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.

1164
1164
1165
1165
1165
1165
1165
1166
1166

19, 1949_ __
19,1949_-19, 1949_ __
19,1949-__
19, 1949_ __
19,1949_22,
1949_ __
22,1949__22,
1949___
22,1949---

Aug.
1949_ __ 1166
1166
Aug. 23,
23,1949--Aug.
1949_ __ 1166
Aug. 24,
24,1949__
Aug.
Aug. 24,
24, 1949..__
1949__

1167

24, 1949_ __ 1167
Aug. 24,1949__Aug.
24, 1949_ __ 1167
Aug. 24,1949-Aug.
1949_ __
Aug. 24,
24,1949___

1168

Aug. 24,
1949_ __ 1169
1169
Aug.
24,1949--26, 1949_ __ 1169
1169
Aug. 26,1949-1949__
1169
Aug. 26,
26,1949__
Aug. 31,1949__31, 1949_ __ 1170
1170
Aug.
Aug.
1949_ __ 1170
1170
Aug. 31,
31,1949_-Aug.
1949_ __ 1170
1170
Aug. 31,
31,1949__

Sept.
Sept.

3,
1949..__
3,1949--

1171

Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.

7,
1949...... 1171
7,1949--_
7, 1949_ _ 1171
7,1949--7, 1949____ 1172
7,1949-__

Sept. 7,
1949_ _
1172
7,1949-Sept.
1949_--__ 1173
Sept. 7,
7,1949
1173
Sept.
7, 1949..__
Sept. 7,1949---
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257 ___ Walt
Walt W.
W. Rostow.
Rostow. AN
ACT For the
Walt W.
257 ___
AN ACT
the relief of Walt
W. Rostow_
Rostow__
258 ___
___ Albert
Jr., conveyance.
conveyance. AN ACT To
258
Albert W. Lewis, Jr.,
and
To authorize
authorize and
direct
the
Secretary
of
the Interior to
direct
Albert M.
M. Lewis,
Lewis,
to sell
sell to
to Albert
Junior,
certain
land
in
the
Florida -- _ Junior, certain land
State of Florida
259 ___ Auldon
259
Auldon Albert Aiken.
Aiken. AN ACT For the
of Auldon
Auldon Albert
the relief
relief of
Albert
Aiken
------------------------------------------Aiken
260
___
Mrs.
Josephine
260
Josephine Wagnon Walker.
Walker. AN ACT
ACT For
For the
the relief
relief of
of
Mrs. Josephine
Walker -----------Mrs.
Josephine Wagnon
Wagnon Walker
261
___
Mrs.
Mary
Dawson. AN
261
Mrs. Mary L. W. Dawson.
AN ACT
ACT For
For the
relief of
of Mrs.
Mrs.
the relief
Mary
W.
Dawson
Mary
L. z.-----------------------------------W. Dawson
Mary L.
L.
W.
Dawson
262
-Annie
Balaz.
ACT For
262
Annie Balaz. AN
AN ACT
For the relief of Annie
Annie Balaz ------263
__ Francesca
Francesca Lucareni. AN ACT For
263 ___
the relief
relief of
Francesca
For the
of Francesca
Lucareni,
Lucareni, a
a minor
minor ____
264
Mrs. Giustina
Giustina Schiano
Lomoriello. AN ACT For
264 __ Mrs.
Schiano Lomoriello.
For the
relief of
the relief
of
Mrs.
Schiano Lomoriello--...
Mrs. Giustina
Giustina Schiano
Lomoriello
265 -_ H.
H. B.
B. Bass. AN ACT To quitclaim
quitclaim certain property
265
Enid,
property in
in Enid,
Oklahoma,
to
___
Oklahoma, to
to
H.
Tuc.
H. B. Bass
Bas--~-----------------------------266 ___ SooOklahoma,
266
Hoo Yet
Yet Tuck. AN ACT For the
relief of
Soo
Hoo
Yet
the relief
of Soo Hoo Yet
Tuck
Tuc -C_--------------------------------------267
- Alfred
A. Drummond
and Addie G. Drummond,
267
Alfred A.
Drummond and
Drummond, conveyance. AN
AN
ACT
To authorize
authorize the Secretary of the Army to
ACT To
convey by
by
to convey
quitclaim
deed
certain
mineral
quitclaim deed certain
rights in certain lands situated
situated
in
the
State
of
Oklahoma
in the State
to Alfred A. Drummond
Drummond and
and Addie
Addie
G.
G.
G. Drummond
Drummond --------------------------------------268
Susie
Larvie
Dillon.
268
Susie
Dillon. AN ACT Authorizing
Authorizing the
the issuance
issuance of
of aa
patent in fee
Susie Larvie
--patent in
fee to
to Susie
Larvie Dillon 269
___
George
Swift
Horse.
269 ___ George
Horse. AN ACT Authorizing the
the issuance
issuance of
of a
a
patent
patent in
in fee
fee to
to George
George Swift Horse
Horse -------------270
___
Lenora
Farwell
Fritzler. AN ACT Authorizing
270 ___ Lenora Farwell Fritzler.
Authorizing the
the Secretary
Secretary
of the
Interior to
to issue a
a patent in fee to Lenora
of
the Interior
Lenora Farwell
Farwell
Fritzler------------------------Fritzler
---------271
___
Mrs.
Justa
G.
Vda. de Guido
Guido and
271 ___ Mrs.
AN ACT
For the
the relief
relief
and others. AN
ACT For
of Mrs.
of
Mrs. Justa
Justa G. Vda. de Guido, Belen de Guido,
Mulia de
Guido, Mulia
de
Guido, and
Oscar de
de Guid
Guido--....-_
.
Guido,
and Oscar
o
--272
J. Dale,
272 ___ Ford
Ford J.
Dale, conveyance. AN ACT To restore
restore certain
certain land
land in
in
Alaska
Alaska to the public domain and to authorize
to
Ford
authorize its
its sale
sale
to
Ford
J.
Dale, of
of Fairbanks,
Fairbanks, Alaska
J. Dale,
Alaska-----------273 ___ Sidney
Sidney Blackhair.
Authorizing the Secretary
273
Blackhair. AN ACT Authorizing
of the
Secretary of
the
Interior
to issue
a patent
patent in fee to Sidney Blackhair
Blackhair -----Interior to
issue a
274
E. Burns.
Burns. AN ACT For the relief of
274 __ John
John E.
John E.
E. Burns
Burns ---of
John
275
--- Mabel
H. Slocum.
AN ACT
ACT For the relief of Mabel
275
Mabel H.
Slocum. AN
Mabel H. Slocum_ _
276
Grace L.
276 _- Grace
L. Elser.
Elser. AN
AN ACT For the relief of Grace L. Elser
Elser -277
-__
R.
C.
Owen
and
others.
AN
ACT
For
the
relief of R. C. Owen,
277
R. C. Owen and others.
Owen,
R.
Owen, Junior,
Junior, and Roy OwenR. C.
C. Owen,
Owen
278
___
Agnes
Tarjani.
AN
ACT
For
the
relief
of
Agnes
278
Agnes Tarjani. AN ACT For the
Tarjani ---279 -- Angelic
Michel, estate.
279
estate. AN ACT To
authorize the
of certain
To authorize
the sale
sale of
certain
allotted inherited
allotted
inherited land on the Flathead Indian
Indian Reservation,
Reservation,
Montana-------------------------------

Montana
280
Spears Iron Bird.
280 __ Lulu Two
Two Spears
ACT Authorizing
Authorizing the
the issuance
Bird. AN
AN ACT
issuance
of
a patent
in
fee to
Lulu
Two
Spears Iron Bird ----of
a
patent
in
fee
to
Lulu
Two
281
_-Jeanette
Pearl
Burns.
AN
ACT
Authorizing
281
Jeanette Pearl Burns.
Authorizing the Secretary
Secretary of
of
the
Interior to issue
issue a
a patent
fee to
to Jeanette
Jeanette Pearl Burns
Burns__
the Interior to
patent in
in fee
282
___
Anthony
Charles
Bartley.
AN ACT For the relief
282
Anthony Charles
of Anthony
relief of
Anthony
Charles Bartley -.
-------283 ___ Mike Clipper.
Clipper. AN ACT For
Mike
the relief
of
Mike
Clipper
For the
relief of Mike Clipper-- ----284 - Col.
R. Wolverton.
relief of Colonel
Col. David
David R.
Wolverton. AN ACT For the relief
David
R.
Wolverton,
United
States
Army,
retired
285
David R. Wolverton, Unit ed St at
es A
rmy, ret
i
red ______.
285
Edgar
Barbre.
AN
ACT
For
thee relief
286
For th
re li efo
Edgar Barbre - -offEdgar
286 -- Edgar
Robert
E.
Bridge
and
Leslie
E.
Ensign.
Robert E. Bridge and
Ensign. AN ACT For the relief
relief
of Robert E. Bridge and Lesli
Lesliee E. Ensign
287
Ens i
gn
"----287 -- Howard
Howard E.
E. Giroux.
Giroux. AN ACT For the relief of
Howard E.
of Howard
E.
Giroux
Giroux
288 __ Frank G. Moore. AN ACT For the relief of Frank G.
Moore_288
Frank
Moore
289 -- _ Frank
Vivian G. Moore. AN ACT For the relief
289

290 -290

Newell Price.
Price.
Vivian Newell
Price

Eleanor P.
P. Simmonds.
Eleanor
Simmonds.

AN ACT For
For the
the relief
relief of
Vivian Newell
Newell
of Vivian

Sept.
Sept.

Date

Page

7,
1949_ __ 1174
7,1949__1174

Sept. 7,
1949_ __Sept.
7,1949_

1174
1174

Sept. 7,1949
7, 1949_ -__
Sept.

1174
1174

Sept.
Sept.

7, 1949_ __ 1175
7,1949_1175

Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.

7,
1949_ __ 1175
7,1949
1175
7,
1949_ __ 1176
7,1949-

1176

Sept. 7,1949___
7, 1949_ __ 1176
1176
Sept.
Sept. 7,1949
7, 1949_--__ 1176
Sept.
1176
Sept.
Sept.

7, 1949___
7,1949_--

1176

Sept.

7,
1949___
7,1949--

1177
1177

1176

Sept.

7,1949___
7,
1949_ __ 1177
1177

Sept.
Sept.

7, 1949_ __
7,1949--

Sept.
Sept.

7,
1949_ __ 1178
7,1949___

Sept.

7,
1949_ __ 1178
1178
7,1949_--

Sept.
Sept.

7,
1949_ __ 1179
7,1949_-

Sept.
Sept.

8, 1949_ __ 1179
1179
8,1949-

Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.

8, 1949_ __
8,1949__
8,
1949_ __
8, 19499,
1949_ __
9,1949_
9, 1949_ __
9,1949__-

1178
1178

1178

1179

1180
1180
1180
1180
1180
1180
1181

1181

Sept.
15, 1949_ __ 1181
Sept. 15,19491181
Sept.
19, 1949_ __ 1182
Sept. 19,1949___
1182

Oct.

1, 1949_ __ 1182
1182
1,1949___

Oct.
Oct.

1,
1949_ __ 1183
1,1949__-

Oct.
Oct.

1, 1949_ __ 1183
1,1949__

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

5,1949__
5,
1949_ __ 1183
5, 1949_ __ 1184
5,1949-1184

Oct.
Oct.

1183

1183

5, 1949_ __
5,1949
1949_- -._
5,1949_

1184

1184
1184

Oct.

5,

Oct.
Oct.

5, 1949_

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

5, 1949-1949_ __ 1185
5,
1185
5, 1949_ __
1185

Oct.

5,
1949_ __ 1186
1186
5,1949__-

Oct.

AN ACT
Eleanor P.
AN
ACT For the relief
relief of Eleanor
P.
Simmonds,
Simmonds, as
as administratrix
administratrix of the estate of Norman
Norman B.
B.
Simmonds, deceased
291
Gordon. AN ACT F
Oct.
291 -- Cecil
Cecil E. Gordon.
Oct.
For the relief of Cecil E. Goron
292 ___ W. W. Stewart, estate. AN ACT
or the relief of Cec il E. Gordon__ _ Oct.
292
Oct.
W. W. Stewart, estate. AN ACT To convey
convey certain lands
lands taken
taken
from
States--------------from W.
W. W. Stewart by the United
United States
293
Elmo
Oct.
Sodergren, estate.
AN ACT For
For the relief
293 Elmo Sodergren,
estate. AN
relief of
of the
the estate
estate Oct.
of Elmo
Elmo Sodergre
n
Sodergren-------------------------------Oct.
Oct.

__

5, 1949--

5, 1949--

1185

1185
1185

5,1949_-5, 1949_ __ 1186
1186
5, 1949_ __ 1187
5,1949-_1187
5,1949-_5,
1949 ___ 1187
1187

5, 1949_--__ 1187
1187
5,1949

LIST OF PRIVATE
PRIVATE LAWS
LAWS

XXXIX
XXXIX

Private

Law
Law

294 ___
Norfolk County
provide for
for the
the con--- Norfolk
County Trust
Trust Co. AN ACT To provide
294
veyance of
land to
to the
the Norfolk
County Trust
Trust Company
Company in
in
veyance
of land
Norfolk County
Stoughton, Massachusetts_
Stoughton,
Massachusetts -------------------------295 __
_ Mrs.
Mrs. Mary
AN ACT
For the
the relief
relief of
of Mrs.
Mrs. Mary
Mary A.
A.
ACT For
Mary A.
A. Bailey.
Bailey. AN
295
_-Bailey
Bailey - ------------------------------------------296 ___
ACT For
For the
of Alfred
Alfred BaumBaumthe relief
relief of
AN ACT
Alfred Baumgarts.
Baumgarts. AN
296
_-- Alfred
garts
-------------------------------garts-------------297 _
to appoint
appoint
the President
President to
ACT To
To authorize
authorize the
A. Smith.
Smith. AN
AN ACT
297
--__ Paul
Paul A.
Paul
A. Smith
Smith as
the United
States to
to the
the
of the
United States
Paul A.
as representative
representative of
Council
Organization withwithCivil Aviation Organization
Council of
of the International
International Civil
perquisites as a
a commissioned
commissioned
out affecting
affecting his status and perquisites
officer
Geodetic Survey-----------------Survey
Coast and Geodetic
officer of
of the Coast
298 __
and others.
jurisdiction upon
upon
confer jurisdiction
Links and
others. AN ACT To confer
298
--- _ Hilda
Hilda Links
the
of Alaska
Alaska to
to hear, deCourt for
for the
the Territory of
the District
District Court
termine,
and render
render judgment
upon the
of
the claim
claim or
or claims,
claims, of
judgment upon
termine, and
Hilda Links and E. J.
Fred L. Kroesing,
J. Ohman, partners, and Fred
all
Alaska --------------------------all of
of Anchorage,
Anchorage, Alaska
299
L. Smitherman,
Smitherman, Jr.,
Jr., guardian,
guardian, and Moody L. Smitherman.
Smitherman.
Moody L.
299 _
_-__ Moody
AN
guardian of Moody
Moody L. Smiththe relief of
of the legal guardian
AN ACT For the
erman
Moody L. SmithermanL
Smitherman --------Junior, a
a minor, and
and Moody
erman,' Junior,
300
__ King
Clark. AN
ACT For
V. Clark
Clark ---For the
the relief
relief of King V.
AN ACT
300 _
__King V.
V. Clark.
301
___ Mrs.
and guardian
guardian of
of Vincent
Capodanno. AN
AN
Vincent Capodanno.
Mrs. Mary
Mary Capodanno
Capodanno and
301 _of Mrs.
Mrs. Mary Capodanno, and the legal
ACT For
For the relief of
guardian of Vincent
Capodanno ----------------------guardian
Vincent Capodanno
J.
Maurice J.
J. Symms.
Symms. AN ACT For the relief of Maurice J.
302 ___
__- Maurice
Symms ---------------------------------------------Symms
303 _
__ Jack
Jack Phillips.
relief of Jack
Jack Phillips ------ACT For the relief
303
__Phillips. AN ACT
304
and Hilo
ACT For
For the
relief of
of
the relief
Hilo Sugar
Sugar Co.
Co. AN
AN ACT
304 ___
__- Mitsuo
Mitsuo Higa
Higa and
Mitsuo
and Hilo
Sugar Company
Mitsuo Higa
Higa and
Hilo Sugar
Company -----------------305
___ Nicholas
C. Kalcoutsakis.
Kalcoutsakis. AN ACT For the relief of Nicholas
305 --Nicholas C.
C. Kalcoutsakis
Kalcoutsakis -.....--.--------...------------------C.
Carroll, guardian,
guardian, and
Charles P.
Carroll. AN ACT
ACT
P. Carroll.
and Charles
__
__ Marcia
Marcia Moss
Moss Carroll,
306 _
For the relief of the legal guardian
guardian of Marcia
Marcia Moss Carroll,
Carroll,
a
minor, and
and Charles
Charles P.
P. Carroll
Carroll ------------------------a minor,
307
___ Carl
_..
Carl C. Ballard_
Ballard _
--For the relief of Carl
Ballard. AN
AN ACT For
307 __Carl C. Ballard.
308
___ Katherine
ACT For
relief of
of Katherine
I.
Katherine H.
For the
the relief
AN ACT
H. Clagett.
Clagett. AN
308 ___
Katherine H.
Clagett
Clagett--------------------------------------------relief of Jan Liga --------------Jan Liga.
Liga. AN
AN ACT For the relief
309 _- Jan
310 __ Zora
Vulich. AN
AN ACT
ACT For
For the
relief of
of Zora
Zora B. Vulich_
Vulich.-.. _
the relief
Zora B.
B. Vulich.
310
311 _- Harry
Fuchs. AN
AN ACT
the relief
of Harry
Harry Fuchs
Fuchs------ACT For
For the
relief of
Harry Fuchs.
311
312 _
Mrs.
O'Connell. AN
Jack
AN ACT For
For the relief
relief of Mrs. Jack
Mrs. Jack
Jack J.
J. O'Connell.
312
J.
J. O'Connell
O'Connell----------------------------------------Discepolo. AN ACT For the relief of Mrs.
Follo Discepolo.
Mrs. Giovanna
Giovanna Folio
313 __- Mrs.
Giovanna
Folio Discepolo
Discepolo ---------------------------Giovanna Folio
__ Max
Schlederer -- _
___
Max Schlederer.
Schlederer. AN ACT For the relief of Max Schlederer_
314 _
Dutton. AN
Joe D.
D. Dutton
Dutton-----AN ACT
ACT For the relief of Joe
315 __- Joe D.
D. Dutton.
316 --- James
estate. AN
of
relief of the
the estate
estate of
AN ACT For the relief
James B.
B. Stirling,
Stirling, estate.
316
James B.
deceased
Stirling, deceased-----------------------James
B. Stirling,
317 _-- Curtis
AN ACT
ACT For
For the
Enos_ _
Curtis R. Enos---.
the relief of Curtis
Curtis R.
R. Enos.
Enos. AN
317
jurisdiction upon the United
Mabel Colliver.
Colliver. AN ACT To confer jurisdiction
318 _- Mabel
States
Southern
States District
District Court for the Central Division of the Southern
District
determine, and render judgment
judgment
District of
of California
California to hear, determine,
upon
Mabel Colliver------------------Colliver
upon the
the claim
claim of
of Mabel
319
J. D.
D. Lecky.
Lecky. AN
ACT For
the relief
relief of
J. D.
D. Lecky
of J.
Lecky---------AN ACT
For the
319 --- J.
320
MacDonald. AN
relief of
AN ACT For
For the relief
Mrs. Ethel
Ethel Barrington
Barrington MacDonald.
320 --- Mrs.
Mrs.
Mrs. Ethel
Ethel Barrington
Barrington MacDonald
MacDonald -------------------321
__ Ethel
Ethel Roth ----------For the
the relief
relief of Ethel
__Ethel Roth. AN
AN ACT For
321 _
322
For the relief of Cohen,
and Co.,
Co., Inc. AN ACT For
322 _- Cohen, Goldman and
Goldman and Company, Incorporated
Incorporated ------------------.
323
___ Helen Morren.
Marren. AN ACT For the relief
relief of Helen Morren
Morren-----323 __324
___ Maurice
the relief
relief of
of the estate
Evans, estate.
estate. AN ACT For the
324 _Maurice G. Evans,
of Maurice
Maurice G.
G. Evans
Evans---------------------------------of
325
___ Mrs. Katherine
Gehringer. AN ACT For the relief of Mrs.
Katherine Gehringer.
325 _-Katherine Gehringer--------------------------------Gehringer
326
Belle Isle
Isle Cab
Cab Co.,
Co., Inc.
Inc. AN
AN ACT
For the
of the
the Belle
Belle Isle
the relief
relief of
ACT For
326 -___ Belle
Cab
Cab Company,
Company, Incorporated
Incorporated--------------------------327
__ Edward
Edward Gray,
Gray, Sr., and
Conferring jurisdiction
jurisdiction
ACT Conferring
and others.
others. AN
AN ACT
327 _
--District
Eastern District
District Court
Court for
for the Eastern
upon the
the United States
States District
of Michigan to hear, determine, and render judgment upon the
claim of Edward Gray, Senior; Edward Gray, Junior; Bertha
Mae Gray; Bertha Patmon; and Lindsay
Lindsay Gardner,
Gardner, all of the
Hamtramck, Wayne
Wayne County,
County, Michigan
Michigan-----...----city of Hamtramck,

Date
Date

Page
age

Oct.
Oct.

5,
1949_ __
5,1949___

Oct.

6,
1949_ __ 1188
6,1949_--

Oct.

6,1949
6,
1949_--__

Oct.

6,1949--1189
6, 1949_ _
1189

Oct.
Oct.

6, 1949_ __ 1190
1190
6,1949---

Oct.
Oct.

1949--7, 1949_
__ 1190
1190
7, 1949_
__ 1191
1949---

Oct.

7,
1949._ __
7,1949__-

Oct.
Oct.

7,
1949_ __ 1192
7,1949__
7,
1949_ __ 1192
7,1949__

Oct.

7,
1949_ __
7,1949__

Oct.

7, 1949_ __ 1193
7,1949-_-

Oct.
Oct.

7,
1949_ __ 1193
7,1949--7,1949--7, 1949_ __ 1193

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

7,1949--7, 1949
7,1949--7, 1949_ __
7,1949--7,
1949._ __
7,1949-7,1949-7,
1949_ __
7,1949___
7,
1949_ __
7,19497,1949__

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

1188

1189

1191

1192

1194
1194
1194
1194
1194
1195
1195
1195

7, 1949_ __ 1195
17,1949__7, 1949_ __ 1196
7, 1949_ __ 1196
17,1949-__
Oct. 10, 1949_ _ 1196
Oct. 10,
1949_ __ 1197
17,1949--17,1949___

10,1949-__
1949_ __ 1198
1198
Oct. 10,
10,1949--1198
Oct. 10, 1949_ __ 1198
1949_ __
Oct. 10,
10,1949--Oct. 10
10, 1949_
__
1949___
10,1949__Oct. 10, 1949_ __
Oct. 10,1949-_10, 1949_ __
Oct. 10, 1949_ __
10,1949--Oct. 10, 1949_ __
10,1949-Oct. 10,
10, 1949...__
1949-__

1199
1199
1199
1200

1200
1200
1201

Oct. 11, 1949--1949.. __ 1201

XL
XL

LIST OF PRIVATE LAWS

Private
Private

Law
Law

Date
Date

Page
Page

328 _
_-__ Eunice
Eunice Hayes and others.
others. AN
AN ACT To
To confer
jurisdiction upon
upon
confer jurisdiction
the United States District Court for the Central Division
Division of
of
the Southern District of California
California to hear,
determine, and
and
hear, determine,
render judgment upon the claim of Eunice Hayes, Kathryn
Kathryn
Hayes, and Florence
Florence Hayes
Hayes Gaines---------------Gaines
Oct. 11,
11, 1949__1949_ __ 1202
1202
Oct.
329 -_- Mrs. Hilda De Silva.

AN ACT
329 ___ Mrs. Hilda De Silva. AN
the relief
relief of
Mrs. Hilda
ACT For
For the
of Mrs.
Hilda De
De
Silva -------------.-.---.-Silva
Oct.
11, 1949-_1949_ __ 1202
1202
Oct. 11,
Dr.
Leon L. Konchegul.
Konchegul. AN
330 --Dr. Leon
For the
relief of
of Doctor
Doctor Leon
AN ACT
ACT For
the relief
Leon
--_
------L. Konchegul
Konchegul - __
Oct. 12,
Oct.
12, 1949_
1949--__ 1203
1203
331 --- Joseph
Joseph R. Gregory.
Gregory. AN ACT For the
the relief of Joseph R. Gregory -____________________ _
Oct.
12,
1949_
__
1203
Oct. 12, 1949 -_ 1203
332 -_- Mrs. Claudia
Claudia Weitlanner.
ACT For
For the
the relief
of Mrs.
Weitlanner. AN
AN ACT
relief of
Mrs.
--------Claudia Weitlanner
Weitlanner -_-Oct.
__ 1203
1203
Oct. 12,
12, 1949_
1949___
333 --- Mrs.
the relief
Mrs. Toshiko Keyser. AN ACT For the
of Mrs.
Mrs. Toshiko
reliefof
Toshiko
Keyser
Keyser -- b-er ---. Holn.-AN- CT- FrOct.
__ 1204
Oct. 12,
1204
12, 1949_
1949___
334 -__ Widow of Robert V. Holland.
relief of
of the
the
Holland. AN ACT
ACT For the
the relief
--widow of Robert V. Holland -__
Oct.
13,
1949_
_
_
1204
--Oct. 13, 1949___ 1204
Frank Haegele.
Haegele. AN ACT To confer jurisdiction
335 --- Frank
jurisdiction upon
the
upon the
United States District Court for the Central Division
Division of
the
of the
Southern
Southern District of California
California to hear, determine, and
and render
render
judgment
upon
the
claim of Frank Haegele
-judgment
Oct. 14,
1949_ __ 1204
1204
Oct.
14,1949__336 -__ Miguel
Miguel A.
Viera. AN ACT To confer
A. Viera.
confer jurisdiction
jurisdiction upon
upon the
the
United States District Court for
District of
of New
New
for the
the Southern
Southern District
York to hear, determine, and render
render judgment
judgment upon
upon the
the claim
claim
of Miguel A. Viera for damages
as the
result of
an
damages sustained
sustained as
the result
of an
a United States Army truck at Leghorn,
accident involving
involving a
Leghorn,
Italy, on January 11,
14, 1949_ __ 1205
1205
11, 1946
1946-..
--- ----- Oct.
Oct. 14,1949___
337 --- Leon Moore.
Moore. AN ACT For the relief of Leon Moore -._-----Oct. 19,1949___
19, 1949_ __
1205
Oct.
1205
338 --- Lillian
Lillian I.
Anderson. AN ACT To authorize
338
I. Anderson.
authorize the Secretary of the
Interior
Interior to convey a
tract of
in the
the State
a certain
certain tract
of land
land in
State of
of
--------Arizona to Lillian I.
I. Anderson-Anderson
Oct.
1949_ __ 1205
Oct. 25,
25,1949___
1205
__- Mrs.
Mrs. Dora
Dora Fruman.
339 ___
Fruman. AN ACT For the relief of
of Mrs.
Dora
Mrs. Dora
Fruman
-----------------Fruman
Oct.
25,
1949_
__
1206
Oct. 25,19491206
___
DoraM. Barton.
340 _
__ Dora
Barton. AN ACT Forthe
For the relief of Dora M.
Oct. 25,
25, 1949_
__ 1207
M. Barton
BartonOct.
1207
1949___
___ Abraham
Abraham J.
J. Ehrlich.
Ehrlich. AN ACT To provide
341 ___
provide for
of aa
for the
the issuance
issuance of
license to practice chiropractic in the District of
to
of Columbia
Columbia to
Abraham J.
Abraham
J. Ehrlich
Oct.
25, 1949_ __ 1207
-____________----1207
Oct. 25,1949-342 _
__Districtof Columbia,
__ District
Columbia, certain
property owners.
JOINT RESOLUcertain property
owners. JOINT
RESOLUTION Extending
Extending the time for payment
payment of
authorized
of the sums
sums authorized
for the relief of the owners of certain properties abutting
abutting
Eastern Avenue in the District of Columbia
1949_ __ 1208
---.......... Oct.
Oct. 25,
25,1949_1208
343 --Alexis
Leger.
AN
ACT
For
the
relief
___
Leger.
Oct. 25,1949_25, 1949_ __ 1208
of Alexis Leger
Leger---------- Oct.
1208
California. AN ACT
344 ___ Franciscan
Franciscan Fathers
Fathers of California.
Providing
for
the
ACT Providing for the
conveyance
conveyance to the Franciscan Fathers of California of approximately forty acres of land located on the Hunter-Liggett
Hunter-Liggett MiliMilitary
California
Oct.
1949_ _
1208
tary Reservation,
Reservation, Monterey
Monterey County,
County, California-----------Oct. 26,
26, 1949--1208
345 _
-_George
Seeman
Jensen.
For the
__
Jensen. AN ACT For
the relief
relief of
of George
George SeeSeeman Jensen
Jensen --...
__..._.-_
---------------------- Oct.
Oct. 26,1949-_26, 1949_ __ 1209
1209
346 ___
--- Konstantinos
Konstantinos Yannopoulos. AN
AN ACT
ACT For
the relief
relief of
of KonFor the
Konstantinos Yannopoulos
Yannopoulos ------------------------------Oct.
__ 1209
stantinos
Oct. 26,
26, 1949_
1949___
1209
347
_--Returns Warrior,
Warrior, estate.
To authorize
sale of
of
estate. AN
AN ACT
ACT To
authorize the
the sale
certain allotted inherited
inherited land on the Pine Ridge
Ridge Reservation,
Reservation,
-----------------------..
--.
South Dakota --Oct.
1949_ __ 1210
Oct. 26,
26,1949__1210
348 __- Edmea
Edmea Pacho.
Pacho. AN ACT To legalize the
the admission
admission into
into the
the
United States of Edmea Pacho.----------------------...
Pacho
Oct.
26, 1949_1949_ __ 1210
1210
Oct. 26,
349
_--Mary Thomas Schiek.
Schiek. AN
AN ACT
For the
the relief
relief of
Thomas
ACT For
of Mary
Mary Thomas
Schiek
- -- -----.-----------------Schick -.
Oct. 26,
26, 1949_
1210
Oct.
1949 __ 1210
350
Itzchak Shafer. AN ACT For the relief of Itzchak Shafer -- -350 -_
Itzchak
Oct. 26,1949_-26, 1949_ __ 1211
Oct.
1211
Officer Chester
Chester A.
351 --- Warrant
Warrant Officer
Davis. AN
AN ACT
ACT To
for the
the
A. Davis.
To provide
provide for
advancement
commissioned Warrant
Warrant Officer
advancement of commissioned
Officer Chester
Chester A.
A.
Davis, United States Marine
Marine Corps
the rank
rank of
of
Corps (retired) to
to the
lieutenant
lieutenant colonel on the retired
retired list
list_--------__- _--Oct.
27, 1949_ __ 1211
Oct. 27,1949-__
1211
352 -_- Col.
352
Nichols. AN
AN ACT
authorize the
the appointCol. Kenneth
Kenneth D.
D. Nichols.
ACT To
To authorize
appointment of Colonel Kenneth
Kenneth D. Nichols,
Nichols, 0-17498,
0-17498, professor
professor of
of
the United States Military
Military Academy, in
the permanent
grade
in the
permanent grade
Regular Army,
of colonel, Regular
Army, and for other
Oct. 27,
1949_ _- 1211
other purposes
purposes ------Oct.
27, 1949___
1211
_--Herminia
Herminia Ricart.
Ricart. AN ACT For the reilef of Herminia Ricart
353
1949_ -- 1212
Ricart__ Oct.
Oct. 27,
27, 1949___-1212

LIST OF CONCURRENT
CONCURRENT RESOLUTIONS
RESOLUTIONS
CONTAINED IN THIS VOLUME
CONTAINED

Congress. Joint
meeting _-----Congress.
Joint meeting
-----------------------Electoral
Ascertainment and counting_
Electoral votes. Ascertainment
counting..__--------------_-Budget, legislative.
legislative. Date of reporting _--..----___-__-------------Strategy
Tactics of World Communism. Printing
Strategy and
and Tactics
Printing of report
report as
as House
document; additional
additional copiescopies _
-document;
__________--- ---_-- --------Fascism
in Action. Printing of additional
copies of House document
document_--___
Fascismin
additional copies
Labor-Management
Joint Committee
Labor-ManagementRelations, Joint
Committee on. Authorization
Authorization to incur
expenses --------expenses
_-__-__-__- ---------------..----------Adjournment. House of Representatives
Representatives _------------------------Congress.
meeting to hear address by President of Brazil -----Congress. Joint meeting
Economic Report, Joint
Joint Committee on the. Study, investigation,
investigation, report;
employment and compensation
compensation of personnel----------------------personnel
employment
Federal building
enrollment of bill -------------Federal
building projects.
projects. Changes in enrollment
Marshall,
Rev. Peter.
Printing of prayers, etc.,
etc., as Senate document
document_ -Marshall, Rev.
Peter. Printing
Economic Cooperation
Act of 1948. Printing of additional copies of hearCooperation Act
hearings ________________________________
ings------------ ----------Election of President
Election
President and
and Vice President.
President. Proposed
Proposed amendment
amendment to the
Constitution; printing of additional
additional copies of House
House committee
committee hearConstitution;
ings
ings---_
-.---_________________.______
-------National Bank
and Bretton Woods Agreements
amendment.
National
Bank Act and
Agreements Act, amendment.
Change in enrollment
enrollment of bill ---.--------------------.-..--Deportation
suspensions. List of deportees
Deportationsuspensions.
__--------------------Deportation
Deportationsuspensions.
suspensions. List of deportees __--_ ----- _- ----------Deportation suspensions.
suspensions. List of deportees -----------Deportation
----Deportation suspensions.
deportees -----------Deportation
suspensions. List of deportees
_---------Deportation suspensions.
deportees ----------Deportation
suspensions. List of deportees
___----Deportation
deportees -----------------------Deportation suspensions.
suspensions. List of deportees
Deportation
deportees -_--------------Deportationsuspensions.
suspensions. List of deportees
Alaska, District
District Court
Court for. Change in enrollment
enrollment of bill
bill--------------additional copies ----- _--Communism, Publications
Publicationson. Printing of additional
Deportation
suspensions. List of deportees -----------------Deportationsuspensions.
---Deportation
suspensions. List of deportees ------------------------Deportationsuspensions.
Deportation
suspensions. List of deportees ------------------------Deportationsuspensions.
Hoover,
greetings to -----------------Hoover, Hon. Herbert.
Herbert. Birthday greetings
Indian lands,
lands, certain,
Indian
certain, held
held in
in trust
trust by U. S. Change in enrollment of bill_ _
Deportation suspensions.
suspensions.
Deportation

List
List of
of deportees
deportees --------------------------

Date
Page
Date
Page
Jan.
5, 1949_
1215
1949-_-__ 1215
__ 1215
1215
Jan. 5,
5, 1949_
1949_-1215
Feb. 10,
10, 1949_
1949--- 1215
Mar.
22, 1949_ __ 1216
1216
Mar. 22,1949--Mar.
22, 1949_ __ 1216
1216
Mar. 22,1949--1949_ __ 1216
1216
Apr. 14,
14,1949--1949_ __ 1216
1216
Apr. 14,
14,1949_May 12,
1949_ __
1216
1216
12,1949__May 24,1949__24, 1949_ __
June 8,
1949_ __
June
8,1949_June 15,
1949_ __
June
15,1949---

1217
1217
1217
1217
1218
1218

June 17,
1949_ __ 1218
1218
June
17,1949-June 17,
1949_ __ 1218
1218
June
17,1949__-

June
July
July
July
July
July
July
July
July
July
July
July
July
July
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.

23, 1949_ __ 1219
1219
23,1949--

6,
1949_ __
6,1949__
6,
1949_ __
6,1949_-6,
1949_ __
6,1949__6,
1949_ __
6,1949__6,
1949_ __
6,1949___
6,
1949_ __
6,1949-_7,
7, 1949_
1949-____
11, 1949_ __
11,1949__20,
1949_ __
20,1949_-20,
1949_ __
20,1949-_20,
1949_ __
20,1949--_
20,
1949_ __
20,1949_-2, 1949_ __
2,1949___
4, 1949_ __
4,1949--12, 1949_ __
12,1949-_-

Grand Army
R), Eighty-third
Grand
Army of the Republic (GA
(GAR),
Eighty-third and
and final encampment.
committee to represent
represent Congress --------------------------Aug. 25,
1949_ __
Joint committee
25,1949-Joint
Payment from contingent
contingent fund of House
Joint Committee, expenses of. Payment
Aug.
1949_ __
Aug. 25,
25,1949_of Representatives
Representatives -----------------___-- ----- __--_-----------Social
additional copies
Social Security
Security Act
Act Amendments
Amendments of 1949.
1949. Printing of additional
House committee
Sept.
29, 1949_ __
of House
committee hearings
hearings--..-__. ----.-----__
-__--_ --Sept. 29,1949_Social
additional copies
copies of House report_
1949_ __
Social Security, Report
Report on. Printing of additional
report_ Sept.
Sept. 29,
29,1949__Election
President. Proposed
Proposed amendment
amendment to the
Election of President
President and
and Vice President.
Constitution; printing
committee hearConstitution;
printing of
of additional
additional copies of House committee
ings -.----------------1949_ __
__----_-----------------14,1949--Oct. 14,
A Decade
1941-1949.
A
Decade of American
American Foreign
Foreign Policy:
Policy: Basic
Basic Documents,
Documents, 1941-1949.
Senate document
1949_ __
Printing of manuscript
manuscript as
as Senate
document---- .------- _--..----Oct.
Oct. 18,
18,1949-General
other hearings.
Printing of additional
General Farm
Farm Program
Program and
and other
hearings. Printing
additional copies
of
committee hearings -------1949_ __
of House
House committee
.
--------- _--------Oct. 19,
19,1949-_Atomic Energy
Energy Commission.
Commission. Printing
Printing of
copies of
of Senate
Senate
of additional
additional copies
Atomic
report -------Oct. 19,
1949_ __
Oct.
-----------..-------------.-19,1949-report
Congress.
die
1949_ __
Congress. Adjournment
Adjournment sine
sine die---------------------------------Oct. 19,
19,1949-_Congress.
enrolled bills, etc
1949_ __
Congress. Signing of enrolled
etc ----------------------------- Oct.
Oct. 19,
19,1949--XLI

1219
1219
1221
1223
1226
1226
1230
1230
1232
1232
1234
1234
1239
1239
1239
1239
1240
1240
1242
1242
1244
1244
1246
1246
1246
1247
1247

1251
1251
1251
1252
1252
1252

1252
1253
1253
1253
1253

LIST OF PROCLAMATIONS
PROCLAMATIONS
CONTAINED IN THIS VOLUME
VOLUME

No.

2824
2825
2826
2827
2828
2828
2829
2830
2831
2832
2832
2833
2834
2834
2835
2835
2836
2837
2837
2838
2838
2839
2839
2840
2840
2841
2842
2843
2844
2844
2845
2845

2846
2847
2847
2848
2849
2850
2850
2851
2852

2853
2854
2855
2856
2856
2857
2857
2858

Page

Date

National
National Freedom Day ---------_----_
--------------------Channel Islands National
Channel
National Monument, Calif., enlarging
enlarging the-------the
1949-----------------------------"I Am An American
Day," 1949
American Day,"
Red Cross Month, 1949
1949------------------------------------Army Day, 1949------------------------------1949
General
Trade and Exclusive
Exclusive Trade
Agreement on Tariffs and
and Trade
General Agreement
Agreement with Cuba, supplementing
Proclamations of Dec. 16,
Agreement
supplementing Proclamations
1947 and Jan. 1,
carrying out------------out
1, 1948, carrying
Cancer
Cancer Control
Control Month,
Month, 1949 -------------------of
Panama Canal toll rates, further postponing the effective date of
Proclamation No. 2775
2775 of Mar. 26, 1948, prescribing
changes inin....
prescribing changes
Proclamation
Pan American
American Day, 1949 ---.-----------------National Farm Safety
Safety Week, 1949 ---------------------------National
1949
World Trade Week, 1949------------------------------------Child Health Day, 1949
1949--------------------Mother's Day, 1949 -----Mother's
--------------------National Maritime Day, 1949 -------------------------Union of South Africa, suspension of tonnage duties -----------suspension of tonnage duties----------------duties
Israel, suspension
Forrestal, James, death of -----------------------------Flag Day, 1949 -------------Memorial
prayer for peace
Memorial Day, 1949, prayer
peace-------------------------Uruguay and Argentina,
Argentina, supplementary
supplementary
Trade agreements
agreements with Uruguay
proclamation ---_---------------------proclamation
Patrick Henry Week, 1949
Patrick
1949-----------------------------------Columbia National
National Forest, designation
designation of, as Gifford Pinchot
Pinchot
Columbia
National Forest
Forest ----------------------National
----Immigration quotas for Greece, Italy, Rumania, Union of Soviet
Immigration
Soviet
Socialist Republics,
Israel, Jordan,
Syria, and
Lebanon ------Socialist
Republics, Israel,
Jordan, Syria,
and Lebanon
Processing tax, additional, on certain coconut
coconut oil, termination
termination of
of
the suspension
suspension of
of-----------------------------------Migratory birds and game mammals, amendments of regulations
Migratory
relating to -------------------------------Fire Prevention
Prevention Week,
Week, 1949--------------------------------1949
Persons entering or leaving the United States, amendment
amendment of Proclamation No. 2523 prescribing
regulations relating
relating to control
control of
lamation
prescribing regulations
of_
Opiates,
determining bemidone
and six
to be
Opiates, determining
bemidone and
six other
other drugs
drugs to
be-------postponing the effective date of
of
Panama Canal toll rates, further postponing
Proclamation
Proclamation No. 2775 of Mar. 26, 1948, prescribing
prescribing changes in....
in-1949
United Nations Day, 1949--------------------------Migratory birds and game mammals,
mammals, amendments
amendments of
of regulations
regulations
relating
....-----------.--------relating to
National Employ the Physically
Physically Handicapped
National
Handicapped Week, 1949 -----Imports of long-staple
long-staple cotton, change
change in quota year
year for, and fixing
Imports
of quota for interim period
period-----------------------------Columbus Day, 1949 -------------_---------_------------Columbus
General Pulaski's Memorial
General
Memorial Day, 1949 ---------------

Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

25,
9,
10,
12,
24,

1949_-1949_
__ 1257
1949__1949_
__ 1258
1258
1949 --__ 1259
1949_
1949--_ 1259
1949___
1949--- 1260
1949___
1260

8, 1949_ - 1261
Mar. 8,1949-..
Mar. 10, 1949_
1949---__ 1266
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May

12, 1949_ __
12,1949--1949_ __
28, 1949--_
1949...._
28, 1949--5, 1949___
5,1949--16, 1949___
16,1949--27, 1949......
27,1949--7, 1949___
7,1949--19, 1949--1949_
19, 1949--1949_ __
1949___
22, 1949--24, 19491949---26, 1949--1949_ __

1266
1266
1267
1268
1269
1269
1270
1271
1271
1272
1273
1274
1274

May 31, 1949--1949_ __
1275
June 8,1949
8, 1949_-__ 1277
June 15,1949--15, 1949___

1277

July 27,
194927,1949---

1278

July 27,1949-..
27, 1949-July

1279

July
1949_ __
1280
July 29,
29,1949--2, 1949.... _ 1288
Aug. 2,1949--Aug. 17,1949--17, 1949___
1289
Aug. 24,1949--24, 1949_ __ 1290
1949___
Aug. 25,
25,1949--Aug. 25,1949--25, 1949_

1291
1291
1291

Aug. 26,1949--26, 1949...._
Aug.
30, 1949_ __
Aug. 30,1949---

1292
1293

Sept.
3, 1949___
1294
Sept. 3,1949--22, 1949_ __ 1295
Sept. 22,1949--Oct.
5, 1949......
1296
Oct. 5,1949--_
ITT
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PUBLIC LAWS

PUBLIC LAWS
ENACTED DURING
DURING THE
ENACTED

FIRST SESSION OF THE EIGHTY-FIRST
EIGHTY-FIRST CONGRESS
OF THE

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
AMERICA
and held at the City
City of Washington
Begun and
Washington on Monday, January
January3, 1949, and
and adjourned
adjourned
October 19, 1949
sine die on Wednesday, October
1949
HARRY
S..TRUMAN,
HARRY S
TRUMAN, President;
President; ALDEN
W . BARKLEY,
BARKLEY, Vice
KENNETH
ALBEN W.
Vice President;
President; KENNETH
MCKELLAR,
M
CKELLAR, President
President of
Senate pro
SAM RAYBURN,
RAYBURN,
of the
the Senate
pro tempore;
tempore; SAM
Speaker of
of the
the House
House of
Speaker
of Representatives.
Representatives.

[CHAPTER
1]
[CHAPTER 1]

JTfTTT
PRF'.rlT TT'TTnNT
JOINT
RESOLUTION

Making January
January 20 and 21,
21, 1949, holidays
holidays for Federal employees
employees and employees
employees
of the District of Columbia
Columbia in the metropolitan
metropolitan area of the District of Columbia.

Resolved by the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
Representativesof the United
States of America
America in Congress
States
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the several executive
departments, independent
departments,
governmental
independent establishments,
establishments, and other governmental
agencies
agencies of the United
United States, including the legislative and judicial
branches, and of the District of Columbia, in the
metropolitan area
the metropolitan
area
of the District of Columbia shall be closed all day on Thursday, Januday, Friday,
ary 20, 1949, Inauguration
Inauguration Day, and
and on
on the
the succeeding
succeeding day,
Friday,
January
employees of such departments,
January 21, 1949. All employees
departments, establishments,
establishments,
and agencies and of the District of
of Columbia in
in such
such area, except
except those
those
who may for special
special public reasons be
to be
be on
on duty
on such
such
be required
required to
duty on
respective departments,
days by the heads of their respective
departments, establishments, or
agencies, shall be excused from duty on those days; and such days shall
be considered holidays for
the
for the
the purpose of
of all statutes relating
relating to
to the
compensation
employees of
and of
the
compensation and
and leave of
of employees
of the
the United
United States,
States, and
of the
District of Columbia, employed in such area. For
of this
For the
the purposes
purposes of
this
resolution, the term "metropolitan
"metropolitan area
area of the
the District of Columbia"
Columbia"
shall include, in addition to the District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, Montgomery
Montgomery
Georges Counties, Maryland;
Arlington and Fairfax
Fairfax
and Prince Georges
Maryland; Arlington
Alexandria, Virginia.
Counties, Virginia; and the city of Alexandria,
Approved January 18,
Approved
18, 1949.
8

Tanuary
1949
January 18,
18, 1949
IS. J. Res. 16]
[s.
1]1]

[Public Law

Federal and D.
Federal
D. C.
0.
employees,
holiday.
employees, holiday.

"Metropolitan area
"Metropolitan
of
of
of the
the District of
Columbia."
Columbia."
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PUBLIC LAWS-CH.
LAWS— CH.2-JAN.
2—JAN.19,
19, 1949
1949

[63 S
TAT.
[63
STAT.

[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 21
2]
January 19 1949
1949
[S. 1031
[S.1031
Law 21
[Public Law
2]

Compensation of
of
Compensation
President,
President, Vice President, and Speaker of
of
House of RepresentaRepresentatives.
62 Stat. 678.
678.
33 U.
U. S. C.,
C., Stipp.
Sllpp.
§
102.
II, 5 102.

62 Stat. 678.
678.
33 U.
U. S. C., Supp.
Supp.
II,
104.
II, §104.
Stat. 678.
62 Stat.
678.
S. C.,
33 U. S.
C., Supp.
Supp.
§§ 101-110.
II, §§
101-110.

AN ACT
ACT
To increase
increase rates of compensation
compensation of the President,
Vice President,
President, Vice
President, and
and the
the
Speaker of the House of
of Representatives.
Representatives.

Be it
it enacted by the Senate and
House of
Representatives of
of the
the
and House
of Representatives
United States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That (a)
(a) section
section
102 of title 33of the United
United States Code is amended
amended to
read as
as follows:
to read
follows:
"COMPENSATION
"COMPENSATION OF
OF THE
PRESIDENT
THE PRESIDENT

"SEC.
"SEC. 102. The President shall receive in full for his
during
his services
services during
the term for which he shall have been elected compensation
compensation in
in the
the
aggregate
aggregate amount of $100,000
$100,000 aayear, to be paid monthly, and
and in
in addiaddition an expense
expense allowance of $50,000 to assist in
in defraying
defraying expenses
expenses
relating to or resulting from
from the discharge of his official
duties, for
official duties,
for
which expense allowance
allowance no tax liability shall
shall accrue
accrue and
and for
for which
which
no accounting
accounting shall be made by him. He shall be entitled
also to
to the
entitled also
the
use of the furniture
furniture and other effects belonging
belonging to
the United
States
to the
United States
and kept in the Executive
Executive Mansion."
Mansion."
(b) Section 104 of title 3
3 of the United
United States Code (relating
(relating to
to salsalPresident) is amended by
ary of the Vice President)
by striking
striking out
"$20,000" and
out "$20,000"
and
inserting
inserting in lieu thereof "$30,000".
"$30,000".
(c)
Chapter 2
2 of title 33of the United States Code
(c) Chapter
amended by
Code is
is amended
by
adding at the end thereof
thereof the following new section:
section:
'"EXPENSE
GCEXPENSE ALLOWANCE
ALLOWANCE OF
VICE PRESIDENT
OF VICE
PRESIDENT

60 Stat. 850.
20
staC.
83.
2U. S.
0.
§31.

a

an

xpense allowance
llow ce
Expense

oenlo
of Speaker.

a

60 Stat. 850.
2U.S. O. §31a.

6 stat. 8.C .

Clerical assistance
assistance
ClIecal
to Vice President.
62 Stat.
62
Stat. 423.
423.

Computation
of deComputation of
deduction and annuity.
46 Stat. 468.
51J. S. C. §691 d seq.:
Supp. II,
II, 1§691 et
at seq.
seq.
Post, pp. 266.
Post,
266, 4
475,
490,
577, 609,
60, 621,
621, 6,
490, 577,
003,
699, 70.8ss8.
701,884.

5ustat.Cs.

6,

Effective
ffeetive date.
date.

"SEC.
"SEc. 111. There shall be paid to the Vice President in
in equal
equal
monthly installments an expense allowance
allowance of
t
o
of $10,000
$10,000 per
per annum
annum to
assist in defraying
expenses
defraying expens
es re
l
ati ng t
from the
relating
too or resulting
resulting from
the discharge
discharge
of his official duties, for which no tax liability
shall occur
occur or
or accountliability shall
accounting be made by him."
him."
(d) The matter following
following the semicolon
semicolon in
(a) of
the
in section
section 601
601 (a)
of the
Legislative Reorganization
Reorganization Act
Act of
amended to
Legislative
of 1946,
1946, as
as amended,
amended, is
is
amended
to
read
read as follows: "and the compensation
compensation of the Speaker of
House
of the
the House
of Representatives
Representatives shall be at the rate of $30,000 per
per annum".
annum".
(e)
There shall
shall be
paid to
the Speaker
Relresenta(e) There
be paid
to the
Speaker of the House of RepresentaSpeaker.esenutives
in
equal
monthly
installments
an
expense
allowance
tives in equal monthly installments
allowance of $10,000
per annum (which
(which shall be in lieu of the allowance
by section
allowance provided
provided by
section
601 (b) of the
the Legislative
Legislative Reorganization
Reorganization Act
Act of
of 1946,
as amended)
amended) to
to
1946, as
assist in
defraying expenses relating to or resulting
resulting from the
assist
in defraying
discharge
the discharge
of his official duties, for which no tax liability shall
shall occur
or accounting
occur or
accounting
him.
be made by
by him.
(f) The allowance
clerical assistance
(f) The
allowance for
for clerical
assistance to the Vice President
President contained
Legislative Branch Appropriation
tained in the Legislative
for
the fiscal
year
Appropriation Act
Act
for
the
fiscal year
1949, at
at rates
of compensation
1949,
rates of
compensation to be fixed by him in multiples of $5
per month,
per
month, hereby is increased from $32,385 per annum to $45,000
$45,000 per
per
annum.
SEC. 2.
2. In
In computing
SEc.
computing the
the amount
amount to be deducted
deducted from the compencompen-

sation
of any
official whose
whose salary
sation of
any official
salary is increased
increased under this Act for the
purposes
of
the
Civil Service
purposes
Servic e Retirement Act
of May
May 29,
29, 1930,
as
Act of
1930, as
amended,
computing the amount
amended, and in computing
of any
under such
amount of
any annuity
annuity under
such
Act,
any
increase in
in compensation
compensation provided by this Act shall be disAct,
any increase
reogarded
regarded until
until further
further Act of Congress.
Congress.
SEC. 3. The provisions of this Act shall take effect at noon
SEc. 3. The provisions of this Act shall take effect at
on January 20, 1949.
1949.
Approved January 19, 1949.

63 STAT.]
STAT.]

81ST
Si.ST

Jan. 28, 1949

55

CONG.,
CONG., is'.
6— Feb.
3, 28,
7, '1949
9, 1949
1ST SESS.—CHS
SESS.-CHS..3
3-6
Jan.
Feb. 3, 7, 9, 1949

[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 3]
3]

JOINT RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION
Making
an
additional
appropriation
Making
additional appropriation for disaster relief,
relief, and
and for
for other
other purposes.
purposes.

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of
the United
of the
United
States of America
America in Congress
Congress assembled,
States
assembled, That there is
is hereby approappropriated, out of any money in the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
appropriated,
the following sum:
sum:

January 28,
28, 1949
1949
J. Res. 112]
[H. J.
[Public Law
[Public
Law 3]
3]
addiDisaster relief,
relief, additional appropriation.
tional
appropriation.
Infra.
Infra.

FUNDS
FUNDS APPROPRIATED
APPROPRIATED TO
PRESIDENT
TO THE
THE PRESIDENT

Disaster relief: An additional
additional amount
amount for disaster relief, $500,000,
$500,000,
subject to the limitations and restrictions
restrictions under
under this
this head
head in
the
in the
Second
Second Deficiency
Deficiency Appropriation
Appropriation Act, 1948.
Approved
Approved January 28, 1949.

62 Stat. 1031.
1031.

[CHAPTER 4]
4]
[CHAPTER

JOINT
JOINT RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION
Extending the time for free entry of certain
certain articles imported to
to promote
promote
international good
international
good will.

Resolved by the Senate
Senate and
Representatives of
of the
United
and House
House of
of Representatives
the United
States of America
America in Congress
Congress assembled,
States
assembled, That section 2
2of the
joint
the joint
resolution of June 25,
resolution
25, 1948 (Public
769, Eightieth
Eightieth Congress),
(Public Law
Law 769,
Congress),
entitled "Joint resolution permitting
permitting the
free entry
entry of
of certain
certain articles
the free
articles
imported to promote international
imported
international good will,
will, and
and for
for other
other purposes",
purposes",
is hereby amended by striking out "December
and by
by insertinsertDecember 31, 1948"
1948" and
ing in lieu thereof
thereof "June
"June 30, 1949".
1949".
Approved
February 3,
Approved February
3, 1949.
1949.

February 3,
1949
February
3, 1949
[H. J.
[H.
J. Res.
Res. 88]
881
[Public Law
Law 4]
4]

Free imports.
Free

62
Stat. 671.
671.
62 Stat.

[CHAPTER 5]
JOINT RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION
Making
a further appropriation
Making a
appropriation for disaster
disaster relief, and
other purposes.
and for
for other
purposes.

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
United
the United
States of America
America in
Congress assembled,
States
in Congress
assembled, That there is
is hereby
approhereby appropriated, out of any money in the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
appropriated,
the following
following sum:

February 7, 1949
1949
February
[H. J.
J. Res.
[H.
Res. 136]
136]
[Public
5]
[Public Law
Law 6]
Disaster relief,
addiDisaster
relief, addiappropriation.
tional appropriation.
Supra.
Supra.

FUNDS APPROPRIATED TO
FUNDS
THE PRESIDENT
TO THE
PRESIDENT

Disaster relief: A further
further amount for disaster relief, $500,000,
subject to the limitations and restrictions under this head
in the
the
head in
Second
Second Deficiency Appropriation
Appropriation Act,
Act, 1948.
1948.
Approved
Approved February
February 7, 1949.

82 Stat.
1031.
62
Stat. 1031.

[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 6]

AN
AN ACT
ACT
To continue through
September 30, 1949, certain authority conferred
through September
conferred on
the
on the
President by section 2
2 of Public Law 395, Eightieth Congress, regarding
President
regarding volunvoluntary agreements
agreements and plans.

February 9
9, 1949
February
1949
[S. 5471
547]
[S.
[Public
[Public Law
Law 6]
6]

Be it
it enacted by the Senate and
and House of Representatives
Representatives of the
the
United
States of America in Congress
Congress asse
assembled,
United States
led, That subsection (b)
(b)
of section 2
2 of Public Law 395, Eightieth Congress
Congress (61
(61 Stat.
Stat. 945),
945), is
is
hereby amended
"March 1, 1949"
amended by striking
striking out "March
1949" and
and inserting
inserting in
in
lieu thereof
thereof "September
"September 30,
30, 1949".
1949".

Voluntary agreeVoluntary
agreements.
50 U.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
Supp.
U. S.
II,
II, app.
app. §
j 1912
1912 (b).
(b).

6
6
61
946.
61 Stat.
Stat. 946.
II. S.
C., Supp.
Supp.
50 U.
S. C.,
11, app. § 1912
II,
1912 (0.
(0).
Expiration.
Expiration.

PUBLIO
PUBLIC LAWS-CHS.
LAWS—CHS. 6-9-FEB.
6 9 FEB. 9,
9, 21,
25, 1949
21, 24,
24, 25,
1949

Subsection (f) of said section 2
is hereby
hereby amended
read as
as
2 is
amended to
to read
follows:
follows:
"(f) This section shall expire on
September 30,
1949, and
any
on September
30, 1949,
and any
requests made and voluntary
voluntary plans adopted
under this
this section
section shall
adopted under
shall
have no force or
or effect
effect thereafter."
thereafter."
Approved February 9,
9, 1949.
1949.
[CHAPTER 7]
[CHAPTER
7]

February 21,
1949
February
21, 1949
[H.
R. 2402]
[H. R.
2402]
Law 7]
[Public Law
7]

War Assets
Assets AdminAdministration,
istration, extension.
extension.
Post, pp. 81,
Post,
81, 38L
381
1202.
62 Stat.
Stat.1202.

62 Stat. 1203.
1203.

60 Stat.
Stat. sm.
836.
2 U. 8.. C. i 72a
2
72a (F.).
(g).

AN ACT

To extend the Office of the War Assets
To
Assets Administrator
Administrator and
War Assets
Adminand the
the War
Assets Administration from February
February 28, 1949,
June 30,
30, 1949.
1949.
1949, until June

Be it
Senate and
and House
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
United
United States of America in
That the
the paragraph
paragraph
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That

under
heading "SURPLUS
under the heading
" SURPLUS PROPERTY
in the
the Supplemental
Supplemental
PROPERTY DISPOSAL"
DISPOSAL" in
Independent
Independent Offices
Offices Appropriation
Appropriation Act,
1949, is
is amended
Act, 1949,
amended by
by striking
striking
'
out "February
inserting in
"February 28, 1949"
1949" and inserting
lieu thereof
"June 30,
1949".
in lieu
thereof "June
30, 1949
.
SEC.
"Salaries and
SEo. 2. The item "Salaries
and expenses"
under
the
heading
expenses" under the heading

"SALARIES
WAR ASSETS ADMINISTRATION,
SALARIES AND
AND EXPENSES, WAR
SPECIAL FUND"J
FUND 7
ADMINISTRATION, SPECIAL

"

in the Supplemental
Supplemental Independent
Independent Offices
Offices Appropriation
Appropriation Act,
Act, 1949,
1949, is
is
amended by striking out "February
amended
"February 28,
1949" and
28, 1949"
and inserting
inserting in
in lieu
lieu
thereof "June
"June 30,
30, 1949".
1949".
thereof
Approved
Approved February
February 21,
21, 1949.
1949.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 8]

February
February 24,
24, 1949
1949
[H. R. 1252]
[H.
[Public
8]
[Public Law
Law 8]

[63
[63 STAT.
STAT.

AN ACT
ACT

To amend
the Legislative Reorganization
To
amend the
Reorganization Act of 1946 with
the eligieligiwith respect
respect to
to the
bility for appointment
executive branch
appointment in the executive
the Government
Government of
former
branch of
of the
of
former
professional
professional staff members of committees
Senate and
and the
the House
House of
committees of
of the
the Senate
of
Representatives.
Representatives.

Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and House
Representatives of
the
House of Representatives
of the
United
United States of America in Congress
Congress assembled, That
202 (g)
(g)
That section
section 202
of the Legislative
Legislative Reorganization
Reorganization Act of
amended (prohibit(prohibitof 1946, as
as amended
ing
executive branch
ing the employment
employment in the executive
branch of the
Government of
of any
any
the Government
former
a committee of the Senate or the
former professional
professional staff member of a
the
House of Representatives
Representatives for a
period of
year after
ceases to
a period
of one
one year
after he
he ceases
to
member), is hereby repealed.
be such a
amember),
repealed.
Approved
Approved February
February 24,
24, 1949.
[CHAPTER 9]
9]

February
February 25,1949
25, 1949
[8. 492]
492]
[8.
[Public Law
9]
Law 9]

Alexandria,
Alexandria, Va.
Va.
Oommemorative
Commemorative
postage stamp,
postage
amendment.
amendment.

62 Stat.
Stat. 1075.
107

ACT
AN ACT
To
amend
the
Act
approved
June
To amend the Act approved
29, 1948, entitled "An Act to authorize
authorize the
the
issuance
a stamp
stamp commemorative
commemorative of the two-hundredth
issuance of
of a
two-hundredth anniversary
anniversary of the
the
founding of the city
city of Alexandria,
Alexandria, Virginia".
Virginia".

Be
enacted by the
the Senate
Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of
Be it
it enacted
of the
the
United States of America in Congress
United
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the
Act
the Act
approved June
June 29, 1948, entitled "An Act to authorize the
approved
the issuance
issuance of
of
a stamp
stamp commemorative
commemorative of the two-hundredth
two-hundredth anniversary
a
anniversary of
the
of the
founding of the city of Alexandria,
founding
Alexandria, Virginia",
Virginia", be amended
read
amended to
to read
as follows:
follows:
"That
"That the Postmaster General is authorized and directed to
to issue,
issue,
during 1949,
1949, a
a special
6-cent air-mail
air-mail postage
during
special 6-cent
postage stamp, of such design
design
as he
shall prescribe, in commemoration
as
he shall
commemoration of the two-hundredth
two-hundredth annianniversary of
of the founding
Alexandria, Virginia."
versary
founding of the city of Alexandria,
Virginia."
Approved
Approved February
February 25, 1949.
1949.

63 STAT.]
STAT.]
63
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25, 26,
1949
81ST CONG.,
SESS.-CHS.
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[CHAPTER 10]
10]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
ACT

To amend
amend Public Law 533 of the Eightieth Congress
Congress authorizing
authorizing the construction
construction
of a
a building for the General
General Accounting Office on square
square 518 in the District
District
of Columbia.

Be it
it enacted
House of
Representatives of the
enacted by the Senate
Senate and House
of Representatives
United States of America
Congress assembled,
provisions
United
America in Congress
assembled, That the
the provisions
of Public Law 533, Eightieth Congress, approved May 18, 1948, limiting the cost of the General Accounting
$22,850,000
Accounting Office Building to $22,850,000
be, and the same are hereby, amended to increase such limit of cost to
$25,400,000.
$25,400,000.
Approved February 25, 1949.
Approved

February 25, 1949
1949
February
[S.
[S. 713]
713]
[Public Law
Law 10]
10]

62 Stat.
Stat. 238.
238.
Post,
79.
Post, p. 79.

[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 11]

AN ACT
ACT
To provide
provide for continuation
continuation of authority
authority for the regulation of exports, and for

February
February 26,
1949
26,1949
[S. 548]

Is. 548]

other
purposes.
other purposes.

[Public Law 11]
11]

it enacted
Senate and
and House
Be it
enacted by the Senate
House of Representatives
Representatives of the
the
United
United States of America
America in Congress
Congress assembled, That this
this Act
Act may
may
"Export Control Act of 1949".
1949".
be cited as the "Export

Export Control Act
Act
of 1949.

F
INDINGS
FINDINGS

(a) Certain materials
home and
abroad
(a)
materials continue in
in short
short supply at
at home
and abroad
so that the quantity of United States exports and their distribution
distribution
among importing countries
countries affect
affect the welfare
welfare of
domestic economy
among
of the
the domestic
economy
important bearing
bearing upon the fulfillment
fulfillment of the foreign
foreign
and have an important
policy of
of the
the United States.
(b) The unrestricted
materials without
their
(b)
unrestricted export
export of
of materials
without regard to their
potential military
military significance
national security.
significance may affect the national
security.
DECLARATION
OF POLICY
DECLARATION OF
POLICY
SEC. 2. The
hereby declares
SEC.
The Congress
Congress hereby
declares that
that it is
is the policy of the
United States to use export controls to the extent necessary
necessary (a)
(a) to
protect the domestic economy from the excessive drain of scarce materials and to reduce the inflationary
inflationary impact
impact of abnormal
abnormal foreign
demand; (b) to further the foreign policy of the United States and
and
to aid in fulfilling its international
international responsibilities;
(c) to exerresponsibilities; and (c)
necessary vigilance
cise the necessary
vigilance over exports
exports from
from the
the standpoint of their
their
significance
significance to the national security.
AU IHORITY
AUTHORITY
SEC. 3. (a)
(a) To
SEC.
To effectuate
effectuate the
the policies
policies set
set forth
forth in section 22 hereof,
hereof,
the President may prohibit or curtail the exportation
exportation from the United
United
and possessions,
any articles,
articles, materials,
States, its
its Territories,
Territories, and
possessions, of
of any
materials, or
or
technical data, except under such rules
supplies, including technical
rules and
and reguregulations as he
necessary to achieve effeclations
he shall prescribe. To
To the
the extent
extent necessary
of this
and regulations
may apply
to
tive enforcement
enforcement of
this Act,
Act, such
such rules
rules and
regulations may
apply to
servicing of
the financing, transporting, and
and other servicing
of exports
exports and the
the
participation therein
therein by
participation
by any person.
(b)
President may delegate
authority, and discre(b) The
The President
delegate the
the power, authority,
discreor
tion conferred
conferred upon
upon him
him by
by this
this Act
Act to
to such departments,
departments, agencies,
agencies, or
Government as he may deem appropriate.
appropriate.
officials of the Government
(c)
conferred by
exercised
(c) The authority
authority conferred
by this
this section
section shall
shall not
not be
be exercised
with respect to any agricultural commodity, including
including fats and oils,

Delegation
Delegation of auauthority.
thority.

Exceptions.
Exceptions.

8
8

PUBLIC
CH.11-FEB.
11—FEB .26,
26, 1949
1949
PUBLIC LAWS—
LAWS-CH.

[63
TAT.
[63 S
STAT.

during any period for which the
such commodity
commodity is
deterthe supply
supply of
of such
is determined by the Secretary of Agriculture
to be
be in
in excess
of the
the requireAgriculture to
excess of
requirements of the domestic economy, except
the extent
except to
to the
extent required
required to
to effeceffectuate the policies set forth in clause (b)
(b) or clause (c)
tuate
(c) of
of section
section 22
hereof.
hereof.

.4nte, p.7.
.4itc,p.7.

CONSULTATION AND
CONSULTATION
AND STANDARDS
STANDARDS

SEC.
(a) In determining which articles,
SEC. 4. (a)
materials, or
supplies
articles, materials,
or supplies
shall be controlled hereunder, and
the extent
to which
which
and in
in determining
determining the
extent to
exports thereof
thereof shall be limited, any department,
department, agency,
or official
agency, or
official
making these determinations
determinations shall seek information
advice from
information and
and advice
from
the several executive
executive departments
departments and
independent agencies
agencies concerned
and independent
concerned
with aspects of our domestic
domestic and foreign policies
and operations
operations havhavpolicies and
ing an important bearing
exports.
bearing on
on exports.
(b) In authorizing
authorizing exports,
exports, full utilization of
of private
private competitive
competitive
trade channels
channels shall be encouraged
encouraged insofar
as practicable,
practicable, giving
insofar as
giving conconsideration to the interests
interests of small business, merchant
merchant exporters
as
exporters as
well as producers, and established
established and
exporters, and
provisions
and new
new exporters,
and provisions
shall be made for representative
representative trade consultation
consultation to
that end.
end. In
In
to that
addition, there may be applied such other standards
standards or
or criteria
criteria as
as may
may
be deemed necessary
necessary by the head of such
department or
or agency,
agency, or
such department
or
official to carry out the
the policies
policies of
of this
this Act.
Act.
VIOLATIONS
VIOLATIONS

SEC.
5. In
In case of the violation of any provision of this Act
SEC. 5.
Act or
any
or any
regulation, order, or license issued hereunder,
such violator
violator or
or vioviohereunder, such
lators, upon conviction, shall be punished by
fine of
not more
than
by a
a fine
of not
more than
$10,000
$10,000 or by imprisonment
imprisonment for not more than
one year,
year, or
or by
than one
by both
both
such fine and imprisonment.
imprisonment.
ENFORCEMENT
ENFORCEMENT
Investigations,
etc.
Investigations, etc.

Oaths,
Oaths, etc.
etc.

49 U. 8. 0.i 46.

49 U. S..

46.

Dheioeure of infersnatisn.

matose o n

SEC.
To the extent necessary
appropriate to the enforceS
EC. 6.
6. (a)
(a) To
necessary or appropriate
enforcement of this Act, the head of
of any
or agency
any department
department or
agency exercising
exercising
any functions hereunder
hereunder (and
(and officers or employees
employees of
of such
such department
department
or agency specifically
specifically designated by
thereof) may
may make
make such
by the
the head
head thereof)
such
investigations and obtain s
uc h i
nf
orma ti on from,
from, require
such reports
such
information
require such
reports
or the keeping of such records
records by, make
inspection of
the books,
books,
make such inspection
of the
records, and other writings, premises, or
or property
property of,
of, an
ak
e t
he
andd t
take
the
sworn testimony of, any p
person.
erson . In
In addition,
such officers
or employemp l
oy addition, such
officers or
ees may admini
administer
ster o
ath s or affirmations,
and may
subpena require
require
oaths
affirmations, and
may by
by subpena
any person to appear and testify or to
and produce
produce books,
to appear
appear and
books,
records, and other writings, or both, and in
records,
in case
case of
of contumacy
contumacy by,
by, or
or
refusal to obey aasubpena issued
person, the
court
issued to, any
any such
such person,
the district
district court
of the
of
the United
United States
States for any district in which such person is found
or resides
or transacts
or
resides or
transacts business, upon application,
application, and after
notice to
to
after notice
any such
such person and hearing shall have jurisdiction to issue an
any
an order
order
requiring such person to appear and give testimony
or to
testimony or
to appear
appear and
and
producebooks,
produce books, records, and other writings, or
failure
or both, and
and any
any failure
to obey such order of the court may be punished by such
court as
as a
such court
a
contempt thereof.
(b)
(b) No person shall be excused from complying
with any
any requirecomplying with
requirements
this section
because of
ments under
under this
section because
of his privilege
privilege against self-incrimination,
immunity provisions
ination, but
but the
the immunity
provisions of the Compulsory Testimony
Act of
of February
February 11,
11, 1893
1893 (27
Act
(27 Stat. 443),
443), shall apply with respect to
who specifically
any individual who
specifically claims
claims such
such privilege.
privilege.

(c) No department,
department, agency, or official exercismg
exercisng any functions
(c)
under
this Act
under
publish or
or disclose
Act shall pubish
disclose information
information obtained
obtained herehereunder which is deemed confidential
confidential or with reference
reference to
to which
which aa
request
confidential treatment
furnishing
request for
for confidential
treatment is made by the person furnishing

63
TAT.]
63 S
STAT.]
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81sT CONG
1sT SESS
.—CHS.11,
12—FEB.26,
1949
81ST
CONG.,., 1ST
SESS.-CHS.
11, 12-FEB.
26, 28,
28, 1949

such information
department or agency
agency deterinformation unless the head of such department
mines that the withholding thereof is contrary to the national interest.
EXEMPTION
FROM ADMINISTRATIVE
ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDIRE
PROCEDURE ACT
ACT
EXEMPTION FROM

SEC.
S
EC. 7. The functions exercised under this Act shall be excluded
excluded
from the operation
operation of
Administrative Procedure
Procedure Act (60
(60 Stat.
of the Administrative
Stat.
S. C.
55U.
U. S.
C. §§
§§ 10011001requirements of section
237), except as to
to the
the requirements
section 33thereof.
thereof.
1011; Supp.
Supp. II,
II, §
1011;
§ 1001.
1001.
QUARTERLY
REPORT
QUARTERLY REPORT
SEC. 8. The head of
SEC.
of any
any department
department or
or agency,
agency, or official exercising
exercising
any functions under this Act shall make
make a
a quarterly
quarterly report,
report, within
forty-five days after each quarter, to the President and to the Congress
Congress
of
of his
his operations
operations hereunder.
DEFINITION
DEFINITION
S
EC. 9. The term "person"
"person" as
as used
herein shall
include the
singular
SEC.
used herein
shall include
the singular
partnership, corporation, or
and the plural and any
any individual,
individual, partnership,
or other
other
form of association,
association, including any government or agency
agency thereof.

"Person."
"Person."

EFFECT
EFFECT ON
ON OTHER
OTHER ACTS
ACTS

SEC.
S
EC. 10. The Act of February
February 15, 1936 (49 Stat. 1140),
1140), relating
relating
to the licensing of exports of tin-plate scrap, is hereby superseded;
superseded;
but nothing
nothing contained
contained in this Act shall be construed to modify, repeal,
repeal,
supersede, or otherwise
supersede,
otherwise affect
affect the
the provisions
provisions of any
any other laws authorauthorcommodity.
izing control over exports of
of any
any commodity.

50 U.
C. §5
§§ 86-88.
86-88.
50
U. S.
S. C.

EFFECTIVE DATE
DATE
EFFECTIVE

SEC. 11. This Act shall take effect February 28, 1949,
SEC.
1949, upon the
50 U.
§701;
50
U. S.C.
S.C. app.
app. §701;
6 of the Act of July 2, 1940 (54 Stat. 714),
expiration of section
section 6
714), as Supp.
Supp. H,
701.
II, §
§ 701.
amended. All outstanding
outstanding delegations,
amended.
delegations, rules,
rules, regulations,
regulations, orders,
orders,
licenses, or other forms of
administrative action under
licenses,
of administrative
under said
said section
section 6
6
of the Act of July 2, 1940, shall, until amended or revoked, remain
remain
promulgated under this Act.
in full force and effect, the same as if promulgated
Act.
TERMINATION DATE
DATE
TERMINATION
S
EC. 12. The authority
authority granted
granted herein
terminate on June
30,
SEC.
herein shall
shall terminate
June 30,
1951, or upon any prior date which the Congress
1951,
Congress by concurrent
concurrent resolution or
or the
the President
President may
may designate.
designate.
Approved February 26, 1949.
Approved
1949.
[
CHAPTER 12]
[CHAPTER
121

JOINT RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION
To continue
continue the authority of the Maritime
Maritime Commission
Commission to sell, charter, and
operate vessels,
vessels, and for other purposes.
purposes.

Resolved by the Senate and
and House of Representatives
Representatives of
the United
of the
United
Congress assembled,
assembled, That (a)
resolution
States of America
America in Congress
(a) the
the joint
joint resolution
entitled
resolution to
authorentitled "Joint resolution
to continue
continue until
until March
March 1,
1, 1949, the
the authority of the Maritime
Maritime Commission to sell, charter, and operate
operate vessels,
February 27,
and for other purposes", approved
approved February
27, 1948 (Public Law
Congress), is amended by striking out the date "March
"March
423, Eightieth Congress),
1,
1949" wherever
wherever it
appears therein
thereof the
1, 1949"
it appears
therein and inserting
inserting in lieu thereof
the
date "June 30, 1949". That joint
amended by
joint resolution is further
further amended
by
inserting at the end of subparagraph
": Prosubparagraph (b) thereof the words ":
Provided,
however, That vessels may be chartered
Republic of the
eided, however,
chartered to the Republic

February 28,
1949
February
28, 1949
[H. J.
92]
[H.
J. Res. 92]
[Public Law 12]
12]

Maritime CommisMaritime
Commission.

62 Stat. 38.
62
50
U. S.. C., Supp II,
50 U.
§§
1735, 1739
§§1735,
1739 notes,
notes,
1744; 46 1.1. S. C., Supp.
1744;46U.
II, note prec.
pies. §§7.
II,
7.
Post,
349.
Post, p. 349.
Vessels chartered
chartered to
to
Republic of the PhilRepublic
Philippines.

10
10

Feb. 28, 1949
13
L
PUBLIC
PUBLIC
1213-eb
LAWS-CHS.
1949
PUBLIC LAWS—
CHS .12,
13—
Mar. 28
2,
1949
Mar-.
2, 1949

50 II.
U.
§1786.
50
1786.

S. C.
0.
8.

Philippines, or citizens
citizens thereof, for use in the
interisland commerce
the interisland
commerce
of the Philippines
Philippines in accordance
accordance with
section 306
of the
Philippine
with section
306
of
the
Philippine
app.
app. Rehabilitation
Rehabilitation Act of April 30,
(60 Stat.
Stat. 137;
S. C.,
C., 1946
30, 1946
1946 (60
137; U.
U. S.
1946
edition, title 50,
50, sec.
sec. 1786)".
1786)".
Approved
Approved February
February 28,
28, 1949.
1949.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 13]

March 2, 1949
1949
[H. J. Res.
lies. 84]

[Public
[Public Law 13]

Freedom
Freedom Train.
Acquisition
Acquisition and operation.

Agreements.

42 Stat. 1488.
U. S. C. §§
661-674;
55U.S..
§§661-674;
Supp. II, I§662 et seq.
seq.
Post, p. 972.
Post,
S. C. §
55 U. S.
I 55a.
55a.

44 U.
U. S. C.
C. §§§4,
4, 111.
11.
Post. p.
Post,
p. 405.
405.

41 U. S.
C. §
5.
S.C.
§5.

Post, p. 403.
403.
Insurance.
Insurance.

Gifts,
Gifts, etc.

Cooperation
Cooperation
States, etc.

TAT.
[63 S
STAT.

with
with

Per diem
diem allowance
allowance.

JOINT
JOINT RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION

To provide for the acquisition and operation of
To
Train by
by the
the Archivist
of the
the Freedom
Freedom Train
Archivist
of the United States,
for other
other purposes.
States, and
and for
purposes.

Resolved by the Senate
Senate and
and HBose
House of Representatives
of the
the United
United
Representatives of
States of
of America
America in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled,That, as
States
means of
of focusing
as a
a means
focusing
the attention
attention of the American
American people
reexamination of
their herherpeople on aareexamination
of their
itage
fostering the preservation
preservation of
itage of freedom,
freedom, fostering
liberties, awakenawakenof their
their liberties,
ing their loyalty to the American
American tradition, and
contributing to
and contributing
to
citizenship
particularly of Americans
citizenship training, particularly
Americans of
of school
the
school age,
age, the
Archivist of the United
Archivist
United States is hereby authorized
and directed
directed to
to
authorized and
acquire the Freedom Train, and to operate
train during
during the
the
operate the
the said
said train
period ending
ending July
July 5,
5, 1951.
1951.
SEC.
carrying out the purposes of this
S
EC. 2.
2. In carrying
resolution the
this joint
joint resolution
the
Archivist is hereby
hereby authorized—
authorized(a) to enter into and carry out such agreements
(a)
agreements with
perwith such
such person or persons,
natural or artificial,
artificial, as
son
persons, natural
for the
as may
may be
be necessary
necessary for
the
acquisition
acquisition of the Freedom Train and
its equipment,
its operoperand its
equipment, for
for its
ation during the period ending
ation
ending July 5, 1951,
the dispodisp o1951, and
and for
for the
sition of such train a
n d equipment
equ ip men twithin
within sixty
sixty days
after such
such
and
days after
date; and to make such expenditures,
expenditures, without
regard to
without regard
to other
other
provisions of law, as may be required
carry out
such agreements;
agreements;
required to
to carry
out such
(b) to appoint and fix the compensation
compensation of
as
of such
such personnel
personnel
as
he deems
deems advisable
advisable without
he
without regard to the civil-service
and
civil-service laws
laws
and
the
Classification
the Classification Act of 1923,
1923, as amended;
amended; to procure
services
procure services
as authorized
authorized by section 15 of the Act of August 2,
as
1946 (60
(60 Stat.
Stat.
2, 1946
810), but at rates not to exceed $40 per
810),
diem for
for individuals;
individuals; to
to
per diem
accept services
accept
services and facilities without compensation;
with
compensation; and,
and,
with
the consent
of the head of any Government
the
consent of
Government department
or agency,
department or
agency,
to
to utilize or employ the services
services of personnel
or facilities
of any
any
personnel or
facilities
of
such
department or
or agency, with or without reimbursement
such department
reimbursement
therefor;
therefor;

(c)
to obtain
obtain printing
(c) to
printing and binding without
without regard
to section
section
regard to
11 of
11
of the
the Act of March 1,
1, 1919,
1919, as amended (40
(40 Stat.
Stat. 1270)
1270);;
(d) to purchase
purchase or contract
contract for supplies or
(including
or services
services (including
pfnting
printing and binding) without regard to section 3709
of the
the
3709
of
Kevised Statutes, as amended;
Revised
amended;
(e) to
to obtain and pay for comprehensive
(e)
comprehensive insurance
insurance coverage,
coverage,
as he
he may deem necessary,
as
necessary, of other than Government
Government property
property
used in connection
connection with the Freedom
Freedom Train;
Train;
(f) to
to acquire
acquire by
by gift, bequest,
(f)
bequest, loan, or otherwise, personal
personal
property
the benefit
benefit of, or in connection
connection with, the operation
property for
for the
operation
of the Freedom Train;
Train;

(g)
to cooperate
governments of the several States
(g) to
cooperate with
with the governments
States
and
their
and their political
political subdivisions
subdivisions in promoting
promoting the
exhibition of
of
the exhibition
the Freedom Train;
Train;
(h) to pay per diem to personnel
personnel required
to travel
in connecconnecrequired to
travel in
tion
with the
operation or
tion with
the operation
or inspection
inspection of the train as follows: To
To
civilian
existing
civilian personnel
personnel at
at the
the maximum
maximum rate applicable
applicable under existing
laws
or regulations;
officer
personnel of
laws or
regulations; to
t
o o
fficer personnel
of the
armed services
services in
m
the armed

63 STAT.]
STAT.]
63

11.
11

4, 1949
81sT
CONG ., 1ST
1sT SESS.—CHS
13, 14-MAR.
14—MAR .2,
2, 4,
SESS.-CHS..13,
81ST CONG.,

accordance with
with section
of the Pay
Readjustment Act of June
Pay Readjustment
12 of
section 12
accordance
16, 1942,
pertinent thereto; and to enlisted
enlisted perregulations pertinent
and regulations
1942, and
16,
sonnel
of
the
armed
services
a
allowance
lieu
of rations
in
allowance
military
a
services
armed
the
of
sonnel
and
quarters as
in Executive
Numbered 9871,
9871, as
Order Numbered
Executive Order
as provided
provided in
and quarters
amended,
and regulations
regulations pertinent thereto;
thereto;
amended, and
(i) to
pay in
in cash
cash for
for any
supplies, or
equipment not
or equipment
services, supplies,
any services,
to pay
(i)
exceeding
exceeding $50 in cost;
(j) to
to purchase,
purchase, print,
multilith, photostat, or
mimeograph, multilith,
print, mimeograph,
(j)
produce
manner, pamphlets, brochures,
brochures,
any known manner,
in any
or reproduce
reproduce in
produce or
facsimiles
other material
pertaining to the Freedom Train for
material pertaining
or other
facsimiles or
free distribution
distribution or for sale, the proceeds of such sales to be paid
free
into,
administered, and
and expended
a part of the National
expended as a
into, administered,
Archives Trust Fund;
Fund;
Archives
(k)
deem
prescribe such rules and regulations as he may deem
(k) to prescribe
necessary
operation of the Freedom Train.
necessary for the operation
S
EC. 3.
3. The
Secretary of
of Defense
authorized and directed
directed
hereby authorized
Defense is hereby
The Secretary
SEC.
to provide
detachment for the protection of the Freedom
security detachment
provide aa security
to
Train.
SEC. 4.
hereby created and established,
established, to be known
commission is hereby
4. A
A commission
SEC.
as
"Freedom Train
President proCommission", to consist of the President
Train Commission",
the "Freedom
as the
tempore
of the
the Senate,
Representatives,
Speaker of the House of Representatives,
the Speaker
Senate, the
tempore of
the
minority leader of the Senate, the minority leader of the House
the minority
of Representatives,
Representatives, the chairmen
Senate and House Committees
chairmen of the Senate
of
on Post
Post Office
Civil Service,
General of the United
United
Attorney General
the Attorney
Service, the
and Civil
Office and
on
States, the
Librarian of
of Congress,
Congress, the Archivist of the United States,
the Librarian
States,
and five
five members
members
appointed by the President. The members
members to be appointed
and
of the
Commission shall serve during the period the Freedom
said Commission
of
the said
thereafter. Such members
Train is in operation, and for six months thereafter.
reimbursed for travel,
shall serve
serve without compensation,
compensation, but shall be reimbursed
shall
subsistence, and other necessary
necessary expenses incurred by them in the persubsistence,
Commission
formance of
of the duties vested in the Commission. The Commission
formance
shall
its members to serve as Chairman.
shall elect one of its
S
EC. 5.
5. The
The Commission
advise on and consent to the plans
shall advise
Commission shall
SEC.
and publicity
by the Archivist
Archivist and submitted to it for
formulated by
publicity formulated
and
exhibiting
the Freedom Train, and with respect to its itinerary.
exhibiting the
S
EC. 6.
There is
appropriated, out of any
authorized to be appropriated,
is hereby authorized
6. There
SEC.
money in
in the
the Treasury
appropriated, such sums as may
otherwise appropriated,
not otherwise
Treasury not
money
be
necessary to carry
carry out the provisions of this joint resolution,
resolution, not to
to
be necessary
$2,500,000 for the period ending July 5, 1951.
exceed $2,500,000
1949.
Approved March
March 2, 1949.
[CHAPTER 14]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT

To
to the State
State of New Mexico exclusive jurisdiction held by the
To retrocede
retrocede to
United States over lands within the boundaries
boundaries of the Los Alamos Project of
the
Energy Commission.
the United States Atomic Energy

and House of Representatives
Senate and
it enacted
Representatives of the
enacted by the Senate
Be it
United
Congress assembled,
assembled, That there is hereby
hereby
in Congress
America in
of America
States of
United States
retroceded to
the State
Mexico the exclusive jurisdiction hereof New
New Mexico
State of
to the
retroceded
tofore
acquired from the State of New Mexico by the United States
tofore acquired
of America,
lands in
and Santa Fe County,
County and
Sandoval County
in Sandoval
over lands
America, over
of
Mexico within the present boundaries
boundaries of the Los Alamos Project
Project
New Mexico,
Commission.
United States Atomic Energy Commission.
of the
the United
S
EC. 2.
retrocession of jurisdiction
jurisdiction shall take effect upon
2. This retrocession
SEC.
acceptance
acceptance by the State of New Mexico.
Approved March
March 4, 1949.
Approved

56 Stat. 364.
364.
S. C. §112.
37 U.
U.S.
Post,
Post, p. 840.
33 CFR, 1947 Supp.,
p. 157.

Publication of pamPublication
phlets,
phlets, etc.
etc.

Security detachdetachSecurity
ment.

Freedom
Freedom Train
Commission.
Composition.
Composition.

Duties.
Duties.

Appropriation
Appropriation
thorized.
thorized.

au-

March 4, 1949
March

[H. R. 54]
Law 14]
[Public Law

Los
Los Alamos Project,
N. Mex.
N.
MeL

12
12

PUBLIC LAWS-CCHS.
LAWS CHS.15, 18, 19—MAR.
15, 1949
1949
19-MAR. 10, 12, 15,
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 15]
15]

March
March 10, 1949
1949
[8. 198]
[Public Law
Law 15]
15]
Francisco, Calif.
Calif.
San Francisco,

60 Stat. 1061.
1061.
(1,, supp
Stipp I4
II,
34 U. S.. a.,
61.
161.

ACT
AN ACT

For the relief of the city and
San Francisco.
Francisco.
and county of
of San

Be it
enacted by the Senate
it enacted
and House
Representatives of
the
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
of the
United States of America in
United
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
Secretary
in Congress
the Secretary
of the Treasury
Treasury is authorized
authorized and
directed to
pay, out
of any
money
and directed
to pay,
out of
any money
in the Treasury
otherwise appropriated,
Treasury not otherwise
appropriated, to
city and
and county
to the
the city
county
of San Francisco,
Francisco, a
corporation, of
of San
San Francisco,
a municipal
municipal corporation,
Francisco, CaliCalifornia, the sum of $9,728.81, in full settlement
against
settlement of all
all claims
claims against
the United States for reimbursement
reimbursement of
incurred in
in rebuildrebuildof expenses
expenses incurred
ing and restoring aa power-transmission
power-transmission line and loss of
power reveof power
reve3 south, range 55east, and township 33south,
nue in township 3
south, range
range 6
6
east, San Joaquin County, California, south
approxisouth of Tracy
Tracy and
and approximately three miles from the Navy Vernalis Airfield, which
which transmistransmission line was demolished by the crashing of
of a
a United
United States
States Navy
Navy
plane, type SB 2
2 C-2, bureau number
number 18772, on
6, 1944,
1944, at
on August
August 6,
at
9:21
9: 21 post meridian, while the said plane was
in making
making a
a
was engaged in
flight over the area indicated, and on August 30, 1944,
1: 14 anteante1944, at
at 1:14
meridian,
meridian, by the crashing
crashing of
plane, type
type TBM-1,
of aaUnited States
States Navy
Navy plane,
TBM-1,
bureau number
bureau
number 24994, while the said plane was likewise
likewise making
making aa
flight over the area indicated:
indicated: Provided,
Provided, That
no part
part of
of the
amount
That no
the amount
appropriated in this Act in excess
appropriated
excess of 10
10 per
per centum
centum thereof
thereof shall
shall be
be
paid or delivered to or received
received by any agent
agents, attorney
or
agent or
or agents,
attorney or
attorneys,
attorneys, on account of services rendered in connection
connection with
with such
such
claim. It
It shall be unlawful
unlawful for any agent or
or agents, attorney
attorney or
or
attorneys, to exact, collect, withhold, or receive any sum
the amount
sum of
of the
amount
appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per
appropriated
centum thereof
per centum
thereof on
on account
account
of services rendered in connection
connection with such claim,
claim, any contract
to
contract to
the contrary notwithstanding. Any
violating the
Any person
person violating
the provisions
provisions
of this Act shall be deemed
deemed guilty of
upon conconof aamisdemeanor
misdemeanor and
and upon
viction thereof shall be fined in any sum not
not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
Approved March
March 10,
10, 1949.
[CHAPTER
18]
[CHAPTER 18]

March 12,
12, 1949
(8.
6301
i[. 630]
(Public
Law 161
[Public Law
16]

[63
STAT.
[63 STAT.

ACT
AN ACT

To amend
amend section
section 19 of the Act of August 13, 1946 (60 Stat. 1057),
To
1057), so
so as
as to
to
remove the upper age
age limit for appointment
commissioned grade
grade in
appointment to
to commissioned
in the
the
Supply Corps of the Navy.

Be it
by the
the Senate and House
House of Representatives
Be
it enacted
enacted by
Representatives of
the
of the
United
in Congress
Congress assembled,
United States of America in
assembled, That
section 19
19 of
That section
of
the
Stat. 1057),
the Act of August 13,
13, 1946 (60 Stat.
1057), as
is hereby
hereby
as amended,
amended, is
amended to read
further amended
read as
as follows:
follows:
"SEC.
appointed to
"Snc. 19. No person shall be appointed
commissioned grade
grade in
in
to a
a commissioned
the Supply Corps of the Navy who
be less
than twenty-one
years
who will
will be
less than
twenty-one years
of age
age on July 1
1 of the calendar
of
calendar year
in which
appointed and
year in
which appointed
and until
until
his
qualifications have
his physical,
physical, mental,
mental, and moral qualifications
have been
been established
established
to the
the satisfaction
satisfaction of the Secretary of the
to
the Navy."
Navy."
March 12,
Approved March
12, 1949.
1949.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 19]
19]

March 15 1949
1949
IS.
IS. 29)
29]
[Public Law 171
(Public

Alien enemy propprop.
erty claims.
cdams

AN ACT
To
authorize payment
of claims
claims based on loss of or damage
To authorize
payment of
damage to property
deposited
property deposited
by alien enemies.

Be it
enacted by
the Senate
Representatives of
of the
Be
it enacted
by the
Senate and House of Representatives
United
States
of
America
Attorney
United States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Attorney
General is
hereby authorized
to consider,
consider, ascertain,
General
is hereby
authorized to
ascertain, adjust, determine,
determine,

63 S
STAT.]
TAT.]

13
13

81ST CONG.,
IST SESS
SESS.-CHES.
CONG., 1sr
.-CHS .19,
19, 20-MAR.
1949
20-MAR. 15,
15, 1949

settle, and pay in an amount not in excess
excess of $1,000, when accepted
accepted
by the claimant in full satisfaction
satisfaction and final settlement, any claim
claim
against the United States arising on or after December 7,
1941, for
7, 1941,
for
destruction of, personal
damage to, or loss or destruction
personal property, the use,
operause, operation, possession, custody, or control of which was prohibited
prohibited by
by
proclamation
proclamation Numbered 2525,
2525, dated December 7, 1941,
1941, and
proclaand proclamations Numbered 2526 and Numbered 2527, dated December 8,
8, 1941
(55 Stat. pt. 2, pp. 1700, 1705, and 1707),
1707), the possession of which
propwhich property was not prohibited by law prior to said promulgations
promulgations and which
which
was deposited by alien enemies or United
of Japanese
Japanese
United States citizens of
ancestry in the manner
manner provided in the regulations promulgated
promulgated by
by
the Attorney General on February
February 5,
amended (7
5, 1942, as amended
(7 Fed.
Fed. Reg.
Reg.
844; 28 C. F. R. 30.1-30.16):
30.1-30.16) :Provided,
Provided, That the
damage to or
or loss
loss
the damage
or destruction
destruction of property shall not have
whole or
or in
have been caused in
in whole
in
part by any negligence
negligence or wrongful act on the part
part of
of the
the claimant,
claimant,
his agent, or employee,
employee, and that the claim is substantiated
in such
substantiated in
such
manner as the Attorney General may by regulation
regulation prescribe:
prescribe: ProProvided further,
further, That nothing in this Act shall be
construed to
to authorize
be construed
authorize
the Attorney General
General to pay or settle any claims for damage
damage to or
or loss
or destruction of property which had been used for espionage
espionage or
or other
other
illegal purposes on or before December
December 7, 1941.
1941.
SEC.
considered unless presented
SEC. 2. No claim shall be considered
presented in
in writing
writing
within one year after the date of enactment
enactment of
this Act.
of this
Act.
SEC.
S
EC. 3. Any decision or settlement made by the Attorney
Attorney General
General
under the authority of this Act and such
as he
he may
may presuch regulations
regulations as
prescribe shall be final and
and conclusive,
conclusive, notwithstanding
notwithstanding any
any other
other proviprovision of law to the
the contrary.
contrary.
SEC.
S
EC. 4. The Attorney General may report such claims as
exceed
as exceed
$1,000 to Congress for its consideration.
consideration.
SEC.
SEC. 5. Such appropriations
appropriations as may be required for the settlement
settlement
of claims under
under this
this Act are hereby authorized.
authorized.
Approved March
March 15, 1949.
1949.
[CHAPTER 20]
[CHAPTER
20]

28 CFR, Cum.
Cum.
Supp., p.
p. 8481.
8481.

Limitation.
Limitation.

Time limitation.
Finality of decision.

Congress.
Report to Congress.
Appropriations
auAppropriations authorized.
thorized.
Post, p.
Post,
p. 458.

AN ACT
ACT

March 15,
1949
March
15, 1949
[8.
[8. 593)
593]

For the relief of certain
certain postal
employees.
postal employees.

enacted by the Senate and
Be it
it enacted
Representatixes of
of the
the
and House
House of Representatwes
United States
States of America
America in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That all
all employees
employees
at first- and second-class
second-class post offices who were
were reduced
reduced from
from the
the posiposition of regular clerk or regular
regular carrier
carrier to the position
position of substitute
clerk or substitute carrier
carrier prior to July 1,
or who
formerly
1, 1945,
1945, or
who were
were formerly
regular
regular clerk or regular carrier and were
were reinstated
reinstated as
as substitute
substitute clerk
clerk
or substitute carrier prior to July 1, 1945, and whose compensation
compensation
was converted
effective July 1,
converted to $1.24 per hour effective
$1.04
1, 1945, instead
instead of
of $1.04
per hour as provided by sections 12 (a)
the Act
(a) and
and 24
24 of the
Act entitled
entitled
"An Act to reclassify the salaries of postmasters, officers,
officers, and employ-

ees of the Postal Service;
Service; to
establish uniform
uniform procedures
for comto establish
procedures for
computing compensation;
July 6,
6, 1945
compensation; and for
for other
other purposes",
purposes", approved
approved July
1945
(59 Stat. 435, ch. 274), are hereby relieved
relieved of
liability to
of all
all liability
to refund
refund
to the United States any amounts paid to them as aa result of such
such
overpayment
overpayment of salaries from July 1, 1945,
1945, until
comuntil the date
date their
their compensation
pensation was adjusted to conform to
provisions of
of the
the Act
Act of
to the provisions
of
July
274), as
amended, and
and in
in the
uly 6, 1945 (59
(59 Stat. 435, ch.
ch. 274),
as amended,
the audit
audit and
and
settlement of the accounts an
settlement
designated disany, postmaster
postmaster or other designated
bursing officer of the Post Office
ce Department
Department or
the
or postal service
service the
amounts paid to such employees
employees from July 1,
1, 1945,
as compensation
1945, as
compensation
shall be considered
considered to have been
heretofore
been authorized.
authorized. Any
Any amounts
amounts heretofore
credited
credited to such employees, or refunded
States by
by them
refunded to the
the United
United States
them

[Public Law 18]

Certain postal ememployees.
Relief from liability.
Relief

59 Stat 443, 461.
461.
39 U. S.C.
8.0. i 862 (a),

874.

C.. I
§85139 U.
U. S.. 0.
851et
876; Supp. II, § 863
863 et
seq.
eq.
Post, pp. 622,
698.
Podt,
622, 696
902, 9134.
984.
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PUBLIC LAWS-CHS.
LAWS— CHS .20-23-MAR.
20-23--MAR.15,
15, 17,
1949
PUBLIC
17, 1949

[63 STAT.
[63
STAT.

on
of such
of salaries
salaries shall
be repaid
repaid to
to them
on account
account of
such overpayment
overpayment of
shall be
them
out
of any
available for
payment of
to city
city delivery
delivery
out of
any money
money available
for the
the payment
of salaries
salaries to
carriers and
and clerks
clerks at
and second-class
second-class offices:
offices: Provided,
Provided, That
That
carriers
at firstfirst- and
no part
part of
of the
amount appropriated
in this
Act in
excess of
of 10
per
no
the amount
appropriated in
this Act
in excess
10 per
centum
thereof shall
be paid
paid or
or delivered
received by
any agent
agent
centum thereof
shall be
delivered to
to or
or received
by any
or
on account
account of
of services
with this
this
or attorney
attorney on
services rendered
rendered in
in connection
connection with
claim,
the same
be unlawful,
unlawful, any
to the
contrary
claim, and
and the
same shall
shall be
any contract
contract to
the contrary
notwithstanding.
person violating
this Act
Act
notwithstanding. Any
Any person
violating the
the provisions
provisions of
of this
shall be
misdemeanor and
and upon
thereof
shall
be deemed
deemed guilty
guilty of
of a
a misdemeanor
upon conviction
conviction thereof
shall
be fined
fined in
sum not
$1,000.
shall be
in any
any sum
not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
Approved
March 15,
1949.
Approved March
15, 1949.
[CHAPTER 21]

[CHAPTER 21]

March 15, 1949
1949
[S. J. Res. 22]

19]
[Public
Law 19]
[Public Law

JOINT RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION
authorize the issuance
issuance of
stamps commemorative
commemorative of
of the
To authorize
of a
a special
special series of
of stamps
the
three hundredth
hundredth anniversary
anniversary of
of Annapolis,
Annapolis, Maryland.
Maryland.

Resolved
by the
Senate and
of Representatives
of the
Resolved by
the Senate
and House
House of
Representatives of
the United
United

Annapolis, Md.
States of
assembled, That
That the
States
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
the Postmaster
Postmaster GenGenCommemorative
Commemorative
eral
is authorized
directed to
to prepare
for issuance
in May
May 1949
1949
eral is
postage stamp.
authorized and
and directed
prepare for
issuance in

series of
of 3-cent
of such
design as
aa special
special series
3-cent postage
postage stamps,
stamps, of
such design
as he
he shall
shall
prescribe,
prescribe, in
in commemoration
anniversary of
commemoration of
of the
the three
three hundredth
hundredth anniversary
of
Annapolis, Maryland.
Annapolis,
Maryland.
Approved
15, 1949.
1949.
Approved March
March 15,
[CHAPTER 22]

[CHAPTER 22]

march
1'7, 1949
March 17,
1949
[S. no]
[S.
170]
[Public
20]
[Public Law
Law 20]

Bushnell General
Hospital, Utah.

Post,
84.
Pod, p.
p. 8.

AN ACT
ACT
To authorize the transfer of certain
certain property to the Secretary
of the
Secretary of
the Interior,
Interior,
other purposes.
and for
for other
purposes.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
and House of
of Representatives
of the
the
Representatives of
United States of America
America in
United
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the AdminisAdministrator of the War Assets Administration
Administration is
is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized and
and
directed
directed to transfer to the Secretary
Secretary of
the Interior,
without reimreimof the
Interior, without
transfer of funds for
bursement or transfer
for use
use by
by the
the Bureau
Indian Affairs
Bureau of
of Indian
Affairs
a vocational school for Indian children and
and aa center
as a
for housing
center for
housing
and training
off-reservation employment
training adult Indians
Indians for off-reservation
employment and
placeand placement,
property known
as the
Bushnell General
H os pit alnear
ment the
the property
known as
the Bushnell
General Hospital
near
Brigham
Box Elder
Elder County,
Brigham City, Box
County, Utah,
Utah, comprising
comprising two
two hundred
hundred and
and
ninety-eight
ninety-eight and five-tenths acres, more
more or
or less,
with roads,
less, together
together with
roads,
buildings, and
and other
betterments thereon.
other betterments
thereon.
SEC.
SEc. 2. The Secretary of the Interior is hereby authorized
authorized and
and
has appropridirected to take over the property
property as soon as Congress has
appropriated the necessary
necessary funds to provide for alterations,
alterations, maintenance,
maintenance, and
and
operation.
operation.
Approved March
March 17,
17, 1949.
Approved
1949.
[CHAPTER 23]

[CHAPTER 23]
March
17, 1949
March 17,
1949

[S- 673]
[S.
[Public Law 21]
ofiNaval Reserve
Reserve officers.
allowances.
Pay and allowances.

AN
ACT
AN ACT

AN ACT

Relating
Relating to the pay and allowances
allowances of officers of the Naval Reserve
Reserve performing
performing
active duty in the grade of rear admiral, and for other
other purposes.
purposes.

Be it
enacted by the Senate
Senate and House of Representatives
it enacted
Representatives of
of the
the
United States of America in
assembled, That any officer of
United
in Congress
Congress assembled,
the Naval Reserve serving
serving in the grade
grade of rear admiral
admiral shall
shall, when
when
otherwise
to active
active duty
pay an
d allowances,
all owances, receive
receive the
the pay
otherwise entitled
entitled to
duty pay
and
pay
allowances prescribed
for rear
rear admirals
and allowances
prescribed by law for
the upper
admirals of
of the
upper half
half
when any officer of the active list of the line of
of the
the Regular
Regular Navy
Navy

63
TAT.]
STAT.]
63 S

15
15

81sT CONG.,
SESS.—CHS.23,
1949
23, 24,
24, 1949
23, 28,
28, 30, 32—MAR.
32-MAR. 17, 23,
81ST
CONG., 1ST
1ST SESS.-CHS.

junior
Prolist of
of rear
rear admirals: Proto him, is
is in the
the upper
upper half of the list
junior to
provisions of this Act shall not apply to officers of the
vided, That the provisions
Naval
Reserve while on any lineal list established pursuant to title III
III
Naval Reserve
Officer Personnel
Personnel Act of 1947: Provided
Provided further,
further, That no back
back
of the Officer
pay or allowances
allowances shall be held to have accrued under the provisions
approval.
of this Act for any period prior to the date of its approval.
Approved
March 17, 1949.
1949.
Approved March
[CHAPTER 28]
[CHAPTER

RESOLUTION
JOINT RESOLUTION

Extending an invitation to the International
International Olympic Committee
Committee to hold the
Extending
1956 Olympic Games at Detroit, Michigan.

Whereas
Association will invite the InterUnited States Olympic Association
Whereas the United
Olympic Games in the
national Olympic Committee to hold the Olympic
United States
at Detroit,
Michigan, in
in 1956:
1956: Now,
be it
Now, therefore, be
Detroit, Michigan,
United
States at
Resolved
House of Representatives
Representatives of the United
Senate and
and House
Resolved by the Senate
in Congress
Congress assembled,
Government of
assembled, That the Government
of America
America in
States of
the United States joins in the invitation of the United States Olympic
Association
1956
International Olympic Committee to hold the 1956
Association to the International
United States at Detroit, Michigan;
Michigan; and
Olympic Games
Games in the United
expresses the hospitable hope that the United States may be selected
selected
international good will.
the site
site for this great enterprise in international
as the
a copy of this
SEC.
SEc. 2. The Secretary
Secretary of State is directed
directed to transmit a
Olympic Committee.
International Olympic
the International
joint resolution
resolution to the
Approved March 23, 1949.
Approved

61 Stat. 929.
829.
34 U. S.
S. C.,
G., Supp.
Supp.
et seq.
II, §
§ 3c et

March 23, 1949
[S. J. Res. 56]
[Public Law 22]
[Public
1956
Olympic
Olympic
Games.
Games.

[CHAPTER 30]
[CHAPTER

JOINT
JOINT RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION
Regents of the Smithsonian
a vacancy
vacancy in the Board of Regents
the filling of a
Providing for the
Institution,
Congress.
Members of
of Congress.
of the
the class other than Members
Institution, of

Representatives of the United
and House
House of Representatives
Senate and
by the Senate
Resolved by
States
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
the vacancy
vacancy in
in the
That the
America in
States of
Board
Institution, of the class other
Smithsonian Institution,
Regents of the Smithsonian
Board of
of Regents
than Members of Congress, be filled by the appointment
appointment of Jerome C.
Hunsaker,
citizen of
of six
statutory term of
the statutory
Massachusetts, for the
of Massachusetts,
Hunsaker, aa citizen
Walcott, retired.
years, to succeed Frederic C. Walcott,
Approved March
March 24, 1949.
Approved
[CHAPTER 32]
(CHAPTER

AN ACT

attendanoe of the United States Marine Band at the EightyTo authorize the attendance
Republic to
third and Final National
Encampment of the Grand Army of the Republic
National Encampment
Indianapolis, Indiana, August 28 to September
be held in Indianapolis,
September 1, 1949.

Representatives of the
Be it
enacted by the Senate and
and House of ,Representatives
it enacted
President
assembled, That the President
United States of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
America in
United
is authorized
authorized to permit the band of the United States Marine Corps
to
Eighty-third and Final National
National
the Eighty-third
concerts at the
to attend
attend and give concerts
Encampment of
of the
the Grand Army of the Republic to be held in IndianEncampment
apolis,
September 1, 1949.
28 to September
Indiana, August
August 28
apolis, Indiana,
SEc.
defraying the
expenses of such band in
in
the expenses
purpose of defraying
For the purpose
SEC. 2. For
attending
concerts at
herebyconvention, there is hereby
at such
such convention,
giving concerts
attending and giving
authorized to be appropriated
appropriated a
sufficient sum to cover
cover the cost of
a sufficient
authorized
transportation
pullman accommodations
leaders and memaccommodations for the leaders
and pullman
transportation and
allowance not to exceed $8 per day each
bers of the Marine Band, and allowance

March 24,
24, 1949
March
1949
89]
IH.
[H. J.
J. Res.
Res. 89]
[Public
Law 23]
[Public Law
231

Board of Regents of
of
Smithsonian InstituSmithsonian
tion.
tlon.

March 24, 1949
[H.
R. 2485]
2485]
[H. R.
[Public Law 24]
[Public

U. S. Marine
Marine Band.
Attendance
at
Attendance
at
G.A.R.
encampment.
G.A.R. encampment.

Appropriation
Appropriation
thodz.
thoried.

attan-
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for additional
additional traveling
traveling and living expenses
expenses while
on duty,
allowwhile on
duty, such
such allowance to be in addition to the pay
allowance to
they would
pay and allowance
to which
which they
would
their permanent
permanent station.
be entitled while
while serving their
station.
Approved March
March 24,
24, 1949.
1949.
[CHAPTER 33]
33]
[CHAPTER
March 24,1949
24, 1949
[S. J. Res. 36]
36]
[Public Law 25]
25]

[S. J.

Palestine refugees.
refugees.
Palestine
Appropriation
Appropriation authorized.
Post, p. 232.
Pet,

Advances by RFC.

Resolved by the Senate and
and House
Representatives of
the United
House of Representatives
of the
United
States of America in Congress
Congress assembled,
States
is hereby
hereby authorauthorassembled, That
That there is
appropriated to the President, out
ized to be appropriated
any money
money in
the
out of any
in the
Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated, not to exceed $16,000,000
$16,000,000 as
as aa
special contribution
contribution by the United
United States to the United Nations
Nations for
for
the purposes set forth in the resolution of
General Assembly
of
of the
the General
Assembly of
the United Nations of November
November 19, 1948,
1948, providing
providing for the relief of
of
Palestine
Palestine refugees.
SEC.
Notwithstanding the provision of any other law,
SEC. 2. Notwithstanding
law 'the
the ReconReconstruction Finance
Finance Corporation
Corporation is authorized
di rect
ed, until
until such
authorized and
and directed,
such
time as an appropriation
appropriation shall be made pursuant
to section
1, to
make
pursuant to
section 1,
to make
advances to the President, not to exceed
exceed in
aggregate $8,000,000,
in the aggregate
$8,000,000,
to carry out the provisions
provisions of this joint resolution. From
From appropriaappropriaauthorized under section 1,
1, there shall be repaid to the
tions authorized
the ReconReconstruction Finance
Finance Corporation, without
without interest,
the advances
made
interest, the
advances made
by it under authority contained
contained herein. No interest
shall be
be charged
charged
interest shall
advances made by the Treasury to the Reconstruction
on advances
Reconstruction Finance
Finance
Corporation
Corporation in implementation
of this
this section.
implementation of
section.
Approved March
March 24,
Approved
24, 1949.
1949.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 36]
36]

March
March 28, 1949
1949
[B. J.
Iles. 52]
[8.
J. Res.
62]
[Public Law
26]
Law 26]

Canadian
Canadian vessels.
vessels.
Transportation
Transportation
Iron ore.
iron

46 U.S.
U. S. C
C.
883;
C.
883;
Supp. II, § 883 note.
Bupp.

Georgia.
Georgia.
Additional
Additional district
district
judge.
judge-

JOINT RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION

To authorize
authorize vessels of Canadian registry to
iron ore
United
to transport
transport iron
ore between
between United
States ports on the Great Lakes during
during the period from March
15 to
March 15
to December
December
15, 1949, inclusive.
inclusive.

Resolved by the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
States of America in
in Congress
States
Congress assembled,
assembled, That,
notwithstanding the
the
That, notwithstanding
provisions of section 27 of the Act of Congress
approved June
1920
Congress approved
June 5,
5, 1920
(41 Stat. 999),
999), as amended
amended by
Act of
of Congress
by Act
Congress approved
approved April
April 11,
11,
1935 (49
(49 Stat. 154), and by Act of Congress approved
1935
July 2,
2, 1935
1935
approved July
(49 Stat. 442), or the provisions
provisions of
any other
other Act
of any
Act of
of Congress
Congress or
or
regulation, vessels of Canadian
Canadian registry
registry shall
shall be
be permitted
permitted to
to transtransport
port iron ore between United States ports on the Great Lakes
during
Lakes during
the period from March
the
March 15 to December 15,
15, 1949,
1949, inclusive.
inclusive.
Approved
Approved March
March 28,
28, 1949.
1949.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 37]
37]

March 29,1949
March
29, 1949
[8.
271]
[s. 271]
[Public
27]
[Public Law
Law 27]

JOTNTT RESOLUTION
RTS
inT.TTTTTN'
JOINT
.
.
.-

For the authorization of a
a special contribution
contribution by the United
United States
States for
the relief
relief
for the
of Palestine refugees.
refugees.

AN ACT
AN
ACT

To provide
provide for
for the
To
the appointment
appointment of an additional district judge for the middle
middle
district of Georgia.
Georgia.

Be it
Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
Be
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Representatives of the
United States\of America in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the President
President
is authorized to appoint, by and with the advice and consent of the
the
Senate, one
additional district judge for the United States District
Senate,
one additional
District
Court for the Middle District of Georgia.
Georgia. When a
shall
a vacancy shall
occur in
in the
the office of the existing district judge for said district such
occur
such
filled.
vacancy shall not
not be
be filled.
Approved March 29, 1949.
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[
CHAPTER 38]
[CHAPTER
38]

AN ACT

To
provide that
that acreage
acreage planted
computing
to cotton in 1949 shall not be used in computing
planted to
To provide
subsequent year.
for any
cotton
acreage allotments
any subsequent
allotments for
cotton acreage

Representatives of the
House of Representatives
Senate and
and House
Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate
United
assembled, That, notwithstandin Congress
Congress assembled,
States of America in
United States
Agricultural Adjustment Act of
III of the Agricultural
ing the provisions of title III
1938, as amended, or of any other law, State, county, and farm acreage
allotments and yields for cotton for any year after 1949 shall be comallotments
regard to yields or to the acreage
acreage planted to cotton
puted without regard
in 1949.
Approved March 29, 1949.
Approved
[
CHAPTER 39]
39]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
AP0T
AN

appointment of postmasters
To
amend the
the Act
Act of
of June
postmasters
relating to the appointment
25, 1938,
1938, relating
June 25,
To amend
civil service.
under civil
service.
under

the
enacted by the Senate and
and House of Representatives
Representatives of the
Be it enacted
1 of
United States of America
in Congress
Congress assembled, That section 1
America in
United
the Act entitled "An Act extending
extending the classified civil service
service to include
postmasters of the first, second, and third classes, and for other purpostmasters
poses", approved
1938 (52 Stat. 1076),
1076), as amended, is amended
25,1938
approved June 25,
"Provided,": "That
striking out the following after the word "Provided,":
by striking
postmasters now serving may continue
continue to serve until the end of their
postmasters
classified civil-service status at the
a classified
but they shall not acquire a
terms, but
2
expiration of such terms of office except as provided in section 2
expiration
hereof", and inserting in lieu thereof
thereof the following:
following: "That posthereof",
appointed in the classified civil service,
masters of the fourth class, appointed
postmasters of other classes,
advance to aahigher class, and postmasters
whose offices advance
appointed
to
relegated to
civil service, whose offices are relegated
the classified
classified civil
in the
appointed in
fourth class, shall continue to serve under their original
original appointappointthe fourth
ment
resignation, retirevacancy occurs by reason of death, resignation,
ment until aa vacancy
ment,
removal, in which event the appointment
appointment shall be made as
ment, or removal,
provided in section 22of the Act".
Approved March 29, 1949.

March 29, 1949
[H.
R. 128]
[H. R.
[Public
Law 28]
[Public Law

Cotton acreage
acreage
Cotton
lotments.

al-

52 Stat. 38.
U. S. C. §
1301 et
§1301
77 U.
seq.;
II, §
§ 1301
seq.; Supp. II,
et seg.
seq.
Post, pp. 670, 1057.
Post,

March
March 29,
29, 1949
[H.
[H. R. 253]
[Public
29]
Law 29]
[Public Law
Service.
Postal Service.
Postmasters
Postmasters
fourth class.

of
of

39 U. S. C. §§31a.

[
CIIAPTER 41]
41]
[CIAPTER

AN ACT
land-based air warning
To
Secretary of the Air Force to establish land-based
warning
To authorize
authorize the Secretary
and
control installations for the national security, and for other purposes.
and control

March
30, 19.19
1919
lMarch 3.
[11.
2546]
.[It. It.. 25461
[Public
301
Pl'ublic Law 30]

it enacted
Representatives of the
the Senate and House of Representatives
enacted by the
Be it
Land-based air
Land-based
United
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary warning
of America in
United States of
control
and control
Installations.
installations.
within
of
the
Air
Force
is
hereby
authorized
develop
within
and
develop
to
establish
authorized
is
hereby
of the Air Force
and without
fulfilling
continental limits of the United States in fulfilling
without the continental
and
the air
responsibilities of
of the
Department of
of the Air Force
the Department
defense responsibilities
air defense
the
such
warning and
and control installations
and facilities,
installations and
air warning
land-based air
such land-based
by
temporary or perby the construction, installation, or equipment of temporary
appurtenances,
manent
facilities, appurtenances,
including buildings, facilities,
works, including
public works,
manent public
utilities,
and access
access roads,
and to
necessary administration
administration
for necessary
to provide for
roads, and
utilities, and
and
without regard
regard to
to sections
sections 1136,
3648, 3734,
3734,
1136, 3648,
therefor, without
planning therefor,
and planning
S. C.,
C., Supp.
Supp.
10 U.
U. S.
Revised
Statutes, as
he may
may deem
national II,
the interest of national
necessary in the
deem necessary
as he
Revised Statutes,
11, §1339; 31 U. S. C.
C.
U.
§
529;
40
U.
S.
C.
§
security:
That not to exceed $85,500,000
$85,500,000 shall be appro- §§ 259, 267.
Provided, That
security: Provided,
5§
priated
for
the
construction
of
public
works
authorized
by
this
section.
priated for the construction of public works authorized by this section. Surveys,
Surveys, etc.
SEC. 2.
2. In
In furtherance
furtherance of
of the
above, the
Secretary of
of the
the Air Force
the Secretary
the above,
SEC.
authorized to make surveys and to acquire lands and rights pertainis authorized
ing thereto
thereto or
other interests therein, including
including the temporary
temporary use
or other
ing
81939*-5o—pr. I -2
81939°--50-PT.
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thereof, by donation, purchase, exchange
exchange of
of Government-owned
lands,
Government-owned lands,
or otherwise, and to place permanent
improvements
permanent and
and temporary
temporary improvements
thereon whether such lands are held in fee or
or under
under
or under
under lease,
lease, or
other temporary
temporary tenure.
Appropriations auth.pprriations
anSEC.
SEC. 3. There
There is hereby authorized
out of
of any
any
authorized to
to be
thorized.
be appropriated,
appropriated, out
Post, p. 1014.
1014.
moneys in the Treasury
Treasury of the United States not
approprinot otherwise
otherwise appropriated, such sums as may be necessary
necessary to
this
to carry
carry out the
the purposes
purposes of
of this
Act, and when so specified
specified in an appropriation Act such amounts
amounts shall
shall
remain available
available until expended.
expended.
SEC.
SEC. 4. The provisions of this Act shall be subject
duties and
subject to
to the
the duties
and
61 Stat. 495.
61Stat.
495.
authority of the Secretary
Secretary of
of Defense
Defense and
and the
the departments
departments and
5U. S. C., Supp.
and
§171 17and
andnotes.
notes.
agencies of the National Military
Establishment as
provided in
in the
the
Military Establishment
as provided
Post,
pp. 30,
Post, pp.
30 579.
579.
National Security
Security Act of 1947 (Public Law 253, Eightieth
Eightieth Congress).
National
Congress).
Approved March
March 30,
30, 1949.
1949.
[CHAPTER 42]
[CHAPTER
42]
March 30, 1949
March
1949
[H. R.
R. 1731]
1731]
[Public Law
Law 31]
31]

ACT
AN ACT
To extend certain provisions of the Housing and Rent Act
as amended,
Act of
of 1947,
1947, as
amended,
and for other purposes.

Housing and
and Rent
Rent
Act of 1949.
1949.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
and House
of the
the
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
United
States of America in Congress
Congress assembled,
United States
That this
this Act
assembled, That
Act may
may
be cited as the
Act of
of 1949".
1949".
the "Housing and
and Rent
Rent Act

TITLE I-AMENDMENT
I—AMENDMENT TO TITLE I
OF HOUSING
HOUSING AND
AND
I OF
RENT ACT OF 1947, AS
AS AMENDED
AMENDED
61 Stat.
Stat. 195.
195.
50 U. S. C., Supp.
II,
app.
§
1884.
II,
§ 1884.
Veterans'
Veterans' preference.

SEC.
S
EC. 2. Section 4
4of the Housing and Rent
as amended,
Rent Act
Act of
of 1947,
1947, as
amended,
is amended
amended to read as
follows:
as follows:
"SEC.
"
SEC. 4. (a)
(a) In order to assure preference
preference or priority to
of
to veterans
veterans of
World War II
II or their
their families—
families"(1)
"
(1) no housing accommodations
accommodations designed for
for single-family
single-family
residence,
residence, the construction
construction or
conversion of
which is
is completed
or conversion
of which
completed
after June 30, 1947, shall be offered for sale or
or sold
sold or
or
or resale,
resale, or
resold, to persons other than veterans
veterans of World
World War
II or
or their
their
War II
families, unless such housing accommodations
accommodations have
have been
been publicly
publicly
exclusively to veterans
offered for sale exclusively
of World
World War
their
veterans of
War II
II or
or their
families (a)
(a) during the period of construction
construction or
or conversion
conversion and
and
thereafter, prior
for thirty days thereafter,
prior to a
sale or
or offering
for sale
to
a sale
offering for
sale to
such nonveterans,
nonveterans, and (b) for a
of seven
seven days
days prior
to a
a
a period
period of
prior to
resale,
resale, or an offering
offering for resale, to such nonveterans;
nonveterans; and
and
"(2) no housing accommodations
accommodations designed for
"(2)
occupancy by
by
for occupancy
other than transients, the construction
conversion of
of which
which is
is
construction or conversion
completed
completed after June 30, 1947, shall be offered for
for rent
rerent,
rent or
or rerent,
rented
or rerented
rerented to
to persons
persons other than veterans of World War II
rented or
II
or
their
families,
unless such housing acommodations
acommodations have
or their
have been
been
publicly offered for rent exclusively
exclusively to veterans
veterans of World
World War
War II
II
or their families (a)
(a) during
during the period of
construction or
or conof construction
conversion
and for thirty days thereafter,
thereafter, prior to aafirst renting
version and
renting or
or
offering
offering for rent to such nonveterans,
nonveterans, and (b)
period of
of
(b) for
for a
a period
seven days prior to aasubsequent renting, or offering
seven
for rent,
offering for
rent, to
to
such nonveterans;
nonveterans; and
and
"(3) no housing accommodations
"(3)
accommodations designed for
single-family
for single-family
residence,
the construction
residence, the
construction or conversion
conversion of which is completed
completed
after June 30, 1947, shall be offered for sale or resale,
after
or sold
or
resale, or
sold or
resold,
to any
any person at a
a price less than the price for which
resold, to
which it
it had
had
been
last offered
been last
offered for sale to veterans of World War II
II or their
their
families for at least seven
days: Provided,
however, That
in no
seven days:
Provided, however
That
in
no
event shall the public ooffering
fferi
ng period
peri
odto veterans of
of World
War II
II
World War
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or their
families total
than thirty
in any
or original
original
less than
thirty days
days in
any first or
or
their families
total less
sale as
required by
(1) of
subsection; and
and
of this
this subsection;
sale
as required
by paragraph
paragraph (1)
"(4)
designed for
for occupancy
occupancy by
by
"(4) no
no housing accommodations
accommodations designed
other than
the construction
construction or
conversion of
or conversion
of which
which
other
than transients,
transients, the
is completed
completed after June
June 30, 1947, shall
or
shall be
be offered for rent or
is
rerent,
rented or
rerented, to
to any
any person
price less
than
at a
a price
less than
or rerented,
person at
rerent, or
or rented
the
offered for rent
rent to
which it
it had been last
last offered
the price
price for
for which
veterans of World War II
seven
II or their families for at least seven
veterans
days :
Provided,
offering
Provided,however,
however, That
That in no event shall the public offering
days:
veterans of
War II
total less
less
II or
or their
their families total
period to veterans
of World
World War
than thirty
days in
in any
any first
renting as
required by
by
first or
or original
original renting
as required
than
thirty days
paragraph (2)
(2) of
this subsection.
of this
paragraph
"(b)
used in this section—
section"(b) As used
"
(1) the
the term
term 'person'
individual, corporation,
corporation,
shall include
include an
an individual,
"(1)
'person' shall
partnership, association
association or any other organized
organized group of persons,
partnership,
or
representative of any of the foregoing.
or aarepresentative
"(2) the term
accommodations' shall include, with"(2)
term 'housing
'housing accommodations'
or land
out limitation,
limitation, any building,
building, structure,
structure, or part thereof, or
appurtenant
real or
property, designed,
designed,
or personal
personal property,
thereto, or
or any
any real
appurtenant thereto,
constructed,
dwelling or residential
residential purposes,
purposes,
constructed, or converted
converted for dwelling
together
in connection
connection
together with all
all privileges,
privileges, services or
or facilities
facilities in
therewith; industrially
industrially made
or prefabricated
made or
prefabricated houses,
houses, sections,
sections,
therewith;
aggregate as a
a'package',
panels, or their aggregate
'package', designed or constructed
constructed
for dwelling or residential purposes; and a
a certificate, deposit,
membership, stock
undivided interest
or undivided
interest in
in real
real estate,
membership,
stock interest, or
under
cooperative mutual
ownership or
under aa cooperative
mutual ownership
or similar
similar plan, which
carries with it the right of occupancy
occupancy of individual dwelling units.
(c) The
and
is authorized
authorized to
to issue
issue regulations and
"(c)
The Housing
Housing Expediter
Expediter is
manner in
in which such
such housing
housing accommodations
accommodations
orders prescribing
prescribing the
the manner
veterans of
shall be publicly offered in good faith for sale or rent to veterans
regulations or orders
orders as
and such other
other regulations
World War II
II or their
their families
families and
he may
interest to
to effectuate
the public
public interest
effectuate the provihe
may deem
deem necessary
necessary in
in the
further authorized
authorized
The Housing
Housing Expediter
Expediter is further
sions of
of this
this section.
section. The
hardship
to grant such exceptions to the provisions of this section for hardship
cases
appropriate.
cases as
as he
he may
may deem appropriate.
"(d)
person who
who willfully
willfully violates
section
of this section
any provision
provision of
violates any
Any person
"(d) Any
shall,
a fine of not more than
be subject
subject to a
shall, upon
upon conviction
conviction thereof, be
$5,000
imprisonment for
for not
not more than one year, or to both such
$5,000 or to imprisonment
fine
fine and imprisonment.
"(e)
shall cease
to be
in effect
at the
close of
June 30,
the close
of June
30,
cease to
be in
effect at
"(e) This
This section
section shall
President proclaims
proclaims that the protection
protection
date that the President
1950, or upon the date
section
to veterans of World War II
II or their families provided by this section
is no longer needed,
whichever date is the earlier, except that as to
needed, whichever
rights or
or liabilities incurred,
incurred, prior to such termioffenses committed,
committed, or rights
nation date, the provisions of this title and regulations
regulations and orders
issued thereunder
force for the
the
thereunder shall be treated as still remaining in force
purpose
sustaining any
action, or
or prosecution
prosecution with
purpose of
of sustaining
any proper
proper suit, action,
respect to
to any
such right,
right, liability,
or offense."
offense."
respect
any such
liability, or

"Person."
"Person."

"Housing accommo"Housing
accommodations."
dations."

Regulations and
Regulations
and
orders.

Penalty.

Termination of section.

TITLE II-MAXIMUM
II—MAXIMUM RENTS
S
EC. 201. (a)
(a) Section 202 (c)
(c) of the Housing and Rent Act of 1947,
SEC.
amended, is
thereof and
(1) thereof
as amended,
is amended
amended by
by striking
striking out
out paragraph
paragraph (1)
inserting in lieu thereof the following:
following:
inserting
"(1)
establishment
accommodations, in any establishment
housing accommodations,
(A) those
those housing
"(1) (A)
million five hundred thousand
thousand
which is located in aacity of less than two minion
population
decennial census and which
which is compopulation according
according to the 1940 decennial
monly
community in
in which it
it is located, which
which
as aahotel
hotel in the community
monly known as
are occupied by persons who are provided customary hotel services
services

61 Stat. 197.
197.
50 U.
U. S. C., Supp.
Supp.
II,
II, app. §
§ 1892
1892 (c) (1).

20

"Used for transient
transient
occupancy."
occupancy."

"Hotel."
"Hotel."

62 Stat. 93.
93.
50 U. S. C., Supp.
Supp.
II, app. §
§1892 (c) (2).
II,
(2).

61 Stat. 197.
50 U. S. C.,
C., Sumo.
Supp.
II,
H, app. §1892 (c)
(c) (
3).
(3).

60 Stat. 207.
50 U. 8.
S. C.,
C., ape.
app.
§§
H 1821-1833;
1821-1833; Supp. II,
1821-1832.
§§§ 1821-1832.

61 Stat. 197.
50 U. S. C., Supp.
H,
(d).
II, app. §
§ 1892 (d).

Post, p.
Post,
p. 25.
61 Stat. 197.
50 U. S. C., Supp.
II, app. §
1 1892 (e).
H,
(e).
"Rent."
"Rent."
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such as maid service, furnishing and
of linen,
telephone and
and laundering
laundering of
linen, telephone
and
secretarial
secretarial or desk service, use and
and upkeep
of furniture
furniture and
and fixtures,
upkeep of
fixtures,
and bellboy
service; or
or
bellboy service;
"(B) those housing accommodations
accommodations in
in hotels
in cities
cities of
of two
hotels in
two
million five hundred thousand population
population or
or more
according to
to the
more according
the
1940 decennial
decennial census (i) which are
in hotels
hotels in
in which
per
are located in
which 75
75 per
centum or more of the occupied
occupied h
ousin g accommodations
on March
March 1,
1,
housing
accommodations on
1949, were used for transient
transient occupancy,
occupancy, or
or (ii)
(ii) which
which are
not
located
are not located
in hotels described in (i)
March 1,
1, 1949,
for
(i) but which on
on March
1949, were
were used
used for
transient occupancy;
occupancy; for the purposes
of this
this subparagraph
purposes of
subparagraph (B
(B)-)—
"(1)
"(1) the term 'used for transient occupancy'
on
occupancy' means
means rented
rented on
a daily basis, to a
a tenant who had not
a
on March
March 1,
1, 1949,
1949, conconnot on
tinuously resided in the hotel for ninety
tinuously
days or
or more;
ninety days
more; and
and
"(2)
"(2) the term 'hotel' means any establishment
establishment which
on June
June
which on
30, 1947,
1947, was commonly
30,
commonly known as a
a hotel in
in the
the community
community in
in
which it
which
it is located
located and was occupied by
appreciable number
number
by an
an appreciable
of persons
persons who were provided
of
provided customary hotel services
as
services such
such as
maid service, furnishing
furnishing and
telephone and
and laundering
laundering of
of linen,
linen, telephone
and
secretarial or desk service,
secretarial
service, use and upkeep
and fixtures,
upkeep of
of furniture
furniture and
fixtures,
and bellboy service;
or".
service; or".
(b) Section 202 (c)
(c) (2)
(2) of the Housing and Rent
(b)
Rent Act
of 1947,
Act of
1947, as
as
amended, is amended by striking out "trailer
trailer space"
"trailer or
or trailer
space" and
and
inserting in lieu thereof
"trailer, or trailer space, used
thereof "trailer,
used exclusively
for
exclusively for
transient occupancy".
occupancy".
(c)
(c) Section
Section 202 (c)
(c) of the Housing and Rent Act
Act of
of 1947,
1947, as
as
amended, is amended
amended,
amended by striking out paragraph (3)
(3) thereof
and
thereof and
inserting
inserting in lieu
thereof the
following:
lieu thereof
the following:
""(3)
(3) any housing accommodations
accommodations (A)
(A) the
the construction
construction of
of
which was
which
was completed on or after February
February 1, 1947, or
or which
are
which are
accommodations created
housing accommodations
by aachange
change from
nonhousing
created by
from a
a nonhousing
to
housing use on or after February
to aahousing
February 1,
are addi1, 1947, or
or which
which are
additional
accommodations created by
tional housing accommodations
conversion on
or after
after
by conversion
on or
February
1947: Provided,
February 1,
1, 1947:
Provided, however, That any housing
housing accomaccommodations
conversion created
modations resulting
resulting from any conversion
after the
the
created on
on or
or after
effective
date of the Housing and Rent Act of 1949 shall
effective date
shall continue
continue
to be controlled
accommodations unless
to
controlled housing accommodations
unless the
the Housing
Housing
Expediter issues
issues an order decontrolling
Expediter
decontrolling them,
them, which he
he shall
issue
shall issue
if he
he finds that the conversion resulted in
if
in additional,
additional, selfselfcontained
regulations issued by
contained family
family units as defined by regulations
him:
by him:
And
further, That contracts for the rental
And provided
provided further,
rental of
housing
of housing
accommodations to veterans of World War II
accommodations
II and
and their
their immediate
immediate
families,
construction of which was assisted
families,. the
the construction
assisted by allocations
or
priorities under
under Public Law 388, Seventy-ninth
or priorities
Seventy-ninth Congress,
approved May
May 22,
approved
22.
,1946, shall remain in full force and
effect; or
or
and effect;
(B)
completed on or
(B) the
the construction
construction of which was completed
after February
February
or after
1, 1945,
1945, and
1, 1947, and which
1,
and prior to February
February 1,
the
which between
between the
date .of completion
date
completion and June 30, 1947, both
dates inclusive,
both dates
inclusive, at
at
no time
time were
no
were rented
rented (other than to members of the immediate
immediate
family of the landlord) as
as housing
housing accommodations;
accommodations; or".
(d)
(d) Section
Section 202 (d)
(d) of such Act, as amended,
is amended
amended by
by strikstrikamended, is
ing out "in
in which maximum rents were being regulated
ing
under such
such
regulated under
Act on
March 1,
1, 194",
Act
on .March
1947", and inserting
inserting in lieu thereof
thereof the
following:
the following:
"in which
which maximum
regulated under
"in
maximum rents (1)
(1) were being regulated
under such
such Act
Act
on
March
1, 1947, or (2)
on March 1,
(2) are established or reestablished
reestablished pursuant
pursuant to
to
section
204
(i) (1) or (2)
(2) of this title".
section
(i)
(e) Section
Housing and Rent
(e)
Section 202 (e)
(e) of the Housing
1947, as
as
Rent Act
Act of
of 1947,
amended, is amended
amended to read
as follows:
follows:
read as
"(e) The
The term
term 'rent'
'rent' means
"(e)
means the consideration,
consideration, including
including any bonus,
benefit,
or
gratuity
connection with
benefit, or gratuity demanded
demanded or received
received for or in connection
with
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the use or occupancy
occupancy of housing accommodations,
the transfer
transfer of
of
accommodations, or
or the
aalease of housing accommodations."
accommodations."
SEC.
of 1947,
SEC. 202. Section 203 (b)
(b) of the Housing and Rent Act of
1947, as
as
amended,
amended, is amended
amended to read as
as follows:
follows:
"(b) On the termination
"(b)
termination of rent control in any area
area or
portion
or portion
thereof
thereof under this title all records and other data (and the cabinets
cabinets
or containers holding such records and
or held
in connecconnecand data) used
used or
held in
maintenance of maximum
tion with the establishment and maintenance
maximum rents
rents in
in
such area or portion thereof by the Housing Expediter,
all predpredExpediter, and
and all
ecessor agencies, shall, on request, be transferred without
reimbursewithout reimbursement to the proper officials of any State or local
of
local subdivision
subdivision of
government
government that may be charged
charged with the duty
duty of
of administering
administering aa
rent-control program in any State or local subdivision of government
rent-control
government
to which such records and data may be applicable:
Provided, however,
applicable: Provided,
however,
That any such records or data (and the cabinets or containers
containers holding
holding
such records
records or data)
data) shall be so made available
available subject
recall for
subject to
to recall
for
use in carrying out the purposes of this
this title."
title."
SEC.
SEC. 203. (a)
(a) Section 204 (a)
(a) of the Housing
Housing and Rent Act of 1947,
as amended, is amended by striking out
out "March
"March 31,
1949" and
and insertinsert31, 1949"
ing in lieu thereof "June
30, 1950".
"June 30,
(b)
(b) of such Act,
Act, as
(b) Section 204 (b)
as amended,
amended to
to read
read
amended, is
is amended
s
fr»11
nr50
as
as follows:
"(b) (1)
(1) Subject to the provisions of
(2) and
and (3)
of
of paragraphs
paragraphs (2)
(3) of
subsections (h)
this subsection, and subsections
(h) and
(1), during
period beginbeginand (i),
during the
the period
ning on the effective date of this title
and ending
the date
date this
this
title and
ending on
on the
title ceases to be in effect, no person shall demand, accept, or receive
any rent for the use or occupancy of any controlled housing accomaccommodations
modations greater than the
maximum rent
the maximum
rent established
established under
under the
the
authority of the Emergency
Emergency Price
Act of
of 1942,
as amended,
amended,
Price Control
Control Act
1942, as
and in
in effect
Provided,however,
and
effect with respect
respect thereto
thereto on June 30, 1947: Provided,
Expediter shall,
That the Housing
Housing Expediter
shall, by
by regulation
order, make
make such
regulation or
or order,
such
adjustments in such maximum
individual and general adjustments
rents in
maximum rents
in any
any
defense-rental area or any portion thereof, or with
defense-rental
respect to
any
with respect
to any
accommodations or any class of housing accommodations
housing accommodations
accommodations
within any such area or any portion thereof, as may
to
may be necessary
necessary to
remove
remove hardships or to correct other inequities, or further to carry
carry out
out
the purposes and
this title:
however, That
the
and provisions
provisions of
of this
title: Provided,
Provided,however
That the
landlord certifies that he is maintaining
as of the
maintaining all services
services furnished as
the
determining the maximum rent
date determining
and that
that he
to
rent and
he will
will continue
continue to
maintain such services so long as
such maximum
as the adjustment
adjustment in
in such
maximum
rent which may be granted
in effect.
making and
recomgranted continues
continues in
effect. In
In making
and recommending
mending individual
individual and general adjustments
adjustments to remove
or
remove hardships
hardships or
to correct other inequities, the Housing Expediter
Expediter and the
boards
the local boards
shall observe the principle
principle of maintaining
maintaining maximum
maximum rents
conrents for
for controlled housing accommodations,
accommodations, so far as is practicable,
practicable, at
at levels
levels
which will yield to landlords aa fair net operating
operating income from such
housing accommodations. In determining
whether the
the maximum
rent
determining whether
maximum rent
for controlled
controlled housing accommodations
net operating
accommodations yields a
a fair
fair net
operating
income
accommodations, due
income from such housing accommodations,
consideration shall
shall be
be
due consideration
given to the following, among other relevant
relevant factors: (A)
(A) Increases
Increases
in property taxes; (B)
unavoidable increases
in operating
(B) unavoidable
increases in
operating and
and mainmainexpenses; (C)
(C) major capital improvement
tenance expenses;
improvement of
of the
the housing
housing
accommodations as distinguished from
accommodations
repair, replacement,
replacement,
from ordinary
ordinary repair,
and maintenance;
maintenance; (D) increases or decreases
decreases in living space, services,
services,
furniture, furnishings,
furnishings, or equipment
d (E)
equipment;; an
and
(E) substantial
substantial deterioradeterioraaccommodations, other than
tion of the housing accommodations,
ordinary wear
than ordinary
wear
and tear, or failure to perform
perform ordinary repair, replacement,
replacement, or
or
maintenance.
maintenance.

61
61 Stat. 197.
50 U. S. C., Supp.
In. app. §§1893 (b).
II,
Transfer of records,
records,
t local
local
o governetc., etc.,
to
governments.

stat. 197.

Transfer of

ments.

61 Stat.
Stat. 197;
197; 62
9461
Stat.
62 Stat.
94.
50 U.
U. S. C.,
50
C., Supp.
Supp.
II, app. §1894 (a).

s.

II, app. §1894 (a).
61 Stat. 198.
6
Stat.
198.
50 U.
U. S.
C., Supp.
Supp.
S. C.,
ii,
§1894
II, app. §
1894 (b).
Maximum rents.
Maximum
rents.

56 Stat. 23.
app
50 U. S. C. app.
§§ 901-922, 923-946;
Supp. II, §901 et seq.
91 t seq.
Adjustments.

56 Stat.
.
9ol-922, 923-946;

'Ajusrnn

Certification of servCertificatlonofserv.
ices by landlord.

los by landlord.
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"(2) In
In any case in which a
avalid written lease with respect to any
was entered
with
housing accommodations
accommodations was
entered into
into and
and filed
filed in
in accordance
accordance with
as then
then in
in effect,
lease
the provisions of
of this subsection
subsection (b)
(b) as
effect, and
and such
such lease
was
i
n effect
effect on
the effective
of the
Housing and
and Rent
Act of
of
was in
on the
effective date
date of
the Housing
Rent Act
1949,
accommodations shall
the
provisions
1949, such housing accommodations
shall be
be subject
subject to
to the provisions
of
such lease
lease is
terminated or
the maximum
of this title and, until such
is terminated
or expires,
expires, the
maximum
rent for
for said
shall be
the rent
set forth
in said
said lease.
lease.
rent
said accommodations
accommodations shall
be the
rent set
forth in
Termination.
Termination.
"(3) In
In any case in which a
a valid written lease with respect
"(3)
respect to
to any
accommodations was
entered into
into and
accordance
housing accommodations
was entered
and filed
filed in
in accordance
with the
as then
the provisions of
of this
this subsection
subsection (b)
(b) as
then in
in effect,
effect, and
and such
such
lease has heretofore
heretofore terminated
terminated or
terminates or
or
or expired
expired or
or hereafter
hereafter terminates
expires, such housing accommodations
shall be
subject to
to the
the proproaccommodations shall
be subject
visions of this title and the maximum
maximum rent for
for said accommodations
accommodations
shall be the rent set forth in
or minus
minus applicable
applicable indiin said lease, plus or
indiDefense-rental area.
Defeserental
area. vidual adjustments: Provided,
Provided, however,
however? That if such housing accommodations are in aadefense-rental
increase in
in
defense-rental area
area in
in which
which aageneral
general increase
maximum rents has been or is
granted, the
rent
is hereafter
hereafter granted,
the maximum
maximum rent
shall be said lease rent plus
applicable individual
plus or
or minus
minus applicable
individual adjustadjustments, or the maximum rent in the absence
absence of a
whichever is
is
a lease, whichever
higher.
Filing
report.
Filing of
of report.
"(4) If
If aa lease entered into under
"(4)
under this subsection has
has heretofore
terminated or hereafter
hereafter terminates,
prior to
the expiration
date of
terminated
terminates, prior
to the
expiration date
of such
such
shall file
file with
Housing Expediter
lease, the landlord
landlord shall
with the
the Housing
Expediter a
a report
report of
of
the termination
termination of such lease, unless a
a report of such
such termination
termination was
filed with the Housing Expediter
Expediter prior to the effective
effective date of the
Housing and Rent Act of 1949. Such report shall
within 15
shall be
be filed
filed within
15
days after the date of such termination or
the effective
effective
or 15 days after
after the
date of the Housing and
is the
the later
date.
and Rent
Rent Act of
of 1949,
1949, whichever
whichever is
later date.
Defense-rental area
area
fefeuse-rental
"(5)
"(5) In
In order to help assure fair adjustments
adjustments for tenants and small
officer.
landlords, the Housing Expediter
Expediter is authorized and
to desigdesigand directed
directed to
nate for every defense-rental
defense-rental area an officer whose
function shall
shall be
be to
whose function
to
assist tenants and small landlords
landlords by—
by"(A)
"(A) informing them concerning
concerning the conditions under which
rent adjustments
adjustments may
may be
be obtained;
obtained;
"(B)
preparation of applications for rent adjust"
(
B) helping in the preparation
ments
ments ;and
and
"(Ct
"(CS providing them with such other information
information and services
as may be necessary
necessary and appropriate."
61 Stat.
198.
61
lo.
(c)
204 (c)
of the
(c) Section 204
(c) of
Housing and
of 1947,
1947, as
as
the Housing
and Rent Act
Act of
S0Stat.
U.
c., supp.
50
U. S.
S. C.,
Supp.
II,
1894 (c).
(c).
n, app. §i1894
amended, is amended
amended by
adding after
after the
the first
sentence thereof
thereof the
the
by adding
first sentence
Luxury housing acfollowing
"The Housing
Expediter is
is further
further authorauthornew sentence:
sentence: "The
Housing Expediter
Luxury housing c
following new
commodations.
commodations.
ized and
directed to remove maximum rents for any or all luxury
and directed
housing accommodations
defense-rental area or portion thereof,
accommodations in any defense-rental
if in his judgment such action would result
creation of
of addiaddiresult in
in the creation
tional rental units by
conversion."
by conversion."
61i6Stat.
Stat. 198.
1s9. Stipp.
(d) (1)
(1) Section 204 "and"
(e) (2)
(2) of such Act, as
as amended,
amen d
ed, is
i
s amended
amen d
edb
y
by
(d)
50 U.
U.S.
S. C., Surf.
II, app. §18s
(2).
n,
I1894 (e)
(e)(2).
strikinkr,
striking out
the word
word "and"
and" immediately
precedi ng th
wor ds "
st
en out the
immediately preceding
thee words
"stenographic assistance"
a comma in lieu thereof
assistance" and inserting a
thereof and
and by
by
inserting, immediately
immediately following the words "stenographic
assistance",
"stenographic assistance"
following: "and reporting
the following:
reporting services for public hearings (including
(including
attendance fees)".
fees) ".
attendance
61 Stat. 199.
61
(2)
(2) Section 204 (e)
(e) (3)
(3) of such Act, as amended, is amended by
60 Stat.
U. S. 199.
C. Sapp.
(e) (3).
n, §1894
1894 (e)
3).
adding
at the
the end thereof
"If the Housing
adding at
thereof the following new sentence: "If
Housing
Expediter
Expediter approves or disapproves
disapproves any recommendation
recommendation of a
a local
board he shall promptly notify
writing of
of such
such
notify the
the local
local board
board in
in writing
action."
action."
62 Star.
Stat. 96.
Valid written
written leases.
Valid
leases.

50 U.S.C., Supp.
app. 1894 (e) (4) (A).
61 Stat. 18.
198.
50
50 U.
U. S. C., Stipp.
IL app. §1894 (e) (1).
Poi, p.
P, 23,
2=.

6ap25u.s

ap stat.

supp.
l

S. isp.
p.
r.

(3) Section
Section 204
204 (e)
(e) (4)
Act 2as
is amended
amended b
by
(3)
(4) (A)
(A) of
of such
such Act:
as amended,
amended, is
striing out
out "interpleader"
"interpleader" and
striking
an d inserting
i
nserti ng in lieu
li eu thereof
thereof "pleadings".
"pleadings.
(4)andSoo much
of the
sentence
(e)
sentence
of section
section
(e) (1)
(1)
aproviso
the Housng(4)
ent Act
of first
1947,
as amended,
as 204
precedes
theof
i
ing and Rent Act of 1947, as amended,
amended, as precedes
precedes the proviso is
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amended
amended to read as follows: "The Housing
Housing Expediter
Expediter is
is authorized
authorized

Local advisory
Local
advisory

board.
and directed
directed to create and, if necessary, continue
continue in existence until board.
the
termination
defense-rental area (whether
the termination of this Act in each defense-rental
(whether or
or
not
not under Federal rent control)
control) or such portion thereof
thereof as he
he may
may
designate,
designate, local advisory boards. The Housing Expediter
Expediter shall,
shall, whenwhenever in his judgment there is need therefor, create
create a
advisory
a local
local advisory
board in any part of an area designated under the provisions
board
of the
the
provisions of

Emergency Price Control Act of 1942, as amended,
amended, prior
56
Stat. 23.
Emergency
prior to
to March
March 1,
1,
6stat3.
23.
50 u. S. C. app.
1947, as
have resulted
1947,
as an area where defense activities have
resulted or
or threaten
threatenr§ §¢ 901-922, 9
23 -946;
923-946;
II, §901 et seq.
to
result in
in an
increase in
accommodations Supp.
upp. II, 901 et seq.
to result
an increase
in the rents for housing accommodations
inconsistent
inconsistent with the purposes of such Act, in
in which
maximum rents
which maximum
rents
were not being regulated
regulated under such Act
on March
1, 1947.
1947. Each
Each
Act on
March 1,
such board shall consist of not less than five
five members who are
are citizens
citizens
of the area and who,
who, insofar as practicable,
practicable, as a
agroup are
representare representative of the affected interests in the area, to be
ative
appointed by
by the
be appointed
the
Housing
Housing Expediter, from recommendations
made by
by the
the respective
respective
recommendations made
Governors
Governors :".
:".
(5)
(e) (1) is amended
(5) Section
Section 204 (e)
amended by adding
adding after
after the
senthe third
Ante, p.
p. 22.
22.
third senAnt,
tence thereof
following: "Upon
thereof the following:
"Upon petition by a
arepresentative
representative group
group Hearing.
of tenants or landlords, the board, if it
subit finds that the
the petition
petition is
is substantial in character, shall hold a
with
a public hearing
hearing in
in accordance
accordance with
the requirements
paragraph (4) of
requirements set forth in paragraph
subsection on
on any
any
of this
this subsection
of the
the matters
matters set forth in subparagraphs
subparagraphs (A)
of
(A) and (B) of this paraparagraph. Such hearing shall be begun within thirty days after
after the
the
filing of such petition, and shall be completed within
within thirty
thirty days
days
after it
it is begun. Should the board for any
reason fail
fail to
to hold
hold such
any reason
such
hearing, the Housing Expediter, upon notice
given by
by
notice of
of that
that fact
fact given
such group, shall (unless he finds that the
the petition
petition is
is not
not substantial
substantial
character) hold a
a public
in character)
public hearing
hearing in like manner
manner on
on such
such matters.
matters.
Such hearing
hearing shall be begun within thirty days after
giving of
after the
the giving
of
such notice by such group, and shall be completed
such
completed within
thirty days
days
within thirty
after it
it is begun. If
Filing
complaint
If the Housing Expediter
Expediter finds
finds that
petition
that such
such petition
FliEng of
of complaint
with Emergency Court
is
not
substantial in character,
a complaint with
is not substantial
character, such group may file a
with ofAppeals.
of Appeals.
the Emergency
Emergency Court of Appeals within thirty days
days after
the date
date
after the
such finding
finding is made. Thereupon,
Thereupon, if it
it finds that the Housing
Housing ExpeExpediter's finding
finding is not in accordance
accordance with
with law,
the Emergency
Court of
law, the
Emergency Court
of
Appeals shall have jurisdiction
Appeals
jurisdiction to enter, within thirty
thirty days
after the
days after
the
date of filing of such complaint,
complaint, an order directing
directing the
Housing
the Housing
Expediter to hold such hearing. If
Expediter
If a
a hearing is held
the
held by
by either
either the
board
board or the Housing
Housing Expediter,
Expediter, a
a recommendation
by the
the board
board or
or
recommendation by
decision by the Housing
Housing Expediter, as the
be, on
the case
case may
may be,
on the
the merits
merits
of the matter shall be rendered
rendered within thirty days from
from the
the date
date of
of
completion
completion of such hearing,
hearing, and the local board forthwith
forthwith shall
shall forward
forward
its recommendation
recommendation to the Housing Expediter."
Expediter."
(e)
(e) The paragraph immediately
immediately following section
(e) (4)
(E)
section 204
204 (e)
(4) (E)
of the Housing and Rent Act of 1947, as
as amended,
amended, is
is amended
amended to
to read
read 65(3 s t-.
9.,Supp.II,
.
as follows:
app. §1894
§1894 (e)
(4) (E).
(E).
app.
e) (4)
Filing of complaint
"Any representative
representative group of interested
"Any
interested parties
parties or
the local
local board
or the
board with
rw'igt
of complaint
Emergency
may
file a
a complaint
concerning such recommendation
recommendation with the EmerCourt of
of Appeals
Emer- court
may file
complaint concerning
Appeals.
gency Court of Appeals within thirty days after the date on
gency
on which
which
the Housing Expediter
Expediter notifies the local board of
or the
the
of his
his decision,
decision, or
date of the expiration of such thirty-day
thirty-day period, as
as the
the case
case may
may.be.
be.
If the Housing Expediter
If
Expediter holds the hearing,
group may
may file
file aa
hearing, such
such group
complaint
complaint with the Emergency Court
thirty days
Court of
of Appeals
Appeals within
within thirty
days
after the rendering of his decision,
decision, or within thirty
after the
thirty days
days after
the
expiration of the time within which
which his
should be
be made.
his decision
decision should
made.
A
similar right
Meg of appeaL
Bigmtappe
A similar
right of appeal shall be afforded in the event the Housing
Expediter makes a
a decision as to a
a general adjustment
Expediter
adjustment or
or as
to
as to
removal
removal of maximum rents for any class of housing accommodations
accommodations
(other than for luxury housing accommodations
(other
accommodations under
under the
the second
second

24
Ante,
22.
Ante, p. 22.

Filing of recommenrecommenFiling
dation
Emergency
dation in Emergency
Appeals.
Court of
of Appeals.

Finality
Finality of decree.

62
62 Stat.
Stat. 97.
97.
50U.S.C.,
50 U. S.C., Supp.
Stipp. II,
(e)
app. f1894
§1894
(e) (5)(5)(A).
(A).

Post,
p. 29.
29.
Post, p.

62
82 Stat. 98.
50 U.
U. S.
S. C., Supp.
II,
app. 1894
II, app.
1801 (e) ().
(6).
61 Stat. 199.
199.
50 U.
U. S.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
Spp.
II, app. §§
1894
1894 (f).
(f).
Termination
of title.
title.
Terminationof
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sentence of section 204 (c))
(c) )on his
initiative. The
Clerk of
the
his own
own initiative.
The Clerk
of the
Emergency Court of
Emergency
notify the
Housing Expediter
Expediter in
of Appeals
Appeals shall
shall notify
the Housing
in
writing of the filing of any such
such complaint
complaint promptly
after it
has been
promptly after
it has
been
so filed. Within fifteen days after
by the
the
after the
the receipt
receipt of
of such
such notice
notice by
Housing Expediter, the Housing
Housing Expediter
file such
such recomrecomExpediter shall
shall file
mendation or decision in the Emergency
Court of
of Appeals,
Appeals, together
together
Emergency Court
with the record and statement
the local
local board
or of
the
statement of
of findings
findings of
of the
board or
of the
Expediter and such statement
Housing Expediter
statement as
as the
the Housing
Expediter may
may
Housing Expediter
desire to make as to
on the
the
to his views on
the matter.
matter. The
The statement
statement of
of the
Housing Expediter
Expediter may be
accompanied by
by such
such supporting
supporting informabe accompanied
information as the Housing Expediter deems
deems appropriate.
Thereupon: the
appropriate. Thereupon,
the
Emergency
Emergency Court of Appeals shall have jurisdiction
jurisdiction to
to enter,
within
enter, within
sixty days after the date of its receipt
of such
such recommendation
receipt of
recommendation or
or
decision from the Housing
Housing Expediter (or
(or within
additional
within such
such additional
period of not more than thirty days as
necessary
as the
the court
court may
may find
find necessary
in exceptional
exceptional cases),
cases), an order approving or disapproving
disapproving the
the recomrecommendation of the local board or decision of the
Housing Expediter.
Expediter.
the Housing
The recommendation,
recommendation, record, and
statement of
of findings
findings of
of the
the local
and statement
local
board or decision, record, and statement of findings of
of the
Housing
the Housing
Expediter, as the case may be, together
the statement
and suptogether with
with the
statement and
supporting information
information filed by
by the
the Housing
Housing Expediter,
Expediter, shall
shall constitute
constitute
the record before the court. If
the court
If the
court determines
determines that
that the
the recomrecommendation or decision is not in accordance
with law,
or that
that the
the evieviaccordance with
law, or
dence in the record before the court, including such additional
additional evidence
evidence
as may be adduced before the court, is not
to
not of
of sufficient
sufficient weight
weight to
justify such recommendation
recommendation or decision, the
court shall
enter an
an
the court
shall enter
order disapproving
disapproving such recommendation
recommendation or
it
or decision;
decision; otherwise
otherwise it
shall enter an order approving
approving such recommendation
recommendation or
or decision.
decision. The
The
judgment
judgment and decree of the court shall be
final. The
The powers
herebe final.
powers heretofore granted by law to the Emergency
Emergency Court of Appeals
Appeals are
are hereby
hereby
purposes of exercise
continued for purposes
exercise of the jurisdiction granted
granted by
by this
this
subsection. The court shall prescribe rules governing its procedure in
in
such manner as to expedite
expedite the determination
determination of
of which
which it
has
of cases
cases of
it has
jurisdiction,
jurisdiction, under this paragraph. The Housing Expediter,
Expediter, the
the local
local
board, representative
representative groups of
board,
representatives
of interested
interested parties,
parties, and
and representatives
of the
or States involved, shall be granted, to the extent deterof
the State
State or
mined by the court, an opportunity
opportunity to be heard, by
pleadings or
or otherotherby pleadings
wise,
be repres
en t
edb
y counse
l
.
"
wise with
with right
right to
to be
represented
by
counsel."
(f) (1) The proviso contained
contained in
in section
section 204
of such
such
204 (e)
(e) (5)
(5) (A)
(A) of
is amended
out "provisions
section
Act, as
as amended,
amended, is
amended by
by striking
striking out
"provisions of
of section
209" and inserting in lieu thereof "regulations
"regulations and orders with respect
respect
to practices relating to the recovery of possession of housing accomaccommodations issued under
under section 209".
209".
. (2)
(2) The
The first
of section
section 204
204 (
e )(6)
ofsuch
suc hA
ct, as
as amended,
amended,
first sentence
sentence of
(e)
(6) of
Act,
by inserting
after
the
word
is amended
amended by
inserting a
a period
period immediately
immediately after the word "sub"subsection
section" and by striking out the remainder
the sentence.
sentence.
remainder of the
Act, as
as amended,
is amended
amended to
(g) Section
Section 204 (f)
(f) of
of such
such Act,
amended, is
to read
read
as follows:
follows:
"(f)
"(f) The provisions of this title shall cease
at the
cease to
to be
be in
in effect
effect at
the
close.of June 30, 1950, or upon the date of a
proclamation by
by the
the
a proclamation
a concurrent
President or upon the date specified in a
concurrent resolution by
by
the two Houses of the Congress, declaring
declaring that
further continuance
that the
the further
continuance
of .the authority granted
this title
title is
not necessary
granted by
by this
is not
necessary because
because of
of the
the
existence of an emergency,
whichever date
is the
the earlier;
except that
existence
emergency, whichever
date is
earlier; except
that
as to .rights or liabilities incurred prior to such termination
date, the
termination date,
the
provisions of this title and regulations,
regulations, orders, and requirements
requirements
thereunder
thereunder shall be treated as still remaining in force
force for the purpose
of sustaining
sustaining
any proper suit or action with respect to any such
any
such right
right
or
liability."
or liability.'-
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(h) Section
61 Stat. 197.
197.
(h)
Section 204 of such Act, as amended, is amended by adding
adding
S. C.,
50 U. S.
C., Supp.
at the end thereof
following new
thereof the following
subsections:
new subsections:
II, app. §
§ 1894.
II,
Maximum rent
for
which were
were not
"(h) For controlled
controlled housing
housing accommodations
accommodations which
not Maximum
rent for
controlled housing acincluded within
within the definition
definition of 'controlled
'controlled housing
housing accommodations'
accommodations' cotmodastions
a
commodations.

as such definition read prior to the effective date of
of the
the Housing
and
Housing and
Rent Act of 1949, the maximum rent shall be the maximum rent last
last
in effect for such housing accommodations
accommodations under
under Federal
control,
Federal rent
rent control,
plus or minus applicable
applicable adjustments;
adjustments; or, if no maximum
maximum rent
rent was
was
ever in effect for such housing
housing accommodations,
accommodations, the maximum rent
rent
prevailing in the defense-rental
shall be the rent generally prevailing
defense-rental area
area for
for
comparable
comparable controlled housing accommodations
accommodations within such
such area,
area, plus
or minus applicable
Provided,That in the case of those
applicable adjustments: Provided,
accommodations in hotels which were not included
controlled housing accommodations
included
within the definition of 'controlled
'controlled housing accommodations'
as such
accommodations' as
such
definition
definition read prior to the effective date of the Housing
Housing and Rent
Rent
Act of 1949, the maximum
maximum rent shall be the rent in effect
such
effect for
for such
accommodations on March 1, 1949.
accommodations
"(i)
(1) Whenever
"(i) (1)
Whenever a
a local advisory
advisory board in
in any
any defense-rental
defense-rental
area
regulated under
area in which maximum rents were never regulated
under the
the EmerEmergency Price Control Act of 1942, as amended,
amended, after
after having
having deterdetermined,
mined, with respect to the area over which it has jurisdiction
jurisdiction or
or any
portion thereof, either that (A)
(A) a
a scarcity
scarcity of rental housing has
developed as aaresult of national defense activity, or (B)
developed
(B) employment
employment
or other conditions have changed
changed to such an extent
extent as
as to make the
the
supply of rental housing inadequate
inadequate to
rents
to meet the
the demand,
demand, or
or (C)
(C) rents
have increased
increased or are about to increase unreasonably, recommends
recommends
that such action is necessary
appropriate in
necessary or appropriate
effectuate the
the
in order to effectuate
purposes
purposes of this title, the Housing Expediter, if
if such
such recommendation
recommendation
is appropriately
appropriately substantiated,
substantiated, shall by regulation
regulation or order establish
establish
such maximum
maximum rent or maxmium
maxmium rents for
any housing
housing accommodaaccommodafor any
tions (except
(except those not included within
'controlled
within the
the definition
definition of
of 'controlled
housing accommodations') in such area or portion thereof as
as in
in his
his
judgment
equitable. In establishing
judgment will be fair and equitable.
maximum
establishing any maximum
rent for any housing accommodations
accommodations under this paragraph,
paragraph, the
the
Housing
Expediter shall give due consideration
Housing Expediter
consideration to
to the
the rents
rents prevailing
prevailing
comparable housing accommodafor such housing accommodations,
accommodations, or comparable
accommodations, on such date as he deems appropriate, not earlier
earlier than
than the date
date
enactment of the Housing
Housing and Rent Act of 1949,
of the enactment
1949, and he shall
shall
adjustment for such relevant
make adjustment
relevant factors
factors as he shall determine
determine and
and
deem to be of general
general applicability
applicability in respect of such
such accommodations,
accommodations,
including
property taxes and other costs
including increases
increases or decreases
decreases in property
within such defense-rental
defense-rental area. For the
of this
this paragraph
paragraph
the purposes
purposes of
the term 'defense-rental
'defense-rental area' means
designated
means any part of an area designated
under the
the provisions of the Emergency
Emergency Price Control Act of 1942, as
as
under
amended, prior
prior to
March 1,
1, 1947,
1947, as
area where
where defense
defense activities
to March
as an
an area
activities
have resulted or threaten
threaten to result in an increase in the rent for housing
housing
accomnodations
inconsistent with the purposes of such Act.
accommodations inconsistent
"(2) Whenever a
a local advisory
advisory board
"(2)
area
board in
in any
any defense-rental
defense-rental area
in which housing accommodations
accommodations were
decontrolled by
by administraadministrawere decontrolled
tive action taken, prior to the date of the enactment
enactment of the Housing
Housing
and Rent
Rent Act of 1949, under
under the Emergency
Emergency Price
Act of
Price Control
Control Act
of 1942,
1942,
this title,
title, after
as amended, or under
under this
after having
having determined
with respect
determined with
respect
to the area over which it
thereof,
it has jurisdiction, or any portion thereof,
either that (A)
(A) a
ascarcity of rental housing has developed
developed as a
a result
result
of national defense activity, or (B)
(B) employment
or other
other conditions
conditions
employment or
have
have changed to such an extent as to make the supply
supply of
of rental
housrental housing inadequate to meet the demand, or (C)
(C) rents
increased or
or
rents have
have increased
are about to increase unreasonably, recommends
that such
recommends that
such action
action is
is
necessary
appropriate in order to
necessary or appropriate
effectuate the
purposes of
of this
this
to effectuate
the purposes

Hotels.

Hotels.

Establishment of
maximum rents
in
in
defense-rental area.

Estabimshmentt of

defense-rentalarea.
56 Stat. 23.
56
U. SC.
S. C. app.
50 Stat.23.
§§ 901-922,
901-922,

92394 6
923-946

Supp. II, §901 et seg.
supp.
II, 901 et eq.

"Defense-rental
area."
56 Stat. 23.
50 U.
U. S. C.
C. app.
§§ 901-922, 923-9 46;
Supp.
Supp. II,
II, §901 et seq.

"Defense-rental
56
23.
§§ 90U-2, 923-946;
901 et seq.

of

Reestablishment
Reestablishment of
maximum rent in
rea.
defense-rental area.

dense-rental

in

56 Stat. 23.
app
50 U. S. C. app.
§§ 901-922,
901-922 923-946;
923-946;
Supp. II,
901 et seq.

5 Sat. 23.

A§

suPP II, 901 c tq.
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Restriction
Restriction on
on rereestablishment of maxestablishment
maximum
imum rents.
rents.

of FedTermination of
eral rent control by
by
State.

"State."
"State."
Public announcement of
decontrol.
of decontrol.

"State."
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title, the Housing Expediter, if
such recommendation
recommendation is
if such
is appropriately
appropriately
substantiated, shall by regulation
regulation or
order reestablish
maximum rents
or order
reestablish maximum
rents
for any or all such housing accommodations
in such
portion
accommodations in
such area
area or
or portion
thereof. For the purposes of this paragraph
paragraph the
the term
term 'defense-rental
'defense-rental
area'
area' has the meaning assigned
to such
such term
term in
in paragraph
paragraph (1)
(1) of
assigned to
of this
this
subsection.
subsection.
"(3)
"(3) Any local advisory
advisory board may recommend
to the
the Housing
recommend to
Housing
Expediter that he exercise the authority
authority granted
granted to
him by
by parato him
paragraph (4)
(4) of this subsection
subsection to reestablish
maximum rents
rents for
or
reestablish maximum
for any
any or
accommodations, within the
all housing accommodations,
defense-rental area
the defense-rental
area over
over
which such board has jurisdiction,
jurisdiction 'which
or after
which are
are decontrolled
decontrolled on
on or
after
the date of the enactment of
and Rent
Rent Act
1949, by
of the
the Housing and
Act of
of 1949,
by
administrative
administrative action taken under
this title.
title.
under this
"(4)
"(4) The Housing Expediter, upon recommendation
recommendation of
of aa local
local
advisory board or upon his own initiative, whenever
whenever in
judgment
in his
his judgment
such action
action is necessary or proper in order to effectuate
effectuate the
the purposes
purposes
regulation
of this title, may by no
illation or order
rents
order reestablish
reestablish maximum
maximum rents
for any or all controlled housing accommodations, in any defensedefenserental area,
area, which are decontrolled
on or
or after
after the
date of
enactdecontrolled on
the date
of the
the enactment of the Housing and Rent Act
1949, by
administrative action
action
Act of 1949,
by administrative
title.
taken under this title.
"(5) In the case of housing accommodations
"(5)
accommodations for
which a
amaximum
maximum
for which
rent is reestablished
reestablished pursuant to paragraph
paragraph (2)
(2) or
of this
this subor (4)
(4) of
subsection, the maximum rent shall be the maximum rent
for
rent last
last in
in effect
effect for
such housing accommodations
accommodations under
rent control,
control, plus
plus or
under Federal rent
or
minus applicable adjustments;
adjustments; or,
or if no maximum rent
rent was
was ever
ever in
in
accommodations, the maximum rent
effect for such housing accommodations,
shall be
rent shall
be
the rent generally
generally prevailing
prevailing for comparable
comparable controlled
controlled housing
housing
accommodations
accommodations within such area, plus or minus applicable
adjustapplicable adjustments.
"(0)
maximum rents
shall be
established or
or reestablished
under
"(6) No
No maximum
rents shall
be established
reestablished under
this subsection
accommodations (A) in the
subsection for any housing accommodations
the case
case of
of
which maximum
maximum rents have been heretofore
heretofore or
or are
removed
are hereafter
hereafter removed
as the result of approval
Emergency Court
approval by the Emergency
Appeals of
of a
Court of
of Appeals
a
recommendation of a
a local advisory board or as
recommendation
the result
approval
as the
result of
of approval
by such court of a
a decision of the Housing Expediter, or (B) in
by
any
in any
State, city, town, village,
village or
or locality
locality in
in which
con t
ro l
s un
der this
thi s
which rent
rent controls
under
title have been terminated
termi n atedpursuant
section 204
204 (j).
(j).
pursuant to
to section
"(j)
of any
any State
Housing
"(j) (1) Whenever the
the governor
governor of
State advises
advises the
the Housing
Expediter
Expediter that the legislature of such State has adequately
adequately provided
provided
for
establishment and maintenance
maintenance of maximum
for the
the establishment
maximum rents, or has
specifically
specifically expressed
expressed its intent that State
rent control
shall be
be in
in
State rent
control shall
lieu of Federal rent control, with respect to
to housing
housing accommodations
accommodations
within
defense-rental areas in such State and of the date on which
within defense-rental
which
such State rent control will become effective,
the Housing
Housing Expediter
Expediter
effective, the
shall immediately
announcement to
immediately make public announcement
to the effect
effect that
that he
he
has
been so advised. At the same time all rent controls under this
has been
Act,
to housing
housing accommodations
accommodations within
Act, as
as amended, with
with respect
respect to
within
such State shall be terminated
terminated as of the
which State
rent
the date
date on
on which
State rent
control is to become effective. As used in this subsection,
the term
subsection, the
term
'State' means any State, Territory, or possession of
States.
of the United
United States.
"(2) If
If any State by law declares that Federal
"(2)
Federal rent control
is no
no
control is
longer necessary
longer
necessary in such State or any part thereof
thereof and notifies the
Housing Expediter of that fact, the Housing Expediter
shall immediimmediExpediter shall
ately make
make public announcement
announcement to the effect that he
ately
been so
so
he has been
advised. At the same time all rent controls under this Act, as amended,
with respect to housing accommodations
State or
accommodations within such
such State
or part
part
thereof
thereof shall be terminated on the fifteenth day after
such
after receipt
receipt of
of such
advice. As
As used
used in
in this subsection, the term 'State' means any State,
advice.
Territory, or possession of the United
United States.
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"(3)
"(3) The Housing Expediter
Expediter shall terminate the provisions
provisions of
of this
title in any incorporated
incorporated city, town or village upon receipt of
of aaresoluresolution of its governing
governing body adopted for that purpose
accordance
purpose in
in accordance
with applicable local law and based upon a
governing
a finding
finding by
by such
such governing
body reached as the result of a
a public hearing
hearing held after 10
10 days'
days'
notice, that there no longer exists such a
shortage in rental housing
a shortage
housing
accommodations
accommodations as to require rent control in such city, town
town or
or village:
village:
Provided, however,
however, That such resolution is
Provided,
is first approved
approved by
by the
the
Governor
Governor of the State before being transmitted
transmitted to the Housing
Housing
Expediter:
provided furth,er,
Expediter: And provided
further, That where the
the major portion
portion of
of aa
defense-rental
defense-rental area has been decontrolled
decontrolled pursuant
paragraph
pursuant to this paragraph
(3),
Expediter shall
decontrol any unincorporated
unincorporated
(3), the
the Housing Expediter
shall decontrol
locality
remainder of
of such
area."
locality in the
the remainder
such area."
SEC.
(a) Section 205 of the Housing and Rent Act of 1947,
SEC. 204. (a)
as amended, is amended by striking out from
such
from the heading
heading of
of such
section the words "BY TENANTS";
TENANTS'; by inserting after
words
after the
the words
"receives such payment", in the first sentence,
"receives
sentence, the following: "(or
"(or
hereinafter provided)";
shall be liable to the United States as hereinafter
provided)"; and by
by
changing the period at the end of the second sentence
and
sentence to
to aa colon
colon and
inserting: "Provided,
"Provided, That if the person from whom
inserting:
is
whom such payment
payment is
demanded, accepted,
accepted, or received
demanded,
received either fails to
to institute
institute an
an action
action
under this section within thirty
from the
the date
the occurrence
thirty days
days from
date of
of the
occurrence
of the violation or is not entitled for any reason
reason to
bring the
the action,
action,
to bring
the United States may institute such action
action within such
one-year
such one-year
period. If
If such action is instituted, the person from whom such payment is demanded, accepted,
accepted, or
be barred
barred
or received
received shall
shall thereafter
thereafter be
from bringing an action for the same violation
or violations."
violations."
violation or
(b)
(b) The last sentence
sentence of section 205 of such Act, as amended, is
amended by striking
"plaintiff" and inserting in
striking out "plaintiff"
thereof
in lieu thereof
"person".
person".
SEC.
SEC. 205. Section 206 of the Housing and Rent Act of
of 1947,
1947, as
as
amended, is amended
amended to read as follows:
follows:
"SEC.
(a) It
It shall be unlawful for any person to
"
SEC. 206. (a)
to demand,
demand,
accept, or receive
receive any rent for
or occupancy
any controlled
controlled
for the use
use or
occupancy of
of any
housing accommodations
accommodations in excess of the
rent prescribed
the maximum
maximum rent
prescribed
under section
section 204, or otherwise
otherwise to do or omit to do any act, in violation
violation
of this Act, or of any regulation
regulation or order or requirement
requirement under this
this
Act, or to offer, solicit, attempt, or agree to
do any
the foregoing.
foregoing.
to do
any of
of the
"(b) Whenever
Whenever in the judgment of the Housing Expediter
"(b)
Expediter any
any
person has engaged
engaged or is about to engage in any acts or practices
practices which
which
constitute
constitute or will constitute aaviolation
provision of
of this
this Act,
or
violation of
of any provision
Act, or
any regulation
regulation or order issued thereunder, the United States may
may make
application
application to any Federal, State, or Territorial court
court of competent
competent
jurisdiction for an order enjoining
enjoining such acts or practices, or
or for an
an
order enforcing compliance
compliance with such
such provision,
provision, and
and upon
showing
upon aashowing
that such person has engaged or is about to engage
engage in
in any
any such acts
acts
practices a
a permanent
restraining order,
or practices
permanent or temporary injunction, restraining
or other order shall be granted without
bond.
without bond.
"(c)
"(c) Any proceeding
proceeding brought in a
aFederal
Federal court under
section 205
under section
205
or under subsection
subsection (b)
(b) of
of this
section may
may be
brought in
any district
district
this section
be brought
in any
in which any part of any act or transaction
transaction constituting
constituting the
the violation
violation
occurred,
occurred, or may be brought in the district
defendant
district in which
which the
the defendant
in such
served
resides or transacts business,
business, and process
process in
such case
case may
may be
be served
in any district wherein
wherein the defendant
defendant resides or transacts
transacts business
business or
or
wherever the defendant
defendant may be found. Any such court shall
shall advance
on the docket
docket and expedite the disposition of any such proceeding
proceeding
brought before it. No costs shall be assessed against the
Housmg
the Housing
Expediter
Expediter or the United States Government
proceeding under
Government in
in any proceeding
under
this Act.
Act.
this

Termination of rent
rent
Termination
control in cities.

Restrictions.
Restrictions.

61 Stat. 199.
199.
50 U.
U. S. C.,
Supp.
C., Supp.
II, app. §
§1895.
1895.
II,

Failure to institute
action
action for violation.
violation.

61
61 Stat. 199.
199.
50 U.
Supp.
U. S. C.,
C., Snpp.
II,
1896.
II, app. §§1896.
Violations.
Violations.

61 Stat. 197.
197.
50 U.
U. S.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
Supp.
II,
app.
§
1894.
II, app. § 1894.
Ante, pp.
21-26;
pp. 21-26;
Ante,
supra.

61 Stat. 199.
50
C., Supp.
50 U. S.
S. C.,
Supp.
II,
II, app.
app. §§1895.
1895.
Supra.
Supra.
Filing of
of suit.
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Nonliability.
Nonliability.

"(d) No person shall be liable for damages
"(d)
or penalties
any
damages or
penalties in
in any
Federal,
Federal, State, or Territorial
Territorial court, on any grounds
grounds for
for or
or in
in respect
respect
of anything done or omitted to be done
good faith
pursuant to
done in
in good
faith pursuant
to
any provision of this Act or any regulation,
regulation, order, or
or .requirement
requirement
thereunder
thereunder notwithstanding
notwithstanding that subsequently such
reg.
ulasuch provision,
provision, regulation, order or requirement may be modified,
or determined
modified, rescinded,
rescinded, or
determined
to be invalid. The United States may intervene
in any
such suit
suit or
or
intervene in
any such
action wherein
wherein a
a party relies for ground of relief or
or defense
upon
defense upon
this Act or any regulation,
regulation, order, or requirement
requirement thereunder.
thereunder. .
Mae of Housing
H
Exffter
of
"(e)
principal office
office of
the Housing
Housing Expediter
Expediter shall
shall be
ousing
"(e) The principal
of the
Expediter.
be in
in the
the
District
authorized representative
District of Columbia, but he or any duly authorized
representative
may exercise any or all of his powers in any
place and
any place
and attorneys
attorneys
appointed by the Housing Expediter
Expediter may, under
under such
such authority
authority as
as
may be granted by the Attorney General, appear for and represent
represent
the United States in any case arising under
under this
this Act.
Act.
Studies and investigaitOses
"(f)
(1) The
Housing Expediter
Expediter is
is authorized
to make
make such
and investi" (f) (1)
gations.
The Housing
authorized to
such studies
studies
and investigations,
investigations, to conduct
conduct such hearings,
and to
hearings, and
to obtain
obtain such
such
information, as he deems necessary
necessary or proper to assist
preassist him
him in
in prescribing
scribing any regulation
regulation or order under this Act, or
the administraadministraor in
in the
tion and enforcement
enforcement of this Act and regulations
regulations and
and orders
orders prescribed
prescribed
thereunder.
Furnishing
Furnishing of0 inforinforcc
maturnihontc
or
"(2) For the purpose of
mation,
etc.
"(2)
of obtaining
under this
this subsecsubsecobtaining information
information under
tion, the Housing Expediter is further authorized,
by regulation
or
authorized, by
regulation or
order, to require any person who
rents or
offers for
or acts
who rents
or offers
for rent
rent or
acts as
as
broker or agent for the rental of any controlled housing
housing accommodaaccommodations (A)
(A) to furnish information
information under oath or
or otherotheror affirmation
affirmation or
wise, (B) to make and keep records and
and other
other documents
documents and
and to
to
make reports, and (C)
inspection and
(C) to permit the inspection
of records
records
and copying
copying of
and other documents
documents and the inspection
inspection of
of controlled
controlled housing
housing
accommodations.
accommodations.
Subpenas, etc.
Subpenas, etc.
"(3)
"(3) For the purpose
purpose of obtaining information
information under this subsection, the Housing Expediter
Expediter may by
subpena require
any person
person to
by subpena
require any
to
appear and testify or to appear
appear and produce
produce documents,
or both,
at any
any
documents, or
both, at
designated
designated place. Any person subpenaed
subpenaed under
under this
this subsection
subsection shall
shall
have the right to make a
a record of his testimony and be represented
represented by
by
counsel, and shall be paid the same fees and mileage
mileage as
as are
paid witwitare paid
nesses in the United States district courts. For
the purposes
of this
this
For the
purposes of
subsection
subsection the Housing Expediter, or any officer or employee
under his
his
employee under
jurisdiction designated
designated by
by him,
him, may
may administer
administer oaths
oaths and
affirmations.
jurisdiction
and affirmations.
Reproduction of

deproductioof
documents.

Failure to obey
court
order'.
curtoder

"(4) The
The production
place other
other
"(4)
production of aa person's documents
documents at any place

than his place of business shall not be required
required under
under this
this subsection
subsection
in any case in which, prior to
date specified
the subpena
subpena
to the return date
specified in
in the
issued with respect thereto,
su ch person
person either
either has
rn i
sh
ed th e
thereto, such
has fu
furnished
the
Housing Expediter
Expediter with a
acopy of such documents (certified
by
such
(certified by such
person under oath to be a
a true and correct copy),
copy), or
into
or has
has entered
entered into
aa stipulation
stipulation with the Housing Expediter as to the information contained in such documents.
"(5)
In case
case of
contumacy by,
refusal to
to obey
served
(5) In
of contumacy
by, or
or refusal
bey a
a subpena
subpena served
upon,
any person under this .subsection, the
upon, any
United States
States district
district
the United
court for any district in which such
person is
is found
found or
or resides
resides or
such person
or
application by the
transacts business, upon application
the United
United States,
and after
States, and
after
notice to such person and hearing, shall have jurisdiction
jurisdiction to
to issue
issue an
an
order requiring
requiring such person to appear and give testimony
to appear
testimony or
or to
appear
and produce documents, or both; and any failure to
to obey
obey such
such order
order
of the court may be punished by such
as a
thereof.
such court
court as
a contempt
contempt thereof.
(6) No person shall be excused from attending and testifying
testifying or
or
producing documents
documents or
or from
from complying
complying with
any other
requirement
with any
other requirement
under this subsection because of his privilege
against self-incriminaself-incriminaprivilege against
tion,
the immunity provisions of the Compulsory
Compulsory Testimony Act
tion, but
but the
Act

63 S
STAT.]
63
TAT.]

81sT CONG.,
1ST SESS
SESS.-CHS.
CONG ., 1sT
.—CHS .42, 43—MAR.
31, 1949
1949
43-MAR. 30,
30, 31,

of February
February 11, 1893 (49
(49 U. S. C. 46),
with respect
respect to
46), shall apply with
to
any individual
individual who specifically claims
privilege.
claims such
such privilege.
'(g) The Housing Expediter
Expediter shall not publish
"(g)
disclose any
publish or
or disclose
any
information obtained under
under this Act that such Housing Expediter
Expediter
confidential or with reference
deems confidential
reference to
to which
for confidential
confidential
which a
a request
request for
treatment
treatment is made by the person furnishing such
unless he
he
such information
information unless
determines that the withholding
withholding thereof is contrary
contrary to
to the
the public
public

interest.
interest.
"(h)
It shall be unlawful for any person to
"(h) It
remove or
attempt to
to
to remove
or attempt
remove from any controlled housing accommodations
the tenant
tenant or
accommodations the
or
occupant
occupant thereof or to refuse to renew the lease
or agreement
for the
lease or
agreement for
the
use of such accommodations,
accommodations, because such tenant
tenant or
occupant has
has
or occupant
taken, or proposes to take, action authorized or required by
by this
this Act
Act
requirement thereunder."
or any regulation, order, or requirement
SEC.
SEC. 206. Section 209 of the Housing and Rent
of 1947,
1947, as
Rent Act of
as
amended, is amended
amended to read as follows:
follows:
"SEC.
"SEc. 209. Whenever in the judgment of the
the Housing
Housing Expediter
Expediter
such action is necessary
necessary or proper
proper in
order to
in order
to effectuate
effectuate the
the purposes
purposes
of this Act, he may, by regulation
regulation or
regulate or
or prohibit
prohibit specuspecuor order, regulate
lative or manipulative practices
practices or
or renting
leasing practices
practices
renting or
or leasing
(including practices relating
relating to recovery of
possession) in
in connecconnecof the
the possession)
tion with any controlled housing accommodations,
accommodations, which
which in
in his
his judgjudgment are equivalent
equivalent to or are likely to result
increases
result in
in rent
rent increases
inconsistent with the purposes of this Act."
inconsistent
Act."

29
27
Stat. 443.
443.
27 Stat.
Disclosure of
of ininformation.
formation.

Eviction of tenant.
tenant.
Eviction

61 Stat. 200.
50 U. S.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
1899.
II, app. §§1899.

TITLE
TITLE III-MISCELLANEOUS
III—MISCELLANEOUS
SEC.
SEC. 301. Nothing in this Act or in the Housing
Rent Act
Act of
Housing and Rent
of
1947, as amended, shall be construed to require any person
person to
to offer
offer
any housing accommodations
for rent.
accommodations for
rent.
SEC.
SEC. 302. Section 303 of the Housing and Rent
of 1948
is
Rent Act
Act of
1948 is
hereby repealed.
repealed.
SEC.
S
EC. 303. If
If any provision of this Act or
application of
of such
or the application
such
provision to any person or circumstances
circumstances shall
held invalid,
the
shall be
be held
invalid, the
validity of the remainder
remainder of the Act, and the applicability
applicability of
of such
such
provision
provision to other persons
persons or circumstances,
circumstances, shall
be affected
affected
shall not
not be
thereby.
SEC.
S
EC. 304. Section 603 (a)
(a) of the National Housing Act,
Act, as
as amended,
amended,
is hereby amended
"March 31, 1949"
is
amended by striking out "March
each place
place it
1949" in each
it
appears therein and inserting in lieu thereof "June 30,
1949".
30, 1949".
SEC.
S
EC. 305. This Act shall become effective on the first
day of
the
first day
of the
first calendar month following the month in
it is
enacted.
in which
which it
is enacted.
Approved
Approved March 30,
30, 1949.

193.
61 Stat. 193.
50 U.
U. S. C., Supp.
II,
II, app. §§ 1881-1884,
1881-1884,
1891-1902.
1891-1902.

62 Stat. 100.
50 U. S.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
Supp.
II, app. §
§ 1904.
1904.
Separability
Separability of provisions.

55 Stat. 56; 62 Stat.
101.
101.
12 U.
U. S. C.,
C., Supp.
Stipp.
(a).
II, §1738 (a).
421, 681,
681,
Post, pp. 421,
905.
905.
Effective date.
Effective
date.

[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 43]
AN ACT
To authorize
authorize the Board of Commissioners
Commissioners of the
of Columbia
to establish
establish
the District
District of
Columbia to
daylight-saving time in
daylight-saving
the District.
in the
District.

enacted by the Senate
Be it
it enacted
and House
of Representatives
of the
Senate and
House of
Representatives of
the
United States
States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled, That
the
Board
of
That the Board of
Commissioners of the District of Columbia is
Commissioners
to advance
advance
is authorized
authorized to
the standard time applicable
applicable to the District one hour
period
hour for
for the
the period
commencing not earlier than the last Sunday of
commencing
and endof April
April 1949
1949 and
ending not later than the last Sunday of September
September 1949.
1949. Any
Any such
such
time established
established by the Commissioners
Commissioners under the
of this
this
the authority
authority of
Act shall, during the period of the year for
which it
applicable,
for which
it is
is applicable,
be the standard
standard time for the District of Columbia.
Approved
Approved March
March 31,
31, 1949.
1949.

March 31,
31, 1949
1949
March
[S.
[S. 135]
[Public Law 32]
32]

Daylight
Daylight saving
time,
time, D. C.
C.

30
30

Mar. 31,
31, 1949
47— Mar.
1949
LAWS-CHS.
PUBLIC LAWS—
CHS.44
44-47- 2, 1949
14
1949
Apr. 31
[CHAPTER 44]
[CHAPTER
44]

March 31, 1949
[H.
R. 2313]
[H. R.
2313]
[Public Law
Law 33]
[Public

53 Stat. 415.
26 U. S. C. §3425;
§3425;
Supp. II,
note.
II, §§3425 note.
46 Stat. 676.
676.
19 U.
U. S.. C. 1
§ 1201;
1201:
par. 1657.
par.

[Public Law
Law 34]
[Public

AN ACT
ACT
certain import
To suspend certain
import taxes
taxes on
on copper.
copper.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
and House
House of
of the
the
of Representatives
Representatives of
United States
States of America in
United
the import
import tax
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
tax
imposed under section
section 3425 of the Internal
Revenue Code
Code shall
not
Internal Revenue
shall not
apply with respect to articles
articles (other
sulfate and
and other
(other than
than copper
copper sulfate
other
than composition metal provided
provided for
paragraph 1657
1657 of
Tariff
for in
in paragraph
of the
the Tariff
Act of 1930, as amended,
amended, which
which is
is suitable
suitable both
both in
in its
composition and
its composition
and
shape, without further refining
refining or
alloying, for
for processing
castor alloying,
processing into
into castings, not including
including as castings
castings ingots or
or similar
cast forms)
entered for
similar cast
forms) entered
for
consumption or withdrawn
consumption
withdrawn from warehouse
warehouse for
consumption during
during
for consumption
the period beginning
beginning April
1949, and
ending with
with the
close of
of
April 1,
1, 1949,
and ending
the close
June
30, 1950.
June 30,
1950.
Approved
Approved March
March 31,
31, 1949.
1949.
[CHAPTER
45]
[CHAPTER 45]

March 31,
31, 1949
1949
[H. R. 3910]
3910]

[63 S
TAT.
[63
STAT.

AN ACT
ACT

To extend
a temporary
temporary period the provisions
To
extend for a
provisions of the
the District
District of
of Columbia
Columbia
Emergency
Emergency Rent Act.

Be
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
and House of
Be it
Representatives of
the
of Representatives
of the
United States
in Congress
United
States of America in
Congress assembled, That
section 11 (b)
(b)
That section
of the Act entitled
entitled "An Act to
regulate rents
in the
District of
of Columto regulate
rents in
the District
Columbia, and for other purposes", approved
approved December
December 2,
2, 1941,
as amended
1941,
as
amended
65
55 Stat. 788; 62 Stat.
(D. C.
C. Code, 1940 edition, sec. 45-1601),
(D.
45-1601), is hereby
hereby amended
amended by
by striking
striking
205.
D. 0.
C. Code, Supp.
out
'
"March
31,
inserting in lieu thereof
thereof "April
out
"March
31, 1949" and inserting
1949".
"April 30,
30, 1949
.
VII, §§45-1601 (b).
Post, p. 48.
Post,
Approved
Approved March
March 31,
31, 1949.
1949.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 46]
March
March 31,1949
31, 1949
[H.
Res. 2031
203]
[H. J.. Res.
[Public Law 35]

Internal Re
Revenue
venue

amendment.
Code, amendment.
55
721.
65 Stat. 721.
26 U.
U. S. C., Supp.

II, §
13469 (a).

JOINT
JOINT RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION

To
the status
To maintain
maintain the
status quo with respect to the exemption,
exemption, from the
on
the tax
tax on
transportation
of persons,
foreign travel via Newfoundland.
transportation of
persons, of
of foreign
Newfoundland.

Resolved by the Senate and
and House of Representatives
Resolved
United
Representatives of
of the
the United
States
in Congress
assembled, That section
States of
of America in
Congress assembled,
3469 (a)
section 3469
(a) of
of
the
the Internal
Internal Revenue
Revenue Code (relating to the
the tax
tax on
of
on transportation
transportation of
persons)
persons) is hereby amended
amended by inserting
inserting after
the second
sentence
after the
second sentence
thereof
sentence to
to read
read as follows: "A port or station within
thereof aanew
new sentence
within
Newfoundland
not, for
for the
the purposes
sentence,
Newfoundland shall
shall not,
purposes of the preceding
preceding sentence,
port or
be considered
considered as a
aport
within Canada."
Canada."
or station
station within
SEC.
2. The
The amendment
joint resolution
S
EC. 2.
amendment made by this joint
resolution shall
shall apply
apply
to amounts
amounts paid for transportation
to
transportation on or
after April
1, 1949.
1949.
or after
April 1,
Approved
Approved March
March 31,
31, 1949.
1949.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 47]
47]

April2,
April 2, 1949

[if. R. 2216]
2216]
f.bR.'
[Public Law 36]
[Public

Under Secretary of
of
Defense.

61 Stat. 500.

5 U. S.
5
S. C.,
C., Supp. II,
II,

171a.
I 171a.

Post,
580.
Poet, p. 580.

AN ACT
AN
ACT
To
amend
the
National
Security
Act
To amend the National Security Act of 1947 to provide for an Under
Under Secretary
Secretary

of
Defense.
of Defense.

Be it
Senate and
and House of
Be
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
of Representatives
the
Representatives of
of the
United
States of
assembled, That section
United States
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
section 202
202 of
of
the
the National
National Security
Security Act of 1947 approved July 26, 1947
1947 (61
(61 Stat.
Stat.
495; 5
5 U. S. C., sec. 171a),
171a), is amended
by adding
adding at
thereof
amended by
at the
the end
end thereof
the following new
new subsection:
subsection:
"(d) There
"(d)
There shall be an Under Secretary
Secretary of
Defense, who
who shall
be
of Defense,
shall be
appointed
life by the President, by
appointed from civilian
civilian life
and with
the advice
by and
with the
advice

STAT.]
63 S
TAT.]

81ST CONG., 1ST
SESS.-CHS. 47,
81sT
1sT SESS.—CHS.
47, 48-APR.
48—APR. 2,
6, 1949
1949
2, 6,

and consent of the Senate: Provided,
Provided, That a
person who
has within
within
a person
who has
ten years been on active duty as aa commissioned officer
in a
officer in
a Regular
Regular
component of the armed services
services shall not be eligible for
appointment
for appointment
Secretary of Defense. The Under Secretary
as Under Secretary
Secretary shall
shall perform
perform
such duties, and shall exercise such powers, as the Secretary of Defense
Defense
may prescribe. The Under Secretary shall act for, and
and exercise
exercise the
the
powers of, the Secretary
Secretary of Defense during his absence
or disability."
disability."
absence or
SEC.
Subsection (a)
SEC. 2. Subsection
(a) of section 301 of such Act
Act (5
(5 U.
S. C.,
C., sec.
sec.
U. S.
171b),
171b), is amended
amended by adding at the end thereof the
following:
the following:
"The Under
Under Secretary
Secretary of Defense
the compensation
compensation
Defense shall receive
receive the
prescribed
prescribed by law for Under Secretaries
Secretaries of executive departments."
departments."
Approved
Approved April 2,
2, 1949.
1949.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 48]
48]

AN ACT
ACT

To grant the consent
consent of the United
Colorado River
River Basin
United States
States to
to the
the Upper
Upper Colorado
Basin
Compact.
Compact.

Be it
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and House
it enacted
Representatives of
House of Representatives
of the
the
United
States of America in
United States
in Congress
assembled, That
the consent
consent
Congress assembled,
That the
of the Congress is hereby given to the
(after negotianegotiathe compact,
compact, signed
signed (after
tions in which
a representative
which a
representative of the United States, duly
duly appointed
appointed
by the President, participated
participated and
he has
has reported
and upon
upon which
which he
reported to
to
the Congress)
Congress) by the Commissioners for the States of Arizona,
Arizona, ColoColorado, New Mexico,
Mexico, Utah, and Wyoming, on
October 11,
11, 1948,
Santa
on October
1948, at
at Santa
Fe, New Mexico, and thereafter
thereafter ratified
legislatures of
of
ratified by
by the
the legislatures
of each
each of
the States aforesaid,
aforesaid, which said compact reads
follows:
reads as follows:
"UPPER
Co
"UPPER COLORADO
BITER
COMPACT
RiE BASIN
BIN COLORADO
MPACT

"The State of Arizona, the
Colorado, the
State of
of New
New
the State
State of
of Colorado,
the State
Mexico, the State of Utah and
through
and the State of
of Wyoming,
Wyoming, acting
acting through
their Commissioners,
"Charles A. Carson for the State of Arizona,
Arizona,
"Clifford H. Stone for the State
State of Colorado,
Colorado,
"Fred E. Wilson
the State
New Mexico,
Mexico,
Wilson for the
State of
of New
"Edward H. Watson for
"Edward
State of
of Utah
for the
the State
Utah and
and
"L. C. Bishop for the
"L.
the State of Wyoming,
Wyoming,
after negotiations
participated in by Harry W. Bashore,
negotiations participated
Bashore, appointed
appointed
by the President as the
representative of
of the
the United
'United States
of America,
America,
the representative
States of
have agreed, subject to the provisions
provisions of the Colorado
River Compact,
Compact,
Colorado River
to determine
determine the rights and obligations of each signatory
respectsignatory State
State respectdeliveries of
ing the uses and deliveries
water of
of the
Upper Basin
Basin of
the
of the water
the Upper
of the
Colorado River,
River, as follows:
follows:
ccARTICLE
ARTICLE I

"(a)
"
(a) The major purposes of this Compact are to provide
provide for
for the
the
equitable
equitable division and apportionment
apportionment of the use of the
the waters
waters of
of the
the
Colorado River System, the use
was apportioned
apportioned in
in perpetuity
perpetuity
use of which was
to the Upper Basin by the Colorado River Compact;
to establish
establish the
Compact; to
the
obligations
obligations of each State of the Upper Division with respect
respect to
to the
the
deliveries
required to be made at Lee Ferry by
deliveries of water
water required
Colorado
by the
the Colorado
River Compact; to promote interstate comity; to
remove causes
of
to remove
causes of
present and future controversies;
controversies; to
to secure the
the expeditious
expeditious agricultural
agricultural
and industrial development of the Upper Basin, the storage
storage of water
water
and to protect
protect life and
from floods.
floods.
and property
property from
"(b) It
recognized that
Colorado River
Compact is
in full
It is
is recognized
that the
the Colorado
River Compact
is in
full

force and
force
and effect
effect and
and all
all of
of the
the provisions
provisions hereof
hereof are
are subject
subject thereto.
thereto.

31
Restriction.
Restriction.

61
Stat. 507.
61 Stat.
507.
5
U. S. C.,
6 U.S.
C., Supp.
Supp. II,
II,
171b.
§§171b.
Post, p. 585.
Post,

6, 1949
April 6,
I
S. 790]
790]
[S.
[Public Law 37j
371
[Public

Upper Colorado
Colorado
River
River Basin
Basin Compact.
Consent of Congress.

32
32

PUBLIC
CF1. 48—APR.
6, 1949
PUBLIC LAWS—
LAWS-CH.
48-APR. 6,1949

[63 STAT.
SPAT.

"ARTICLE
"ARTICLE III

46

stat. 3000.
Stat.

"As used in this
this Compact:
Compact:
"(a) The
'Colorado River
River System'
means that
of the
"(a)
The term 'Colorado
System' means
that portion
portion of
the
Colorado River
River and
its tributaries
within the
the United
States of
and its
tributaries within
United States
of
America.
America.
"(b) The term 'Colorado River Basin'
Basin' means
means all of
of the drainage
drainage
area of the Colorado River System and all
other territory
territory within
the
all other
within the
United States of America to which the
Colorado River
the waters
waters of the
the Colorado
River
applied.
System shall
shall be
be beneficially
beneficially applied.
"(c)
Division' means
the States
States of
of
"(c) The term 'States of
of the Upper
Upper Division'
means the
Colorado, New Mexico
Wyoming.
Mexico, Utah and Wyoming.
"(d) The term 'States of
Lower Division'
means the
of
"(d)
of the
the Lower
Division' means
the States
States of
Arizona, California
California and
Nevada.
and Nevada.
"(e)
"(e) The term 'Lee
'Lee Ferry' means
means a
a point in
the main
main stream
stream of
of
in the
the Colorado
Colorado River one mile below the
Paria River.
River.
the mouth
mouth of the Paria
"(f) The term
term 'Upper Basin' means those parts of the States of
of
Utah, and
and from
from
Arizona, Colorado,
Colorado, New
New Mexico, Utah,
and Wyoming
Wyoming within
within and
which waters naturally
naturally drain into the Colorado
Colorado River
River System above
above
Lee Ferry, and also all parts of said States located
located without
without the
the draindrainage area of the Colorado River System which are
shall hereare now
now or
or shall
hereafter
beneficially served
after be beneficially
served by waters diverted
diverted from the
the Colorado
Colorado
River System above
above Lee
Lee Ferry.
"(g) The term 'Lower
'Lower Basin' means those
States of
those parts
parts of
of the States
of
Arizona, California, Nevada, New Mexico
Mexico and
and Utah
within and
from
Utah within
and from
which waters naturally
naturally drain into the Colorado
Colorado River System below
below
Lee Ferry, and also all parts of said
States located
without the
said States
located without
the draindrainage area of the Colorado River System which are now or shall hereafter be beneficially
beneficially served by waters diverted
diverted from the
Colorado
the Colorado
River System below Lee Ferry.
River
Ferry.
"(h) The term 'Colorado River Compact'
Compact' means the
the agreement
agreement
concerning the apportionment
apportionment of the use of
concerning
of the
waters of
of the
the Colorado
Colorado
the waters
River System dated November 24, 1922, executed
executed by
Commissioners
by Commissioners
for the States
of Arizona,
Arizona, California,
California Colorado,
Colorado, Nevada,
Nevada, New
New M
exi co ,
States of
Mexico,
Utah and Wyoming,
Wyoming, approved
approved by Herbert
Herbert Hoover,
of
Hoover, representative
representative of
the United States of America, and proclaimed
proclaimed effective
the President
effective by
by the
President
June 25,
of the United
United States of America, June
1929.
25, 1929.
"(i) The term 'Upper Colorado River System'
System' means that
that portion
of the Colorado
Colorado River System above
above Lee
Lee Ferry.
Ferry.
"(j) The term 'Commission'
'Commission' means
"(j)
means the administrative
administrative agency
agency
created by Article VIII of
created
of this Compact.
Compact.
"(k) The term 'water year'
year' means that period of twelve months
months
ending September
September 30 of each year.
"(1) The term 'acre-foot'
"(1)
'acre-foot' means the quantity of
of water required
required to
to
cover
cover an acre to the depth of one foot and is equivalent to 43,560
cubic feet.
"(m) The term 'domestic use'
"(m)
use' shall include the use of water
water for
for
household,
household, stock, municipal, mining, milling, industrial
industrial and other
other
generation of electrical
like purposes,
purposes, but shall exclude the generation
electrical power.
"(n) The term 'virgin flow'
"(n)
flow' means the flow of any stream undepleted
undepleted
activities of
by the activities
of man.
man.
c'AnTicLE II
III
"ABRTILE

"(a) Subject to the provisions and limitations contained
contained in the
the
Colorado River
River Compact
Compact and in this Compact, there is hereby
Colorado
hereby apportioned from the Upper Colorado River System in perpetuity
perpetuity to the
tioned
States
States of
of Arizona, Colorado, New Mexico,
Mexico Utah and Wyoming, respectively, the consumpti
consumptive
ve use of
ofwater
water as
as follows:
follows:
"(1) To
"(1)
To the
the State of Arizona
Arizona the consumptive
consumptive use of 50,000 acrefeet of water per annum.

63 STAT.]
STAT.]
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"(2) To the States of Colorado, New Mexico, Utah and
"(2)
and Wyoming,
Wyoming,
respectively,
respectively, the consumptive
consumptive use per annum of the quantities
quantities resulting
resulting
from the application
application of the following
following percentages
percentages to the
the total quantity
quantity
of consumptive use per annum apportioned in perpetuity
perpetuity to
to and availavailable for use each year by Upper Basin under
under the
Colorado River
the Colorado
River
deduction of the use, not to exceed
Compact and remaining after
after the deduction
exceed
acre-feet per annum, made in the State of Arizona.
50,000 acre-feet
"State of Colorado, 51.75 per cent;
11.25 per
per
cent; State of
of New
New Mexico,
Mexico, 11.25
cent; State of Utah, 23.00 per cent; State of Wyoming, 14.00
14.00 per
per cent.
cent.
" (b) The apportionment
"(b)
apportionment made
respective States
States by
made to
to the respective
by paragraph
paragraph
(a) of this Article is based upon, and shall
(a)
conformity
shall be applied
applied in
in conformity
with, the following principles
principles and each of them:
them:
"(1) The apportionment
apportionment is of any and all man-made
"(1)
man-made depletions;
depletions;
"(2) Beneficial use is the basis, the
"(2)
measure and
limit of
the
the measure
and the
the limit
of the
right to use;
"(3)
(3) No State shall exceed its apportioned
apportioned use
water year
year
use in any
any water
when the effect of such excess
excess use, as determined by the Commission,
is to deprive
deprive another signatory State of its apportioned
apportioned use during
during
that water year; provided, that this subparagraph
subparagraph (b)
(b) (3)
not
(3) shall not
be construed
construed as:
as:
"(i)
apportionment of use, or obligations
"(i) Altering the apportionment
obligations to make
deliveries
deliveries as provided in Article XI, XII, XIII or XIV of this
Compact;
Compact;
"(ii) Purporting
"(ii)
Purporting to apportion among the signatory
signatory States such
such
uses of water as the Upper
Upper Basin may be entitled
to under
under paraparaentitled to
graphs (f)
(f) and (g) of Article III of the Colorado
Colorado River
River Compact; or
or
"(iii) Countenancing
average uses by any signatory State in
Countenancing average
in
excess of its apportionment.
apportionment.
"(4) The apportionment
each State
includes all
water necessary
"(4)
apportionment to
to each
State includes
all water
necessary
for the supply of any rights which now exist.
exist.
"(c)
"(c) No apportionment
apportionment is hereby made,
be made,
made,
made, or intended to
to be
of such uses of water as the Upper
Upper Basin
Basin may be entitled
entitled to
to under
under
paragraphs
paragraphs (f) and (g) of Article III of the Colorado River
River Compact.
Compact.
"(d) The apportionment
be taken
taken
apportionment made by this
this Article
Article shall not
not be
as any basis for the allocation
allocation among the
States of
of any
any benethe signatory
signatory States
benefits resulting from the generation
generation of
of power.
power.
"ARTICLE
"ART
I
CLE IV

"In the event curtailment
curtailment of use of water
of the
water by the
the States of
the Upper
Upper
Division at any time shall become necessary
necessary in
the flow
flow
in order
order that
that the
at Lee Ferry shall not be depleted below that required
required by Article III
III
of the Colorado River Compact,
Compact, the extent of curtailment
curtailment by
by each
each State
State
of the consumptive
consumptive use of water apportioned
Article III
of
apportioned to it by
by Article
III of
this Compact shall be in such quantities and at such times as shall be
determined by the Commission upon the application
of the
the following
following
application of
principles:
principles:
"(a)
"(a) The extent and times of curtailment shall be such as to assure
full compliance
compliance with Article III of the Colorado River Compact;
Compact;
"(b) If
If any State or
Division. in
the ten
ten years
years
"(b)
or States of the
the Upper
Upper Division.
in the
immediately preceding
preceding the water year
in which
which curtailment
is necesyear in
curtailment is
necessary, shall have consumptively
consumptively used more
than it
or they
more water
water than
it was
was or
they
were, as the case may be, entitled to use under
apportionment
under the apportionment
made by Article III of this Compact,
Compact, such State or
or States shall
shall be
be
required
required to supply
supply at Lee Ferry a
quantity of
its, or
a quantity
of water
water equal
equal to
to its,
or
aggregate of their, overdraft or the
the aggregate
the proportionate
proportionate part of
of such
such
overdraft, as may be necessary
overdraft,
compliance with
Article III
III
necessary to assure compliance
with Article
of the Colorado River Compact, before demand
demand is made on any
any other
other
State of
Upper Division;
Division;
of the
the Upper
81939*-50—PT.
81939°-50-Pr. x-8
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(c) Except as
in subparagraph
the
"(c)
as provided
provided in
subparagraph (b)
(b) of
of this
this Article,
Article, the
extent of curtailment by
by each
each State
State of
Division of
the
of the
the Upper
Upper Division
of the
consumptive use of water
consumptive
water apportioned
apportioned to
to it
Article
III
of
this
it by
by Article III of this
Compact shall be such
in the
such as to
to result
result in
the delivery
delivery at
at Lee
Lee Ferry
Ferry of
of aa
quantity of water which bears the
the same
relation to
to the
the total
same relation
total required
required
curtailment
curtailment of use by
of the
Upper Division
conby the States
States of
the Upper
Division as
as the
the consumptive use of Upper Colorado
River System
which was
was made
made
Colorado River
System water
water which
by each such State during
the water
preceding the
during the
water year
year immediately
immediately preceding
the
year in which the curtailment becomes necessary
bears to
total
necessary bears
to the
the total
consumptive
consumptive use of such water in
in the
the States
Division
States of
of the
the Upper
Upper Division
during the same water
water year; provided,
determining such
such relaprovided, that
that in
in determining
relation the uses of water
under rights
rights perfected
prior to
November 24,
24,
water under
perfected prior
to November
1922, shall
shall be
be excluded.
excluded.
"ARTICLE V
v
";ARTICLE

"(a) All losses of water occurring
the result
occurring from or
or as
as the
result of
of the
the
storage of water in reservoirs
reservoirs constructed
prior to
to the
of this
constructed prior
the signing
signing of
this
Compact shall be charged to the State
such reservoir
reservoir or
State in
in which
which such
or
reservoirs are located. Water
Water stored in
in reservoirs
covered by
reservoirs covered
by this
this
paragraph (a)
paragraph
(a) shall be for the exclusive use of
of and
and shall
shall be
be charged
charged
to the State in which the reservoir or reservoirs
are located.
located.
reservoirs are
"(b) All losses of water occurring
occurring from
from or
or as
the result
result of
of the
as the
the
storage of water in reservoirs constructed
constructed after
the signing
after the
signing of
of this
this
be charged
Compact shall
shall be
charged as
as follows:
follows:
"(1)
"(1) If
If the Commission finds that the reservoir
reservoir is
is used,
used, in
in whole
whole
or in part, to assist the States of
the Upper
their
of the
Upper Division
Division in
in meeting
meeting their
obligations
obligations to deliver water
imposed by
by Article
III of
water at
at Lee
Lee Ferry
Ferry imposed
Article II
of
the Colorado River Compact, the Commission
Commission shall
make findings,
shall make
findings,
which in no event shall be
contrary to
laws of
of the
United States
be contrary
to the
the laws
the United
States
of America
America under which
is constructed,
constructed, as
which any
any reservoir
reservoir is
as to
to the
the reserreservoir capacity
allocated for that purpose.
capacity allocated
The whole
whole or
or that
purpose. The
that proporproportion, as the case may be, of reservoir losses as
found by
by the
the Commission
as found
Commission
reasonably and properly
to be reasonably
properly chargeable
reservoir or
or reservoir
reservoir
chargeable to
to the reservoir
capacity
capacity utilized
utilized to assure deliveries at Lee Ferry shall
charged to
to
shall be
be charged
the States
States of the
the Upper Division in the proportion which the conthe
sumptive use of water in each State of the Upper
the
Upper Division
Division during
during the
water
year in which the charge is made bears to the total
water year
consumptive
total consumptive
use of water in all States of the Upper Division during the
same
the same
water year. Water
Water stored in reservoirs or in reservoir capacity
covered
capacity covered
by this
this subparagraph
(1) shall be for the common benefit of
by
subparagraph (b) (1)
of all
all
of the States of the Upper Division.
Division.
"(2) If
If the
the Commission
"(2)
Commission finds that the reservoir is used, in
in whole
or
or in
in part, to supply water
water for use in a
aState of the Upper
Upper Division,
Division,
the
Commission shall make findings, which
the Commission
which in no event shall be
be contrary
to the laws of the United States of America
trary to
America under which
which any
any
reservoir
reservoir capacity utilized
reservoir is
is constructed,
constructed, as to the reservoir or reservoir
utilized
to supply
supply water for use and the State in which such
will be
used.
such water
water will
be used.
The whole or that proportion, as the case may
of reservoir
may be, of
reservoir losses
losses
as found
by the Commission
as
found by
Commission to be reasonably
reasonably and properly
properly chargeable
chargeable
to the
the State
water will
will be
be used shall be borne by that
to
State in
in which
which such
such water
State. As
As determined
State.
determined by the Commission, water
water stored in reservoirs
reservoirs
covered
by this
subparagraph (b) (2)
(2) shall be earmarked
earmarked for and
covered by
this subparagraph
charged to the State in which
which the water will be used.
used.
"(c)
In
the
event
the
"(c) In the event the Commission finds that a
a reservoir site is
available both
assure deliveries
deliveries at Lee Ferry and to store water for
available
both to
to assure
for
consumptive use
use in a
a State of the Upper Division, the storage
storage of water
consumptive
water
for consumptive
given preference. Any reservoir
for
consumptive use shall be given
reservoir or
or reserreservoir
deliveries at Lee Ferry shall
voir capacity
capacity hereafter used to assure deliveries
shall
by order
of the
by
order of
the Commission
Commission be used to store water for consumptive
consumptive
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use in aa State, provided
provided the Commission finds that
that such
such storage
storage is
is
reasonably
reasonably necessary to permit such State to make the
use of
of the
the water
water
the use
apportioned to it by this
this Compact.
ARTICLE VI
VI
"ARTICLE
“

Commission shall determine
"The Commission
determine the quantity of
of the
the consumptive
consumptive
apportioned by
use of water, which use is apportioned
Article III
hereof, for
for the
by Article
III hereof,
the
Upper Basin and for each State of the Upper Basin
the inflowBasin by
by the
inflowoutflow method in terms of man-made
man-made depletions
depletions of the
outflow
flow at
at
the virgin flow
Lee Ferry, unless the Commission,
Commission, by unanimous
unanimous action,
adopt
action, shall
shall adopt
a different method of determination.
a
determination.
t' ARTICLE VII
VII
"ARTICLE

"The consumptive
consumptive use of water by the
States of
America or
or
the United States
of America
any of its agencies,
agencies, instrumentalities
instrumentalities or
wards shall
shall be
be charged
charged as
as a
a
or wards
use by the State in which the use
provided, that
that such
such conuse is made;
made; provided,
consumptive use incident to the diversion,
diversion, impounding, or
or conveyance
conveyance of
of
water in one State for use in another
water
another shall be
to such
be charged
charged to
such latter
latter
State.
"ARTICLE VIII
"ARTICLE
VIII

"(a)
"(a) There is hereby
hereby created an interstate
interstate administrative
administrative agency
agency
to be known as the 'Upper Colorado
Colorado River
River Commission'.
Commission'. The
The ComCommission shall be composed of one Commissioner,
each of
of
Commissioner, representing
representing each
the States of the Upper Division, namely,
namely, the States
States of
of Colorado,
Colorado, New
New
Mexico,
Mexico, Utah and Wyoming, designated
designated or appointed
appointed in
in accordance
accordance
with the laws of each such State and, if designated
designated by
the President,
by the
President,
one
Commissioner representing
one Commissioner
representing the United States of America.
America. The
The
President is hereby requested
requested to designate
designate a
If so
so
a Commissioner.
Commissioner. If
designated the Commissioner
Commissioner representing
designated
the United
States of
representing the
United States
of
America shall be the presiding officer of
the Commission
shall be
be
of the
Commission and
and shall
entitled to the same powers and rights
as the
any
rights as
the Commissioner
Commissioner of
of any
State. Any four members of the Commission shall constitute
State.
constitute a
a
quorum.
"(b)
"(b) The salaries and personal
personal expenses of each
each Commissioner
Commissioner shall
shall
be paid by the Government
Government which he represents.
other expenses
expenses
represents. All
All other
which are incurred(
incurred by the Commission
Commission incident
administration
incident to
to the
the administration
of this Compact,
Compact, and which are not paid
paid by the United
States of
United States
of
America,
America, shall be borne by the four States according
to the
the percentage
percentage
according to
of consumptive
consumptive use apportioned
apportioned to each. On or
of
before December
or before
December 11
of each year, the Commission shall adopt
adopt and transmit
to the
transmit to
the Governors
Governors
of the four States and to the President
covering an
an estimate
estimate
President aabudget
budget covering
of its
its expenses for the following year, and of the amount
of
amount payable
payable by
by
each State. Each State shall pay the amount due
to the
the Commisdue by
by it
it to
Commission on or before April 1
1 of the year following. The
of the
The payment
payment of
the
expenses of the Commission and of its employees
employees shall
not be
be subject
shall not
subject
to the audit and accounting
accounting procedures
any of
of the
States;
procedures of
of any
the four
four States;
however, all receipts and disbursement
disbursement of
handled by
Comof funds
funds handled
by the
the Commission shall be audited yearly by a
public
a qualified independent
independent public
accountant and the report of the audit shall be included in
accountant
and become
become
in and
a part of the annual report of the Commission.
a
Commission.
"(c)
(c) The Commission shall appoint a
a Secretary, who
who shall
shall not
not be
be
aamember
employee of
member of the Commission, or an employee
signatory State
State
of any
any signatory
or of the United States of America
America while so
shall serve
serve
so acting. Ile
He shall
for such term and receive such salary and
as the
and perform
perform such
such duties
duties as
the
Commission may direct. The Commission
Commission may employ
employ such
such engiengineering, legal,
neering,
legal, clerical
clerical and other personnel
personnel as,
as, in
in its
its judgment,
judgment, may
may
performance of its functions
be necessary
necessary for the performance
functions under
under this
this Compact.
Compact.

Upper Colorado
Colorado
Upper
Commission.
River Commission.

U.S.Commissioner.
U.S.Commissioner.

Budget.
Budget.
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In
In the hiring of employees, the Commission
Commission shall
be bound
shall not
not be
bound by
by the
the
civil service laws of
any State.
of any
State.
"(d) The Commission, so far as consistent
"(d)
consistent with
shall
with this
this Compact,
Compact, shall
have the
the power
power to:
to:
"(1)
"(1) Adopt rules and
regulations;
and regulations;
Locate establish,
operate and
and maintain
"(2) Locate,
establish, construct,
construct, abandon,
abandon, operate
maintain
water gaging
gaging stations;
stations;
" (3) Make estimates
"(3)
estimates to
forecast water
water run-off
run-off on
the Colorado
Colorado River
to forecast
on the
River
and any of its tributaries;
tributaries;
"(4) Engage in cooperative
cooperative studies of water supplies
the ColoColosupplies of
of the
rado River and its tributaries
tributaries;;_
"(5)
"(5) Collect, analyze, correlate, preserve and
and report
report on
on data
data as
to
as to
the stream flows, storage, diversions and
of the
the waters
of the
and use of
waters of
the
Colorado
any of
tributaries ;
Colorado River
River,, and
and any
of its
its tributaries;
of water of the Upper Colo"(6) Make findings as to the quantity o
rado River System used each
each year in
Basin
in the Upper
Upper Colorado
Colorado River
River Basin
thereof;
and in each State
State thereof;
"(7) Make
Make findings as to the quantity of
deliveries at
at Lee
of water deliveries
Lee
Ferry during each water year;
year;
"(8) Make
"(8)
Make findings as to the
of the
the necessity
necessity for
for and
and the
the extent
extent of
the
curtailment
curtailment of use, required, if any, pursuant to Article IV
hereof;
IV hereof;
"(9) Make
Make findings as to the quantity
reservoir losses
losses and
as to
to
quantity of reservoir
and as
the share thereof
thereof chargeable
chargeable under Article V
V hereof
hereof to
of the
to each
each of
the
States
•
States;'
"(10)
"(10) Make findings of fact in the
extraorthe event
event of
of the
the occurrence
occurrence of
of extraordinary drought or serious accident
to the
irrigation system
in the
accident to
the irrigation
system in
the
Upper Basin, whereby
whereby deliveries by the Upper
water which
Upper Basin of
of water
which
it may be required
required to deliver in order to aid in
of
in fulfilling obligations
obligations of
the United States of America
America to the
Mexican States
States arising
the United
United Mexican
arising
59 Stat. 1219.

69rat. L2.

Report.

Report.

tat.17.
596 Stat.
1237.

nual
report,

Annual report.

Availability
Availability

foration.

formation.

of
inof in-

between the
under the Treaty between
the United
America and
and the
United States
States of
of America
the
February 3,
United Mexican States,
States, dated February
3, 1944
1944 (Treaty
994)
(Treaty Series
Series 994)
become difficult, and report such findings to the Governors
become
Governors of the
the
Upper Basin States, the President
of the
the United
United States
States of
America,
President of
of America,
the United States Section of the International
International Boundary
and Water
Water
Boundary and
Commission,
Commission, and such other Federal
and agencies
agencies as
Federal officials
officials and
as it
it may
may
deem appropriate
appropriate to
to the
the end
the water
allotted to
under
end that
that the
water allotted
to Mexico
Mexico under
Division
III of such treaty
in accordance
Division III
treaty may be reduced in
with the
accordance with
the
terms of such Treaty;
Treaty;
"(11) Acquire
Acquire and hold such personal and real property
"(11)
property as
as may
be
may be
necessary for the performance
performance of
and to
to dispose
of its
its duties
duties hereunder
hereunder and
dispose
of the same when no longer required;
required;
"(12) Perform
Perform all functions required of it by this Compact
and do
do
Compact and
all things necessary,
necessary: proper or
convenient in
th e performance
its
or convenient
in the
performance of
of its
duties hereunder,
hereunder, either independently
independently or in cooperation
cooperation with
with any
any
state
federal agency;
state or
or federal
agency;
"(13) Make and transmit annually
"(13)
annually to the Governors
Governors of the signatory States and the President of the United
of America,
with
United States
States of
America, with
the estimated budget,
budget, a
areport covering the activities of the Commission
Commission
for the preceding water year.
year.
"(e) Except as otherwise provided in this Compact the concurrence
"(e)
of four members of the Commission
Commission shall be required
required in any
any action
action
taken by it.
taken
by it.
"(f)
" (f) The
The Commission
Commission and its Secretary
Secretary shall make available
available to
to the
the
Governor of each of the signatory States any information within its
its
possession at any time, and shall always
possession
always provide free access
to its
its
access to
records by the Governors of each of the States, or
or their representatives,
representatives,
or authorized
authorized representatives
representatives of the United States
States of
of America.
America.
"(g) Findings
Findings of fact made by the Commission shall not be
be conconclusive
clusive in
in any court, or before any agency or tribunal,
tribunal, but shall constitute prima facie
facie evidence of the facts found.
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"(h) The organization
organization meeting of the Commission shall
held
shall be
be held
within four months from the effective date
of this
date of
this Compact.
Compact.
"ARTICLE
"ARTICLE IX
IX

"(a) No State shall deny the right of the United States of America Acquisition
of water
"(a)
Acquisition efwater
rights.
and, subject to the conditions
conditions hereinafter
hereinafter contained, no State shall
shall ng
deny the right of another signatory
signatory State, any person,
person, or
or entity
entity of
of any
any
signatory State to acquire
acquire rights to the use of
or to
to construct
of water, or
construct
or participate
participate in the construction
construction and
use of
of diversion
diversion works
and
and use
works and
storage
appurtenant works, canals
storage reservoirs
mservoirs with appurtenant
canals and
and conduits
in one
conduits in
one
State for the purpose of diverting, conveying, storing, regulating
regulating and
and
releasing water to satisfy the provisions of the Colorado
River ComComColorado River
pact relating to the obligation of the States of the
to
the Upper Division
Division to
make deliveries of water at Lee Ferry, or for
of diverting,
for the
the purpose
purpose of
diverting,
conveying, storing or regulating
regulating water in an upper signatory
signatory State
State for
for
consumptive use in a
a lower signatory State, when such
consumptive
such use
use is within
within
the apportionment
apportionment to such lower State made by this Compact.
Compact. Such
Such
rights shall be subject to the rights of water users, in
in which
which
in a
a State
State in
reservoir or works are located,
such reservoir
located, to receive
the use
use
receive and use
use water,
water, the
of which is within the apportionment
apportionment to such State by this Compact.
"(b) Any signatory
"(b)
signatory State, any person or any entity of any
any signatory
signatory
State shall have the right to acquire such property
property rights
are necesrights as are
necessary to the use of water in conformity
conformity with this Compact in any other
signatory State by donation, purchase
purchase or through
through the
exercise of
the exercise
of the
the
power
power of eminent domain. Any signatory State,
State, upon the
the written
written
request of the Governor
Governor of any other signatory
signatory State, for the benefit
benefit
of whose water users property is to be acquired in the State to
to which
which
such written
written request
request is made, shall proceed expeditiously
expeditiously to
acquire
to acquire
the desired
desired property either by purchase at aaprice satisfactory
satisfactory to the
requesting
requesting State, or, if such purchase
purchase cannot be made, then
the
then through the
exercise of
of its
its power of eminent domain and shall convey such propexercise
erty to the requesting State or such entity as may be designated
by the
designated by
the
requesting
requesting State; provided, that all costs of acquisition
acquisition and
and expenses
expenses
of every kind and nature whatsoever
whatsoever incurred in
obtaining the
in obtaining
the
requested property shall be paid
requested
State at
time
paid by
by the
the requesting
requesting State
at the
the time
and in the manner prescribed
prescribed by the State requested to acquire
acquire the
the
property.
property.
"(c) Should any facility be constructed
"(c)
constructed in a
by
a signatory State
State by
and for the benefit of another signatory State or States
the water
water
States or the
users thereof, as above provided, the
construction, repair,
repair, replacereplacethe construction,
ment, maintenance
maintenance and operation
operation of such facility
be subject
to
facility shall be
subject to
the laws of the State in which the facility is located,
located, except that, in
in
the case of aa reservoir constructed in one State for
of
for the
the benefit of
another
States,'the water administration
another State or States
administration o
ffici
al
so
the State
officials
offthe
State
in which
which the facility is located shall permit the storage
storage and release of
of
any water which,
which, as determined
determined by findings of
the Commission,
falls
of the
Commission, falls
within the apportionment
apportionment of the State or States for whose
whose benefit the
facility is constructed. In the case of aaregulating
regulating reservoir for the
joint benefit of all States in making Lee Ferry
water
Ferry deliveries, the
the water
administration
administration officials of the State m which
facility is
located, in
in
which the
the facility
is located,
permitting
permitting the storage and release of water, shall comply
comply with
with the
the
findings and orders
of the
the Commission.
Commission.
orders of
Reimbursement for
"(d) In
event property
property is
signatory State
in loss
"(d)
In the
the event
is acquired
acquired by
by aa signatory
State in
Iloe"m
fr
of txes
taxes. of
another signatory State for
and benefit
the
former,
the
users
for the
the use and
benefit of
of the former, the users
of water made available by such facilities, as a
a condition precedent
precedent
to the use thereof, shall pay to the political subdivisions
subdivisions of
of the
State
the State
in which such works are located, each and
and every
every year
year during
during which
which
such rights are enjoyed for such purposes,
purposes, a
money equivalent
a sum
sum of
of money
equivalent
to the average
average annual amount
amount of taxes levied and
and assessed
assessed against
against the
the
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improvements thereon
during the
ten years
years preceding
the
land and improvements
thereon during
the ten
preceding the
acquisition of
of such
such land.
land. Said
be in
full reimbursereimburseacquisition
Said payments
payments shall
shall be
in full
ment
loss of
of taxes
political subdivisions
subdivisions of
the State,
ment for
for the
the loss
taxes in
in such
such political
of the
State,
and
in lieu
lieu of
any and
all taxes
taxes on
said property,
property, improvements
improvements and
and in
of any
and all
on said
and
signatory States
States recommend
to the
the President
President and
rights. The
The signatory
recommend to
and the
the
Congress
United States
States of
of America
shall acquire
acquire
Congress that, in the event
event the
the United
America shall
property in one of
benefit of
of another
another
property
of the
the signatory
signatory States
States for
for the
the benefit
signatory State, or
users, provision
be made
payor its
its water
water users,
provision be
made for
for like
like payment
of taxes.
taxes.
ment in reimbursement
reimbursement of
of loss
loss of
C4 ARTICLE X
"ARTICLE

B
La Plata
cLa
Plata River
R ver
Compact.

"(a)
"(a) The signatory States recognize La Plata River Compact
Compact
entered into between
New Mexico,
Mexico, dated
dated
entered
between the States of
of Colorado
Colorado and
and New
November 27, 1922,
1922, approved by
Congress on
on January
January 29,
29, 1925
by the
the Congress
1925
(43
796), and this Compact shall not
(43 Stat. 796),
apportionment
not affect
affect the
the apportionment
therein made.
made.
therein
"(b) All consumptive use of water of La
"(b)
River and
and its
La Plata
Plata River
its
tributaries
tributaries shall be charged under
under the apportionment
apportionment of
of Article III
III
hereof to the State in which the use is made; provided,
provided, that conconsumptive
sumptive use incident to the diversion, impounding or
or conveyance
conveyance of
of
water in one State for use
other shall
be charged
charged to
to the
use in the
the other
shall be
the latter
latter
State.
ccAsTicix
XI
"AcRTICLE XI

"Subject to the provisions of this
consumptive use
this Compact, the
the consumptive
use of
of
the water of the Little
Little Snake River
River and its
tributaries is
hereby apporits tributaries
is hereby
apportioned between the States of Colorado and Wyoming
Wyoming in such quantities
as shall result from the application
application of the following
principles and
following principles
and
procedures:
procedures:
"(a)
"(a) Water used under rights existing prior to
signing of
this
to the
the signing
of this
Compact.
"(1) Water diverted from any tributary of the Little
"(1)
River
Little Snake
Snake River
or from the main stem of the Little Snake
point one
Snake River
River above
above a
a point
one
hundred
hundred feet below the confluence of Savery Creek and the Little
Snake River
River shall be administered
administered without
regard to
rights covering
covering
without regard
to rights
the diversion of water from any down-stream
down-stream points.
points.
"(2)
"(2) Water diverted
diverted from the main stem of the Little Snake River
River
below aapoint one hundred feet below the confluence
confluence of Savery Creek
Creek
and the Little Snake River
River shall be administered
administered on
an
on the
the basis
basis of
of an
interstate priority schedule prepared
prepared by the Commission in
in conformity
with priority dates established
established by the laws of the respective States.
States.
"(b) Water used under rights initiated subsequent to the signing
signing
of this Compact.
"(1) Direct flow diversions
diversions shall be so administered
administered that, in time
of shortage, the curtailment
curtailment of use on each acre of land irrigated thereunder shall be as nearly equal as may be possible in both of the States.
"(2) The storage of water by projects located
either State,
located in
in either
State,
whether of supplemental
supplemental supply or of water used to irrigate
irrigate land
land not
irrigated
irrigated at the date of the signing of this Compact, shall be so administered that in times of water shortage the curtailment
curtailment of storage
storage of
of
water available for each acre of land irrigated
irrigated thereunder
thereunder shall
shall be
be
as nearly equal as may be possible in both States.
"(c)
"(c) Water
Water uses under the apportionment
apportionment made by this Article
shall be in accordance
accordance with the principle that beneficial
shall be
beneficial use shall
be
measure and limit of the right to use.
the basis, measure
"(d)
"(d) The States of Colorado
Colorado and Wyoming
Wyoming each assent to diversions and storage of water in one State for use in the other
other State,
State,
compliance with Article IX
Compact.
subject to compliance
IX of this Compact.
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"(e)
the event
event of the importation
"(e) In
In the
importation of water to the
Little Snake
the Little
Snake
River Basin from any other river basin,
basin, the
the State
State making
making the
the importaimportation
have the exclusive use of such imported water
tion shall
shall have
by
water unless
unless by
written
written agreement, made by the representatives
representatives of
States of
of Coloof the
the States
Colorado and Wyoming on the Commission,
Commission, it
it is
is otherwise
provided.
otherwise provided.
"(f) Water use projects initiated after the
signing of
Comthe signing
of this
this Compact, to the greatest extent possible, shall
shall permit
permit the
full use
use within
within
the full
the
Basin in the most feasible
the Basin
feasible manner
manner of the waters
the Little
waters of
of the
Little Snake
Snake
River and its tributaries,
tributaries, without regard to
the state
state line;
line; and,
so
to the
and, so
far as is practicable,
practicable, shall result in an equal
far
equal division
division between
between the
the States
States
of the use of water not used under
under rights existing prior
to the
the signing
signing
prior to
of this Compact.
Compact.
"(g)
"(g) All consumptive
consumptive use of the waters of
Little Snake
Snake River
of the Little
River
and its tributaries
tributaries shall be charged under
the apportionment
under the
apportionment of
of Article
Article
III hereof
III
hereof to the State in which the use is made; provided, that
that conconsumptive
sumptive use incident
incident to the diversion,
impounding or
of
diversion, impounding
or conveyance
conveyance of
water in
water
in one State for use in the other shall be charged
to the
latter
charged to
the latter
State.
'"ARTICLE xn
"AmicLE
xI

"Subject to the provisions of this Compact, the
the consumptive
consumptive use
use of
of
the waters of Henry's Fork
Fork, a
a tributary
of G
reen Ri
ver originating
or i
gi
na ti ng
tributary of
Green
River
in
the State of Utah
in the
Ut ah and
an d flowing into the State
State of
of Wyoming
Wyoming and
and
thence into the Green River in the State of
thence
Utah; Beaver
origiof Utah;
Beaver Creek,
Creek, originating in the State of Utah and flowing
in the
State
flowing into
into Henry's
Henry's Fork
Fork in
the State
of Wyoming;
Wyoming; Burnt Fork, a
atributary
tributary of Henry's
Henry's Fork,
Fork, originating
originating
in the State of Utah and flowing
in
flowing into Henry's Fork
the State
Fork in
in the
State of
of
Wyoming;
Wyoming; Birch Creek, aatributary of
Henry's Fork,
Fork,ioriginating
originating in
in
of Henry's
the State of Ut
Utah
ah and
an d fl
ow i
ng i
nto H
enry '
s Fork
Fork in
n the
flowing
into
Henry's
the State
State of
of
Wyoming; and Sheep Creek, aatributary
Wyoming;
tributary of
River in
of Green
Green River
in the
the State
State
of Utah, and their tributaries, are hereby
the
hereby apportioned
apportioned between
between the
States of Utah and Wyoming in such quantities
States
quantities as
will result
from
as will
result from
the application
application of the following principles
principles and
procedures:
and procedures:
"(a)
"(a) Waters used under rights existing
existing prior to
to the
the signing
of this
this
signing of
Compact.
Compact.
"Waters diverted
"Waters
diverted from Henry's Fork, Beaver Creek, Burnt
Burnt Fork,
Fork,
Birch
Birch Creek and their tributaries,
tributaries, shall be
without regard
regard
be administered
administered without
to
the state line on the basis of an interstate
to the
interstate priority
to be
priority schedule
schedule to
be
prepared
prepared by the States affected and approved
by the
the Commission
in
approved by
Commission in
conformity with the actual priority of
the water
water requirerequireof right
right of
of use,
use, the
ments of
the land
ments
of the
land irrigated
irrigated and the acreage
acreage irrigated
irrigated in
in connection
connection
therewith.
therewith.
"(b)
Waters used under rights from Henry's Fork, Beaver
"(b) Waters
Creek,
Beaver Creek,
Burnt Fork,
Fork, Birch Creek and their tributaries,
Burnt
tributaries, initiated
initiated after
after the
the
signing of this Compact shall be divided fifty
percent to
of
fifty percent
to the
the State
State of
Wyoming and fifty percent to the
of Utah
and each
may
the State of
Utah and
each State
State may
use said waters
waters as and where it
it deems
deems advisable.
advisable.
"(c) The State of Wyoming
"(c)
Wyoming assents to
the exclusive
by the
the
to the
exclusive use
use by
State of Utah of the water of Sheep Creek,
Creek, except
except that
the lands,
lands, if
if
that the
any, presently irrigated in the State of
of Wyoming
Wyoming from
from the
the water
water of
of
Sheep Creek shall be supplied
Sheet?
supplied with water
order
water from
from Sheep
Sheep Creek
Creek in
in order
of priority and in such quantities as
as are
are in
in conformity
conformity with
with the
the laws
laws
of the State of
Utah.
of Utah.
"(d) In the event of the importation
"(d)
importation of water
Henry's Fork,
Fork,
water to
to Henry's
or any of its tributaries,
tributaries, from any other river basin,
basin, the
State making
the State
making
the importation
importation shall have the exclusive
exclusive use
use of
imported water
water
of such
such imported
unless by written agreement
agreement made
made by
the representatives
States
by the
representatives of
of the
the States
of
of Utah and Wyoming
Wyoming on
Commission, it
is otherwise
otherwise provided.
on the
the Commission,
it is
provided.
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consumptive use of
waters of
Beaver Creek,
Creek,
"(e) All consumptive
of waters
of Henry's
Henry's Fork,
Fork, Beaver
Burnt Fork, Birch Creek,
Creek, Sheep
Sheep Creek,
and their
their tributaries
tributaries shall
be
Creek, and
shall be
charged under
under the apportionment
of Article
Article III
hereof to
the State
apportionment of
III hereof
to the
State
in which the use is made; provided, that
use incident
incident
that consumptive
consumptive use
to the diversion, impounding or conveyance
of water
State for
for
conveyance of
water in
in one
one State
use in the other
to the
the latter
other shall
shall be
be charged
charged to
latter State.
State.
"(f)
"(f) The States of Utah and Wyoming
Wyoming each
assent to
to the
each assent
the diversion
diversion
and storage of water in one State for use
subject
use in the other
other State,
State, subject
to compliance
compliance with Article
Article IX
IX of this
the duty
this Compact. It
It shall
shall be
be the
duty
of the water administrative
administrative officials
officials of the State where
where the
the water
is
water is
stored to release said stored water to the
the other
other State
State upon
upon demand.
demand.
If
If either the State of Utah or the State of
shall construct
of Wyoming shall
construct
aareservoir in the other State for use in its
the water
its own
own State, the
water users
users
of the State in which said facilities are constructed
purchase at
at
constructed may purchase
a portion of the capacity of said reservoir sufficient for
cost a
the irrigairrigafor the
tion of their lands thereunder.
thereunder.
“ (g) In
In order
to measure
the flow
diverted, each
"(g)
order to
measure the
flow of
of water
water diverted,
each State
State
shall cause suitable measuring devices
devices to
maintained
to be constructed,
constructed, maintained
and operated
operated at or near the point of
each ditch.
of diversion
diversion into
into each
ditch.
"(h) The State Engineers of
"(h)
jointly shall
shall appoint
appoint a
a
of the
the two
two States
States jointly
Special Water Commissioner
Commissioner who shall have authority
to administer
authority to
administer
the water in both States in accordance
accordance with
with the
the terms
terms of
this Article.
Article.
of this
The salary and expenses of such Special Water Commissioner
Commissioner shall
shall be
be
paid, thirty percent by the State of Utah and seventy
percent by
by the
seventy percent
the
State of Wyoming.
ARTICLE xrii
"ARTICLE
xm

"Subject to the provisions of this Compact, the rights to
the conto the
consumptive use of the water of the Yampa River, a
atributary
tributary entering
entering
the Green River in the State of Colorado, are hereby
apportioned
hereby apportioned
between the States of Colorado
Colorado and Utah in accordance
accordance with
with the
the
following principles:
principles:
following
"(a) The State of Colorado
"(a)
Colorado will not cause the
flow of
the Yampa
the flow
of the
Yampa
River at the Maybell Gaging Station to be
depleted below
an aggreaggrebe depleted
below an
5000,000 acre-feet
for any
any period
period o
en consecutive
consecu ti ve years
gate of
of 5,000,000
acre-feet for
off t
ten
years
reckoned
reckoned in continuing progressive
progressive series beginning with the
first day
day
the first
of October next succeeding;
succeeding the ratification and approval
approval of
of this
Comthis Compact. In the event any diversion
diversion is
made from
from the
or
is made
the Yampa
Yampa River
River or
from tributaries entering
entering the Yampa River above
Maybell Gaging
above the Maybell
Gaging
Station for the benefit of any water use project in the
of Utah,
Utah,
the State
State of
then the gross amount of all such diversions
diversions for use
the State
State of
of
use in
in the
Utah, less any returns from such diversions to the River above Maybell, shall be added to the actual flow at the Maybell Gaging Station to
to
determine
determine the total flow at the Maybell Gaging
Gaging Station.
Station.
"(b) All consumptive
consumptive use of the waters of
River and
of the
the Yampa
Yampa River
and
its tributaries
tributaries shall be charged
charged under the apportionment
apportionment of Article
III hereof to the State in which the use is made;
made; provided, that
that conconsumptive
sumptive use incident
incident to the diversion, impounding
impounding or conveyance
conveyance of
of
water in one State for use in the other shall be charged to the latter
State.
State.
ARTICLE XIV
XPir
"ARTICLE

"

"Subject to the provisions of this Compact, the consumptive
consumptive use of
"Subject
of
the waters of the San Juan River and its tributaries
tributaries is hereby apportioned between the States of Colorado and New Mexico as
as follows:
follows:
"The State of Colorado agrees
agrees to deliver to the State of New Mexico
Mexico
tributaries which rise
from the San Juan River and its tributaries
rise in
in the
the State
State of
of
Colorado
Colorado aaquantity of water
water which shall be sufficient, together with
with
water
originating in the San Juan Basin in the State of New Mexico,
water originating
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to enable
to
enable the State of New Mexico to make full use of the
water apporapporthe water
tioned to the State of New Mexico by
tioned
by Article
III of
this Compact,
Article III
of this
Compact,
subject, however, to the following:
following:
"(a) A
A first and prior right saall
shall be recognized
recognized as
as to:
to:
"(1) All uses of water made in either State at
at the
the time
time of
the
of the
signing of this Compact;
Compact; and
and
"(2) All uses of water contemplated
contemplated by projects authorized,
"(2)
authorized, at
at the
the
time of the
the signing of this Compact, under the laws
time
laws of
of the
the United
United
States of
of America
States
America whether or not such projects are
are eventually
eventually conconstructed
States of America
structed by
by the
the United
United States
America or by some other entity.
entity.
"(b) The State of Colorado assents to
and storage
of
to diversions
diversions and
storage of
water
in the State of Colorado for use in the
water in
State of
Mexico,
the State
of New
New Mexico,
subject to compliance
compliance with Article IX
IX of
this Compact.
Compact.
of this
"(c) The uses of the waters of the San
San Juan
River and
of its
its
Juan River
and any
any of
tributaries within either State which are dependent upon
tributaries
common
upon aacommon
source of
source
of water and which are not covered
covered by
shall in
in
by (a)
(a) hereof,
hereof, shall
times of
of water
water shortages be reduced in such quantity that
times
that the
the resulting
resulting
consumptive
consumptive use in each State will bear the
the same
same proportionate
proportionate relarelation
tion to the consumptive
consumptive use made in each
during times
of
each State
State during
times of
average
average water supply as determined
determined by the Commission;
Commission; provided,
provided,
that any preferential
preferential uses of water to
are entitled
to which
which Indians
Indians are
entitled under
under
Article XIX shall be excluded in determining
the amount
amount of
curtaildetermining the
of curtailment to be made under
under this
this paragraph.
paragraph.
"(d) The curtailment of water use by either
"(d)
either State
order to
to make
make
State in
in order
deliveries
required by Article
Article IV of
deliveries at
at Lee Ferry as required
this Compact
Compact
of this
shall be independent of any and all conditions imposed
imposed by
by this
this Article
Article
and shall be made by each State, as and when
required, without
when required,
without regard
regard
to any provision of this
this Article.
Article.
"(e)
cc
(e) All consumptive
consumptive use of the waters
of the
Juan River
waters of
the San
San Juan
River and
and
its tributaries
tributaries shall be charged
its
charged under the
III
the apportionment
apportionment of
of Article
Article
III
hereof to
the State
State in which the use is made;
hereof
to the
made; provided,
provided, that
consumptive
that consumptive
use
use incident to the diversion, impounding or
or conveyance
conveyance of
of water
water in
in
one State
State for use in the other shall be charged to
one
to the
the latter
latter State.
State.
"ARTICLE
" ARTICLE XV
XV

"(a)
cc (a )Subject to the provisions of the Colorado
River Compact
and
Colorado River
Compact and
of
Compact, water of the Upper
of this
this Compact,
Upper Colorado
Colorado River System
may be
be
System may
impounded
impounded and used for the generation of electrical
electrical power,
but such
power, but
such
impounding and use shall be subservient
subservient to
to the
and consumption
the use
use and
consumption of
of
such water
water for agricultural and domestic purposes
such
and shall
not
purposes and
shall
not
interfere
interfere with
with or prevent
prevent use for such dominant
dominant purposes.
""(b)
(b) The
The provisions
provisions of this Compact
Compact shall not apply to or
interfere
or interfere
with
right or power of any signatory State to
with the
the right
regulate within
to regulate
within its
its
boundaries the appropriation,
appropriation, use and control
boundaries
control of
of water,
water, the
the consumpconsumptive use
use of
which is apportioned and available to such State
tive
of which
State by
by this
this
Compact.
Ct ARTICLE XVI
"ARTICLE
XVI

"The failure of any State to use the water, or
the
or any
any part
part thereof,
thereof, the
use
is apportioned
use of
of which
which is
apportioned to it under the terms of this Compact,
Compact,
shall
constitute a
a relinquishment
relinquishment of the right to such use to the
shall not
not constitute
the
Lower Basin or to any other State, nor shall
forfeiture
shall it
it constitute
constitute a
a forfeiture
abandonment of the
or abandonment
the right
to such
use.
right to
such use.
ARTICLE XVII
"ARTICLE
XVII

"The use
use of any water now or hereafter
hereafter imported
"The
imported into
into the
the natural
natural
drainage
drainage basin of the Upper Colorado River System shall not
not be
be
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charged
under the
the apportionment
apportionment of
of consumptive
consumptive use
use
charged to
to any State
State under
by this
Compact.
made by
this Compact.
"ARTICLE
" ARTICLE XVIII
XVIII

"(a) The State of Arizona
rights and
and interests
Arizona reserves
reserves its
its rights
interests under
under
the Colorado River Compact
Compact as
of the
the Lower
Lower Division
as
as a
a State
State of
Division and
and as
a State of the Lower
a
Lower Basin.
"(b) The State of New Mexico
the State
State of
of Utah
their
Mexico and
and the
Utah reserve
reserve their
respective rights and interests under
River Compact
Compact
under the Colorado
Colorado River
as States of the Lower Basin.
Basin.
" ARTICLE XIX
XIX
"ARTICLE

"Nothing
"Nothing in this Compact
shall be
be construed
as:
Compact shall
construed as:
"(a)
"(a) Affecting the
of America
America to
to
the obligations
obligations of
of the
the United
United States
States of

Indian
Indian tribes;
tribes;

59 Stat. 1219.
1219.

"(b) Affecting
Affecting the obligations of the United States
America
States of
of America
under the Treaty with the United
Mexican States
States (Treaty
Series
United Mexican
(Treaty Series
994) ;
994);
"(c) Affecting
"(c)
Affecting any rights or powers of the United States
States of
of America,
America,
its agencies or instrumentalities,
instrumentalities, in or to the waters
waters of
of the
the Upper
Upper
Colorado River System, or its capacity to
to acquire
acquire rights
rights in
and to
in and
to the
the
of said
use of
said waters;
waters;
"(d) Subjecting any property of the United States of
of America,
America,
its agencies or instrumentalities,
instrumentalities to taxation
taxation by
by any
St at
e or
su bdi viany
State
or subdivision
thereof,
or
instrumentalities,
creating
any
sion thereof, or creating any obligation on the part of the United
United
States of America, its agencies
agencies or instrumentalities,
reason of
of the
the
instrumentalities, by
by reason
acquisition, construction
construction or operation
of any
or works
of
operation of
any property
property or
works of
whatever
whatever kind, to make any payment
subpayment to
to any
any State
State or
or political
political subdivision thereof,
thereof, State agency, municipality
or entity
entity whatsoever,
whatsoever, in
in
municipality or
reimbursement
reimbursement for the loss of
of taxes;
taxes;
"(e) Subjecting
"(e)
Subjecting any property of the United States of America,
America,
its agencies or instrumentalities,
instrumentalities, to the laws
any State
to an
an extent
extent
laws of any
State to
other than the
the extent
other
extent to which such laws would apply
apply without
without regard
regard
to this Compact.
Compact.
it ARTICLE XX
XX
"ARTICLE

Termination.

"This Compact
"This
Compact may be terminated
terminated at any time by the
the unanimous
unanimous
agreement
agreement of the signatory
signatory States. In the event of
termination,
of such
such termination,
established under it shall continue
all rights established
continue unimpaired.
unimpaired.
"ArrnDLE
"ARTIOLE xxt
XXI

Ratification
Ratification and
and
approval.
approval.

Deposit of original.
miginal.

"This Compact
Compact shall become binding and obligatory
when it
it shall
obligatory when
shall
have
ratified by the legislatures
have been
been ratified
legislatures of each of the signatory
signatory States
States
and approved
approved by the Congress of the United States of
of America.
America. Notice
Notice
of ratiication
ratification by the legislatures of the signatory
signatory States
shall be
be given
given
States shall
by the
the Governor
Governor of
of each
each signatory
by
signatory State to the Governor
Governor of each of
the other
other signatory
and to
to the
the President
President of the United States
the
signatory States
States and
of
America,
and the President is hereby requested to give notice to
of America, and
to
the Governor
Governor of
of each
each of the signatory
the
signatory States of approval
approval by
the
by the
Congress of the United States of
of America.
America.
"IN
WHEREOF, the Commissioners
"IN WITNESS
WITNESS WHEREOF,
Commissioners have executed
executed
six counterparts
counterparts hereof each of which shall be and
six
constitute an
and constitute
an
original,
original, one
one of which shall be deposited
deposited in the archives of the Department of
ment
of State
State of
of the
the United
United States of America,
America, and one of which shall
be forwarded
forwarded to
Governor of each of the signatory
be
to the
the Governor
signatory States.
States.
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"Done at the City of Santa Fe, State
of New
New Mexico,
this 11th
11th
State of
Mexico, this
day of
October, 1948.
1948.
of October,
Charles A.
A. Carson
[sgd] Charles
Carson
CHARLES A.
CARSON
A. CARSON
Commissioner for
State of
of Arizona
Arizona
for the State
[sgd] Clifford
Stone
Clifford H.
H. Stone

CLUETORD
CLIFFORD H.
TONE
H. S
STONE
Commissioner for the State of
Colorado
of Colorado
E. Wilson
Wilson
[sgd] Fred
Fred E.
FRED E.
FRED
WiEsox
E. WILSON
Commissioner for the State of New
New Mexico
Mexico
[sgd]
Edward H.
[sgd] Edward
H. Watson
Watson
EDWARD H.
ATSON
EDWARD
H. W
WATSON
Commissioner
Commissioner for
of Utah
Utah
for the
the State
State of
[sgd] L.
L. C.
C. Bishop
Bishop
L.C.
L.
C. BISHOP
Commissioner
Commissioner for the
the State
of Wyoming
State of
Wyoming
[sgd] Grover
Grover A.
A. Giles
Giles
GROVB
GRovER A.
A.Gums
GrF-s
Secretary
Secretary

"Approved:
"Approved:
"[sgd] Harry
"[sgd]
Harry W.
W. Bashore
Bashore

HARRY
HARRY W.
W .BASHORE
BASHORE
Representative of the United States of America."
Representative
America."
Approved April 6,
6, 1949.
1949.

[CHAPTER 49]
[CHAPTER
49]

AN ACT
AN
ACT

To abolish
Agricultural Credit Corporation
To
abolish the Regional
Regional Agricultural
Corporation of
of Washington,
Washington, District
District
of
of Columbia,
Columbia, and transfer
transfer its functions
functions to
to the
the Secretary
Secretary of
Agriculture, to
to
of Agriculture,
authorize
the
Secretary
authorize
of Agriculture
Agriculture to
to make
disaster loans,
other
make disaster
loans, and
and for
for other
purposes.
purposes.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House of
the
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
United
in Congress
Congress assembled,
United States of America in
assembled, That (a)
there are
are
(a) there
hereby transferred
transferred to the Secretary of
Agriculture (hereinafter
of Agriculture
(hereinafter
referred
Secretary) all the functions of the
referred to as the Secretary)
Agrithe Regional
Regional Agricultural Credit Corporation
Corporation of
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia,
of Washington,
Washington, District
including
including but not limited to functions with
with respect
respect to—
to(1) loans to bona fide fur farmers as
(1
for in
in the
as provided
provided for
the last
last
proviso
proviso in the paragraph
paragraph headed "Regional
Credit
"Regional Agricultural
Agricultural Credit
Corporation
Corporation of Washington,
Washington, District of Columbia", in
in title
title II
II of
of
Government Corporations
Corporations Appropriation
the Government
Appropriation Act,
Act, 1949
(Public
1949 (Public
Congress); ;
Law 860, Eightieth
Eightieth Congress)
(2)
(2) loans under authorization
authorization by the Secretary
Secretary for
Regional
for the
the Regional
Agricultural Credit Corporation of Washington,
District of
of
Washington, District
Columbia, to reenter
reenter an area or region where
where aaproduction
disaster
production disaster
has occurred,
occurred, as provided for in the proviso
of the
the
proviso in
in section
section 2
2 of
Department of Agriculture Appropriation
Appropriation Act,
(Public
Act, 1949
1949 (Public
Law 712, Eightieth Congress)
Congress) ;
; and
and
(3) the liquidation of all other loans heretofore
heretofore made
made by
by the
the
Regional Agricultural Credit Corporation
Corporation of
Washington, DisDisof Washington,
trict of Columbia,
Columbia, and of all assets, contracts, property, claims,
claims,
rights, and liabilities relating thereto.
(b) There are hereby transferred
transferred to the Secretary the
the functions
functions of
of
the Farm Credit Administration
Administration and
Governor thereof
thereof with
with
and the
the Governor
respect
respect to the Regional Agricultural
Agricultural Credit Corporation
WashingCorporation of
of Washingof Columbia.
ton, District of
Columbia.
(c)
(c) The Regional
Regional Agricultural
Agricultural Credit Corporation
Washington,
Corporation of
of Washington,
District of Columbia, is hereby
hereby dissolved. The
Secretary of
of the
The Secretary
the TreasTreasury shall cancel the outstanding
outstanding certificates of stock
the Corporation.
stock of
of the
Corporation.

April
1949
April 6,
6, 1949
DI.
21011
i[. R.
R. 2101]
[Public
[Public Law
Law 34
38]

Regional
Regional AgriculAgricultural
Corporatural Credit
Credit Corporation
tion,
Washin
gton,
Washington,
6
D. 0.
Transfer of
Transfer
of funcfunctions.
tlons.

62
62 Stat.
Stat. 1192.
1192.

62
Stat. 529.
529.
62 Stat.

Farm Credit
Farm
Credit AdAdministration.
ministration.

Dissolution.
Dissolution.

44

PUBLIC
PUBLIC LAWS—
CHS.49,
14, 1949
LAWS-CHS.
49, 50—APR.
50-APR. 6,
6,14,1949

Transfer of assets,
assets,
etc.

48 Stat. 273.

12 U. S. C.,
0., Supp.

II, i 1148a.
II,
1148a.

Transfer of personnel.

Loans to farmers
Loans
and stockmen.
stockmen.

48 Stat. 273.
0., Supp.
12 U. S.
S. C.,
II, §
§ 1148a.
1148a.
Revolving fund.

Supra.
Supra.
Suit or judicial
Judicial propro-

ceeding.
ceeding.

Effective
Effective date.

[63 STAT.
STAT.
[63

property, claims,
and rights,
rights, all
all
(d) All assets, funds, contracts,
contracts, property,
claims, and
records, and all liabilities of the Corporation
Corporation are
hereby transferred
are hereby
transferred
to the Secretary.
revolving fund created
84 of
of the
the
Secretary. The revolving
created by
by section
section 84
Farm Credit Act of 1933, as amended
amended (12
U. S.
S. C.
shall be
be
(12 U.
C. 1148a),
1148a), shall
available to the Secretary
of the
functions specispeciSecretary for the
the performance
performance of
the functions
fied in paragraphs (a) (1),
(3) of
(1), (2),
(2), and (3)
of the section,
section, including
including
administrative
administrative expenses in connection
connection therewith:
Provided, That
That for
for
therewith: Provided,
the fiscal year 1949 the limitations on
administrative expenses
on the
the administrative
expenses of
of
the Corporation with respect to the said functions
functions shall
shall be
be applicable
applicable
to the Secretary.
(e) All personnel
(e)
personnel of
Corporation (excluding
(excluding personnel
personnel of
of the Corporation
of the
the
Administration serving as directors
Farm Credit Administration
or officers
officers of
of the
directors or
the
Corporation),
Corporation), and such of the
of the
the Farm
Farm Credit
the personnel
personnel of
Credit AdminAdministration as are engaged
engaged principally in the work of the
the Corporation,
Corporation,
shall be transferred
transferred to the offices or
or agencies
agencies designated
designated by
by the
the SecreSecretary to carry
carry out the functions
functions herein
herein transferred,
transferred, to
to the extent that
that
he determines
determines that such personnel
qualified and
and necessary
necessary therefor.
personnel are qualified
therefor.
(f) The Secretary may carry out the functions herein transferred
transferred
and the authority conferred
conferred upon him by this Act
Act through
through such
such officers
officers
or agencies in or under the Department of Agriculture
Agriculture as he
he may
may
designate.
SEC.
SEC. 2. (a)
(a) The Secretary is hereby authorized
authorized to make loans
to
loans to
farmers
farmers and stockmen
stockmen for any agricultural
agricultural purpose in any
any area
area or
or
region
a production
region where
where he finds that a
production disaster has
has caused
caused a
a need
need
for agricultural
agricultural credit not readily available
from commercial
commercial banks,
available from
banks,
cooperative
cooperative lending
lending agencies,
agencies, or other
other responsible
responsible sources.
sources. Such
Such
loans shall be made
made at such rates of interest and on such
terms
such general
general terms
and conditions as the Secretary shall prescribe
prescribe for
region.
for such area
area or
or region.
The Secretary
Secretary may utilize the revolving fund created
created by
84
by section
section 84
of the Farm Credit Act of 1933, as amended
amended (12
(12 U.
1148a), for
U. S.
S. C.
C. 1148a),
for
making such loans and for administrative
administrative expenses in
in connection
connection with
with
such loans.
loans.
(b) The funds transferred
transferred to the Secretary
Secretary under
under section 1
1of
this
of this
Act, and all sums received
received by
liquid ati on of
of
by the
the Secretary
Secretary from
from the
the liquidation
the assets, contracts,
contracts, property,
property, claim
s and rights
to him
claims,
rights transferred
transferred to
him
under section 1
1 of this Act, from the liquidation
loans made
made under
under
liquidation of
of loans
section 2
2 of
this Act,
and from
liquid ati on of
of any
any other
ot h
er assets
section
of this
Act and
from the
the liquidation
assets
acquired
acquired with funds from the said revolving
revolving, fund
shall be
added to
fund shall
be added
to
and become a
a part of the said revolving fund;
revolving fund
fund; and
and the
the revolving
fund
as so constituted shall remain available
available to the
Secretary only
for the
the
the Secretary
only for
purposes specified in sections 1
1 (d) and 2
2 (a)
(a) of this Act.
SEo.
judicial proceeding
proceeding instituted by or
Szo. 3. (a)
(a) No suit or other judicial
against the Regional
Regional Agricultural
Agricultural Credit Corporation
Corporation of Washington,
Washington,
District of Columbia, shall abate by reason of this Act,
but the
SecreAct, but
the Secretary
a party in place of the Corporation
Corporation upon
tary may be substituted as a
upon
motion or petition filed within six months after the
effective date
date
the effective
of this Act.
(b) This
This Act
Act shall become effective
effective ten days after its enactment.
(b)
Approved April 6,
Approved
6, 1949.
[CHAPTER 50]
[CHAPTER
50]

April 14, 1949
1949
ES.
[IS. 629]
[Public
39)
(Public Law 3]9

tion of
of carDisposition
cer-

Dist i
g,, etc., pertain
per-

sonal
moal property.
property.

ACT
AN ACT
To
authorize the
the disposition of certain lost, abandoned, or unclaimed personal
To authorize
property
property coming into the possession of the Treasury
Treasury Department, the DepartDepart
ment of
Army, the
the Department
ment
of the
the Army,
Department of the Navy,
Navy, or the Department of the
Air Force,
Foree, and for other purposes.

Be it
it enacted
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
Representatives of the
Be
enacted by
House of Representatives

United
A.menca in
in Congress
That the Secretary
United States
States of America
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
of the Treasury, the Secretary of
of
of the Army, the Secretary of the
Navy,
the Navy,

63 STAT.]
ST-4.T.]

IST SESS.-CHS.
81ST CONG.,
CONG., 1sT
SESS .—CHS .50,
50, 51-APR.
51—APR.14,
1949
14, 1949

and the Secretary
Secretary of the Air Force, respectively,
respectively, subject to
the proproto the
visions of section 5
5 of this Act, are hereby authorized
to dispose
dispose of
by
authorized to
of by
public or private
private sale or otherwise, not less than
date
than one
one year
year after
after date
of receipt at such storage points as may be designated
designated by
by the
the aboveabovementioned
mentioned Secretaries, all lost, abandoned,
abandoned, or unclaimed
unclaimed personal
personal
property which
which is now or may
the possession,
may hereafter
hereafter come
come into
into the
possession,
custody, or control of the Treasury Department, the Department of
of
the Army, the Department of the Navy, or the Department
Department of
of the
the Air
Air
Provided,That diligent effort shall be
Force, as the case may be: Provided,
be made
made
to determine and locate the owner
owner or owners
owners thereof, his
his or their
their heirs
heirs
or next of kin, or his or their legal
representative or
legal representative
or representatives,
representatives,
and that in all cases where
where the owner or owners thereof,
their
thereof, or his or their
representative or representatives,
representatives, his or their heirs or
legal representative
of
or next
next of
kin, has or have been determined, the property
be sold
sold or
or
property shall not
not be
otherwise disposed of prior to the expiration
expiration of
of one
one hunof a
a period
period of
hundred and twenty days after written
written notice
registered mail
giving
notice by registered
mail giving
time and place of intended sale
disposition thereof
has been
sale or other
other disposition
thereof has
been
last-known address.
sent to his or their last-known
address.
SEC.
proceeds received
received from the
the sale
SEC. 2. The net proceeds
sale of
of any
any such
such property
property

by the Treasury
Treasury Department, the
Department of
the Army,
Army, the
the Department
of the
the
Department
Department of the Navy, or the Department of
Air Force
of the
the Air
Force shall
shall
be covered
covered into the Treasury as miscellaneous
miscellaneous receipts.
receipts.
SEC.
S
EC. 3. Claims for the net proceeds, if any, of such property so
disposed of may be filed with the General
General Accounting
Accounting Office
the
Office by
by the
rightful owners,
owners, their heirs or next of
representaof kin, or
or their
their legal
legal representatives at any time prior to the expiration
expiration of five
from the
date
five years
years from
the date
of the disposal of the property
property and,
if so
filed, the
the General
General Accounting
and, if
so filed,
Accounting
Office
Office shall allow or disallow the claim.
claim. If
claims are
filed prior
prior
If claims
are not
not filed
to the expiration of five years from the date
the disposal
disposal of
date of
of the
of the
the
property, they shall be barred from being acted on by
by the
the Courts or
or
the General Accounting
Accounting Office.
Office.

45
Infra.

Sale of
property.
of property.

sale

Net
proceeds.
Net proceeds.

Filing of
of claims.
Filing
claims.

Rules and
SEC.
4. The Secretary
the Treasury,
SEC. 4.
Secretary of the
Treasury, the
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Army,
Army, tiORle
and regularegulations.
the Secretary of the Navy, and the Secretary
Secretary of the Air Force, respectively, are authorized to prescribe
prescribe such
and regulations
such rules
rules and
regulations as
as may
may
be necessary
necessary to carry out the provisions of this
this Act.
Act.
Certain property
SEC.
SEC. 5.
5. Any
Any property
coming within
the provisions
provisions of
of this
this Act
property coming
within the
Act Soertai
property to
to
Soldiers' Home.
which may be delivered
delivered to the Soldiers' Home
Home under
regulations
under regulations
prescribed
prescribed by the Secretary
of the
or the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Air
Secretary of
the Army
Army or
Air
Force shall be limited to papers of value, sabers,
insignia, decoradecorasabers, insignia,
tions, medals, watches, trinkets, manuscripts, or
valuable
or other
other articles
articles valuable
Return to
to rightful
rightful
chiefly as keepsakes
keepsakes::Provided,
Provided,That if the rightful
rightful owners,
owners, their
heirs, oRetr
their heirs,
next of kin, or their legal representatives
representatives should establish their right OWIlers.
to any such property
property at any time
to the
the expiration
two years
time prior
prior to
expiration of
of two
years
from the date of the receipt thereof by the Soldiers'
Soldiers' Home,
Home, they
they shall
shall
be granted
granted possession
possession thereof.
SEC.
S
EC. 6. This Act shall not
as amending
amending or
not be
be construed
construed as
or repealing
repealing
the Act of March
March 29, 1918 (40 Stat.
499) ;article 112
Stat. 499);
112 of
U. S. c.
0. I.
§942.
942.
of section
section 1, 34 U..
10
U.. S.. C.
0. i.
§ 1584.
chapter II,
II, of the Act of June 4, 1920 (41 Stat. 809);
809) ;the Act of
o10
164.
February 21, 1931 (46 Stat. 1203);
10 U. S. 0.0§§
§§ 1584a1203) ;the Act of December 28, 1945 I5us.Bo.
84a1584e.
(59 Stat. 662),
662), as amended;
amended; or
or the
the Act
Act of
of August
1946 (60
August 2,
2, 1946
(60 Stat.
Stat.
3i U.
U. s.
s 222e31
S. c.
C. §§
222e222h,
215-217 notes.
notes.
846-847),
846-847), as amended.
222, 215-217
Postp.p. 565.
Post
565.
921
Approved April 14, 1949.
n.28
28 U. S.. C. I§921
note, 946.
916.
note,

[CHAPTER 51]
51]
[CHAPTER

AN
AN ACT
ACT
To provide
provide for
a Commission
Commission on
for a
Renovation of
of the
Mansion.
on Renovation
the Executive
Executive Mansion.

it enacted
&inactedby the
Be it
Representatives of
of the
th,e
the Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
United States of America in Congress
Congress assembled, That there
there is
is hereby
hereby

April 14,1949
14, 1%19
DEL
H. R... 3856]
866]
[Public
[Public Law
Law 40]
40]
Commission on
Renn Rnmovation of the Execuovation
tive Mansion.
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Duties.
Duties.

If-

infra.

Composition.
Composition.

PUBLIC LAWS-OH.
LAWS— CH.51—APR.
14, 1949
51-APR. 14,1949

[63 S
TAT.
[63
STAT.

established
established a
known as
the Commission
a commission
commission to
to be
be known
as the
Commission on
on RenovaRenovation of the Executive
Executive Mansion
Mansion (hereinafter
referred to
to as
(hereinafter referred
as the
the "Coln"Commission").
It shall be the duty of the Commission (a)
mission"). It
(a) to
supervise
to supervise
and approve
construction plans
approve all construction
plans and
and work
work necessary
necessary .(1)
(1) for
for remedyremedying the unsafe conditions now existing
existing in
the Executive
Executive Mansion
in the
Mansion and
and
(2)
(2) for the modernization
modernization of
s
uch Mansion,
in accordance
accordance with
of such
Mansion, in
with the
the
provisions of section 33 of this Act and within the
of funds
funds
the limits
limits of
appropriated by the Congress for
appropriated
for those
and (b)
(b) to
to perform
perform
those purposes;
purposes; and
the functions
functions vested
vested in
in the
the Commission
sections 2
and 4
4of
ofthis Act.
Commission by
by sections
2 and
this Act.

SEC.
2. (a)
SEC. 2.
(a) The Commission
Commission shall
shall be
be composed
of six
six members
composed of
members as
as
follows:
follows:
(1)
(1) Two Senators appointed
appointed by
the President
President of
Senate;
by the
of the
the Senate;
(2)
(2) Two Representatives
Representatives appointed by
by the
the Speaker
Speaker of
of the
the House
House
of Representatives;
of
Representatives;
(3)
(3) Two persons appointed by
by the
the President
United States
States
President of
of the
the United
or from
from private
from the
the executive
executive branch
branch or
private life.
life.
(b) A
vacancy in
in the
the Commission
shall not
its powers
(b)
A vacancy
Commission shall
not affect
affect its
powers but
but
shall be filled in the same manner
manner as
as the
the original
original appointment
appointment was
was
made.
made.
(c) The Commission shall elect aaChairman
(c)
Chairman and
Vice Chairman
and aaVice
Chairman
from among its members.
members.
Compensation.
Compensation.
(d) Commission
from the
(d)
Commission members appointed from
the Congress
the
Congress and
and the
executive
executive branch shall serve without additional
compensation. Comadditional compensation.
Commission members appointed
appointed from private life
receive $50
$50 per
per
life shall
shall receive
diem when engaged in the performance
diem
performance of Commission
Commission duties.
All
duties. All
Commission members
members shall receive reimbursement
reimbursement for
necessary
for necessary
traveling
traveling and subsistence
subsistence expenses
by them
the performexpenses incurred
incurred by
them in
in the
performance of Commission
Commission duties.
Voluntary personneountry
person.
(e)
The Commission is authorized to accept
nel.
(e) The
accept and
and utilize
utilize services
services
of voluntary and uncompensated
uncompensated personnel
any such
such
personnel and
and to
to pay
pay any
personnel
necessary traveling and subsistence
personnel necessary
subsistence expenses
when engaged
engaged
expenses when
in the work
the Commission.
work of the
Commission.
(f) Within the limits of its appropriations,
(f)
appropriations, the Commission
Commission is
is
authorized
authorized
to
appoint
such
personnel,
without
regard
to
the
civilwithout
regard
to
the
civil42 Stat. 1488.
1488.
service laws and the
Classification Act
Act of
of 1923,
as amended,
amended, to procure
procure
5
S. C. ii
§§ 661-74;
681-874;
service laws and
the Classification
1923, as
5 U. s.c.
Supp.
H,
662
d
seq.
SupIp.
1,,
a6
deq.
such
and
binding,
printing
and
such
expenditures
as,
in
to
make
such
expenditures
as,
in its
its
Post, p. 972.
at,p. 972.
discretion, it deems
discretion,
necessary.
deems necessary.
Assistance of Federal
AssistanceofFedera
(g)
The Commission
(g) The
Commission is authorized
authorized to request
request and
secure the
and secure
the advice
advice
aftencYor
assistance of
any Federal agency. Any Federal
or assistance
of any
agency furnishing
Federal agency
furnishing
advice
advice or assistance to the Commission may expend
expend its
own funds
funds for
its own
for
this purpose, with or without reimbursement
the Commission
Commission as
as
reimbursement from
from the
may
be
agreed
between
upon
between
Commission
the
agency.
the
and
the
agency.
Report.
Report.
(h)
The Commission shall from time to time, but at least once
(h) The
annually, submit
Congress and the President a
annually,
submit to the Congress
on the
the
a report
report on
progress of the work under its supervision. Upon
conclusion of
of
Upon the
the conclusion
its work, the Commission shall promptly submit aafinal report.
report.
Termination.
Termination.
(i) Thirty days after the submission
.(i)
submission of its
final report the
Comits final
the Commission shall cease to exist.
Approval of conApprovalplans
of and
onSEC.
3. In
struction
performance of
Sze. 3.
In the
the performance
of its
duties the
Commission shall—
its duties
the Commission
shallcontractors.
(
a) approve
approve all
all construction
plans for
the renovation
and
ontac
nos.
(a)
construction plans
for the
renovation and
modernization
modernization of
of the
the Executive
Executive Mansion;
Mansion;
(b) determine the methods for selecting, and
and approve
approve the
the selecselection of, the general contractor and the subcontractors
subcontractors who will
will
perform the construction
perform
construction work, subject
subject to such conditions
conditions and
limitations as may be contained
contained in appropriations made for such
work;
work;
(c) generally
generally supervise
supervise the
of such
work.
the progress
progress of
such construction
construction work.
Preservation of historical
materials.
Preatn
ohisSEC.
Sze. 4. (a)
(a) The Commission shall
shall take
take measures
measures to
to assure
assure that
all
that all
lumber, fixtures, and other materials removed from the Executive
lumber,
Executive

63 STAT.]
STAT.]
63
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81ST
51, 52,
57—APR.14,
15, 1949
81ST CONG.,
CONG., 1ST
1ST SESS.—CEIS.
SESS.-CHS. 51,
52, 57-APR.
14,15,1949

Mansion in the course of its renovation
renovation and modernization
modernization shall be
Mansion
carefully examined by appropriate
for
carefully
appropriate Federal
Federal or other authorities
authorities for
the purpose of
oi segregating and safeguarding
safeguarding any of such materials
importance that they should be perwhich are of such historical importance
manently preserved.
manently
(b) At the earliest possible
recommend
possible date, the Commission
Commission shall recommend
to
to the
the Congress and
and the President
President a
a plan
plan for
for (1)
(1) the
the preservation
preservation of
of
any of such material which is of permanent
permanent historical importance, and
and
(2) the sale, donation,
destruction, or other
donation, destruction,
other disposition
disposition of the
the
remainder of such material in the manner most consistent
remainder
consistent with its
symbolical value and without commercial
commercial exploitation.
symbolical
exploitation.
SEc. 5. There are hereby authorized
appropriated such sums
SEC.
authorized to be appropriated
sums
as
necessary for the expenses
expenses of the
as may be
be necessary
the Commission.
Commission.
Approved
Approved April 14,
14, 1949.

Recommendations.
Recommendations.
Post,
p. 890.
890.
Post, p.

Appropriation
Appropriation
thorized.

au-

Post, pp.
pp.235,740,976.
Post,
235,740,976.

[
CHAPTER 52]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
To prevent
retroactive cheekage
of payments
payments erroneously
made to
certain retired
retired
To
prevent retroactive
checkage of
erroneously made
to certain
officers
of the
the Naval
and for
for other
purposes.
officers of
Naval Reserve,
Reserve, and
other purposes.

Be is enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and House of Representatives
Representatives of the
in Congress
United States of America
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the term
term
"Reserve
components" as used
approved Febru"Reserve components"
used in section
section 66of
of the
the Act
Act approved
February 21, 1946 (60
(60 Stat. 27; 34 U.
410b), shall include
U. S. C. 410b),
include officers on
on
the honorary
honorary retired
retired list of the Naval Reserve
Reserve or
Marine Corps Reserve
or Marine
Reserve
established by section
section 309
of the
Reserve Act
Act of
of 1938,
1938, as
309 of
the Naval
Naval Reserve
as
amended (34 U. S. C. 855h),
855h), and
and that
that the
the term "Naval
"Naval and Marine
Corps Reserve"
Reserve" as used in subsection (b)
(b) of section 301 of Public
include officers and enlisted personnel
personnel on
Law 810 shall include
on the
the honorary
honorary
retired list of the Naval Reserve
Reserve or Marine Corps Reserve established
established
section 309 of the Naval Reserve Act of 1938, as amended
by section
amended (34
(34
855h).
U. S. C. 855h).
SEC.
effective from February
SEC. 2. This Act shall be effective
February 21, 1946.
1946.
Approved April 14, 1949.
Approved

April 14,
1949
14,1949
IS.
278]
[S. 278]
[Public Law 41]

Naval and Marine
Naval
Corps Reserve.

1183.
52 Stat. 1183.
34 U. S. O.,
C., Supp.
II, §855h.
11,
855h.
62 Stat. 1087.
34 U. S. C., Supp.

II, §
440h.
§ 440h.
II,

52 Stat. 1183.
34 U.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
U. S.
II,
855h.
II, §§855h.
Effective date.
Effective

[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 57]

JOINT
RESOLUTION
JOINT RESOLUTION
Authorizing appropriations
appropriations to the Federal
Federal Security
Security Administrator
Administrator in addition to
Authorizing
those authorized under title V, part 2, of the Social Security Act, as amended,
provide for meeting emergency
to provide
emergency needs of crippled children during the fiscal
year ending June 30, 1949.

April 15, 1949
[II. J. Res. 212]
[II.
[Public
[Public Law 42]

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of the United
children.
Crippled children.
States of America in Congress
Congress assembled,
States
assembled, That, in order to enable the Appropriation
Appropriation authorized.
thorized.
States to provide necessary services and
and care for
for additional
additional numbers Pod,
Post, p. 234.
of crippled
crippled children, there is hereby authorized
authorized to be appropriated
appropriated
for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1949, the sum of
of $1,500,000
$1,500,000 for payStat. 631.
631.
ments to States having plans approved
approved under
under title V, part 2,
2, of
of the
the 49
42 U. S.. C.
C. §§ 711C
711715.
Social Security Act, in addition to the amounts provided in part 2
2 us.
of such title.
Allotments of funds.
SEc. 2. The Federal Security Administrator
one-half
SEC.
Administrator shall allot
allot one-half
the sum appropriated
appropriated pursuant to
to section 11hereof
hereof in the
the same manner
manner
as is provided for allotments under section 512 (a)
(a) of the Social
Stat. 631.
Security Act (except
(except that there shall be no uniform
uniform initial allotment),
allotment), 49
42 U.
U. S.C.
S. C.. §n2
712 (a).
and one-half in the same
manner as is provided
same manner
provided for allotments
allotments under
under
631.
49 Stat. 631.
Amounts allotted to the States pursuant
section 512 (b) of that Act. Amounts
pursuant 42U.
42 U. S.
C. §
7L2 (b).
(3.).
S.C.
1712
to this section shall be paid in accordance
accordance with the provisions
provisions of
of

48
632.
49 Stat.
Stat. 632.

42 U.
C. §714.
714.
U. S. C.

PUBLIC LAWS-CHS.
LAWS CRS.57,
57, 58,
73—APR.15,
1949
58, 72,
72, 73-APR.
15, 19,
19, 1949

section 514 of the Social Security Act,
except that
estimate of
of
Act, except
that the
the estimate
the amount to be paid to a
a State may
made at
time prior
to
may be
be made
at any
any time
prior to
July 1, 1949, and amounts so paid shall
for all
purposes be
shall for
all purposes
be regarded
regarded
as though paid
to such
paid pursuant
pursuant to
such section.
section.
Approved April 15, 1949.
Approved
1949.
[
CHAPTER 58]
[CHAPTER
58]

April 15, 1949
[H. J. Res.
[H.
Res. 222]
222]
[Public Law 43]
43]
[Public

Veterans AdminisAdministration, additional
apadditional appropriation.
propriation.

[63 STAT.
STAT.
[63

JOINT RESOLUTION
JOINT
RESOLUTION

Making an additional appropriation
Making
appropriation for
for the
the Veterans'
Administration for
for the
Veterans' Administration
the
fiscal year ending June
June 30,
1949, and
and for
30, 1949,
for other
other purposes.
purposes.

Resolved by the Senate
Senate and House
of Representatives
the United
United
House of
Representativesof
of the
States of America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
in Congress
approThat there
there is
is hereby
hereby appropriated,
Treasury not otherwise
priated, out of any money in the Treasury
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated,
the following sum:
INDEPENDENT
I
NDEPENDENT OFFICES
OFFICES
VETERANS'
ADMINISTRATION
VETERANS' ADMINISTRATION

1201,
62 Stat.
Stat. 1201.

For an additional
"Readjustment benefits"
For
additional amount for "Readjustment
benefits", 1949,
1949,
$595,890,000,
$595,890,000, to remain available until
expended.
until expended.
Approved
Approved April 15,
15, 1949.
1949.
[CHAPTER 72]
72]
[CHAPTER

April 19,
1949
1949
[H.
[H. B.
R. 1579]
1579]
[Public Law 44]

AN ACT

AN ACT
To
the Printing
Printing Act of January 12,
To amend
amend the
12, 1895,
as amended,
with respect
respect to
to the
1895, as
amended, with
the
printing
extra copies
congressional hearings and
printing of
of extra
copies of congressional
other documents.
documents.
and other

Be it
and House
House of
Be
it enacted by the Senate and
Representatives of
the
of Representatives
of the
United
in Congress
assembled, That so
United States
States of
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
much of
so much
of
amendment. paragraph 4 of section 2 of the Printing Act of January
paragraph 4of section 2of the
January 12, 1895, as
34 Stat.
Stat. 1013.
amended
S. C., 1946 edition,
amended (U.
(U. S.
edition, title 44,
sec. 133),
133), as
as precedes
precedes the
the
44, sec.
second proviso therein
second
therein
is
hereby
amended
to
read
as
follows:
to
read
as
follows:
Extra
of hearEgtr copies
iesof
hearings, etc.
"Pe.AR
PAR. 4.
4. Orders for printing
printing extra
extra copies,
otherwise than
than herein
copies, otherwise
herein
provided for, shall
simple, concurrent,
concurrent, or joint resolution.
provided for, shall be
be by
by simple,
Either House
Either
House may print extra copies to the amount
amount of
$1,200 by
by simple
simple
of $1,200
resolution;
if the cost exceeds that sum, the printing
resolution; if
shall be
be ordered
printing shall
ordered
by
by concurrent
concurrent resolution, except when the resolution
resolution is
is self-approself-appropriating, when
it shall be by joint resolution.
resolution. Such
priating,
when it
when
Such resolutions,
resolutions, when
presented to
House, shall be referred immediately
presented
to either
either House,
immediately to
to the
the ComCommittee on
on House
House Administration
Administration of the House of Representatives
mittee
Representatives or
or
the
Committee on Rules and Administration
Administration of the
the Committee
Senate, who,
who, in
the Senate,
in
making their report, shall give
probabl e cost
of the proposed
give th
thee probable
cost of
the
proposed
printing
printing upon the estimate
estimate of the Public Printer; and
and no
extra copies
no extra
copies
Cost limitation.
limitation
shall
be printed before
before such
committee has reported:
shall be printed
such committee
reported: Provided,
Provided, That
That
the
printing of additional
the printing
additional copies
copies may be performed
upon orders
orders of
performed upon
of
the Joint
Joint Committee on Printing
within a
alimit
limit of
of $700
$700 in
in cost
cost in
in any
any
Printing within
one instance :".

Printing Act of 1895,
PrintingActof1895,
amendment.

Approved April 19, 1949.

Approved April 19, 1949.
Approved
[CHAPTER 73]
[CHAPTER
73]
April
April 19, 1949
1949
[H. It.
[H.
R. 1757]
1757]
[Public Law
Law 45]
[Public
45]
Emergency
D. C.
C. Emergency
Rent Act,
Act, amendamendments.
55 Stat. 788.
D. C.
O. Code, Supp.
VII,
VII, §45-1601 (b).
(b).
Ante,
AWE, p.
p. 30.
30.

To amend

AN ACT
ACT

extend the
the provisions
To amend and
and extend
provisions of the District of Columbia Emergency
Emergency
Rent
Rent Act, approved
approved December
December 2, 1941, as
amended.
as amended.

Be it enacted by the
the Senate
Be it enacted by
Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of the
United
of America
America in Congress
United States
States of
Congress assembled, That
(b)
That section
section 11 (b)
of the
the Act
of
Act entitled
entitled "An Act to regulate rents in the District of
of ColumColumbia,
and for
December 2, 1941 (D.
bia, and
for other
other purposes",
purposes", approved December
C. Code,
(D. C.
Code,

63 STAT.]
63
STAT.]

49
49

81ST CONG.,
81sT
CONG., 1ST
1sT SESS.-CH.
SESS .—CH.73-APR.
73—APR .19,
1949
19, 1949

1940 edition, sec. 45-1601),
45-1601), as amended,
amended, is hereby amended
by striking
amended by
striking
1949" and inserting in lieu thereof
out "April 30, 1949"
thereof "June
30, 1950".
1950".
"June 30,
SEC.
2. Subsection
(b) of section 22 of such Act (D. C. Code,
SEC. 2.
Subsection (3) (b)
Code,
1940 edition, sec. 45-1602),
45-1602), as amended
amended by the Act approved
April 29,
29,
approved April
55 Stat.
62 Stat.
Stat.
Congress), is
1948 (Public Law 507, Eightieth Congress),
to read
is amended
amended to
read as
as 205.
55
Stat. 788;
788; 62
follows:
follows:
D. C.
C. Code, Supp.
D.
VII, §45-1602 (3) (b).
"(b)
accommodations the
"(b) Any housing accommodations
construction of
of which
was VII
the construction
which was
4-1602 (3)(b).
completed after March 31, 1948, or which
are additional
additional housing
housing
which are
accommodations
accommodations created by conversion after March 31,
except
31, 1948,
1948, except
hereinafter provided
as hereinafter
;".
provided;".
SEC.
2 of such Act, as amended by
SEC. 3. Section 2
Act approved
by the
the Act
approved
April 29, 1948 (Public Law 507, Eightieth Congress),
55 Stat.
62 Stat.
Stat.
amended
Congress), is
is amended
55
Stat. 788;
788; 62
205.
further by adding
adding at the end thereof a
a new
paragraph to
to read
as
new paragraph
read as
D. C. Code, Supp.
Supp.
follows
VU,
follows::
v
II, §§45-1602.
45-1602.
"(4)
Conversion on
on or
any conversion
"(4) Any housing accommodations
accommodations resulting
resulting from any
conversion
Conversion
or
created on or after May
1, 1949, shall continue to be housing accom- after May 1, 1949.
May 1,
modations
modations subject to maximum rent ceilings
and minimum
minimum service
ceilings and
service
standards
Administrator issues an
standards unless the Administrator
an order
order decontrolling
decontrolling
them, which he shall issue if he finds that
conversion resulted
that the conversion
resulted in
in
additional, self-contained
self-contained family units as defined
defined by
issued
by regulations
regulations issued
by him."
SEC.
SEC. 4. Paragraph
Paragraph (2)
(2) of section
section 5
of such
such Act,
as amended
amended
5 (b)
(b) of
Act, as
55
Stat. 791.
791.
65Stat.
D. C. Code, Supp.
(D. C. Code, 1940 edition, sec.
sec. 45-1605),
is amended
by adding
adding after
after VII,
45-1605), is
amended by
vII, §45-160d
45-1605(b)
(b) (2).
(2).
the word "dwelling"
"dwelling" a
a colon and the
the following:
following: "Provided,
"Provided, That
That in
in
Cooperative
Cooperative corporation.
the
case of housing accommodations
the case
accommodations in aastructure or premises owned ration.
or leased by aa cooperative
cooperative corporation
corporation or
association no
no such
such action
or association
action
or proceeding
proceeding under this paragraph
paragraph or
or paragraph
this section
section
paragraph (3)
(3) of
of this
shall be maintained
shall
maintained unless stock or membership
membership in the
the cooperative
cooperative
corporation or association has been acquired by
who are
or
by persons
persons who
are or
were
were tenants in occupancy
occupancy of at least 65 per centum
the dwelling
centum of the
dwelling
units in the structure
structure or premises at the time said cooperative
cooperative corcorporation or association
association either
either (1) acquired
acquired or
leased said
said structure
or leased
structure
or premises,
premises, or (2)
a contract
contract or option to
or
(2) entered into a
to acquire
acquire or
or
lease said structure
structure or
date is
is earliest,
and who
or premises, whichever
whichever date
earliest, and
who
as such stockholders or members are entitled
to possession
their
entitled to
possession of
of their
respective dwelling
respective
dwelling units in the structure
structure or
or premises
premises by
by virtue
virtue of
of
proprietary
proprietary leases or otherwise,
otherwise, and this provision shall apply
apply whether
whether
such corporation
corporation or association
association acquired
acquired or leased such
such structure
structure or
or
premises or entered
entered into a
a contract
contract or option to
do so
so prior
prior to
to or
after
to do
or after
the effective
amendatory Act or
effective date of this amendatory
holder of
of
or unless as
as the
the holder
acquired in the cooperative
stock or membership acquired
or assoassocooperative corporation
corporation or
ciation prior to March 1, 1949, aastockholder or member was
entitled
was entitled
to possession of a
a dwelling
dwelling unit in the structure or
premises by
virtue
or premises
by virtue
of aa proprietary
proprietary lease or
otherwise".
or otherwise".
65 Stat. 789.
SEC.
55
amended, is
SEC. 5. Section
Section 2
2 (2)
(2) (e)
(e) of such Act, as amended,
to
is amended
amended to
Stat. 789.
D. C. Code, Supp.
read as follows:
II,§45-1602
VII,
45-1602 (2)
(e).
(2)(e).
"(e) For the purposes of this section, the term 'hotel'
'hotel' means an "Hotel."
"(e)
"Hotel."
establishment
a hotel license and
establishment operating
operating under a
an
and occupied by
by an
appreciable
appreciable number of persons who are
customary hotel
are provided
provided customary
hotel
services such as maid service, furnishing
services
linen,
furnishing and
and laundering
laundering of
of linen,
telephone and secretarial or desk service, use and
upkeep of
of furniture
furniture
and upkeep
and fixtures, and bellboy service."
service."
at 7
SEC.
Section 10 of such Act, as amended, is amended
by striking
SEC. 6. Section
amended by
striking
11 .sC
se•
D
. d4. Supp.
.Code,
out subsection
subsection (b)
(b) thereof.
VII ,§
45-1610 (b).
VII,
§45-1610
(b).
SEC.
R econtrol of
S
EC. 7. Nothing
Nothing in this Act shall be construed
construed as authorizing
authorizing or
or Recontrol
of houshouspermitting the recontrol of any housing accommodations
accommodations which have
permitting
heretofore decontrolled.
been heretofore
decontrolled.
Approved April 19,
19, 1949.
1949.
ing
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CHS.74,
19, 1949
PUBLIC
LAWS-CHS.
74, 77—APR.
77-APR. 19,
1949

[63
STAT.
[63 STAT.

[CHAPTER
74]
[CHAPTER 74]
April 19,
1949
April
19,1949
[H. R.
[H.
R. 1998]
1998]
[Public Law
Law 46]
46]
[Public

Pinellas
County,
Pinellas County,
Fla.
Fla.

62 Stat.
Stat. 475.
62
475.

AN ACT
provide for
to Pinellas
Pinellas
To amend the Act entitled "An
"An Act to
to provide
for the
the conveyance
conveyance to
Florida, of
of certain
approved
County, State of Florida,
certain public
public lands
lands herein
herein described",
described", approved
June 17, 1948 (Public Law 666, Eightieth
Eightieth Congress),
Congress), for
of correctfor the
the purpose
purpose of
correctdescription therein.
therein.
ing aa land description

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of
the
of the
United
United States
Congress assembled,
portion
States of America
America in Congress
assembled, That
That that
that portion
of the first section
section of the Act entitled "An
"An Act to
to provide
provide for
for the
the
conveyance to Pinellas County,
conveyance
County, State of
of Florida,
Florida, of
of certain
certain public
public
lands herein
herein described", approved
approved June
666,
June 17,
17, 1948
1948 (Public
(Public Law
Law 666,
Eightieth Congress),
Congress), which describes
describes the lands
by the
lands conveyed
conveyed by
the
United States to Pinellas County, Florida, is amended
amended to read as
as
follows: "Lot 1
1 of
section 1,
33 south,
south, range
range 15
15 east;
follows:
of section
1 township
township 33
east; lots
lots
1, 2, 3, and 4
4 of section 5; lots 1
1 and
lots 1,
and
and 22 of
of section
section 6;
6; lots
1, 2,
2, and
33of section 7; lots 1, 2, 3, and 44of section 8;
8; lots 1
1 and
and 2
2 of
of section
section
9; lot 1
1of section 17; and lots 1,
1, 2, 3, 4,
18 in
4, and 5
5 of section
section 18
in township
township
33 south, range 16 east, together
together with
accretion thereto."
with accretion
thereto."
Approved April 19, 1949.
1949.
[CHAPTER
[
CHAPTER 77]
77]

April
19, 1949
April 19,
1949
[S. 1209]
1209]
[S.
[Public Law
[Public
Law 471
47]
Economic CooperaCooperaEconomic
tion
Act of
of 1948,
1948,
tion Act
amendments.
amendments.
62 Stat.
62
Stat. 137.
137.
22
U. S.
C., Stipp.
Supp.
22 U.
S. C.,
II, §
(a).
II,
§ 1501
1501 (a).

62
Stat. 139.
62 Stat.
139.
22
22 U.
S. C.,
U. S.
C., Supp.
Supp.
II,
H, 11603
§1503 (e).
(e).
62
Stat. 140.
62 Stat.
140.
22 U.
U. S.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
Supp.
22
II, §1504
1504 (c).
(c).
II,
50
S. C.
50 U.
U. S.
C. app.
app.
§
701.
5 701;
701; Supp.
Supp. H,
II, §
§ 701.
Ante, p. 7.
7.
Ante,
62 Stat.
Stat. 141.
141.
62
22
22 U.
U. S.
C., Supp.
Supp.
S. C.,
II, §
1506.
§ 1506.
II,
Deputy
SpeDeputy U.
U. S.
S. Special Representative
Representative in
in
cial
Europe.
Europe.

22 U. S. C.
22
C. J§ 801
801
ct seq.; Supp.
Supp. II,
St
H, §
815
§ 815
St
d seg.
seq.
Pest,
Post, pp. 111,407.

AN
AN ACT
ACT

To amend the
the Economic
Economic Cooperation
Cooperation Act
1948.
Act of
of 1948.

it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
House of Representatives
Be it
and House
Representatives of the
United States
States of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled, That
and
That the fourth
fourth and
fifth sentences of section 102 (a)
(a) of the Economic
Economic Cooperation
Cooperation Act
Act
of 1948 are hereby amended to read as follows: "Mindful of the advanadvantages which the United States has enjoyed
enjoyed through the
of a
the existence of
a
large domestic market with no internal trade barriers, and
and believing
believing
that similar advantages
accrue to
countries of
of Europe,
Europe, it
it is
is
advantages can
can accrue
to the
the countries
declared to be the policy of the people of the United States to encourage
declared
encourage
these countries
to exert
countries through
through their
their joint
joint organization
organization to
exert sustained
sustained
common efforts to achieve speedily that economic
economic cooperation
cooperation in
in
Europe which is essential
essential for lasting peace and prosperity.
is
prosperity. It
It is
further
further declared
declared to be the policy of the people of
States
of the
the United
United States
to encourage
encourage the unification
unification of Europe, and to sustain
sustain and strengthen
strengthen
principles
principles of individual liberty, free institutions, and
i
nd
eand genuin
genuinee independence
pendence in Europe through assistance to those countries of Europe
Europe
which participate
participate in a
a joint recovery
based upon
recovery program based
upon self-help
self-help
and mutual cooperation:
cooperation: Provided,
Provided, That no assistance
assistance to the particicontemplated shall seriously impair the
pating countries herein contemplated
the economic stability of the United States."
States."
SEC.
S
EC. 2. The second
second sentence of section 101
such Act
is hereby
hereby
104 (e)
(e) of such
Act is
amended by striking out "$10,000
annum" and inserting
110,000 per annum"
inserting in lieu
lieu
thereof
authorized by such Act".
thereof "the highest
highest rate authorized
Act".
SEc.
sentence of section
SEC. 3. The first sentence
section 105 (c)
(c) of such
such Act
Act is hereby
hereby
amended by striking out "section
6 of the Act of July 2, 1940 (54
"section 6
(54
Stat. 714),
714), as amended,"
amended," and inserting
inserting in lieu thereof
thereof "the
"the Export
Export
Control Act of 1949".
1949".
SEC.
SEc. 4. Section 108 of such Act is hereby amended by
adding at
the
by adding
at the
end thereof the following new sentences: "There
"There shall
shall be
be a
a Deputy
Deputy
United States Special
Representative in Europe who shall (a) be
Special Representative
appointed by
by the President, by and with the advice and consent of
appointed
of
the Senate, (b) be entitled to receive
receive the same compensation
compensation and
and
allowances as a
a chief of mission, class 3, within the meaning of the
allowances
Act of August 13, 1946 (60 Stat. 999),
999), and (c)
of
(c) have the
the rank
rank of
ambassador extraordinary
extraordinary and plenipotentiary.
ambassador
Deputy Unted
United
plenipotentiary. The
The Deputy

63 STAT.]
STAT.]

81ST CONG.,
81sT
CONG ., IST
1ST SESS.-CH.
SESS .—CH.77-APR.
77—APR.19,
1949
19, 1949

51
51

States Special Representative
Representative shall perform
perform such functions
functions as the
United States Special Representative
and shall
be
Representative shall designate,
designate, and
shall be
Acting United
United States Special Representative
or
Representative during
during the
the absence
absence or
disability
disability of the United States Special Representative
in the
the event
Representative or
or in
event
a vacancy in the office of United States Special
of a
Special Representative."
Representative."
Stat. 142.
Stat.
SEC.
S
EC. 5. The last sentence of section 109 (a)
(a) of such
such Act
Act is
is hereby
hereby 62
22 U. S. C.,
C., Supp.
Supp.
amended by striking out the period and inserting in lieu
(a).
lieu thereof
II, §
§ 1507
1507 (a).
thereof a
a II,
Chief of special missemicolon and the following: "and
and the
of the
special mission
mission
the chief
chief of
the special
sion.
shall be entitled to receive
receive the same compensation
compensation and
as
and allowances
allowances as
a chief of mission, class 3, or aa chief of mission,
a
4, within
within the
mission, class 4,
the
22
et
22 U.
U. S.
S. C.
C. §§ 801
801 et
meaning of the Act of August 13, 1946 (60 Stat. 999),
999), or
or compensation
compensation seq.;
Supp. II,
II, §§815 et
and allowances
allowances in accordance
accordance with section 110 (a)
(a) of this
this title,
title, as
as seq.Post,
Post, pp. 111,407.
111, 407.
the Administrator
Administrator shall determine
determine to be necessary
appropriate."
necessary or appropriate."
142.
62 Stat. 142.
22 U. S. C.,
C., Supp.
SEC.
SEC. 6. (a)
(a) The last sentence
sentence of paragraph
paragraph (2)
of section
section 111
111 (a)
(a) II,
(2) of
II, §
§ 1508
1508 (a).
of such Act is hereby amended
amended to read as follows: "The Administrator
62 Stat. 143.
Administrator
S. C., Supp.
procurement of commodities under
shall, in providing
providing for the procurement
under authority
authority II,22§U.
1509
1509 (a)
(a) (2).
(2).
Transportation
on
Transportation
on
of this title, take such steps as may be necessary
necessary to assure, as far as is U. S. flag
Sag vessels.
vessels.
practicable, that at least 50 per centum
centum of the gross tonnage
tonnage of
of comcommodities procured out of funds made
available under
made available
under this
this title
title and
and
transported to or from the United States on ocean vessels,
vessels computed
computed
separately
separately for dry bulk carriers, dry car
go liner
li ner an
d tanker
t
ank
er services,
cargo
and
services,
is so transported
transported on United States flag vessels to the extent
extent such
such vessels
are available at market
market rates for United States flag vessels;
vessels; and,
in the administration
administration of this provision, the
insothe Administrator
Administrator shall,
shall, insofar as practicable and consistent with the
the purposes of
of this
this title,
title,
a fair and reasonable
endeavor to secure a
by United
reasonable participation
participation by
United
States flag vessels
vessels in cargoes
area."
cargoes by
by geographic
geographic area."
62 Stat. 144.
144.
(b) Paragraph
Paragraph (3)
(3) of section 111 (b) of
hereby
of such Act
Act is
is hereby
22 U. S. C., Supp.
amended
amended in the following particulars:
particulars:
II, §§1509 (b)
(b) (3).
(3).
(1) By
By inserting
inserting after
after "projects"
and the
the following:
(1)
"projects" aa comma
comma and
following:
"including expansion,
expansion, modernization, or development
development of
of existing
enterprises" and aacomma;
enterprises"
comma;
(2)
(2) By
By: inserting after "media"
"media" the following:
following: "consistent
"consistent with
with the
the
national
national interests of the
States";
the United States";
Limitation
on
Limitation
on
(3) By striking out in the first proviso
(3)
first year
year after
after the
the amount.
proviso "in the
the first
date of the enactment
enactment of this Act does not exceed
exceed $15,000,000"
$15,000,000" and
and
inserting in lieu thereof "made in any fiscal year
exceed
year does not exceed
$10,000,000";
$10,000,000";
(4) By amending subparagraph
subparagraph (i)
(i) thereof to read as
follows:
as follows:
"(i)
"(i ) the guaranty to any person shall
exceed the
the amount
amount
shall not
not exceed
of dollars invested in the
with the
the
the project by
by such
such person
person with
approval of the Administrator
Administrator plus actual earnings or profits
on said project to the extent
such guaranty;";
extent provided
provided by
by such
guaranty;";
(5)
(5) By inserting after subparagraph
subparagraph (iii) thereof
thereof the
the following
following
new subparagraphs:
subparagraphs:
"Investment."
"Investment."
"(iv)
paragraph, the term 'investment'
"(iv) as used in this paragraph,
'investment'
includes the furnishing of capital goods items
items and
and related
related
services, for use in connection
connection with projects
projects approved
approved by
by the
the
Administrator,
Administrator, pursuant to a
providing for
paya contract
contract providing
for payment in whole or in part after June 30, 1950; and
Guaranty.
"(v) the guaranty
guaranty to any person shall be limited to assur"(v)
assur- Guaranty.
ing the transfer into United States dollars
dollars of
of other currencies,
currencies.
or credits in such currencies
currencies received by
by such
such person
person as
as
earnings or profits from the
approved investment,
investment, as
as repaythe approved
repayment or return thereof, in whole
part, or
compensation
whole or
or in
in part,
or as
as compensation
for the sale or disposition of all or any part thereof.
thereof. When
When
any payment is made to any person pursuant to a
a guaranty
guaranty
as hereinbefore
described 22the currency
hereinbefore described
on account
currency or
or credits
credits on
account
of which such payment
payment is made shall become the property

52
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[63
TAT.
[63 S
STAT.

of the United States
and the
the United
United States
States Government,
Government, and
States
Government
Government shall be
subrogated to
claim,
be subrogated
to any
any right,
right, title,
title, claim,
or cause of action existing
in connection
existing in
connection therewith.";
therewith."; and
and
(6)
(6) By amending the
last sentence
sentence thereof
thereof to
to read
read as
as folthe next
next to
to last
follows: "The
"The total amount of the guaranties
made under
under this
guaranties made
this paragraph
paragraph
(3)
(3) shall not exceed
exceed $150,000,000:
$150,000,000: Provided,
Provided, That
any funds
allocated
That any
funds allocated
to aaguaranty
guaranty and remaining after all liability
liability of
of the
the United
United States
States
therewith has been
assumed in connection
connection therewith
been released,
released, discharged,
discharged, or
or
otherwise terminated, shall be available
available for allocation
allocation to
to other
other guarguar-

anties, the foregoing limitation notwithstanding."
111 (c) of such Act is hereby amended
in the following
particulars:
following particulars:
(1)
(1) By inserting after the second sentence
thereof the
following:
sentence thereof
the following:
Issuance of addiIssuance
addition
"In
addition
to
of
notes
above
authorized,
the
Adminthe
amount
of
notes
above
authorized,
the
Admintional notes.
istrator
Post, p. 710.
authorized, for the purpose
Post,
710.
provisions
istrator is authorized,
purpose of carrying out theissue
provisions
of paragraph (3)
(b) o
thi s section,
section, to
to issue notes
(3) of subsection
subsection (b)
off this
notes
from time to time for purchase by the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury
Treasury in
in
an amount not exceeding
exceeding in the aggregate
aggregate $150,000,000
less any
$150,000,000 less
any amount
amount
allocated
allocated prior to April 3, 1949, for such purpose,
purpose, until
until all
all liabilities
liabilities
arising under guaranties made pursuant
pursuant to
authorization have
have
to this
this authorization
expired or been discharged.";
discharged.";
(2) By striking out the first two words,
(2)
words, "Such
"Such notes"
notes" in
in the
the third
third
sentence
sentence thereof
thereof and inserting "The notes hereinabove
hereinabove authorized";
authorized";
and
(3) By inserting after "Washington"
(3)
"Washington" in the sixth sentence
sentence thereof
thereof
"for
"for assistance on credit terms".
62 Stat. 147.
SEC.
(c) of such Act is hereby
SEC. 7. (a)
(a) Section 112 (c)
hereby amended
amended by
by
22 U. S. C., Supp.
Supp.
II,
"25 per centum"
II, §§1510 (c).
(c).
striking out "25
centum" and inserting in
lieu thereof
thereof "12
1
/
2 per
in lieu
"121/2
per
centum".
centum.
62
Stat. 147.
147.
62 Stat.
(b) Section 112 (d) of such Act is hereby
hereby amended
amended by
adding after
by adding
after
22 U. S.C.,
S. C., Supp.
the
words "any
II, §§1510 (d).
the words
"any agricultural commodity,
commodity, or product thereof"
thereof" the
the
following:
following: "or
"or class, type, or specification
specification thereof".
thereof".
62 Stat. 148.
148.
(c) Section 112 (g) of such Act is hereby
(c)
hereby amended
amended by
by striking
striking out
out
22 U. S.
S. C., Supp.
Supp.
section 6
II,
II. §
§ 1510 (g).
6 of the Act of July 2, 1940 (54
(g).
(54
"section
714),
including
any
Stat.
714),
including
any
50 U.
ao
U. S.
S. C.
C. app.
app. amendment hnd
n 66 of the
the Act of July 2,
2, 1940,
1940, as
as
§§701; Supp. II, § 701.
701. amendment thereto," and "section
amended," and inserting in lieu thereof
amended,"
thereof "theth
"the Export
Control
Act
Export
Control
Act
Ante, p. 7.
of 1949".
1949".
62 Stat.
Stat. 146.
(d)
Section 112 of such Act is
by adding
is hereby further
further amended
amended by
S. C., Stipp.
22 U.. S.
adding
Supp.
II, §
II,
§ 1510.
at the end thereof the following
1510.
following new subsections:
subsections:
Participation
by
Participation by
"(i) (1)
practicable and to
(1) Insofar as practicable
maximum extent
consisto the maximum
extent consisAmerican
American small business.
tent with
tent
with the accomplishment
accomplishment of the purposes
purposes of this title, the Administrator
shall assist
assist American small business to participate
participate equitably
istrator shall
equitably
in the furnishing of commoditi
es and
an d services
servi
ces financed
fi nanced with
funds
commodities
with funds
authorized
this title by making available or causing to
authorized under
under this
to be
be made
made
available
particularly to small
available to
to suppliers
suppliers in the United States, and particularly
small
independent
independent enterprises,
enterprises, information,
information, as far in advance as
as possible,
possible,
with respect
respect to purchases
purchases proposed
propose d to
t
o b
nanced w
i
th funds
funds authorbee fi
financed
with
authorized
under
this
title,
and
by
making
available
or
causing
ized under this
to be
be made
made
available to prospective
rc hasers in
i
n the
the participating
prospective pu
purchasers
participating countries
countries
information
information as to commodities
commodities and services produced
produced by small indeindependent
pendent enterprises in the United States, and by otherwise
otherwise helping
helping
to give small business an
opp ort
un it y to
to part
i
ci
pate in
in the furnishing
an opportunity
participate
the furnishing
of
commodities
and
services
financed
with
funds
authorized
of commodities and services
under this
title.
assistant.
Special assistant.
"(2) The
The Administrator
Administrator shall appoint aaspecial assistant to advise
"(2)
and
and assist
assist him in carrying
carrying out the foregoing
foregoing paragraph
paragraph (1).
Each
(1). Each
62 Stat. 156.
report transmitted to the Congress under section 123
123 shall
shall include
include aa
22 U. S. C.,
C. Supp. report
1521.
II, i§1521.
report of all activities
activities under this subsection.

62 Stat.
Stat. 146.
22 U. S. C., Supp.
II, §1509
II,
§1509 (c) (2).
(2).

anties,
(c)
the foregoing
(2) limitation
of
section 111
notwithstanding."
(c) of s
u ch Actis hereby amended
(c) Paragraph
Paragraph
(2)
of section

63 STAT.]
STAT.]

81ST
81sT CONG.,
CONG., 1ST
1sT SESS.-CH.
SESS .—CH.77-APR.
77—APR.19,
19, 1949
1949
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"(j)
Marine
"(j) The Administrator
Administrator shall, in providing
providing assistance
proMarine insurance.
insurance.
assistance in
in the
the procurement of commodities
commodities in the United States, make available
available United
United
States dollars for marine insurance
insurance on such commodities
commodities where
such
where such
insurance
insurance is placed on aacompetitive
competitive basis in accordance
accordance with normal
normal
trade practices prevailing
prevailing prior to the outbreak
outbreak of World War
War II.
II.
""(k)
(k) No funds authorized
authorized for the
of this
this title
shall be
be used
used
the purposes
purposes of
Restriction on use
title shall
in the United States for advertising foreign products
products or
for advertisadvertis- of funds.
or for
ing foreign
foreign travel.
travel.
"(1)
(1) No funds authorized
authorized for the purposes of this title
be used
used
title shall
shall be
Purchase of combulk.
modities in
in bulk.
for the purchase in bulk of any commodities (other than commodities
commodities modities
procured by or in the possession of the Commodity
CorporaCommodity Credit
Credit Corporation pursuant
pursuant to price-support programs required by
at prices
prices
by law)
law) at
prevailing in the United States at
higher than the market price prevailing
at the
the
differences in the
time of the purchase
purchase adjusted for differences
transportathe cost
cost of
of transportation to destination,
destination, quality, and terms of
of payment."
payment."
SEC.
SEC. 8. (a)
(a) Section 114 (c)
(c) of such Act is
hereby amended
in the
Stat. 149.
is hereby
amended in
the 62
22 U.
U. S. C.,
C., Supp.
Supp.
following particulars:
particulars:
1512 (c).
II, §
§ 1512
(c).
(1) By striking out the period at
(1)
at the
the end
first
sentence
end of
of the
the first sentence
thereof
thereof and inserting
insertingi
in lieu thereof
thereof a
ow i
ng: "Pro"Pro - Additional
Additional approa colon and the foll
following:
priation authorized.
priation
authorized.
vided further,
further, That, in
n addition to the amount heretofore
heretofore authorized
authorized Post,
Post, pp. 709,710.
and appropriated, there are hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to
to be
appropriated for
be appropriated
for
carrying
carrying out the provisions
provisions and accomplishing
accomplishing the purposes of this
title not to exceed $1,150,000,000
$1,150,000,000 for
April 3,
for the
the period
period April
3, 1949,
1949, through
through
June
June 30, 1949, and not to exceed $4,280,000,000
$4,280,000,000 for
the fiscal
for the
fiscal year
year
ending June 30, 1950: Provided
Provided further, That,
to the
That, in
in addition
addition to
the forefore- Unobligated
Unobligated balgoing, any balance,
balance, unobligated
unobligated as
June 30,
or subsequently
as of
of June
30, 1949,
1949, or
subsequently ance.
released from obligation, of funds
appropriated for
carrying out
and
funds appropriated
for carrying
out and
accomplishing the purposes
for any
any period
ending on
on or
purposes of this
this title
title for
period ending
or
prior to that date is hereby authorized
made available
for obligaauthorized to be made
available for
obligation through the fiscal year ending June
and to
to be
be transferred
transferred
June 30,
30, 1950, and
to and consolidated
consolidated with any appropriations
appropriations for
for carrying
carrying out
and
out and
accomplishing
accomplishing the purposes of this
fisca lyear.";
year.' ;and
and
this title
title for
for said
said fiscal
(2)
(2) By amending
amending the last sentence of such section
read
62 Stat.
Stat. 149.
149.
section 114
114 (c)
(c) to
to read
22 U.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
Supp.
22
U. S.
as follows: "The
"The authorizations
authorizations in this title are limited
to the
the period
limited to
period II,
H, §
*1512
(c).
1512 (c).
ending June 30, 1950, in order that the Congress
pass on
on any
any
Congress may
may pass
subsequent authorizations."
authorizations."
(b) Section 114 of such Act is hereby further
Stat. 149.
62 Stat.
(b)
further amended
amended by
by adding
adding 22
S. C.,
Supp.
22 U.
U. S.
C., Supp.
at the end thereof the following
following new subsection:
subsection:
II,
1612.
1, §§1512.
"(g) Notwithstanding
Notwithstanding the provisions of any other law,
until such
such
law, until
time as an appropriation
appropriation additional to that made by
by title
title I
I of
of the
the
Foreign
1055.
Appropriation Act,
Foreign Aid Appropriation
(Public Law
Law 793,
793, Eightieth
Act, 1949 (Public
Eightieth 62 Stat. 1055.
Congress),
Congress), shall be made pursuant
pursuant to subsection
(c) of
of this
this section
section
subsection (c)
Advances by RFC.
Reconstruction Finance
Advances
RFC.
Corporation is authorized
the Reconstruction
Finance Corporation
and directed
directed
authorized and
to make advances
advances not to exceed in the aggregate
aggregate $1,000,000,000
$1,000,000,000 to
to carry
carry
out the provisions
provisions of this title, in such manner, at
such times,
at such
times, and
and in
in
such amounts
amounts as the Administrator
request, and
interest shall
Administrator shall request,
and no
no interest
shall
be charged on advances
Treasury to
advances made by the Treasury
to the
Reconstruction
the Reconstruction
Corporation for this purpose. The Reconstruction
Finance Corporation
Reconstruction Finance
Finance

Corporation shall be repaid without interest for advances
advances made by it

hereunder, from funds made available
available for the purposes of this title."
title."
SEC.
(a) Paragraph
Paragraph (6)
SEC. 9. (a)
(6) of section 115 (b)
(b) of such Act is hereby
amended
amended by striking out the period following
following the
the words
"grant basis"
words "grant
basis"
and inserting in lieu thereof a
and the
the following:
following: "Provided,
"Provided,
a colon
colon and
That the obligation
deposits may
may be
obligation to
to make
make such
such deposits
be waived,
waived, in
in the
the
discretion of the Administrator,
discretion
Administrator, with respect
respect to
technical information
information
to technical
or assistance furnished under section
(3) of
of this
this title
title and
and
section 111 (a)
(a) (3)
with respect to ocean transportation furnished
furnished on
on United
States flag
flag
United States
vessels under section 111 of this title in an amount not exceeding
exceeding the
the
amount, as determined
determined by the Administrator, by
by which
which the
the charges
charges

62
Stat. 151.
151.
62 Stat.
22 U. S. C.,
Supp.
C., Supp.
II, f1513 (b)
(b) (6).
(6).
II,
Waiver on deposits.

62 Stat. 144.
144.
22
U. S.
22 U.
S. C.,
C., Stipp.
Supp.
II, 1509
(a) (3).
(3).
n,
1509(a)
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19,1949
PUBLIC LAWSCH.77-APR.
19, 1949
77-APR.
LAWS--CH.
PUBLIC

62
Stat.. 151.
upp.
62Stat5.
22 U. S. C., Supp.
II, §1513 (b) (6).
(6).
Ante, p. 53.

In, 1513 (b)

nte,p. 53.

STAT.
[63 S
TAT.

for such
such transportation
the cost
such transportation
transportation at
at
cost of
of such
exceed the
transportation exceed
for
market rates."
world market
sertfurther amended by
i insertSuch section 115 (b)
(b) (6)
(6) is hereby further
(b) Such

ing after
for such
such other
as may
may be
consistent with"
with"
be consistent
expenditures as
other expenditures
"or for
after "or
ing

contained in section 102 and".
declaration of policy contained
the words "the declaration

amended to read as
(c) Section
such Act
Act is hereby
hereby amended
of such
115 (d)
(d) of
Section 115
(c)
follows:
follows:
Follow-up
Follow-up system.
system.
c(d) The Administrator
encourage each participating
"(d)
Administrator shall encourage
participating country
country
to
by an
an effective
system, that
that efficient
is made
made
use is
efficient use
follow-up system,
effective follow-up
insure, by
to insure,
of the
commodities, facilities,
facilities, and
and services
furnished under
title.
under this title.
services furnished
of
the commodities,
In order
order further
insure that
participating country
country makes
makes
each participating
that each
to insure
further to
In
efficient
use of
such commodities,
and services,
services, and of
of its
its
facilities, and
commodities, facilities,
of such
efficient use
own
Administrator shall encourage
encourage the joint organizaown resources, the Administrator
tion
the participating
subsection (b)
(b) of
of
to in
in subsection
referred to
countries referred
participating countries
of the
tion of
this section
observe and
review the
the operation
follow-up
of such
such follow-up
operation of
and review
to observe
this
section to
systems."
systems."
62 Stat.
(d) Section
Stat. 150.
622
(d)
Section 115 of such Act is hereby further
further amended
amended by adding
22 U. S. C., Supp.
II, §
1513.
II,
1513.
two new subsections
subsections as
as follows:
follows:
Special
5 per centum
local curcur- "(h)
Special local
"(h) Not less than 5
centum of each special local currency
rency account.
(6) of subsection
Post,
p. 710.
account established
pursuant to paragraph
subsection (b) of
of
paragraph (6)
established pursuant
7o.
p.
Pst,
this
the use
use of the United States Governshall be allocated to the
this section shall
United
materials which are required
required by the United
expenditure for materials
ment for expenditure
own
deficiencies in its own
of deficiencies
deficiencies or potential deficiencies
States as aa result of
resources or
other local
local currency
States.
of the United States.
requirements of
currency requirements
or for
for other
resources
Production
inProduction in"(i)
"(i) (1)
(1) The Administrator
Administrator shall, to the greatest extent practicreases.
c re a
ses.
cable, initiate projects for and assist the appropriate agencies of the
United
States Government
Government in
increased
stimulating increased
procuring and stimulating
in procuring
United States
production
participating countries
countries of materials which are required
required
production in participating
by
the United
potential deficiencies
deficiencies
of deficiencies
deficiencies or potential
as a
a result
result of
by the
United States as
resources •, and in furtherance
furtherance of
objectives the Adminof those objectives
in its own resources;
to
addition to the local currency
currency allocated pursuant
pursuant to
istrator shall, in addition
(h) ,use such other means available to him under this title
subsection (h),
as he may deem appropriate.
Contracts with
parwgthar
contracts
"(2) In furtherance
furtherance of such objectives and within the limits of the
ticipating countries.
authorizations of the Bureau
appropriations and contract authorizations
appropriations
Bureau of Federal
Supply to
procure strategic
the Administrator,
Administrator,
strategic and
and critical materials, the
Supply
to procure
Director of such Bureau, shall enter into
with the approval of the Director
contracts in the name of the United States for the account
account of such
such
Bureau for the purchase of strategic
strategic and critical materials in any
participating country. Such contracts
contracts may provide for deliveries
participating
over definite
definite periods, but not to exceed twenty years in any contract,
contract,,
and may provide for payments in advance
advance of deliveries.
deliveries.
"(3) Nothing
Nothing in this subsection
limit
"(3)
subsection shall be deemed to restrict or limit
in any manner
manner the authority now held by any agency
agency of
the United
United
of the
States Government
Government in procuring
procuring or stimulating increased production
production
of
paragraphs (1)
(2) in
n countries
of the materials
materials referred
referred to in
in paragraphs
(1) and
and (2)
i
participating countries."
other than participating
countries."
62 Stat. 153.
S
EC.
10.
(a)
The
sentence of
of such
such Act is
(c) of
117 (c)
section 117
of section
sentence
first
The
(a)
SEC.
10.
3.upp
62
Stat.
22 U. S. C., Supp.
II, § 1515
hereby amended by striking out the period and inserting in lieu thereof
II,
1515 (c).
(c).
thereof
Transportation a
Transportation
following:
"Provded.
That
the
shall
a
colon
and
the
following:
"Prprtded,
Administrator
shall
charges on relief packfix and pay a
a uniform rate per pound for the ocean transportation
ages.
transportation
packages of food or other general classification
classification of comof all relief packages
participating foreign
foreign country, regardless of
modities shipped to any participating
of
methods of shipment and higher rates charged by particular
particular agencies
agencies
of transportation, but this proviso shall not apply to shipments
shipments made
by individuals to individuals through the
the mails."
mails"'
62 Stat. 154.
(b)
117 (d)
such Act
is hereby
amended by
y striking
striking out
out
Act is
hereby amendeby
(d) of
of such
(b) Section
Section 117
22U.s.
upp.
., Stipp.
22 U. S. C.,
II,
1515
(d).
I, §1515
S
section
(d).
"section
6
of
the
of
July
2,
1940
714),
as
amended,"
and
6
of
the
Act
of
July
(54
2
1940
Stat.
714),
as
amended,'
and
U. S.
S. C.
app.
*·
50 U.
C. app.
§701; Supp.
Stipp. II,
ii, §701. inserting in lieu thereof "the Export
Export Control
Control Act of 1949".
1949".

62 Stat.
153.
62
Stat.
5upp.
22 U.
U. S.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
II,
II, I1513 (d).

Ante,
Ante, p. 7.
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(c)
Stat. 153.
153.
(c) Section 117 of such Act is hereby further
further amended
amended by
by adding
adding 62
22 U.
U. S.
S. 0.,
C., Supp.
Supp.
a
subsection to
follows:
a new subsection
to read
read as
as follows:
II, §
1515.
II,
§ 1515.
"(e)
Whenever the Administrator
of U. S. vessels
Administrator shall determine
"(e) Whenever
determine that
that shipping
shipping byUse
Italy.
available to Italy is inadequate
capacity available
inadequate for such
emigration from
from
such emigration
Italy as may be desirable to further
further the
the purposes
purposes of
of this
this title,
title, the
the
Administrator
Administrator shall request the United States
Commission
States Maritime
Maritime Commission
to make available to Italy vessels capable
capable of
of engaging
such service
service
engaging in
in such
for the purpose of transporting
transporting emigrants from Italy to destinations
destinations
other than the United States, and shall specify the terms
terms and condiconditions under which such vessels shall thus be made available,
and the
the
available, and
United States Maritime
Maritime Commission thereupon
thereupon shall,
shall, notwithstandnotwithstanding any other provisions of law and without reimbursement
the
reimbursement by
by the
Administrator, make such vessels available to Italy in accordance
with
accordance with
such terms and conditions:
Provided, That the
conditions: Provided,
number of
the total
total number
of such
such Restrictions.
vessels made available for such purpose shall not at any one
time
one time
exceed ten: Provided
Provided further,
to each
each such
such vessel
vessel owned
owned
further, That
That title to
by the United
United States Government
Government shall remain in
in the United States:
States:
And provided further,
further, That the terms
conditions under
such
terms and conditions
under which
which such
vessels are made available
available to Italy shall obligate Italy to
to return
return the
the
vessels forthwith upon demand of the President,
President, and
and in
in any
any event
event
not later than June 30, 1952."
1952."
62 Stat. 154.
154.
SEC.
S
EC. 11. The second sentence of section 118 of such
amended
such Act is
is amended
22 U. S.
Supp.
S. C.,
0., Supp.
by inserting
inserting before the period at the
thereof "or
"or (3)
the provision
provision II,
the end
end thereof
II, §§1516.
1516.
(3) the
of such assistance
assistance would be inconsistent
inconsistent with
with the
the obligations
obligations of
of the
the
United States under the Charter of the United Nations to
to refrain
refrain
from giving
giving assistance to any State against
the United
United Nations
Nations
against which
which the
is taking preventative
preventative or enforcement
action".
enforcement action".
to
certain areas
to certain
areas
SEC.
SEC. 12. An amount, equal to any balance, unobligated as of April of Aid
China.
2, 1949, or subsequently released from obligation, of funds appropriPost. p.
711.
Post.
p. 711.
appropri1054.
Stat. 1054.
ated by Public Law 793,
793, approved
approved June 28, 1948,
the purposes
purposes of
1948, for
for the
of 62 Stat.
Stat. 158.
158.
the China Aid Act of 1948 is hereby made available
available to the
the President
President 62
22 U. S.. ..C.,, Supp.
for obligation through February 15, 1950,
1950, for
areas in
II, §§
§§ 1541-1546.
1541-1546.
for assistance
assistance in
in areas
in II,
China which he may deem to be not under Communist domination,
domination,
to be furnished in such manner and
on such
such terms
terms and
conditions as
as he
he
and on
and conditions
may determine.
determine.
Approved April 19, 1949.
Approved
1949.
[CHAPTER 78]
[CHAPTER
ACT
AN ACT
For the relief
relief of the county of Allegheny,
Allegheny, Pennsylvania.
Pennsylvania.

it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
Be it
Representatives of
of the
the
United States of America
America in Congress
Congress assembled, That the Secretary
United
Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized and
and directed
directed to
to pay,
pay,
out of any money in the Treasury
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
Treasury not otherwise
to
the county of Allegheny, Pennsylvania, the sum of $29,147.50,
$29,147.50, in full
full
satisfaction
satisfaction of all claims against the United States for damages
susdamages sustained by the county
county of Allegheny,
Allegheny, Pennsylvania,
which comPennsylvania, by
by aafire
fire which
completely destroyed aa building known as
Hall, located
located in
as Agricultural
Agricultural Hall,
in
South Park, county of Allegheny,
Allegheny, Pennsylvania,
February 16,
16, 1944,
1944,
Pennsylvania, on February
while being occupied,
occupied, used, and exclusively
control of
of the
the
exclusively under the
the control
War
Provided,That no part of the amount
War Department:
Department: Provided,
amount appropriated
appropriated
thereof shall be paid or delivered
in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof
delivered
to or received by any agent or attorney on account of services
rendered
services rendered
in connection
connection with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any
any
contract to the contrary
contrary notwithstanding. Any
person violating
the
Any person
violating the
provisions
provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of
misdemeanor and
and
of a
a misdemeanor
upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
Approved April 19, 1949.
1949.

April 19, 1949
1949

In.
[H. R. 1959J
19s9]
[Public
[Public Law
Law 481
48]
Allegheny County,
Allegheny

Pa.
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PUBLIC LAWS-CHS.
LAWS— OHS.81,
81, 82,
82, 85—APR.
85-APR. 20,
20, 21,
21, 1949
1949
[CHAPTER 81]
[CHAPTER
81]

April 20, 1949
1949
[H. R. 220]
[H. R. 220]
[Public
Law
49]
[Public Law 49]

Alaska game law,
law,
amendment.
amendment.

57 Stat. 303.
48 U.
U. S. C.
C. §§207.
207.
Required residence
period.
period.

Extension.
Extension.

Nonresident.
Nonresident.

Alien.
Alien.

[63 S
TAT.
[63
STAT.

ACT
AN ACT

To amend section 3
3 of the Act entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
Act to
to revise
revise the
the Alaska
Alaska game
game law",
law",
approved
July 1,
as amended
(57 Stat.
Stat. 301).
approved July
1, 1943,
1943, as
amended (57
301).

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
Senate and
and House
the
United States
States of America in Congress
United
Congress assembled,
That section
section 33 of
of
assembled, That
the Act entitled "An Act
Act to
to revise
the Alaska
game law",
law", approved
approved
revise the
Alaska game
July
July 1,
1, 1943, as amended (57 Stat.
Stat. 301),
301) ,is
as follows:
is amended
amended to
to read
read as
follows:
"SEO. 3. RESIDENCE
RESIDENCE AND
"SEa.
AND CITIZENSHIP.—That
for the
the purposes
of this
this
CITIZENSHIP.-That for
purposes of
Act
a citizen
a national of
of the
Act a
citizen or a
the United
States who
has maintained
maintained a
United States
who has
a
bona fide residence
residence in the Territory
Territory for
twelve months
for a
a period
period of
of twelve
months
immediately
immediately preceding
preceding his
claim for
for resident
resident hunting,
fishhis claim
hunting, trapping,
trapping, fishing, or other
other privileges
privileges under this
this Act,
person not
not
Act, or
or aaforeign-born
foreign-born person
aacitizen
United States
citizen or national
national of the United
has declared
declared his
States who
who has
his intenintention to become
a citizen of
of the
become a
United States,
States, and
the United
and who
who has
has resided
resided in
in
the Territory
Territory for a
a like period, shall
the
shall be
be considered
but if
if
considered a
a resident;
resident; but
such
such a
aforeign-born person
person shall not
not have
have been
been admitted
to citizenship
citizenship
admitted to
within seven years
date he
within
years from the date
declared his
his first
first intention
intention to
he declared
to
become a
a citizen, he shall thereafter
become
thereafter be
be an
alien until
be deemed
deemed to
to be
an alien
until
admitted
citizenship::Provided,
Provided, however,
admitted to citizenship
however, That
That whenever
whenever the
the SecreSecretary shall determine
determine the
fur resources
resources of
of Alaska
by
the fur
Alaska are
are threatened
threatened by
hunting or trapping, or
or from
from other
other causes,
he may,
in his
his discretion
discretion
causes, he
may, in
and for
for such periods
determine, extend
and
periods as he shall determine,
extend the
the required
required resiresidence period
period in the Territory
dence
Territory from twelve months
to not
months to
not exceed
exceed three
three
years as a
a prerequsite
prerequsite to obtaining
years
obtaining a
a resident
resident trapping
trapping license;
license; a
a
citizen
a national of the United
United States
citizen or a
States who
maintained aa
who has
has not
not maintained
bona
bona fide
fide residence
residence in the Territory
Territory for a
aperiod
period of
of twelve
twelve months,
months, or
or
for the
for
the extended period of three years,
case may
years, as
as the
the case
may be,
be, immediately
immediately
preceding his
his claim for resident privileges shall
preceding
nonshall be
be considered
considered aanonresident; and
and aaperson
person not a
a citizen or a
a national
resident;
national of
of the
the United
United States
States
who is
resident of the Territory, as
as defined
who
is not
not aaresident
in this
shall
defined in
this section,
section, shall
be considered
considered an alien."
alien."
Approved April
Approved
April 20, 1949.
1949.
[CHAPTER 82]
[CHAPTER
82]

April20.
April
20, 1949
[H. J. Res. 186]

J.

186]

[Publlo
[Public Law 50]
50]

61 Stat. 917.
46 U. S. C., Supp.
48
Supp.
II,
II, 11161 note.
note.
54 Stat. 1107.
1107.
46 U. S.. C. §1161
(b);
§1161 (h);
II, §§1161 note.
Supp. II,

·

JOINT
JOINT RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION

To
extend the time
time for
of construction
To extend the
for use
use of
construction reserve funds established
established under
under section
section
511
of the
Act, 1936,
511 of
the Merchant
Merchant Marine Act,
1936, as
as amended.
amended.

Resolved by
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
Resolved
by the
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
States of
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
States
of America
America in
in Congress
That section
of an
an Act
section 5
5 of
Act
approved
August 8,
384, Eightieth
approved August
8, 1947 (Public Law 384,
Eightieth Congress),
Congress),
relating to
merchant marine
marine construction
construction reserve
relating
to merchant
reserve funds established
established
under
section
of the
the Merchant Marine
under section 511
511 of
Marine Act, 1936,
1936, as
is
as amended,
amended, is
hereby
strikin out "March 31,
hereby amended
amended by striking
31, 1948"
1948" and
and inserting
inserting in
in
.
lieu thereof "March
"March 31, 1951".
1951'
Approved
Approved April
April 20,
20, 1949.
1949.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 85]
85]

April 21,
21, 1949
1949
[H. J. Res.
[H.
Res. 160]
[Public Law 51]
51]

60 Stat.
Stat. 339.
339.
50 U.
U. 8.
S. C. app.
app.
fi
11 1851-1855;
1851-1855; Stipp.
II,
Snpp. a,
11851.
(1851.

JOINT RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION

To authorize
completion of the processing of the visa cases,
To
authorize completion
cases, and
and admission
admission into
into
the
of certain
certain alien
fiances, and
and fiancees
the United
United States,
States, of
alien fiancés,
fiancees of
of members,
of former
members, or
or of
former
members, of the armed forces of the United States, as was provided
members,
of the armed forces of the United States, as was provided in the sosocalled
GI Fianc6es
Stat. 339),
as amended.
called GI
Fiancees Act (60
(60 Stat.
339), as
amended.

Whereas the
the so-called
so-called GI
Fiancees Act, as amended
Whereas
GI Fiancees
amended and extended,
extended,
expired on December 31, 1948,
which time
expired on December 31,
1948, at
at which
time several
several hundred cases
cases
of alien
fiances or
of
alien fiances
or fianc6es
fiancees of American citizen members,
members, or
or former
former
members, of
of the
members,
the armed
armed forces of the United States
States were
were pending
pending
under
that
under that Act
Act at American consular offices
offices abroall;
abroast; and
and

63 S
STAT.]
63
TAT.]

81ST
IST SESS.-CHS.
81sT CONG.,
CONG., 1sT
SESS.—CHS.85,
85, 89-APR.
89—APR.21,
1949
21, 23,
23, 1949

Whereas
Whereas the quotas to which the aliens in
cases are
in most cases
are chargeable
chargeable
are oversubscribed
oversubscribed for several years: Therefore
be it
Therefore be
it
Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives
Resaved
Representatives of
the United
United
of the
States of America in Congress
Congress assembled,
States
assembled, That
American diplomatic
That American
diplomatic
and consular officers
and
officers are hereby authorized
authorized to
finish processing
processing all
all
to finish
cases of the alien fianc6s
fiances or fiancees
fiancees of citizens of
of the
the United
United States
States
which were pending
diplomatic and consular
which
pending at American
American diplomatic
offices on
consular offices
on
December
December 31, 1948, under Public Law 471, Seventy-ninth
Seventy-ninth Congress
Congress
(60 Stat. 339),
339), as amended and extended, in
same manner
manner as
as if
in the
the same
if
that Act were still in effect:
effect: Provided,
Provided, That
That the
the American
American citizen
citizen
concerned in each case has personally
personally met his or
her fiance
fiance or
fiancee:
or her
or fiancee:
Provided further,
Provided
further, That the processing of all such
cases shall
be comcomsuch cases
shall be
pleted and the aliens concerned, who are granted
pleted
visas, as
as well
well as
granted visas,
as
those who received such visas before April 1, 1949, who
those
at a
who arrive
arrive at
a
port of entry in the United States within five months after
after the
the effeceffective date of this Act, and who are found to
to be
be admissible
admissible under
under the
the
immigration
immigration laws, including the provisions of Public
Public Law
Law 471,
471, as
as
amended,
amended, may be admitted into the
the period
period
the United
United States
States within
within the
of validity of the visa, as provided in
471, as
as amended,
amended,
in Public Law
Law 471,
the same as if it were still in effect: And provided
provided further,
further, That
That the
the
record of entry of aliens admitted under
of this
under the
the provisions
provisions of
this Act,
Act,
and
and under
under the provisions of Public Law 471,
471, as amended,
amended, who
who within
within
ninety days of admission marry the fiance or
ninety
or fiancee
fiancee to
whom they
they
to whom
were destined
destined at the time of entry, shall upon
upon the
submission of
the submission
of proof
proof
of marriage,
marriage, be amended
amended to show admission for
of
residence.
for permanent
permanent residence.
Approved
Approved April 21,
21, 1949.
1949.
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Alien fiances
fiancSs or
or fifiancees.
ancees.
Processing of visa
cases.
cases.

50 U. S.
S. C. app.
app.
§§ 1851-1855;
Supp. II,
1851-1855; Supp.
II,
§
1851.
§ 1851.

of entry.
Record of

[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 891
89]

AN
AN ACT
ACT
To promote the settlement
settlement and development
development of the Territory
by facilitatTerritory of
of Alaska
Alaska by
facilitating the
the construction
construction of
of necessary
necessary housing therein, and for
ing
other purposes.
for other
purposes.

Be it
enacted by the Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
Be
it enacted
Representatives of
of the
the
United States
United
States of
of America in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That this Act may
may
be cited as the "Alaska
"Alaska Housing
Housing Act".
Act".
SEC.
2.
(a)
Title
II
SEC.
(a)
II of the National
National Housing
Housing Act,
Act, as
as amended,
amended, is
is
hereby amended
amended by adding at the end
new section
reading
end thereof a
a new
section reading
as follows:
"SEC. 214. If
If the Federal Housing Commissioner
"SEc.
Commissinner finds
finds that,
that, because
because
of higher costs prevailing
prevailing in the Territory
of
Territory of Alaska, it
is not
it is
not feasible
feasible
to construct dwellings on property
property located in
Alaska without
sacrifice
in Alaska
without sacrifice
of sound standards
standards of construction,
construction, design, or livability,
livability, within
within the
the
limitations
as to
to maximum mortgage amounts provided
limitations as
provided in this
this Act,
Act,
the
the Commissioner may, by regulations or otherwise,
otherwise, prescribe,
prescribe, with
with
respect to
to dollar amount, a
a higher maximum
respect
maximum for the principal
principal obliobligation
gation. of
of mortgages insured under this Act covering
covering property
property located
located
in Alaska, in such amounts as he shall
necessary to
to compensate
shall find
find necessary
compensate
for such higher costs but
but not
to exceed,
exceed, in
event, the
not to
in any
any event,
the maximum
maximum
otherwise applicable by more than one-third
one-third thereof.
thereof. No
No mortgage
mortgage
with
respect to a
a project or property
with respect
property in Alaska shall be accepted
accepted for
for
insurance
insurance under this Act unless the Commissioner finds
finds that
that the
project
the project
or property is an acceptable
acceptable risk, giving consideration
consideration to
the acute
to the
acute
housing shortage in Alaska: Provided,
Provided, That
That any
any such
such mortgage
mortgage may
may
be insured or accepted
accepted for insurance without regard
to any
regard to
any requirerequirement in any other section of this Act that the Commissioner
Commissioner find
the
find the
project or property to be economically
economically sound
or an
an acceptable
sound or
acceptable risk.
risk.
Nowithstanding
Nowithstanding any of the provisions of this Act or
any other
law,
or any
other law,
the Alaska Housing Authority
Authority shall be eligible as
mortgagor or
or mortmortas mortgagor
gagee, as the case may be, for any of
of the
of mortgage
mortgage insurthe purposes
purposes of
insurance under
under the provisions of this Act. Upon
ance
application by
Upon application
by the
the

April 23,
23, 1949
1949
April
9
[S. 851]

[s. Sl

(Public Law
521
[Public
Law 52]

Alaska Housing
Act.
Act.
48 Stat. 1247.
S. C§
C.
170712 U.
U.S.
C. §¢ 17071715c; Supp.
Supp. 11,
11,
§§ 1709-1715c.
§§
1709-1715c.
Post, pp. 421,
421, 576,
576,
681, 905.
681,
05.
Increase in linitalimitation for insured
insured morttion
imortgages.

58

Real estate loans,
loans,
etc.

48 Stat. 1252.
12 U. S.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
II,
1716.
§ 1716.
II, §
Post, pp. 576,906.
576,906.
Post,

Construction
projConstruction of projects.

Dwellings in remote
Dwellings
remote
areas.

areas.

55 Stat. 601
601
C. §§
§§ 48148 U.
U. S.
S. C.
481483.
483.
Limitation.

PUBLIC LAWS-CH.
PUBLIC
LAWS— CH .89-APR.
89—APR.23,
23, 1949
1949

[63 STAT.
STAT.
[63

mortgagee, where the Alaska Housing Authority
mortgagee,
is the
the mortgagor
Authority is
mortgagor
or mortgagee,
mortgagee, for the insurance
mortgage under
any provisions
provisions
insurance of
of a
a mortgage
under any
of this Act, the Commissioner
Commissioner is
is authorized
authorized to
to insure
insure .the
the mortgage
mortgage
(including advances
(including
advances thereon where
authorized), and
and to
where otherwise
otherwise authorized),
to
make commitments for the insuring of
of any such
such mortgages
mortgages prior
prior to
to
the date of their execution
execution or disbursement
disbursement thereon,
thereon, under
such proprounder such
visions (and this section)
section) without regard to
to any
any requirement
requirement that
that
the mortgagor
mortgagor shall be the owner and occupant of the
or
the property
property or
shall have paid aaprescribed amount on
account of
of such
on account
such property."
property."
(b) The powers of the Federal National
(b)
Mortgage Association,
National Mortgage
Association,
and of any other Federal corporation
corporation or other
other Federal
Federal agency
hereagency heretofore or hereafter established, to make real-estate
real-estate loans, or to purchase, service, or sell any mortgages, or partial interest
may
interest therein,
therein, may
be utilized in connection with properties or projects in
Alaska designed
in Alaska
designed
principally
principally for residential use; and, notwithstanding
of the
pronotwithstanding any of
the provisions of section 301 of the National
National Housing
or
Housing Act,
Act, as
as heretofore
heretofore or
hereafter
hereafter amended, or of any other law
law unless
unless enacted
enacted expressly
expressly in
in
any mortgage
loans, or
or parti
al
interests therein,
therein, may
may
limitation hereof,
hereof, any
mortgage loans,
partial
interests
be offered to the Federal
Federal National Mortgage
Mortgage Association
Association for
for purpurchase, and the Association shall be authorized
authorized to
to make
make real-estate
real-estate
loans, including advances thereon during construction, if
if such
loans
such loans
or advances
advances are secured by property located in
Alaska and
and insured
insured
in Alaska
under any of the provisions of the
Housing Act,
Act, as
as amended.
the National Housing
amended.
SEO. 3. (a) In order to relieve
SEo.
relieve the particularly
particularly severe
severe impact
of the
the
impact of
housing shortage in Alaska, the
that Territory
the legislature of
of that
Territory may
may
authorize
authorize the Alaska Housing Authority
to the
the housing
Authority,2 in
in addition to
housing
projects undertaken
to the
the provisions
provisions of
of the
21,
undertaken pursuant
pursuant to
the Act
Act of
of July
July 21,
Stat. 601; 48 U.
1941 (55
(55 Stat.
secs. 481-483),
amended, also
U. S.
S. C.,
C., secs.
481-483), as
as amended,
also to
to
undertake
undertake other projects for the construction
or rental
rental of
construction and
and sale
sale or
of
dwelling
accommodations for inhabitants
dwelling accommodations
inhabitants of
the Territory,
and to
to make
make
of the
Territory, and
loans for such projects
projects to public agencies,
agencies, or
or private
private nonprofit
nonprofit or
or
limited dividend corporations, or private
corporations which
which are
reguprivate corporations
are regulated or restricted by the Authority
Authority (until the termination
all loan
loan
termination of
of all
obligations to it) as to rents or sales, charges,
rate
charges, capital
capital structure,
structure, rate
of return, and methods
methods of operation
operation to such an extent and
and in
in such
such
manner
manner as to provide reasonable
reasonable rentals to tenants
and aa reasonable
tenants and
reasonable
return on the investment, and the legislature of that Territory
Territory may
may
authorize said authority to make
character loans
loans to
individuals or
make character
to individuals
or
cooperatives for the improvement,
conversion or construction
cooperatives
improvement conversion
construction of
of dwelldwellings in remote
remote areas
areas to be occupied by
or members
members
by such
such individuals
individuals or
of such cooperatives
cooperatives where the loan does not exceed
$500 per
per dwelling,
exceed $500
dwelling,
and any powers of said Authority, including but not limited to
to powers
of eminent domain and issuance of bonds and obligations, with respect
of
respect
to projects undertaken
pursuant to the provisions of said Act
undertaken pursuant
Act of
July 21,
of July
21,
1941, may be made available with respect to projects undertaken
undertaken pursupursuant to the authorization
authorization provided in this section: Provided,
Provided,That
That the
the
authorization provided in this section shall
limited to
projects where
where
shall be
be limited
to projects
adequate
.
financing
abl e t
erms and
an d conditions,
con di ti
ons, or entrepreadequate
financing on
on reason
reasonable
terms
or entrepreneurial sponsorship, or both, as the case may be, is not otherwise availprovided further,
able: And provided
further, That any projects constructed
constructed and
and owned
owned
by such Authority
Authority pursuant
pursuant to the authorization
this
authorization provided
provided in
in this
section shall be sold for cash or on reasonable
reasonable terms and giving consideration to full market value,
value, as
promptl y as
as may
may be
be advantageous
as promptly
advantageous
under the circumstances and in the public interest: And
And provided
provided furfurther,
ther, That such Authority shall exercise its powers under
this section
under this
section
to encourage
encourage and assist the production, at lower costs,
of
costs, of
of housing
housing of
sound standards
standards of design, construction, livability,
and size
size for
for adeadelivability, and
development of
quate family life, and the development
of well
well planned
planned residential
residential
neighborhoods. Any
Any law
neighborhoods.
law enacted by the legislature
legislature of the Territory
of Alaska which, except for its enactment prior to the enactment of
of
of

STAT.]
63 S
TAT.]

81sT CONG
.—CH .89-APR.
89—APR .23,
23, 1949
1949
81ST
CONG.,., 1sT
1ST SESS
SESS.-CH.
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this Act, would be authorized under
under this section,
section, is hereby authorized,
authorized
approved, and validated.
approved,

funds for the
(b) To obtain funds
the purpose
purpose of
of undertaking
and adminisundertaking and
administering projects or of making loans pursuant to any authority conferred
conferred

of

Issuance
Issuance of notes.
notes.
Post, p. 977.

st977

by the legislature
legislature of the Territory of Alaska
Alaska under subsection (a)
(a)
of this section, the Alaska Housing Authority may, on
on and
and after
after the
the
effective date of this Act, issue and have outstanding
effective
one time
outstanding at
at any
any one
time
notes or other obligations for purchase
purchase by the Housing
Housing and Home
Home
Finance
Administrator in an amount not to exceed $15,000,000
Finance Administrator
and the
the
$15,000,000 and
Housing
Finance Administrator
Housing and Home
Home Finance
Administrator is hereby authorized
authorized to
to
purchase
purchase such notes or other obligations to the
funds are
are
the extent
extent that
that funds
Character
available
Provided, That such notes and other obligations
Character loans.
loans.
available therefor:
therefor: Provided,
obligations
issued and outstanding
outstanding for the purpose
purpose of making character loans to
individuals or cooperatives
cooperatives shall not exceed
exceed $1,000,000. Such notes
notes
denominations, shall
or other obligations
obligations shall be in such forms and denominations,
have such maturities
maturities not exceeding forty years, and shall be purchased
purchased
under such general
conditions as may be prescribed
general terms and conditions
prescribed by the
Housing and Home
Finance Administrator.
Home Finance
Administrator. Such notes and
other
and other
a rate determined
obligations shall bear interest at a
determined by the Housing
Housing
and Home Finance Administrator, with the approval of
of the
the Secretary
Secretary
of the Treasury,
Treasury, taking into consideration
rate on
on
consideration the current
current average
average rate
outstanding marketable obligations
obligations of the United States as of the last
last
day of the month preceding
preceding the issuance of such notes or
or other
other
obligations.
obligations.
Report
to Governor.
(c) The Alaska Housing Authority shall make an annual
ReporttoGovernor.
annual report
report
Governor of Alaska on all of the activities of the Authority, for
to the Governor
for
each fiscal year ending June 30, for transmission with his comments
and recommendations
recommendations to the Housing and Home Finance AdminisAdministrator.
thA
orT e
rgpriation au(d) There
appropriated to the Housing thorpriation
(d)
There is hereby authorized
authorized to be appropriated
auAdministrator, out
and Home Finance Administrator,
out of
money in
in the
Treasury
of any
any money
the Treasury
Post,
743.
Pot,p.
p. 743.
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
$15,000,000 for the purposes
appropriated, not to exceed
exceed $15,000,000
purposes
of this section. Funds made available to the Administrator pursuant
pursuant
to the provisions of this section shall be deposited in a
achecking
checking account
account
or accounts
Treasurer of the United States. Receipts and
accounts with the Treasurer
and
assets obtained or held by the Administrator
Administrator in connection
connection with the
performance
performance of his functions under this section shall be available
for
available for
any of the purposes of this section. In the performance
performance of, and with
respect to, the functions, powers, and duties vested in
in him
him by
by this
this
section,
Administrator, notwithstanding
notwithstanding the provisions
provisions of any
section, the Administrator,
any
other law, shall maintain
maintain an integral set of accounts which
shall be
which shall
be
audited annually by the General Accounting
Accounting Office
Office in
in accordance
accordance with
with
the principles and procedures applicable to commercial
commercial transactions
transactions
g?
59 stat
Stat. 597.
as provided by the Government
Government Corporation Control Act, as
as amended,
amended, 31
59
597
-841U. S. C
C..
§§ 841and no other audit shall
shall be
required: Provided,
be required:
Provided, That
That such
869;
sipp. I, § 846
such financial
financial a
869; Supp.
84
transactions of the Administrator as the making of loans or advances d fPit,
356.
transactions
lt, p. 356.
approved by the Administrator
Administrator in connection
of funds and vouchers
vouchers approved
connection
with such financial transactions shall be final and conclusive
conclusive upon all
all
officers of the
the Government.
Government.
Technical advice
SEC.
4. The Housing
Housing and
SEC. 4.
and Home
Home Finance
Agency is
is authorized
Finance Agency
authorized to
to and
aTechnicl
aation
information.
provide
technical advice and information
provide technical
information and otherwise to cooperate
to the full extent authorized by law to assist the Alaska Housing
Housing
Authority in the program to relieve the severe
severe shortage of housing
housing
in the Territory.
SEC.
Retention
housof sections
S
EC. 5. Notwithstanding
Notwithstanding the provisions
provisions of
sections 4
4and
and 301
of the
the
301 of
Retention of housing for government
government
Act entitled
expedite the
the provision
entitled "An Act to expedite
provision of
of housing
housing in
in connection
connection employees.
employees.
with national defense,
defense, and for
for other
approved October
other purposes",
purposes", approved
October 14,
14,
2 Utat 81
C,
Supp
,5
12 8Ua
.
"
2.
C., SuPP.
1940, as amended, with respect to the disposition of housing of aaper- uI §1524.
1127,55
354
54 Stat.
Stat. 1127,
55 Stat.
Stat.
manent
13.
manent character, any such housing in Alaska under the jurisdiction 363.
42 U. S. C. 11541;
Administrator which
which has
of the Housing and Home Finance Administrator
has been
been Supp.
u2 p.sii,
i
. I
1541
lt
UI,
§ 1541
note.
1541
note.
ae
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LAWS— CHS.89-91—APR.
23, 25,
25, 1949
1949
PUBLIC LAWS-CHS.
89-91-APR. 23,

Sale, etc.,
etc., of land by
government agencies.
government
agencies.

reserved (in
whole or
in part),
prior to
to the
the enactment
of this
this Act,
Act, for
reserved
(in whole
or in
part), prior
enactment of
for
employees
an agency
agency of
of the
the Federal
retained
employees of
of an
Federal Government
Government may
may be
be retained
by him for employees
employees of that agency
for such
such time
time as
as lie
agency for
lie determines
determines
such action
action necessary
necessary to
provide adequate
housing accommodations
accommodations for
to provide
adequate housing
for
them in
in the
the area.
SEC.
S
EC. 6. Any executive
department or
Federal GovGovexecutive department
or agency
agency of
of the Federal
ernment is hereby
hereby authorized
to the
the Alaska
authorized to sell, transfer, and convey
convey to
Alaska
Housing Authority at fair
by such
fair value (as determined
determined by
such department
department
or agency),
agency), for use under this
title, and
interest
this Act, all
all or any
any right,
right, title,
and interest
in any real or personal property under the
such departthe jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
of such
department or agency which it determines
of its
requiredetermines to be in excess
excess of
its own
own requirements, notwithstanding
notwithstanding any limitations or requirements
of law
with
requirements of
law with
respect
respect to the use or disposition of such property:
property: Provided,
That the
the
Provided,That
authority conferred by this section shall be
addition to and
be in addition
and not in
in
derogation of any other powers and authorities of such department
derogation
department or
or
agency.
agency.
Approved
Approved April 23, 1949.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 90]
90]

April 23, 1949
1949
[H. R. 1755]

[Public
[Public Law
Law 53]
631

Red Lake Band of
Chippewa Indians,
Indians,
Minn.
Minn.
Per capita payments.

Stat. 1360,
63 Stat.
1360, 1379,
1379,
1397.

[63 STAT.
STAT.

AN ACT
ACT

To
authorize a
to members
members of
the Red
Red Lake
Lake Band
Band of
of
To authorize
a $100
$100 per
per capita
capita payment
payment to
of the
Chippewa
Chippewa Indians from the proceeds of the sale of timber
timber and
lumber on
the
and lumber
on the
Red Lake Reservation.
Reservation.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and House of Representatives
the
Representatives of
of the
United
States of America
America in Congress
United States
assembled, That
the Secretary
Secretary
Congress assembled,
That the
of the Interior is authorized
authorized to withdraw as much as
as may
be necessary
may be
necessary
from the fund on deposit in the Treasury
Treasury of the United States arising
arising
from the proceeds of the sale of
timber and lumber
lumber within
the Red
Red
of timber
within the
Lake Reservation
Reservation in Minnesota,
Minnesota, according
according to the provisions
provisions of
of the
the
137), to the credit of the
Act of May 18, 1916 (39 Stat. 137),
the Red
Red Lake
Lake
Indians in Minnesota, and to pay therefrom
therefrom $100
$100 to
to each
each member
member of
of
the Red Lake Band of Chippewa Indians of Minnesota
Minnesota who is
living
is living
at the date of enactment
enactment of this Act.
be made
made
Act. Such payments shall
shall be
as soon as practicable
practicable under
under such rules and regulations as
as the Secretary
Secretary
of the Interior may prescribe.
SEO. 2. No money paid to Indians under this Act shall be subject
SEC.
subject
to any lien or claim of attorneys or other persons. Before any payment
payment
is made under this Act, the Red Lake Band of Chippewa
Chippewa Indians
Indians of
of
Minnesota
Minnesota shall, in such manner as may be prescribed
prescribed by
by the
the Secretary
Secretary
of the Interior, ratify and accept the provisions of this Act.
SEC.
SEC. 3. Payments made under
under this
held to
be "other
this Act shall not
not be
be held
to be
"other
income
resources" as that term is used in sections 22 (a)
income and resources"
402
(a) (7),
(7), 402
(a)
(a) (7), and 1002 (a) (8) of the Social Security Act, as amended
amended
(U. S. C., 1946 edition,
edition, title
(a) (7),
(7), 602
602 (a)
(a) (7),
title 42, secs. 302 (a)
(7), and
and
1202 (a)
(a) (8)).
(8) ).
Approved
Approved April 23, 1949.
[CHAPTER 91]
[CHAPTER
91]

April
1949
Aril 25,
25, 1949
[H.
[H. R. 164]
[Public Law
Law 541
54]

Churntown Elementary School DisDistrict, Calif.
Conveyance.

ACT
AN ACT

Authorizing the Secretary
Authorizing
Secretary of the Interior to convey certain lands to the Churntown Elementary
California.
Elementary School District, California.

it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
Be it
Representatives of
of the
the
and House of Representatives
United
States of America in
Congress assembled, That the
United States
in Congress
Secretary
the Secretary
of the
the Interior is hereby authorized
authorized to convey to the Churntown
Churntown
Elementary School
School District, California, for such consideration
consideration as he
Elementary

63 S
TAT.]
STAT.]
63

61
61

81sT
.—CH .91-APR.
91—APR.25,
25, 1949
81ST CONG.,
CONG., 1sT
IST SESS
SESS.-CH.
1949

may fix in accordance
accordance with its present valuation, all right, title, and
parcel of land in the north
interest of the United
United States in and to a
a parcel
half
township 33
half of section
section 26,
26, township
33 north, range 55 west, Mount
Mount Diablo
base and meridian, Shasta
Shasta County, California, containing
containing an area of
of
ten and eleven one-hundredths
one-hundredths acres, more or less, and described as
follows:
follows:
westerly boundary
Beginning at a
a point in the westerly
boundary of the northwest
northwest
quarter of the northeast quarter of said section
section 26, distant therealong
therealong
south no degrees
degrees three minutes forty seconds west six hundred
hundred and.
and
ninety-four and twenty-four one-hundredths
ninety-four
one-hundredths feet from the north
quarter corner
corner of said section 26; thence north eighty-nine degrees
hundred and sixty-seven
and
thirty-six minutes no seconds east four hundred
sixty-seven and
one-hundredths feet; thence south no degrees
degrees three minutes
sixteen one-hundredths
forty seconds west eight
eight hundred
hundred and
and thirty
to a
thirty feet
feet to
a point
point in
in the
the
northerly boundary
boundary of
northerly
of State Highway
Highway 209; thence
thence along said
said northboundary and along
along the arc of a
acurve to the right with a
erly boundary
a radius
thousand nine hundred and seventy
seventy feet (the long chord
of one thousand
chord bears
north seventy-six
degrees thirty-seven
thirty-seven minutes fourteen seconds west
west
seventy-six degrees
eighty-six and seventy-nine
distance of
seventy-nine one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet) for a
a distance
of
continuing along
along
eighty-six and eighty one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet; thence continuing
northerly boundary
boundary north seventy-five degrees twenty-one
twenty-one minsaid northerly
utes thirty seconds west three hundred and ninety-five and forty-six
one-hundredths feet; thence leaving
leaving said
one-hundredths
said northerly
northerly boundary
boundary north
north
degrees five minutes thirteen
east ninety-eight
ninety-eight and
and ninetyninetyno degrees
thirteen seconds east
six one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet the southwest corner of the northwest quarter
quarter
of the northeast quarter
quarter of said section
thence south eighty-nine
section 26; thence
eighty-nine
degrees thirty-six minutes no seconds
seconds west one
hundred and fifty-five
fifty-five
one hundred
twenty-two one-hundredths
and twenty-two
one-hundredths feet to aapoint in the easterly boundboundalong said easterly boundary
and
ary of State Highway 209; thence along
boundary and
arc of a
curve to the right
thousand
along the arc
a curve
right with
with a
a radius of
of one
one thousand
one hundred
twenty-eight one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet (the
hundred and sixteen and twenty-eight
long chord
chord bears north two degrees thirty-eight minutes fifty-three
seconds east eighty and seventy-five
one-hundredths feet) for a
seconds
seventy-five one-hundredths
a distance of eighty and seventy-seven one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet; thence
thence continuing along said easterly
boundary north four degrees
degrees forty-three
easterly boundary
minutes fifteen seconds east five hundred and twenty-nine
twenty-nine and nineone-hundredths feet; thence
teen one-hundredths
thence leaving said easterly
easterly boundary
boundary north
eighty-nine degrees
degrees thirty-six minutes no
seconds east
eighty-nine
no seconds
east one
one hundred
am] fifty-eight one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet to the point of beginning.
and eight and
There shall be reserved to the United
United States in the
the conveyance
of
conveyance of
coal, and other mineral deposits in the
the land described all oil, gas, coal,
land, including
including all materials determined pursuant to section 5
(b) (1)
5 (b)
(1)
761), to be peculiarly
of the Atomic Energy
Energy Act of 1946 (60 Stat. 761),
peculiarly
essential to the production of fissionable material, together with the
right to prospect
prospect for, mine, and
and remove
remove the same.
same.
SEC.
S
EC. 2. The land conveyed
conveyed pursuant to the provisions
provisions of this Act
Act
shall be used only for public-school
public-school purposes, and
conveyance
and the
the conveyance
herein authorized
authorized shall be made upon the express condition
condition that if
if
the land is abandoned
abandoned for such use for a
years or more
a period of two years
or if the land shall be used for other purposes,
purposes, the conveyance
conveyance shall
shall
be held to be forfeited
forfeited and the title shall revert to the United States.
Secretary of the
Interior is
authorized to
The Secretary
the Interior
is hereby
hereby authorized
to determine
determine the
facts and declare
forfeiture and reversion
reversion and such determination
determination
declare such forfeiture
and
declaration shall
shall be
be final
That the
the
and declaration
final and
and conclusive:
conclusive: Provided,
Provided, That
ChurntoNvn
Elementary School
California shall
50
Churntown Elementary
School District
District of California
shall pay 50
per centum of the appraised value of the property
property as determined
determined by
Department of the Interior.
Interior.
the United States Department
Approved April 25, 1949.
1949.
Approved

Mineral
deposits rereMineral deposits
served
served by U.
U. S.
S.

42 U.
U. S. 0.
O. §
(b)
(a) (1).

1805
1805

Restriction
Restriction on use
of land.
land.

PUBLIC LAWS—CHS.
Apr. 25, 1949
1949
PUBLIC
LAWS-CHS. 92,
92, 93—
93 Apr.
May
6, 1949
May 6, 1949
Mlay
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[CHAPTER 92]
92]
[CHAPTER
April 25,
25, 1949
[H.
[H. R.
R. 779]
[Public Law
Law 55]
55]

Title 28, United
United
States Code, amendamendments.
62 Stat. 971.
971.
28 U.
U. S. C., Supp.
II,
II, §§2401
2401 (b).

Stat. 933.
62 Stat.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
28 U. S.
H, §
II,
§ 1346 (b).
Post,
p.
101.
Post,
62 Stat. 982.
982.
28 U. S. C., Supp.
II, §§ 2671-2680.
Post,
Post, pp. 106, 107,
444.

62 Stat. 983.
28 U. S. C., Supp.
2672.
II, §
§ 2672.
Post, p. 106.
Post,

[63
STAT.
[63 STAT.

AN
AN ACT
ACT

To amend title 28 of
Code to
to provide
provide additional
additional time
time for
of the United
United States
States Code
for
bringing suit against the United States
States in
of certain
tort claims,
claims, and
and
in the
the case
case of
certain tort
for
for other purposes.
purposes.

enacted by
Be it
it enacted
by the
House of
of the
the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
United
United States
States of
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
first sensenAmerica in
the first
section 2401
tence of section
(b) of
of title
United States
Code is
is hereby
2401 (b)
title 28
28 of
of the
the United
States Code
hereby
amended to read
read as
as follows:
follows: "A
"A tort
tort claim
claim against
against the
the United
States
United States
shall be forever
forever barred
barred unless
unless action
action is
begun within
after
is begun
within two
two years
years after
accrues or
such claim accrues
or within
year after
after the
the date
enactment .of
within one
one year
date of
of enactment
of
this amendatory
amendatory sentence,
whichever is
sentence, whichever
later, or
or unless,
unless, if
it is
is a
aclaim
claim
is later,
if it
presented in
not exceeding $1,000, it
it is presented
writing to
to the
in writing
the appropriate
appropriate
Federal
Federal agency within two years
years after
within
after such
such claim
claim accrues
accrues or
or within
date of
one year after the date
enactment of
of enactment
of this
this amendatory
amendatory sentence,
sentence,
whichever is
whichever
is later."
later."
SEC. 2. (a)
title 28
SEc.
(a) Section
Section 1346 (b) of title
the United
United States
States Code
28 of
of the
Code
is hereby
read as
as follows:
follows:
is
hereby amended
amended to
to read
"(b) Subject to the provisions of
of chapter
chapter 171
of this
title, the
dis171 of
this title,
the district courts, together with
with the
the District
District Court
Court for
for the
the Territory
Territory of
of
Alaska, the United States District Court
Court for
for the
the District
Canal
District of
of the
the Canal
Zone and the District Court of the Virgin Islands,
Islands, shall
shall have
have exclusive
exclusive
jurisdiction
jurisdiction of civil actions on
on claims
against the
United States,
States, for
for
claims against
the United
money damages, accruing
on and
accruing on
after January
1, 1945,
1945, for
for injury
injury or
and after
January 1,
or
loss of property, or personal injury
injury or
or death
death caused
caused by
by the
negligent
the negligent
or wrongful act or omission
omission of
employee of
the Government
of any
any employee
of the
Government
while acting within the scope
of his
his office
or employment,
employment, under
under circirscope of
office or
cumstances
cumstances where the United
United States,
States, if
if a
would be
a private
private person,
person, would
be
liable to the claimant in accordance
accordance with the law
place where
law of
of the
the place
where
or omission
the act or
omission occurred."
occurred."
(b) The first paragraph
paragraph of
section 2672
title 28
28 of
of the
the United
United
of section
2672 of
of title
is hereby
States Code is
hereby amended
amended to
read as
as follows:
to read
follows:
"The head of each Federal agency,
agency, or his designee
designee for
the purpose,
purpose,
for the
acting
may consider,
acting on behalf
behalf of the United States, may
consider, ascertain,
ascertain, adjust,
adjust,
determine, and settle any claim
claim for
determine,
for money
damages of
of $1,000
$1,000 or
or less
less
money damages
against
the United States accruing on and after January
against the
January 1,
1945, for
1, 1945,
for
injury or loss of property or
or personal
personal injury
or death
death caused
caused by
the
injury or
by the
negligent
wrongful act
negligent or wrongful
omission of
ofany emp
l
oyee of
ofthe
the G
ovact or
or omission
employee
Government
ernment while acting within the scope
scope of h
his office
or
employment,
offi e of
or employment,

circumstances where the United States, if a
under circumstances
private person,
a private
person,
would
be liable to the claimant in accordance
the law
would be
accordance with the
law of
place
of the
the place
omission occurred."
where the act or omission
occurred."
Approved
25, 1949.
1949.
Approved April
April 25,

[CHAPTER 93]
93]
May 6, 1949
1949
[H. R.
R. 4152]
[Public Law 56]
56]

Irrigation
Irrigation districts.
Approval
Approval of repayment contracts.
contracts.

53 Stat. 1192.
43 U. S. C. i 48U
485(
(a), (o).
(a),
(c).

AN ACT
ACT
To
approve
repayment
contracts
negotiated
To approve repayment
negotiated with the Bitter Root irrigation
irrigation district,
district,
the Shasta
View irrigation district, the Okanogan irrigation district, the
the
Shasta View
the WillWillwood
irrigation
district,
the
Uncompahgre
Valley
wood irrigation district, the Uncompahgre Valley Water Users' Association,
Association,
and
the
Kittitas
reclamation
district,
and the Kittitas reclamation
to authorize their execution,
execution, and for
for
other
other purposes.
purposes.

Be
it enacted
by the
Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
Be it
enacted by
the Senate
Representatives of the
United
States of
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the
the contracts
United States
of America
in Congress
contracts
referred
in sections
sections 22to
referred to
to in
to 7, inclusive, of this Act, which
which have
have been
been
negotiated by the Secretary of the
the Interior
and reported
reported on
Interior and
on as
as proprovided
in subsections
section 7
vided in
subsections (a)
(a) and (c)
(c) of section
of the
7 of
the Reclamation
Reclamation
Project
1939 (53
(53 Stat.
Stat. 1187),
Project Act
Act of
of 1939
1187), are hereby approved
approved and
the
and the

63
TAT.]
63 S
STAT.]

63
63

81sT CONG.,
CONG ., 1ST
.—CH .93—MAY
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1949
81ST
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93-MAY 6,

Secretary is hereby authorized to execute
Secretary
United
execute them on
on behalf
behalf of the
the United
States.
States.
BITER
PROJECT, MONTANA
BITTER ROOT
ROOT PROJECT,
MONTANA
SEC.
SEC. 2. The contract dated September
September 16,
Bitter
16, 1948,
1948, with the
the Bitter
Root
Root irrigation
irrigation district.
district.
(a) The Act of July 3, 1930
Act for
1930 (46 Stat. 852),
852), entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
for
the rehabilitation
rehabilitation of the Bitter Root irrigation
irrigation project,
Montana",
project, Montana",
and the Act of August 26, 1935 (49 Stat.
that Act,
Stat. 799),
799), amending
amending that
Act,
are hereby repealed.
repealed.

Repeal.
Repeal.

KLAMATFI PROJECT,
PROJECT, OREGON
KLAMATH
OREGON

SEC.
SEC. 3. The contract
contract dated August 20, 1948, with
with the
the Shasta
Shasta View
irrigation
irrigation district.
OKANOGAN PROJECT,
PROJECT, WASHINGTON
WASHINGTON
OKANOGAN

SEC.
September 20, 1948, with the Okanogan
SEC. 4. The contract dated September
Okanogan
irrigation district.
irrigation
(a)
739), entitled "An
"An Act
Act to
to
(a) The Act
Act of May
May 25, 1528
1928 (45 Stat.
Stat. 739),
authorize the Secretary
Secretary of
transfer the
Okanogan
of the Interior
Interior to
to transfer
the Okanogan
project, in the State of Washington,
Washington, to the Okanogan
Okanogan irrigation
irrigation disdistrict upon payment
payment of charges
charges stated", is
is hereby
hereby repealed.
repealed.

Repeal.
Repeal.

SHOSHONE
WYOMING
SHOSHONE PROJECT,
PROJECT, WYOMING

SEC.
SEC. 5. The contract with the Willwood irrigation district which
which
was approved
approved by the electors of said district on December 18, 1948.
(a) The construction
construction charge obligation in the amount of $9,843
on account of eighty-five and eighty-three
of
eighty-three one-hundredths
one-hundredths acres of
a paying
land classified
classified in a
paying class under the Act of December 5, 1924,
and found to be permanently
permanently unproductive
unproductive under the reclassification
reclassification
approved under said contract shall be deducted
of lands to be approved
deducted from
the contractual
contractual obligation of said Willwood irrigation
irrigation district.
(b) The construction charge obligation on
account of
two hundred
hundred
on account
of two
thirty-six and eighty-five one-hundredths
one-hundredths acres of land classified under
under
the Act of December
December 5, 1924, as productive
productive and found to be
be of
of insuffiinsufficient productive
productive power to be continued in a
a paying class under the
reclassification of lands to be approved
under said contract
contract shall
reclassification
approved under
shall be
be
suspended until the Secretary of the Interior
Interior shall declare
declare them
them to
to be
be
of sufficient
sufficient productive
productive power
power properly to be
paying
be placed
placed in the
the paying
While said lands are so classified as temporarily
class. 'While
temporarily unproductive
unproductive
and the construction
is sussusconstruction charge
charge obligation
obligation on
on account
account of
of them
them is
pended, water
water for irrigation purposes may be furnished
payment
furnished upon payment
of the usual operation
maintenance charges
operation and maintenance
charges or
or such
such other charges
charges
as may be fixed by the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior, the
payment
the advance
advance payment
of which may be required
required in the discretion
Secretary.
discretion of
of the said
said Secretary.
Should said lands temporarily classified as unproductive,
of
unproductive, or any of
of the
the Interior
Interior to
to be
them in the future, be found by
by the Secretary
Secretary of
be
permanently
unproductive, the construction
construction charge
on
permanently unproductive,
charge obligation
obligation on
account of them shall be charged off as a
permanent loss
a permanent
loss to
to the
reclamation
originally announced
reclamation fund
fund at the
the per
per acre
acre rates
rates originally
announced for
for the
the
orders affecting
such
tracts, including any
any such
such lands
lands in
in the
the public
public orders
affecting such
tracts.
tracts.
UNCOMPAHGRE
UNCOMPAHGRE PROJECT,
PROJECT, COLORADO
COLORADO

SEc. 6. The contract dated December
the UncomSEC.
December 13, 1948,
1948, with the
Uncompahgre Valley
Valley Water
Water Users'
Users' Association.
pahgre
Association.
of the
Secretary of
the Interior
Interior on
on the
(a) The
The June 1948
1948 report
report of
the Secretary
of the
the
reclassification of the land of the Uncompahgre
in
reclassification
Uncompahgre project,
project, made
made in

O Stat.
43
Stat. 672,701.
672, 701.
et
43 U. S. C. §
§ 371 et
seq.

Suspension of construction charge
charge oblistruction
gation.
43 Stat. 672,701.
672, 701.
43 U. S. C. §
§ 371 et
seq.
seq.

Water for irrigation
Water
Irrigation
purposes.
purposes.
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44 Stat. 647.
43
U. S. C. §423b.
§423b.
43U.
53 Stat. 1192.
43
U. S. C. §
485g.
43U.S.C.
5485g.
43 U.
U. S.
S. C. §§ 424424424e.
424e.
Sale of public lands.

[63 STAT.
[63
STAT.

accordance with
of section
of the
the Act
Act of
of May
accordance
with the
the provisions
provisions of
section 43
43 of
May 25,
25,
(44 Stat. 636),
as amended
the Act
Act of
(46 Stat.
Stat.
1926 (44
636), as
amended by
by the
of April
April 23,
23, 1930
1930 (46
249), and of
the Act
Act of
4, 1939
1939 (53
(53 Stat.
of section
section 88of the
of August
August 4,
Stat. 1187),
1187),
is approved.
approved.
is
(b) The provisions of
Act of
of May
May 16,
1930 (46
Stat. 367),
367), are
(b)
of the
the Act
16, 1930
(46 Stat.
are
the sale
sale of
vacant public
public lands
lands as
reclassihereby extended to
to authorize
authorize the
of vacant
as reclassion the
reclassification approved
fied and listed in
in the
the report
report on
the reclassification
approved by
by subsecsubsection (a)
(a) of
this section.
section.
tion
of this
(c) The Secretary
(c)
Secretary is authorized
authorized to
cancel, modify,
modify, or
to cancel,
or take
take such
such
other
other action as he deems appropriate
to water-right
appropriate with
with respect
respect to
water-right
applications now or hereafter
hereafter executed and approved
on the
the Uncomapproved on
Uncompahgre
pahgre project.
project.
(d) All costs and expenses
expenses incurred
incurred by
the United
United States
in making
by the
States in
making
the land reclassification, in negotiating
negotiating and
and completing
completing the
the said
said
contract and in making all studies
investigations in
in connection
connection
studies and investigations
therewith, are hereby
hereby made
nonreimbursable.
made nonreimbursable.
YAKIMA
PROJECT, WASHINGTON
YAKIMA PROJECT,
WASHINGTON

Reclassification
Reclassification
lands.

of

Repeal.

53 Stat. 1187.
C. §485k.
43 U.
U. S. C.

SEC.
S
EC. 7. The contract dated January
January 20, 1949, with
the Kittitas
Kittitas
with the
reclamation
reclamation district.
(a)
(a) The Secretary's
Secretary's reclassification
reclassification of the lands of the
Kittitas
the Kittitas
Division, Yakima project, in the following
following classes: Paying
Paying classes
classes
(classes 1, 2, and 3), temporarily
temporarily unproductive
unproductive (class
5), and
(class 5),
and permapermanently unproductive
unproductive (class
6),,all as more fully described by
(class 6)
by the report
report
entitled "Land Classification, 1944 (as amended in 1948)-Kittitas
1948)—Kittitas
Division, Yakima Project",
Project" is approved.
approved.
(b) Subject to the limitations of the
said contract
contract as
as it
be
the said
it may
may be
hereafter amended,
amended, the Secretary
is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to
from
Secretary is
to make
make from
time to time the following further classifications
classifications and reclassifications
reclassifications
of the lands of the Kittitas Division on the basis of
classification
of the
the classification
standards outlined in the report referred
referred to
this section:
to in
in (a) of
of this
section:
( To reclassify
(1)
reclassify class 5
land as
paying
land
or
as
class
5
as
paying
land
or
as
class 6
6 land.
land.
2 d To
((2)
classify
classify lands not heretofore placed in any of
of the established classifications.
No classifications
No
classifications or reclassifications
reclassifications of any of the lands of the Kittitas
Division by or under the authority of this Act
Act shall
shall be
be construed,
construed, howhowever, as affecting
affecting or authorizing any reduction
reduction in the district's construction charge obligation
obligation as defined in the said contract.
(c) All except
(c)
except the first sentence
sentence of the
the subthe paragraph
paragraph under
under the
sub"Yakima project (Kittit
(Kittitas
heading "Yakima
as Division),
Division), Washington
:", under
under
Washington:",
the heading
heading "Bureau of Reclamation",
Reclamation" of the Act
Act of
March 3,
3, 1925
1925
of March
(43 Stat. 1141,
re by repealed.
1141, 1170),
1170), are he
hereby
repealed.
SEC.
This Act
Act is declared
a part of the Federal
reclamation
S
Ec. 8. This
declared to be a
Federal reclamation
laws as these are defined
defined in the Reclamation
Reclamation Project
Project Act of
1939.
of 1939.
Approved
Approved May 6, 1949.
1949.
[CHAPTER
941
[CHAPTER 94]

May 6, 1949

[H. R. 1401]
[Public Law 57]
[Public Law 57]

Mount
Mount Hope Cemetery Association,
Association, WaWVaterloo, Mich.
terloo,
Conveyance.
Conveyance.

AN ACT

Relating to the disposition
Relating
disposition of certain recreational
recreational demonstration project lands by
the State of Michigan
Michigan to the
Mount Hope
Association of
of Waterloo,
Waterloo,
the Mount
Hope Cemetery
Cemetery Association
Michigan.
Michigan.

Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
the
Be it
Representatives of the
United
United States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That notwithstanding
section 33of the Act entitled "An Act to authorize the disposition
ing section
disposition
of
of recreational demonstration
demonstration projects, and for other purposes",
approved June
June 6,
approved
6, 1942 (56 Stat. 326; 16 U. S. C. sec. 459t),
459t), the State
of Michigan
Michigan is hereby
following-described
of
hereby authorized
authorized to convey the following-described

63 S
TAT.]
63
STAT.]

81ST
CONG., 1sT
94-96---MAY 6,
7, 10,
10, 1949
81ST CONG.,
1sT SESS.—OHS.
SESS.-CHS. 94-96--MAY
6, 7,
1949

65

lands in Jackson County, Michigan,
Michigan, to
Cemetery
to the Mount Hope
Hope Cemetery
Association of Waterloo, Michigan:
Michigan: Block 44, village
village of
of Waterloo,
Waterloo,
section 36, township 1
1south, range 2
2 east, of the Michigan
Michigan meridian.
Any conditions providing
reversion of title to the
providing for
for a
a reversion
the United
United States
States
that may be contained in the conveyance
conveyance of
United
of such
such lands
lands by
by the
the United
States to the State of Michigan
Michigan are hereby released as
as to
to the
the lands
herein authorized
authorized to
to be
be transferred.
transferred.
Approved May
1949.
Approved
May 6, 1949.
[CHAPTER 95]
95]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
ACT
To establish the grade
grade of General of the
the Air Force,
Force, and
and for other purposes.
purposes.

enacted by the Senate and House
Be it
it enacted
House of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
United
United States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That there is
is hereby
States of America
America in
hereby
established
established in the United States Air Force
Force the grade of General
General of
the
of the
Air Force.
SEC.
SEC. 2. The grade of any individual transferred
transferred in
of
in the
the grade of
General of the Army from the Regular
Regular Army to the United States
Air
States Air
Force, pursuant to the National Security Act
July 26,
26,
Act of
of 1947
1947 (Act
(Act of July
1947; 61 Stat. 695),
herewith redesignated
redesignated "General
695), is herewith
"General of the Air
Air
Force".
SEC.
S
EC. 3. Nothing herein shall be construed
construed as appointing
appointing any individual to a
a new or different
different office or to alter or prejudice
the status
prejudice the
status of
of
any individual concerned
concerned so as to deprive him of any pay or
or allowances, rights, benefits, or privileges to which he may
under
may be
be entitled
entitled under
existing law.
Approved
Approved May 7,
7, 1949.

May 7,
1949
7,1949
[S. 796]
[Public
Law 58]
58]
[Public Law
General of the Air
Force.
Force.

61 Stat. 495.
495.
5
5 U. S.
S. C.,
C., Supp. H.
II,
note.
§§171
171 note.
Ante, p.
p. 30;
30; post,
post,
p. 578.
Status.

[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 96]

AN ACT
ACT
To increase the fees of witnesses
witnesses in the United
United States
courts and
before United
United
States courts
and before
States commissioners, and for other purposes.

enacted by the Senate and
and House of Representatives
Be it
it enacted
Representatives of
of the
United States
States of America in
Congress assembled,
United
in Congress
assembled, That section 1821
of title 28, United States Code, is hereby
hereby amended to read
follows:
read as follows:
"SEC.
"
SEC. 1821. Per diem and mileage generally;
witgenerally; subsistence. A
A witness attending
attending in any court of the United States or before a
a United
United
States commissioner
commissioner or person taking his
to any
his deposition
deposition pursuant
pursuant to
any
order of aacourt of the United States, shall receive $4 for each
each day's
day's
attendance
attendance and for the time necessarily occupied
occupied in going
and returnreturngoing to
to and
ing from the same, and 7
returning
7 cents per mile for
for going from
from and returning
to his place of residence. Witnesses who are
employees
are not salaried
salaried employees
of the Government
Government and who are not in
attend at
in custody and
and who
who attend
at
residence as to prohibit
points so far removed
removed from their respective
respective resmence
prohibit
return thereto from day to day shall be entitled
an additional
allowentitled to
to an
additional allowance of $5
$5 per day for expenses
expenses of subsistence
including the time necessubsistence including
necesoccupied in going to and returning
sarily occupied
returning from
from the place
place of attendance:
attendance:
Provided,
Provided, That in lieu of the mileage
provided for
herein,
mileage allowance
allowance provided
for herein,
witnesses who are required
between the
the Territories,
possesrequired to
to travel between
Territories, possessions, or to and from
from the continental
shall be
entitled
continental United
United States,
States, shall
be entitled
to the actual expenses
expenses of travel
travel at the lowest first-class
first-class rate
available
rate available
means of
transportation
at the time of
of reservation
reservation for
for passage,
passage, by
by means
of transportation
employed: 'Provided
further, That this
shall not
apply to
'Provided further,
this section shall
not apply
to
Alaska."
Alaska."
Approved
Approved May
May 10, 1949.
1949.
81939°-50---PT. 1----5
81939°--0-PT.

May 10, 1949
I[. 635]
[S.
[Public
[Public Law
Law 59]
591

28, United
United
Title 28,
States
amendStates Code, amentidment.
ment.
62 Stat.
Stat. 950.
28 U.
U. 8.
S. C., Stipp.
Siupp.
H,
1821.
II, §§1821.
Post, p. 103.
Post,
103.

Nonapplicability.
Nonapplicability.
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PUBLIC LAWS-CHS.
LAWS— CHS.98,
100—MAY 11,
II,12,
12, 1949
1949
PUBLIC
98, 100-MAY

[63 STAT.
STAT.

[CHAPTER 98]
[CHAPTER
98]

AN ACT
ACT
proving ground
ground for
guided
To authorize
authorize the
the establishment
establishment of
of aa joint
joint long-range
long-range proving
for guided

May 11,
11, 1949
1949
[H. R. 1741]
1741]
[Public Law
[Public
Law 60]
60]

[H.

missiles,
missiles, and
and for
for other
other purposes.
purposes.

Joint
long-range
Joint long-range
proving
ground for
proving ground
guided missiles.
guided

Acquisition of
Acquisition
of lands,
etc.

31 U.
S. C.
C. §
529.
U.S.
1 529.
Agreement with
Agreement
Armed Services
Services ComArmed
mittees.
mittees.

Appropriation
thorized.
thorized.
Post, p. 876.
Post,

au-

Transfer
Transfer of authority.

Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
Be it
Representatives of
of the
the
United States
States of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
United
of America
America in
That the
the Secretary
Secretary
of the
the Air
Air Force
Force is
hereby authorized
to establish
joint long-range
of
is hereby
authorized to
establish aajoint
long-range
other weapons
weapons by
the conconproving ground for
for guided missiles and
and other
by the
struction, installation
equipment of
of temporary
or permanent
permanent pubpubstruction,
installation, or
or equipment
temporary or
lie works,
works, including
facilities appurtenances,
and utilities,
utilities,
lic
including buildings,
buildings, facilities,
appurtenances, and
within
without the
the continental
continental limits
of the
the United
United States,
for
within or
or without
limits of
States, for
scientific
testing, and
and training
training purposes
purposes by
the Departments
Departments
scientific study,
study, testing,
by the
of
of the
the Army,
Army, Navy,
Navy, and
and Air
Air Force.
Force.
S
EC. 2. The
in discharging
SEC.
The Secretary
Secretary of
of the Air
Air Force is
is authorized
authorized in
discharging
in the
the preceding
preceding section
to make
to acquire
the authority given
given in
section to
make surveys,
surveys, to
acquire
or other
other interests
thereto, including
the
lands and rights
rights or
interests pertaining
pertaining thereto,
including the
temporary
donation, purchase,
purchase, exchange
exchange of
temporary use
use thereof,
thereof, by
by donation,
of GovernGovernment-owned
without regard
to section
3648,
ment-owned lands,
lands, or otherwise,
otherwise, without
regard to
section 3648,
Revised
under the
Revised Statutes, as
as amended.
amended. Prior
Prior to
to the
the acquisition
acquisition under
the
authority
this section
section of
of any
rights or
other interests
interests perauthority of
of this
any lands
lands or
or rights
or other
pertaining
Secretary of
the Air
Air Force
Force shall
shall come
come into
taining thereto, the Secretary
of the
into agreeagreement with the
Senate and
the Armed Services Committees
Committees of
of the
the Senate
and the
the
House
House of Representatives
Representatives with
acquisition of such lands,
lands,
with respect
respect to
to the
the acquisition
rights, or
or other interests.
interests.
SEC. 3. There is
authorized to
appropriated, out of any
SEc.
is hereby
hereby authorized
to be appropriated,
any
money in the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, not
exceed
not to
to exceed
$75,000,000 to carry
of this
this Act.
Act.
$75,000,000
carry out
out the
the purposes of sections
sections 11and
and 22of
S
EC. 4. The Secretary of
in his
his discretion,
SEC.
of Defense is authorized,
authorized, in
discretion,
to transfer to the Secretary
of the
Secretary of the
the Army or the
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Navy,
Navy,
from either
either of
Secretaries to
and to
to retransfer
retransfer from
of such
such Secretaries
to the
the other
other or
or to
to
the Secretary
Secretary of the Air Force, all, or any
any part of, the authority
authority
granted by sections 1
with any
1 and 22of this Act; and, in
in connection
connection with
any
transfer or
all or
part of
funds
such transfer
or retransfer,
retransfer, to
to transfer
transfer all
or any
any part
of the
the funds
available
available for the establishment
establishment and
support of
the joint
and support
of the
joint long-range
long-range
proving
missiles and
and other
weapons. Th
Secre proving ground for guided
guided missiles
other weapons.
Thee Secreextent that
tary of Defense is further
further authorized
authorized to permit, to
to the
the extent
that
he may deem appropriate, the Secretaries
Secretaries of the Army, the Navy,
and the Air Force to contribute, with
reimbursement, to
to
with or without
without reimbursement,
the establishment
establishment and support of the joint long-range proving
ground
proving ground
for guided missiles authorized
authorized by this Act, by the loan, assignment,
or transfer of personnel, supplies,
services.
supplies, equipment,
equipment, and
and services.
Approved
Approved May 11,
11, 1949.
1949.
[CHAPTER 100]
[CHAPTER

May 12,
1949
12, 1949
[S. 270]
[Public Law
Law 61]
61]

Trenton Dam and

Swanson Lake.

AN ACT
To change the name of Culbertson Dam on the Republican
Republican River
River in the State of
Nebraska
Nebraska to "Trenton Dam" and to name the body of water arising behind
behind
such dam "Swanson
"Swanson Lake".
Lake".

it enacted
Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of the
Be it
enacted by the Senate
United
Congress assembled,
United States of America in
in Congress
assembled, That the dam under
under
construction on the Republican
Republican River in the State of Nebraska, heretofore known, designated,
designated, and referred
referred to as "Culbertson
"Culbertson Dam", shall
shall
hereafter be designated
Any
designated and referred
referred to as "Trenton Dam". Any
regulation, document, or record
which
law, regulation,
record of the United States in which
such dam is designated or referred
referred to under and by
"Culby the
the name
name "Culbertson Dam" shall be held and considered
considered to refer
refer to such dam under
under
and by the name of "Trenton Dam". The body of water arising behind
behind

STAT.1
63 S
TAT.}

67
67

81ST CONG., 1sT
1ST SESS.—CHS.
SESS.-CHS. 100,
81sT
100, 101,
101, 123,
123, 124-MAY
124—MAY 12,
12, 17,
1949
17, 1949

designated and referred
such dam shall hereafter
hereafter be designated
referred to
to as "Swanson
"Swanson
Lake"
commemoration of Carl H. Swanson.
Lake" in commemoration
Swanson.
Approved May 12, 1949.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 101]
101]

JOINT RESOLUTION
JOINT
RESOLUTION

Making temporary
Making
temporary appropriations
appropriations for the fiscal year
1949, and
for other
other purposes.
purposes.
year 1949,
and for

Resolved by the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of the
United
the United
States of America in
States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That there are
are hereby
hereby
appropriated, out of any moneys in the Treasury
Treasury not
otherwise approappronot otherwise
priated, and out of applicable corporate or
or other
other revenue,
revenue, receipts,
receipts,
and funds, such amounts as may be
to permit
Government
be necessary
necessary to
permit Government
departments, agencies, and corporations
which appropriations
appropriations or
corporations for
for which
or
other funds would be made available
First Deficiency
available by the
the First
Deficiency ApproAppropriation Act, 1949 (H. R. 2632),
2632), as passed by the
the House of
of RepreRepresentatives on February 16, 1949, or as passed by
the Senate
Senate on
on April
April
by the
13, 1949,
1949, to carry out their functions, until the approval of
of said
said Act,
Act,
at the rate which would be provided
provided for
for in
in appropriations,
funds,
appropriations, funds,
or other authority granted by
Act: Provided,
in any
any case
by said
said Act:
Provided, That
That in
case
where the amount which
which would be made available
available under
under said Act
Act as
as
passed by the House of Representatives
Representatives is
different from
from the
is different
the amount
amount
which would be made available under the Act as passed
the Senate,
passed by
by the
Senate,
the rate herein provided for shall be
on the
be based
based on
the lesser
lesser amount:
amount: ProProvided further,
further, That expenditures
expenditures hereunder
hereunder shall be charged
charged to
to the
the
appropriate appropriation
appropriation or fund contained
contained in
aforesaid Act
in the
the aforesaid
Act
(H. R. 2632) when it becomes law: Provided
further, That
Provided further,
That no
no funds
funds
appropriated
paragraph shall be used for salaries
appropriated pursuant to this paragraph
and
salaries and
a person in any of the following positions
expenses of a
the Bureau
positions in
in the
Bureau
of Reclamation,
Reclamation, or of any person who performs
performs the
of any
any such
the duties
duties of
such
position, who is not aa qualified
qualified engineer
engineer with at least
least five years'
years'
engineering
administrative experience:
engineering and administrative
experience: (1)
(1) Commissioner
Commissioner of
of
Reclamation;
(2) Assistant Commissioner
Reclamation; (2)
Reclamation; and
(3)
Commissioner of
of Reclamation;
and (3)
Regional
Regional Director of Reclamation.
Approved
Approved May 12,
12, 1949.
1949.

May
1949
May 12,
12, 1949
J. Res.
Res. 22]
226]
[H. J.
[Public
Law 62]
62]
[Public Law
Temporary approTemporary
appropriations, 1949.

Post, p. 76.
Post,

Restriction on
use
Restriction
on use
of funds.

[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 123]
AN ACT
ACT
AN

AN ACT

To exempt artificial
artificial limbs from duty if imported for personal use and not for sale.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
House of Representatives
and House
Representatives of the
the
United
Congress assembled,
United States of America in
in Congress
assembled, That title II
II of the
the
Tariff Act of 1930 (relating to the free list) is
is hereby
amended by
hereby amended
by
adding at the end thereof
thereof the following
following new paragraph:
paragraph:
"PAR.
"PAR. 1816. Artificial limbs and limb braces
braces imported solely for
for the
the
personal use of aaspecified
specified person and
sale otherwise
otherwise than
than for
and not for sale
for
the use of such
such person."
person."
Approved May 17, 1949.

17,1949
May 17,
1949

[H.
R. 3932]
IH.R.
3932]
IPublic
[Public Law a3
Tariff Act of 1930,

amendment.
amendment.
46 Stat. 672.
19 U.
U. S. 0.
0. § 1201;
Supp. II,
II, 1201.
1201.

[CHAPTER 124]
[CHAPTER
124]

JOINT RERSOLUTTON
JOINT
RESOLUTION
To
authorize the cancellation
cancellation and release
31,
To authorize
release of an agreement
agreement dated December 31,
1923,
and the
1923, entered
entered into between
between the Port of Seattle
Seattle and
the United
United States
States of
of
States Shipping
America, represented
represented by the United
United States
Shipping Board
acting through
through
Board acting
the United States Shipping Board Emergency
Emergency Fleet
Fleet Corporation.
Corporation.

Whereas
Whereas the Port of Seattle purchased and acquired
by deed
acquired by
deed from
from
the United States of America, represented
the United
represented by
by the
United States
States
Shipping Board, certain
certain real property located m
in the city
city of
of Seattle,

May 17, 1949
Ma
[11.
Has. 91]
[H. J.IRes.
91]
[Public Law
64]
[Public
aw 64]

68
68

PUBLIC
LAWS— CHS.124,
124, 127—MAY
17, 19,1949
19, 1949
PUBLIC LAWS-CHS.
127-MAY 17,

Port of Seattle.
Cancellation
of
Cancellation of
agreement.
agreement.

Continuation of use
of pier
39.
of
pier 39.

[63 STAT.
STAT.

county
Washington, and
and referred
referred to
Skinner
county of
of King,
King, State
State of
of Washington,
to as
as the
the Skinner
and
and
and Eddy Site Numbered
Numbered 2;
2; and
Whereas at
the time
the deed
said property
property was
was delivered
Whereas
at the
time the
deed to
to said
delivered to
to the
the
Port
of Seattle
purchase price
price therefor
therefor had
had not
paid; and
and
Port of
Seattle the
the purchase
not been
been paid;
Whereas an
was entered
into contemporaneously
contemporaneously with
Whereas
an agreement
agreement was
entered into
with the
the
said agreement
agreement granted
to the
the United
United
transfer of
of said deed, which said
granted to
States of America
privileges '
•and
and
America certain privileges;
agreement provides
vessels then
then or
or thereafter
Whereas said agreement
provides that
that all
all vessels
thereafter
America or
any agency
belonging to
to the
the United
United States
States of
of America
or any
agency or
or agencies
agencies
of America
America may
be moored
moored alongside
alongside the
the
of the
the United States of
may be
premises conveyed
pursuant to said deed free of
conveyed pursuant
of charge;
charge; and
and
Whereas said agreement
also provides
that the
of Seattle
agrees
Whereas
agreement also
provides that
the Port
Port of
Seattle agrees
to give free dockage to all
Government-owned vessels
at any
any of
of
all Government-owned
vessels at
the terminals
terminals belonging
belonging to
to or
or controlled
controlled by
said port;
by said
port; and
and
Whereas said port
being released
released from
Whereas
port is desirous of
of being
from the
the provisions
provisions
December 31,
1923; and
of the agreement dated December
31, 1923;
and
Whereas the
America has
the
Whereas
the United
United States
States of America
has used
used aa portion
portion of
of the
premises
premises herein
herein referred
referred to for the mooring of
has in
in
of vessels and
and has
addition thereto constructed pier
pier 39
39 thereon
and has
thereon and
has excluded
excluded the
the
port from any and all uses of the pier property
property and
and abutting
abutting facilifaciliand
ties; and
Whereas
United States
desirous of
continuing
Whereas the United
States Government
Government is
is still
still desirous
of continuing
the property
pier 39
39
the present
present use
use of
of that
that portion
portion of
of the
property upon
upon which
which pier
is located together
together with certain other properties and facilities;
facilities; and
Whereas
Whereas the Port of Seattle is willing and agrees
into an
an
agrees to enter
enter into
agreement with the United States Government
agreement
Government with
with respect to the
the
continued use of this property: Now, therefore, be
continued
be it
it
and House
House of Representatives
Resolved by the Senate and
Representatives of the United
States of America in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary of the
Army, acting on behalf of the United
United States, is hereby authorized
authorized
to negotiate for and enter into
into an
an agreement
agreement for
for such
and on
such period
period and
on
such terms and conditions as he deems advisable for the continuing
continuing
on which
pier 39
and its
use by the United States
States of
of the
the property
property on
which pier
39 and
its
appurtenant
appurtenant facilities
facilities are located and that the Attorney
Attorney General,
General,
or his duly authorized
authorized representative,
representative, acting
on behalf
behalf of
the United
United
acting on
of the
States, upon notification that such an agreement
agreement has been
entered
been entered
authorized and directed
into, is hereby authorized
directed to execute the
the necessary
necessary docudocument or documents
documents to release and cancel that certain
certain agreement
agreement entered
entered
into on the 31st day of December 1923, by and between the Port of
Seattle, aamunicipal corporation,
corporation and
mer i
ca ,
and the United
United State
Statess ooffA
America,
represented by the United States Shipping,
Shipping Board, acting by and
and
through the United States Shipping
Shipping Board Emergency
Emergency Fleet
Fleet CorCorporation, aacorporation
corporation organized
organized and existing under the laws of the
United
United States for the District of Columbia, which said agreement
agreement
was recorded
day
offMarch
in
recorded on the 17th d
ay o
M arc h 1924, i
nthe office of the King
County auditor in the State of Washington
Washington under volume 54 of chattel
mortgages,
mortgages, page 614, and volume 887 of real property
property mortgages,
mortgages, page
448, bearing file number 1844599.
1844599.
Approved May 17, 1949.

[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 127]
127]
19, 1949
May 19,
[H. R.. 2440]
[H
2440]
[Public Law 631
65]

Sale of
of Greenbelt,
Sale
Oreenbelt,
Md.,
Greendale, Wis.,
Md., Oreendale,
Wis.,
and
Ohio.
and Greenhills,
Oreenhlls, Ohio.
U. S.
C. 5.
5.
41 U.
8. C.
P4
PGA p. 403.

ACT
AN ACT
To
authorize
the
Public
Housing
Commissioner
to sell the suburban resettlement
resettlement
To authorize the Public Housing Commissioner to
projects
Greenbelt, Maryland;
projects known
known as Greenbelt,
Maryland; Greendale,
Greendale, Wisconsin; and Greenhills,
Greenhills,
Ohio, without
regard to
to provisions of law requiring competitive bidding or
Ohio,
without regard
or
public advertising.
advertising.

Be
Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of the
Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
United
States
America in
United States of
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That, notwithstandnotwithstand-

ing
the provisions
provisions of
of section
ing the
section 3709, as amended,
amended, of the Revised
Revised Statutes

63
STAT.]
63 STAT.]

81s
CONG ., 1sT
127—MAY 19,
19, 1949
81ST CONG.,
SESS.-CH. 127-MAY
1ST SESS.—CH.
1949

69

of the United States, or any other provision
Housing
provision of law,
law, the
the Public
Public Housing
Commissioner is hereby
hereby authorized,
authorized, by
of• negotiated
Commissioner
by means of
negotiated sale
sale or
or
sales
without competitive
competitive bidding
bidding or
or public
advertising, to
sales and
and without
public advertising,
to sell
sell
and convey, at fair market
market value
value as
as determined
him on
on the
determined by
by him
the basis
basis
of an appraisal made
made by an independent
independent real-estate
real-estate expert selected
selected by
by
the Commissioner and subject
subject to such terms and conditions
conditions as
as he may
may
determine
to such
determine to be in
in the best
best public interest, to
such purchaser
purchaser or
or purpurchasers as he deems
deems to be responsible, all
of
all right, title, and
and interest
interest of
the
resettlement
the United
United States in or
or to
to all or any
any part of
of the
the suburban
suburban resettlement
projects
Maryland; Greendale,
Wisconsin; and
projects known
known as
as Greenbelt,
Greenbelt, Maryland;
Greendale, Wisconsin;
and
Greenhills, Ohio (including improved and unimproved
unimproved lands, war
war
housing constructed on lands of or adjacent
adjacent to
to said
said suburban
suburban resettleresettlement
connection with
said
ment projects, and
and personal
personal property used in
in connection
with said
veteran preference.
projects or housing)
Provided, however, That
projects
housing)::Provided,
That the
the Public
Public Housing
Housing Veteran
Commissioner
be reasonable,
reasonable,
Commissioner shall,
shall, during
during such
such period as he deems
deems to
to be
give
sales to
veteran
give aa first
first preference
preference in such
such negotiated
negotiated sale
sale or sales
to veteran
groups organized
nonprofit basis
basis (provided
(provided that
any such
organized on
on a
a nonprofit
that any
such group
group
shall accept
accept as aamember of its
organization, on
its organization,
on the
the same
same terms,
terms, subject
subject
to
with the
same privileges
privileges and
responsito the
the same
same conditions,
conditions, and
and with
the same
and responsibilities,
of, and
extended to
to other
other members
members of
of the
group, any
bilities, required of,
and extended
the group,
any
tenant occupying
occupying a
a dwelling unit in such project at
at any time during
such period
period as the Commissioner
Commissioner shall deem
deem appropriate,
appropriate, starting
starting
on
effective date of this
on the effective
this Act,
Act, and who shall
shall be
be aa tenant
tenant therein
therein
at the time of making application
application for such membership),
membership), and may
may
sell to such groups
market value
determined by him on
on
groups at
at fair
fair market
value (as determined
the basis stated above)
above) or at cost (as determined
determined by him, including
including
the apportioned
apportioned cost of structures, lands, appurtenances,
appurtenances, and personal
personal
property transferred,
transferred, together
together with the apportioned
apportioned share
share of
property
of the
the
cost
provided for
cost of all utilities
utilities and other facilities provided
for and common
common
to
the project
any property
being sold
sold is
part), whichever
whichever
to the
project of
of which
which any
property being
is aapart),
is lower, except, however, that
that in
in the event
event two
two or
or more such groups
desire
purchase any
submit
desire to
to purchase
any such
such project
project they shall
shall be
be required
required to
to submit
sealed bids therefor and the award shall be made on the
the basis of the
the
Government: And provided
highest acceptable
acceptable monetary
monetary return
return to
to the Government:
further, That evidence
Commissioner, satisfactory
further,
evidence is furnished
furnished to
to the
the Commissioner,
satisfactory
to him, that the compensation
compensation paid
organizing such
paid or
or to
to be paid
paid for
for organizing
such
groups,
negotiating the
property, and
financgroups, for negotiating
the purchase
purchase of such property,
and for financing
purchase price
reasoning such purchase
purchase is
is fair
fair in
in relation
relation to the
the purchase
price and
and reasondevoted to such services
able on
on the basis of
of time effectively
effectively devoted
services on
on a
a
Down payment.
Down
professional
event
professional or similar
similar basis: And
And provided
provided further, That in the
the event
of a
require a
adown
down
a sale other than for cash, the Commissioner
Commissioner shall
shall require
payment
the
payment of
of at least
least 10
10 per centum
centum of
of the total
total purchase
purchase price,
price, the
balance to be amortized
balance
amortized over a
a period
period of
of not more than twenty-five
twenty-five
years, the unpaid balance
balance to bear interest
centum
interest at the
the rate
rate of 4
4 per centum
balance to be
secured
per annum and the
the payment
payment of any unpaid balance
be secured
Transfer of buildthe properties
properties sold.
The ings,
by aafirst mortgage
mortgage or
or deed of trust against the
sold. The
etc.
Commissioner
authorized, as a
condition of
any sale
sale hereunder,
hereunder,
Commissioner is authorized,
a condition
of any
to
transfer, or
transfer or an
agreement for
to transfer,
or to
to require
require the transfer
an agreement
for the transfer
transfer
federally owned
owned utilities,
utilities, playplayof, streets,
streets, roads,
roads, public
public buildings, federally
adequate open
grounds, swimming pools, and parks,
parks, including
including adequate
open land
land
surrounding
or adjacent
each project,
project, to
the appropriate
nonsurrounding or
adjacent to
to each
to the
appropriate nonFederal governmental
governmental agency, at
at such times, to such
such an extent, and
conditions as he shall determine
determine to
in the
upon such
such terms and conditions
to be
be in
the
public
public interest.
"Veteran."
SEC. 2. As used
"veteran" means
SEC.
used in
in this Act, (1)
(1) the
the term
term "veteran"
means any "Vetera'."
person
who
shall
have
served
in
the
active
military
or
naval
service
person who shall have served in the active military or naval service
of
at any
September 16,
of the United
United States
States at
any time
time on
on or
or after
after September
16, 1940,
1940, and
and
discharged or
released
July 26,
been discharged
prior to July
26, 1947, and who shall
shall have been
or released
from active
active service
service under
other than
dishonorable, and
and
from
under conditions
conditions other
than dishonorable,
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(2)
the term
organized on
on a
basis" shall
shall include
include
(2) the
term "groups
"groups organized
a nonprofit
nonprofit basis"
but not
be limited
mutual ownership
cooperative housing
but
not be
limited to,
to, mutual
ownership or
or cooperative
housing assoassodividend corporations
corporations which
which by
the terms
terms of
ciations or
or limited
limited dividend
by the
of their
their
charters
and bylaws
bylaws have
of return
return to
to a
rate no
no
charters and
have limited
limited their
their rate
rate of
a rate
higher than the
Housing Commissioner
reasonable and
and
higher
the Public
Public Housing
Commissioner deems
deems reasonable
necessary.
necessary.
Approved May
May 19,
19, 1949.
Approved
1949.
[CHAPTER 128]
128]
[CHAPTER

May 19, 1949
1949
IS.
[S. J. Res. 42]
[Public Law 66]

Gulf States
Gulf
States Marine
Marine

Fisheries Compact.
Compact.
Fisheries
Consent
Oonsent of Congress.

[63 S
TAT.
[63
STAT.

JOINT RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION

Granting the consent and approval
Congress to
an interstate
interstate compact
compact relating
approval of
of Congress
to an
relating
to the better utilization
fisheries (marine,
shell, and
the
utilization of
of the
the fisheries
(marine, shell,
and anadromous)
anadromous) of
of the
Gulf Coast and creating
creating the Gulf States
States Marine
Commission.
Marine Fisheries
Fisheries Commission.

Resolved by the Senate and
United
and House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
States
assembled, That
States of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the
the consent
consent of
of ConCongress is
or more
more of
the States
of Alabama,
is hereby
hereby given to any
any two
two or
of the
States of
Alabama,
Florida, Louisiana, Mississippi, and
the following
and Texas
Texas to enter into,
into, the
following
compact
compact and agreement
relating to
to the
utilization of
of the
the fishagreement relating
the better
better utilization
fisheries (marine,
(marine, shell, and anadromous)
of the
the Gulf
Coast and
and creating
anadromous) of
Gulf Coast
creating
the Gulf States Marine Fisheries
Fisheries Commission.
The compact
Commission. The
compact reads
reads
as follows:
follows:
GULF STATES MARINE
MARINE FISHERIES COMPACT
COMPACT
The
contracting states
solemnly agree:
The contracting
states solemnly
agree:

ARTIcLE I
AirricLE
I
Whereas the Gulf Coast states have the proprietary
proprietary interest
and
interest in
in and
jurisdiction
jurisdiction over fisheries in the waters
waters within their respective
boundrespective boundaries, it is the purpose of this compact to
to promote
the better
utilizapromote the
better utilization of the fisheries, marine, shell and anadromous,
anadromous, of
of the
seaboard
the seaboard
of the Gulf of Mexico, by the development
development of aa joint
program for
for
joint program
the promotion
promotion and protection of such fisheries and the prevention
prevention of
of
the physical waste of the fisheries
fisheries from
from any
any cause.
cause.
ARTICLE II
ARTICLE
II

11Stat.
15.
Stat.15.

This compact shall become operative immediately as to those states
ratifying
ratifying it whenever
whenever any two or more of the states of Florida,
Florida,
Alabama,
Mississippi, Louisiana
Alabama, Mississippi,
Louisiana and Texas
and the
the
Texas have ratified it
it and
Congress has
has given
ec tto
t
o Article
Article 1,
1, Section
Section 10,
the
Congress
given its
its consent
consent subj
subject
10, of
of the
Constitution
Constitution of the United States. Any state contiguous to any of
of
the aforementioned
riparian upon waters which
aforementioned states or riparian
which flow into
into
waters under the jurisdiction of any of the aforementioned
aforementioned states
states
and which are frequented
frequented by anadromous fish or marine
marine species
species may
a party hereto as hereinafter
hereinafter provided.
become a
ARTCLE
ARTICLE III
III

Gulf States Marine
Fisheries Commission.

representatives to aa
Each state joining
joining herein shall appoint three representatives
commission hereby constituted and designated
designated as the Gulf
Gulf States
States
Marine
Marine Fisheries Commission. One shall be the head of the administrative agency of such state charged with the conservation
conservation of the
fishery
fishery resources
resources to which this compact pertains or, if there be more
than one officer or agency, the official of that state named by the
governor
governor thereof. The second shall be a
amember of the legislature
of
state designated
of such
such state
designated by such legislature or in the absence
absence of such
designation, such legislator
legislator shall be designated by the governor
governor
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thereof, provided that if it
it is constitutionally
constitutionally impossible
to appoint
impossible to
appoint
aa legislator as aa commissioner from such state, the second member
member
shall be appointed
appointed in such manner
manner as may be established by law.
The
law. The
third shall be a
a citizen who shall have aa knowledge
knowledge of
of and
and interest
interest
in the marine
marine fisheries, to be appointed by the governor.
governor. This
This comcoma body corporate
mission shall be a
corporate with the powers and duties
set forth
forth
duties set
herein.
ARTICLE IV
IV
ARTICLE

The duty of the said commission
commission shall be to make inquiry
and
inquiry and
ascertain from time to time such methods, practices, circumstances
circumstances
and conditions
conditions as may be disclosed for bringing
bringing about the conservaconservation and the prevention
prevention of the depletion and
waste of
and physical
physical waste
of the
the
fisheries, marine,
marine, shell and
anadromous, of
the Gulf
Coast. The
comfisheries,
and anadromous,
of the
Gulf Coast.
The commission shall have power to recommend
the exerrecommend the coordination
coordination of
of the
exercise of the police powers of the several states
respective
states within their respective
jurisdiction
jurisdiction to promote the preservation
preservation of these fisheries and their
their
protection
protection against overfishing,
overfishing, waste,
waste, depletion
abuse whatdepletion or any
any abuse
whatsoever
soever and to assure
assure a
acontinuing
continuing yield from the fishery resources
resources of
of
the aforementioned
aforementioned states. To that end the commission shall
draft
shall draft
and recommend
recommend to the governors
governors and legislatures
legislatures of
sigof the
the various
various signatory states,
states, legislation dealing with the conservation
marine,
conservation of the marine,
anadromous fisheries of the
shell and anadrornous
The commission
the Gulf
Gulf seaboard.
seaboard. The
commission
shall from time to time present to the governor of each
each compacting
compacting
state its recommendations
recommendations relating
relating to
to enactments
enactments to
to be
be presented
presented to
to
the legislature
legislature of that state in furthering
furthering the
interest and
and purposes
the interest
purposes
of this compact. The commission shall consult with
the
with and
and advise the
pertinent administrative
administrative agencies
agencies in the states party hereto
hereto with
with
regard to problems connected
connected with the
recommend the
the
the fisheries
fisheries and
and recommend
adoption
it deems advisable. The commission
adoption of such regulations
regulations as it
commission
shall have power to recommend to the
party hereto
the stocking
stocking
the states
states party
hereto the
of the waters of such states with fish
or joint
stocking
fish and fish
fish eggs or
joint stocking
by some or all of the
hereto and
and when
two or
more states
states
the states
states party
party hereto
when two
or more
shall jointly stock waters the
shall act
act as
the commission
commission shall
as the
the coordinating
coordinating
agency, for such
stocking.
such stocking.
ARTICLE V
ARTICLE
V
The commission shall elect from its number a
a chairman
chairman and vicevicechairman and shall
its pleasure
pleasure remove
remove or
or discharge
chairman
shall appoint
appoint and
and at
at its
discharge
such officers and employees as may be
the provisions
provisions
be required
required to
to carry the
of this compact into effect and shall fix and determine
determine their duties,
qualifications and compensation.
qualifications
compensation. Said commission shall
rules
shall adopt
adopt rules
and regulations
regulations for the conduct of its business. It may
establish and
may establish
maintain one or more offices
and
offices for the
the transaction
transaction of
of its
its business
business and
may meet at any time or place but must meet at
at least
least once a
a year.
Awricix
ARTICLE VI

No action shall be taken by the commission
commission in regard to its general
general
affairs except by the affirmative
affirmative vote of
the whole
of aamajority of
of the
whole numnumber of compacting
compacting states. No recommendation
recommendation shall be
the
be made
made by
by the
commission
commission in regard to any species
species of fish except by the
the affirmative
affirmative
vote of aa majority
majority of the compacting
compacting states which have an interest
interest
in such species. The commission shall define what shall
shall be
be an
an interest.
interest.
ARTICLE VII

The Fish and Wildlife Service of the Department of the
the Interior
of
of the Government of the United States
States shall act
act as the primary

Fish and Wildlife
Fish
and Wldle
Service to act as research agency.

rchagency.
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research agency
agency of
of the
Gulf States
research
the Gulf
States Marine
Marine Fisheries
Fisheries Commission
Commission
cooperating with
the research
research agencies
for that
that purpose.
purpose.
cooperating
with the
agencies in
in each
each state
state for
Representatives of
of the
said Fish
Fish and
and Wildlife
Wildlife Service
shall attend
Representatives
the said
Service shall
attend
the
meetings of
of the
the commission.
commission. An
advisory committee
to be
the meetings
An advisory
committee to
be reprepresentative of
water fisherman
and the
the salt
water
resentative
of the
the commercial
commercial salt
salt water
fisherman and
salt water
anglers
such other
other interest
interest of
the commissioners
commissioners
anglers and
and such
of each
each state
state as
as the
deem advisable
advisable may
may be
commissioners from
from each
each
deem
be established
established by
by the
the commissioners
state
of advising
advising those
those commissioners
commissioners upon
upon such
such
state for
for the
the purpose
purpose of
recommendations
it may
desire to
to make.
make.
recommendations as
as it
may desire

ARTICLE VIII
Ane, p. O7.

Ante, p. 70.

When
in Article
Article II
When any state other than those named
named specifically in
II
of
compact shall
shall become
the purpose
purpose of
of conconof this
this compact
become aa party
party hereto
hereto for
for the
serving
anadromous fish
fish or
marine species
species in
in accordance
with the
the
serving its
its anadromous
or marine
accordance with
II, the participation
of such
in the
the action
provisions of
of Article
Article II,
participation of
such state
state in
action
be limited
limited to
species of
fish.
of the commission
commission shall be
to such
such species
of fish.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE IX
IX

Nothing in this compact shall be
construed to
or add
to the
the
be construed
to limit
limit or
add to
powers
proprietary interest of any signatory
powers or the proprietary
signatory state
state or to
to repeal
repeal
or
enactment of
of
or prevent the enactment
of any
any legislation
legislation or
or the
the enforcement
enforcement of
any requirement
requirement by a
imposing additional
additional conditions
conditions
a signatory state imposing
and restrictions
restrictions to conserve
conserve its
its fisheries.
fisheries.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE X
X

1Stat.
Stat. 1.
15.

It is agreed that any
It
two or
more states
states party
party hereto
further
any two
or more
hereto may
may further
amend this compact by acts of their
their respective
legislatures subject
subject
respective legislatures
to approval
approval of Congress as provided in Article II Section 10 of
of the
the
Constitution
Constitution of the United States, to designate the Gulf
States Marine
Gulf States
Marine
Fisheries
Commission as aa joint regulating
Fisheries Commission
authority for
for the
regulating authority
the joint
joint
regulation
affecting only such states as shall so
regulation of specific fisheries affecting
compact,
compact, and at their joint expense.
representatives of
expense. The representatives
of such
such
states shall constitute aa separate
separate section of the Gulf States Marine
Fisheries Commission
Commission for the exercise of the additional
additional powers
so
powers so
granted but the creation of such section shall not be deemed to deprive
the states so compacting
compacting of any of their
or powers
powers in
in the
the
their privileges
privileges or
Gulf States Marine Fisheries Commission as constituted under the
the
other articles
articles of this compact.
ARTICLE XI
XI
representation or of any representative
Continued absence
absence of representation
representative on
the commission from any state party hereto shall be brought to
to the
the
attention of the
governor thereof.
thereof.
the governor
ARTICLE XII
XII
The
The operating
operating expenses
expenses of the Gulf States Marine
Marine Fisheries Commission shall be borne by the states party hereto.
hereto. Such initial appropriations as are set forth below shall be made available
available yearly
yearly until
modified as hereinafter
hereinafter provided:
provided:
Florida
Florida-----------------------------Alabama
Alabama------------------Mississippi-------------------------------------------------Mississippi
-~1__________
_
_
Louisiana
Louisiana----------------------------------------------Texas

~Lounisiana-

Texas

Ttal-------------------...----Total

---

----------------------------------

-i,

$3, 500.
500. 0
00
1, . 00
1, 000. 00
1,00000
1,
000. 00
i,000.
00
000. 00
00
5, 000.
2, 500. 00
000. 00
$13, 000. 00

2,500.00.
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The proration and total cost per
per annum
thousand
annum of
of thirteen
thirteen thousand
($13,000.00)
($13,000.00) dollars, above mentioned, is estimative
estimative only, for
for initial
initial
operations, and may be changed when found necessary
necessary by the comcommission and approved by the legislatures of
states.
of the
the respective
respective states.
Each state party hereto agrees
agrees to provide in the manner
manner most
most acceptable to it, the travel costs and necessary
commissioners
necessary expenses of its commissioners
and other representatives
representatives to and from meetings of the commission or
or
its duly constituted sections or committees.
committees.
ARTICLE XIII
XIII
ARTICLE
This compact shall continue in force and remain binding upon
upon
each compacting state until renounced
renounced by act
legislature of
of
act of
of the legislature
such state, in such form as it
it may choose; provided
provided that such
such renunciation shall not become
become effective until six months
months after
after the
the effective
effective
date of the action taken by the legislature. Notice
Notice of
of such
such renunciarenunciation shall be given to the other states party thereto by
by the secretary
secretary
of state of the compacting
compacting state so renouncing
renouncing upon passage of the
the
act.
Approved May 19,
Approved
19, 1949.
[
CHAPTER 133]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
AN
ACT
AN ACT
To provide that all employees
employees of
of the
the Veterans'
Veterans' Canteen
Canteen Service
Service shall
shall be
be paid
paid
and for
other purposes.
purposes.
from funds of the Service, and
for other

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
of the
the
and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of
United States of America in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That subsections
subsections
(d) and (e)
(e) of section 22of the Act of
August 7, 1946
(60 Stat.
Stat. 888,
888,
of August
1946 (60
38 U. S. C. 13a), are amended to read as follows:
follows:
"(d) To transfer to the Service without charge, rental, or reim"(d)
reimbursement such necessary
necessary equipment
bursement
equipment as may not be needed for other
other
purposes, and furnish the Service
Service such services and utilities, including
including
light, water, and heat, as may be available
and necessary
for its
its use:
available and
necessary for
use:
Provided, That reasonable
Provided,
reasonable charges, to be determined by the
the Administrator, shall be paid annually
annually by the Service for
for the
utilities so
the utilities
so
furnished.
"(e)
"(e) To employ such persons as
as are necessary
necessary for the establishment,
establishment,
maintenance, and operation
operation of the Service, and to pay
salaries,
pay the
the salaries,
wages, and expenses of all such employees
employees from the funds of the
the
Service. Such personnel shall be excluded from the
the determinations
determinations
and reports
reports required by section 607 of the Federal Employees
Pay
Employees Pay
amended (5
U. S. C. 947),
Act of 1945, as amended
(5 U.
947), with respect to personnel
personnel
ceilings. Personnel necessary
necessary for the transaction
transaction of
the business
business of
of
of the
the Service at canteens,
canteens, warehouses,
warehouses, and storage depots
depots shall
shall be
be
appointed,
appointed, compensated
compensated from funds of
and removed
of the Service,
Service, and
removed by
by
the Administrator
Administrator without regard to
civil-service laws
and the
Classito civil-service
laws and
the Classification Act of 1923, as amended:
amended: Provided,
That such
employees
Provided, That
such employees
shall be subject to the Veterans'
Veterans' Preference
Preference Act of 1944, the Civil
Civil
Service Retirement
Retirement Acts, and laws administered
Bureau of
administered by the
the Bureau
of
Employees Compensation
applicable to civilian
Employees
Compensation applicable
civilian employees of the
United States."
SEC.
2. Section 22 of the Act of
S
EC. 2.
(60 Stat.
Stat. 888,
888, 38
38
of August
August 7, 1946
1946 (60
U.
S. C.
13a), is
is amended
by adding
subsection (k)
at the
the end
U. S.
C. 13a),
amended by
adding a
a new
new subsection
(k) at
end
thereof as follows:
follows:
"(k) To authorize
authorize the use of funds
Service when
when available,
available,
funds of the
the Service
subject to such regulations
regulations as he may deem appropriate, and
and without
without
regard to the provisions of sections 3639 and 3651, Revised
Statutes
Revised Statutes

May 21,
21,1949
1949
[S.
S. 11851
1185]
671
[Public Law
Law 67]

Veterans
Veterans'
Service.
Service.

Canteen
Canteen

Equipment and
and
utilities.
utilities.

Personnel.
Personnel.

59 Stat. 304.
304.
5
S. C.,
C., Supp.
II,
5 U.
U.S.
Supp. II.

§§947 note.

42 Stat. 1488.
§§661-674;
55U. S. C. §661-674;
Supp.
Supp. II,
II, §
§ 662 et
et seq.
seq.
Post, p. 972.
Post,
387.
58 Stat. 387.
U. S. C.
C. §§851-869:
§§ 851-869:
55U.S.
seq.
Supp. H,
II, §§851 et seq.

Use of funds for
Use
for
codling
cashing checks,
checks, etc.
etc.
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of
the United
as amended
amended (31
(31 U.
U. S.
521, 543),
543), for
for the
the purpurS. C.
C. 521,
States, as
United States,
of the
pose
of cashing
cashing checks,
orders, and
similar instruments
instruments in
nomin nomand similar
money orders,
checks, money
pose of
inal amounts
amounts for
for the
the payment
of money
presented by
veterans hoshosby veterans
money presented
payment of
inal
pitalized
or domiciled
domiciled at
at hospitals
hospitals and
Veterans' Adminof the
the Veterans'
homes of
and homes
pitalized or
istration,
and by
persons authorized
section 3
3of this Act to
to
by section
authorized by
by other
other persons
istration, and
make
at canteens.
canteens. Such checks,
orders, and other
money orders,
checks, money
purchases at
make purchases
similar instruments
may be
be cashed
cashed outright
outright or
or may
be accepted,
subaccepted, submay be
instruments may
similar
ject to
administrative controls,
in payment
payment for
for merchandise
merchandise or
controls, in
to strict
strict administrative
ject
services, and
between the amount of the purchase and
difference between
the difference
and the
services,
the
of the
instrument refunded
refunded in cash."
cash."
the tendered
tendered instrument
amount of
the amount
1946 (60
7, 1946
August 7,
S
EC. 3.
3. Section
4 of
of the
the Act
(60 Stat. 889, 38
Act of
of August
Section 4
SEC.
38 U.
U. .S. C., Supp.
Supp. U.
U. S. C. 13c), is amended to read as follows:
follows:
U §13c note.
"
SEC. 4.
finance the
the establishment,
establishment, maintenance,
operation
maintenance, and operation
Appropriations
To finance
4. To
"SEC.
Appo3prtions authlorized.
thorized.
of the
the Service
Service there
is hereby
authorized to
to be
be appropriated
appropriated from
from time
time
of
there is
hereby authorized
to
amounts as
as are
are necessary
necessary to
for (a)
(a) the
acquisithe acquisito provide
provide for
such amounts
to time
time such
tion
necessary furniture,
furniture, furnishings,
furnishings, fixtures,
fixtures, and
and equipment
for
equipment for
of necessary
tion of
canteens, warethe
establishment, maintenance,
operation of canteens,
and operation
maintenance, and
the establishment,
and supplies
merchandise and
houses, and
storage depots;
of merchandise
stocks of
(b) stocks
depots; (b)
and storage
houses,
for canteens
reserve stocks
stocks of
of same
same in
in warehouses
and storage
storage
warehouses and
and reserve
canteens and
for
admindepots; (c)
(c) salaries,
salaries, wages,
wages, and
and expenses
expenses of
of all
all employees;
(d) adminemployees; (d)
depots;
bonds of
istrative
expenses and
and premiums
premiums on
on fidelity
fidelity bonds
operation expenses
and operation
istrative and
employees;
and (e)
adequate working
capital for
for each
and
canteen and
each canteen
working capital
(e) adequate
employees; and
hereafter approheretofore or hereafter
for
the Service
Service as
as a
Amounts heretofore
approa whole.
whole. Amounts
for the
this Act, as amended,
priated
authority contained
contained in
in this
amended, and
the authority
under the
priated under
all income
income from
from canteen
canteen operations
operations become
administered
will be
be administered
and will
become and
all
of this Act, as
as a
revolving fund
to effectuate
effectuate the provisions of
as
fund to
a revolving
as
amended."
amended."
Effective date.
SEC.
Effectivedate.
SEC. 4. The provisions of this Act shall take effect on the 1st day
of July
1949.
July 1949.
of
Approved May
May 21,
21, 1949.
1949.
Approved
[CHAPTER
134]
[CHAPTER 134]

1949
May 23, 1049
(S. 460]
[S.
460]
(Public
Law 68]
68]
[Public Law

Chamber of Commerce,
Helena, Mont.
merce, Helena,
Reconveyance.
Reconveyance.

AN AUT;
ACT
AN
To authorize
Administrator of Veterans'
Veterans' Affairs
Affairs to
Helena
reconvey to the Helena
to reconvey
the Administrator
authorize the
To
Chamber of Commerce
parcels of land situated in the city
Commerce certain described parcels
Chamber
of Helena, Montana.
Montana.

of the
the
Be it
it enacted
House of
Representatives of
of Representatives
and House
the Senate
Senate and
by the
Be
enacted by
United
America in
That the
the AdminisAdminisassembled, That
in Congress
Congress assembled,
of America
States of
United States
deed
trator
Affairs is
is authorized
to reconvey
quitclaim deed
by quitclaim
reconvey by
authorized to
of Veterans'
Veterans' Affairs
trator of
to
Helena Chamber
Chamber of
of Commerce,
Commerce, a
a corporation,
two parcels
parcels of
of
corporation, two
the Helena
to the
land
designated as
10
as lot
lot numbered
numbered 10
Montana, commonly
commonly designated
land in
in Helena,
Helena, Montana,
and the
south 55
feet of
lot numbered
numbered 99of
the Henry
placer
Thompson placer
of lot
of the
Henry Thompson
and
the south
55 feet
mining claim
claim in
in Lewis
Lewis and
and Clark
Clark County,
Montana, which
mining
County, Montana,
which parcels
parcels
were conveyed
conveyed to
to the
States of
of America
by the
the Helena
Helena ChamChamwere
the United
United States
America by
ber of
of Commerce
Commerce by
deed dated
dated February
7,1947,
among
ber
by deed
February 7,
1947, and
and recorded
recorded among
the land records
of said county, in
in Book
Book 140 of Deeds
Deeds at
at page
page 63.
63.
the
records of
Approved May
May 23,
23, 1949.
1949.
Approved
[CHAPTER
135]
[CHAPTER 135]

AN ACT
ACT

May 23,1949
23, 1949
May
[S.
[8. 461]
[Public Law 69]

Service Life Insurance
To clarify
clarify the provisions of section 602 (u) of the National
National Service
Act of
of 1940,
as amended.
Act
1940, as
amended.

Service
National
National Service
Life
Act of
Life Insurance Act
1940,
amendment.
110, amendment.

Senate and House of Representatives
Be it
enacted by the Senate
it enacted
Representatives of the
United States
States of
of America
assembled, That
That section
United
America in
in Congress
Congressassembled,
section 602
602 (u)
(u)
Insurance Act of
of 1940,
1940, as
as amended,
amended, as
of the National Service Life Insurance
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1949

added by section 9
1946 (60
(60 Stat.
9 of the Act of August 1, 1946
Stat. 786;
786; 38
38
(u) ), is hereby
amended to
follows:
U. S. C. 802 (u)),
hereby amended
to read
read as
as follows:
insurance maturing
subsequent to
to the
the
"(u) With respect to insurance
maturing on or subsequent
date of enactment
enactment of the Insurance
Insurance Act of
which
of 1946,
1946, in any
any case in
in which
the beneficiary
beneficiary is entitled to aa lump-sum settlement but
but elects some
some
other mode of settlement and dies before receiving
benefits
receiving all
all the
the benefits
due and payable under such mode of settlement, the present
of
present value of
the remaining unpaid amount shall be
payable to
be payable
to the estate
estate of
of the
the
beneficiary;
beneficiary; and in any case in which
which no beneficiary
designated by
beneficiary is
is designated
by
designated beneficiary
the insured, or the designated
beneficiary does not survive
survive the insured,
a designated
or a
designated beneficiary
beneficiary not entitled to a
alump-sum settlement survives the insured, and dies
receiving all
benefits due
dies before
before receiving
all the
the benefits
due and
and
commuted value of the
payable, the commuted
the remaining unpaid
unpaid insurance
insurance
(whether
(whether accrued
accrued or not) shall be paid in
in one
one sum
sum to
estate of
to the
the estate
of the
the
insured: Provided,
payment to
to
Provided, That in no event shall there
there be any
any payment
the estate
estate of the insured or of the beneficiary
beneficiary of any sums unless
it is
unless it
shown that any sums paid will
will not
not escheat."
escheat."
Approved
Approved May 23,
23, 1949.
1949.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 136]

ANT ACT
ACI.T
AN

To protect scenic values along
Oak Creek
Creek Canyon
Canyon and
and certain
along Oak
certain tributaries
tributaries thereof
thereof
within the
the Coconino
Coconino National
Forest, Arizona.
within
National Forest,
Arizona.

enacted by the Senate
Senate and House
Be it
it enacted
Representatives of the
the
House of Representatives
United States of America in Congress
United
Congress assembled,
assembled, That hereafter
hereafter
mining locations
mining
made under
under the
the mining
laws of
the United
United States
locations made
mining laws
of the
States
within the following-described
following-described lands within the Coconino National
National
Forest,
Forest, Coconino
Coconino County, Arizona:
Arizona: Sections 14, 15,
15, 19, 20, 22, 27, 28,
east; and
and sections
sections 4,
9, 16,
29, 34,
34, of
of township
township 19 north, range
range 66east;
4, 5,
5, 8,
8, 9,
16,
17, 20, 21, 22, 27, 28, 33, and 34 of township 18
18 north, range
range 6
6 east;
and sections 1, 2, 3, 4, southeast quarter of section 8, sections
sections 9, 10, 11,
11,
and 12 of township
township 17 north, range
range 6
6 east; Gila and Salt River
River base
and meridian,
confer on
use
meridian, shall confer
on the
the locator the
the right
right to
to occupy and
and use
so much of the surface
surface of the land covered by the location as may
may be
reasonably
reasonably necessary
necessary to carry on prospecting,
prospecting, mining,
mining, and beneficiabeneficiation of ores including
including the taking
taking of
of mineral
mineral deposits
deposits and
and timber
timber
required
by or
in the
the mining
mining and
and ore
ore reducing
reducing operations,
operations, and
and no
required by
or in
no
permit shall be required or charge made for such use
use or occupancy:
occupancy:
Provided, however, That the cutting and
Provided,
timber, except
and removal
removal of
of timber,
except
where clearing
clearing is necessary
connection with
mining operations
operations or
necessary in connection
with mining
or
to provide
provide space for buildings or structures used in
in connection
connection with
mining operations,
conducted in accordance
the rules
operations, shall be conducted
accordance with the
rules
for timber cutting
cutting on adjoining
adjoining national-forest
use of
national-forest land,
land, and
and no
no use
of
the surface of the claim or the resources therefrom
therefrom not reasonably
reasonably
required
required for carrying
carrying on mining
mining and prospecting
prospecting shall be allowed
allowed
except under the national-forest
national-forest rules and regulations, nor shall
shall the
the
locator prevent or obstruct other occupancy
or use
of
occupancy of the surface
surface or
use of
surface resources under authority
regulations, or
or
authority of national
national forest
forest regulations,
permits issued thereunder, if such occupancy
occupancy or use is
conflict
is not in
in conflict
with mineral development.
development.
SEc. 2. That hereafter
hereafter all
patents issued
States
SEC.
all patents
issued under
under the United States
the above-described
above-described area
conmining laws affecting lands within the
area shall
shall convey title to the mineral deposits
with the
the
deposits within the
the claim,
claim, together
together with
right to cut and remove so much
therefrom as
much of the
the mature timber
timber therefrom
may be needed in extracting
extracting and removing and beneficiation
the
beneficiation of the
mineral deposits, if the timber is cut under sound principles
principles of
of forest
forest
management as defined
management
defined by
by the
the national
national forest
forest rules
rules and regulations,

Lump-sum
Lump-sum
settlement.
60 Stat. 781.
781.
38 U. S. C. §§
§§512d,
801, 802, 807, 808, 816,
801,
817; Supp. II, §§802.

May
24, 1949
. May

[S.812]
[S.
812]

[Public
70]
[Public Law
Law 70]

Coconino
Coconino National
Forest, Ariz.
Ariz.
Forest,

Removal of
of timber.
Removal
timber.

Mineral deposits
deposits.

76
76
Rights reserved
reserved by
Rights
by
U.
S.
U.S.

Valid mining
claims.

PUBLIC
CHS .136,
138—MAY 24,
24, 1949
PUBLIC LAWS—
LAWS-CHS.
136,138-MAY
1949

[63 STAT.

United States
in or
or to
but each
each patent
patent shall reserve to the
the United
States all
all title
title in
to the
the
surface
of the
the lands
and products
and no
no use
the surface
surface of
lands and
products thereof,
thereof, and
use of
of the
surface
of
the claim
resources therefrom
reasonably required
for
of the
claim or
or the
the resources
therefrom not
not reasonably
required for
carrying
on mining
or prospecting
prospecting shall
allowed except
except under
under the
the
carrying on
mining or
shall be
be allowed
rules and regulations
regulations of the
Department of
the Department
of Agriculture.
Agriculture.
SEC. 3.
3. That
That valid
claims within
said lands,
existing
SEC.
valid mining
mining claims
within the
the said
lands, existing
on the
the date
date of
of the
the enactment
enactment of
of this
this Act,
maintained
on
Act, and
and thereafter
thereafter maintained
in
compliance with the law
law under
under which
they were
in compliance
which they
were initiated
initiated and
and the
the
laws of the State of Arizona,
Arizona, may
under this Act,
or
may be
be perfected
perfected under
Act, or
under
claimant may
under the laws
laws under which
which they
they were initiated,
initiated, as
as the
the claimant
may
desire.
desire.
Approved May 24, 1949.
[
CHAPTER 138]
[CHAPTER
138]

May 24,
24, 1949
[H.
[H. R. 2632]
[Public
[Public Law
Law 71]
71]

AN ACT
ACT
Making appropriations
supply deficiencies
certain appropriations
appropriations for
for the
the
Making
appropriations to supply
deficiencies in
in certain
fiscal year ending
ending June
June 30,
and for
for other
30, 1949,
1949, and
other purposes.
purposes.

First Deficiency
Deficiency
Appropriation Act,
Appropriation
1949.
1949.
Ante, p.
p. 67;
post,
Ante,
67; post,
pp. 231,
738.
pp.
231,738.

Be it
Senate and
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
and House of Representatives
Representatives of the
United States of America
United
Congress assembled,
America in
in Congress
assembled, That the following
following
sums are appropriated,
appropriated, out of any money in
in the
the Treasury
Treasury not otherothersupplemental appropriations
appropriations for
the
wise appropriated, to
to supply
supply supplemental
for the
fiscal year ending June 30, 1949, and
other purposes,
namely:
and for other
purposes, namely:
LEGISLATIVE BRANCH
BRANCH
LEGISLATIVE
S
ENATE
SENATE
For payment to Vera C. Bushfield,
Bushfield, widow
J. Bushfield,
widow of Harlan
Harlan J.
a Senator
late a
Senator from the State of South Dakota, $12,500.
$12,500.
For payment to Alice W. Broughton,
Broughton, widow of J.
J. Melville Broughton,
Carolina, $12,500.
ton, late aaSenator
Senator from
from the
the State
State of
of North
North Carolina,
$12,500.
OFFICE OF
OFFICE
OF THE
LELE VICE
VICE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT

62 Stat. 423.

expense allowance
year 1949,
1949,
For the expense
allowance of the
the Vice President,
President, fiscal
fiscal year
30, $4,500.
$4,500.
from January
January 20
20 to June 30,
ADMINISTRATIVE AND
ADMINISTRATIVE
ASSISTANTS TO
TO SENATORS
SENATORS
AND CLERICAL
CLERICAL ASSISTANTS

62 Stat.
Stat. 424.
424.

The appropriation
appropriation for administrative
and
administrative and clerical
clerical assistants
assistants and
messenger service for Senators contained
contained in
in the Legislative
Legislative Branch
Branch
Appropriation Act, 1949, is made available
available for the employment
employment of
Appropriation
of
an additional
additional clerk at the basic rate of $1,500
$1,500 per annum
annum by
by each
each
Senator from the States of California and Virginia,
Virginia, the population
population
of said States having exceeded ten million and three million,
respectively.
respectively.
OFFICE
OF SERGEANT
Ott 10E OF
SERGEANT AT
AT ARMS
ARMS AND
AND DOORKEEPER
DOORKEEPER

62 Stat. 424.

ea Stat.
62
Stat. 423.
423.

Hereafter
compensation for two clerks at
Hereafter the basic annual rates of compensation
$3,480 each contained
contained in the Legislative Branch Appropriation
Appropriation Act,
1949,
1949, shall be one at $4,260 and one at $2,700.
$2,700.
1, 1949,
appropriation for "Salaries
Commencing March 1,
1949, the appropriation
"Salaries of
of
officers
employees of the Senate"
Legislative
officers and employees
Senate" contained
contained in the Legislative
Branch Appropriation
Appropriation Act, 1949, shall be available
available for the compencompensation of laborer in charge
charge of private passage at $2,280 basic per annum
in lieu of laborer in charge of private passage
$2,120.
passage at $2,120.
CONTINGENT EXPENSES
CONTINGENT
EXPENSES OF
OF TE1E
SENATE
THE SENATE

42462 Stat. 42

Vice President's
President's automobile:
automobile: For an additional amount
amount for "Vice
President's
automobile", fiscal
President's automobile",
fiscal year 1949,
1949, $2,500.
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Postage stamps: For additional amounts for
postage stamps,
stamps, for
for postage
for
the following offices: Office of the Secretary, $150; Office
of the
the SerSerOffice of
geant at Arms, $75; in all, fiscal year
year 1949,
1949, $225.
Furniture: For an additional
additional amount for
repairs,
for furniture
furniture and
and repairs,
fiscal year
1949, $6,000.
$6,000.
year 1949,
Commencing
Commencing January 20, 1949, the provisions of existing
relatexisting law
law relating to long-distance
long-distance telephone
telephone calls for Senators
Senators shall
be equally
shall be
equally
applicable
applicable to the Vice President
President of the United States.
States.
The basic salary of the research
research assistant to the minority
minority leader
leader
authorized
authorized by Senate
Senate Resolution
Resolution Numbered
Numbered 158, agreed
agreed to
December
to December
9, 1941,
1941, hereby is increased
increased from $6,000 to $7,320
annum.
$7,320 per annum.
Notwithstanding
Notwithstanding the provisions of the Treasury-Post
Treasury-Post Office ApproAppropriation
priation Act, 1949, the appropriation
items, contingent
appropriation "Miscellaneous
"Miscellaneous items,
contingent
expenses
expenses of the Senate", shall be available
available for
of new
new or
or
for purchase
purchase of
used typewriters at prices which
which do not exceed prices
prices established
established under
under
the provisions of the Treasury-Post
Treasury-Post Office Appropriation
Appropriation Act,
Act, 1949.
1949.

62
Stat. 425.
62 Stat.
425.
62 Stat.

425.
426.

Stat. 408.
408.
62 Stat.
62
Stat. 416.
415.
62 Stat.

HOUSE
REPRESENTATIVES
HOUSE OF
OF REPRESENTATIVES
For payment to Temple W. West, widow of Milton
late a
Milton H.
H. West,
West, late
a
Representative
Representative from the State of
of Texas,
Texas, $12,500.
$12,500.
For payment to Lotti S. Delaney, widow
late
widow of
of John
John J.
J. Delaney,
Delaney, late
a Representative
Representative from the State of New York,
a
York, $12,500.
$12,500.
For payment to Vera
Vera Bloom, daughter of Sol
Bloom, late
Sol Bloom,
late a
a RepRepresentative from the State of New
resentative
$12,500.
New York, $12,500.
CONTINGENT
EXPENSES OF
CONTINGENT EXPENSES
OF THE
THE HOUSE
HOUSE

Miscellaneous Items
Miscellaneous
Items
Nothwithstanding
Nothwithstanding the provisions of the Treasury
Treasury Department
Department
Appropriation Act, 1949, the appropriation
appropriation for
Appropriation
items"
for "Miscellaneous
"Miscellaneous items"
for the House of Representatives in the Legislative
Legislative Branch AppropriaAppropriation Act, 1949,
1949, shall be available
available for purchase
purchase of
new or
or used
used typeof new
typewriters at prices which do not exceed
prices established
under the
the
exceed prices
established under
provisions of the Treasury Department
1949.
Department Appropriation
Appropriation Act,
Act, 1949.

62 Stat.
408.
62
Stat. 408.
62 Stat.
62
Stat. 427.
427.
62
Stat. 416.
415.
62 Stat.

JOINT
NONESSENTIAL FEDERAL
JOINT COMMITTEE
COMMI 1'1 EE ON
ON NONESSENTIAL
EXPENDITURES
FEDERAL EXPENDITURES

For an amount which is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to
the Joint
Comto enable the
Joint ComReduction of Nonessential
mittee on Reduction
Nonessential Federal
Federal Expenditures
Expenditures to
to carry
carry
out the duties imposed upon it by section
section 601
Revenue Act
Act of
601 of the Revenue
of
26
U. S.
C. note
26 U.
8. C.
1941 (55 Stat. 726),
note
726), to remain available during
the existence
of the
during the
existence of
the prec.
proc. iI3600.
3600.
committee,
committee, $20,000,
$20,000, to be disbursed by
of the
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Senate.
Senate.
ARCHITECT
ARCHITECT OF THE CAPITOL
CAPITOL
CAPITOL BUILDING,
CAPITOL
BUILDING,SENATE
SENATE AND
AND HOUSE
ROOFS AND
HOUSE ROOFS
AND CHAMBERS
CHAMBERS

Capitol Building: For an additional
additional amount to
the Architect
Architect
to enable
enable the
of the Capitol to carry
carry forward the improvements
affecting the
improvements affecting
the House
House
authorized by the Second
Wing of the Capitol authorized
Deficiency AppropriAppropriSecond Deficiency
ation Act of June 27, 1940 (54 Stat. 629),
the Acts
of
629), as amended
amended by
by the
Acts of
June
342), and July 17, 1945
June 8, 1942 (56 Stat. 342),
472),
1945 (59
(59 Stat.
Stat. 472),
$2,274,500. The Architect of the Capitol is authorized
authorized to enter into
into
contracts, including
including cost-plus-a-fixed-fee
cost-plus-a-fixed-fee contracts
approved by
the
contracts as approved
by the
Special
Special Committee
Committee on Reconstruction
Reconstruction of House
House Roof
Roof and
and Skylights
Skylights
and Remodeling
Remodeling of House Chamber, and to make such other
exother expenditures
penditures as may be necessary
necessary for the
the improvements
improvements affecting
affecting the
the
House Wing of the Capitol authorized by
by.such
such Acts,
Acts, in
in such
such amounts
amounts
as may be approved by the House committee appointed under section
section

Contract
Contract authority.
authority.
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59 Stat.
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1
1of the Act of July 17, 1945, notwithstanding
notwithstanding the provisions of section 2
2of
of that
Act: Provided,
Provided, That
amounts so
so approved
such
tion
that Act:
That the
the amounts
approved by
by such
committee
may be
be obligated
in full
actual appropriation
committee may
obligated in
full prior
prior to
to the
the actual
appropriation
thereof.
thereof.
JUDICIARY
THE JUDICIARY
M
ISCELLANEOUS I
TEMS OF
EXPENSE
MISCELLANEOUS
ITEMS
OF EXPENSE
FEES
OF JURORS
FEES OF
JURORS

Post, p.
870.
Post,
p.870.

For an additional
additional amount for "Fees of jurors", $300,000.
$300,000.
GENERAL PROVISIONS
GENERAL
PROVISIONS

62
Stat. 408.
62 Stat.
40.
62
Stat. 329.
62Stat.329.
62
Stat. 415.
415.
62 Stat.

Notwithstanding the
provisions of
of the
the Treasury
Treasury Department
Notwithstanding
the provisions
Department
Appropriation
appropriations in the Judiciary
Appropriation Act, 1949, appropriations
Judiciary AppropriaAppropriation Act, 1949, available for miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses
expenses or for salaries
and
available for
of new
new or
or used
used typewriters
and expenses
expenses shall
shall be available
for purchase
purchase of
typewriters
at
not exceed
established under
under the
at prices
prices which
which do
do not
exceed prices
prices established
the provisions
provisions
of
of the Treasury Department
Department Appropriation
Appropriation Act, 1949.
1949.
EXECUTIVE
OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
EXECUTIVE OFFICE
PRESIDENT
COMPENSATION OF
OF THP'
COMPENSATION
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT

62 Stat.
177.
62
Stat. 177.

Ante,

p.
p. 4.
4.

For an additional amount, fiscal year 1949,
"Compensation
1949, for
for "Compensation
of the President"
President" from January
January 20
20 to
to June 30,
30, including
including an expense
expense
allowance at the rate of $50,000 per annum, as authorized
authorized by
by Public
Public
Law 2, approved January 19, 1949,
1949, $33,437.52.
$33,437.52.
OFFICE OF
OFFICE
OF DEFENSE
DEFENSE TRANSPORTATION
TRANSPORTATION
SALARIES AND
AND EXPENSES
EXPENSES
SALARIES

For an additional amount
amount for
$95,000;
for "Salaries
"Salaries and
and expenses", $95,000;

62 Stat.
1196.
62
tat. 119

and the
the limitation
limitation under
head in
in the
Independent
and
under this
this head
the Supplemental
Supplemental Independent
Offices
Offices Appropriation
Appropriation Act, 1949, on the amount available
available for travel
travel
expenses
expenses is
increased from
from "$54,000"
to "$65,000":
Provided, That
That
is increased
"$54,000" to
"$65,000": Provided,
the appropriation
appropriation under
under said
said head
head shall
shall remain
remain available
until June
June
available until

30, 1949: Provided
further, That
$60,000 made available
Provided further
That the
the sum of $60,000
available
terminal leave payments shall be
under said head exclusively
exclusively for terminal
available for any of the purposes specified
specified under said head.

INDEPENDENT OFFICES
INDEPENDENT
DISPLACED
DISPLACED PERSONS
PERSONS COMMISSION
COMMISSION

62 Stat.
1031.
62
Stat. 1031.

For an additional
additional amount for "Displaced Persons Commission",
Commission",
$1,200,000;
$1,200,000; and the limitation under this head in the Second Deficiency
Deficiency

Appropriation
Act, 1948,
1948, on
on the purchase
purchase of passenger
passenger motor vehicles,
Appropriation Act,

"fifteen" to "thirty-five".
is increased from "fifteen"

FEDERAL SECURITY
SECURITY AGENOY
AGENCY
BUREAU OF
BUREAU
OF EMPLOYEES'
EMPLOYEES' COMPENSATION
COMPENSATION

Administrative
Administrative Expenses, War Claims Act
Act
For administrative
administrative expenses necessary
necessary for
the duties
for performing
performing the
duties
imposed upon the Federal Security
Administrator by the War Claims
Security Administrator
62 Stat. 1240.
Act of
of 1948
1948 (Public
(Public Law
approved July
3, 1948),
1948), $35,000,
to be
upp.
Act
Law 896,
896, approved
July 3,
$35,000, to
be
50Sus.
U. 8. C.,
CI., Sapp.
01
II,
app. it
§, 3001-2013.
n. ipp.
2l-'
.
derived
from
the
war
claims
fund
created
by
(a)
of
section
13
(a)
said
P4,p. 112.
Poet,

TAT.]
63 S
STAT.]
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Act and
and to
consolidated with
with the
the appropriation
appropriation for
for
and consolidated
Act
to be
be advanced
advanced to
to and
"Salaries
expenses" under
under the
the Bureau
Bureau of
of Employees'
Employees' CompensaCompensaand expenses"
"Salaries and
tion
in the
Security Agency
Agency Appropriation
Act, 1949.
1949.
Appropriation Act,
tion in
the Federal
Federal Security

62 Stat.
Stat. 1247.
1247.
62
50 U.
U. S. C., Supp.
II,
pp. §2012 (a).
II, app.
62 Stat.
Stat. 396.
62
396.

Employees' Compensation
Compensation Fund
Employees'
Fund
For an additional amount for "Employees'
compensation fund",
"Employees' compensation
$3,400,000.
$3,400,000.
SOCIAL SECURITY
ADMINISTRATION
SOCIAL
SECURITY ADMINISTRATION

Grants to States for public assistance
assistance
For an
an additional
additional amount
amount for "Grants
"Grants to
to States
States for
for public assistassistance",
ance", $151,000,000.
$151,000,000.
Grants to States for Unemployment
Compensation and Employment
Unemployment Compensation
Employment
Service Administration
Administration
Service
For an additional
additional amount for "Grants
"Grants to
to States for
for unemployment
unemployment
compensation and employment
employment service
compensation
service administration",
administration", $14,000,000,
of which $4,000,000 shall be available
available only upon
upon determination
determination by
by
Director
the Federal
Federal Security Administrator, with the approval of the Director
of the Bureau of the Budget, that increased costs have resulted
resulted either
either
from (1)
(1) increases
increases in work load,
increases in salaries of State
load, or (2)
(2) increases
employees, occurring
occurring after February 1, 1949.

ORKS AGENCY
FEDERAL W
WORKS
PUBLIC BUILDINGS
ADMINISTRATION
PUBLIC
BUILDINGS ADMINISTRATION
General Accounting
Accounting Office Building, District of Columbia
Columbia
The
Second
The contract
contract authority provided
provided under
under this
this head in the Second
a building
building
Deficiency
Act, 1948,
for the
the construction
construction of a
1948, for
Deficiency Appropriation
Appropriation Act,
for the use of the General Accounting Office, is increased
increased in an amount
amount
not
under the
the revised
of cost
of $25,400,000.
limit of
cost of
$25,400,000.
not to
to exceed
exceed $2,550,000
$2,550,000 under
revised limit

62
62 Stat.
Stat. 1033.

1033.

Ante, p.
p. 7.
7.
Ante,

BUREAU OF COMMUNITY
COMMUNITY FACILITIES
FACILITIES

Maintenance and Operation
Operation of Schools
Maintenance
For an additional
amount for "Maintenance
"Maintenance and operation
operation of
additional amount
schools", $3,000,000; and the limitation under this head in the Second
Second
Deficiency Appropriation Act, 1948, on the amount available for
administrative expenses, is increased from "$100,000"
"$137,500".
administrative
"$100,000" to "$137,500".

62
Stat. 1034.
1034.
62Stat.

HOUSING AND HOME FINANCE AGENCY
HOUSING
AGENCY
FEDERAL HOUSING
ADMINISTRATION
HOUSING ADMINISTRATION

head in the Government
The amount made available under this head
Government
Corporations
for administrative
administrative expenses of
Corporations Appropriation
Appropriation Act,
Act, 1949,
1949, for
the
Federal Housing Administration,
increased from "$19,000,000"
"$19,000,000"
Administration, is increased
the Federal
to
123,500,000"; and
to "$23,500,000";
and the sources of
of funds fbr such administrative
administrative
expenses shall include the housing
housing investment
investment insurance
insurance fund created
created
by the
the Housing
Housing Act
1948.
Act of
of 1948.
by

62 Stat. 1189.
1189.

2stt.

62
Stat. 1280.
62Stat.120

HOUSING EXPEDITER
ExpEntrut
HOUSING
SALARIES AND
SALARIES
AND EXPENSES

For an
an additional
additional amount
"Salaries and
the
and expenses,
expenses, Office
Office of
of the
amount for
for "Salaries
For

Housing Expediter", $4,800,000.
$4,800,000.

w p. 235.
Post,
b p.-25
P
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MOTOR
CARRIER CLAIMS
M OTOR CARRIER
CLAIMS COMMISSION
COMMISSION
SALARIES
SALARIES AND
AND EXPENSES
EXPENSES
62
1222.
62 Stat.
Stat. 1222.
49 U. S.
C., Supp.
Supp.
S. C.,
II, §
305 note.
II,
§ 305
note.

60 Stat.
Stat. 810.
810.
62
1222.
62 Stat.
Stat. 1222.
49 U.
U. S.
Supp.
49
S. C.,
C., Supp.
II, §
305 note.
note.
II,
§ 305
62 Stat.
1223.
62
Stat. 1223.
49 U.
U. S.
Supp.
49
S. C.,
C., Supp.
II, §
II,
§ 305
305 note.
note.

For expenses
For
expenses necessary
necessary for
for the
Carrier Claims
Commission
the Motor
Motor Carrier
Claims Commission
established
by the
established by
the Act of
of July 2, 1948
1948 (Public Law
Law 880),
880), including
including
personal services
services in
in the
the District of Columbia,
personal
printColumbia, travel expenses,
expenses, printing and
binding, and
and services as authorized
ing
and binding,
section 15
the Act
Act
authorized by
by section
15 of
of the
of August
1946 (5
U. S.
of
August 2, 1946
(5 U.
S. C. 55a),
55a), $50,000: Provided,
Provided,That
That section
section 66
of
aforesaid Act of July 2,
of the
the aforesaid
amended
2, 1948,
1948, as
as amended,
amended, is further
further amended
by striking
out the words "nine months"
by
striking out
months" and inserting
in lieu
lieu thereof
thereof
inserting in
the words
words "fifteen
and section 13 of said Act, as
the
"fifteen months",
months", and
as amended,
amended,
is further
further amended
is
amended by striking out the
period"
the words
words "nine
"nine months'
months' period"
and inserting
inserting in lieu thereof the words "fifteen
"fifteen months'
months' period".
period".
NATIONAL
NATIONAL CAPITAL
CAPITAL HOUSING
HOUSING A
UTaORITY
AUTHORITr
MAINTENANCE AND
MAINTENANCE
AND OPERATION
OF PROPE
LES
OPERATION OF
PROPERTIES

For an additional amount for "Maintenance and operation of
of propprop-

For an additional amount for "Maintenance and operation

erties", $3,300.
$3,300.

TENNESSEE
TENNESSEE VALLEY
VALLEY AUTHORrTY
AuinonrrY

62 Stat.
1183.
62
Stat. 1183.

For an
For
an
$2,950,000,
$2,950,000,
under this
under
this
ation
ation Act,
Act,

additional
amount for "Tennessee
"Tennessee Valley Authority"
additional amount
Authority",
to remain
remain available
available until
to
limitation
until expended;
expended; and
and the
the limitation
head in
title I
I of the Government
head
in title
Government Corporations
AppropriCorporations Appropri1949,
on the
amount available
available for capital
1949, on
the amount
capital expenditures,
is
expenditures, is

increased
"$21,689,000" to "$24,639,000":
increased from
from "$21,689,000"
$24,639,000": Provided,
Provided, That
That the
the
limitation under this head in title II of the Government Corporations
Appropriation Act, 1949,
Appropriation
1949, on the amount available
available for
administrative
for administrative
"

62 Stat.
1186.
62
Stat. 1186.

limitation under this head in title II of the Government Corporations

and general expenses of the Corporation, is increased from "$3,677,000"

and general expenses of the Corporation, is increased from "$3,677,000"

to "$3,988,000",
the limitation
limitation therein on
"$3,988,000", and the
such purposes
on the
the use for
for such
purposes
by title II of said Act
of funds
funds appropriated
appropriated by
is hereby
hereby repealed.
repealed.
Act is
THE TAX
COURT OF
Tins
TAX COITRT
OF THE
THE UNITED
TATES
UNITED S
STATES
SALARIES AND
SALARIES
AND EXPENSES
EXPENSES
62 Stat.
192.
62
Stat. 192.

The
section 104
104 of the Independent
The limitation
limitation imposed
imposed by
by section
Offices
Independent Offices
Appropriation
Appropriation Act, 1949, on the amount
available for
amount available
for travel
travel expenses
expenses
under this head, is increased
under
increased from 120,000"
"$20,000" to
to "$26,000".
"$26,000".
UNITED
STATES
UNITED S
TATES MARITIME
M ARITIME C
OMMISSION
COMMISSION
VESSEL
OPERATING FUNCTIONS
VESSEL OPERATING
FUNCTIONS

62 Stat. 1199.
1199.

Funds
under this head in the
Funds appropriated
appropriated under
the Supplemental
Supplemental IndependIndependent Offices
Offices Appropriation
Appropriation Act,
1949, shall be available
ent
Act, 1949,
entire
available during the entire
fiscal year: Provided, That
That the
the total
total obligations
obligations under this
fiscal year: Provided,
this head for
for
the fiscal year 1949 shall not exceed $23,000,000.
the
$23,000,000.
VETERANS' ADMINISTRATION
VETERANS'
ADMINISTRATION
NATIONAL
NATIONAL SERVICE
SERVICE LIFE
LIFE INSURANCE
INSURANCE

For an
additional amount for "National
For
an additional
"National service life insurance",
insurance",
$55,000,000,
$55,000,000, to remain
remain available until expended.
expended.
SOLDIERS'
SOLDIERS' AND
SAILORS' CIVIL
CIVIL REJ.TFF
AND SAILRS'
RELIEF

For
an additional amount for "Soldiers' and sailors' civil relief",
For an additional amount
$190,000,
$190,000, to remain available
available until expended.
expended.

63 S
TAT.]
63
STAT.]

81ST
81sT CONG.,
CONG ., 1sT
SESS .—CH.138—MAY
1943
1ST SESS.-CH.
138-MAY 24,
24, 1949

81

VETERANS'
MISCELLANEOUS BENEFITS
VETERANS' MISCELLANEOUS
BENEFITS

For an additional amount for "Veterans'
"Veterans' miscellaneous
miscellaneous benefits",
benefits",
$44,189,000,
$44,189,000, to remain available
available until expended.
WAR
ASSETS ADMINISTRATION
ADMINISTRATION
W
AR ASSETS
SALARIES AND
EXPENSES, SPECIAL
SALARIES
AND EXPENSES,
FUND
SPECIAL FUND

For an additional amount for "Salaries and expenses, War
War Assets
Assets
Administration,
Administration, special fund", $13,250,000,
derived from
the
$13,250,000, to
to be
be derived
from the
special
special fund account
account in the Treasury as provided
provided for
for in
in the
the First
First
Deficiency
Deficiency Appropriation Act, 1946:
That all
funds
1946: Provided,
Provided, That
all funds
appropriated
appropriated under this head for the fiscal year 1949 shall be available
available
during the entire fiscal year: Provided
Provided further, That
That notwithstanding
notwithstanding
the provisions
provisions of any other law, not to exceed $4,000,000
$4,000,000 of
of the
the proproceeds of the disposal of surplus property or deductions
from proceeds
proceeds
deductions from
otherwise
collectible as a
a result of the disposal of
otherwise collectible
of such
such property
property shall
shall
be available for such costs of renovation, restoration,
restoration, rehabilitation,
rehabilitation,
improvement,
improvement, and repair of industrial facilities,
as may
be contracted
facilities, as
may be
contracted
for during the fiscal year 1949 if required
required for purposes
national
purposes of
of national
defense or for the protection
protection of the public or of private
property
private property
from the effects of the operation of
Provided further,
of such facilities:
facilities: Provided
further,
That the effective
effective date for abolishing the office
office of
of the
the War
War Assets
Assets
Administrator, terminating
terminating the existence
existence of
Assets AdminisAdminisof the
the War
War Assets
tration, and transferring
transferring to other Federal
Federal agencies its responsibility
responsibility
for disposal of property declared surplus prior to
to July 1,
1, 1948,
1948, as
as
prescribed
prescribed by the Supplemental
Supplemental Independent
Offices Appropriation
Appropriation
Independent Offices
Act,
Act, 1949,
1949, is hereby changed
changed from "February 28, 1949", to "June 30,
30,
1949", or such earlier date as may be established by
by legislation
legislation
enacted during the first session
Eighty-first Congress.
session of
of the
the Eighty-first
Congress.

59 Stat. 641.
641.

62 Stat. 1202.
1242.
50 U. S. C.,
C., Supp.
Supp.
II,
II, app. §§ 16148
1614a note.
note.
Ante,
Ante, p.
p. 6;
6; post,
post,
p.
p. 381.

WAR
W AR CLAIMS
CLAIMS COMMISSION
COMMISSION
ADMINISTRATIVE
ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENSES
EXPENSES

For expenses
expenses necessary
necessary for the War Claims Commission,
Commission, including
including
personal services in the District of Columbia;
Columbia; travel expenses;
expenses; printprinting and binding; services
services as authorized by section
15 of
the Act
Act of
of
section 15
of the
August 2, 1946 (5
advances or reimbursements
(5 U. S. C. 55a);
55a) ;and advances
reimbursements to
to
Government agencies for use of
other Government
of their
their facilities
facilities and
and services
services in
in
Commission; $75,000
carrying out the functions of the Commission;
$75,000, to
derived
to be
be derived
from the war claims fund created by
section 13
(a) of
War
by section
13 (a)
of the
the War
Claims Act of 1948 (Public
(Public Law 896,
approved July
3, 1948).
896, approved
July 3,
1948).
PAYMENT OF
PAYMENT
OF CLAIMS
CLAIMS

For payment of claims, as authorized
authorized by the War
War Claims
Claims Act
Act of
of
1948, from funds deposited
deposited in the Treasury
Treasury to
the credit
credit of
the war
war
to the
of the
claims fund created
created by section 13 (a) of said
sums as
as may
may
said Act,
Act, such
such sums
be necessary,
necessary, to be available to the Secretary
the Treasury
Treasury for
Secretary of
of the
for
payment of claims under sections 4
(a), 4
4 (b) (2),
(2), 55 (e),
(e), 6
6 (b),
(b),
4 (a),
and 7
7 of said Act to the payees named and in the amounts stated
stated
in certifications
certifications by the War Claims Commission
Commission and
the Federal
Federal
and the
Security Administrator
Administrator or their duly
authorized representatives,
duly authorized
representatives,
certifications shall be in lieu of any vouchers
which certifications
vouchers which
which might
might otherotherwise be required:
required: Provided,
this appropriation
appropriation shall
shall not
not be
availProvided,That this
be available for administrative
administrative expenses.
expenses.

81939°-50-PT.
81939
'-50--Pr.

--

6

60 Stat. 810.

62 Stat. 1247.
1247.
BO
50 U.
U. S.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
Supp.

U,
I, app. §
§ 2012 (a).

62 Stat. 1247.
S. C.,
Supp.
50 U. S.
C., Supp.
II, app.
app. §
II,
5 2012 (a).
62 Stat. 1241.
1241.
50 U.
U. S.
C., Supp.
Supp.
50
S. C.,
1 app. §§ 2003 (a),
II,
(a),
(b)
(2), 2001
(b (2),
2004 (e),
(e), 2005
(b),
2006.
(b), 2006.

Restriction
Restriction on use
use
of funds.
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
AGRICULTURE
DEPARTMENT
OFFICE OF
INFORMATION
OFFICE
OF INFORMATION
PRINTING
AND BINDING
PRINTING AND
BINDING

stat. m5.

62 Stat. 511.

The limitation
limitation under
in the
the Department
Agriculture
The
under this
this head
head in
Department of
of Agriculture

Appropriation
1949, on
on the
the amount
amount which
Appropriation Act, 1949,
may be
transferred to
which may
be transferred
to
this appropriation
appropriation from
the Department
of
this
from other
other appropriations
appropriations of
of the
Department of
Agriculture,
increased from
1145,000" to
to "$170,500".
Agriculture, is increased
from "$145,000"
"$170,500".
AGRICULTURAL
RESEARCH ADMINISTRATION
ADMINISTRATION
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH
BUREAU OF
ENTOMOLOGY AND
PLANT QUARANTINE
QUARANTINE
BUREAU
OF ENTOMOLOGY
AND PLANT
Control
Emergency Outbreaks
Insects and
Diseases
Control of
of Emergency
Outbreaks of
of Insects
and Plant
Plant Diseases

For
additional amount
amount for
for "Control
"Control of
emergency outbreaks
outbreaks of
of
For an
an additional
of emergency
insects and plant
plant diseases",
diseases", $1,250,000.
$1,250,000.
PRODUCTION
M ARKETING ADMINISTRATION
PRODUCTION AND
AND MARKETING
ADMINISTRATION
CONSERVATION AND
USE OF
CONSERVATION
AND USE
AGRICULTURAL LAND
RESOURCES
OF AGRICULTURAL
LAND RESOURCES

of agricultural
agricultural
For an additional amount for "Conservation
"Conservation and
and use of
land resources", for formulating
formulating and carrying
under
carrying out programs
programs under

the
the Agricultural
Agricultural Adjustment
1938, as
including
Adjustment Act
Act of
of 1938,
as amended,
amended, including
cotton and wheat marketing
$9,734,500; and the
the
marketing quota programs, $9,734,500;
limitation under
Agriculture Appropp. 670, 1056. limitation
Post, pp.
under this
this head
head in
in the
the Department
Department of
of Agriculture
Appro62
62 Stat.
Stat. 525.
525.
priation
fiscal year
priation Act, 1949, on the amount
amount available during the fiscal
year
1949 for
for salaries
1949
salaries and
and other
other administrative
administrative expenses,
is increased
increased from
from
expenses, is
"$24,500,000" to
to "$34,234,500";
"$24,500,000"
and the
under said
said head
head on
on
"$34,234,500"; and
the limitation
limitation under

52 Stat. 31.
2 Stat. 311.
U. S.
77 U.
S. C.
C. §§
1281§§ 12811407; Supp. II, 1282
et seq.

the amount
amount available
available for transfer
transfer to the appropriation
appropriation account
account

52 Stat. 69.
7
C.§§1392.
57U.S.tS. C.

"Administrative expenses,
392, Agricultural
Adjustment Act
"Administrative
expenses, section
section 392,
Agricultural Adjustment
Act
of 1938",
1938", is
is increased
from "$7,000,000"
to "$8,284,000".
"$8,284,000".
"$7,000,000" to
increased from
of
FARMERS'
ADMINISTRATION
FARMERS' HOME
HOME ADMINISTRATION
LOANS
TO FARMERS,
FARMERS, PROPERTY
PROPERTY DAMAGE
LOANS TO
DAMAGE

62 Stat.

62 Stat. 1038.
1038.

The funds
funds appropriated
The
appropriated under
the head
head "Loans
"Loans to
to farmers,
under the
farmers, 1948
1948
flood damage",
Appropriation Act,
Act, 1948,
1948,
damage", in the Second
Second Deficiency
Deficiency Appropriation
shall remain available
available until
until June
June 30,
30, 1950,
in accordance
with the
1950, in
accordance with
the
terms and conditions specified
specified under
under said head, to provide assistance
to farmers whose property
destroyed or damaged
property is destroyed
damaged as aa result of
floods, storms, or other natural calamity
calamity during the calendar years
1948 and 1949.
COMMODITY
COMMODITY CREDIT
CREDIT CORPORATION
CORPORATION
ADMINISTRATIVE
COMMODITY CREDIT
ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENSES,
EXPENSES, COMMODITY
CORPORATION
CREDIT CORPORATION

62 Stat.
Stat. 531.

62

531.

The limitation under this head in the Department of Agriculture

Appropriation Act,
1949, on
on the
the amount
amount available
administraAppropriation
Act, 1949,
available for administra-

tive expenses
expenses of the Corporation,
Corporation, is increased from "$7,575,000"
to
"$7,575,000" to
"$10,814,700".
"$10,814,700".
DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
DEPARTMENT
COMMERCE
OFFICE OF
OF THE
SECRETARY
OFFICE
THE SECRETARY
VOLUNTARY
AGREEMENTS
VOLUNTARY AGREEMENTS
Post, p.
p. 745.

For an additional
additional amount for "Voluntary
"Voluntary agreements",
agreements", $190,000.
$190,000.

63
STAT.]
63 STAT.]
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81ST CONG.,
81sT
CONG., 1ST
1sT SESS.—CH.
SESS.-CH. 138—MAY
138-MAY 24,
24, 1949
1949

BUREAU
OF THE
THE CENSUS
CENSUS
BUREAU OF
CENSUS
CENSUS OF
OF BUSINESS
BUSINESS

For an
an additional
additional amount
for "Census
to
amount for
"Census of
of business",
business", $11,000,000,
$11,000,000, to
remain available until December
December 31,
31, 1951;
1951; and
and appropriations
appropriations under
under
authorized
this head shall be available for health service programs
programs as authorized
(5 U. S. C.
of the
by law (5
C. 150),
150), and
and for
for compensation
compensation of
of employees
employees of
the
Department of Commerce
Department
Commerce and other departments
departments and
independent
and independent
agencies of the Government who may be detailed for field work.
agencies

60
903.
60 Stat.
Stat. 903.

CIv mAERONAUTICS
CIVIL
AERONAUTICS ADMINISTRATION
ADMINISTRATION
CLAIMS,
FEDERAL AIRPORT
ACT
CLAIMS, FEDERAL
AIRPORT ACT
reimbursement, in accordance
section 17
For reimbursement,
accordance with
with section
17 of
of the Federal
Federal
60 Stat.
179.
60
Stat. 179.
amended, to public agencies for necessary
Airport Act, as
as amended,
necessary rehabilitation
rehabilitation 49
U. S.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
Supp.
II,
§
1116.
and repair to public airports damaged by Federal agencies, $1,227,140,
$1,227,140, II, § 1116.
to remain
remain available
available until June
June 30, 1953, as follows: Greensboro-High
Greensboro-High
Point Airport, Greensboro, North Carolina,
Carolina, $197,813;
$197,813; Buffalo Municipal Airport, Buffalo, New
New York,
York, $594,344; Nantucket
Nantucket Airport,
Airport, NanNantucket, Massachusetts, $57,582; Detroit-Wayne
Detroit-Wayne Major
Major Airport,
Airport, Wayne
Wayne
$168,689; Adams Field, Little Rock Municipal
County, Michigan, $168,689;
Municipal
Airport, Little Rock, Arkansas, $187,072; and Galveston
Municipal
Galveston Municipal
Galveston, Texas, $21,640.
Airport, Galveston,
COAST
GEOD97110 SURVEY
SURVbX
COAST AND
AND GEODmIC
SALARIES
SALARIES AND
AND EXPENSES,
EXPENSES, FIELD
FIELD
For
"Salaries and
field",
For an additional
additional amount
amount for "Salaries
and expenses,
expenses, field",
$366,000.
BUREAU OF
OF FOREIGN
FOREIGN AND
COMMERCE
BUREAU
AND DOMESTIC
DOMESTIC COMMERCE
EXPORT
CONTROL
EXPORT CONTROL
For an additional
additional amount for "Export control", $1,000,000;
$1,000,000; and
and
limitations
limitations under this head in the Second Deficiency
Deficiency Appropriation
Appropriation
Act, 1948, on
on amounts
amounts available
available for transfer
transfer to other
other appropriations
appropriations
increased as follows: Bureau
Bureau of Customs,
"$1,350,000" to
to
are increased
Customs, from
from "$1,350,000"

62 Stat.
1039.
62
Stat. 1039.

"$1,500,000".
"$1,500,000".

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
DEPARTMENT
INTERIOR
OFFICE
OF THE
ECRETARY
OFFICE OF
THE S
SECRETARY
EXPENSES, POWER
POWER TRANSMISSION
FACILITIES
EXPENSES,
TRANSMISSION FACILITIES
additional amount
amount for
"Expenses, power
transmission
For an additional
for "Expenses,
power transmission
facilities", $131,000.
$131,000.
facilities",
BONNEVILLE
POWER ADMINISTRATION
ADMINISTRATION
BONNEVILLE POWER
CONSTRUCTION, OPERATION,
CONSTRUCTION,
OPERATION, AND
AND MAINTENANCE
MAINTENANCE

For an additional amount for "Construction, operation
operation and mainmaintenance, Bonneville
Bonneville power
$6,047,800, to
to remain
remain
power transmission
transmission system", $6,047,800,
available until
limitation under
head in
in the
the
until expended;
expended; and the limitation
under this
this head
Interior Department
Department Appropriation
Appropriation Act, 1949,
1949, on expenses
expenses for
for operamaintenance of the Bonneville
tion and maintenance
transmission system.,
Bonneville transmission
system, is
increased
"$3,521,600"; and
under
increased from "$3,231,800"
"$3,231,800" to "$3,521,600";
and the
the limitation under

62 Stat.
62
Stat. 1114.
1114.
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[63 STAT.
STAT.
[63

said
on force
activities is
is hereby
hereby amended
said head
head on
force account
account activities
amended to
to read
read as
as
follows:
" Provided
Provided further,
not exceeding
12 per
follows: ":
further, That
That not
exceeding 12
per centum
centum of
of
any construction
appropriations for
for the
the Bonneville
Power Adminisany
construction appropriations
Bonneville Power
Administration contained
contained in
Act shall
be available
available for
construction work
tration
in this
this Act
shall be
for construction
work
by force
on a
hired-labor basis,
basis, except
except in
case of
of emerby
force account,
account, or
or on
a hired-labor
in case
emergencies local
character, so
so declared
the Bonneville
Power
gencies,
local in
in character,
declared by
by the
Bonneville Power
Contract authority. Administrator": Provided, That, in addition to the contract authorizaAdministrator": Provided,That, in addition to the contract authorization
Administrator is
is authorized
to
tion contained
contained under
under said
said head,
head, the
the Administrator
authorized to
contract in
the fiscal
fiscal year
1949 for
materials, equipment,
equipment, and
services
contract
in the
year 1949
for materials,
and services
facilities in
in an
not in
in excess
excess of
of
for power
power transmission
transmission facilities
an amount
amount not
$1,452,200.
$1,452,200.

Availability
Availability of
of eonconstruction
struction appropriaappropriations.

BUREAU
INDIAN AFFAIRS
AFFAIRS
BUREAU OF
OF INDIAN
NAVAJO
NAVAJO AND
AND HOPI
HOPI SERVICE
SERVICE
Agency Services
Services
For
additional amount
"Agency services",
services", $1,000,000.
$1,000,000.
For an additional
amount for
for "Agency
EDUCATION
INDIANS
EDUCATION OF
OF INDIANS
Poet, p.
241.
Pot,
p. 241.

For an additional
amount for
for "Education
additional amount
"Education of
of Indians",
Indians", $50,000.
$50,000.
CONSERVATION OF
HEALTH
CONSERVATION
OF HEALTH
For an additional amount
"Conservation of
amount for
for "Conservation
of health", $75,000.
$75,000.
wviNARE
INDIANS
WELFARE OF
OF INDIANS
For an additional
additional amount
Indians", $400,000.
amount for
for "Welfare
"Welfare of
of Indians",
$400,000.
CONSTRUCTION,
CONSTRUCTION, AND
AND SO
SO FORTH,
FORTH, BUILDINGS
BUILDINGS AND
AND UTILITIES
UTILITIES

Ante,
Ante, p.
p. 14.
14.

62
62 Stat. 1119.
1119.

additional amount under this
for the
For an
an additional
this head
head for
the conversion
conversion of
of the
the
Bushnell Army Hospital, Brigham City,
City, Utah,
Utah, for school purposes,
purposes,
$3,750,000,
and so
forth,
$3,750,000, and the limitation
limitation under
under "Construction,
'Construction, and
so forth,
Department of Interior
AppropriaBuildings and Utilities" in the Department
Interior Appropriation Act, 1949, on the amount
surveys and
amount which may be
be used
used for
for surveys
and
administrative expenses,
plans and administrative
expenses, and so forth, is
increased from
from
is increased
1190,000" to "$227,500".
1227,500".
"$190,000"
ALASKA
ALASKA NATIVE
NA LIVE SERVICE
SERVICE

Vessel Conversion
Conversion
expenses necessary
necessary in converting
converting and outfitting a
For expenses
a vessel for
for
use as a
service and supply ship by the
Native Service,
Service,
a service
the Alaska
Alaska Native
$500,000, to remain available until expended.
$500,000,
PAYMENT
TO CHOCTAW
CHICKASAW NATIONS
NATIONS OF
OF INDIANS,
INDIANS, OKLAHOMA
OKLAHOMA
PAYMENT TO
CHOCTAW AND
AND CHICKASAW

62 Stat. 596..
596.

Distribution of
Distribution
of tribal
tribal
funds
S.
funds held by U. S.

For payment
payment to the Choctaw and Chickasaw Nations
Nations of Indians in
a contract between
fulfillment of the terms of a
between the United
United States of
of
America and the said nations as authorized by the Act of June 28,
(58 Stat. 483), and as ratified by the Act of June 24, 1948 (Public
1944 (58
Law 754),
$8,359,000, of which not
available
754), $8,359,000,
not to exceed $50,000
$50,000 shall be
be available
expended for defraying
and
until expended
defraying the expenses, including printing and
binding, of making the per capita payment authorized
authorized by the above
Acts: Provided,
Provided, That in addition to the per capita payment,
payment, the
Secretary
authorized to distribute
Secretary of the Interior, in his discretion, is authorized
per capita to the enrolled members of the Choctaw and Chickasaw
Nations,
Nations, entitled
entitled under existing law to share in the
such
the funds
funds of such

STAT.]
63 STAT.]
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81sr
CONG., 1ST
1sT SESS.-CH.
SESS.—CH.138-MAY
138—MAY 24,
81ST CONG.,
24, 1949
1949

tribes, or to their lawful heirs or devisees
devisees determined
determined in the manner
manner
prescribed in section 4
aforesaid Act of June 24, 1948, any or
prescribed
4 of the aforesaid
all the funds held by the Government
Government of the United States for the
benefit of said tribes.

62 Stat. 597.

BUREAU
OF RECLAMATION
BUREnA OF
RECLAMATION
FORCE ACCOUNT
ACCOUNT WORK
FORCE
WORK
Appropriation Act for 1949
That part of the Interior Department Appropriation
which
reads: "Not
construction appro8 per centum of the construction
which reads:
"Not exceeding
exceeding 8
priation
Reclamation contained
contained
for any
any project under
under the
the Bureau
Bureau of Reclamation
priation for
in
construction work by force account,
in this
this Act shall
shall be available
available for construction
or
except for projects or items
items the estimated
estimated
or on
on a
a hired labor
labor basis, except
construction cost of which does not exceed $200,000,
$200,000, and only then in
construction
cases
Bureau of
finds the
lowest bids to
to be
be
Reclamation finds
the lowest
where the
the Bureau
of Reclamation
cases where
excessive."
thereof the following
following proexcessive." is hereby repealed and in lieu thereof
vision
hereby inserted:
inserted: "Not exceeding 12 per centum of the convision is hereby
struction
appropriation for the Bureau of Reclamation
Reclamation for any project
project
struction appropriation
contained in this Act shall
construction work by force
shall be available
available for construction
contained
account
hired-labor basis;
basis; except
except that
that not
not to
exceed $500,000
$500,000
to exceed
and on
on aahired-labor
account and
may
expended for construction
construction
may on approval
approval of the Commissioner be expended
work
account on
when the work is unsuitable
on any one
one project
project when
work by force account
for
contract or when
cases
bids are received;
received; and
and except in cases
when excessive
excessive bids
for contract
of
local in
character, so
so declared
Commissioner."
declared by
by the
the Commissioner."
in character,
emergencies local
of emergencies

62 Stat. 1131.
1131.

Availability of construction appropriastruction
tions.

GENERAL
FUND
GENERAL FUND
Construction
For additional
additional amounts for "Construction",
available until
"Construction", to remain available
expended,
follows:
expended, as
as follows:
Davis
$4,750,000;
Arizona-Nevada, $4,750,000;
Davis Dam project, Arizona-Nevada,
Colorado-Big Thompson project, Colorado, $1,900,000;
$1,900,000;
Columbia Basin project, Washington,
Washington, $4,750,000.

Post,
Pow p. 242.

Missouri River Basin
For
additional amount
"Missouri River
River Basin,"
Basin," reimbursable
an additional
amount for "Missouri
For an
to the extent
extent and as provided in the Act of December
December 22, 1944 (58
(58
887), $4,800,000,
$4,800,000, to remain available until expended.
Stat. 887),
RECLAMATION FUND
RECLAMATION
FUND
The following sums are appropriated
appropriated out of the reclamation
reclamation fund
created
follows:
created by the Act of June
June 17, 1902, as
as follows:

16 U.
U. s.
S. 0.
0. §§
16
so 4601,
460d,

825s; 33 U.
0.
U. S.
9. 0.
825s;
§§
701a-1, 7010
and
S§ 701a-1,
701c and
note,
701j notes,
note, 701f,
701f, 701J
notes,

708, 709; 43 U. S.
8.
390.
390.

388.
32 Stat. 388.

3fIL
43 U. S.. C.§
0. 391.

General Offices
General
Salaries and expenses (other than project offices)
Salaries
offices)

For an additional amount for "Salaries
"Salaries and expenses (other than
project
project offices)", $260,000: Provided,
Provided, That the limitation of $7,800,000
$7,800,000
contained in the first proviso under
under this head in the Interior Departcontained
ment Appropriation
Appropriation Act, 1949, is hereby increased
$9,250,000: Proincreased to $9,250,000:
Profurther, That the limitation
limitation of $48,000,000
$48,000,000 contained
contained in the
vided further,
fourth proviso under this head in said Act is hereby increased
increased to
to
$54,500,000:
Provided further,
further, That
thousand
$54,500,000: Provided
That the limitation of three
three thousand
five hundred contained
contained in the fifth proviso under this head in said Act
Act
is
hereby increased
twenty-five.
is hereby
increased to three
three thousand six hundred
hundred and twenty-five.

62 Stat. 1125.
62 Stat. 1126.
62 Stat.
Stat. 1125.
1126.

C.
a.
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Construction
Construction

61
Stat. 474.
618tat.474.

For additional
additional amounts
"Construction", to
to remain
available
amounts for
for "Construction",
remain available
until expended, as follows:
follows:
Boise project, Idaho, Payette division, $275,000;
$275,000;
Lewiston
$325,000;
Lewiston Orchards
Orchards project,
project, Idaho,
Idaho, $325,000;
Provo River project,
project, Utah, $450,000,
$450,000, of
of which $215,000
$215,000 is for
for the
payment of obligations
obligations incurred
under authority
provided under
payment
incurred under
authority provided
under this
this
Appropriation Act, 1948.
1918.
head in the Interior
Interior Department Appropriation
Operation and Maintenance
Colorado-Big Thompson
Thompson project, Colorado
For an additional amount for "Colorado-Big
"Colorado-Big Thompson project",
from power revenues,
revenues, $52,000.
North Platte project,
Nebraska-Wyoming
project, Nebraska-Wyoming
For an additional amount for "Norfh
"North Platte project, NebraskaNebraskaWyoming", from power
power revenues, $17,500.

Kendrick project, Wyoming
Wyoming
"Kendrick project, Wyoming", from
For an additional amount for "Kendrick
power revenues, $131,000.
Emergency Fund
62 Stat.
Stat. 1052.
62
43 U. S. C.,

II,§ 5s02,
503.

II, §§ 502, 503.

For establishing an emergency
emergency fund as authorized by the Act of
of

S1up.
790) ,$1,000,000, to remain available until
Supp. June 26, 1948 (Public Law 790),

expended for the purposes specified
specified in said Act.

NATIONAL MILITARY
MILITARY ESTABLISHMENT
NATIONAL
ESTABLISHMENT

DEPARTMENT
THE ARMY--MILITARY
DEPARTMENT OF THE
ARMY—MILITARY FUNCTIONS
FUNCTIONS
SECRETARY OF
ARMY
SECRETARY
OF THE ARMY

EXPEDITING PRODUCTION
EXPEDITING
PRODUCTION

appropriation "Expediting
The sum of $2,000,000
$2,000,000 of the appropriation
"Expediting production of equipment
equipment and supplies for national defense, fiscal years
1940-1946", shall remain available until June 30, 1949,
1949, for the payment of obligations incurred under contracts
contracts executed thereunder
thereunder
prior to July 1,
1, 1946.
DEPARTMENT OF TkIE
THE ARMY—CIVIL
ARMY--CIVIL FUNCTIONS

DEPARTMENT

CORPS OF
OF ENGINEERS
ENGINEERS

CORPS

62 Stat. 10o.
1020.
62Stat.

Pose, p.
246.
Po
Pa.
V2

Rivers and Harbors and Flood Control
The limitation under this head in the Civil Functions Appropria-

tion
tion Act, 1949,
1949, on the amount available for payment of salaries in the

Office of the Chief of Engineers, is increased
increased from "$1,250,000"
11,250,000" to
"$1,341,740".
"$1,341,740".
Rivers and Harbors
Maintenance
Maintenance and improvement
improvement of existing river and harbor works
For an additional
"Maintenance and improvement of
additional amount for "Maintenance
existing river and harbor
harbor works",
works", $10,500,000,
i
n available
avail abl e until
unti l
$10,500,000, t
too rema
remain
expended.

63 STAT.]
STAT.]
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Flood Control
Flood control, general
general
For an additional
additional amount for "Flood control, general", $14,000,000,
$14,000,000,
to remain
remain available
available until
until expended.

os , p.
Post,
P
p. 246.
246.

Flood control,
control, general
general (emergency
(emergency fund)
fund)
For an additional amount for "Flood control, general
general (emergency
(emergency
fund)", as authorized by the Flood Control Act
Law
Act of
of 1948
1948 (Public
(Public Law
858, approved June
June 30, 1948),
1948), $10,000,000,
$10,000,000, to remain available
available until
until
expended: Provided,
expended:
Provided, That not to
to exceed
shall be
made
exceed $500,000
$500,000 shall
be made
available under the provisions
provisions of
the purposes
purposes enumerated
in
of and for
for the
enumerated in
Act.
section 205 of the above
above Act.

62
Stat. 112.
1182.
62 Stat.
33
U.
U. S.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
Supp.
H, §
701t.
§70t.
II,
62 Stat.
62
stat. 1182.
1182.
S.C.,
33 U.
U. S.
C., Supp.
Supp.
701s.
II, § 701s.

POST OFFICE DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT
(Out of Postal Revenues)
Revenues)
FIELD S
SERVICE,
POST OFFICE
FIELD
ERVICE, POST
OFFICE DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT
OFFICE OF
OF TH
THE
OI'rICE
1
,
,POSTMASTER
POSTMASTER GENERAL
GENERAL

Damage
Damage Claims

For an additional amount
amount for
claims", $250,000.
for "Damage
"Damage claims",
$250,000.
OFFICE
OF THE
SECOND ASSISTANT
OFFICE OF
THE SECOND
ASSISTANT POSTMASTER
POSTMASTER GENERAL
GENERAL

Railroad Transportation
Railroad
Transportation and Mail Messenger
Messenger Service
Service
For an additional amount for "Railroad
"Railroad transportation
transportation and
and mail
mail
messenger
messenger service",
service", $70,000,000.
$70,000,000.
Railway Mail Service,
Service, Travel
Travel Allowance
Allowance

"Railway mail service,
For an additional
additional amount for "Railway
service, travel
travel allowallowance", $2,727,000.
Foreign
Foreign Air Mail
Mail Service
Service
For an additional amount for "Foreign air mail service", $17,000,000.
OFFICE
FOURTH ASSISTANT
ASSISTANT POSTMASTER
OFFICE OF
OF THE
THE FOURTH
POSTMASTER GENERAL
GENERAL

Vehicle Service
For an additional
additional amount for
service", $13,000,000.
$13,000,000.
for "Vehicle
"Vehicle service",
TREASURY
TREASURY DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT
FISCAL SERVICE
SERVICE
FISCAL
BUREAU
BUREAU OF
ACCOUNTS
OF ACCOUNTS

Payment of Certified Claims

For an additional amount for "Payment
"Payment of
claims",
of certified
certified claims",
$2,300,000.
$2,300,000.
Refund of Moneys
Moneys Erroneously
Erroneously Received
Received and
and Covered
Covered

For an additional amount for "Refund
"Refund of
of moneys erroneously
erroneously
received and
$800,000.
received
and covered",
covered", $800,000.
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BUREAU OF
OF ENGRAVING
BUREAU
ENGRAVING AND
PRINTING
AND PRINTING
SALARIES AND
SALARIES
AND EXPENSES
EXPENSES
62 Stat.

412.
412.

For an additional amount,
for "Salaries
and
amount, fiscal year
year 1949,
1949, for
"Salaries and
expenses", $1,500,000.
expenses",
$1,500,000.
BUREAU
THE MINT
MINT
BUREAU OF
OF THE
SALARIES AND
EXPENSES
SALARIES
AND EXPENSES

62 Stat. 413.
413.

For an additional
additional amount for
and expenses",
for "Salaries
"Salaries and
expenses", $250,000:
$250,000:
Provided,
appropriations under
under this
this head
fiscal year
1949
Provided, That appropriations
head for
for the
the fiscal
year 1949
shall be available
available for paying wage increases
increases effective
effective from
date
from the
the date
of approval
approval by
Treasury Department.
Department.
by the Treasury

TITLE II-CLAIMS
II—CLAIMS FOR DAMAGES,
DAMAGES, AUDITED
AUDITED CLAIMS,
CLAIMS,
AND JUDGMENTS
JUDGMENTS
For payment
payment of claims for damages
damages as
settled and
and determined
determined by
as settled
by
departments
departments and agencies
agencies in accord with
audited claims
with law, audited
claims certified
certified
to be due by the General Accounting
Accounting Office,
rendered
Office, and
and judgments
judgments rendered
against the United States by
States district
and the
the
by United
United States
district courts
courts and
United States Court of Claims,
as set
forth in
Senate Documents
Claims, as
set forth
in Senate
Documents
Numbered
Numbered 15 and 24, Eighty-first
Eighty-first Congress,
Congress, $22,700,571.07,
$22,700,571.07, together
together
with such amounts as may be necessary
necessary to pay interest
interest (as
(as and
when
and when
specified
specified in such judgments or in certain
of the
of the
the
certain of
the settlements
settlements of
General
General Accounting Office or
and such
additional
or provided
provided by
by law)
law) and
such additional
sums due to increases
exchange as
increases in rates of exchange
be necessary
necessary to
as may be
to
pay claims in foreign
Provided, That no
foreign currency:
currency,:Provided,
judgment herein
no judgment
herein
appropriated
appropriated for shall be paid until it
final and
and
it shall
shall have
have become
become final
conclusive
conclusive against the United States by
by failure
of the
parties to
appeal
failure of
the parties
to appeal
or otherwise:
otherwise: Provided
Provided further,
further, That,
That, unless
unless otherwise
otherwise specifically
specifically
required by law or by the judgment, payment of interest
interest wherever
wherever
appropriated
appropriated for
not continue
for more
more than
thirty days
days
for herein
herein shall
shall not
continue for
than thirty
after the date of approval
approval of
of this
this Act.
Act.
TITLE III-GENERAL
III—GENERAL PROVISIONS
PROVISIONS
Persons
engaging,
Persons engaging,
etc., in
strikes against
etc.,
in strikes
against
or advocating
overor
advocating overthrow of
throw
U. S.
Govof U.
8. Government.
ernment.

Affidavit.
Affidavit.

Penalty.

SEC.
SEC. 301.
301. No part of any appropriation
appropriation contained
contained in
in this
this Act
Act shall
shall
be used to pay the salary
salary or wages of any person
in a
person who
who engages
engages in
a
strike against the Government of the
States or
or who
is a
memthe United
United States
who is
a member of an organization
organization of Government
Government employees
employees that
that asserts
the
asserts the
right
right to strike against the Government
Government of the United States, or who
advocates,
advocates, or is aa member of
of an
an organization
organization that
that advocates,
the
advocates, the
Government of the United States by
overthrow of the Government
force or
or vioby force
violence: Provided,
Provided, That for the purposes hereof an
affidavit shall
an affidavit
shall be
be
considered prima facie evidence that the
considered
making the
affidavit
the person
person making
the affidavit
has not contrary to the provisions of this section engaged
has
engaged in
in aastrike
strike
against
the Government
against the
Government of the United States, is not a
amember of
an
of an
organization of
organization
of Government
Government employees that asserts the right to strike
against the Government of the United States, or that
against
that such
such person
person
does
does not
not advocate, and is not aa member of an organization
organization that
that
advocates, the
the overthrow of the Government
Government of the United States by
advocates,
by
force or
Provided further,
further, That any person who engages in
force
or violence: Provided
in
a strike
a
strike against the Government
Government of the United States or
or who
who is
is a
a
member
member of an organization of Government
employees that
that asserts
asserts the
Government employees
the
right
to strike against
right to
against the Government of the United
United States, or
or who
advocates,
advocates, or who is aamember of an organization that advocates,
advocates, the
the
overthrow
the Government
Government of the United
overthrow of
of the
United States by force or violence
violence
and accepts
employment the salary or wages
and
accepts employment
wages for which are
are paid
paid from
from
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appropriation contained
any appropriation
contained in this Act shall be guilty
guilty of
felony
of aa felony
and, upon conviction,
conviction, shall be fined not more than
than $1,000
$1,000 or
or imprisoned
imprisoned
for not more than one year, or both: Provided
Provided further,
further, That
That the above
penalty clause shall be in addition to, and not in
any
in substitution
substitution for,
for, any
other provisions of
existing law.
of existing
SEC.
S
EC. 302. The appropriations
appropriations and authority
authority with
with respect
respect to
to
appropriations in this Act in whole
whole or in part for the fiscal
fiscal year 1949
shall be available from and including March 1, 1949,
1949, for the purposes
purposes
respectively
respectively provided
provided in such appropriations
appropriations and authority. All obliobligations incurred
incurred during the period between
between March
March 1,
1, 1949, and
and the
date of the enactment
enactment of this Act in anticipation
anticipation of such appropriations
appropriations
confirmed if in accordance
and authority are hereby ratified and confirmed
accordance with
the terms thereof.
SEC.
S
EC. 303. This Act may be cited as the "First
Deficiency ApproAppro"First Deficiency
priation Act, 1949".
1949".
Approved May 24,
Approved
24, 1949.
1949.

Short title.

[
CHAPTER 139]
[CHAPTER
139]

AN ACT
ACT
To amend title 18, entitled, Crimes and Criminal Procedure,
Procedure, and
and title
entitled,
title 28,
28, entitled,
Judiciary
Judiciary and Judicial Procedure, of the United States Code, and for
for other
other
purposes.
purposes.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
and House
of Representatives
Senate and
House of
Representatives of
of the
the
United
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the analysis
United States of America in
in Congress
of part IIof title 18, United States Code,
and CrimiCode, entitled "Crimes
"Crimes and
Crimiimmediately preceding chapter
nal Procedure",
Procedure", immediately
such title,
title, is
is
chapter 1
1 of
of such
(1) by striking out of item 21 of such analysis the words
amended (1)
"constituting crimes"; and (2)
immediately after and
"constituting
(2) by inserting immediately
and
below item "49. Fugitives from
justice
1071"
new item
item as
from justice.---..
1071", a
a new
as
follows: "50.
Gambling -- _ 1081".
1081".
"50. Gambling
SEC.
S
EC. 2. Section
Section 42 of title 18,
18, United
United States
Code, is
is amended
States Code,
amended to
to read
read
as follows:
Importation of
of injurious animals and birds; permits;
"§ 42. Importation
specimens
museums
specimens for museums
"(a)
"(a) The importation into the United States or any Territory
Territory or
or
district thereof, of the mongoose, the so-called 'flying foxes'
foxes' or
fruit
or fruit
bats, the English sparrow,
sparrow, the starling,
such other
birds and
and
starling, and such
other birds
animals
animals as the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior
Interior may declare to be
injurious
be injurious
agriculture or horticulture,
to the interests of agriculture
and all
horticulture, is
is prohibited;
prohibited; and
all
such birds and animals shall, upon arrival
arrival at any
the United
United
any port of the
States, be destroyed or
returned at
expense of
of the
or returned
at the
the expense
the owner.
owner. Nothing
Nothing
in this subsection
subsection shall restrict the importation
importation of
of natural-history
natural-history
specimens for museums or scientific collections, or of certain
certain cage
cage
domesticated canaries, parrots, or such other
birds, such as domesticated
other birds
as
birds as
Secretary of the Interior may designate. The Secretary
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the
Treasury may make regulations for carrying into effect the provisions
of this section.
"(b) Whoever
Whoever violates this section shall be fined not
than
not more
more than
$500
$500 or imprisoned not more than six months, or both.
both.
"(c) The Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury shall prescribe
prescribe such requirerequirements and issue such permits as he may deem necessary
necessary for the transportation
portation of wild animals and birds under humane
humane and healthful
healthful
unlawful for
rs
on ,i
nc l
u di ng any
any
conditions, and it
it shall be
be unlawful
for any
any pe
person,
including
importer, knowingly
knowingly to cause or permit any wild animal or bird
to be
bird to
be
transported to the United
transported
United States, or
or any Territory
Territory or
or district
district thereof,
thereof,
under inhumane
inhumane or unhealthful conditions or in
of such
such
in violation
violation of

May 24,
24, 1949
May
[H.
It. 3762]
[H. R.
3762]
[Public Law 72]
[Public
72]

Titles 18 and
and 28,
28,
U. S.
S. Code,
Code, amendamendments.
62
62 Stat. 683.
683.
18 U. S. C.,
C., Supp.
Supp.
II, prec. §§1.

62 Stat. 687.
18 U.
C., Supp.
Supp.
U. S.
S. C.,
H,
42.
II, §§42.

Natural-history
specimens,
specimens, cage birds,
birds,
etc.

90
90

62
Stat. 689.
689.
62 Stat.
18 U.
S. C.,
Supp.
18
U. S.
C., Supp.
II,
II, §*114.
114.
62
Stat. 690.
690.
62 Stat.
18 U.
C., Supp.
18
U. S.
S. C.,
Supp.
•
155.
§ 155.
II, §

62 Stat.
62
Stat. 697.
697.
18 U.
U. S.
C., Supp.
Supp.
18
8. C.,
• §§244.
244.
II,

62 Stat.
Stat. 697.
62
697.
18
S. C.,
C., Supp.
Supp.
18 U.
U. S.
281.
•
II, § 281.

62 Stat.
Stat. 698.
698.
62
18
S. C.,
18 U.
U. S.
C., Supp.
Supp.
II,
§ 284.
284.
II, §
62
Stat. 701.
62 Stat.
701.
18 U.
U. S.
C., Supp.
18
8. C.,
Supp.
• prec.
prec. § 401.
401.
II,

62 Stat.
Stat. 701.
701.
62
18
S. C.,
C., Supp.
Supp.
18 U.
U. S.
II,
402.
11, 402.

62
Stat. 719.
719.
62 Stat.
18 U.
S. C.,
18
U. S.
C., Supp.
Supp.
591.
II, §591.

62
Stat. 723.
723.
62 Stat.
18 U.
S. C.,
18
U. S.
C., Supp.
Supp.
•
610.
I, §§610.
62
729.
62 Stat.
Stat. 729.
18 U.
U. S.
C., Supp.
18
S. C.,
Supp.
n,
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requirements.
prosecution for
for violation
violation of
of this
this subrequirements. In
In any
any criminal
criminal prosecution
subsection
administrative proceeding
for the
suspension of
the
section and
and in any administrative
proceeding for
the suspension
of the
issuance of
further permitsissuance
of further
permits"
(1) the
vessel or
or the
"(1)
the condition
condition of
of any
any vessel
or conveyance,
conveyance, or
the encloenclosures in
in which
which wild
wild animals
birds are
upon its
its
sures
animals or
or birds
are confined
confined therein,
therein, upon
arrival in
Territory or district
arrival
in the United
United States,
States, or
or any
any Territory
district thereof,
shall
relevant evidence
in determining
determining whether
whether the
shall constitute
constitute relevant
evidence in
the
provisions
violated; and
and
provisions of this subsection
subsection have
have been
been violated;
"(2) the
presence in
"(2)
the presence
in such vessel or
or conveyance
conveyance at
at such time
time .of
of
a
of dead,
or starving
a substantial
substantial ratio
ratio of
dead, crippled,
crippled, diseased,
diseased, or
starving wild
wild
animals or
or birds
birds shall be
be deemed
deemed prima facie evidence
evidence of
of the violaviolation
provisions of this subsection.".
subsection.".
tion of the provisions
SEC. 3. Section 114 of title 18, United States Code, is
by
SEC.
is amended
amended by
in the
striking out the word "main", preceding
preceding "or
"or disfigure"
disfigure" in
the first
first
paragraph, and inserting in lieu thereof the word "maim".
paragraph,
SEC. 4. The first paragraph
paragraph of section 155 of title 18, United
United States
SEC.
follows:
Code, is amended to read as follows:
"Whoever, being a
a party in interest, whether as
"Whoever,
as a
a debtor, creditor,
creditor,
receiver, trustee or representative
representative of any of them, or attorney for any
such party in interest, in any receivership,
receivership, bankruptcy
bankruptcy or
reorganizaor reorganization
or under
tion proceeding
proceeding in
in any United
United States court
court or
under its
its supervision,
supervision,
enters
express or implied,
such party
enters into
into any
any agreement,
agreement, express
implied, with
with another
another such
party
in interest or attorney for another
another such party in
interest, for
for the
the purin interest,
purpose
or other
other compensation
to be
to any
party
pose of fixing
fixing the
the fees or
compensation to
be paid
paid to
any party
services
in interest or to any attorney for
for any party in
in interest
interest for
for services
rendered
connection therewith,
therewith, from the assets
the estate;
estate; or".
or".
rendered in connection
assets of
of the
S
EC. 5.
Code, is
amended by
SEC.
5. Section
Section 244 of title
title 18,
18, United States
States Code,
is amended
by
striking out the words "the Army,
or Marine
Marine Corps
Army, Navy, Coast
Coast Guard, or
Corps
of the United States", and inserting in
the words
words "any
"any
in lieu thereof the
of the armed forces of the United States".
SEC.
S
E°. 6. The second paragraph
paragraph of section
section 281 of title 18,
18, United States
States
Code, is
Marine
is amended
amended by striking
striking out the words
words "Army,
"Army, Navy,
Navy, Marine
Corps, and Coast Guard", and inserting in
in lieu
thereof the
the words
lieu thereof
words
"armed forces".
"armed
SEC.
SEC. 7. Section 284 of title 18, United States Code, is amended
amended by
"(
a)".
striking out the
the symbol
symbol "(a)".
SEC. 8. (a)
(a) The caption of chapter 21 of title
SEC.
title 18,
18, United
United States Code,
Code,
is amended
amended by striking
striking out
out the words "constituting
"constituting crimes".
crimes".
(b)
(b) The analysis of said chapter 21 of such title 18, immediately
immediately
preceding section 401 of such title, is amended by striking out the item
"402. Criminal contempts.",
contempts.", and inserting
inserting in lieu
thereof the followlieu thereof
following:
Contempts constituting
crimes.".
ing: "402.
"402. Contempts
constituting crimes.".
(c) The catchline to section 402 of such title 18 is amended
(c)
amended to read
read
follows:
as follows:

"§ 402. Contempts constituting crimes".
SEC.
S
EC. 9. The first paragraph following the opening
opening clause of section
section
591 of title 18,
18, United States Code, is amended
amended by striking
striking out,
out, after
after
"special
"special election,", the words "and, in the case of aa Resident Commissioner from the Philippine Islands,
Islands, an election
election by the Philippine
Legislature,".
Legislature,".
SEC.
SEC. 10. The catchline
catchline of section 610 of title 18, United States Code,
Code,
is amended by inserting, immediately after the word "Contributions",
"Contributions",
the words "or expenditures".
SEC.
SEC: 11. Section 657 of title 18, United States Code, is amended
amended by
inserting after the words "Farmers'
"Farmers' Home Corporation" the following: ", the Secretary of Agriculture
Agriculture acting
acting through the Farmers'
Home Administration,".
Administration,".
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SEC. 12. Section 658 of title 18, United States Code, is amended by
SEc.
inserting after the words "Farmers'
"Farmers' Home Corporation,"
Corporation," the followfollowing: "The Secretary
Secretary of Agriculture
Agriculture acting through the Farmers'
Home Administration,".
Administration,"
SEC.
(a) The second paragraph of section 659 of title 18, United
SEC. 13. (a)
United
States Code, is
as follows:
is amended to read as
follows:
"Whoever buys or receives or has in his possession any such goods
"Whoever
embezzled or stolen; or".
or chattels, knowing the same to have been embezzled
(b) The fourth paragraph
paragraph of section 659 of title 18, United States
Code.
Code, is amended to read as
follows:
as follows:
"Whoever embezzles, steals, or unlawfully
"Whoever
unlawfully takes
takes by
by any
any fraudulent
fraudulent
device, scheme, or game, from any railroad car, bus, vehicle, steamboat,
steamboat,
vessel, or aircraft
aircraft operated by any common
in interintercommon carrier moving in
state or foreign commerce or from any passenger
passenger thereon any
any money,
money,
baggage,
baggage, goods, or chattels, or whoever buys, receives, or has in
in his
his
possession any such money, baggage,
baggage, goods, or chattels, knowing the
same to have been embezzled
embezzled or stolen--".
stolen
17.
SEC.
SEC. 14. The analysis of chapter
chapter 33 of
States Code,
of title 18,
18, United States
Code,
immediately
preceding section 701 of such title, is amended by
immediately preceding
striking
by striking
out the item "702. Uniform of Army, Navy,
Corps, Coast
Navy, Marine
Marine Corps,
Coast
Guard, and Public Health
Health Service.",
Service.", and inserting
thereof "702.
"702.
Guard,
inserting in
in lieu
lieu thereof
Uniform of armed forces and Public Health Service.".
Service.".
SEC.
SEC. 15. (a) Section 702 of title 18, United States Code, is amended
amended
to read as follows:
follows:
"§ 702.

91
91
62 Stat.
Stat. 729.
62
729.
18
U. S.
C., Supp.
18 U.
S. C.,
Supp.
II,
II, §658.
§ 658.

62
62 Stat.
Stat. 730.
730.
U. S.
C., Supp.
Supp.
18 U.
S. C.,
II,
§659.
II, § 659.

62
730.
62 Stat. 730.
18
18 U.
U. S. 0.
C.,,Supp.
Supp.
II,
II, §§659.
659.

731.
62 Stat. 731.
18 U.
U. S.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
Supp.
H,
701.
II, prec.
prec. §§701.

732.
62 Stat.
Stat. 732.
18 U.
U. S.
C., Supp.
Supp.
18
S. C.,
II, §702.
§ 702.

Uniform
forces and
Uniform of
of armed forces
and Public Health Service
Service

"Whoever, in any place within the
jurisdiction of
"Whoever,
the jurisdiction
of the United States
States
disor in the Canal Zone, without
without authority,
authority, wears
wears the uniform or
or a
a distinctive
tinctive part thereof or anything
anything similar to aa distinctive part
part of
of the
uniform of any of the armed forces of the United States,
States, Public
Health Service
Service or any auxiliary
than
Health
auxiliary of
of such, shall
shall be
be fined
fined not
not more
more than
$250 or imprisoned not more
more than
than six
six months, or
or both.".
both.".
(b) All that part of section 125 of the Act of
of June
June 3,
3, 1916
1916 (ch.
(ch.
134, 39 Stat.
Stat. 216; 10 U. S. C., sec. 1393),
1393), as amended, which
which follows
follows
the first paragraph of such section,
amended to read as follows:
section, is amended
follows:
provisions of this section shall apply
"The provisions
apply to
to the
the Canal
Canal Zone,
Zone, Guam,
American Samoa,
Virgin Islands,
all other
American
Samoa, and the
the Virgin
Islands, as
as well
well as to
to all
other places
places
jurisdiction of the United
United States.
within the jurisdiction
States.
"Hereafter, upon the discharge
discharge or
furlough to
to the
the reserve
reserve of
of an
"Hereafter,
or furlough
an
enlisted man, all uniform outer clothing then in his possession,
possession, except
except
such articles as he may be permitted
from the
permitted to
to wear
wear from
the place
place of
of termitermination of his active service to
as authorized
authorized by
this section,
to his
his home,
home, as
by this
section,
will be retained
retained for military use: Provided,
Provided, That upon the
the release
from Federal service of an enlisted man
National Guard
man of
of the National
Guard called
called
as such into the service
States, all
clothservice of
of the United States,
all uniform
uniform outer
outer clothing then in his possession
possession shall be taken up and accounted
accounted for as propGuard of the
to which
the enlisted
enlisted
erty issued to the
the National
National Guard
the State to
which the
man belongs, in the manner prescribed
prescribed by section sixty-seven
sixty-seven of this
Provided further,
Act: Provided
discharged
further, That when an
an enlisted
enlisted man
man is
is discharged
otherwise than honorably, all
all uniform
uniform outer
in his
his possession
possession
otherwise
outer clothing
clothing in
shall be retained for military use, and, when authorized
by regulaauthorized by
regulations prescribed
prescribed by the
or the
Secretary of
of the
the Secretary of
of the
the Army
Army or
the Secretary
the
Navy,
a suit of citizen's outer clothing to cost not exceeding
Navy, a
exceeding $15 may
may
be issued to such enlisted
enlisted man: And provided
further, That officers
officers
provided further,
and members of any national home for veterans administered
the
administered by
by the
Veterans' Administration
Veterans'
Administration may wear such uniforms as the Secretary
Secretary
of the Army or the Secretary of the Navy may authorize.".
authorize.".

10 U.
C., Supp.
Supp.
U. S.
S. C..
H,
II, §§1393.
1393.
Past,
110.
Post, p.
p. 110.

Disposition upon
upon rerelease from
from active
active
service.
service.

92
62 Stat. 732.
732.
18 U. S.
S. C., Supp.
Supp.
II,
II, §704.
§ 704.

62 Stat. 732.
U. S. C.,
C., Supp.
Supp.
18 U.
II, §
§706.
706.
11,

62 Stat. 749.
Supp.
18 U. S. C.,
C., Supp.
II, prec.
II,
prec. *1001.
§1001.

749.
62 Stat. 749.
18
18 U.
U. S. C.,
C., Sum
Supp.
II, prec.
prec. §1001.
1001.

62 Stat. 750.
750.
18 U. S.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
Supp.
H,
§1006.
II, § 1006.

62
752.
62 Stat.
Stat. 752.
18 U. S.
S. C., Supp.
Supp.
II,
1014.
II, §
§ 1014.

62 Stat.
Stat. 755.
755.
18 U. S.
C., Supp.
S. C.,
Supp.
I, §1025.
S 1025.

62 Stat. 755.
U. S.
C., Supp.
Supp.
18 U.
S. C.,
II, §1073.
1073.
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S
EC. 16.
of title
United States
Code, exclusive
exclusive of
the
SEC.
16. Section
Section 704
704 of
title 18,
18, United
States Code,
of the
catchline
is amended
amended to
to read
read as
as follows:
follows:
catchline to
to such section,
section, is
"Whoever
sells any
decoration or
"Whoever knowingly wears,
wears, manufactures,
manufactures, or
or sells
any decoration
or
medal authorized by Congress for the
the United
United
the armed
armed forces
forces of
of the
States, or any of the service
service medals or
or badges
badges awarded
awarded to
to the
the members
members
of such forces, or the ribbon, button,
such badge,
badge,
button, or rosette
rosette of any
any such
decoration or medal, or any
except when
any colorable
colorable imitation thereof, except
when
authorized
authorized under regulations made pursuant
pursuant to
law, shall
shall be
to law,
be fined
fined
not more than $250
$250 or imprisoned
imprisoned not more than six months,
months, or
or both.".
both.".
SEC.
S
EC. 17. The second paragraph of section 706
United
706 of
of title 18,
18, United
States Code, is amended
amended by striking out "the Army
sanitary
Army and
and Navy sanitary
authorities", and
inserting in
lieu thereof
thereof "the
"the sanitary
sanitary
and hospital authorities",
and inserting
in lieu
authorities of
of the
forces".
and hospital authorities
the armed
armed forces".
SEC.
SEC. 18. The analysis of chapter 47 of title 18, United States
States Code,
immediately
immediately preceding
preceding section 1001 of such title, is
amended by strikis amended
striking out the word "Acknowledgement"
"Acknowledgement" in item 1016, and
in
and inserting in
thereof the
lieu thereof
the word "Acknowledgment".
"Acknowledgment".
SEC.
SEC. 19. The analysis of chapter
chapter 47
47 of
of title 18, United States
States Code,
Code,
immediately preceding
preceding section
such title,
further amended
immediately
section 1001 of such
title, is
is further
amended
by striking out the word "offices"
"offices" in
and inserting
lieu
in item
item 1019,
1019, and
inserting in
in lieu
thereof
thereof the word "officers".
"officers".
SEC.
SEC. 20. Section 1006 of title 18, United States Code,
is amended
Code, is
amended
by inserting after the words "Farmers'
"Farmers' Home
folHome Corporation,",
Corporation,", the
the following: "the Secretary of
through the
Farmers'
of Agriculture
Agriculture acting
acting through
the Farmers'
Administration,".
Home Administration,".
SEC.
SEC. 21. Section 1014 of title 18, United States Code, is amended
amended
by inserting after the words "Farmers'
"Farmers' Home Corporation,",
Corporation,", the
the following:
lowing: "the Secretary of Agriculture
Farmers'
Agriculture acting through
through the
the Farmers'
Home Administration,".
Administration,".
SEC.
SEC. 22. Section 1025 of title 18, United States Code, is amended
amended by
by
striking out, after the word "false",
it first
first appears
near the
"false", where
where it
appears near
the
beginning of such section, the word "presense,"
"presense," and
and inserting
inserting in lieu
lieu
thereof the word "pretense,".
"pretense,".
SEC.
S
EC. 23. Title 18, United States Code, is further amended
amended by inserting immediately
immediately following section 1073 thereof, a
a new chapter, to
to be
be
composed of sections 1081-1083,
follows:
1081-1083, as
as follows:
"Sec.
"Sec.

1081.
1081.
1082.
1082.
1083.

"Gambling ship."
ship."
"Gambling
"Gambling estabestab"Gambling
lishment."
lishment."

"Vessel."
"VesseL"

"American vesseL"
"American
vessel."

[63 STAT.
STAT.
[63

"CIIAPTER
"CHAPTER 50.-GAMBLING
50.—GAMBLING
Definitions.
Definitions.
Gambling
Gambling ships.
ships.
Transportation
Transportation between
between shore
penalties.
shore and
and ship;
ship; penalties.

Definitions
"§ 1081. Definitions
"As used in this chapter:
chapter:
"The term 'gambling
a vessel used principally
'gambling ship'
ship' means a
principally for
for the
the
operation of one or more gambling establishments.
establishments.
"The term 'gambling establishment'
establishment' means any common gaming or
gambling establishment operated for the purpose of gaming or
or
gambling
gambling, including accepting, recording,
recording, or registering
registering bets, or carrying on aa policy game or any other lottery, or playing any game of
of
chance, for money or other
other thing of
of value.
value.
"The term 'vessel'
'vessel' includes every kind of water and air
or
air craft
craft or
other contrivance
contrivance used or capable of being used as a
of transtransa means
means of
portation
portation on water, or on water and in the air, as well as any ship,
boat, barge,
barge, or other water craft or any structure capable
capable of floating
on the
on
the water.
water.
"The term 'American
'American vessel' means any vessel documented
documented or numbered under the laws of the United
United States; and includes any vessel
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which
which is neither documented
United
documented or numbered
numbered under
under the laws of
of the
the United
States nor documented
documented under
under the laws of any foreign
foreign country,
country, if
if
such vessel is owned by, chartered
chartered to, or otherwise
controlled by one
otherwise controlled
or more citizens or residents of the
corporations
the United States or
or corporations
organized under the laws of the
organized
State.
the United
United States or
or of any State.
Ships
"§ 1082. Gambling Ships
"(a)
"
(a) It
It shall be unlawful for any citizen or
or resident
resident of the
the United
United
States, or any other person who is on an American
American vessel or is
is otherotherwise under or within the jurisdiction
jurisdiction of the
States, directly
directly
the United
United States,
indirectly—
or indirectly"(1) to set up, operate,
"(1)
operate, or own or hold any interest
interest in any gamgambling ship or any gambling
establishment on
on any
gambling ship;
gambling establishment
any gambling
ship;
or
"(2) in pursuance of the operation of any
any gambling
gambling establishestablishment on any gambling
gambling ship, to
conduct or
or deal
gambling game,
to conduct
deal any
any gambling
game,
or to conduct or operate any gambling
gambling device, or
entice,
or to
to induce, entice,
solicit, or permit any person to
establishto bet
bet or
or play at
at any
any such
such establishment,
if such gambling ship is on the high seas, or is
is an
an American
American vessel
vessel or
or
otherwise under or within the jurisdiction
and
jurisdiction of the United
United States, and
jurisdiction of any State.
is not within the jurisdiction
State.
"(b) Whoever
"(b)
Whoever violates the provisions
provisions of subsection (a)
(a) of
of this
section shall be fined not more than $10,000 or imprisoned
imprisoned not
not more
more
than two years, or both.
both.
"(c) Whoever, being (1)
"(c)
(1) the owner
owner of
American vessel,
vessel, or
or
of an
an American
(2) the owner of any vessel under or within
(2)
of the
the
within the jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
United States, or (3)
(3) the owner of any vessel
vessel and being an
an American
American
citizen, shall use, or knowingly
knowingly permit the use of, such vessel
vessel in
in violation of any provision of this section
addition to
to any
section shall,
shall, in
in addition
any other
other
penalties provided
provided by this chapter, forfeit
forfeit such vessel,
vessel, together
together with
with
her tackle,
tackle, apparel, and furniture,
furniture, to the United
United States.

Transportation
Transportation between
between shore and ship; penalties
penalties
"(a) It
It shall be
unlawful to
or to
to permit
permit the
the opera"(a)
be unlawful
to operate
operate or use,
use, or
operation or use of, a
carriage or
or transportation,
transportation, or
or for
any
a vessel for the carriage
for any
part of the carriage
carriage or transportation,
or indirectly,
transportation, either
either directly
directly or
indirectly, of
of
any passengers, for hire or otherwise,
point or
place withi
otherwise, between
between a
a point
or place
withinn
a gambling ship which is not within the juristhe United States and a
jurisdiction of any State. This section does not apply to any carriage
carriage or
or
transportation
transportation to or from a
vessel in
in case
case of
of emergency
emergency involving
involving the
the
a vessel
safety or protection
protection of life
life or
or property.
property.
"(b) The Secretary
Treasury shall prescribe
Secretary of the Treasury
prescribe necessary
necessary and
reasonable rules and regulations to enforce this section
prevent
section and to prevent
violations of its provisions.
"For the operation
operation or use of any vessel in violation
violation of this section
section
or of any rule or regulation issued hereunder, the owner or charterer
charterer
of such vessel shall be subject to a
acivil penalty of $200 for
for each
each passenger carried or transported
transported in violation
violation of such provisions,
the
provisions, and the
master or other person in charge of such vessel shall be subject to a
a
civil penalty of $300. Such penalty shall constitute
constitute aa lien on
on such
such
vessel, and proceedings to enforce such lien may be brought summarily
by way of libel in any court of the United States having jurisdiction
jurisdiction
thereof. The Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury
Treasury may mitigate or remit any of
of
the penalties provided by this section
he deems
deems
section on such terms
terms as
as he
proper.".
proper.".
S
E°. 24. Section 1114 of
Code is
amended
SEO.
of title
title 18, United
United States Code,
is amended
the word;
by striking out,
out, after
after "correctional institution,",
institution,", the
words "any
"any officer,
officer,

Forfeiture of vessel.
vessel.

"§ 1083.
1083.

Rules
regulaRules and
and regula.
tions.

62 Stat.
Stat. 756.
756.
18 U. S. C., Snpp.
Supp.
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62 Stat.
Stat. 757.
757.
18 U.
U. S.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
18
I
I,
11151.
II, § 1151.
62
Stat. 758,
758, 759.
62 Stat.
7.
18 U.
U. S.
C., 59.
Supp.
18
S. C.,
II, §§
II,
§§ 1154,
1154, 1156.
1156
62
62 Stat.
Stat. 758.
758.
18 U.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
18
U. S.
Supp.
1153.
I, §
§1153.

62
Stat. 758.
758.
62 Stat.
upp.
18
S.C.,
18 U.
U. S.
C., Supp.
I
I,
§
1154
(b).
II, 1154 (b).

62 Stat.
62
Stat. 758.
758.
18 U.
18
U. S.
Supp.
8S.C.,
C., supp.
II,
1154.
II, §§1154.
"
I
ndian country."
"Indian
count tr y."

62
62 Stat.
Stat. 759.
759.
supp.
18 U.
U. S.
C., Supp.
18
S. C.,
• §1156.
1156.
I,

82
Stat. 759.
759.
62 Stat.
18 U.
U. S.
S. C.,
C,, S
upp.
18
Supp.
II,
1157.
II, §
11157.
62
Stat. 760.
62 Stat.
760.
18 U.
S. C.,
18
U. S.
C., Supp.
•
1231.
II, §§1231.
62 Stat.
Stat. 761.
761.
62
18
S. C.,
18 U.
U. S.
C., Supp.
II,
II, §
§1261.
1261.
62 Stat.
761.
62
Stat. 761.
18
Supp.
18 U.
U. S.
S. C.
C., supp.
1262.
1262.
II, §

62 Stat.
62
Stat. 762.
762.
18 U.
U. S.
C., Supp.
18
S. C.,
• prec.
pree. f
II,
1 1301.
1301.

62
62 Stat.
Stat. 763.
763.
18
18 U.
S. C.,
C.
U. S.
IT.,
1341.
1, §1341.
62
Stat. 765.
765.
62 Stat.
18 U.
8. C
18
U. 8.
C.,.,
•
g1384.
II,11384.
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employee, agent, or other person in
customs or
or of
of the
the
in the
the service
service of
of the
the customs
internal revenue,", and inserting in lieu
the words
words "any
"any
lieu thereof
thereof the
officer, employee or agent of the customs or of
internal revenue
or
of the
the internal
revenue or
any person assisting him in the
execution of
of his
his duties,".
the execution
duties,".
S
EC. 25.
25. Section
1151 of
of title
18, United
United States
Code, is
amended
SEC.
Section 1151
title 18,
States Code,
is amended
by striking out the word "The"
"The" at the beginning
beginning of
of the
the section,
section, and
and
inserting in lieu thereof the following: "Except
"Except as
as otherwise
otherwise provided
provided
in sections
this title,
the".
sections 1154 and 1156
1156 of
of this
title, the".
SEC.
26. Section 1153 of title 18, United States Code, is amended
S
EC. 26.
amended by
by
striking out the second and third
thereof and
and inserting
inserting
third paragraphs
paragraphs thereof
in lieu thereof
thereof the
the following:
following:
"As used in this section, the offense of rape
be defined
defined in
in
rape shall
shall be
accordance
accordance with the laws of the State in
the offense
offense was
in which
which the
was comcommitted, and any Indian who commits
the offense
of rape
rape upon
upon any
any
commits the
offense of
female Indian within the Indian country,
shall be
imprisoned at
at the
country, shall
be imprisoned
the
discretion of
of the court.
court.
"As
"As used in this section, the offense of burglary
shall be
be defined
burglary shall
defined and
and
punished
punished in accordance
accordance with the
of the
in which
such
the laws
laws of
the State
State in
which such
offense was committed.".
committed.".
SEC. 27.
of section
title 18,
United States
States
SEC.
27. (a)
(a) Subsection
Subsection (b)
(b) of
section 1154
1154 of
of title
18, United
Code, is amended
amended by striking out
"War Department",
out the
the words
words "War
Department",
wherever
wherever such words appear in such subsection,
subsection, and
and inserting
inserting in
in lieu
lieu
Army".
thereof the words
words "Department
"Department of
of the
the Army".
(b) Section
1154 of
of such
such title
title 18
is further
further amended
by adding
(b)
Section 1154
18 is
amended by
adding
at the end thereof a
subsection (c)
a new subsection
(c),,as
as follows:
follows:
"(c)
The
term
'Indian
"(c) The term 'Indian country'
country' as used in this section does not
not
include fee-patented
non-Indian communities or rights-of-way
fee-patented lands in non-Indian
rights-of-way
reservations, and this
through Indian reservations,
section does
does not
not apply
such
this section
apply to
to such
lands or rights-of-way
rights-of-way in the absence
absence of
statute extending
extending
of a
a treaty
treaty or
or statute
the Indian liquor
liquor laws
laws thereto.".
thereto.".
SEc. 28.
Section 1156
of title
States Code,
Code, is
amended
SEC.
28. Section
1156 of
title 18,
18, United
United States
is amended
by adding aaparagraph
paragraph at the end thereof
thereof as
follows:
as follows:
"The
"The term 'Indian
'Indian country' as used in this
not include
this section does
does not
include
fee-patented lands in non-Indian
non-Indian communities or
rights-of-way
or rights-of-way
reservations, and this section does not
through Indian reservations,
apply to
not apply
to such
such
lands or rights-of-way
rights-of-way in the absence
absence of a
a treaty or statute
statute extending
extending
the Indian liquor laws thereto.".
thereto.".
SEC. 29.
second
paragraph of
section 1157
of title
title 18,
18, United
SEc.
29. The
The second paragraph
of section
1157 of
United
States Code, is amended
amended by striking
striking out the words
"Secretary of
of War",
War",
words "Secretary
and inserting in lieu thereof the words "Secretary
"Secretary of the Army".
The second
SEC. 30. The
second paragraph
of section
section 1231
of title
18, United
United
paragraph of
1231 of
title 18,
States Code, is amended by striking out the words
or travels",
travels", and
words "in
"in or
and
inserting in lieu thereof the words "or
in".
"r travels
travels in"
SEC.
18, United
S
EC. 31. Section 1261 of title 18,
States Code,
Code, is
amended
United States
is amended
by striking out the symbol"
symbol " (d)
by
(d) ", at the beginning of
subof the
the second
second subsection of such section, and inserting in lieu thereof
symbol" (b)
".
thereof the
the symbol
(b) ".
SEC.
S
EC. 32. The last paragraph
of section
of title
18, United
paragraph of
section 1262
1262 of
title 18,
United
States Code, is amended by striking out, immediately
immediately after "Terri"Territories,",
and inserting
in lieu
lieu thereof
word
tories,, the
the word
word "District,",
"District,", and
inserting in
thereof the
the word
"Districts,".
"Districts,".

SEC.
analysis of
SEC. 33. The analysis
of chapter
of title
18, United
States Code,
Code,
chapter 61
61 of
title 18,
United States

immediately
immediately preceding section 1301 of such title, is amended by strik"at" in
inserting in
in lieu
lieu thereof
the
ing out
out the
the word "at"
in item
item 1303,
1303, and
and inserting
thereof the
word "as".
word
as.
Supp.
E
SEC.
SEC. 34. Section 1341
United States
Code, is
1341 of title 18,
18, United
States Code,
is amended
amended
by striking out, after "dispose",
"dispose", the word, "or,",
"or,", as
in such
as contained
contained in
such
section,
section, and inserting in lieu thereof the word, "of,"
"of,".
B
Sapp.
1s p.
SEC.
irst paragraph
paragraph of section 1384 of
S
EC. 35. (a)
(a) The first
title 18,
18, United
United
of title
States Code, is amended by
out all
paragraph precedby striking
striking out
all of
of such
such paragraph
preceding the word "whoever",
ing
"whoever", and inserting
inserting in lieu thereof: "Within
such
'Withinsuch
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reasonable distance of any military or naval camp, station, fort,
fort, post,
post,
yard, base, cantonment, training
training or mobilization
mobilization place as the Secretary of the Army, the Secretary of the Navy, the Secretary
Secretary of
the
of the
Air Force, or any two or all of them shall determine to be
be needful
needful to
to
the efficiency, health,
health, and welfare
welfare of the Army, the Navy, or the Air
general orders or bulletins,".
Force, and shall designate
designate and publish in general
bulletins,".

(b) The second paragraph
paragraph of such section
by striksection 1384 is amended
amended by
strik-

62
Stat. 765.
62 Stat.
765.

S. C.,
18 U. S.
ing out the words "The Secretaries
Secretaries of the Army and Navy", and
and inin- , §§1384.
1384.
serting in lieu thereof "The Secretaries
Secretaries of the Army, Navy, and Air
Air
Force".
Force.
(c)
paragraph of such section
62
(c) The third paragraph
section 1384 is amended
amended by striking
Stat. 765.
62 Stat.
765.
18 U. S. C.,
out the words "War
"War or Navy Department",
Department", and inserting
lieu In,
inserting in
in lieu
38i4.
II, §
§1384.
"Departments of the Army, Navy, or
thereof: "Departments
or Air
Air Force".

SEC.
States Code,
S
EC. 36. The analysis of chapter 77 of title 18, United States
Code,
immediately preceding section 1581 of such title, is amended by
by strikstriking out the comma
comma following
following the word "Peonage",
"Peonage", in item 1581, and
and
inserting
a semicolon.
inserting in lieu thereof a
SEC.
(a) Subsection (a)
(a) of section
SEC. 37. (a)
section 1703
of title
18, United
1703 of
title 18,
United States
States
Code, is amended
amended by striking out, after "Postmaster
"Postmaster General;
General; or",
or",
"secrets,", and inserting
the word "secrets,",
inserting in lieu thereof
the word
"secretes,".
thereof the
word "secretes,".
(b) The second paragraph
paragraph of subsection
subsection (b)
(b)
such section
section 1703
is
(b) of
of such
1703 is
amended by striking out the word "newspaper"
"newspaper" and inserting in lieu
lieu
thereof the word
thereof
word "newspapers".
"newspapers".
SEC.
S
EC. 38. Section
Section 1705 of title 18, United States Code, exclusive
exclusive of
of
catchline of such section,
section, is
the catchline
is amended
amended to
to read
read as
follows:
as follows:
"Whoever willfully or maliciously injures, tears
tears down or
or destroys
destroys
any letter box or other receptacle
receptacle intended
intended or used
receipt
used for
for the receipt
or delivery of mail on any mail route, or
open the
the same
same or
or
or breaks
breaks open
willfully or maliciously injures, defaces or destroys any mail deposited
deposited
therein, shall be fined not more than $1,000 or
or imprisoned
not more
more
imprisoned not
than three years.".
SEC.
paragraph of section
SEC. 39. The third paragraph
section 1708
1708 of
title 18,
18, United
of title
United
States Code, is amended
immediately after
amended by striking out, immediately
after "Who"Whoever" at the beginning
beginning of such paragraph,
paragraph, the word "buy",
"buy", and insertinserting in lieu thereof the word
word "buys".
"buys".
SEC. 40. The second sentence
sentence of the first paragraph
paragraph of
of section
section 1715
1715
of title 18,
amended (1)
(1) by inserting,
18, United States Code, is amended
inserting, immediimmediately after the word "Navy,",
"Navy,", the words "Air Force,";
Force,"; and (2)
(2) by
by
striking
striking out the word Officers'
Officers' ", preceding
preceding the words "Reserve
Corps",
"Reserve Corps",
and inserting in lieu thereof
thereof the word "Organized".
"Organized".
SEC.
(a) The analysis
91 of
SEC. 41. (a)
analysis of chapter
chapter 91
of title
title 18,
18, United
United States
States
Code, immediately
immediately preceding section
such title,
title, is
section 1851 of such
is amended
amended
by striking out the number "1959.", preceding
preceding and
line
and on
on the
the same
same line
with the words "Surveys interrupted", and inserting in lieu thereof
thereof
the number "1859.".
"1859.".
(b) Such analysis is further amended
amended by inserting, immediately
immediately
after and underneath
underneath item 1862, the following new item:
item:
"1863. Trespass on national forest lands.".
SEC.
is amended
amended by
SEC. 42. Section 1859 of title 18, United States
States Code, is
striking out the words "Commissioner of the General Land
Land Office",
Office", and
and§
inserting
inserting in lieu thereof the words "Director
"Director of
of the
the Bureau
Bureau of
of Land
Land
Management,".
Management,".
SEC.
SEC. 43. Title 18, United States Code,
Code is further amended
insertamended by
by inserting, immediately
1862 of such title, a
a new section, to
immediately following section 1862
be designated as
as section
section 1863,
1863, as
as follows:
follows:

"§ 1863. Trespass on national forest lands
"Whoever, without lawful authority or permission,
"Whoever,
permission, goes
goes upon
upon any
any
national-forest
national-forest land while it
pursuant to
to lawful
it is closed to
to the public pursuant
lawful

Stat. 772.

62
62 Stat. 772.

U. S. C.
n,18pree.
§158
pree. §
1581.

Supp.
upp

Supp.
sup
p

Supp.

Supp

62 Stat.
Stat. 778.
778.
62
18 U. S. C., Supp.
II, *1703 (a).

r1i8.
1703

62 Stat.
Stat. 778.
62
77818 U. S. C.,
II, §§1703 (b).
(b). '

Su(a).

Supp.

62 Stat.
tat. 779.
62
770

18 U. B.
S. C., Supp.
Supp.
II, §
§1705.
1705.
II,

62 Stat. 779.

62
tsta.
t77
18 U. S. C., Supp.
II, §1708.
II,
62 Stat. 781.
61
Stat. 78u.
18 U. S. C.,
1715.
II, 1 1715.

Supp.

62 Stat. 787.
up
18 Sst.
U. 8.787.
C., Supp.
prec. I1851. upp.
n, preU8.§

62 Stat.
789. .
e2
stat 789

.

18 U. S. C., Supp.
, 1859.
s159.

789.
622 Stat.
tat. 789.
18 U. S. C., Sapp.
npp
II, i*180.
1862.
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62
62 Stat.
Stat. 797.
797.
18 U.
U. S.
C., Supp.
18
S. C.,
Supp.
II, §
2117.
II,
§ 2117.

62 Stat.
62
Stat. 806.
806.
18
U. S.
Supp.
18 U.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
II, §
2314.
II,
§ 2314.

62 Stat.
62
Stat. 811.
811.
18
U. S.
Stipp.
18 U.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
II, §2387
(b).
§2387 ()).
62 Stat.
Stat. 812.
62
812.
18
S. C.,
Supp.
18 U.
U. S.
C., Supp.
II,
2421.
II, §§2421.
62 Stat.
Stat. 818.
62
818.
18
U. S.
S. C.,
Supp.
18 U.
C., Supp.
3057 (a).
(a).
I, §§3057

62 Stat.
62
Stat. 823.
823.
18
U. S. C
C. Supp.
Supp.
18 U.S.
II, §3185
3185 (2),
(2), ().
(3).
II,

62 Stat.
62
Stat. 827.
827.
18 U.
U. S.
C.,
18
S. C.,
• §
3240.
§ 3240.
II,
62
62 Stat.
Stat. 889.
889.
28 U.
28
U. S.
C.,
8. C.,
H, §
119.
II,
§ 119.
62
62 Stat.
Stat. 827.
827.
18 U.
U. S.
C.,
18
8. C.,
• §
3242.
§ 3242.
II,

Supp.
Supp.
Supp.
Supp.
Supp.
Supp.

62
62 Stat.
Stat. 834.
834.
18 U.
U. S.
C., Stipp.
18
8. C.,
Supp.
3491.
II, §
§3491.

62
62 Stat.
Stat. 834.
834.
18 U.
U. 8.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
18
Supp.
§
3491.
n, § 3491.
62 Stat.
62
Stat. 834.
834.
18 U.
S. C.,
18
U. S.
C., Supp.
Supp.
(a),
II, §§3492
3492 (a).

62
Stat. 836.
836.
62 Stat.
18
U. S.
18 U.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
Supp.
II,
(a).
II, §§3495
3495 (a).

62
Stat. 840.
840.
62 Stat.
18 U.
18
Stipp.
U. S.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
§
3612.
n, § 3612.
62 Stat.
Stat. 842.
62
842.
18 U.
18
C. S.
C., Supp.
Supp.
S. C.,
•
3653.
11 §
13683.
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regulation of the Secretary
Secretary of Agriculture,
fined not
not more
more
Agriculture, shall
shall be
be fined
than $500 or imprisoned
imprisoned not
not more
six months,
more than
than six
months, or
or both.".
both.".
SEC.
S
EC. 44. Section 2117 of title 18,
18, United States
States Code,
Code, i
issamended
amended by
by
inserting at the end thereof aanew paragraph
paragraph as
as follows:
follows:
"A judgment
judgment of
merits under
under the
the laws
laws
of conviction
conviction or
or acquittal
acquittal on
on the
the merits
of any State shall be aabar to
this section
for
to any prosecution
prosecution under
under this
section for
the same
or acts.".
the
same act
act or
acts.".

SEC.
paragraph of section 2314 of title 18,
SEC. 45. The first paragraph
United States
States
18, United

Code, is
to read
follows:
Code,
is amended
amended to
read as
as follows:
"Whoever transports
"Whoever
transports in interstate or foreign
foreign commerce
goods,
commerce any
any goods,
wares, merchandise,
securities or
merchandise, securities
of $5,000
or
or money,
money, of
of the
the value
value of
$5,000 or
more, knowing the same
same to
to have
have been
been stolen,
or taken
taken by
stolen, converted
converted or
by
fraud; or".
or".
fraud;

SEC.
SEC. 46. Subsection
Subsection (b) of section 2387
United States
States
2387 of title
title 18,
18, United

Code,
inserting, immediately
immediately after
Code, is amended
amended by inserting,
after "Navy,"
"Navy," and
and precedpreceding "Marine
Corps", the
words "Air
"Air Force,".
Force,".
"Marine Corps",
the words
SEC.
paragraph of
of section
SEC. 47. The second
second paragraph
section 2421
2421 of
of title
title 18,
18, United
United
is amended
amended by
States Code, is
by striking
after "such
to", the
striking out,
out, after
"such person
person to",
the
word "induct,",
"induct,", and inserting
in lieu
inserting in
lieu thereof
the word
"induce,".
thereof the
word "induce,".

SEC.
SEC. 48. Subsection
Subsection (a) of section 3057 of title 18, United
States
United States

Code, is amended
amended by striking out,
immediately after
out, immediately
after "bankruptcy
"bankruptcy
laws" in the
the first sentence
sentence of
of such
subsection, the
the words
words "or
laws",
such subsection,
"or laws",

and inserting in lieu thereof the words "or
"or other
of the
other laws
laws of
the
United States".
United
States'.
SEC.
(3) of section 3185 of title
S
EC. 49. Subdivisions (2)
(2) and (3)
18,
title 18,
United States Code, are amended
amended to
to read
read as
as follows:
follows:
"(2)
"(2) Counterfeiting
Counterfeiting or altering money, or
or uttering
or bringing
into
uttering or
bringing into
circulation
circulation counterfeit
counterfeit or
or altered
altered money;
money;
"(3) Counterfeiting
certificates or coupons of
"(3)
Counterfeiting certificates
of public
public indebtedness,
indebtedness,
bank notes, or other instruments of public credit, and the utterance
or
utterance or
circulation of
same;".
circulation
of the
the same;".
SEC.
SEC. 50. Section 3240 of title 18, United States Code, is amended
amended by
by
striking out the second sentence reading as
"The transfer
transfer of
of
as follows:
follows: "The
such prosecutions shall be made in the manner provided
provided in
in section
section 119
119
of Title 28.".
28.".
SEC.
S
EC. 51. Section 3242 of title 18, United States
Code, is
amended by
States Code,
is amended
by
striking out the words "within any Indian reservation,
including
reservation, including
rights-of-way running through the reservation,",
reservation,", and inserting
rights-of-way
inserting in
in lieu
lieu
thereof the words "within
the Indian
Indian country".
"within the
country".
SEC.
52. (a)
S
EC. 52.
(a) Section 3491 of title 18, United
United States Code, is
is
amended
striking out
the reference
referen ce "
sec ti on 695e",
695 e", i
mme di ate l
y
amended by
by striking
out the
"section
immediately
preceding "of
'of Title 28", in the two places where such reference
preceding
reference
appears, and inserting
appears,
inserting in lieu thereof the reference
reference "section 1741".
1741".

(b) Such section 3491 is further
further amended by
by striking
striking out
out the
the
reference
reference "section 695", immediately
immediately preceding
preceding "of
and
"of Title
Title 28",
28", and
inserting
inserting in lieu thereof
thereof the
the reference
reference "section
1732".
"section 1732".
SEC.
53. The first sentence
subsection (a)
(a) of
of section
S
EC. 53.
sentence of subsection
section 3492
3492 of
of
title 18, United States Code,
Code, is
is amended
amended by
by striking
striking out
out the
the reference
reference
section 695", immediately
preceding "of
"section
immediately preceding
Title 28",
28", and
and inserting
inserting in
in
"of Title
lieu thereof the reference
reference "section
"section 1732".
1732".
SEC.
S
EC. 54.
54. The
The first sentence of subsection
subsection (a)
(a) of section
section 3495
3495 of
of
title
title 18,
18, United States Code, is amended
amended by
by striking
striking out
out the
the reference
reference
"section
"section 127", immediately preceding
preceding "of
Title 22",
"of Title
22", and
and inserting
inserting in
in
lieu thereof the reference
reference "section
"section 1201".
1201".
SEC.
55. Section
States Code,
S
.EC. 55.
Section 3612 of title 18, United States
Code, is
is amended
by
amended by

striking out the reference
852 of Title 28",
reference "section sn
28", and
and inserting
in
inserting in
lieu thereof
reference "section
"section 2042 of
of Title
Title 28".
lieu
thereof the reference
28".
SEC.
Section 3653 of title 18, United States Code,
SEC. 56.
56. Section
Code, is
is amended
amended to
to
read as
as follows:
follows:
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arrest of
of probationer
Report of probation officer and arrest

"When directed
by the
court, the
probation officer shall
to the
report to
shall report
the probation
the court,
directed by
"When
court, with
statement of
conduct of
probationer while on proof the
the probationer
of the
the conduct
with aastatement
court,
bation. The
court may
thereupon discharge
discharge the
probationer from
from
the probationer
may thereupon
The court
bation.
further
terminate the
proceedings against him,
the proceedings
and may terminate
supervision and
further supervision
or may
may extend
probation, as shall
seem advisable.
shall seem
extend the
the probation,
or
"Whenever
during the
the period
his probation,
probation, a
aprobationer
hereprobationer hereof his
period of
"Whenever during
tofore or
hereafter placed
on probation,
from the
district in
in which
which
the district
goes from
probation, goes
placed on
or hereafter
tofore
he is
being supervised
supervised to
to another
jurisdiction over him may
another district, jurisdiction
is being
he
be transferred,
the discretion
discretion of
of the
the court,
from the court for the
court, from
in the
transferred, in
be
district
which he
to the
the court
court for
the other
district, with
other district,
for the
he goes
goes to
from which
district from
the concurrence
Thereupon the court for the
court. Thereupon
latter court.
concurrence of the latter
the
district to which jurisdiction
jurisdiction is transferred
transferred shall have all power with
district
respect
probationer that
was previously
possessed by
by the
court
the court
previously possessed
that was
to the
the probationer
respect to
for
the district from which the transfer is made, except that the period
for the
of
be changed
changed without
without the
consent of
the sentencing
sentencing
of the
the consent
shall not
not be
of probation
probation shall
court. This process
may be repeated whensame conditions may
under the
the same
process under
court.
ever
probationer goes from the
the probationer
of his
his probation
probation the
period of
the period
ever during
during the
district in which he is
supervised to another district.
is being supervised
district
"At
any time
time within
within the
probation period,
the probation
probation officer
may
officer may
period, the
the probation
"At any
for
a warrant.
arrest the probationer wherever found, without a
for cause arrest
At any
any time
within the
probation period,
period, or
maximum prothe maximum
or within
within the
the probation
time within
At
bation
of this
this title, the court for the
permitted by section 3651 of
bation period permitted
district
which the
the probationer
is being
being supervised
supervised or
no
or if he is no
probationer is
in which
district in
longer
under supervision,
supervision, the court for the district in which he was
longer under
last
under supervision,
may issue
warrant for
arrest for
for violation
violation
for his
his arrest
a warrant
issue a
supervision, may
last under
of probation
warrant
during the probation period. Such warrant
occurring during
of
probation occurring
may be
probation officer or the United
in any
any district
district by the probation
executed in
may
be executed
States marshal
marshal of
of the
the district
warrant was issued or of
the warrant
in which
which the
district in
States
probationer
If the probationer
in which
which the probationer is found. If
any district in
shall
be arrested
any district
district other
than that in which
he was
was last
which he
other than
in any
arrested in
shall be
supervised,
be returned
to the
the district
district in
the warrant
warrant
which the
in which
returned to
he shall
shall be
supervised, he
was
issued, unless
unless jurisdiction
him is
is transferred
proas above
above protransferred as
over him
jurisdiction over
was issued,
vided
in which
is found,
found, and in that case he shall
which he
he is
to the
the district
district in
vided to
be
detained pending
pending further
further proceedings
proceedings in such district.
be detained
"As
as possible
arrest the
the probationer
be taken
taken
shall be
probationer shall
after arrest
possible after
speedily as
"As speedily
before
the court
court for
for the
district havine
over him.
him. Therejurisdiction over
having, jurisdiction
the district
before the
upon
may revoke
the probation
probation and
to serve
serve
him to
and require
require him
revoke the
court may
upon the
the court
the
sentence imposed,
any lesser
sentence, and, if imposition
imposition of
or any
lesser sentence,
the sentence
imposed, or
sentence
any sentence
origimight origiwhich might
sentence which
may impose
impose any
was suspended,
suspended may
sentence was
been imposed.".
imposed.".
have been
nally have
SE°. 57.
The fifth
fifth paragraph
paragraph of
section 3656
United
of title 18,
18, United
3656 of
of section
SEC.
57. The
States Code,
amended by
by inserting,
inserting, immediately
immediately after
after the
the word
word
is amended
States
Code, is
"supervision",
words "and
"and direction".
direction".
the words
"supervision", the
S
EC. 58.
(a) The
The second
paragraph of
of section
3731 of
of title
United
title 18,
18, United
section 3731
second paragraph
SEC.
58. (a)
States Code,
Code, is
is amended
striking out
out the
word "validity",
which
"validity", which
the word
by striking
amended by
States
immediately follows
"upon the",
the", and inserting in lieu thereof the
follows "upon
immediately
"invalidity".
word "invalidity".
(b) The
fifth paragraph
of section
section 3731
3731 of
such title
title is
is amended
amended
of such
paragraph of
The fifth
(b)
by striking
striking out
the words
words "circuit
circuit court of
United States
States
or the United
of appeals
appeals or
out the
by
Court of
of Appeals
for the
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, as
as the
the case
case may
may be,",
be,",
Court
Appeals for
the District
and inserting
inserting in
in lieu
the words
words "court
of appeals".
appeals".
"court of
thereof the
lieu thereof
and
(c) The tenth
section 3731 is
is amended
amended to read
tenth paragraph
paragraph of
of such section
(c)
as follows:
follows:
"If an
an appeal
be taken,
pursuant to
to this
this section,
section, to the Supreme
taken, pursuant
appeal shall
shall be
"If
Court
of the
the United
United States
States which, in the
should
Court, should
the opinion
opinion of that Court,
Court of
have been
been taken
taken to
court of
of appeals,
appeals, the Supreme
Supreme Court
remand
Court shall remand
to aacourt
have
the
to the
the court
court of
of appeals,
which shall
have jurisdiction
to
then have
jurisdiction to
shall then
appeals, which
the case
case to
81939
.
-5o-1-r.
I----7
I-7
81939°-50---PT.

Transfer of jurisdiction.

Arrest within proprobation period.
bation

62 Stat. 842.
18
C., Supp.
18 U.
U. S.
S. C.,
Supp.
II,
3651.
II, §§3651.

62 Stat.
Stat. 843.
18 U. S. C., Supp.
II,
§
3656.
II, i 3656.
62 Stat. 844.
18 U.
U. S. C.,
C., Supp.
II, §3731.
§ 3731.
11,

62 Stat. 845.
18
U. S. C., Supp.
s1 U.
S 3731.
H, §3731.

62 Stat. 845.
U. S. C., Supp.
18 U.
§ 3731.
I, §3731.
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62 Stat. 845.
18 U. S. C.,
C., Supp.
Supp.
3731.
II, §§3731.

62 Stat. 846.
18 U. S. C.,
C., Supp.
II,
3771.
H, §g3771.

62 Stat. 846.
18 U. S. C., Supp.
II, § 3772.

849.
62 Stat. 849.
18 U.
U. S. C., Supp.
Supp.
4008.
II, §
§ 4008.

851.
62 Stat. 851.
18 U. 8.
S. C., Supp.
Stipp.

H, §4121.
11,
§ 4121.

62 Stat. 851.
851.
18 U.
U. B.
C., Supp.
S. C.,
II, i 4122.
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hear and determine
determine the
same as
as if
appeal had
had been
been taken
taken to
to that
the same
if the
the appeal
that
court in the first instance.".
instance.".
(d) The eleventh paragraph
paragraph of
of such
amended by
(d)
such section
section 3731
3731 is
is amended
by
striking
striking out the
court of
appeals or
United
the words
words "circuit
"circuit court
of appeals
or to
to the
the United
States Court of
Appeals for
the District
District of
of Columbia,",
Columbia,", and
and inserting
of Appeals
for the
inserting
in lieu thereof
thereof the words
"court of
words "court
of appeals,".
appeals,".
SEC. 59.
paragraph of
section 3771
3771 of
title 18,
SEC.
59. The
The first
first paragraph
of section
of title
18, United
United
States Code
Code,'is amended by striking
the words
courts of
of
striking out
out the
words "district
"district courts
the United States, including the
the district
of Alaska,
Alaska, Hawaii,
Hawaii,
district courts
courts of
Puerto Rico, Canal Zone,
of Columbia,
Columbia, and
and the
the Virgin
Virgin
Zone, District
District of
Islands,", and inserting
inserting in lieu thereof
thereof the
the following:
following: "the
"the United
United
States district courts, in the district courts for
for the
the Territory
Alaska,
Territory of
of Alaska,
the district of the Canal Zone
and the
the Virgin
Zone and
Virgin Islands,".
Islands,".
Such paragraph is further amended
by striking
out the
amended by
striking out
the words
words
"Attorney
"Attorney General", and inserting in
thereof the
words "Chief
"Chief
in lieu
lieu thereof
the words
Justice".
SEC.
(a) The first paragraph
paragraph of section 3772 of title
SEC. 60 (a)
title 18,
18, United
United
States Code, is amended by striking out
words "district
courts of
of
out the
the words
"district courts
the United
United States, including
including the District
Alaska, Hawaii,
Hawaii,
District Courts
Courts of
of Alaska,
Puerto Rico, Canal Zone, District of Columbia, and Virgin
Virgin Islands,
Islands,
in the Supreme
Supreme Courts of Hawaii, and Puerto Rico, in
in the
the United
United
States Circuit Courts of Appeals, in the United States
of ApApStates Court
Court of
peals for the District of Columbia,", and
inserting in
the
and inserting
in lieu
lieu thereof
thereof the
following: "the United Stat
es district
district
courts
States
district courts,
courts, in
in the
the district courts for
for
the Territory of Alaska, the District of the
Virgin
the Canal Zone
Zone and
and the
the Virgin
Islands, in the Supreme
Supreme Courts of Hawaii and Puerto Rico,
Rico, in
in the
the
United States courts of appeals,".
appeals,".
(b) Such paragraph
paragraph is further amended
immeamended by
by striking
striking out,
out, immediately after "application"
application" in the
sentence, the
word "he",
"he", and
the second
second sentence,
the word
and
inserting
inserting in lieu thereof the word
word "be".
"be".
SEC.
paragraph of section 4008 of title
S
EC. 61. The third paragraph
18, United
United
title 18,
States
States Code, is amended
amended by striking out, immediately
after "State,",
"State,",
immediately after
the words "War,
"War, or the Navy,", and inserting
inserting in lieu thereof
thereof the
the words
words
"the
"the Army, Navy, or Air Force,".
Force,".
SEC.
Section 4121
of title 18, United States Code, is amended
SEC. 62.
62. Section
4121 of
amended to
read as follows:
follows:

"§ 4121. Federal Prison Industries;
Industries; board of
of directors
"'Federal
Prison
Industries',
a
government
corporation
"'Federal Prison
a
corporation of the
District
of Columbia,
shall be
a board of six directors,
District of
Columbia , shall
be administered
administered by a
directors,
appointed by the President
President to serve at the will of the President
President
without
compensation.
without compensation.
"The directors
shall be
representatives of (1)
(2) labor,
"The
directors shall
be representatives
(1) industry, (2)
(3)
agriculture,
(4)
(3)
(4) retailers
retailers and consumers, (5)
(5) the
Secretary of
of
the Secretary
Defense, and (6)
(6) the Attorney General,
Defense,
General, respectively.".
respectively.".
SEC.
63. Section 4122 of title 18, United States Code, is amended
SEC. 63.
amended
(1) by inserting the subsection symbol "(a)"
(1)
the beginning
"(a)" at
at the
beginning of
of the
the
first paragraph
paragraph thereof; (2)
(2) by inserting the subsection
subsection symbol
symbol ""(b)"
(b)"
at
at the beginning of the second paragraph thereof; and (3)
adding,
(3) by
by adding,
immediately following
immediately
(b) of
of such
as hereby
so
following subsection
subsection (b)
such section
section
as
hereby
so
designated, three
designated,
three new subsections as follows:
follows:
(c) Its
Its board
"(c)
board of
of directors
directors may provide for the vocational training
training
of qualified
qualified inmates
inmates without
regard to their industrial or other
of
without regard
other
assignments.
assignments.
"(d)
provisions of this
this chapter
industrial
"(d) The
The provisions
chapter shall apply to the industrial
employment and training of prisoners convicted
general courtscourtsconvicted by
by general
martial and confined
confined in any institution under
the jurisdiction
of any
any
under the
jurisdiction of
department
comprising the National Military Establishdepartment or agency
agency comprising
Establish-
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ment, to the extent and under terms and conditions agreed upon by the
of
Secretary of
Attorney General and the Board of
of Defense, the Attorney
Secretary
Directors of Federal Prison Industries.
" (e) Any
Any department
National Military Establishdepartment or agency of the National
"(e)
ment
transfer to Federal Prison
exchange of funds, transfer
without exchange
ment may, without
Industries
any property
property or equipment
equipment suitable for use in performing
performing
Industries any
under
the
agreement entered into under
duties covered by agreement
the functions
functions and duties
section.".
subsection (d) of this section.".
SEC. 64.
The third paragraph
paragraph of section
section 4126 of title 18, United
SEC.
64. The
States
immediately following the
is amended
amended by inserting, immediately
Code, is
States Code,
following:
paying.
", the following:
preceding the words "in paying3',
semicolon and preceding
second semicolon
"in the vocational
vocational training of inmates without regard to their indusassignments;".
trial or other assignments;".
SEC. 64a. The first paragraph
paragraph of section 91 of title 28 of the United
SEC.
"Judiciary and Judicial
States Code, entitled "Judiciary
Judicial Procedure",
Procedure", is amended
amended
by
striking out
at the
"and Jarvis Island."
Island." and
and
the end
end thereof the words "and
out at
by striking
inserting
and
words "Jarvis Island, Canton Island, and
lieu thereof the words
inserting in lieu
Enderbury
Provided,That the inclusion of Canton and EnderIsland::Provided,
Enderbury Island
construed to be
bury Islands in such judicial district shall in no way be construed
prejudicial
Kingdom to said Islands in
of the United Kingdom
claims of
prejudicial to the claims
accordance
with the
the agreement
agreement of April
April 6, 1939, between the Governaccordance with
ments
of the
Kingdom to set up aa
of the
the United Kingdom
and of
United States and
the United
ments of
regime for their use in common."
common."
SEC. 65. The second sentence of the second paragraph
paragraph of section
section 144
144
SEC.
"Judiciary and Judicial
of
of title
title 28 of the United States Code, entitled, "Judiciary
Procedure",
is amended
amended by striking out the words "as to any judge",
Procedure", is
and
case".
lieu thereof the words "in any case".
and inserting
inserting in lieu
SEC.
SEc. 66. The third paragraph
paragraph of section 254 of title 28, United States
Code,
inserting the words "to hear or" immediately
immediately
by inserting
is amended by
Code, is
determine".
preceding the words "to
"to hear
hear and determine".
preceding
SEC.
67. (a)
(a) The
first paragraph
United
of section
section 372 of title 28, United
paragraph of
The first
SEC. 67.
a
States
amended by striking
striking out the words "may
"may appoint
appoint a
Code, is amended
States Code,
successor",
appearing as
as the
paragraph, and
the last
last four words of such paragraph,
successor", appearing
inserting in lieu thereof
and
thereof the words "shall, by and with the advice and
inserting
a successor".
successor".
the Senate,
Senate, appoint a
consent of the
(b) The
section 372 is amended
amended to read as
last paragraph
paragraph of such section
The last
(b)
follows:
follows:
"Each justice or
section after serving ten
or judge retiring under this section
"Each
years
continuously or otherwise shall, during the remainder
remainder of his
years continuously
lifetime, receive the salary of the office. A justice or judge retiring
retiring
under
section who
than ten years in all shall, during
during
served less than
has served
who has
this section
under this
the
remainder of his lifetime,
office.".
lifetime, receive one-half the salary of the office.".
the remainder
(a) of section 411
S
EC. 68.
subsection (a)
411
(a) The
The second paragraph of subsection
68. (a)
SEC.
of
title 28,
United States Code, is amended (1)
(1) by inserting, immedi28, United
of title
ately
;", the words
"Secretary of Defense;";
Defense;";
words "Secretary
of State
State;",
"Secretary of
ately after
after "Secretary
(2) by
"Secretary of War",
War", following "Secretary
"Secretary of the
out "Secretary
by striking out
(2)
"Secretary of the
Treasury
;", and
inserting in lieu thereof the words "Secretary
and inserting
Treasury;",
Army";
;",
Navy;",
"Secretary of the Navy
immediately after "Secretary
(3) by
by inserting,
inserting, immediately
Army"; (3)
the
"Secretary of the
Force;"; (4)
(4) by striking out, immedithe Air Force;";
words "Secretary
the words
ately
"Chief of Finance,",
Finance,", the words "War Department",
Department", and
ately after "Chief
"Department of the Army"; (5)
inserting in lieu thereof the words "Department
(5)
by inserting,
immediately after
after "Judge
"Judge Advocate General of the
by
inserting, immediately
Navy
;", the words
(6)
Air Force;";
Force;"; (6)
General of
of the Air
Advocate General
words "Judge
"Judge Advocate
Navy :",
by striking
striking out,
out, immediately
"Commissioner of Indian Affairs;',
Affairs;',
immediately after "Commissioner
by
the words
words "Commissioner
Office", and inserting
the General Land Office",
"Commissioner of the
the
in
lieu thereof
thereof the
words "Director
"Director of the Bureau of Land Managethe words
in lieu
of
(7) by striking out, immediately
immediately after "Commissioner of
ment"; (7)
Education
;", the words
Inspection
Bureau of Marine Inspection
"Chief of the Bureau
words "Chief
Education;",
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62 Stat.
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U. S.
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II,
§
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Supp.
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U. S. C.
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62 Stat.
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62
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C., Supp.
Supp.
U. S.
S. C.,
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II,
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62 Stat.
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S. C.,
C., Supp.
28
Supp.
II,
1, §
413.
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62 Stat.
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U. S.
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Supp.
II,
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62 Stat.
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Supp.
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62 Stat.
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C., Supp.
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Supp.
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and Navigation",
Navigation", and inserting
inserting in lieu
lieu thereof
thereof the
the words
"Commiswords "Commissioner of Customs; Commandant
Commandant of
the Coast
Guard", and
and (8)
(8) by
by
of the
Coast Guard",
immediately after
striking out immediately
after "Director
Census" the
the words
words
"Director of the
the Census"
"Chief Forester,
Forester, National
National Park Service,
Department of
the Interior"
Interior"
Service, Department
of the
thereof the words
and inserting in lieu thereof
words "Chief
"Chief of
of Forest
Forest Service,
Service,
Department of Agriculture".
Agriculture".
(b) The first paragraph
paragraph of subsection
subsection (b) of such
section 411
411 is
is
such section
(1) by striking
amended (1)
striking out the
words "Secretary
the words
"Secretary of
of War",
War", and
and
inserting in lieu thereof the words "Secretary
"Secretary of
the Army";
Army" •and
(2)
of the
and (2)
by striking out "courtmartial",
"courtmartial", and
and inserting
in lieu
thereof, the
the word
word
inserting in
lieu thereof,
"court-martial".
court-martial".
SEC.
SEC. 69. (a)
(a) The third paragraph of section 413
28, United
413 of
of title
title 28,
United
amended by striking out
States Code, is amended
and
out the words
words "Tax
"Tax Court",
Court", and
the comma immediately
immediately following such words, where
where they appear
appear in
in
such paragraph.
paragraph.
(b)
(b) Such section 413 is further
further amended
amended by
sixth paraparaby adding
adding a
a sixth
graph thereto to
to read
read as
as follows:
follows:
"The Attorney
Attorney General
General and the
the procurement
procurement of
of law
the Director
Director in
in the
law
books, books of reference
reference or periodicals may exchange or
sell similar
or sell
similar
items and apply the allowance or proceeds
proceeds to
to payment
in whole
whole or
in
payment in
or in
part of the cost of the
the items
items procured.".
procured.".
SEC.
SEC. 70. Section 415 of title 28, United
United States
Code, is
is amended
by
States Code,
amended by
striking out the item
item "(4)
Commissi
oner of
ofth
enera lLan d Office,",
"(4) Commissioner
thee G
General
Land Office,",
and inserting
inserting in lieu thereof
thereof the item "(4)
"(4) Director
Director of the
Bureau of
the Bureau
of
Land Management,".
Management,".
SEC.
SEC. 71. Section 507 of title 28, United States
is amended
States Code,
Code, is
amended by
by
striking out the word "It"
"It" at the beginning of subsection
(a) of
of such
subsection (a)
such
section, and inserting in lieu thereof the following: "Except
"Except as
as otherotherwise provided by law,
law, it".
it".
SEC.
S
EC. 72. Subdivision (3)
(3) of section 553 of title 28, United
States
United States
Code, is amended to read as follows: "(3)
expense of
of travel
and
"(3) His
His expense
travel and
subsistence and that of his deputies away from their respective
respective official
official
stations on official business, including
including a
a mileage
allowance, not
mileage allowance,
not to
to
exceed
7 cents per mile for use of privately
exceed 7
privately owned
automobiles or
airowned automobiles
or airplanes together
together with the actual cost of ferry
ferry fares
bridge, road
road
fares and
and bridge,
and tunnel tolls, in lieu of actual expense of transportation
whenever
transportation whenever
such mode of transportation
transportation is authorized
authorized or
or approved
approved as
as more
more advanadvantageous for the government;".
government;".
SEC.
EC. 72a. The analysis of chapter
chapter 41 of title 28,
United States
States
28, United
Code, immediately
immediately preceding
preceding section 601
601 of
such title,
amended by
by
of such
title, is
is amended
striking out the item "609.
"609. Courts, appointive power
power unaffected"
unaffected"
and inserting in lieu thereof, the following: "609. Courts'
appointive
Courts' appointive
power unaffected".
unaffected".
SEo.
The last sentence of subsection (b) of section 631
S
EC. 73. The
631 of
of title
title
28, United States Code, is amended (1)
(1) by inserting
28,
"part-time"
inserting "part-time"
immediately
"referee", and
immediately preceding
preceding "referee",
(2) by
by inserting
inserting immediately
and (2)
immediately
after
"Courts" and preceding the period at the end
after the word "Courts"
such
end of
of such
sentence, the words "but the Director may fix the aggregate
aggregate amount
amount
of compensation
compensation to be received
received for performing the
of commiscommisthe duties
duties of
sioner and clerk or
deputy clerk".
clerk".
or deputy
SEC.
Subsection (a)
SEC. 74.
74. Subsection
(a) of section 676 of title 28, United States
Code,
is
amended
by inserting immediately
Code, is
immediately after "printers" and prepreceding "the Court", the word "whom".
"whom".
SEC.
SEC. 75. Section
Section 713 of title 28, United States Code,
Code, is
is amended
amended
by striking out the symbol "(a)"
by
"(a)" which precedes
the second
precedes the
second subsecsubsection (paragraph)
(paragraph) of such section,
and inserting
in lieu
section, and
inserting in
lieu thereof
thereof the
the
symbol "(b)";
"(b)"; and by redesignating
redesignating present subsections
subsections (b) and
and (c)
(c)
as subsections
subsections "(c)" and "(d)", respectively.
respectively.
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SEC. 76. The third sentence
832
SEC.
sentence of the second
second paragraph
paragraph of
of section 832
of title 28, United States Code, is amended
amended by striking out the word
"Administration",
"Administration", and inserting in lieu thereof
thereof the word "Administrative".
SEC. 77. The analysis of Chapter 55 of title 28, United States Code,
SEC.
immediately preceding
preceding section 871 of such title,
amended by strikimmediately
title, is
is amended
strikthereof the
ing out the item "872.
"872. Marshal.", and inserting in lieu
lieu thereof
the
following:
Marshal; appointment.".
appointment.".
following: "872.
"872. Marshal;
SEC. 78. The catchline
section 872
SEC.
catchline to section
872 of title
title 28, United States Code,
is amended
amended by striking
tenure".
striking out
out the
the words
words "and
"and tenure".
S
EC. 78a. The analysis of chapter
chapter 57 of title 28, United States
SEC.
Code, immediately
immediately preceding section 951 of such title is amended by
by
striking out the item "955.
"955. Practice
Practice of law by clerks restricted" and
inserting
inserting in lieu thereof the following: "955.
"955. Practice of law
restricted".
restricted".
SEC. 79. Subdivision (1)
SEC.
(1) of section 1333
1333 of title 28,
28, United
United States
Code, is amended
amended to read as follows:
civil case
case of
maritime jurisdiction,
jurisdiction, saving
to
saving to
""(1)
(1) Any
Any civil
of admiralty
admiralty or
or maritime
suitors in all cases all other remedies to which they are otherwise
entitled.".
SEC.
(a) Subdivision (1) of subsection (a)
S
EC. 80. (a)
(a) of section 1346 of title
28, United States Code, is amended by striking out the semicolon
semicolon
immediately
immediately following the words "internal-revenue
"internal-revenue laws",
laws", and by
inserting in lieu thereof aa comma and immediately
immediately following
following such
such
comma the words and characters
characters as follows:
"(i) if the claim
follows: "(i)
claim does
does not
not
$10,000 or (ii)".
(ii) ".
exceed $10,000
(b)
(b) Subsection (b)
(b) of such section 1346 is amended
amended by striking out
the reference
reference "chapter
"chapter 173", and inserting in
in lieu
lieu thereof
thereof "chapter
chapter 171".
171".
(c) Section 1351 of title 28, United States Code,
(c)
Code exclusive of the
catch
to read
read as
district courts
courts shall
shall
catch line,
line, is
is amended
amended to
as follows:
follows: "The
"The district
have original jurisdiction, exclusive of the courts of the States, of all
all
actions and proceedings
proceedings against consuls or vice consuls of
of foreign
foreign
states."
SEC.
S
EC. 81. Subsection
Subsection (a)
(a) of section 1406 of
of title 28,
28, United
United States
Code, is amended by striking out the word "shall"
"shall" and inserting in
in
lieu thereof
thereof the words "shall
"shall dismiss,
dismiss, or
or if
if it
be in
interest of
it be
in the
the interest
of
justice,".
justice,".
SEC.
S
EC. 82. Section 1444 of title 28, United States Code, is amended
amended by
inserting
inserting the word "court"
"court" immediately
immediately after the word "State"
"State" and
and
preceding the word "may", and by striking out the word "divisions",
preceding
"divisions",
and
lieu thereof
thereof the
the word
and inserting
inserting in
in lieu
word "division".
"division".
SEC.
(a) Subsection (b)
S
EC. 83. (a)
(b) of section 1446 of
of title
title 28, United States
States
Code, is amended
amended to read as follows:
follows:
"(b) The petition
"(b)
petition for removal of aacivil action or proceeding
proceeding shall
shall be
be
filed within twenty days after the receipt by the defendant, through
through
service or otherwise, of a
pleading setting forth
a copy of the initial pleading
forth the
the
claim for relief upon which such action or proceeding
based, or
or
proceeding is based,
defendant if
within twenty days after the service of summons upon the defendant
if
such initial pleading has then been filed in court and is not required to
be served
served on the defendant,
defendant, whichever
whichever period is shorter.
"If
"If the case stated by the initial pleading is not removable,
removable, aapetition
petition
for removal
removal may be filed within twenty days after receipt by the
defendant, through service or otherwise, of a
defendant,
amended
a copy of an
an amended
pleading, motion, order
order or
it may
may first
or other
other paper
paper from
from which
which it
first be
be
ascertained
ascertained that the case is one which is or has become removable.".
removable.".
(b) Subsection
Subsection (e)
(e) of such section 1446 is
amended to
is amended
to read
read as
as
follows:
follows:
"(e)
"(e) Promptly
Promptly after the filing of such petition and bond the defendant or defendants
defendants shall give written notice thereof to all adverse
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parties and shall file aa copy of the petition with
the clerk
clerk of
such
with the
of such
State court, which
which shall
the State
State court
court shall
shall
shall effect
effect the
the removal
removal and
and the
proceed
proceed no further unless and until
is remanded.".
until the
the case
case is
remanded.". i
SEC.
SEC. 84. (a)
of title
28, United
United States
States Code,
Code, issamended
amended
(a) Section 1447 of
title 28,
by striking out subsections
subsections (c)
(c) and
and (d),
(d) ,
as contained
contained in
such section,
by
as
in such
section, by
renumbering
renumbering present subsection
subsection (e)
such section
section as
as subsection
subsection "(c)
(e) of
of such
"(c)
thereof, and by adding at the end
end of
the first
of the
first sentence
sentence of
of such
such subsection
subsection
(c),
re-designated, but
(c), as hereby so re-designated,
the period
period at
at the
end
but preceding
preceding the
the end
thereof, the following:
following: ", and may
just costs".
may order the
the payment
payment of
of just
costs".
(b) Such section 1447 is further
amended by
by inserting
the end
further amended
inserting at
at the
end
subsection (d),
(d), as
follows:
thereof a
a new subsection
as follows:
"(d) An order remanding aa case to the
court from
which it
the State
State court
from which
it
was removed is not reviewable
otherwise.".
reviewable on
on appeal or
or otherwise.".
SEC.
SEC. 85. Section 1449 of title 28, United States Code,
Code, is
is amended
amended
to read as follows:
follows:
"§ 1449. State court record
supplied
record supplied
"Where
a
"Where aparty is entitled to copies of the
proceedings
the records
records and
and proceedings
in any suit or prosecution
prosecution in a
to be
be used
in any
district
a State
State court, to
used in
any district
court of the United States, and the clerk of such
court, upon
such State
State court,
upon
demand, and the payment or tender of the legal
deliver
legal fees, fails
fails to
to deliver
certified copies, the district court may, on affidavit reciting
certified
facts,
reciting such
such facts,
direct such record to be supplied by affidavit
affidavit or otherwise. Thereupon
Thereupon
proceedings, trial, and judgment may
such proceedings,
may be
had in
in such
district
be had
such district
court, and all such process awarded, as if certified
copies had
had been
been filed
filed
certified copies
in the district court.".
court.".
SEC.
S
EC. 86. Chapter 91 of title 28, United States
is amended
States Code,
Code, is
amended by
by
inserting at the end of the chapter
chapter analysis preceding
preceding section
section 1491
1491 of
of
such title, the following new item: "1505.
"1505. Indian
Indian claims."
claims."
SEC.
SEC. 87. The first paragraph
paragraph of section
section 1498 of
of title
28, United
United
title 28,
States Code, is amended
amended to read as
as follows:
follows:
"Whenever
"Whenever an invention
invention described
described in
covered by
by a
patent of
in and covered
a patent
of the
the
United
United States is used or manufactured
manufactured by
for the
the United
United States
States
by or
or for
without license of the owner thereof or
to use
use or
or manumanuor lawful
lawful right
right to
facture the same, the owner's remedy shall be by action against
facture
against the
the
United
United States in the Court of Claims for
recovery of
of his
reasonable
for the
the recovery
his reasonable
and entire compensation
compensation for such use and
manufacture.".
and manufacture.".
SEc.
SEC. 88. Section 1502 of title 28, United States
States Code,
Code, is
is amended
amended
by striking out the words
words "or with
tribes".
with Indian
Indian tribes".
SEC.
S
EC. 89. (a) Title 28, United States Code, is
by
is further
further amended
amended by
inserting
inserting in chapter 91 thereof, immediately
following section
section 1504,
1504, aa
immediately following
new section, to be designated
designated as section 1505,
1505, as
follows:
as follows:
a§ 1505. Indian claims
claims
"§
jurisdiction of any claim against
"The Court of Claims shall have jurisdiction
against
the United
States accruing after August 13, 1946, in favor of any
the
United States
any
tribe, band, or other identifiable
identifiable group of American
American Indians
Indians residing
residing
within the territorial limits of the United States or
Alaska whenever
whenever
or Alaska
such claim is one arising
arising un
der th
Const i
tut i
on, laws
laws or
or treaties
treaties of
under
thee Constitution,
of
the
United States,
or Executive
the United
States, or
Executive orders of the President, or is one which
which
otherwise would
otherwise
would be cognizable
cognizable in the Court of Claims if the claimant
claimant
were not an Indian tribe, band or group.".
(b) Paragraph numbered
numbered (2)
(2) of section
1542 of
title 28,
section 1542
of title
28, United
United
States Code, is amended to read
follows:
read as follows:
"(2)
the Commissioner
Commissioner of Patents as to trade-mark
trade-mark applica"(2) the
tions and proceedings
proceedings as provided
provided in section
section 1071
of title
title 15."
15."
1071 of
SEC.
(a) of section 1651 of
S
EC.. 90. Subsection (a)
28, United
States
of title 28,
United States
Code, is amended by inserting immediately after the
the word
"jurisdicword "jurisdictions", and before
before the word "agreeable",
"agreeable", the word
"and".
word "and".
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SEC.
S
EC. 91.
91. Section 1654 of title 28, United
United States Code,
Code, is
is amended
amended

103
6 Stat. 944.
62

2 Stat. 944.

28
U. S.
C., s
Stipp.
28 U.
Supp.
by striking out the period at the end of such section,
section, and inserting H,
n1,
s 4.S. C.,
§1654.
immediately after the word "counsel",
immediately
"counsel", the following:
following: "as,
"as, by
by the rules
of such courts, respectively,
respectively, are permitted to manage and conduct
conduct
causes therein.".
therein.".
5
62 Stat.
Stat. 94
945..
SEC.
(a) The analysis of chapter 115 of title 28, United
62
S
EC. 92. (a)
United States
S. C., Supp.
28 U.
U.S.
Supp.
preceding section 1731,
Code, immediately
immediately preceding
1731, is amended by striking out
H, prec.
out II,
pree. §
§1731.
the item "1745.
"1745. Printed copies of patent specifications and drawings."
drawings."
and by renumbering
renumbering item 1746 as "1745".
"1745".

(b) Section 1741 of title 28, United States Code, is
is amended
amended by
by
striking out, immediately
immediately after "shall
"shall be", the
the word
word "admissable",
"admissable", and
and

62
Stat. 948.
62 Stat.
948.
28 U. S. C., Supp.
pp
II, § 1741.
741.

inserting in lieu thereof the word "admissible".
8
62 Stat.
948.
(c)
62
Stat. 94.
(c) The first paragraph
paragraph of section 1744 of title 28, United States
28 U. S. C., Supp.
Code, is amended by striking out after "relating to" the words "reg- II,
II, § 1744..44.
upp
istered trade-marks, labels, or prints,"
prints," and insertng in lieu thereof
thereof
the word "patents,",
"patents,", and by inserting after "Commissioner
"Commissioner of Patents,"
the words "or by another officer
Office authorized
authorized to
officer of the Patent
Patent Office
to do
do
Commissioner".
so by the Commissioner".
62
948.
States Code, is repealed.
(d) Section 1745 of title 28, United States
62 Stat.
Stat. 948.
28 U. S. C., Supp.
Supp.
e)
Section
1746
(e)
of title 28,
28, United States Code, is renumbered
renumbered II,
II 81745.
s c sup
745.
"174"
62 Stat. 948.
948.
"1745".
745".
28
S. C.,
Supp.
28 U.
U. S.
C., Supp.

§ 1746.
SEC.
SEC. 93. Section 1782 of
title 28,
States Code,
Code, is
is amended
amended by
by II,
of title
28, United
United States
II§
62 S74-94
Stat. 949.
striking out "residing", which appears as the sixth word in the first
28 U..
U. S. C.,
Supp.
first 28
C. , Supp.
II, §1782.
paragraph, and by striking out from the same paragraph
paragraph the words II 1782.
paragraph,
"civil action"
action" and in lieu thereof inserting "judicial proceeding".
proceeding".
62 Stat. 950.
SEC.
S
EC. 94. Section 1821 of title 28,
is amended
amended by
by
28, United States
States Code,
Code, is
62
.SuSupp.
28 Sat.
U. S. C.,
inserting at
inserting
at the
the end
end thereof
1821.
thereof aanew
new paragraph
paragraph as
as follows:
follows:
n, §1821.
Ante, p. 65.
"When
prison for
for want
"When a
awitness
witness is detained
detained in prison
security for
for his
want of
of security
his Ante, p. 65
appearance,
appearance, he shall be entitled,
entitled, in addition to his subsistence,
subsistence, to
to a
a
compensation
compensation of $1 per day.".
SEC.
S
EC. 95. The second sentence of subsection
1823 of
of
subsection (a)
(a) of section
section 1823
62 Stat. 950.
title 28, United
United States Code, is amended by striking out "oppearing",
"oppearing",
62stat. 950
.
28 U. S. C., Supp.
thereof the
and inserting in lieu thereof
word "appearing".
H,
1823 (a).
(a).
the word
n, §§1823
Post, p. 704.
SEC.
SEC. 96.
96. Section
Section 1866
1866 of
of title
United States
States Code,
the
title 28,
28, United
Code, exclusive
exclusive of
of the
2 Stat.
Stat 952.
662
28
U. S. C., Supp.
catchline
amended to
to read
catchline to such section,
section, is amended
read as
follows:
as follows:
28
uS. C. Supp.
H, §1866.
"(a)
Whenever sufficient
sufficient petit jurors are not available, the court
"(a) Whenever
court
may require the United States marshal
marshal to summon a
asufficient number
number
of talesmen from
from the
the bystanders.
bystanders.
"(b) When aa special jury is ordered by aa district court,
it shall
court, it
shall
be returned by the marshal in the same manner
is required
required
manner and
and form as
as is
in such case by the law of the State in which such district court
sits.".
court sits.".
SEC.
SEC. 97. The second, third, and fourth paragraphs
of
paragraphs of section 1871 of
82
953.
title 28,
28, United
United States
States Code,
Code, are
amended to
as follows:
follows:
are amended
to read
read as
62 Stat.
tat. 953.
28 U. 8. C., Supp.
"For actual attendance
attendance at the place of trial or hearing and for
for the
the H,
ni,§ 1871.
isn.
p. 411.
time necessarily occupied in going to and from such place at the Post,
PO,-p1.
beginning
beginning and end of such service or at any
during the
the same,
same,
any time during
$5 per day. Any juror required
days in
in
required to
to attend
attend more
more than
than thirty
thirty days
hearing one case may be paid in the discretion and upon the certificacertification of the trial judge aaper diem fee not exceeding
exceeding $10
$10 for each day
in excess of thirty days he is required to
case:
to hear such
such case:
necessarily traveled
"For the distance necessarily
traveled to and from a
juror's residence
a juror's
residence
by the shortest
shortest practicable
to and
returning from
from the
the
practicable route in
in going to
and returning
place of trial or hearing
hearing at the beginning and at the end of the
the term
term
5 cents per mile. For additional
additional necessary
of service, 5
necessary daily transportation the cost of travel
travel by common carrier not exceeding
shall
exceeding $2
$2 per day
day shall
be allowed,
allowed, or if it
it is not practicable
practicable to
carrier 5
to travel
travel by
by common
common carrier
5
cents per mile shall be allowed but not to exceed
exceed $2 per day,
day, or if
if
impracticable, subsistence
daily travel appears impracticable,
subsistence of
day shall
shall be
be
of $2
$2 per
per day
allowed. Whenever in any case the jury is
together
is ordered to
to be
be kept
kept together
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and not to separate, the cost of subsistence
subsistence during
during such
such period
period shall
shall
be paid by the marshal upon
the order
order of
of the
court in
foreupon the
the court
in lieu
lieu of
of the
the foregoing subsistence
allowance.
subsistence allowance.
"Jury fees and travel
travel and subsistence allowances
allowances provided
provided by
by this
this
section shall be paid by the United
States Marshal
Marshal on
the certificate
United States
on the
certificate of
of
the clerk of the court, and
of jury
fees in
excess of
of $5
$5 per
and in the case
case of
jury fees
in excess
per
diem, when allowed
allowed as hereinabove
on the
the certificate
certificate of
of the
the
hereinabove provided,
provided, on
trial judge."
judge.".
955.
62 Stat. 955.
SEC.
(a) Subsection
(b) of section 1915 of
S
EC. 98 (a)
Subsection (b)
of title
28, United
title 28,
28 U. S. C., Supp.
United
II, §
§ 1915
1915 (b).
(b).
States Code, is amended
amended by
immediately after
by inserting,
inserting, immediately
after the
the word
word
"if", and preceding the word "required",
the words
words "such
printing is".
"required", the
"such printing
is".
955.
62 Stat. 955.
(b)
Subsection (e)
(b) Subsection
(e) of such section 1915 is
by inserting
inserting
is amended
amended by
28 U. S.. C.,
C., Supp.
II, g1915 (e).
immediately after the words "stenographic
"stenographic transcript",
transcript", the
the words
words
"or
or printed
printed record".
record".
SEC.
paragraph of subsection
S
EC. 99. The second paragraph
subsection (a)
of section
section 2001
(a) of
2001
62 Stat. 958.
of
title
28, United States Code, is amended
by striking
"ancillay",
amended by
striking out
out "ancillay",
28 U. S. C.,
C., Supp.
Sapp.
immediately preceding the final word in such paragraph, and
2001 (a).
(a).
II, g2001
and inserting
inserting
in lieu thereof the word "ancillary".
"ancillary".
62
62 Stat. 959.
959.
SEC.
SEC. 100. The third paragraph
paragraph of section 2002 of
of title
title 28,
28, United
United
28 U.
C., Sapp.
U. S.
S. 0.,
Supp.
States Code, is amended by striking out the Roman numeral
1, §g2002.
2002.
"II", after
after
numeral "II",
the word "Title", and inserting
inserting in
lieu thereof
"11".
inlieu
thereof
"11".
62 Stat.
Stat. 959.
959.
SEC.
paragraph of
Site. 101. The first paragraph
section 2003
2003 of
28, United
of section
of title
title 28,
28 U. S. C.,
United
C., Supp.
Supp.
II, §2003.
2003.
amended by striking out,
States Code, is amended
after "levying
out, immediately
immediately after
"levying
on", the word "reality", and inserting
on",
inserting in lieu thereof the word
word "realty".
"realty".
62 Stat. 961.
961.
SEC.
SEC. 102. Section 2071 of title 28, United States Code,
exclusive
Code, exclusive
28 U. S. 0.,
C., Stipp.
Supp.
II,
2071.
of the catchline to such section, is
II, i§2071.
amended to
to read
as follows:
is amended
read as
follows:
"The Supreme
"The
Supreme Court and all courts established
established by
of Congress
Congress
by Act of
may from time to time prescribe rules for the
the conduct
conduct of
business.
of their
their business.
Such rules shall be consistent with
Acts of
Congress and
with Acts
of Congress
and rules
rules of
of
practice and procedure
practice
procedure prescribed
prescribed by the
the Supreme
Supreme Court.".
Court".
961.
62 Stat. 961.
SEC.
paragraph of section 2072 of
S
EC. 103. The third paragraph
United
S. C.,
Sum
28 U. S.
of title
0., Supp.
title 28,
28, United
II, §2072.
2072.
II,
States
Code,
is
amended
amended
by
striking
out
the
words
"Attorney
General",
words
"Attorney
General",
Post,
p.
446.
Post,
and inserting
inserting in lieu thereof the words "Chief
Justice".
"Chief Justice".
62 Stat.
Stat. 961.
961.
SEC.
28 U.
U. S.
Stipp.
Site. 104. The third paragraph
paragraph of section 2073 of
28, United
8. C.,
C., Supp.
of title 28,
United
2073.
II, g
§ 2073.
States Code, is amended by striking out the words "Attorney
"Attorney General",
General",
and inserting
inserting in lieu thereof
thereof the words "Chief
"Chief Justice".
Justice"
82
931.
62 Stat. 961.
SEC.
28
U. S.
Supp.
28 U.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
S
EC. 105.
105. The analysis of chapter
chapter 133 of title 28, United
States
United States
II, prec. ft§2101.
2101.
II,
Code, immediately
Code,
immediately preceding
preceding section
section 2101 of such title, is
by
is amended
amended by
inserting, immediately
immediately after and underneath
underneath item 2110
in such
analysis,
2110 in
such analysis,
a new item, as follows: "2111.
a
Harmless error.".
error.",
"2111. Harmless
62 Stat.
Stat. 962.
62
962.
SEC. 106.
106. (a)
28 U. S.
S. a.,
C., Supp.
Supp;
Site.
(a) Subsection
Subsection (c)
(c) of section 2101 of title
United
title 28,
28, United
(c),
, § 2101 (c).
States Code, is amended to read as
as follows:
follows:
"(c)
other appeal or any writ of certiorari
"(c) Any
Any other
certiorari intended
intended to bring
bring
any
judgment or decree in aacivil action,
any judgment
action, suit or proceeding
'proceeding before
before the
the
Supreme
Supreme Court for review
review shall be taken or applied
applied for
for within
ninety
within ninety
days after
after the entry of such judgment or decree. A justice
days
justice of
of the
the
Supreme
Supreme Court, for good cause shown, may
time for
for applymay extend the
the time
applying fora
for a writ of certiorari
certiorari for a
a period not
not exceeding
exceeding sixty
sixty days..
days.".
62 Stat.
962.
62
Stat.962.
(b) Section 2101 of such title is further
redesignating
further amended
28 U. S.
S. C.,
amended by
C., Stipp;
Supp;
by
redesignating
II,
2101.
nI, i 210L
present subsections
subsections (d) and (e)
present
(e) of such section as subsections
suasections "(e)
e)
and "(f)",
(f), respectively,
respectively, and by inserting immediately
immediately after and underand
underneath subsection
subsection (c)
such section,
neath
(c) of such
section, as amended by subsection (a)
(a)
Of this section,
section, aanew subsection
a
subsection (d) to read
as follows:
read as
follows:
"(d) The
"(d)
The time
time for appeal
appeal or application
application for aa writ of certiorari
certiorari
to
review
the
judgment of a
a State court in aacriminal
to review
criminal case shall
as
shall be
be as
prescribed
prescribed by rules of the Supreme Court".
Court."
62 Stat.
963.
Btat. 963.
SEC.
The third
paragraph of section
28 U. 8. O.,
Sum
., Supp;
S
EC. 107.
107. The
third paragraph
section 2107 of title 28,
28 United
United
I, S 2107.
2107.
amended to read as follows:
States Code, is amended
follows:
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"In any action
action, suit or proceeding
proceeding in admiralty, the
the notice
notice of appeal
appeal
shall be filed within ninety days after the entry of the order, judgment
judgment
or decree appealed from,
from, if it is aafinal
final decision,
decision, and within fifteen
fifteen days
after its
if it
is an
its entry
entry if
it is
an interlocutory
interlocutory decree.".
decree.".
SEC.
S
EC. 108. The fourth paragraph of section
section 2107 of title 28, United
United
States
amended by striking
"The district court,
States Code,
Code, is
is amended
striking out the
the words "The
court,
in any such action, suit or proceeding, may", and inserting
inserting in lieu
lieu
thereof the words "The
"The district court
court may".
Such fourth paragraph
paragraph is
further amended
amended by
striking out,
out, immeSuch
is further
by striking
immediately after "showing
"showing of",
"excusible, and
diately
of", the word
word "excusible",
and inserting in
in lieu
thereof "excusable".
"excusable".
thereof
SEC. 109. Section 2110 of title 28, United States Code, is amended
SEC.
amended
thereof
by striking
striking out the words
words "three
"three months",
months", and inserting
inserting in lieu
lieu thereof
the words "ninety
"ninety days".
days".
SEC. 110. Title 28, United States
SEC.
States Code, is further amended
amended by insertinserting, immediately after
after section 2110 thereof, a
anew section, as follows:
follows:

§ 2111.
1

Harmless error

105
105

62 Stat. 963.
963.
28 U. S. C., Supp.
2107.
I, §§2107.

62 Stat. 964.
964.
28 U.
U. S. C., Supp.
28
Snpp.
§2110.
II, §2110.

62 Stat. 964.
964.
28 U. S. C., Supp.
II,
II, §§2110.

hearing of any appeal or
certiorari in
"On the hearing
or writ of certiorari
in any
any case,
case,
the court shall give judgment after an examination
examination of
the record
record
of the
without regard to errors or defects
defects which do
do not
not affect
affect the substantial
substantial
rights of the parties.".
964.
62 Stat. 964.
SEC.
SEC. 111. Section
Section 2201 of title 28, United States Code, is amended
amended
U. S. C., Supp.
28 U.
II,
II,
§2201.
§ 2201.
judgment"
by striking out "ar decree—"
decree-" which follows the words
words "final judgment"
in the second sentence,
sentence, and inserting in lieu thereof
thereof the words "or
"or
decree".
decree".
62 Stat. 964.
964.
SEC.
S
EC. 112. Subsection
Subsection (b) of section
section 2241 of title 28, United States
28 U. S. C.,
C., Supp.
II, §§2241 (b).
(b).
Code, is amended
amended by inserting aacomma after "Supreme
"Supreme Court", and
and II,
comma after "any justice thereof", near
by inserting a
a comma
near the beginning
beginning
of such subsection.
62 Stat. 967.
SEC.
SEC. 113. The second paragraph of section 2253 of title 28, United
C., Supp.
28 U. S. C.,
2253.
§§2253.
II,
States Code,
Code, is amended
by
striking
out
"3041",
preceding
"of
Title
18",
amended
preceding "of Title 18",
and inserting in lieu thereof "3042".
"3042".
62 Stat. 967.
967.
S
EC. 114. The first paragraph
United
SEC.
paragraph of
of section 2255 of title 28, United
28 U.
U. S. C.,
C., Supp.
Supp.
28
States Code,
amended by
Code, is amended
by striking
striking out the words
words "court
"court of the United
United II, §§2255.
established by
States", and inserting in lieu thereof the
the words
words "court
"court established
by
Act of Congress.".
Congress.".
Stat. 969.
S
EC. 115.
paragraph of
SEC.
115. The
The second paragraph
of section 2321 of title 28,
28, United
United 62
U. S.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
Stipp.
28 UI
II,
§
2321.
2321.
II,
§
amended by striking out "20, 43,
States Code, is amended
43, and
and 49 of
of Title
Title 49
49",-,
after "sections",
after
"sections", and inserting
inserting in lieu thereof
thereof "20, 23,
23, and 43
43 of
Title 49".
Stat. 970.
970.
SEC. 116. The first paragraph of section 2323 of
of title
title 28,
28, United
SEC.
United 62
28 U.
U. S.
S. C., Supp.
2323.
II, §§2323.
"20, 43, and 49 of Title
States Code, is amended by
by striking
striking out "20,
Title 49",
49" II,
"20, 23,
23, and
43 of
after "sections",
"sections", and inserting
inserting in
in lieu thereof
thereof "20,
and 43
of
Title 49".
62 Stat. 970.
970.
SEC. 117. Section 2361 of title 28, United
United States
by
SEC.
States Code, is amended
amended by
28 U. S. C., Supp.
II,
§
2361.
2361.
II,
§
the
words
"In
any
interpleader
action,",
and
inserting
in
striking out
out the words "In any interpleader action,", and inserting in
lieu thereof:
thereof: "In
"In any
any civil
civil action
action of interpleader
interpleader or
or in
in the nature of
interpleader under
after
interpleader
under section
section 1335 of
of this
this title,",
title,", and
and by
by inserting
inserting after
"instituting"
or prosecuting".
"instituting" and before "any proceeding"
proceeding" the words
words "or
prosecuting".
62 Stat. 971.
971.
S
EC. 118. The analysis of chapter
chapter 161 of title 28, United States Code,
SEC.
28 U. S. C., Supp.
prec.
§
2401.
n,
prec.
§
2401.
immediately
preceding section
section 2401
2401 of
such
title
'
is
amended
by
immediately preceding
of such title, is amended by
striking
"2411. Interest
striking out
out the
the item "2411.
Interest on
on judgments
judgments against
against United
United
States.",
States.", and
and inserting
inserting in lieu thereof
thereof "2411.
"2411. Interest.".
Interest.".
62 Stat.
62
Stat. 973.
973.
S
EC. 119. Subsection
Subsection (b)
SEC.
(b) of section 2410 of title 28, United States 28
28 U.
U. S. C., Supp.
II,
§2410
(b).
I,
2410
(b).
Code, is amended to read as follows:
follows:
"(b)
"(b) The complaint shall set forth with particularity the nature of
the
In actions
actions in the State
State
the interest
interest or lien
lien of the
the United States. In
courts
service upon
upon the
shall be
be made
made by
serving the
courts service
the United
United States
States shall
by serving
the
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62 Stat. 973.
973.
28 U.
U. S. C., Supp.
Supp.
II,
II, §
§ 2411.
2411.

62 Stat. 933.
933.
28 U.
S. C.,
C., Supp,
U. 8.
Supp.
II,
1346.
11, §
§ 1346.
Ante, pp. 62,
101.
62,101.

62 Stat,
Stat. 980.
28 U.
S. C.,
U. S.
C., Supp.
Supp.
II,
12631.
II, prec. 12631.

62
82 Stat. 980.
Supp.
28 U.
U. 8. C.,
C., Supp.
II,
11, §2631.
2631.

62 Stat. 982.
28 U.
U. S. C.,
C., Supp.
Supp.
II, §2641.
§2641.

62 Stat. 982.
982.
28 U. S. C., Supp.
Supp.

2671.
II, §
§2671.

82
983.
62 Stat. 983.
U. 8S.
28 U.
8. C., Supp.
II,
II, 12872.
2672.
Ante,
Ante, p.62.
p. 62.
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process of the court with aa copy
the complaint
upon the
the United
copy of
of the
complaint upon
United
States attorney
attorney for the
in which
the action
brought or
or upon
the district in
which the
action is
is brought
upon
an assistant United States attorney
or clerical
clerical employee
designated
attorney or
employee designated
by the United States attorney in
filed with
with the
the
in writing
writing filed
the clerk
clerk of
of the
court in which the action is
brought and
and by
by sending
copies of
the
is brought
sending copies
of the
process and complaint, by registered
mail, to
to the
the Attorney
General
registered mail,
Attorney General
of the United States at Washington, District
In such
such
District of
of Columbia.
Columbia. In
actions the United States may
may appear
and answer,
or demur
appear and
answer, plead
plead or
demur
within sixty days after such service or
as the
court
or such
such further
further time
time as
the court
may allow.".
allow..
SEC. 120. Section
SEo.
Section 2411 of title 28, United States
Code, is
is amended
to
States Code,
amended to
read as follows:

"§ 2411. Interest
Interest
"(a)
"
(a) In any judgment of any court rendered
rendered (whether
(whether against
against the
the
United States, aa collector
collector or deputy collector
of internal
collector of
internal revenue,
revenue, a
a
former
former collector or deputy collector, or the personal representative
representative in
in
case of death)
death) for any overpayment
overpayment in respect
of any
any internal-revenue
internal-revenue
respect of
tax, interest shall be allowed at the rate
per centum
rate of 66per
centum per
per annum
annum
upon the amount of the overpayment,
upon
overpayment, from the
date of
of the
payment or
or
the date
the payment
collection thereof to aadate preceding
preceding the
date of
of the
by
the date
the refund
refund check
check by
not more than thirty days, such date
date to
to be
Combe determined
determined by
by the
the Commissioner of Internal Revenue.
Revenue. The Commissioner
is authorized
authorized to
to
Commissioner is
tender
tender by check payment of any such judgment,
as herein
herein
judgment, with
with interest
interest as
provided, at any
any time after such judgment becomes final, whether
provided,
or not
not
whether or
aa claim for such payment
payment has been duly
filed, and
shall
duly filed,
and such
such tender
tender shall
stop the running
running of interest, whether
whether or
such refund
check is
or not
not such
refund check
is
accepted
accepted by the judgment
judgment creditor.
creditor.
"(b)
"(b) Except as otherwise
otherwise provided in subsection
of this
this section,
section,
subsection (a)
(a) of
on all
all final
on
final judgments rendered against the United
United States
in actions
actions
States in
instituted under
under section
section 1346 of this title, interest shall be
instituted
computed
be computed
at the rate of 4
4 per centum per annum
at
annum from the
the judgment
judgment
the date
date of
of the
up to,
to, but not exceeding, thirty days after
up
after the date of
approval of
of any
any
of approval
appropriation Act providing
appropriation
providing for
of the
judgment.".
for payment
payment of
the judgment."
SEC.
SEC. 121. The analysis of chapter 169 of
28, United
United States
Code,
of title 28,
States Code,
immediately preceding
immediately
preceding section 2631 of such title
title, is
is amended
by striking
amended by
striking
out
out the
the item "2642.
'2642. Disqualification
Disqualification of judge.';,
judge.', and inserting
inserting in
in lieu
lieu
thereof: "2642. Amendment of protests,
and pleadings.".
protests, appeals
appeals and
pleadings."
SEC.
SEC. 122. The second paragraph
paragraph of section 2631
title 28,
28, United
2631 of
of title
United
States Code,
strikin g out
ou tth
ds "and
"an dwithout
w i
thout regard
Code is
is amended
amended by
by striking
thee wor
words
regard
to any invalidity
invalidity of the original appraisement",
and inserting
inserting in
appraisement", and
in lieu
lieu
thereof
the following: "or
thereof the
"or that the original appraisement
appraisement for
for any
any
reason
reason may be held invalid or
or void".
void".
SEC.
S
EC. 123. Title 28, United
United States Code, is
further amended
amended by
is further
by ininserting,
serting, immediately
immediately after section 2641,
2641, aanew section, as follows:
follows:

"§
1 2642. Amendment
Amendment of protests, appeals and
and pleadings
pleadings

"The Customs
Customs Court under its rules and in its discretion
"The
may permit
discretion may
permit
amendment of protests, appeals for reappraisement,
reappraisement, applications
applications for
for
review, petitions for remission
remission and
pleadings.".
and pleadings.".
SEC.
Section 2671 of title 28, United States Code, is
SEC. 124.
124. Section
amended by
is amended
by
striking
out
"offict", appearing
striking out "offict",
appearing in the quoted words in the
the third
third definidefinition contained
contained in such section, and
the word
word
and inserting
inserting in
in lieu
lieu thereof
thereof the
"office".
office .
SEC.
125. The third paragraph
paragraph of section 2672
SEC. 125.
title 28,
28, United
2672 of
of title
United
States Code,
Code is
is amended
amended by
st
riking out
outthe
th
e fi gure "
2678 "
, and insertby striking
figure "2678",
and inserting in lieu thereof "2677".
"2677".
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S
EC. 126. The second
second sentence
SEC.
sentence of subsection (b)
(b) of section 2675 of
of
title 28, United States Code, is amended
amended by
by striking out
out the word
word "subsection"
appearing therein and inserting
inserting in
thereof the word
word
section" appearing
in lieu
lieu thereof
"section".
SEC. 127. Section
1948, chapter 646,
SEC.
Section 32
32 of the
the Act of
of June 25, 1948,
646, 62
62
Stat. 991, is amended
amended to read as follows:
follows:
"
SEC. 32. (a)
United States in force on September
"SEC.
(a) All laws of the United
September 1,
1948, in which reference
appeals'; 'senior
'senior
reference is made to a
a 'circuit court of appeals';
circuit
'senior district
circuit judge';
judge'; 'senior
district judge'; 'presiding
'presiding judge'; 'chief justice',
except when reference
reference to the Chief Justice of the United States is
intended; or 'justice', except when used with respect
respect to a
ajustice of the
Supreme Court of the United States in his capacity as such or as a
a
circuit justice, are hereby amended
appeals'
circuit
amended by substituting 'court
'court of appeals'
for 'circuit court of appeals';
appeals'; 'chief judge of the circuit' for 'senior
'senior
circuit judge'; 'chief
'chief judge of the district court' for 'senior district
district
judge'; 'chief
'chief judge' for 'presiding
'presiding judge'; 'chief judge' for 'chief
'chief
justice', except when reference
reference to the Chief Justice
Justice of the United
United
Justice',
States is intended;
intended; and 'judge'
'judge' for 'justice', except when the latter term
is used with respect to a
United
a justice of the Supreme
Supreme Court of the United
States in his capacity
capacity as such or as a
a circuit justice.
"(b) All laws of the United States in force on September
"(b)
September 1, 1948,
in which reference
reference is made to the Supreme Court of the District of
of
District
Columbia or to the District Court of the United States for the District
of Columbia are amended by substituting 'United States District
District
Court for the District of Columbia' for such designations.
"(c) All laws of the United States in force on September
September 1, 1948,
in which reference
reference is made to the 'Conference of Senior Circuit
Circuit
Conference of Senior Circuit Judges'
Judges', or to the 'Judicial Conference
Judges' are
amended by substituting 'Judicial
'Judicial Conference
Conference of the United States'
for such designations.
designations.
construed to amend historical refer"(d) This section shall not be construed
courts or judicial
judicial offices which have no present or future
future
ences to courts
application
application to such courts or offices.".
offices.".
SEC. 128. Subsection (a)
Revenue
SEC.
(a) of section 1141 of the Internal Revenue
Code (26 U. S. C., sec. 1141 (a)),
striking
(a) ), as amended, is amended by striking
out the words "circuit
"circuit courts of appeals and the United States Court
Court
of Appeals for the District of Columbia",
appearing in such subsecColumbia", appearing
tion, and substituting in lieu thereof "courts of appeals".
S
EC. 129. (a)
chapter 4,
4, immediately
immediately preceding
preceding
SEC.
(a) The analysis of chapter
section 101 of title 4
4 of the United States
and
States Code, entitled, "Flag and
Seal, Seat of Government, and the States", is amended
amended by inserting,
immediately after and below item 110, the following
following new item:
immediately
item:
"111. Compacts between
between States for
prevention of
of
"111.
for cooperation
cooperation in
in prevention
Congress.".
crime; consent of Congress.".
(b) Such title 4
4 of the United States Code
(b)
Code is further amended
amended by
by
immediately following section 110, a
follows:
inserting, immediately
a new section, as follows:
"§ 111.
111. Compacts between
between States for cooperation
"§
cooperation in prevention
Congress
of crime; consent
consent of Congress
"The consent
consent of Congress
Congress is hereby given
given to
to any
any two
two or
more States
States
"The
or more
to enter into agreements
agreements or compacts
compacts for cooperative
cooperative effort and mutual
mutual
assistance
prevention of
enforcement of their
their
assistance in the prevention
of crime and
and in
in the
the enforcement
respective criminal
criminal laws and policies, and to establish
establish such
respective
such agencies,
joint or otherwise,
effective
otherwise, as they may deem desirable for making
making effective
such agreements
and compacts.
compacts."..
such
agreements and
SEC.
SEC. 130. Clause (1)
(1) of subdivision c
section 14 of the Act of July
c of section
subd. c.
1, 1898 (ch. 541, 30 Stat.
Stat. 550; 11
11 U. S. C.,
C., sec.
sec. 32,
32, subd.
c. cl.
cl. (1)),
(1)), as
as

107
62 Stat. 984.
984.
28 U. S. C., Supp.
II,
(b).
II, §
§ 2675 (b).

28 U. S.
S. C., Supp.
II,
note.
II, §§451 note.

53 Stat.
Stat. 164.
164.
26 U. S.
S. C., Supp.
II,
§ §1141 (a).
(a).
II,

61 Stat.
Stat. 643.
4
U. S.. C.,
C., Supp. II,
4 U.
prec.
§
101.
prec.
§101.

61 Stat. 645.
U. S. C., Supp.
44U.S.
§
110.
§110.

II,

108
62 Stat. 689.
18 U. S.
Supp.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
H,
152.
II, §§152.

62 Stat. 689.

18 U. S. C.,
C., Supp.
Supp.
If,
II, §§
§§ 151-155.
151-155.

38 Stat. 208.
62 Stat.
Stat. 968.
968.
IT. S. C., Supp.
28 U.
II, §2284.
2284.
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amended,
amended, is amended
amended by striking out the words "this
"this Act",
and insertinsertAct", and
ing in lieu thereof "title 18,
18, United
United States
Code, section
States Code,
section 152".
152".
SEC.
S
EC. 131. Clause (3)
subdivision a
of section
64 of
of the
Act of
of
(3) of
of subdivision
a of
section 64
the Act
July 1, 1898 (ch. 541, 30 Stat. 563;
11 U.
U. S.
S. C.
C. §
§104,
a, cl.
563; 11
104, subd.
subd. a,
cl. (3)
(3)),),
as amended,
amended, is amended
out the
Act", and
amended by
by striking
striking out
the words
words "this
"this Act",
and ininserting in lieu thereof: "Chapter
"Chapter 9
of the
the United
9 of
of Title 18
18 of
United States
States
Code".
Code".
SEC.
SEC. 132. Subsection
Subsection (a)
(a) of section 402 of the
approved June
19,
the Act approved
June 19,
1934 (ch. 652,
1093; 47
47 U.
S. C.
402 (a)),
(a)), as
as amended,
is
652 48
48 Stat.
Stat. 1093;
U. S.
C. 402
amended, is
(1) by striking out the words
amended (1)
"the Act
Act of
of October
October 22,
22, 1913
words "the
1913
(38 Stat. 219)", and inserting in lieu thereof "title
28 of
"title 28
of the
the United
United
States Code", and (2)
(2) by striking out,
the end
end of
subsection,
out, at
at the
of such
such subsection,
the words "that Act", and inserting
lieu thereof
thereof the
"such
inserting in lieu
the words
words "such
title 28".
SEC.
II of the Interstate
SEc. 133. Subsection
Subsection (g) of section 205 of part II
Commerce
Commerce Act, as amended (49 U. S. C.
(g)), such
such subsection
subsection
C. sec. 305 (g)),
having been added to such Act as subsection (h) of section 205
thereof
205 thereof
approved August 9,
by the Act approved
498, 49
548, and
and
9, 1935,
1935, chapter 498,
49 Stat.
Stat. 548,
redesignated as subsection
subsection (g) by the Act approved
redesignated
approved September
September 18,
chapter 722, title I,
section 20
20 (c),
(c), 54
54 St
at. 922,
i
s amen
ded by
1940, chapter
I, section
Stat.
922, is
amended
by

striking out "the Urgent Deficiency
Deficiency Appropriation
Appropriation Act,
October 22,
22,
Act, October
1913,"
lieu thereof
1913," and inserting
inserting in lieu
thereof the
the following:
"section 2284
2284 of
following: "section
of
title
28 of
the United
United States
Code,".
title 28
of the
States Code,".
SEC.
2 of the Act of June 13, 1934 (chapter
SEC. 134. Section 2
(chapter 482, 48 Stat.
948; 40 U. S. C., §
§276c)
to
read
as
follows:
276c) is amended
amended
to
read
as
follows:
Regulations for concon"The Secretary
"The
Secretary of
of Labor
Labor shall
make reasonable
regulations for
shall make
reasonable regulations
for concontractors, etc.
tractors
subcontractors engaged in
tractors and subcontractors
in the
the construction,
prosecution,
construction, prosecution,
completion or repair of public buildings,
public works
or buildings
buildings
buildings, public
works or
whole or
or works financed in whole
or in
loans or
or grants
from the
in part
part by
by loans
grants from
the
United
United States, including a
provision that
each contractor
contractor and
a provision
that each
and subconsubconshall furnish
tractor shall
furnish weekly
sworn affidavit
affidavit with
with respect
respect to
wages
weekly a
a sworn
to the
the wages
paid each employee during the preceding
preceding week.".
week.".
"SEC.
(a) Section 61 of the Act approved
approved March
"SEc. 135. (a)
March 3,
(ch.
3, 1901
1901 (ch.
854,31 Stat. 1199; D. C. Code, 1940
1940 edition,
editi on ,
sec
sec..11-305)
11-305),,which
which section
section
was repealed
repealed by section 39 of the Act approved
approved June
1948 (ch.
(ch. 646,
June 25,
25, 1948
646,
992),,is hereby reenacted and amended to read
62 Stat. 992)
follows:
read
as
follows:
U.
S. District Court
Court
U. 8.
"SEC.
JURISDICTION.-The United
"SEc. 61. JURISDICTION.—The
United States
States District
District Court
for the
the
Court for
for D. C.
C.
District of Columbia, in addition to its jurisdiction as
States
as aaUnited
United States
district court, shall continue to have and exercise all the
jurisdiction
the jurisdiction
possessed
possessed and exercised by it
it on
on August 31,
31, 1948.".
1948.".
(b) The reenactment
reenactment and amendment,
amendment, by subsection (a)
(b)
(a) of this
section, of section 61 of the Act approved
March 3,
1901 (ch.
(ch. 854,
854, 31
approved March
3, 1901
31
Stat. 1199; D. C. Code, 1940 edition, sec.
11-305) shall
be deemed
deemed to
to
sec. 11-305)
shall be
be in effect as of September
September 1, 1948.
SEC.
approved March
S
EC. 136. Section 65 of the Act approved
March 3, 1901
1901 (ch. 854,
854,
31 Stat. 1200; D. C. Code, 1940 edition, sec.
11-312), as
amended, is
is
sec. 11-312),
as amended,
amended to read as follows;
follows:
Appointment of auAppointment
au"SEC.
"SEc. 65. The United States District Court for the District of
messengers, etc.
ditors, mesengers,
of Columbia may
may appoint an auditor and also aamessenger
bia
messenger for each judge and
and
all other
other officers
all
officers of the court necessary for the due administration
administration of
justice.".
justice.".

SEC.
Section 224
224 of the Act approved
approved March 3, 1901 (ch. 854,
SEC. 137.
137. Section
31 Stat. 1224; D. C. Code, 1940 edition,
11-204), as last
edition, sec. 11-204),
last amended
amended
by section 15 of the Act approved June
by
June 25, 1948 (ch. 646, 62 Stat.
988), is further amended (1)
(1) by striking out, immediately
988),
immediately after
after the
word "Deputy"
'Deputy" in the catchline
catchline of such section,
section, the word "clerk", and
and
inserting in lieu thereof
thereof the word "clerks"
by striking
striking out
out
"clerks", and
and (2)
(2) by
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immediately after the word "deputy"
9f the
first
"deputy" near the
the beginning
beginning of
the first
sentence of such section, the word "clerk",
"clerk", and inserting in
thereof
in lieu
lieu thereof
the word "clerks".
"clerks".
SEC. 138. The first paragraph
paragraph of section
229 of
section 229
of the
the Act
Act approved
approved
March 3, 1901 (ch. 854, 31 Stat. 1226;
1226; D. C. Code, 1940
1940 edition,
sec.
edition, sec.
11-206), as amended, is amended
11-206),
follows:
amended to read as follows:
"SEC.
REPORTER.-The United States
States Court
"SEc. 229. REPORTER.-The
of Appeals
for the
the
Court of
Appeals for
District of Columbia is authorized to appoint aa reporter,
who shall
shall
reporter, who
serve during the pleasure
pleasure of the court and whose duty
duty shall
shall be
be :to
to
report, edit, and publish, in form to be
court, its
its
be prescribed
prescribed by
by the
the court,
opinions.".
opinions.".
approved March
SEC. 139. Section 1062 of the Act approved
March 3, 1901 (ch. 854,
854,
31 Stat. 1357; D. C. Code, 1940 edition,
edition, sec. 14-204),
14-204), as
as amended,
which was repealed by section 39 of the Act approved
June 25,
1948
approved June
25, 1948
(ch. 646, 62 Stat. 992),
992), is hereby reenacted
amended to
as
reenacted and amended
to read
read as
follows:
follows:
Testimony of
Testimony
"When
of witwit"When a
acommission
commission is issued or notice
notice given to take the
testimony
the testimony
neasos
in D.
D. C.
nesses in
C.
of any witness found within the District of Columbia,
Columbia, to
in
to be used
used in
an action pending
pending in any court of aa State, Territory or
or Possession
Possession or
or
place under
under the jurisdiction
jurisdiction of the United States, such testimony
testimony may
may
be taken by leave of a
a judge of the United States District court
in like
like
court in
manner and with like effect as other depositions
depositions are taken
United
taken in
in United
States district
district courts.".
courts.".
SEC. 140. Section 1109 of the Act approved March
3, 1901
(ch. 854,
854,
March 3,
1901 (ch.
31 Stat. 1363; D. C. Code, 1940 edition, sec.
to
sec. 11-1502) is
is amended
amended to
read as follows:

"SEC. 1109.
1109. ATTORNEYS,
SOLICITORS, AND
PRocTORS.-Attorney's,
"SEC.
ATTORNEYS, SOLICITORS,
AND PROCTORS.-Attorney's,
solicitor's
solicitor's and proctor's docket fees may be taxed in the amounts fixed
fixed
by title 28, United States Code, section 1923.".
SEC.
"Schedule of Laws Repealed",
SEC. 141. (a)
(a) The "Schedule
Repealed", immediately
immediately folfollowing section 39 of the Act of June 25,1948
25, 1948 (chapter
992),
(chapter 646,62 Stat. 992),
is hereby amended
amended as follows: (1)
(1) in the "Section"
"Section" column
column relating
relating
to the Act of April 19, 1920, chapter 153, 41 Stat 556
556 (D.
(D. C.
C. Code,
Code,
1940 ed., sec. 11-314),
11-314), insert "1 (only that part which amends section
section
67 of the Act of March
March 3, 1901, ch. 854)"; (2)
(2) in
in the
the "Chapter"
"Chapter" column
column
of the second item listed under "1899__Mar.
"1899__Mar. 3", strike
"42.7" and
strike out "42.7"
and
insert "427";
"427"; (3) in the "Page"
"Page" column relating
Act of
May 27,
relating to the Act
of May
27,
1908, chapter
chapter 205, section 3, strike out "06"
"06" and insert "406";
(4) in
in the
the
"406"; (4)
"U. S. Code"
Code" section
section column, contaiining
containing section references
correspondreferences corresponding to stipulated
stipulated sections
sections of the Act of March 3, 1911, chapter
231,
chapter 231,
36 Statutes at Large, strike out "28,"
"28,", which immediately
oll ows
immediately f
follows
"227,", and insert "228,";
"227,",
"228," ; (5)
(5) in
i
n the "Date"
"
bate" column
column relating
relating to
to the
the
Act of
of 1930, chapter 184, Title II
II (part),
(part), strike out "Apr. 1$"
1$" and ininsert "Apr. 18", and, in the "Page" column of the same item,
strike out
item, strike
out
"88"
(6) in the "U. S. Code" title column correspond"88" and insert "188";
"188"; (6)
corresponding to the Act of April 19, 1930, chapter
and, in
in the
chapter 200,
200, insert
insert "16",
"16", and,
the
"U. S. Code"
Code" section column of the same item, strike out "395a,
"395a, 395b,
395b,
395e, 395f, 395g, 385h, 3951i, 385"
385" and insert
insert "395a,
395b, 395e,
395e, 395f,
395f,
"395a, 395b,
395g, 395h, 395i,
(7) immediately
immediately preceding, and on
395i, 395j"; (7)
same
on the
the same
line with the date,
date, "May 8", presently listed in
such schedule
under the
in such
schedule under
the
Acts for the year, 1938, insert "1939-",
"1939__", so
so that
that such
item and
three
such item
and the
the three
items following
following immediately thereunder,
fall under
thereunder, will
will correctly
correctly fall
under the
the
year, 1939; and (8)
column relating
relating to
to the
the Act
of
(8) in
in the
the "Section"
"Section" column
Act of
July 31, 1946,
1946, chapter 704, strike out
out the
the superior
superior number
"51a" which
number "51a"
which
now follows "1 (part)", and insert
insert in lieu thereof
thereof "51".
"51".
(b)
amendments made by subsection (a)
(b) The amendments
this section
section shall
shall
(a) of this
be deemed to be in effect as of September
September 1, 1948.
1948.

62
62 Stat.
Stat. M.
966.

28 U.
U. 8.
28
S. C.,
C., Supp.
SupP.
II, *1923.
II,
§ 1923.

Effective
Effective date.

110
110
Repeals.
Repeals.
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SEC. 142. The sections or parts thereof
thereof of
Revised Statutes
Statutes of
of
of the Revised
the District of Columbia and Statutes at Large enumerated
enumerated in the
the following schedule
schedule are hereby
or liabilities
now
hereby repealed.
repealed. Any
Any rights or
liabilities now
existing under such sections or parts thereof
thereof shall not be affected by
this repeal.
SCHEDULE OF LAWS REPEALED
REPEALED
SCHEDULE
Columbia
District of Columbia
Code, 1940
Code,
1940 edition
edition

District of Columbia
Columbia (vol.
II)
Revised Statutes, District
(vol. 18, pt. II)

Title
Section 764 (on
page 91)
Section
(on page
....
...........-..
....
Section
Section 771 (on
on page 92) ..................... _....._.t......_

11
11
11

Chapter
Chapter

Title

Section
Section

Volume

Page
Page

Title

1901-Mar. 3--.
3

854

63,
64, 66
63,64,66

31
31

1200

11
11

Mar. 3--.
3

854

68,
69, 70
68,69,70

31

1200

11
11

3
Mar. 3.

854

1 83

83

31

1201,1202
1201,1202

11
11

Mar. 3a
3

854

84, 85, 1 185
84,85,

31
31

1202, 1220
1202,1220

11
11

Mar. 3.
3

854

210, 211, 216
210,211,216

31

1223

11
11

854
854

226,227
226,227

31

1225

17
17

854

230, 231, 232
230,231,232

31

1227

11
11

1906-Mar.
19_ _
1906-Mar. 19...1921-Mar.
3
1921-Mar. 3-.--

960
125

22
22
12
12

34
41

77
77
1312
1312

17
17
11
11
17

1938-June
1
1938-June 1---.

309

33

52

603
603

Mar.
3
Mar. 3.
Mar.
3
Mar. 3-

.

11-307
11-304
11-304

District of Columbia
Columbia
Code, 1940
edition
Code,
1940 edition

Statutes at Large
Date

Section
Section

71, 1 73,
71,173,

11
11

Section
Section
11-310
11-310
11-311
11-313
11-313
11-315
11-316
11-316
11-317
11-318
11-318
11-320
11-322
11-322
11-324
11-324
11-325
11-323
11-323
11-1414
11-1414
11-1415
11-1415
11-1419
11-1419
17-101
17-103
17-103
11-208
11-208
11-209
11-209
11-210
11-210
11-331
17-105
17-105
11-723
11-723
17-101
17-101
17-104
11-934
11-934

l

Statutes
Statutes a
at Large
Date

Chapter

1914-Aug.
22....
1914-Aug 22..
....

Title

Section

264

---8
g l.'11.
406
2
2

1932-Jan.
22.. _8
1932-Jan. 22
1934-June
6
1934-June 6-....
1939-Feb.
1939-Feb. 10
10....

D. S.
1948
U.
S. Code,
Code, 1946
edition
edition
Volume

22

.11
--

3741
744,
3741, 3744,
3745
(b)
(c) (d)
(d)
(b) (c)
3 3745
302
#
302
40
40

1942-Sept.
16__._
1942-Sept. 16
..561
m
III
1946--July
1946-July 5
5 ...
540
Aug. 13_ _..
959
24
1948-Feb.
10 --------------1948Fe
l,
Feb.
2
...
. ::: ---------------51
Apr. 15
Apr.
15
.188
188 --------------------------Apr. 27
235
276---------------------ay 11_
11-----..
May
278
Mr
une 3
...
..-June
400
June3 -II
400
in
201
June 19----19
June
504---------------------------504
June
25
June 25-652 ---------June 25
653---------653
June 29..
29
June
716 ---------------------719
June 29
1-3
1-3
113
••

. --

i

·

.I

38
48
48
3
53
60
eo

62|60
62
62
82
62
62
62
62
6262
62
62
62
82
62
62
62

62
s2A
6

Page
699
899

Title

Section

168
16
15 1
I
610
611
Plx I)
{(Supp.)}
610
909
4 420
18
4420
460
460, 461
461
26
3741, 3744,
3744,
3741,
3745(b)(c)(d)
3745(b)(c)(d)
50
342
440
440
1122
15
1122
1055
70w
25
70w
1072
19
4 107a
107a
18
18
1972
172
10
1393
200-202
18
4
505-508
4
230,231
4 7440
7440
18
18
321
321
I
435
28
28
s435
484
#584
note
28
584 note
484
1016
28
#600
28
'600
1016
1016
18
725
18
44 725
106
1096
391
18
18 4
44 391
1109
noo
1100
744p, 744q,
18 4 744p,
744q,
741r
744r

15

610

en
y act
June 30,
1902, ch.
ch. 1329,
Stat. 523.
523.
a =amenaea
oy
act June
30, 1902,
1329, 32
32 Stat.
amended by
by act
1902, eh.
527.
, AAs amended
act June
June 30,
30, 1902,
eh. 1329,
1329, 32
32 Stat.
Stat. 527.
As so designated
deigated se.
11,
and
amended
by
act June
titlerI,I §1, 61 Stat. 202.
sec. 11,
amended
June 30, 1947, ch. 166, title
'As
o classified
As so
classified to the
the U.
II. S.
8. Code prior to enactment of revised title 18 U.t.
II. S.
S .C. by act June 25, 1918,
194W
ch.
64,5, 62
Stat. 683.
oh. 645,
62 Stat.
683.
I As added
eh. 561, by act Apr. 19,
h. 142, 60
60 Stat. 102.
added to said act of Sept
Sept. 18
16, 194,
1942, ch.
19, 19
1946, ch.
#As
As so classified
classified to the U. S.. Codpriorto
Code prior t
o enactment
enact
ment of
of revised title
28 II. S.
act June
title283U.
8..,C., by
byact
June 25,
25, 1948,
1948, 811ch.
646,
ea Stat.
869.
64, 62
StaL 869.
2

Approved May 24,
1949.
24, 1949.
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81ST CONG.,
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SESS.-CHS.
CONG ., 1sT
.—CHS .143,
26, 1949
143, 144—MAY
144-MAY 26,
1949
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[CHAPTER 143]
[CHAPTER
143]

AN ACT
ACT
AN
To strengthen
and
strengthen
improve the organization
organization and administration of the
Department
the Department
purposes.
of State, and for other
other purposes.

May 26,
26, 1949
[S. 1704]
IS.
[Public Law
[Public
Law 73]
73]

enacted by the Senate
Be it enacted
of the
the
Senate and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of
Department
Department of
of
United States
States of America in
United
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That there shall be State.
State.
in the Department of State in addition to the Secretary
Secretary of State an
Secretary and
and
an Under Secretary
Assistant Secretaries.
Under Secretary
Secretary of State and ten Assistant Secretaries
Secretaries of
of State.
State.
SEC.
Secretary of State and the officers
SEC. 2. The Secretary
referred
to
in
secofficers referred to in section 11of this Act shall be appointed
appointed by
by the President, by
by and
and with
with
the advice and consent of the Senate. The Counselor of the DepartDepartment of State and the Legal Adviser,
Adviser, who are required
required to be appointed
appointed
by the President,
President, by and with the advice and consent
consent of the
the Senate,
Senate,
shall rank equally with the Assistant Secretaries
Secretaries of
of State.
State. Any
Any such
such
officer holding
provisions of
of this
this Act
Act become
holding office
office at
at the time the provisions
become
effective shall not be required
effective
required to be reappointed by
by reason
reason of
of the
the
Deputy Under SecSecenactment
enactment of this Act. The Secretary
two of
Secretary may
may designate
designate two
of the
the retaries.
retaries.
Assistant Secretaries
Secretaries as Deputy Under Secretaries.
Direction of
Foreign
of Foreign
SEC.
S
EC. 3. The Secretary of State, or
person or
desig- Service.
or such
such person
or persons
persons designated by him, notwithstanding
notwithstanding the
provisions of
the provisions
of the Foreign
Foreign Service
Service
U. S.
C. §801
§801 et
22 U.
S.C.
et
Act of 1946 (60 Stat. 999) or any other law
law,' except where authority seq.;
815
Supp. II,
II, §
§ 815
inherent in
the President
of the
United
States
shall
is inherent
et
seq.
in or
or vested in
in the
President of
the United States, shall Post,
Post, p. 407.
administer, coordinate, and direct
vi
ce o
th e United
United
direct the
the Foreign
Foreign Ser
Service
offthe
States and the personnel of
the
State
Department.
Any
provisions
of the State Department. Any provisions
in the Foreign
Foreign Service Act of 1946,
vesting
1946, or
or in
in any
any other
other law
law,, vesting
authority
"Assistant Secretary
authority in
in the
the "Assistant
Secretary of
of State
State fo
forr Adminislration,
Administration",
the "Assistant
"Assistant Secretary
Secretary of State in Charge
Charge of
of the
the Administration
Administration
of the Department",
Department", the "Director
reference
"Director General", or
or any
any other
other reference
with respect
respect thereto, are hereby amended to vest such authority in
in the
the
Secretary
Secretary of
of State.
Rules and regularegulaRules
SEC. 4. The Secretary
Secretary of
and
SEC.
of State
State may
may promulgate
promulgate such
such rules
rules and
tions.
regulations as may be necessary
necessary to carry
carry out
now or
out the
the functions
functions now
or
hereafter
hereafter vested in the Secretary
Secretary of
of State,
State,
of State or
or the
the Department
Department of
Delegation
Delegation of auand he may delegate
delegate authority
authority to perform any of
of such functions
functions to thority.
officers and employees under
under his direction
direction and supervision.
supervision.
Repeals.
Repeals.
SEC.
SEC. 5.
following statutes or
are hereby
hereby
5. The following
or parts
parts of statutes are
repealed:
repealed:
Section 200 of the Revised Statutes, as
amended and amplified
amplified by
as amended
by
authorizing the establishment
the Acts authorizing
establishment of additional
additional Assistant
Assistant SecreSecretaries of State, including section 22 of the
24, 1924
(ch.
the Act of
of May
May 24,
1924 (ch.
182, and the Act of December
December 8, 1944, R. S. 200;
43 Stat.
146; 58
200; 43
Stat. 146;
58
Stat. 670.
670.
Stat. 798; 55 U. S. C. 152, as amended by Public Law 767, Eightieth 62
5U.S.C.,
U. S. C., Supp. II,
I,
Congress).
Congress).
§
§ 152
152 note.
note.
U.
S.
C.
§
822.
22
U.S.C.
822.
Section 202 of the Foreign
Service Act
Act of
(60 Stat.
1000) and
Foreign Service
of 1946
1946 (60
Stat. 1000)
and
reference in such Act to the "Deputy
any other reference
Director General".
General".
"Deputy Director
22 U.
S. C. §811.
1811.
U.S.
Section 1041 of the Foreign Service Act of 1946
1032).
1946 (60 Stat. 1032).
Approved
Approved May
May 26, 1949.
1949.
[CHAPTER 144]
[CHAPTER
144]

JOINT RESOLUTION
JOINT
RESOLUTION

Requesting
a proclamation
proclamation designating
designating Memorial
Requesting the President
President to issue a
Memorial Day,
Day,
1949, as aa day for a
a Nation-wide
Nation-wide prayer
prayer for
peace.
for peace.

May 26, 1949
1949
May
[S. J.
Res. 61]
61]
[S.
J. Res.
[Public Law
Law 74]
74]
[Public

Resolved by the Senate and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
States of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
President is authorassembled, That the President
authorized and requested
requested to issue a
proclamation calling
people of
of
a proclamation
calling upon
upon the
the people
the United States to observe Memorial Day, 1949, by praying, each
each in
in

Memorial Day,1949.
Day,1949.
Issuance
Issuance of proclaproclaauthorized.
mation authorized.

112
112

PUBLIC LAWS—
LAWS-CHS.
CHS.144-146-MAY
144-146--MAY 26,
1949
26, 27,
27, 1949
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accordance
accordance with his religious
faith, for
permanent peace,
designating
religious faith,
for permanent
peace, designating
aaperiod during such day
the people
people of
day in which
which all
all the
of the
the United
United States
States
may unite in prayer
prayer for aapermanent
calling upon
upon all
all the
people
permanent peace;
peace; calling
the people
of the United States to unite in prayer
prayer at
at such
such time;
calling upon
time; and
and calling
upon
the newspapers, radio stations,
and all
other mediums
mediums of
of information
stations, and
all other
information
to join in observing
observing such day
prayer.
day and
and period
period of
of prayer.
Approved
Approved May 26,
26, 1949.
1949.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 145]
145]
May 27,
27, 1949
May
1949

[S. 326]
326]
[S.
[Public Law
Law 75]
75]
[Public

50 U. 8.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
Supp.
II, app. §§
2001-2013.
§I 2001-2013.
62 Stat. 1241.
1241.
50 U.
U. S. C.,
C., Supp.
Supp.
II,
(c).
II, app.
app. §§2001
2001 (c).

62 Stat. 1245.
50
Supp.
50 U.
U. S.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
II, app. §2007 (a).
H,
(a).

1

ACT
AN ACT
To amend the War Claims
Act of
Claims Act
of 1948.
1948.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
the
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
United
States of America in Congress
United States
Congress assembled,
That the
Claims
assembled, That
the War
War Claims
Act of 1948 (62
(62 Stat. 1240) is amended
following respects:
respects:
amended in
in the
the following
1. The last sentence of section 2
(c) is amended
amended to
to read
read as
follows:
2 (c)
as follows:
"The limit of time within which claims
may be
be filed
filed with
with the
claims may
the CommisCommission shall in no event
event be later
than March
1, 1951."
1951."
later than
March 1,
2. Section
8 (a)
Section 8
(a) is amended by striking
out the
the words
words "March
"March 31,
striking out
31,
1949"
1949" and inserting in lieu
"March 31,1950".
31, 1950".
lieu thereof
thereof "March
Approved
Approved May 27, 1949.
[CHAPTER 146]
[CHAPTER
146]

May 27, 1949
1949
[H.
[H. R.3704]
R. 3704]
[Public Law 76]
76]

District of Columbia Revenue
Revenue Act
Act of
of
1949.
1949.

District of ColumColumbia Sales
Sales Tax Act.
Act.

ACT
AN ACT
To provide additional
additional revenue for the
District of
of Columbia.
the District
Columbia.

Be it
it enacted
House of Representatives
Be
enacted by the Senate and House
of the
the
Representatives of
United
States
of America in Congress
Congressassembled,
United
assembled, That
this Act
Act divided
divided
That this
into
into titles and sections may be cited as the "District of
of Columbia
Columbia
Revenue
Revenue Act of 1949"
1949" and title I
may be
be cited
as the
I of this Act
Act may
cited as
the
"District of Columbia Sales Tax Act" and title II
"District
II of
this Act
Act may
may
of this
be cited as the "District of Columbia
Columbia Use
Use Tax
Act",
Tax Act".
TITLE I-GROSS
I—GROSS SALES
SALES TAX
TAX
DEFINITIONS
DEFINITIONS

"Assessor."
"Assessor."
"Business."
"Business."

"Collector."
"Collector."

"Commissioners."
"Commissioners."
"District."
"District."
"Engaging in
in business."

Foodness."
"Food."

SECTION
S
ECTION 101. "Assessor"
"Assessor" means the Assessor of the
or his
his
the District
District or
duly authorized
authorized representatives.
representatives.
SEC.
S
EC. 102. "Business"
"Business" includes
includes any activity engaged
engaged in
in by
by any
any person
person
or
or caused
caused to be engaged in by him with the object of
of gain,
benefit,
gain, benefit,
or advantage,
advantage, either direct or indirect.
indirect.
SEC.
"Collector" means the Collector of Taxes of the
SEC. 103.
103. "Collector"
the District
District or
or
his duly authorized representatives.
representatives.
SEC.
SEC. 104.
104. "Commissioners"
"Commissioners" means the Commissioners
Commissioners of the
the District
District
or their duly authorized
representatives.
authorized representatives.
SEC.
"District" means the District
SEc. 105.
105. "District"
District of Columbia.
SEC.
"Engaging in business"
business" means commencing,
commencing, conducting,
SEC. 106.
106. "Engaging
or
continuing in business, as well as liquidating
or continuing
liquidating a
business when
a business
when the
the
liquidator
liquidator thereof
thereof holds himself out to the
conducting such
the public
public as
as conducting
such
aabusiness.
business.
SEC.
107. "Food"
SEC. 107.
"Food" means cereals
cereals and cereal products; milk and milk
milk
products,
products, including
including ice cream; meat and meat products;
products •fish
fish and
and fish
fish
products; eggs
pro ducts; vegeta
bles and
products;
eggs an
andd egg
egg products;
vegetables
and vegetable
vegetable products;
fruit,
fruit, fruit products,
products, and fruit juices; bottled soft d
ri
n ks; spices
spi ces an
drinks;
andd
salt;
salt; flavoring
flavoring extracts
extracts and condiments;
condiments; sugar and sugar products;
products;
coffee
and coffee
coffee substitutes;
substitutes; tea; cocoa and cocoa products;
coffee and
products; and
and ice
ice
when
used for
consumption: Provided,
Provided, however, That
when used
for household
household consumption:
the
That the
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word "food"
"food" shall not include spiritous or malt liquors, beer, and any
any
beverages such as are ordinarily
other beverages
ordinarily dispensed at bars and soda
fountains or in connection
connection therewith.
SEC.
SEC. 108. "Gross receipts" means the total amount of the sales prices
of the retail
retail sales of vendors, valued in money,
money, whether
whether received
received in
in
money or otherwise.
otherwise.
SEC.
"Person" includes an individual, partnership,
S
EC. 109. "Person"
partnership, society, club,
association,
association, joint-stock
joint-stock company, corporation,
corporation, estate,
estate, receiver, trustee,
trustee,
assignee, or referee, and any other person acting in a
a fiduciary
or
assignee,
fiduciary or
representative
appointed by a
a court or otherwise,
representative capacity,
capacity, whether
whether appointed
and any combination
combination of individuals acting
unit.
acting as a
aunit.
SEC.
SEC. 110. "Purchaser"
"Purchaser" includes
includes a
aperson who purchases
purchases property or
to whom are rendered
rendered services, receipts from which
under
which are
are taxable
taxable under
this title.
S
EC. 111.
signed by
SEC.
111. "Purchaser's
"Purchaser's certificate"
certificate" means
means a
a certificate
certificate signed
by a
a
purchaser and in such form as the Assessor
purchaser
shall prescribe,
prescribe, stating
stating the
Assessor shall
the
purpose
purpose to which
which the purchaser
purchaser intends to
subject of the
sale,
to put
put the
the subject
the sale,
or the status or character
character of
of the
the purchaser.
purchaser.
SEC.
S
EC. 112. "Retailer" includes—
includes(a)
(
a) every person engaged
engaged in the business of making sales at
at
retail;
retail;
(b) every person engaged
engaged in the business of making retail sales
sales
at auction of tangible personal
personal property owned by the person or
or
others;
others;
(c) every person engaged
business of
of making
making sales
sales for
.
for
(c)
engaged in
in the business
storage, use, or other consumption,
si
ness o
making
consumption, or in th
thee bu
business
offmaking
tangible personal
personal property
sales at auction of tangible
property owned by
by the person
person
or others for storage, use, or
or other
other consumption.
consumption.
SEC.
establishment" means any premises in
in which the
S
EC. 113. "Retail
"Retail establishment"
business of selling tangible personal property
property is conducted or in
in or
or
from which any retail
are made.
made.
retail sales
sales are
SEC.
S
EC. 114. (a)
(a) "Retail sale" and "sale at retail"
retail" mean the sale in
any quantity or quantities of any tangible
personal property
tangible personal
property or service
service
taxable under
under the terms of this title. Said term shall mean all sales
of tangible personal property to any person for any purpose other
other
than those in which the purpose of the purchaser
purchaser is to resell the
property so transferred in the form in which the same is, or is to be,
received by him,
property so
transferred
received
him, or
or to
to use
use or incorporate
incorporate the property
so transferred
as a
amaterial
material or part of other tangible personal property to be produced
produced
for sale by manufacturing, assembling, processing,
processing, or refining. For
For
the purpose of the tax imposed by this title, these terms shall include
the following:
but shall not
not be limited to
to the
following:
(1)
(1) The sale for consumption
consumption of any meals, food or
other
or drink, or other
a consideration,
consideration, at any restaurant,
tangible personal
personal property
property for a
hotel, drug store, club, resort, or other place at which meals, food,
drink, or other tangible personal property
property are
are sold.
sold.
(2) Any production, fabrication,
(2)
fabrication, or printing of tangible
tangible personal
personal
property on special order for a
a consideration.
consideration.
(3)
(3) The sale or charges for any room or rooms, lodgings, or accommodations .furnished
furnished to transients by any hotel, inn, tourist camp,
tourist cabin, or any other place in which
which rooms, lodgings,
or accomaccomlodgings, or
modations are regularly furnished to transients for a
a consideration.
consideration.
(4)
(4) The sale of natural or artificial gas, oil, electricity, solid fuel,
purchaser for purposes other than resale
or steam, when made to any purchaser
or for use in manufacturing, assembling, processing, or
or refining.
(5) The sale of material used in the construction,
(5)
construction, and of materials
used in the repair or alteration,
alteration, of
of real
real property,
property, which materials,
materials,
upon completion
completion of such construction,
construction, alterations,
alterations, or repairs, become
become
81939*-50—Pr.
81939--50--PT. 1-8
I---8

"Gross receipts."
receipts."
"Gross

"Person."

"Person."

"Purchaser."
"Puchaser."

"Purchaser's certifiPt"haser's crtificate."

"Retailer."
"Retailer."

"Retailestablish"Retail establish-

"Retail,sale"; "sale
at retail.

atsre

sale"; "sale
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"Return."
"Sales price."
price."
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real property, regardless
whether or
real property
is to
regardless of
of whether
or not
not such
such real
property is
to
resold.
be sold or
or resold.
(6) The grant of the
continuous possession
or use
use of
of any
the right to
to continuous
possession or
any
article of tangible personal
personal property
granted under
under a
lease or
or contract
property granted
a lease
contract
if such grant of
possession would
would be
be taxable
outright sale
of possession
taxable if
if outright
sale were
were
made; in such event such lease or
be considered
sale
or contract
contract shall
shall be
considered the
the sale
of such article and the tax shall
be computed
by the
the vendor
shall be
computed and
and paid
paid by
vendor
rentals paid.
upon the rentals
(b) The term "retail
"retail sale" and "sale at retail"
retail" shall not
include
not include
the following:
following:
(1) Sales of tickets for admission to
and sports.
sports.
to places of
of amusement
amusement and
(2) Sales of transportation
(2)
transportation and communication
communication services.
services.
(3) Professional,
(3)
Professional, insurance,
insurance or personal service transactions
which
transactions which
involve sales as inconsequential
inconsequential elements for
for which
no separate
separate
which no
charges are
are made.
made.
(4) Any sale in which
(4)
which the only transaction
tra nsacti on in
the District
in the
District is
is the
the
mere execution
execution of the contract of sale and in which
which the tangible
tangible
personal property sold is not in the District at
at the
the time
time of
of such
such
execution: Provided,
Provided, however, That nothing contained
contained in this subsection shall be construed to be an
exemption from
from the
an exemption
the tax
tax imposed
imposed
under title II
II of this Act.
Act.
SEC.
115. "Return"
"Return" includes
any return filed or required to be filed
filed
SEC. 115.
includes any
as herein provided.

SEC.
116. (a)
price" means the total amount paid by a
a purSEC. 116.
(a) "Sales
"Sales price"

chaser to a
a vendor as consideration
consideration for aaretail sale,
in money,
sale, valued
valued in
money,
whether paid in money or otherwise,
otherwise, without any
deduction on
account
any deduction
on account
of any of the following:
following:
(1)
(1) The cost of the property
property sold.
sold.
(2)
(2) The cost of materials
materials used, labor or service
service cost,
cost, interest
interest
charged, losses, or any
any other
other expenses.
expenses.
(3) The cost of transportation
of the
the property
property prior
its sale
transportation of
prior to
to its
sale at
at
retail. The total amount of the sales price includes
includes all of the followfollowing: a. Any services that are aapart of
Any amount
for
of the
the sale. b.
b. Any
amount for
which credit
credit is
is given
purchaser by the vendor.
which
"sales to the ,purchaser
The term 'sales price" does tnot
include
following:
n
ao
kt
en
in
o
c
n
lusd
a
e
leany
a
sny of
of the
the following:
1
1

1 Pailtedrimscous2saflrolveve;d
Cash discounts allowed does
and taken on sales.

(2
2 The amount charged
charged for property returned
returned by purchasers
purchasers to
to
vendors upon rescission of contracts
contracts of sale when the
entire amounts
the entire
amounts
charged therefor
therefor are refunded
refunded either in cash or credit, and when
when the
the
property
property is returned within ninety days from the
of sale.
sale.
the date
date of
(3)
The amount charged
(3) The
charged for labor or services rendered
rendered in installing
installing
or applying
applying the property sold.
sold.
(4) The amount
(4)
amount of reimbursement
reimbursement of tax paid by the
the purchaser
purchaser to
to
the vendor under this title.
(5) Transportation
Transportation charges separately
separately stated, if the transportation
transportation
occurs after the sale of the
property is
made.
the
property
is
made.
"Sale"; "selling."
ale;seling."
SEC.
SEC. 117. "Sale" and "selling" mean any transaction
transaction whereby
whereby title
title
or possession,
possession, or both, of tangible personal property is
is or is
is to
to be
be
transferred
consideration by
transferred by any means whatsoever
whatsoever for aaconsideration
vendor
by aavendor
to
purchaser, or
or any transaction
to aa purchaser,
transaction whereby services subject
subject to
tax
to tax
under
this title
under this
title are
are rendered
rendered for consideration
consideration or are sold to any
purchaser
vendor,, and shall include,
purchaser by any vendor
includ e but not be
be limited
limited to,
to, any
any
"sale
"sale at retail"
retail" as defined
defi ned in this title. Such consideration
consideration may
may be
be
a price in money, rights,
either in the form of a
rights, or
property, or
or property,
or by
by
exchange
exchange or barter, and ma
y be
be p
aya bl e immediately,
i
mmediately, in
the future,
may
payable
in the
future,
installments.
or
by
installments.
"Semipublic instiS
by
EC.
tutionb.
c instSEC.
118. "Semipublic
institution" means any corporation,
tution."
SEc. 118.
"Semipublic institution"
corporation, and any
community
organized exclusively for
community chest,
chest, fund, or foundation,
foundation, organized
for
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religious, scientific, charitable, or
purposes, including
including hoshosor educational
educational purposes,
pitals, no part of the net earnings of which inures to the benefit
benefit of
of
shareholder or individual.
any private shareholder
of this
individual. For
For the
the purpose
purpose of
this title
title
organization or institution
institution which
an organization
which does not embrace
embrace the generally
generally
recognized
recognized relationship
relationship of teacher
teacher and
shall be
and student shall
be deemed
deemed not
not
to be operated for educational
educational purposes.
purposes.
SEC.
SEC. 119. "Tangible personal property" means
corporeal personal
personal
means corporeal
property
property of any
any nature.
SEC.
S
EC. 120. "Tax"
"Tax" means the tax imposed by this title.
SEC.
S
EC. 121. "Taxpayer" means
person required
required by
by this
to
means any
any person
this title
title to
make returns or to pay the tax imposed by
by this title.
title.
SEC.
S
EC. 122. "Tax year" means the calendar year, or the taxpayer's
fiscal year if it be other than the calendar
such fiscal
year
calendar year
year when
when such
fiscal year
is regularly
regularly used by the taxpayer
taxpayer for the
of reporting
the purpose
purpose of
reporting District
District
income taxes as the tax period in lieu of the calendar year.
year.
SEC.
SEC. 123.
123. "Vendor"
"Vendor" includes a
property
a person or
or retailer
retailer selling
selling property
or rendering
rendering services upon the receipts from which a
atax is
is imposed
imposed
under this title.
SEC.
SEC. 124. The foregoing definitions
definitions shall
applicable whenever
shall be applicable
whenever
the words defined are used in this title unless otherwise
otherwise required
required by'
by'
the context.

"Tangible
"Tangible personal
personal
property."
property."
"Tax."
"Tax."
"Taxpayer."
"Taxpayer."
"Tax year."
year."
"Tax

"Vendor."
"Vendor."

IMPOSITION OF
IMPOSITION
TAX
OF TAX

SEC. 125. Beginning on and after the first
SEc.
the first
first month
month
first day of
of the
succeeding the sixtieth day after the
the approval
approval of
Act, for
for the
of this
this Act,
the
privilege
privilege of selling certain
certain tangible personal property
at retail
property at
retail sale
sale
and for the privilege
privilege of selling certain selected
selected services
defined as
as
services defined
sales at retail in this title, aatax is hereby imposed
vendors at
at
imposed upon
upon all
all vendors
the rate of 22per centum of the gross receipts of
of any
the
any vendor
vendor from
from the
sale of such tangible
tangible personal
property and
and services.
services.
personal property
REIMBURSEMENT
REIMBURSEMENT FOR
FOR THE
THE TAX
TAX

SEC.
Reimbursement for the tax imposed
S
EC. 126. Reimbursement
imposed upon
the vendor
vendor shall
upon the
shall
be collected by the vendor from the purchaser
purchaser on all sales the gross
gross
receipts from which are subject to the tax imposed
imposed by this title
title so
so
far as it can be done. It
It shall be the duty of
purchaser in
the
of each
each purchaser
in the
District to reimburse the vendor,
vendor, as provided
section 127
of this
this
provided in
in section
127 of
title, for the tax imposed by this title. Such reimbursement
reimbursement of
of tax
tax
a debt from the purchaser
shall be a
purchaser to the vendor and shall be recoverrecoverable at law in the same manner as other debts.
RATE
OF TAX
TAX TO
TO BE
RATE OF
BE COLLECTED
COLLECIED BY
BY VENDOR
VENDOR

SEC.
S
EC. 127. For the purpose of collecting his reimbursement
reimbursement as
proas provided in section 126 of this title insofar as it can be done and
and yet
yet
eliminate the fractions
fractions of aa cent, the vendor
shall add
add to
sales
vendor shall
to the
the sales
price and collect from the purchaser
the following
following amounts:
purchaser the
amounts:
(a) On each sale where
(a)
where the sales price is from
cents,
from 14 cents
cents to
to 63
63 cents,
inclusive, 1
both inclusive,
1 cent;
cent;
(b) On each sale where the sales price is
from 64
cents to
$1.13,
is from
64 cents
to $1.13,
both inclusive, 22cents;
cents;
(c)
(c) On each 50 cents of sales price or fraction
fraction thereof
thereof in
excess of
in excess
of
$1.13, 1
$1.13,
1 cent.
EXEMPTIONS
EXEMPTIONS

SEC.
S
EC. 128. Gross receipts from the following
be exempt
following sales
sales shall
shall be
exempt
from the tax imposed by this title:
title:

Supra;
Supra.
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(a) Sales to the United States or
any instrumentality
or the
the District or
or any
instrumentality
thereof.
(b) Sales to aa State or any of its political subdivisions
if such
subdivisions if
such
State grants aa similar exemption to the District. As
As used
used .in
this
in
this
"State.'!
"State."
subsection, the term "State"
"State" means the several States, Territories,
Territories, and
and
possessions of the United
United States.
States.
(c) Sales to a
a semipublic
semipublic institution: Provided,
(c)
such
Provided, however,
however, That
That such
sales shall not be exempt unless (1)
(1) such institution shall
have first
shall have
first
obtained
obtained aa certificate
certificate from the Assessor stating that it is
entitled .to
is entitled
to
such exemption, and (2)
(2) the vendor keeps a
sales price
price
a record of the
the sales
of each such separate sale, the name
purchaser, the
the date
of
name of
of the
the purchaser,
date of
each such separate
separate sale, and the number of such certificate.
(d) (1)
(1) Sales of food for human consumption off the premises
where such food is
is sold.
sold.
(2)
(2) Sales of any food sold for human consumption
consumption in
in hotels,
hotels,
restaurants, cafes, bars, and other establishments
restaurants,
establishments where the
price
the sales
sales price
of the food furnished each individual patron, including any
cover,
any cover,
minimum, entertainment, or other charge, is $1.25 or
or less:
less: Provided,
Provided,
however, That the gross proceeds
proceeds from all such sales
where the
the sales
sales
sales where
price to the individual patron is more than $1.25 shall be subject
subject to
to
the tax imposed
imposed by this title without any deductions
deductions from
from such
such gross
gross
proceeds by virtue of the provisions of this subsection:
subsection: And
provided
And provided
further, That the provisions
further,
provisions of this title with respect
to reimbursereimburserespect to
ment for the tax imposed shall be applicable to every such sale where
ment
the sales price to the individual patron is more than $1.25
$1.25 without
without
provisions of this subsection.
regard to the provisions
(e) Sales of motor-vehicle
(e)
motor-vehicle fuels upon the sale of which a
a tax
tax is
imposed by the Act entitled "An Act to provide for a
on motora tax
tax on
motorvehicle fuels sold within the District of Columbia,
purColumbia, and
and for
for other
other pur106.
43 Stat. 106.
approved April 23, 1924, as amended or as
as may be hereafter
hereafter
D. C. Code §§
47- poses", approved
§§ 471901 to 47-1916; Supp. amended.
VII,§ §47-1901b
47-1901b et seq.
seq.
(f) Sales of property purchased
purchased by a
coma utility or public-service
public-service comconsumption in furnishing a
pany for use or consumption
commodity or
or service:
a commodity
service:
Provided,That the receipts from furnishing
Provided,
furnishing such commodity
service
commodity or
or service
are subject to aagross-receipts
gross-receipts or mileage tax in force
force in the
the District
District
during or for the period of time covered by any return required
required to
to be
be
filed by the provisions of this title.
title.
(g) Sales of newspapers
newspapers and publications
publications of semipublic
semipublic institutions
institutions
Ante,
Ante, p. 114.
as defined in section 118.
118.
(h) Casual and isolated
isolated sales by a
a vendor who
who is not regularly
regularly
engaged in the business of making
making sales
sales at
at retail.
retail.
(i)
(i) Sales of livestock,
livestock, poultry,
poultry, seeds, feeds for livestock and poultry,
poultry,
fertilizers, lime, and land plaster used for
for agricultural
agricultural purposes.
purposes.
(j)
Sales of food
food or beverages
beverages of any nature if made in any car
(j) Sales
car
composing a
a part of any train or in any aircraft or
operating
or boat operating
within the District in the course of commerce
commerce between
between the
the District
District
and aaState.
(k)
(k) Sales of goods made pursuant to bona fide contracts entered
entered
into before the date of approval of this Act: Provided,
Provided, That there
there is
is
aa contract
contract in writing signed by the purchaser
purchaser and vendor which
which
imposes
unconditional liability on the part
purchaser to buy
imposes an
an unconditional
part of the purchaser
the
the goods covered thereby at aafixed price and without escalator
escalator clause,
clause,
and an
an. unconditional
unconditional liability on the part of the vendor to deliver
deliver
aadefinite quantity of such goods
goods at the contract price.
price.
(1) Sales of natural
(1)
natural or artificial gas,
gas, oil, electricity,
electricity, solid fuel, or
or
steam,
used in manufacturing,
manufacturing, assembling, processing, or
steam, directly
directly used
or
refining.
refining.
(m)
Sales which a State would be without power to tax under the
(m
. ).Sales which a State would
the
limitations of the Constitution of the United States.
limitations
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(n) Sales of motor vehicles and trailers.
trailers.
(o) Sales of medicines,
medicines, pharmaceuticals,
pharmaceuticals, and
drugs whether
whether or
or not
and drugs
not
made on prescriptions
made
prescriptions of duly licensed physicians and surgeons
surgeons and
and
general and special practitioners
practitioners of
healing art.
art.
of the
the healing
(p) Sales of crutches, wheel chairs for the use of
(p)
cripples and
and
of cripples
invalids,
invalids, and, when
when designed
designed to be worn on the person
person of
the purchaser
of the
purchaser
or user, artificial limbs, artificial
artificial eyes, and artificial
artificial hearing
devices;
hearing devices;
sales of false teeth by a
a dentist and the
used by
dentist
the materials
materials used
by aa dentist
in
dental treatment;
eyeglasses, when especially
in dental
treatment; sales of eyeglasses,
especially designed
or
designed or
prescribed by an ophthalmologist,
ophthalmologist, oculist, or
peror optometrist
optometrist for
for the
the personal use of the owner or purchaser;
purchaser; and sales of
artificial braces
braces and
and
of artificial
supports designed
designed solely for the use
crippled persons.
use of crippled
persons.
(q) Sales of cigarettes.
COLLECION
COLLECTION OF
TAX
OF TAX

SEC.
S
EC. 129. Upon each sale of tangible personal
personal property
property or
or services,
services,
the gross receipts from which are taxable under
the
under this title, the
the reimreimbursement of tax to be collected
collected by the
vendor from
from the
purchaser
the vendor
the purchaser
under the provisions of this title shall
and charged
charged separately
shall be stated
stated and
separately
from the sales price and shown separately
separately on
from
thereof at
on any
any record
record thereof
at
the time
time the sale is made or evidence of sale issued or
or employed
by
employed by
the vendor.
SEC.
130. It
It shall be presumed that all receipts from
SEC. 130.
the sale
of
from the
sale of
tangible
tangible personal
personal property and services mentioned
in this
mentioned in
this title
title are
are
subject
established, and the burden
subject to
to tax until the contrary is established,
of
burden of
proving that aa receipt
receipt is not taxable
taxable hereunder
hereunder shall be
upon the
the
be upon
vendor or the purchaser
purchaser as the case
case may
be. Except
as provided
in
may be.
Except as
provided in
section
Ante, p.116.
p. Il.
section 128 (c)
(c) of this title, unless the
from
the vendor
vendor shall
shall have
have taken
taken from
the purchaser aacertificate
the
certificate signed by and bearing
bearing the name
address
name and
and address
of the purchaser
purchaser and the number of his registration
registration certificate
certificate to
to
the
effect that the property or service was purchased
the effect
purchased for resale,
resale, the
the
receipts from all sales shall be deemed taxable.
herein
taxable. The
The certificate
certificate herein
required shall be in such form as the Assessor shall
required
prescribe and,
and, in
in
shall prescribe
case no certificate
certificate is furnished or obtained
obtained prior
to the
the sale
prior to
the time
time the
sale
is
is consummated,
consummated, the tax shall apply to the gross receipts therefrom
therefrom as
as
if the sale were made at
at retail.
retail.
SEC. 131. The tax imposed by this title and interest
SEc.
interest and
penalties
and penalties
thereon shall become,
become, from the time due
and payable,
debt
due and
payable, aapersonal
personal debt
of the person liable to pay the same to the District. An
An action
action may
may
be brought
brought at any time within three years from
from the
time the
tax shall
the time
the tax
shall
be due and payable
payable in the name of the District
to recover
the amount
amount
District to
recover the
of any taxes, penalties, and interest due under the provisions
of
provisions of
of this
this
title, but such actions shall be utterly barred after
expiration of
the
after the
the expiration
of the
aforesaid three years.
years.
SEC.
Business
Business placed in
S
EC. 132. Whenever
Whenever the business or property of any person
subject
person subject
bankruptcy.
bankruptcy.
to tax under
to
under the terms of this title, shall be placed
receivership or
or
placed in
in receivership
bankruptcy, or assignment is
made for
for the
benefit of
creditors, or
if
is made
the benefit
of creditors,
or if
said property
property is seized under
under distraint for
for property
property taxes,
all
taxes,
taxes, all taxes,
penalties,
penalties, and interest imposed by this title for which said person
person is
is
in any way liable shall be a
a prior and preferred
claim. Neither
preferred claim.
Neither the
the
United States marshal, nor a
assignee, or
officer
a receiver, assignee,
or any
any other
other officer
shall sell the property
property of any person subject
to tax
under the
terms
subject to
tax under
the terms
of this title under process or order of any court without
first determindeterminwithout first
ing from the Collector
Collector the amount of any
due and
and payable
any such
such taxes
taxes due
payable
by said person, and if there be
such taxes
taxes due,
due, owing,
owing, or
be any such
or unpaid
unpaid
under this title it shall be the
officer to
pay to
the duty
duty of
of such
such officer
to first
first pay
to the
the
Collector the amount
amount of said
out of
proceeds of
of said
said sale
said taxes
taxes out
of the
the proceeds
sale
before making any payment
payment of any moneys to
to any
any judgment
judgment creditor
creditor
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or other
claimants of
of whatsoever
kind or
or nature.
person charged
charged
or
other claimants
whatsoever kind
nature. Any
Any person
with
the administration
administration or
or distribution
distribution of
of any
any such
such property
property as
as aforewith the
aforesaid who
who shall
violate the
provisions of
section shall
shall be
be personally
said
shall violate
the provisions
of this
this section
personally
liable
and unpaid
unpaid which
are chargeable
chargeable against
liable for
for any
any taxes accrued
accrued and
which are
against
the person
of this
section.
person otherwise
otherwise liable for
for tax
tax under
under the
the terms
terms of
this section.
SEC. 133.
The taxes
imposed by
penalties and
SEC.
133. The
taxes imposed
by this
this title
title and
and penalties
and interest
interest
thereon
by the
the Collector
Collector in
manner provided
by
thereon may be collected
collected by
in the
the manner
provided by
collection of
of taxes
taxes due
the District
District on
on personal
law for
for the
the collection
due the
personal property
property
collection; and
and liens
liens for
for the
in force at the
the time of such collection;
the taxes
taxes imposed
imposed
penalties thereon
thereon may
may be
be acquired
in the
the same
by this
this title and
and penalties
acquired in
same manner
manner
property taxes
taxes are
are acquired.
the Assessor
Assessor
that liens for personal property
acquired. If
If the
collection of any
by this
this Act
will be
believes that the collection
any tax
tax imposed
imposed by
Act will
be
jeopardized
jeopardized by delay, he shall, whether
whether or
or not the time
time otherwise
otherwise
prescribed by law for making return
return and
tax has
has expired,
expired,
and paying
paying such tax
immediately assess such tax (together
and penalties,
penalties,
(together with all interest
interest and
the assessment
provided for
law). Such
tax, penalties,
penalties,
assessment of which is
is provided
for by
by law).
Such tax,
and interest shall thereupon become immediately
immediately due
due and
and payable,
payable,
and immediate
by the
the Collector
immediate notice and demand
demand shall
shall be
be made
made by
Collector
for the payment thereof. Upon failure or refusal
such tax,
tax,
refusal to pay
pay such
penalty, and interest, collection thereof by distraint shall
lawful.
shall be lawful.
UNLAWFUL
UNLAWFUL ADVERTISING
ADVERTISING

Penalty.

SEC.
SEC. 134. It
unlawful for
vendor to
advertise or
hold
It shall be unlawful
for any
any vendor
to advertise
or hold
out or state to the public or
directly or
or to
to any
any customer
customer directly
or indirectly
indirectly
that the reimbursement
reimbursement of tax or any part
part thereof
thereof to
to be
be collected
collected by
by
the vendor under this title will be assumed or absorbed
absorbed by
vendor
by the
the vendor
or that it will not be added to the selling price of the
sold
the property
property sold
or the taxable
taxable services rendered, or if added
added to said price
price that
that it,
it,
or any part thereof, will be
person violating
violating any
any
be refunded.
refunded. Any
Any person
provision
provision of this section shall upon conviction
conviction be fined not
not more than
than
500 or imprisoned for not more than six months, or both, for each
$500
each
offense.
offense.
RETURNS AND
RETURNS
AND PAYMENT
PAYMENT OF
OF TAX
TAX

Monthly return.
return.
Monthly

SEC.
S
EC. 135. (a) On or before the twentieth
twentieth day of each calendar
calendar
month, every vendor who has made any sale at retail, taxable
taxable under
under
the provisions
provisions of this title, during the preceding
preceding calendar
calendar month,
month,
shall file aareturn with the Assessor. Such returns shall show the total
gross proceeds
proceeds of the vendor's business for the month for
the
for which
which the
return is filed; the gross receipts of the business of the vendor upon
upon
which the tax is computed; the amount of tax for which the vendor
vendor
is liable and such other information
information as the Assessor deems necessary
necessary
for the computation
computation and collection
collection of the tax.
(b)
(b) The Assessor may permit or require the returns to be made for
for
other periods and upon such other dates as he may specify:
specify: Provided,
Provided,
That the gross receipts during any tax year shall be included
included in
in returns
returns
covering such year and no other.
(c)
(c) The
The form of returns shall be prescribed
prescribed by the Assessor
Assessor and
shall contain such information
information as he may deem necessary for the
proper administration
administration of this title. The Assessor may require amended
returns to be filed within twenty days after notice and to contain the
information specified in the notice.
SEc. 136. (a)
(a) At the time of filing his return as provided
provided by this
title, the taxpayer shall pay to the Collector the taxes imposed
imposed by this
title.
title.
(b)
The taxes
taxes for the period for which a
a return is required
required to be
(b) The
filed by a
a vendor under this title shall be due by the vendor and
and
Collector on the date limited for the filing of
payable to the Collector
of the
the
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return for
such period,
period, without
without regard
regard to whether aareturn is filed or
for such
return
whether
the return
return which
is filed
correctly shows the amount of
filed correctly
which is
whether the
gross
gross receipts and taxes due thereon.
SEC. 137.
before thirty
days after the end of the tax year of
thirty days
or before
On or
137. On
SEC.
each
to pay to the Collector the tax imposed by the
required to
vendor required
each vendor
provisions
of this title, such vendor shall make an annual return for
provisions of
such tax
tax year
year in
in such
such form
required by the Assessor. The
may be required
as may
form as
such
Assessor
application of a
a
shown may on the written application
cause shown
good cause
for good
Assessor for
vendor
required by this section.
time for making any return required
vendor extend the time

Annual
return.
Annual return.

SECRECY
OF RETURNS
RETURNS
SECRECY OF
S
EC. 138.
Except to
any official
official of
a right
of the District, having a
to any
(a) Except
138. (a)
SEo.
thereto
capacity, it shall be unlawful
unlawful for any officer
officer or
official capacity,
thereto in his official
employee
known in any manner the
divulge or make known
to divulge
District to
the District
of the
employee of
amount
proceeds or any particulars
particulars relating
relating thereto
thereto or the
of gross proceeds
amount of
computation
thereof set
disclosed in any return required to
set forth or disclosed
computation thereof
a copy of any
be
under this title, and neither the original nor a
be filed
filed under
such return desired
furnished
for use in litigation in court shall be furnished
desired for
such
where neither
interested in the
the United States is interested
District nor the
the District
neither the
where
result
of such
litigation, whether or not the request is contained in an
such litigation,
result of
however, That nothing herein contained
contained
Provided,however,
of the court: Provided,
order of
shall
furnishing to a
ataxpayer aa copy of
construed to prevent the furnishing
be construed
shall be
return upon the payment of a
afee of $2.
his return
(b)
contained in
subsection (a)
(a) of this section shall be
in subsection
Nothing contained
(b) Nothing
construed
publication of notices authorized in this title,
prohibit the publication
construed to prohibit
identificaor
publication of statistics so classified
classified as to prevent the identificathe publication
or the
tion
of particular
reports and the items thereof, or the
or reports
returns or
particular returns
tion of
publication
lists showing the names of persons, vendors,
delinquent lists
of delinquent
publication of
or
have failed
failed to
to pay the taxes imposed by this title
who have
purchasers who
or purchasers
within
prescribed herein, together
together with any relevant informawithin the time prescribed
collection
tion which
in the
the opinion
the Assessor may assist in the collection
opinion of the
which in
tion
delinquent taxes.
of such delinquent
(c) Nothing
Nothing contained
(a) of this section shall be
subsection (a)
contained in subsection
(c)
construed to
to prohibit
discretion, from divulging
in his discretion,
Assessor, in
the Assessor,
prohibit the
construed
or making
information contained
contained in any report, applicaany information
known any
making known
or
tion, or
or return
required under
provisions of this title other than
under the provisions
return required
tion,
such information
contained therein relating to the amount of
be contained
as may be
information as
such
proceeds or tax thereon or any particulars
particulars relating thereto or
gross proceeds
computation thereof.
the computation
(d)
of the
provisions of
subsection (a)
(a) of this section
of subsection
the provisions
violation of
Any violation
(d) Any
shall be
be punishable
fine not
exceeding $1,000 or imprisonment
imprisonment for
not exceeding
a fine
by a
punishable by
shall
discretion of the court.
or both, in the discretion
months, or
six months,
Assessor
Notwithstanding the provisions of this section,
section, the Assessor
(e) Notwithstanding
may
the proper
officer of
of the
United States or of any State or
the United
proper officer
permit the
may permit
Territory
of the
representative to
or his authorized representative
States or
United States
the United
Territory of
inspect
the returns
under this title, or may furnish to such officer
officer
filed under
returns filed
inspect the
or
a copy of any such return, provided the United
or representative
representative a
States, State,
or Territory
Territory grants
grants substantially
substantially similar
similar privileges to
State, or
States,
the
Assessor or
or his
representative or
or to
to the
proper officer
officer of the
the proper
his representative
the Assessor
District
administration of this title.
the administration
with the
charged with
District charged
Assessor
(f) All
All reports,
applications, and
received by the Assessor
and returns received
reports, applications,
(f)
under
the provisions
of this
preserved for three years
shall be preserved
title shall
this title
provisions of
under the
and thereafter
until the
be destroyed.
destroyed.
to be
them to
orders them
Assessor orders
the Assessor
thereafter until
and
TAX
DETER1EINATION
OF TAX
DrETRMINATION OF

SEC. 139.
If a
return
return required by this title is not filed, or if aareturn
a return
139. If
SEC.
when
is incorrect
incorrect or
or insufficient,
insufficient, the amount of tax due shall be
filed is
when filed

Publication
Publication of statistics, etc.

Penalty.

Inspection
Inspection of returns.
turns.

Preservation of rePreservation
turns.
turns.
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determined by
by the
the Assessor
from such
such information
may be
obtaininformation as
as may
be obtainAssessor from
determined
able. Notice
Notice of
determination shall
to the
taxpayer.
able.
of such
such determination
shall be
be given
given to
the taxpayer.
Such
shall finally
and irrevocably
the tax
tax unless
unless the
the
Such determination
determination shall
finally and
irrevocably fix
fix the
person
against whom
whom it
it is
is assessed,
assessed, within
within thirty
thirty days
the giving
giving
person against
days after
after the
of notice
notice of
apply in
writing to
the Assessor
Assessor
of
of such
such determination,
determination, shall
shall apply
in writing
to the
for
or unless
unless the
the Assessor
his own
own motion
motion shall
redeterfor aahearing,
hearing, or
Assessor of
of his
shall redetermine the
same. After
After such
hearing or
redetermination the
the Assessor
Assessor
mine
the same.
such hearing
or redetermination
shall
whom
shall give notice
notice of his final
final determination
determination to the person
person against
against whom
the tax is assessed.
REFUNDS
REFUNDS
Ante,
3. 119.
119.
p.
Ante, /

S
EC. 140.
(a) Except
as to
any tax
determined as
provided
finally determined
as provided
SEC.
140. (a)
Except as
to any
tax finally
in section 139, where any tax has been erroneously
erroneously or illegally
illegally collected, the tax shall be refunded
application under
under oath is filed
filed
refunded if application
payment
with the Assessor for such refund within one year from the payment
thereof. For
like cause
and within
within the
same period
refund may
thereof.
For like
cause and
the same
period a
a refund
may
be
Collector.
be made upon
upon the certificates
certificates of the Assessor and the Collector.
Whenever a
arefund is made
Whenever
made upon the
the certificates
certificates of
of the Assessor and
and
Collector, the Assessor and Collector shall state their reasons
the Collector,
therefor in writing. Such application .may be made by the person
person
therefor
upon whom such tax was imposed and wao
who has actually paid the
collected
tax. When an application
application is made by aa vendor who has collected
reimbursement of
refund of moneys shall be made
reimbursement
of such tax,
tax, no
no actual refund
to such vendor, until he shall first establish
satisfaction of the
establish to the satisfaction
Assessor, under such regulations
regulations as the Commissioners
Commissioners may prescribe,
prescribe,
that the vendor
vendor has repaid to the purchaser the amount for which
which
application for refund is made. In lieu of any refund required
the application
required
credit may be allowed therefor on payment due from
to be made, a
a credit
the applicant.
(b)
Application for aa refund or credit made as
(b) Application
as herein
herein provided
provided
a revision of any tax, penalty,
shall be deemed an application
application for a
or interest complained of and the Assessor may receive evidence with
respect thereto.
determination of whether
whether any
any
thereto. After making
making his determination
thereof to
refund shall be made, the Assessor shall give notice thereof
to the
the
applicant.
APPEALS
APPEALS

S
EC. 141. (a) Any vendor or purchaser
SEC.
purchaser aggrieved
aggrieved by a
a final deternlination of tax or denial
mination
denial of an application
application for refund of any tax may,
determination of the
within ninety days from the date
date of the final determination
application for refund,
tax or from the date of the denial of an application
refund, as the
case may be, appeal to the Board of Tax Appeals
Appeals for the District of
of
Columbia
Columbia in the same manner and to the same extent as set forth in
in
52 Stat.
371, 374, 375.
sections 3,
3, 4,
4, 7,
8, 9,
9, 10,
and 11
11 of
of title
title IX
entitled "An
Act entitled
"An Act
Act
7, 8,
10, and
IX of
of the
the Act
47 sections
D. st.C.Cd37
Code §§ 472403,
47-2407 to amend the District of Columbia Revenue
47-2404, 47-2407
23, 47-2404,
Revenue Act of 1937, and for other
other
to
to 47-2411.
47-2411.
to47-24.
purposes", approved August 17, 1937, as amended,
amended, and as the same
amended. The
The remedy
remedy provided
in this
section shall
may hereafter be
be amended.
provided in
this section
shall
not be deemed to take away from the taxpayer
taxpayer any remedy which
which
he might have under
under any other provision of law, but no suit by the
taxpayer for the recovery of any part of any tax shall be instituted
taxpayer
instituted
taxpayer has elected to file
in any court if the taxpayer
file an appeal
appeal with respect
respect
to such tax with the Board of Tax Appeals for the District of Columbia.
Overpayments.
Overpayments.
(b) If
If itit shall be determined
(b)
determined by the Assessor, the Board of Tax
Appeals
Columbia, or any court having jurisdiction
jurisdiction
Appeals for the District of Columbia,
over the subject matter, that any part of any tax which was assessed
assessed
as a
a deficiency,
deficiency, and any interest
interest thereon
thereon paid
paid by the taxpayer,
taxpayer, was
was an
an
overpayment,
overpayment, interest shall be allowed and paid upon such overpayment of tax at the rate of 44per centum
centum per annum from the date such
such
overpayment
overpayment was paid until the date of refund.
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121

SALES
IN BULK
SALES IN
BULK

SEC.
a sale, transfer, or assignment
SEC. 142. Whenever there is made a
assignment
in bulk of any part or the whole of
of a
of merchandise
fixtures,
a stock
stock of
merchandise or
or of
of fixtures,
or of merchandise
merchandise and of fixtures, pertaining
pertaining to the conducting
conducting of the
the
business of the seller, transferor, or assignor, otherwise than in
in the
the
ordinary
ordinary course of trade and in the regular prosecution
prosecution of said
said busibusiness, the purchaser, transferee, or assignee shall
five days
days before
before
shall at
at least five
taking possession of such merchandise, fixtures, or merchandise
merchandise and
and
fixtures, or paying therefor, notify the Assessor by registered mail of
of
the proposed sale and of the price, terms, and conditions thereof, irreirrespective of whether or not the
or assignor
the seller,
seller, transferor, or
assignor has
has reprerepresented to or informed the purchaser, transferee,
transferee, or assignee that he
he
owes any tax pursuant to this title or whether
whether he
he has
has complied
complied with
with
section 11of the Act entitled "An Act to prevent
fraudulent sale
of
prevent the
the fraudulent
sale of
merchandise
merchandise in the District of Columbia", approved
28, 1904,
or
approved April 28,
1904, or
whether
whether or not he has knowledge
knowledge that such taxes
taxes are owing,
owing, or
or whether
whether
any such taxes
taxes are
are in
in fact
fact owing.
owing.
(b)
the purchaser,
purchaser, transferee,
shall fail
fail to
to
or assignee
assignee shall
transferee, or
(b) "Whenever
Whenever the
give the notice to the Assessor as required
required by the preceding
preceding section,
section,
or whenever
whenever the Assessor
Assessor shall inform the purchaser,
purchaser, transferee, or
or
assignee that a
any sums
a possible claim
claim for such
such tax
tax or
or taxes
taxes exists,
exists, any
sums
of money, property, or choses in action, or other consideration,
which
consideration, which
the purchaser, transferee, or assignee is required
to
required to
to transfer
transfer over
over to
the seller, transferor, or assignor shall be subject to a
a first priority
right and lien for any such taxes theretofore or thereafter
thereafter determined
determined
to be due from the seller, transferor,
transferor, or assignor to the District, and
the purchaser, transferee, or assignee is forbidden to transfer
transfer to the
the
seller, transferor, or assignor any such sums
sums of
money, property,
or
of money,
property, or
choses in action to the extent of the amount of
chose,s
claim.
of the District's
District's claim.
For failure to comply with the provisions of this section, the purchaser,
transferee, or assignee
assignee shall be personally
the payment
to the
the
personally liable
liable for
for the
payment to
District of any such taxes theretofore or thereafter
thereafter determined
determined to
to be
be
due to the District from the seller,
seller, transferor,
transferor, or
assignor, and
and such
or assignor,
such
liability may be assessed and enforced
enforced in the same manner
manner as the
liability for
for tax
tax under
under this
this title.
title.

33
33 Stat.
Stat. 555.
555.
D. C. Code §§ 28281701.
1701.

REGULATIONS
REGULATIONS

SEc.
S
EC. 143. In addition to the powers granted to the Commissioners
Commissioners
in this title, they are hereby
authorized and
make,
hereby authorized
and empowered
empowered to
to make,
adopt, and amend
amend rules and regulations appropriate
appropriate to
to the carrying
carrying
out of this title
title and the purposes
purposes thereof.
SEc. 144. In
In addition
addition to the
to the
Assessor in
this
SEC.
the powers
powers granted
granted to
the Assessor
in this
empowered—
title, he is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized and empowered(a)
return
(a) to extend for cause
cause shown the
the time
time of
of filing
filing any
any return
for a
a period not exceeding
exceeding thirty
cause shown,
thirty days; and
and for
for cause
shown, to
to
remit penalties and interest in whole or in part except
except as otherotherwise provided in this title; and to compromise
compromise disputed
disputed claims in
in
connection with the taxes hereby imposed;
imposed;
connection
(b)
request information from
Bureau of
Internal ReveReve(b) to
to request
from the
the Bureau
of Internal
nue of the Treasury Department of the United States relative
relative to
to
person for the purpose of assessing
any person
assessing taxes
taxes imposed by
by this
this
title; and
and said
said Bureau
Bureau of
Revenue is
authorized and
and
title;
of Internal
Internal Revenue
is authorized
required to supply such information
information as
as may be
be requested
requested by the
the
Assessor relative to any person
person for the purpose herein provided;
provided;
(c) to
prescribe methods
determining the
(c)
to prescribe
methods for
for determining
the gross
gross proceeds
proceeds
from sales made or services rendered
rendered and for
of
for the allocation
allocation of
such
nontaxable sales;
sales;
such sales
sales into taxable
taxable and
and nontaxable

Additional
Additional author.
authorIty
Assessor.
ity of
of Assessor.
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(d) to require any
to persons
persons within
any vendor
vendor selling to
within the
the District
District
to
the nature
nature and
of personal
to keep detailed
detailed records of
of the
and value
value of
personal
property sold for use within
property
within the District, and
and to
to furnish
furnish such
such
information upon
request to
to the
the Assessor;
information
upon request
Assessor;
(e)
(e) to assess, determine, revise,
revise, and readjust the
imposed
the taxes
taxes imposed
under this title.
SEC.
of ascertaining
the correctSEC. 145. The
The Assessor, for the purpose
purpose of
ascertaining the
correctness of
return filed as required by
by this
for the
the purpose
purpose of
of
of any return
this title,
title, or
or for
making aareturn where
where none has been made, is authorized
examine
authorized to examine
memoranda, or
any person
person bearing
any books, papers,
papers, records,
records, or memoranda,
or any
bearing upon
upon
required to be
be included
included in
in the
return and
and may
may summon
any
the matters
matters required
the return
summon any
before him
produce books,
books, records,
records, papers,
or
person to appear before
him and
and produce
papers, or
memoranda
memoranda bearing upon the matters required
required to be included in
in the
the
return and to give testimony or
or answer
answer interrogatories
interrogatories under
under oath
oath
respecting the same, and the .Assessor,
Assessor, or
or his
his duly
duly authorized
authorized reprerepresentative, shall have power to administer
person or
administer oaths
oaths to
to such
such person
or
persons. Such summons may
by any
any member
member of
the MetroMetromay be served
served by
of the
politan Police Department. If
personally
If any person, having been personally
summoned, shall neglect
neglect or
or refuse
refuse to
to obey
obey the
the summons
summons issued
as herein
issued as
herein
provided, then in that event the Assessor, or
or the
the Deputy
Deputy Assessor,
Assessor,
may report that fact to the United States District Court for
for the District
District
Columbia, or one of the justices
said court
court or
or any
of Columbia,
justices thereof,
thereof, and
and said
any
justice thereof hereby is empowered
empowered to compel
obedience to said sumcompel obedience
mons to the same extent as witnesses may be compelled
compelled to obey
obey the
subpenas of that court. Any person in custody or control
control of
of any books,
books,
bearing upon the
required to
papers, records, or memoranda
memoranda bearing
the matters required
to be
be
included in such returns, who shall refuse to permit the examination
examination
by the Assessor or any person designated
designated by him
him of
of any
any such
such books,
books,
papers, records, or memoranda,
memoranda, or who shall obstruct or hinder the
Assessor or any person designated by him in
in the examination
examination of
of any
any
books, papers, records, or memoranda,
memoranda, shall upon conviction
conviction thereof
thereof
be fined not more than $500 or imprisoned
imprisoned for
for not
not more
than six
more than
six
months, or both, for
for each offense.
REGISTRATION
REGISTRATION

SEC.
engage or continue to engage in the
SEC. 146. (a)
(a) No person shall engage
business of making any retail sales subject to tax under the provisions
of this title without having
having obtained a
a certificate
certificate of registration
registration
If two or more persons constitute
a single vendor as defined
therefor. If
constitute a
defined
in this title, such persons may operate
retail establishment
establishment
operate aa single retail
under one certificate
certificate of registration
registration and in such case neither
neither the death
or retirement
retirement of one or more of such persons
persons from business
business in such
such
establishment nor the entrance
establishment
entrance of one or more persons thereinto
thereinto shall
affect the certificate
certificate of registration for aaperiod of sixty days or require
the issuance of a
a new certificate
certificate until the expiration
expiration of such period.
(b)
a certificate
(b) Each applicant for a
certificate required by this section shall
shall
make out and deliver to the Assessor, upon a
a blank to be furnished
furnished
by him for that purpose, aastatement showing
showing the name of the applicant, each retail
retail establishment
cant,
establishment where the applicant's business is to
be conducted, the kind or nature
nature of such business and such other
other
information
information as the Assessor may prescribe. Upon receipt of such
such
application
application the Assessor
Assessor shall issue the applicant,
applicant, without charge,
charge, aa
certificate of registration
establishment designated
certificate
registration for each
each retail establishment
designated in
authorizing the applicant
the application,
application, authorizing
applicant to engage in business at
at
such
such retail establishment.
establishment. The certificate of registration
registration shall be
nontransferable
thiis title, and shall
nontransferable except as otherwise provided in this
be displayed in the applicant's
business. The form of such
applicant's place of business.
such
certificate
prescribed by the Assessor.
certificate of registration shall be prescribed
Assessor.
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(c) In
business and
a vendor who has no fixed place of business
In the case of a
(c)
sells
vehicles, each such vehicle
vehicle shall constitute
constitute a
a
more vehicles,
sells from one or more
retail
establishment for the purpose of this title. In the case of aa
retail establishment
a
vendor
business and does not sell from a
who has no fixed place of business
vendor who
vehicle, the
application for a
registration shall set forth
certificate of registration
a certificate
the application
vehicle,
communication authorized by
address to which any notice or other communication
the address
designated shall
this title may be sent to the applicant, and the place so designated
constitute a
aretail establishment
purposes of this title.
establishment for the purposes
constitute
(d) Whoever
Whoever engages in the business of selling tangible
tangible personal
(d)
property
property at retail, or makes any sale which is subject to tax under
the
registration
a certificate of registration
title without having a
of this title
the provisions
provisions of
therefor,
required by this section, shall, upon conviction thereof,
as required
therefor, as
be fined not more than $100.
INTEREST
PENALTIES
AND INTEREST
PENALTIES AND

a false
a return or who files a
S
EC. 147. (a)
(a) Any person
person failing to file a
SEC.
Collector within
or incorrect
incorrect return or who fails to pay any tax to the Collector
required by this title shall be subject to a
a penalty of 5
5 per
time required
the time
per
centum of
of the amount of tax due, plus interest at the rate of 11 per
centum
centum of
such tax for
for each month of delay excepting the first month
of such
centum
required to be filed or such tax became
became due; but
was required
such return was
after such
the
satisfied that
the delay was excusable,
excusable, may waive all
that the
if satisfied
Assessor, if
the Assessor,
6 per
per
or
part of such
in excess of interest at the rate of 6
penalty in
such penalty
any part
or any
centum
penalties and interest may be collected in
Unpaid penalties
year. Unpaid
per year.
centum per
the
same manner
as the
the tax
imposed by this title. The interest protax imposed
manner as
the same
determined by
vided
for in
this section
applicable to any tax determined
be applicable
section shall be
in this
vided for
the
a deficiency.
deficiency.
as a
the Assessor as
(b)
certificate of
of the Collector or Assessor, as the case may be,
The certificate
(b) The
to
the effect
effect that
been
not been paid, that aareturn has not been
has not
that aatax has
to the
filed,
registration certificate
has not been obtained, or that inforcertificate has
or aaregistration
filed, or
mation
has not
not been
been supplied
supplied pursuant
pursuant to the provisions of this title,
mation has
shall
presumptive evidence thereof:
thereof: Provided,
Provided, That the presumpbe presumptive
shall be
tions
created by
by this
subsection shall not
applicable in criminal
not be applicable
this subsection
tions created
prosecutions.
PENALTY
FOR FAILURE
FAILURE TO
RETURNS, AND
FORTH
SO FORTH
AND SO
TO FILE
FILE RETURNS,
PENALTY FOR
SEC. 148.
required to file a
a return or report or
person required
Any person
(a) Any
148. (a)
SEC.
perform
any act
act under
under the
provisions of this title who shall fail or
the provisions
perform any
neglect to
such return or report or perform such act within the
to file
file such
neglect
time required
shall, upon
upon conviction
conviction thereof,
not more than
fined not
be fined
thereof, be
required shall,
time
provided
$300
for
each
and
failure
The
penalty
provided
neglect.
or
failure
every
and
each
$300 for
herein
in addition
to the
penalties provided
provided in this title.
other penalties
the other
addition to
be in
shall be
herein shall
(b)
person required
file a
areturn
return or
report or perform any
or report
to file
required to
Any person
(b) Any
act under
under the
this title
who willfully
refuses to
fails or refuses
willfully fails
title who
of this
provisions of
the provisions
act
file such
return or
required
within the time required
act within
such act
perform such
or perform
or report
report or
such return
file
shall, upon
conviction thereof,
be fined
fined not
$5,000 or immore than $5,000
not more
thereof, be
upon conviction
shall,
prisoned for
for not
than one
The penalty
penalty provided
provided
both. The
or both.
year, or
one year,
more than
not more
prisoned
herein shall
shall be
in addition
addition to
to the
provided in
this title.
title.
in this
penalties provided
other penalties
the other
be in
herein
RETURNS
AND INCORRECT
ASSESSMENT,
INCORRECT RETURNS
FALSE ANT)
REASSESSMENT, FALSE
ASSESSMENT, REASSESSMENT,

S
EC. 149.
The Assessor
determine, redetermine,
assess, or
redetermine, assess,
shall determine,
Assessor shall
149. The
SEC.
reassess,
any tax
this title,
title, except
the tax
tax
where the
cases where
in cases
except in
by this
imposed by
tax imposed
reassess, any
is
correct as
computed in
in any
any return
return filed
within
Assessor, within
the Assessor,
with the
filed with
as computed
is correct
three
years after
the filing
filing of
follows:
as follows:
except as
return, except
any return,
of any
after the
three years
(a) In
of aa false
false return,
or a
a failure
failure to
to file
return,
file aa return,
return, or
case of
the case
In the
(a)
whether in
good faith
otherwise, the
the tax
may be
any
assessed at any
be assessed
tax may
or otherwise,
faith or
in good
whether
time.
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(b) In
the case
an incorrect
return which
not been
prepared
been prepared
has not
which has
incorrect return
case of
of an
In the
(b)
as required
required by
title and
instructions, rules,
rules, or
or
and instructions,
by the
the return
return and
and by
by this
this title
as
regulations applicable
the tax
shall be
be assessed
or reassessed
reassessed
assessed or
tax shall
thereto, the
applicable thereto,
regulations
within
five years
years after
such return.
return.
of such
filing of
after the filing
within five
PROSECUTIONS
PROSECUTIONS
SEC. 150.
shall be
brought in
the
in the
title shall
be brought
under this
this title
prosecutions under
150. All
All prosecutions
SEC.
municipal court
court for
for the
Columbia on
by the
the
on information
information by
District of
of Columbia
the District
municipal
Corporation Counsel
Counsel of
the District
in the
the name
District of
of
of the
the District
name of
of the
District in
Corporation
Columbia.
NOTICES
NOTICES

S
EC. 151.
Any notice
notice authorized
authorized or
required under
the provisions
provisions
under the
or required
151. Any
SEC.
of this
title may
may be
be given
by mailing
same to
whom
for whom
to the person for
the same
mailing the
given by
this title
of
it
addressed to such
envelope, postage prepaid, addressed
it is intended in an envelope,
person at
at the
the last
return filed by him pursuant
pursuant
last return
given in
in the
the address
address given
person
to the
the provisions
provisions of
or, if
if no
to
has been
been filed, then to
no return has
of this
this title
title or,
to
the last
last address of
person is
If the address
address of any person
person. If
of such person.
the
unknown,
such notice may be
published in
in one
one or more of the daily
be published
unknown, such
newspapers
Columbia for three successive
successive days.
of Columbia
District of
in the
the District
newspapers in
The
advertisement in newspapers
added
newspapers shall be added
cost of any such advertisement
The cost
to
the tax.
required or authorized
authorized
of any
any notice
notice required
tax. The
The proof of mailing of
to the
in
receipt of such notice
in this
this title shall be presumptive evidence of the receipt
by
the person
person to
addressed. The
any
of publishing
publishing any
proof of
The proof
to whom addressed.
by the
notice
notice required
required in this title in one or more of the daily newspapers
such
in the District shall be conclusive notice to the person for whom such
notice is intended.
EXTENSIONS OF
OF TIME
TIME
EXTENSIONS

expiration of the period prescribed
SEC. 152. Where, before
before the expiration
prescribed
SEC.
herein
assessment or
redetermination of an
a
additional tax,
tax, a
an additional
or redetermination
for the
the assessment
herein for
taxpayer
has consented
consented in
in writing
writing that such period be extended,
extended, the
taxpayer has
amount
determined at any time within such
due may be determined
of such tax due
amount of
extended period.
extended
extended may
may be
be further extended
so extended
extended
period. The period so
by subsequent
subsequent consents
expiration of
of the
the
the expiration
made before the
consents in writing made
by
extended
extended period.
District
District of
of ColumColumbia
bla Use Tax Act.
Act.

TITLE II-COMPENSATING-USE
II— COMPENSATINGUSE TAX
TAX
TITLE
DEFINITIONS
DEFINITIONS

"Retail sale"; "sale
"sale
"Retail
at
at
at retail";
retail"; "sold
"sold at
retail."
retail."

SECTION 201.
SECTION
201. (a) "Retail
"Retail sale", "sale
"sale at retail", and "sold
"sold at
at retail"
means all
all sales
quantity or quantities of tangible personal
personal
sales in
in any
any quantity
means
property, whether made within or without the District, and services,
consumption, within
purpose of
of use, storage,
storage, or consumption,
to any person for the purpose
the District, taxable under the terms of this title. These terms shall
person for
mean all sales of tangible personal property to any person
for any
any
purpose other than those in which the purpose of the purchaser
purchaser is to
resell the property so transferred
transferred in the form in which
which the same is,
or is to be, received
received by him, or to use or incorporate
incorporate the property so
transferred
transferred as a
amaterial or part of other tangible personal property
property
to be produced for sale by manufacturing,
manufacturing, assembling, processing, or
refining. For the purpose of the tax imposed by this title, these terms
following:
shall include, but shall not be limited to, the following:
(1)
tangible personal
personal
(1) Any production, fabrication, or printing of tangible
property on special order for a
a consideration.
(2)
artificial gas, oil,
electricity, solid fuel
(2) The
The sale
sale of natural or artificial
oil, electricity,
or steam, when made to any purchaser for purposes other than resale
or for use in manufacturing, assembling, processing
processing or refining.
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(3)
The sale
of material
construction, and
materials
(3) The
sale of
material used
used in
in the
the construction,
and of
of materials
used
in the
alteration, of
real property,
which materials,
materials,
repair or
or alteration,
of real
property, which
used in
the repair
upon
such construction,
construction, alterations,
alterations, or
become
or repairs,
repairs, become
of such
upon completion
completion of
real
regardless of
of whether
whether or
or not
such real
to
is to
not such
real property
property is
property, regardless
real property,
be
or resold.
sold or
resold.
be sold
(4) The
The grant
grant of
right to
continuous possession
possession or
any
or use
use of
of any
of the
the right
to continuous
(4)
article of
tangible personal
or contract
contract
under aalease
lease or
property granted
granted under
personal property
article
of tangible
if such
grant of
of possession
possession would
would be
taxable if
if outright
sale were
were
be taxable
outright sale
if
such grant
the
made;
in such
such event
event such
such lease
shall be
be considered
considered the
lease or
or contract
contract shall
made; in
sale
and the
tax shall
shall be
be computed
paid by
the
by the
computed and
and paid
the tax
sale of
of such
such article
article and
vendor
the rentals
rentals paid.
paid.
upon the
vendor upon
Exemptions.
Exemptions.
(b) The
The terms
"retail sale",
sale", "sale
at retail",
retail", and
shall
and "sold
"sold at
at retail"
retail" shall
"sale at
(b)
terms "retail
not
following:
include the
the following:
not include
(1)
of tickets
tickets for
for admission
admission to
places of
of amusement
and
amusement and
to places
(1) Sales
Sales of
sports.
sports.
(2)
Sales of
transportation and
and communication
services.
communication services.
of transportation
(2) Sales
. (3)
Professional, insurance,
which
transactions which
service transactions
or personal
personal service
insurance, or
(3) Professional,
involve
sales as
as inconsequential
inconsequential elements
for which
separate charges
charges
which no
no separate
elements for
involve sales
are made.
are
made.
(4) Sales
tangible personal
personal property
property which
which property
property was
was purpurof tangible
(4)
Sales of
to coming
coming into the District
by a
a nonresident
chased or
or acquired
nonresident prior to
acquired by
chased
and establishing
or maintaining
maintaining aatemporary
temporary or
residence
permanent residence
or permanent
and
establishing or
"residence" means
the word "residence"
As used
used in
in this subsection,
in
the District.
in the
District. As
subsection, the
mean "domicile".
"domicile".
place in
which to
to reside
reside and
and does
does not
not mean
in which
aaplace
(5) Sales
of tangible
personal property
which property
property was
was purpurproperty which
tangible personal
(5)
Sales of
into the
to coming
coming into
chased
acquired by
by a
nonresident person
person prior
prior to
a nonresident
or acquired
chased or
in the
the District.
District
and establishing
establishing or
or maintaining
business in
a business
maintaining a
District and
(6)
use or
or storage
within the
the District
tangible personal
personal
of tangible
District of
storage within
The use
(6) The
comproperty owned
held by
by a
common carrier
carrier or
or sleeping-car
sleeping-car coma common
and held
owned and
property
interstate
pany
without the
the District
District in
in the
the course
of interstate
course of
principally without
use principally
for use
pany for
commerce, or
or commerce
commerce between
District and
aState,
State, in
or upon,
upon,
in or
and a
the District
between the
commerce,
or boat.
or
of, any
any train,
train, aircraft,
aircraft, or
as part
part of,
or as
"pur"Purchase";
"Purchase"; "PurSEC. 202.
202. "Purchase"
"purchased" shall
shall mean
mean and
includeand include—
and "purchased"
"Purchase" and
SEC.
chased."
chased."
title or
(
a) any
any transfer,
transfer, either
either conditionally
of title
or absolutely,
absolutely, of
conditionally or
(a)
possession
or both
both of
tangible personal
sold at
at retail;
retail;
property sold
personal property
of the
the tangible
possession or
(b)
acquisition of
of a
other authority
to use,
store,
use, store,
authority to
or other
a license
license or
any acquisition
(b) any
or consume,
the tangible
tangible personal
property sold
retail;
at retail;
sold at
personal property
or
consume, the
(c)
any sale
of services
services sold
retail.
at retail.
sold at
sale of
(c) any
"Purchaser."
"Purchaser."
purchased
SEC. 203.
203. "Purchaser"
"Purchaser" means
means any
any person
person who
who shall
shall have
have purchased
SEC.
tangible
personal
property
or
services
sold
at
retail.
tangible personal property or services sold at retail.
District";
"In the
the District";
within "within
mean within
SEC. 204.
the District"
the District"
District" mean
"within the
and "within
District" and
"In the
204. "In
SEC.
"within the District."
trict."
the exterior
exterior limits
the District
District of
and include
territory
all territory
include all
of Columbia
Columbia and
of the
limits of
the
America.
within
owned by
United States
States of America.
the United
by the
limits owned
such limits
within such
"Store"; "storage."
"Store";
"storage."
SEC. 205.
"Store" and
mean any
keeping or
or the
retention
the retention
any keeping
"storage" mean
and "storage"
205. "Store"
SEC.
of possession
possession in
District for
for any
of tangible
personal propproptangible personal
any purpose
purpose of
the District
in the
of
erty
at retail
sale.
retail sale.
purchased at
erty purchased
"Use."
"Use."
SEC. 206.
206. "Use"
"Use" means
means the
exercise by
any person
person within
within the
District
the District
by any
the exercise
SEC.
of any
or power
power over
over tangible
personal property
and services
services
property and
tangible personal
right or
of
any right
sold at
retail, whether
without the
the District
by aa
District by
or without
within or
purchased within
whether purchased
sold
at retail,
purchaser from
vendor.
a vendor.
from a
purchaser
"Vendor."
"Vendor."
every person or retailer
SEC. 207.
207. "Vendor"
"Vendor" includes
includes every
retailer engaging
engaging in
SEC.
business
in the
District and
making sales
at retail
defined herein,
herein,
retail as
as defined
sales at
and making
the District
business in
personal
delivery of the tangible personal
whether for
for immediate
or future
future delivery
immediate or
whether
property or
or performance
the services.
services. When
When in
in the
opinion of the
the opinion
of the
performance of
property
Assessor it
it is
is necessary
the efficient
of this
this title
title to
to
administration of
efficient administration
for the
necessary for
Assessor
agent
regard any
any salesman,
or canvasser,
the agent
as the
canvasser, as
peddler, or
representative, peddler,
salesman, representative,
regard
of
the dealer,
dealer, distributor,
distributor, supervisor,
supervisor, or
employer, under
he
whom he
under whom
or employer,
of the
operates or
from whom
whom he
he obtains
obtains the
property sold
sold
personal property
tangible personal
the tangible
or from
operates
or
services, the
the Assessor
Assessor may,
and
treat and
discretion, treat
in his
his discretion,
may, in
furnishes services,
or furnishes
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"Engaging
"Engaging in business
ness in the
the District."
District,"
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regard such agent as the vendor jointly responsible
regard
responsible with
with his
his principal,
principal,
employer, or supervisor,
supervisor, for the assessment
assessment and
payment or
and payment
or collection
collection
of the tax imposed by this title.
S
EC. 208. "Engaging
"Engaging in business in
selling,
SEC.
in the
the District"
District" includes
includes the
the selling,
delivering,
delivering, or furnishing
furnishing in the District, or any activity
activity in the District
District
in connection
connection with the selling, delivering, or
furnishing in the
District,
or furnishing
the District,
of tangible personal property or services sold
sold at
at retail
retail as
as defined
defined herein.
herein.
This term shall include but shall not be limited to the
the following
following acts or
or
transacting business:
business:
methods of transacting
(a)
(a) The maintaining, occupying
occupying or using, permanently
permanently or
or temporarily, directly
directly or indirectly,
indirectly, or through
subsidiary or agent,
through aa subsidiary
agent, by
whatever name called,
called, of any office,
whatever
office, place
place of
of distribution,
or
distribution, sales
sales or
sample room or place, warehouse or storage place,
of
place, or
or other place of
business.
business.

"Retailer."
"Retailer."
Applicability of certain definitions.

Ante, P.
p.
Ante,

112.
112.

(b)
representative, agent, salesman, canvasser,
(b) The having of any representative,
or solicitor operating
the purpose
making sales
operating in the District
District for
for the
purpose of
of making
sales
at retail as defined
defined herein
herein,' or the taking of
orders for
sales.
of orders
for such
such sales.
SEC.
SEC. 209. "Retailer"
"Retailer" includes every person
business
person engaged
engaged in the
the business
of making sales at retail.
SEC.
"food", "gross receipts",
SEC. 210. The definitions
definitions of "business",
"business" ' "food"
receipts",
"person",
"purchaser's certificate",
"person" "purchaser's
certificate", "retail
"retail establishment",
establishment", "return",
"return",
"sale"
"sale" and
arid "selling",
selling", "sales price", "semipublic
"semipublic institution", "tangible
"tangible
personal
"tax", "tax year", "taxpayer", "Assessor",
personal property", "tax",
"Assessor", "Col"Collector", "Commissioners",
lector",
"Commissioners", and "District",
"District", as defined
defined in
in title I
I of this
Act, are hereby incorporated
applicable to this title.
incorporated in and made applicable
SEC.
SEC. 211. The foregoing definitions
definitions shall be
whenever
be applicable
applicable whenever
the words
words defined are used in this title unless
unless otherwise
required by
by
otherwise required
context.
the context.
IMPOSITION OF
OF TAX
IMPOSITION
TAX
SEC.
SEC. 212. Beginning on and after the first day of the first month
succeeding
succeeding the sixtieth day after the approval of this
is
this Act, there
there is
hereby imposed and there shall be paid by every vendor engaging
engaging in
business in the District and by every purchaser
a tax on the use, storpurchaser a
storage, or consumption of any tangible personal property and services
services
sold or purchased
purchased at retail sale. The tax hereby imposed shall be
be at
at
the rate of 2
2 per centum of the sales price of the tangible personal
personal
property or services
services rendered
rendered or
or sold.
sold.
PAYMENT
TAX BY
BY VENDOR
PAYMENT OF
OF TAX
VENDOR

Ante, pp. 115,117.
115, 117.
Ante,

Ante,
115, 117.
A e, pp. 115,

SEC.
SEC. 213. Every vendor engaging in business
business in the District and
and
making
making sales at retail shall, for the privilege of making such
sales,
such sales
pay to the Collector the tax imposed by this title. At the time of
of
making
purchaser
making such sales the vendor shall collect the tax from the purchaser
and give to the purchaser a
a receipt therefor in such form as
as prescribed
prescribed
by the Assessor. For the purpose of uniformity
uniformity of tax collection
collection by
the vendor
vendor engaging in business in the District and for other purposes
the provisions
provisions of sections 126, 127, 129, and 130 of
Act
of title
title I
I of
of this
this Act
are hereby incorporated
incorporated in and made applicable to this title.
SEC.
S
EC. 214. Every vendor or retailer
retailer not engaging in business in the
the
District who makes sales at retail as defined in this title, and
and who
upon application to the Collector has been expressly authorized to
pay the
the tax imposed by this title, shall, at the time of making such
such
sales, collect the reimbursement
and
reimbursement of the tax from the purchaser
purchaser and
prescribed by
give to the purchaser
purchaser aareceipt therefor in such form as prescribed
the Assessor.
Assessor. For the purpose of uniformity of tax collection
collection by the
the
vendor or retailer
retailer who has been expressly
expressly authorized
authorized to pay the tax
under the provisions of this section and for other purposes, the
the provisions of sections
I of this Act are hereby
sections 126, 127, 129, and 130 of title I
hereby
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incorporated
applicable to this title. A permit shall be
incorporated in and made applicable
issued to such vendor
vendor or retailer, without charge, to pay the tax and
collect reimbursement
reimbursement thereof as provided herein. Such permit may
be revoked at any time by the Collector who shall thereupon
thereupon give
notice thereof
thereof to the vendor or retailer.
PAYMENT OF
PAYMENT
TAX BY
PURCHASER
OF TAX
BY PURCHASER

SEC. 215. If
If a
apurchaser
purchaser has not reimbursed
reimbursed for the tax such vendors
or retailers as are
are required or authorized to pay the tax, as the case
may be, such purchaser
purchaser shall file a
return as hereinafter
provided and
a return
hereinafter provided
pay to the Collector 2
centum of the total sales prices of property
2 per centum
and services
services purchased
purchased at retail sale.
EXEMPTIONS
EXEMPTIONS
SEC. 216. The tax imposed by this title shall not apply to the
SEC.
following:
following:
(a) Sales upon which taxes are imposed under title IIof this Act.
(a)
(b) Sales exempt
exempt from the taxes imposed under title IIof this Act.
(c) Sales upon which the purchaser
purchaser has paid aa retail sales tax or
(c)
therefor to aa vendor or retailer under the laws
made reimbursement
reimbursement therefor
territory of the United States.
of any State or territory

p. 112.
Ante, p.112.

COLLECTION OF
TAX
OF TAX
COLLECTION

I
133 of title I
SEC. 217. The provisions
provisions of sections 131,
131, 132, and 1_33
SEC.
of this Act are hereby incorporated
applicable to this
incorporated in and made applicable
title.
S
EC. 218. Every
Every vendor or retailer
retailer not engaging
engaging in business in the
SEC.
District
expressly authorized
imposed
authorized to pay the tax imposed
District who has been expressly
by
title and
therefor, and every vendor
vendor
reimbursement therefor,
collect reimbursement
and collect
this title
by this
engaging
in business
business in
the District,
District, may, in the discretion of the
the
in the
engaging in
Collector,
exceeding
a bond not exceeding
with the Collector a
to file with
be required
required to
Collector, be
the
amount of
with such
such sureties
as the
the Collector
Collector deems
necesdeems necessureties as
of $10,000
$10,000 with
the amount
Collector
sary,
exceeding five years
years as the Collector
not exceeding
for such
such duration not
and for
sary, and
deems
necessary, conditioned
of the
the tax
tax due
from
due from
the payment
payment of
upon the
conditioned upon
deems necessary,
any
or retailer
retailer for
any period
period covered
required
covered by any return required
for any
any vendor
vendor or
to
under this
title.
this title.
to be filed under

Ante,
117, 118.
Ante, pp.
pp. 117,118.

Filing of bond by
by
vendor.
vendor.

UNLAWFUL ADVERTISING
ADVERTISING
UNLAWFUL
S
EC. 219.
219. The
this Act
Act are
are
title I
I of
of this
134 of
of title
of section 134
The provisions
provisions of
SEC.
hereby
incorporated in
in and
and made
made applicable
applicable to
to this
this title.
title.
hereby incorporated

Ante,
Ante. p.
11). 118.
118.

RETURNS
OF THE
THE TAX
TAX
AND PAYMENT
PAYMENT OF
RETURNS AND
S
EC. 220.
220. The
The provisions
135, 136,
138 of title
and 138
136, 137,
137, and
of sections
sections 135,
provisions of
SEO.
I
this Act
Act are
and made
to this
this
made applicable
applicable to
in and
incorporated in
hereby incorporated
are hereby
I of
of this
title. Every
Every vendor,
every vendor
vendor or
retailer not
not engaging
engaging in
or retailer
and every
vendor, and
title.
business in
in the
District who
is expressly
expressly authorized
authorized to pay the tax,
tax,
who is
the District
business
shall
file returns
returns and
pay the
the provisions
provisions
with the
in accordance
accordance with
the tax
tax in
and .pay
shall file
of such
such sections
sections applicable
applicable to
to the
the filing
of returns
the payment
payment
and the
returns and
filing of
of
of the
prescribed by regulation.
regulation.
be prescribed
as shall
shall be
and as
the tax
tax and
of
SEC. 221.
(a) Every
purchaser who is required to pay a
a tax under
Every purchaser
221. (a)
SEC.
this title
file a
with the
the Assessor
Assessor within
days after
after
twenty days
within twenty
a return
return with
shall file
title shall
this
the end
each calendar
calendar month.
month. Such
shall show the total
returns shall
Such returns
of each
the
end of
sales prices
tangible personal
personal property
property and
purchased
and services purchased
all tangible
prices of all
sales
at
retail sale
sale upon
upon which
which the
the tax
imposed has
been paid
paid by the
has not
not been
tax imposed
at retail
purchaser to
vendors or
the amount
amount of
which the
the
tax for
for which
of tax
retailers, the
or retailers,
to vendors
purchaser
purchaser is
Assessor deems
the Assessor
information as the
such other information
and such
liable, and
is liable,
purchaser
necessary for the
the computation
collection of the tax.
computation and collection
necessary

Ante, pp.
pp. 118,
119.
Ante,
118,119.

Monthly return.
return.
Monthly
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require the
the returns
returns of
of purchasers
(b) The Assessor may
may permit
permit or
or require
purchasers
to be made for other periods and
other dates
dates as
as he
he may
and upon
upon such
such other
may
specify.
specify.
(c) The return filed by
by a
the sales
a purchaser
purchaser shall
shall include
include the
sales prices
prices
of all tangible
tangible personal property and services
purchased at
at taxable
taxable
services purchased
retail sale during the calendar
calendar month
or other
the
retail
month or
other period
period for
for which
which the
return is filed and upon which the tax
imposed has not
not been
been reimbursed
tax imposed
reimbursed
purchaser to vendors
or retailers.
by the purchaser
vendors or
retailers.
(d) The form of returns shall
and
shall be
be prescribed
prescribed by the
the Assessor
Assessor and
shall contain such information as he
the proper
proper
he may
may deem necessary
necessary for
for the
administration
administration of this title. The Assessor may require
require amended
amended
returns
returns to be filed within twenty days after notice
notice and
and to
to contain
contain the
the
information specified
notice.
information
specified in
in the
the notice.
(e) At the time of filing his return as provided
provided in
the
in this
this section
section the
purchaser
purchaser shall pay to the Collector the
for which
the amount
amount of
of tax
tax for
which he
he is
is
liable as shown by such return.
return.
(f) The taxes for the period for
is required
required to
to be
for which
which a
a return
return is
be
filed under
under this section
section shall be due by
and payable
payable to
to
by the taxpayer
taxpayer and
the Collector on the date limited for the filing of
such
of the return
return for
for such
period, without regard to whether a
the
a return is filed or
or whether
whether the
return which is filed correctly
correctly shows the amount of the total
sales
total sales
prices and taxes
taxes due
due thereon.

REGISTRATION
REGISTRATION
Ante, p. 122.

SEC.
SEC. 222. The provisions of section 146 of
this Act
Act are
of title
title II of
of this
are
incorporated in and made applicable to
hereby incorporated
to this
this title: Provided,
Provided,
That vendors and persons who have been issued
certificates of
of registraregistraissued certificates
tion under
under title II of this Act shall not
such
not be
be required
required to
to have
have such
certificates under
under this
this title.
title.
DETERMINATION OF
OF TAX,
APPEALS, SALES
DETERMINATION
TAX, REFUNDS,
REFUNDS, APPEALS,
SALES IN
IN BULK,
BULK, REGULATIONS,
REGULATIONS,
PENALTIES
PENALTIES AND
AND INTEREST,
INTEREST, PROSECUTIONS,
PROSECUTIONS, FALSE
AND INCORRECT
RETURNS,
FALSE AND
INCORRECT RETURNS,
NOTICES,
AND SO
SO FORTH
FORTH
NOTICES, AND

Ante, pp. 119-124.
Ante,
119-124.

SEC.
SEC. 223. The provisions of
of sections
140, 141,
141, 142,
142, 143,
143, 144,
145,
sections 139,
139, 140,
144, 145,

147, 148, 149, 150, 151, and 152 of title I
I of this Act are hereby
hereby incorporated
porated in and made applicable
applicable to this title.
District
of ColumDistrict
Coluof
III-EXCISE
OF TITLES
TITLES TO
TO
bia Traffic
Traffic Act, 1925,
bia
1921, TITLE III—EXCISE TAX UPON ISSUANCE OF
amendment.
MOTOR VEHICLES

MOTOR VEHICLES

43 Stat. 1121.
D.
Code §40-03.
40-603.
D. C.
C. Code

"Original
"Original certificate
certificate
title."
of title."

SECTION
S
ECTION 301. An Act known as the "District of Columbia Traffic
Traffic
Act, 1925", approved March
March 3, 1925,
1925, as amended,
amended, is hereby further
further
amended by adding
amended
adding to section 66thereof the following subsection:
subsection:
"(j)
"(j) In addition to the fees and charges
charges levied
levied under
under other proprovisions of this Act, there is hereby levied and imposed an excise tax
tax
for the issuance
certificate of title for a
a motor vehicle
issuance of every original certificate
or trailer in the District,
Distract, and for the issuance of
subsequent
of every
every subsequent
certificate
certificate of title for a
amotor vehicle or trailer in the District in the
case of sale or resale thereof, at the rate of
of 22per
per centum
of the
the fair
fair
centum of
market value of such motor vehicle or trailer at the time such certificate
is issued,
issued as determined by the Assessor o
st
ri
ctof
of C
ol
umbi a
offth
thee Di
District
Columbia
authorized representatives. As used in this section, the term
or his duly authorized
"original certificate
certificate of title"
title" shall mean the first certificate
certificate of title
issued by the District of Columbia for any particular
particular motor vehicle
or trailer. No certificate
certificate of title so issued shall be delivered
delivered or furnished to the person entitled thereto
thereto until the tax has been
paid in
full.
been paid
in full.
Columbia may require every applicant
The Assessor of the District of Columbia
applicant
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for a
acertificate of title to supply such information
information as he deems
deems necessary
as to
to the
purchase, the
informathe purchase price, and other informatime of
of purchase,
sary as
the time
tion
determination of the fair market value of any
relative to the determination
tion relative
motor
vehicle or trailer for which a
certificate of title is required
required and
a certificate
motor vehicle
motor
issued.
certificates of title for the following
following motor
issuance of certificates
The issuance
issued. The
vehicles
exempt from the tax imposed by this
trailers shall be exempt
vehicles and trailers
subsection:
subsection:
"(1)
"(1) Motor vehicles and trailers owned by the United States or
the
the District of Columbia.
"(2)
acquired by nonpurchased or acquired
"(2) Motor
Motor vehicles and trailers purchased
residents
Columbia and establishinto the District of Columbia
prior to
to coming into
residents prior
ing
or maintaining
maintaining residences in the District.
ing or
acquired by non"(3)
purchased or acquired
(3) Motor
Motor vehicles and trailers purchased
residents prior to coming into the District of Columbia
Columbia and establishing
maintaining a
businesses in the District. Except
Except
a business or businesses
ing or
or maintaining
hereinafter provided,
intended to exempt from the tax the
provided, it is not intended
as hereinafter
issuance of certificates
certificates of title for motor vehicles
vehicles and trailers owned
owned
engaged in business in the District at the
by nonresidents
nonresidents who are engaged
purchase or acquisition
vehicles and trailers and
acquisition of such vehicles
of their purchase
time of
who
District
the conduct of their District
trailers in the
and trailers
vehicles and
use such
such vehicles
who use
business
businesses.
business or businesses.
"(4) Motor vehicles
vehicles and trailers owned by aautility or public service
"(4)
Provided,
a commodity
company for use in furnishing
furnishing a
commodity or service: Provided,
company
That
commodity or service are
furnishing such commodity
from furnishing
receipts from
the receipts
That the
subject
gross-receipts or mileage
mileage tax in force in the District of
to aa gross-receipts
subject to
Columbia at
at the
a certificate
certificate of title for any such vehicle or
time of a
the time
Columbia
trailer is issued."
respect
S
EC. 302.
The provisions
provisions of this title
applicable with respect
shall be applicable
title shall
302. The
SEC.
to
all certificates
of title
on and after
the first day of the first
after the
issued on
title issued
certificates of
to all
month
approval of this Act.
day after the approval
succeeding the sixtieth day
month succeeding
S
EC. 303.
303. Any
aggrieved by the assessment of any tax imposed
Any person aggrieved
SEC.
title may, within ninety days from the date the person entitled
this title
by this
to a
certificate of
title was
appeal
of the amount of such tax, appeal
notified of
was notified
of title
a certificate
to
Appeals for the District of Columbia in the same
the Board of Tax Appeals
to the
manner and
and to
sections 3, 4, 7, 8, 9, 10,
as set forth in sections
to the
the same extent as
manner
and 11
11 of
of title
title IX
IX of
entitled "An
of
"An Act to amend the District of
the Act entitled
of the
and
approved
Columbia
1937, and for other purposes", approved
Act of 1937,
Revenue Act
Columbia Revenue
August 17,
1937, as
hereafter be
the same may hereafter
amended, and as the
as amended,
17, 1937,
August
amended. The
deemed
provided in this section shall not be deemed
remedy provided
The remedy
amended.
to
take away
from the
person entitled
entitled to
certificate of title any
to such certificate
the person
away from
to take
remedy
provision of law, but
remedy which he might have under any other provision
no suit
person for the recovery of aatax, or any part thereof,
by such person
suit by
no
imposed
by this
title shall
instituted in any
any court if such person has
be instituted
shall be
this title
imposed by
elected
to file
with respect
respect to
Board of Tax
the Board
to such
such tax with the
an appeal
appeal with
file an
elected to
Appeals
for the
District of Columbia.
the District
Appeals for

Exemptions.
Exemptions.

Effective
Effective date.

Appeals.
Appeals.

52 Stat. 371,
371, 374,
374, 375.
375.
D. C.
C. Code ¢§
§§ 472403, 47-2404,
47-2404, 47-2407
2403,
to 47-2411.
47-2411.

TITLE
IV—AMENDMENTS TO ARTICLE I
THE
I OF THE
TITLE IV-AMENDMENTS
DISTRICT OF
1947
REVENUE ACT OF 1947
COLUMBIA REVENUE
OF COLUMBIA
DISTRICT
S
ECTION 401.
401. Article
Article IIof
of the
District of
of Columbia
Columbia Revenue
Act of
of
Revenue Act
the District
SECTION
1947,
approved July
July 16,
amended, is further amended as
16, 1947, as amended,
1947, approved
follows:
follows:
Paragraph lettered
lettered (s)
(s) of
of title
said
Article II of said
I of Article
title I
section 44 of
of section
Paragraph
Act is
is amended
amended to
follows:
as follows:
read as
to read
Act
"(s)
word 'resident'
individual domiciled
domiciled within
every individual
means every
'resident' means
The word
"(s) The
the
on the
the last
of the
and every other indithe taxable year, and
day of
last day
District on
the District
vidual who
who maintains
maintains a
a place
place of
abode within
District for
for more
the District
within the
of abode
vidual
than seven
taxable year,
the
in the
domiciled in
whether domiciled
year, whether
the taxable
of the
months of
seven months
than
81939°-50—PT. I-9
81939°-50--PT.

61 Stat. 331.
D. C.
C. Code,
Code, Supp.
VII, §§ 47-15.51
4747-1551 to 471595.
61 Stat.
Stat. 333.
333.
D.
C. Code,
Supp.
Code, Supp.
D. C.
VII,
47-1551c (s).
VII, 5§47-1551c
"Resident."
"Resident."

130
130
Exemptions.
Exemptions.

61 Stat. 333.
D. C.
C. Code,
Code, Supp.
VII,§ §47-1551c (u).
(u).

61 Stat. 335.
335.
D. C. Code,
Code, Supp.
VII, §
§47-1557a.
47-1557a.
VII,
Post,
133.
Post, p.
p. 133.

61 Stat. 337.
337.
D. C. Code, Supp.
VII, §
§47-1557b
47-1557b (a).
(a).
Post, p. 131.
131.

61 Stat. 337.
337.
D. C.
C. Code, Supp.
VI, §§47-1557b
47-1557b (a) (1).
Business expenses.

61 Stat. 337.
D. C. Code,
D.
Code, Supp.
VII, § § 47-155713
47-1557b (a)
(4)
(0).
(4) (0).

Restrictons.
Restrictions.

61 Stat. 338.
D. C. Code,
Code, Supp.
VII,§ §47-15.57b
(a) (8).
47-1557b (a)
(8).

61 Stat.
Stat. 338.
338.
D. C.
C. Code,
Code, Supp.
VII,
47-155711 (a) (9).
VI, I47-1557b
(9).
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District or not. The word 'resident'
'resident' shall not
include any
elective
not include
any elective
officer of the Government
Government of the United States
States or
employee on
on
or any
any employee
the staff of an elected officer
officer in the
the legislative
legislative branch
branch of
of the
the Government
Government
of the United States if such employee is a
a bona
fide resident
the
bona fide
resident of
of the
State of residence of such elected officer,
officer, or any
any officer
officer of
of the
the executive
executive
branch of such Government
Government whose appointment
appointment to
to the
the office
office held
held by
by
him was by the President of the
and subject
subject to
to confirmaconfirmathe United
United States
States and
tion by the Senate of the United States and whose tenure
tenure of
of office
office is
is
at the pleasure of the President of the United States,
unless such
States, unless
such officers
officers
are domiciled within the District on the last day of the
the taxable
taxable year."
year."
Paragraph lettered (u) of section 4
SEC. 402. Paragraph
4 of title
title I
I of
of article
article I
I
of said Act is amended by adding
adding thereto
following new
new subthereto the
the following
subparagraph:
paragraph:
"(9) The spouse of the taxpayer, if
taxpayer on
if living with
with the taxpayer
on
the last day of the
year."
the taxable year."
SEC.
2 of the title III of
SEC. 403. Section 2
Act is
is amended
of article
article I
I of
of said
said Act
amended
by adding
adding thereto the following new
subsection:
new subsection:
"(c)
INCOME.-The words 'adjusted
(C) ADJUSTED
ADJUSTED GROSS INCOME.—The
'adjusted gross
gross income'
income'
as used in this article mean gross income less deductions
allowed under
deductions allowed
under
section 3
3 (a)
Provided, however, That such
(a) of this title: Provided,
such deductions
deductions
were directly incurred
incurred in carrying
carrying on a
atrade or
or business:
business: And
proAnd profurther, That in determining adjusted gross income,
vided further,
no deducincome, no
deductions shall be allowed
allowed for charitable contributions,
payments,
contributions, alimony
alimony payments,
medical and dental expenses, an optional
standard deduction,
losses
optional standard
deduction, losses
of property
property not connected
connected with trade or business, or
or for
for an
an allowance
allowance
for salaries or compensation
compensation for personal
personal services of the
person or
the person
or
persons liable for the tax."
SEC. 404. Section 33 (a) (1)
(1) of title III of article IIof
SEC.
of said
said Act
Act is
is
amended
amended to read as follows:
follows:
"(1)
EPENsEs.-All the ordinary
"(1) ExeENsEs.—All
ordinary -and necessary
necessary expenses paid or
or
incurred during the taxable year in carrying on
incurred
business
on any trade
trade or
or business
(except as otherwise provided
herein), traveling
(except
provided herein),
traveling expenses (including
(including
the entire amount expended for meals and lodging) while
while away
away from
from
home in
in the pursuit of a
a trade or business; and rentals
home
rentals or other payments required to be made as aacondition
condition to the continued use or
posor possession,
session, for purposes of the trade or business, of property to which the
taxpayer has not taken
taxpayer
taken or is not taking
he has
has no
taking title or
or in
in which
which he
no

equity."
equity.
SEC.
S
EC. 405. Section 3
3 (a)
(a) (4)
(4) (C)
(C) of title III
said Act
III of
of article
article IIof
of said
Act
is amended to
to read
read as
as follows:
follows:
"(C) of property not connected
connected with a
a trade or
business, if
or business,
if
such losses arise from fires, storms, shipwrecks, thefts,
other
thefts, or
or other
casualty: Provided,
Provided, however, That no such loss shall be allowed
allowed
casualty:
as aa deduction
deduction under this subsection if such loss is claimed as
as a
a
deduction
inheritance-or
estate-tax purposes
purposes::And provided
deduction for inheritance
or estate—tax
further, That
That this subsection shall not be construed
further,
construed to permit the
deduction
of a
a loss
loss of
of any capital asset as defined in this article."
article."
deduction of
SEC.
(a) (8)
(8) of title M
III of article I
SEC. 406. Section 33 (a)
of said
said Act
is
I of
Act is
amended to read as follows:
follows:
"(8) CHARITABLE
CHARITABLE Comrarsirrioxs.—Contributions
CONTRIBUTIONS.-Contributions or
"(8)
or gifts,
gifts, actually
actually
paid within the taxable year to or for the use of any religious, charipaid
charitable,
table, scientific, literary, military,
military, or educational
educational institution,
institution, the
the
activities
which are carried on to a
a substantial
activities of
of which
substantial extent in the District,
and
part of
of the
the net
net income
income of which inures to the benefit of any
and no
no part
private
Provided, That such deduction
private shareholder
shareholder or individual: Provided,
deduction
shall be
only in an amount
aggregate of all such
shall
be allowed
allowed only
amount which in the aggregate
deductions does not exceed 15 per centum of the adjusted gross income
deductions
:
"
income."
SEC.
(a) (9)
(9) of title DI
III of article II of
SEc. 407. Section 3
3 (a)
said Act
is
of said
Act is
amended to read as follows:
follows:
amended
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"(9) MEDICAL,
MEDICAL, DENTAL,
DENTAL, AND
SOFORTH,
INDIVIDUALS.—
"(9)
AND So
EXPENSES OF
FORTH, EXPENSES
OF INDIVIDUALS.Expenses in the case of residents,
Expenses
residents, paid by
taxpayer during the
by the taxpayer
the
taxable
taxable year, not compensated
the
compensated for
for by
by insurance
insurance or otherwise, for
for the
medical care of the taxpayer, his spouse, or
or dependents
dependents as defined
defined in
in
this article. The term 'medical care', as used in this subsection,
shall
subsection, shall
include amounts
amounts paid for the diagnosis, cure, mitigation, treatment,
or prevention
prevention of diseases,
diseases, or for the purpose of effecting healthier
healthier
function of the body (including
(including amounts
health
amounts paid for accident
accident or
or health
insurance)::Provided,
Provided, however,
insurance)
taxpayer may
only
however, That a
a taxpayer
may deduct
deduct only
5 per centum of his adjusted
such expenses as exceed 5
adjusted gross income:
income:
And provided
further, That the maximum
maximum deduction for the taxable
provided further,
year shall not exceed $1,250."
$1,250."
SEC.
Section 33 (a)
(a) (13)
(13) of
III of
article IIof
of said
said Act
Act is
SEC. 408.
408. Section
of title
title III
of article
is
amended to
follows:
to read
read as follows:
"(13) In
resident may
"(13)
In lieu of the foregoing deductions,
deductions, any
any resident
may irrevoirrevocably elect to deduct for the taxable year an
standard deducan optional standard
deduction of 10 per centum
centum of the net income or $500,
lesser:
$500, whichever
whichever is
is lesser:
Provided, however, That the option provided
Provided,
provided in this subsection shall
shall
not be permitted
permitted on any return filed for
for any
any period
period less
less than
than a
full
a full
calendar or fiscal year."
calendar
SEC. 409. Section 33 (a)
(a) of title III
article II of
is
III of article
of said
said Act
Act is
amended
amended by adding thereto a
anew subsection to read as follows:
follows:
"(15) REASONABLE
ALLOWANCE FOR
"(15)
REASONABLE ALLOWANCE
SALARIES.-A reasonable
FOR SALARIES.—A
reasonable allowfor personal
services actually
ance for salaries or
or other compensation
compensation for
personal services
actually
rendered: Provided,
in the
the case
case of
of an
an unincorporated
rendered:
Provided, however,
however, That in
unincorporated
business the aggregate
aggregate deduction for services
services rendered
rendered by
by the indiindividual owners or members actively engaged in the conduct of
of the
the unincorporated
corporated business shall in no event exceed 20
20 per
per centum of
of the
the net
net
income of such business computed
computed without benefit of this deduction:
deduction:
Provided further,
further, That nothing herein contained
Provided
contained shall be construed
construed
to exempt any salary or other compensation
from
compensation for
for personal
personal services
services from
taxation as a
a part of the taxable income of the
the person
person receiving the
the
same. "
same."
SEC. 410. Section 4
4 of title IV of article IIof said Act is amended
amended
to read as follows:
follows:
"SEc.
4. INSTALLMENT
of
"SEC. 4.
INSTALLMENT SALES.—If
SALES.-If aa person
person reports
reports any
any portion
portion of
his income from installment
installment sales for Federal income-tax
income-tax purposes
under section 44 of
Code and
and as
of the
the Federal Internal
Internal Revenue
Revenue Code
as the
the
same may hereafter be amended, and if such income is subject to tax
tax
under this article, he may report such income under
under this
this article
article in
in
the same manner
manner and upon the same basis as the same
reported
same was reported
by him for Federal income-tax
income-tax purposes, if
of reporting
if such method
method of
reporting
is accepted
accepted and approved
approved by the Commissioner
Revenue."
Commissioner of Internal
Internal Revenue.
SEC.
(b) of
section 2
2of title
SEC. 411. Subsections
Subsections (a)
(a) and (b)
of section
title V
V of
of article
article
IIof said Act are amended to read as follows:
follows:
\'no
"( a) RESIDENTS
RESIDENTS AND
AND NONRESIDENTS.-Every
NONRESIDENTS.—Every nonresident
nonresident of
"(a)
of the
the DisDisto tax
tax under
under this
and every
every resiresitrict receiving income
income subject
subject to
this article
article and
dent of the District, except fiduciaries,
fiduciaries, whenwhen—
"(1) his gross income for the taxable year
"(1)
year exceeds
exceeds $1,000;
$4,000; or
"(2)
gross receipts
receipts from
or business,
business,
"(2) his
his gross
gross sales
sales or
or gross
from any
any trade
trade or
other than an unincorporated
unincorporated business subject
subject to
to tax under
under title
VIII of this article, exceeds
$4,000, regardless
regardless of
of
exceeds $4,000,
of the
the amount
amount of
his
his gross
gross income;
income; or
"(3) the
the combined
combined gross
taxable year
year of
of hushus"(3)
gross income
income for
for the
the taxable
band
$4,000 and
and each
each spouse
band and wife
wife living together
together exceeds
exceeds $4,000
spouse
has a
income in excess of $500,
a gross income
$500, or the gross
gross sales or gross
received or accrued
from any
any
receipts received
accrued by
by such
such husband and
and wife
wife from
trade
unincorporated business
subject
trade or business, other
other than
than an unincorporated
business subject
to tax
the aggregate
exceeds
tax under
under title VIII
VIII of
of this
this article,
article, in
in the
aggregate exceeds

"Medical care."
"Medical
care."

Deductions.
Deductions.

61
Stat. 338.
338.
61 Stat.
D.
Code, Supp.
D. 0.
O. Code,
Supp.
VII,
VII, §
5 47-1557b
47-1557b (a)
(a)
(13).
(13).
Optional standard
standard
Optional
deduction.
deduction.

61 Stat.
61
Stat. 337.
337.
D. C.
C. Code,
Supp.
D.
Code, Supp.
VII, §§47-1557b
VII,
47-1557b (a).
(a).
Restrictions.
Restrictions.

61 Stat.
61
Stat. 340.
340.
D. C.
Supp.
D.
C. Code,
Code, Supp.
VII, iI47-15610.
VII,
47-1561c.
53 Stat.
63
Stat. 24.
24.
26
26 U.S.C.
U. . 0.

§44.
§44.

61
Stat. 341.
341.
61 Stat.
D.
C. Code,
D. C.
Code, Supp.
Supp.

VII, §47-1564a
(b).
VII,
147-1564a (a),
(a), (b).

61 Stat.
61
Stat. 345.
345.

D. C.
C. Code,
Supp.
D.
Code, Supp.
VII, §§§§47-1574
to 4747VII,
47-1574 to

1574e.
1574e.
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$4,000.
$1,000. In
In such cases a
a separate
separate return shall be
by each
be filed
filed by
each
spouse showing his respective portion
such gross
gross income,
gross
portion of
of such
income, gross
sales, or gross receipts
receipts as the case may
return of
may be,
be, and
and no
no joint
joint return
of
income or computation
computation thereof
thereof by
them shall
shall be
be required
or perby them
required or
permitted under this article except such returns
returns as are
are required
required under
under
section 2
2(c),2
(c), 2 (f),
and 2 (g)
(g) of
of this
(f),and2
this title.
title.
"(b)
"(b) FmucIARIEs.-Every
FmcrcEAREEs.—Every fiduciary
fiduciary (except
receiver appointed
(except a
a receiver
appointed by
by
authority of law in possession
of part
part only
property of
of an
an
possession of
only of
of the
the property
individual) forfor—
"(1) every individual for whom he acts
having a
gross income
acts having
a gross
income
for the taxable year of $4,000 or over, regardless
amount of
of
regardless of
of the
the amount
net income;
income;
the individual's
individual's net
"(2) every estate for which he
"(2)
the gross
he acts,
acts, the
gross income
income of
of which
which
for the taxable
taxable year is $4,000 or over, regardless
of the
the amount
amount
regardless of
of
income of
of the
and
of the
the net
net income
the estate;
estate; and
"(3) every trust for which he acts,
"(3)
the net
net income
income of
of which
which for
for
acts, the
the taxable year
over."
year is $100 or over."
61 Stat. 343.
SEC. 412. Section 2
article I
of said
said Act
is hereby
2 of title VI
VI of article
I of
Act is
hereby
D. C. Code,
Supp.
D.
Code, Supp.
VII,
VII, t 47-1567a.
47-1567a.
amended
amended to read as follows:
follows:

"SEC.
EXEMPTIONS AND
AND CREDrr
"SEc. 2. PERSONAL
PERSONAL ExEmpTioNs
CREDIT FOR
FOR DEPENDENTS.—There
DEPENDENTS.-There
shall be allowed
allowed to residents
residents the following
following credits against net
net income:
income:
"(a)
(a) An exemption of $4,000 for the
taxpayer.
the taxpayer.
"(b) An exemption
exemption of $500 for each dependent, as
this
as defined
defined in
in this
article, whose gross income for the
the taxable
the calendar
calendar year
year in
in which
which the
taxable
year of the taxpayer begins is less
less than
than $500.
$500.
"(c) Beginning
Beginning with the first taxable
taxable year
to which
which this
this article
article is
year to
is
applicable and in succeeding
applicable
the amount
allowed under
under
succeeding taxable years,
years, the
amount allowed
subsection
subsection (a)
(a) of this section shall be prorated
prorated to the
day of
the day
of death
death in
in
the final return of aadecedent
decedent dying before the
of the
taxable year,
year,
the end of
the taxable
and as of the date of death the personal
personal exemption
is terminated
terminated and
exemption is
and
not extended
extended over the remainder of the
the taxable
taxable year.
year.
Fractional year.
"(d)
a return made for a
"(d) In the case of a
of a
ayear,
year,
a fractional
fractional part
part of
the personal exemption and credits for dependents
dependents shall
shall be
be reduced,
reduced,
respectively,
respectively, to amounts which
which bear the same ratio
full credits
credits
ratio to
to the
the full
provided as the number of months in the period for which the
the return
return is
is
made bears to twelve
twelve months."
months."
61 Stat. 344.
344.
SEC.
S
EC. 413. Section 33of title VI of article I
amended
I of said Act is
is amended
D. C. Code,
Code, Supp.
Supp.
VII,
VII, § 47-1567b.
47-1667b.
follows:
to read as follows:
"SEC.
AND RATE OF TAX.-There
"SEc. 3. IMPOSITION
IMPOSITION AND
TAX.—There is
is hereby
annually
hereby annuallv
levied
levied and imposed for each taxable year upon
the taxable
taxable income
of
upon the
income of
every
every resident a
atax at the following
rates:
following rates:
"ne and one-half
one-half per centum on the first $5,000
"One
$5,000 of taxable
taxable income.
income.
"Two
"Two per centum on the
next $5,000
of taxable
income.
the next
$5,000 of
taxable income.
"Two and one-half
one-half per centum on the next $5,000 of taxable income.
income.
"Three per centum
centum on the taxable income in excess
of
$15,000."
excess
of
$15,000."
61 Stat. 344.
344.
SEC. 414. Section 4
4 of title VI of article I
I of said Act is
SEc.
is repealed.
repealed.
D. C.
D.
C. Code, Supp.
VII, §§ 47-1567c.
47-1567c.
SEC.
415.
5
of
IX
of
S
EC.
Section
5
title
IX
article
I
of
amended by
I
said
Act
is
amended
by
61 Stat. 347.
D. C. Code, Supp.
adding thereto the following new subsections:
subsections:
VII, §
VII,
§ 47-1577d.
"(d)
shall be allowed
"(d) There shall
allowed to an estate the same exemption as is
343.
61 Stat. 343.
provisions of section 2
2 (a)
(a) of title
D. C.
title VI
C. Code, Supp. allowed residents under the provisions
VI
VII,
VII, § 47-1567a
47-15678 (a).
of this article.
article.
.Supra.
Supra.
"(e)
a trust aacredit against net income
"(e) There
There shall be allowed to a
of $100."
$100."
61
61 Stat. 346.
SEC.
article IIof said Act is
SEC. 416. Section 4
4of title VIII of article
D. C. Code,
Code, Supp.
is amended
amended
VII, §
47-1574c.
§ 47-1574c.
by striking out the figure "$10,000"
"$10,000" and inserting in lieu
thereof the
the
lieu thereof
figure "$5,000".
15,000".
354.
61 Stat. 354.
SEc. 417. Section 10 (a)
(a) (4)
D. C. Code,
Code, Supp.
(4) of title XII of article
article IIof said Act
Act is
is
VII, 1§47-1586i (a) (4).
(4).
amended
amended to read as follows:
follows:
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(3),
(a) (3),
"(4)
For the
the purposes
and (a)
(2),and
(a) (2),
(1), (a)
(a) (1),
of subsections
subsections (a)
purposes of
"(4) For
thereof
a
return filed
last day prescribed
prescribed by law for the filing thereof
the last
before the
filed before
a return
shall be
be considered
considered as
as filed
filed on such last day."
shall
61 Stat. 355.
356.
S
EC. 418.
418. The
article II of said
proviso to section 11 of title XII of article
The proviso
SEC.
Code, Supp.
C. Code,
D. C.
VII,
§
47-1586j.
§
47-1586j.
it shall be
Act
is amended
amended to
"Provided, That if it
read as follows: "Provided,
to read
Act is
determined
the Assessor,
District
Board of Tax Appeals for the District
the Board
Assessor, the
by the
determined by
of
or any
any court
assessed
that any part of any tax which was assessed
court that
Columbia, or
of Columbia,
352.
Stat. 352.
61 Stat.
5 of this title was an 61
as
deficiency under
under the provisions
provisions of section 5
as aa deficiency
Code, Supp.
D. C. Code,
§47-1586d.
§
47-1586d.
VII,
overupon
paid
overpayment,
interest
shall
be
allowed
and
such
be
shall
overpayment, interest
payment of
centum per annum from the date
4 per centum
at the rate of 4
tax at
of tax
payment
such overpayment
overpayment was
was paid
paid until
date of
refund, and in addition
of refund,
the date
until the
such
thereto any
any interest
interest upon such overpayment
overpayment which was paid by the
thereto
refunded."
taxpayer shall be refunded."
taxpayer
357.
amended 61D. Stat.
S
EC. 419.
419. Section
Section 1
of title
title XIV of article
article IIof said Act is amended
1 of
C. Code,
Code, Supp.
SEC.
VII,
§
47-1591.
§
47-1591.
VII,
by
striking out
out the
the period
at the
the end
the paragraph,
paragraph, inserting aa
of the
end of
period at
by striking
colon,
and the
the following:
following: "Provided,
"Provided, however,
however, That
That any unincorpocolon, and
rated
income for the taxable year of $5,000
$5,000
having aa gross income
business having
rated business
or less
less shall
shall not
be required
required to
to obtain
obtain the license
license provided for in this
not be
or
title."
335.
Stat. 385.
I of said Act is 61
SEC. 420.
2 (b) of title III of article I
420. Section 2
SEC.
D. C. Code, Supp.
VII,
§
47-1557a
(b).
(b).
§
47-1557a
VII,
amended by
adding thereto the following new paragraph:
paragraph:
by adding
amended
(14) Dues
Dues and
organized and
fees in the case of any club organized
initiation fees
and initiation
""(14)
operated exclusively
exclusively for
recreation, no part of the net
pleasure and recreation,
for pleasure
operated
earnings
of which
which inures
inures to
individual or
of any private individual
benefit of
the benefit
to the
earnings of
"Dues."
"Dues."
shareholder.
As used
used in
subsection, the word 'dues'
'dues' means only
in this subsection,
shareholder. As
annual,
quarterly,
sums
or incurred
members on a
a monthly,
incurred by members
paid or
sums paid
or
other periodic
for the privilege
members of such club
privilege of being members
basis for
periodic basis
or other
and
any pro
members as such; the
assessment made against the members
rata assessment
pro rata
and any
word 'dues'
not include any sums paid or incurred by members
'dues' does not
word
or
their guests
guests for
beverages, or other tangible
tangible personal property
for food, beverages,
or their
purchased
or for
the use
use of
the club's
club's social,
athletic, sporting, and
social, athletic,
of the
for the
purchased or
other
facilities;
and
the
term
'initiation
any payment,
payment,
includes
fees'
'initiation
term
the
and
other facilities;
contribution, or
or loan,
loan, required
required as
condition precedent
membership,
precedent to membership,
as aacondition
contribution,
evidenced
whether or
or not
such payment,
contribution, or loan is evidenced
payment, contribution,
any such
not any
whether
indebtedness."
certificate of interest or indebtedness."
a certificate
by a
129-132.
SEC. 421.
provisions of
of sections
402, 408,
408, 411, 412, 413, Ante, pp. 129-132.
401, 402,
sections 401,
The provisions
421. The
SEC.
Effective dates.
Effective
and 414
414 of
of this
shall be
beginning
applicable to taxable years beginning
be applicable
title shall
this title
and
after the
the 31st
December 1949,
and the
provisions of all other
the provisions
1949, and
of December
day of
31st day
after
sections shall
be applicable
applicable to
to taxable
thereof beginyears or portions thereof
taxable years
shall be
sections
ning after
the 31st day of December 1948.
after the
ning
TITLE V-AMENDMENTS
V—AMENDMENTS TO
TO THE DISTRICT OF COLUMTITLE
BIA ALCOHOLIC
BEVERAGE CONTROL
CONTROL ACT, APPROVED
APPROVED
ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGE
BIA
JANUARY 24,
24, 1934, AS
AMENDED
AS AMENDED
JANUARY
S
ECTION 501.
11 of the District of Columbia Alcoholic BevSection 11
501. Section
SECTION
erage
Control
Act,
approved
January 24,
24, 1934,
amended, is hereby
hereby
1934, as amended,
erage Control Act, approved January
further amended
follows:
amended as follows:
further
(a)
The next
last sentence
sentence of
of subsection
subsection (a)
of said
section
said section
(a) of
the last
to the
next to
(a) The
for aa
such
is
amended
to
read
as
follows:
annual
fee
license
for
"The
follows:
as
read
to
amended
is
rectifying
shall be
be $5,775;
$5,775; for
for a
adistillery shall be $5,775; and
plant shall
rectifying plant
for
winery shall
shall be
Provided, however,
however, That if a
a manufacmanufac$825: Provided,
be $825:
for aa winery
turer shall
for the
manufacture of alcohol
alcohol
the manufacture
only for
distillery only
operate aa distillery
shall operate
turer
and more
alcohol is sold for nonbeverage
50 per centum of such alcohol
than 50
more than
and
$1,650."
purposes, the
annual fee shall be $1,650."
the annual
purposes,
(b)
figure "$2,500"
appearing in
sentence of subthe last sentence
in the
"$2,500" appearing
The figure
(b) The
section
of said
said section
section is
is stricken
stricken out
"$4,125" is
figure "$4,125"
and the figure
out and
(b) of
section (b)
inserted
inserted in lieu thereof.

324.
48 Stat.
Stat. 324.

D. C. Code §25-111.
25-111.

324.
48 Stat. 324.
D. C.
C. Code §f25-111
(b).
(b).

134
134
48 Stat. 325,
48
325 §
111
C.
D. Stt.
C. Code
Code
25-111
§25-111
(e).
(e).
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(c) The
figure "$1,500"
in the
sentence of
subsection
(c)
The figure
"$1,500" appearing
appearing in
the last
last sentence
of subsection
(c) of said section is stricken out and the
is inserted
inserted
the figure "$2,475"
"$2,475" is
in
in lieu thereof.
thereof.
48 Stat. 325.
48Stat.
325 §25-111
(d) The figure "$750"
"$750" appearing
of subsection
subsection
(d)
appearing in the
the last
last sentence
sentence of
D. C. Code
(d).
(d).o
(d)
(d) of said section is stricken out and the figure "$1,250"
is inserted
inserted
"$1,250" is
in lieu thereof.
48 Stat. 325.
(e) The figure
appearing in
in the
subsection
48 .tat.
e
25(e)
figure 4750"
"$750" appearing
the last
last sentence
sentence of
of subsection
1 D.
1 C. Code §25111 (e).
(e).
(e) of said section is stricken out and the figure "$1,250"
(e)
inserted
"$1,250" is
is inserted
in
in lieu
lieu thereof.
thereof.
48 Stat. 325.
(f)
figure 4100"
appearing in
in the
the last
last sentence
sentence of
4D
25-1
(f) The
The figure
"$100" appearing
D. SCta3.
C. Code §
25-111
of subsection
subsection
(0.
().
(f) of said section is stricken out and the figure 4165"
"$165" is
is inserted
inserted in
in
lieu thereof.
thereof.
48
326.
48 Stat.
Stat. 326.
(g)
The second
is
D.s. C.Code
Code §25-111
25-11
D.
(g) The
second paragraph
paragraph of
of subsection
subsection (g)
(g) of
of said
said section
section is
(g).
(g).
amended to read as follows:
amended
follows:
License fees.
fees.
License
"The fee for such a
a license shall be for aa restaurant, $825
$825 per
per
a hotel, under one hundred
annum; for a
$825 per
per annum;
hundred rooms, $825
annum; for
for
aahotel of one hundred or more rooms, $1,650
per annum;
for a
aclub,
club,
$1,650 per
annum; for
$425
$125 per annum; for aamarine vessel
vessel serving
meals in
in interstate
interstate comserving meals
commerce
merce of one hundred miles or more and for
dining car
for each
each railroad
railroad dining
car
or club car, $3 per month, or $20 per annum: Provided,
Provided, That
That such
such aa
license
license may be issued to any company
company engaged
in interstate
interstate commerce
engaged in
commerce
covering
covering all dining, club, and lounge
lounge cars operated
operated by
by such
such company
company
railroads within the District of Columbia
on railroads
Columbia upon
upon the
the payment
payment of
of an
an
annual
annual fee of $100; for all other
marine vessels
vessels
other passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying marine
serving meals, $75 per month or $825
$825 per
annum."
per annum."
48 Stat. 326.
4Dstat.
C326.
(h) The
paragraph of
subsection (h)
(h) of
said section
is
(h)
The second
second paragraph
D. C. Code §25-111
of subsection
of said
section is
(h).
(1).
amended
amended to
to read
read as
as follows:
follows:
"The
"The annual fee for such a
alicense
shall be
be $330;
except that
the
license shall
$330; except
that in
in the
a marine vessel the fee shall be $30
case of a
per month
$330 per
per
$30 per
month or
or $330
annum, and in the case of each railroad dining car or club
car $1.50
club car
$1.50
per month or $15
$15 per annum:
annum: Provided,
Provided, That such
license may
may be
such a
a license
be
issued to any company engaged
issued
engaged in interstate commerce
commerce covering all
all
dining, club, and lounge cars operated
operated by
such company
company on
on railrailby such
roads within
within the District of Columbia upon the payment of an annual
roads
fee
fee of
of $50."
$50."
48 Sta.
Stat, 326.
48
326.
(i)
The figure "$25"
"$25" appearing
appearing in the
the last
last sentence
sentence of
subsection (i)
(i)
of subsection
D. C.Code §25-111
(0.(). Coe
of said section
the figure
inserted in
in lieu
section is stricken
stricken out
out and
and the
figure "$40"
"$40" is
is inserted
lieu
thereof.
48 Stat. 326.
(j) The figure
sentence of
48
s.ta.
326.
figure "$5"
"$5" appearing
appearing in the
the last
last sentence
of subsection
subsection (j)
(j)
D. C.Code §25-111
OL
0).
of said section is stricken out and the figure "$7.50"
17.50" is
is inserted
inserted in
in lieu
lieu
thereof.
48 Stat. 327.
(k)
(k) of
said section
section is
is amended
to read
as follows:
4.
2-7. 1
(k) Subsection
Subsection (k)
of said
amended to
read as
follows:
D.stat.
C. C3
ode §25-111
(k).
(k) S
SOLICITORa'
LICENSE.-Such a
a license shall authorize
"(k)
OLICITOR'S LICENSE.—Such
authorize the
the
licensee to offer for sale to or solicit orders from licensees
licensee
licensees for
sale of
of
for the
the sale
any beverage
beverage on behalf
behalf of the vendor
vendor whose name
such
name appears
appears upon
upon such
license
license and whom the solicitor represents. The name of
of only
only one
one
vendor shall
shall appear
vendor
appear upon the license but if aasolicitor represents
represents more
than one vendor aalicense
license may be issued such solicitor for
for each
each vendor
vendor
such solicitor represents.
"The annual fee for each such license shall
"The
be $100.
shall be
$100.
"Nothing in this Act shall be construed as repealing any
"Nothing
portion of
any portion
of
section 7
of the District of Columbia
Columbia Appropriation
Appropriation Act
for
the
7
Act
for
the fiscal
fiscal
32 Stat. 622.
D.
Sode
47 year ending
ending June
D. C.c.
Code I47June 30,
1903, approved
July 1,
1, 1902,
amended."
30, 1903,
approved July
1902, as
as amended"
2301
2301.
.
SEC.
S
EC. 502. Notwithstanding
Notwithstanding the provisions of this Act,
where prior
Act, where
prior
to the effective date of this Act a
a solicitor's license
license has
issued
has been issued
which sets forth the name of more than one vendor the solicitor may
may
continue to offer for sale or to solicit orders from
licensees for
for the
the sale
sale
from licensees
of any beverage on
license until
on behalf of
of any
any vendor
vendor named
named in
in such
such license
until
the expiration
expiration of such license.
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SEC. 503. The
appearing in section
said Act
Act is
is
section 16 of said
figure "$25"
"$25" appearing
SEC.
The figure
stricken
and the
figure "$100"
"$100" is
inserted in lieu thereof.
is inserted
the figure
out and
stricken out
S
EC. 504.
Section 14 of
entitled "An Act
establish aaproAct to
to establish
Act entitled
of the Act
504. Section
SEC.
alcoholics, promote temperance, and
of alcoholics,
gram for the rehabilitation of
provide for
scientific treatment
treatment of persons found to be
provide
for the medical and scientific
alcoholics by
by the
courts of the District of Columbia,
other
Columbia, and for other
the courts
alcoholics
purposes", approved
approved August
August 4, 1947,
1947, is amended
amended to read as follows:
follows:
purposes",
"
SEc. 14.
annual fees for licenses for the manu14. Six per centum of the annual
"SEC.
facture or sale of
beverages, except for retailer's license, class
of alcoholic beverages,
facture
E, imposed
imposed by
by section
Columbia Alcoholic
Alcoholic Bevof Columbia
of the
the District of
section 11 of
E,
erage
permanently appropriated
appropriated
is hereby
hereby permanently
amended, is
erage Control Act, as amended,
to carry
carry out the purposes of this Act."
S
EC. 505.
(a) of
Columbia
of the
the District of Columbia
of section
section 23 of
505. Subsection
Subsection (a)
SEC.
Alcoholic
Beverage Control
amended, is further amended to
as amended,
Act, as
Control Act,
Alcoholic Beverage
read as follows:
follows:
"SEc. 23.
(a) There shall
shall be levied, collected, and paid on all of the
23. (a)
"SEC.
following-named
beverages manufactured
manufactured by a
a manufaca holder of a
following-named beverages
turer's
license and
beverages imported
imported or brought into
all of
of the said
said beverages
and on
on all
turer's license
the
by a
holder of a
awholesaler's
wholesaler's license, except
except
a holder
of Columbia
Columbia by
District of
the District
beverages
may be
the laws of any
under the
dealer licensed
licensed under
to a
a dealer
be sold
sold to
as may
beverages as
State or
the United
United States
not licensed
licensed under this
States and not
of the
Territory of
or Territory
State
Act,
and on
imported or
into the District
District
or brought
brought into
beverages imported
on all
all beverages
Act, and
of Columbia
Columbia by
by a
retailer's license, a
following
a tax at the following
a retailer's
of a
a holder of
of
rates to
be paid
licensee in
manner hereinafter
hereinafter provided:
provided:
in the manner
paid by the licensee
to be
rates
"(1) A
A tax
of 15
on every
every wine-gallon
wine-gallon of wine
containing
wine containing
15 cents
cents on
tax of
"(1)
more than
than 14
14 per
centum of
alcohol by
by volume,
champagne
except champagne
volume, except
of alcohol
per centum
more
or sparkling
wine or
or any
any wine
artifically carbonated,
and a
a proporproporcarbonated, and
wine artifically
or
sparkling wine
tionate tax
tax at
at a
like rate
on all
all fractional
fractional parts
of such
gallon; (2)
(2)
parts of
such gallon;
a like
rate on
tionate
a
tax of
of 22%
cents on
every wine-gallon
of champagne
champagne or
or sparkling
sparkling
wine-gallon of
on every
221/2 cents
a tax
wine
carbonated, and
and a
at a
a
proportionate tax at
a proportionate
wine artificially
artificially carbonated,
or any
any wine
wine or
like
all fractional
fractional parts
parts of
of such
such gallon;
(3) a
of 75
cents
75 cents
a tax
tax of
gallon; (3)
on all
rate on
like rate
on every
spirits and
proportionate tax
tax at
rate
at a
a like
like rate
a proportionate
and a
of spirits
wine-gallon of
on
every wine-gallon
on all
all fractional
parts of
of such
gallon; (4)
and aatax
of $1.25
$1.25 on every
every
tax of
(4) and
such gallon;
fractional parts
on
wine-gallon
proportionate tax
tax at aa like rate on all
of alcohol
alcohol and aa proportionate
wine-gallon of
fractional
such gallon."
gallon."
of such
parts of
fractional parts
S
EC. 506.
506. Within
after the
effective date
date of
title, every
every
this title,
of this
the effective
ten days
days after
Within ten
SEC.
holder of
retailer's license
of Columbia
Columbia Alcoholic
Alcoholic
District of
said District
under said
license under
of aaretailer's
holder
Beverage
Alcoholic Beverage
Beverage Control
with the Alcoholic
shall file with
Act shall
Control Act
Beverage Control
Board
sworn statement
statement on
on a
form to
prescribed by
by the Commisto be
be prescribed
a form
Board aasworn
sioners
showing the number
each kind
number of each
of Columbia
Columbia showing
District of
the District
of the
sioners of
and
of stamps
stamps denoting
the payment
payment of
of beverage
beverage taxes
taxes
denoting the
denomination of
and denomination
held
or possessed
licensee or
anyone for
for him
him on
the day
on
day on
on the
or anyone
such licensee
by such
possessed by
held or
which
title becomes
effective, or on the following
following day if
if the
becomes effective,
this title
which this
effective
Sunday, other
affixed to
to the
the containers
containers
stamps affixed
than stamps
other than
a Sunday,
be a
date be
effective date
of
beverages
manufactured
in
or
imported
into
the
District
of
of
the
District
into
imported
or
of beverages manufactured in
Columbia prior
prior to
to the
date of this title, and shall,
shall, within
effective date
the effective
Columbia
fifteen
days after
the effective
of this
this title,
to the
Collector
the Collector
pay to
title, pay
date of
effective date
after the
fifteen days
of
the difference
between the
the amount
amount of
of tax
represented by
tax represented
difference between
of Taxes
Taxes the
such
stamps at
of purchase
purchase from
Collector of
of Taxes
and
Taxes and
the Collector
from the
the time
time of
at the
such stamps
the amount
amount of
of tax
by the
Alcoholic Beverage
Beverage Control
Control Act as
the Alcoholic
imposed by
tax imposed
the
amended by
by this
this title,
title, represented
represented by
by such
stamps.
such stamps.
amended
SEC. 507.
507. Within
Within ten
ten days
days after
the effective
effective date
of this
title, every
every
this title,
date of
after the
SEC.
holder of
of aa manufacturer's
manufacturer's license,
class A,
and every
every holder
a
holder of a
A, and
license, class
holder
wholesaler's license
license under
District of
BevAlcoholic Bevof Columbia
Columbia Alcoholic
the District
under the
wholesaler's
erage Control
Act shall
shall file
file with
the Alcoholic
Alcoholic Beverage
Control
Beverage Control
with the
Control Act
erage
Board
sworn statement
statement on
on a
to be
prescribed by the Commisbe prescribed
form to
a form
a sworn
Board a
sioners
kind of
all beverages,
except (1)
(1)
beverages, except
of all
and kind
amount and
the amount
showing the
sioners showing
beer,
(2)
wine
containing
14
per
centum
or
less
of
alcohol
by
volume
by
volume
of
alcohol
or
less
centum
per
14
containing
beer, (2) wine

330.
48 Stat. 330.
D.
C. Code §
§25-117.
25-117.
D. C.

61 Stat. 746.
Code, Sapp.
D. C.
C. Code,
Supp.
VII,
25-111a.
VII, §
§ 25-111a.
48 Stat. 326.
326.
25-111
D. C.
C. Code
Code §§25-111

(i).
Ante, p. 134.
134.
48
48 Stat.
Stat. 332.
D. C.
C. Code
Code §§25-124
(a).
(a).

Tax rates.

48 Stat. 319.
C. Code
D. C.
101 to 25-138.
25-138.

H
25§I 25-

48 Stat.
Stat. 319.
C. Code
D. C.
Code
101 to 25-138.
25-138.

H
25II 25-
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other than champagne
champagne and wine artificially
artificially carbonated, and (3)
(3) bevbeverages upon which
which required stamps have been affixed, held, or possessed by him in the District of Columbia
Columbia at the beginning
beginning of
of the
the day
day
effective and shall state the number of each kind
this title becomes effective
stamps necessary
necessary for
and denomination
denomination of stamps
for the
the stamping of such
such bevbeverages so held
held or possessed.
possessed. Every such licensee, within ten days
Alcoholic
after the effective date of this title,
title, shall also
also file with
with the Alcoholic
Beverage
Beverage Control Board a
prescribed
a sworn statement on aaform to be prescribed
by the Commissioners
Commissioners of the
the District
District of Columbia
Columbia showing
showing the
the numnumpayment
ber of each kind and denomination
denomination of stamps
stamps denoting
denoting the payment
of beverage
taxes held or possessed
possessed by
such licensee
anyone for
for him
him
beverage taxes
by such
licensee or
or anyone
at the beginning of the day on which
effective, other
which this title
title becomes effective,
other
in
than stamps affixed
affixed to
to the containers
containers of beverages
beverages manufactured
manufactured in
Columbia prior
effective date
or imported
imported into the District of Columbia
prior to the effective
of
of this
this title.
title. Every
Every such licensee
licensee shall
shall within fifteen
fifteen days after
after the
the
effective date of this title pay to the Collector of
of Taxes
Taxes for all
all stamps
stamps
beverages shown on the sworn statenot necessary
necessary for the stamping of beverages
ment hereinbefore
hereinbefore required to be filed with the Alcoholic Beverage
Control Board the difference
difference between
between the amount
represented
amount of
of tax represented
by such stamps at the time of purchase
purchase from the Collector of Taxes
48Stat.319.
48
Stat. 319.
and the amount of tax imposed by the Alcoholic
Beverage Control
Alcoholic Beverage
Control
D.C.
Code §§
D.
C. Code
§§25225Act,
by such
stamps. Should
25-138 e
101 to
as amended
Act, as
101
to 25-138.
amended by this title,
title, represented
represented by
such stamps.
Should
the number of any kind or denomination
denomination of stamps
stamps so
so held by a
a licensee
be less than the number necessary for
for the
the stamping
beverages
stamping of
of the
the beverages
shown on said sworn statement, the Collector of Taxes is
is authorized
authorized
and directed to sell to such licensee, at the rates prescribed
prescribed for such
such
stamps prior to the effective date of this title, such stamps as may be
necessary for the stamping of such beverages.
beverages. In the event any of
of
the beverages
beverages shown on said sworn statement are sold to a
a dealer
dealer
licensed under the laws of any State or Territory of the United
United States
and not licensed under the Alcoholic Beverage
Beverage Control Act, such sale
shall, within ten days thereafter, be reported
reported to the Alcoholic Beverage
Beverage
Control Board and within said ten
to
ten days
days such licensee
licensee shall pay
pay to
the Collector of Taxes on all stamps held by him
stamping
him for the
the stamping
beverages the difference
difference between
between the
of such beverages
the amount
amount of tax
tax represented by such stamps at the time of purchase from
from the
the Collector
Collector of
of
Taxes and the amount of tax imposed by the Alcoholic
Alcoholic Beverage
Control Act, as amended
amended by
by this
this title,
title, represented
represented by
by such stamps.
stamps.
52 Stat.
52
stat. 376.
376.
8
SE.
508.
Subsection
(a)
40
(sec.
25-138,
D. C.
S
EC.
(a)
of
section
of
said
Act
D..C.
C. Code
Code §
25-138 Code, 1940), as amended is hereby further amended by strikingD.
125Code, 1940), as amended is hereby further amended by striking out
out
(a).
lieu thereof the
the figures and word "50 cents"
cents" and inserting in lieu
figures "$1".
Effective date.
Effective
date.
SEC.
SEC. 509. The provisions
provisions of this title shall become
become effective
effective on
on the
the
first day of the first month succeeding
succeeding the sixtieth day
day after
after the
the
approval of this Act.
approval
Act.
District
of ColumColumDistrict of

bia
Cigarette
Tax Act.
Act.
bia Ci
garette Tax

"Cigarette."
"Ci
garette."
"Person.!

"Person2!

"District."

"District."

TITLE VI-CIGARETTE
TAX
TITLE
VI—CIGARETTE TAX

SECTrON 601. This title divided into sections and subsections may be
Sicriox
cited as the "District of Columbia Cigarette
Cigarette Tax Act".
S
EC. 602.
DEFINITIONS.—A s used in
i
n and
and for
for th
purposes of
of t
hi s
SEC.
602. DEFINrITONs.-As
thee purposes
this
title, unless the context
context indicates otherwise:
otherwise:
(a) The word "cigarette"
(a)
"cigarette" shall mean any roll of tobacco,
tobacco, or any
substitute therefor,
therefor, wrapped
wrapped in paper or in any
than
any substance
substance other
other than
tobacco.
(b)
partnership,
(b) The word "person"
"person" shall mean any individual, partnership,
corporation, association, receiver, executor, administrator,
administrator, trustee,
trustee,
conservator, or other representative appointed by order of any court.
(c)
(c) The word "District" shall mean the District
District of
of Columbia.
Columbia.
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of
(d)
the Commissioners
Commissioners of
mean the
shall mean
"Commissioners" shall
word "Commissioners"
The word
(d) The
the
the District of Columbia.
(e) The
"designated District agency"
agency" shall mean
mean any officer,
words "designated
The words
(e)
employee, department,
department, office,
office, or agency
municipal govagency in or under the municipal
employee,
the
ernment of
of the
District of
Columbia who or which is designated by the
of Columbia
the District
ernment
and
terms
the
under
Commissioners
to
perform
a
duty
under
or
a
function
perform
to
Commissioners
provisions of this Act.
offering for sale, keeping
(f)
The word
or "sale"
shall include
include offering
"sale" shall
"sell" or
word "sell"
(f) The
for
sale, bartering,
in, peddling, and any transfer or
trafficking in,
bartering, trafficking
for sale,
exchange
or by
consideration.
a consideration.
for a
means for
any means
by any
manner or
any manner
in any
exchange in
the individual
(g)
The
term
"original
package"
mean
individual package,
shall
package"
"original
term
(g) The
parcel,
or other
other container
container in
in which
which cigarettes
are put
put up
manuthe manuup by the
cigarettes are
parcel, or
facturer to
to which
is affixed
the required
required United States Government
Government
affixed the
which is
facturer
Internal
Revenue stamp,
Commissioners may, by regulation,
and the Commissioners
stamp, and
Internal Revenue
include within
within this
this definition
definition any wrapper
immediately enclosing
enclosing such
wrapper immediately
include
package,
parcel,
or
other
container.
container.
other
or
package, parcel,
(h)
The word
metering
include impressions made by metering
"stamp" shall include
word "stamp"
(h) The
machines authorized
be used
used under the provisions of this title.
to be
authorized to
machines
SEC. 603.
(a) There
levied, collected,
collected,
be levied,
shall be
There shall
TAx.-(a)
OF TAX.—
IMPOsrITIN or
603. ImposmoN
SEC.
and
all cigarettes
District by licensed wholesalers,
wholesalers,
the District
in the
sold in
cigarettes sold
on all
paid on
and paid
licensed
retailers, or
by licensed
vending-machine operators, to conlicensed vending-machine
or by
licensed retailers,
fractional
sumers,
tax at
the rate
rate of
cent on
each twenty
cigarettes or fractional
twenty cigarettes
on each
of 11cent
at the
a tax
sumers, a
part thereof,
thereof, such
such tax
be levied,
levied, collected,
collected, and paid once only on
to be
tax to
part
cigarettes sold as aforesaid.
cigarettes
(b)
Said tax
shall be
by and
and paid
paid to
to the Collector
Collector of Taxes
collected by
be collected
tax shall
(b) Said
of
the
District
and
shall
be
deposited
in
the
Treasury
of
of the United
Treasury
the
in
deposited
be
shall
and
of the District
States
credit of the District.
States to the credit
(c)
Said tax
shall be
be collected
collected and
by the
stamp
of aastamp
affixture of
the affixture
paid by
and paid
tax shall
(c) Said
or
stamps secured
secured from
from the
the Collector
Collector of
of Taxes,
Taxes, denoting
denoting the payment
payment
or stamps
of
amount of
imposed by
by this
this title
upon such
such cigarettes,
cigarettes,
title upon
tax imposed
the tax
of the
the amount
of the
each
such
affixture
to
be
on
the
original
package,
unless
the Commisunless
package,
original
the
on
be
to
affixture
such
each
sioners
shall by
by regulation
regulation permit
otherwise. Cancellation
of such
such
Cancellation of
permit otherwise.
sioners shall
stamps
shall
be
in
the
manner
prescribed
by
regulation
approved
the
by
approved
regulation
by
stamps shall be in the manner prescribed
Commissioners.
(d) The
Collector of
furnish suitable
suitable stamps,
stamps, to
be
to be
shall furnish
Taxes shall
of Taxes
The Collector
(d)
prescribed
by
the
Commissioners,
denoting
the
payment
of
the
tax
tax
the
of
payment
the
denoting
Commissioners,
by
the
prescribed
imposed by
by this
this title
by the
sale of such
stamps at the amounts
such stamps
the sale
shall by
and shall
title and
imposed
indicated
on the
the faces
faces thereof
cause the said
said taxes to be collected.
thereof cause
indicated on
(e) If
If at
at the
the time
time of
of acquisition
acquisition of
of original
packages by
licensed
by licensed
original packages
(e)
retailers
licensed vending-machine
original
operators such original
vending-machine operators
by licensed
or by
retailers or
packages do
not have
affixed thereto
denoting
stamp or stamps denoting
the stamp
thereto the
have affixed
do not
packages
payment of
of the
each
imposed by this title it shall be the duty of each
tax imposed
the tax
payment
such retailer
operator to
affix to
to each
each such
origisuch origito affix
vending-machine operator
and vending-machine
retailer and
such
nal package
stamp or
stamps before
before selling
delivering cigarettes
cigarettes
or delivering
selling or
or stamps
such stamp
package such
nal
to consumers
and before
the removal
removal of cigapermitting the
or permitting
removing or
before removing
consumers and
to
rettes
the licensed
licensed premises
premises or
or licensed
licensed vending
machines of
such
of such
vending machines
from the
rettes from
retailers
or operators
operators for
consumers.
delivery to consumers.
for delivery
retailers or
(f)
person shall
shall use
or cause
used for the payment of the
be used
to be
cause to
use or
No person
(f) No
tax imposed
imposed by
title a
a stamp
theretofore used for the
already theretofore
stamp already
this title
by this
tax
payment of
any such
tax.
such tax.
payment
of any
(g)
Any person
person who
counterfeit or forge any stamp required
required
shall counterfeit
who shall
(g) Any
or authorized
by this
this title shall,
shall, upon conviction, be subject to aafine
authorized by
or
not exceeding
$5,000 or
or to
to imprisonment
imprisonment of
more than
two years, or
than two
not more
of not
exceeding $5,000
not
to both
such fine
imprisonment.
and imprisonment.
fine and
both such
to
(h) The
Commissioners are
regulation to
permit
to permit
by regulation
authorized by
are authorized
The Commissioners
(h)
licensees
to
pay
the
tax
imposed
by
this
title
by
the
method
of
imprintimprintof
the
method
by
title
this
by
imposed
tax
the
to
pay
licensees
ing impressions
impressions upon
original packages
packages by
devices
metering devices
of metering
use of
the use
by the
upon original
ing
in
lieu
of
the
method
of
paying
such
tax
by
the
affixture
of
stamps:
of stamps:
affixture
the
by
tax
such
in lieu of the method of paying
Provided,
Collector of
Taxes shall
control the
such
use of such
the use
shall control
of Taxes
the Collector
That the
Provided, That

"Commissioners."
"Commissioners."
"Designated
"Designated
trict agency."

DisDis-

"Sell"; "sale."

"Sell"; "sale."

"Original package."

"Original

"Stamp."

'Stamp."

Penalty.

Penay.

package."
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metering devices. In addition
metering
addition to their
the terms
terms
their usual
usual meanings
meanings the
"affix
stamps", and
shall mean
"affix stamp", "affixture
"affixture of stamp
stamp or
or stamps",
and like
like terms
terms shall
mean
and include
include the imprinting
impressions denoting
denoting payment
of the
imprinting of
of impressions
payment of
the
tax imposed
authorized by
imposed by
by this
this title
title as
as authorized
by this
this section.
section.
(i) Stamps may be purchased
purchased only
wholesalers, by
only by licensed
licensed wholesalers,
by
licensed retailers, and by
vending-machine operators.
operators. DisDisby licensed vending-machine
count from face value of such stamps
not to
10 per
per
stamps at
at aa rate
rate not
to exceed
exceed 10
centum may be allowed under such terms
as the
terms and conditions
conditions as
the
Commissioners
regulation .prescribe.
Commissioners may by regulation
SEC. 604. No person shall
SEC.
shall within the District of Columbia, manumanufacture for sale, keep
offer to
cigarettes, or
display
keep for
for sale, sell, or
or offer
to sell
sell cigarettes,
or display
cigarettes for sale in vending
vending machines,
machines, without
obtained
without having
having first
first obtained
a
license or licenses under
title for
for such
or purposes.
purposes.
a license
under this
this title
such purpose
purpose or
SEC.
SEc. 605. The designated District agency is authorized
authorized to
to issue
licenses to individuals, partnerships, or corporations,
to
corporations, but not to
unincorporated
unincorporated associations, on application
for
application duly
duly made therefor
therefor for
the manufacture
manufacture or sale of cigarettes within the
of Columbia.
Columbia.
the District
District of
The designated
designated District agency shall keep a
afull and complete
complete record
record
of all applications for licenses and of action
action taken thereon.
Licenses shall be of three kinds,
SEC. 606. Licenses
kinds, namely:
namely:
A. RETAILER'S
RETAILER'S LICENSE.-Such
LICENSE.—Such a
shall authorize
holder
a license
license shall
authorize the
the holder
thereof to keep for sale and to sell cigarettes
thereof
cigarettes to
to consumers,
consumers, from
from the
the
place therein designated
designated and to deliver such cigarettes
cigarettes to
to consumers
consumers
in original packages:
packages: Provided,
Provided, That cigarettes
cigarettes may be sold
sold in
in number
number
less than the number
number contained
contained in the original package
package if
if such
such sales
sales
be permitted
permitted by regulations
regulations approved
approved by the
Commissioners. A
the Commissioners.
A
separate
separate license shall be required for
each such
place or
or establishment.
for each
such place
establishment.
a license shall not authorize the licensee to
Such a
to sell to other licensees
licensees
for resale.
The annual fee for such license shall be fixed by the Commissioners
Commissioners
$5 for
establishment.
at aarate not to exceed $5
for each
each retail establishment.
B. VENDING
OPERATOR'S LICENSE.-Such
VENDING MACHINE
MACHINE OPERATOR'S
LICENSE.—Such a
a license
shall
license shall
authorize
authorize the holder thereof to sell or offer to sell cigarettes
cigarettes from
from or
or
by means
means of vending machines
machines located
located in
in the
place or
or places
places described
the place
described
therein. The Commissioners may by regulation
regulation require
require that
that aa separate license
license be obtained
obtained for each machine
machine or may permit a
a blanket
blanket
license for one or more machines and may also
that evidence
also prescribe
prescribe that
evidence
of licensing of such machines
machines be attached
attached to each such machine
machine by
means of markers, stickers, or otherwise. The annual
annual fee
fee for such
such a
a
Commissioners at a
a rate not to exceed
license shall be fixed by the Commissioners
exceed
$5
$5 for each and every such machine.
C. WHOLESALER'S LICENSE.--(1)
Such aa license
authorize the
LICENSE.-(1) Such
license shall
shall authorize
the
manufacture or to purchase
holder thereof to manufacture
purchase or otherwise
otherwise to acquire
and to sell cigarettes
cigarettes in original packages to any person holding a
a
vending-machine
license under this title as wholesaler, retailer, or vending-machine
operator, or to consumers.
(2)
election purchase from the
(2) Such aalicensee may at his election
the Collector
Collector
of Taxes and affix to original packages
packages stamps denoting
denoting payment
payment of
of
the tax imposed by this title and, upon delivery to a
a vendee licensed
licensed
under this title, of such original packages
under
packages with such stamps properly
affixed may add to the selling price of such cigarettes an amount equal
equal
to the face
face value
value of such stamps and collect such amount from such
such
vendee. If
a wholesaler
wholesaler licensed hereunder
If a
hereunder shall sell cigarettes to
to
consumers,
consumers, it shall be the duty of such wholesaler
wholesaler prior to the sale
and
delivery of such cigarettes
and delivery
cigarettes to affix to the original packages
packages the
stamp or stamps denoting the payment of the tax imposed by
title.
by this
this title.
(3)
authorize the holder thereof to
(3) A
A license as wholesaler
wholesaler shall authorize
manufacture at and to sell cigarettes f
manufacture
rom th
l
ace or
pl
aces i
n th
from
thee p
place
or places
in
thee
empowered in
District therein designated. The Commissioners
Commissioners are empowered
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their
discretion to authorize, by regulation and upon such terms and
their discretion
conditions
a
a license for a
they may
may require,
require, the issuance of such a
conditions as they
place outside the District. A separate
for
separate license shall be required for
each such place within or without the District.
'CommisThe annual
annual fee for each
each such license shall be fixed by the Commissioners
exceed $50.
$50.
at a
a rate not to exceed
sioners at
S
EC. 607. Licenses
remain
under authority
authority of this title shall remain
issued under
Licenses issued
SEC.
in
in effect for periods as may be fixed by regulation approved by the
Commissioners,
effective date of such
exceeding one year from the effective
Commissioners, not exceeding
licenses or unless revoked
revoked prior to their expiration.
Licenses issued under
under this title may be suspended
for
suspended or revoked for
Licenses
any
regulations issued thereunder, by the
of this title or the regulations
any violation of
Commissioners
hearing
or by aa designated District agency, after hearing
Commissioners or
designated District agency.
a designated
held by a
S
EC. 608. The taxes imposed and the licenses required by this title
SEC.
shall be in addition to the taxes imposed and the licenses required by
any other Act.
SEC. 609. This title shall be administered
administered by designated
designated District
SEC.
agencies except
officers
except where specific duties are imposed upon specific officers
agencies
authorized to make
Commissioners are authorized
hereof. The Commissioners
by the
the terms hereof.
rules and regulations to carry out the provisions of this title.
SEC. 610.
The Commissioners
Commissioners are
authorized to employ personal
are authorized
SEC.
610. The
services in
in accordance
accordance with
amended,
Classification Act of 1923, as amended,
with the Classification
services
necessary to carry
expenses as may be necessary
carry out the
and to incur such other expenses
provisions of
and to include such amounts in their annual
of this title and
provisions
estimates.
SEC.
S
EC. 611. Whoever
Whoever violates any provision of this title for which no
specific penalty
penalty is provided,
the rules and regulations proany of
of the
provided, or any
specific
a fine
mulgated under the authority
authority of this title, shall be punished by a
mulgated
of
more than
than $1,000
$1,000 or
or by
by imprisonment
imprisonment for
longer than one
for not longer
not more
of not
year,
year, or by both such fine and imprisonment, in the discretion of the
court. Prosecutions
Prosecutions for
for violations
violations of
of this
information
this title shall be on information
court.
filed
municipal court for the District of Columbia by the Corfiled in the municipal
poration
poration Counsel or any of his Assistants, except for such violations
as
felonies, and prosecutions
prosecutions for such violations as are felonies
are felonies,
as are
shall
Attorney in and for the District of
the United States Attorney
by the
be by
shall be
Columbia, or any of his Assistants.
S
EC. 612.
Nothing in
in this
repealing any
be construed as repealing
shall be
this title
title shall
612. Nothing
SEC.
portion of
of section
Appropriation Act for
District of Columbia Appropriation
7 of the District
section 7
portion
the
fiscal year
ending June
30, 1903,
1902, as amended.
approved July 1, 1902,
1903, approved
June 30,
year ending
the fiscal
SEC. 613.
613. EFFECTIVE
EFFECTIVE DATE.-The
DATE.—The provisions of this
this title shall take
SEC.
effect on
succeeding the sixtieth day
the first month succeeding
of the
day of
on the
the first day
effect
after
the approval
this Act.
Act.
of this
approval of
after the
TITLE
RATE OF
REAL
ON REAL
TAXATION ON
OF TAXATION
IN RATE
VII-INCREASE IN
TITLE VII—INCREASE
PROPERTY
PROPERTY
SECTION 701.
ending June 30,
1950, the rate of tax30,1950,
fiscal year ending
For the fiscal
701. For
SECTION
ation
real property
property in
District of
of Columbia
shall not
not be
be less
less than
than
Columbia shall
in the
the District
on real
ation on
2.15
per
centum
on
the
assessed
value
of
such
property.
property.
of
such
value
2.15 per centum on the assessed
TITLE
VIII—SEPARABILITY CAUSE
TITLE VIII-SEPARABILITY
SEcnow
If any
any provision
this Act
Act or
thereof
application thereof
the application
or the
of this
provision of
801. If
SECTION 801.
to
circumstances is
held invalid,
invalid, the
of the
the Act,
remainder of
the remainder
is held
or circumstances
person or
any person
to any
and
to the
the other
circumother persons or circumprovision to
of such
such provision
the application
application of
and the
stances,
shall not
not be
thereby.
affected thereby.
be affected
stances, shall
Approved
1949.
Approved May 27, 1949.

Period of license.
license.
Period

Rules and
Rules
tions.

regularegula-

42 Stat. 1488.
S. C.
C. §§ 661-674;
66U.
U.S.
II, §
§682
662 et seq.
Supp. II,
Past, p.
Polt,
p. 972.

Penalty.
Penalty.

32 Stat.
622.
Stat. en.
D.
C. Code §47-2301.
§47-2301.
D.C.
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[CHAPTER 149]
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May 27,
1249
May
27, 1949
[H. R.
R. 3259]
[H.
3259]
[Public Law 77]
77]
[Public

Abraham Lincoln
Lincoln
National
National Historical
Historical
Park, Ky.
Additional
Additional land.
land.

Law 78]
[Public Law

61 Stat. 396.
396.

National Capital
Sesquicentennial
Sesquicentennial
Commission.
Plans for celebration.
tion.

AN ACT
ACT

To add to the Abraham
Abraham Lincoln National
National Historical
Park, Kentucky,
Kentucky, certain
Historical Park,
certain
acquired by
by the
United States
States for
for that
land acquired
the United
that purpose.
purpose.

Be it
Senate and House of
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
United
States of America in
in Congress
United States
Congress assembled,
That the
approxiassembled, That
the approximately six acres of land described
described in the following
following recorded
recorded deeds
deeds to
to
the United States are hereby added to
made a
of the
Abraham
to and
and made
a part
part of
the Abraham
Lincoln National
National Historical
in the
State of
Historical Park
Park in
the State
of Kentucky:
Kentucky:
(a) Deed of conveyance
conveyance to the United States,
June 15,
15, 1945,
1945,
States, dated June
made and entered
entered into by and between J.
and Mattie
JohnJ. R.
R. Howell
Howell and
Mattie Johnson Howell, his wife, and W. L. Ferrill
and Minnie
his wife,
wife,
Ferrill and
Minnie Ferrill,
Ferrill, his
of Hodgenville, Larne
County, Kentucky,
recorded on
on June
June 25,
1946,
Larue County,
Kentucky, recorded
25, 1946,
in deed book numbered
numbered 58, page 262, in
in the
the county
the records
records of
of the
county of
of
Larue, Kentucky;
Kentucky; and
and
(b)
(b) Quitclaim
Quitclaim deed to the United States, made
and entered
made and
entered into
into by
by
and between Carl J.
J. Howell and Dorothy N.
N. Howell,
Howell, his
his wife,
wife, of
of
Hodgenville, Larue
Larue County, Kentucky, recorded
on April
recorded on
April 18,
18, 1947,
1947,
in deed book numbered 59,
59, page
the records
of the
county of
of
page 435,
435, in
in the
records of
the county
Larue, Kentucky.
Approved May 27, 1949.
Approved
1949.
[CHAPTER 1511
[CHAPTER
151]

May
31. 1949
May 31.1949
J. Res.
200]
[H. J.
Res. 200]

[63
STAT.
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JOINT
JOINT RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION

National Capital Sesquicentennial
To authorize the National
Sesquicentennial Commission
Commission to
to proceed
with
proceed with
plans for the celebration
celebration and commemoration
commemoration of the one hundred
and fiftieth
fiftieth
hundred and
anniversary
anniversary of the establishment
establishment of the
seat of
the seat
of the
the Federal
Federal Government
Government in
in
the District of Columbia, and for
for other
other purposes.
purposes.

Whereas
Whereas the joint resolution entitled "Joint
resolution to
"Joint resolution
to provide
provide for
for
the appropriate
commemoration of the one hundred
appropriate commemoration
and fiftieth
fiftieth
hundred and
anniversary
establishment of the seat
anniversary of the establishment
seat of
of the
the Federal
Federal GovernGovernment in the District of Columbia", approved July
18, 1947,
July 18,
1947, estabestabNational Capital Sesquicentennial
lished the National
Sesquicentennial Commission
Commission for
for the
the
purpose of preparing
preparing plans and developing
developing programs
programs commemoratcommemorating the one hundred and fiftieth anniversary
anniversary of
establishment of
of
of the
the establishment
the seat of the Federal
Federal Government
Government in the District of Columbia
in
Columbia in
the year 1800;
1800; and
and
Whereas pursuant to said joint resolution
Whereas
resolution the National
National Capital
Capital SesSesquicentennial
Commission has, after extending invitations
quicentennial Commission
the
invitations to
to the
several
several States, the Territories, the District of
departof Columbia,
Columbia, th
thee depart-

ments and agencies of the Federal Government,
Government, the governments
governments of
of
other nations, and various othe
i
vi
c b
odi es ,organizations,
organ i
zat i
ons, and
an d
otherr ccivic
bodies,
agencies to join in such cel
eb
ra ti on by
by the
th e presentat
i
on of
of exh ibi ts
celebration
presentation
exhibits
and participation
participation in other programs,
programs, adopted
adopted a
which
a plan or plans which
the Commission feels will appropriately
appropriately and suitably manifest the
the
significance
sesquicentennial anniversary
significance of the sesquicentennial
anniversary of the establishment
establishment
of
Government in the District of Columbia;
of the seat of the Federal
Federal Government
Columbia;
and
Whereas
Whereas the Congress
Congress finds that such commemoration
celebration
commemoration and celebration
are worthy and deserving
deserving of the support and encouragement
encouragement of the
people of the United States and that the National Capital Sesquicentennial Commission should be authorized to proceed immediately
immediately
with the execution
execution of the plan or plans for such commemorative
commemorative
exercises: Now, therefore
therefore be it
Resolved
by
the
Senate
Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of the United
States
in Congress
States of
of America in.
Congress assembled, That the National Capital
Sesquicentennial
(hereinafter referred
Sesquicentennial Commission (hereinafter
referred to as the "Com"Commission
mission")) is hereby
hereby authorized to carry out the plans adopted
adopted by it in
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accordance
resolution entitled
entitled "Joint resolution to
to
the joint resolution
accordance with the
provide
commemoration of the one hundred and
provide for the
the appropriate
appropriate commemoration
fiftieth anniversary
anniversary of the
establishment of the seat of the Federal
the establishment
fiftieth
Government in
approved July 18, 1947,
the District
District of Columbia", approved
in the
Government
for celebrating
celebrating the
the one
one hundred
and fiftieth
fiftieth anniversary
anniversary of the estabhundred and
for
Government in the District of
of the
the Federal Government
the seat of
lishment of the
of
such plans whenever in the discretion of
to modify such
Columbia, and to
the Commission
Commission such action is necessary
necessary and desirable.
SEC. 2.
Director
shall prescribe
prescribe the duties of the Director
2. The
The Commission
Commission shall
SEC.
appointed under
under the
of said
resolution and
and may
said joint
joint resolution
the authority
authority of
appointed
delegate to him such
powers and
functions as
as it shall deem advisable
and functions
such powers
delegate
in order to give effect to the provisions of this joint resolution. The
Director shall
shall exercise
the
him by
by the
delegated to him
powers as are delegated
exercise such
such powers
Director
Commission
functioning of his office
facilitate the functioning
to facilitate
and in order to
Commission and
may subdelegate
subdelegate such
such powers
powers as
deemed advisable
advisable by
by the
the
may be
be deemed
as may
may
Commission
in the
the employ
of, or
or detailed
detailed to, the Commission.
employ of,
those in
to those
Commission to
S
EC. 3.
3. In
out the
the purposes
purposes of
of this
this joint
resolution, the
joint resolution,
In carrying
carrying out
SEC.
Commission
authorizedCommission is authorized—
(a) to
civil-service laws and
regard to the civil-service
without regard
appoint, without
(a)
to appoint,
regulations
the Classification
amended, such
Act of 1923, as amended,
Classification Act
and the
regulations and
clerks,
technical assistants,
and other
other
assistants, and
and technical
skilled and
clerks, stenographers,
stenographers, skilled
personnel as
may be
organizing and
out the
the
carrying out
and carrying
needed in
in organizing
as may
be needed
personnel
plans of the Commission;
purchase such materials, and to conCommission; to purchase
plans
tract for
such labor
labor and other services as
as may
may be necessary in
for such
tract
connection with
with the
of the
the ComComfunctions of
of the
the functions
performance of
the performance
connection
mission, including
including the
preparation and
of exhibits
and production
production of
the preparation
mission,
plays;
and plays;
(b)
to erect
erect a
a building
building or
or buildings,
other structures,
for
structures, for
or other
buildings, or
(b) to
its
to further
further the
purposes of
of the
the sesquicentennial
sesquicentennial
the purposes
and to
use, and
its own
own use,
celebration, and
and to
provide for
for the
the landscaping
landscaping of
the site
site or
sites
or sites
of the
to provide
celebration,
thereof; to
to provide
provide for
for the
the decoration
maintenance of
of such
such
and maintenance
decoration and
thereof;
buildings, structures,
structures, sites,
sites, and grounds during
deemed
the period deemed
during the
buildings,
necessary
Commission; to
such space
District
in the District
space in
rent such
to rent
by the
the Commission;
necessary by
of Columbia
Columbia without
without regard
to section
section 322
322 of
of the
Act of June
30,
June 30,
the Act
regard to
of
1932 (47
(47 Stat.
412), as
as amended,
amended, as
Commission may deem
as the
the Commission
Stat. 412),
1932
necessary:
That the
erection or construction
the
construction of the
the erection
Provided, That
necessary: Provided,
buildings
and landscaping
of sites
shall be
under agreements
agreements
be under
sites shall
landscaping of
buildings and
mutually
acceptable to
Commission and the Federal
Federal and Disthe Commission
to the
mutually acceptable
trict
having jurisdiction
control over
over
and control
jurisdiction and
agencies having
of Columbia
Columbia agencies
trict of
the
area or
or areas
shall be
approved by the National
be approved
and shall
involved, and
areas involved,
the area
Capital Park
Commission: Provided
Provided further,
further, That
Planning Commission:
and Planning
Park and
Capital
in
of buildings
buildings and
and exhibits
requiring skilled
exhibits requiring
construction of
in the
the construction
and unskilled
labor the
prevailing rate
rate of
of wages
wages as
in
provided in
as provided
the prevailing
unskilled labor
and
the Act
of March
March 3,
3, 1931
1931 (46
Stat. 1494),
as amended,
amended, shall
be
shall be
1494), as
(46 Stat.
Act of
the
paid.
(c)
funds appropriated
for the
purposes of
of this joint
joint
the purposes
appropriated for
to allot
allot funds
(c) to
resolution
any executive
office, or
independent office,
executive department, independent
to any
resolution to
establishment
the Federal
Federal Government,
Government, with the consent of
of the
establishment of
the
head thereof,
or to
the District
District of
Government,
of Columbia Government,
to the
thereof, or
the head
with
the consent
consent of
of the
Commissioners of
Columbia
the District of Columbia
of the
the Commissioners
with the
for
direct expenditure
expenditure in
functions delethe duties or functions
in executing
executing the
for direct
gated
Commission;
gated to it by the Commission;
(d)
and collect
collect charges
charges for
for admission
to exhibits,
exhibits, plays,
plays,
admission to
fix and
(d) to
to fix
and
dramatic productions:
productions: Provided,
received
all revenues
revenues received
That all
Provided, That
and dramatic
by
Commission from
from such
source shall
be covered
covered into the
shall be
such source
the Commission
by the
Treasury
appropriation
States to the credit of the appropriation
of the
the United States
Treasury of
to
be made
made pursuant
the authority
authority contained
contained herein
herein and may
to the
pursuant to
to be
be
expended and
and shall
manner as
the same manner
in the
be accounted
accounted for in
shall be
be expended
Commission;
authorized for expenditures by the Commission;
funds authorized
other funds

61 Stat. 396.

Duties and powers
of Director.
Director.

Authority
Authority of Commission.

42 Stat. 1488.
1488.
S. C.
55U.
U. S.
C. §§ 661-674;
661-674;
Supp. II,
§
et seq.
seq.
II, § 662
662 et
Past, p.
Post,
p. 972.
972.

Erection of buildErection
ings, etc.

4()
U. S. C. §278a.
§278a.
40 U.S.C.

276aIo 276a40 U. S. C. §§
276a-6; Supp.
Supp. II,
II,
§276a-5 note.
Allotment of funds.
Allotment

Admission charges
charges
Admission
to exhibits, etc.

142
142
Contributions.
Contributions.

Cooperation of
Cooperation
of FedFederal agencies.
agencies.

42 Stat.
Stat. 1488.
5
U. S. C.§§661-674;
§§ 661-674;
5U.S.C.
Supp. II,
H, §
1 662 et seq.
Post, p. 972.
Post,

Allotment of space
space
Allotment
for
for exhibits.
exhibits.

Disposition of
of property.

Transfer of title to
to
permanent
permanent building.
building.
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STAT.
STAT.

(e) to receive
receive contributions
contributions of money,
and other
(e)
money, materials,
materials, and
other
property from any source to aid in
property
carrying out
purposes of
in carrying
out the
the purposes
of
this joint resolution;
resolution; to borrow materials or exhibits;
accept
exhibits; to accept
the services
services of any skilled or unskilled
unskilled labor that
that may
may be
be made
made
available to it; and to accept
available
accept reimbursement
organ).reimbursement from private
private organizations or individuals
individuals for rights or privileges
privileges granted
granted by
by it:
it:
Provided, That all contributions and reimbursements
Provided,
be
reimbursements shall
shall be
expended and accounted
expended
manner as
the funds
funds made
accounted for in the
the same
same manner
as the
made
available under an appropriation
available
appropriation made pursuant
pursuant to
to the
the authoriauthoricontained in this joint resolution.
zation contained
resolution.
SEC.
executive departments,
S
EC. 4. (a)
(a) The heads of the executive
departments, independent
independent
agencies, and establishments
establishments of the Federal
Federal Government,
Government, and
and the
the
Commissioners
Commissioners of the District of Columbia,
authorized to
coopColumbia, are authorized
to cooperate with the Commission in the procurement, installation, and display of exhibits, and to lend to the Commission
Commission such articles,
specimens,
articles, specimens,
and exhibits as the Commission
Commission shall deem to be
the interest
of the
be in the
interest of
the
United States and in keeping with the purposes of
of the
the sesquicentennial
sesquicentennial
celebration; to appoint without regard to the civil-service
celebration;
civil-service laws
laws and
and
regulations and the Classification
regulations
Classification Act of 1923, as amended,
draftsamended, such draftsmen and other
other skilled assistants as may be
necessary; to
to contract
contract for
for
be necessary;
such labor and other services as shall be deemed necessary;
to
necessary; and to
designate officials
designate
officials or employees in their respective
respective spheres
spheres to
to assist
assist
the
the Commission.
(b) The Commission
Commission is authorized to allot to the departments,
departments,
establishments of the Federal Government to the several
offices, and establishments
several
States, the District of Columbia, the Territories
States,
Territories of
of the
the United
United States,
and the governments
governments of other nations, that have
have signified
desire
signified their
their desire
to create exhibits for the sesquicentennial
celebration, space
sesquicentennial celebration,
space within
within
any structure
structure or structures erected pursuant to the authority conferred
conferred
by this joint resolution. The Commission
Commission shall
for the
shall arrange
arrange for
the
selection,
presentation, assembling,
selection, presentation,
assembling, transportation,
transportation, installation,
safeinstallation, safekeeping,
exposition, demonstration,
keeping, exposition,
demonstration, and return
return of such
articles and
and
such articles
materials
Commission shall decide to include
materials as the Commission
include in
in the
the exhibits
exhibits
of such
of
such celebration.
celebration.
(c) At the close of the sesquicentennial
sesquicentennial celebration,
celebration, or when
(c)
when the
Government of the United
connection of the Government
ceases,
United States
States therewith
therewith ceases,
the Commission shall return such property
property as may have
been borhave been
borrowed.
restoration, modification,
rowed. Any expense incident
incident to the restoration,
modification, and
and
revision of such property to aacondition which
which will permit its use
at
use at
subsequent
subsequent expositions and fairs, and the expense
expense incident to continuing the employment of personnel
close out
the fiscal
personnel necessary
necessary to
to close
out the
fiscal
and other records and to prepare
and
prepare the required reports of the participating organizations, may be paid from the funds made available
pursuant to the authorization contained herein. If
If the return of
of any
any
such property loaned by a
a department, agency, or establishment
establishment of
of
the United States, or by the District of Columbia,
Columbia, is not feasible, the
Commission
Commission may,
may, with the consent of the lender, make such disposition thereof as may be deemed advisable and in the public interest.
interest.
The Commission shall dispose of all remaining property and matematerials, including
highest
including buildings
buildings and structures, at public sale to the highest
bidder and the proceeds thereof shall be covered
covered into the Treasury
Treasury
of the
the .Upited
United States as miscellaneous
miscellaneous receipts: Provided,
of
Provided, That the
Commission may upon request, if it deems it to be in the public interest,
transfer without consideration
consideration the title to any permanent building or
structure constructed hereunder
any agency
ofthe
States
hereunder to
to any
agency of
the United
United States
having
having control and jurisdiction over the land on which such building
or structure is located, subject to the approval of the
Capital
the National
National Capital
Park and Planning Commission. The Commission
Commission shall account for
for

63 S
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63
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81ST CONG
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1949
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1ST SESS.—CH.
SESS.-CH. 151—MAY
81ST

structures disposed of pursuant
pursuant
all property,
property, materials, buildings, or structures
to this subsection.
SEC. 5.
carry out the purposes of this
necessary to carry
SEC.
5. Such sums as are necessary
authorized to be appropriated,
appropriated, and shall
are hereby authorized
joint .resolution
resolution are
remain available
available until expended;
expended; except that upon the termination of
remain
Commission any unexpended
unobligated balances
balances shall be
unexpended or unobligated
the Commission
covered back
United States.
States, The appropriaTreasury of the United
into the
the Treasury
back into
covered
tion authorized
authorized by this joint resolution shall be available for the
tion
operation of the building
structure or structures, imor buildings,
buildings, structure
building or
operation
provement or improvements,
improvements, including light, heat, water, gas, janitor,
provement
and other
services; for the rental of space in the District of
required services;
other required
and
Columbia; for
selection, purchase, preparation, assembling, transthe selection,
for the
Columbia;
portation, installation,
installation, arrangement, repair, safekeeping, exhibition,
portation,
demonstration, and
such articles and materials as the Comof such
return of
and return
demonstration,
mission
decide shall be included
included in Government exhibits; for the
may decide
mission may
Director,, and
purchase
compensation of the Director
of uniforms;
uniforms; for the compensation
purchase of
other officers
officers and
employees of the Commission in the District of
and employees
other
Columbia
and elsewhere;
necessary traveling, hotel,
elsewhere; for actual and necessary
Columbia and
and
expenses incurred
incurred by
the Commissioners,
Commissioners, the Director, and
by the
other expenses
and other
discharge of
employees of the Commission in the discharge
and employees
other officers and
the
their duties
duties under
telephone service;
service; for the
resolution; for telephone
this joint resolution;
under this
their
purchase or
furniture and
and equipment
equipment (including
typewrit(including typewritof furniture
or rental
rental of
purchase
ing
other office
supplies, maps, reports,
and supplies,
stationery and
machines), stationery
office machines),
ing and
and other
documents,
all
and all
newspapers, and
manuscripts, newspapers,
specifications, manuscripts,
plans, specifications,
documents, plans,
other
appropriate publications:
payment for teleProvided, That payment
publications: Provided,
other appropriate
phone
subscriptions to newspapers
newspapers and periodicals, and
rents, subscriptions
service, rents,
phone service,
other
similar purposes,
purposes, may
may be
in advance;
and
the hire
hire and
for the
advance; for
made in
be made
other similar
operation
of passenger-carrying
automobiles in the District of Columpassenger-carrying automobiles
operation of
bia;
for printing
and binding
be done,
discretion of
the
of the
in the
the discretion
done, in
to be
binding to
printing and
bia; for
Commission,
by establishments
other than
than the
Government Printing
the Government
establishments other
Commission, by
Office;
for entertaining
of distinguished
distinguished visitors;
for all
all other
other
and for
visitors; and
entertaining of
Office; for
expenses as
may be
necessary by
by the
to fulfill
Commission to
the Commission
deemed necessary
be deemed
as may
expenses
properly
the purposes
purposes of
this joint
resolution: Provided
further,
Provided further,
joint resolution:
of this
properly the
That
all purchases,
moneys
any moneys
of any
disbursements of
and disbursements
expenditures, and
purchases, expenditures,
That all
made available
available by
authority of
joint resolution
resolution shall
made
be made
shall be
this joint
of this
by authority
made
under
the
direction
of
the
Commission
in
accordance
All
law.
with
accordance
in
Commission
the
of
under the direction
accounts and
and vouchers
vouchers covering
covering expenditures
expenditures shall
be approved
approved by the
the
shall be
accounts
Director
or by
assistants as
as the
the Commission
may designate,
designate,
Commission may
such assistants
by such
Director or
except
such allotments
allotments as
be made
made to
the various
various executive
executive
to the
as may
may be
for such
except for
departments,
offices, and establishments,
establishments, or the District
independent offices,
departments, independent
of
Columbia Government
Government for
expenditure; but
but these
provisions
these provisions
for direct
direct expenditure;
of Columbia
shall
to waive
the submission
submission of
of accounts
vouchand vouchaccounts and
waive the
construed to
be construed
not be
shall not
ers
Office for
audit.
for audit.
Accounting Office
General Accounting
the General
to the
ers to
S
EC. 6.
the Commission,
Commission, the
the Director
of the
Bureau
the Bureau
Director of
of the
request of
Upon request
6. Upon
SEC.
of
the Mint
Mint is
authorized to
to cause
cause to
to be
be issued
an appropriate
appropriate medal
issued an
is authorized
of the
commemorating
the celebration
celebration of
sesquicentennial hereby
hereby authorthe sesquicentennial
of the
commemorating the
ized, which
which medal
shall be
be sold
to the
the public
the Commission
Commission at
at
by the
public by
sold to
medal shall
ized,
such price
price as
as may
be determined
determined by
by it:
it: Provided,
That all
all revenues
revenues
Provided,That
may be
such
received
Commission from
such source
source shall
be covered
covered into
into
shall be
from such
the Commission
by the
received by
the
of the
States to
to the
the credit
of the
the appropriation
appropriation to
to
credit of
United States
the United
Treasury of
the Treasury
be
made
pursuant
to
the
authority
contained
herein
and
may
be
be
may
and
herein
be made pursuant to the authority contained
expended and
shall be
be accounted
accounted for
for in
the same
same manner
manner as
other
as other
in the
and shall
expended
funds authorized
authorized for
for expenditures
by the
the Commission.
The Director
Director
Commission. The
expenditures by
funds
of
Bureau of
the Mint
authorized to
to be
be issued
issued
cause to
to cause
is further
further authorized
Mint is
of the
of the
the Bureau
badge
as the
to
determine, to
shall determine,
Commission shall
the Commission
quantity as
in such
such quantity
medals in
badge medals
be
organizations in
in recognition
recognition of
of their
their
or organizations
to individuals
individuals or
awarded to
be awarded
participation
celebrations hereby
hereby authorized,
other outauthorized, or for other
the celebrations
in the
participation in
standing
service. The
Commission shall
Bureau of the
the Bureau
reimburse the
shall reimburse
The Commission
standing service.
Mint for
for the
the cost
cost of
of the
emblems.
medals and emblems.
the medals
Mint
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Appropriation
Appropriation
thorized.
thorized.
Post, p. 872.
Post,
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Availability of appropriation.

Issuance
Issuance of medals.
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Importation
Importation of
of artiarticles.
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62 Stat. 345.
345.

Report
Congress.
Report to Congress.
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SEC.
S
EC. 7. All articles which shall
shall be
be imported
imported from
from foreign
foreign countries
countries
for the purpose of exhibition at the sesquicentennial
celebration, or
or
sesquicentennial celebration,
for use in constructing,
constructing, installing,
installing, or maintaining
maintaining foreign
foreign exhibits
exhibits
celebration, upon which there
during such celebration,
shall be
tariff or
there shall
be a
a tariff
or customs
customs
duty, shall enjoy, to the same extent
and in
same manner
extent and
in the
the same
manner the
the priviprivileges conferred
conferred by Public Law 614, Eightieth
Congress, approved
Eightieth Congress,
approved
June 8, 1948. The provisions
provisions of
last proviso
of said
Law
of the
the last
proviso of
said Public
Public Law
614, and the procedures
procedures prescribed
prescribed therein, shall
shall be
be applicable
applicable to
to
merchandise
merchandise imported for use in the sesquicentennial
sesquicentennial celebration,
celebration, and
and
the National
Sesquicentennial Commission shall
the
National Capital Sesquicentennial
shall be
be regarded
regarded
as standing in the place and stead of the
Industrial
the International
International Industrial
Exposition, Incorporated,
Incorporated, designated
designated therein,
Exposition,
respect to
to any
therein, with
with respect
any
merchandise imported
merchandise
imported for the purpose
purpose of carrying
provisions
carrying out
out the
the provisions
of this joint resolution.
resolution.
SEc.
It shall be the duty of
S
EC. 8. It
Commission to
transmit to
to the
the
of the
the Commission
to transmit
Congress, within six months
the sesquicentennial,
sesquicentennial,
months after
after the
the close
close of
of the
a detailed statement of all expenditures
a
expenditures and
such other
other reports
reports as
and such
as
may be deemed proper or called for. Upon the
transmission of
of such
such
the transmission
report to the Congress the Commission
Commission established
established by
by and
and all
all apappointments made under the authority
authority of this
joint resolution
shall
this joint
resolution shall
terminate.
Approved May 31, 1949.
1949.
[CHAPTER 152]
152]
[CHAPTER

May 31,
31, 1949
1949

AN ACT
ACT

Public Law
Law 79]
79]

To include
include certain lands in the Carson National Forest,
To
New Mexico,
Forest, New
Mexico, and
and for
for
other purposes.

[H.
[H. R. 551
55]

Carson National
Carson
National
Forest, N.
Mex.
N. Mex.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
United
in Congress
Congress assembled, That the
United States of America in
the boundaries
boundaries
of the
the Carson
Carson National Forest, New Mexico,
Mexico, are hereby extended
of
to
extended to
include
fractional township 25 north, range 15
include fractional
New Mexico
15 east,
east, New
Mexico
principal
principal meridian, and, subject
subject to all valid and existing claims,
all
claims, all
lands
the United States within
lands of the
within said township are
are hereby
hereby made
made parts
parts
of
the Carson
Carson National
National Forest and hereafter
of the
hereafter shall be subject to
all
to all
laws and regulations
regulations applicable
thereto.
applicable thereto.
Approved May 31, 1949.
[CHAPTER
153]
[CHAPTER 153]

AN ACT
ACT

May 31,
31, 1949
1949
[El.
R. 2906]
2906]
n[. R.

To provide
provide a
a one
year's extension
To
one year's
extension of time for the disposition of farm
labor camps
farm labor
camps
to public or semipublic
to
semipublic agencies
agencies or nonprofit
nonprofit associations
associations of
of farmers.
farmers.

[Public Law 80]
80]

7U.S.
7
U. S. C.,Supp.
C., Supp.
1017 note.
note.

n,

Be
enacted by
by the
the Senate and House
House of Representatives
Be it
it enacted
Representatives of
of the
the
United Stqtes
States of America in Congress
Congress assembled,
United
assembled, That section
section 2
2 of
of
the Act of July
the
July 31, 1947 (ch. 413, 61 Stat. 694),
694) ,is
is hereby
amended by
hereby amended
by
striking
striking out the date "June 30, 1949"
1949" wherever
appears therein
therein and
and
wherever it
it appears
substituting in lieu thereof the date "June 30, 1950".
substituting
1950".
Approved May 31, 1949.
1949.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 154]
154]

31, 1949
May 31,
1949
[H. R. 3396]
[H.
3396]
[Public
Law 81]
81]
[Public Law

Menominee Indian
Reservation, Wis.
Wis.
Reservation,
Sale, etc.,
etc., of timber.

AN ACT
ACT
To
timber operations on the Menominee
Menominee Indian
To amend
amend the
the law
law relating
relating to timber
Indian
Reservation in
Reservation
in Wisconsin.
Wisconsin.

Be it
and House of Representatives
Representatives of
Be
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
the
of the
United
States
of America,
Congress assembled,
assembled, That section 1
United States of
America, in
in Congress
of
1 of
the Act
approved March
(35 Stat. 51),
the
Act approved
March 28, 1908 (35
51), entitled "An
"An Act
Act to
to
authorize
manufacture and
authorize the cutting
cutting of timber, the manufacture
of lumber,
lumber,
and sale
sale of

STAT.]
63 S
TAT.]
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81ST CONG.,
81sT
CONG ., 1ST
1sT SESS.-CHS.
SESS .—CHS.154,
154, 155-MAY
155—MAY 31,
31, 1949
1949

Menominee Indian Reservaand the preservation
preservation of the forests on the Menominee
tion in the State of Wisconsin", as amended, be, and is hereby,
amended by inserting after the words
year" the folwords "cut
"cut in any
any one year"
lowing: "except
"except that for each of the fiscal years ending
ending June 30, 1949,
lowing:
June 30, 1950, and June 30, 1951, there may be cut not to exceed an
blown-down
diseased, and/or blown-down
additional five million feet of dead, diseased,
additional
timber".
Approved
31, 1949.
Approved May 31,
[CHAPTER 155]
[CHAPTER
155]

AN ACT

To grant the consent of the United
United States to the Arkansas River compact.
compact.

Be it
it enacted by the Senate
Representatives of the
the
Senate and
and House of Representatives
United States
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the consent of
United
States of America
America in Congress
negotiations
Congress is hereby given to the compact,
compact, signed (after negotiations
in
which aa representative
duly appointed
appointed by
by
in which
representative of
of the
the United
United States,
States, duly
which he has reported to the
the President, participated, and upon which
Congress)
by the
Commissioners for
and
for the
the States of Colorado and
the Commissioners
Congress) by
Kansas on December 14, 1948, at Denver, Colorado, and thereafter
thereafter
Kansas
ratified by the legislatures
legislatures of each of the States aforesaid, which said
said
follows:
reads as follows:
compact reads

May 31, 1949
1849
[H.
[H. R. 4151]
4151]
[Public
Law 82]
82]
[Public Law
Arkansas River
River
Compact.
Consent of Congress.
gress.

"ARKANSAS RIVER
RIVER COMPACT
COMPACT
"ARKANSAS
"The State
State of
and the
the State
signatory
State of Kansas, parties signatory
of Colorado
Colorado and
"The
to this
(hereinafter referred
'Kansas',
'Colorado' and 'Kansas',
referred to as 'Colorado'
this Compact (hereinafter
to
respectively, or individually
individually as a
collectively as the 'States')
'States')
a 'State', or collectively
respectively,
having resolved
compact with respect to the waters of
conclude aa compact
resolved to conclude
having
the Arkansas
Arkansas River,
River, and
and being
being moved
moved by
by considerations
of interstate
interstate
considerations of
the
comity, having
commissioners as
as follows:
follows: 'Henry C. Vidal,
appointed commissioners
having appointed
comity,
Gail L.
L. Ireland,
Harry B. Mendenhall,
Mendenhall, for
for Colorado;
Colorado; and George
and Harry
Ireland, and
Gail
S. Knapp,
Knapp, Edward
Edward F.
and Roland H. Tate,
Leavitt, and
William E. Leavitt,
F. Am,
Arn, William
S.
for Kansas';
Kansas'; and
and the
the consent
consent of
of the
the United States to
of the
the Congress
Congress of
for
negotiate and enter into an interstate compact not later than January
1,
1950, having
having been
by Public
Public Law
79th Congress,
Congress, 1st
1st
34, 79th
Law 34,
been granted
granted by
1, 1950,
Session,
President having designated
designated Hans
thereto the President
pursuant thereto
and pursuant
Session, and
Kramer as
the representative
United States, the said commisrepresentative of the United
as the
Kramer
sioners
Colorado and
Kansas, after
after negotiations
negotiations participated
participated in
and Kansas,
for Colorado
sioners for
by
have agreed as follows:
United States, have
of the
the United
the representative
representative of
by the

"ARTICLE II
"ArricLE
"The major
purposes of
this Compact
Compact are to:
of this
"The
major purposes
"A.
Settle existing
existing disputes
of future controcauses of
and remove
remove causes
disputes and
"A. Settle
versy
the States
citizens
and between
between citizens
Kansas, and
and Kansas,
of Colorado
Colorado and
States of
between the
versy between
of one
one and
of the
the other
other State,
the
the waters of the
State, concerning
concerning the
and citizens
citizens of
of
Arkansas
and their
their control,
conservation and
utilization for
and utilization
control, conservation
River and
Arkansas River
irrigation and
purposes.
beneficial purposes.
and other beneficial
irrigation
"B.
Equitably divide
between the States of Colorado
and apportion
apportion between
divide and
"B. Equitably
and Kansas
the waters
utilization as
their utilization
River and their
the Arkansas
Arkansas River
waters of the
Kansas the
and
well
construction, operation
operation and mainarising from the construction,
the benefits
benefits arising
well as the
tenance by
the United
States of
Martin Reservoir
Project for
Reservoir Project
John Martin
of John
by the
United States
tenance
water
conservation purposes.
purposes.
water conservation
II
"ATICLE II

"ARTICLE

"The provisions
provisions of
this Compact
Compact are
on (1)
the physical
physical and
and
(1) the
based on
are based
of this
"The
other conditions
peculiar to the Arkansas
Arkansas River and its
its natural
natural drainconditions peculiar
other
age
the nature
location of
and other
developother developof irrigation
irrigation and
and location
nature and
and the
basin, and
age basin,
ments
and facilities
connection therewith;
(2) the opinion of the
therewith; (2)
in connection
facilities in
ments and
81939*-50—Pr.
81939-50--PT.

I
---

10
10

59 Stat. 53.
U. S.
IU.
tive.

Representa-
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[63 STAT.

United States Supreme
December 6,
6, 1943,
1943, in
the .case
Supreme Court
Court entered
entered December
in the
case
of Colorado v.
(320 U.
S. 383)
383) concerning
concerning the
the relative
v. Kansas (320
U. S.
relative rights
rights
of the respective States in and to the
of waters
waters of
the use
use of
of the
the Arkansas
Arkansas
(3) the experience
River; and (3)
derived under various
various interim
experience derived
interim executive
executive
agreements
agreements between the two
two States
States apportioning
apportioning the
the waters
waters released
released
from the John Martin Reservoir as operated
the Corps
of
operated by
by the
Corps of
Engineers.
"
ARTICLE III
III
"ARTICLE

49 Stat. 1577.
1577.

"As used in this Compact:
Compact:
"A. The word 'Stateline'
'Stateline' means
means the geographical
line
geographical boundary
boundary line
Kansas.
between Colorado and
and Kansas.
"B. The term 'waters of the Arkansas
the waters
waters
Arkansas River'
River' means
means the
originating in the natural
drainage basin
basin of
Arkansas River,
natural drainage
of the
the Arkansas
River,
including its tributaries,
tributaries, upstream
from the
the Stateline,
upstream from
Stateline, and
and excluding
excluding
waters brought into the Arkansas
Basin from
from other
other river
Arkansas River
River Basin
river basins.
basins.
"C. The term `Stateline
'Stateline flow'
flow' means the
of waters
waters of
of the
the flow
flow of
the
determined by gaging stations located
Arkansas River
River as determined
or near
located at
at or
near
the Stateline. The flow as determined
such stations,
stations, whether
determined by
by such
whether
located in Colorado
Colorado or Kansas, shall
actual
shall be deemed
deemed to
to be
be the
the actual
Stateline flow.
"D. 'John Martin Reservoir
Reservoir Project'
Project' is the official name
of the
the
name of
facility formerly known as Caddoa
Caddoa Reservoir
by
Reservoir Project,
Project, authorized
authorized by
the
the Flood
Flood Control Act of 1936, as amended, for construction,
operation
construction, operation
and maintenance
maintenance by the War Department, Corps of Engineers,
Engineers, later
later
designated as the Corps of Engineers,
designated
Engineers, Department of
the Army,
and
of the
Army, and
herein referred
referred to as the 'Corps of Engineers'.
Engineers'. 'John
'John Martin
Martin ReserReservoir' is the water storage
storage space created
created by
Dam'.
by 'John
'John Martin
Martin Dam'.
"E. The 'flood control storage'
storage' is that portion of the
the total
total storage
storage
Reservoir allocated
space in John Martin Reservoir
control purposes.
allocated to flood
flood control
purposes.
'conservation pool'
"F. The 'conservation
pool' is that portion
portion of the
space
the total
total storage
storage space
in John Martin Reservoir lying below the flood control storage.
storage.
Water
"G. The 'ditches
'ditches of Colorado Water District 67' are those
those ditches
ditches
and canals which divert water from the Arkansas
or its
its tribuArkansas River
River or
tributaries downstream
taries
downstream from John Martin Dam for irrigation use
use in
in
Colorado.
"H. The term 'river flow' means the sum of the flows of the Arkansas. and the Purgatoire
Purgatoire Riv
ers i
nt
o John
John M
art i
n R
eservo i
r as deterRivers
into
Martin
Reservoir
as determined by gaging
gaging stations appropriately
appropriately located
located above said Reservoir.
Reservoir.
"I. The term the Adniinistration'
"I.
th e Arkansas
Arkansas River
Ri ver C
om Administration' means
means the
Compact Administration
Administration established
established under Article VIII.
"ArricLE IV
"ARrcLE
"Both States recognize that:
that:
"A. This Compact deals only with the waters
"A.
waters of the Arkansas
Arkansas
River as defined in Article III.
"B. This Compact is not concerned
concerned with the rights, if any, of
of the
State of New Mexico
State
Mexico or its citizens
citizens in and to the use in New Mexico
of waters
waters of Trinchera Creek or other tributaries
tributaries of the Purgatoire
of
Purgatoire
River, a
a tributary of the Arkansas River.
River,
"C. (1)
(1) John
John Martin
Martin Dam will be operated by the Corps of Engi"C.
neers
to store and release the waters
neers to
waters of the Arkansas River
River in
and
in and
from John Martin Reservoir for its authorized
authorized purposes.
"(2) The bottom of the flood control storage is presently
presently fixed
fixed by
by
the
the Chief
Chief of Engineers, U. S. Army, at elevation 3,851 feet above
mean
mean sea level. The flood control storage will be operated for flood
flood
control
control purposes
purposes and
and to
to those ends will impound
impound or regulate
regulate the
streamflow
volumes that
that are
are in
of the then available storage
streamflow volumes
in excess of
capacity
of
the conservation pool. Releases from the flood control
capacity of the
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storage
by the Corps
Corps of
of
and rates
rates determined
determined by
storage may
may be made at times and
Engineers
to be
necessary or
advisable without
without regard
regard to
to ditch
ditch diverdiveror advisable
Engineers to
be necessary
sion capacities or requirements
requirements in either or both States.
"(3)
water
operated for
for the
the benefit
benefit of water
be operated
"(3) The conservation
conservation pool will be
users
in Colorado
Colorado and
both upstream
upstream and
from
and downstream
downstream from
Kansas, both
users in
and Kansas,
John
provided in this
maintenance
as provided
this Compact.
Compact. The maintenance
John Martin
Martin Dam, as
of
appurtenant works
at times
times require
of John
John Martin
Martin Dam
Dam and
and appurtenant
works may at
the
Engineers to release
the Corps
Corps of
of Engineers
release waters
waters then
then impounded
impounded in the conconservation
storage of
water therein
therein until
until such
such
prohibit the
the storage
of water
servation pool or to
to prohibit
maintenance work
maintenance
work is
is completed. Flood
Flood control operation
operation may also
temporary utilization of
conservation storage.
of conservation
involve temporary
impede or prevent
future
"D. This Compact
Compact is
is not intended
intended to
to impede
prevent future
beneficial
development of
Arkansas River basin in
in Colorado
Colorado and
of the
the Arkansas
beneficial development
Kansas
or State agencies, by private enterprise, or by
Kansas by Federal
Federal or
combinations
which may involve construction of dams, resercombinations thereof, which
utilization and
voir, and other
other works for the purposes of water utilization
control,
improved or
functioning of
of existing
existing
control, as well
well as the improved
or prolonged functioning
works:
Provided, that
Arkansas River, as defined
defined
that the waters of the Arkansas
works: Provided,
in
Article III,
materially depleted in usable
quantity or
usable quantity
III, shall not be
be materially
in Article
availability for
for use
the water
Colorado and Kansas under
under
to the
water users in Colorado
use to
availability
this
development or construction.
such future development
by such
this Compact by
"
ARTICLE V
"AuBICL
"Colorado
following basis of
the following
agree upon
upon the
hereby agree
Kansas hereby
and Kansas
"Colorado and
apportionment
.Arkansas River:
River:
of the Arkansas
the waters of
apportionment of the
"A.
Reservoir shall commence
commence on
on
storage in
in John
John Martin Reservoir
"A. Winter
Winter storage
November 1st
1st of each year and continue to and include the next sucNovember
ceeding March
March 31st. During
entering said
all water entering
During said period all
ceeding
reservoir up
up to
to the
limit of
of the
conservation capacity
capacity
available conservation
the then
then available
the limit
reservoir
shall be
stored: Provided,
that Colorado
Colorado may
water
of water
releases of
demand releases
may demand
Provided, that
be stored:
shall
equivalent
flow, but
releases shall
shall not
not exceed
exceed 100
100
but such
such releases
river flow,
to the
the river
equivalent to
c.
s. (cubic
released shall be used
so released
water so
second) and water
(cubic feet per second)
c. f.
f. s.
avoidable waste.
without avoidable
"B.
Summer storage
in John
commence on
Martin Reservoir
Reservoir shall commence
John Martin
storage in
"B. Summer
April
of each
each year
and continue
next succeedsucceedthe next
to and
and include
include the
continue to
year and
April 1st
1st of
ing October
October 31st.
During said
when Colorado
water
Colorado water
except when
period, except
said period,
31st. During
ing
users are
are operating
decreed priorities
paragraphs
in paragraphs
provided in
priorities as provided
under decreed
operating under
users
F and
this Article,
entering said
reservoir up
up to
the
to the
said reservoir
water entering
all water
Article, all
G of
of this
F
and G
limit of
the then
then available
stored:
shall be stored:
capacity shall
conservation capacity
available conservation
of the
limit
Provided,
may demand
of water
equivalent
water equivalent
releases of
demand releases
that Colorado
Colorado may
Provided, that
to
the river
river flow
flow up
c. f.
s., and
and Kansas
demand releases
releases
may demand
Kansas may
500 c.
f. s.,
up to
to 500
to the
of water
to that
of the
the river
f. s.
500 c. f.
flow between
between 500
river flow
portion of
that portion
water equivalent
equivalent to
of
and
750 c.
f. s.,
releases demanded
by Colorado.
Colorado.
demanded by
of releases
s., irrespective
irrespective of
c. f.
and 750
"C. Releases
pursuant to
the provisions
provisions of
of paraparato the
stored pursuant
water stored
of water
Releases of
"C.
graphs
demands by
this Article shall be made upon demands
B of
of this
A and
and B
graphs A
Colorado
and Kansas
Kansas concurrently
separately at
at any
during
time during
any time
or separately
concurrently or
Colorado and
the
summer storage
increases to
extraordinary
to meet
meet extraordinary
Unless increases
period. Unless
storage period.
the summer
conditions
are authorized
authorized by
the Administration,
Administration, separate
separate releases
of
releases of
by the
conditions are
stored water
Colorado shall
shall not
not exceed
exceed 750 c.
separate releases
releases
c. f.
f. s.,
s., separate
to Colorado
water to
stored
of stored
exceed 500
500 c.
f. s.,
s., and
and concurrent
concurrent
c. f.
not exceed
shall not
to Kansas
Kansas shall
water to
of
stored water
releases of
not exceed
exceed a
1,250 c.
f. s.:
s.: ProProc. f.
of 1,250
a total
total of
shall not
water shall
stored water
of stored
releases
vided, that
water stored
stored in
in the
pool is
to
is reduced
reduced to
the conservation
conservation pool
when water
that when
vided,
a
quantity less
acre-feet, separate
of stored
stored water
water
releases of
separate releases
20,000 acre-feet,
than 20,000
less than
a quantity
to
Colorado shall
not exceed
600 c.
c. f.
f. s.,
s., separate
stored
of stored
releases of
separate releases
exceed 600
shall not
to Colorado
water
Kansas shall
shall not
not exceed
exceed 400
400 c.
concurrent releases
s., and concurrent
c. f. s.,
to Kansas
water to
of
water shall
not exceed
1,000 c.
c. f.
f. s.
s.
exceed 1,000
shall not
stored water
of stored
"D. Releases
Releases authorized
and C
of this
Article,
C of
this Article,
B and
A, B
paragraphs A,
by paragraphs
authorized by
"D.
except
when all
water users
under decreed
decreed
operating under
are operating
users are
Colorado water
all Colorado
except when
priorities as
provided in
in paragraphs
F and
and G
not
this Article,
Article, shall not
G of
of this
paragraphs F
as provided
priorities
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impose any call on Colorado
Colorado water
that divert
waters of
the
water users that
divert waters
of the
Arkansas
Arkansas River
River upstream from
John Martin
from John
Martin Dam.
Dam.
"E. (1)
(1) Releases of stored water and releases of river flow
flow may
may be
be
made simultaneously
simultaneously upon the demands
of either
either or
both States.
demands of
or both
States.
"(2) Water released upon concurrent
concurrent or
shall be
be
or separate
separate demands
demands shall
applied promptly
promptly to beneficial
beneficial use unless storage
thereof downstream
downstream
storage thereof
is authorized
authorized by the Administration.
Administration.
"(3)
"(3) Releases of river flow and of stored water
water to
to Colorado
Colorado shall
shall
be measured by gaging
gaging stations located at
at or
or near
John Martin
near John
Martin Dam
Dam
and the releases to which Kansas
Kansas is entitled shall
be satisfied
satisfied by
shall be
by an
an
equivalent in Stateline
equivalent
Stateline flow.
flow.
"(4)
water is released from
(4) When
When water
Martin Reservoir
Reservoir approfrom John Martin
approdetermined by the Administration
priate allowances
allowances as determined
Administration shall
be made
made
shall be
for the intervals
intervals of time
time required
water to
to arrive
arrive at
required for
for such
such water
at the
the points
points
of diversion in Colorado and at the
the Stateline.
Stateline.
"(5) There shall be no allowance
"(5)
allowance or accumulation
accumulation of
credits or
of credits
or
debits for or against either
either State.
State.
""(6)
(6) Storage,
Storage releases from storage and
releases of
ofriver
ri
ver fl
ow authorau th or and releases
flow
ized in this Article shall be accomplished pursuant
pursuant to
procedures
to procedures
prescribed by the Administration
Administration under the
the provisions
provisions of
of Article
Article VIII.
VIII.
"F. In the event the Administration
Administration finds that within
within a
period of
of
a period
fourteen
fourteen (14) days the water in the conservation
conservation pool
will be
pool will
be or
or is
is
liable to be exhausted, the Administration
Administration shall forthwith
the
forthwith notify
notify the
State Engineer of Colorado, or his duly authorized representative,
representative,
that commencing upon aa day certain
certain within
within said
said fourteen
fourteen (14)
(14) day
day
a change
change of conditions justifies cancellation
period, unless a
cancellation or
or modificamodification of such notice,
notice, Colorado
Colorado shall administer
of
administer the decreed
decreed rights
rights of
water users in Colorado
Colorado Water District 67
67 as against
against each
each other
other and
and
as against all rights now or hereafter
hereafter decreed
decreed to water
water users
users diverting
diverting
upstream from John Martin
Martin Dam on the basis of relative
priorities
relative priorities
in the same manner
manner in which their respective
respective priority
priority rights
rights were
were
administered by Colorado before John Martin Reservoir
administered
to
Reservoir began
began to
operate and
and as though John
operate
John Martin
Martin Dam had not been constructed.
constructed.
Such
Such priority administration
administration by Colorado shall be continued until
until
the Administration
Administration finds that water
water is again available
available in
the conservain the
conservation pool for release
tion
release as provided in this Compact, and timely
notice
timely notice
of such finding shall be given by the Administration
to the
the State
State
Administration to
Engineer of Colorado
Engineer
Colorado or his duly authorized
authorized representative:
representative: ProProvided, that except as controlled
controlled by the operation
operation of
of the
the preceding
preceding
provisions
provisions of this paragraph
paragraph and other applicable
applicable provisions of
of this
this
Compact,
Compact, when there is water in the conservation
conservation pool the
water users
users
the water
upstream from
John Martin
Martin Reservoir shall not be affected
upstream
from John
affected by the
decrees to
to the
ditches in
in Colorado
decrees
the ditches
Colorado Water District 67. Except
Except when
administration in
in Colorado
a priority
administration
Colorado is on a
priority basis the water diversions
in Colorado
Colorado Water
administered by
sions in
Water District 67 shall be administered
by
Colorado
in
Colorado in accordance
accordance with
with distribution agreements made
made from time
to time
time between
the water
water users
users in such District and filed with the
to
between the
Administration
Administration and with the State Engineer of Colorado or,
or, in
in the
the
absence
such agreement,
absence of
of such
agreement, upon the basis of the respective
respective priority
priority
decrees, as against each other, in said District.
"G. During periods when Colorado
Colorado reverts
of
reverts to
to administration
administration of
decreed priorities,
priorities, Kansas
decreed
Kansas shall not
not be
be entitled
entitled to
to any
portion of
of the
the
any portion
river flow
flow entering
entering John
Martin Reservoir.
Arkansas
John Martin
Reservoir. Waters
Waters of
of the
the Arkansas
River
River originating
originating in Colorado which
which may flow across the Stateline
during such
periods are hereby apportioned
apportioned to Kansas.
Kansas.
during
such periods
"H.
If the
"H. If
the usable
usable quantity and availability
availability for use of the waters
of the
the Arkansas
River to
to water users in Colorado Water District 67
of
Arkansas River
67
and
Kansas will
will be
be thereby
adversely affected,
affected,
and Kansas
thereby materially
materially depleted
depleted or adversely
(1) priority
(1)
priority rights
rights now decreed to the ditches of Colorado
Colorado Water
Water
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hereafter be transferred
districts
transferred to other water districts
not hereafter
District 67 shall not
in
Colorado or to points of diversion
diversion or places of use upstream
upstream from
in Colorado
and (2)
(2) the ditch diversion rights from the
John Martin Dam; and
Arkansas River in Colorado Water District 67 and of Kansas
Kansas ditches
Arkansas
between the Stateline and Garden City shall not hereafter
hereafter be increased
increased
between
beyond the
present rights
rights of said ditches, without the Adminisbeyond
the total present
tration, in either case (1) or (2), making findings of fact that no such
depletion
adverse effect will
transfer
will result from such proposed transfer
depletion or adverse
proposed transproceedings for any such proposed
or increase. Notice of legal proceedings
fer
Administration in the manner and
fer or
or increase shall be given to the Administration
within the time provided
provided by the laws of Colorado or Kansas in such
cases.
"
ARTICLE VI
"ARTICrL
VI
"A. (1) Nothing in this Compact shall be construed
construed as impairing
impairing
Arkansas River that
the jurisdiction of Kansas over the waters of the Arkansas
originate
Kansas and over the waters that flow from Colorado
Colorado
originate in Kansas
across
across the Stateline into Kansas.
"(2)
Except as
as otherwise provided, nothing in this Compact shall
"(2) Except
be construed as supplanting
supplanting the administration
administration by Colorado
Colorado of the
Arkansas River in said
appropriators of waters of the Arkansas
rights of appropriators
State as decreed to said appropriators
appropriators by the courts of Colorado, nor
appropriators by
as
distribution among said appropriators
as interfering
interfering with the distribution
Colorado,
curtailing the diversion and use for irrigation
irrigation and
as curtailing
nor as
Colorado, nor
other
beneficial purposes
Colorado of
waters of the Arkansas
of the waters
purposes in Colorado
other beneficial
River.
"B. Inasmuch as the Frontier Canal diverts waters of the Arkansas
Arkansas
River
Stateline for irrigation uses in Kansas
in Colorado west of the Stateline
River in
only, Colorado
Colorado concedes
Kansas hereby assumes excluand Kansas
concedes to Kansas and
only,
sive administrative
administrative control
operation of the Frontier Canal
over the operation
control over
sive
and
headworks for such purposes, to the same extent as though
and its headworks
said
Water
works were located entirely within the State of Kansas. Water
said works
carried
carried across the Stateline in the Frontier Canal or any other similarly
situated canal
shall be
be considered
part of
of the Stateline
be part
to be
considered to
canal shall
larly situated
flow.
flow.

"ARTICLE VII
VII
"ARTICLE
"A.
State shall be subject to the terms of this Compact.
"A. Each
Each State
Where the
'State' is used in this Comor the
the term 'State'
the State or
of the
name of
the name
Where
pact these
include any person or entity of any
construed to include
be construed
shall be
these shall
pact
nature
using, claiming
claiming or in
any
any manner asserting any
in any
whatsoever using,
nature whatsoever
right to
use of
River under the authority
Arkansas River
of the Arkansas
waters of
the waters
of the
to the
the use
right
of that State.
"B.
Compact establishes
establishes no
general principle
precedent with
or precedent
principle or
no general
This Compact
"B. This
respect to
to any
other interstate
interstate stream.
any other
respect
to
"C. Wherever
any State
official or
or agency
agency is referred
referred to
Federal official
or Federal
State or
Wherever any
"C.
in
this Compact
Compact such
shall apply
the comparable
official
comparable official
to the
apply to
reference shall
such reference
in this
or agency
agency succeeding
and functions.
functions.
duties and
their duties
to their
succeeding to
or
"AirricnE
"ABTICLE VIII
Arkansas River
"A. To
To administer
the provisions
provisions of
of this
Compact there
there is
hereby cOAkansas
River
is hereby
this Compact
administer the
"A.
Compact Administration.
created
an
interstate
agency
to
be
known
as
the
Arkansas
River
tion.
River
created an interstate agency to be known as the Arkansas
Compact
Administration'.
as 'the
'the Administration'.
designated as
herein designated
Administration herein
Compact Administration
"B. The
Administration shall
shall have
power to:
to:
have power
The Administration
"B.
"(1)
amend and
and revoke
revoke by-laws,
and regulations
regulations
rules and
by-laws, rules
Adopt, amend
"(1) Adopt,
consistent with
with the
Compact;
provisions of this Compact;
the provisions
consistent
"(2) Prescribe
Prescribe procedures
for the
administration of
of this
Compact:
this Compact:
the administration
procedures for
"(2)
Provided,
that
where
such
procedures
involve
the
operation
of
John
of John
operation
the
involve
procedures
such
where
that
Provided,
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Martin Reservoir
Martin
Reservoir Project they shall be subject
subject to
to the
the approval
approval of
of the
the
District Engineer
charge of said Project;
Engineer in charge
Project;
"(3) Perform
functions required
"(3)
Perform all functions
required to
Compact and
to implement
implement this
this Compact
and
necessary, proper or convenient
to do all things necessary,
the performance
performance
convenient in
in the
of its duties.
"C.
Administration shall
"C. The membership
membership of the Administration
consist of
of three
three
shall consist
representatives
representatives from each State w
ho s
hall b
rewho
shall
bee appointed
appointed by
by the
the respective
spective Governors
Governors for aaterm not to exceed
exceed four
Colorado
four years. One
One Colorado
representative shall be aaresident of and water
representative
water right
right owner
owner in
in Water
Water
Districts 14 or 17, one Colorado
Colorado representative
shall be
resident of
representative shall
be aaresident
of
and water right owner in Water District 67,
and one
67, and
one Colorado
Colorado reprerepresentative shall be the Director of the Colorado Water
Water Conservation
Conservation
Board. Two Kansas representatives
representatives shall be residents
and water
residents of
of and
water
right owners in the counties
right
counties of Finney, Kearny
Kearny or
and one
or Hamilton,
Hamilton, and
one
Kansas representative
representative shall be the chief State
charged with
with the
State official
official charged
the
U. S.
S. representative.
representative. administration of water rights
administration
water
in Kansas. The
President of
of the
The President
the
United States is hereby requested to
to designate
designate aarepresentative
representative of
of the
the
United States, and if aarepresentative
United
representative is so designated
designated he
he shall
shall be
be an
an
ex-officio member
member and act as chairman of
of the
withthe Administration
Administration without vote.
"D. The
"D.
The State representatives
representatives shall be appointed by
respective
by the
the respective
Governors
Governors within thirty days after the effective
effective date
this Compact.
Compact.
date of
of this
The
Administration shall meet and organize within
The Administration
sixty days
within sixty
days after
after
such
such effective
effective date. A quorum for any meeting shall
shall consist
consist of
of four
four
members
Administration: Provided, that at
members of the Administration:
at least
least two
two members
members
are present
are
present from each State. Each State shall have
have but
but one
one vote
vote in
in
the
Administration and every
the
Administration
every decision, authorization
authorization or
or other
other action
action
U. S. representative
representative
U.
shall require
require unanimous vote. In case of
vote on
as arbitrator.
of aadivided vote
on any
any matter
matter
within the purview
within
purview of the Administration,
Administration, the
Administration may,
the Administration
may,
by subsequent
subsequent unanimous vote, refer the matter for arbitration
by
arbitration to
to the
the
Representative
Representative of the United States or
arbitrators,
or other arbitrator
arbitrator or
or arbitrators,
in which
event the decision
in
which event
decision made by such arbitrator or
arbitrators
or arbitrators
shall be binding upon the Administration.
Administration.
"E.
personal expenses
"E. (1)
(1) The salaries,
salaries, if any,
any, and the personal
expenses of
of each
each
member shall
government which
member
shall be paid by the government
which he represents. All
All other
other
expenses
incident to the administration
administration of this Compact
expenses incident
Compact which
are not
not
which are
paid
paid by the United
United States shall be borne
borne by the
States on
on the
the basis
basis
the States
of 60 per cent by Colorado and 40 per cent by
by Kansas.
Kansas.
"(2)
"(2) In each
each even numbered year the
adopt
the Administration
Administration shall
shall adopt
and transmit
and
transmit to the Governor
Governor of each State its budget covering
covering anticianticipated
biennium and the
pated expenses for the forthcoming biennium
amount thereof
thereof
the amount
payable
by each
each State.
State. Each State shall appropriate
payable by
appropriate and pay
pay the
the
amount due by it to the Administration.
Administration.
"(3)
"(3) The
The Administration
Administration shall keep accurate
accurate accounts
all receipts
receipts
accounts of all
and
disbursements and
and shall include
and disbursements
include a
a statement thereof, together
together
with aa certificate
of audit
with
certificate of
audit by aa certified public accountant, in
n its
annual
annual report.
report. Each State shall have the right to make
make an examinaexamination and audit of the accounts of the Administration
any time.
time.
Administration at
at any
"F.
Each state
shall provide
facilities, equipment
"F. Each
state shall
provide such available
available facilities,
equipment and
and
other
assistance as
other assistance
as the Administration
Administration may need to carry out its
its duties.
To
To supplement
supplement such available assistance
assistance the Administration may
may
employ engineering, legal,
legal, clerical and other
as in
its judgment
judgment
other aid
aid as
in its
may be necessary for the performance
may
performance of its
Such employees
employees
its functions. Such
shall
paid by
shall be
be paid
by and
and be responsible to the Administration,
Administration, and
shall
and shall
not be considered
employees of either
considered to be employees
either State.
State.
Cooperation with
"G.
The Administration
Administration shall cooperate
Federal and State
State
"G. (1)
(1) The
cooperate with the chief offioffiagencies.
agencies.
cial of
of each
each State
charged with
with the administration
cial
State charged
administration of water rights
and with
with Federal
systematic determination
and
Federal agencies in the systematic
and corredetermination and
correlation of
of the
the facts
facts as
as to the flow
lation
flow and diversion of the waters of
of the
the
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Arkansas River and as to the operation
Martin
operation and siltation of John Martin
Reservoir and
Reservoir
and other related structures.
structures. The Administration
Administration shall
cooperate
cooperate in the procurement,
procurement, interchange, compilation and publication
all factual
bearing upon
upon the
the administration
tion of
of all
factual data
data bearing
administration of
of this
this ComComduplicating measurements,
pact without, in general, duplicating
measurements, observations
observations or
publications made by State or Federal agencies. State officials shall
furnish pertinent factual
factual data to the Administration
Administration upon its request.
The
collaboration of the
The Administration
Administration shall,
shall, with
with the
the collaboration
the appropriate
appropriate
Federal and State agencies, determine
determine as may be necessary
necessary from time
required for the proper adminto time, the location of gaging stations required
istration of this Compact and shall designate the official
official records of
such stations for its official use.
"(2) The Director,
Commissioner
Geological Survey, the Commissioner
"(2)
Director, U. S. Geological
of
hereby
and the
the Chief of Engineers, U. S. Army, are hereby
of Reclamation
Reclamation and
requested to collaborate
collaborate with the Administration
Administration and with approcorrelation
priate State officials
officials in the systematic
systematic determination
determination and correlation
of data referred to in paragraph
paragraph G
G (1)
(1) of this Article and in the
execution
necessary
other duties of such officials which may be necessary
execution of other
for the proper administration
administration of this Compact.
"(3) If
administration of this Compact,
"(3)
If deemed necessary
necessary for the administration
Administration may require
require the installation and maintenance,
maintenance,
the Administration
measuring devices
at the expense
expense of water
water users, of measuring
devices of approved type
or group
group of ditches diverting water from the Arkansas
in any ditch or
River
Colorado or
Kansas. The
The chief official of each State
State charged
charged
or Kansas.
in Colorado
River in
execution
administration of water rights shall supervise the execution
with the
the administration
of the
the Administration's
Administration's requirements
requirements for
for such
such installations.
installations.
of
"II. Violation
Compact or other
other
any of the provisions of this Compact
"H.
Violation of any
prejudicial thereto which come to the attention of the Adminactions prejudicial
istration shall
investigated by it. When
When deemed
deemed advisshall be
be promptly investigated
istration
able as
as the
Administration may report
such investigation,
investigation, the Administration
result of such
able
the result
its findings
and recommendations
the State
State official
who is
charged
is charged
official who
to the
recommendations to
findings and
its
with
appropriate action, it
rights for appropriate
the administration
administration of water rights
with the
being the
of this
this Compact
of its
its terms shall
enforcement of
Compact that enforcement
intent of
the intent
being
be accomplished
in general
general through
agencies and
officials
and officials
State agencies
the State
through the
accomplished in
be
charged with
the administration
administration of
of water
water rights.
with the
charged
"I. Findings
fact made
the Administration
shall not be conby the
Administration shall
made by
of fact
"I.
Findings of
clusive
agency or tribunal but shall consticonstibefore any agency
in any
any court or before
clusive in
evidence of the facts found.
tute prima facie evidence
"J. The
The Administration
Administration shall report
Governors of
annually to the Governors
report annually
"J.
the States
and to
matters
States as to matters
the United
United States
of the
the President
President of
to the
the
States and
within its purview.
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Collaboration
with
Collaboration with
officials.
certain U. S.
S. officials.

Report.

"Amu
IX
"ARTICLE IX
"A. This
This Compact
Compact shall become effective
effective when
ratified by the Legiswhen ratified
"A.
lature
when consented
consented to
by the
the Congress of the
to by
and when
each State
State and
lature of
of each
United
providing substantially,
other
substantially, among other
United States by legislation providing
follows:
things, as
as follows:
"'Nothing
consented
herein consented
or in
in the
the Compact herein
this Act or
contained in this
"'Nothing contained
to
shall be
be construed
construed as
as impairing
affecting the
sovereignty of
of the
the sovereignty
or affecting
impairing or
to shall
United
States or
its rights
rights or
or jurisdiction
over the
the area
area
and over
in and
jurisdiction in
any of
of its
or any
United States
or waters
waters which
which are
are the
the subject
that the
Provided, that
Compact: Provided,
subject of such Compact:
or
Chief of
authorized to
to operate
operate the
conservation
the conservation
is hereby
hereby authorized
Engineers is
Chief
of Engineers
features of
of the
John Martin
Martin Reservoir
Reservoir Project
manner conforming
conforming
in aamanner
Project in
the John
features
to such
such Compact
Compact with
such exceptions
exceptions as he and the Administration
Administration
with such
to
created
pursuant to
Compact may jointly approve.'
approve.'
to the
the Compact
created pursuant
remain in effect until modified or termishall remain
"B. This
This Compact shall
nated
the States
in the
event of
of modificamodificathe event
and in
of the
States and
action of
unanimous action
nated by
by unanimous
tion
termination all
rights then
then established
established or
recognized by this
or recognized
all rights
or termination
tion or
Compact
shall continue
unimpaired.
continue unimpaired.
Compact shall

Effective date.
Effective

152
152
Deposit of
Deposit
of originals.
originals.

MayPUBLIC
31,
1949
PUBLIC
LAWS— CHS .155,
May
June
2,
1949
1949
PUBLIC LAWS--CHS.
155, 166—
June31,
2, 1949
166

[63
STAT.
[63 STAT.

"In
whereof, The commissioners
si gned this Compact
"In Witness
Witness whereof,
commissioners have signed
Compact
in triplicate original, one
one of which
which shall
shall be forwarded
forwarded to
to the
the Secretary
Secretary
of State of the United States of America and one of which shall be
forwarded to the Governor
Governor of each
each signatory
signatory State.
State.
"Done in
Denver 'in the state
Colorado,
in the
the City and County of
of Denver,
state of Colorado,
on the fourteenth day
in the
our Lord
day of
of December,
December, in
the Year
Year of
of our
Lord One
One
Thousand Nine Hundred and
Forty-eight.
Thousand
and Forty-eight.

HENRY
HENRY C.
C. VIDAL
VIDAL
Henry C.
C. Vidal
Henry
Vidal

GAIL
RELAND
GAIL L.
L. I
IRELAND

Gail L. Ireland
Ireland

HARRY B.
M ENDENHALL
HARRY
B. MENDENHALL
Harry B.
B.Mendenhall
Mendenhall
Commissioners for Colorado
Colorado
Commissioners
GEORGE
GEORGE S
S..KNAPP
KNAPP

George
George S.
S. Knapp
EDWARD
A_RN
EDWARD F.
F. ARN
Edward F. Arn
Am
W
ILLIAM E.
WILLIAM
E. LEAVITT
LEAVITr
William
William E. Leavitt
Leavitt
ROLAND
H .TATE
TAPE
ROLAND H.
Roland
Roland H. Tate
Tate
Commissioners for Kansas
Commissioners
Kansas

"Attest:
"
W ARDEN L.
NOR
"WARDEN
L. NOE
L.Noe, Secretary
"Warden L.
Secretary
"Approved:
"Approved:
"
H ANS KRAMER
KRAMER
"HANS

"Hans Kramer
Kramer
Representative of the United States"
Representative
SEC.
contained in this Act or in the compact herein conSEC. 2. Nothing
Nothing contained
sented to shall be construed as impairing
impairing or affecting the sovereignty
of the United States or any of its rights or jurisdiction
jurisdiction in
in and
and over
over
the area or waters which are the subject of such compact:
compact: Provided,
Provided,
John Martin
Martin ResRes- That the Chief of Engineers is hereby authorized
John
authorized to operate
operate the
ervoir
ervoir project.
project.
conservation
Reservoir project in aa
conservation features
features of the John Martin
Martin Reservoir
manner
manner conforming to such compact
compact with such exceptions
exceptions as he and
and
the Administration
Administration created
created pursuant to the compact
compact may jointly
approve.
approve.
Approved
Approved May
May 31, 1949.
[
CHAPTER 166]
[CHAPTER
166]

June
1949
June 2,
2,1949
[H. R.
2566]
[H.
R. 2566]
[Public Law
[Public
Law 83]
83]
Yellowstone River
Yellowstone
River
compact.
compact.
Consent of
Consent
of ConCongress.
gress.

AN ACT
ACT

Granting
Granting the consent of Congress to the States of Montana,
Montana, North Dakota, and
and
Wyoming to negotiate and enter into a
compact or agreement for division
division of
a compact
of
the waters of the Yellowstone
Yellowstone River.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of the
United States of America in
Congress assembled,
United
in Congress
assembled, That the consent
consent of
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Congress is hereby given to
Montana, North Dakota,
Congress
to the
the States of Montana,
Dakota, and
and
Wyoming
Wyoming to negotiate and enter into aa compact, or
or agreement,
agreement, not
later than June 1,
1, 1952, providing for an equitable division
division and
and
apportionment
water supply of the Yellowapportionment between the States of the water
Yellowstone River and of the streams tributary
tributary thereto, upon condition that
one suitable person, who shall be appointed by the President of the
United States, shall participate
participate in
negotiations as the representin said
said negotiations
representmake aa report
ative of the United States and shall
shall make
report to Congress
Congress of
of
proceedings and of any compact
compact or agreement
agreement entered
entered into: Provided,
Provided,
That such compact
compact or agreement
agreement shall not be binding or obligatory
upon any of the parties thereto
thereto unless and until the same shall have
been approved by the legislatures
legislatures of each of said
by the
said States
States and by
the
Congress of
of the United States:
States: Provided
Provided further,
further, That
That nothing
nothing in
this Act shall apply to any waters within or tributary to the Yellowestablish any right
stone National Park
Park or shall establish
right or
or interest in or
or to
to
any lands with the boundaries
boundaries thereof.
Approved June 2, 1949.
Approved

Approval.
Approval.

Nonapplicability.
Nonapplicability.

[C HAPTER 171]
171]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
respect
the United
United States
States Code
Code entitled "Copyrights",
"Copyrights", with
with respect
To amend title 17 of
of the
to relaxation
provisions governing
governing copyright
to
relaxation of
of provisions
copyright of
of foreign
foreign works.
works.

June
3, 1949
June 3,
1949
[H. R.
DEL
R. 2285]
2285]
[Public
Law
84]
[Public Law 84]

Be it
Representatives of the
the
and House
House of Representatives
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
Title 17,
Title
17, U.
S. Code,
Code,
U. S.
United States of America
in Congress
assembled, That section 16 of amendments.
Congress assembled,
America in
United
amendments.
61
Stat.
657.
61
Stat.
657.
title 17, United States Code, is amended to read as follows:
17
17 U.
U. S.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
Supp.
the II,
STATES.-Of the
To BE
BE DONE
"§ 16.
16. MECHANICAL
W ORK To
DONE IN UNITED
UNITED STATES.—Of
"§
MECHANICAL WORK
16.
§ 16.
II, §
printed
periodical specified
specified in section
subsections (a)
(a) and
section 5, subsections
book or periodical
printed book
(b),
title, except
except the
a book or periodical of
the original text of a
of this
this title,
(b), of
foreign origin in
language or
languages other than English, the
or languages
in a
a language
foreign
under this title, except as below
below
accorded protection
protection under
copies accorded
text of all copies
provided, shall
United
be printed
printed from type set within the limits of the United
shall be
provided,
States, either
by hand
hand or
or by
aid of
machine,
typesetting machine,
of any kind
kind of typesetting
by the
the aid
either by
States,
or
from plates
made within
within the
the limits
limits of the
type
States from
from type
the United
United States
or from
plates made
set
therein, or, if the
produced by lithographic
lithographic process, or
be produced
the text
text be
set therein
photoengraving
process, then
then by
wholly performed
performed within
a process
process wholly
by a
photoengraving process,
the United
United States, and the printing of the text and bindof the
the limits of
ing of
performed within
United
within the
the limits of the United
shall be performed
ing
of the said book shall
States; which
shall extend also to the
within
the illustrations
illustrations within
requirements shall
States;
which requirements
a
consisting of
of printed
illustrations produced
by lithoproduced by
text and
and illustrations
printed text
a book
book consisting
graphic
process, or
or photoengraving
photoengraving process,
process,. and
and also to separate
separate lithographic process,
graphs
subjects
the subjects
case the
in either
either case
where in
except where
or photoengravings,
photoengravings, except
graphs or
represented are
in aaforeign
illustrate aascientific
country and
and illustrate
foreign country
are located
located in
represented
Nonapplicability of
Nonapplicability
of
work or
reproduce a
a work
work of
art: Provided,
Provided, however,
That said
said re- requirements.
however, That
of art:
or reproduce
work
requirements.
quirements
to works
characters for
for the
the use
use
works in raised characters
not apply
apply to
shall not
quirements shall
of
the blind,
blind, or
or to
to books
periodicals of
foreign origin
origin in
in a
alanguage
language
of foreign
books or
or periodicals
of the
or
languages other
other than
or to
to works
works printed
printed or
produced in
in
or produced
English, or
than English,
or languages
the United
process than those above specified in
other process
any other
United States by any
the
this section,
section, or
or to
to copies
copies of
books or
or periodicals,
periodicals, of foreign origin, in
of books
this
the English
English language,
language, imported
within five
States within
the United
United States
into the
imported into
the
years after
after first
first publication
state or
or nation
to the
the
nation up
up to
in aa foreign
foreign state
publication in
vears
number of
of fifteen
copies of
of each
such book
book or
or periodical if
each such
hundred copies
fifteen hundred
number
said copies
shall contain
contain notice
accordance with
with secsecin accordance
of copyright
copyright in
notice of
said
copies shall
61 Stat.
658.
61
Stat. 656,
656,658.
tions 10,
10, 19,
19, and
and 20
20 of
of this
this title
title and
ad interim
in said
said 17
copyright in
interim copyright
and if
if ad
tions
17 U.
U. S.
C., Supp.
S. C.,
Supp.
ii,
¢§
10,19,
20.
20.
II,
§
10,19,
work
shall
have
been
obtained
pursuant
to
section
22
of
this
title
prior
work shall have been obtained pursuant to section 22 of this title prior Post, p.
154.
p. 154.
to
the importation
importation into
of any
any coil
copy except those
United States of
into the
the United
to the
61
Stat. 663.
663.
61 Stat.
permitted
the provisions
Provided
title: Provided
107 of this title:
of section 107
provisions of
by the
permitted by
17 U.
S. C.,
Supp.
17
U. S.
C., Supp.
II,
§
107.
II,
1
107.
further,
That
the
provisions
of
this
section
shall
not
affect
the
right
right
the
further, That the provisions of this section shall not affect
of importation
importation under
under the
provisions of
of section
107 of
this title,
title, nor
of this
section 107
the provisions
of
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58
Stat. 1129.
58 Stat.
1129.
61
61 Stat.
Stat. 659.
659.
17 U.
C., Supp.
17
U. S.
S. C.,
Supp.
II,
22.
II, §
§22.

PUBLIC LAWS—
CHS.171,
7, 1949
1949
PUBLIC
LAWS-CHS.
171, 175—JUNE
175-JUNE 3,
3, 7,

[63 STAT.
STAT.
[63

within which
which to
comply with
conditions and
the extension of time
time within
to comply
with conditions
and
formalities granted
proclamation, No.
No.. 2608,
March
formalities
granted by
by Presidential
Presidential proclamation,
2608, of
of March
14,
1941."
14, 1944."
SEC. 2. That
22 of
of title
title 17,
United States
States Code,
Code, is
is amended
amended
That section 22
17, United
to read
read as follows:
follows:

22. AD
"§ 22.
"§
AD INTERIM
INTERIM PROTECTION
PROTECTION OF
PUBLISHED
OF BOOK
BOOK OR
OR PERIODICAL
PERIODICAL PUBLISHED

61
Stat. 659.
659.
61 Stat.
17 U.
S.C.,
upp.
17
U. S.
C., S
Supp.

II, §§23.
II,
23.

61
Stat. 668.
668.
61 Stat.
17 U.
S.C.,
C., S
upp.
17
U. S.
Supp.
H,§
215.
II,
§ 215.

61
Stat. 652.
652.
61 Stat.
17
17 U.
U. S.
S. C.,
upp.
C., S
Supp.
II, prec.
II,
prec. i 1.
1.

ABROAD.-In
ABROAD.—In the case of a
periodical first published
published abroad
a book or periodical
abroad
in the English language, the deposit
Office, not
not later
later
deposit in the
the Copyright
Copyright Office,
than six months after its publication
complete copy
copy
publication abroad, of one complete
of the foreign edition, with a
arequest for the reservation
reservation of
of the
the copycopyright and a
a statement of the name and nationality
nationality of
of the
the author
author and
and
of the copyright
copyright proprietor
the said
proprietor and
and of the
the date
date of publication
publication of
of the
said
book or periodical,
periodical, shall secure to the author or proprietor
proprietor an
inan ad
ad interim copyright
copyright therein,
therein, which
which shall have
the force
force and
and effect
effect
have all
all the
copyright by this title, and shall
given to copyright
shall endure
endure until
until the expiration
expiration
of five years
years after the date of first publication
abroad."
publication abroad."
SEC. 3. That section 23 of title 17, United
United States Code, is
is amended
amended
to read as follows:
follows:

"§
SAME; EXTENSION
"§ 23. SAME;
EXTENSION TO FULL
FLILL TERM.-Whenever
TERM.—Whenever within
within the
the
protection an authorized
period of such ad interim protection
authorized edition of
of such
such
books or periodicals shall be published within the United States, in
in
accordance with the manufacturing
accordance
provisions specified
manufacturing provisions
specified in
in section
section 16
16
of this title, and whenever
whenever the provisions of
of this title
title as
as to deposit
deposit of
of
copies, registration,
registration, filing of affidavits, and the
the printing
printing of
of the
the copycopyright notice shall have been duly complied with, the
copyright shall
the copyright
be extended
extended to endure in such book or periodical
provided
periodical for the
the term
term provided
in this title."
paragraph of section 215 of title 17, United
SEC. 4. That the second paragraph
United
States Code, is amended by striking out the period at the end
end thereof,
inserting aa colon in lieu thereof, and adding the following new
new
provided further,
further, That with respect to works of
provisions: "And provided
foreign origin, in lieu of payment of the
the copyright
of $4
$1 together
copyright fee
fee of
together
with one copy of the work and application, the foreign
or
foreign author
author or
proprietor may at any time within six
of first
first
six months from the
the date
date of
abroad deposit in the Copyright Office an application
publication abroad
application for
for
registration
registration and two copies of the work which shall
accompanied
shall be
be accompanied
a catalog
catalog card in form and content satisfactory
by a
satisfactory to the Register
Register of
of
Copyrights."
Copyrights.
SEC. 5. The analysis
analysis of chapter 1
1 of said title 17, United States
Code, is amended by striking out
"22. Ad
Ad interim
out the item reading:
reading: "22.
interim
protection. of book published abroad.",
abroad.", and inserting
i
nser ti ng i
li eu th
ereo f:
inn lieu
thereof:
"22. Ad interim protection of book or periodical
"22.
periodical published abroad.".
abroad.".
Approved June 3, 1949.
1949.

[
CHAPTER 175]
[CHAPTER
J
une 7,
7, 1949
1949
June
IS.
[S. 900]
900]
[Public
85]
[Public Law
Law 85]

Commodity Credit
Commodity
Credit
C
orporation Charter
Charter
Corporation
Act, amendments.
Act,
amendments.
62 S
tat. 1070.
62
Stat.
1070.
15
U. S.
C., Supp.
15U.
S. C.,
Supp. H,
II,
!§714.
714.

62 Stat.
62
Stat. 1071.
1071.
15 U.
15
S. C.,
upp.
U. S.
C., S
Supp.
714b (h).
(h).
II, §§714b

AN ACT
ACT
To amend
amend the Commodity
Commodity Credit Corporation
Corporation Chart
er A
ct,
Charter
Act,
purposes.
purposes.

an d

or other
o th er
and f
for

Be it
Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
it enacted by the Senate
Representatives of the
UnitedStates of America in Congress
Congress assembled,
United
assembled, That section 2
2 of the
the
Commodity Credit Corporation Charter Act (Public
(Public Law Numbered
Numbered
806, Eightieth Congress)
Congress) is amended
amended by deleting the words "direction
"direction
and control of its Board of Directors"
Directors" at the end of the said section
section
and substituting
substituting therefor the words "supervision
"supervision and direction
and
direction of the
Secretary
Agriculture (hereinafter
(hereinafter referred to as the 'Secretary') ".
Secretary of Agriculture
SEC.
4 (h) of the said Commodity Credit Corporation
SEC. 2. Section 4
Corporation
Charter Act is amended by deleting the second sentence thereof and
inserting in its place the following: "The
'The Corporation
Corporation shall have
have power
power

63 STAT.]
STAT.]
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Acquisition of propto acquire personal property necessary to the conduct of its business erty.
but shall not have power to acquire real property
property or any interest therein
therein
except that
that it
it may
(a) rent
lease office
for the
may. (a)
rent or
or lease
office space
space necessary
necessary for
the
except
conduct of its business and (b)
(b) acquire real property or any interest
interest
therein
purpose of providing storage adequate
adequate to carry out
therein for the purpose
effectively and
and efficiently
the Corporation's
or of
any of
of the
Corporation's programs,
programs, or
of
effectively
efficiently any
securing or discharging
obligations owing to
Corporation, or of
of
discharging obligations
to the
the Corporation,
securing
otherwise
protecting the
otherwise protecting
the financial interests
interests of
of the
the Corporation:
Corporation:
Storage facilities.
Provided, That the authority
contained in this subsection (h)
(h) shall not
Provided,
authority contained
be
purpose of acquiring real propbe utilized by
by the
the Corporation for the purpose
erty, or
or any
interest therein,
in order
order to
any interest
therein, in
to provide
provide storage
storage facilities
facilities for
erty,
any
commodity unless
existing pripridetermines that
that existing
the Corporation
Corporation determines
any commodity
unless the
concerned
vately owned
owned storage facilities for such commodity in the area concerned
Provided further,
further, That no refrigerated
refrigerated cold
cold storage
are not
not adequate:
adequate: Provided
facilities
purchased except with funds specificonstructed or purchased
facilities shall be constructed
cally
provided by
Congress for
that purpose:
further,
purpose: And
And provided
provided further,
by Congress
for that
cally provided
That
subsection (h)
(h) shall
shall limit
limit the
the duty of the
That nothing contained
contained in this subsection
Corporation, to
practicable consistent
consistent with
with the
the
extent practicable
to the maximum
maximum extent
Corporation,
fulfillment
efficient
effective and efficient
Corporation's purposes and the effective
fulfillment of the Corporation's
conduct of its
customary channels,
its business, to utilize the usual and customary
conduct
facilities,
arrangements of trade and commerce in the warehousing
warehousing
and arrangements
facilities, and
Storage of grain.
of commodities:
to encourage
encourage the storage
storage Storage
further,That to
And provided
provided further,
of
commodities: And
it can
cost, the
at the lowest
lowest cost,
can be stored
stored at
farms, where it
of grain on farms,
Corporation shall
shall make
loans to
to grain
storage facilineeding storage
grain growers
growers needing
make loans
Corporation
ties when such
Corporation for
financing
for financin
the Corporation
shall apply to the
such growers
growers shall
ties
the
purchase of
of suitable
storage, and
shall
these loans shal
and these
suitable storage,
or purchase
construction or
the construction
be
deducted from
from the
proceeds of
agreeor purchase
purchase agreeloans or
price support
support loans
of price
the proceeds
be deducted
Strategic and
and critiStrategic
between the
Corporation and the growers. Notwith- ical
the Corporation
made between
ments made
ical materials
materials proproabroad.
duced
abroad.
standing
of law,
law, the Commodity Credit Corporaprovision of
standing any other provision
tion is
is authorized,
conditions prescribed
prescribed or approved
approved by
terms and conditions
upon terms
tion
authorized, upon
the Secretary
of Agriculture,
Agriculture, to
to accept
strategic and
and critical
critical materials
materials
accept strategic
Secretary of
the
produced
in exchange
exchange for
agricultural commodities
commodities acquired
by
acquired by
for agricultural
abroad in
produced abroad
the
practicable, in
effecting such exchange of
of
in effecting
as practicable,
the Corporation.
Corporation. Insofar as
goods,
normal commercial
channels shall
utilized and
and priority
priority
shall be
be utilized
trade channels
commercial trade
goods, normal
shall
and those which serve as
easily storable and
to commodities
commodities easily
be given
given to
shall be
prime
incentive goods
goods to
to stimulate
production of
and strategic
strategic
critical and
of critical
stimulate production
prime incentive
materials.
The determination
of the
quantities and qualities
such
qualities of such
the quantities
determination of
materials. The
materials which
desirable for stock
determination
stock piling and the determination
are desirable
which are
materials
of which
materials are
are strategic
strategic and
critical shall
shall be
be made
the
in the
made in
and critical
of
which materials
manner prescribed
section 2
of the
the Strategic
and Critical
Materials
Critical Materials
Strategic and
2 of
by section
prescribed by
manner
U.S. C.. f98e.
9a.
Stock Piling
596). Strategic
Strategic and
materials 5060 U.S.
critical materials
and critical
Stat. 596).
Act (60
(60 Stat.
Piling Act
Stock
acquired
by
Commodity
Credit
Corporation
in
exchange
for
agriculfor
agriculexchange
in
acquired by Commodity Credit Corporation
tural
by the
the Munitions
Munitions
approved by
the extent
extent approved
shall, to
to the
tural commodities
commodities shall,
Board
of the
the National
National Military
Military Establishment,
Establishment, be
the
to the
transferred to
be transferred
Board of
stock
provided for
for by
by the
the Strategic
Strategic and
Critical Materials
Stock
Materials Stock
and Critical
stock pile
pile provided
Piling
Act; and
when transferred
transferred to
to the
the stock
Commodity
pile the Commodity
stock pile
and when
Piling Act;
Credit Corporation
Corporation shall
shall be
the strategic and critical
critical
for the
be reimbursed
reimbursed for
Credit
materials
transferred to
from the funds made available
to the stock
stock pile from
materials so transferred
for
of the
the Strategic
Strategic and
Critical Materials
Materials Stock
Stock Piling
Piling
and Critical
the purpose
purpose of
for the
Act, in
in an
amount equal
equal to
the fair
fair market
market value,
value, as
determined by
by the
the
as determined
to the
an amount
Act,
Secretary of
of the
Treasury, of
of the
material transferred
to the
the stock
pile.
stock pile.
transferred to
the material
the Treasury,
Secretary
Nothing
herein shall limit the authority
Commodity
of the Commodity
authority of
contained herein
Nothing contained
Credit
Corporation to
acquire, hold,
quantity of
of
dispose of such quantity
hold, or
or dispose
to acquire,
Credit Corporation
strategic
and critical
critical materials
it deems
deems advisable
advisable in
out its
its
carrying out
in carrying
as it
materials as
strategic and
functions and
its assets."
assets."
protecting its
and protecting
functions
62 Stat. 1072.
SEC. 3.
Corporation Charter
Charter
9 of the said Commodity Credit Corporation
SEC.
3. Section 9
15
U. S.
15 U.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
follows:
n,
n, s n4g.
Act is amended to read as follows:
of
Board
Directors.
"
SEC. 9.
9. DIRECTORS,
(a) The management
management of the
ADVisoRY BOARD: (a)
DIREcroRs, ADVISORY
"SEc.
Corporation
be vested
vested in
of directors
(hereinafter referred
referred
directors (hereinafter
in aaboard
board of
shall be
Corporation shall
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'Board'), subject to the general supervision
supervision and direction
to as the 'Board'),
of the Secretary.
Secretary. The Secretary
Secretary shall be an ex officio director and
shall serve as Chairman
Chairman of the Board. The Board shall consist of six
members (in addition to
Secretary), who
appointed by
members
to the
the Secretary),
who shall
shall be
be appointed
President by and with the advice and consent of the Senate. In
In
the President
addition to their duties as members of the Board, such appointed
appointed
members shall perform
perform such other duties as may be prescribed by the
Secretary.
Secretary. Each appointed
appointed member of the Board
Board shall receive comcompensation at such rate not in excess of the maximum then payable
pensation

under the Classification Act of 1923,
1923, as amended, as may be fixed by
by
the Secretary,
Secretary, except that any such member
member who holds another office
office
or position
position under
the Federal
the compensation
which
for which
compensation for
Federal Government
Government the
under the
or
exceeds such rate may elect to receive
receive compensation
compensation at the rate procompensation
vided for such other office
office or position
position in lieu
lieu of the
the compensation
provided by this section. A majority
majority of the directors shall constitute
provided
aa quorum of the Board and action shall be taken
taken only by a
a majority
vote of those present.
Advisory
Advisory board.
board.
""(b)
(b) In addition
addition to the Board of Directors there shall be an advisory
board reflecting broad agricultural
agricultural and business experience
experience in its
its
membership and consisting of five members who shall be appointed
membership
appointed by
President.
the President, and who shall serve at the pleasure of the President.
Not more than three of such members
members shall belong to the same political
party.
party. The advisory board shall meet at the call of the Secretary,
who shall require it to meet not less often than once
days;
once each ninety
ninety days;
shall survey the general policies of the Corporation,
Corporation, including
including its
policies in connection with the purchase, storage, and sale of comprice-support programs;
modities, and the operation of lending and price-support
programs;
Compensation.
Compensation.
and shall advise the Secretary with respect
respect thereto. Members
Members of the
advisory board
board shall receive for their services as members compensation of not to exceed $50 per diem when actually engaged
engaged in the
performance of their duties as such, together with their necessary
performance
necessary
traveling expenses while going to and coming from meetings."
meetings."
1073.
62 Stat.
Stat. 1073.
SEC.
S
EC. 4. Section 10 of the said Commodity Credit Corporation
Corporation
S. C., Supp.
15 U.
U.S.
read as
as follows:
follows:
11, §
amended to read
Charter Act is amended
upp. Charter
1,
§ 714h.
714h. .
Personnel.
Personnel.
"SEC. 10. Personnel
The Secretary
shall appoint
"SEc.
Personnel of Corporation:
Corporation: The
Secretary shall
appoint
such officers
officers and employees
employees as may be necessary
necessary for the conduct of the
business of the Corporation,
Corporation, define their authority and duties, delegate
to them such of the powers vested in the Corporation
Corporation as
as he may deterdetermine, require that such of them as he may designate
designate be bonded and
and
fix the penalties therefor. The Corporation
Corporation may pay the premium
bond or bonds. With the exception
exception of experts, appointments
of any
bond
appointments
pursuant to the civil service
service laws and the Classification
shall be made pursuant
Classification
42 Stat. 1488.
Act
of
1923,
as
amended
(5
U.
661)
."
661)."
edition,
C.,
1946
(5
U.
S.
amended
1923,
as
Act
of
42
Stat. 1488.
5U. S. C., Supp.
§662
't662 et seq.
SEC. 5.
5. Section
Section 44 (c)
§
(c) of
of the Commodity
Commodity Credit
Credit Corporation
SEc.
Charter
Corporation Charter
Post,
972.
amended62
sta.p. 1070.
Act is amended—
62 Stat.
1070.
C., Supp.
15 U.
U. S.
S.C.,
(a)
(
a) by inserting in the second sentence thereof after the word
word
II, §714b (e).
i714b
"jurisdiction" aa comma
II,
(c).
regard to
"jurisdiction"
comma and the following:
following: "without
"without regard
to
the
controversy,";
the amount
amount in
in controversy,";
(b) by
striking out
out the
fourth sentence
thereof and
inserting in
(b)
by striking
the fourth
sentence thereof
and inserting
in
Time limitation for
Time
for
thereof
following:
by
or
lieu
the
following:
"No
suit
against
the
Corporation
Corporation
su
Ming suits.
fiing
its.
shall
allowed unless
unless (1)
shall be
be allowed
(1) it
it shall have
have been
been brought
brought within
within six
six
years after the right accrued
accrued on which suit is brought,
brought, or (2)
(2) in
in
the event that the person bringing
bringing such suit shall have been under
under
legal disability or beyond
beyond the seas at the time the right accrued,
accrued,
the suit shall have been brought within
within three years
years after
after the
the disdisability
ability shall have ceased or within six years
years after the right accrued
accrued
on which suit is brought,
whichever period
brought, whichever
period is longer.
defendlonger. The defendant in any suit by or against the Corporation
Corporation may plead, by way
way

42 stat.
Stat.1488.
1488.
.5
U. S. C. §§
6615 U.S..
Pr661674;
Supp. II,
6;4; Supp.
I, §662 et
seq.
Post,
Post, p. 972.
972.
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of set-off or counterclaim,
counterclaim, any cause of action, whether arising
out of the same transaction
be
transaction or not, which would otherwise
otherwise be
barred
barred by such limitation if the claim upon which the defendant's
defendant's
cause of action is based had not been barred prior to the date that
that
the plaintiff's
plaintiff's cause of action arose: Provided,
Provided, That the defendant
defendant
shall not be awarded a
a judgment on any such set-off or countercounterclaim for any amount in excess of the amount of the plaintiff's
and
claim established
established in the suit."; and
(c)
(c) by
by inserting before the
the period at
at the
the end thereof
thereof a
a comma
comma
and the following: "except
"except that (1) any such suit against
against the
United States based upon any claim of the type enumerated in
in
title 28, section 1491,
1491, of the United States Code, may be brought in
the United States Court of Claims, and (2) no such suit against
against
a district court unless such
the United
United States may be brought in a
suit might, without regard to the provisions of this Act, be
brought in such court".
SEC.
S
EC. 6. Section 15 of the Commodity Credit Corporation
Charter
Corporation Charter
Act is amended by adding
adding at the end thereof
thereof a
a new subsection as
follows:
follows:

157
157

62 Stat. 940.
940.
28
28 U.
U. S.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
Sum.
II,
§ 1491.
1491.
II, §

62 Stat. 1074.
1074.
15 U. S. C., Supp.
II, §
§714m.
714m.
II,

"USE
'COMMODITY CREDIT CORPORATION'
"USE OF WORDS
WORDS 'COMMODITY
CORPORATION'

association, partnership,
"(f) No individual, association,
partnership, or corporation
corporation shall
use the words 'Commodity
'Commodity Credit Corporation'
Corporation' or
of
or any combination
combination of
the same, as the name or a
apart thereof
thereof under which he or it
it shall
shall do
do
or purport to do business. Every individual,
individual, partnership,
partnership, association,
association,
or corporation
corporation violating this prohibition
prohibition shall be guilty
guilty of aa misdemeanor and shall be punished by a
afine of not more than $1,000 or by
imprisonment
imprisonment for not more
more than
than one year, or both."
both."
Approved June 7, 1949.
Approved
[CHAPTER 176]
[CHAPTER
176]

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of the city of El Paso, Texas.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of the
United
in Congress
Congress assembled,
United States of America
America in
assembled, That the Secretary
Secretary
Treasury is
pay, out
out of
of the
the Treasury
is authorized
authorized and
and directed
directed to
to pay,
of any
any money
money
otherwise appropriated,
in the Treasury not otherwise
appropriated, to the city of El Paso,
Paso,
Texas, the sum of $3,293.95.
$3,293.95. Such sum represents the amount of a
a
judgment (plus interest and costs) rendered
rendered against the city of El
Paso,
in the
Francisco Mendoza
Mendoza et
City of
El Paso,
Paso, in
the case
case of
of Francisco
et al.
al. against
against City
of El
Paso,
Forty-first District
for
Forty-first
District Court, El Paso County,
County, Numbered
Numbered 53430, for
damages on
damages
on account
account of the
the death
death on June 9,
9, 1943,
1943, of
of Lionides
Lionides Rodolfo
Rodolfo
Mendoza, as
as a
a result
result of
temporary walk
walk on
on the
Mendoza,
of falling
falling from
from aatemporary
the Park
Park
Street Bridge
over the
the Franklin
Franklin Canal.
the bridges
Such canal
canal and
and the
bridges
Street
Bridge over
Canal. Such
thereover
owned by
the United
United States,
thereover are
are owned
by the
States, and
and such
such temporary
temporary walk
walk
was constructed
constructed and
being maintained
by the
the Bureau
Bureau of
of ReclaReclawas
and was
was being
maintained by
mation
connection with
with repair
repair work
United States
States was
work which
which the
the United
was
mation in
in connection
performing
bridge, and
not by
by the
city of
El Paso:
Paso: Provided,
Provided,
performing on
on such
such bridge,
and not
the city
of El
That
appropriated in this Act
10
Act in excess
excess of
of 10
That no part of
of the
the amount
amount appropriated
per
centum thereof
thereof shall
be paid
paid or
or .delivered
to or
or received
by any
received by
any
per centum
shall be
delivered to
agent
attorney on account
account of services rendered in connection
connection with
with
agent or attorney
this claim,
claim, and
and the
the same
same shall
be unlawful,
unlawful, any
any contract
contract to
to the
the contrary
contrary
shall be
this
notwithstanding. Any
person violating
this Act
Act
notwithstanding.
Any person
violating the
the provisions
provisions of
of this
shall be
of a
misdemeanor and
upon conviction
conviction thereof
thereof
shall
be deemed
deemed guilty
guilty of
a misdemeanor
and upon
shall be
fined in
in any
any sum
not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
shall
be fined
sum not
Approved June 7,
1949.
7, 1949.
Approved

June 7, 1949
1949
[H.
[H. R. 967]
967]
[Public
86]
(Public Law
Law S6]
Tez.
El Paso, Ter.
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[CHAPTER 180]
[CHAPTER
180]

June 8, 1949
1949
[H. R. 1357]
1357]
[Public Law 871
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AN ACT
ACT

To authorize
authorize the establishment
establishment of
the Saint
Saint Croix
Croix Island
Island National
Monument,
of the
National Monument,
in the
of Maine.
in
the State
State of
Maine.

Be it
enacted by the
of the
it enacted
the Senate and
and House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
the
United
in Congress
assembled, That,
purpose
UnitedStates
States of America in
Congress assembled,
That, for
for the
the purpose
of
area of
national historical
importance for
of establishing
establishing aa Federal
Federal area
of national
historical importance
for
the
the United
the
the benefit
benefit of the
the people of
of the
United States,
States, the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
Interior is hereby authorized
authorized to
accept, for
for national
monument purpurto accept,
national monument
poses,
behalf of the
the United
United States,
States, the
the donation
of all
all non-Federal
poses, on behalf
donation of
non-Federal
lands and interests
on Saint
Saint Croix
interests in
in land situated
situated on
Croix (Dochet)
(Dochet) Island,
Island,
located in the Saint Croix River, in the State
State of
of Maine. The
The SecreSecretary is authorized to
manner as
he may
consider to
to
to acquire,
acquire, in
in such
such manner
as he
may consider
be in the public
public interest, not
exceed fifty
acres of
or interests
not to exceed
fifty acres
of land
land or
interests
therein situated on the mainland,
mainland, such
general
such property
property to be used for general
administrative purposes and for a
administrative
to provide
a landing dock
dock in order
order to
provide
a suitable approach
a
approach and ready
to the
ready access
access to
the island.
island.
S
EC. 2. Upon a
determination by the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
Interior that
that
SEC.
a determination
the Interior
sufficient land and interests in
situated on
the island
island have
in land situated
on the
have been
been
acquired
States for
the establishment
establishment of
of a
suitable
acquired by the United
United States
for the
a suitable
national
national monument, such
Federal proppropsuch acquired property,
property, and
and any
any Federal
erties
erties on the island that are not required
required for other
public purposes,
purposes,
other public
shall be established
established as the "Saint Croix Island National
National Monument".
Monument".
Publication ofnotice.
of notice.
Publication
An order of the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior, constituting notice of such
such
Acquisition of addiAcquisition
determination,
determination, shall be published in the Federal
Federal Register. Following
Following
tional property.
property.
establishment
establishment of the national monument, other properties situated
situated
upon the island may become a
monument upon
a part of the
the monument
upon acquisition
acquisition
of title to such properties by the
the United States, and
and Federal
Federal properties
properties
situated
island, upon
upon a
the agency
agency adminisadminissituated upon the
the island,
a determination
determination by
by the
tering such Federal properties
properties that
that they
are no
required by
by
they are
no longer
longer required
that agency, may be transferred
transferred to
to the
of the
the Interior
Interior by
by
the Secretary
Secretary of
such agency to become
become a
a part of
of
of the
the national monument.
monument. Notice
Notice of
the addition of any such properties to the monument
shall be
monument shall
be published
published
in the Federal Register by the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior. There
There shall
shall
be
from the
national monument,
such time
time as
as the
United
be excluded
excluded from
the national
monument, for
for such
the United
States Coast Guard shall consider
necessary, any
portion of
consider it
it to
to be
be necessary,
any portion
of
the island which is being used and
and which is required for
for the
the purposes
purposes
Guard light
of a
a Coast
Coast Guard
light station.
station.
SEC.
SEC. 3. The national
national monument
monument shall be administered
administered by the SecreSecreInterior, through
through the
the National
National Park
Park Service,
Servi ce ,subject
su bj ec tto
t
o
tary of the
the Interior
the provisions
provisions of the Act
25, 1916
535; 16
Act of
of August
August 25,
1916 (39
(39 Stat.
Stat. 535;
16
U. S. C. 1-4),
amended and supplemented,
1-4), as amended
supplemented, and the Act
August
Act of
of August
16 U.
U. S.
S. C.
C. 461-467).
21, 1935 (49
(49 Stat.
Stat. 666,•
666- 16
461-467).
Appropriation
Appropriation auSEC.
appropriated such sums
SEC. 4. There
There are hereby
hereby authorized to be appropriated
thorized.
thorized.
as may be necessary to carry out the provisions of this Act.
Act.
Approved June
June 8, 1949.
1949.

NaSt. Croix Island National Monument,
tional
Maine.
Acquisition of
lands.
Acquisition
oflands.

[CHAPTER 181]
[CHAPTER
June 8,
8, 1949
1949
[II.
R. 3341]
[H. R.
[Public
[Public Law 88]

U. S.
S. Marine
Marine Band.
Attendance
Attendance at annual reunion
reunion of Confederate
federate Veterans.
Veterans.

AN ACT
ACT
To authorize
authorize the attendance
Marine Band
attendance of the United States Marine
Band at the Fifty-ninth
Fifty-ninth
Annual Reunion of Confederate
Confederate Veterans
Veterans to be held in Little
Arkansas,
Little Rock, Arkansas,
September
September 27 through September 29, 1949.
1949.

Be it
enacted by the Senate
Senate and House
House of Representatives
the
it enacted
Representatives of the
United States
States of America
America in Congress
assembled, That the President
Congress assembled,
President
is authorized to permit the band of the United States Marine
Marine Corps
Corps
to attend and give concerts at the Fifty-ninth reunion
the ConfedConfedreunion of the
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81ST
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9, 1949

erate Veterans
Veterans to be held in Little Rock, Arkansas, September
September 27
through September 29, 1949.
1949.
SEC. 2. For the purposes of defraying expenses
SEc.
expenses of such band
in
band in
attending and giving concerts at such reunion
reunion there is hereby authorappropriated a
ized to be appropriated
transpora sufficient sum to cover the cost of transporof
tation and pullman accommodations
accommodations for the leader and members of
exceed $8 per day each for
the Marine Band, and allowance not to exceed
for
additional
additional traveling
traveling and living expenses while on duty, such allowance
to be in addition to pay and allowance
allowance to which they would be entitled
entitled
permanent station.
while serving their permanent
Approved
Approved June 8, 1949.
[CHAPTER 182]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
ACT

To authorize
exchange of certain fishery facilities within the State of
authorize the exchange
Washington.
Washington.
enacted by the Senate
Representatives of the
the
Be it
it enacted
Senate and
and House of Representatives
United States
Congress assembled,
That the
the Secretary
Secretary
States of America
America in Congress
assembled, That
of the Interior is
accept from
the
is authorized,
authorized, in
in his discretion, to
to accept
from the
State of Washington
Washington on behalf of the United
United States
States title to
to the
the land
and facilities located in Clallam County, Washington, known as the
the
Lake Crescent Hatchery,
deed
Hatchery, and in exchange therefor
therefor to convey by deed
the fish
on behalf of
of the United States to
to the
the State
State of
of Washington
Washington the
fish
hatchery
hatchery facilities in Skagit County, Washington, designated
designated as the
the
Birdsview Fish Cultural Station.
Birdsview
SEC. 2. The lands and facilities
facilities acquired
acquired by the Secretary
Secretary of the
SEC.
Interior under
under the terms of this
become a
apart
this Act shall become
part of the Olympic
National
administered under
under the laws
National Park and shall be administered
laws and regulations
applicable thereto.
thereto.
tions applicable
Approved June
Approved
June 8,
8, 1949.
1949.
[CHAPTER 183]
[CHAPTER

JOINT RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION

Authorizing
proclaim the week in which June 6, 1949, occurs as
Authorizing the President to proclaim
Patrick
Henry Week
commemoration of
of the
the sesquicentennial
sesquicentennial anniversary
Patrick Henry
Week in
in commemoration
anniversary
of the death of Patrick Henry.

Resolved
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
the United
United
and House
of thel
Resolved by
by the
the Senate
States of
America in
in Congress
President is
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the President
is
States
of America
authorized
and requested
requested to
to issue
designating the
week
authorized and
issue a
a proclamation
proclamation designating
the week
in
June 6,
occurs as
Patrick Henry
6, 1949,
1949 occurs
as Patrick
Henry Week,
Week, inviting
inviting the
the
in which
which June
people
United States
to observe
observe such
such week,
week, and
States to
and particularly
particularly
people of
of the
the United
the
1949, as
as the
the one
anniversary of
of the
the
one hundred
hundred fiftieth
fiftieth anniversary
the day
day June
June 6,
6, 1949,
death
with their
their religious
faith, with
with
death of
of Patrick
Patrick Henry,
Henry, in
in accordance
accordance with
religious faith,
appropriate
will serve
serve to
to recall
his great
great contribucontriburecall his
ceremonies which
which will
appropriate ceremonies
tion
the cause
national independence
and to
to the
establishindependence and
the establishtion to
to the
cause of
of our
our national
ment
the liberties
of the
the people
of the
the United
United States.
States.
ment of
of the
liberties of
people of
Approved
June 8,
8, 1949.
1949.
Approved June
[CHAPTER 184]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
ACT
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Appropriation
Appropriation
thorized.

auau-

June 8, 1949
[H.
12221
[H R. 1222]
[Public Law
Law 89]

Washington.
Washington.
Exchange of certain
Exchange
fishery facilities.
facilities.

Olympic National
National
Olympic
Park.
Park.

june 8, 1949
1949
June
12]
S[.J.
[S.
J. Res.
Res. 12]
[Public Law 90]

Patrick Henry
Patrick
Henry
Week.
Week.
Issuance of proclaauthorized.
mation authorized.

To
the consent
of Congress
Congress to
to the
Pecos River
River compact.
compact.
the Pecos
consent of
To grant
grant the

June
June 9, 1949
1949
[H. R.. 3334]
[Public Law 91]

Be
enacted by
by the
Representatives of
of the
the
of Representatives
Senate and
and House
House of
it enacted
the Senate
Be it
United
of America
the consent
consent
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
States of
America in
in Congress
United States
of
is hereby
hereby given
compact, signed
signed (after
(after negotianegotiathe compact,
given to
to the
of Congress
Congress is
tions in
of the
the United
"United States,
duly appointed
appointed
States, duly
representative of
tions
in which
which aa representative

Pecos River ComPecos
pact.
Consent of ConConConsent
grOSS.
gres
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by
the President,
President, participated
participated and
and upon
he has
has reported
reported to
to
by the
upon which
which he
Congress) by
by the
Commissioners for
the States
States of
of New
New Mexico
Mexico and
Congress)
the Commissioners
for the
and
Texas, on
on December
at Santa
Santa Fe,
New Mexico,
Mexico, and
and therethereTexas,
December 3,
3, 1948,
1948, at
Fe, New
after ratified
the legislatures
legislatures of
each of
of the
States aforesaid,
aforesaid,
after
ratified by
by the
of each
the States
compact reads
reads as follows:
follows:
which compact
PECOS RIVER
RIVER COMPACT
COMPACT
PECOS
New Mexico
through
The State
State of New
Mexico and the
the State
State of Texas,
Texas, acting
acting through
their
John H.
the State
State of
New Mexico
Mexico and
their Commissioners,
Commissioners, John
H. Bliss
Bliss for
for the
of New
and
Charles H.
H. Miller
Miller for
for the
the State
State of
of Texas
after negotiations
particiCharles
Texas, after
negotiations participated
by the
the President
as the
the
pated in
in by
by Berkeley
Berkeley Johnson,
Johnson, appointed
appointed by
President as
representative
America, have
have agreed
agreed respecting
respecting
representative of the
the United
United States
States of
of America,
the
uses, apportionment
and deliveries
deliveries of
of the
the water
of the
the Pecos
Pecos River
River
the uses,
apportionment and
water of
as follows:
follows:
ARTICLE II
ARTICLE
The
purposes of
are to
for the
the equitable
equitable
The major
major purposes
of this Compact
Compact are
to provide
provide for
Pecos
division and apportionment
apportionment of
of the
the use of the waters of the Pecos
River;
promote interstate
comity; to
to remove
causes of
of present
present and
and
River; to promote
interstate comity;
remove causes
controversies; to make
make secure
protect present development
development
future controversies;
secure and protect
(a) the
the
within the states;
states; to
to facilitate
facilitate the
the construction
construction of works
works for,
for, (a)
salvage of water,
(b) the
more efficient
efficient use
use of
of water,
water, and
and (c)
prosalvage
water, (b)
the more
(c) the
the protection
property from
floods.
tection of
of life and property
from floods.
ARTICLE II
II
ARTICLE
As used in this Compact:
Compact:
(a) The term
term "Pecos
River" means the tributary
tributary of
"Pecos River"
of the Rio Grande
which rises in north-central
north-central New
and flows
flows in
in a
southerly
New Mexico
Mexico and
a southerly
direction through
through New
New Mexico and Texas and
and joins the Rio Grande
near the
the town of Langtry, Texas, and
includes all
all tributaries
tributaries of
of said
said
and includes
Pecos River.
(b) The term
term "Pecos
"Pecos River
River Basin"
Basin" means all of the
contributing
(b)
the contributing
drainage
drainage area of the Pecos River and its tributaries above its mouth
mouth
Texas.
near Langtry,
Langtry, Texas.
(c)
"New Mexico"
(c) "New
Mexico" and "Texas"
"Texas" mean the State of New
New Mexico
Mexico and
the State of Texas, respectively;
United
respectively; "United States" means the
the United
States of America.
(d)
"Commission" means the agency
(d) The term "Commission"
agency created
created by this ComComAdministration thereof.
pact for the Administration
thereof.
(e)
(e) The term "deplete
"deplete by man's
man's activities"
activities" means to diminish
diminish the
the
stream
stream flow of the Pecos
Pecos River
River at any given point as the result
result of
of
beneficial
beneficial consumptive
consumptive uses
uses of water within the Pecos River Basin
Basin
above such point. For the purposes
purposes of this Compact
Compact it does
does not
not
include
include the diminution
diminution of such flow by
by encroachment
encroachment of
of salt
salt cedars
cedars
or other like growth,
channel of the stream.
growth, or by deterioration
deterioration of the channel
stream.
"Report of the Engineering
Engineering Advisory
Advisory Committee"
Committee"
(f) The term "Report
means that certain
certain report
report of the Engineering
Engineering Advisory Committee
dated January, 1948, and all appendices
appendices thereto;
thereto; including, basic
basic
data processes,
utilized in
preparing th
atreport,
re por t, all
all of
of
data,
processes, and
and analyses
analyses utilized
in preparing
that
which were reviewed,
reviewed, approved,
approved, and adopted by the Commissioners
Commissioners
signing this Compact at aameeting
meeting held in Santa Fe, New Mexico,
Mexico, on
December
December 3, 1948,
1948, and which are included
included in the
Minutes of
of that
that
the Minutes
meeting.
(g) The term
term "1947 condition"
condition" means
means that situation
situation in the Pecos
River Basin as described
described and defined in the Report of the Engineering
Engineering
Advisory Committee.
Committee. In determining
determining any question
question of
of fact
hereafter
fact hereafter
arising as to such situation, reference
reference shall be made to, and decisions
arising
decisions
based on,
shall be based
on, such
such report.
report.
(h) The term "water salvaged"
salvaged" means that quantity
quantity of water
water which
which
may be recovered
recovered and made available for beneficial
beneficial use and which
which
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quantity of water under the 1947 condition was non-beneficially
non-beneficially
consumed by natural
processes.
natural processes.
(i) The term "unappropriated
(i)
"unappropriated flood waters"
waters" means water
water originating
originating
in the Pecos River Basin above Red Bluff Dam in Texas, the imimpoundment of which will not deplete
poundment
deplete the water usable
usable by the storage
facilities existing in
condition
and diversion
diversion facilities
in either
either state under the 1947 condition
and which if not impounded
impounded will
will flow
flow past Girvin, Texas.
Texas.
AirricLE III
III
ArTIcLE
(a) Except as stated in paragraph
paragraph (f) of this
this Article, New Mexico
Mexico
shall not deplete
deplete by man's activities
activities the flow of the Pecos River at
at
amount which will give to
the New Mexico-Texas
Mexico-Texas state line below an amount
equivalent to that available to Texas under
under
Texas a
a quantity of water equivalent
the 1947 condition.
(b) Except as to the unappropriated
unappropriated flood waters thereof, the
apportionment of which is included
apportionment
included in and provided for by paragraph (f) of this Article, the beneficial
beneficial consumptive
consumptive use of the
waters of the Delaware
Delaware River is hereby apportioned to Texas, and
the
the quantity of
of such beneficial
beneficial consumptive
consumptive use shall be
be included
included in
in
determining
received under
paragraph (a)
determining waters received
under the
the provisions
provisions of paragraph
(a)
of this Article.
(c) The beneficial consumptive
(c)
consumptive use of water salvaged in New
Mexico through the construction
construction and operation
operation of a
aproject or projects
by the United States or by joint undertakings
undertakings of Texas and New
Mexico,
Mexico, is
is hereby apportioned
apportioned forty-three
forty-three per
per cent (43%)
(43%) to Texas
and
fifty-seven per
Mexico.
and fifty-seven
per cent
cent (57%)
(57%) to
to New
New Mexico.
Except as to water salvaged, apportioned
apportioned in paragraph
(c)
(d) Except
paragraph (c)
of
beneficial consumptive
which shall
shall
of this
this Article, the
the beneficial
consumptive use
use of
of water
water which
be non-beneficially
which is
recovered, is hereby
non-beneficially consumed,
consumed, and which
is recovered,
hereby apporapportioned to New Mexico but not to have the effect of diminishing the
quantity
water available
to Texas
the 1947
available to
Texas under
under the
1947 condition.
condition.
quantity of
of water
Texas.
salvaged in
in Texas is hereby
hereby apportioned
apportioned to
to Texas.
(e) Any water salvaged
(f) Beneficial
Beneficial consumptive
consumptive use of unappropriated
unappropriated flood waters is
hereby
per cent (50%)
(50%) to
to Texas
Texas and fifty
fifty per cent
cent
hereby apportioned
apportioned fifty per
(50%) to
to New Mexico.
(50%)
ARTICLE
ARTICLE IV
IV
(a)
legislation
cooperate to support legislation
(a) New Mexico
Mexico and
and Texas shall cooperate
for
authorization and
and construction
construction of projects to eliminate nonfor the authorization
beneficial
beneficial consumption of water.
(b)
New Mexico
and Texas
Texas shall
with agencies of the
shall cooperate
cooperate with
(b) New
Mexico and
United States
alleviating the
the salinity
means of alleviating
to devise and effectuate
effectuate means
United
States to
conditions of the Pecos River.
Mexico and
may:
and Texas
Texas each may:
New Mexico
(c) New
(i) Construct
Construct additional
additional reservoir
reservoir capacity
capacity to
replace reservoir
reservoir
to replace
(i)
capacity made unusable by any cause.
(ii) Construct
capacity for
for the
the utilization
reservoir capacity
Construct additional
additional reservoir
(ii)
of
salvaged and unappropriated
waters apportioned
apportioned
unappropriated flood waters
of water
water salvaged
Company to
to such
such state.
by this
this Company
(iii) Construct
additional reservoir capacity
capacity for the purpose
(iii)
Construct additional
of making more efficient
efficient use of water apportioned by this Compact
Compact
to such state.
(d)
construction
Texas will oppose the construction
(d) Neither
Neither New
New Mexico nor Texas
of
Compact, and
and New
New Mexico and
by this
this Compact,
facilities permitted
permitted by
of any facilities
cooperate to
obtain the construction of facilities that will
Texas will
will cooperate
to obtain
be
joint benefit
two states.
states.
benefit to
to the
the two
be of
of joint
(e)
determine the conditions under which
(e) The Commission may determine
Texas
constructed in
by
in and
and operated
operated by
Texas may store water
water in
in works constructed
New Mexico.
81939°-50—Pr. I-11
I-11
81939°-50-PT.
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(f)
(f) No reservoir
reservoir shall
constructed and
operated in
in New
New
shall be constructed
and operated
Mexico above Avalon Dam for
benefit of
of Texas
Texas unless
the
for the
the sole
sole benefit
unless the
Commission shall so
so determine.
determine.
(g) New Mexico and Texas
has the
the right
right to
to construct
construct and
and
Texas each
each has
operate works for the
the purpose of
of preventing
flood damage.
damage.
preventing flood
(h) All facilities
facilities shall
shall be operated
in such
such manner
as to
to carry
carry
operated in
manner as
the terms
of this
Compact.
out the
terms of
this Compact.
ARTICLE
V
ARTICLE V
Pecos
River ComPecos River
Commission.
mission.

U. S.
S. Commissioner.
Conunissioner.
U.

Transmittal of
of
Transmittal
budget.
budget.

(a) There
There is hereby created
created an
an interstate
interstate administrative
administrative agency
agency
to be known
known as the "Pecos
"Pecos River
River Commission."
Commission." The
The Commission
Commission
shall be composed of one Commissioner representing
representing each
each of
the
of the
Mexico and Texas, designated or appointed
states of New Mexico
appointed in
in accordaccordance with the laws of each
each such state, and, if
if designated
designated by
by the
the
President,
President, one Commissioner
Commissioner representing
representing the
the United
United States.
States. The
The
President
President is
desi
gna t
e such
suc h a
Commissioner.
is hereby
hereby requested
requested t
too designate
a Commissioner.
If
designated, the Commissioner
If so designated,
Commissioner representing
the United
United States
representing the
States
shall be the presiding
presiding officer
Commission, but
but shall
shall not
not have
officer of
of the
the Commission,
have
the right to vote in any
any of the
deliberations of
of the
the Commission.
Commission.
the deliberations
All members
members of the Commission
Commission must
be present
to constitute
constitute a
must be
present to
a
quorum.
quorum.
(b)
(b) The salaries
salaries and personal
personal expenses of
of each
each Commissioner
shall
Commissioner shall
government which
be paid by the government
All other
other expenses
expenses
which he
he represents.
represents. All
which are
are incurred
incurred by the
the Commission incident
the administration
administration
incident to
to the
of this Compact and which are not paid by the
United States
shall be
be
the United
States shall
borne equally
equally by the two states. On or
or before
November 1
of each
each even
even
before November
1 of
numbered year the Commission shall
adopt and
and transmit
transmit to
to the
the
shall adopt
Governors of the two states
states and to the President
budget covering
covering
President a
a budget
an estimate of its expenses
expenses for the following two years.
The payment
payment
years. The
of the expenses of the
Commission and
the Commission
employees shall
shall not
be
and of its
its employees
not be
subject
accounting procedures
subject to the
the audit
audit and accounting
procedures of
of either
either of
of the
the two
two
states. However, all receipts
receipts and
disbursements of
of funds
handled by
by
and disbursements
funds handled
the Commission shall be audited
audited yearly
yearly by a
a qualified
qualified independent
independent
public
public accountant
accountant and the report of the
the audit
audit shall
shall be
be included
included in,
in,
and become
become aapart of, the
the annual
annual report of the
the Commission.
Commission.
(c)
(c) The Commission
Commission may appoint
appoint aasecretary
secretary who,
who, while
so acting,
acting,
while so
shall not be an employee
employee of either
either state. He
He shall serve
for such
serve for
such term,
term,
receive such salary, and
perform such
and perform
such duties as the
the Commission
Commission may
may
direct. The Commission
Commission may employ
employ such
such engineering,
legal, clerical,
engineering, legal,
clerical,
and other personnel as
tas in its judgment
judgment may
may be necessary
necessary for
the perperfor the
formance of its functions
functions under
formance
under this Compact.
Compact. In
In the
of
the hiring
hiring of
employees
employees the Commission
Commission shall
shall not be bound by the
the civil
service laws
laws
civil service
of either state.
Commission, so far as consistent
consistent with
(d) The Commission,
with this
this Compact,
Compact, shall
shall
have power to:
to:
1. Adopt
1.
Adopt rules
rules and regulations;
regulations;
2. Locate, establish,
establish, construct, operate,
operate, maintain,
maintain, and
and abanabanwatergaging stations, independently
independently or
don watergaging
or in
in cooperation
with
cooperation with
appropriate
appropriate governmental
agencies;
governmental agencies;
3. Engage
Engage in studies of water
water supplies
supplies of
Pecos River
River and
of the
the Pecos
and
its tributaries,
independently or in cooperation
tributaries, independently
with appropriate
appropriate
cooperation with
governmental agencies;
governmental
agencies;
correlate, preserve
4. Collect, analyze, correlate,
and report
report on
on data
data as
as to
to
preserve and
the stream flows, storage,
the
storage, diversions, salvage,
salvage, and
and use
use of
of the
the waters
waters
of the Pecos River and its tributaries,
tributaries, independently
in cooperacooperaindependently or
or in
appropriate governmental
tion with appropriate
governmental agencies;
agencies;
.5. Make
Make findings
findings as to any change
change in depletion
by man's
man's activactivdepletion by
ities
ities in New
New Mexico,
Mexico, and on the Delaware
Delaware River
River in
in Texas;
Texas;
6. Make
Make findings as to the deliveries
deliveries of water at
at the
the New
MexicoNew MexicoTexas state
Texas
state line;
line;
•
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7. Make findings
findings as to the quantities
quantities of water salvaged
salvaged and the
the
amount thereof
thereof delivered at the
state line;
the New Mexico-Texas
Mexico-Texas state
line;
8. Make findings as to quantities
quantities of water nonbeneficially
nonbeneficially conconsumed in New Mexico;
Mexico;
9. Make findings
unappropriated flood
findings as to quantities of unappropriated
flood
waters;
waters;
10. Make findings as to the quantities of reservoir
reservoir losses from
reservoirs
reservoirs constructed
constructed in New Mexico which may be used for the
benefit of both states, and as to the share thereof charged
charged under
under
hereof to each of the states;
Article VI hereof
states;
11. Acquire and hold such personal
personal and real property
property as may
performance of its duties hereunder
be necessary for the performance
hereunder and to
to
dispose of
of the same
same when
when no
no longer
longer required;
required;
12. Perform all functions
functions required of it by this Compact
Compact and
do all things necessary,
necessary, proper or convenient
convenient in the performance
performance
of its duties hereunder,
hereunder, independently
cooperation with
independently or in cooperation
appropriate governmental
appropriate
governmental agencies;
agencies;
13. Make and transmit annually to the Governors
Governors of
of the
the signaor before
tory states and to the
the President
President of the
the United
United States
States on
on or
before
the last day of February
February of each year, a
a report covering
covering the
the
activities of the Commission
Commission for the
preceding year.
year.
the preceding
Availability
Availability of inforinfor(e)
(e) The Commission
Commission shall make available
available to the Governor
Governor of each
each mation.
of the signatory
signatory states any information
information within its
its possession at
at any
any
time, and shall always provide free
free access
access to its
its records by the
the Govrepresentatives, or
ernors of
of each
each of the
the states,
states, or their representatives,
or authorized
authorized
representatives of the United States.
States.
representatives
(f) Findings of fact made by the Commission shall
shall not be
be conclusive in
but shall
shall conconin any court, or
or before
before any
any agency or
or tribunal,
tribunal, but
stitute
stitute prima
prima facie evidence
evidence of the facts found.
meeting of the
held
(g) The organization
organization meeting
the Commission
Commission shall be held
within four
four months
from the
of this
this Compact.
Compact.
months from
the effective
effective date
date of
ARTICLE
ARTCLE VI
VI
following principles
apportionThe following
principles shall govern
govern in
in regard
regard to the apportionment
by Article
of this
this Compact:
ment made
made by
Article III
III of
Compact:
(a) The
Report of
of the
Advisory Committee,
Committee, supplesupple(a)
The Report
the Engineering
Engineering Advisory
mented
additional data
data hereafter
hereafter accumulated,
shall be
used by
by
mented by
by additional
accumulated, shall
be used
administrative determinations.
determinations.
the Commission in making administrative
(b) Unless
Unless otherwise
otherwise determined
Commission, depletions
(b)
determined by
by the
the Commission,
depletions
of water
water salvaged,
and
by man's
man's activities, state-line
state-line flows,
flows, quantities
quantities of
salvaged, and
quantities of
of unappropriated
unappropriated flood
flood waters
be determined
on
quantities
waters shall
shall be
determined on
the basis
three-year periods
periods reckoned
the
basis of
of three-year
reckoned in
in continuing
continuing progressive
progressive
series beginning
January next
succeeding the
beginning with the
the first
first day of
of January
next succeeding
the
ratification of this Compact.
ratification
(c)
adopted
(c) Unless
Unless and
and until
until a
a more
more feasible
feasible method
method is devised
devised and
and adopted
Commission the inflow-outflow
inflow-outflow method,
by the
the Commission
method, as
as described
described in the
Engineering Advisory
Advisory Committee,
to:
Report of the Engineering
Committee, shall be used
used to:
(i) Determine
Determine the effect
of any
change
(i)
effect on the state-line
state-line flow
flow of
any change
in depletions
by man's
man's activities
otherwise, of
of the
in
depletions by
activities or
or otherwise,
the waters
waters of
of the
the
Pecos
Pecos River in
in New Mexico.
Mexico.
(ii)
Measure at or
Dam in
Mexico the
the
(ii) Measure
or near
near the Avalon Dam
in New
New Mexico
quantities of
water salvaged.
salvaged.
quantities
of water
(iii)
(iii) Measure
Measure at or near the
the state line
any water
water released
line any
released from
from
storage for
storage
for the
the benefit of Texas
Texas as
as provided
provided for in subparagraph
subparagraph
Article.
(d) of this Article.
(iv)
Measure the
the quantities
unappropriated flood
flood waters
(iv) Measure
quantities of
of unappropriated
waters
apportioned to
Texas which
have not
not been
stored and
and regulated
regulated
apportioned
to Texas
which have
been stored
by
reservoirs in New Mexico.
by reservoirs
Mexico.
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(v) Measure
Measure any other quantities of
of water
to be
water required
required to
be
measured
measured under the terms of this Compact which
are susceptible
which are
susceptible
of being measured by the inflow-outflow
inflow-outflow method.
method.
(d)
If unappropriated
unappropriated flood waters
(d) If
waters apportioned
apportioned to
to Texas
are stored
Texas are
stored
constructed in New Mexico, the
in facilities constructed
the following
following principles
principles shall
shall
apply:
apply:
(i)
(i) In case of spill from aareservoir
reservoir constructed
constructed in
in and
and operated
operated
by New Mexico
Mexico, the water
the credit
of Texas
Texas w
ill b
water stored
stored to
to the
credit of
will
bee
considered
considered as the first water
to spill.
spill.
water to
(ii)
(ii) In case of spill from a
reservoir jointly
a reservoir
jointly constructed
constructed and
and
operated, the water stored to the credit of
either state
state shall
shall not
not be
of either
be
affected.
affected.
(iii) Reservoir losses shall be charged to each state
state in
in proporproportion to the quantity of water belonging to
to that
state in
in storage
storage at
at
that state
the time the losses
occur.
losses occur.
(iv)
(iv) The water impounded
impounded to the credit of
Texas shall
be
of Texas
shall be
released by New Mexico on the demand
demand of
of Texas.
Texas.
(e)
(e) Water salvaged shall be measured at or
or near
the Avalon
Avalon Dam
Dam
near the
in New
New Mexico
Mexico and to the quantity thereof
be added
added a
aquantity
thereof shall
shall be
quantity
equal to the quantity of salvaged
salvaged water
man's activities
activities
water depleted
depleted by
by man's
above Avalon Dam. The quantity
quantity of
of water
salvaged that
that is
is apporapporwater salvaged
tioned
tioned to Texas shall be delivered by
New Mexico
the New
New Mexicoby New
Mexico at
at the
MexicoTexas state line. The quantity
quantity of unappropriated
unappropriated flood
flood waters
waters
impounded
impounded under paragraph
paragraph (d)
(d) of this Article,
when released
released shall
shall
Article, when
be delivered by New Mexico
Mexico at the
Mexico-Texas state
the New Mexico-Texas
state line
line in
in the
the
quantity released less channel
channel losses. The
waters
The unappropriated
unappropriated flood
flood waters
apportioned
apportioned to Texas
by this
Compact that
that are
Texas by
this Compact
are not
not impounded
impounded in
in
reservoirs in New Mexico
Mexico shall be measured
and delivered
delivered at
the New
measured and
at the
New
Mexico-Texas state line.
Mexico-Texas
line.
(f) Beneficial use shall be the basis, the
measure, and
the limit
of
the measure,
and the
limit of
use water.
water.
the right to
to use
VII
ARTICLE VII
In the event of importation
In
importation of water by
by man's
man's activities
to the
the Pecos
Pecos
activities to
River Basin from any other river basin the state making
River
importamaking the
the importation shall have the exclusive use of
such imported
imported water.
of such
water.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE VIII
VIII
The provisions of this Compact shall not
apply to,
to, or
interfere with,
with,
not apply
or interfere
the
the right or power of either signatory
signatory state to
regulate within
within its
its
to regulate
boundaries the appropriation, use an(
boundaries
and control of water, not
not inconinconsistent with its obligations
obligations under this
this Compact.
Compact.
ARTICLE
IX
ARrTILE IX

In maintaining
In
maintaining the flows at the New Mexico-Texas
Mexico-Texas state
state line
line
required by this Compact,
Compact, New Mexico shall
shall in
in all
instances apply
all instances
apply
the principle
principle of prior appropriation
within New
appropriation within
New Mexico.
Mexico.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE X
X

The failure of either
either state to use the water, or
part thereof,
thereof, the
or any
any part
the
use of which is apportioned
apportioned to it under the
the terms
terms of
this Compact,
shall
of this
Compact, shall
not constitute
a relinquishment
constitute a
relinquishment of the right
right to
to such
use, nor
nor shall
it
such use,
shall it
constitute
forfeiture or abandonment
abandonment of the right to
constitute aaforfeiture
to such use.
use.
ARTICLE XI
ARTICLE
XI

65 Stat. 1219.
69
1219.

Nothing in this Compact shall be
construed as;
as;
be construed
(a) Affecting
Affecting the obligations
obligations of the United States
(a)
under the
the Treaty
States under
Treaty
with the United Mexican
Mexican States (Treaty
Series 994)
(Treaty Series
994); ;
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(b)
(b) Affecting any rights or powers of the United States, its agencies
agencies
or instrumentalities, in or to the waters of the Pecos River, or its
capacity to acquire rights in and to the use of said waters;
waters;
(c)
(c) Subjecting
Subjecting any property
property of the United States, its agencies
agencies or
or
instrumentalities, to taxation
subdivision thereof,
taxation by any state or subdivision
thereof, or
or
creating any obligation on the part of the United States, its
its agencies
agencies
or instrumentalities,
instrumentalities, by reason of the acquisition,
construction or operaacquisition, construction
tion of any property or works of whatever
whatever kind, to make any payment
payment
to any state or political subdivision thereof, state agency, municipality
municipality
reimbursement for the loss of
or entity whatsoever,
whatsoever, in reimbursement
of taxes;
taxes;
(d) Subjecting any property
(d)
property of the United States, its
its agencies
agencies or
or
instrumentalities, to the laws of any state to
instrumentalities,
other than
to an extent other
than the
the
extent to which such laws would apply without regard to this Compact.
Compact.
ARTICLE XII
XII

consumptive use of water by the United States or
The consumptive
or any
its
any of
of its
agencies, instrumentalities
instrumentalities or wards, shall be charged
by the
the
charged as aause
use by
state in which the use is
is made;
provided, th
atsuc
h consumptive
use
made; provided,
that
such
consumptive use
incident to the diversion, impounding, or conveyance
conveyance of water
water in
in one
state for use in the other state shall be
latter states
state,
be charged
charged to such
such latter
ARTICLE XIII

This Compact shall not be construed
establishing any
any general
general
construed as establishing
principle or precedent
precedent applicable
applicable to
interstate streams,
streams,
to other interstate
ARTICLE XIV
This Compact may be terminated
terminated at any
appropriate action
action
any time by appropriate
of the legislatures
legislatures of both of the signatory states.
of such
such
states. In
In the event
event of
termination, all rights established
termination,
established under it
continue unimpaired.
it shall continue
unimpaired.

Termination.
Termination.

ARTICLE
XV
ARTICLE XV
Ratification
and
Ratification and
This Compact
Compact shall become binding
obligatory when
binding and
and obligatory
when it
it shall
shall approval.
approval.
have been ratified by the legislature
legislature of each State and approved by the
the
Congress of the United States. Notice of ratification by
by the legislature of each State shall be given by the
Governor of
that State
the Governor
of that
State to
to
the Governor of the other State
and to
to the
President of
of the
State and
the President
the United
United
States, and the President is hereby
give notice
notice to
to the
hereby requested to
to give
the
Governor
Governor of each State of approval by the Congress of the United
United
States.
Deposit of
of original.
original.
Deposit
IN WITNESS
have executed
executed
WITNESS WHEREOF,
WHEREOF, the Commissioners
Commissioners have
three counterparts
which
shall
be
and
constitute
an
counterparts hereof each of
of which shall be and constitute an
original, one of which
of the
the Departwhich shall be deposited
deposited in
in the
the archives
archives of
Department of State of the United States, and
which shall
shall be
and one
one of
of which
be forforwarded
of each
warded to the
the Governor
Governor of
each State.
State.
Done at the City of Santa Fe, State
day of
of
State of New
New Mexico,
Mexico, this
this 3rd
3rd day
December,
December, 1918,,
1948,

H. Bliss
John H.
Commissioner for the State
Mexico
Commissioner
State of
of New Mexico

APPROVED
APPROVED

Charles H. Miller
Miller
Commissioner for the State of Texas

Berkeley Johnson
Johnson
Berkeley
Representative of
the United
United States
States of
Representative
of the
of America
America
Approved
June 9,
9, 1949.
1949.
Approved June
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PUBLIC LAWS-CH.
LAWS— CH.185—.TUNE
1949
PUBLIC
185--JUNE 9,
9, 1949
[
CHAPTER 185]
1851
[CHAPTER

June 9,
9, 1949
[H.
3005]
[11. R. 30051

[Public Law 921
92]
Travel Expense Act
offTvel
1949. Expense Act

.
"Departments and
"Departments
and
establishments."

"Subsistence."
"Subsistence."

"Per diem allowallow'eer
ance."

diem

Con-

"Members of (Jon"Members

diem

Per diem allowance.
allowance.
62
Stat. 908.
62 Stat.
28 U. S.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
Supp.
11, 1406.
4S6.

upp.

n,

Mileage
allowance.
Mileage allowance.

Tolls.
Tolls.

Advanced
allowAdvanced allowance.

[63
STAT.
[63 STAT.

AN ACT

To regulate
regulate subsistence
subsistence expenses
mileage allowances
civilian officers
officers and
and
expenses and
and mileage
allowances of
of civilian
employees of the Government.
employees
Government.

it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Be it
of Representatives
Representatives of
Senate and House
House of
of the
the
United States
of America
in Congress
assembled, That
That this
be
United
States of
America in
Congressassembled,
this Act
Act may
may be
Expense Act
of 1949".
cited as the
the "Travel
"Travel Expense
Act of
1949".
SEC. 2. When
When used in
in this
SEC.
this Act—
Act(1)
"departments and
and establishments"
establishments" means
(1) The term "departments
any
means (A)
(A) any
executive
independent commission, board,
executive department, independent
board, bureau,
bureau, office,
office,
agency, or other establishment
establishment in the
of the
the GovernGovernthe executive
executive branch
branch of
ment, including wholly owned
owned Government
Government corporations
corporations and
and the
the
municipal
municipal government of
District of
Columbia, .and
(B) any
any
of the District
of Columbia,
and (B)
office,
office, agency,
agency, or
establishment in
in the
the legislative
branch of
or other establishment
legislative branch
of
the Government (except Members
of Congress
Congress and
and offices
Members of
offices and
and comcommittees of the Senate and the House of Representatives),
and (C)
(C)
Representatives), and
any office,
office, agency, or other establishment
establishment in
judicial branch
branch of
in the
the judicial
of the
the
Government.

(2)
means lodging,
(2) The
The term "subsistence"
"subsistence" means
lodging, meals,
and other
meals, and
other
necessary expenses
necessary
expenses incidental
incidental to the personal
personal sustenance
sustenance or
or comfort
comfort of
of
the
traveler.
the traveler.
(3)
means a
(3) The term "per diem allowance"
allowance" means
daily flat
flat rate
of paypaya daily
rate of
ment in lieu
lieu of actual expenses.
(4) The
The term
term "Members
of Congress"
Congress" means Senators, RepresentaRepresenta(4)
"Members of
tives, Delegates, and
Resident Commissioners.
Commissioners.
and Resident
SEC.
Civilian officers
officers and employees of the departments
SEC. 3.
3. Civilian
departments and
estaband establishments (except justices and judges covered by
title
by section 456 of
of title
28 of the United
while traveling
United States Code),
Code), while
official business
traveling on
on official
business and
and
away from their designated posts of duty, shall
allowed, in
in lieu
lieu
shall be allowed,
expenses for subsistence
of their actual expenses
all fees
fees or
to porters
subsistence and
and all
or tips
tips to
porters
and stewards,
a per diem allowance to
stewards, a
by the
the department
department
to be
be prescribed
prescribed by
or establishment
establishment concerned,
not to
to exceed
exceed the
of $9
concerned, not
the rate
rate of
$9 within
within the
the
limits of the continental United
United States and
of travel
beyond
and in
in case of
travel beyond
the limits of the continental United States not
not to
to exceed
rates estabestabexceed rates
lished by the Director of the Bureau of
the Budget
in
of the
Budget for
for the
the locality
locality in
which the travel is performed.
performed.
SEC.
4. Civilian
or employees
employees of departments
departments and
and establishS
EC. 4.
Civilian officers
officers or
establishments or others rendering service to
the Government
Government shall,
shall, under
to the
under
regulations prescribed
Director of
Bureau of
ofthe
prescribed by
by the
the Director
of th
thee Bureau
the Budget,
Budget
and whenever such
of transport
ati on is
i
s au
th ori
ze d or
approved
such mode
mode of
transportation
authorized
or approved
as more advantageous
advantageous to the Government
Government (except
(except that
that no
no determinadetermination of advantage
advantage is required where payment on
mileage basis
basis is
on a
a mileage
is
limited
limited to the cost of travel by
by common
common carrier,
carrier, including
diem),
including per
per diem),
be paid in lieu of actual
transportation not
be
actual expenses
expenses of transportation
not to
to exceed
exceed 44
cents per mile for the use of privately
privately owned motorcycles,
cents
motorcycles, or
or 7
7 cents
per mile for the use of privately
privately owned automobiles or airplanes,
airplanes, when
when
engaged on official
engaged
official business within or outside their
their designated
designated posts
posts
of
duty or
or places
In addition
of duty
places of
of service. In
addition to the mileage allowances
allowances
provided for in this section, there may
reimbursement for
for
may be
be allowed
allowed reimbursement
the actual cost of ferry fares, and bridge, road,
road, and
and tunnel
tunnel tolls.
tolls.
SEC.
departments and
advance, through
S
EC. 5.
5. The
The departments
and establishments may advance,
the proper disbursing officers,
officers, to any person entitled
per diem
diem or
entitled to
to per
or
mileage allowances
allowances under
sums as
as may
may be
be deemed
under this
this Act,
Act, such
such sums
deemed
advisable
advisable considering
considering the character
character and
duration of
the travel
and probable duration
of the
travel
to be performed. Any sums
and not
for allowable
sums so advanced
advanced and
not used
used for
allowable
travel
travel expense shall be recoverable
recoverable by
set-off of
salary due,
by set-off
of salary
due, retirement
retirement
credit,
credit, or otherwise, from the person to whom advanced, or his
his estate,
estate,
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STAT.]
63 STAT.]

81sT CONG.,
CONG ., 1ST
9, 10,
10, 1949
1949
81sT
SESS.-CHS. 185,
1ST SESS.—CHS.
185, 187—JUNE
187-JUNE 9,

by deduction
deduction from any amount due from the United
United States, or by such
recovery as
other legal method of recovery
as may be necessary.
necessary.
SEC.
SEC. 6. Except
Except as otherwise
otherwise permitted
permitted by this Act or by the laws
relating to military personnel,
personnel, only actual and necessary
necessary traveling
traveling
expenses shall be allowed to any person holding employment
expenses
employment or apunder the United States.
pointment under
S
EC. 7. The fixing and payment under this Act of travel allowances
SEC.
advances and recovery thereof, and reimbursement
and of advances
reimbursement of travel
expenses under this Act, shall be in accordance
which
expenses
accordance with regulations which
shall be promulgated
promulgated by the Director of the Bureau of the Budget.
SEC. 8. This Act shall not be
construed to
repeal any
SEC.
be construed
to modify or
or repeal
any Act
providing for the traveling
traveling expenses
expenses of the President of the United
States
President
providing for
for mileage
mileage allowances
allowances for the
the President
States or any Act providing
Senate or Members of Congress.
of the Senate
S
EC. 9. (a)
Subsistence Expense
Expense Act of 1926 and the Auto
The Subsistence
SEC.
(a) The
Mileage Act of February 14, 1931, are repealed. All Acts (other
Mileage
appropriation items for examination
estimates in the field),
examination of estimates
than appropriation
applicable to civilian officers or employees of the departments
departments and
applicable
establishments,
reimbursement of actual travel or transestablishments, providing for reimbursement
portation expense, and all other Acts, general or special, which are
portation
inconsistent
(except
inconsistent with or in conflict with the provisions of this Act (except
higher than the maxisuch Acts or parts of Acts as fix or permit rates higher
mum
to
under this Act)
Act) are
are hereby
hereby modified, but only to
mum rates
rates established
established under
inconsistency or conflict with the provisions of this Act:
the extent
extent of inconsistency
Provided, however, That Acts making appropriations
appropriations for the fiscal
fiscal
Provided,
years
approved before
before or
approval
or after the approval
(whether approved
years 1949
1949 and 1950 (whether
which authorize
authorize or permit, in either general or specific
of this
this Act)
Act) which
transportation expenses
expenses without
without
terms, the payment of travel or transportation
regard to the Subsistence
Subsistence Expense
Expense Act of 1926, as amended, or the
regard
Standardized Government
Regulations, shall
shall be
be construed
to
construed to
Travel Regulations,
Government Travel
Standardized
authorize payment
payment of
appropriation concerned
concerned
the appropriation
of such
such expenses
expenses from the
authorize
without
Act.
regard to this
this Act.
without regard
(b) Wherever
Wherever provision
provision is
is made
payment of
of per
made in any law for the payment
(b)
diem allowances
officers and employees in any
any branch or establishdiem
allowances to officers
ment of
accordance with
in accordance
this Act,
Act, in
covered by
by this
not covered
of the
the Government
Government not
ment
the rates provided
provided in the Subsistence Expense Act of 1926, such law is
hereby
prescribed in or
at the
the rates
rates prescribed
payment at
to provide
provide for payment
hereby amended
amended to
under this Act.
SEC. 10.
1949,
This Act shall take effect on July 1, 1949.
10. This
SEC.
Approved
June 9, 1949.
Approved June
[CHAPTER 187]
1871
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
ACT

To provide
provide for
for the
settlement of
claims of
of persons
employed in
Federal penal
penal
in Federal
persons employed
of claims
the settlement
To
and
institutions for damage
loss or
destruction of personal
or destruction
or loss
damage to or
and correctional
correctional institutions
occurring incident to their service.
service.
property occurring

Be
the Senate
Senate and
House of
of the
the
of Representatives
Representatives of
and House
by the
it enacted
enacted by
Be it

in Congress
Congress assembled, That the Attorney
America in
States of America
United States
General,
such other
officer or
designate for
such
for such
as he may designate
or officers as
other officer
General, and
and such
purpose,
are hereby
authorized to consider, determine,
determine, adjust, and
hereby authorized
purpose, are
pay
$1,000, of persons
in any case
case the sum of $1,000,
not exceeding in
pay claims, not
employed
Federal penal
correctional institutions
institutions for damage
penal and correctional
employed in Federal
to or
loss or destruction
property occurring incident to
to
of personal
personal property
destruction of
or loss
to
such
No claim
claim shall
allowed under this Act unless
be allowed
shall be
employment. No
such employment.
(a)
to be
be damaged,
damaged, lost, or destroyed is deterclaimed to
property claimed
(a) the
the property
mined
be reasonable,
reasonable, useful,
or proper
proper under the atuseful, necessary,
necessary, or
mined to
to be
tendant circumstances;
circumstances; (b) such damage, loss, or destruction shall

167

Expenses allowable.
allowable.

President or MemMemPresident
bers
bers of
of Congress.

Repeals.
Repeals.
Stat.
44 Stat. 688; 46 Stat.
1103.
1103.
5 U.
§i 821,
821,
5
U. S. C. II
73a.

Acts authorizing
payment of
of expenses.
expenses.

44 Stat. 688.
M.
U. S. 0.
C. 1821.
821.
55U.

Effective
Effective date.

June
June 10, 1949
[ff.
[S. 30]
30]
[Public
93]
(Public Law 93]

Federal penal
penal and
Federal
correctional
institucorrectional institutions.
Settlement of cerSettlement
claims of
of emtain claims
ployees.
ployees.
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Appropriation
thApporiation
thorized.
Pot,
Pod, p. 876.

CHS .187,
1949
PUBLIC LAWS—
LAWS-CHS.
187, 190—JUNE
190-JUNE 10,
10, 1949

au-

au-

not have been caused in whole or in part
or wrongpart by any
any negligence
negligence or
wrongful act on the part of the claimant,
employee, and
shall
claimant, his
his agent,
agent, or
or employee,
and shall
not have occurred
occurred at quarters occupied by
which are
not
by the
the claimant
claimant which
are not
assigned to him or otherwise provided in kind by the Government;
Government;
and (c)
(c) such claim shall have been presented in writing within one
one
year after the occurrence
occurrence of the accident
accident or incident out
which such
such
out of
of which
Acceptance by any claimant of an award hereunder
claim arises. Acceptance
hereunder
shall release
release the United States, its agents or employees,
from any
employees, from
any
further claim by such claimant
claimant arising out of the
the same
same incident.
incident.
SEC.
SEC. 2. There are hereby authorized
authorized to be appropriated
such sums
sums
appropriated such
as may be necessary to carry out
out the
the purposes
purposes of
of this
this Act.
Act.
Approved June 10, 1949.
1949.

[CHAPTER 190]
[CHAPTER

June 10, 1949

IS.3.5.3]
353]
IS.
[Public
Law 94]
[Public Law
Santa
National
Santa Fe
Fe National

Forest, N. Mex.
Mining locations.
locations.
Mining

Removalof timber.

Removal of timber,

Mineral deposits.

Mineral deposits.

[63
STAT.
[63 STAT.

AN
AN ACT
ACT

To protect scenic
scenic values along
along and tributary to Aspen Basin
and contiguous
contiguous
Basin Road,
Road, and
scenic area, within the Santa Fe National Forest, New
New Mexico.
Mexico.

it enacted
and House of Representatives
Be it
enacted by the Senate and
of the
Representatives of
the
United States
States of
Congress assembled,
of America in
in Congress
hereafter
assembled, That
That hereafter
mining
mining locations made
made under
under mining
the United
United States
mining laws
laws of the
States within
within
following-described lands
the following-described
Santa Fe
lands within
within the
the Santa
Fe National
National Forest,
Forest,
Santa Fe, New Mexico: Sections 1, 2, 3, the
northeast quarter
of
the northeast
quarter of
section 11 and the north half of section
section 12,
township 17
12, in surveyed
surveyed township
17
north, range 10 east; sections 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 36,
portion of
of
36, and
and that
that portion
boundaries of
section 25, outside the boundaries
Gabaldon Grant
Grant in
in surveyed
surveyed
of the Gabaldon
township 18 north, range 10 east; three thousand eight hundred
hundred and
and
forty acres, more or less, in unsurveyed
unsurveyed township
north, range
township 18
18 north,
range 11
11
east, expected
expected to be legally
described, when
surveyed, as
8,
legally described,
when surveyed,
as sections
sections 7,
7, 8,
18, 19,
19, and 30, the northeast
northeast quarter of
section 17,
half of
of
of section
17, the
the west
west half
section 17 and the west half of section
township 18
section 20, township
18 north,
north, range
range
11 east, New Mexico principal meridian,
meridian, shall
shall confer
confer on
on the
the locator
locator
the right to occupy
occupy and use so much of the surface of
of the land
land covcovered by the location as may be reasonably
to carry
on
reasonably necessary
necessary to
carry on
prospecting, mining, and
beneficiation of
the taking
taking
and beneficiation
of ores
ores including
including the
of mineral
mineral deposits and timber required by
or in
the mining
mining and
and
by or
in the
ore reducing
reducing operations, and no permit shall be required or
or charge
charge

made for
for such
such use
made
use or
or occupancy:
Provided, however,
the cutoccupancy: Providd,
however, That
That the
cutting and removal
removal of timber, except where clearing
necessary in
clearing is
is necessary
in
operations or to
connection with mining operations
to provide
space for
provide space
for buildings
buildings
or structures
structures used in connection
connection with mining operations,
operations, shall
shall be
conducted
accordance with
conducted in accordance
on adjoinadjoinwith the
the rules for
for timber
timber cutting
cutting on
ing national-forest
national-forest land, and no use of the surface of the
the claim or
or
the resources therefrom not reasonably
reasonably required for carrying
carrying on mining and prospecting shall be
allowed except
ti ona l-f orest
be allowed
except under
under th
thee na
national-forest
rules and regulations,
regulations, nor shall the locator prevent or obstruct
other
obstruct other
occupancy
occupancy of
athe surface or use of surface
authority
surface resources
resources under
under authority
of national-forest
national-forest regulations, or permits issued thereunder,
if such
thereunder, if
such
occupancy
occupancy or use is not in conflict
conflict with mineral
development.
mineral development.
SEC.
all patents
S
EC. 2. That hereafter
hereafter all
patents issued
issued under
under the
the United
United States
States
mining laws affecting lands within the above-described
above-described area
conarea shall
shall convey title to the mineral deposits within the claim,
claim, together
together with
with the
the
therefrom as
right to cut and remove so much of the mature timber therefrom
may be needed in extracting
extracting and removing
removing and beneficiation
beneficiation of the
the
mineral
mineral deposits, if the timber is cut under sound principles of
forest
of forest
management
management as defined by the national-forest
national-forest rules and
regulations,
and regulations,
but each patent shall reserve to the United States all title
title in
in or
or to
the
to the
surface
surface of the lands and products thereof, and no use of the
the surface
surface
of the claim or the resources
reasonably required
resources therefrom
therefrom not reasonably
required for
for
carrying on mining or prospecting
prospecting shall be allowed except under
under the
rules and regulations
regulations of the Department
Department of
of Agriculture.
Agriculture.

63 STAT.]
STAT.]
63
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1949
81sT CONG.,
190-193-JUNE 10,
1ST SESS.—CHS.
SESS.-CHS. 190-193—JUNE
CONG., 1sT
81ST

SEC. 3. That
existing on
That valid mining claims within the said lands, existing
SEC.
thereafter maintained
the
enactment of this Act, and.
maintained in
and thereafter
the date of the enactment
compliance
initiated and the laws
compliance with the law under which they were initiated
of
Mexico, may be perfected
perfected under
under
under this Act, or under
the State
State of New Mexico,
of the
the
claimant may desire.
under which they were initiated, as the claimant
the laws
laws under
Approved
Approved June 10, 1949.
[
CHAPTER 191]
191]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
ACT
amend the Agricultural
Agricultural Act of 1948.
To amend

Be
it enacted
enacted by
Representatives of the
and House of Representatives
by the Senate and
Be it
United
States of America
in Congress
Congress assembled, That section 1
1 (a)
(a)
America in
United States
Agricultural Act
Act of 1948 (Public
(Public Law 897, Eightieth
Eightieth
I of the Agricultural
of title
title I
Congress)
Congress) is amended by inserting, following the date "June 30,
1950," a
clause reading as follows: "(September
"(September 30,
a parenthetical
parenthetical clause
1950,"
1950, in the case of Maryland
cigar-leaf types of tobacco)".
tobacco)".
Maryland and the cigar-leaf
Approved
Approved June 10, 1949.
[
CHAPTER 192]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT

To authorize
officers on the active list of the Philippine
Philippine
appointment of officers
authorize the appointment
purposes.
Regular Army, and for other purposes.
Scouts in the Regular

Representatives of the
and House of Representatives
Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
United
in Congress
assembled, That until a
a date
Congress assembled,
America in
of America
States of
United States
one
year following
following the date of enactment
enactment of this Act, and within the
one year
authorized
commissioned officer strength
strength of the Regular
Regular
authorized active list commissioned
consent of the Senate,
President, by and with the advice and consent
Army, the President,
is authorized
authorized to
appoint officers
officers on the active list of the Philippine
Philippine
to appoint
is
Scouts,
prior to
June 30, 1933, and who
to June
therein prior
appointed therein
were appointed
who were
Scouts, who
are
or become
United States
appointment
States prior to appointment
the United
of the
citizens of
become citizens
are or
hereunder,
in the
Regular Army
in the same
same commissioned
commissioned officer
officer
Army in
the Regular
hereunder, in
grades
officers in the Philippine Scouts at the
such officers
held by such
are held
grades are
time of appointment.
appointment.
the
SEC. 2.
2. The
The names
of officers
entered on the
so appointed
appointed shall be entered
officers so
names of
SEC.
Army
promotion list
list in
their permanent
within
precedence within
grades, precedence
permanent grades,
in their
Army promotion
permanent grade
relative permanent
grades
being fixed
accordance with their relative
in accordance
fixed in
grades being
officers
promotion-list
seniority
among
themselves
and
among
Army
promotion-list
officers
Army
and
themselves
among
seniority
at
appointment.
at the time of appointment.
commissioned
S
EC. 3.
active Federal
Federal service
service performed as commissioned
3. All
All active
SEC.
officers
Philippine Scouts by officers appointed
under this Act
Act
appointed under
the Philippine
of the
officers of
shall be
be creditable
service as officers
officers of the
commissioned service
active commissioned
as active
creditable as
shall
Regular
Army for
for all
all purposes:
purposes: Provided,
That their
positions on
their positions
Provided, That
Regular Army
the
promotion list
determined as
as provided
in section
section 2
2hereof.
hereof.
provided in
be determined
shall be
list shall
the promotion
S
EC. 4.
The acceptance
of appointments
appointments in the Regular
Regular Army under
acceptance of
4. The
SEC.
this
to vacate
vacate the military
military status in the Philippine
operate to
shall operate
Act shall
this Act
Scouts theretofore
occupied by
each of
appointees.
the appointees.
of the
by each
theretofore occupied
Scouts

Valid mining claims.
Validminingclaims.

June
1949
June 10, 1949
[S. 715]
[S.
[Public Law 95]
[Public

1247.
62 Stat. 1247.
U. S.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
II,
Supp.I1,
77U.

§§1282 note.

10, 1949
June 10,
[S. 1181]
[S.
1181]
[Public Law
[Public
Law 96]

Philippine Scouts.
Philippine
Appointment of offioffiAppointment
cers in Regular Army.

Service
Service credit.

Acceptance of apAcceptance
pointments.
pointments.

Approved
Approved June 10, 1949.
[
CHAPTER 193]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT

Removing certain
conditions imposed
imposed by
by section
of the
the Act
Act of
of
section 22of
and conditions
restrictions and
certain restrictions
Removing
May 27,
27, 1936,
on certain
certain of
of the
the lands
such Act
Act to
of
the city of
to the
by such
conveyed by
lands conveyed
1936, on
May
Charleston, South
purposes.
and for other purposes.
Carolina; and
South Carolina;
Charleston,

the
Be it
enacted by the
Senate and House of Representatives of the
the Senate
it enacted
Be
assembled, That (a) with reUnited
States of
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
in Congress
United States
spect
restrictions and
and conditions
conditions required
required by
by section
section 2
the
2 of the
the restrictions
to the
spect to

June 10, 1949
June
[I.
[S. 1219]
1219]
Law 97]
[Public Law
[Public
97]

Charleston,
S. C.
C.
Charleston, 8.
Removal
Removal of restrictions on certain lands.
tions

170
170

49
Stat. 1387.
49 Stat.
1387.

U. S. easements and
rights-of-way.
rights-of-way.

Conveyance.
Conveyance.
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[63
STAT.
[63 STAT.

authorizing the
Act entitled
entitled "An Act authorizing
Secretary of
of Commerce
Commerce to
to conconthe Secretary
vey the Charleston
Charleston Army Base Terminal to
of Charleston,
to the
the city
city of
Charleston,
South Carolina",
Carolina", approved
1936 (prohibiting
the city
city of
of
approved May
May 27,
27, 1936
(prohibiting the
Charleston
transferring title to the
Charleston from transferring
the property
under
property conveyed
conveyed under
such Act and reserving
a right to the United
reserving a
to retake
United States
States to
retake such
such
property in the event of a
included in
a national
national emergency),
emergency), to
to be
be included
in the
the
deed executed pursuant to the
of such
Act the
Secretary
the provisions
provisions of
such Act
the Secretary
of the Army is hereby authorized
and directed
directed to
release to
the city
city
authorized and
to release
to the
of Charleston, South Carolina,
Carolina, by an
written instrument,
instrument,
an appropriate
appropriate written
such restrictions and conditions so far as they
pertain to
area
they pertain
to the
the area
designated
2-part 1", comprising
designated as "tract
"tract numbered
numbered 2—part
comprising approximately
approximately
two hundred seventy-eight and ninety-two
ninety-two one-hundredths
one-hundredths acres,
acres, on
on
the map on file in the Office, Chief of
Department of
of the
the
of Engineers,
Engineers, Department
Army, entitled "Tract
"Tract No. 2, Portion of
Ordnance Depot,
of Charleston
Charleston Ordnance
Depot,
North Charleston, S. C., Date:
Drawing Number
Date: 2
2 Feb.
Feb. 1949,
1949, Drawing
Number
(Rev.), ,as further revised
RE-1/372 (Rev.)
1949."
revised 99Feb.
Feb. 1949."
(b) In
In executing
executing the written
written instrument
instrument referred
referred to
to in subsection
subsection
(a)
(a) the Secretary of the Army is
is authorized and
and directed
directed to
to make
make
provision for reservation
reservation and/or conveyance
conveyance to
to the
United States
States of
the United
of
all easements
easements and rights-of-way
rights-of-way (including
(including use
use of
sewer
of water
water and
and sewer
mains)
mains) that are now enjoyed by the United States
respect to
such
States with
with respect
to such
tract and are deemed necessary for retention
retention by
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the
Army, subject to the provision that
any such
such easements
and rightsthat any
easements and
rightsof-way (including
(including use of water and sewer mains)
mains) as
at any
as may
may at
any time,
time,
in the opinion of the Secretary
Secretary of the Army, be no longer
longer required
required for
for
governmental
abandoned, and upon such
governmental use may be abandoned,
abandonment
such abandonment
will automatically
automatically terminate. Such instrument shall recite
with
recite that
that with
respect to that certain water main which intersects
intersects the
the northwesterly
northwesterly
corner of the above-described
above-described premises, the City Council
of CharlesCharlesCouncil of
ton, South Carolina, its
its successors,
or assigns,
the written
successors, or
assigns, may
may with
with the
written
consent
consent of the Secretary
Secretary of the
its sole
cost and
and exexthe Army,
Army, relocate
relocate at
at its
sole cost
pense such water main on other lands
and that
that in
in such
such event
event all
all rights
rights
lands and
and privileges now enjoyed by the United
United States with respect
to such
such
respect to
water main shall cease and
and terminate.
SEC.
Secretary of the Army is authorized
SEn. 2. The Secretary
authorized to
quitto convey
convey by
by quitclaim deed to the City Council of
of Charleston,
Charleston, South
South Carolina,
Carolina, all
all or
or
any part
part of the right, title, and interest of the United States
any
and to
to
States in
in and
so much of that certain tract of land comprising
comprising one and
two hundred
and two
hundred
one-thousandths acres, more
and five one-thousandths
or less,
less, and
as tract
5,
more or
and designated
designated as
tract 5,
exception "C", on the drawing
drawing described
described in
in the
the first
first section
of this
section of
this
Act, as the Secretary of the Army determines
determines is no longer
longer needed
needed for
for
military
military purposes.
Any conveyance
conveyance executed
suan tto
t
o the
th e aut
horpurposes. Any
executed pur
pursuant
authority contained in this section shall be made upon
by the
the City
City
upon payment
payment by
Council
Council of Charleston,
Charleston, South Carolina, of the fair market value
value of
of
the property
property to be conveyed.
Approved
Approved June
1949.
June 10,
10, 1949.
[CHAPTER 1941
194]
[CHAPTER

June
1949
June 10,
10, 1949
[S.
12291
[8. 1229
[Public
Law 98J
[Public Law
98]

Civil
Civil Service Retirement
tirement Act,
Act, 1930,
1930,
amendment.
amendment.
46 Stat.
Stat. 475.
475.
5
5U.
U. S.. C.,
C., Snpp.
Supp.1.1,
U,
I736c.
736e.
Post,
P 081 ,p.
P. 476.

AN
AN ACT
ACT
To enable certain former officers or
employees of
of the
the United
United States
or employees
States separated
separated
from the service subsequent
subsequent to January
January 23,
23, 1942,
to elect
forfeit their
1942, to
elect to
to forfeit
their rights
rights
to civil-service
civil-service retirement
retirement annuities
annuities and to
in lieu
lieu thereof
thereof returns
returns of
of their
to obtain
obtain in
their
contributions with
contributions
with interest.
interest.

Be it
Senate and House of Representatives
it enacted by the Senate
of the
the
Representatives of
United
United States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the last
last paraparagraph of section 88of the Civil Service Retirement
Retirement Act of
May 29,1930,
29, 1930,
of May
as amended,
inserting before the
amended, is amended
amended by inserting.
en d
the period at
at the
the end
thereof aa colon and th
thee following:
followi
ng:
"Provided,
That
any such
That any
such officer
· fie "Provided,
officer
t uh
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or employee
employee who has completed
less than
than twenty
twenty years'
service
or
completed less
years' civilian
civilian service
may elect to forfeit his right to such annuity and elect to receive
receive in
individual account together
together
lieu thereof
thereof the amount
amount credited
credited to his individual
with interest compounded
compounded on December 31 of each year at the rate of
centum to the date of his separation
December 31, 1947,
44 per centum
separation or December
whichever may be the earlier, and at the rate of 3
3per centum for any
whichever
period thereafter before
before April 1,
Provided further,
further, That if the
1, 1948: Provided
separation of such officer or employee
involuntary, not by removal
removal
employee was involuntary,
delinquency, the
for cause on
on charges
charges of
of misconduct or
or delinquency,
the total
total amount
amount
of deductions, with such interest, shall
shall be
be returned."
returned."
Approved
Approved June 10, 1949.
[CHAPTER 195]
[CHAPTER
195]

AN ACT
ACT

To provide for more effective
effective conservation
conservation in the arid and semiarid areas of the
purposes.
United States,
States, and
for other
other purposes.
and for
United

Representatives of the
enacted by the Senate and House of Representatimes
Be it
it enacted
Congress assembled,
assembled, That, in order to
United States
States of America
America in Congress
provide for more effective accomplishment
accomplishment of the purposes of the Act
semiarid
entitled "An Act to promote conservation in the arid and semiarid
areas of the United States by aiding in the development of facilities
for water storage and utilization", approved August 28, 1937, as
amended (50 Stat. 869; 16 U. S. C. 590r-x;
590r—x; 54 Stat. 1124, 16 U. S. C.
amended
conservation and
590z-5), section 7
7 of the Act relating to water conservation
590z-5),
utilization
projects in the Great Plains and the arid and semiarid
semiarid
utilization projects
approved October 14, 1940 (54
(54 Stat. 1124;
1124;
of the
the United States approved
areas of
16
590z-5), is hereby
hereby amended by striking the figures "$50,000"
150,000"
S. C.
C. 590z-5),
16 U. S.
and inserting
figures "$100,000'
1100,000".
the figures
lieu thereof
thereof the
in lieu
and
inserting in
Approved June 10, 1949.
[CHAPTER
1961
[CHAPTER 196]

AN ACT
ACT
AN

Authorizing the
of a
certain tract
tract of
of land
in the
Remount
the Robinson
Robinson Remount
land in
a certain
the transfer
transfer of
Authorizing
Station
city of
Nebraska, and
and for
for other
other purposes.
purposes.
Crawford, Nebraska,
of Crawford,
to the
the city
Station to

Representatives of the
enacted by the Senate and House
House of Representatives
Be it
it enacted
United States
America in
in Congress
assembled, That the Secretary
Congress assembled,
of America
States of
United
Agriculture is hereby authorized to transfer by quitclaim deed to
of Agriculture
the
land
following-described tract of land
Nebraska, the following-described
of Crawford,
Crawford, Nebraska,
the city of
lying
the Robinson
Robinson Remount
Robinson, Dawes
Dawes
Fort Robinson,
Station, Fort
Remount Station,
within the
lying within
County, Nebraska:
of
Nebraska: Beginning at the northwest corner of the tract of
public-park purposes by
conveyed to the city of
of Crawford for public-park
land conveyed
the Act
Congress approved
approved June
461) ;thence
June 25, 1906 (34 Stat. 461);
Act of
of Congress
the
station a
a distance of one thousand
of the said station
north line of
along the
the north
west along
one
hundred and
and
thence south three hundred
seventy-five feet; thence
one hundred
hundred and seventy-five
six feet;
feet; thence
south twenty-seven
fifty-two minutes
minutes east
east to
degrees fifty-two
twenty-seven degrees
thence south
six
the westerly
westerly boundary
boundary line
the point of interpark, the
line of the present park,
the
section
being approximately
approximately two
hundred and fifteen feet
six hundred
two thousand
thousand six
section being
south of
of the
point; thence
north two
two thousand
hundred
six hundred
thousand six
thence north
the starting
starting point;
south
and
feet to
of beginning,
an area
area of
of approxiapproxicontaining an
beginning, containing
to point
point of
fifteen feet
and fifteen
Provided,
mately forty-three
one-hundredths acres: Provided,
fifty-seven one-hundredths
forty-three and fifty-seven
mately
Crawford shall pay 50 per centum of the appraised
city of Crawford
the city
That the
fair
market value
value of
property as determined
determined by the United States
of the
the property
fair market
Department of Agriculture.
Department
SEC. 2.
2. Said
Secretary is
hereby authorized
authorized to
the city
city of
of
to the
grant to
to grant
is hereby
Said Secretary
SEC.
Crawford,
easement across
the lands
lands of the
across the
a permanent
permanent easement
Nebraska, a
Crawford, Nebraska,
United
States comprising
comprising the
the Robinson
Robinson Remount
Station, Fort
Fort RobRobRemount Station,
United States
inson,
County, Nebraska,
for aa pipe line to carry water from
Nebraska, for
Dawes County,
inson, Dawes

1049
June 10, 1949
H. 3181]
[H. R.

[Public Law 99]
Arid and semiarid
semiarid
areas.
areas.

June 13,
13, 1949
1949
[9. 314]
314
[S.
[Public
Law
100]
[Public Law 100]

Crawford,
Crawford, Nebr.
Tranfer of land.
Transfer

Easement for pipe
lln&
line.
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Use of land.
Use
land.
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the White River to the filters and purification
purification plants
of the
the city,
city, which
which
plants of
easement
easement shall include all rights and privileges
privileges now
now enjoyed
enjoyed by
by the
the
city under a
a revokable
revokable license to
such pipe
pipe line
to maintain
maintain such
line across
across such
such
lands of the
States.
the United States.
SEC.
SEC. 3. The tract of land authorized to be transferred
transferred by the
first
the first
section
section of this Act shall be used by the grantee
grantee for
for purposes
purposes of
of a
a
public park and recreational
recreational site or golf course
for similar
similar and
course or for
and
related purposes.
purposes. If
If the grantee
grantee shall fail or cease
cease to
to use
use such
such tract
tract
for such purposes,
purposes, or shall alienate or attempt
attempt to alienate
alienate such
such lands,
lands,
title thereto shall revert to
to the
the United States.
States.
Approved June
13, 1949.
1949.
Approved
June 13,
[CHAPTER 197]
197]

June 13,

[63
TAT.
[63 S
STAT.

AN ACT
AN ACT

1949
49
[H. R.
R. 1158]
1158]
[Public Law 101]

To provide
provide for the conveyance
conveyance by the United States to the
of Marfa,
the city of
Marfa, Texas,
Texas,
of certain lands formerly owned by that city.

Marfa, Tex.
Maconvyar
.
Conveyance.

United States
assembled, That
That the
United
States of
America in
of America
in Congress
Congressassembled,
the War
War Assets
Assets

Senate and House
House of Representatives
Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Representatives of
the
of the

Administrator is authorized
authorized and directed
directed to convey
the city
of
convey to
to the
city of
Marfa, Texas, all the right, title,
interest of
of the
United States
States
title, and
and interest
the United
in and to all of those parcels of land which were
conveyed by
the city
city
were conveyed
by the
of Marfa, Texas,
America by deed dated
Texas, to the United States of America
March
dated March
recorded on April 25, 1938, in volume
23, 1938, and recorded
volume 105,
pages 437
437 and
105, pages
and
438, of the Deed Records of
Texas.
of Presidio
Presidio County,
County, Texas.
Approved June 13,
13, 1949.
1949.
[CHAPTER 198]
198]
[CHAPTER

June
13, 1949
June 13,
1949
[El. 690]
[8.
[Public
102]
[Public Law
Law 102]

Yuma auxiliary
Yuma
auxiliary
project,
Aris.
Project, Ariz.

Exchange of
Exchange
ofland
land by
by
owners.
owners.

AN ACT
ACT
To authorize
authorize the furnishing
furnishing of water to the Yuma
Yuma auxiliary
project, Arizona,
Arizona,
auxiliary project,
through the works of the Gila
Gila project,
Arizona, and
and for
other purposes.
purposes.
project, Arizona,
for other

Be it
it enacted
House of Representatives
enacted by the Senate and House
of the
Representatives of
the
United
States of America in
United States
in Congress
Congress assembled, That
all lands
That all
lands hereheretofore withdraw under the reclamation law
connection with
with the
law in
in connection
the
Yuma project
project and set apart or otherwise dealt
as an
an auxiliary
dealt with
with as
auxiliary
project under
under the provisions of the Act of
of January
1917 (39
January 25,
25, 1917
(39 Stat.
Stat.
868),
868), as amended, are hereby
hereby severed from said auxiliary
project,
auxiliary project,
except those lands in the first Mesa unit of said auxiliary
auxiliary project
project which
which
are north of the south line of the
half of
of
the north half
half of
of the
the north
north half
the north half of sections
sections 17 and 18, and
the south
south line
and north
north of
of the
line of
of the
the
southwest quarter
southwest
quarter of the southwest
southwest quarter of section 9, township
township 10
10
south, range
range 23 west, Gila and Salt River base
and meridian,
meridian, which
base and
which
lands henceforth
henceforth shall constitute the entire area of the Yuma auxiliary
lands
project. After application
application of the payments
provided in
section 3
payments as
as provided
in section
3
hereof, no costs
costs heretofore
heretofore allocated or charges
heretofore assigned
hereof,
charges heretofore
assigned
to the lands hereby severed from said auxiliary project shall be repayto
repayable to the United States.
SEC. 2. For aa period of five years
SEc.
years from the
enactment of
of
the date of
of enactment
this Act the owners of land with appurtenant
appurtenant water
water rights
rights severed
severed
from the Yuma auxiliary project
project pursuant to the first
first section,
section, the
the titles
titles
to which are deemed
deemed satisfactory
satisfactory by the Secretary
Secretary of
the Interior
of the
Interior
(hereinafter referred
referred to as the Secretary)
Secretary) may
same,
may exchange
exchange the
the same,
acre for acre, for public lands and water rights
rights within
the Yuma
within the
Yuma
auxiliary project
project as herein limited: Provided,
That if
conProvided, That
if any
any tract
tract contains any fractional
fractional acreage,
acreage, the area shall
be computed
nearest
shall be
computed to
to the
the nearest
acre: Provided
Providedfurther,
further, That such privilege of exchange
exchange shall be subacre:
subject to the sale or other disposition or use by
United States
any
by the United
States of
of any

63 STAT.]
STAT.]
63
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of such public lands prior to the time an application
application for the exchange
thereof shall have been made.
SEC. 3.
proportionate part of all
payments heretofore
made
all payments
heretofore made
SEC.
3. The proportionate
under the contract dated October
October 23, 1918, between
between the United States
Irrigation District, of California, which, under the Act
Act
and Imperial Irrigation
of June
1926 (44
(44 Stat.
Stat. 776),
776), as
amended, would
would have
have been applias amended,
of
June 28,
28, 1926
United States
severed from
to the public
public lands of the United
States severed
cable as
as a
a credit
credit to
the
to the provisions of
of the first
first
the Yuma auxiliary project
project pursuant
pursuant to
section of this
applied as
of enactment
enactment of this
as of the date of
shall be
be applied
section
this Act, shall
cost, originally
originally allocated to such lands,
portion of the
the cost,
Act to
to offset
offset that portion
of those facilities
facilities previously constructed
constructed to be used jointly for the
the
furnishing
and the Yuma
Yuma
lands of
of the
the Yuma
Yuma project
project and
water to the
the lands
furnishing of water
auxiliary
auxiliary project.
SEC. 4. (a)
negotiate and
hereby authorized
authorized to negotiate
SEC.
(a) The Secretary
Secretary is hereby
organization, as defined in
enter into
into aa suitable contract with an organization,
section
(g) of
Reclamation Project
Project Act of 1939, as amended,
amended,
2 (g)
of the
the Reclamation
section 2
satisfactory in form
representing the water users
form and powers to him, representing
satisfactory
of the
the Yuma
Yuma auxiliary
auxiliary project
referred to
(hereafter referred
herein limited (hereafter
project as herein
of
as
connection
repayment of certain costs in connection
organization), for the repayment
as the organization),
with
project to obtain
the said project
to enable
enable the
of works to
construction of
with the construction
delivery of water appurtenant
appurtenant to the lands of its water
water users through
the works
through the works
carry such
such water through
project; to carry
of the Gila
Gila project;
the
works of
of
Gila project
instead of
Yuma project when
when additional
additional
of the
the Yuma
project instead
of the
the Gila
works for the purpose shall have been completed; and to extend and
improve
existing distribution
distribution system of
auxiliary
of the Yuma auxiliary
improve the existing
project
as more
more adequately
.needs of
of the
users.
the water
water users.
to supply
supply the
the.needs
adequately to
project so
so as
The
contract, among
g s, shall
assumption
the assumption
shall provide
provide for the
things,
among other thin
The contract,
of
organization for (1) the repayment of the cost of
of liability by the organization
the
works necessary
supply water
auxiliary
to the
the Yuma auxiliary
water to
to supply
necessary to
the additional
additional works
together with an
an
Gila project, together
works of the Gila,
the works
project through
through the
appropriate
common to
to the
the Gila
Gila project
and
project and
works common
of works
the cost
cost of
share of
of the
appropriate share
the
Yuma auxiliary
project; (2)
(2) the
repayment of the
of extendthe cost
cost of
the repayment
auxiliary project;
the Yuma
ing
and improving
improving the
Yuma auxiliary
project distribution
system;
distribution system;
auxiliary project
the Yuma
ing and
(3)
payment annually
annually in
in advance
estimated charges for the
of estimated
advance of
(3) the
the payment
operation and
of the
works of
the Yuma
Yuma auxiliary
auxiliary
of the
the works
maintenance of
and maintenance
operation
project and
an appropriate
appropriate share
the estimated
estimated charges
for the
the
charges for
share of
of the
and an
project
operation
and maintenance
maintenance of
Yuma auxilito the Yuma
common to
of the
the works common
operation and
ary project
project and
Gila project.
project. The
The general
general repayment
obligation
repayment obligation
and the
the Gila
ary
of
any organization
contract covering
the
covering the
into such
such contract
entering into
organization entering
of any
repayment of
extension, and improvement costs
construction, extension,
of the
the construction,
repayment
herein
spread in
in annual
annual installments, without the
may be
be spread
enumerated may
herein enumerated
payment of
of interest
over such
such reasonable
exceeding sixty
not exceeding
period not
reasonable period
interest over
payment
years,
as the
the Secretary
however, That
That
Provided, however,
may determine:
determine: Provided,
Secretary may
years, as
repayment
of costs
on a
a per
per acre
acre basis
basis to
not under
under
to lands
lands not
allocated on
costs allocated
repayment of
water-right application
application under
under the
the Act
of January
January 25,
(39 Stat.
Stat.
25, 1917
1917 (39
Act of
water-right
868),
as amended,
amended, and
and the
the joint
joint resolution
resolution of
of February
February 21, 1925 (43
868), as
Stat. 962),
962), on
on the
contract may
deferred until after
may be deferred
the contract
of the
date of
the date
Stat.
water-right
been made:
made: Provided
Provided further,
further, That
the
That the
has been
application has
water-right application
liability of
of the
respect to
to the
the costs
to
allocated to
costs allocated
with respect
organization with
the organization
liability
such
be suspended
the cancellation
of any
water-right
any water-right
cancellation of
upon the
suspended upon
shall be
lands shall
such lands
application as
as to
to any
any payments
payments for
the calendar
calendar year
year following
such
following such
for the
application
cancellation,
and
shall
remain
suspended
until
a
new
water-right
water-right
a
new
until
cancellation, and shall remain suspended
application
have been
been made.
may provide
provide for
for the
the
contract may
The contract
made. The
shall have
application shall
appointment
the organization
organization as
fiscal agent
agent of
of the
States
United States
the United
as fiscal
of the
appointment of
for the
purpose of
which may become
of money which
collecting any sums of
of collecting
for
the purpose
due the
United States
States with
to land
land and
and water
water rights
waterrights or waterrespect to
with respect
the United
due
right applications
applications under
under the
the Act
Act of
of January
January 25,
25, 1917,
as amended,
amended,
1917, as
right
and the
the joint
resolution of
of February
21, 1925,
that
provide that
and shall
shall provide
1925, and
February 21,
joint resolution
and
payments made
the organization
organization or
any of
of its
its representatives
representatives for
for
or any
to the
made to
payments

Imperial Irrigation
Imperial
District.
District.
Application of payApplication
ments.

Contract
Contract for
for repayment of
of certain
certain costs.
costs.

53 Stat. 1188.
43 U. S. C. §485a
(g).
43U.S.C.
485a(g).

Repayment.

of
Suspension of
bility.

39 Stat. 868.
88.
43 Stat. 962.

liala-
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174
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purpose by
by any
any land
land and
and water
water right
right or
water-right applicant
applicant
any purpose
or water-right
applied to
of the
the organization
organization if
shall not
not be applied
to any
any tax
tax or
or assessment
assessment of
if
any obligations payable
payable to the United
under the
the Act
Act of
of January
January
United States
States under
39 Stat.
868; 43Stat.
43 Stat. 25, 1917,
g9
Stat. s8;
1917, as
as amended,
amended, or
or the
the joint
joint resolution
of February
February 21,
1925,
resolution of
21, 1925,
902.
remain due
due and unpaid. Such contract
contract shall
further provide
provide that
that any
shall further
any
organization on
lien held by the organization
covered by
by any
water
on lands
lands covered
any land
land and
and water
right or water-right
water-right application
application shall be inferior
inferior to
the rights
rights of
of the
the
to the
United States with respect to charges
the Act
Act
charges upon such lands
lands under
under the
of January
January 25,
25, 19172
19172as amended,
amended, or the joint
resolution of
February
joint resolution
of February
21, 1925, and
and to the lien thereon
thereon reserved
reserved by the United States pursuant
pursuant
(b) of
Act.
to section 55 (b)
of this
this Act.
Construction, etc.,
(b)
the execution
execution of
satisfactory contract
onstution, e,tc
(b) Upon
Upon the
of a
a satisfactory
contract pursuant
pursuant to
to subsubauthorised.
section (a),
(a), subject
subject to the availability
availability of funds therefor,
therefor, the
the Secretary
Secretary
is
proceed with
extensions, and
and imimis authorized
authorized to proceed
with such
such construction,
construction, extensions,
provements as may be necessary
necessary to effectuate
effectuate the
the purpose
purpose of
of such
such
contract.
contract.

Sale of land
of
water rights.

wateri

and

and

Ante, p.
Ante,
p. 173.
173.

Lien by U. S.

ien by.
.

Disposition
of B-lif
B-lift
Dispositionof

pumping plant.

SEC.
After a
a contract
have been
SEC. 5. (a)
(a) After
contract shall
shall have
pursuant to
been executed
executed pursuant
to

section
section 4, land and
and water
water rights in the Yuma
Yuma auxiliary project
project may be
be
sold at private
private sale, pursuant
pursuant to the
the provisions
provisions of the Act
January
Act of
of January
25, 1917 (39 Stat. 868),
and the
the joint
joint resolution
resolution of
Febru868), as
as amended
amended and
of February 21,
21, 1925 (43
(43 Stat. 962), for aapurchase price of not less than
(1)
than (1)
$32 per acre for the
(2) aasum
sum for
the water
right consisting
consisting
the land and
and (2)
for the
water right
of not less than $160 per acre for the cost of the reclamation
reclamation works
works prepreexclusively for the
viously constructed
constructed exclusively
Such
the Yuma
Yuma auxiliary
auxiliary project.
project. Such
purchase
purchase price shall be in addition
addition to any charges
charges or
or assessments
assessments
which may be levied by the organization
organization to pay for the per
conper acre
acre construction, extension, and improvement
to such
land
improvement costs
costs allocable
allocable to
such land
under any
executed pursuant to section 44 of this Act:
under
any contract
contract executed
Act: ProProvided, That said purchase
vided,
purchase price
price shall
shall not
not include
any part
part of
include any
of the
the cost
cost
of works of the Yuma
Yuma project
project and such costs, less
less applicable
credits,
applicable credits,
shall not be repayable
repayable to the United States: And provided
provided further,
further,
a contract
That after a
contract shall have
have been executed
executed pursuant
pursuant to
to section
section 4
4
and water is ready for delivery
delivery to the Yuma auxiliary
auxiliary project
through
project through
the works of the Gila project, the water
water users
of the
Yuma auxiliary
users of
the Yuma
auxiliary
project shall
shall cease to be liable for any charges
charges for the operation
operation and
and
maintenance of the Yuma
Yuma project, except
except such
such charges
may then
then
charges as
as may
be
and unpaid.
unpaid.
be due
due and
(b) To insure payment of any sums due or which may
may become
become due
due
to the United
United States
States under
land and
right or
or water-right
appliunder land
and water
water right
water-right applications under the Act of January
January 25, 1917, as amended,
amended, and
joint
and the
the Joint
February 21,
21, 1925,
resolution of February
1925, the United States, as of the date
date of
of
application, shall have aa lien for the entire amount of
the application,
its charges
charges
of its
which shall be prior to all other liens, mortgages,
mortgages, claims, or
or interests
interests

whatsoever. Upon default of payment of any amount so due, the
whatsoever.
United StatesUpon
i
sempowered
default oftopayment
declare the
of any
whole
amount
of theso
unaccrued
due ,the
United States is
empowered
to declare the whole of the unaccrued
portion
payable and may
may file suit to foreclose
foreclose
portion of the charges due and in
the lien for all accrued charges
charges in
n any court of
competent jurisdiction
jurisdiction
of competent
and sell said land to satisfy the obligation
due the
the United
United States.
States.
obligation due
This remedy, however, shall not be exclusive.
SEC.
SEC. 6. All provisions
provisions of the Act of January
January 15, 1917
1917 (39
(39 Stat.
868),
Stat. 868),
as amended,
amended, and the joint resolution
resolution of February
21, 1925
1925 (43
(43 Stat.
Stat.
February 21,
962), not inconsistent
962),
inconsistent with the provisions of this
remain in
in
this Act shall
shall remain
full force and effect.
effect.
SEC.
a contract shall
S
EC. 7. After
After a
shall have been executed
executed pursuant
pursuant to section 44and water
project
water is ready for delivery
delivery to the Yuma auxiliary
auxiliary project
through
through the works
works of the Gila project,
project, the Secretary
Secretary is hereby
authorhereby authorized to dismantle the existing B-lift pumping
pumping plant
of the
the Yuma
plant of
Yuma
auxiliary project
project and to dispose of any salable
salable parts thereof, either
either
by public or private sale. All moneys realized
realized from the sale of such
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parts shall
shall be paid into
reclamation fund and credit therefor
therefor shall
into the reclamation
parts
be
representing the water users of the Yuma
Yuma
organization representing
the organization
to the
given to
e given
auxiliary
construction costs assumed by it pursuant
pursuant
the construction
toward the
project toward
auxiliary project
to
to such contract.
Appropriation
SEC.
There are
are hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to be appropriated
appropriated such sums thAprriation
SEC. 8. There
thorized.
Act.
as
may
be
required
for
this
of
purposes
the
for
required
as may be
Approved June 13, 1949.
Approved
[CHAPTER 199]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT

To
that part
part of
767), as
section 33 of the Act of June 24, 1926 (44 Stat. 767),
of section
repeal that
To repeal
amended, and
and that
part of section 13a of the Act of June 3, 1916 (39 Stat.
that part
amended,
166), as
amended, relating
percentage, in time of peace, of enlisted
relating to the percentage,
as amended,
166),
personnel employed in aviation tactical units of the Navy, Marine
Marine Corps, and
personnel
Air Corps, and for other purposes.

Representatives of the
Be it
and House of Representatives
enacted by the Senate and
it enacted
Be
paragraph 88
United
States of
of America
Congress assembled,
assembled, That paragraph
America in Congress
United States
767),
of
section
3
of
the
Act
of
June
(44
Stat.
767)
,
as
amended by
1926
24,
June
of
of section 3 of the Act
the
Act of
451), and so much of section
section
30, 1932 (ch. 326, 47 Stat. 451),
June 30,
of June
the Act
13a of
the Act
Act of
of June
Stat. 166),
amended by the Act
166), as amended
(39 Stat.
1916' (39
3, 1910
June 3,
of the
13a
1929,
of
July 2,
781), reading
reading "On and after July 1, 1929,
Stat. 781),
(44 Stat.
1926 (44
2, 1926
of July
and in
in time
time of
peace, not less
less than 20 per centum of the total number
of peace,
and
of pilots
employed in
in tactical units of the Air Corps shall be enlisted
pilots employed
of
men, except
except when
Secretary of War shall determine
determine that it
it is
the Secretary
when the
men,
impractical to
secure that number of enlisted pilots.", are hereby
to secure
impractical
repealed.
repealed.
SEC. 2.
2. Nothing
Nothing in
in this
Act shall
shall be
be construed
construed as
affecting the status
as affecting
this Act
SEC.
of enlisted
enlisted personnel
personnel of the armed services,
services, including
including the reserve
reserve comof
engaged
ponents
thereof, designated
designated as
aviation or enlisted pilots or engaged
as aviation
ponents thereof,
in
training relating to or leading to such designation.
in training
affecting the eligiSEC. 3.
3. Nothing
in this
construed as affecting
be construed
this Act shall be
Nothing in
SEC.
bility of
enlisted men
men of
Regular Army, Navy, Air Force, Marine
of the Regular
of enlisted
bility
Corps,
or the
the reserve
reserve components
thereof, for
designation as aviation
for designation
components thereof,
Corps, or
hereafter
emergency hereafter
cadets: Provided,
That, except
except in
in time of war or emergency
Provided,That,
cadets:
declared by
the Congress,
at least
least 20
centum of the total number
number
per centum
20 per
Congress, at
by the
declared
respecof
aviation
cadets
designated
by
the
the
Force,
Force,
Air
the
and
Navy
the
by
designated
cadets
of aviation
tively, during
during each
year after
after the
of enactment
Act
enactment of this Act
date of
the date
fiscal year
each fiscal
tively,
Regular
the
shall
be
designated
from
among
those
enlisted
men
of
Regular
those
shall be designated from among
Army,
Navy, Air
Air Force,
Force, or
or Marine
Corps eligible
eligible and qualified for
Marine Corps
Army, Navy,
such designation:
provided further,
That such
such designations
designations shall
further, That
And provided
designation: And
such
be
with the
the consent of such enlisted men.
be with
Approved
Approved June 13, 1949.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 203]
203]

AN ACT
Relating to
to the
the pay
allowances of
officers of the
Naval Establishment
appointed
Establishment appointed
the Naval
of officers
and allowances
pay and
Relating
permanent grades.
to permanent
Be it
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of the
Bouse of
Senate and
the Senate
by the
enacted by
it enacted
Be
United
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
That permanent
permanent
assembled,
Congress
in
America
of
States
United
appointments
after August
1947, to
officers of the Navy,
to officers
7, 1947,
August 7,
issued after
appointments issued
Marine Corps,
Corps, and
and reserve
components thereof, incident to the transireserve components
Marine
tion
to permanent
in no case be effective
shall in
grades, shall
permanent grades,
temporary to
from temporary
tion from
for pay
purposes prior
prior to
to August
August 7,
7, 1947, irrespective
irrespective of the date of
of
pay purposes
for
rank
assigned for
precedence purposes and notwithstanding
notwithstanding the profor precedence
rank assigned
visions of
312 of
of the
the Naval
Naval Reserve
of 1938,
1938, as
as amended,
Act of
Reserve Act
section 312
of section
visions
U. S. C.
and
the
provisions
of
the
Act
of
March
4,
1913
892,34
Stat.
(37
1913
4,
March
of
Act
the
of
and the provisions
870).
Approved June
June 13, 1949.
Approved

auau-

June 13,
13, 1949
June
1[. 1270]
[S.
1270]
[Public
[Public Law 103]

Enlisted personnPI
personnel
Enlisted
tact ical
in aviation tactical
units.
0. §§ 735,
34 U. S.. 0.
8.
par. 8.
41
41 Stat. 768.
10 U. S.
S..C. §291f.

Status.
Status.

Eligibility
Eligibility for desaviation
ignation as aviation
cadets.

13, 1949
June 13,

[S. 779]
[Public
[Public Law 104]

Naval
Naval Establishment.
Pay
allowances
Pay and allowances
of certain
officers.
of
certain officers.

52 Stat. 1183.
1183.
34
C. §
855k.
§ 865k.
S. C.
U. S.
34 U.
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[CHAPTER 218]
218]
June 16,
16, 1949
June
1949
[S.
714]
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[Public Law 105]
[Public

Public Buildings
Act of 1949.
1949.

AN ACT
ACT
AN
To provide for comprehensive
comprehensive planning, for site
site acquisition
acquisition in
and outside
outside of
the
in and
of the
District of Columbia, and for the design of Federal building
building projects outside
outside
of the District
District of Columbia;
Columbia; to authorize the
jurisdiction over
over certain
the transfer
transfer of jurisdiction
certain
lands between
between certain
certain departments
departments and agencies
the United
United States;
and to
agencies of
of the
States; and
to
provide certain
certain additional
additional authority
authority needed
needed in
in connection
the construction,
construction,
connection with
with the
management,
management, and operation
operation of Federal
public buildings;
and for
for other
other purposes.
purposes.
Federal public
buildings; and

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
United States of America in
United
in Congress
Congress assembled,
this Act
may
assembled, That
That this
Act may
be cited as the "Public
"Public Buildings
1949".
Buildings Act of
of 1949".

I-COMPREHENSIVE PLANNING
PLANNING OF FEDERAL
TITLE I—COMPREHENSIVE
FEDERAL
PUBLIC BUILDINGS
BUILDINGS OUTSIDE OF THE
PUBLIC
THE DISTRICT
DISTRICT OF
OF
COLUMBIA
COLUMBIA
Acquisition
of lands.
Acquisition oflands.

Report to Congress.
Congress.
Report

Participation in
Participation
in
benefits
benefits by congressional districts.

Appropriation auAppropriation
thorized.
thorized.
976.
Post, p. 976.

SEC.
S
EC. 101. The Federal
Administrator is
is authorized
authorized to
to
Federal Works
Works Administrator
acquire,
purchase, condemnation,
acquire, by purchase,
condemnation, donation,
exchange, or
or otherwise,
otherwise,
donation, exchange,
lands or interests
interests in lands as sites
sites or
or additions
additions to
Federal
to sites
sites for Federal
projects previously
public building projects
previously authorized
authorized and for
such new
projfor such
new projects as may
may be
be selected
selected in the manner
designated in
this section,
section, to
to
manner designated
in this
studies and
make investigations
investigations and studies
and to prepare
prepare plans, sketches,
sketches, workworkdrawings, and
ing drawings,
and specifications
Whenever the
the FedFedspecifications for
for such
such projects. Whenever
eral Works
Works Administrator
Administrator shall
shall determine
determine such
be necessary,
necessary,
such action
action to be
such investigations, studies,
of plans,
plans, sketches,
sketches, working
studies, preparation
preparation of
working
undertaken prior
drawings, and specifications,
specifications, may be undertaken
prior to
to the
the approval
approval
of title to the sites by the Attorney
Attorney General.
General. When
When buildings
be
buildings to be
used in whole or in part for post-office
purposes are
are involved,
involved, the
the
post-office purposes
Federal Works Administrator
Administrator shall act
with the
the Postmaster
Postmaster
act jointly
jointly with
General in the selection
selection of towns or cities in which buildings
buildings are
to be
be
are to
constructed, and in the choice
choice of sites therein for
such projects.
projects. The
The
for such
Federal
Federal Works Administrator
Administrator and the Postmaster
Postmaster General shall
shall subsubmit to the Congress a
a comprehensive
comprehensive report
report of all eligible
eligible projects
and their limits of cost when in excess
excess of $200,000,
$200,000, without
without regard
regard to
to
undertaken, which report shall be
the time in which
which they may
may be undertaken,
be
a public
printed as a
public document. When the estimated
estimated cost of aaproject
project
exceed $200,000
$200,000 the limit of
does not exceed
determined by
by the
the
of cost shall be determined
Commissioner
Public Buildings. Selection
Commissioner of Public
Selection of projects
the
projects for
for the
purposes of this title shall be made
made by the Federal Works AdminisAdministrator and the Postmaster
General from such
Postmaster General
they may
may
such report
report and they
also select such other projects not included
included in such report which
which in
in
economically sound and advantageous
their judgment
judgment are economically
advantageous to the public
service:
Provided, That
service: Provided,
That in making such selections
selections they shall distribute
the selected
throughout the country with due regard
selected projects equitably throughout
regard
to the comparative
comparative urgency
urgency of
various sections
sections of
of the
the
of projects
projects in
in various
country.
country.
SEC.
SEC. 102. It
It is the intent of the Congress
Congress that the equitable
equitable distridistriprojects required
bution of selected
selected projects
required by section
section 101 of this title shall
shall
provide for
the participation
by each
each congressional
district in
in the
for the
participation by
congressional district
the
benefits that
benefits
that will accrue
accrue from the future construction
construction of one or more
selected projects. It
further intent of the Congress
of such selected
It is the further
that
Congress that
those congressional
congressional districts in which are located projects
projects previously
construction (including
authorized and selected
selected for construction
(including those
those for
for which
which
sites have
acquired), but which
have been acquired),
which have been deferred, shall be
entitled
entitled to such project
project or projects,
projects, or the equivalent
equivalent thereof,
thereof, in addiaddition to the projects authorized
authorized and selected
selected under this
this title.
title.
SEC.
S
EC. 103. For carrying out the purposes of
this title,
title, including
including
of this
administrative,
supervisory, traveling,
administrative, supervisory,
traveling, and other expenses
expenses in connecconnection therewith,
therewith, there is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to be appropriated
appropriated the
the sum
sum
$40,000,000 to remain
of $40,000,000
available until
remain available
until expended.
expended.
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TITLE
OF SITES
TRANSFER OF
AND TRANSFER
SITES AND
II-ACQUISITION OF
TITLE II—ACQUISITION
JURISDICTION OVER
OVER SITES
VARIOUS AGENCIES
AGENCIES
SITES BY VARIOUS
JURISDICTION
DEPARTMENTS OF THE GOVERNMENT
GOVERNMENT
AND DEPARTMENTS
Acquisition of cerAcquisition
to tain
authorized to
S
EC. 201.
201. The Federal
Administrator is authorized
Works Administrator
Federal Works
SEC.
land in D.
D. C.
C.
land
or
otherwise,
acquire,
condemnation, donation,
donation, exchange
exchange
by purchase, condemnation,
acquire, by
land
situate in the
northwest section of the District of Columbia
Columbia
the northwest
land situate
designated as squares
wholly or
20, and 32, said land to be used wholly
11, 19, 20,
squares 11,
designated
in
adjacent or in
Government-owned land adjacent
other Government-owned
with other
together with
in part
part together
close
proximity thereto
thereto as the
building
departmental building
a departmental
sites for a
or sites
the site or
close proximity
or buildings
buildings project
authorized to
be constructed
constructed thereon.
to be
project authorized
or
San Diego, Calif.
S
EC. 202.
202. In
order to
provide a
suitable site for
San
for the new San
a more
more suitable
to provide
In order
SEC.
Diego, Point
Point Loma, California,
Secretary of
Quarantine Station, the Secretary
California, Quarantine
Diego,
the Navy
is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized and
directed to transfer
transfer to the control
and directed
Navy is
the
and jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
of the
the Federal
Agency, without
without reimbursereimburseWorks Agency,
Federal Works
and
ment, aaparcel
parcel of
land in
in the
the city
Diego, county
county of
of San Diego,
of San
San Diego,
city of
of land
ment,
State
of California, described
follows:
described as follows:
State of
Commencing at
old stone
"U.S.M.R.", on
marked "U.S.M.R.",
monument marked
stone monument
an old
at an
Commencing
the northerly
line of
of the
naval fuel annex, said point being
the naval
boundary line
the
northerly boundary
beginning
the true
true point
point of
of beginning;
beginning; thence
thence from said true
true point of beginning
the
north eighty-nine
eighty-nine degrees
degrees thirty-one
minutes thirty-five
thirty-five seconds
seconds east
east
thirty-one minutes
north
one hundred
hundred and
one-hundredths feet, more or less, to
and six one-hundredths
and eleven and
one
a
high-tide line of San Diego Bay; thence south
mean high-tide
on the mean
point on
a point
five
fifty seconds
seconds west along the mean
minutes fifty
twenty-two minutes
degrees twenty-two
five degrees
high-tide
hundred and
eleven one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet;
feet;
and ten and eleven
three hundred
line three
high-tide line
thence
south one
one degree
degree fifteen
fifteen minutes
minutes forty-five
forty-five seconds
seconds west along
along
thence south
the
mean high-tide
one hundred
hundred and
and three
three and fifty one-hunone-hunline one
high-tide line
the mean
dredths
thence leaving
mean high-tide line south eightysaid mean
leaving said
feet; thence
dredths feet;
nine
degrees thirty-one
thirty-one minutes thirty-five
thirty-five seconds
seconds west five hundred
hundred
nine degrees
and
nine one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet; thence north one
and nine
eighty-seven and
and eighty-seven
degree
thirty-eight minutes
seconds west
west two
hundred and
two hundred
twenty-five seconds
minutes twenty-five
degree thirty-eight
one
and
forty-three
one-hundredths
feet;
thence
degrees
degrees
twelve
north
thence
feet;
one-hundredths
one and forty-three
twenty-four minutes
seconds east
two hundred
hundred and sixteen
east two
forty-five seconds
minutes forty-five
twenty-four
and
one-hundredths feet
point on
the northerly
boundary line
northerly boundary
on the
a point
to a
feet to
nine one-hundredths
and nine
of the
naval fuel
fuel annex;
line of the naval
naval
northerly line
said northerly
along said
thence along
annex; thence
the naval
of
fuel annex
north eighty-nine
minutes thirty-five
thirty-five
thirty-one minutes
degrees thirty-one
eighty-nine degrees
annex north
fuel
seconds east
east four
four hundred
seventy-four one-hunsixty-six and seventy-four
and sixty-six
hundred and
seconds
dredths feet
feet to
point of
beginning, containing
containing five and sixof beginning,
true point
to the
the true
dredths
or less;
less,
acres, more or
tenths acres,
to
Transfer of
of land to
And the
Works Administrator
hereby authorized and
and Department ofof the
is hereby
Administrator is
Federal Works
the Federal
And
Navy.
directed
to transfer
transfer to
to the
the control
and jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
of the
Department Navy.
the Department
control and
directed to
of
the
Navy,
without
reimbursement,
all
the
land
comprising
the
the
comprising
land
the
all
of the Navy, without reimbursement,
present
quarantine station
site lying
lying and
and being
in the
city of
of San
San
the city
being in
station site
present quarantine
Diego,
of San
San Diego,
Diego, State
State of
bounded on
on the
the south
south
of California,
California,bounded
county of
Diego, county
by
First
Street,
on
the
west
by
San
Antonio
Avenue,
on
the
north
by
north
the
on
Avenue,
Antonio
by
San
west
the
on
Street,
by First
Colorado Street,
the east
by San
San Diego
Diego Bay.
east by
on the
and on
Street, and
Colorado
Hawaii.
Honolulu, Hawaii.
SEC. 203.
203. The
is hereby
authorized
hereby authorized
Administrator is
Works Administrator
Federal Works
The Federal
SEC.
and
transfer to
to the
control of the Departand control
jurisdiction and
the jurisdiction
to transfer
directed to
and directed
ment of
of the
Army, without
for use
use for military
reimbursement, for
without reimbursement,
the Army,
ment
purposes
all the
the land
land comprising
the present
present quarantine
quarantine station
station
comprising the
purposes all
situated
Sand Islands,
Islands, Honolulu,
Honolulu, Oahu,
Oahu, Territory
Territory
and Sand
Quarantine and
on Quarantine
situated on
of
described as
as follows:
follows:
Hawaii, described
of Hawaii,
Beginning
the southwest
of tract
C transferred
the
to the
transferred to
tract C
corner of
southwest corner
at the
Beginning at
Commerce Department
Department by
by Executive
Order
Executive Order
Department by
War Department
the War
by the
Commerce
Numbered 6584,
6, 1934,
1934, the
the coordinates
of said
point
said point
coordinates of
February 6,
dated February
6584, dated
Numbered
of beginning
Survey Triangulation
Triangulation Station
Government Survey
to Government
referred to
beginning referred
of
"South Base,
Sand Island"
Island" being
thousand three
hundred and
three hundred
two thousand
being two
Base, Sand
"South
fifty-nine
ninety-three one-hundredths
and one thounorth and
feet north
one-hundredths feet
and ninety-three
fifty-nine and
sand
and forty-six
and five
west,
one-hundredths feet west,
five one-hundredths
forty-six and
hundred and
three hundred
sand three
and running
by azimuths
true south
south (1)
(1) one
from true
clockwise from
measured clockwise
azimuths measured
running by
and
81939*--50--PT.x -I12 12
81939°-50--PTr.
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hundred
five degrees
degrees thirty
thirty minutes
five hundred
and five
minutes thirty
thirty seconds
seconds five
hundred
hundred and
feet
along Sand
to a
Island Military
Military Reservation
Reservation to
a pipe
pipe in
in concrete;
concrete;
feet along
Sand Island
thence (2)
arc of
curve to
the right
having aa radius
radius of
of
to the
right having
thence
(2) along
along the
the arc
of aacurve
four hundred
ninety feet
of one
and one
one and
and
and ninety
feet aadistance
distance of
one hundred
hundred .and
four
hundred and
eighteen one-hundredths
feet to
to a
plate in
in concrete,
concrete, the
direct azimuth
the direct
azimuth
eighteen
one-hundredths feet
a plate
and
distance being
being seventy
degrees twenty
twenty minutes twenty
twenty seconds
seventy degrees
and distance
one hundred
feet; thence
along the
of said
one feet;
thence (3)
(3) continuing
continuing along
the arc
arc of
said
one
hundred and
and one
curve a
hundred and
eighty-four and
and forty-nine
onecurve
a distance
distance of
of seven
seven hundred
and eighty-four
forty-nine onehundredths feet to aapipe in
in concrete
concrete the
the direct
direct azimuth and distance
hundredths
being fifty-nine
fifty-nine degrees six minutes no seconds
seconds seven hundred and
three
feet; thence
thence (4)
(4) one
and
one hundred
hundred and
one-hundredths feet;
three and
and thirty-five
thirty-five one-hundredths
seconds one thousand five hundred and
and
five degrees
degrees no minutes
minutes no seconds
a curve
thence (5)
(5) along the arc of a
to a
a pipe in concrete;
concrete; thence
twenty feet to
thirty feet
feet aadisof seven
seven hundred
hundred and thirty
to the
the right
right having
having a
a radius of
eighty-eight
twenty-five and eighty-eight
thousand five hundred
hundred and twenty-five
tance of
of two thousand
one-hundredths feet, the direct
direct azimuths and distances being one hunone-hundredths
dred and
ninety-five degrees
no minutes
minutes no
no seconds
seconds seven
hundred and
and
seven hundred
degrees no
dred
and ninety-five
to aa concrete
concrete monument and two hundred and thirteen
thirty feet to
degrees fifteen
seven hundred
hundred and
and thirty
thirty feet;
feet;
seconds seven
fifteen minutes
minutes no
no seconds
degrees
(6) three hundred and three degrees fifteen minutes no seconds
thence (6)
one thousand
forty-seven one-hundredths
one-hundredths
and seven and forty-seven
one
thousand six hundred and
concrete; thence
hundred and thirty degrees
thence (7)
(7) two
two hundred
feet to aapipe in concrete;
twenty-three and eightyseconds five
five hundred and
and twenty-three
thirty minutes
minutes no seconds
(8) three huneight one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet to aapipe in concrete; thence (8)
dred and four degrees thirty-three minutes no seconds six hundred and
and
fifty-two feet along Reserved Channel and Honolulu Harbor and
concrete at fifty-two
passing over a
a pipe in concrete
fifty-two feet; thence (9)
(9) along
along
hereinbefore cited (transferred
(transferred to Commerce Department
Department by
tract C
C hereinbefore
aforesaid Executive Order
Order Numbered
Numbered
the War Department by the aforesaid
6584, dated February
February 6, 1934),
1934), thirty-three
thirty-three degrees thirty-seven
thirty-seven minutes thirty seconds five hundred and fifty-six
fifty-six and sixty-six one-hundredths feet to the point
beginning, containing
containing an
dredths
point of beginning,
an area
area of
of eightyeightyninety-four one-hundredths
one-hundredths acres,
acres, more
together with
one and ninety-four
more or
or less, together
with
improvements thereon;
the improvements
thereon;
Fort Armstrong
Armstrong
Secretary of
is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized and
directed
And the Secretary
of the
the Army is
and directed
Military Reservation,
Reservation,
Military
Oahu, Hawaii.
Hawaii.
Oahu,
transfer to
jurisdiction and
of the
the Federal
Federal Works
to transfer
to the
the jurisdiction
and control
control of
Works
Agency, without reimbursement,
reimbursement, for use
at
Agency,
use as aa quarantine
quarantine station
station at
Honolulu, Hawaii,
land:
Honolulu,
Hawaii, the following
following described
described land:
Armstrong Military
Military Reservation,
That portion
portion of the Fort Armstrong
Reservation, Oahu,
Territory of Hawaii, particularly
particularly described
described as beginning at the north
described on the
Channel
corner of
of the
the land
land herein described
the southeast side of Channel
Street, the coordinates
coordinates of said point of beginning
beginning referred to
Government
Government Survey Triangulation
Station "Punchbowl"
four
Triangulation Station
"Punchbowl" being
being four
thousand four
four hundred
hundred and
and twenty-three
one-hundredths
thousand
and twelve
twelve and
twenty-three one-hundredths
feet
south and
five thousand
six hundred
hundred and
and thirtythirtyfeet south
and five
thousand six
and seventy-eight
seventy-eight and
nine one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet west
west and running
running by
by azimuths
azimuths measured
measured
clockwise
true south
three hundred
and nine
degrees three
clockwise from
from true
south (1)
(1) three
hundred and
nine degrees
three
minutes
no seconds
one hundred
hundred and
and sixty-seven
sixty-seven and
one oneminutes no
seconds one
and one
onehundredths feet along other
hundredths
Military
other lands
lands of
of Fort
Fort Armstrong
Armstrong Military
Reservation, and
the southwest
side of
of Buford
Buford Avenue;
Avenue; (2)
Reservation,
and along
along the
southwest side
(2)
thirty-eight degrees
degrees fifty-seven minutes twenty seconds ninety-six
ninety-six and
one-hundredths feet
of Fort
Armstrong
seventy one-hundredths
feet along
along said other
other lands of
Fort Armstrong
Military Reservation;
Reservation; (3)
(3) three hundred and eight degrees
degrees fortyfortyeight minutes thirty seconds twenty-five
twenty-five and ninety-eight
ninety-eight oneonehundredths feet along said other lands; (4)
hundredths
(4) thirty-eight
degrees fortythirty-eight degrees
eight minutes thirty seconds two hundred and thirty-one and sixtyone-hundredths feet along
lands; (5)
three hundred
hundred
one one-hundredths
along said other
other lands;
(5) three
and eight degrees fifty-nine
fifty-nine minutes thirty seconds
and
seconds one hundred
hundred and
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thirteen
ninety-three one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet along said other lands;
and ninety-three
thirteen and
(6)
thirty-seven degrees eight
seventy-seven and
and
eight minutes no seconds seventy-seven
(6) thirty-seven
(7) three
twenty-five
one-hundredths feet
feet along said other lands; (7)
twenty-five one-hundredths
hundred
and
degrees no minutes forty seconds one hundred and
hundred and nine degrees
seven
one-hundredths feet along
(8)
along said
said other lands; (8)
ninety-four one-hundredths
seven and ninety-four
thirty-eight
degrees fifty-seven
fifty-seven minutes no seconds five hundred
hundred and
and
thirty-eight degrees
twenty-two and ninety-eight one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet along said other
twenty-two
lands and
side of
Avenue; (9)
(9) thirtythirtyof Pleasanton
Pleasanton Avenue;
northwest side
the northwest
along the
and along
lands
nine degrees
degrees no minutes
thousand three hundred and eighty-two
minutes two thousand
nine
and ninety-one
(10) one hundred and forty-five
one-hundredths feet; (10)
ninety-one one-hundredths
and
degrees
ninety-eight and thirty-one
thirty-one one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet;
feet;
no minutes
minutes ninety-eight
degrees no
(11)
eighty-nine degrees twenty-five
twenty-five minutes one
hundred and eighty-nine
(11) one hundred
thousand
one-hundredths feet;
feet;
eighty-seven one-hundredths
six and
and eighty-seven
and six
hundred and
two hundred
thousand two
(12) two
degrees no
seven
no minutes
minutes one thousand seven
nineteen degrees
hundred and nineteen
(12)
two hundred
hundred
and five
(13) three hunone-hundredths feet; (13)
fifty-five one-hundredths
and fifty-five
five and
hundred and
dred and
and nine
no minutes
two hundred
seventy-one and
hundred and seventy-one
minutes two
degrees no
nine degrees
dred
sixty-four one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet to a
concrete, passing
a brass plate set in concrete,
sixty-four
over aabrass
brass plate
two hundred and ten and ninetywall at
at two
sea wall
in sea
plate set in
over
four one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet;
feet; (14)
degrees
and nineteen degrees
two hundred and
(14) two
four
no minutes
minutes five
hundred and
twenty-eight oneand twenty-nine and twenty-eight
five hundred
no
hundredths
the southeast
southeast side of Channel Street to the point
along the
feet along
hundredths feet
of beginning,
beginning, and
thirty-nine and sixty-five
containing an area of thirty-nine
and containing
of
one-hundredths
acres together
together with all riparian,
riparian, littoral and shore
one-hundredths acres
rights thereunto
thereunto belonging
appertaining, and all
anywise appertaining,
or in anywise
belonging or
rights
improvements thereon
thereon except
except the
the gun emplacement
emplacement and foundations,
improvements
the space
in which
in use
use and
and is
in use by
continued in
to be
be continued
is to
is in
which is
enclosed in
space enclosed
the
the Department
for telephone
telephone terminals and exchange
Army for
Department of the Army
the
until
1969, the
the foundations
thereafter removed by the
be thereafter
foundations to be
30, 1969,
June 30,
until June
Department
the Army
Army before
before possession of the land on which same
of the
Department of
are situate
is finally
to the
Agency for
the Federal Works Agency
available to
made available
finally made
situate is
are
quarantine station
purposes: Provided,
said date of June 30,
That said
Provided, That
station purposes:
quarantine
1969, may
deferred by
agreement of
mutual agreement
by mutual
or deferred
anticipated or
either anticipated
be either
may be
1969,
the
the Federal
Federal Works
Works Administrator.
Administrator.
and the
Army and
the Army
of the
Department of
the Department
custody
Permanent custody
SEC. 204.
Administrator is
is hereby
authorized to andPermanent
hereby authorized
Works Administrator
Federal Works
The Federal
204. The
SEC.
certain
control of certain
lands.
retain for
use of
Public Buildings
permanent
Administration permanent
Buildings Administration
the Public
of the
the use
for the
retain
custody
the following-described
following-described lands,
together with
with
lands, together
of the
control of
and control
custody and
the improvements
improvements thereon,
together with
personal property as
such personal
with such
thereon, together
the
may
in his
his discretion
for use
use in
in connection
connection therewith:
therewith:
discretion for
necessary in
be necessary
may be
Wyo.
Cheyenne, Wyo.
(a)
Cheyenne, Wyoming:
Wyoming: Lots
and 8,
8, and
and the
the east
east twenty-two
twenty-two Cheyenne,
7 and
Lots 7
(a) Cheyenne,
feet of
of lot
lot 6
in the
city of
of Cheyenne,
Laramie,
county of Laramie,
Cheyenne, county
the city
266 in
block 266
6 in
in block
feet
State
of Wyoming,
Wyoming, containing
containing forty-seven
acre.
an acre.
of an
one-hundredths of
forty-seven one-hundredths
State of
Rock, Ark.
(b) Little
3, original
original city
of Little Rock,
city of
block 3,
6, block
5 and
and 6,
Lots 5
Arkansas: Lots
Rock, Arkansas:
Little Rock,
(b)
Little
Rock in
the county
State of
Arkansas.
of Arkansas.
Pulaski, State
of Pulaski,
county of
in the
Little Rock
Medford,
Medford, Oreg.
(c) Medford,
1, 2,
2, 3,
4, in
block 3,
3, in
the original
original
in the
in block
and 4,
3, and
Lots 1,
Oregon: Lots
Medford, Oregon:
(c)
townsite,
Medford, Oregon.
of Medford,
city of
now city
townsite, now
C.
Fayetteville, N. C.
(d) Fayetteville,
being in
of CumberCumbercounty of
the county
in the
and being
Lying and
C.: Lying
N. C.:
Fayetteville, N.
(d)
land, State
of North
North Carolina,
and described
described as
as follows:
follows: Beginning
Beginning
Carolina, and
State of
land,
at a
apoint
Winslow Street,
Street, same being an iron
of Winslow
margin of
western margin
the western
in the
point in
at
stake at
a twenty-inch
twenty-inch Elm tree, said stake being three
of a
foot of
the foot
at the
stake
hundred
fourteen feet
intersection of the
southwardly of the intersection
feet southwardly
and fourteen
hundred and
southern margin
margin of
of Elm
Elm Street
Street and
and the
western margin
margin of Winslow
the western
southern
Street,
and running
thence north
degrees thirty-seven
thirty-seven
sixty-six degrees
north sixty-six
running thence
Street, and
minutes
two hundred
hundred and
and two-tenths
feet to
to an
an
two-tenths feet
eighty-six and
and eighty-six
west two
minutes west
iron
stake
in
a
ditch;
thence
north
twenty-three
degrees
east
thirtyeast
degrees
twenty-three
north
iron stake in a ditch; thence
nine
and five-tenths
to an
iron stake;
north sixty-seven
sixty-seven
thence north
stake; thence
an iron
feet to
five-tenths feet
nine and
degrees
thirty-three and
and five-tenths
five-tenths feet
stake; thence
iron stake;
to an
an iron
feet to
west thirty-three
degrees west
north
twenty-eight degrees
degrees thirty minutes east eighty-five
eighty-five feet to an
north twenty-eight
iron stake,
stake, the
the northwest
northwest corner
corner of this
tract; thence south sixty-six
this tract;
iron
degrees thirty-seven
thirty-seven minutes
three hundred and thirteen
thirteen and
east three
minutes east
degrees
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five-tenths feet to aa post in the western margin of
of Winslow
Winslow Street;
Street;
thence with the western margin of Winslow Street south
south twentythree degrees fifty-five
fifty-five minutes west one hundred and twenty-four
twenty-four feet
feet
to
beginning.
to the beginning.
Durham,
0.
Durham, N.
N. 0.
(e)
Durham, North Carolina:
being in
(e) Durham,
Carolina: Lying and being
in the
of
the city
city of
Durham, county of Durham, State of North Carolina, and
described
and described
as follows: Beginning
a concrete
concrete monument, in the east line
as
Beginning at a
line of
of
Morris Street, said monument being sixty-five and six-tenths
north
six-tenths feet
feet north
fifty-seven
fifty-seven degrees forty-six minutes east from the northeast
corner
northeast corner
of the brick building
building occupied by Imperial
Imperial Tobacco
running
Tobacco Company;
Company; running
thence south eighty-five degrees twenty minutes east two
feet
two hundred
hundred feet
to a
a concrete
concrete monument;
monument; thence north
degrees thirty-one
thirty-one minnorth seven
seven degrees
minutes east one hundred
one-hundredths feet
hundred and sixty-four and fifty one-hundredths
feet
a point in the present south line of Hunt Street;
to a
said
Street; thence
thence with
with said
eighty-five degrees
south line of Hunt Street north eighty-five
degrees twenty minutes
minutes west
west
two hundred and eight one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet to a
apoint being the
interthe intersection of said south line of Hunt Street with
line of
Morris
with the east line
of Morris
Street; thence with the east line of Morris
Morris Street south
seven degrees
south seven
degrees
thirty minutes west one hundred sixty-four
thirty
sixty-four and fifty one-hundredths
feet to the true point
place of
point or
or place
of beginning.
beginning.
Paris,
Pars, Tex.
(f)
(f) Paris, Texas: A tract of land lying and being in
city of
of
in the city
Paris, county of Lamar,
Lamar, State of Texas, and being aaportion
portion of
of the
the
Larkin
Larkin Rattan Survey, particularly described as follows: Portions
of
Portions of
lots 55 and 6, block 1, of the city of Paris, as shown
the original
shown by the
original
fifty-acre donation as recorded in the deed records
records of
of Lamar
Lamar County,
County,
Texas, book G-1,
G-l, page 299,
299, more particularly
particularly described as follows:
follows:
Beginning at aapoint being the intersection
line of
of Grand
Grand
intersection of
of the
the north
north line
Avenue with the east line of Short Street,
Street, now
now Nineteenth
Nineteenth Street;
Street;
running thence due north along the east line of Short
Short Street,
Street, now
now
Nineteenth Street, eighty-one
eighty-one feet to aamarker;
marker; thence due east
east eightyeightythree feet
feet to aamarker; thence
a marker
marker
three
thence due south eighty-one
eighty-one feet to a
in the north line of Grand Avenue;
Avenue; thence
thence due west along
along the north line
of Grand Avenue eighty-three feet
feet to the point or place
place of beginning,
beginning,
together with all the right, title, and interests of the former owners
owners in
in
and to the streets and alleys abutting
the above-described
abutting the
above-described premises.
premises.
Hampton
Roads,
Hampton
Roads,
(g) Hampton Roads, Norfolk, Virginia:
Virginia: Lands
and being
Lands lying
lying and
being
Norfolk, Va.
in the
the city
county of
Commonwealth of
of Virginia,
in
city and
and county
of Norfolk,
Norfolk, Commonwealth
Virginia, and
and
particularly described
particularly
described as follows:
follows: Lots numbered
numbered 1,
1, 2, 3, 4,7,
4, 7, 8,
8, 9,
9, 10,
10,
25, 26,
26, 27, 28, 29, and an unnumbered
unnumbered lot, lying between said lots
25,
lots
numbered 10 and 25 and being in block numbered
numbered
numbered 12 in map book
book 11,
11,
page 33, Corporation Court of Norfolk, Virginia, containing
containing eightypage
five one-hundredths
one-hundredths of
of an
an acre.
acre.
Chatham County,
County,
Chatham
(h) Chatham County,
Savannah, Georgia:
Georgia: Tracts
of land
land
(h) Chatham County, near
near Savannah,
Tracts of
Ga.
Chatham, State
lying and being in the county of Chatham,
Georgia, more
more
State of
of Georgia,
particularly described
particularly
described as
follows:
as follows:
Oatland
Island.
Oatland Island.
Parcel
A: One
One hundred
hundred acres
acres of
what is
Parcel A:
of land, more or less, of
of what
is
known
as the
the southwestern
southwestern portion of Oatland
known as
Oatland Island, in Chatham
County, Georgia, as more particularly appears
a map attached
appears on a
attached to
to
the
deed from
from George
Page, Alvan
Alvan M. Hitt, and William
the deed
George T.
T. Page,
William G.
Slaughter to
to the order of Railway Conductors Home
Association,
Slaughter
Home Association,
dated May
May 22,
filed for record August 31,
dated
22, 1926,
1926, filed
31, 1926.
1926, and recorded
recorded
in book 22B, page 182,
182, of the records in the office of
of the
the clerk
clerk of
of the
the
Superior
Georgia, aacopy of which map is
Superior Court of Chatham County,
County, Georgia,
recorded in
in map
recorded
map book 2.
2, folio 81, of the records aforesaid, to which
special reference
hereby made, and which is made part and parcel
special
reference is
is hereby
parcel
of
this description,
appearing
of this
description, said lands lying south of the "red"
"red" line appearing
on
said map,
map, and being that portion of land lying at the southwest
on said
southwest
end
end of the island beyond the marks of boundary erected on
on said
said
island, and
island,
and having the following
following bearings:
bearings: Beginning at the marks
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hundered feet from the marsh on the eastern side
of boundary one hundered
a concrete
Richardson's Creek, and marked with a
of said island, near Richardson's
stone, on which appears the following mark, "XIII"; thence along
a
degrees fifty-five
fifty-five minutes west
a line proceeding
proceeding north thirty-seven degrees
to another concrete marker, bearing the same mark, to wit: "XIII",
and proceeding
proceeding north thirty-seven
thirty-seven degrees fifty-five
fifty-five minutes west to
bearing
concrete marker one hundred feet from the marsh bearing
another concrete
remaining
the same mark, to wit, "XIII", said land being all of the remaining
the land lying southwest of the said markers of boundary,
portion of the
described as follows: Bounded on the north by the
said land
land being described
remaining portion
portion of said island, on the east by Richardson's
Richardson's Creek,
remaining
Richardson's Creek, and on the west by the Thunderby Richardson's
on the
the south by
bolt River for about three hundred and fifty yards, and then the
remainder of the
western boundary
boundary by an unnamed creek, which
which
the western
remainder
meanders into
Thunderbolt River; together with the marshland
marshland
the Thunderbolt
into the
meanders
adjacent to
to and
adjoining the one hundred acres above described,
described, and
and
and adjoining
adjacent
that
between the boundaries
boundaries above mentioned;
mentioned; that is, the marshland that
between
extended, would
where the red line appearing
appearing on the map, if extended,
would
is south of where
Richardson's Creek on the east and the
meet the creek,
creek, to wit, said Richardson's
said unnamed
improvements
on the west, together with the improvements
unnamed creek on
said
thereon.
Parcel
B: All
All of those certain lots, tracts, or parcels of land situate,
Parcel B:
Georgia,
lying,
and being
being in
Whitmarsh Island,
Island, Chatham County, Georgia,
in Whitmarsh
lying, and
on
Subdivision on
and
Riverside Subdivision
the map or plan of the Riverside
and known
known upon the
a plan of said subdivision
said
numbered 45, 46, and 47, a
lots numbered
as lots
said island as
Georgia, in map
being
recorded in the records
map
records of Chatham County, Georgia,
being recorded
book
a plat of said lots with the adjacent marsh
and a
229, and
1, folio 229,
book 1,
being
records in map book 1,
1, page 259,
259, said
said
recorded in said records
also recorded
being also
lots
45, 46,
together having
one-half acres, more or
or
having seven and one-half
46, and
and 47 together
lots 45,
less,
high land;
land; and
adjacent marshland
marshland
and also those portions of the adjacent
of high
less, of
which
described more fully as follows: Starting
marshlands are described
said marshlands
which said
at the
of lot
running parallel with the
and running
lot 47 and
point of
westernmost point
the westernmost
at
eastern line
line of
said lot
lot to
to a
one-half of the marsh lying
and also one-half
creek, and
a creek,
of said
eastern
east and
southeast of
lot 45
45 and
between lots 45 and 44 of said suband between
of lot
and southeast
east
division;
excepting, however,
eight-tenths of an acre being
being
therefrom eight-tenths
however, therefrom
division; excepting,
part of
47 which
which was
by Jessie
Jessie C. Thomas
to Chatham
Thomas to
conveyed by
was conveyed
lot 47
of lot
part
County on
on May
26, 1926,
recorded in Chatham
on
Chatham County on
deed recorded
by deed
1926, by
May 26,
County
May 26,
1926, by
by deed
deed recorded
in Chatham
book
in book
Records in
County Records
Chatham County
recorded in
26, 1926,
May
21 S,
271, together
thereon.
improvements thereon.
the improvements
with the
together with
folio 271,
S, folio
21
Parcel
All those
lots, tracts,
tracts, or
or parcels
parcels of
of land
situate,
land situate,
certain lots,
those certain
C: All
Parcel C:
lying,
and
being
in
the
subdivision
known
Oatland
in the
Island,
Oatland
as
known
subdivision
in
the
being
lying and
county of
of Chatham
and State
Georgia and more particularly
particularly
State of Georgia
Chatham and
county
described
as follows:
Lots numbered
numbered 1,
1, 2, 3,
4, 5,
5, and 66 in block C,
3, 4,
follows: Lots
described as
according
plat of
said subdivision
subdivision known
which
Island, which
Oatland Island,
as Oatland
known as
of said
to aaplat
according to
Superior
said
plat appears
on record
in the office of the clerk of the Superior
record in
appears on
said plat
Court
in map
map book
book numbered
numbered 2,
folios 82
82 and
and 83,
together with all high83, together
2, folios
Court in
land
marshland contained
contained between
side lines
lines of
3,
2,3,
of said
said lots 1, 2,
the side
between the
and marshland
land and
4, and
and 55extending
to low-water
mark, save
save and
and except
except the
the sixty feet
feet
low-water mark,
extending to
4,
in
width across
extended premises
premises heretofore
heretofore granted to the county
said extended
across said
in width
of Chatham
and known
together with
as Bacon
Bacon Drive, together
known as
highway, and
for aahighway,
Chatham for
of
the
improvements thereon.
the improvements
(i) Fort
Fort Smith,
and being in the city of Fort
Lands lying and
Arkansas: Lands
Smith, Arkansas:
(i)
Smith,
county of
of Sebastian,
Sebastian, State
Arkansas, particularly
described
particularly described
of Arkansas,
State of
Smith, county
as follows:
follows: All
of lots
10, 11, and
and 12
12 in
in block
block C,
C, Fitzgerald
Fitzgerald Addition,
Addition,
9, 10,11,
lots 9,
All of
as
Arkansas.
city of Fort Smith, Arkansas.
(j)
The Federal
Federal Works
Works Administrator
Administrator is
is hereby
hereby further
authorized
further authorized
(j) The
to
the Public
Administration temporary
Public Buildings Administration
of the
use of
the use
for the
retain for
to retain
custody
and control
of the
following described
together with
buildings together
described buildings
the following
control of
custody and
such personal
personal property
located therein
therein as
be necessary,
necessary, in
disin his
his dismay be
as may
property located
such
cretion,
for use
use in
in connection
connection therewith
therewith for
for a
not later
later
ending not
a period
period ending
cretion, for
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Whitmarsh Island.
Whitmarsh

Oatland
Island.
Oatland Island.

Fort
Fort Smith,
Smith, Ark.
Ark.

Temporary custody
custody
Temporary
and
of certain
certain
and control
control of
buildings.
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than
June 30,
Provided, That
on or
30, 1954, the
June 30,
or before
before June
That on
1954: Provided,
30, 1954:
than June
Federal
Works Administrator
Administrator shall
transfer custody
custody and
control over
over
and control
shall transfer
Federal Works
such buildings
and any
any such
such personal
remain
may then remain
property as may
personal property
buildings and
such
therein,
without reimbursement,
reimbursement, to
Department having
primary
having primary
the Department
to the
therein, without
jurisdiction over
over the
land on
on which
situated:
buildings are situated:
which such buildings
the land
jurisdiction
and recreation
recreation
The infirmary
Maryland: The
Suitland,
Md.
(1)
Suitland, Maryland:
infirmary building
building and
(1) Suitland,
Suitland, Md.
building with
with snack
snack bar
bar located
located on
on land
land comprising
Federal
comprising site of Federal
building
Office
Building Numbered
3, Suitland,
under
Maryland, occupied under
Suitland, Maryland,
Numbered 3,
Office Building
authorit.
revocable license
license dated
dated November
1947, from the
November 17, 1947,
of revocable
authority of
Federal
Works Agency
Department of the Army.
Agency to Department
Federal Works
West
Potomac Park,
(2) West Potomac Park, Independence
WestPotomacPark,
(2)
Independence Avenue
Avenue and River Drive,
Washington, D. C.
Washington, District of Columbia:
Wahington, D. c.
Washington,
Columbia: The recreation building and
and
storage
plant, and
infirmary building constructed in west Potomac
and the infirmary
storage plant,
Park
Secretary of the Interior to Federal
Federal Works
from Secretary
permit from
under permit
Park under
Agency
dated August
1942.
22, 1942.
August 22,
Agency dated
Langstonstadum,
Stadium,
Oklahoma
(3) Langston
Langston Stadium, Twenty-fourth
Twenty-fourth Street and Oklahoma
(3)
Wangston
Washington, D. C.
Avenue Northeast, Washington,
Avenue
Washington, District of Columbia: The recreWashon,
the
ation-cafeteria
ation-cafeteria building and the infirmary building located at the
Langston
Hall project
under permit from
constructed under
project constructed
Residence Hall
Langston Residence
Department of
the Interior,
National Park
BuildPublic BuildService, to Public
Park Service,
Interior, National
of the
Department
ings
Administration, dated June 10, 1942.
ings Administration,
Arlington
(4) Arlington
Arlington Farms,
Farms, Virginia:
Virginia: The
The storage
building, maintenance
maintenance
storage building,
Farms,
(4)
Arlington Farms,
Va.
shops,
garages, and
infirmary building,
administration building, the infirmary
and an administration
garages,
shops,
the cafeteria,
including auditorium,
auditorium, snack
snack bar,
center, including
recreation center,
the
cafeteria, recreation
and
constructed under
under transfer of
of
and the fire station, constructed
classrooms and
and classrooms
jurisdiction over
from War
War Department to Federal Works
over land
land from
jurisdiction
Agency by letter
May 14, 1942, for use during national
letter dated May
Agency
emergency.
emergency.
custody emergency.
Permanent
Permanent
custody
t
SEc.
205. (a)
Federal Works
Works Administrator
Administrator is
is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized
The Federal
(a) The
SEC. 205.
and
control ofcertaint
of certain
andcontrol
properties.
and control
control of
of properties
in
properties.
to assume
assume permanent
permanent custody
custody and
properties described
described in
this section
be transferred
the Federal
Agency for use of
of
Federal Works Agency
to the
transferred to
to be
this
section to
the Public
Buildings Administration:
Administration:
the
Public Buildings
Fort Brown Mili(1) The
of the
Army is
hereby authorized
to
directed to
and directed
authorized and
is hereby
the Army
Secretary of
The Secretary
(1)
Reservatioln,
tary Reservation,
Brownsville, Tex.
Brownsville,
Tex.
transfer to the jurisdiction
jurisdiction and control of the Federal Works
Works Agency,
Agency,
without
reimbursement, that portion
Brown Military
Military
of the Fort
Fort Brown
portion of
without reimbursement,
described as follows, lying and being
Reservation,
Reservation, Brownsville, Texas, described
in
the Espiritu
Espiritu Santo
Grant, Cameron
Cameron County,
a
as a
County, Texas, for its use as
Santo Grant,
in the
site
(Texas) border station
construction of
of the
the Brownsville
Brownsville (Texas)
site for
for the
the construction
thereof
building and the Federal
Federal Works Agency may take possession thereof
building
border
pending commencement
commencement of construction of the contemplated
contemplated border
building:
station building:
Commencing
Commencing at a
a point
point which is south sixty-six degrees twelve
sixty-one one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet from monuminutes west twenty-six and sixty-one
ment
numbered 1B
set by
United States
States Engineer
marking
ment numbered
1B set
by United
Engineer Department
Department marking
boundary line
Military Reservation,
Reservation,• running
the boundary
line of
of Fort
Fort Brown
Brown Military
thence along the southwesterly
southwesterly side of Kerr Street (fifty feet wide)
fifty and
and one onesouth forty-nine degrees fifty-one minutes east fifty
hundredths
to an
an iron
iron pin; thence continuing
continuing along the southhundredths feet to
westerly
Street south
forty-seven minminwesterly side
side of
of Kerr
Kerr Street
south thirty-six
thirty-six degrees forty-seven
utes forty-five seconds
seconds east seventy-six
seventy-six and fifteen one-hundredths
one-hundredths
feet to an iron pin; thence continuing
continuing along the southwesterly
southwesterly side of
of
twenty-three degrees thirty-six
Kerr Street south twenty-three
thirty-six minutes east sixtyseven
forty-four one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet
the north
feet to
to an iron
iron pin set on the
seven and
and forty-four
line
of a
aconcrete
north side
street; thence along
along
line of
concrete sidewalk
sidewalk on
on the
the north
side of
of a
a street;
sidewalk south sixty-six degrees
degrees nineteen minthe north line of said sidewalk
hundred and forty-one feet to an iron pin in the toe
utes west
west two
two hundred
of
thence along the
toe of
said levee
of the
the Rio
Rio Grande
Grande protection
protection levee;
levee; thence
the toe
of said
levee
north forty-two
forty-two degrees
degrees one minute west eighty-two feet to an iron
pin; thence continuing
continuing along the toe of said levee north fifty degrees
thirty-seven minutes west one hundred
hundred twenty-one
twenty-one and twenty-one
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one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet to monument numbered
numbered 1A set by the United
United
States Engineer
Engineer Department marking the boundary line of Fort Brown
Brown
Military Reservation;
Reservation; thence along the boundary
boundary line of the Fort
Brown Military Reservation
Reservation north sixty-six degrees twelve minutes
minutes
forty-nine one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet to
east two hundred
hundred eighty-two
eighty-two and forty-nine
to
the point or place of beginning, containing
containing one and one hundred fortytwo one-thousandths
one-thousandths acres, more or less.
(2) The Secretary
authorized and directed
(2)
Secretary of the Army is hereby authorized
directed
to transfer to the jurisdiction
jurisdiction and control of the Federal Works
Agency, without
without reimbursement, the entire
entire building known as the
1114 Commerce Street Building, Dallas, Texas, together with the site
thereof described
described as follows:
follows:
All of a
a certain tract or parcel of land situated in the city of
of Dallas,
county of Dallas, State of Texas, said tract being a
a part of block
numbered
numbered 63 of said city and county and being more particularly
particularly
described as follows: Beginning
described
Beginning at a
apoint on the south line of Commerce
merce Street, said point being located fifty feet west of the
northeast
the northeast
corner
corner of said block 63; thence
thence west
west along
the south
south line
line of
of said
Comalong the
said Commerce Street one hundred and fifty feet; thence south
south at right
right angles
angles
to the south line of Commerce
Commerce Street one hundred feet; thence
thence west
west at
at
right angles to the last-mentioned
last-mentioned line fifteen feet; thence
thence south
south at
at
right angles to the last-described
last-described line one hundred feet
on
feet to
to aapoint on
the north line of Jackson
thence east
east along
the north
north line
line of
Jackson Street; thence
along the
of
Jackson Street one hundred
Jackson
hundred and sixty-four feet
which point
point
feet to aapoint;
point; which
is fifty-one feet west of the
corner of
block 63
the southeasterly
southeasterly corner
of block
63; thence
thence
northerly at right angles to the north line
Jackson Street
thirty-one
line of
of Jackson
Street thirty-one
feet; thence east at right angles
lust-described line
one foot;
angles to
to the last-described
line one
foot;
thence
thence northerly
northerly at right angles to the last-mentioned
last-mentioned line one hundred
hundred
and
of beginning.
beginning.
and sixty-nine
sixty-nine feet to
to the point
point of
(3)
Administrator is
hereby authorized
and directed
directed
(3) The
The War
War Assets
Assets Administrator
is hereby
authorized and
to transfer
jurisdiction and
Works
transfer to the jurisdiction
and control
control of the
the Federal
Federal Works
Agency, without
reimbursement, for
for use
the Public
Public Building
Agency,
without reimbursement,
use of
of the
Buildingss
Administration
Administration the following-described
together with
with the
the
following-described land, together
improvements thereon:
improvements
thereon:
Lying
in Marfa,
Marfa, county
county of
of Presidio,
ying and
and being
being in
Presidio, State
State of
of Texas:
Texas:
Beginning at the northeast corner of aa tract
tract of
of land
land known
known as tract
tract
containing four
and two-tenths
numbered 1
1 containing
four hundred
hundred thirty-four
thirty-four and
two-tenths
acres, more or less, comprising a
the military
reservation of
of
a part
part of
of the
military reservation
Fort D. A. Russell and being the same tract conveyed
United
conveyed to
to the
the United
States by W. G. Young by
by deed dated August
August 23,
23, 1927, and
and duly
duly
recorded
recorded among the land records of said
74, page
said county in
in volume
volume 74,
page
thence with
the north
line of
said tract
tract west
four hundred
hundred
162, thereof;
thereof; thence
with the
north line
of said
west four
forty-seven and nine-tenths
forty-seven
nine-tenths feet to the northwest
northwest corner
tract;
corner of
of this
this tract;
thence south seventeen
seventeen degrees six minutes west three hundred feet
feet
to a
degrees eight minutes
a point for corner; thence
thence south seven
seven degrees
minutes west
west
four lundred
thence east five
hundred feet
feet to
to a
a point
point for
for aa corner; thence
five hundred
hundred
sixty-eight and
feet to
point in
east boundary
boundary line
line of
of
sixty-eight
and three-tenths
three-tenths feet
to aapoint
in the
the east
said four hundred thirty-four
thirty-four and two-tenths-acre
two-tenths-acre tract for the southsouthsaid east
boundary line
line north
north one
one
east corner of
of this
this tract; thence
thence with
with said
east boundary
degree twenty-eight
twenty-eight minutes
minutes east six hundred
ninehundred eighty-three
eighty-three and
and ninetenths feet to the point of
eight
of beginning, containing
containing approximately
approximately eight
acres, subject
subject to
and twenty-one
twenty-one one-hundredths
one-hundredths acres,
to existing
existing streets
streets and
and
easements
easements for existing
existing utilities.
utilities.
(4) The War Assets Administrator is
(4)
is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized and
and
directed to transfer
transfer to
the Federal
Federal
directed
to the
the jurisdiction
jurisdiction and
and control
control of the
Works Agency, without reimbursement, for
for use of the Public
Public Buildings Administration
Administration the following-described
with the
the
following-described land, together
together with
improvements
thereon:
improvements thereon:
That portion of Angel Island (Fort
(Fort McDowell)
McDowell) known as
as the
the San
San
Francisco Quarantine
Quarantine Station, particularly
described as being
particularly described
being that

Dallas,
Dallas, Tex.
Tex.

Marts, Ter
Tar.
Maris,

Angel Island, Calif.
Angel
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parcel of
California;
certain parcel
of land on Angel
Angel Island,
Island, Mann
Marin County,
County, California;
commencing
Point Ione;
Tone; thence
thence south
hundred
south approximately
approximately six hundred
commencing at
at Point
and
northerly side
Military Road;
Road;
and eighty
eighty feet to aa point on
on the northerly
side of Military
thence following the station side of said Military
Military Road to aapoint.of
of
intersection
line bearing
bearing south
forty-five degrees
line
intersection with
with aaline
south forty-five
degrees east,
east, which
which line
passes
passes through
through aapoint one
one hundred feet
feet north forty-five
forty-five degrees east
east
from
station structure;
structure; thence north
from the
the northernmost
northernmost station
north forty-five
Cove;
degrees
low-water mark of Hospital Cove;
west to
to a
a point on the
the low-water
degrees west
thence
direction to the point of
together with
thence in
in aawesterly direction
of beginning,
beginning, together
with
an
centered on two
an area
area one
one hundred
hundred feet wide
wide centered
two groups of water tanks,
tanks,
and
extend from the station side
and to extend
side of
of Military
Military Road
Road aadistance
distance of
of fifty
feet beyond the center
center of the farthest group of tanks.
San Mateo
County,
San
MateoCounty,
(5) The War Assets Administrator
Administrator is
is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized and
(5)
and
Calif.
.
directed to transfer to the jurisdiction
jurisdiction and control of the Federal
Works
Works Agency, without reimbursement,
reimbursement, for
for use
use of
of the Public
Public BuildBuildtogether with the
ings Administration
Administration the
the following-described
following-described land,
land, together
improvements thereon:
thereon:
improvements
certain piece
parcel of
being
All that certain
piece or parcel
of land
land situate, lying and
and being
with the
the
in the
the county of San Mateo,
Mateo, State of California, together
together with
appurtenances, to wit:
appurtenances,
wit: Beginning
Beginning at
at aa point on the northerly
northerly line
line
of
degrees nine
nine
of Butler
Butler Road,
Road, said
said point
point being
being north
north eighty-three
eighty-three degrees
minutes fifteen seconds east one hundred ninety-three
ninety-three and
and twelve
one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet from aa two-inch
two-inch iron pipe set in concrete
on
concrete on
northerly line of Butler
the northerly
Butler Road,
Road, said
said iron
iron pipe being north eightyeightyseven degrees
degrees four
four minutes
minutes thirty seconds east
east four
four hundred
hundred ninetyninetytwo and ninety-nine one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet from the intersection
intersection of
of
the north
north line
line of
Road and
Southern Pacific
Pacific Company
Company
the
of Butler
Butler Road
and Southern
right-of-way; running thence
right-of-way;
thence from said point of
of beginning
beginning along
along
north eighty-three
the northerly
northerly line
line of Butler Road north
eighty-three degrees
degrees nine
nine
minutes fifteen seconds east one hundred
hundred seventy-three
seventy-three and
and twentytwentynorth eighty-seven
eighty-seven degrees
degrees four
four one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet; thence
thence north
four
minutes thirty seconds
seconds east
east nine
seventy-eight and
and eightynine hundred
hundred seventy-eight
eightyone-hundredths feet;
thence leaving
leaving the
northerly line of
three one-hundredths
feet; thence
the northerly
of Butler
Butler
Road north two degrees
degrees fifty-six minutes
minutes west two hundred
hundred fortyseven and twenty one-hundredths
south eighty-seven
one-hundredths feet; thence
thence south
eighty-seven
degrees four minutes
minutes thirty seconds
seconds west
degrees
west seven hundred eighty-two
and forty-nine
forty-nine one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet; thence north sixty-one degrees
fifty-five
fifty-five minutes fifteen seconds west one
one hundred ten and fifty-two
fifty-two
one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet; thence south thirty-eight degrees
degrees three minutes
minutes
fifteen
fifteen seconds west
west four
four hundred eighteen
eighteen and fifty one-hundredths
one-hundredths
feet to the point of beginning.
East
Ga.
East Point,
Point, Ga.
Administrator is hereby,
hereby. authorized
authorized and
(6) The War Assets Administrator
directed to
transfer to
Federal
directed
to transfer
to the jurisdiction
jurisdiction and
and control
control of
of the
the Federal
Works Agency, without reimbursement,
reimbursement, for use of the Public BuildAdministration the following-described
ings Administration
following-described land, together
together with the
improvements
improvements thereon:
thereon:
All that lot, tract, or parcel
parcel of land situate, lying, and being in the
city of East Point, Fulton County,
hind lot
County, Georgia,
Georgia, being
being ait part
part of land
lot
155, district 14, and more fully
at
155,
fully described
described as
as follows:
follows: Beginning
Beginning at
intersection of the north line of Saint Joseph
the intersection
Joseph Street with the northLawrence Avenue
the
easterly line of Lawrence
Avenue and the east property
property line of the
U. S. L.
extending thence
east along
along the
the north
line
L. Battery Company,
Company, extending
thence east
north line
of Saint Joseph Street aadistance of six hundred eighty-three
eighty-three and twotenths feet, more
monument on
on the
the east
more or
or less,
less, to
to an
an iron monument
east line
line of
of said
said
land
lot 155,
155, district
district 14,
14, extending
thence north,
making an
an interior
interior
land lot
extending thence
north, making
angle of ninety degrees
degrees sixteen minutes to the left, along
along said
said east
east
line
14, aadistance
distance of
one thousand
thousand three
hunline of land
land lot 155, district 14,
of one
three hundred thirty-four and nine-tenths
an iron
iron monumonunine-tenths feet,
feet, more or less, to
to an
ment; extending thence
thence west making an interior
interior angle of eighty-nine
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hundred
a distance
degrees forty-four
forty-four minutes to the left, a
distance of nine hundred
seventy-three
monument
seventy-three and five-tenths feet, more or less, to an iron monument
on
Avenue; extending thence south making
making
Lawrence Avenue;
east line of Lawrence
on the east
an
interior angle of ninety degrees
degrees thirty-eight
thirty-eight minutes to the left,
an interior
along the
the said
said east
line of
Avenue, a
adistance
distance of six hundred
hundred
Lawrence Avenue,
of Lawrence
east line
along
twenty-seven and five-tenths
five-tenths feet, more or less, to an iron pipe at the
twenty-seven
intersection
intersection of the east line of Lawrence Avenue with the north property
of the U. S. L. Battery Company; extending
extending thence east,
line of
erty .line
making an
an interior
degrees twenty-two minutes
eighty-nine degrees
interior angle of eighty-nine
making
L. Battery
to
left, along
property line of U. S. L.
said north property
the said
along the
the left,
to the
Company,
hundred feet, more or less, to a
a point
point
three hundred
distance of three
a distance
Company, a
Company;
L. Battery Company;
at
northeast corner
corner of property of U. S. L.
the northeast
at the
eighty-nine degrees
extending
exterior angle of eighty-nine
degrees
making an exterior
extending thence south making
U, S. L.
fifteen
right, along the east property line of IL
the right,
minutes to the
fifteen minutes
Battery
distance of seven hundred
hundred seven and three-tenths
Company, aadistance
Battery Company,
feet,
beginning; the last-described
last-described line
more or less, to the point of beginning;
feet, more
making
an interior
eighty-nine degrees and fifteen minutes
of eighty-nine
angle of
interior angle
making an
with
the north
north line
Saint Joseph
Joseph Street; containing twenty-five
of Saint
line of
with the
and
eighty-nine one-thousandths
one-thousandths acres, more or less, and said lot is
and eighty-nine
more
shown in
colored yellow on print of the Central of Georgia
Georgia
in colored
fully shown
more fully
Railway
Company's Plan
February 14, 1945.
15622, dated February
Numbered 15622,
Plan Numbered
Railway Company's
(7) The
The War
War Assets
.Assets Administrator
authorized and
hereby authorized
is hereby
Administrator is
(7)
directed
jurisdiction and control of the Federal
Federal
to the jurisdiction
transfer to
to transfer
directed to
Works Agency,
Agency, without
reimbursement, for
for use of the Public Buildwithout reimbursement,
Works
ings
following-described land, together with the
the following-described
Administration the
ings Administration
improvements thereon:
thereon:
improvements
Lying
in the
of San Antonio, county of Bexar,
limits of
the limits
being in
and being
Lying and
State of
and more particularly
particularly described
described as follows: BeginTexas, and
of Texas,
State
ning at
at a
center line of South Flores Street, distant north
the center
in the
point in
a point
ning
twenty-four
degrees forty
forty minutes
minutes forty-one
forty-one seconds
seconds east seven huntwenty-four degrees
along
dred forty-two
one-hundredths feet measured along
eighty-one one-hundredths
and eighty-one
forty-two and
dred
intersection
the center
center line
of South
South Flores
Flores Street
Street from its point of intersection
line of
the
with the
of Arsenal Street; running thence south twentyline of
center line
the center
with
hundred
four degrees
degrees forty
forty minutes
minutes forty-one
forty-one seconds
seconds west seven hundred
four
the
a
to
forty-two
and
eighty-one
one-hundredths
feet
a
point,
being
one-hundredths
eighty-one
and
forty-two
intersection of
of the
the center
center
South Flores Street with the center
of South
line of
center line
intersection
line of
sixty-three degrees twenty-two
of Arsenal Street; thence south sixty-three
line
eighteen
minutes nineteen
seconds east
east aadistance
distance of six hundred and eighteen
nineteen seconds
minutes
feet
along the
center line
line of
Arsenal Street to its point of intersection
intersection
of Arsenal
the center
feet along
with
the westerly
westerly side
Avenue extended;
thence north eleven
eleven
extended; thence
Main Avenue
of Main
side of
with the
degrees
thirteen minutes
forty-one seconds east seven hundred one
minutes forty-one
degrees thirteen
a ten degree thirtyand
thence with a
feet; thence
one-hundredths feet;
sixty-two one-hundredths
and sixty-two
two
eighteen seconds
seventy-seven
the left seventy-seven
degree curve to i
seconds degree
minutes eighteen
two minutes
and
n the north property
one-hundredths feet to aa point in
fifty-one one-hundredths
and fifty-one
line
property, said
having a
aradius of five huncurve having
said curve
Arsenal property,
the Arsenal
of the
line of
dred forty-three
sixty-nine one-hundredths
a delta of
one-hundredths feet and a
and sixty-nine
forty-three and
dred
eight
degrees
fifty-six
minutes
forty-five
seconds;
thence
sixtynorth
thence
seconds;
forty-five
eight degrees fifty-six minutes
four degrees thirty minutes nineteen seconds west along the north line
four
of the
Arsenal property
property to
point or place of beginning.
beginning.
the point
to the
the Arsenal
of
(8)
The
War
Assets
Administrator
is
hereby
authorized
and directed
directed
authorized
hereby
is
Administrator
(8) The War Assets
to
transfer to
to the
jurisdiction and
and control of the Federal Works
the jurisdiction
to transfer
Agency, without
without reimbursement,
for use
Public Buildings
Buildings
of the Public
use of
reimbursement, for
Agency,
Administration the
the following-described
following-described lands, together with the
Administration
improvements thereon:
thereon:
improvements
All that
certain real
real property
property situate,
situate, lying and being in the city
that certain
All
and
county of
of San
California, described as follows,
State of California,
Francisco, State
San Francisco,
and county
to
wit:
Beginning
at
the
point
intersection
of the northerly
northerly line
intersection
of
point
to wit: Beginning at the
of
Street and
and the
westerly line of Polk Street; running thence
the westerly
Geary Street
of Geary
westerly along
along said
said line of
eighty-two feet and six inches;
inches;
Geary Street eighty-two
of Geary
westerly

185
185

San Antonio,
Antonio, Tex.

BanFrancisco,Calif.
SanFrancisco,Calif.

186
186

Cleveland,
leveland, Ohio.
Ohio.
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twenty feet
feet to
thence at
at a
a right
right angle
angle northerly
northerly one
one hundred
hundred and
and twenty
to the
the
southerly line
easterly along
southerly
line of Cedar Street;
Street; thence
thence at
at a
a right
right angle
angle easterly
along
eighty-two feet
feet and
and six
the westerly
westerly
said line
line of
of Cedar Street eighty-two
six inches
inches to
to the
Street; and thence
thence at
along said
line of Polk
Polk Street;
at a
a right
right angle
angle southerly
southerly along
said
line of Polk Street one hundred
hundred and twenty
the point
of
twenty feet
feet to the
point of
beginning;
beginning; being part
Western Addition
Addition block
part of Western
block numbered
numbered 59
59.:
(9)
directed
(9) The War Assets Administrator
Administrator is hereby authorized
authorized and
and directed
to transfer to the jurisdiction
jurisdiction and
of the
Works
and control
control of
the Federal
Federal Works
Agency, without
of the
the Public
without reimbursement,
reimbursement, for
for use
use of
Public Buildings
Buildings
Administration
Administration the following-described
following-described land,
land, together
together with
with the
the
improvements
improvements thereon:
thereon:
Situated in the city of
Cuyahoga, and
of Cleveland,
Cleveland, county
county of
of Cuyahoga,
and State
State of
of
Ohio and bounded and
described as
as follows:
and described
follows:
Known as being part of
and 22 in
of sublots
sublots numbered
numbered 11and
in Mrs.
Mrs. C.
C. D.
D.
Brayton's subdivision
subdivision of part
Township lot
part of original
original Brooklyn
Brooklyn Township
lot
numbered 86, as shown by the recorded plat in volume
maps,
volume 33 of
of maps,
page 20, of Cuyahoga County Records, and sublots numbered
numbered 15,
15, 16,
16,
in the
the Cuyahoga
Cuyahoga Valley
and parts of sublots
sublots numbered
numbered 17,
17, 18,
18, and
and 19
19 in
Valley
Realty Company's subdivision numbered 2
2of
of part
part of
of original
original BrookBrooklyn Township
Township lots numbered 71 and
the recorded
plat
and 86,
86, as
as shown by
by the
recorded plat
in volume 50 of
maps, page
21, of
County Records,
of maps,
page 21,
of Cuyahoga
Cuyahoga County
Records, and
and
part
of sublots
numbered
64,
65,
67,
68,7569,
69,i
74,
76,
77, 78,
78,
and
all
part
of sublots
of sublots
numbered
numbered
70, 71,
64, 65,
72, 66,
66,
73, 67,
and68,
n
74,
Brayton
76, 77,
andand
Yates
all
of sublots numbered 70, 71, 72, 73, and 75 in Brayton and Yates
reallotment of part
Township lot
lot numbered
numbered 86,
reallotment
part of original
original Brooklyn
Brooklyn Township
86,
as shown by the recorded
maps, page
page 18,
18, of
of
recorded plat in
in volume
volume 44 of
of maps,
Cuyahoga County Records,
Records, and
and all
sublots numbered
numbered 33,
34, 35,
35, 36,
all of
of sublots
33, 34,
36,
37, 38, 39,
39, 40, and part of sublots numbered
41, 42,
and 44
44 in
numbered 41,
42, 43,
43, and
in John
John
Raines and W. H. Dean's allotment
allotment of part
part of
of original
original Brooklyn
Brooklyn
Township lot numbered
numbered 86, as shown by the recorded
recorded plat in volume
volume
18, of
of Cuyahoga
Cuyahoga County
also aapart
part of
77of maps,
maps, page
page 18,
County Records,
Records, and
and also
of
original Brooklyn
Brooklyn Township lots numbered
numbered 71 and 86, and together
together
forming aaparcel
parcel of land bounded and
follows:
and described
described as
as follows:
Beginning
intersection of the northerly
Beginning at the intersection
northerly line of
of Clark
Clark Avenue
Avenue
Southwest, sixty-three
sixty-three feet wide, with
with the
the easterly
easterly line
line of
of West
West
Eleventh
Eleventh Street, forty-five feet wide; thence south
eighty-eight degrees
south eighty-eight
degrees
twenty-one
twenty-one minutes
minutes fifty seconds east along
of
along the
the northerly
northerly line
line of
Clark Avenue Southwest, five hundred sixty-nine and ninety-nine
ninety-nine
one-hundredths feet to the southwesterly
one-hundredths
southwesterly corner
corner of
conveyed to
to
of land
land conveyed
the Highway
Highway Construction Company
by deed
deed
Company of Ohio,
Ohio, Incorporated,
Incorporated, by
dated January 27, 1944,
1944, and
recorded in
5657, page
and recorded
in volume
volume 5657,
page 522,
522, of
of
Cuyahoga
Cuyahoga County Records; thence
thence north
north one degree
degree thirty-eight
thirty-eight
minutes ten seconds
seconds east along the westerly
westerly line
land conveyed
to
line of
of land
conveyed to
the Highway,Construction Company
Company of
of Ohio,
deed
Ohio, Incorporated,
Incorporated, by
by deed
last aforesaid
aforesaid and by deed dated October 20,
recorded in
20 1944,
1944, and
and recorded
in
volume 5861, page 269, of Cuyahoga
Cuyahoga County Records,
hundred
Records, three hundred
and ten feet to
northwesterly corner
conveyed to
to the
the
to the
the northwesterly
corner of
of land
land conveyed
Highway Construction Company
Company of
Ohio, Incorporated;
Incorporated; thence
south
of Ohio,
thence south
eighty-eight
degrees twenty-one
eighty-eight degrees
twenty-one minutes fifty
east along
along the
fifty seconds
seconds east
the
northerly line of land conveyed to the Highway
Highway Construction ComIncorporated, last aforesaid, one thousand
pany of Ohio, Incorporated,
five hundred
hundred
thousand five
feet to
to the
the northwesterly
line of
of
nine and
and ninety-eight
ninety-eight one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet
northwesterly line
land conveyed to the city of Cleveland by
dated September
30,
by deed
deed dated
September 30,
1942, and recorded
recorded in volume 5472, page 98, of Cuyahoga
Cuyahoga, County
County
Records;
thirty-three degrees
Records; thence north thirty-three
degrees fifty-eight minutes
minutes ten
ten
seconds east along the northwesterly
northwesterly line of land so conveyed
conveyed to the
city of Cleveland, which is also the
the northwesterly
northwesterly line
of Quigley
line of
Quigley
Road Southwest, eighty feet wide, one thousand two
hundred thirtytwo hundred
thirtytwenty-nine one-hundredths
five and twenty-nine
one-hundredths feet to the southerly end
end of
of the
the
curve turn-out
turn-out between the westerly
westerly line
West Seventh
Seventh Street
Street
line of West
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relocation and the northwesterly
northwesterly line of Quigley Road Southwest, as
relocation
shown by
by: the dedication
dedication plat of West Seventh
Seventh Street relocation
relocation
recorded
recorded in volume 133 of maps, page 24, of Cuyahoga County
County Records; thence northerly
northerly along said curved turn-out, thirty-one
thirty-one and
and
forty-two
forty-two one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet, which is along the arc of a
a curve
deflecting to the left, said curve having aaradius of twenty feet and aa
deflecting
chord of twenty-eight
twenty-eight one-hundredths
twenty-eight and twenty-eight
one-hundredths feet; thence
thence
northerly
northerly along the westerly
westerly line of West Seventh Street relocation,
relocation,
fifty-six and twenty-four
twenty-four one-hundredths
one hundred
hundred fifty-six
one-hundredths feet which
which is
is
along the arc of a
a curve deflecting
deflecting to the right, said curve having a
a
one-hundredths feet and a
radius of ninety-nine
ninety-nine and forty-seven
forty-seven one-hundredths
a
chord of one hundred
hundred forty and sixty-seven one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet, to a
a
northeasterly along the northwesterly
northwesterly line
point of tangent;
tangent; thence northeasterly
of West Seventh Street relocation sixty-seven
sixty-seven and eighty-eight
eighty-eight oneonehundredths
curvature; thence northeasterly
northeasterly conhundredths feet to a
a point of curvature;
tinuing along said northwesterly
northwesterly line, seventy
eighty-two oneseventy and
and eighty-two
onehundredths
hundredths feet, which is along the arc of aa curve defecting
deflecting to the
feet and
left, said curve having aa radius of one
one hundred and
and ten
ten feet
and a
a
chord of sixty-nine and sixty-one one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet, to the southerly
line of Severn Avenue Southwest (formerly
(formerly Severn
Severn Street) forty
feet wide; thence north eighty-seven
eighty-seven degrees
degrees forty-four minutes fiffifteen seconds west along the southerly line of Severn Avenue Southwest three hundred
hundred forty-six and eighty-one one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet
feet to
to
the northwesterly corner
corner of sublot numbered
numbered 33 in John Raines and
H. Dean's Allotment; thence south two degrees
W. II.
degrees fifteen
fifteen minutes
minutes
forty-five seconds west along the westerly line of said sublot numbered
numbered
33, one hundred
hundred twenty-five
twenty-five and twenty-two one-hundredths feet to
the southwesterly
southwesterly corner thereof; thence north eighty-seven degrees
degrees
forty-four
forty-four minutes fifteen seconds
seconds west along the southerly line of
John Raines and W. H. Dean's Allotment,
recorded in
Allotment, as
as recorded
in volume
volume 77of
of
Records, two
and
maps, page 18, of Cuyahoga County Records,
two hundred
hundred seven
seven and
fifty-six one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet to the southwesterly
thereof;
southwesterly corner
corner thereof;
thence
thence north two degrees
degrees thirty-three
thirty-three minutes fifty-five
fifty-five seconds east
east
along the westerly line
and
line of
of said
said allotment
allotment three
three hundred
hundred sixty-five
sixty-five and
two one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet to the southerly line of
of Clyde
Clyde Avenue
Avenue SouthSouthwest, forty feet wide; thence north eighty-seven
eighty-seven degrees
degrees forty-four
forty-four
minutes forty seconds
seconds west
line of
of Clyde
west along
along the
the southerly
southerly line
Clyde Avenue
Avenue
extension thereof, three
hundred eightySouthwest, and the
the westerly extension
three hundred
eightysouthwesterly corner
corner of
of
nine and four
four one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet to
to the
the southwesterly
Saint
Church subdivision,
subdivision, as
as recorded
64 of
of
Saint Theodosius
Theodosius Church
recorded in
in volume
volume 64
maps, page 27, of Cuyahoga
Cuyahoga County Records;
Records; thence
degrees
thence north two degrees
eleven minutes twenty
along the
the westerly
line of
eleven
twenty seconds
seconds east
east along
westerly line
of said
said
subdivision two hundred seventy-six
Saint Theodosius
Theodosius Church subdivision
seventy-six and
and
sixty-two one-hundredths
feet to
the southerly
Clarence Court
sixty-two
one-hundredths feet
to the
southerly line
line of
of Clarence
Court
sixteen feet
feet wide;
wide; thence
thence north
degrees fortyfortySouthwest, sixteen
north eighty-eight
eighty-eight degrees
six
six minutes
minutes thirty
thirty seconds
seconds west along
along the southerly line
line of
of Clarence
Clarence
Court Southwest
thirty-six feet
to the
the northeasterly
Court
Southwest thirty-six
feet to
northeasterly corner
corner of
of land
land
conveyed
Bejda and
November
conveyed to
to Majk Bejda
and Juliana
Juliana Bejda
Bejda by deed
deed dated November
1924, and
recorded in
County
17, 1924,
and recorded
in volume
volume 3230,
3230, page
page 38
38,2 of
of Cuyahoga
Cuyahoga County
Records; thence
two degrees
eleven minutes
twenty seconds
seconds
Records;
thence south
south two
degrees eleven
minutes twenty
west
easterly line of
west along
along the easterly
of land so conveyed
conveyed to Majk and
and Juliana
Bejda,
and the
the southerly
extension thereof
easterly line
Bejda, and
southerly extension
thereof and
and along
along the
the easterly
line
of
conveyed to
Baumann and
and Bertha
of land
land conveyed
to Albert
Albert Baumann
Bertha Baumann,
Baumann, by
by deed
deed
dated
January 10,
and recorded
in volume
2986, page
190, of
dated January
10, 1924,
1924, and
recorded in
volume 2986,
page 190,
of
Cuyahoga
one hundred
hundred and
and twenty
feet to
to the
the
Cuyahoga County
County Records,
Records, one
twenty feet
southeasterly
corner of
land so
so conveyed
to Albert
southeasterly corner
of land
conveyed to
Albert and
and Bertha
Bertha BauBaumann; thence
thence north
north eighty-eight
degrees forty-six
mann;
eighty-eight degrees
forty-six minutes
minutes thirty
thirty
seconds west
west along
the southerly
line of
of land
so conveyed
conveyed to
Albert
seconds
along the
southerly line
land .so
to Albert
and Bertha
and along
the southerly
l
ine of
land conveyed
conveyed to
and
Bertha Baumann
Baumann and
along the
southerly line
of land
to
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the Western
Western Realty
Realty Company by deed dated
19, 1928,
dated June
June 19,
1928, and
and
recorded
recorded in volume
volume 3832,
3832, page 378, of Cuyahoga
Cuyahoga County
Records,
County Records,
and the southerly line of land conveyed
conveyed to
to Gustav
Krentz and
and Mary
Mary
Gustav Krentz
Krentz by deed dated August
19, 1916, and recorded
August 19,
recorded in
in volume
volume 1819,
1819,
page 555,
555, of Cuyahoga
Cuyahoga County Records,
Records, one
one hundred
hundred and
and thirtythirtyeight feet to the southwesterly
southwesterly corner of land
so conveyed
conveyed to
Gustav
land so
to Gustav
and Mary Krentz;
Krentz; thence
and
thence north two degrees eleven
eleven minutes
minutes twenty
twenty
seconds east along the westerly
westerly line of land so
conveyed to
Gustav
so conveyed
to Gustav
and Mary
and
Mary Krentz, one hundred
hundred and twenty feet
feet to the
the southerly
line
southerly line
of Clarence Court Southwest, sixteen feet
wide; thence
eightyfeet wide;
thence north
north eightyeight degrees
seconds west along
eight
degrees forty-six
forty-six minutes thirty seconds
along the
the southerly
southerly
line of Clarence
Clarence Court
Court Southwest, ninety-eight
ninety-eight and
and seventy
seventy oneonehundredths feet to the northeasterly
northeasterly corner
corner of
of land
land conveyed
conveyed to
to
Domka Kreneiglova
Kreneiglova by deed
deed dated May 17,
and recorded
in
17, 1937,
1937, and
recorded in
volume
Cuyahoga County
volume 4737, page 343, of Cuyahoga
County Records;
Records; thence
thence south
south
two degrees eleven
eleven minutes twenty seconds west
west along
along the
easterly
the easterly
line
conveyed to Domka Kreneiglova
line of land so conveyed
Kreneiglova one
one hundred
hundred and
and
twenty feet to the southeasterly
twenty
southeasterly corner thereof;
thereof; thence
thence north
north eightyeightyeight degrees
degrees forty-six minutes
minutes thirty
thirty seconds
along the
the southerly
seconds west
west along
southerly
line of land so conveyed
Kreneiglova thirty-five
line
conveyed to Domka
Domka Kreneiglova
thirty-five feet
the
feet to
to the
southwesterly corner thereof; thence
southwesterly
thence north two degrees
degrees eleven
mineleven minutes twenty seconds
utes
seconds east along the westerly
westerly line
land so
so conveyed
conveyed
line of land
to Domka
to
Domka Kreneiglova
Kreneiglova one hundred
hundred and twenty feet
to the
the southerly
feet to
southerly
line of
of Clarence
Court Southwest, sixteen
line
Clarence Court
sixteen feet wide; thence
thence north
north
eighty-eight
eighty-eight degrees
degrees forty-six
forty-six minutes thirty seconds
west along
along the
the
seconds west
southerly line of Clarence
Clarence Court Southwest
Southwest two hundred
hundred eighty
eighty and
and
eighty-six
northeasterly corner
eighty-six one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet to the northeasterly
corner of
of land
land
conveyed to John Woycitsky
Woycitsky and Franciska
Franciska Woycitsky
Woycitsky by
by deed
deed dated
dated
July 24, 1923, and recorded
July
recorded in volume 2873, page
page 159,
159, of
of Cuyahoga
Cuyahoga
County
County Records;
Records; thence
thence south two degrees
degrees thirty-nine
thirty-nine minutes
minutes forty
forty
seconds
seconds west along
along the easterly
easterly line of land
so conveyed
conveyed to
to John
John and
and
land so
Franciska Woycitsky
Franciska
Woycitsky one hundred
hundred and forty feet to the southeasterly
southeasterly
corner
thereof; thence
eighty-seven degrees
corner thereof;
thence north
north eighty-seven
degrees fifty minutes
ten
minutes ten
seconds west
west along
seconds
along the
the southerly line of land so conveyed
conveyed to
to John
John and
and
Franciska
Franciska Woycitsky,
Woycitsky, and the westerly
westerly extension thereof,
and along
along
thereof, and
the southerly
line of land conveyed
conveyed to Stanley
Stanley Kozlowski
the
southerly line
Kozlowski and
and Mary
Mary
Kozlowski by deed dated March 29,
29, 1920,
and recorded
recorded in
volume
1920, and
in volume
2377, page
page 346, of Cuyahoga
County Records, four
2377,
Cuyahoga County
four hundred
hundred eight
eight and
and
two
two one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet
feet to the westerly
westerly line of sublot numbered
numbered 64
64
in Brayton
Brayton and Yates'
Yates' Reallotment
recorded in volume
in
Reallotment as recorded
volume 44of
maps,
of maps,
page 18,
of Cuyahoga
Records; thence
thence north
page
18, of
Cuyahoga County
County Records;
degrees forty
forty
north two degrees
minutes
minutes forty seconds east along
along the westerly
westerly line
of said
sublot numline of
said sublot
numbered 64,
64, one hundred thirty-nine
bered
thirty-nine and forty-one
forty-one one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet
feet
to its intersection
intersection with the southerly
southerly line of H.
H. R.
R. Hadlow
Hadlow allotment
allotment
as
recorded
in volume
volume 88of maps, page
as recorded in
page 34, of Cuyahoga
Cuyahoga County
County RecRecords; thence
ords;
thence north eighty-eight
eighty-eight degrees forty-seven
twenty
forty-seven minutes
minutes twenty
seconds west along the southerly
southerly line of said
said H.
H. R.
Hadlow allotment
R. Hadlow
allotment
three
hundred feet
feet to the easterly
easterly line of J.
three hundred
J. J.
J. Holmes'
Holmes' subdivision
subdivision as
as
recorded
recorded in
in volume
volume 64
64 of maps, page 38, of Cuyahoga
Cuyahoga County Records;
Records;
thence south
south two
two degrees
degrees forty minutes
thence
minutes forty
forty seconds west along
along the
the
easterly line of said J.
J. Holmes'
Holmes' subdivision
easterly
J. J.
subdivision one
one hundred
hundred thirty-six
thirty-six
and fifty-four
one-hundredths feet to the southeasterly
and
fifty-four one-hundredths
corner thereof;
thereof;
southeasterly corner
thence north eighty-eight
eighty-eight degrees
twenty seconds
seconds
degrees forty-seven
forty-seven minutes
minutes twenty
west along
the southerly
southerly line of said J.
J. J.
west
along the
J. Holmes'
Holmes' subdivision,
subdivision, three
three
hundred
and fifty-six
hundred and
fifty-six one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet
feet to the westerly
westerly line
line of said
said
original lot
lot numbered 86; thence south two degrees forty
original
forty minutes
minutes
forty seconds
westerly line
seconds west along the westerly
said original
original lot
lot numbered
numbered
line of said
86,
hundred eighty-two
eighty-two and nine one-hundredths
86, four
four hundred
one-hundredths feet
feet to
to an
an angle
angle
therein;
thence south three
degrees nine minutes forty seconds
therein; thence
three degrees
west
seconds west
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along the westerly
numbered 86, four hundred
westerly line of said original lot numbered
hundred
forty and sixty-nine
ee tt
th eas t
er l
y corner
corner
sixty-nine one-hundredths
one-hundredths f
feet
too th
thee sou
southeasterly
of Josephine L.
L. Hartzell's subdivision
subdivision as recorded
of
recorded in volume 15 of
maps, page 37,
37,. of Cuyahoga County Records; thence
thence north eightyeightyeight degrees eighteen minutes forty seconds
seconds west along the southerly
southerly
line of said Josephine
Josephine L. Hartzell's subdivision, two hundred
hundred and
and fiftyfive feet to the easterly line of west Eleventh Street; thence
thence south
south two
two
degrees
degrees twenty-one minutes twenty seconds
seconds west
west along
the easterly
easterly
along the
line of west Eleventh Street;
Street; five hundred sixty-seven
and sixty-four
sixty-four
sixty-seven and
one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet to an angle therein; thence
degrees
thence south
south six
six degrees
thirty-one
thirty-one minutes fifty seconds east along the easterly
west
easterly line of
of west
Eleventh
Eleventh Street, twenty-seven
twenty-seven and ninety-five
ninety-five one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet
feet
to the northerly line of the Cuyahoga
Cuyahoga Valley Realty
Company's subRealty Company's
subdivision numbered two, as recorded in
50 of
of maps,
in volume
volume 50
maps, page
page 21,
21,
of Cuyahoga
Cuyahoga County
County Records;
Records; thence north eighty-three
eighty-three degrees
degrees
twenty-eight
twenty-eight minutes ten seconds
seconds east along the northerly
northerly line
line of
of
subdivision numbered 2, one hundred feet to
said subdivision
northeasterly
to the
the northeasterly
corner
corner thereof; thence
thence south six degrees thirty-one
thirty-one minutes
minutes fifty
fifty secseconds east along the easterly line of said subdivision numbered
numbered 2,
2,
three hundred fourteen
fourteen and eighty-one
eighty-one one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet
feet to
to the
the
northerly
conveyed to Mike Hlatky and
northerly line of land conveyed
Hlatky by
by
and Mari
Mari Hlatky
deed dated October 14, 1919, and recorded
recorded in volume
26,
volume 2370,
2370, page 26,
Records; thence north
of Cuyahoga County Records;
north eighty-three
degrees
eighty-three degrees
twenty-eight
twenty-eight minutes ten seconds east
the northerly
northerly line
of
east along
along the
line of
conveyed to Mike and Mari Hlatky,
land so conveyed
Hlatky, five feet to the northeasterly
easterly corner thereof;
thereof; thence south six
thirty-one minutes
minutes
six degrees
degrees thirty-one
fifty seconds
seconds east along the easterly
easterly line of land so conveyed
conveyed to
to Mike
and Mari Hlatky thirty-four and
one-hundredths feet
and ninety-eight
ninety-eight one-hundredths
feet
to the northerly
northerly line of land conveyed
conveyed to Peter Ryba
and Jadwiga
Jadwiga
Ryba and
Ryba by deed dated May 26, 1921, and recorded
recorded in volume 2476,
page
2476, page
633, of Cuyahoga
Cuyahoga County Records;
Records; thence north eighty-three
eighty-three degrees
degrees
twenty-eight minutes ten seconds east along
northerly line
line of
along the
the northerly
of
land so conveyed to Peter and Jadwiga Ryba
Ryba ten feet to
to the northnortheasterly corner
corner thereof; thence south six degrees
degrees thirty-one
minutes
thirty-one minutes
fifty seconds east along the easterly
of land
land so
easterly line
line of
so conveyed
conveyed to
to Peter
Peter
and Jadwiga Ryba,
Ryba, and along the easterly line
conveyed to
line of
of land
land conveyed
to
Antoni Kaczor
Kaczor and Apolonia Kaczor by deed dated
dated August
August 7,
7, 1924,
1924,
and recorded
recorded in volume 3116, page 195, of
of Cuyahoga
County Records,
Cuyahoga County
Records,
eighty-one and forty-nine
eighty-one
feet to
the northerly
forty-nine one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet
to the
northerly line
line
of sublot numbered
numbered 17 in the Cuyahoga
Cuyahoga Valley
Valley Realty
Company'ss subsubRealty Company
division numbered 2; thence north eighty-eight
eighty-eight degrees
degrees twenty-one
twenty-one
minutes fifty seconds west along the northerly
of sublots
numnortherly line of
sublots numbered 17, 16, and 15 in said subdivision
subdivision numbered
numbered 2,
2, one hundred sixsixone-hundredths feet to the easterly
teen and eighteen one-hundredths
West
easterly line
line of
of West
Eleventh Street;
Street; thence south two degrees
degrees eighteen
eighteen minutes
minutes forty
forty
seconds west along the easterly line of West Eleventh
Eleventh Street
Street one
one hunhundred feet to the place of beginning,
beginning, be the same more or less, but
but subsubject to all legal
legal highways.
highways.
Excepting,
Excepting, excluding, and reserving
the above-described
above-described
reserving from .the
premises that part thereof
thereof conveyed
conveyed to
city of
Cleveland by
to the city
of Cleveland
bv
warranty deed dated March
1619 at
March 8, 1915,
1915, recorded
recorded in volume
volume 1619
at page
page
67 of Cuyahoga County Deed Records, which
which such
such part
abovepart of
of the
the abovedescribed premises so conveyed to the city of Cleveland
Cleveland is
is described
described
as follows:
follows:
Situated
Situated in the city of Cleveland,
the State
Cleveland, county of
of Cuyahoga,
Cuyahoga, the
State
of Ohio, and known as being so much of the unallotted
unallotted land
of the
the
land of
Cuyahoga Valley
Realty Company
Company and
being part
of lots
lots 71
86,
Valley Realty
and being
part of
71 and
and 86,
formerly
formerly in Brooklyn Township,
Township, now
now in
in said
and shown
shown by
said city,
city, and
by deed
deed
recorded
recorded in volume 888, page 3'74,
374, of Cuyahoga
Cuyahoga County Records,
Records, and
and
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of sublots 17, 18, and 19 of the
the Cuyahoga
Cuyahoga Valley Realty Company's
Company's
subdivision numbered
recorded in volume
50, page
numbered 2, as recorded
volume 50,
page 21, of said
county
county records, as is required
maintaining .the
required for constructing
constructing and maintaining
fill and embankment
embankment for Clark Avenue
southwest, to the
Avenue southwest,
the elevations
elevations
and grades hereinafter
hereinafter described, lying between
of
between the north
north line of
Clark Avenue
Avenue southwest
embankment,
southwest and the foot of said fill and embankment,
the foot of said fill and embankment
embankment being where
where a
aslope
slope of one and
and
one-half feet
feet horizontal
horizontal to one foot vertical,
vertical, measured
measured northerly,
eastwardly, and downward
downward from the following
described line
following described
line intersects
the natural surface
surface of the ground:
ground:
a point whose elevation
Beginning at a
elevation is about one hundred
hundred four and
and
five-tenths feet above the city base of levels and
five-tenths
and which
which is about eighty
eighty
feet easterly
easterly from the intersection
intersection of the north line of
Avenue
of Clark Avenue
West Eleventh
and
southwest, with the northeasterly
northeasterly line
line of West
Eleventh Street
Street and
three feet north at right angles to said north line; thence with the
the
established
Avenue southwest
southwest easterly
easterly along
along a
line
established grade of Clark Avenue
a line
three feet north of said north line
line of Clark Avenue
parallel to and three
southwest
a point whose elevation
southwest about ninety-eight
ninety-eight feet to a
elevation is about
about
one hundred
hundred one and six-tenths feet; thence
thence south at right angles
angles to
to
said described
a point
described line three feet to a
point in the said north line of
of
Avenue southwest, whose
whose elevation
elevation is
about one
hundred one
one and
Clark Avenue
is about
one hundred
and
six-tenths
six-tenths feet above the city base of levels, said point being about
about
one hundred
hundred and seventy-eight
seventy-eight feet east of said
said intersection, containing one hundred
hundred and twenty
twenty one-thousandths
one-thousandths acre,
less:
acre, more or less:
Provided, That the portion of parcel
parcel 22located
Provided,
located in said sublots 17, 18,
revert to the owner
and 19 shall revert
owner of such sublots
sublots should
should the land of
of said
said
sublot be at any time
time raised
raised and maintained
maintained by
earth fill
by means
means of
of an earth
to the grade of the Clark
Clark Avenue
Avenue viaduct
viaduct and the westerly
westerly approach
approach
thereto.
Together with all rights, reservations,
reservations, privileges,
and easements
Together
privileges, and
easements
acquired by grantor under
under that certain
certain deed from the Cuyahoga
Cuyahoga Valley Realty
Realty Company
Company to grantor dated
1946, and recorded in
dated April
April 2, 1946,
volume 6064 at page 455 of Cuyahoga
Cuyahoga County Records.
Together with all rights, reservations,
reservations, and
Together
and privileges
privileges retained
retained by
provisions of the "Easement
"Easement for Maintenance
Maintenance of
grantor under the provisions
of
Water Main
Main and Appurtenances
Appurtenances from Reconstruction
Reconstruction Finance Corporation
poration to the City of Cleveland",
Cleveland", dated
dated August
August 6,
6, 1946, aa copy
copy
of which is attached
attached hereto, made a
part hereof and
and marked
marked exhibit
exhibit A,
a part
and grantee
grantee by the acceptance
acceptance of this quitclaim
quitclaim deed
deed assumes
assumes and
and
agrees
agrees to perform all of the obligations
obligations of grantor contained
contained in
said
in said
"Easement
Maintenance of Water Main and Appurtenances
"Easement for Maintenance
Appurtenances from
Reconstruction
Reconstruction Finance
Finance Corporation
Cleveland".
Corporation to the City of Cleveland".
excepting from the first above-described
Also excepting
above-described premises
premises that
that parcel
parcel
of land conveyed by the United
United States to the city of Cleveland
Cleveland by deed
deed
dated May
June 9, 1948,
1948, in volume
volume 6492,
6492, page
4, of
dated
May 27, 1948,
1948, recorded
recorded June
page 4,
of
Cuyahoga
Records, and particularly
described as follows:
Cuyahoga Deed Records,
particularly described
follows:
Beginning at
southeasterly corner
corner of sublot numbered
numbered 1
at the southeasterly
1 in
in
Hartzell's subdivision,
Josephine L. Hartzell's
subdivision, recorded
recorded in
in volume
volume 15,
15, page 37,
of Cuyahoga
Cuyahoga County Map
Map Records;
Records; thence south eighty-eight
eighty-eight degrees
degrees
eighteen
eighteen minutes
minutes forty
forty seconds
seconds east six hundred
hundred sixty-nine and ninetyone-hundredths feet;
three one-hundredths
forty-nine
feet: thence north sixty-seven
sixty-seven degrees
degrees forty-nine
minutes forty seconds
seconds east four hundred
hundred twelve andfve-tenths
five-tenths feet:
feet:
thence north
north forty-seven
fifteen minutes forty-five
seconds
forty-seven degrees
degrees fifteen
forty-five seconds
east six hundred feet; thence south eighty-seven
eighty-seven degrees
degrees forty-four
forty-four
seconds east
minutes fifteen seconds
east three
three hundred
thence south
hundred feet; thence
south forty-two
degrees forty-four
forty-four minutes fifteen
fifteen seconds east three
three hundred
hundred feet;
feet;
eighty-seven degrees
thence south eighty-seven
degrees forty-four
forty-four minutes fifteen
fifteen seconds
east
hundred twenty-five
east two hundred
twenty-five and seventy-five
seventy-five one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet;
feet;
thence south sixty degrees twenty-seven
twenty-seven minutes
minutes forty-four
forty-four seconds
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east
hundred forty-one
forty-one and
and thirty-two
thirty-two one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet to
three hundred
east three
the northwesterly
line of
of Quigley
Quigley Road
Road southwest, which point is
northwesterly line
the
north thirty-three
degrees fifty-eight
seconds east measminutes ten seconds
fifty-eight minutes
thirty-three degrees
north
ured along
Quigley Road southwest, one
of Quigley
line of
northwesterly line
said northwesterly
along said
ured
thousand
one hundred
eighty-five feet
feet from
its intersection
intersection with
from its
and eighty-five
hundred and
thousand one
the
southerly
line
of
land
conveyed
aforesaid
United States
the
to
as
aforesaid
conveyed
land
of
line
southerly
the
of
of America.
America.
Also excepting
from the
the first
above-described premises
premises two parcels
first above-described
excepting from
Also
of
as follows:
follows:
land described as
of land
(Parcel
easterly line of West
West
1)::Beginning on the easterly
Numbered 1)
(Parcel Numbered
Eleventh
Street at
intersection with the southerly line of Josephine
its intersection
at its
Eleventh Street
Hartzell's
as recorded
volume 15, page 37, of Cuyahoga
recorded in volume
subdivision as
Hartzell's subdivision
County
Map Records;
Records; thence
degrees twenty-one minutes
south two degrees
thence south
County Map
twenty
seconds west
along said
Eleventh Street
easterly line of West Eleventh
said easterly
west along
twenty seconds
five
and sixty-four
sixty-four one-hundredths
feet to an
one-hundredths feet
sixty-seven and
hundred sixty-seven
five hundred
angle
point
therein;
thence
continuing
easterly
line
of West
said
along
continuing
thence
therein;
angle point
Eleventh
Street south
south six
degrees thirty-one
thirty-one minutes fifty seconds
six degrees
Eleventh Street
east
and ninety-five
one-hundredths feet to the northerly
northerly
ninety-five one-hundredths
twenty-seven and
east twenty-seven
line
Cuyahoga Valley
Valley Realty
Realty Company's
numbered
Company's subdivision numbered
the Cuyahoga
of the
line of
2
as aforesaid;
aforesaid; thence
degrees twenty-eight
twenty-eight mineighty-three degrees
north eighty-three
thence north
2 as
utes ten
ten seconds
northerly line of said subdivision numthe northerly
along the
east along
seconds east
utes
bered
2, one
hundred feet
to the
thereof; thence
northeasterly corner thereof;
the northeasterly
feet to
one hundred
bered 2,
south six
six degrees
degrees thirty-one
minutes fifty
seconds east
the
along the
east along
fifty seconds
thirty-one minutes
south
easterly line
line of
of said
said subdivision
subdivision numbered
three hundred fourteen
numbered 2, three
easterly
and
eighty-one one-hundredths
the northerly line of land conone-hundredths feet to the
and eighty-one
veyed to
to Mike
Mike Hlatky
Hlatky and
Mari Hlatky
deed dated
dated October
14,
October 14,
by deed
Hlatky by
and Mari
veyed
1919,
recorded in
in volume
volume 2370,
Cuyahoga County Deed
2370, page 26, of Cuyahoga
and recorded
1919, and
Records;
thence north
eighty-three degrees
degrees twenty-eight
twenty-eight minutes ten
north eighty-three
Records; thence
seconds
east along
along the
northerly line
land so
conveyed to Mike and
so conveyed
of land
line of
the northerly
seconds east
Mari
Hlatky five
to the
corner thereof; thence
northeasterly corner
the northeasterly
feet to
five feet
Mari Hlatky
south
degrees thirty-one
thirty-one minutes
minutes fifty seconds east along Mike
six degrees
south six
and
Hlatky's easterly
easterly line thirty-four and ninety-eight oneMari Hlatky's
and Mari
Ryba
hundredths
to the
northerly line
line of
of land conveyed to Peter Ryba
the northerly
feet to
hundredths feet
and J.
J. Ryba
Ryba by
by deed
26, 1921,
recorded in
in volume 2476,
and recorded
1921, and
May 26,
dated May
deed dated
and
page 633,
633, of
eightythence north eightyRecords; thence
Deed Records;
County Deed
Cuyahoga County
of Cuyahoga
page
three degrees
twenty-eight minutes
along said northseconds east along
ten seconds
minutes ten
degrees twenty-eight
three
erly line
line of
to Peter
and J.
Ryba ten
to the
feet to
ten feet
J. Ryba
Ryba and
Peter Ryba
conveyed to
of land
land conveyed
erly
northeasterly corner
thereof; thence
south six
six degrees
degrees thirty-one
thirty-one minthence south
corner thereof;
northeasterly
utes fifty
fifty seconds
seconds east
Peter and
and J.
Ryba's easterly
easterly line and
J. Ryba's
along Peter
east along
utes
along the
the easterly
land conveyed
conveyed to
Kaczor by
Antoni and A. Kaczor
to Antoni
of land
line of
easterly line
along
deed dated
dated August
7, 1924,
1924, and
and recorded
recorded in
volume 3116,
of
3116, page 195, of
in volume
August 7,
deed
Cuyahoga
County Deed
Deed Records,
Records, eighty-one
one-hunforty-nine one-hunand forty-nine
eighty-one and
Cuyahoga County
dredths
feet to
said sublot
numbered 17 in the
sublot numbered
of said
line of
northerly line
the northerly
to the
dredths feet
Cuyahoga
Valley
Realty
Company's
subdivision
numbered
2; thence
numbered
subdivision
Company's
Realty
Valley
Cuyahoga
north
degrees twenty-one
west
minutes fifty seconds west
twenty-one minutes
eighty-eight degrees
north eighty-eight
along the
lines of
sublots numbered
numbered 17,
17, 16,
16, and
and 15
15 in
in said
said
of sublots
northerly lines
the northerly
along
subdivision
numbered 2,
2, one
and eighteen
eighteen one-hunone-hunsixteen and
hundred sixteen
one hundred
subdivision numbered
dredths feet
to said
said easterly
Eleventh Street; thence
West Eleventh
of West
line of
easterly line
feet to
dredths
south
two
degrees
eighteen
minutes
forty
seconds
west along said
seconds
forty
minutes
eighteen
degrees
two
south
easterly line
of West
hundred feet to the northerly
one hundred
Street one
Eleventh Street
West Eleventh
line of
easterly
line of
of Clark
Clark Avenue
Avenue Southwest;
Southwest; thence
thence south
south eighty-eight
degrees
eighty-eight degrees
line
twenty-one
fifty seconds
east along
along said
said northerly
northerly line
of
line of
seconds east
minutes fifty
twenty-one minutes
Clark
Southwest five
oneninety-nine oneand ninety-nine
sixty-nine and
hundred sixty-nine
five hundred
Avenue Southwest
Clark Avenue
hundredths feet
to the
conveyed to
to the
Highway
the Highway
land conveyed
of land
line of
westerly line
the westerly
feet to
hundredths
Construction
Company of
of Ohio,
by deed
dated January
January
deed dated
Incorporated, by
Ohio, Incorporated,
Construction Company
27,
1944,
and
recorded
in
volume
5657,
page
522,
of
Cuyahoga
County
County
Cuyahoga
of
522,
page
5657,
in
volume
27, 1944, and recorded
Deed
one degree
degree thirty-eight
secten secminutes ten
thirty-eight minutes
north one
thence north
Records; thence
Deed Records;
onds
along said
westerly line
and also
also the westerly line of land
line and
said westerly
east along
onds east
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conveyed to
to said
Highway Construction
Construction Company
Company of
of Ohio,
Ohio, IncorIncorconveyed
said Highway
porated, by
by deed
dated October
October 20,
20, 1944,
in volume
volume 5861,
5861,
porated,
deed dated
1944, and
and recorded
recorded in
page
Cuyahoga County
Deed Records,
hundred and
page 269,
269, of
of Cuyahoga
County Deed
Records, three
three hundred
and ten
ten
feet
northerly line
land conveyed
to the
the Highway
Highway ConstrucConstrue..
feet to the
the northerly
line of
of land
conveyed to
tion Company
Company of
of Ohio,
thence south
tion
Ohio, Incorporated,
Incorporated, last
last aforesaid;
aforesaid; thence
south
eighty-eight
twenty-one minutes
seconds east
east along
along said
said
eighty-eight degrees
degrees twenty-one
minutes fifty
fifty seconds
northerly line
line five
hundred feet;
feet; thence
one degree
degree thirty-eight
thirty-eight
northerly
five hundred
thence north
north one
minutes ten
seconds east
seven hundred
hundred eighty-seven
eighty-seven and
and sixty-three
minutes
ten seconds
east seven
sixty-three
one-hundredths
feet to
to an
an angle
thence north
forty-seven degrees
degrees
one-hundredths feet
angle point;
point; thence
north forty-seven
fifteen
seconds east
east two
two hundred
hundred forty-eight
and
fifteen minutes
minutes forty-five
forty-five seconds
forty-eight and
sixty-six
feet to
to an
angle point
point in
land conveyed
conveyed to
to
sixty-six one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet
an angle
in land
the
deed dated
dated May
27, 1948,
1948, and
and recorded
recorded in
the city
city of
of Cleveland
Cleveland by
by deed
May 27,
in
County Deed
Deed Records;
Records; thence
thence south
south
volume 6492,
6492, page
page 4,
4, of
of Cuyahoga
Cuyahoga County
sixty-seven degrees
minutes forty
forty seconds
seconds west
west along
the
sixty-seven
degrees forty-nine
forty-nine minutes
along the
southerly
line of
land so
city of
of Cleveland
four hunhunsoutherly line
of land
so conveyed
conveyed to
to the
the city
Cleveland four
dred
twelve and
and fifty
an angle
angle point
point therein;
dred twelve
fifty one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet
feet to
to an
therein;
thence
eighty-eight degrees
degrees eighteen
eighteen minutes
minutes forty
forty seconds
thence north
north eighty-eight
seconds west
west
southerly line
of land
land conveyed
to the
the city
city of
of Cleveland
Cleveland as
as
along the southerly
line of
conveyed to
aforesaid and along the
the southerly
southerly line of Josephine
Josephine Hartzell's
Hartzell's subsubdivision as
15, page
37, of
of Cuyahoga
County Map
as recorded
recorded in
in volume
volume 15,
page 37,
Cuyahoga County
Map
Records, nine
hundred twenty-four
and ninety-three
ninety-three one-hundredths
one-hundredths
Records,
nine hundred
twenty-four and
feet
the place
place of
excepting, excluding,
from
feet to
to the
of beginning,
beginning, excepting,
excluding, and
and reserving
reserving from
premises any
any part
thereof conveyed
conveyed to
to the
the city
city
the above-described
above-described premises
part thereof
Cleveland by deed
deed dated
dated March
March 8,
8, 1915,
1915, and
and recorded
recorded in
in volume
volume
of Cleveland
67, of
County Deed
Deed Records.
Records.
1619, page
page 67,
of Cuyahoga
Cuyahoga County
(Parcel
in the
city of
of Cleveland,
(Parcel Numbered
Numbered 2)
2)::Situated
Situated in
the city
Cleveland, county
county
of Cuyahoga, and State of
as being
being part
original
of Ohio
Ohio and
and known
known as
part of
of original
Brooklyn
Brooklyn Township
Township lot numbered
numbered 86 and bounded
bounded and described
described as
as
follows:
follows: Beginning
Beginning on the
West Eleventh
Eleventh Street
the easterly
easterly line
line of West
Street at
at
its intersection
southerly line
of Josepne
Josephine
Hartzell's subsubintersection with
with the southerly
line of
eHartzell's
in volume
volume 15,
15, page
of the
Cuyahoga County
County
division, as
as recorded
recorded in
page 37,
37, of
the Cuyahoga
south eighty-eight
eighty-eight degrees
eighteen minutes
minutes
Map Records; thence
thence south
degrees eighteen
forty
seconds east along said southerly line
forty seconds
Hartzell's
line of Josephine
Josephine Hartzell's
subdivision and along
line of
of land
land conveyed
conveyed to
to the
city
along the southerly
southerly line
the city
Cleveland by the United States of
of Cleveland
America by deed
deed dated
dated May
May
of America
22, 1948, and recorded
recorded in volume 6492, page 4, of
of Cuyahoga
County
Cuyahoga County
twenty-four and ninety-three
Deed Records,
Records, nine hundred
hundred twenty-four
ninety-three one-hunone-hundredths feet to an angle point;
point; thence
thence north
north forty-seven
forty-seven degrees
degrees
fifteen
east along
along said
said southerly
line of
of
fifteen minutes
minutes forty-five
forty-five seconds
seconds east
southerly line
land conveyed
conveyed to the
the city of Cleveland
Cleveland three
hundred feet,
feet, to
to the
the printhree hundred
principal place of beginning;
beginning; thence
thence continuing
continuing along the
the city
city of
Cleveof Cleveland's southerly
southerly line
the following
following courses
courses and
and distances:
distances: North
North fortyfortyland's
line the
seven degrees fifteen minutes forty-five
forty-five seconds
seconds east
east three hundred
hundred
eighty-seven degrees forty-four minutes fifteen seconds
feet; south eighty-seven
seconds
east three hundred
hundred feet; south
south forty-two degrees
degrees forty-four
forty-four minutes
minutes
seconds east
east three
three hundred
hundred feet;
feet; thence
thence north
north eighty-seven
eighty-seven
fifteen seconds
degrees forty-four
forty-four minutes fifteen
seconds west
hundred twentytwentyfifteen seconds
west seven
seven hundred
four and twenty-six one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet
feet to the principal place of the
Wyandotte County,

Kan.doteo
Kans.

beginning.
beginning.

(10) The
War Assets
Administrator is
hereby authorized
authorized and
and
(10)
The War
Assets Administrator
is hereby
directed to transfer
directed
transfer to the jurisdiction
jurisdiction and control of
of the
the Federal
Federal
Works Agency, without reimbursement,
reimbursement, the right to use and
and occupy
occupy
hereinafter described
the land hereinafter
described which was acquired
acquired through
through concondemnation
proceedings in the District Court of the United States for
demnation proceedings
the District of Kansas, First Division,
Division, on August 24, 1945,
1945, being aa
term for years commencing
commencing January 15,
15, 1945,
ending June
1945, and
and ending
June 30,
30,
1946, extendible
extendible for yearly periods
until June
June 30,
30, 1955,
at
periods thereafter
thereafter until
1955, at
the election of the United States, in and to said lands particularly
particularly
described as follows:
described
follows:
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A tract
tract of
of land
land situated
situated in
the county
State of
of
A
in the
county of
of Wyandotte,
Wyandotte, State
Kansas, within section 2, township 11 south, range 25 east, of the
sixth principal
principal meridian, being a
apart of the lands known as the Public
Levee
adjacent north thereof. The
Levee of Kansas City, Kansas, and land adjacent
boundary
described in detail as follows:
boundary lines of said
said tract are described
Starting
at the
the intersection
intersection of
of the
monument situated at
Starting at aa brass monument
center line of Jersey Creek inclosure
inclosure with the center line of Minnesota
Minnesota
Avenue
Levee lands, said brass
Avenue extension
extension in and across said Public Levee
known as Base Point for all surveys within said
monument being known
Public
Levee lands; thence
thence south seventy-five
seventy-five degrees thirty-six
Public Levee
minutes
Jersey Creek inclosure,
minutes forty seconds east on said center line of Jersey
fourteen degrees
twenty-three minutes twenty
degrees twenty-three
forty feet;
feet; thence north fourteen
seconds
seconds east
east at right angles to said center line of Jersey Creek inclosure
northeasterly
which is on
on the northeasterly
forty feet to
to the true
true point of
of beginning
beginning which
right-of-way line for said Minnesota
Minnesota Avenue
Avenue extension;
extension; thence by the
the
right-of-way
seventy-five degrees thirty-six
following courses and distances: South seventy-five
hundred thirty and eighty-five oneeast five
five hundred
minutes forty seconds east
hundredths
degrees twenty-three
twenty-three minutes twenty
twenty
fourteen degrees
hundredths feet; north fourteen
seventy-five degrees
seconds east one hundred and thirty feet; south seventy-five
seconds
hundred sixty-seven and
minutes forty
forty seconds east one hundred
thirty-six minutes
ninety-four one-hundredths
feet; north
north twenty-eight
fortydegrees fortytwenty-eight degrees
one-hundredths feet;
ninety-four
hundred and
seventy-one feet;
feet;
east three hundred
and seventy-one
three minutes
minutes forty
forty seconds east
north
thirty-eight minutes forty seconds east one
fifty-one degrees
degrees thirty-eight
north fifty-one
thirty-three one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet; thence north
hundred eighty-two and thirty-three
twenty-eight
degrees forty-three
forty-three minutes forty seconds east seven huntwenty-eight degrees
dred
and four
on a
a line
line parparfeet to
to a
a point
point on
one-hundredths feet
four one-hundredths
dred thirty-one
thirty-one and
allel with
and thirty-one
thirty-one and
fifty-five one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet distant
and fifty-five
allel
with and
southeasterly
southeasterly at right angles from the center line of the Union Pacific
Railroad
northeasterly;
produced northeasterly;
ladder track produced
Company's southerly ladder
Railroad Company's
seventy-three degrees
degrees twenty-seven
twenty-seven minutes twenty secsouth seventy-three
thence south
onds west
parallel with
with and
thirty-one and
and fifty-five
one-hundredths
fifty-five one-hundredths
and thirty-one
west parallel
onds
feet
at right
right angles
said
of said
the center
center line of
angles from the
southeasterly at
feet distant
distant southeasterly
southerly ladder
hundred one and twelve oneone thousand three hundred
track one
ladder track
southerly
hundredths
right-of-way line
northeasterly right-of-way
less, to the northeasterly
hundredths feet, more or less
for
said Minnesota
Avenue extension;
eidension; thence
degrees two
two
thence south eleven degrees
Minnesota Avenue
for said
minutes
seconds west
along said
said northeasterly
northeasterly right-of-way
right-of-way
west along
twenty seconds
minutes twenty
line
five hundred
one-hundredths feet
feet to an angle
eighty and
and fifty-nine
fifty-nine one-hundredths
hundred eighty
line five
point thereon
thence south
south fourteen
degrees twenty-three
twenty-three minutes
fourteen degrees
point
thereon-,• thence
twenty seconds
seconds west
west ninety-four
ninety-four and
twenty-seven one-hundredths
one-hundredths
and twenty-seven
twenty
feet,
of beginning.
to the
the true point of
or less
less, to
feet, more or
Excepting
and excluding
therefrom the
a strip
the road
road lying upon a
excluding therefrom
Excepting and
of
extending across
across the
in Nidth
width
thirty feet
feet in
above-described tract thirty
the above-described
of land
land extending
being
fifteen feet
center line of such
of the center
on each side of
at right angles
angles on
feet at
being fifteen
strip
land, said
line being
being parallel
parallel with
with and
and one hundred
said center
center line
of land,
strip of
and
feet distant
distant southeasterly
center
from the center
at right
right angles from
southeasterly at
and fifteen
fifteen feet
line
tangent produced
produced northline of
of said southerly ladder track and its tangent
easterly;
and
easterly; and
Excepting
and excluding
excluding therefrom
are
of land which are
two strips of
therefrom two
Excepting and
eight and
and five-tenths
five-tenths feet
feet in
width at
at right
side of
of the
the
each side
on each
right angles
angles on
in width
eight
Union
Pacific Railroad
Railroad Company's
running tracks numbered
3 and
and
numbered 3
Company's running
Union Pacific
numbered 12
12 and
and from
from the
the switch
switch tracks
tracks leading
therefrom, all
all said
said
leading therefrom,
numbered
tracks serving
the buildings
buildings lying
southerly from
said Jersey
Jersey Creek
Creek
from said
lying southerly
serving the
tracks
enclosure.
enclosure.
Containing a
anet
net area
area of
of seven
hundred and
thousand square
square
and fifty
fifty thousand
seven hundred
Containing
feet,
more or less.
less.
feet, more
All
bearing's refer
refer to
to true north.
All bearings
Lockwood Basin,
Basin,
Lockwood
(11) The
War A.
sPts Administrator
and East
authorized and
is hereby
hereby authorized
Administrator is
Assets
East Boston,
Ma.
(11)
The War
Boston, Mas.
directed to
transfer to
the jurisdiction
jurisdiction and
and control
control of
Federal
of the
the Federal
to the
to transfer
directed
Works Agency,
Agency, without
use as
as a
a United
States
United States
for use
reimbursement, for
without reimbursement,
Works
81939°-50—PT. 1
13
--- 13
81939--0--PT.
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Seattle, Wash.
Seattle,
Wash.

Luna County,
Luna County,
Mex.
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N.
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quarantine
quarantine station all
the Government-owned
Government-owned portion
of the
all of
of the
portion of
the United
United
States naval small-craft facility,
also known
Lockwood Basin,
Basin, East
East
facility, also
known as
as Lockwood
Boston, Massachusetts,
Massachusetts, comprising
comprising approximately
one hundred
hundred thirtyapproximately one
thirtyhundred thirty-three
five thousand six hundred
being that
that
thirty-three square
square feet
feet of
of land,
land, being
certain parcel of
conveyed to
to the
by William
of land conveyed
the United
United States
States by
William J.
J.
Stober, of Boston, Massachusetts,
Massaehusetts, by
deed dated
dated March
March 12,
1918,
by deed
12, 1918,
recorded in the office
of Suffolk,
Commonoffice of
of the
the Register,
Register, county
county of
Suffolk, Commonwealth of Massachusetts, and entered in
together
in book 4078, page
page 463;
463; together
with all buildings, structures,
appurtenances located
located thereon,
includstructures, appurtenances
thereon, including the
ing.
docking and
and berthing
the marine
marine docking
berthing facility
facility designated
designated as
as pier
pier C.
C.
(12) The Governor
Administration is
(12)
Governor of the Farm Credit
Credit Administration
is hereby
hereby
authorized
authorized and directed
directed to
to the
the jurisdiction
jurisdiction and
and control
to transfer
transfer to
control of
of
the Federal Works Agency, without reimbursement,
of the
reimbursement, for
for use
use of
the
Public Buildings Administration,
Administration, as an addition
addition to
Fedto the
the Denver
Denver Federal Center, all of that portion of the
Ordnance Plant,
Plant,
the former
former Denver
Denver Ordnance
Denver, Colorado,
Colorado, together
together with the
appurtenances and
improvements
the appurtenances
and improvements
located thereon, comprised
comprised of the east half
half of
of the
the
half of
of the east
east half
northeast quarter and the east half
east half
the southeast
southeast
half of
of the
the east
half of
of the
quarter of section 8, township 4
sixth principal
4 south, range
range 69
69 west,
west, sixth
principal
meridian, excepting therefrom
therefrom the land used
highway purposes,
used for
for highway
purposes,
in the southeast corner of the
said section
the southeast
southeast quarter
quarter of
of said
section 8.
8.
(13)
The Secretary
Treasury is hereby authorized
authorized and
(13) The
Secretary of the Treasury
and
directed to transfer
jurisdiction and control of
transfer to the jurisdiction
Federal
of the
the Federal
Works Agency, without reimbursement,
reimbursement for
use of
of the
the Public
Buildings
for use
Public Buildings
Administration the following-described
following-described land,
Administration
land, together
together with
with the
the
improvements thereon:
improvements
thereon:
A certain
certain tract of land bounded by Fourth Avenue
Avenue South,
South, Stacy
Stacy
Street, Fifth Avenue South, and Lander Street, Seattle
Seattle, Washington,
Washington,
being
block 276A,
276A, Seattle
Tideland s in
i
n Seattle,
Seattle,
Seattle,King County,
being all
all of
of block
Seattle Tidelands
Washington,
Washington, which is more particularly
particularly described
described as
as follows:
follows:
(a)
(a) West one hundred
hundred and ten feet of lots 1
11, inclusive,
inclusive, block
1 to
to 11,
block
276A,
276A, Seattle
Seattle Tidelands;
Tidelands;
(b)
(b) East ten feet of lots 1
1 to 11, inclusive, block 276A, Seattle
Seattle
Tidelands,
adjoining west half of Fourth Place South;
Tidelands, and the adjoining
South;
(c)
(c) West one hundred eight and fifty one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet
feet of
of lots
lots
12 to 22, inclusive,
inclusive, block
Seattle Tidelands,
Tidelands, and
an d th
dj oi
ni
ng
block 2761,
276A, Seattle
thee a
adjoining
east half of Fourth Place South;
(d) East eleven and fifty one-hundredths
feet of
of lots
lots 12
to 22,
inone-hundredths feet
12 to
22, inclusive, block
block 276A,
276A, Seattle
Tidelands;
Seattle Tidelands;
(e)
(e) The easterly
easterly half of Fourth Avenue South
the centerline
centerline
South from
from the
of Stacy Street to the centerline of Lander Street and
and the
the west
west half
half of
of
Fifth Avenue
Avenue South from the centerline
centerline of Stacy Street to the
centerthe centerline
of Lander
Lander Street;
line of
Street; also, the south half of Stacy Street from easterly
easterly
line of Fourth Avenue
Avenue South projected to the
westerly line
of Fifth
Fifth
the westerly
line of
Avenue South projected;
Avenue
projected; also the north half of Lander
Lander Street
Street from
from
the easterly
easterly line
of Fourth
Fourth Avenue South projected
projected to the westerly
westerly
the
line of
line of Fifth Avenue
also, together with that
line
Avenue South projected; also
that certain
certain
street designated as Fourth Place South
line of
South from
from the
the southerly
southerly line
of
Stacy Street to the northerly line of
Lander Street,
Street, containing
six
of Lander
containing six
and sixty-five one-hundredths
one-hundredths acres, more or
existing
or less;
less; subject
subject to
to existing
easements
easements for public roads and highways, for public utilities,
utilities, for
for
railroads
above-described portions
railroads and for pipe lines in the above-described
of Fourth
portions of
Fourth
Avenue South,
Avenue
South, Fifth Avenue South, Stacy
Stacy Street, and Lander
Lander Street.
(14) The War Assets Administrator is
authorized and
is hereby
hereby authorized
and
directed to
to transfer
transfer to
to the jurisdiction
Federal
directed
jurisdiction and control of the Federal
Works
reimbursement, for use of the Public BuildWorks Agency, without reimbursement,
Buildings
following-described land, together with
ings Administration
Administration the following-described
the
with the
improvements thereon:
improvements
thereon:
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All
or real
real estate
of land or
All the following-described
following-described lots or parcels of
situate, lying, and being in the county of Luna, State of New Mexico,
together
with the
appurtenances, to wit:
the appurtenances,
together with
First tract: Beginning
Beginning at the.
the northeast corner of the southeast
southeast
section 26, township 23 south, range 99 west, New Mexico
quarter of section
due south
south four
four hundred
hundred and fifty
principal meridian;
meridian; running thence due
feet,
Railroad right-of-way;
right-of-way;
Pacific Railroad
Southern Pacific
or less, to the Southern
feet, more or
right-of-way two thousand six hunsaid right-of-way
thence southwesterly
southwesterly along said
section;
and fifty feet, more or less, to the west line of said quarter section;
dred and
thence due
due north
north along
along said
west line
line of
of said
said quarter
section five hunquarter section
said west
thence
dred
hundred and
dred and fifty-two
fifty-two feet, more or less; thence due east five hundred
hundred eighty-four
eighty-four and four-twelfths
feet; then
then due north two hundred
twelve feet;
feet,
along
of said quarter section; thence along
to the
the north
north line of
feet, more or less; to
the
section in an easterly
easterly direction to the
said north
north line of said quarter section
place of
beginning.
place
of beginning.
southeast line of the
Second tract:
tract: Beginning at aa point on the southeast
right-of-way of the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad, which
right-of-way
described as being three hundred
hundred ninety-six and forty-one
point is described
one-hundredths feet
northeasterly, from
said right-of-way,
right-of-way, northeasterly,
feet along said
one-hundredths
another point
is five
five hundred
nine-tenths feet
forty-seven and nine-tenths
hundred forty-seven
point which
which is
another
thirty-three feet east of the southwest
southwest
hundred and thirty-three
north and eight hundred
corner of the northeast
northeast quarter
quarter of section 26, township 23 south, range
corner
corner
Mexico principal meridian;
meridian; being the northerly corner
99west, of New Mexico
conveyed to Wah Brothers
Brothers by Charles B. Allaire
Allaire and
of the premises conveyed
wife, by
by deed
deed dated
dated August
1899, and
recorded in book 37 of deeds,
and recorded
10, 1899,
August 10,
wife,
at pages
200-201, in
in the
Grant County,
Clerk of
of Grant
County Clerk
of the
the County
the office
office of
at
pages 200-201,
and
transferred to book C, at pages 618-619 of the Deed Records of
and transferred
Luna County;
fifty-two degrees
degrees five
along
five minutes east along
north fifty-two
thence north
County; thence
Luna
the south
south boundary
Topeka and Santa Fe rightthe Atchison,
Atchison, Topeka
line of
of the
boundary line
the
of-way aforesaid
aforesaid to
to the
boundary line intersects
intersects the
said boundary
where said
the point where
of-way
north and south
sections 25 and 26, township 23 south,
separating sections
south line
line separating
north
range
aforesaid; thence south along said line separating said
range 99west, aforesaid.;
sections
25 and
one hundred
hundred and sixty-five
line one
on said line
a point on
and 26
26 to a
sections 25
connecting the centers
feet
centers of sections
feet north of the east and west line connecting
25 and
26 aforesaid;
aforesaid; thence north sixty-seven
sixty-seven degrees
degrees fifteen minutes
25
and 26
conveyed to
west,
boundary line of the property conveyed
west, along the northeast boundary
Wah
aforesaid, one thousand six hundred twenty and
as aforesaid,
Brothers as
Wah Brothers
five-tenths
feet to
to the
of beginning;
reserving
and reserving
excepting and
beginning; excepting
the place
place of
five-tenths feet
from
premises one acre
which now stands aa brick powder
acre on which
from said
said premises
house,
being the
the land
land conveyed
conveyed by
and wife
wife to the
Raithel and
by John
John A. Raithel
house, being
Safety
Powder Company
26, 1889, and
dated April 26,
Company by aa deed dated
Nitra Powder
Safety Nitra
recorded
in book
book 28 of deeds, at pages 51-52, in the office of the County
recorded in
Clerk
of Grant
and transferred'
,
-442
441-442
at pages 441
book C
C at
to book
transferred to
County, and
Grant County,
Clerk of
of the Deed Records
Records of Luna County.
Third tract:
tract: Beginning
Beginning at
the southeast
the northeast
northeast
of the
corner of
southeast corner
at the
Third
quarter
section 26,
26, township
township 23
23 south;
Mexico
9 west,
west, New Mexico
range 9
south, range
of section
quarter of
principal
running thence
approximately one
one hundred
hundred
thence north
north approximately
meridian; running
principal meridian;
and sixty-five
to a
a point
point just
county road; thence
the county
south of the
just south
feet to
sixty-five feet
and
north
fifteen minutes
approximately one
one
west approximately
minutes west
degrees fifteen
sixty-seven degrees
north sixty-seven
thousand
five hundred
hundred and
feet along
the southerly
of
line of
southerly line
along the
and forty-five
forty-five feet
thousand five
said county
county road;
south approximately
seven hundred
hundred and
and
approximately seven
thence south
road; thence
said
seventy
feet to
to a
a point
on the
the south
quarter of
northeast quarter
of the
the northeast
line of
south line
point on
seventy feet
section
26; thence
approximately one
one thousand
thousand four
four hundred
and
hundred and
east approximately
thence east
section 26;

twenty feet
feet to
to the
the point
point of beginning.
beginning.
Fourth tract:
across the
westerly of the
lying westerly
the land lying
An easement
easement across
tract: An
Fourth
a
above
described third
of land, for the purpose of installing a
tract of
third tract
above described
railroad spur
to run
run into
tract of
which railway
railway
of land,
land, which
third tract
the said
said third
into the
spur to
railroad
Topeka and Santa Fe Railway,
Railway,
is to come off of the Atchison, Topeka
spur is
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the said railway
railway spur to run
run northerly
northerly of
of the
mill which
which has
has been
been
the mill
constructed
constructed on the tract of land
westerly of
the said
said third
tract 9f
land westerly
of the
third tract
of
land; said
said easement
easement to remain in full force and effect as
as long
long as
as said
said
railway spur is maintained
maintained and
and used.
(15)
War Assets
Assets Administrator
Administrator is
hereby authorized
authorized and
and
(15) The
The War
is hereby
directed to transfer to the jurisdiction
jurisdiction and control
control of
Federal
of the
the Federal
Works Agency, without
without reimbursement,
reimbursement, for
the Public
Buildings
for use of the
Public Buildings
Administration
Administration the following-described
following-described land,
together with
with the
land, together
the
improvements thereon:
improvements
thereon:
A six and eight
eight hundred
hundred and
acre
and twenty-three
twenty-three one-thousandths
one-thousandths acre
tract of land lying and being
Tarrant County, Texas,
being in Tarrant
Texas, particularly
particularly
described
described as follows:
follows: Beginning
Beginning at the most
southeast corner
most easterly
easterly southeast
corner
of a
a tract of land deeded to the Defense
Defense Corporation
Corporation by
by the
the Globe
Globe AirAirCorporation on the
craft Corporation
the 20th
April 1942,
recorded in
in
20th day
day of April
1942, also
also recorded
volume 1530,
volume
1530, page
page 357, Deed
Records of Tarrant
County, Texas;
Texas.;said
said
Deed Records
Tarrant County,
beginning corner
beginning
corner also being the
the southeast
southeast corner
corner of a
a four
four and
and eightyeightyeight one-hundredths
one-hundredths acre
acre tract deeded
deeded to
Bennett Aircraft
Aircraft CorCorto the
the Bennett
poration by
by John Kennedy,
Kennedy, et ux, on the 20th day of
March 1940, said
of March
said
record in volume
1425, page 500, Deed Records of
deed being on record
volume 1425,
of
Tarrant
Texas:
Tarrant County,
County, Texas:
degrees two minutes east
Thence north
north no degrees
east along
its east
east line
line one
one
along its
hundred
hundred and twelve feet to the place of beginning
beginning of
the land
to be
be
of the
land to
described; thence north eighty-eight
eighty-eight degrees fifty minutes west
west two
two
hundred
hundred and thirty-six
thirty-six feet; thence
thence north one degree ten minutes
east
minutes east
one hundred and fifteen
fifteen feet;
thence north
degrees fifty
feet; thence
north eighty-eight
eighty-eight degrees
fifty
minutes west five
five hundred
hundred and forty-four
forty-four feet;
feet; thence north one
deone degree ten minutes east with fence
fence line
forty-nine
line three hundred
hundred and
and forty-nine
feet
feet to the center
center of the Saginaw-Old
Saginaw-Old Denton Road; thence
thence south
south
eighty-eight
fifty minutes
eighty-eight degrees
degrees fifty
minutes east with the center of
of said
said road
road
seven hundred and seventy
seventy and eight-tenths
eight-tenths feet, to northeast corner
corner
of said tract, same
same being
being the northeast
northeast corner
corner of
of said
said Bennett
Bennett Aircraft
Aircraft
Corporation's
Corporation's four and eighty-eight
eighty-eight one-hundredths
one-hundredths acre tract;
tract; thence
thence
south no degrees two minutes west four hundred and sixty-four
sixty-four feet
feet
to the place of beginning.
beginning.
(16) The Reconstruction
(16)
Reconstruction Finance
Finance Corporation
Corporation is
is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized
to transfer to the jurisdiction and control of
of the
the Federal
Agency
Federal Works
Works Agency
Administration the followingfor use of the Public Buildings Administration
described
together with the improvements
improvements thereon:
described land, together
thereon:
A one hundred
hundred forty-nine and seven hundred and sixty-two oneonethousandths
thousandths acre
acre tract of land lying
lying and being
being in Tarrant
Tarrant County,
particularly described
follows: Beginning
Beginning a
poi
n tin
i
n the
the
Texas, particularly
described as
as follows:
attaa point
south line of the David Cook Survey in the center
center of Cantrell-Sansom
Cantrell-Sansom
Road, one thousand two hundred
hundred and ninety-one
ninety-one feet
feet east of the southwest corner of said David Cook
Cook Survey, said
said point
point being
being the
the most
most
southerly southeast corner
southerly
corner of aa tract of land
land deeded
deeded to the ReconReconstruction Finance Corporation by Globe Aircraft
struction
Aircraft Corporation
Corporation on the
27th day of
of June
June 1947, said deed
27th
deed being on record
record in volume
volume 1925,
1925, page
463, Deed Records
Records of Tarrant
Tarrant County, Texas:
Texas:
Thence north one-half
one-half degree east with fence
fence line four thousand
thousand
five hundred and sixteen feet,
feet, an iron post; thence
thence south eighty-five
eighty-five
and one-half
one-half degrees
degrees east with fence line nine
hundred and
and sixtysixtynine hundred
seven feet, an iron post; thence
thence south with fence line thirty feet, an
an
iron post; thence
eighty-five degrees east with fence line seven
thence south eighty-five
hundred
a stake; thence north one-half degree
hundred and twenty-six
twenty-six feet, a
west one hundred
hundred and twelve feet,
the southeast
southeast corner
corner of
of a
six
feet, aastake
stake the
a six
and eight
one-thousandths acre tract
eight hundred and twenty-three
twenty-three one-thousandths
of
tract of
land out of said David Cook Survey, deeded to the Defense
Defense Plant
Plant
Corporation by the
Corporation
the Globe
Globe Aircraft
Aircraft Corporation
Corporation on the 20th day of
of
April 1942, said deed being on record in volume 1530, page 357, Deed
Deed
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Records
of Tarrant
Tarrant County,
north eighty-eight
eighty-eight degrees
thence north
Texas; thence
County, Texas;
Records of
fifty
west two
two hundred
thirty-six feet;
north one
thence north
feet; thence
and thirty-six
hundred and
minutes west
fifty minutes
degree ten
ten minutes
minutes east
east one
one hundred
hundred and
fifteen feet; thence north
and fifteen
degree
eighty-eight
degrees fifty
forty-four
west five hundred and forty-four
minutes west
fifty minutes
eighty-eight degrees
feet; thence
degree ten
minutes east with fence line three
ten minutes
one degree
north one
thence north
feet;
hundred
and forty-nine
forty-nine feet
feet to the
Denton
Saginaw-Old Denton
the center of the Saginaw-Old
hundred and
Road;
thence with
the center
degrees
north eighty-eight degrees
road north
said road
of said
center of
with the
Road; thence
fifty
minutes west
one hundred
hundred and
seventy-seven feet;
and seventy-seven
thousand one
one thousand
west one
fifty minutes
south eighty-four
no minutes
minutes west one hundred and thirtydegrees no
eighty-four degrees
south
five feet;
hundred
seventy-two degrees no minutes west eight hundred
south seventy-two
feet; south
five
feet; thence
thence south
south three-fourths
degree east
line two thoufence line
with fence
east with
three-fourths degree
feet;
sand one
one hundred
and ninety
thence west with fence line two
feet; thence
ninety feet;
hundred and
sand
hundred and
and sixteen
thence south one-fourth degree east with
feet; thence
sixteen feet;
hundred
fence
two thousand
seventy-four feet,
feet, a
post in the east line
a post
and seventy-four
thousand and
line two
fence line
of the
the Fort
Fort Worth
and Denver
City Railroad
Railroad right-of-way;
right-of-way; thence
thence
Denver City
Worth and
of
south thirty-seven
right-of-way five hundred
degrees east with said right-of-way
thirty-seven degrees
south
and eighty-three
feet to
to the
center of
of the
Cantrell-Sansom Road in the
the Cantrell-Sansom
the center
eighty-three feet
and
south line
line of
David Cook
with the center of
east with
thence east
Survey; thence
Cook Survey;
the David
of the
south
said
road nine
hundred and
forty-two feet
place of
beginning.
of beginning.
to the
the place
feet to
and forty-two
nine hundred
said road
(17)
Reconstruction Finance
Finance Corporation
Corporation is hereby authorized
The Reconstruction
(17) The
to transfer
to the
the jurisdiction
jurisdiction and
and control
control of
Federal Works
Works
the Federal
of the
transfer to
to
Agency for
use of
of the
the Public
Buildings Administration
Administration the following
Public Buildings
for use
Agency
described
thereon:
improvements thereon:
the improvements
with the
together with
land, together
described land,
All that
certain lot,
lot, piece
piece or
or parcel
situated in the second
of ground,
ground, situated
parcel of
that certain
All
ward of
the city
Pittsburgh, county
Allegheny and State of
of Allegheny
county of
of Pittsburgh,
city of
of the
ward
described
Pennsylvania,
together with
appurtenances, bounded and described
the appurtenances,
with the
Pennsylvania, together
as
wit: Beginning
the corner
(formerly
Street (formerly
Ninth Street
of Ninth
corner of
at the
Beginning at
to wit:
as follows,
follows, to
Anderson
Street and
and before
before that
Avenue;
Street) and Liberty Avenue;
Hand Street)
that Hand
Anderson Street
thence
feet
northerly by Ninth Street one hundred twelve and one-half feet
thence northerly
to an
alley; thence
right angles
last line by said alley
with the last
angles with
at right
thence at
an alley;
to
a party wall;
westwardly
point in a
to aa point
inches to
eight inches
feet eight
thirty-six feet
westwardly thirty-six
thence
in said
said party
party wall,
wall, parallel
parallel with
southStreet, southNinth Street,
with Ninth
line in
by aaline
thence by
wardly
one hundred
feet to
Avenue;
Liberty Avenue;
to Liberty
one-half feet
and one-half
twelve and
hundred twelve
wardly one
thence
by the
the same
avenue thirty-six
feet eight
eight inches
inches to
to
thirty-six feet
same avenue
eastwardly by
thence eastwardly
Ninth Street
place of beginning.
beginning.
the place
at the
Street at
Ninth
(b)
In the
case of
any real
real property
the Federal
to the
transferred to
property transferred
of any
the case
(b) In
Works Agency
the use
of the
Administration,
Buildings Administration,
Public Buildings
the Public
use of
for the
Agency for
Works
pursuant to
this section,
capital stock of
the capital
of the
all of
corporation, all
a corporation,
by a
section, by
to this
pursuant
which is
is owned
owned or
controlled directly or indirectly by the Government,
or controlled
which
a
conveyance to
to the
the United
United States
America, without
representation
without representation
of America,
States of
a conveyance
or warranty,
corporation therein
interest of such corporation
and interest
title, and
right, title,
all right,
of all
warranty, of
or
shall
be made.
made.
shall be
S
EO. 206.
206. The
The Federal
Works Administrator
hereby authorized
authorized
is hereby
Administrator is
Federal Works
SEO.
to assume
assume permanent
permanent custody
custody and
and control
for the
the use
use of
of the
the Public
Public
control for
to
Roads
Administration, without
without reimbursement,
the property
property located
located
reimbursement, the
Roads Administration,
within the
the area
area known
known as
Vancouver Barracks,
Barracks, in
WashVancouver, Washin Vancouver,
as Vancouver
within
ington,
consisting
of
two
buildings
numbered
689
and
698,
and
five
five
and
698,
and
689
numbered
buildings
two
of
ington, consisting
and three-tenths
three-tenths acres,
acres, more
more or less,
described as follows:
of land described
less, of
and
Beginning
at a
on the
the east
east line
line of
West Reserve
and the
Reserve Street and
of West
a point
point on
Beginning at
north
Street in
in the
the southeast
of section 27,
quarter of
southeast quarter
Fifth Street
East Fifth
of East
line of
north line
township 2
2 north,
of
city of
in the
the city
meridian, in
Willamette meridian,
east, Willamette
range 11 east,
north, range
township
Vancouver,
county
of
Clark,
State
of
Washington,
which
point
is
is aa
point
which
Washington,
of
State
Vancouver, county of Clark,
bronze
said point
point being
being north
twenty-two degrees
degrees
north twenty-two
monument, said
disk monument,
bronze disk
thirty-seven
minutes east,
east, a
one thousand
hundred and
and
four hundred
thousand four
of one
distance of
a distance
thirty-seven minutes
seventy-four
and seven-tenths
seven-tenths feet;
thence south
degrees
eighty-three degrees
south eighty-three
feet; thence
seventy-four and
ten
east, a
exactly forty-eight
souththe southfrom the
feet from
forty-eight feet
of exactly
distance of
a distance
minutes east,
ten minutes
twentyeast
corner
of
Amos
Short
donation
land
north
thence
claim;
land
donation
east corner of Amos Short
two degrees
minutes east,
east, a
adistance
distance of
of two
and
hundred and
two hundred
thirty-seven minutes
degrees thirty-seven
two
sixty-eight and
three-tenths feet;
thence south
eighty-three degrees
south eighty-three
feet; thence
and three-tenths
sixty-eight
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Pittsburgh,
Pa.
Pittsburgh, Pa.
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Wash.
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ten
minutes east,
of eight
eight hundred
hundred and
and sixty
sixty and
ten minutes
east, a
a distance
distance of
and six-tenths
six-tenths
feet; thence
south twenty
minutes west,
feet;
thence south
twenty degrees
degrees seventeen
seventeen minutes
west, a
a distance
distance
of
two hundred
hundred and
seventy-eight and
and eight-tenths
of two
and seventy-eight
eight-tenths feet;
feet; thence
thence north
north
eighty-five
twelve minutes
minutes west,
west, a
eighty-five degrees twelve
a distance
distance of
of exactly
exactly seventyseventythree
thence north
north eighty-three
eighty-three degrees
degrees ten
ten minute‘
west, a
disthree feet;
feet; thence
minutes west,
a dishundred and
and eighty-four
eighty-four and
and five-tenths
five-tenths feet;
thence
tance of
of two
two hundred
feet; thence
north
degrees twenty-three
minutes west,
of
north sixty-eight
sixty-eight degrees
twenty-three minutes
west, aa distance
distance of
thence north
ten
sixty-one and five-tenths
five-tenths feet;
feet; thence
north eighty-three
eighty-three degress
degress ten
and fifty-one
fifty-one and
and nine-tenths
minutes west, aadistance
distance of
of four
four hundred
hundred and
nine-tenths
the point
beginning.
feet to the
point of
of beginning.
TITLE III-IMPROVEMENT
III—IMPROVEMENT OF
EXISTING BUILDINGS
BUILDINGS
OF EXISTING
SEC.
S
EC. 301. The Commissioner of Public Buildings is authorized to
bildingsoutsideD.C. formulate, undertake
undertake and prosecute a
a program
program for the
the renovation
renovation and
and
improvement of federally owned
owned buildings
buildings outside
of
outside the District
District of
Columbia
Columbia for
for which
which funds
funds are
are not
not otherwise
otherwise available,
available, including
including
appurtenances and approaches
appurtenances
approaches thereto, that
of
that are under the control
control of
the
and preservation:
preservation:
the Public
Public Buildings
Buildings Administration
Administration for
for repair
repair and

Federally
owned
Federally owned
buildings outside D.C.

Acquisition of addiAcquisition
tional land.

tional land.

u
Appropriation aauthApropration
-

thorized.
Post, p. 976.

Post, p.

Provided,
That where
where necessary
necessary or
desirable in
in carrying
carrying out
the proproProvided,That
or desirable
out the
gram herein authorized,
acquired to accommoauthorized, additional
additional land may be acquired

date equipment or special appliances
be
appliances and
and devices
devices proposed
proposed to
to be
installed or to provide
areas to
to accomplish
accomplish the
objectives
provide working
working areas
the objectives
sought in this title: Provided
Provided further,
further, That no
estimated
no project,
project, the
the estimated
cost of which is less than $25,000,
$25,000, shall be deemed
deemed to
to be
be eligible
eligible for
for the
the
program authorized
authorized by this title.
SEC.
SEC. 302. For carrying out the purposes of this title, including administrative, supervisory,
ministrative,
and other
other expenses
expenses in
in connection
connection
supervisory, traveling,
traveling, and
therewith, there is hereby authorized
therewith,
appropriated the
of
authorized to be
be appropriated
the sum
sum of
$30,000,000 to remain
$30,000,000
remain available
available until
until expended.
expended.
TITLE IV-MISCELLANEOUS
IV—MISCELLANEOUS AND
AND GENERAL
GENERAL PROVISIONS
PROVISIONS

Technical
Technical or
or profesprofessional services.
sional
services.

42
1488.
42 Stat.
Stat. 1488.
5U.S.C.
5
U. S. C.
§ §§661-674;
661-674;
Stipp.
seq.
Supp. II,
II, §§652
662 et
et seq.
Post, p.
Post,
p. 972.
972.
41
S. 0. §5.
§5.
41 U.
U.S.O.
Post, p. 403.
403.

Competition
and
Competition and
awards for design.

S
EC. 401. (a)
(a) In addition
the authority
conferred upon
him by
SEC.
addition to
to the
authority conferred
upon him
by
any other law the Commissioner
Commissioner of Public Buildings,
whenever he
he
Buildings, whenever
deems it desirable
or advantageous,
advantageous, is
employ, by
by concondesirable or
is authorized
authorized to
to employ,
tract or otherwise and without regard to the Classification Act of 1923,
1923,
as amended, or to the civil-service
civil-service laws, rules,
rules, and
and regulations
or to
regulations or
to
section 3709 of
Statutes, the
services of
established archiof the
the Revised
Revised Statutes,
the services
of established
architectural
professional or technical corporations,
tectural or other professional
corporations, firms,
or
firms, or
individuals,
individuals, to such extent as he may require for any public
public building
building
project which the Public Buildings
Buildings Administration
Administration is
is authorized
authorized by
by
Conglress to construct, or for any such project, funds for which are
Congress
transferred by another
transferred
another agency
agency to the Public Buildings Administration
Administration
construction of the project, regardless
regardless of specific legislation govfor construction
erning such other agency:
agency: Provided,
Provided, That this authorization
authorization shall not
not
employment of such corporations,
apply to the employment
corporations, firms,
firms, or
or individuals
individuals
on aapermanent basis, but their services shall be limited to the
the individindividual project
project for which employed: Provided
That nothing
nothing conProvided further,
further, That
contained in this section shall relieve the Commissioner of Public
Public BuildBuildings or any other duly authorized
authorized contracting
contracting officer of the Public
Buildings
Administration who shall execute
construction contract
contract
Buildings Administration
execute aa construction
from the responsibility
responsibility of interpreting such contract, of passing
passing on
the acceptability
acceptability of materials
materials and workmanship
supplied pursuant
pursuant to
to
workmanship supplied
such contract, of approving changes in such contract during the construction period, of certifying
certifying vouchers
vouchers for payments becoming
becoming due
due
the contractor,
contractor, or of effecting final settlement of the contract.
(b)
(b) The Commissioner
Commissioner of Public Buildings is hereby authorized,
whenever
whenever he deems it to be in the public interest, to hold aacompetition
competition
for the design of any project, to stipulate
stipulate the terms,
terms, scope, and the
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conditions
of each
such competition
and to make awards in pursuance
competition and
each such
conditions of
thereof.
thereof.
S
EC. 402.
third paragraph
paragraph of
of section 55of the Public Buildings
The third
402. The
SEC.
44 Stat. 634.
Act
of May
May 25
1926 (41
Stat. 630),
630), as
as amended,
is hereby
hereby deleted
and
634.
44 Stat.
deleted and
amended, is
(44 Stat.
25,: 1926
Act of
40
U.S.C.
§345.
the
following
is
hereby
substituted
therefor:
therefor:
substituted
the followig is hereby
Temporary rental of
"With respect
to sites
to sites
acquired under
Act, sites
Temporaryrentalof
this Act,
under this
sites acquired
or additions
additions to
sites or
respect to
"With
and buildings.
d building.
sit
dishis
in
the
of Public
Public Buildings
Buildings is
is hereby
authorized,
hereby authorized,
Commissioner of
the Commissioner
purposes,
cretion
to
rent,
until
they
are
needed
such
construction
for
needed
are
they
until
rent,
to
cretion
sites or
or additions
to sites
improvements located thereon not
any improvements
and any
sites and
additions to
sites
reserved by
fair rental value and upon such terms
a fair
at a
vendors, at
the vendors,
by the
reserved
and
conditions as
he may
may deem
deem to
to be
be in
in the
Such
public interest. Such
the public
as he
and conditions
rentals
may be
accounts in the
common fund account or accounts
into aacommon
deposited into
be deposited
rentals may
Treasury,
provisions of the Act of June
the provisions'
notwithstanding the
and notwithstanding
Treasury, and
47 Stat. 412.
47Stat.412.
pay the cost of such
30,
1932 (40
(40 U.
be available
to pay
available to
shall be
303b), shall
C. 303b),
S. C.
U. S.
30, 1932
maintenance,
improvements located on
any improvements
alterations of any
and alterations
repair, and
maintenance, repair,
such sites
necessary to keep them in rentable
is necessary
as is
sites as
to sites
additions to
or additions
sites or
such
condition and
and for
for the
the establishment
establishment of necessary
therefor:
necessary reserves therefor:
condition
Provided,
determined by
necessary reserves, as determined
such necessary
for such
except for
That except
Provided, That
the
unobligated balances of rentals so deposited
deposited
the unobligated
Commissioner,' the
the Commissioner
into
the
Treasury
shall
be
covered at the end of each fiscal year into
be covered
shall
Treasury
into the
miscellaneous receipts:
receipts: Provided
That with
imto imrespect to
with respect
further, That
Provided further,
miscellaneous
provements
on
such
sites
or
additions
to
which
are
for
suitable
which
sites
to
provements on such sites or additions
residential purposes
and the
annual rentals of which
estimated annual
the estimated
only and
purposes only
residential
will
not exceed
exceed $1,200, the Commissioner
Commissioner may enter into leases without
without
will not
41 U. S. 0. §5.
regard
to
the
provisions
of
the Revised
Revised Statutes,
045.
4p U; p.S.403.
as Post,
Statutes, as
of the
3709 of
section 3709
regard to the provisions of section
amended."
amended."
634.
stt.
44
44 Stat. 634.
S
EC. 403.
403. Section
Buildings Act
May 25,
..s 1345..
S. S. C.
40 U.
(44 40
1926 (44
25, 1926
of May
Act of
Public Buildings
of the
the Public
Section 55of
SEC.
Stat. 630),
630), is
is hereby
following words
words which
which
the following
delete the
to delete
amended to
hereby amended
Stat.
appear
paragraph thereof: 'and
"and to charge
end of the last paragraph
the end
at the
appear at
authorized
against
the
total
sum
of
$150,000,000
hereinbefore
authorized
only
hereinbefore
$150,000,000
of
sum
total
the
against
the
net excess
cost, if
if any,
over and
and above
above the
the proceeds
proceeds of
of
any, over
excess cost,
respective net
the respective
the
after
and
buildings",
and
new
such
sales,
or
providing
sites
buildings",
the
such
such sales, or providing
a period.
words
comma to a
the comma
change the
receipts" change
"miscellaneous receipts"
words "miscellaneous
Acceptance of gifts.
Acceptance of gifts.
SEC. 404.
The Federal
Federal Works
Administrator, together with the
Works Administrator,
404. The
SEC.
to
Postmaster General
General where
his office is concerned,
concerned, is authorized
where his
Postmaster
accept
of the
gifts of real,
unconditional gifts
States unconditional
United States
the United
behalf of
on behalf
accept on
personal,
or
other
property
in
aid
of
any
project
function
within
function
or
project
any
of
aid
in
personal, or other property
their
respective jurisdictions.
their respective
Services in U. B. tto
o
S
EC. 405.
The provisions
section 601
of the
the Economy
Economy, Act,
in
inSerntvics lS
Act, international
bodies.
601 of
of section
provisions of
405. The
SEC.
47
Stat.
417.
approved June
June 30,
30, 1932,
as amended,
amended, are
are hereby
authorize
47 U.
stat.S. 417.
to authorize
extended to
hereby extended
1932, as
approved
31
C. I686.
C. 86
the Public
Administration to
in the
the contiU.
contiservices in
furnish services
to furnish
Buildings Administration
Public Buildings
the
nental
United
States,
on
the
basis
of
full
reimbursement,
at
the
request
request
the
at
reimbursement,
nental United States, on the basis of full
of
the State
State Department,
to any
body with
with which
which the
the
international body
any international
Department, to
of the
United
States
Government
is
affiliated.
United States Government is affiliated.
Contract for landSEC. 406.
Public Buildings
Buildings is
authorized to
Contract
to scaping,
is authorized
etc. for landof Public
Commissioner of
The Commissioner
406. The
SEO.
contract
for
seeding,
planting,
or
landscaping
the
grounds
of
any
contract for seeding, planting, or landscaping the grounds of any
public building
constructed or
or acquired
acquired by
Public Buildings
Buildings
the Public
by the
building constructed
public
Administration in
an amount
exceeding $1,800,
reference
without reference
$1,800, without
not exceeding
amount not
in an
Administration
41 U. S. C. §5.
to
section 3709
3709 of
Post, p. 403.
Statutes.
Revised Statutes.
the Revised
of the
to section
Procurement of
of
Procurement
to
SEC. 407.
407. The
Commissioner of
is authorized
authorized
Buildings is
Public Buildings
of Public
The Commissioner
SEC.
space in D. C.
procure
space
in
the
District
of
Columbia
by
lease,
upon
such
terms
a
D.
in
spae
terms
such
procure space in the District of Columbia by lease, upon
and
for such
in excess
excess of
of one
may deem
the
in the
deem in
he may
as he
year, as
one year,
not in
period, not
such period,
and for
public
interest, for
the housing
of any
any Federal
Federal agency
agency or
agencies,
or agencies,
housing of
for the
public interest,
except
Office Department,
Department, and
and to
to assign
such
and reassign
reassign such
assign and
Post Office
the Post
except the
"Federal Agency."
space. As
in this
the term
term "Federal
Agency" means
means
Federal Agency.
"Federal Agency"
section, the
this section,
used in
As used
space.
any executive
Post Office
indeDepartment), indeOffice Department),
the Post
(except the
department (except
executive department
any
pendent
establishment., commission,
commission, board,
board, bureau,
executive
the executive
bureau, im the
pendent establishment,
branch,
or other
other agency
States, including
including wholly
owned
wholly owned
United States,
the United
of the
agency of
branch, or
,
Government
corporations.
Government corporations.
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S
EC. 408.
408. The
The Federal
Works Administrator
is hereby
authorized
SEC.
Federal Works
Administrator is
hereby authorized
to
such agreements
with the
the city
city of
of Chicago,
Illinois, as
as
to enter
enter into
into such
agreements with
Chicago, Illinois,
he
shall deem
deem necessary
necessary and
and in
the public
public interest,
in connection
connection with
with
he shall
in the
interest, in
the
by the
said city
city of
superhighway through
through the
the construction
construction by
the said
of aasuperhighway
the ConConAppropriation authAppropriation
au gress Street Post Office located in said city. For the
the purposes of this
this
thorized.
section
there is
is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to
be appropriated
appropriated such
such sum
sum as
as shall
shall
section there
to be
necessary to
if any,
any, which
said Administrator
Administrator shall
shall
be necessary
to defray
defray such
such cost,
cost, if
which said
determine
by the
as an
an incident
incident to
the
determine should
should be
be borne
borne by
the United
United States
States as
to the
construction
said post
post
construction by the
the said
said city of the superhighway
superhighway through
through said
office.
office.
Report
Congress.
Report to
to Congress.
SEC.
and the
SEC. 409. The Federal
Federal Works Administrator and
the Postmaster
Postmaster
General
the Congress
Congress promptly
promptly after
after the
the convening
convening of
of
General shall
shall submit
submit to
to the
each new Congress,
CongreRs, reports
the location
location and
and the
reports showing
showing the
the approximate
approximate
accommodations
such public
public building
building projects
projects throughout
the
accommodations of
of such
throughout the
United
Territories and
and possessions,
as they
they shall
shall find
United States,
States, its
its Territories
possessions, as
find
eligible to be
constructed in
accordance with
applicable statutory
statutory proprobe constructed
in accordance
with applicable
visions. Such reports shall
indicate the limit
of cost
each project
project
shall indicate
limit of
cost of
of each
when in excess of $200,000.
the estimated cost
cost of
of aaproject
project does
does
$200,000. When
When the
$200,000 the
of cost
be determined
determined by
by the
the ComComnot exceed
exceed $200,000
the limit
limit of
cost shall
shall be
missioner of Public
herein provided
provided for
for shall
shall
Public Buildings. The report
report herein
supersede
the report
report required
by the
the Public
of 1926
1926 (44
supersede the
required by
Public Buildings
Buildings Act
Act of
(44
40 U.
U. S.. c.
C. It
H 34134140
Stat.
Stat. 630,
630, as
as amended).
amended).
347.
Ante, p.
p. 199.
SEC.
410. The
The Federal
Federal Works
SEC. 410.
Administrator zwith
with the
of
Works Administrator,
the approval
approval of
Renaming
Renaming of build-.
g f
the Bureau of
any other
other
of the
the Budget, is
is authorized,
authorized, notwithstanding
notwithstanding any
ings.enamg
provision
law, to
or rechange
the name
name or
or designation
designation of
of any
any
provision of
of law,
to change
change or
rechange the
building in the custody and jurisdiction
'building
jurisdiction of the
Works Agency.
the Federal
Federal Works
Agency.
SEC. 411. All Acts and parts of Acts inconsistent
SEc.
inconsistent or in
conflict with
in conflict
with
the
foregoing provisions
provisions are
to the
the extent
extent of
of such
the foregoing
are hereby
hereby repealed
repealed to
such
inconsistency
conflict.
inconsistency or conflict.
Approved June
Approved
June 16,
16, 1949.
1949.
Congress St. Post
Offces
CScao ISt
Office, Chicago, Ill.

[CHAPTER 220]
[CHAPTER
220]
rune 17, 1949
1949
Sune
fp,
[H. 11.42631
R. 42631
(Public Law 106)
IPublic
106]

Department of AgriAgriculture Organic
Organic Act of
of
1944, amendment.

Be it
it enacted by
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
by the
the Senate
Senate and
House of
United States
States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
United
assembled, That section
(a)
section 102
102 (a)
of the Department
Agriculture Organic
Department of Agriculture
Organic Act of 1944
(Act of
of SepSep1944 (Act
tember 21,
Stat. 735;
735; 77 U.
S. C.
C. 147a
147a (a))
(a)) be
amen ded by
by
tember
21 1944, 58
58 Stat.
U. S.
be amended
"and" immediately
following the
word "borer";
"borer";
deleting the
the word "and"
immediately following
the word
by adding a
acomma
comma and the words
white-fringed beetle,
words "citrus blackfly,
blackfly, white-fringed
beetle,
wheat-stem
wheat-stem sawfly, Oriental fruitfly, and Hall
Hall scale"
scale" between
between the
the word
word
"weevil"
immediately following
following colon;
colon; and
and by
by adding
adding the
the
"weevil" and the immediately
blackfly" immediately
words "citrus
"citrus blackfly"
the comma
comma after
the
immediately following
following the
after the
"fruitilies" in
in the
the proviso.
proviso.
word "fruitflies"
Approved June
1949.
June 17,
17, 1949.
[CHAPTER 221]
[CHAPTER
221]

Irmo 17, 149
1949
Jine
(H.
[H. R.
B. 1764]
17541
[Public Law 107j
107]

Mining claims.
Suspension of annual assessment
assessment work.
S. o.
0. I
28.
30 U.
U.S.
28.

AN ACT

section 102 (a)
To amend
amend section
(a) of
Department of
Agriculture Organic
Organic Act
Act of
of 1944
of the
the Department
of Agriculture
1944
to
authorize the
Agriculture to
carry out
out operations
to combat
the
to authorize
the Secretary
Secretary of
of Agriculture
to carry
operations to
combat the
citrus blackfly,
white-fringed beetle,
beetle, and
and the
citrus
blackfly, white-fringed
the Hall
Hall scale.
scale.

AN ACT
AN
ACT

suspension of
of annual
Providing for the suspension
annual assessment
assessment work
work on
on mining
mining claims
held
claims held
by location in the United States and
and enlarging
enlarging the
the liability
liability for
for damages
damages caused
caused
to stock raising
and
other
homesteads by mining
raising
homesteads
mining activities.
activities.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House of
Representatives of
of the
the
of Representatives
United
United States of America in
in Congress
assembled, That the
provision
Congress assembled,
the provision
of section 2324 of the Revised Statutes of the United States, which
which
requires
requires on each mining
mining claim located, and until a
been
a patent
patent has been
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performed
issued therefor,
less than $100 worth of labor to be performed
not less
therefor, not
issued
or improvements
improvements aggregating
aggregating such amount to be made each year, be,
or
and
the same
hereby, suspended
as to all mining claims in the United
suspended as
is hereby,
same is
and the
States until
hour of
o'clock meridian of the 1st day of July
12 o'clock
of 12
the hour
until the
States
1949: Provided,
Provided, That
every claimant of any such mining claim in
That every
1949:
order
to obtain
obtain the
the benefits
benefits of
of this
this Act
Act shall
shall file, or cause to be filed,
order to
in
the office
office where
location notice
certificate is recorded, on or
notice or certificate
the location
where the
in the
to
aanotice of his desire to
before
12
o'clock
meridian
of
August
1949,
1,
August
of
meridian
o'clock
12
before
further, That any
hold said
mining claim
under this
Provided further,
Act: Provided
this Act:
claim under
said mining
hold
labor performed
performed or
or improvements
improvements made
made on
on any such mining claim
labor
during the
year ending
July 1,
1, 1949,
may be
be credited
credited against the labor
1949, may
ending July
the year
during
or
improvements required
required to
to be
be performed
performed or made for the year endor improvements
ing
12 o'clock
meridian on the 1st day of July 1950.
o'clock meridian
at 12
ing at
SEC. 2.
2. Notwithstanding
Notwithstanding the
provisions of any Act of Congress to
the provisions
SEC.
the
contrary,
any
person
who
hereafter prospects for, mines,
mines, or
hereafter
who
the contrary, any person
removes,
by strip
or open
open pit
pit mining
mining methods,
methods, any minerals from
strip or
removes, by
homestead entry or patent,
any land
included in
or other homestead
raising or
stock raising
in aastock
land included
any
an
and
who
had
been
liable
under
existing
Act only for damages
damages
such
under
liable
been
had
and who

201
201

Liability for
for
Liability
damages.
damages.

caused thereby
thereby to
to the
crops or improvements of the entryman or
the crops
caused
caused
patentee,
shall
also
be
patentee, shall also be liable for any damage that may be caused
to
the value
value of
for grazing
grazing by such prospecting for, mining,
land for
the land
of the
to the
or
of minerals.
minerals. Nothing
Nothing in this section shall be construed
construed
removal of
or removal
of this
the
on
to
impair
any
vested
effective
date
existence
in
right
vested
any
to impair
section,
section.
Approved June 17, 1949.
Approved
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 225]

ACT
AN ACT

To
benefits for
members of
the reserve
reserve components
components of the armed forces
of the
for members
provide benefits
To provide
who suffer
disability or
from injuries
incurred while
while engaged
engaged in activeinjuries incurred
death from
or death
suffer disability
who
duty
training for
less than
than thirty
thirty days or while engaged in inactiveof less
periods of
for periods
duty training
duty training.

Yune
1919
June 20, 1949
18.
2131
[8.213]
[Public Law 108]
[Public,
103]

Representatives of the Reserve
Be it
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
House of Representatives
and House
it enacted
Be
Reserve compocomp°.
4 of nents
United
assembled, That section 4
of armed forces.
forces.
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
of America
States of
United States
the Naval
Naval Aviation
Aviation Personnel
Personnel Act
1940, as
amended (U. S. C., title
as amended
of 1940,
Act of
the
64
4 Stat. 864.
34, sec.
sec. 855c-1),
855c-1) ,is
amended to
to read
read as
as follows:
follows:
is amended
34,
Disability or death
Disability
of
men
"Snc.
4. All
warrant officers,
officers, and enlisted
benefits.
benefits.
nurses, warrant
officers, nurses,
All officers,
"SEC. 4.
the United
Naval Reserve
Reserve or
Marine Corps Reor United States Marine
States Naval
United States
the
whoserve, who—
"
(1) if
if called
ordered into
into active naval or military
military service
service
or ordered
called or
"(1)
by
the
Federal
Government
for
extended
naval
or
military
service
naval
extended
for
Government
by the Federal
in excess
thirty days,
death in
in line
line of
of duty
or death
disability or
suffer disability
days, suffer
of thirty
excess of
in
from disease
disease while
while so employed;
employed; or
from
"(2) if
or ordered
ordered by
by the
Government to active
Federal Government
the Federal
called or
if called
"(2)
naval
or military
or to
to perform
active duty
duty- for training
perform active
service or
military service
naval or
or
inactive-duty
training
for
any
period
of
suffer disability
time,
of
period
any
for
training
or inactive-duty
or death
death in
in line
of duty
employed;
while so employed;
injury while
from injury
duty from
line of
or
shall
deemed to
have been
the active
active naval
service during such
naval service
in the
been in
to have
be deemed
shall be
period,
shall be
all respects
respects entitled
in all
be in
beneficiaries shall
their beneficiaries
or their
they or
and they
period, and
to
receive the
the same
compensation, death
retirement
gratuity, retirement
death gratuity,
pensions, compensation,
same pensions,
to receive
may herepay,
hospital
benefits,
and
pay
and
allowances
or
now
are
as
allowances
and
pay
and
benefits,
pay, hospital
after
provided by
law or
for officers,
warrant officers,
officers,
officers, warrant
regulation for
or regulation
by law
be provided
after be
service
nurses,
and
enlisted
men
of
corresponding
grades
and
length
of
length
and
grades
corresponding
of
men
nurses, and enlisted
of
the Regular
Navy or
Provided, That if aa person
Corps: Provided,
Marine Corps:
or Marine
Regular Navy
of the
who
is eligible
benefits prescribed
prescribed by this Act be also eligible
the benefits
for the
eligible for
who is
(50 Stat. 38
for
pension
under
the
provisions
of the
Act of
of June 23, 1937 (50
the Act
of
provisions
the
under
pension
for
8. C. note
U. S.
38 U.
305), compensation
compensation from
the Bureau
Bureau of
of Employees'
Compensation, foil.
p.4265.
4265.
Employees' Compensation,
739, p.
foll. +1739,
from the
305),
Federal Security
Agency, under
under the provisions of section 304 of the
Security Agency,
Federal
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PUBLIC LAWS-CH.
LAWS--CH.225-JUNE
225—JUNE 20,
1949
20,1949

34 U.
II. S.
S. C.
C. §855c.

34

§8 .

34 U.S.
II. S. C.
C. §855i.
§si.

53
53 Stat.
Stat. 5.57.
57.
10 U.
S. C. §§
456.
i0
U. S.C.
456.
Army
or Air
Air Force.
Force.
Army or

National
National Guard.
Guard,

Stat. 167,
167, 2,203,
389 Stat.
206, 207.
206,
207.
10
U. s.S. C.
4,
lo u.
C.o §§
§ 4,
22-25 32-36 38; 32
U.
3,
.
36.
62-6
U.
C.
62-66,
I44 14617i-16;
144-146,171-176;
Supp.
supp.
II, 562.

Effective
Effective date.
date.

Monetary
Monetary beneflts.
benefits.

pror
Prior benefits.
beneits.

Appropriation
authApo
atiop
n an
thorized.

[63
STAT.
[63 STAT.

Act of 1938 (52
Stat. 1181)
1181) or
Naval Reserve
Reserve' Act
(52 Stat.
pay under
under the
the
or retired
retired pay
provision of section 310 of the Naval
provision
Naval Reserve
Act of
1938 (52
(52 Stat.
Stat.
Reserve Act
of 1938
1183),
he
shall elect which benefit he
he shall
1183) ,
he shall
shall receive."
receive."
SEC.
5 of the Act entitled
S
EC. 2. The last proviso to section 5
entitled "An
Act to
to
"An Act
provide
provide more effectively for the national
national defense by
by carrying
carrying out
the
out the
recommendations of the
recommendations
the President
President in his message
message of January
January 12,
1939,
12, 1939,
to
Congress", approved
approved April 3, 1939,
to the
the Congress",
1939, as amended, is amended
amended to
read
read as follows:
follows: "Provided
"Provided further,
further, That
That all
all officers,
officers,
officers, warrant
warrant officers,
and enlisted men of the Army of the United
and
United States, or
the Air
or the
Air Force
Force
of the United
United States, other
other than the officers and
men of
of the
and enlisted men
the
Regular
Regular Army, or the Regular
Regular Air Force whowho—
"(1) if called or ordered
"(1)
ordered into the active military
military service
by the
service by
the
Federal
Government for extended
Federal Government
extended military service
service in
excess of
of
in excess
thirty days suffer disability or death
death in line of duty from disease
disease
while so employed;
employed; or
or
"(2)
called or ordered
Government to
"(2) if called
ordered by the Federal Government
active
to active
military
military service or to perform
perform active
active duty for training
or inactiveinactivetraining or
duty training
training for any period of time, suffer disability
disability or
or death
in
death in
line of duty from injury
injury while so employed,
employed,
shall be deemed
deemed to have
have been
been in the active
active military
military service
service during
during such
such
period
receive the
period and shall be in all respects
respects entitled
entitled to receive
the same
same pensions,
pensions,
compensation,
compensation, death gratuity, retirement
retirement pay, hospital
hospital benefits,
benefits, and
and
pay and allowances
allowances as are now or may
may hereafter
be provided
provided by
by law
law
hereafter be
or regulation
regulation for officers and enlisted
enlisted men of
corresponding grades
grades
of corresponding
and length of service
service of the Regular
Regular Army
Army or the Regular
Air Force."
Force."
Regular Air
SEc.
3. All
All officers
officers,'warrant
warrant officers,
officers, and
and enlisted
S
EC. 3.
enlisted men
men of
of the
th e National
Nati onal
Guard of the United States, both ground and air,
the federally
recogair, the
federally recogseveral States, Territories,
nized National
National Guard
Guard of the several
Territories, and
and the
the DisDigtrict of ColumbiaColumbia—
(1) if engaged for periods
(1)
periods in excess of thirty
thirty days
days in any
any type
type
of training
training or active
active duty under
under sections 5, 81, 92, 94,
94, 97,
97, or
or 99
99 of
of
the
National Defense
Defense Act,
amended, suffer disability or
the National
Act, as amended,
or death
death
in line of duty
duty from
from disease
disease while
while so
so engaged;
or
engaged; or
(2)
if engaged
engaged for
period of
of time
any type
typ e o
t
ra i
ni
ng
,
(2) if
for any
any period
time in
in any
offtraining
or
duty under
sections of the National
Defense Act,
Act,
or active
active day
under such
such sections
National Defense
as amended,
amended, suffer disability or death
death in line
duty from
from injury
line of
of duty
injury
while so employed,
employed,
shall be in all respects entitled to receive
receive the
same pensions,
pensions, compencompenthe same
sation, death gratuity, retirement
sation,
retirement pay, hospital
hospital benefits, and
and pay
pay and
and
allowances as are now or may hereafter
hereafter be provided
allowances
provided by law
or reguregulaw or
lation for officers and enlisted men of corresponding
grades and
length
corresponding grades
and length
of service of the Regular
Regular Army.
Army.
SEC.
4. The
of this
this Act
Act shall
SEC. 4.
The provisions
provisions of
shall be effective
effective from August 14,
1945, but no back pay, pension,
pension, compensation,
compensation, death
gratuity, or
death gratuity,
or
retirement
shall be held to have accrued
retirement pay shall
accrued as the
of the
the
the result of
enactment of
of this
Act for
any period
period prior to such date: Provided,
enactment
this Act
for any
Provided,
That in
case of
persons electing
That
in the
the case
of persons
electing to receive
receive the benefits of this Act,
the amount
amount of any
any monetary
received for any period subsethe
monetary benefits
benefits received
subsequent to August
August 14, 1945, under any provisions
provisions of law
providing
law providing
benefits for disability or death incident to
benefits
described in
in
to the service
service described
sections
3 of this Act, shall
sections 1,
1, 2,
2, and
and 3
shall be deducted
deducted from the monetary
monetary
benefits provided
provided for herein.
herein.
SEC. 5. Nothing contained in this Act shall be construed to deprive
SEC. 5. Nothing contained in this Act shall be construed
any
benefits to which he was entitled
any person of any benefits
entitled prior
its
prior to
to its
enactment.
enactment.
SEC.
6. There
There is
SEC. 6.
is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to be appropriated
appropriated such sums
sums
as may be necessary
necessary to carry
carry out the
of this
this Act.
Act.
the provisions
provisions of
Approved
Approved June 20, 1949.
1949.
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[CHAPTER 226]

AN
ACT
AN ACT
purposes.
other purposes.
agencies, and for other
To provide
for the
the reorganization
Government agencies,
reorganization of Government
provide for
To

lime
Tune 20, 1949
It. 2361]
23611
[H. R.

[Public Law
Law 109]
109]

and House of Representatives
Be
it enacted
enacted by the
Representatives of the
Senate and
the Senate
Be it
assembled,
Congress
in
United
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
States
United
TITLE
I
TITLE I
SHORT
TITLE
SHORT TITLE

"Reorganization Act of
SECTION 1.
This Act
Act may be cited as the "Reorganization
1. This
SECTION
1949".
1949".

Reorganization Act
Act
Reorganization

of 1949.
1949.
of

NEED
FOR REORGANIZATIONS
REORGANIZATIONS
NEED FOR

SEc.
President shall
shall examine and from time to time
The President
(a) The
2. (a)
SEC. 2.
reexamine the
agencies of the Government and shall
organization of all agencies
the organization
reexamine
accomplish the
determine
what
changes
therein
are
necessary to accomplish
are necessary
therein
determine what changes
purposes:
following purposes:
(1) to
to promote
promote the
the better
better execution
execution of the laws, the more effeceffec(1)
Government
tive
management
of
the
executive
branch
the
Government
and
of
branch
executive
the
of
tive management
of its
functions, and
expeditious administration
administration
the expeditious
and the
and functions,
agencies and
its agencies
of
of
the public business;
business;
of the
(2) to
expenditures and promote economy,
economy, to the fullest
fullest
reduce expenditures
to reduce
(2)
extent consistent
consistent with
the efficient
efficient operation
operation of the Government;
Government;
with the
extent
(3) to
efficiency of
of the
operations of the Governthe operations
the efficiency
increase the
to increase
(3)
ment to
extent practicable;
practicable;
to the fullest extent
ment
(4) to
to group,
coordinate, and
consolidate agencies and funcand consolidate
group, coordinate,
(4)
major
tions of
Government, as
nearly as
as may be, according to major
as nearly
the Government,
of the
tions
purposes;
purposes;
(5)
to reduce
of agencies
consolidating those
agencies by consolidating
number of
the number
reduce the
(5) to
having similar
functions under
head., and to abolish such
under aasingle head,
similar functions
having
agencies
may not
necessary for the
not be necessary
as may
thereof as
functions thereof
or functions
agencies or
efficient
conduct of
Government; and
the Government;
of the
efficient conduct
(6)
to eliminate
eliminate overlapping
overlapping and
and duplication
duplication of effort.
(6) to
public interest
(b)
The
Congress
declares
interest demands the
the
that
declares
(b) The Congress
carrying
out of
the purposes
such
(a) and that such
subsection (a)
in subsection
specified in
purposes specified
of the
carrying out
proceeding
purposes
may
be
accomplished
measure
by
proceeding under
great
in
purposes may be accomplished
the
provisions of
of this
and can
be accomplished
accomplished more speedily
can be
Act, and
this Act,
the provisions
legislation.
thereby
than by
enactment of specific legislation.
the enactment
by the
thereby than
REORGANIZATION PLANS
PLANS
REORGANIZATION

thatS
RC. 3.
investigation, finds that—
after investigation,
President, after
the President,
Whenever the
3. Whenever
SEC.
(1)
the
transfer
of
the
whole
or
any
part
or of
agency,
any
of
part
any
or
whole
the
of
transfer
the
(1)
the
whole or
any part
functions thereof,
jurisdiction
to the jurisdiction
thereof, to
the functions
of the
part of
or any
the whole
and control
of any other agency; or
control of
and
(2)
abolition of
or any
any part of the functions
functions of any
all or
of all
the abolition
(2) the
or
agency; or
agency;
(3)
the consolidation
of the whole or any part
coordination of
or coordination
consolidation or
(3) the
of
any agency,
or of
of the
or any
the functions
functions thereof,
of the
part of
any part
whole or
the whole
agency, or
of any
with
the
whole
or
any
part
of
any
other
agency
or the functions
agency
other
any
of
part
any
or
whole
the
with
thereof ;or
thereof(4) the
consolidation or
or coordination
agency
coordination of any part of any agency
the consolidation
(4)
or
thereof with
any other
other part
the same agency or
part of the
with any
functions thereof
the functions
or the
the
functions thereof;
thereof; or
or
the functions
(5) the
the authorization
of any
any officer
delegate any of his
officer to delegate
authorization of
(5)
functions; or
or
functions;

the
Findings by the
Findings
President.
Preident.
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(6)
(6) the abolition
abolition of the whole or any part
which
part of any agency
agency which
agency
agency or part does
does not have, or upon
upon the taking effect
effect of
of the
the
reorganization
reorganization plan
plan will not
not have
have any
any functions,
functions,
is necessary to accomplish
accomplish one or more
of the
of section
section 2
2
more of
the purposes
purposes of
(a), he shall prepare
a reorganization
(a),
prepare a
reorganization plan for
for the
the making
making of
the
of the
reorganizations
reorganizations as to which he has made
made findings
findings and which he
he includes
includes
in the plan, and transmit
such plan
an identifying
number)
transmit such
plan (bearing
(bearing an
identifying number)
to the Congress, together
together with a
respect to
each
a declaration
declaration that, with
with respect
to each
reorganization
included in the plan, he has found
reorganization included
found that
that such
such reorganizareorganization is necessary
necessary to accomplish
accomplish one or more
more of the purposes of
of section
section
22 (a).
(a). The delivery
delivery to
shall be
on the
the same
same day
day and
and
to both
both Houses
Houses shall
be on
shall be made to each House while
session. The
President,
while it
it is in
in session.
The President,
in his message transmitting
reorganization plan,
transmitting aareorganization
specify with
with
plan, shall specify
respect to each abolition of aa function
the plan
plan the
the
function included
included in
in the
statutory
statutory authority
authority for the exercise
and shall
shall specify
specify
exercise of such
such function,
function, and
the reduction of expenditures
so far
as practicable)
practicable) which
which
expenditures (itemized
(itemized so
far as
it is probable
probable will be brought about
about by the
taking effect
effect of
the
the taking
of the
reorganizations
reorganizations included
in the
plan.
included in
the plan.
OTHER
CANTENTS or
OTHER CONTENTS
OF PLANS
PLANS

Appointment and
and
compensation of cercompensation
tain
tain officers.
officers.

Transfer of records,
etc.
Transfer of funds,
Transfer
etc.

Abolished agency.

SEC.
reorganization plan transmitted
S
EC. 4. Any reorganization
by the
the President
President under
transmitted by
under
3—
section 3(1) shall change,
change, in such
(1)
deems necessary,
the name
such cases as
as he
he deems
necessary, the
name
of any agency
agency affected
by aa reorganization,
and the
the title
title of
affected by
reorganization, and
of its
its
head;
head; and shall designate
designate the
of any
any agency
agency resulting
resulting from
from
the name
name of
aareorganization
reorganization and the title
title of
of its head;
head;
(2) may
(2)
may include provisions for the appointment
appointment and compencompensation of the head
head and one or more
officers of
of any
agency
more other
other officers
any agency
(including an agency resulting
(including
consolidation or
other
resulting from
from a
a consolidation
or other
type of reorganization)
reorganization) if the President
and in
in his
President finds, and
his message
message
transmitting
transmitting the plan
plan declares,
that by
by reason
of aareorganization
reorganization
declares, that
reason of
made by the plan such provisions
are necessary.
necessary. The
provisions are
The head
head so
so
provided
provided for
for may be
or may
may be
be a
a commission
commission or
or
be an
an individual
individual or
board
board with
with two or more members. In
In the
such
the case of
of any
any such
appointment
appointment the term of office shall not be fixed
at more
more than
than
fixed at
four
four years, the compensation
compensation shall not be at
rate in
in excess
excess of
of
at aarate
that found
President to
found by the
the President
prevail in
respect of
of comparable
comparable
to prevail
in respect
officers in the executive branch,
branch, and, if
appointment is
is not
not
if the
the appointment
under
under the classified civil service,
service, it
shall be
be by
by the
the President,
President,
it shall
by and with the advice and consent
consent of the Senate,
Senate, except that,
that,
in the case
municipal government
case of any officer of the municipal
government of
of the
the
District of Columbia,
Columbia, it may be
Board of
of Commissioners
Commissioners
be by the
the Board
or other body
body or officer of such government
government designated
designated in
in the
the plan;
plan;
(3)
(3) shall make provision
provision for the transfer
transfer or other
other disposition of
of
the records, property,
property, and
and personnel
personnel affected
affected by
any reorganiby any
reorganization;
zation;
(4) shall make provision
provision for the transfer
transfer of
of such
such unexpended
unexpended
balances
balances of appropriations,
appropriations, and of other funds, available for
in
for use in
connection
connection with any function
function or
affected by
by a
reorganizaor agency
agency affected
a reorganization, as he deems
deems necessary
necessary by reason
reason of the reorganization
reorganization for
for
use in connection with the functions
functions affected
affected by
by the
reorganization,
the reorganization,
or for the use of the agency
agency which
which shall have such have such
such
functions after the reorganization
reorganization plan
plan is
such
is effective,
effective, but
but such
unexpended
unexpended balances
balances so transferred
shall be
be used
used only
only for
the
transferred shall
for the
purposes for which such
such appropriation
appropriation was
originally made;
made;
was originally
(5)
(5) shall make
make provision for
for terminating
terminating the affairs
affairs of any
any
agency
agency abolished.
abolished.
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LIMITATIONS ON
ON POWERS
POWERS WITH
WITH RESPECT
RESPECT TO
TO REORGANIZATIONS
REORGANIZATIONS
LIMITATIONS

reorganization plan shall provide for, and no
S
EC. 5. (a)
(a) No reorganization
SEC.
ofreorganization under this Act shall have the effect of—
reorganization
transferring an executive
(1)
abolishing or transferring
executive department
department or all
(1) abolishing
consolidating any two or more executive
the functions thereof or consolidating
departments
functions thereof;
thereof; or
departments or all the functions
(2) continuing
beyond the period authorized by law
any agency beyond
continuing any
(2)
for
existence or beyond the time when it would have terminated
terminated
for its existence
if
reorganization had not been made; or
if the reorganization
authorized by
(3) continuing
continuing any
function beyond
beyond the period authorized
any function
(3)
law for
exercise, or
it would have
have
or beyond the time when it
its exercise,
for its
law
terminated
reorganization had not been made; or
the reorganization
if the
terminated if
(4) authorizing
which is
authorizing any agency to exercise any function which
(4)
not expressly
expressly authorized
authorized by
by law at the time the plan is transnot
mitted
to the Congress; or
mitted to
(5)
provided by
increasing the term of any office beyond that provided
(5) increasing
law for such office; or
(6)
to or
or consolidating
consolidating with any other agency
agency the
transferring to
(6) transferring
municipal
government of
of the District of Columbia or all those
municipal government
abolishing
functions thereof
thereof which
which are
subject to this Act, or abolishing
are subject
functions
said government or all said functions.
(b)said
provision or
contained
all said functions.
in a
reorganization plan
shall take
take
plan shall
a reorganization
in
contained
provision
Nogovernment
(b) No
1,
April
before
Congress
the
effect
unless
the
plan
is
transmitted
to
transmitted
is
plan
the
effect unless
1953.

Time
limitation for
Time limitation
transmittal
Contransmittal to Congress.
gress.

TAXING EFFECT
EFFECT OF
REORGANIZATIONS
OF REORGANIZATIONS
TAKING

S
EC. 6.
6. (a)
(a) Except
Except as
otherwise provided
provided pursuant to subbe otherwise
may be
as may
SEC.
the reorganization
of
section
(c)
of
this
section,
the
provisions
reorganization plan
provisions
the
section,
this
of
(c)
section
shall take
take effect
effect upon
the expiration
period of sixty calenof the
the first period
expiration of
upon the
shall
dar days,
days, of
of continuous
continuous session
session of
of the
Congress, following the date
the Congress,
dar
on
the plan
between the
the date
to it; but only if, between
transmitted to
is transmitted
plan is
which the
on which
of
transmittal and
the expiration
of such
sixty-day period there has
such sixty-day
expiration of
and the
of transmittal
not
been passed
passed by
by either
Houses, by the affirmative
affirmative vote
the two Houses,
either of the
not been
of
membership of that House, a
a resoluauthorized membership
the authorized
of the
majority of
a majority
of a
favor
tion
stating
in
substance
that
not
the
reordoes
House
that
that
substance
tion stating in
ganization
plan.
ganization plan.
(b)
For the
subsection (a)(a) —
purposes of subsection
the purposes
(b) For
(1)
continuity of
of session
only by
as broken only
considered as
be considered
shall be
session shall
(1) continuity
an adjournment
of the
die,• but
but
Congress sine diethe Congress
adjournment of
an
(2)
sixty-day period there shall be
the sixty-day
of the
computation of
the computation
in the
(2) in
excluded the
the days
days on
on which
which either
House is not in
in session because
either House
excluded
of an
an adjournment
adjournment of
of more
day certain.
certain.
a day
to a
days to
three days
than three
more than
of
(c) Any
provision of
provisions contained
contained in
under provisions
may, under
plan may,
of the
the plan
Any provision
(c)
the
made operative
operative at
at a
time later than
than the date on which the
a time
be made
plan, be
the plan,
plan shall
effect.
take effect.
otherwise take
shall otherwise
plan
DEFINITION
OF CAGENCY"
"AGENCY"
DEFINITION OF
S
EC. 7.
7. When
When used
in this
Act, the
the term
any
"agency" means any
term "agency"
this Act,
used in
SEC.
exe cutive department,
department, commission,
independent establishment,
establishment,
council, independent
commission, council,
executive
Government
corporation, board,
board, bureau,
bureau, division, service, office, officer,
Government corporation,
authority,
executive
in the executive
establishment, in
other establishment,
or other
administration, or
authority, administration,
branch
of the
the Government,
Government, and
also any and all parts of the
means also
and means
branch of
municipal
government of
of the
the District
District of
except the
the courts
courts
Columbia except
of Columbia
municipal government
thereof.
term does
include the
General of the
Comptroller General
the Comptroller
not include
does not
Such term
thereof. Such
United States
the General
which are
a part of
are a
Office, which
Accounting Office,
General Accounting
or the
States or
United
the
Government.
branch of the Government.
legislative branch
the legislative

Effective date.
Effective
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MATTERS DEEMED
DEEMED TO
BE REORGANIZATIONS
REORGANIZATIONS
TO BE
MATTERS
"Reorganization."
"Reorganization."

"reorganization"
SEc.
SEC. 8.
8. For
For the
the purposes of this Act the term "reorganization"
coordination, authorization,
or
means any
any transfer, consolidation,
consolidation, coordination,
authorization, or
abolition,
4z in
section 3.
3.
abolition, referred
referred t:
to
in section
SAVING
PROVISIONS
SAVING PROVISIONS

"Regulation or other
"Regulation
action."
action."

Suits,
etc.

proceedings,
proceedings,

SEC. 9. (a)
(1) Any statute enacted,
enacted, and any regulation
regulation or
other
(a) (1)
or other
action
granted, or
respect of
of
action made, prescribed,
prescribed, issued,
issued, granted,
or performed
performed in respect
or
any agency
function affected
affected by
reorganization under
the
or function
by aareorganization
under the
or by
by any
agency or
provisions
effective date
reorganization,
date of
of such
such reorganization,
provisions of this Act, before
before the
the effective
superseded, or made
shall, except to the extent rescinded,
rescinded, modified, superseded,
made
inapplicable
under authority
authority of law or by the abolition of aafuncinapplicable by or under
reorganization had
tion, have
have the
the same effect
effect as if
if such
such reorganization
had not been
been made;
made;
but where
where any such statute, regulation,
regulation, or other action has vested
vested the
function
agency from which it is removed
removed under the plan, such
function in
in the
the agency
such
function shall, insofar
insofar as
as it is
is to be exercised
exercised after
after the
the plan
plan becomes
becomes
considered as
effective, be
be considered
as vested
vested in the
the agency
agency under
under which the funcfunction is placed by the
the plan.
plan.
(2)
(2) As used
used in
in paragraph
paragraph (1)
(1) of this
this subsection
subsection the term "regula"regularegulation, rule,
determition or other
other action"
action" means
means any
any regulation,
rule, order,
order, policy,
policy, determination, directive, authorization, permit, privilege,
privilege, requirement,
requirement, desigdesignation,
nation or other action.
(b) 'No
commenced by
by or
or
(b)
No suit,
suit, action, or other
other proceeding
proceeding lawfully
lawfully commenced
United States, in
against the head of
of any agency
agency or
or other
other officer
officer of
of the United
in
official duties,
duties,
his official
official capacity
capacity or in relation
relation to the
the discharge
discharge of
of his
his official
shall abate by reason
reason of
of the
the taking
taking effect
effect of
of any
any reorganization
reorganization plan
plan
provisions of this Act, but the court
or
under the provisions
court may,
may, on motion or
supplemental petition filed
after
supplemental
filed at
at any
any time
time within
within twelve
twelve months
months after
such reorganization
takes effect,
for a
such
reorganization plan
plan takes
effect, showing
showing aanecessity
necessity for
a sursuror other
proceeding to
obtain a
vival of such
such suit, action,
action, or
other proceeding
to obtain
a settlement
settlement
maintained by or
or
of the
the questions
questions involved, allow the
the same
same to be
be maintained
reorganization
against the
the successor
successor of
of such head
head or officer
officer under
under the reorganization
effected
plan or
there be
be no
no such
successor, against
such
effected by
by such
such plan
or, if
if there
such successor,
against such
agency
officer as
designate.
or officer
as the
theor,
President shall designate.
agency or
UNEXPENDED APPROPRIATIONS
UNEXPENDED
APPROPRIATIONS

SEc.
appropriations or
portions of appropriations
SEC. 10. The
The appropriations
or portions
appropriations unexunexpended
operation of
of this
this Act
Act shall
not be used
used for
any
pended by
by reason of the operation
shall notbe
for any
purpose,
shall be
be impounded
impounded and
and returned
Treasury.
purpose, but
but shall
returned to
to the
the Treasury.
PRINTING OF REORGANIZATION
PRINTING
REORGANIZATION PLANS

SEC. 11.
SEC.
11. Each reorganization
effect shall
be
reorganization plan
plan which shall
shall take effect
shall be
printed in the Statutes
as the
Statutes at Large in the same
same volume as
the public
public
laws,
printed in the
and shall
shall be
be printed
the Federal
Federal Register.
Register.
laws, and
TITLE
TITLE II
II
Congressional rules
Congressional
for
consideration of
of
for consideration
plans.

Post, p.
p.207.
PoS,
2W7.

Modification.
Modification.

SEC.
SEC. 201. The following sections
sections of
enacted by the
of this
this title
title are enacted
Congress:
Congress:
(a)
rule-making power
of the
the Senate
Senate and
the
(a) As
As an
an exercise of
of the rule-making
power of
and the
Representatives, respectively,
shall be
be conconHouse of Representatives,
respectively, and as
as such they shall
sidered as part of
applicable
sidered
of the rules
rules of each House,
House, respectively,
respectively, but
but applicable
in such
such House
in
only with
with respect to the
the procedure
procedure to be
be followed
followed in
House in
section 202)
and such
such rules
rules shall
shall
the case of resolutions (as
(as defined
defined in
in section
202);;and
supersede other
other rules
the extent
supersede
rules only
only to
to the
extent that
that they
they are
are inconsistent
inconsistent
therewith; and
therewith;
(b)
recognition of
right of
either
(b) With
With full
full recognition
of the
the constitutional
constitutional right
of either
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House to
such rules
procedure in
as relating to the procedure
far as
(so far
rules (so
change such
to change
House
such House)
at any
manner and to the same extent
extent
the same manner
time, in the
any time,
House) at
such
as in
in the case
case of any other rule of such House.
as
"Resolution."
"resolution" means only aa "Resolution."
title, the term "resolution"
SEC. 202.
As used in this title
202. As
SEC.
after
matter
resolution
of
either
of
the
two
title,
the
Congress,
resolution of either of the two Houses of
- does not
the
clause of which is as follows: "That the
resolving clause
the resolving
favor
reorganization plan numbered
transmitted to Congress
- transmitted
numbered —
the reorganization
favor the
by the
the President
President on
therein
, 19—.",
19-.", the first blank space therein
on
by
being
House and the other blank
of the resolving House
the name of
with the
filled with
being filled
a
spaces therein
include a
appropriately filled; and does not include
being appropriately
therein being
spaces
reorganization
resolution
which
specifies
one
reorganization
plan.
than
more
specifies
which
resolution
Reference of resolureorganization plan shall tionReference
SEC. 203.
resolution with
with respect
respect to aa reorganization
to committee.
committee.
A resolution
203. A
SEC.
be
referred to
(and all resolutions
resolutions with respect to the
committee (and
a committee
to a
be referred
committee) by the President
same
plan shall
referred to the same committee)
President
shall be referred
same plan
of
the Speaker
Speaker of
of the
Representatives, as the
House of Representatives,
the House
or the
Senate or
the Senate
of the
case may be.
Discharge of comDischarge
a reso- mittee.
SEC. 204.
204. (a)
committee to which
which has been referred a
the committee
If the
(a) If
SEC.
reported
not
lution
with
respect
to
a
reorganization
reported
it
has
plan
reorganization
a
to
lution with respect
before
the expiration
expiration of
of ten calendar
it
calendar days after its introduction, it
before the
shall
then
(but
not
before)
be
in order to move either to discharge
shall then (but not before) be in
to
the committee
committee from
from further
consideration of such resolution, or to
further consideration
the
other
discharge
the committee
consideration of any other
committee from further consideration
discharge the
resolution
respect to
to such
reorganization plan which has been
been
such reorganization
with respect
resolution with
referred to the committee.
Status of motion.
(b)
Such motion
motion may
made only by a
aperson favoring the resoresobe made
may be
(b) Such
lution, shall
be highly privileged (except that it may not be made
shall be
lution,
after the
reported a
respect to the
a resolution with respect
has reported
committee has
the committee
after
not
limited to not
be
same
reorganization
plan)
,
debate
thereon
shall
thereon
debate
and
plan),
same reorganization
to exceed
exceed one
one hour,
divided between those favoring and
equally divided
be equally
to be
hour, to
to
those opposing
opposing the
resolution. No
No amendment
to such motion shall
amendment to
the resolution.
those
be in
reconsider the vote
order to move to reconsider
in order
be in
not be
shall not
it shall
and it
order, and
in order,
be
disagreed
by
which
such
motion
is
agreed
or
disagreed
to.
to
by which such motion is agreed
(c)
the motion
motion to
to discharge
is agreed to or disagreed to, such
discharge is
If the
(c) If
motion
be renewed,
renewed, nor
nor may
another motion
motion to discharge
discharge
may another
not be
may not
motion may
other
the
committee
be
made
with
respect
to
resolution
with
any
respect
with
made
the committee be
respect
the same
reorganization plan.
same reorganization
to the
respect to
Procedure
Procedure for conSEC. 205.
(a) When
When the
committee has
reported, or has been dis- sideration
has reported,
sideration of resoluthe committee
205. (a)
SEC.
tion.
charged
from further
further consideration
consideration of,
of, a
resolution with respect to aa
a resolution
charged from
(even
reorganization
it shall
shall at
thereafter be in order (even
at any time thereafter
plan, it
reorganization plan,
to
to)
though
a
previous
motion
to
the
same
effect
disagreed
disagreed
been
has
effect
same
the
to
though a previous motion
resolution. Such motion
move to
to proceed
proceed to
to the
the consideration
consideration of such resolution.
move
amendment
shall be
highly privileged
privileged and
and shall
be debatable.
debatable. No amendment
not be
shall not
be highly
shall
to
such
motion
shall
be
in
order
and
it
shall
be
in
order
to move to
be
not
shall
it
and
order
in
be
shall
to such motion
reconsider
the vote
is agreed
agreed to or disagreed to.
motion is
such motion
which such
by which
vote by
reconsider the
(b)
the resolution
shall be
be limited
limited to not to exceed ten
resolution shall
on the
Debate on
(b) Debate
hours,
equally divided
favoring and those
between those favoring
divided between
be equally
shall be
which shall
hours, which
opposing
the
resolution.
A
motion
further
to
limit
debate shall not
not
debate
limit
to
opposing the resolution. A motion further
be
debatable.
No
amendment
to,
or
motion
to
recommit,
resolution
resolution
the
recommit,
to
motion
or
to,
amendment
be debatable. No
shall be
order, and
shall not
be in
in order
order to
to move
move to reconsider the
not be
it shall
and it
in order,
be in
shall
vote
by
which
the
resolution
is
agreed
to
or
disagreed
to.
to.
disagreed
or
to
agreed
is
vote by which the resolution
Motions to postS
EC.
206.
(a)
All
motions
to
postpone,
made
with
respect to the pone.
respect
pone.
made
postpone,
to
motions
All
(a)
206.
SEC.
with
resolution with
discharge
from committee,
consideration of, aa resolution
the consideration
or the
committee, or
discharge from
proceed
to
respect
to
a
reorganization
plan
'
and
to
the
motions
all
and
plan,
reorganization
a
respect to
consideration
of other
other business,
shall be decided without debate.
business, shall
consideration of
Appeals from deci(b)
All
appeals from
from the
the decisions
Chair relating
relating to
to the
appli- sions of Chair.
the applithe Chair
of the
decisions of
All appeals
(b)
cation
the rules
the Senate
Senate or
or the
the House
Representatives, as
of Representatives
House of
of the
rules of
of the
cation of
respect
the
case
may
be,
to
the
procedure
relating
to
a
resolution
with reariect
resolution
a
to
the case may be, to the procedure relating
to
a
reorganization
plan
shall
be
decided
without
debate.
without
decided
be
shall
plan
to a reorganization
Approved
1949.
;
20, 1949.
June. 20,
Approved Julie.
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Central Intelligence
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[63 STAT.
STAT.
[63

AN ACT
ACT
AN

To provide for the administration
administration of the Central Intelligence
Intelligence Agency, established
established
pursuant to section

102, National
National Security
Security Act
Act of 1947, and for other purposes.
purposes.

Be
it enacted
of Representatives
of the
the
Be it
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
Representatives of
United States
States of
of America
Congress assembled,
assembled,
United
America in
in Congress

DEFINITIONS
DEFINITIONS
"Agency."
"Agency."
"Director."
"Director."
"Government
"Government
agency."
agency."

"Continental Unit"Continental
States."
ed States."

S
ECTION 1. That when
when used
in this
term—
SECTION
used in
this Act,
Act, the
the term-

(a)
means the
Central Intelligence
Intelligence Agency;
a) "Agency"
"Agency" means
the Central
Agency;
(b) "Director"
means the
Director of
of Central
Central Intelligence;
Intelligence;
(b)
"Director" means
the Director
(c)
any executive
executive department,
c) "Government
"Government agency"
agency" means
means any
department, comcommission,
independent establishment,
establishment, corporation
corporation wholly
wholly or
or
mission, council,
council, independent
partly owned
the United
which is
is an
an instrumentality
instrumentality of
of the
partly
owned by
by the
United States
States which
the
United States,
board, bureau,
office, officer,
officer, authority,
authority,
bureau, division,
division, service,
service, office,
United
States, board,
administration, or
other establishment,
establishment, in
in the
the executive
executive branch
of the
administration,
or other
branch of
the
Government; and
and
Government;
(d)
United States"
States and
and the
the District
District
States" means
means the
the States
(d) "Continental
"Continental United
of
Columbia.
of Columbia.
SEAT.
OF OFFICE
SEAL OF

S
EC. 2.
Director of
shall cause
seal of
of
SEC.
2. The Director
of Central
Central Intelligence
Intelligence shall
cause a
a seal
Intelligence Agency,
of such
such design
design
office to
to be
be made for the Central
Central Intelligence
Agency, of
as the
the President
President shall
approve, and
and judicial
notice shall
shall be
taken
as
shall approve,
judicial notice
be taken
thereof.
PROCUREMENT
PROCUREMENT AUTHORITIES
AUTHORITIES

62
21-24, 25.
25.
62 Stat.
Stat. 21-24,
41
S. C.,
C., Supp.
41 U.
U. S.
Supp.
II, §§
151 (c),
(c), 152-155,
152-155,
[§ 151
II,
159.
159.
"Agency head."
bead."
"Agency

Delegation of
of powpowDelegation
ers.
ers.

62 Stat.
Stat. 21,
21, 22,
23.
62
22, 23.
41
U. S.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
Supp.
41 U.
II,
151 (c)
(12), (16),
II, §f¢ 151
(c) (12),
(15),
154 (a).
(a).

SEc.
3. (a)
(a) In
In the
the performance
performance of
its functions
functions the
Central IntelliIntelliSEC. 3.
of its
the Central
gence
Agency is authorized
authorized to exercise
authorities contained
contained in
in
gence Agency
exercise the authorities
sections
(c) (1),
(2), (3),
(4), (5),
(6), (10),
(10), (12),
(12), (15),
(17),
sections 22 (c)
(1), (2),
(3), (4),
(5), (6),
(15), (17),
and sections 3, 4, 5,
5, 6, and
Procurement Act
Act
and 10 of
of the
the Armed
Armed Services
Services Procurement
of
Eightieth Congress,
Congress, second
second session).
session).
of 1947 (Public Law
Law 413,
413, Eightieth
(b) In
In the exercise
granted in subsection
exercise of
of the
the authorities
authorities granted
subsection (a)
(a)
of
section, the term
head" shall
shall mean
the Director,
the
of this
this section,
term "Agency
"Agency head"
mean the
Director, the
Deputy
Executive of the Agency.
Deputy Director,
Director, or the
the Executive
Agency.
(c)
decisions provided
provided in
in subsection
subsection (a)
(a)
(c) The
The determinations
determinations and
and decisions
of this section to be made by the
with
the Agency
Agency head may
may be made with
respect to individual purchases
purchases and contracts
contracts or with respect to classes
purchases or
be final.
Except as
as provided
provided in
in
of purchases
or contracts,
contracts, and
and shall
shall be
final. Except
subsection (d
section, the
head is
is authorized
authorized to
to dele(d))of
of this
this section,
the Agency head
delegate his powers provided
of such
such
provided in this section,
section, including
including the making
making of
determinations and
discretion and subject
subject to his
determinations
and decisions,
decisions, in
in his
his discretion
direction, to any other officer or officers or officials of the Agency.
(d) The power of the Agency head to make the determinations
determinations or
or
decisions
and (15)
(15) of
of section
section 2
2 (c)
(c) and
and
decisions specified
specified in
in paragraphs
paragraphs (12)
(12) and
section 55 (a)
(a) of
of the
the Armed
Armed Services
Services Procurement
1947 shall
shall
section
Procurement Act
Act of
of 1947
not
determination or
or decision
decision required
required by
paranot be
be delegable. Each
Each determination
by para(c), by section 4
4or
section 55(a)
graphs (12)
(12) and
and (15)
(15) of
of section
section 22(c),
or by section
(a)
of the Armed Services Procurement
Act of
shall be
based upon
upon
Procurement Act
of 1947,
1947, shall
be based
written findings made by the official
official making
determinations,
making such determinations,
which
final and
available within
within the
the
which findings shall
shall be
be final
and shall
shall be
be available
Agency for aa period of
following the
of at least six years
years following
the date
date of
of the
the
determination.
determination.

EDUCATION AND
AND TRAINING
EDUCATION
TRAINING

SEC.
S
EC. 4. (a)
(a) Any officer
Agency may be
be assigned
assigned
officer or employee
employee of the Agency
or
for special
or training,
training, at
at or
or with
or detailed
detailed for
special instruction,
instruction, research,
research, or
with
domestic or foreign
foreign public or private
private institutions;
institutions; trade, labor, agricultural, or scientific
scientific associations;
associations; courses
courses or
or training
training programs
programs under
cultural,
under
the National Military
Military Establishment;
Establishment; or commercial
commercial firms.
firms.

63
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(b)
regulations as the Director may
under such regulations
The Agency
Agency shall, under
(b) The
prescribe,
employees
the tuition
tuition and other expenses of officers and employees
prescribe, pay the
of
the Agency
Agency assigned
or detailed
detailed in
in accordance
accordance with provisions
provisions of
assigned or
of the
subsection (a)
(a) of this
section, in addition to the pay and allowances
allowances
this section,
subsection
to
which such
such officers
employees may
otherwise entitled.
may be otherwise
and employees
officers and
to which

etc.
Tuition, etc.

TRAVEL, ALLOWANCES,
ALLOWANCES, AND
RELATED EXPENSES
EXPENSES
AND RELATED
TRAVEL,
SEC. 5. (a) Under
;Under such regulations
regulations as the Director may prescribe,
SEC.
the Agency,
Agency, with
with respect
to its
employees assigned to perits officers
officers and employees
respect to
the
manent-duty stations
continental United States, its terstations outside the continental
manent-duty
shallritories, and possessions, shall—
(1) (A)
pay the travel expenses
employees of
expenses of officers and employees
(A) pay
(1)
incurred while traveling
traveling pursuant
pursuant
including expenses incurred
the Agency including
to orders
orders issued
by the
the Director
Director in accordance
accordance with the provisions
issued by
to
of section 5
with regard to the granting of home leave;
(3) with
5 (a)
(a) (3)
of
(B) pay
travel expenses
members of
of the
the family
family of
an
of an
of members
expenses of
the travel
pay the
(B)
officer or
the Agency
proceeding to or returning
returning
when proceeding
Agency when
of the
or employee
employee of
officer
from his
his post
post of
on authorized home
accompanying him on
of duty;
duty; accompanying
from
leave; or
or otherwise
otherwise traveling
traveling in accordance
accordance with authority
authority granted
leave;
pursuant to
Act;
this or any other Act;
the terms
terms of this
to the
pursuant
(C) pay
pay the
the cost
the furniture
and household
household
furniture and
of transporting
transporting the
cost of
(C)
and personal
personal effects
effects of
an officer
the Agency
Agency to his
of the
or employee
employee of
officer or
of an
and
successive posts
termination of his services,
posts of duty and, on the termination
successive
to his
his residence
residence at time
time of appointment or to aa point not more
to
distant, or,
or, upon
the place
place where
where he will
reside;
will reside;
to the
retirement, to
upon retirement,
distant,
(D) pay
pay the
storing the
the furniture
and household
household and
and
furniture and
of storing
cost of
the cost
(D)
personal effects
or employee
of the Agency who is
employee of
an officer
officer or
of an
effects of
personal
absent under
under orders
from his
usual post
of duty,
assigned
or who
who is assigned
duty, or
post of
his usual
orders from
absent
to
post to
to which,
because of
emergency conditions,
cannot
he cannot
conditions, he
of emergency
which, because
to aa post
take or
or at
at which
which he
is unable
to use,
use, his
his furniture
furniture and
household
and household
unable to
he is
take
and personal effects;
effects;
and
(E) pay
cost of
of storing
and household
household and
furniture and
the furniture
storing the
the cost
pay the
(E)
personal effects
effects of
of an
employee of
of the
the Agency
Agency on
on first
first
or employee
officer or
an officer
personal
arrival
at
a
post
for
a
period
not
in
excess
of
three
months
after
after
months
three
of
excess
in
not
a
period
for
post
arrival at a
such first
arrival at
such post
until the
the establishment
establishment of resior until
post or
at such
first arrival
such
dence quarters,
shorter;
be shorter;
shall be
whichever shall
quarters, whichever
dence
(F)
travel expenses
expenses and
incident
transportation costs incident
and transportation
the travel
pay the
(F) pay
to the
removal of
the members
family of
officer or eman officer
of an
the family
of the
members of
of the
the removal
to
ployee
of the
furniture and
and household
and perperhousehold and
his furniture
and his
Agency and
the Agency
ployee of
sonal
automobiles, from
from a
at which,
because
which, because
a post
post at
including automobiles,
effects, including
sonal effects,
of the
the prevalence
of disturbed
disturbed conditions,
there is
is imminent
imminent danger
danger
conditions, there
prevalence of
of
to
the return
of such
persons, furniture,
furniture, and
such persons,
return of
and the
property, and
and property,
to life
life and
effects to
to such
such post
post upon
of such
such conditions;
or to
to
conditions; or
cessation of
the cessation
upon the
effects
such
other
post
as
may
in
the
meantime
have
become
the
post
post
the
become
have
meantime
the
in
may
as
post
such other
to
officer or
employee has been assigned.
or employee
such officer
which such
to which
(2) Charge
expenses in
travel of
of personnel,
personnel,
with travel
connection with
in connection
Charge expenses
(2)
their
their household
goods
household goods
of their
transportation of
and transportation
dependents, and
their dependents,
and personal
effects, involving
to
station, to
of permanent
permanent station,
a change
change of
involving a
personal effects,
and
the
year current
of
part of
any part
when any
current when
the fiscal
fiscal year
for the
appropriation for
the appropriation
either the
the travel
travel or
pertaining to
the transfer
transfer
to the
transportation pertaining
or transportation
either
begins
pursuant
to
previously
issued
travel
and
transfer
orders,
orders,
transfer
and
travel
issued
previously
to
begins pursuant
notwithstanding
fact that
travel or
or transportation
may
transportation may
such travel
that such
the fact
notwithstanding the
not
all be
effected during
during such
the travel
travel and
and transfer
transfer
or the
year, or
fiscal year,
such fiscal
be effected
not all
orders may
may have
have been
issued during
prior fiscal
fiscal year.
year.
the prior
during the
been issued
orders
(3)
(A) Order
to the
the United
States or
Territories and
and
its Territories
or its
United States
Order to
(3) (A)
possessions
on
leave
provided
for
in
5
U.
S.
C.
30,
30a,
30b,
or
as
as
or
30b,
30a,
30,
S.
C.
U.
5
in
for
provided
leave
on
possessions
such sections
may hereafter
officer and
employee
and employee
every officer
amended, every
be amended,
hereafter be
sections may
such
of the
was a
a resident
of the
States or
or its
its
United States
the United
resident of
who was
agency who
the agency
of
Territories
at time
of employment,
employment, upon
comupon comtime of
possessions at
and possessions
Territories and
pletion
of two
two years'
years' continuous
continuous service
as soon
soon as
as
or as
abroad, or
service abroad,
pletion of
81989-50-PT. ---

14

Travel expenses.
expenses

Transportation
of
hhousehold
househoand personal effects.
effects.
sonal

Storage.
Storage.

Removal
danRemoval from dangerous
etc.
gerous post, etc.

Change of permaChange
nent station.

Return
U. S. on
Return to U.
leave.
leave.
27 Stat.
47 Stat.
Btat.
27
Stat. 715;
715; 47
1161.
407; 49 Stat.
tat. 1161.
6U. S.
S. C., Supp.
Sapp. II
6.
'300
130b note.
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Transportation
Transportation
automobiles.
automobiles.

of
d

Illness
injury.
Illness or
or injury.

First-aid station.
First-aid
station

Hospital expenses
expense's.
Hospital

Physical
Physical
tion.
tion.

examinaexamina-

Officer
or employee
Officer or
employee
dying abroad.
dying
abroad.

Travel, etc.,
etc., of
new
Travel,
of new
appointees.
appointees.

[63 STAT.
STAT.

possible thereafter:
such officer
officer or
or employee
employee has
has
possible
thereafter: Provided,
Provided, That
That such
accrued
to his
his credit
the time
time of
of such
such order,
annual leave
leave suffisuffiaccrued to
credit at
at the
order, annual
cient
to carry
carry him
in a
status while
while in
in the
the United
United States
States for
for
cient to
him in
a pay
pay status
at
least aathirty-day
thirty-day period.
at least
period.
(B) While
While in
in the
the continental
continental United
United States
States on
on leave,
leave, the
the serv(B)
service
not be
be available
for work
work or
ice of any
any officer
officer or
or employee
employee shall
shall not
available for
or
duties
except in
agency or
or for
training or
or for
for reorientation
reorientation for
for
duties except
in the
the agency
for training
work; and the time of such work
work or
duty shall
shall not
not be
be counted
counted as
as
or duty
leave.
leave.
(C)
officer or
employee on
returns to
to the
the United
United
(C) Where
Where an
an officer
or employee
on leave
leave returns
States or
or its
Territories and
and possessions,
leave of
of absence
absence granted
granted
States
its Territories
possessions, leave
shall
of the
actually and
necessarily occupied
occupied
shall be exclusive
exclusive of
the time
time actually
and necessarily
in
going to
and from
from the
the United
States or
and
in going
to and
United States
or its
its Territories
Territories and
possessions,
time as
as may
may be
be necessarily
necessarily occupied
occupied in
in
possessions, and such
such time
awaiting
awaiting transportation.
transportation.
(4) Notwithstanding
Notwithstanding the
the provisions
of any
any other
other law,
law, transport
provisions of
transport
for or on behalf of an officer or
employee of the
the Agency,
prior employee
Agency, aaprivately owned automobile
automobile in any
any case where
shall be
be determined
where it
it shall
determined
that water, rail, or
transportation of
of the
automobile is
necesor air transportation
the automobile
is necessary or expedient
expedient for
for any
part or
all the
distance between
between
any part
or of
of all
the distance
points of origin and destination, and
costs of
such
and pay
pay the
the costs
of such
transportation.
transportation.
(5) (A) In
In the event
or injury
injury requiring
the hospi(5)
event of illness
illness or
requiring the
hospitalization
talization of an officer or full time employee
employee of the Agency,
not
Agency, not
the result of vicious habits, intemperance,
intemperance, or misconduct on his
his
part, incurred
incurred while
while on assignment
assignment abroad, in
where
in aa locality where
there does not exist aa suitable hospital or clinic, pay
travel
pay the
the travel
expenses of such officer or employee
employee by
by whatever
whatever means
means he
he shall
shall
deem appropriate
appropriate and without regard to the Standardized
Standardized GovernGovernment Travel Regulations
Regulations and section
section 10 of the Act
of March
March
Act of
3, 1933 (47 Stat. 1516; 5
C. 73b),
to the
the nearest
nearest locality
5 U.
U. S.
S. C.
73b), to
locality
where aasuitable
suitable hospital
hospital or clinic exists and
on his
recovery pay
and on
his recovery
pay
for the travel expenses
expenses of his return to his post of duty. If
If the
the
officer or employee
employee is too ill to travel
travel unattended,
unattended, the
the Director
Director
may also pay the travel
travel expenses
expenses of
attendant;
of an
an attendant;
(B)
a first-aid
(B) Establish
Establish a
first-aid station
provide for
the services
services
station and provide
for the
of a
a nurse at a
a post at which, in his opinion,
opinion, sufficient
sufficient personnel
personnel
a station:
is employed to warrant such a
station: Provided,
Provided, That,
That, in
in his
his
opinion,
opinion it
an existing
existing facility;
facility;
it is not
not feasible
feasible to
to utilize
utilize an
(C) I
n the event
requiring hospitalization
hospitalization
In
event of illness or
or injury
injury requiring
of an officer or full time employee
employee of the Agency,
Agency, not
not the
the
result of vicious habits, intemperance,
intemperance, or misconduct
on his
part,
misconduct on
his part,
incurred
incurred in the line of duty
person is
assigned abroad,
abroad,
duty while
while such
such person
is assigned
pay for the cost of the treatment
treatment of such
such illness or injury
injury at
at aa
hospital or
or clinic;
suitable hospital
clinic;
(D) Provide
Provide for the periodic
periodic physical examination
of officers
officers
examination of
and employees
employees of the
Agency and
and for
the cost
of administering
administering
the Agency
for the
cost of
inoculations or vaccinations
vaccinations to such officers or employees.
inoculations
employees.
(6)
preparing and transporting
(6) Pay the costs of preparing
transporting the
the remains
remains
employee of the Agency
of an officer or employee
Agency or
or a
member of
of his
his family
family
a member
who may die while in travel
or abroad,
abroad, to
to his
his home
or
travel status
status or
home or
official station,
Director may deterstation, or to such other place as the Director
determine to be the appropriate
appropriate place of
that in
of interment,
interment, provided
provided that
in
no case shall the expense
expense payable
payable be greater
greater than
than the
the amount
amount
which would have been payable
payable had the destination
home
destination been
been the
the home
or official
official station.
(7)
(7) Pay the costs of travel of new appointees
appointees and
and their
their dependdependtransportation of their household goods and perents, and the transportation
sonal effects, from places
places of actual residence
residence in foreign
foreign countries
countries
time of appointment
appointment to places
at tune
places of employment
employment and
and return
to
return to
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their actual residences
time of appointment or aa point
residences at
at the time
their
writing
distant: Provided,
Provided,That
That such appointees agree in writing
not more distant:
Government for a
a period of
to remain with the
the United States Government
not less
less than
than twelve
twelve months
months from the
time of appointment.
appointment.
the time
not
Violation
of such
such agreement
agreement for
for personal
convenience of an
personal convenience
Violation of
employee or because of
separation for misconduct
misconduct will bar such
of separation
employee
return payments
determined by the Director or his designee
payments and, if determined
to
United States, any
money
any money
of the United
to be
be in the
the best interests
interests of
expended by the United
travel and
United States
States on
on account
account of such travel
expended
transportation
due by
by the individual
individual
shall be
be considered
considered as
as aadebt
debt due
transportation shall
concerned to the United States.
(b) In
accordance with such
regulations as
In accordance
such regulations
as the President may
may preprescribe
notwithstanding the provisions
of the
of section 1765 of
provisions of
scribe and notwithstanding
Revised
(5 U.
70) the
grant
is authorized
authorized to
to grant
U. S. C. 70),
the Director is
Revised Statutes
Statutes (5
to any officer or employee
employee of the Agency allowances
allowances in accordance
accordance with
the
(1) and 901 (2) of the Foreign Service
the provisions of section
section 901 (1)
Act of 1946.
GENERAL
AUT.H.ORI 11.8
GENERAL AUTHORITIES

SEC. 6. In
In the
functions, the Central Intelligence
performance of its functions,
the performance
SEc.
Agency is
authorized toto—
Agency
is authorized
(a) Transfer
Transfer to
and receive
other Government
agencies such
such
Government agencies
from other
to and
receive from
(a)
sums
for the performthe Bureau of the
the Budget, for
approved by the
sums as may
may be
be approved
ance
any of
the functions
functions or
or activities
activities authorized
under sections
sections 102
102
authorized under
of any
of the
ance of
and
of the
1947 (Public Law 253,
the National
National Security Act of 1947
303 of
and 303
Eightieth Congress),
Congress), and
agency is
is authorized
Government agency
and any
any other
other Government
Eightieth
to transfer
or receive
receive from the
the Agency such sums without regard to
transfer to
to or
to
provisions of law
prohibiting transfers between approlaw limiting
limiting or prohibiting
any provisions
transferred to the Agency in accordance
accordance with this
Sums transferred
priations. Sums
paragraph may be expended
purposes and under the authority
for the purposes
expended for
paragraph
of this
Act without
without regard
regard to
which
from which
appropriations from
of appropriations
to limitations
limitations of
of
this Act
transferred;
transferred;
(b)
Exchange funds
funds without
regard to section
Revised Statutes
section 3651 Revised
without regard
(b) Exchange
(31
(31 U.
U. S. C. 543) ;;
(c)
for services
services of personnel
agencies for
other Government
Government agencies
Reimburse other
(c) Reimburse
assigned to
the Agency,
Agency, and
such other
agencies are
other Government
Government agencies
and such
to the
assigned
hereby authorized,
authorized, without
to provisions
provisions of
contrary,
to the
the contrary,
of law
law to
without regard
regard to
hereby
so to
assign or
or detail
detail any
any officer
officer or
or employee
employee for
Agency;
for duty
duty with the Agency;
so
to assign
(d)
Authorize couriers
couriers and
and guards
designated by the Director
Director
guards designated
(d) Authorize
to
engaged in transportation
confidential
transportation of confidential
when engaged
firearms when
to carry
carry firearms
documents and
and materials
materials affecting
affecting the
national defense
defense and
and securitysecurity;
the national
documents
(e) Make
Make alterations,
improvements, and
premises rented
rented
on premises
and repairs
repairs on
alterations, improvements,
(e)
by
the Agency,
to limitations
limitations
regard to
without regard
therefor without
pay rent
rent therefor
and pay
Agency, and
by the
on expenditures
expenditures contained
contained in the Act
amended:
Act of June 30, 1932, as amended:
on
Provided,
each case
case the
the Director
shall certify
certify that
that exception
exception
Director shall
in each
That in
Provided, That
from such
necessary to
successful performance
performance of
of
the successful
to the
is necessary
such limitations
limitations is
from
the
functions or
or to
to the
the security
security of
of its activities.
Agency's functions
the Agency's
SEc. 7.
In the
the interests
interests of
the security
security of
of the
foreign intelligence
the foreign
of the
SEC.
7. In
activities
of the
the United
States and
implement the
order further to implement
in order
and in
United States
activities of
proviso of
of section
(d) (3)
(3) of
Act of
1947
of 1947
Security Act
the National
National Security
of the
102 (d)
section 102
proviso
session) that the Director
(Public
Director
Eightieth Congress, first session)
253, Eightieth
Law 253,
(Public Law
of Central
shall be
be responsible
intelligence
protecting intelligence
for protecting
responsible for
Intelligence shall
of
Central Intelligence
sources and
and methods
methods from
disclosure the
shall
the Agency
Agency shall
unauthorized disclosure,
from unauthorized
sources
be exempted
exempted from
from the
the provisions
sections 1
1and
and 2,
2, chapter
chapter 795
795 of
of sections
provisions of
be
the Act
of August
1935 (49
(49 Stat.
Stat. 956,
956, 957;
U. S.
S. C.
654), and
the
and the
C. 654),
957; 55U.
28, 1935
August 28,
the
Act of
provisions of
law which
require the
the publication
disor dispublication or
which require
other law
of any
any other
provisions
closure
of the
the organization,
official titles,
titles, salaries,
or
salaries, or
names, official
functions, rtameS,
organization, functions,
closure of
numbers of
of personnel
Agency :Provided,
That in
in
Provided, That
by the
the Agency:
employed by
personnel employed
numbers
furtherance
the Director
the Bureau
the Midget
Bidget
of the
Bureau of
of the
Director of
secti6on the
of this
this section,
furtherance of
shall
make no
reports to
to the
the Congress
in connection
with the
the Agency
Agncy
connection with
Congrss in
no reports
shall make
•
.,
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Allowances.
Allowances.

60 Stat.
Stat. 1025,
1025, 1026.
1026.
60
22 U.
S. 0.
C. §
1131
22
U. S.
§ 1131
(1),
(2).
(1), (2).

Transfer of funds.

61 Stat.
Stat. 497,
507.
61
497, 507.
50
C., Supp.
Supp.
50 U.
U. S.
S. C.,
403, 405;
405; 5
U. S.
S.
5 U.
II, §§
§§ 403,
C.,
Supp. II,
171j.
C., Supp.
II, §§171j.
Post,
p. 585.
585.
Post, p.

Detail of
of employees
employees
Detail
from other
other agencies.
agencies.
from

Repairs,
etc., on
Repairs, etc.,

rented property.
rented
property.

47
Stat. 382,
412.
47 Stat.
382, 412.
40
S. C. §
U.S.
I 278a.
40 U.

Exemption
from
Exemption from
publication
of certain
certain
publication of
data.
data.
61
Stat. 498.
498.
61 Stat.
50
S. C.,
50 U.
U. S.
C., Supp.
Supp.
H,
(d) (3).
(3).
403 (d)
§ 403
II, §

212
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PUBLIC
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1949
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[63 STAT.
STAT.
[63

under section 607, title
title VI, chapter 212 of the
the Act
of June
June 30,
30, 1945,
Act of
1945,

Stat. 304.
59 Stat.
304.
(5 U.
S. C.
as amended
amended (5
U. S.
C. 917
947 (b)).
(b)).
Entry o
of .ertain
certain
aEntry
SEC.
Whenever the
S
EC. 8. Whenever
the Director, the Attorney
Attorney General,
General, and
and the
the ComComaliens into U. S.

Immigration shall
missioner of Immigration
shall determine that
that the
the entry
entry of
of aaparticular
particular
alien into the United States for permanent
permanent residence
is in
in the
the interest
interest
residence is
of national security
security or essential
essential to the
the furtherance
the national
national
furtherance of
of the
intelligence mission, such alien and
immediate family
family shall
shall be
and his immediate
be
given entry into the United States for permanent
residence without
without
permanent residence
inadmissibility under the immigration
regard to their inadmissibility
immigration or
any other
or any
other
laws and regulations,
regulations, or to
failure to
to comply
such laws
laws and
and
to the failure
comply with
with such
Limitation on numbeimitationon
nm- regulations pertaining
pertaining to
to admissibility:
Provided, That
That the
number
admissibility: Provided,
ber.
the number
of aliens
aliens and members of
their immediate
immediate families
families entering
entering the
the United
of their
United
States under the authority of this section
section shall
shall in
in no
no case
case exceed
exceed one
one
hundred
hundred persons in any
one fiscal
fiscal year.
year.
any one
Professional
Professional and
and
scdificpersonnel.d
SEC.
S
EC. 9.
9. The
The Director
Director is
authorized to
to establish
establish and
fix the
the compensacompensais authorized
scientific
personnel.
and fix
tion for not more than three positions in the professional
professional and
and scientific
scientific
field, within the
the Agency, each such position
position being
being established
established to
to effeceffectuate those scientific
intelligence functions
scientific intelligence
functions relating
relating to
to national
national security,
security,
which require the services of specially
specially qualified
scientific or
or profesqualified scientific
profesCompensation.
Compensation.
sional personnel:
personnel: Provided,
sional
Provided, That the rates of compensation
for posiposicompensation for
tions established
established pursuant
pursuant to the provisions
provisions of
of this
this section
shall not
not
section shall
be less than $10,000 per annum nor
than $15,000
$15,000 per
annum, and
nor more
more than
per annum,
and
shall be subject to the approval
approval of the
the Civil
Civil Service
Service Commission.
Commission.
APPROPRIATIONS
APPROPRIATIONS

60 Stat.
60
Stat. 903.
OQ3.

6 U.
U. S.
S. C.,
C., Rupp.
Supp.
II,
14.
11, i14.

SEC.
(a) Notwithstanding
Notwithstanding any other provisions
S
EC. 10. (a)
sums
provisions of
of law,
law, sums
made available
available to the Agency by
or otherwise
may be
be
by appropriation
appropriation or
otherwise may
expended for purposes
necessary to carry
purposes necessary
its functions,
includcarry out
out its
functions, including—
ing(1) personal
(1)
personal services, including
including personal
services without
personal services
without
limitations on types of persons
regard to limitations
to be
be employed,
employed, and
and rent
rent
persons to
government and
at the seat of government
and elsewhere;
elsewhere; health-service
health-service program
program
as authorized
(5 U. S.
authorized by law (5
rental of
of news-reporting
news-reporting
S. C. 150)
150);;rental
services; purchase
purchase or rental
services;
rental and operation
operation of
photographic, reproof photographic,
reproduction, cryptographic,
cryptographic, duplication
duplication and
printing machines,
machines, equipequipand printing
ment and devices, and radio-receiving
radio-receiving and
radio-sending equipequipand radio-sending
including telegraph
ment and devices,
devices, including
telegraph and
and teletype
teletype equipment;
equipment;
purchase, maintenance,
maintenance, operation,
operation, repair, and
and hire
hire of
passenger
of passenger
motor vehicles,
vehicles, and aircraft,
aircraft, and vessels of all
to
all kinds;
kinds; subject
subject to
policies established
established by the Director, transportation
transportation of
officers and
and
of officers
employees
employees of the Agency
Agency in Government-owned
automotive equipequipGovernment-owned automotive
ment between
between their domiciles
domiciles and places of
of employment,
employment, where
where
such personnel
personnel are
are engaged
engaged in work which
makes such
transportawhich makes
such transportation necessary,
necessary, and transportation
such equipment,
equipment, to
and from
from
transportation in
in such
to and
school, of children of Agency
Agency personnel
who have
have quarters
for
personnel who
quarters for
themselves and their families at isolated stations outside the
themselves
conthe continental United
United States
tinental
States where adequate
adequate public
public or private
private transtransportation is not available;
available; printing
and binding;
binding; purchase,
mainprinting and
purchase, maintenance, and cleaning of firearms,
including purchase,
firearms, including
purchase, storage,
storage,
maintenance of ammunition;
ammunition; subject
and maintenance
to policies
policies established
subject to
established
by the Director, expenses
expenses of travel in connection
connection with,
with, and
and expenses
expenses
incident
incident to attendance
attendance at meetings
meetings of
professional, technical,
of professional,
technical,
scientific,
scientific, and other similar organizations
organizations when such attendance
attendance
would
a benefit
would be a
benefit in the conduct
conduct of the work of
Agency;
of the Agency;
association and library dues; payment of premiums
association
premiums or
or costs
costs of
of
surety bonds for officers
officers or employees without regard
regard to
to the
the propro6 U. S. C. 14; payment
visions of 61 Stat. 646;
646; 6
pursuant
payment of
of claims
claims pursuant
to 28 U. S. C.; acquisition
acquisition of necessary
necessary land
the clearing
clearing of
of
land and
and the
buildings and
such land; construction
construction of buildings
without regard
regard
and facilities
facilities without
to 36 Stat. 699; 40 U. S. C. 259, 267; repair, rental,
operation, and
rental, operation,
and
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maintenance
maintenance of buildings, utilities, facilities, and appurtenances;
appurtenances;
and
(2) supplies, equipment, and personnel and contractual services
otherwise authorized by law and regulations,
regulations, when approved
approved by
the Director.
(b) The sums made available to the Agency may be expended withregulations relating
out regard to the provisions of law and regulations
relating to the
expenditure
Government funds; and for objects
objects of a
aconfidential,
confidential,
expenditure of Government
extraordinary,
expenditures to be accounted
accounted
extraordinary, or emergency
emergency nature, such expenditures
for
solely on
on the
the certificate
the Director
every such
such certificate
certificate
of the
Director and
and every
for solely
certificate of
voucher for the amount therein
therein certified.
shall be deemed aasufficient voucher
SEPARABILITY
OF PROVISIONS
PROVISIONS
SEPARABILITY OF
S
EC. 11.
If any
application of such
SEC.
11. If
any provision of this Act, or the application
provision to any person or circumstances,
circumstances, is held invalid, the remainder
remainder
provision
of this
this Act
Act or
application of such provision to persons
persons or circumof
or the application
stances other than those as to which it is held invalid,
invalid, shall not be
stances
affected
affected thereby.
SHORT TrTLE
TI'TLE

S
EC. 12. This Act may be cited as the "Central Intelligence
Intelligence Agency
Agency
SEC.
1949".
Act of 1919".
Approved
1949.
Approved June 20, 1949.
[
CHAPTER 228]
228]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
of Laws of the District of Columbia,
Code
of
the
section 16-415
Columbia, to
To amend section
provide
enforcement of
of court
court orders
orders for
temporary and
for the payment of temporary
the enforcement
for the
provide for
permanent
same manner as directed
directed to enforce
enforce orders for
in the
the same
maintenance in
permanent maintenance
permanent alimony.
permanent
Be it
enacted by
by the
Representatives of the
House of Representatives
the Senate
Senate and House
Be
it enacted
United States
of America in
in Congress
assembled, That the Act of
Congress assembled,
States of
United
March 3,
(31 Stat.
otherwise known as
980),1 otherwise
854 sec.
sec. 980)
1346, ch. 854,
Stat. 1346,
3, 1901
1901 (31
March
section 16-415
16-415 of
of the
athe
the District of Columbia, 1940
Laws of
of Laws
the Code
Code of
section
edition,
is amended
amended to read as follows:
edition, is
"Whenever any
maintain his wife
husband shall fail or refuse to maintain
any husband
"Whenever
and minor
children, if
so to do, the court, on
able So
any, although
although able
if any,
minor children,
and
application of
of the wife, pendente lite and permanently, may decree
application
that he
shall pay
pay her,
her, periodically,
allowed to
such sums as would be allowed
periodically, such
he shall
that
her as
as pendente
in case
case of
of divorce for the
the
alimony in
or permanent
permanent alimony
lite or
pendente lite
her
maintenance of
of herself
committed
the minor children, if any, committed
and the
herself and
maintenance
to her
her care
care by
by the
and the
the payment
may be
in
be enforced
enforced in
thereof may
payment thereof
court, and
the court,
to
the same
same manner
as directed
in regard
regard to
to the
payment of permanent
permanent
the payment
directed in
manner as
the
alimony."
Approved June 20, 1949.
Approved

Itme
20, 1949
June 20,
[S. 1125]
[Public Law 111i
111]

D. C. Code, amendD.
ment.
ment.

Maintenance
Maintenance of wife
and minor children.

[
CHAPTER 229]
229]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
to
To amend
section 16-418
Laws of the District of Columbia, to
the Code of Laws
of the
16-418 of
To
amend section
provide
that an
an attorney
be appointed
by the
to defend
uncontested
defend all uncontested
the court
court to
appointed by
attorney be
provide that
annulment cases.
annulment

Be it
and House
House of
of Representatives
the
Representatives of the
Senate and
the Senate
by the
enacted by
it enacted
Be
United States
of
That the Act of
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
of America
States of
United
March
3, 1901
(31 Stat.
known as
982), otherwise known
ch. 854, sec. 982),
Stat. 1347, ch.
1901 (31
March 3,
1940
section
of the
Code of Laws of the District of Columbia, 1940
the Code
section 16-418 of
edition, is
is amended
amended to
as follows:
follows:
edition,
read as
to read
"In all
uncontested divorce
or annulment
annulment cases,
cases and in any other
divorce or
all uncontested
"In
divorce
or annulment
where the
the court
court may
may 'deem
it necessary
necessary
deem it
case where
annulment case
divorce or

June 20, 1949
[S. 1133]

[S. 1133]
[Public Law 112]

Code, amendD. C. Code,
ment.

Attorney in uncontested divorce or ancases.
nulment cases.
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a disinterested
disinterested attorney shall be assigned by
or proper, a
by the court
court to
to
enter his appearance
appearance for the defendant
defendant and
and actively defend
defend the
the cause,
cause,
and such attorney shall receive
receive such compensation
for his
his services
services as
as
compensation for
the court may determine to be proper, such compensation
compensation to
paid
to be
be paid
by the parties as the court may direct."
direct."
Approved June
June 20,
1949.
20, 1949.
[
CHAPTER 230]
230]
[CHAPTER
June
June 20,
20, 1949
1949
[8. 1134]
1134]

[Public
113]
[Public Law
Law 113]

D. C.
Code, amendD.
C. Code,
amendment.
ment.

Substitution of
pubSubstitution
of publication for personal
personal
service of
service
of process.
process.

AN ACT
ACT
amend section
section 13-108
Code of
Laws of
of the
the District
District of
of Columbia
Columbia to
to
To amend
13-108 of
of the
the Code
of Laws
provide
constructive service
by publication
in annulment
annulment actions.
provide for
for constructive
service by
publication in
actions.

Be it
enacted by the Senate
Senate and House
House of Representatives
it enacted
the
Representatives of
of the
United States of America in
Congress assembled,
in Congress
assembled, That the
the first
first paragraph of section 105 of the Act entitled "An Act to establish
establish a
a code
code
of law for the District of Columbia", approved
approved March
March 3,
3, 1901
1901 (31
(31
Stat. 1206, ch. 854),
854), as amended (sec. 13-108,
13-108, D.
ediD. of
of C. Code,
Code, 1940 edition), is amended
as follows:
amended to
to read
read as
follows:
"Publication may be substituted for personal service
process
service of
of process
upon any defendant
defendant who cannot be found and who
who is
affiis shown
shown by
by affi-

to have been
been absent
davit to be a
anonresident, or to
absent from
the District
District for
from the
for
at least six months, or against
heirs or
or devisees
against the
the unknown
unknown heirs
devisees of
of
deceased persons, in suits for partition, divorce,
divorce 'annulment, by attachattach-.
ment, foreclosure
foreclosure or mortgages and deeds of trust, the establishment
establishment
of title to real estate by possession,
possession ' the enforcement
mechanics'
enforcement of
of mechanics'
liens, and all other liens against real
the
real or personal
personal property
property within
within the
District, and in all actions at law and in equity which
which have for
for their
their
immediate
immediate object the enforcement
enforcement or
establishment of
of any
any lawful
or establishment
lawful
right, claim, or demand to or against any real or personal property
property
within the jurisdiction of the court."
court."
Approved
20, 1949.
Approved June
June 20,
1949.
[
CHAPTER 231]
231]
[CHAPTER
June 20,1949
20, 1949
[8. 1557]
[Public Law 114]

Is. 15571
[Public Law 114]

Juvenile
Court, D.
C.
Juvenile Court,
D.C.
Appointment of
adAppointment
of additional judge.
judge.
ditional

enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and House
Be it
it enacted
House of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
United States
States of America in
United
Congress assembled,
That the
in Congress
asserbled,That
the President
President
is authorized
authorized to appoint,
appoint, by and with the consent
consent of
of the Senate, for
for a
a
term of six
until his
his successor
successor is
is appointed
appointed and
an d confirmed,
con firmed,
six years,
years, or
or until
one additional
additional judge for the juvenile court of
District of
Columbia,
of the District
of Columbia
who shall at the time of appointment
a resident
appointment be a
resident of the District of
Columbia. The position occupied by the present judge of said juvenile
court shall be abolished when aa vacancy
vacancy shall occur
said position
occur in
in said
position
or at the expiration
expiration of the present
present six-year term of said
judge, whichwhichsaid judge,
ever shall first occur.
Approved
Approved June 20, 1949.
[
CHAPTER 232]
232]
[CHAPTER

June 21, 1949
1949

[H.
[R. R. 3764]
37641

[Public Law
Law 115]
115]
[Public

claims.
Mining claims.
Deferment of
Deferment
of ananassessment work.
nual assessment
work.

ANT ACT
A"TP
AN

To
provide for the appointment of an additional
To provide
additional judge for the juvenile
juvenile court of
of
the District of Columbia.

AN ACT

Providing for the temporary
Providing
temporary deferment in
certain unavoidable
in certain
unavoidable contingencies
contingencies of
of
annual assessment work on mining claims held
location in
the United
held by
by location
in the
United States,
States,
and enlarging
enlarging the
the liability
liability for damages caused to stock raising and other homeand
steads by mining activities.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
and House of Representatives
Representatimes of
of the
the
United States of America
America in
in Congress
United
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the
the performperformance of not less than $100 worth of labor or the making
making of improveimprovements aggregating
aggregating such amount, which labor or improvements
improvements are
are
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required under the provisions
section 2324 of the Revised
Revised Statutes of
provisions of section
required
the
made during each
each year, may be deferred
deferred by
the United
United States to be made
the
Secretary of
mining claim
claim or group of claims
any mining
of the Interior
Interior as to any
the Secretary
in
claimant of evidence
evidence
submission by the claimant
United States upon the submission
in the United
satisfactory
Secretary that such mining claim or group of claims
satisfactory to the Secretary
is
surrounded by
by lands
over which
performance
which aaright-of-way for the performance
lands over
is surrounded
of
denied or is in litigation or is in
been denied
assessment work has been
of such assessment
the
acquisition under
other legal impedilaw or that other
under State law
of acquisition
the process of
ments
claimant to enter
enter upon
upon the
right of the claimant
which affect
affect the right
ments exist
exist which
surface of such claim
group of claims or to gain access to the
or group
claim or
surface
boundaries
boundaries thereof.
SEC. 2. The period for which said deferment
granted shall
deferment may be granted
SEC.
end
when the
justifying deferment
deferment have
removed:
have been removed:
the conditions
conditions justifying
end when
Provided,
exceed one year but may
Provided, That the initial period shall not exceed
be renewed
period of one year
year if justifiable
justifiable conditions
conditions
renewed for aa further period
be
relief available
available under this Act
Act is in
the relief
further, That the
Providedfurther,
exist: Provided
addition to
to any
any relief
available under any other Act of Congress with
relief available
addition
respect to
mining claims.
claims.
to mining
respect
SEC. 3.
3. All
All deferred
performed not later
later
work shall be performed
assessment work
deferred assessment
SEC.
removal
subsequent to the removal
assessment year next subsequent
than the end of the assessment
or
cessation of the causes for deferment
deferment or the expiration
expiration of any
or cessation
deferments
under this Act and shall be in addition to the
granted under
deferments granted
assessment work required
required by law in such year. • •
annual assessment
S
EC. 4.
Claimant shall
shall file or
cause to be filed or recorded
recorded
or cause
record or
or record
4. Claimant
SEC.
certificate of location of such claim or
in the office where the notice or certificate
recorded, a
anotice to the public of claimant's
group of claims is filed or recorded,
petition to
to the
the Secretary
deferment under this Act,
for deferment
Interior for
Secretary of the Interior
petition
and of the order or decision disposing of such petition.
and
S
EC. 5.
5. Notwithstanding
Notwithstanding the provisions
provisions of any Act
Act of Congress to
SEC.
the contrary,
contrary, any
person who
prospects for, mines, or
hereafter prospects
who hereafter
any person
the
removes by
by strip
pit mining methods, any minerals from any
open pit
strip or open
removes
land included
included in
other homestead
homestead entry
entry or patent,
or other
raising or
stock raising
in aa stock
land
damages
and who
existing Act only for damages
under such an existing
had been liable under
who had
and
caused thereby
thereby to
improvements of the entryman
entryman or
crops or improvements
the crops
to the
caused
to
patentee, shall
shall also
damage that may be caused to
any damage
for any
liable for
be liable
also be
patentee,
the value
value of
the land
land for
for grazing
prospecting for, mining,
mining,
by such prospecting
grazing by
of the
the
or
removal of
shall be
be considered
considered
section shall
this section
in this
Nothing in
of minerals.
minerals. Nothing
or removal
to
impair
any
vested
right
in
existence
on
effective
of this
date
effective
the
on
existence
in
right
to impair any vested
section.
Approved
June 21, 1949.
Approved June

S.C.
30 U. S.
. §§28.

Termination.
Termination.

Performance
Performance of deferred work.

Piling
of notice.
notice.
Filing of

Liability
Liability for damages.
ages.

[CHAPTER
233]
[CHAPTER 233]

ACT
AN ACT
To amend
section 16-416
Code of
Laws of
of the District of Columbia, to
to
of Laws
the Code
of the
16-416 of
To
amend section
conform
the nomenclature
nomenclature and
practice prescribed
prescribed by
by the
Federal Rules
of
Rules of
the Federal
and practice
to the
conform to
Procedure.
Civil Procedure.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
and House
of Representatives
1?epresentatives of the
House of
Senate and
the Senate
Be
United
States of
of America
America in
assembled, That
That the Acts of
Congress assembled,
in Congress
United States
March 3,
3, 1901
1901 (31
(31 Stat.
Stat. 1345,
854, sec.
sec. 963),
and of June
June 30, 1902
1902
963), and
ch. 854,
1345, ch.
March
(32
Stat.
537,
ch.
1329),
otherwise
known
as
section
16-416
of
the
Code
Code
of
the
16-416
as
section
known
otherwise
ch.
1329),
537,
(32 Stat.
of Laws
of the
the District
District of
of Columbia,
1940 edition,
are amended
amended to
edition, are
Columbia, 1940
Laws of
of
read
follows:
read as follows:
"All
applications for
or for
for a
adecree
decree annulling
marriage
a marriage
annulling a
divorce or
for divorce
"All applications
shall be
be made
complaint to
the United
States District
Court for
District Court
United States
to the
by complaint
made by
shall
the District
of Columbia,
Columbia, and
thereupon shall
shall be
be the
the
proceedings thereupon
the proceedings
and the
District of
the
same as
as in
in equity
causes, except
far as
herein provided."
provided."
otherwise herein
as otherwise
so far
except so
equity causes,
same
Approved June 21, 1949.
Approved

June 21, 1949
1949
[8.
1129]
8s.1129
[Public
[Public Law 116]

Code, amendD. C. Code,
ment.

Application for
for diApplication
vorce
vore or marriage annulment.
nulment.
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234]

June
21, 1949
June 21,
1949
[H. R. 1337]
[Public
117]
[Public Law 1171

[63 S
TAT.
[63
STAT.

AfT
AN ACT
AN

To authorize the sale of certain public lands in Alaska
Alaska to the Alaska Council of
of
Boy Scouts of America for recreation
recreation and other public purposes.
purposes.

Be
enacted by
by the
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
Be it
it enacted
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
United
States of
America in
assembled, That
United States
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the
the Alaska
Alaska
Council of
America is
is hereby
authorized for
for aaperiod
Council
of Boy
Boy Scouts
Scouts of
of America
hereby authorized
period
Conveyance.
Conveyance.
of one
from and
and after
the effective
to apply
apply.for
of
one year
year from
after the
effective date
date of
of this
this Act
Act to
for
purchase of,
Interior is hereby
authorized
the purchase
of, and
and the Secretary
Secretary of the
the Interior
hereby authorized
the organization
for recreation
and other
and directed
directed to
to convey
convey to the
organization for
recreation and
other
public purposes
following-described public
lands situated
public
purposes the
the following-described
public lands
situated in
in
Alaska:
Alaska:
The
quarter and
northeast quarter
The east half of the
the northwest
northwest quarter
and the
the northeast
quarter of
of
unsurveyed section 2,
unsurveyed
2, township
township 15
15 north,
north, range
range 11west,
west, Seward
Seward meridmeridian, embracing
embracing two
acres.
ian,
two hundred
hundred and
and forty
forty acres.
Payment for land.
SEc. 2. That the
SEC.
the conveyance
conveyance shall be
be made upon
upon the payment
payment by
by the
the
council for
for the
the land
its reasonable
reasonable appraised
price of
not less
said council
land at
at its
appraised price
of not
less
acre, to be
Prothan $1.25
$1.25 per
per acre,
be fixed by the
the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior:
Interior: Provided,
the conveyance
shall not
not include
include any
vided, That
That the
conveyance hereby
hereby authorized
authorized shall
any
under the
public-land
land covered
covered by
by aavalid existing right initiated
initiated under
the public-land
laws or found by the Secretary
Interior to be
Secretary of the
the Interior
be needed for
for public
Rights reserved to
further, That
other mineral
deposits
purposes: Provided
Providedfurther
That the
the coal and
and other
mineral deposits
II.
S.
U.S.
in the land shall be reserved
reserved to the United States, together
together with
with the
for, mine,
and remove
right to
to prospect
prospect for,
mine, and
remove the
the same
same under
under applicable
applicable
laws and regulations
regulations to
the Secretary
of the
the Interior.
Interior.
to be prescribed
prescribed by
by the
Secretary of
Reversion of title to
Reversion
to
SEC. 3. That such conveyance
SEC.
conveyance shall
provision
shall contain
contain the further provision
U.S.
IL
8.
that if the Alaska Council
Council of
shall at
of Boy
Boy Scouts of
of America
America shall
at any
any time
time
cease to use the
conveyed for
recreation and
and other
public
the property
property so
so conveyed
for recreation
other public
purposes title thereto shall revert
revert to the United States.
Approved June
Approved
June 21, 1949.
1949.

Alaska Council
Council of
Alaska
of
Boy Scouts
Scouts of
of AmerBoy
America.
ica.

[CHAPTER 235]
[CHAPTER
Inns
22, 1949
June 22,1949
[EL R.
[H.
R. 5060]
60601
[Public Law 1181
118]

Legislative
Branch
Legislative Branch
Appropriation Act,
Act,
Appropriation
1960.
1950.
Post, pp.
pp.738,859,973.
P&o,
738,869,973.

AN
AN ACT
ACT

Making
appropriations for
for the Legislative
Making appropriations
Legislative Branch
Branch for the fiscal
fiscal year ending
June 30, 1950, and for other purposes.
purposes.

it enacted
Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
Be it
enacted by the Senate
the
Representatives of
of the
United States
States of America in
Congress assembled,
United
in Congress
assembled, That
That the
the following
following
sums are appropriated,
appropriated, out
Treasury not
not otherotherout of
of any
any money in
in the
the Treasury
wise appropriated,
appropriated, for the Legislative
endLegislative Branch for
for the fiscal year endnamely:
ing June 30, 1950, namely:
SENATE
SENATE
SALARIES
SALARIES

AND EXPENSE
EXPENSE ALLOWANCE
ALLOWANCE OF SENATORS,
SENATORS, MILEAGE
MILEAGE OF THE

SENATORS, AND
PRESIDENT OF THE SENATE
SENATE AND OF SENATORS,
AND EXPENSE
EXPENSE ALLOWALLOWPRESIDENT
ANCE OF THE VICE PRESIDENT

For compensation
compensation of Senators,
$1,200,000.
Senators, $1,200,000.
For mileage of the President
President of the Senate
Senate and of Senators, $51,000.
For expense
expense allowance
allowance of the Vice President, $10,000.
For expense allowance of Senators, $240,000.
AND EMPLOYEES
SALARIES, OFFICERS
OFFICERS AND
EMPLOYEES

SALARIES,

59 Stat.
Stat. 295.
59
295.
5
S. C.
C. §§ 901
5 U.
U. S.
901 et
et
seq.:
seq.; Supp.
Supp. H,
§ 902
II, 1
902
et seq.
Poit,
Post, pp.
pp. 265,973,974.
2665973,974.

For compensation
compensation of officers, employees,
employees, clerks
clerks to
to Senators,
Senators, and
and
others, as authorized by law, includinc
including, increased
increased and additional compensation
pensation provided by the "Federal
"Federal Employees
mployees Pay Act of 1945", as

63 S
TAT.]
STAT.]
63
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Employees
amended, and
and the
the "Postal
"Postal Rate Revision
Revision and
and Federal
Federal Employees
amended,
Salary Act
as follows:
follows:
1948", as
of 1948",
Act of
Salary

62 Stat. 1260.
12.upp
62tat.
39 U. S. C., Supp.
II, 87a
878a note.

PRESIDENT
OFFICE OF THE VICE PRESIDENT
OFFICE

For compensation
compensation of the Vice President of the United States, $30,000.
For
For
clerical assistance
assistance to the Vice President, at rates of compensaFor clerical
tion to
fixed by
him in
multiples of $5 per month, $47,970.
in multiples
by him
be fixed
to be
tion
CHAPLAIN
CHAPLAIN

Chaplain of
of the
the Senate, $2,520.
Chaplain
OFFICE
OF THE
SECRETARY
THE SECRETARY
OFFICE OF

Provided,That the basic annual
For office
the Secretary,
$334,730::Provided,
Secretary, $334,730
of the
office of
For
positions shall be: Printing
rates
of
compensation
the
following
of
compensation
of
rates
clerk at
at $5,160
$5,000; two assistants in the library at $2,100
$2,100
lieu of $5,000;
in lieu
$5,160 in
clerk
each
in lieu
lieu of
two at
$1,800 each; one laborer at $2,280 in lieu of
at $1,800
of two
and in
each and
$2,040; three
laborers at
at $1,740
$1,500 each;
each;
each in lieu of three at $1,500
$1,740 each
three laborers
$2,040;
in
at $1,740 in
laborer
skilled
one
taborer
at
$1,740
in
lieu
of
$1,440;
one
laborer
one laborer at $1,740 in lieu
$1,440.
lieu of $1,410.
COMMITTEE
COMMITTEE EMPLOYEES

For professional
clerical assistance
assistance to standing committees,
and clerical
professional and
For
$1,378,025.
$1,378,025.
CONFERENCE COMMITTEES
COMMITTEES
CONFERENCE

For clerical
assistance to
Conference of the Majority, at rates
the Conference
to the
clerical assistance
For
of
compensation
to
be
fixed
by
the
chairman of said committee, $28,835.
of compensation to be fixed by the chairman
For
clerical
assistance
to
the
Conference
of the Minority, at rates
Conference
the
to
assistance
For clerical
of compensation
compensation to
to be
be fixed
fixed by
committee, $28,835.
$28,835.
of said committee,
chairman of
the chairman
by the
of
ADMINISTRATIVE
AND CLERICAL
ASSISTANTS TO SENATORS
CLERICAL ASSISTANTS
ADMINISTRATIVE AND

For
administrative and
clerical assistants and messenger service for
and clerical
For administrative
Senators,
$4,796,365.
Senators, $4,796,365.
OFFICE OF
SERGEANT AT
AT ARMS
ARMS AND
DOORKEEPER
AND DOORKEEPER
OF SERGEANT
OFFICE

For office
office of
of Sergeant
Sergeant at
Arms and
Doorkeeper, $950,525:
Provided,
$950,525: Provided,
and Doorkeeper,
at Arms
For
That the
basic
annual
rates
of
compensation
of
the
following
positions
following
the
of
compensation
of
rates
annual
That the basic
shall
Clerk at
at $2,280
$2,280 in
lieu of
at $2,160 in lieu of
clerk at
$2,120; clerk
of $2,120;
in lieu
be: Clerk
shall be:
foreman
$1,800;
at $2,100
lieu of
of $1,860;
$1,860; night foreman
in lieu
$2,100 in
janitor at
assistant janitor
$1,800; assistant
in lieu
at
$1,680
in
lieu
of
one
laborer
at
$1,320;
laborer
$1,700
at
laborer
$1,320;
at
laborer
one
of
lieu
in
at $1,680
chief
$3,000;
of
of
$1,580;
foreman
in
folding
room
at
$3,600
lieu
chief
in
$3,600
of $1,580; foreman in folding room at
in
cabinetmaker
at
$3,200
in
lieu
of
$3,080;
secretary
$3,540
lieu
$3,540
at
secretary
$3,080;
of
lieu
in
cabinetmaker at $3,200
of clerk
clerk at
at $3,300;
$3,300; one
one additional
special employee
$1,000; superinat $1,000;
employee at
additional special
of
tendent
Radio Press
Press Gallery
Gallery at
$4,020 in lieu of $3,660, two assistat $4,020
of Radio
tendent of
ant
superintendents
at
$2,580
each
in
at $2,400 each, one
two at
of two
lieu of
in lieu
each
$2,580
at
ant superintendents
assistant
superintendent
at
$2,100
in
lieu
$1,960.
$1,960.
of
assistant superintendent at $2,100 in lieu
OFFICES OF THE SECRETARIES FOR THE MAJORITY AND THE
MINORITT
THE MINORITY
OFFICES OF THE SECRETARIES FOR THE MAJORITY AND

For
offices of
of the
the secretary
for the
the majority
majority and the secretary
secretary for
the offices
For the
for the
the minority,
telephone pages
chief telephone
two chief
for two
compensation for
including compensation
minority, including
for
but not exceedat
basic
rates
to
be
fixed
by
the
respective
secretaries,
exceedsecretaries,
be fixed by the respective
basic rates toper
at
ing $2,880 each per
annum, in
lieu
of one
clerk
in
the office
office of
the SecSecthe
of
the
in
clerk
one
of
lieu
in
annum,
each
ing $2,880
retary
Senate at
$1,860 per
per annum
one messenger
messenger acting
acting
and one
annum and
at $1,860
the Senate
of the
retary of
as assistant
the Sergeant
at Arms
and Doorkeeper
Doorkeeper
Arms and
Sergeant at
under the
doorkeeper under
as assistant doorkeeper
at $2,560 per annum,
$54,340;
and the
the compensation
of the
clerk to
to
clerk
the
of
compensation
and
$54,340;
annum,
per
$2,560
at

Post,
p. 869.
8-9
st pP
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the secretary
clerk to
secretary for
for the
secretary for the majority
majority and the clerk
to the
the secretary
the
minority shall
$3,000 each
each per
per annum.
annum.
shall be
be at
at the basic
basic rate
rate of
of $3,000
CONTINGENT EXPENSES
CONTINGENT
OF 111.S.
ENATE
EXPENSES OF
HE S
SENATE

Stat. 911.
91L
60 Stat.

60

Post, p.
974.
Pos,
p. 974.

61 Stat.
Stat. 16.
16.
61
Post,
Post, p.
p.

738.
738

60 stat.
Stat. 83.
831.
60

61
61 Stat.
15.
stat. 15.
Ante,
p.
Ante, p.

166.
166.

Expenses
ienses of
of
mittees.

Legislative reorganization:
reorganization: For
salaries and
and expenses,
expenses, legislative
legislative
Legislative
For salaries
reorganization,
reorganization ' including
including the objects
objects specified
specified in
Law 663,
663,
in Public Law
Seventy-ninth
Seventy-ninth Congress, $100,000.
$100,000.
Senate policy
committees: For
For salaries
expenses of
of the
the Majority
Majority
policy committees:
salaries and
and expenses
Policy Committee
Committee and the
Minority Policy
Policy Committee,
Committee, $43,640
$43,640 for
for
the Minority
each
in all,
$87,280.
each such
such committee;
committee; in
all, $87,280.

Joint
Report: For
Joint Committee
Committee on the Economic
Economic Report:
For salaries
salaries and
and expenses
expenses
of the Joint Committee
Report, $72,640.
$72,640.
Committee on
on the
the Economic
Economic Report,
Energy: For
salaries and
and expenses
of
Joint Committee
Committee on
on Atomic
Atomic Energy:
For salaries
expenses of
the Joint Committee
Committee on Atomic Energy
Energy, including
including the objects specified
specified
in Public Law 20, Eightieth Congress, $154,950.
in
$154,950.
Joint Committee on Printing:
Printing: For salaries for the Joint ComCommittee on Printing, $21,030,
and for
for expenses
expenses of
of compiling,
compiling, preparing,
preparing,
$21,030, and
Congressional Directory, $1,600;
and indexing the Congressional
$1,600; in all, $22,630.
822,630.
Vice President's automobile:
automobile: For purchase,
exchange, driving,
purchase, exchange,
maintenance,
maintenance, and operation of an automobile
President,
automobile for the Vice President,
$5,330.
$5,330.
Automobile for the President
Automobile
President pro tempore:
For purchase,
exchange,
tempore: For
purchase, exchange,
driving, maintenance, and operation
operation of
automobile for the
Presiof an
an automobile
the President pro tempore of the Senate, $5,330.
$5,330.
Automobiles for majority and minority leaders:
Automobiles
leaders: For purchase,
purchase,
exchange, driving, maintenance,
maintenance, and operation
exchange,
operation of
of two automobiles,
one for the majority -leader of the Senate, and one for
for the minority
minority
leader
$10,660.
leader of the
the Senate,
Senate, $10,660.
Senate proceedings:
Reporting Senate
proceedings: For
reporting the
and proproFor reporting
the debates
debates and
ceedings
ceedings of the Senate, payable
payable in
in equal
monthly installments,
installment s,
$103,605.
equal monthly
$103,605.
Furniture: For
in cleaning,
cleaning, repairing,
repairing, and
and varnishing
Furniture:
For services in
varnishing
furniture,
furniture, $2,760.
$2,760.
Furniture:
Furniture: For materials
materials for furniture
and repairs
repairs of
of same,
and
furniture and
same, and
for the purchase
furniture, $18,000.
purchase of
of furniture,
$18,000.
Inquiries and investigations:
investigations: For expenses of inquiries and investigations
gations ordered by the Senate
Senate or conducted
134
conducted pursuant
pursuant to section
section 134
(a) of Public Law 601,
601, Seventy-ninth
Congress, including
(a)
Seventy-ninth Congress,
compensaincluding compensation for stenographic
stenographic assistance
committees at
rates and
in
assistance of committees
at such
such rates
and in
accordance
accordance with such regulations
may be
prescribed by
by the
the ComComregulations as may
be prescribed
mittee on Rules and Administration, 'but
but not exceeding
exceeding the rate
of 25 cents per hundred
hundred words for the original transcript
transcript of reported
reported
matter; and including
including $50,000
$50,000 for
Committee on
on Appropriations
Appropriations
for the
the Committee
for the purposes
purposes mentioned
mentioned in Senate
193,
Senate Resolution Numbered
Numbered 193,
agreed
agreed to October 14, 1943,
1943, and
and Public
Public Law 20, Eightieth Congress,
Congress,
$674,750: Provided,
Provided, That no part of this appropriation
appropriation shall be
expended
subsistence expenses (as
expended for per diem
diem and subsistence
(as defined
defined in the
1949) at rates in excess of $9 per
Travel Expense Act of 1949)
per day
day except
except
that higher
higher rates
rates may be established
established by
Committee on
on Rules
Rules and
and
by the Commnittee
Administration in the case
Administration
case of travel beyond
beyond the limits
contilimits of the continental United States: And provided
provided further,
That the paragraph
paragraph
further, That
advances for the expenses of
relating to advances
Senate committees,
committees, under
under
of Senate
the caption "Senate"
"Senate" in the Act entitled "An Act
Act making appropriations to supply deficiencies
deficiencies in the appropriations
the fiscal
year
appropriations for the
fiscal year
ending June thirtieth, eighteen
eighteen hundred and
and seventy-nine,
seventy-nine, and
and for
for
prior years, and for those heretofore
heretofore treated
treated as permanent,
permanent, and for
other purposes"
purposes",'approved
approved March
(20 Stat.
Stat. 419;
419; 2
2U.
U. S.
S. C.,
C., sec.
sec .
March 3, 1879
1879 (20
comcorn- 69), is amended to read as follows:
follows: "When
"When any duty is imposed upon
aa committee involving
involving expenses that are
to be
be paid
paid out
out of
of
are ordered to
contingent fund
the contingent
fund of the Senate,
Senate ' upon vouchers to
to be
be approved
approved
by the chairman
committee charged with such duty, the receipt
chairman of the committee
receipt

63
STAT.]
63 STAT.]
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out of
advanced to him or his order out
of
such chairman
chairman for
for any sum advanced
of such
committee
for
Senate
the
said
the Secretary
Secretary of
by the
fund by
contingent fund
said contingent
expenses
involving personal
services shall be taken
taken and passed
personal services
not involving
expenses not
by
accounting officers
sufficient
Government as aa full and sufficient
officers of the Government
the accounting
by the
chairman, as soon as pracvoucher; but
but it
shall be
pracbe the duty of such chairman,
it shall
voucher;
vouchers in detail
ticable, to
the Secretary
Secretary of the Senate vouchers
to the
furnish to
to furnish
ticable,
incurred".
for the expenses so incurred".
pamphlets at aabasic
Folding documents:
documents: For
For folding speeches
speeches and pamphlets
Folding
rate not
not exceeding
exceeding $1 per thousand, $25,000.
$25,000.
rate
Materials for
for folding:
materials for folding, $1,500.
$1,500.
For materials
folding: For
Materials
Fuel, and
forth: For
For fuel,
fuel, oil, cotton waste, and advertising,
so forth:
and so
Fuel,
exclusive
exclusive of labor, $2,000.
Senate restaurants:
restaurants: For
improvements, equipment, and
repairs, improvements,
For repairs,
Senate
supplies for
for Senate
kitchens and restaurants, Capitol Building
Building and
Senate kitchens
supplies
to be
services,
Senate
Office
Building,
including
personal
and
other
services,
personal
including
Senate Office Building,
expended
the supervision
supervision of the Committee
Committee on Rules and
under the
expended under
Administration,
United States
States Senate, $42,500.
Administration, United
Motor
vehicles:
For
maintaining,
exchanging, and equipping
equipping motor
motor
exchanging,
maintaining,
For
vehicles:
Motor
of the
vehicles for
for carrying
the
carrying the mails and for official use of the offices of
vehicles
$9,560.
Secretary
and
Sergeant
at
Arms,
Sergeant
Secretary
Miscellaneous items:
items: For
For miscellaneous
exclusive of labor,
items, exclusive
miscellaneous items,
Miscellaneous
$630,395.
$630,395.
Packing
boxes: For packing boxes, $3,000.
Packing boxes:
Postage
For office of Secretary,
Secretary, $500; office of Sergeant at
stamps: For
Postage stamps:
majority and the minority,
Arms,
$225;
offices
of
the
secretaries
minority,
for the majority
secretaries
the
of
Arms, $225; offices
$825.
$100; in all, $825.
Air-mail
special-delivery stamps:
stamps: For air-mail and specialand special-delivery
Air-mail and
delivery
stamps
for
Senators
and
the
President of the Senate as
the President
and
Senators
for
stamps
delivery
$10,250.
authorized by law, $10,250.
authorized
President of the
Stationery:
stationery for
Senators and for the President
for Senators
For stationery
Stationery: For
Senate,
stationery for committees and offices of
for stationery
$10,000 for
including $10,000
Senate, including
$58,500.
the Senate, $58,500.
The
is authorized
and directed to secure suitable
authorized and
Arms is
at Arms
Sergeant at
The Sergeant
office
space
in
post
office
or
other
Federal
buildings in the State of
office space in post office or other Federal buildings
each
Senator
for
the
use
of
such
Senator
in the city to be desigand
Senator
such
of
use
the
for
each Senator
nated
by
him:
Provided,
That
in
the
event
suitable
nated by him: Provided,That in the event suitable space is not available
in such
Senator leases
leases or rents office
office space elsea Senator
and a
buildings and
such buildings
able in
where, the
the Sergeant
Arms is
authorized to approve
approve for payment
payment
is authorized
at Arms
Sergeant at
where,
from the
contingent fund
of the
Senate, vouchers covering bona fide
fide
the Senate,
fund of
the contingent
from
per
$900
statements
of
rentals
due
in
an
amount
not
exceeding
$900
per
exceeding
not
amount
an
in
due
rentals
statements of
Senator.
annum for each Senator.
annum
Commencing with
with the
1949 the Secretary
Secretary of the Senate
year 1949
fiscal year
the fiscal
Commencing
is
authorized
and
directed
to
protect
the
funds
purchasof his office by purchasfunds
the
protect
to
directed
and
is authorized
against
ing
in an
amount necessary
necessary to
protect said funds against
to protect
an amount
insurance in
ing insurance
contingent
the
loss.
Premiums
on
such
insurance
shall
be
paid
of
contingent
out
paid
be
shall
insurance
such
on
loss. Premiums
of the
the chairman
byy the
fund
of the Senate, upon vouchers
vouchers approved
app roved b
chairman of the
fund of
Committee
on
Rules
and
Administration.
Administration.
Committee on Rules and
"Contingent
Salaries or
the foregoing
foregoing items under "Contingent
of the
out of
paid out
wages paid
or wages
Salaries
expenses
Senate" shall
at basic
basic rates as authorized
authorized
computed at
be compute4
shall be
the Senate"
of the
expenses of
by law, plus
plus increased
and
additional
compensation
as
provided
by the
provided
as
compensation
additional
and
increased
by law,
"Federal Employees
Act of
amended, and
"Postal
and the "Postal
as amended,
1945",' as
of 1945"
Pay Act
Employees Pay
"Federal
Rate Revision
Revision and
and Federal
Federal Employees
Employees Salary
Salary Act of 1948".
1948".
Rate
HOUSE
REPRESENTATIVES
OF REPRESENTATIVES
HOUSE OF

OF MEMBEBS
SALARIES, MILEAGE,
M ILEAGF, AND
M EMBERS
EXPENSES OF
AND EXPENSES
SALARIES,
For compensation of
of the
the House
House of
Representatives,
of Representatives,
Members of
For compensation of Members
from
Delegates
from
Territories,
and
.the
Resident
Commissioner
Commissioner
Delegates irom Territories, and the Resident
Puerto
Rico, $5,492,500.
Puerto Rico,

Office
space for SenOffice space
ators.

Payment of rent.
rent.
Payment

against
Insurance
Insurance against
loss of
of funds.
loss

Computation
Computation of
salaries.
salaries.
59 Stat. 295; 62 Stat.
59
1260.
1260.

S.C.
5
C. §901 ett
5 U. S.

seq.; Supp. II, §§ 902
seq.;
C.,
det seq.; 39 U. S. C.,
II, §878a note.
Supp.
Supp. H,
265, 973,
973,
Post, pp. 265,

974.
974.
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For mileage and expense
expense allowance
Members of the House
House of
of
allowance of
of Members
Representatives,
Representatives, Delegates
Delegates from
and the
Resident ComComfrom Territories,
Territories, and
the Resident
missioner from Puerto
authorized by law, $1,273,500.
$1,273,500.
Puerto Rico, as authorized
SALARIES, OFFICERS
SALARIES,
OFFICERS AND
AND EMPLOYEES
EMPLOYEES

For compensation
compensation of officers
For
authorized by
officers and employees, as authorized
by law,
follows:
as follows:
OFFICE
OFFICE

OF
Mak,
OF THE

SPEAKER
SPEAKER

For Office
Office of the Speaker, $41,330.
$41,330.
THE SPEAKER'S
SPEARER's TABLE
TABLE
TH
$2,000 for
Digest of
For the Speaker's
Speaker's table, including
including $2,000
for preparing
preparing Digest
of the
the
Rules, $26,110.

Rules, $26,110.

CHAPLAIN
CHAPLAIN

For the Chaplain, $3,750.

For the Chaplain, $3,750.

OFFICE
OF THE
THE CLERK
OFFICE OF
CLERK

For the Office of the Clerk, $495,155.

For the Office of the Clerk, $495,155.

COMMItim. EMPLOYEES
EMPLOYEES
COMMITTEE

For committee
committee employees,
employees, including
including a
a sum
sum of
of not
to exceed
$212,000
not to
exceed $212,000
for the Committee on Appropriations, $1,600,000.

for the Committee on Appropriations, $1,600,000.

OFFICE OF
.tiu. SERGEANT
SERGEANT AT
AT ARMS
OFFICE
OF THE
ARMS

For Office of the Sergeant at Arms, $310,095.

For Office of the Sergeant at Arms, $310,095,

OFFICE
THE DOORKEEPER
DOORKEEPER
OFFICE OF
OF THE

For Office of the Doorkeeper, $539,615.

For Office of the Doorkeeper, $539,615.

SPECIAL
MINORITY EMPLOYEES
EMPLOYEES
SPECIAL AND
AND MINORITY

For six minority employees, $43,140.
For three special employees, $8,030.
For office
majority floor
floor leader,
leader, including
For
office of the majority
including $2,000 for official
official
expenses of the majority
leader, $35,825.
$35,825.
expenses
majority leader,
For office of the
minority floor
floor leader, $26,335.
the minority
For two
two messengers,
messengers, one
For
one in the majority caucus room and one in
the minority
minority caucus
caucus room,
room, to be appointed
appointed by the
majority and minority
minority
the majority
respectively, $5,765.
whips, respectively,
$5,765.
For
printing clerks,
clerks, one for
for the majority
For two printing
majority caucus
caucus room and one
one
for the minority
caucus room,
room, to be appointed by the majority and
minority caucus
and
minority leaders, respectively,
$6,480.
respectively, $6,480.
For
two clerks,
one for
for the majority
For two
clerks, one
majority whip
whip and one for the
the minority
minority
whip, to
to be
be appointed
appointed by said whips, respectively, $9,240.
whip,
$9,240.
For
assistant in
in the
the office
office of the
the attending
For a
a technical
technical assistant
attending physician, to
be
the attending
be appointed
appointed by the
attending physician,
physician, subject
subject to the
the approval
approval of
of
the Speaker, $5,450.
For six minority employees, $43,140.
For three special employees, $8,030.

OFFICE
OFFICE OF
THE POSTMASTER
OF THE
POSTMASTER

For Office of the Postmaster, $150,000.

For Office of the Postmaster, $150,000.

OFFICIAL REPORTERS
REPORTERS OF
OFFICIAL
OF DEBATES
DEBATES

For official reporters
of debates,
reporters of
debates, $109,465.
$109,465.
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OFFICIAL
REPORTERS TO
TO COMMITTEES
COMMITTEES
OFFICIAL REPORTERS
$89,900.
For official
official reporters
reporters to
to committees,
committees, $89,900.
APPROPRIATIONS
APPROPRIATIONS COMMITTEE
COMMITTEE

For salaries and expenses, studies and examinations
examinations of executive
agencies, by the Committee on Appropriations,
Appropriations, and temporary
temporary personal services for such committee,
committee, to be expended
expended in accordance
accordance with
section 202 (b)
Legislative Reorganization
Reorganization Act, 1946,
1946, and
and to
to
(b) of the Legislative
be available
available for reimbursement
reimbursement to agencies
agencies for services
services performed,
performed,
$150,000.
CLERK HIRE,
HIRE, M
MEMBERS
CLERK
EMBERS AND
AND DELEGATES
DELEGATES
For
clerk hire
hire necessarily
employed by
each Member
Member and
and Delegate,
Delegate,
by each
necessarily employed
For clerk

and the Resident
Resident Commissioner
Commissioner from Puerto
of
Puerto Rico, in the discharge
discharge of
authorized by law, $6,401,000.
his official and representative
representative duties, as authorized
$6,401,000.

80 Stat.
Stat. 834.
834.
2U. S. 0. §72a (b).

60

P
Post,

P. 738..
8. P
738

CONTINGENT EXPENSES
THE HOUSE
CONTINGENT
EXPENSES OF
OF THE
HOUSE
Furniture: For furniture
furniture and materials for repairs
repairs of the same,
including labor, tools, and machinery for furniture repair shops, and
and
for the purchase
purchase of packing boxes, $186,000.
$186,000.
Miscellaneous items: For
of salaries
salaries
For miscellaneous
miscellaneous items,
items, exclusive
exclusive of
ordered by
Representatives, including
unless specifically
specifically ordered
by the
the House
House of
of Representatives,
including
the sum of $47,500 for payment to the Architect
Architect of the Capitol
Capitol in
accordance
Act approved
approved October
accordance with section
section 208
208 of
of the Act
October 9, 1940
exceed $3,200
$3,200 for
for the exchange,
(Public Law
Law 812);
812) ;the
sum of
not to
to exceed
exchange,
the sum
of not
(Public
operation, maintenance, and
and repair
repair of
of the
motor vehicles;
operation,
the Clerk's
Clerk's motor
vehicles; the
the
exchange, operation, maintenance,
and repair
repair of
of
sum of $500 for the
the exchange,
maintenance, and
the folding room
room motor
motor truck;
truck; the sum of $2,200
$2,200 for the
the purchase,
exchange, maintenance,
maintenance, operation,
and repair
exchange,
operation, and
repair of the post-office
post-office motor
motor
vehicles for carrying the mails; the
the sum of $600
$600 for
for hire of
of automobile
automobile
for the Sergeant at Arms; and materials for folding; in all, $227,000.
Reporting
hearings: For stenographic
stenographic reports
hearings of comcomReporting hearings:
reports of
of hearings
mittees
$100,000.
mittees other
other than special
special and select committees,
committees, $100,000.
Special
committees: For
special
Special and
and select committees:
For salaries
salaries and
and expenses of special
committees authorized
authorized by the
$600,000.
and select
select committees
the House, $600,000.
Taxation: For
payment
Joint Committee on Internal Revenue
Revenue Taxation:
For the payment
of the salaries
salaries and other expenses
Committee on Internal
Internal
expenses of the Joint Committee
Revenue Taxation, $165,000.
Revenue
Office of the Coordinator
Coordinator of Information:
other
Information: For salaries
salaries and other
Coordinator of
Information, $65,000.
expenses of the Office
Office of
of the
the Coordinator
of Information
$65,000.
Telegraph and telephone:
telephone: For telegraph
service,
telegraph and telephone
telephone service,
Telegraph
exclusive
services, $350,000.
$350,000.
personal services,
of personal
exclusive of
Stationery
For a
$500
Stationery (revolving
(revolving fund)
fund)::For
a stationery
stationery allowance
allowance of
of $500
for
and the
Resident Commissioner
Commissioner
for each
each Representative,
Representative, Delegate,
Delegate, and
the Resident
from
Eighty-first Congress,
from Puerto
Puerto Rico, for
for the
the second
second session of the Eighty-first
Congress
and
for stationery
and
committees, departments, and
stationery for the
the use of
of the committees,
and for
officers
$8,000), $227,000,
officers of the
the House (not to exceed
exceed $8,000),
$227,000, to remain
remain available
until expended.
able until
expended.
Attending physician's
supplies, equipment,
equipment, and
and
Attending
physician's office:
office: For
For medical
medical supplies,
contingent expenses of the
attending
room and for the attending
contingent
the emergency
emergency room
physician and
and his
his assistants,
including an
an allowance
allowance of
$1,500 to
to be
be
of $1,500
assistants, including
physician
paid
to the
as
in equal
equal monthly
monthly installments as
physician in
paid to
the attending
attending physician
authorized by
by the
the Act
Act approved
(54 Stat. 629),
629), and
and
1940 (54
approved June
June 27, 1940
authorized
including an
an allowance
allowance of not to
exceed $30 per
month each
to four
four
per month
each to
to exceed
including
assistants as
as provided
provided by
resolutions adopted
adopted July
July 1,
1, 1930,
1930,
by the
the House
House resolutions
assistants
January 20,
1940, $6,985.
$6,985.
November 18, 1940,
January
20, 1932, and November
Postage
Postmaster, $200;
Sergeant at
at Arms,
Arms,
$200; Clerk,
Clerk, $400;
$400; Sergeant
Postage stamps:
stamps: Postmaster,
V50;
Doorkeeper, $100;
air-mail and
special-delivery
and special-delivery
States air-mail
$100; United
United States
$250; Doorkeeper,

54
1056.
4Stat. 1056
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postage
for each
Representative, Delegate,
Delegate, and
and the
the Resident
Resident
postage stamps
stamps for
each Representative,
Commissioner
from Puerto
Puerto Rico,
Rico, as
as authorized
authorized by
by law,
$32,850; and
and
Commissioner from
law, $32,850;
the Clerk of the House is authorized
authorized to
beginning
to procure
procure and
and furnish,
furnish, beginning
with the fiscal year
fiscal year
year thereafter,
thereafter, United
year 1950 and for
for each fiscal
United
special-delivery postage
postage stamps
to each
standing
States air-mail
air-mail and
and special-delivery
stamps to
each standing
committee of the House, upon request by the
chairman thereof,
thereof, in
in
the chairman
an amount
amount not exceeding
exceeding $25 for official
official business of each
each such
such committee,
$475; in
all, $34,275.
mittee, $475;
in all,
$34,275.
Folding documents:
documents: For folding
folding speeches
speeches and
and pamphlets,
pamphlets, at
at aarate
rate
exceeding $1
thousand or
or for
for the
the employment
employment of
of personnel
personnel
not exceeding
$1 per
per thousand
at aarate not to exceed
$5.20 per day
day per
$75,000.
exceed $5.20
per person,
person, $75,000.
Revision of laws:
preparation and
and editing
of the
the laws
laws as
as authorlaws: For preparation
editing of
author45
45 Stat. 1008;
l00S; 61
61 Stat.
Stat. ized by the Act approved May 29, 1928
(1
S.
C.
59),
$12,000,
to
1928
(1
U.
S.
C.
59),
$12,000,
to
640, 641.
641.
II,
expended under the direction
direction of
of the
the Committee
Com,mittee on
the Judiciary.
be expended
11U. S.. C., Supp. II,
on
the
Judiciary.
§213.
213.
Speaker's automobile:
automobile: For exchange,
maintenance, repair,
exchange, driving,
driving, maintenance,
repair,
automobile for
for the
the Speaker,
$5,530.
and operation
operation of an automobile
Speaker, $5,530.
Preparation
Preparation of
new United States
Code: For
For preliminary
preliminary work
work in
of new
States Code:
in
preparing a
United States
States Code,
to remain
remain availavaila new
new edition of the
the United
Code, to
able
$150,000.
able until
until expended,
expended, $150,000.
wages paid
Salaries or wages
paid out of the items herein
herein for the House of
Representatives shall
be computed
Representatives
shall he
rates as
authorized by
by
computed at basic
basic rates
as authorized
law, plus increased
increased and additional
additional compensation
compensation as
as provided
provided by
by the
the
59
Stat. 295;
60 Stat.
Stat.
59 Stat.
295; 60
Federal
Employees Pay Act of 1945,
Federal Employees
1945, as amended
amended by the Federal
Federal
216; 62 Stat. 1260.
1260.
5
S. C.
§901 et
et
5 U.
U. S.
C. §S01
Employees
Employees Pay Act of 1946 and
and the Postal Rate Revision
and Federal
Federal
Revision and
seq.;
et
seq.; Supp. II,
II, §902 et
Employees Salary
1948.
Employees
Salary Act
Act of
of 1948.
seq.;
S. C., Supp.
seq.;39 U.
U.S.
II,
II, §
§ 878a note.
note.
of
appropriation
contained in this title for
No
part
the
appropriation
contained
for the
the conconPost,
Post, pp.
pp. 265, 973,
974.
974.
tingent expenses
of
the
House
of
Representatives
expenses
House
Representatives
shall
used
to
shall
be
used
to
Defraying of desigDefraying
defray the expenses
expenses of any
any committee
committee consisting
of more
more than
than six
six
nated expenses,
consisting of
expenses, rerestriction.
persons (not more than four from
House and
and not
more than
than two
from the
the House
not more
two
from the Senate),
Senate), nor
defray the
expenses of
of any
any other
other person
nor to defray
the expenses
person
except the Sergeant at
House or
representative of
of his
at Arms of the House
or a
a representative
his
office, and except the widow or
children, or
or both,
both, of
the deceased,
deceased,
or minor
minor children,
of the
to attend the funeral
funeral rites
any person
who at
at the
the time
time
rites and
and burial
burial of
of any
person who
of his or her death
Representative, aaDelegate
Delegate from
Territory,
death is aaRepresentative,
from a
a Territory,
or
Puerto Rico.
or aaResident
Resident Commissioner
Commissioner from
from Puerto
Rico.
CAPITOL
CAPITOL POLICE
POLICE

Capitol Buildings
Buildings
Grounds, etc.
and (rounds,
etc.
Additional
protecAdditional
protection.

Reimbursement
Reimbursement for
salaries, etc.
salaries,
etc.
Post, p. 739.
Pow,

General
General expenses:
expenses: For purchasing
purchasing and
supplying uniforms;
uniforms; purpurand supplying
chase, exchange,
maintenance, and
exchange, maintenance,
and repair
repair of
motor-propelled paspasof motor-propelled
senger-carrying vehicles;
senger-carrying
vehicles; contingent
contingent expenses, including
including $25
$25 per
per
month for extra
extra services
Capitol Police
Board by
by
services performed
performed for
for the
the Capitol
Police Board
such member of the staff of the Sergeant
Sergeant at
Arms of
of the
the Senate
Senate or
or
at Arms
the House, as may be designated
by the
the chairman
chairman of
the Board;
Board;
designated by
of the
$17,900.
$17,900.
Capitol Police Board
the Capitol
Capitol Police
Police Board
Board to
to provide
provide
Board::To enable
enable the
additional
additional protection
protection for the Capitol
Capitol Buildings
Grounds, includincludBuildings and
and Grounds,
ing the Senate and
and House
House Office
Office Buildings and the Capitol
Capitol Power
Power
Plant, $10,050.
$10,050. Such sum shall only
expended for
payment for
for
only be
be expended
for payment
expenses of personnel detailed from
salaries and other expenses
Metropolitan
from the Metropolitan
Police of the District of Columbia, and the Commissioners
Commissioners of
of the
the
District of Columbia are authorized
directed to make
authorized and directed
make such details
upon the request
request of the Board. Personnel
Personnel so
shall, during
during
so detailed shall,
the period of such detail,
under the
the direction
direction and
and instructions
detail, serve
serve under
instructions
is authorized
exercise the
the same
same authority
of the
the Board
Board and
and is
authorized to
to exercise
authority as
as
members of such Metropolitan
Metropolitan Police
Police and members
members of
Capitol
of the
the Capitol
Police and to perform
perform such other
as may
may be
the
other duties
duties as
be assigned
assigned by
by the
Reimbursement for salaries and other expenses of such
Board. Reimbursement
detail
such detail
personnel shall be made to the government
government of the District of Columbia,
and any sums so
shall be
credited to
to the
the appropriation
appropriation or
so reimbursed
reimbursed shall
be credited
or
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appropriations
salaries and expenses are payable and
appropriations from which such salaries
be available
thereof: Provided,
Provided, That any person
available for all the purposes thereof:
detailed under
paragraph or under
under similar
similar
authority of this
this paragraph
detailed
under the authority
Appropriation Act, 1942, and the
authority in the Legislative Branch Appropriation
authority
Metropolitan
Appropriation Act, 1940, from the Metropolitan
Second Deficiency
Deficiency Appropriation
Police of the District of Columbia shall be deemed aamember of such
such
Metropolitan
Metropolitan Police during the period or periods of any such detail
for
purposes of rank, pay, allowances,
allowances, privileges, and benefits to the
for all
all purposes
same extent as though such detail had not been made, and at the termimember of such police on
on
nation thereof any such person who was aamember
July 1, 1940, shall have a
astatus with respect to rank, pay, allowances,
allowances,
privileges,
benefits which
which is not less than the status of such person
privileges, and benefits
detail: Provided
Provided further,
further, That the
in such police at the end of such detail:
Commissioners are
authorized and
and directed to pay the personnel
Commissioners
are authorized
pursuant to authority
authority of
the date
date of enactment
enactment hereof pursuant
detailed as of
of the
this paragraph,
during the period of such detail, salary equivalent
equivalent
paragraph, during
to
Metropolitan Police.
of captain
captain in the Metropolitan
to that of
foregoing amounts
"Capitol Police"
disbursed
Police" shall be disbursed
amounts under "Capitol
The foregoing
by the Clerk of the House.
House.
COUNSEL
LEGISLATIVE COUNSEL
OFFICE OF THE LEGISLATIVE
salaries and
of maintenance
maintenance of the Office of the Legisand expenses
expenses of
For salaries
lative
increased and addilaw, including increased
authorized by law,
lative Counsel, as authorized
tional
Act
Federal Employees Pay Act
the Federal
provided by the
tional compensation
compensation as provided
amended by the Federal
Federal Employees
Employees Pay Act of 1946 and
and
as amended
of 1945, as
the
the Postal Rate Revision and Federal Employees Salary Act of 1948,
Secretary of the
$191,000,
which $105,000
$105,000 shall be disbursed by the Secretary
of which
$191,000, of
Representatives, and
and
and $86,000
$86,000 by the Clerk of the House of Representatives,
Senate and
so
as the
the positions
the present incumbents, the legisheld by
by the
positions are held
so long
long as
lative
the legislative
counsel of
of the
the House
legislative counsel
and the
the Senate
Senate and
of the
counsel of
lative counsel
shall
each be
of $12,000.
$12,000.
rate of
annual rate
the gross annual
at the
be compensated
compensated at
shall each

Status of
Status
personnel.

detailed

55 Stat. 456.
54 Stat. 629.

Salary.

Disbursement.
Disbursement.

59 Stat.
Stat. 295; 60 Stat.
216; 62 Stat. 1260.
5
C. §
§ 901 et
5 U. S.
S.C.

seq.; Supp.
Supp. II,
II, §§ 902
902
seq.;
et seq.;
seq.; 39
39 U.
C.,
U. S.
S. C.,
et

Supp. II, §
§ 878a note.
Post, pp. 265,
265, 973,
Post,
974.

EDUCATION
PAGES
SENATE AND HOUSE PAGES
EDUCATION OF SENATE
For education
education of
congressional pages
pages and pages
Supreme
pages of the Supreme
of congressional
For
Court,
pursuant to
243 of
Legislative Reorganization
Reorganization Act,
Act,
of the
the Legislative
to section
section 243
Court, pursuant
1946, $30,075,
which amount
practicable after June
as practicable
soon as
amount shall, as soon
$30,075, which
1946,
30,
"General supervision
supervision
appropriation for "General
credited to the appropriation
be credited
30, 1949, be
and instruction,
Columbia, 1950", and the
public schools, District of Columbia,
instruction, public
and
Board
of Education
Education of
District of
Columbia is
authorized
is hereby
hereby authorized
of Columbia
the District
of the
Board of
to employ
employ such
for the
education of pages as may be
the education
such personnel
personnel for
to
required
to pay
compensation for such services
services in accordance
accordance with
pay compensation
and to
required and
such
rates of
of Education
Education may
prescribe.
may prescribe.
Board of
the Board
as the
of compensation
compensation as
such rates
STATEMENT OF
OF APPROPRIATIONS
APPROPRIATIONS
STATEMENT
For
of the
on
Committees on
the Committees
the direction
direction of
under the
preparation, under
the preparation,
For the
Appropriations
of
the
Senate
and
House
of
Representatives
of
the
of
the
of
Representatives
Appropriations of the Senate and House
statements for
the first
Congress, showing
Eighty-first Congress,
of the Eighty-first
session of
first session
for the
statements
appropriations
made, indefinite
indefinite appropriations,
appropriations, and
authorcontracts authorand contracts
appropriations made,
ized,
together with
history of the regular appropriachronological history
with aa chronological
ized, together
tion bills
bills as
to be
to the
desigthe persons
persons desigbe paid
paid to
law, $4,000,
$4,000, to
by law,
required by
as required
tion
nated
by
the
chairmen
of
such
committees
to
supervise
the
work.
the work.
to
supervise
committees
such
of
nated by the chairmen
ARCHITECT OF
THE CAPITOL
CAPITOL
OF THE
ARCHITECT
OFFICE OF
or 'ME
THE CAFTTOL
CAIrroL
OF THB
ARCHITECr or
TEn ARCHITECT
OFnICE
Salaries: For
For the
of the
the Capitol,
Assistant Architect
Architect of
of
Capitol, Assistant
Architect of
the Architect
Salaries:
the Capitol
Capitol (whose
(whose compensation
shall be
be at
rate of
of $7,000 per
the rate
at the
compensation shall
the

annum),
Chief Architectural
and Engineering
and other
other
Assistant, and
Engineering Assistant,
Architectural and
annum), Chief

60 Stat. 839.
22U. S.
S..C. §88a.
88a.
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Travel expenses.

Travel expenses.

[63 STAT.
STAT.

personal
services at
of pay
provided by
by law;
law; and
Assistant
the Assistant
pay provided
and the
personal services
at rates
rates of
Architect of
of the
shall act
Architect of
the Capitol
act as
as Architect
of the
Capitol during
during
Architect
the Capitol
Capitol shall
the absence
absence or
or disability
disability of
of that
that official
official or
there is
Ar.thiis no
no Ar.hithe
or whenever
whenever there
tect, and,
case of
of the
absence or
or disability
disability of
of the
the Assistant
Archithe absence
Assistant Architect,
and, in
in case
tect, the
the Chief
Chief Architectural
and Engineering
Engineering Assistant
act;
Architectural and
Assistant shall
shall so
so act;
tect,
$120,100.
$120,100.
Appropriations
the control
control of
the Architect
of the
Architect of
of the
the Capitol
Capitol
Appropriations under
under the
shall
be available
on official
official business
not to
to
available for
for expenses
expenses of
of travel
travel on
business not
shall be
exceed
in the
the aggregate
aggregate under
under all
all funds
funds the
the sum
sum of
of $3,000.
$3,000.
exceed in
C
APITOL BUILDINGS
BUILDINGS AND
AND GROUNDS
CAPITOL
GROUNDS

62 Stat. 1028:
62
Stat. 10;

41 U. S. C. 65.
41 U. p. 442. .
Post,

S.C.

Post, p. 739.

Poat p. 73.

Capitol
expenditures for
the Capitol
Capitol Buildings:
Buildings: For
For necessary
necessary expenditures
for the
Capitol
Building
and electrical
substations of
of the
Senate and
and House
House Office
Office
the Senate
Building and
electrical substations
Buildings,
under the
jurisdiction of
the Architect
the Capitol,
Capitol,
the jurisdiction
of the
Architect of
of the
Buildings, under
including
minor improvements,
equipment, supmaintenance, repair, equipment,
including minor
improvements, maintenance,
plies,
material, fuel,
oil, waste,
waste, and
and appurtenances;
appurtenances; furnishings
plies, material,
fuel, oil,
furnishings and
and
office equipment;
for workmen;
clothing for
workmen; perperoffice
equipment; special
special and
and protective
protective clothing
sonal and
and other
art; purchase
purchase
services; cleaning
cleaning and
and repairing
repairing works
works of art;
sonal
other services;
or
and driving
passengerdriving of
of motor-propelled
motor-propelled passengeror exchange,
exchange, maintenance
maintenance and
carrying
vehicle; not
for the
the purchase
purchase of
necessary
of necessary
carrying office
office vehicle;
not exceeding
exceeding $300
$300 for
reference books
and periodicals;
periodicals; not
for expenses
of
not to
to exceed
exceed $150
$150 for
expenses of
reference
books and
attendance, when
when specifically
specifically authorized
Architect of
the CapiCapithe Architect
of the
authorized by
by the
attendance,
tol,
or conventions
in connection
with subjects
subjects related
to
meetings or
conventions in
connection with
related to
tol, at
at meetings
work under
under the
Architect of
of the
the Capitol;
Capitol; $653,000.
$653,000.
work
the Architect
Capitol
Building: To
To enable
the Architect
Architect of
to continue
continue
Capitol Building:
enable the
of the
the Capitol
Capitol to
to
the improvements
affecting the
to carry
carry forward
forward the
improvements affecting
the Senate
Senate Wing
Wing of
of the
the
Capitol
Deficiency Appropriation
Act of
of
Capitol authorized
authorized by
by the
the Second
Second Deficiency
Appropriation Act
June
(54 Stat.
as amended
amended by
by the
of June
June 8,
8, 1942
June 27,
27, 1940
1940 (54
Stat. 629),
629), as
the Acts
Acts of
1942
(56 Stat.
Stat. 472),
472), and
and the
Second Deficiency
(56
Stat. 342),
342), July
July 17,
17, 1945
1945 (59
(59 Stat.
the Second
Deficiency
Appropriation Act, 1948, $1,374,500.
Appropriation
$1,374,500.
Capitol
care and
grounds surroundsurroundGrounds: For
For care
and improvement
improvement of
of grounds
Capitol Grounds:
ing the
Senate and
House Office
Office Buildings;
Power
ing
the Capitol,
Capitol, Senate
and House
Buildings; Capitol
Capitol Power
fertilizers;
Plant; personal
personal and other
other services;
services; care
care of trees;
trees; planting;
planting; fertilizers;
repairs to
walks, and
wearing
repairs
to pavements,
pavements, walks,
and roadways;
roadways; waterproof
waterproof wearing
apparel; maintenance
maintenance of
and for
for snow
by hire
hire
apparel;
of signal lights;
lights; and
snow removal
removal by
without compliance
with
of men
men and
and equipment
equipment or
or under contract without
compliance with
section 3709
Revised Statutes, $215,000.
of the Revised
3709 of
section
Legislative
For maintenance,
maintenance, repairs,
personal
Legislative garage:
garage: For
repairs, alterations,
alterations, personal
and other
other services,
services, and
and
and all
all other
other necessary
necessary expenses,
expenses, $29,900.
$29,900.
Subway transportation,
transportation, Capitol and Senate Office Building: For
maintenance,
and rebuilding
of the
the subway
transportation
maintenance, repairs,
repairs, and
rebuilding of
subway transportation
connecting the Senate Office Building with
system connecting
with the Capitol,
Capitol, including
ing personal
personal and
and other
other services, $2,000.
$2,000.
Senate
Building: For
For maintenance,
maintenance, miscellan
eo
usitems
items an
Senate Office
Office Building:
miscellaneous
andd
supplies,
and equipment,
equipment, and
for
supplies, including
including furniture, furnishings,
furnishings, and
and for
labor and material incident
for purchase
incident thereto, and
and repairs thereof;
thereof; for
purchase
of
waterproof wearing apparel
apparel and
for personal
and other
other services,
services,
of waterproof
and for
personal and
including
charge of
including four female
female attendants in
in charge
of ladies'
ladies' retiring rooms
at
each and
and one
one at
the care
care and
and operation
the
at $1,500
$1,500 each
at $1,560,
$1,560, for
for the
operation of
of the
Senate Office Building; to
expended under
to be expended
under the control
control and
and supervision of the Architect
Architect of the Capitol; in all, $643,000.
$643,000.
House Office Buildings: For maintenance,
maintenance, including equipment,
equipment,
miscellaneous items, and for all necessary
waterproof wearing apparel,
apparel, miscellaneous
necessary
services, $856,800.
Capitol Power
and power
Capitol
Power Plant:
Plant: For
For lighting, heating, and
power (includ(including the purchase of electrical
whenever such energy cannot
electrical energy whenever
cannot
be supplied by the Capitol Power Plant) for the Capitol, Senate
Supreme Court Building,
Congressional
and House Office Buildings, Supreme
Building, Congressional
Library
Library Buildings, and the grounds about the same, Botanic Garden,

63 STAT.]
STAT.]
63
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refrigeration not supplied
legislative garage,
garage, and
and for
for air-conditioning
air-conditioning refrigeration
supplied
legislative
from
plants in
any of such
Government
such buildings; for heating the Government
in any
from plants
Printing
Office and
and Washington
Washington City Post Office and for light and
Printing Office
power
reimbursement for which shall
available, reimbursement
whenever available,
therefor whenever
power therefor
be
and covered
into the
personal and other services,
Treasury; personal
the Treasury;
covered into
made and
be made
fuel,
oil,
materials,
waterproof
wearing
apparel,
and all other neceswearing
waterproof
fuel, oil, materials,
operation of
sary
expenses in
in connection
with the
maintenance and operation
the maintenance
connection with
sary expenses
the
plant,
$1,419,000.
the plant, $1,419,000.
The appropriations
appropriations under
under the
the control of the Architect of the Capitol
The
approved
4 of the Act approved
may be
be expended
expended without
without reference
section 4
reference to section
may
for
June
17,
1910
(41
U.
S.
C.
concerning
purchases
executive
concerning
7),
C.
S.
U.
(41
June 17, 1910
departments.
departments.

Reimbursement
for
Reimbursement for
heat,
heat, etc.

stat. 531.
36 Stat.
Past,
401.
Post, p. 401.

GROUNDS
LIBRARY BUILDINGS
AND GROUNDS
BUILDINGS AND
LBRARY
MAINTENANCE
MECHANICAL AND
AND STRUCTURAL
STRUUrRUIAL MAINTENANCE
MECHANICAL

Salaries: For
For chief
chief engineer
engineer and
and all personal services at rates
Salaries:
of
pay
provided
by
law,
$205,400.
of pay provided
Salaries, Sunday
opening: For
For extra services of employees and addiSunday opening:
Salaries,
tional
employees
under
the
Architect of
the Capitol to provide for
of the
tional employees under the Architect
the
opening
of
the
Library
Buildings
on
Sundays,
at rates to be fixed
Sundays,
on
Buildings
Library
the
of
the opening
by
$14,700.
Architect, $14,700.
the Architect,
by the
Repairs and
and maintenance:
maintenance: For
necessary expenditures
expenditures for meFor the necessary
Repairs
improvements
chanical
and structural
maintenance, including
including minor improvements,
structural maintenance,
chanical and
equipment,
supplies, waterproof
waterproof wearing apparel, and personal and
equipment, supplies,
other services,
services, $120,000.
$120,000.
other
Furniture and
and furnishings:
For furniture,
partitions, screens, shelvfurniture, partitions,
furnishings: For
Furniture
thereof office
repairs thereof,
and
ing,
and
electrical
work
pertaining
thereto
thereto
pertaining
work
ing and electrical
and library
library equipment,
equipment, apparatus, and labor-saving
labor-saving devices, $70,000.
and

BOTANIC GARDEN
Salaries
and expenses:
expenses: For
necessary expenses incident to mainall necessary
For all
Salaries and
taining,
operating,
repairing,
and
improving the Botanic Garden
Garden and
improving
and
repairing,
taining, operating,
the
nurseries, buildings,
buildings, grounds,
grounds, collections,
collections, and
equipment perand equipment
the nurseries,
taining
thereto, including
services (including
exceeding
(including not exceeding
personal services
including personal
taining thereto,
$3,000
for
temporary
labor
without
regard
to
the
Classification
Act
Classification
the
to
regard
without
labor
temporary
for
$3,000
of 1923,
1923, as
as amended);
amended) ;waterproof
wearing apparel;
$25
apparel; not to exceed $25
waterproof wearing
of
for
emergency
medical
supplies;
traveling
expenses
including
streetincluding
expenses
traveling
supplies;
for emergency medical
car fares,
exceed $275;
$275; the
the prevention
eradication of insect
insect
and eradication
prevention and
to exceed
not to
fares, not
car
and
other
pests
and
plant
diseases
by
purchase
of
materials and promaterials
of
purchase
by
and other pests and plant diseases
curement of
of personal
personal services
services by
by contract
contract without
without regard to the procurement
visions
any other
other Act;
exchange of motortrucks;
motortrucks;
and exchange
purchase and
Act; purchase
of any
visions of
maintenance,
repair,
and
operation
of
a
passenger
motor
vehicle; purmotor
passenger
a
of
operation
and
repair,
maintenance,
chase
botanical books,
reference, not to
and books of reference,
periodicals, and
books, periodicals,
of botanical
chase of
exceed $100;
$100; and
residence;
improvements to Director's residence;
and improvements
repairs and
and repairs
exceed
all under
under the
the direction
direction of
the Joint Committee on the Library;
of the
all
$188,000:
part of
of this
appropriation shall be used
this appropriation
no part
That no
Provided, That
$188,000: Provided,
for
the
distribution,
by
congressional
of trees, plants,
allotment,
congressional
by
for the distribution,
shrubs, or
nursery stock.
other nursery
or other
shrubs,

42 Stat. 1488.
S. 0.
661-674;
0. §§§§661-74:
55U.
U. S.
seq.
Supp.
§ 661
661 et seq.
II, §
Supp. II,
Post, p.
972.
p. 972.
Poat,

of
Distribution
Distribution of
nursery
stock.
nursery stock.

LIBRARY
OF CONGRESS
CONGRESS
LIBRARY OF
Salaries,
Library proper:
the Librarian EmeriLibrarian, the
the Librarian,
For the
proper: For
Salaries, Library
temporary servtus, and
other personal
services including
including special and temporary
personal services
and other
tus,
ices
and
extra
special
services
of
regular
employees
(not exceeding
exceeding
employees
regular
ices and extra special services of
$5,000)
at
rates
to
be
fixed
by
the
Librarian,
services
authorized
authorized
as
services
Librarian,
the
by
fixed
be
to
rates
at
$5,000)
personal
by
section 15
1946 (5
55a), and personal
U. S. C. 55a),
(5 U.
2,1946
August 2,
of August
Act of
the Act
of the
15 of
by section
as
much
services
for
printing
and
binding,
$2,829,600,
of
which
so
which
$2,829,600,
binding,
and
services for printing
81939*-50--Fr. 1--15
81939--50-PT.

60
810.
60 Stat. 810.
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Gross salary
augGross
salary augmented
by honorarhonorarmented by
ium.
ium.
43
Stat. 1108.
43 Stat.
1108.
42
42 Stat.
Stat. 1488.
1488.
5U.. S.C.
S. C. §§661-674;
§§ 661-674;
5U
Supp. II,
et seg.
661 et
seg.
Supp.
II, §§661
Post, p.
p. 972.
Post,
972.
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[63 STAT.
[63
STAT.

may be
necessary may
may be
be transferred
to other
of the
the GovernGovernother agencies
agencies of
be necessary
transferred to
may
ment for
of investigating
investigating the
loyalty of
Library employees,
employees,
of Library
ment
for the
the purpose
purpose of
the loyalty
and
for health
health service
as authorized
authorized by
by law:
law: Provided,
Provided, That
That
and for
service program
program as
hereafter
the gross
in the
hereafter the
gross salary
salary of
of any
any position
position in
the Library
Library which
which is
is
augmented
by payment
of an
from other
other than
than approapproaugmented by
payment of
an honorarium
honorarium from
priated funds
funds under
under terms
U. S.
exceed an
an
2 U.
S. C.
C. 162 shall not exceed
terms of
of 2
priated
amount, which
which when
combined with
amount,
when combined
with such
such honorarium,
honorarium, will
will exceed
exceed
the
maximum salary
provided in
the Classification
1923 as
Act of
of 1923
as
the maximum
salary provided
in the
Classification Act
heretofore
hereafter amended.
amended.
heretofore or hereafter
COPYRIGHT OFFICE
COPYRIGHT

Salaries: For
For the
the Register
Register of
and other
other personal
personal servSalaries:
of Copyrights
Copyrights and
services,
including personal
printing and
and binding,
binding, $798,700.
ices, including
personal services
services for
for printing
$798,700.
LEGISLATIVE REFERENCE
REFERENCE SERVICE
SERVICE

60 Stat.
Stat. 836.
60
836.
S. C.
and
22U.
U. S.
C. §§166
166 and
note.
note.
60 Stat.
Stat. 810.
60
810.

Salaries and
For necessary
necessary personal
personal services
Salaries
and expenses:
expenses: For
services to
to enable
enable
the
to carry
carry out
out the
provisions of
of section
the Legisthe Librarian
Librarian to
the provisions
section 203
203 of
of the
Legislative
Reorganization Act
Act of
of 1946,
including not
exceed $20,000
$20,000
lative Reorganization
1946, including
not to
to exceed
for employees
employees engaged
engaged by
the day
day or
hour at
at rates
rates to
to be
be fixed
fixed by
by the
for
by the
or hour
the
Librarian;
authorized by
section 15
15 of
of the
the Act
Act of
August
Librarian; services
services as
as authorized
by section
of August
2,
1946 (5
(5 U.
S. C.
supplies and
and
2, 1946
U. S.
C. 55a)
55a);;printing
printing and
and binding;
binding; and
and supplies
materials;
$700,000.
materials; $700,000.
REVISION OF ANNOTATED
ANNOTATED CONSTITUTION
CONSTII 11110N
REVISION

expenses: For
services to
enable the
Salaries and expenses:
For necessary
necessary personal services
to enable
the
Librarian
Librarian to revise
revise and extend
extend the
Annotated Constitution
Constitution of the
the Annotated
America, including
including not
United States
States of
of America,
not to
to exceed
exceed $5,000
$5,000 for
for
employees engaged
engaged by the
to be
be fixed
by the
the
employees
the day or
or hour
hour at
at rates
rates to
fixed by
Librarian, and
materials, $35,000,
$35,000, to
remain
Librarian,
and for
for travel,
travel, supplies
supplies and
and materials,
to remain
available until
until expended:
That annotations
of decisions
available
expended: Provided,
Provided, That
annotations of
decisions
of
January 1,
included.
of the Supreme
Supreme Court
Court prior
prior to January
1, 1950,
1950, shall
shall be
be included.
DISTRIBUTION
DISTRIBUTION OF CATALOG
CATALOG CARDS
CARDS

Salaries
distribution of
of catalog
catalog cards
Salaries and
and expenses:
expenses: For
For the
the distribution
cards and
and
other publications
publications of the Library, including personal
personal services (including not to exceed $30,000
$30,000 for employees
employees engaged in piecework
piecework and work
by
regular employees
by the day
day or hour
hour and
and for
for extra special
special services
services of
of regular
employees
at rates to be fixed by the Librarian),
Librarian), freight
freight and expressage,
expressage, postage,
traveling expenses connected
connected with such distribution, and expenses of
attendance at meetings when incurred on the written authority
attendance
authority and
direction of the
direction
the Librarian,
Librarian, $490,000.
$490,000.
UNION
UNION CATALOGS
CATALOGS

Salaries and expenses: To continue
continue the
development and mainthe development
maintenance
tenance of the Union Catalogs, including
including personal
personal services (including
(including
not
to exceed
exceed $700
$700 for
engaged by
the day
day or
not to
for employees
employees engaged
by the
or hour
hour at
at
rates to be fixed by the Librarian);
Librarian) ;travel; and
and other necessary
necessary
expenses;
expenses; $70,500.
$70,500.
INCREASE
LIBRARY OF
OF CONGRESS
INCREASE OF THE LIBRARY
CONGRESS

General
General increase
increase of the Library: For purchase of books, miscellaneous
periodicals and
and newspapers,
newspapers, photo-copying
photo-copying supplies
supplies and
and photoneous periodicals
photocopying
copying labor, and all other material
material for the increase of
Library,
of the
the Library,
including payment in advance for subscription books and society
publications,
publications, and for freight and expressage,
expressage, postage,
postage, commissions,
commissions,
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expenses not to exceed
exceed $25,000, including expenses of
and traveling
traveling expenses
attendance
attendance at meetings when incurred on the written authority and
other
direction
Librarian in the interest of collections, and all other
the Librarian
direction of the
expenses
increase of
to the acquisition of material for the increase
incidental to
expenses incidental
the
exchange, $300,000, to
Library by purchase, gift, bequest, or exchange,
the Library
continue available
available during the next succeeding
succeeding fiscal year.
continue
purchase of books and for
Increase of the law library:
library: For the purchase
for
Increase
legal
payment in advance
advance
legal periodicals for the law library, including payment
freight
for
legal periodicals
periodicals and
and for
legal society
society publications,
publications, and for freight
for legal
for legal
exceed
and
commissions, traveling expenses not to exceed
postage, commissions,
expressage, postage,
and expressage,
$2,500, including
attendance at meetings when incurred
including expenses of attendance
$2,500,
on the
written authority
authority and
Librarian in the interest
direction of the Librarian
and direction
the written
on
of collections,
collections, and
other expenses incidental to the acquisition
all other
and all
of
of material
for the increase of the law library, $95,000, to continue
of
material for
available during
during the
succeeding fiscal year.
the next succeeding
available
Books
for the
Supreme Court:
the purchase of books and
For the
Court: For
the Supreme
Books for
periodicals
for the
the Supreme
Supreme Court,
Court, to be
of the
the Library of
part of
be aa part
periodicals for
Congress,
purchased by
by the
the Librarian
of the
Supreme Court,
the Supreme
Librarian of
and purchased
Congress, and
under
the direction
direction of the
the Chief Justice, $25,000.
under the
BOOKS FOR ADULT
ADULT BLIND
BLIND
BOOKS

To enable
Librarian of
of Congress to carry out the provisions
the Librarian
enable the
To
of
"An Act to provide books for the adult blind",
the Act entitled "An
of the
$1,000,000,
approved
March 3,
3, 1931
135a), as
as amended,
amended, $1,000,000,
C. 135a),
S. C.
U. S.
(2 U.
1931 (2
approved March
exceeding
including not exceeding $60,000 for personal services, not exceeding
including
$200,000 for books in raised characters,
remaining
characters, and the balance remaining
$200,000
for
records and
and for
maintenance,
the purchase, maintenance,
for the
sound-reproduction records
for sound-reproduction
and
of the
reproducers for soundGovernment-owned reproducers
the Government-owned
replacement of
and replacement
reproduction
for the
the blind
blind and
exceeding $1,000
$1,000 for necesand not exceeding
records for
reproduction records
sary
with such service and for expenses
connected with
expenses connected
traveling expenses
sary traveling
of
incurred on the written authority and
when incurred
at meetings when
of attendance
attendance at
direction
the Librarian;
Librarian; and
and for
for printing
printing and binding.
of the
direction of

46 Stat. 1487

46 Stat.1487

PRINTING
AND BINDING
PRINTING AND

General printing
and binding:
For miscellaneous
printing and
and
miscellaneous printing
binding: For
printing and
General
Office,
binding
for the
the Library
Library of
of Congress, including
including the Copyright Office,
binding for
and
the binding,
binding, rebinding,
repairing of
of Library
Library books,
books, $450,000.
and repairing
rebinding, and
and the
Printing
Catalog of
Office: For
Entries of the Copyright Office:
Title Entries
of Title
the Catalog
Printing the
the
publication
of
the
Catalog
of
Title
Entries
of
the
Copyright
Office
of
Entries
Title
of
Catalog
the
of
publication
the
and
the decisions
of the
United States
involving copyrights,
States courts involving
the United
decisions of
and the
$39,500.
$39,500.
Printing catalog
catalog cards:
printing of
catalog cards and of
of
of catalog
the printing
For the
cards: For
Printing
miscellaneous
publications relating
distribution of catalog
to the
the distribution
relating to
miscellaneous publications
cards,
of catalog
catalog cards
by methods other than
cards by
duplication of
for duplication
and for
cards, and
printing,
printing, $535,000.
THE LIBRARY
MISCELLANEOUS EXPENSES
LIBRARY
EXPENSES OF 111.t.
MISCELIANEOUS

Miscellaneous expenses:
miscellaneous expenses
connected with
expenses connected
For miscellaneous
expenses: For
Miscellaneous
the administration
administration of
the Library,
and not
not otherwise
for,
provided for,
otherwise provided
Library, and
of the
the
including
and foreign
foreign postage,
payment of
of claims pursuant
pursuant
postage, payment
domestic and
including domestic
to
section 403
403 of
of the
the Federal
Tort Claims
Claims Act,
Act, travel
includexpenses, includtravel expenses,
Federal Tort
to section
meetings
ing
not
exceeding
$500
for
expenses
attendance
meetings
when
at
attendance
of
expenses
for
$500
ing not exceeding
incurred
on the
the written
written authority
authority and
direction of the Librarian, and
and direction
incurred on
printing
and binding, $45,000.
$45,000.
printing and
Photoduplications:
personal services,
services supplies,
supplies, and other necesFor personal
Photoduplications: For
sary expenses
for the
the operation
of a
photoduphcation service,
service, and
for
and for
a photoduplication
operation of
expenses for
sary
the
purchase
of
photoduplications,
$31,000.
photoduplications,
of
the purchase

60 Stat. 843;
843; 62 Stat.
1008.
28 U. S. C., Sapp.
§2672.
A§tepp.
Ante, PP. 6a.
62, 106.

60 tat.

62 stat.

28 u. s. .. supp.
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LIBRARY
BUILDINGS
LIRBARY BUIIDINGS

Salaries: For
personal services
connection with
with the
the custody,
care,
custody, care,
in connection
For personal
services in
Salaries:
and
Library Buildings,
including not
to exceed
exceed
not to
Buildings, including
of the
the Library
and maintenance
maintenance of
employees engaged
engaged by the
fixed
the day or hour at rates to be fixed
for employees
$750 for
by the Librarian, $604,000.
Miscellaneous expenses:
necessary miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses
expenses for
for
For necessary
expenses: For
Miscellaneous
the custody,
custody, care,
care, and
the Library
Library Buildings, includmaintenance of
of the
and maintenance
the
ing mail
service, telephone
telephone services,
clothing,
special clothing,
services, special
ing
mail and
and delivery
delivery service,
cleaning
medical supplies,
clothing of
of separated employees, medical
cleaning of
of special clothing
equipment,
emergency rooms,
rooms, housekeeping
housekeeping and
and
equipment, and expenses
expenses for the emergency
miscellaneous supplies and equipment, and other incidental expenses,
miscellaneous
$34,000.
$34,000.
LIBRARY OF CONGRESS
CONGRESS TRUST FUND
BOARD
FUND BOARD
IJBRAPR

Citizenship
require.
Citizenship requirements,
exemptions.
ments, exemptions.
Post,
eel.
p. 661.
Post, p.

Library of Congress
Congress Trust
Trust Fund Board not
For any expense
expense of the Library
properly chargeable
properly
chargeable to the
the income of
of any trust
trust fund held by
by the
Board, $500.
Not to exceed ten positions in the Library of Congress
Congress may be
Offices
exempt from the provisions of section
section 302 of the Independent
Independent Offices
Appropriation
but the
Librarian shall not make
make any
the Librarian
Act, 1950,
1950, but
Appropriation Act,
appointment to any such position until he has ascertained
ascertained that he
appointment
appointment aa person in any of the three
cannot secure
secure for such appointment
three
categories specified
categories
specified in such section 302 who possesses the special
special
qualifications for the particular
particular position and also otherwise meets
qualifications
requirements for employment in the Library of Congress.
the general
general requirements

GOVERNMENT PRINTING
PRINTING OFFICE
GOVERNMENT
WORKING
CONGRESSIONAI PRINTING
PRINTING AND BINDING
WORKING CAPITAL
CAFITAL AND CONGRESSIONAL

Salaries. etc.
Salaries,

Holidays
Holidays with pay.

Machinery.
Machiney.

Printer with a
a working
working capital
capital for the followfollowTo provide
provide the Public
Public Printer
purposes for
lithographing,
for the
the execution
execution of printing, binding, lithographing,
ing purposes
engraving, and
and other authorized
authorized work of
of the
the Government
Government
mapping, engraving,
Printing Office for the
Government: For
the various
various branches
branches of
of the
the Government:
For salaries of Public
Printer and Deputy
Deputy Public
Public Printer;
salaries, comcomPublic Printer
Printer; for
for salaries,
pensation,
wages of
necessary officers
officers and
employees additional
additional
pensation, or wages
of all necessary
and employees
to those
those herein appropriated
appropriated for, including
including employees necessary
to
necessary to
handle waste paper and condemned material
material for
for sale;
sale; to enable the
granting holiPublic Printer to comply with the provisions
provisions of
of law
law granting
holidays and half
Executive orders granting
granting holidays
holidays and
and
half holidays
holidays and
and Executive
half holidays with pay to employees;
employees; to enable the Public Printer to
of law
granting leave
to employees
comply with
with the
the provisions
provisions of
law granting
leave to
employees with
with
for their
their regular positions at the time
pay, such pay to
to be
be at
at the rate for
the leave is granted; rental of buildings and
equipment; fuel,
fuel, gas,
and equipment;
gas,
heat, electric current, gas and
and electric
electric fixtures; bicycles,
bicycles, motor-promotor-propelled
pelled vehicles for the carriage
carriage of
of printing
printing and printing supplies,
supplies, and
and
the maintenance,
maintenance, repair, and operation
operation of
of the
the same,
to be
same, to
be used
used only
only
for
including operation
repair, and
for official purposes
purposes including
operation, repair,
and maintenance
maintenance
of passenger
passenger motor
motor vehicles
for official
operation,
use of the officers
of
vehicles for
official
use
officers of the Government Printing Office when in writing ordered
Printer;
ordered by the Public Printer;
expressage, telegraph
freight, expressage,
telegraph and telephone
telephone service,
service, furniture,
furniture, typetypewriters, and carpets;
writers,
carpets; traveling expenses, including
including not to exceed
exceed $3,000
for attendance
Joint
attendance at meetings or conventions when authorized
authorized by the Joint
Committee on Printing;
postage, and
and advertising;
directorCommittee
Printing; stationery,
stationery, postage,
advertising; directorand books
of reference
(not
ies, technical
technical books, newspapers,
newspapers, magazines,
magazines, and
books of
reference (not
exceeding $1,000)
$1,000);;adding and numbering
numbering machines, time stamps,
exceeding
and other machines
purchase of
for
machines of similar
similar character;
character; purchase
of uniforms
uniforms for
guards;
(not exceed
ing
guards; rubber boots, coats, and
and gloves;
gloves; machinery
machinery (not
exceeding
300,000) ;equipment,
equipment, and
machinery, implements,
implements, and
and
$300,000);
and for repairs to machinery,
alterations to buildings; necessary
buildings, and for minor alterations
necessary equipmaintenance, and supplies for the emergency
emergency room for the
ment, maintenance,
the
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use of all employees
employees in the Government Printing Office who may be
taken
suddenly ill
other necessary
necessary
ill or
or receive injury while on duty; other
taken suddenly
contingent
authorized by the Public Printer;
Printer;
items authorized
contingent and miscellaneous
miscellaneous items
for
expenses.authorized
for expenses
authorized in writing by the Joint Committee on Printmaterial,
ing for the. inspection of printing and binding equipment, material
and supplies
supplies and
Government printing
of
printing plants in the District of
and
and Government
Columbia
or elsewhere
exceeding $1,000);
$1,000) ;payment of
of claims
(not exceeding
elsewhere (not
Columbia or
pursuant
(28 U. S. C.
section 403
403 of the Federal Tort Claims Act (28
pursuant to section

60 Stat. 843; 62
62 Stat.
1008.

S. C.,
C., Supp.
28 U. S.
the semimonthly
and
and expenses
expenses of
of preparing
preparing
921); for salaries the
II, § 2672.
2672.
sessionindexes
921) ;for salaries
and Congressional
Record under
the semimonthly
the directionand
of II,
the direction of
Record under
of the
Congressional
session indexes of
Ante, pp. 62, 106.
106.
RecCongressional Reo
the
Committee on Printing
(chief indexer
cataloger ordCongressional
indexer at
at $5,281,
$5,281, one cataloger
Printing (chief
the Joint
Joint Committee
indexes.
indexes.
at
cataloger at $3,347);
$3,347) ;
$3,874 each, and one cataloger
$4,867, two
two catalogers
catalogers at $3,874
at $4,867,
and for
for all
all the
the necessary
labor, paper,
and equipment
equipment
materials, and
paper, materials,
necessary labor,
and
needed
mailing of
of the
the work; in
and delivery
delivery and
and mailing
in the prosecution
prosecution and
needed in
all, $15,500,000;
$15,500,000; to
which sum
sum shall
charged the
the printing and bindshall be
be charged
to which
all,
supplemental and
including supplemental
be done for
for Congress, including
ing authorized
authorized to be
deficiency estimates
appropriations; the
and Federal Register.
the printing,
printing, binding, and
of appropriations;
estimates of
deficiency
distribution
of
the
Federal
Register
in
accordance
Act
the
with
distribution of the Federal Register in accordance
approved July
July 26,
S. C.
C. 301-310)
$450,000) ; 49 Stat. 500.
(not exceeding
exceeding $450,000);
301-310) (not
1935 (44
(44 U.
U. S.
26, 1935
approved
Code of Federal
the printing
printing and
and binding
binding of
Code of
of Federal
and Regulations.
Regulations and
Federal Regulations
of the
the Code
the
Regulations.
supplements thereto,
authorized by
by the
Act of
as
26, 1935,
1935, as
July 26,
of July
the Act
as authorized
thereto, as
supplements
49 Stat.
Stat. 503.
503.
amended (44
(44 U.
C. 311)
(not exceeding
exceeding $125,000)
printing
the printing
$125,000);;the
311) (not
S. C.
U. S.
amended
U. S. C.,
C., Supp.
44 U.
§
311
note.
II,
§
and
binding
for
use
of
the
Government
Printing
Office;
the
printing
printing
the
and binding for use of the Government Printing Office;
and binding
binding (not
(not exceeding
official use
use of
the Architect
Architect
of the
for official
$5,000) for
exceeding $5,000)
and
of the
the Capitol
Capitol upon
of the Senate; in
requisition of the Secretary of
upon requisition
of
Unexpended
balUnexpended balall to
to an
amount not
not exceeding
Provided, That
That not
not less
less ance.
$8,000,000: Provided,
exceeding $8,000,000:
an amount
all
ance.
than $7,500,000
of such
working capital
shall be
returned to
Treasthe Treasto the
be returned
capital shall
such working
$7,500,000 of
than

ury as
as an
an unexpended
not later
than six
six months
after the
the close
close
months after
later than
balance not
unexpended balance
ury

of
the current
current fiscal
year: Provided
Provided further,
That notwithstanding
notwithstanding
further, That
fiscal year:
of the
the provisions
provisions of
of section
section 73
73 of
of the
January 12,
1895 (44
U. S.
C.
S. C.
(44 U.
12, 1895
of January
the Act
Act of
the
241),
of the
foregoing sum
sum of
be used
for printprintused for
shall be
of $8,000,000
$8,000,000 shall
the foregoing
part of
no part
241), no
ing
binding part
part 2
of the
annual report
of the
Agriof Agrithe Secretary
Secretary of
report of
the annual
2 of
ing and
and binding
culture
(known
as
the
Year-book
of
Agriculture).
Agriculture).
culture (known as the Year-book
Printing and
and binding
for Congress
Congress chargeable
foregoing
to the
the foregoing
chargeable to
binding for
Printing
appropriation,
recommended to
to be
done by
by the
on
Committee on
the Committee
be done
when recommended
appropriation, when
Printing
of
either
House,
shall
be
so
recommended
in
a
report
conconreport
in
a
recommended
so
be
shall
House,
either
of
Printing
taining
estimate of
the cost
cost thereof,
thereof, together
together with
with aa
of the
approximate estimate
an approximate
taining an
statement
from
the
Public
Printer
of
estimated
approximate
cost
approximate
estimated
of
Printer
statement from the Public
of
work previously
ordered by
by Congress
Congress within
within the
fiscal year
for
year for
the fiscal
previously ordered
of work
which
is made.
made.
appropriation is
this appropriation
which this
During the
the current
current fiscal
fiscal year
year any
indeor indedepartment or
executive department
any executive
During
pendent
establishment of
the Government
and
printing and
ordering printing
Government ordering
of the
pendent establishment
binding
or blank
supplies from
from the
Government Printing
Printing
the Government
and supplies
paper and
blank paper
binding or
Office shall
shall pay
check to
to the
the Public
Public Printer
Printer upon
his
upon his
by check
promptly by
pay promptly
Office
written request,
request, either
advance or
upon completion
of the
work,
the work,
completion of
or upon
in advance
either in
written
all or
part of
estimated or
cost thereof,
thereof, as
case may
may
the case
as the
actual cost
or actual
of the
the estimated
or part
all
be, and
rendered by
by the
the Public
Public Printer
accordance herewith
herewith
in accordance
Printer in
bills rendered
be,
and bills
shall
not be
be subject
to audit
audit or
certification in
payment:
of payment:
in advance
advance of
or certification
subject to
shall not
Provided, That
That proper
proper adjustments
adjustments on the basis
basis of the actual cost of
Provided,
delivered work
work paid
for in
monthly or
quarterly
or quarterly
be made
made monthly
shall be
advance shall
in advance
paid for
delivered
and
may be
by the
the Public
Public Printer
Printer and
and the
department
the department
upon by
agreed upon
be agreed
as may
and as
or
establishment concerned.
sums paid
Public Printer
for
Printer for
to the
the Public
paid to
All sums
concerned. All
or establishment
from sales
received
work
that
he
is
authorized
by
to
all
sums
received
do;
law
by
authorized
work that he is
of
and condemned
condemned property;
and
property; and
material, and
waste material,
other waste
of wastepaper,
wastepaper, other
for
losses or
damage to
to Government
Government property;
be deposited
deposited to
to
shall be
property; shall
or damage
for losses
the
credit, on
on the
of the
the Treasury
the approapproof the
Department, of
Treasury Department,
the books
books of
the credit,
priation made
made for
working capital
capital of
of the
the Government
Government Printing
Printing
the working
for the
priation
Office
and
be
subject
to
requisition
by
the
Public
Printer.
Printer.
Public
the
by
requisition
to
subject
Office and be
No part
any money
money appropriated
appropriated in
in this
shall be
to
be paid
paid to
Act shall
this Act
of any
No
part of
any
person
employed
in
the
Government
Printing
Office
while
detailed
detailed
while
Office
any person employed in the Government Printing

Year-book of Agriculture.
culture.
28 Stat. 612.
612.

Payment for work
Payment
work
ordered
by departordered by
ments,
etc.
ments, etc.

Adjustments.
Adjustments.

Credit of payments
payments
Credit
to
working capital.
to working

Employees
Employees detailed
detailed
executive
for service in executive
branch.
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for
or performing
executive branch
of the
the public
service
public service
branch of
the executive
in the
service in
performing service
for or
of
the United
United States
such detail
be authorized
by law.
authorized by
detail be
unless such
States unless
of the

DOCUMENTS
OFFICE
D ERINTENDENT OF
OF DOCUMENTS
SUPERINTENDENT
OFICE OF S

42 Stat.
1488.
42
Stat. 1488.
S. C.. §661-674;
§§ 661-674;
55U. S..
Supp. II,§
seq.
661 et
et seq.
II, § 661
Supp.
Post, p.
p. 972.
Post,
972.
43 Stat.
Stat. 658
658.
43

Books for
for deposideposiBooks
tory libraries,
tory
libraries,

SEC. 102.
be made
made from
the foregoing
foregoing appropriations
appropriations
from the
may be
Purchases may
SEC.
102. Purchases
the
under the
the "Government
"Government Printing
Office", as provided for in the
Printing Office",
under

stat.

28 Stat. 601.
28
601.
U.S. C. I§1teq.
44 U.S.C.§let
seg.
t I'.
Stat 531.
s
36 Stat.
36
Post,
p.
401.
Post, p. 401.
Annual,
Annual,
ports.

Salaries: For
the Superintendent
of Documents,
Documents, assistant
superassistant superSuperintendent of
For the
Salaries:
intendent and
personal services
services in accordance
accordance with
with the Classiother personal
and other
intendent
fication
as amended,
amended, and compensation
compensation of employees who
of 1923,
1923 as
Act of
fication Act
shall be
be subject
to the
the Act
entitled "An
"An Act to reguAct entitled
of the
provisions of
the provisions
subject to
shall
late and
and fix
for employees
and officers
officers of
of the
the Government
Government
employees and
of pay
pay for
rates of
fix rates
late
Printing Office",
S.C.
C.40),
40), $1,642,000.
$1,642,000.
U. S.
1924 (44
(44 U.
7, 1924
June 7,
approved June
Office", approved
Printing
General expenses:
expenses: For
For furniture
furniture and
carpets,
typewriters, carpets,
fixtures, typewriters,
and fixtures,
General
labor-saving machines
and accessories,
accessories, time
stamps, adding
and numadding and
time stamps,
machines and
labor-saving
bering machines,
machines, awnings,
reference; directories,
directories,
of reference;
books of
curtains, books
awnings, curtains,
bering
books, miscellaneous
desk supplies, paper, twine, glue, enveand desk
office and
miscellaneous office
books,
lopes, postage,
carfare, soap,
ice; drayage,
and ice;
disinfectant, and
towels, disinfectant,
soap, towels,
postage, carfare,
lopes,
express,
telephone, and telegraph
telegraph service; traveling expenses
freight, telephone,
express, freight,
(not to
$1,500) ;repairs
to buildings,
buildings, elevators,
machinery;
elevators, and machinery;
repairs to
to exceed
exceed $1,500);
(not
rental
preserving sanitary
condition of
building; light,
light,
of building;
sanitary condition
of equipment;
equipment; preserving
rental of
heat,
stationery and
and office
printing, including
including blanks,
office printing,
power; stationery
heat, and
and power;
price
bibliographies, catalogs,
indexes; for
supplying books
books
for supplying
and indexes;
catalogs, and
lists, bibliographies,
price lists,
to depository
in all,
all, $651,800:
$651,800: Provided,
Provided, That no
no part
part of
libraries; in
to
depository libraries;
this
used to
supply to
to depository
documents,
any documents,
libraries any
depository libraries
to supply
be used
shall be
this sum
sum shall
books, or
or other
printed matter
matter not
requested by such libraries,
and
libraries, and
not requested
other printed
books,
Superintendent
the requests
requests therefor
shall be subject to approval by the Superintendent
therefor shall
the
of Documents.
GENERAL
PROVISIONS
GENERAL PROVISIONS

etc., reetc.,

Printing
1895,1 and
without reference
reference to
Printing Act
Act approved
approved January
January 12,
12, 1895
and without
to
concerning
section 4
of the
approved June 17,
(41 U. S. C. 7), concerning
17, 1910
1910 (41
the Act
Act approved
4 of
section
purchases for executive
executive departments.
SEC.
103. In
In order
the expenditures
and binding
binding
SEC. 103.
order to
to keep
keep the
expenditures for
for printing
printing and

for the current fiscal year within or under the appropriations
appropriations for such
fiscal
heads of the various
executive departments
departments and indevarious executive
the heads
fiscal year,
year, the
pendent establishments
discontinue the printing of
authorized to discontinue
establishments are authorized
pendent
Projurisdictions: Proannual or special
reports under
under their respective
respective is
special reports
annual
Original
copies.
Originalcopies.
vided, That where the printing of such reports
reports issdiscontinued
discontinued the
thereof shall be kept on file in the offices of the heads of
original copy thereof
the
departments or
independent establishments
for public
establishments for
or independent
respective departments
the respective
inspection.
Private
Private vehicles.
SEC.
appropriated in this Act shall be
SEC. 104. No part of the funds
funds appropriated
used
vehicles.
maintenance or care of private vehicles.
used for the maintenance
Rate
compensaRate of compensaSEC.
105. Whenever
Whenever any office or position not specifically established
S
EC.
established
e
cifi
n
ot o
o n eai
r ositi i sp
designation . 15 aW p
tion
tion and
and designation
or
for herein
is appropriated
by
Legislative Pay
Pay Act
of 1929
1929 is
appropriated for
herein or
Act of
by the
the Legislative
of positions.
positions,
46Stat.
46
Stat. 32.
whenever the rate of compensation
or designation of any position
whenever
compensation
position
2 U.
U. S. C.
C. I§ 60a;
2
established
appropriated for
for herein
herein is
is different
that specifically
from that
specifically established
different from
II, I§
§605
appropriated
notes.
Supp. ii.
0a notes.
compensation and the desigsuch Act, the rate
rate of
of compensation
for such
such position by such
nation
appropriated for or provided herein,
position, or either,
either, appropriated
nation of the position,
shall
respect thereto: Provided,
Provided, That the
be the
the permanent
permanent law with respect
shall be
H. Res.
provisions relating to positions and salaries thereof carried in H.
provisions
39, 45, 62, 84, 103, 172,
172, and 188
653 (Eightieth
(Eightieth Congress) and H. Res. 6, 39,45,
(Eighty-first
permanent law with respect
Congress) shall be the permanent
(Eighty-first Congress)
thereto.
Capitol
Police.
Capitol Police.
SEC.
106. No
part of
of any
any appropriation
in this Act shall
shall
SEC. 106.
No part
appropriation contained
contained in
Standards required.
compensation to any person appointed after June 30,
Stars reqred be paid as compensation
30, 1935,
1935,
as an officer or member of the Capitol Police who does not meet the
appointees by the Capitol Police
standards to be prescribed
prescribed for such appointees
ports.
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Board:
authorized
Provided,That the Capitol Police Board is hereby authorized
Board: Provided,
to
to detail police from the House Office, Senate Office, and Capitol
Buildings
Grounds.
for police duty on the Capitol Grounds.
Buildings for
S
EC. 107.
appropriation contained
contained in this Act shall
No part of any appropriation
107. No
SEC.
be used to
salary or wages of any person who engages in aa
the salary
to pay the
be
strike
Government of the United States or who is aa
strike against the Government
member
of an
organization of Government
asserts
employees that asserts
Government employees
an organization
member of
Government of the United States, or
the
right to
strike against the Government
to strike
the right
advocates, the
organization that advocates,
is aamember of an organization
advocates, or is
who advocates,
overthrow
Government of the United States by force or viooverthrow of the Government
lence: Provided,
That for the purposes hereof an affidavit shall be
Provided, That
lence:
affidavit
considered
evidence that the person making the affidavit
prima facie evidence
considered prima
has not, contrary
contrary to the provisions of this section, engaged
engaged in aastrike
has
against
the Government
Government of the
the United States, is not aamember of an
against the
organization
employees that asserts the right to strike
Government employees
of Government
organization of
against
Government of the United States, or that such person does
against the Government
organization that advocates,
not advocate,
advocate, and
and is
is not
a member
member of an organization
not a
not
the overthrow
of the
the United States by force or
Government of the
the Government
overthrow of
the
a strike
violence:
further, That any person who engages
engages in a
Provided further,
violence: Provided
a
is
against
the
Government
the
States
or
who
a
member
of
United
the
of
Government
against the
an
organization of
of Government
Government employees
that asserts the right to
employees that
an organization
strike
against the
the Government
Government of the United States, or who advocates,
strike against
overthrow
or who
member of
of an
an organization
organization that
advocates, the overthrow
that advocates,
is aamember
who is
or
of the
the Government
Government of
United States by force or violence, and
the United
of the
of
accepts employment
employment the
the salary
or wages
which are paid from
from any
for which
wages for
salary or
accepts
a felony and
appropriation
contained in
this Act
and,
Act shall be guilty of a
in this
appropriation contained
imprisoned
$1,000
upon conviction,
1,
000 or imprisoned
conviction, shall be fined not more than $
upon
for not
year, or
or both:
Provided further,
further, That
That the above
both: Provided
one year,
than one
more than
not more
for
penalty
shall be
addition to,
to, and not in substitution for,
in addition
be in
clause shall
penalty clause
any other
other provisions
provisions of existing law.
any
S
EC. 108.
may be
cited as
the "Legislative
"Legislative Branch
Branch Approas the
be cited
Act may
This Act
108. This
SEC.
priation Act,
Act, 1950".
priation
Approved June 22, 1949.
Approved
[
CHAPTER 236]
[CHAPTER

ACT
AN ACT
AN

Making
appropriations to
appropriations for the
certain appropriations
deficiencies in certain
supply deficiencies
to supply
Making appropriations
fiscal year
ending June
30, 1949,
1949, and
other purposes.
purposes.
for other
and for
June 30,
year ending
fiscal

Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
of Representatives
the
Representatives of the
House of
and House
Senate and
the Senate
Be it
following
United States
States of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the following
America in
of America
United
sums are
are appropriated,
appropriated, out
of any
any money
in the
Treasury not otherthe Treasury
money in
out of
sums
wise
supply supplemental
supplemental appropriations
appropriations for the
to supply
appropriated, to
wise appropriated,
fiscal year
June 30,
30, 1949,
and for other purposes,
purposes, namely:
1949, and
ending June
year ending
fiscal

Detail for duty on
Capitol Grounds.
Grounds.

Persons
Persons engaging,
against
etc., in strikes against
or advocating
overadvocating overthrow of U. S. Government.
ernment.

Affidavit.
Affidavit.

Penalty.

Short title.
Short

June 23,
23, 1949
1949
June

R. 4046]
[H. R.
40461

[Public Law 1191
[Public

Second
Deficiency
Second Deficiency
Appropriation
Ap ropriation Act,
1949.
Ante, p. 76; pot,
poet, pp.
Ante,
738, 869.
738,

LEGISLATIVE BRANCH
LEGISLATIVE
HOUSE
REPRESENTATIVES
OF REPRESENTATIVES
HOUSE OF
For
Eileen Mercado-Parra
Robert L.
Mercado-Parra Coffey, widow of Robert
to Eileen
payment to
For payment
Coffey,
Junior, late
from the
State of
Pennsylvania,
of Pennsylvania,
the State
Representative from
a Representative
late a
Coffey, Junior,
$12,500.
$12,500.
For payment
E. McC.
McC. Somers,
Somers, widow
Somers,
of Andrew L. Somers,
widow of
Ruth E.
to Ruth
payment to
For
late
a
Representative
from
the
of
New
York,
$12,500.
New
of
State
the
from
a
Representative
late
HOUSE
CONTINGENT EXPENSES
THE HOUSE
OF THE
EXPENSES OF
CONTINGENT

Reporting
Hearings
Reporting Hearings
For
additional amount
amount for
"Reporting hearings",
hearings", fiscal year
for "Reporting
an additional
For an
$100.
1947, $100.

60 Stat. 397.
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Telegraph
Telephones
Telegraph and
and Telephones
For an
additional amount for
telephones", $168,235.
$168,235.
an additional
for "Telegraph
"Telegraph and
and telephones",
Stationery (Revolving
(Revolving Fund)
Fund)
Stationery
amount for
for "Stationery
"Stationery (revolving
fund)",
For an additional
additional amount
(revolving fund)
", $300,
$300,
to
remain available
until expended.
to remain
available until
expended.
Documents
Folding Documents
For an additional amount for
for "Folding documents",
documents", $10,000.
$10,000.

ARCHIrrrE

OF THE CAPITOL

ARCHITECT OF FHE CAPITOL
GROUNDS
CAPITOL BUILDINGS
BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS

for "Capitol
$2,390.
For an additional
additional amount
amount for
"Capitol Buildings",
Buildings", $2,390.
For an additional amount for "Capitol Power Plant", $137,600.
$137,600.
The limitation of $1,500 placed
expenses for
official
placed on expenses
for travel
travel on
on official
business under the Architect of
in the
Legislative
of the
the Capitol
Capitol contained in
the Legislative
Appropriation Act,
Branch Appropriation
Act, 1949,
is hereby
increased to
1949, is
hereby increased
to $2,800.
$2,800.

62 Stat.
62
Stat. 430.
430.

LIBRARY
CONGRESS
LIBRARY OF CONGRESS
LEGISLATIVE REFERENCE SERVICE
SERVICE

Salaries
and Expenses
Salaries and
Expenses
62
In Stat.
Stat. 432.
432.
Digest of
Digest
of General
General
Public Bills.

For
additional amount for
for "Salaries
"Salaries and
expenses", $39,700,
$39,700, and
and
For an
an additional
and expenses",
the limitation under this head in the
the Legislative
Legislative Branch
Branch Appropriation
Appropriation
Act, 1949,
1949, on preparation
of copies
copies of
of the
preparation and
and reproduction
reproduction of
the Digest
Digest
of General Public Bills,
increased from
to "$32,000".
Bills, is
is increased
from "$25,000"
"$25,000" to
"$32,000".
PRINTING
AND BINDING
PRINTING AND

Printing Catalogue Cards
Cards

For an additional
additional amount for "Printing catalogue
cards", $74,475.
catalogue cards",
$74,475.
GOVERNMENT PRINTING
GOVERNMENT
PRINTING OFFICE

WORKING CAPITAL AND CONGRESSIONAL
CONGRESSIONAL PRINTING
PRINTING AND
AND BINDING

For an additional
additional amount for "Working
and congressional
"Working capital
capital and
congressional
printing and binding", $775,000.
FUNDS APPROPRIATED
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT
FUNDS
APPROPRIATED TO
TO THE

RELIEF OF PALESTINE
PALESTINE REFUGEES
Ante,
Ante, p. 16.

To enable the
the President
out the
President to
to carry
carry out
the provisions
provisions of
of the
the joint
joint

resolution of March
25), authorizing
March 24, 1949 (Public Law 25),
authorizing aaspecial
special

contribution
by the
the United
United States
to the
contribution by
States to
United Nations
Nations for
for the
the
the United
relief
Palestine refugees,
relief of
of Palestine
refugees, $12,000,000,
$12,000,000, and
and an
additional $4,000,000
an additional
$4,000,000

Repayment
Repayment
RFO.
RFC.

to the President
President for the same purposes as prescribed
prescribed in the
the joint
joint
resolution of
24, 1949
resolution
of March
March 24,
1949 (Public
to such
(Public Law
Law 25),
25), to
such extent
extent as
as the
the
President from time to time finds that the other nations
nations party
party to
to
such United Nations agreement have met their obligations
obligations to
to the
the
United Nations Relief for Palestine
Palestine Refugees,
remain available
available
Refugees, to
to remain
to
30,1950,
to until June
June 30,
1950, of which $8,000,000
be used
to repay,
repay, without
$8,000,000 shall
shall be
used to
without
interest, the Reconstruction
Reconstruction Finance
Finance Corporation
Corporation for advances
advances made
pursuant to section 1
1of said public
public law.

63 STAT.]
STAT.]
63
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INDEPENDENT OFFICES
INDEPENDENT

COMMISSION
ATOMIC
ENERGY COMMISSION
ATOMIC ENERGY

"Atomic Energy Commission",
For
an additional
additional amount
for "Atomic
amount for
For an
$110,000,000.
$110,000,000.
OF WASHINGTON
EXPORT-IMPORT BANK
WASHINGTON
BANK OF
EXPORT-IMPORT

Government
The amount
made available
available under
under this
this head
head in the Government
amount made
The
Corporations
Appropriation
Act,
1949,
for
administrative
expenses
administrative
for
1949,
Act,
Corporations Appropriation
"$864,000".
of the
increased from
from "$800,000"
"$800,000" to "$864,000".
is increased
bank, is
the bank,
of

1185.
Stat.118.
62 Stat.

AGENCY
FEDERAL S
ECURITY AGENCY
SECURITY
FEDERAL
UNIVERSITY
HOWARD
HOWARD UNIVERSITY

Plans
and Specifications
Specifications
Plans and
For
for "Plans
"Plans and
specifications", for men's
and specifications",
amount for
additional amount
an additional
For an
dormitory units,
units, a
a law
administration building,
school building, administration
law school
dormitory
biology building,
and greenhouse,
greenhouse, $194,460,
$194,460, to remain available until
building, and
biology
expended.
expended.
Construction of Buildings
Construction
For an
an additional
additional amount
amount for
"Construction of buildings", for
for "Construction
For
alterations
to and
installations in the existing power plant, $200,000,
and installations
alterations to

in addition to the appropriato
remain available
until expended;
and in
expended; and
available until
to remain
tions
contract authority
heretofore provided under this head for
authority heretofore
and contract
tions and
construction
of an
engineering building and women's dormitory units, Contract
an engineering
construction of
authorizaContract authorizathe
Public
Buildings
Administration
is authorized to enter into con- tion.
tion.
Administration is
Buildings
the Public
tracts
for such
such construction
and
an amount not to exceed $954,000; and
in an
construction in
tracts for
the
limits
of
cost
set
forth
under
this
in the First
Deficiency Ap- 62
First Deficiency
head in
this head
under
forth
the limits of cost set
62 Stat.
Stat. 215.
215.
"$2,120,000"
propriation Act,
Act, 1948,
increased from
"$1,788,000" to 12,120,000"
from "$1,788,000"
are increased
1948, are
propriation
for the
the engineering
engineering building
from "$1,378,000"
11,378,000" to "$2,000,000"
"$2,000,000" for
and from
building and
for
the
the
women's
dormitory
units:
Provided,
revised
limitations
That
Provided,
units:
dormitory
the women's
on contract
contract authority
authority and
and total
total costs
established herein may be
costs established
on
exceeded
or shall
be reduced
equal to the percentage
reduced by an amount equal
shall be
exceeded or
increase
or decrease,
decrease, if
if any,
any, in
costs generally dating from
construction costs
in construction
increase or
January
Administrator.
Federal Works Administrator.
the Federal
by the
determined by
as determined
1949, as
1, 1949,
January 1,
OFFICE OF
OF EDUCATION
EDUCATION
OFFICE
Salaries
Expenses
and Expenses
Salaries and

$110,000.
For an
amount for
"Salaries and
expenses", $110,000.
and expenses",
for "Salaries
additional amount
an additional
For
OFFICE
VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION
REHABILITATION
OF VOCATIONAL
OFFICE OF
Payments
Alaska, Hawaii,
Hawaii, and
Rico)
Puerto Rico)
and Puerto
(including Alaska,
States (including
to States
Payments to

(including
For
an additional
additional amount
amount for
for "Payments
to States (including
"Payments to
For an
Alaska,
Hawaii,
and
Puerto
Rico)",
$700,000.
$700,000.
",
Rico)
Alaska, Hawaii, and Puerto
SERVICE
PUBLIC HEALTH
HEALTH SERVICE
PUBLIC

Salaries and Expenses
Expenses
Salaries
For an
additional amount
and expenses", $308,i)00:
$308,000:
"Salaries and
for "Salaries
amount for
an additional
For
available
Provided,
That
appropriations
under
said
head
shall
be
under
appropriations
Providd, That
for
carrying out
functions of the Surgeon
Surgeon
the functions
out the
for carrying
necessary for
expenses necessary
for expenses
30,
General
under
the
Water
Pollution
approved
June
Act,
Control
Pollution
General under the Water

234
234
62 Stat. 1155.
Supp.
62 Sats
33
U. S. C., Supp.

n, §§§466-466j.
466-46wj.

59 Stat.
69
Stat. 225;
225; 58 Stat.
Stat.
689.

PUBLIC
CH.236-JUNE
1949
PUBLIC LAWSLAWS-CH.
236-JUNE 23,
23, 1949

[63 S
TA.T.
[63
STAT.

1948
(Public Law
Law 845),
845), and
payment of
1948 (Public
and for
for payment
of claims
claims for
for private
private property
property
lost, destroyed,
in the
the military
lost,
destroyed, captured,
captured, abandoned,
abandoned, or
or damaged
damaged in
military
service of
by law
(31 U.
S. C.
h;
of the United
United States,
States, as
as authorized
authorized by
law (31
U. S.
C. 222c,
222c, h;
42 U. S. C. 213).
213).
42
SOCIAL
SOCIAL SECURITY
sECURITY ADMINISTRATION
ADMINISTRATION
Reconversion Unemployment
Unemployment Benefits
Benefits for
for Seamen
Seamen
Reconversion
additional amount
amount for
for "Reconversion
Unemployment BeneFor an additional
"Reconversion Unemployment
Benefits
for Seamen",
$500,000.
fits for
Seamen", $500,000.

Grants to States for Maternal
Maternal and Child
Child Welfare
Welfare

Ante, p.
p. 47.
47.
Ate,
49 Stat. 631.
42 U.Scia.
421J.
S. C.. 1712 (a).

For an additional amount for "Grants
"Grants to
and
to States
States for
for maternal
maternal and
child welfare"
welfare" for
children as
authorized in
in
for services for crippled
crippled children
as authorized
Public Law 42, approved April 15, 1949,
to be
Public
1949, $750,000, to
be matched
matched by
by
the
accordance with
with section
section 512
(a) of
of the
Social Security
Security
in accordance
512 (a)
the Social
the States
States in
Act.
Salaries and Expenses, Office of the Commissioner
Commissioner
For an additional
additional amount for "Salaries
"Salaries and
expenses, Office
Office of
of the
and expenses,
the
$14,300.
Commissioner", $14,300.
OFmC OF
OF THE
THE ADMINISTRATOR
ADMINIsTRATOR
0/.91CH

Salaries
Salaries and Expenses, Division of Service
Service Operations
For an additional
additional amount for "Salaries and expenses,
expenses, Division of
of
Service Operations",
Operations", $69,000.
$69,000.
Service
FEDERAL W
FEDERAL
ORKS AGENCY
WORKS
AGENCY
OFFICE
OFFICE OF
OF THE
T.119, ADMINISTRATOR
ADMINISTRATOR

Conservation of Securities

60 Stat.
tat. 810.
s10.

Stat. 182
182.
62 stat.

securities: For expenses necessary
Conservation of securities:
connecessary for
for the
the conservation of the Federal Government's
Government's interest in bonds
other
bonds and
and other
obligations in the custody of the Federal
Federal Works Administrator,
Administrator, issued
issued
for the construction of Public Works Administration
Administration projects,
projects, includincluding personal services in the District of Columbia; travel
travel expenses; and
and
services as authorized by section 15 of the
August 2,
the Act of
of August
2, 1946
1946
(5
U. S.
S. C.
55a), at rates for individuals
excess of
of $50
$50 per
per
(5 U.
C. 55a),
individuals not in excess
diem; $4,000, to be derived
for
derived by transfer
transfer from
from the
the appropriation
appropriation for
"Public Works Administration
Administration liquidation"
the Independent
liquidation" in
in the
Independent Offices
Offices
Appropriation
Appropriation Act, 1949.
PUBLIC
BUILDINGS ADMINISTRATION
ADMINISTRATION
PUBLIC BUILDINGS
Salaries and Expenses, Public Buildings and
in the
the District
District
and Grounds
Grounds in
Adjacent Area
Area
of Columbia and Adjacent

For an additional
additional amount for "Salaries and expenses, public
public
buildings
buildings and grounds in the District of Columbia
area",
Columbia and
and adjacent
adjacent area",
$3,600,000.
$3,600,000.
Tennessee
Federal Office Building, Nashville,
Nashville, Tennessee
59 Stat. 63
638.
6sBtat.

In addition to the appropriation provided
provided for
head in
for under this
this head
in
the
First Deficiency
Deficiency Appropriation
Appropriation Act, 1946, the Federal
the First
Federal Works
Administrator
Administrator is authorized to enter into contracts
contracts for the purposes
purposes
of said appropriation
appropriation in an amount not exceeding $1,200,000.
$1,200,000.

63 STAT.]
STAT.]
63
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Mansion
Renovation
and Modernization,
Modernization, Executive
Executive Mansion
Renovation and
For
all expenses
expenses necessary for and incident to the renovation, reFor all
pair, and
modernization (without
(without change of present architectural
and modernization
pair,
appearance
of
the
exterior
of
of the mansion or the interior of its main
exterior
the
appearance of
floor)
Mansion, or for such other provision for
Executive Mansion,
the Executive
of the
floor) of
remodeling or
or rebuilding
rebuilding the Executive
Executive Mansion
Mansion or for construcremodeling
tion of
separate residence
President as may be determined
residence for the President
a separate
of a
tion
upon
by the
the Commission
Commission on Renovation
Executive Mansion
Mansion
Renovation of the Executive
upon by
Congress), inestablished
pursuant
to
Public
Law
40
(Eighty-first
Congress),
(Eighty-first
40
Law
Public
to
established pursuant
specifications, and the purcluding
the preparation
preparation of drawings
drawings and specifications,
cluding the
chase
of furniture,
furnishings, and
and equipment, without regard to
to
furniture, furnishings,
chase of
section 3709
3709 of
of the
civil-service and classior the civil-service
Statutes or
Revised Statutes
the Revised
section
fication laws,
$2,000,000, to remain available
available until expended
expended and, in
laws, $2,000,000,
fication
exceeding
not exceeding
addition
contracts
may
be
entered
in
amounts
into
entered
be
may
addition contracts
$3,400,000: Provided,
Provided, That
That any cost-plus-a-fixed-fee
cost-plus-a-fixed-fee general construc$3,400,000:
tion contract
contract entered
pursuance of this authority shall be
in pursuance
into in
entered into
tion
awarded
on competitive
competitive bidding
bidding among responsible general
general contraccontracawarded on
performance
tors
upon the
the amount
amount of the fixed fee to accrue from the performance
tors upon
of
such contract:
contract: Provided
Provided further,
further, That
exception of any
That with the exception
of such
subcontract to
made by
the general
contractor for underpinning
underpinning
general contractor
by the
be made
to be
subcontract
and foundation
foundation work
and work
work incidental
appurtenant thereto,
and appurtenant
incidental and
work and
and
subcontracts
which may
cost-plus-a-fixed-fee contract, all other subcontracts
a cost-plus-a-fixed-fee
be a
may be
which
awarded
made by
general contractor
shall be
be fixed
fixed price contracts awarded
contractor shall
the general
by the
made
on
competitive
bids
received
from
responsible
subcontractors.
subcontractors.
responsible
from
received
bids
on competitive

Ante,
Ante, p. 46; post,
pp.
891, 976.
pp. 740, 891,

U. S. C.05.
§5.
41 U.S..
Poet, p. 403.
Post,

Competitive
Competitive bid-

ding.

Subcontracts.
Subcontracts.

1101JSrNG EXPEDi
Ihit
EXPEDITER
HousING
SALARIES AND
EXPENSES
AND EXPENSES
SALARIES

Office of the
For
additional amount
amount for
expenses, Office
"Salaries and expenses,
for "Salaries
an additional
For an
Housing Expediter",
Expediter", $2,250,000;
$2,250,000; and
and appropriations
appropriations under this head
Housing
for the
the fiscal
be available
available for
for the
purchase of newsthe purchase
shall be
1949 shall
year 1949
fiscal year
for
papers (not
exceed $1,600)
$1,600) and
the purchase of one passenger
passenger
for the
and for
to exceed
(not to
papers
motor vehicle
vehicle for
replacement only.
for replacement
motor

62 Stat. 1197.
1197.
Ante, p.
p. 79.
Ante,

NATIONAL
ARCHIVES
NATIONAL ARCHIVES
SALARIES
AND EXPENSES
EXPENSES
SALARIES AND
The
appropriation under
the Independent
Independent Offices Approin the
head in
this head
under this
The appropriation
priation Act,
be available
available for
for a
health service program as
a health
shall be
1949, shall
Act, 1949,
priation
authorized by
by law
S.C. 150).
U. S.
law (5 U.
authorized

180.
62 Stat.
Stat. 189.

90.
60 Stat. 903.

NATIONAL M
EDIATION BOARD
BOARD
MEDIATION
NATIONAL
ARBITRATION AND
EMERGENCY BOARDS
BOARDS
AND EMERGENCY
ARBITRATION

boards",
emergency boards",
For
an additional
additional amount
for "Arbitration
"Arbitration and emergency
amount for
For an
$36,900.
BOARD
ADJUSTMENT BOARD
NATIONAL RAILROAD
RAILROAD ADJTJSTMENT
NATIONAL

Salaries
Expenses
and Expenses
Salaries and

$37,600;
For
additional amount
amount for
for "Salaries
"Salaries and expenses",
expenses", $37,600;
an additional
For an
and the
under this head in the National Mediation Board
limitation under
the limitation
and
compensation
Appropriation Act,
available for compensation
amount available
the amount
on the
1949, on
Act, 1949,
Appropriation
and
and
expenses
of
referees,
is
increased
from
"$70,000"
"$95,600";
"$95,600";
to
"$70,000"
from
increased
is
referees,
of
and expenses
the limitation
under said
said head
on the
available for other
amount available
the amount
head on
limitation under
the
personal
increased from
"$178,000" to "$190,000".
from "$178,000"
is increased
services is
personal services

62 Stat. 405.

236
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1949

[63
STAT.
[63 STAT.

RAILROAD RETIREMENT
RETIREMENT BOARD
RAILROAD
BOARD
SALARIES
SALARIES
additional amount
"Salaries", $500,000.
For an additional
amount for
for "Salaries",
$500,000.
SMITHSONIAN
S
MITHSONIAN INSTITUTION
INSTITUTION
SALARIES AND
SALARIES
AND EXPENSES,
GALLERY OF
OF ART
EXPENSES, NATIONAL
NATIONAL GALLERY
ART

For an additional
additional amount
expenses, National
amount for "Salaries
"Salaries and
and expenses,
National
Art", $107,500.
$107,500.
Gallery of
of Art",
VETERANS'
VETERANS' ADMINISTRATION
ADMINISTRATION
PENSIONS
PENSIONS

For an additional
additional amount for "Pensions", $136,238,000,
$136,238,000, to
to remain
remain
available
available until expended.
expended.
DISTRICT
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
COLUMBIA
GENERAL
GENERAL ADMINISTRATION
ADMINISTRATION
OFFICE OF
OF THE
OFFICE
COUNSEL
THE CORPORATION
CORPORATION COUNSEL

D.
Code §§§ 1-902
1-902
D. C.
C. Code
to 1-905.
1-906.
to

For an additional amount for the settlement
settlement of
in excess
of claims
claims not
not in
excess
of $250 each, approved by the Commissioners
Commissioners in
with the
the
in accordance
accordance with
Act approved
approved February
February 11, 1929 (45 Stat.
1160), as
as amended
the
Stat. 1160),
amended by
by the
Act approved June
June 5,1930
5, 1930 (46
(46 Stat.
500), $2,000.
Stat. 500),
$2,000.
FISCAL S
ERVICE
FISCAL
SERVICE
ASSESSOR'S
ASSESSOR'S orricE
OFFICE

For an additional amount for "Assessor's office", $36,800.
$36,800.
COMPENSATION AND
COMPENSATION
AND RETIREMENT
RETIREMENT FUND
FUND EXPENSES
EXPENSES
DISTRICT GOVERNMENT
EMPLOYEES' COMPENSATION
DISTRICT
GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES'
COMPENSATION

For an additional
additional amount
amount for "District government
employees'
government employees'
compensation", $15,000.
REGULATORY AGENCIES
AGENCIES
REGULATORY
OFFICE OF'
OF ADMINISTRATOR
OFFICE
ADMINISTRATOR OF
OF RENT
CONTROL
RENT CONTROL

For an additional amount for "Office of Administrator
Administrator of
of Rent
Rent
Control", $26,175.
PUBLIC S
PUBLIC
CHOOLS
SCHOOLS
OPERATING EXPENSES—OPER.ATION
EXPENSES--OPERATION OF
OPERATING
OF BUILDINGS
BUILDINGS AND
AND GROUNDS
GROUNDS AND
AND
MAINTENANCE OF
OF EQUIPMENT
MAIN'TENANCE
EQUIPMENT

62 Stat.
Stat. 539.
539.
62

For an additional amount for "Operation
and grounds
"Operation of buildings and
grounds
maintenance of equipment",
and maintenance
equipment", $82,000, to be
be derived
derived by
by transfer
transfer
from the appropriation
appropriation "General
"General supervision
from
supervision and instruction,
instruction, Public
Public
Schools, District of
Columbia, 1949".
1949".
of Columbia,
CAPITAL
CAPITAL OUTLAY
OUTLAY

2
394, p.
237.
F0,
p. 237.

Not to exceed $17,600 of the unexpended
unexpended balance of the
the appropriaappropriation of $487,800 for the construction of an addition
tion
addition to
to the
the Beers
Beers EleElementary School, contained in the District of Columbia
Appropriation
Columbia Appropriation

63
TAT.]
63 S
STAT.]

237

81sr
CONG ., 1ST
236—JUNE 23,
81ST CONG.,
1ST SESS.—CH.
SESS.-CH. 236-JUNE
23, 1949
1949

Acts, 1948 and 1949, is reappropriated
available as an
reappropriated and made available
elementary
completing construction
construction of aa new elementary
additional amount
amount for completing
school
gymnasium, recreation
recreation facilifacilischool building,
building, including
including assembly hall, gymnasium,
ties, and treatment of grounds,
grounds, in the vicinity of Eleventh and G
Streets Southeast, to replace the present Cranch and Tyler Schools.
appropriation
Not to exceed
unexpended balance of the appropriation
exceed $60,525 of the unexpended
Elemenfor the construction of an addition to the Young Elemenof $305,000
$305,000 for
tary
contained in the District of Columbia Appropriation
Appropriation
tary School, contained
Acts,
reappropriated and made available as an addiActs, 1948 and
and 1949,
1949, is reappropriated
tional
completing construction of an addition to the Taft
tional amount
amount for completing
Junior
classrooms, two gymnasiums, recreincluding ten classrooms,
High School,
School, including
Junior High
facilities, an inclined
auditorium, necessary
necessary improveinclined floor in the auditorium,
ation facilities,
present building, and treatment
treatment of
alterations of the present
ments and alterations
grounds.
M ETROPOLITAN POLICE
POLICE
METROPOLITAN

61
61 Stat. 430; 62 Stat.
Stat.
541.
541.

61 Stat.
541.
Stat. 541.

431;

62

CAPITAL
OUTLAY
CAPITAL OUTLAY
For an
an additional
construction of
police precinct
precinct
a police
of a
the construction
additional amount for the
For
station
including equipment,
$50,000.
equipment, in square 5083, $50,000.
station house, including
HEALTH
DEPARTMENT
HEALTH DEPARTMENT
CAPITAL OUTLAY,
HEALTH DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT
OUTLAY, HEALTH
CAPITAL
For
repairs, alterations,
alterations, and
to
School, to
Gales School,
to the Gales
improvements to
and improvements
For repairs,
it suitable for enlarged
necessary
enlarged clinical services, including necessary
make it
equipment,
available until June 30, 1950, $110,000.
remain available
equipment, to remain
OPERATING
GALL1NGER MUNICIPAL
HOSPITAL
MUNICIPAL HOSPITAL
EXPENSES, GALLINGER
OPERATING EXPENSES,
For an
Gallinger
expenses, Gallinger
"Operating expenses,
for "Operating
amount for
additional amount
an additional
For
Municipal
$250,000.
Hospital", $250,000.
Municipal Hospital",
CAPITAL
OUTLAY, GALLINGER
HOSPITAL
MUNICIPAL HOSPITAL
GALLINGER MUNICIPAL
CAPITAL OUTLAY,
For
the construction
construction of a
anew crematorium,
crematorium, $57,500.
$57,500.
For the
For
purposes of
Construction Act,
Hospital Survey and Construction
the Hospital
of the
For the
the purposes
title
to reservation
reservation 13
13 in
in the
the District
Columbia shall be considered
considered
of Columbia
District of
title to
as vested solely in the District of Columbia.

60 Stat. 1040.
42 U.
U. S.
S. C. fl
I§ 291291291m;
Supp. II,
291m; Supp.
II, I 2911
2911
def seq. peq.
Post, p. 808.
898.

DEPARTMENT or
CORRECTIONS
OF CORRECTIONS
DEPARTMENT
OPERATING EXPENSES
EXPENSES
OPERATING
For
an additional
for "Operating
expenses", $85,000.
$85,000.
"Operating expenses",
amount for
additional amount
For an
CAPITAL OUTLAY
OUTLAY
CAPITAL
For
the purchase
of a
aDiesel
Diesel locomotive
locomotive and
and for
for repairs
repairs to roadbed,
purchase of
For the
$17,950;
and the
the Transportation
Corps, Department
Army, is
Department of the Army,
Transportation Corps,
$17,950; and
hereby authorized
authorized to
to transfer
transfer to
to the
Diesel
Columbia one Diesel
of Columbia
District of
the District
hereby
locomotive at
at a
cost of
not to exceed $6,950.
of not
a cost
locomotive

Purchase of Diesel
of
locomotive.

Pohe

Diesel

Pusuc WELFARE
W ELPARE
PUBLIC
CAPITAL OUTLAY,
OUTLAY, PROTECTIVE
INSTITUTIONS
PROTEOTIVE INSTITUTIONS
CAPITAL
Not
to exceed
$14,000 of the unexpended
unexpended balance of the appropriation
appropriation
exceed $14,000
Not to
of
the construction
addition to the Beers Elementary
Elementary
construction of an addition
for the
$487,800 for
of $487,800
School,
contained in
in the
District of
Acts
Appropriation Acts,
of Columbia
Columbia Appropriation
the District
School, contained
additional
an additional
1918 and
and 1949,
reappropriated and
available as an
and made
made available
is reappropriated
1949, is
1948

61 Stat. 430; 62 Stat.
Siat. 43; 2 SU.
61
541.
Ante,
256.
Anl, p. 23
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amount
for the
construction and
and equipment
equipment of
of the
laundry building
amount for
the construction
the laundry
building
at the District
District Training
Training School.
For renovation of kitchen at Home for Aged and
and Infirm, including
including
available until
equipment, to remain available
until June 30,
30, 1950,
1950, $30,550.
$30,550.
SAINT
SAINT ELIZABETHS
ELIZABETHS HOSPITAL
HOSPITAL

For an additional amount for "Saint Elizabeths Hospital",
Hospital", $816,000.
$816,000.
PUBLIC
W ORKS
PUBLIC WORKS
CAPITAL
CAPITAL OUTLAY,
OUTLAY, CENTRAL
CENTRAL GARAGE
GARAGE
For the construction
construction of a
a freight
freight elevator,
elevator, including
including necessary
necessary
improvements and alterations of the present building,
improvements
to
building, $75,000,
$75,000, to
continue available until June 30,
30, 1950.
1950.
W
ASHINGTON AQUEDUCT
AQUEDUCT
WASHINGTON
OPERATING EXPENSES
OPERATING
EXPENSES
(Payable
(Payable From Water
Water Fund)
Fund)

For an additional amount for "Operating
"Operating expenses",
expenses", $130,700.
SETTLEMENT
SETTLEMENT OF
LAIMS AND
AND SUITrr
SUITS
OF C
CLAIMS

For the payment
payment of claims in excess of $250, approved
the ComComapproved by the
missioners in accordance
accordance with the provisions
missioners
provisions of the Act
Act of
of February
February
D. C.
C. Code i 1-902.
D.
1-02. 11, 1929, as amended (46 Stat.
Stat. 500),
$19,431.65.
500), $19,431.65.

JUDGMENTS
J
UDGMENTS
For the payment of final judgments,
District
judgments, rendered
rendered against
against the
the District
of Columbia,
Columbia, as set forth in House Document Numbered
Numbered 93,
93, EightyEightyfirst Congress,
Congress, together with such further sums as
as may
may be necessary
necessary
to pay the interest at not exceeding
annum on
on such
such
exceeding 44 per
per centum
centum per
per annum
judgments,
judgments, as provided by
same became
due
by law, from the date
date the
the same
became due
until the date of payment,
payment, $28,400.
$28,400.
AUDITI:D
AUDITED CLAIMS
CLAIMS

18 stat.
Stat. 110.
10.
Poet, p. 407.

PW'P. '

For the payment of claims, certified to be due by
accounting
by the accounting
officers of the District of Columbia,
Columbia, under the appropriations
appropriations listed
listed
below, the balances of which have been exhausted
exhausted or carried
to the
carried to
the
surplus fund under the provisions
provisions of section
of June
20,
section 5
5 of
of the Act of
June 20,
for the service
service of
1874 (31 U. S. C. 713),
713), being for
of the
fiscal year
year 1946
the fiscal
1946
and prior fiscal years, as set forth in H. Doc. 93, 81st Cong., $9,356.75.
$9,356.75.
GENERAL PROVISION
GENERAL
PROVISION

Purchase of
type.
Purchase
of typewriters.
writers.

62 Stat.
stat. 408.

62
Stat. 415.
62tat.

fitt Stat. 67.
537.

s2BStat.

Notwithstanding the
provisions of the Treasury
Treasury and Post Office
Notwithstanding
the provisions
Office
Departments Appropriation
Appropriation Act,
Act, 1949,
for the
the District
1949, appropriations
appropriations for
District
of Columbia shall be available
available for purchase
purchase of new or used typewriters
typewriters
at prices which
which do not exceed prices
prices established
established under
under the provisions
provisions
of the
Treasury and
Post Office
Departments Appropriation
of
the Treasury
and Post
Office Departments
Appropriation Act,
1949.
DIVISION
DIVISION OF
oF ExrErisEs
EXPENSES

The sums appropriated
appropriated in this Act for the District of Columbia
Columbia
shall, unless otherwise specifically
of the
specifically provided,
provided, be
be paid out of
the general
general
fund of the District of Columbia,
Columbia, as defined
defined in the District of Columbia
Columbia
Appropriation Act,
Appropriation
Act, 1949.
1949.
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AGRICULTURE
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
DEPARTMENT
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH
RESEARCH ADMINISTRATION
ADMINISTRATION
AGRICULTURAL
ALASKA
OF ALASKA
PROBLEMS OF
RESEARCH
AGRICULTURAL PROBLEMS
ON AGRICULTURAL
RESEARCH ON

"Research on agricultural
For an
amount for "Research
agricultural problems
additional amount
an additional
For
of
Alaska",
$300,000,
for
of
obligations
incurred pursuant
pursuant
payment
for
$300,000,
Alaska",
of
to
authority provided
under this head in the Department
Department of Agriculprovided under
to authority
ture
Appropriation Act,
Act, 1949, to enter into contracts for the constructure Appropriation
tion
of buildings
facilities and the acquisition
acquisition and installation
installation of
buildings and facilities
tion of
equipment,
incurred
architectural and other costs previously incurred
equipment, including architectural
connection therewith.
in connection

62
62 Stat.
Stat.

513.
513.

BUREAU OF
ANIMAL INDUSTRY
INDUSTRY
OF ANIMAL
BUREAU
Research Facilities
Research

specifications of
Research
preparation of plans and specifications
facilities: For preparation
Research facilities:
a limit of cost
laboratory
laboratory buildings and related facilities (all within a
of
not to
exceed $25,000,000)
$25,000,000) for scientific investigations
investigations of foot-andto exceed
of not
mouth and
and other
animal diseases, including the purchase of an option
other animal
mouth
on suitable
suitable land,
land, in
accordance with
with the provisions of the Act of
in accordance
on
April
1948 (Public
Law 496),
496), $500,000,
remain available
available until
$500,000, to remain
(Public Law
24, 1948
April 24,
expended: Provided,
Provided, That the Secretary of Agriculture, when the
expended:
request for
for appropriations
appropriations for
for building said laboratories and related
request
facilities
is
made,
shall
with
with said request the plans and specifisubmit
shall
facilities is made,
cations to
to the
the Appropriations
Appropriations Committees
Committees of the House and Senate
cations
together with
estimated total cost of
information as to the estimated
detailed information
with detailed
together
such
facilities
as
well
as
the
location
of
the
to be selected.
selected.
proposed
site
the
of
location
the
as
well
as
facilities
such

62 Stat.
§

198.
62 Stat. 198.
21 U. S. C., Supp.
ii,
113a.
1, §
Submission of plans,
plans
Submission
etc., to congressional
congressional
committees.

Supp.

ENGINEERING
BUREAU OF
OF PLANT
PLANT INDUSTRY,
SOILS, AND
AND AGRICULTURAL
AGRICUL1 URAL ENGINEERING
INDUSTRY, SOILS,
BUREAU

Salaries
and Expenses
Salaries and
Soils, fertilizers,
irrigation: For
For an
additional amount for
an additional
and irrigation:
fertilizers, and
Soils,
"Soils,
fertilizers, and
and irrigation",
irrigation", $192,900,
of which $100,000 is for
$192,900, of
"Soils, fertilizers,
payment
of obligations
obligations incurred
incurred pursuant
pursuant to
authority provided under
to authority
payment of
this
the Department
of Agriculture
Agriculture Appropriation
Appropriation Act, 1949,
Department of
in the
head in
this head
to
into contracts
for an
irrigation station
station at Brawley, Calian irrigation
contracts for
enter into
to enter
fornia,
including architectural
architectural and
and other
incurred in
previously incurred
costs previously
other costs
fornia, including
connection therewith.
connection

62 Stat.
Stat. 517.
517.
62

CONTROL OF
OF FOREST
PESTS
FOREST PEMBS
CONTROL
Forest Pest
Act: For
For an
additional amount
amount for
"Forest
for "Forest
an additional
Control Act:
Pest Control
Forest
61 Stat.
177.
Stat. 177.
61
Pest
Control
Act",
$750,000,
to
remain
available
until
September
September
until
available
remain
to
16
C., Supp.
Supp.
S. C.,
16 U.
U. S.
$750,000,
Act",
Control
Pest
II, §§
594-1-594-6.
I§ 594-1--694-.
II,
30,
1949.
30, 1949.
FOREST
ERVICE
SERVICE
FOREST S
SALARIES
EXPENSES
AND EXPENSES
SALARIES AND
Fighting
For an
amount for
for "Fighting
additional amount
an additional
fires: For
forest fires:
Fighting forest
forest
fires",
$3,165,000.
forest fires", $3,165,000.
FOREST ROADS
AND TRAILS
TRAILS
ROADS AND
FOREST
For an
an additional
additional amount
amount for
"Forest roads
roads and trails",
trails", $142,000,
for "Forest
For
to remain
remain available
available until
until expended;
expended; and
and the
the amount made available
to
under this
of Agriculture
Appropriation
Agriculture Appropriation
Department of
the Department
in the
head in
this head
under
Act,
1949, for
for forest
development roads
roads and
and trails,
trails, is increased from
forest development
Act, 1949,
"$9,750,000" to
"$9,892,000".
to "$9,892,000".
"$9,750,000"

23
Stat. 523.
62 Stat.
62
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EMERGENCY RECONSTRUCTION
REPAIR
EMERGENCY
RECONSTRUCTION AND
AND REPAIR
Post, p.
Post,
p. 874.
874.

reconstruction or replacement
For the reconstruction
replacement of roads, trails, bridges, teletelethe jurisjurisphone lines, and
and other
other facilities
facilities and improvements
improvements under
under the
damaged or
destroyed by
by floods,
diction of the Forest Service, damaged
or destroyed
floods,
$1,747,500, to remain available
available until
until June
June 30,1950.
30, 1950.
$1,747,500,
DEPARTMENT
COMMERCE
DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
CIVIL AERONAUTICS
A_ERONAITFICS ADMINISTRATION
CIVIL
ADMINISTRATION
CLAIMS, FEDERAL
FEDERAL AIRPORT
AIRPORT ACT
CLAIMS,
ACT

60 Stat.
60
Stat. 170.
170.
49
S. C.
C.. §§ 110149 U.. S.
11011119; Supp.
1119;
II, §
Supp. II,
§ 1101
1101
et
et seq.
seq.
Post,
Post, pp.
pp. 478,
478, 480,
480,
603,
605, 903, 925.
603, 605,903,925.

additional amount for "Claims, Federal Airport
For an additional
Airport Act",
$432,384, to remain available
follows: BridgeBridgeavailable until June
June 30, 1953,
1953, as
as follows:
Bridgeport, Connecticut,
port Municipal Airport, Bridgeport,
Connecticut, $286,279; Olney
Olney
Airport, Olney, Texas, $61,740; Smith-Reynolds Airport,
Airport, WinstonSalem, North Carolina,
$84,365.
Salem,
Carolina, $84,365.
COAST
COAST AND
SURVEY
AND GEODETIC
GEODETIC SURVEY
SALARIES
AND EXPENSES,
SALARIES AND
EXPENSES, DEPARTMENTAL
DEPARThMENTAL

For an additional
additional amount
amount for "Salaries and
expenses, departmental",
and expenses,
departmental"
$257,000, and
limitation upon
the amount
amount which
which m
ay be
be e
xpen ded
and the
the limitation
upon the
may
expended
for personal
personal services is hereby increased
"$3,100,000" to
to
increased from
from "$3,100,000"
"$3,300,000".
"$3,300,000".
WEATHER BUREAU
WEATrrea
BUREAU
SALARIES AND
EXPENSES
SALARIES
AND EXPENSES

For an additional
additional amount for "Salaries
"Salaries and expenses",
expenses", $1,450,000.
$1,450,000.
DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT OF THE
THE INTERIOR
INTERIOR
OFFICE
TULE SECRETARY
SECRETARY
OFFICE OF
OF THE
REIMBURSEMENT
REIMBURSEMENT OF
CERTAIN APPROPRIATIONS
OF CERTAIN
APPROPRIATIONS
Emergency relief.
Emergency
relief.

To enable the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior to reimburse
applicable
reimburse applicable
appropriations
appropriations for costs of personnel,
personnel, supplies, and facilities, diverted
diverted
emergencies resulting from
for work in connection with emergencies
from storms
storms in
in the
Western States, including emergency relief for Indians in areas isolated
by such storms, and for cooperation
non-Federal
cooperation with Federal
Federal and
and non-Federal
agencies for assistance
assistance by use of personnel, supplies,
supplies, and
and facilities,
facilities,
$2,586,000.
$2,586,000.
EMERGENCY
EMERGENCY FLOOD
FLOOD PROTECTION
REPAIR
PROTECTION AND
AND REPAIR

To enable
enable the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior
Interior to reimburse
reimburse applicable
applicable
appropriations
appropriations for the cost of personnel, supplies, and facilities
facilities
diverted
diverted for the repair and construction of flood protective works;
works;
and for the repairs, reconstruction,
reconstruction, rehabilitation,
or replacement
rehabilitation, or
replacement of
of
structures, buildings, or other facilities, including equipment,
equipment, damaged or destroyed by floods, $275,000.
BUREAU OF
BUREAU
OF LAND
M ANAGEMENT
LAND MANAGEMENT

FIRE FIGHTING
FIRE
FIGHTING

For an additional amount
amount for "Fire fighting", $40,000.
$40,000.
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AFFAIRS
BUREAu OF
INDIAN AFFAIRS
OF INDIAN
BUREAU

EDUCATION OF
OF INDIANS
INDIANS
EDUCATION
For
an additional
additional amount
amount for
"Education of Indians", $330,000.
for "Education
For an

nte p. 84.
Ante,
, 84.

A

p.

AND RANGE
SUPPRESSING FOREST
RANGE FIRES
FIRES
FOREST AND
SUPPRESSING

fires",
"Suppressing forest and range fires",
For an
an additional
additional amount for "Suppressing
For
$50,000.
IRRIGATION
IRRIGATION

additional amount for "Irrigation", $16,685, of which $9,424
For an additional
accordance with existing law.
shall be reimbursable in accordance
UTILITIES
CONSTRUCTION, AND
AND SO
FORTH, BUILDINGS
AND UTILITIES
BUILDINGS AND
SO FORTH,
CONSTRUCTION,

For
additional amount for "Construction,
"Construction, and so forth, buildings
For an additional
$830,000, as follows:
follows:
and utilities", $830,000,
Montana in
Flathead,
in
cooperation with the State of Montana
Montana: For cooperation
Flathead, Montana:
the
extension, and
improvement of a
tuberculosis
a State tuberculosis
and improvement
construction, extension,
the construction,
sanatorium and
quarters at
Galen, Deer
Deer Lodge
Lodge County, Montana, in
at Galen,
and quarters
sanatorium

332), $750,000.
accordance with
with the
of August
4, 1947
1947 (Public
(Public Law 332),
August 4,
Act of
the Act
accordance

61 Stat.
Stat. 720.
72.
61

Minnesota: School facilities, $80,000.
Red Lake, Minnesota:

FLATHEAD
PAYMENT
TO CONFEDERATED
CONFEDERATED SALISH
AND KOOTENAI
TRIBES, FLATHEAD
KOOTENAI TRIBES,
SALISH AND
PAYMENT TO
RESERVATION, MONTANA
MONTANA
RESERVATION,

For
Kootenai Tribes of
Confederated Salish and Kootenai
payment to the Confederated
For payment
the Flathead
Reservation, Montana,
pursuant to the Act of May 25,
Montana, pursuant
Flathead Reservation,
the

be reim1948
Law 554),
554), $549,648,
shall be
$464,570.56 shall
which $464,570.56
of which
$549,648, of
(Public Law
1948 (Public
bursable in accordance
accordance with law.

62 Stat. 269.

62

stat-

2-9

SUPPORT OF
OF KLAMATH
AGENCY, OREGON
OREGON (TRIBAL
(TRIBAL FUNDS)
FUNDS)
KLAMATH AGENCY,
SUPPORT
The
limitation under
under this
Department ApproInterior Department
in the
the Interior
head in
this head
The limitation

attorneys
priation Act,
for expenses
expenses of
firm of attorneys
or firm
attorney or
an attorney
of an
1949, for
Act, 1949,
priation

selected
the tribe
employed under
under aa new contract
contract approved
and employed
tribe and
by the
selected by
July 1,
by the
the Secretary
of the
the Interior, is
increased from
is increased
Secretary of
1948, by
1, 1948,
July
"$4,500"
"$10,000".
"$4,500" to "$10,000".

62 stat.
Stat. 1121.
1121.
62

SUPPORT OF
OF MENOMINEE
MENOMINEE AGENCY
AGENCY AND
OF TRIBAL
TRIBAL OFFICERS,
WISCONSIN
OFFICERS, WISCONSIN
PAY OF
AND PAY
SUPPORT
(TRIBAL
FUNDS)
(TRIBAL FUNDS)
For
an additional
additional amount
amount for
"Support of
of Menominee
Menominee agency
agency and
for "Support
For an
pay
officers, Wisconsin
Wisconsin (tribal
(tribal funds)",
$7,352, and the limifunds) ", $7,352,
tribal officers,
of tribal
pay of
tation
under this
this head
head in
the Interior
Interior Department
Department Appropriation
Act,
Appropriation Act
in the
tation under
1949, on
on the
the amount
available for
for the
compensation and
and expenses
expenses of
the compensation
amount available
1949,
contract
an
attorney or
or firm
firm of
employed by
a contract
the tribe under a
by the
of attorneys
attorneys employed
an attorney
approved by
by the
of the
Interior, is
"$5,500"
is increased from "$5,500"
the Interior,
Secretary of
the Secretary
approved
to
"$7,700".
to "$7,700".
FUNDS)
EXPENSES OF
coubrans OR
THEREOF (TRIBAL
(TRIBAL FUNDS)
COMMITTEES THEREOF
OR COMMITTEES
OF TRIBAL
TRIBAL COUNCILS
EXPENSES

For
additional amount
amount for
for "Expenses
"Expenses of tribal
tribal councils or coman additional
For an
mittees thereof
thereof (tribal
(tribal funds)
$10,000.
", $10,000.
funds) ",
mittees
SUPPRESSING
FOREST AND
RANGE FIRES
FUNDS)
(TRIBAL FUNDS)
FIRES (TRIBAL
AND RANGE
SUPPRESSING FOREST
For
an additional
additional amount
"Suppressing forest and range fires
amount for "Suppressing
For an
funds)",
$15,000.
", $15,000.
(tribal funds)
81939*-50--PT. 1-16
16
I--81939-50--PT.

62 Stat. 1121.

62 Stat. 1121.
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BUREAU
RECLAMATION
BUREAU or
OF RECLAMATION
ADMINISTRATIVE PROVISIONS
ADMINISTRATIVE
PROVISIONS
Payments to school
districts.
1121.
62 Stat. 1124.

62 Stat. 1108.
43 U. S.
8. C., Supp.
Bupp.
II, §f
H,
§1 385a,
385a. 385b.

The provision under this
Approthis head
head in
in the Interior
Interior Department
Department Approthe average
average
priation Act, 1949, which reads "payments
"payments (not
(not to
to exceed
exceed the
construction is
is in
to school
per pupil
pupil cost
cost in the
the State where
where construction
in progress)
progress) to
school
districts as reimbursement,
reimbursement, while projects
projects are
actually under
are actually
under construcconstruction, for the instruction of dependents
of employees
the Bureau
Bureau of
of
dependents of
employees of
of the
Reclamation
contractors engaged
Reclamation and of contractors
engaged on such projects: Provided,
Provided,
That a
a tuition charge of $25 per semester
semester shall be charged and
and collected
collected
Bureau of Reclamation
Reclamation for each
attending such
such
by the Bureau
each such
such dependent
dependent attending
schools;" is hereby repealed
schools;"
repealed and in
in lieu
lieu thereof
thereof the
the following
following provision
provision
"payments to school districts in
is hereby inserted: "payments
in accordance
accordance with
with
the Act of June 29, 1948 (Public Law 835),
including payments
on
835), including
payments on
account
account of dependents
dependents of employees
offices in project
areas
employees in field offices
project areas
engaged in construction
related activities;".
activities;".
engaged
construction and related
REcLAMATION
RECLAMATION FUND
FUND

General
General Investigations
62 Stat. 1126,
1128.

appropriated under this head in the Interior
Funds appropriated
Department
Interior Department
Appropriation
1949, shall
remain available
until June
June 30,
30, 1950.
Appropriation Act,
Act, 1949,
shall remain
available until
1950.
Construction
Construction

Minidoka project, Idaho
stat.

62 Stat. 1126.
112.

The limitation
limitation under this head in the Interior Department Appropriation Act, 1949, on the amount
amount available for
preconfor surveys
surveys and preconstruction work in connection
connection with the North Side pumping division,
struction
increased from "$147,500"
"$147,500" to
is increased
to "$197,500".
"$197,500".
Operation and Maintenance
For an additional amount for "Klamath project, Oregon-CaliOregon-California", $46,000.
Rehabilitation and Betterment
Betterment

62 Stat. 11a
1128.

62 stat.

appropriated under this head in the Interior Department
Funds appropriated
Department

Appropriation
Appropriation Act, 1949, shall remain available
available until June
June 30,
30, 1950.
1950.
GENERAL
FUND, CONSTRUCTION
CONSTRUCTION
GENERAL FUND,

Ante,
p. 85.
Ante, p.
86.

"Columbia Basin project, WashingFor an additional amount
amount for "Columbia
ton", $1,000,000,
$1,000,000, to remain
remain available
available until expended.
expended.
COLORADO
COLORADO RIVER
RIVER FRONT
FRONT WORK
WORK AND
LEVEE SYSTEM
SYSTEM
AND LEVEE

For an additional
additional amount for "Colorado
"Colorado River front work and
and
levee system", $75,000, to remain available until June
June 30,
30, 1950.
1950.
COLORADO
COLORADO RIVER
DEVELOPMENT FUND
RIVER DEVELOPMENT
FUND

Colorado
Colorado River
River Development
(Expenditure Account)
Account)
Development Fund
Fund (Expenditure
62 Stat.
62
Stat. 1130.
1130

appropriated under this head in the Interior Department
Funds appropriated
Department
Appropriation Act, 1949,
Appropriation
1949, shall
shall remain
remain available
available until
until June
June 30,
1950.
30, 1950.

63 S
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MINES
or M
INES
BUREAU OF
SYNMILTIC LIQUID
LIQUID FUELS
FITELS
SYNTHETIC
For
an additional
"Synthetic liquid fuels", $5,135,000,
$5,135,000,
amount for "Synthetic
additional amount
For an
$4,400,000 is for the payto remain
available until expended, of which 84,400,000
remain available
to
ment of
obligations incurred
incurred pursuant to authority granted under this
of obligations
ment
Provided,
head
in
the
Interior
Appropriation Act, 1946: Provided,
Department Appropriation
head in the Interior Department
That
in the
the operation
operation of
power plant of the Bureau
of the power
produced in
power produced
That power
in excess of the Bureau's
of
Louisiana, Missouri,
Missouri, in
Bureau's needs may
at Louisiana,
Mines at
of Mines
be
sold to
to non-Federal
non-Federal purchasers,
purchasers, but the expenses
expenses of the Bureau in
be sold
the
sale of
exceed the total
excess power shall not exceed
such excess
of such
and sale
production and
the production
from this
expenditures
That
amount
of
such
sales:
Provided
further,
expenditures
further,
Provided
sales:
amount of such
appropriation for
the production of excess power shall not be deemed
for the
appropriation
to the
the total
authorized by the Synthetic
appropriations authorized
total appropriations
charge to
aa charge
Liquid Fuels
Fuels Act,
amended (30
(30 U. S. C. 321-325).
321-325).
Act, as amended
Liquid

60
372.
60 Stat. 372.
excess
power.
spower.
ofexce
Sale of

68 Stat. 190.

30 U. S. O.,
0., Supp.
II, i§321.

NATIONAL PARK
PARK S
ERVICE
SERVICE
NATIONAL
For
additional amount
amount for
"National Park Service" for emerfor "National
an additional
For an
remain
gency
and fighting
fighting forest
$304,800, to remain
forest fires, $304,800,
reconstruction and
gency reconstruction
available
until June
30, 1950.
June 30,
available until
SALARIES
AND EXPENSES,
NATIONAL CAPITAL
CAruAL PARKS
PARKS
EXPENSES, NATIONAL
SALARIES AND

National
For
amount for
and expenses, National
"Salaries and
for "Salaries
additional amount
an additional
For an
Capital Parks", $70,000.
Capital

p. 875.
Post, p.875.

RIVER BASIN
STUDIES
BASIN STUDIES
RIVER
For an
an additional
amount for
for investigations
investigations and studies of recreaadditional amount
For
tional
resources and
and archeological
United
remains in river basins of the United
archeological remains
tional resources
$27,300.
States
(except
the
Missouri
River
27,300.
Basin),,$
States (except the Missouri River Basin)
GE.iixSBURG
CEMETERY, PENNSYLVANIA
PENNSYLVANIA
NATIONAL CEMETERY,
GETTYSBURG NATIONAL
For
the acquisition
of approximately
five acres of land in the
approximately five
acquisition of
For the
Borough
of
Gettysburg,
Adams
Pennsylvania,
as an addition
County,
Adams
Gettysburg,
of
Borough
to Gettysburg
Gettysburg National
Cemetery, in
in accordance
accordance with the provisions
National Cemetery,
to
of
June 19,
1948 (Public
(Public Law
$5,000, to
704), $5,000,
Law 704),
19, 1948
approved June
Act approved
the Act
of the
remain
available
until
June
30,
1950.
30,
June
until
available
remain

aO.
62 Stat. 6)2.

ARTIGAS
OERVASIO ARTIGAS
STAIUE OF
OF GENERAL
JOSE GERVASIO
GENERAL JOSE
STATUE

For
expenses incident
incident to
to the
the acceptance,
acceptance, erection,
erection2and dedication of
For expenses
statue of
General Jose
Jose Gervasio
Gervasio Artigas
Artigas, in
accordance with
m accordance
of General
bronze statue
aabronze
the provisions
provisions of
of the
the Act
26, 1948 (Public
including
788), including
iaw 788),
(Public Law
June 26,1948
of June
Act of
the
printing
personal
services
in
the
District
Columbia
and
printing
and
Columbia
of
District
the
in
services
personal
binding, $23,000,
$23,000, to
expended.
until expended.
available until
remain available
to remain
binding,
Frail
SERVICE
WILDLIFE SERVICE
AND Wiamirs
FISH AND
SALARIES AND
AND EXPENSES
EXPENSES
SALARIES
For
an additional
amount for
expenses" for mainand expenses"
"Salaries and
for "Salaries
additional amount
For an
tenance
of
mammal
and
bird
reservations,
$173,200.
$173,200.
reservations,
bird
and
tenance of mammal
GOVERNMENT IN
IN TILE
TERRITORIES
THE TErrroIEB
GOVERNMENT
TERRITORY
ALASKA
OF ALASKA
TERRITORY OF

Insane of Alaska
Alaska", $40,500.
For
amount for
"Insane of Alaska",
for "Insane
additional amount
an additional
For an

62 Stat. 101.
1061.

244
244
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LAWS-CH. 236-JUNE
PUBLIC LAWS--L171.
1949
236-JUNE 23, 1949

[63 STAT.
STAT.
[63

GOVERNMENT OF
OF THE
THE VIRGIN
GOVERNMENT
VIRGIN ISLANDS
ISLANDS

60
60 Stat.
Stat. 384.
8L

For
For an additional
additional amount, fiscal year 1946, for salaries
salaries of
of the
the
Governor
employees, $970.80.
$970.80.
Governor and employees,
TERRITORY
TERRITORY OF
OF HAWAII
HAWAII

For an additional amount
amount for
for expenses
expenses of
of the
the offices
offices of
of the
the Governor
Governor
$1,625.
and the
the Secretary,
Secretary, $1,625.
GENERAL
GENERAL PROVISIONS
PROVISIONS
62
Stat. 1149.
62 stat.
1149.

The limitation in section 44of the Interior
Interior Department
AppropriaDepartment Appropria-

tion
Act, 1949,
1949, on
on the
the amount
amount available
available for expenses of attendance
tion Act,
attendance

of officers and employe2-9
employees of the Bureau
Reclamation at
meetings
Bureau of Reclamation
at meetings
or conventions, is increased from
"7,500".
from "$6,750"
"$6,750" to
to "7,500".
DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT OF
JUSTICE
OF JUSTICE
LEGAL
ACTIVITIES AND
LEGAL ACTIVITIES
AND GENERAL
ADMINISTRATION
GENERAL ADMINISTRATION

For additional amounts
amounts for personal
personal services
services in
in the
the District
of
District of
Columbia, as
as follows:
follows:
For the Criminal Division, $35,000.
$35,000.
For the Claims Division, $121,000.
$121,000.
PRINTING
PRINTING AND
AND BINDING
BINDING

For an additional
additional amount
amount for "Printing and binding",
$50,000.
binding", $50,000.
SALARIES
EXPENSES, LANDS
LANDS DIVISION
SALARIES AND
AND EXPENSES,
DIVISION

6655 Stat.
stat. 294.
2.

For
"Salaries and expenses,
For an additional
additional amount
amount for "Salaries
expenses, Lands
Lands
Division", $250,000.
For
an additional amount, fiscal
fiscal year
year 1942, for
For an additional amount,
for "Salaries and
expenses, Lands Division", $1,225.30.
$1,225.30.
MISCELLANEOUS SALARIES
SALARIES AND
AND EXPENSES,
EXPENSES, FIELD
MISCELLANEOUS
FIELD

69 Stat.
Stat. 182.
69
180.
58
Stat. 409.
409.
58 stat.

For an additional
additional amount for "Miscellaneous
"Miscellaneous salaries
salaries and
and expenses,
expenses,
field", fiscal year
field",
year 1946, $93.37.
$93.37.
For an additional
For an additional amouilnt,
amount, fiscal
fiscal year
year 1945,
1945, for "Miscellaneous
"Miscellaneous sal-

aries and expenses,
expenses, field", $36.73.

SALARIES AND
AND EXPENSES
SALARIES
EXPENSES OF
OF MARSHALS,
MARSHALS, ETC.
ETO.

69
183.
69 Stat.
St.t 183.
60 Stat.
460.
60
Stat. 460.

Post.
p. 746.
745.
Pt p.

For
additional amount,
amount, fiscal
for "Salaries
and expenses
For an
an additional
fiscal year
year 1946, for
"Salaries and
expenses
of marshals, and so forth", $1,025.19.
$1,025.19.
For
an additional
additional amount,
year 1947,
1947, for "Salaries
For an
amount, fiscal
fiscal year
"Salaries and expenses
expenses
of marshals, and
and so
$996.
so forth",
forth", $996.
For
an additional
amount for "Salaries
For an
additional amount
"Salaries and expenses
expenses of marshals,
and so forth", $150,000.
$150,000.
FEES OF
OF WITNESSES
FEES
WITNESSES

For an additional
additional amount
for "Fees
"Fees of witnesses",
For an
amount for
witnesses", $40,000.
FEDERAL PRISON
SYSTEM
FEDERAL
PRISON S
YSTEM

Post,
p. 981.
FPt p.
981.

SUPPORT
OF UNITED
SUPPORT OF
UNITED STATES
STATES PRISONERS
PRISONERS

For an additional amount for "Support of United States Prisoners",
For an additional amount
for "Support of United States

$100,000.
$100,000.

63 S
TAT.]
STAT.]
63
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1949
81ST
CONG ., ler
.—CH.236—JUNE
236-JUNE 23, 1249
SESS.-CH.
IsT SESS
81ST CONG.,
DEPARTMENT
LABOR
DEPARTMENT OF LABOR
SECRETARY
OFFICE OF
ECRETARY
THE S
OF TELE
OFFICE

RIGHTS
SALARIES AND
EXPENSES, BUREAU
VETERANS' REEMPLOYMENT
REEMPLOYMENT RIGHTS
OF VETERANS'
BUREAU OF
AND EXPENSES,
SALARIES

For an
an additional
"Salaries and expenses, Bureau of
additional amount for "Salaries
For
Veterans' Reemployment
Reemployment Rights", $50,000.
Veterans'

ESTABLISHMENT
NATIONAL MILITARY
MILITARY ESTABLISHMENT
NATIONAL
THE AIR
DEPARTMENT OF
OF THE
AIR FORCE
FORCE
DEPARTMENT

UNIIED
AIR FORCE
FORCE
STATES AIR
UNITED STATES
General expenses:
expenses: For
For an
additional amount for "General
"General expenses",
expenses",
an additional
General
$43,000,000.
$43,000,000.
FUNCTIONS
ARMY-MILITARY
DEPARTMENT OF
OF THE
ILITARY FUNCTIONS
THE ARMY—M
DEPARTMENT

FINANCE DEPA.RTMENT
DEPARTMENT
FINANCE
ARMY
RETIRED
PAY, ARMY
RETIRED PAY,

to
pay, Army",
For
an additional
"Retired pay,
Army", $3,500,000,
$3,500,000, to
for "Retired
amount for
additional amount
For an
be
derived by
from the
"Transportation Service,
Service,
appropriation "Transportation
the appropriation
transfer from
by transfer
be derived
Army".
Army".
ENGINEERS
CORPS
OF ENGINEERS
CORPS OF
Army
Engineer Service,
Service, Army
Engineer
Engineer service:
service: The
first proviso
proviso under
this head in the Military
under this
The first
Engineer
"Proread: "ProFunctions
Appropriation
Act,
1949,
is
hereby
amended
to read:
amended to
hereby
is
1949,
Functions Appropriation Act,
vided,
That not
to exceed
exceed $6,422,000
$6,422,000 of
of this
this appropriation
appropriation shall be
not to
vided, That
available
construction of
of buildings,
utilities, and facilities, subject
buildings, utilities,
for construction
available for
to
the
terms
and
conditions
set
forth
the
the last six provisos of section
in
forth
set
to the terms and conditions
regard.
of June
12, 1948
Law 626),
but without
without regard
626), but
(Public Law
1948 (Public
June 12,
Act of
the Act
of the
33 of
to
section
10
of
this
Act".
to section 10 of this Act".

62
658.
Stat. 668
62 Stat.

62 Stat. 379, 669.
Stat. 379, 669
62
5U. S. 0.„Supp. II,
626p; 10 U. S. C.,
S C
10 § U.
U626
Supp. 11,
II,
1337b.
1337b.
Supp.

ACADEMY
UNITED
MILITARY ACADEMY
STATES MILITARY
UNITED STATES

Pay of Military
Military Academy
Academy
Pay
Cadets
Cadets
For an
amount for
"Cadets", $124,872,
$124,872, to be derived by
for "Cadets",
additional amount
an additional
For
1949'.
transfer
appropriation "Transportation
Service, Army, 1949".
"Transportation Service,
the appropriation
from the
transfer from

62 Stat. 656.

Stt.

Maintenance
and Operation,
Operation, United
United States
States Military Academy
Maintenance and
For
additional amount
amount for
"Maintenance and operation, United
for "Maintenance
an additional
For an
States Military
Military Academy",
$410,000,
be derived
transfer from
from
by transfer
derived by
to be
Academy", $410,000, to
States
the appropriation
appropriation "Transportation
"Transportation Service,
Army, 1949".
1949".
Service, Army,

the

62 Stat. 656.

62 tat. 656.

FUNCTIONS
DEPARTMENT
LitE ARMY--CIVIL
ARMY—CIVIL FUNCTIONS
DEPARTMENT OF THE

CORPS OF
OF ENGINEERS
ENGINEERS
CORPS

HARBORS
RIVERS AND
ARBORS
AND H
RIVERS
HARBOR WORKS
MAINTENANCE
OF EXISTING
EXISTING RIVER
RIVER AND
AND HARBOR
WORKS
IMPROVEMENT OF
AND IMPROVEMENT
MAINTENANCE AND

For
an additional
additional amount
for "Maintenance
"Maintenance and improvement
improvement of
amount for
For an
existing
river
and
harbor
works",
$563,000,
to
remain
available until
available
remain
to
existing river and harbor works", $563,000,

Ask, p. 88.
p.
A",

246
246

59 Stat. 19; 60
60 Stat.
39
Stat.
636.

Stat. 19;

LAWS— CH.236—JUNE
23, 1949
1949
PUBLIC LAWS-CH.
236-JUNE 23,

[63
TAT.
[63 S
STAT.

expended,
expended, including
including $300,000 for the
Calumet Sag
Sag project,
project, Illinois,
the Calumet
Illinois, for
for
use in relocating
relocating the Michigan
Railroad as
as authorized
authorized by
by
Michigan Central
Central Railroad
Public Laws 14 and 525, Seventy-ninth Congress.
Congress.
FLOOD CONTROL
FLOOD
CONTROL
FLOOD
CONTROL, GENERAL
GENERAL
FLOOD CONTROL,

Ante, p.
Ant
p. 87.

59 Stat.
18.
tat. 18.

For
additional amount for "Flood
For an
an additional
"Flood control, general", $12,575,000,
to remain
available until
remain available
until expended.
expended.
Flood control, Trinity
Trinity River,
River, Texas:
Texas: For
For prosecuting
work of
of
prosecuting work
navigation, flood control, and allied purposes,
navigation,
Trinity River,
River, Texas,
purposes, Trinity
Texas,
accordance with the provisions
in accordance
of the
the Rivers
and Harbors
provisions of
Rivers and
Harbors Act,
Act,
approved March 2, 1945 (Public Law 14, Seventy-ninth
Seventy-ninth Congress);
Congress) ;
$500,000, to remain
until expended.
expended.
remain available
available until
UNITED STATES
SPA .L63, SOLDIERS'
SOLDIERS' HOME
UNITED
HOME

62
62 Stat.
stat. 1023.
1023.

For an additional
additional amount for "United
"United States
Soldiers' Home",
States Soldiers'
Home", to
to
be paid from the Soldiers'
Soldiers' Home
fund, $90,000,
to remain
Home permanent
permanent fund,
$90,000, to
remain
available until expended;
expended; and the limitation under this
head in
in the
the
this head
Civil Functions
Functions Appropriation
Civil
Appropriation Act, 1949,
1949, on the amount available
available for
for
modernization
modernization of existing utilities,
1446,579" to
to
utilities, is
is increased
increased from
from "$446,579"
"$536,579".
"$536,579".
THE PANAMA
THE
PANAMA CANAL
CANAL

Sanitation
Sanitation
For an additional amount for "Sanitation", $600,000,
$600,000, to
to remain
remain
available until expended.
available

DEPARTMENT
DEPAR'rMENT OF
o THE
.1.11.6. NAVY
NAVY
NAVAL
ESTABLISHMENT
NAVAL ESTABLISHMENT

Stat. sW.
587.
62 stat.

62 stat.
Stat. 584.
84.

ca2 Stat.
Stat. 587.
687.

Office of
of the
the Secretary
Secretary
Miscellaneous
Miscellaneous expenses: For an additional amount for
for "Miscel"Miscelexpenses", $191,300, to be derived by transfer
laneous expenses",
from the
transfer from
the approappropriation
"Pay and
and subsistence
personnel, 1949": Provided,
Provided
priation "Pay
subsistence of naval personnel,
That the amount
amount made available under this head in the
the Department
Department

of
Navy Appropriation
Act 1949, for payment of claims,
of the
the Navy
Appropriation Act,
claims, is

reduced
reduced from "$2,250,000"
"$2,250,000" to
"$1,150,000" and
difference of
of
to "$1,150,000"
and the
the difference
$1,100,000
$1,100,000 shall be available for other purposes
under
purposes provided
provided for
for under
said head.
head.
Hydrographic
Hydrographic Office
Office
For an additional
"Hydrographic Office",
For
additional amount
amount for "Hydrographic
Office", $469,000,
$469,000, to
to
be derived by transfer
appropriation "Pay and subsistence
transfer from the appropriation
subsistence
of naval
of
naval personnel,
personnel, 1949".
1949".

Bureau of Naval Personnel
Personnel
NAVAL
ACADEMY
NAVAL ACADEMY

62 Stat.
62
Stat. 587.
587.

61 Stat. 3s6.
386.

61Sa

For an additional
additional amount for "Naval
"Naval Academy",
$200,000, to
to be
Academy", $200,000,
be
derived
derived by transfer from the appropriation
appropriation "Pay
"Pay and
and subsistence
subsistence of
of
naval
personnel, 1949".
naval personnel,
1949".

Bureau of Supplies and Accounts
Accounts
Pay and subsistence
subsistence of naval personnel:
personnel: For an
amount,
an additional
additional amount,
fiscal year
year 1948,
for "Pay
and subsistence
personnel",
fiscal
1948, for
"Pay and
subsistence of naval personnel",
$23,500,000.

63
TAT.]
STAT.]
63 S
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81ST

Maintenance, Bureau of Supplies and Accounts:
Accounts: For an additional
additional
Maintenance,
amount for
for "Maintenance,
"Maintenance, Bureau
Bureau of Supplies
Supplies and Accounts",
Accounts",
amount
appropriations for the
$14,241,300, to
from appropriations
to be derived by transfer from
$14,241,300,

year
Department
the Navy
and the
the naval
fiscal year
service for the fiscal
naval service
Navy and
of the
Department of
1949, as follows:
"Pay and subsistence
personnel", $3,800,000;
$3,800,000;
subsistence of naval personnel",
"Pay
$5,000,000;
"Transportation
"Transportation of things", $5,000,000;
"Fuel, Navy", $5,441,300.
$5,441,300.
year
Transportation
For an
additional amount, fiscal year
an additional
things: For
of things:
Transportation of
1948, for
$21,000,000.
"Transportation of things", $21,000,000.
for "Transportation
1948,

62 Stat. 587, 589.
62.7,9.

61
61 Stat. 3
387.

DOCKS
BUREAU
YARDS AND
AND DOCKS
OF YARDS
BUREAU or

PUBLIC WORKS
WORKS
PUBLIC
For
additional amount
amount for
"Public works"
(appropriated in
works" (appropriated
for "Public
an additional
For an
the Second
Second Deficiency
Appropriation Act, 1948),
and
1948), for repair and
Deficiency Appropriation
the
Quonset
restoration
of
facilities
the
Naval
Station,
Quonset
Point,
Air
the
at
facilities
of
restoration
Rhode Island,
Island, $3,500,000,
$3,500,000, to be derived
transfer from the approderived by transfer
Rhode
priation
"Pay, Marine Corps, 1949".
priation "Pay,

62 Stat. 1042.

90
t a t 590.
e62
2 Stat.

S

.

.

BUREAU OF
AERONAUTICS
OF AERONAUTICS
BUREAU
AVIATION,
NAVY
AVIATION, NAVY
The Secretary
Secretary of
of the
Navy is
hereby authorized
authorized to transfer
transfer not to
to
is hereby
the Navy
The
exceed $105,000
$105,000 from
from the
the appropriation
"Aviation, Navy", fiscal
fiscal
appropriation for "Aviation,
exceed
year 1949,
1949, to
to the
reimburse said fund
Fund to reimburse
Procurement Fund
Naval Procurement
the Naval
year

for
obligations incurred
connection with
thereunder for work in connection
incurred thereunder
for obligations
emergencies
from storms in the Western
Western States.
resulting from
emergencies resulting
Shipbuilding
Shipbuilding
Increase
and replacement
replacement of naval
naval vessels:
vessels :For an additional
additional amount
amount
Increase and
for
"Armor,
armament,
and
ammunition",
$17,600,000.
$17,600,000.
for "Armor, armament, and ammunition",
POST OFFICE
DEPARTMENT
OFFICE DEPARTMENT
POST

revenues)
(Out
(Out of the postal revenues)
POST OFFICE
ASHINGTON, DISTRICT
DISTRICT OF
or COLUMBIA
COLUMBIA
WASHINGTON,
DEPARTMENT, W
OFFICE DEPARTMENT,
POST
SALARIES IN
IN BUREAUS
BUREAUS AND
OFFICES
AND OFFICES
SALARIES
OffiCS of
Budget and
Administrative Planning
and Administrative
of Budget
Office
For
additional amount
"Office of Budget
Budget and Administrative
Administrative
for "Office
amount for
an additional
For an
Planning",
$7,600.
Planning", $7,600.

OFFICE or
THE THIRD
THIRD ASSISTANT
ASSISTANT POSTMASTER
GENERAL
POSTMASER GENERAL
OF THE
OFFICE
For an
additional amount
amount for
Assistant Post"Office of the Third Assistant
for "Office
an additional
For
master
General",
$136,800.
$136,800.
master General",
Bureau of Accounts
Accounts
Bureau
For
amount for
for "Bureau
Accounts", $51,500.
"Bureau of Accounts",
additional amount
an additional
For an
CONTINGENT
EXPENSES, POST
OFFICE DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT
POST OFFICE
CONTINGENT EXPENSES,
Contingent
Miscellaneous Expenses
Expenses
Contingent and Miscellaneous
For an
an additional
additional amount
"Contingent and miscellaneous
miscellaneous
for "Contingent
amount for
For
expenses",
and the
the limitation
limitation under
under this head in the Post
Post
$50,000, and
expenses", 00,000,

62 Stat. 590.

2 Stat.90.

248
248
62 Stat.
Stat. 417.
47.

PUBLIC LAWS-CH.
LAWS— CH.236-JUNE
236—JUNE 23, 1949
1949

[63 STAT.
STAT.
[63

Office Department
Appropriation Act, 1949, on the amount
Office
Department Appropriation
amount available
for travel expenses of the Purchasing
and of
of the
Solicitor and
Purchasing Agent
Agent and
the Solicitor
and
connected with his office,
personnel connected
increased from
from "$2,100"
"$2,100" to
to
office, is
is increased
a$3,980 ”.
"$3,980".

Printing
Printing and
and Binding
Binding

For an additional
additional amount
amount for
and binding",
$325,000.
for "Printing
"Printing and
binding", $325,000.
FIELD SERVICE,
FIELD
SERVICE, POST
OFFICE DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT
POST OFFICE
OFFICE OF
OF THE
ASSISTANT POSTMASTER
OFFICE
Tat. FIBST
FIRST ASSISTANT
POSTMASTER GENERAL
GENERAL

Compensation to Assistant Postmasters
Compensation
For an additional
additional amount for "Compensation
to assistant
assistant postpost"Compensation to
masters", $1,638,000.
masters",
$1,638,000.
Clerks,
and Second-Class
Second-Class Post
Post Offices
Offices
Clerks, First- and

additional amount
amount for "Clerks,
For an additional
and second-class
second-class post
post
"Clerks, firstfirst- and
offices", $105,000,000.
$105,000,000.
Unusual Conditions
Unusual
For an additional amount for
"Unusual conditions",
conditions", $7,500.
for "Unusual
$7,500.
Carfare
Carfare and
Allowance
and Bicycle
Bicycle Allowance
For an additional amount
amount for "Carfare
"Carfare and bicycle allowance",
allowance",
$325,000.
City Delivery
Delivery Carriers
Carriers
For an additional
additional amount
amount for
delivery carriers",
$69,000,000.
for "City
"City delivery
carriers", $69,000,000.
OFFICE OF
OFFICE
OF ..LELL
SECOND ASSISTANT
ASSISTANT POSTMASTER
GENERAL
THE SECOND
POSTMASTER GENERAL

Star Route
Route Service
Pod,o.p. 7.
748.
PWo.

For an additional amount for "Star route service", $2,500,000.
$2,500,000.
Star Route and Air
Mail Service,
Alaska
Air Mail
Service, Alaska

61

Stat. 230.
23.

0ostat.
eo
Stat. 582.
5s2
59 Stat.
70.
tat. 70.

For
amount, fiscal
fiscal year
year 1948, for "Star
air
For an
an additional
additional amount,
"Star route and air
mail service, Alaska", $718,000, to be derived
derived by transfer
transfer from
from "Clerks,
"Clerks,
first- and second-class
second-class post offices,
offices, 1948".
1948".
For an
amount, fiscal
year 1947,
1947, for "Star
air
For
an additional
additional amount,
fiscal year
"Star route
route and
and air

mail service, Alaska",
Alaska", $269,500, to be derived by transfer
transfer from
from "Railway
"Railway
mail service, salaries, 1947".
1947".

For an
amount, fiscal
year 1946,
for "Star route and air
For
an additional
additional amount,
fiscal year
1946, for
mail service,
service, Alaska", $303,600.
$303,600.
Railway Mail
Mail Service,
Service, Salaries
Salaries

For
an additional
additional amount
For an
amount for "Railway
"Railway mail service, salaries",
salaries",
$18,000,000.
$18,000,000.
Expenses
Railway Mail Service, Travel
Travel Expenses
For an additional
additional amount
amount for "Railway
"Railway mail service, travel
travel
expenses", $22,400.
$22,400.

63
STAT.]
63 STAT.]
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SESS.-CH. 236-JUNE
1ST SESS.—CH.
81sT
236—JUNE 23, 1949
CONG., lgr
81ST CONG.,

Railway
Miscellaneous Expenses
Service, Miscellaneous
Railway Mail Service,
For
an additional
"Railway mail service, miscellaneous
miscellaneous
amount for "Railway
additional amount
For an
expenses",
expenses", $40,000.
For
additional amount,
"Railway mail
amount, fiscal year 1948, for "Railway
an additional
For an
service, miscellaneous
expenses", $3,000,
$3,000, to be derived by transfer from
miscellaneous expenses",
service,
"Clerks, firstsecond-class post
1948".
post offices, 1948".
and second-class
first- and
"Clerks,

223.
61 Stat. 23L

Foreign
Transportation
Foreign Mail Transportation

"Foreign mail transFor
additional amount,
fiscal year 1947, for "Foreign
amount, fiscal
an additional
For an
portation",
$320,000, to
to be
"Railway mail
mail
be derived by transfer from "Railway
portation", $320,000,
service, salaries, 1947".

583.
Stat. 583.
60 Stat.

Foreign Air Mail Service
Service
Foreign

$4,691,000;
For
"Foreign air mail service", $1,691,000;
additional amount for "Foreign
For an additional
and
in addition,
approderived by transfer from the approto be derived
$8,750,000 to
addition, $8,750,000
and in
priation
"Foreign mail
transportation".
mail transportation".
priation "Foreign
For
an additional
additional amount,
fiscal year
"Foreign air mail
year 1948, for "Foreign
amount, fiscal
For an
transportation",
"Clerks,
be derived by transfer from "Clerks,
$2,563,000, to be
transportation", $2,563,000,
firstsecond-class post
offices, 1948".
1948".
post offices,
and second-class
first- and
For
an additional
additional amount,
amount, fiscal
fiscal year
"Foreign air mail
year 1947, for "Foreign
For an
transportation",
$4,172,000, to
"Clerks,
to be derived by transfer from: "Clerks,
transportation", $4,172,000,
firstand second-class
second-class post
post offices,
offices, 1947",
$2,672,000; "City delivery
delivery
1947", $2,672,000;
first- and
carriers, 1947",
1947", $1,000,000;
$.1,000,000; "Rural
delivery service, 1947", $500,000.
"Rural delivery
carriers,
For
an additional
additional amount,
fiscal year
1946, for "Foreign air mail
year 1946,
amount, fiscal
For an
transportation",
$730,600.
$730,600.
transportation",

p. 87.
87.
Ante, p.

61
231.
Stat. 231.
61 Stat.
Poet,
pp. 747, 877.
Post, pp.

60
Stat. 583,
582.
60 Stat.
583, 682.

59
71.
59 Stat. 71.

OFFICE OF
ASSISTANT POSTMASTER
GENERAL
POSTMASTER GENERAL
THIRD ASSISTANT
THE THIRD
OF THE
OFFICE

Stamps
Stamps and Stamped Paper
For
an additional
amount for
for "Stamps
and stamped paper",
"Stamps and
additional amount
For an
in
$773,000,
and
the
limitation
under
this
head
the
Post Office Departunder
limitation
the
and
$773,000,
ment Appropriation
Appropriation Act,
Act, 1949,
the amount
amount available
compensaavailable for compensaon the
1949, on
ment
tion to
to employees
and other
other necessary
necessary expenses
expenses of the United States
employees and
tion
Stamped
Envelope Agency,
Agency, is
is increased
"$30,000" to "$33,000".
"$33,000".
from "$30,000"
increased from
Stamped Envelope
In
dem ni
ties, Domestic
1
Maili
Domestic Ma
Indemnities,
For an
domestic mail",
mail",
"Indemnities, domestic
for "Indemnities,
amount for
additional amount
an additional
For
$300,000.
$300,000.
OFFICE
OF THE
THE FOURTH
ASSISTANT POSTMASTER
GENERAL
POSTMASTER GENERAL
FOURTH ASSISTANT
OFFICE OF

Rent,
Services
and Utility Services
Fuel, and
Rent, Fuel,
For an
and utility
services",
utility services",
fuel, and
"Rent, fuel,
for "Rent,
amount for
additional amount
an additional
For
$500,000.
$500,000.
Operating Supplies,
Public Buildings
Supplies, Public
Operating
For
an additional
additional amount
amount for
"Operating supplies,
supplies, public
public buildings",
buildings",
for "Operating
For an
$1,000,000.
$1,000,000.
Equipment,
Equipment, Public Buildings
For
amount for
for "Equipment,
"Equipment, public
public buildings",
additional amount
an additional
For an
$300,000.
$300,000.

U. S. Stamped EnT.
Agency.
velope Agency.

Stat. 420.
62 Stat.
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DEPARTMENT OF
DEPARTMENT
STATE
OF STATE
FOREIGN
FOREIGN

SERVICE
SERVICE

SALARIES AND
SALARIES
AND EXPENSES

62 Stat.
Stat. 306.
62
306.
Post, p.
Post,
p. 877.
877.

For an additional
additional amount
amount for "Salaries
"Salaries and
and expenses,
expenses, Foreign
Foreign
Service", $1,300,000, to be derived by transfer
transfer from the
the appropriation
appropriation
"Living
"Living and quarters allowances,
allowances, Foreign
Service, 1949".
1949".
Foreign Service,
INTERNATIONAL
INTERNATIONAL

AcrivrnEs
AcTivrTIE

UNITED
STATES
ITNITED S
TATES PARTICIPATION
IN INTERNATIONAL
INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS
PARTICIPATION IN
ORGANIZATIONS
62
62 Stat.
Stat. 30.
301).

Post,
Post, p.
p. 747.
747.

Limitations under
under this head
of State
State AppropriaAppropriahead in the
the Department
Department of
tion Act, 1949, as amended
amended and supplemented,
amended as
as follows:
follows:
supplemented, are amended
International Civil Aviation
Aviation Organization,
International
from "$4,430,500"
Organization, decreased
decreased from
"$4,430,500"
Inter-American Coffee Board, decreased
to "$4,328,504";
"$4,328,501"; Inter-American
decreased from
from "$8,000"
"$8,000"
to "$4,203";
International Telecommunications
"$4,203"; Bureau
Bureau of the International
Telecommunications Union,
Union,
Radio
Radio Section, increased
"$58,393"; and
and United
increased from "$6,100"
"$6,100" to
to "$58,393";
United
Nations, increased
increased from "$15,146,032"
"$15,146,032" to "$15,199,532".
"$15,199,532".
LOAN
UNI1ED NATIONS
LOAN TO
TO UNITED
NATIONS

62
62 Stat.
Stat. 1286.
1286.
22
S. C.,
C., Supp.
Supp.
22 U.
U. 8.
I,
11, I287 note.

For carrying out the provisions of the Act of
August 11,
11,
of August
903), authorizing
1948 (Public Law 903),
authorizing a
to the
United Nations,
a loan
loan to
the United
Nations,
$65,000,000,
$65,000,000, to remain available
available until June
June 30,
30, 1955.
1955.
SALARIES
EXPENSES, AMERICAN
AMERICAN SECTIONS,
SALARIES AND
AND EXPENSES,
SECTIONS, INTERNATIONAL
INTERNATIONAL
COMMISSIONS
COMMISSIONS

62 Stat.
Stat. 311,
312.
62
311,312.

For an additional
additional amount for "Salaries
"Salaries and expenses,
expenses, American
secAmerican sections, international
international commissions", $38,630;
and limitations
limitations under
under this
$38,630; and
this
head
head in
in the Department
Department of State Appropriation
Appropriation Act,
Act, 1949,
are
1949, are
increased
increased as follows: International
International Joint
Joint Commission,
Commission, United States
States
and Canada, from "$37,560"
137,560" to
"$74,210", of
of which
which latter
to "$74,210",
latter amount
amount
$30,000 shall remain
available until expended
remain available
expended for the
the Passamaquoddy
Passamaquoddy
tidal power project, Maine;
Maine; and International
International Boundary
Boundary Commission,
Commission,
United States
States and Canada
Canada and
and Alaska,
Alaska, from
from "$58,853"
"$58,853" to
"$60,833".
to "$60,833".
INTERNATIONAI
INTERNATIONAL

62
62 Stat.
Stat. 310.
310.

59 Stat.
59
Stat. 1239,
1239, 1212.
1253.

BOUNDARY AND
AND WA'TER
BOUNDARY
WATER (OMMISSION,
COMMISSI ON, UNITED
UNITED STATES
STATES AND
AND
MEXICO
MEXICO

The appropriations under
under this head
head in the Department
Department of
of State
State
Appropriation Act, 1949, shall be available
Appropriation
available for the purchase
purchase in the
name of the United
America, for aa consideration
United States of America,
not in
in
consideration not
a tract of land within
excess of $1,500,
$1,500, of a
within lot
southwest
lot 44 and
and the
the southwest
quarter southeast
southeast quarter of section
section 28, township
township 8
8 south, range
range 24
24
west,
Salt River meridian,
west, Gila
Gila and Salt
meridian, Yuma County, Arizona, containing
containing
seven
and eighty-two
eighty-two one-hundredths
seven and
one-hundredths acres,
acres, more or less, needed
needed for
for
the east abutment
abutment of the Morelos
Morelos Diversion
across the
the Colorado
Colorado
Diversion Dam
Dam across
River, being constructed
River,
constructed in accordance
accordance with article 12 of
the treaty
of the
treaty
of February 3,
3,1944,
between the United
1944, between
United States and Mexico,
Mexico, the acquisiacquisition of
which land by the United States is required
tion
of which
required by the provisions
provisions
of article 23 of said treaty.
PHILIPPINE REHABILITATION
REHABILITATION

60 Stat.
137.
60
Stat. 137.
50 U.
U. S.
S. C.,
50
C., app.
app.

§ 1786-1791;
§§,
1786-1791; Supp.
Supp. II,
§
§1791.
1791.
Post, p.
p. 692.
Post,
692.

For an additional amount
amount for "Philippine rehabilitation", $126,000,
$126,000,
for carrying
carrying out sections
308. 309, 310, and
sections 306, 307, 308,
and 311 of title
title III
III
of the Philippine
Philippine Rehabilitation
Act of
Rehabilitation Act
of 1946.
1946.
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TREASURY DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT
TREASURY
FISCAL SERVICE
SERVICE
FISCAL
BUREAU OF
ACCOUNTS
OF ACCOUNTS
BUREAU

Disbursement
Salaries and Expenses, Division of Disbursement
"Salaries and expenses"
expenses" for the DiviFor an additional amount for "Salaries
sion
Disbursement, $1,500,000.
sion of Disbursement,
Payment of Unclaimed
Unclaimed Moneys
Moneys
Payment
moneys",
"Payment of unclaimed
unclaimed moneys",
For an additional amount for "Payment
$60,000, payable from the funds held by the United States in the trust
fund receipt account "Unclaimed
"Unclaimed moneys of individuals whose whereabouts are unknown".

Contingent Expenses, Public Moneys
For
"Contingent expenses, public moneys",
moneys",
an additional amount for "Contingent
For an
$75,000.
BUREAU
CUSTOMS
OF CUSTOMS
BUREAU OF
SALARIES AND
EXPENSES
AND EXPENSES
SALARIES
additional amount for "Salaries
expenses", $2,750,000;
$2,750,000;
"Salaries and expenses",
an additional
For an
Supplemental Treasury
and
limitation under this head in the Supplemental
the limitation
and the
amount available
Department
Act, 1949,
1949, on the
available for
the amount
Appropriation Act,
Department Appropriation
increased
is
District
personal
services
the
of
Columbia,
increased
from
in
personal
"$826,000"
"$914,000".
"$826,000" to "$914,000".

62
51.
Stat. 561.
2 Stat.

REVENUE
BUREAU
NTERNAL REVENUE
INTERNAL
OF I
BUREAU OF

SALARIES
EXPENSES
AND EXPENSES
SALARIES AND

$17,275,000;
For
amount for "Salaries
"Salaries and expenses", $17,275,000;
additional amount
For an additional
and limitations
Treasury Department
Department Approin the Treasury
under this head in
limitations under
and

priation Act,
Act, 1949,
are increased
increased as
follows: Personal services, from
as follows:
1949, are
priation
"$174,000,000"
"$190,144,690"; personal
services at
at the
the seat of govpersonal services
to "$190,144,690";
'$174,000,000" to
8 0,046"; objects
ernment, from "$16,530,000"
"$16,530,000" to "$18,0
"818,080,046";
objects of expenditure
expenditure
ernment,
other than
than personal
"$19,584,000" to "$20,714,310';
"$20,714,310"; and
services, from "$19,584,000"
personal services,
other
printing and
12,910,500".
"$2,576,500" to "$2,910,500".
from "$2,576,500"
binding, from
and binding,
printing

62
411.
2Stat.
Stat. 411.

BUREAU OF
OF FEDERAL
FEDERAL SUPPLY
SUPPLY
BUREAU
SALARIES
EXPENSES
AND EXPENSES
SALARIES AND
For an
additional amount
amount for "Salaries
"Salaries and expenses", $94,700.
$94,700.
an additional
For
STRATEGIC AND
AND CRITICAL
MATERIALS
CRITICAL MATERIALS
STRATEGIC
For an
an additional
amount for "Strategic
"Strategic and critical materials",
additional amount
For
$40,000,000, to
remain available
expended; and in addition to
available until expended;
to remain
$40,000,000,
the amount
amount herein
appropriated, contracts
contracts may
may be
entered into for
be entered
herein appropriated,
the
the purposes
of this
this appropriation
appropriation in an amount not in excess of
purposes of
the
$270,000,000.
$270,000,000.
COAST
GUARD
COAST GUARD

SALARIES AND
AND EXPENSES
EXPENSES
SALARIES
Not
exceed $200,000
$200,000 of
the unobligated
unobligated balance of the funds
of the
to exceed
Not to
appropriated
under
this
head
in
the
Treasury Department Approthe Treasury
in
head
this
under
appropriated
priation Act,
Act, 1948,
available during
during the fiscal years 1949 and
be available
shall be
1948, shall
priation

a Stat. 226.
. 2A
"-s
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1950 for payment
payment of claims
claims certified
certified by the Comptroller
Comptroller General
General of
of
the United States
States to
fiscal year
year 1948
1948 and
prior years,
to be
be due for
for the
the fiscal
and prior
years,
for which funds are not otherwise
available, under
under the
the decision
decision of
of
otherwise available,
the Court of Claims
Claims in the case of Ockenfels
United States
States
Ockenfels versus The
The United
150);•and the limitation
(107 Ct. Cls. 150)
limitation under
said head
head on
amount
under said
on the
the amount
available
available for retired pay, former
former Lighthouse
increased from
from
Lighthouse Service,
Service, is
is increased
"$1,000,000" to
to "$1,200,000".
"$1,200,000".
"$1,000,000"
ACQUISITION
ACQUISITION OF
OF VESSELS
VESSELS AND
AND SHORE
FACILITIES
SHORE FACILITIES
"Eastwittd".
"Eastwind".

$3,000,000 of
Not to exceed $3,000,000
of the
the unobligated
of funds
funds herehereunobligated balance
balance of

tofore appropriated
appropriated under this
head shall be
be available
available for
for conversion
conversion
this head
and repair of the icebreaker
icebreaker Eastwind.
S
ECRET SERVICE
SERVIcE DIVISION
DIVISION
SECRET
62
413.
62 stat.
Stat. 413.

•

For an additional
additional amount, fiscal year
year 1949,
1949, for
for "Reimbursement
"Reimbursement
to District of Columbia, benefit payments to White
White House police
police and
Secret Service
forces", $1,500.
$1,500.
Service forces",
TITLE II—INCREASED
PAY COSTS
COSTS
II-INCREASED PAY

62 Stat. 1267.
U. S. C., Supp. 11,
943, 943a.

62 tat. 2up7.
93, 3a.

ft 955-058,
955-58,
hM

For additional
amounts for appropriations
additional amounts
appropriations for the fiscal year 1949,
1949,
increased pay costs authorized
to meet increased
authorized by
July 3,
3, 1948
1948
by the
the Act
Act of
of July
(Public Law
(Public
Law 900),
900), and
and comparable
granted by
administrative
comparable increases
increases granted
by administrative
action pursuant
pursuant to law, as follows:
follows:
LEGISLATIVE BRANCH
BRANCH
LEGISLATIVE
Senate:
Senate:
"Salaries,
"Salaries, officers and employees",
$471,945;
employees", $471,945;
Contingent
Contingent expenses of the Senate:
senate:
"Senate
"Senate policy committees",
committees", $2,640 for each committee;
committee;
in all, $5,280;
$5,280;
"Joint Committee on Economic
Economic Report",
$2,640;
Report", $2,640;
"Joint Committee
Committee on Atomic
Atomic Energy", $4,950;
$4,950;
"Joint
"Joint Committee
Committee on Printing",
Printing", $1,320;
$1,320;
"Joint Committee
Economic Cooperation",
Committee on Foreign
Foreign Economic
Cooperation",
$5,280;
$5,280;
"Vice President's
"Vice
President's automobile",
automobile", $330;
$330;
"Automobile for the President pro tempore",
tempore", $165;
"Automobile
$165;
"Automobiles
"Automobiles for majority
majority and minority leaders",
leaders", $660;
$660;
"Reporting
proceedings", $4,290;
"Reporting Senate proceedings",
$4,290;
"Inquiries
"Inquiries and investigations',
investigations", $24,750;
$24,750;
"Miscellaneous
"Miscellaneous items", $3,630;
$3,630;
House of Representatives:
Representatives:
"Clerk hire, Members and Delegates";
Delegates"; $500,000;
$500,000;
Contingent
expenses of the
Contingent expenses
the House:
House:
"Furniture", $7,000;
"Furniture",
$7,000;
"Joint
"Joint Committee on Internal
Internal Revenue
Revenue Taxation",
Taxation", $7,500;
$7,500;
"Office of the Coordinator of Information",
"Office
Information", $2,500;
$2,500;
"Folding
"Folding documents",
documents", $15,000;
$15,000;
"Revision
"Revision of laws",
laws", $330;
$330;
"Speaker's
automobile", $330;
"Speaker's automobile",
$330;
Office of
the Legislative
Legislative Counsel:
"Salaries and expenses",
Office
of the
Counsel: "Salaries
expenses", $8,950,
$8,950,
of which
which $4,950 shall
shall be disbursed by the Secretary
Secretary of the Senate
Senate and
and
$4,000 by the Clerk of the House
House of Representatives;
Representatives;
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Architect
Architect of the Capitol:
Capitol:
Office of the Architect
Architect of the Capitol: "Salaries",
"Salaries", $7,000;
$7,000;
Capitol Buildings and Grounds:
Grounds:
"Capitol Buildings",
Buildings", $48,000;
$48,000;
"Capitol
"Capitol Grounds", $20,000;
$20,000;
"Legislative garage",
garage", $3,180;
"Legislative
$3,180;
"Senate Office
Office Building",
"Senate
Building" $68,300;
$68,300;
Office Buildings,
Buildings", $97,000;
"House Office
$97,000;
Library Buildings and Grounds: "Salaries",
"Salaries", $20,000;
$20,000;
Botanic Garden:
Garden: "Salaries",
"Salaries", $17,000;
$17,000;
Library of Congress:
Congress:
"Salaries, Library proper", $231,000;
$231,000;
Copyright Office: 'Salaries",
"Salaries", $67,300;
$67,300;
Copyright
Distribution of printed cards: "Salaries and expenses",
expenses", $48,500;
$48,500;
Index to State legislation: "Salaries
"Salaries and expenses", $1,800;
$1,800;
Union catalogues:
catalogues: "Salaries
"Salaries and expenses", $6,200;
$6,200;
$5,400;
"Books for adult blind", $5,400;
Library Buildings:
"Salaries", $76,800;
$76,800;
Buildings: "Salaries",
Government
Superintendent of Documents:
Documents:
Government Printing Office: Office
Office of Superintendent
"Salaries",
"Salaries", $109,155;
$109,155;

THE JUDICIARY
JUDICIARY
United States Supreme Court:
Court:
"Salaries", $35,000;
$35,000;
"Structural and mechanical
"Structural
mechanical care of the building and grounds",
$15,000;
$15,000;
Court of Customs
Customs and Patent Appeals: "Salaries
"Salaries and expenses",
expenses",
$5,000;
$5,000;
expenses", $15,000;
$15,000;
United States Customs Court: "Salaries and expenses",
Court
expenses", $8,200;
$8,200;
Court of Claims: "Salaries
"Salaries and expenses",
Miscellaneous
Miscellaneous items of expense:
expense:
"Salaries of judges", $25,000;
$25,000;
"Salaries of clerks of courts", $312,600;
$312,600;
"Salaries
"Probation system, United States Courts", $158,000;
$158,000;
"Miscellaneous
"Miscellaneous salaries", $49,000, and $72,000 to be derived
derived by
transfer from "Miscellaneous
expenses (other than salaries)";
salaries) ";
"Miscellaneous expenses
Administrative Office of the United States Courts:
Courts :
"Salaries and
"Salaries
Administrative
$15,600;
expenses", $15,600;
EXECUTIVE OrricE
OFFICE OF'
OF THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT
ExEcurrvp:

Executive Mansion
Mansion and Grounds: "Care, maintenance,
maintenance, and so forth",
$13,500;
$13,500;
Bureau of the Budget: "Salaries and expenses",
expenses", $166,500;
$166,500;
Bureau
Council of Economic
Advisers: "Salaries and expenses",
$10,300;
expenses", $10,300;
Council
Economic Advisers:
INDEPENDENT OFFICES
OFFICES
INDEPENDENT
Civil Service
Service Commission:
$820,000;
expenses", $820,000;
"Salaries and expenses",
Commission: "Salaries
Civil
"Salaries and expenses",
expenses",
Communications Commission:
Commission: "Salaries
Federal Communications
$367,000;
$367,000;
Federal Power Commission:
Commission:
Federal
"Salaries and
and expenses",
expenses", $210,000;
$210,000;
"Salaries
"Flood-control surveys",
surveys", $18,000;
$18,000;
"Flood-control
$173,000;
Federal Trade Commission: "Salaries and expenses", $173,000;
General Accounting Office: "Salaries", $1,950,000,
$1,950,000, and $110,000 to
expenses";
derived by transfer from "Miscellaneous
"Miscellaneous expenses";
be derived
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Commission:
Interstate Commerce
Commerce Commission:
"General expenses",
expenses", $374,000;
$374,000;
"General
"Railroad safety",
$34,000;
"Railroad
safety", $34,000;
"Locomotive inspection",
inspection", $33,000;
"Locomotive
$33,000;
National Advisory
Advisory Committee
Committee for
for Aeronautics:
"Salaries and
and
National
Aeronautics: "Salaries
ex
enses", $747,000;
expenses",
$747,000;
National
National Archives:
Archives: "Salaries
and expenses",
$105,800;
"Salaries and
expenses", $105,800;
National Mediation
Board: "Salaries
and expenses",
expenses", $3,700;
$3,700;
Mediation Board:
"Salaries and
Panama
Panama Railroad
Railroad Company:
Company: "Administrative
"Administrative expenses"
expenses" (increase
(increase
of $60,600 in the limitation
limitation upon the amount
of the
the corporate
corporate funds
amount of
funds
which
used for
administrative expenses)
which may be
be used
for administrative
expenses); ;
Railroad
Railroad Retirement
Board: "Miscellaneous
"Miscellaneous expenses
expenses (other
(other than
than
Retirement Board:

salaries)",
$45,950;
salaries)
", $45,950;

Reconstruction Finance
Reconstruction
Finance Corporation:
Corporation: "Administrative
"Administrative expenses"
expenses"
(increase of $1,430,000
,(increase
$1,430,000 in the
amount of
of the
the limitation upon
upon the
the amount
the
corporate funds which may be used for
administrative expenses)
for administrative
expenses);;
Securities
Securities and Exchange
Exchange Commission:
Commission: "Salaries
and expenses",
"Salaries and
expenses",
$295,000;
$295,000;
Smithsonian
Smithsonian Institution:
Institution: "Salaries
"Salaries and
expenses, Smithsonian
and expenses,
Smithsonian
Institution", $169,000;
$169,000;
Tariff Commission: "Salaries
"Salaries and expenses",
$68 2300;
expenses", $68,300;
The Tax Court of the United States: "Salaries
"Salaries and
and expenses",
expenses",
$15,350;
$15,350;
United States Maritime
Maritime Commission:
"Salaries and
expenses"
Commission: "Salaries
and expenses"
(increase
(increase of $479,000
$479,000 in the limitation upon
the amount
amount for
for adminisadminisupon the
expenses); ;
trative expenses)
FEDERAL SECTmITr
SECURITY AGENCY
AGENCY
FEDERAL

Bureau
Compensation: "Salaries and expenses"
Bureau of Employees'
Employees' Compensation:
expenses",
$107,000
$107,000 to be derived by transfer from
development of
of
from "Further
"Further development
vocational
vocational education";
education";
Columbia Institution for the
"Salaries and
expenses",
the Deaf:
Deaf: "Salaries
and expenses",
$10,000;
$10,000;
Food and Drug Administration:
Administration: "Salaries
"Salaries and
and expenses",
expenses", $288,400;
$288,400;
Freedmen's Hospital:
Hospital :
"Salaries
expenses", $220,000
$220,000 to
be derived
derived
"Salaries and
and expenses",
to be
"Further development
by transfer from "Further
development of vocational
vocational education";
education";
Office of Vocational
Vocational Rehabilitation:
Rehabilitation:
"Payments to States (including
(including Alaska,
Alaska, Hawaii,
Hawaii, and
and Puerto
Puerto
Rico)", $8,000 to be derived
derived by transfer from
from "Promotion
"Promotion of
of
vocational education
in Puerto
Puerto Rico";
vocational
education in
Rico";
"Salaries
expenses", $31,000;
$31,000;
"Salaries and expenses",
Public Health Service:
Service:
"Venereal
"Venereal diseases",
diseases", $140,000;
$140,000;
"Tuberculosis", $100,000;
"Tuberculosis",
$100,000;
"Communicable diseases", $450,000
"Communicable
$450,000 to be derived
derived by
by transfer
transfer
development of vocational
vocational education";
from "Further development
education";
"Administrative
"Administrative expenses,
expenses, assistance
for hospital
hospital construction",
construction",
assistance for
$47,000;
$47,000;
$1,970,000 to
"Hospitals and medical
medical care", $1,970,000
be derived
derived by
to be
by
transfer,
(1) "Working capital fund",
transfer, as follows: From (1)
Bureau
fund", Bureau
of Employment
Employment Security,
Security, in the amount
of $1,000,000;
$1,000,000; (2)
amount of
(2)
"Grants
emergency maternity
"Grants to States for emergency
maternity and infant
infant care
care
(national
(national defense)"
defense)" in the amount of $700,000; (3)
(3) "Migration
"Migration of
of
workers, War Manpower
Manpower Commission", in the amount of $225,000;
workers,
$225,000;
(4)
officers, pay and
(4) "Commissioned
"Commissioned officers,
in the
the amount
and so
so forth", in
amount of
of
$20,000;
(5) "Employee
programs", in the
$20,000; and (5)
"Employee health service
service programs",
amount
atuount of
$25,000;
of $25,000;
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(exclusive of research and
"Mental health activities"
activities" operation
operation (exclusive
training) of the Public Health Service hospitals, Fort Worth,
Texas, and
Kentucky, $100,000;
$100,000;
and Lexington,
Lexington, Kentucky,
"Foreign quarantine
quarantine service",
$185,000;
"Foreign
service", $185,000;
"National
Health, operating expenses",
expenses", $370,000;
"National Institute of Health,
$370,000;
"Training for nurses", $22,500
$22,500 to be
derived by
"Training
be derived
by transfer from
from
"Further development
education";
development of vocational
vocational education";
Saint Elizabeths
"Salaries and expenses", $141,000;
$141,000;
Elizabeths Hospital: "Salaries
Social Security
Security Administration:
Administration:
"Salaries and expenses", Bureau
Bureau of Employment
Employment Security,
"Salaries
$162,000;
$162,000;
"Salaries and expenses,
and Survivors
Survivors
"Salaries
expenses, Bureau
Bureau of Old-Age
Old-Age and
Insurance", $28,400,
Insurance",
$28,400, and an increase
increase of $3,694,780 in
in the
the limitation
limitation
upon the amount to be expended
expended from the Federal old-age and
survivors insurance
insurance trust fund;
fund;
"Salaries and expenses, Bureau
Bureau of Public Assistance",
Assistance", $55,000;
$55,000;
"Salaries and expenses,
expenses, Children's Bureau",
Bureau", $36,200 and
and
$25,000
to be
transfer from
from the
appropriation "Grants
"Grants
$25,000 to
be derived
derived by
by transfer
the appropriation
to States for emergency
emergency maternity and infant
infant care
care (national
(national
defense)";
defense)";
"Salaries and expenses,
Conference on Children
Youth",
"Salaries
expenses, Conference
Children and Youth",
$1,300;
$1,300;
Office of
of the
the Administrator:
Administrator:
Office
"Salaries, Office
Office of the Administrator",
Administrator", $108,000;
"Salaries,
$108,000;
"Salaries, Office of the General
$9,400;
"Salaries,
General Counsel", $9,400;
FEDERAL
ORKS AGENCY
AGENCY
FEDERAL W
WORKS
Office of the Administrator:
Administrator:
"Salaries and expenses",
expenses", $9,000;
$9,000;
"Public
Administration liquidation"
"Public Works Administration
liquidation" (increase
(increase of
of $1,290
in the limitation upon
upon the amount which may be used for administrative expenses)
expenses);;
Public
Buildings Administration:
Administration:
Public Buildings
"General administrative
administrative expenses"
"General
expenses",: $100,000;
$100,000;
"Salaries and expenses,
"Salaries
expenses, public
public buildings
buildings and grounds outside
the
District of Columbia", $1,200,000;
$1,200,000;
the District
Bureau of
Facilities:
of Community
Community Facilities:
Bureau
"Liquidation
of public
advance planning"
(increase of
planning" (increase
public works
works advance
"Liquidation of
$38,069 in
in authorization
authorization to
expend unobligated
for
balances for
to expend
unobligated balances
$38,069
administrative expenses)
expenses);;
administrative
"War public
public works
(community facilities)
facilities) liquidation"
liquidation"
"War
works (community
(increase
$17,987 in
unobligated
in authorization
authorization to expend unobligated
(increase of $17,987
balances)
balances); ;
HOUSING AND
AND HOME
Homn FINANCE
FINANCE AGENCY
AGENCO
HOUSING
Office
expenses, Office of the
and expenses,
"Salaries and
of the
the Administrator:
Administrator: "Salaries
Office of
Administrator",
$30,000 to
derived by
by transfer
transfer from
from "National
"National
be derived
to be
Administrator", $30,000
defense
housing, Office
Office of
of the
the Administrator,
Administrator, Housing
Housing and
Home
and Home
defense housing,
Finance Agency";
Agency";
Public
"Public Housing
Administration"
Housing Administration"
Administration: "Public
Public Housing
Housing Administration:
(increase of
of $117,000
available for the
funds available
limitation upon funds
$117,000 in
in the limitation
(increase
administrative
Housing Act program
program,
United States Housing
of the
the United
expenses of
administrative expenses
and
increase of
$595,000 in
in the
limitation upon the
of
the total amount of
the limitation
of $595,000
and increase
the
corporate or
other funds
funds which
which may
may be
for administrative
administrative
be used
used for
or other
the corporate
expenses) ;
expenses);
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DEPARTMENT OF
OF AGRICULTUBE
AGRICULTURE
DEPARTMENT

w
38.
443 Stat.
Stat. 38

Office
the Secretary:
"Salaries and
Office of
of the
Secretary: "Salaries
and expenses",
expenses", $118,000;
$118,000;
Office
of the
the Solicitor:
Solicitor: "Salaries
"Salaries and
and expenses",
expenses", $137,000;
$137,000;
Office of
Office
$28,250;
Office of
of Information:
Information: "Salaries
"Salaries and
and expenses",
expenses", $28,250;
Library, Department
Department of
"Salaries and
Library,
of Agriculture:
Agriculture: "Salaries
and expenses",
expenses",
$56,750;
$56,750;
Bureau
Agricultural Economics:
Economics:
Bureau of
of Agricultural
"Economic investigations",
"Economic
investigations", $118,500;
$118,500;
"Crop and
livestock estimates",
"Crop
and livestock
estimates", $166,500;
$166,500Office
of Foreign
Foreign Agricultural
Relations: "Salaries
"Salaries and
expenses",
Office of
Agricultural Relations:
and expenses",
$37,000;
$37,000;
Extension
Service: "Administration
"Administration and
of extension
extension
Extension Service:
and coordination
coordination of
work", $44,000;
work",
$44,000;
Agricultural Research
Administration:
Agricultural
Research Administration:
Office
of Administrator:
"Salaries and
expenses", $23,600;
Office of
Administrator: "Salaries
and expenses",
$23,600;
"Special
ofAgriculture",
"Special research
research fund,
fund, Department
Department of
Agriculture", $50,000;
$50,000;
"Research
on strategic
agricultural materials",
materials",
"Research on
strategic and
and critical
critical agricultural
$12,700;
$12,700;
Office
Experiment Stations:
Stations:
Office of
of Experiment
"Administration
"Administration of grants and
and coordination
coordination of
of research
research
$10,200;
with States",
States", $10,000;
"Federal experiment
experiment station, Puerto Rico",
$16,000;
Rico", $16,000;
Bureau
Bureau of
of Animal Industry:
Industry:
"Animal husbandry",
husbandry", $76,000;
$76,000;
animals", $58,000;
"Diseases of
of animals",
$58,000;
"Inspection
quarantine", $83,000;
"Inspection and quarantine",
$83,000;
"Meat inspection",$1,055,000
"Meat
inspection", $1,055,000;;
"Virus Serum Toxin
Act", $28,000;
$28,000;
"Virus
Toxin Act",
"Marketing
"Marketing agreements,
agreements, hog
hog cholera
cholera virus
virus and
and serum"
serum"
(increase of $4,038
(increase
made available
available from
the
$4,038 in
in the
the amount
amount made
from the
appropriation
made by
by section
12 (a)
(a) of
the Agricultural
Agricultural
appropriation made
section 12
of the
Adjustment Act, 77U.
U. S. C.
C. 612);
612) •
Bureau
expenses", $70,000;
Bureau of Dairy Industry: "Salaries and expenses",
$70,000;
Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils,
Engineering:
Soils, and
and Agricultural
Agricultural Engineering:
$136,600;
"Field crops", $136,600;
"Fruit, vegetable, and specialty
specialty crops", $148,100;
$148,100;
"Forest diseases",
diseases", $20,900;
"Forest
$20,900;
"Agricultural
engineering", $35,500;
"Agricultural engineering",
$35,500;
"National Arboretum",
Arboretum", $10,000;
$10,000;
Bureau of
Plant Quarantine:
Quarantine:
Bureau
of Entomology
Entomology and
and Plant
"Insect investigations",
investigations", $168,000;
$168,000;
"Insect
"Insect
and plant-disease
plant-disease control",
$152,000;
"Insect and
control", $152,000;
"Foreign plant quarantine",
"Foreign
$80,000;
quarantine", $80,000;
Bureau of
Agricultural and
and Industrial
Industrial Chemistry:
Chemistry:
of Agricultural
"Agricultural chemical
chemical and naval stores investigations",
"Agricultural
investigations",
$16,000;
$16,000;
"Regional
"Regional research laboratories", $286,900;
$286,900;
Bureau of Human
Human Nutrition and Home Economics:
Economics: "Salaries
expenses" $45,000;
$15,000 ;
and expenses",
Control of forest pests: "Gypsy and brown-tail moths",
$15,000;
moths", $15,000;
Forest Service:
Service:
"General administrative
administrative expenses",
"General
$37,500;
expenses", $37,500;
"National
"National forest protection
protection and management",
$1,510,600;
management", $1,510,600;
"Forest and range management
management investigations",
investigations", $149,300;
$149,300;
"Forest
products", $55,000;
"Forest products",
$55,000;
"Forest resources
resources investigations",
investigations", $47,600;
$47,600;
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Soil Conservation
Conservation Service:
Service:
"Soil conservation
$104,500;
research", $104,500;
conservation research",
"Soil
conservation operations",
$1,170,240, and $2,119,000 to be
operations", $1,170,240,
"Soil conservation
derived by
transfer from "Supply
"Supply and distribution
distribution of farm labor"
by transfer
derived
transfer from "Salaries and expenses,
expenses,
and $135,760
$135,760 to be derived by transfer
Administration";
Agricultural Adjustment Administration";
Agricultural
"Land utilization and retirement
retirement of submarginal land",
$64,000;
$64,000;
Production and Marketing
Marketing Administration:
Administration:
Production
"Conservation and use of agricultural
(increase
resources" (increase
agricultural land resources"
"Conservation
of
transferred to "Administrative
"Administrative
be transferred
to be
amount to
in the amount
$434,100 in
of $434,100
expenses, section 392, Agricultural
Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1938");
1938") ;
expenses,
Sugar
"Administration of Sugar Act" (increase of
Sugar Act: "Administration
sugar
$69,600 in the amount available for other than payments to sugar
producers) ;
producers);
agricultural com"Exportation
domestic consumption
consumption of agricultural
"Exportation and domestic
modities"
(increase of $161,200
$161,200 in the amount made
made available by
modities" (increase
law
expenses) ;
administrative expenses);
law for administrative
Marketing services:
services:
Marketing
"Market news service", $120,300;
$120,300;
"Market
$36,500;
"Market inspection of farm products", $36,500;
"Marketing
products", $69,200;
$69,200;
"Marketing farm products",
"Tobacco Acts", $71,700;
$71,700;
"Tobacco
"Cotton Statistics, Classing, Standards, and Futures Act",
"Cotton
$81,700;
$81,700;
"Marketing regulatory acts", $190,400;
$190,400;
"Marketing
"Commodity Exchange Act",
Exchange Authority: "Commodity
Commodity Exchange
$35,000;
and expenses",
Farmers'
Home Administration:
Administration: "Salaries
expenses",
Farmers' Home
$1,430,000;
$1,430,000;
Rural
Electrification Administration:
"Salaries and expenses",
expenses",
Administration: "Salaries
Rural Electrification
$281,000;
$281,000;
Federal
Corporation: "Operating
expenses",
"Operating expenses",
Insurance Corporation:
Federal Crop Insurance
$167,700;
$167,700;
"Federal intermediate
(increase of $85,000 in the
banks" (increase
intermediate credit banks"
"Federal
amount
of the
the limitation upon the funds of the banks which may be
amount of
administrative expenses);
expenses) ;
used for administrative
$58,000 in the amount
"Production
corporations" (increase
(increase of $58,000
amount
credit corporations"
"Production credit
corporations which
of
limitation upon the flunds
funds of the corporations
which may be
the limitation
of the
used
for administrative
expenses) ;;
administrative expenses)
used for
DEPARTMENT
COMMERCE
OF COMMERCE
DEPARTMENT Or
Office
Secretary:
Office of the Secretary:
"Salaries
expenses", $30,000;
$30,000;
"Salaries and expenses",
Commerce",
transferred to Commerce",
"Liquidation
agencies transferred
"Liquidation of war agencies
$12,000;
$12,000;
Bureau
Bureau of the Census:
"Salaries and
and expenses,
expenses, age
citizenship certification",
certification",
age and citizenship
"Salaries
$10,000;
$10,000;
"Current
$390,000;
statistics", $390,000;
"Current census statistics",
"General administration,
$35,000;
Bureau of the Census", $35,000;
administration, Bureau
"General
$166,000;
"Census
manufactures", $166,000;
"Census of manufactures",
Civil
Administration:
Aeronautics Administration:
Civil Aeronautics
"Salaries
and expenses",
expenses", $4,775.000;
$4,775,000;
"Salaries and
"Technical
$50,000:
development", $50,000;
"Technical development",
"Maintenance
Washington National Airport",
operation, Washington
and operation,
"Maintenance and
$55,000;
$55,000;
x-17
81939°--50--PT. 1----17
81939--50--T.
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"Federal-aid
airport program,
program, Federal
Federal Airport
Airport Act"
"Federal-aid airport
Act" (increase
(increase
of
the amount
amount for
planning, research,
research, and
and adminof $197,000
$197,000 in
in the
for planning,
administrative
be charged
charged against
against funds
funds heretofore
heretofore approapproistrative expenses, to
to be
priated
under this
this head
in Alaska)
priated under
head for
for projects
projects in
Alaska);;
Civil Aeronautics
Board, salaries
salaries and
Civil
Aeronautics Board:
Board: "Civil
"Civil Aeronautics
Aeronautics Board,
and
expenses", $187,000;
expenses",
$187,000;
Domestic Commerce:
"Departmental salaries
Bureau of Foreign
Foreign and
and Domestic
Commerce: "Departmental
salaries
and expenses",
$125,000;
and
expenses", $125,000;
Patent
and expenses",
$440,000, and
and $150,000
Patent Office:
Office: "Salaries
"Salaries and
expenses", $440,000,
$150,000 to
to be
be
transfer from
"Printing and
binding", Patent
Patent Office;
Office;
derived by transfer
from "Printing
and binding",
National
Bureau of
of Standards:
National Bureau
Standards:
"Operation
to be
be derived
derived by
by
"Operation and
and administration",
administration", $25,000
$25,000 to
transfer from "Pay, commissioned
officers", Coast
and Geodetic
Geodetic
commissioned officers",
Coast and
Survey;
Survey;
"Research
and testing",
$218,000;
"Research and
testing", $218,000;
"Radio propagation
and standards",
standards", $50,000;
$50,000;
"Radio
propagation and
DEPARTMENT
1.11E I
NTERIOR
DEPARTMENT OF
OF THE
INTERIOR
Office of
of the
Office
the Secretary:
Secretary:
"Salaries,
Office of
of the
the Secretary",
Secretary", $86,000;
"Salaries, Office
$86,000;
"Salaries,
"Salaries, Office of Solicitor",
$16,600 to
to be
by transfer
transfer
Solicitor", $16,600
be derived
derived by
from "Salaries
"Salaries and expenses,
expenses, Oil
Oil and
and Gas
Gas Division";
Division";
"Salaries and expenses,
expenses, Division of
and Island
of Territories
Territories and
Island
Possessions", $10,500;
$10,500;
of Fine
Fine Arts",
"Commission of
Arts", $645;
$645;
of Land
Management:
Bureau of
Land Management:
"Salaries and expenses"
expenses",?$76,500;
$76,500;
"Management, protection,
protection, and disposal of public
public lands,
$190,000;
$190,000;
"Revested
"Revested Oregon &
& California Railroad
Coos
Railroad and
and re,conveyed
reconveyed Coos
Bay Wagon Road grant lands, Oregon", $21,500;
$21,500;
Bureau of Indian Affairs:
Affairs:
"Salaries and expenses, general
general administration",
administration", $50,500;
$50,500;
"Salaries
and expenses,
expenses, district
offices", $10,725;
"Salaries and
district offices",
$10,725;
"Salaries and expenses, reservation
reservation administration",
administration", $202,800;
$202,800;
"Maintaining law and
"Maintaining
among Indians",
and order
order among
Indians", $16,000;
$16,000;
"Alaska native
"Alaska
native service",
service", $282,000;
$282,000;
"Purchase
transportation of
"Purchase and transportation
supplies", $6,900;
$6,900;
of Indian
Indian supplies",
"Maintenance of buildings
"Maintenance
buildings and utilities",
utilities", $10,650;
$10,650;
"Education
"Education of Indians", $096,000;
$(96,000;
"Conservation of
health", $494,800;
"Conservation
of health",
$494,800;
"Management,
"Management, Indian
Indian forest and range resources", $79,800;
$79,800;
"Agriculture
"Agriculture and stock raising", $56,100;
$56,100;
"Development of Indian arts and crafts",
"Development
$1,500;
crafts", $1,500;
"Administration of Indian
"Administration
Indian tribal affairs"
affairs" (from
(from tribal
tribal funds,
funds,
$20,000) ;
$20,000);
"Support of the Osage Agency"
Agency" (from tribal funds, $17,200);
$17,200) ;
"Support of Indian schools"
"Support
schools" (from tribal funds, $13,202)
$13,202); ;
Bureau of
Bureau
of Reclamation:
Reclamation:
Reclamation fund, special
Reclamation
special fund:
fund :
Operation
and maintenance:
maintenance:
Operation and
"Parker Dam power project", $16,700
other
$16,700 from power and other
revenues;
revenues;
"Yuma
Arizona-California", $10,000;
"Yuma project, Arizona-California",
$10,000;
"Central Valley project, California", $4,884,
$42,536
$4,884, and
and $42,536
from power revenues;
revenues;
"Boise
"Boise project, Idaho", $10,000;
$10,000;
"Minidoka project, Idaho
Idaho",
"Minidoka
-,$686,
$686, and $6,654
$6,654 from power
power
revenues;
revenues;
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Mexico-Texas", $5,200
"Rio Grande project, New Mexico-Texas",
$5,200 from
power revenues;
revenues;
"Deschutes
Oregon", $6,025;
$6,025;
"Deschutes project, Oregon",
"Klamath project, Oregon-California",
$11,550;
Oregon-California", $11,550;
"Owyhee
$15,100;
"Owyhee project, Oregon", $15,100;
"Columbia
Washington", $110,000
$110,000 from
"Columbia Basin project, Washington",
power revenues;
"Yakima
$14,500, and $1,100 from
Washington", $14,500,
"Yakima project, Washington",
power revenues;
"Riverton
$4,269, and $321
$321 from power
"Riverton project, Wyoming", $4,269,
revenues;
revenues;
"Shoshone project, Wyoming",
Wyoming", $3,252,
$3,252, and $548 from power
revenues;
revenues;
Colorado River Dam fund: "Boulder
$50,000;
"Boulder Canyon project", $50,000;
Geolo"cal Survey:
Geological
"Salaries and expenses", $19,650;
$19,650;
"Salaries
"Topographic surveys",
surveys", $290,000;
"Topographic
"Geologic
$145,000;
"Geologic surveys", $145,000,
"Mineral resources of Alaska',
Alaska", $18,750;
$18,750;
"Mineral
"Gaging
$180,000;
"Gaging streams", $180,000;
"Mineral leasing", $44,000;
$44,000;
"Mineral
"Printing and binding, and so forth" (preparation
(preparation of illustra"Printing
tions)
tions),,$2,600;
Bureau of Mines:
"Salaries and expenses", $5,150;
$15,800;
"Testing fuel", $15,800;
"Testing
"Mineral mining
investigations", $18,000;
mining investigations",
"Mineral
investigations", $39,000;
$39,000;
and gas investigations",
"Oil and
$30,000;
experiment stations", $30,000;
"Mining experiment
"Buildings
Pennsylvania", $13,100;
$13,100;
"Buildings and grounds, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania",
"Economics
$61,400;
"Economics of mineral industries", $61,400;
$5,000;
"Helium utilization and research", $5,000;
"Helium
National Park
Service:
Park Service:
National
"Salaries and
expenses", $49,000;
and expenses",
"Salaries
"Regional offices", $42,500;
$42,500;
"Regional
"National
"National parks", $277,000;
$105,000;
"National monument,
monument, historical, and military
military areas", $105,000;
"National
"Recreational areas",
areas", $18,000;
$18,000;
"Recreational
"Travel Division", $2,700;
$2,700;
"Recreational demonstration
demonstration areas", $645;
$645;
"Recreational
Fish and Wildlife Service:
"General administrative
$17.000;
expenses", $17.000;
administrative expenses",
"General
"Propagation
fishes",, $132,300;
$132,300;
"Propagation of food fishes
"Operation and maintenance
maintenance of
screens", $2,000;
of fish screens",
"Operation
$50,000;
"Investigations
respecting food fishes", $50,000;
"Investigations respecting
"Commercial fisheries",
$25,000;
fisheries", $25,000;
"Commercial
"Fishery market
market news
news service",
$9,500;
service", $9,500;
"Fishery
"Alaska
$39,500;
"Alaska fisheries", $39,500;
"Wildlife resources
management investigations", $21,000;
$21,000;
resources and management
"Wildlife
"Control of
of predatory
injurious rodents",
rodents", $71,000;
$71,000;
predatory animals and injurious
"Control
"Protection of migratory
migratory birds", $14,000;
$14,000;
"Protection
"Enforcement
$11,000;
of Alaska game law", $11,000;
"Enforcement of
"River basin studies", $9,700;
$9,700;
"River
Government in the Territories:
Territories:
Government
Territory of
Alaska: "Salaries
"Salaries and expenses,
Governor and
expenses, Governor
of Alaska:
Territory
Secretary", $2,650;
Secretary",
Territory
expenses, Governor
Governor and
"Salaries and expenses,
of Hawaii: "Salaries
Territory of
Secretary", $965;
Secretary"
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Government
of the
the Virgin
Islands:
Government of
Virgin Islands:
"Salaries and expenses",
expenses", $12,375;
"Salaries
$12,375;
"Salaries
"Salaries and expenses, agricultural
agricultural station",
station", $2,800;
$2,800;
DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT OF
or JUSTICE
JUSTICE

Legal activities
activities and general
general administration:
administration:
"Offices
"Offices of Attorney
Attorney General, and so
so forth", $53,000;
$53,000;
"Administrative
"Administrative Division",
Division", $131,000;
$131,000;
"Tax Division", $35,000;
$35,000;
"Salaries and expenses, Customs Division", $10,000;
$10,000;
"Salaries and expenses, Antitrust Division", $160,000;
$160,000;
"Miscellaneous salaries
"Miscellaneous
salaries and expenses,
expenses, field",
field", $20,000;
$20,000;
"Salaries and expenses
expenses of district attorneys,
so forth",
forth",
attorneys, and
and so
$375,000;
$375,000;
"Salaries and expenses
expenses of
and so
forth", $326,000;
of marshals, and
so forth",
$326,000;
Federal
Federal Bureau of Investigation:
Investigation: "Salaries
"Salaries and
and expenses,
expenses, detection
detection
crimes", $3,015,800;
and prosecution
prosecution of
of crimes",
$3,015,800;
Immigration and
Immigration
Naturalization Service:
and expenses,
and Naturalization
Service: "Salaries
"Salaries and
expenses,
Immigration and Naturalization
Naturalization Service", $2,300,000;
$2,300,000;
Federal
Federal Prison System:
System:
"Salaries and expenses,
expenses, Bureau
Bureau of Prisons",
Prisons", $29,000;
$29,000;
"Salaries and expenses, penal and correctional
correctional institutions",
institutions",
$1 150 000 •
$1,150,000;
"Medical
2̀ Meclical and hospital
$88,000;
hospital service",
service", $88,000;
"Support
"Support of United States prisoners",
prisoners", $14,000;
$14,000;
Office of Alien Property
Property (increase
(increase of $200,000 in
upon
in the
the limitation
limitation upon
Property funds which may be
the amount of Alien Property
be used
used for
adminisfor administrative expenses)
expenses);;
"Federal Prison Industries,
Industries, Incorporated"
Incorporated" (increase
(increase of
$10,000 in
in
of $10,000
the limitation upon the amount which may be used for administrative
administrative
expenses)
expenses);;
DEPARTMENT OF
DEPARTMENT
OF LABOR
LABOR

Office of the Secretary:
Secretary:
"Salaries and expenses",
"Salaries
expenses", $75,700;
$75,700;
"Salaries and expenses, Office of the Solicitor", $64,100;
"Salaries
$64,100;
"Sala:ries
expenses, Bureau
"Salaries and expenses,
Bureau of
of Labor
Standards", $20,000;
$20,000;
Labor Standards",
Bureau of Apprenticeship:
Apprenticeship: "Salaries
Bureau
"Salaries and expenses", $155,000;
$155,000;
Bmlleau of Labor
labor Statistics
Statistics::"Salaries and
Bureau
expenses", $;321),00)0
$324,000;
Iad explenses",
Women's Bureau':
Bureau :"Salaries
"Salaries and
$15,300;*
nnd expenses",
expenses", $15,300
Wage and Hour Division:
Division; "Salaries
"Salaries and
expenses'', $361,000;
and expenses',
$361,000;
NATIONAL
MILITARY ESTABLISHMENT
NATIONAL MILITARY
ESTABLISHIMENT

Department
Department of the
Army:
the Army:
Military functions
functions::
General Staff Corps: "National War
to
War College",
College", $25,000
$25,000 to
be derived by transfer
transfer from "Transportation
"Transportation Service,
Service, Army";
Army";
Army Field Forces: "Command
"Command and General
General Staff
College",
Staff College",
$30.000 to be derived by transfer
$30,000
from "Transportation
transfer from
"Transportation
Service, Army";
Service,
Army";
Civil functions:
functions:
United States Soldiers'
Soldiers' Home: "Trust account"
account" (increase
(increase
of $121,099
$121.099 in the limitation upon the amount to be paid
paid from
from
the Soldiers'
Soldiers' Home permanent
permanent fund)
fund); ;
"Government and relief in occupied
"Government
occupied areas"
areas" (increase
(increase of
of
$3,470,571 in the limitation upon the amount for administraadministrative expenses);
expenses) ;
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Department of the Navy:
There are hereby transferred
subsistence of
of
transferred from "Pay and subsistence
follows:
naval personnel",
personnel", sums as follows:
To:
To:
Office of
Secretary:
Office
of the Secretary:
"Research,
"Research, Navy", $676,000;
$676,000;
"Naval Observatory", $24,400;
$24,400;
Bureau
Naval Personnel:
Personnel: "General
Bureau of Naval
"General expenses, Bureau
Bureau of
$91,100;
Naval Personnel", $91,100;
Department: Salaries:
Salaries:
Navy Department:
"Bureau of Naval
$547,400;
"Bureau
Naval Personnel",
Personnel", $547,400;
"Bureau of Supplies and Accounts", $434,000;
$434,000;
There are hereby
hereby transferred
Marine Corps",
transferred from "Pay,
"Pay, Marine
Corps", sums
sums
as follows:
To:
Marine Corps: Pay of civil force, Marine
Marine Corps:
Corps:
"Offices of the Commandant,
Commandant, and so forth", $138,600;
$138,600;
"Offices
"Supply
"Supply Department, United
United States Marine Corps",
Corps",
$124,600;
$124,600;
Department: Salaries:
Salaries:
Navy Department:
"Office of the Secretary
Secretary of the Navy", $356,000;
"Office
$356,000;
"Office
"Office of Naval
Naval Research", $88,000;
$88,000;
"Office of Naval Records
Records and
and Library", $8,000;
$8,000;
"Office
$30,400;
"Office of Judge Advocate
Advocate General",
General", $30,400;
"Office
$127,500;
"Office of Chief of Naval Operations",
Operations", $127,500;
"Board of Inspection
Inspection and Survey",
Survey", $3,500;
$3,500;
"Board
"Office
Communications", $58,100;
"Office of Chief of Naval Communications",
$58,100;
"Office of Naval Intelligence",
Intelligence", $83,800;
$83,800;
"Bureau
$560,300;
"Bureau of Ships", $560,300;
"Bureau
$233,400;
"Bureau of Ordnance",
Ordnance", $233,400;
"Bureau
Surgery", $119,600;
"Bureau of Medicine
Medicine and Surgery",
$119,600;
"Bureau of Yards
Docks", $171,800;
$171,800;
"Bureau
Yards and Docks',
"Bureau of Aeronautics",
$276,700;
Aeronautics", $276,700;
POST OFFICE
OFFICE DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT
POST
(Out of
Revenues)
(Out
of the Postal Revenues)

Office Department,
Department, Washington, District of Columbia:
Columbia:
Post Office
Office
of the
the Postmaster
Postmaster General,
"Salaries", $34,200;
$34,200;
General, "Salaries",
Office of
Salaries
and offices:
offices:
Salaries in
in bureaus
bureaus and
"Office of
Geileral",
Postmaster General",
of the
the First Assistant Postmaster
"Office
$110,000;
$110,000;
"Office of the Second Assistant Postmaster
Postmaster General",
Gei leral",
"Office
$101,000;
$101,000;
"Office of the Fourth Assistant Postmaster General",
Gei ieral",
"Office
$49,000;
$49,000;
"Office of the
$19,900;
the Solicitor", $19,900;
"Office
"Office of
the Chief
Chief Inspector",
Inspector", $33,500;
$33,500;
of the
"Office
"Office of
Purchasing Agent", $8,700;
$8,700;
of the
the Purchasing
"Office
Department:
Service, Post Office Department:
Field Service,
Office of the
Inspector:
the Chief
Chief Inspector:
Office
"Salaries
$363,700;
of inspectors",
inspectors", $363,700;
"Salaries of
"Clerks", $157,900;
$157,900;
Assistant Postmaster General:
General:
Office of the First Assistant
"Compensation
to postmasters",
$15,681,000;
postmasters", $15,681,000;
"Compensation to
"Clerks,
third-class post
post offices",
$7,290,000;
offices", $7,290,000;
"Clerks, third-class
"Miscellaneous
offices",
second-class post offices",
items, first- and second-class
"Miscellaneous items,
$372,000;
$372,000;
"Village
delivery service",
service", $72,000;
"Village delivery
"Rural delivery service",
service", $14,609,000;
$14,609,000;
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Office of
of the
the Fourth
Fourth Assistant
Assistant Postmaster
Office
Postmaster General:
General:
"Miscellaneous
equipment", $33,300;
$33,300;
and equipment",
supplies and
"Miscellaneous supplies
"Equipment
$230,500;
"Equipment shops",
shops", $230,500;
"Pneumatic tube service",
service", $48,900;
"Pneumatic
$48,900;
"Operating force,
public buildings",
"Operating
force, public
buildings", $8,500,000;
$8,500,000;
DEPARTMENT
STATE
DEPARTMENT OF
OF STATE
Department Service:
"Salaries and
and expenses,
of State",
Department
Service: "Salaries
expenses, Department
Department of
State",
$1,602,000;
$1,602,000;
International
activities:
International activities:
International Boundary
Commission, United
Boundary and
and Water
Water Commission,
United States
States
International
"Salaries and expenses",
$43,572 to
and Mexico:
Mexico: "Salaries
expenses", $34,428,
$34,428, and
and $43,572
to be
derived by transfer
participation in
derived
transfer from
from "United
"United States participation
in interinternational organizations";
organizations";
"Cooperation with
with the
American Republics",
Republics", $80,900
be
"Cooperation
the American
$80,900 to
to be
derived by transfer from "United States
States participation
participation in international organizations";
organizations";
"The
Inter-American Affairs"
Affairs" (increase
(increase of
$31,500 in
the
"The Institute of
of Inter-American
of $31,500
in the
used
limitation upon the amount of the corporate
corporate funds which may
may be used
for
administrative expenses);
expenses) ;
for administrative
TREASURY DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT
TREASURY
Office of the Secretary:
Office
Secretary:
"Salaries", $26,400;
"Salaries",
$26,400;
"Health service programs,
programs, Treasury
Department", $5,150;
$5,150;
Treasury Department",
Division of Tax Research: "Salaries",
"Salaries", $7,400;
$7,400;
General Counsel:
"Salaries", $17,600;
$17,600;
Office of General
Counsel: "Salaries",
Office of Chief Clerk: "Salaries",
"Salaries", $35,190;
$35,190;
Superintendent of Treasury
Office of Superintendent
Treasury Buildings: "Salaries",
"Salaries", $87,500;
$87,500;
Fiscal Service:
Service:
Bureau of Accounts:
Accounts: "Salaries
Bureau
"Salaries and
and expenses",
expenses", $65,000;
$65,000;
Bureau of
of the
the Public
Public Debt:
Debt:
"Administering the public debt", $1,516,000;
$1,516,000;
"Distinctive paper for United
$7,700;
"Distinctive
United States currency",
currency", $7,700;
Office of the Treasurer of the United
United States: "Salaries and
and
expenses",
expenses"' $100,000;
$100,000;
Bureau of Narcotics: "Salaries
"Salaries and expenses", $92,270;
$92,270;
Bureau of Engraving
Engraving and Printing: "Salaries
"Salaries and expenses",
expenses",
$1,295,000;
$1,29.5,000;
Secret Service
Service Division:
"Salaries and expenses, Secret Service", $109,050;
$109,050;
"Salaries and expenses, guard force, Treasury
Treasury buildings",
buildings",
$59,450;
$59,450;
Bureau of Federal
renegotiation rebates", $6,400;
Federal Supply: "Net renegotiation
$6,400;
DISTRICT OF
OF COLUMBIA
COLUMBIA
DISTRICT
Courts:
Courts:
"Probation system".
system", $5,023;
"Probation
$5,023;
"Office of Register
Register of
"Office
of Wills",
Wills", $11,449;
$11,449;
"Commission
$950;
"Commission on Mental Health", $950;
"National
"National Capital parks",
parks', $100,830;
$100,830;
"National
"National Capital Park and Planning Commission", $495;
$495;
"National
"National Zoological
Zoological Park", $36,248.
$36,248.

DIVISION
EXPENSES
DIVISION OF
OF EXPENSES

The sums appropriated
appropriated in this Title for the District of Columbia
Columbia
shall, unless otherwise specifically provided, be paid out of the general
general
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fund
Columbia, as defined
defined in the District of
District of Columbia,
of the District
fund of
Appropriation Act, 1949.
Columbia Appropriation
S
EC. 202.
202. The
The restrictions
appropriations or affectrestrictions contained within appropriations
SEC.
ing
available during the fiscal year
funds, available
or other funds,
appropriations or
ing appropriations
1949, limiting
expended for personal servlimiting the amounts which may be expended
1949,
ices
for other
other purposes
involving personal services, or amounts
purposes involving
or for
ices or
authorizations,
which may
be transferred
transferred between
between appropriations
appropriations or authorizations,
may be
which
are hereby
hereby waived
waived to
extent necessary
necessary to meet increased pay costs
the extent
to the
are
900), and comauthorized by
the Act
of July
3, 1948
1948 (Public Law 900),
July 3,
Act of
by the
authorized
parable increases
increases granted by administrative
administrative action pursuant to law.
parable

62 Stat.
537.
62
Stat. 537.

restricWaiver
of restricWaiver of
tions.
tions.

62
1267.
62 Stat.
Stat. 1267.
5
S. C.,
C., Supp.
Supp. I,
II,
U. S.
5 U.
§§§ 955-958,
943a.
943, 943a.
955-958, 943,

TITLE
AUDITED CLAIMS,
CLAIMS,
FOR DAMAGES, AUDITED
III-CLAIMS FOR
TITLE III—CLAIMS
AND JUDGMENTS
JUDGMENTS
For payment
for damages as settled and determined by
claims for
payment of claims
For
certified
departments and
and agencies
in accord
accord with
with law,
audited claims certified
law, audited
agencies in
departments
rendered
judgments
to
be
due
by
the
General
Accounting
Office,
rendered
and
Office,
Accounting
General
the
by
due
be
to
against the
the United
United States
States by United States district courts and the
against
United States
of Claims,
Claims, as
Senate Documents
forth in Senate
as set forth
Court of
States Court
United
Numbered
52 and
Document Numbered
Eighty-first
Numbered 145, Eighty-first
House Document
and House
71, and
and 71,
Numbered 52
Congress,
$12,205,679.48, together
such amounts as may be neceswith such
together with
Congress, $12,205,679.48,
sary
to pay
interest (as
(as and
judgments or in
such judgments
specified in such
when specified
and when
pay interest
sary to
Accounting Office or provided
certain
of the
provided
of the General Accounting
settlements of
the settlements
certain of
by law)
law) and
and such
increases in rates of exchange
sums due to increases
additional sums
such additional
by
as
be necessary
necessary to
to pay
claims in
foreign currency:
That
Provided, That
currency: Provided,
in foreign
pay claims
may be
as may
no
herein appropriated
appropriated for shall be paid until it shall have
judgment herein
no judgment
become final
and conclusive against the United States by failure of the
final and
become
parties to
to appeal
appeal or
otherwise: Provided
Provided further,
further, That, unless otheror otherwise:
parties
wise
specifically
required
by
law
or
by
the
judgment, payment
payment of
the judgment,
by
or
law
by
required
wise specifically
interest wherever
appropriated for
for herein
shall not continue for more
herein shall
wherever appropriated
interest
than
thirty days
after the
the date
date of
of approval of this Act.
days after
than thirty
TITLE IV-GENERAL
IV—GENERAL PROVISIONS
PROVISIONS
TITLE
SEC. 401.
401. No
No part
contained in this Act, or of
appropriation contained
any appropriation
of any
part of
SEC.
the funds
funds made
made available
expenditure by any corporation
corporation included
included
for expenditure
available for
the
of any person who
in
this
Act,
shall
be
used
to
pay
the
salary
wages
or
salary
the
pay
to
used
be
in this Act, shall
engages in
in a
strike against
the Government
Government of
of the United States or
against the
a strike
engages
who is
is a
a member
member of
Government employees
employees that
of Government
organization of
an organization
of an
who
asserts
the right
Government of the United States,
the Government
against the
strike against
to strike
right to
asserts the
or
who advocates,
advocates, or
of an
advocates,
that advocates,
organization that
an organization
member of
is aa member
or is
or who
States
the
overthrow
of
the
Government
the
United
by force or
United
of
Government
the
the overthrow of
violence: Provided,
That for
for the purposes
purposes hereof an affidavit shall be
Provided,That
violence:
considered
evidence that
the person
person making
affidavit
the affidavit
making the
that the
facie evidence
prima facie
considered prima
a strike
has not
the provisions
provisions of
engaged in a
section engaged
this section
of this
to the
contrary to
not contrary
has
against the
the Government
of the United States, is not aa member of an
Government of
against
organization of
Government employees
that asserts
the right
strike
to strike
right to
asserts the
employees that
of Government
organization
against the
the Government
United States,
States, or that such person does
the United
of the
Government of
against
not
and is
not a
organization that advocates,
advocates,
an organization
of an
member of
a member
is not
advocate, and
not advocate,
the overthrow
the Government
the United States by force or
of the
Government of
of the
overthrow of
the
violence:
Provided further,
That any
any person
engages in
in aastrike
who engages
person who
further, That
violence: Provided
against
Government of
United States or who is a
amember of
the United
of the
the Government
against the
an
organization of
of Government
employees that asserts
asserts the right to
Government employees
an organization
strike
against
the
Government
of
the
United
or who advocates,
States,
United
the
of
Government
the
strike against
or who
is a
of an
an organization
organization that
that advocates,
advocates, the
the overthrow
overthrow
member of
a member
who is
or
of
the
Government
of
the
United
States
by
force
or
violence
and accepts
violence
or
force
by
States
of the Government of the United
employment the
salary or
or wages for
for which are paid from any approthe salary
employment
priation
in this
Act shall
shall be
be guilty
a felony and,
guilty of a
this Act
contained in
fund contained
or fund
priation or
upon
conviction,
shall
be
fined
not
more
than
$1,000
imprisoned
for
imprisoned
or
$1,000
than
more
not
fined
be
shall
conviction,
upon

engaging,
Persons engaging,
etc., in strikes against
etc.,
or advocating
advocating overthrow of U.
U. S. Government.

Affidavit.
Affidavit.

Penalty.
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Availability
Availability of
of apappropriations.
propriations.

Short title.
Short

not more than one year, or both:
Provided further,
further, That
the above
above
both: Provided
That the
penalty clause shall be in addition
addition to, and not
not in
substitution for,
for, any
any
in substitution
other provisions of
of existing
existing law.
law.
SEC.
S
EC. 402. The appropriations
appropriations and
authority with
with respect
respect to
approand authority
to appropriations in this Act in whole or in part
part for
the fiscal
fiscal year
1949 shall
shall
for the
year 1949
be available
available from and including
including March
1949, for
for the
the purposes
purposes respecrespecMarch 1,
1,1949,
tively provided in such appropriations
appropriations and
authority. All
All obligations
obligations
and authority.
incurred
incurred during the period between March
1, 1949,
and the
date of
of the
the
March 1,
1949, and
the date
enactment
enactment of this Act in anticipation
anticipation of
of such
such appropriations
appropriations and
and
authority
authority are hereby ratified
ratified and confirmed
confirmed if
if in
accordance with
with the
the
in accordance
terms thereof.
thereof.
terms
SEC.
S
EC. 403. This Act may be cited
cited as
as the
Deficiency ApproApprothe "Second
"Second Deficiency
priation
priation Act,
Act, 1949".
1949".
Approved
Approved June
23, 1949.
1949.
June 23,
[
CHAPTER 237]
237]
[CHAPTER

June
June 23,
23, 1949
1949
[S.
J. Res.
551
[S. J.
Res. 55]
[Public Law
Law 120]
120]
[Public

"Economic
"Economic IndicaIndicators."

[63 S
TAT.
[63
STAT.

JOINT
JOINT RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION

monthly publication
To print
print the monthly
publication entitled
entitled "Economic
"Economic Indicators".
Indicators".

Resolved
Representatives of
Resolved by the Senate and House of
of Representatives
of the
the United
United
States of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
Joint Committee
the Joint
Committee
on the Economic
to issue
Economic Report be authorized
authorized to
issue aamonthly
monthly publication
publication
entitled
"Economic Indicators", and
and that
that aa sufficient
entitled "Economic
sufficient quantity
quantity be
be
printed to furnish
copy to
furnish one copy
to each
each Member
of Congress;
Secretary
Member of
Congress; the
the Secretary
and
Sergeant at Arms
Senate; the
the Clerk,
and the Sergeant
Arms of the Senate;
Clerk, Sergeant
Sergeant at
at Arms,
Arms,
and
Doorkeeper of
the House of Representatives;
and Doorkeeper
of the
Representatives; two
two copies
copies to
to the
the
libraries of the Senate and
and House,
House, and
the Congressional
and the
Congressional Library;
Library;
seven hundred copies to the Joint
Joint Committee
Committee on
seven
on the
the Economic
Report;
Economic Report;
and the
the required
required number
and
copies to
to the
the Superintendent
Superintendent of
of Documents
number of
of copies
Documents
for distribution
distribution to depository
depository libraries;
libraries; and
that the
the Superintendent
and that
Superintendent
of Documents
Documents be authorized
authorized to
to have
have copies
copies printed
sale to
to the
the public.
public.
printed for
for sale
Approved
June 23,
23, 1949.
Approved June
1949.
[CHAPTER
[
CHAPTER 238]

!rune 23,
23, 149
1949
June
[H.
(H. R.
R. 4583]
4583]
[Public Law
[Public
Law 1211
121]

House of RepresentRepresentat
i
ves.
atives.
Telephone and teleteleTelephone
graph service.
service.
graph

Telephone
Telephone
charges.
charges.

toll

Charges
teleCharges on
on tele-

grams.
grams.

AN ACT
ACT
Relating
Relating to telephone
telephone and
and telegraph
telegraph service
service and
and clerk
clerk hire
hire for
Members of
of the
the
for Members
House
House of Representatives.

Be it
and House
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
House of
Representatives of
of the
of Representatives
the
United
States of America in
Congress assembled,
United States
in Congress
assembled, That
That for
for each
each fiscal
fiscal
year beginning
beginning with the fiscal year
year
year ending
ending June
June 30,
30, 1950,
1950, in
in the
the case
case
of each
each Member
Member of
of th
H ouse of
ofR
epresenta ti ves, there
there shall
shall be
be paid
thee House
Representatives,
paid
from the contingent
contingent fund of
of the
the House
House of
Representatives, subject
subject to
to
of Representatives,
the limitation
following charges:
the
limitation provided in section
section 2, the
the following
charges:
(a) Toll
Toll charges
charges on long-distance
(a)
long-distance telephone
telephone calls
calls (1)
(1) originating
in
originating in
the Member's
the
Member's office in the District
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, or
or (2)
on toll
toll charges
charges
(2) on
on strictly
strictly official business
business originating
the District
District of
of Columbia
originating outside
outside the
Columbia
but
by the
in the
the District
District of
but made
made by
the Member to his office
office in
of Columbia,
Columbia, to
to any
any
department,
office of
department, agency,
agency, or office
of the
the .Federal
Federal Government
or of
of the
the
Government or
government of the District of Columbia,
Columbia, or
government
or to
to any
any department,
department, agency,
agency,
or office of the government
any State
government of
of any
State or
of any
political subdivision
subdivision
or of
any political
of a
of
a State;
State; and
and
(b)
telegrams sent by or on behalf of
the Member
(b) Charges
Charges on
on telegrams
of the
Member from
from
the District
District of
Columbia or on telegrams sent collect
from outside
the
of Columbia
collect from
the
outside the
District of
of Columbia
District
Columbia by the Member to his office
office in
in the
the District
of
District of
Columbia,
Columbia, to
to any department,
department, agency, or
or office
office of
the Federal
Federal GovernGovernof the
ment or of the government
government of the
ment
the District
District of
of Columbia.
Columbia. or
or to
to any
any
department,
or office
of any
department, agency,
agency, or
office of the government
government of
any State
State or
or of
of
subdivision of
any political
political subdivision
of a
a State.
State.
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Limitation on
on
SEC.
Member of the House of Representatives
SEC. 2. In
In the case
case of any Member
Representatives
amount
from
amount
paid from
Speaker, the majority
majority leader,
leader, the
the minority
other than the Speaker,
minority leader,
leader, contingent
contingent fund.
fund.
the majority whip, and
the minority
the
and the
minority whip,
whip, the
the aggregate
aggregate amount of the
charges which may be so paid from the
the contingent
contingent fund for any fiscal
fiscal
shall not
exceed $500.
$500.
year shall
not exceed
SEC.
charged to the
SEC. 3. After June
June 30, 1949,
1949, no telegrams shall be charged
the
official business of the House
House of Representatives
Representatives by any Member.
Member.
Clerk hire.
hire.
Clerk
SEC. 4.
Effective July
July 1,
1, 1949,
each Member
Member of
SEC.
4. Effective
1949, the
the clerk
clerk hire
hire of
of each
of
the
shall be
be at
the rate
of $12,500
$12,500 per
per annum.
annum.
the House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives shall
at the
rate of
compensation from such clerk
No person shall receive
receive basic compensation
clerk hire at aa
per annum.
rate in
in excess
excess of
of $5,000
$5,000 per
annum.
S
EC. 5.
of section
section 501
of the
Employees
SEC.
5. The last
last sentence
sentence of
501 of
the Federal
Federal Employees
59 Stat. 301.
Pay Act of 1945, as amended,
amended, is
is hereby amended
amended by
after
by inserting
inserting after
5
C. §
931.
5 U. S.. C.
§ 931.
the
word "now"
"now" the
the words
words "or
"or hereafter".
the word
hereafter".
Definitions.
Definitions.
S
EC. 6.
As used
used in
the term
term "Member"
"Member of
of
SEC.
6. As
in this
this Act,
Act, (a)
(a) the
"Member" or
or "Member
the
Representatives" includes
includes a
Representative in
the House
House of
of Representatives"
a Representative
in Congress,
Congress,
a
from a
Territory, and
the Resident
Resident Commissioner
Commissioner from
from
a Delegate
Delegate from
a Territory,
and the
Puerto Rico, and
Puerto
the several
several States,
and (b)
(b) the term
term "State"
"State" includes
includes the
States,
the Territories, and
and Puerto Rico.
Approved June
Approved
June 23,
23, 1949.
1949.

[CHAPTER 239]
[CHAPTER

ACT
AN ACT

Authorizing the transfer
transfer to the United States
States section, International
International Boundary
Boundary
Water Commission, by
by the War
War Assets
Assets Administration
Administration of a
a portion of
of Fort
and Water
Brown at Brownsville,
Brownsville, Texas, and
and adjacent
without exchange
exchange of
of
adjacent borrow area, without
funds or reimbursement.
reimbursement.

it enacted
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
Be it
enacted by the
the Senate and House
House of
United States of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the
the United
United
of America
America in
assembled, That
United
States
International Boundary
Boundary and
and Water
United
States section,
section, International
Water Commission,
Commission, United
States
is hereby
to accept
accept by
by transfer
transfer without
States and
and Mexico,
Mexico, is
hereby authorized
authorized to
without
reimbursement or
funds, and
permanent custody
custody
reimbursement
or exchange
exchange of
of funds,
and to
to assume
assume permanent
and
over, in
in connection
connection with
with the
Rio Grande
floodthe lower
lower Rio
Grande floodand control
control over,
under the
jurisdiction of
States section,
section,
of said United
United States
control project
project under
the jurisdiction
that portion
portion of
Brown at
at Brownsville,
Texas, and
and adjacent
adjacent
Brownsville, Texas,
of Fort
Fort Brown
that
borrow area,
area, described
described as
as follows:
follows:
borrow
Tract
Fort, Brown.-A
Brown.—A tract
tract containing
containing two
two hundred
and
hundred and
Tract 1,
1, Fort
forty-one and six one-hundredths
acres in the Espiritu
Espiritu Santo
Santo grant
grant
forty-one
one-hundredths acres
in Cameron
Cameron County,
County, Texas,
and a
part of
Brown miliFort Brown
miliout of
of and
a part
of the
the Fort
Texas, out
in
tary reservation
on map
recorded in
volume 8,
23,
in volume
8, page
page 23,
reservation as
as shown
shown on
map recorded
tary
of
the map
records of
of Cameron
Cameron County,
Texas.
County, Texas.
of the
map records
Tract
tract containing
seventeen and
and fourfourcontaining seventeen
Tract 2,
2, Borrow
Borrow Area.—A.
Area.-A tract
tenths
acres in
share numbered
numbered 19
19 of
the Espiritu
Espiritu Santo
grant, CamCamSanto grant,
of the
tenths acres
in share
eron County,
conveyed to
to the
the United
United States
States of
America by
by
of America
County, Texas,
Texas, conveyed
eron
deed from
from Carrie
Carrie M.
independent execuexecuand as
as independent
M. Combe,
Combe, individually
individually and
deed
trix
the estate
of Frederick
J. Combe,
deceased, recorded
recorded in
in volume
volume
Combe, deceased,
estate of
Frederick J.
trix of
of the
322,
page 352,
352, of
of the
the deed
deed records
records of
of Cameron
County, Texas;
Texas; both
both
Cameron County,
322, page
of
shown on
on drawing
numbered 4311—RC-12,
San
4311-RC-12, San
drawing numbered
being shown
of said
said tracts
tracts being
Benito,
Texas, January
International Boundary
and
Boundary and
the International
15, 1947,
1947, of
of the
January 15,
Benito, Texas,
Water
Commission, United
United States
States and
and Mexico,
Mexico, United
United States
States section,
section,
Water Commission,
designated "Flood
"Flood Control
Grande, Texas-Fort
Texas—Fort
Rio Grande,
Project-Lower Rio
Control Project—Lower
designated
Brown
Military Reservation",
Reservation", and
and on
on field
thereto,
notes attached
attached thereto,
field notes
Brown Military
which
and field
file with
with said
said United
United States
States section
section
on file
field notes
notes are
are on
which drawing
drawing and
and with
Administration, said
heretoproperty having
having heretosaid property
and
with the
the War
War Assets
Assets Administration,
fore been
been declared
declared surplus
and the
the
Assets Administration;
Administration; and
surplus to
to the
the War
War Assets
fore
War Assets
Assets Administration,
Administration, or
or other
other Federal
Federal agency
agency in
responsible
in responsible
War
charge,
authorized and
transfer said
to the
the
said property
property to
to transfer
directed to
and directed
is authorized
charge, is
said United
United States
States section
section without
without reimbursement
reimbursement or exchange
exchange of
said
funds.

June 23,
23, 1949
1949

R. 1338]
[H. R.
[Public Law 122]
[Public

International
International Boundary and Water Comary
mission, U. S.
S. section.
section.
Transfer of land
land at
Transfer
Brownsville,
Brownsville, Texas.
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Transfer of building.
Transferofbuilding.

Sale
improveSale of
of improvements.

Grantingoflicenses.

Granting of licenses.

49 Stat. 906.
49stat.
22 U. S. C. §277e.

c.e

Time limitation.
Time
limitation.

SEC.
transferred to said United States
SEC. 2. There shall likewise be transferred
section, in
connection with
of said
in connection
with the transfer of
said land,
land, that
that certain
certain buildbuildthereon situate,
numbered as
building 252.
ing thereon
situate, known
known and
and numbered
as warehouse
warehouse building
252.
SEC.
improvements on said land,
land, except
warehouse buildbuildS
EC. 3. The improvements
except warehouse
ing 252, may
under its
its
may be sold by
by the War
War Assets
Assets Administration
Administration under
existing
for use
the premises
premises where
where now
situated, subexisting authority,
authority, for
use on
on the
now situated,
subject
that such
such use
use shall
shall be
in conformity
the
ject to the provision that
be in
conformity with
with the
terms and conditions of licenses to
the Secretary
Secretary
to be issued
issued therefor by
by the
of State under the authority of the
August 27,
the Act of
of August
27, 1935
1935 (49
(49 Stat.
Stat.
U. S. C., sec. 277e)
906; 22 U.
277e)::Provided,
Provided, That such licenses
licenses shall not
not be
inconsistent with the primary
inconsistent
primary purpose
control and
purpose of
of flood
flood control
and the
the use
use of
of
said land as a
Secretary of State.
State. Any
a floodway,
floodway, as determined
determined by the
the Secretary
Any
improvements not
premises may
be sold
by
such improvements
not sold for
for use on
on the premises
may be
sold by
the War Assets Administration for removal
removal from
from the premises
premises within
one
one year
year from the
the date
date of
of sale. To
To the
the extent that any
any such
such improveimprovements are not sold under the provisions hereof
hereof within
within aa period
period of
of
one year from
effective date of
shall remain
from the effective
of this
this Act, title thereto shall
remain
in the United States, and jurisdiction and control thereover
thereover shall vest
vest
in the said United States section.
section.
SEC.
beneficial
S
EC. 4. The Secretary
Secretary of State shall, in order to assure beneficial
public use of this land not inconsistent
inconsistent with the primary purpose
of
purpose of
flood control, grant aalicense
license or licenses to the city of Brownsville,
Texas,
under the
1935, to
use
Texas, under
the authority
authority of
of the
the Act
Act of
of August
August 27,
27, 1935,
to use
portions of the lands
lands transferred
transferred to the United
United States
States section
section under
under
this Act for municipal
municipal parks, golf course, museums,
museums, athletic fields,
fields,
including
including stadiums, and other public
purposes not inconsistent
inconsistent with
with
public purposes
the primary purpose
purpose of flood
control and
use of
of said
said land
as
flood control
and with
with the
the use
land as
a
determined by the
the Secretary
Secretary of
State and
and subject
subject to
to
a floodway,
floodway, as determined
of State
such terms
the opinion
of the
Secretary
terms and conditions
conditions as may,
may, in the
opinion of
the Secretary
of State, be necessary to
interests of
of the
United States:
to protect the interests
the United
States:
Provided,
Provided, That
That application
application is made by the city of Brownsville
Brownsville for
for
such license or licenses within a
a period of
of one year
year from
from the
the effective
effective
date of this Act: Provided
Providedfurther,
further, That such license or licenses
licenses shall
shall
not be inconsistent
inconsistent with those granted
granted under section
section 3
3 hereof for
for the
the
use of the improvements
improvements therein
therein specified:
specified: Provided
Provided further,
further, That
That
except
except for this provision granting to the city of Brownsville
Brownsville aapreferenpreferena license or licenses,
tial right for one year to be granted
granted a
licenses, nothing
nothing
construed as modifying
in this section
section shall be construed
modifying or
impairing the
the
or impairing
authority
State over said
authority of the
the Secretary of State
said lands under said Act
Act
of August 27, 1935.
1935.
Approved June
Approved
June 23,
23, 1949.
1949.

[CHAPTER 240]
[CHAPTER
June 24,
24, 1949
IS. 1023]
1023]
[Public Law 123]
123]

Is.
[Public Law

46 Stat. 475.
36b
U. S. C. §
§ 736b;
55 U.
Supp. If,
73613.
II, §736b.
Post, p.
476.
Po's,
p. 476.

.§

4Stat.4

§

STAT.
[63 S
TAT.

AN
ACT
AN ACT

To
section 9
9 of
the Civil
Service Retirement
Retirement Act of May 29, 1930, as
To amend
amend section
of the
Civil Service
amended, so as to grant credit in accordance
with such
such section
section for
for service
service for
for
amended, so as to grant credit in
accordance with
which, through
through inadvertence,
inadvertence, no deductions from salary
salary are made.

Be it
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and House of Representatives
Representatives of the
it enacted
United
Congress assembled, That the first
United States of America in Congress
first
sentence of section 99of
sentence
Retirement Act
Act of
of the
the Civil Service
Service Retirement
of May
May 29,
29,
1930, asamended,
amended by
by inserting
inserting before
the period
at the
1930,
amended, is
is amended
before the
period at
the

end thereof
and the
the following:
following: "including
thereof aacomma
comma and
any case
in which
"including any
case in
which
such deductions
are required
required to
be made
made but
but are
error
such
deductions are
to be
are not made due to error
on the part of the employing agency and such error being made
without the knowledge
knowledge of the employee affected
affected by the mistake".
Approved
Approved June 24,
24, 1949.
1949.

63 S
STAT.]
TAT.]
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[CHAPTER 241]
241]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
ACT
AN

and 131
131 of the
the Act
To amend
amend sections 130 and
"An Act
Act to
establish a
code of
of
Act entitled
entitled "An
to establish
a code
law for the District of Columbia",
approved March
March 3, 1901,
Columbia", approved
1901, relating
relating to
to the
the
notice to be given upon a
a petition
a will, and
petition for probate
probate of a
and to the probate
probate of
of
such
will.
such will.

Be it
it enacted
and House
House of Representatives
enacted by the Senate and
Representatives of the
United States
States of America in
in Congress
assembled, That
That the
United
Congress assembled,
the first
first paraparaa code
graph of section 130 of the Act entitled "An Act to establish
establish a
District of
3, 1901,
1901, as
of law for the District
of Columbia", approved
approved March
March 3,
as
approved June 30, 1902
amended by the Act approved
1902 (title 19, sec. 301, D. C.
1940),,is amended
amended to read as follows:
follows:
Code, 1940)
4
'
SEC. 130.
130. NOTICE
NOTICE OF
or PETITION
FOR PROBATE.-Upon
PROBATE.—UpOIl the
the filing
filing of
of aa
"SEC.
PETITION FOR
petition for probate of a
a will, notice, as hereinafter
hereinafter provided,
provided, shall be
be
entitled to or interested
issued to all persons who would
would be entitled
interested in the
estate of the testator in case such will had not been executed
executed to appear
appear
in said court on aadate named in the notice, and to show cause
cause why the
prayer
prayer of the petition should not be granted.
a citation in which the return date
"(a) Such notice may be by a
named is not earlier than ten days after
after the filing of said petition,
and
petition, and
which citation
citation shall be served
served in the District
District of Columbia,
Columbia by the
United
United States marshal, or deputy
deputy marshal, not less than five days
before the return day named in said citation.
"(b) Such notice may
may be by a
citation in which
which the return date named
a citation
named
"(b)
is not earlier
earlier than twenty
twenty days after
after the filing of said petition, and
which citation shall be served
served not less than ten days before
before the return
Provided, That
date named in said citation: Provided,
That such citation
citation may be
served only on nonresidents
Columbia, and upon
nonresidents of the District of Columbia,
residents of said District who have
have been
been returned
found'
residents
returned 'Not to be found'
(a) of this section,
section, and such service
service may
may be made
under paragraph (a)
eighteen years
years of age who
only by a
a person not less than eighteen
who is not a
a
party to or otherwise interested in the estate of the decedent, and the
return in such case must be made under oath in the District of Columsheriff or deputy
deputy sheriff,
bia, unless the person making the service be a
a sheriff
authorized to serve process
process where service
aamarshal or deputy marshal, authorized
service.
is made, and such return must show the time and place of service.
"(c) Such notice, whenever
whenever there is proof by the petition
petition for pro"(c)
bate
affidavit that any
interested as
bate or
or by other
other affidavit
any or
or all
all of
of such persons,
persons, interested
aforesaid, are
are nonresidents
the District
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, or
or whenever
whenever
aforesaid,
nonresidents of
of the
they or any of them have been returned
returned 'Not to be found' under
under paragraph
may be
by a
publication in
which the
the return
return
graph (a) of
of this section,
section, may
be by
a publication
in which
date named is not less than thirty
thirty days
days after
after the date
date of the first
first
appearance
publication, and which shall be published
published once
once
appearance of the publication,
in each of three successive
newspaper of general circusuccessive weeks in some newspaper
lation in the District of Columbia, and a
published notice
lation
a copy of this published
shall
last-known address
address of each of
shall be
be mailed
mailed to the
the last-known
of the
the persons,
persons,
interested as aforesaid, who is not shown to
returned served
served
interested
to have
have been returned
personally under either paragraph
(a) or paragraph
paragraph (b) of this secpersonally
paragraph (a)
tion.
rule prescribe
the form
form of
of such
tion. The
The court may
may by
by general
general rule
prescribe the
such
notice by publication,
publication as
publication, and
and may
may order
order such
such other
other publication
as the
the
case
may require."
require."
case may
SEC. 2. Section
SEC.
Section 131 of the Act
Act entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
Act to establish
establish aacode
March 3,
19,
of law for the District of
of Columbia",
Columbia", approved
approved March
3, 1901
1901 (title 19,
1940) ,
amended to read as follows:
sec. 305, D. C. Code, 1940),
is amended
follows:
"SEc. 131. PROBATE.-When
PROBATE.—When notice
section 130 has
"SEC.
notice as prescribed
prescribed in section
proceed, if no caveat be
been completed in any case, the court shall proceed,
be
filed, to take the proofs, or to consider the proofs theretofore
of
theretofore taken
taken, of
the execution
execution of the will. All the witnesses
witnesses to such will who are within

June 24,
24, 1949
1949
June
[S. 1127]
1127]
[S.
[Public Law
Law 124]
[Public
124]

D. C.
C. Code,
Code, amendamendD.
ments.
ments.

31 Stat. 1211; 32 Stat.
31Stat.1211;32Stat.
5e6.
5E6.

Publication
Publication of
of nonotice.
tice.

31 Stat.
Stat. 1211.
31
1211.
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[63 STAT.
STAT.
[63

the
and competent
to testify
must be
be produced
produced and
and examined,
the District and
competent to
testify must
examined,
satisfactorily accounted
for."
or the
the absence
absence of any
any of
of them satisfactorily
accounted for."
Approved June
24, 1949.
Approved
June 24,
1949.
[CHAPTER 242]
[CHAPTER
June
June 24,
24, 1949
1949

[S. 1131]
11311
[Public
Law 125]
[Public Law
125]

eDnt.

D. C. Code,
amendCode, amendments.

Stat, 1231.
1231.
31 Stat.

31 Stat. 1233.
31Stat.

31
Stat. 123.
1238.
31Stat.

1239.

31
31 Stat.
Stat. 1239,

31 Stat.
Stat. 1245.
31
1245.

31
31 Stat.
Stat. 1246.
124G.

31 Stat.
Stat. 1247.
31
1247.

AN ACT
AN
ACT
To amend sections 260, 267, 309, 315, 348, 350; and 361 of the Act
entitled "An
"An
Act entitled
Act to establish a
a code of law for the District of Columbia",
Columbia", approved March 3,
1901,
to
provide
that
estates
1901,
provide
administered within the probate
of decedents being administered
court may be settled at the election
election of the personal
personal representative
decedent
representative of the decedent
in that court six months after his qualification
qualification as such personal
personal representative.

Be it
it enacted by
the
by the
the Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the

United
States of
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That section
United States
of America in
in Congress
section 260
260 of
of

the Act entitled "An Act to establish a
for the
District of
of
a code of
of law for
the District
approved March 3, 1901,
Columbia", approved
by the
Act approved
approved
1901 as amended
amended by
the Act
June 30,
501, D.
C. Code,
Code, 1940,
30, 1902 (title 18, sec.
sec. 501,
D. C.
1940, line
line 11),
11), is
amended
is amended
by striking out therefrom the words "one
"one year"
year" and inserting in
in lieu
lieu
thereof the words
words "six
"six months".
months".
SEC.
Svc. 2. Section 267 of said Act approved
1901 (title
approved March
March 3,
3, 1901
(title 20,
20,
sec. 306, D. C. Code, 1940, lines 6
6and
and 9),
9), is
is amended
by striking
amended by
striking out
out
the word "twenty"
"twenty" and inserting in
and
in lieu
lieu thereof
thereof the
the word
word "five"
"five" and
by striking out the words "within thirty days after
after the
the first
first publicapublication" and inserting
inserting in lieu thereof the words "within
"within ten days
days after
after
publication".
publication".
SEC.
S
EC. 3. Section 309 of said Act approved
approved March 3, 1901 (title 18,
sec.
sec. 401, D. C. Code, 1940, line 2),
2), is amended
amended by striking
striking out the
words "three months" and inserting
inserting in lieu thereof the words "two
"two
months".
SEC.
S
EC. 4. Section 315 of said
approved March
1901 (title
18,
said Act approved
March 3,
3, 1901
(title 18,
sec.
by striking
sec. 407, D. C. Code, 1940, line 3),
3), is amended
amended by
out the
striking out
the
words "three
"three months" and inserting
inserting in lieu thereof
the words
words "two
thereof the
"two
months".
SEC.
S
EC. 5. Section
Section 348 of said Act approved March 3,
3, 1901
1901 (title
(title 18,
18,
sec.
19), is
sec. 518, D. C. Code, 1940, lines 9.
9, 15,
15, and
and 19),
is amended
amended by
by striking
striking
where they appear
out the words "nine
"nine months" where
appear three
three times
times in said
said
section and inserting each time in lieu
lieu thereof
thereof the
the words
words "three
"three
months".
months".
SEC.
6. Section 350 of said
Six. 0.
said Act approved March 3, 1901 (title 18,
18,
sec. 526,
C. Code, 1940, lines 22and 6),
6), is
is amended
allended by
by striking
striking out
sec.
526, D. C.
out
the words
words "one year" and inserting
lieu thereof
thereof the
words "six
"six
inserting in
in lieu
the words
months"
months" and by striking out the words "at
months" and
"at least six months"
and
inserting
"at least three months".
inserting in lieu thereof the words "at
months".
SEC.
SEC. 7. Section 361 of said Act approved March 3, 1901
1901 (title 20,
20,
sec. 601,
601, D.
C. Code,
Code, 1940),
anlended by striking
period at
at the
the
D. C.
1940), is amended
striking the period
end of said section and inserting in lieu thereof a
a colon and the following words: "Provided,
rendered six months
"Pro vided, That said account
account may be rendered
from the date
date of
of his letters."
letters."
Approved
Approved June 24, 1949.
1949.
[CHAPTER 243]
[CHAPTER

June 24, 1949
[S. 1132]

IS.1132]
[Public Law 126]

D.C.
D. C. Code,
Code, amendamendment.

A
N ACT
A C T
AN

To
To amend
amend section 137 of the Act entitled
entitled "An
"An Act to establish a
a code of law for the
District of
Columbia", approved March 3, 1901,
1901, relating to the time within
District
of Columbia",
which a
a caveat may be filed
a will after the will has been probated.
which
filed to a

Be it
Senate and
and House of Representatives
the
it enacted by the Senate
Representatives of the
United
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
United States
States of
assembled, That section 137
of
the Act
of the
Act entitled "An Act to establish
establish aacode of law for the District

STAT.]
63 STAr.]
63
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of Columbia",
approved March
Columbia", approved
C. Code,
March 3,
3, 1901 (title
(title 19, sec.
sec. 309,
309, D.
D. C.
Code,
1940),
1940), is amended
amended to read
follows:
read as
as follows:
"SEC.
CAVEAT.-If, upon the
"SEC. 137. CAVEAT.—If,
application to
to
the hearing
hearing of
of the
the application
a will to probate,
admit a
probate, the
decree that the
the court
court shall decree
the same
same be
admitted
any person
person in
interest may
said
admitted to probate,
probate, any
in interest
may file
file a
a caveat
caveat to
to said
probate thereof
thereof may
be revoked
at any
any time
will and pray
pray that the
the probate
may be
revoked at
time
within one
one year
year after
after such
such decree."
decree."
within
Approved June
June 24,
1949.
Approved
24, 1949.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 244]

AN ACT

To amend
amend the Act entitled
To
code of law for the
entitled "An
"An Act to
to establish
establish aa code
the District
District of
of
Columbia",
1901, to provide
provide a
a family
Columbia", approved March 3, 1901,
allowance and a
family allowance
a
simplified
in the
the settlement
of small
estates.
simplified procedure
procedure in
settlement of
small estates.

31 Stat. 1212.

June 24,
24, 1949
June
[S. 1135]
[Public Law
[Public
Law 127]

it enacted
House of Representatives
Be it
enacted by the Senate and House
Representatives of the
amendD. C. Code, amendUnited
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Act
Act ments.
United States
States of America in
entitled
entitled "An Act to
to establish
establish aacode
code of
of law
law for the District of ColumColumbia",
3, 1901,
1901, as
as amended,
amended, is
amended by
by adding
adding to
bia", approved
approved March
March 3,
is amended
to
Stat. 1231.
1231.
31 Stat.
chapter 5
5thereof
as follows:
follows:
chapter
thereof aanew
new subchapter
subchapter 9
9 to
to read
read as
Code §
18-723.
§ 18-723.
D. C. Code

FAMILY ALLOWANCE
ALLOWANCE AND ADMINISTRATION
ADMINISTRATION OF SMALL
"FAMILY
SMALL ESTATES

Family
Family allowance.
"SEc. 394.
death of any
person leaving
any person
leaving a
a surviving
surviving
394. (a)
(a) Upon
Upon the
the death
"SEC.
spouse
the said
shall be
out
spouse the
said surviving
surviving spouse
spouse shall
be entitled
entitled to
to an
an allowance
allowance out
of
the personal
personal estate
of said
said decedent
decedent of
of the
of $500
$500 for
for his
his or
or
of the
estate of
the sum
sum of
her
use, and
and that
that of
any minor
to be
in money
or in
of any
minor children,
children, to
be paid
paid in
money or
in
her use,
specific
at its
its fair
value as
may be
which allowallowfair value
as may
be elected,
elected, and
and which
specific property
property at
ance shall
shall be
exempt from
and all
all debts
debts and
of the
the
obligations of
from any
any and
and obligations
ance
be exempt
decedent,
only to
to payment
payment of
expenses not
exceedof funeral
funeral expenses
not exceeddecedent, and
and subject
subject only
ing
and, if
be no
no surviving
surviving spouse,
the surviving
surviving minor
minor
if there
there be
spouse, the
ing $200;
$200; and,
children
if any
be shall
entitled to
and
be entitled
to aa like
like allowance,
allowance, and
children if
any there
there be
shall be
which
be payable,
the discretion
discretion of
of the
the probate
court, to
to the
the
probate court,
which shall
shall be
payable, in
in the
person
having their
to such
such other
person as
it shall
desigcustody or
or to
other person
as it
shall desigperson having
their custody
nate,
shall be
used by
person solely
solely for
said minor's
for said
minor's care
care
and shall
be used
by such
such person
nate, and
and
allowance shall
shall be
in addition
addition to
the
Said family
family allowance
be in
to the
and maintenance.
maintenance. Said
respective
share or
or shares
shares of
the snrviving
surviving spouse
and children.
children.
spouse and
of the
respective share
Small estates.
estates.
"(b) When
When any
person dies,
consisting only
only
"(b)
any person
dies, leaving
leaving a
a small
small estate
estate consisting
of
property of
value not
in excess
excess of
of $500,
$500, and
and thisre
be aa
of personal
personal property
of a
a value
not ill
there be
surviving spouse
or minor
entitled to
the family
family allowance
to the
allowance
surviving
spouse or
minor children
chillren entitled
authorized in
the preceding
preceding section,
surviving spouse
or minor
minor
authorized
in the
section, i
iffsuch
such surviving
spouse or
children
through the
having their
their custody
next
custody or
or aa next
(acting through
the person
person having
children (acting
Filing of petition.
friend) file
file in
petition, under
oath, declaring:
The
under oath,
declaring: The
in the
the probate
probate court
court aapetition,
friend)
time
and place
place of
death; the
known next
of kin
kn own
next of
kin i th
thee known
decedent's death;
the known
time and
of decedent's
assets and
and by
whom held;
held; that
made a
adiligent
diligent search
has made
search
by whom
that petitioner
petitioner has
assets
to
discover all
all assets
deceased; the
the amount
funeral expenses
expenses
of funeral
amount of
assets of
of the
the deceased;
to discover
and
to whom
that said
assets do
do not
$500 in
in value;
value;
not exceed
exceed $500
due; and
and that
said assets
and to
whom due;
the
probate court,
that the
the petition
in the
petition are
are
the allegations
allegations in
court, if
if satisfied
satisfied that
the probate
true,
pass a
final order
order (1)
that no
adminisformal adminisdeclaring that
no formal
(1) declaring
shall pass
a final
true, shall
tration is
and no
of any
(2) fixing
fixing
any will;
will; (2)
is required
required of
no probate
probate is
is necessary
necessary and
tration
the amount
funeral expenses
expenses allowable,
to whom
of
and out
out of
whom due,
due, and
allowable, to
the
amount of
of funeral
what
property to
to be
of the
the
title .to
to the
the remainder
remainder of
paid; (3)
(3) vesting
vesting title
be paid;
what property
property
the surviving
spouse or
or minor
case may
may be,
be,
as the
the case
children, as
minor children,
surviving spouse
in the
property in
in
satisfaction of
of his,
her, or
their family
family allowance;
allowance; and
(4) directdirectand (4)
or their
his, her,
in satisfaction
ing
the person
persons having
of said
said property
to pay
pay
property to
possession of
having possession
person or
or persons
ing the
over, transfer,
and deliver
probate court
court
The probate
as allotted.
allotted. The
the same
same as
deliver the
over,
transfer, and
may
authorize in
or by
order, the
of any
any
the sale
sale of
by further
further order,
order, or
in said
said order,
may also
also authorize
of
said property
property as
the exigencies
exigencies of
of the
require.
situation require.
the situation
as the
of said
Person dying intesPerson
"(c) (1)
(1) When
dies intestate,
leaving aa small
small estate
estate concon- tate.
intestate, leaving
anyone dies
When anyone
"(c)
sisting
only
of
personal
property
of
a
value
not
in
excess
of
$500,
and
and
of
$500,
in
excess
a
value
not
of
property
sisting only of personal
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there be no spouse or minor children
children surviving, if the person entitled
entitled
preferred in
to be preferred
of an
administrator files
files in
in the
the
in the
the appointment
appointment of
an administrator
probate court
a petition,
court a
petition, under
under oath,
The time
and place
place
oath, declaring:
declaring: The
time and
decedent's death; the known next of kin; that diligent search
of decedent's
search has
has
a will; the known
been made for a
amount
known creditors, together
together with
with the
the amount
contingent and disputed claims; and
of each claim, including contingent
and funeral
funeral
held. that petitioner
expenses; the known
known assets and by whom held;
petitioner has
a diligent search to discover all
made a
all assets
assets and
of the
and debts
debts of
the deceased;
deceased;
that said assets do not exceed
exceed $500
$500 in
in value;
value; and
and that
that there
there are
are no
no
known legal proceedings
pending in
in which
which the
the decedent
decedent is
is a
party;
proceedings pending
a party;
the probate court, if
if satisfied
allegations in
petition are
are
satisfied that the
the allegations
in said
said petition
true, shall pass a
a preliminary
preliminary order declaring
declaring that
formal adminisadministhat no
no formal
tration is necessary
necessary and instructing the petitioner
once in
petitioner to
to publish
publish once
in
substantially
substantially the usual form
creditors to
claims
form notice
notice to
to creditors
to exhibit
exhibit their
their claims
duly authenticated, within thirty days after
such notice,
and which
which
after such
notice, and
notice shall
in one
one newspaper
circulation in
in the
the
shall be
be inserted
inserted in
newspaper of
of general
general circulation
as said
court shall
District of
of Columbia as
said court
shall direct.
direct.
"(2) Whenever
"(2)
Whenever such
order has
passed and
such aapreliminary
preliminary order
has been
been passed
and the
the
notice has been published and
in such
such notice
and the time provided
provided in
notice has
has
expired,
the petitioner
file, under
under oath,
oath, a
statement, with
with the
expired, the
petitioner shall
shall file,
a statement,
the
usual proof of publication attached, that
published,
that the
the notice
notice has
has been
been published,
and listing
all then
then known
creditors,
and that
that the said time
time has
has expired,
expired, and
listing all
known creditors,
including contingent and disputed
the amount
of each
disputed claims, and
and the
amount of
each
claim. If
If satisfied that said
is true,
and after
said statement is
true, and
after hearing
hearing and
and
disposing
disposing of any objections filed in the
by anyone
anyone interthe probate
probate court
court by
interested in the estate, the probate court
order (1)
directcourt shall
shall pass
pass aafinal
final order
(1) directing the petitioner to pay from
of said
from the
the estate
estate all
all of
said claims,
claims, in
in the
the
order of priority provided by law, and
authorizing any
any person
person
and (2)
(2) authorizing
having possession of
of any
estate to
transfer,
any property
property of
of the
the decedent's
decedent's estate
to transfer,
pay over, and deliver the same
accordance with
petitioner's direcdirecsame in
in accordance
with petitioner's
tions, and (3)
(3) decreeing that, after the Register of
of Wills
Wills certifies
certifies upon
upon
said final order that he has
vouchers for
of said
has seen
seen the
the vouchers
for the
the payment
payment of
said
claims and is satisfied that said claims, as well
fees hereinafter
well as the fees
hereinafter
provided
provided for, have
paid, then
remaining balance
estate,
have been
been paid,
then the
the remaining
balance of
of the
the estate,
if any, shall be vested as follows: First,
adult surviving
First, in the
the adult
surviving chilchildren equally, and, secondly, if there be
no adult
be no
adult surviving
surviving children,
children,
then in those persons who would be
the statute
statute
be entitled
entitled thereto
thereto under
under the
of distributions (the
(the share of any minor shall
shall be
be payable,
payable, in
in the
the disdiscretion of the probate court, to
having custody
or to
to such
to the
the person
person having
custody or
such
other person as
as it shall designate, to be used solely for
and
for the
the care
care and
maintenance of
such minor).
minor).
maintenance
of such
"(3)
also provide
provide in
in its
"
(3) The probate
probate court may also
its final
for sale
final order
order for
sale
of any property, upon such terms as it deems advisable, and for the
distribution of the
its final
the proceeds
proceeds in
in accordance
accordance with
with its
final order.
order.
"(d)
"(d) In the absence
absence of fraud, no person who pays over,
transfers,
over, transfers,
or delivers any property pursuant to the provisions
order
provisions of
of a
a final
final order
entered under section 394 (b),
(b), or
directions of
of a
or to
to the directions
a petitioner
petitioner
a final order under section
acting under authority of a
section 394
shall
394 (c),
(c), shall
be liable for the application
application thereof,
thereof, nor
nor shall
shall any
person, nor
any such
such person,
nor
any person who receives any property
property pursuant
to the
pursuant to
the provisions
provisions of
of
a final order entered under section 394 (b),
a
the directions
(b), or
or to
to the
directions of
of a
a
a final order under
petitioner acting under authority of a
under section 394
394
(c),.,be responsible
(c)
responsible for any claims on account
account of the payment, transfer,
delivery, or receipt
property; and the property distributed
receipt of such property;
distributed
pursuant
a final order
pursuant to a
be and
and become
become the
absolute
order in either
either case
case shall
shall be
the absolute
property of the respective
distributees thereof.
respective distributees
thereof.
"(e) No petitioner under this Act shall be required
"(e)
to be
reprerequired to
be represented by an attorney, or to give bond, nor receive any
any commission
commission for
for
performing any
or services
performing
any work
work or
services hereunder.
hereunder.
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f) The
The Register
of Wills
available, forms
shall prepare, and make available,
Wills shall
Register of
(f)
""(
(b), and the
394
whereby
the
petition
and
final
order
under
section
under
order
final
and
petition
the
whereby
petition,
the statement,
statement, the final order, and the
order, the
preliminary order,
petition, preliminary
certificate
under section
constitute in each
(c), shall constitute
section 394 (c),
payment under
of payment
certificate of
fees, costs, or
case one
lieu of all other fees
In lieu
instrument. In
connected instrument.
one connected
case
a fee of $5
charges, the
Register of Wills shall receive a
$5 for all services
the Register
charges,
and work
work administered
administered under
under this Act, including the taking of all
and
affidavits,
cents for
aforesaid
for each certified copy of the aforesaid
25 cents
of 25
fee of
plus aafee
affidavits, plus
instruments.
"(g) The
The discovery
of any
additional property of the decedent,
any additional
discovery of
"(g)
after
the
filing
of
a
petition
in
either
provided for in this Act,
case provided
either case
in
after the filing of a petition
shall be
reported by
by the
to the probate court as soon as
petitioner to
the petitioner
be reported
shall
discovered by
existence of
of said additional
additional property shall
The existence
him. The
by him.
discovered
not
invalidate
any
proceedings
under
this
Act
except when the addithis
under
proceedings
any
invalidate
not
tional property
property is
is discovered
before the
the passage
passage of the final order
discovered before
tional
provided
(2) increases
increases the total
(1) is real estate or (2)
either (1)
and either
for, and
provided for,
value
the estate
estate to
to more
more than
which case no final order shall
$500, in which
than $500,
of the
value of
be passed
passed under
under this
this Act
court shall
shall require regular administhe court
and the
Act and
be
tration.
additional property
is discovered
passage of
discovered after passage
property is
Where additional
tration. Where
the
property is entirely personal and does not
order, if said property
final order,
the final
increase
of the
the total
estate to more than $500,
$500, then such
total estate
value of
the value
increase the
additional property
property may
may be
distributed pursuant
pursuant to a
a new petition
be distributed
additional
cases such
other
under
the
appropriate
section
of
A.ct;
in
all
such
Act;
this
of
section
under the appropriate
additional property
under this Act.
distributed under
be distributed
not be
may not
property may
additional
"(h)
Any person
who makes
false affidavit
under this Act, or who
affidavit under
makes aafalse
person who
" (h) Any
willfully
violates any
of the
the probate
probate court
court under this Act or
order of
any order
willfully violates
any
provision of
Act, shall
be liable
exceeda fine of not exceedto a
liable to
shall be
this Act,
of this
other provision
any other
ing $500
$500 for
each offense.
for each
ing
"
(i) All
Acts or
or parts
of Acts
inconsistent with the provisions of
Acts inconsistent
parts of
All Acts
'(i)
this
Act
shall
be,
and
they
are
hereby,
repealed to the extent of such
repealed
hereby,
are
they
and
this Act shall be,
inconsistency
but only
extent.
to such extent.
only to
inconsistency but
"(j) This
Act shall
shall apply
after
to the estates of all persons dying after
apply to
This Act
"(j)
the
this Act."
of this
approval of
the approval
of the
date of
the date
Approved
June 24, 1949.
Approved June
[
CHAPTER 245]
245]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT

To
the Act
22, 1928,
1928, as
as amended,
amended, authorizing
authorizing and
May 22,
of May
Act of
of the
section 99of
amend section
To amend
directing
national survey
survey of
of forest resources.
directing aa national

the
Be
and House
Representatives of the
of Representatives
House of
Senate and
the Senate
by the
enacted by
it enacted
Be it
United States
States of
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That to enable the
America in
United
Secretary
to complete
complete and
and keep
keep current
forest surthe forest
current the
Agriculture to
of Agriculture
Secretary of
amended
as
1928,
22,
vey
authorized
by
section
9
of
the
Act
of
May
1928,
amended
May
of
Act
the
of
9
section
by
authorized
vey
(45
699, 702;
702; 58
Stat. 265;
U. S.
C. 581h),
so that aacontinuous
581h), so
S. C.
16 U.
265; 16
58 Stat.
Stat. 699,
(45 Stat.
part of
and
inventory .will
as part
maintained as
be maintained
will be
timber inventory
comprehensive timber
and comprehensive
the forest
conservation program,
program, said
said section
(1) by
by
amended (1)
is amended
section is
forest conservation
the
striking out
and inserting
(2) by
striking
by striking
"$1,000,000"; (2)
inserting "$1,000,000";
"$750,000" and
out "$750,000"
striking
out
and inserting
"$11.000,000"; and
and (3)
out
striking out
by striking
(3) by
inserting "$11,000,000";
"$6,500,000" and
out 16,500,000"
"$250,000"
and inserting
"$1,500,000".
inserting 11,500,000".
"$250,000" and
Approved June
June 25, 1949.
Approved
246]
[
CHAPTER 246]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT

Forms.

Fee.

Additional propAdditional
erty.

Penalty.

Applicability.
Applicability.

June
1949
June 25, 1949
[S. U791
9791
[Public Law 1281
128]

National survey of
forest resources.
resources.
forest

June 25, 1949
[S. 1659]

Granting the
the consent
and approval
of Congress
to an interstate forest fire
Congress to
approval of
consent and
Granting
protection
compact.
protection compact.

[Public Law
Law 129]

the
Be
it enacted
enacted by
Senate and
Representatives of the
House of Representatives
and House
the Senate
by the
Be it
United
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
That
consent
consent
the
That
assembled,
United States of America in Congress

Northeastern InterNortheastern
state Forest Fire Protection Compact.
Consent of Congress
Congress.
Consent
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and approval
approval of
of Congress
is hereby
to an
an interstate
forest fire
fire
interstate forest
given to
hereby given
Congress is
and
protection compact, as hereinafter
hereinafter set out; but before
before any province
province of
the Dominion
Dominion of
made a
party to
such compact,
the
compact, the
to such
a party
be made
shall be
of Canada
Canada shall
the
further
of Congress
Congress shall
shall first
be obtained.
obtained. Such
Such compact
compact
first be
consent of
further consent
reads
follows:
reads as
as follows:
NORTHEASTERN INTERSTATE
INTERSTATE FOREST FIRE
FIRE
NORTHEASTERN
PROTECTION
COMPACT
PROTECTION COMPACT
ARTICLE
I
ARTICLE I
The purpose
compact is
effective prevention
prevention and
and
promote effective
is to
to promote
of this
this compact
The
purpose of
control of
forest fires
in the
the northeastern
region of
the United
United States
States
of the
northeastern region
fires in
of forest
control
and
areas in
the development
of integrated
forest
integrated forest
by the
development of
Canada by
in Canada
adjacent areas
and adjacent
fire
plans, by
maintenance of
of adequate
forest fire
fighting services
services
fire fighting
adequate forest
by the
the maintenance
fire plans,
forest
by
states, by
aid in fighting forest
providing for mutual aid
by providing
member states,
by the
the member
fires
the states
states of
the region
region and
procedures that
that will
for procedures
and for
of the
among the
fires among
facilitate such
such aid,
aid, and
and by
by the
the establishment
agency to
of a
a central agency
establishment of
facilitate
coordinate
services of
of member
member states
states and
perform such
such common
common
and perform
the services
coordinate the
services
member states
desirable.
states may deem desirable.
as member
services as
ARTICLE
II
ARTICLE II
This
immediately as to those
operative immediately
become operative
agreement shall become
This agreement
states
whenever any
Maine,
states of Maine,
of the states
two or
or more of
any two
it whenever
ratifying it
states ratifying
New
Hampshire, Vermont,
Vermont, Rhode
Island, Connecticut,
and
Connecticut, New York and
Rhode Island,
New Hampshire,
the
Commonwealth of
it and
the Congress
Congress
and the
ratified it
have ratified
Massachusetts have
of Massachusetts
the Commonwealth
has
its consent.
consent. Any
not mentioned
mentioned in this article
article which
which
state not
Any state
given its
has given
is contiguous
contiguous with
with any
member state
may become
party to
to this
this
become aa party
state may
any member
is
compact.
Subject to
United States,
consent of the Congress of the United
to the consent
compact. Subject
any province
province of
of the
which is
is contiguous
contiguous with
with
of Canada
Canada which
Dominion of
the Dominion
any
any member
member state
may become
become a
party to
to this
this compact
compact by taking such
a party
state may
any
action
laws and
and the
of the
Dominion of
of Canada
Canada may
may
the Dominion
the laws
laws of
as its
its laws
action as
prescribe
for ratification.
this event,
"state" in
in this
this
the term
term "state"
In this
event, the
ratification. In
prescribe for
compact shall
shall include
within its
its meaning
meaning the
the term
"province" and
and
term "province"
include .within
compact
instance of such
such
the procedures
procedures prescribed shall be applied in the instance
provinces, in
in accordance
with the
the forms
forms and
and practices
practices of
Canadian
of the Canadian
provinces,
accordance with
Government.
Government.
Airrici.r. III
III
Aln'IcI.E
Each state joining herein shall appoint
appoint three
three representatives
representatives to
to
a
Commission hereby
hereby designated
Northeastern Forest Fire
designated as the Northeastern
a Commission
officer
Protection Commission.
One shall be the State Forester or officer
Commission. One
holding
an equivalent
equivalent position in such state who
who is responsible
responsible for
holding an
control. The
second shall
shall be
be aa member of the legislature
The second
forest fire control.
of
state designated
designated by the
Commission or committee
committee on interstate
interstate
the Commission
of such
such state
cooperation
such state,
state, or
or if
if there
there be
be none,
or if
if said
said Commission
Commission
none, or
cooperation of
of such
on
designate the said
on interstate
interstate cooperation
cooperation cannot
cannot constitutionally
constitutionally designate
member,
such legislator
shall be
by the
the governor
governor thereof:
thereof:
member, such
legislator shall
be designated
designated by
provided
constitutionally impossible to appoint aalegisthat if it
it is constitutionally
provided that
shall be
lator as a
a Commissioner
Commissioner from such state, the second member shall
appointed
by the
the governor
state in
in his
discretion. The
The third
governor of
of said
said state
his discretion.
appointed by
member
governor as the responbe aaperson
person designated
designated by the
the governor
member shall be
sible
representative of
province
any province
sible representative
of the
the governor.
governor. In the event that any
of the Dominion of Canada
Canada shall become
become aamember of this Commission, it shall designate
designate three
three members who will approximate
approximate this
pattern
and
under the law and
to the extent
extent possible under
pattern of representation
representation to
practices
Commission shall
corporate
shall be aabody corporate
practices of
of such province.
province. This
This Commission
with
powers and duties
duties set forth herein.
with the powers
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ARTICLE
ARTICLE IV
It
be the duty of the
the, Commission
inquiry and ascerCommission to make inquiry
shall be
It shall
tain from
from time
time to
to time
circumstances and
and
time such methods, practices, circumstances
tain
conditions as
be disclosed
bringing about the prevention
prevention and
and
for bringing
disclosed for
as may
may be
conditions
control of
area comprising the member states, to
the area
in the
fires in
forest fires
of forest
control
coordinate the
fire plans
and the work of the appropriate
plans and
forest fire
the forest
coordinate
agencies of
of the
the member
states and
rendering of aid
facilitate the rendering
to facilitate
and to
member states
agencies
by the
the member
member states
states to
to each
fighting forest
forest fires.
in fighting
other in
each other
by
The Commission
Commission shall
shall formulate
accordance with need, from
and, in accordance
formulate and,
The
time
to time,
time, revise
revise a
region
forest fire plan for the entire region
a regional
regional forest
time to
covered
by the
the compact
compact which
which shall
shall serve as aa common forest fire
covered by
plan
area.
that area.
for that
plan for
The
Commission shall,
regular
month prior to any regular
one month
than one
more than
shall, more
The Commission
meeting
of
the
legislature
in
signatory
state, present to the govstate,
signatory
any
in
legislature
meeting of the
recommendations relating
ernor and
and to the
legislature of the state its recommendations
relating
the legislature
ernor
furthering
to
enactments to
to be
made by
by the
the legislature
legislature of that state in furthering
be made
to enactments
the
purposes of this compact.
and purposes
interests and
the interests
The
Commission shall
shall consult
consult with
with and advise
advise the appropriate
The Commission
hereto
administrative
agencies
of
party
hereto with regard to
states
the
of
agencies
administrative
problems connected
the prevention
prevention and
and control of forest fires
with the
connected with
problems
it deems advisable.
and
regulations as it
adoption of such regulations
the adoption
recommend the
and recommend
recommend to the signatory
The Commission
Commission shall
shall have
have power to recommend
The
states
any and
all measures
measures that
that will
prevention and
and
effectuate the prevention
will effectuate
and all
states any
control of forest fires.
control
ARTICLE V
V
ARTICLE

designate the Northeastern
Any two
two or
or more
more member
Northeastern
member states may designate
Any
Forest Fire
Fire Protection
Protection Commission
joint agency
agency to maintain such
such
as aajoint
Commission as
Forest
common services
those states
states deem
prevention and
desirable for the prevention
deem desirable
as those
services as
common
control
forest fires.
Except in
in those
those cases
where all member
member states
cases where
fires. Except
of forest
control of
of
representatives
the
join
in
such
designation
for
common
representatives
services,
common
for
designation
such
in
join
any
of such
in the
the Northeastern
Northeastern Forest Fire
states in
designating states
such designating
group of
any group
separate section
a separate
Protection
Commission shall
section of such
constitute a
shall constitute
Protection Commission
Commission for
for the
the performance
of the
common service
service or services
services so \
the common
performance of
Commission
designated provided
any additional
additional expense is involved, the
if any
that, if
provided that,
designated
states so
so acting
shall appropriate
appropriate the
necessary funds
funds for this purpose.
the necessary
acting shall
states
The creation
creation of
of such
section as
as aajoint
affect the
joint agency shall not affect
a section
such a
The
privileges,
powers,
responsibilities
or
duties
of
the
states
participating
participating
states
the
of
duties
or
privileges, powers, responsibilities
therein as
as embodied
embodied in
in the
the other
articles of this compact.
other articles
therein
ARTICLE VI
VI
ARTICLE
The
States Forest
Forest Service
to
Service to
United States
the United
request the
may request
Commission may
The Commission
act
as the
the primary
and coordinating
coordinating agency
agency of the Northresearch and
primary research
act as
eastern Forest
Fire Protection
Protection Commission,
cooperation with the
in cooperation
Commission, in
Forest Fire
eastern
appropriate
agencies
in
each
state
and
the
United
States Forest ServUnited
the
and
state
each
in
agencies
appropriate
ice
may accept
accept the
preparing and
and presenting
presenting
in preparing
responsibility in
initial responsibility
the initial
ice may
the
to
to
the
Commission
its
recommendations
regional
respect
with
recommendations
to the Commission its
fire
Representatives of
Service may
Forest Service
States Forest
United States
the United
of the
plan. Representatives
fire plan.
attend
meetings of
of the
the Commission
Commission and
and of
of groups
groups of member
member states.
attend meetings
ARTICLE VII
VII
ARTICLE
The Commission
shall annually
annually elect
elect from
from its
members aachairman
chairman
its members
Commission shall
The
and a
vice-chairman. The
Commission shall
shall appoint
officers or
or
appoint such officers
The Commission
a vice-chairman.
and
employees as
as may
be required
required to
to carry
carry the
provisions of
of this
compact
this compact
the provisions
may be
employees
into effect,
shall fix
determine their
duties, qualifications
qualifications and comtheir duties,
and determine
fix and
effect, shall
into
pensation,
and
may
at
its
pleasure,
remove
or
discharge any such
discharge
or
remove
pleasure,
its
at
pensation, and may
81989*-50---FT. I---18
I
18
81939-50--T.

U. S. For
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officer
employee. The
Commission shall
regulaofficer or
or employee.
The Commission
shall adopt
adopt rules
rules and
and regulations for the conduct of its business.
It may establish
establish and
maintain
business. It
and maintain
one
for the
the transaction
transaction of
of its
business and
and may
may meet
one or more offices for
its business
meet
at
or place
place but
but must
meet at
at least
least once
once a
ayear.
year.
at any
any time or
must meet
A majority
majority of
Commission representing
representing a
of the
the members
members of
of the
the Commission
a
states shall
shall constitute
for the
majority of
of the
the signatory
signatory states
constitute a
a quorum
quorum for
the
transaction of
business, but
but no
no action
action of
the Commission
transaction
of its
its general business,
of the
Commission
imposing any obligation on any signatory
unless
signatory state
state shall
shall be
be binding
binding unless
from such
state shall
have voted
aamajority of
of the
the members
members from
such signatory
signatory state
shall have
voted
of conducting
conducting its
its general
in favor thereof.
thereof. For
For the purpose
purpose of
general business,
business,
shall be
be by
by state
units.
voting shall
state units.
The
two or
or more
more member
member states,
upon notice
The representatives
representatives of
of any
any two
states, upon
notice
to the Chairman
the time
time and
of the
the meeting,
may meet
Chairman as to
to the
and purpose
purpose of
meeting, may
meet
of problems
states.
as a
a Section for
for the
the discussion
discussion of
problems common
common to
to those
those states.
Sections established by groups of member
member states
states shall
shall have
have the
the
employees and the maintenance
same powers with respect
respect to officers,
officers, employees
maintenance
of offices
granted by
by this
this article
article to
to the
Commission. Sections
Sections
offices as
as are
are granted
the Commission.
may adopt such rules, regulations
regulations and
procedures as
as may
be necessary
necessary
and procedures
may be
for the conduct of their
their business.
business.
ARTICLE
VIII
ARTICLE VIII

It
It shall be the duty of each member
formulate and
and put
member state to
to formulate
put in
in
effect
effect aaforest fire plan for that state and to
measures as
as may
may
to take
take such
such measures
be recommended
recommended by the Commission to integrate such forest
plan
forest fire
fire plan
with
forest fire
fire plan.
with the
the regional
regional forest
plan.
Whenever the state forest fire control
Whenever
agency of
member state
state
control agency
of a
a member
requests aid from the state forest
forest fire control
of any
any other
other
control agency of
member state in combatting, controlling
controlling or preventing
preventing forest fires,
it shall be the duty of the state forest
it
fire control
agency of
of that
that state
state
forest fire
control agency
to render all possible
possible aid to the requesting
requesting agency
agency which
which is
is consonant
consonant
protection at home.
with the maintenance of protection
Each signatory state agrees to render aid to
or
to the
the Forest Service
Service or
other agencies
agencies of the government
of the
the United
United States
in combatting,
combatting,
government of
States in
controlling or preventing
preventing forest
areas under
under their
forest fires
fires in
in areas
their jurisdiction
jurisdiction
located within the member
member state or
or aacontiguous
contiguous member
member state.
state.
AuTicuu IX
IX
ART(ICLE

Whenever
mermber state are rendering
'Whenever the forces of any member
outside aid
aid
rendering outside
pursuant to the request of another member state
compact,
state under
under this
this compact,
the employees
employees of such state shall, under the direction
direction of
the officers
of the
officers
of the state to which they are rendering
powers
rendering aid, have the same powers
(except the power
(except
power of
and immunities
immunities
of arrest),
arrest), duties, rights,
rights, privileges
privileges and
as comparable
comparable employees of the state to which
are rendering
which they
they are
rendering
aid.
No member state or its officers or employees rendering
rendering outside aid
aid
pursuant to this compact
compact shall be liable
any act
act or
liable on
on account of
of any
or
omission on the part of such forces while
or on
account
while so
so engaged,
engaged, or
on account
maintenance or use
of the maintenance
any equipment
or supplies
in connection
connection
use of
of any
equipment or
supplies in
therewith.
therewith.
All liability
liability that may arise either under the
of the
requesting
the laws
laws of
the requesting
state or under
under the laws of the aiding state or under the laws of aa
third state on account
account of or in connection
connection with
with a
a request
request for
for aid,
aid,
shall be assumed and
the requesting
requesting state.
and borne by
by the
state.
Any member state rendering outside aid pursuant to
this compact
to this
compact
shall be reimbursed
reimbursed by the
such aid
for any
any
the member
member state
state receiving
receiving such
aid for
loss or damage
damage to, or expense
expense incurred
incurred in the operation of any
equipany equipment answering aarequest for aid,
cost of
of all
aid, and
and for
for the
the cost
all materials,
materials,
transportation, wages, salaries,
transportation,
salaries, and maintenance
maintenance of
of employees
employees and
and
equipment incurred
incurred in connection with
Provided, that
with such
such request.
request. Provided,
that
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prevent any assisting member state
contained shall prevent
nothing herein contained
loaning
from assuming such loss, damage, expense or other cost or from loaning
donating such services to the receiving member
member
such equipment
equipment or from donating
charge or cost.
state without charge
compensation
Each
member state shall provide for the payment of compensation
Each member
representatives of
and
employees and the representatives
and death benefits to injured employees
deceased
employees in case employees sustain injuries or are killed
deceased employees
rendering outside aid pursuant to this compact, in the same
while rendering
manner and on the same terms as if the injury or death were sustained
sustained
within such state.
the purposes of this compact the term employee shall include
For the
volunteer or auxiliary
auxiliary legally included
included within the forest fire fightany volunteer
thereof.
ing forces of the aiding state under the laws thereof.
procedures for claims and reimThe
The Commission shall formulate procedures
bursement
bursement under the provisions of this article.
jurisdiction
a member state to an area subject to federal jurisdiction
Aid by a
beyond the borders
borders of such state shall not be required under this comrelative
substantially the same provisions of this article relative
unless substantially
pact unless
to
expenses in connection
connection with such aid
liabilities, losses and expenses
to powers, liabilities,
are embodied in federal laws.
ARTICT
NX
X
ARTICLE
When
for the support of this Commission or for
appropriations for
When appropriations
a
the
Commission or a
common services maintained by the Commission
support of common
the support
section
necessary, the
section thereof under the provisions of Article V are necessary,
Commission or
allocate the costs among the states
thereof shall allocate
section thereof
or section
Commission
affected
with consideration
consideration of
of the
the amounts of forested land in those
affected with
states that will receive protection from the service to be rendered
rendered and
the
extent of the
fire problem involved in each state, and shall
the forest fire
the extent
submit
its recommendations
recommendations accordingly
accordingly to the legislatures of the
submit its
affected
affected states.
The
governor of each state, at such
The Commission shall submit to the governor
expenditures for such
a budget of its estimated expenditures
may request, a
time as he may
period as
as may
required by
presentation
of such state for presentation
laws of
by the laws
be required
may be
period
to the
legislature thereof.
thereof.
the legislature
to
The Commission
Commission shall
shall keep
accurate books of account, showing in
keep accurate
The
full
receipts and
disbursements, and
of account
account shall
books of
said books
and said
and disbursements,
its receipts
full its
be open
open at
at any
any reasonable
reasonable time
inspection of such representatives
representatives
the inspection
time to the
be
of the
as may
may be
duly constituted
constituted for
for that
be duly
states as
signatory states
respective signatory
the respective
of
purpose.
purpose.
On or
or before
before the
first day
December of each year, the Commission
of December
day of
the first
On
shall
respective governors
governors of
of the
the signatory
signatory states
full
states aafull
to the
the respective
submit to
shall submit
and
report of
of its
activities for
for the
year.
preceding year.
the preceding
its activities
complete report
and complete

XI
ARTICLE XI
ARTICLE
The representatives
any member
state may
may appoint and consult
consult
member state
from any
representatives from
The
with
an advisory
forest
of persons interested in forest
composed of
committee composed
advisory committee
with an
fire
protection.
fire protection.
The Commission
appoint and
with an
an advisory
advisory comconsult with
and consult
may appoint
Commission may
The
mittee
representatives of
of all
affected groups,
private and
and governgroups, private
all affected
of representatives
mittee of
mental.
ARTICLE
XII
ARTICLE XII
The Commission
Commission may
any and
and all
donations, gifts and grants
all donations,
accept any
may accept
The
of
money, equipment,
federal
services from the federal
and services
materials and
supplies, materials
equipment, supplies,
of money,
or
any local
government, or
or any
agency thereof
thereof and from
from any person,
any agency
local government,
or any
firm
or corporation,
for any
any of
of its
its purposes
purposes and
under this
this
functions under
and functions
corporation, for
firm or
compact,
and
may
receive
and
utilize
the
same
subject
terms,
the
to
subject
same
the
compact, and may receive and utilize
conditions
such donations,
gifts and grants.
donations, gifts
governing such
regulations governing
and regulations
conditions and
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ARTICLE
XIII
ARTICLE XIII

Nothing
Nothing in this compact shall be construed
to authorize
authorize or
or permit
construed to
permit
any member state to curtail or diminish its
fire fighting
fighting forces,
forces,
its forest
forest fire
equipment, services
equipment,
services or facilities, and
be the
the duty
and it
it shall
shall be
duty and
and responsiresponsibility of each member state to maintain
forest fire
maintain adequate
adequate forest
fire fighting
fighting
forces
forces and equipment to meet
demands for
forest fire
fire protection
meet normal
normal demands
for forest
protection
within its
its borders.
borders.
Nothing in this compact
be construed
to limit
the
compact shall
shall be
construed to
limit or
or restrict
restrict the
powers of any state ratifying
ratifying the
to provide
provide for
for the
the prevention,
prevention,
the same
same to
control and extinguishment
extinguishment of forest fires,
to prohibit
prohibit the
the enactment
enactment
fires, or
or to
or enforcement
enforcement of state laws, rules or regulations
intended to
aid in
regulations intended
to aid
in
such prevention,
prevention, control and
in such
such state.
state.
and extinguishment
extinguishment in
Nothing in this compact shall
construed to
affect any
existing
shall be
be construed
to affect
any existing
or future cooperative
cooperative relationship
relationship or
arrangement between
between the
United
or arrangement
the United
States Forest Service and aamember
member state
or states.
state or
states.
ARTICLE
XIV
ARTICLE XIV
Continuance
Continuance in
force.

in

.

reserved.
Rights reserved.

This
continue in
in force
force and
This compact
compact shall continue
and remain
remain binding
binding on
on each
each

state
state ratifying
ratifying it until the legislature
legislature or the governor
such state
governor of
of such
state
takes action to withdraw
withdraw therefrom.
therefrom. Such action
shall not
action shall
not be
be effective
effective
until six months after notice thereof has been sent
by the
chief execusent by
the chief
executive of the state desiring to withdraw
withdraw to the chief
tive
executives of
all
chief executives
of all
states then parties
to the
parties to
the compact.
compact.
SEC.
SEo. 2. Without further submission
submission of the compact,
the consent
consent of
of
compact, the
Congress is given to any State to become a
Congress
it in
in accordance
a party to
to it
accordance
with
terms.
with its
its terms.
SEC.
The right
amend, or repeal
Act is
is expressly
SEC. 3.
3. The
right to
to alter,
alter, amend,
repeal this Act
expressly

reserved.
reserved.
Approved
Approved June
June 25,
25, 1949.
1949.
[CHAPTER 247]
2471
[CHAPTER

June
June 25,
25, 1949
1949
[H. R. 263]
[Public Law
[Public
Law 1301
130]

Orange Count
y,
Orange
County,
Calif.
Calif.
Easement for
for highhighway.
way.

Irvine
Irvine Co.,
Co., W.
Va.
W. Va.
Easement for
Easement
for pipe
pipe
line.
line.

AN ACT
ACT
To
authorize the Secretary
To authorize
Secretary of the Navy to
to the
the county
of Orange,
Calito grant
grant to
county of
Orange, California, a
a perpetual
fornia,
perpetual easement
easement for the maintenance
and operation
operation of
public
maintenance and
of a
a
public
highway, and to grant to the Irvine
highway,
Irvine Company,
Company, a
a corporation,
corporation, a
a perpetual
perpetual easeeasement for the maintenance,
ment
maintenance, operation,
operation, and use of
of a
water pipe
pipe line,
line, in
a water
in the
the vicinity
vicinity
of the naval air base, Santa Ana, Orange
Orange County,
California.
County, California.

Be it
Senate and House of Representatives
Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Representatives of
of the
the
United
States of America
iAmerica in
(o'ngrcss a(Issr)bled,
United State8
in. Congre8s
(188 ern bled, That
That the,
the Secretary
Secretary
of
the Navy
Navy be,
be, and
authorized to
of the
and he hereby is, authorized
to grant
to the
of
grant to
the county
county of
California, aaperpetual
Orange, State of California,
easement for
for public-highway
perpetual easement
public-highway
purposes over
over and upon that portion of
purposes
of the
the strip
strip of
fifty feet
feet
of land
land fifty
in width
width described
in
described in paragraph
paragraph g
g (a)
(a) of
the judgment
condemof the
judgment of
of condemnation made and
and entered
14, 1947,
in case
2398—Y,
entered July
July 14,
1947, in
case numbered
numbered 2398-Y,
Civil, in the District
District Court
Court of
States for
the Central
of the
the United
United States
for the
Central DiviDivision of
of the
the Southern
which lies
sion
Southern District of California, which
within lot
lot 67,
lies within
67
block 10,
10, of
County. California,
block
of Irvine's subdivision,
subdivision, Orange
Orange County,
subject
California, subject
easements. and
to the rights, easements,
relating thereto
and conditions
conditions relating
thereto as
as provided
provided
in paragraph
in
paragraph 33of
of said
said judgment.
judgment.
SEC.
Secretary of
S
EC. 2. That the Secretary
of the
the Navy
he hereby
hereby is,
is, authorauthorNavy be,
be, and
and he
ized to grant to the Irvine
Company, a
ized
Irvine Company,
Virginia corporation,
a West
West Virginia
corporation,
with place
with
place of
of business in Orange
Orange County.
County, California,
California, aaperpetual
perpetual easeeasement for
for the
the operation,
maintenance, repair,
repair, replacement,
ment
operation, maintenance,
replacement, and
and use
use of
of
that portion
existing reinforced
portion of the existing
reinforced pipe
line for
transportation
pipe line
for the
the transportation
of
of water particularly
particularly described
described in
of said
in paragraph
paragraph 1c
Ic of
said judgment
judgment
of condemnation
of July
July 14,
condemnation of
14, 1947.
1947, in
numbered 2398—Y,
in said
said case
case numbered
2398-Y
which lies
lies within said lot 67, block
which
block 10,
10, said
to be
said Irvine's
Irvine's subdivision,
subdivision, to
be
operated and used by said grantee
operated
grantee in
in connection
with and
and as
part
connection with
as aapart
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easement excluded from and revested
revested in the
of the water pipe line easement
said Irvine Company, aacorporation,
in said judgment.
judgment.
corporation, in
Approved June
1949.
Approved
June 25, 1949.
[CHAPTER 2481
[CHAPTER
248]

AN ACT

To amend section
section 312 of the Officer Personnel
Personnel Act of
amended, so
so as
to
of 1947, as
as amended,
as to
provide
Medical and Dental Corps
Corps
provide for the retention of certain officers of the Medical
of
the Navy.
of the
Navy.

Be it
it enacted
and House
House of Representatives
the
enacted by the Senate and
Representatives of the
United
United States of
of America
That the
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
the Officer
Officer
Personnel
Act of
of 1947,
1947, as
Personnel Act
as amended,
amended, is
hereby further
further amended
is hereby
amended by
by
deleting in the third proviso to subsection (b) of section
section 312 the words
words
"twenty-two in
in the
Medical Corps,"
in the
"twenty-two
the Medical
Corps," and
and the
the words
words "and
"and twelve
twelve in
the
Dental Corps";
Dental
Corps"; by
said proviso
proviso after
the comma
by inserting
inserting in
in the
the said
after the
comma
following the
"Civil Engineer
the words
words "in
Medical
following
the words
words "Civil
Engineer Corps"
Corps" the
"in the
the Medical
Corps
Corps and
and in
the Dental
Corps a
anumber
number as
as determined
determined necessary
necessary by
in the
Dental Corps
by
the Secretary
the Navy
to meet
of the
the service";
by deletthe
Secretary of
of the
Navy to
meet the
the needs
needs of
service"; by
deletfurther" and
provided further"
ing in
in the
the said subsection the words "And provided
ing
and
substituting in
in lieu
lieu thereof
the words
substituting
thereof the
words "Provided
further"; and
and by
by
"Provided further";
adding at
at the
end of
the said
subsection the
the following
proviso: "And
adding
the end
of the
said subsection
following proviso:
"And
provided
That until
until June
June 30,
30, 1952,
no captain
Medical
provided further,
further, That
1952, no
captain of
of the
the Medical
Corps
or of
the Dental
Dental Corps
to involuntary
involuntary retirement
retirement
of the
Corps shall
shall be
be subject
subject to
Corps or
pursuant to
sixty-two".
pursuant
to this
this subsection
subsection prior
prior to
to reaching
reaching the
the age
age of
of sixty-two".
Approved June
25, 1949.
June 25,
1949.
Approved
[CHAPTER 255]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
AN
ACT

To
completion of
of construction
construction and
and development
of the
the Eden
Eden project,
To authorize
authorize completion
development of
project,
Wyoming.
Wyoming.

Be
enacted by
the Senate
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
and House
House of
Be it
it enacted
by the
Senate and
United States
States of
of America
in Congress
That the
Secretary
the Secretary
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
United
America in
of the
the Interior
Interior is
is authorized
authorized to
to complete
including
the construction,
construction, including
complete the
of
any necessary
necessary preconstruction
surveys and
and investigations,
investigations, of
of the
the irriirripreconstruction surveys
any
gation features
project, Wyoming,
approved by
by the
the
Wyoming, as
as approved
Eden project,
features of
of the
the Eden
gation
President on
on September
September 18,
Document Numbered
18,
Numbered 18,
(Senate Document
18, 1940
1940 (Senate
President
Seventy-seventh Congress,
first session
session (1941),
with such
such
page 29),
29), with
(1941), page
Congress, first
Seventy-seventh
modification in
as the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
may
the Interior
Interior may
features as
in physical
physical features
modification
find
will result
result in
in greater
and economic
feasibility: ProProeconomic feasibility:
engineering and
greater engineering
find will
vided,
the construction
costs of
of the
the irrigation
irrigation features
the
of the
features of
construction costs
That of
of the
vided, That
project not
not less
less than
than $1,500,000
for the
project of
of twenty
twenty thousand
thousand
the project
$1,500,000 for
project
irrigable acres,
part thereof
thereof based
based on
on the
the actual
actual
proportionate part
acres, or
or a
a proportionate
irrigable
irrigable area
and announced
by the
Secretary of
the
of the
the Secretary
announced by
as determined
determined and
area as
irrigable
Interior upon
upon completion
the project,
project, shall
be reimbursable
reimbursable by
by the
the
shall be
of the
completion of
Interior
water users
in not
exceed sixty
sixty years,
years, and
provision for
for the
recovery
the recovery
and provision
not to
to exceed
users in
water
thereof and
and for
for payment
payment of
of the
the operation
maintenance costs
costs of
of
operation and
and maintenance
thereof
the
features of
shall be
be made
made by
by aa contract
or
contract or
the project
project shall
of the
the irrigation
irrigation features
contracts
satisfactory to
of the
Interior: Provided
furProvided furthe Interior:
Secretary of
to the
the Secretary
contracts satisfactory
ther, That
That construction
costs of
of the
irrigation features
features of
of the
the project
project
the irrigation
construction costs
ther,
which are
not hereby
made reimbursable
reimbursable by
the water
be
shall be
users shall
by the
water users
hereby made
are not
which
set
in a
special account
which net
derived from
from
against which
net revenues
revenues derived
a special
account against
set aside
aside in
the
sale of
power generated
generated at
at the
the hydroelectric
of the
Colorado
the Colorado
plants of
hydroelectric plants
of power
the sale
River
storage project
project in
the Upper
be charged
charged when
such
when such
Basin shall
shall be
Upper Basin
in the
River storage
plants
constructed.
are constructed.
plants are
Sic. 2.
Secretary of
Agriculture is
authorized to
to complete
complete
is authorized
of Agriculture
the Secretary
SEC.
2. That
That the
the
land development
development and
and settlement
features of
of the
the project
accordin accordproject in
settlement features
the land
ance
the general
general plan
the President
President on
September
on September
by the
plan approved
approved by
ance with
with the
18, 1940,
1940, including
acquisition of
such lands,
lands, or
in lands,
lands,
or interests
interests in
of such
including the
the acquisition
18,

June 25, 1949
[H. R. 4516]
[H.
131]
[Public Law 131]

Officer Personnel
Act of 1947, amendment.

61 Stat. 858.

S. C., Supp.
34 U. S.
II,
II, §
§410j (b).
(b).

June 28, 1949
[S. 55]
[S.
[Public Law 132]

project, Wyo.
Eden project,
Completion of construction, etc.

Land
Land development,
development,
etc.
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Allotment of
of
Allotment
moneys.
moneys.

Appropriation
Appropriation
thorized.

au-

[63
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as may be necessary, and the extension
extension of
advice and
assistof technical
technical advice
and assistance to settlers in matters of farm practice,
practice, soil
soil conservation,
conservation, and
and
efficient land use: Provided,
Provided,however, That
That the
the total
reimbursable cost
total reimbursable
cost
of the land development and settlement
settlement features
features of
of the
the project
project shall
shall
be not less than $373,000 for the project of twenty thousand irrigable
irrigable
acres with proportionate
proportionate adjustment,
adjustment, if
if necessary,
based on
the actual
necessary, based
on the
actual
irrigable area as determined
determined upon completion
completion of
of the
the project.
project.
SEC.
S
EC. 3. To carry out the purposes of this Act,
Secretary of
of the
Act, the
the Secretary
the
Interior and the Secretary
Secretary of Agriculture
Agriculture are hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to
to
available from
allot any moneys available
made to
the
from appropriations
appropriations heretofore
heretofore made
to the
Department
Department of the Interior and the Department
Department of
of Agriculture,
Agriculture, respecrespectively, for "water conservation
conservation and utility
projects" and
and "water
utility projects"
"water conconservation and utilization
utilization projects", and
and there is
is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to
to
be appropriated,
appropriated, out of any money in the
Treasury not
otherwise
the Treasury
not otherwise
appropriated, to the Department
appropriated,
Department of
of the
the Department
Department
the Interior
Interior and
and the
of Agriculture, respectively,
respectively, such sums
of money
be necessary
sums of
money as
as may
may be
necessary
to complete the project.
project.
Approved June 28, 1949.
1949.
[
CHAPTER 256]
2561
[CHAPTER

AN ACT

June 28,
June
28, 1949
1949
[H. R.
It. 3444]
3444]
[H.
[Public
Law
133]
[Public Law 133]

To provide for the collection and publication
publication of cotton statistics.
statistics.

Cotton statistics.
statistics.

United
States of America
America in
Congress assembled,
United States
in Congress
That section
section 2
assembled, That
2 of
of

§

U.S. c.
C. §72..
13 U.s.

Nonworkday.
Nonworkday.
43 Stat. 32.
13 U. S. C. §76.

43Stat.32.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
House of
the
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the

the Act of April 2, 1924 (43 Stat. 31),
31), be amended
amended to
to read
read as
as follows:
follows:
"That
"That the statistics of the quantity of cotton ginned shall
the
shall show
show the
quantity ginned from each crop
quantity
crop prior to August 1, August
SepAugust 16,
16, September 1, September
September 16, October
October 1, October
October 18,
Novem18, November
November 1,
1, November 14, December 1, December
December 13,
13, January
January 16,
and March
1: Provided,
Provided,
16, and
March 1:
That the Director of the Census may limit the canvasses
canvasses of
of August
August 11
and August 16 to those sections
of the
cotton-growing States
in which
which
sections of
the cotton-growing
States in
cotton has been ginned. The quantity of cotton
cotton
consumed in
in manumanucotton consumed
facturing establishments,
facturing
establishments, the quantity
quantity of
baled cotton
on hand,
the
of baled
cotton on
hand, the
number
number of active
active consuming cotton spindles, the
number of
of active
active
the number
spindle-hours,
spindle-hours, and the statistics of cotton
cotton imported
imported and
and exported
exported shall
shall
relate
relate to each month, and shall be published as
as soon
as possible
possible after
soon as
after
the close of the month. The Director of the Census shall
furnish to
shall furnish
to
the Department
Department of Agriculture,
Agriculture, immediately
immediately p
ri
or to
t
o the
th e publication
pu bli cat i
on
prior
of each report of that Department
Department regarding the
the cotton
cotton crop,
the latest
latest
crop, the
available statistics hereinbefore
available
hereinbefore mentioned, and the
Department
the said Department
of Agriculture
Agriculture shall publish the same
same in
in connection
connection with
each of
of its
with each
its
reports concerning cotton."
cotton."
SEC.
2.
That
section 6
6 of the Act of April 2,
SEC. 2. That the
the last
last sentence
sentence of section
1924 (43
( StStat.
Stat. 31),
be amended
amended to
such date
31), be
to read
read as
as follows:
follows: "When
"When such
date
of release falls on Sunday, aalegal
holiday, or
day which
which purpurlegal holiday,
or other
other day
suant to statute or Executive
Executive order is aanonworkday
nonworkday in
in the
Departthe Department of Commerce
generally, the reports shall
Commerce at Washington
Washington generally,
shall be
be issued
issued
at 11 o'clock antemeridian
antemeridian of the next succeeding
workday."
succeeding workday."
Approved
Approved June 28, 1949.
1949.
[CHAPTER
[
CHAPTER 257]

June
June 28,
28, 1949
1949
[H. R.
It. 3967]
3967]
[H.

AN ACT
ACT

[Public
Law 134]
134]
[Public Law

To continue aasystem
system of nurseries
nurseries and nursery
nursery schools for the
of schoolschoolthe day care of
age andund
er-school-age children in the District of Columbia through
and under-school-age
through June
June
30, 1950.

Day nurseries and
and
nursery schools, D. C.
C.
Continuation.
Continuation.

Be it
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and House of Representatives
it enacted
Representatives of
the
of the
United States
America in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That section
United
States of America
of the
section 22of
the
Act entitled
Act
entitled "An Act to authorize
authorize and direct
direct the Board
Public
Board of
of Public

63 STAT.]
STAT.]

81ST CONG
CONG.,., 1ST SESS.-CHS.
SESS.—CHS.257,
257, 266,267-JUNE
266, 267—JUNE 28,1949
28, 1949

Welfare of the District of Columbia to establish and operate in the
a system of nurseries
public schools and other suitable
suitable locations a
nurseries and
and
nursery schools for day care of school-age
under-school-age chilschool-age and under-school-age
dren, and for other
purposes", approved
approved July 16, 1946, as amended, is
other purposes",
amended by striking out "and
"and until June
30,1949"
June 30,
1949" and inserting in lieu
thereof "and until June 30, 1950".
1950".
SEC.
S
EC. 2. Section
Section 33of such Act is amended
amended to read as follows:
follows:
"SEC.
"
SEc. 3. The Board is authorized
authorized to make and enforce rules and
and
regulations
governing admission
regulations governing
admission to and use and enjoyment of said
said
nurseries
nurseries and nursery schools, including
including the fixing of fees to be
be charged
charged
maintenance therein
parents for care and maintenance
therein of their
children; which
which
their childrenas near
near as
qualth
expen dit ures of
ofthe
the DisDisfees shall, as
as practicable,
practicable, eequal
thee expenditures
trict of Columbia for personal
personal services, labor, food, and supplies
supplies in
in
the operation and maintenance
nurseries and
and nursery
maintenance of
of such nurseries
nursery schools:
schools:
Provided, That the Board may, in cases where parents
Provided,
are unable
unable to
parents are
to
pay for such care waive all or part of such fees.
fees. All
All fees
fees collected
collected
under the provisions of this Act shall be paid to the Collector
Collector of
of
Taxes of the District of Columbia
deposited into
the Treasury
Treasury
Columbia and deposited
into the
of the United States to the credit
credit of an account
as 'Mis'Misaccount to be known
known as
cellaneous trust-fund
cellaneous
trust-fund deposits, Distiict
NurDistrict of Columbia—Day
Columbia-Day Care
Care Nurseries', said fund to be available,
addition to appropriations
appropriations made
available, in
in addition
made
pursuant
pursuant to section
section 4
4 of this Act, for expenditure
expenditure for the purposes
purposes
of this Act:
fund shall
be audited
audited and
and disbursed
disbursed
Act: Provided,
Provided, That such
such fund
shall be
in the same manner as other trust
in
and disbursed
disbursed
trust funds are audited
audited and
by the District of Columbia: And provided
further, That
provided further,
That any
any balance remaining
remaining in such trust-fund
trust-fund account after June
June 30,
30, 1950, shall
shall
be covered into the Treasury
Treasury to the credit of miscellaneous
miscellaneous receipts
of the District of Columbia."
SEC.
S
EC. 3. Section 4
4 of such Act is amended
amended to read as follows:
follows:
"SEC.
"SEc. 4. There is authorized
authorized to be appropriated
appropriated for
fiscal year
year
for the fiscal
ending June 30, 1950, out of any moneys
moneys in the Treasury
Treasury of the United
United
States to the credit of the District of Columbia
Columbia not otherwise
approotherwise approexceeding $100,000
Act."
priated, not exceeding
$100,000 to
to carry out
out the
the purposes
purposes of
of this
this Act."
SEC.
SEC. 4. Section 2
2 of this Act shall take effect July 1,
1, 1949.
Approved
Approved June 28, 1949.

279
279

62 Stat.
60 Stat. 540;
540; 62
Stat.

507.
507.

541.
60 Stat.
Stat. 541.
Rules and
regulaRules
and regulations.
Fees.
Fees.

Waiver of fees.
fees.

Trust-fund
account.
Trust-fund account.

Infra.

541; 62
60 Stat. 541;
62 Stat.
Stat.
507.
507.
Appropriation auAppropriation
thorized.
thorized.
Post, p. 873.
873.

Effective
date.
Etfective date.

[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 266]
266]

AP(T
AN ACT
AN
.
-...
Relating
agencies for
the construction
Relating to loans by Federal
Federal agencies
for the
construction of
of certain
certain public
public works.
works.

Be it
enacted by the Senate
and H
OU8€ of
the
it enacted
Senate and
House
of Representatives
Representatives of the
United States of America in
in Congress
That the first paraCongress assembled,
assembled, That
graph
"Office of the Administrator"
graph under the subheading "Office
Administrator" of
of the
the headheading "Federal
"Federal Works Agency"
Deficiency ApproApproAgency" of
of title
title 11of
of the First
First Deficiency
priation Act, 1946 (59
638), is
amended by striking
striking out
out the
the
priation
(59 Stat. 638),
is amended
second
following: "Provided,
second colon and the following:
"Provided, That no loans
loans shall
shall be
be
made or participated
participated in by any Federal
agency for
the construction
construction
Federal agency
for the
of any public works, plans for which
which have
have been
been wholly
wholly or
or partly
partly
financed
financed out of this appropriation,
pursuance of a
specific
appropriation, except
except in pursuance
a specific
authorization".
authorization".
Approved June 28,
28, 1949.
1949.
[CHAPTER
267]
[CHAPTER 267]

AN ACT
ACT

To provide for the payment of
the Swiss
Swiss Government
for losses
losses
of compensation
compensation to
to the
Government for
inflicted on Swiss
during World
World War
United
and damages
damages inflicted
Swiss territory
territory during
War II
II by
by United
States armed forces in violation of neutral
neutral rights, and
and authorizing
authorizing appropriations therefor.

Be it
of the
the
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
and House of
of -Representatives
Representatives of
United
United States of America in Congress
Congress assembled, That the Secretary
Secretary

-

June 28,
28, 1949
1949
June
1
[H.
1771]
Ill R.
R. 177
]
[Public
[publlc Law
Law 135]
136]

Loans for
for public

works.

28, 1949
1949
June 28,
[H. R..4392]
43921
[H..
[Public Law
Law 136]
1361

Swiss Government.
9,
Governmen
Compensation
for
t
Compensation
for
damages.
damage.
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LAWS— CHS .267, 268, 272—JUNE
272-JUNE 28,
28, 29,1949
29,1949

[63 S
TAT.
[63
STAT.

of State is authorized
authorized to
to pay
pay to
to the
the Government
Government of
of Switzerland
Switzerland such
such
sums as the Secretary of State, in consultation
with the
Secretary.of
consultation with
the Secretary
of
the Army, shall determine to
necessary to
to provide
provide compensation
to be necessary
compensation
for losses and damages
damages inflicted
inflicted on
on persons
persons and
and property
3roperty in
in SwitzerSwitzerland during World War II
II by units of the
States armed
armed
the United
United States
forces in violation of neutral rights: Provided,
That the
the
Provided, however,
however, That
total amount
amount of compensation
compensation authorized
herein shall
not exceed
exceed
authorized herein
shall not
$16,000,000.
SEa.
Appropriations are hereby authorized
SEC. 2. Appropriations
authorized to carry
carry out the
this Act.
purpose of
of this
Act.
Approved June
28, 1949.
1949.
Approved
June 28,
-

Limitation.

Appropriations
Appropriations
authorized.
authorized.
Post,
Post, p. 878.

[
CHAPTER 268]
[CHAPTER
268]
June 28,
28, 1949
1949
[H.
Res. 276]
[H. J.
J. Res.
276]
[Public Law 137]
[Public
Re
venue Act of 1942,
RevenueActof
1942,
amendments.
56 Stat. 944,
944, 952;
952;
62 Stat. 387.
26 U.
U. S.
S. C.
C. §§
26
§§ 812,
812,
826, 861,
861, 1000 notes;
notes;
826,
Supp.
II §§ 811,
Supp. II
811, 812,
812,
1000 notes.
826, 861,
861, 1000
notes.
Stat.
56 Stat. 985;
985; 61 Stat.
133.
133.
50 U. S. C., Supp.
II, app.
0).
II,
app. §
§ 1191 (j).

62 Stat. 697.
Supp.
18 U. S. C., Supp.
II,
II, §
283.
§ 283.

Retired officers
officers of
armed forces.
forces.
Prosecutionof claims
Prosecutionof
claims
against
against U. S.
S.

JOINT RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION

Granting certain
Granting
certain extensions
extensions of time
time for
for tax purposes.
purposes.

Senate and House of
Resolved by the Senate
Representatives of
of the
the United
of Representatives
United
States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That sections
sections 403
403 (d)
(d) (3)
(3)
and 452 (c)
(c) of the Revenue
Revenue Act of 1942 (relating
release of
of certain
certain
(relating to
to release
powers
powers of appointment in the cae
case of the estate and gift taxes)
taxes) are
hereby amended by striking out "1949"
wherever appearing
appearing therein
therein
"1949" wherever
and inserting in lieu
lieu thereof
thereof "1950".
"1950".
SEC.
Renegotiation Act, as amended
S
EC. 2. (a)
(a) Subsection
Subsection (j)
(j) of the Renegotiation
amended
(U. S. C., 1946 edition, Supp. I,
I, title 50 App., sec.
), is
is hereby
sec. 1191 (j)
(j)),
hereby
amended by striking out "June 30, 1949"
1949" and inserting in
lieu thereof
thereof
in lieu
"June 30, 1950".
1950".
(b)
(b) Section 283 of title
the United
States Code
Code is
title 18 of the
United States
is hereby
hereby
amended
a new paraamended by inserting
inserting after the first paragraph
paragraph thereof
thereof a
graph
follows:
graph as follows:
"Retired officers of the armed
"Retired
armed forces of the United States, while
while not
not
on active duty, shall not by reason of their
such be
their status
status as
as such
be subject
subject
to the provisions
provisions of this section. Nothing herein shall be construed
construed
to allow any such retired officer
years next
after his
retireofficer within two
two years
next after
his retirement to act as agent
agent or attorney for prosecuting or
in the
or assisting in
the
prosecution of any claim against the United
prosecution
United States
States involving
involving the
the
department
a retired status, or
department in whose service he holds a
to allow
or to
allow any
any
such retired
attorney for prosecuting
retired officer to act as agent or attorney
prosecuting or
or assistassisting in the prosecution of any claim against the United
States involving
involving
United States

any subject matter with which
which he
he was
was directly
directly connected
connected while
while he
he was
was
in
active-duty status."
in an
an active-duty
status."
Approved
Approved June
June 28,
28, 1949.
1949.
[
CHA PTER 2721
[CHAPTER
272]
June 29,
29, 1949
1949
[S. 257]
[I.
[Public Law 138]

Interstate ComComInterstate
merce Act,
Act, amendamendments.
49 Stat. 546.
49 U. S.
C. §
S. C.
§ 304.
304.
Time
limitation.
Time limitation.

Recovery
Recovery
charges.
charges.

of over-

AN ACT

To amend the Interstate
Interstate Commerce
Commerce Act, as
amended, so
limitations
as amended,
so as
as to
to provide
provide limitations
on the time within which actions may be brought for the
the recovery
recovery of
of underundercharges
charges and overcharges by or against common carriers by motor
motor vehicles,
vehicles,
common
common carriers by
freight forwarders.
by water,
water, and freight
forwarders.

it enacted
and House of Representatives
Be it
enacted by the Senate and
Representatives of
the
of the
United States
States of America in Congress
Congress assembled,
United
assembled, That part
the
part II
II of
of the
Interstate Commerce Act, as amended,
amended, is amended
amended by inserting
inserting after
after
a new section as follows:
section 204 thereof
thereof a
follows:
"SEC.
204a. (1) All actions
"Szc. 204a,
actions at law by common
common carriers by motor
motor
vehicle subject to this part for the recovery
recovery of their charges, or
or any
any
part thereof, shall be begun within two years from the time the
the cause
cause
of action accrues, and
and not after.
after.
"(2) For recovery
recovery of overcharges,
overcharges, action at law shall be
"(2)
be begun
be gun
against common
common carriers
mot or ve
hi cl
e subject
su bj ec tto
to this
thi s part
part within
carriers by
by motor
vehicle
within

63 STAT.]
STAT.]

81ST
272-JUNE 29, 1949
81sT CONG., 1ST
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two.years from the time the cause
cause of action
action accrues, and not after,
subject to paragraph
paragraph (3)
(3) of this section, except
except that if claim for the
overcharge has been presented
presented in writing to the carrier
overcharge
carrier within the
two-year period of limitation
limitation said period
period shall be extended
extended to include
six months from the time notice
notice in writing
writing is given by the carrier to
disallowance of the claim, or any
the claimant
claimant of disallowance
thereof,
any part
part or
or parts thereof,
specified in the notice.
If on or before expiration
. "(3) If
expiration of the two-year
two-year period of limitation
limitation
in paragraph
atCommon carrier
paragraph (2)
(2) altommon
carrier by motor
motor vehicle subject
subject to this
part begins action under
paragraph (1)
under paragraph
(1) for recovery
charges in
recovery of charges
respect
transportation service,
service, or, without beginning
respect of the same transportation
beginning
service, said
said period
of limilimiaction, collects charges in respect
respect of
of that
that service,
period of
tation shall be extended
extended to include
include ninety days from the time such
such
action is begun or such charges
charges are
are collected
collected by
by the
the carrier.
carrier.
"(4)
action in respect of aashipment of property shall,
"(4) The cause
cause of action
for the purposes of this section, be deemed
deemed to accrue
accrue upon delivery
delivery or
tender of delivery thereof by the carrier, and not after.
after.
"Overcharges."
"(5) The term 'overcharges'
"Overcharges."
'overcharges' as used in this section shall be deemed
"(5)
deemed
to mean charges for transportation
services in
in excess
of those
those applicable
transportation services
excess of
applicable
thereto under the tariffs
tariffs lawfully
lawfully on file with the Commission.
Commission.
"(6)
"(6) The provisions of this section
section shall apply
apply only to
cases in
in
to cases
which the cause of action may accrue after
after the date
enactment
date of the enactment
of this section."
section."
54 Stat.
54
Stat. 940.
SEC.
SEC. 2. Subsection (a)
Commerce
(a) of section 308
308 of
of the
the Interstate
Interstate Commerce
49 U.
S. C.
C. §90
908 (a).
49
U. S.
(a).
Act, as amended,
amended, is hereby
hereby amended
amended to read as follows:
follows:
"Carrier."
"(a)
"
(a) For the purposes
purposes of this section the
'carrier' means
means aacomthe term 'carrier'
com- "Carrier."
carrier by
mon carrier
by water."
water."
54 Stat. 941.
941.
S
EC. 3. (a) Subsection
of the
the Interstate
Interstate ComComSEC.
Subsection (f)
(f) (1)
(1) of section
section 308
308 of
49 U.
908 (f)
49
U. S. C.
C. §§908
(0
amended to
as follows:
merce Act, as amended,
amended, is
is hereby
hereby amended
to read
read as
follows:
(1).
(
1).
Time
Time
limitation.
"(1) (A) All actions at law by carriers
"(1)
subject to this part
carriers subject
part for
for the
recovery of their charges, or any part
be begun
begun within
within
recovery
part thereof, shall
shall be
two years from the time
time the cause
cause of action accrues,
accrues, and not
not after.
Recovery of damRecovery
dam"(B)
"
(B) All complaints
complaints against carriers
carriers for the
damages ages.
the recovery
recovery of damages
ages.
overcharges shall be
within
not based on overcharges
be filed with the Commission
Commission within
two years from the time the cause
cause of action accrues,
accrues, and not after,
subject to subdivision (D).
(D).
"(C) For the recovery of
overcharges action
action at law
be begun
of overcharges
law shall
shall be
begun
or complaint filed with the Commission
Commission against carriers
carriers subject to
this part within two years from the time the cause of
action accrues,
of action
accrues,
and not after, subject to subdivision
subdivision (D), except that
that if
claim for
for the
the
if claim
overcharge
overcharge has been presented
carrier within the
the
presented in
in writing
writing to
to the carrier
limitation said
period shall be extended
extended to include
two-year period of limitation
said period
include
six months from the time notice in writing
writing is
carrier to
is given by
by the
the carrier
to
the claimant of disallowance
disallowance of
of the
the claim,
claim, or any part
part or parts
parts thereof,
thereof,
specified in the notice.
If on or before expiration
expiration of the two-year
"(D) If
two-year period of limitation in subdivision (B)
two-year period
period of
of limitation
limitation in
in subsub(B) or the two-year
division (C)
(C) a
carrier subject
subject to this part begins action
a carrier
action under subsubdivision (A)
(A) for recovery
recovery of charges
charges in
in respect
respect of
of the
the same transportatransportation service, or, without beginning
collects charges
charges in respect
respect
beginning action,
action, collects
of that service, said
extended to
said period of limitation
limitation shall
shall be
be extended
to include
include
ninety days from the time such action is begun
charges are
are
begun or such charges
collected
carrier."
collected by
by the
the carrier."
(b)
amendments made by
(a) of
shall
(b) The amendments
by subsection
subsection (a)
of this section shall
apply only to cases in which
action may
which the
the cause
cause of action
may accrue after
after
the date
of this
this Act.
the
date of
of the
the enactment
enactment of
Act.
Repeal.
Repeal.
S
EC. 4. Paragraph (5)
SEC.
(5) of subsection (f)
(f) of section
section 308 of the Inter- 54
Stat.
941.
tat. 941.
49
U. S. C.
C. §908
U..
90 ()
Commerce Act,
hereby repealed.
state Commerce
Act, as
as amended,
amended, is
is hereby
repealed.
(5).
(5).
SEC. 5. Part IV of the Interstate
Interstate Commerce
is
SEC.
Commerce Act,
Act, as amended, is

282
282
569 U
Stat.
tac. 288. 1006.
49 U. S. C. §1006.
Freight
Freight forwarders.
forwarders.

"Overcharges."
"Overcharges."

PUBLIC
PUBLIC LAWS-CHS.
LAWS— CHS.272-274-JUNE
272-274—JUNE 29,
29, 1949
1949

[63 STAT.
STAT.
[63

hereby
hereby amended
amended by
by inserting
inserting after
section 406
new section
section
after section
406 thereof
thereof a
a new

as
as follows:
follows:
"SEC. 406a. (1)
"SEc.
(1) All actions at law by freight forwarders
subject to
to
forwarders subject
this part for the recovery
recovery of their
or any
part thereof,
shall be
be
their charges,
charges, or
any part
thereof, shall
begun within two years from the
accrues, and
the time the
the cause of
of action
action accrues,
and
not after.
"(2) For recovery
overcharges action at
"(2)
recovery of overcharges
at law
law shall
shall be
be begun
begun
against freight forwarders subject to
this part
within two
years from
from
to this
part within
two years
the time the cause of action accrues, and not after;tsubject
afteritsubject to
to paragraph
paragraph
(3)
(3) of this section, except that if
overcharge has
been
if claim
claim for
for the
the overcharge
has been
presented
presented in writing to the freight forwarder
within the
the .two-year
two-year
forwarder within
period of limitation said
extended to
to include
include six
months
said period
period shall
shall be
be extended
six months
from the time notice in writing
writing is given by the freight
forwarder to
freight forwarder
to
the claimant
claimant of disallowance
disallowance of the claim, or any
thereof,
any part or
or parts thereof,
specified
the notice.
specified in
in the
notice.
"(3) If
"(3)
If on or before expiration of
of limitation
limitation
of the
the two-year
two-year period
period of
(2) aafreight forwarder
in paragraph
paragraph (2)
forwarder subject to this part begins action
action
under paragraph
paragraph (1)
(1) for recovery of charges
charges in respect
respect of
of the
same
the same
service, or, without beginning action, collects charges in
in respect
respect of
that
of that
service, said period of limitation shall be extended
extended to include
include ninety
ninety
days from the time such action is begun or
are collected
or such charges
charges are
collected by
by
the freight forwarder.
"(4) The cause
a shipment of
"(4)
cause of action in respect
respect of a
property
of property
shall, for the purposes of this section, be deemed
deemed to
to accrue
accrue upon
upon
delivery or tender
tender of delivery thereof by the
the freight forwarder,
forwarder, and
and
not after.
"(5) The
The term
'overcharges' as used in this section
"(5)
term 'overcharges'
section shall be deemed
deemed
to mean charges for service in excess of those
those applicable thereto
thereto under
under
the tariffs lawfully
lawfully on file with the Commission.
"(6)
"(6) The provisions
provisions of this section
apply only
only to
cases in
in
section shall
shall apply
to cases
which the cause of action may accrue
accrue after the
the date
date of
of the
the enactment
enactment
of this section."
section."
Approved
Approved June 29, 1949.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 273]
273]

June 29,
June
29, 1949
1949
[S.
18. 10891
1089]
[Public Law
[Public
Law 139]
139]

AN ACT
ACT
To
amend
section
8c
of
the
Agricultural
Adjustment Act, relating to
To amend
marketing
to marketing
agreements and orders, to authorize
agreements
authorize the
the Secretary
Secretary of
Agriculture to
to issue
of Agriculture
issue
orders under
under such section
section with respect to
almonds.
to filberts
filberts and
and almonds.

49 Stat.
Stat. 754,
49
754, 755.
755.
7 U.
7
U. S.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
Supp.
n, §§608c
608c (2),
(2), (6).
(6).

Be it
and House of Representatives
it enacted by the Senate and
Representatives of the
United States of America
America in
assembled, That subsections
United
in Congress
Congress assembled,
(2)
subsections (2)
and (6)
(6) of section 8c of the Agricultural
Agricultural Adjustment
Adjustment Act,
amended
Act, as
as amended
(2) and (6)),
(6)), are amended by inserting "filberts,
(7 U. S. C. 608c (2)
"filberts,
almonds,"
"including" in the
almonds," after the word "including"
phrase "including
"including pecans
the phrase
pecans
and walnuts".
Approved June 29, 1949.
Approved
[CHAPTER
274]
[CHAPTER 2741

June
29, 1949
1949
June 29,
[H.
It. 1837]
18371
[H. R.

[Public
[Public Law 140]

62 Stat. 282.
282.
8U.S.
8U. S. C., Supp. n,
1724a
(la) (7).
5724a (b)
(7).

AN ACT
ACT
To amend the Nationality
Nationality Act
Act of
of 1940.
1940.

Be it
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
it enacted
of the
Representatives of
the
United States of America in Congress
Congress assembled, That
United
that part
part of
That that
of
subparagraph
paragraph (b)
(b) of section 324A of
subparagraph (7) of paragraph
of the
the NationNationality Act of 1940, as amended
(54 Stat. 1137; 88U. S. C.
amended (54
907), reading:
reading:
C. 907),
"Section 334 (e)"
(e)" is hereby
"Section
hereby amended to read: "Section 334 (c)".
(c)".
Approved
Approved June 29, 1949.
1949.

63 STAT.]
STAT.]
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[
CHAPTER 275]
275]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
ACT
Making appropriations
Department of Labor, the Federal Security
appropriations for the Department
Security Agency,
and related
independent agencies,
related independent
agencies, for the fiscal year
year ending
ending June
June 30, 1950,
1950, and
and
for other purposes.

Be it
it enacted
Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
enacted by the Senate
Representatives of the
the
United
in Congress
United States of America in
Congress assembled, That the following
following
appropriated, out of any money
sums are appropriated,
money in the Treasury
Treasury not otherDepartment of Labor,
wise appropriated,
appropriated, for the Department
Labor, the Federal Security
independent agencies,
Agency, and related independent
fiscal year ending
ending
agencies, for the fiscal
June 30, 1950, namely:
namely:

June 29, 1949
June

[H. R. 33333
3333]
[H.

Law 141]
141]
[Public Law

Labor-Federal
SeLabor-Federal
Security Appropriation
Appropriation
curity
Act, 1950.
1950.

I—DEPARTMENT OF LABOR
LABOR
TITLE I-DEPARTMENT
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY
OFFICE
SECRETARY

Salaries and
and expenses:
expenses: For
expenses necessary
the Office
Office of
the
Salaries
For expenses
necessary for
for the
of the
Secretary of Labor (hereafter
(hereafter in this title referred
referred to as
Secretary
the Secretary),
Secretary), including personal
personal services
services in
in the
the District
District of
of
S. C.
Columbia; health service
service program as
as authorized
authorized by law (5
(5 U.
U. S.
C.
150) ;
teletype news service; and payment
payment in advance
authorized
; teletype
advance when authorized
membership in
organiby the Secretary for
for dues
dues or
or fees for
for library
library membership
in organipublications are available
members only or to
zations whose publications
available to members
members at a
aprice lower than to the general public; $1,154,000.
$1,154,000.
Salaries and expenses, Office of the Solicitor:
Solicitor: For expenses
Salaries
expenses
necessary for the Office of the Solicitor
Solicitor for the Department
Department of Labor,
Labor,
services in
District of Columbia, $1,093,900.
including personal
personal services
in the
the District
$1,093,900.
Salaries and expenses, Bureau of Labor Standards:
expenses
Salaries
Standards: For expenses
necessary for the promotion
employment stabilinecessary
promotion of industrial
industrial safety, employment
and
zation, and amicable
amicable industrial relations for labor and industry, and
for
of the
the Secretary
by title
title
for the
the performance
performance of
the functions
functions vested
vested in
in the
Secretary by
I
Labor-Management Relations Act,
(29 U. S.
I of the
the Labor-Management
Act, 1947
1947 (29
S. C.
C. 159
159 (f)
and
), including
Columbia;
of Columbia;
District of
personal services in the District
and (g)
(g)),
including personal
purchase of
purchase
of reports
reports and
and of material
material for
for informational
informational exhibits; and
expenses of
of attendance
of cooperating
and consultants
consultants at
at
officials and
expenses
attendance of
cooperating officials
conferences concerned
concerned with the work
work of the Bureau of Labor
Labor
conferences
Standards
Bureau with
approval of
of the
when called
called by
by the
the Bureau
with the written approval
Standards when
Secretary;
$550,000.
Secretary; $550,000.
Veterans' Reemployment
Rights:
Reemployment Rights:
Salaries and expenses, Bureau of Veterans'
For expenses
expenses necessary
necessary to
to render
render assistance
assistance in
connection with
with the
in connection
the
For
exercise of
of veterans
veterans under
the
section 88 of
of the
under section
of reemployment
reemployment rights
rights of
exercise
Selective
Training and
and Service
of 1940,
1940, as amended (50
(50 U. S. C.,
C.,
Act of
Service Act
Selective Training
App.
Extension Act
Act of
of 1941,
1941, as
Army
as amended,
amended, the Army
App. 308),
308), the
the Service
Service Extension
Reserve
Service Law
Law of
of 1940,
1940, as
amended, and
as amended,
and
Personnel Service
Reserve and
and Retired
Retired Personnel
section
of title
title I
of the
the Selective
Act of
1948 (Public
(Public
I of
Selective Service
Service Act
of 1948
section 9
9 (h)
(h) of
Law 759, approved
1948), and, under
June 23,
under the
the Act
Act of
of June
approved June 24, 1948),
Law
1943, as
as amended
U. S.
persons who
have perperof persons
who have
(50 U.
S. C.,
C., App.
App. 1472),
1472), of
1943,
amended (50
formed
Merchant Marine,
Marine, including
personal services
including personal
in the
the Merchant
formed service
service in
in
of Columbia,
Columbia, $270,000.
District of
in the
the District

903.
60 Stat. 903.

Post, pp.
pp. 876,
876,981.
Pod,
981.

Post,
p. 876.
876.
Pos, p.

61 Stat.
Stat. 136.
29
29 U. S. C.,Supp.II,
C.,SupP.IL
151-167.
§§ 151-167.

890.
54 Stat. 890.
55 Stat.
55
Stat. 628.
26.
50 U.
U. S.. 0.
0. app.
60
f§
351-362.
5 351-362.
858.
54 Stat. 858.
U. S.
S. 0.. app.
50 U.
app.
H 401-405.
if
401-405.
62 Stat. 618.
62
618.
50
U. S. C.,Supp.
0., Sapp. n,
II,
50U.S.
app. jf459
459 (h).
app.
57 Stat. 162.
162.
50 U. S. C.,
C., Supp.
50
II, app.
app. i 1472
note.
I,
1472 note.

BUREAU OF APPRENTICES=
APPRENTICESHIP
BUREAU

Salaries
and expenses:
For expenses
necessary to
to enable
enable the
Secthe Secexpenses: For
expenses necessary
Salaries and
retary to
encouraging apprentice
apprentice training,
training, as
as
of encouraging
to conduct
conduct aa program
program of
retary
authorized by
of August
August 16,
1937 (29
C. 50),
50), including
including
S. C.
16 1937
(29 U.
U. S.
by the
the Act
Act of
authorized
personal services
services in
the District
of Columbia,
Columbia, $2,605,000.
$2,605,000.
District of
in the
personal

50 Stat. 664.
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BUREAU
LABOR STATISTICS
BUREAU OF
OF LABOR
STATISTICS
Post,

p.
p. 746.
746.

60 Stat. 810.
80.

Salaries and expenses: For
for the
For expenses
expenses necessary
necessary for
the work
work of
of the
the
Bureau of Labor Statistics, including
or reimbursement
reimbursement to
including advances
advances or
to
State, Federal,
Federal, and local
local agencies
agencies and
their employees
services
and their
employees for
for services
rendered; personal
personal services in
rendered;
District of
Columbia; and
and not
not to
in the
the District
of Columbia;
to
$15,000 for services
exceed $15,000
services as
section 15
as authorized
authorized by
by section
15 of
of the
the Act
Act of
of
August
1946 (5
(5 U.
U. S.
C. 55a)
$5,506,500.
August 2,
2, 1946
S. C.
55a) ;;$5,506,500.
WOMEN'S
WOMEN'S BUREAU
BUREAU

41 Stat. 987.

Salaries
Salaries and expenses: For expenses
expenses necessary
necessary for
the work
of the
for the
work of
the
IWomen's Bureau, as authorized
authorized by the Act of
Women's
of June
June 5,
5, 1920
(29 U.
1920 (29
U.
S. C. 11-16),
11-16), including personal
personal services
the District
District of
services in
in the
of Columbia
Columbia
and purchase
purchase of reports and material
for informational
informational exhibits;
exhibits;
material for
$334,800.
$334,800.
WAGE
DIVISION
WAGE AND
AND HOUR
IHOUR DIVISION

Post,
981.
Post, pp.
pp. 876,
876, 981.
52 Stat.
1060.
52
stat.106o.

201-219;
29 U. S.C. §§
U 201-219;
Supp. II,§
II, § 216.
SuPP.
216.
Post, pp. 446, 910.

Pot pp. 446 910.

49 Stat. 2038.
Attendance
Attendance at
at conconferences.
fe

Salaries and expenses:
necessary for
Salaries
expenses: For expenses necessary
for performing
performing the
the
duties imposed by the Fair Labor
Labor Standards
of 1938,
Standards Act
Act of
1938, as
as amended,
amended,
and the Act to provide conditions for the purchase
supplies and
purchase of
of supplies
and the
the
making
of contracts
contracts by
the United States, approved
making of
by the
approved June
June 30,
30, 1936
1936
(41
including personal
personal services in the District of Colum(41 U.
U. S.
S. C.
C. 38),
38), including
bia; reimbursement to State, Federal, and local agencies
agencies and
and their
their
employees for inspection
inspection services
employees
services rendered;
rendered; and
and expenses
expenses of
of attendattendance of cooperating
ance
cooperating officials and consultants at conferences
conferences concerned
concerned
with the work of the Wage
Wage and Hour Division
Division when
when called
called by
by the
the
Division with the written approval
approval of
$5,252,000.
of the
the Secretary;
Secretary; $5,252,000.

GENERAL PROVISIONS
PROVISIONS
GENERAL

SEC.
Appropriations under
under this title available for salaries and
SEC. 102.
102. Appropriations
and
expenses shall be available
available for
for travel
travel expenses
expenses and,
and, when
when specifically
specifically
authorized
authorized by the Secretary, for expenses
of attendance
meetings
expenses of
attendance at
at meetings
concerned with the function or activity
concerned
which any
any such
appropriaactivity for
for which
such appropriation is
is made.
made.
Stenographic repogrtting
.ic reSEC.
Appropriations under
S
EC. 103. Appropriations
under this
title available
available for
salaries and
porting service.
this title
for salaries
and
osiat.
expenses shall be available for stenographic
stenographic reporting services
expenses
services as
as
60
Stat.
810.
60Stat.810.
authorized by
section 15
of the
the Act
(5 U.
authorized
by section
15 of
Act of August 2,1946
2, 1946 (5
U. S.
C. 55a).
S. C.
55a).
SEC.
Appropriations under this
SEC. 104. Appropriations
title available
available for
for salaries
salaries and
this title
and
expenses
expenses shall be available
available for
for payment
claims eursuant
payment of
of claims
pursuant to
to section
section
60 Stat, 843.
tats.S. C.,, s8up.
403 of the Federal
288 U.
Supp.
Federal Tort Claims Act (28
(28 U.
U. S.
S. C.
C. 26t2).
2672).
II, 12672.
"11,2672.,
SEC.
105. Appropriations
title available
S
EC. 105.
Appropriations under this title
available for
for salaries
salaries and
and
Ante, pp. 62, 106.
Transferof.
.
expenses shall
be available
expenses
shall be
available for
for printing
printing and
and binding.
binding.
Transfer
of
funds.
Transferoffnds.
SEC.
106. The
Secretary, if
if he
it necessary
EC. 106.
The Secretary,
he finds
finds it
necessary for the practical
practical
and efficient operation of the Department,
Department, shall
shall have
have the
authority to
the authority
to
transfer
transfer funds from any appropriation
appropriation herein
herein made
available for
made available
for
salaries and expenses
expenses to any other such appropriation,
appropriation, but
approbut no
no appropriation shall be either increased or decreased
decreased more than
priation
than 55per
per centum
centum
by such
by
such transfers:
transfers: Provided,
Provided, That any such transfers
transfers shall
shall not
not be
be used
used
for the purpose of creating
creating new functions within the
for
the Department.
Department.
Citation
of
title.
Citation oftitle.
SEC.
107. This
title may
may be cited as the "Department
Labor
S
EC. 107.
This title
"Department of Labor
Appropriation
Appropriation Act, 1950".
1950".
Travel
expenses.
Travelexpenses.

Federal Security
Security
Agency
Agency AppropriaAppropriation Act, 1950.
1950.

TITLE II—FEDERAL
II-FEDERAL SECURITY
SECURITY AGENCY
AGENCY
AMERICAN
AMERICAN PRINTING
FOR THE
THE BLIND
BLIND
PRINTING HOUSE
HOUSE FOR

41 Stat. 272.
272.

Education
Education of the blind: For carrying
carrying out the Act of
August 4,
of August
4,
1919, as amended
amended (20 U. S. C. 101), $115,000.
$115,000.

63 STAT.]
STAT.]
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BUREAU OF
OF EMPLOYEES'
EMPLOYEES' COMPENSATION
COMPENSATION

Poet, p.
Post,
p. 976.
976.
• Salaries and expenses:
expenses: For necessary
necessary administrative expenses,
expenses,
including personal
personal services in the District of Columbia;
Columbia; services as
Stat. 810.
810.
authorized by section 15 of the Act of August 2, 1946 (5
(5 U. S. C. 55a)
55a); ; 60 Stat.
and not to exceed $46,000 for the Employees'
Employees' Compensation
of
Compensation Board
Board of
Appeals; $1,466,000, together
together with not to exceed $115,000 to be derived
from the War Claims Fund created by section 13 (a)
(a) of the War
War
1247.
Stat. 1247.
Claims Act of 1948 (Public Law 896, approved July 3, 1948)
1948)::ProPro- 62
50 U. S.
C., Supp.
S. C.,
vided, That section 3709, Revised Statutes, as amended,
vided,
amended, shall not apply II,
app.
§
2012
(a).
2012
(a).
II, app.
41
S.
C.. §5.
41
U.
S.
5.
continental United States when the Post,
to any purchase
purchase or service outside continental
Post, p. 403.
403.
aggregate
does not
not exceed
exceed $500.
$500.
aggregate amount
amount involved
involved does
Post, p.
p. 976.
976.
Post,
Employees' compensation
compensation fund: For the payment
Employees'
payment of compensation
compensation
and other benefits and expenses (except
(except administrative
administrative expenses)
authorized
authorized by law and accruing during the current
current or any prior fiscal
fiscal
Medical
Medical services,
services,
year, including payments
payments to other Federal
Federal agencies for medical and
etc.
hospital services pursuant
pursuant to agreement
agreement approved by
by the
the Bureau of
of
Employees' Compensation;
Compensation; continuation of payment of benefits as
Employees'
provided for under the head "Civilian
Federal
"Civilian War Benefits" in the
the Federal
Security Agency Appropriation
Appropriation Act, 1947; the advancement
advancement of costs
costs 60 Stat. 696.
for enforcement
third-party cases; the
furnishing of
enforcement of recoveries
recoveries in third-party
the furnishing
of
medical
medical and hospital services and supplies, treatment, and funeral and
and
and other
expenses inciinciburial expenses,
expenses, including
including transportation
transportation and
other expenses
of
dental to such services, treatment,
treatment, and burial, for such
such enrollees
enrollees of
Corps as
by the
the Director
the Civilian Conservation
Conservation Corps
as were
were certified
certified by
Director
treatment at
Governof such Corps as receiving hospital services
services and treatment
at Government expense
expense on
1943, and who are
entitled
on June 30, 1943,
are not
not otherwise
otherwise entitled
thereto
employees of
States, and
the limitations
limitations
thereto as
as civilian employees
of the
the United
United States,
and the
and authority of the Act of September 7
(5 U. S.
7,2 1916, as
as amended (5
39 Stat. 742.
C.
796) ,shall
apply in
providing such
services, treatment,
treatment, and
and expenses
expenses
C. 796),
shall apply
in providing
such services,
in
in such cases; $13,000,000,
$13,000,000, together
together with not
not to exceed
exceed $10,000,000
$10,000,000 to
to
be
from the
the War
War Claims
Fund created
by section
13 (a)
the
be derived
derived from
Claims Fund
created by
section 13
(a) of
of the
62 Stat. 1247, 1242,
2,
War
Claims Act
(Public Law
Law 896)
be available
for paypay- 1243.
War Claims
Act of
of 1948
1948 (Public
896) and
and to
to be
available for
1243.
U.
S.
C.,
Supp.
50
.,
ments
pursuant to sections 4
4 (c)
which amounts
amounts
ments pursuant
(c) and
and 55(f) of
of such
such Act,
Act, which
II,
11, app. §§§§ 2012 (a),
may
may be accounted
accounted for as one fund.
2003 (c),
fel, 2004 (f).
(f).
124

COLUMBIA
INSTITUTION FOR
FOR THIE
THE DEAF
COLUMBIA INSTITUTION

Salaries and
and expenses:
expenses: For
For the
the partial
of Columbia
Columbia InstiSalaries
partial support
support of
Institution for
the Deaf,
including personal
services and
and miscellaneous
tution
for the
Deaf, including
personal services
miscellaneous
repairs and improvements,
$315,300.
expenses, and
and repairs
improvements, $315,300.
ADMINISTRATION
FOOD AND DRUG ADMINISTIRTION

Salaries
and expenses:
expenses: For
For necessary
necessary expenses
carrying out
out the
the
Salaries and
expenses for
for carrying
Federal Food, Drug,
amended (21
301Federal
Drug, and
and Cosmetic
Cosmetic Act, as amended
(21 U. S. C.
C. 301392)
amended (21
(21 U. S.
392);;the
the Tea Importation
Importation Act, as amended
S. C.
C. 41-50)
41-50);;the
Import
U. S.
C. 141-449)
the Federal
Federal Caustic
Poison
Import Milk
Milk Act
Act (21
(21 U.
S. C.
141-149);;the
Caustic Poison
Act
(15 U.
S. C.
C. 401-411)
and the
the Filled
Filled Milk
Milk Act,
(21
Act (15
U. S.
401-411);;and
Act, as
as amended
amended (21
U.
S. C.
C. 61-64)
61-64) ;
including personal
services in
in the
U. S.
; including
personal services
the District
District of
of ColumColumbia; purchase
purchase of
exceed twenty-five
twenty-five passenger
motor vehicles
vehicles
bia;
of not
not to
to exceed
passenger motor
replacement only;
authorized by section 15
Act
for replacement
only; services as authorized
15 of
of the Act
of August
August 2,
1946 (5
S. C.
reporting and
and illustrating
illustrating the
the
2, 1946
(5 U.
U. S.
C. 55a)
55a);;reporting
of
results
purchase of chemicals,
chemicals, apparatus,
apparatus, and scienscienresults of investigations;
investigations; purchase
tific equipment;
equipment; not
not to
to exceed
$2,000 for
in advance
advance for
for
tific
exceed $2,000
for payment
payment in
special tests
tests and
analyses by
by contract
regard to
to section
3709
contract without
without regard
section 3709
special
and analyses
of the
the Revised
Revised Statutes;
and not
to exceed
$1,000 for
for payment
not to
exceed $1,000
payment of
of fees,
fees,
of
Statutes; and
connection with studies
developments
studies of
of new
new developments
travel, and
and per
per diem in connection
pertinent to food and drug
drug enforcement
enforcement operations; $4,802,500.
pertinent
Salaries and
expenses, certification
services: For
For
and inspection
inspection services:
Salaries
and expenses,
certification and

52 Stat. 1040.
62
1040.
21 U. S.
S. C., Supp.
II, 99
331,334, 352, 357.
n,
§ 331,334,352,357.
Post,
Post, pp. 409, 882.
882.
29 Stat. 604; 44 Stat.
1101,1406; 42 Stat.
Stat.1486.
1486.

60 Stat. 810.
810.

41 U.. S. C. §5.
Post, p. 403.
403.

286

52
Stat. 1049, 1052,
1055
52 Stat. 1049,
1055,
1058, 1059; 55
Stat. 851; 59 Stat. 463.
463.
21 U.
U. S.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
Supp.
I,

§ 357..

Post,

409.
Post, p.
p. 409.
Advance
deposits.
Advance
deposits.

60
Stat. 810.
60 Stat.
810.

PUBLIC LAWS—CH.
LAWS-CH. 275—JUNE
275-JUNE 29,
29, 1949
1949

[63
[63 STAT.
STAT.

expenses
expenses necessary for the
certification or
or inspection
inspection of
of certain
prodthe certification
certain products in accordance
accordance with
406, 504,
702A, and
with sections
sections 406,
504, 506,
506, 507,
507, 604,
604, 702A,
and 706
706
of the Federal
Federal Food, Drug, and
Act, as
as amended
amended (21
(21 U.
C.
and Cosmetic
Cosmetic Act,
U. S.
S. C.
346, 354,
372a, and
and 376),
376), the
the aggregate
of the
354, 356, 357,
357, 364,
364, 372a,
aggregate of
the advance
advance
deposits
during the
the current
current fiscal
year to
to cover
cover payment
of fees
deposits during
fiscal year
payment of
fees by
by
applicants
applicants for certification
certification or
or inspection
inspection of
to remain
of such
such products,
products, to
remain
available
The total
total amount
amount herein
appropriated shall
available until
until expended.
expended. The
herein appropriated
shall
be available for personal
personal services in
of Columbia
Columbia and
and
in the
the District
District of
elsewhere;
purchase of not
elsewhere; purchase
exceed five
passenger motor
not to
to exceed
five passenger
motor vehicles;
vehicles;
services as authorized by section
of the
August 2,
2, 1946
1946
section 15
15 of
the Act
Act of
of August
(5
C. 55a)
of chemicals,
and scientific
scientific
(5 U. S.
S. C.
55a);;purchase
purchase of
chemicals, apparatus,
apparatus, and
equipment; and the refund of advance deposits
equipment;
no service
deposits for
for which
which no
service
has
rendered.
has been rendered.
FREEDMEN'S HOSPITAL
HOSPITAL
FREEDMEN'S

Poat, p
313.
Post
p. 313.

Transfer of
of funds.

Salary restriction.
restriction.

Salaries and expenses:
expenses: For
For expenses
for operation
expenses necessary
necessary for
operation and
and
maintenance, including
furnishi ng,repairing,
and cleaning
including repairs;
repairs; furnishing,
repairing, and
cleaning
of wearing apparel used by employees
employees in
in the
the performance
of their
performance of
their
official duties; transfer of funds to the appropriation
appropriation "Salaries
"Salaries and
and
expenses, Howard
Howard University"
University" for salaries
salaries of
technical and
and profesof technical
professional personnel detailed
detailed to the hospital;
hospital; payments
payments to
to the
approprithe appropriation of Howard University
University for instruction
instruction of
of nurses
nurses and
actual cost
cost
and actual
of heat, light, and power furnished by such university; $2,443,000:
$2,443,000:
Provided,That
Provided,
That no intern or resident physician receiving
receiving compensation
compensation
from this appropriation
full-ti me basis
bas i
s shall
shall receive
compensaappropriation on
on aa full-time
receive compensation in the form of wages or salary from any other appropriation
in
appropriation in
this Act.
110
WARD UNIVERSITY
HOWARD
ITTVERSITY

Limitations on contract authority
authority and
and
cost.
total cost.

Salaries
Salaries and expenses:
expenses: For the
the partial
of Howard
Howard UniverUniverpartial support
support of
sity, including
miscellaneous expenses
including personal
personal services and miscellaneous
expenses and
and repairs
repairs
to buildings
buildings and
$2,335,000.
and grounds,
grounds, $2,335,000.
Plans and specifications:
specifications: For the preparation
preparation of
of preliminary_plans
preliminary plans
and specifications
specifications for construction,
construction, under
under the
supervision of
of the
the Public
Public
the supervision
Buildings Administration,
Administration, on the grounds of
of Howard
Howard University
of a
University of
a
preclinical
preclinical medical building, including
including engineering
engineering and
and architectural
architectural
services,
services, printing and binding, advertising, and
$60,000, which
which
and travel,
travel, $60,000,
amount, except
except such part as may be necessary for the
incidental
the incidental
expenses
expenses of the University, may be transferred
Buildings
transferred to
to the
the Public
Public Buildings
Administration,
Administration, Federal Works Agency, for the above purposes,
to
purposes, to
remain available
available until expended.
expended.
Construction of buildings:
For construction
construction of
of buildings
buildings on
the
buildings: For
on the
grounds of Howard University,
University, under the supervision
of the
the Public
supervision of
Public
Buildings Administration,
Agency, to remain availBuildings
Administration, Federal Works Agency,
available until expended,
expended, as follows:
follows:
For beginning construction
construction of
school building,
building, an
an adminisadminisof a
a law
law school
tration building, aabiology building
greenhouse, and
men's dormidormibuilding and greenhouse,
and men's
tory units, together with alterations
alterations and installations
installations in
in connection
connection
with such construction,
engineering and
construction, including engineering
and architectural
architectural servservices, printing and binding, and travel, $1,000,000,
$1,000,000, which
which amount,
except
amount, except
such part as may be necessary for the incidental
incidental expenses
expenses of
of the
Unithe University, may be transferred
transferred to the Public Buildings
versity,
Buildings Administration,
Administration,
Federal
Federal Works Agency, for
purposes of
app ro pri
ati on; an
for the purposes
of this
this appropriation;
andd
in addition
addition the Public Buildings Administration is
to enter
enter
is authorized
authorized to
into contracts
construction of such buildings, which
contracts for construction
which shall
shall provide
provide
for completion
completion at aatotal cost to
in excess
to the Federal
Federal Government
Government not
not in
excess
of $1,950,000
$1,950,000 for the law school building, $1,625,000
for the
the adminis$1,625,000 for
administration building, $1,872,000
$1,872,000 for the biology building and greenhouse,
greenhouse,
and $1,837,000
$1,837,000 for the men's dormitory units:
Provided, That
the
units: Provided,
That the
limitations on contract authority and total cost
may be
exceeded or
or
cost may
be exceeded

63
STAT.]
63 STAT.]
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percentage increase or
shall be reduced
reduced by an amount equal to the percentage
decrease,
generally, dating from July 1,
construction costs generally,
if any, in construction
decrease, if
1948, as
determined by the Federal
Federal Works Administrator;
Administrator;
as determined
1948,
For
payment of obligations incurred under authority provided
provided under
under
For payment
this
head in the Federal
Agency Appropriation
Appropriation Act, 1948,
1948,
Security Agency
Federal Security
this head
and
Federal Security
Security Agency
Agency Appropriation
Appropriation Act, 1949, to enter
enter
and the
the Federal
into
construction of a
a dental school building and an
into contracts for construction
$2,953,425;
auditorium building, $2,953,425;
under
For payment
payment of obligations
incurred under authority provided under
obligations incurred
For
this
Appropriation Act, 1948, to enter into
First Deficiency Appropriation
this head in the First
contracts
engineering building and women's
women's
construction of an engineering
contracts for construction
dormitory
dormitory units, $1,706,000.

61 Stat. 266.
266.
62 Stat. 398.
398.

215.
62 Stat. 215.

EDUCATION
OFFICE
OFFICE OF EDUCATION

Further
education: For carrying
carrying out
out
vocational education:
development of vocational
Further development
section 3
3 of
the Vocational
Educational Act of 1946 (20 U. S. C.
Vocational Educational
of the
section
15h), $19,842,760:
Provided, That the apportionment
apportionment to the States
$19,842,760: Provided,
15h),
the
shall be
be computed
computed on
to exceed $19,842,760 for the
of not
not to
on the
the basis of
shall
current fiscal year.
current
Promotion
education in Hawaii: For carrying out
out
of vocational education
Promotion of
29), $30,000.
section
of the
the Act
Act of
(20 U. S. C. 29),
of March 10, 1924 (20
section 44 of
Promotion
vocational education
education in Puerto Rico: For carrying
carrying
Promotion of vocational
30), $105,000.
out
section 1
Act of
3, 1931
1931 (20 U. S. C. 30),
of March
March 3,
the Act
of the
1 of
out section
Further
colleges of agriculture and the mechanic
mechanic
endowment of colleges
Further endowment
arts: For
out section
section 22
22 of the
of June 29, 1935 (7 U. S. C.
Act of
the Act
carrying out
For carrying
arts:
329) ,$2,480,000.
329),
of
Salaries
and expenses:
For expenses
expenses necessary
necessary for the Office
Office of
expenses: For
Salaries and
Education,
including surveys,
investigations, and reports
studies, investigations,
surveys, studies,
Education, including
school
regarding
fostering coordination
coordination of public and school
libraries; fostering
regarding libraries;
library
coordination of
library service
service on
national level
level
on the national
of library
service; coordination
library service;
.with
forms of
adult education;
developing library participaeducation; developing
of adult
other forms
with other
of
coordination of
tion in
Nation-wide coordination
fostering Nation-wide
projects; fostering
Federal projects
in Federal
tion
coordination and
research materials
materials among
among libraries,
libraries, interstate library coordination
research
the development
development of
library service
personal
the country; personal
throughout the
service throughout
of library
the
services in
the District
Columbia; services
authorized by section
section
services as authorized
of Columbia;
District of
in the
services
15
Act of
August 2,
2, 1946
1946 (5
purchase, distribu55a);;purchase,
C. 55a)
S. C.
U. S.
(5 U.
of August
the Act
of the
15 of
tion, and
and exchange
of educational
educational documents,
documents, motion-picture
films,
motion-picture films,
exchange of
tion,
and lantern
slides; collection,
collection, exchange,
exchange, and cataloging of educational
educational
lantern slides;
and
apparatus and
appliances, articles
articles of school
school furniture
of
furniture and models of
and appliances,
apparatus
school
and
foreign and domestic systems and
illustrative of foreign
buildings illustrative
school buildings
methods of
of education,
and repairing
repairing the
which
$1,975,600, of which
same; $1,975,600,
the same;
education, and
methods
Vocational
not less
than $522,300
$522,300 shall
shall be
be available
available for the Division of Vocational
less than
not
Education
as authorized:
receipts from non-FedProvided,That all receipts
authorized: Provided,
Education as
eral
agencies representing
reimbursement for expenses of travel of
of
representing reimbursement
eral agencies
functions
employees
performing advisory
advisory functions
of the Office of Education performing
employees of
to
shall be
deposited in
Treasury of the United States
the Treasury
in the
be deposited
agencies shall
said agencies
to said
to
the credit
appropriation.
credit of this appropriation.
to the

60 Stat. 775.
C.
15j.
20 U. S. C.
§ 15J.

43 Stat. 18.
46 Stat. 1489.
1489.

49 Stat. 439.
Post, p. 740.
740.
Post,

60 Stat. 810.
810.

Receipts from nonnonReceipts
Federal agencies.
agencies.

Oie tICE OF
OF VOCATIONAL
REHABILITATION
VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION
OFFICE

Rico): :
Payments to
States (including
(including Alaska,
Alaska, Hawaii, and Puerto Rico)
to States
Payments
Rico)
For payments
payments to
to States (including
(including Alaska, Hawaii, and Puerto Rico)
For
in
the Vocational
Vocational Rehabilitation
amended
Rehabilitation Act, as amended
with the
accordance with
in accordance
41 Stat. 735.
(29 U.
U. S.
ch. 4),
including payments,
accordance with regula- 29
in accordance
payments, in
U. §S.
4), including
S. C. §§ 31-41.
31-41.
C. ch.
S. C.
(29
tions
of the
for one-half
one-half of necessary
necessary expenditures
Administrator, for
the Administrator,
tions of
for the
the acquisition
vending stands
equipment in accordstands or other equipment
of vending
acquisition of
for
57 Stat. 376.
ance with
with section
(a) (3)
(3) (C)
(C) of said Act for the use of blind
29
U. S. C.. i33(a)
33 (a)
section 33 (a)
29 U.S.
ance
(C).
(C).
(3)
State
the
by
persons,
such
stands
or
other
equipment
to
controlled
be
persons, such stands or other equipment
agency, $20,500,000,
not to
exceed $225,000
available
be available
$225,000 shall be
to exceed
which not
of which
$20,500,000, of
agency,
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41 Stat.
737.
41
Stat. 737.

29 U. S. C. §36.

41 U. S.
41
S.C. §
§5..
Post, p. 403.

Post, p. 403.

41 Stat.
Stat. 735.
41

29 U. S. C. §§31-41.

29 U.S. C. §31-41.

41
735.
41 Stat.
Stat. 735.
29 U. S. C. §§ 31-41.
49 Stat. 1559.
20 U. S. C. §¢ 1
107C
107f.
810.
60 Stat.
Stat. 810.

49 Stat. 1559.
. . c.

07

07-

[63 STAT.
STAT.
[63

to the Federal Security Administrator
Administrator for
rehabilitation
for providing
providing rehabilitation
services to disabled
disabled residents
residents of
the District
District of
Columbia, as
as authorized
services
of the
of Columbia,
authorized
by section 66 of said Act, which latter amount shall be available for
for
administrative expenses in connection
administrative
connection with providing
providing such services
services
in the District of Columbia, printing
printing and
including the
the
and binding, including
reprints, and travel: Provided,
purchase of reprints,
to exceed
exceed 15
Provided, That not
not to
15
per centum of the appropriation shall be used
used for administrative
purposes:
And provided
provided further,
purposes: And
further, That section
of the
section 3709
3709 of
the Revised
Revised
amended, shall not apply to any purchase
Statutes, as amended,
purchase made or service
rendered
rendered when the aggregate
aggregate amount involved does not exceed
exceed $400.
Payments to States (including Alaska, Hawaii,
and Puerto
Rico),
Hawaii, and
Puerto Rico),
next succeeding
succeeding fiscal year: For
For making,
the current
current
making, after
after May
May 31
31 of
of the
fiscal year, payments to States in accordance
accordance with
with the
the Vocational
Vocational
Rehabilitation
Rehabilitation Act, as amended (including the objects specified in
in
the preceding paragraph),
succeeding
paragraph), for the first quarter of the next succeeding
fiscal year such sums as may be necessary,
necessary, the
the obligations
obligations incurred
incurred
and the expenditures
expenditures made thereunder
thereunder to be charged
charged to
to the
the approapprotherefor for that fiscal year: Provided,
priation therefor
Provided, That the payments
payments
paragraph shall not exceed
made pursuant
pursuant to this paragraph
exceed the
paid
the amount
amount paid
to the States for the first quarter of the current
current fiscal
fiscal year.
year.
Salaries and expenses: For expenses necessary in carrying
carrying out
out
the provisions of the Vocational
Rehabilitation Act, as amended,
Vocational Rehabilitation
amended,
approved June
and of the Act approved
June 20, 1936 (20 U.
U. S.
S. C., ch. 6A),
6A), including
including
personal services in the District
District of
services as
as authorized
authorized
of Columbia;
Columbia; services
by section 15
15 of the Act of August
(5 U. S. C. 55a)
55a);;exchange
August 2, 1946 (5
exchange
of books; and not to exceed
exceed $3,000 for production, purchase,
purchase, and
and
distribution of
educational films;
distribution
of educational
films; $685,000.
$685,000.
PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE
SERVICE

For necessary
necessary expenses
expenses in carrying out the Public Health Service
Service
Act, as amended (42 U. S. C. ch. 6A)
(hereinafter referred
referred to
6A) (hereinafter
to as
as
the Act),
Act), and other Acts, including (with
the
exception of
the
appro(with
the
exception
of
the
approet seq.
C'st,
34.
p. 834.
priation "Pay, and so forth, commissioned
commissioned officers,
officers, Public
Public Health
Post, p.
Health
Service") personal services
Service")
services in the District of Columbia; purchase
purchase
documents, and other
publication; services
of reports, documents,
other material for publication;
services
as authorized
authorized by section
section 15 of the Act of August 2,
(5 U.
U. S.
S. C.
2, 1946 (5
C.
60 Stat.
Stat. 810.
810.
55a);
preparation and display
contract
55a) ;preparation
display of posters and exhibits by contract
uncrating, drayage,
or otherwise; packing, unpacking,
unpacking, crating, uncrating,
drayage, and
and
transportation of personal effects of commissioned
transportation
commissioned officers
officers and
and transtransportation
dependents on
portation of their dependents
change of
and increased
increased
on change
of station;
station; and
allowances to Reserve
allowances
Reserve Officers for foreign
foreign service;
service; as
as follows:
follows:
Venereal
diseases: To carry
Venereal diseases:
carry out the purposes of
314 (a)
(a) and
of sections
sections 314
and
58 Stat.
693, 704.
Stat. 693,704.
363 of the Act with respect to venereal
venereal diseases,
diseases, including the opera42 U.S.
U.S. C.
C. §§
246(a),
§§ 246(a),
266; Supp.
266 tion and maintenance of
of centers
Supp. i,
II,§ §266
centers for
for the
diagnosis, treatment,
treatment, support,
support,
the diagnosis,
note.
note.
and
clothing of
of persons
persons afflicted with venereal
and clothing
venereal diseases; transportation and subsistence of such persons and their
attendants to
and from
their attendants
to and
from
the place of treatment or allowance in lieu thereof;
and
thereof: diagnosis
diagnosis and
emergency treatment
treatment (including emergency
treatment for other
other illnesses)
illnesses) of
of
such persons
persons through
through contracts
contracts with physicians and hospitals and
and
41
41U.
U..S. C.
c. §5.
other appropriate
other
appropriate institutions without regard to section 3709 of the
Post, p. 403.
Po p.403.
Revised Statutes, as amended;
amended; fees for case finding and referral
referral to
to
such centers of voluntary
voluntary patients;
patients; reasonable
preparing
reasonable expenses
expenses of
of preparing
remains or burial of deceased
recreational supplies and
deceased patients;
patients; recreational
equipment;
equipment; leasing of facilities and repair and alteration
leased
alteration of leased
facilities;
of not
not to
to exceed
facilities; the
the purchase
purchase of
exceed sixty passenger motor vehicles
for replacement
replacement only, and for grants of money, services,
services, supplies,
equipment,
equipment, and use of facilities to States, as
in the
Act, and
as defined in
the Act,
and
with the approval
respective State health authorities,
authorities, to counapproval of the respective
ties, health districts, and other political subdivisions of the
the States,
States,
Stat. 682.
558 Stats6.
6201
U. S.
S. C.
C. 9§
§§ 20142 U.
201291m;
291m; Supp. II, §201

63 STAT.]
STAT.]
63
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for
purposes, in
in such
such amounts and upon such terms and
for the
the foregoing
foregoing purposes,
conditions as
determine; $16,000,000.
$16,000,000.
General may determine;
as the
the Surgeon
Surgeon General
conditions
Tuberculosis: To carry
carry out the purposes of section 314 (b) of the
Tuberculosis:
passenger motor
purchase of not to exceed
Act,
exceed three passenger
Act, including
including the purchase
vehicles
replacement only,
$9,550,000.
only, $9,550,000.
vehicles for replacement
section
carry out the
the purposes of section
Assistance to
general: To carry
to States, general:
Assistance
pursuant
314
(c) of
provide consultative
consultative services to States
States pursuant
to provide
of the
the Act;
Act; to
314 (c)
to
section 311
and to
investigations and demto make field investigations
Act; and
311 of
of the
the Act;
to section
including the purchase
of the Act, including
onstrations
pursuant to section
purchase
section 301 of
onstrations pursuant
vehicles for replaceof
to exceed
twenty-four passenger
passenger motor vehicles
exceed twenty-four
of not
not to
ment only,
$16,600,000.
ment
only, $16,600,000.
Communicable diseases:
of sections
sections
provisions of
out those
those provisions
To carry
carry out
diseases: To
Communicable
prevention and sup301,
361, and 704 of
relating to the prevention
of the
the Act relating
301, 311,
311, 361,
pression
of communicable
communicable diseases,
transmission and
interstate transmission
diseases, the interstate
pression of
quarantine
the enforcement
spread thereof,
enforcement of any applicable
applicable quarantine
and the
thereof, and
spread
motor
laws,
including the
purchase of
passenger motor
thirty passenger
to exceed
exceed thirty
of not
not to
the purchase
laws, including
only; and purchase (not to exceed two) and
vehicles
replacement only;
vehicles for replacement
hire, maintenance,
operation of
aircraft; $7,350,000.
$7,350,000.
of aircraft;
and operation
maintenance, and
hire,
of
Disease
investigations and control, Territory
Territory of
and sanitation investigations
Disease and
Alaska:
To enable
the Surgeon
conduct, in the Service,
to conduct,
General to
Surgeon General
enable the
Alaska: To
with and
and assist the Territory of Alaska in the
and to
cooperate with
to cooperate
and
conduct
of, activities
necessary in
in the
treatprevention, treatthe investigation,
investigation, prevention,
activities necessary
conduct of,
ment,
of diseases,
establishment and maintenance
diseases, and the establishment
and control
control of
ment, and
of
and sanitation
services pursuant
pursuant to
to and
and for the
the purposes
sanitation services
health and
of health
(without regard to the provisions
specified
sections 301,
311, 314 (without
301, 311,
in sections
specified in
limitations set forth in
of
(d), (f),
(f), (h),
(h) and
in
the limitations
and the
(J) and
and (j)
subsections (d),
of subsections
subsection
of such
such section),
361, 363,
363, and
and 704 of the Public Health
section), 361,
(c) of
subsection (c)
purchase of not to exceed
Service Act,
amended, including
including the purchase
exceed
as amended,
Act, as
Service
of
maintenance of
six
and hire, operation, and maintenance
vehicles, and
motor vehicles,
passenger motor
six passenger
aircraft, $1,300,000:
$1,300,000: Provided,
Provided, That
That property
property of
Public Health
the Public
of the
aircraft,
located in Alaska and used in carrying out the activities
Service located
reimbursement, to
herein
authorized may
may be
be transferred,
to
transferred, without reimbursement,
herein authorized
the
Territory of
of Alaska
at the
Surgeon General.
the Surgeon
of the
discretion of
the discretion
Alaska at
the Territory
Grants for
construction: For
contractual
of contractual
liquidation of
For liquidation
hospital construction:
for hospital
Grants
obligations
authorized by
incurred during the
Congress to be incurred
by the Congress
obligations authorized
fiscal
year for
for construction
construction grants
fiscal year
subsequent fiscal
any subsequent
or any
1948 or
year 1948
fiscal year
remain
under
C, title
VI, of
of the
Act, as
$15,000,000, to remain
amended, $15,000,000,
as amended,
the Act,
title VI,
part C,
under part
available
until expended.
expended. Allotments
Allotments under
under such
such part
several
to the
the several
C to
part C
available until
of
States for
the current
current fiscal
fiscal year shall be made
made on the basis of
for the
States
$75,000,000, a
apart
part of
of the
sum authorized
authorized to
appropriated for
for that
that
to be appropriated
the sum
$75,000,000,
fiscal
Whenever the
Surgeon General
shall have
have approved
approved an
an
General shall
the Surgeon
year. Whenever
fiscal year.
with
accordance
application
for
a
construction
project
accordance
section
in
project
construction
a
application for
allotments available
625
Act, subject
to the
the amount
amount of
of the
available to
to
the allotments
subject to
the Act,
of the
625 of
such
the
such purposes,
purposes, the
cost of such
of the cost
share of
Federal share
the Federal
for such
States for
the States
project,
by the
the Act,
shall constitute
constitute a
a contractual
contractual obliAct, shall
provided by
as provided
project, as
Government.
gation of
Federal Government.
of the Federal
gation
Administrative expenses,
assistance for
for hospital
For
construction: For
hospital construction:
expenses, assistance
Administrative
administrative expenses
expenses incident
incident to
to carrying
carrying out
of the Act,
title VI of
out title
administrative
as amended,
amended, including
including the
the purchase
purchase of
of not
not to
to exceed
three passenger
passenger
exceed three
as
motor
vehicles for
replacement only,
$1,200,000.
only, $1,200,000.
for replacement
motor vehicles
Hospitals
medical care:
care: For
For carrying
of
purposes of
the purposes
out the
carrying out
and medical
Hospitals and
including
sections
322, 324,
331, 332, 502, and 710 of the Act, including
326, 331,
324, 326,
321, 322,
sections 321,
purchase
and exchange
farm products
products and
and livestock, $24,500,000.
of farm
exchange of
purchase and
Mental health
health activities:
activities: For
expenses necessary
necessary for
for carrying
carrying out
out
For expenses
Mental
the provisions
301, 302,
302, 311,
312, 314
321 of
the
of the
and 321
(c), and
314 (c),
311, 312,
sections 301,
of sections
provisions of
the
mental
to
Public
Health
Service
Act,
as
amended,
with
respect
to
mental
respect
with
amended,
as
Act,
Public Health Service
diseases;
sections 322,
504, and
respect
of such Act with respect
710 of
and 710
326, 504,
324, 326,
322, 324,
diseases; sections
to treatment
treatment at
at the
the Public
Service hospitals,
Fort Worth, Texas,
hospitals, Fort
Health Service
Public Health
to
and Lexington,
suffering from
from psychiatric
psychiatric dispersons suffering
of persons
Kentucky, of
Lexington, Kentucky,
and
orders; and
sections 303,
303, 341,
and 344
Act, and Executive
such Act,
of such
344 of
343, and
341, 343,
and sections
orders;
81939* --50--PT.I----19
--- 19
81939-50--PT.

58 Stat. 693.
42
U. S. C. §246
(b).
42U.
246(b).

694, 693, 691.
691.
58 Stat. 694,
42 U. S. C. §§ 246
(c),
243, 241; Supp. II,
(c),243,
II,
§
241.
§241.

693, 703,
58 Stat. 691,
691,693,703,
Stat. 1049.
1049.
712; 60 Stat.
42 U. S.
S. C.. §§
§§ 241,
241,
243,
264, 201 note;Supp.
243,264,201note;Supp.
II, §§
241, 201 note.
note.
§§241,
II,

703,
58 Stat. 691,
691, 693,
693,703,
1049.
704, 712; 60 Stat. 1049.
42 U. S. C.
C.§§§§ 241,
241,
243, 246, 264, 266, 201
note;
Supp. II,§1241,
§§ 241,
note; Supp.II,
246, 201 note.
246,

Post, p. 976.

60 Stat. 1042.
U. S. C. §§
§ 291d291d42 U.S.
291 h; Supp.
Supp. II,
H,
§§ 291f,
§1291f,
291h;
291g.
291g.
Post,
P'ost,
1 p.. 898.
898.

60 Stat. 1045.
1048.
U. S.(.C. J§291h.
291h.
42 U.S.
Past, p.
Post,
p. 899.
899.

1041.
60 Stat. 1041.
S. C.
C. 1
§§ 29129142 U. S.
S 291f,
291m; Supp. II, §§
291m;
291g.
291g.
Post, p. 898.
691-699, 701,
701,
58 Stat. 691-699,
710, 714; 60 Stat. 423,
71,
1049.
241U. S.
S. C.
C. §§4S24142 U.

244, 246
246 (c),
248, 249
249
244,
(c), 248,
251, 253,255253, 255and note, 251,
257,
259,
260,
220,
=2;
222;
257, 259, 260.
241,
II, §§222,
§ 222, 241,
Supp. n,
248,
248, 249
249 and note, 255,
260;
33 U.
U. S.
C. §763c.
763c.
260; 33
S. C.
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S. c.noteprec.
C. note prec.
24.U. S.
§191.

Research and
Research
and traintraining grants.

STAT.
[63 STAT.

Order 9079,
9079, dated February
February 26, 1942; purchase of not
not to exceed one
one
passenger motor vehicle for replacement
replacement only;
and ammunipassenger
only; firearms
firearms and
ammunition; reimbursement
reimbursement to the working-capital
working-capital fund
fund for
for articles
articles or
or
services furnished by the industrial
industrial activities;
activities; $11,612,000,
$11,612,000, of
of which
which
$2,888,000 shall be for the operation
(exclusive of research
trainoperation (exclusive
research and training) of the Public Health
Health Service hospitals,
and
hospitals, Fort Worth, Texas,
Texas, and
Lexington,
Lexington, Kentucky, and of which not less than
than $750,000 shall be
be available exclusively for payment of obligations for research and training
training
grants
incurred under
under authority
authority heretofore
granted under
grants incurred
heretofore granted
under this
this head;
head;
and, in addition
addition to the amount appropriated
appropriated herein,
herein ' the Surgeon
Surgeon

General is authorized,
authorized, upon the recommendations
General
recommendations of the National
National
Advisory Mental
Mental Health Council, to approve applications
Advisory
applications for
for research
research
and training
training grants, not to exceed
exceed a
$2,150,000, for periods
a total
total of $2,150,000,
periods
beyond the current
current fiscal
fiscal year, and such grants
grants shall, if approved
approved
during the current
current fiscal year, constitute a
a contractual
contractual obligation
obligation
of the Federal Government.
Government.
Foreign
Foreign quarantine
quarantine service:
carrying out the purposes
service: For carrying
purposes of
of sec58 Stat.
Stat. 703-706.
703-706.
t8
tions 361
tions
361 to 369 of the Act, relating to preventing
preventing the introduction of
of
42 U.
U. S.
S. C. §§§ 264264272; Supp.
upp. II,
II, §266.
communicable diseases from foreign countries,
countries, the
the medical
communicable
medical examinaexamina58 Stat. 697.
tion
aliens in
of the
and the
care
the care
325 of
the Act,
Act, and
with section
section 325
in accordance
accordance with
tion of
of aliens
58 Stat.
42
U. S. 697.
C. §252
252.
68 Stat. 696.
quarantine detainees pursuant
pursuant to section 322 (e)
and treatment of quarantine
(e) of
of
42 U. S. C., Supp.
when facilities
of the
the
II42
U (e)c
upp. the
the Act in private
private or other
other public
public hospitals
hospitals when
facilities of
§249
(e).
Public Health Service are not available, including
insurance of
including insurance
of
official motor vehicles in foreign countries
required by
by law
law of
countries when required
of
such countries; and the purchase
purchase of not to exceed twelve
twelve passenger
passenger
replacement only, $3,085,000.
$3,085,000.
motor vehicles for replacement
Employee health service
service programs:
programs: For carrying
functions
carrying out the
the functions
of the Public Health Service under the Act of August 8, 1946
60 Stat.903.
Stat. 903.
60
U. S. C. 150),
(5 U.
150), $167,000: Provided,
when the Public Health
(5
Provided, That when
Health
Service, at the request of any
or agency
of the
the Government,
any department
department or
agency of
Government,
establishes
establishes or operates a
ahealth
health service
service program for such department
department
or agency
agency such amount
amount as may
may be necessary
necessary may be
consolidated with
be consolidated
transfer from
or
this appropriation
appropriation by transfer
from the applicable
applicable appropriation
appropriation or
appropriations of such department
department or agency.
appropriations
National Institutes
Health operating
For the
the activities
activities
National
Institutes of Health,
operating expenses:
expenses: For
of the National Institutes of Health, not otherwise provided
provided for, including research
research fellowships
fellowships and grants for
research projects
for research
projects purpur58 Stat.6691.
suant
to section
301 of
of the
the Act;
Act; the
the regulation
regulation and
582UatS
. C. §241;
suant to
section 301
and preparation
preparation of
of
42 U. S.
241;
Supp. II, §241.
§241.
Supp.
products; the purchase
biologic products;
purchase of not to exceed ten passenger motor
motor
vehicles
vehicles for replacement
replacement only; and erection
temporary structures
erection of temporary
structures
equipment and supplies and housing of animals,
for storage of equipment
Research
grants.
Research grants.
$12,075,000;
authorized,
$12,075,000; and, in addition, the Surgeon
Surgeon General
General is authorized,
upon the recommendations
recommendations of the National
Advisory Health
National Advisory
Health Council,
Council,
to approve applications for research
research grants, not to
to exceed aa total
total of
of
$1,925,000,
$1,925,000, for periods beyond the
current fiscal year, and such
such grants
grants
the current
shall, if approved
approved during the current fiscal year, constitute aa concon tractual obligation
obligation of the Federal
Federal Government.
National Cancer Institute: To
General, upon
upon
National
To enable the Surgeon
Surgeon General,
recommendations of the National
the recommendations
Council, to
National Advisory
Advisory Cancer
Cancer Council,
to
make grants-in-aid
grants-in-aid for research and training
training projects
projects relating to
cancer, including grants for drawing plans, erection of buildings and
and
acquisition
therefor; to cooperate
acquisition of land therefor;
cooperate with State health agencies,
agencies,
and other public and private
private nonprofit institutions, in the
the prevention,
prevention,
control, and eradication
eradication of cancer by providing consultative
consultative services,
demonstrations,
demonstrations, and grants-in-aid; and to otherwise
otherwise carry out the
58 Stat.
Stat. 707.
58
707.
provisions
title IV,
IV, Part
Part A,
A, of
of the Act, $18,900,000,
provisions of
of title
$18,900,000, of which not
not
42 U.
U. S.
§§281S. C. §§
281284: Supp.
284;
Supp. n,
II, §§
281,
§ 281,
less than $3,000,000 shall be available exclusively
exclusively for payment of
of
283-286.
283286.
obligations for research
research and training grants incurred
incurred under authority
authority
Research
and
trainRsearch and tr'n- heretofore granted under this head; and, in addition to the amount
heretofore granted under this head;
amount
ing grants.
appropriated herein, the Surgeon General
appropriated
General is authorized,
authorized, upon the
g

grants.
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recommendations
National Advisory
to approve
approve
recommendations of the National
Advisory Cancer
Cancer Council,
Council, to
applications for
research and
applications
for research
and training
training grants,
grants, including
including grants
grants for
for
drawing plans,
of buildings,
of land
land therefor,
therefor,
plans, erection
erection of
buildings, and
and acquisition
acquisition of
drawing
not to
to exceed
total of
of $6,000,000
$6,000,000 for
for periods
beyond the
the current
current
periods beyond
not
exceed aa total
fiscal
and such
grants shall,
during the
current fiscal
fiscal
the current
such grants
shall, if
if approved
approved during
fiscal year,
year, and
year,
constitute a
acontractual
of the
the Federal
Federal Government.
Government.
contractual obligation
obligation of
year, constitute
National Heart
For expenses
necessary to
carry out
out the
the
expenses necessary
to carry
National
Heart Institute:
Institute: For
purposes
the National
National Heart
Heart Act,
Act, including
grants-in-aid for
including grants-in-aid
for drawdrawpurposes of
of the
ing
plans, erection
of buildings,
acquisition of
land therefor
ing plans,
erection of
buildings, and
and acquisition
of land
therefor and
and
the
of not
to exceed
exceed three
three passenger
motor vehicles,
of which
which
the purchase
purchase of
not to
passenger motor
vehicles, of
one shall
be for
for replacement
replacement only,
$10,725,000; and,
in addition
addition to
to the
the
only, $10,725,000;
and, in
one
shall be
amount
the Surgeon
Surgeon General
General is
is authorized,
authorized, upon
amount appropriated
appropriated herein,
herein, the
upon
the
of the
the National
Advisory Heart
the recommendations
recommendations of
National Advisory
Heart Council,
Council, to
to
approve applications
for research
research and
including grants
grants
approve
applications for
and training
training grants,
grants, including
for
plans, erection
buildings, and
acquisition of
land
and acquisition
of land
for drawing
drawing plans,
erection of
of buildings,
therefor, not
to exceed
exceed aa total
periods beyond
the
for periods
beyond the
total of
of $5,350,000,
$5,350,000, for
not to
therefor,
current
such grants
grants shall,
approved during
during the
the
shall, if
if approved
fiscal year,
year, and
and such
current fiscal
current fiscal
contractual obligation
obligation of
of the
the Federal
Federal
current
fiscal year,
year, constitute
constitute aacontractual
Government.
Government.
Dental health
For expenses
provided for,
for,
health activities:
activities: For
expenses not
not otherwise
otherwise provided
Dental
necessary
enable the
General to
the purposes
purposes
out the
to carry
carry out
the Surgeon
Surgeon General
necessary to
to enable
of
the Act
Act with
including
conditions, including
diseases and
and conditions,
to dental
dental diseases
with respect
respect to
of the
the
purchase of
one passenger
passenger motor
vehicle, $1,780,000.
$1,780,000.
motor vehicle,
of one
the purchase
Construction of
research facilities:
facilities: For
For construction
construction of
of research
research
of research
Construction
facilities, to
to be
be transferred
transferred (except
such part
necessary
be necessary
as may
may be
part as
(except such
facilities,
for incidental
Service) to
to the
the Public
Public
Health Service)
the Public
Public Health
of the
expenses of
for
incidental expenses
Buildings
Federal Works
Agency, and
to remain
remain
and to
Works Agency,
Administration, Federal
Buildings Administration,
available until
until expended,
expended, as
as follows:
follows:
available
For payment
heretofore
authority heretofore
under authority
incurred under
of obligations
obligations incurred
payment of
For
granted
to enter
contracts for
combined hospital
hospital
of aacombined
construction of
for construction
into contracts
enter into
granted to
and
building, as
under this
the Federal
Federal
head in
in the
this head
authorized under
as authorized
and research
research building,
Security
Appropriation Act,
$13,100,000; and,
in
and, in
1949, $13,100,000;
Act, 1949,
Agency Appropriation
Security Agency
addition, contracts
contracts may
may be
into in
an amount
not to
to exceed
exceed
amount not
in an
be entered
entered into
addition,
$8,200,000 for
for continuing
continuing such
construction.
such construction.
$8,200,000
For construction
structures to
to provide
provide for
for
area structures
service area
of auxiliary
auxiliary service
construction of
For
supply,
and housing,
housing, incinerator,
mainteincinerator, maintebreeding and
animal breeding
storage, animal
supply, storage,
nance
laundry and
and dry
dry cleaning,
underground
cleaning, underground
shops, laundry
fabrication shops,
and fabrication
nance and
storage
for chemicals
chemicals and
other combustibles,
combustibles, including
including necessary
necessary
and other
storage for
distribution
and walks,
walks, and
and for
for procurement
and
procurement and
roads and
and roads
facilities and
distribution facilities
installation of
of a
linear accelerator
cage sterilizing
sterilizing equipment,
equipment,
and cage
accelerator and
a linear
installation
$3,900,000; and,
and, in
in addition,
addition, contracts
be entered
entered into
into in
in an
an
may be
contracts may
$3,900,000;
amount
not to
to exceed
exceed $4,700,000
$4,700,000 toward
construcof such
such construccompletion of
toward completion
amount not
tion
procurement at
$8,600,000: Provided,
Provided,
not to
to exceed
exceed $8,600,000:
a cost
cost not
at a
and procurement
tion and
total cost may be
and
That
the
limitations
on
contract
authority
and
total
authority
on
contract
That the limitations
exceeded
or shall
reduced by
equal to
to the
total percentage
percentage
the total
an amount
amount equal
by an
be reduced
shall be
exceeded or
increase or
or decrease,
any, in
construction costs
dating
generally dating
costs generally
in construction
if any,
decrease, if
increase
from August
1948, as
by the
the Federal
AdminWorks AdminFederal Works
as determined
determined by
1, 1948,
August 1,
from
istrator.
istrator.
Research
facilities, National
Research: For
For the
the
Dental Research:
of Dental
Institute of
National Institute
Research facilities,
preparation
plans and
and adequate
adequate buildbuildfor suitable
suitable and
specifications for
and specifications
of plans
preparation of
ings and
and facilities
facilities for
for the
the use
Institute of
of Dental
Dental
National Institute
of the
the National
use of
ings
Research, as
as authorized
authorized by
by section
section 5
of the
Research
Dental Research
the National
National Dental
5 of
Research,
Act, approved
approved June
1948 (Public
(Public Law
Law 755,
755, Eightieth
Eightieth Congress),
Congress),
24, 1948
June 24,
Act,
$100,000, to
to remain
until expended,
which amount,
amount, except
except
expended, which
available until
remain available
$100,000,
such part
part as
as may
incidental expenses
expenses for
Public
the Public
for the
for incidental
necessary for
be necessary
may be
such
Health Service,
shall be
to the
the Federal
Federal Works
Works Agency
Agency
be transferred
transferred to
Service, shall
Health
for the
performance of
of the
work for
for which
the appropriation
is made.
made.
appropriation is
which the
the work
for
the performance
Commissioned
officers, pay,
pay, and
so forth:
and
uniforms and
pay, uniforms
For pay,
forth: For
and so
Commissioned officers,
subsistence allowances,
increased allowances
allowances for
for foreign
foreign service
and
service and
allowances, increased
subsistence
commutation of
of quarters
quarters for
not to
to exceed
exceed one
four hundred
hundred
thousand four
one thousand
for not
commutation

464.
62 Stat. 464.
S. C., Supp.
Supp.
42 U. S.
II, §
§ 287 note.
note.
II,

Research and training grants.

62 Stat. 402.

Limitations on contract
tract authority and
total cost.
cost.

62 Stat. 601.
601.
42 U. S.
S. C., Supp.
Stipp.
§
288
note.
II, §

292
292
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and fifty-six
fifty-six regular
regular active
officers; for
for medals,
medals, decoradecoraand
active commissioned
commissioned officers;
tions,
of regular
and reserve
reserve commissioned
commissioned officers;
officers;
pay of
regular and
tions, and
and retired
retired pay
and for
for six
months' death
death gratuity
and burial
payments for
for
and
six months'
gratuity pay
pay and
burial payments
regular commissioned
officers; $1,500,000,
$1,500,000, and
Surgeon General
General is
is
and the
the Surgeon
regular
commissioned officers;
appropriation from
authorized
authorized to advance
advance to this appropriation
from appropriations
appropriations
made
to the
the Public
the current
current fiscal
fiscal year
year
Service for
for the
made available
available to
Public Health
Health Service
such
allowances
be necessary
necessary for pay and
and allowances
such additional
additional amounts
amounts as may be
of the officers
officers herein
herein authorized.
authorized.
Salaries
and expenses:
expenses: For the
Office
Salaries and
the divisions
divisions and offices of the Office
of
the Surgeon
General and
and for
expenses of the Public
Surgeon General
for miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses
of the
Health
including the supersuperelsewhere, including
Health Service
Service not appropriated
appropriated for elsewhere,
Station at Cincin-

vision of
sanitary engineering,
engineering, nursing,
nursing, and
and dental
dental operations
of the
the
vision
of sanitary
operations of

Health Service;
and operation
operation of
of the
the water
water and
and
maintenance and
Service; maintenance
Public Health
icin- Public
sanitary
collecting and
sanitary investigations
investigations station
station at Cincinnati, Ohio;
Ohio; collecting
compiling
mortality, morbidity,
vital statistics,
statistics, including
including procureprocurecompiling mortality,
morbidity, and
and vital
41 U. S. C. §5.
ment, by
without regard
regard to
to section
section 3709
3709 of
Revised
of the
the Revised
contract without
ment,
by contract
Post,p..
13.403.
Post
as amended,
amended, of transcripts
transcripts of State,
State, municipal, and other
other
Statutes, as
records, and studies
and investigations
related thereto;
thereto; preparing
preparing
investigations related
records,
studies and
information, articles,
articles, and
related to
to public
public
health;
information,
and publications
publications related
ublications
health;
conducting
studies and demonstrations
and
conducting: studies
demonstrations in public health
health methods; and
exceed two passenger
purchase of not to exceed
passenger motor
motor vehicles
vehicles of which
which one
replacement only;
only; $4,400,000.
shall be for replacement
Office
Office of International
International Health Relations:
Relations: For expenses
expenses necessary in
in
international health work, including
connection with international
including not to exceed
exceed
$1,000
$1,000 for entertainment
entertainment of officials of other countries when
when specifically
specifically
authorized
authorized by the Surgeon General, $130,000.
salaries and
and expenses:
expenses: For
expenses
Water pollution control, salaries
For expenses
necessary
necessary for carrying out the functions
functions of the Surgeon
Surgeon General
General under
under
62 Sat.
Stat. 1155.
the Water
Water Pollution
Control Act,
Act, approved
approved June
1948 (Public
(Public
62
55npp.
the
Pollution Control
June 30,
30, 1948
33 U.
C., Supp.
Stipp.
U. S. C.,

natitonho.at
nati, Ohio.

II, §§ 466-466j.
Ii,
46466;j.

62 Stat. 1159.
33 U..Sat.
S. 5C., Supp.
Supp.

§466g
II,
§4663 (a).
(a).

Law 845),
845), including
including the
of not
exceed fifteen
fifteen passenger
passenger
Law
the purchase
purchase of
not to
to exceed

$1,200,000.
motor vehicles, $1,200,000.
Grants, water pollution control:
control: For grants to carry
carry out section 8
8
h
(a) of
Water Pollution
Pollution Control
Control Act,
Act, approved
approved June
June 30,
30, 1948
1948
e Water
of tthe
(a)
(Public
$1,000,000, to
to remain
(Public Law
Law 845),
845), $1,000,000,
remain available
available until
until expended.
expended.
SAINT
ELIZABETIIS HOSPITAL
IOSPITAL
SAINT ELIZABETHS

62Stat.403.
62
Stat. 403.

62
Stat. 403.
403.
62 Stat.

Salaries and expenses: For expenses necessary
necessary for the maintenance
maintenance
and operation
operation of the hospital, including
clothing for patients and
and
including clothing
cooperation with organizations
organizations or individuals
cooperation
individuals in scientific
scientific research
research
into the nature, causes,
causes, prevention, and treatment
treatment of mental
mental illness,
illness,
$1,820,000.
storeroom, and so forth: For payment
Construction and equipment, storeroom,
payment
of obligations
obligations incurred under authority
authority provided
Federal
provided in
in the
the Federal
Security
Appropriation Act,
completion of
Security Agency
Agency Appropriation
Act, 1949,
1949, for
for completion
co nof conequipment for building for
struction and
and equipment
storeroom and so
for storeroom
so forth, Saint
Saint
Elizabeths Hospital,
remain available until
until expended:
expended:
Elizabeths
Hospital, $1,044,000,
$1,044,000, to remain
Provided, That any part of this amount
Provided,
amount may
transferred, upon
upon
may be
be transferred,
the request
request of the Federal Security Administrator,
Administrator, to the Public
Administration, Federal Works
Buildings Administration,
Works Agency.
Agency.
Construction
Construction and
and equipment,
building for the housing, care,
care, and
and
equipment, building
treatment of mentally
mentally sick patients:
patients: For payment
payment of obligations
obligations
incurred
authority provided
incurred under authority
provided in the Federal
Federal Security
Security Agency
Agency
Appropriation Act, 1949,
a building for the
Appropriation
1949, for completion
completion of a
the housing,
housing,
treatment of
care, and
and treatment
of mentally
mentally sick
sick patients, Saint Elizabeths
Elizabeths
Hospital,
$1,800,000, to
remain available
expended: Provided,
Hospital, $1,800,000,
to remain
available until expended:
Provided,
That any part
part of this amount may
upon the
request
may be transferred,
transferred, upon
the request
Public Buildings
Buildings
of the Federal
Federal Security
Security Administrator,
Administrator, to
to the
the Public
Administration,
Administration, Federal Works Agency.
Major repairs
preservation of buildings and grounds:
repairs and preservation
grounds: For
For
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miscellaneous
alterations, repairs,
equipment, on
on
and equipment,
construction, alterations,
repairs, and
miscellaneous construction,
the
of the
the hospital,
hospital, including
including extension
extension of
street lighting
lighting
the grounds
grounds of
of street
facilities,
extension of
electric power
and extension
of the
the electric
power
facilities, renovation,
renovation, conversion
conversion and
and
distribution system,
and preparation
preparation of
of plans
specifications,
plans and
and specifications,
and distribution
system, and
advertising,
and supervision
of construction,
construction, $624,000,
to remain
supervision of
$624,000, to
remain
advertising, and
available until
until expended:
That any
part of
this amount
amount
any part
of this
available
expended: Provided,
Provided, That
may be
be transferred,
upon the
of the
the Federal
Federal Security
Security
the request
request of
may
transferred, upon
Administrator, to
to the
the Public
Public Buildings
Federal
Administration, Federal
Administrator,
Buildings Administration,
Works
Agency.
Works Agency.
Construction planning:
planning: For
For the
of plans
plans and
specificaConstruction
the preparation
preparation of
and specifications,
for two
treatment buildings,
buildings,
tions, including
including administrative
administrative expenses,
expenses, for
two treatment
and
demolition and
and removal
designated as
Oaks
removal of
of those
those buildings
buildings designated
as Oaks
and demolition
and Toner
with their
and attachments,
appurtenances and
attachments,
and
Toner Buildings
Buildings with
their appurtenances
within
the grounds
of Saint
Elizabeths Hospital,
$150,000, to
remain
to remain
Saint Elizabeths
Hospital, $150,000,
within the
grounds of
available until
expended: Provided,
Provided, That
That any
of this
any part
part of
this amount
amount
available
until expended:
may
be transferred,
upon the
the request
Federal Security
AdminSecurity Adminrequest of
of the
the Federal
may be
transferred, upon
istrator,
Public Buildings
Administration, Federal
istrator, to
to the
the Public
Buildings Administration,
Federal Works
Works
Agency.
Agency.
SOCIAL SECURITY
ADMINISTRATION
SOCIAL
SECURITY ADMINISTRATION

Grants
States for
unemployment compensation
compensation and
and employment
employment
Grants to
to .States
for unemployment
service administration:
grants to
to the
several States
States (including
the several
(including
For grants
service
administration: For
Alaska
and Hawaii)
Hawaii) in
with the
the provisions
the Act
Act of
in accordance
accordance with
provisions of
of the
of
Alaska and
June
6, 1933,
as amended
amended (29
C. 49-491),
49-491), for
for carrying
carrying into
into
(29 U.
U. S.
S. C.
June 6,
1933, as
Act of 1944,
1944,
effect section
602 of
the Servicemen's
Servicemen's Readjustment
Readjustment Act
of the
effect
section 602
and for
for grants
the States
as authorized
authorized in
title III
of the
the Social
Social
in title
III of
grants to
to the
States as
and
Security Act,
Act, as
as amended
U. S.
S. C.
C. 501-503),
including, upon
upon
Security
amended (42
(42 U.
501-503), including,
the
request of
of any
any State,
State, the
payment of
rental for
for space
space made
availmade availof rental
the payment
the request
able to
in lieu
of grants
for such
$135,000,000,
such purpose,
purpose, $135,000,000,
lieu of
grants for
able
to such
such State
State in
available to the
the Federal
of
which not
$675,000 shall
shall be available
Federal
not to
to exceed
exceed $675,000
of which
Security Administrator
Administrator for
necessary expenses
expenses in
in connection
with
connection with
for necessary
Security
the operation
of employment
facilities and
and services
the DisDisin the
services in
office facilities
employment office
operation of
the
trict
of Columbia
for use
in carrying
carrying into
section 602
602 of
of
effect section
into effect
use in
and for
Columbia and
trict of
the
Readjustment Act
Act of
1944 in
Puerto Rico:
Provided,
Rico: Provided,
in Puerto
of 1944
Servicemen's Readjustment
the Servicemen's
That during
during the
the period
period ending
March 31,
31, 1950,
1950, this
this appropriation
appropriation
ending March
That
may be
be apportioned
and obligated
obligated at
at an
annual rate
not in
in excess
excess
rate not
an annual
may
apportioned and
of $150,000,000
$150,000,000 and,
the extent
that the
AdminSecurity Adminthe Federal
Federal Security
extent that
to the
and, to
of
istrator, with
of the
of the
the Budget,
Budget, finds
finds necesnecesthe Director
Director of
the approval
approval of
with the
istrator,
sary to
increased costs
costs of
of administration
administration resulting
from change
change
resulting from
meet increased
sary
to meet
filed and claims
in aa State
increases in
of claims
claims filed
numbers of
the numbers
in the
or increases
law or
State law
in
paid or
or salary
those upon
the original
State's grant
grant
original State's
which the
upon which
over those
costs over
salary costs
paid
was based,
based, such
such annual
annual rate
be increased
excess of
of
not in
in excess
to not
increased to
may be
rate may
was
$157,500,000: Provided
further, That
That no
shall be
to
required to
be required
State shall
no State
Provided further,
$157,500,000:
make
appropriation as
as provided
(a) of
said Act
Act
of said
in section
section 55 (a)
provided in
any appropriation
make any
of June
June 6,
1933, prior
1951: Provided
further, That,
notThat, notProvided further,
to July
July 1,
1, 1951:
6, 1933,
prior to
of
withstanding
provision to
the contrary
contrary in
section 5
or section
section
(a) or
5 (a)
in section
to the
any provision
withstanding any
Act of
of June
or in
in section
302 (a)
of the
the Social
Social Security
Security
(a) of
section 302
6, 1933,
1933, or
June 6,
66of
of the
the Act
Act,
as amended,
amended, the
the Federal
time
from time
shall from
Administrator shall
Security Administrator
Federal Security
Act, as
to
Secretary of
Treasury for
to each
each
payment to
for payment
the Treasury
of the
to the
the Secretary
certify to
to time
time certify
State found
found to
to be
be in
compliance with
the requirements
Act of
of
of the
the Act
requirements of
with the
in compliance
State
June
6, 1933,
and with
with the
303 of
the Social
Social
of the
of section
section 303
the provisions
provisions of
1933, and
June 6,
Security
Act, as
as amended,
amended, such
such amounts
necesbe necesto be
determines to
as he
he determines
amounts as
Security Act,
sary for
the proper
and efficient
its unemployunemployof its
administration of
efficient administration
proper and
sary
for the
ment compensation
and of
its public
offices: ProPropublic employment
employment offices:
of its
law and
compensation law
ment
vided further,
further, That
That such
such amounts
as may
may be
the
by the
upon by
be agreed
agreed upon
amounts as
vided
Federal Security
Agency and
and the
the Post
Office Department
shall be
be used
used
Department shall
Post Office
Security Agency
Federal
for
payment, in
in such
such manner
as said
said parties
parties may
may jointly
determine,
jointly determine,
manner as
for the
the payment,
of
of official
official mail
mail matter
in connection
connection
matter in
transmission of
the transmission
for the
postage for
of postage
with the
the administration
administration of
of unemployment
compensation systems
and
systems and
unemployment compensation
with
employment services
services by
receiving grants
herefrom.
grants herefrom.
by States
States receiving
employment

Post, p. 740.
Post,

48 Stat. 113.
29 U.
S. C. §§49-49;
§§49-491;
29
U. S.C.
Supp.
§§ 49-49k
Supp. II,
II, §§
49-49k
notes.
58 Stat. 294.
38
38 U. S.
8. C.
C. §695b.
695b.
49
Stat. 626.
49 Stat.
626.

Post, p. 741.
741.
Post,

58 Stat. 294.
38
U. S.
C. 5§695b.
38 U.
S. C.
695b.

115.
48 Stat. 114,
114,115.
29 U. 8.
49d
S. C. §§
§§49d
49e; SuPP•
49e;
Supp. II,
§§
49d, 49e
49e notes.
55 49d,
notes.

(a),
(a),

49 Stat.
626.
49
Stat. 626.
42 U.
U. S.
S. C.
C. .502
(a).
42
.52 (a).

49 Stat. 626.
42
S. C. §
42 U.
U.S.
5 503.
503.
Postage.
Postage.

294
48
Stat. 113.
113.
48 Stat.
29 U.
U. S. C. §§
§§ 49-491;
49-491;
Supp. 11,
II, $§
9§ 49-49k
49-49k
Supp.
notes.
49
Stat. 626.
626.
49 Stat.
42
C. §§503 (a)
42 U.
U. S. C.
(1).
Post, p.
p. 741.
Post,
741.

58 Stat.
293.
Stat. 293.
38
S. C.
C. 5§
§§ 69569538 U.
U. S.
Supp. II,
II, §
§ 695.
695f; Supp.

60
Stat. 810.
810.
60 Stat.

Transfer of funds.
Transfer
Post,
Post, p.
p. 741.
741.
47
Stat. 412.
412.
47 Stat.
Candler Building,
Candler
Building,
Baltimore, Md.
Baltimore,

49 Stat. 625.
625.
42 U.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
Supp.
42
U. S.

U,
note.
II, 1 410
410 note.

620, 627, 645.
49 Stat.
Stat. 620,627,645.
42 U.
U. S.
C. ft
S. C.
j§ 301:30142
306, 601-606, 1201-1206;
306,601-606,1201-1206;
Supp. U, §¢
603,
§§ 303,
303, 603,
1203.
1203.

60 Stat. 810.

37 Stat. 79.
49
629.
49 Stat.
Stat. 629.
42
S. C.
70142 U.
U. S.
C. §§
*§701705, 711-715,
721, 731;
731;
705,
711-715, 721,
Supp.
*1 703a, 704a
Supp. II,
II, §9703a,
704a
S. C. §45b
§45b.
note; 29 U. S.
60
810.
60 Stat.
Stat. 810.
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In carrying
carrying out
out the
the provisions
of said
said Act
Act of
of June
June 6,
6, 1933,
1933, the
proIn
provisions of
the pro(a) (1)
(1) of the
the Social
Security Act,
as amended,
amended,
visions of
of section
section 303
303 (a)
Social Security
Act, as
relating to the
establishment and
and maintenance
of personnel
standards
relating
the establishment
maintenance of
personnel standards
on a
merit basis,
shall apply.
apply.
on
a merit
basis, shall
Salaries and expenses,
expenses, Bureau
Employment Security:
Security: For
For
Bureau of Employment
expenses necessary
necessary for
general administration
administration of
of the
the employment
expenses
for the
the general
employment
and unemployment
unemployment compensation
programs, including
including personal
personal
service and
compensation programs,
services
in the
of Columbia,
Columbia, $4,675,000,
$4,675,000, of
of which
which $1,575,000
services in
the District
District of
$1,575,000
shall be
be for
carrying into
into effect
provisions of
of title
title IV
IV (except
(except secsecshall
for carrying
effect the
the provisions
602) of
Servicemen's Readjustment
Readjustment Act
of 1944.
1944.
.
tion 602)
of the Servicemen's
Act of
Salaries and
and expenses,
expenses, Bureau
Bureau of
Federal Credit
Credit Unions:
Unions: For
For
Salaries
of Federal
expenses necessary
necessary for
supervision of
includexpenses
for the supervision
of Federal
Federal credit
credit unions, includColumbia, $200,000, together
ing personal services in the
the District
District of
of Columbia,
together
with not to exceed $418,500
$418,500 from
certificate, supervision,
from certificate,
supervision, .and
and examiexamiauthorized by
by law.
law.
nation fees collected
collected from
from Federal
Federal credit
credit unions
unions as
as authorized
Salaries and
Old-Age and
and Survivors
Salaries
and expenses,
expenses, Bureau
Bureau of
of Old-Age
Survivors Insurance:
Insurance:
personal services
services in
in the
the District
For necessary
necessary expenses,
expenses, including
including personal
District
elsewhere; purchase
passenger motor vehicle
vehicle
of Columbia and elsewhere;
purchase of one
one passenger
as authorized
authorized by
section 15
15 of
of the
the Act
Act
for replacement
replacement only;
only; services
services as
by section
of August 2, 1946 (5 U. S. C. 55a)
than $42,425,800
$42,425,800 may
55a);;not more than
may be
expended
and survivors
survivors insurance
expended from the Federal
Federal old-age
old-age and
insurance trust
trust
fund: Provided,
Provided, That of the amount herein made available
available for expenexpenditure, not more than $50,000
without regard
regard to
to
$50,000 may
may be expended without
section 322
amended (40
S. C.
C. 278a),
322 of
of the
the Act of
of June
June 30,
30, 1932,
1932, as
as amended
(40 U.
U. S.
278a),
for alterations,
alterations, repairs, and improvements
improvements to the Candler
Candler Building
Building
in Baltimore, Maryland,
Maryland, which
amount, except
except such
be
which amount,
such part
part as
as may
may be
necessary for incidental
incidental expenses
Old-Age and
and
expenses of the Bureau
Bureau of Old-Age
Insurance, may be transferred
Survivors Insurance,
transferred to the Public Buildings
Administration, Federal
for such
Administration,
Federal Works
Works Agency,
Agency, for
such purposes:
purposes: Pro-.
Provided
received by
by the
Administrator as
as paypayvided further,
further, That any sums
sums received
the Administrator
ment for services
any department
department or
or agency
agency of
of the
the
services performed for any
Government by persons whose
Government
whose salaries
are paid
made
salaries are
paid from
from the
the amount
amount made
available under
under this
deposited to
the credit
of this
this
this paragraph
paragraph shall
shall be
be deposited
to the
credit of
appropriation for the fiscal year in which such sums are received,
appropriation
and
received, and
shall
purposes.
shall be available
available for
for the
the same purposes.
Reimbursement
Reimbursement to Federal
Federal old-age
old-age and survivors
survivors insurance
insurance trust
trust
fund: For reimbursement
reimbursement to the Federal
Federal old-age and survivors insurance trust fund
fund for benefits
during the fiscal
fiscal year
year 1948
1948 to
the
benefits paid during
to the
survivors of veterans of World
World War
War II
II eligible
eligible for
benefits as
provided
for benefits
as provided
under section
section 210 of the Social Security
Security Act, as amended
amended (42
(42 U. S. C.
410),
410), $3,604,000.
$3,604,000.
Grants
Grants to States for public assistance:
to States
States for
for
assistance: For
For grants to
old-age
old-age assistance
assistance, aid to dependent
dependent children,
children, and aid to the blind
blind as
as
authorized in titles I,
I, IV, and
and X of the Social Security Act,
Aet, as
amended (42
I, IV, and X),
X), $1,058,000,000,
$1,058,000,000, of
of
amended
(42 U. S. C., ch.
ch. 7,
7, subch.
subch. I,
amount as may be necessary
necessary shall be available
which such amount
available for grants
grants
for any period in the prior
prior fiscal year subsequent
subsequent to March 31 of
of
that year.
Salaries and expenses,
Public Assistance:
Assistance: For
For expenses
expenses
expenses, Bureau
Bureau of Public
necessary for the Bureau of Public Assistance,
including, personal
personal
Assistance, including
services in the District
District of Columbia and
and services
as authorized
services as
authorized by
by
section 15 of the Act of August 2, 1946 (5
(5 U. S. C. 55a)
$1,350,000.
55a);;$1,350,000.
expenses, Children's Bureau: For necessary
necessary expenses
Salaries and expenses,
expenses
in carrying
carrying out the Act of April 9, 1912, as amended
amended (29
(29 U. S. C.
18a),
18a), and title
title V of the Social
Social Security
Security Act,
amended (42
U. S.
S. C.,
Act, as amended
(42 U.
ch. 7, subch. V)
including personal
in the
the District
of ColumV),,including
personal services
services in
District of
Columbia; services as authorized
authorized by section
section 15 of the Act of August
August 2, 1946
(5
55a);;and purchase
(5 U. S. C. 55a)
purchase of reports
reports and material for the publications of the Children's
Children's Bureau
reprints for
for distribution;
distribution;
Bureau and of reprints
$1,466,000:
$1,466,000: Provided,
Provided, That no part of any
any appropriation
appropriation contained
contained
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be used to promulgate or carry out any instruction,
shall be
title shall
in this title
order,
or regulation
regulation relating
relating to the care of obstetrical cases which
which
order, or
discriminate
discriminate between persons licensed under State law to practice
obstetrics:
foregoing proviso shall not be
further, That the foregoing
Providedfurther,
obstetrics: Provided
so
construed as to prevent
prevent any patient from having the services of
so construed
any
of her own choice, paid for out of this fund, so long
practitioner of
any practitioner
as
State .laws
further, That any State
Provided further,
with: Provided
are complied with:
laws are
as State
plan which
obstetrical services in
professional obstetrical
for professional
which provides standards for
plan
accordance
with the laws of the State shall be approved.
accordance with
Salaries
Conference on Children
Children and Youth: For
expenses, Conference
and expenses,
Salaries and
expenses
in preparation
1950 Conference
Conference on Children
a 1950
for a
preparation for
necessary in
expenses necessary
Columbia;
and Youth,
Youth, including
services in the District of Columbia;
personal services
including personal
and
services
authorized by section 15 of the Act of August 2, 1946 (5
as authorized
services as
U.
S. C.
55a) ;purchase
material for reports;
reports; and
purchase of reports and material
C. 55a);
U. S.
expenses
cooperating officials and consultants
consultants in attending meetexpenses of cooperating
the
ings; $75,000,
to remain
remain available until June 30, 1951,
1951, and to be the
$75,000, to
ings;
final
appropriation for such conference.
final appropriation
Grants
to States
States for
and child
welfare: For grants to
child welfare:
maternal and
for maternal
Grants to
States
for
maternal
and
child-health
services for crippled
services
services,
child-health
and
maternal
for
States
children, and
and child-welfare
services as
authorized in title V, parts 1,
as authorized
child-welfare services
children,
2, and
3, of
amended (42
(42 U.
U. S. C., ch. 7,
Security Act, as amended
Social Security
of the
the Social
and 3,
2,
subch. V),
any allotment to aa State purThat any
Provided, That
$22,000,000: Provided,
V), $22,000,000:
subch.
suant to
502 (b)
(b) or
or 512
512 (b)
such Act shall not be included
included
of such
(b) of
to section
section 502
suant
in computing
computing for
the purposes
(a) and
and (b) of sections
of subsections
subsections (a)
purposes of
for the
in
504
and 514
514 of
of such
such Act
Act an
an amount
estimated to be
or estimated
expended or
amount expended
504 and
expended by the State.
expended
Salaries and
expenses, Office
Office of the Commissioner:
Commissioner: For expenses
and expenses,
Salaries
necessary
for the
the Office
of the
Commissioner for Social Security,
the Commissioner
Office of
necessary for
including
personal services
the District
District of
services
and services
of Columbia and
in the
services in
including personal
as authorized
authorized by
by section
of the
Act of
2, 1946 (5 U.
U, S. C.
August 2,
of August
the Act
15 of
section 15
as
55a)
together with
not to
$78,700 to
transferred
to be transferred
exceed $78,700
to exceed
with not
$257,800, together
55a);;$257,800,
from the
and survivors
survivors insurance
insurance trust fund.
old-age and
Federal old-age
the Federal
from
Grants
States, next
fiscal year:
making, after
year: For making,
succeeding fiscal
next succeeding
to States,
Grants to
May
the current
current fiscal
payments to
to States
States under
titles I,
III,
I, III,
under titles
year payments
fiscal year
of the
31 of
May 31
IV,
V,
and
X,
respectively,
of
the
Social
Security
Act,
as
amended,
as
amended,
Act,
Security
Social
the
IV, V, and X, respectively, of
and under
the Act
Act of
6, 1933,
as amended,
amended, for the
the first quarter
1933, as
June 6,
of June
under the
and
of the
succeeding fiscal
sums as
be necessary,
necessary, the
may be
as may
such sums
year, such
fiscal year,
next succeeding
the next
of
obligations incurred
incurred and
and the
expenditures made
made thereunder for paythe expenditures
obligations
ments
under each
of such
such titles
titles and
and under
of June
June 6,
6, 1933,
Act of
such Act
under such
each of
ments under
to
be
charged
to
the
appropriation
therefor
for
that
fiscal
year.
year.
fiscal
that
for
therefor
to be charged to the appropriation
In
of titles
IV, V,
and X, respectively,
respectively, of the
V, and
I, IV,
titles I,
administration of
the administration
In the
Social
Security Act,
Act, as
to aa State
of
under any of
State under
payments to
amended, payments
as amended,
Social Security
such
the period
beginning April 1
the
1 of the
period beginning
in the
quarter in
any quarter
for any
titles for
such titles
prior
year, and
30 of
year, may
made with
be made
may be
current year,
the current
of the
June 30
ending June
and ending
prior year,
respect
to
a
State
plan
approved
under
such
title
prior
to
or during
during
or
to
prior
title
such
under
approved
plan
State
respect to a
such
but no
no such
such payment
payment shall
shall be
made with
with respect
to any
any
respect to
be made
period, but
such period,
plan
for
any
quarter
prior
to
the
quarter
plan
was
such
in
which
plan for any quarter prior to the quarter
submitted for approval.
approval.
submitted

Care of obstetrical
cases.

cases.

810.
60 Stat. 810.

49 Stat.
Stat. 629.
701§§ 70142 U. S. C.
C. §§
731;
721, 731;
705, 711-718,
711-715, 721,
Stipp. II,
II, §§
5§ 703a,
Supp.
7048 note;
704a
note; 29
29 U. S. C.
§45b.
631.
49 Stat. 629 631.
42 U.
U. 8.
S. C.
a. §6
§§ 702
702
(b),
712
(b).
(b), 712

60 Stat. 810.

49 Stat. 620,
620, 626,
627,
627, 629,
629, 645.
42 U.
U. S. C. 5§
§§ 301301306, 501-503,
601-606,
501-503, 601-606,
306,
701-705, 711-715,
721,
711-715 721,
731,
upp.
731, 1201-1206; 9upp.
703a,
6§ 303, 603, 703a,
II, §§
1203.
note, 1203.
704a note,

OFFICE
ADMINISTRATOR
OF THE ADMINISTRATOR
OFFICE OF

Salaries, Office
of the
the Administrator:
Administrator: Salaries,
Salaries, Office
Office of
of the
Adthe AdOffice of
Salaries,
ministrator,
including
personal
services
in
the
District
of
Columbia
Columbia
of
District
the
in
services
personal
including
ministrator,
and services
services as
15 of
the Act
Act of
of August
2, 1946
1946
August 2,
of the
section 15
by section
authorized by
as authorized
and
(5
U.
S.
C.
55a),
$2,367,000,
together
with
not
exceed
$325,000
to
exceed
to
not
(5 U. S. C. 55a), $2,367,000, together with
be
from the
old-age and
survivors insurance
insurance trust
trust
and survivors
Federal old-age
the Federal
transferred from
be transferred
fund.
Salaries and
Division of
of Service
Service Operations:
exFor exOperations: For
expenses, Division
and expenses,
Salaries
penses
necessary for
Office of
of the
Administrator, including
perincluding perthe Administrator,
the Office
for the
penses necessary
sonal
in the
District of
Service
Division of Service
for the Division
Columbia for
of Columbia
the District
services in
sonal services

60 Stat.810.
Stat. 810.
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Operations, $996,800,
$996,800, together with not to exceed $164,000
$164,000 to
to be
be
transferred
transferred from the Federal old-age
old-age and survivors insurance trust
trust
fund: Provided,
Provided, That the Administrator
Administrator may reimburse, in advance
advance
of obligations incurred, this appropriation
appropriation from appropriations
of
appropriations of
constituent
constituent organizations
organizations of the Federal Security Agency in such
such
sums as may be necessary to cover the charges for services,
services, supplies,
supplies,
equipment
equipment and materials furnished.
furnished.
Salaries, Office of the General Counsel: Salaries,
Salaries, Office of
Genof the
the General Counsel,
Counsel, including
including personal services in the District of Columbia,
Columbia,
$527,500, together with not to exceed $22,150 to be
$527,500,
be transferred
transferred from
from
appropriation "Salaries
the appropriation
expenses, certification
certification and
"Salaries and
and expenses,
and inspection
inspection
services", and not to exceed
exceed $297,500 to
transferred from
from the
the FedFedto be transferred
eral old-age and survivors
survivors insurance trust
trust fund.
fund.
GENERAL
GENERAL PROVISIONS
PROVISIONS
Travel expenses.

60 Stat. 843;
843; 62 Stat.
1008.
128U.
28 U. S. C., Supp.
II, §2672.
§ 2672,
Ante,
pp. 62, 106.

SEC.
for salaries
S
EC. 202.
202. Appropriations
Appropriations under this title available
available for
salaries and
and

expenses
expenses shall be available for travel expenses
expenses and,
and, when
when specifically
specifically
authorized
authorized by the Federal Security Administrator, for
of
for expenses
expenses of
attendance
attendance at meetings concerned
concerned with
with the
function or
or activity
activity for
the function
for
which any such appropriation
appropriation is
is made.
made.
SEC.
SEC. 203. Appropriations
Appropriations under this title available
available for
for salaries
and
salaries and
expenses
expenses shall be available for payment of claims pursuant
pursuant to
to section
section
403 of the Federal Tort Claims Act
2672).
Act (28 U.
U. S.
S. C.
C. 2672).

SEC.
Appropriations under
SEC. 204. Appropriations
under this
title available
salaries and
this title
available for
for salaries
and
be available
expenses shall be
available for
examination of
for examination
of estimates
estimates of
of appropriaappropriations in the field, for exchange
exchange of books, and for payment in
in advance
advance
when authorized by the Federal
Federal Security Administrator
Administrator for
dues or
for dues
or
fees for library membership
membership in organizations
whose publications
are
organizations whose
publications are
available
available to members only or to members
members at
at a
price lower
lower than
than to
a price
to
the general public.
public.
SEC.
SEC. 205. Appropriations
Appropriations under this title available
salaries and
and
available for
for salaries
expenses shall be available for
expenses
health service
service programs
authorized
for health
programs as
as authorized
60
Stat. 003.
60Stat.903.
(5 U.
U. S.
by law (5
S. C.
C. 150),
and such
amounts as
may be
be necessary
necessary may
may
150), and
such amounts
as may
be transferred
transferred to the appropriations
appropriations of the organizational
organizational units
units
operating
programs.
operating such
such programs.
Printing and bindSEC.
this title
S
EC. 206. Appropriations
Appropriations under this
title available
salaries and
available for
for salaries
and
ing.
ing.
expenses shall
shall be
be available
available for
for printing
printing and binding, including the
expenses
purchase
purchase of reprints.
reprints.
()
ll l appropriated by this title to the Social
Withholding
of
SEC. 2
207.
None of
funds
Withholding of
SEC.
. Nonle
of the
the fu
s appropriated by this title to the Social
moneys from State
agencies.
Security Adminiistraltion
agencies. r
Security
Administration for grants-in-aid
grants-in-aid of
of State
St ate agencies
agencies to
cover,
to cover
in whole or in part, the cost of operation
in
operation of said agencies,
agencies, including
including
the
employees of said agencies,
the salaries and expenses
expenses of officers and employees
shall
be withheld
agencies of any States which have
shall be
withheld from the said agencies
have
established
established by legislative
legislative enactment
enactment and
in operation
operation a
merit
and have
have in
a merit
compensation plan
system and classification
classification and compensation
covering the
plan covering
the selecselection, tenure in office, and compensation
tion,
compensation of their employees, because
because
of any disapproval
disapproval of their personnel
personnel or the manner of their selection
of
selection
agencies of the said States, or the
by the agencies
rates of
of said
said officers
the rates
of pay
pay of
officers
or employees.
employees.
Citation of
title.
of title.
SEC.
as the "Federal
"Federal Sacurity
SEC. 208. This title may be cited as
Security Agency
Agency
Appropriation Act,
1950".
Appropriation
Act, 1950".

S.

'I,

10.

TITLE III-NATIONAL
III—NATIONAL MEDIATION
BOARD
MEDIATION BOARD

60stat. 80.

60 Stat. 810.

Salaries
Salaries
Mediation
Mediation
Columbia,

and expenses:
expenses: For expenses necessary
necessary for the National
National
Board, including
including personal services
services in the District of
of
printing and binding, and stenographic
stenographic reporting services
services
as authorized by section 15 of the Act of August 2, 1946 (5 U. S.
as authorized by section 15 of the Act of August 2, 1946
C.
55a),
55a), $360,400.
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necessary for
Arbitration and emergency
emergency boards: For expenses necessary
Arbitration
arbitration boards established under section 7
7 of the Railway Labor
arbitration
Act,
as amended
amended (45 U. S. C. 157), and emergency
emergency boards appointed
appointed
Act, as
160),
the President
President pursuant to section 10 of said Act (45 U. S. C. 160),
by the
stenographic reporting services
services
binding, and stenographic
printing and binding,
including printing
(5 U. S. C.
as authorized
authorized by section 15 of the Act of August 2, 1946 (5
$100,000.
55a), $100,000.
NATIONAL
NATIONAL

RAILROAD
RAILROAD

ADJUSTMENT
ADJUSTMENT

Post,
977.
Post, p.
p. 977.

44 Stat.
Stat. 582,
582, 586.
44
586.

60 Stat. 810.
810.

BOARD
BOARD

Salaries
necessary for the National
National
expenses: For expenses necessary
and expenses:
Salaries and
Railroad
and
Railroad Adjustment Board, including printing and binding, and
stenographic
authorized by section 15 of the Act
services as authorized
reporting services
stenographic reporting
of
(5 U. S. C. 55a), $468,100, of which not less than
2, 1946 (5
of August
August 2,
$93,800
excess of
compensation (at rates not in excess
available for compensation
shall be available
$93,800 shall
$50
diem) and expenses
appointed pursuant
section
pursuant to section
expenses of referees appointed
$50 per diem)
3
amended.
3 of the Railway Labor Act, as amended.
This
title may
may be cited as the "National Mediation
Mediation Board ApproThis title
priation Act, 1950".

Post, p.
p. 743.
743.
Post,

60 Stat. 810.
810.

Citation
title.
Citation of title.

TITLE
RETIREMENT BOARD
IV-RAILROAD RETIREMENT
TITLE IV—RAILROAD
p. 359.
fund):: Post, p.359.
Salaries
Railroad Retirement
Retirement Board (trust fund)
Salaries and expenses, Railroad
including
Retirement Board, including
expenses necessary for the Railroad Retirement
For expenses
$1,000
personal services in the District of Columbia; not to exceed $1,000
personal
for expenses
expenses of attendance
concerned with the work of
attendance at meetings concerned
specifically authorized
authorized by the Board; printing and
the Board when specifically
15
binding; stenographic
services as authorized
authorized by section 15
stenographic reporting services
binding;
810.
60 Stat. 810.
payment of claims
55a);;payment
(5 U. S. C. 55a)
August 2, 1946 (5
of August
of the
the Act of
C.
pursuant
to section 403 of the Federal Tort Claims Act (28 U. S.
pursuant to
60
00Stat. 843; 62 Stat.
2672) ;a
authorized by law (5 U. S. C. 1008.
a health service program as authorized
2672);
28
U. S. C., Supp.
150)
and payment
authorized by the Board, for II,
advance, when authorized
payment in advance,
150);;and
2672.
II, §§2672.
library
memberships
in
organizations
issue
publications
to
publications
pp. 62, 106.
Ante,
pP.
106.
which
organizations
in
library memberships
60 Stat. 903.
members only or to members
members at a
alower price than to the general
general pubmembers
lic_; $5,104,000,
to be
be derived
from the railroad retirement account.
derived from
$5,104,000, to
lic,
Railroad retirement
retirement account: For an amount sufficient as an
Railroad
annual premium
premium for
for the
required under the Railroad
Railroad Retirepayments required
the payments
annual
40 Stat. 967; 50 Stat.
ment
1935, and June 24, 1937, and authorized to 307.49
ment Acts of August 29, 1935,
45
S. C. §§
§§ 229122R1t45 U.
IT. S.
under 2214s;
be appropriated
ret irement account established
established tinder
railroad retiremenet
to the railroad
appropriated to
be
22Ss; Stipp.
Stllpp. 11,
Ii, § 22h1))
section
15
(a)
of
the
latter
Act,
$715,889,000,
of
which
$61,889,000
$61,889,000
re
seq.
et
Aeq.
$715,889,000,
Act,
latter
the
of
section 15 (a)
rO Stilt.
50
Stat. 31n.
316.
shall
available: Provided,
is further
further appro- 45
there is
That there
P'rovided,That
immediately available:
be immediately
shall be
228o
(. §§ 22so
46 U.
U. 14.
8. C.
(a).
(a).
priated
for
such
account
$33,000,000
of
fiscal
years
1950,
the
each
for
priated for such account $33,000,000
1951, 1952,
exceed $34,852,000
$34,852,000 for the fiscal year
1953, and not to exceed
and 1953,
1952, and
1951,
1954, in
in all
all not
under
military service credits under
for military
$166,852,000 for
to exceed
exceed $166,852,000
not to
1954,
the
Railroad Retirement
Act, as
as amended,
and before
before the final payamended, and
Retirement Act,
the Railroad
ment hereunder
hereunder the
the Railroad
Retirement Board
Board shall
to the
certify to
shall certify
Railroad Retirement
ment
Bureau
of
the
Budget
the
total
amount
due
on
account
of
such
milimilisuch
of
account
on
due
amount
total
the
Bureau of the Budget
tary service
Provided further,
further, That
such total
amount shall
total amount
That such
credits: Provided
service credits:
tary
be available
available until
making payments
payments required
required under
said
under said
for making
expended for
until expended
be
retirement
required for current
current payments
not required
amount not
the amount
and the
Acts, and
retirement Acts,
shall be
invested by
by the
the Secretary
of the
the Treasury
Treasury in
in accordance
accordance with
with
Secretary of
be invested
shall
the provisions
Retirement Act
June 24, 1937.
Act of June
Railroad Retirement
said Railroad
of said
provisions of
the
Citation
Citation of title.
This title
may be
cited as
"Railroad Retirement
Retirement Board
ApproBoard Approas the
the "Railroad
be cited
title may
This
priation
1950".
Act, 1950".
priation Act,
2281

TITLE V—GENERAL
PROVISIONS
V-GENERAL PROVISIONS
TITLE
SEC. 501.
501. No
of any
contained in this Act shall
appropriation contained
any appropriation
part of
No part
SEC.
be
used to
or wages
of any
person who engages in a
a
any person
wages of
salary or
the salary
pay the
to pay
be used
strike
against the
the Government
Government of
of the
who is
member
is aamember
or who
States or
the United
United States
strike against

Persons engaging,
engaging,
Persons
etc.,
against
etc., in strikes against
or advocating
advocating overoverthrow of U. S. Government.
ermment.
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of an organization
organization of Government
Government employees
employees that
that asserts
the right
right to
asserts the
to
strike against the Government
Government of the
United States,
advocates,
the United
States, or
or who
who advocates,
a member
organization that
or is a
member of an organization
overthrow of
of
that advocates,
advocates, the
the overthrow
Government of the United States by force
the Government
force or
or violence:
violence: Provided,
Provided,
That for the purposes
purposes hereof
affidavit shall
shall be
be considered
prima
hereof an
an affidavit
considered prima
facie evidence
evidence that the person
person making the affidavit
affidavit has not contrary
contrary
to the provisions of this section engaged
engaged in
in a
a strike
strike against
against the
the GovernGovernment of the United States, is not
of an
organization of
not a
a member of
an organization
of
Government employees
employees that asserts the right
Government
right to
to strike
strike against
the
against the
Government of the United States, or that
Government
does not
not advothat such person
person does
advocate, and is not a
a member of an organization
organization that
the
that advocates,
advocates, the
overthrow of the Government
Government of the United States
by force
or violence:
violence:
States by
force or
Provided
further, That any person
Provided further,
person who
strike against
against
who engages
engages in
in a
a strike
the Government
Government of the United States or
of an
an organiorganior who
who is
is aamember
member of
zation of Government
Government employees
to strike
strike against
against
employees that asserts
asserts the
the right
right to
the Government
Government of the United States,
who advocates,
or who
who is
States, or who
advocates, or
is a'
a
member
organization that advocates, the
member of an organization
the overthrow
overthrow of
of the
the GovGovernment
ernment of the United States by force or violence
violence and
and accepts
accepts employemployment the salary or wages for which are paid from any
any appropriation
appropriation
contained
contained in this Act shall be guilty of a
a felony
felony and, upon
upon conviction,
conviction,
shall be fined not more than $1,000 or
or imprisoned
imprisoned for
not more
for not
more than
than
Provided further,
one year, or both: Provided
the above
penalty clause
clause
further, That
That the
above penalty
shall be in addition to, and not in
any other
other provisions
in substitution
substitution for,
for, any
provisions
law.
of existing
existing law.
SEC.
S
EC. 502. This Act may be cited as
Security
as the "Labor-Federal
"Labor-Federal Security
Appropriation
1950".
Appropriation Act,
Act, 1950".
Approved June 29, 1949.
1949.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 276]
276]

June 29,1949
29, 194 9
[El. R. 4332]
[H.

4332]
[Public Law 142]
National
National Bank
Bank Act
Act
and Bretton Woods
Woods
Agreements Act,
Act,
Agreements
amendments.
amendments.
44 Stat.
44
Stat. 1226.
1226.
Post,
p. 439.
Post, p.
439.

59
Stat. 512.
59 Stat.
512.
22 U.
U.. S. C.,
C., Supp.
Supp.
II,
II, §
§ 286b.
286b.

securiExempted se
cur ities.
ties.

48 Stat. 76.
76.
£8
48 Stat. 884.
88.

AN
ACT
AN A
To amend
amend the National Bank Act and
Woods Agreements
Agreements Act,
Act, and
and the Bretton
Bretton Woods
and
for other purposes.

Be it
it enacted
and House of Representatives
enacted by the Senate and
Representatives of
of the
the
United States
States of America
United
America in
assembled, That
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That paragraph
paragraph
Seventh of section 88of the National Bank Act, as
as amended
amended (U.
S. C.,
C.,
(U. S.
title 12, sec. 24),
24), is amended
by adding
to the
the end
end thereof
the followamended by
adding to
thereof the
following new sentence:
sentence: "The limitations and
herein contained
and restrictions
restrictions herein
contained
as to dealing in and underwriting
underwriting investme
investment
shall not
not apply
apply
nt securities
securities shall
to obligations issued by
by the
the International
International Bank
Bank for
for Reconstruction
Reconstruction
and Development
I)evelopment which are at the timne
time eligible for purchase by
by a
a
national
account: Provided,
Provided,That no association
national bank for its own account:
association shall
shall
hold obligations
obligations issued by said bank as
as aa result
underwriting,
result of
of underwriting,
dealing, or pllrchasing
purchasing for its own account
account (and
this purpose
purpose
(and for
for this
obligations
obligations as to which
which; it is under commitment shall be deemed
to be
deemed to
be
held by it) in a
a total amount exceeding
exceeding at any one time 10 per
centum
per centum
of its capital stock actually
actually paid in
unimpaired and
and 10
10 per
per centum
centuni
in and unimpaired
of its unimpaired surplus fund".
fund".
SEC.
S
EC. 2. The Bretton Woods Agreements
Agreements Act, as amended
(U. S.
S. C.,
amended (U.
C.,
286-286k), is amended
title 22, secs. 286-286k),
amended by adding at
end thereof
at the
the end
thereof aa
new section to be numbered
numbered section
section 15 and to read as follows:
follows:
"SEC. 15. (a)
International Bank for
(a) Any securities issued bv
by International
for
Reconstruction
Reconstruction and Development
Development (including
(including any guaranty
by the
guaranty by
the
bank,
whether or not limited in scope),
scope), and any securities guaranteed
bank, whether
guaranteed
by the bank as to both principal
principal and interest,
interest, shall
to be
be
shall be deemed
deemed to
exempted securities within the
paragraph (a)
(a) (2)
(2) of
the meaning of
of paragraph
of secsection 3
3 of the
the Act of May 27, 1933,
(U. S. C.,
C., title 15,
tion
1933, as amended
amended (t.
15. sec.
sec
77c), and paragraph
(12) of section 33of the Act of
77c),
paragraph (a)
(a) (12)
1934,
of June
June 6,
6. 1934,
as amended
78c). The bank shall file with
as
amended (U. S. C., title 15, sec. 78c).
the
with the
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Securities and Exchange
Exchange Commission such annual and other reports
Securities
with regard to such securities
securities as the Commission
Commission shall determine
determine to
be
appropriate in view
view of the special
character of the bank and its
special character
be appropriate
necessary in the public interest
operations
interest or for the protection
protection
operations and necessary
of investors.
"
(b) The reports of the National
National Advisory
Advisory Council provided for
"(b)

Reports.
Reports.

59 Stat. 513.
286b
9 Sat.c'
Act shall
shall also 22
in section
(a) (6)
the Bretton
Agreements Act
Woods Agreements
Bretton Woods
(6) of
of the
4 (a)
in
section 4
U. S. C. § 286b
(a)
(6).
(6).
(a)
15
the
of
cover
and
include
the
effectiveness
provisions
of
section
effectiveness
include
cover
probank proof
the exemption
exemption for
for securities
securities issued
by the
the bank
issued by
and the
this Act
Act and
of this
44 Stat. 1226.
vided
National Bank Act in
vided by section 88of
of the National
in facilitating
facilitating the
the operaopera- 12
U.S..
U. S. C.1§24.
§24.
Post,
p. 439.
Pot,p.
bank and the extent to which the operations
tions
of the
the bank
operations of the bank
tions of
reconstruction
may
financing European
European recovery and the reconstruction
assist in financing
may assist
and development
resources of member countries
countries of
development of the economic resources
and
the
recommendations of the Council as to any modificathe bank and the recommendations
tions
it may deem desirable
desirable in the provisions of this Act."
tions it
Suspension of p
roof proision
Commission acting in consul- visions.
S
EC. 3.
Exchange Commission
and Exchange
Securities and
The Securities
3. The
SEC.
tation
National Advisory
International Monetary
Monetary
Advisory Council on International
tation with the National
Problems is authorized
authorized to suspend the provisions of Ante, p. 298.8
Financial Problems
and Financial
Ant, p.29
Agreements Act at any time as
section
Bretton Woods
Woods Agreements
the Bretton
of the
15 (a)
(a) of
section 15
to
or all
securities issued
guaranteed by the bank during the Reports to Conor guaranteed
issued or
all securities
to any
any or
gRetports to Con
period
of such
Commission shall include
include in its annual gress.
The Commission
suspension. The
such suspension.
period of
information as it shall deem advisable with
to Congress such information
reports to
regard to
to the operations
operations and effect of this Act and in connection thereregard
with shall
include any
any views submitted
submitted for
for such purpose by any assoshall include
with
ciation of dealers registered with the Commission.
Approved
June 29, 1949.
1949.
Approved June

[CHAPTER 277]
[CHAPTER

A (,T
A N ACT
AN

To regulate
regulate the
hours of
of duty
and the
the pay
civilian keepers
and
lighthouses and
of lighthouses
keepers of
of civilian
pay of
duty and
the hours
To
civilians employed
employed on
Guard.
Coast Guard.
of the
the Coast
vessels of
other vessels
and other
lightships and
on lightships
civilians

Be it
it enacted
by the
the Senate
Senate and
Representatives of the
and House of Representatives
enacted by
Be
United States
States of
of America
America in
assembled, That, notwithstandCongress assembled,
in Congress
United
ing any
any other
service classification
classification laws
of law,
law, the civil service
provision of
other provision
ing
and titles
titles II
and III
III of
of the
Employees Pay
Pay Act of 1945 shall
Federal Employees
the Federal
II and
and
not apply
apply to
of lighthouses
civilians employed
employed
lighthouses and to civilians
keepers of
civilian keepers
to civilian
not
on lightships
lightships and
and other
of the Coast Guard.
vessels of
other vessels
on
SEC. 2.
Under regulations
prescribed by
Secretary of the Treasthe Secretary
by the
regulations prescribed
2. Under
SEC.
ury, the
may prescribe
of duty
of
pay of
and the pay
duty and
hours of
the hours
prescribe the
Guard may
Coast Guard
the Coast
ury,
civilian
keepers of lighthouses
lighthouses and civilians employed
employed on lightships
lightships
civilian keepers
and other
of the
personnel may be called
such personnel
but such
Guard, but
Coast Guard,
the Coast
vessels of
other vessels
and
upon for
in emergency
circumstances or
at any
time
any time
otherwise at
or otherwise
emergency circumstances
duty in
for duty
upon
employsuch
pay
the
or
all
times.
The
existing
governing
of
governing
system
or all times. The existing
ees may
be continued
changed except
except that
compensation,
overtime compensation,
that overtime
or changed
continued or
may be
ees
night differential,
and extra
pay for
duty on
on holidays
holidays shall not be
for duty
extra pay
differential, and
night
paid
employees. In
lieu thereof
thereof additional
additional annual
compenannual compenIn lieu
to such
such employees.
paid to
sation may
may be
authorized, which
which may
may be
be prescribed
a fixed
fixed
as a
either as
prescribed either
be authorized,
sation
differential
or
as
a
percentage
of
the
basic
compensation
otherwise
otherwise
compensation
basic
of
the
percentage
a
differential or as
applicable to
case shall
shall basic
basic compensation
compensation
no case
In no
employees. In
to such
such employees.
applicable
exceed $3,750
per annum,
except that
that nothing
contained in
in this
Act
this Act
nothing contained
annum, except
$3,750 per
exceed
shall operate
operate to
person
any person
of any
compensation of
basic compensation
the basic
to decrease
decrease the
shall
employed by
the Coast
Coast Guard
Guard on
the date
date of
this Act,
Act,
of this
enactment of
of enactment
on the
by the
employed
and
no case
additions thereto
thereto exceed
exceed 25
per centum
centum of
of such
such
25 per
shall additions
case shall
in no
and in
basic compensation.
compensation. Provision
Provision may be made
compensatory
made for compensatory
basic
absence
from duty
duty when
when conditions
of employment
in confineconfineresult in
employment result
conditions of
absence from
ment
of isolation
isolation or
periods of
continuous duty;
duty; and
and
of continuous
long periods
in long
or in
because of
ment because
provisions
may
likewise
be
made
for
extra
allowance
for
service
outoutservice
for
allowance
provisions may likewise be made for extra
side of
of the
the continental
continental limits of
United States.
of the United
side

June 29, 1949
[H. R.
R. 4471]
[Et.
4471]
[Public Law 143]

Coast Guard.

Regulation of hours
Regulation
certain
and pay of certain
personnel.
personnel.
59 Stat. 296, 298.
5
S. C.
1§911-913,
U.S.
C. §§911-913,
5 U.
921,
921, 922.

Overtime
sation, etc.

compencompen-

Additional annual
compensation.
compensation.

Limitation.
Limitation.
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SEC.
additional compensation
SEC. 3. The additional
compensation authorized
authorized herein
herein shall
shall be
be
included in any computation
computation of compensation
included
compensation for
for purposes
purposes of
of the
the
Lighthouse
Lighthouse Service
Service Retirement
Retirement Act.
Approved
Approved June 29, 1949.
1949.
[CHAPTER 278]
[CHAPTER
278]
June
June 29,1949
29, 1949
[S. 1794]
1794]
[S.
[Public
Law 144]
144]
[Public Law
Naval
Naval service.
service.
Repeal of
obsolete
Repeal
of obsolete
provisions.
provisions.
5
U.S.
S. C.
5 U.
C. §
46462.
2.

5L
T. S.0.
C.
§463.
U.S.
§463.

34 U.s.
S
111.
34U.
..C.
. §111.
34 U.
S.C.
C.§
U.S.
§62
62
34 U.
C.. §102.
U. S.. C.
34 U.
C. §
U. S.. C.
§11.
11.
34
C. §§81
note.
34. U. S.
S. C.
81note.
C. §
§223.
223.
34 U.
U. S.
S. C.
U. S.
174.
34 U.
S. C. §174.
U. S.
198.
34 U.
S. C.
C. §
§198.
34 U.
U. S.. C.
133.
C.. §133.
34
U. S.
S. C.
34 U.
C. §
221.
§ 221.
34 U.
U. S.
S. C.
C. §252.

C

34 IT.
C. §483.
U. S.. C.
483.
34 L
T. S.
S. C.
C. §
U.
§484.
484.
C. §
§485.
34 U.
U. S.. C.
485.
S. C.
C. §876.
876.
34 U.
U.s.
34 U.
U. S.. C. §§653.
653.
U.S. C.
§§ 224-228
38 U.S.C.
.224-228
note.
note.
38 U.S. c
C. §§ 224-228
38s.s.c.

note.
38 U.S. C. §§ 224-224
note.
not'
C224
34 U.$S
U.S. C.
§§ 224-224
38
..§224-228
note.
note.
38
U.S.C.
1.224-228
38 U.
S.C. §§
224-228
note.
note.

3nou.s.c.§224-22

U. S.
S. C.
34 U.
C. §§
868.

34
IT. S. C.
34 U.S.
C.
34
U.
34 U.

§
869.

S.. C.
C. §
112.
112.

AN ACT
A CT
To repeal certain
provisions of law relating to the
certain obsolete provisions
naval service.
the naval
service.

it enacted by the Senate and House
Be it
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
House of
United States of America
America in
Congress assembled,
in Congress
following
assembled, That,
That, the following
Acts and parts of Acts
hereby repealed:
repealed:
Acts are hereby
Section 434, Revised Statutes.
That portion
portion of the first sentence of section
section 436, Revised
Revised Statutes,
which reads as follows:
follows: "or professor of
mathematics"; and
the second
of mathematics";
and the
second
section, which reads as follows:
sentence of said section,
officer or
or
follows: "Such officer
professor, when so employed, shall be entitled
entitled to receive
receive the
the shore-duty
shore-duty
pay of his grade, and
other."
and no
no other."
Revised Statutes.
Section 1367,
1367, Revised
Statutes.
Section
Statutes.
Section 1381,
1381, Revised Statutes.

Section 1401,
Revised Statutes.
Statutes.
Section
1401, Revised
Section
1402, Revised
Revised Statutes.
Section 1402,
Statutes.
Section 1403,
Revised Statutes.
1403, Revised
Statutes.
Section 1404,
1404, Revised Statutes.
Section
Statutes.
Section 1408, Revised
Section
Revised Statutes.
Statutes.
Section 1409,
Statutes.
Section
1409, Revised
Revised Statutes.
Section 1417, Revised
Section
Revised Statutes, as amended.
amended.
Section 1435,
1435, Revised Statutes.
Section
Section
Section 1480, Revised
Revised Statutes, as
as amended.
amended.
Section 1537, Revised
Revised Statutes.
Statutes.
Section
Section 1538,
Section
1538, Revised
Revised Statutes.
Section 1539, Revised
Section
Revised Statutes.
Statutes.
Section 1564, Revised
Section
Revised Statutes.
Section 1600, Revised Statutes.
Statutes.
Section 4750, Revised
Revised Statutes.
Section 4752,
4752, Revised
Revised Statutes.
Statutes.
Section 4753,
Section
4753, Revised
Revised Statutes.
Slatutes.
Section
Sect
ion 4754,
4754, Revised
Revised Statutes.
Statutes.
Sect ion 4755,
Sect
4755, Revised
Revised Statutes.
Statutes.

Paragraph
22 of
of the Act
Act of September
Sept emller 28,
Paragraph 22
28, 1850, which
which is the fourth
fourth

full
aragr:lph on
515, volume
volume 9, Statutes at Large, and which
full pI
paragraph
on page
page 515,
which

reads as follows:
follows:
"And the pay of the superintendent
superintendent of the naval
naval school
school at
at Annapolis
Annapolis
shall be at the rate allowed
allowed to an officer
his rank,
rank, when
when in
in service
service
officer of his
at sea."
Joint
3. 1863
Joint. Resolution
Resolution Numbered
Numbered 25
25 of
of March
March 3,
1863 (12 Stat. 825).
825).
Paragraph
6 of the Act of May
Paragraph 6
May 4,
4, 1878, which
which is the second
second full
full

paragraph on
page 50,
50, volume
volume 20, Statutes
paragraph
on page
Statutes at Large,
Large, and which
which reads
reads

as follows:
follows:
'"That
"That on and after the first day of July, eighteen
eighteen hundred
and
hundred and
seventy-eight,
appointments made from
seventy-eight, there shall be no appointments
from civil
civil life
life of
of
secretaries
secretaries or clerks to the Admiral,
Admiral, or Vice-Admiral,
Vice-Admiral, when
when on
sea
on sea
service, commanders
commanders of squadrons,
squadrons, or of
of clerks
clerks to
to commanders
commanders of
of
vessels; and
and an officer
officer not above the grade
grade of
of lieutenant
shall be
be detailed
detailed
lieutenant shall
to perform the duties of secretary
secretary to the Admiral
Admiral or
Vice-Admiral,
or Vice-Admiral,
when on sea-service,
sea-service, and one not above the grade
grade of master
master to
perform
to perform
the duties of clerk
a rear-admiral,
the
clerk to a
rear-admiral, or commander,
commander, and one not
above
not above
the grade of ensign
clerk to aacaptain, comensign to perform
perform the duties of clerk
lieutenant-commander when
mander, or lieutenant-commander
when afloat:
afloat: Provided,
Provided, That
the
That the
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secretaries and clerks in service on the first day of July, eighteen
secretaries
eighteen
hundred
such
hundred and seventy-eight, on vessels abroad, shall continue
continue as such
until such vessel shall return to the United States on the termination
termination
cruise."
of its cruise."
So much of the fifth paragraph
paragraph of the Act of March
March 3,
3, 1883,
1883, as
it appears on page 473, volume 22, Statutes at Large, and which reads
as follows: "And all officers of the Navy shall be credited with the
actual time they may have served as officers or enlisted men in the
regular or volunteer
volunteer Army or Navy, or both, and shall receive all the
benefits of such actual
actual service in all respects in the same manner as
if all said service had been continuous and in the regular
regular Navy in
the lowest grade having graduated pay held by such officer since last
entering the service: Provided,
Provided, That nothing
nothing in this clause shall be so
construed as to authorize any change in the dates of commission
construed
commission or
in the relative rank
rank of such officer: Provided
nothing
Provided further,
further, That nothing
herein contained
contained shall be so construed
construed as to give any additional
additional pay
to any such officer
officer during the time of his service in the volunteer Army
or Navy."
2 of the Act of August 3, 1886 (24 Stat. 215),
Section 2
215), as amended.
So much of section 5
June 29,
29, 1888,
5 of the
the Act
Act of
of June
1888, as
as it
it appears
appears on
on
page 210, volume 25, Statutes at Large, and which reads as follows:
follows:
sea-pay of his grade, and *
* *
* *."
"shall receive the sea-pay
paragraph under the heading
heading "Pay of the Navy"
The second paragraph
Navy" of
paragraph on page
the Act of March 3, 1901, which is the first full paragraph
1108, volume 31, Statutes at Large, and which reads
reads as follows:
follows:
"That the advancement
advancement in rank of officers of the Navy and Marine
"That
Corps, whensoever
whensoever made,
during the
Corps,
made, for
for service
service rendered
rendered during
the war
war with
with
Spain, pursuant, respectively, to the provisions of sections fifteen
fifteen
hundred and five of
hundred and six and sixteen hundred
of the Revised Statutes,
officers otherwise
otherwise
shall not interfere with the regular
regular promotion of officers
entitled to promotion, but officers
officers so advanced,
advanced, by reason of war service,
service,
shall, after they are promoted to higher grades, be carried
carried thereafter
thereafter
numbers of each grade to which they may at any
as additional to the numbers
time be promoted; and each such officer
officer shall hereafter
hereafter be promoted
promoted
contemporaneously with and to take rank next after the
in due course, contemporaneously
officer
immediately above
above him;
advancements made
made by
all advancements
by reason
reason
officer immediately
him; and
and all
of
official
of war service
service shall
shall be
be appropriately
appropriately so designated
designated upon
upon the official
Navy
Provided, however,
That no promotion
pronmotion shall be made to
Navy list: Provided,
however, That
fill a
ion, retirement,
retirement, death, resignapromotion,
a vacancy occasioned
occasioned by the promot

34 U.
S. C.
C. §§231.
34
U. S.
231.

34
U. S.
S. C.
§481.
34 U.
C. §481.
33 U.
C.. §451.
451.
33
U.J.S. c.

34 U.
S. C
344.
34
U.S.
C..§
§344.

34 U.
S. C.
341,
34
U. S.
C. §§§5341,

670.
670.

tion,
dismissal of
of any
any officer
officer who,
who,
at, the
tinto of
of siuch
such promlotion,
promotion,
or dismissal
d
at
lte time
tion, or
retirement,
resignation, or
or dismissal,
additional member
member
is an
an additional
retirement, death,
death, resignation,
dismissal, is
of his
grade under
under the
the foregoing
provisions."
foregoing provisions."
his grade
of
So
much of
of the
the first
sentence after
after the
the subheading
of
"Bureau of
subheading "Bureau
first sentence
So much
Supplies and
Accounts" of
Act of
of March
March 18,
18, 1904,
1904, as
as it
it appears
appears
of the
the Act
and Accounts"
Supplies
55U.
U. S.
S. C.. §450.
450.
on
volume 33,
33, Statutes
Large, and
and which
which reads
follows:
reads as
as follows:
Statutes at
at Large,
page 121,
121, volume
on page
"a
civilian
assistant,
who
shall
perform
the
duties
of
chief
clerk,
and
clerk.
and
the
duties
of
chief
shall
perform
"a civilian assistant, who
in case
case of
of the
death, resignation,
or absence
absence of
of both
both the
the PayPayresignation, sickness,
sickness, or
in
the death,
master
of the
the Navy
Navy or
his assistant,
assistant, now
now provided
provided for
for by
by
or his
General of
master General
law,
directed by
by the
President, as provided
provided by section
the President,
otherwise directed
law, unless
unless otherwise
.
1.7. S. O.
55U.S.
0. §6.
6.
one
hundred and
and seventy-nine,
seventy-nine, Revised
Revised Statutes,
such civilian
assistant
civilian assistant
Statutes, such
one hundred
shall
become the
the acting
acting chief
of the
the Bureau."
Bureau."
chief of
shall become
So much
much of
of the
the fourth
paragraph under
under the
"Increase
the subheading
subheading "Increase
So
fourth paragraph
of
of May
13, 1908,
1908, as
it appears
on
as it
appears on
Act of
May 13,
of the
the Act
Navy, Equipment"
Equipment" of
of the
the Navy,
34
34 Ti.
U. S.
S. C.
C. §
§ 461
461
page 159,
159, volume
volume 35,
Large, and
and which
follows: note.
which reads as
as follows:
at Large,
35, Statutes
Statutes at
page
note.
"and
monitors
now
owned
by
the
United
States
or
hereafter
built
built
or
hereafter
United
States
"and monitors now owned by the
may be
named as
as the
President may
direct."
may direct."
the President
be named
may
The second
the subheading
"Contingent, Navy"
Navy" of
of
subheading "Contingent,
under the
paragraph under
The
second paragraph
the Act
which appears
1267, volume
volume 36,
on page 1267,
appears on
4, 1911,
1911, which
Act of
of March
March 4,
the
34 U.
S.C.
C.§74.
74.
34
U.S.
Statutes
at Large,
Large, and
and which
which reads
as follows:
follows:
reads as
Statutes at
"That officers
on the
the active
active list
list of
United States
Navy
of United
States Navy
of the
the line
line of
officers on
"That
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who, under authority
authority of law, now perform engineering
duty on
shore
engineering duty
on shore
only are hereby made additional
additional to the numbers
grades in
in which
which
numbers in the
the grades
they are now serving, and shall be carried as additional
additional to
the numbers
numbers
to the
of each grade
grade to which they
they may hereafter be promoted:
promoted: Provided,
Provided,
That said officers shall be entitled to all the benefits
benefit s of
of retirement
retirement
under existing or future
future laws equally with other
officers of
rank
other officers
of like
like rank
and service."
The second
second paragraph
paragraph under the subheading
subheading "Contingent,
"Contingent, Navy",
Navy",
34 II.
34
u. 8.. 0.
0. §223.
of the Act of March 3, 1915, which appears
appears on
on page
page 930,
930, volume
volume 38,
38,
Statutes at Large, and
and which reads
reads as follows:
follows: .
"Hereafter officers who now perform
"Hereafter
perform engineering
duty on
on shore
shore
engineering duty
only and officers
officers of the Construction
Construction Corps
Corps shall
be eligible
for any
any
shall be
eligible for
shore duty compatible
compatible with their rank
rank and
and grade
grade to
the SecreSecreto which
which the
tary of the Navy
assign them."
Navy may
may assign
them."
The ninth paragraph
paragraph under the subheading "Improvement
"Improvement of
of ConConstruction Plants"
Plants" of the Act of March
March 3, 1915,
1915, which
which appears
page
appears on
on page
S. C. §
83 note.
34 U. .s.c.
}83note.
945, volume
which reads
945,
volume 38, Statutes at
at Large, and which
as follows:
follows:
reads as
"Officers
"Officers of the line of the Navy who have
not less
than three
three
have had not
less than
years' service in the grade
grade of ensign
i and have taken
or are
are taking
taking
taken or
satisfactorily
a post-graduate
post-graduate cour
satisfactorily a
se in
nnaval
naval architecture
orders
course
architecture under
under orders
from the Secretary of the Navy shall
eligible for
for transfer
transfer to
to the
shall be
be eligible
the
constructors: Provided,
grade of assistant
assistant naval
naval constructors:
That there
Provided, That
there shall
shall not
not
be more than five such transfers
transfers in any one calendar year
year and
that the
the
and that
total increase
increase in the number
number of naval constructors
constructors and
and assistant
assistant naval
naval
constructors
reason of such transfers
constructors by reason
transfers shall
exceed twenty-four."
twenty-four."
shall not
not exceed
following portions of the Act of August 29,
The following
417,
29, 1916,
1916, chapter
chapter 417,
Statutes at
at Large,
Large, page
556:
volume 39, Statutes
page 556:
34 U. El. C.
741U. S. 0. 1 741(a)
(a) Paragraphs 1, 3,
3, 4, 5, 6, 7,
12, 13,
13, 18,
21, and
and 23
7, 8,
8, 9, 10,
10, 11,
11, 12,
18, 21,
23
74834note.
"Naval Flying Corps"
under the heading "Naval
in such
which
Corps" in
such chapter,
chapter, which
appear
appear on pages 582, 583, 584,585,
584, 585, and
and 586.
586.
(b)
(b) The last full paragraph,
paragraph, as
as amended,
under the
the heading
heading "Naval
amended, under
"Naval
Militia and
National Naval Volunteers"
and National
Volunteers" in such chapter,
chapter, which is
is the
the
if

531.
34 II.
U. B.C.
.8. 1§53.

511.
34 U.
U. S.s.C.
0. §
51l.

34
S. C., Supp II,
34 II.
U.S.C.,SuppII,
§600.

34 u.
U. S.
8. C.
34
cC. § 735,
par. 6.

7

fourth full paragraph
paragraph on page
page 600.
600.
(c) So much of the third paragraph
paragraph under
under the
the subheading
subheading
"Increase of the Navy, ammunition"
"Increase
ammunition" in such chapter,
chapter, as
as it
appears
it appears
on pages 617 and 618,
618, and
as follows:
and which
which reads
reads as
follows:
employee of the navy
"That each and every employee
navy yards,
yards, gun
factories,
gun factories,
naval stations, and arsenals
United States
arsenals of the United
States Government
Government is
is
hereby granted
granted thirty days' leave
leave of absence each
without forforeach year,
year, without
feiture of pay
pay dluring
during such leave:
leave: Provided
Provided further,
That it
it shall
be
further, That
shall be
lawful to allow pro rata leave only to those
consecutive
those serving
serving twelve
twelve consecutive
months or more:
provided further,
further, That
more: And provided
That in all cases
cases the
the heads
of
heads of
divisions shall have discretion
discretion as to the time when the
the leave
can best
best
leave can
be allowed: And provided
provided further,
further, That not more than
than thirty
thirty days'
days'
leave with pay
pay shall be allowed any such employee
employee in one year:
year: ProProvided further,
further, That this provision
vided
provision shall not be construed
to deprive
construed to
deprive
employees of any
any sick
or legal
holidays to
to which
which they
they may
now
sick leave
leave or
legal holidays
may now
law."
be entitled under existing
existing law."

So much of the first paragraph
paragraph under
under the heading
"Pay, MiscelMiscelheading "Pay,
laneous"
1, 1918,
laneous" of the Act of July 1,
1918, which appears
appears on page
page 705,
705, volume
volume
40, Statutes
Statutes at Large, and
40,
and which reads as follows:
follows: "Provided,
"Provided, That
That
hereafter the Secretary
hereafter
Secretary of the Navy
Navy is authorized
consider, ascertain,
ascertain,
authorized to consider,
adjust, determine, and
and pay
pay the amounts
amounts due
claims for
for damages
damages
due on all
all claims
to and loss of private
private property
property of inhabitants of any
European country
any European
country
not an enemy or ally of an enemy
enemy when the
the claim
claim does
does
the amount
amount of
of the
not exceed the sum of $1,000,
$1,000, occasioned
occasioned and
by men
men in
in the
the
and caused
caused by
naval
naval service during the period of the
present war,
war, all
payments in
in
the present
all payments
settlement of such
such claims
claims to be made out
out of
of 'Pay,
'Pay, Miscellaneous'."
Miscellaneous'."
Paragraph
section 3
3 (Personnel)
(Personnel) of the Act of June 24, 1926
Paragraph 6
6of section
1926
(44 Stat.
Stat. 767).
767).
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The last two paragraphs
paragraphs under the heading "Bureau of Supplies
Transportation of Naval
Subsistence, and Transportation
Naval PerAccounts, Pay, Subsistence,
and Accounts,
sonnel"
appropriations for the
in the Act entitled "An Act making appropriations
sonnel" in
Navy Department
Department and naval service for the fiscal year ending June
approved June 11, 1930 (46 Stat.
1931, and for other purposes", approved
30, 1931,
567, ch.
463), concerning
discharge of minors in the Navy and
concerning the discharge
ch. 463),
567,
Marine
Marine Corps.
March 3, 1931 (46 Stat.
8 of the Act of March
2, 3,
3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8
Section 2,
1482).
1482).
Act of July 17, 1935 (49 Stat. 482).
482).
Approved June 29, 1949.
Approved

§ 202
34 U. S. C. §

note.

28634 U. S. C. §§§ 286notes; Supp.
286f and notes;
II, §§ 286-286d notes.
C. §
§396a.
396a.
34 U. S.. 0.

[
CHAPTER 279]
[CHAPTER

ACT
AN ACT
Making appropriations
for the
government of the District
Columbia and other
other
District of Columbia
the government
appropriations for
Making
activities chargeable
revenues of such District
chargeable in whole or in part against the revenues
activities
foi other purposes.
for the fiscal year ending June
June 30, 1950, and fm

the
Representatives of the
House of Representatives
and House
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
Be it
United States
assembled, That there are approCongressassembled,
America in Congress
of America
States of
United
priated for the District of Columbia for the fiscal year ending June
30,
1950, out of (1)
(1) the general fund of the District of Columbia,
Columbia,
30, 1950
hereinafter
known as the general
general fund, such fund being composed
composed
hereinafter known
applied
of the
revenues of
the District
District of
Columbia other than those applied
of Columbia
of the
the revenues
of
$11,000,000, which is hereby
hereby appropriated
appropriated
special funds, and $11,000,000,
to special
by law to
for
Treasury not otherwise approappropurpose out of any money in the Treasury
the purpose
for the
priated
(to be
be advanced
July 1,
1, 1949),
highway funds, established
established
(2) highway
1949), (2)
advanced July
priated (to
by
law (D.
title 47, ch. 19),
(3) the water fund, estab19), and (3)
Code, title
C. Code,
(D. C.
by law
lished
$1,000,000, which is
lished by law (D. C. Code, title 43, ch. 15) and $1,000,000,
hereby
appropriated
purpose
money
in the Treasury
any
of
out
purpose
the
for
hereby appropriated
not
otherwise appropriated
advanced July 1, 1949),
1949), sums as
appropriated (to be advanced
not otherwise
follows:
follows:
following
appropriated under the following
general fund: All sums appropriated
From the general
heads:
administration, fiscal
fiscal service,
service, compensation and retireGeneral administration,
heads: General
ment
fund expenses,
agencies, public schools, Public
regulatory agencies,
expenses, regulatory
ment fund
Library,
Recreation Department,
Department, Metropolitan
Metropolitan Police, Fire DepartLibrary, Recreation
ment,
policemen's and firemen's
firemen's relief, Veterans'
Veterans' Services, courts,
ment, policemen's
Health
of Corrections,
welfare, public
Corrections, public welfare,
Department of
Department, Department
Health Department,
works (excluding
those items
designated as
highway
payable from the highway
as payable
items designated
(excluding those
works
and water
water funds)
National Guard,
Guard, National
Capital Parks, National
National
National Capital
funds),,National
and
Capital
Commission, and
and National
National Zoological
Zoological
Planning Commission,
and Planning
Park and
Capital Park
Park;
Park;
From
the highway
fund: All
appropriated under public works
sums appropriated
All sums
highway fund:
From the
designated as
as payable
payable from
highway fund; and
from the highway
designated
From the
fund: All
appropriated under
under public works
sums appropriated
All sums
water fund:
the water
From
and Washington
aqueduct, designated
as payable
water
the water
from the
payable from
designated as
Washington aqueduct,
and
fund;
namely:
namely:
fund;

nine
iune 29, 1949

3082]
[H. R.
[H.
R. 3082]

Law 146]

[Public Law 145]
[Public

District of ColumAppropriation
bia Appropriation
Act, 1950.
1950.

a.
a.

D. C. Code, Supp.
VII, 47 ch. 19.
19.
D. C. Code, Supp.
VII, 43 ch.
oh. 16.
15.

GENERAL ADMINISTRATION
ADMINISTRATION
GENERAL
For
expenses necessary
for the
the offices
general
named under this general
offices named
necessary for
For expenses
head:
Executive
office, plus
much as
may be
be necessary
necessary to compensate
compensate
as may
so much
plus so
Executive office,
i
professional 42 Stat. 1488.
8 of the professional
the
Engineer Commissioner
n grade 8
at such rate in
Commissioner at
the Engineer
service
Classification Act
of 1923,
as amended,
as may be deter- 55 U.
amended, as
C. S§§ 661-674;
661-674;
U. S.
S. C.
1923, as
Act of
the Classification
of the
service of
Ii.§ 662 et
seq.
d seq.
II,
mined
the Board
of Commissioners
the District
District of
of Columbia, Supp.
of the
Commissioners of
Board of
by the
mined by
Post, p. 972.
Post,
hereafter in
in this
this Act
to as
Commissioners; six
members of National
six members
the Commissioners;
as the
referred to
Act referred
hereafter
National ConferConferthe Apprenticeship
Apprenticeship Council
$120 per
$250 to
to aid
aid in
in ence ofof Commissioners
Commissioners
each; $250
annum each;
per annum
at $120
Council at
the
on Uniform
Uniform State
support of
of Commissioners
Uniform Laws.
Commissioners on Uniform
Conference of
National Conference
the National
of the
support
Laws.
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60 Stat.
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State Laws; general
general advertising in
newspapers and
and legal
legal periodicals
periodicals
in newspapers
in the District of Columbia
Columbia but not elsewhere,
elsewhere, unless
the need
for
unless the
need for
advertising outside the District of Columbia shall
have been
been specifishall have
specifically approved by the Commissioners,
including notices
notices of
of public
public
Commissioners, including
hearings, publication
publication of orders and regulations,
regulations, tax
notices,
tax and
and school
school notices,
and notices of changes in regulations;
regulations; services as
authorized by
as authorized
by section
section
15 of the Act of August
August 2, 1946 (5
(5 U. S. C.
and $10,000
$10,000 for
C. 55a)
55a);;and
for
emergency, such as riot,
expenses in case of emergency,
insaniriot, pestilence,
pestilence, public
public insanitary conditions,
conditions, flood, fire, or storm, and for expenses of investigainvestigations; $222,400: Provided,
Provided, That the certificate
certificate of the Commissioners
Commissioners
shall be sufficient voucher for the expenditure
expenditure of $1,500
$1,500 of
of this
approthis appropriation for such purposes as they
necessary.
they may
may deem necessary.
Office of the corporation
corporation counsel, including extra
extra compensation
compensation for
for
the corporation
corporation counsel as general counsel
of the
Public Utilities
counsel of
the Public
Utilities ComCommission; $6,000 for the settlement
settlement of claims not in excess of
each,
of $250
$250 each,
approved
approved by the Commissioners
Commissioners in accordance
accordance with the
Act approved
approved
the Act
February
(45 Stat.
Stat. 1160),
1160), as amended by the Act approved
February 11, 1929 (45
approved
June 5, 1930 (46
500);;and judicial expenses,
(46 Stat. 500)
expenses, including
including witness
witness
fees and expert services, in District of Columbia cases
cases before
courts
before the courts
of the United States and of the District of Columbia;
Columbia; $260,000.
$260,000.
Board of Tax Appeals, $19,500.
FISCAL
FISCAL SERVICE
SERVICE

D. C.
5-430.
C. code
Code §
§ 5-430.

For expenses necessary for the offices named
under this
general
named under
this general
head:
head:
Assessor's office, including advertising
advertising notice
in arrears
arrears
notice of
of taxes
taxes in
1 of the current
July 1
current fiscal year, for which the general
general fund
shall
fund shall
be reimbursed
a charge of 75 cents for each lot
reimbursed by a
lot or piece of
of property
property
advertised, $767,000:
Provided, That this appropriation
advertised,
$767,000: Provided,
appropriation shall
not be
shall not
be
available for the payment of advertising the delinquent tax
tax list
list for
for
more than once aa week for two weeks in the regular
of one
one
regular issue
issue of
newspaper
newspaper published
published in the District
Columbia.
District of Columbia.
Collector's
Collector's office, including
including refunding, wholly or in
erroneous
in part,
part, erroneous
payments
payments of taxes, special
special assessments, school
payment
school tuition
tuition charges,
charges, payment
for lost library
library books, rents, fines, fees, or collections
collections of any
any character,
character,
which
which have been erroneously
erroneously covered
Treasury to
the credit
credit
covered into
into the
the Treasury
to the
of the general fund, including
including the refunding
building
refunding of
of fees
fees paid
paid for
for building
permits
permits authorized by the District
District of Columbia
Appropriation Act
Columlbia Appropriation
Act
approved
approved March 2, 1911 (36
(36 Stat. 967),
That this
this
967), $351,300
$35 1,3()0::Provided,
Pro-vided, That
appropriation
appropriation shall be available
available for such refunds of payments
payments made
within the past
past three years.
$428,000.
Auditor's office,
office, $428,000.
Purchasing Division, $94,849.
$94,849.
COMPENSATION AND RETIREMENT
COMPENSATION
RETIREMENT FUND EXPENSES
EXPENSES

41 Stat.
Stat. 104.
D.
D. C.
1-311.
C. Code §
§ 1-311.

Retirement Act,
Act,
contribution.

compensation and retirement
For compensation
retirement fund expenses,
expenses, as follows:
follows:
employees' compensation:
District government
government employees'
compensation: For carrying
carrying out
out
the provisions
provisions of section
the
section 11 of the District of Columbia Appropriation
Appropriation
Act approved July 11, 1919. authorizing
authorizing compensation
compensation for employees
employees
of the government
government of the District of
Columbia suffering
suffering injuries
injuries while
while
of Columbia
in the performance
performance of their duties. $110.000.
$110.000.
Workmen's
administrative expenses:
Workmen's compensation,
compensation, administrative
expenses: For
For transfer
to
transfer to
the Bureau of Employees'
Employees' Compensation
Compensation for administration
of the
the
administration of
law providing
law
providing compensation
compensation for disability or death resulting from
from
injury to employees
employees in certain employments
employments in the District of
Columbia, $128,200.
District government employees'
employees' retirement:
retirement: For financing
financing of
of the
the
liability of the government of the District of Columbia, created
created by
by
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707a),
(5 U. S. C. 707a),
the Act approved
approved May 22, 1920, as amended
amended (5
"Civil
$1, 9,000, which amount shall be placed to the credit
$1,779,000,
credit of the "Civil
service
retirement and
disability fund".
and disability
fund".
service retirement

41 Stat. 614.

REGULATORY AGENCIES
REGULATORY
AGENCIES
For expenses
expenses necessary
agencies named
this general
general head:
head:
under this
named under
necessary for
for agencies
For
Alcoholic
including $500 for the purchase
Board, including
Beverage Control Board,
Alcoholic Beverage
of
$91,200.
of samples,
samples, $91,200.
Post,
p. 872.
Board of
of Parole,
Parole, $60,320.
Post, p.
872.
$60,320.
Board
Coroner's
office, including juror fees, and repairs to the morgue,
Coroner's office,
$48,100.
$48,100.
Department of
Insurance, $76,700.
$76,700.
Department
of Insurance,
Post, p.
872.
Post,
p. 872.
Department
Measures, and Markets, including mainWeights, Measures,
of Weights,
Department of
tenance
and
repairs
to
markets,
$2,500
for
purchase
commodities
of
commodities
for
purchase
$2,500
tenance and repairs to markets,
in connection
and
for personal
services in
connection with investigation
investigation and detecpersonal services
and for
Advances.
tion of
of sales
sales of
of short
short weight
weight and
and measure,
measure, $137,334:
Provided, That theAdvances.
$137,334: Provided,
tion
authorized to advance
Columbia is authorized
Disbursing Officer
District of Columbia
of the District
Officer of
Disbursing
Measures, and Markets,
to the
the Director
Director of
the Department
Department of Weights,
Markets,
Weights, Measures,
of the
to
District
upon requisition
approved by the Auditor of the District
requisition previously approved
upon
of Columbia,
Columbia, sums
sums of
money, not
$200 at
any one time,
at any
exceeding $200
not exceeding
of money,
of
to be
detection
investigations and detection
with investigations
connection with
in connection
exclusively in
be used
used exclusively
to
of short
short weights
and measures.
measures.
weights and
of
Post, p. 872.
License
Post, P.
$46,100. 872.
bureau, $46,100.
License bureau,
Minimum
Industrial Safety
Safety Board, $63,000.
and Industrial
Wage and
Minimum Wage
Office of
of Rent
$125,000.
Control, $125,000.
Rent Control,
of Administrator
Administrator of
Office
Office
Recorder of Deeds, $201,338.
$201,338.
Office of Recorder
Poundmaster's office,
office, including uniforms
uniforms for dog catchers,
catchers, $35,000.
$35,000.
Poundmaster's
Meters
taxicabs.
Meters in taxicabs.
Public Utilities Commission,
Commission, $130,300:
$130,300: Provided,
Provided, That no approPublic
priation
in this
Act shall
shall be
connection with the prepin connection
for or
or in
used for
be used
this Act
priation in
regulation or
aration, issuance,
or enforcement
enforcement of any regulation
publication, or
issuance, publication,
aration,
requiring the installation
order
the Public
Utilities Commission
Commission requiring
installation of
Public Utilities
of the
order of
meters
in taxicabs,
for or
or in
in connection
any
connection with the licensing of any
or for
taxicabs, or
meters in
accordance
vehicle
taxicab except
except for
operation in accordance
for operation
as a
a taxicab
operated as
be operated
to be
vehicle to
with such
of uniform
zones and
and regulations
regulations applicable
applicable
rates and
and rates
uniform zones
system of
such system
with
Public Utilities Commisthereto as
shall have
been prescribed
prescribed by the
the Public
have been
as shall
thereto
sion: Provided
Provided further,
further, That
foregoing provision
provision shall
not be
shall not
the foregoing
That the
sion:
construed to
prevent the
the Public
Public Utilities
Utilities Commission
Commission from holding aa
to prevent
construed
hearing upon
upon any
application that
that may
may be
be made
made for the installation
any application
hearing
of meters
in taxicabs.
taxicabs.
of
meters in
Zoning
Commission, $30,960.
$30,960.
Zoning Commission,
PUBLIC SCHOOLS
SCHOOLS
PUBLIC
OPERATING EXPENSES
OPERATING

General administration:
administration: For
For expenses
expenses necessary
necessary for
for the
the general
general
General
administration of
of the
public-school system
of the
the District
District of
Columbia,
of Columbia,
system of
the public-school
administration
$592,000.
$592,000.
General supervision
supervision and
For expenses
expenses necessary
necessary for
for
instruction: For
and instruction:
General
supervision, instruction,
education in
teachers colleges
and
colleges and
the teachers
in the
and education
instruction, and
supervision,
in
the day,
day, evening,
evening, and
summer public
public schools
schools of
of the
the District
District of
of
and summer
in the
Columbia, and
the education
foreigners of
ages in
Americanin the
the Americanof all
all ages
of foreigners
education of
and the
Columbia,
ization schools;
schools; including
and subsistence
supplies for
subsistence supplies
textbooks; and
including textbooks;
ization
pupils attending
attending the
the schools
schools for
crippled children;
including
and including
children; and
for crippled
pupils
by
$10,000
for the
consultants as
authorized by
as authorized
and consultants
experts and
of experts
services of
the services
$10,000 for
section 15
of the
the Act
August 2,
1946 (5
but at
at rates
rates
55a),,but
C. 55a)
S. C.
(5 U.
U. S.
2, 1946
of August
Act of
15 of
section
not exceeding
diem plus
plus travel
travel expenses
expenses for
for such
individuals;
such individuals;
per diem
$50 per
exceeding $50
not
$14,150,000, of
which $200,000
$200,000 shall
shall be
be immediately
available.
immediately available.
of which
$14,150,000,
Vocational education,
George-Barden program:
expenses
For expenses
program: For
education, George-Barden
Vocational
necessary
for
the
development
of
vocational
education
in
the
District
District
in
the
education
of
vocational
development
the
necessary for
81939-5O--PT1 Ii-20
20
81939°-50-PTI

60 Stat.
Stat. 810.

306
306

CH.279-JUNE
279—JUNE 29,
1949
PUBLIC LAWS—
LAWS-CH.
29,1949

49 Stat. MSS.
1488.
29
C. §§
20 U. S. C.
§§ 151i15h15q.
15q.

Repairs
Repairs to other
municipal buildings.
municipal

Report to Congress.
Deaf
and dumb, and
Deafand
persons.
blind persons.

31D. C. Code §§
io 31Supp.
701 to 31-720; SUPP.
VII,
31-721 to
to 31VII, §§
II 31-721
31739.
739.
Estimates; actuarial
valuations.
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of Columbia
in accordance
1936, as
amended,
of
Columbia in
accordance with
with the
the Act
Act of
of June
June 8,
8, 1936,
as amended,
$207,600.
$207,600.
Operation
Operation of buildings
grounds and
of yquipment:
buildings and
and grounds
and maintenance
maintenance of
equipment:
for the
operation of
of school
and
For expenses
expenses necessary for
the operation
school buildings
buildings and
grounds;
and repair
repair of
of equipment;
and operation,
operation, maingrounds; the purchase
purchase and
equipment; and
maininsurance of
of passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying motor
vehicles, including
tenance, and
and insurance
motor vehicles,
including
District-owned or borrowed
District-owned
vehicles; $2,868,000.
$2,868,000.
borrowed passenger
passenger motor
motor vehicles;
Repairs and maintenance
maintenance of
of buildings
buildings and
grounds: For
expenses
and grounds:
For expenses
necessary for the repair, maintenance, and improvement
of school
school
improvement of
buildings, mechanical
and school
grounds, $1,154,260:
mechanical equipment,
equipment, and
school grounds,
$1,154,260:
Provided, That this
this appropriation
be available
for making
making
Provided,
appropriation shall
shall be
available for
repairs to other municipal buildings, subject
to reimbursement
reimbursement from
subject to
from
appropriations for the cost of
other applicable appropriations
of such
such work,
work, and
and aa
report of all such expenditures
to Congress
in the
the
expenditures shall be
be submitted
submitted to
Congress in
annual
Budget.
annual Budget.
Auxiliary
Auxiliary educational
educational services:
services: For the
maintenance and
and instruction
the maintenance
instruction
of deaf and dumb
of Columbia
admitted to
to
dumb persons
persons of the District
District of
Columbia admitted
for the
the Columbia Institution
Institution for
for the
the Deaf,
Deaf, and
and for
the maintenance
maintenance and
and
instruction of colored deaf mutes of
teachable age,
age, and
and blind
of teachable
blind children,
children,
of the District of Columbia, in
in Maryland
Maryland or
or some
some other
other State,
State, by
by
contract entered
entered into by the Commissioners,
the transportation
transportation of
of
Commissioners for
for the
children attending schools or
the Board
of
or classes
classes established
established by
by the
Board of
handicapped children, and for carrying
Education for physically
physically handicapped
out
carrying out
the provisions of the Act of December
December 16,
16, 1944
1944 (58
(58 Stat.
Stat. 811)
811),,$96,600.
$96,600.
Teachers' retirement appropriated
appropriated fund:
Act of
of
fund: To
To carry
carry out
out the
the Act
January 15, 1920 (41 Stat. 387),
387), as amended
amended by the
the Act
Act of
of June
June 11,
11,
1926 (44
(44 Stat. 727),
727), and the Act of August 7, 1946
(60 Stat.
875), as
1946 (60
Stat. 875),
as
amended by the Act of August
(61 Stat.
$1,707,000:
August 4,
4, 1947 (61
Stat. 750),
750), $1,707,000:
Provided,
Provided, That the Treasury
Treasury Department
Department shall
the estimates
estimates
shall prepare
prepare the
of the annual appropriations
appropriations required to
made to
to the
teachers'
to be
be made
the teachers'
retirement fund,
shall make
make actuarial
actuarial valuations
of such
such fund
fund
fund, and shall
valuations of
at intervals
intervals of five years, or
deemed necessary
necessary by
the SecreSecreor oftener if
if deemed
by the
tary of the Treasury,
Treasury, and the Commissioners
are authorized
authorized to
expend
Commissioners are
to expend
from money to the credit
credit of the "Teachers'
Retirement and
and Annuity
Annuity
"Teachers' Retirement
Fund, District of Columbia"
Columbia" not exceeding
exceeding $5,000
$5,000 per
for this
this
per annum for
purpose, including
including personal
personal services,
without regard
regard to
to the
services, without
the civil-service
civil-service
and
classification laws.
and classification
CAPITAL
OUTLAY
CAPITAL OUTLAY

•

Availability of
funds.
of funds.
61 Stat. 429.
428.
Post,
Post, pp.
pp. 308,
308, 872.
872.

Construction
Construction of
of
school buildings.
buildings.

For furnishing;
furnishing and equipping the following
school buildings:
following school
buildings:
Americanization
Armstrong Senior High School, Banneker
Americanization School, Armstrong
Banne er
Junior High School, Bell Elementary
Elementary School, Eastern
Eastern Senior High
School, Garnet-Patterson
Garnet-Patterson Junior
High. School,
Kramer Junior
Junior High
High
Junior High
School, Kramer
School, Macfarland
Macfarland Junior High School,
Junior High
School,
School, Miller
Miller Junior
High School,
Elementary
Elementary School in vicinity of Oxon Run Southeast, Park
Park View
Elementary
Elementary School, Patterson Elementary
Elementary School,
School, Randall
Junior
Randall Junior
High School, Sousa Junior High School, Stanton
School
Stanton Elementary
Elementary School
Replacement, Taft Junior High School,
School, Walker-Jones
Walker-Jones Elementary
Elementary
School, and Wilson Senior High School,
$420,000, to
to remain
School, $420,000,
remain available
available
until
until expended.
Not to exceed
exceed $157,400
$157,400 of the $600,000
$600,000 for furnishing
furnishing and
and equipping
equipping
school buildings contained
contained in the
District of
Columbia Appropriation
Appropriation
the District
of Columbia
Act, 1948, shall cease
cease to be available
available for
and equipping
for furnishing
furnishing and
equipping
Central
Central Senior High School but is hereby made available
for the
available for
the
purchase of vocational high school equipment
purchase
the Bell
Vocational
equipment for
for the
Bell Vocational
High School building, and shall remain available
until expended.
expended.
available until
For
For construction,
construction, as
as follows:
follows:
For completing construction
a new twenty-four-room
twenty-four-room elementaryconstruction of a
school building, including auditorium, lunchroom, physical
education
physical education
and recreation
recreation facilities, and treatment
of grounds,
in the
the vicinity
of
treatment of
grounds, in
vicinity of
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Third and L
L Streets Northwest, to replace the present Walker and
Jones Schools, $159,000;
$159,000;
construction of aa new junior high-school building
completing construction
For completing
(Sousa),
including recreation
recreation facilities and treatment of grounds, to
(Sousa), including
Thirty-fourth Street and Minnesota
Minnesota
be located in the vicinity of Thirty-fourth
Avenue Southeast,
$300,000;
Southeast, $300,000;
Avenue
a twenty-four-room
construction of a
twenty-four-room elementaryFor completing construction
education
building, including auditorium, lunchroom, physical education
school building,
treatment of grounds in the vicinity of
and recreation
of
recreation facilities, and treatment
present
Nichols Avenue and Sumner Road Southeast, to replace the present
$65,000;
Birney
Birney permanent and temporary buildings, $65,000;
elementarya twenty-four-room
twenty-four-room elementaryconstruction of a
For completing construction
education
including auditorium, lunchroom, physical education
school building, including
recreation facilities, and treatment of grounds, in the vicinity
and recreation
replace the present
present
of Good Hope and Naylor Roads Southeast, to replace
$517,440;
Stanton
temporary buildings, $517,440;
permanent and temporary
Stanton permanent
elementarytwenty-four-room elementaryFor completing
completing construction of aa twenty-four-room
education
school
lunchroom, physical education
school building, including auditorium, lunchroom,
recreation facilities, and treatment of grounds, in the vicinity
and recreation
$625,000;
of Oxon Run Southeast, $625,000;
a fifteen-room
For
fifteen-room junior highconstruction of a
completing the construction
For completing
school
on the
Banneker Junior
Junior
and third floors of the Banneker
the second and
addition on
school addition
High
$195,000.
remodeling of the present building, $195,000.
including remodeling
School, including
High School,
construction
For
preparation of plans and specifications
specifications for the construction
the preparation
For the
of an
an addition
to the
the Browne
Junior High School, including ten
ten
Browne Junior
addition to
of
classrooms, a
a gymnasium, remodeling of the present
present building, and
classrooms,
treatment of
$290,000; $8,700,
total cost not to exceed $290,000;
at aa total
grounds, at
of grounds,
treatment
"Office
which
amount
may
be
to
appropriation
account
"Office of
appropriation
the
to
credited
be
may
amount
which
services";
Municipal Architect,
Architect, construction services";
Municipal
completing
For
specifications for completing
plans and specifications
preparation of plans
the preparation
For the
Vocational High
the second
floor of
east wing of the Burdick Vocational
the east
of the
second floor
the
School, including
remodeling of
of the
the present
a total cost
present building, at a
including remodeling
School,
not
to exceed
exceed $25,000;
$25,000; $750,
$750, which amount may be credited
credited to the
not to
appropriation
account "Office
of Municipal
construction
Architect, construction
Municipal Architect,
"Office of
appropriation account
services";
services";
For the
preparation of
plans and
and specifications
specifications for
for the
the construction
of plans
the preparation
For
of
an
eight-room
addition
to
the
Davis
Elementary
including
including
School,
Elementary
Davis
the
to
of an eight-room addition
auditorium,
lunchroom, physical
education and recreation facilities,
physical education
auditorium, lunchroom,
a
remodeling
of the
the present
present building,
building, and
treatment of grounds, at a
and treatment
remodeling of
total
to exceed
$18,900, which
credited
which amount may be credited
$630,000; $18,900,
exceed $630,000;
not to
cost not
total cost
to
the appropriation
appropriation account
Architect, construcconstrucMunicipal Architect,
of Municipal
"Office of
account "Office
to the
tion
services";
tion services";
For the
the preparation
preparation of
of plans
plans and
and specifications
for building
building and
and
specifications for
For
School,
High
ground
improvements
to
be
made
at
Dunbar
Senior
the
ground improvements to be made
including
new gymnasiums,
gymnasiums, remodeling
present building, instalof the present
remodeling of
including new
lation
new heating
plant, improvement
improvement of
of stadium facilities, and
heating plant,
a new
of a
lation of
$23,250,
treatment
a total cost not to exceed $775,000; $23,250,
grounds, at a
of grounds,
treatment of
which
may be
credited to
appropriation account "Office
"Office of
to the appropriation
be credited
amount may
which amount
Municipal
construction services";
services";
Architect, construction
Municipal Architect,
For the
preparation of
plans and
specifications for
construction
the construction
for the
and specifications
of plans
the preparation
For
of
to the
Junior High
a new
High School, including a
Francis Junior
the Francis
addition to
an addition
of an
cafeteria,
new gymnasium,
gymnasium, remodeling
the present
building, and
present building,
of the
remodeling of
cafeteria, new
treatment
at a
atotal
total cost
to exceed
$10,800,
exceed $360,000; $10,800,
not to
cost not
grounds, at
of grounds,
treatment of
which amount
credited to
the appropriation
"Office of
appropriation account "Office
to the
be credited
may be
amount may
which
Municipal
services";
construction services";
Architect, construction
Municipal Architect,
For
the preparation
preparation of
specifications for the construction
construction
and specifications
of plans and
For the
of an
an eight-room
eight-room addition
addition to
to the
Elementary School,
including
School, including
Keene Elementary
the Keene
of
auditorium, lunchroom,
lunchroom, physical
physical education
education and
recreation facilities,
facilities,
and recreation
auditorium,
remodeling of
of the
the present
present building,
and treatment
of grounds,
a
at a
grounds, at
treatment of
building, and
remodeling
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Availability
Availability of funds.
funds.
61 Stat. 430.
430.
Ante,
post, P.
p.
Ante, p. 306; post.
872.
872.

61 Stat. 430.

59 Stat. 276.
276.
Double salaries.

39 Stat. 120.
120.
S. C.
C. §§6 58.
58, 59.
59.
55 U.
U. S.
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total cost not to exceed
exceed $630,000;
$630,000; $18,900,
$18,900, which
which amount
may be
be
amount may
credited to the appropriation
appropriation account "Office
"Office of Municipal
Municipal Architect,
Architect,
construction
services";
construction services";
For the preparation
preparation of plans and specifications
for the
the construction
specifications for
construction
of a
a new junior
junior high-school building, including
including recreation
recreation facilities
facilities
and treatment
treatment of grounds,
grounds, at aatotal cost not
not to
to exceed
exceed $1,960,000,
$1,960,000, on
on
a site in the vicinity of Pomeroy
Pomeroy Road, Douglas
a
Douglas Place,
Place, and
and Stanton
Stanton
Road Southeast, $58,800,
$58,800, which amount may
be credited
the approappromay be
credited to
to the
priation
priation account "Office
"Office of Municipal Architect, construction
services";
construction services";
For the preparation
preparation of plans and
construction
and specifications
specifications for
for the
the construction
of an extensible
elementary-school building, including
of
extensible eight-room elementary-school
including
treatment of grounds, at aatotal cost not to exceed $420,000,
$420,000, on
site
on aasite
in the vicinity of River Terrace
Terrace Northeast, $12,600,
$12,600, which
which amount
amount
may be credited
"Office of
credited to the appropriation
appropriation account "Office
of Municipal
Municipal
Architect, construction
construction services";
services";
For the preparation
preparation of plans and specifications for
the
for completing the
second
Elementary School, including remodeling
second floor of the Slowe Elementary
remodeling
of the present building and treatment
treatment of grounds, at
at a
a total
total cost
cost not
not
to exceed $42.000; $1,260,
$1,260, which amount may
credited to
to the
appromay be
be credited
the appropriation account
account "Office of Municipal
Municipal Architect,
Architect, construction
construction services";
services";
For an additional amount for the preparation
preparation of plans and
specifiand specifications for the construction
a new junior high-school building to
construction of a
to
replace the present Terrell Junior High School Building,
Building, including
including
recreation facilities and treatment of
total cost
not to
to
of grounds, at
at a
a total
cost not
exceed $1,960,000,
exceed
$1,960,000, on aasite in the vicinity of First and Pierce Streets
Northwest,
Northwest, $30,450,
$30,450, which amount may be credited
to the
the appropriaappropriacredited to
tion account
"Office of Municipal Architect, construction
account "Office
construction services";
services";
For an additional amount
For
amount for the preparation
preparation of plans and specifispecifications for the construction
high-school building
construction of aanew junior high-school
building to
to
replace
replace the present
present Hine Junior High School building,
building, including
including
recreation
recreation facilities and treatment
treatment of grounds, at a
a total cost
cost not
not to
to
exceed $1,960,000,
$1,960,000, on aa site in the vicinity of Ninth and
Streets
and C
C Streets
Southeast,
Southeast, $29,400, which amount may be credited
credited to
to the appropriaappropriation account "Office
"Office of Municipal
Municipal Architect, construction services";
services";
The unobligated
unobligated balance
balance of the $60,000 contained in the District
District
of Columbia
Columbia Appropriation
Appropriation Act, 1948, for alterations
alterations and additions
additions
at
at the Central High School shall cease to be available
available for this purpose but is hereby made
available for alterations
alterations at
made available
Vocaat the
the Bell
Bell Vocational High
High School Building,
shall remain available
available until
tional
Building, and shall
until
expended: Provided,
not to exceed $2,000 of the balance
expended:
Provided, That
That not
balance may
may be
transferred
credit of the
transferred to the credit
the approliriation
appropriation account
account "Office
"Office of MunicMunicipal Architect,
Architect, construction
construction services",
services", and be a
vail abl e for
f
or the
th
e
available
preparation of plans and specifications
specifications for
for said alterations;
alterations;
The contract authorization
authorization for the Spingarn
Spingarn Senior High
School
High School
specified in the District
District of Columbia Appropriation
Appropriation Act, 1948, is hereby
hereby
increased
$3.600,000;
increased to $3,600,000;
In all,
construction, including preparation
preparation of plans and speciIn
all, for
for construction,
fications, $2,075,250, to be immediately
fications,
immediately available
available as one fund and
and to
to
remain
expended, to be disbursed
remain available
available until expended,
disbursed and accounted
accounted for as
as
construction, public schools.
"Capital outlay, construction,
schools, District of Columbia",
Columbia"
and transfers
between projects
and
transfers may be made within the said
said fund between
without regard to fiscal years and without reference
reference to the established
without
established
limitations of
of cost,
limitations
cost, or limitations on appropriations
appropriations for public school
construction specified in the District of Columbia Appropriation
Appropriation Act,
Act,
1946, except
that the
the cost limitation
thereby
1946,
except that
limitation for no one project may thereby
be increased
increased by more than 10
10 per centum.
centum.
Section
6 of
Legislative, Executive,
Section 6
of the Legislative,
Executive, and Judicial
Judicial Appropriation
Appropriation
Act, approved
approved May
amended, shall not apply from July 1
Act,
May 10, 1916, as amended,
1
to
September 3,
3, 1949,
1949, to
teachers of the public schools of the District
District
to September
to teachers
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of Columbia
Columbia when
of
by any
any of
of the
the executive
when employed
employed by
executive departments
departments or
or
independent
independent establishments
establishments of
of the
the United
States Government.
Government.
United States
Hereafter, no part
of the
Hereafter,
part of
the appropriations
for the
public schools
schools
appropriations made
made for
the public
used for the
the free
free instruction
of the District of Columbia
Columbia shall be used
instruction of
of
pupils
outside the
pupils who
who dwell
dwell outside
the District
District of
of Columbia.
Columbia.

309
309

Free instruction
instruction of
Free
pupils outside
C.
pupils
outside D.
D. C.

PUBLIC LIBRARY
LIBRARY
PUBLIC
For
necessary for
for the
the operation
of the
the Public
Public Library,
For ,expenses
expenses necessary
operation of
Library,
including
services on
and holidays;
holidays; newspapers,
including extra
extra services
on Sundays
Sundays and
newspapers, books,
books,
periodicals, and
and other printed
printed material,
material, including
periodicals,
including payment
advance
payment in
in advance
for subscription
subscription thereto;
records, sound
and educafor
thereto; music
music records,
sound recordings,
recordings, and
educational
alterations, repairs;
buildings; care
care of
grounds;
tional films;
films; alterations,
repairs; fitting
fitting up
up buildings;
of grounds;
and rent of
and
of suitable
suitable quarters
in Anacostia
and
quarters for
for branch
branch libraries
libraries in
Anacostia and
Woodridge without
of the
the District
District of
Columbia
Woodridge
without reference
reference to
to section
section 6
6 of
of Columbia
Appropriation Act,
Act, 1945;
Provided, That
That the
disbursing
Appropriation
1945; $1,212,000:
$1,212,000: Provided,
the disbursing
officer of
officer
of the
the District
District of
of Columbia
to advance
to the
the
Columbia is
is authorized
authorized to
advance to
librarian of
of the
the Public
Public Library,
Library, upon
upon requisition
requisition previously
librarian
previously approved
approved
by the
the Auditor
of the
the District
District of
Columbia, not
not exceeding
at the
the
by
Auditor of
of -Columbia,
exceeding $50
$50 at
first of
of each
month, for
of certain
certain books,
books, pamphlets,
pamphlets,
first
each month,
for the
the purchase
purchase of
periodicals, or
newspapers, or
material.
periodicals,
or newspapers,
or other
other printed
printed material.
The
balances of
amounts made
available by
by the
The unexpended
unexpended balances
of the
the amounts
made available
the
District
of Columbia
Appropriation Act,
Act, 1940,
1940, for
for the
the preparation
preparation
District of
Columbia Appropriation
of plans
specifications for
for the
the new
building of
of the
Public
of
plans and
and specifications
new central
central building
the Public
Library
Library of
of the
District of
available for
the District
of Columbia
Columbia shall
shall remain
remain available
for the
the
same purposes
purposes and
and under
conditions and
until
same
under the
the same
same conditions
and limitations
limitations until
June
30, 1950.
June 30,
1950.

532.
58 Stat.
Stat. 632.

53 Stat. 1011.
1011.

RECREATION DEPARTMENT
RECREATION
DEPARTMENT
Operating
expenses: For
For expenses
expenses necessary
necessary for
for operation
operation and
Operating expenses:
and mainmaintenance of
of recreation
recreation facilities
in and
for the
the District
District of
tenance
facilities in
and for
of Columbia,
Columbia,
$1,189,000.
$1,189,000.
Capital
For improvement
of various
Capital outlay:
outlay: For
improvement of
various recreation
recreation units,
units,
including erection
of recreation
of architecincluding
erection of
recreation structures,
structures, preparation
preparation of
architectural
tural and
and landscape
landscape architectural
architectural plans,
to the
plans, and
and reimbursement
reimbursement to
the
United
States of
funds advanced
compliance with
with section
501 of
United States
of funds
advanced in
in compliance
section 501
of
the Act
(58 Stat.
Stat. 791),
$180,000.
of October
October 3,
3, 1944
1944 (58
791), $180,000.
the
Act of
The
of the
District of
of Columbia
is authorized
to
The disbursing
disbursing officer
officer of
the District
(olullbia is
authorized to
advance
to the
upon requisitions
previof recreation,
recreation, upon
requisitions previadvance to
the superintendent
superintendent of
ously
by the
the auditor
of the
the District
Columbia and
and upon
ously approved
approved by
auditor of
District of
of Columbia
upon
such
security as
may require
require of
said superintendent,
superintendent,
Commissioners may
of said
such security
as the
the Commissioners
sums
money to
to be
be used
expense of
of conducting
conducting activities
used for
for the
the expense
activities of
of
sums of
of money
the
Board under
trust fund
fund created
by the
Act of
April
of April
the Recreation
Recreation Board
under the
the trust
created by
the Act
29, 1942,
1942, the
advancements not
not to
to exceed
exceed $2,000
$2,000 at
at any
any one
one
29,
the total
total of
of such
such advancements
time.
time.

50 U.
U. S.
S. C.,
C., app.
50
app.
§1(171.
1§ 71.
Advances.

56 Stat. 261.
261.
D. C.
C. Code,
Code, Supp.
Supp.
VII, §§ 8-201 to 8-219.

METROPOLITAN
POLICE
METROPOLITAN POLICE

For expenses
expenses necessary
necessary for
Metropolitan Police,
Police, including
pay
For
for the
the Metropolitan
including pay
and
inspector who
who shall
shall be
be property
the present
present
clerk; the
property clerk;
one inspector
and allowances;
allowances; one
acting
charge of
of police
police automobiles
automobiles with
with the
rank and
and
the rank
acting sergeant
sergeant in
in charge
pay
sergeant; the
present sergeant
sergeant in
the police
police radio
radio
in charge
charge of
of the
the present
of sergeant;
pay of
station
with the
the rank
pay of
in
sergeant in
of lieutenant;
lieutenant; the
the present
present sergeant
rank and
and pay
station with
charge
of purchasing
and accounts
the rank
and pay
pay of
of lieulieuwith the
rank and
purchasing and
accounts with
charge of
tenant; the
lieutenant assigned
assigned as
harbor master
and
with the
the rank
rank and
as harbor
master with
tenant;
the lieutenant
pay
captain; corporals
$3,669 per
per annum
each; technicians
with
annum each;
technicians with
pay of
of captain;
corporals at
at $3,669
basic
per annum
not to
to exceed
exceed four
four
each; not
annum each;
of $325
$325 per
increase of
salary increase
basic salary
detectives
the salary
grade of
captain; probational
detectives with
with
of captain;
probational detectives
in the
salary grade
detectives in
basic
increase of
per annum
each; compensation
compensation of
of civilian
civilian
annum each;
salary increase
of $163
$163 per
basic salary

Technician&
Technicians.

310
310
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trial board members at rates
rates to
Commissioners; allowto be fixed
fixed by the
the Commissioners;
allowances for privately owned
owned automobiles
automobiles used
by inspectors
inspectors in
in the
the perused by
performance of official duties at $480 per annum
automobile;
annum for
for each
each automobile;
meals for prisoners; rewards
fugitives; medals
medals of
photorewards for
for fugitives;
of award;
award; photographs; rental and maintenance
maintenance of
system; travel
of teletype system;
travel expenses
expenses
incurred in prevention
prevention and detection
detection of crime;
crime:expenses
expenses of attendance,
attendance,
without loss of pay or time, at specialized
specialized police training
training classes
classes and
and
pistol matches, including tuition and entrance
entrance fees;
fees; expenses
the
expenses of
of the
police training
training school,
school, including travel expenses
visiting lecturers
lecturers
expenses of visiting
or experts
experts in criminology; police equipment
equipment and
to same;
and repairs
repairs to
same;
insignia of office, uniforms, and other official
official equipment, including
including
cleaning, alteration, and repair of articles
one indiarticles transferred
transferred from
from one
individual to another, or damaged in the performance
performance of
purchase
of duty;
duty; purchase
passenger motor vehicles;
of passenger
vehicles; expenses
and the
the mainmainexpenses of
of harbor
harbor patrol;
patrol; and
tenance
a suitable place for the reception and detention of
tenance of a
of girls
girls and
and
women over seventeen years of age, arrested
arrested by the
the police
of
police on
on charge
charge of
offense against any laws in force in the District of Columbia, or
or held
held
as witnesses
witnesses or held pending final
investigation or
or
final investigation
or examination,
examination, or
otherwise;
otherwise; $6,443,989,
$6,443,989, of which
winch amount $16,000
shall be
be exclusively
exclusively
$16,000 shall
available for expenditure
expenditure by the Superintendent
of Police
Police for
prevenSuperintendent of
for prevention and detection of crime, under his
certificate, approved
his certificate,
approved by
by the
the
Commissioners, and every such certificate
certificate shall be
sufficient
be deemed
deemed aasufficient
voucher
voucher for the sum therein expressed to
to have
have been
been expended.
expended.
expenses necessary to enable the
For expenses
Commissioners of
the District
District
the Commissioners
of the
of Columbia
Columbia to carry
carry out
the provisions
of the
the Act
Act of
11, 1947
out the
provisions of
of July
July 11,
1947
(61 Stat. 314), for
ceremonies in
in the
the District
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, $10,000.
for ceremonies
$10,000.
The disbursing
disbursing officer
officer of
District of
of Columbia
authorized to
to
of the
the District
Columbia is
is authorized
Superintendent of
advance to the Superintendent
the approval
of the
of Police
Police upon
upon the
approval of
the
Commissioners,
Commissioners, sums of money to be
and
be used
used in
in the
the prevention
prevention and
detection
detection of crime, the total of such advancements
advancements not
not to
exceed $5,000
to exceed
$5,000
at any
any one
one time.
time.
FIRE DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT
For expenses
necessary for the Fire Department, including
expenses necessary
including pay
pay and
and
allowances,
allowances, including $300 for compensation
compensation of
civilian trial
trial board
of civilian
board
members
members at rates to be fixed by the Commissioners;
Commissioners; uniforms
uniforms and
and
other official equipment, including
cleaning, alteration,
alteration, and
of
including cleaning,
and repair
repair of
transferred from one individual
articles transferred
individual to another,
or damaged
another, or
damaged in
in the
the
performance
purc(hase of passenger
performance of duty; purchase
motor vehicles;
repairs
passenger motor
vehicles; repairs
and improvements
improvements to buildings and
grounds; $3,751,242:
and grounds;
$3,751,242: Provided,
Provided,
That the Commissioners,
Commissioners, in their discretion, may
may authorize
authorize the
conthe construction,
struction, in whole or in part, of fire-fighting apparatus in the
Fire
the Fire
Department repair shop.
slop.
POLICEMEN'S
POLICEMEN'S AND FIREMEN'S
RELIEF
FIREMEN'S RELIEF
policemen's and firemen's
For policemen's
firemen's relief and
and other
as
other allowances
allowances as
authorized
authorized by law, $2,900,000.
$2,900,000.
VETERANS'
VETERANS' SERVICES
SERVICES
For expenses
expenses necessary to provide
provide services
services to
to veterans
veterans and
and war
war
workers, including
including personal services without regard
to classification
regard to
classification
or civil-service
civil-service laws,
laws, $117,700.
$117,700.

COURTS
COURTS
District of Columbia courts: For expenses
expenses of
District
of the
the following
following District
of Columbia courts, including witness
witness fees and compensation
compensation of
of jurors;
jurors;
lodging and meals for jurors, bailiffs,
bailiffs, and
and deputy
United States
States
deputy United
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marshals while in attendance
marshals
attendance upon jurors,
jurors, when ordered by the courts;
courts;
and
and meals
meals for
for prisoners:
prisoners:
Juvenile court,
Juvenile
court, $264,248,
$264,248, of which
shall be
be available
available for
for
which $16,400
$16,400 shall
payment to the United States Public Health Service
payment
Service for furnishing
furnishing
psychiatric service,
including the
the detail
psychiatric
service, including
detail of necessary
necessary medical
medical and
and
Return of abscondother
Provided,That the
other personnel:
personnel: Provided,
disbursing officer
the disbursing
officer of the
the District
District ing
probationers.
ing probationers.
of Columbia is authorized
authorized to advance
advance to the chief probation
probation officer
officer of
of
the
by the
the judge
the juvenile court
court upon requisition
requisition previously
previously approved
approved by
judge
of the juvenile court and the
the auditor
auditor of the District
Columbia,
District of Columbia,
not to exceed
exceed $50 at any one time,
time, to be expended
expended for
for travel expenses
to secure
the return
of absconding
probationers.
to
secure the
return of
absconding probationers.
Deposits for
for jury
jury
Municipal court,
pay of
judges, $504,759:
$504,759 :
Provided,
Municipal
court, including
including pay
of retired
retired judges,
Provided, trials.
trials.
That
for jury
jury trials
That deposits
deposits made on
on demands
demands for
trials in
in accordance
accordance with
with rules
rules
prescribed
under authority
granted in
in section
of the
the
prescribed by the court
court under
authority granted
section 11
11 of
D. C.
C. Code §11-722.
§11 -722.
D.
Act
be earned
earned unless,
unless,
Act approved
approved March
March 3,
3, 1921
1921 (41
(41 Stat.
Stat. 1312),
1312), shall
shall be
prior to
time set
for
such
trials,
including
Sunprior
to three
three days before
before the time
set for such trials, including Sundays
holidays, a
be set
the court,
court, cases
cases
days and legal
legal holidays,
a new
new date
date for
for trial
trial be
set by
by the
settled, or
trials be
be discontinued
discontinued or
or settled,
or demands
demands for
for jury
jury trials
be waived.
waived.
Municipal
court of
of appeals,
$76,000.
Municipal court
appeals, $76,000.
Reimbursements.
Reimbursements.
United
For reimbursement
reimbursement to
to the
the United
States for
United States
States courts:
courts: For
United States
for
services rendered
services
rendered to
to the District
District of
of Columbia
Columbia by
by the Judiciary
Judiciary and the
Department of
under the
"United States
Department
of Justice
Justice as specified
specified under
the head "United
courts for
for the
the District
of Columbia"
Columbia" in
Appropriation
courts
District of
in the
the Judiciary
Judiciary Appropriation
Act for the current fiscal
fiscal year, and
and in the Department
Department of Justice
Post, pp. 473,
473, 462.
462.
$1,018,000.
Appropriation Act
for the
the current
current fiscal
fiscal year, $1,018,000.
Act for
Appropriation
Probation
necessary for the probation
probation system,
Probation system:
system: For
For expenses
expenses necessary
$61,700.
$61,700.
Office of
Register of
For expenses
necessary for
for the
Office of
of
the Office
expenses necessary
Wills: For
of Wills:
Office
of Register
Register
Wills, including
including contract
statistical services,
services, $161,300.
$161,300.
contract statistical
of Wills,
Register of
Commission
on Mental
Health: For
necessary for
for the
For expenses
expenses necessary
Mental Health:
Commission on
Commission
on Mental
Mental Health,
Health, including
including physician-members
physician-members at
$5,200
at $5,200
Commission on
per annum,
shall be
available for
the payment
for the
payment
be available
which $1,000
$1,000 shall
$43,100, of
of which
annum, $43,100,
per
of fees
fees to
to attorneys
appointed in
accordance with the
the Act of June
June
in accordance
attorneys appointed
of
D. O.
C. Code §21-308.
§21-308.
D.
8, 1938
1938 (52
not exceeding
case.
$25 in
in any one case.
exceeding $25
625), not
(52 Stat.
Stat. 625),
8,
HEALTH
HEALTH DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT
Operating
expenses, Health
Health Department
Department (excluding
hospitals) :For
For
(excluding hospitals):
Operating expenses,
expenses necessary
necessary for
for the
general administration,
administration, medical
medical services,
services,
the general
expenses
laboratories, and
inspection services
of the
Department, includthe Health
Health Department,
services of
and inspection
laboratories,
ing the
Acts relating
to the
the prevention
prevention of
the
of the
relating to
of the
the Acts
the enforcement
enforcement of
ing
spread of
of contagious
contagious and infectious
diseases in the District of Columinfectious diseases
spread
bia; the
maintenance of
of tuberculosis
tuberculosis and
venereal-disease clinics
clinics and
and
and venereal-disease
the maintenance
bia;
dispensaries;
the conduct
hygiene and
and sanitation
sanitation work
work in
in schools;
schools;
of hygiene
conduct of
dispensaries; the
maintenance of aa
dental-health service;
maintenance of a
a dental-health
service; the maintenance
the maintenance
maternal and
child-health service;
housekeeping assistance
assistance in cases
cases
service; housekeeping
and child-health
maternal
of
indigent sick
sick at
at salary
rates to
to be
be fixed
by the Commisfixed by
salary rates
authentic indigent
of authentic
care of handicapped
sioners; the
the maintenance
maintenance of
of a
the care
handicapped
a service
service for the
sioners;
and crippled
crippled children;
of a
cancer-control project;
project;
a cancer-control
the maintenance
maintenance of
children; the
and
the
maintenance of
of a
a public
health engineering
engineering service;
service; the
the mainmainpublic health
the maintenance
tenance of
of a
anursing
the maintenance
maintenance of
of a
apsychiatric
psychiatric service;
service;
service; the
nursing service;
tenance
operation
the
maintenance of
an emergency
emergency ambulance
ambulance service;
service; the operation
of an
the maintenance
and maintenance
maintenance of
out-patient relief
relief of the
the poor, includof laboratories;
laboratories; out-patient
and
ing
and surgical
supplies, artificial
artificial limbs,
physiand pay
pay of physilimbs, and
surgical supplies,
ing medical
medical and
enforcement
Commissioners; and
the Commissioners;
cians
rates to
fixed by the
and the enforcement
be fixed
to be
at rates
cians at
of the
the Acts
to the
the drainage
of lots
lots and
and abatement
nuisances
abatement of nuisances
drainage of
Acts relating
relating to
of
in the
the District
District of
Columbia, the
the Act
relating to
to the
adulteration of
of
the adulteration
Act relating
of Columbia,
in
foods, drugs,
drugs, and
candy, the
the Act
Act relating
to the
the manufacture
sale
and sale
manufacture and
relating to
and candy,
foods,
of mattresses,
Act relating
manufacture, sale,
sale, and transto the
the manufacture,
relating to
the Act
of
mattresses, the
portation of
of adulterated
or misbranded
or deleterious
deleterious
or poisonous
poisonous or
misbranded or
adulterated or
portation

312
312
52
52 Stat.
Stat. 785.
785.
D.
C. Code
Code §§33-401
D. C.
§33-4013
to 33-25.
33-425.

to

60 Stat. 810.
60Stat.810.
Automobile
Automobile allowallowances.

Volunteer services.

Volunteerservices.

Special services.
Specialservices.
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foods, drugs,
drugs, medicines,
liquors, the
the Act
Act relating
relating to
to the
the licensing
licensing
foods,
medicines, and
and liquors,
off undertakers, the
the Uniform
Uniform Narcotic
Narcotic Drug
Drug Act,
the Act
relating
o
Act, and
and the
Act relating
to the
the sale
milk, cream,
and ice
ice cream;
cream; such
expenses to
to
sale of
of milk,
cream, and
such expenses
to include
include one
one
physician at
appointed without
without regard
regard to
physician
at $6,145
$6,145 per annum
annum to
to be
be appointed
to
civil-service laws;
contract investigational
service; services
services as
civil-service
laws; contract
investigational service;
as authorauthor-

ized by section
section 15 of the Act
Act of
2, 1946
1946 (5
(5 U.
U. S.
of August
August 2,
S. C.
C. 55a)
55a); ;

uniforms; rent; purchase
passenger motor
manufacture
uniforms;
purchase of
of passenger
motor vehicles;
vehicles; manufacture
of serum in
in indigent cases; and allowances
allowances for
privately owned
owned autoautofor privately
performance of
mobiles used
used for the
the performance
of official duties
duties (not to exceed
exceed $264
$264
per annum
for each
automobile for
for employees
employees other
other than
dairy-farm
per
annum for
each automobile
than dairy-farm
inspectors and 7
more than
than $840
per annum
inspectors
7 cents
cents per
per mile
mile but
but not
not more
$840 per
annum

for each automobile
Provided,
automobile for dairy-farm inspectors);
inspectors) ;$2,100,593:
$2,100,593: Provided,

any obligation
That the
the Commissioners may,
may, without
without creating
creating any
obligation for
for .the
the
payment of money on account
account thereof, accept
such volunteer
services
payment
accept such
volunteer services
as they may deem expedient in connection with the establishment
establishment and
and
maintenance of the medical services herein provided for: Provided
maintenance
Provided
further,
$400 may
be expended
expended for
special services
services
further, That not
not to exceed
exceed $400
may be
for special
detecting adulteration
adulteration of
including candy
and milk
in detecting
of drugs and
and foods, including
candy and
milk
and other products and services subject
Health
subject to
to inspection
inspection by
by the
the Health
Department.
Department.
Operating expenses,
expenses, Glenn Dale Tuberculosis
Sanatorium: For
For
Tuberculosis Sanatorium:
expenses necessary for the Tuberculosis
Tuberculosis Sanatorium
Sanatorium at
at Glenn
Glenn Dale,
Maryland, including
compensation of
consulting physicians
including compensation
of consulting
physicians and
and
supplies;
dentists at rates to be fixed
fixed by
by the Commissioners;
Commissioners; classroom
classroom supplies;
and repairs and improvements
improvements to buildings
buildings and grounds;
grounds; $1,859,884,
$1,859,884,
exceed $5,000
$5,000 shall
compensation of
of which not to exceed
shall be
be for the
the compensation
of conconvalescent
valescent patients
patients to be employed in essential
essential work of
of the
the sanatorium
sanatorium
and as an aid to their rehabilitation
rehabilitation at rates and
and under
under conditions
conditions
to be determined
determined by the Commissioners;
Commissioners; but
nothing in
but nothing
in this
this paragraph
paragraph
shall be construed
construed as conferring
patients whose
conferring employee status on
on patients
whose
services are so utilized.
Capital outlay,
outlay, Glenn Dale Tuberculosis
Tuberculosis Sanatorium:
Sanatorium: For
conFor the
the construction of
apartment house numbered
officers, $65,000;
struction
of apartment
numbered 22for
for medical
medical officers,
$65,000;
for furnishing
furnishing and equipping apartment
apartment house numbered
numbered 1
medical
1 for
for medical
officers, $10,000;
$10,000; in
in all,
all, $75,000.
officers,
$75,000.
Operating
Operating expenses,
expenses, Gallinger
Gallinger Municipal Hospital: For
For expenses
expenses
necessary for Gallinger
Gallinger Municipal Hospital
Hospital and the Tuberculosis
Tuberculosis
Upshur Streets
Northwest including
including one
Hospital at
at Fourteenth
Fourteenth and
and Upshur
Streets Northwest
one
superintendent
superintendent at $9,975 per annum plus $1,50)0
$1,500 per
11111111111 for a
petr annumn
a resiresidence;
dence ;one delputy
deputy superintendent
superintendent at $7,581
$7,5,1 per annum.;
alnnumI; not to
to exceed
exceed
at $7,581
per annullm
annum each
each and
and two
six full-time chief medical
nle(ical officers at
$7,581 per
two
associate medlical
$5,905 per annum
associate
medical officers at $5,905
appointed
alnnlium each, to be appointed
without
reference to civil-service requirements;
requirements; expenses of the trainwithout reference
ing school for nurses; and repairs and
to buildings
and improvements
improvements to
buildings and
and
grounds;
grounds; $4,040,000.
Capital outlay, Gallinger Municipal Hospital: For continuing the
combination pediatrics
crippled children's
children's
construction of aa combination
pediatrics and crippled
building, $905,651; for completing
completing the
construction of
of aa laboratory
laboratory
the construction
equipment, $279,000;
for furnishing
furnishing and
building, including fixed equipment,
$279,000; for
and
equipping
laboratory building,
$49,440; for
for furnishing
furnishing and
equipping the
the laboratory
building, $49,440;
and equipequipping the combination
combination pediatrics
pediatrics and crippled
crippled children
building,
children building,
$382,909; in all.
all, $1,617,000.
$389,909;
$1,617,000.
Medical
Medical charities:
charities: For care and treatment
treatment of indigent
indigent patients under
under
contracts
contracts to be made by the Health Officer of the District of Columbia
Columbia
and approved
approved by the Commissioners
Commissioners with institutions, as follows:
follows:
Central Dispensary
Dispensary and Emergency
Emergency Hospital; Children's Hospital;
Hospital;
Columbia
Columbia Hospital and Lying-in Asylum; Eastern Dispensary
and
Dispensary and
Casualty Hospital; Episcopal Eye, Ear, and Throat Hospital;
Hospital; GarGarMemorial Hospital;
field Memorial
Hospital; George Washington
Washington University
University Hospital;
Hospital;
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Georgetown University Hospital;
Hospital; Providence
Providence Hospital; and WashProvided, That the
ington Home for Incurables;
Incurables; in all, $745,000:
$(45,000: Provided,
in-patient
in-patient rate shall not exceed $9
$9 per diem and the out-patient
out-patient rate
shall not exceed $2 per visit.
Columbia Hospital and Lying-in Asylum: For general
general repairs,
including labor and material, to be expended under the direction of
the Architect
Architect of the Capitol, $5,000.
Freedmen's
reimbursement to the United States for
Freedmen's Hospital:
Hospital: For reimbursement
for
services rendered to the District of Columbia by Freedmen's Hospital,
as specified
specified under the head, "Freedmen's
"Freedmen's Hospital", in the Federal
Security Agency Appropriation
Appropriation Act, 1950, $400,000: Provided,
Provided, That
That
the in-patient rate shall not exceed $9 per diem and the out-patient
out-patient
rate shall not exceed $2 per visit.

Patient rates.
Patient

Ante, p. 286.
Patient rates.

DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS
DEPARTMENT
CORRECTIONS
Operating
Operating expenses:
expenses: For expenses necessary for the Department
Department
of Corrections,
Corrections, including
including subsistence
compensation of
of
subsistence of
of interns;
interns; compensation
consulting physicians,
physicians, dentists, and other specialists
specialists at rates to be
Commissioners; attendance
fixed by the Commissioners;
attendance of guards at pistol and rifle
rifle
matches; uniforms and other distinctive
distinctive wearing
wearing apparel
apparel necessary
necessary
for employees in the performance
performance of their official duties; rental of
motion-picture
motion-picture films; repairs
repairs and improvements
improvements to buildings and
grounds; purchase
purchase of motorbusses;
motorbusses; support,
support, maintenance,
maintenance, and transportation of prisoners transferred
Columbia;
transferred from the
the District
District of
of Columbia;
interment
transporting the
their
interment or transporting
the remains
remains of
of deceased
deceased prisoners
prisoners to
to their
relatives or friends in the United States; electrocutions;
electrocutions; identifying,
pursuing, recapturing
rewards therefor),
therefor), and
recapturing (including
(including rewards
and returning to
to
institutions,
conditional-release violaviolainstitutions, escaped inmates and
and parole
parole and
and conditional-release
tors; and returning released prisoners
such
prisoners to
to their residences,
residences, or
or to
to such
other place within the United
United States as may be authorized
authorized by
by the
the
Director, and the furnishing of
of suitable
suitable clothing,
clothing, and in
in the
the discretion
discretion
amount of
exceed $30,
$30, regardless
regardless of
of
of the Director, an amount
of money not to
to exceed
sentence, $2,905,112:
$2,905,112: Provided,
the disbursing
officer
length of sentence.
Provided, That
That the
disbursing officer
authorized to advance
advance to the
of the District of Columbia is authorized
the Director,
Department of Corrections, upon requisitions
requisitions previously approved
Department
approved
Auditor of the
Columbia and upon
security
by the Auditor
the District of
of Columbia
upon such
such security
require of said Director,
as the Commissioners
Commissioners may
may require
Director, sums
sums of
of money
money
not exceeding
exceeding $500 at one time,
time, to
to be used
used only
only for expenses
expenses in returnreturnescaped prisoners,
i
on aIreleases,
ing escaped
prisoners, comfit
conditiolnal
releases, and parolees.
parolees.
outlay :For the prIicliase
purchase of a
$6,900;
Capital outlay:
a Diesel locomotive, $6,900;
Corps, Department
of the
Army, is
is hereby
hereby
and the Transportation
Transportation Corps.
Department of
the Army,
authorized to transfer to the District of Columbia one Diesel locomotive
authorized
at not to exceed $6,900.

Advances.
Advances.

)lesel locomotive.
Diesel
locomotive.

PUBLIC WELFARE
WELFARE
For
expenses necessary
general administration
administration of
of public
public
For expenses
necessary for the general
welfare
the District
including contract
welfare in
in the
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, including
contract investigational
investigational
services; $98,316.
services;
Agency services:
certification of
of persons
services: For
For expenses
expenses necessary
necessary for
for certification
persons
eligible
benefits which
which are
are or
may become
as
eligible for any public benefits
or may
become available
available as
for
may be approved
approved by
by the
the Commissioners,
Commissioners, relief and rehabilitation
rehabilitation for
residents of the
purposes of
of employment
employment of
of indigent
indigent residents
the District of
of
Columbia,
regulations prescribed
prescribed by
Columbia, to be expended
expended under rules and
and regulations
the Commissioners;
rehabilitation of
of disabled
residents
the
Commissioners; vocational
vocational rehabilitation
disabled residents
of the
the District
District of
in accordance
provisions of the
the
of Columbia
Columbia in
accordance with the provisions
of
Act of
July 6,
aid to
children in
in
Act
of July
6, 1943
1943 (57
(57 Stat.
Stat. 374)
374);;aid
to dependent
dependent children
accordance with
with the
provisions of
Act of
of June
14, 1944
(58 Stat.
Stat.
the provisions
of the
the Act
1944 (58
accordance
June 14,

S. C. 1131-41.
29 U.
U.S.
1 31-1.
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D. C. Code,
VD.;
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VII, §§ 32-751
765.

Supp.
S,
.

to 32-

42 Stat. 1488.
1488.
42

5U. S. C. §§ 661-674;

Supp. IL
§662 et seq.
1, §
Post, p. 972.
PJt
pn972i milk"
"Penny
milk"
program.
program.

s

Collections
o Ie o t I o n
C
from milk program.

Visits
wards outisits to wards
outside D. C., Va., and
Md.
Md.

Use of privately
s aautomobiles.
rvtelo
owned

owed

Sy.

7 73a.
3
S. C. .§
187.

Ap!a.,.
Ante, p.

y
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277);;assistance
against old-age
authorized by
277)
assistance against
old-age want,
want, as
as authorized
by law;
law .
;aid
for
aid for
needy blind persons, as authorized
authorized by
children .in
by law;
law; services
services for
for children
in
their own homes; distribution of surplus commodities
commodities and
and relief
relief milk
milk
to public and charitable institutions;
institutions; $131,871
expenses,
$131,871 for
for necessary
necessary expenses,
including personal services
services without
Act
without regard
regard to
to the
the Classification
Classification Act
for the
carrying out,
of 1923, as amended, for
the carrying
out, under
to be
be
under regulations
regulations to
prescribed
by the
the Commissioners
of a
a"penny
"penny milk"
for the
the
prescribed by
Commissioners of
milk" program
program for
school
school children
children of
the District,
including the
and distribution
of the
District, including
the purchase
purchase and
distribution
of milk under agreement
agreement with the United States Department
of AgriDepartment of
Agriculture; maintenance
pending transportation,
transportation, and
and transportation,
of
maintenance pending
transportation, of
indigent nonresident
nonresident persons;
persons; transportation
transportation of
persons,
of other indigent
indigent persons,
including veterans
veterans and their families;
nonresident
families; deportation
deportation of
of nonresident
insane persons, as provided
provided by law, including
held in
in the
including persons held
the
psychopathic
psychopathic ward of the Gallinger Municipal Hospital; burial of
of
indigent residents of the District of
placing and
visiting
of Columbia;
Columbia; for
for placing
and visiting
children; board and care of
guardianship
of all children
children committed
committed to
to the
the guardianship
of the Board of Public Welfare
Welfare by the courts of the District,
District, including
white girls committed to the
the National
National Training
Training School
School for
for Girls
and
Girls and
all children accepted
accepted by said Board for
law;
for care
care as
as authorized
authorized by
by law;
temporary
temporary care of children pending investigation
being transtransinvestigation or
or while
while being
ferred from place to place, with authority
authority to pay for the
of
the care
care of
children
sectarian control; for continuous
children in institutions under sectarian
continuous maintenance of foster
foster homes for temporary
temporary or
or emergency
emergency board
care
board and
and care
of nondelinquent
nondelinquent children;
care and
and maintenance
women and
children; care
maintenance of
of women
and chilchildren under contracts
contracts to be made by the Board of Public
and
Public Welfare
Welfare and
approved by the Commissioners
Commissioners with the
the Florence
Crittenton Home
Home,
Florence Crittenton
Saint Ann's Infant Asylum and Maternity
House of
of
Maternity Hospital,
Hospital, the
the House
Mercy,
Mercy, and other institutions caring for
mothers; and
and for
for unmarried
unmarried mothers;
for
burial
burial of children dying
dying while beneficiaries
this appropriation;
beneficiaries under this
appropriation;
including repair
repair and
and upkeep
upkeep of building;
Provided, That
That
including
building; $3,849,790:
$3,849,790: Provided,
collections from the milk program
program shall
paid to
the collector
collector of
shall be
be paid
to the
of taxes,
taxes,
District of Columbia,
Columbia, for deposit in the Treasury of the
the United
United States
States
further, That
to the credit of the District: Provided
Provided further,
That no
no part
part of
of this
this
appropriation shall be used for the purpose of
appropriation
any ward
ward of
of visiting
visiting any
of
Welfare placed
the Board of Public Welfare
placed outside of
of Columbia
of the District
District of
Columbia
and the States of Virginia and Maryland,
Maryland, and a
award
ward placed
outside
placed outside
said District and the States
States of Virginia
Virginia and Maryland
Maryland shall be
visited
be visited
not less than once aayear by a
a voluntary
riot
voluntary agent
correspondent of
said
agent or
or correspondent
of said
Board, and said Board shall have power to discharge
discharge from guardianguardianship
child committed
committed to
to its
its care:
Provided further,
That employees
ship any
anychild
care: Provided
furtuher,Thatemployees
using privately
automobiles for the
privately owned automobiles
deportation of
of nonresident
nonresident
the deportation
transportation of indigent persons, or the placing
insane, the transportation
placing of
of
children
children may be reimbursed
reimbursed as authorized
authorized by section 33of
Act of
of the
the Act
of
August 2,
August
2, 1946
Stat. 806),
806), but
not to
1946 (60
(60 Stat.
but not
to exceed
exceed $900
$900 for
for any
any one
one
individual.
Operating expenses,
expenses, protective
protective institutions:
institutions: For expenses necessary
necessary
for the operation of the Industrial
Industrial Home School, the Industrial Home
School for Colored Children, the
National Training
for Girls,
the National
Training School
School for
Girls,
the Municipal
Municipal Lodging
Lodging House, the
for the
the Aged
the
the Home for
Aged and
and Infirm,
Infirm, the
Temporary Home for Former
District Training School; Temporary
Former Soldiers,
Soldiers,
Sailors, and Marines;
Marines; maintenance,
maintenance, under jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
of the
the Board
Board
of Public Welfare, of aasuitable place in a
entirely separate
separate
a building entirely
and apart from the house of detention for the reception
reception and detention
detention
of children under eighteen years of age arrested
arrested by the
on
the police
police on
charge of offense against any laws in force in the District
Columbia
District of
of Columbia
or committed
guardianship of the Board, or held as
committed to the guardianship
as witnesses,
witnesses,
or held temporarily, or pending
pending hearing, or
including
or otherwise;
otherwise; including
subsistence of interns; compensation
compensation of consulting physicians
physicians and
and
veterinarians at rates to be fixed by the Commissioners; repairs
veterinarians
repairs and
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improvements to buildings and grounds; securing suitable homes for
improvements
for
paroled
maintenance of boys
paroled or discharged
discharged children;
children; and care and maintenance
boys
committed
committed to the National Training School for Boys by the courts of
of
the District of Columbia under a
a contract to be made by the Board
of Public Welfare
Welfare with the Attorney
General at a
a rate of not to exceed
Attorney General
exceed
$3 per day for each boy so committed; purchase of passenger motor
motor
vehicles;
vehicles; $2,338,613:
$2,338,613: Provided,
Provided, That no part of this appropriation
appropriation
shall be used for the maintenance
maintenance of white girls in the National
National
Training School for Girls: Provided
Provided further,
the
further, That the salary of the
superintendent of the National Training School for Girls shall be at
superintendent
the rate of $4,651 per annum.
protective institutions: For completing
Capital outlay, protective
completing the construction
a residence
struction of a
residence for employees
employees and a
aresidence for the medical
staff at the District Training School, $185,000.
$185,000.
Saint Elizabeths Hospital: For support
support of indigent insane of the
the
District of Columbia in Saint Elizabeths Hospital, as provided
provided by law,
$7,612,622.
$7,612,622.
The disbursing officer of the District of Columbia
Columbia is authorized
authorized to
advance
advance to the Director of Public Welfare, upon requisitions
requisitions prepresecurity
viously approved by the Auditor of the District and upon such security
Commissioners may require of said Director, sums of money
as the Commissioners
money
to be used for placing and visiting children; returning parolees
parolees and
and
wards of the Board of
of Public
nonresident
Public Welfare;
Welfare; and
and deportation
deportation of
of nonresident
insane persons and nonresident
nonresident indigent persons including maintemaintenance pending
pending transportation;
transportation; the total of such
advancements not to
such advancements
exceed
exceed $2,000 at any one time.
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Restriction
Restriction on use
of funds.
Salary of superintendent.
tendent.

Advances.
Advances.

PUBLIC WORKS
WORKS
Operating expenses, office of chief clerk: For expenses for the office
office
Operating
of chief clerk, including
including maintenance
repair of
and
maintenance and
and repair
of wharves;
wharves; and
$1,000 for affiliation with the National Safety Council, Incorporated;
Incorporated;
$57,906.
$57,906.
Office of Municipal
Municipal Architect:
Architect: For expenses necessary for the Office
Office
Office
of Municipal
Municipal Architect,
Architect, $109,636, of which $17,600 shall be
exclusively
be exclusively
for test borings and soil investigations.
investigations.
apportionBasis of apportionAll apportionments
appropriations for the use of the Office of
of ment.
apportionments of appropriations
Municipal
Architect
in
payment
of
personal
services
employed
on
Municipal Architect in payment of personal services employed on
construction
provided for
construction work provided
for by said appropriations
appropriations shall be
be based
based
on an amount not exceeding
/ per centum
2
1
exceeding 3
31/
centulm of aatotal of
of not more than
$2,000,000 of appropriations
construction projects and
$2,000,000
appropriations made for such construction
and
not exceeding
1
/
4 per centum
appropriations in
exceeding 3
31/4
centum of
of aa total
total of
of the
the appropriations
in
excess of $2,000,000, and appropriations
made in
appropriations specifically
specifically made
in this
this Act
Act
for
specifications shall be deducted from
for the
the preparation
preparation of
of plans and
and specifications
from
Reimbursements.
any
authorized under
under this
this paragraph:
paragraph: Provided,
any allowances
allowances authorized
Provided, That
That Reimbursements.
reimbursements
reimbursements may
may be made
made to
to this
this fund
fund from
from appropriations
appropriations contained in this Act for services rendered
rendered other activities
activities of
District
of the
the District
reference to
fiscal-year limitations
government, without
without reference
to fiscal-year
limitations on
on such
such
appropriations.
appropriations.
Operating
Office of
Superintendent of
Operating expenses,
expenses, Office
of Superintendent
of District
District Buildings:
Buildings:
expenses necessary
including
For expenses
necessary for care
care of
of the
the District buildings, including
rental
postage meter
meter equipment,
equipment, uniforms
uniforms and
caps for
guards and
and
rental of
of postage
and caps
for guards
elevator
$957,200.
elevator operators,
operators, $957,200.
Surveyor's
expenses necessary
necessary for
office,
Surveyor's office:
office: For
For expenses
for the surveyor's
surveyor's office,
$138,000.
$138,000.
escapes.
Department of
expenses necessary
necessary for
for the
the DepartDepartment
of Inspections:
Inspections: For
For expenses
Depart- Fire escapes.
ment
of
Inspections,
including
the
enforcement
of
the
Act
requiring
ment of Inspections, including the enforcement of the Act requiring
C. Code
Code 11
§5 5-01
5-301
erection of
843) and
the erection
of fire
fire escapes
escapes on certain
certain buildings (48
(48 Stat.
Stat. 843)
and the
the to D.
5-312.
removal of dangerous
dangerous or unsafe and insanitary
removal
insanitary buildings (34 Stat. 157;
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D.
D. C.
C. Code
Code §§ 5-601
to 5-615,5-501 to 5-505;
Supp. VII, § 5-603 et
seq.

-601
§§
Supp. VII, § 5-603
seq.

49 Stat. 105)
105);;such expenses
include two
expenses to
to include
members of
of the
the plumbing
plumbing
two members
el board at $150 per annum
annum each; two members
members of the
the board of examexaminers, steam engineers,
engineers, at
annum each (the inspector
at $300 per annum
inspector of boilers
compensation);;$6 per diem to each memto serve without additional
additional compensation)
member of board
board of survey, other than
than the inspector
inspector of buildings,
buildings, while
actually employed
actually
employed in surveys
surveys of such dangerous
dangerous and
and unsafe
unsafe buildings;
buildings;
three members
members of board of special appeal;
appeal; one member
member of motionpicture operators
operators examining board
board at $300
$300 per
per annum; and
and two
two memmembers of electrical
electrical examining
examining board
board at $300
annum each;
each; $670,600.
$300 per
per annum
$670,600.
Operating
Operating expenses,
expenses Electrical Division:
necessary
Division: For
For expenses
expenses necessary
and maintenance
for the operation
operation and
maintenance of the District's
communication
District's communication
systems, including
including rental, purchase,
purchase, installation,
installation, and
and maintenance
maintenance of
of
telephone,
telephone, telegraph, and radio services; and
and street
street lighting, includincluding the installation and maintenance
maintenance of public lamps,
street
lamps, lampposts, street
designations, lanterns, and fixtures of all kinds
kinds on
on streets,
streets, avenues,
avenues,
roads, alleys, and public
public spaces, part cost
maintenance of
of airport
cost and
and maintenance
airport
and airway
airway lights necessary
necessary for operation
mail to
operation of
of the
the air mail
to be
be
expended in accordance
expended
accordance with the provisions
sections 7
and 8
of the
provisions of sections
7 and
8 of
the
District of Columbia
Columbia Appropriation
Act for
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
1912 (36
Appropriation Act
year 1912
(36
Stat. 1008),
1008), and with the provisions
provisions of the District of Columbia
Columbia

D. C. Code §§ 7-701
to 7-705.
electric
Rates for electric
street lighting.

fiscal year
1913 (37
(37 Stat.
Stat. 181),
181), and
and other
other
toD. . Code § 7-701 Appropriation
Appropriation Act
Act for
for the
the fiscal
year 1913
for
applicable thereto;
$1,258,612: Provided,
laws applicable
thereto; $1,258,612:
Provided, That
That this
this appropriaappropriastreetlighting.
tion shall not be available
tion
available for the payment of rates
rates for electric
electric street
street

lighting in excess of those authorized
authorized to be paid in the fiscal year
year 1927,
1927,
and payment for electric
electric current
current for
forms of
of street
lighting
for new forms
street lighting
shall not exceed
2 cents per kilowatt-hour
kilowatt-hour for current
exceed 2
current consumed.
consumed.
Capital outlay, Electrical
Electrical Division: For expenses
expenses necessary
necessary for
for
placing underground, relocating, and extending
the telephone,
telephone, policepoliceextending the
patrol, and fire-alarm
cable and circuit
circuit distribution
systems; installinstallfire-alarm cable
distribution systems;
ing and extending
extending radio systems;
systems; and
and purchase
lampposts, street
street
purchase of
of lampposts,
designations, and fixtures of
designations,
kinds; $181,400.
of all
all kinds;
Central
garage: For expenses,
expenses, including
Central garage:
including the purchase
purchase of passenger
passenger
motor vehicles, work
work cars_,
wagons, ambulances,
ambulances, and
busses and
an d
cars, field wagons,
and busses
three chauffeurs
chauffeurs for the Executive
Executive Office
Office at $2,394
per annum
annum each,
each,
$2,394 per
$118,008.
ve
Use of
motor ve-ise
of motor
All motor-propelled
vehicles
All
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying
vehicles (including
(including waterwaterhicles.
hicles.
7
craft) owned
the District
owned by the
of Columbia
Columbia shall
shall be
be operated
operated and
and
District of
utilized in conformity
conformity with
with section 16 of the Act of August 2, 1946
1946
60
Stat. 810.
60Stat.810.
(5
U. S.
S. C.
C. 77, 78),
(5 U.
78), and shall
shall be under the direction
direction and control
control of
of
the Colllnissioners,
Commissioners, who may
time to time
time alter
or change
change the
the
mlay from time
alter or
assignment for use thereof, or direct
assignment
direct. the alteration
alteration or
or interchangeable
interchangeable
use of any of the same
same by officers
officers and employees
employees of the District, except
except
Nonapplicability of
Nonapplicability

"official purposes."

Snow removal.
removal.

of as
as otherwise
otherwise provided
provided in this Act:
Act: Provided,
Provided, That
That, "official
"official purposes"
purposes"
shall not
apply to the Commissioners
Commissioners of
shall
not apply
of the District of Columbia
Columbia and
and

employees, the character
in cases of officers
officers and employees,
character of whose duties make
make
such transportation
necessary, and
transportation necessary,
only as
as to
to such
such latter
latter cases
and then
then only
cases
when the same is approved
approved by the Commissioners.
Commissioners. No motor vehicles
vehicles
shall be transferred
transferred from
departments to any
from the police
police or fire departments
other
any other
branch
government of the District of Columbia.
branch of the govermnent
Operating expenses,
Operating
expenses, Street
nd Bridge
Brid ge Divisions
Di vi
si
ons (
paya bl e from
from
Street a
and
(payable
fund)::For operating
operating expenses
highway fund)
expenses of the
the Street
Street and
and Bridge
Bridge
operation, minor construction,
Divisions, including operation,
construction, maintenance.
maintenance, and
and
repair of bridges; repairs
repairs to streets, avenues,
avenues, roads.
roads, sidewalks,
sidewalks, and
and
alleys; reconditioning
reconditioning existing gravel streets and
and roads;
roads; and cleaning
cleaning
snow and
from streets, sidewalks,
gitters. in the
snow
and ice
ice from
sidewalks, cross
cross walks, and gutters,
discretion of the Commissioners;
Commissioners; such
such expenses
expenses to include
include purchase
of passenger motor vehicles, surveying
surveying instruments,
and
instruments, implements,
implements and
equipment
equipment used
used in
in this
this work;
work; $1,972.000,
$1,9727000, of
of which
which amount
amount $70.000
$70.000
shall be exclusively
removal purposes:
exclusively for snow removal
purposes: Provided,
Provided, That
the
That the
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Commissioners are hereby authorized
purchase and install aamuniciauthorized to purchase
Commissioners
equipment to be paid
including all auxiliary plant equipment
pal asphalt
asphalt plant including
for
from this
exceed $150,000.
$150,000.
appropriation at aacost not to exceed
this appropriation
for from
Capital
(payable from highoutlay, Street and Bridge Divisions (payable
Capital outlay,
way fund)
for the
the grading,
surfacing, pavpavgrading, surfacing,
necessary for
For expenses
expenses necessary
way
fund)::For
improving streets,
otherwise improving
repaving, widening, altering, and otherwise
ing, repaving,
avenues,
curbing and gutters, directional
directional
including curbing
and alleys, including
roads, and
avenues, roads,
and
intersections to permit of proper
proper
various intersections
islands at various
pedestrian islands
and pedestrian
traffic-light
drainage structures,
structures,
channelization of traffic, drainage
and channelization
control and
traffic-light control
culverts, suitable
connections to
to storm-water
storm-water sewer
system, retainsewer system,
suitable connections
culverts,
ing
and relocation of sewers, water
water mains, fire
replacement and
walls, replacement
ing walls,
hydrants,
traffic lights,
street lights, fire-alarm boxes, police-patrol
police-patrol
lights, street
hydrants, traffic
boxes,
trees, when
when necessary,
highway projFederal-aid highway
necessary, Federal-aid
curb-line trees,
and curb-line
boxes, and
ects
Federal Aid Highway
Highway Act of 1938,
the Federal
section 11 (b) of the
under section
ects under
and
highway structure
financed wholly from the highway
projects financed
structure projects
and highway
fund upon
upon the
plans for
for such
such structures
Commisby the
the Commisstructures by
of plans
approval of
the approval
fund
sioners;
for carrying
out the
provisions of
which authorexisting laws which
of existing
the provisions
carrying out
sioners; for
ize the
the Commissioners
open, extend,
streets,
straighten, or widen streets,
extend, straighten,
to open,
Commissioners to
ize
avenues, roads,
roads or highways, in accordance
accordance with the plan of the permapermaavenues,
nent system
of highways
the District
of Columbia, and alleys
District of
for the
highways for
nent
system of
establishment of building lines in the
minor streets, and for the establishment
and minor
procurement of chains
District
chains of title;
including the procurement
District of Columbia, including
and for
for assessment
assessment and
paving of roadways
roadways under the
work, paving
permit work,
and permit
and
permit
and construction
construction of sidewalks and curbs around public
system, and
permit system,
reservations
municipal and United
United States buildings, including
including
and municipal
reservations and
purchase
condemnation of
of streets,
areas
roads, and alleys, and of areas
streets, roads,
or condemnation
purchase or
less
than two
intersection of
square feet at the intersection
fifty square
hundred and fifty
two hundred
less than
streets,
or roads
the District
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, to be selected
selected
in the
roads in
avenues, or
streets, avenues,
by
the Commissioners,
$5,125,0002 to
available until June 30,
to remain available
Commissioners, $5,125,000,
by the
1951: Provided,
appropriations contained
contained in this Act for highThat appropriations
Provided, That
1951:
ways,
sewers, Division
Division of Sanitation, and the Water
Water Division
Division shall
ways, sewers,
be
available for
snow removal
removal when
when ordered
by the
the Commissioners
Commissioners
ordered by
for snow
be available
in writing:
in connection
connection with the purchase
That in
further, That
Provided further,
writing: Provided
in
and
municipal asphalt
District-owned
on District-owned
asphalt plant on
a municipal
of a
installation of
and installation
property the
Commissioners are
are authorized
to make
expenditures from
make expenditures
authorized to
the Commissioners
property
this
in an
amount not
$150,000 for the prepaexceeding $150,000
not exceeding
an amount
appropriation in
this appropriation
ration
of the
the site,
the construction
construction of
of sea
sea walls,
walls, dock facilfacilincluding the
site, including
ration of
with
ities,
and
a
railroad
siding:
Provided
That
connection
with
connection
in
further,
Provided
siding:
a
railroad
and
ities,
the
engineering,
plans, ellgineering,
surveys, plans,
involving surveys,
survey, involving
highway-planning survey,
the highway-planning
and
projects for
for future
future construction
construction in
of projects
investigations of
economic investigations
and economic
the
as provided
under section 10 of the Fedprovided for under
Columbia, as
of Columbia,
District of
the District
eral
Highway Act
1938, and
and in
in connection
with the
the construcconstrucconnection with
of 1938,
Act of
Aid Highway
eral Aid
tion of
of Federal-aid
highway projects
projects under section 1
1 (b)
(b) of said
said
Federal-aid highway
tion
Act,
highway-structure projects
from the highwholly from
financed wholly
projects financed
and highway-structure
Act, and
way fund,
this appropriation
shall be
employment
the employment
available for the
be available
appropriation shall
fund, this
way
of engineering
engineering or
or other
services by
by contract
contract or
or otherwise,
otherwise,
professional services
other professional
of
and without
3709 of
Revised Statutes
Statutes and the
of the Revised
section 3709
to section
regard to
without regard
and
civil-service and
and classification
laws, and
and section 15 of the Act of August
classification laws,
civil-service
2, 1946
1946 (5
55a), and
for engineering
engineering and
incidental expenses:
expenses:
and incidental
and for
C. 55a),
U. S.
S. C.
(5 U.
2,
Provided
That this
this appropriation
appropriation and the appropriation
appropriation
further, That
Provided further,
"Operating expenses,
Street and
Bridge Division,
fund,"
Division. highway fund,"
and Bridge
expenses, Street
"Operating
shall be
be available
for the
construction and
repair of pavements
pavements of
and repair
the construction
available for
shall
street
in accordance
accordance with
the provisions
of the
the Merger
Act
Merger Act
provisions of
with the
railways, in
street railways,
(47
Stat.
752),
and
the
proportion
of
the
amount
thus
expended
which
which
expended
thus
amount
the
of
proportion
the
(47 Stat. 752), and
under
of the
the said
said Act
required to be paid by the streetis required
Act is
terms of
the terms
under the
railway
shall be
be collected,
neglect or
refusal
or the refusal
the neglect
upon the
collected, upon
company shall
railway company
of
street-railway company
company to
to make
such payment,
payment, from the said
make such
such street-railway
of such
street-railway company
the manner
manner provided
provided by section 55 of the
in the
company in
street-railway
Act of
June 11,
11, 1878,
deposited to
to the
credit of
of the
the approapprothe credit
be deposited
shall be
and shall
1878, and
of June
Act
priation
for
the
fiscal
year
in
which
it
collected:
Prdvided
further,
Provided
is
collected:
it
which
priation for the fiscal year in

Municipal asphalt
asphalt
Municipal
plant.

52 Stat. 633.
U. S. C.
C. §
§41b.
41b.
23 U.S.

Snow removal.
removal.

Municipal asphalt
Municipal
asphalt
plant.
plant.

52 Stat. 636;
636; 53 Stat.
1066.
52
62 Stnt.
Stat. 633.
S. C.
C. §41b.
41b.
23 U.
U.S.

41 U.9S.
5.
U. S. C.
C. §5.
p. 403.
403.
Post, p.
60 Stat.
Stat. 810.
Pavements of street
street
Pavements
railways.
railways.

C. Code §
§7-604.
7-604.
D. C.

20 Stat. 106.
106.
D. C.
C. Code§§7-604.
7-604.
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That assessments
assessments in
in accordance
accordance with
law shall
shall be
be made
made for
for
with existing
existing law
pavinga
g and
and repaving
repaving roadways,
roadways, alleys, and sidewalks
paving
sidewalks where
where such
such

roadways,
roadways, alleys, and sidewalks are paved or
repaved with
with funds
funds
or repaved
herein appropriated:
appropriated: Provided
Providedfurther,
herein
further, That in connection
connection with
with projprojects to be undertaken
undertaken as Federal-aid
ects
Federal-aid projects
projects under
under the
the provisions
provisions
58
s8 Stat. 838.. 63
of the
Federal Aid
Highway Act of December 20,
of
the Federal
Aid Highway
20, 1944,
1944, the
Comthe Com23 U. S. C. §§ 60-63.
missioners are authorized
missioners
authorized to enter into contract
contract or
contracts for
those
or contracts
for those
projects in such amounts as shall
shall be approved
approved by
by the
the Public
Public Roads
Roads
Grade-crossing
elim- Administration,
rnade-crossingelimAdministration, Federal
Federal Works
Works Agency: Provided
further, That
That this
this
Provided further
ination.
appropriation may be used for payment
appropriation
paym en tto
t
o contractors
con t
rac t
ors and
an d for
for other
other
expenses
expenses in connection
connection with the expense
expense of design, construction,
and
construction, and
inspection
grade-crossing elimination
inspection of grade-crossing
elimination and
and other construction
construction projproj. C. §
23 U. .sS.
24a.
§24a.
ects
section 88of the Act of
ects authorized
authorized under
under section
of June
June 16,
16, 1936 (49
(49 Stat.
Stat.
52 Stat. 633.
523
tat.
b.
1521), and section
1 (b)
(b) of
1521),
section 1
of the
Federal Aid
Aid Highway
Highway Act
Act of
of 1938,
1938,
the Federal
23 U. S. C. §41b.
pending reimbursement
pending
reimbursement to the
the District of
Columbia by
by the
the Public
of Columbia
Public
Roads
Roads Administration,
Administration, Federal
Federal Works
Works Agency,
Agency, reimbursement
reimbursement to
to be
be
Widthsof
sidewalks
Widths
of
sidewalks
credited
to
fund from
from which
payment was made:
credited to fund
which payment
made: Provided
Provided further,
further,
and roadways.
roadways.
and
That
the Commissioners are
authorized to fix or alter the
That the Commissioners
are authorized
the respective
respective
widths of sidewalks
roadways (including
(including tree spaces and
widths
sidewalks and roadways
and parkparking) of
of all
all highways that may be improved
ing)
improved under appropriations
appropriations conconi
n
Open
competition
Open competition
ta ed in this Act: Provided further, That no
no appropriation
appropriation in
in this
this
street improveimprove- tained in this Act: Provided further,
for street
ment contracts.
contracts.
Act shall be available
ment
available for repairing,
repairing, resurfacing,
resurfacing, or
or paving
paving any
any street,
street,
avenue,
or roadway
avenue, or
roadway by private contract unless the specifications
for
specifications for
such
work shall be so prepared
such work
prepared as to permit of fair and
open comand open
comLiability
forrepairs.
Liability for
repairs.
petition in
paving materials
materials as well as in price: Provided
further,
petition
in paving
Provided further,
That in
in addition
to the provision of existing law
That
addition to
law requiring
requiring contractors
contractors.
to
keep new pavements
pavements in repair for aaperiod of one year
to keep
the
year from
from the
date
of the completion of the work, the Commissioners
date of
Commissioners shall
shall further
further
require that
that where
require
where repairs are necessary during the four
four years
years folfollowing
lowing the
the said
said one-year
one-year period, due to inferior
inferior work or
defective
or defective
materials,
such repairs
materials, such
repairs shall be made
made at the expense of the contractor,
contractor,
and
furnished by the contractor
and the
the bond
bond furnished
contractor shall be liable for such
such
expense.
Pot,
p. 873.
Poet, p.
873.
Department
of Vehicles
Traffic (payable
highway fund):
Department of
Vehicles and
and Traffic
(payable from
from highway
fund) :
For expenses
expenses necessary
For
necessary for the Department
Department of Vehicles and Traffic,
Traffic,
including purchase, installation,
installation, modification,
including
modification, operation, and
and mainmaintenance of electric
electric traffic lights,
tenance
lights, signals,
signals, controls, markers,
markers, and
direcand directional signs;
tional
signs; purchase
purchase of motor-vehicle
motor-vehicle identification
identification number plates;
plates;
Parking meters.
meters.
installation, operation
operation, and
installation,
and mainttelalce
maintenance of parking
parking meters
mete rs on th
thee
Traffic safety
educatinram
safetyducastreets
of
the
streets of the I)istric't
District of Colnlbia,
Columbia, $20,000 for
for traffic
traffic safety
safety education
education
tion.
without reference
reference to any other
without
other law; $200
$200 for membership
i
n the
th e
membership in
American
Association of Motor
Motor Vehicle
Administrators; • for
American Association
Vehicle Administrators
all
for all
expenses
in car
carrying
expenses necessary
necessary in
ryin
g out the provisions of
ofthe
th e District
District of
of
Columbia Motor
Vehicle Parking
Parking Facility Act of 1942,
Columbia
Motor Vehicle
1942, approved
approved
D.
Code, Supp.
D.; C.. Code,
tsup. February 16, 1942
1942 (56
(56 Stat.
Stat. 90),
90), including
including personal
(except
personal services
services (except
VII, §§ 40-801 to 4080.
809.
aa director);
uniforms for motor
director) ;and uniforms
motor vehicle
vehicle inspectors;
inspectors; $929,800:
$929,800:
Streetcar
Streetcar loading
Provided,That no part of this or any other appropriation contained
Provided, That no part of this or any other appropriation contained
platforms.
in
Act shall
expended for building
building, installing,
installing, and ma
maintaining
in this
this Act
shall be
be expended
i
nt
ai
ni
ng
streetcar
lights
of
streetcar loading platforms
platforms and li
ght s o
f any description
description employed
employed
to distinguish
a permanent
permanent type of platform may
to
distinguish same,
same, except
except that
that a
may
be
constructed from
appropriations contained in this Act for street
be constructed
from appropriations
street
improvements
when plans
approved by the
improvements when
plans and
and locations
locations thereof are approved
Public
Utilities Commission
Vehicles and
Public Utilities
Commission and
and the
the Director
Director of
of Vehicles
and Traffic:
Traffic:
Provided further,
further, That the street-railway
Provided
street-railway company
company shall
shall after conconFees
from
parking
Fees from parking struction maintain, mark, and light the same
struction maintain, mark,
same at
at its
its expense:
expense: Provided
Provided.
meters.
further, That
further,
That fees
fees from
from parking
parking meters
meters shall be deposited
deposited to the
credit
of the
highway fund, except that the Commissioners
Commissioners are aucredit of
the highway
thorized
and empowered
to pay
the purchase
purchase price and the cost of
thorized and
empowered to
pay the
of
installation
new meters
or devices installed
installed during the fiscal years
installation of
of new
meters or
years
Contracts.

Contracts.
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1949 and 1950 from fees collected
collected from such new
or devices,
new meters
meters or
devices,
which fees are hereby appropriated
appropriated for such purpose,
purpose, until such time
as contracts of
1949 and
and
of purchase
purchase obligated during
during the
the fiscal
fiscal years
years 1949
1950 have been paid, and thereafter
new meters
meters or
or devices
thereafter such new
devices shall
property of
Government of
of the
District of
of Columbia
become the property
of the
the Government
the District
Columbia
and
collected from
new meters
meters or
or devices
devices shall
shall be
and all
all fees
fees collected
from such
such new
be deposited
deposited
Parking
for
Parking spaces
spaces for
to the
the credit
of the
the highway
Provided further,
to
credit of
highway fund:
fund: Provided
further, That
That the
the ComCom- Members
Members of Congress.
Congress.
directed to designate, reserve, and
and
missioners are authorized and directed
properly
appropriate and sufficient parking spaces on
properly mark appropriate
on the streets
streets
adjacent
adjacent to all public buildings
use of
Members
buildings in the
the District
District for
for the use
of Members
Registrar of Titles
Registrar
of Congress engaged
engaged on public business: Provided
Provided further,
the and
further, That the
Tags.
incumbent on
of
the
authorized
position
of
Registrar
of
incumbent
on July
July 1, 1914.,
1944, of the authorized position of Registrar of
Titles and Tags, whose duties shall
Titles
prescribed in the District
District
shall be as prescribed
58 Stat.
527.
Stat. 527.
Columbia Appropriation
Appropriation Act,
Act, 1945,
1945, shall
be continued
continued
of Columbia
shall hereafter
hereafter be
D. C.
D.
C. Code,
Code, Supp.
Supp.
for compensation
compensation purposes
purposes in grade 9
administrative, VII,
VII, §
§ 40-603a.
40-603a.
9 of
of the
the clerical,
clerical, administrative,
42
Stat.
1488.
1488.
and
service under
under the
the Classification
1923, as
as amended.
and fiscal
fiscal service
Classification Act
Act of
of 1923,
amended.
.5
C. §§ 661-674;
661-074;
5 U.
U. S.. C.
et seq.
Supp. II,
II, §
§ 662 et
seq.
highwiay fund)
Division of Trees and Parking (payable from highWay
For Supp.
fund)::For
Post, p. 972.
necessary expenses
expenses for
Trees and
and Parking,
Parking, $212,500.
$212,500.
necessary
for the
the Division
Division of
of Trees
Reimbursement of
Reimbursement
other appropriations
appropriations (payable
(payable from highway
of other
highway
fund) ::There
fund)
There are hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to be paid from the
the highway
highway fund
fund
to other
other appropriations
for the
the District
Columbia the
to
appropriations for
District of
of Columbia
the following
following
sums: $9,775
(Office of
Corporation
$9,775 to
to "General
"General administration"
administration" (Office
of Corporation
Counsel)
"Fiscal service"
$28,843;
Counsel);; $46,088
$46,088 to
to "Fiscal
service" (Collector's
(Collector's Office, $28,843;
Auditor's
$12,720; Purchasing Division, $4,525)
Auditor's Office,
Office, $12,720;
$4,525);;$4,000
$4,000 to
to
"Salaries and expenses,
expenses, Office
$8,985 to
"Operating
Office of Chief
Chief Clerk";
Clerk"; $8,985
to "Operating
"Salaries
expenses, Office of Superintendent
District Buildings";
Buildings"; $2,028 to
to
expenses,
Superintendent of District
"Operating expenses,
Division"; $976,222
$976,222 to
to "Metropolitan
"Operating
expenses 'Electrical
Electrical Division";
"Metropolitan
Police"; and
and $25,000
"National Capital Parks";
$1,072,098.
Parks"; in
in all,
all, $1,072,098.
Police";
$25,000 to
to "National
Refunding
erroneous collections
collections (payable
fund) :
(payable from
from highway
highway fund):
Refunding erroneous
To enable
collections erroneously
erroneously covered
covered
to refund
refund collections
To
enable the
the Commissioners
Commissioners to
into the
Treasury during the present
past three fiscal years to the
the
present and past
into
the Treasury
credit of
of the
the highway
highway fund,
fund, $1,500:
$1,500: Provided,
this appropriation
appropriation
That this
Provided,That
credit
43 Stat. 108.
shall not
not be
be available
authorized by
by section
section 10
of the
the Act
Act
10 of
for refunds
refunds authorized
shall
available for
D.
C. Code §47-1910.
D.C.
April 23,
23, 1924.
of April
Operating
expenses, Division
Division of
Sanitation: For
expenses necessary
necessary
of Sanitation:
For expenses
Operating expenses,
for
collection and
disposal of
including
of refuse
refuse and
and street
street cleaning,
cleaning, including
for collection
and disposal
repair
and grounds;
grounds; and
fencing
and fencing
buildings,'and
of plants,
plants, buildings
repair and
and maintenance
maintenance of
private property
property designated
designated by the Commissioners as
of public and private
Collection of
Collection
of refuse
refuse
public
Provided, That this appropriation
shall not
not from
appropriation shall
$3,351,700: Provided,
public dumps
dumps;-$3,351,700:
hotels,
hotels, etc.
be
available for
for collecting
collecting ashes
ashes or
or miscellaneous
refuse from hotels
hotels
miscellaneous refuse
be available
and
business or
or from
from apartmenlt
apartment houses
houses of four
four or more
more apartand places
places of
of business
ments
having a
central heating
system, or from any
conor conany building
building or
heating system,
a central
ments having
boarding, or lodging
nected
operated as a
arooming,
rooming, boarding,
lodging
of buildings
buildings operated
nected group of
house having
of more
than twenty-five
twenty-five rooms.
rooms.
more than
a total
total of
house
having a
Capital outlay,
Division of
of Sanitation:
Sanitation: For
construction
For completing
completing construction
Capital
outlay, Division
of refuse
transfer station
and aagarage
garage and
building, $400,000.
$400,000.
and shops
shops building,
station and
of
refuse transfer
Operating expenses,
expenses, Sewer
Division: For
For expenses
expenses necessary
necessary for
for
Operating
Sewer Division:
operating
of sewage
sewage disposal;
disposal; cleaning
cleaning and
and
system of
operating the
the District's
District's system
repairing
and basins;
basins; operation
and maintenance
maintenance of
the sewage
of the
operation and
sewers and
repairing sewers
pumping
service and
including repairs
repairs to
to
plant, including
and sewage
sewage treatment
treatment plant,
pumping service
conequipment,
maintenance of
of public
public conand structures;
structures; maintenance
machinery, and
equipment, machinery,
venience
stations; control
control and
and prevention
of mosquitoes
mosquitoes
of the
the spread
spread of
prevention of
venience stations;
Interstate CommisCommisin the
the District
of Columbia;
and for
contribution of
the District
District of
of sion
of the
for contribution
District of
Columbia; and
in
on the Potomac
Columbia
expenses of
of the
the Interstate
Interstate Commission
Commission on
on the
the Potomac
Potomac River Basin.
to the
the expenses
Columbia to
33 U. S. 0.
C. I567b.
§
River
in accordance
with Act
11, 1940
Stat. 748),
748),
1940 (54
(54 Stat.
Act of
of July
July 11,
Basin in
accordance with
River Basin
$7,200;
$1,192,190.
$7,200; $1,192,190.
of sewers and
and
Capital outlay,
For construction
construction of
outlay, Sewer
Sewer Division:
Division: For
Capital
receiving basins; for assessment
assessment and permit
permit work; for purchase
purchase or
condemnation of
construction, maintenance,
maintenance, and
condemnation
of rights-of-way
rights-of-way for construction,
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repair
repair of public sewers, $10,000;
$10,000; for
completing additional
for completing
additional sludge
sludge
digestion
digestion tanks
additional sedimentation
at the
the Sewage
Sewage
tanks and
and additional
sedimentation tanks
tanks at
Treatment
$175,000; and for the preparation
Treatment Plant, $175,000;
plans
preparation of
of surveys, plans
and specifications
specifications in connection
connection with the
of storm-water
storm-water
the construction
construction of
and relief sewers,
authorized by
by section
15 of
of
sewers, including services
services as
as authorized
section 15
the Act
Act of
(5 U. S. C. 55a),
the
of August
August 2, 1946 (5
55a), $15,000;
$15,000; in all, $2,134,000,
$2,134,000,
and not to exceed $44,825 of the appropriation
for "Capital
outlay,
appropriation for
"Capital outlay,
Sewer Division", contained
District of
of Columbia
Appropriation
contained in
in the
the District
Columbia Appropriation
Act, 1947,
Act,
1947, for plans and specifications
specifications for chemical treatment, sludge
sludge
drying and incineration
Plant, is
incineration facilities
facilities at
at the
the Sewage
Sewage Treatment
Treatment Plant,
is
continued available
available until June
not to
to exceed
exceed $41,000
$41,000 of
June 30,
30, 1950; and
and not
of
the appropriation
appropriation for "Capital
"Capital outlay,
Sewer Division:
For increasing
increasing
outlay, Sewer
Division: For
the capacity of the Sewage Treatment
Treatment Plant," as
the
as contained
contained in
in the
District of
Appropriation Act, 1948, is made available until
District
of Columbia
Columbia Appropriation
June 30, 1950, for plans and
for chemical
treatment,
and specifications
specifications for
chemical treatment,
sludge drying, and incineration
incineration facilities
facilities at
at the
the Sewage
Sewage Treatment
Treatment
Plant.
Operating expenses,
expenses, Water Division (payable
water fund):
fund) :
(payable from
from water
For expenses
expenses necessary
necessary for operation
operation and maintenance
maintenance of
District
of the
the District
of Columbia
distribution system;
Columbia water
water distribution
and repairing
system; installing
installing and
repairing water
water
meters on services to private residences
residences and
places as
and business
business places
as may
may
not be required
required to install meters under
said
under existing
existing regulations,
regulations, said
meters to remain
remain the property
property of the
the District
District of
of Columbia;
Columbia; replacereplacement of old mains, service pipes, and
divide valves,
repair of
and divide
valves, and
and repair
of
reservoirs; water waste and leakage survey including
as
including services
services as
authorized by section 15 of the Act of August 2, 1946 (5
authorized
(5 U. S. C.
C. 55a)
55a); ;
such expenses to include purchase
purchase of
motor vehicles;
vehicles; not
of passenger
passenger motor
not
to exceed
exceed $500 for purchase and replacement
replacement of
of uniforms
for water
water
uniforms for
meter
meter inspectors; and refunding
refunding of
rents and
and other
of water
water rents
other water
water
charges erroneously
erroneously paid in
of Columbia,
to be
be refunded
refunded
in the District of
Columbia, to
in the manner prescribed
prescribed by law for
of erroneously
erroneously paid
for the
the refunding
refunding of
paid
$2,051,000, to be available for
taxes; $2,051,000,
payments made
made
for such
such refunds
refunds of
of payments
within the
the past
past two years.
years.
Capital outlay, Water Division
Division (payable
from water
water fund):
fund) :For
(payable from
For
extension
extension of the
Columbia water-distribution
water-distribution system,
system, laylaythe District of
of Columbia
ing of such service mains as may
necessary under
under the
the assessment
assessment
may be
be necessary
system, laying mains in advance
advance of paving
paving and
and
and installing
installing fire
fire and
public
public hydrants; pumping facilities
facilities at the
Anacostia pumping
station
the Anacostia
pumping station
and rehabilitation
rehabilitation of Bryalt
Bryant Street
stat ion, includling
including- servservStreet pumping
pumping station,
ices as authorized by section
section 15 of the Act of August 2,
1946 (5
(5 IU. S.
S. C
C.
2,1946
55a);;$1,585,000,
which not
to exceed $30,000 for pumping facilities
55a)
$1,585,000, of
of which
not to
at Anacostia
plnmping stat
Anacostia pumping
ion, and
and $1.000,000
$1,000,000 for
for rehabilitation
station,
rehabilitation of
of
Bryant Street pumping station shall remain available until
until expended,
expended,
and the
and
the Commissioners
Commissioners are authorized to enter into contract
contract or concontracts for pumping facilities
facilities at
the Anacostia
Anacostia pumping
station at
at a
at the
pumping station
a
total cost of not to
to exceed
exceed $450,000.
$450,000.
Water fund, investment,
'Water
investment, District of
Columbia: The
The Secretary
Secretary of
of
of Columbia:
authorized to sell United States securities now
the Treasury is authorized
now held
held
for and on account
account of the water fund of the District of
in
of Columbia
Columbia in
such amounts as may be certified by
by the
the Commissioners
as necessary
Commissioners as
necessary
proceeds of such sale to
and credit the proceeds
to said water fund.
fund.
WASHINGTON
WASHINGTON AQUEDUCT
AQUEDUCT

Meters
on Federal
Msters on
Federal
services.

Operating
(payable from water
Operating expenses
expenses (payable
For expenses
expenses
water fund)
fund)::For
necessary
necessary for the operation, maintenance,
maintenance, repair, and protection of
of
Washington
Washington water supply facilities and their accessories,
mainaccessories, and
and maintenance
MacArthur Boulevard; including
tenance of MacArthur
including replacement
replacement and mainmaintenance of water meters on Federal
tenance
Federal services within the District of
Columbia; purchase
purchase of two passenger
passenger motor
$1,482,000.
motor vehicles;
vehicles; $1,482,000.
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Capital outlay
outlay (payable
(payable from
water fund):
fund) :For
For construction
construction of
of
from water
Capital
reestablishment of shop facilsix new
filters at
including reestablishment
at Dalecarlia
Dalecarlia including
six
new filters
and
ities
betterments, replacements,
replacements, and
miscellaneous betterments,
vacated; miscellaneous
to be
be vacated;
ities to
rehabilconduit rehabilengineering planning
planning including
including continuing
water conduit
raw water
continuing raw
engineering
itation;
continuing purchase
installation of meters;
meters; reimbursable
reimbursable
and installation
purchase and
itation; continuing
outlay projects; utility
capital outlay
fund
for advance
planning for future
future capital
advance planning
fund for
relocations, plant
rearrangements and
and interconnections;
interconnections;
system rearrangements
and system
plant and
relocations,
suppleacquisition
gift, exchange,
purchase or
condemnation of supple-.
or condemnation
exchange, purchase
by gift,
acquisition by
modimentary land;
conveying equipment
for chemicals;
chemicals; modiequipment for
improving conveying
mentary
land; improving
fications
to provide
provide quality
control of
filtered water;
for developdevelopwater; and
and for
of filtered
quality control
fications to
ing increased
increased water
for the
District of Columbia
Columbia and environs
the District
supply for
water supply
ing
in accordance
House Document
480, Seventy-ninth
Seventy-ninth Congress,
Congress,
Document 480,
with House
accordance with
in
second session;
expenses incident
including
thereto; including
incident thereto;
necessary expenses
and necessary
session; and
second
(5
services as
as authorized
15 of
of the
Act of
of August
August 2,
1946 (5
2, 1946
the Act
section 15
by section
authorized by
services
U. S.
but at
at rates
rates for
individual consultants
in excess
excess
not in
consultants not
for individual
55a), but
S. C.
C. 55a),
U.
of $150
diem; $1,158,000,
$1,158,000, to
continue available
expended.
until expended.
available until
to continue
$150 per
per diem;
of
the superintendence
superintendence
be construed
construed as affecting the
Nothing
herein shall
shall be
Nothing herein
Washington
and
control of
the Secretary
of the
the Army
Army over
over the
the Washington
Secretary of
of the
and control
Aqueduct, its
rights, appurtenances,
connected with
with the
the
and fixtures
fixtures connected
appurtenances, and
its rights,
Aqueduct,
same,
appropriations and
therefor as
as now
pronow proand expenditures
expenditures therefor
and over
over appropriations
same, and
vided
by law.
law.
vided by
NATIONAL
NATIONAL GUARD

National Guard
For expenses
expenses necessary
for the National
Guard of the District of
necessary for
For
commanding general at the
Columbia,
to the
the commanding
compensation to
including compensation
Columbia, including
rate
of $3,600
$3,600 per
per annum;
annum; attendance
meetings of
associations perof associations
at meetings
attendance at
rate of
hire of
taining to
the National
National Guard;
including hire
of camps,
camps, including
expenses of
Guard; expenses
to the
taining
for the
the payment
and for
horses for
required to
to be
be mounted,
mounted, and
payment of
officers required
for officers
horses
men who may be detailed
commutation of
of subsistence
for enlisted
enlisted men
subsistence for
commutation
at home stations on days
to guard
or move
move the
States property
property at
United States
the United
to
guard or
encampannual encampimmediately preceding
preceding and
and immediately
immediately following
following the
the annual
immediately
ments; damages
damages to
property incident
incident to encampment;
encampment; reimprivate property
to private
ments;
for loss
bursement
to the
the United
States for
loss of property for which the
United States
bursement to
District of
be held
responsible; cleaning
cleaning and repairing
repairing
held responsible;
may be
Columbia may
of Columbia
District
mainteuniforms, arms,
equipment; instruction,
instruction, purchase,
purchase, and
and mainteand equipment;
arms, and
uniforms,
armory
nance of
equipment at
at armory
recreational equipment
and recreational
gymnastic, and
of athletic,
athletic, gymnastic,
nance
or
encampments; practice
practice marches,
marches, drills,
drills, and
parades; rent of
and parades;
field encampments;
or field
armories, drill
halls, and
care and
repair of
armories,
of armories,
and repair
storehouses; care
and storehouses;
drill halls,
armories,
alongoffices,
storehouses, machinery,
machinery, and
and dock,
including dredging
dredging alongdock, including
offices, storehouses,
side of
of dock;
dock; construct
ion of
of buildings
buildings for
for storage
storage and
and other
other purposes
purposes
construction
side
at target
target range;
range; $90,700.
$90,700.
at
NATIONAL CAPITAL PARKS
NATIONAL
For
expenses necessary
Parks, including
including
Capital Parks,
National Capital
the National
for the
necessary for
For expenses
parks, grounds, founmaintenance,
improvement of
of public
public parks,
and improvement
care, and
maintenance, care,
tains,
and reservations,
reservations, propagating
propagating gardens
gardens and
greenhouses, and
and
and greenhouses,
tains, and
the
the
on its
present site
in East
East Potomac
Potomac Park
Park under
under the
site in
its present
camp on
tourists' camp
the tourists'
jurisdiction
the National
National Park
Park Service;
maintaining
and maintaining
placing and
Service; placing
of the
jurisdiction of
portions
the parks
in condition
condition for
outdoor sports,
sports, erection
of
erection of
for outdoor
parks in
of the
portions of
stands,
placing of
and services
services incident
incident thereto
chairs, and
of chairs,
and placing
furnishing and
stands, furnishing
in
national, patriotic,
patriotic, civic,
civic, and recreational
recreational functions
with national,
connection with
in connection
held in
in the
the parks,
including the
the President's
expenses
and expenses
Regatta, and
Cup Regatta,
President's Cup
parks, including
held
incident
the conducting
band concerts
concerts in
in the
parks; such
such expenses
expenses
the parks;
of band
conducting of
to the
incident to
to include
allowances of
of the
the United
United States
Police force;
force;
Park Police
States Park
and allowances
pay and
include pay
to
per
employees at
of pay
pay approved
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the
approved by
at rates
rates of
diem employees
per diem
in
Interior,
exceeding current
current rates
of pay
pay for
employment in
similar employment
for similar
rates of
not exceeding
Interior, not
the
Columbia; uniforming
the United
United States
States
equipping the
and equipping
uniforming and
of Columbia;
District of
the District
Park Police
Police force;
issue, operation,
operation, maintenance,
repair,
maintenance, repair,
purchase, issue,
the purchase,
force; the
Park
81939*-50—PT. I
I -21
81939°-50-PT.

21

Dalecarlia
Dalecarlia
plant.

filter
filter

60 Stat. 810.

Superintendence
Superintendence
and
and control.
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exchange,
exchange, and storage
storage of
of revolvers,
uniforms, ammunition,
and radio
radio
revolvers, uniforms,
ammunition, and
equipment and
and the
of teletype
teletype service;
purchase of
of
the rental of
service; and
and the
the purchase
passenger motor vehicles,
vehicles, bicycles,
bicycles, motorcycles,
and self-propelled
motorcycles, and
self-propelled
machinery; the hire of
draft animals
with or
or without
at local
local
of draft
animals with
without drivers
drivers at
rates approved
approved by
of the
the Interior;
Interior; the
purchase and
and
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of
the purchase
maintenance
maintenance of
animals, harness,
harness, and
and wagons;
$1,628,018: ProProof draft
draft animals,
wagons; $1,628,018:
vided, That not to exceed
$10,000 of
of the
the amount
amount herein
herein appropriated
appropriated
exceed $10,000
may be expended
expended for
erection of
of minor
auxiliary structures:
structures: ProProfor the
the erection
minor auxiliary
vided further,
further, That funds appropriated
appropriated under
under or
transferred to
to this
this
or transferred
head for services
services rendered
rendered by the
the National
National Park
Service shall
shall be
be
Park Service
expended by
expenditure warrant
as an
an advance
advance to
to said
service and
expended
by expenditure
warrant as
said service
and
shall be credited as aarepayment
repayment and
and maintained
in a
maintained in
a special
special account.
account.
The amounts
amounts so advanced will be
available for
for the
the objects
objects specified
specified
be available
herein or in the appropriation
funds are
are transferred,
transferred,
appropriation from which
which such
such funds
any unexpended
unexpended balance
balance to be returned
returned to
the appropriation
appropriation concerned
to the
concerned
not later than two full
years after
full fiscal years
after the
the close
close of
of the
the current
current
fiscal year.
fiscal
year.
NATIONAL
NATIONAL CAPITAL
CAPITAL PARK AND PLANNING
PLANNING COMMISSION
COMMISSION
43
463.
43 Stat.
Stat. 463.
60
810.
60 Stat. 810.

necessary expenses
For necessary
expenses of the
Capital Park
Park and
and Planning
the National
National Capital
Planning
Commission except
except the
U. S.
Commission
the acquisition
acquisition of land (40
(40 U.
S. C.
C. 71),
71), including
including
stenographic reporting
reporting service
stenographic
service as authorized
authorized by
by section
section 15
15 of
of the
the Act
Act
of August
August 2,
1946 (5
55a), and expenses
of attendance
of
2, 1946
(5 U. S.
S. C. 55a),
expenses of
attendance at
at
meetings of organizations concerned
concerned with
planning matters,
matters,
with city
city planning
$84,700:
$84,700: Provided,
Provided, That funds appropriated
appropriated under
under this
head shall
this head
shall be
be
expended
expended by expenditure
expenditure warrant
as an
advance to
to the
the National
warrant as
an advance
National
Capital Park and Planning Commission
and shall
credited as
as a
a
Commission and
shall be
be credited
repayment
repayment and maintained in a
special account.
account. The
The amounts
amounts so
so
a special
advanced
available for the
advanced will be available
objects herein
specified, any
any unexunexthe objects
herein specified,
pended
returned to this appropriation
pended balance to be returned
appropriation not
not later
than two
two
later than
full fiscal years after the close of the current
current fiscal
fiscal year.
year.
NATIONAL ZOOLOGICAL
ZOOLOGICAL PARK
NATIONAL
PARK
For expenses
expenses necessary
For
necessary for the National
National Zoological
Zoological Park, including
including
erecting
repairing buildings; care and improvement
erecting and repairing
improvement of
grounds;
of grounds;
travel, including
including travel for the procurement
procurement of
of live
live specimens;
specimens, purpurchase, care, and transportation
transportation of specimens;
specimens; purchase
purchase of
of motorcycles;
motorcycles;
revolvers and ammunition;
ammunition; purchase
purchase of uniforms and
equipment for
for
and equipment
police, and uniforms for keepers
keepers; $544,700:
police,
keepers and assistant keepers;
$544,700:
Provided
Provided, That
That funds
funds appropriated
appropriated under this head shall be
expended
be expended
by expenditure
exenditure warrant
warrant as an advance
advance to the National
National Zoological
Zoological Park
Park
and shall be credited as aa repayment
and
repayment and maintained
maintained in aa special
special
advanced will be available
account. The amounts so advanced
available for
for the
the objects
herein
unexpended balance
herein specified,
specified, any unexpended
to be
returned to
to this
this approapprobalance to
be returned
priation
priation not later than two full fiscal years
years after
after the
the close
close of
of the
the
current
current fiscal
fiscal year.

Vouchers.
Vouchers

eitizenahip requirement.

CimenHPt.r

GENERAL PROVISIONS
GENERAL
PROVISIONS
SEC.
2. Except
as otherwise
otherwise provided
provided herein,
SEC. 2.
Except as
herein, all vouchers
vouchers covering
covering
expenditures
appropriations contained
contained in this
expenditures of appropriations
this Act shall be
audited
be audited
before payment
jurisdiction only of the
before
payment by or under the jurisdiction
the Auditor
for
Auditor for
the District of Columbia and
vouchers as
and the vouchers
approved shall
shall be
be paid
paid
as approved
by checks issued by the Disbursing Officer without countersignature.
countersignature.
SEC.
appropriation contained
S
EC. 3. No part of any appropriation
contained in
in this
this Act
Act or
or
authorized
hereby to be expended
expended shall be used to pay the compensaauthorized hereby
compensation of any officer
employee of the Government
tion
officer or employee
Government of
of the
the United
United States,
States,
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or of the District of Columbia unless such person is aa citizen of the
United States,
States. or a
a person in the service
the
service of the United States or the
District of Columbia
Columbia on the date of the approval of this Act who
declaration of
being eligible for citizenship had theretofore
theretofore filed aa declaration
a citizen or who owes allegiance
intention to become a
allegiance to the United
United
States. This section
section shall not apply to citizens of the Commonwealth
Commonwealth
of the Philippines or nationals of those countries allied with the United
United
States in the prosecution of the war effort.
SEC.
S
EC. 4. No part of any appropriation
appropriation contained
contained in this Act shall
be used to
of any
person who
who engages
in a
a
to pay
pay the
the salary
salary or wages
wages of
any person
engages in
strike
Government of the
at
es or
th e government
governmen t
strike against
against the Government
the United
United St
States
or the
Columbia, or who is aamember
of the District
&strict of Columbia,
member of an organization
organization of
of
Government
employees that asserts the right to strike against the
Government employees
Government
United States or the
District
Government of the United
the government
government of the
the District
a member
organization
of Columbia, or who advocates,
advocates or is a
member of an organization
that advocates, the
of the Government
the overthrow
overthrow of
Government of
of the
the United States
States
by force or violence: Provided,
Provided, That for the purposes hereof an affiaffidavit shall be considered
evidence that the
considered prima fade
facie evidence
the person
person making
making
contrary to the provisions of this section
the affidavit has not contrary
section engaged
engaged
Government of the United
United States
in aa strike against the Government
States or
or the
the

government of
of the
not a
amember
member of
of an
organgovernment
the District
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, is
is not
an organization of
Government employees
of Government
employees that
that asserts
asserts the
the right
right to
strike
to strike
against
against the
Government of
of the
the United
or the
government of
the Government
United States
States or
the government
of
the
the District
of Columbia,
Columbia, or
or that
that such
person does
does not
not advocate,
advocate, and
and
District of
such person
is not
member of
that advocates,
advocates, the
is
not aamember
of an
an organization
organization that
the overthrow
overthrow of
of
the
States by
by force
violence: Provided
Provided
the Government
Government of
of the
the United
United States
force or
or violence:
further,
any person
strike against
against the
further, That
That any
person who
who engages
engages in
in a
a strike
the GovernGovernment
of the
the United
United States
government of
the District
ment of
States or
or the
the government
of the
District of
of
Columbia or
who is
an organization
organization of
Government
Columbia
or who
is a
a member
member of
of an
of Government
employees that
that asserts
asserts the
the right
right to
to strike
the Government
Government of
of
employees
strike against
against the
the United
United States
States or
the government
the District
of Columbia,
Columbia, or
or
the
or the
government of
of the
District of
who advocates,
or who
who is
is a
member of
an organization
that advocates,
advocates,
who
advocates, or
a member
of an
organization that
the
overthrow of
of the
Government of
of the
the United
United States
or
the overthrow
the Government
States by
by force
force or
violence,
and accepts
wages for
for which
violence, and
accepts employment
employment the
the salary
salary or
or wages
which are
are
paid
any appropriation
appropriation contained
contained in
in this
this Act
shall be
be guilty
guilty of
paid from
from any
Act shall
of
felony and,
and, upon
upon conviction,
shall be
be fined
fined not
than $1,000
$1,000 or
or
aafelony
conviction, shall
not more
more than
imprisoned for
for not
not more
more than
year, or
both: Provided
further,
imprisoned
than one
one year,
or both:
Provided further,
That
above penalty
penalty clause
clause shall
shall be
be in
and not
in
That the
the above
in addition
addition to,
to, and
not in
substitution
for, any
any other
provisions of
existing law.
law.
other provisions
of existing
substitution for,
SEC. 5.
5. Whenever
Whenever in
Act an
an amount
within an
an
SEC.
in this
this Act
amount is
is specified
specified within
appropriation
for particular
or object
object of
of expenditure,
expenditure, such
such
purposes or
particular purposes
appropriation for
amount,
unless otherwise
otherwise specified,
shall be
the maximum
maximum
amount, unless
specified, shall
be considered
considered as
as the
amount
which may
expended for
said purpose
purpose or
or object
object rather
rather than
than
amount which
may be
be expended
for said
an amount
exclusively therefor.
therefor.
an
amount set
set apart
apart exclusively
SEC. 6.
6. Work
Work performed
performed for
for repairs
repairs and
under approSEC.
and improvements
improvements under
appropriations contained
contained in
this Act
be by
by contract
contract or
or otherwise,
otherwise, as
as
priations
in this
Act may
may be
determined by
the Commissioners.
Commissioners.
by the
determined
SEC.
7. Appropriations
this Act
Act shall
when authorauthorSEC. 7.
Appropriations in
in this
shall be
be available
available, when
ized by
the Commissioners,
for allowances
autoCommissioners, for
allowances for
for privately
privately owned
owned autoized
by the
mobiles used
used for
for the
the performance
performance of
official duties
duties at
not to
to exceed
exceed $264
mobiles
of official
at not
$264
per annum
annum for
automobile, unless
therein specifically
specifically
per
for each
each automobile,
unless otherwise
otherwise therein
provided: Provided,
That the
total expenditures
for this
this purpose
shall
provided:
Provided,That
the total
expenditures for
purpose shall
not
exceed $42,372,
$42,372, excluding
the automobile
the
not exceed
excluding the
automobile allowances
allowances for
for the
deportation
nonresident insane,
insane, the
indigent
deportation of
of nonresident
the transportation
transportation of
of indigent
persons,
placing of
children by
Public Welfare.
Welfare.
persons, and
and the
the placing
of children
by the
the Board
Board of
of Public
S
EC. 8.
8. Appropriations
this Act
shall be
for the
the payment
payment
SEC.
Appropriations in
in this
Act shall
be available
available for
of dues
expenses of
of attendance
attendance at
organizations conconof
dues and
and expenses
at meetings
meetings of
of organizations
cerned with
with the
District of
when
cerned
the work
work of
of the
the District
of Columbia
Columbia government,
government, when
authorized
Provided, That
total expendiexpendithe total
the Commissioners:
Commissioners: Provided,
That the
authorized by
by the
tures for
for this
this purpose
purpose shall
$13,700.
shall not
not exceed
exceed $13,700.
tures

Exception.
Exception.

Persons engaging,
engaging,
etc., in
against
in strikes
strikes against
or
advocating overor advocating
throw of U. S. Government.

Affidavit.
Affidavit.

Penalty.
Penalty.

Maximum amount.
Maximum

Repairs and imimprovements.
Allowances
priAllowances for privately owned
vately
owned automobiles.
mobiles.

AttendanceatmeetAttendanceat meetings.
ings.
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Investment in U. S.
Investment
securities.

SEC.
S
EC. 9. The Commissioners
authorized in
in their
their discreCommissioners are
are hereby
hereby authorized
discretion
time in
in United
United States
States Government
tion to
to invest
invest and
and reinvest at
at any
any time
Government
securities, with the approval
the Treasury,
any
approval of
of the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
Treasury, any
part of the general
general fund,
highway fund,
fund, water
water fund,
fund, or
or trust
trust funds,
funds,
fund, highway
of the District of Columbia, not needed
current expenses durdurneeded to meet current
ing the fiscal year, to
accruing from
from such
such investinvestto deposit the interest
interest accruing
ments to the credit of the fund
fund from which
which the
the investment
investment was
was made,
made,
and the Secretary
Treasury is
to sell
or exchange
exchange
Secretary of the Treasury
is authorized
authorized to
sell or
such securities for other
securities, and
deposit the
other Government
Government securities,
and deposit
the proproceeds to the credit
fund.
credit of the
the appropriate
appropriate fund.
personal
Funds for personal
S
EC. 10. Appropriations
expenses shall
SEC.
Appropriations for necessary
necessary expenses
shall be
be available
available
and
services; printing and
binding.
binding.
for personal services
services and
and, when
authorized
and printing and
and binding
binding and,
when authorized
Commissioners or
and the
auditor,
by the Commissioners
or by
by the
the purchasing
purchasing officer
officer and
the auditor,
acting
Commissioners, printing
and binding
performed
acting for
for the
the Commissioners,
printing and
binding may
may be
be performed
Publications
by the District of Columbia Division
Division of
of Printing
Printing and
and Publications
without
reference to
fiscal-year limitations.
limitations.
without reference
to fiscal-year
Stenographic reStenographic
S
EC. 11.
11. Appropriations
in this
this Act
shall be
be available,
available, when
SEC.
Appropriations in
Act shall
when authorauthorporting service.
service.
porting
ized
Commissioners, for
for stenographic
reporting service
service as
ized by
by the Commissioners,
stenographic reporting
as
60 Stat. 810.
authorized by section 15 of the Act of August 2, 1946 (5
authorized
55a).
(5 U. S.
S. C. 55a).
Short title.
SEC.
SEC. 12. This Act may be cited as the "District of Columbia Appropriation Act of 1950".
1950".
Approved June 29,
1949.
29, 1949.
[CHAPTER 280]
[CHAPTER
June 29,
29, 1949
1949
June

[H.
3997]
[H. R. 3997]
[Public Law 146]
146]

.

A( T
A N ACT
AN

Making appropriations
appropriations for the Department
Department of Agriculture
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
year
Agriculture for
ending June 30, 1950, and for other purposes.
purposes.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the
the
the Senate and House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
United
Congress assembled,
United States of America in
in Congress
assembled,
TITLE
TITLE II
Department of
of Agriculture Appropriation
Appropriation
culture
Act, 1950.
1950.

That
sums are
are appropriated,
out of
any money
money in
in the
the
That the following
following sums
appropriated, out
of any
Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, for the Department
of AgriAgriDepartment of
culture for
fiscal year
ending June
30, 1950,
culture
for the
the fiscal
year ending
June 30,
1950, namely:
namely:
DEPARTMENT OF
AGRICULTURE
DEPARTMENT
OF AGRICULTURE
OFFICE
ECRETARY
OFFICE OF
OF THE
TIlE S
SECRETARY
SALARIES
SALARIES AND
AND EXPENSES
EXPENSES
personal services
Office of
the Secretary
For personal
services in the Office
of the
Secretary of
of Agriculture,
Agriculture,
hereafter in this Act
hereafter
Secretary, in
in the
District of
of
Act referred
referred to
to as
as the
the Secretary,
the District
Columbia, and elsewhere,
elsewhere, and
expenses, including
including the
and other necessary
necessary expenses,
the
purchase of one passenger
passenger motor vehicle
only; travel
travel
vehicle for
for replacement
replacement only;
expenses, including examination of
estimates for
for appropriations
of estimates
appropriations in
in
the field; stationery,
stationery, supplies,
supplies, materials, and
and equipment;
equipment; freight,
freight,
drayage charges; advertising, communication
express, and drayage
communication service,
service,
postage, washing towels, repairs
alterations, and other
repairs and alterations,
other miscelmiscellaneous supplies
expenses not otherwise
supplies and expenses
otherwise provided for
for and necesnecessary for the practical and efficient work
of
work of
of the
the Department
Department of
Agriculture, hereafter
hereafter in this Act referred to as the Department,
$2,143,300, together with such amounts from other appropriations
appropriations or
or
authorizations as are provided in the schedules
schedules in the Budget for
authorizations
for the
the
current fiscal year for such services
which several
several
services and
and expenses,
expenses, which
amounts or portions thereof
thereof as may be determined
determined by the Secretary
Secretary
exceeding a
a total of $109,280,
not exceeding
transferred to
and made
$109,280, shall
shall be transferred
to and
made aa
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part of this appropriation:
Provided, however, That if
total
appropriation: Provided,
if the total
current fiscal
fiscal
amounts of such appropriations
appropriations or authorizations
authorizations for the current
year
year shall at any time exceed
exceed or fall below the amounts estimated,
respectively, therefor in the Budget for such year,
year, the amounts
amounts transtranstherefrom to
ferred or to be transferred
transferred therefrom
be
to this appropriation
appropriation shall
shall be
increased or decreased
decreased in such amounts
amounts as
Bureau
as the Director
Director of
of the
the Bureau
a hearing thereon with representatives
representatives of the
of the Budget, after a
the
Department,
Department, shall determine
determine are appropriate
requirements as
appropriate to
to the
the requirements
as
changed
increases in such appropriations
changed by such reductions or increases
appropriations or
or
authorizations:
further, That,
authorizations: Provided
Provided further,
appropriations herein
herein
That, of appropriations
made which are available
available for the purchase
to exceed
exceed $1
$1
purchase of
of lands,
lands, not
not to
may be expended for
purchase any
or
for each
each option to purchase
any particular
particular tract
tract or
tracts of land: Provided
further, That no part of the funds approProvided further,
priated by this Act shall be used for the payment of any officer or
employee of the Department
Department who, as
as such
such officer or
employee
employee, or on
on
or employee,
behalf
Department or any division,
behalf of the Department
division, commission,
commission, or
or bureau
bureau
thereof, issues, or causes to be issued, any prediction,
prediction, oral
oral or written,
written,
or forecast, except as to damage
damage threatened
threatened or
caused by
by insects
and
or caused
insects and
pests, with respect
respect to
future prices
the trend
same:
to future
prices of cotton or
or the
trend of
of same:
Provided further,
further, That,
to provide
provide materials
in or
Provided
That, except
except to
materials required
required in
or
incident
research or experimental
experimental work
incident to research
no suitable
suitable domestic
work where no
domestic
product is available, no
no part
part of
by this
Act
of the funds appropriated
appropriated by
this Act
shall be expended
expended in the purchase
purchase of twine
twine manufactured
manufactured from
from comcommaterials produced
modities or materials
of the
the United
United States.
produced outside of
States.
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Adjustments
Adjustments in
in
amounts.

Option to purchase
purchase
land.
land.

Employee predictfuture price of coting future
ton.

Purchase of twine.
Purchase

RESEARCH
MARKETING ACT OF 1946
RESEARCH AND MARKETING
1946
To enable the Secretary to carry into effect the provisions
provisions of
of the
the
Act of August 14, 1946, as amended (7
(7 U. S. C. 427, 427h-427j,
1621427h-427j, 16211629), including
including in addition to the objects for which
which funds are
are
available for such Act of August 14, 1946, and under
under title I
I of the
the
Bankhead-Jones
personal services
services in the District
Bankhead-Jones Act, as amended, personal
District
Columbia; over-all
over-all administration,
of Columbia;
administration, planning, and coordination
coordination
of research
section
research under section 10 pursuant to the provisions of
of section
10 (c);
(c) ;and necessary
necessary expenses
expenses for carrying out the provisions of
of
title III of the Act, as follows:
follows:
Territories, and
and Puerto
for agriagriFor payments to States, Territories,
Puerto Rico
Rico for
cultural experiment stations pursuant to section
section 9
Bankhead9 of
of the Bankheadamended by the Act of August
Jones Act approved
approved June 29, 1935, as amended
August
14, 1946, $5,000,000;
$5,000,000;
utilization and associated
associated problems
pursuant
For research on utilization
problems pursuant
(a) of
$5,000,000;
to section 10 (a)
of said
said Act, $5,000,000;
For cooperative
research other than research
cooperative research
research on
on utilization
utilization of
of agripursuant to section
cultural commodities
commodities and the products thereof, pursuant
section
10
$3,000,000;
10 (b)
(b) of said Act, $3,000,000;
improvement and development,
development, independently
For the improvement
independently or through
cooperation among
and State
State agencies,
agencies, and
and others,
cooperation
among Federal
Federal and
others, of
of aa
sound and
and efficient
efficient system
system for
for the
distribution and
and marketing
of
sound
the distribution
marketing of
agricultural products
pursuant to
to the
Marketing Act
Act
agricultural
products pursuant
the "Agricultural
"Agricultural Marketing
of
1946" (title
Act of
of August
14, 1946),
1946), $6,000,000;
$6,000,000;
of 1946"
(title II
II of
of the
the Act
August 14,
In
all, $19,000,000,
which not
less than
than $45,000
$45,000 shall
be available
available
In all,
$19,000,000, of
of which
not less
shall be
II for the development
expanded
for work under
under Title
Title II
development of
of new
new and expanded
market outlets for oilseeds, fats and
not
and oils
oils and their products, and not
less
used under
additional
less than
than $180,000
$180,000 shall
shall be
be used
under section
section 10
10 (a)
(a) for
for additional
research
on fats
of which
latter sum
sum not
not less
less than
$45,000
research on
fats and
and oils,
oils, of
which latter
than $45,000
may
or private
may be used
used for
for contracts
contracts with
with public
public or
private agencies
agencies as
as authorized
authorized
by
Act of
August 14,
1946: Provided,
That no
of this
by the
the said
said Act
of August
14, 1946:
Provided, That
no part
part of
this
appropriation
shall be
be used
used for
construction of
any building
of any
building
beginning construction
for beginning
appropriation shall
costing
Provided further,
further, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary
costing in
in excess of
of $15,000:
$15,000: Provided

60 Stat. 1082.
7
U. S. C., Supp. II,
7U.S.C.,Supp.II,
§427j.
427j.

436.
49 Stat. 436.
U. S.. C.
42777 U.
C. §§ 427427i; Supp. II, 6
§427j.
60 Stat.
Stat. 1085,
1085, 1086,
1091.
1091.
U. S. C. §§
4271,
77 U.
9i 4271,
1628, 1629.

60 Stat. 1083.
I(8cl.
7
S. C.
C. 9427h.
427h.
7 U.
U. S.

60 Stat. 1085.
1085.
7
S. C. I427i
4271 (a).
(a).
7 U. S.

60 Stat. 1086.
7
S. C.
C. §4271
(b).
7 U.
U.S.
427i (b).

60 Stat. 1087.
7
C. §§1f
16217 U.
U. S. C.
16211627.

New market
market outlets
New
outlets
for oilseeds, etc.

60 Stat. 108.5.
1085.

U. S.
S. C.
C. §427i
4271 (a).
77U.
(a).
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available to any
may make available
office, or
or agency
agency of
of the
Department
any bureau,
bureau, office,
the Department
such amounts from this appropriation
as may
may be
be necessary
to carry
carry out
out
appropriation as
necessary to
the functions
functions for which
amounts made
available to
to
which it is made
made (but
(but amounts
made available
the Office
Office of the Secretary,
Secretary, Office
Office of
Solicitor, and
and Office
Office of
of
of the
the Solicitor,
Information shall not exceed those
those which
which the Director
of the
Bureau
Director of
the Bureau
of the Budget, after aa hearing
hearing thereon
thereon with representatives
representatives of
of the
the
Department,
determine), and any such
Department, shall
shall determine),
amounts shall
shall be
be in
in
such amounts
addition to amounts
amounts transferred
transferred or otherwise
otherwise made
to other
other
made available
available to
Work
Work relating
relating to
appropriation
appropriation items of the Department:
Department: Provided
Provided further, That
That no
no
fish,
fish, etc.
part of this appropriation
appropriation shall be available for work
relating to
to
work relating
fish or shellfish or any
any product thereof,
thereof, except
for the
the support
support of
of
except for
equitable
transportation rates before Federal agencies concerned
equitable transportation
concerned with
with
such rates and for development
development of foreign
foreign markets.
markets.
Availability
Availability of
of
funds.

OFFICE OF THE
THE SOLICITOR
OFFICE
SOLICITOR

Adjustments
Adjustments in
in
amounts.
amounts.

expenses, including
personal services
For necessary
necessary expenses,
including personal
the District
District
services in
in the
of Columbia and payment
payment of fees
fees or dues for
the use
use of
of law
law libraries
libraries
for the
by attorneys
service, $2,235,500,
attorneys in the field
field service,
$2,235,500, together
together with such
such amounts
amounts
from other appropriations
appropriations or authorizations
authorizations as are provided
provided in
in the
the
schedules in the Budget
Budget for the current
current fiscal year
year for
for such expenses,
expenses,
which several
several amounts or portions
portions thereof, as
as may
may be
determined by
be determined
by
the Secretary, not exceeding
exceeding a
a total
total of $157,000, shall be transferred
transferred
a part of this appropriation;
to and made a
appropriation; and there may be expended
expended
for personal services
services in the
the District
District of Columbia
Columbia not
to exceed
exceed
not to
$1,477,960: Provided,
$1,477,960:
Provided, however, That
That if the total amounts
such
amounts of
of such
appropriations
appropriations or authorizations
authorizations for the current fiscal
fiscal year shall at
at
any time exceed
exceed or fall below the
the amounts
amounts estimated,
estimated, respectively,
respectively,
therefor
therefor in the Budget for such year, the amounts transferred
transferred or
or to
to
be transferred
transferred therefrom
therefrom to this appropriation
amount which
which
appropriation and
and the
the amount
personal services
may be expended
expended for personal
services in the District
of Columbia
Columbia
District of
shall be increased
increased or decreased
decreased in such amounts as the Director
of
Director of
the
representatives
the Bureau
Bureau of the Budget, after
after a
ahearing thereon
thereon with representatives
of the Department, shall determine
determine are
to the
requireare appropriate
appropriate to
the requirements as changed
reductions or increases
changed by such reductions
increases in
in such appropriauthorizations.
ations or authorizations.
INFORMATION
OFFICE OF INFORMATION
SALARIIES AND
SALARIES
AND EXPENSES
EXPENSES

34
Stat.600.
34 Stat.
6O.

necessary expenses in connection
For necessary
connection with
with the publication,
publication, indexing,
indexing,
illustration,
documents, and reports, the
illustration, and
and distribution
distribution of bulletins, documents,
preparation,
distribution, and display
display of agricultural
preparation, distribution,
agricultural motion
motion and
sound
and sound
pictures, and exhibits, and the coordination
coordination of informational
in
informational work
work in
the Department,
Department, $1,248,728,
$1,248,728, together
the
together with such amounts from other
other
appropriations or authorizations
authorizations as are provided
appropriations
provided in the schedules
schedules in the
Budget
expenses, which several
Budget for the current fiscal
fiscal year for such expenses,
several
amounts or
or portions
amounts
portions thereof,
thereof, as may be determined
determined by the Secretary,
not exceeding
exceeding a
a total of $15,505 shall be transferred
not
transferred to and made
made aapart
part
of this appropriation,
of
appropriation, of which
which total
total appropriation
appropriation amounts not
not
specified may be used for the purposes
exceeding those specified
enumerated as
as
purposes enumerated
follows: For personal
personal services
services in the District
District of Columbia.
Columbia, $544,130;
$544,130;
for preparation
preparation and display of exhibits,
exhibits, $106,425;
$106,425; and the prepapreparation, distribution, and display
display of motion and
and sound pictures, $57,600;
$57,600;
for farmers'
farmers' bulletins,
bulletins, which shall
for
shall be adapted
adapted to the interests of the
people of the different
different sections
sections of the country, an equal proportion
proportion of
of
four-fifths of which shall be delivered
four-fifths
delivered to or sent out under
under the
the
furnished by the Senators, Representatives,
addressed franks
franks furnished
and
Representatives, and
Delegates in
in Congress, as they shall direct
417) and for
Delegates
direct (7
(7 U. S. C. 417)
for
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reprinting the 1948 Department
Department of Agriculture
reprinting
Agriculture Yearbook, "Grass",
for theiuse of the Senate
Senate and the House of Representatives,
Representatives, res
pec respectively, in
n the ratio of one hundred and ten thousand to three hundred
hundred
and .sixty thousand copies (of which not to exceed $156,674
$156,674 shall be
available for the yearbook
yearbook reprint
reprint for such use),
including
use), and including
$166,054
$166,054 for the preparation,
preparation, printing, and distribution
distribution of a
a homemakers' food and nutrition handbook,
handbook, of
of which $10,000 shall
shall be
be transferred to the appropriation
"Salaries and expenses, Human Nutrition
appropriation "Salaries
and Home Economics,
Economics, Agricultural
Agricultural Research
Research Administration",
Administration", for
the preparation
preparation of such handbook, $615,728:
$615,728: Provided,
Provided, That four
hundred
homemakers' food and nutrition handhundred thousand
thousand copies of the homemakers'
book shall be for the use of the Department and the remainder
remainder shall
Representatives, respectively,
respectively, in
in
be for the Senate and the House of Representatives,
the same ratio as farmers' bulletins: Provided
Provided further,
further, That if the
authorizations for the current
total amounts of the appropriations
appropriations or authorizations
current
fiscal year from which transfers
transfers to this appropriation
herein
appropriation are herein
authorized shall at any time exceed or fall below the amounts
amounts estimated,
authorized
respectively,
therefor in the Budget
Budget for such year, the amounts transrespectively, therefor
ferred or to be transferred therefrom to this appropriation and the
services in the District
amount which may be expended for personal services
of Columbia
Columbia shall
shall be increased or decreased
decreased in such amounts as the
of
a hearing thereon with
Director of the Bureau of the Budget, after a
representatives
determine are appropriate
appropriate to
representatives of the Department, shall determine
requirements as changed by such reductions or increases in such
the requirements
appropriations or
Provided further,
further, That when and
authorizations: Provided
or authorizations:
appropriations
to
extent that
Secretary agricultural
agricultural exhibits
in the
the judgment
judgment of the Secretary
that in
the extent
to the
authorized programs
and motion
motion and sound pictures relating to the authorized
of
various agencies
of the
can be
advantageously
be more advantageously
the Department
Department can
agencies of
the various
of the
prepared, displayed,
or distributed
distributed by the Office of Information, as
displayed, or
prepared,
the central
central agency
agency of
of the
Department therefor,
additional funds not
therefor, additional
the Department
the
exceeding $300,000
$300,000 for
for these purposes may be transferred to and made
exceeding
applicable, and
and shall
shall be
funds applicable,
appropriation, from the funds
of this appropriation,
aapart of
available
for the
the objects
objects specified herein, including personal services
available for
preparaProvided further,
further, That in the preparaColumbia: Provided
the District of Columbia:
in the
tion of
exhibits by
the Department,
not exceeding aa
Department, not
by the
or exhibits
pictures or
of motion
motion pictures
tion
employment pursuant to the second
total of $10,000 may be used for employment
sentence
(a) of the Department
Department of Agriculture
Agriculture Organic
706 (a)
of section 706
sentence of
Act of
1944 (5
U. S.
S. C.
C. 574)
referred
elsewhere herein referred
Act being
being elsewhere
said Act
574),,said
(5 U.
of 1944
Act
to as
Organic Act
1944, as
as amended
amended by
section 15 of the
Act
the Act
by section
of 1944,
Act of
the Organic
to
as the
of August
August 2,
2, 1946
1946 (5
(5 U.
S. C.
C. 55a)
Provided further,
further, That no part
55a)::Provided
U. S.
of
of this
this appropriation
establishment or mainteused for
for the establishment
be used
appropriation shall be
of
nance of
regional or
compensation of
the compensation
or for the
offices or
field offices
State field
or State
of regional
nance
employees in
such offices
offices except that not to
$10,000 may be used
used
to exceed $10,000
in such
employees
to maintain
maintain the San Francisco
Francisco radio
radio office.
to
LIBRARY,
DEPARTMENT OF
AGRICULTURE
OF AGRICULTURE
LIBRARY, DEPARTMENT
For necessary
including exchange
of reference
books, lawlawreference books,
exchange of
expenses, including
necessary expenses,
For
books,
scientific books,
periodicals, and expenses
incurred
expenses incurred
books, periodicals,
and scientific
technical and
books, technical
in
not to
to exceed
exceed $1,200
$1,200 for
newspapers;
for newspapers;
series; not
imperfect series;
in completing
completing imperfect
dues,
authorized by
by the
the Secretary,
Secretary, for
for library
library membership
in
membership in
when authorized
dues, when
societies
or associations
associations which
which issue
to members
or
only or
members only
publications to
issue publications
societies or
at
price to
to members
to subscribers
who are not
members;
not members;
subscribers who
than to
lower than
members lower
at aaprice
$713,293,
of which
to exceed
exceed $518,800
may be
expended for personal
personal
be expended
$518,800 may
not to
which not
$713,293, of
services
District of
of Columbia.
Columbia.
in the
the District
services in
BUREAU OF
AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS
ECONOMICS
BUREAU
OF AGRICULTURAL
For necessary
necessary expenses,
expenses, including
including not
exceed $2,390,000
for perper$2,390,000 for
not to
to exceed
For
sonal
of
Columbia, including the salary of
m the District of Columbia,
services m
sonal services

Reprinting Agriculture Yearbook.
Yearbook.

Homemakers'
Homemakers' food
and
and nutrition
nutrition handbook.
Post, p. 336.
Post,

Adjustments in
in
Adjustments
amounts.

Transfer of addiTransfer
tional funds if Office
acts as central agency.

Temporary
employTemporary employment.

58 Stat. 742.
742.
60 Stat. 810.
Regional
Regional or
olllces.
field offices.

State
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49 Stat.
Stat. 653.
653.
Peanut statistics.
49 Stat. 1898; 52
49
52 Stat.
348.
348.

Cotton
Cotton and
and apple
apple
reports.
reports.
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Chief of Bureau at $10,330 per annum, and
and not
not to
to exceed
exceed $1,000
$1,000 for
for
the purchase
purchase of books of reference,
reference, periodicals,
periodicals, and
newspapers, as
as
and newspapers,
follows:
follows:
Economic
investigations: For
Economic investigations:
conducting investigations
and for
for
For conducting
investigations and
acquiring and diffusing
diffusing useful information
information among
the people
the
among the
people of
of the
United States, relative to agricultural
agricultural production,
distribution, land
land
production, distribution,
utilization, and conservation
conservation in
broadest aspects,
aspects, including
including farm
in their broadest
farm
management and practice, utilization
management
of farm
and food
products,
utilization of
farm and
food products,
purchasing
purchasing of farm supplies, farm population and
and rural
rural life,
life, farm
farm
labor, farm finance, insurance
insurance and taxation,
adjustments in
taxation, adjustments
in producproducprobable demand
tion to probable
demand for the different farm
products;
farm and
and food
food products;
ownership and values,
land ownership
and income
income in
their relation
relation
values, costs, prices
prices and
in their
to agriculture, including
including causes for their variations
trends,
variations and
and trends,
Provided, That no part of the
$2,000,000: Provided,
the funds herein
herein appropriated
appropriated
or made available to the Bureau of Agricultural
Agricultural Economics
Economics under
under the
the
heading "Economic
"Economic investigations"
shall be
be used
State and
and county
county
investigations" shall
used for
for State
land-use
land-use planning, for conducting
conducting cultural surveys, or
for the
the mainor for
maintenance
tenance of
of regional
regional offices.
offices.
Crop and livestock estimates: For
For collecting,
collecting, compiling,
compiling, abstracting,
abstracting,
analyzing, summarizing,
summarizing, interpreting, and
and publishing
data relating
relating
publishing data
to agriculture,
agriculture, including crop
livestock estimates,
acreage, yield,
crop and livestock
estimates, acreage,
yield,
grades, staples of cotton, stocks, and value
value of farm
farm crops
crops and
and numbers,
numbers,
grades, and value of livestock and livestock
produclivestock products
products on
on farms,
farms, production, distribution, and consumption of turpentine
turpentine and rosin
rosin pursuant
pursuant to
to
the Act of August 15, 1935 (5
(5 U. S. C. 556b),
556b) ,and for
for the
the collection
collection
and publication
publication of statistics of peanuts as provided by the
the Act
Act
approved
approved June 24, 1936, as amended
amended May 12,
1938 (7
12,1938
(7 U.
U. S. C.
C. 951-957),
951-957),
$2,646,900:
$2,646,900: Provided,
Provided, That no
the funds
appropriated
no part
part of
of the
funds herein
herein appropriated
shall be available
available for any expense
expense incident
ascertaining, collating,
incident to
to ascertaining,
collating,
or publishing a
a report stating the intention
farmers as
acreage
intention of
of farmers
as to
to the
the acreage
to be planted in cotton, or for estimates
of apple
apple production
production for
other
estimates of
for other
than the commercial
commercial crop.
crop.
OFFICE OF FOREIGN
FOREIGN AGRICULTURAL
AGRICULTURAL RELATIONS
RELATIONS

necessary expenses
Salaries and expenses: For necessary
expenses for
Office of
of
for the
the Office
Foreign
Agricultural Relations and for enabling
Foreign Agricultural
enabling the Secretary
Secretary to
to
coordinate and integrate activities
the Department
Department in
in connection
connection
activities of
of the
with foreign
foreign agricultural
agricultural work, including personal
personal services
services in
the
in the
District of Columbia and not to exceed $500
$500 for newspapers,
newspapers, $576,400.
$576,400.
EXTENSION SERVICE
EXTENSION
SERVICE
PAYMENTS TO STATES,
STATES, HAWAII,
HAWAII, ALASKA,
PAY3IRNTS
ALASKA, AND PUERTO
PUERTO RICO
RICO
Cooperative agriCooperative
agricultural
extension
extension
work.
work.

45 Stat. 711.
711.
19 Stat.
Stat. 438.
49

59 Stat.
Stat.

231.

231.

53 Stat. 589.

53 Stat.589.

45
Stat. 1256.
45 Stat.
1256.
49 Stat. 1554.

Post,
p. 940.
Post, p.
940.

stat

50 Stat. 881.
50Stat.881.

For payments
States, Hawaii,
Hawaii, Alaska,
payments to
to the
the States,
Alaska, and
and Puerto
Puerto Rico,
Rico, for
for
cooperative agricultural
cooperative
agricultural extension work as follows:
follows:
Capper-Ketcham, Bankhead-Jones,
Bankhead-Jones, and related Acts:
Capper-Ketcham,
Acts: CapperCapperKetcham Act,
the Act
Act approved
approved May
22, 1928
343b),
Ketcham
Act, the
May 22,
1928 (7 U. S. C. 343a, 343b),
$1,480,000;
Bankhead-Jones Act, section 21,
$1,480,000; Bankhead-Jones
21, title II,
II, of
of the
the Act
Act
approved June
1935 (7
(7 U.
U. S. C. 343c),
$12,000,000; Bankhead-Jones
approved
June 29,
29, 1935
343c) ,
$12,000,000;
Bankhead-Jones
Act, section 23, title II,
II, of the Act approved June
June 29, 1935, as amended
amended
by
the Act
of June
June 6,
(7 U.
S. C.
343d-1), $12,500,000;
$12,500,000; additional
by the
Act of
6, 1945
1945 (7
U. S.
C. 343d-1),
additional
extension work, the Act approved
approved April 24,1939,
24, 1939, as amended
amended (7
(7 U.
C.
U. S.
S. C.
343c-1), $555,000; Alaska, the Act approved
approved February 23,
1929 (7
(7
23, 1929
U. S.
S. C.
extending the
benefits of the Smith-Lever
Smith-Lever Act to the
the
U.
C. 386c),
386c), extending
the benefits
Territory of Alaska,
3 of the Act approved
Alaska, $13,950,
$13,950, and section 3
approved June
20,
June 20,
1936 (7 U. S. C. 343e),
of the
343e), extending
extending the benefits
benefits of
the Capper-Ketcham
Capper-Ketcham
Act
the Territory
Act to
to the
Territory of Alaska, $10,000; Puerto Rico, the Act approved
August
28, 1937
U. S.
S. C.
C. 343f-343g),
343f-343g), extending
August 28,
1937 (7
(7 U.
extending the benefits of
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section 21 of the Bankhead-Jones
Bankhead-Jones Act to Puerto Rico, $408,000; in all,
Capper-Ketcham,
Bankhead-Jones, and related Acts, $26,966,950.
Capper-Ketcham, Bankhead-Jones,
SALARIES
EXPENSES
AND EXPENSES
SALARIES AND
Administration
coordination of extension work: For expenses
Administration and coordination
necessary
administer the provisions
provisions of the Smith-Lever
Smith-Lever Act,
necessary to administer
approved
amendatory or
U. S. C. 341-348),
341-348), and Acts amendatory
approved May 8, 1914 (7 U.
supplementary
coordinate the extension work of the
supplementary thereto, and to coordinate
Department
Department and the several States, Territories, and insular possessions,
personal
$885,500, of which not to exceed
exceed $681,200 may be expended
expended for personal
$885,500,
services in the District of Columbia.

36
Stat. 372.
38 Stat.
372.
Post,
p. 940.
Post, p.
940.

AGRICULTURAL
ADMINISTRATION
RESEARCH ADMINISTRATION
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH
ADMINISTRATOR
OFFICE OF
OFFICE
OF ADMINISTRATOR

Salaries and expenses: For necessary
necessary expenses of the Office
Office of
Administrator,
salary of the Administrator
Administrator at $10,330
$10,330
Administrator, including the salary
per annum, and personal services
services in the District of Columbia, and
maintenance, operation, and furnishing
furnishing of facilities and servfor the maintenance,
Reimbursement.
Reimbursement.
Agricultural Research Center, $414,400:
$114,400: Provided,
Provided, That the
ices at the Agricultural
appropriation
appropriation current at the time services are rendered may be reimreimbursements based on estimated or
bursed (by advance credits or reimbursements
charges,
actual charges)
applicable appropriations,
appropriations, to cover the charges,
charges) from applicable
including handling and other related services, for equipment rentals
(including
depreciation, maintenance,
; for services, supmaintenance, and repairs) ;
(including depreciation,
materials furnished, stores of which may be
and materials
plies, equipment
equipment and
construction, alteration,
maintained at the Center, and for building construction,
maintained
and repair
repair performed
performed by the Center
Center in carrying
carrying out the purposes
purposes of
such
applicable appropriations
appropriations and the applicable appropriations
such applicable
may also
also be
be charged
charged their
their proportionate
general
proportionate share of the necessary general
may
appropriation: Provided
expenses
Center not covered by this appropriation:
Provided
expenses of the Center
employ.
Temporary employTemporary
further,
of the
Agricultural ment.
the Agricultural
appropriations of
several appropriations
the several
of the
That of
further, That
available for
Research
Administration, not to exceed $15,000 shall be available
Research Administration,
employment
pursuant to the
(a) of the
sentence of section 706 (a)
the second sentence
employment pursuant
58 Stat. 742.
Organic
1944 (5
S. C. 574),
574), as amended by section 15 of the
U. S.
(5 U.
of 1944
Act of
Organic Act
60 Stat. 810.
Act
of August
August 2,
55a) :Provided
Provided further,
further, That the Buildings
(5 U.
U. S. C. 55a):
1946 (5
2, 1946
Act of
Buildings and
and improvements.
several appropriations
appropriations of
the Agricultural
Administration provements.
Research Administration
Agricultural Research
of the
several
shall be
be available
for the
alteration, and repair of buildconstruction, alteration,
the construction,
available for
shall
ings and
and improvements:
improvements: Provided,
Provided, however, That unless otherwise Limitation.
ings
provided, the
(excepting headconstructing any one building (excepting
the cost of constructing
provided,
houses connecting
connecting greenhouses)
greenhouses) shall
exceed $5,000,
$5,000, the total
shall not exceed
houses
amount
buildings costing
costing more
each
more than $2,500 each
of buildings
construction of
for construction
amount for
shall
within the
the limits
of the
approved
submitted and approved
the estimates submitted
limits of
be within
shall be
therefor,
and the
fiscal
altering any one building during the fiscal
of altering
the cost of
therefor, and
year
exceed $2,500
2 per
per centum of the cost of the building
or 2
$2,500 or
not exceed
shall not
year shall
i
whichever is
Research Administrator, whichever
sgreater.
as certified
certified by the Research
SPECIAL RESEARCH
DEPARTMENT OF
AGRICULTURE
OF AGRICULTURE
FUND, DEPARTMENT
RESEARCH FUND,
SPECIAL
For enabling
enabling the
to carry
carry into
the Act
Act approved
approved
effect the
into effect
the Secretary
Secretary to
For
June 29,
1935, as
amended (7
(7 U.
C. 427,
427, 427b,
427b, 427c,
427f, 427i);
427i) ;for
for
427c, 427f,
S. C.
U. S.
as amended
29, 1935,
June
administration
of the
the provisions
provisions of
section 5
5of
the said
and for
for
Act, and
said Act,
of the
of section
administration of
special research
work, including
and
programming, and
planning, programming,
the planning,
including the
research work,
special
coordination
of such
such research,
research, to
to be
be conducted
by such
such agencies
agencies of
the
of the
conducted by
coordination of
Department
Secretary may
designate or establish, and to
may designate
the Secretary
as the
Department as
which
he may
make allotments
personal
from this fund, including personal
allotments from
may make
which he
services
Columbia; $1,236,000,
amount
of which amount
$1,236,000, of
of Columbia;
District of
the District
in the
services in
$875,200
for the
maintenance and
operation of
and operation
the maintenance
available for
be available
shall be
$875,200 shall
research
and facilities
facilities in
in the
major agricultural
regions
agricultural regions
the major
laboratories and
research laboratories
provided
for by
Act, including not to exceed $9,000
4 of said Act,
by section 4
provided for

436-438; 60
60
49 Stat. 436-438;
Stat. 1065.
1085.
7
U. S.C.
S. C. §
427d.
7U.
§427d.

49 Stat.
Stat. 437.
49
437.
8. C. §427c.
427c.
771J.
U.S.C.
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for construction
a service building at
construction of a
laboraat the
the regional
regional salinity
salinity laboratory, Riverside, California.
California.
RESEARCH ON
ON S
STRATEGIC
AND CRITICAL
RESEARCH
TRATEGIC AND
CRITICAL AGRICULTURAL
ATERIALS
AGRICULTURAL M
MATERIALS

For expenses necessary
necessary to enable the
to carry
out his
his
the Secretary
Secretary to
carry out
responsibilities under section 7
7 (b) of the
responsibilities
Strategic and
Critical
the Strategic
and Critical
60 Stat.
60
Stat. 600.
600.
Materials Stock Piling Act of July 23,
(60 Stat.
Stat. 596),
including
23, 1946
1946 (60
596), including
50 U.
S. C.
50
U. S.
C. §981(b).
§98f (b).
personal services in
District of
in the
the District
of Columbia,
Columbia, $349,000.
$349,000.
RESEARCH ON
ON AGRICULTURAL
AGRICULTURAL PROBLEMS
RESEARCH
PROBLEMS OF
OF ALASKA
ALASKA

For expenses necessary to enable the Secretary
Secretary to
to conduct
conduct research
research
into the basic agricultural
agricultural needs and problems of
of
of the
the Territory
Territory of
Alaska, through
through such agencies of the Department as
as he
he may
designate,
may designate,
independently or in cooperation
independently
cooperation with appropriate
appropriate agencies
of the
agencies of
the
Territory of Alaska, including
including personal services
in the
District of
services in
the District
of
Columbia,
Columbia, and the construction
construction or acquisition
of necessary
necessary buildings
acquisition of
buildings
and facilities
facilities on land owned
owned either
Government or
or by
by
either by
by the
the Federal
Federal Government
the Territory of Alaska or agencies
agencies thereof
thereof without
to other
other
without regard
regard to
restrictions
restrictions of existing law, $675,000.
$675,000.
OFFICE
OFFICE OF
OF EXPERIMENT
TATIONS
EXPERIMENT S
STATIONS
PAYMENTS TO
HAWAII, ALASKA,
PAYMENTS
TO STATES,
STATES, HAWAII,
AND PUERTO
PUERTO RICO
RICO
ALASKA, AND

For payments to the States, Hawaii,
Hawaii, Alaska, and Puerto
to
Puerto Rico
Rico to
be paid quarterly
quarterly in advance,
carry into
the provisions
advance, to
to carry
into effect
effect the
provisions of
of the
the
following Acts relating
relating to agricultural
agricultural experiment
stations:
experiment stations:
Hatch, Adams,
Adams, Purnell, Bankhead-Jones,
and related
related Acts:
Hatch
Bankhead-Jones, and
Acts: Hatch
Act, the Act approved March
March 2, 1887
1887 (7
(7 U.
U. S.
C.
362, 363,
365,
368,
S.
C.
362,
363,
365,
368,
24
24 Stat.
Stat. 440.
440.
377-379), $720,000;
March 16,
377-379),
$720,000; Adams
Adams Act,
Ad, the Act approved
approved March
16, 1906
1906
34 Stat.
Stat. 63.
34
63.
(7
U.
C. 369),
369), $720,000;
February
(7 U. S.
S. C.
$720,000; Purnell
Purnell Act, the Act
Act approved
approved February
43
970.
43 Stat.
Stat. 970.
24, 1925
1925 (7
(7 U.
U. S. C. 361, 366, 370, 371, 373-376, 380, 382),
24,
382), $2,880,000;
$2,880,000;
Bankhead-Jones
I of the
Bankhead-Jones Act, title I
approved June
29, 1935
1935
.the Act approved
June 29,
427 42 7
49
436.
49 Stat.
Stat. 436.
g), $2,863,708;
$2,863,708; Hawaii,
(7 U. S. C. 427-427g),
Hawaii, the
Act approved
May 16,
the
Act
approved
May
7
C.§ §¢ 427h
427h, (7
16,
7 Ti.
U. S.
S.C.
apo
427i; Supp.
427i;
Supp. 11,
II, .1 427j.
427j. 1928
1928 (7
386-386b), extending the, benefits of
(7 U. S. C. 386-386b),
Acts of
of certain
certain Acts
of
45
571.
45 Stat.
Stat. 571.
Congress
Territory of
of Hawaii,
Congress to
to the
the Territory
Hawaii, $90,000;
$90,000; Alaska,
Alaska, the Act approved
approved
45
45 Stat.
Stat. 1256.
125.
February
23, 1929
386c),,extending
February 23,
1929 (7 U. S. C. 386c)
extending the benefits of the Hatch
Hatch
Act
to the
the Territory
Territory of Alaska, $15,000,
Act to
$15,000, and the provisions
provisions of
section
of
section
49 Stat. 15.54.
49Stat.
1554.
22of
of the
approved June
June 20,
369a), extending the
the Act
Act approved
20, 1936
1936 (7
(7 U. S. C. 369a),
the
benefits
benefits of the Adams
Adams and Purnell Acts to the
the Territory
Territory of
of Alaska,
Alaska,
$27,500; Puerto Rico, the Act approved
approved March
amended
March 4, 1931,
1931, as
as amended
46 Stat. 1520.
46Stat.1520.
(7 U.
extending the benefits of certain Acts of
(7
U. S.
S. C.
C. 386d-386f),
386d-386f), extending
of
Congress
Congress to Puerto Rico, $90,000; in
in all,
payments to
to States,
all, payments
States, Hawaii,
Hawaii,
Alaska, and Puerto Rico, $7,406,208.
$7,406,208.
SALARIES AND
SALARIES
AND EXPENSES
EXPENSES

24 Stat.
Stat. 440
34 Stat.
Stat.
24
440;;34
63;
43 Stat.
Stat. 970;
63; 43
970; 45
45
Stat. 571,
Stat.
1256 ; 46
46
571, 1256;
Stat. 1520
Stat.
1520;; 49
Stat.
49 Stat.
1553.
1553.

Administration of grants and coordination
Administration
coordination of
of research
research with
with States:
States:
For necessary expenses, including
including not
to exceed
exceed $192,225
personal
not to
$192,225 for
for personal
services
services in the District of Columbia,
Columbia, to enforce the provisions
provisions of
of the
the
Acts approved
approved March
March 2, 1887, March
March 16, 1906, February
February 24,
24, 1925,
1925,
May 16, 1928,
1928, February.23, 1929, March 4, 1931,
1931, and
1936,
and June
June 20,
20, 1936,
and Acts amendatory thereto (7
361-363, 365-383,
365-383, 386-386f),
(7 U. S. C. 361-363,
386-386f),
relative to their administration and for
for the
administration of
of an
an
the administration
agricultural experiment
agricultural
experiment station in Puerto Rico, $231,850;
$231,850; and
and the
the
Secretary shall prescribe
prescribe the form of the annual
Secretary
annual financial
statement
financial statement
required
required under the above Acts, ascertain
ascertain whether
the expenditures
expenditures
whether the
are in
in accordance
accordance with their provisions,
provisions, coordinate the
are
work
the research work
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of
State agricultural
and experiment stations in the lines
agricultural colleges and
of the
the State
authorized in
in said
research of the Department in similar
with research
Acts with
said Acts
authorized
lines,
report thereon to Congress.
make report
and make
lines, and
necessary
Federal experiment
experiment station, Puerto Rico: For expenses necessary
Federal
to
experiment station in Puerto
agricultural experiment
maintain an agricultural
and maintain
to establish
establish and
Rico, including
the preparation,
preparation, illustration, and distribution of
including the
Rico,
reports and
construction of a
a
$12,500 for construction
exceed $12,500
not to
to exceed
and not
bulletins, and
and bulletins,
reports
processing
$146,400.
storage building, $146,400.
processing and storage
BUREAU OF
ANIMAL I
NDUSTRY
INDUSTRY
OF ANIMAL
BUREAU
SALARIES AND
EXPENSES
AND EXPENSES
SALARIES
For
expenses necessary,
$1,321,000 for pernot to exceed $1,321,000
including not
necessary, including
For expenses
sonal services
for carrying out the proviof Columbia,
Columbia, for
District of
the District
in the
services in
sonal
sions
of the
Act, as
as amended,
amended, establishing
a Bureau of Animal Industry,
establishing a
the Act,
sions of
and related
related Acts, and for investigations
investigations concerned
concerned with the livestock
and
and
meat industries
industries and
and the
the domestic
fur-bearing animals,
raising of fur-bearing
domestic raising
and meat
as follows:
Animal husbandry:
For investigations
investigations and experiments
experiments in animal
animal
husbandry: For
Animal
husbandry
animal and poultry feeding and breeding, and for
and animal
husbandry and
carrying
out the
the purposes
section 101
Organic Act of
101 (b) of the Organic
of section
purposes of
carrying out
1944 (7
(7 U.
S. C.
cooperation with
with State authorities
authorizing cooperation
429) authorizing
C. 429)
U. S.
1944
in the
the administration
administration of regulations for the improvement of poultry,
in
poultry
products, and
$1,302,000, including
including not to exceed
exceed
and hatcheries, $1,302,000,
poultry products,
$50,000
additional personal services in
for additional
available for
be available
shall be
(which shall
$50,000 (which
the
of Columbia)
liquidation of the
Agriculture Remount
Remount
the Agriculture
for liquidation
Columbia) for
District of
the District
Service, on
or before
before December
1949, which
which amount shall remain
remain
December 31, 1949,
on or
Service,
available for
care of
of the
property until the Department of Agrithe real property
for care
available
culture is
responsibility therefor,
sold
therefor, the livestock to be sold
of responsibility
relieved of
is relieved
culture
by bid,
bid, public
public auction,
or through
through negotiated
negotiated sales with preference
auction, or
by
to
in negotiated
negotiated sales to the persons having custody of the animals or to
in
others
in the
locality: Provided
Provided further,
authority- of
further, That the authority
same locality:
the same
others in
section 3
3of
1948, shall be
continued until December
December
be continued
21, 1948,
of April
April 21,
Act of
the Act
of the
section
31, 1949.
31,
diseases of aniDiseases
animals: For
For scientific
scientific investigations
investigations of diseases
of animals:
Diseases of
mals,
and
for
investi
g
ations
of
tuberculin,
antitoxins,
and
serums,
tuberculin,
of
investigations
for
and
mals,
$1,073,000.
analogous products, $1,073,000.
Eradicating tuberculosis
tuberculosis and
and Bang's
Bang's disease: For the control and
Eradicating
eradication of
of the
tuberculosis and
paratuberculosis of
and paratuberculosis
of tuberculosis
diseases of
the diseases
eradication
$6,229,000:
animals,
avian tuberculosis,
and Bang's
Bang's disease of cattle, $6,229,000:
tuberculosis, and
animals, avian
Provided, That
part of
of the
money hereby
hereby appropriated
appropriated shall be
the money
no part
That no
Provided,
used
in compensating
compensating owners
owners of
cattle except
cooperation with
in cooperation
except in
of cattle
used in
and
supplementary
to
to
made
by
State, Territory,
be
payments
to
supplementary
and
county, or
municipality where
where condemnation
of cattle shall take
condemnation of
or municipality
county,
place, nor
nor shall
shall any
hereunder as
compensation
as compensation
made hereunder
be made
payment be
any payment
place,
for
or on
such animal if
inspection
if at the time of inspection
any such
of any
account of
on account
for or
or
at the
the time
it shall belong to
thereof, it
condemnation thereof,
of condemnation
time of
or at
test, or
or test,
or
be upon
upon the
premises of
of any
person, firm, or corporation
which
corporation to which
any person,
the premises
or be
it
has been
shipped, or
or delivered
delivered for the purpose of being
being
sold, shipped,
been sold,
it has
approslaughtered:
Provided
further,
That
money
hereby
the
of
out
That
further,
Provided
slaughtered:
priated
no payment
compensation for
for any
cattle condemned
for
condemned for
any cattle
as compensation
payment as
priated no
slaughter
shall
exceed
one-third
of
the
difference
between
the
appraised
the appraised
between
difference
the
of
slaughter shall exceed one-third
value
such cattle
and the
the value
value of
salvage thereof; that no
the salvage
of the
cattle and
of such
value of
payment
exceed the
amount paid or to be paid by
the amount
shall exceed
hereunder shall
payment hereunder
the
county, and
municipality where the animal shall
and municipality
Territory, county,
State, Territory,
the State,
hereunder
be
and that
that in
in no
shall any payment hereunder
case shall
no case
condemned; and
be condemned;
be
more than
for any
any grade
grade animal
animal or more than
$50 for any
than $50
$25 for
than $25
be more
purebred
purebred animal.

23 Stat.
31.
Stat. 31.
23
391U. S.
S. C. §§ 39177 U.
II, §
§ 391
Supp. II,
394; Supp.
note.
note.

58 Stat.
734.
58
Stat. 734.

Liquidation of Agriculture Remount Service.

62 Stat. 197.
197.
7
U. S. C.,
C., Supp.
Supp. II,
II,
7 U.S.
§438.
§438.

Compensation of
of
Compensation

cattle owners,
owners, restriccattle
tions.
tions.

Limitation
Limitation on
amount of payment.

332
Post,
Post, p.
p. 744.
744.

26 Stat.
416.
26
Stat. 416.
60 Stat.
633.
60
Stat. 633.
Post,
Post, p.
p. 410.
410.
Service
stockService at
at stockyards.
yards.

37 Stat.
Stat. 832.
37
832.

48
38,
48 Stat.
Stat. 38.

49 Stat.
Stat. 781.
781.
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Inspection
Inspection and quarantine:
quarantine: For
and quarantine
work,
For inspection
inspection and
quarantine work,
eradication of
including the control and eradication
cholera and
and related
related
of hog cholera
swine diseases,
cattle ticks,
ticks, scabies
sheep and
and cattle,
cattle,
diseases, southern
southern cattle
scabies in
in sheep
and
horses, the
the supervision
supervision of
of the
transportation of
of liveliveand dourine
dourine in
in horses,
the transportation
stock, the inspection
inspection of vessels,
execution of
of the
the twenty-eight-hour
vessels, the
the execution
twenty-eight-hour
law, the inspection
inspection and quarantine
quarantine of imported
imported animals
accordanimals in
in accordance with the Act
1890 (21
C. 102),
102), and
and the
the
Act of August
August 30,
30, 1890
(21 U.
U. S.
S. C.
Act of July 24, 1946 (21
(21 U. S. C.
the inspection
work relative
relative
C. 133),
133), and
and the
inspection work
to the existence
existence of contagious
diseases, $1,154,000:
$1,154,000: Provided,
Provided, That
That
contagious diseases,
maintained at
service shall be maintained
stockyards having
having such
such service
service
at all
all stockyards
during the
current fiscal
during
the current
fiscal year.
year.
Meat inspection: For carrying
of laws
relating
carrying out the
the provisions
provisions of
laws relating
to Federal inspection
inspection of meat and
$12,577,000.
and meat-food
meat-food products,
products, $12,577,000.
Virus Serum Toxin Act:
carrying out
the provisions
provisions of
of the
the
Act: For
For carrying
out the
Act approved
approved March
1913 (21
(21 U.
C. 151-158),
151-158), regulating
March 4, 1913
U. S.
S. C.
regulating the
the
preparation,
preparation, sale, barter, exchange, or
of any
any virus,
virus, serum,
serum,
or shipment
shipment of
toxin, or analogous
analogous product manufactured
manufactured in
in the
the United
and
United States
States and
the importation
importation of such products
products intended
intended for use
use in
in the
the treatment
treatment
of domestic
domestic animals,
animals, $394,000.
of
$394,000.
Marketing agreements, hog
cholera virus
virus and
and serum:
The sum
sum of
of
hog cholera
serum: The
$47,500 of the appropriation
appropriation made by section
section 12
12 (a)
(a) of
the AgriculAgriculof the
tural Adjustment
Adjustment Act, approved
approved May
12, 1933
(7 U.
S. C.
is
May 12,
1933 (7
U. S.
C. 612),
612), is
hereby
hereby made available
available during
during the fiscal year
which appropriations
appropriations
year for
for which
are herein made to carry into effect
effect sections
to 60,
60, inclusive,
inclusive, of
sections 56
56 to
of
the Act approved August 24, 1935 (7 U. S. C. 851-855),
851-855), including
including
personal
services in the District
personal services
District of
of Columbia.
Columbia.
ERADICATION
ERADICATION OF FOOT-AND-MOUTH
FOOT-AND-MOUTH AND
AND OTHER
OTHER CONTAGIOUS
CONTAGIOUS DISEASES
OF
DISEASES OF
ANIMALS

Payment of
Payment
of claims.
claims.

61
7.
61 Stat.
Stat. 7.
21
S. C.,
C., Supp.
21 IT.
IT. S.
Supp.
II, §§§§114h11-4d.
114b-114d.
II,
23 Stat.
Stat. 31.
23
31.
C., Supp.
Supp. 11,
77U.
U S.. C.,
§
391 note;
U. S.
§391
note; 21
21 U.
S. C.,
C.,
Supp.
113a.
Supp. If,
11, §§113a.

Basis
appraiseBasis of appraisement.
meat.

For expenses
expenses necessary, including
including personal
services in
the District
personal services
in the
District
of Columbia, in the arrest
arrest and eradication
eradication of
of foot-and-mouth
foot-and-mouth disease,
disease,
rinderpest, contagious
contagious pleuropneumonia,
pleuropneumonia, or other
other contagious
contagious or
or infecinfectious diseases of animals, or European
fowl pest
and similar
similar diseases
diseases
European fowl
pest and
in poultry, including the
payment of
of claims
claims growing
out of
of past
past and
the payment
growing out
and
future purchases and
and destruction
destruction of animals (including
(including poultry)
poultry)
affected by or exposed to, or of materials contaminated
contaminated by or exposed
affected
exposed
to, any such disease, wherever
wherever found and irrespective
ownership,
irrespective of
of ownership,
sinilar circumstances,
under like or substantially similar
circumstances, when
when such
such owner
has
owner has
complied with all lawful quarantine
quarantine regulations;
for foot-andfoot-andregulations; and
and for
rinderpest programs
mouth disease and rinderpest
programs undertaken
the
undertaken pursuant
pursuant to
to the
provisions of the Act of February
provisions
1947 (21
(21 U.
S. C.
C. Supp.
February 28,
28, 1947
U. S.
Sup p. 11,
114b-114d),
114b-114d), and the Act of
amen d
ed (7
(7 U.
U. S. C.,
C,
of May
May 29,
29, 1884,
1884, as amended
391; 21 U. S. C.
expenses in
i
n accor
dance with
w i
th
C., 111-122),
111-122), including
including expenses
accordance
section 22of said Act
February 28,
1947, the
the Secretary
Secretary may
transfer
Act of
of February
28, 1947,
may transfer
from other appropriations
appropriations or funds available
available to
the bureaus,
bureaus, corporato the
corporations, or
Department such
or agencies of the Department
such sums
sums as
as he
he may
deem necesnecesmay deem
sary, to be available only in an emergency
emergency which threatens
threatens the
the livelivestock or poultry
poultry industry of the
the country,
country, and
and any
any unexpended
unexpended balances
balances
of funds transferred
transferred under this head in the next preceding
preceding fiscal
year
fiscal year
shall be merged with
transferred amounts:
with such
such transferred
except
amounts: Provided,
Provided,That,
That, except
for payments
payments made pursuant
pursuant to said Act of February
February 28,
28, 1947,
1947, the
the
payment for such animals hereafter
purchased may
be made
made on
on
hereafter purchased
may be
appraisement based
appraisement
based on
dairy, or
or breeding
breeding
on the
the meat,
meat, egg-production,
egg-production, dairy,
value, but in case
appraisement based
based on
on breeding
value no
no appraiseappraisecase of
of appraisement
breeding value
ment of any such animal shall exceed
exceed three
three times
times its
egg-producits meat,
meat, egg-producvalue. and, except
tion, or dairy value,
in case
case of
extraordinary emergency,
emergency,
except in
of an
an extraordinary
to be determined by the Secretary,
Secretary. the payment
payment by the United States
Government
Government for any such animals shall
one-half of
of any
any
shall not exceed
exceed one-half
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such appraisements:
Provided further,
appraised
That poultry
poultry may be appraised
further, That
such
appraisements: Provided
the basis for appraisal is the same for each bird.
in groups
groups when the

appraisal for
Group appraisal
poultry.
poultry.

BUREAU
DAIRY INDUSTRY
INDUSTRY
OF DAIRY
BUREAU or
Salaries
expenses, including
including not to
necessary expenses,
For necessary
expenses: For
and expenses:
Salaries and
exceed
$548,600 for personal services in the District of Columbia,
exceed $548,600
U. S.
carrying out
provisions of the Act of May 29, 1924 (7 U.
S.C.
C.
out the provisions
in carrying
401-404), including
experiments, and demonstrations
demonstrations
investigations, experiments,
including investigations,
401-404),
in
applicable provisions of the
in dairy
dairy industry,
industry, for carrying out the applicable
Act of
S.C.
(c) ), relating to process
C. 2325, 2326 (c)),
9, 1902
1902 (26 U. S.
of May
May 9,
Act
or
amended, and the Act
(21
of May 23,
23, 1908 (21
Act of
as amended,
butter, as
or renovated
renovated butter,
U.S.
(a)), insofar
exportation of process
as it relates to the exportation
insofar as
S. C.
C. 94 (a)),
U.
or
butter, $1,093,200.
$1,093,200.
renovated butter,
or renovated

43
243.
43 Stat.
Stat. 243.

32 Stat. 196.
3.5
35 Stat. 254.
21
U. S. C. §
§94a.
21U.S.C.
94a.

ENGINEERING
BUREAU
PLANT INDUSTRY,
INDUSTRY, S
OILS, AND
AND AGRIC'ULTURAL
AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING
SOILS,
OF PLANT
BUREAU OF

SALARIES AND
AND EXPENSES
EXPENSES
SALARIES
For
necessary for investigations, experiments, and demonFor expenses
expenses necessary
strations in
connection with the production
improvement of farm
production and improvement
in connection
strations
soil-plant
crops and
and other
plant industries; soils and soil-plant
plants and plant
other plants
crops
relationships, and
engineering principles to agrithe application
application of engineering
and the
relationships,
culture; plant
plant diseases,
nematodes, and methods for their
including nematodes,
diseases, including
culture;
prevention and
and control;
control; plant
plant-disease collections,
collections, and surplant and plant-disease
prevention
veys; the
distribution of
weeds and
and means
control; methods
their control;
for their
means for
of weeds
the distribution
veys;
of handling,
processing, transportation,
agricultural
transportation, and storage of agricultural
handling, processing,
of
products; and
and plants
plants in
in foreign countries and our possessions for
products;
introduction into
explorations and surStates, including explorations
the United States,
into the
introduction
operation
veys, and
and propagation
and testing
this country; for the operation
testing in this
propagation and
veys,
and maintenance
maintenance of
of airplanes;
airplanes; and for personal services in the city
and
of Washington,
Washington, as
follows:
as follows:
of
Field
on the production,
production, improvement,
improvement,
investigations on
For investigations
crops: For
Field crops:
and diseases
of alfalfa, barley, clover, corn, cotton, flax, grasses, oats,
diseases of
and
rice,
rubber crops,
sugarcane,
sugar beets, sugarcane,
soybeans, sugar
sorghums, soybeans,
crops, sorghums,
rice, rubber
tobacco,
and other
other field
$2,694,000, of which
which not to
crops, $2,694,000,
field crops,
wheat, and
tobacco, wheat,
and
exceed
$85,000 shall
shall be
available for
for the
the construction
construction of an office and
be available
exceed $85,000
laboratory building
building at
the Southern
Southern Great
Great Plains Field Station,
at the
laboratory
Woodward, Oklahoma.
Oklahoma.
Woodward,
Fruit, vegetable,
vegetable, and
and specialty
specialty crops:
investigations on the
crops: For investigations
Fruit,
production,
improvement, and
and diseases
fruit, vegetable,
ve getable, nut, ornaof fruit,
diseases of
production, improvement,
mental,
drug, condiment,
condiment, oil, insecticide,
insecticide, and related crops and plants,
mental, drug,
$2,464,000.
Forest
investigations of
of diseases
diseases of
forest and shade
of forest
For investigations
diseases: For
Forest diseases:
trees
forest products,
control, $401,740.
their control,
for their
methods for
and methods
products, and
and forest
trees and
Soils,
fertilizers, and
irrigation: For
investigations of soil manageFor investigations
and irrigation:
Soils, fertilizers,
ment
methods
to
increase
and
maintain
productivity,
including fertiproductivity, including
maintain
and
increase
to
ment methods
lization,
liming, crop
rotations, tillage
other means
means
and other
practices, and
tillage practices,
crop rotations,
lization, liming,
of
improving
soils;
fertilizers,
fertilizer
ingredients,
and
their
their
and
ingredients,
fertilizer
of improving soils; fertilizers,
improvement
agricultural use;
use; soil
management and crop producsoil management
for agricultural
improvement for
tion on
lands, and
of irrigation water
quality of
the quality
and the
irrigated lands,
and irrigated
dry and
on dry
tion
and its
its use
use by
by crops;
a national
soils in a
of soils
classification of
the classification
for the
and for
crops; and
and
system and
indication of
of their
their extent
extent and
distribution on
on maps, and
and distribution
and indication
system
determination of
of their
their potential
potential productivity
cropping
adapted cropping
under adapted
productivity under
determination
and improved
improved soil
soil management;
management; $1,966,000,
including not
not to
to exceed
exceed
$1,966,000, including
and
$16,000
for remodeling
remodeling two
two structures
structures at
at the
United States
States Northern
the United
$16,000 for
Great Plains
Plains Field
Station, Mandan,
Mandan, North
laborto provide
provide laborDakota, to
North Dakota,
Field Station,
Great
atory facilities
facilities for
for investigations
investigations on
lands to
to be irrigated under the
on lands
atory
Missouri Basin
development program:
Provided, That the Secretary
program: Provided,
Basin development
Missouri
shall have
have contractual
authority in
in an
an amount
amount not
not to
to exceed
exceed $100,000
$100,000
contractual authority
shall

Plant
Plant and soil investigations.
tigations.

Airplanes.
Airplanes.

Construction
Construction of
building at Woodbuilding
ward, Okla.
ward,
Okla.

Remodeling of buildRemodeling
ings at Mandan, N.
Dak.

authorContractual authority.
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to construct
construct or acquire
equipment for
acquire buildings, facilities,
facilities, and
and equipment
for the
the
at Brawley.
station at
Brawley.
Agricultural
engineering: For
Agricultural engineering:
involving the
appliFor investigations involving
the application of engineering
engineering principles
principles to agriculture, including
farm power
power
including farm
and equipment, rural water supply and
and rural
electriand sanitation,
sanitation, and
rural electrification; farm buildings
fication;
buildings and their appurtenances
appurtenances and
and buildings
for
buildings for
processing and storing
storing farm
and the
the preparation
farm products, and
preparation and
and disdistribution of building plans and specifications;
ginning, and
specifications; cotton
cotton ginning,
and
other engineering
engineering problems relating
relating to
processing,
to the
the production,
production, processing,
transportation, and storage
storage of agricultural
products; $724,000.
$724,000.
agricultural products;
Arboretum: For the maintenance
National Arboretum:
maintenance and development
the
development of
of the
National Arboretum
established under the provisions
Arboretum established
of the
provisions of
the Act
Act
approved March 4, 1927 (20
approved
(20 U. S. C. 191-194),
of which
which not
not
191-194), $170,000,
$170,000, of
to exceed
exceed $15,000 shall be available for the construction of
of a
a farm
farm
machinery storage
and shop
building.
storage and
shop building.

BuREAT
OF ENTOMOLOGY
BUREAU OF
ENTOMOLOGY AND
AND PLANT
PLANT QUARANTINE
QUARANTLNE
SALARIES
SALARIES AND
AND EXPENSES
EXPENSES
Post,
745.
Post, p.
p. 745.

Stat. 315.
37 Stat.
315.
U. 8.
8, C.,
Supp. II,
77U.
C., Supp.
I,
§
154.
§ 154.
42 Stat. 833;
833; 33 Stat.
Stat.
1269; 50
56 Stat.
Stat. 40.
40.
58 Stat. 735.
735.
Ante, p.
p. 200.
200.

Oriental
fruitfiy.
Oriental fruitfly.
Transfer of
funds.
Transfer
of funds.

Contracts
Contracts for
for rere.
search.
search.

For expenses
expenses necessary
necessary for investigations,
investigations, experiments,
demonstraexperiments, demonstrations, and surveys for the promotion
promotion of economic
entomology, for
for
economic entomology,
investigating and ascertaining
investigating
ascertaining the best means of destroying
destroying insects
and related pests injurious to agriculture,
importing useful
and
agriculture, for
for importing
useful and
beneficial insects and bacterial, fungal, and
and other
diseases of
other diseases
of insects
insects
and related pests, for investigating
investigating and ascertaining
ascertaining the
the best
means of
of
best means
destroying insects
destroying
insects affecting
affecting man and animals,
ways of
of
animals, and
and the
the best
best ways
utilizing beneficial
beneficial insects, for carrying into effect
effect the
provisions of
of
the provisions
the Plant Quarantine
Quarantine Act of August 20, 1912, as amended
amended (7
U. S.
S. C.
C.
(7 U.
151-167), the Honey Bee Act (7 U. S. C. 281-283),
281-283), the Insect
151-167),
Pest
Insect Pest
Act (7
(7 U. S. C. 141-144),
141-144), the Mexican Border Act (7
S. C.
149)
(7 U.
U. S.
C. 149)
Organic Act of 1944 (7 U. S. C. 147a),
and the Organic
authorizing the
the eradica147a), authorizing
eradication, control, and prevention
prevention of spread
spread of injurious
injurious insects
plant
insects and
and plant
pests; including the operation and maintenance
maintenance of
the
of airplanes
airplanes and
and the
purchase
purchase of not to exceed four, and not to
to exceed
$802,000 for
personal
exceed $802,000
for personal
services in the District of
Columbia, as
as follows:
of Columbia,
follows:
Insect investigations
investigations::For the investigation
investigation of
of insects
fruits,
insects affecting
affecting fruits,
grapes,
grapes, nuts, trees, shrubs, forests and forest products, truck
and garden
truck and
garden
crops, cereal, forage and range
range crops, cotton, tobacco, sugar plants,
plants
ornamental
ornamental and other
other plants
ro d
uc t
s,household
household
plants and
and agricultural
agricultural p
products,
possessions, and man and animals; for bee culture
culture and apiary
apiary managemanagement; for classifying, identifying, and collecting information
information to
to deterdetermine the distribution
distribution and abundance
abundance of insects; for investigations
investigations in
in
connection
connection with introduction
introduction of
of natural
enemies of
of injurious
natural enemies
injurious insects
insects
and related pests and for the exchange with
countries of
of useful
useful
with other
other countries
and beneficial
beneficial insects and other arthropods;
methods,
arthropods; for
for developing
developing methods,
equipment,
apparatus to aid in enforcing
equipment, and apparatus
and
enforcing plant
plant quarantines
quarantines and
in the eradication
eradication and control of insect
and plant
plant diseases;
diseases; and
insect pests and
and
for investigations
investigations of insecticides
insecticides and fungicides,
fungicides, including
including methods
methods of
of
their manufacture
manufacture and use and the effects of their
application,
their application,
$3,502,300,
$3,502,300, of which $173,500
That
$173,500 is
is for
for bee
bee culture:
culture: Provided,
Provided, That
$450,000
$450,000 shall be available
available for oriental
$25,000 may
oriental fruitfly,
fruitfly, of
of which
which $25,000
may
be transferred
transferred to and
consolidated with
the appropriations,
and consolidated
with the
appropriations, "insect
"insect
and plant disease
disease control" and
quarantine", to
to either
and "foreign
"foreign plant
plant quarantine",
either
or in part to each as may be deemed best,
for inspection
and/or control
control
best, for
inspection and/or
work
work on this pest; and $250,000 may be used for
contracts with
with public
public
for contracts
or private agencies for research
research without regard
provisions of
regard to
to provisions
of
existing
existing law, and the amounts obligated
obligated for
for contract
contract research
research shall
shall
remain available
available until
until expended.
expended.
remain
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Insect and plant-disease
control: For carrying
carrying out operations
operations or
plant-disease control:
prevent or retard
retard the
measures to eradicate, suppress, control, or to prevent
sweetpotato weevil,
spread of Japanese
Japanese beetle, sweetpotato
weevil, Mexican
Mexican fruitflies,
fruitflies,
peach mosaic,
mosaic, cereal
cereal rusts, pink
bollworm and
phony peach
peach and
and peach
pink bollworm
and Thurberia
enforcement of
beria weevil,
weevil, and the golden nematode
nematode including
including the enforcement
quarantine
and cooperation
cooperation with States to enforce plant
plant
regulations and
quarantine regulations
quarantines as authorized
authorized by the Plant Quarantine
Quarantine Act of August
August 20,
quarantines
1912, as amended (7 U. S. C. 151-167),
151-167), and including the establish-

37 Stat.
Stat. 315.
315.
U. S.
77U.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
Supp. II,
§
154.
t 154.
Establishment of
Establishment
areas.
cotton-free areas.

ment of
of such
such cotton-free
cotton-free areas
areas as
as may
may be
be necessary
necessary to
to stamp
out any
stamp out
any
ment
infestation
of the
the pink
pink bollworm
authorized by
by the
the Act
FebAct of
of Febbollworm as
as authorized
infestation of
ruary 8,
(46 Stat.
67), and
with States
the
and for
for cooperation
cooperation with
States in
in the
ruary
8, 1930
1930 (46
Stat. 67),
compensation of
of growers
growers for
for losses
losses resulting
resulting from
from the
the destruction
of
compensation
destruction of
or for
not planting
potatoes and
and tomatoes
tomatoes on
exposed
on lands
lands infested
infested or
or exposed
or
for not
planting potatoes
to infestations
of the
for the
the purpose
authorized by
by
the golden
golden nematode
nematode for
purpose authorized
to
infestations of
Stat. 442.
442.
62 Stat.
the Golden
(Public Law
Law 645,
Eightieth Congress,
Congress,
645, Eightieth
Act (Public
the
Golden Nematode
Nematode Act
C., Supp.
77U. S.
S. C.,
Supp. II,
II,
§§ 150-150g.
150-150g.
approved June
1948), and
and for
of domestic
domestic plant
plant §§
15, 1948),
for the
the enforcement
enforcement of
approved
June 15,
in transit.
Inspection in
quarantines
through inspection
in transit,
transit, including
including the
the interception
interception
inspection in
quarantines through
and disposition
disposition of
found to
transported interstate
interstate
have been
been transported
materials found
to have
and
of materials
in violation
Federal plant
plant quarantine
operaand operaquarantine laws
laws or
or regulations,
regulations, and
violation of
of Federal
in
Stat. 1113.
1113.
tions
the Terminal
(7 U.
S. C.
166) ,$3,564,000
C. 166),
$3,564,000: : 38 Stat.
Act (7
U. S.
Inspection Act
under the
Terminal Inspection
tions under
Restriction.
Restriction.
Provided,
That
no
part
of
this
appropriation
shall
be
used
to
pay
Provided, That no part of this appropriation shall be used to pay
the
cost or
value of
farm animals,
animals, farm
crops, or
or other
other property
property
farm crops,
of trees,
trees, farm
the cost
or value
injured
potatoes and
as authorized
authorized under
under
and tomatoes
tomatoes as
except potatoes
or destroyed,
destroyed, except
injured or
State, etc.,
etc., cooperaThat, in the discretion
the
Act: Provided
further, That,
discretion tion.
Provided further,
Nematode Act:
the Golden
Golden Nematode
of
appropriation shall
expended for
for
shall be
be expended
no part
part of
of this
this appropriation
Secretary, no
of the
the Secretary,
the
control of
of sweetpotato
weevil in
in any
any State
State until
until such
State has
has
such State
sweetpotato weevil
the control
provided cooperation
cooperation necessary
this purpose,
purpose, or
for
or for
to accomplish
accomplish this
necessary to
provided
at least
barberry
until a
sum or
or sums
sums at
least equal to such expendiexpendia sum
eradication until
barberry eradication
tures
been appropriated,
subscribed, or
or contributed
contributed by
by
appropriated, subscribed,
have been
shall have
tures shall
States,
counties, or
authorities, or
or by
individuals or
or organizaorganizaby individuals
or local
local authorities,
States, counties,
tions
for the
the accomplishment
of this
this purpose,
purpose, or
or with
with respect
to the
the
respect to
accomplishment of
tions for
62
Stat 443.
62 Stat
443.
golden
as prescribed
in section
of the
the Golden
Golden
section 44 of
prescribed in
except as
nematode except
golden nematode
11. S. C., Supp. II,
77U.
§
150c.
I
150c.
Nematode
Act.
Nematode Act.
Foreign plant
quarantines: For
operations against
introduction
the introduction
against the
For operations
plant quarantines:
Foreign
of
or plant
the United
States, including
including the
United States,
into the
diseases into
plant diseases
pests or
of insect
insect pests
enforcement
of foreign-plant
quarantines and
and regulations
regulations promulpromulforeign-plant quarantines
enforcement of
gated
sections 55and
and 7
7of
of the
Plant Quarantine
of August
August
Act of
Quarantine Act
the Plant
under sections
gated under
37 Stat. 316, 317.
1905 37
20,
1912, as
(7 U.
U. S.
C. 151-167),
the Insect
Pest Act
Act of
of 1905
Insect Pest
151-167), the
S. C.
as amended
amended (7
20, 1912,
7 U. S.
7
S. C.,
C., §
§§ 159,
159,
160.
160.
(7
U. S.
C. 141-144),
141-144) ,and
and the
the Mexican
Act of
1942 (7
(7 U.
U. S.
S. C.
C.
of 1942
Border Act
Mexican Border
S. C.
(7 U.
33 Stat. 1269; 56
66Stat.
40.
149), for
for enforcement
enforcement of
of domestic-plant
as they
they pertain
to 40.
pertain to
quarantines as
domestic-plant quarantines
149),
Territories
of the
the United
and enforcement
enforcement of
of regulations
regulations govgovStates and
United States
Territories of
erning
movement of
of plants
plants into
into and
and from
from the
District of
Columbia
of Columbia
the District
the movement
erning the
promulgated under
15 of
of the
the Plant
Plant Quarantine
Quarantine Act
of August
August
Act of
section 15
under section
promulgated
41 Stat.
Stat. 726.
726.
41
20,
1912, as
as amended,
amended, and
of plants
plants
S. C. §167.
167.
certification of
and certification
77U. S.
inspection and
for inspection
and for
20, 1912,
and
to meet
meet the
the sanitary
of foreign
counforeign counrequirements of
sanitary requirements
products to
plant products
and plant
58 Stat.
735.
58
Stat. 735.
tries,
in section
section 102
102 of
the Organic
Organic Act
Act of
of 1944
1944 (7
(7
Ante, p. 200.
of the
as authorized
authorized in
tries, as
U.
S. C.
$2,325,000.
C. 147a),
147a), $2,325,000.
U. S.
CONTROL
EMERGENCY OUTBREAKS
INSECTS AND
AND PLANT
PLANT DISEASES
DISEASES
OF INSECTS
OUTBREAKS OF
OF EMERGENCY
CONTROL or
For expenses
expenses necessary
necessary to
to carry
out the
of the
resothe joint
joint resothe provisions
provisions of
carry out
For
lution approved
approved May
9, 1938
148-148e), and
and the
the provisions
provisions
C. 148-148e),
S. C.
(7 U.
U. S.
1938 (7
May 9,
lution
of the
the Forest
Act ($250,000
($250,000 which
may be
transferred
be transferred
which may
Control Act
Pest Control
Forest Pest
of
to and
part of
the appropriation
Pest Control
Act"),
Control Act"),
"Forest Pest
appropriation "Forest
of the
made aapart
to
and made
including the
the operation
maintenance of
of airplanes
and the
the purchase
purchase
airplanes and
and maintenance
operation and
including
of not
and surveys
surveys and
and control
control operations
operations in
in Canada
Canada
three, and
to exceed
exceed three,
of
not to
in cooperation
Canadian Government
Government or
or local
local Canadian
Canadian
the Canadian
with the
in
cooperation with
authorities, and
the employment
of Canadian
citizens, $1,745,000.
$1,745,000.
.
Canadian citizens,
employment of
and the
authorities,

578.
Post, p. 578.
52 Stat.
Stat. 344.
61
Stat. 177.
177.
61 Stat.

S. C.,
16 U.
C., Supp.
16
U. S.
II, §§
§¢ 594-1-594-5.
594-1-594-5.
II,
Cooperation with
with
Cooperation
Canada.
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BUREAU
OF AGRICULTURAL
BUREAU or
AGRICULTURAL AND
INDUSTRIAL CHEISTRY
CITE1VrISTRY
AND INDUSTRIAL

SALARIES AND
SALARIES
AND EXPENSES
EXPENSES

12
Stat. 387.
387.
12 Stat.

52 Stat.
52
Stat. 37.
37.

For expenses necessary
necessary for investigations,
investigations, experiments,
and demondemonexperiments, and
strations
hereinafter authorized,
authorized, including not to exceed
strations hereinafter
$243,000 for
for
exceed $243,000
personal
personal services
services in the District of Columbia,
follows:
Columbia, as follows:
Agricultural chemical and naval stores investigations:
investigations: For conconducting the investigations
investigations contemplated
15, 1862
1862
contemplated by the
the Act
Act of May 15,
(5
(5 U. S. C. 511, 512),
chemistry to
to agriagri512), relating
relating to the application
application of
of chemistry
culture; for the biological,
biological, chemical,
chemical, physical, microscopical,
microscopical, and
and
technological
technological investigation
investigation of foods, feeds, drugs, plant
plant and animal
animal
products
thereof; for
for investiinvestiproducts, and substances used
used in
in the manufacture
manufacture thereof;
gations
products,
gations of the physiological
effects and for the pharmacological
physiological effects
pharmacological testing of such products
products and of insecticides
•for the
the investigation
insecticides;'
investigation and
development
methods for the
sugars, sugar
sugar sirups,
sirups,
development of methods
the manufacture
manufacture of
of sugars,
and starches
starches and the utilization
utilization of new agricultural
agricultural materials
materials for such
such
purposes; and
and for
of the
the utilization
utilization
for the
the technological
technological investigation
investigation of
of fruits and vegetables
vegetables and for
investigations; for
for the
the
for frozen-pack
frozen-pack investigations;
investigation
investigation of naval stores (turpentine
(turpentine and rosin)
rosin) and
and their
their
components; the investigation
experimental demonstration
demonstration of
components;
investigation and
and experimental
of
improved equipment, methods, or processes
processes of preparing
preparing naval
naval stores;
stores;
and the weighing, storing, handling, transportation,
transportation, and
and utilization
utilization
of naval stores; $645,525.
$645,525.
Regional research
research laboratories:
continuing the researches
Regional
laboratories: For continuing
researches estabestablished under the provisions of section 202 (a)
(e), inclusive,
(a) to 202
202 (e),
inclusive,
II of the Agricultural
of title II
Agricultural Adjustment
Act of 1938
(7 U.
U. S.
S. C.
C.
Adjustment Act
1938 (7
1292),
research on food products of farm commodities,
1292), including research
commodities,
$5,016,000.
$5,016,000.
BUREAU
HUMAN
AND HOME
BUREAU OF
or H
UMAN NUTRITION
NUTRITION AND
HOME ECONOMICS
ECONOMICS

327.
Ante, p.
p. 327.

Salaries and expenses:
expenses: For necessary
not to
to
necessary expenses,
expenses. including not
exceed $343,550
$343,550 for personal services
of Columbia,
Columbia,
services in
in the District
District of
investigations of the relative
for conducting
conducting investigations
relative utility
utility and
and economy
economy
of agricultural
agricultural products for food, clothing, and other uses
uses in
in the
the
home, with special
special suggestions of plans
for the
the more
more
plans and methods
methods for
effective utilization
utilization of such products
products for these
these purposes, and such
such
economic investigations,
including housing
and household
household buying,
investigations, including
housing and
buying,
as have for their
their purpose
purpose the
the improvement of the rural
rural home,
home, and
and
useful information
for disseminating
disseminating useful
inform.ation on this subject,
subject, $853,200.
$85;3,200.
CONTROL
FOREST PESTS
PESTS
CONTROL OF FOREST

For expenses
necessary for carrying
expenses necessary
carrying out operations,
operations, measures, or
or
surveys necessary
necessary to eradicate,
suppress, control,
to prevent
prevent or
or
eradicate, suppress,
control, or
or to
retard
retard the spread of insects or diseases
diseases which endanger
endanger forest
forest trees
trees
on any lands in the United
United States, and for such quarantine
quarantine measures
measures
relating thereto as may be necessary
necessary pursuant
pursuant to the Plant Quar37
Stat. 315.
315.
:7 Stat.
antine Act of August 20, 1912, as amended
amended (7
(7 U. S. C. 151-167),
151-167),
7
S. C.,
Supp. II,
H, antine
7 C.
U.S.
C., Supp.
§§154.
154.
including personal
personal services
services in the District of
Columbia and
and the
the
of Columbia
purchase
purchase (not to exceed
exceed four)
four) and
and operation
operation and maintenance
maintenance of
of
airplanes, as follows:
follows:
Gypsy and brown-tail
Gypsy
brown-tail moths,
moths, pursuant
pursuant
brown-tail moths: Gypsy
Gypsy and
and brown-tail
58
58 Stat. 735.
7:i5.
to section 102 of the
the Act of September
September 21,
21, 1944
(7 U.
U. S.
S. C.
147a),
1944 (7
C. 147a),
Ante, p. 200.
200.
$575,000.
$575,000.
carrying out the provisions
Forest Pest Control Act: For carrying
provisions of the
61
177.
61 Stat. 177.
Act
approved
approved
June
25,
1947
(16
U.
S.
Supp.
I,
594-1-594-5),
(16
C.
Supp.
I,
594-1-594-5),
16 U.
U. S.
C.,
Supp.
S. C., Supp.
$750,000.
II, §§
§§ 594-1-594-5.
594-1-594-5.
11,
White
White pine blister rust: White
White pine blister
to the
the
blister rust, pursuant
pursuant to
54
Stat. 168.
168.
54 Stat.
Act of April 26, 1940 (16
$3,645,000, of which amount
(16 U. S. C. 594a),
594a), $3,645,000,
amount
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Department of the Interior for the
$565,350 shall be available to the Department
endangering Federal
Federal lands
control of white pine blister rust on or endangering
jurisdiction of that Department or lands of Indian tribes
under the jurisdiction
which are under the jurisdiction
jurisdiction of or retained under restrictions
restrictions of
the United States; $1,920,050 of said amount
amount to the Forest Service for
for
the control of white pine blister rust on or endangering
under
endangering lands under
$1,159,600 of said amount to the Bureau of Entoits jurisdiction; and $1,159,600
mology and Plant Quarantine
Quarantine for leadership
leadership and general coordination
coordination
of the entire program,
development, and for operations conprogram, method development,
confined
ducted under its direction
direction for such control, including,
including, but not confined
to, the control of white pine blister rust on or endangering
endangering State and
privately owned lands.
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Availability of
funds.

FOREST
SERVICE
FOREST SERVICE
SALARIES
SALARIES AND EXPENSES

necessary, including not to exceed
exceed $1,210,095
$1,210,095 for
For expenses
expenses necessary,
personal services in the District of Columbia, not to exeed $10,000
for employment pursuant to the second
second sentence of section 706 (a)
(a) of

58
742.
58 Stat.
Stat.742.
the
U. S.
S. C. 574),
574), as amended by section 15
(5 U.
1944 (5
Act of 1944
Organic Act
the Organic
60
Stat. 810.
810.
60Stat.
55a);;to experiment
S. C. 55a)
of
the Act
August 2,
(5 U. S.
experiment and
2, 1946
1946 (5
Act of
of August
of the
Experiments
ats and
Investigations.
investigations and report on forestry, national forests, forest investigations
make investigations
lumbering, but no part of this appropriation
appropriation shall be used
fires, and lumbering,
experiment or test made outside
outside the jurisdiction
jurisdiction of the United
United
any experiment
for any
States; to
to advise
advise the
woodlands as to the proper care of the
the owners
owners of woodlands
States;
same; to investigate
American timber and timber trees and
and test American
investigate and
same;
their
treatment of timber; to
preservative treatment
their uses, and methods for the preservative
seek, through
of native
native and foreign
planting of
investigations and the planting
through investigations
seek,
species,
suitable trees
treeless regions;
regions; to erect necessary
necessary
trees for the treeless
species, suitable
Cost of
buildings.
dings.
of buil
Cost
buildings:
That the
the cost
building purchased,
purchased, erected,
of any
any building
cost of
Provided,That
buildings: Provided,
or
improved, exclusive
the cost
cost of
of constructing
water-supply or
of the
constructing aawater-supply
exclusive of
or as
as improved,
sanitary
building,
connecting the same with any such building,
and of connecting
system and
sanitary system
and exclusive
exclusive of
the cost
cost of
any tower
tower upon
upon which a
a lookout
lookout house
of any
of the
and
may
be erected,
exceed $15,000,
$15,000, with
exception that any
the exception
with the
not exceed
shall not
erected, shall
may be
building
acquired, the cost of which was $15,000
$15,000
purchased, or acquired,
erected, purchased,
building erected,
or
be improved
improved out
of the
appropriations made
under this
this
made under
the appropriations
out of
may be
more, may
or more,
Act
the Forest
Forest Service
Service by
by an
centum
per centum
exceed 22 per
to exceed
not to
an amount
amount not
for the
Act for
of
the cost
cost of
of such
such building
Forest
Chief of the Forest
as certified
certified by the Chief
building as
of the
Protection, etr.,
etc., of
Service;
to protect,
protect, administer,
the national
forests, lint
,'t,'tl'tio'
national forests,
improve the
tonal forests.
and improve
administer, and
Service; to
including tree
and other
measures to
erosion, drift,
prevent erosion,
to prevent
other measures
planting and
tree planting
including
and
surface wash,
wash, soil
soil waste,
waste, and
formation of floods, and to conserve
and the formation
surface
water; to
the natural
and utilize the national
upon and
conditions upon
natural conditions
to ascertain
ascertain the
water;
Care of fi
and
sh and
forests,
to transport
transport and
and care
for fish
fish and
and game
game supplied
to stock
the game.
of fish
Care
stock the
supplied to
care for
forests, to
national forests
forests or
or the
the waters
waters therein;
therein; to
and game
digest, report, and
to collate, digest,
national
illustrate the results of
experiments and investigations made by the
of experiments
illustrate
Forest Service,
as follows:
follows:
Service, as
Forest
General administrative
administrative expenses:
expenses: For general
administration,
general administration,
(eneral
including the
salary of
of the
Forester at $10,330
annum,
$10,330 per annum,
Chief Forester
the Chief
the salary
including
and for
for expenses
expenses of
the National
National Forest
Forest Reservation
Reservation Commission
Commission as
of the
and
36 Stat. 963.
authorized by
section 14
14 of
of the
the Act
1911 (16
U. S.
S. C.
C. 514),
514),
36 Stat. 963.
(16 U.
1, 1911
of March
March 1,
Act of
by section
authorized
$655,000.
$655,000.
National
forest protection
the administraadministraFor the
management: For
and management:
protection and
National forest
tion, protection,
improvement, and
of
development of
and development
maintenance, improvement,
use, maintenance,
protection, use,
tion,
the
national forests,
forests, including
the establishment
establishment and
maintenance of
and maintenance
including the
the national
forest
tree nurseries,
nurseries, including
including the
the procurement
tree seed and
procurement of tree
forest tree
nursery
by purchase,
purchase, production,
otherwise, seeding and
and tree
or otherwise,
production, or
stock by
nursery stock
planting and
and the
care of
of plantations
growth; the operayoung growth;
and young
plantations and
the care
planting
tion
and maintenance
maintenance of
of aircraft
the purchase
exceed
not to exceed
of not
purchase of
and the
aircraft and
tion and
four; the
of roads
roads and
and trails
trails and
and the construction and
maintenance of
the maintenance
four;
81939*-50—Pv.
I-22
81939"-50-PT. 1-22
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maintenance of all
improvements necessary
necessary for
for the
the proper
proper and
maintenance
all other
other improvements
and
economical
economical administration, protection,
protection, development,
development, and
and use
of the
the
use of
experimental areas
under Forest
Forest Service
Service
national forests,
forests, including
including experimental
areas under

Direct
Direct purchases.

prchases.

Homestead
Homestead lands,

34Stat.233;37Stat.
34
Stat. 233; 37 Stat.
287, 842.

Telephone
Telephone lines.

45 Stat. 699-702.
699-702.
Ante, p. 271.
Ant.271.

I6UT. c. 581a.

C. §581a.
16 U. S. C.
16 U
U S.
S.c.
16
C. §68f.
§5811'.

16 U.8.
U. S. C..581g.
§581 g.
16

§ 58 1
16 U. S. C. §§ 581n,
h,

581i.
16

Ante, p.
271.
p. 271.

administration, except
except that
direct purchases
purchases will
be more
ecoadministration,
that where
where direct
will be
more eco-

nomical than construction,
improvements may
purchased; the
nomical
construction, improvements
may be purchased;
the conconstruction (not to exceed
exceed $15,000
structure), equipment,
struction
$15,000 for
for any
any one structure),
recreational facilities; timber culculand maintenance
maintenance of sanitary
sanitary and recreational
operations; development
development and
application of
mantural operations;
and application
of fish
fish and
and game
game manag ement plans;
plans; propagation
propagation and
and transplanting
of plants
plants suitable
for
agement
transplanting of
suitable for
planting on
on semiarid
semiarid portions
portions of
the national
forests; estimating
estimating and
planting
of the
national forests;
and
appraising
appraising of timber and other resources and development
development and appliappli-

cation of plans for
for their
their effective
effective management,
and use;
management, sale,
sale, and
use; examiexami-

classification, surveying,
appraisal of
to
nation, classification,
surveying, and
and appraisal
of land
land incident
incident to
effecting exchanges
exchanges authorized
by law
law and
and of
within the
authorized by
of lands
lands within
the boundboundaries of the national forests that may be opened to
homestead settleto homestead
settlement and entry under
under the Act
August
Act of
of June 11,
11, 1906,
1906, and
and the
the Act
Act of
of August
10, 1912 (16
(16 U. S. C. 506-509),
506-509) as provided
provided by the Act of March
March 4,
S. C. 512)
1913 (16
(16 U.
U.S.
512);;investigation
investigation and
and establishment
establishment of
of water
water
rights, including the purchase
purchase thereof
interests in
thereof or
or of
of lands
lands or
or interests
in lands
lands
or rights-of-way
rights-of-way for use and protection
protection of water
water rights
rights necessary
or
the administration
use
or beneficial
beneficial in
in connection
connection with the
administration and
and public
public use
of the national
national forests; and all expenses
expenses necessary
necessary for
for the
the use,
use, mainmainprotection, and
administration of
of the
the
tenance, improvement, protection,
and general administration
not to
to exceed
$25,000 shall
shall be
national forests,
forests, $26,300,000,
$26,300,000, of
of which
which not
exceed $25,000
be
purchase of
nursery site
and the
the limit
limit of
of cost
cost for
for
available for
for the
the purchase
of one
one nursery
site, and
not to
exceed one
constructed site,
at Horseshoe Organization
not
to exceed
one building
building constructed
at
Organization
Camp, West
West Virginia,
be $22,500:
$22,500: Provided,
Provided, That
Camp,
Virginia, shall
shall be
That appropriations
appropriations
hereafter for
for the
the correction
correction
for the Forest Service shall be
be available
available hereafter
of inductive interference
interference on
lines caused
caused by
by
on Forest
Forest Service telephone
telephone lines
transmission lines constructed
constructed by organizations
organizations financed
from
financed by
by loans
loans from
the Rural Electrification
Electrification Administration.
Fighting forest
fighting and
and preventing
preventing forest
on
Fighting
forest fires: For
For fighting
forest fires
fires on
threatening lands
Service administration,
including
or threatening
lands under Forest
Forest Service
administration, including
lands under contract for purchase
purchase or in process
for
process of
of condemnation
condemnation for
Forest Service purposes, $100,000,
$100,000, which amount
be availavailamount shall
shall also
also be
able for meeting obligations of the preceding fiscal year.
year.
Forest research:
research: For forest
forest research
accordance with
research in
in accordance
with the
the proviprovisions of sections 1,
2, 7, 8,
10 of
of the
22, 1928,
1, 2.
8, 9,
9, and
and 10
the Act
Act approved
approved May
May 22,
1928,
as amended (16
including the
(16 U. S. C. 581, 581a, 581f-581i),
581f-581i), including
the construeconstrucand maintenance
tion and
maintenance of improvements,
improvements, as
as follows:
follows:
investigations: Fire,
Fire, silvicultral,
silvicultural,
Forest and range
range management
management investigations:
watershed, shelterbelts,
sheltethelts, and
and other
investigations and
watershed,
other forest
forest investigations
and experiexperiments under said section 2, as amended,
experiamended, and
and investigations
investigations and
and experiments to develop improved methods of management
management of forest and
under section
section 7,
7, at
at forest
forest or
other ranges under
or range
stations
range experiment
experiment stations
or elsewhere,
elsewhere, $2,818,500.
$2,818,500.
or
Forest products: Experiments,
investigations and
and tests
of forest
forest
Forest
Experiments, investigations,
tests of
products under
section 8,
at the
Forest Products
Products Laboratory,
or
products
under section
8, at
the Forest
Laboratory, or
elsewhere,
$1,172,000.
elsewhere, $1,172,000.
Forest resources investigations:
A comprehensive
forest survey
investigations: A
comprehensive forest
survey
un
der section
sec ti on 9
di
nvest i
gat i
ons i
n f
orest economics under section
under
9,, an
and
investigations
in
forest
economics under section
10, $866,000.
$866,000.
10,
FOREST
FOREST DEVELOPMENT
DEVELOPMENT ROADS
AND TRAILS
ROADS AND
TRAILS

42 Stat. 218; 49 Stat.
S42tat.
218; 49 Stat.
1520.
Experimental areas.
areas.
Experimental

For expenses
necessary for carrying out the provisions
expenses necessary
provisions of section
section
23 of the Federal
Federal Highway
Highway Act approved
November 9,
1921, as
approved November
9, 1921,
as
amended (23 U. S. C. 23, 23a),
23a), relating
relating to forest development
development roads
and trails, including the construction,
construction, reconstruction,
reconstruction, and maintenance
experimental areas under Forest Service
of roads and trails on experimental
Service adminadministration, $10,348,000,
$10,348,000, which sum is authorized to be appropriated
appropriated by
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the Acts
December 20, 1944 (Public
(Public Law 521), and June 29, 1948
of December
the
Acts of
(Public Law
834), including
$117,188 for personal
exceed $117,188
not to exceed
including not
Law 834),
(Public
exceed
services in
in the
the District
District of Columbia and including not to exceed
services
railroad
$150,000 for
for the construction
construction by contract or otherwise of aa railroad
$150,000
spur
to facilitate
facilitate the
the loading
removal of
of timber
timber products, to be
and removal
loading and
spur to
Proimmediately
available until expended: Proremain available
to remain
available and to
immediately available
vided, That
this appropriation
appropriation shall
be available
available for the rental, purshall be
That this
vided,
chase,
construction, or
or alteration
alteration of
necessary for the storage
of buildings necessary
chase, construction,
and repair
equipment and supplies used for road and trail conrepair of equipment
and
struction and
and maintenance,
but the
the total
building
total cost of any such building
maintenance, but
struction
purchased,
altered, or
or constructed
constructed under this authorization
authorization shall not
purchased, altered,
exceed $15,000
$15,000 with
exception that any building erected,
erected, purchased,
the exception
with the
exceed
or acquired,
acquired, the
cost of
of which
improved
may be improved
$15,000 or more, may
was $15,000
which was
the cost
or
within any
any fiscal
by an
an amount
amount not to exceed
2 per centum of the
exceed 2
year by
fiscal year
within
cost of
buildings certified
of the Forest Service.
the Chief of
by the
certified by
such buildings
of such
cost
FOREST-FIRE
FOREST-FIRE

58
Stat. 838;
Stat.
68 Stat.
838; 62
62 Stat.
1105.
1105.
23
U. S.
S. C.
C. §§
§§ 60-63;
23 U.
60-63;
Supp.
II, §§
Supp. II,
§§ 23c,
23c, 21.
21.
Construction of
Construction
of railrailroad spur.
spur.
road
Buildings for
storBuildings
for storage
age of
of equipment.
equipment.

COOPERATION
COOPERATION

For cooperation
cooperation with
the various
various States
States or
or other
other appropriate
with the
For
agencies
prevention and suppression and the protection
forest-fire prevention
in forest-fire
agencies in
of
and cut-over
cut-over lands
lands in
in accordance
of
provisions of
with the provisions
accordance with
of timbered
timbered and
sections
2, and
and 3
1924, as amended
amended
3 of the Act approved June 7, 1924,
1, 2,
sections 1,
(16 U.
S. C.
C. 564-566),
of which
which not
$83,384 shall
exceed $83,384
to exceed
not to
$9,000,000, of
564-566), $9,000,000,
U. S.
(16
be
personal services
services in the District of Columbia.
for personal
available for
be available

43
653.
43 Stat. 653.
16
16 U.
U. S.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
Supp.
II,
565.
II, §§565.
Post,
910.
p. 910.
Post, p.

FORESTRY COOPERATION
FARM
FARM AND OTHER PRIVATE
PRIVATE FORESTRY
COOPERATION

To enable
enable the
Secretary through
through the Forest Service to advise timberthe Secretary
To
land
owners
and
associations,
wood-using industries
industries or other approwood-using
associations,
and
owners
land
priate
agencies in
principles to
management principles
forest management
of forest
application of
the application
in the
priate agencies
federally
owned lands
lands leased
leased to
to States and
and to private forest lands, so
federally owned
as
to attain
attain sustained-yield
sustained-yield management,
management, the conservation of the
as to
timber
productivity of
lands and the stabilization
stabilization
forest lands,
of forest
the productivity
resources, the
timber resources,
and
industries,
of
of
employment
and
economic
continuance
forest
industries,
and
continuance
economic
and
employment
of
to
carry into
such agencies of the Department as he
through such
effect, through
into effect,
to carry
may
the provisions
of the
the Cooperative
Farm Forestry
Forestry Act,
Act,
Cooperative Farm
provisions of
designate, the
may designate,
approved
5681), (not to exceed
exceed $950,534)
$950,
534 )
1937 (16 U. S. C. 568b),
May 18, 1937
approved May
and
the provisions
sections 4
4 (not
exceed $83,700)
$83,700) and
and 5
5 (not
to
(not to
to exceed
(not to
of sections
provisions of
and the
exceed $65,766)
$65,766) of
of the
Act approved
approved June
June 7,
1924 (16
567-568),
(16 U. S. C. 567-568),
7,1924
the Act
exceed
and Acts
all, not
not to
exceed $1,100,000,
of
$1,100,000, of
to exceed
in all,
thereto; in
supplementary thereto;
Acts supplementary
and
which
not
to
exceed
$64,653
may
be
expended
for
personal
in
in
services
personal
for
expended
be
may
$64,653
exceed
to
not
which
the District of Columbia.

50 Stat.
188.
50
Stat. 188.
43 Stat.
Stat. 654.
43
664.
Pod, pp.
pp. 909,910.
909, 910.
Post,

ACQUISITION
OF LANDS
FOR NATIONAL
NATIONAL FORESTS
FORESTS
LANDS FOR
ACQUISITION OF

Weeks Act:
acquisition of
of forest
provisions
the provisions
under the
lands under
forest lands
the acquisition
For the
Act: For
Weeks
of
the Act
approved March
March 1,
1911, as
as amended
amended (16 U.
S. C. 513-519,
U. S.
1, 1911,
Act approved
of the
521), $401,000,
be available
available only
only for
payment toward
toward the
the purchase
for payment
to be
$401,000, to
521),
price
of any
any lands
lands acquired,
acquired, including
the cost
of surveys
surveys in
in connection
connection
cost of
including the
price of
with
such
acquisition:
Provided,
That
no
part
of
such
funds
shall
shall be
funds
such
of
part
no
That
Provided,
with such acquisition:
used for
for the
purchase of
of lands
lands in
in the
counties of
of Adair,
Cherokee, and
and
Adair, Cherokee,
the counties
the purchase
used
Sequoyah,
in
the
State
of
Oklahoma,
without
the
specific
approval
of
of
approval
specific
the
without
Oklahoma,
of
Sequoyah, in the State
such
the
of County
of the
county in which such
the county
Commissioners of
County Commissioners
Board of
the Board
lands are situated.
Superior
National Forest:
For the
the acquisition
acquisition of forest land within
within
Forest: For
Superior National
the
Superior National
Forest, Minnesota,
under the
provisions of the
the provisions
Minnesota, under
National Forest,
the Superior
Act
June 22,
1948 (Public
(Public Law
Law 733),
733), $75,000,
remain
$75,000, to remain
22, 1948
approved June
Act approved
available until expended.
available
Special Acts:
For the
land to
facilitate the
the control
of
control of
to facilitate
of land
acquisition of
the acquisition
Acts: For
Special
soil erosion
erosion and
flood damage
damage originating
originating within
the exterior
exterior boundwithin the
and flood
soil
aries
of the
the following
with the
the provisions
provisions
accordance with
in accordance
forests, in
national forests,
following national
aries of

36
Stat. 961.
961.
36 Stat.

62 Stat. 568.
B. C.,
C, Supp.
16 U.
U. S.

577c-677h.
I, §§If 577c-677h.
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49
866.
49 Stat.
Stat. 866.
52 Stat. 347.
347.

52 Stat. 699.
699.
52 Stat. 1205.
1205.
54 Stat.
Stat. 299.
54
299.

54 Stat.
Stat. 297.
297.
54
402.
54 Stat.
Stat. 402.

Stat. 1570.
1570.
49 Stat.
33
U. S.
S. C.
C. §§
u 701a33 U.
701a70113.
701h.

Yazoo
Yazoo and Little
Little
Tallahatchie waterwaterTallahatchie
sheds.

[63 STAT.
STAT.
[63

authorizing annual
of the following Acts authorizing
appropriations of
of forest
annual appropriations
forest
receipts for such purposes, and in not to exceed
exceed the
the following
following amounts
amounts
from such receipts: Uinta and Wasatch National
National Forests,
Forests, Utah,
Utah, Act
Act
of August 26, 1935 (Public
(Public Law 337),
337), as
amended, $40,000;
$40,000; Cache
as amended,
Cache
National Forest, Utah, Act of May 11, 1938 (Public Law
505), as
Law 505),
as
amended, $10,000;
$10,000; San Bernardino
Bernardino and Cleveland
National Forests,
Cleveland National
Forests,
Riverside
Riverside County, California, Act of June 15,
15, 1938 (Public
(Public Law
Law 634),
634),
as amended,
amended, $22,000; Nevada
Nevada and Toiyabe National Forests,
Forests, Nevada,
Nevada,
Act of June 25, 1938 (Public
(Public Law 748),
748), as amended,
amended, $10,000;
Angeles
$10,000; Angeles
National
National Forest, California, Act of June 11,
591),
11, 1940
1940 (Public
(Public Law
Law 591),
$20,000; Cleveland
Cleveland National Forest, San
California,
San Diego County,
County, California,
Act of June 11, 1940 (Public Law 589),
589), $5,000;
$5,000; Sequoia
National
Sequoia National
Forest, California, Act of June 17, 1940 (Public Law
Forest,
637), $35,000;
$35,000;
Law 637),
in all $142,000.
$142,000.
FLOOD CONTROL
CONTROL
Flood control:
control: For expenses
expenses necessary,
necessary, in accordance
accordance with
with the
the Flood
Flood
Control Act, approved June 22, 1936 (Public
(Public Law
Law 738,
Seventy-fourth
738, Seventy-fourth
Congress;
Congress; 33 U. S. C. 701a),
701a), as amended and
and supplemented,
supplemented, to
to make
make
preliminary examinations
preliminary
examinations and
and to
to perform
perform works
works of
of
and surveys,
surveys, and
improvements, $9,500,000,
$9,500,000, including not to
improvements,
$161,500 for
to exceed
exceed $161,500
for perpersonal services
services in the District of Columbia, to be immediately
sonal
immediately available
available
and to remain available until expended,
expended, with which
which shall
shall be
be merged
merged
the unexpended
unexpended balances
balances of funds heretofore
heretofore appropriated
appropriated or
or transtransferred
ferred to the Department
Department for flood-control
flood-control purposes:
Provided, That
That
purposes: Provided,
no part of such funds shall be used for the purchase
purchase of
of lands
lands in
in the
the
Yazoo
Tallahatchie watersheds without
Yazoo and Little Tallahatchie
without specific
of
specific approval
approval of
the county board of supervisors
supervisors of the county in which
which such
such lands
lands are
are
situated, nor shall any part of such funds be used
situated,
for the
the purchase
purchase of
of
used for
lands
lands in the counties
counties of Adair, Cherokee, and Sequoyah,
in the
the State
Sequoyah, in
State
of Oklahoma, without the specific approval
approval of
the Board
of County
County
of the
Board of
Commissioners
Commissioners of the county in which such lands are situated:
situated: ProProvided further,
further, That the Secretary is
substitute
is hereby empowered
empowered to
to substitute
other suitable measures
procedures in the Little Tallahatchie
other
measures and procedures
and
Tallahatchie and
Yazoo River watersheds
watersheds in lieu of acquisition of
land in
in those
those waterwaterof land
sheds as originally contemplated.
contemplated.

SOIL
SERVICE
SOIL CONSERVATION
CONSERVATION SERVICE
For expenses
expenses necessary to carry out the provisions
provisions of
Act
of the
the Act

approved
April 27,
1935 (16
590a-590f) which
approved April
27, 1935
(16 U. S. C. 590a-590f),
which provides
provides for
for

4411 Stat.
Stat. lf,3.
fi.

Cost
of buildings.
buildings.
'ostof

Restriction.
Restriction.

Central
Central State
State agency, Mo.

agen-

aanational
national program of erosion
erosion control
control and soil and water
conservation,
water conservation,
including
including not
not to exceed
exceed $983,000 for personal
personal services
services ill
District of
in the District
of
Columbia, furnishing
subsistence to
furnishing of subsistence
operation and
and
to employees,
employees, operation
maintenance of aircraft, and the purchase
maintenance
erection or
purchase and erection
or alteration
alteration
of permanent buildings:
buildings: Provided,
building
of permanent
Provided, That the cost of any building
purchased,
purchased, erected,
erected, or as improved, exclusive of
cost of
of constructconstructof the cost
ing a
a water
water supply or sanitary system and
connecting the
the same
and connecting
same with
with
any
such building,
building, shall
shall not exceed $2,500 except where buildings
any such
buildings are
are
acquired
in conjunction
purchased for other
acquired in
conjunction with land being purchased
other purposes
purposes
and
and except
except for eight buildings
buildings to be constructed
constructed at a
acost not
not to
to exceed
exceed
$15,000 per
per building:
further. That no money appropriated
$15,000
building: Provided
Provided further,
appropriated
in this Act shall be available
available for the construction
construction of
of any
such building
any such
building
on
not owned
the Government:
Government: Provided.
on land
land not
owned by
by the
Provided. further,
in the
the
further, That
That in
State of Missouri
where the
State has established aacentral State agency
State of
Missouri where
the State
agency
authorized to
to enter
enter into agreements
authorized
agreements with the United
United States or any
of
any of
its
agencies on policies
programs for the
its agencies
policies and general
general programs
saving of
of its
its soil
the saving
soil
by the extension
extension of Federal aid to any soil conservation
conservation district
in such
such
district in
State, the agreements
agreements made by or on
United States
States with
on behalf
behalf of
of the
the United
with
any
such soil conservation
any such
conservation district shall have the prior approval
of
approval of
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such central State agency
agency before they shall become
effective as
such
become effective
as to
to such
district, as follows:
follows:
Soil conservation
conservation research:
research: For research
and investigations
investigations into
research and
into
the character, cause, extent, history, and effects of erosion, soil and
and
moisture depletion and methods of soil and water
conservation
water conservation
hydrologic phases of farm
(including the construction
construction and hydrologic
irrigafarm irrigation and land
land drainage, and water
water regulation
regulation to conserve
conserve the
the soil
soil
and reduce fire hazards
hazards in the Everglades region
region of
except
of Florida,
Florida, except
that expenditures for all work in the Everglades
Everglades region
be
region shall
shall be
limited to a
a sum not in excess of funds made
made available
available for such work
work
by the State of Florida, or political
political subdivisions
and for
for
subdivisions thereof)
thereof);;and
construction, operation,
construction,
operation, and maintenance
maintenance of experimental
experimental waterwaterlaboratories, plots, and installations,
sheds, stations, laboratories,
installations, $1,400,000.
$1,400,000.
Soil conservation operations:
operations: For
measures
For carrying
carrying out
out preventive
preventive measures
to conserve soil and water,
water, including
including such special
special measures
measures as
may
as may
be necessary
necessary to prevent floods and the siltation
siltation of
of reservoirs,
reservoirs, and
and
including the improvement
improvement of farm irrigation
drainage,
irrigation and land drainage,
the establishment
establishment and operation
operation of conservation
nurseries, the
thq. making
making
conservation nurseries,
conservation plans and surveys,
surveys, and the dissemination
of conservation
dissemination of informainformaThat no
part of
of this
this appropriation
appropriation may
tion, $50,773,800:
$50,773,800: Provided,
Provided,That
no part
may
be expended
expended for soil and water conservation
conservation operations
operations in
in demonstrademonstration projects.
projects.
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Everglades region,
Everglades
region,
Fla.
Fla.

Demonstration projprojDemonstration
ects.
ects.

LAND UTILIZATION
UTILIZATION AND
AND RETIREMENT
RETIREMENT OF
OF
SUBMARGINAL LAND
SUBMARGINAL

For expenses
expenses necessary to carry out the provisions
title III
III of
of the
provisions of
of title
the
Bankhead-Jones Farm Tenant Act, approved
Bankhead-Jones
approved July
1937 (7
(7 U.
U. S.
S. C.
C.
July 22, 1937
1010-1012),
1010-1012), and the provisions of the Act
August 11,
11, 1945
1945
Act approved
approved August
(7 U. S. C. 1011 note),
note), including not to exceed $29,100
$29,100 for personal
personal
of Columbia,
services in
in the
the District of
Columbia, $1,225,000.
$1,225,000.

Stat. 525.
625.
50 Stat.
Stat. 532.
59 Stat.

PRODUCTION AND MARKETING
PRODUCTION
MARKETING ADMINISTRATION
ADMINISTRATION
CONSERVATION AND
CONSERVATION
OF AGRICULTURAL
AGRICULTURAL LAND
LAND RESOURCES
RESOURCES
AND USE
USE OF

To enable the Secretary to carry into effect the provisions
of sections
sections
provisions of
7
Soil Conservation
Domestic Allotment
Allotment
7 to 17, inclusive, of
of the Soil
Conservation and
and Domestic
Act, approved
approved February 29, 1936, as amended
amended (16
U. S.
(16 U.
S. C.
C. 590g-500q),
590g-590q),
including personal services in the District
District of
exceed
of Columbia;
Columbia; not to
to exceed
$6,000 for the preparation
preparation and display
display of exhibits, including
including such
such
displays at State, interstate,
interstate, and international
international fairs
fairs within
within the United
States; and for the replacement
passenger motor
vehicle for
for
replacement of one
one passenger
motor vehicle
use of the Production and Marketing
Marketing Administration;
Administration,• $257,043,439,
$257,043,439,
to remain available
available until
December 31
31 of
next succeeding
fiscal year
year
until December
of the
the next
succeeding fiscal
for compliance
compliance with
for
with the
program of
of soil-building
soil-building practices
and soilsoilthe program
practices and
and water-conserving
water-conserving practices authorized
authorized under
under this
this head in the
Department
Department of Agriculture
Agriculture Appropriation
out durdurAppropriation Act, 1949,
1949, carried
carried out
ing the period July 1,
1949, inclusive:
1, 1948, to December
December 31,
31, 1949,
inclusive: Provided,
Provided,
That not to exceed $25.846A39
this
$25,846.439 of the total sum
sum provided
provided under this
available during
year for
salaries and
head shall be available
during the current
current fiscal
fiscal year
for salaries
and
other administrative
administrative expenses for carrying
carrying out
cost
out such program,
program, the cost
of aerial
aerial photographs,
photographs. however, not to
be charged
to such
such limitation;
to be
charged to
limitation:
but not more than $5,200,000
transferred to the
appropriation
$5,200,000 shall be transferred
the appropriation
"Administrative expenses,
expenses, section
section 392,
Adjustaccount, "Administrative
392, Agricultural
Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1938": Provided
Provided further,
further, That
claimants
That payments
payments to
to claimants
hereunder may
certificate of
of the
claimant, which
hereunder
may be
be made
made upon
upon the
the certificate
the claimant,
which
certificate
certificate shall be in such form as
prescribe, that
that
as the
the Secretary
Secretary may
may prescribe,
he has carried out the conservation
conservation practice
practice or
or practices
practices and
and has
has comcomrequirements as conditions
plied with all other requirements
conditions for such payments
payments and
and

359.
Post, p. 359.
49 Stat.
114A.
49
Sta:t. 1148.
16 Ii.. S.
Rupp.
16
SS. C.,
., Saupp.
II,
g§ 5r0h,
titxth, 590l.
5901.
II, §§

62
62 Stat. 525.
525.
Administrative ex.
Administrative

penses.
penses.

52 Stat. 69.
U. S. C. §
1392.
77U.
§ 1392
Payments to claimclaimPayments
ants.
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that the statements
statements and information
information contained in the
the application
for
application for
payment are correct
correct and true, to
of his
knowledge and
and belief,
belief,
to the best of
his knowledge
under the penalties
penalties of title 18,
18, United States
States Code:
Code: Provided
further,
Providedfurther,
That none of the funds
funds herein
herein appropriated
appropriated or
or made
available for
for the
made available
the
assigned to the Agricultural
functions assigned
Agricultural Adjustment
Adjustment Agency
Agency pursuant
pursuant
50 U. S. C. app. §601
no5te. S.
app. §601 to
9069, of
of February
February 23,
23, 1942,
1942, shall
shall be
be
to the Executive
Executive Order
Order Numbered
Numbered 9069,
note.
used to pay the salaries
any regional
information
salaries or
or expenses
expenses of
of any
regional information
employees or any State information
information employees, but this
shall not
not
this shall
preclude
the
answering of
of inquiries
or supplying
supplying of
of information
information at
at
preclude
the
answering
inquiries
or
Program of soilPburogram
ofisoilfarmers: Provided
the county level to individual
individual farmers:
Provided further,
further, That
such
building
practices,
etc.
That such
amount shall be available
available for salaries and
and other administrative
administrative
expenses
expenses in connection
the formulation
and administration
connection with
with the
formulation and
administration
of the 1950 program
program of soil-building
and soilsoil- and
and watersoil-building practices
practices and
water49
itg Stat.
U. t
S. 1148.
148.
C.
under the
the Act
of
February 29,
1936, as
as amended
amended
16 .Sa...8§§
590g- conserving
conserving practices,
practices,
under
Act
of
February
29,
1936,
590q;
Supp.
II,
§§
590b,
q;Supp. I, § 590h,
(amounting to $300,000,000,
(amounting
$300,000,000, of which not to exceed
exceed $15,000,000
$15,000,000 may
may be
be
590q.
Allocations to
Allocations
to States.
tates used for acreage
allotments and
and marketing
acreage allotments
quotas, including
including adminisadminismarketing quotas,
formulated on the basis of aa distrileution
tration, and formulated
of the
the funds
funds
distribution of
available for payments and grants among
among the several
several States
States in
in accordaccordance with their conservation
conservation needs
needs as
determined by
the Secretary,
as determined
by the
Secretary,
except that the proportion allocated
to any
any State
shall not
not be
be reduced
reduced
allocated to
State shall
more than 15 per centum
centum from the
the 1946 distribution,
distribution, and
no participarticiand no
pant shall receive
receive more than
$2,500) ;but
but the
or grants
grants under
under
than $2,500);
the payments
payments or
such programs
programs shall be conditioned
conditioned upon
the utilization
utilization of
of land
land with
with
upon the
respect
respect to which such payments
payments or grants are to be
conformity
be made in
in conformity
with farming
farming practices
practices which will encourage
encourage and provide
for soilsoilprovide for
water-conserving practices
building and soil- and water-conserving
practices in
practical
in the
the most
most practical
and effective
conditions in
effective manner and adapted
adapted to conditions
in the
States, as
as
the several
several States,
determined
determined and approved by
committees appointed
appointed pursuant
by the State committees
pursuant
49 Stat. 1150.
to
section 88 (b)
(b) of
Conservation and
and Domestic
Domestic Allotment
Allotment
49stalo.
S0b).
to section
of the
the Soil
Soil Conservation
16
U. S. C. §590h
(b).
Act, as amended, for the respective
respective States: Provided
Provided further,
further, That
That
Transfer
of funds.
funds.
Transfer of
the Secretary
Secretary may,
may, in
in his discretion, from
the
from time to time transfer
transfer to
the General Accounting
Accounting Office
Office such
such sums
sums as
may be
to pay
as may
be necessary
necessary to
pay
administrative
expenses of said office
administrative expenses
office in auditing
payments under
under
auditing
payments
Technical assistance
this head:
head :Provided
further, That
That the
the county
county agricultural
agricultural conservation
conservation
assistance this
Providedfurther,
in Technical
county programs.
committee
committee in
in any
any county with the approval
approval of
of the
the State
State committee
committee
may allot not to exceed 5
per centuni
centum of
of its
its allocation
allocation for
for the
the agriculagricul5 per
tural conservation
conservation program to the
the Soil Conservation
Conservation Service
Service for
for
services of its technicians
technicians in formulating
formulating and carrying
carrying out
the
out the
agricultural
agricultural conservatiol
conservation program
and the
the funds
so allotted
allotted shall
program and
funds so
shall
be utilized
utilized by the Soil Conservation
Conservation Service
be
Service for technical
and
technical
aind
Purchase of seeds,
d
etPlrch:
of se s, other assistance in such
Provided further,
That such
amounts
such county:
county: Provided
further, That
such amounts
etc.
shall be available
available for the purchase
purchase of seeds, fertilizers, lime,
lime, trees,
trees,
or any other
other farming materials,
materials, or any
services, and
and
any soil-terracing
soil-terracing services,
making grants thereof
thereof to
to agricultural
agric ultu ra l producers
pro ducers to
t
o a
id them
th
em in
i
n
aid
carrying
farming practices
carrying out farming
practices approved
approved by the Secretary
Secretary under
under
Salary or travel exSalasry
or trtael ex- programs
herein: Provided
programs provided
provided for
for herein:
Provided further,
further, That
That no
part of
of
no part
penses,
restriction.
any
funds available
any funds
available to the Department, or any bureau,
bureau, office,
corpooffice, corporation,
ration, or other agency
agency constituting
constituting a
of such
such Department,
a part
part of
Department
shall be used in the current
current fiscal year
year for the payment
payment of
of salary
salary
or travel expenses of
person who
who has
has been
been convicted
of any person
convicted of
of
violating
Act entitled
entitled "An
to prevent
prevent pernicious
pernicious political
violating the
the Act
"An Act
Act to
political
53 Stat. 1147; 62 Stat.
867.7aStat.1147; 62Stat.
activities", approved August
August 2,
2, 1939, as amended,
amended, or
or who
who has
has been
been
18
U. S. c.
C. O§§ 61s18
u..
61- found in
in accordance
accordance with the provisions of title 18, United
United
61w;
II, §
61w; Supp. II,
§ 594
I94
et seq.
States Code,
Code, section
section 1913,
1913, to
or attempted
to violate
violate
et
2eq.
States
to have
have violated
violated or
attempted to
62 Stat. 792.
62
upp. such
such section
prohibits the
section which prohibits
the use
use of
for
18 Stat.
U. S.7, C., Supp.
of Federal
Federal appropriations
appropriations for
I
I, §1913.
nI,
1913.
the payment
payment of personal services or other
the
other expenses
expenses designed
designed to
to
influence in any manner aaMember
Member of Congress
influence
Congress to favor
favor or
or oppose any
any
legislation
legislation or appropriation
appropriation by Congress except upon
upon request
request of
of any
any
Member or through
through the proper
channels.
proper official channels.
6

n
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ACREAGE
ALLOTMENTS AND
AND MARKEING
MARKETING QUOTAS
QUOTAS
ACREAGE ALLOTMENTS
To enable the Secretary
Secretary to formulate
formulate and carry out acreage allotment and marketing
marketing quota programs
programs pursuant
pursuant to the provisions of title
III of the Agricultural
amended (7
Agricultural Adjustment
Adjustment Act of 1938, as amended
52
62 Stat.
Stat. 38.
U.
including personal
personal services in the District of
U. S. C. 1301-1393),
1301-1393), including
7
C., Supp. II,
7 U. S. C.,
more than $5,270,000
$5,270,000 shall be §§1301 et seq.
Columbia, $30,150,774, of which not more
Post,
670, 1056.
Post, pp. 670,1056.
transferred
appropriation account
account "Administrative
expenses,
transferred to the appropriation
"Administrative expenses,
52 Stat. 69.
section 392, Agricultural
Adjustment Act of 1938".
Agricultural Adjustment
1938".
7
1392.
7 U. S. C. §1392.
SUGAR ACT
SUGAR
ACT
To enable
enable the Secretary
provisions of the
Secretary to carry into effect the provisions
Sugar Act
1948 (7
(7 U.
U.S. C. 1101-1160),
avail1101-1160), $60,000,000,
$60,000,000, to remain availSugar
Act of
of 1948
Provided, That
That
able until June 30 of the next succeeding fiscal year: Provided,
expenditures
other
expenditures (including
(including transfers)
transfers) from this appropriation
appropriation for other
than payments
producers shall not exceed
exceed $1,493,723.
$1,493,723.
payments to sugar producers

61 Stat. 922.
922.
7
S. C., Supp. II,
II,
7 U. S.
0 1100
-1160.
o1100-1160.

SECTION 32
32 FUNDS
SECTION
FUNDS
OF AGRICULTURAL
AGRICULTURAL
EXPORTATION AND
DOMESTIC CONSUMPTION
CONSUMPTION OF
EXPORTATION
AND DOMESTIO
COMMODITIES
COMMODITIES

section
available by section
appropriation made available
$150,000 of the appropriation
Not to exceed $150,000
(c)),
), shall be used to
32 of the Act of August 24, 1935 (7 U. S. C. 612 (c)
pay any subsidy, benefit, or indemnity
indemnity to manufacturers
manufacturers of or dealers
in insulation products.

774.
49 Stat. 774.
U. S.
S. C.,
77U.
C., Stipp.
Supp. II,
II,
§
612e
note.
6 612c note.
Post,
Post, p. 1057.

LUNCH ACT
NATIONAL
CHOOL LUNCH
ACT
SCHOOL
NATIONAL S

To enable the Secretary to carry out the provisions of the National
National
1751-1760), $83,500,000:
Provided, That
$83,500,000: Provided,
Act (42 U. S. C. 1751-1760),
School Lunch Act
no
appropriation shall be used for nonfood assistance
assistance under
no part of this appropriation
section
of said Act.
section 55of
M
ARKETING S
ERVICES
SERVICES
MARKETING
For expenses
expenses necessary,
exceed $2,255,000
$2,255,000 for pernot to
to exceed
including not
necessary, including
For
sonal
investigations,
conducting investigations,
District of Columbia, in conducting
in the
the District
services in
sonal services
experiments,
as follows::
demonstrations, asfollows
experiments, and demonstrations,
Market news service: For collecting, publishing, and distributing,
distributing,
Market
by
mail, or
or otherwise,
timely information
information on the market
market supotherwise, timely
by telegraph,
telegraph, mail,
ply and demand, commercial
commercial movement,
movement, location, disposition, quality,
condition,
and market
market prices
animal prodfish, and animal
meats, fish,
prices of livestock, meats,
condition, and
ucts, dairy
dairy and
poultry products
(including broilers),
fruits and
and
broilers), fruits
products (including
and poultry
ucts,
vegetables, peanuts and their products, grain, hay, feeds, cottonseed,
cottonseed,
and
$1,900,000.
agricultural products, $1,900,000.
and other agricultural
seeds, and
and seeds,
Market inspection
investigation and certhe investigation
For the
farm products:
products: For
inspection of farm
Market
tification,
one or
or more
jurisdictions, to shippers
shippers and other
interested
other interested
more jurisdictions,
in one
tification, in
parties of the class, quality, and condition
condition of any agricultural
agricultural commodity or
or food
product, whether
whether raw,
canned, or otherwise
dried, canned,
raw, dried,
food product,
modity
processed,
any product
product containing
containing an
an agricultural
agricultural commodity
commodity or
or
and any
processed, and
derivative
offered for interstate
when
shipment or when
interstate shipment
thereof when
when offered
derivative thereof
received
such important
important central
central markets
markets as
the Secretary
from
may from
Secretary may
as the
at such
received at
time
to time
time designate,
designate, or
or at
at points
may be conveniently
reached
conveniently reached
which may
points which
time to
therefrom
under such
such rules
rules and
regulations as
prescribe, includhe may
may prescribe,
as he
and regulations
therefrom under
ing payment
of such
such fees
fees as
as will
nearly as may
as nearly
reasonable and as
be reasonable
will be
ing
payment of
be
cover the
cost for
for the
service rendered,
$758,000.
rendered, $758,000.
the service
the cost
be to
to cover
Marketing farm
farm products:
acquiring and
and diffusing
diffusing among the
the
For acquiring
products: For
Marketing
people of
of the
United States useful information
relative to the needed
information relative
the United
people

230.
60 Stat. 230.
42 U. S. C., Supp,
Supp.
II, §
1752 note.
II,
§1752
Stat. 231.
231.
60 Stat.
S. C.
§1754.
U.S.
C. §1754.
42 U.

344
344

55 Stat.
Stat. 131.
131.
55
52 Stat.
Stat. 36.
52
36.

58 Stat.
742.
58
Stat. 742.
60 Stat.
Stat. 810.
60
810.

Additional amounts.
Additional
amounts.

49
Stat. 731.
731.
49 Stat.

45
45 Stat. 1079.

54
Stat. 231.
231.
54 Stat.

44 Stat. 1372; 50
50 Stat.
Stat.
62.
62.
53 Stat. 210.
1517.
42 Stat.
Stat. 1517.

46 Stat.
Stat. 531.
531.
1355.
44 Stat.
Stat. 1355.

39 Stat. 673.
45 Stat.
Stat. 685.
48 Stat.
Stat. 123.
123.
39
39 Stat. 482.
39
486; 53
53 Stat.
39 Stat.
Stat. 486;
Stat.
1275.
1275.
42
1435.
42 Stat.
Stat. 159,
159, 1435.
61
Stat. 163.
61 Stat.
163.
7
S. C.,
Supp. II,
II,
7 U.
U.S.
C., Supp.
§4 135-135k.
135-135k.
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supplies, standardization,
standardization, classification,
classification, grading,
preparation for
for
supplies,
grading, preparation
market,
transportation, storage,
storage, and
and marketing
marketing of
of farm
and
market, handling,
handling, transportation,
farm and
food products,
including the
the demonstration
and promotion
promotion of
of the
the use
use
food
products, including
demonstration and
American farm
farm and
food
of uniform
uniform standards
standards of classification
classification of
of American
and food
products throughout
for making
making analyses
analyses of
of cotton
cotton fiber
fiber
products
throughout the
the world,
world, for
as provided
Act of
7, 1941
1941 (7
(7 U.
S. C.
C. 473d),
473d) ,for
for carrying
carrying
as
provided by
by the
the Act
of April
April 7,
U. S.
out
the provisions
of section
section 201
201 (a)
(a) to
201 (d),
(d), inclusive,
inclusive, of
title II
II
out the
provisions of
to 201
of title
Agricultural Adjustment
Adjustment Act
U. S.
S. C.
1291), and
and
of the Agricultural
Act of
of 1938
1938 (7
(7 U.
C. 1291),
for coordinating
coordinating nutrition
nutrition services
services made
made available
available by
by Federal,
State,
for
Federal, State,
and other
agencies, including
including not
not to
exceed $10,000
for employment
employment
and
other agencies,
to exceed
$10,000 for
pursuant to
the second
second sentence
sentence of
of section
section 706
706 (a),
(a), of
of the
the Organic
Organic Act
Act
pursuant
to the
(5 U.
U. S.
S. C.
574), as
as amended
amended by
by section
of the
Act of
of August
August
of 1944 (5
C. 574),
section 15
15 of
the Act
(5 U. S.
to exceed
$20,000 for
transportation
2, 1946
1946 (5
S. C.
C. 55a),
55a), and
and not
not to
exceed $20,000
for transportation
and other
necessary expenses
expenses including
not to
$10 per
per diem
of
and
other necessary
including not
to exceed
exceed $10
diem of
persons serving
serving without
without compensation
compensation while
while away
away from
from their
their homes
homes
persons
or
places of business;
purchase of
of one
one passenger
passenger motor
motor vehicle
vehicle
or regular
regular places
business; purchase
for use in the District
Columbia for
and not
not to
to
District of Columbia
for replacement
replacement only;
only; and
exceed
$150 for
newspapers, $1,152,500:
Provided, That
the Secretary
exceed $150
for newspapers,
$1,152,500: Provided,
That the
Secretary
may
make available
available to any
bureau, office,
office, or
or agency
of the
the Department
may make
any bureau,
agency of
Department
such amounts from
appropriation as
necessary to carry
from this appropriation
as may be
be necessary
appropriation is
is made,
and any
any such
such
out the functions
functions for
for which
which this appropriation
made, and
amounts shall
amounts transferred
transferred or otherwise
otherwise
amounts
shall be in addition
addition to amounts
made available
available to
appropriation items in this Act.
to appropriation
Act.
Tobacco Acts:
To carry
carry into
Act to
to
Tobacco
Acts: To
into effect
effect the
the provisions
provisions of
of the
the Act
establish and promote the use of
standards of classification
classification for
for tobacco,
tobacco,
of standards
to
an official
tobacco-inspection service,
service, approved
approved
to provide and
and maintain an
official tobacco-inspection
August 23, 1935 (7
511-511g), the
provide for
for the
the colcol(7 U. S. C. 511-511q),
the Act to
to provide
lection and
and publication
publication of
of statistics
tobacco by
by the
the Department,
lection
statistics of
of tobacco
Department,
approved January
as amended,
amended, and
approved
January 14, 1929
1929 (7
(7 U. S. C.
C. 501-508),
501-508), as
and
the
prohibit the exportation
exportation of
of tobacco
seed and
and plants,
the Act
Act to prohibit
tobacco seed
plants,
approved
June 5, 1940 (7
516), $1,602,000.
approved June
(7 U.
U. S.
S. C. 516),
$1,602,000.
Cotton
Statistics, Classing,
Standards and
and Futures
Futures Acts:
carry
Cotton Statistics,
Classing, Standards
Acts: To
To carry
into effect
provisions of the Act authorizing
the Secretary
Secretary to
to collect
collect
effect the provisions
authorizing the
and
statistics of
the grade
and staple
of cotton,
cotton, approved
approved
and publish statistics
of the
grade and
staple length
length of
March 3, 1927, as amended
amended by the
the Act
Act of April
13, 1937 (7
(7 U.
U. S.
S. C.
April 13,
C.
471-476), and to perform the duties
471-476),
imposed upon
chapter 14
14
duties imposed
upon him by chapter
of
the Internal
Internal Revenue
relating to
to cotton
(26 U.
U. S.
S. C.
of the
Revenue Code
Code relating
cotton futures
futures (26
C.
1920-1935), and
into effect
provisions of
of the
the United
United
1920-1935),
and to
to carry
carry into
effect the
the provisions
States
Cotton Standards
Standards Act,
Act, approved
approved March
March 4,
4, 1923,
1923, as
as amended
States Cotton
amended
(7
$1,656,000: Provided,
Provided, That
That hereafter
appropria(7 U.
U. S.
S. C.
C. 51-65),
51-65), $1,656,000:
hereafter appropriations available for classing
classing or
any agricultural
agricultural commodity
commodity
or grading
grading any
without charge
charge to the producers
producers thereof
thereof mav
may be
be reimbursed
reimbursed from
from
nonadministrative
nonadministratiye funds of the Commodity
Commodity Credit
Corporation for
for
Credit Corporation
the cost of classing or grading
grading any
producers who
who
any such
such commodity
commodity for
for producers
obtain Commodity
Commodity Credit
price support.
support.
obtain
Credit Corporation
Corporation price
Marketing regulatory
regulatory Acts: For
expenses necessary
necessary to
carry into
Marketing
For expenses
to carry
into
effect
effect the provisions
provisions of the
Perishable Agricultural
Commodities Act,
Act,
the Perishable
Agricultural Commodities
as amended (7
(7 U. S. C. 499a-499r),
the destruction
destruction
499a-499r), the Act to prevent
prevent the
S. C.
C. 491-497),
the Act
Act to
to provide
provide
or dumping of farm
farm produce
produce (7
(7 U.
U. S.
491-497), the
standards for
baskets and
and containers
containers for
for fruits
fruits and
and vegetables,
as
standards
for baskets
vegetables. as
amended (15
251-256), the
to fix
fix standards
standards for
for hampers,
hampers,
amended
(15 U. S. C. 251-256),
the Act
Act to
round stave baskets, and splint baskets for fruits and
vegetables
and vegetables
(15
(15 U. S. C. 257-257i),
257-257i), the Act to provide
provide export standards
standards for apples
and pears (7 U. S. C. 581-589),
581-589), the United States Grain
Grain Standards
Standards
Act
71-87), the
the United
United States
Act (7
(7 U.
U. S.
Act (7
(7 U.
U. S.
S. C.
C. 71-87).
States Warehouse
Warehouse Act
S. C.
C.
241-273), the Federal
241-273),
Federal Seed Act (7
(7 U. S. C.
1551-1610), the Packers
C. 1551-1610),
Packers
(7 U.
U. S.
C. 181-229).
181-229), the
the Naval
Stores
and Stockyards
Stockyards Act, as amended
amended (7
S. C.
Naval Stores
91-99), and the Federal
Federal Insecticide,
Insecticide, Fungicide, and
Act (7
(7 U. S. C. 91-99),
Rodenticide Act (7
Rodenticide
(7 U. S.
135-135k), $3.400,000.
$3,400,000.
S. C.
C. 135-135k),
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STAT.]
63 STAT.]
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AUTHORITY
COMMODITY EXCHANGE
EXCHANGE AUTHORITY
COMMODITY
Commodity
Secretary to carry into
Exchange Act: To enable the Secretary
Commodity Exchange
Exchange Act, as amended
effect
Commodity Exchange
amended
provisions of the Commodity
the provisions
effect the
(7 U.
U. S.
S. C.
C. 1-17a),
1-17a), including
exceed $165,000
$165,000 for personal
personal services
including not to exceed
(7
$558,200.
District of Columbia, $558,200,
in the District

49 Stat. 1491.
1491.
49
7U. S. C.,
II,
C., Supp.
Supp.II,
7U.S.
§
12-1.
§ 12-1.

FARMERS' HOME ADMINISTRATION
ADMINISTRATION
FARMERS'

District
For
expenses necessary,
necessary, including personal services in the District
For expenses
II, and the
of
Columbia, to
to carry
carry into effect
effect the provisions
I, II,
provisions of titles I,
of Columbia,
related provisions
Tenant
Bankhead-Jones Farm Tenant
of title IV of the Bankhead-Jones
provisions of
related
Act,
as
amended
C.
1000-1032),
Farmers' Home
Home AdminisAdministhe Farmers'
C.
1000-1032),
S.
U.
(7
amended
Act, as
tration
of 1946
1001, note; 31 U. S. C. 82h; 12 U. S. C.
S. C. 1001,
(7 U. S.
1946 (7
Act of
tration Act
371; 35
35 U.
U. S.
S. C.
1079, 1080)
1080);;the Act of July 30, 1946 (40
Stat. 1079,
60 Stat.
535; 60
C. 535;
371;
(16
U.
S. C.
C. 436-439),
August 28, 1937, as amended
amended (16
Act of August
436-439), and the Act
U. S.
water
U. S.
S. C.
C. 590r-590x,
590r-590x, 590z-5),
590z-5), for
the development
facilities for water
development of facilities
for the
U.
areas of the United
storage and
utilization in the arid and semiarid
semiarid areas
and utilization
storage
States, as follows:
Loans: Title
Title IIand
and section
(including payments
payments in lieu
43 of title IV (including
section 43
Loans:
II, $85,000,000;
of taxes
taxes and
and taxes
$85,000,000;
$15,000,000; title II,
50), $15,000,000;
taxes under section 50),
of
Act
of August
August 28,
1937, $3,000,000:
Provided, That not to exceed
exceed the
$3,000,000: Provided,
28, 1937,
Act of
account from
foregoing several
several amounts shall
borrowed in one account
from the
shall be borrowed
foregoing
Secretary
Treasury on the request of the Secretary
Secretary of Agriculthe Treasury
of the
Secretary of
ture,
interest as may be determined
determined by the Secretary
Secretary of
of interest
such rate of
at such
ture, at
the
Treasury, but
but not in
excess of 3
3 per centum
centum per annum;
annum; and the
in excess
the Treasury,
Secretary
Treasury is
hereby authorized
authorized and directed
directed to lend
lend
is hereby
the Treasury
of the
Secretary of
such
sums to the Secretary
Secretary upon the security of any obligations
obligations of
such sums
borrowers
from the
Secretary under
under the provisions of said Acts:
the Secretary
borrowers from
Provided further,
further, That
proceeds from paySecretary may utilize proceeds
That the Secretary
Provided
ments of
principal and
interest under
under such Acts to repay the Secretary
and interest
of principal
ments
of
Treasury the
borrowed therefrom
therefrom for the purposes
purposes
amounts borrowed
the amounts
the Treasury
of the
of
That for the purpose of making loans
further, That
Providedfurther,
Acts: Provided
such Acts:
of such
pursuant to
the Secretary
Treasury is authorSecretary of the Treasury
paragraph, the
this paragraph,
to this
pursuant
ized to
to use
use as
public-debt transaction
transaction the proceeds
proceeds from the sale
a public-debt
as a
ized
of
securities issued
issued under
under the
the Second
Liberty Bond Act, as
as
Second Liberty
any securities
of any
issued
be
may
amended,
and
the
purposes
which
securities
issued
under
securities
for
purposes
the
and
amended,
that Act
Act are
are extended
extended to
to include
Secretary: Provided
Provided
the Secretary:
to the
loans to
such loans
include such
that
on such
further,
That
repayments
Secretary
Treasury
Treasury
the
of
Secretary
the
to
further, That repayments
loans shall
shall be
be treated
public-debt transaction.
transaction.
a public-debt
as a
treated as
loans
Salaries and
and expenses:
the making,
making, servicing,
collecting of
servicing, and collecting
For the
expenses: For
Salaries
loans, insuring
mortgages, the
servicing and
collecting of loans made
and collecting
the servicing
insuring mortgages,
loans,
under prior
authority, and
and the
assets transferred
transferred to
of assets
liquidation of
the liquidation
prior authority,
under
Farmers'
Home
Administration
pursuant
to
the
Farmers'
Home
Farmers'
the
to
pursuant
Administration
Home
Farmers'
Administration Act
Act of
transfer to
with aatransfer
together with
$23,649,000, together
1946, $23,649,000,
of 1946,
Administration
this
of not
to exceed
exceed $40,000
$40,000 of
the fees
fees and adminof the
not to
item of
appropriation item
this appropriation
istrative
charges made
subsections (d) and (e)
by subsections
available by
made available
expense charges
istrative expense
of
section 12
the Bankhead-Jones
Bankhead-Jones Farm
Farm Tenant
Tenant Act, as amended.
1ofoff the
of section

522, 524,
524, 527.
50 Stat.
Stat. 522,
7
U. S.
S. C., Supp. II,
7U.

§1001 et seg.
seq.
§1001

60 Stat. 1062.
12 U. S. C.,SuppII,
C., Supp II,
12U.S.
§371; D.
D. C.
C. Code
§371;

35-535.
§§35-535.

60
711.
60 Stat. 711.
54 Stat.
Stat.
50 Stat. 869; 54
1124.
Ante,
p. 171.
171.
Ante, p.

50 Stat. 522, 530, 531,
531,
524.
524.

S. C. §§
U. S.
u 1001100177U.

1005d, 1017,
1024, 100710071017,1024,
1005d,
1009; Supp.
II, §§ 1001
Supp. II,
1009;

et seq.
seq.
et
Ante, p.
p. 144.
144.
Ante,

Stat. 288.
40 Stat.
31 U.S.
U. S. C.
(2).
C. §774 (2).
Post, p.
p. 66h.
665.
Post,

1062.
60 Stat. 1062.
S. C. §§
10011§ 100177 U. 8.
II, §§ 1001
1031; Supp. II,
et seq.
seq.
ct

Ante, p. 144.
144.
Ante,
60 Stat. 1076.
7
U.
S.
C. §§ 1005b
1005b
7 U. S. C.
(d),
(e); Supp.
Supp. II,
II,
(d), (e);
I
1005b (e).
(e).
§ 1005b

RURAL ELECTRIFICATION
ADMINISTRATION
ELECTRIFICATION ADMINISTRATION
RURAL
To
into effect
effect the
provisions of
the Rural
Electrification Act
Rural Electrification
of the
the provisions
carry into
To carry
of 1936,
1936, as
amended (7
(7 U.
901-915), as
follows:
as follows:
C. 901-915),
S. C.
U. S.
as amended
of
Salaries and
and expenses:
expenses: For
expenses, including
including peradministrative expenses,
For administrative
Salaries
sonal services
services in
not to
$500 for
for newsnewsexceed $500
to exceed
Columbia; not
of Columbia;
District of
the District
in the
sonal
papers;
and
not
to
exceed
$500
for
financial
and
credit
reports;
credit
and
financial
for
papers; and not to exceed $500
$6,063,000.
$6,063,000.
Loans: For
For loans
loans in
accordance with
with sections
sections 3, 4, and 55of said Act,
in accordance
Loans:
and
for
carrying
out
the
provisions
of
section
thereof, $350,000,000,
$350,000,000,
section 77thereof,
of
provisions
the
out
carrying
and for
to be
from the
the Treasury
Treasury in
in accordance
accordance with
of the
Secretary of
the Secretary
borrowed from
be borrowed
to

49 Stat. 1363.

7
U. S. C.,
C., Supp.II,
Supp. 11,
7 U.S.

904.
5§§ 903, 904.
Post, pp. 874,
874, 878,
978,
Post,

948.
948.

49 Stat.
Stat. 1364,
1364, 1365.
1365.
49
S. C.
903-905,
C.
c.1 §§ 93-805,
77U.
U.S.
907;
Supp. LE,
903,
UI, ii§§ 903,
907; Supp.
904.
Post,
p. 98.
948.
t, p.
P
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the provisions of section 3
of said
Act, and
and such
such additional
3 (a)
(a) of
said Act,
additional
exceed aatotal of
amounts, not to exceed
$150,000,000, to
to be
be borrowed
borrowed under
under
of $150,000,000,
the same terms and conditions
conditions if and to the extent that
that the
Secretary
the Secretarv
of Agriculture
Agriculture shall certify, from
to time,
to the
Secretary of
of the
from time to
time, to
the Secretary
the
Treasury
Treasury that such additional
additional amounts
amounts are
are required
required during
during the
the fiscal
fiscal
year 1950, under the then existing
existing conditions,
conditions, for
the expeditious
expeditious and
and
for the
orderly development
development of
of the
the program.
program.
ADMINISTRATION
ADMINISTRATION OF FEDERAL
FEDERAL CROP
INSURANCE ACT
ACT
CROP INSURANCE
Operating expenses:
Operating
expenses: For operating
operating and
and administrative
administrative expenses,
expenses,
and not to exceed $700
newspapers, $4,054,000.
$4,054,000.
$700 for
for newspapers,
FARM CREDIT ADMINISTRATION
ADMINISTRATION
For necessary
necessary expenses,
expenses, including personal services
the District
services in
in the
District
of Columbia; not to exceed $5,000
$5,000 for
for attendance
at meetings
meetings or
or
attendance at
conventions of members
members of organizations
organizations at
at which
matters of
of imporimporwhich matters
tance to the work of the
Credit Administration
Administration are
to be
be
the Farm Credit
are to
discussed
transacted; not to exceed
discussed or transacted;
exceed $750
$750 for
periodicals and
and newsnewsfor periodicals
papers;
library membership
membership fees or dues
papers; library
dues in
in organizations
organizations which
issue
which issue
publications
publications to members only or to
members at
lower price
price than
to members
at aa lower
than
to others, payment for which
which may be made in
in advance;
advance; not
not to
to exceed
exceed
$20,000 for expenditures
expenditures authorized by section
section 602
602 of
Organic
of the
the Organic
Act of 1944 (12 U. S. C. 833);
833); purchase
purchase of
of one
one passenger
passenger motor
motor
vehicle (for replacement
replacement only)
only) for use
District of
of Columbia
Columbia
use in the
the District
and elsewhere; garage
garage rental in the District
and
District of
of Columbia;
Columbia; payment
payment
of actual transportation
transportation and other
other necessary
necessary expenses
and not
not to
expenses and
to
exceed
$10 per diem in lieu of subsistence of
exceed $10
serving, while
while
of persons
persons serving,
away from their homes, without
without other compensation
compensation from
from the
the United
United
States, in an advisory
advisory capacity
capacity to the
the Farm
Farm Credit
Administration,
Credit Administration,
except that such expenditures
expenditures shall
shall not
not exceed
exceed $10,000;
$10,000; examination
examination
of corporations,
corporations, banks, associations,
associations, and
institutions operated,
operated, supersuperand institutions
vised, or regulated
regulated by the Farm
Credit Administration
$500,000,
Farm Credit
Administration $500,000,
together with not to exceed
exceed $2,294,000 of collections
collections from
Federal
from Federal
Farm
assessments and charges,
Farm Credit agencies of assessments
charges, to
be advanced
to be
advanced
by transfer
transfer and
and counter
counter warrant
warrant to this
appropriation, to
to cover
cover the
the
this appropriation,
cost of Farm Credit Administration
Administration facilities,
facilities, examinations,
and other
other
examlinations, and
services
services rendered to such agencies;
in all,
all, $2,794,000.
agencies; in
$2,794,000.

58
741.
58 Stat.
Stat. 741.

TITLE
TITLE II
II
Expenditures a
and
commitments of certain
commitmentsof
cer
corporations and
and
corporations
agencies.
agencies.

atd

The following
agencies, respectively,
following corporations
corporations and agencies,
hereby
respectively, are
are hereby
authorized to
to make such expenditures,
authorized
expenditures, within
within the limits
limits of
funds and
and
of funds
borrowing
available to each
borrowing authority
authority available
such corporation
corporation or
agency and
and
each such
or agency
in accord with law, and to make
make such contracts
commitments withwithcontracts and
and commitments
out regard to fiscal year limitations as provided
provided by
by section
104 of
of the
the
section
104
59 Stat. 598.
598.
Gpp
overnment Corporation
Corporation Control Act, as amended,
amended, as may be
Government
necessary
be necessary
31
31 U.
It. S.
S. C., Supp.
Su
II,
849.
II, §§849.
in carrying out the programs
programs set forth in the
Budget for
for the
fiscal year
year
the Budget
the fiscal
1950 for each such corporation
corporation or agency,
as hereinafter
hereinafter
agency, except
except as
provided:
provided:
978.
Post, p.
p. 978.
Federal Crop Insurance
Insurance Corporation.
Corporation.
Commodity Credit
Credit Corporation: Nothing
in this
Act shall
shall be
be so
so
Nothing in
this Act
construed
construed as to prevent the Commodity
Commodity Credit Corporation
Corporation from
from carrycarryAdminstrative exAdminstrative
ex- ing out any activity or any program authorized
Provided, That
That
authorized by
by law
penses.
law::
Provided,
Post, p.
Post,
p. 978.
978.
not to exceed $12,000,000
$12,000,000 shall be available
available for administrative
administrative expenses
expenses
of the Corporation
Corporation and not to exceed $400 for
for periodicals,
periodicals, maps,
maps, and
and
Nonadministrative
Nonadministrat ive
newspapers: Provided
Providedfurther,
That all necessary
expenses.
expenses.
(including
newspapers:
further, That
necessary expenses (including
legal and
and special services performed
performed on aacontract or fee basis, but
legal
but not
not
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including other personal services)
services) in
in connection
with the
the acquisition,
connection with
acquisition,
operation,
operation, maintenance,
improvement, or
or disposition
of any
real or
or
maintenance, improvement,
disposition of
any real
personal
property belonging
belonging to
to the
Corporation or
or in
which it
personal property
the Corporation
in which
it has
has an
an
interest, including expenses
pledged collateral,
expenses of collections
collections of pledged
collateral, shall
shall
be
considered as
be considered
as nonadministrative
nonadministrative expenses
expenses for
the purposes
purposes hereof.
for the
hereof.
Federal
Farm Mortgage
Federal Farm
Mortgage Corporation:
Corporation: Not
to exceed
exceed $1,500,000
$1,500,000 (to
(to
Not to
be
computed on
accrual basis)
basis) of
of the
funds of
the Corporation
Corporation shall
shall
be computed
on an
an accrual
the funds
of the
be available
available for
including employment
employment on
on
for administrative
administrative expenses,
expenses, including
a contract
contract or
a
or fee
persons, firms,
firms, and
and corporations
for the
the
fee basis
basis of
of persons,
corporations for
performance of
including legal
legal services,
and the
the use
performance
of special
special services,
services, including
services, and
use
of
the services
and facilities
banks, national
national farm
farm
of the
services and
facilities of
of Federal
Federal land
land banks,
loan associations, Federal
Reserve banks, and agencies
agencies of the GovernFederal Reserve
Government as
as authorized
Act of
January 31,
31, 1934
1934 (12
(12 U.
U. S.
S. C.
C.
ment
authorized by
by the
the Act
of January
1020.
4020h); and
shall be
services and
and
1020-1020h);
and said
said total
total sum
sum shall
be exclusive
exclusive of
of services
facilities furnished
furnished and
and examinations
made by
by the
Farm Credit
Credit
facilities
examinations made
the Farm
Administration central
office, interest
and expenses
expenses in
Administration
central office,
interest expense,
expense, and
in conconnection
with the
acquisition, operation,
operation, maintenance,
rovemen t,
nection with
the acquisition,
maintenance, imp
improvement,
protection,
protection, or
or disposition
or personal
property belonging
belonging to
the
disposition of
of real
real or
personal property
to the
Corporation or
Corporation
in which
which it
has an
Provided, That
That promptly
or in
it has
an interest:
interest: Provided,
promptly
after
30 of
each fiscal
fiscal year
all cash
cash funds
funds in
in excess
excess of
of the
the
after June
June 30
of each
year all
estimated operating
estimated
requirements for
the current
fiscal year
shall be
be
operating requirements
for the
current fiscal
year shall
declared
dividends and
declared as dividends
and paid
the general
general fund
fund of
of the
paid into
into the
the Treasury:
Treasury:
Provided further,
further, That
Provided
That the
aggregate amount
amount of
bonds the
the aggregate
of bonds
the CorporaCorporation may
may issue
outstanding at
one time
time shall
shall not
not exceed
exceed
issue and
and have
have outstanding
at any
any one
$500,000,000.
$500,000,000.
Federal
credit banks:
banks: Not
Not to
to exceed
exceed $1,398,000
(to
Federal intermediate
intermediate credit
$1,398,000 (to
be
on an
accrual basis),
funds of
of the
the banks
be
be computed
computed on
an accrual
basis), of
of the
the funds
banks shall
shall be
available for
expenses, including
the purchase
of not
not
available
for administrative
administrative expenses,
including the
purchase of
to
passenger motor
motor vehicles
for replacement
replacement only,
only, services
to exceed
exceed two
two passenger
vehicles for
services
performed for
banks by
by other
other Government
Government agencies
agencies (except
(except services
services
performed
for the
the banks
and
and examinations
by the
Farm Credit
Credit
and facilities
facilities furnished
furnished and
examinations made
made by
the Farm
Administration central
central office,
and services
services performed
performed by
any Federal
Administration
office, and
by any
Federal
Reserve
bank and
by the
United States
States Treasury
Treasury in
in connection
connection with
with
Reserve bank
and by
the United
the
transactions of
banks) ;and
and said
total sum
sum shall
be
the financial
financial transactions
of the
the banks);
said total
shall be
exclusive
of interest
interest expense,
expense, legal
legal and
services performed
on
exclusive of
and special
special services
performed on
a
or fee
fee basis,
basis, and
expenses in
in connection
connection with
with the
the acquiacquia contract
contract or
and expenses
sition,
improvement, protection,
or disposisition, operation,
operation, maintenance,
maintenance, improvement,
protection, or
disposition of
of real
property belonging
belonging to
to the
the banks
banks or
in which
which
tion
real or
or personal
personal property
or in
they have
have an
an interest.
interest.
they
Production
credit corporations:
to exceed
(to be
be
Production credit
corporations: Not
Not to
exceed $1,328,000
$1,328,000 (to
computed
basis) of
of the
funds of
shall be
be
computed on
on an
an accrual
accrual basis)
the funds
of the
the corporations
corporations shall
available for
for administrative
the purchase
purchase of
of one
available
administrative expenses,
expenses, including
including the
one
passenger
vehicle for
only, and
performed
passenger motor
motor vehicle
for replacement
replacement only,
and services
services performed
for the
the corporations
Government agencies
agencies (except
(except services
services
for
corporations by
by other
other Government
and
facilities furnished
examinations made
made by
by the
the Farm
Farm Credit
Credit
and facilities
furnished and
and examinations
Administration
central office)
said total
total sum
shall be
be exclusive
exclusive
Administration central
office);;and
and said
sum shall
of interest
special services
services performed
on aa conconof
interest expense,
expense, legal
legal and
and special
performed on
tract
or fee
fee basis,
basis, and
and expenses
acquisition,
tract or
expenses in
in connection
connection with
with the
the acquisition,
operation, maintenance,
maintenance, improvement,
improvement, protection,
disposition of
of
operation,
protection, or
or disposition
real or
the corporations
corporations or
or in
in which
which
real
or personal
personal property
property belonging
belonging to
to the
they
have an
interest.
they have
an interest.
REDUCTION
REDUCTION IN
IN APPROPRIATIONS
APPROPRIATIONS

Amounts
available from
from appropriations
appropriations are
are hereby
reduced in
in the
the
Amounts available
hereby reduced
sums hereinafter
hereinafter set
the surplus
surplus fund
sums
set forth,
forth, such
such sums
sums to
to be
be carried
carried to
to the
fund
and covered
covered into
into the
upon the
the approval
approval of
of this
this
and
the Treasury
Treasury immediately
immediately upon
Act:
Act:
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48 Stat. 344.
U. S.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
12 U.
II,
1020c-1.
II, §§1020c1.

Dividends.
Dividends.

Bonds.
Bonds.
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FEDERAL LAND
LAND BANKS
FEDERAL
BANKS

The total amount of $189,000,000
$189,000,000 in the
the revolving
revolving fund
fund appropriated
appropriated
to the Office of the Secretary,
Secretary, Treasury
for subscriptions
subscriptions
Treasury Department,
Department, for
to the paid-in surplus
surplus of the Federal
Federal land
banks, as
authorized by
by the
the
land banks,
as authorized
Federal Farm
Farm Loan
Loan Act,
(12 U.
U. S.
S. C.
C. 781
781 (Tenth)).
(Tenth) ).
Federal
Act, as
as amended
amended (12

47
14.
47 Stat.
Stat. 14.
Poet, p.
p. 986.
986.
Post,

III—GENERAL PROVISIONS
TITLE III-GENERAL
PROVISIONS
Passenger motor
motor vePassenger
vehicles.
hicles.

Employment
Employment of
of
aliens.
aliens.

60 Stat.
Stat. 903.
903.

60
62 Stat.
Stat.
60 Stat.
Stat. 843;
843; 62
1008.
28 U. S. C.,
Supp.
C., Supp.
II, §§2672.
2672.
11,
Ante,
62, 106.
Ante, pp.
pp. 62,
106.
Persons engaging,
Persons
engaging,
etc., in strikes
strikes against
against
or
or advocating
advocating overoverGovernthrow of U. S.
S. Government.
ment.

Administration
oaths.
oaths.

Affidavit.
Affidavit.

Penalty.
Penalty.

of
of

S
EC. 301.
301. Within
unit limit
limit of
of cost
fixed by
the lump-sum
lump-sum
SEC.
Within the
the unit
cost fixed
by law
law the
appropriations and
appropriations
Department under
under
and authorizations
authorizations made
made for
for the
the Department
this Act shall be available
for the
of passenger
passenger motor
motor vehicles,
available for
the purchase
purchase of
vehicles,
and
necessary in
the conduct
conduct of
the work
work
and for the
the hire
hire of
of such
such vehicles
vehicles, necessary
in the
of the
of the Department
Department outside the
the District
District of
but the
the number
number
of Columbia,
Columbia, but
of such vehicles purchased
acquired for
for all
all the
the activities
purchased or
or otherwise
otherwise acquired
activities
of the Department for which appropriations
appropriations and
and authorizations
authorizations are
are
made under
under such Act shall not exceed
exceed two-thirds
two-thirds of
of the
total number
number
the total
indicated
purchase by the
indicated for purchase
the Department
the statements
statements of
Department under
under the
of
proposed
purchase and hire
proposed expenditures
expenditures for purchase
passenger motor
hire of passenger
motor
vehicles in
Budget: Provided,
Provided, That
number shall
shall be
be
in the
the Budget:
That any
any such
such number
increased proportionately
proportionately (as
increased
as may
be) as
as the
amount appro(as nearly
nearly as
may be)
the amount
appropriated or made available
available under
the particular
particular heading
heading involved
involved may
under the
may
exceed the budget estimate.
estimate.
exceed
SEC.
S
EC. 302. Provisions of
of law
law prohibiting
restricting the
the employemployprohibiting or
or restricting
ment of aliens shall not apply to (1)
(1) the temporary employment
of
employment of
translators
competent citizen
translators when competent
citizen translators
not available;
available; (2)
(2)
translators are
are not
employment
employment in
of emergency
persons in
in th
fi eld service
service of
of
in cases
cases of
emergency of
of persons
thee field
the Department for periods
periods of not more than
sixty days;
days; and
and (3)
(3)
than sixty
employment
employment under the appropriation
the Office
Office of
Foreign Agriappropriation for
for the
of Foreign
Agricultural
cultural Relations.
Relations.
SEC.
SEC. 303. Appropriations
Appropriations and
and authorizations
authorizations made
made in
Act shall
shall
in this
this Act
be available
available for health
service programs
health service
programs as
as authorized
authorized by
by law
law (5
(5
U.
S. C.
U. S.
C. 150).
150).
SEC.
SEC. 304. Funds
Funds available
available to the Department
the current
current
Department during
during the
fiscal year shall be available
available for the payment
payment of
claims pursuant
to
of claims
pursuant to
section 403 of the Federal
(28 U.
U. S.
S. C.
C. 2672).
Federal Tort Claims
Claims Act
Act (28
2672).
SEC.
appropriation contained
SEC. 305. No part of any appropriation
in this
this Act,
Act, or
or of
of
contained in
the funds available
available for expenditure
expenditure by
by any
any corporation
corporation included
in
included in
this Act, shall be used to pay the
the salary
salary or
wages of
any person
person who
who
or wages
of any
engages
a strike against
engages in a
against tihe
the Government
Government of
the United
United States
States or
of the
or
who is aa member
member of an organization
Government employees
that
organization of
of Government
employees that
asserts the right to strike
strike against
against the Government
Government of the United
Un ited States,
States,
or who
or
who advocates,
advocates, or is aa member
member of an organization
organization that advocates,
overthrow of the Government of
the overthrow
of the
the United
United States
States by
by force
force or
or
violence::Provided,
Provided,That such administrative
violence
administrative or supervisory
supervisory employees
employees
Department as may
of the Department
be designated
designated for
for the
purpose by
the SecreSecremay be
the purpose
by the
authorized to administer
tary are hereby authorized
administer the
to persons
persons making
making
the oaths
oaths to
affidavits required by this section,
they shall
charge no
no fee
fee for
for so
so
section, and
and they
shall charge
doing: Provided
Provided further,
for the
purposes hereof
an affidavit
affidavit
further, That
That for
the purposes
hereof an
shall be considered
considered prima
facie evidence
evidence that
making the
the
prima facie
that the
the person
person making
affidavit
affidavit has not contrary
contrary to the provisions of this section
engaged in
in a
section engaged
a
strike against
against the Government
strike
Government of the United
United States, is not aamember
member of
of
an organization of Government
Government employees
that asserts
the right
to
employees that
asserts the
right to
strike against the
Government of the
the Government
States, or
or that
that such
such person
the United
United States,
person
does not advocate,
advocate, and
and is not a
amember
member of an
an organization
organization that
that advoadvocates,: the overthrow
overthrow of the Government
Government of
cates
States by
by force
force
of the
the United
United States
or violence:
violence: Provided
Provided further,
further That any person who engages
engages in
i
n a
a
strike against the Government
of the United States
Gove rnmentOf
States or
or who
who is
is aamember
member
organization of Government employees
employees that
of an organization
asserts the
right to
to
that asserts
the right
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Government of the United
United States, or who advocates,
advocates,
strike against the Government
or who is aamember
member of an organization
organization that advocates,
advocates, the overthrow
overthrow
of the Government
United States
Government of the United
States by
violence and accepts
accepts
by force
force or
or violence
employment
employment the salary
or wages
which are
approsalary or
wages for
for which
are paid
paid from
from any
any appropriation
priation or fund contained
contained in this Act shall be guilty of a
afelony
felony and,
and,
upon conviction,
conviction, shall be fined
fined not more than
for
than $1,000
$1,000 or
or imprisoned
imprisoned for
not more than one year, or
or both:
both: Provided
Provided further,
above
further, That
That the above
penalty clause
clause shall
substitution for, any
any
shall be in addition
addition to, and not
not in substitution
other provisions
provisions of existing
existing law: Provided
Provided further,
further, That
That nothing
nothing in
this section
shall be
be construed
construed to require
section shall
any person
person
require an affidavit
affidavit from
from any
employed
than sixty
sixty days
for sudden
work involving
involving
employed for
for less
less than
days for
sudden emergency
emergency work
the loss of human
the
payment of
of salary
salary
human life
life or destruction
destruction of
of property,
property, the
the payment
or
may be
be made
such persons
from applicable
applicable appropriations
appropriations
or wages
wages may
made to
to such
persons from
for
rendered in
in such
such emergency
emergency without
execution of
for services
services rendered
without execution
of the
the
affidavit contemplated
contemplated by
this section.
section.
affidavit
by this
SEc.
306. Limitations
be expended
for personal
SEC. 306.
Limitations on
on amounts
amounts to
to be
expended for
personal servservices
this Act
Act shall
not apply
lump-sum leave
leave
ices under
under appropriations
appropriations in
in this
shall not
apply to
to lump-sum
payments
to the
December 21,
(5 U.
S. C.
C. 61b-e).
61b—e).
payments pursuant
pursuant to
the Act
Act of
of December
21, 1944
1944 (5
U. S.
SEC.
the Department
Agriculture may
may be
SEo. 307.
307. Funds available
available to
to the
Department of
of Agriculture
be
used for
for printing
printing and
and binding.
used
binding.
SEC. 308.
cited as the
Agriculture
308. This Act
Act may be cited
the "Department
"Department of
of Agriculture
Appropriation
1950".
Act, 1950".
Appropriation Act,
Approved
29, 1949.
1949.
Approved June
June 29,
[CHAPTER 281]
[CHAPTER
281]

JOINT RESOLUTION
JOINT
RESOLUTION

To continue
continue the
of the
the Maritime
Commission to
to sell,
sell, charter,
and operoperTo
the authority
authority of
Maritime Commission
charter, and
ate vessels,
vessels, and
for other
ate
and for
other purposes.
purposes.

Resolved
the Senate
and House
House of
of the
the United
United
Resolved by
by the
Senate and
of Representatives
Representativesof
States of
of America
assembled, That
That the
the joint
resolution
States
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
joint resolution
entitled "Joint
resolution to
until June
June 30,
30, 1949,
1949, the
the authorauthorentitled
"Joint resolution
to continue
continue until
to sell,
operate vessels,
vessels,
ity of
of the
the Maritime
Maritime Commission
Commission to
sell, charter,
charter, and
and operate
and
for other
purposes", approved
approved February
1949 (Public
(Public Law
Law
and for
other purposes",
February 28,
28, 1949
12,
Eighty-first Congress),
is amended
amended by
striking out
out the
date "June
"June
12, Eighty-first
Congress), is
by striking
the date
30, 1949" wherever
wherever it
appears therein
inserting in lieu
thereof the
it appears
therein and
and inserting
lieu thereof
date "June
1950": Provided,
Provided, That
That hereafter
no sale
sale of
vessel by
by
hereafter no
of aavessel
date
"June 30,
30, 1950":
the Maritime
be completed
until its
the
Maritime Commission
Commission shall
shall be
completed until
its ballast
ballast and
and
equipment shall
have been
inventoried and
value taken
into
equipment
shall have
been inventoried
and their
their value
taken into

Emergency work.
work.
Emergency

Lump-sum
Lump-sum leave
leave
payments.
payments.
845.
58 Stat. 845.
Printing and bindPrinting
ing.
ing.
Short title.
Short

June 29, 1949
1949
June
[H.
T. Res. 235]
[H. J.
235]
[Public Law
Law 147]
[Public

Maritime CommisMaritime
Commission.

Ante, p. 9.
vessel.
Sale of vessel.

consideration
by the
the Commission
Commission in
in determining
the selling
selling price.
consideration by
determining the
price.
Termination
of
Termination of
SEC. 2.
charter (except
respect of
of a
apassenger
SEC.
2. Any
Any charter
(except one
one in
in respect
passenger vessel)
vessel) in
in charter.
effect
the time
time of
of the
the enactment
enactment of
this joint
resolution shall
shall be
effect at
at the
of this
joint resolution
be
terminated by
by the
at the
earliest date
date permitted
permitted under
under the
terminated
the Commission
Commission at
the earliest
the
terms thereof
thereof after
30, 1949,
unless the
the charterer
charterer enters
enters into
into an
terms
after June
June 30,
1949, unless
an
agreement with the
Commission that
vessel delivered
delivered or retained
retained
the Commission
that each
each vessel
agreement
under such
shall not
not be
be redelivered
to the
the Commission,
Commission, at
at the
the
such charter
charter shall
redelivered to
under
option of
the charterer,
charterer, within
less than
months for
for liner
liner services,
option
of the
within less
than six
six months
services,
except United
United States
States continental
continental coastwise
services
and intercoastal
intercoastal services
coastwise and
except
and services
services between
continental United
States ports
and Alaska,
or
and
between continental
United States
ports and
Alaska, or
four months
for bulk
services and
and United
United States
States continental
continental coastwise
coastwise
bulk services
four
months for
and intercoastal
and services
United
continental United
services and
services between
between continental
and
intercoastal services
States
ports and
Alaska, or
or for
the remainder
of the
period ending
ending
for the
remainder of
the period
States ports
and Alaska,
June 30,
30, 1950,
if such
such period
less than
than said
said periods
of six
six or
or four
four
is less
periods of
1950, if
period is
June
Charter
periods.
Charter periods.
months, respectively.
No charter
charter (except
one in
in respect
of a
passenger
a passenger
(except one
respect of
respectively. No
months,
vessel) shall
the Commission
Commission under
under authority
of this
joint
this joint
be made
made by
by the
authority of
vessel)
shall be
resolution or
or after
after the
of enactment
thereof unless
the charterer
charterer
unless the
date of
enactment thereof
the date
resolution
enters into
into an
an agreement
with the
the Commission
that each
each vessel
vessel
Commission that
agreement with
enters
delivered
or retained
the terms
charter shall
shall not
not be
be
of such
such charter
under the
terms of
retained under
delivered or
redelivered
to the
the option
option of
of the
charterer, within
within
the charterer,
at the
the Commission,
Commission, at
redelivered to
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STAT.
[63 STAT.

less than six months
months for
liner services,
States continental
continental
for liner
services, except
except United
United States
coastwise
coastwise and intercoastal
intercoastal services
services and
and services
between continental
continental
services between
United States ports and Alaska,
four months
months for
bulk services
services and
and
Alaska, or four
for bulk
United States continental
continental coastwise
coastwise and
and intercoastal
intercoastal services
services and
and
services
services between
between continental
continental United
and Alaska,
Alaska, or
or for
for
United States ports
ports and
the remainder
remainder of the period ending
ending June 30,
1950, if
such period
period is
30, 1950,
if such
is
less than said periods
periods of said six
months, respectively:
respectively:
six and
and four
four months,
Provided,
Provided, however, That no vessel (except
(except a
a passenger
passenger vessel)
vessel) so
so
chartered
a new voyage
chartered may begin a
voyage after
after June
June 30,1950.
30, 1950.
Approved
Approved June
June 29,
1949.
29, 1949.
[CHAPTER
284]
[CHAPTER 284]
June 30, 1949
1949N
IS. 1433]

IS. 1433]

[Public
Law 1481
148]
[Public Law

Tin.
Tin.
61 Stat. 190.
61 U. S. C., Supp.
50
II,
II, §98
98 note.
note.

Stat.

su1
p

Authority of RFC
e and buy tonto sell
tin concentrates, etc.
etc.

to

Minimum pice
price.
Minimum

ACT

amended.
amended.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
the
Senate and
House of
of the
United States
States of America in
United
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That Public Law
Law
125, Eightieth
Congress, approved
approved June
June 28,
1947, as
as amended,
amended, is
is hereby
hereby
125,
Eightieth Congress,
28, 1947,
further amended
further
amended by changing
changing "SEC.
"SEc. 3"
3" to
to "SEc.
"SEc. 4"
4" and
inserting aa
and inserting
new SEC.
SEC. 3
follows:
new
3 reading
reading as
as follows:
"SEc. 3.
In order
order to
promote the
conservation of
of the
"SEC.
3. In
to promote
the conservation
the tin
tin ore
ore reserves
reserves
Hemisphere and
and to increase
of the
the Western Hemisphere
their availability
availability for
for the
increase their
the
requirements of the United States through diversification
tin requirements
of tintindiversification of
recovery facilities in the United States,
the powers
powers exercised
exercised by
by the
the
States, the
Reconstruction Finance
Corporation or its
Reconstruction
Finance Corporation
successor and
and continued
continued
its successor
in effect
effect by the provisions
provisions of section 2
hereof shall
include authority
2 hereof
shall include
authority
to offer for sale from
time to
to time
to the
the highest
bidder
from time
time and
and to
to sell
sell to
highest bidder
for the recovery
recovery in the United States of grade
A pig
pig tin,
tin, any
any tin
tin
grade A
concentrates
concentrates or other tin-bearing
tin-bearing materials
heretofore or
or hereafter
hereafter
materials heretofore
Reconstruction Finance Corporation
acquired by the Reconstruction
Corporation and
and containing
containing
not more than 25 per centum
centum of tin; and
to buy
buy up
to an
an
and to
to contract
contract to
up to
equivalent
equivalent amount
amount of such pig tin for future
future delivery,
delivery, not
to exceed
exceed
not to
four months from date of delivery of such
concentrates or
tin-bearing
such concentrates
or tin-bearing
material to the
the processor,
the Reconstruction
Corporation's
material
processor, at
at the
Reconstruction Finance
Finance Corporation's
selling
price for such grade
selling price
grade on the date
date of such contract: Provided,
Provided,
That the minimum
minimum price at which any such
such concentrates
concentrates or
or tin-bearing
tin-bearing
materials are so sold shall represent
represent no less return
materials
return to the Government,
Government.,
as determined
estimated
determined or est
imated by the Reconstruction
Reconstruction Finance
Finance Corporation
Corporation
(which
(which determination
determination or estimate shall be deemed
deemed conclusive),
than
conclusive), than
would result through the Government
Government itself transporting
transporting and
Teat i
and t
treatin
such concentrates
concentrates or tin-bearing materials
materials in any
any Government-owned
Government-owned
controlled facility
or controlled
facility and transporting
transporting and
selling the
the pig
pig tin
tin recovered
recovered
and selling
therefrom."
therefrom."
Approved
Approved June
June 30,
30, 1949.
1949.
[CHAPTER 285]
285]
[CHAPTER

June 30,1949
30, 1949
[11. It. 29891

R. 29891
[H.
[Public Law 149]
or
Virgin Islands Corvogin Islands C poration Act.

AN ACT

Amending
Amending Public Law 125,
approved June
June 28,
28, 1947,
1947, as
125, Eightieth
Eightieth Congress,
Congress, approved
as

AN
ACT
AN ACT

To incorporate
the Virgin
Islands Corporation,
and for
for other
purposes.
To
incorporate the
Virgin Islands
Corporation, and
other purposes.

Be it
House of Representatives
Be
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House
Representatives of the
the
United States
States of America in
Congress assembled,
United
in Congress
assembled, That, in order to
promote the general welfare of the inhabitants
promote
inhabitants of
the Virgin
Virgin Islands
Islands
of the
of the United States through the economic
of the
the Virgin
Virgin
economic development
development of
Islands,
hereby created a
a body corporate
corporate to be known
Islands, there is hereby
known as
the
as the
Virgin Islands Corporation, hereinafter
hereinafter referred
referred to as
as the
the "Corpora"Corporation". The Corporation
Corporation shall be subject
subject to the general direction
direction of
of the
the
President
President of the United
United States, or the
of such
such agency
agency as
as he
he may
may
the head
head of
designate
designate as his representative.
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Principal offices
offices
Principal
SEC. 2.
The Corporation
shall have
have its principal
principal offices in the Virgin
Corporation shall
2. The
SEC.
for
Islands
the District of Columbia and shall be deemed,
deemed, f
or purin the
and in
Islands and
poses
in civil
civil actions,
to be
an inhabitant
inhabitant of each of these
be an
actions, to
venue in
of venue
poses of
jurisdictions.
The
Corporation
establish
other
offices in such other
establish
may
Corporation
The
jurisdictions.
place
places as
as it
appropriate in the conduct
conduct
necessary or appropriate
deem necessary
may deem
it may
or places
place or
of its
its business.
of
Activities.
Corporation Activities.
SEc.
Subject to
the provisions
the Government
Government Corporation
of the
provisions of
to the
3. Subject
SEC. 3.
59 Stat. 597.
7
§§841
S
tCS. C.
the following
in the
Control
engage in
following
to engage
authorized to
is authorized
Corporation is
the Corporation
31 U.
841 et
et
Act, the
Control Act,
seq.;
Supp.
846
II, §§846
Supp. II,
activities
finds that
that such
will further the purposes
purposes seq.;
activities will
such activities
it finds
when it
activities when
et seq.
356.
Post, p.
p. 356.
post,
of this
this Act
not conflict
conflict with
the encouragement
and promotion
promotion
encouragement and
with the
will not
and will
Act and
of
of
private
enterprise
the
Virgin
Islands:
Islands:
Virgin
the
in
of private enterprise
(a) To
To examine,
examine, investigate,
and conduct
research and
and expericonduct research
investigate, and
(a)
mentation
the marketing,
marketing, distributing,
advertising, and exporting
exporting
distributing, advertising,
in the
mentation in
of
resources of
Virgin Islands, and to make known
known
the Virgin
of the
or resources
products or
of products
the
of such
such activities.
results of
the results
(b) To
To encourage
promote the investment
investment of private
private capital
capital in
and promote
encourage and
(b)
industrial, agricultural,
agricultural, commercial,
commercial, or
enterprises, underor related enterprises,
industrial,
takings, or
the Virgin
Islands. Insofar
Insofar as may be possible
Virgin Islands.
in the
activities in
or activities
takings,
without
the maximum
maximum development
development of the industrial,
jeopardizing the
without jeopardizing
agricultural,
commercial, and
resources of the Virgin Islands
related resources
and related
agricultural, commercial,
for
the public
good, the
the Corporation
Corporation shall
formulate its policies so as
shall formulate
public good,
for the
to
encourage and
and promote
promote the
capital owned
owned by residents
of capital
investment of
the investment
to encourage
of the
the Virgin
Virgin Islands.
of
(c) To
To engage
most
end that the most
to the end
planning to
land-use planning
in land-use
engage in
(c)
the
economic
and
socially
beneficial
use
may
be
made
soil
of
the
of
made
be
may
beneficialuse
socially
and
economic
Virgin Islands,
to encourage
and assist
assist private
private persons
and
persons and
encourage and
and to
Islands, and
Virgin
organizations to
to act
accordance with
the results
such planning.
results of such
with the
in accordance
act in
organizations
(d) To
encourage and
in the
providing, whenof providing,
business of
the business
engage in
and engage
To encourage
(d)
ever
facilities are
are not
otherwise available,
transportation
available, transportation
not otherwise
adequate facilities
ever adequate
for
and property
property between
Virgin Islands
Islands and
and to and
the Virgin
between the
persons and
for persons
from
Islands, Puerto
Puerto Rico, and Tortola.
Virgin Islands,
the Virgin
from the
(e) To
encourage, promote,
and develop,
and to assist in the
the
develop, and
promote, and
To encourage,
(e)
encouragement,
and development
of, tourist
tourist trade
trade in the
development of,
promotion, and
encouragement, promotion,
Virgin
Islands.
Virgin Islands.
(f) To
To encourage
encourage the
and development
development of
of small
establishment and
the establishment
(f)
and, for
farms
and
small
farm
communities
in
the
Virgin
Islands,
Virgin
the
in
communities
farm
farms and small
that
improve, and
small
such small
supervise such
and supervise
equip, improve,
construct, equip,
to construct,
purpose, to
that purpose,
farms
or
communities
and
to
give
other
assistance
to
them.
to
assistance
other
give
to
farms or communities and
Loans.
(g)
To make
loans to
to any
person for
establishment, maintenance,
maintenance,
the establishment,
for the
any person
make loans
(g) To
operation,
repair, improvement,
or
improvement, or
reconstruction, repair,
construction, reconstruction,
operation, construction,
enlargement
any industrial,
related
agricultural, or related
commercial, agricultural,
industrial, commercial,
of any
enlargement of
enterprise, undertaking,
in the
whenever
Islands whenever
Virgin Islands
the Virgin
activity in
or activity
undertaking, or
enterprise,
such
loans
are
not
available
from
private
sources.
All
loans
so made
so
loans
All
sources.
private
from
such loans are not available
shall
be of
value or
or so
so secured
reasonably to
to assure
assure
as reasonably
secured as
sound value
such sound
of such
shall be
repayment,
into consideration
policy of
of the
the Congress
Congress that
the policy
consideration the
taking into
repayment, taking
the
of the
shall be
as a
means
a means
administered as
be administered
Corporation shall
the Corporation
powers of
lending powers
the lending
for
accomplishing the
the purposes
purposes stated
stated in
section 1
1of
and shall
Act, and
this Act,
of this
in section
for accomplishing
bear interest
interest at
at aarate
rate not
exceeding 6
annum. It
shall
It shall
per annum.
centum per
6 per
per centum
not exceeding
bear
be the general policy
the Corporation
Corporation to
interest rates
rates on
on
establish interest
to establish
of the
be the general policy of
loans,
subject
to
the
foregoing
limitations,
that,
in
the
judgment
the
the
of
judgment
the
in
that,
limitations,
loans, subject to the foregoing
Board
Directors, will
cover the
the interest
interest cost
of funds
funds to
to the
the
cost of
least cover
at least
will at
of Directors,
Board of
United
States Treasury,
Treasury, other
expenses of
lending activities
activities of
of the
the
the lending
of the
other expenses
States
United
Corporation, and
a
risk factor
which, over
all, should
should provide
for losses
losses
for
provide
all,
over
which,
factor
risk
a
and
Corporation,
Limitation.
that may
loans. The
The loans
made under
under the
the authority
authority of
of
L
loans made
on loans.
materialize on
may materialize
that
this paragraph
paragraph outstanding
outstanding at
any one
one time
not exceed
total
exceed aa total
shall not
time shall
at any
this
of $5,000,000.
$5,000,000.
of
(h) To
operate, and
engage in,
in, upon
its own
own
upon its
and engage
maintain, operate,
establish, maintain,
(h) To establish,
account, any
any appropriate
enterprise,
undertaking, or
or activity
activity for
for the
the
undertaking,
enterprise,
appropriate
account,
development
of
the
industrial,
commercial,
mining,
agricultural,
liveliveagricultural,
mining,
commercial,
development of the industrial,
stock, fishery,
or forestry
forestry resources
resources of
Provided,
Islands: Provided,
Virgin Islands:
the Virgin
of the
fishery, or
stock,
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That
Corporation shall
not engage
the manufacture
of rum
rum or
or
That the
the Corporation
shall not
engage in
in the
manufacture of
other
alcoholic beverages.
other alcoholic
beverages.
Powers of
of corporaPowers
corporaSEC.
S
EC. 4. The Corporation
Corporation shall have, and may
may exercise, the following
following
tion.
Ante,
p. 351.
351.
Ante,p.
general powers
general
powers in carrying
carrying on
on the
the activities
activities specified
specified in section
section 33of
this
this Act:
Act:
(a)
To have
until June
June 30,
1959, unless
sooner dissolved
dissolved
unless sooner
succession until
30, 1959,
(a) To
have succession
by
of Congress.
by Act
Act of
Congress.
(b) To
To adopt,
adopt, alter,
alter, and
and use
corporate seal,
seal, which
which shall
shall be
judicially
be judicially
use a
a corporate
(b)
noticed.
noticed.
(c) To
adopt, amend,
amend, and
and repeal
bylaws governing
the conduct
conduct of
of its
its
repeal bylaws
governing the
(c)
To adopt,
business,
performance of
of the
duties granted
granted to or
or
and the
the performance
the powers
powers and
and duties
business, and
imposed
upon it
it by
by law.
law.
imposed upon
(d) To
To sue
and to
to be
be sued
sued in
its corporate
name.
corporate name.
in its
sue and
(d)
(e)
of and
and the
necessity for
for its
(e) To
To determine
determine the
the character
character of
the necessity
its obligaobligations and
expenditures and
and the
in which
they shall
manner in
which they
shall be
be incurred,
incurred,
tions
and expenditures
the manner
allowed,
laws applicable
applicable specifically
specifically to
allowed, and paid, subject
subject to
to the
the laws
to
Government corporations.
corporations.
Government
Acquisition of prop
propAcquisitionof
(f) To acquire, in any lawful manner, any property-real,
(f)
property—real,
erty, etc.
personal, or
or mixed,
tangible or
or intangible-to
intangible—to hold,
maintain, use,
use, and
and
personal,
mixed, tangible
hold, maintain,
operate the
and to
otherwise dispose
of the
the same,
same,
operate
the same;
same; and
to sell,
sell, lease,
lease, or
or otherwise
dispose of
whenever any
any of
the foregoing
deemed necessary
necessary
whenever
of the
foregoing transactions
transactions are
are deemed
or appropriate
the conduct
conduct of
of the
authorized by
by this
this Act,
Act,
or
appropriate to
to the
the activities
activities authorized
and on
on such
may be
be prescribed
the Corporation.
Corporation.
and
such terms
terms as
as may
prescribed by
by the
Contracts, etc.
Contracts,
etc.
(g) To enter into and
and perform
perform such
such contracts,
contracts, leases, cooperative
agreements, or
other transactions
transactions with
any agency
instrumentality
agreements,
or other
with any
agency or
or instrumentality
of
the United
States, or
any State,
State, Territory,
or possession,
possession, or
or
of the
United States,
or with
with any
Territory, or
with
any political
political subdivision
subdivision thereof,
thereof, or
person, firm,
firm,
with any
or with
with any
any person,
association,
corporation, as
as may
may be
be deemed
deemed necessary
appropriate
association, or corporation,
necessary or
or appropriate
to
of the
by this
this Act,
and on
such
to the
the conduct
conduct of
the activities
activities authorized
authorized by
Act, and
on such
terms
by the
the Corporation:
Corporation: Provided,
Provided, That
terms as
as may
may be
be prescribed
prescribed by
That in
in
no
the Corporation
contract to
to undertake
undertake an
an activity
activity for
for
no case
case shall
shall the
Corporation contract
any
agency or
the United
States, or
or for
for any
any State,
State,
any agency
or instrumentality
instrumentality of
of the
United States,
Territory,
or possession,
or for
for any
any political
unless
Territory, or
possession, or
political subdivision
subdivision thereof,
thereof, unless
the
latter is
is authorized
by law
law to
to undertake
undertake such
such activity
activity and
and furnishes
furnishes
the latter
authorized by
the funds
funds for
such purpose.
for such
purpose.
the
(h)
execute all
all instruments
or appropriate
appropriate in
in the
(h) To
To execute
instruments necessary
necessary or
the
exercise of any
any of its functions.
functions.
exercise
Appointment
Appointment
of
(i) To
(i)
To appoint,
appoint, without
without regard
regard to
the provisions
of the
the civil-service
civil-service
to the
provisions of
officers and employee.s.
laws, such
agents, attorneys,
employees as
as may
may be
necessary
ployees.
laws,
such officers,
officers, agents,
attorneys, and
and empl)oyees
be necessary
for the
Corporat;
to delegate
delegate to
to thelm
t
hem
for
the conduct
conduct of
of the
the business
business of
of the
the Corporal
ion; to
such powers
prescribe for
such duties
duties as
as may
may be
be deemed
deemed
such
powers and
and to
to prescribe
for them
them such
appropriate by
by the
to fix
fix and
and pay
pay such
to
appropriate
the Corporation;
Corporation; to
such compensation
comipensation to
services as
determine, without
without
them for their services
as the Corporation
Corporation may deterlmine,
regard to the
of the
laws except
except to
to the
the extent
extent
regard
the provisions
provisions of
the classification
classification laws
that these
laws may
to the
the Corporation
by the
the President
of
that
these laws
may be
be extended
extended to
Corporation by
President of
the
and to
from such
such of
of them
them as
as the
the CorpoCorpothe United
United States;
States; and
to require
require bonds from
paid by the CorporaCorporaration may designate, the
the premiums
premiums therefor
therefor to be
be paid
tion. In
In the
the appointment
appointment of
officials and
selection of
of employees
employees
tion.
of officials
and the
the selection
and in
promotion of
such officials
officials or
for said
said Corporation, and
in the
the promotion
of any
any such
or
employees, no
political test
test or
or qualification
shall be
be permitted
permitted or
or given
given
employees,
no political
qualification shall
consideration,
consideration, but all such appointments
appointments and promotions
promotions shall
given
shall be given
Removal
office. and made on the basis
Removal from
from office
member of
basis of merit
merit and efficiency.
efficiency. Any
Any member
of said
said
board who is found by the
President of
United States or his
reprethe President
of the
the United
his representative
be guilty
of a
of this
this section
shall be
removed
sentative to
to be
guilty of
a violation
violation of
section shall
be removed
States, and any appointee
appointee
from office
office by the
the President
President of the
the United States.
of said board who is found
found by the board
board to be
be guilty
guilty of aaviolation of
of
this section shall be removed
removed from office by said board. Persons
employed
Corporation shall
be included
in making
comemployed by
by the Corporation
shall not
not be
ilncluded in
making computations pursuant to the provisions
section 607 of
provisions of
of section
of the
the Federal
Federal
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Employees
of 1945,
1945, as
amended. The Corporation
Corporation shall give
as amended.
Act of
Pay Act
Employees Pay
due consideration
to residents
Islands in the selection
selection
Virgin Islands
of the
the Virgin
residents of
consideration to
due
and
promotion of its officers
officers and employees.
and promotion
(j) To
United States
States mails
mails in
same manner
manner and
and under
under
the same
in the
the United
use the
To use
(j)
departments of the Federal
the
same conditions
conditions as the
Federal
executive departments
the executive
the same
Government.
Government.
(k) To
payment of
of debts
bankrupt or insolvent
insolvent
out of bankrupt
debts out
the payment
in the
have, in
(k)
To have,
estates, the
of the
the United
States.
United States.
priority of
the priority
estates,
(1) To
To accept
accept gifts
of services,
of property—real,
property-real,
or of
services, or
donations of
or donations
gifts or
(1)
or intangible—in
intangible-in aid
personal, or
tangible or
aid of any
any of the activimixed, tangible
or mixed,
personal,
ties authorized
authorized by
by this Act.
ties
held by it
(m) To
To settle
settle and
claims held
it against
against other persons
persons or
and adjust claims
(m)
parties and
persons or
Corporation.
against the Corporation.
or parties
parties against
by other
other persons
and by
parties
appropriate to
(n) To
take such
actions as may be necessary
necessary or appropriate
to
such actions
(n)
To take
carry out
out the
the powers
herein or
or hereafter
specifically granted
granted
hereafter specifically
duties herein
and duties
powers and
carry
to or
imposed upon
upon it.
or imposed
to
S
EC. 5.
5. The
The Corporation
in carrying
the activities
activities authorized
authorized by
on the
carrying on
Corporation in
SEC.
this
utilize, to
the extent
services
practicable, the available services
extent practicable,
to the
shall utilize,
Act shall
this Act
and facilities
facilities of
agencies and
instrumentalities of the Federal
Federal
and instrumentalities
other agencies
of other
and
Government
or of
of the
government of
of the
Islands; and
and shall
shall not
not
Virgin Islands;
the Virgin
the government
Government or
engage in
in any
any undertaking
substantially duplicates
duplicates an underwhich substantially
undertaking which
engage
taking
previously initiated
prosecuted within the
being prosecuted
currently being
and currently
initiated and
taking previously
Virgin Islands
any such
agency or
instrumentality.
or instrumentality.
such agency
by any
Islands by
Virgin
SEC. 6.
(a) The
Corporation is
is authorized
authorized to obtain
obtain money from the
The Corporation
6. (a)
SEC.
Treasury
the United
States, for
use in
in the
performance of the powers
the performance
for use
United States,
of the
Treasury of
and
duties granted
granted to
to or
or imposed
imposed upon
upon it
by law,
law, not
exceed a
atotal of
not to exceed
it by
and duties
appropria$9,000,000 outstanding
outstanding at
one time. For this purpose appropriaat any
any one
$9,000,000
tions not
hereby authorized
authorized to
made to aa
to be made
are hereby
$9,000,000 are
exceed $9,000,000
to exceed
not to
tions
revolving
fund in
Treasury. Advances
Advances shall be made
made to the Corthe Treasury.
in the
revolving fund
poration
the revolving
fund when
by the
the Corporation.
Corporation.
requested by
when requested
revolving fund
from the
poration from
Not
exceed a
total of
of $2,750,000
appropriated under
under any
any
shall be appropriated
$2,750,000 shall
a total
to exceed
Not to
authority
in this
Act for
for the
ending June
June 30, 1951,
the period ending
this Act
contained in
authority contained
and 1951.
comprising
fiscal years
1950 and
years 1950
the fiscal
comprising the
(b)
As the
Corporation repays
amounts thus
thus obtained
obtained from
from the
the amounts
repays the
the Corporation
(b) As
Treasury,
the repayments
made to
the revolving
revolving fund.
to the
be made
shall be
repayments shall
Treasury, the
SEC. 7.
7. (a)
The Corporation
authorized to
use its funds,
to use
hereby authorized
is hereby
Corporation is
(a) The
SEC.
from
source derived,
in the
the exercise
corporate powers
its corporate
of its
exercise of
derived, in
whatever source
from whatever
and
Provided, however,
That the
shall not
not
Corporation shall
the Corporation
however, That
functions: Provided,
and functions:
undertake
any new
types of
of activities
major activities
activities not
included
not included
or major
activities or
new types
undertake any
in
budget program
Congress pursuant
pursuant to section
section
the Congress
to the
submitted to
program submitted
the budget
in the
102
of the
Control Act, except when authorCorporation Control
Government Corporation
the Government
102 of
ized
by legislation
enacted by
by the
the Congress
after said
is
program is
said program
Congress after
legislation enacted
ized by
submitted,
or
except,
when
the
Congress
is
not
in
session,
upon
finding
finding
upon
session,
in
is
not
Congress
the
when
except,
submitted, or
made
the Corporation
Corporation and
United
President of the United
the President
by the
approved by
and approved
by the
made by
States that
that an
an emergency
emergency exists
exists which
which justifies
justifies the
the undertaking
undertaking of
of new
new
States
types
activities authorized
authorized by
by this
this Act,
Act, but
not included
in the
the
included in
but not
of activities
types of
budget
finding and
and emergency
reported
be reported
shall be
action shall
emergency action
Such finding
program. Such
budget program.
to
the Congress
Congress by
and appropriations
the expenses
expenses
appropriations for the
President, and
the President,
by the
to the
of
emergency action
action are
hereby authorized.
authorized.
are hereby
such emergency
of such
(b) The
The Corporation
shall pay
into the
Treasury as
as miscellaneous
miscellaneous
the Treasury
pay into
Corporation shall
(b)
receipts interest
interest on
on the
the Treasury
Treasury provided
provided for by
from the
advances from
the advances
receipts
section 6
part of
the Government's
investment
Government's investment
of the
that part
on that
Act; on
this Act;
of this
(a) of
6 (a)
section
represented by
by the
at the
the time
of transfer
of the
the property
property and
transfer of
time of
value, at
the value,
represented
other assets
transferred, less
the liabilities
liabilities assumed,
assumed, pursuant
pursuant to
to section
section
less the
assets transferred,
other
10
and on
net value,
approved by
by the
the Director
Director of
of
as approved
value, as
the net
on the
Act; and
this Act;
of this
10 of
the Bureau
Budget, of
any property
and assets,
assets, the
the ownership
ownership
property and
of any
the Budget,
of the
Bureau of
the
of which
hereafter may
be transferred
transferred by
the Government
Government to
to the
the CorCorby the
may be
which hereafter
of
poration without
without cost,
consideration clearly
clearly not
commensurate
not commensurate
for consideration
or for
cost, or
poration
with
the value
value received.
The Secretary
Secretary of
detershall deterTreasury shall
the Treasury
of the
received. The
with the
81939'
--50--PT.II-23
----23
81939o-50-PT.

59 Stat. 304.
364.
S. C.
C. §
§ 947;
55 U. S.
II, §§947 note.
Supp. II,

Utilization of
of servservices
ices of other
other agencies,
etc.

Appropriations auAppropriations
thorized.
thorized.
Post,
875.
Post, p. 875.

Use of funds.
Restriction.
Restriction.

59 Stat. 598i
5981
31 L.
U. S.
S. C.
847.
31
. §847.

Report to
to Congress.
Congress.

Payment ofinterest.
of interest.

Past, p. 355.
Post,
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annually in advance, such rate
mine the interest
interest rate annually
to be
be calculated
rate to
calculated
to reimburse the Treasury
Treasury for its cost,
taking into
consideration the
the
cost, taking
into consideration
current
average interest
current average
interest rate which
pays upon
upon its
its marketmarketwhich the
the Treasury
Treasury pays
obligations.
able obligations.
Contribution to reContributido
to r
(c)
Corporation
shall after June
contribute to
to the
the
June 30, 1949,
1949, contribute
tirement
tirement and disabildisabil. (c) The Corporation
C
ity fund.
ityfund.
civil-service retirement
retirement and disability
civil-service
disability fund, on the basis of
annual
of annual
billings as determined
determined by the Civil Service Commission, for
the
for the
Government's
Government's share
of the
the civil-service
system
share of
of the
the cost
cost of
civil-service retirement
retirement system
applicable
corporation's employees
applicable to the corporation's
employees and their beneficiaries.
beneficiaries. The
The
Corporation
Corporation shall also after
after June 30, 1949,
contribute to
to the
1949, contribute
the Employees'
Employees'
Compensation
Compensation Fund, on the basis of annual
annual billings as
by
as determined
determined by
Administrator for
the Federal Security Administrator
payments made
made
for the benefit payments
from such fund on account
account of
of the Corporation's
Corporation's employees.
The
employees. The
annual billings shall
of the
the fair
fair portion
portion of
shall also
also include
include a
a statement
statement of
of
the cost of the administration
administration of the
funds, which
which shall
shall be
be
the respective
respective funds,
paid by the Corporation
Corporation into the Treasury as
miscellaneous receipts.
as miscellaneous
receipts.
Appropriations an811Appropriations
SE. 8. (a) Appropriations
SEo.
Appropriations are hereby authorized
authorized for payment
payment to
to
thorized.
thorized.
pot, p.
875.
Post,
p. 875.
a grant, in such
the Corporation
Corporation in the form of a
such amounts
amounts as may be
be
estimated
advance in the annual budget
necessary to cover
estimated in advance
budget as necessary
cover
losses to be sustained in the
conduct of
of its
activities which
are included
included
the conduct
its activities
which are
in the annual
annual budget
budget as
revenue producing.
producing. The
The CorCoras predominantly
predominantly revenue
poration's annual budget program
shall specifically
set forth
forth any
any loss
loss
program shall
specifically set
sustained in excess
excess of the grant
grant previously
previously made for the last completed
completed
fiscal year. Appropriations
Appropriations are
authorized for
for payment
payment to
to the
are hereby
hereby authorized
the
Corporation
Corporation to cover such
such additional
additional losses
losses incurred.
incurred.
General funds.
funds.
(b) Appropriations
payment to the Corpo(b)
Appropriations are also authorized
authorized for payment
ration in the form of a
a grant, to
for as
as general
general funds
funds
to be
be accounted for
of the Corporation,
Corporation, in such amounts as
be necessary
necessary to
to meet
meet
as may
may be
expenses
incurred for specific
expenses to be incurred
specific programs
which are
in
programs which
are included
included in
the annual budget
budget as not
of aarevenue-producing
revenue-producing charcharnot predominantly
predominantly of
Restrictions.
acter:
acter: Provided,
Provided, however, That
That (1) in the case of activities of aapredominantly
non-revenue-producing character
dominantly non-revenue-producing
the expenses
expenses shall
shall not
not
character the
exceed the amounts
amounts of the grants for
these activities,
and that
that (2)
for these
activities, and
(2)
the funds granted
granted under this subsection
subsection shall
shall be
expended only
only upon
upon
be expended
certification
authorized .certifying
certification by a
aduly
duly authorized
certifying officer
officer designated
designated by
by the
the
Corporation,
Corporation, and the
the responsibilities and liabilities
liabilities of
certifying
of such certifying
officer shall be fixed in the same manner
those of
of certifying
certifying officers
nlanner as those
officers
under the Act
December 29, 1941 (55
Act of December
(55 Stat. 875),
875), as
(31
as amended
amenled (31
U.
S. C. 82b-g).
82b—g).
U.S.C.
Applicability of ex(c) The
Board of
have the
the power
and duty
duty to
Applicability of ex(c)
The Board
of Directors
Directors shall
shall have
power and
to
cess funds payment.
appraise
appraise at
at least
least annually
annually its
working capital
capital requirellents
requirements
its necessary
necessary working
and its reasonably
reasonably foreseeable
foreseeable requirements
requirements for
authorized plant
plant
for authorized
replacement and expansion,
replacement
expansion, and it shall pay into the Treasury
of the
the
Treasury of
United
United States any funds
Such payments
payments shall
shall be
be
funds in excess
excess thereof.
thereof. Such
applied, first, to
abl e t
dvances outstandou t
stan dapplied
to reduce
reduce the
the balance
balance attribut
attributable
too a
advances
ing under section 66 (a) and, second, to the Government's
Government's investment
investment
represented
represented by the value of the net assets
assets transferred
transferred under
under section
section
10 of this Act and any
any subsequent
subsequent similar
similar investments by
by the
Governthe Government in the
Corporation.
the Corporation.
Board of Directors.
SEC.
of the
SE°. 9.
9. The
The management
management of
the Corporation
Corporation shall be vested in aa
Board of Directors
Directors consisting of seven members,
including the
the SecreSecremembers, including
tary of the Interior, the Secretary
Secretary of
Agriculture, the
the Chairman
of
of Agriculture,
Chairman of
the Reconstruction
Reconstruction Finance Corporation,
the Governor
Governor of
of the
the Virgin
Corporation, the
Virgin
Islands, and three experienced
experienced businessmen
businessmen who
be appointed
who shall be
appointed by
by
the President
President of
States.
of the
the United
United States.
Terms of office.
office.
The
Board shall
shall select
its Chairman.
Chairman. The appointed
The Board
select its
appointed directors
directors shall
shall
serve for a
a period of six years,
that (1)
any director
director appointed
appointed to
to
years, except
except that
(1) any
fill a
a vacancy
vacancy occurring
occurring prior to the
the term
term for
for which
the expiration
expiration of
of the
which
his predecessor
predecessor was appointed,
appointed, shall be appointed
appointed for
the remainder
remainder of
of
for the
such term, and (2) the terms of office of the directors
directors first taking
office
taking office
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after
enactment of
Act shall
designated by
expire, as designated
shall expire,
of this Act
date of enactment
after the date
President at
years,
at the
the time
time of appointment, one at the end of two years,
the President
one at the end of four years, and one at the end of six years, after the
enactment of
members shall
of this
this Act.
Act. Qualifications
Qualifications of Board members
date of
of enactment
attachment to the public
public interest,
demonstrated ability, attachment
include demonstrated
impartiality, and diversified
diversified experience
experience among its members. The
impartiality,
Board shall
be responsible
responsible for
for over-all
making and general
general
over-all policy making
shall be
Board
supervision. The Board
Board shall meet at least quarterly, at least one of
supervision.
which
meetings each year shall be held in the Virgin Islands. The
which meetings
vote of those present
present
act only by aamajority vote
Board of
of Directors shall act
at aameeting
attended by
quorum, and such quorum shall consist of
by aaquorum,
meeting attended
at
four directors.
directors. Subject
to the foregoing limitation, vacancies
vacancies in the
Subject to
four
membership of
Board shall not affect its power to act. The
of the Board
membership
directors shall
shall receive
receive no
salary for
their services on the Board, but
but
for their
no salary
directors
under regulations
amounts prescribed
prescribed by the Board, with the
the
in amounts
regulations and in
under
approval
representative, may be paid by the
the President
President or his representative,
of the
approval of
Corporation reasonable
reasonable per
allowances in lieu of subfees, and allowances
per diem
diem fees,
Corporation
sistence expenses,
expenses, for
for attendance
attendance at
meetings of the Board and for
at meetings
sistence
time•spent
on official
of the
the Corporation,
Corporation, and their necessary
necessary
service of
official service
time-spent on
travel
expenses to
to and
and from
from meetings
meetings or when
such official servupon such
when upon
travel expenses
ice, without
without regard
to the Travel .Expense
Expense Act of 1949. The adminregard to
ice,
istrative functions
shall be
be centered
full-time executive
a staff of full-time
centered in a
functions shall
istrative
officers headed
headed by
President appointed
President
by the Board. The President
appointed by
by aaPresident
officers
shall be
programs and
responsible to the Board for the execution of programs
be responsible
shall
policies adopted
by the
the Board
Board and
operations of
of
day-to-day operations
the day-to-day
and for
for the
adopted by
policies
the
Corporation. Between
meetings of
the Board,
Board, the
the Chairman
shall
Chairman shall
of the
Between meetings
the Corporation.
see that
that the
Corporation faithfully
faithfully executes
programs and
and policies
the programs
executes the
the Corporation
see
adopted by
by the
the Board.
Board.
adopted
SEC. 10.
10. (a)
(a) There
is hereby
hereby transferred
to the
the Corporation
the
Corporation the
transferred to
There is
SEC.
following
property:
following property:
(1) All
property—real, personal,
operated by
by the
the
mixed-now operated
and mixed—now
personal, and
All property-real,
(1)
Virgin
Islands Company
on behalf
of the
United States, except the
the United
behalf of
Company on
Virgin Islands
property now
now operated
operated by
for the
the Department
of the
the
Department of
that Company
Company for
by that
property
Interior which
which was
was conveyed
conveyed to
that Department
Department by
by revocable
revocable permit
permit
to that
Interior
from the
under agreement
1, 1948.
1948.
January 1,
dated January
agreement dated
Department under
Navy Department
the Navy
from
The value
the property
so transferred
be fixed
fixed at the depreshall be
transferred shall
property so
of the
value of
The
ciated cost
as of
June 30,
1947, shown
shown in
the Comptroller
Comptroller
of the
schedule 11of
in schedule
30, 1947,
of June
cost as
ciated
General's
report
on
the
audit
of
the
Virgin
Islands
Company
for the
Company
Islands
Virgin
of
the
the
audit
on
General's report
fiscal year
adjusted for
all changes
changes from
that date
date
from that
for all
1947, adjusted
30, 1947,
June 30,
ended June
year ended
fiscal
to the
including depreciation
depreciation at
at the rates set
set forth
forth in
transfer, including
of transfer,
the date
date of
to
said
schedule 1.
said schedule
1.
(2) All
and property—real,
personal and
mixed, tangible
tangible
and mixed,
property-real, personal
the assets
assets and
All the
(2)
and
of the
the Virgin
Virgin Islands
Company. The
The value
of the
the
value of
Islands Company.
intangible-of
and intangible
property
so transferred
transferred shall
be fixed
books
the books
on the
shown on
value shown
at the
the value
fixed at
shall be
property so
of the
at the
the date
to any
any
subject to
of transfer,
transfer, subject
date of
Company at
Islands Company
Virgin Islands
of
the Virgin
adjustment deemed
deemed necessary
as a
a result
required to be
the audit required
of the
result of
necessary as
adjustment
made by
under section
section 105
105 of
Government
of the Government
General under
Comptroller General
the Comptroller
by the
made
Corporation Control
Control Act.
Act.
Corporation
3) All
of the
the interest
the United
United States
States in
in the
the property
property known
known
of the
interest of
All of
(3)
as Bluebeard's
luebeard's Castle
the island
island of
Thomas in
in
Saint Thomas
of Saint
in the
situated in
Hotel situated
Castle Hotel
as
the
value of
of the
the property
transferred shall
be
shall be
so transferred
property so
The value
Islands. The
Virgin Islands.
the Virgin
fixed at
Director of
of the
the Budget.
Budget.
of the
Bureau of
the Bureau
the Director
by the
approved by
value approved
at aavalue
fixed
(b) The
assume and
and discharge
discharge all
all of
the liabilities
liabilities
of the
shall assume
Corporation shall
The Corporation
(b)
of the
the Virgin
Islands Company:
That such
liasuch liahowever, That
Provided, however,
Company: Provided,
Virgin Islands
of
bilities shall
shall not
not be
deemed to
to include
include the
balances of
relief grants
held
grants held
of relief
the balances
be deemed
bilities
by
the Virgin
Company which
invested in
the assets
assets and
and
in the
are invested
which are
Islands Company
Virgin Islands
by the
property embraced
embraced by
paragraph (a)
(a) (2)
this section,
and such
such
section, and
of this
(2) of
by paragraph
property
balances shall
become part
part of
of the
investment of
of the
United States
States in
in
the United
the investment
shall become
balances
the Corporation.
SEc.
11. The
The Secretary
Secretary of
the Interior,
Interior, the
the
of the
Secretary of
Under Secretary
the Under
of the
SEC. 11.

Meeting.

Ante, p. 166.
166.
Ante,
Administrative
Administrative
functions.
functions.

Transfer
Transfer of property.
property.

Bluebeard's Castle
Hotel.
Hotel.

Liabilities.
Liabilities.

Dissolutionof
Virgin
Dissolution Virgin
Islands Company.
Company.
Islands
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Payment in lieu of
Payment
taxes.

in lieu

Income, etc., taxes.

Income, etc., taxe.

59 Stat. 597.
319
USatc.
31 U.
S. C., Supp.
H, § 846.

n, 86.

Sp

Effective date.
Effective

Short title.
Short

[63 STAT.
STAT.
[63

Virgin Islands,
stockInterior, and
and the Governor
Governor of
of the Virgin
Islands, who are
are the stockholders
holders of the Virgin
Virgin Islands
Islands Company, aa corporation
corporation created
created by
ordinance of the
Colonial Council for
Thomas and
Saint John,
John,
ordinance
the Colonial
for Saint
Saint Thomas
and Saint
the United
United States,
hereby authorized
authorized and
and directed
directed
Virgin Islands
Islands of the
States, are hereby
to take such steps as may be appropriate
Virgin
appropriate to dissolve the
the said Virgin
Islands
Company.
Islands Company.
SEc.
Section 5
May 26,
1373;
SEC. 12. Section
5 of the Act of
of May
26, 1936 (49 Stat. 1372, 1373;
48
U. S.
1946 edition,
edition, sec.
1401d), is
is hereby
amended to
to read
as
48 U.
S. C.,
C., 1946
sec. 1401d),
hereby amended
read as
follows:
follows:
"fThe Virgin Islands
Corporation shall pay annually into the munici"The
Islands Corporation
of taxes
an amount
amount equal
equal
pal treasuries
treasuries of the Virgin
Virgin Islands
Islands in
in lieu
lieu of
taxes an
to
be payable
on the
the real
real property
property
to the amount
amount of
of taxes
taxes which
which would
would be
payable on
in the Virgin Islands
Islands owned
owned by the Virgin
Virgin Islands Corporation,
if
Corporation, if
property were
were in private
ownership and
and taxable,
taxable, but
but the
the
such real
real property
private ownership
valuation placed upon
upon such
such property
property for
for taxation
taxation purposes
purposes by
the
valuation
by the
to a
a reasonable
reasonable amount
local taxing authorities
authorities shall
shall be
be reduced
reduced to
amount by
by
the
designee of
the President
provided in
section
the designee
of the
President of
of the
the United
United States
States as
as provided
in section
1
Corporation Act if,
he
1 of
of the Virgin
Virgin Islands
Islands Corporation
if, after investigation,
investigation, he
finds that such valuation
such
valuation is
is excessive
excessive and unreasonable,
unreasonable, and any
any such
reduction in
valuation, together
the findings
on which
which it
is based,
based,
reduction
in valuation,
together with
with the
findings on
it is
shall not be reviewable
reviewable by any
any court.
court. The Virgin Islands Corporation shall also pay into the municipal treasuries
treasuries of the Virgin
Virgin Islands
Islands
amounts
amounts of
taxes of
of general
general application
amounts equal to
to the
the amounts
of any taxes
application
which
private corporation
corporation similarly
situated would
would be
to
which aaprivate
similarly situated
be required
required to
pay
Similar payments
payments shall
shall be
be made
with
pay into the
the said
said treasuries.
treasuries. Similar
made with
respect
property owned
owned by
by the
United States
States in
in the
the Virgin
Virgin
respect to any
any property
the United
Islands which
is used
used for
ordinary business
business or
or commercial
purposes,
Islands
which is
for ordinary
commercial purposes,
derived from any
any property
property so
used shall
shall be
available
and the income
income derived
so used
be available
for making such payments:
payments: Provided,
Provided, however, That the payments
payments
authorized
section shall
not include
in lieu
of income
income
authorized by
by this
this section
shall not
include payments
payments in
lieu of
taxes, capital
stock taxes,
franchise taxes."
taxes."
taxes,
capital stock
taxes, or
or franchise
SEa.
101 of
of the
Corporation Control
Control Act
Act is
is
Government Corporation
the Government
Section 101
13. Section
SEc. 13.
hereby
hereby amended by
"The Virgin
Islands ComComby striking
striking out the words "The
Virgin Islands
pany"
thereof the
"Virgin Islands
Islands
pany" and
and inserting in lieu thereof
the words
words "Virgin
Corporation".
Corporation".
SEC.
SEC. 14. This
This Act
Act shall
shall become
become effective
on June
June 30,
30, 1949.
effective on
1949.
SEC.
Act may
SEC. 15. This
This Act
may be
be cited
cited as
the "Virgin
"Virgin Islands
Islands Corporation
Corporation
as the
Act".
Approved June
June 30, 1949.
1949.
Approved
[
CHAPTER 286]
[CHAPTER
2861

June 30,1949
30, 1949
June
[H.
3083]
[H. R. 3083I
(Public
[Public Law 150]
150]

Treasury
and Post
Treasury
and
Post
Office Departments
Office
Departments
Appropriation Act,
Appropriation
1950.
1950.
Treasury
Treasury Department Appropriation
Appropriation
Act, 1950.

AN ACT
AN ACT
Making
Treasury and Post
Making appropriations
appropriations for the Treasury
Post Office
Office Departments
Departments and funds
available
Export-Import Bank
Reconstruction Finance
available for the Export-Import
Bank and the Reconstruction
Finance Corporation for the fiscal year ending June
June 30, 1950, and for
for other
other purposes.
purposes.

Be it
it enacted by?
by the Senate and
Representatives of
and House of Representatives
of the

United States
States of America in
Congress assembled,
in Congress
assembled,

I-TREASURY DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT
TITLE I—TREASURY
That
That the following sums are appropriated,
appropriated, out
out of
of any money
money in the
the
Treasury
Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, for the Treasury
Treasury Department
Department
for
the fiscal
fiscal year
year ending
June 30,
30, 1950,
1950, namely:
namely:
for the
ending June
OFFICE OF
OF THE
SECRETARY
OFFICE
THE SECRETARY
SALARIES
SALARIES

For personal
services in the District
$750,000.
personal services
District of Columbia, $750,000.
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DAMAGE
CLAIMS
DAMAGE CLAIMS

2672), $30,000.
For
(28 U. S. C. 2672),
$30,000.
payment of claims pursuant to law (28
For payment
PROGRAMS
HEALTH
SERVICE PROGRAMS
HEALTH SERVICE

983.
62 Stat. 983.
28 U. S.
S. C., Supp.
28
II, §
§2672.
II,
62, 106;
100;
Ante, pp. 62,
747.
post, p. 747.

For
District
service programs, as authorized by law, in the District
health service
For health
of
Columbia, $80,000:
Provided, That other appropriations
appropriations in this
$80,000: Provided,
of Columbia,
title shall be
programs in the field.
be available
available for such programs
title
REFUNDS
RENEGOTIATION ACT
ACT
UNDER RENEGOTIATION
REFUNDS UNDER
For
refunds under
under section 403
(relating to the recom(4) (D) (relating
(a) (4)
403 (a)
For refunds
putation of
of the
the amortization
deduction) and by the last sentence of
amortization deduction)
putation
section 403
403 (i)
Renegotiainventories) of the Renegotia(relating to excess inventories)
(3) (relating
(i) (3)
section
determined
tion
Act; and
and to
finally adjudged
adjudged or determined
amount finally
any amount
refund any
to refund
tion Act;
a
to
collected by the United States
States pursuant
pursuant to a
been erroneously collected
have been
to have
unilateral
determination of
of excessive
excessive profits,
interest thereon
thereon (at
(at
profits, with interest
unilateral determination
a
rate not
exceed 4
annum) as may be determined
determined
centum per annum)
4 per
per centum
to exceed
not to
a rate
by
Contracts Price
Adjustment Board, computed to the date
Price Adjustment
War Contracts
the War
by the
payment: $1,800,000:
of certification
certification to
the Treasury
Treasury Department
$1,800,000:
Department for payment:
to the
of
appropriaProvided, That
That to
extent refunds are
are made from
from this appropriato the extent
Provided,
tion of
of excessive
Renegotiation Act and reunder the Renegotiation
collected under
profits collected
excessive profits
tion
tained by
the Reconstruction
Reconstruction Finance
Finance Corporation
Corporation or any of its subby the
tained
sidiaries, the
the Reconstruction
Reconstruction Finance
appropriate
Corporation or the appropriate
Finance Corporation
sidiaries,
subsidiary
shall
reimburse
this
appropriation:
Provided
further,
That
further,
Provided
appropriation:
this
reimburse
subsidiary shall
certificate of the
refunds
be based solely
solely on the certificate
shall be
hereunder shall
made hereunder
refunds made
War
Adjustment Board
or its
its duly authorized
authorized
Board or
Price Adjustment
Contracts Price
War Contracts
representatives.
representatives.
DIVISION OF
RESEARCH
TAX RESEARCH
OF TAX
DIVISION

58 Stat. 80.
U. S.
S. C.
C. app.
50 U.
(D).
§§1191 (a) (4)
(4) (D).
Post, p.
p. 747.
747.
Post,

Stat. 89.
58 Stat.
50 U.
U. S.
S. C.
C. app.
60
1191 (i) (3).
(3).
§§1191

245.
56 Stat. 245.
C. app.
50 U. S. C.
§1191; Supp.
Supp. II, §1191.
1191.
Ante, p. 280.
Basis of
of refunds.
Basis

SALARIES
SALARIES

For
Columbia, $135,000.
$135,000,
of Columbia,
District of
the District
in the
services in
personal services
For personal
OFFICE OF
OF GENERAL
GENERAL COUNSEL
COUNSEL
OFFICE
SALARIES
SALARIES
For
personal services
services in
in the
the District
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, $330,000.
$330,000.
For personal
SErTTLEMENT
SALARIES
AND EXPENSES,
OFFICE OF
CONTRACT SETTLEMENT
OF CONTRACT
EXPENSES, OFFICE
SALARIES AND

For expenses
necessary to
to carry
carry out the
provisions of the Contract
Contract
the provisions
expenses necessary
For
Settlement Act
reporting
stenographic reporting
contract stenographic
including contract
1944, including
of 1944,
Act of
Settlement
services,
$70,000.
services, $70,000.
SERVICES
Olel,ICE OF
OF ADMINISTRATIVI,
ERVICES
ADMINISTRATIVE S
OFFICE

tat.
2 Stat.
58
Stat. 6492
649; 62
6;
68 St
868.
868.

IL S.. C.
C. §§
101I 10141 U.

Supp. I,
II 1102 d
et
125; Supp.
90a;
S. C.. 590a;
seq.; 18 U. S.
Supp. ii,
and
1 3287 and
II, §

note.
note.

SALARIES
SALARIES
For personal
services in
in the
including the
Columbia, including
of Columbia,
District of
the District
personal services
For
operating
force
of
the
Treasury,
Liberty
Loan,
and
Auditors'
buildbuildAuditors'
and
Loan,
Liberty
Treasury,
operating force of the
ings, and
and annexes
thereof, $1,150,000.
$1,150,000.
annexes thereof,
ings,
MISCELLANEOUS EXPENSES
EXPENSES
MISCELLANEOUS
For
necessary expenses
expenses of
bureaus and
and offices
offices of
of the
the Treasury
Treasury
of bureaus
For necessary
Operating
expenses,
Operating expenses,
Department,
provided for,
operation of the buildings.
buildings.
including operation
for, including
otherwise provided
not otherwise
Department, not
Treasury, Auditors',
Auditors', and
and Liberty
Loan buildings
buildings and
and annexes
thereof,
annexes thereof,
Liberty Loan
Treasury,
printing
binding and
and purchase
purchase of
materials for
for the
the use of
of the
of materials
and binding
printing and
bookbinder
located
in
the
Treasury
Department;
$325,000.
$325,000.
Department;
Treasury
the
in
located
bookbinder
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FISCAL
SERVICE
FISCAL SERVICE
ACCOUNTS
BUREAU
BUREAU OF
OF ACCOUNTS

SALARIES AND
EXPENSES
AND EXPENSES
SALARIES
Post,
Post, p.
p. 748.
748.

57
Stat. 138.
57 Stat.
138.
26U.
§1631.
26 U. S.
S. C.
C. §1631.

For
in the
the District
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, including
conincluding conFor necessary
necessary expenses
expenses in
tract
stenographic reporting
reporting services
and printing
printing and
and binding,
binding,
services and
tract stenographic
$1,550,000:
Provided, That
That Federal
Reserve banks and branches
branches may
may
Federal Reserve
$1,550,000: Provided,
be
for printing
and binding
binding and
and other
necessary expenses
expenses
other necessary
printing and
be reimbursed
reimbursed for
incident to
to the
the deposit
Government depositories
in Government
depositories
withheld taxes
taxes in
deposit of
of withheld
incident
Current Tax
Tax Payment Act of 1943.
pursuant to the Current
SALARIES AND
AND EXPENSES,
OF DISBURSEMENT
DISBURSEMENT
DIVISION OF
EXPENSES, DIVISION
SALARIES

Post, p.
p. 748.
748.
Post,
Transfer of
funds.
Transfer
of funds.

For
necessary expenses
of the
Disbursement, including
the Division
Division of
of Disbursement,
including
For necessary
expenses of
personal services
the District
District of
of Columbia,
and printing
and bindprinting and
bindservices in
in the
Columbia, and
personal
mg, $10,830,000:
That with
the approval
approval of
the Bureau
Bureau of
of
of the
with the
Provided, That
mg,
$10,830,000: Provided,
the
Budget there
there may
or advanced
advanced to
to this
this appropriation
appropriation
be transferred
transferred or
the Budget
may be
from Railroad
Board, "Conservation
and use
use of
of agriculagricul"Conservation and
from
Railroad Retirement
Retirement Board,
tural land
resources, Department
of Agriculture",
Agriculture", and
and from
from available
available
Department of
tural
land resources,
corporate funds
funds of
Government owned
or controlled
controlled corporations,
corporations, such
of Government
owned or
corporate
sums as
may be
be necessary
to cover
expense incurred
incurred in
in performing
performing
sums
as may
necessary to
cover the
the expense
the
function of
of disbursement
disbursement therefor.
therefor.
the function
RECOINAGE OF
COINS
RECOINAGE
OF SILVER
SILVER COINS
For
reimbursement of
of the
States for
for the
For reimbursement
the Treasurer
Treasurer of
of the
the United
United States
the difdifference between
between the face
subsidiary silver coins
ference
face value
value of
of subsidiary
coins of the United
United
States and
and the
the same
same will
will produce
in new
new coins,
$150,000.
coins, $150,000.
amount the
produce in
States
the amount
RELIEF
T1-1
INDIGENT,
ALASKA
RELIEF OF
OF THE
INDIGENT, ALASKA

37
37 Stat.
Stat. 728.
728.

For relief
relief of
persons in
Alaska (not
to exceed
exceed 10
10 per
per centum
centum of
of
For
of persons
in Alaska
(not to
receipts from licenses collected
collected outside
towns in
the receipts
outside of
of incorporated
incorporated towns
in
Alaska), as
as authorized
authorized by
U. S.
S. C.
C. 41),
41), $20,000.
$20,000.
Alaska),
by law
law (48
(48 U.
GOVERNMENT LOSSES
IN SHIPMENT
GOVERNMENT
LOSSES IN
SHIPMENT

5
U. S.. C.
1345 U.
C.
c. I§ 134134h; 31
U. 8.
S. C.
C.
134h;
31 U.
§§f 738a,
II,
738s, 753;
753; Supp.
8upp. II,
§528.
M52.

Fund for
for payment
losses in
in shipment
Fund
payment of
of Government
Government losses
shipment (revolving
(revolving
fund)
the payment
of losses
provisions of
of the
the
fund)::For
For the
payment of
losses in
in accordance
accordance with
with provisions
Government
approved July
1937 (50
(50 Stat.
Government Losses
Losses in Shipment
Shipment Act,
Act, approved
July 8,
8, 1937
Stat.
479-484),
as amended,
$100,000.
479-484), as
amended, $100,000.
REFUND OF
OF MONEYS
MONEYS ERRONEOUSLY
ERRONEOUSLY RECEIVED
RECEIVED AND
AND COVERED
COVERED
REFUND

48 stat.
Stat. 1231.
1231.
48

of the
the character
character formerly
formerly chargeable
chargeable
For meeting
meeting any
any expenditures
expenditures of
appropriation accounts abolished
abolished under section 18
to the appropriation
18 of the Permanent Appropriation
manent
Appropriation Repeal
(31 U.
U. S.
S. C.
and any
any
Repeal Act
Act of
of 1934
1934 (31
C. 7725q),
25q), and
other collections
erroneously received
collections erroneously
received and covered which are not propchargeable to any other appropriation,
erly chargeable
appropriation, such
such amounts as hereafter
hereafter
may
may be
be necessary.
necessary.
PAYMENT OF
CLAIMS
PAYMENT
OF CERTIFIED
CERTIFIED CLAIMS

For
(not to
any case)
case) which
which may
For payment
payment of
of claims
claims (not
to exceed
exceed $500
$500 in
in any
may
be
Comptroller General
General of
of the
the United
United States
States to
to be
be certified
certified by
by the
the Comptroller
be
within
chargeable against
against the
the balances
balances of
of the
the respecrespecwithin the limits of, and
and chargeable
appropriations which, after
tive appropriations
after remaining
unexpended, have
have been
been
remaining unexpended,
carried to the surplus
surplus fund, such amounts
amounts as hereafter
hereafter may be necessary.
sary.
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OF UNCLAIMED
PAYMENTS OF
PAYMENTS
UNCLAIMED MONEYS
MONEYS

For
any expenditures
expenditures of
the character
chargeable
character formerly
formerly chargeable
of the
For meeting
meeting any
to
appropriation accounts abolished
section 17 of the Perabolished under section
to the appropriation
manent Appropriation
payable
725p), payable
Repeal Act of 1934 (31
(31 U. S. C. 725p),
Appropriation Repeal
from
account "Unclaimed
"Unclaimed moneys of individuals
from the trust fund receipt account
whose
hereafter may
whereabouts are unknown", such amounts as hereafter
whose whereabouts
be necessary.
BUREAU
THE PUBLIC
PUBLIC DEBT
DEBT
OF THE
BUREAU OF

48 Stat. 1230.

ADMINISTERING THE
T ', PUBLIC
PUBLIC DEBT
DEBT
ADMINISTERING
necessary expenses connected with any public-debt
public-debt operations
operations
For necessary
authorized
Second Liberty
Liberty Bond Act, as amended
amended (31 U. S. C.
by the Second
authorized by
760-762),
public debt or currency
currency
administration of any public
and with
with the administration
760-762), and
issues of the United States with which the Secretary of the Treasury
Treasury
is
sale
promoting the sale
$4,415,000 for promoting
is charged,
charged, including not to exceed $4,415,000
of
Secretary of the
the
expended as the Secretary
$52,000,000, to be expended
bonds, $52,000,000,
of savings bonds,
authorized to accept
Secretary is authorized
Treasury may direct, and the Secretary
accept services
Reserve banks
banks and
Federal Reserve
Provided, That Federal
compensation: Provided,
without compensation:
branches may
may be
reimbursed for
for expenditures
expenditures as fiscal agents of the
be reimbursed
branches
United
States on
public-debt transactions
transactions for the account
account
of public-debt
on account of
United States
of
Secretary of
Postmaster
and advances
advances to the Postmaster
of the
the Treasury, and
the Secretary
of the
General may
may be made in
accordance with
provisions of section
with the provisions
in accordance
General
22
Second Liberty-Bond
(31 U.
U. S. C.
amended (31
Bond Act, as amended
the Second
22 (e)
(e) of
of the
757c (e)):
(e) ):Provided
Provided further,
That the
the indefinite
appropriation proindefinite appropriation
further, That
757c
amended, shall not be available
of said
said Act, as amended,
by section 10 of
vided by
for
obligation during
during the
the current
current fiscal
fiscal year.
for obligation

40 Stat. 288.
U. S. C.
(2).
31 U.
C. §774 (2).

Reimbursement of
of
Reimbursement
Federal Reserve
Reserve
Federal
banks.

65 Stat. 8.
55
40 Stat. 292.
U. S.
S. C.
C. §760.
31 U.

DISTINCTIVE PAPER
ITNITED STATES
CURRENCY
STATES CURRENCY
FOR UNITED
PAPER FOR
DISTINCTIVE
For
distinctive paper
paper for United
United States
necessary for distinctive
For expenses
expenses necessary
currency, including
including personal
services and allowance,
allowance, in lieu of
personal services
currency,
expenses,
not to
when actually
actually on duty,
each when
$50 per
per month each
exceed $50
to exceed
expenses, not
of officers
officers detailed
Treasury Department,
$1,450,000: ProProDepartment, $1,450,000:
the Treasury
detailed from the
of
manufacture of
competition in the manufacture
vided, That in order to foster competition
distinctive
paper for
for United
States securities,
Secretary of the
the Secretary
securities, the
United States
distinctive paper
Treasury is
authorized, in his discretion,
such
discretion, to split the award for such
is authorized,
Treasury
paper
between the two bidders whose prices
current fiscal year between
the current
paper for the
per
pound are
are the
the lowest
received after advertisement.
lowest received
per pound

Division
Division of award.
award.

TREASURER
OF TIIE
OFFICE
OFFICE OF
THE TREASURER
SALARIES AND
SALARIES
AND EXPENSES
EXPENSES

For necessary
of the
Office of the Treasurer,
including
Treasurer, including
the Office
expenses of
necessary expenses
For
approval
Provided, That with the approval
$5,450,000: Provided,
binding, $5,450,000:
printing and binding,
of
transferred or advanced
advanced
may be transferred
there may
Budget there
of the
the Budget,
the Bureau
Bureau of
of the
to
this appropriation,
"ConservaRetirement Board, "ConservaRailroad Retirement
appropriation, from Railroad
to this
tion
use of
land resources,
resources, Department
Department of Agriculagricultural land
of agricultural
and use
tion and
ture," and
and from
corporate funds
funds of
Government owned or
or
of Government
available corporate
from available
ture,"
controlled corporations,
corporations, such
such sums
sums as
may be
necessary to cover
cover the
be necessary
as may
controlled
expenses incurred
in the
the clearing
bonds, hanhanservicing of bonds,
of checks,
checks, servicing
clearing of
incurred in
expenses
dling of
of collections,
collections, and
of accounts
therefor.
accounts therefor.
rendering of
and rendering
dling
MONEYS
CONTINGENT EXPENSES,
EXPENSES, PUBLIC
PUBLIC MONEYS
CONTINGENT

For
collection, safekeeping,
safekeeping, transfer,
disbursement of the
transfer, and disbursement
the collection,
For the
public
money and
United States,
States, $450,000.
and securities of the United
public money

Post, p.
Post,
p. 748.
748.
Transfer of funds.
Transfer
Ante, p.
p. 297.
297.
Ante,
Ante, p.
p. 341.
341.
Ante,
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BUREAU
OF CUSTOMS
CUSTOMS
BUREAU OF
SALARIES AND
AND EXPENSES
EXPENSES
SALARIES

60 Stat. 1097.
1097.
1
5
S. C.
C. §
5 U.. S.
§ 133y-16
133y- 6
note.

46
Stat. 817.
817.
46 Stat.

46
Stat. 741.
741.
46 Stat.
Basis
overtime
Basis of overtime
compensation.
compensation.

For expenses
expenses necessary
collecting the
the revenue
revenue from
customs,
For
necessary for
for collecting
from customs,
enforcement
of navigation
navigation laws
102, Reorganization
Reorganization
enforcement of
laws under
under section
section 102,
Plan Numbered
and of
of other
other laws
enforced by
by the
the Bureau
Bureau
Numbered III of
of 1946,
1946, and
laws enforced
of
the detection
detection and
and prevention
including
of Customs,
Customs, and
and the
prevention of
of frauds,
frauds, including
not
for the
the securing
of information
information and
and evidence;
evidence;
not to
to exceed
exceed $100,000
$100,000 for
securing of
transportation
and transfer
transfer of
of customs
customs receipts
from points
points where
where
transportation and
receipts from
there
are no
no Government
depositories; examination
of estimates
estimates of
of
there are
Government depositories;
examination of
appropriations
in the
not to
to exceed
exceed $500
for newspapers;
not to
appropriations in
the field;
field; not
$500 for
newspapers; not
to
exceed
not to
$12,000 for
for maintenance
exceed $100,000
$100,000 for
for stationery;
stationery; not
to exceed
exceed $12,000
maintenance
and improvement
of buildings
sites, acquired
acquired under
under the
the Act
Act of
of
and
improvement of
buildings and
and sites,
June
26, 1930
U.S.
C. 68)
and binding;
purchase of
of one
June 26
1930 (19
(19 U.
S. C.
68);;printing
printing and
binding; purchase
one
hundred
passenger motor
replacement only;
only; expenses
expenses of
of
hundred passenger
motor vehicles
vehicles for
for replacement
of property;
property; arms
arms and
and ammunition;
ammunition; not
not
seizure, custody,
custody, and
and disposal
disposal of
to exceed
exceed $1,020,000
$1,020,000 for
in the
of Columbia
Columbia
to
for personal
personal services
services in
the District
District of
exclusive
force authorized
to be
be detailed
detailed
exclusive of ten
ten persons
persons from the
the field
field force
authorized to
$35,150,000.
under law (19
(19 U. S. C.
C. 1525)
1525);;$35,150,000.
Hereafter overtime
overtime compensation
of customs
and employees,
employees,
Hereafter
compensation of
customs officers
officers and
as authorized
authorized by
by law,
law, shall
either on
standard or
daylight
as
shall be
be based
based either
on standard
or daylight
saving time, whichever
observed where
where the
services are
whichever is observed
the overtime
overtime services
are
performed.
performed.
REVOLVING
BUREAU OF
OF CUSTOMS
CUSTOMS
REVOLVING FUND,
FUND, BUREAU
establishing aarevolving
shall be
be available,
available, without
For establishing
revolving fund
fund which
which shall
without
year limitation
exclusively for
transfer to
to the
the appropriation
appropriation for
fiscal year
limitation exclusively
for transfer
for
collecting the
revenue from
obligations of
of the
Bureau
collecting
the revenue
from customs
customs to
to cover
cover obligations
the Bureau
Customs arising
from authorized
reimbursable services,
services, pending
pending
of Customs
arising from
authorized reimbursable
reimbursement
reimbursement from parties
Provided, That
That
parties in interest,
interest, $300,000:
$300,000: Provided,
amounts so transferred
shall be
to the
the revolving
not
transferred shall
be returned
returned to
revolving fund
fund not
later
six months
months after
the close
of the
the fiscal
in which
later than six
after the
close of
fiscal year
year in
which
transferred.
transferred.
REFUNDS
RI...ruNDS AND
DRAW-BACKS
AND DRAW-BACKS

For refund or payment of customs collections or receipts,
receipts, and
and paypayment of debentures or draw-backs,
bounties, and
and allowances,
allowances, as
draw-backs, bounties,
as
authorized by law, such amounts
authorized
amounts as hereafter
may be
necessary.
hereafter may
be necessary.
BUREAUt OF
BUREAU
INTERNAL REVENUE
OF INTERNAL
REVENUE

SALARIES
AND EXPENSES
EXPENSES
SALARIES AND

49 Stat. 879.

60 Stat.
Stat. 810.
810.

expenses in assessment
assessment and collection
For necessary
necessary expenses
collection of internalrevenue taxes; administration
revenue
administration of the internal-revenue
laws ;discharge
discharge
internal-revenue laws:
of functions
functions imposed
imposed upon the
the Commissioner
Commissioner of Internal
Revenue by
Internal Revenue
by
or pursuant
pursuant to other laws; investigations concerning
concerning the
the enrollment
enrollment or
or
disbarment
the Treasury
in interinterdisbarment of
of practitioners
practitioners before
before the
Treasury Department
Department in
nal-revenue matters; and acquisition,
acquisition, operation,
nal-revenue
operation, maintenance,
maintenance, and
repair of property under
under title III of the Liquor
Liquor Law Repeal
Repeal and
and
Enforcement Act
Enforcement
Act (40
(40 U. S. C. 304f—m),
personal services
304f-m), including
including personal
services
in the District of Columbia.
Columbia, and elsewhere;
elsewhere; expenses, when specifically
specifically
authorized by the Commissioner,
attendance at meetings of organiauthorized
Commissioner, of attendance
internal-revenue matters;
zations concerned
concerned with internal-revenue
matters; purchase
purchase (not to
to
eighty-four for replacement
exceed one hundred and eighty-four
replacement only)
only) and
and hire
"hire of
of
passenger motor
vehicles; printing
printing and
binding; examination
of estiestimotor vehicles;
and binding;
examination of
mates of appropriations
section
appropriations in the field; services
services as authorized by section
15 of the Act of August 2, 1946 (5 U. S. C. 55a),
55a), and of expert witnesses
witnesses
at such rates as may be determined
determined by the Commissioner
Commissioner of Internal
Internal
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Revenue;
$1,500,000 for stationery; expenses of seizure,
exceed $1,500,000
to exceed
not to
Revenue; not
custody,
and disposal
disposal of
of property;
purchase of chemical
analyses and
chemical analyses
property; purchase
custody, and
information
expenses
of
testimony
thereon;
ammunition;
securing
of
information
securing
ammunition;
thereon;
expenses of testimony
Detection and
and prosDetection
bringing to ecution
and evidence;
not to
to exceed
exceed $500,000
$500,000 for detecting
detecting and bringing
of violators.
and not
evidence; and
and
conniving
or
trial
persons
guilty
of
violating
the
internal-revenue
laws
conniving
trial persons guilty of violating the internal-revenue
53 Stat. 467.
$226,300,000:
at the
same, as
by law (26
3792) ;$226,300,000:
(26 U. S. C. 3792);
Poet, p. 669.
669.
authorized by
as authorized
Post,
the same,
at
of
District
the
Provided, That
That the
services in
personal services
amount for personal
the amount
Provided,
Columbia shall
not exceed $17,509,000.
$17,509,000.
shall not
Columbia
ALASKA
RAILROADS IN
ADDITIONAL INCOME
IN ALASKA
ON RAILROADS
TAX ON
INCOME TAX
ADDITIONAL

amount equal
For
the payment
pap. tent to
Treasurer of Alaska
Alaska of an amount
equal to
the Treasurer
to the
For the
the tax
of 1
per centum
collected on the gross annual income of all
all
centum collected
1 per
tax of
the
railroad corporations
doing business
Alaska, on business done in
business in Alaska,
corporations doing
railroad
normal income tax collected
Alaska,
which tax
collected
addition to the normal
in addition
is in
tax is
Alaska, which
from such
such corporations
corporations on net income, the amount of such additional
additional
from
Territorial purposes, $10,000.
tax to
to be
applicable to general Territorial
be applicable
tax
OF NARCOTICS
BUREAU OF
NARCOTICS
BUREAU
SALARIES AND
AND EXPENSES
EXPENSES
SALARIES

2567-2571;
For
enforce sections 2550-2565; 2567-2571;
necessary to enforce
expenses necessary
For expenses
269-283,
53 Stat. 269-283,
2590-2603; 3220-3228;
Internal Revenue Code; the 382-387.
3230-3238 of the Internal
3220-3228; 3230-3238
2590-2603;
382-387.
C. I§2550 et
et
26 U. S. C.
171- seg.;
amended (21
Narcotic
(21 U. S. C. 171Narcotic Drugs Import and Export Act, as amended
§ 3228
3228
seq.; Supp. II, §
184) ;;the
the Act
282-282c and 21 U. S. C. 197197- note.
(5 U. S. C. 282-282c
14, 1930 (5
June 14,
of June
Act of
184)
46 Stat.
35 Stat. 614; 46
198) and
the Opium
(21 U. S. C. 188-188n),
188-188n) , 585.
Poppy Control Act of 1942 (21
Opium Poppy
and the
198)
56
Stat.
1045.
56
Columbia; printing and 2121 U. S. C., Supp.
including personal
District of Columbia;
personal services in the District
including
I, § 188j note.
binding; services
services as
authorized by section 15 of the Act of August
August 2, II,§
as authorized
binding;
810.
testimony 60 Stat. 810.
1946
C. 55a);
55a) ;purchase
purchase of chemical
chemical analyses
analyses and testimony
S. C.
U. S.
(5 U.
1946 (5
thereon;
expenses
of
seizure,
custody,
and
disposal
of
property;
hire
thereon; expenses of seizure, custody, and disposal
Dissemination of ininDissemination
of passenger
motor vehicles;
vehicles; arms
ammunition; not to exceed
exceed formation,
arms and ammunition;
passenger motor
of
formation, etc.
$10,000
the collection
information and appeal
appeal
dissemination of information
and dissemination
collection and
for the
$10,000 for
for law
printing;
including cost of printing;
enforcement, including
law enforcement,
and law
observance and
law observance
for
Apprehension of
Apprehension
securing of
of information
and evidence;
exceed $10,000
$10,000 for
for narcotic
evidence; and not to exceed
information and
securing
narcotic law violators.
narcotic
of
services
or
information
looking
toward
the
apprehension
apprehension
services or information looking toward the
$1,610,000.
law
justice; $1,610,000.
violators who are fugitives from justice;
law violators
BUREAU or
ENGRAVING AND
PRINTING
AND PRINTING
OF ENGRAVING
BUREAU
SALARIES
AND EXPENSES
EXPENSES
SALARIES AND
Post, p. 362.
Post,
For
(exclusive of
engraving and printing (exclusive
for engraving
necessary for
expenses necessary
For expenses
repay
work),
United
States
currency
and
internal-revenue
stamps,
internal-revenue
repay work), United States currency and
under the Act of
opium
and special-tax
stamps required
required under
special-tax stamps
orders and
opium orders
38 Stat. 785.
December 17,
1914 (26
(26 U.
S. C.
C. 1040,
and miscelchecks, drafts, and
1383), checks,
1040, 1383),
U. S.
17, 1914
U. S. C. I0
§¢ 2550,
26 U.
December
3220 notes.
laneous
work,
including
the
Director,
two
Assistant
Directors,
and
Directors,
Assistant
two
Director,
laneous work, including the
other personal
personal services
services in
wages of rotary
District of Columbia; wages
the District
in the
other
press
plate printers
at per
per diem
and all other plate printers at
rates and
diem rates
printers at
press plate
piece rates
rates to
to be
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Treasury,
such rates
rates not
Treasury, such
by the
fixed by
be fixed
piece
Materials.
to exceed
exceed those
those usually
usually paid
for such
engravers', printers', and Materials.
work; engravers,
such work;
paid for
to
other materials,
materials, including
distinctive and nondistinctive
nondistinctive paper not
including distinctive
other
otherwise specifically
purchase of
of card
card and
and continuous
for; purchase
provided for;
specifically provided
otherwise
form
checks;
equipment
of,
repairs
to,
and
maintenance
of buildings
maintenance
and
to,
form checks; equipment of, repairs
$500
to
and
grounds
and
minor
alterations
to
buildings;
exceed $500
not
buildings;
alterations
minor
and
and grounds
for
examples of engraving
including foreign
foreign
engraving and printing, including
periodicals, examples
for periodicals,
securities
and stamps,
$1,500 for
reference; not to exceed $1,500
stamps, and books of re'ference;
securities and
Scientific investigaScientific
travel; printing
printing and
and binding;
and not to
exceed $15,000 for transfer
transfer tions.
to exceed
binding; and
travel;
to the
of Standards
for scientific
scientific investigations;
investigations; $15,660,000:
$15,660,000:
Standards for
Bureau of
the Bureau
to
Crediting of proProvided,
during the
current fiscal
year proceeds
ceeds from work.
work.
proceeds derived from ceeds
fiscal year
the current
That during
Provided, That
work performed
performed by
by direction
direction of
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury
Treasury but not
work
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covered
this appropriation,
of being
covered into
covered in
in this
appropriation, instead
instead of
being covered
into the
the TreasTreasury
as miscellaneous
the Act
Act of
of August
August 4,
1886
ury as
miscellaneous receipts
receipts as
as provided
provided by
by the
4, 1886
(31 U.
S. C.
176), shall
shall be
be credited
appropriation.
(31
U. S.
C. 176),
credited to
to this
this appropriation.

24
227. '
24 Stat.
Stat. 227.'

SECRET S
ERVICE DIVISION
DIVISION
SECRET
SERVICE
SALARIES
SALARIES AND
AND EXPENSES
EXPENSES

Protection
of
Protection of
President,
etc.
President, etc.

the
the

For
expenses necessary
necessary in
detecting, arresting,
and delivering
delivering into
into
For expenses
in detecting,
arresting, and
other custody
and pretended
in counterfeit
counterfeit money,
other
custody dealers
dealers and
pretended dealers
dealers in
money,
and altering
United States
States
persons engaged
engaged in
in counterfeiting,
counterfeiting, forging,
forging, and
altering United
national bank notes,
notes, Federal
Federal Reserve
Reserve notes,
notes, Federal
notes, bonds,
bonds, national
Federal
Reserve
Reserve bank notes, and
and securities
United
and other
other obligations
obligations and
securities of
of the
the United
governments (including
(including endorsements
States and
and of
of foreign
foreign governments
endorsements thereon
thereon
assignments thereof),
thereof), as well
the coins of the United
United States
States and
and
and assignments
well as the
governments, and
persons committing
committing other
other crimes
crimes against
of foreign
foreign governments,
and persons
against
the
to the
Treasury Department
Department
the laws
laws of
of the United
United States
States relating
relating to
the Treasury
and
several branches
under its
its control,
and the several
branches of the public
public service
service under
control, and
and
the protection
person of
President and
and the
the members
members of
of
for the
protection of
of the person
of the
the President
his immediate
immediate family
and of
the person
person chosen
to be
be President
President of
of the
the
his
family and
of the
chosen to
including personal
personal services
services in
the District
of Columbia;
Columbia;
United States,
States, including
in the
District of
purchase (not
exceed fifteen)
fifteen) and
of passenger
purchase
(not to
to exceed
and hire
hire of
passenger motor
motor vehicles;
vehicles;
printing
printing and binding;
binding; arms and
ammunition; and
and not
not to
to exceed
exceed
and ammunition;
15,000, with
with the approval
approval of
Chief of
of the
Secret Service,
Service, for
for
$15,000,
of the
the Chief
the Secret
services or information
services
information looking
looking toward
toward the apprehension
apprehension of
of criminals;
criminals;
$1,925,000.
$1,925,000.
SALARIES AND
AND EXPENSES,
EXPENSES, WHITE
SALARIES
WHITE HOUSE
HOUSE POLICE
POLICE

necessary expenses,
including personal
For necessary
expenses, including
and
personal services,
services, uniforms and
equipment, and arms and ammunition,
ammunition, purchases
purchases to
be made
such
to be
made in
in such
President may
determine, $370,000.
manner as
as the
the President
may determine,
$370,000.
SALARIES AND
SALARIES
AND EXPENSES,
GUARD FORCE
FORCE
EXPENSES, GUARD

Transfer
Transfer of
of funds.
funds.
Ante, p.
p. 361.
Ante,
361.

Supervisors.
Supervisors.

For necessary expenses
for Treasury
Department
expenses of the guard
guard force
force for
Treasury Department
buildings
buildings in the District of Columbia,
of EngravColumbia, including
including the
the Bureau
Bureau of
Engravelsewhere, including
ing and Printing, and elsewhere,
including purchase,
purchase, repair,
and
repair, and
cleaning
cleaning of uniforms;
uniforms; arms and ammunition;
ammunition; $700,000:
That
$700,000: Provided,
Provided,That
not
$193,015 of
of the
appropriation "Salaries
"Salaries and
and expenses,
expenses,
not to exceed
exceed $193,015
the appropriation
Bureau of Engraving
Engraving and Printing", may be advanced
advanced to
ts3 this
this approappropriation
priation to cover service rendered
rendered such
Bureau which
which is
is not
covered
such Bureau
not covered
in the direct appropriations
appropriations for such Bureau:
Bureau: Provided
Provided further,
That
further, That
the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury
Treasury may detail two
two agents
agents of
Secret
of the Secret
Service
supervise such
Service to supervise
such force.
force.
CONTRIBUTION
CONTRIBUTION FOR
ti I
I BENEFITS
BENEFITS
FOR ANN
ANNUTrY

Reimbursement
to
Reimbursement to
D. C.
C. for
for certain
D.
certain
benefit
payments.
benefit payments.

D.
C.
D. C.

Code §
§4-508.
4-308.
Code

D.
C.
D. C.

Code
4-503.
Code §§4-503.

For reimbursement
reimbursement to the District of Columbia on a
basis
a monthly basis
payments made from the revenues
for benefit
benefit payments
revenues of the District
District of
of
Columbia to members
members of the White
White House
force and
and such
House Police
Police force
such
members of the United
United States Secret
Service Division
as are
are entitled
entitled
Secret Service
Division as
thereto
thereto under the Act of October 14,
(54 Stat.
1118), to
to the
extent
14, 1940 (54
Stat. 1118),
the extent
that such benefit payments
payments are
are in excess of the salary
salary deductions
deductions of
of
such members credited
credited to said revenues
revenues of the District
District of
of Columbia
Columbia
during the current fiscal year,
section 12
12 of
of the
of
year, pursuant
pursuant to
to section
the Act
Act of
September 1, 1916 (39
amended, $84,600.
$84,600.
(39 Stat.
Stat. 718),
718), as
as amended,
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BUREAU OF
OF THE
INT
BUREAU
THE M
MINT
SALARIES
SALARIES AND
AND EXPENSES
EXPENSES
expenses at the mints at Philadelphia, Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania,
For necessary expenses
San Francisco, California, and Denver, Colorado;
assay offices at
at
Colorado; the assay
New York, New York, and Seattle, Washington;
Washington; the bullion depositories at Fort Knox, Kentucky, and
and. West Point, New York; and
and the
Office
Office of the Director of the Mint, and for carrying
carrying out the provisions
of the Gold Reserve
Reserve Act of 1934 and the Silver
Purchase Act of
Silver Purchase
of 1934,
1934,
printing and
and
including personal services in
in the
the District
District of Columbia, printing
binding, arms and ammunition,
ammunition, purchase
purchase and maintenance
maintenance of uniforms
guards, cases
manufacand accessories
accessories for guards,
cases and enameling
enameling for medals manufactured, net wastage
wastage in melting and refining and in coining departments,
departments,
loss on sale of sweeps arising from the
treatment of bullion
bullion and the
the treatment
the
manufacture of coins, not to exceed $1,000
$1,000 for the expenses
expenses of
manufacture
of the
the
commission, and
exceed $1,000 for acquisition,
acquisition, at
at
annual assay
assay commission,
and not to exceed
otherwise, of specimen
the dollar face amount or otherwise,
specimen and rare
rare coins, includand pieces
or
ing United States and foreign gold coins
coins and
pieces of gold
gold used as,
as, or
Government's collection;
collection;
inlieu of, money, and ores, for addition to the Government's
$4,800,000.
$4,800,000.
BUREAU OF
SUPPLY
BUREAU
OF FEDERAL
FEDERAL SUPPLY

48 Stat.
Stat. 337, 1178.
31 U. S. C. §§
§ 440,
448.
448.

assay comcomAnnual assay
mission.

SALARIES
SALARIES AND
AND EXPENSES
EXPENSES
necessary expenses, including
including personal
personal services
District
For necessary
services in the District
printing and binding, services
services as authorized
section
of Columbia, printing
authorized by section
15 of the
the Act
August 2,
1946 (5
(5 U.
C. 55a),
55a), and
attendance at
at
Act of
of August
2, 1946
U. S.
S. C.
and attendance
meetings of organizations
organizations of concern to the work of the Bureau,
$1,450,000:
Provided, That
general supply
$1,450,000: Provided,
That the
thegeneral
supply fund shall
shall be available
available
for (1)
(1) procurement
non-Federal agencies
Federal
procurement for non-Federal
agencies for which aa Federal
authorized to procure; (2)
(2) purchase
agency is authorized
purchase from
from or through
through the
the
Public Printer
Printer of
and blankbook
for field
field warewareof standard
standard forms
forms and
blankbook work
work for
house
house stocking and issue,
issue, such
such issues
issues to
to be
be chargeable
chargeable to applicable
applicable
appropriations
Public Printer
Printer may require;
reported as the Public
require;
appropriations and to be reported
(3)
passenger motor
motor vehicles
binding, purchase
purchase of ten passenger
(3) printing
printing and binding,
for replacement
replacement only, and
meetings of organizations
and attendance
attendance at
at meetings
organizations of
of
concern
to the
operation of
the general
general supply
and (4)
concern to
the operation
of the
supply fund;
fund; and
(4) reconreconditioning
supplies for
Government service:
ditioning and
and repair
repair of supplies
for Government
service: Provided
Provided
further,
payments to the
general supply fund may
further, That payments
the general
may be
be made (1)
in
advance; (2)
transfer and counter
itemized
in advance;
(2) by transfer
counter warrants
warrants based
based on
on itemized
invoices
Director; and
and (3)
(3) by vouchers
vouchers
invoices at
at issue
issue prices fixed
fixed by the
the Director;
certified by the requisitioning agency
agency on the basis of the Bureau's
Bureau's
billing,
adjustment if
necessary, and in
cases
billing, subject
subject to
to later
later adjustment
if necessary,
in such cases
the
certifying officer
officer shall
be responsible
for the
availability
only for
the availability
the certifying
shall be
responsible only
of
charged: Provided
Provided further,
functions
further That when functions
of the funds
funds charged:
are transferred
transferred to the Bureau of Federal Supply, transfers
transfers may be
made
applicable appropriations
appropriations or funds to the Bureau of Fedmade from
from applicable
eral
of amounts
by the
Budget as
Bureau of the
the Budget
Supply of
amounts approved
approved by
the Bureau
eral Supply
necessary
for the
proper performance
the functions
functions transferred,
transferred,
the proper
performance of
of the
necessary for
including
personal services:
services: Provided
further, That after
after June
June 30,
Provided further,
including personal
1949, the
the proceeds
of sale
Bureau of Federal
Federal
sale of surplus
surplus property
property by
by the
the Bureau
1949,
proceeds of
Supply
the Treasury
Treasury as
as miscellaneous
miscellaneous receipts,
receipts,
into the
be covered
covered into
shall be
Supply shall
except where
reimbursement to
authorized
or fund
fund is
is authorized
to an
an appropriation
appropriation or
except
where reimbursement
by law.
During
appropriated in
money appropriated
in
fiscal year, no
no part of
of any money
During the current
current fiscal
this
fiscal
of such
such fiscal
used during
during any quarter
quarter of
any other Act shall be used
this or any
year to purchase
typewriting machines
bookkeeping and
and billbillmachines (except
(except bookkeeping
purchase typewriting
year
ing
centum of the lowest
lowest
ing machines)
machines) at
at aa price
price which exceeds
exceeds 90 per centum

80 Stat. 810.
60

Availability of
Availability
of gensupply fund.
eral supply

Payments to
to gengenPayments
eral supply
supply fund.
fund.
eral

Transfers of
of funofuncTransfers
tions
tions and
and funds.
funds.

Proceeds
from sale
Proceeds from
sale
of surplus
surplus property.
property.
of

Price of
of typewriting
typewriting
Price
machines.
machines.
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net
cash price,
price, plus
plus applicable
applicable Federal
taxes, accorded
accorded the
mostnet cash
Federal excise
excise taxes,
the mostfavored
than the
the Government,
Government, the
National
favored customer
customer (other
(other than
the American
American National
purchasers of
of typewriting
typewriting machines
for educaRed Cross,
Cross, and the purchasers
machines for
educational
purposes only)
manufacturer of
of such
such machines
machines during
during
tional purposes
only) of the
the manufacturer
six-month period
the six-month
period immediately
immediately preceding
preceding such quarter.
Purchase
Purchase of
of typetypeNo part
money appropriated
appropriated by
by this
this or
other Act
Act for
for any
any
No
part of
of any
any money
or any
any other
writing machines.
writing
machines.
agency of
branch of
Government (which
(which shall
shall
agency
of the executive
executive branch
of the
the Government
include
departments, independent
independent establishments,
establishments, and
include all
all departments,
and wholly
wholly
shall be
used during
during the
the current
current
owned Government
Government corporations)
corporations) shall
be used
the purchase
within the
continental limits
limits of
of the
the United
fiscal year
year for the
purchase within
the continental
United
States
any typewriting
typewriting machines
machines
States of
of any
typewriting machines
machines (except
(except typewriting
for
under public
laws administered
administered by
by the
the Veterans'
Veterans' Adminfor veterans
veterans under
public laws
Administration) unless
unless the
the Director
of the
the Bureau
Bureau of
of Federal
Federal Supply
ceristration)
Director of
Supply certifies that
that he
furnish such
with suitable
suitable typewriting
typewriting
tifies
he is
is unable
unable to
to furnish
such agency
agency with
Survey, etc., of
of surmachines out of stock on hand.
of the
the Bureau
Bureau of
of
hand. The
The Director
Director of
plus typewriters.
Federal Supply
is authorized
directed at
at such
such times
as he
he may
Federal
Supply is
authorized and
and directed
times as
may
determine
necessary to
to survey
and determine
determine the
the numbers
and
determine to
to be necessary
survey and
numbers and
kinds
machines located
the continental
limits of
of
kinds of
of typewriting
typewriting machines
located in
in the
continental limits
the United States which
which are
any time
requirements
are at any
time surplus
surplus to the requirements
of any agency in the executive branch of the Government
(which
Government (which
shall
departments, independent
and wholly
wholly
shall include
include all departments,
independent establishments,
establishments, and
owned Government
Government corporations).
corporations). Upon
Upon such
such determination,
determination, the
owned
the
Director of
Bureau of Federal
is authorized
authorized to
to direct,
direct,
of the
the Bureau
Federal Supply
Supply is
upon such notice and in such
such manner
manner as he
the head
he may prescribe,
prescribe, the
head
of any such
such agency
surrender to
to the
of Federal
Federal Supply
agency to
to surrender
the Bureau
Bureau of
Supply
typewriting machines
machines surplus
requirements, the
any and all
all typewriting
surplus to
to its
its requirements,
the
of packing,
shipping, and
and handling
handling thereof
thereof to
be charged
to
costs of
packing, shipping,
to be
charged to
the general supply fund. Each such
agency shall furnish
furnish the
such agency
the
Director
Federal Supply
Supply such
such information
regardDirector of
of the Bureau
Bureau of
of Federal
information regardtypewriting machines,
ing typewriting
machines, wherever
as he
he may
from time
time to
to
wherever located,
located, as
may from
time request. The
Bureau of Federal
Federal Supply
is authorized
authorized and
The Bureau
Supply is
and
exchange, or supply to
directed to receive, hold, sell, exchange,
branch of
of
to any branch
the
including the
the District
Columbia, typewriting
typewriting
the Government,
Government, including
District of
of Columbia,
machines surrendered
surrendered to it hereunder. The
machines
Director of
of the
the Bureau
Bureau of
of
The Director
Federal
authorized to
to charge
charge each
each agency
agency to
to which
which typetypeFederal Supply
Supply is authorized
writing machines are
are supplied
supplied hereunder
hereunder amounts equal
the fair
fair
equal to
to the
value thereof,
thereof, as determined
amounts shall
shall be
credited
determined by him, and such amounts
be credited
to
fund.
to the general supply fund.
GENERAL
GENERAL
45
45 Stat. 1342.
1342.
41
Stipp.
41 U. S. 0., 8upp.
II,
7c note.
II, I 7c
note.
Post,
401.
Post, p.
p. 401.

a.,

58 Stat. 80.
O. app.
50 U.
U. S.
S. C.
app.
§I1191 (a) (4) (D).

SUPPLY
SUPPLY FUND
FUND

To increase
increase the general supply fund established
established by the Act of
of
February
February 27, 1929,
1929, as amended
7c) ,$479,803.93.
$479,803.93.
amended (41
(41 U.
U. S.
S. C. 7c),
NET RENEGOTIATION
RENEGOTIATION REBATES
REBATES

For necessary
expenses in connection
connection with
necessary expenses
processing and deterdeterwith the processing
mination of net renegotiation
renegotiation rebates under section
section 403 (a)
(a) (4)
(4) (D)
(D)
of the Renegotiation
Renegotiation Act, including
including personal
personal services
services in the
the District
District
of Columbia,
$125,000.
Columbia, $125,000.
STRATEGIC AND
AND CRITICAL
CRITICAL MATERIALS
MATERIALS
STRATEGIC

60
60 Stat.
Stat. 596.
596.
50 U. S.
O. §§
§§ 9898. C.
98h; Supp. II,
H, § 98
98
note.
Ante,
Ante, p.
p. 350.
350.
60 Stat.
Stat. 810.

1

For necessary
necessary expenses
expenses in carrying
carrying out the provisions
provisions of the Strategic and Critical Materials
Materials Stock Piling Act of July 23,
23, 1946, includincluding personal services
services in the District of Columbia; services
services as
as
5
authorized by section 15
authorized
of August
August 2,
2, 1946
1946 (5
(5 U.
U. S.
S. C.
15 of
of the
the Act
Act of
C. 55a)
5a); ;
purchase of fifteen
fifteen passenger
purchase
passenger motor vehicles; and
and printing
printinc, and
and bindbinding; $525,000,000,
$525,000,000, to be immediately
immediately available
available and to remain available
available
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until expended,
expended, of
liquidation of obligaof which
which $250,000,000
$250,000,000 is for liquidation
tions incurred
authority heretofore
heretofore granted
granted under
this
tions
incurred pursuant
pursuant to
to authority
under this
head; and
the amount
amount herein
herein appropriated,
head;
and in
in addition
addition to
to the
appropriated, contracts
contracts
may be
for the
of the
the said
of July
23,
may
be entered
entered into
into for
the purposes
purposes of
said Act
Act of
July 23,
excess of $250,000,000:
1946, in an amount
amount not in excess
$250,000,000: Provided,
Provided, That any
any
funds received
received as
as proceeds
from sale
or other
funds
proceeds from
sale or
other disposition
disposition of
of materials
materials
account of the
rotation of
stocks under
shall be
on account
the rotation
of stocks
under said
said Act
Act shall
be deposited
deposited
available for
for the
the purposes,
purposes, of
of
to the credit, and be
be available
for expenditure
expenditure for
this appropriation:
appropriation: Provided
the current
current fiscal
this
Provided further,
further, That
That during
during the
fiscal
year, there
shall be
be no
on the
value of
of surplus
surplus strategic
strategic
year,
there shall
no limitation
limitation on
the value
and
critical materials
which, in
in accordance
with subsection
(a) of
and critical
materials which,
accordance with
subsection 6
6 (a)
of
the Act
Act of
of July
July 23,
(60 Stat.
Stat. 598),
598), may
be transferred
stock
the
23, 1946
1946 (60
may be
transferred to
to stock
piles established
established in
in accordance
accordance with
with said
Act.
piles
said Act.

Liquidation
Liquidation of obligations.
gations.

60 Stat. 596.
596.
50U.
C. §§98-98h;
50U. S.
S.C.
§§998h;
II, §
§98 note.
note.
Supp. II,
Ante, p. 350.
350.
Ante,

Transfer of surplus
Transfer
material.
material.

50
S. C.
C. §
9Se (a).
0 U.
U. S.
§98e
(a).

COAST GITARD
COAST
GuARD
SALARIES, OFFICE
OF Int,
SALARIES,
OFFICE OF
THE COMMANDANT
COMMANDANT
For personal
personal services
services at
at the
the seat
seat of
of Government,
Government, $2,500,000.
$2,500,000.
For
PAY
AND ALLOWANCES
PAY AND
ALLOWANCES
For pay
pay and
allowances prescribed
prescribed by
by law
law for
for commissioned
commissioned officers,
officers,
For
and allowances
cadets, warrant
warrant officers,
officers, and
other enlisted
on
personnel, on
and other
enlisted personnel,
cadets,
officers, petty
petty officers,
active
and six
six civilian
not exceeding
exceeding $10,000
civilian instructors;
instructors; not
$10,000 for
for
active duty,
duty, and
cash prizes
for excellence
excellence in
in boatmanship,
boatmanship, gunnery,
for men
men for
gunnery, target
target
cash
prizes for
practice, and
and engineering
engineering competitions;
competitions; transportation
transportation of
dependents
of dependents
practice,
of
Coast Guard
personnel on
active duty
and retired
retired and
and Reserve
of Coast
Guard personnel
on active
duty and
Reserve
officers and
of retired
retired and
and Reserve
Reserve enlisted
personnel, of
grades entitled
entitled
and of
enlisted personnel,
of grades
officers
to transportation
transportation of
of dependents
the Regular
Coast Guard,
Guard, when
Regular Coast
when
to
dependents in
in the
ordered to
to active
duty (other
than training)
and upon
upon relief
(other than
training) and
relief therethereordered
active duty
from; carrying
out the
the provisions
of June
4, 1920 (34
U. S.
C.
from;
carrying out
provisions of
of the
the Act
Act of
June 4,1920
(34 U.
S. C.
943) ;not
not to
exceed $32,200
$32,200 for
for cost
of instruction
of officers
officers at
at nonnon943);
to exceed
cost of
instruction of
Federal
institutions, including
books, laboratory
laboratory equipment
equipment and
and fees,
including books,
fees,
Federal institutions,
school supplies,
supplies, and
and maintenance
of students;
students; motion-picture
motion-picture and
and
school
maintenance of
other equipment
equipment for
for instructional
instructional purposes;
purposes rations
rations or
or commutation
commutation
other
thereof
other enlisted
members of
of
thereof for
for cadets
cadets,'petty
petty officers,
officers, other
enlisted personnel,
personnel, members
the Coast
when assigned
specific duties
the
duties under
under the
assigned specific
the
Coast Guard
Guard Auxiliary
Auxiliary when
provisions of
8, Act
19, 1941,
amended (14
(14
section 8,
Act of
of February
February 19,
1941, as
as amended
provisions
of section
U.
C. 267),
267), working
working parties
parties in
the field,
field, and
crews of
of
in the
and officers
officers and
and crews
S. C.
U. S.
light
vessels and
tenders (14
U. S.
C. 135)
and expenses
S. C.
135);;mileage
mileage and
expenses
light vessels
and tenders
(14 U.
allowed
by law
for officers,
officers, including
including per
diem rates
allowance,
per diem
rates of
of allowance,
allowed by
law for
and
Secretary is
is hereby
authorized to
to prescribe
prescribe per
rates of
of
per diem
diem rates
and the
the Secretary
hereby authorized
allowance
for Public
Public Health
officers detailed
detailed to
Coast
allowance for
Health Service
Service officers
to the
the Coast
Guard
authorized for Coast
Coast Guard
expenses of
Guard as
as authorized
Guard officers;
officers; traveling
traveling expenses
other
traveling on
on duty
from the
the Treasury
Treasury
duty under
under orders
orders from
other persons
persons traveling
Department, including
of cadets,
cadets enlisted
enlisted personnel,
personnel,
transportation of
Department,
including transportation
and
applicants for
for enlistment,
with subsistence
subsistence and
transfers en
route,
en route,
and transfers
enlistment, with
and applicants
or cash
in lieu
lieu thereof;
thereof; transportation
subsistence to
to disdisin kind
kind and
and subsistence
cash in
transportation in
or
charged
cadets; uniform
for enlisted
enlisted men
men as
as provided
provided by
by law
law
clothing for
uniform clothing
charged cadets;
(14
S. C.
C. 13)
clothing for
enlisted personnel
by law;
law;
authorized by
for enlisted
personnel authorized
13);;clothing
(14 U.
U. S.
civilian clothing,
including an
overcoat when
when necessary,
the cost
cost of
of
necessary, the
an overcoat
clothing, including
civilian
all
to exceed
exceed $30
person to
to enlisted
enlisted personnel
discharges
given discharges
personnel given
$30 per
per person
all not
not to
for
undesirability, unsuitability,
or inaptitude;
inaptitude; reimreimunsuitability, or
conduct, undesirability,
for bad
bad conduct,
bursement in
in kind
or in
in cash
as authorized
by law
to persons
in the
the
law to
persons in
authorized by
cash as
bursement
kind or
Coast Guard
for personal
personal property
lost, destroyed,
destroyed, or
or damaged;
damaged; actual
actual
property lost,
Coast
Guard for
expenses of
of officers
officers and
cadets and
and quarters
of enlisted
enlisted
and subsistence
subsistence of
quarters and
and cadets
expenses
personnel
shore patrol,
emergency shore
and other
detached
other detached
shore detail
detail and
patrol, emergency
personnel on
on shore
duty, or
lieu thereof;
hire of
of quarters
quarters for
officers serving
serving with
for officers
thereof; hire
in lieu
duty,
or cash
cash in

Cash prizes.
prizes.
Cash
Transportation of
of
Transportation
dependents.
dependents.

41
41 Stat. 824.
824.
34U. S.C.,
S. C., Supp.
Stipp. II,
II,
34U.
943 note.
§§943
note.

55 Stat. 10.
Post, p. 564.
Post,
564.
54 Stat. 243.
243.
564.
Post, p.
p. 564.
Per diem rates
rates for
for
Per
PHS
PUS officers.
officers.

Traveling
Traveling expenses.
expenses.

30 Stat. 604.
604.
Post,
Post, p. 562.

Hire of quarter
quarters.

366
366

Restriction.
Restriction.

Recruiting.
Recruiting.

Transfer of
Transfer
of househousehold goods.

Provisions for
at
for sale
sale at
Provisions
isolated stations.
stations.
isolated

Apprehension of
of dedeApprehension
serters, etc.
serters,
etc.
34 Stat. 201.
201.
Post, p.
p. 562.
Post,
Restrictions.
Restrictions.
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troops
sufficient quarters
are not
United States
States
by the
the United
quarters are
not possessed
possessed by
troops where
where sufficient
to
accommodate them;
them; hire
hire of
quarters for
for Coast
Coast Guard
Guard personnel
personnel
of quarters
to accommodate
comparable
to quarters
quarters assignable
capital ship
ship of
the .Navy,
Navy, as
as
comparable to
assignable on
on aacapital
of the
authorized by
the Secretary
to meet
meet emergency
conditions, including
including
emergency conditions,
by the
Secretary to
authorized
officers
and men
men on
sea duty
such times
times as
they may
may be
deprived.of
of
as they
be deprived
on sea
duty at
at such
officers and
their
on board
due to
to repairs
repairs or
or other
other conditions
conditions which
which
board ship
ship due
their quarters
quarters on
may
this authorizaauthorizaunder this
Provided,That
That under
them uninhabitable:
uninhabitable: Provided,
may render
render them
tion no
no funds
may be
expended for
the hire
of quarters
quarters for
for occupancy
occupancy
hire of
be expended
for the
tion
funds may
by
dependents of
officers or
enlisted personnel;
expenses of
of recruitrecruitof officers
or enlisted
personnel; expenses
by the
the dependents
ing
for the
the Coast
Coast Guard;
advertising for
obtaining enlisted
enlisted perperand obtaining
for and
Guard; advertising
ing for
sonnel and
applicants for
for appointment
appointment as
as cadets;
cadets; training
training of
of enlisted
enlisted
sonnel
and applicants
personnel, including
including textbooks,
supplies, and
and correspondence
correspondence
textbooks, school
school supplies,
personnel,
courses; transfer
of household
effects of
of Coast
Coast Guard
Guard and
and
household goods
goods and
and effects
courses;
transfer of
Coast Guard
Reserve personnel
personnel on
active duty
duty and
and when
when ordered
ordered to
to
Coast
Guard Reserve
on active
active duty
upon relief
relief therefrom,
the transfer
transfer of
household
duty and
and upon
therefrom, and
and the
of household
active
goods and
effects of
of deceased
Coast Guard
Guard and
and Coast
Coast Guard
Guard Reserve
deceased Coast
Reserve
goods
and effects
personnel who
die while
while on
on active
duty, as
as prescribed
by law
and
active duty,
prescribed by
law and
personnel
who die
regulations;
provisions for
for sale
sale to
to Coast
Coast Guard
Guard personpersonregulations; purchase
purchase of
of provisions
nel at
at isolated
reimbursed; and
and includincludnel
isolated stations,
stations, and
and the
the apprppriation
apprppriation reimbursed;
ing not
to exceed
$190,000 for
for recreation,
amusement, comfort,
comfort, conconing
not to
exceed $190,000
recreation, amusement,
tentment, and
the enlisted
of the
the Coast
Coast Guard,
Guard, to
to be
be
tentment,
and health
health of
of the
enlisted personnel
personnel of
expended pursuant
to regulations
prescribed by
the Secretary•
expended
pursuant to
regulations prescribed
by the
Secretary, appreapprehension and
and delivery
and stragglers
stragglers (14
(14 U.
U. S.
S. C.
C. 147);
147) ;
hension
delivery of
of deserters
deserters and
$76,250,000: Provided,
no part
of this
this appropriation
appropriation shall
shall be
be
$76,250,000:
Provided, That
That no
part of
used (1)
(1) to
to pay
pay any
any enlisted
enlisted man
the Coast
Coast Guard
Guard while
while detailed
detailed
used
man of
of the
for
duty at
at Coast
headquarters if
if such
increases above
for duty
Coast Guard
Guard headquarters
such detail
detail increases
above
thirty
the total
number of
enlisted men
detailed to
to such
such duty
duty at
at any
any
thirty the
total number
of enlisted
men detailed
time, or
pay for
for making
making aerial
aerial flights
flights by
nonflying
time,
or (2)
(2) for
for increased
increased pay
by nonflying
officers
or observers
observers at
at rates
excess of
those prescribed
by law
law for
officers or
rates in
in excess
of those
prescribed by
for
the
shall be
legal maximum
maximum rates
rates as
as to
to such
the Air
Air Force,
Force, which
which shall
be the
the legal
such
nonflying
officers or
or observers.
observers.
nonflying officers
PAY
RETIRED PAY

46
46 Stat. 164.
164.
U. S. C.,
14 U.8.
C., Supp.II,
Supp.II,
178a.
§ 178a.
663.
Post, p.
P. 561

40
Stat.
40 Stat.
Stiat. 608;
(6E;13
13 Stat.
1261.
1261.

For
retired pay
for commissioned
commissioned officers,
officers, enlisted
enlisted
For retired
pay for
officers, warrant
warrant officers,
personnel,
certain members
of the
the former
former Life
Life Saving
Saving Service
personnel, for
for certain
members of
Service
authorized by
the Act
S. C.
C. 178a),
178a), and
and
authorized
by the
Act approved
approved April
April 14,
14, 1930
1930 (14
(14 U.
U. S.
for certain
employees entitled
entitled thereto
by virtue
virtue of
of former
former
for
certain officers
officers and
and employees
thereto by
employment
the Lighthouse
engaged in
in the
the field
or
employment in the
Lighthouse Service
Service engaged
field service
service or
on
vessels of
of the
the Coast
in
on vessels
Coast Guard
Guard except
except persons
persons continuously
continuously employed
employed in
(33 U.
S. C.
C. 763,
763, 765),
765), $13,134,000.
$13,134,000.
district offices
offices and
and shops
shops (33
U. S.
GENERAL EXPENSES
GENERAL

60
60 Stat.
Stat. 810.

37
37 Stat.
Stat. 230.
239.
Post,
562.
Post, p.
p. 562.
60 Stat.
Stat. 56.
56.
Post, p.
p. 565.
565.
Post,
Coast Guard AcadAcademy, contingencies.
emy,
contingencies.

For
necessary for
for the
the operation
operation and
maintenance of
of the
the
For expenses
expenses necessary
and maintenance
specifically provided
provided for
for in
in
Coast Guard ashore
ashore and
and afloat,
afloat, except as specifically
including personal
services; services as
as
other appropriations,
appropriations, including
personal services;
authorized
by section
the Act
Act of
of August
August 2,
1946 (5
(5 U.
U. S.
S. C.
C. 55a);
55a) ;
authorized by
section 15
15 of
of the
2, 1946
printing
of not
to exceed
exceed thirty-one
passen ger
printing and
and binding;
binding; purchase
purchase of
not to
thirty-one passenger
vehicles for
replacement only,
maintenance, operation,
and
motor vehicles
for replacement
only, and
and maintenance,
operation, and
repair of
property for
Coast Guard
purrepair
of aircraft;
aircraft; improvement
improvement of
of property
for Coast
Guard purposes, including
rental, purchase,
purchase, or
additional land
where
poses,
including rental,
or use
use of
of additional
land where
necessary and the purchase
purchase of
land for
beacons, daymarks,
necessary
of land
for beacons,
daymarks, and
and fog
clothing for shipwrecked
signals; subsistence
subsistence and
and clothing
shipwrecked and
and destitute
destitute perpersons, including reimbursement,
reimbursement, under rules prescribed
prescribed by the Secretary, of Coast Guard personnel who furnish from their personal stock
stock
subsistence and clothing to such
(33 U. S. C. 749)
subsistence
such persons (33
749);;for
for payunder the
Act of
of December
December 28,
as
ment of
of claims authorized
authorized under
the Act
28, 1945,
1945, as
amended
(31 U. S. C. 222g)
222g);;examination
amended (31
examination of estimates of appropriafield; not to
exceed $2,500
$2,500 for contingencies
contingencies for the
tions in the
the field;
to exceed
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Superintendent,
Academy, to be expended
expended
Superintendent, United States Coast Guard Academy,
rewards for the
apprein his
his discretion
discretion (14
(14 U.
U. S. C.
C. 15k)
15k) ;;payment
payment of
of rewards
the apprehension and conviction, or for information
information helpful therein, of persons
found
interfering in violation
of law with aids to navigation
navigation mainmainfound interfering
violation of
tained by the Coast Guard (14
(14 U. S. C. 50c)
$39,400,000: Provided,
Provided,
50c);;$39,400,000:
exceed
That the
the number of aircraft
aircraft on hand
hand at
at any
any one time shall
shall not exceed
hundred and
meet future
stored to
to meet
one hundred
and ten
ten exclusive
exclusive of planes and parts stored
attrition.

53 Stat. 582.
Post,
p. 564.
564.
Post, p.
Paymentofrewards.
Payment of rewards.
60 Stat. 857.
Post,
565.
Post, p.
p.565.
Restriction
Restriction on
on airaircraft.
craft.

CIVILIAN EMPLOYEES
EMPLOYEES
CIVILIAN

For personal
personal services in the field, not otherwise
otherwise provided
provided for, including per diem labor, $4,400,000.
The
between the foreTreasury may transfer
transfer funds between
The Secretary of the Treasury
going
appropriations for
shall
appropriation shall
for the Coast
Coast Guard, but no
no appropriation
going appropriations
be
increased or decreased
decreased more than 5
centum by such
such
5 per centum
be either increased
transfers.
Guard supply fund
fund shall be increased
increased by
The capital of the Coast Guard
the
commissary provisions and uniform clothing
clothing on hand on
the value
value of
of commissary
July
under regulations
prescribed by the Secregulations prescribed
1, 1949,
1949, and
and thereafter, under
July 1,
retary,
Guard supply fund shall
charged with the cost of
shall be charged
the Coast
Coast Guard
retary, the
procurement
provisions consumed or
or
procurement and credited with the value of provisions
sold,
values to be
of clothing, such values
sales of
and the value
value of issues and sales
sold, and
determined on
which will
will not increase
increase the capital of the fund.
basis which
on a
a basis
determined

Transfer of funds.

Increase of capital of
supply
supply fund.
fund.

ACQITISITION, CONSTRUCTION,
CONSTRUCTION, AND IMPROVEMENTS
IMPROVEMVNTS
ACQUISITION,

purchase or
navigation; the purchase
and improving
improving aids to navigation;
For establishing and
construction
replacement vessels and their equipof additional
additional and replacement
construction of
ment;
aircraft and their equipment;
equipment; the construction,
construction,
ment; the
the purchase
purchase of aircraft
acquisition of
including the acquisition
facilities, including
rebuilding, or extension of shore facilities,
improvements thereon
thereon when specifically
specifically approved
approved by the
sites and improvements
including
directly relating
Secretary;
expenditures directly
relating thereto,
thereto, including
Secretary; and for expenditures
personal services
seat of
remain
$10,000,000, to remain
of government;
government; $10,000,000,
at the
the seat
services at
personal
available until expended.
SEc. 102. No part of any appropriation
appropriation or authorization
authorization in this Act
Act
SEC.
shall
to pay
pay any part
person
of any person
or expenses of
salary or
part of the salary
shall be
be used
used to
whose
expenses are prohibited
prohibited from being paid from any
or expenses
salary or
whose salary
appropriation or
authorization in any other Act.
Act.
or authorization
appropriation
SEc. 103. This title may be cited as the "Treasury
"Treasury I)epartment
Department
SEC.
Appropriation Act,
Act, 1950".
1950".
Appropriation
TITLE II-POST
II—POST OFFICE DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT

Payment of salary,
etc.,
etc., restriction.

Short title.
Short

Post Office
Office DepartPost
ment Appropriation
Appropriation
Act, 1950.
Act,
1950.

following sums are appropriated
conformity with 55United
appropriated in conformity
The following
United States
States Code 786, for the Post Office
Office
380; 39
39 United
361, 380;
States Code 361,
Department for
namely:
1950, namely:
the fiscal
fiscal year ending June 30, 1950,
for the
Department
DEPARTMENTAL SERVICE
SERVICE
DEPARTMENTAL
SALARIES
SALARIES

For personal
in the
the District
District of
Columbia in
in bureaus
and
bureaus and
of Columbia
services in
personal services
For
offices,
as follows:
offices, as
follows:
Office of
of the
Postmaster General,
program
service program
health service
including aahealth
General, including
Office
the Postmaster
as
law, $437,100.
$437,100.
by law,
as authorized
authorized by
Office of
and Administrative
Administrative Planning,
Planning, $132,300:
$132,300:
of Budget
Budget and
Office
Office of
of the
the First
Assistant Postmaster
Postmaster General,
General, $1,297,000.
$1,297,000.
First Assistant
Office
Office of
of the
the Second
$1,255,000,
General, $1,255,000,
Postmaster General,
Assistant Postmaster
Second Assistant
Office
including $160,000
temporary personal
services in
in
personal services
for temporary
only for
available only
$160,000 available
including
the District
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, and
authorized by
by section
section 15 of
of
as authorized
services as
and services
the

Post, p.981.
p.981.
Post,

Post, p.
p.877.
Posi,
877n.
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the Act of August 2, 1946 (5
(5 U.
U. S.
in connection
connection with
with rate
S. C.
C. 55a),
55a), in
hearings before the Interstate Commerce Commission.
Assistant Postmaster
Postmaster General,
General, $1,490,000.
$1,490,000.
Office of the
the Third
Third Assistant
General, $907,000.
Office of the Fourth
Fourth Assistant
Assistant Postmaster
Postmaster General,
$907,000.
Office
of the
the Solicitor,
Solicitor, including
services as
as authorized
authorized by
by section
15
Office of
including services
section 15
of the
the Act of August
(5 U. S.
August 2, 1946 (5
S. C. 55a),
55a), $302,600.
$302,600.
Office of
of the
Chief Inspector,
Office
the Chief
Inspector, $440,000.
$440,000.
Office of
of the
the Purchasing
Purchasing Agent, $98,000.
$98,000.
Bureau
Accounts, $556,000.
$556,000.
Bureau of Accounts,

60
Stat. 810.
6eotat.s81.

the Act of August 2, 1946

hearings before the Interstate Commerce Commission.

60 Stat. 810.

60Stat.810.

CONTINGENT
CONTINGENT EXPENSES
EXPENSES
necessary contingent
contingent and
and miscellaneous
otherwise
For necessary
miscellaneous expenses not otherwise
provided for; printing
printing and binding
departmental and
field
provided
binding for the departmental
and field
services; purchase
purchase and
exchange of
lawbooks and books of
services;
and exchange
of lawbooks
of reference;
reference;
newspapers; and not
$10,500 for travel expenses
expenses of the
newspapers;
not to exceed
exceed $10,500
purchasing agent
agent and
and of
and personnel
purchasing
of the
the solicitor
solicitor and
personnel connected
connected with
those
those offices;
offices; $2,800,000.
$2,800,000.
FIELD
SERVICE
FIELD SERVICE
kICE OF
OF THE
OFFICE
THE POSTMASTER
POSTMASTER GENERAL
GENERAL

TRAVEL AND
AND MISCELLANEOUS
TRAVEL
MISCELLANEOUS EXPENSES
EXPENSES
982.
Post, p.
p.82.

For
and miscellaneous
expenses in the field
For travel
travel and
miscellaneous expenses
service, offices
offices of
of
field service,
and Assistant
Assistant Postmasters
Postmasters General,
General, $3,000.
$3,000.
the Postmaster
Postmaster General
General and
DAMAGE
DAMAGE CLAIMS
CLAIMS

62 Stat. 983; 48 Stat.
1207.
28 IT.
U. S.
S. C.,
C., Supp.II,
§2672.
2672.
Ante, pp. 62, 106;

post,
982.
post, p.
p. 982.

For payment
payment of
current and
fiscal years,
years,
of claims for damages,
damages, current
and prior fiscal

pursuant to law (28 U. S. C. 2672; 31 U. S. C. 224c), $450,000.

pursuant to law (28 U. S. C. 2672; 31 U. S. C. 224c), $450,000.

ADJUSTED LOSSES
LOSSES
ADJUSTED

For payments
or credits
For
payments or
credits to postmasters
postmasters and to
and assistto mail
mail clerks
clerks and
ant mail clerks of the Army, Navy, Air Force, and Coast Guard, of
amounts ascertained
ascertained to
to have been lost
during the current
current
lost or destroyed during
or prior
prior fiscal
fiscal years
years through
through unavoidable
or
unavoidable casualty, as
as authorized
authorized by
ant mail clerks of the Army, Navy, Air Force, and Coast Guard, of

22 Stat. 29.
39 U.
U.S.C.,
S. C., Supp.
Supp. II,
§
§ 49
49 note.
note.

49notc.

law (39 U. S. C. 49), $75,000.

law (39 U. S. C. 49), $75,000.

OFFICE
INSPECTOR
OFFICE OF
OF TIlE
TIlE CIIIEF
CHIEF I
NSPECTOR
INSPECTORS
INSPECTORS

For
personal services
services of fifteen
inspectors in
in charge of divisions
For personal
fifteen inspectors
divisions and
and
eight hundred inspectors, $4,780,000.

eight hundred inspectors, $4,780,000.

MISCELLANEOUS
MISCELLANEOUS EXPENSES,
EXPENSES, INSPECTION
INSPECTION SERVICE
SERVICE
Post, p.
p. 92.
962.
Post

For necessary
and miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses
expenses incurred
For
necessary travel
travel and
incurred in
in the
the
operation
service, including
including not
not to exceed $27,600
operation of
of the
the inspection
inspection service,
$27,600 for
for
chemical and other
other investigations,
investigations, $958,000.
$958,000.
CLERKS.
CLERKS, INSPECTION
INSPECTION SERVICE
SERVICE

For
personal services
services of
For personal
of three
three hundred
hundred and eighty-nine
eighty-nine clerks in the
inspection
inspection service, $1,333,000.
$1,333,000.
anwAnns
REWARDS

For
payment of
of rewards
for the
detection, arrest,
For payment
rewards for
the detection,
arrest, and conviction
conviction of
of
post
robbers, highway
highway mail
and persons mailpost office
office burglars,
burglars, robbers,
mail robbers,
robbers, and
ing
or causing
to be mailed
ing or
causing to
mailed any
any bomb,
bomb, infernal
infernal machine,
machine, or mechanical
mechanical,
chemical, or
or other
other device
or composition
may ignite, or explode,
chemical,
device or
composition which
which may
explode,

,
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current and prior fiscal years, $55,000:
$55,000: Provided,
Provided, That rewards
may
rewards may
be paid in the discretion of the Postmaster General,
offender
General, when an offender
of the classes mentioned
mentioned was killed in the act of committing
committing the
further, That no part of
crime or in resisting lawful arrest: Provided
Provided further,
rewards at rates in excess of those
this sum shall be used to pay any rewards
specified in Post Office
Office Department
Department Order
Order 36844, dated March
March 12,
herein appropriated
appropriated not
1948: Provided
Providedfurther, That of the amount herein
to exceed
exceed $20,000 may be expended
expended in the discretion
discretion of the Postmaster
Postmaster
General,
violainformation concerning
concerning violaGeneral, for the purpose of securing information
looking
information looking
tions of the postal laws and for services and information
toward the apprehension
criminals.
apprehension of criminals.
OFFICE OF
OF THE
ASSISTANT POSTMASTER
POSTMASLMt GENERAL
GENERAL
TIE FIRST
FIRST ASSISTANT
OFFICE
POSTMASTERS
POSTMASTERS
For personal services of postmasters,
postmasters, including
including persons
persons who, pending
assume and perform the
postmaster, assume
an acting
acting postmaster,
designation of an
ing the designation
postmaster in the
vacancy in the office of posta vacancy
the event
event of a
duties of postmaster
master of the third or fourth
and persons
persons who perform
perform the
fourth class, and
postmasters of the fourth class absent on sick or annual
annual
for postmasters
duties for
leave or
or leave
without pay,
pay, and
and for
for allowances
and
allowances for rent, light, fuel, and
leave without
leave
equipment to
postmasters of the
$104,000,000.
fourth class, $104,000,000.
the fourth
to postmasters
equipment
ASSISTANT
POSTMASTERS
ASSISTANT POSTMASTERS

For personal services of assistant postmasters at first- and secondclass offices,
offices, $15,000,000.
$15,000,000.
class
CLERKS,
FIRST- AND
SECOND-CLASS OFFICES
arricES
AND SECOND-CLASS
CLERKS, FIRSTFor
employees at first- and secondFor personal
personal services of clerks and employees
class offices,
offices, including
including auxiliary
auxiliary clerk
clerk hire
winter
summer and winter
hire at summer
class
offices,
laborers, watchmen,
watchmen, messengers,
skilled laborers,
mechanics, skilled
printers, mechanics,
offices, printers,
mail handlers,
health service
service program
program as authorauthora health
and a
and substitutes;
substitutes; and
handlers, and
mail
$629,000,000.
ized by law, $629,000,000.
CONTRACT
STATION SERVICE
SERVICE
CONTRACT STATION
For
contract station service, $3,700,000.
$3,700,000.
For contract
SEPARATING
SEPARATING MAILS
MAILS

For separating
separating mails
fourth-class offices,
offices, $180,000.
$180,000.
mails at fourth-class
For
UNUSUAL CONDITIONS
CONDITIONS
UNUSUAL
For
unusual conditions
post offices,
offices, $25,000.
$25,000.
conditions at post
For unusual
CLERKS,
THIRD-CLASS OFFICES
OFFICES
CLERKS, THIRD-CLASS
For
personal services
of clerks
$33,250,000.
third-class offices, $33,250,000.
clerks at third-class
services of
For personal
MISCELLANEOUS
ITEMS, FIRSTFIRST- AND
SECOND-CLASS OFFICES
OFFICES
AND SECOND-CLASS
MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS,
For
services and
and expenses
expenses necessary
operation and
for the operation
necessary for
personal services
For personal
protection
classes, not otherwise
the first and second classes,
of offices of the
protection of
provided
$4,625,000.
for, $4,625,000.
provided for,
SERVICE
VILLAGE
DELIVERY SERVICE
VILLAGE DELIVERY

For
personal services
services and
the operation
operation of
for the
necessary for
expenses necessary
and expenses
For personal
village delivery
service in
villages having offices
offices of the
the
and villages
in towns and
delivery service
village
81989-5O
---PT. I---24
x-24
81989°-50-PT.

offender.
Death of offender.

Limitation.

Securing of informainformaSecuring
tion.
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second or
third class,
class, and
and in
in communities
communities adjacent
adjacent to
to cities
cities having
second
or third
having
city delivery,
delivery, $375,000.
city
$375,000.
DETROIT RIVER
RIVER SERVICE
SERVICE
DETROIT

For Detroit
Detroit River
River postal
postal service,
service, $12,500.
$12,500.
CARFARE
ALLOWANCE
CARFARE AND
AND BICYCLE
BICYCLE ALLOWANCE

allowance, including
delivery carcarFor carfare
carfare and
and bicycle
bicycle allowance,
including special
special delivery
fare,
cost of
carriers by
privately owned
automobiles
fare, cost
of transporting
transporting carriers
by privately
owned automobiles
rates not
not exceeding
exceeding regular
regular streetcar
streetcar or
or
to and from their
their routes,
routes, at
at rates
purchase, maintenance,
and exchange
exchange of
of bicycles,
bicycles,
bus fare, and purchase,
maintenance, and
$3,300,000.
CITY DELIVERY
DELIVERY CARRIERS
CARRIERS

For personal
services of
of carriers
in the
the city
city delivery
delivery service,
service, and
and
For
personal services
carriers in
employees
employees in the
the United
States official mail
and messenger
messenger service,
service,
United States
mail and
$393,000,000.
$393,000,000.
SPECIAL DELIVERY
DELIVERY SERVICE
SERVICE

For personal services of and fees to special delivery
delivery messengers,
messengers,
$16,500,000.
$16,500,000.
RURAL
RURAL DELIVERY SERVICE
SERVICE

personal services
services of rural carriers,
carriers, auxiliary
substitutes
For personal
auxiliary carriers,
carriers, substitutes
for rural carriers on
annual and
leave, clerks
clerks in
in charge
charge of
rural
on annual
and sick
sick leave,
of rural
and ferriage,
ferriage and
and necessary
the rural
delivery
stations, tolls and
necessary expenses
expenses of
of the
rural delivery
service, $153,500,000,
$153,500,000, of which
which not
less than
$200,000 shall
shall be
available
not less
than $200,000
be available
for extensions and
and new
new service.
OFFICE OF THE SECOND
arrICE
SECOND

ASSISTANT
POSTMASTER GENERAL
GENERAL
ASSISTANT POSTMASTER

STAR ROUTE
ROLLIE SERVICE
STAR
SERVICE
Post, p.
p. 877.
Po,

For inland transportation
transportation by star routes, $31,000,000.
POWERBOAT
POWERBOAT SERVICE
SERVICE

transportation by powerboat
For inland transportation
powerboat routes,
routes, $2,250,000.
RAILROAD AND MESSENGER
RAILROAD
MESSENGER SERVICE
SERVICE

For inland transportation
transportation by railroad
and for
for mail
mail messenger
messenger
railroad routes
routes and
$222,708,000: Provided,
Provided, That separate
service, $222,708,000:
accounts shall
shall be
be kept
kept
separate accounts
of the amount
amount expended
expended for mail messenger
messenger service.
service.
SALARIES,
SALARIES,
Post, p. 74.
748.
PW,

RAILWAY
SERVICE
AILLWAY MAIL
MAIL SERVICE

For personal
personal services
services of fifteen
fifteen general
general superintendents,
superintendents, fifteen
fifteen asasgeneral superintendents,
four assistant
assistant general
general superintendents
superintendents
sistant general
superintendents, four
hundred and
at large, one hundred
and twenty district superintendents,
superintendents, one
one hundred
hundred
and twenty
twenty assistant district superintendents,
superintendents, and other employees in
the railway
railway mail service, $128,750,000.
$128,750,000.
TRAVEL,
TRAVEL, RAILWAY
MAIL SERVICE
SERVICE
RAILWAY MAIL

For travel allowance
allowance of the railway
railway mail service,
service, including
travel
including travel
expenses of departmental
departmental officials and
and employees
employees of
of the
railway mail
mail
the railway
service,
service, $8,150,000.
$8,150,000.
MISCELLANEOUS EXPENSES,
MISCELLANEOUS
EXPENgES, RAILWAY
RAILWAY MAIL
MAIL SERVICE
SERVICE

For necessary
necessary expenses of the railway mail service not otherwise
provided for, $650,000.
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SERVICE
CAR SERVICE
ELECTRIC CAR
ELECTRIC

For
electric car service, $175,000.
For electric

Post,
Post, p. 982.

TRANSPORTATION
FOREIGN
MAIL TRANSPORTATION
FOREIGN MAIL

For transportation
foreign mails, except
except by aircraft, $11,500,000:
$11,500,000:
transportation of foreign
For
Provided, That
available for
$2,000 is hereby made available
not to exceed $2,000
That not
Provided,
expenses of
of delegates
delegates designated
Postmaster General
General to The
designated by the Postmaster
expenses
Executive
Commission and the Transit Commission
Commission of the
Liaison Commission
and Liaison
Executive and
discretion of the PostUniversal Postal
Union, to
to be
expended in the discretion
be expended
Postal Union,
Universal
master
accounted for solely on his certificate.
General and accounted
master General

Attendance at
at cerAttendance
conferences.
tain conferences.

FOREIGN COUNTRIES
AMOUNTS DUE
DUE FOREIGN
COUNTRIES
AMOUNTS

transportation
For
payment of
foreign countries
countries for transportation
due foreign
amounts due
of amounts
For payment
fiscal
prior fiscal
current
and
handling
of
mails
of
United
States
current
and
origin,
States
United
of
mails
and handling of
years, $10,000,000.
$10,000,000.
years,
MAIL
INDEMNITIES,
INTERNATIONAL MAIL
INDEMNITIES, INTERNATIONAL

For payment
limited indemnity
indemnity for the injury or loss of interof limited
payment of
For
national
mail
in
accordance
with
agreement stipconvention, treaty, or agreement
with convention,
accordance
in
mail
national
ulations, current
current and
years, $50,000.
$50,000.
fiscal years,
prior fiscal
and prior
ulations,
MAIL SERVICE
AIR MAIL
FOREIGN AIR
SERVICE
FOREIGN

For expenses
necessary for transportation
transportation of foreign mails by airexpenses necessary
For
craft,
as
authorized
$45,308,000.
$45,308,000.
law,
by
authorized
as
craft,

Post,
Pst,p. 982.

DOMESTIC
SERVICE
MAIL SERVICE
AIR MAIL
DOMESTIC AIR
For expenses
expenses necessary
necessary for
the inland
inland transportation
transportation of mail by
for the
For
aircraft,
as
authorized
by
law,
including
not
exceed $225,000 for perto exceed
not
including
aircraft, as authorized by law,
sonal services
services at field headquarters,
headquarters, $41,753,000.
sonal

pp. 746,
746, 982.
Post, pp.
Post,

ASSISTANT POSTMASTER
OFFICE OF
THE THIRD
THIRD ASSISTANT
POSTMASTER GENERAL
GENERAL
OF THE
OFFICE

STAMPS AND
STAMPED PAPER
PAPER
AND STAMPED
STAMPS
For manufacture
stamps and stamped
stamped paper,
of stamps
distribution of
and distribution
manufacture and
For
including
not to
to exceed
services of employees
employees and
and
personal services
for personal
$33,000 for
exceed $33,000
including not
other necessary
expenses of
of the
United States
States Stamped
Envelope
Stamped Envelope
the United
necessary expenses
other
Agency, $11,000,000.
$11,000,000.
Agency,
MAIL
DOMESTIC MAIL
INDEMNITIES,
INDEMNITIES, DOMESTIC

For payment
of indemnity
indemnity for
domestic regisor loss of domestic
injury or
the injury
for the
payment of
For
tered,
and collect-on-delivery
mail, and
failure to remit
remit
and for failure
collect-on-delivery mail,
insured, and
tered, insured,
collect-on-delivery
prior fiscal
years, $4,250,000.
$4,250,000.
fiscal years,
and prior
current and
charges, current
collect-on-delivery charges,
ORDERS
UNPAID MONEY
MONEY ORDERS
UNPAID

For
of domestic
domestic money
year from the last
one year
after one
orders after
money orders
payment of
For payment
day
of
the
month
of
issue
of
such
orders,
such
amounts
hereafter
as hereafter
amounts
such
orders,
such
of
issue
of
month
the
of
day
may be necessary.
necessary.
may
OFFICE OF
FOURTH ASSISTANT
POSTKASTER GENERAL
GENERAL
ASSISTANT POSTMASTER
OF THE FOURTH
OFFICE
SUPPLIES
EQUIPMENT
AND EQUIPMENT
SUPPLIES AND
For
repair, and
installation of necessary
necessary
and installation
manufacture, repair,
purchase, manufacture,
the purchase,
For the
miscellaneous equipment
supplies for
field service
service not otherthe field
for the
and supplies
equipment and
miscellaneous
wise provided
for; not
not to
to exceed
exceed $1,500
$1,500 for
for the
and
purchase of atlases and
the purchase
provided for;
wise

U. S.
S. Stamped
U.
Envelope Agency.
Agency.
Envelope
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geographical and technical
technical works;
geographical
works; not to exceed
$239,000 for
for personal
exceed $239,000
personal
services, including seventeen
seventeen traveling
traveling mechanicians;
of cancelmechanicians; rental
rental of
canceling machines
mechanical mail-handling
ing
machines and motors,
motors, mechanical
mail-handling apparatus,
apparatus, and
and
other labor-saving
labor-saving devices;
devices; and travel expenses;
$11,300,000, of
of which
expenses; $11,300,000,
which
$750,000
$750,000 shall
shall be available
available exclusively
exclusively for
the development,
development, manufacmanufacfor the
ture, and purchase of modern mechanical
mechanical postal
devices to
to improve
improve
postal devices
and facilitate mail handling, financial
financial operations,
and other
other postal
operations, and
postal
functions:
Provided, That the Postmaster
functions: Provided,
Postmaster General may
may authorize
authorize the
the
sale to the public of post-route
post-route maps
rural-delivery maps
maps at
at the
the
maps and
and rural-delivery
cost of printing and 10 per
per centum thereof
thereof added.
added.
EQUIPMENT
EQUIPMENT SHOPS

For purchase, manufacture,
manufacture, and repair of mail
mail bags
and other
bags and
other
equipment for the field service
service not otherwise
equipment
otherwise provided
for; and
for
provided for;
and for
expenses necessary
necessary for the operation,
operation, maintenance,
and protection
protection of
maintenance, and
of
the mail-equipment-shops
mail-equipment-shops building, grounds, and
and equipment,
equipment, includincluding not to exceed $1,510,000
$1,510,000 for personal
services in
in the
the District
District of
of
personal services
Columbia
Columbia and aa health-service
health-service program
authorized
by law;
law;
program as
as
authorized
by
Distinctive
equipeistinctive equip- $19,000,000, of which not to
ment.
$19,000,000, of
exceed $15,000 shall be
available for
for the
the
n
be available
purchase of material
material and the
manufacture in the
purchase
the manufacture
equipment shops
shops of
of
the equipment
such
quantities of distinctive
distinctive equipment
such small quantities
equipment as may be
be required
required by
by
other executive
executive departments.
departments.
RENT,
RENT, FUEL,
FUEL, AND
AND UTILITY
UTILITY SERVICES
SERVICES

For rent, light,
light, power,
power, fuel, and water,
water, for
second-, and
for first-, second-,
and thirdthirdclass offices, and the cost of advertising for
class
proposals for
for such
such
for lease
lease proposals
offices, $17,200,000.
$17,200,000.
offices,
PNEUMATIC
IUBE SERVICE
PNEUMATIC TUBE
SERVICE

32 Stat.
Stat. 114;
35 Stat.
Stat.
114; 35
412; 42
412;
Stat. 56i.
42 Stat.
661.

For
For rental of not to exceed
exceed twenty-eight
twenty-eight miles of
of pneumatic
pneumatic tubes,
tubes,
personal services, communication
communication service, electric
electric power,
and other
other
power, and
expenses
transmission of mail in the city of
expenses for transmission
of New
York including
including
New York
the
the Borough of Brooklyn; and for rental
rental of not to exceed
two miles
miles
exceed two
of pneumatic
pneumatic tubes, not including
including personal
personal services
and power
power in
opservices and
in operating
transmission of mail
erating the same, for the transmission
mail in the
city of
Boston,
the city
of Boston,
Massachusetts;
$775,000: Provided,
Provided, That the Acts
Massachusetts; $775,000:
April 21,
21, 190)2,
1902,
Acts of
of April
May
May 27,
27, 1908, and June 19, 1922 (39
(39 U. S. C. 423),
relating to
to contracts
423), relating
contracts
for
pneumatic tubes or
for the transmission
transmission of mail by pneumatic
or other
other similar
similar dedevices shall not be applicable
applicable to the
of New
New York,
the proviprovithe city
city of
York, and
and the
sions not
not inconsistent
sions
inconsistent herewith
herewith of the Acts of April 21,
1902, and
21, 1902,
and May
May
27,
1908
(39 U. S. C. 423),
423), shall be applicable
27,
city of
of Boston.
Boston.
applicable to the
the city
VEHICLE
VEHICLE SERVICE
SERVICE

Post, p. 982.

Pest, P. 982.

Housing of vehicles.

housing of vehicles,

Maintenance, reMaintenance, re striction.
striction.

For the hire, purchase,
maintenance, repair,
and operation
operation of
of vevepurchase, maintenance,
repair, and
hicles,
hicles, including
including tractors
tractors and trailer trucks,
trucks, for use in
in the
the collection,
collection,
transportation,
transportation, delivery,
delivery, and supervision
supervision of the mail,
mail, including
the
including the
repair
repair of
of vehicles
vehicles owned by, or under
under the control
control of, units
units of
of the
the NaNational
Guard and
and departments
departments and agencies
agencies of the Federal Governtional Guard
Government
necessary because
because of utilization
ment where
where repairs
repairs are made necessary
utilization of
of such
such
vehicles
vehicles in the field
field service;
service; rental
rental of
garage facilities;
lease of
of quarquarof garage
facilities: lease
ters not
not exceeding
ters
exceeding aaterm of ten years
years for the housing
of Governmenthousing of
Governmentowned vehicles,
vehicles, and personal services
owned
services in the
the motor
motor vehicle
service,
vehicle service,
$51.500,000, of which $5,631,000
$5.631,000 shall be
$51,500,000,
exclusively for
the
be available
available exclusively
for the
purchase
purchase of trucks, including tractors
tractors and trailers:
trailers: Provided.
Provided. That
That
no
of this appropriation
appropriation shall be expended
no part
part of
expended for maintenance
maintenance or
or
repair
vehicles for
for use in connection
repair of
of vehicles
connection with administrative
administrative work
work in
in
the departmental
departmental service.
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SUPPLIES
AND SUPPLIES
OF EQUIPMENT
TRANSPORTATION
EQUIPMENT AND
TRANSPORTATION OF

equipment, materials, and
For
the transportation
delivery of equipment,
and delivery
transportation and
For the
by freight, express,
services
supplies
for
the
departmental
and
field
departmental
supplies for the
or
motor transportation,
incidental expenses,
expenses, $900,000.
$900,000.
transportation, and other incidental
or motor
SERVICE
SALARIES,
CUSTODIAL SERVICE
SALARIES, CUSTODIAL

$52,800,000.
For personal
custodial service,
service, $52,800,000.
personal services in the custodial
For
SUPPLIES,
BUILDINGS
PUBLIC BUILDINGS
SUPPLIES, PUBLIC

supplies, including
services and supplies,
For necessary
miscellaneous articles, services
including
necessary miscellaneous
For
operation of completed
transportation thereof, required
required for the operation
completed and
and
transportation
operated by the Post Office Deoccupied public
public buildings
and grounds
grounds operated.
buildings and
occupied
partment, $8,150,000,
available for personal
personal services
which shall not be available
$8,150,000, which
partment,
except for
for work
work done
contract, or
or for
for temporary job labor
labor under
under
by contract,
done by
except
building:
one
any
exigency
not
exceeding
at
one
time
the
$250
at
building:
$250
of
sum
the
time
one
at
exceeding
not
exigency
Provided, That
General is authorized
authorized to contract for
Postmaster General
That the Postmaster
Provided,
administration by
his administration
under
telephone
service
in
public
buildings
under
buildings
public
in
telephone service
equivalent telephone switching
means of
of telephone
telephone switchboards
switchboards or equivalent
switching
means
governmental activequipment
in each case two or more governmental
serving in
jointly serving
equipment jointly
ities, where
where he
that joint
service is economical
economical and in the
joint service
determines that
he determines
ities,
interest of
the Government,
Government, and
and to
secure reimbursement
reimbursement for the cost of
of
to secure
of the
interest
such
joint
service
from
available
appropriations
telephone
expenses
telephone
for
appropriations
available
from
service
such joint
of the
the bureaus
receiving the same.
offices receiving
and offices
bureaus and
of

Personal services,
services,
Personal
limitation.
limitation.

Telephone service.
service.
Telephone

EQUIPMENT,
PUBLIC BUILDINGS
BUILDINGS
EQUIPMENT, PUBLIC
For
including transportation,
furniture, cartransportation, of furniture,
procurement, including
the procurement,
For the
pets, safes,
safe and
and vault
vault protective
protective devices,
devices, and
repairs of same, for
and repairs
safes, safe
pets,
use in
in public
public buildings
buildings which
operated
hereafter be, operated
may hereafter
or may
now, or
are now,
which are
use
excepting
by the
Post Office
Provided, That excepting
$1,205,000: Provided,
Department, $1,205,000:
Office Department,
the Post
by
expenditures for
labor for
or incidental
equipment
incidental to the moving of equipment
for or
for labor
expenditures
from
the foregoing
appropriation shall not
foregoing appropriation
buildings, the
public buildings,
into public
or into
from or
be used
used for
personal services
except for
for work
contract or
work done under contract
services except
for personal
be
for
labor under
exigency and
and not
exceeding at one time
not exceeding
under exigency
job labor
temporary job
for temporary
the
sum of
of $100
one building:
building: Provided
Provided further,
further, That
furniall furniThat all
any one
at any
$100 at
the sum
ture
now
owned
by
the
United
States
in
other
public
or in
buildings
public
other
in
States
United
the
by
owned
now
ture
pracbuildings
rented by
United States
shall be used,
used, so far as pracStates shall
the United
by the
buildings rented
ticable, whether
whether or
or not
not it
the present
regulation
present regulation
with the
corresponds with
it corresponds
ticable,
plan of
of furniture.
furniture.
plan

Personal services,
services,
Personal
limitation.

Use of present furniture.
ture.

POSTAL
DEFICIENCY
POSTAL DEFICIENCY

DEFICIENCY IN
IN POSTAL
REVENUES
POSTAL REVENUES
DEFICIENCY
If
revenues of
of the
the Post
Post Office
Office Department
shall be insufficient
insufficient
Department shall
the revenues
If the
to
meet
the
appropriations
made
under
this
a
sum
to such
equal
a
title,
this
under
made
appropriations
the
meet
to
deficency in
in the
the revenues
revenues is
hereby appropriated,
appropriated, to be paid out of any
is hereby
deficency
money
in the
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
such
appropriated, to supply such
Treasury not
the Treasury
money in
deficiency in
in the
the revenues
for the
current fiscal
needed
and the sum needed
fiscal year, and
the current
revenues for
deficiency
may be
be advanced
Post Office
Office Department
Department upon requisition of the
the Post
to the
advanced to
may
Postmaster
Postmaster General.
POST
0/ PICE DEPARTMENT-GENERAL
DEPARTMENT—GENERAL PROVISIONS
PROVISIONS
POST OFFICE
S
EC. 202.
202. Unless
Unless otherwise
provided, no
part of
of any
any appropriation
appropriation
no part
otherwise provided,
SEC.
in this
title for
field service
be expended
account of
of the
on account
expended on
shall be
service shall
the field
for the
this title
in
departmental
service:
Provided,
That
necessary
officials
officials
of
expenses
necessary
That
Provided,
departmental service:
and
departmental or
or field
field services
services traveling
offitraveling on offithe departmental
of the
employees of
and employees
cial
business
may
be
paid
from
the
appropriation
for
the
service
in
service
the
for
appropriation
the
cial business may be paid from
further,
connection
is performed:
performed: Provided
Provided further,
travel is
the travel
which the
with which
connection with

Restriction on
on use
use of
Restriction
appropriation.
appropriation.
Travel
expenses.
Travel expenses.

374
374
Examination
Examination of estimates.

Accident prevenAccident
prevention.
Transfer of
of funds,
funds,
restriction.

Printing
Printing and binding.
Purchase
Purchase of fuel, etc.

Reports to Congressional committees.
committees.

Short title.

Export-Import
Export-Import
Bank and RFC ApBank
propriation
oropriation Act, 1950.

59 Stat. 598.
598.
31 U.S.
U. S. C., Supp.II,
Supp.II,
§
849.
§849.

PUBLIC LAWS-CH.
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PUBLIC
286-JUNE 30,
30, 1949
1949
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appropriations made
That appropriations
made in
in this
this title
title for
for the
the field
field service,
except such
service, except
such
as are exclusively for personal
personal services,
services, shall be
for exambe available
available for
examination
ination of estimates
estimates of appropriations
the field.
appropriations in
in the
field.
SEC. 203. Appropriations
Appropriations made
made in
in this
departmental
this title
title for
for the
the departmental
and field services shall
shall be available
in connection
connection with
with
available for
for expenditures
expenditures in
accident
accident prevention
prevention in the
the respective
respective services.
services.
SEC.
5 per centum of any
SEC. 204. Not
Not to exceed 5
any appropriation
for the
the
appropriation for
field service may be transferred,
transferred, with the
of the
the Director
of
the approval
approval of
Director of
the Bureau of the Budget, to any other appropriation
appropriaappropriation or appropriations under the field service,
service, but no
shall be
be increased
no appropriation
appropriation shall
increased
more than 10 per centum by such
such transfers.
transfers.
SEC.
SEC. 205. Appropriations
Appropriations in this title available
available either
either for
for personal
personal
services
services or for necessary
or for
supplies shall
shall
necessary expenses
expenses or
for miscellaneous
miscellaneous supplies
for printing
be available
available for
printing and
and binding.
binding.
SEC.
SEC. 206. Appropriations
Appropriations in this title for the purchase
purchase of
of fuel
and
fuel and
transportation thereof
the transportation
thereof shall be
immediately available.
available.
be immediately
SEC.
S
EC. 207. During the fiscal
fiscal year
year 1950
the Postmaster
Postmaster General
General shall
shall
1950 the
reports to the Senate
make quarterly
quarterly reports
Senate and House
Committees on
on
House Committees
Appropriations, showing
Appropriations,
showing for each quarter
quarter the
amount paid
paid from
from each
each
the amount
appropriation for overtime,
appropriation
of employees
employees receiving
receiving such
such
overtime, the
the number
number of
overtime, and the number
overtime worked
worked by
by such
number of
of hours
hours of
of overtime
such
employees, together with aastatement
employees,
statement as
the necessity
necessity for
such overoveras to
to the
for such
time work.
SEC.
S
EC. 208. This title may be cited as the "Post
"Post Office
Office Department
Department
Appropriation Act,
Appropriation
Act, 1950".
1950".
TITLE III-GOVERNMENT
III—GOVERNMENT CORPORATIONS
CORPORATIONS
The following
following corporations,
are hereby
hereby authorized
corporations, respectively,
respectively, are
authorized to
to
make such expenditures,
expenditures, within the
the limits of
of funds
funds and
and borrowing
borrowing
authority
available to each such corporation
authority available
corporation and
accord with
with law,
and in
in accord
law,
and to make such contracts and commitments
commitments without regard
regard to
to fiscal
fiscal
year limitations
limitations as provided
the Government
Government Corprovided by
by section
section 104
104 of
of the
Corporation Control
Act, as
as amended,
as may
may be
be necessary
carrying out
out
Control Act,
amended, as
necessary in
in carrying
the programs set forth
forth in
Budget for
fiscal year
year ending
ending June
June
in the Budget
for the
the fiscal
30, 1950, for each such corporation,
except as
as hereinafter
hereinafter provided:
provided:
corporation, except
EXPORT-ITMPORT
EXPORT-I
MPORT BANK
W ASHINGTON
BANK OF
OF WASIINGTON

Stat. 903.
60 Stat.
60 Stat.
Stat. 810.
60
Nonadministrative
Nonadministrative
expenses.
expenses.

Not to exceed
exceed $950,000
$950,000 (to be on an accrual
accrual basis)
basis) of
of
of the
the funds of
Export-Import Bank
the Export-Import
Bank of Washington
Washington shall be available during
during the
the
current fiscal year for all administrative
current
administrative expenses
expenses of
of the
the bank,
bank, includincluding not to exceed $300
$300 for
$300 for
newspapers, and
$500
for periodicals,
periodicals, $300
for newspapers,
and $500
health-service program
program as authorized by law (5
for maps; health-service
(5 U.
U.S.
S. C.
C.
150),
150), and not to exceed
exceed $5,000
$5,000 for temporary
temporary services,
services, as
as authorized
by
authorized by
section 15 of the Act of August
(5 U.
U. S.
S. C.
55a) :Provided,
August 2, 1946
1946 (5
C. 55a):
Provided,
That necessary expenses
(including special services
expenses (including
services performed
performed on
on aa
contract or fee basis, but not including
including other
other personal
personal services)
services) in
in
connection
connection with the acquisition, operation,
operation, maintenance,
maintenance, improvement,
improvement,
or disposition
disposition of any real or personal
personal property
property belonging
belonging to
to the
the bank
bank
or in which it has an interest, including
including expenses
expenses of collections
collections of
of
pledged
collateral, or the investigation
pledged collateral,
investigation or appraisal
appraisal of any property
property
in respect to which an application
application for a
a loan has been made, shall
be
shall be
considered
considered as nonadministrative
nonadministrative expenses for the purposes hereof.
RECONSTRUCTION FINANCE
RECONSTRUCTION
CORPORATION
FINANCE CORPORATION

Not to exceed
exceed $25,775,000
$25,775,000 (to be computed
computed on an accrual
Reconstruction Finance
Finance Corporation
the funds of the Reconstruction
Corporation shall
shall
able during the current fiscal
fiscal year for its administrative
administrative

basis) of
basis)
be availavailbe
expenses
expenses

63 STAT.]
STAT.]
63
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and the
administrative expenses
of the
Federal National Mortgage
Mortgage
the Federal
expenses of
and
the .administrative
newspapers;
exceed $1,500 for periodicals
Association; not to exceed
Association;
periodicals and newspapers;
replacement only)
purchase (not to exceed forty, for replacement
only) and hire of
program as authorized
passenger motor vehicles; health
health service
service program
authorized by
passenger
services and facilities of the Federal
Federal
law (5 U. S. C. 150)
150);;use of the services
Reserve banks:
banks: Provided,
herein the term "administra"administraReserve
Provided, That as used herein
tive
include all salaries
salaries and wages,
wages,
construed to include
tive expenses"
expenses" shall be construed
performed on a
a contract or fee basis, and travel
travel and other
services performed
expenses, including the purchases
supplies, of
equipment and supplies,
purchases of equipment
expenses,
administrative offices: Provided
further, That the limiting amount
amount
Provided further,
administrative
heretofore stated for administrative
expenses shall be increased
increased by an
administrative expenses
heretofore
which does not
aggregate cost of salaries, wages,
not exceed the aggregate
amount which
continental
travel, and other expenses of persons
employed outside the continental
persons employed
a contract or
performed on a
services performed
United States; the expenses of services
termination of contracts
contracts or in the perconnection with termination
fee basis
basis in connection
administrative expenses
expenses reimof legal
legal services; and all administrative
formance of
further, That
Provided further,
agencies: Provided
bursable from other Government
Government agencies:
the
administrative expenses to the accounts of the Corthe distribution
distribution of administrative
accordance with generally
recognized
generally recognized
shall be made in accordance
poration shall
accounting principles
principles and practices:
practices: Provided
That, except
except
further, That,
Provided further,
accounting
Reconas
otherwise provided hereinafter,
hereinafter, none of the funds of the Reconas otherwise
struction
Corporation and
for
subsidiary shall be used for
and its subsidiary
Finance Corporation
struction Finance
the
maintenance, or disposal of any surplus property within
within
the custody, maintenance,
the
continental limits
United States, its Territories
possesTerritories or possesof the United
limits of
the continental
sions, except
except such
disposal
by and held for disposal
owned by
may be
be owned
property as may
such property
sions,
by the Reconstruction
Finance Corporation
Corporation or its subsidiary;
subsidiary; but,
Reconstruction Finance
by
notwithstanding any other provision
provision of law, the Reconstruction
Reconstruction
notwithstanding
Finance Corporation
Corporation may waive
from War
War Assets
reimbursement from
waive reimbursement
Finance
Administration for
for the
property transferred
transferred prior
prior to
the administrative
administrative property
Administration
July
1, 1946,
1946, and
for expenses
prior thereto in the custody,
incurred prior
expenses incurred
and for
July 1,
maintenance, or
of any
surplus property:
property: Provided
Provided further,
any surplus
disposal of
or disposal
maintenance,
That
no part
funds of
of the
the Reconstruction
Reconstruction Finance
Corporation
Finance Corporation
of the
the funds
part of
That no
or
subsidiary shall
used to
to make
make any
any purchase
personal
or for personal
purchase or
be used
shall be
its subsidiary
or of
of its
services
contract for the use or benefit of any other
other
any contract
into any
to enter into
or to
services or
agency
the Government
shall have
authority in
have authority
agency shall
such agency
unless such
Government unless
of the
agency of
law
and appropriations
appropriations available
to make
such
reimbursement for such
make reimbursement
available to
law and
purchase,
personal services,
services, or
or contract.
contract.
purchase, personal
S
EC. 302.
302. This title may be cited as the "Export-Import
"Export-Import Bank and
and
SEC.
Reconstruction
Finance Corporation
Corporation Appropriation
Appropriation Act,
1950".
Act, 1950".
Reconstruction Finance

375

60 Stat. 903.
903.
"Administrative
ex"Administrative expenses."
penses."

Increase in limits.
limitaCon.
tion.

Accounting.
Accounting.

Surplus property.
property.
Surplus

Purchases, etc.
Purchases,

Short title.

TITLE IV—GENERAL
PROVISIONS
IV-GENERAL PROVISIONS
TITLE
SEC. 401.
401. No
No part
part of any
contained in this Act, or
appropriation contained
any appropriation
SEC.
of the
the funds
funds available
for expenditure
included in
corporation included
any corporation
by any
expenditure by
available for
of
this
shall be
to pay
salary or
or wages
wages of
of any
any person
person who
the salary
pay the
used to
be used
Act, shall
this Act,
engages in
against the
the Government
Government of
United States or
of the United
a strike
strike against
in a
engages
who is
is a
a member
an organization
organization of
Government employees
employees that
that
of Government
of an
member of
who
asserts the
right to
against the
the Government
Government of
the United
United States,
States,
of the
to strike
strike against
the right
asserts
or who
who advocates,
or is
an organization
that advocates,
the
advocates, the
organization that
of an
member of
is aamember
advocates, or
or
overthrow
of the
the Government
Government of
United States
force or violence:
violence:
States by force
of the United
overthrow of
Provided, That
That for
the purposes
affidavit shall
shall be considered
considered
an affidavit
hereof an
purposes hereof
for the
Provided,
prima facie
that the
the person
making the affidavit
affidavit has not
not
person making
evidence that
facie evidence
prima
contrary to
against
engaged in aastrike against
of this section engaged
the provisions
provisions of
to the
contrary
the
the United
States, is
an organizaorganizaof an
a member
member of
not a
is not
United States,
of the
Government of
the Government
tion of
of Government
that asserts
the right
to strike
strike against
against
right to
asserts the
employees that
Government employees
tion
the Government
the United
United States,
States, or
or that
such person
person does not
that such
of the
Government of
the
advocate, and
and is
an organization
advocates, the
the
that advocates,
organization that
of an
member of
not aamember
is not
advocate,
overthrow
Government of
United States
States by
force or violence:
violence:
by force
of the
the United
the Government
of the
overthrow of
the
Provided further,
That any
strike against the
a strike
engages in a
who engages
any person who
further,That
Provided

engaging,
Persons engaging,
etc., In
in strikes against
against
etc.,
advocating overor advocating
throw of
of U.
U.S.
S. GovernOovernthrow
ment.

Affidavit.

Penalty.
Penlty.
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Government
Government of the United
United States or who is
member of
an organiis a
a member
of an
organization of Government
Government employees that asserts the right to
against
to strike
strike against
the Government
Government of the United States, or
or who
is aa
who advocates,
advocates, or
or who
who is
member of an organization
organization that advocates,
of the
the Govadvocates, the
the overthrow
overthrow of
Government
ernment of the United
United States by force
or violence
violence and
and accepts
accepts employemployforce or
ment the salary or wages for
from any
any appropriaappropriafor which
which are
are paid
paid from
tion or fund contained
contained in this Act shall
of a
felony and,
shall be
be guilty
guilty of
a felony
and, upon
upon
conviction,
conviction, shall be fined
fined not more
or imprisoned
for not
not
more than
than $1,000
$1,000 or
imprisoned for
more than one year, or both: Provided
Provided further,
further, That
the above
penalty
That the
above penalty
clause shall be in addition to,
not in
in substitution
for, any
any other
other
to, and
and not
substitution for,
provisions of
existing law.
of existing
law.
SEC.
cited as
the "Treasury
S
EC. 402. This Act may be cited
as the
"Treasury and
and Post
Post Office
Office

Departments
Departments Appropriation
Appropriation Act,
Act, 1950".
1950".
Approved
Approved June
June 30,
30, 1949.
1949.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 287]
287]

June 30,
30,1949
June
1949
[H. It. 3088]

[H. R. 30N8]151]
[Public
[Public Law 1511
Compensation inCompensation
increases
creases
for certain
certain
D. C. employees.
employees.
Policemen
Oreoiacen and
and firemen.
Post, p. 951.
951.

D..

Post,

59 Stat. 470.

AN
AN ACT
ACT
To increase
increase the
the compensation of certain
certain employees
employees of
municipal government
government
of the municipal
of the
the District
of
District of Columbia, and
and for
for other purposes.
purposes.

Be it
it enacted
Senate and
enacted by the Senate
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
and House
House of
the
United
States of America in
in Congress
assembled, That
United States
Congress assembled,
That the
annual
the annual
basic salary
of each
each officer
member of
of the
the Metropolitan
Metropolitan Police,
Police,
basic
salary of
officer and
and member
the United
United States
the
States Park Police,
Police, the White
White House Police,
Police, and of
of the
the
Fire
Department of
the District
District of Columbia, as
as increased
increased by the
Fire Department
of the
the Act
Act
entitled "An Act to provide
for an
adjustment of
salaries of
of the
provide for
an adjustment
of salaries
the
Metropolitan Police, the United States Park Police,
Metropolitan
White House
House
Police, the
the White
Police,
and the
members of
the Fire
Fi re D
epart
mentofthe Di str i
ct of
Police, and
the members
of the
Department
of the District
of

Columbia", approved
July 14,
as amended,
shall be
be further
59Stat.
470. Supp. Columbia"
approved July
14, 1945,
1945, as
amended, shall
D. C. Code,
further
VII, §§
vII,
§54-803 to 4-805.
4-805. increased
increased by
8 per
lay $330, plus
plus 8
per centum
eentum of
of such
such $330
$330 as
as additional
additional comcom-

pensation in lieu of overtime pay
pay and night
night pay
Provided,
pay differential:
differential: Provided,
however, That
That no such officer or member
member shall, by reason
reason of
of the
the enactenactment of this Act, be paid with respect
respect to
basic salary,
salary,
to any pay
pay period,
period, basic
or basic salary plus additional compensation,
rate in
of
compensation, at
at aa rate
in excess
excess of
Effective date.
Effective
date.
$10,330 per annum.
annum. This section
$10,330
section shall take effect as
the first
day
as of the
first day
of the first pay period which began after
after June
June 30,
30, 1948.
1948.
SEC. 2. The first section of the
SEC.
Act entitled
to fix
fix the
the Act
entitled "An
"An Act
Act to
the salsalaries
aries of
of officers and members of the Metropolitau
Metropolitan Police Force and
the
and the
Fire Department
Department of the District
District, of Columbia", approved
approved July
July 1
1, 1930
1930
46 Stat. 839.
4.Stat.
839. Stpp.
(D. C. Code,
(D.
Code, title
title 4, section
section 108),
is amended
by inserting
inserting after
after the
108), is
amended by
the
D).
D. C. Code,
Stipp.
Code,
VII, §4-108.
phrase
"sergeants,
$2,750
each;"
the
following:
"corporals,
$2,600
vII,
4108.
phrase
"sergeants,
$2,750
each;"
the
following:
"corporals,
$2,600
Effective
Effective date.
ate.
each".
This
section
shall take
effect as of July 1,
1, 1945.
each". This section shall
take effect
Board of Education
Board of Education
SEC.
(a) Each employee
employee of
SEC. 3. (a)
Board of
of Education
Education of
of the
the DisDisof the
the Board
employees.
trict of
of Columbia
Columbia whose
trict
whose salary is fixed
fixed and regulated
regulated by the District
District
61 Stat. 248.
of
Columbia Teachers'
except the
Superintendent
o
Stat. 248.*
of Columbia
Teachers' Salary
Salary Act
Act of
of 1947,
1947, except
the Superintendent
Post, D.
of schools, shall receive,
receive, in addition
compensation already
already proaddition to
to the
the compensation
procompensation at the rate
vided by such Act, compensation
of $330
$330 per
per annum.
rate of
annum.
(b) The basic and maximum
maximum salaries
(b)
salaries for all salary
salary classes
in title
title I
classes in
I
61 Stat. 248.
61
Stat.
248.
the District
of
District of
Columbia Teachers'
the
of Columbia
Teachers' Salary
Salary Act
Act of
of 1947,
1947, except
except class
class
Post, p. 706.
increased $330,
29, are hereby
hereby increased
$330, respectively.
respectively.
Effective date.
date.
Effective
(C) This
(c)
This section
section shall take effect
effect as of the first day of the
the first
first pay
pay
period which began
1948.
began after
after June
June 30,
30.
1948.
Additional compenadditional
compenSEC.
SEC. 4. Authority
Authority is
is hereby
to the
the Commissioners
to
hereby granted
granted to
sation.
Commissioners and
and to
other wage-fixing
wage-fixing authorities
authorities of the municipal
other
municipal government
government of the
District of Columbia,
Columbia, in their discretion,
discretion, to grant,
grant, retroactive
retroactive to
to the
the
first day
day of the first pay period
began after
after June
June 30,
1948, addiaddiperiod which
which began
30, 1948,
tional compensation at rates not to exceed
exceed $330
$330 per
per annum
annum to
each
to each
employee in or under the municipal
municipal government
government of
of the
the District
District of
of
Columbia
compensation is fixed
Columbia whose compensation
fixed and
and adjusted
from time
time to
time
adjusted from
to time
Limitation.
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reference to
by aawage board, or whose compensation
compensation is fixed
fixed without reference
42
Stat. 1488.
1488.
42 Stat.
amended, or whose compensation
the Classification Act of 1923, as amended,
compensation is
U. S.
C. §
§ 661;
661;
55U.
S. C.
limited or fixed specifically
provisions of the District of Colum- Supp.
specifically by the provisions
662 et
et seq.
Supp. II,
II, §§662
seq.
Post,
p.
972.
Post, p.
972.
bia Appropriation
Appropriation Act, 1949: Provided,
That
the
authority
granted
Provided,
authority
62 Stat.
Stat. 537.
537.
62
enactment of this Act.
by this section shall expire ninety days after the enactment
Restriction.
Restriction.
SEC.
compensation shall be payable by reason
reason of
S
EC. 5. No additional compensation
of
Post,
p. 951.
951.
Post, p.
the enactment
enactment of this Act for any period
period prior to the date of enactment hereof in the case of any person who is not an employee
employee in or
or
government of the District of Columbia on such
under the municipal government
such
compensation shall be
date of enactment, except
except that such additional
additional compensation
paid aaretired employee for services rendered
rendered between
of
between the first day of
1948, and the date of
the first pay period which began after
after June 30, 1948,
of
Overtime, etc.,
etc.,
Overtime,
his retirement. No person whose salary or compensation
increased work.
compensation is increased
work.
by this Act shall be entitled
entitled to additional compensation
compensation for overtime,
night, or holiday work, as provided
provided in sections
sections 201
201, 203, 301,
301, and 302
59 Stat.
Stat. 296.
296.
of the Federal
Federal Employees
Employees Pay Act of 1945, as amended,
amended, or as provided
provided 59
U. S.
S. C.
§§ 911,
65U.
C. §5
911,
913, 921,
921, 922;
Supp. II,
II,
922; Supp.
in section 23 of the Act
approved March
1934, as amended (sec. 673c,
673o, 913,
Act approved
March 28, 1934,
§922
922 note.
note.
United States
States Code),
Code) ,based
based on the additional
additional compensation
compensation provided
provided 48
Stat. 522.
522.
48 Stat.
5U.
U. S.
S. C.
C.§ 1673c.
6
673c.
by this Act for any pay period ending prior to the
enactment
the date of enactment
of this Act.
Approved June 30, 1949.
Approved
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DECLARATION
POLICY
DECLARATION or
OF POLICY
SEC. 2.
Congress in
in enacting
this legislation
legislation to
to
SEc.
2. It
It is the
the intent of
of the
the Congress
enacting this
provide for the Government an economical
economical and efficient
for (a)
(a)
efficient system for
the procurement
of personal
nonpersonal
the
procurement and
and supply
supply of
personal property
property and
and nonpersonal
services, including
including related
functions such
contracting, inspection,
inspection,
related functions
such as
as contracting,
storage,
property identification
and classification,
classification,
storage, issue, specifications,
specifications, property
identification and
transportation
transportation and traffic management, management
management of
of public
utility
public utility
services,
services, repairing
repairing and converting,
of inventory
inventory levels,
levels,
converting, establishment
establishment of
establishment of forms
establishment
forms and procedures,
procedures, and
and representation
representation before
before
Federal and State regulatory
the utilization
utilization of
of available
available
regulatory bodies;
bodies; (b) the
property; (c)
(c) the disposal
property;
disposal of surplus
property; and
and (d)
(d) records
records
surplus property;
management.
management.
DEFINITIONS
DFJ'INJTIONS
Szo.
SEC. 3. As used
used in this Act—
Act(a) The
"executive agency"
agency" means
means any
department
(a)
The term
term "executive
any executive
executive department
independent establishment
or independent
establishment in
executive branch
branch of
of the
the GovernGovernin the executive
ment, including
including any wholly
wholly owned
owned Government
Government corporation.
corporation.
"Federal
agency."
"Federal agency."
(b)
agency" means
(b) The term "Federal agency"
agency or
or any
any
means any
any executive
executive agency
establishment in the legislative
legislative or
or judicial
branch of
of the
the Government
Government
establishment
judicial branch
(except the Senate
House of
Representatives).
Senate and
and the
the House
of Representatives).
"Administrator."
"Administrator."
(c)
(c) The term "Administrator"
"Administrator" means
of General
General
means the Administrator
Administrator of
Services provided
provided for in title I
I hereof.
hereof.
"Property."
"Property."
(d)
(d) The term "property"
"property" means
means any
any interest
interest in property
property of
of any
any
kind except
except (1) the public
public domain
domain and lands reserved
reserved or dedicated
dedicated for
for
national forest
forest or
national park
park purposes;
purposes; and
and (2)
naval vessels
vessels of
of
national
or national
(2) naval
the following categories:
categories: Battleships, cruisers, aircraft carriers,
carriers,
destroyers,
destroyers, and submarines.
submarines.
"Excess property."
property."
(e)
(e) The term "excess
"excess property"
property" means
the conconmeans any property
property under
under the
trol of any Federal agency
agency which
which is not required for its needs and
and the
discharge
responsibilities, as determined
determined by the head
discharge of its responsibilities,
head thereof.
thereof.
"Foreign
"Foreign excess
excess
(f) The term "foreign
"foreign excess
excess property"
means any
excess property
property
property" means
any excess
property."
Property."
located outside the
continental United
United States,
Alaska, Puerto
Puerto
the continental
States, Hawaii,
Hawaii, Alaska,
Rico, and the Virgin
Virgin Islands.
Islands.
"Executive agelleY."
"Executlveagency."
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(g) The
term "surplus
"surplus property"
property" means
means any excess
excess property not
not
The term
(g)
responsibilities of all
required for
for the
the needs
discharge of the responsibilities
needs and the discharge
required
Federal agencies,
as determined by the Administrator.
agencies, as
Federal
repairing,
(h) The term
handling" includes
includes completing, repairing,
"care and handling"
term "care
(h)
protecting, insuring,
converting, rehabilitating, operating,
operating, preserving, protecting,
converting,
packing,
storing, handling,
handling, conserving,
conserving, and transporting
and
transporting excess and
packing, storing,
surplus
property which is dangerous to
and, in the case of property
property, and,
surplus property,
innocuous such
rendering innocuous
public
health or safety, destroying
destroying or rendering
such
public health
property.
(i) The
term "person"
corporation, partnership, firm,
firm,
includes any corporation,
"person" includes
The term
(i)
association,
trust, estate, or other entity.
association, trust,
contractual serv(j) The
"nonpersonal services" means such contractual
term "nonpersonal
The term
(j)
ices, other
than personal
professional services, as the Adminisand professional
personal and
other than
ices,
trator shall
shall designate.
trator
(k) The
inventory" means
means (1)
(1) any property
"contractor inventory"
The term "contractor
(k)
subcontractor
acquired by
and in
possession of a
a contractor
contractor or subcontractor
the possession
in the
by and
acquired
under
contract pursuant
which title is vested
vested in the
the terms of which
to the
pursuant to
under aacontract
needed to complete full
Government, and in
excess of the amounts needed
in excess
Government,
property which
(2) any property
performance
contract; and (2)
which
the entire contract;
performance under the
the
is obligated
under any type of contract
contract
take over under
obligated to take
Government is
the Government
as a
either of
specifications or plans therein the specifications
any changes in
of any
result either
a result
as
subcontract thereunder or
or of
of the
termination of such
contract (or
(or subcontract
such contract
the termination
under
under), prior
prior to
completion of the work, for the convenience
convenience or at
at
to completion
under),
the option
Government.
option of the Government.
the

"Surplus property."
property."
"Surplus

"Care and hanhan"Care
dling."
dling."

"Person."
"Person."
"Nonpersonal serv"Nonpersonal
ices."
ices."

"Contractor inveninven"Contractor
tory."
tory."

TITLE
I-ORGANIZATION
TITLE I—ORGANIZATION
GFENERAL
SERVICES ADMINISTRATION
ADMINISTRATION
GENERAL SERVICES
SEC. 101.
There is
hereby established
agency in the execuestablished an agency
is hereby
(a) There
101. (a)
SEC.
tive
branch of
of the
the Government
which shall
shall be known
known as
General
as the General
Government which
tive branch
Services Administration.
Administration.
Services
(b)
shall be
the head
of the
General Services AdministraAdministrathe General
head of
at the
be at
There shall
(b) There
appointed by
tion
an Administrator
Administrator of
of General
Services who shall be appointed
General Services
tion an
the
by and
and with
advice and
consent of the Senate, and
and consent
the advice
with the
President by
the President
perform
his
functions
subject
to
the
direction
and control of the
direction
the
to
subject
functions
his
perform
President.
(c) There
be in
in the
the General
Administration aaDeputy
Services Administration
General Services
shall be
There shall
(c)
Administrator of
of General
appointed by the
Services who shall be appointed
General Services
Administrator
Administrator of
Services. The
The Deputy
Administrator shall
Deputy Administrator
General Services.
of General
Administrator
designate and shall
perform
Administrator shall designate
functions as the Administrator
such functions
perform such
be
Acting Administrator
of General
Services during the absence
absence or
General Services
Administrator of
be Acting
disability
of
the
Administrator
and,
unless
the
President
desigdesigshall
President
the
unless
and,
Administrator
the
disability of
nate
another officer
officer of
of the
the Government,
of a
vacancy m
in
a vacancy
event of
the event
in the
Government, in
nate another
the
office
of
Administrator.
Administrator.
the office of
(d)
Pending the
first appointment
appointment of
of the
the Administrator
Administrator under
the
under the
the first
(d) Pending
provisions
of
this
section,
his
functions
shall
be
performed
temporarily
temporarily
performed
be
shall
functions
his
provisions of this section,
immediately prior
by such
Government in office
office upon or immediately
prior
the Government
of the
officer of
such officer
by
President
to the
the taking
taking of
of effect
effect of
of the
the provisions
provisions of
of this
this Act
Act as the President
to
shall
designate, and
and such
such officer
while so serving
serving shall receive
receive the
officer while
shall designate,
salary
fixed for
the Administrator.
Administrator.
for the
salary fixed
(e)
the effective
effective date
date of
provisions of law fixing the
other provisions
of other
Pending the
(e) Pending
rates
of compensation
compensation of
of the
Administrator , the
Deputy AdministraAdministrathe Deputy
the Administrator,
rates of
tor
and
of
the
heads
and
assistant
heads
of
the
principal
organizational
organizational
principal
the
of
heads
tor and of the heads and assistant
units
the General
General Services
Services Administration,
Administration, and
and taking
into considconsidtaking into
of the
units of
eration
provisions
of
law
governing
the
compensation
of
havofficers
of
compensation
the
eration provisions of law governing
ing
and duties,
President shall
shall fix for
the President
duties, the
responsibilities and
comparable responsibilities
ing comparable
each of
them a
rate of
compensation which
which he
shall deem
deem to
to be
be comhe shall
of compensation
a rate
of them
each
mensurate
with
the
responsibilities
and
duties
of
the
respective
offices
offices
respective
the
of
duties
and
responsibilities
the
with
mensurate
involved.
involved.

Administrator.
Administrator.

Deputy AdminisAdminisDeputy
trator.
trator.

Temporary adminadminTemporary
istrator.

Compensation.
Compensation.
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TRANSFER
OF AFFAIRS
TRANSFER or
AFFAIRS OF
OF BUREAU
FEDERAL SUPPLY
SUPPLY
BUREAU OF
OF FEDERAL

Post, pp.
pp. 383,
383, 393,
393,

399.

Abolition of
Bureau
of Bureau
of Federal
Federal Supply.
Supply.

61 Stat.
Stat. 951.
61
951.
5 U.S.
5
Supp. II,
II,
U.S. 0.,
C., Supp.
§§133y-16
133y-16 note.
note.
Post,
p. 399.
Post, p.
399.

58 Stat.
Stat. 651,
651, 662.
662.
41
41 U.
113 (d);
(5);
U.. S..C0.. §113
Supp.
II, §§
Supp. II,
5§ 105,
105, 113
113
note.
note.

Retention of
Retention
essenof essential
tial functions
functions
by Treasury
Treasury DepartDepartment.
ment.

SEC. 102. (a)
Site.
(a) The functions
functions of
(1) the
the Bureau
of Federal
Federal Supply
of (1)
Bureau of
Supply
in the Department of the Treasury, (2)
of the
the Bureau
Bureau of
of
(2) the Director
Director of
Federal Supply, (3)
(3) the personnel
Federal
personnel of such Bureau,
Bureau, and
(4) the
Secreand (4)
the Secretary of the Treasury, relating
relating to the Bureau
are
Bureau of
of Federal
Federal Supply,
Supply, are
hereby transferred
transferred to the Administrator. The
The records,
records, property,
property, perpersonnel, obligations,
commitments of
obligations, and commitments
of the
the Bureau
of Federal
Federal Supply,
Supply,
Bureau of
together
additional records,
together with such additional
records, property,
property, and
and personnel
personnel of
of the
the
Department of the Treasury
Department
Treasury as the
Director of
of the
the Bureau
Bureau of
of the
the
the Director
determine to relate primarily
Budget shall determine
primarily to
transferred by
by
to functions
functions transferred
this section or vested
vested in the Administrator by
titles II,
and V,
V,
by titles
II, III,
III, and
of this Act, are hereby
hereby transferred
transferred to the General
Services AdminisAdminisGeneral Services
tration. The Bureau
Bureau of Federal Supply
and the
the office
of Director
Director of
of
Supply and
office of
the Bureau of Federal
Federal Supply are
abolished.
are hereby
hereby abolished.
(b)
functions of the Director
(b) The functions
Director of Contract Settlement
Settlement and
and of
of the
the
Office
Office of Contract
Contract Settlement, transferred
transferred to
Secretary of
of the
the
to the
the Secretary
Treasury by Reorganization
Reorganization Plan Numbered
Numbered 1
1of
of 1947,
are transferred
transferred
1947, are
to the Administrator
Administrator and shall be
performed by
him or,
subject to
to his
be performed
by him
or, subject
his
direction and control,
control, by such officers
officers and
agencies of
of the
the General
General
and agencies
Services
Administration as he may designate.
Services Administration
designate. The
The Contract
Contract SettleSettlement
ment Act Advisory Board created
created by section 56of the Contract
Contract SettleSettlement Act of 1944 (58
(58 Stat. 649) and
Appeal Board
established
and the Appeal
Board established
under section
section 13 (d)
(d) of that
that Act are transferred
from the
Department
transferred from
the Department
of the Treasury
Treasury to the General
General Services
Services Administration,
Administration, but
but the
the funcfunctions of these Boards shall be
by them,
them, respectively,
respectively, under
under
be performed
performed by
conditions
limitations prescribed
conditions and limitations
prescribed by law.
law. There
There shall
shall also
also be
be
transferred to the General
General Services Administration
Administration such
transferred
stuch records,
records,
property, personnel,
personnel, obligations,
obligations, commitments, and
and unexpended
unexpended balbalances (available
(available or to be made available)
of appropriations,
appropriations, allocaavailable) of
allocations, and other funds of the Treasury Department
Department as
as the
the Director
Director of
of
the Bureau of the Budget
Budget shall determine
relate primarily
primarily to
to the
the
determine to
to relate
functions
functions transferred by the provisions of this
this subsection.
subsection.
(c)
(c) Any other provision
provision of
section notwithstanding,
notwithstanding, there
there may
may
of this section
be retained
be
retained in the Department
Department of the Treasury
Treasury any function referred
referred
(a) of this section
to in subsection
subsection (a)
section which
Director of
of the
Bureau
which the
the Director
the Bureau
of the Budget
Budget shall, within
within ten days after
the effective
date of
of this
after the
effective date
this Act,
Act
determine to
to be essential
determine
essential to the orderly administration
administration of
affairs
of the
the affairs
of the agencies
agencies of such Department,
Department, other
other than
the Bureau
Bureau of
of Federal
than the
Federal
Supply, together
together with such records,
records, property,
personnel, obligations,
property, personnel,
obligations,
commitments,
appropriations, allocations,
commitments, and unexpended
unexpended balances
balances of appropriations,
allocations,
and other funds, available
available or to be made
available, of
of said
Department,
made available,
said Department,
as said Director
determine.
Director shall
shall determine.
TRANSFER OF AFFAIRS
TRANSFER
AFFAIRS OF THE FEDERAL
rEDERAL WORKS
AGENCY
WORKS AGENCY

SEC.
(a) All functions of the Federal
S
EC. 103. (a)
Works Agency
Agency and
and of
Federal Works
of
all agencies
functions of the
all
agencies thereof, together with all functions
Works
the Federal
Federal Works
Administrator, of the Commissioner of Public Buildings, and
Administrator,
and of
of the
the
Commissioner of Public Roads,
Commissioner
Roads, are hereby transferred
transferred to
to the
Adminthe AdminBureau
Bureau of Public
General Services. There
istrator of General
There are
hereby transferred
transferred to
to the
the
are hereby
Roads.
General
General Services Administration
Administration the Public
Roads Administration,
Administration,
Public Roads
hereafter be known as the Bureau
which shall hereafter
of Public
Public Roads,
Roads, and
Bureau of
and
all
all records,
records, property,
property, personnel, obligations,
obligations, and commitments
commitments of
of the
the
Federal
Works Agency,
Agency, including
Federal Works
including those of all agencies
agencies of the
the Federal
Federal
Works
Works Agency.
Agency.
Abolition
Abolition of Federal
Federal
abolished the
(b) There are hereby
hereby abolished
Agency, the
the
Works Agency.
the Federal
Agency.
Federal Works
Works Agency,
Administration, the office
Public Buildings Administration,
of Federal
Federal Works
Works AdminAdminoffice of
istrator,
istrator, the office
office of Commissioner
Commissioner of Public
Public Buildings,
Buildings, and
and the
the office
office
of Assistant Federal
Federal Works
Works Administrator.
Administrator.
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ARCHIVES
THE NATIONAL
TRANSFER OF I.LIE
MANAGEMENT: TRANSFER
RECORDS
RECORDS MANAGEMENT:
NATIONAL ARCHIVES

S
EC. 104. (a)
Archives Establishment
Establishment and its funcSEC.
(a) The National Archives
tions, records, property, personnel,
obligations, and commitments
commitments are
personnel, obligations,
hereby transferred
General Services
Services Administration.
transferred to the General
Administration. There
hereby
are
transferred to the Administrator
Administrator (1)
Archivist
(1) the functions of the Archivist
are transferred
of the United States, except that the Archivist
continue to be aa
Archivist shall continue
member
may be, of the bodies referred
referred to in
in
the case may
member or chairman, as the
subsection
(2) the functions
functions of the Director
Director
of this section, and (2)
subsection (b) of
of the Division of the Federal Register
National Archives
Register of the National
Appointment of
of
Appointment
hereafter be Archivist.
Establishment.
Archivist of the United States shall hereafter
Establishment. The Archivist
Archivist.
appointed by the Administrator.
(b) There are also transferred
General Services
Services AdministraAdministratransferred to the General
tion
following bodies,
functions and
respective functions
together with their respective
bodies, together
the following
tion the
such
derived from Federal
Federal sources:
National
(1) The National
sources: (1)
funds as are derived
such funds
Archives
National Historical
Historical Publications CommisCouncil and the National
Archives Council
44 U.s.
U. S. C.
0. §.
§§ 300300sion,
June 19, 1934 (48
(48 Stat. 1122),
1122), (2)
(2) the 300k;
established by the Act of June
sion, established
300k; Supp. II,
1, §
§ 300c
et
seq.
National Archives
established by the Act of July
Board, established
Trust Fund Board,
Archives Trust
National
44 U.
U. S..0.
a. §§ §3008a
300aa(55 Stat. 581),
(3) the Board of Trustees
Trustees of the Franklin D. 300jj.
581), (3)
9, 1941 (55
300jj.
Roosevelt Library,
Resolution of July 18, 1939
established by the Joint Resolution
Library, established
Roosevelt
(53
Committee established
established
Administrative Committee
and (4)
(4) the Administrative
1062), and
Stat. 1062),
(53 Stat.
44 U. S. 0.
C. §306.
306.
by
section 6
6 of
the Act
of July
July 26, 1935 (49
(49 Stat.
which shall
501), which
Stat. 501),
Act of
of the
by section
Administrative
Administrative
the
Federal
Committee
hereafter
be
known
as
the
Administrative
Committee
of
Federal
Administrative
hereafter
Committee of the
Committee
Federal Register.
Register.
Register. The
Administrator under
under section 106 Federal
of the Administrator
authority of
The authority
Register.
Infra.
Infra.
this
by
affected
hereof shall not extend to the bodies
bodies or functions
functions affected
hereof
subsection.
subsection.
(c)
Administrator is
is authorized
authorized (1)
(1) to make surveys of GovThe Administrator
(c) The
ernment
and records
disposal practices
and
practices and
and disposal
management and
records management
records and
ernment records
obtain
thereon from Federal
agencies; (2)
(2) to promote, in
Federal agencies;
reports thereon
obtain reports
cooperation with
with the
the executive
executive agencies,
records managemanageimproved records
agencies, improved
cooperation
ment
practices and
controls in
agencies, including
including the central
such agencies,
in such
and controls
ment practices
storage
or disposition
of records
records not needed
needed by such agencies for their
disposition of
storage or
Reports.
current
use; and
(3) to
to report
Director of
and the Director
Congress and
to the
the Congress
report to
and (3)
current use;
the
Bureau
of
the
Budget
from
time
to
time
the
results
of
such
the Bureau of the Budget from time to time the results
activities.

-

WAR ASSETS
TRANSFER
OF THE
OF THE
ASSETS
THE WAR
AFFAIRS OF
THE AFFAIRS
LIQUIDATION OF
FOR LIQUIDATION
TRANSFER FOR
ADMINISTRATION
ADMINISTRATION

S
EC. 105.
105. The
The functions,
property, personnel,
obligations,
personnel, obligations,
records, property,
functions, records,
SEC.
and commitments
commitments of
of the
the War
hereby transAdministration are hereby
War Assets Administration
and
ferred
to the
the General
functions of the
The functions
Administration. The
Services Administration.
General Services
ferred to
War
are hereby
the AdministraAdministrato the
transferred to
hereby transferred
Administrator are
Assets Administrator
War Assets
tor
of General
General Services.
Services. The
The War
Administration, the office of
Assets Administration,
War Assets
tor of
the
War Assets
Assets Administrator,
Administrator, and
and the
office of
of Associate
Associate War
War Assets
Assets
the office
the War
Administrator
are hereby
now holding
holding appointappointPersonnel now
abolished. Personnel
hereby abolished.
Administrator are
ments
granted under
under the
the second
sentence of
of section
section 5
5 (b)
(b) of
Surthe Surof the
second sentence
ments granted
posiplus
Property
Act
of
1944,
as
amended,
may
continued
in
such
continued
be
may
amended,
as
of
1944,
plus Property Act
tions
appointed to similar
similar positions for such time as the
be appointed
or may
may be
tions or
Administrator
determine. •
may determine.
Administrator may

768.
58 Stat. 768.
U. S.
S. a.
C. app.
app.
50 U.
§§1614; Supp.
Stipp. II, i§1614
note.
399.
Post, p. 399.

REDISTRIBUTION OF
OF FUNCTIONS
FUNCTIONS
REDISTRIBUTION
S
EC. 106.
The Administrator
is hereby
discretion,
his discretion,
authorized, in his
hereby authorized,
Administrator is
106. The
SEC.
in order
order to
provide for
for the
the effective
of the
functions
the functions
accomplishment of
effective accomplishment
to provide
in
transferred to
to or
or vested
in him
this Act,
Act, and
and from
time to
to time,
time, to
to
from time
by this
him by
vested in
transferred
regroup,
transfer,
and
distribute
any
such
functions
within
GenGenthe
within
functions
such
regroup, transfer, and distribute any
eral
Administration. The Administrator
Administrator is hereby authorServices Administration.
eral Services
ized to
necessary to
to accomplish
accomplish said functions
and
functions and
funds necessary
the funds
transfer the
to transfer
ized
report such
such transfers
funds to
to the
Bureau of the
of the Bureau
Director of
the Director
of funds
transfers of
report
Budget.

Transfer of
of funds.
Transfer
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[63 STAT.
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[63

TRANSFER OF
OF FUNDS
FUNDS
TRANSFER

Post,
384.
Post, p.
p. 384.

SEC. 107.
(a) All
All unexpended
unexpended balances
balances of
of appropriations,
allocaSEC.
107. (a)
appropriations, allocations, or
available or
or to
be made
made available,
available, for
or other funds
funds available
to be
for the
the use
use of
of
the Bureau
Bureau of
Federal Supply,
the War
Administration, the
the
of Federal
Supply, the
War Assets
Assets Administration,
Federal Works Agency,
Agency, and the National Archives
Archives Establishment,
Establishment,
and so much of the other
of appropriations,
appropriations, alloalloother unexpended
unexpended balances
balances of
cations, or other funds
funds of the Department
Department of the
the Treasury,
Treasury, available
available
made available,
Director of
of the
of the
the Budget
Budget
or to be made
available, as
as the
the Director
the Bureau
Bureau of
relate primarily
shall determine
determine to relate
primarily to functions
functions transferred
transferred to
to or
or vested
vested
in the Administrator
the provisions
provisions of
this Act,
Act, shall
shall be
be transferred
Administrator by
by the
of this
transferred
to the General Services Administration
Administration for use
use in connection
connection with
with the
the
functions to
relate, respectively.
to which
which such balances
balances relate,
respectively.
(b) When
When other functions
functions are
to the
the General
General Services
Services
are transferred
transferred to
Administration
Administration from any
any Federal
Federal agency,
201 (a)
(a) (2)
(2)
agency, under
under section
section 201
or (3),
(3), or otherwise
otherwise under
under this Act,
shall be
be transferred
transferred such
Act, there
there shall
such
records, property, personnel,
allocations, and
and other
other
personnel, appropriations,
appropriations, allocations,
funds of such agency
agency to the General
General Services Administration
as the
the
Administration as
Director of the Bureau
Bureau of the Budget shall determine
determine to relate
relate primarily to the functions
functions so transferred.
transferred.
STATUS OF
TRANSFERRED EMPLOYEES
STATUS
OF TRANSFERRED
EMPLOYEES

SEC.
SEC. 108. Subject to other provisions
relating to
to perprovisions of this
this title
title relating
personnel, employees transferred
of this
this title
title shall
shall be
transferred by the provisions
provisions of
be
deemed
employees of the General
deemed to be employees
General Services
Services Administration
and
Administration and
their reappointment
reappointment shall
not be
by reason
of the
enactment
shall not
be required
required by
reason of
the enactment
of
of this
this Act.
Act.
GENERAL
GENERAL SUPPLY
SUPPLY FUND
FUND

41 U.
U. S. C., Supp.
II,
7c note.
II, §
§ 7e
Post,
401.
Post, p.
p. 401.
Ante, p.
p. 380.
Ante,
380.

Use
fund.
Use of
of fuud.

Prices.

Payment by adadvance of funds.

SEC.
(a) There
There is hereby authorized
SEC. 109. (a)
authorized to
set aside
in the
to be
be set
aside in
the
Treasury
Treasury a
be known
as the
the General
General Supply
Supply
a special
special fund which
which shall
shall be
known as
Fund. Such fund shall be composed
composed of the assets
general supassets of the
the general
supply fund (including
(including any surplus therein)
therein) created
section 33of the
created by section
the
Act of February
(45 Stat.
U. S.
C. 7c),
7c), and
transFebruary 27, 1929
1929 (45
Stat. 1342;
1342; 41
41 U.
S. C.
and transferred to the Administrator
Administrator by
102 of
this Act,
and such
sums
by section
section 102
of this
Act, and
such sums
appropriated thereto,
as may be appropriated
thereto, and
assume all
all of
of the
the
and the
the fund shall
shall assume
liabilities, obligations, and commitments of the
general supply
the general
supply fund
fund
created
such Act of February
created by such
February 27,
The capital
capital of
of the
the General
General
27, 1929. The
SupplyI
Supply I
und shall
in an
than $75,000,000.
$75,000,000. The
tunod
shall be
be in
an amount
amount not
not greater
greater than
The
General
General Supply Fund shall be available for use
under the
the direcdirecuse by or under
for procuring
procuring personal
personal
tion and control
control of the
the Administrator
Administrator (1)
(1) for
property
purchase from or
property (including
(including the purchase
through the
the Public
Printer
or through
Public Printer
blankbook work
of standard
standard forms and blankbook
work for
field warehouse
warehouse issue)
for field
issue) and
and
nonpersonal
nonpersonal services for the use of
in the
the proper
disof Federal
Federal agencies
agencies in
proper discharge of their responsibilities,
responsibilities, and (2)
(2) for paying
paying all elements
of
elements of
cost of the procurement,
procurement, handling, and distribution thereof, except
except
that on and after
elements of cost which are deterafter July 1, 1950, those elements
Administrator with
mined by the Administrator
with the
approval of
the Director
Director of
the
the approval
of the
of the
Bureau of the Budget to
indirect or
or overhead
overhead costs
shall not
not be
be paid
paid
to be
be indirect
costs shall
from the fund.
fund.
(b)
(b) Payment by requisitioning
requisitioning agencies
agencies shall
shall be
be at
prices fixed
fixed by
at prices
by
the Administrator. Until July 1, 1950, such
be fixed
fixed in
in
such prices shall be
accordance with law and regulations
regulations applicable
applicable on the date of enactenactment of this Act to prices
prices fixed by the Director
Director of the Bureau
Bureau of
Fedof Federal Supply. On and after such date, such prices shall be fixed at
at
levels so as to recover so far as practicable
practicable all costs except those which
which
determined by the Administrator
are determined
Administrator with the approval
approval of the Director
Director
of the Bureau of the Budget
Budget to be indirect
indirect or overhead
overhead costs.
costs. RequiRequisitioning agencies
sitioning
agencies shall pay by advance of funds in all cases where
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it is determined
insufficient capital
capital
determined by the Administrator
Administrator that there is insufficient
otherwise available
General Supply
otherwise
available in the General
Supply Fund. Advances
Advances of funds
funds
also may be made by agreement
between the requisitioning
requisitioning agencies
agreement between
Administrator. Wh
ere an
advance o
fun ds is
i
s not
not ma
de,
and the
the Administrator.
Where
an advance
off funds
made,
agencies shall promptly
promptly reimburse
requisitioning agencies
General Services
reimburse the General
Services
Administration
Administration on vouchers prepared
prepared by the requisitioning
requisitioning agency on
Administrator and
the basis of itemized invoices submitted
submitted by the Administrator
and
receiving reports evidencing
requisitioning agency
agency
evidencing the delivery to the requisitioning
of such supplies or services: Provided,
Provided, That
That in any case where payment shall not have been made by the requisitioning
requisitioning agency within
within
forty-five
forty-five days after the date of billing by the Administrator, reimbursement may be obtained
Administrator by the issuance of
bursement
obtained by the Administrator
of
transfer and counterwarrants
counterwarrants supported
supported by itemized
itemized invoices.
(c) The General Supply
(c)
Supply Fund shall be credited with all reimburseCrediting
funds.
Credit ing of
of funds.
ments, advances of funds, and refunds or recoveries
recoveries relating to supprocured through the fund, including
including the net proceeds
plies or services procured
proceeds
of disposal of surplus supplies procured
procured through
through the fund and receipts
receipts
from carriers and others for loss of, or damage
damage to, supplies
procured
supplies procured
through
hereby reappropriated
through the fund; and the same are hereby
reappropriated for the
purposes of
of the
the fund.
ac(d) A special deposit
deposit account may be established
deposit acestablished as aapart of the Special
Specia 1 deposit
count.
General
General Supply Fund with the Treasurer of the United
United States for use count.
disbursing officer,
by the chief disbursing officer
officer or any regional
regional disbursing
officer,
Department of the Treasury, which may be
Department
credited with (1)
(1) funds
be credited
advanced
General Supply
advanced from the General
Supply Fund account
account on the books
books of the
Bookkeeping and Warrants
Division of Bookkeeping
and (2)
properly
Warrants and
(2) other funds properly
for credit to the General
General Supply Fund without being
being covered
covered into the
the
Treasury of the United
Treasury
United States; and such special
special deposit
deposit account
account may
may
be charged
properly chargeable
charged with payments properly
General Supply
Supply
chargeable to the General
Fund.
Annual
audit by
by
(e) The Comptroller
United States
Comptroller General of the United
States shall make an Comptroller
Annua 1 audit
H1erGeneral.
General.
annual audit of the General Supply Fund as of June 30, and there Comptro
shall be covered
miscellaneous
covered into the United States Treasury
Treasury as
as miscellaneous
receipts any surplus found therein,
all assets,
assets, liabilities,
liabilities, and
and prior
prior
receipts
therein, all
considered, above
transferred or
or appropriated
to
losses considered,
above the
the amounts
amounts transferred
appropriated to
Report to Congress.
Congress.
establish and maintain said fund, and the Comptroller
establish
Comptroller General shall Report
report to the
Congress annually
audit, together
together with
with
report
the Congress
annually the results
results of
of the
the audit,
such recommendations
have regarding
opersuch
recommendations as
as he
he may
may have
regarding the
the status
status and
and operfund.
ations of the fund.
Additional
of
)nal use of
(f) Subject to the requirements
inclusive, Fund.
(f)
requirements of subsections
subsections (a)
(a) to (e),
(e), inclusive,
udditic
of
the General
General Supply
Supply Fund
also may
be used
used for
for the
the
of this
this section,
section, the
Fund also
may be
procurement of
supplies and
and nonpersonal
nonpersonal services
services authorized
authorized to
to be
be
procurement
of supplies
acquired by
Goverrnnent corporations,
corporations, or
or by
acquired
by mixed-ownership
mixed-ownership Government
by the
the
municipal government
government of
of the
the District
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, or
or by
by aa requisirequisimunicipal
tioning
non-Federal agency
the function
Federal agency
agency
tioning non-Federal
agency when
when the
function of
of a
a Federal
authorized to
to procure
for i
is transferred
to the
the General
General Services
Services
authorized
procure for
ittis
transferred to
Pr
i ces,
Prices.
Administration: Provided,
the prices
charged by
the AdminisAdminisAdministration:
Provided, That
That the
prices charged
by the
estimates will be
trator in such
such cases
cases shall be fixed
fixed at levels
levels which
which he
he estimates
sufficient to
recover, in
in addition
to the
the direct
direct costs
costs of
of the
the procurement,
sufficient
to recover,
addition to
procurement,
handling, and
distribution of such
supplies and services,
indirect
handling
and distribution
such supplies
services, the indirect
and
that the
the Administrator
determines are
are allocable
allocable
and overhead
overhead costs
costs that
Administrator determines
thereto.
TITLE
II—PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
TITLE II-PROPERTY
MANAGEMENT
PROCUREMENT, WAREHOUSING,
AND RELATED
RELATED ACrIVITIES
AG aVITIES
PROCUREMENT,
WAREHOUSING, AND
SEC. 201.
Administrator shall,
in respect
of executive
executive agenagenSEC.
201. (a)
(a) The
The Administrator
shall, in
respect of
cies, and
and to
to the
the extent
that he
he determines
doing is
is advantageous
advantageous
cies,
extent that
determines that
that so
so doing
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Time limitation.
Time
limitation.

Exemption.
Exemption.

Services to other
Services
other
aagencies.
gencies.
59 Stat. 600.
59 Sat.
31 U. S. C. §856.

6.

3 . c.
.
6.
Exchange allowExchangeallow-

ance.
a

Evidence in writing.
Evidenceinwriting.

[63
STAT.
[63 STAT.

Government in
in terms
terms of
efficiency, or
or service,
service, and
and with
to the
the Government
of economy,
economy, efficiency,
with
due regard
to the
of the
agencies concernedconcerned—
due
regard to
the program
program activities
activities of
the agencies
(1)
and methods
methods of
of procurement
supply
(1) prescribe
prescribe policies
policies and
procurement and
and supply
of
property and
and nonpersonal
services, including
related
of personal
personal property
nonpersonal services,
including related
functions
such as
contracting, inspection,
inspection, storage,
storage, issue,
issue, property
property
functions such
as contracting,
identification
and traffic
manidentification and
and classification,
classification, transportation
transportation and
traffic management, management
management of public
public utility
services, and repairing
repairing
agement,
utility services,
and converting;
converting; and
and
and
(2)
after consultation
the executive
with the
executive agencies
agencies
and, after
consultation with
(2) operate,
operate, and,
affected,
consolidate, take
take over,
over, or
arrange for
the operation
operation by
by
affected, consolidate,
or arrange
for the
any
warehouses, supply
supply centers,
repair shops,
shops,
any executive
executive agency
agency of
of warehouses,
centers, repair
fuel
and other
similar facilities;
facilities; and
and
fuel yards, and
other similar
(3)
procure and
and supply
supply personal
personal property
and nonpersonal
nonpersonal
(3) procure
property and
services for the use of executive
executive agencies
agencies in the proper
discharge
proper discharge
of their responsibilities,
responsibilities, and
procureand perform
perform functions
functions related to
to procurement and
supply such
such as those mentioned
above in
ment
and supply
mentioned above
in subparagraph
subparagraph
(1):
Provided,That contracts for public
(1) :Provided,
public utility services may be
made
periods not
ten years;
years; and
made for periods
not exceeding
exceeding ten
and
(4) with
with respect
to transportation
transportation and
and other
other public
(4)
respect to
public utility
utility
services
for the
the use
use of
executive agencies,
such agencies
agencies
services for
of executive
agencies, represent
represent such
in
and other
public utilities
utilities and
in proproin negotiations
negotiations with
with carriers
carriers and
other public
and in
ceedings involving carriers
ceedings
before Federal
carriers or
or other public
public utilities before
Federal
and
regulatory bodies;
and State
State regulatory
bodies;
Provided, That the Secretary
Provided,
Secretary of
Defense may
time to
to time,
time, and
and
of Defense
may from
from time
unless the President
otherwise direct,
National MiliMiliPresident shall otherwise
direct, exempt
exempt the National
tary
Establishment from
from action
may be
by the
the
tary Establishment
action taken
taken or
or which
which may
be taken
taken by
Administrator
under clauses
clauses (1),
(2), (3),
(3), and
and (4)
whenever
Administrator under
(1), (2),
(4) above
above whenever
he
to be
be in
in the
interests of
of national
national
he determines
determines such exemption
exemption to
the best
best interests
security.
security.

as practicable
practicable provide
(b) The Administrator
Administrator shall as far
far as
provide any
any of
of
the services specified
specified in subsection (a)
(a) of this section
other
the
section to any other
Federal
mixed ownership
defined in
in the
GovFederal agency,
agency, mixed
ownership corporation
corporation (as
(as defined
the Government
Control Act),
or the
the District
Columbia, or
or
ernment Corporation
Corporation Control
Act), or
District of
of Columbia,
the Senate,
of Representatives,
the
Senate, or
or the
the House
House of
Representatives, upon
upon its
its request.
request.
(C)
personal property,
property, any executive
(c) In acquiring
acquiring personal
executive agency,
agency, under
under
regulations
by the
the Administrator,
Administrator, may
exchange or
or
regulations to
to be prescribed
prescribed by
may exchange
sell
exchange allowance
allowance or
proceeds
sell similar items
items and
and may
may apply
apply the
the exchange
or proceeds
of sale
sale in
cases in
whole or
or in
in part
part payment
payment for
for the
the property
property
in such
such cases
in whole
acquired: Provided,
Provided, That any transaction
acquired:
transaction carried
carried out
out under
under the
the
authority
subsection shall
shall be
be evidenced
writing.
authority of this
this subsection
evidenced in
in writing.
PROPERTY
UTILIZATION
PROPERTY UTILIZATION

S
EC. 202.
(a) In
to minimize
minimize expenditures
expenditures for
for property,
property, the
SEC.
202. (a)
In order
order to
the
Administrator
prescribe policies
and methods
to promote
Administrator shall
shall prescribe
policies and
methods to
promote the
the
maximum utilization
utilization of excess property by executive agencies,
and
agencies, and
he shall provide
provide for the transfer
transfer of
among Federal
Federal
of excess
excess property
property among
agencies.
agencies.
Responsibility of ex(b) Each executive
(b)
executive agency
agency shall
shall (1)
adequate inventory
inventory
(1) maintain
maintain adequate
ecutive
e Reuponsibilityofexagencies.
controls and accountability
accountability systems for
the property
under its
its control,
control,
for the
property under
(2)
continuously survey
(2) continuously
survey property under
to determine
determine which
which
under its
its control to
is excess property, and
to the
the AdminAdminand promptly
promptly report such property
property to
care and
of such
such excess
excess property,
property,
istrator, (3)
(3) perform
perform the
the care
and handling
handling of
and (4)
transfer or dispose
(4) transfer
dispose of such property as promptly
promptly as possible
possible
in accordance
regulations prescribed
prescribed
accordance with authority
authority delegated
delegated and regulations
Administrator.
by the Administrator.
Reassignment of
(c) Each
Each executive
practicable, (1)
(1) make
far as
as practicable,
agency shall, as far
executive agency
(c)
roepirtyweithion
property
within
P
agency.
agency.
reassignments
among activities within the agency
reassignments of property
property among
agency when
when
such property
property is determined
determined to be no longer required
required for the purposes
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appropriation from which
of the appropriation
purchased, (2)
(2) transfer
which it
it was
was purchased,
transfer excess
excess
property
under its
its control
control to
to other
other Federal
Federal agencies,
and (3)
(3) obtain
obtain
property under
agencies, and
excess
other Federal
excess property
property from other
Federal agencies.
agencies.
(d)
provisions of law
(d) Under existing
existing provisions
and procedures
defined by the
law and
procedures defined
Secretary of Defense, and without
requirements of
of this
this
without regard
regard to the requirements
except subsection
section except
subsection (f),
(f), excess property
of one
of the
the departdepartproperty of
one of
ments of the National
may be
transferred to
National Military
Military Establishment
Establishment may
be transferred
to
another
thereof.
another department
department thereof.
(e)
(e) Transfers
Transfers of excess property
property between
between Federal
Federal agencies
agencies (except
(except
transfers
redistribution to other Federal
transfers for redistribution
Federal agencies
agencies or for disposal
disposal
as surplus property)
property) shall be at the
the fair value
determined
value thereof,
thereof, as
as determined
by, or pursuant
pursuant to regulations
Administrator, unless
unless such
such
regulations of, the
the Administrator,
transfer
approved subsequent to
transfer is otherwise authorized
authorized by any law approved
June 21, 1944, to be without reimbursement
reimbursement or transfer
transfer of
of funds.
funds.
(f)
(f) The Director
Director of the Bureau
Bureau of
prescribe regureguof the
the Budget
Budget shall
shall prescribe
lations providing
executive agenproviding for the reporting to said Director
Director by executive
agencies of
of such reassignments
cies
transfers of
property between
reassignments or
or transfers
of property
between activities
activities
appropriate, and
financed by different appropriations
appropriations as he
he shall deem appropriate,
and
the reassignments
the
so reported
reported shall
be reported
to the
reassignments and
and transfers
transfers so
shall be
reported to
the
Congress in the annual budget
Congress
said Director
may
budget or otherwise
otherwise as
as said
Director may
determine.
determine.
(g)
Whenever the
the Administrator
Administrator determines
that the
temporary
(g) Whenever
determines that
the temporary
assignment
any space
in excess
excess real
property to
to
assignment or reassignment
reassignment of
of any
space in
real property
any Federal agency
agency for office, storage,
would be
be
storage, or related
related facilities
facilities would
than the
the permanent
such property
he
more advantageous
advantageous than
permanent transfer
transfer of
of such
property,2he
assignment or
or reassignment
reassignment for
of time
time
may make
make such assignment
for such
such period
period of
obtain, in
appropriation availavailas he
he shall determine
determine and
and obtain,
in the
the absence
absence of
of appropriation
able
him therefor,
therefor, appropriate
from the
the using
using agency
agency
able to
to him
appropriate reimbursement
reimbursement from
for the
the expense
expense of
of maintaining
for
maintaining such
such space.
space.
authorize the
the abandonment,
destruc(h) The
The Administrator
Administrator may
may authorize
abandonment, destruction, or
or donation
donation to
to public
public bodies
of property
property which
which has
commercial
tion,
bodies of
has no
no commercial
value or
or of
of which
which the
the estimated
estimated cost
care and
and handling
value
cost of
of continued
continued care
handling
would exceed
exceed the
the estimated
proceeds from
from its
its sale.
would
estimated proceeds
sale.
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Property of
of National
Military EstablishEstablishMilitary
ment.
ment.

Transfer of excess
excess
Transfer
property.
property.

Report to Congress.
Congress.
Report

Temporary assignTemporary
assignment of
of space.
ment

Abandonment, etc.,
Abandonment,
of property.
property.

DISPOSAL OF
DISPOSAL
SURPLUS PROPERTY
OF SURPLUS
PROPERTY

S
EC. 203.
203. (a)
(a) Except
otherwise provided
in this
this section,
section, the
the
SEC.
Except as
as otherwise
provided in
Administrator shall
have supervision
supervision and
and direction
over the
the disposidisposiAdministrator
shall have
direction over
tion
Such property
property shall
be disposed
disposed of
such
tion of
of surplus
surplus property.
property. Such
shall be
of to
to such
such areas,
areas, by
by such
such terms
terms and
and
extent, at such time,
time, in
in such
such agencies,
agencies, at
at such
conditions,
and in
in such
manner, as
as may
may be
prescribed in
in or
or pursuant
pursuant
conditions, and
such manner,
be prescribed
to
to this
this Act.
Act.
(b) The
care and
and handling
property, pending
pending its
its dispo(b)
The care
handling of
of surplus
surplus property,
disposition, and
the disposal
disposal of
property, may
may be
be performed
by the
sition,
and the
of surplus
surplus property,
performed by
the
General
Services Administration
or, when
when so
the
General Services
Administration or,
so determined
determined by
by the
Administrator,
by the
the executive
executive agency
in possession
possession thereof
by
Administrator, by
agency in
thereof or
or by
any
executive agency
agency consenting
thereto.
other executive
consenting thereto.
any other
(c)
Any executive
designated or
authorized by
by the
the AdminAdmin(c) Any
executive agency
agency designated
or authorized
istrator
property may
do so
so by
sale, exchange,
exchange,
istrator to
to dispose
dispose of
of surplus
surplus property
may do
by sale,
lease,
permit, or
transfer, for
property, with
with or
or
or other
other property,
lease, permit,
or transfer,
for cash,
cash, credit,
credit, or
without
warranty, and
and upon
such other
other terms
terms and
and conditions
conditions as
as the
the
without warranty,
upon such
Administrator deems
deems proper,
it may
may execute
execute such
documents for
Administrator
proper, and
and it
such documents
for
the transfer
of title
interest in
in property
property and
such other
and take
take such
other
the
transfer of
title or
or other
other interest
action
as it
deems necessary
proper to
to dispose
of such
property
action as
it deems
necessary or
or proper
dispose of
such property
under the
provisions of
this title.
title.
the provisions
of this
under
(d)
bill of
of sale,
or other
by or
or on
on
instrument executed
executed by
(d) A
A deed,
deed, bill
sale, lease,
lease, or
other instrument
behalf of
executive agency
to transfer
transfer title
title or
or any
any
behalf
of any
any executive
agency purporting
purporting to
other
interest in
surplus property
title shall
shall be
conclusive
property under
under this
this title
be conclusive
other interest
in surplus
8193V-50—P2. I-25
r-25
81939°-50--PT.

Care and
and handling.
Care
handling.

Terms
Terms and condiconditions of disposal.
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Advertising.
Advertising.

Contractor
Contractor inveninventories.
tories.

Consultation with
Consultation
with
Secretary of
of AgriculSecretary
Agriculture.

Disposal of
of agriculagriculDisposal
tural commodities.
commodities.
tural

Post,
Post, p.
p. 389.
389.

Disposal
vessels.
Disposal of
of vessels.

49 Stat.
Stat. 1985.
1985.
49
46 U.
U. S.
S. C.
et
C. §
§ 1101
1101 et
seq.; Supp.
1116a
seq.;
Supp. 11,
II, §
§ 1116a
Cl
ct seq.
seq.
Donations
Donations foreducafor educational
purposes.
tional purposes.

Allocation of
of propAllocation
property.
erty.

53 Stat.
Stat. 33.
53
33.
26 U.
(6).
26
U. S.. C.
c. §101
o101
(6).
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evidence of compliance with the provisions of
conevidence
of this title insofar
insofar as confide grantee
grantee or transferee
for
cerns title or
or other interest
interest of any bona fide
transferee for
value and without
without notice
notice of lack of such compliance.
compliance.
(e)
Unless the Administrator
Administrator shall
shall determine
disposal by adverdetermine that disposal
(e) Unless
protect the public interest, surplus
surplus
tising will in a
a given case better protect
property
disposals may
regard to any
provision of
property disposals
may be made without regard
any provision
of
noon, eastern standard
standard
existing law for advertising until 12 o'clock noon,
time,
December 31,
1950.
time, December
31,1950.
(f) Subject
(f)
Subject to regulations
regulations of
of the Administrator,
Administrator, any executive
executive
authorize any contractor
agency may authorize
contractor with such agency or subconsubcontractor thereunder
thereunder to retain or dispose of any contractor
contractor inventory.
inventory.
(g)
The Administrator,
in formulating
formulating policies
policies with
with respect
respect to the
(g) The
Administrator, in
disposal of surplus agricultural
agricultural commodities,
processed
commodities, surplus foods processed
disposal
from agricultural
agricultural commodities,
commodities, and
and surplus cotton
cotton or woolen goods,
shall
consult with
with the
Secretary of
policies shall be
shall consult
the Secretary
of Agriculture.
Agriculture. Such policies
so formulated
commodities, or
formulated as
as to prevent surplus agricultural
agricultural commodities,
or surfrom being dumped
dumped
processed from
from agricultural
agricultural commodities,
commodities, from
plus food
food processed
on the market in a
adisorderly manner
manner and disrupting
disrupting the
the market
market prices
prices
agricultural commodities.
for agricultural
Whenever the
Agriculture determines
determines such action
(h) Whenever
the Secretary
Secretary of
of Agriculture
action
to
required to
carrying out his responsibilities
responsibilities with
to be required
to assist
assist him in carrying
respect to price support
Administrator shall
shall
support or
or stabilization,
stabilization, the Administrator
transfer without
without charge
charge to the Department of Agriculture
Agriculture any surplus
agricultural
commodities, foods,
foods, or cotton or woolen goods
agricultural commodities,
goods to be
be disposed
resulting from
from disposal
disposal by
Department of
posed of.
of. Receipts
Receipts resulting
by the
the Department
of AgriAgriculture under
this subsection
shall be
be deposited
deposited pursuant
pursuant to
to any
any authorauthorculture
under this
subsection shall
ity
Secretary of Agriculture,
except that net proceeds
proceeds
ity available
available to
to the
the Secretary
Agriculture, except
of any sale
transferred shall
sale of
of surplus
surplus property so
so transferred
shall be credited
credited purwhen applicable.
applicable. Surplus
Surplus farm
commodities
suant to
to section
section 201
204 (b),
(b), when
farm commodities
so transferred
transferred shall
shall not be sold, other than for export, in quantities
prices less
respect to
to
in excess of, or at prices
less than, those applicable
applicable with
with respect
sales
Commodity Credit Corporation.
Corporation.
sales of
of such
such commodities
commodities by
by the Commodity
(i) The United
United States
States Maritime
Maritime Commission
Commission shall dispose
dispose of
of sursurplus vessels
vessels of
thousand five
five hundred
of one thousand
hundred gross tons or more
more which
which
merchant vessels or
capable of conthe Commission
Commission determines
determines to be merchant
or capable
conversion to merchant
merchant use, and such vessels
vessels shall
shall be disposed of only in
in
accordance
the Merchant
Marine Act,
Act, 1936,
1936,
accordance with
with the
the provisions
provisions of
of the
Merchant Marine
as amended, and other
other laws authorizing
authorizing the sale of such vessels.
vessels.
(j)
(1) Under
such regulations
regulations as
as he
he may
may prescribe,
prescribe, the
the AdminisAdminis(j) (1)
Under such
trator is authorized
authorized in his discretion
discretion to donate
donate for educational
educational purposes in the States, Territories, and
and possessions without
without cost (except
(except
for
care and
handling) such
equipment, materials,
materials, books,
books,
for costs of care
and handling)
such equipment,
or
under the
control of
agency as
shall
or other
other supplies
supplies under
the control
of any executive
executive agency
as shall
have been determined
determined to be surplus
surplus property
property and which
which shall have
been determined
determined under paragraph
subsection
paragraph 22or
or paragraph
paragraph 3
3 of
of this subsection
to
educational purposes.
purposes.
to be
be usable
usable and necessary
necessary for
for educational
(2) Determination
Determination whether
whether such
(except surplus
surplus
(2)
such surplus
surplus property
property (except
paragraph 3
property donated in conformity with paragraph
3 of this subsection)
subsection)
is usable and necessary for educational
educational purposes shall be made by the
Federal Security
Security Administrator,
Administrator, who shall
shall allocate
allocate such
such property
property on
on
the basis of needs and utilization
utilization for
transfer by the
Administrator
for transfer
the Administrator
General Services to tax-supported
tax-supported school systems,
of General
systems, schools,
colleges,
schools, colleges,
and universities, and
and to other nonprofit schools,
schools, colleges,
colleges, and universiwhich have been
exempt from
from taxation
taxation under
under section
101 (6)
(6)
ties which
been held
held exempt
section 101
of the Internal
Internal Revenue
Revenue Code, or to State departments
departments of
education
of education
for distribution
distribution to such tax-supported
tax-supported and
and nonprofit
nonprofit school
school systems,
systems,
schools, colleges, and universities;
except that in any State where
universities; except
another
designated by State law for such'
another agency
agency is designated
such purpose
purpose such
such
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transfer shall be made to said agency
agency for such distribution
within the
transfer
distribution within
State.
(3) In the case of surplus property
(3)
property under the control of the
National Military
Military Establishment, the Secretary
Secretary of
Defense shall
of Defense
shall deterdeterproperty is usable
mine whether such property
usable and necessary
necessary for educational
educational
activities that are of special
special interest
interest to the armed
armed services, such as
maritime academies or military, naval, Air Force, or
or Coast Guard
preparatory
determine that such
such
preparatory schools. If
If such Secretary
Secretary shall determine
property is usable
usable and necessary
necessary for such purposes,
purposes, he shall allocate
it for transfer
transfer by the Administrator
educational activities.
Administrator to
to such educational
If he shall determine
If
determine that such property is not usable and necessary
necessary
for such purposes, it may be disposed
disposed of in accordance
paragraph
accordance with paragraph
2
2 of this subsection.
(k)
(1) Under
regulations as
prescribe, the Adminas he may prescribe,
(k) (1)
Under such
such regulations
istrator is authorized,
authorized, in his discretion, to assign
assign to the Federal
Federal
Administrator for disposal such surplus
Security Administrator
surplus real property,
including buildings, fixtures,
fixtures, and equipment
equipment situated thereon,
including
thereon, as is
recommended by
Administrator as
needed
recommended
by the
the Federal
Federal Security
Security Administrator
as being needed
for school, classroom,
classroom, or other educational
educational use, or for use in the protection of public health, including
including research.
research.
Administrator within
within
(A) Subject to the disapproval
disapproval of the
the Administrator
thirty days after notice
notice to him by the
the Federal
Federal Security AdminAdminproperty for
istrator of aa proposed transfer of
of property
for school, classclasseducational use, the Federal
Federal Security
Security Adminisroom, or other educational
trator, through such officers
officers or
Federal Security
or employees
employees of the Federal
Security
Agency
real property,
Agency as he may designate, may sell or lease such real
property,
including buildings, fixtures, and equipment situated
situated thereon, for
for
educational purposes to
subilivieducational
to the States
States and
and their political subdiviinstrumentalities, and
educational instisions and instrumentalities,
and tax-supported
tax-supported educational
tutions, and to other nonprofit
nonprofit educational
institutions which
which
educational institutions
have
been held
exempt from
section 101
101 (6)
(6) of
under section
of
have been
held exempt
from taxation
taxation under
the Internal
Internal Revenue
Revenue Code.
(B) Subject
the disapproval
of the
the Administrator
Administrator within
within
to the
disapproval of
(B)
Subject to
thirty
thirty days
days after
after notice to him
him by the Federal
Federal Security
Security AdminisAdminisof property
for public-health
public-health use,
use,
trator of a
a proposed transfer
transfer of
property for
through such officers or
or
the Federal
Federal Security Administrator,
Administrator, through
employees of the Federal
Federal Security
Security Agency
employees
Agency as he may designate,
may sell
sell or
or lease such
such real
real property
property for public-health
public-health purposes,
purposes,
including
research, to
and their political
subdivisions
including research.
to the
the States
States and
political subdivisions
and instrumentalities,
medical institutions,
institutions,
and
instrumentalities, and
and to
to tax-supported
tax-supported medical
hospitals or
operated for
and to hospitals
or other similar
similar institutions not
not operated
for
taxation under
under section
section
profit which have been held exempt from
from taxation
101 (6)
(6) of the Internal Revenue
Revenue Code.
(C) In fixing the
property to be
disposed
(C)
the sale
sale or lease value of property
be disposed
of under subparagraph
subparagraph (A) and subparagraph
subparagraph (B)
(B) of
of this
this paraparaAdministrator shall take into considgraph, the Federal
Federal Security
Security Administrator
eration any benefit which
which has accrued
accrued or may
may accrue
accrue to
to the
the United
United
States
property by
political
States from
from the
the use
use of
of such
such property
by any
any such State,
State, political
institution.
subdivision, instrumentality,
instrumentality, or institution.
(D) "States"
includes the District
(D)
"States" as used in this subsection includes
District of
Columbia and the
possessions of the United States.
Columbia
the Territories
Territories and possessions
(2) Subject
(2)
Subject to
to the disapproval
disapproval of
of the Administrator
Administrator within thirty
action to
days after
after notice to
to him
him of
of any action
to be taken
taken under this
subsection—
subsection(A)
Federal Security
such officers
officers
(A) The Federal
Security Administrator,
Administrator, through
through such
or employees
employees of the Federal
designate,
Federal Security
Security Agency
Agency as
as he
he may
may designate,
in
in the case of property
property transferred
transferred pursuant
pursuant to the Surplus
Surplus
Property Act of 1944, as amended, and pursuant to this Act,

Educational activiactiviEducational
ties of
armed services.
services.
ties
of armed

Disposal of
surplus
Disposal
of surplus
real
property.
real property.

53 Stat.
33.
53
Stat. 33.
26 U.
S. C.
C. §
101 (6).
(6).
26
U. S.
§ 101

53 Stat.
Stat. 33.
33.
53
26 U.
S. C.
C. §
101 (6).
(6).
26
U. S.
§ 101

"States."
"States."

58 Stat.
765.
58
Stat. 765.

50 U.
U. S.
S. 0.
C. app.
app.

II 1611-1646;
1611-1646; Supp.
ii
8upp. ]t
•
seq.
11612 etel seq.
Post,
p. 390.
Pot, p.
390.
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68
58 Stat.
Stat. 765.
765.
50
50 U.
U. S.
8. C.
0. app.
app.
§§1611-1646;
II,
5 1611-1646; Supp.
Supp. II,
§1612
1612
seq.
It et seq.
Post, p.
Post,
p. 399.
399.

58 Stat.
765.
58
Stat. 765.
60 U.
50
U. S.
S. C.
C. app.
app.

5§§ 1611-1646;
1611-1646; Supp.
Supp. II,
II,
§1612
1612 eet seq.
seq.
Post,
p. 399.
399.
Post, p.

58
Stat. 765.
765.
58 Stat.
50 U.
50
S. C.
U. S.
0. app.
app.
§§
1611-1646; Supp.
II,
5§ 1611-1646;
Supp. II,
§1612
seq.
1612 ett seq.
Post,
399.
Pot, p.
p. 399.

Protection
Protection of
of interInterests of
U. 8.
S.
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of U.

Unclaimed property.
property.
Unclaimed
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political subdivisions,
subdivisions, and
instrumentalities thereof,
thereof,
to States, political
and instrumentalities
and tax-supported
tax-supported and other
other nonprofit
nonprofit educational
for
educational institutions
institutions for
classroom, or
other educational
educational use;
use;
school, classroom,
or other
(B) the Federal
Federal Security Administrator,
through such
such officer
Administrator, through
officer
or employees
employees of the Federal
Federal Security
Security Agency as he may designate,
designate,
transferred pursuant
in the case of property
property transferred
pursuant to the
Surplus
the Surplus
Property
Property Act of
1944, as
as amended,
amended, and
to this
this Act,
Act,
of 1944,
and pursuant
pursuant to
to States, political subdivisions
subdivisions and instrumentalities
instrumentalities thereof,
thereof,
tax-supported
tax-supported medical institutions, and
to hospitals
hospitals and
and other
and to
other
similar institutions not operated for profit,
profit, for use in
the proproin the
tection of public
public health (including
(including research)
research); ;
(C)
(C) the
the Secretary
Interior, in
the case
case of
of property
property transSecretary of
of the Interior,
in the
transferred pursuant to the Surplus
Property Act of 1944, as amended,
Surplus Property
amended,
and pursuant
pursuant to this Act, to States, political
subdivisions, and
political subdivisions,
and
instrumentalities thereof,
thereof, and municipalities
instrumentalities
for use
use as
as aapublic
public
municipalities for
park, public recreational
recreational area,
area, or historic monument for the
the
benefit
public; or
or
benefit of
of the
the public;
(D) the Secretary
(D)
Secretary of
the case
case of
of property
property transof Defense,
Defense, in
in the
transferred
ferred pursuant to the
Surplus Property
Property Act
of 1944,
1944, as
as amended,
amended,
the Surplus
Act of
to States, political
political subdivisions,
subdivisions, and
tax-supported instrumentaliinstrumentaliand tax-supported
ties thereof for use in the training
training and maintenance
maintenance of
of civilian
civilian
components of
of the
the armed
armed forces,
forces,
components
is
authorized and directeddirected—
is authorized
(i) to determine
determine and enforce
enforce compliance
(i)
compliance with the terms,
conditerms, conditions, reservations,
reservations, and
restrictions contained
in any
instrument
and restrictions
contained in
any instrument
which such
by which
such transfer
transfer was
was made;
made;
(ii) to reform,
reform, correct,
amend any
any such
such instrument
instrument by
by the
the
correct, or
or amend
execution
execution of aacorrective, reformative,
amendatory instrument
instrument
reformative, or amendatory
correct such instrument or to
where necessary
necessary to correct
conform such
such
to conform
requirements of
applicable law;
transfer to the
the requirements
of applicable
law; and
and
(iii) to (I)
releases from any of the
(iii)
(I) grant releases
conditions,
the terms, conditions,
reservations, and
and restrictions
contained in,
in, and
and (II)
(II) convey,
convey, quitrestrictions contained
quitclaim, or release
release to the
or other
other eligible
user any
any right
right
the transferee
transferee or
eligible user
reserved to
or interest reserved
by, any
any instrument
instrument by
by
to the United States
States by,
which such
such transfer
made, if
he determines
determines that
that the
property
transfer was
was made,
if he
the property
so transferred no longer serves
serves the purpose
which it
it was
was
purpose for which
transferred, and that such release,
release, conveyance,
conveyance, or
quitclaim deed
deed
or quitclaim
will not prevent accomplishment
accomplishment of
the purpose
purpose for
which such
such
of the
for which
property was so transferred:
transferred: Provided,
Provided, That
any such
such release,
release,
That any
conveyance,
quitclaim deed may
conveyance, or quitclaim
granted on,
on, or
or made
submay be granted
made subject to, such terms and
and conditions as he
he shall
deem necessary
necessary to
to
shall deem
protect
protect or
of the
the United
United States.
States.
or advance
advance the
the interests
interests of
(1)
(I) The Administrator
to take
take possession
of abandoned
abandoned
Administrator is
is authorized
authorized to
possession of
and other unclaimed
unclaimed property
property on
on premises
premises owned
owned or
leased by
by the
the GovGovor leased
ernment,
ernment, to determine
determine when title thereto
thereto vested
the United
United States,
States,
vested in
in the
and to utilize, transfer
transfer or otherwise
of such
such property.
property. Former
Former
otherwise dispose
dispose of
owners of such property
claim filed
years
property upon
upon proper
proper claim
filed within
within three
three years
from the date of vesting
vesting of title
United States
be paid
paid
title in
in the United
States shall
shall be
the proceeds
proceeds realized
realized from the disposition of such property
property or, if the
property
property is used or transferred, the fair value therefor
as of
the
therefor as
of the
time title was vested in the
United States
as determined
by the
the AdminAdminthe United
States as
determined by
istrator, less in either
either case the
to the
the care
care and
and handling
handling
the costs
costs incident
incident to
of such property as determined
determined by the Administrator.
Administrator.
PROCEEDS
TRANSFER OR
PROCEEDS FROM
FROM TRANSFER
OF PROPERTY
PROPERTY
OR DISPOSITION
DISPOSITION OF

SEC.
S
EC. 204. (a)
(a) All proceeds
proceeds under this title from any transfer
of
transfer of
excess property
property to aa Federal
Federal agency for its use, or from any
sale,
any sale,
lease, or other disposition of surplus property, shall
covered into
shall be
be covered
into
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miscellaneous receipts, except
the Treasury
Treasury as miscellaneous
except as
subsecas provided
provided in
in subsections (b),
(b), (c),
(c), (d),
(d), and (e)
(e) of this section.
(b) Where the property transferred
transferred or disposed
disposed of was acquired
acquired by
the use of funds either
either not appropriated
appropriated from the general
general fund of the
appropriated therefrom
Treasury or appropriated
therefrom but by law reimbursable
reimbursable from
assessment, tax, or other revenue
revenue or receipts,
receipts, then the net proceeds
proceeds of
of
transfer shall be credited
the disposition or transfer
credited to the reimbursable
reimbursable fund
fund or
or
appropriation or paid to the Federal
appropriation
such
Federal agency which determined
determined such
Provided, That the proceeds
property to be excess: Provided,
credited
proceeds shall be credited
to miscellaneous
miscellaneous receipts
receipts in any case
case when the agency
agency which deterdeem it uneconomical
uneconomical or
mined the property to be excess shall deem
or impracimpractical to ascertain
ascertain the amount of net proceeds.
proceeds. As used in this
this subsubsection, the term "net
proceeds of the disposition or
"net proceeds
or transfer"
transfer" means
the proceeds
proceeds of the disposition or transfer
transfer minus all expenses
expenses incurred
incurred
for care and handling
handling and disposition
disposition or transfer.
(c) Any Federal
Federal agency disposing
(c)
disposing of surplus property
property under
under this
title (1)
(1) may deposit, in a
aspecial
special account
the
account with the Treasurer
Treasurer of the
United
United States, such amount of the proceeds of
dispositions as
it
of such
such dispositions
as it
deems
deems necessary
necessary to permit
permit appropriate
appropriate refunds
refunds to purchasers
purchasers when
when any
any
disposition is rescinded
rescinded or does
payments for
for
disposition
does not become
become final,
final, or payments
breach of any warranty, and (2)
may withdraw
therefrom amounts
breach
(2) may
withdraw therefrom
amounts
so to be refunded
refunded or paid, without
without regard
regard to the origin of the funds
withdrawn.
(d) Where any contract
entered into
executive agency
agency or any
any
(d)
contract entered
into by
by an
an executive
subcontract
subcontract under such contract
contract authorizes
proceeds of any sale of
authorizes the proceeds
property
contractor or subcontractor
property in the custody of the contractor
subcontractor to be credited
credited
to the price or cost of the work covered
contract or
subcontract,
covered by such contract
or subcontract,
sale shall
shall be
credited in
accordance with
with the
the
the proceeds of any such sale
be credited
in accordance
contract
contract or subcontract.
subcontract.
(e)
(e) Any executive agency entitled
receive cash under any contract
entitled to receive
contract
covering the lease, sale or other disposition of surplus property
property may
may in
in
its discretion
the
discretion accept, in lieu of
of cash,
cash, any
any property determined
determined by
by the
Munitions Board to be strategic
Munitions
strategic or critical
critical material
material at the prevailing
prevailing
market price thereof
thereof at the time the cash
cash payment
payment or payments
payments became
became
or become due.
(f) Where credit has been
with any
any disposidisposibeen extended
extended in connection
connection with
tion of surplus property under this title or by War
Assets AdminisAdminisWar Assets
tration (or its predecessor
predecessor agencies)
agencies) under the Surplus Property Act
Act
of 1944, or where such disposition has been by lease
lease or permit,
permit, the
the
Administrator shall administer and
and manage
manage such credit, lease, or perpermit, and any security
security therefore
therefor2 and may enforce,
settle
enforce, adjust,
adjust, and settle
Government with
any right of the Government
with respect
and
respect thereto in such manner
manner and
upon such terms as he deems in the best interest of the Government.
Government.
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Crediting of
of reimCrediting
reimbursable funds.
bursable

"Net proceeds of the
"Net
disposition
transdisposition or transfer."
fer."
Refunds
Refunds to
to purchasers.
chasers.

Proceeds
from conconProceeds from
tractors' sales.
sales.
tractors'

Payment in
of
Payment
in lieu of
cash.

Stat. 765.
765.
58 Stnt.
50 U.
U. 8. C. app.
H
1611-1646; Supp.
Supp. n,
o 1611-1646;
1612
d seq.
1612 et
s.
Post, p. 399.
Port,
399.

POLICIES, REGULATIONS,
REGULATIONS, AND
AND DELEGATIONS
POLICIES,
DELEGATIONS

SEC.
SEO. 205. (a) The President may prescribe
prescribe such policies
policies and
and direcdirecinconsistent with the provisions
tives, not inconsistent
provisions of this Act,
Act, as he shall deem
deem
necessary
necessary to effectuate
effectuate the provisions
provisions of this Act, which policies
policies and
and
agencies in
i
n
directives shall
shall govern
govern the
the Administrator
Administrator and
and executive
executive agencies
carrying out their respective
carrying
respective functions
functions hereunder.
Property accountaccount(b) The Comptroller
(b)
Comptroller General
General after considering
needs and
and
considering the needs
ing systems.
ing
requirements
agencies shall
principles and
and
requirements of
of the executive
executive agencies
shall prescribe
prescribe principles
standards of accounting for property, cooperate
Adminiscooperate with the
the Administrator and with the executive agencies in the
development of property
property
the development
accountinc
deemedto
t
o b
ad
eaccounting,systems, and
and approve
approve such systems
systems when
when deemed
bee adeprescribed principles
principles and
and standards.
standards
quate and in conformity with prescribed
From time to time the General
General Accounting
by
Accounting Office
Office shall
shall examine
Examination by
examine such GAO.
property accounting systems as are established
established by the executive
executive agenagen- GAO.
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cies to determine
determine the extent
compliance with
with prescribed
prescribed principles
principles
extent of compliance
and standards and
and approved
approved systems, and
and the Comptroller
Comptroller General
General
shall report
report to the Congress
any failure
comply with
with such
such principles
Congress any
failure to
to comply
principles
and
adequately account
account for
for property.
property.
and standards
standards or to
to adequately
(c) The
prescribe such
he deems
deems
(c)
The Administrator
Administrator shall
shall prescribe
such regulations
regulations as
as he
necessary to effectuate
effectuate his functions
Act, and
and the
the head
of
functions under
under this Act,
head of
each executive
executive agency
agency shall
issued such
such orders
orders and
direcshall cause
cause to
to be
be issued
and directives as such head deems necessary
necessary to
carry out
out such
such regulations.
to carry
regulations.
Delegation
auDelegation of
of auThe
Administrator
(d)
authorized
to
delegate
(d)
Administrator
is
authorized
delegate
and
to authorize
thority.
thority.
successive redelegation
successive
redelegation of any authority transferred
transferred to
vested in
in
to or
or vested
him
by this
Act (except
the authority
authority to
issue regulations
regulations on
on matmathim by
this Act
(except for
for the
to issue
ters of policy having application
agencies, the
the authority
application to executive
executive agencies,
authority
Ante,
381.
Ante, p. 381.
contained in section 106, and except
as otherwise
contained
except as
otherwise provided
in this
this Act)
Act)
provided in
to any official in the General Services
Services Administration
head
Administration or
or to the
the head
of
any other
agency.
of any
other Federal
Federal agency.
Designation of other
(e) With
any function
function transferred
transferred to
to or
or vested
vested in the
to any
(e)
With respect
respect to
Designation ofother
agencies.
Administrator by this Act,
General Services Administration
Administration or the Administrator
the Administrator may
undertaking of
its performance
may (1)
(1) direct
direct the
the undertaking
of its
performance
by the General Services Administration
Administration or
or by
by any
constituent organiorganiany constituent
zation therein
therein which he may designate
designate or establish;
establish; or
or (2)
(2) designate
designate
authorize any
and authorize
agency to
such function
function for
for
any executive
executive agency
to perform
perform such
itself; or
(3) designate
authorize any
executive agency
agency to
to
or (3)
designate and authorize
any other
other executive
perform such
function; or
(4) provide
provide for
such performance
any
perform
such function;
or (4)
for such
performance by
by any
combination
combination of the
methods. Any
Any designation
designation or
or assignthe foregoing
foregoing methods.
assignfunctions or
or delegation
of authority
to another
another executive
executive
ment of functions
delegation of
authority to
agency under this section shall be made only with
consent of
of the
the
with the consent
executive
executive agency
agency concerned
concerned or upon
direction of
of the
the President.
President.
upon direction
Transfer
Transfer of
of personperson(f)
executive agency (including
(f) When
When any executive
(including the General
General Services
nel, funds, etc.
Administration and
Administration
and constituent
constituent organizations
organizations thereof) is
is authorized
authorized
and directed by the Administrator
Administrator to carry
carry out
out any
function under
under
any function
Administrator may,
with the
the approval
approval of
of the
Director
this Act,
Act, the Administrator
may, with
the Director
of the Bureau of the
for the
of appropriate
appropriate
the Budget, provide
provide for
the transfer
transfer of
personnel,
personnel, records, property,
property, and
and allocated
funds of
of the
the General
General
allocated funds
Services Administration,
Administration, or of such
such other executive
executive agency
agency as has
has
theretofore carried
theretofore
such function,
to the
executive agency
so
carried out
out such
function, to
the executive
agency so
authorized
directed.
authorized and
and directed.
Advisory commitcommitAdvisory
(g) The
(g)
The Administrator
Administrator may establish
establish advisory committees
committees to advise
tees.
with him with respect
respect to any function transferred
transferred to or
or vested
vested in
in the
the
Administrator by this Act. The members thereof
Administrator
serve without
without
thereof shall serve
compensation but shall be entitled
compensation
transportation and
and not
not to
to exceed
exceed
entitled to transportation
$25 per diem in
of subsistence,
subsistence, as
as authorized
authorized by
by section
section 5
5of
of the
in lieu of
the
60
60 Stat.
stat. 808.
808.
Act of August 2, 1946 (5
73b-2), for persons so
Act
(5 U.
U. S. C. 73b-2),
so serving.
serving.
Consultations.
Consultations.
(h) The Administrator
(h)
Administrator shall advise
advise and
and consult
consult with
with interested
interested
Federal agencies with
with a
their advice
advice and
and assistance
assistance
a view to
to obtaining
obtaining their
in
carrying out
out the
the purposes
purposes of
of this
this title.
in carrying
title.
Report to
to Congress.
Report
congress.

SURVEYS,
STANDARDIZATION AND
SURVEYS, STANDARDIZATION
CATALOGING
AND CATALOGING

Reports.
Report.

SEC.
SEC. 206. (a)
(a) As he may deem necessary
necessary for
for the
the effectuation
effectuation of
of his
his
functions under this title, and after adequate
advance notice
notice to
adequate advance
to the
the
executive agencies
agencies affected,
affected. and with due regard to the
the requirements
requirements
of the National Military Establishment
as determined
determined by
by the
the Secretary
Secretary
Establishment as
of Defense, the Administrator
Administrator is authorized
authorized (1)
to make
surveys of
of
(1) to
make surveys
Government property
Government
property and property
and obtain
obtain
property management
management practices
practices and
(2) to cooperate
reports thereon from executive agencies; (2)
cooperate with execuexecutive agencies
establishment of reasonable
reasonable inventory levels
agencies in the establishment
for
levels for
stocked by them and from time to time report any excessive
excessive
property stocked
stocking to the Congress and
Director of
of the
the Bureau
Bureau of
of the
the
and to the
the Director
(3) to establish
Budget; (3)
establish and maintain
maintain such
such uniform
Federal supply
supply
uniform Federal
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catalog
catalog system as may be appropriate
classify personal
personal
appropriate to identify and classify
Coordination of catCoordination
property under the control of Federal agencies:
property
agencies: Provided,
Provided, That the aloging
aloging activities.
activities.
Administrator
Administrator and the Secretary
Secretary of Defense shall coordinate
coordinate the cataAdministration and the
loging activities of the General Services Administration
National Military Establishment
avoid unnecessary
National
Establishment so as to avoid
unnecessary duplication; and (4)
(4) to prescribe standardized
standardized forms and procedures, except
except
such as the Comptroller
Comptroller General is authorized
authorized by law to prescribe, and
and
standard purchase specifications.
specifications.
(b)
agency shall utilize such
such uniform
Federal supply
(b) Each Federal agency
uniform Federal
supply
catalog system and standard purchase
purchase specifications,
specifications, except
as the
the
catalog
except as
Administrator, taking into consideration
consideration efficiency,
economy, and other
other
Administrator,
efficiency, economy,
otherwise provide.
interests of the Government, shall otherwise
Audit by GAO.
GAO.
(c)
General Accounting Office shall audit all types of property
(c) The General
accounts and transactions
transactions at such times and in such manner as determined by the Comptroller General. Such audit shall be conducted
conducted as
far as practicable
practicable at the place or places
places where the property
property or
or records
of the executive
executive agencies
kept and
and shall
shall include
include but
but not
agencies are kept
not necessarily
necessarily
be limited to an evaluation
evaluation of the effectiveness
effectiveness of internal controls
controls and
and
audits, and a
a general audit
of the
of accountability
for
audit of
the discharge
discharge of
accountability for
Government-owned
generally
Government-owned or controlled
controlled property
property based upon generally
accepted
principles of auditing.
accepted principles
APPLICABILITY
ANTIMUST LAWS
APPLICABILITY OF ANTITRUST
LAWS

SEC.
Sze. 207. Whenever
Whenever any executive
executive agency
agency shall begin negotiations
negotiations
for the disposition to private
private interests of a
a plant or plants, or other
other
property, which cost the
the Government
Government $1,000,000
$1,000,000 or
or more, or of patents,
processes, techniques,
techniques, or inventions, irrespective
irrespective of cost, the executive
agency shall promptly
promptly notify the Attorney
Attorney General
General of the
the proposed
proposed
disposal and the probable terms or conditions
conditions thereof. Within a
a
reasonable
such
reasonable time, in no event to exceed
exceed sixty days after receiving
receiving such
notification, the Attorney
advise the Administrator
Attorney General shall advise
Administrator and
and
the interested
agency whether, insofar as he can determine,
determine,
interested executive agency
create or maintain aasituation
the proposed disposition would tend to create
inconsistent with the antitrust laws. Upon the request
request of
of the Attorney
Attorney
General, the Administrator
General,
Administrator or
or interested
interested executive
executive agency shall
shall furfurnish or cause to be furnished such information as it may possess
possess which
which
the Attorney General
General determines
appropriate or
or necessary
necessary to
to
determines to
to be
be appropriate
enable him to give the advice called for by this section or
or to determine
determine
whether any other disposition or proposed
whether
proposed disposition of surplus
surplus
property violates
violates the antitrust laws. Nothing in this Act shall
shall
impair, amend, or modify the antitrust laws
their
laws or limit
limit and
and prevent their
application to persons who buy or otherwise
property under
under
application
otherwise acquire
acquire property
the provisions of this Act. As used in this section the term "antitrust
"antitrust
laws" includes the Act of July
July 2, 1890
1890 (ch. 647, 26 Stat. 209),
laws"
209), as
amended;
amended; the Act of October 15, 1914 (ch. 323, 38 Stat. 730),
730), as
amended; the Federal
Trade Commission
717), as
amended;
Federal Trade
Commission Act (38 Stat.
Stat. 717),
as
amended; and sections 73 and 74 of the Act of August 27, 1894
(28
amended.
(28 Stat.
Stat. 570),
570), as amended.
EMPLOYMENT OF PERSONNEL
EMPLOYMENT
PERSONNEL

SEc. 208. (a)
(a) The Administrator
SEC.
Administrator is authorized,
authorized, subject to the civilservice and
classification laws, to appoint
compensation of
service
and classification
appoint and
and fix
fix the compensation
personnel as may
may be necessary
necessary to
out the
the provisions
of titles
titles
such personnel
to carry
carry out
provisions of
I, II,
II, III, and V of
I,
of this
this Act.
(b) To such extent as he finds necessary
necessary to carry out the provisions
I, II,
II, III,
III, and V of this Act, the
of titles I,
the Administrator
Administrator is hereby
authorized to procure the temporary
authorized
temporary (not in excess of one year) or
or

"Antitrust laws."
laws."
1-7.
15 U. S. C. U§1-7.
62 Stat. 864,
864, 997.
997.
15 U. S. C.
§ 12-27;
C. U
Supp.II,§17;28U.8.C.
Supp .
II, §17; 28U. S. C.
386-390a;
§§ 381-383, 386-390a
18 U. S.
S. C.
C. §§412; 29
U.
U. S.
S. C.
C. §§§ 52, 53;
Supp. IL,
Supp.
n, §§52.
15 U.S.
U. S. C. 1341-58;
1§41-58;
Supp.
Supp. II,
H, §
§45.
15 U. 8. C.
C. §§
U 8,9.
8, 9.

383;
Ante, pp. 379, 383;
post,
post, pp. 393, 399.
Consultants.
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intermittent services
services of
experts or
consultants or
or organizations
organizations thereof,
thereof,
intermittent
of experts
or consultants
including stenographic
services, by
by contract
contract or
or appointment,
including
stenographic reporting
reporting services,
appointment,
service shall
shall be
regard to
to the
the civiland in such cases such service
be without
without regard
civilservice and
and classification
classification laws,
and, except
except in
in the
case of
of stenographic
service
laws, and,
the case
stenographic
reporting services
3709,
reporting
services by organizations,
organizations, without
without regard
regard to
to section
section 3709,

Past, p. 403.

PS, p. 403.
otheragenie

Personnel
other agencies.
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from

rom

Revised Statutes,
5).
Revised
Statutes, as
as amended
amended (41
(41 U.
U. S.
S. C.
C. 5).
(c)
Notwithstanding the
provisions of
of the
Revised
1222 of
the Revised
of section
section 1222
the provisions
(c) Notwithstanding

Statutes (10
576) or
of any
any other
other provision
provision of
law, the
the
Statutes
(10 U. S.
S. C.
C. 576)
or of
of law,
Administrator in
carrying out
out the
functions imposed
imposed upon
upon him
him by
by this
this
Administrator
in carrying
the functions
Act is authorized to utilize in his agency
services of officials,
officials,
agency the services
officers,
officers, and other personnel
executive agencies,
including
personnel in
in other executive
agencies, including
personnel
personnel of the armed
armed services,
consent of
of the
the head
of the
the
services, with
with the consent
head of
agency concerned.
agency
concerned.
CIVIL
REMEDIES AND
M
IL REMEDIES
PENALTIES
AND PENALTIES

a
Fraud.
FraU
.

Penalties.
Penalties.

Jurisdiction.

Jurisdiction.

S
EC. 209.
or disposed
disposed of
SEC.
209. (a)
(a) Where
Where any
any property
property is
is transferred
transferred or
of in
in
accordance with this Act and any regulations
accordance
regulations prescribed
prescribed hereunder,
no officer
officer or employee of the Government
Government shall (1)
(1) be liable
respect
liable with respect
to such transfer or disposition
disposition except
own fraud,
or (2)
be
except for
for his
his own
fraud, or
(2) be
accountable
collection of any purchase
accountable for the collection
purchase price
price for
for such property
property
which is determined
determined to be uncollectible
responuncollectible by the Federal
Federal agency
agency responsible therefor.
(b) Every person who
who shall
shall use or engage
engage in, or cause to be used
used or
or
engaged in,
enter into
agreement, combination,
combination, or
or conspiracy
conspiracy to
to
engaged
in, or
or enter
into an
an agreement,
use or
or to
be used
used or
or engaged
in, any
any fraudulent
fraudulent
use
or engage
engage in
in or
to cause
cause to
to be
engaged in,
of securing
securing or
or obtaining,
obtaining, or
or
trick, scheme, or
or device,
device, for
for the
the purpose
purpose of
aiding to
obtain, for
for any
any person
person any
any payment,
or
aiding
to secure or
or obtain,
payment, property,
property, or
United States
States or
Federal agency
in conother benefits
benefits from
from the United
or any
any Federal
agency in
conprocurement, transfer, or disposition
nection with the procurement,
disposition of property
property
hereunder—
hereunder(1)
(1) shall pay to the United States
States the
the sum of $2,000 for each
each
such act, and double the amount
amount of any damage
damage which
United
which the United
sustained by reason thereof, together
States may
may have sustained
together with the
cost
suit; or
cost of
of suit;
or
(2) shall, if the United
(2)
United States shall so elect, pay to the United
States, as liquidated
liquidated damages, aasum
equal to
to twice
twice the
the consideraconsiderasum equal
tion agreed
agreed to be given by the United States or any Federal
Federal agency
agency
to such person or by such person to the United States
States or any
any
Federal agency, as
or
as the
the case
case may be;
be; or
(3)
the United
United States
so elect,
restore to
to the
the
(3) shall,
shall, if
if the
States shall
shall so
elect, restore
United
United States the money
money or
secured and
and obtained
obtained
or property
property thus secured
liquidated damages
and the United States shall retain
retain as liquidated
damages any
any
money, or
or other
consideration given
to the
the United
United States
States
property, money,
other consideration
given to
or any Federal
Federal agency for such money
money or property, as the case
may be.
may
be.
(c)
(c) The several district
district courts of the United
United States, the District
District
Court of the United States for the District of
Columbia, and the
of Columbia,
several district courts of the Territories
Territories and
and possessions of the United
States, within whose jurisdictional
jurisdictional limits the person, or persons,
persons, doing
or committing such act, or any
resides or
shall be
be found.
found,
any one
one of
of them, resides
or shall
wheresoever such act may have
shall wheresoever
have been
been done or
committed, have
or committed,
have
full power
power and jurisdiction to hear, try,
such suit,
suit, and
and
try, and determine
determine such
inhabitants of or found
such person or persons
persons as are
are not inhabitants
found within
within the
the
district in which suit is brought
brought may be brought in by order of the
court to be served personally
personally or by publication
publication or in such other
other
reasonable manner
manner as the court may direct.
(d) The civil remedies
remedies provided in this section
be in
in addition
addition
section shall
shall be
to all other criminal
criminal penalties
penalties and civil remedies provided
provided by law.
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REPORTS
REPORTS TO
CONGRESS
TO CONGRESS

SEC.
210. The
SEC. 210.
The Administrator
submit aareport
Congress,
Administrator shall
shall submit
report to
to the
the Congress,
in January of each year
year and at such other times
times as
he may
deem it
as he
may deem
it
desirable, regarding
the administration
regarding the
administration of
his functions
functions under
of his
under this
this
Act, together
together with such recommendations
recommendations for
for amendments
to this
Act
amendments to
this Act
as he may deem
deem appropriate
appropriate as
as the
the result
of the
of
result of
the administration
administration of
such functions,
he shall
shall also
functions, at which
which time he
also cite
the laws
becoming
cite the
laws becoming
obsolete
obsolete by reason of passage
passage or
or operation
provisions of
of this
this Act.
Act.
operation of
of the
the provisions
TITLE III-PROCUREMENT
TITLE
III—PROCUREMENT PROCEDURE
PROCEDURE
DECLARATION
DECLARATION OF
OF PURPOSE
PURPOSE

SEC.
is to facilitate
SEC. 301. The purpose of this title is
facilitate the
the procurement
procurement
of supplies
supplies and
of
and services.
services.
APPLICATION
METHODS
APPLICATION AND
AND PROCUREMENT
PROCUREMENT METHODS

SEC.
302. (a)
S
EC. 302.
(a) The
The provisions
provisions of
of this
this title
shall be
to
title shall
be applicable
applicable to
purchases and
purchases
and contracts
for supplies
or services
services made—
contracts for
supplies or
made(1) by the General
(1)
General Services
Services Administration
for the
the use
use of
Administration for
of
such agency
or otherwise;
otherwise; and
and
such
agency or
(2)
by any
other executive
agency (except
any agency
agency named
named
(2) by
any other
executive agency
(except any
in section
the Armed
Armed Services
in
section 2
2 (a) of the
Services Procurement
Act of
of 1947),
1947),
Procurement Act
to
the extent
of and
and in
authority delegated
by
to the
extent of
in conformity
conformity with
with authority
delegated by
the Administrator
to the
the provisions
provisions of
of this
this subsection.
subsection.
the
Administrator pursuant
pursuant to
to the
the head
The Administrator
Administrator may delegate
delegate to
of any
any other
such agency
head of
other such
agency
authority
to make
contracts for
supplies or
or services
services
authority to
make purchases
purchases and
and contracts
for supplies
pursuant
(A) for
for the
pursuant to the provisions of this title (A)
use of
of two
two or
or
the use
more executive
agencies or
executive agencies
or (B)
other cases
cases upon
(B) in
in other
upon aa determination
determination
by the Administrator
by reason
Administrator that
that by
reason of circumstances
circumstances set
set forth
forth in
in
such determination
delegation is
determination such delegation
advantageous to
Governis advantageous
to the
the Government in terms of economy, efficiency,
efficiency, or national
national security.
security. Notice
Notice
of every such delegation
delegation of
of authority
made shall
authority so
so made
shall be
be furnished
furnished to
to
the
Accounting Office.
the General
General Accounting
Office.
(b)
(b) It
It is
is the
the declared
declared policy
the Congress
proporpolicy of
of the
Congress that
that aa fair
fair proportion of the total purchases
and contracts
purchases and
contracts for
services for
for
for supplies
supplies and
and services
the Government
be placed
Government shall be
placed with
with small-business
small-business concerns.
concerns. WhenWhenever it is proposed
proposed to make a
a contract
contract or
or purchase
purchase in
in excess
excess of
of $10,000
$10,000
by negotiation
negotiation and without advertising, pursuant
pursuant to
authority of
to the
the authority
of
paragraph
paragraph (7)
(7) or
or (8)
(8) of
of section
section 302
302 (c)
(c) of
this title,
title, suitable
suitable advance
of this
advance
publicity,
publicity, as
determined by
the agency
head with
due regard
regard to
the
as determined
by the
agency head
with due
to the
type of
supplies involved
involved and
other relevant
relevant considerations,
shall be
be
type
of supplies
and other
considerations, shall
given for
for aa period of
at least
days, wherever
as
of at
least fifteen
fifteen days,
wherever practicable,
practicable, as
determined by
by the
head.
determined
the agency
agency head.
(c) All
for supplies
supplies and
services shall
(c)
All purchases
purchases and,
and contracts
contracts for
and services
shall be
be
made by
by advertising,
advertising, as
as provided
section 303,
except that
such purpurmade
provided in
in section
303, except
that such
chases and
be negotiated
agency head
head without
chases
and contracts
contracts may
may be
negotiated by
by the
the agency
without
advertising if—
advertising
if(1) determined
(1)
determined to
to be
be necessary
the public
during the
the
necessary in
in the
public interest
interest during
national emergency
declared by
period of aanational
emergency declared
by the
the President
President or
or by
by the
the
Congress;
Congress;
(2)
public exigency
(2) the public
exigency will
will not
not admit
of the
the delay
delay incident
incident to
to
admit of
advertising;
advertising;
(3)
aggregate amount
involved does
does not
not exceed
exceed $1,000:
$1,000:
(3) the
the aggregate
amount involved
Provided, That
That no
than the
the General
General Services
Services AdminProvided,
no agency
agency other
other than
Administration shall make any purchase of,
or contract
contract for,
for, supplies
supplies or
or
of, or
services in
services
in excess
$500 under
under this
except in
in the
the
excess of
of $500
this paragraph
paragraph except

62 Stat. 21.
21.
41
U. S. C., Supp.
Supp.
41 U.S.

(a).
§ 151 (a).

Delegation
thority.

II,

of auof

Small business
business conSmall
cerns.
corns.

Advance
Advance publicity.
publicity.

Negotiation without
without
Negotiation
advertising.
advertising.
Post, p. 395.

Limitation.
Limitation.

394
394

Report to
Report
to Congress.
Congress.

Violations
Violations of
of antiantitrust
trust laws.
laws.

Repair, etc.,
Repair,
etc., of
of pubpublic
buildings.
lic buildings.

Poet,
Post, p.
p. 395.
395.
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exercise
authority conferred
by the
Administrator to
procure
exercise of
of authority
conferred by
the Administrator
to procure
and furnish
supplies and
of two
two or
or more
more
and
furnish supplies
and services
services for
for the
the use
use of
executive agencies;
executive
agencies;
(4) for
for personal
personal or
professional services;
services;
(4)
or professional
(5)
be rendered
any university,
university, college,
college, or
(5) for any
any service
service to be
rendered by
by any
or
other educational
educational institution;
other
institution;
(6)
(6) the supplies or
are to be
procured and
and used
outside
or services
services are
be procured
used outside
the limits of the United
United States and its possessions;
possessions;
(7)
(7) for medicines
medicines or medical
medical supplies;
supplies;
(8) for supplies purchased
(8)
purchased for authorized
authorized resale;
resale;
(9) for supplies
to
supplies or
or services
services for
for which it
it is
is impracticable
impracticable to
secure
secure competition;
competition;
(10)
determines that
purchase or
or contract
(10) the agency
agency head
head determines
that the
the purchase
contract
is for experimental,
experimental, developmental,
developmental, or
or research
research work,
work, or
or for
the
for the
manufacture
manufacture or furnishing
furnishing of supplies
for experimentation,
experimentation, develsupplies for
development, research,
Provided, That beginning
research, or test: Provided,
beginning six months
months
after the
the effective
at the
of each
each six-month
six-month
effective date
date of this
this title and
and at
the end
end of
period thereafter, there
furnished to
to the
the Congress
Congress aareport
report
there shall be furnished
setting forth
forth the name of each
whom a
contract
each contractor
contractor with
with whom
a contract
has been
been entered into pursuant
pursuant to
paragraph (10)
(10) since
since the
to this
this paragraph
the
date
date of the last such report, the amount of
and, with
of the contract, and,
with
consideration given
the national
national security,
security, aadescription
description of
of
due consideration
given to the
the
work required
to be
the work
required to
be performed
performed thereunder;
thereunder;
(11)
(11) for supplies or services
services as
the agency
head deteras to
to which
which the
agency head
determines that the character, ingredients,
components thereof
are
ingredients, or components
thereof are
such that the purchase
purchase or contract
contract should
should not be publicly disclosed;
disclosed;
(12)
(12) for equipment
equipment which
which the agency
agency head
determines to
to be
be
head determines
technical equipment, and as
he determines
determines that
the proproas to
to which
which he
that the
curement thereof
curement
thereof without
in special
special situsituwithout advertising
advertising is
is necessary
necessary in
ations or in particular localities in
assure standardization
standardization
in order to assure
of equipment
equipment and
of parts
and that
that such
such standstandand interchangeability
interchangeability of
parts and
ardization
ardization and
interchangeability is
is necessary
in the
the public
and interchangeability
necessary in
public
interest;
interest;
(13) for supplies
(13)
supplies or services
services as
agency head
head
as to which
which the
the agency
determines that
determines
that bid prices
prices after advertising
therefor are
are not
not
advertising therefor
reasonable (either
(either as to all
reasonable
of the
the requirements)
all or as to
to some
some part
part of
requirements)
or have not been independently
independently arrived
arrived at in open
open competition:
competition:
Provided,
purchase or
contract may
may be
Provided,That
That no
no negotiated
negotiated purchase
or contract
be entered
entered
into under this paragraph
paragraph after
rejection of
all or
or some
some of
of
after the
the rejection
of all
the bids received
(A) notification
received unless (A)
notification of
to negonegoof the intention
intention to
opportunity to
shall have
have been
been
tiate and
and reasonable
reasonable opportunity
to negotiate
negotiate shall
given by the agency head to each
each responsible
responsible bidder
bidder and (B)
(B) the
the
negotiated price is the lowest
negotiated price offered
negotiated
lowest negotiated
offered by any
responsible
responsible supplier;
supplier; or
or
(14)
authorized by
law.
(14) otherwise
otherwise authorized
by law.
If in the opinion
opinion of
the agency
received after
after adveradver(d) If
of the
agency head
head bids
bids received
tising evidence any violation
violation of the
antitrust laws
laws he
he shall
shall refer
the antitrust
refer such
such
bids
Attorney General
General for
action.
bids to
to the
the Attorney
for appropriate
appropriate action.
(e)
(e) This section shall not be construed
construed to
(A) authorize
authorize the
the erecto (A)
erection, repair, or
any public
public building
public improveimproveor furnishing
furnishing of
of any
building or
or public
ment, but such authorization
authorization shall be required
same manner
required in the same
manner
as heretofore, or (B)
(B) permit any contract
contract for the construction
construction or
or
repair of buildings, roads, sidewalks,
sidewalks, sewers,
sewers, mains,
or similar
similar items
items to
to
mains, or
be negotiated without
advertising as
303, unless
unless
without advertising
as required
required by
by section
section 303,
such contract
contract is to be performed
performed outside
continental United
States
outside the continental
United States
or unless negotiation
contract is authorized
negotiation of such contract
authorized by
provisions
by the
the provisions
paragraph (1),
(2), (3),
(11), or (13)
of paragraph
(1), (2),
(3), (9),
(9), (10),
(10), (11),
(13) of subsection
subsection
(c) of
(c)
of this
this section.
section.
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ADVERTISING
ADVERTISING REQUIREMENTS
REQUTREMENTS

SEc.
SEC. 303. Whenever advertising
advertising is required—
required(a) The advertisement
advertisement for bids shall be made
made aa sufficient time
(a)
purchase or
and specifications
previous to the purchase
or contract, and
specifications and invitations
permit such full and free competition
competition as is consistent
for bids shall permit
consistent
services necessary
necessary to
with the procurement of types of supplies and services
to
meet
meet the requirements
requirements of
of the
the agency
agency concerned.
concerned.
(b) All bids shall be publicly
publicly opened
opened at the time and place stated
(b)
Award shall be made with reasonable
in the advertisement.
advertisement. Award
reasonable promptresponsible bidder whose bid,
hid, conformness by
by written notice to that responsible
invitation for bids, will be most advantageous
Governing to the invitation
advantageous to the Government 2price and other factors considered:
Provided, That all bids may
ment,
considered: Provided,
agency head determines
determines that it is in the public
be rejected when the agency
interest so to do.

Opening of
Opening
of bids.

Rejection.
Rejection.

REQUIREMENTS OF NEGOTIATED
REQUIREMENTS
NEGOTIATED CONTRACTS
CONTRACTS

SEC.
(a) Except as
provided in
subsection (b)
(b) of this section,
as provided
in subsection
SEC. 304.
304. (a)
contracts
negotiated pursuant
to section
302 (c)
may be
of any
any type
contracts negotiated
pursuant to
section 302
(c) may
be of
type
agency head
head will promote
promote the best interests
which in the opinion
opinion of the
the agency
of
contract negotiated
negotiated pursuant
section
of the
the Government.
Government. Every
Every contract
pursuant to section
(c) shall
determined by
as determined
by the agency
agency
302 (c)
shall contain a
a suitable
suitable warranty,
warranty, as
agency has been
been
head, by the
the contractor
contractor that
that no person
person or
or selling agency
employed or
secure such
such contract
contract upon
upon an
an agreeemployed
or retained to
to solicit
solicit or secure
ment
commission, percentage,
or
percentage, brokerage,
brokerage, or
ment or
or understanding
understanding for aa commission,
contingent
excepting bona
bona fide employees
employees or bona
established
bona fide established
contingent fee,
fee, excepting
commercial
agencies maintained
contractor for the
maintained by
by the contractor
commercial or
or selling
selling agencies
purpose
of securing
securing business,
for the
breach or
or violation
of which
which
the breach
violation of
business, for
purpose of
warranty the
shall have
to annul
such contract
contract
right to
annul such
have the
the right
warranty
the Government
Government shall
without
in its
deduct from
from the
the contract
contract price
price
to deduct
or in
its discretion
discretion to
without liability
liability or
consideration the full amount
amount of such commission, percentage,
percentage,
or consideration
brokerage,
contingent fee.
brokerage, or contingent
(b) The cost-plus-a-percentage-of-cost
contracting shall
shall
of contracting
system of
(b)
cost-plus-a-percentage-of-cost system
not be
cost-plus-a-fixed-fee contract the fee
be used, and in the case of aacost-plus-a-fixed-fee
not
shall not
exceed 10 per centum
centum of
estimated cost
contract,
cost of the contract
of the
the estimated
shall
not exceed
exclusive of
determined by the agency
agency head
head at the time of
of the fee,
fee, as
as determined
exclusive
entering into
into such
such contract
excess of
of 15
15 per
per
contract (except
(except that
that a
a fee
fee not
not in
in excess
entering
authorized in any such contract for
for
centum of such estimated
estimated cost is authorized
experimental, developmental,
research work
work and
developmental, or
or research
and that
that aafee
fee inclusive
inclusive
experimental,
of the
contractor's costs
costs and
in excess
of the
the estiestiand not
not in
excess of
of 66per
per centum
centum of
of
the contractor's
exclusive of
determined by
mated cost, exclusive
of fees,
fees, as
as determined
by the agency
agency head at the
time
entering into the
which such fee is
the contract, of
of the
the project to
to which
time of
of entering
applicable is authorized
engineering
applicable
authorized in contracts
contracts for
for architectural
architectural or engineering
public works
works or utility project).
project). Neither aa
services relating to any public
cost
incentive-type contract
contract nor
nor an
an incentive-type
contract
cost nor a
a cost-plus-a-fixed-fee
cost-plus-a-fixed-fee contract
shall be
be used
unless the
the agency
head determines
of
determines that
that such
such method
method of
shall
used unless
agency head
contracting
methods or that it is
contracting is
is likely
likely to be
be less
less costly
costly than other methods
impractical
services of the kind or quality
impractical to secure supplies
supplies or
or services
quality
required
without the
cost-plus-a-fixed-fee contract
contract or
required without
the use of a
a cost
cost or cost-plus-a-fixed-fee
or
an
All cost
and cost-plus-a-fixed-fee
cost-plus-a-fixed-fee conconan incentive-type
incentive-type contract.
contract. All
cost and
tracts
tracts shall provide for advance
advance notification
notification by
by the
the contractor
contractor to
to the
procuring
subcontract thereunder
thereunder on aa cost-plus-acost-plus-aof any
any subcontract
procuring agency
agency of
fixed-fee basis and
order
fixed-feebasis
and of any fixed-price
fixed-price subcontract
subcontract or
or purchase
purchase order
which
exceeds in
which exceeds
in dollar amount
amount either
either $25,000
$25,000 or
or 55per
per centum of the
total estimated
cost of
of the
the prime
prime contract;
and a
aprocuring
procuring agency,
agency,
total
estimated cost
contract; and
representative thereof, shall
right
shall have
have the right
through any authorized
authorized representative
to inspect
inspect the
to audit
the books
records of
of any
any prime
to
the plans
plans and
and to
audit the
books and
and records
prune
contractor or subcontractor
subcontractor engaged
engaged in
of a
acost or
contractor
in the performance
performance of
cost-plus-a-fixed-fee
cost-plus-a-fixed-fee contract.

Ante, p. 393.
393.
Warranty.
Warranty.

Cost-plus contracts.
contracts.
Cost-plus

Advance notificaAdvance
of subcontract,
subcontract,
tion of
etc.
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ADVANCE PAYMENTS
PAYMENTS
ADVANCE

Restriction.
Restriction.

Lien in
in favor
Lien
favor of
of
Gover
Government.

SEC.
S
EC. 305. (a)
(a) The
agency head
head may
make advance
advance payments
payments under
The agency
may make
under
negotiated
negotiated contracts
contracts heretofore
heretofore or
executed in
in any
any .amount
amount
or hereafter
hereafter executed
not exceeding
exceeding the contract
contract price upon
upon such
the parties
shall
such terms as
as the
parties shall
agree:
Provided, That
agree: Provided,
That advance
advance payments
shall be
made only
payments shall
be made
only upon
upon
adequate
adequate security and if
determines that
provision
if the
the agency
agency head
head determines
that provision
advance payments
payments is in the public
for such advance
public interest
the interest
interest
interest or in
in the
of the national
defense and is necessary
necessary and
and appropriate
appropriate in
in order
order
national defense
to procure
procure required
required supplies or services
under the
the contract.
services under
contract.
(b) The terms govern i
ng advance payments may i
nclude as secu(b)
The terms governing
advance payments may include
as security provision
provision for, and
inclusion of
provision there
shall
and upon inclusion
of such
such provision
there shall
thereby be created,
created, aa lien in favor of
paramount
of the
the Government,
Government, paramount
to all other liens, upon the supplies
contracted for,
for, upon
upon the
the credit
credit
supplies contracted
balance
payments may
balance in any special account
account in which such payments
may be deposdeposited and upon such of the material and other property
acquired for
for
property acquired
performance
performance of the contract
parties shall
agree.
contract as
as the
the parties
shall agree.
WAIVER
WAIVER OF
OF LIQUIDATED
LIQUIDATED DAMAGES
DAMAGES

SEC.
SEC. 306. Whenever
Whenever any contract
contract made
on behalf
of the
the Government
Government
made on
behalf of
by the agency head
head or
authorized by
him so
so to
to do
do includes
includes
or by officers
officers authorized
by him
a provision for liquidated
a
liquidated damages
damages for
the Comptroller
Comptroller General
General
for delay,
delay, the
recommendation of the
on the recommendation
agency head
head is
is authorized
authorized and
and empowthe agency
empowered to remit the whole or any part
part of
such damages
damages as
as in
in his
his discreof such
discretion may be just and
and equitable.
equitable.
ADMINISTRATIVE
ADMINISTRATIVE DEIERMNATIONS
AND DELEGATIONS
DELEGATIONS
DETERMINATIONS AND

Delegation of
Delegation
of powpowers.
ers.

Ante, p.
p. 394.
Ante,
301.

Ante, p.
p. 304.
Ante,
304.

Ante,
393.
Ante, p.
p. 393.

Basis
of determinadeterminaBasis of
tion,
etc.
tion, etc.
Ante, pp.
pp. 394,
395.
Ante,
394, 395.

Preservation
data.
Preservation of
ofdata.
Ante, pp.
pp. 393,
393, 394.
Ante,
394.

SEC.
determinations and
SEC. 307. (a)
(a) The determinations
and decisions provided
provided in
in this
this title
title
to be made by the Administrator
Administrator or other
other agency
agency head
may be
be made
made
head may
with respect to individual
individual purchases
purchases and contracts or
or with
with respect
respect
to classes of purchases
contracts, and shall
purchases or contracts,
proshall be
be final. Except
Except as
as provided in subsection
subsection (b)
section,,the agency
head is
is authorized
authorized
(b) of
of this
this section,,the
agency head
to delegate his powers
powers provided by this title, including
including the
making
the making
of such determinations
determinations and decisions,
in his
his discretion
subject to
to
decisions, in
discretion and
and subject
his direction,
direction, to any other
other officer or officers or
of the
the agency.
agency.
or officials
officials of
(b)
of the
the agency
agency head
head to
to make
make the
the determinations
(b) The
The power
power of
determinations or
or
decisions specified in paragraphs
and (12)
(12) of
of section
section 302
302 (c)
(c) and
and
paragraphs (11)
(11) and
in section 305 (a)
(a) shall not be delegable,
delegable, and
to make
make the
the
and the power to
determinations
determinations or decisions specified
specified in paragraph
paragraph (10)
(10) of
of section
section
302 (c) shall be delegable
delegable only to aachief officer
officer responsible
responsible for
for proprocurement
respect to contracts
curement and only with respect
contracts which
which will not
require the
the
not require
expenditure
expenditure of more than $25,000.
$25,000. The
power of
of the
the Administrator
Administrator
The power
to make the delegations
determinations specified
delegations and determinations
specified in section 302 (a)
(a)
delegable only
Administrator or to the chief
shall be delegable
only to the Deputy
Deputy Administrator
chief
official of any principal organizational
unit of
of the
the General
General Services
Services
organizational unit
Administration.
Administration.
(c) Each determination
decision required
(c)
determination or decision
required by
by paragraphs
paragraphs (10),
(10),
(11),
(11), (12), or (13)
(13) of section
section 302 (c),
(c), by section
section 304
304 or
or by
by section
section
(a) shall be based upon written
305 (a)
written findings
findings made
made by
by the
the official
official
making such determination, which findings
findings shall be final and shall
shall
be available within the agency for aaperiod
period of at
at. least
least six
six years
years followfollowing the date of the determination.
determination. A copy of the findings shall be
be
Accounting Office
submitted to the General
General Accounting
Office with the contract.
(d) In any
any case where
where any purchase
purchase or contract
contract is negotiated
negotiated purpursuant
suant to the provisions of
section 302
(c), except
except in
case covered
by
of section
302 (c),
in a
a case
covered by
paragraphs (2), (3),
(4), (5),
paragraphs
(3), (4),
(5), or (6)
(6) thereof, the data with respect
respect
negotiation shall be preserved
to the negotiation
preserved in the files of the
for aa
the agency
agency for
period of six years following final payment
such contract.
contract.
payment on
on such
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STATUTES CONTINUED
CONTINUED IN
STATUTES
IN EFFECT

SEC. 308. No purchase
SEc.
purchase or contract
contract shall be exempt from the Act of
of
June 30, 1936 (49
(49 Stat. 2036, as amended;
amended; 41 U. S. C. 35 to 45),
45), or
or
from the Act of March 3, 1931 (46
(46 Stat. 1494, as amended;
amended; 40
C.
40 U. S.
S. C.
40 U. S. C.,
40
C., Supp.
Supp.
276a-6), solely by reason
276a to 276a-6),
been entered
entered into
purreason of having been
into purII, §
§276a-5 note.
II,
suant to section 302 (c)
(c) hereof without
without advertising,
advertising, and
provisions
and the
the provisions
Ante, p. 393.
303.
Ante,
of said Acts and of the Act of
of June 19,
(37 Stat.
Stat. 137,
as amended;
amended;
19, 1912
1912 (37
137, as
40 U. S. C.,
C., Supp.
U. S.
S. C. 324
40 U.
otherwise applicable,
applicable, shall
shall apply
to such
324 and 325a), if
if otherwise
apply to
such II,
II, §
§324.
324.
purchases
purchases and contracts.
contracts.
DEFINITIONS
DEFINITIONS

SEC. 309. As used
used in
in this
this title—
title(a) The term "agency
"agency head"
(a)
head" shall mean
mean the head
head or
or any
any assistant
assistant
head of any executive agency,
agency, and may
at the
the option
option of
may at
of the
the AdminisAdministrator include the chief official of
of any principal
organizational unit
unit
principal organizational
of the
General Services
Administration.
the General
Services Administration.
(b)
mean all
(b) The term "supplies"
"supplies" shall mean
except land,
and
all property
property except
land, and
shall include,
by way
way of
of description
description and
shall
include, by
and without
without limitation,
limitation, public
public
buildings, facilities,
floating equipment,
and vessels
of
works, buildings,
facilities, ships,
ships, floating
equipment, and
vessels of
every
character, type and
every character,
and description
description (except
(except the
the categories
naval
categories of
of naval
vessels named in section 3
(d) ), aircraft,
aircraft, parts,
accessories, equipment,
equipment,
3 (d)),
parts, accessories,
machine
machine tools
tools and alteration
alteration or
or installation
installation thereof.
thereof.
SEC.

"Agency head."
head."
"Agency

"Supplies."
"Supplies."

Ante,
378.
Ante, p. 378.

STATUTES NOT
APPLICABLE
STA1.I.LS
NOT APPLICABLE

SEC.
SEC. 310. The following provisions
provisions of law shall not apply to the
the
procurement of supplies or services
procurement
services (1) by the General Services
Services
(2) within
within the scope of authority delegated
Administration, or (2)
delegated by
by the
the
Administrator to any other executive agency:
Administrator
agency:
Revised
Statutes, section
section 3709,
3709, as
U. S.
C. 5);
5) ;
Revised Statutes,
as amended
amended (41
(41 U.
S. C.
Revised Statutes, section 3735 (41
(41 U.
U. S.
S. C. 13)
13); ;
Sections 1
of the
10, 1940
1940 (54
(54 Stat.
Stat. 1109,
1109, as
Sections
1 and
and 2
2 of
the Act
Act of
of October
October 10,
as
amended; 41 U. S. C. 6
6and 6a)
amended;
6a). .

Post, p.
Post,
P.

403.
403 .

41 U. S. C., Supp.

41 U. S. C., Supp.

II, §§
§§ 6,
6, 6a
6a notes.
II,
notes.

TITLE [V—FOREIGN
IV-FOREIGN EXCESS PROPERTY
PROPERTY
DISPOSAL OF
PROPERTY
DISPOSAL
OF FOREIGN
FOREIGN EXCESS
EXCESS PROPERTY
SEC. 401. Each executive
executive agency having
excess property
property
SEC.
having foreign excess
shall be responsible
responsible for the disposal
disposal thereof:
thereof: Provided,
That (a)
the
Provided,That
(a) the
agency shall,
head of each such executive agency
shall, with respect
respect to the disposition of such
such property,
foreign policy
policy of
the United
United
property, conform
conform to
to the
the foreign
of the
States; (b) the
have the
to use
forthe Secretary
Secretary of State
State shall have
the authority to
use foreign currencies
acquired by
by.the
United States
under section
eign
currencies and
and credits
credits acquired
the United
States under
section
402 (b) of this Act in order
order to effectuate
effectuate the purposes
purposes of section
section
32 (b) (2)
(2) of the Surplus
Surplus Property
Property Act
Act of 1944,
1944, as
as amended,
amended, and
and the
the
Foreign
Service Buildings Act
(including
Foreign Service
Act of
of May
May 7,
7, 1926,
1926, as amended
amended (including
Public
Seventy-ninth Congress
Congress (60
(60 Stat. 663)
), and for
the
Public Law
Law 547, Seventy-ninth
663)),
for the
purpose of
any other
other governmental
governmental expenses
payable in
in local
local
purpose
of paying
paying any
expenses payable
currencies, and the authority
authority to amend, modify, and renew agreements
agreements
currencies,
in effect
effective date
this Act;
Act; (c)
(c) any
foreign currencies
currencies
in
effect on
on the
the effective
date of
of this
any foreign
such
or credits acquired
acquired by the Department
Department of
of State pursuant
pursuant to such
agreements shall
administered in accordance
accordance with
that
agreements
shall be administered
with procedures
procedures that
may from time to
to time be established
established by
by the Secretary
Secretary of the
the Treasury
Treasury
and, if and when reduced
covered
reduced to United States currency, shall be covered
miscellaneous receipts;
(d) the Department
Department
into the Treasury
Treasury as
as miscellaneous
receipts; and (d)
President shall otherwise
of State shall,
shall, except
except to
to such extent
extent as
as the
the President
otherwise

Authority of Seere
Secretary of
of State.
tary
Post,
398.
Post, p. 398.
44 Stat.
60 Stat. 754; 44
403.
50 U. S. C. app.
22U. S. C.
§1641 (b) (2); 22U..
§§
292-300; Supp. II,
I5 292-300;
§295a note.
note.
p. 399.
Post, p.
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determine,
continue to perform
perform other
functions with
with respect
respect to
agreedetermine, continue
other functions
to agreements for the disposal
excess property
property in
effect on
on the
the
disposal of foreign
foreign excess
in effect
effective
Act.
effective date of
of this Act.
ML.PRODS AND
AND TERMS
OF DISPOSAL
METHODS
TERMS OF
DISPOSAL

Disposal without
Disposal
without
advertising.
advertising.

SEC. 402. Foreign
excess property
property may
be disposed
disposed of
(a) by
by sale,
SEC.
Foreign excess
may be
of (a)
sale,
exchange,
or transfer,
transfer, for
for cash,
cash, credit,
or other
other property,
property, with
with or
exchange, lease, or
credit, or
or
without warranty, and upon
upon such
conditions as
the
such other terms and
and conditions
as the
head of the executive
executive agency
agency concerned
concerned deems
but in
in no
no event
deems proper;
proper; but
event
shall
sold without
without a
importashall any property
property be
be sold
a condition
condition forbidding
forbidding its
its importation into the United
United States, unless
Secretary of
of Agriculture
Agriculture (in
(in the
the
unless the
the Secretary
agricultural commodity,
food, or
cotton or
or woolen
woolen goods)
case of any agricultural
commodity, food,
or cotton
goods)
or the Secretary
Secretary of Commerce
Commerce (in the
of any
any other
other property)
property)
the case
case of
determines
determines that the
the importation
domesimportation of
of such
such property
property would relieve
relieve domestic shortages
shortages or otherwise
the economy
this country,
country,
otherwise be
be beneficial
beneficial to
to the
economy of
of this
currencies or
or credits,
credits, or
or substantial
substantial benefits
benefits or
or the
the
or (b) for
for foreign
foreign currencies
discharge
discharge of claims
resulting from the
the compromise
or settlement
settlement of
of
claims resulting
compromise or
such claims by any executive agency
agency in
accordance with
with the
the law,
in accordance
law,
whenever
whenever the head of
executive agency
agency concerned
concerned determines
determines that
of the executive
that
it is in the interest
States to
to do
do so.
so. Such
Such property
may
interest of the United States
property may
be disposed of without advertising
advertising when the
the executive
executive
the head
head of the
agency concerned
concerned finds so
practicable and
to be
so doing to
to be most practicable
and to
be advanadvantageous
Government. The
of each
each executive
respontageous to the Government.
The head
head of
executive agency
agency responsible for
for the
foreign excess
property may
may execute
such
sible
the disposal
disposal of
of foreign
excess property
execute such
documents for
the transfer
of title
or other
other interest
in property
property and
and
documents
for the
transfer of
title or
interest in
take
other action
action as
or proper
proper to
to dispose
of
take such
such other
as he
he deems
deems necessary
necessary or
dispose of
such property;
property; and may authorize
authorize the
or
the abandonment,
abandonment, destruction,
destruction, or
donation of foreign
foreign excess
excess property
property under
his control
control which
which has
has no
no
under his
commercial value
value or the estimated
estimated cost of care and handling
handling of which
which
exceed the estimated
estimated proceeds
proceeds from
its sale.
sale.
would exceed
from its
PROCEEDS,
PROCEEDS, FOREIGN
FOREIGN CURRENCIES
CURRENCIES

Ante, p.
389.
Ante,
p. 389.

Deposits
Deposits and
and withwithdrawals.
drawals.

SEC.
SEC. 403. Proceeds
Proceeds from the sale, lease, or other disposition
fordisposition of
of foreign excess
excess property, (a)
shall, if in
of foreign
currencies
(a) shall,
in the
the form
form of
foreign currencies
or credits, be administered
administered in accordance
accordance with
procedures that
that may
may
with procedures
Secretary of the Treasury,
from time to time be established
established by the Secretary
Treasury, and
and
(b) shall, if
if in United
or when
any proceeds
proceeds in
in forforUnited States currency,
currency, or
when any
eign currencies
currencies or credits
credits shall be reduced
United. States
reduced to United
States currency,
currency,
be
the Treasury
miscellaneous receipts:
receipts: Provided,
Provided,
be covered
covered into
into the
Treasury as
as miscellaneous
That the provisions
provisions of section 204
terms apply
apply
204 (b)
(b) (which
(which by
by their
their terms
to property
property disposed
disposed of under
under title II)
II) shall
be applicable
to proceeds
proceeds
shall be
applicable to
of for
United States
States currency
currency
of foreign
foreign excess property
property disposed
disposed of
for United
under
under this title IV: And provided further,
further,That
That any executive
executive agency
agency
disposing
disposing of foreign excess
excess property
property under this
deposit,
this title (1)
(1) may
may deposit,
in a
a special
account with
with the
the Treasurer
of the
the United
States, such
special account
Treasurer of
United States,
such
amount of the proceeds
proceeds of such dispositions
it deems
deems necessary
necessary to
to
dispositions as
as it
appropriate refunds
purchasers when
permit appropriate
refunds to purchasers
when any
any disposition
disposition is
is
payments for breach
rescinded or does not become
become final, or payments
breach of any
any
warranty, and (2)
withdraw therefrom
therefrom amounts
be refunded
(2) may
may withdraw
amounts so
so to
to be
refunded
or paid, without regard
to the
the origin
origin of
of the
the funds
funds withdrawn.
regard to
withdrawn.
MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS
MISCELLANEOUS
PROVISIONS

SEC.
(a) The President
SEC. 404. (a)
President may prescribe
prescribe such policies,
policies, not
not inconinconsistent with the provisions of this title, as he shall deem necessary
necessary to
effectuate
effectuate the provisions of this title, which provisions
provisions shall guide
guide each
each
executive
executive agency
agency in carrying
carrying out its functions
functions hereunder.
hereunder.
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(b)
(b) Any authority conferred
conferred upon any executive
executive agency
agency or the
and
head thereof by the provisions
provisions of this title may be
be delegated,
delegated, and
successive
redelegation thereof may be authorized,
successive redelegation
authorized, by such head to
any official in such agency
agency or to the head of any other executive
executive agency.
agency.
(c)
(c) The head of each
each executive
executive agency
agency responsible for the disposal
disposal
of foreign excess property
property hereunder
hereunder may, as may be necessary
necessary to
carry out his functions
functions under this title, (1)
(1) subject
subject to the civil-service
and classification
classification laws, appoint and fix the compensation
compensation of personnel,
personnel,
and (2)
(2) without regard
regard to the civil-service
civil-service and classification
classification laws,
appoint and fix the compensation
personnel outside the continental
continental
appoint
compensation of personnel
limits of the United States.
(d) The head of each executive
executive agency
agency responsible for the disposal
of foreign excess
excess property under
under this title shall submit a
a report to
Congress
January of each year
as
Congress in
in January
year or
or at such other time or times as
desirable relative
relative to its activities under this
he may deem desirable
this title, together
together
with any appropriate
appropriate recommendations.
recommendations.
(e)
transferred from
Department of
State to
to each
each
(e) There
There shall be transferred
from the Department
of State
other executive
records, property,
property,
executive agency affected
affected by
by this
this title such
such records,
personnel, obligations,
obligations, commitments,
commitments, and
unexpended balances
balances of
of
and unexpended
appropriations,
allocations, and other
other funds, available
appropriations, allocations,
available or to be
be made
made
available,
Director of the
Budget shall determine
determine
available, as
as the
the Director
the Bureau of the
the Budget
to relate to functions of such agency
under this
which have
agency under
this title which
heretofore been administered
heretofore
administered by the Department
Department of State.

Delegation of auDelegation
thority.

Report to
to Congress.
Report

Transfer of
of personTransfer
personnel, etc.

TITLE V—GENERAL
PROVISIONS
V-GENERAL PROVISIONS
APPLICABILrry OP
STTNG PROCEDURES
APPLICABILITY
OF P.xl
EXISTING
PROCEDURES

SEC. 501. All policies, procedures,
SEC.
procedures, and directives
directives prescribed—
prescribed(
a) by
Federal Supply,
or the
(a)
by either
either the
the Director, Bureau
Bureau of Federal
Supply, or
Secretary
Treasury and relating
relating to
function transferred
transferred
Secretary of
of the Treasury
to any function
to
vested in
in the
the Administrator,
Administrator, by
by the
the provisions
provisions of
of this
Act;
to or
or vested
this Act;
authority of
of
Government under
under the authority
of the
the Government
(b) by any officer of
the
the Surplus Property
Property Act
Act of
of 1944, as
as amended,
amended, or under other
other
authority with
with respect
foreign excess
excess
authority
respect to
to surplus
surplus property
property or
or foreign
property;
property;
(c)
Federal Works
Works AdministraAdministraor under authority
authority of the Federal
(c) by or
constituent agency
tor or
or the head
head of
of any
any constituent
agency of the
the Federal
Federal Works
Agency; and
Agency;
and
(d)
the Archivist
Archivist of
officer
States or any other officer
of the
the United
United States
by the
(d) by
or body whose functions
functions are transferred
transferred by title I
I of this Act,
in
in effect
effect upon the
the effective
effective date of this
this Act
Act and not
not inconsistent
inconsistent herewith, shall remain in full force and effect unless and
and until superseded,
or except as they may be amended,
amended, under the authority
authority of this Act or
under other appropriate
appropriate authority.
REPEAL
REPEAL AND
AND

Infra.
Infa.

Ante, p. 879.
Ante,

SAVING
PROVISIONS
SAVING PROVISIONS

SEC. 502.
502. (a)
(a) There
repealed—
There are
are hereby
hereby repealedSEC.
(1) the Surplus Property
Property Act of 1944, as
amended (except
(except
as amended
sections 13 (d), 13 (g),
(g), 13 (h),
(2)), and
(h), 28, and 32
32 (b)
(b) (2)),
and sections
Reorganization Plan Numbered
501 and 502 of Reorganization
Numbered 1
1 of 1947: ProProvided, That,
That, with
respect to
this Act
Act of
of any
any
with respect
to the
the disposal
disposal under
under this
vided,
surplus
priorities and
preferences provided
provided for
for
surplus real
real estate,
estate, all priorities
and preferences
in
shall continue
continue in
amended, shall
in effect until
until 12
12 o'clock
o'clock
in said
said Act,
Act, as amended,
(eastern standard
1949;
31, 1949;
noon (eastern
standard time),
time), December
December 31,
(2)
entitled "An
"An Act making
making supple(2) that portion
portion of
of the
the Act entitled
Executive Office
Office and
for the
the Executive
and sundry
sundry indemental appropriations
appropriations for
pendent executive
commissions, and
and offices,
for
pendent
executive bureaus,
bureaus, boards,
boards, commissions,
offices, for

Stat. 765.
58 Stat.
U. S. C.
C. app.
app.
50 U.
§§
1611-1646; Supp.
Supp. II,
§ 1611-1646;
app. §§1612
1612 et
et seq.
seg.
app.
58 Stat.
Stat. 771,
781; 62
771, 781;
62
58
Stat. 350; 60 Stat. 754;
Stat.
61 Stat. 678, 952,
952.
U. S. C.
C. app.
app.
50 U.
§¢ 1622 (d),
1637, 1641
1641
§§1622
(d), 1637,
Supp. n,
H,
(b) (2); Snpp.
1622 (g),
(g), (h),
(h), 1614a
1614a
§§ 1622
note.
Poet, pp. 700, 70L
Post,
70L

400
400
62
1202,
62 Stat.
Stat. 1202.
50
U. S.
C., Supp.
Sapp.
50 U.
S. C.,
II, app.
app. §
note.
II,
§ 1614a
1614a note.

62 Stat.
Stat. 1233.
1233.
5 U.S.
5
U. S. C..
C.. Supp. II,
II,
§§626v-626x;
U. S. C.,
§5626v-626x; 10
10U.S.
C.,
Supp.
1, §§
Sapp. fl,
1186-1186IX
§§ 1186-1186b;
34 U.
U. S.
S. C.,
C., Sapp.
Supp. II,
II,
§§ 546/-546n.
5461-646n.
§§
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the fiscal year ending June
1949, and
and for
other purposes",
purposes",
June 30,
30, 1949,
for other
approved June 30, 1948 (Public
(Public Law
Eightieth Congress),
Congress),
Law 862,
862, Eightieth
appearing under
as amended, appearing
under the caption "Surplus
"Surplus property
property
disposal";
disposal";
(3) the Act entitled
(3)
entitled "An
"An Act
the Secretary
Secretary of
War
Act to authorize
authorize the
of War
to dispose of material
material no longer needed
needed by
by the
the Army",
Army", approved
approved
February
February 28, 1936 (49
1147; 10
10 U.
U. S.
S. C.
C. 1258);
1258) ;
(49 Stat.
Stat. 1147;
(4)
(4) the Act entitled
entitled "An Act
to authorize
authorize the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the
Act to
Navy to dispose of
no longer
longer needed
needed by
by the
the Navy",
Navy",
of material
material no
approved
approved May 23, 1930, as amended (46
(46 Stat. 378;
378; 34
U. S.
S. C.
C.
34 U.
546c) ;
546c);
(5)
5 of the Act of July 11,
(5) section 5
11, 1919
Stat. 67;
67; 40
40 U.
U. S.
S. C.
C.
1919 (41 Stat.
311);
311);
(6)
(6) the first and second provisos
provisos contained
contained in
in the
parathe fifth
fifth paragraph
graph under
under the heading "Division
"Division of Supply"
Supply" in
section 1
of the
the
in section
1 of
Act of December 20, 1928 (45
(45 Stat. 1030; 40 U. S. C.
C. 3311a)
11a); ;
(7)
authorize the Secretary
(7) the Act entitled
entitled "An Act to authorize
of the
the
Secretary of
Army, the Secretary
Secretary of the Navy,
and the
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Air
Air
Navy, and
of the
Force
Force to donate
donate excess and surplus property
property for
for educational
educational
purposes",
purposes", approved July 2, 1948 (Public Law
Law 889,
889, Eightieth
Eightieth
Congress) ;
Congress);
(8) section
(8)
section 203 of the Act
Act of June
June 26,
26, 1943
1943 (57
(57 Stat.
Stat. 195,
195, as
as
5 U. S. C. 118d-1);
amended; 5
118d-1) ;
(9)
(9) the Act of April 15,1937
15, 1937 (50
(50 Stat. 64;
64; 5
5U.
S. C.
C. 118d)
U. S.
118d); ;
(10) the second proviso contained
(10)
in the
the paragraph
of the
the Act
Act
contained in
paragraph of
of August
(37 Stat. 296; 55U.
August 10, 1912 (37
IT. S.
C. 545),
545), headed
headed "Con"ConS. C.
tingent expenses,
Department of
expenses, Department
of Agriculture";
Agriculture";
(11) the second proviso contained
(11)
contained in the twentieth
twentieth paragraph
paragraph
of section 11of the Act of March
March 2, 1917
1917 (39
(39 Stat.
Stat. 973;
973; 55U.
U. S.
S. C.
C.
494) ;
494);
(12)
twenty-sixth paragraph
(12) the twenty-sixth
paragraph under the heading
"National
heading "National
Parks" of the Act of January
1923 (42
Stat. 1215;
1215; 16
January 24, 1923
(42 Stat.
16
C. 9);
9) ;
U. S. C.
(13)
paragraph under the
(13) the fifth
fifth paragraph
heading "Experiments
and
the heading
"Experiments and
demonstrations in livestock
demonstrations
livestock production
production in
and
in the cane-sugar
cane-sugar and
cotton districts of the United States" of the Act
June 30,
30, 1914
1914
Act of June
(38
Stat. 441;
441 ;5
S. C.
546) ;
(38 Stat.
5 U.
U.S.
C. 546);
(14) the proviso
(14)
proviso contained
contained in the second
second paragraph
the
paragraph under
under the
heading
heading "Libraly,
"Library, Iepartment
Department of
Agriculture" of
of the
the Act
Act of
of Agriculture"
of
March4,1915
(38Stat.
March 4, 1915 (38
Stat. 1107; 5
5U.
S. C. 548) ;
U.S.C.548);
(15)
(15) the second proviso
proviso contained
contained in
in the
th e second
secon d paragraph
paragraph
"Clothing and camp
under the heading
heading "Clothing
camp and garrison
garrison equipage"
equipage"
of section
section 1
1 of the Act of August
of
August 29, 1916 (39
(39 Stat. 635; 10
10
U. S.
1271) ;
S. C. 1271);
(16)
11, 1939 (53
(16) the Act of May 11,
(53 Stat. 739;
739; 10
U. S.
S. C.
C. 1271a);
1271a) ;
10 U.
(17) the fifth paragraph
paragraph under
(17)
under the heading
heading "Office
"Office of
of the
the Chief
Chief
Signal Officer"
Officer" of the Act
12, 1917
1917 (40
(40 Stat.
Stat. 43,
Act of May
May 12,
43, as
as
amended;
amended; 10 U. S.
S. C. 1272)
1272); ;
(18) the third proviso
proviso contained
(18)
contained in the second paragraph
paragraph under
under
the heading "Office
"Office of the Chief
Chief Signal
Officer" of
Act of
of
Signal Officer"
of the
the Act
March
March 4, 1915 (38 Stat. 1064;
1064; 10 U. S.
C. 1273);
1273) ;
S. C.
(19)
(19) the fourteenth
fourteenth paragraph
paragraph under the heading "Smithso"Smithsonian
1 of the Act of March
nian Institution"
Institution" of section 1
March 3, 1915 (38
(38 Stat.
839; 20
U. S.
C. 66)
20U.
S.C.
66); ;
(20)
paragraph under
(20) the second paragraph
under the heading
"Government
heading "Government
insane" of section
section 1
hospital for the insane"
of August
1, 1914
1 of the Act
Act of
August 1,
1914
(38
(38 Stat. 649;
649; 24 II.
U. S.
S. C. 173)
173);;
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(21) the second paragraph
paragraph under the heading
(21)
heading "Saint Eliza1 of the Act of June 12, 1917 (40 Stat.
beths Hospital" of section 1
U. S. C. 174);
174) ;
153; 24
24U.S.C.
(22) the proviso contained
(22)
contained in the second
second paragraph
paragraph under the
heading
Accounts" of the Act of August
heading "Bureau of Supplies and Accounts"
August
22, 1912 (37
(37 Stat.
Stat. 346;
U. S.
S. C.
C. 531a)
22,1912
346; 34
34 U.
531a); ;
(23) the second proviso of the first
paragraph under the head(23)
first paragraph
ing "Bureau
Docks" of the Act of August 29, 1916
"Bureau of Yards and Docks"
1916
(34
C. 532)
39 Stat.
565.
tat. 55.
'39
(34 U.
U. S.
S. C.
532);;
contained in the second
paragraph under the
(24) the proviso
proviso contained
second paragraph
heading "Maintenance
"Maintenance, Quartermaster's
Quartermaster's Departm
ent, M
ar i
ne
Department,
Marine
Corps" of the Act of March
March 1,
4, 1917 (39
(39 Stat. 1189; 34 U. S. C.
723) ;
723);
(25)
(25) the twentieth
twentieth paragraph
paragraph under
under the heading
heading "Bureau
"Bureau of
of
Mines" of section 1
1 of the Act of July 19, 1919 (41 Stat. 200; 40
Mines"
U.
U. S.
S. C.
C. 118)
118) ;;
(26) the first sentence
(26)
sentence of section 5
March 4, 1915
1915
5 of the Act of March
(38 Stat. 1161; 41 U. S. C. 26)
26); ;
(27)
paragraph under the heading "Interstate Com(27) the third paragraph
merce Commission"
Commission" of section
1, 1914 (38
section 1
1of the Act of August 1,
'
58); •
Stat. 627; 49 U. S. C. 58)
(28) the Act of June 6, 1941
Stat. 247;
247; 14
U. S.
C. 31b);
31b) ;
(28)
1941 (55
(55 Stat.
14 U.
S. C.
(29) section 4
4 of the Act
Act of June 17, 1910 (36
(29)
(36 Stat. 531; 41
41 u.
U. S.
S. C.,
U. S.
7) •
'
O., Supp.
S. C.
C. 7);
U.
note.
(30) the Act of February 27, 1929 (45 Stat. 1341; 41 U. S. C. II, §7note
(30)
S. C., supp.
Supp.
7a, 7b,
and 7d)
7a,
7b, 7c,
7c, and
7d);•and
and
441 U.. S.o.,
II, §7c note.
(31)
of the Act of May 14, 1935 (49
te
(31) section 1
1o
(49 Stat. 234; 41 II
C. 7c-1).
U. S.
S. C.
7c-1).
(b) The provisions of the first, third, and fifth paragraphs
paragraphs of section
section
5
U. S. c.
C. §132
note.
11 of Executive Order
Numbered 6166 of June 10, 1933, are
5U.s.
32note.
Order Numbered
are hereby
superseded, insofar
insofar as they relate
function now
superseded,
relate to any
any function
now administered
administered
by the Bureau of Federal
Federal Supply
Supply except
except functions
functions with respect to
standard contract
contract forms.
(c)
conferred by this Act is in addition
(c) The authority
authority conferred
addition to any
authority conferred
conferred by any other law and shall not be subject to the
provisions of any law inconsistent
except that
sections 205
inconsistent herewith,
herewith, except
that sections
Ante,
pp. 380,
389, 3a1.
391.
A. pp.
applicable to any Government
(c) of this Act shall
(b)
(b) and 206 (c)
shall not be applicable
Government
corporation or agency which is subject
subject to the Government
Corporation
Government Corporation
Control
(59 Stat. 597;
31 U.
S. C.
C. 841).
31
S. C.,, Supp.
Control Act (59
597; 31
U.S.
841).
31 U. s.
8upp.
II, §846 et seq.
(d)
(d) Nothing in this Act shall impair or affect any authority
authority ofof—
tite, p. 358.
3s.
Ante,
(1) the President
(1)
President under the Philippine
Philippine Property
Property Act of 1946
1946
(60
1381) ;
(60 Stat.
Stat. 418; 22
22 U. S. C.
C. 1381);
(2) any executive
executive agency with respect to any phase (including,
(2)
procurement, storage, transportation,
but not limited to, procurement,
transportation, processdisposal) of any program
program conducted
ing, and disposal)
conducted for purposes of
resale, price support, grants to farmers,
farmers, stabilization,
stabilization, transfer
transfer to
to
foreign
foreign governments,
governments, or foreign
foreign aid, relief, or rehabilitation:
rehabilitation:
Provided, That the agency carrying
Provided,
carrying out such program
program shall, to
the maximum extent
extent practicable,
practicable, consistent with the fulfillment
fulfillment
of the purposes of the program and the effective
effective and efficient conduct of its business, coordinate
coordinate its operations
operations with the requirements of this Act and the policies
policies and regulations
regulations prescribed
prescribed
pursuant thereto;
thereto;
pursuant
(3)
executive agency
Armed Services Pro(3) any executive
agency named
named in the Armed
62
62 Stat. 21.
curement
curement Act of 1947,
and the
head thereof,
1947, and
the head
thereof, with respect
respect to
to the
21
41 U. S. C., Supp.
administration
of said
Act;
51-161.
nU
said Act;
administration of
II, 55§§
151-161.
(4) the National
Military Establishment with respect to prop(4)
National Military
erty required
required for or located in occupied
occupied territories;
territories;
81939*-50—PT. 1-26
81939°--50-PT.
--- 26
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62
62 Stat. 1225.
1225.
50
U. S.
50 U.
S. C., Supp.
II, §§
§§ 451-462.
451-462.
II,

50 U.
S. C.
§§ 98-98h;
50
U.S.
C. §§
98-98h;
Supp.
Supp. II,
II, §
§ 98 note.
Ante, p. 350.

Stat. 403.
44 Stat.

22 U.
U. S.
C. §§
22
S. C.
5 292292300; Supp.
II, §
300;
Supp. II,
295a
§ 295a
note.

50 U.
U. S.
50
S.
§
(b).
§ 1171
1171 (b).

C. app.
C.
app.

S. C.
175142 U.
U. S.
§1 1751C. §§
1760; Supp. II,
1752
II, §
§ 1752
note.
61 Stat. 694.
694.
S. C.
77 U.
U. S.
C. §
§ 1001
1001 et
e
seq.; Supp.
seg.;
Supp. II,
II, 5§ 1001
1001
et
e seq.
seq.
Ante,
Ante, p.
p. 144.
144.
77 U.
U. S.. C.
C. §
§ 612e;
612c;
Supp.
II, §
612e.
§612c.
Supp. II,
Post, p.
1057.
Post,
p. 1057.
7
U. S. C.
C. §
1291.
7 U.S.
I 1291.
Stat. 1088.
60 Stat.
7
U. S.
S. C.§
C. §1622(j).
1622 (j).
7 U.

12 U. S. C.
C. §64O1
(b).
6401(b).

48 Stat.
Stat. 1246.
1246.
12
S. C.
C. §
1701 et
12 U.
U. S.
§ 1701
et
seq.; Supp.
Supp. II,
II, §
seq.;
I 1701e
1701e
et seq.
seq.
Ante, pp. 29,
29,57;
post,
Ante,
57; po,
pp.
421,681,
905.
pp. 421,
681, 90.
Ante, p.
p. 384.
Ante,

"Airport property";
"Airport
property";
"airway
"airway property."
property."

49 U.
C., Supp.
Stipp.
49
U. S. C.,
1151-1160.
II, §§1151-1160.
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(5)
the Secretary
Defense with
with respect
respect to
(5) the
Secretary of
of Defense
to the
the administration
administration
National Industrial
of 1948;
1948;
of the National
Industrial Reserve
Reserve Act
Act of
(6) the
the Munitions
Munitions Board,
Board, and
and the
the
(6)
the Secretary
Secretary of
of Defense,
Defense, the
Secretaries
of the
Army, Navy,
respect to
to the
Secretaries of
the Army,
Navy, and
and Air
Air Force
Force with
with respect
the
administration of
the Strategic
Strategic and
Critical Materials
Materials Stock
administration
of the
and Critical
Stock
Stat. 596),
provided that
that any
any imported
Piling Act (60
(60 Stat.
596), and
and provided
imported matematethe authorized
procuring agency
agency shall
shall certify
certify to
to the
rials which
which the
authorized procuring
the
Commissioner of Customs
Customs to
and critical
critical materials
Commissioner
to be
be strategic
strategic and
materials
procured
procured under said
withdrawn from
said Act may be entered, or
or withdrawn
from
warehouse, free
warehouse,
free of duty;
duty;
(7)
the Secretary
Secretary of
(7) the
of State
State under
under the
the Foreign
Foreign Service
Service Buildings
Buildings
Act
1926, as
Act of May 7, 1926,
as amended;
amended;
(8)
(8) the Secretary
Secretary of the Army,
of the
the Navy,
Navy, and
Army, the Secretary
Secretary of
and
to the
the administration
administration
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the Air
Air Force
Force with
with respect
respect to
of section 1
1 (b)
(b) of the Act
Act entitled "An
"An Act to expedite the
strengthening
strengthening of the national defense",
defense", approved
approved July 2, 1940
1940
(54
Stat. 712)
(54 Stat.
712); ;
(9) the Secretary
Department of
of AgriAgriSecretary of
of Agriculture
Agriculture or
or the
the Department
culture under
National School
Act (60
Stat. 230)
culture
under (A.)
(A) the
the National
School Lunch
Lunch Act
(60 Stat.
230); ;
(B) the Farmers
Farmers Home Administration
Administration Act
Act of
1946 (60
of 1946
(60 Stat.
Stat.
1062)
(C) the
the Act
of August
Public Law
Law 298,
298, Eightieth
Eightieth
1062);;(C)
Act of
August 31,
31, 1947,
1947, Public
Congress, with respect
respect to
the disposal
disposal of
of labor
labor supply
centers,
Congress,
to the
supply centers,
labor homes,
labor camps,
camps, or
or facilities;
(D) section
section 32
of
and labor
homes, labor
facilities; (D)
32 of
the
1935 (49
(49 Stat.
Stat. 774),
as amended,
amended, with
with
the Act
Act of August
August 24,
24, 1935
774), as
respect
respect to the
exportation and
consumption of
of agriculagriculthe exportation
and domestic
domestic consumption
tural products;
products; or
Agricultural Adjustment
or (E)
(E) section 201
201 of
of the
the Agricultural
Adjustment
Act of 1938 (52
203 (j)
(j) of
of the
the Agricultural
(52 Stat.
Stat. 36)
36) or section
section 203
Agricultural
Marketing
Stat. 1082);
1082) ;
Marketing Act of
of 1946
1946 (60
(60 Stat.
(10) the Secretary
(10)
Secretary of Agriculture,
Agriculture, Farm
Administration,
Farm Credit
Credit Administration,
or any farm
farm credit board
board under section
section 66(b)
(b) of
the Farm
Farm Credit
Credit
of the
Act of
(50 Stat.
706), with
to the
the acquisition
acquisition or
or
of 1937 (50
Stat. 706),
with respect
respect to
disposal of
property;
disposal
of property;
(11)
Housing and
Agency, or
or any
any officer
officer or
or
(11) the
the Housing
and Home
Home Finance
Finance Agency,
constituent agency
constituent
agency therein, with respect
respect to the disposal of residential property, or of other property
property (real or
personal) held as
or personal)
as
part of or acquired
with residential
residential property,
acquired for or in connection
connection with
property,
or
connection with
the insurance
insurance of
loans, or
or savings
savings
or in
in connection
with the
of mortgages,
mortgages, loans,
and
the National
Housing Act;
and loan
loan accounts
accounts under
under the
National Housing
Act;
(12)
Tennessee Valley
(12) the Tennessee
Valley Authority
Authority with
nonperwith respect
respect to
to nonpersonal services, with respect
respect to the matters referred
referred to in section
section
201
(4), and
with respect
to any
property acquired
acquired or
be
201 (a)
(a) (4),
and with
respect to
any property
or t
too be
acquired
acquired for or in connection
connection with
processing,
with any
any program of processing,
manufacture, production,
production, or force account construction:
manufacture,
construction :
Provided,
Provided,
That
That the Tennessee
Tennessee Valley
Authority shall
to the
the maximum
extent
Valley Authority
shall to
maximum extent
that it may deem practicable,
with the
the fulfillment
fulfillment of
of
practicable, consistent with
the purpose of its program
program and the
the effective
effective and efficient
efficient conduct
conduct
of its business,
business, coordinate
coordinate its
operations with
the requirements
its operations
with the
requirements
of this Act and
policies and
prescribed pursuant
pursuant
and the policies
and regulations
regulations prescribed
thereto;
thereto;
(13)
Energy Commission;
Commission;
(13) the Atomic
Atomic Energy
(14)
Aeronautics or the
(14) the Administrator
Administrator of Civil Aeronautics
the Chief of
of the
Weather Bureau
Weather
Bureau with respect
respect to
of airport
property
to the
the disposal of
airport property
and airway property for
For the
the purpose
for use as
as such property. For
purpose
of this paragraph
terms "airport
"airport property"
property" and
and "airway
propparagraph the
the terms
"airway property"
erty" shall have the respective
respective meanings ascribed
ascribed to
them in
in the
to them
the
International Aviation
International
Aviation Facilities Act
Act (62
(62 Stat.
Stat. 450)
450);;
(15) the Postmaster General
(15)
General or the Postal Establishment
Establishment with
with
respect to the means and
and methods
methods of distribution and transportatransportation of the mails, and contracts, negotiations,
negotiations, and proceedings
proceedings
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before
Federal and State regulatory and rate-making
before Federal
rate-making bodies,
relating to the transportation
transportation of the mails;
mails;
(16)
Maritime Commission
(16) the United States
States Maritime
Commission with respect to
to
the construction, reconstruction,
reconstruction, and reconditioning
reconditioning (including
(including
outfitting
equipping incident
outfitting and equipping
the acquisiacquisiincident to the foregoing),
foregoing), the
tion, procurement,
procurement, operation,
operation, maintenance,
maintenance, preservation,
preservation, sale,
lease, or charter
charter of any merchant
merchant vessel or of any shipyard,
ship
shipyard, ship
site, terminal, pier, dock, warehouse,
warehouse, or other
other installation
installation necessary
necessary
or appropriate
appropriate for the carrying out of any program
program of such
such
Commission
Commission authorized
authorized by law, or nonadministrative
nonadministrative activities
incidental thereto: Provided,
incidental
Provided, That the United States Maritime
Commission
Commission shall to the maximum extent
extent that
that it may
may deem
deem
practicable, consistent with the fulfillment of the purposes
practicable,
purposes of
of
such programs and the effective
effective and efficient conduct
conduct of
of such
such
activities, coordinate
coordinate its operations
operations with the
requirements of
of this
this
the requirements
Act, and the policies and regulations
regulations prescribed
prescribed pursuant
pursuant thereto;
thereto;
(17) Central Intelligence
(17)
Intelligence Agency;
Agency;
(18) except as provided in subsections (a)
(18)
(b) hereof,
(a) and
and (b)
hereof, any
other law relating to the procurement,
procurement, utilization,
utilization, or disposal of
of
property: Provided,
Provided, That, subject
subject to, and within the scope of
of
authority conferred
conferred on the Administrator
Administrator by other
of
other provisions
provisions of
authorized to prescribe
prescribe regulations
this Act, he is authorized
regulations to govern any
procurement,
disposal of
property under
any such
such
procurement, utilization,
utilization, or
or disposal
of property
under any
whenever but only to the extent he deems
law, whenever
deems such action necesneceseffectuate the provisions
sary to effectuate
provisions of title II;
II; nor
nor
(19)
time as
as the
President may
may specify,
specify, any
any
(19) for such period of time
the President
other authority of any executive
executive agency
agency which
which the President
President determines within one year after the
effective date of
this Act
Act should,
should,
the effective
of this
in the public interest, stand unimpaired
unimpaired by this Act.
(e) Section 3709, Revised
Revised Statutes,
S. C.
C. 5),
5), is
(e)
Statutes, as
as amended
amended (41
(41 U.
U. S.
is
amended by striking out 1100"
wherever it appears
therein and insert"$100" wherever
appears therein
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Ante, pp.
401.
Ante,
pp. 399,
399, 401.

Ante, p. 883.

ing in
in lieu thereof
"$500".
thereof "$500".

AUTHORIZATIONS
AUTHORIZATIONS FOR
APPROPRIATIONS AND
AND TRANSFER
FOR APPROPRIATIONS
TRANSFER AUTHORITY
AUTHORITY

SEC. 503. (a)
such
SEC.
(a) There are hereby authorized
authorized to
to be appropriated
appropriated such
sums as may be necessary
necessary to carry out the provisions
provisions of
of this
this Act.
Act.
(b) When authorized
authorized by the Director
Director of the Bureau of the Budget,
any Federal agency may use, for the disposition of property under this
Act, and for its care and handling pending such disposition,
disposition, any funds
heretofore or hereafter
heretofore
hereafter appropriated,
appropriated, allocated,
allocated, or
for
or available
available to it for
purposes similar to those provided for in sections
sections 201,
and
201, 202, 203, and
205 of this Act.
SEPARABILITY
SEPARABILITY

Ante,
389.

pp.
pp. 383-8
383-385,

SEC. 504. If
If any provision of this Act, or the application
application thereof
thereof to
any person or circumstances,
invalid, the
the remainder
remainder of
of this
circumstances, is held invalid,
this
Act, and the application
application of such provision to other persons
persons or circumstances, shall not be affected thereby.
EFFECTIVE DATE
EFFECTIVE
DATE

SEC.
SEc. 505. This Act shall become effective
1949, except that
that
effective on July 1, 1949,
the provisions of section 502 (a)
(2) (repealing
(a) (2)
(repealing prior law relating to
Administration) shall
shall
the disposition of the affairs of
of the
the War
War Assets
Assets Administration)
become effective on June 30, 1949.
become
Approved June 30, 1949.
Approved

Ante, p. 399.
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[63 STAT.
STAT.
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[CHAPTER 2891
289]
[CHAPTER

June
June 30,
30, 1949
1949
[H. R.
R. 5044
5044]
[H.
[Public
[Public Law 153]
153]

Second War
War Powers
Powers
Act,
Act, 1942,
1942, amendamendments.
56 Stat.
Stat. 187;
187; 61
61 Stat.
Stat.
66
322;
342.
322; 62
62 Stat.
Stat. 58,
58, 342.
50
Supp.
50 U.
U. S.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
II,
§ 645 (b).
II, app. §
(b).

61
323.
61 Stat.
Stat. 323.
50
50 U.
U. S.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
Supp.
II,
645 (c).
(c).
II, app. §
§645

AN
ACT
AN ACT
To continue
a temporary period
continue for a
powers, authority,
authority, and
and discretion
discretion in
in
period certain
certain powers,
respect to tin and tin products
products conferred upon
upon the
the President
President by
by the
the Second
Second
Decontrol
Decontrol Act
Act of
of 1917,
1947, and
and for
for other
other purposes.
purposes.

enacted by the Senate and
and House of
Be it
it enacted
of the
the
of Representatives
Representatives of
United
America in
United States of America
in Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That subsection
(b)
subsection (b)
of section
section 1501 of the Second War
Powers Act,
Act, 1942,
as amended
by
War Powers
1942, as
amended by
the Second Decontrol
Decontrol Act of 1947 (Public
(Public Law
Eightieth ConLaw 188,
188, Eightieth
Congress),
gress), and as further
further amended by
1948 (Public
(Public
by the Act
Act of
of February
February 28,
28, 1948
Law 427, Eightieth Congress),
Congress), and by the Act
4, 1948
1948 (Public
(Public
Act of June 4,
Congress), is hereby
Law 606, Eightieth
Eightieth Congress),
inserting after
after
hereby amended
amended by
by inserting
"June 30, 1949" the words "except
"except as otherwise provided
provided in
in subsection
subsection
(b)
(1) (A) below". Subsection (b)
(b) (1)
(b) (1)
is hereby
amended by
(1) (A)
(A) is
hereby amended
by
inserting before
before the semicolon at the
end thereof
thereof a
the
the end
a comma
comma and
and the
following: "until the
June 30,
30, 1950".
(c) of
of such
such
the close
close of
of June
1950". Subsection
Subsection (c)
amended by
section 1501 is hereby
hereby amended
30, 1949"
1949" and
and
by striking
striking out
out "June
"June 30,
inserting in lieu thereof
thereof "June
"June 30,
1950".
30,1950".
Approved
Approved June
June 30,
30, 1949.
1949.
[CHAPTER 290]
[CHAPTER
290]

June
June 30,
30, 1949
1949
[H. J.
Res. 284]
J. Res.
[Public Law
Law 154]
[Publie
154]
Temporary
Temporary approappro1950.
priation, 1950.
Post,
Post, pp.
pp. 485,
485, 614,
614,
696.
696.

JOINT RESOLUTION
JOINT
RESOLUTION

Making temporary
appropriations for the fiscal
temporary appropriations
fiscal year 1950,
for other
other purposes.
purposes.
1950, and
and for

Resolved by the Senate
Senate and
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
United
and House
House of
the United
States of America in
States
in Congress
Congress assembled, That (a)
there are
are hereby
hereby
(a) there
appropriated, out of any money in the
appropriated,
Treasury not
otherwise approapprothe Treasury
not otherwise
corporate or other revenues,
priated, and out of applicable
applicable corporate
receipts,
revenues, receipts,
and funds, such amounts
amounts as may be necessary
necessary to
to permit
permit departments,
departments,
agencies, corporations, or other organizational
units in
in any
any branch
branch
organizational units
of the Government
Government for which
which appropriations,
or other
authorappropriations, funds,
funds, or
other authority (including
(including limitations, restrictions, or
or permissive
permissive provisions)
provisions)
available for use or application
would be made available
in the
the fiscal
fiscal year
year 1950
application in
1950
by any appropriation
appropriation Act (such
(such Act not being law
on July
July 1,
1, 1949),
1949),
law on
to carry out their projects or
until the
the approval
approval of
the appliapplior activities
activities until
of the
cable appropriation
appropriation Act.,
Act, to the
the manner
manner which
would
the extent and
and in
in the
which would
be provided for in appropriations,
appropriations, funds,
funds, or
or other
other authority
authority granted
granted
by such Act: Provided:
Provided ]That in any
any case
case where
the amount
to be
be made
made
where the
amount to
available
authority to be granted
available or the authority
granted under any
any such
such Act
Act as
as passed
passed
by the House of Representatives
Representatives is
is different
from the
the amount
amount to
to be
different from
be
made available
available or the authority
authority to be granted under such Act as
passed
as passed
by the Senate, the pertinent
pertinent project
by
project or activity
activity shall
shall be
carried out
out
be carried
under whichever
whichever amount is lesser
lesser or
authority is
is more
or whichever
whichever authority
more
restrictive: Provided
restrictive:
Provided further,
further, That
any case
case where
an item
item is
is
That in
in any
where an
included in an appropriation
appropriation Act
has been
been passed
passed by
by only
one
Act which
which has
only one
House, or where
where an item is included
included in only one version
version of
of an
Act
an Act
a project
passed by both Houses, for a
project or
for which
which funds
funds were
were
or activity
activity for
provided by Congress
Congress for the fiscal
activity
fiscal year
year 1949,
1949, such
such project
project or
or activity
shall be carried on under the appropriation,
appropriation, funds,
or authority
authority granted
granted
funds, or
by the one House, but in no event at a
a rate higher than that
provided
that provided
for the fiscal year 1949.
1949.
(b) There
(b)
There are hereby appropriated,
appropriated, out
of any
money in
in the
the Treasout of
any money
Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
and out
out of
of applicable
applicable corporate
corporate or
or
appropriated, and
other revenues, receipts,
receipts, and funds, such amounts
amounts as may
necessary
may be
be necessary
to permit departments,
departments, agencies, corporations,
or other
other organizational
organizational
corporations, or
units
units in
in any
any branch
branch of the Government
Government to carry
carry out projects
projects or activiactivities for which funds were
provided by Congress
Congress for
were provided
fiscal year
year 1949,
1949,,
for the fiscal
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and for which aa Budget estimate
estimate for the fiscal year 1950 was trans1949, but for which no provision
mitted to the Congress prior to July
July 1, 1949,
provision
pending in Congress on July 1,
is contained in any bill pending
1, 1949,
1949, at
at the
the
rate provided for under any corresponding
corresponding appropriation
appropriation for the fiscal
fiscal
year 1949 or the Budget estimate
estimate for 1950, whichever
whichever is smaller;
smaller;
except that in the case of activities (other
(other than those of the Treasury
Department) transferred
General Services
transferred to the General
Services Administration
Administration by
H. R. 4754 (Eighty-first
(Eighty-first Congress)
Congress) when enacted
enacted into law, there are
are Ante, p. 877.
377.
hereby appropriated
appropriated such amounts
amounts as may be necessary to carry out
out
such activities to the extent
extent and in the manner which would be provided for in Budget estimates
estimates transmitted
transmitted to the Congress for the
the fiscal
fiscal
year 1950.
(c)
(c) Appropriations
Appropriations and funds made available,
available, and authority
Availability
of apapAvailability of
propriations.
granted, pursuant to this joint resolution
resolution shall be determined
determined under
under propriations.
the terms hereof by reference
reference to the status
status of the pertinent
pertinent appropriaappropria1, 1949, and shall continue
tion Acts and Budget estimates on July 1,
continue to
to
be available
available in the amount and in the manner so determined
determined until (1)
(1)
enactment into law of
appropriation Act,
Act, or
the
of the applicable
applicable appropriation
or (2)
(2) the
date both Houses shall have acted and failed
failed to make an
appropriaan appropriaPost, pp.
pp. 485,
485, 614,
tion, or (3)
(3) July 31, 1949, whichever
whichever first occurs.
Post,
614,
696.
(d) Expenditures
Expenditures from appropriations
appropriations or funds made available
pursuant to this joint resolution
resolution shall be charged
charged to any applicable
applicable
appropriation
appropriation or fund when the bill in which
which it is contained
contained is enacted
enacted
into law.
Approved
Approved June
June 30,
30, 1949.
1949.
[
CHAPTER 292]
[CHAPTER
292]

AN ACT
ACT
To continue
continue for aa temporary
temporary period certain
certain powers, authority, and discretion
for
discretion for
the purpose of exercising, administering,
enforcing import
controls with
administering, and
and enforcing
import controls
with
respect
respect to fats and oils (including butter),
butter), and rice and rice
rice products.

July 1,
1, 1949
July
[H. R.
It. 5240]
[H.
5240]
[Public Law
Law 155]
155]
[Public

Be it
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
it enacted
of the
and House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
the
UnitedStates of
United
Congress assembled,
assembled, That,
That, notwithstandnotwithstandof America
America in
in Congress
ing any other provision
provision of
III of
of the
of law,
law, title
title III
the Second
Second War
War Powers
Powers
Stat. 177.
177.
56 Stat.
Act, 1942, as amended, and the amendments
amendments to
made by
by
to existing
existing law
law made
50U.
SOU. S..
§633;
. 0. app. §633;
such title shall continue
effect until
until July
the purpose
purpose Supp.
continue in effect
July 1,
1, 1950,
1950, for
for the
Supp. II,
IL §
§633 notes.
authorizing the exercising, administering,
administering, and
of authorizing
and enforcing
enforcing of
of import
import
respect to fats and oils (including
controls with respect
(including oil-bearing
oil-bearing materials,
materials,
fatty
soap powder,
but excluding
excluding petroleum
petroleum
fatty acids, butter,
butter, soap
soap and
and soap
powder, but
and rice
and petroleum products)
products) and
and rice
products, upon
upon aa deterdeterrice and
rice products,
mination by the President
President that
that such
such controls are
are (a)
(a) essential
essential to
to the
the
acquisition
acquisition or distribution
in world
or (b)
distribution of
of products
products in
world short
short supply
supply or
(b)
essential
essential to the orderly liquidation
liquidation of
of temporary
temporary surpluses
surpluses of
of stocks
stocks
owned or controlled by the Government:
Government: Provided,
Provided, however,
That
however, That
such controls shall be
as soon
as the
conditions giving
giving rise
rise
be removed
removed as
soon as
the conditions
to them
have ceased.
ceased.
to
them have
Approved July
July 1,
Approved
1, 1949,
1949
[
CHAPTER 296]
[CHAPTER

ACT
AN ACT

authorize certain
To authorize
certain Government
Government printing, binding, and blank-book
elseblank-book work
work elsewhere than at the Government
Government Printing Office
Office if approved
approved by
Joint ComComby the
the Joint
Printing.
mittee on Printing.

July 5, 1949
1949
July
R. 4878]
4878j
[H. R.
[Public Law
Law 156]
1561
[Public

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
Government printprintUnited
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
the second
second ingGovernment
United States of
assembled, That
That the
and binding.
proviso of section 11 of
of the Act entitled
entitled "An
making appropriaappropria"An Act
Act making
tions for the legislative, executive,
executive, and
judicial expenses
of the
the GovernGovernand judicial
expenses of
ment for the fiscal year ending June
30, 1920,
for other
other purposes",
June 30,
1920, and
and for
purposes",

406
406

PUBLIC
296-298—JULY 5,
5, 6,
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1949
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40 Stat. 1270.
40 Stat.
44
15. S. C. §111.

c170.

[63 STAT.
STAT.
[63

approved March
1919 (40
(40 Stat.
1213) ,is
amended to read
read as
as follows:
follows:
is amended
Stat. 1213),
1, 1919
March 1,
approved
and blank-book
further, That
That all
printing, binding,
binding, and
blank-book work
work
all printing,
further,

"Provided
44Provided

for
Executive Office,
Office, the Judiciary
Judiciary (other than
than the
for Congress,
Congress, the Executive
Supreme
Court of
the United
United States),
and every
every executive
executive department,
department,
of the
States), and
Supreme Court
independent
office, and
and establishment
of the
the Government,
Government, shall
shall be
be
establishment of
independent office,
done
at, the
the Government
Office, except
(1) such
such classes
of
done at
Government Printing
Printing Office,
except (1)
classes of
work
be deemed
deemed by
by the
the Joint
Joint Committee
Committee on
on Printing
Printing to
to be
be
work as
as shall
shall be
urgent
to have
done elsewhere;
(2) printing
printing in
field
in field
urgent or
or necessary
necessary to
have done
elsewhere; and (2)
printing plants
operated by
any such
such executive
executive department,
department, indeindeplants operated
by any
printing
pendent office,
office, or establishment,
procurement of printing by
pendent
establishment, and the procurement
any
independent office, or establishment
establishment
executive department,
department, independent
any such
such executive
from
for contract
contract field
printing, if
if approved
approved by
by the
the Joint
from allotments
allotments for
field printing,
Joint
Committee on
Printing."
Committee
on Printing."
Approved
July 5,
5, 1949.
1949.
Approved July

[CHAPTER 297]
[CHAPTER
297]
July
1949
5, 1949
July 5,

[H. J. Res. 240]
[11.
[Public Law
Law 157]
[Public
Statue
Simon
of Simon
statue of
Bolivar.

3Bolvar.

Approval of plans
Approval
plans
for site, etc.

forte,
etc.

Time
limitation.
Time limitation.

JOINT RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION
JOINT
Authorizing the erection
Authorizing
erection in the District
District of Columbia
Columbia of a
astatue of Simon Bolivar.

Resolved by
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
Resolved
by the
States of America in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary
Secretary of the
Interior
hereby authorized
directed to grant
Interior is hereby
authorized and directed
grant authority
authority to the
Simon Bolivar
Bolivar Memorial
Foundation, Washington,
Washington, District of
of ColumMemorial Foundation,
Simon
bia, to
the liberator,
Simon Bolivar,
gift
bia,
to erect
erect a
a bronze
bronze statue
statue of
of the
liberator, Simon
Bolivar, the
the gift
of the
the Government
of Venezuela,
Venezuela, including
pedestal, on
on an approapproof
Government of
including pedestal,
priate site
on grounds
grounds now
now owned
owned by
by the
the United
District
United States
States in the District
priate
site on
of Columbia: Provided,
Provided, That the design of
the statue,
of the
statue, including
including the
the

pedestal,
pedestal, and the site chosen
chosen shall be approved
approved by the National Com-

mission of
of Fine
Fine Arts,
and the
the United
be put
to no
no expense
expense
United States
States shall
shall be
put to
mission
Arts, and
in
by the
of this
statue and
proper landscape
landscape treatment
treatment
and proper
in or
or by
the erection
erection of
this statue
of
the site,
as to
to provide
proper setting,
including planting,
planting, walks,
of the
site, so
so as
provide aaproper
setting, including
walks,
Provided further,
and curbs:
curbs: Provided
further, That
That unless
unless the
the erection
erection of
of this
statue
this statue
is
begun within
within five
from and
date of
of passage
passage of
of this
is begun
five years
years from
and after
after the
the date
this
joint
the authorization
authorization hereby
granted is
is revoked.
revoked.
joint resolution,
resolution, the
hereby granted
Approved July 5,
5, 1949.
1949.
Approved

[CHAPTER 298]
[CHAPTER
July
1949
July 6,
6, 1944)
[II. R.
R. 3198]
[H.
3198]
[Public
Law 156]
158]
[Public Law

46
46
13
203;
203;
U.
55U.

Stat. 22.
22.
U. S.
111,
U.
S. C.
C. §§
§§ 111,
Supp.
II, § 111;
111;
Supp. II,
S.
133t note.
C. i§133t
note.
S. C.

AN ACT
ACT
To
Act of
18, 1929.
To amend
amend the
the Act
of June 18,

Be
enacted by
by the
the Senate
and House
of Iepresentatives
Representatives of
of the
the
Be it
it enacted
Senate and
House of
United
in Congress
Congress assembled,
the fourth
United States
States of
of America
America in
assembled, That
That the
fourth sensenAct
tence in the last paragraph
paragraph of
of section 33of an Act entitled "An Act
to
provide for
fifteenth and
and subsequent
subsequent decennial
censuses and
to
to provide
for the fifteenth
decennial censuses
and to
provide for apportionment
Representatives in Congress",
apportionment of Representatives
Congress", approved
approved
June
21), as
amended by section
Second
June 18,
18, 1929 (46
(46 Stat. 21),
as amended
section 404 of the
the Second
Reorganization
Reorganization Plan (53 Stat.
out
Stat. 1436),
1436), be
be amended
amended by
by striking
striking out
"the
thereof "each".
"each".
"the Fifteenth"
Fifteenth" and
and inserting
inserting in lieu
lieu thereof
SEC.
3
S
EC. 2. Amend the third sentence
sentence of the last
last paragraph
paragraph of section 3
of an Act entitled "An
"An Act to provide
subsequent
provide for
for the
the fifteenth
fifteenth and subsequent
decennial censuses and
and to
provide for apportionment
apportionment of Representadecennial
to provide
Representatives in Congress,"
Congress," approved
approved June
18, 1929 (46
21), as amended
June 18,
(46 Stat. 21),
amended
by section 404 of the Second
Second Reorganization
1436),
Reorganization Plan (53 Stat. 1436),
by striking out the third
sentence and
in lieu
lieu thereof
thereof "The
"The
third sentence
and inserting
inserting in
enlisted
appointed and
enlisted men
men and officers
officers of
of the
the armed
armed services
services may
may be
be appointed
and
compensated for the enumeration
enumeration of personnel
personnel of
the armed
armed forces."
compensated
of the
forces."
Approved July 6, 1949.
1949.
Approved
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[CHAPTER 299]
299]
[CHAPTER

AN
ACT
AN ACT
To permit the Comptroller
Comptroller General
General to pay claims
claims chargeable
chargeable against
against lapsed
lapsed
appropriations
of unexpended
appropriations and to provide for the return of
unexpended balances
balances of
such
of such
appropriations
to the
appropriations to
the surplus
surplus fund.
fund.

July 6, 1949
1949
July
[H. R.
R. 3549]
3549]
[H.

[Public Law
Law 159]
[Public
159]

Be it
enacted by the Senate
Senate and House of Representatives
it enacted
Representatives of
of the
the
Surplus
Surplus Fund-CerFund—CerUnited States
States of America in
Congressassembled,
assembled,That, except
United
in Congress
except as
as otherothertified Claims Act
Act of
wise provided by law, all balances
balances of appropriations
appropriations contained
the 1949.
contained in
in the
1949.
annual appropriation
appropriation bills and made
made specifically
specifically for the service
service of
of
any fiscal year shall only be applied to the payment
payment of
of expenses
expenses propproperly incurred during that year, or
the fulfillment
fulfillment of
of contracts
or to the
contracts
properly made
made within
within that
properly
that year.
year.
Payment
Payment of certified
certified
SEO.
availability for expenditure
S
EC. 2. Unless aa longer period of availability
expenditure is
is claims
account.
account.
specifically
provided in an appropriation
specifically provided
appropriation or other law,
on July
July 11in
in
law, on
each year the unexpended
unexpended balances of all appropriations
appropriations which
shall
which shall
Government for two
have remained
remained upon the books of the Government
fiscal years
two fiscal
years
following the fiscal year or years for which
which appropriated
appropriated shall
shall lapse
lapse
and the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
Treasury shall
the Treasury
shall cause
cause such
such balances
balances to
to be
be
transferred to a
a consolidated
consolidated appropriation
appropriation account,
transferred
account, to
to be
be known
known as
as
"Payment of certified
certified claims", and
funds shall
shall remain
available
and such
such funds
remain available
until expended
expended for
within the
the limits
limits of
of and
for the
the payment
payment of
of claims,
claims, within
and
chargeable to the respective
chargeable
respective balances
balances of any lapsed appropriations,
appropriations,
which may be certified
certified by
Comptroller General
United States
States
by the Comptroller
General of
of the
the United
Nonapplicability.
NonapplicabfiltY.
to be lawfully
Provided, That
lawfully due: Provided,
section shall
apply to
That this
this section
shall not
not apply
to
permanent specific
specific appropriations
appropriations or appropriations
appropriations for
for rivers
and
rivers and
harbors,
harbors, lighthouses, or public buildings
buildings (which
(which shall
shall continue
continue availavailable until otherwise
otherwise ordered
ordered by the
Congress) or
or to
to appropriations
appropriations for
for
the Congress)
the Post Office Department
Department or
service: Provided
Provided further,
or the
the postal
postal service:
further, Surplus fund.
That on July 1
each year,
all funds
funds in
the appropriation
appropriation account
account
1 of each
year, all
in the
"Payment
certified claims", certified
"Payment of certified
the Comptroller
Comptroller General
of
certified by
by the
General of
the United
United States as
as not
required for
the payment
of claims
thereunder,
not required
for the
payment of
claims thereunder,
surplus fund
fund of
shall be carried to
to the
the surplus
of the
the Treasury.
Treasury.
Effective
date.
Effective date.
SEC.
SEC. 3. This Act shall
July 1,
1, 1949,
1949, and
and shall
shall supersede
supersede
shall be
be effective
effective July
the provisions of
of law
sections 712,
713, 714,
714, and
716 of
of title
law codified
codified as
as sections
712, 713,
and 716
title
31 and section 266 of title
title 5,
States Code,
on the
the effective
effective
5, United
United States
Code, which,
which, on
date of
this Act,
Act, are
are hereby
hereby repealed.
date
of this
repealed.
title.
Short title.
SEC.
be cited
cited as
SEC. 4. This Act may be
the "Surplus
"Surplus Fund—Certified
as the
Fund-Certified
Claims
1949".
Claims Act of 1949".
Approved
1949.
Approved July
July 6,
6, 1949.
[CHAPTER 300]
[CHAPTER
300]

AN ACT
ACT
To correct inequities in
in the pay of certain
certain officers
officers and
and employees
employees of the Federal
Government and of the government
government of the District of Columbia.
Government

July 6,
6, 11)49
July
1949

[H. R.
51001
[H.
R. 51001
[Public
Law 160]
160]
[Public Law

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the
and House
the
the Senate
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
Certain Federal and
United
America in
in Congress
assembled, That
(a), effective
United States
States of
of America
Congress assembled,
That (a),
effective D.Certain
C. employees.
employees.
C.
as
day of
of the
the first
first pay
pay period
period which
which began
began after
June 30,
30,
as of the
Compensation ininthe first
first day
Compensation
after June
crease.
crease.
1948,
1948, each
each of the rates of
by sections
sections
of basic
basic compensation
compensation provided
provided by
60 Stat.
Stat. 100.
1003.
of the
Service Act
1946 (U.
(U. S.
1946 edition,
edition,
412 and 415
415 of
the Foreign
Foreign Service
Act of
of 1946
S. C.,
C., 1946
title
22, secs.
secs. 867
867 and
and 870)
870) which
which do
$10,000 is
is hereby
title 22,
do not
not exceed
exceed $10,000
hereby
increased
$330.
increased by
by $330.
(b)
(b) No additional
additional compensation
compensation shall
shall be
be payable
payable by
by reason
reason of
of the
the
enactment
enactment of this
for any
prior to
the date
date of
this section
section for
any period
period prior
to the
of enactenactAct in
case of
of any
person who
is not
not aaForeign
Foreign Service
ment of
of this
this Act
in the
the case
any person
who is
Service
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Night and
and holiday
holiday
work.
work.

59 Stat.
Stat. 296,
296, 298.
298.
59
§]911,921,
55U.
U. S.
S. C.
C. §§911,921,
922; Supp. II,
II, §
922
§ 922
note.
note.

62 Stat.
Stat. 1260.
1260.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
39 U.
U. S.
Supp.
II,
II, §
§ 878a note.
note.
Ante, p.
p. 112.
112.
Anle,

59 Stat.
298.
59
Stat. 296,
296, 298.
U. S.
C. §§911,
921,
55U.
S.C.
§§911,921,
922; Supp.
IT, §
922
922;
Supp. II,
§ 922
note.
note.
Stat. 1260.
1260.
62 Stat.
39U.
S.C.,
Supp. II,
II,
39
U. S.
C., Supp.
§878a
878a note.
note.
Ante, p.
p. 112.
112.

PUBLIC
300, 301—JULY
6, 9,
9, 1949
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LAWS-OCS. 300,
301-JULY 6,
1949

[63 STAT.
STAT.
[63

officer,
officer, a
a Foreign
Foreign Service
Service Reserve
officer, or
Service staff
staff
Reserve officer,
or aa Foreign
Foreign Service
officer
or employee
on such
officer or
employee on
such date.
date.
(c) No person
(c)
person whose
whose compensation
increased by
by this
section
compensation is
is increased
this section
shall be entitled to any overtime
overtime pay,
for night
night and
pay, or
or compensation
compensation for
and
holiday
holiday work, as provided
provided in sections
sections 201,
201, 301,
301, and 302
302 of
the Federal
of the
Federal
Employees Pay Act of 1945,
1945, as amended,
amended, based on
on the
the additional
additional
compensation
compensation provided
provided by this
for any
any pay
period ending
ending
this section for
pay period
prior to the date of enactment
enactment of this Act.
Act.
SEC.
SEC. 2. (a)
(a) The additional compensation
by the
Postal
compensation provided
provided by
the Postal
Rate Revision
Employees Salary
Revision and Federal
Federal Employees
Salary Act of
of 1948
which
1948 to
to which
employees
employees in or under
under the municipal
municipal government
of the
the District
District of
government of
of
Columbia are entitled, as of the
date of
of the
the District
District of
Columthe effective
effective date
of ColumRevenue Act
bia Revenue
Act of 1949, shall commence
commence as of the first
first day
day of
of the
the
first pay period
period which began after
after June
30, 1948.
June 30,1948.
(b)
(b) No additional
additional compensation
compensation shall
be payable
payable by
by reason
reason of
of
shall be
the enactment
section in the
enactment of this section
of any
any person
person who
is not
an
the case
case of
who is
not an
employee in or under the municipal
municipal government
government of the
the District
of
District of
Columbia on the date of
Act.
of enactment
enactment of
of this
this Act.
(c) No employee
employee in or under
(c)
under the municipal
municipal government
the
government of
of the
District
District of Columbia
Columbia shall be entitled
any overtime
pay, or
comentitled to
to any
overtime pay,
or compensation
pensation for night and holiday work, as provided
in sections
201,
provided in
sections 201,
301,
301, and 302 of the Federal
Federal Employees
Pay Act
Act of
as amended,
Employees Pay
of 1945,
1945, as
amended,
based on the additional
additional compensation
compensation provided
provided by
by the
the Postal
Postal Rate
Rate
Revision and Federal
Revision
Federal Employees
Employees Salary Act of 1948 and by
this secby this
section for any pay period
period ending
ending prior to the effective
date of
of the
the
effective date
District
District of Columbia Revenue
1949.
Revenue Act
Act of
of 1949.
Approved
July 6,
6, 1949.
1949.
Approved July
[CHAPTER 3011
[CHAPTER
301]

July
July 9,
9, 1949
1949
[H.
[H. R.
R. 2282]
2282]
[Public
Law 1611
161]
[Public Law

Transfer
of certain
certain
Transfer of
broadcasting facilities.
broadcasting
facilities.

62 Stat.
Stat. 6.
6.
22
U. S.
C., Supp.
Supp.
22 U.
S. C.,
It. §1S
§§ 1431-1479.
II,
431-1479.

58 Stat. 765.
765.
50
U. S.
S. C.
50 U.
C. app.
app.
§§ 1611-1646;
§S
1611-1646; Supp.
Supp. II,
II,
§ 1612 note et seq.
Ante, p.
p. 399.
399.

Report to Congress.

AN ACT
AN
ACT
To make certain Government-owned
Government-owned facilities
available for
for international
broadfacilities available
international broadcasting in the furtherance of authorized
authorized programs
Department of
of State,
State,
programs of the
the Department
and for other purposes.
purposes.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
United States of America in
United
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That,
That, for
for the
the purpose
purpose
of assuring
operation of the facilities
assuring continued
continued operation
described
facilities hereinafter
hereinafter described
for international
broadcasting as aameans of achieving
international broadcasting
achieving the
the objectives
objectives
of the,
the United
Information and E1ducational
United States Information
Educational Exchange
of
Exchange Act
Act of
1948 (Public
Congress) under authority
(Public Law
Law 402, Eightieth
Eightieth Congress)
of that
authority of
that
Finance Corporation,
Act, the Reconstruction
Reconstruction Finance
Corporlation, as
successor to
to Defense
Defense
as successor
Plant Corporation,
Corporation, shall transfer,
without regard to tie
Plant
transfer, without,
the provisions
provisions of
of
the Surplus Property
Property Act
Act of 1944, as amended,
without reimbursereimburseamended, and
and without
ment or transfer
Secretary of State (hereinafter
transfer of funds, to the Secretary
(hereinafter
"Secretary") all of
referred to as the "Secretary")
its right,
right, title,
title, and
and interest
of its
interest in
in
and to the facilities
facilities known
known as Plancors
Plancors 1805,
and 1986
1986 located
1805, 1985,
1985, and
located
in
County, Ohio, in the vicinity of Delano, California,
in Butler
Butler County,
California, and
and
Dixon, California,
California, respectively,
Dixon,
respectively, together with
with the equipment
equipment and
and other
other
property appurtenant
appurtenant thereto.
thereto. For the
the purposes of this
Act, the
the
this Act,
Secretary is authorized
authorized to acquire property
property or rights
rights or
or interests
interests
therein
therein necessary or desirable for the operation
operation of
facilities by
by
of such facilities
purchase,
purchase, lease,
lease, gift, transfer,
transfer, condemnation,
condemnation, or
or otherwise.
otherwise.
SEC.
SEc. 2. Whenever
"Whenever the Secretary
Secretary finds
finds that the
operation of
the
the operation
of the
facilities herein authorized
authorized to be transferred
transferred is
is no
no longer
longer necessary
necessary
or desirable,
desirable, he shall report
or
report such
such fact to Congress
Congress with his recommenrecommendations for the disposition
disposition of such facilities.
facilities.
SEC.
3. The Department
Department of State shall
S
EC. 3.
shall assume all obligations
of the
obligations of
the
Reconstruction Finance
Corporation covering
Reconstruction
Finance Corporation
covering operations
operations of
of said
said
facilities, equipment,
equipment, and appurtenant
facilities,
appurtenant property
property outstanding
outstanding at
at the
the
date of transfer.
transfer.
Approved
Approved July 9,
9, 1949.
1949.
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[CHAPTER 302]

JOINT
JOINT RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION

appropriation for the work of the President's
Authorizing an appropriation
President's Committee on
National
Employ the
Week.
National Employ
the Physically
Physically Handicapped
Handicapped Week.

Resolved by the Senate
Senate and
and House of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
States of America in
in Congress
assembled, That in order to
States
Congress assembled,
effectuate
to effectuate
the purposes
purposes of National
National Employ
Employ the Physically
Week
Physically Handicapped
Handicapped Week
and in order to enable the
the President's
President's Comthe President
President to
to provide
provide the
Committee on
National Employ
the Physically
Physically Handicapped
Week with
with
on National
Employ the
Handicapped Week
adequate personnel
personnel to assist in its activities, and otherwise
otherwise to provide
the means
the committee with the
means of
promote the
the
of carrying
carrying out a
a program
program to
to promote
employment of physically
employment
by creating
creating Nationphysically handicapped
handicapped persons,
persons, by
Nationinterest in
wide interest
rehabilitation and
of the
in the
the rehabilitation
and employment
employment of
the handicapped
handicapped
and by obtaining
obtaining and maintaining
maintaining cooperation
cooperation from
all public
and
from all
public and
field, there
private groups in the field,
there is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to
be appropriated
appropriated
to be
annually, out of any money
Treasury not
not otherwise
money in the
the Treasury
otherwise appropriappropriated,
be expended
in such
such manner
ated, not
not to exceed
exceed the
the sum
sum of
of $75,000
$75,000 to
to be
expended in
manner
agencies as the President may
may direct, for the
and by such agencies
the
the work
work of
of the
President's Committee
Employ the
the Physically
President's
Committee on
on National
National Employ
Physically HandiHandicapped Week.
capped
Week.
Approved
Approved July 11,
11, 1949.
1949.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 304]
304]

AN ACT
ACT
AN

To
Alaska and
and Oregon
from the
Finance
To transfer
transfer the
the trawlers
trawlers Alaska
Oregon from
the Reconstruction
Reconstruction Finance
Corporation to
to the
Corporation
the Fish
Fish and
and Wildlife
Wildlife Service
Service

it enacted
Be it
enacted by the Senate and
Representatives of the
and House of Representatives
the
United States of America in
in Congress
assembled, That the ReconUnited
Congress assembled,
struction Finance Corporation
Corporation is hereby authorized
authorized and
and directed to
transfer
transfer the trawlers
trawlers Alaska and Oregon,
Oregon, and all their equipment,
equipment, to

409
409

July 11,
11, 1949
1949
July
[H. J. Res. 228]
[H.
[Public Law
Law 162]
[Public

President's CommitCommitPresident's
tee on National
National EmPhysically
ploy the Physically
Handicapped Week.
Handicapped

Appropriation
thorized.
thorized.
p. 876.
876.
Post, p.

auau-

July 13,
13, 1949
1949
July
[H. R.
It. 4252]
4252]
[H.
[Public Law
Law 163]
163]
[Public

TrawlersAlaska and
TrawlersAlaska
and
Oregon.
Oregon.

of the
the Department
Department of
of the
the Fish and Wildlife
Wildlife Service
Service of
the Interior.
Interior.

Such transfer
reimbursement or transfer of funds.
transfer shall be without
without reimbursement
Appropriation auAppropriation
SEc.
hereby authorized
authorized to be appropriated
appropriated such sums as
as thorized.
SEC. 2. There is hereby
thorized.
may be necessary
for
the
maintenance,
repair,
alteration,
improvenecessary
maintenance, repair, alteration, improvement, equipment, and operation
operation of the vessels transferred
transferred pursuant
pursuant
to the first section of this Act.
Approved
Approved July 13, 1949.
[CHAPTER 305]
305]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
ACT
Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act
To amend the Federal
Act of June 25, 1938, as amended,

composed wholly
by providing for the certification of batches of
of drugs
drugs composed
wholly or partly
aureomycin, chloramphenicol,
chlorampheiaicol, and
bacitracin, or any
derivative
of any kind of aureomycin,
and bacitracin,
any derivative
thereof.
thereof.

it enacted
Be it
enacted by the Senate and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of the
the
United States
(1)
United
States of America in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That section
section 502
502 (1)
of the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act of
of June
June 25, 1938,
1938, as
amended (U. S. C., 1946 edition, title 21, ch. 9),
9), is amended by deleting
deleting
the word "or" preceding
"streptomycin" and inserting
inserting in
preceding the
the word "streptomycin"
lieu thereof a
comma and by inserting
inserting after the word
a comma
word "streptomycin"
"streptomycin"
following: ", aureomycin,
or bacitracin,".
bacitracin,".
the following:
aureomycin, chloramphenicol,
chloramphenicol, or

July 13,
July
13, 1949
1949
[H.
It. 3151]
3151]
[H. R.
[Public Law
Law 164]
164]
[Public

Federal Food,
Food, Drug,
Federal
Cosmetic Act,
Act,
and Cosmetic
amendments.
amendments.
59 Stat.
Stat. 463; 61
61 Stat.
11.
21 U. S. C.,
C., Supp.
Supp.
21
II, §§3521.
3521.
II,

Stat. 463; 61 Stat.
59 Stat.
SEC.
of section
SEc. 2. (a) The heading
heading of
section 507 of such Act, as
as amended,
amended, is
is
12.
12.
amended by
the word "OR"
"OR" preceding
preceding the
"sTRErToby, deleting the
the word
21 U.
U. S. C.,
C., Supp.
Supp.
word "sTRETroU.§1357
357 (a).
MYCIN"
at the
the ILI
MYCIN" and inserting in lieu
lieu thereof
thereof a
a comma
comma and by
by adding
adding at
end
of such
the following:
following: ",
", AUREOMYCIN,
AUREOMYCIN, CHLORAMPHENICOL,
cm.oRAmPuRisricoL,
end of
such heading
heading the
OR BACITRACIN".
RACEFRACIN " .

(b) The first sentence of subsection
(a) of such section
section 507 is
subsection (a)
is
amended by deleting the word "or"
"or" preceding
preceding the word "streptomycin"
"streptomycin"
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13, 1949
1949
PUBLIC
305-307, 332—JULY
332-JULY 13,

[63 STAT.
STAT.
[63

inserting in
comma and
and by
by inserting
after the
the word
word
and inserting
in lieu
lieu thereof
thereof a
a comma
inserting after
"streptomycin" the following:
following: ",
aureomycin, chloramphenicol,
or
"streptomycin"
", aureomycin,
chloramphenicol, or
bacitracin,".
bacitracin,".
Approved
1949.
Approved July
July 13,
13, 1949.
[CHAPTER 306]
306]
[CHAPTER
July 13,
13, 1949
July
[H. R.
It. 3680]
[Public Law 165]

Mississippi State
College.
Conveyance.
Conveyance.

it enacted
the
Be it
enacted by
by the Senate
Senate and
and House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
United
in Congress
Congress assembled, That
the Secretary
Secretary
United States
States of
of America in
That the
Agriculture is
is authorized
authorized and
convey by
by quitclaim
quitclaim
of Agriculture
and directed
directed to
to convey
deed to the Mississippi
tract of
of land
land situated
situated
Mississippi State
State College
College that certain
certain tract
in the county
county of Washington,
Washington, State of Mississippi, described
described as follows:
follows:
Commencing at
at the
the northeast
corner of
section 10,
10,
Commencing
at an
an iron corner
corner at
northeast corner
of section
township 18
range 7
18 north, range
7 west;
west; thence
thence south
south five
five degrees
degrees fifty
fifty
minutes west two thousand
thousand seven hundred
hundred and
seventy-seven feet
to
and seventy-seven
feet to
the point
point of beginning,
beginning, the
the southeast
southeast corner
corner of
of the
the same
same being
being the
the tract
tract
described; thence
thence south
south eighty-four
eighty-four degrees
seven minutes
minutes west
west one
one
described;
degrees seven
thousand twenty-nine and nine-tenths
corner of
of
nine-tenths feet
feet to
to the
the southwest
southwest corner
degrees thirty-eight
minutes east
east two
two
the tract; thence
thence north
north no degrees
thirty-eight minutes
hundred
hundred and sixteen
sixteen feet
northwest corner
corner of
the tract;
tract; thence
feet to
to the northwest
of the
thence
north eighty-four
minutes east
east one
one thousand
twenty and
and
eighty-four degrees
degrees seven
seven minutes
thousand twenty
nine-tenths feet to the northeast
nine-tenths
northeast corner of the tract;
tract; thence
thence south
south no
no
degrees
west two
sixteen feet
to the
the
degrees thirty-eight
thirty-eight minutes
minutes west
two hundred
hundred and
and sixteen
feet to
point of beginning,
five and
and one-tenth
or
beginning, and
and containing
containing five
one-tenth acres,
acres, more
more or
less.
Approved July
July 13, 1949.
Approved
1949.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 307]
307]

13, 1949
1949
July 13,

[H.
3717]
[H. R.
R. 3717]

[Public Law 166]

21 U. . C. 133.
133.

21 U. S. C.

AN ACT
ACT

To
the Secretary
Secretary of
five and
and one-tenth
acres
To authorize
authorize the
of Agriculture
Agriculture to
to quitclaim
quitclaim five
one-tenth acres
Washington County,
County, Mississippi,
Mississippi, to
to the
the Mississippi
State College.
of land
land in
in Washington
Mississippi State
College.

ACrT
AM' ACT
AN

To repeal the Act
relating to the
Act of July 24, 1946, relating
the Swan Island
Island Animal Quarantine
Quarantine
Station.
Station.

Be
it enacted
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
Be it
enacted by
by the
the Senate
House of
United
States of America
United States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
Act of
of
America in
the Act

July 24, 1946 (60
(60 Stat.
Stat. 633),
633), authorizing
authorizing the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of Agriculture
Agriculture

Island an
an international
international animal
animal
to establish and
and maintain
maintain on
on Swan
Swan Island

quarantine
station, is
is
quarantine station,
Approved July
July 13,
Approved
13,
[CHAPTER
3321
[CHAPTER 332]
July 13, 1949
19049

[H.. R.. 20]
20]
[Public Law
167]
[Public
Law 167]

hereby
hereby repealed.
repealed.
1949.
1949.

AN ACT
ACT
AN

To
August 1,
1, 1947,
as amended,
to authorize
creation of
of
To amend
amend the Act
Act of
of August
1947, as
amended, to
authorize the
the creation
ten professional
professional and scientific
headquarters and
and research
scientific positions
positions in
in the
the headquarters
research
stations
stations of the National
National Advisory
Committee for
Advisory Committee
for Aeronautics.
Aeronautics.

Be it
and House
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
Howe of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
United States of America
United
first section
section
America in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the first
of
entitled "An
Act to
authorize the
the creation
creation of
of additional
additional
of the
the Act entitled
"An Act
to authorize
professional and scientific
positions in the professional
the War
War and
and
scientific service in the
Navy Departments".
Departments". approved
August 1,
1947, as
as amended,
is hereby
approved August
1, 1947,
amended, is
hereby
amended to read as
as follows:
follows:
Departments of
(a) the Secretary
"That (a)
Secretary of the Army, the Secretary
Secretary of the Navy,
Army, Navy, and Air
Force.
Force.
and the Secretary
Secretary of the Air Force
are respectively
authorized to
to
Force are
respectively authorized
establish and fix the compensation
respective departdepartestablish
compensation for,
for, within
within their
their respective
ments, not more than
than thirteen
thirteen positions
positions each,
each, and the Secretary
of
Secretary of
establish and fix the compensation
Defense is authorized to establish
compensation for not
not
Professional and scientific service.
61 Stat. 715.
715.
61
U. S. C., Supp. II,
55U.S.
§I
II 171p, 230, 476, 626t.

63
TAT.]
63 S
STAT.]
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13, 14,
81ST CONG
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1ST SESS.-CHS.

established to effecmore than six positions, each such position being established
development functions, relating to the
those research and development
tuate those
medicine, and any and all other
national defense, military and naval medicine,
activities of the National
Establishment which requires the
Military Establishment
National Military
services
services of specially qualified scientific or professional personnel.
National Advisory
Advisory
"(b) The
Chairman of the
the National
National Advisory
Committee for Aero- Committee
Advisory Committee
The Chairman
"(b)
for Aerofor
nautics.
compensation for, in the nautics.
establish and fix the compensation
nautics is authorized
authorized to establish
Advisory Comheadquarters
National Advisory
headquarters and research stations of the National
professional
mittee
exceed ten positions
positions in the professional
for Aeronautics, not to exceed
mittee for
and scientific service, each such position
position being established
established in order to
to
enable
National Advisory Committee
Committee for Aeronautics
Aeronautics to secure
secure and
enable the National
necessary in the
retain
qualified personnel
personnel necessary
specially qualified
retain the services of specially
the
discharge
committee to supervise
supervise and direct
direct the
discharge of the duty of the committee
a view
scientific study of the problems of flight with a
view to their practical
practical
solution.
solution.
Rates of compensaestablished pursuant
"(c)
compensation for positions established
pursuant tion.
"(c) The rates of compensation
tion.
per
annum
$10,000
than
be
less
to
$10,000
annum
to the provisions of this Act shall not
approval
$15,000 per annum and shall be subject to the approval
more than $15,000
nor more
of the Civil Service
Service Commission."
Commission."
61 Stat. 715.
61
S
EC. 2. Section 3
3 of such Act of August 1, 1947, as amended,
amended, is
SEC.
5
U. S. C., Supp. II,
II,
6U.S.
§
171r.
hereby
amended to read as follows:
follows:
hereby amended
Reports toCongress.
ReportstoCongress.
National
"SEC. 3. The Secretary
Secretary of Defense and the Chairman of the National
"SEC.
Advisory
Aeronautics shall submit to the Congress,
Congress,
Committee for Aeronautics
Advisory Committee
not
December 31 of each year, a
a report setting
setting forth
forth the
than December
later than
not later
number
established pursuant to this Act in the National
National
number of positions established
Military
Establishment and in the headquarters
headquarters and research
research stations
Military Establishment
of
Advisory Committee
Committee for Aeronautics,
Aeronautics, respectively,
respectively,
of the National Advisory
during
compensation, and
during that calendar year, and the name, rate of compensation,
a
together with a
description
incumbent, together
qualifications of each incumbent,
description of the qualifications
statement
instance where
functions performed by each. In any instance
statement of the functions
the
Chairman, respectively,
may consider full public
respectively, may
the Secretary or the Chairman,
report
national security, he .is
is
detrimental to the national
report on these items detrimental
authorized to omit such
such items from his annual
annual report
report and, in lieu
authorized
thereof,
to present
information in executive sessions of such .compresent such information
thereof, to
presiding
mittees
of the
the Senate and House
House of Representatives
Representatives as the presiding
mittees of
officers of those bodies shall designate."
designate."
1949.
Approved July 13, 1949.
[CHAPTER
333]
[CHAPTER 333]

ACT
AN ACT

Relating
the payment,
fees, expenses,
jurors.
costs of jurors.
expenses, and costs
of fees,
payment of
to the
Relating to

Representatives of the
Be it
enacted by
Senate and House of Representatives
the Senate
by the
it enacted
Be
United States
of America
Congress assembled, That the second,
second,
in Congress
America in
States of
United

paragraphs of section 1871 of title 28 of the United
third, and fourth paragraphs
States Code,
Judicial Procedures",
hereby
Procedures", are hereby
entitled "Judiciary and Judicial
Code, entitled
States
amended
amended to read as follows:
"For
actual attendance
attendance at the
hearing and for the
of trial or hearing
the place of
"For actual
time
necessarily occupied
occupied in going to and from such place at the
time necessarily
beginning and
and end
service or at any time during the same, $7
of such service
end of
beginning
per
day, except
except that
attend more
more than thirty
required to attend
any juror required
that any
per day,
days
hearing one
one case
may be
discretion and upon the
the discretion
in the
paid in
be paid
case may
in hearing
days in
certification
of the
the trial
trial judge
judge a
exceeding $10 for
a per diem .fee not exceeding
certification of
each
day in
excess of
days he
he is
to hear
case.
such case.
hear such
required to
is required
of thirty
thirty days
in excess
each day
"For
the distance
traveled to and
resia juror's resifrom a
and from
necessarily traveled
distance necessarily
"For the
dence by
shortest practicable
route in
in going
to and
returning from
from
and returning
going to
practicable route
by the
the shortest
dence
the place
place of
of service
beginning and
and at
at the
the end
of the
term of
of
the term
end of
the beginning
at the
service at
the
service and
all additional
daily transportation
transportation expense,
expense,
necessary daily
additional necessary
for all
and for
service

July 14,1949
14, 1940
Jul
(8.
{. 10421
10421

168]
[Public Law 1681
[Public

62 Stat. 953.
953.
28 U.
U. 8.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
Stipp.
1871.
II, §11871.
Ante,
103.
Ante, p. 103.
Jurors' fees,
fees, exexJurors'
penses,
costs.
penses, and costs.
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[63 STAT.
STAT.
[63

7 cents per
7
that if
if daily
appears impracticable,
impracticable,
per mile,
mile, except
except that
daily travel
travel appears
subsistence of $5
$5 per day
be allowed.
Whenever in
any case
case
day shall
shall be
allowed. Whenever
in any
the jury is ordered
ordered to
together and
and not
not to
to separate,
to be
be kept
kept together
separate, the
the cost
cost
of subsistence
period shall
shall be
paid by
by the
United States
subsistence during such
such period
be paid
the United
States
marshal upon the order of
lieu of
of the
the foregoing
subsistence
of the
the court
court in
in lieu
foregoing subsistence
allowance.
allowance.
"Jury fees and travel
travel and
and subsistence
provided by
by this
subsistence allowances
allowances provided
this
section shall be paid by the
marshal on
on the
the United
United States
States marshal
the certificate
certificate
of the clerk of the court,
court, and
of jury
fees in
in excess
excess of
of $7
$7
and in
in the case
case of
jury fees
per diem, when allowed as
on the
the certificate
certificate of
of
as hereinabove
hereinabove provided,
provided, on
judge."
the trial
trial judge."
Approved July
Approved
1949.
July 14,
14, 1949.
[
CHAPTER 335]
[CHAPTER
335]
July
July 14,
14, 1949
1949
[IL R. 52]

[H. R. 52]

[Public
169]
[Public Law
Law 169]

County,
Nevada County,
Calif.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House
Representatives of
of the
the
House of
of Representatives
United States of America in
Congress assembled, That the
United
in Congress
the Secretary
Secretary
of the Treasury
Treasury is authorized
authorized and directed
directed to
out of
of any
any money
in
to pay, out
money in
otherwise appropriated,
the Treasury not otherwise
to Nevada
Nevada County,
County, Caliappropriated, to
California, the sum of $10,341.
$10,341. The payment
of such
such sum
sum shall
shall be
be in
full
payment of
in full
settlement of all claims
settlement
claims against
States on
on account
account of
of damage
damage
against the
the United
United States
to roads in such county
county by reason of heavy
heavy military
traffic upon
upon such
such
military traffic
when the Thirteenth
roads during
during the period when
Armored Division
was
Thirteenth Armored
Division was
stationed
stationed at Camp Beale,
Beale, California:
California: Provided,
That no
no part
part of
of the
Provided, That
the
appropriated in this Act in excess
amount appropriated
excess of 10 per
thereof
per centum thereof
shall be paid or delivered
delivered to or received
received by
agent or
or attorney
attorney on
by any agent
on
account
account of services
services rendered
in connection
connection with
with this
this claim,
claim, and
and the
the
rendered in
same shall be unlawful, any contract
contract to the contrary
contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding.
Any person violating
violating the provisions of
Act shall
shall be
be deemed
guilty
of this
this Act
deemed guilty
of a
a misdemeanor
misdemeanor and upon
upon conviction
thereof shall
be fined
in any
any
conviction thereof
shall be
fined in
sum not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
Approved July
Approved
July 14,
14, 1949.
1949.
[
CHAPTER 336]
[CHAPTER

14, 1949
July 14,149
[EL R.
R. 2785]
2785]
[H.
[Public Law 170]

International
ChilInternational ChilEmergency
dren's Emergency
Fund.
62
157.
62 Stat.
Stat. 157.
22 U.
U. S.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
Supp.
II, ¢§
II,
§§ 1531-1535.
1631-1535.

62 Stat. 1056.
1056.

AN ACT
AN
ACT
For the relief of Nevada
Nevada County, California.
California.

AN ACT
AN
ACT

To provide for further contributions
International Children's
To
contributions to the International
Children's Emergency
Emergency
Fund.
Fund.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House
Representatives of
of the
the
IIoume of
of Representatives
United States of America
America in
in Congress
United
Congress assembled, That,
to
That, in
in order
order to
President through
enable the President
through June
June 30, f950,
carry out
out the
the purpose
purpose
f950, to carry
Children's Emergency
of the International Children's
Emergency Fund Assistance
Act of
of
Assistance Act
1948 (title II
II of the Foreign Assistance
1948) the date
1948
Assistance Act
Act of 1948)
date "1949",
"1949",
wherever
appears in such
wherever it appears
such Act,
read "1950",
"1950",
Act, is
is hereby
hereby amended
amended to
to read
and in section
and
section 206 of such Act the word
word "through"
"through" is hereby substituted for the words
words "for the fiscal year ending":
ending": Provided
however,
Provided however,
extension of United
That in authorizing
authorizing such continued
continued extension
United States
States parparticipation in the International
International Emergency
Emergency Children's
Children's Fund,
Fund, it
it is
is
the expressed intention of the Congress that such
such participation
participation by
by the
the
United States shall cease on
30, 1950.
on June
June 30,
1950.
SEC.
SEC. 2. Funds appropriated
appropriated by the second
of title
second paragraph
paragraph of
title II of
of
the Foreign
Foreign Aid Appropriation
Appropriation Act, 1949,
1949, shall remain
remain available
available
through June
June 30,
30, 1950.
1950.
Approved
Approved July
July 14,
1949.
14, 1949.

63 S
STAT.]
TAT.]
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[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 338]

AN ACT
ACT
To establish aa national housing
housing objective
objective and the policy
policy to be followed in the
attainment
provide Federal
slum-clearance projects
attainment thereof, to provide
Federal aid
aid to assist
assist slum-clearance
low-rent public housing projects
projects initiated by local agencies, to provide for
for
and low-rent
financial assistance by the Secretary
Secretary of Agriculture
financial
Agriculture for farm
farm housing, and
and for
for
other purposes.

Representatives of
Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
of
America in Congress
Congress assembled, That
the United
United States of America
That this Act
may be cited as the "Housing
"Housing Act of 1949".
1949".
DECLARATION
HOUSING POLICY
POLICY
DECLARATION OF
OF NATIONAL
NATIONAL HOUSING

SEC.
hereby declares
general welfare
welfare and
S
EC. 2. The Congress
Congress hereby
declares that the general
and
security of the Nation and the health and
and living
living standards
standards of its
its people
production and related community
require housing production
community development
development sufficient to remedy the serious housing shortage, the elimination
elimination of substandard and other inadequate
inadequate housing
housing through the
the clearance
clearance of slums
and blighted areas, and the realization
realization as soon as feasible
feasible of the goal
of a
a decent home and aasuitable
environment for every American
American
suitable living environment
family, thus contributing
contributing to the development
redevelopment of
development and redevelopment
of
communities
communities and to the advancement
advancement of the growth, wealth, and security of the Nation. The Congress further
further declares
declares that such
such production is necessary
necessary to enable the housing industry
industry to make its full
contribution
contribution toward
toward an economy
employment, producproduceconomy of maximum employment,
tion, and purchasing
purchasing power. The policy to be followed in attaining the national
national housing
housing objective
objective hereby
hereby established
established shall be: (1)
of
private enterprise shall be encouraged
encouraged to serve as large aa part of
governmental assistance
assistance shall be utilized
the total need as it can; (2)
(2) governmental
private enterprise
serve more of the total
where feasible to enable private
enterprise to serve
need; (3)
appropriate local public
public bodies
bodies shall be encouraged
(3) appropriate
encouraged and
and
assisted to undertake
undertake positive programs
programs of encouraging
encouraging and assisting
assisting
the development
residential neighborintegrated residential
development of well-planned,
well-planned, integrated
hoods, the development
development and redevelopment
communities, and the
redevelopment of communities,
production, at lower costs, of housing of sound standards
production,
standards of design,
construction, livability, and size for adequate
adequate family life; (4)
(4) governeliminate substandard
substandard and other inadequate
inadequate
mental assistance
assistance to eliminate
clearance of slums and blighted areas, to facilhousing through the clearance
itate community development
redevelopment, and to provide
provide adedevelopment and redevelopment,
quate housing for urban
urban and rural nonfarm
nonfarm families with incomes so
low that they are not being decently
decently housed in new or existing housing
housing
shall be extended
extended to those localities
localities which
which estimate
own needs
estimate their own
demonstrate that these needs are not being met through
and demonstrate
through reliance
solely upon private enterprise,
enterprise, and without
without such aid; and (5)
(5) governmental assistance for decent, safe, and sanitary farm dwellings
and related facilities
owner demonfacilities shall be extended where the farm owner
strates that he lacks sufficient
housing on
on
sufficient resources
resources to provide such housing
unable to secure
such
secure necessary credit for such
his own account and is unable
housing from other sources on terms and
which he could
could
housing
and conditions which
reasonably be expected
expected to fulfill. The Housing
Housing and Home
Finance
Home Finance
reasonably
Agency and its
agencies, and any
or
departments or
any other departments
Agency
its constituent
constituent agencies,
agencies of the Federal Government
having powers, functions,
functions, or
or
Government having
duties with
with respect
to housing,
functions,
their powers,
powers, functions,
housing, shall
shall exercise
exercise their
respect to
duties
and
consistently with the national
national
or any
any other
other law,
law, consistently
and duties under
under this or
housing policy declared
declared by this
this Act
Act and in such manner as will facilfacilnational housing objective
attaining the national
sustained progress in attaining
itate sustained

July 15,
15, 1949
July
1949

[S. 1070]
I[.
Law 171]
[Public Law
171]

Housing Act
Act of
of 1949.
1949.
Housing
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hereby
in such
such manner
manner as
as will
will encourage
encourage and
and assist
assist
and in
established, and
hereby established,
(1) the
production of
of housing
housing of
of sound
sound standards
of design,
design, construcconstrucstandards of
(1)
the production
tion,
livability, and
size for
for adequate
family life;
(2) the
the reduction
reduction
adequate family
life; (2)
tion, livability,
and size
of the
sacrifice of
such sound
sound standards; (3)
(3)
of such
housing without
without sacrifice
of
the costs
costs of
of housing
the use
use of
of new
new designs,
materials, techniques,
techniques, and
methods in
in residenresidenand methods
designs, materials,
the
tial
construction, the
the use
use of
of standardized
methods
dimensions and methods
standardized dimensions
tial construction,
of
home-building materials
materials and equipment,
and the
equipment, and
of home-building
of assembly
assembly of
increase of
in residential
(4)
maintenance; (4)
construction and
and maintenance;
of efficiency
efficiency in
residential construction
increase
the development
integrated, residential
neighborresidential neighborthe
development of
of well-planned,
well-planned, integrated,
hoods
and the
and redevelopment
redevelopment of
of communities;
communities; and
and (5)
(5)
hoods and
the development
development and
the stabilization
of the
the housing
at aahigh
volume of
of
annual volume
high annual
housing industry
industry at
the
stabilization of
residential construction.
construction.
residential
TITLE I-SLUM
I—SLUM CLEARANCE
CLEARANCE AND
COMMUNITY
AND COMMUNITY
TITLE
DEVELOPMENT AND
AND REDEVELOPMENT
REDEVELOPMENT
DEVELOPMENT
LOCAL RESPONSIBILITIES
LOCAL
RESPONSIBILITIES
S
EC. 101. In
In extending
assistance under
under this
title, the
the
this title,
SEc.
extending financial
financial assistance
Administrator
shallAdministrator shall—
(a)
consideration to
to which
appropriate local
local
which appropriate
the extent
extent to
to the
give consideration
(a) give
public bodies
have undertaken
undertaken positive
positive programs
programs (1)
(1) for
for encourencourpublic
bodies have
aging housing
housing cost
cost reductions
reductions through
the adoption,
improvement,
through the
adoption, improvement,
aging
and modernization
modernization of
building and
codes and
and regularegulaand other
other local
local codes
of building
and
tions so
so as
to permit
the use
of appropriate
appropriate new
new materials,
techmaterials, techas to
permit the
use of
tions
niques,
methods in land
land and residential
residential planning, design,
design, and
niques, and methods
construction,
the increase
increase of
of efficiency
in residential
construction,
residential construction,
efficiency in
construction, the
and the
of restrictive
practices which unnecessarily
unnecessarily
and
the elimination
elimination of
restrictive practices
increase
housing costs,
preventing the spread
spread or
and (2)
(2) for
for preventing
increase housing
costs, and
recurrence, in
in such
of slums
and blighted
areas
such community,
community, of
slums and
blighted areas
recurrence,
adoption, improvement,
improvement, and
and modernization
through the adoption,
modernization of
of local
local
codes and
relating to
to land
and adequate
adequate standards
standards
codes
and regulations
regulations relating
land use
use and
of health,
health, sanitation,
sanitation, and
safety for
dwelling accommodations;
of
and safety
for dwelling
accommodations;
and
and
(b) encourage
the operations
operations of
of such
local public
public agencies
agencies as
as
(b)
encourage the
such local
are
established on
regional (within
(within a
State), or
or unified
are established
on aaState,
State, or
or regional
a State),
unified
metropolitan
established on
on such
other basis
basis as
as
metropolitan basis or as are
are established
such other
permits
such agencies
agencies to
effectively toward
toward the
the solupermits such
to contribute
contribute effectively
solution
development or
on
tion of
of community
commlrullity developnlenlt
or redevelopment
redeveloplment problems
problems on
a
(within a
or unified
unified metropolitan
metropolitan basis.
basis.
a State,
State, or
or regional
regional (within
a State),
State), or
LOANS
LOANS
Redevelopment
Redevelopment of
of
pr,ject
prject areas.
areas.

Provision
public
Provision of
of public
buildings
or facilities.
buildings or
facilities.

SEC. 102.
assist local
local communities
in eliminating
eliminating their
slums
SEC.
102. (a)
(a) To assist
communities in
their slums
blighted areas
providing maximum
maximum opportunity
opportunity for
for the
the
and blighted
areas and in providing
redevelopment of project
project areas by private
enterprise, the Adminisredevelopment
private enterprise,
Administrator may make temporary
definitive loans
local public agencies
agencies
temporary and
and definitive
loans to
to local
for the undertaking
projects for the
clearance, preparaundertaking of projects
the assembly,
assembly, clearance,
tion, and sale and lease of land for redevelopment.
redevelopment. Such loans (outsuch amounts
exceeding
standing at any one time)
time) shall be in
in such
amounts not exceeding
the expenditures
expenditures to be made by the local public agency as part
part of the
gross project
project cost,
(not less than the
applicost, bear
bear interest
interest at such rate (not
the applicable going Federal rate),
rate), be secured
repaid
secured in
in such manner, and
and be repaid
exceeding, in the case
within such period
period (not exceeding,
case of definitive loans, forty
forty
evidencing such loans),
years from the date of
of the bonds evidencing
loans), as
as may be
be
deemed advisable
Administrator.
advisable by the Administrator.
(b)
project on
which is
is open
open or prepre (b) In
In connection
connection with any
any project
on land
land which
Administrator may make temporary
dominantly open, the Administrator
temporary loans to
municipalities or
public bodies
bodies for
the provision
buildmunicipalities
or other
other public
for the
provision of
of public
public buildnecessary to serve or support the new uses
ings or facilities necessary
uses of land
land
in the project area. Such temporary
temporary loans
loans shall be in such
such amounts
amounts
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TAT.]
STAT.]
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not exceeding the expenditures
expenditures to be made for such purpose,
purpose, bear
bear
interest as such rate (not
(not less than the applicable
applicable going Federal
Federal rate),
rate),
be secured in such manner, and be repaid within such
such period (not
(not
exceeding ten years from the date of the obligations
obligations evidencing
evidencing such
loans),,as may be deemed
loans)
deemed advisable
advisable by the Administrator.
Administrator.
Loans at lower in(c)
Loans made
pursuant to subsection
(b) hereof
(c) Lops
made pursuant
subsection (a)
(a) or (b)
hereof may be terest
terest rate.
414.
Ante, p. 414.
made subject to the condition that, if at any
any time or times or for any
period or periods during the life of the loan contract
contract the local
local public
Federal
agency can obtain loan funds from sources other than the Federal
Government at interest rates lower than provided in the loan contract,
Government
it may do so with the consent
consent of the Administrator
Administrator at such times and
for such periods without
surrendering any rights to loan
without waiving or surrendering
loan
funds under the contract for the remainder
remainder of the life of such contract,
and, in any such case, the Administrator
consent to a
a
Administrator is authorized
authorized to consent
pledge by the local public agency
agency of the loan contract,
contract, and any or all
of
repayment of the
of its
its rights thereunder, as
as security for
for the
the repayment
the loan
funds so obtained from other sources.
Advances of funds.
(d) The Administrator
Administrator may make advances
advances of funds to local public Advances
agencies for surveys and plans in preparation
preparation of projects
may
projects which may
be assisted under this title, and the contracts
contracts for such advances
advances of
funds may be made upon the condition
condition that such
such advances
advances of funds
shall
shall be repaid, with interest
interest at
at not less than
than the
the applicable
applicable going
going
Federal
agency
out of any
any moneys
moneys which become available to such agency
Federal rate, out
for
undertaking of
involved.
project or
or projects
projects involved.
of the project
for the undertaking
Notes and obligaNotes
(e)
for loans
Administrator, tions.
under this
this title,
title, the Administrator,
funds for
loans under
(e) To
To obtain
obtain funds
on
1949, may, with
President,
approval of the
the President,
with the approval
on and after July 1, 1949,
issue and have outstanding
obligations for
any one time notes and obligations
outstanding at any
purchase
exceed
an amount
amount not
not to exceed
Treasury in an
Secretary of
of the Treasury
purchase by the Secretary
$25,000,000, which
increased
outstanding amount shall be increased
on such outstanding
which limit on
$25,000,000,
by
July 1, 1950, and
amounts of
$250,of $250,and by further amounts
on July
by $225,000,000
$225,000,000 on
000,000
1951, 1952, and
and 1953, respec- Increase in loan authe years
years 1951,
in each of the
on July
July 11 in
000,000 on
tively: Provided,
authorization of
of not
not to
thorization.
to thorization.
total authorization
to the
the total
That (subject
(subject to
Provided, That
tively:
exceed $1,000,000,000)
$1,000,000,000) such limit,
authorized increase
increase
such authorized
limit, and any such
exceed
therein, may
may be
times, by additional
additional amounts
or times,
at any time or
be increased,
increased, at
therein,
aggregating
determination by the
a determination
upon a
$250,000,000 upon
than $250,000,000
not more
more than
aggregating not
President, after
receiving advice
advice from
Economic Adthe Council
Council of Economic
from the
after receiving
President,
visers
as to
to the
general effect
effect of
of such
conditions in
the conditions
upon the
increase upon
such increase
the general
visers as
the
industry and
economy, that
action
that such action
national economy,
upon the
the national
and upon
the building
building industry
is
in the
public interest.
interest.
the public
is in
(f) Notes or
obligations issued
under
the Administrator
Administrator under
issued by the
or other obligations
(f)
this title
title shall
shall be
be in
in such
such forms
and denominations,
denominations, have
have such
matursuch maturforms and
this
ities, and
subject to
such terms
be prescribed
may be
prescribed
conditions as
as may
terms and
and conditions
to such
and be
be subject
ities,
by the
Administrator, with
the approval
the Secretary
of the
Treasthe TreasSecretary of
approval of
of the
with the
by
the Administrator,
ury. Such
Such notes
other obligations
at a
a rate
rate
interest at
shall bear
bear interest
obligations shall
or other
notes or
ury.
determined by the
Treasury, taking into consideraof the Treasury,
the Secretary
Secretary of
determined
tion the
the current
current average
average rate
rate on
on outstanding
outstanding marketable
marketable obligations
obligations
tion
of
the United
of the
the last
last day
of the
preceding the
the
the month
month preceding
day of
States as
as of
United States
of the
issuance of
such notes
other obligations.
of the
the
The Secretary
Secretary of
obligations. The
notes or
or other
of such
issuance
Treasury
directed to
notes and
and other
other
any notes
to purchase
purchase any
and directed
authorized and
Treasury is
is authorized
obligations
Administrator issued
issued under
under this title
title and
and for such
of the
the Administrator
obligations of
purpose
to use
public debt
debt transaction
transaction the proceeds 40 Stat. 288.
a public
use as
as a
is authorized
authorized to
purpose is
288.
from the
securities issued
under the
Second Liberty
Liberty Bond
Bond
31 U. S.
S. C. §774
§774 (2).
(2).
the Second
issued under
of any
any securities
the sale
sale of
from
p. 668.
668.
Post,
Act,
as amended,
amended, and
securities may be issued
issued
for which
which securities
the purposes
purposes for
and the
Act, as
under
such Act,
as amended,
amended, are
are extended
extended to
purchases
any purchases
to include
include any
Act, as
under such
of
notes and
and other
obligations. The
The Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Treasury
other obligations.
such notes
of such
may at
time sell
sell any
any of
of the
the notes
notes or
other obligations
obligations acquired
acquired
or other
any time
may
at any
by him
him under
under this
section. All
purchases, and sales
sales
redemptions, purchases,
All redemptions,
this section.
by
by the
the Secretary
such notes
notes or
obligations
or other
other obligations
of such
of the
the Treasury
Treasury of
by
Secretary of
shall
be treated
treated as public debt transactions
transactions of
United States.
of the United
shall be
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(g) Obligations,
including interest
interest thereon,
thereon, issued by local public
Obligations, including
(g)
agencies for
for projects
projects assisted
assisted pursuant
and income derived
derived
pursuant to this title, and
agencies
by such
from such
such projects,
projects, shall
shall be
exempt from
from all
all taxation
taxation
be exempt
such agencies
agencies from
by
imposed by the United States.
now or
or hereafter
hereafter imposed
CAPITAL
GRANTS
CAPITAL GRANTS

Restriction.
Restriction.

Limitation on
on capiLimitation
capital grants.
grants.
tal

Increase
specified
Increase in
in specified
amounts.
amounts.

SEC. 103. (a)
(a) The Administrator
Administrator may make capital grants to local
SEC.
agencies to make land in project areas
public agencies
enable such agencies
agencies to enable
public
specified in the
available
fair value
value for the
the uses specified
at its
its fair
redevelopment at
available for redevelopment
redevelopment plans:
plans: Provided,
Provided, That the Administrator
Administrator shall not
not
redevelopment
make any
contract for
capital grant with
project which
which
with respect
respect to aaproject
for capital
any contract
make
consists of
of open
open land.
land. The aggregate
capital grants with
aggregate of such capital
consists
respect to all the projects
a local public agency on which contracts
projects of a
respect
for
capital grants
grants have
this title
title shall not exceed
exceed twomade under
under this
have been
been made
for capital
thirds of
of the
project costs
costs of
of such
such projects,
projects, and
and
of the
the net
net project
the aggregate
aggregate of
thirds
the capital
capital grants
grants with
respect to
to any
shall not
any individual
individual project shall
with respect
the
exceed the
difference between the net project
project cost and the local grantsthe difference
exceed
respect to
to the project.
with respect
in-aid actually
actually made with
(b)
may, with the
July 1, 1949,
1949, may,
on and after July
Administrator, on
(b) The
The Administrator,
approval of
of the
President, contract
contract to make capital
capital grants, with
with rethe President,
approval
projects assisted
aggregating not to exceed
exceed
assisted under
under this title, aggregating
spect to projects
further amounts of
$100,000,000,
of
increased by further
limit shall be increased
$100,000,000, which limit
$100,000,000
on July
in each
each of
the years
years 1950,
1950, 1951,
1951, 1952,
and 1953,
1953,
1952, and
of the
July 11in
$100,000,000 on
respectively:
Provided, That
to the
total authorization
not
authorization of not
the total
(subject to
That (subject
respectively: Provided,
to
exceed $500,000,000)
and any
any such
such authorized
authorized increase
increase
limit, and
such limit,
$500,000,000) such
to exceed
therein,
times, by
additional amounts
amounts
or times,
by additional
any time
time or
increased, at
at any
may be
be increased,
therein, may
aggregating
not more
more than
than $100,000,000
$100,000,000 upon
determination by the
a determination
upon a
aggregating not
President,
advice from the Council of Economic
Economic Adreceiving advice
President, after receiving
visers as
the general
effect of
increase upon
upon the conditions
conditions in
in
such increase
of such
general effect
as to
to the
visers
the
and upon
upon the
national economy,
economy, that
that such action
action
the national
industry and
the building
building industry
is in
the public
the United
solemnly
United States is solemnly
of the
The faith
faith of
interest. The
public interest.
is
in the
pledged to
payment of
contracted for under this
grants contracted
of all
all capital grants
to the payment
pledged
title, and
hereby authorized
to be
be appropriated,
appropriated, out of any
any
authorized to
there are
are hereby
and there
title,
money in
in the
not otherwise
appropriated, the amounts
otherwise appropriated,
the Treasury
Treasury not
money
necessary to provide for such payments.
necessary
REQUIREMENTS
GRANTS-IN-AID
LOCAL GRANTS-IN-AID
FOR LOCAL
REQUIREMENTS FOR

Post,
p. 421.
421.
Post, p.

S
EC. 104.
Every contract
for capital
grant under
shall
title shall
under this title
capital grant
contract for
104. Every
SEC.
require
local grants-in-aid
connection with
with the
project involved
involved
the project
in connection
grants-in-aid in
require local
which,
provided in connecgrants-in-aid to be provided
together with the local grants-in-aid
which, together
tion
with all
other projects
of the
the local
public agency
which conconon which
agency on
local public
projects of
all other
tion with
tracts
grants have
have theretofore
theretofore been
at least
least
been made, will be at
capital grants
tracts for
for capital
equal
of the
the aggregate
project costs
costs involved
involved (it
(it being
being
net project
aggregate net
to one-third
one-third of
equal to
the
purpose of
of this
this provision
section 103
103 to
to limit
limit the
the aggregate
aggregate
and section
provision and
the purpose
of
made by
respect to all
Administrator with respect
by the
the Administrator
grants made
capital grants
of the
the capital
the
agency on which
capital
which contracts
contracts for capital
local public
public agency
of aa local
the projects
projects of
grants
have been made
amount not exceeding
exceeding
made under this title to an amount
grants have
two-thirds
the difference
difference between
project
gross project
the aggregate
aggregate of the gross
between the
of the
two-thirds of
costs
prices
and the
the aggregate
aggregate of the total sales prices
projects and
costs of
of all such projects
and
to in
section 110
of land
land in
in such
such
110 (f)
(f) of
in section
referred to
capital values
values referred
and capital
projects).
projects).
LOCAL
LOCAL DETERMINATIONS
DETERMINATIONS

S
EC. 105. Contracts
Contracts for
financial aid
made only with
with aaduly
SEC.
for financial
aid shall
shall be
be made
authorized
agency and
that—
authorized local public
public agency
and shall require
require thatContract
Contract requirerequire(a) The redevelopment
(a)
redevelopment plan
plan for the project area be approved
approved
ments.
ments.
the locality
locality in
which the project
by the
the governing
governing body of
of the
in which
project is
and that
approval include
governing
situated, and
that such approval
include findings
findings by
by the governing
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body that (i) the financial
financial aid to
to be
be provided
provided in the contract
contract is
necessary to enable
enable the land in the
area to be
redeveloped
the project
project area
be redeveloped
in accordance
accordance with the redevelopment
redevelopment plan;
(ii) the
redevelopplan; (ii)
the redevelopment plans for the redevelopment
redevelopment areas
locality will afford
areas in
in the locality
afford
maximum
maximum opportunity,
the sound
sound needs
opportunity, consistent
consistent with
with the
needs of
of the
the
locality
locality as
redevelopment of
of such
areas by
by private
private
as a
a whole,
whole, for the redevelopment
such areas
enterprise;
enterprise; and
redevelopment plan
to a
general
and (iii)
(iii) the redevelopment
plan conforms
conforms to
a general
plan for
for the
the development
development of the
the locality
locality as
as aawhole;
whole;
(b)
When land
acquired or
the local
local public
public agency
agency in
(b) When
land acquired
or held
held by
by the
in
connection
connection with
with the
leased, the
the purchasers
purchasers or
or
the project is sold or
or leased,
lessees
shall be obligated
lessees shall
land to
to the
the uses
speciobligated (i)
(i) to devote
devote such
such land
uses speciarea; (ii)
(ii) to
to begin
begin
fied in
in the
the redevelopment
redevelopment plan
plan for
for the
the project
project area;
the building
on such
land within
within a
areasonthe
building of
of their
their improvements
improvements on
such land
reasonand (iii)
to comply
comply with
other conditions
conditions as
as the
the
able time; and
(iii) to
with such
such other
Administrator finds,
prior to
of the
contract for
for
Administrator
finds, prior
to the
the execution
execution of
the contract
pursuant to
this title,
to carry
carry
loan or capital
capital grant
grant pursuant
to this
title, are
are necessary
necessary to
out
the purposes
purposes of
of this
this title;
out the
title;
(c)
be a
method for
the temporary
relocation of
(c) There
There be
a feasible
feasible method
for the
temporary relocation
of
families displaced from the
project area, and that
that there
there are
are or
or are
are
the project
being
in the
project area
area or
other areas
not generally
being provided,
provided, in
the project
or in
in other
areas not
generally
desirable in
in regard
public and
and commercommerless desirable
regard to
to public
public utilities
utilities and
and public
cial
or prices
prices within
within the
the financial
means
cial facilities
facilities and
and at
at rents
rents or
financial means
of the
the project
area, decent,
decent, safe,
of
the families
families displaced
displaced from
from the
project area,
safe, and
and
sanitary
equal in
to the
the number
number of
and available
available
sanitary dwellings
dwellings equal
in number
number to
of and
to such
such displaced
families and
and reasonably
accessible to
to their
their
to
displaced families
reasonably accessible
places
of employment:
employment: Provided,
view of
the existing
existing
places of
Provided, That
That in
in view
of the
acute housing shortage, each
each such contract
contract entered
entered into
prior to
to
into prior
July
1951, shall further
provide that there
July 1,
1, 1951,
further provide
shall be
there shall
be no demolidemolition of
residential structures
connection with
with the
the project
project
of residential
structures in
in connection
the contract
prior to
to July
1, 1951,
if the
the local
local govgovassisted under
under the
contract prior
July 1,
1951, if
erning body determines
that the
demolition thereof
would reasonreasondetermines that
the demolition
thereof would
ably be
expected to
housing hardship
in the
the locality.
locality.
ably
be expected
to create
create undue
undue housing
hardship in
(d)
No land
any project
project to
to be
be assisted
assisted under
this title
title shall
shall
(d) No
land for
for any
under this
be
acquired by
the local
local public
public agency
agency except
public hearbe acquired
by the
except after
after public
hearing following
notice of
of the
time, place,
of such
such
ing
following notice
the date,
date, time,
place, and
and purpose
purpose of
hearing.
hearing.

Temporary relocaTemporary
tion of displaced families.

Restriction ondemon demRestriction
olition of residential
residential
structures.

hearing on
Public hearing
on
acquisition.
land acquisition.

GENERAL PROVISIONS
GENERAL
PROVISIONS

SEC.
In the performance
to, the
the funcSEC. 106. (a)
(a) In
performance of, and with respect to,
in him
him by
the Administrator,
tions, powers, and duties vested
vested in
by this
this title,
title the
Administrator,
notwithstanding the
provisions of
other law,
law, shallshall—
notwithstanding
the provisions
of any
any other
(
Director to
to administer
administer the
the provisions
provisions of
of this
title
(1)1) appoint
appoint a
a Director
this title
supervision of the Administrator
the
under the direction
direction and
and supervision
Administrator and
and the
basic
rate of
of compensation
compensation of
such position
position shall
shall be
the same
as
basic rate
of such
be the
same as
the
basic rate
compensation established
the heads
heads of
the
the basic
rate of
of compensation
established for
for the
of the
constituent agencies
Housing and
Home Finance
Finance Agency;
constituent
agencies of
of the
the Housing
and Home
Agency;
(2)
annually and
program as
as propro(2) prepare
prepare annually
and submit
submit a
a budget
budget program
vided
Government corporations
the GovGovvided for
for wholly
wholly owned
owned Government
corporations by
by the
ernment
Corporation Control
Control Act,
Act, as
amended;
ernment Corporation
as amended;
(3) maintain
integral set
accounts which
which shall
shall be
be audited
audited
(3)
maintain an integral
set of accounts
annually by
Accounting Office
Office in
accordance with
with the
annually
by the
the General
General Accounting
in accordance
the
principles
procedures applicable
applicable to
to commercial
commercial transactions
transactions
principles and
and procedures
as provided
the Government
Control Act,
Act, as
as
provided by
by the
Government Corporation
Corporation Control
as
amended, and
no other
other audit
be required:
required: Provided,
Provided, That
That
amended,
and no
audit shall
shall be
such
financial transactions
transactions of
the Administrator
as the
the making
making
such financial
of the
Administrator as
of
of funds,
or capital
grants and
vouchers
of advances
advances of
funds, loans,
loans, or
capital grants
and vouchers
approved by
by the
Administrator in
in connection
with such
such finanfinanapproved
the Administrator
connection with
cial
transactions shall
be final
upon all
all officers
officers
cial transactions
shall be
final and
and conclusive
conclusive upon
of
Government; and
and
of the
the Government;
81939°-50-PT.
81939°-50—PT. I---27
1-27

Appointment of DiAppointment
rector.

Budget program.
59 Stat.
Stat. 597.
31 U. S.
C. §
31
S. C.
§ 841 et
seg.; Supp. II,
II, §
seq.;
§ 846 et

8(4.
seq.
Ante, p. 356.
Ante,
Accounts.
Accounts.
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(4)
an annual
annual report
the President,
President, for
transmission
(4) make
make an
report to
to the
for transmission
to
the Congress,
Congress, to
to be
be submitted
submitted as
soon as
as practicable
to the
as soon
practicable following
following
the close
the year
year for
which such
is made.
made.
the
close of
of the
for which
such report
report is
Deposit of funds.
Deposit
(b)
Funds made
made available
to the
Administrator pursuant
pursuant to
to the
the
(b) Funds
available to
the Administrator
provisions
of this
this title
deposited in
in aa checking
checking account
account or
or
provisions of
title shall
shall be
be deposited
Availability.
Availability.
accounts
the Treasurer
of the
and
accounts with the
Treasurer of
the United
United States.
States. Receipts
Receipts and
assets
held by
connection .with
with the
the
assets obtained
obtained or
or held
by the
the Administrator
Administrator in
in connection
performance
of his
his functions
this title
title shall
be available
available for
for
performance of
functions under
under this
shall be
any
the purposes
purposes of
of this
this title
(except for
for capital
capital grants
grants pursuant
pursuant
any of
of the
title (except
Ante, p. 416.
416.
to
section 103
and all
all funds
available for
for carrying
the
to section
103 hereof),
hereof), and
funds available
carrying out
out the
functions
under this
title (including
(including approprifunctions of
of the
the Administrator
Administrator under
this title
appropriations
hereby authorized),
authorized), shall
shall be
be available,
available, in
in
ations therefor,
therefor, which
which are
are hereby
such
amounts as
as may
year to
be authorized
authorized by
by the
the Congress,
Congress,
such amounts
may from
from year
to year
year be
the administrative
administrative expenses
expenses of
of the
the Administrator
in connection
for the
Administrator in
connection
with the performance
performance of
of such
such functions.
functions.
Powers of AdminisAdminis(c) In
performance of,
and with
with respect
respect to,
the functions,
functions,
(c)
In the
the performance
of, and
to, the
trator.
trator.
powers, and
duties vested
vested in
the Administrator,
Administrator,
powers,
and duties
in him
him by
by this
this title,
title, the
notwithstanding
provisions of
of any
any other
other law,
may—
notwithstanding the
the provisions
law, may(1)
be sued;
sued;
(1) sue
sue and
and be
(2) foreclose
commence any
any action
action to
(2)
foreclose on any property
property or
or commence
to
protect or enforce
by any
any law,
law,
enforce any right
right conferred
conferred upon
upon him
him by
contract, or other
agreement, and
for and
and purchase
purchase at
at any
any
other agreement,
and bid for
foreclosure or any
or part
part thereof
thereof in
foreclosure
any other
other sale
sale any
any project
project or
in
connection with
with which
he has
has made
loan or
capital grant
grant
connection
which he
made aa loan
or capital
pursuant to this
pursuant
In the
of any
acquisition, the
the
this title. In
the event
event of
any such
such acquisition,
Administrator may, notwithstanding
Administrator
notwithstanding any
any other
other provision
provision of
of law
law
relating to the acquisition,
acquisition, handling, or
or disposal
disposal of
real property
of real
property
by the United States, complete,
complete, administer,
dispose of, and
and otherotheradminister, dispose
wise deal with, such project
project or part
part thereof: Provided,
That any
any
Provided, That
such acquisition
acquisition of real property
shall not
any State
State
property shall
not deprive
deprive any
or political subdivision
thereof of
of its
its civil
civil jurisdiction
jurisdiction in
in and
and
subdivision thereof
over such
property or impair the civil rights under
such property
under the
the State
State or
or
inhabitants on such
local laws of the inhabitants
such property;
property;
(3) enter into agreements
agreements to pay annual
(3)
annual sums in lieu of taxes
taxes
to any State
State or local taxing authority with respect
respect to any
real
any real
property so acquired or owned,
owned, and such
such sums shall approximate
approximate
the taxes which
which would
would be paid
paid upon such
such property
property to the State
or local taxing authority, as the
the case may be, if
property
if such property
were not exempt from taxation;
taxation;
(4) sell or exchange
exchange at public
(4)
public or private
private sale, or lease, real
real or
or
personal property, and
and sell or exchange
exchange
any securities
securities or
or
e, any
obligations, upon such terms
fix;
terms as
as he
he may fix;
(5)
insurance against
(5) obtain
obtain insurance
against loss in connection
connection with property
property
and other assets held;
held;
(6)
(6) subject
subject to the specific limitations in this title, consent
consent to
the modification,
modification, with respect
respect to rate of interest, time of payment
payment
of any installment
installment of principal
principal or interest, security,
security, amount
amount of
of
capital grant, or any other term,
t
rac tor agreement
to
term, of
of any
any con
contract
agreement to
which he i
issa
a party or which has been transferred to him pursuant to this title;
title; and
and
.
(7) include
include in
in any
contract or
or instrument
inst rumentmade
ma de pursuant
pursuant to
to
(7)
any contract
covenants, conditions,
this title such other covenants,
conditions, or provisions (including such covenants,
covenants, conditions,
conditions, or provisions
provisions as,
the determinadeterminaas, in
in the
tion of the Administrator,
Administrator, are
are necessary
to prevent
necessary or
or desirable to
prevent
the payment of excessive
excessive prices for the acquisition
acquisition of land in connection with projects
projects assisted
assisted under this title) as he may deem
deem
necessary to assure that the purposes of this
this title will be achieved.
No provision
provision of this title shall be construed
construed or
administered to
to
or administered
permit speculation
speculation in land
holding.
land holding.

Report to President
President
and Congress.
Congress.
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(d) Section 3709, as amended, of the Revised
Revised Statutes shall not
apply to any contract
supplies on account
apply
contract for services or supplies
account of any property acquired pursuant to this title if the amount of such contract
contract does
does
not exceed $1,000.
(e)
centum of the funds provided
provided for in this
(e) Not more than 10 per centum
title, either in the form of loans or grants, shall be expended
expended in any one
State.

419
419
C. §§5.
41 U. S. C.
403.
Ante, p. 403.

Expenditure in any
one State.

PAYMENT
FOR LAND USED FOR
FOR LOW-RENT
LOW-RENT PUBLIC
PUBLIC HOUSING
PAYMENT FOR
SEC.
If the land for a
SEC. 107. If
a low-rent housing project assisted under
under
50 Stat. 8.88.
888.
the United States Housing Act of 1937, as amended,
made available
available
amended, is made
140142 U. S. C. §§
§§ 14011431;
Supp.
II,
1402
II, §§1402
from a
payment equal
equal to
a project assisted under this title, payment
to the fair
fair et seq.
value of the land for the uses specified
specified in accordance
accordance with the re- Post, pp. 422-431.
422-431.
development plan shall be made therefor
public housing agency
agency
development
therefor by the public
undertaking the housing project,
project, and such
such amount
amount shall be included
included
as part of the development
development cost of the low-rent housing project.
project.
SURPLUS FEDERAL
FEDERAL REAL
REAL PROPERTY
SURPLUS
PROPERTY

108. The
President may
may at
at any
time in
in his
his discretion,
The President
any time
discretion, transfer,
SEC. 108.
or
be transferred,
to the
right, title,
title, or
or
or cause
cause to
to be
transferred, to
the Administrator
Administrator any
any right,
interest held
held by
the Federal
Government or
or any
department or
or agency
agency
interest
by the
Federal Government
any department
thereof in
in any
any land
land (including
buildings thereon)
(including buildings
thereon) which
which is
is surplus to
to
thereof
the needs
needs of
and which
which a
local public
public agency
agency certifies
certifies
a local
the
of the
the Government
Government and
will be
be within
within the
project being
planned by
by it.
it. When
such
area of
of aaproject
being planned
When such
will
the area
land is
sold to
to the
local public
public agency
by the
the Administrator,
shall
Administrator, itit shall
agency by
the local
land
is sold
be
sold at
at a
aprice
price equal
fair market
value, and
and the
proceeds from
from
be sold
equal to
to its
its fair
market value,
the proceeds
such
shall be
be covered
the Treasury
Treasury as
as miscellaneous
miscellaneous receipts.
receipts.
such sale
sale shall
covered into
into the
PROTEUIION
OF LABOR STANDARDS
STANDARDS
PROTECTION OF

In order
order to
to protect
protect labor
labor standards—
standardsSEC. 109.
109. In

(a)
Any contract
contract for
financial aid
aid pursuant
this title
title shall
shall
for financial
pursuant to
to this
(a) Any
than the salaries
salaries prenot less than
provision requiring
requiring that not
contain aaprovision
vailing in
the locality,
determined or
or adopted
adopted (subsequent
(subsequent to a
a
as determined
in the
locality, as
vailing
determination under
under applicable
applicable State
State or
or local
local law)
law) by the Admindetermination
to all
all architects,
architects, technical
technical engineers,
engineers, draftsdraftsistrator, shall be paid to
men, and technicians
employed in the development
project
development of the project
technicians employed
than the
contain a
a provision
provision that
that not less
less than
involved and
and shall
shall also contain
wages
prevailing in the
locality, as predetermined
predetermined by
Secretary
by the Secretary
wages prevailing
the locality,
of Labor pursuant to the Davis-Bacon
1011), shall
shall
Davis-Bacon Act (49 Stat. 1011),
be paid to all laborers
employed in the development
development
laborers and mechanics
mechanics employed
involved; and the Administrator
require cerof the project involved;
Administrator shall require
tification as to compliance
compliance with the provisions of this paragraph
paragraph
tification
payment under such contract;
contract;
prior to making
making any
any payment
(b) The provisions
provisions of title 18 U. S. C., section 874, and of title
financed in
in
40 U. S. C., section 276c, shall apply
apply to any
any project
project financed
whole
available pursuant
whole or in part with funds made available
pursuant to this title;
contractor engaged
engaged on any
project financed
financed in
(c) Any contractor
any project
in whole
available pursuant
shall
or in part with funds made available
pursuant to
to this title
title shall
report
Labor, and
report monthly
monthly to the Secretary
Secretary of Labor,
and shall
shall cause all
subcontractors to report
report in like
after
subcontractors
like manner,
manner, within five
five days after
the
month and
and on
forms to
to be
furnished by
by the
the
the close
close of
of each
each month
on forms
be furnished
United States Department
Department of Labor, as to the number of persons
persons
on their respective pay rolls on
particular project,
on the
the particular
project, the
the aggreaggregate amount of such pay
worked, and
pay rolls,
rolls, the total
total man-hours
man-hours worked,
and
expenditures for
shall
itemized expenditures
for materials. Any
Any such contractor
contractor shall
furnish to
names and
to the
the Department
Department of Labor
Labor the names
and addresses of all
subcontractors
subcontractors on
on the work
work at
at the earliest
earliest date
date practicable.
practicable

C. H
276e40 U. S.
8. 0.
§i 276a276a-5; Supp. II,
i 270e-5
270-5 note.

Supp.
18 U.
U. S.
S. C., Stipp.
II, I§874.
II,
874.
Ante, p. 108.
Monthly report.
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DEFINITIONS
DEFINITIONS

"Redevelopment
"Redevelopment
area."
urea."

"Redevelopment
"Redevelopment
plan."
plan."

"Project."
"Project."

Ante,
Ante, p.
p. 416.
416.

"Redevelopment."
"Redevelopment."
Ante, p.
p. 419.
419.
Ante,

"Local
grants-in"Local grants-inaid."
aid."

S
EC. 110.
terms shall
have the
the meanings,
respectively,
shall have
meanings, respectively,
The following
following terms
SEC.
110. The
ascribed to
them below,
below, and,
context clearly
clearly indicates
indicates otherotherand, unless
unless the
the context
ascribed
to them
wise, shall
as well
well as
the singular
singular number:
number:
as the
include the
the plural
plural as
wise,
shall include
(a) "Redevelopment
area which
is appropriate
appropriate for
for
area" means
means an
an area
which is
(a)
"Redevelopment area"
development
or redevelopment
which a
a project
is
project area
area is
development or
redevelopment and
and within
within which
located.
(b) "Redevelopment
plan" means
means aaplan,
as it
it exists
from time
time to
to
exists from
plan, as
(b)
"Redevelopment plan"
time,
for the
the development
of a
redevelopment or
or
a redevelopment
development or
or redevelopment
redevelopment of
time, for
project area,
area, which
shall be
be sufficiently
complete (1)
(1) to
indicate
to indicate
sufficiently complete
project
which plan
plan shall
its
relationship to
definite local objectives
objectives as to appropriate
appropriate land uses
to definite
its relationship
and improved
recreapublic utilities,
utilities, recreatraffic, public
public transportation,
transportation, public
and
improved traffic,
community facilities,
improvements; and
and
other public improvements;
tional and
and community
facilities, and
and other
(2) to
indicate proposed
requirements in the
building requirements
(2)
to indicate
proposed land
land uses and building
Administrator shall
shall take such steps
the Administrator
project area: Provided,
Provided, That
That the
as he
consistency between
between the redevelopment
redevelopment
to assure
assure consistency
as
he deems
deems necessary
necessary to
plan and
and any highways
other public improvements
improvements in
locality
in the locality
highways or other
plan
receiving financial
Works Agency.
from the
the Federal
Federal Works
Agency.
receiving
financial assistance
assistance from
(c)
may include
acquisition of
(c) "Project"
"Project" may
include (1)
(1) acquisition
of (i) aaslum area
area or
or aa
deteriorated or
residential
area which
which is predominantly
predominantly residential
deteriorated
or deteriorating
deteriorating area
character, or (ii)
deteriorated or deteriorating
deteriorating area
area
in character,
(ii) any other deteriorated
predominantly residential
residential
which is
is to be
be developed
developed or redeveloped
redeveloped for
for predominantly
because of
of
uses, or
or (iii)
(iii) land which
which is predominantly
predominantly open
open and which because
obsolete
ownership, deterioration
deterioration of
structures
obsolete platting,
platting, diversity
diversity of
of ownership,
of structures
impairs or arrests
arrests
otherwise substantially
substantially impairs
or of
of site
site improvements,
improvements, or otherwise
the
community and
and which
which is to be developed
for
the sound
sound growth
growth of the
the community
developed for
predominantly
residential uses, or (iv)
(iv) open
open land
necessary for
sound
predominantly residential
land necessary
for sound
community growth
predominantlyi resicommunity
growth which is to be developed
developed for predominantly
residential
(in which
project thereon,
provided in
n the
dential uses
uses (in
which event
event the
the project
thereon, as provided
eligible for
capital
proviso of section 103
103 (a)
(a) hereof,
hereof, shall
shall not be eligible
for any
any capital
grant) ;(2)
(2) demolition
demolition and
and removal
removal of
of buildings
buildings and
improvements;
grant);
and improvements;
(3)
construction, or reconstruction
reconstruction of streets, utilities,
(3) installation,
installation, construction,
essential to the preparation
preparation of
of sites
for
and other site
site improvements
improvements essential
sites for
plan '
•and (4)
making the
uses in accordance
accordance with the redevelopment
redevelopment plan;
(4) making
development or
enterprise
land available
available for development
or redevelopment
redevelopment by private enterprise
public agencies
leasing, or
or retention
retention by
by the
or public
agencies (including
(including sale,
sale, initial
initial leasing,
the
local public
public agency
itself) at
at its fair
value for
uses in
in accordance
with
local
agency itself)
fair value
for uses
accordance with
the
plan. For
purposes of
this title,
title, the
the term
the redevelopment
redevelopment plan.
For the
the purposes
of this
term
"project" shall not
construction of any of the
"project"
not include
include the
the construction
the buildings
buildings
contemplated by
redevelopment plan,
plan, and
and the
the term
term "redevelop"redevelopcontemplated
by the redevelopment
ment"
and derivatives
derivatives thereof
shall mean
mean develop
develop as
as well
well as
as redevelop.
redevelop.
ment" and
thereof shall
For any
any of
of the
the purposes
purposes of
of section
section 109
the term
term "project"
shall
For
109 hereof,
hereof, the
"project" shall
not
donations or
made as
as local
grants-in-aid
not include
include any
any donations
or provisions
provisions made
local grants-in-aid
pursuant to
clauses (2)
(2) and (3)
(3) of
of section
110 (d)
and eligible as such pursuant
to clauses
section 110
(d)
hereof.
(d) "Local
"Local grants-in-aid"
grants-in-aid" shall
shall mean assistance by aaState, municmunicipality,
or any
any other
entity, in
in connection
ipality, or
or other
other public
public body,
body, or
other entity,
connection with
with
capital grant has been
been made under
under
any project
project on which
which aacontract
contract for
for capital
(1) cash
grants; (2)
(2) donations, at cash
cash
this title,
title, in the
the form of (1)
cash grants;
value, of land (exclusive
(exclusive of land in streets, alleys, and other public
rights-of-way
rights-of-way which may be vacated
connection with the project),
vacated in connection
project),
improvements in the project
project
and demolition
demolition or removal work,
work, or
or site improvements
area,
area, at
at their cost;
cost; and
and (3)
(3) the
the provision,
provision, at their
their cost, of parks,
parks,
playgrounds, and public
low-rent
(other than low-rent
playgrounds,
public buildings
buildings or facilities
facilities (other
public housing) which are primarily
primarily of direct
benefit to the
the project
project
direct benefit
and which are necessary to
new uses of land
land
to serve
serve or
or support the
the new
project area
the redevelopment
Proin the
the project
area in accordance
accordance with
with the
redevelopment plan:
plan: Provided,
determination of the
Adminisvided, That, in any case where,
where, in
in the
the determination
the Administrator, any park, playground,
playground, public
public building, or
or facility is of direct
direct
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and substantial
substantial benefit
benefit both to the project and to other areas, the
the
Administrator shall provide
provide that, for the purpose
purpose of computing
computing the
amount of the local grants-in-aid
grants-in-aid for such project, there shall be
allowance of an appropriate
included an allowance
appropriate portion
portion (as
(as determined
determined by
the Administrator)
Administrator) of the cost of such park,
park, playground,
playground, public
public
building, or facility. No demolition or removal
removal work, improvement,
improvement,
or facility
municipality, or other
facility for which a
a State, municipality,
other public
public body has
has
received
received or has contracted
contracted to receive
receive any grant or
subsidy from
from the
or subsidy
the
United States, or any agency
instrumentality thereof,
such
agency or instrumentality
thereof, for
for such
work, or the construction
construction of such improvement
improvement or facility, shall be
eligible for inclusion as a
a local grant-in-aid
grant-in-aid in connection
connection with a
a
project or projects assisted under this title.
(e) "Gross
"Gross
"Gross project
project
cost" shall comprise
(e)
"Gross project cost"
comprise (1)
(1) the amount of the cost."
cost."
expenditures by the local public agency
agency with respect
respect to any and
and all
undertakings
necessary to
the paypayundertakings necessary
to carry out the
the project
project (Including
(including the
ment of carrying charges,
charges, but not beyond
beyond the point where
where the
project
the project
is completed),
completed), and (2)
(2) the amount of such local grants-in-aid
grants-in-aid as are
are
furnished in forms other than cash.
furnished
"Net project
project cost."
cost."
(f) "Net project cost" shall mean the
the gross
the difference
difference between
between the
gross "Net
project
project cost and the aggregate
aggregate of (1)
(1) the total
total sales
sales prices
prices of all
all land
land
sold, and (2)
(2) the total capital values
values (i)
(i) imputed,
imputed, on
basis approved
approved
on a
a basis
by the Administrator,
Administrator, to all land leased, and (ii)
used as
for
(ii) used
as aabasis for
determining
determining the amounts to be transferred
transferred to the project
from other
other
project from
funds of the local public agency to compensate
retained
compensate for
for any
any land
land retained
redevelopment plan.
by it for use in accordance
accordance with
with the
the redevelopment
plan.
"GoingFederal
"GoingFederal
(g) "Going Federal
means the
annual rate
of interest
(or,
Federal rate"
rate" means
the annual
rate of
interest (or,
rate."
rate."
if
if there shall be two
such rates
rates of
of interest,
interest, the
the highest
thereof)
two or
or more
more such
highest thereof)
specified
the most
most recently
issued bonds
bonds of
the Federal
Government
specified in
in the
recently issued
of the
Federal Government
a maturity
having a
maturity of ten years
years or more, determined
determined at
at the
the date
date the
the
contract for advance
advance of funds or for loan is made. Any contract
contract for
for
loan made may be revised or superseded
superseded by a
that
a later contract, so that
the going Federal rate, on the basis of which
which the interest rate on the
loan is fixed, shall mean the going
going Federal
Federal rate,
rate, as herein
defined, on
herein defined,
on
the date that such contract
contract is revised
revised or
such later
later
or superseded
superseded by
by such
contract.
contract.
"Local public
public
"Local
(h) "Local public agency"
agency" means any State, county, municipality,
municipality,
agency."
agency."
or other governmental
governmental entity or public body
body which
which is authorized
authorized
to undertake
undertake the
the project
project for
for which
sought. "State"
"State"
which assistance
assistance is
is sought.
includes the several
several States, the District of Columbia
and the
the TerriColumbia, and
Territories,
tories, dependencies,
dependencies, and possessions
possessions of the Unit
ed States.
States.
United
"Administrator."
(i) "Administrator"
(i)
"Administrator" means the Housing
Housing and Home
Home Finance
Finance "Administrator."
Administrator.

TITLE II-AMENDMENTS
II—AMENDMENTS TO NATIONAL
NATIONAL HOUSING
HOUSING ACT
ACT
SEC.
S
EC. 201. The National
National Housing Act,
amended, is
is hereby
hereby
Act, as amended,
amended—
amended(1)
sentence of section
(1) by striking out of the first
first sentence
section 22 (a)
(a) "July
"July
1, 1949" and inserting in lieu thereof
thereof "September
1949";
"September 1,
1, 1949';
(2) by striking out of the proviso in section 203 (a)
(2)
(a)
"$4,000,000,000" and inserting
"$4,000,000,000"
inserting in lieu thereof "$5,300,000,000"
"$5,300,000,000"
and by striking out of such proviso "$5,000,000,000"
"$5,000,000,000" and inserting
inserting
in lieu thereof "$5,500,000,000";
"$5,500,000,000"; and
and
(3)
(3) by striking out of the second proviso
(a)
proviso in section 603
603 (a)
1949" in each
place where
where it appears
and insertinsert"June 30, 1949"
each place
appears therein
therein and
1949".
ing in lieu thereof
thereof "August
"August 31,
31, 1949".
S
EC. 202. This title shall take effect
effect as
June 30, 1949.
SEC.
as of June

48 Stat. 1246; 61
61
Stat. 182.
S. 0.,
C., Sapp.
12 U. 8.
Supp.
11, §
§1703
(a).
II,
1703 (a).
Post,
Post, pp. 681, 905.
905.
48 Stat. 1248;
1248; 55
Stat. 365.
365.
12 U.
C., Stipp.
U. S. C.,
Supp.
II,§
1709 (a).
§ 1709
II,
Post, pp.
pp. 681,
681, 905.
905.
Post,

55 Stat. 56.
12 U.
U. S.
S. C., Supp.
Supp.
§1738
1738 (a).
I, §
Ante,
Ante, p. 29; post,
poet,
pp. 681,
905.
681,905.
Effective date.
Effective
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TITLE
III—LOW-RENT PUBLIC
TITLE III-LOW-RENT
PUBLIC HOUSING
HOUSING
LOCAL
RESPONSIBILILLES AND
DETERMINATIONS; TENANCY
ONLY BY
LOCAL RESPONSIBILITIES
AND DETERMINATIONS;
TENANCY ONLY
BY
LOW-INCOMF
FAMILIES
LOW-INCOME FAMILIES
50 Stat. 895.
42 U.
C. §
42
U. S.. C.
§ 1415;
1415;
Bunn.
II, §
§1415.
1415.
Supp. II,
Post,
pp. 424,
424, 427.
Post, pp.
427.

Preliminary
Preliminary loans.
loans.

Loans or annual
annual
contributions.

Maximum
Maximum
limits.
limlits.

income
Income

Investigations
Investigations of
of
families admitted
admitted to
project.
project.

S
EC. 301.
United States
States Housing
as amended,
amended, is
SEC.
301. The United
Housing Act
Act of
of 1937,
1937, as
is
by adding
adding the
additional subsections
hereby amended
amended by
the following
following additional
subsections to
to
section 15:
section
"(7) In recognition
should be
determination of
of the
the
recognition that
that there
there should
be local
local determination
need for low-rent
low-rent housing
housing to meet
meet needs
adequately met
by
needs not
not being
being adequately
met by
private
enterprise—
private enterprise"(a) The
Authority shall
shall not
not make
make any
contract with
with aapublic
public
"(a)
The Authority
any contract
housing agency
for preliminary
preliminary loans
(all of
of which
shall be
be repaid
repaid
housing
agency for
loans (all
which shall
out
moneys which
become available
available to
to such
such agency
agency for
for the
out of
of any moneys
which become
the
development of the
involved) for
for surveys
and planning
planning
development
the projects
projects involved)
surveys and
in respect to any low-rent
low-rent housing
housing projects
March
projects initiated after March
(i) unless
unless the
body of
of the
the locality
involved
1, 1949, (i)
the governing
governing body
locality involved
has by resolution
resolution approved
the application
application of
public houshousapproved the
of the public
ing agency
agency for such preliminary ,loan; and (ii) unless
unless the
the public
public
housing
demonstrated to
to the
of the
Authorhousing agency
agency has demonstrated
the satisfaction
satisfaction of
the Authora need for such
ity that there
there is a
such low-rent
low-rent housing
housing which
which is not
not
being met by,private
enterprise '
•and
being
private enterprise;
and
_Authority shall not
not make
contract for
loans
"(b) the
the Authority
make any
any contract
for loans
(other than preliminary
annual contributions
contributions purpurpreliminary loans)
loans) or
or for
for annual
respect to
any low-rent
low-rent housing
housing project
suant to this
this Act
Act with
with respect
to any
project
initiated after
after March
March 1, 1949,
unless the
body of
of
1949, (i)
(i) unless
the governing
governing body
locality involved
the locality
an agreement
the public
public
involved has
has entered
entered into
into an
agreement with
with the
housing
local cooperation
cooperation required
required by
by
housing agency
agency providing
providing for
for the
the local
Authority pursuant
pursuant to
to this
this Act;
and (ii)
(ii) unless
the Authority
Act; and
unless the
the public
public houshousing agency
demonstrated to
satisfaction of
of the
Authority
agency has demonstrated
to the
the satisfaction
the Authority
a gap of at least 20 per centum
that a
centum has
between the
has been
been left
left between
the upper
upper
rental limits for admission
low-rent housing
and
admission to the proposed
proposed low-rent
housing and
the lowest rents at which private enterprise
enterprise unaided
unaided by public
subsidy
providing (through new
subsidy is providing
new construction
construction and
available
and available
existing
structures) aa substantial
existing structures)
and
substantial supply
supply of decent,
decent, safe,
safe, and
sanitary housing toward
toward meeting
of an
adequate volume
volume
meeting the need
need of
an adequate
thereof.
"(8) Every
"(8)
Every contract
contract made
made pursuant
pursuant to this
for annual
annual contricontrithis Act for
butions for any low-rent
low-rent housing
housing project initiated
March 1,
1949,
initiated after March
1, 1949,
shall
that,—
shall provide
provide that"(a)
agency shall fix maximum income
"(a ) the public housing agency
limits
occupancy of
of famfamlimits for the
the admission
admission and
and for
for the
the continued
continued occupancy
ilies in such
such housing, that such maximum
maximum income limits
limits and
and all
all
revisions thereof shall be
approval of
of the
be subject
subject to the
the prior
prior approval
the
Authority, and that the Authority
require the
the public
public houshousAuthority may
may require
agency to review
ing agency
review and to revise such maximum
maximum income
income limits
limits
determines that changed
if the Authority
Authority determines
changed conditions in the locallocality make such revisions necessary
necessary in achieving
purposes of
of this
this
achieving the
the purposes
Act;
a duly authorized
authorized official of the public housing agency
agency
"(b) a
written statements
involved shall make periodic
periodic written
statements to the AuthorAuthority that an investigation
investigation has been made of each family admitted
admitted
to the low-rent
low-rent housing project involved during
during the period
period
covered thereby, and that, on the
the report
report of
of said
said invesinvesthe basis of the
tigation, he has found that
that each such family at the time of its
(i) had aanet family income
admission (i)
income not
exceeding the maximum
not exceeding
maximum
income
theretofore fixed by the public housing agency
income limits theretofore
(and
agency (and
approved by the Authority)
Authority) for admission of families
families of low
low
income to such housing;
housing; and
(ii) lived
and (ii)
lived in an unsafe, insanitary,
insanitary,
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or overcrowded dwelling, or was to be displaced
displaced by another
another lowrent housing project or by
by a
slum-clearance or redevelopa public slum-clearance
redevelopment project, or actually was without housing,
housing, or was about to
to
a result of a
be without housing as a
a court order of
of eviction, due
Family of
of veteran
veteran
to causes other than
Provided, That the
than the fault of the tenant: Provided,
the or Family
serviceman.
requirement in (ii)
(ii) shall not be applicable
applicable in the case
of the
the famfamcase of
ily of any veteran or serviceman
serviceman (or of any deceased
deceased veteran
veteran or
or
serviceman) where
admission to such housing
serviceman)
where application
application for admission
housing is
made not later than five years after
after March 1,
1949;
1, 1949;
Nondiscrimination.
"(c)
"(c) in the selection
selection of tenants (i)
(i) the public
housing agency
agency
public housing
Nondiscrimination.
shall not discriminate
discriminate against
against families, otherwise
otherwise eligible for
for
admission to such housing, because their incomes are
derived in
in
are derived
whole or in part from public assistance
and (ii)
assistance and
(ii) in initially
initially
selecting families
families for admission to
given sizes
and
to dwellings
dwellings of
of given
sizes and
at specified
specified rents the public housing
to the
housing agency shall (subject
(subject to
the
preferences
Infra.
preferences prescribed
prescribed in subsection
subsection 10 (g) of this
this Act)
Act) give
give Infra.
preference
preference to families
families having the most urgent
urgent housing
housing needs,
and thereafter, in selecting
selecting families for admission
admission to such
such dwellings, shall give due consideration
consideration to the urgency
urgency of the families'
families'
needs; and
housing needs;
and
Reexaminations of
of
"(d) the public housing
housing agency shall make
make periodic
periodic reexamreexamReexaminations
net income.
inations of the net incomes of tenant families
families living
in the
the low-rent
low-rent necome
living in
housing project involved; and if it
it is found, upon such reexamination, that the net incomes of any such families
families have
increased
have increased
beyond the maximum
maximum income
income limits fixed by the public housing
housing
agency (and approved
approved by the Authority)
Authority) for continued
continued occupancy
occupancy
in such housing, such families shall be required
required to move
the
move from the
project."
project."
VETERANS' PREFERENCES
VETERANS'
PREFERENCES

SEC.
S
EC. 302. The United States Housing Act of 1937, as amended,
amended,
is
as follows:
is hereby
hereby amended
amended as
follows:
(a)
adding the
the following
following new
new subsection
to section
10:
50 Stat. 891.
(a) By
By adding
subsection to
section 10:
4
s. c. 1 1410.
"(g) Every contract made pursuant
pursuant to this Act for annual
"(g)
annual contributions for any low-rent housing project shall require
require that
that the
the
public housing agency,
agency, as amongilow-income
low-income families which
which are
are elieligible applicants for occupancy
occupancy in
n dwellings of given
and at
given sizes
sizes and
at
specified
following preferences
specified rents, shall extend the following
preferences in
in the
selection
the selection
of tenants:
tenants:
"First, to families
families which
which are to be displaced
displaced by any low-rent
Displaced families.
families.
low-rent
Displleed
housing
housing project
project or by any public slum-clearance
redevelopslum-clearance or redevelopment project
January 1,
project initiated after January
1947 7 or which were so
1, 1947?
displaced within three years prior to making application
application to
such public housing agency for admission to any low-rent housing; and
and as among such
such families
families first
first preference
be given
given to
todisabled
y
amilies of
of disabled
preference shall
shall be
Families
families of disabled veterans whose disability has been
been detere
mined by the Veterans'
Veterans' Administration
Administration to be service-connected,
service-connected,
and second preference
preference shall be given to families
families of deceased
deceased vetservicemen whose death has been determined
erans and servicemen
determined by
by the
the
Veterans' Administration
Veterans'
Administration to be service-connected,
service-connected, and third
third
preference shall be given to families of other veterans
preference
veterans and
and serviceservicemen •
men;
"Second,
"Second, to families
families of other
other veterans
veterans and
and servicemen
servicemen and
and as
„Fte
of other
other
as vetFer
of
preference shall be given to families of
among such families first preference
disabled veterans whose disability has been
been determined by the
Veterans'
Veterans' Administration
Administration to be service-connected,
service-connected, and
second
and second
preference shall be given to families
preference
families of deceased
deceased veterans and
servicemen
servicemen whose death
death has been determined
determined by
by the
the Veterans'
Veterans'
Administration to be service-connected."
Administration
service-connected."
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140;
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Supp.
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(b)
new subsection
to section
2:
b) By
By adding
adding the
the following
following new
subsection to
section 2:
"(14)
term 'veteran'
'veteran' shall
person who
has served
in
(14) The term
shall mean a
a person
who has
served in
the active military
military or
or naval
of the
the United
United States
at any
any time
naval service
service of
States at
time
on
after September
16, 1940,
1940, and
and prior
26, 1947,
1947, or
or at
at any
any
on or
or after
September 16,
prior to
to July
July 26,
on or
6, 1917,
1917, and
to November
11, 1918,
1918, and
time on
or after
after April
April 6,
and prior
prior to
November 11,
and
shall have
been discharged
or released
therefrom under
condiwho shall
have been
discharged or
released therefrom
under conditions other than dishonorable. The term 'serviceman'
'serviceman' shall mean
mean aa
person
in the
or naval
of the
the United
United States
States
person in
the active
active military
military or
naval service
service of
served therein
therein on
after September
September 16,
to
who has
has served
on or
or after
16, 1940,
1940, and
and prior
prior to
after April
to
July 26, 1947, or at
at any time on or after
April 6, 1917,
1917, and
and prior
prior to
November
11, 1918."
November 11,
1918."
COST
LIMITS
COST LIMITS

50 Stat.
Stat. 896.
896.
50
42 U.
S. C.
(5).
42
U. S.
O. §1415
1415 (5).

Sac.
(5) of
States Housing
Housing Act
Act of
of
SEC. 303. Subsection
Subsection 15
15 (5)
of the United
United States
1937, as amended,
amended, is hereby
hereby amended
read as
as follows:
follows:
amended to read
"(5)
contract made
pursuant to
for loans
(other than
than
"(5) Every
Every contract
made pursuant
to this
this Act
Act for
loans (other
preliminary loans),
loans), annual
contributions, or
or capital
grants for
for any
any
preliminary
annual contributions,
capital grants
low-rent housing
completed after
after January
January 1,
1, 1948,
low-rent
housing project
project completed
1948, shall
shall provide
provide
that
equipment of such
such project
project (excluding
(excluding
that the
the cost
cost for construction
construction and
and equipment
land, demolition,
demolition, and
and nond
welling facilities)
shall not exceed
nondwelling
facilities) shall
exceed $1,750
$1,750
per room ($2,500
($2,500 per
per room
room in
in the
the case
case of Alaska)
Alaska)::Provided,
Provided, That
That if
if
the Administrator
Administrator finds
that in
of any
project
finds that
in the
the geographical
geographical area of
any project
(i)
(i) it is not
not feasible
feasible under the
limitations to
to construct
the aforesaid
aforesaid cost limitations
construct
the
sacrifice of
sound standards
standards of
of construction,
design,
the project
project without
without sacrifice
of sound
construction, design,
and
and (ii)
there is
is an
an acute
for such
such housing,
housing, he
he may
may
and livability,
livability, and
(ii) there
acute need
need for
prescribe
such contract
contract cost
cost limitations
which may
may exceed
by not
not
prescribe in such
limitations which
exceed by
$750 per
per room
room the
that would
would otherwise
otherwise be
be
more than
than $750
the limitations
limitations that
applicable to such project
project hereunder.
hereunder. Every
Every contract
pursuant
applicable
contract made
made pursuant
to this Act for loans (other than
loans), annual
than preliminary
preliminary loans),
annual contribucontributions, or capital
capital grants with respect
respect to any low-rent housing
project
housing project
1949, shall provide
initiated after March 1, 1949,
provide that such project shall be
be
undertaken in such a
a manner
undertaken
elaborate or
extravamanner that
that it
it will
will not be
be of elaborate
or extravagant design
economy will
will be
be promoted
promoted both
both in
in
design or
or materials,
materials, and economy
construction and administration.
construction
order to attain
attain the
administration. In
In order
the foregoing
foregoing
objective, every such contract
provide that no
award of
of the
the main
main
contract shall provide
no award
construction contract
contract for such project shall be made
made unless
unless the
the
Authority, taking
taking into
account the
of construction
costs prevailing
into account
the level
level of
construction costs
prevailing
locality where
where such
to be
be located,
located, shall
shall have
have specifically
specifically
in the locality
such project
project is
is to
approved the
construction contract."
contract."
the amount
amount of such
such main construction
PRIVATE FINANCING
PRIVATE
FINANCING

SEC.
S
EC. 304. In
In order to stimulate
stimulate increasing
financing of
lowincreasing private
private financing
of lowrent housing projects,
projects, the
Act of
of 1937,
1937, as
as
the United
United States
States Housing Act
amended, is hereby
hereby amended
amended as
follows:
as follows:
60
Stat.
50 Stat.
Stat. 892;
892; 52
52 Stat.
(a) The last proviso
(b) of section
(a)
proviso of subsection
subsection (b)
section 10 is repealed,
repealed, and
820.
820.
42 U.
42
S. C.
U. S.
C. §§§ 1410
1410 subsection (f) of said section
section is amended
amended to
read as
as follows:
follows:
to
read
(b), (0.
(0.
(b),
"(f)
contributions contracts shall
"(f) Payments
Payments under annual
annual contributions
shall be
be
Authority so requires,
pledged, if the Authority
requires, as security for
obtained
for any
any loans obtained
a public
by a
public housing
housing agency
agency to assist the development
development or acquisition
acquisition
of the housing project to which the annual
annual contributions
relate.";
contributions relate.";
50
898.
50 Stat.
Stat. 898.
(b) The following
following is
21:
is added
added after
after section
section 21:
42 U.S.
U. S. 0.
C.§1421.
1421.
42
C"PRIVATE FINANCING
"PRIVATE
FINANCING
Post, p.
Post,
p. 431.
431.

"SEC.
"Sac. 22. To facilitate
facilitate the enlistment
enlistment of private capital through
the sale by public
public housing agencies
agencies of their bonds
other obligabonds and
and other
obligations to others than the Authority,
Authority, in
projin financing
financing low-rent
low-rent housing
housing projects, and to maintain the low-rent character
character of housing
projects—
housing projects-
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"(a)
Every
contract
(a)
contract for annual
annual contributions
contributions (including
contracts
(including contracts
which amend
amend or supersede
supersede contracts
which
contracts previously
previously made)
may provide
made) may
provide
that—
that"(1)
Default
Default in respect
respect to
to
a substantial default in
"(1) upon the occurrence
occurrence of a
in respect
respect covenants,
covenants, etc.
to
covenants or conditions
conditions to which the public housing
housing agency
to the covenants
agency
is subject (as such substantial
substantial default shall
defined in
in such
shall be defined
such
contract), the public
contract),
public housing
housing agency
agency shall be obligated
at the
the
obligated at
option of the Authority, either to convey
convey title in any case
where,
case where,
in the determination
determination of the Authority
Authority (which
determination shall
shall
(which determination
be final and conclusive),
conveyance of title is
conclusive), such conveyance
necessary to
to
is necessary
achieve
achieve the purposes of this Act, or to deliver possession
possession to the
Authority of the project, as then constituted,
constituted, to
such
to which
which such
contract relates;
relates;
"(2)
"(2) the Authority shall be obligated
obligated to reconvey
or to
to redereconvey or
redeliver possession of the project, as constituted
constituted at the time
recontime of
of reconveyance or redelivery, to such public
public housing
housing agency
agency or
or to
to its
its
successor
successor (if such public
public housing agency
agency or a
exists)
a successor
successor exists)
upon such terms as shall be prescribed
contract and
and as
as
prescribed in
in such
such contract
soon as practicable: (i) after the Authority shall
satisfied that
that
shall be
be satisfied
all defaults with respect
respect to the project have been
and that
that
been cured, and
the project will, in order
order to fulfill the purposes
purposes of this
therethis Act,
Act, thereafter be operated in accordance
accordance with the
of such
such contractcontract;
the terms
terms of
termination o
obli ga ti on t
ke annual
annual
or (ii) after the termination
offth
thee obligation
too ma
make
contributions available
available unless there are any obligations
obligations or
or covecovenants of the public housing agency to the
are
the Authority
Authority which
which are
then in default. Any prior conveyances
conveyances and
and reconveyances,
reconveyances,
deliveries and redeliveries
redeliveries of possession
deliveries
possession shall not exhaust
the right
right
exhaust the
to require aaconveyance
conveyance or delivery
possession of
of the
the project
delivery of possession
project to
to
the Authority pursuant to subparagraph
upon the
subsequent
subparagraph (1),
(1), upon
the subsequent
occurrence
occurrence of aasubstantial
substantial default.
Continuance of anContinuance
"(b)
"(b) Whenever such contract for
annual contributions
contributions shall
shall include
include
for annual
nual contributions.
contributions.
nual
provisions which the Authority, in said contract,
contract, determines
are in
in
determines are
accordance with subsection (a) hereof, and the annual
accordance
contributions,
annual contributions,
pursuant to such contract, have been pledged
public housing
housing
pledged by
by the
the public
agency
agency as security for the payment
payment of the principal
principal and
and interest
on
interest on
any of its obligations, the Authority
Authority (notwithstanding
any other
(notwithstanding any
other
provisions
provisions of this Act) shall continue to make
annual contributions
contributions
make annual
available
available for the project
project so long as any of such
remain
such obligations remain
outstanding, and may covenant in such contract
contract (in lieu of the
the provi50 Stat. 896.
sion required by the first sentence of subsection 15 (3)
of this
this Act
Act and
and
(3) of
U. S. C.
1415 (3).
(3).
42 U.S.
C. 1
1415
notwithstanding any other provisions of law)
notwithstanding
law) that in any event
such
event such
annual
annual contributions
contributions shall in each year be at least equal
to an
an amount
amount
equal to
which,
which, together
together with such income
income or
other funds
funds as
as are
actually
or other
are actually
available from the project for the purpose
purpose at
the time
time such
such annual
at the
annual
contribution is made, will suffice
payment of all installments,
contribution
suffice for the payment
installments,
falling due within the next succeeding
months, of
principal and
succeeding twelve
twelve months,
of principal
and
interest on the obligations
obligations for which
which the annual
contributions provided
annual contributions
provided
for in the contract shall have been pledged
pledged as
as security:
security: Provided,
Provided,
That such annual contributions
contributions shall not be in
excess of
maximum
in excess
of the
the maximum
sum determined
Infra.
pursuant to the first proviso of
determined pursuant
of subsection
10 (b),
(b), Infra.
subsection 10
or, where applicable,
applicable, the second proviso of subsection
50 Stat. 892.
subsection 10
(c) ;and
10 (c);
and in
in 42
U. S.
S. C.. 11410
11410 (c).
(0)•
42U.
contributions be in excess
no case shall such annual contributions
excess of
of the maximum
maximum
sum specified
specified in the contract
contract involved,
nor
for
longer
than
the
involved, nor for longer than the
remainder
remainder of the maximum period
contract.";
period fixed by
by the
the contract.";
891.
(c) In
50 Stat. 891.
In the fourth sentence
(c)
sentence of
"going Federal
Federal
of section
section 9
9 the
the words
words "going
42 U.
U. S.
S. 0.
C. I1409.
1409.
42
rate at the time the loan is made,"
made," are deleted;
deleted; in
in the
the first
first proviso
proviso of
of
Stat.
892.
50
subsection 10 (b) the words "going
Stat.
892
"going Federal
rate of
interest at
the time
time
Federal rate
of interest
at the
42U. S.C.§1410(b).
S. C. §1410 (b).
such contract is made"
made" are deleted;
deleted; and in lieu thereof
in each
each case
thereof in
case
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50 Stat. 889.
1402
42 U. S. C. §§ 1402

(10).
(10).

"Going
"Going
rate."
rate."

Federal
Federal

50 Stat. 891.
891.
42 U. S. C. §
§ 1409.
1409.
Ante, p. 425.
425.
Ante,
Loan periods.
Loan

Interest rate.
50 Stat. 892.
42 U. S.C.
C. *1410
42U.S.
1410 (c).
Contracts
for annual
Contractsforannual

contributions.

Fixed contribution.
425.
Ante, p.
p. 425.

50 Stat. 892.
42 U. S. C.
1410 (c).
42U.8.
§ §1410(c).
Application of exexApplication

receipts.
cess receipts.

50 Stat. 895.
42 U. S. C. §1414.
1414.
Amending or superAmending
contract.
seding contract.

Restriction.
Restriction.
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[63 STAT.
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there are
are substituted
substituted the
the words
"applicable going
rate"; and
and
there
words "applicable
going Federal
Federal rate";
subsection 2
is amended
read as
follows:
as follows:
subsection
2 (10)
(10) is
amended to read
"(10) The
The term
Federal rate'
rate of interest
interest
"(10)
term 'going
'going Federal
rate' means
means the
the annual
annual rate
(or,
shall be
be two
rates of
of interest,
interest, the
highest
(or, if
if there shall
two or
or more
more such
such rates
the highest
thereof) specified
specified in the
recently issued
issued bonds
Federal
thereof)
the most recently
bonds of the
the Federal
Government
of ten
ten years
or more,
more, determined,
Government having
having aamaturity
maturity of
years or
determined, in
in
the
loans or
contributions, respectively,
at the
the date
of
the case
case of
of loans
or annual
annual contributions,
respectively, at
date of
Presidential
approval of
the contract
pursuant to
to which
such loans
loans or
or
Presidential approval
of the
contract pursuant
which such
contributions
are made: Provided,
contributions are
Provided, That
That for
for the purposes
purposes of this Act,
the
Federal rate shall
deemed to be not less
than 2
2
/
1
per
the going
going Federal
shall be deemed
less than
21/2
per
centum.";
centum.";
(d) Section 99is
of
(d)
is amended
amended by striking out the
the period at the end of
adding a
following: "Provided,
"Provided, That
in
said section
section and adding
a colon
colon and the
the following:
That in
the
initiated after
respect to which
which
the case
case of
of projects
projects initiated
after March
March 1,
1, 1949,
1949, with
with respect
annual
contributions are
to this
this Act,
Act, loans
loans
annual contributions
are contracted
contracted for
for pursuant
pursuant to
shall not be made for aa period
period exceeding
exceeding forty years from the date
of
And provided
further, That,
That, in the
of the
the bonds
bonds evidencing
evidencing the
the loan: And
provided further,
the
case of
other projects
projects with
with respect
which the
the
case
of such
such projects
projects or
or any
any other
respect to
to which
contracts (including
or supersede
supersede contracts
contracts
contracts
(including contracts
contracts which
which amend
amend or
previously made)
made) provide
provide for
exceeding forty
previously
for loans
loans for a
a period not exceeding
years
years from
from the date of the bonds
bonds evidencing
annual
evidencing the loan
loan and
and for annual
contributions
contributions for a
period not
years from
from the date the
the
a period
not exceeding
exceeding forty
forty years
first annual
annual contribution
bear
first
contribution for the
the project
project is paid,
paid, such
such loans
loans shall
shall bear
interest at aarate
applicable going
going Federal
Federal rate.";
rate.";
interest
rate not
not less than
than the
the applicable
(c) is amended
(e) Subsection
Subsection 10 (c)
striking out
amended by striking
out the
the period at the
end
last sentence
adding aacolon
end of
of the last
sentence and
and adding
colon and the following:
following: "Pro"ProMarch 1,
1, 1949,
vided, That, in the case
case of
of projects initiated
initiated after
after March
1949,
contracts for annual contributions
contributions shall not be
period
be made for
for aa period
exceeding forty years
years from
first annual
contribution for
for
from the date
date the
the first
annual contribution
And provided
That, in
in the
the case
case of
of such
the project
project is paid:
paid: And
provided further,
further, That,
such
projects
projects or any other
other projects
respect to which
which the contracts
for
projects with respect
contracts for
annual contributions
(including contracts
contracts which
which amend
supersede
contributions (including
amend or
or supersede
contracts
provide for
annual contributions
contributions for
for aa
contracts previously
previously made)
made) provide
for annual
period
exceeding forty
years from
date the
first annual
annual conconperiod not exceeding
forty years
from the
the date
the first
tribution for the project
may exceed
exceed the
project is paid, the fixed
fixed contribution may
amount
amount provided
provided in the first proviso of subsection (b)
(b) of this section
section
by
cost.";
acquisition cost.";
1 per centum
centum of
of development
development or acquisition
by 1
The first
first sentence
sentence of subsection
10 (c)
(c) is
is amended
to read
read as
as
(f) The
subsection 10
amended to
follows: "Every
"Every contract
contract for
for annual
annual contributions
contributions shall
shall provide
provide that
that
follows:
whenever in any year the receipts
receipts of aa public housing
whenever
housing agency
agency in
in
a low-rent
connection with a
low-rent housing
housing project
project exceed
exceed its
expenditures
its expenditures
(including debt service, administration,
administration, maintenance,
establishment of
of
(including
maintenance, establishment
charges), an amount
reserves, and other costs and charges),
amount equal to such excess
excess
shall
aside for
application, to
purposes which,
in the
the
shall be applied,
applied, or set
set aside
for application,
to purposes
which, in
determination
of the
the amount
amount
determination of
the Authority,
Authority, will
will effect
effect aareduction
reduction in
in the
of subsequent annual contributions.";
contributions.";
(g) Section 14 is amended by inserting the following
following after the first
first
sentence:
Authority finds that it would
sentence: "When the Authority
would promote
promote economy
economy
or be in the financial
financial interest of the Federal
Federal Government,
Government, any contract
contract
heretofore
heretofore or hereafter
annual contributions,
or both,
hereafter made for annual
contributions, loans,
loans, or
both,
may, with Presidential
Presidential approval,
amended or superseded
approval, be amended
superseded by aaconcontract of the Authority
Federal rate on
Authority so that
that the going Federal
on the basis
basis of
of
which
which such annual
annual contributions
contributions or
interest rate
rate on
loans, or
or both,
both,
or interest
on the loans,
respectively, are
shall mean
mean the
the going
Federal rate,
rate, as
as herein
herein
respectively,
are fixed
fixed shall
going Federal
defined,
defined, on the date of Presidential
Presidential approval
such amending
amending or
or
approval of such
superseding
contract: Provided,
Provided, That contracts
superseding contract:
contracts may not be amended
amended
or superseded in a
a manner
manner which would
would impair
impair the rights of
of the holders
of any outstanding obligations
obligations of the public housing
agency involved
involved
housing agency
been pledged.';
pledged.";
for which annual contributions
contributions have
have been
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(h) Section
Section 20
to read
read as
as follows:
(h)
20 is
is amended
amended to
follows:

"
SEC. 20. The Authority may issue and have outstanding
"SEC.
outstanding at any

one time notes and other obligations
purchase by the Secretary
Secretary of
obligations for purchase
of
the Treasury
Treasury in an amount
amount not to exceed
exceed $1,500,000,000.
$1,500,000,000. Such notes
or other obligations
obligations shall be in such
such forms and denominations,
denominations, shall
shall
have such maturities, and shall be subject
subject to such terms and conditions
as may be prescribed
prescribed by
by the
the Authority
Authority with the approval
approval of the
the Secretary of the Treasury. Such notes or other
other obligations
obligations shall
bear
shall bear
interest at
at a
a rate determined by the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Treasury,
Treasury, taking
into consideration
consideration the current
current average
average rate on outstanding
outstanding marketable
marketable
obligations of the United States as of the last day of the month preceding the issuance of the notes or other obligations
obligations by the Authority.
The Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury
Treasury is authorized
authorized and directed to purchase
any notes or other obligations
obligations of the Authority
Authority issued hereunder
hereunder
and for such purpose is authorized
authorized to use as aa public debt transaction the proceeds
proceeds from the sale of any securities
securities issued under
under the
Second Liberty Bond Act, as amended, and the purposes for which
which
securities may be issued under such Act, as amended, are extended
extended
purchases of such obligations. The Secretary
Secretary of
to include any purchases
of the
the
Treasury
Treasury may at any time sell any of the notes
notes or other obligations
obligations
acquired by him under this
purchases, and
this section.
section. All
All redemptions,
redemptions, purchases,
sales by the Secretary
Secretary of
obligaof the Treasury
Treasury of such
such notes
notes or
or other
other obligations shall be treated as public debt transactions
transactions of the Unifed
United States.";
States.";
(i)
follows:
(i) Subsection
Subsection 2
2 (5)
(5) is
is amended
amended to read
read as
as follows:
"(5)
'development' means
means any
all undertakings
undertakings neces(5) The term 'development'
any or all
necessary for planning, land acquisition,
demolition, construction, or
or
acquisition, demolition,
equipment, in connection with aalow-rent housing project. The term
'development cost' shall comprise the costs incurred
incurred by aapublic housing
'development
housing
agency in such undertakings
undertakings and their necessary
necessary financing
(including
financing (including
carrying charges, but not beyond
beyond the point of physithe payment of carrying
completion), and in otherwise carrying
development of
of
cal completion)
carrying out the development
connection with
low-rent
such project. Construction
Construction activity
activity in connection
with a
a low-rent
project may be
confined to the reconstruction,
housing project
be confined
reconstruction, remodeling,
remodeling, or
or
repair
buildings."; and
existing buildings.";
repair of existing
additional subsection
subsection is
added to section
15:
(j) The following additional
is added
section 15:
"(9) Any contract
or annual
annual contributions,
contributions, or
or both,
both,
"(9)
contract for
for loans
loans or
Authority with aapublic
agency, may cover
cover
entered into by the Authority
public housing
housing agency,
one or more than
housing project
project owned
owned by
said public
public
than one
one low-rent
low-rent housing
by said
agency; in the event such contract
contract covers two or more projects,
housing agency;
such
such projects may, for any of the purposes
purposes of this Act and
and of such
contract (including, but not limited to, the determination
contract
determination of the
amount of the loan, annual contributions,
contributions, or payments
payments in
in lieu
lieu of
of taxes,
specified in such contract),
contract), be treated
treated collectively
one project."
collectively as one

50 Stat. 898.
42 U.
U. S.
S. C.
C. §1420.
1420.
42
Notes and obligaobligaNotes
tions.
tions.

Interest.
Interest.

40 Stat.
40
Stat. 288.
288.

(2).
31 U. S. C.§ §774 (2).
Post, p. 668.
668.
Post,

50
Stat. 888.
888.
50 Stat.

42 U.
U. S.
42
S. C. §1402 (5).
(5).
"Development."
"Development."
"Development
"Development
cost."
cost."

50 Stat.
50
Stat. 895.
895.

C.. § 1415;
42 U. S.. C.
H, §
1415.
Supp. 11,
§ 1415.
Ante
p. 422.
422.
Ante p.

Contract
Contract covering
covering
one or more than one
project.
project.

ANNUAL
CONTRIBUTIONS
ANNUAL CONTRIBUTIONS
SEC. 305. The United States
States Housing Act
1937, as amended,
amended, is
SEC.
Act of 1937,
hereby amended
follows:
hereby
amended as
as follows:
(a)
after the
first sentence
of subsection
subsection
(a) By
By inserting
inserting the
the following
following after
the first
sentence of
(e) of
"With respect
to projects
projects assisted
assisted pursuant
this
(e)
of section
section 10:
10: "With
respect to
pursuant to
to this
Act, the Authority
Authority (in addition to the amount authorized
first
authorized by the first
sentence of
is authorized,
authorized, with
with the
approval of
of the
the
of this
this subsection)
subsection) is
the approval
President, to enter into contracts, on and after July 1,
1949, for annual
1, 1949,
contributions
aggregating not
more than
$85,000,000 per
per annum,
which
contributions aggregating
not more
than $85,000,000
annum, which
amounts of
$55,000,000 on
on July
July 1
1
limit shall
shall be increased
increased by
by further
further amounts
of $55,000,000
1951, and
1952, respectively,
respectively, and
and by
by $58,000,000
$58,000,000
in each of the years
years 1950,
1950,1951,
and 1952,
1953 :
Provided, That (subject
additional authorion July 1,
1,1953:
Provided,
(subject to the total additional
$308,000,000 per annum)
any
zation of
of not
not more than $308,000,000
annum) such limit, and
and any
time or
or times
such authorized increase therein, may be increased
increased at any time
times

50 Stat. 892.
892.
S. C. 11410
42 U.. S.
1410 (e).
(e).
Contract authorizaContract
anthorization for annual contrition
butions.

Inereeselnamounts.
Increase in amounts.

428

Projects
Projects in rural
nonfarm areas.

Construction of
of
Construction
dwelling units.

Construction without further
further authorization.
tion.

Construction in any
any
Construction
fiscal year.

50 Stat. 891.
891.
42 U.
C. §
§ 1410
U. S. C.
1410
(al.
(a).
Poat,
Post, p. 430.
430.
Requirement of taxRequirement
ation exemption.
exemption.

Payments in lieu of
Payments
taxes.

Contribution
Contribution by
by
State, etc.

Payments in lieu of
Payments
of
taxes.
taxes.
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by
additional amounts
aggregating not
more than
than $55,000,000
$55,000,000 upon
by additional
amounts aggregating
not more
upon .aa
determination
the President,
President, after
after receiving
receiving advice
advice from
the Council
Council
determination by
by the
from the
of
the general
general effect
effect of
of such
increase upon
upon
of Economic
Economic Advisers
Advisers as
as to
to the
such increase
conditions
in the
industry and
the national
national economy,
economy, that
that
conditions in
the building
building industry
and upon
upon the
such
action is in the
interest: And
And provided
provided .further,
That 10
10
such action
the public
public interest:
further, That
per
centum of
each amount
amount of
of authorization
authorization to
to enter
for
per centum
of each
enter into
into contracts
contracts for
annual contributions
becoming available
available hereunder
shall, for
for aaperiod
contributions becoming
hereunder shall,
period
of
amount of
becomes available,
of three
three years
years after
after such
such amount
of authorization
authorization becomes
available,
be
only for
for annual
annual contributions
contributions contracts
respect to
be available
available only
contracts with
with respect
to
projects
rural nonfarm
nonfarm areas.
areas. With
respect to
to projects
projects
projects to
to be
be located
located in
in rural
With respect
initiated
March 1,
1949, the
the Authority
may authorize
authorize the
cominitated after March
1, 1949,
Authority may
the commencement
of not
to exceed
exceed one
hundred and
and thirty-five
thirty-five
mencement of
of construction
construction of
not to
one hundred
thousand dwelling
units after
July 1,
shall be
thousand
dwelling units
after July
1, 1949,
1949, which
which limit
limit shall
be
increased
further amounts
hundred and
and thirty-five
thousand
increased by further
amounts of one hundred
thirty-five thousand
on July
in each
years 1950
and includincluddwelling units
units on
July 11in
each of
of the
the years
1950 through
through and
ing
Provided, That
the authorization
authorization of
of
ing 1954,
1954, respectively:
respectively: Provided,
That (subject
(subject to
to the
not to exceed
exceed eight hundred
dwelling units)
units) such
such
hundred and
and ten
ten thousand
thousand dwelling
limit, and any such authorized
be increased
at any
authorized increase
increase therein,
therein, may
may be
increased at
any
time or times by additional
amounts aggregating
aggregating not
not more
more than
additional amounts
than sixtysixtyfive thousand dwelling
dwelling units, or may be decreased
decreased at any
any time
time or times
by
more than
eighty-five thousand
dwelling
by amounts
amounts aggregating
aggregating not
not more
than eighty-five
thousand dwelling
units, upon a
a determination
determination by
President, after
after receiving
receiving advice
by the
the President,
advice
from the Council of Economic
Economic Advisers
as to
the general
general effect
effect of
of such
such
Advisers as
to the
increase
conditions in
in the
and upon
upon
increase or
or decrease
decrease upon
upon conditions
the building
building industry
industry and
economy, that such action
the national
national economy,
interest: And
action is in the public
public interest:
And
provided
further2 That
contracts for
for annual
with respect
provided further
That contracts
annual contributions
contributions with
respect
to low-rent
low-rent housing projects
initiated after
after March
1949, shall
shall not
not
projects initiated
March 1,
1, 1949,
provide for the commencement
commencement of construction
construction of more
more than
than eight
eight
hundred and ten
units without
without further
further authorization
authorization
ten thousand
thousand dwelling
dwelling units
from the Congress: And
That in
in no
no event
And provided
provided further,
further, That
event shall
shall the
the
Authority permit
Authority
of construction
construction of
more than
two
permit the commencement
commencement of
of more
than two
hundred
dwelling units
units in
fiscal year.";
and
hundred thousand
thousand dwelling
in any
any fiscal
year."; and
(b)
deleting the
sentence of
subsection 10
10 (a)
(a) and
and adding
(b) By
By deleting
the third sentence
of subsection
adding
new subsection
to section
the following
following new
subsection to
section 10:
10:
"(h) Every
"(h)
Every contract
contract made pursuant
pursuant to
to this
this Act
annual conAct for
for annual
contributions for any low-rent
housing project
project initiated
initiated after
after March
March 1,
low-rent housing
1,
1949, shall provide
provide that no annual
annual contributions
contributions by the
the Authority
Authority
shall be made available
available for such project
project unless
unless such project
project is exempt
exempt
from all real
property taxes
taxes levied
or imposed
imposed by
by the
the
real and
and personal
personal property
levied or
State, city, county,
county, or other
other political subdivisions, but such
such contract
contract
may authorize the public
housing agency
agency to
payments in
in lieu
lieu
public housing
to make
make payments
of such taxes in an annual
annual amount not in excess of 10 per centum of
of
rents charged
in such
Provided, That,
That, with
with
the annual
annual shelter
shelter rents
charged in
such project:
project: Provided,
respect
respect to any such project
project to be located in any
any State
where, by
by reason
reason
State where,
of constitutional
limitations or otherwise,
constitutional limitations
otherwise, such project is not exempt
exempt
from all real
real and personal
personal property taxes levied
levied or imposed
imposed by
by the
the
State, city, county, or other political
political subdivision,
subdivision, such
contract may
may
such contract
provide, in lieu of the requirement
requirement for
exemption and
and the
the authoriauthorifor tax exemption
zation of payments in lieu of
annual contributions
contributions by
by
of taxes,
taxes, that
that no
no annual
the Authority shall be made
made available
available for such project
project unless
unless and
and
until the State, city, county,
county, or
political subdivision
subdivision in
or other political
in which
which
such project is situated shall contribute,
contribute, in the form of cash, at
at least
least
20 per centum
centum of
contributions paid
by the
the Authority.
In
of the
the annual contributions
paid by
Authority. In
respect to
low-rent housing
housing projects
initiated prior
prior to
to March
respect
to low-rent
projects initiated
March 1,
1, 1949,
1949,
the Authority
Authority may, after
effective date
date of
Act of
of 1949,
1949,
after the
the effective
of the
the Housing
Housing Act
authorize payments
lieu of
taxes for
for each
of the
the project
project fiscal
fiscal years
years
authorize
payments in
in lieu
of taxes
each of
red during
duri
ng th
in respect to
to which annual
annual contribution
contribution dates
dates occur
occurred
thee
two-year period ending
ending June
June 30, 1949, in amounts which, together
together
already paid, will not exceed
exceed the greater
with amounts already
greater of either
either (i)

63 STAT.]
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429

5 per centum
5
centum of the shelter rents charged
charged in such projects
projects for each
each
of such project
project fiscal years, or (ii)
amounts specified in the
(ii) the amounts
cooperation
effect July 1,
1947, between the public
cooperation agreements
agreements in effect
1, 1947,
public
political subdivisions in which the projects
housing agencies and the political
are located, or in the ordinances or resolutions
resolutions of such political
political subdivisions in effect on such date. In respect
respect to such low-rent
low-rent housing
housing
contracts for annual
annual
projects initiated prior to March 1, 1949, the contracts
contributions may be amended
amended as to project
project fiscal years in respect to
contributions
which annual
annual contribution dates
dates occur
occur on or after July 1,
as
1, 1949,
1949, so as
to require exemption
exemption from real and personal
personal property taxes
taxes in lieu
requirements as to local
contributions and to permit
of any other requirements
local contributions
permit
payments in lieu of taxes on the terms
terms prescribed
prescribed in the first sentence
contracts for annual
annual contribuof this subsection; in the event that the contracts
taxes in respect
respect to such
tions are not so amended, payments
payments in lieu of taxes
project fiscal years shall be limited to the amount specified in the
cooperation agreements
agreements or ordinances
cooperation
ordinances or resolutions in effect July
1947."
1, 1947."
INCOME
LARGE FAMILIES
SPECIAL
PROVISIONS FOR
FOR LARGE
FAMILTFS OF
OF LOW
LOW INCOME
SPECIAL PROVISIONS

SEC. 306. In
In order to enable
enable low-rent
low-rent housing to better serve the
SEC.
United States Housing Act
Act
families of low income, the United
needs of large families
amended by deleting
deleting the second
second sentence
sentence
of 1937, as amended, is hereby amended
(1) and substituting therefor
therefor the following:
following: "The
2 (1)
of subsection 2
dwellings in low-rent housing as defined
defined in this Act shall be available
available
solely for families whose net annual income at the time of admission,
admission,
other
less an exemption of $100 for each minor member of the family other
than the head of the family
family and his spouse,
spouse, does
does not
not exceed
exceed five
five times
times
(including the value or cost to them of water,
water,
the annual rental (including
electricity, gas, other heating and cooking fuels, and other utilities)
utilities)
electricity,
families. For the sole purpose
purpose
of the dwellings to be furnished
furnished such families.
of
determining eligibility
eligibility for
occupancy, a
housing
a public housing
for continued
continued occupancy,
of determining
income of any family, an exemption
exemption
agency may allow, from the net income
than the head
head of the family
family
member of the family (other than
for each minor member
and
(b) all or any part of the annual
annual
spouse) of either (a) $100, or (b)
and his spouse)
minor
subsection, a
a minor
income of such minor. For the purposes of this subsection,
shall mean a
years of age."
age."
a person less than 21 years

50 Stat.
888.
50
Stat. 888.
42U. S.C.
S. C. §1402
1402 (1).
(1).
42U.

TECHNICAL
TECIINICAL AMENDMENTS
AMENDMENTS

SEC.
1937, as amended,
amended, is
S
EC. 307. The United
United States Housing Act of 1937,
is
hereby amended as follows:
hereby
(a)
By deleting
deleting from
section 1
the words
"rural or urban communiwords "rural
1 the
from section
(a) By
ties" and by substituting therefor
therefor the words "urban and rural nonfarm
areas";
areas";

(b) (1) By adding at the end of subsection
subsection 2
(11) the following
following
2 (11)
(b)
new sentence: "The
"The Authority
contracts for financial
financial
Authority shall enter into contracts
assistance with a
a State or State agency
agency where such State or State
agency
project
agency makes application
application for such
such assistance
assistance for an
an eligible project
developed and
and
which, under the applicable
applicable laws of the State, is to be developed
administered by
administered
by such
such State
State or State agency.";
agency."; and
and
(2)
adding the
the following
subsection to section 2:
2:
following new subsection
(2) By
By adding
"(15) The term 'initiated'
'initiated' when used in reference
reference to the date
date on
on
"(15)
which
project was
was initiated
initiated refers
the date
of the
contract
refers to
to the
date of
the first contract
which a
a project
financial assistance
project entered
entered into by the
assistance in
in respect
respect to such project
for financial
Authority
agency.";
public housing
housing agency.";
the public
Authority and the
(c)
section 6
6the
following new subsection:
subsection:
the following
to section
By adding
adding to
(c) By
"(e)
II of Public Law
title II
respect to
to all projects
projects under title
(e) With respect
671,
Seventy-sixth Congress, approved
1940, references
references
approved June 28, 1940,
671, Seventy-sixth
therein
Housing Act
Act of
of 1937,
1937, as amended,
amended, shall
United States Housing
therein to the United

50
Stat. 888.
50 Stat.
888.
42 U.
U. S.
B. C.
C§
.§1401.
1401.
42
50 Stat.
Stat. 889.
889.
50
42 U.
U. S.
S. C.
C. §
1402
§ 1402
42
(11).
(11).

50 Stat.
Stat. 888.
50
888.
42 U.
U. S.
42
C. §
§ 1402;
S. C.
1402;
Supp. II,
H, §§1402.
1402.
Supp.
Ante,
p. 424.
424.
Ante, p.
"Initiated."
"Initiated."

50
Stat. 80.
890.
50 Stat.
42
42 U.
U. S.
S. C.
C. I
I 1406.
1406.
54
Stat. 681;
681; 60
60
54 Stat.
Stat.
888.
Stat. 888.
42 U.S..
U.S.C.
160142
O.§§§ 16011506, 1401-1431;
1401-1431; Supp.
Sapp.
1506,
, 11402
§ 1402 et
d seq.
q.
Lc

430
430

50
891, 893.
50 Stat.
Stat. 891,
42 U. S. C.
C. §§§§1110
1410
(a),
(a).
1411 (a).
{a),1411
Ante, p. 428.
Agreement
Agreement providing for elimination of
unsafe, etc., dwelling
unsafe,
units.

Deferral.

Nonapplicability.
Nonapplicablity.

Acquisition of pro]projAcquisition

ect by Authority.
Authority.

50 Stat. 894.
42
S. C.
C. 11413
(a).
1413 (a).
U.S.
42 U.
Ante,
p. 424.
424.
Ante, P.

50 Stat. 897.
897.

42U.
C. §1416
(2).
1416 (2).
42
U. S.
S. C.

Payment of prevailing wages.

40 U. S.
S. C. §4
§1276a276a276a-5; Supp. II,
J 276a-5 note.
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include
all amendments
to said
by the
the Housing
Act of
of 1949
1949
Housing Act
Act made
made by
said Act
amendments to
include all
or
by any
any other
thereafter enacted.";
enacted.";
law thereafter
other law
or by
(d) By
By deleting
deleting the
in subsection
subsection 10
10 (a)
(a) and
the proviso
proviso
and the
proviso in
the proviso
(d)
in
and in
each case
case changing
colon preceding
preceding
the colon
changing the
in each
11 (a),
(a), and
subsection 11
in subsection
the word
word "Provided"
to aaperiod;
period; and
and by
by adding
adding at
at the
the end
end of
said
of said
"Provided" to
the
subsection 10
10 (a)
the following
following new
new sentence:
"The Authority
shall
Authority shall
sentence: "The
(a) the
subsection
not make
any contract
contract for
preliminary loans)
loans) or
or
than preliminary
(other than
for loans
loans (other
make any
not
for annual
annual contributions
contributions or
grants pursuant
pursuant to
to this
this Act
Act
or for
for capital
capital grants
for
with respect
respect to
to any
low-rent housing
housing project
initiated after March
March
project initiated
any low-rent
with
1,1949, unless
the governing
body of
of the
involved has
has entered
entered
the locality
locality involved
governing body
1,1949,
unless the
into an
an agreement
agency providing
providing that,
that,
housing agency
the public
public housing
with the
agreement with
into
subsequent to
to the
the initiation
of the
low-rent housing
project and
and within
within
housing project
the low-rent
initiation of
subsequent
five years
years after
completion thereof,
thereof, there
been or
elimibe elimior will
will be
has been
there has
the completion
after the
five
nation, by
by demolition,
effective closing,
closing, or
or compulsory
compulsory
condemnation, effective
demolition, condemnation,
nation,
repair or
or improvement,
of unsafe
or insanitary
dwelling units situinsanitary dwelling
unsafe or
improvement, of
repair
ated in
the locality
locality or
area substantially
substantially equal
equal in numor metropolitan
metropolitan area
ated
in the
ber to
to the
the number
number of
of newly
constructed dwelling
dwelling units
provided by
by
units provided
newly constructed
ber
such project:
Provided, however,
however, That
where more
more than
than one
one family
family
That where
project: Provided,
such
is living
in an
an unsafe
dwelling unit
unit the
the elimination
of
elimination of
insanitary dwelling
unsafe or
or insanitary
living in
is
such unit
unit shall
shall count
elimination of
equal to
to the
number
the number
of units
units equal
as the
the elimination
count as
such
of families
families accommodated
accommodated therein:
Provided further,
That such
elimisuch elimifurther, That
therein: Provided
of
nation may,
may, in
in the
the discretion
of the
the Authority
Authority be deferred
deferred in
any
in any
discretion of
nation
locality or
metropolitan area
there is
is an
an acute
acute shortage
shortage of
area where
where there
locality
or metropolitan
decent, safe,
safe, or
sanitary housing
housing available
low income:
of low
income:
available to
to families
families of
decent,
or sanitary
the
provided further,
further, That this requirement
requirement shall
shall not apply in the
And provided
case
any low-rent
low-rent housing
project located
nonfarm area,
located in
in a
a rural
rural nonfarm
housing project
case of
of any
or to
any low-rent
housing project
the site
site of
of aa slum
slum
on the
project developed
developed on
or
to any
low-rent housing
cleared
date of
of enactment
enactment of
of the
the Housing
Act of
of
Housing Act
the date
cleared subsequent
subsequent to
to the
1949 and
that the
dwelling units
units which
had been
by the
the
been eliminated
eliminated by
which had
1949
and that
the dwelling
clearance
the site
counted as elimination
elimination
not be
be counted
of the
site of
of such
such project
project shall not
clearance of
for any
other low-rent
project."
low-rent project."
any other
for
(e)
By amending
amending the
second sentence
of subsection
subsection 13
(a) to
to read
read
13 (a)
sentence of
the second
(e) By
as
follows: "The
"The Authority
bid for
and purchase
purchase at
at any
any foreforeAuthority may
may bid
for and
as follows:
closure
by any
any party
party or
or (pursuant
(pursuant to
to section
section 22
22 or
or
closure by
or at
at any
any other
other sale,
sale, or
otherwise)
take possession
of any
any project
project which
which it
it prepreacquire or
or take
possession of
otherwise) acquire
viously
or in
in connection
with which
which it
has made
made a
annual
viously owned
owned or
connection with
it has
a loan,
loan, annual
contribution,
or capital
in such
event the
the Authority
Authority may
may
capital grant;
grant; and
and in
such event
contribution, or
complete,
the principal
of and
and interest
interest on
on any
any obligaobligacomplete, administer,
administer, pay
pay the
principal of
tions
connection with
such project,
project, dispose
otherwise
of, and
and otherwise
with such
dispose of,
tions issued
issued in
in connection
deal with,
such projects
thereof, subject,
subject, however,
however, to
to the
the
or parts
parts thereof,
deal
with, such
projects or
limitations elsewhere
elsewhere in
governing their
their administration
and
limitations
in this
this Act
Act governing
administration and
disposition.";
disposition.";
follows:
(f) By
subsection 16
read as follows:
16 (2)
(2) to read
By amending
amending subsection
(f)
"(2) Any
for loans,
loans, annual
grants,
"(2)
Any contract
contract for
annual contributions,
contributions, capital
capital grants,
sale,
pursuant to
this Act
Act shall
shall contain
contain a
provision requiring
requiring
sale, or
or lease
lease pursuant
to this
a provision
that
the salaries
or wages
prevailing in
in the
the locality,
locality, as
as
that not
not less
less than
than the
salaries or
wages prevailing
determined
adopted (subsequent
(subsequent to aadetermination
determination under applidetermined or adopted
cable
local law)
cable State
State or
or local
law) by the
the Authority,
Authority, shall
shall be paid to all
all architects,
technical engineers,
engineers, draftsmen,
and technicians,
technicians, employed
employed in
tects, technical
draftsmen, and
in
the
development and
and to
laborers and
and mechanics
mechanics
to all
all maintenance
maintenance laborers
the development
employed in
the administration
administration of
or slum-clearslum-clearemployed
in the
of the
the low-rent
low-rent housing
housing or
project involved;
involved; and
contain a
aprovision
provision that not less
ance project
and shall also
also contain
than the
the wages
the locality,
as predetermined
by the
than
wages prevailing
prevailing in
in the
locality, as
predetermined by
the
Secretary of
Labor pursuant
pursuant to
to the
(49 Stat.
Stat. 1011),
1011),
Secretary
of Labor
the Davis-Bacon
Davis-Bacon Act
Act (49
laborers and
and mechanics
mechanics employed
developshall be paid to
to all laborers
employed in the development of the
involved; and the Authority
shall require
require certificacertificament
the project
project involved;
Authority shall
tion as
to compliance
with the
the provisions
of this
this paragraph
prior to
to
tion
as to
compliance with
provisions of
paragraph prior
making
payment under
under such
such contract.";
contract.";
making any
any payment
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1949

(g) By amending
amending subsection
subsection 21 (d)
follows:
(d) to read as follows:
"(d)
"(d) Not more than 10 per
per centum of the total annual amount of
of
$336,000,000 provided
provided in this Act for annual
$336,000,000
annual contributions,
contributions, nor more
than 10 per centum
centum of the amounts
amounts provided
provided for in this Act for grants,
shall be expended within
within any one State.";
State."; and
and
(h) By renumbering
renumbering sections 22 to 30, inclusive,
inclusive, so that they
become sections 23 to 31, inclusive.

431
50 Stat. 898.
U. S. C
C 1421
§1421 (d).
(d).
42 U.S.
Expenditure within
within
Expenditure
any
one
State.
any
State.

50 Stat. 899.
42 U.
U. S. C.
C. §§ 142214221430; Supp. II,
II, §§1423§§14231426 note.
note.

IV-HOUSING RESEARCH
RESEARCH
TITLE IV—HOUSING
62 Stat. 1276.
1276.
SEC.
S
EC. 401. Title III of Public Law
Law 901,
901, Eightieth Congress,
Congress, 12
U. S.C., Supp. II,
U.
II,
1701e, 1701L
1701f.
§§ 1701e,
approved August 10, 1948, is hereby amended
approved
amended to read as follows:
follows:
Powers of Housing
"SEc. 301. The Housing
Housing and Home Finance
Finance Administrator
Administrator shall"SEc.
shall- and
and Home Finance
Finance
44
(a) Undertake
conduct a
a program
with respect
respect to
to technical
Administrator.
"(a)
Undertake and
and conduct
program with
technical Administrator.
research
concerned with the development,
research and studies concerned
development, demonstration,
demonstration,
promotion of the acceptance
application of new
new and improved
improved
and promotion
acceptance and application
techniques, materials, and methods which
which will permit
permit progressive
techniques,
reductions in housing construction
reductions
construction and maintenance
maintenance costs, and stimulate the increased
increased and sustained
sustained production
production of housing, and concerned
concerned
with housing economics
economics and other housing market data. Such program
improved and standardized
may be concerned
concerned with improved
standardized building codes and
and
regulations and methods for the more uniform administration
regulations
administration thereof,
standardized dimensions
dimensions and methods
methods for the assembly of home-buildhome-buildstandardized
materials and equipment,
equipment, improved
improved residential
residential design and coning materials
struction,
housing components,
components, building
struction, new
new and
and improved
improved types
types of housing
materials and equipment,
equipment, and methods
methods of production,
production, distribution,
distribution,
testing
assembly, and construction, and sound techniques
techniques for the testing
thereof and
and for
for the
the determination
determination of
of adequate
adequate performance
performance standards,
standards,
and may relate to appraisal, credit, and other housing market data,
housing needs, demand and supply,
supply, finance
finance and investment,
investment, land
land costs,
costs,
use and improvement,
other
improvement site planning and utilities, zoning and other
laws, codes, and regulations
regulations as they apply to housing, other factors
affecting the cost of housing, and related
related technical
technical and economic
economic
affecting
Research
Research contracts.
contracts.
research. Contracts may be made by the Administrator
technical
Administrator for technical
research
authorized by this subsection
subsection for work to continue
research and studies authorized
not more than four years from the date of any such contract. Notwithstanding the provisions
provisions of section 5
5 of the Act
Act of June
June 20,
20, 1874, as
18 SLat.
Stat. 110.
110.
amended
unexpended balances
balances of appropriaamended (31 U. S. C. 713),
713), any unexpended
Ante, p. 407.
407.
Ante,
tions properly obligated
obligated by contracting
contracting with an organization
as
proorganization as
vided in this subsection may remain
remain upon the books of the Treasury
for not more than five fiscal years
years before
before being carried to the surplus
Availability
of reAvailability of
fund and covered into the Treasury. All contracts made by the sults
research.
of research.
Administrator
technical research
Administrator for technical
research and studies authorized by this
or any other Act shall contain
requirements making the results of such
such
contain requirements
research
through dedication,
dedication, assignresearch or studies available
available to the public through
ment to the Government,
Government, or such other means
means as the Administrator
Administrator
shall
Administrator shall
disseminate, and
without
shall determine. The
The Administrator
shall disseminate,
and without
62 Stat. 1049.
regard to
United States Code 321n, the results of
of
regard
to the
the provisions
provisions of 39 United
39 U. S.C.,
S.C., Supp. I,
321n.
such research
research and studies in such form as may be most useful to
to §1321n.
industry and to the general public. Notwithstanding
Notwithstanding any other provisions of law except provisions
provisions enacted expressly in limitation
limitation hereof,
Administrator is
authorized to
and
to consolidate,
consolidate, with
with the functions and
the Administrator
is authorized
activities
subsection, any
any functions
activities performed
performed under this subsection,
functions or
or activities
now
which, otherwise,
now being
being performed
performed or
or which,
otherwise, would
would be
be performed by any
constituent agency of
Housing and
Home Finance
Finance Agency
Agency with
of the
the Housing
and Home
constituent
respect to housing market data, and with respect
respect to any other function
authorized to
perform by
Administrator is authorized
to perform
tion or
or activity which
which the Administrator
this
consolidation is practicable
practicable
such consolidation
if he determines
determines that such
this subsection,
subsection, if
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and will promote
promote more effective
effective administration.
The Administrator
administration. The
Administrator
shall utilize the authority
authority under this
with respect
respect to
housing
this subsection
subsection with
to housing
market data to secure such information
market
information and data
as may
may be
be required
data as
required
connection with the functions
in connection
functions of
of the
the constituent
within the
constituent agencies
agencies within
the
Housing and Home Finance
Housing
Finance Agency
Agency and his
and coordinahis supervision
supervision and
coordination of the functions of said agencies,
agencies, and
connection with
with determidetermiand in
in connection
nations
nations and
and approvals under
under section
section 15 (7)
(7) (b) (ii)
and section
section 15
15
(ii) and
Ante, p. 422.
(8) (a) of the United States Housing
Housing Act
Act of
of 1937,
1937, as
as amended:
amended:
Provided,
Provided, That
That this sentence shall
shall not be
construed as
as a
limitation
be construed
a limitation
upon
the authority
conferred upon the Administrator
upon the
authority conferred
by this
Administrator by
this
subsection.
subsection.
Reports to Presiden
President
"(b)
Prepare and
"(b) Prepare
and submit to the
the President
to the
Congress
President and
and to
and Congress.
the Congress
estimates
nonfarm housing
estimates of national
national urban and rural nonfarm
housing needs
needs and
and
reports with respect to the progress being
toward meeting
meeting such
such
being made
made toward
needs, and correlate
correlate and recommend
recommend proposals
for such
such executive
executive
proposals for
action or legislation
action
legislation as may be
or desirable
desirable for
for the
the furtherbe necessary
necessary or
furtherance of
ance
of the national housing objective and policy established
established by
by this
this
Act, with respect
respect to urban and rural
rural nonfarm
nonfarm housing,
housing, together
together with
with
such
other reports or information
such other
information as may
may be
be required
of the
the Adminrequired of
Administrator
President
istrator by the
the President
the
Congress.
or
the
Congress.
Encouragement of
Encouragement
ol
"(c) Encourage
Encourage localities
local surveys.
"(c)
localities to make
make studies
of their
their own
own housing
housing needs
local
studies of
needs
and markets, along with surveys
surveys and plans
plans for
for housing,
housing, urban
urban land
land
use
and
community development,
use and related
related community
development, and provide,
where requested
requested
provide, where
and needed
localities, technical
technical advice
and
needed by the localities,
and guidance
guidance in
in the
advice and
the
making
making of such studies, surveys, and plans. To
the cooperacooperaTo facilitate
facilitate the
tion of Federal
tion
Federal agencies
agencies in carrying
carrying out
studies or
or surveys,
surveys, such
out such
such studies
such
Federal
authorized to accept
Federal agencies
agencies are hereby authorized
funds and
and reimburse
reimburse
accept funds
their appropriation
appropriation for
cost of
such studies
studies or
surveys.
for the
the cost
of such
or surveys.
Cooperation
Cooperation of Gov"SEC.
In carrying
ernment departments
departments
"SEc. 302. In
carrying out research
research and studies
studies under
under this
this title,
title,
and agencies.
the
the Administrator
Administrator shall
shall utilize, to the fullest
feasible, the
the
fullest extent
extent feasible,
available
facilities of other departments,
departments, independent
available facilities
establishments,
independent establishments,
and
and agencies
agencies of the Federal
Federal Government,
Government, and
consult with,
with, and
and shall
shall consult
and
make
make recommendations
recommendations to, such departments, independent
independent establishestablishments,
and
ments, and agencies
agencies with respect
respect to such action
may be
be necessary
action as
as may
necessary
and
desirable to overcome
and desirable
overcome existing
existing gaps and deficiencies
available
deficiencies in
in available
housing data or in the facilities available for
housing
such
for the
the collection
collection of
of such
Cooperation with
Cooperation
industry,
industry, labor,
data. The
The Administrator
Administrator is further authorized,
authorized, for the
the purposes
purposes of
of
labor, data.
States, etc.
this title,
title, to undertake
this
undertake research
research and studies cooperatively
cooperatively with
induswith industry and
labor, and
with agencies
try
and labor,
and with
agencies of State or local
local governments,
and
governments, and
educational
institutions and other nonprofit
educational institutions
nonprofit organizations.
For the
the
organizations. For
purpose
purpose of entering
entering into contracts with any
State or
or local
local public
public
any State
agency
or instrumentality,
instrumentality, or educational
educational institution
agency or
or other
other nonnoninstitution or
profit agency
organization,'in
agency or organization
out any
an y researc
stud i
es
in carrying
carrying out
researchh or
or studies
authorized
Administrator may
authorized by this title,
titl e,the
th e Administrator
may exercise
exercise any
any of
of the
the
62 Stat. 1284.
1234.
powers vested in him by section 502 (c)
12 U. S. C., Sun!).
(c) of the
the Housing
Housing Act
of 1948.
1948.
Supp. powers
Act of
II,
(b).
II, §
§ 1701c
1701c (b).
"SEC.
"
SEC. 303. There are hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to
be appropriated
appropriated such
such
to be
Appropriation auAppropriation
authorized.
necessary to carry
sums as may be necessary
carry out
out the
the purposes
of this
title.
purposes
of
this
title.
Post,
Rat, pp. 644,
644, 742,
"SEC.
Administrator shall appoint
871.
871.
"
SEc. 304. The Administrator
Director to
to adminadminappoint aaDirector
Appointment
Appointment of Di- ister the provisions
ister the provisions of this title under
under the direction
and supervision
supervision of
of
direction and
rector.
the Administrator,
and the
basic rate
the
Administrator, and
the basic
rate of compensation
compensation of such position
position
shall
same as the basic rate of compensation
shall be
be the
the same
compensation established
established for
for the
the
heads
constituent agencies
agencies of the Housing
heads of the constituent
Home Finance
Finance
Housing and
and Home
Agency."
Agency."
V-FARM HOUSING
TITLE V—FARM
HOUSING
FINANCIAL
ASSISTANCE BY
BY THE
SECRETARY OF
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE
Tw. SECRETARY
OF AGRIcULTURE
AGRICULTURE
Farmers
Farmers Home Administration.

SEC.
(a) The Secretary
S
EC. 501. (a)
Secretary of Agriculture
Agriculture
to
to as the "Secretary")
"Secretary") is authorized,
authorized, subject
to
subject to
tions of
of this
this title,
to extend
extend financial
financial assistance,
assistance,
tions
title, to

(hereinafter referred
referred
(hereinafter
the terms
terms and
and condicondithe
through
through the
the Farmers
Farmers
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Home Administration,
Administration to owners of farms in
n it ed St
at
es and
an d
in th
thee U
United
States
in the Territories of Alaska and Hawaii
Hawaii and in Puerto Rico
Rico and the
construct, improve, alter, repair,
Virgin Islands, to enable them to construct,
or replace dwellings and other farm buildings
buildings on their farms,
farms, to
proto provide them,
them their tenants, lessees,
lessees, sharecroppers,
sh arecropp ers ,an
dl
aborers w
i
th
and
laborers
with
decent, safe, and sanitary living conditions
conditions and
adequate farm
buildand adequate
farm buildings as specified
specified in this title.
(b) For the purpose of this title, the term
"Farna."
term "farm"
"farm" shall
shall mean
mean aa "Farm."
parcel
parcel or parcels of land operated
operated as a
asingle
single unit
which is
is used
for
unit which
used for
the production of one or more agricultural
agricultural commodities
commodities and which
which
customarily
customarily produces or is capable
producing such
such commodities
commodities
capable of
of producing
for sale and for home use of a
less than
than the
the
a gross annual value
value of
of not
not less
equivalent
a gross annual value
equivalent of a
value of $400
$400 in 1944, as determined
by
determined by
the Secretary.
Secretary. The Secretary
Secretary shall promptly
determine whether
whether any
any
promptly determine
parcel or parcels
constitute a
parcels of land constitute
a farm for the purposes of this
title whenever requested
requested to do so by any interested
interested Federal,
Federal, State, or
or
local public agency, and his determination
determination shall
conclusive.
shall be
be conclusive.
(c)
eligible for the assistance
(c) In order to be eligible
assistance authorized
authorized by paragraph
Eligibility requireparagraph Eligibility
(a), the applicant
applicant must show (1) that he is the owner
(a),
owner of a
afarm
farm which
which ments.
is without aadecent, safe, and sanitary
himself and
and his
his
sanitary dwelling
dwelling for
for himself
family
family and necessary
necessary resident
resident farm labor, or for the family
of the
family of
the
operating
sharecropper, or without
operating tenant,
tenant, lessee, or sharecropper,
buildwithout other farm
farm buildings adequate
adequate for the type of farming
farming in which he engages
engages or desires
desires
to engage;
engage; (2)
(2) that he is without sufficient
sufficient resources
resources to provide
provide the
necessary housing and buildings on his own account;
necessary
(3) that
he is
is
account; and (3)
that he
unable to secure the credit necessary
housing and buildings
buildings
necessary for such housing
from other sources upon terms and conditions
conditions which
which he
could
he could
reasonably be expected
expected to
fulfill.
to fulfill.
LOANS
HOUSING AND BUILDINGS
LOANS FOR HOUSING
BUILDINGS ON
ADEQUATE FARMS
ON ADEQUATE
FARMS

SEC.
S
EC. 502. (a) If
If the Secretary
Secretary determines
determines that an applicant is
is
eligible for assistance as provided
provided in section
section 501
that the
applicant
501 and
and that
the applicant
has the ability to repay in full the sum to be loaned, with
with interest,
interest,
consideration to the income and earning
giving due consideration
earning capacity
of the
the
capacity of
applicant and his family
family from the farm and other sources,
sources, and
the
and the
maintenance of a
a reasonable standard
the
standard of living for the owner and
and the
occupants
a loan may be made by the Secretary
occupants of said farm, a
Secretary to
to said
said
applicant for a
a period of not to exceed thirty-three
thirty-three years
years from the
the
making of the loan with interest at aa rate not to exceed
centum
exceed 4
4 per centum
per annum on the unpaid
unpaid balance of principal.
principal.
(b)
which the
loan is
is made
made and
and the
the security
security
(b) The instruments
instruments under
under which
the loan
given shall—.
shall(1) provide for security upon the applicant's
applicant's equity
equity in the farm
and such additional
additional security or collateral,
collateral, if any, as
found
as may
may be found
necessary
necessary by the Secretary
reasonably to
to assure
repayment of
of the
the
Secretary reasonably
assure repayment
indebtedness;
indebtedness;
(2)
(2) provide for the repayment
repayment of principal
interest in
in
principal and interest
accordance
accordance with schedules and repayment
repayment plans
plans prescribed
prescribed by
by the
the
Secretary;
Secretary;
(3) contain
agreement of the borrower
(3)
contain the agreement
the
borrower that he will, at the
request of the Secretary, proceed
proceed with
to refinance
refinance the
the
with diligence
diligence to
balance
indebtedness through
through cooperative
balance of the indebtedness
cooperative or other responresponsible private credit
sources whenever
whenever the Secretary
Secretary determines,
in
credit sources
determines, in
circumstances, including
including his
earning
the light of the borrower's circumstances,
his earning
capacity
capacity and the income from the farm, that he is
is able to
to do so
reasonable terms and conditions;
upon reasonable
conditions;
(4) be in such form and contain
(4)
contain such covenants
Secretary
covenants as the
the Secretary
shall prescribe to secure the payment of the loan with interest,
interest
protect
assure that the farm
protect the security, and assure
farm will be maintained
maintained
81939°-50--PT.
81839°-50—PT.
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in
repair and
that waste
waste and
of the
farm will
will be
in repair
and that
and exhaustion
exhaustion of
the farm
be
prevented.
prevented.
tOANS
FOR HOUSING
HOUSING AND
AND BUILDINGS
BUILDINGS ON
ON POTENTIALLY
LOANS FOR
POTENTIALLY

Ante, p.
433.
Ante,
p. 433.
Annual
contribuAnnual contribu-

tions.
tions.

Restriction on
Restriction
on benebenefit by
by third
third party.
party.
fit

ADEQUATE FARMS
FAR1VIS
ADEQUATE

SEc. 503.
If the
Secretary determines
determines (a)
(a) that,
that, because
the
SEC.
503. If
the Secretary
because of
of the
inadequacy
the income
income of
of an
eligible applicant
applicant from
from the
the farm
farm to
to
inadequacy of
of the
an eligible
be
and from
other sources,
sources, said
applicant may
may not
not reasonreasonbe improved
improved and
from other
said applicant
ably
be expected
to make
of principal
and interinterably be
expected to
make annual
annual repayments
repayments of
principal and
est
an amount
sufficient to
loan in
in full
within the
the period
est in
in an
amount sufficient
to repay
repay the
the loan
full within
period
of
Secretary as
authorized in
in this
this title;
title; (b)
(b)
of time prescribed
prescribed by
by the
the Secretary
as authorized
that
income of
the applicant
applicant may
may be
sufficiently increased
increased within
within
that the
the income
of the
be sufficiently
a
period of
not to
to exceed
exceed five
five years
by improvement
enlargement
a period
of not
years by
improvement or
or enlargement
of
farm or
or an
an adjustment
the farm
methods; and
and
of the
the farm
adjustment of
of the
farm practices
practices or
or methods;
(c) that
be expected
expected
(c)
that the
the applicant
applicant has
has adopted
adopted and
and may
may reasonably
reasonably be
to
put into
farm improvement,
improvement, enlargement,
enlargement, or
or
to put
into effect
effect a
a plan
plan of
of farm
practices or
which, in
the opinion
opinion of
the SecreSecreadjusted practices
or production
production which,
in the
of the
tary,
will increase
increase the
the applicant's
income from
within a
tary, will
applicant's income
from said
said farm
farm within
a
period
of not
not to
exceed five
years to
to the
extent that
that the
the applicant
applicant
period of
to exceed
five years
the extent
may
be expected
to make
principal
may be
expected thereafter
thereafter to
make annual
annual repayments
repayments of
of principal
repay the
balance of
of the
indebtedness less
less
and interest
interest sufficient
sufficient to
to repay
the balance
the indebtedness
payments in
in cash
cash and
contributions to
by the
the
payments
and credits
credits for
for the
the contributions
to be
be made
made by
Secretary as
as hereinafter
the Secretary
Secretary may
may make
make aa loan
loan
Secretary
hereinafter provided,
provided, the
in
an amount
necessary to
to provide
provide adequate
farm dwellings
dwellings and
and
in an
amount necessary
adequate farm
buildings on
farm under
under the
terms and
and conditions
prescribed in
in
buildings
on said
said farm
the terms
conditions prescribed
section
502. In
In addition,
addition, the
the Secretary
Secretary may
agree with
with the
the borrower
section 502.
may agree
borrower
to make
the said
five-year period
period in
in the
to
make annual
annual contributions
contributions during
during the
said five-year
the
form
of credits
credits on
borrower's indebtedness
an amount
amount not
not to
to
form of
on the
the borrower's
indebtedness in
in an
exceed
annual installment
interest and
and 50
50 per
per centum
centum of
of the
exceed the annual
installment of interest
the
principal payments
payments accruing
accruing during
year up
principal
during any
any installment
installment year
up to
to and
and
including the
subject to
conditions that
that
the fifth
fifth installment
installment year, subject
to the conditions
the borrower's
borrower's income
income is,
is, in
in fact,
fact, insufficient
to enable
enable the
the borrower
borrower
the
insufficient to
to
with the
schedule prescribed
prescribed
to make payments
payments in
in accordance
accordance with
the plan
plan or
or schedule
by
Secretary and that the
borrower pursues
his plan
plan of
farm
by the Secretary
the borrower
pursues his
of farm
reorganization
and improvements
improvements or enlargement
with due
due diligence.
diligence.
reorganization and
enlargement with
This agreement
agreement with
with respect
respect to
principal and
and interest
interest upon
to credits
credits or
or principal
upon
the borrower's indebtedness
indebtedness shall not be assignable
assignable nor accrue
accrue to the
any third
third party
consent of
of the
the Secretary
Secretary
benefit of
of any
party without
without the
the written
written consent
and the
have the
the right,
at his
his option,
option, to
to cancel
cancel the
the
and
the Secretary
Secretary shall
shall have
right, at
agreement
agreement upon the sale of the farm or
creation of
or the execution or creation
subsequent to
the lien
lien given
to the
the Secretary,
Secretary, or
or to
any lien thereon
thereon subsequent
to the
given to
to
refuse to
to release
release the
the lien
lien given
to the
the Secretary
except upon
upon payment
payment
refuse
given to
Secretary except
in
original principal
plus accrued
accrued interest
interest thereon
in cash
cash of the
the entire
entire original
principal plus
thereon
less actual
actual cash
cash payments
payments of
of principal
principal and
when the
the Secretary
Secretary
less
and interest
interest when
determines
determines that the release of the
the lien
permit the
the benefits
benefits of
of
lien would
would permit
this section to accrue
accrue to a
a person
person not eligible to receive
receive such benefits.
OTHER SPECIAL
GRANTS FOR MINOR
SPECIAL LOANS AND
AND GRANTt3
MINOR IMPROVEMENTS
IMPROVEMENTS
TO FARM
FARM HOUSING
HOUSING AND BUILDINGS
BUILDINGS

Ante, p.
p. 433;
supra.
Ante,
433; supra.

SEC. 504.
(a) In
Secretary determines
determines that
that an
an eligible
eligible
SEC.
504. (a)
In the
the event
event the Secretary
applicant cannot
loan under
under the provisions
sections
applicant
cannot qualify
qualify for
for aa loan
provisions of sections
502 and 503 and that repairs
repairs or improvements should
should be made to aa
make such
such dwelling
dwelling safe
farm dwelling
dwelling occupied
occupied by him,
him, in order
order to make
hazards to
health of
of the
the occupant,
occupant, his
his
and sanitary
sanitary and remove
remove hazards
to the health
family, or the community,
community, and that repairs
repairs should
should be
be made to farm
buildings in order to remove
remove hazards
buildings safe,
hazards and
and make
make such buildings
Secretary may make aagrant
the Secretary
grant or a
loan and
a combined
combined loan
and grant, to the
applicant to cover
cover the cost of improvements
improvements or additions,
additions, such as
repairing
providing toilet
convenient
repairing roofs,
roofs, providing
toilet facilities, providing
providing aa convenient
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and sanitary
sanitary water supply, supplying
supplying screens,
screens, repairing
repairing or providing
providing
structural supports, or making other
other similar repairs or improvements.
improvements.
structural
No assistance shall be extended to any one individual under this subcombined loan and
section (1)
(1) in the form of a
a loan, or combined
and grant, in excess
excess
of $1,000,
(whether or not combined
combined with
a grant (whether
(2) in the from of a
$1,000, or (2)
a
$500. Any portion of the sums advanced
advanced to the
a loan)
loan) in excess of $500.
borrower
secured and be repayable
repayable in accordborrower treated as aaloan shall be secured
ance
Sums
conditions set forth in this title. Sums
principles and conditions
ance with the principles
made available by grant
grant may be made subject
subject to the conditions
conditions set
set
made
Government with respect to
out in this title for the protection
the Government
protection of the
contributions made on loans by the Secretary.
Secretary.
contributions
(b) In order to encourage
encourage adequate
Secretary
family-size farms the Secretary
adequate family-size
applicant
section and
and section
section 503 to any applicant
may make loans under this section
whose
development in order
order to provide
enlargement or development
needs enlargement
whose farm needs
income
decent, safe,
safe, and sanitary
sanitary housing
housing and
and
to support decent,
sufficient to
income sufficient
other farm buildings,
funds made
made available
available under
under
may use the funds
buildings, and may
other
clause (b)
(b) of section 513 for such purposes.
purposes.

Limitations on
Limitations
on
amounts.
amounts.

Post, p.
Post,
p. 874.
874.

Ante, p.
p. 434.
Ante,
434.

Post, pp.
874.
Post,
pp. 439,
439, 874.

UNDER LOANS
ON PAYMENTS
PAYMENTS UNDER
MORATORIUM ON
LOANS
MORATORIUM

S
EC. 505. During any time that any such loan is outstanding,
outstanding, the
SEC.
Secretary is authorized
authorized under
under regulations
regulations to be prescribed
prescribed by him
Secretary
interest and principal
principal on
on
payment of interest
moratorium upon the payment
grant aamoratorium
to grant
a showing
such loan
loan for so long a
period as he
he deems necessary,
upon a
showing
necessary, upon
a period
such
by
beyond his control, he is
circumstances beyond
borrower that due to circumstances
the borrower
by the
unable to
continue making
payments of such principal
interest
principal and interest
making payments
to continue
unable
when due without unduly impairing
In
standard of living. In
impairing his standard
when
cases
hardship under the foregoing
circumstances, the Secforegoing circumstances,
of extreme
extreme hardship
cases of
retary
further authorized
cancel interest
interest due and payable on such
such
authorized to cancel
is further
retary is
a mortmoratorium. Should any foreclosure
foreclosure of such a
the moratorium.
during the
loans during
gage securing
securing such
such aaloan
granted
moratorium has been granted
upon which aamoratorium
loan upon
gage
mortgagor if
deficiency judgment
judgment shall be taken
taken against the mortgagor
occur, no deficiency
he shall
shall have faithfully
obligation.
faithfully tried to meet his obligation.
he
TECHNICAL
SERVICES AND
RESEARCH
AND RESEARCH
TECHNICAL SERVICES
S
EC. 506.
506. (a)
(a) In
In connection
connection with
financial assistance authorized
authorized in
with financial
SEC.
sections 501
501 to 504, inclusive,
require that all new
Secretary shall require
inclusive, the Secretary
sections
buildings
substantially
and repairs financed under this title shall be substantially
buildings and
constructed
specifiaccordance with such building plans and specificonstructed and in accordance
cations
Secretary. Buildings
Buildings and repairs
repairs
by the Secretary.
required by
as may be required
cations as
constructed with funds advanced
advanced pursuant
pursuant to this title shall
shall be supersuperconstructed
vised
required by the Secretary,
Secretary, by competent
competent
vised and inspected, as may be required
employees of
the Secretary.
Secretary. In
financial assistance
addition to the financial
In addition
of the
employees
authorized
501 to
to 504, inclusive,
authorized
Secretary is authorized
inclusive, the Secretary
in sections
sections 501
authorized in
to furnish,
determine, to any person,
agencies as he may determine,
through such agencies
to
furnish, through
including
person eligible
eligible for financial
financial assistance
assistance under this title,
a person
including a
Secretary may determine,
charge or at such charges
charges as the Secretary
determine,
without charge
construction
technical services such as building plans, specifications,
specifications, construction
technical
supervision and
and inspection,
inspection, and
regarding
information regarding
advice and information
and advice
supervision
farm
Secretary is further authorfarm dwellings and other buildings. The Secretary
developtechnical studies including
research and technical
including the developized to conduct research
ment, demonstration,
promotion of construction
adequate farm
construction of adequate
and promotion
demonstration, and
ment,
stimulating construcbuildings for the purposes of stimulating
dwellings and other buildings
tion,
improving the
the architectural
design and utility of such dwellings
architectural design
tion, improving
materials, economies
economies in
native materials,
buildings, utilizing new and native
and buildings,
materials
and construction
construction methods,
methods, new methods
methods of production,
production,
materials and
a view
distribution,
assembly, and construction, with a
view to reducing the
distribution, assembly,
cost
of farm
farm dwellings
dwellings and
buildings and
developing
adapting and developing
and adapting
and buildings
cost of
fixtures
appurtenances for more
economical farm use.
efficient and economical
more efficient
and appurtenances
fixtures and

Ante, pp.
pp. 432-434.
432-434.
Ante,
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(b) The Secretary
shall prepare
submit to
to the
Secretary of
of Agriculture
Agriculture shall
prepare and
and submit
the
President
President and to the Congress estimates of
of national
farm housing
housing needs
national farm
needs
and reports with respect
respect to the progress
made toward
toward meeting
meeting
progress being made
such needs, and correlate
correlate and recommend
for such
such executive
executive
recommend proposals
proposals for
action or legislation
necessary or desirable for the furtherance
legislation necessary
furtherance of
of the
the
national housing objective
objective and policy
policy established
established by
this Act
Act with
with
by this
respect
together with such other
respect to farm housing, together
or informainformaother reports
reports or
tion as may be required
required of the Secretary
the President
President or
or the
Secretary by
by the
the
Congress.
Congress.
PREFERENCES FOR
PREFERENCES
FOR VETERANS
VETERANS AND
FAMILIES OF
OF DECEASED
DECEASED SERVICEMEN
AND FAMILIES
SERVICEMEN

"Veteran."
"Veteran."

"Deceased
"Deceased serviceservicemen."
men."

SEC.
SEC. 507. As between
between eligible applicants seeking
assistance under
under this
this
seeking assistance
title, the Secretary shall give preference
preference to veterans
the families
families
veterans and
and the
of deceased
deceased servicemen.
servicemen. As
"veteran" shall
shall be
As used
used herein,
herein, aa"veteran"
be aaperson
person
who served in the
the land or naval forces of
United States
States during
during any
any
of the
the United
war between the United States and any other nation
and who
who shall
nation and
shall
have been discharged
discharged or
released therefrom
therefrom on
on conditions
conditions other
other than
or released
than
dishonorable.
servicemen" shall mean
dishonorable. "Deceased servicemen"
who
mean men or women
women who
served in the land or naval
naval forces of
during any
any war
war
of the
the United
United States
States during
between
between the United States and
and any other nation
nation and
and who
died in
in
who died
termination of
service before the termination
of such
such war.
war.
LOCAL COMMITTEES
TO ASSIST
ASSIST SECRETARY
SECRETARY
LOCAL
COMMITTEES TO

Compensation.
Compensation.

Duties.
Duties.

Determination of

Determination
of
housing,
etc., standstandhousing,
etc.,

ards.

ards.

SEC.
purposes of this subsection
SEc. 508. (a)
(a) For the purposes
subsection and
and subsection
subsection (b)
(b)
of this section, the Secretary
Secretary may use the services
services of any
any existing
existing
committee of farmers operating
operating (pursuant
(pursuant to
or regulations
regulations
to laws
laws or
Department of Agriculture)
Agriculture) in
carried out by the Department
any county
county or
or parish
parish
in any
in which activities
activities are carried
carried on
under this
this title.
In any
any county
county or
on under
title. In
or
parish in which activities are
are carried
carried on
on under
under this
title and
and in
in which
which
this title
no existing satisfactory committee
committee is
available, the
the Secretary
is authorauthoris available,
Secretary is
ized to appoint aacommittee composed
three persons
persons residing
the
composed of three
residing in
in the
county or
or parish.
parish. Each member
county
member of such existing
existing or newly
newly appointed
appointed
committee shall be allowed compensation
at the
the rate
per day
day while
compensation at
rate of
of $5
$5 per
while
engaged in the performance
performance of
of duties
duties under
this title
title and,
in addition,
under this
and, in
addition,
shall be allowed
allowed such amounts
amounts as
may prescribe
as the
the Secretary
Secretary may
prescribe for
for
necessary
necessary traveling
traveling and subsistence
subsistence expenses. One member
of the
the comcommember of
designated by the Secretary
mittee shall be designated
Secretary as chairman.
chairman. The Secretary
Secretary
governing the procedures
shall prescribe
prescribe rules governing
of the
the committees,
committees, furprocedures of
furnish forms and equipment
equipment necessary
performance of their
necessary for the performance
their duties,
and authorize and provide
provide for the compensation
compensation of
of such
such clerical
assistclerical assistance as he deems maymay be required
by any
committee.
required by
any committee.
committees utilized
appointed pursuant
(b) The committees
utilized or appointed
pursuant to this section
section
shall examine
examine applications
applications of persons desiring to
to obtain
obtain the
the benefits
benefits
of this title and shall submit
recommendations to
submit recommendations
to the
Secretary with
with
the Secretary
respect to each applicant
applicant as to whether
applicant is
to
whether the
the applicant
is eligible
eligible to
receive the benefits
benefits of this title, whether
by reason
of his
his character,
whether by
reason of
character,
ability, and experience,
experience, he is likely successfully
successfully to carry
carry out
out undertakings required
a loan or
required of him
him under
under a
grant under
under this
this title,
or grant
title, and
and
whether
whether the farm with respect to which
which the
the application
application is made is
is
character that there
of such character
there is aareasonable
reasonable likelihood
likelihood that
that the
the making
making
requested will carry out the purposes
of the loan or grant requested
purposes of
of this
this title.
title.
Secretary their opinions
The committees shall also
also certify
certify to the Secretary
opinions of
of
the reasonable
reasonable values of the farms. The committees
shall, in
addicommittees shall,
in addition,
tion,. perform
perform such other duties
duties under this title as
as the
the Secretary
Secretary may
may
require.
require.
GENERAL
POWERS OF
OF SECRETARY
GENERAL POWERS
SECRETARY
S
EC.
509.
(a)
The
Secretary,
for
the
purposes of
shall
SEC. 509. (a) The Secretary, for the purposes
of this
this title,
title, shall
prescribe the
have the power to determine
determine and prescribe
of adequate
the standards
standards of
adequate
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farm housing and other buildings, by farms or
or localities,
taking into
into
localities, taking
consideration, among
among other factors,
factors, the
type of
housing which
will
the type
of housing
which will
provide
provide decent, safe, and sanitary dwelling
for the
the needs
of the
the family
family
dwelling for
needs of
using the housing, the type and
and character
the farming
farming operations
operations
character of
of the
to be conducted,
earning capacity
conducted, and the size and earning
of the
the land.
land.
capacity of
(b) The Secretary may require any
Limitation
Limitation on
on
(b)
recipient of
of a
a loan
loan or
or grant
any recipient
grant change
change in terms
terms of
of
to agree that the availability
availability of
of improvements
improvements constructed
or repaired
repaired lease, etc.
constructed or
etc.
with the proceeds
of
the
loan
or
grant
under
this
title
shall
proceeds
not
not be
be
a justification
indirectly changing
a
justification for directly or indirectly
the terms
or conconchanging the
terms or
ditions of the lease or
occupancy agreement
agreement with
the occupants
occupants of
of
or occupancy
with the
such farms to the latter's disadvantage
disadvantage without
without the
approval of
the
the approval
of the
Secretary.
Secretary.
ADMINISTRATIVE
ADMINISTRATIVE PROVISIONS
PROVISIONS

SEC.
carrying out the provisions of this title,
S
EC. 510. In
In carrying
title, the
the SecreSecrethe power
tary shall have the
power to—
to(a)
(a) make
make contracts
contracts for services and
and supplies
regard
supplies without
without regard
to the provisions of section 3709
Revised Statutes,
Statutes, as
as
3709 of
of the
the Revised
amended,
aggregate amount
amended, when the aggregate
involved is
is less
less than
than $300;
$300;
amount involved
(b) enter into subordination,
(b)
subordination, subrogation,
or other
agreements
subrogation, or
other agreements
satisfactory
to the
the Secretary;
Secretary;
satisfactory to
(c) compromise
obligations arising out
(c)
compromise claims and obligations
out of
of sections
sections
502 to 505, inclusive, of this title and adjust
the terms
adjust and
and modify
modify the
terms
contracts, and
of mortgages, leases, contracts,
entered into
as
and agreements
agreements entered
into as
circumstances may require, including
circumstances
release from
personal
including the
the release
from personal
liability, without
without payments
payments of
of—
of further
further consideration,
consideration, of(1)
(1) borrowers
borrowers who have transferred
transferred their farms
farms to
other
to other
approved applicants
to assume
applicants for
for loans
loans who
who have
have agreed
agreed to
assume
indebtedness to the
Secretary under
under this title;
the outstanding
outstanding indebtedness
the Secretary
title;
and
and
(2) borrowers who have
(2)
have transferred
transferred their
their farms
to other
other
farms to
approved applicants
applicants for loans who have
approved
agreed to
to assume
assume
have agreed
outstanding indebtedness
that portion of the outstanding
indebtedness to the Secretary
Secretary
equal to the
under this title which is equal
earning capacity
capacity value
value
the earning
of the farm at the time
time of
of the
the transfer,
transfer, and
and borrowers
borrowers whose
whose
have been acquired
farms have
the Secretary,
Secretary, in
where the
the
acquired by
by the
in cases
cases where
Secretary determines
Secretary
determines that the original
original borrowers
borrowers have
have coopcooperated
erated in good faith with the
the Secretary,
Secretary, have
have farmed
in a
a
farmed in
workmanlike
workmanlike manner,
manner, used due
diligence to
to maintain
the
due diligence
maintain the
security against
against loss, and
and otherwise
otherwise fulfilled
the covenants
fulfilled the
covenants
incident to their loans, to the best
best of their abilities;
abilities;
(d)
(d) collect
collect all claims and obligations
obligations arising
arising out
out of
of or
or under
under
any mortgage,
mortgage, lease,
lease, contract,
or agreement
entered into
into pursuant
pursuant
contract, or
agreement entered
to this title and, if
if in his judgment
judgment necessary
and advisable,
advisable, to
to
necessary and
pursue the same to final collection
collection in any court having
having jurisdicjurisdiction: Provided,
Provided, That the prosecution
prosecution and
defense of
of all
all litigation
litigation
and defense
under this title shall be
conducted under
under the
the supervision
of the
be conducted
supervision of
the
General and the
Attorney General
the legal
legal representation
representation shall
shall be
by the
the
be by
attorneys for the districts,
United States attorneys
districts, respectively,
respectively, in
in which
which
such litigation may arise and
attorney or
attorneys
and by
by such
such other
other attorney
or attorneys
as may, under law, be designated
designated by
by the
General;
the Attorney
Attorney General;
(e)
(e) bid
purchase at
at any
any foreclosure
foreclosure or
or other
sale or
bid for
for and purchase
other sale
or
acquire the
otherwise to acquire
property pledged
or mortgaged
to secure
the property
pledged or
mortgaged to
secure
a loan or other indebtedness
a
indebtedness owing
owing under
this title,
accept title
title
under this
title, to
to accept
to any property so purchased
acquired, to
to operate
or lease
such
purchased or
or acquired,
operate or
lease such
property for such period
period as may
or advisable,
advisable, to
may be necessary
necessary or
to
protect
protect the
the interest
interest of
of the
the United
United States
States therein
therein and
to sell
or
and to
sell or
otherwise
of the
the property
or acquired
acquired by
by
otherwise dispose
dispose of
property so
so purchased
purchased or
such terms and for such considerations
considerations as
Secretary shall
shall
as the
the Secretary

Powers of
of Secretary.
Secretary.
Powers

41 U.
U. S.
5.
41
S. O.. §5.
Ante, p. 403.
403.
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determine to be reasonable
determine
reasonable and to
loans as
to make
make loans
as provided
provided herein
herein
farm dwellings
dwellings and
and buildings
buildings for
for the
the purpurto provide
provide adequate
adequate farm
chasers
of such
property;
chasers of
such property;
(f) utilize
utilize with respect
respect to
indebtedness arising
arising from
from loans
loans
to the
the indebtedness
payments made under
and payments
under this
the powers
powers and
and authorities
this title, all
all the
authorities
given to him under the Act
December 20,
1944, entitled
entitled
Act approved
approved December
20, 1944,
authorize the Secretary
Agriculture to compromise,
"An Act to authorize
Secretary of Agriculture
compromise,
adjust, or cancel
cancel certain
certain indebtedness,
indebtedness, and for
purposes"
for other purposes"
(58
(58 Stat. 836), as such Act now provides
provides or may hereafter
hereafter be
be
amended;
amended;
(g) make such
such rules
rules and regulations
as he
necessary
regulations as
he deems
deems necessary
to carry out the purposes of this title.
title.
LOAN
LOAN FUNDS
FUNDS

SEC.
Secretary may issue notes
S
EC. 511. The Secretary
notes and other
other obligations
for
obligations for
purchase by the Secretary of the Treasury in
as the
the Congress
Congress
in such sums
sums as
may from time to time determine
make loans under
this title
title (other
determine to
to make
under this
(other
Ante, p. 435; post,
post, than loans under
under section
section 504 (b))
(b) )not
excess of
of $25,000,000
$25,000,000 on
on and
not in excess
and
p. 874.
874.
after July 1, 1949, an additional
additional $50,000,000
$50,000,000 on and after
1, 1950,
1950,
after July 1,
an additional
additional $75,000,000
after July
July 1,
and an
an additional
$75,000,000 on
on and
and after
1, 1951,
1951, and
additional
$100,000,000
$100,000,000 on and after
1, 1952.
and obligations
obligations
after July 1,
1952. The
The notes
notes and
Secretary shall
issued by the Secretary
secured by
the obligations
obligations of
borrowers
shall be
be secured
by the
of borrowers
and the Secretary's
Secretary's commitments
commitments to
under this
to make
make contributions
contributions under
this
title and shall be repaid from the
the payment
payment of principal
principal and
interest
and interest
on the obligations
obligations of the borrowers
and from
appropriated
borrowers and
from funds
funds appropriated
hereunder. The notes and other obligations
hereunder.
obligations issued
issued by
by the
the Secretary
Secretary
shall be in such forms and
denominations, shall
shall have
have such
such maturities,
maturities,
and denominations,
and shall be subject
subject to such
terms and
and conditions
conditions as
as may
be prescribed
prescribed
such terms
may be
Secretary with the approval
by the Secretary
the Secretary
of the
the Treasury.
Treasury.
approval of
of the
Secretary of
Such notes or obligations
at a
arate
rate determined
obligations shall bear
bear interest
interest at
determined by
by
the Secretary
Secretary of the
taking into
into consideration
the current
current
the Treasury,
Treasury, taking
consideration the
average
marketable obligations
average rate on outstanding
outstanding marketable
obligations of
of the
United
the United
States
States as of the last day of the month preceding
preceding the issuance of
of the
the
notes or obligations
obligations by the Secretary. The Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Treasury
Treasury
is authorized
authorized and directed
directed to purchase
purchase any
other obligations
obligations
any notes
notes and other
of the Secretary
hereunder and for such purpose
Secretary issued hereunder
is authorized
authorized
purpose is
to use as a
a public
public debt transaction
transaction the
proceeds from
the sale
the proceeds
from the
sale of
of any
any
Stat. 288.
288.
40 8tat.
under the Second Liberty Bond Act, as
amended, and
and
as amended,
31
S. C.
774 (2).
(2). securities issued under
31 U.
U. S.
C. §
§ 774
Post, p. 668.
668.
Post,
the purposes for which securities
under such
such Act
Act are
are
securities may be
be issued
issued under
extended to include any purchases of such obligations.
The Secretary
Secretary
obligations. The
of the Treasury
Treasury may at any time sell any of the notes or
obligations
or obligations
acquired by him under this section. All redemptions,
redemptions, purchases,
purchases, and
and
sales by the Secretary
Treasury of
obligations shall
shall
Secretary of the Treasury
of such
such notes
notes or
or obligations
be treated as
transactions of
of the
as public
public debt transactions
the United
United States.
States.
other
Notes and other
obligations.
obligations.

CONTRIBUTIONS
CONTRIBUTIONS
Ants, p. 434.
Ante,
4.

SEC.
SEC. 512.
512. In
In connection
connection with loans
loans made pursuant
pursuant to
to section
section 503,
503,

Appropriations au-

tppropriations
thorized.
Poet, p. 874.
874.
Pot,

au-

the Secretary
Secretary is authorized, on and after July 1, 1949,
to make
make commit1949, to
commitments for contributions
contributions aggregating
aggregating not to exceed $500,000
$500,000 per annum
annum
and to make additional
additional commitments, on and after July
of each
of the
July 11of
each of
the
years 1950, 1951, and 1952,
respectively, which
1952, respectively,
shall require
require additional
additional
which shall
contributions aggregating
aggregating not more than $1,000,000, $1,500,000,
contributions
$1,500,000, and
$2,000,000 per annum, respectively.
respectively.
SEC. 513. There is hereby authorized
SEc.
authorized to be appropriated
appropriated to the SecreSecretary (a)
necessary to meet payments
tary
(a) such sums as may be necessary
payments on notes
or other obligations
obligations issued by the Secretary under section 511
511 equal
equal
to (i)
(i) the aggregate
aggregate of the contributions
contributions made by the Secretary
Secretary in
in the
the
form of credits on principal due on loans
loans made pursuant to section
section
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Ante, p.
p. 434.
434.
503,
and (ii)
(ii) the
the interest
interest due
similar sum
represented by
notes or
or Ante,
by notes
sum represented
due on
on aasimilar
503, and
other obligations
Secretary; (b)
additional $2,000,000
$2,000,000
(b) an additional
the Secretary;
issued by the
obligations issued
other
Ante, p.
p. 434;
434; post,
post,
pursuant to section
section p.p.Ante,
(a) and loans pursuant
section 504
504 (a)
pursuant to section
for grants pursuant
874.
874.
435; post,
Ante, p.
p. 435;
post,
Ante,
504
increased p.874.
on and after July 1, 1949, which amount shall be increased
504 (b)
(b) on
$8,000,000, and $10,000,000
$10,000,000 on July p. 874.
by further
further amounts of $5,000,000, $8,000,000,
1952, respectively; and (c)
(c) such
such
1951, and 1952,
years 1950,
1950, 1951,
11of each of the years
further
Secretary to carry
necessary to enable the Secretary
further sums as may be necessary
out the provisions
provisions of this title.

TITLE VI-MISCELLANEOUS
VI—MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS
PROVISIONS
ADVISORY cOMMITTE128
ADVISORY
COMMITTEES

SEc. 601. The Housing and Home
Home Finance
Finance Administrator
Administrator may
SEC.
appoint such
may deem
deem necas he
he may
or committees
committees as
committee or
such advisory
advisory committee
appoint
carrying out his functions, powers, and duties, under this
in carrying
essary in
Service as a
member of any such committee
committee shall
a member
or any other Act. Service
not constitute
form of service
service or
employment within
the prowithin the
or employment
any form
constitute any
not
visions
281 of
18 United
United States Code.
of title
title 18
281, 283,
283, or 284
visions of sections 281,
AMENDMENTS
NATIONAL BANKING
ACT
BANKING ACT
AMENDMENTS OF NATIONAL

SEC. 602. (a)
(a) The last sentence of paragraph
section
Seventh of section
paragraph Seventh
SEc.
inserting
amended, is amended by inserting
the Revised
Revised Statutes, as amended,
5136 of the
before
words "obligations
national mortgage
"obligations of national
after the
the words
colon, after
the colon,
before the
associations", a
a comma
and the
the following:
following: "or such obligations
obligations of
comma and
associations",
any
defined in section
section 110 (h) of the Housing
agency (as defined
public agency
any local public
Act
of 1949)
1949) as
as are
by an
between the
public
the local public
an agreement
agreement between
secured by
are secured
Act of
agency
and the
which
Administrator in which
Finance Administrator
and Home Finance
the Housing and
agency and
the
local public
public agency
agency agrees
to borrow
borrow from
from said Administrator,
agrees to
the local
and said Administrator
to lend
lend to said local public agency,
agrees to
Administrator agrees
and
prior
to the
maturity of
of such
obligations (which
(which obligations
shall
obligations shall
such obligations
the maturity
prior to
have
of not
not more than eighteen
eighteen months),
in an
monies in
months), monies
maturity of
have a
a maturity
amount which
which (together
any other
other monies
comirrevocably commonies irrevocably
with any
(together with
amount
mitted
to the
the payment
such obligations)
obligations) will suffice
suffice
on such
of interest
interest on
payment of
mitted to
to
the principal
of such
such obligations
obligations with
interest to
maturity
to maturity
with interest
principal of
pay the
to pay
thereon,
agreement are
are required
required
of said agreement
the terms of
under the
monies under
which monies
thereon, which
to
be used
of paying
the principal
principal of
interest
of and the interest
paying the
for the
the purpose
purpose of
to be
used for
on
such obligations
their maturity,
obligations of a
apublic
or such obligations
maturity, or
at their
obligations at
on such
housing agency
agency (as
defined in
in the
United States
States Housing
Housing Act
Act of 1937,
1937,
the United
(as defined
housing
as amended)
are secured
either (1)
(1) by an agreement
agreement between
between the
secured either
as are
amended) as
as
public housing
Administration in
Housing Administration
and the Public Housing
agency and
housing agency
public
which the
the public
public housing
agency agrees
the Public
Public
from the
to borrow
borrow from
agrees to
housing agency
which
Housing Administration,
Administration, and the
Public Housing
Administration
Housing Administration
the Public
Housing
agrees to
agency, prior
prior to the maturity
housing agency,
the public
public housing
to the
to lend
lend to
agrees
of such
obligations (which
maturity of not
not
have aamaturity
shall have
obligations shall
(which obligations
of
such obligations
more
months), monies
amount which
(together
which (together
in an
an amount
monies in
eighteen months),
than eighteen
more than
with
any other
other monies
monies irrevocably
irrevocably committed
payment of interto the
the payment
committed to
with any
est on
on such
will suffice
the principal
principal of
of such oblioblito pay
pay the
suffice to
obligations) will
such obligations)
est
gations with
with interest
to maturity
thereon, which
which monies
monies under
under the
the
maturity thereon,
interest to
gations
terms
are required
required to
used for
for the
purpose of
of
the purpose
to be
be used
agreement are
said agreement
of said
terms of
paying the
of and
the interest
on such
obligations at
at their
their
such obligations
interest on
and the
the principal
principal of
paying
maturity, or
by a
pledge of
of annual
contributions under
under an
annual
an annual
annual contributions
a pledge
(2) by
or (2)
maturity,
contributions contract
contract between
between such
such public
housing agency
and the
the
agency and
public housing
contributions
Public Housing
Administration if
if such
contract shall
contain the
shall contain
such contract
Housing Administration
Public
covenant by
Public Housing
Housing Administration
Administration which
which is
is authorized
authorized
by the
the Public
covenant
by
(b) of
22 of
of the
the United
Housing Act
States Housing
United States
of section
section 22
subsection (b)
by subsection
of 1937,
amended, and
the maximum
maximum sum
and the
the maximum
maximum
sum and
if the
and if
as amended,
1937, as
of
period specified
in such
such contract
pursuant to
said subsection
22 (b)
(b)
subsection 22
to said
contract pursuant
specified in
period
shall not
not be
than the
payment
for payment
period for
the period
and the
amount and
the annual
annual amount
less than
be less
shall

62
697, 698.
698.
62 Stat.
Stat. 697,
18 U.
U. S.
S. C.,
Supp.
C., Supp.
18
II,
281, 283,
283, 284.
284.
§§281,
II, 55
Ante,
pp. 90,
90, 280.
280.
Ante, pp.

12 U.
U. S.
S.C.
12
0. 524.
24.
Ante, p.
p. 299.
299.
Ante,
Obligations of
of local
local
Obligations
public agency.
agency.
public

Ante, p.
p. 421.
421.
Ante,

50 Stat.
888.
Stat. 888.
M0
42 U.S.
U. S. o.
C. §
§1 1401140142
1431; Supp.
II, §
1402
i 1402
Supp. II,
1431;
ett seq.
seq.
Ante, pp.
pp. 422-431.
Ante,
422-431.

Ante, p.
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Ante,
425.
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which are requisite
requisite to provide
provide for
when due
due of
of all
all installinstallfor the payment
payment when
principal and
ments of principal
and interest
obligations".
interest on
on such
such obligations".
12
U. s.
12 U.
S. C. §§84.
(b)
Statutes, as
(b) Section
Section 5200
5200 of the Revised
Revised Statutes,
as amended,
amended, is
amended
is amended
by adding
adding at the end thereof the
the following:
following:
Nonapplicability
Nonapplicability of
of
"(11) Obligations
"(11)
Obligations of aa local public agency (as defined
secdefined in
in seclimitations.
Ante, p..
p. 421.
tion 110 (h) of the Housing
Housing Act of 1949)
1949) or of a
housing
a public
public housing
50 Stat.
.
agency
in the
the United
States Housing
Act of
of 1937,
420
Sta.S. C. §§ 1401agency (as
(as defined
defined in
United States
42 U.
1401Housing Act
1937, as
as
1431;Supp.II,§1402et
1431;
Supp. II, §1402 et
which
have
a
maturity
amended)
which
have
a
maturity
of
not
more
than
eighteen
of
not
more
than
eighteen
seq.
Ante,
422-431.
Ante, pp. 422-431.
months shall
not be
be subject
subject under
this section
to any
any limitation,
limitation,
months
shall not
under this
section to
if such obligations are
are secured
secured by
an agreement
agreement between
between the
the obliobliby an
gor agency and the Housing
Housing and Home
Home Finance
Administrator
Finance Administrator
or the Public
Administration in which
Public Housing
Housing Administration
which the agency
agency agrees
agrees
Administrator or
to borrow
borrow from the Administrator
or Administration,
Administration, and
and the
the
Administrator
Administration agrees
Administrator or Administration
agrees to lend
to the
the agency,
lend to
agency,
prior to the maturity
maturity of such
such obligations,
obligations, monies
in an
an amount
amount
monies in
which (together
(together with any other
other monies irrevocably committed
committed to
to
the payment of interest
interest on
on such
such obligations)
to pay
pay
obligations) will
will suffice
suffice to
the principal
principal of such obligations
with interest
to maturity,
which
obligations with
interest to
maturity, which
monies under the terms of said agreement
agreement are required
to be
be used
used
required to
for that purpose.".
purpose.".
NATIONAL HOUSING
NATIONAL
HOUSING COUNCIL
COUNCIL

SEC. 603. The Secretary
SEo.
Secretary of Labor or
designee, and
Federal
or his
his designee,
and the
the Federal
Security Administrator
Administrator or his designee,
designee, shall hereafter
be included
hereafter be
included
in the membership of the National
National Housing
Housing Council
Council in
in the
the Housing
Housing
and Home Finance Agency.
Agency.
AMENDMENTS
AMENDMENTS

APPROPRIATION ACT,
ACT,
OF THE GOVERNMENT
GOVERNMENT CORPORATIONS
CORPORATIONS APPROPRIATION
1948,
GOVERNMENT CORPORATIONS
1948, AND THE
T H1,1GOVERNMENT
CORPORATIONS APPROPRIATION ACT,
ACT, 1949
1949

61 stat.
Stat. 575
575.
61

62 Stat.
Stat. 1184.
1184.
62

62 Stat. 1190.

stat. 11

SEC. 604. (a)
(a) The second proviso in
SEC.
paragraph under
headin the
the paragraph
under the
the heading
Housing Authority"
Authority" in
in title IIof
ing "Federal
"Federal Public
Public Housing
of the
the Government
Government
Corporations
Corporations Appropriation
Appropriation Act, 1948,
1948, is
is hereby
hereby repealed
repealed as
as of
of July
July
1,
1947.
1, 1947.
(b)
The second
proviso in
(b) The
second proviso
in the
the paragraph
paragraph under the
the heading
heading "Public
"Public

Housing Administration"
Administration" in title
title I
Corporations
I of
of the Government
Government Corporations
Appropriation Act,
Appropriation
is hereby
hereby repealed
repealed as
as of
of July
July 1,
1, 1948.
1948.
Act, 1949,
1949, is
(c) The first proviso in the paragraph
(c)
paragraph under the
the subheading
"Public
subheading "Public
Housing Administration"
Administration" in title II
II of the Government
Government Corporations
Corporations
Appropriation Act,
Appropriation
is hereby
hereby repealed.
repealed.
Act, 1949,
1949, is
DEPUTY HOUSING
HOME
DEPuIy
HOUSING AND HOME

C
ompensation.
compensation.

FINANCE ADMINISTRATOR
ADMINISTRATOR
FINANCE

SEC.
SEC. 605. The Housing
Housing and Home
Home Finance
Finance Administrator
shall
Administrator shall
appoint aa Deputy
Housing and Home Finance
appoint
Deputy Housing
Finance Administrator,
and
Administrator, and
the
basic rate
of compensation
the basic
rate of
compensation of such position shall be the same as the
basic rate of compensation
compensation established
basic
established for
of the
for the
the heads
heads of
the constituent
constituent
agencies of the
the Housing and Home
Home Finance
Finance Agency.
Agency. The
The Deputy
Deputy
Administrator
Administrator during
Administrator shall act as Administrator
the absence
disduring the
absence or
or disability of
of the Administrator
Administrator or in the event of aa vacancy
ability
vacancy in
in that
that
office,
and shall perform
office, and
perform such
such other duties as the
the Administrator
Administrator shall
shall
direct.
CONVERSION
CONVERSION OF STATE
STATE LOW-RENT
LOW-RENT OR
VETERANS' HOUSING
HOUSING PROJECTS
OR VETERANS'
PROJECTS

BO
888.
50 Stat.
Stat. 888.
42 U.
42
U. S.
C.§ u 1401S. C.
14011431; Supp.
1431;
Supp. II,
II, §
j 1402
1402

et seq.
et
eq.
Ante,
422-431.
Ante, pp.
pp. 422-431.

SEC.
606. Any
veterans' housing project
project undertaken
S
EC. 606.
Any low-rent
low-rent or veterans'
or
undertaken or
constructed under a
a program
constructed
program of a
a State
State or any political
political subdivision
subdivision
thereof
shall be approved as aa low-rent
thereof shall
low-rent housing project
project under
under the
the
terms of
of the
the United
United States
States Housing
Housing Aot
Act of 1937, as amended,
terms
amended, if
if (a)
(a)
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aa contract
contract for State financial
financial assistance
assistance for such project
project was entered
entered
into on or after January
January 1, 1948,
1918, and prior to January
January 1, 1950, (b)
the project is or can become eligible for assistance
assistance by the Public
Administration in the form of loans and annual
annual contribuHousing Administration
tions under
under the provisions of the United
United States Housing Act of 1937,
1937,
as amended,
(c) the public housing agency operating the project
amended, and (c)
project
Housing Administration
Administration
in the State makes application
application to the Public Housing
United
for Federal assistance for the project under the terms of the United
States Housing Act of 1937, as amended:
amended: Provided,
That loans made
Provided, That
by the Public Housing Administration
Administration for the purpose
purpose of so convertFederal assistance
deemed,
ing the project to a
a project with Federal
assistance shall be deemed,
purposes of the provisions of section
section 99and other sections
sections of
for the purposes
the United States Housing Act
Act of 1937, to be loans
loans to assist the
development of the project.
project. Section
Section 503 of the Housing
Housing Act of 1948 is
development
hereby repealed.
repealed.
hereby

Conditions.
Conditions.

50 Stat. 888.
C. §§
42 U. S. C.
§5140114011431; Supp. II, §§ 1402
seq.
et seq.
Ante, pp. 422-431.
422-431.
Ante,

50 Stat. 891.
891.
42 U. S. C. §
§ 1409.
1409.
Ante, pp. 425,
425, 426.
426.
62 Stat. 1285.
U. S.
S. C.,
0., Supp.
42 U.
1432.
II, §*1432.

CENSUS OF
OF HOUSING
CENSUS
HOUSING

SEC. 607. (a)
authorized and directed
SEC.
(a) The Director of the Census is authorized
directed
each State, the District of Columbia,
Columbia,
to take aa census of housing in each
Hawaii,
1950
Hawaii, Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands, and Alaska,
Alaska, in the year
year 1950
and decennially
decennially thereafter
conjunction with, at the same time, and as
thereafter in conjunction
a
population inquiry
inquiry of the decennial
a part of the population
decennial census in order to
provide information
characteristics (including
provide
information concerning
concerning the number, characteristics
(including
utilities and equipment),
distribution of dwelling
dwelling
equipment), and geographical
geographical distribution
units in the United States. The Director of the Census is authorized
authorized
after
to collect such supplementary
supplementary statistics (either
(either in advance of or after
completion thereof.
the taking of such census)
census) as are necessary
necessary to the completion
(b) All of the provisions, including penalties,
penalties, of the Act providing
providing
fifteenth and subsequent
censuses, approved
18,
approved June 18,
for the fifteenth
subsequent decennial
decennial censuses,
4), shall apply to the taking
1929, as amended (U. S. C., title 13, ch. 4),
taking
provided for in subsection
subsection (a)
(a) of this section.
of the census provided

Poet, pp. 463,
463, 874.
874.
Post,

46 Stat. 21.
21.
46
20113 U. S. C. §§§§201220.
Ante, p. 406.
Ante,

NATIONAL CAPITAL
CAPITAL HOUSING
HOUSING AUTHORITY
NATIONAL
A4.111,10RITY
Acquisition of
of sites.
Acquisition
S
EC. 608. Notwithstanding
other provisions of law, the National
National
SEC.
Notwithstanding any other
Capital
Housing
Authority
is
hereby
authorized
to
acquire
sites
within
within
Capital
Authority hereby authorized acquire
the District of Columbia for low-rent
housing projects assisted
assisted
low-rent public housing
50 Stat.
Stat. 888.
under the provisions
provisions of the United States Housing Act of 1937, as
as
C. i§§ 1401140142 U. S.
8. 0.
1431; Supp. II,
1402
II, § 1402
amended.
et seq.
aeq.
Ante, pp. 422-431.
Ante,
422-431.
DISTRICT OF
COLUMBIA PARTICIPATION
PARTICIPATION
DISTRICT
OF COLUMBIA

S
EC. 609. To make available
available to the District of Columbia,
Columbia, and to
SEC.
appropriate agencies
operating therein to accept, the
authorize the appropriate
agencies operating
benefits provided by titles I
of
I and III of this Act, the District of
Columbia
Redevelopment Act of 1945
amended by renumColumbia Redevelopment
1945 is hereby
hereby amended
bering sections 20, 21, and 22 thereof as sections 21, 22,
22, and 23, respecbering
tively, and by adding after
after section 19 a
anew section to read as follows:
follows:
"
SEC. 20. (a)
(a) As
alternative method of financing
financing its authorized
authorized
"SEC.
As an alternative
operations and
under the provisions
provisions of this
addition
this Act (in addition
operations
and functions under
to
Act), the
hereby
the Agency
Agency is hereby
provided in section
section 16
16 of this Act),
to that
that provided
authorized and empowered
empowered to accept
accept financial
financial assistance
assistance from the
authorized
Housing
section
Administrator (hereafter
(hereafter in this section
Finance Administrator
Housing and Home Finance
referred
Administrator), in the form of advances
advances of funds,
as the
the Administrator),
referred to
to as
loans,
Housing Act of
of
to title II of
of the Housing
grants pursuant
pursuant to
capital grants
loans, and capital
1949, to
to assist
the Agency
Agency in
in acquiring
real property
property for redevelopredevelopacquiring real
1949,
assist the
ment
of project
project areas
carrying out
under
authorized under
out any
any functions
functions authorized
areas and
and carrying
ment of
this Act
which advances
of funds,
loans, or
capital grants
grants may
may
or capital
advances of
funds, loans,
this
Act for
for which
made to a
alocal public agency
under title IIof
of
Act of
of the
the Housing
Housing Act
agency under
be made
1949, and
the Agency,
Agency, subject
District CommisCommisof the
the District
to the
the approval
approval of
subject to
and the
1949,
sioners and
subject to
covenants, and
and conditions
conditions as may
and subject
to such terms, covenants,
sioners

Ante,
Ante, pp. 414,422.
Stat. 802.
60 Stat.
0. Code, Supp.
D. C.
§f 5-718, 5-719.
5-719.
VII, »§
Financial assistance
assistance
Financial
from Housing and
and
Home Finance
Home
Finance Administrator.
60 Stat. 800.
C. Code, Stipp.
D. C.
Supp.
VII,
5-715.
VI, §5-715.

p. 414.
414.
Ante, p.
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Ante,
Ante, p. 414.
414.

Advances of funds.
Advancesoftnds.

Ante, p. 414.
te, p. 4.

Administrative exAdministrative
penses.

penses.

ex-

Local
grants-in-aid.
Localgrants-in-aid.
Ante,
414.
420,14.
Ante, pp.
pp. 420,

Cash payments of
of

deficiencies.
deficiencies,

Appropriations auAppropriations
thorized.

au-

Disposition of
Disposition
of reres
ceipts.
ceipt
.
Ante,
414.
Ante p.
p.414.

Ante,
p. 414.
Ante, p.
414.

60 tat. 791,796, 794.
I§

60 Stat. 791, 796, 794.
D. C.
C. Code,
Code, Supp.
Supp.
D.
VII, §§ 5-702 (f,
(f), (k),
5-706 (g), 5-70
5-705 (b)
(b) (2).
(2).

6-706(g),

48 Stat. 930.
Stat.
930.
48
D.
C. Code §§ 5-103
DC.
to 5-116; Supp. VII,
et mq.
seg.
§§5-103 dt

to

H§
VI,
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be
prescribed by
Administrator pursuant
title I
of the
the Housing
Housing
I of
to title
pursuant to
by the
the Administrator
be prescribed
Act of 1949, may enter into such contracts
contracts and agreements
agreements as may be
necessary, convenient,
desirable for
for such
such purposes.
purposes.
necessary,
convenient, or
or desirable
"(b) Subject
Subject to the approval
approval of the District Commissioners,
Commissioners, the
"(b)
Agency
is authorized
authorized to
to accept
from the
the Administrator
of
advances of
Administrator advances
accept from
Agency is
funds
in preparation
preparation of
of a
project or
or projects
projects
a project
and plans
plans in
for surveys
surveys and
funds for
authorized by
which may
may be
under title
of the
the
title II of
be assisted
assisted under
by this
this Act
Act which
authorized
Housing
Act of
the Agency
Agency is
to transfer
transfer to the
authorized to
is authorized
1949, and
and the
of 1949,
Housing Act
Planning Commission
Commission so
much of
of the
advanced as
as the
the District
District
so advanced
the funds
funds so
so much
Planning
Commissioners shall
shall determine
determine to
to be
necessary for
for the
Planning ComComthe Planning
be necessary
Commissioners
mission to
out its
its functions
to the
the
respect to
with respect
this Act
Act with
under this
functions under
carry out
to carry
mission
project or
or projects
projects to
to be
be assisted
assisted under
under title
title I
of the
the Housing
Housing Act
Act of
of
I of
project
1949.
1949.
"(C) The District Commissioners
include in their
"(c)
Commissioners are
are authorized
authorized to include
their
annual estimates
annual
estimates of appropriations
appropriations items
items for administrative
administrative expenses
expenses
which,
funds available
available therefor,
therefor, are
necesare necesloan or
or other
other funds
to loan
in addition
addition to
which, in
sary
for the
the Agency
Agency in
in carrying
carrying out
out its
functions under
under this
this section.
section.
its functions
sary for
'(d)
Notwithstanding the
the limitation
in the
the last
last sentence
sentence
(d) Notwithstanding
limitation contained
contained in
of section
or in
any other
provision of
of title
of the
the Housing
Housing
in any
other provision
title IIof
of
section 110
110 (d)
(d) or
Act
the Administrator
Administrator is
is authorized
authorized to
to allow
allow and
to the
the
and credit
credit to
of 1949,
1949, the
Act of
Agency
such local
grants-in-aid as
as are
approvable pursuant
pursuant to said
said
are approvable
local grants-in-aid
Agency such
section
with respect
or projects
undertaken by
by
projects undertaken
to any
any project
project or
respect to
110 (d)
(d) with
section 110
the
or contracts
entered into
under this
section
this section
into under
contracts entered
a contract
contract or
under a
the Agency
Agency under
and assisted under
under title II of the Housing Act of 1949. In
In the event
event
and
such local grants-in-aid
grants-in-aid as are so allowed
Administrator are not
allowed by the
the Administrator
not
sufficient to
to meet
meet the
the requirements
requirements for
local grants-in-aid
grants-in-aid pursuant
pursuant to
to
for local
sufficient
title
of the
the Housing
of 1949,
Commissioners are
District Commissioners
the District
Act of
1949, the
Housing Act
title I
I of
hereby authorized
into agreements
agreements with
the Agency,
Agency, upon
upon
authorized to
to enter
enter into
with the
hereby
which agreements
may rely,
to make
make cash
payments
cash payments
rely, to
the Administrator
Administrator may
agreements the
which
of such
Columbia. The
the District
District of Columbia.
funds of
of the
from funds
deficiencies from
of
such deficiencies
District Commissioners
shall include
items for
for such
cash payments
payments in
in
such cash
include items
Commissioners shall
District
their
annual estimates
estimates of
of appropriations,
and there
there are
authortheir annual
appropriations, and
are hereby
hereby authorized
appropriated, out
any money
money in the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise
out of any
to be
be appropriated,
ized to
appropriated, the
for such
such cash
payments.
cash payments.
to provide
provide for
necessary to
the amounts
amounts necessary
appropriated,
Any
amounts due
pursuant to
any such
such agreements
to any
agreements
due the
the Administrator
Administrator pursuant
Any amounts
shall be
be paid
from funds
funds appropriated
for such
purpose.
such purpose.
appropriated for
promptly from
paid promptly
shall
"(e)
Agency in connection with any project
"(e) All receipts of the
the Agency
project or
projects
financed in accordance
projects financed
accordance with this section
section with assistance
assistance under
under
title I
I of the Housing Act of 1949,
1949, whether in
in the form
form of advances
advances
of funds,
or capital
grants made
Administrator to
made by the Administrator
to the
of
funds, loans,
loans, or
capital grants
Agency, or
or in
in the
the form
of proceeds,
rentals, or
or revenues
revenues derived
derived by
by
Agency,
form of
proceeds, rentals,
the
Agency from
from any
any such
such project
or projects,
projects, shall
shall be
be deposited
deposited in
in the
the
project or
the Agency
Treasury
of the
the United
United States
the credit
of aaspecial
special fund
fund or
or funds,
funds,
States to
to the
credit of
Treasury of
and
such special
special fund
fund or
funds are
are hereby
hereby made
made availor funds
availand all
all moneys
moneys in
in such
able
for carrying
carrying out
the purposes
with respect
respect to
such
to such
of this
this Act
Act with
out the
purposes of
able for
project
or projects,
projects, including
any advances
of funds
funds
the payment
payment of
of any
advances of
project or
including the
or
thereon, made
made by the Administrator or
with interest
interest thereon,
or loans, together
together with
by
sources to
the Agency.
Agency. Expenditures
Expenditures from
from such
fund shall
shall
such fund
by private
private sources
to the
be audited,
and accounted
for as
are other
of the
the
funds of
as are
other funds
disbursed, and
accounted for
be
audited, disbursed,
District of Columbia.
District
"(f) With
With respect
respect to
to any
or projects
undertaken by
by the
project or
projects undertaken
any project
"(f)
Agency
financed in
accordance with
in accordance
with this
this section with assistAgency which are
are financed
1949ance under title IIof the Housing
Housing Act of 1949—
"(1) sections
sections 3
sentence of
last sentence
3 (f),
(f), 3
3 (lc),
(k), and
and 77 (g), and the last
"(1)
section
6 (b) (2)
to those
section 6
(2) of this Act
Act shall
shall not
not be
be applicable
applicable to
those pieces
pieces
with the approved
approved project
project
of real
real property
property which,
which, in
in accordance
accordance with
area redevelopment
redevelopment plan, are to be devoted
devoted to public
public housing
housing to be
Law 307
307, Seventy-third
undertaken
undertaken under
under Public
Public Law
Seventy-third Congress,
Congress,
approved
approved June 12, 1934, as amended;
amended;
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"(2)
"(2) the site and use plan for the redevelopment
redevelopment of the area,
area,
included
redevelopment plan
included in the redevelopment
plan of the project
project area pursuant
pursuant
(b) (2)
(2) of this Act, shall include
include the approximate
to section 6
6 (b)
extent
any land within
extent and
and location
location of
of any
within the
the area which
which is proposed
proposed
to be used
used for
for public housing
housing to
to be undertaken
undertaken under
under Public
Public Law
307, Seventy-third
Congress, approved
approved June
June 12, 1934, as amended;
amended;
Seventy-third Congress,
"(3) notwithstanding
"(3)
notwithstanding any other
other provisions of this Act, the
Agency, pursuant
pursuant to section
of this
this Act,
Act, shall
shall have
have power
power
section 77 (a)
(a) of
to
practicable time or
times transfer
to transfer
transfer to
to and
and shall
shall at aapracticable
or times
transfer by
deeds
those pieces
deeds to
to the
the National
National Capital
Capital Housing
Housing Authority
Authority those
pieces
of real property which, in accordance
accordance with the approved
project
approved project
area
devoted to public
public housing
housing to
be devoted
to
area redevelopment
redevelopment plan
plan, are to
to be
be
undertaken under
Congress,
Seventy-third Congress,
under Palk
Public Law 307, Seventy-third
be undertaken
approved
amended, and, in accordance
approved June 12, 1934, as amended,
accordance with the
requirements
Housing Act of 1949,
requirements of
of section
section 107
107 of the
the Housing
1949, the
National
National Capital Housing Authority
Authority shall pay for the
the same out
of
acquisition.
such acquisition.
of any
any of
of its
its funds available
available for such
"(g)
purpose and
intent of
section to authorize
authorize the
of this section
and intent
"(g) It
It is
is the purpose
District Commissioners
Commissioners and
and the appropriate
appropriate agencies
agencies operating
operating within
District
the
Columbia to do any and
necessary to secure
the District of
of Columbia
and all
all things necessary
financial
aid under
under title
title IIof
Housing Act
of 1949.
The District
District
Act of
1949. The
financial aid
of the
the Housing
of
Columbia Redevelopment
Redevelopment Land Agency
hereby declared
declared to be
Agency is
is hereby
of Columbia
a
agency for
Housing
for all
all of the purposes of title IIof the Housing
a local
local public agency
public agency
agency for all of
of the
the purposes
such aa local
local public
Act of
of 1949. As such
authorized
Act of
of 1949,
1949, the Agency
Agency is also authorized
of title I
I of
of the
the Housing
Housing Act
to
from the
the Administrator
Administrator or
or from
sources as
private sources
from private
money from
to borrow
borrow money
contemplated by
by title
the Housing
Act of
obliHousing Act
of 1949,
1949, to issue its oblititle I
I of
of the
contemplated
gations
evidencing such loans, and
pledge as
the payas security
security for
for the
and to pledge
gations evidencing
ment of
of such
loans, and
and the
the interest
interest thereon,
income,
the property, income,
thereon, the
ment
such loans,
revenues,
and other
other assets
acquired in
in connection
the project
project
connection with
with the
assets acquired
revenues, and
or
accordance with this
this section
section with assistance
projects financed
financed in accordance
or projects
under
of the
Act of
of 1949,
such obligations
obligations or
or
but such
1949, but
the Housing
Housing Act
title II of
under title
such
pledge shall
shall not
not constitute
or obligation
obligation of
of either
either the
the
debt or
constitute aa debt
such pledge
United
States or
or of
of the
the District
Columbia.
of Columbia.
District of
United States
"(h) Nothing
any other section of
"(h)
Nothing contained
contained in this section or in any
this
the Administrator
and
of his
his responsibilities
responsibilities and
Administrator of
shall relieve
relieve the
this Act
Act shall
Housing
section of
of the Housing
or any other
other section
105 (c)
(c) or
duties under section 105
Act
of 1949.
1949. The
Administrator shall
any contract
contract
shall not enter into any
The Administrator
Act of
assistance under title I
I of this Act with respect to any
of financial assistance
project of
of the
of Columbia
Redevelopment Land Agency
Agency
Columbia Redevelopment
the District
District of
project
for which
which a
budget estimate
appropriation was
was transmitted
transmitted purof appropriation
a budget
estimate of
for
suant
law and
for which
no appropriation
appropriation was made
made by the
and for
which no
suant to
to law
Congress."
Congress."
ACT
CONTROLLING
ACT CONTROLLING

S
EC. 610.
as the
the provisions
provisions of
of any
other law
law are inconsistent
inconsistent
any other
Insofar as
SEC.
610. Insofar
with the provisions
Act, the
the provisions of this Act shall be
this Act,
provisions of this
with
controlling.
controlling.
SEPARABILITY
SEPARABILITY

S
EC. 611.
611. Except
Except as
as may
expressly provided
provided in
in this
this
may be
be otherwise
otherwise expressly
SEC.
Act,
Act shall
shall be
cumube cumuby this
this Act
conferred by
authorities conferred
powers and
and authorities
Act, all
all powers
lative
to and
not in
any powers
and
of any
powers and
in derogation
derogation of
and not
additional to
and additional
lative and
authorities
other evidences
evidences
any other
Notwithstanding any
existing. Notwithstanding
otherwise existing.
authorities otherwise
of
the intention
intention of
of Congress,
hereby declared
declared to
be the
the controlling
controlling
to be
it is
is hereby
Congress, it
of the
intent of
of Congress
Congress that
that if
of this
or the
the applicaapplicathis Act,
Act, or
provisions of
if any
any provisions
intent
tion
thereof to
to any
any persons
or circumstances,
circumstances, shall
shall be
be adjudged
adjudged by
by
persons or
tion thereof
any court
judgment shall
shall
such judgment
to be
be invalid,
invalid, such
jurisdiction to
of competent
competent jurisdiction
any
court of
not affect,
or invalidate
invalidate the
remainder of
of this
this Act
Act or
or its
its appliapplithe remainder
impair, or
not
affect, impair,
cations to
other persons
confinedin
in its
but shall
shall be confined
and circumstances,
circumstances, but
persons and
cations
to other

Stat. 794.
60 Stat.
D. C. Code, Supp.
5-705 (b) (2).
(2).
VII, §
§ 5-705
48 Stat. 930.
D. C.
C. Code
Code S§
§§ 5-103
5-116; Supp. VII,
to 5-116;
5-103 et seq.
aeq.
§§5-103
Transfer of real
property.
property.
60 Stat. 795.
D. C.
C. Code,
Code, Supp.
Supp.
VII, §
§5-706 (a).

48 Stat. 930.
D. C. Code
Code §§ 5-103
to 5-116; Supp. VII,
§5-103
5-103 et
et seq.
Ante, p. 419.

Authority of D. C.
Authority
Redevelopment
Redevelopment Land
Agency.
Agency.
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CHS.338,
338, 340,
341—JULY 15,
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PUBLIC
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[63 STAT.
STAT.
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operation to the provisions
or the
thereof to
to
operation
provisions of this Act or
the application
application thereof
the
persons and
and circumstances
in the
the controversy
controversy in
in
the persons
circumstances directly
directly involved
involved in
judgment shall
shall have
which such judgment
have been
been rendered.
rendered.
GENERAL PROVISIONS
PROVISIONS
GENERAL

Persons engaging in
strikes against or advocating overthrow
overthrow of
Government.
U. S. Government.

Affidavit.
Affidavit.

Penalty.

SEC. 612.
or expenditure
expenditure
SEC.
612. No part of any
any appropriation,
appropriation, loan,
loan, fund,
fund, or
authorized
to this
used directly
authorized by or provided
provided pursuant
pursuant to
this Act,
Act, shall
shall be
be used
directly
or indirectly to
wages of
of any
any officer
or employee
employee of
of
to pay
pay the salary
salary or wages
officer or
the
Housing and
Agency or
or the
the Department
of AgriAgrithe Housing
and Home
Home Finance
Finance Agency
Department of
culture
engages in
against the
Government of
the United
culture who engages
in a
a strike
strike against
the Government
of the
United
States or
or who
member of
Government employemployStates
who is
is aamember
of an
an organization
organization of
of Government
strike against
of the
United
ees that asserts
asserts the
the right
right to
to strike
against the
the Government
Government of
the United
States, or who advocates, or is aamember
member of an organization
organization that advocates, the overthrow
overthrow of
Government of
of the
the United
United States
States by
force
of the Government
by force
Provided, That
That for
affidavit shall
or violence: Provided,
for the
the purposes
purposes hereof
hereof an
an affidavit
shall
be considered
considered prima facie evidence
evidence that the
the officer or
or employee
employee making
making
affidavit has not contrary
the affidavit
contrary to the provisions
provisions of this section
section engaged
engaged
in a
a strike
strike against
against the Government
States, is
is not
not aamemGovernment of the United
United States,
member of an organization
organization of
Government employees
employees that
that asserts
asserts the
right
of Government
the right
to strike
strike against
against the Government
Government of
States, or
or that
that such
such
of the United
United States,
advocate, and is not
officer or employee
employee does not advocate,
organnot a
a member of an organization that advocates,
advocates, the
overthrow of
of the
the Government
the overthrow
Government of
of the
the United
United
violence: Provided
States by force
force or violence:
Provided further,
person who
further, That
That any
any person
who
engages in a
a strike
strike against
against the
the Government
Government of
of the
the United
United States
or
engages
States or
who
member of
an organization
organization of
Government employees
that
who is
is aamember
of an
of Government
employees that
asserts the right to strike
strike against
against the
the United
United States,
States,
the Government
Government of the
or who advocates,
a member
advocates, or who is a
member of an organization
that advocates,
advocates,
organization that
Government of the
the overthrow of the Government
the United States by force or
or vioviolence and accepts
accepts an office or employment
employment in
and Home
Home
in the Housing
Housing and
Finance Agency
Agency or the
the Department
Agriculture the
the salary
salary or
or wages
wages
Department of Agriculture
which are
appropriation, loan,
fund, or
or expendexpendfor which
are paid
paid from any
any appropriation,
loan, fund,
iture authorized
authorized by or provided
provided pursuant
Act shall
shall be
be guilty
pursuant to
to this Act
guilty
of aa felony and, upon conviction,
not more
more than
$1,000
conviction, shall
shall be fined not
than $1,000
or imprisoned
imprisoned for not more than one year, or both: Provided
further,
Provided further,
That the above penalty
penalty clause
addition to,
to, and
not in
in subsubclause shall
shall be in addition
and not
stitution for,
provisions of
existing law.
for, any
any other
other provisions
of existing
law.
July 15,
1949.
Approved July
15, 1949.
[CHAPTER 340]
3401
[CHAPTER

July
July 16, 1949
IS.
[S. 1168]
[Public Law
Law 172]
[Public
Claims,
C
I a i m s, Panama
Railroad Company.
Railroad
82
62 Stat. 984.
28 U. S.
Supp.
8. C., Snpp.
II, 12680.
§ 2680.

AN
AN ACT
ACT
To amend section
2680 of
section 2680
title 28,
United States
Code.
of title
28, United
States Code.

Be it
enacted by the Senate and House
it enacted
Representatives of the
the
House of Representatives
United
United States of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
2680 of
America in
assembled, That
That section
section 2680
of
title 28, United States Code, is amended
amended by adding
adding at the end thereof
thereof
the
following new
subparagraph:
the following
new subparagraph:
"(m) Any claim arising from the activities of the Panama
Panama Railroad
Railroad
Company."
Company."
Approved
Approved July 16,
16, 1949.
1949.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 3411
3411

July 16, 1949
July

Is.
IS. 1688]
[Public Law 173]
1.731
Army Medical Service Corps.
Rearrangement
Rearrangement on
promotion list.

AN ACT
AN ACT
provide for
for certain
certain adjustments
the promotion
list of
of the
Medical Service
Service
To provide
adjustments on
on the
promotion list
the Medical
Corps
Corps of
of the
Regular Army.
Army.
the Regular

enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
Be it
it enacted
Representatives of the
United States of America in
in Congress
Congressassembled, That, notwithstandUnited
notwithstanding any other provision
provision of law, upon the date
date of enactment
enactment of this
Act the names of all Medical
promotion-list officers
officers shall
Medical Service
Service Corps
Corps promotion-list
shall
be rearranged
rearranged on the Medical
Medical Service
Corps promotion
promotion list
list so
so that
that
Service Corps
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STAT.]
TAT.]
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1949

within each grade their names shall appear
appear in the order
order of their
their
precedence determined by the total amount of service
precedence
service creditable
creditable to
them for promotion purposes under
under existing
existing law and in cases of an
an
equal
equal amount of such service, the officer with
with the greatest amount
amount of
of
continuous commissioned
commissioned service
service on the active
active list of the Regular
Regular Army
shall have precedence,
precedence, and, in cases where this is the same,
precedence
same, precedence
shall be in accordance
accordance with permanent
permanent seniority
seniority standing
standing as estabestablished at time of original appointment in the Regular
Regular Army, and
and
established
in cases not covered by the foregoing, precedence
precedence shall be established
by the Secretary
Secretary of the Army:
Army: Provided,
rearranging the
Provided, That in rearranging
officers
officers on the promotion
promotion list as provided
officer who
provided in this Act no officer
has once failed of selection
selection for promotion
promotion under
under the provisions of
of
any section of the Officer Personnel
Personnel Act of 1947 shall have his name
name
advanced
advanced above
above that of any other officer
who was considered
officer who
considered at the
same time and selected for promotion
promotion to the grade involved.
Approved July 16, 1949.
Approved
[CHAPTER
342]
[CHAPTER 342]

JOINT
JOINT RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION

Extending
section 1302
(a) of
of the
the Social
Social Security
Security Act,
Act, as
as amended,
amended, until
Extending section
1302 (a)
until
June
1950.
June 30,
30, 1950.

and House
Resolved by the Senate and
House of Representatives
Representatives of the United
in Congress
States of America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That section
section 1302 (a)
(a) of
the Social Security Act is amended by striking out "1949"
"1949" and insert"1950".
ing in lieu
lieu thereof
thereof "1950".
E
EC. 2. Section 1302 (c)
(c) of
hereby
SEC.
of the
the Social
Social Security
Security Act is hereby
amended to read as follows:
follows:
amended
"(c)
"(c) The term 'Federal maritime
performed
maritime service'
service' means service performed
prior to July 1, 1949, which is determined
employment pursuant
determined to be employment
pursuant
(o)."
to section 209 (o)."
SEc. 3. Section 1302 (d) of the Social Security Act
hereby
SEC.
Act is hereby
amended to read as follows:
follows:
"(d)
term 'Federal maritime
wages' means
means remuneration
remuneration deter"(d) The te-m
maritime wages'
mined pursuant to section 209 (o) to be remuneration
remuneration for service
referred to in section 209 (o)
(o) (1)
which was
performed prior to
(1) which
was performed
July 1, 1949."
Approved July 16, 1949.
Approved
1949.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 343]

AN ACT
ACT

To make effective
effective in the District Court for the Territory
Alaska rules
Territory of Alaska
rules promulgated by the Supreme
Supreme Court of the
governing pleading,
the United
United States
States governing
practice,
practice, and procedure
procedure in the district courts of
of the United
United States.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of the
United States of
of America in
United
in Congress
That a
anew
section
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
new section
be inserted
the Act
Act entitled
entitled "An
further provision
for
be
inserted in
in the
"An Act
Act making
making further
provision for
civil government
government for
and for
purposes", approved
approved
aa civil
for Alaska,
Alaska, and
for other
other purposes",
June 6,
June
321) ,as
as amended,
amended, immediately
following section
6, 1900
1900 (31
(31 Stat.
Stat. 321),
immediately following
section
5
to read
read as
follows:
5 of
of title I
I thereof,
thereof, to
as follows:
"5a.
rules heretofore
or hereafter
hereafter promulgated
promulgated and
made
"5a. That
That the
the rules
heretofore or
and made
effective by the Supreme
Supreme Court
of the
States under
authority
effective
Court of
the United
United States
under authority
of
28, United
United States
2072, or
authority of
of any
any
of title
title 28,
States Code,
Code, section
section 2072,
or under
under authority
other statute,
regulating the
the forms
and
other
statute, regulating
forms of
of process,
process, writs,
writs, and
and motions,
motions, and
the pleadings,
practice, and
procedure, in
in actions
of aacivil
in
the
pleadings, practice,
and procedure,
actions of
civil nature
nature in
the
courts of
of the
regulating appeals
appeals theretherethe district
district courts
the United
United States,
States, and
and regulating
from, shall
shall apply
apply to
to the
the District
for the
Alaska
from,
District Court
Court for
the Territory
Territory of
of Alaska
and
to appeals
appeals therefrom."
and to
therefrom."
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61 Stat.
Stat. 795.
795.
61
34 U.
U. S.
S. C.,
Supp.
34
C., Supp.
II, §
§3a
3a note.
II,
note.

July
16, 1949
1949
July 16,
[H.
Res. 287]
287]
[H. J.
J. Res.
[Public Law
Law 1741
174]
[Public

Social
Security Act,
Act,
Social Security
amendments.
amendments.
60 Stat.
983.
60
Stat. 983.
S. 0.
0. 11332.
42 II.
U. S.
1332.

57 Stat.
Stat. 47.
57
47.
42 U.
U. 8.C.
S. C. §
409 (o).
(o).
42
§409

July 18,1949
18, 1949
July

[S. 70]
70]
[8.
[Public,Law
Law 175]
175]
[Public

Alaska.
Alaska.
District Court.
Court.
District

48 U. S.
103.
S C.
.. §103.

62 Stat.
961.
62
Stat. 961.
28 U.
U. S.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
Supp.
II, §
2072.
II,
§ 2072.
Ante, p.
post,
Ante,
p. 104;
104; post,
p. 446.
446.
p.
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62 Stat.
Stat. 981.
62
981.
U. S. C.,
C., Supp.
28 U.
II, §
§2072.
2072.
II,
Ante, p.
p. 104.
104.
Ante,

SEC. 2.
The first
paragraph of
of section
section 2072
of title
title 28,
28, United
United States
2072 of
SEC.
2. The
first paragraph
Code,
read as
as follows:
to read
follows:
Code, is
is amended
amended to
"The
power to
to prescribe,
general
by general
have the
the power
prescribe, by
Supreme Court
Court shall
shall have
"The Supreme
rules, the
forms of
of process,
writs, pleadings,
pleadings, and
and motions,
motions, and the
the forms
process, writs,
rules,
practice and
United States
district courts of the United
procedure of the district
practice
and procedure
and of
civil actions."
actions."
of Alaska
Alaska in civil
the Territory
Territory of
Court for
for the
of the
the District
District Court
and
Approved
July 18,
18, 1949.
1949.
Approved July
[
CHAPTER 351]
351]
[CHAPTER

July
19, 1949
1949
July 19,
[S. J. Res. 114]
[Public Law 176]

rS. J. Res. 114]

1254.
48 Stat. 1254.
12
U. S.
12 U.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
Supp.
II,
1717.
§ 1717.
II, §
Post, p.
p. 905.
905.

Stat. 264,
62 Stat.
264, 1209.
1209.
15
U. S.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
Supp.
15 U.
II,
(c).
II, §§604
604(c).
Post, p.
906.
Post,
p. 906.

JOINT RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION
E9, 3JOINT
provide an
an increase
the authorization
authorization for
Federal National
Mortgage
To provide
increase in
in the
for the
the Federal
National Mortgage
Association.
Association.

Resolved by
by the
the Senate
of Representatives
Representatives of the United
Senate and
and House
House of
Resolved
States
of America
in Congress
assembled, That
That section
section 302
302 of
of the
the
America in
Congress assembled,
States of
follows:
National
Housing Act, as amended, is amended to read
read as follows:
National Housing
"SF.c. 302.
purchases, and
and
investments, loans, purchases,
amount of investments,
"SEC.
302. The total amount
commitments
the Association
not exceed $1,500,000,000
$1,500,000,000
shall not
made by
by the
Association shall
commitments made
outstanding
authorized to
to issue
The Association
Association is
is authorized
any one
one time. The
outstanding at any
and
outstanding at
any one
one time
time notes
and other
other obligations
obligations in
notes and
at any
and have
have outstanding
an aggregate
aggregate amount
it to carry out its functions
functions
sufficient to
to enable
enable it
amount sufficient
an
under
provision of
law."
of law."
any other
other provision
under this
this Act or any
SEC. 2.
2. Section
Section 4
4 (c)
(c) of
Reconstruction Finance
Corporation
Finance Corporation
the Reconstruction
of the
SEC.
Act, as amended, is hereby
hereby amended
amended by striking out "$2,000,000,000"
12,000,000,000"
and
inserting in
in lieu
thereof "$2,500,000,000".
"$2,500,000,000".
lieu thereof
and inserting
Approved July
19, 1949.
July 19,
Approved
[
CHAPTER 352]
[CHAPTER

July 20,
20, 1949
1949
July
[H.
[H. R. 858]

R. S58]
[Public Law 177]
[Public
Fair
Labor StandStandFair Labor
ards Act
Act of
of 1
93 8,
1938,
ards
amendment.
amendment.
1063.
52 Stat. 1063.
29 U.S.
U. S. C.
0. §
§207.
207.
29
Post,
912, 920.
920.
Post, pp. 912,
Overtime
compenOvertime compensation.
sation.

52 Stat. 1060.
S. C.. §§
20129 U. S.
§201219;
Supp. Ii,§
219; Supp.
II,
216.
Post,
910.
Post, p.
p. 910.

AN ACT
AC!T
AN

To clarify the
the overtime
overtime compensation
compensation provisions
Labor Standards
provisions of
of the Fair Labor
Standards
amended.
Act of 1938,
1938, as amended.

Be
it enacted
enacted by
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of the
the
Be it
by the Senate
Senate and
and House
United States
assembled, That section
section 7
7 of
United
States of
of America in Congress
Congress assembled,
the
Fair Labor
Labor Standards
Standards Act of
amended, is amended
of 1938,
1938, as amended,
amended by
the Fair
adding at
the end
subsection (e),
(e), to read as
follows:
as follows:
a new
new subsection
adding
at the
end thereof
thereof a
"(e) For
purpose of
computing overtime
overtime compensation
compensation payable
"(e)
For the purpose
of computing
under
this section
employee—
to an
an employeesection to
under this
(1) who
paid for
for work
work on Saturdays,
Saturdays, Sundays, or holidays,
(1)
who is
is paid
premium
seventh day of
of the workweek,
workweek, at
at aa premium
or on
on the sixth
sixth or
or seventh
rate
and one-half
one-half times the
rate established
established in
less than one and
the rate
rate not
not less
nonovertime hours
good faith for like work
work performed
performed in nonovertime
hours on other
other
days,
days, or
or
(2)
pursuance of an applicable
applicable employment
employment contract
contract
(2) who,
who, in
in pursuance
collective bargaining
agreement, is paid
paid for work outside of
or collective
bargaining agreement,
agreement
good faith
faith by
by the contract
contract or agreement
the hours
hours established
established in good
as the
the basic,
normal, or
or regular
regular workday
exceeding eight
eight
workday (not
(not exceeding
basic, normal,
as
hours) or
(not exceeding
hours), at aapremium
premium
or workweek
workweek (not
exceeding forty hours),
hours)
and one-half
established in
rate not
not less
less than one and
one-half times
times the rate established
performed
good faith
faith by
by the
the contract
contract or
or agreement
agreement for
for like
like work performed
workweek,
during such
such workday or workweek,
the
be
the extra
extra compensation
compensation provided by
by such
such premium
premium rate shall not be
regular rate
rate at which the
employed
the employee
employee is
is employed
deemed part
part of
of the regular
and may be credited
toward any premium compensation
compensation due him
credited toward
section for
overtime work."
work.'
under this
this section
for overtime
S
EC. 2. No
employer shall be subject
liability or
punishment
SEC.
No employer
subject to any liability
or punishment
under the
1938, as amended
amended (in
the Fair Labor
Labor Standards
Standards Act of
of 1938,
(in any
any
commenced prior
prior to
or after
after the
of
action or proceeding
proceeding commenced
to or
or on
on or
the date
date of
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account of the failure of said employer
the enactment of this Act),
Act), on account
employer
to pay an employee compensation
compensation for any period of overtime
overtime work
work
performed prior to the date of enactment
enactment of this Act, if the
performed
compenthe compensation paid prior to such date
date for such work was at
at least
equal to
to the
the
least equal
compensation
compensation which would have been payable
payable for such work
the
work had
had the
amendment made by section 11 of this Act been in effect
at the
time
effect at
the time
of such payment.
Approved July 20, 1949.
Approved
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Ante, p.
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Ante,
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[
CHAPTER 353]
[CHAPTER
353]
AN ACT
ACT
AN

To establish
establish the Medal for Humane
To
Humane Action
Action for
for award
award to
in or
to persons
persons serving
serving in
or
United States
with the armed
armed forces
forces of the United
military
States participating
participating in
in the
the current
current military
necessities of
effort to supply necessities
of Berlin,
Berlin, Germany.
Germany.
of life
life to
to the
the people
people of

July 20, 1949
1949
July
[11. R.
R. 2737]
27371
[H.
[Public
[Public Law 178]
178]

Be it
it enacted by the Senate and House
Representatives of
of the
House of
of Representatives
the
United States of America
Medal for Humane
Humane
Medal
America in
Congress assembled,
United
in Congress
That there
there is
assembled, That
is hereby
hereby Action.
Action.
created aamedal to be known as the Medal
Medal for
for Humane
Humane Action,
with
Action, with
appurtenances and devices,
suitable appurtenances
devices, which
which the President,
under such
such
President, under
rules and regulations
prescribe, may award
regulations as he shall prescribe,
award to any person
who while serving in or with the armed
armed forces
United States
States
forces of the
the United
at any time during the period commencing
with and
on
commencing with
and terminating
terminating on
such appropriate
appropriate dates as the President may
may determine
determine shall
shall have
have
distinguished
distinguished himself by meritorious
meritorious participation
in the
the humane
participation in
humane
military effort to supply
supply necessities
necessities of life to the people
people of
of Berlin,
Berlin,
Germany.
SEC.
S
EC. 2. No more than one Medal for Humane Action
issued
Action shall
shall be
be issued
to any one person.
SEC.
individual who shall have qualified
S
EC. 3. Any individual
qualified for
for an
under
an award
award under
this Act who shall have died before
before the
making thereof
may neverneverthe making
thereof may
theless be granted such award posthumously,
posthumously, in which
which event the award
award
shall be presented to such representative
representative of the
as the
the
the deceased
deceased as
President may designate.
Approved July 20, 1949.
[CHAPTER 354]
[CHAPTER

ACT
AN ACT
Making appropriations for the Departments of
of State, Justice,
Justice, Commerce,
Commerce, and the
the
Judiciary,
Judiciary, for the fiscal year ending June 30,1950,
30,1950, and for
for other purposes.

Senate and House of Representatives
Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
the
Representatives of
of the
United States of America in
United
in Congress
Congress assembled,
the following
following
assembled, That
That the
sums are appropriated,
appropriated, out of any money in the Treasury
Treasury not otherappropriated, for the Departments
wise appropriated,
Departments of
Justice, Commerce,
of State,
State, Justice,
Commerce,
Judiciary, for the fiscal year ending June
and the Judiciary,
June 30,
30, 1950,
1950, namely:
namely:
TITLE I—DEPARTMENT
I-DEPARTMENT OF STATE
STATE
SALARIES
SALARIES AND
AND EXPENSES
EXPENSES

For necessary
necessary expenses of
of State
State not
otherwise
of the
the Department
Department of
not otherwise
provided
personal services
provided for, including personal
services in
in the
the District
District of
of Columbia;
Columbia;
salary
salary of
of the Under
Secretary of
of State,
$12,000; expenses
expenses authorized
Under Secretary
State, $12,000;
authorized
by the Foreign Service Act of 1946
C. 801-1158)
801-1158) not
other1946 (2211
(22 U. S.
S. C.
not otherwise provided for; expenses
expenses of
the National
Eduof the
National Commission
Commission on
on Educational, Scientific,
Scientific, and Cultural
Cultural Cooperation
Cooperation as
authorized by
by
as authorized
sections
6 of the Act
sections 3, 5, and 6
July 30,
30, 1946
1946 (22
(22 U.
U. S.
C. 287o,
287o, 287q,
287q,
Act of
of July
S. C.
287r); ;expenses
287r)
of attendance
attendance at
cerned with
with activities
activities
expenses of
at meetings
meetings con
concerned

provided for under this appropriation;
appropriation; purchase (two
(two for
for Chiefs
Chiefs of
of

July 20, 1949
1949
[IL. it.
it. 4
4016]
Ill.
ll
[Public Law 17}J
1791

Departments
Departments of
of
State, Justice,
ComState,
Justice, Commerce, and
merce,
and the
the Judiciary
ciary Appropriation
Appropriation
Act, 1950.
1950.
Act,

Department
Department of State
State
Appropriation
Act,
Appropriation Act,
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Missions
not to
to exceed
exceed $3,000
$3,000 each)
each) and
hire of
of passenger
passenger motor
motor
and hire
at not
Missions at
vehicles
maintenance and
and operation
of aircraft
aircraft outside
the conticontioutside the
operation of
vehicles;•maintenance
nental United
nited States;
and binding,
binding, including
including printing
printing and
and
printing and
States; printing
nental
binding outside
United States
regard to
to secsecwithout regard
States without
continental United
the continental
binding
outside the
tion 11
of the
the Act
Act of
of March
1, 1919
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U. S.
newspapers for
for
S. C.
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departmental use
(not to
to exceed
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authorized by
as authorized
services as
$15,000);•services
exceed $15,000)
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departmental
section
15 of
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August 2,
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(5 U.
C. 55a)
not to
to exceed
exceed
S. C.
55a);;not
U. S.
Act of
of August
the Act
section 15
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for payment
claims pursuant
(28 U.
U. S.
C. 2672);
2672) ;
S. C.
to law
law (28
pursuant to
of claims
payment of
$1,000 for
health
program as
as authorized
law; purchase
uniforms;
of uniforms;
by law;
purchase of
authorized by
health service
service program
insurance
of official
motor vehicles
in foreign
foreign countries
when required
required
countries when
vehicles in
official motor
insurance of
by
law of
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such countries;
countries; dues
dues for
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membership in
in organorganlibrary membership
by law
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refund
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of appropriations
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on negotiable
negotiable instruments
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taxes on
water for
for use
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abroad;
loss by
by exchange;
exchange; radio
payment in
in advance
advance
radio communications;
communications; payment
abroad; loss
for subscriptions
subscriptions to
commercial information,
telephone and
and similar
similar
information, telephone
to commercial
for
services
'Protection, and
and burial
of American
American seamen,
seamen,
burial of
relief, protection,
abroad; relief,
services abroad;
and
alien seamen
in foreign
and in
the United
United States
States TerriTerriin the
countries and
foreign countries
seamen in
and alien
tories and
possessions; expenses
expenses incurred
incurred in
in acknowledging
services
acknowledging services
tories
and possessions;
of
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foreign vessels
Ameriin rescuing
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and aircraft
aircraft in
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of foreign
of officers
officers and
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citizens from shipwreck
catastrophe
shipwreck or
or other catastrophe
seamen, airmen,
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can seamen,
abroad; rent
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Morocco,
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insane; expenses,
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persons declared
U. S.
of bringing
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bringing to
S. C.
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3192), of
U.
persons
with crime;
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and procurement
by contract
or othercontract or
otherprocurement by
persons charged
charged with
wise
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Revised Statutes,
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to section
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S. C.
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of technical
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preparation of special
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special maps,
maps, globes,
(4) preparation
of
technical information,
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improvement, and
of
and repair
repair of
maintenance, improvement,
geographic aids,
aids, (5)
and geographic
diplomatic and
consular properties
properties in foreign
foreign countries,
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countries, including
minor construction
on Government-owned
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(6) not
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construction on
Government-owned properties,
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$200,000 for
for maintenance
maintenance and
operation of
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commissary and
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utilities for
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or leased
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mess services,
services, (7)
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Government-owned or
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(8) rental
rental or
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property
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U. S.
S. C.
C.
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shall be expended for carrying
carrying out the provisions
provisions of the Act of July
31,
168d) .
(5 U.
U. S. C.
C. 168d).
31, 1945 (5
REPRESENTATION ALLOWANCES
ALLOWANCES
REPRESENTATION

authorized by section 901 (3)
representation allowances as authorized
(3) .of
For representation
$650,000.
1131), $650,000.
the Foreign Service Act of 1946 (22 U. S. C. 1131),

59 Stat. 510.
5
S. C., Supp. II,
5 U.
U.S.C.,Supp.II,

I 168d note.

60 Stat. 1026.

FOREIGN
SERVICE RETIREMENT
AND DISABILITY
FUND
DISABILITY FUND
RETIREMENT AND
FOREIGN SERVICE
liability of the United
United States,
States, created
created by the ForFor financing the liability
$2,187,000, which
1061-1116), $2,187,000,
(22 U. S. C. 1061-1116),
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FUND
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furnishing of buildings
including the initial alterations,
exclusively for expendi$13,000,000, which is exclusively
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provisions of said
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payments reprethe provisions
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foreign property or credits:
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senting the value of foreign
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Inter-American
Indian Institute
Institute (56
Stat. 1303),
$4,800;
Inter-American Indian
(56 Stat.
1303), $4,800;
Inter-American
Inter-American Institute
Institute of
Sciences (58
(58 Stat.
Stat. 1169),
of Agricultural
Agricultural Sciences
1169),
$149,292;
$149,292;
Inter-American
Inter-American Radio Office
Office (53
(53 Stat. 1576),
1576), or its
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successor, $6,378;
56 Stat.
Stat. 20.
56
2.
Inter-American Statistical
Statistical Institute
Inter-American
U. S.
C. 269d),
269d), $29,854;
$29,854;
Institute (22
(22 U.
S. C.
International Bureau
the Permanent
Court of
Arbitration (32
(32
International
Bureau of
of the
Permanent Court
of Arbitration
Stat. 1779,
36 Stat.
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2199), $1,600;
Stat.
1779, 36
$1,600;
International Bureau for the
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of Industrial
Industrial Property
Property (53
the Protection
Protection of
(53
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Stat.
$1,802;
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Customs Tariffs
Tariffs (26
(26 Stat.
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of Customs
1520),
$2,233;
1520), $2,233;
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International
Weights and Measures
Measures (20
(20 Stat.
Stat. 714, 43
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Stat.
1687), $10,160;
Stat. 1687),
$10,160;
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International
Council of Scientific
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and Associated
Associated Unions
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49 Stat. 540.
49 Stat. 540.
(22 U.
274), $7,517
(22
U. S.
S. C. 274),
$7,517;;
41
Stat.
1215.
41 Stat. 1215.
International Hydrographic
International
Hydrographic Bureau (22
(22 U. S. C. 275),
275), $9,147;
$9,147;
48
Stat. 1182;
62 Stat.
488tat.
1182:62Stat.
International Labor Organization
International
Organization (22 U.
U. S.
S. C.
C. 271;
271; Public
Public Law
Law
1151.
22
U. s.
S. C.,
22 u.
., Supp.
Supp. 843, approved
approved June
June 30, 1948),
1948), $848,058;
$848,058;
I2,
II, if
I
§271 no
note, 272a,
272rte,
n Penal and Penitentiary
272b
272b.
note
International
Penitentiary Commission
Commission (22
(22 U.
U. S.
C. 263),
S. C.
263),
37 Stat. 692.
37 Stat. 692.

63 Stat., Pt. 2.

63 Stat., Pt. 2.

49 Stat. 512.

49 Stat. 512.
62 Stat. 1060.
22 U. S. C., Stipp.
II,
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36 Stat. 1032.
36
Stat. 1032

62 Stat. 15.
22 U. S. O.,
II, §§ 280-280e.
I",
62 Stat. 441.
441.
22 U. S. C.,
II, ft 290-290d.
Stat. 619.
90.
59 Stat.
22 U. S. C.,
287 notes.
IT, 1287
notes.
Post, p.
p. 734.
60 Stat. 999.
22 U. S. C.,
II, §815 d seq.
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60 Stat. 712.
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22 U. S. C., Stipp.
Supp.
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supp.
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60 stat. 712

61 Stat. 214.
22 U. S. C., Sapp.
II, §¢ 289-289d.

61Stat.
22
u. S.214.
C., Supp.
nI, § 289d-2.

41 U. S. C. 5.
Ante, P. 401

n41;s. 40.

$5,220;
$5,220;

International
Telecommunication Union (Convention
International Telecommunication
(Convention ratified
by the
the
ratified by
Senate, June
$146,311;
June 2,
2, 1948),
1948), $146,311;
Pan-American
Pan-American Institute of Geography
Geography and History
History (22
U. S.
S. C.
C.
(22 U.
273),
$10,000;
273), $10,0003
Pan-American Railway
794, approved
June
Pan-American
Railway Congregs
Congress (Public
(Public Law
Law 794,
approved June
28,
28, 1948),
1948), $5,000;
$5,000;
Pan-American Sanitary Bureau
Pan-American
Bureau (44
(44 Stat.
Stat. 2041),
2041), $1,153,498;
$1,153,498;
Pan-American
(treaty of February
Pan-American Union (treaty
1928; 22
22 U.
U. S.
February 20, 1928;
S. C.
C.
264; 44
282), $1,247,123;
$1,217,123;
44 U. S.
S. C. 282),
Payment
Payment to the Government
Government of
Stat. 2238,
2238, 53
53 Stat.
Stat.
of Panama
Panama (33
(33 Stat.
1818), $430,000;
$430,000;
1818),
South Pacific
Pacific Commission
Commission (Public
Law 403,
403, approved
approved January
January 28,
28,
(Public Law
1948),
$20,000;
1948) ,
$20,000;
$20,000;
Organization (Public
World Health
Health Organization
(Public Law 643, approved
approved June 14,
14,
1948), $1,920,000;
$1,920,000;
1948),
Nations (22
(22 U. S. C.
United Nations
including salaries,
salaries 'expenses,
C. 287-287e)
287-287e),,including
expenses,
and
personnel and
dep en dent
s as
as authorized
au th or i
ze dby
by the
the Forand allowances
allowances of
of personnel
and dependents
Forelign Service
eign
Service Act
(22 U.
U. S.
C. 801-1158),
$18,128,772, of
of which
Act of
of 1946 (22
S. C.
801-1158), $18,128,772,
which
amount
available for
contribution;
amount $16,601,022
$16,601,022 shall
shall be available
for contribution;
Educational, Scientific,
United Nations Educational,
Organization
Scientific, and Cultural
Cultural Organization
(22 U. S. C. 287m-287t),
(22
287m-287t), $2,928,773,
$2,928,773, of
which amount
amount $2,887,173
$2,887,173 shall
of which
shall
be available
available for contribution;
contribution;
Organization (61
International Civil Aviation Organization
(61 Stat.
1180), $582,000,
Stat. 1180),
$582,000,
of which amount
amount $500,000
$500,000 shall be
be available
available for
for contribution;
contribution;
International Refugee
Organization (22
289-289d),
International
Refugee Organization
(22 U. S. C. 289-289d),
$70,500,029,
$70,500,029, of which amount
amount $70,447,729
$70,447,729 shall
be available
shall be
available for
for
contribution;
contribution;
In all, $99,663,558,
$99,663,558, together
together with such additional
due to
to increase
increase
additional sums
sums due
in rates of exchange
exchange as the Secretary
Secretary of State may determine
determine and
and
certify
Secretary of
certify to the Secretary
to be
be necessary
necessary to
to pay,
pay, in
of the Treasury
Treasury to
in
foreign
foreign currencies, the
the quotas
quotas and
and contributions
required by
contributions required
by the
the several
several
treaties,
or laws
establishing the
the amount
amount of
of the
the obligation:
obligation:
treaties, conventions,
conventions, or
laws establishing
Provided,That, without
regard to section 3709 of the Revised Statutes,
Provided,
without regard
Statutes,
as amended, amounts
amounts for United
United States
States representation
representation in
in United
United
Nations, United Nations
Nations Educational, Scientific, and
Organiand Cultural
Cultural Organization, International
International Refugee
Refugee Organization,
Organization, and
Civil
and International
International Civil
Aviation Organization
available for
Organization shall be available
expenses pursuant
to the
the
for expenses
pursuant to
provisions
provisions of the pertinent
pertinent Acts and Conventions
Conventions authorizing such
such
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representation, including
including attendance
representation,
attendance at meetings
societies or assomeetings of societies
associations concerned with the work of the organizations;
pasorganizations; hire
hire of
of passenger motor vehicles; printing and binding
binding without regard
section
regard to section
40 Stat. 1270.
11 of the Act of March 1,
U. S.
S. C.
and purchase
purchase of
of
1, 1919
1919 (44
(44 U.
C. 111)
111);;and
Ante, p.
Ante,
p. 405.
405.
uniforms for guards and chauffeurs:
chauffeurs: Provided
Provided further,
further, That
That the
the proStat.
621.
59
Stat.
621.
visions of section 77 of the United Nations
Nations Participation
Participation Act of 1945,
1945, 22 U. S.. C.
c. I§287e.
287e.
regulations thereunder
thereunder,? applicable
and regulations
expenses incurred
pursuant
applicable to expenses
Post, p. 736.
Post,
736.
incurred pursuant
to that Act shall be applicable
applicable to the obligation
expenditure
obligation and expenditure
of funds in connection with the United States
States participation
participation in
in the
the
Acquisition of
of sursurAcquisition
International Civil Aviation Organization:
International
Organization: Provided
Provided further,
That the
the
further,That
property.
plus property.
Department of State, when requested
Department
requested by the United
United Nations,
Nations, is
is authorauthorized to acquire
acquire surplus property for the United Nations in
accordance
in accordance
with the provisions of the Surplus Property
Property Act
Act of 1944
1944 (58
(58 Stat.
765Stat. 76550
S. 0.
0. app.
app.
50 U.
U. 8.
784),,as amended, with funds hereby
784)
hereby appropriated
the United
United
appropriated for
for the
5§§ 1611-1646;
1611-1646; Supp.
Supp. II,
States contribution
contribution to the United Nations, and such
such contribution
shall
contribution shall §1612 ett seq.
Ante,
Ante, p. 399.
be reduced
reduced by the value of the surplus
surplus property
necessary expenses,
expenses,
property and
and necessary
including transportation
incidental to
the acquisition
acquisition thereof:
transportation costs, incidental
to the
thereof:
quarters for
for
Living quarters
Provided
That the
Provided further,
further, That
amount for
United States
States representation
representation
the amount
for United
U. S.
S. representative.
representative.
in United Nations shall be available
available for the
the furnishing
furnishing of living quarquarters for the use of the Representative
Representative of the United States at the seat
seat
of the United Nations
Nations under
under the same terms and conditions
conditions specified
specified in
quarters and furnishing
this title for rental of quarters
furnishing of fuel and utilities for
for
the Foreign Service; and for making
making allotments
States
allotments to the
the United
United States
Mission to the United
United Nations to
unusual expenses
expenses incident
to defray
defray the unusual
incident
to the maintenance
maintenance of an official residence
United States
States RepreRepreresidence for the United
sentative to the United Nations in the same
manner that such
such allotments
allotments
same manner
are authorized
authorized to Foreign Service
Service Posts by section 902
902 of the
the Foreign
Foreign
60
60 Stat. 1026.
26.
(22 U.
Service Act of 1946
1946 (22
U. S. C.
C. 1132).
1132).
INTERNATIONAL
I
NTERNATIONAL CONTINGENCIES
CONTINGENCIES

For necessary
necessary expenses, without regard
regard to section
section 3709 of
the
of the
Revised Statutes, as amended, of participation
participation by
by the
United States
States
the United
upon approval by the Secretary
Secretary of State, in international
international activities
activities
which arise from time to time in the
foreign affairs
affairs and
and
the conduct
conduct of
of foreign
for which specific appropriations
appropriations have not been provided
provided pursuant
pursuant
to treaties, conventions, or special Acts of
Congress, including
including perperof Congress,
sonal services
services in the District of Columbia
Columbia or elsewhere
elsewhere without regard
regard
classification laws; employment
to civil-service
civil-service and classification
employment of
of aliens;
aliens; travel
travel
expenses without regard to the Standardized
Standardized Government
Government Travel
Travel
Regulations and without regard to the rates of per diem
allowances
diem allowances
in lieu of subsistence
subsistence expenses under
under the Subsistence
Subsistence Expense
Act
Expense Act
of 1926, as amended;
transportation of
and effects
under
amended; transportation
of families
families and
effects under
such regulations
regulations as the Secretary
Secretary of State may prescribe;
prescribe; not to exceed
exceed
$15
$15 per diem in lieu of subsistence
subsistence for
for persons serving
serving without
without comcompensation
capacity while away
pensation in an advisory capacity
away from
from their homes
homes or
or
regular
regular places of business; stenographic
stenographic and other services;
of
services; rent of
quarters by contract
contract or otherwise; hire of passenger
passenger motor
motor vehicles;
vehicles;
contributions
contributions for the share of the United States in expenses of
interof international organizations;
organizations; printing and binding
binding without
regard to
secwithout regard
to section 11 of the Act of March
March 1, 1919 (44 U. S. C. 111)
$3,300,000, of
111);;$3,300,000,
of
which not to exceed aa total of $100,000 may be expended
expended for reprerepresentation allowances
allowances as authorized
(3) of
of the
Act of
of
authorized by section
section 901 (3)
the Act
August 13, 1946 (22
(22 U. S. C.
and for
for entertainment.
entertainment.
C. 1131)
1131) and

41
U. S.. O.
41 U.
0.0 §5..
Ante, p.
p. 403.
403.
Ante,

44 Stat. 688.
5
S. O. 1821.
6 U.
U.a.SC.
821.
Ante,
p. 167.
167.
Ante, p.

40 Stat.
Stat. 1270.
1270.
40
Ante,
405.
Ante, p.
p. 406

60 Stat.
1025.
60
Stat. 1026

INTERNATIONAL
BOUNDARY AND
INTERNATIONAL BOUNDARY
ATER COMMISSION,
C031321SSION, UNITED
UNITED STATES
STATES
AND W
WATER
AND MEXICO
M EXICO
AND

For expenses necessary
necessary to enable the United States
States to meet
meet its
its
2,4 Stat.
1011; 26
Stat.
24
tat.1011;
26tat.
obligations
1933, and 1944
obligations under the treaties of 1884, 1889, 1905,
1905, 1906,
1906, 1933,
1944 stat.
Stat. 253;
121 48
4.4 Sta
ttat
3•

4-

86

1621; 59 Stat.
1219.
Sta 1219.

452
452
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between the United States and Mexico,
and to
to comply
comply with
with the
the Act
Act
Mexico, and
approved August
August 19, 1935,
(22 U.
S. C.
C. 277-277d),
277-277d), includinclud1935, as amended
amended (2'2
U. S.
ing operation
operation and maintenance
maintenance of
Rio Grande
rectification, canalicanaliof the
the Rio
Grande rectification,
zation,
control, bank
bank protection,
fence, and
and sanitation
sanitation
zation, flood
flood control,
protection, boundary
boundary fence,
projects;
projects; examinations,
surveys, and
and investigations;
investigations;
examinations, preliminary
preliminary surveys,
detailed
detailed plan preparation
preparation and construction
construction (including
(including surveys
surveys and
and
operation
maintenance and protection
operation and maintenance
during construction);
construction) ;and
protection during
and
Rio Grande
Grande emergency
protection; construction
emergency flood protection;
construction and
and operation
operation
of gaging
gaging stations; purchase
purchase and exchange
exchange of map-reproduction
map-reproduction
machines and other equipment
equipment and
machines
and machinery;
machinery; personal
in
personal services
services in
the District of Columbia; services in accordance
accordance with section
15
of
section
15
of
60 Stat. NO.
810.
the Act of August 2, 1946
1946 (5
(5 U.
55a), at
rates for
for individuals
U. S.
S. C.
C. 55a),
at rates
individuals
not in excess of $100 per diem;
in the
the
diem; travel
travel expenses,
expenses, including,
including, in
discretion of the
Commissioner, expenses
(not to
to exceed
$500) of
the Commissioner,
expenses (not
exceed $500)
of
attendance at meetings
meetings of organizations
organizations concerned
concerned with
with the
the activities
activities
of the International
Boundary and Water
International Boundary
Water Commission which may
may be
be
necessary
necessary for the efficient
efficient discharge
discharge of the responsibilities
of the
the ComComresponsibilities of
mission; printing and binding;
binding; purchase
purchase of
(ten for
only)
of (ten
for replacement
replacement only)
passenger
passenger motor vehicles; hire, with or without
personal services,
services, of
of
without personal
work animals, and animal-drawn
animal-drawn and
vehicles and
and motor-propelled
motor-propelled vehicles
and
aircraft and equipment;
equipment; acquisition by donation,
donation, purchase,
purchase, or
or conconpersonal property,
property including
demnation, of real and personal
including expenses
expenses of
of
abstracts and certificates
certificates of title; purchase
pu rchas eo
ice and
and drinking
drinking water;
water;
office
materials by
inspection of equipment,
equipment, supplies, and
and materials
contract; drilling
drilling
by contract;
foundations and dam sites,
and testing of foundations
by contract
contract if
if deemed
deemed necesnecessites, by
Leasing of private
private sary, purchase of planographs
planographs
and
lithographs,
lithographs,
leasing
of
private
and
leasing
of
private
property.
property
property to remove
remove therefrom
therefrom sand, gravel,
stone, and
and other
gravel, stone,
other materials,
materials,
without regard
regard to section
as amended
amended
section 3709
3709 of
of the
the Revised
Revised Statutes,
Statutes, as
Ante,
Ante, p.
p. 403.
403.
(41 U. S. C. 5);
5) ;payment of
pursuant to
to section
403 of
of the
the
of claims
claims pursuant
section 403
62 Stat. 983.
Federal Tort Claims Act (28 U. S. C. 2672),
and the
the Act
of August
2672), and
Act of
August
28 U. S.. O.,
0., Snpp.
Supp. 27, 1935,
1935, as amended (22 U. S. C.
payment of
of official
official teleteleC. 277e)
277e);;and
and payment
2672.
I, §§2672.
phone service in the field
field in case of
official telephones
telephones installed
installed in
in
of official
Ante, pp. 62,106.
62, 106.
49 Stat.
Stat. 906.
private
private houses when authorized
authorized under regulations
established by
by the
regulations established
the
Commissioner;
as follows:
follows:
Commissioner; as
49 Stat. 660.

SALARIES
SALARIES AND
AND EXPENSES
EXPENSES

boundary activities,
For salaries
salaries and expenses,
expenses, regular boundary
activities, including
including
examinations,
examinations, preliminary
preliminary surveys,
investigations, $1,120,000.
$1,120,000.
surveys, and
and investigations,
CONSTRUCTION
CONSTRUCTION
48 Stat. 1821.
1621.

49 Stat. 860,
660, 961,
961,
1463; 55 Stat. 338.
59 Stat. 1219.
1219.
Lower Rio Orande
Grande
flood-control project.

59 Stat. 89.
International
International
Boundary
Boundary and Water
Commission.
Commission.

For detail plan preparation
preparation and construction
construction of projects
authorized
projects authorized
by the Convention concluded
concluded February
1, 1933,
1933, between
between the
the United
United
February 1,
States and Mexico, the
approved August
August 19,
19, 1935,
1935, as
as amended
the Acts approved
amended
(22 U. S. C. 277-277d),
277-277d), August
August 29, 1935
1935 (Public
(Public Law
392), June
June 4,
Law 392),
4,
1936 (Public Law 648),
648), June 28, 1941 (22
(22 U. S.
C. 277f),
277f), and
and the
the
S. C.
projects stipulated
stipulated in the treaty
the United
United States
States and
and Mexico
Mexico
treaty between
between the
signed at Washington
Washington on February 3,
immediately
3, 1944, $900,000,
$900,000, to
to be
be immediately
available, and to remain available
available until expended:
expended: Provided,
That no
no
Provided,That
expenditures
expenditures shall be made for the lower Rio
Grande flood-control
flood-control
Rio Grande
project
project for construction
construction on any land,
land, site,
site, or
or easement
in connection
connection
easement in
with this project except
except such as has
acquired by
by donation
donation and
has been
been acquired
and
the title thereto has been approved
the
approved by the Attorney
Attorney General of the
the
United
Providedfurther,
further,That expenditures for the Rio Grande
United States: Provided
bank-protection
subject to the provisions and condibank-protection project
project shall be subject
tions contained
contained in the appropriation
appropriation for said project
project as provided by
the Act approved
approved April
April 25, 1945 (Public
(Public Law 40):
40) :Provided
Provided further,
further,
That
That unexpended
unexpended balances
balances of appropriations
appropriations for construction
construction under
under
the International
Commission available
International Boundary
Boundary and Water
Water Commission
available for
for the
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next preceding
preceding fiscal year shall be merged
merged with
with this
this appropriation
appropriation
and shall continue
continue available
available until expended.
RIO
GRANDE EMERGENCY
RIO GRANDE
EMERGENCY FLOOD
FLOOD PROTECTION
PROTECTION

emergency flood-control
flood-control work, including protection,
For emergency
protection, reconstrucreconstruction, and repair of all structures
under the jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
of the
the Interstructures under
International Boundary
Boundary and Water
Water Commission,
Mexico,
Commission, United
United States
States and Mexico,
threatened or damaged by floodwaters
threatened
floodwaters of the Rio Grande, which
have
which have
heretofore been authorized
heretofore
authorized and erected
provisions of
treaties
erected under
under the provisions
of treaties
between the United States and Mexico, or in pursuance
pursuance of
of Federal
Federal laws
laws
authorizing improvements on the Rio Grande, $15,000,
$15,000, to
immedito be immediately available, to be merged
merged with the unobligated
balance of the
unobligated balance
appropriation
appropriation for this purpose for the next preceding
preceding fiscal year,
year,
and to remain available until expended.
expended.
AMERICAN SECTIONS,
AMERICAN
SECTIONS, I
NTERNATIONAL COMMISSIONS
COMMISSIONS
INTERNATIONAL

Salaries and expenses, American
American sections, international
international commissions, $500,000,
$500,000, to be disbursed under the direction
the Secretary
direction of
of the
Secretary
of State, as follows: For necessary
necessary expenses
expenses to enable
enable the
the President
President
obligations of the United
to perform the obligations
United States under
certain treaties
treaties
under certain

between the United States
States and Great
to Canada,
Canada,
Great Britain
Britain in
in respect
respect to
including personal services in the District
District of Columbia;
Columbia; stenographic
stenographic
reporting services by contract; printing
and binding;
and hire
hire of
of
printing and
binding; and
International loint
Yoint
International
passenger motor vehicles; as follows: For the International
International Joint
Joint
Commission,
U. B.
S.
Commission, U.
Commission
and Canada,
Canada, under
under the
of the
the t
rea ty and
Commission,'United States
States and
the terms
terms of
treaty
and Canada.
between
between the United
United States and Great Britain
Britain signed January
January 11,
1909
11, 1909
(36 Stat. 2448),
2448), including
(36
including the salary of one Commissioner on the part
of the United States who shall serve at the pleasure
pleasure of
of the
the President
President
(the other Commissioners
Commissioners to serve in that capacity
without compensacapacity without
compensation therefor)
therefor);;salaries of clerks and other
other employees
employees appointed
by
appointed by
Commissioners on the part of the United States with
the Commissioners
approval
with the approval
solely of the Secretary
Secretary of State; travel
travel expenses
expenses and compensation
compensation of
of
witnesses in attending hearings
hearings of the Commission at such places in
in
the United States and Canada as the Commission
Commission or
or the American
American
Commissioners shall determine
determine to be necessary,
necessary, not to exceed
Commissioners
exceed $47,900;
$47,900;
for special and technical
technical investigations
investigations in connection
connection with matters
falling within the jurisdiction of the International
International Joint Commission,
Commission,
United
United States and Canada, including the purchase
replacement
purchase for replacement
only of one passenger automobile;
automobile; and the
the Secretary
Secretary of
is
Transfer of
funds.
Transfer
o funds.
of State
State is
authorized
authorized to transfer to any department
department or independent
independent establishment
establishment
of the Government with the consent
consent of the head
thereof, any
any part
of
head thereof,
part of
this amount for direct expenditure
or establishexpenditure by
by such department
department or
establishment for the purposes set forth in this clause,
clause, not to
$144,000;
to exceed
exceed $144,000;
International
International
Boundary Commission,
for the International
International Boundary
States and
Commission, United
United States
Boundary CommisBoundary
Canada
Canada and Alaska,
Alaska under the terms of the treaty
the United
U n it ed sion,
treaty between
between the
sion, U. S.
S. and CanCanada and Alaska.
Alaska.
States and Great Britain
Britain in respect
respect to Canada,
Canada, signed
signed February
February 24,
24, ada
1925 (44 Stat. 2102)
2102),,including
remaining work
work
including the completion
completion of such
such remaining
required under the award of the Alaskan
as may be required
Tribunal
Alaskan Boundary
Boundary Tribunal
and existing treaties between
between the United
United States
States and
and Great
Great Britain
Britain;•
commutation
commutation of subsistence to employees while
on field
field duty
to;
while on
duty not
not to
exceed $4 per day each, but not to exceed $3
$3 per day each when aa
member
member of a
afield party and subsisting in camp;
camp; hire
of freight
freight and
and
hire of
passenger
passenger motor vehicles
employees; and
for
vehicles from temporary
temporary field
field employees;
and for
payment for timber necessarily
necessarily cut
cut in
in keeping
keeping the
the boundary
line clear,
clear,
boundary line
not to exceed $73,300; for the share of the United States of
expenses
of the expenses
International FishFishInternational
eries Commisson.
Commission.
of the International
International Fisheries Commission under the convention
convention bebe- eries
tween the United States and Canada, concluded
concluded January
(50
January 29, 1937 (50
Stat. 1351),
1351), not to exceed $35,000; for
the United
Ignited States
States
for the share
share of
of the
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s Fisheries
International
acific
Salmon
cific
Salmon
Commission.
commission.

58 Stat. 150.
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of
the expenses
expenses of
of the
the International
International Pacific
Pacific Salmon
Fisheries ComComSalmon Fisheries
of the
mission,
under the
mission, under
the convention
convention between
between the
the United
United States
States and
and Canada,
Canada,

concluded
1930 (50
(50 Stat.
not to
to exceed
exceed $219,500,
$219,500, of
concluded May
May 26, 1930
Stat. 1355),
1355), not
of
exceed $50,000
$50,000 may
which not to exceed
may be
be transferred
transferred to the
the appropriation
appropriation
"Restoration of salmon
for "Restoration
system, International
International
salmon runs,
runs, Fraser
Fraser River
River system,
Pacific Salmon
Salmon Fisheries
Fisheries Commission"
in the
the First
DefiCommission" contained
contained in
First Deficiency
Provided, That
sums appropriated
ciency Appropriation
Appropriation Act,
Act, 1944:
1944: Provided,
That sums
appropriated
for the
United States share
expenses of
of the
the International
International
the United
share of
of the
the expenses
Fisheries Commission and of the
Salmon
the International
International Pacific
Pacific Salmon
Fisheries Commission
Commission may,
except for the expenses
of the
the members,
members,
may, except
expenses of
be advanced
advanced to the respective Commissions
expenses of
of said
said
Commissions for the
the expenses
Commissions.
Commissions.
INTERNATIONAL
AND EDUCATIONAL
I
NTERNATIONAL INFORMATION
INFORMATION ANT.)
EDUCATIONAL AUriVITIES
AcrTvrrIEs

Post, pp.
747, 878.
pp. 747,878.

Post.

62 Stat. 6.

2 tat.S.6.C.,
22 U. S.
22
C., Supp.

seq.
n. §§1431
1431 et
et seq.
53 Stat.
63
stat. 1290.
1290.
60 Stat. 754.
0 tt.p. 754.
Ante,
309.

60 Stat. 999.
60 U. at.
22
S. C., Supp.
II,
et seq.
II, §§815 et
eq.
Ante, p. 111.

upp.

815

A' P.111.

810.
60 Stat.
Stat. 810.
31
31 U.
U. S. 0. §
i 529.

. c. 629.

Experiment and
Experimento and
demonstration
stations.

41
41 17.
U.. S.S.C. §5.
Ante, p. 403.

.5.

Ate, p. 43.

62
62

Stat. 312.

stat. 312.

Transfer of funds.
of rnds.
Transfer
Post, pp. 747, 878.
International. shortInternational.
shortwave radio stations.

Indemnification
ofIndemnification
owners and opera-

tors.
tors.

For expenses necessary
the Department
necessary to enable
enable the
Department of
of State
State to
to carry
carry

out international
international information
information and
educational activities
activities as
and educational
as authorized
authorized
by the United
Information and
United States Information
Exchange Act
Act of
of
and Educational
Educational Exchange
1948 (Public
(Public Law 402,
402, approved
1948
approved January
January 27,
27, 1948)
and the
Act of
of
1948) and
the Act
August
U. S.
S. C.
C. 501),
August 9,1939
9, 1939 (22
(22 U.
501), and
to administer
administer the
the program
program authorand to
authorized
32 (b)
(2) of the Surplus
ized by
by section
section 32
(b) (2)
Surplus Property Act of 1944,
1944, as
amended (50
(50 U.
S. C.
), including
personal services
services in
in
amended
U. S.
C. App.
App. 1641
1641 (b)
(b)),
including personal

the District of Columbia; employment, without regard
regard to the civilservice and classification
classification laws, of persons
on a
temporary basis
basis (not
(not to
to
persons on
a temporary
exceed $60,000)
$60,000) and aliens within
within the
States; salaries,
salaries, expenses,
expenses,
the United States;
and allowances
allowances of personnel
personnel and dependents
dependents as authorized
authorized by
by the
the
Foreign
Act of
(22 U.
U. S.
801-1158) ;expenses
Foreign Service
Service Act
of 1946
1946 (22
S. C.
C. 801-1158);
expenses of
of
attendance
at meetings
meetings concerned
concerned with
with activities
activities provided
provided for
for under
under
attendance at
this appropriation
appropriation (not to exceed
$11,000);;printing and binding;
exceed $11,000)
binding;
entertainment within
entertainment
within the
United States
States (not
(not to
exceed $5,000);
$5,000) ;purthe United
to exceed
purchase (not to exceed
three) and
vehicles;
exceed three)
and hire
hire of
of passenger
passenger motor
motor vehicles;
authorized by section 15
services as authorized
the Act
Act of
of August
2, 1946
(5
15 of
of the
August 2,
1946 (5
U. S. C. 55a);
advance of funds notwithstanding
U.
55a) ;advance
notwithstanding section
section 3648
3648 of
of the
the
Revised Statutes as amended;
amended; actual expenses
expenses of
Revised
of preparing
and transtranspreparing and
former homes
porting to their former
homes the
the remains
remains of
of persons,
persons, not
not United
United
States Government
Government employees,
employees, who may die away from
from their
their homes
homes
while participating
participating in activities authorized
authorized under
this appropriation;
under this
appropriation;
establishment and operation
operation of agricultural
and other
other experiment
experiment and
establishment
agricultural and
and
demonstration stations in other
American countries,
demonstration
other American
countries, on
on land
land acquired
acquired
by gift or lease,
lease, and construction of necessary
thereon; radio
necessary buildings
buildings thereon;
radio
activities
activities and acquisition and production
production of
pictures and
and visual
of motion
motion pictures
visual
materials
materials and purchase
purchase or rental
rental of technical
technical equipment
equipment and
and facilities
facilities
therefor
narration and script-writing,
therefor, narration
script-writing, by
contract or
or otherwise,
acquiby contract
otherwise, acquisition of
a printed materials, purchase
objects for
for presentation
presentation to
to
purchase of
of objects
foreign
governments, schools,
foreign governments,
schools, or organizations,
organizations, and
and information
information and
and
educational
educational activities
States, all
all without
without
activities outside
outside the
the continental
continental United
United States,
regard
section 3709
3709 of
of the
regard to
to section
the Revised
Statutes; $34,000,000,
$34,000,000, of
of which
which
Revised Statutes;
$1,000,000
for payment
$1,000,000 shall be available
available for
payment of
of obligations
obligations incurred
incurred under
under
granted under this head in the Department
authority granted
Department of
State ApproApproof State
priation
enter into
priation Act, 1949, to enter
into contracts
contracts for
for construction
of buildings
buildings
construction of
and acquisition
acquisition of
and of
which not
not to
to exceed
exceed $2,760,000
$2,760,000 may
may be
and
of land,
land, and
of which
be
transferred
Department of State:
transferred to other appropriations
appropriations of the Department
State:
Provided,
notwithstanding the provisions
Provided, That, notwithstanding
provisions of section
section 3679 of the
Revised
Department of State
Revised Statutes (31
(31 U. S. C. 665),
665), the Department
State is
authoris authorized in making contracts
contracts for
the international
international short-wave
short-wave
for the use of
of the
radio stations
stations and facilities, to agree
agree on behalf of the United States
to indemnify
indemnify the owners and operators
operators of said radio
and
radio stations
stations and
hereafter appropriated
facilities from such funds as may be hereafter
appropriated for
the
for the
purpose against
against loss or damage
account of
of injury
injury to
to persons
persons or
damage on
on account
or
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property
property arising from such use of said radio stations and facilities:
facilities:
Provided further,
further, That in the acquisition of leasehold
Provided
leasehold interests
interests payments may be made in advance
advance for the entire
entire term or any part thereof:
thereof:
Provided
further, That funds herein appropriated
Provided further,
appropriated shall not be used
used
to purchase
purchase more than 75 per centum
centum of the effective
effective daily broadcasting
broadcasting
corporation holding an international
time from any person or corporation
international shortshortbroadcasting license from the Federal
wave broadcasting
Federal Communications
Communications Commission without the consent of such licensee:
licensee: Provided
That
Provided further,
further, That
funds appropriated
appropriated herein shall be available
payment to private
available for payment
organizations abroad in pursuance
pursuance of contracts
contracts entered
organizations
entered into for the
processing
processing and distribution
motion-picture films.
distribution of motion-picture
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Restriction
Restriction on purbroadcasting
chase of
of broadcasting
time.
time.

Processin g and
and disProcessing
distribution
tribution of
of motionmotionpicture fims.
films.
picture

PHILIPPINE REHABILITATION
REHABILITATION
PHILIPPINE

For expenses necessary
necessary to carry
carry out the provisions of titles III and V
V
60 Stat.
Stat. 135
135, 140.
140.
60
of the Philippine Rehabilitation
Rehabilitation Act of 1946 (50
1781(50 U. S. C. App. 1781BO U.
O., Supp.
Supp.
so
U. S.
S. d.,
1791,
1801), hereinafter
hereinafter called the Act, without
1791, 1801),
without regard, outside the II,
II, app.
app. §1781
1781 et
seq.
e seq.
Post,
p.
692.
Post,
p.
692.
Revised Statutes,
Statutes, as
as amended,
amended,
United States, to section 3709 of
of the
the Revised
41 U.
U. S. C.
C. 9§5.
41
5.
403.
Ante, p.
p. 403.
including
including personal services in the District of Columbia,
employColumbia, and employment of personnel outside
outside the continental
continental United States without
without regard
regard
to civil-service
civil-service and classification
classification laws; temporary
temporary services
services as authorauthorStat. 810.
810.
60 stat.
ized by section 15 of the Act of August 2, 1946 (5 U. S. C. 55a);
55a) ;hire
hire of
of 60
passenger motor vehicles;
vehicles; hire, maintenance,
operation, and
and r
epai r o
passenger
maintenance, operation,
repair
off
Trainees.
Trainees.
aircraft;;purchase
aircraft
purchase of health and accident
trainees (for
(for
accident insurance
insurance for trainees
whom such benefits are not otherwise
otherwise allowed)
allowed) while in the United
United
States in pursuance
training programs;
programs; actual
actual expenses
pursuance of training
expenses of
of preparpreparing and transporting
transporting to their former homes
homes the remains of trainees
trainees
who may die away from their homes while participating
activities
participating in activities
authorized under this appropriation;
funds to trainees,
appropriation; advances of funds
trainees,
such advancements
advancements to be deducted
allowances due
trainees;
deducted from allowances
due to such trainees;
not to exceed
exceed $28,645 for a
a health-service
health-service program
program as authorized
authorized by
60 Stat.
Stat. 903.
60
003.
law (5 U. S. C. 150) ;
without regard
section
; printing and binding without
regard to section
40
Stat.
1270.
40
Stat.
1270.
11 of the Act of March
March 1,
1, 1919
111) ;expenses
of
attend1919 (44 U.
U. S.
S. C. 111);
expenses of attend- Ante, p.p. 405.
405.
meetings of organizations
organizations concerned
furtherance of
ance at meetings
concerned with the furtherance
of
the purposes hereof; compilation
compilation, printing, and distribution, in the
Philippine Islands or the United States, of charts, reports, and publiPhilippine
publiAcquisition of
of sites.
Acquisition
cations
cations pertaining
pertaining to the various
various programs set forth in the Act; acquisition of sites for the construction
additional buildings,
buildings, and furconstruction of additional
urnishing and equipping
equipping of buildings acquired
acquired or constructed,
under
constructed, under
Stat. 140.
60 Stat.
section 501 of the Act; and acquisition
acquisition of quarters
quarters in the Philippines 60
60
app.
50 U. S. 0.
0. app.
§
1801.
to house employees of the United States
States Government,
Government, including
including milimili- 1 1801.
Ac
quisition of
quarAcquisition
of quartary personnel, by purchase, rental (without
regard to section
section 322
322 of
of ters.
(without regard
47 Stat. 412.
47
412.
the Act of June 30, 1932,
1932, as amended
278a)
or
amended (40 U.
U. S. C. 278a)),
lease, or
construction and necessary
necessary repairs
repairs and
to
and
maintenance
construction
and alterations
alterations to and maintenance
quarters; amounts as follows:
follows: (a)
carrying out
proof such quarters;
(a) For carrying
out the provisions of sections 302, 303, 304, and 305 of title III of the Act,
$14,789,850;
$14,789,850; and (b) for carrying out section 306, 307, 308, 309, 310,
135-140.
o6Stat.
Stat. 135-140.
and 311 of said title III, $2,376,548; in
in all, $17,166,398:
$17,166,398: Provided,
Provided, 80
50 U.
C. S.
S. 0.
0. app.
app.
60
§§ 1782-1791;
1782-1791;Supp.
Supp. II,
appropriation, together with the limitations
That this appropriation,
included herein, 9§
limitations included
§§§ 1782,
1782, 1785,
1785, 179L
179L
Post, p.
p. 692.
692.
shall be consolidated
consolidated with the appropriation
appropriation and
and limitations
limitations under
under this Post,
62
Stat. 314.
314.
62 Stat.
head in the Department of State
State Appropriation
1949: Provided
Provided
Appropriation Act, 1949:
Restriction.
Restriction.
further,
available for
for
further, That no part of this appropriation
appropriation shall
shall be
be available
engaging
engaging in any phase of activity or for undertaking
of
undertaking any phase of
60 Stat.
Stat. 128.
128.
authorized by the Philippine
activity authorized
Philippine Rehabilitation
Rehabilitation Act of
of 1946 that 60
BO U. S.
50
S. C.
C. app.
app.
§§
1751-1806
;Supp.
Supp. II,
would result in obligating
obligating the Government
of
the
United
States
in
any
991751-1806;
Government of the United States in any §
1751 et se
seq.
i1751
q.
payment of amounts in excess of the
sense or respect to the future payment
Pod, p. 6.
692.
Pot,
amounts authorized to be appropriated
appropriated in such Act, nor shall any part
amounts
of this appropriation
works
appropriation be available
available for expanding
expanding any public works
project authorized
authorized by law to be replaced
replaced or rehabilitated beyond such
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as may
may be justified
justified by sound engineering
engineering practice
practice and
and which
which can
be
can be
accomplished within the amount
accomplished
amount authorized
to be
be appropriated:
appropriated: ProProauthorized to
vided further,
further, That
That the total amount that may be
obligated for
for the
the
be obligated
60 Stat. 137.
entire
section 307
title III
III of
of such
such Act
Act
60stt.S
entire accomplishment
accomplishment of
of section
50
U. S.3 C. app
app.
307 (a)
(a) of
of title
§1787 (a).
1787
(a).
exceed $8,000,000:
$8,000,000: Provided
That this
this appropriation
appropriation
shall not
not exceed
Providedfurther,
further,That
Contracts with
Contracts
with non- shall
profit institutions,
institutions.
profit
available to make contracts
shall be available
nonprofit institutions
institutions in
in the
the
contracts with
with nonprofit
United States and the Philippines in
connection with
with training
proin connection
training programs: Provided
Provided further,
further, That sums from
foregoing applicable
applicable
from the
the foregoing
appropriations
appropriations may be transferred
transferred directly
directly to
to and
merged with
with the
the
and merged
60
60 Stat.
Stat. 137.
137.
appropriations contemplated
contemplated in
appropriations
of the
the Act
to reimreimin section 306
306 (b)
(b) of
Act to
50 U. S. C. app.
§1786 (b).
(b).
burse said latter appropriations
appropriations for expenditures
therefrom for
for the
the
expenditures therefrom
Construction
of didip- purpose hereof: Provided further,
onstructionof
purpose hereof: Provided further, That
That the
the construction
construction of diplodiplolomatic, etc.,
etc., establomatic,
lishments.
Ushments.
matic
consular establishments
matic and consular
establishments of the United
United States in the Philippine Islands shall be without regard to the
proviso
contained in
in title
title
the
proviso contained
52 Stat. 441.
52 Stat.
22 of
22
of the
the United
Code, section
United States
States Code,
section 295a:
295a: Provided
Provided further,
further, That
That
22
U. S.441.
C., Supp.
ii
note.
uI, §295a
note.
S95a
the Secretary
Secretary of State, or such
official as
as he
he may
may designate,
designate, is
is authorized
authorized
such official
Transfer of funds.
ranserfun.
to transfer
transfer from any
any of the foregoing
foregoing amounts
to any
any department
or
amounts to
department or
independent establishment
establishment of the Government
independent
Government for
participation in
in
for participation
the foregoing programs, sums for expenditure
expenditure by such department
department
or establishment
establishment for the
hereof, and
and sums
so transferred
transferred
the purposes
purposes hereof,
sums so
shall
shall be available
available for expenditure
expenditure in
in accordance
accordance with
with the
the provisions
provisions
hereof and, to the extent determined
the Secretary
Secretary of
of State,
State, in
in
determined by
by the
accordance
governing expenditures
accordance with the
the law governing
expenditures of
the department
of the
department
or establishment
establishment to which
which transferred:
transferred: Provided
Provided further,
further, That
That transtransfers of funds to participating
participating agencies
agencies for the programs
programs set
forth in
in
set
forth
60 Stat. 135.
60
135.C. app. sections 302 to 305 of the Act shall be approved
President prior
approved by the
the President
prior
50 Stt.
U. S.
§§ 1782-1785;
8i1782-1785; Stipp.
Supp. II,, to
to such
such transfer.
transfer.

§§ 1782,
1I
1782, 1785.
1785.

THE INTITrrrE
TM&
INSTILL/IL OF
INTER-AMERICAN AFTAIRS
AFFAIRS
Or INTER-AxMEIOAN
Post,
Pst, p. 474.
474.

p.

61 Stat. 780.
780.
22 U. S. C., Supp.
II, §I
§J 281-2811.

61

nI,

Stat.
281-2811.

1184.
62 Stat.
Stat. 1184.

Contracts
ontract

countries.

in
foreign
n foreign

For necessary
For
necessary expenses in carrying
carrying out the provisions
provisions of the
the Institute
Institute

of
Inter-American Affairs
Affairs Act
August 5,
5, 1947
(22 U.
U. S.
C. 281-2811),
281-2811) ,
of Inter-American
Act of
of August
1947 (22
S. C.
including
including hire of passenger
passenger motor
motor vehicles,
to remain
remain availavailvehicles, $4,751,600
$4,751,600 to
able until expended:
notwithstanding the
the proviso
proviso
expended: Provided,
Provided That,
That, notwithstanding
under this head in title I
I of The Government
Government Corporations ApproAppropriation
Act, 1949,
heretofore made available
priation Act,
1949, any funds
funds heretofore
available to
to the
the CorpoCorporation shall
shall remain
remain available
available until
until expended.
expended.

GENFRJAL
PROVISIONS-DEPARTMENTT OF
GENERAL PROVISIONS—DEPARTMEN
OF S
TATE
STATE
SEC.
102.
Contracts
Sw. 102. Contracts entered into
into in foreign
foreign countries
countries involving
involving

expenditures from
from any
any of
the appropriations
expenditures
of the
appropriations under
under this title shall
shall
not be subject to the provisions
provisions of section 3741 of
of the
the Revised
Revised Statutes
Statutes
(41
U. S. C.
C. 22).
(41 U.S.
22).
Transportation
of
Transportation of
SEO.
SE0. 103.
103. The provision
provision of law
law prescribing
prescribing the
use of
the use
of vessels
vessels of
of
effects.
United States registry by any
any officer
officer or employee
employee of the United
United States
States
49 Stat. 2015.
(46
C. 1241)
1241) shall
not apply
apply to
any travel
travel or
transportation of
49
Stas.
2015.
(46 U.
U. S.
S. C.
shall not
to any
46 U.
or transportation
U.S.
C,
of
Supp. II,
S. C.,
§1241
s241note.
effects payable
from funds
payable from
funds appropriated,
appropriated, allocated,
allocated, or
or transferred
transferred
Secretary of State or the Department
to the Secretary
of State.
State.
Department of
Termination of emTermination of emSEC.
Notwithstanding the provisions of section
SEC. 104. Notwithstanding
the Act
Act
section 6
6 of
of the
ployment.
ployment.
5U.
S. C., Supp.
U..C.,
Supp. II. of August 24, 1912 (37
(37 Stat.
Stat. 555),
of any
any other
other law,
law,
555), or
or the
the provisions
provisions of
16.52.
es.
the Secretary
in his
his absolute
absolute discretion,
the curcurSecretary of
of State
State may,
may, in
discretion, during
during the
rent fiscal year, terminate
terminate the
of any
any officer
or employee
employee
the employment
employment of
officer or
of the Department
Department of State or
of the
Foreign Service
Service of
the United
United
or of
the Foreign
of the
States whenever
termination necessary
States
whenever he shall deem such termination
necessary or
or advisable
advisable
in the interests of the
the United
United States.
States.
Exchange
funds.
Exchange o/
offunds.
SEC.
The exchange
exchange of
of funds
for payment
in conSEC. 105.
105. The
funds for
payment of expenses
expenses in
connection
operation of
nection with the operation
diplomatic and
and consular
consular establishments
establishments
of diplomatic
abroad
abroad shall not be subject
subject to
to the
3651 of
of the
the provisions
provisions of
of section
section 3651
the
Revised Statutes (31
S. C.
543).
(31 U.
U. S.
C. 543).
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SEC.
SEC. 106. Appropriations
Appropriations under this
Act available
available for
for expenses
expenses in
in
this Act
connection
connection with travel of personnel outside
outside the
the continental
United
continental United
States, including travel of dependents
dependents and transportation
transportation of
of personal
personal
effects, household
household goods, or automobiles
automobiles of
personnel, shall
be
of such
such personnel,
shall be
available for such expenses when any
or transportransporany part
part of
of such
such travel
travel or
the current
fiscal year
year pursuant
orders issued
tation begins
begins in
in the
current fiscal
pursuant to
to travel
travel orders
issued
in that year,
year, notwithstanding
that such
such travel
travel or
or transportatransportanotwithstanding the
the fact
fact that
tion may
not be
be completed
completed during
during the
the current
fiscal year.
tion
may not
current fiscal
year.
SEC. 107. Notwithstanding
Notwithstanding the
the provisions
provisions of
of section
16a of
the Act
Act
SEC.
section 16a
of the
of August
August 2,
Law 600),
Government-owned vehicles
may
2, 1946
1946 (Public Law
600), Government-owned
vehicles may
be used
used in foreign
foreign countries
countries for
transportation of
of United
United States
States GovGovfor transportation
ernment
employees from their
ernment employees
residence to
to the
return when
when
their residence
the office
office and
and return
public
facilities are
are unsafe
or are
available: Propublic transportation
transportation facilities
unsafe or
are not
not available:
Provided, That each
Chief of Mission
each Chief
shall have
have prior
prior authority
authority from
Mission shall
from
the Secretary
Secretary of
approve such
such transportation.
transportation.
of State to approve
SEC.
S
EC. 108. This title may
the "Department
may be
be cited as
as the
"Department of
of State
State
Appropriation Act,
Act, 1950".
1950".
Appropriation
TITLE II-DEPARTMENT
II—DEPARTMENT OF
OF JUSTICE
JUSTICE
LEGAL ACTIVITIES
LEGAL
ACTIVITIES AND
AND GENERAL
GENERAL ADMINISTRATION
ADMINISTRATION

For personal
personal services
in the
the District
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, including
services in
including aahealth
health
service program
program as
as authorized
law (5
U. S.
C. 150),
150), and
and for
for special
special
service
authorized by
by law
(5 U.
S. C.
Attorney General
attorneys and special
special assistants
assistants to the Attorney
follows:
General as
as follows:
For the offices of the Attorney
General, Solicitor
Attorney General,
Solicitor General,
General, Assistant
Assistant
to the Attorney
Attorney General,
Assistant Solicitor
General, Pardon
General, Assistant
Solicitor General,
Pardon Attorney,
Attorney,
Board of
of Immigration
Immigration Appeals,
Appeals, and
$845,000.
Board
and Board
Board of
of Parole,
Parole, $845,000.
For the Administrative
Administrative Division,
$1,232,000.
Division, $1,232,000.
For legal activities not
provided for, $5,680,400,
not otherwise
otherwise provided
including
$5,680,400, including
exceed $100,000
part of
which, except
for payment
of foreign
not to
to exceed
$100,000 (no
(no part
of which,
except for
payment of
foreign
counsel,
compensation of
counsel, shall be used to pay the compensation
persons except
except
of any
any persons
attorneys
authorized to practice
attorneys duly licensed and authorized
practice under
laws of
of
under the
the laws
any State, Territory,
Territory, or the District
Columbia) for
District of Columbia)
for compensation
compensation
(not to exceed
exceed in
case $10,330
annum) of
special attorneys
and
in any
any case
$10,330 per
per annum)
of special
attorneys and
assistants to the Attorney
Attorney General
General and to United
district
United States district
provided for,
attorneys not otherwise
otherwise provided
employed by
by the
Genfor, employed
the Attorney
Attorney General to
and of
of foreign
foreign counsel
counsel employed
employed
to aid in
in special matters
matters and
and cases,
cases, and
by the Attorney
Attorney General
cases: Provided,
Provided, That
That reports
reports be
be
General in
in special
special cases:
submitted to the Congress
Congress on the 1st of
July and
January showing
of July
and January
showing the
the
names of the persons
persons employed
employed under the foregoing
foregoing limitation, the
the
annual rate
compensation or
or amount
of any
any fee
to each,
each,
rate of
of compensation
amount of
fee paid
paid to
together with
with aadescription
description of
of their
their duties.
together
duties.
Not to exceed
foregoing appropriations
exceed $250,000
$250,000 of the foregoing
appropriations for
for personal
personal
services
than the
Administrative Division)
be available
services (other
(other than
the Administrative
Division) shall
shall be
available
for the employment, on duties
duties properly
properly chargeable
chargeable to
of said
to each
each of
said
appropriations, of special assistants
to the
the Attorney
without
assistants to
Attorney General
General without
regard to
to the
Act of
the Classification
Classification Act
of 1923,
1923, as
as amended.
amended.
Contingent expenses:
expenses: For
miscellaneous and
emergency expenses
expenses
For miscellaneous
and emergency
authorized or
the Attorney
General or
Administraauthorized
or approved
approved by
by the
Attorney General
or his
his Administrative Assistant,
and binding,
stenographic reporting
tive
Assistant, including
including printing
printing and
binding, stenographic
reporting
services
contract as authorized
services by contract
authorized by
15 of
of August
August
by section
section 15
of the
the Act
Act of
2,
(5 U.
U. S.
S. C.
55a), a
a health
health service
as authorized
2, 1946 (5
C. 55a),
service program
program as
authorized by
by
law (5
(5 U. S. C. 150),
150), an
examination of
of estimates
appropriation
and examination
estimates of
of appropriation
in
the field;
$398,800 shall
be available
available for
in the
field; $1,114,600,
$1,114,600, of
of which
which $398,800
shall be
for concontractual
tractual services and services authorized
authorized by
section 15
of the
the Act
Act of
of
by section
15 of
August
1946, in the
August 2,
2, 1946,
the Lands
Lands Division.
Division.
•Traveling
Traveling expenses:
expenses: For
For necessary
expenses not
not otherwise
necessary traveling
traveling expenses
otherwise
provided
$218,000.
provided for,
for, $218,000.

Travel expenses.
expenses.
Travel

60 Stat. 810.
5
II. S.
S. C.
78.
5 U.
. §78.

Citation
Citation of
of title.

Department of JusDepartment
tice Appropriation
Appropriation
tice
Act, 1950.
1950.
Act,
404.
Ante, p. 404.

Stat. 90.
R.
60 Stat.

Special assistants
assistants to
Special
Attorney
Attorney General.
General.

Reports to Congress.
Congress.

42 Stat. 1488.
C.
661-674;
55II.
U. S.. C.
. §§ 661-674;
II, S1662
d esq.
Supp. UI,
662 et
&W.
Post, p. 972.
Port,

60 Stat. 810.
60 Stat. 903.
60
03.

60
60 Stat. S10.
810.
S. (.
C..i
a5U.
U. a.
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Salaries
Salaries and expenses, Antitrust Division:
expenses necessary
Division: For
For expenses
necessary
for the enforcement
enforcement of antitrust and
including traveling
and kindred
kindred laws
laws, including
traveling
expenses,
expenses services
services as authorized
authorized by
section 15
the Act
Act of
of August
August 2,
2,
by section
15 of
of the
60
810.
60 Stat.
stat. 810.
1946 (5
U. S.
and personal services
services in the District of Columbia,
1946
(5 U.
S. C. 55a),
55a) ,and
Columbia,
$3,750,000, of which $125,000
be available
exclusively for
for activities
$125,000 shall
shall be
available exclusively
activities
Permanent regional
railroad reparations
That none
none
fPermnent
regional in
in connection
connection with
with railroad
reparations cases:
offices.
cases: Provided,
Provided, That
of this appropriation
appropriation shall
expended for
the establishment
shall be expended
for the
establishment and
and
maintenance of permanent
permanent regional
regional offices
Antitrust Division.
offices of
of the
the Antitrust
Division.
Examination of judicial offices:
Examination
For the
the investigation
investigation of
of the
the official
official
offices: For
acts,
records 'and
attorneys, clerks
clerks of
of the
th e U
n ited
acts, records,
and accounts
accounts of
of marshals,
marshals, attorneys,
United
States courts and Territorial
Territorial courts,
probation officers,
officers, and
and United
courts, probation
United
States commissioners,
commissioners, for which purpose
the official
official papers,
papers, records,
records,
purpose all
all the
and dockets of said officers,
officers' without exception,
exception, shall
be examined
examined by
by
shall be
the agents of the Attorney General
General at any
also the
the official
official
any time; and
and also
acts records,
of reporters,
reporters, referees,
referees, and
and trustees
trus t
ees o
such
acts,
records, and
and accounts
accounts of
offsuch
courts;
couAs '
•travel
travel expenses;
expenses; $109,000,
$109,000, to
be expended
expended under
under the
th e direction
di recti on
to be
of the Attorney General.
Salaries
Salaries and
and expenses,
expenses, claims of persons of
Japanese ancestry:
For
of Japanese
ancestry: For
expenses
necessary for payment
expenses necessary
payment of claims of persons of Japanese
Japanese
62
f2 Stat.
tat. 1231.
12l.
50 U. S. tD., Supp.

n. app. ftAi1981-1987.
1981-1987.
n,

ancestry,
ancestry, pursuant
pursuant to
Act of
July 2,1948
2, 1948 (Public
(Public Law
Law 886),
886), includincludto the
the Act
of July

ing personal services
services in the District of Columbia,
travel, and
and printing
printing
Columbia, travel,
$1,200,000, of which
and binding, $1,200,000,
be
which not
not to
to exceed
exceed $200,000
$200,000 shall
shall be
available
available for administrative
administrative expenses.
expenses.
Property claims
claims of alien enemies:
enemies: For
claims, pursuant
pursuant
For payment
payment of
of claims,
Ante, p. 12.
12.
At,
to the Act of March
March 15,
15, 1949 (Public Law 17),
17), relating
relating to
to property
property
deposited
deposited by alien enemies
enemies or United States citizens
Japanese
citizens of
of Japanese
ancestry, $44,000.
$44,000.
Miscellaneous salaries and expenses, field: For salaries
Miscellaneous
salaries and
and other
other
expenses
expenses of the
the field
field service,
not otherwise
provided for,
service, not
otherwise specifically
specifically provided
for,
including travel expenses; a
ahealth
health service
service program
as authorized
authorized by
by
program as
60
60 Stat.
Stat. 903.
903.
law (5
(5 U.. S. C. 150);
services as authorized
law
150) ,• temporary
temporary services
authorized by section 15 of
of
60 Stat.
60
Stat. 810.
810.
the Act
the
Act of August
August 2, 1946
1946 (5
(5 U. S. C. 55a);
55a) ;and notarial
notarial fees or
or like
services;
$440,000.
services; $440,000.
expenses of district attorneys, and so
Salaries and expenses
forth: For
For salsalso forth:
aries, travel, and other expenses
United States
States district
attorneys,
expenses of
of United
district attorneys,
their
regular assistants and other
their regular
other employees, including the office
office
expenses
expenses of United States
States district
Alaska, $5,585,000.
$5,585,000.
district attorneys
attorneys in
in Alaska,
Salaries
expenses of marshals, and
Salaries and expenses
and so
so forth:
For salaries,
salaries, fees,
fees,
forth: For
and expenses of United States marshals, deputy
deputy narshals,
marshals, and
and clerical
clerical
assistants, including services
rendered in
in behalf
beh alf of
ofth
Un ited S
tates
services rendered
thee United
States
Services in
in Alaska.
Alaska.
Services
or
otherwise; services
in Alaska
or otherwise;
services in
Alaska in collecting
collecting evidence
evidence for the United
United
States when so specifically
specifically directed
directed by the Attorney
Attorney General;
meals
General; meals
and
lodging for
in attendance
attendance upon
upon juries
juries when
when
and lodging
for deputy
deputy marshals
marshals in
Transfer of prisoners
torterrsoners
ordered by the court;
traveling expenses,
expenses, including
the actual
actual and
and
court; traveling
including the
to narcotic farms.
necessary expenses
expenses incident to the transfer of
the custody
custody
of prisoners in
in the
of United States marshals
marshals to narcotic
narcotic farms;
farms; purchase
purchase of
pasof four
four passenger motor
including two
two vans
for replacement
repl acemen ton
l
y at
at not
motor vehicles
vehicles, including
vans for
only
not
to exceed
$5,000
each; and
and firearms
and
ammunition; $5,630,000,
$5,630,000, of
exceed
$5,000
each;
firearms
and
ammunition;
of
Temporary deputy
Temprary deputy which amount
marshals.
amount not to exceed $50,000
$50,000 shall be available
available for the employment of temporary
temporary deputy marshals, in lieu of bailiffs, at
at a
rate not
not to
to
a rate
exceed $10
$10 per
day.
exceed
per day.
Poet, p. 745.
Post, p. 74.
Fees of
of witnesses:
witnesses: For expenses, mileage,
Fees
mileage, and per diems
diems of witnesses and for per diems
lieu of
subsistence, such
such payments
payments to
to be
be
diems in lieu
of subsistence,
made on the certification
certification of the attorney
attorney for
for the
States and
and
the United
United
States
62 Stat. 912.
62
to be
be conclusive
conclusive as
as provided
provided by
by law
law (28
S. C.
C. 551),
551) $700,000:
$700,000: Pro(28 U.
U. S.
Pro28 Sta.
C.,
U. S.912.supp
C., Supp.
II,
vided, That
excee d $50,000
thi s amount
amount shall
shall be
be available
ii, §551.
55i.
vided,
That not
not to
to exceed
$50,000 o
offthis
available
Authorization by
Attorney General.
Oenera
Attorney
b for such compensation
compensation and
witnesses or
informants as
as
and expenses
expenses of
of witnesses
or informants
may be authorized
authorized or approved
approved by the
General or
or his
his AdminAdminthe Attorney
Attorney General
approval shall be
istrative Assistant, which approval
be conclusive: Provided
Provided
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further, That no part of the sum herein appropriated
appropriated shall be used
used
further,
to pay
pay any witness more than one attendance
attendance fee for any
any one
one calendar
calendar
further, That whenever
whenever an employee
employee of the United
United
day: Provided
Provided further,
States performs travel in order to appear
appear as aa witness on behalf
behalf of
of
connection
the United States in any case involving the activity in connection
employed, his travel expenses
expenses in connection
connection
with which such person is employed,
therewith shall be payable from the appropriation
otherwise available
available
therewith
appropriation otherwise
for the travel expenses of such employee.
employee.

Limitation on
on atatLimitation
tendance
tendance fee.
expenses of
Travel expenses
Federal employees.

FEDERAL BUREAU
BUREAU OF
or INVESTIGATION
INVESTIGATION
FEDERAL

Salaries and expenses,
expenses detection and prosecution
For
Salaries
prosecution of crimes:
crimes: For
expenses necessary
necessary for the detection
detection and prosecution
prosecution of crimes
crimes against
against
protection of
President
the United States; for the protection
of the
the person
person of the
the President
classification and
and
of the United States; the acquisition, collection, classification
preservation of identification
identification and other records
exchange
preservation
records and their exchange
officials of the Federal
with the duly authorized
authorized officials
Federal Government,
Government, of States,
cities, and other institutions; for such other investigations
investigations regarding
regarding
official matters under the control of the Department of Justice
Justice and the
Department of State as may be directed
Attorney General;
Department
directed by the Attorney
General;
Columbia; a
a health service
including personal services in the District of Columbia;
program
(5 U. S. C. 150);
150) ;purchase
program as authorized
authorized by law (5
purchase of five hundred. (for
(for replacement
dred
replacement only) and hire of passenger
passenger motor vehicles
vehicles;;
purchase
purchase at not to exceed $10,000,
$10,000, for replacement
replacement only, of one armore
armored
motor vehicle;
vehicle; printing and binding;
firearms and ammunition;
binding; firearms
ammunition; not to
to
exceed $10,000
$10,000 for taxicab hire to
used exclusively
exclusively for
the purposes
purposes
exceed
to be
be used
for the
traveling expenses,
expenses, including
including expenses,
expenses,
set forth
forth in
in this paragraph;
paragraph; traveling
concerned
in an amount not to exceed $4,500, of attendance
attendance at meetings concerned
with the work of such Bureau when authorized
authorized in
writing by the
in writing
Attorney General; not to exceed $3,000 for membership
membership in the International Commission of Criminal Police; payment
national
payment of
of rewards
rewards when
when
specifically authorized
Attorney General
General for information
specifically
authorized by the Attorney
information leadexceed
ing to the apprehension
apprehension of fugitives from justice; and not to exceed
$70,000
confidential character,
$70,000 to
to meet unforeseen
unforeseen emergencies
emergencies of aa confidential
character,
to
Attorney General,
General, who shall
shall
to be
be expended
expended under
under the direction
direction of
of the
the Attorney
certificate of
amount of such
expenditure as he
think
make aacertificate
of the amount
such expenditure
he may
may think
deemed
it advisable not to specify, and every such certificate
certificate shall be deemed
therein expressed
expressed to have been
been
aa sufficient voucher for the sum therein
expended;
$52,585,141, of which
which not to exceed
be immeexpended; $52,585,141,
exceed $'750,000
$750,000 shall be
available: Provided,
compensation of
Director
diately available:
Provided, That
That the
the compensation
of the Director
of the Bureau shall be $14,000
position is
$14,000 per annum so long as the position
present incumbent:
Provided further,
amount
filled by the present
incumbent: Provided
further,That
That of the amount
herein
reserve for
emergencies
herein appropriated
appropriated $100,000
$100,000 is to
to be held as
as a
a reserve
for emergencies
arising
extortion, bank robbery,
arising in connection
connection with kidnaping,
kidnaping, extortion,
robbery, and
and
released for
amounts and at such times
times as
to be
be released
for expenditure
expenditure in such amounts
may determine.
determine.
the Attorney General
General may
None
Federal Bureau
None of the
the funds
funds appropriated
appropriated for
for the Federal
Bureau of
of InvestiInvestigation shall
shall be
to pay
the compensation
compensation of
any civil-service
gation
be used
used to
pay the
of any
civil-service
employee.
employee.

Protection of
Protection
of the
President.
President.

60 Stat. 903.
903

Travel expenses.
expenses.

International ComInternational
mission of Criminal
Police.
Police.
Emergencies of conEmergencies
fidential character.
character.

Compensation of
of
Director.
Director.
Reserve
for certain
certain
Reserve for
emergencies.
emergencies.

Civil-service ememCivil-service
ployees.
ployees.

IMMIGRATION AND
NATURALIZATION SERVICE
IMMIGRATION
AND NATURALIZATION

Immigration and
Naturalization Service:
Service:
Salaries and
and expenses,
expenses, Immigration
and Naturalization
necessary for
for the
the adminadminFor expenses,
expenses, not otherwise provided
provided for,
for, necessary
laws relating
istration and enforcement
enforcement of
of the
the laws
relating to immigration,
immigration,
naturalization, and
in the
the District
District
naturalization,
and alien
alien registration;
registration; personal
personal services
services in
of Columbia; aahealth
health service
service program as
as authorized
authorized by law
law (5 U. S. C.
C.
150)
maintenance, transportation,
transportation, and other expenses
expenses
150);;care, detention, maintenance,
exclusion of aliens
aliens in the
incident to the
the deportation,
deportation, removal,
removal, and exclusion
United States
States and
through, or
or in
foreign countries;
countries; advance
United
and to,
to, through,
in foreign
advance of
of

903
60 Stat. 903.

460
460
Payment of
allow,Pament
of allowances to aliens.

80
Stat. 810
60 Stat.
Alien enemies,
enemies.
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cash to aliens for meals and
and lodging while en route;
of allowallowroute; payment
payment of
ances (at aa rate not in excess
excess of $1
to aliens,
aliens, while
while held
in
$1 per day) to
held in
immigration laws,
custody under the immigration
performed; payment
payment
laws, for
for work
work performed;
of rewards
rewards for information leading to the apprehension
apprehension or
or convicconvicviolators of the immigration
tion of violators
not to
$20,000 to
to
immigration laws;
laws; not
to exceed
exceed $20,000
meet unforeseen
a confidential
unforeseen emergencies
emergencies of a
confidential character,
character, to
to be
be
expended under the direction of the
the Attorney
General and
accounted
Attorney General
and accounted
for solely on his certificate;
certificate; traveling expenses, including
including not
not to
to
exceed
exceed $5,000 for attendance
attendance at meetings
meetings concerned
concerned with
the purposes
purposes
with the
of this appropriation;
appropriation; purchase
purchase (not to
exceed one
hundred and
fifty,
to exceed
one hundred
and fifty,
for
for replacement
replacement only) and hire of passenger
passenger motor vehicles;
vehicles; purchase
purchase
exceed four),
(not to exceed
four), maintenance,
maintenance, and
and operation
operation of
of aircraft;
aircraft; firearms
firearms
and ammunition;
ammunition; printing and binding, including
including citizenship
citizenship texttextdistribution; refunds
books for free distribution;
refunds of
tax, maintenance
bills,
of head
head tax,
maintenance bills,
immigration fines, and other
immigration
other items properly
properly returnable,
except deposits
returnable, except
deposits
of aliens who become
charges and deposits to
of
become public
public charges
payment
to secure
secure payment
of fines and passage
passage money; stenographic
reporting services
services by
by constenographic reporting
contract as authorized
authorized by section 15 of
August 2,
1946 (5
(5
of the
the Act
Act of
of August
2, 1946
U. S.
maintenance, remodeling,
U. S. C.
C. 55a);
55a) ;operation,
operation, maintenance,
remodeling, and
repair of
of
and repair
buildings
the purchase
purchase of
of equipment
equipment incident
buildings and
and the
incident thereto;
thereto; and
and for
for

all necessary
incident to the maintenance,
all
necessary expenses
expenses incident
maintenance, care,
detention,
care, detention,
surveillance, parole, and transportation
surveillance,
transportation of alien
enemies and
and their
their
alien enemies
wives and dependent
dependent children,
children, including
transportation and
and other
other
including transportation
expenses
expenses in the return
return of such persons to place
place of
of bona
bona fide
fide residence
residence
or to such other
other place
place as may be authorized
the Attorney
General;
authorized by
by the
Attorney General;
Use of privately
Used orprvately $30,500,000;
$30,500,000; Provided,
Provided, That
of Immigration
Immigration and
and
That the
the Commissioner
Commissioner of
owned horses.
Naturalization may
may contract
contract with officers
Naturalization
officers and employees
employees for the use,
Employment of
imntertr
of on official business,
business, of
of privately
Provided further,
further, That
That
privately owned
interpreters.
owned horses:
horses: Provided
provisions of law prohibiting
prohibiting or restricting
restricting the employment
employment of
of aliens
aliens
in the Government
Government service shall not
to the
employment of
not apply to
the employment
of
interpreters in the Immigration and
Naturalization Service
interpreters
and Naturalization
Service (not
(not to
to
exceed ten permanent
permanent and such
employees as
as are
are required
required
such temporary
temporary employees
from time
to time) where competent citizen
from
time to
citizen interpreters
interpreters are
are not
not
available.
FEDERAL
FEDERAL PRISON
PRISON SYSTEM
SYSTEM

Attendance atmeet.
at meetAttendance
ings.

Pos, p. 87

Pod. P. 876.

Motor vehicles.
Motor
vehicles.

Acquisitionof
Acquisition
of land.

Salaries and expenses,
expenses, Bureau of Prisons:
Prisons: For
salaries and
and travel
For salaries
travel
expenses in the District of Columbia
and elsewhere
elsewhere in
in connection
with
Columbia and
connection with
the supervision of the maintenance
the
maintenance and care
care of
of United
States prisoners,
United States
prisoners,
including
including printing and
and binding and the
the compilation
compilation of
of statistics
statistics
relating to prisoners
prisoners in Federal
Federal and
non-Federal penal
correctional
and non-Federal
penal and
and correctional
institutions,
$466,000: Provided,
institutions, $466,000:
Provided, That not to exceed
exceed $3,500
$3,500 of this
amount
expenses of attendance
amount shall be available
available for expenses
attendance at
at meetings
meetings conconcerned with the work of the Bureau
Bureau of Prisons
incurred on
on the
the
Prisons when
when incurred
written
authorization of the
written authorization
Attorney General.
the Attorney
General.
Salaries
and expenses,
Salaries and
expenses, penal and correctional
correctional institutions:
institutions: For
For
expenses
necessary for the support
expenses necessary
prisoners, and
and the
maintenance
support of
of prisoners,
the maintenance
and operation
operation of Federal
correctional institutions
Federal penal and correctional
institutions and
and the
the
construction
construction of buildings at prison camps, interment
interment or
or transporting
transporting
remains
deceased inmates to their relatives
remains of deceased
relatives or friends
in the
United
friends in
the United
States; including
including purchase
purchase of eight passenger
passenger motor
States;
motor vehicles,
vehicles, including
including
one bus at not to exceed
exceed $20,000, for
only; not
not to
to exceed
exceed
for replacement
replacement only;
$10,000
expenses of attendance
$10,000 for expenses
attendance at
concerned with
with the
the
at meetings
meetings concerned
work of the Federal Prison System
System when
when authorized
in writing
writing by
by the
authorized in
the
Attorney General;
Attorney
General; traveling
traveling expenses; furnishing
furnishing of
uniforms and
and
of uniforms
other distinctive
distinctive wearing
wearing apparel
apparel necessary
necessary for
employees in
in the
for employees
the
performance of
their official
duties; not to exceed
performance
of their
official duties;
exceed $35,000
$35,000 for the
acquisition
acquisition of land adjacent to
to any
any Federal
Federal penal
penal or
or correctional
correctional
institution when, in the opinion
opinion of
of the Attorney
Attorney General,
General, the
the additional
additional
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land is essential
essential to the
safety of
the instiinstithe protection
protection of
of the
the health
health or
or safety
of the
tution;
firearms and
ammunition; purchase
purchase and
of farm
farm
tution; firearms
and ammunition;
and exchange
exchange of
products and livestock;
livestock; $18,800,000:
$18,800,000: Provided,
products
Provided, That
3709 of
of
That section 3709
the Revised
Revised Statutes, as
to apply
to
as amended,
amended, shall
shall not
not be
be construed
construed to
apply to
any purchase
purchase or service rendered
rendered under this
appropriation when
when the
this appropriation
the
aggregate
aggregate amount
does not
not exceed
$500: Provided
Provided further,
further,
amount involved
involved does
exceed $500:
That collections in cash
laundry, barber
barber service,
uniform
cash for meals, laundry,
service, uniform
equipment, and
and any
any other
other items
items for
is made
originally
equipment,
for which
which payment
payment is
made originally
from appropriated
appropriated funds,
funds, may
may be
be deposited
deposited in
in the
the Treasury
Treasury to
the
from
to the
the appropriation
for maintenance
maintenance and
of the
the
credit of
of the
appropriation for
and operation
operation of
institutions.
Medical
Medical and hospital
hospital service:
service: For medical
medical relief
relief for inmates
inmates of
of
penal and correctional
correctional institutions and
appliances necessary
and appliances
necessary for
for
patients including personal services
services in
District of
of Columbia
Columbia and
and
in the
the District
furnishing and laundering
laundering of uniforms and other distinctive
distinctive wearing
wearing
apparel
apparel necessary
necessary for the employees
employees in
the performance
performance of
their official
official
in the
of their
duties; $1,592,000:
$1,592,000: Provided,
Provided, That there
may be
to the
the
there may
be transferred
transferred to
Health Service
Service such
amounts as
may be
necessary, in
in the
the discrediscrePublic Health
such amounts
as may
be necessary,
tion of the Attorney General
General for direct
direct expenditure
expenditure by
by that
that Service.
Service.
Construction of
of buildings
buildings and
and facilities:
For construction,
Construction
facilities: For
construction, remodelremodelnecessary buildings
at existing
existing penal
ing, and equipping
equipping necessary
buildings and
and facilities
facilities at
penal
and correctional
correctional institutions and
and all
all necessary
necessary expenses
expenses incident
incident
thereto, to be expended
expended under the direction
direction of
General by
by
of the
the Attorney
Attorney General
contract
contract or purchase
purchase of
and hire
hire of
of labor
services and
and
of material
material and
labor and
and services
utilization of
labor of
of United
United States
States prisoners
as the
utilization
of labor
prisoners as
the Attorney
Attorney General
General
$497,000, of
of which
for replacereplacemay direct,
direct, $497,000,
which $280,000
$280,000 shall
shall be
be available
available for
ment of aapower plant
at the
the United
States Penitentiary,
Leavenworth,
plant at
United States
Penitentiary, Leavenworth,
Kansas;
the Attorney
Attorney General
authorized to
to enter
enter
Kansas; and,
and, in
in addition,
addition, the
General is
is authorized
and incur
incur obligations
into contracts
contracts and
obligations in
in an
amount not
not to
exceed
an amount
to exceed
replacement at aa total
$900,000, for completion of such replacement
to
total cost not
not to
exceed
exceed $1,180,000.
$1,180,000.
Support
United States
States prisoners:
prisoners: For
For support
support of
Support of
of United
of United
United States
States
prisoners in non-Federal institutions
institutions and
in the
the Territory
Territory of
of Alaska,
Alaska,
and in
including
necessary clothing
clothing and
medical aid;
aid; rent,
rent, repair,
repair, alteration,
alteration,
including necessary
and medical
and
and the
the maintenance
maintenance of
of prisoners
and maintenance
maintenance of
of buildings
buildings and
prisoners
therein,
occupied under
authority of
of sections
and 5
of the
the Act
Act of
of
therein, occupied
under authority
sections 4
4 and
5 of
May
(18 U.
U. S.
S. C.
May 14, 1930
1930 (18
C. 4003,
4003, 4009)
4009) ;
; support
support of
of prisoners
prisoners becoming
becoming
insane during imprisonment
who continue
insane after
after expiration
expiration
imprisonment and
and who
continue insane
of sentence, who
to whom
they can
can be
be
who have
have no
no relatives
relatives or
or friends
friends to
whom they
sent; shipping
shipping remains
remains of
deceased prisoners
of deceased
prisoners to
to their
their relatives
relatives or
or
friends in
interment of
deceased prisoners
prisoners whose
whose
in the United
United States and
and interment
of deceased
remains are unclaimed;
unclaimed; expenses
expenses incurred
pursuing,
incurred in
in identifying,
identifying, pursuing,
and returning
returning escaped
escaped prisoners and
rewards for
for their
capture;
and for
for rewards
their capture;
and for repairs, betterments,
betterments, and
of United
States jails,
jails,
and improvements
improvements of
United States
including
sidewalks; $1,675,000.
$1,675,000.
including sidewalks;
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S. C. §
5.
41 U.
U. S.C.
56.
403.
Ante, p. 403.

Credit of
Credit
of appropriation.

Transfer
of funds.
Transfer of

S. Penitentiary,
U. 8.
Leavenworth, Kans.
Kans.
Leavenworth,

U. S. prisoners in
U.
non-Federal instituinstitunon-Federal
tions and in Alaska.
tions

46
48 Stat.
326,62
Stet.
Stat. 326,
62 Stt.
848, 849.
849.
848,
18 U. 8.
S. C.
Supp.
18
C. Supp.
II, I§
ill 4003,
4003, 4009.
4008.
II,

OFFICE OF ALIEN PROPEBTY
OFTICE
PROPERTY

Office of Alien Property: The Attorney
Attorney General,
such officer
officer as
General, or such
as
he may designate,
authorized to
to pay
of any
any funds
funds or
or
designate, is
is hereby
hereby authorized
pay out
out of
other property
property or interest vested
vested in
transferred to
to him
pursuant
in him or
or transferred
him pursuant
to or
or with respect
to
respect to
to the
the Trading
with the
the Enemy
Act of
of October
October 6,
6,
Trading with
Enemy Act
411,
40 Stat. 411.
(50 U. S. C. App.),
1917, as amended
amended (50
App.), necessary
necessary expenses
expenses incurred
in
incurred in
S. 0.
50 U. S.
0. app.
carrying
carrying out the powers
and duties
conferred on
Attorney General
General 31;
powers and
duties conferred
on the
the Attorney
1; Snpp.II,3
Supp. H, 4d8eq.
4td .
Administrative
Administrative expursuant to
to said
said Act:
Act: Provided,
That not
shall be
be
pursuant
Provided,That
not to
to exceed
exceed $4,000,000
$4,000,000 shall
pen.ses.
penses.
available
available in
year for
the general
general administrative
administrative
in the
the current
current fiscal
fiscal year
for the
expenses of the
Property, including
printing and
and bindexpenses
the Office
Office of
of Alien
Alien Property,
including printing
binding;
rent of
of private
Government-owned space
space in
the District
of
ing; rent
private or
or Government-owned
in the
District of
Columbia; not
$70,000 for
as authorized
Columbia;
not to
to exceed
exceed $70,000
for services
services as
authorized by
by section
section

462
462
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60
60 Stat.
Stat. 810.
810.

15 of the Act of August
55a);;personal services in
August 2, 1946 (5
(5 U. S. C. 55a)
in
the District of Columbia; aahealth service
service program
program as
as authorized
authorized by
by
60 Stat.
60
Stat.. 903..
(5 U. S. C. 150)
150), ,and traveling
including attendance
law (5
traveling expenses, including
attendance at
at
Report to Congresorganizations concerned with
with the work of the
the Office:
Office: ProPromeetings of organizations
Report
to Congres- meetings
sional committees.
before November
1 of the current fiscal year,
vided further,
further, That
That on or before
November 1
a report
the Attorney General
General shall make a
report to
Appropriations
to the Appropriations
Committees of the Senate and the House
House of Representatives
Representatives giving
giving
administrative and nonadministrative
detailed information
information on all administrative
nonadministrative
expenses incurred during the next preceding
fiscal year
in connection
preceding fiscal
year in
connection
Transfer
of funds
funds.
Transfer o
Provided further,
with the activities of the Office of Alien Property:
Property: Provided
further,
That of the total amount herein authorized
authorized the amount
amount of
$100,000 is
of $100,000
is
to be transferred
transferred to the Administrative
Administrative Division,
Division, Department
Department of
of
Justice.
GENERAL
GENERAL PROVISIONS-DEPARTMENT
PROVISIONS—DEPARTMENT OF
OF JUSTICE
JUSTICE
License requirerequireLien'se
ment for attorneys.

used
appropriated by this title may be used
of the funds
funds appropriated
SEC.
202. None
S
EC. 202.
None of
hereafter employed
to pay the compensation
compensation of any person hereafter
employed as an
attorney unless such person shall be duly licensed and
and authorized
authorized to
to
practice as an
under the
State, Territory,
Territory, or
or the
the
an attorney
attorney under
the laws
laws of
of aa State,
District of Columbia.
Reimbursement to
Reimbursement
SEC. 203. Sixty
SEe.
Sixty per centum
centum of the expenditures
expenditures for the offices
offices of
of the
II. S.
Ante, p. 311..
United
States district
United States
district attorney
marshal for
for the
the
attorney and
and the
the United
United States
States marshal
District of Columbia from all appropriations
appropriations in this title shall
shall be
be
reimbursed
reimbursed to the United
United States from any funds in the Treasury
Treasury of the
the
United States
credit of
of Columbia.
Columbia.
States to the
the credit
of the
the District
District of
Exchange
Exchange of books,
books,
SEC.
procurement of lawbooks, books of reference,
SEC. 204. In
In the procurement
reference, and
and
etc.
c.
periodicals, the
the Department
Department of Justice
to exchange
exchange or
or
Justice is
is authorized
authorized to
sell similar items and apply the exchange allowances
allowances or
proceeds of
of
or proceeds
sales in such cases in whole or in part payment
payment therefor.
SEC.
Appropriations under
SEC. 205. Appropriations
under this title available
salaries and
and
available for salaries
62 stat.083.
Stat. 983.
expenses shall be available
expenses
available for payment
payment of
of claims
claims pursuant
pursuant to
to section
section
28
26 U. S.
S. C., Supp.
II,
403
of the
the Federal
Federal Tort
Tort Claims
Claims Act
Act (28
(28 U.
U. S.
C. 2672).
II, 2672.
403 of
S. C.
2672).
Ante, pp. 62, 106.
SEC. 206.
may be
be cited
cited as
the "Department
"Department of
of Justice
Justice
SEC.
206. This
This title
title may
as the
Ctatio
titl.
Citation of
title.
Appropriation Act,
1950".
Appropriation
Act, 1950".
Department of
ofp
Commerce Appropri-

Comearetment

ation Act, 1950.
ation
Ante,
404.
Ante, p.. 40.

60 Stat.
60
Stat. 810.
810.

60 Stat. 810.

s0ientifi l or
or tech.
Scientific
techetc.
nical reports, etc.

TITLE
COMMERCE
III-DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
TITLE III—DEPARTMENT
OFFICE OF
THE SECRETARY
SECIETARY
OFFICE
OF THE

Salaries and expenses: For necessary
necessary expenses
expenses of the Office
Office of the
Secretary of Commerce
Commerce (hereafter
Secretary
this title
title referred
referred to
as the
the
(hereafter in this
to as
Secretary) including personal
personal services
Secretary)
services in the
Columbia;
the District
District of Columbia;
passenger motor vehicle for replacement
purchase of one passenger
replacement only
only at
at not
not
to exceed
exceed $4,000; printing and
and binding; services
services as
as authorized
by
authorized by
section 15
15 of the
the Act of August
August 2,
2 1946
section
1946 (5 U. S. C. 55a),
55a), at rates for
for
individuals
individuals not to exceed
exceed $50 per diem;
diem; and teletype
teletype news service
service (not
(not
exceeding $1,000)
$1,299,000.
$1,000);;$1,299,000.
Technical and scientific
Technical
For necessary
in the
the
scientific services:
services: For
necessary expenses
expenses in
performance of activities
performance
activities and
and services
services relating
to the
collection, comcomrelating to
the collection,
pilation,
pilation, and dissemination
dissemination of technological
as an
an aid
aid
technological information
information as
to business in the development
foreign and
domestic commerce.
development of foreign
and domestic
commerce.
including personal
personal services
services in the District
District of Columbia;
Columbia; not to
to exceed
exceed
$2,000 for services as authorized by section 15 of the Act
$2.000
Act of
of August 2,
1946
(5 U.
1946 (5
U. S.
S. C.
C. 55a)
g,
$219.000:
Provided,
55a);;and
and printing
printing and
and bindin
binding,
$219.000: Provided,
That the Secretary is authorized,
authorized, upon request of any
any public or private
organization
appropriate process, indeorganization or individual,
individual, to reproduce
reproduce by appropriate
pendently
pendently or through any other agency
agency of the
Government, any
any
the Government,
scientific
scientific or technical report, document.
document, or descriptive material, foreign
or domestic, which has been
to
been released
released for public dissemination,
dissemination, and to
sell such reproductions
reproductions at aaprice not less than the estimated
estimated total cost
cost
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reproducing and disseminating same as may be determined by the
of reproducing
Secretary,
received from such sale to be deposited in a
a
Secretary, the moneys received
account in
such account
account to be available for
the Treasury,
Treasury, such
in the
special account
reimbursing any appropriation
of
appropriation which may have borne the expense of
dissemination and making
making refunds to organreproduction and dissemination
such reproduction
izations
izations and individuals when entitled thereto.
BUREAU
Or
BUREAU OF

TILL
THE CENSUS
CENSUS

Salaries
certification: For
citizenship certification:
age and
and citizenship
Salaries and expenses, age
expenses
necessary for searching census records and supplying inforexpenses necessary
mation incident to carrying out the provisions
provisions of the Social
Social Security
49 Stat.
Stat. 620.
620.
49
Act,
requirements with respect to age and citizenstatutory requirements
Act, and other statutory
42 U.
S. C.
C. §§
30142
U. S.
§i 3011336;
Supp.
II, 1303
1303 at
1336;
Supp.
II,
et
ship
certification,
including
personal
services
of
governseat
at
the
services
ship certification, including personal
seq.
microfilm, binding records,
records, and photographic
photographic supplies,
supplies,
Ante, p.
p. 445.
ment, travel, microfilm,
Procedure for
for furfurProcedure
$105,000: Provided,
hereunder for the furnishing
furnishing nishing
procedure hereunder
Provided, That the procedure
$105,000:
nishing evidence
evidence of
of
age.
from
establishment of age of indi- age.
evidence for the establishment
from census records of evidence
regulations approved jointly by the Secshall be
be pursuant to regulations
viduals shall
Administration.
retary and the Social Security
Security Administration.
Current
collecting,
necessary for collecting,
statistics: For expenses necessary
Current census statistics:
compiling,
publishing current census statistics provided for by
compiling, and publishing
Temporary employemployTemporary
law;
temporary employees
employees at rates to be fixed by the Secretary
Secretary of
of ees.
law; temporary
ees.
Stat.
1488.
42
1488.
42
Commerce
without
regard
to
the
Classification
Act;
and
printing
Act;
Classification
Commerce without regard to the
U. S. C.
C. §§
661-674;
1 661-674;
55U.S.
binding; the
obtaining State, municipal,
municipal, and other records;
Supp. II,
662 deq.
att seq.
II, 9§662
records; Supp.
of obtaining
the cost
cost of
binding;
Post, p.
p. 972.
972.
Post,
preparation of monographs on census subjects and other work of
preparation
specialized character
character by contract;
contract; and purchase,
purchase, construction,
construction, repair,
specialized
and rental
tabulating equipment
equipment and
electrical tabulating
and electrical
mechanical and
rental of mechanical
and
other labor-saving
$5,750,000, of
$100,000 shall be
of which
which $100,000
labor-saving devices; $5,750,000,
other
available exclusively
vessel shipping statistics.
exclusively for vessel
available
Poet, p.
p. 874.
874.
Post,
Seventeenth
decennial census:
census: For expenses
expenses necessary
necessary for taking,
Seventeenth decennial
compiling, and
seventeenth decennial
decennial census as authorpublishing the seventeenth
and publishing
compiling,
46 Stat.
Stat. 21.
21.
including personal services at the 46
201-219), including
ized by law (13 U. S. C. 201-219),
Ante.
Ante. p. 406.
elsewhere at rates to be fixed by the Secretary
Secretary
government and elsewhere
seat of government
of
Commerce without
Classification Act and the Federal
Federal
to the
the Classification
regard to
without regard
of Commerce
42 Stat.
Stat. 1488;
1488; 59
59 Stat.
Stat.
42
binding; serv- 295.
Employees
amended; printing
printing and binding;
Employees Pay Act of 1945, as amended;
295.
5
U.
S.
C.
§§661-674,
5
U.
S.
C.
§1661-674,
C.
ices
as
authorized
by
section
15
of
the
Act
August
2,
1946
(5
S.
(5
U.
2,1946
of
ices as authorized by section 15 of
901 et
at seq.;
Supp. II,
II,
901
aeq.; Supp.
55a) ;health
health service
authorized by law (5 U. S. C. 150)
662 et
et seq.,
seq., 902
et seq.
150);; f662
902 et
seq.
program as authorized
service program
55a);
Ante, p.
265; post,
Ane,
p. 265;
and
compensation of
the Department
and pp.
Department of Commerce and
employees of the
of employees
and compensation
972, 073.
pp. 972,
973.
00
Stat. 810,
903.
810, 903.
60 Stat.
departments and independent
establishments of the Government
Government
independent establishments
other departments
who
$41,885,000, to remain available
available
who may be detailed for field work; $41,885,000,
until December 31, 1952.
General administration,
Bureau of the Census:
Census: For expenses necesadministration, Bureau
General
sary
administration, including
temporary employees at
including temporary
general administration,
sary for general
rates to
Commerce without regard
regard to the
Secretary of Commerce
the Secretary
to be
be fixed by the
rates
42
Stat. 1488.
42 Stat.
1488.
Classification
and printing and binding; $870,000.
$870,000.
Act; and
Classification Act;
U. S. c.
C. §§661-674;
S661-674;
55U.S..
II, i§662 d
at seg.
seq.
Supp. II,

ADMINISTRATION
AERONAUTICS ADMINISTRATION
CIVIL AERONAUTICS

Salaries and
and expenses:
expenses of the Civil Aeronecessary expenses
For necessary
expenses: For
Salaries
nautics Administration
carrying out
out the
Civil
of the Civil
the provisions of
in carrying
Administration in
nautics
Aeronautics
of 1938,
1938, as
amended (49
(49 U.
U. S.
S. C.
C. 401),
401), and other Acts
as amended
Act of
Aeronautics Act
incident to
maintenance and
and
regulations; maintenance
safety regulations;
enforcement of safety
the enforcement
to the
incident
operation of
facilities and
furnishcontrol; furnishtraffic control;
air traffic
and air
navigation facilities
of air
air navigation
operation
ing advisory
service to
States and
public and private
private agencies
agencies
other public
and other
to States
advisory service
ing
in connection
construction or improvement
improvement of airports
airports and
and
the construction
with the
connection with
in
landing
areas; and
the disposal
disposal of surplus airports;
including perairports; including
and the
landing areas;
sonal services
aircraft (not exceedexceedof Columbia;
Columbia; hire of aircraft
the District of
services in the
sonal
ing $395,000)
maintenance of eighty-five
eighty-five aircraft;
aircraft;
operation and maintenance
the operation
$395,000) ;the
ing
prmting and
and binding;
binding; contract
stenographic reporting
fees
reporting services; fees
contract stenographic
printing
and mileage
mileage of
and other
other witnesses;
examination of estimates
estimates
witnesses; examination
of expert
expert and
and

Post, p.
p. 972.
972.
Post,

Post, p.
745.
Post,
p. 746.
52 Stat.
Stat. 973.
973.
52
49 U.
C. §401 at
U. S.. C.401
C.
49
seq.; Supp.
Supp. II,
§401 et
et
II, §401
seq.;
seq.
Weq.

Operattonand mainOperationandmain

tenance of aircraft, etc.
tenanceofairraft,
Pose, p.
Po,
p. 466.
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appropriations in the
purchase (not
to exceed
exceed forty,
forty, for
for
of appropriations
the field;
field; purchase
(not to
replacement
passenger motor
motor vehicles;
vehicles; purchase
purchase and
and
replacement only) and
and hire of
of passenger
repair
repair of skis
snowshoes; and
and salaries
traveling expenses,
expenses,
skis and snowshoes;
salaries and
and traveling
together
together with tuition
to exceed
and other
contractual
tuition (not
(not to
exceed $20,000)
$20,000) and
other contractual
expenses
expenses in connection
connection therewith,
therewith, of
employees detailed
detailed to
to attend
attend
of employees
courses
courses of
training conducted
conducted by
by the
the Government
or other
other organizaof training
Government or
organizaTransfer of aircraft,
transe
of airCraft, tions
tions serving
serving aviation;
$91,402,105, and
and the
the Departments
of the
the Air
Air
aviation; $94,402,105,
Departments of
etc.
Force, Army and
and Navy, are
to transfer
transfer to
to the
the Civil
are authorized
authorized to
Civil AeroAeronautics
nautics Administration
Administration without
without charge,
subject to
to the
approval of
of
charge, subject
the approval
the Bureau of the
replacement only),
only), aircraft
aircraft
the Budget,
Budget, aircraft
aircraft (for
(for replacement
engines, parts,
parts, flight
flight equipment,
equipment, and
line, and
and shop
shop equipengines,
and hangar,
hangar, line,
equipCrediting of funds
ment surplus
surplus to
to the
needs of
of such
such Departments:
Provided, That
That there
there
rom States
etonds
ment
the needs
from
States, etc.
Departments: Provided,
credited to this
may be credited
funds received
from States,
this appropriation,
appropriation, funds
received from
States,
counties,
and other
other public
public authorities
authorities for
for expenses
expenses
counties, municipalities,
municipalities, and
incurred in the maintenance
incurred
maintenance and
of airport
and operation
operation of
airport traffic
traffic control
control
towers.
Establishment
air-navigation facilities:
Establishment of air-navigation
facilities: For the
the acquisition
acquisition and
and
establishment by contract
contract or purchase
purchase and hire of air-navigation
establishment
air-navigation facilifacilities, including the equipment
equipment of additional
additional civil
civil airways
for day
day and
and
airways for
additional necessary
necessary lighting,
radio,
night flying; the construction
construction of
of additional
lighting, radio,
and
communicating structures
structures and
and apparatus;
apparatus; the
the
and other
other signaling
signaling and
and communicating
alteration and modernization
the
modernization of
of existing
existing air-navigation
air-navigation facilities;
facilities; the
acquisition of the
the necessary sites by lease
construction and
and
lease or
or grant;
grant; the
the construction
and related
related accommodations
for officers
officers and
and
furnishing of quarters
quarters and
accommodations for
employees
of the
the Civil
Civil Aeronautics
Administration and
the Weather
employees of
Aeronautics Administration
and the
Weather
Bureau stationed at remote
remote localities
localities not
soil where
where such
such
not on foreign
foreign soil
accommodations are not otherwise
available; personal
accommodations
otherwise available;
personal services in
in the
the
District of Columbia;
Columbia; purchase
(not to
exceed eight)
eight) and
of paspurchase (not
to exceed
and hire
hire of
passenger motor vehicles;
vehicles; printing and binding;
and not
not to
binding; and
to exceed
exceed
$200,000
emergency repairs and
$200,000 for emergency
replacement of
of facilities
facilities damaged
and replacement
damaged
by fire, flood, or storm; $18,650,000,
of which
for liquidaliquida$18,650,000, of
which $8,000,000
$8,000,000 is
is for
tion of obligations incurred
incurred under authority heretofore
heretofore granted
granted to
to
Contract
Contract authority.
authority. enter
contracts for the foregoing
and, in
enter into
into contracts
foregoing purposes;
purposes; and,
addition, the
the
in addition,
Civil Aeronautics
Aeronautics Administration
Administration is authorized
authorized to
to enter
enter into
contracts
into contracts
and incur obligations for purposes
purposes contained
contained in
paragraph in
in an
an
in this
this paragraph
amount not exceeding
exceeding $26,800,000: Provided,
Provided, That
heretoThat authority
authority heretofore granted under this head
head to enter into contracts
contracts for such purposes
purposes
Consolidation of appConsoliatlon ofp may
may be
exercised until
30, 1950:
That the
the conconbe exercised
until June
June 30,
1950: Provided
Provided further,
propriations.
further,That
solidated appropriation
appropriation under
under this head for
for the
the next preceding
preceding fiscal
fiscal
year is hereby consolidated
consolidated with and made
made a
apart
part of
of this
this appropriation
appropriation
e
Transfer of funds.
to be disbursed
Providedfurther,
disbursed and
and accounted
accounted for as one fund:
fund: Provided
further, That
transfers
transfers may be made from
appropriation to
to the
the appropriation
appropriation
from this
this appropriation
"Salaries
"Salaries and expenses,
expenses, Civil Aeronautics
Aeronautics Administration,"
Administration," for
for costs
costs
operation of aircraft
of maintenance
maintenance and
and operation
aircraft for initial flight checking
checking
of facilities
facilities established under this appropriation
appropriation (not to
to exceed
exceed
$350,000);;for necessary expenses in connection
$350,000)
connection with
the transportation
transportation
with the
by air to and from and within
within the Territories
of the
United States
States of
of
Territories of
the United
equipment secured under this appropriation
materials and equipment
appropriation (not
(not to
to
exceed $115,000)
$115,000) ;;and
and for
administrative costs
costs (not
(not to
to exceed
exceed
Traneroiitiesexceed
for necessary
necessary administrative
Transfer of facilities.
Treroffacilities. $375,000)
$375,000) :
:Provided
Providedfurther,
further,That the Departments
Departments of the Army, Navy,
Navy,
authorized during the current fiscal year
and Air Force are authorized
year to transfer
transfer
without charge, subject
subject to the approval of the Bureau
of the
the Budget,
Bureau of
Budget,
navigation and communication
appurtenances
air navigation
communication facilities,
facilities, including
including appurtenances
thereto, to the Civil Aeronautics
Aeronautics Administration.
Administration.
Technical development:
expenses necessary
in carrying
carrying out
out the
the
Technical
development: For
For expenses
necessary in
provisions
of
the
Civil Aeronautics
Act
of 1938,
as amended
amended (49
(49
provisions
of
the
Civil
Aeronautics
Act
of
1938,
as
52 Stat. 973.
59 U.StatS. C.. 401 st U
U.. S. C.
relative to
to such
such developmental
service testing
testing
C. 401), relative
developmental work
work and
and service
49
seq.; Sapp. If, f401 d
.;
In, 401 t
as tends
tends to
as
of improved
improved air-navigation
air-navigation facilities,
facilities, including
including
to the
the creation
creation of
seg.
Jer. supp.
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landing
aircraft engines,
propellers, appliances,
appliances, perperlanding areas,
areas, aircraft,
aircraft, aircraft
engines, propellers,
sonnel,
and operation
methods, and
and personal
personal services
services in
the District
District
sonnel, and
operation methods,
in the
of
Columbia; acquisition
lease or
or grant;
operation
of Columbia;
acquisition of
of necessary
necessary sites
sites by
by lease
grant; operation
maintenance of five aircraft,
aircraft, which
addition to
the
and maintenance
which shall
shall be
be in
in addition
to the
number
authorized herein under the
appropriation for
"Salaries and
and
number authorized
the appropriation
for "Salaries
expenses,
Civil Aeronautics
and printing
and bindexpenses, Civil
Aeronautics Administration";
Administration"; and
printing and
binding,•
$1,450,000.
ing; $1,450,000.
Maintenance and
operation, Washington
National Airport:
Airport: For
Maintenance
and operation,
Washington National
For
expenses
incident to
operation, maintenance,
and protection
protection
expenses incident
to the
the care
care, operation,
maintenance, and
of the
Washington National
of one
one paspasof
the Washington
National 'Airport,
Airport, including
including purchase
purchase of
senger motor
motor vehicle
vehicle for
for replacement
only; printing
printing and
not
senger
replacement only;
and binding;
binding; not
to
purchase, cleaning,
and repair
to exceed
exceed $2,900
$2,900 for the
the purchase,
cleaning, and
repair of
of uniforms;
uniforms;
of the
the
and arms
arms and ammunition;
ammunition; $1,250,000;
$1,250,000; and
and the
the Departments
Departments of
Air Force,
Navy, are
are authorized
authorized to
transfer to
the AdminisAir
Force, Army
Army and
and Navy,
to transfer
to the
Administrator without
payment therefor
therefor such
such equipment,
equipment, not
exceed $30,000
trator
without payment
not to
to exceed
$30,000
in value,
value ' as
is commonly
commonly used
used in
in ground
airports for
use
in
as is
ground operation
operation at
at airports
for use
of the
Washington National
Airport.
of
the Washington
National Airport.
Construction,
Washington National
National Airport:
Airport: For
For an
an additional
additional
Construction, Washington
construction at
at the
Washington National
National Airport,
to be
amount for
for construction
the Washington
Airport, to
be
used
the installation
installation of
of an
fuel oil
storage tank
tank and
and
used for
for the
an additional
additional fuel
oil storage
line, $196,500,
available until
expended.
aa steam
steam line,
$196,500, to
to remain
remain available
until expended.
Federal-aid
airport program,
Federal Airport
Airport Act:
carrying
Federal-aid airport
program, Federal
Act: For
For carrying
out
the provisions
provisions of
Airport Act
of May
May 13,
13, 1946
(except
out the
of the
the Federal
Federal Airport
Act of
1946 (except
section
),to
available until
until June
June 30,
1953, $14,500,000,
of which
which
section 55(a)
(a)),
to be
be available
30, 1953,
$14,500,000, of
$11,500,000 is
is for
for liquidation
liquidation of
of obligations
incurred under
under authority
authority
$11,500,000
obligations incurred
heretofore granted
to enter
enter into
into contracts
contracts for
for the
the foregoing
foregoing purposes;
purposes;
heretofore
granted to
authorized
and in addition,
addition, the
the Civil
Civil Aeronautics
Aeronautics Administration
Administration is authorized
until
June 30,
to enter
enter into
contracts and
and incur
incur obligations
obligations for
for
until June
30, 1953,
1953, to
into contracts
purposes
amount not
exceeding $36,500,000,
purposes of
of this
this paragraph
paragraph in
in an
an amount
not exceeding
$36,500,000,
of which
$36,000,000 shall
shall be
for projects
projects in
States in
in the
the States
in accordance
accordance
of
which $36,000,000
be for
with sections
of said
said Act,
and $500,000
$500,000 shall
shall be
for projects
and 6
6 of
Act, and
be for
projects
with
sections 55(b)
(b) and
in
Hawaii, Puerto
Puerto Rico
Rico and
Islands in
with
in Hawaii,
and the
the Virgin
Virgin Islands
in accordance
accordance with
section
Provided, That
That of
the amount
amount appropriated
appropriated
section 5
5 (c)
(c), as
as amended
amended::Provided,
of the
herein
$3,00d,000 shall
available as
as one
for necessary
necessary planning,
planning,
herein $3,000,000
shall be
be available
one fund
fund for
research, and administrative
expenses; including
including personal
personal services
services in
in
research,
administrative expenses;
the District
hire of
of passenger
motor vehicles;
vehicles; and
printthe
District of
of Columbia;
Columbia; hire
passenger motor
and printing and
binding; of
which $3,000,000
not to
exceed $550,000
$550,000 may
may be
be
ing
and binding;
of which
$3,000,000 not
to exceed
transferred to
to the
appropriation "Salaries
and expenses,
expenses, Civil
transferred
the appropriation
"Salaries and
Civil AeroAeronautics Administration',
Administration", to
for necessary
administrative
nautics
to provide
provide for
necessary administrative
expenses, including
the maintenance
maintenance and
and operation
operation of
expenses,
including the
of aircraft
aircraft and
and
printing and
binding: Provided
further, That
the appropriation
under
printing
and binding:
Providedfurther
That the
appropriation under
this head
head for
the next
next preceding
fiscal year
year is
merged with
with
this
for the
preceding fiscal
is hereby
hereby merged
this
this appropriation.
appropriation.
Construction of
public airports,
Territory of
of Alaska:
Alaska: For
For an
an addiof public
airports, Territory
addiConstruction
tional
amount for
of public
Territory of
of Alaska,
Alaska,
tional amount
for construction
construction of
public airports,
airports, Territory
$5,800,000,
expended for
for liquidation
liquidation of
of obliobli$5,800,000, to
to remain
remain available
available until
until expended
gations incurred
under authority
granted in
in the
the Second
Second Deficiency
authority granted
Deficiency
gations
incurred under
Appropriation
Act, 1948,
1948, to
contracts for
purpose.
for such
such purpose.
into contracts
to enter
enter into
Appropriation Act,
Air
navigation development:
development: For
For expenses
expenses necessary
necessary for
for planning
planning
Air navigation
and
developing a
system of
of aids
to air
air navigation
air
and air
aids to
navigation and
and developing
a national
national system
traffic control
common to
to military
including
and civil
civil air
air navigation,
navigation, including
traffic
control common
military and
research, experimental
and development, by
purchase, and
investigations, purchase,
research,
experimental investigations,
contract or
or otherwise,
otherwise, of
of air
navigation aids
aids (including
(including
new types
types of
air navigation
of new
contract
plans, specifications,
specifications, and
and drawings)
personal services
services in
in the
District
the District
drawings);;personal
plans,
of Columbia;
Columbia; hire
hire of
of passenger
aircraft; printing
printing
vehicles and
and aircraft;
passenger motor
motor vehicles
of
and
binding; services
services as
authorized by
by section
section 15
of the
the Act
Act of
of
15 of
as authorized
and binding;
August 2,
U. S.
S. C.
55a), at
at rates
not in
in excess
excess
individuals not
rates for
for individuals
C. 55a),
2, 1946
1946 (5
(5 U.
August
of $50
diem; acquisition
acquisition of
of necessary
necessary sites
sites by
lease or
or grant;
and
grant; and
by lease
per diem;
of
$50 per
81939
.--50--PT.1
81939°-50--PT.
I-30

80

Additional aircraft.
aircraft.
Additional

463.
Ante, p. 463.

Transfer of equipequip
ment.

60 Stat. 170, 172.
C. R1101.49 U. S. C.
11011119; Supp. II,
II,ft 1101
1119;
seq.
et seq.
Post,
pp. 478, 480,
480,
Post, pp.
903, 925.
605, 903,925.

60 Stat.
Stat. 172,
172, 173.
S. C.
§§ 1104
49 U. S.
C. §§1104
(b),
1105,
1104
(c).
(b), 1105, 1104 (c).
Post, pp. 903, 925.
Post,
research,
Planning, research,
etc.

Transfer of funds.
Transfer
Ante, p. 463.

62 Stat. 1039.
1039.

60
80 Stat.
Stat. 810.
810.

466
466
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payments in
advance under
for research
development
payments
in advance
under contracts
contracts for
research or
or development
work;
exceed $130,000
$130,000 for
expenses; $3,000,000,
$3,000,000,
for administrative
administrative expenses;
work; not
not to
to exceed
and,
in addition,
the Civil
is authorized
authorized
Aeronautics Administration
Administration is
and, in
addition, the
Civil Aeronautics
to enter
into contracts
contracts and
obligations for
for the
the purposes
purposes contained
contained
and incur
incur obligations
to
enter into
in
paragraph in an
an amount
amount not
not exceeding
exceeding $4,000,000.
in this
this paragraph
AERONAUTICS BOARD
CIVIL AERONAUTICS

Civil
Board, salaries
salaries and
and expenses:
expenses: For
necessary
For necessary
Aeronautics Board,
Civil Aeronautics
expenses
the Civil
personal services
services
Board, including
including personal
expenses of
of the
Civil Aeronautics
Aeronautics Board,
in the
the District
District of
Columbia; contract
stenographic reporting
servreporting servcontract stenographic
of Columbia;
in
ices;
on a
contract or
or fee
fee basis
basis withwitha contract
guards on
of temporary
temporary guards
ices; employment
employment of
out regard
regard to
to section
3709 of
amended; salaries
salaries
out
section 3709
of the
the Revised
Revised Statutes,
Statutes, as
as amended;
and traveling expenses
expenses of employees
employees detailed to attend
and
attend courses
courses of
training
conducted by
by the
the Government
or industries
industries serving
serving aviation;
aviation;
Government or
training conducted
expenses
examination of
of estimates
estimates of
appropriations in
in the
the field;
field;
of appropriations
expenses of
of examination
hire
of passenger
motor vehicles;
vehicles; hire,
hire, operation,
operation, maintenance,
maintenance, and
and
hire of
passenger motor
repair
of aircraft;
aircraft; and
and binding;
$3,620,500.
printing and
binding; $3,620,500.
repair of
and printing

41 U.. s.
B.
. C. i$§.5..
41
Ante, p. 403.
Antep.43,
.

COAST AND
AND GEODETIC
COAST
GEODETIC SURVEY
SURVEY

7
61 Stat.
Stat . 787.
7
33 U. S. C. Stipp.
n, §§ 88.3a-8831.

i

n,

pp.

883

.

61 Stat. 787.
S. C.,
C., Snpp.
33 U. 5.
Stipp.
npp

II, if83a
883a-883i.
i.
nI,

Bomber
Bomber or fathometer reader.
eter reader.
Employees
Employees of other
agencies.
agencies

Death gratuity.
Vehicles.

60
60 Stat.
Stat. 810.
810.

Salaries
expenses necessary
necessary to
to
Salaries and
and expenses,
expenses, departmental:
departmental: For
For expenses
carry
in. the
Columbia the
the provisions
provisions of the
carry out in
the District
District of
of Columbia
the Act
Act of
August
6, 1947
(33 U.
S. C.
C. 883a-883i),
883a-883i), including
including the
the purchase
of
purchase of
U. S.
1947 (33
August 6,
maps
aeronautical charts;
instrucharts; maintenance
maintenance of an instrumaps and
and nautical
nautical and
and aeronautical
ment
shop and
and procurement
exchange of
of metal
metal working
working and
and woodwoodment shop
procurement or
or exchange
working
supplies and
and equipment;
equipment; motion-picture
equipment; chart
chart
working supplies
motion-picture equipment;
paper, drafting,
photographic, photolithographic,
photolithographic, and printing
printing suppaper,
drafting, photographic,
plies
printing and
instruments (except
plies and
and equipment;
equipment; printing
and binding;
binding; instruments
(except sursurveying
instruments) ;and
$3,750,000, of which
which
veying instruments);
and stationery
stationery for field
field use; $3,750,000,
not to
available for
services.
not
to exceed
exceed $3,230,000
$3,230,000 shall
shall be
be available
for personal
personal services.
Salaries
and expenses,
field: For
to carry
carry out
out in
in
Salaries and
expenses, field:
For expenses
expenses necessary
necessary to
Act of August
(33 U.
L. S. C.
the field
field the provisions
provisions of the Act
August 6, 1947 (33
C.
883a-883i),
including the
the operation
operation and
883a-883i) ,including
of ships
ships and
and other
other
and maintenance
maintenance of
field
units; replacement
replacement of
of observatories
and auxiliary
auxiliary buildings
buildings where
where
observatories and
field units;
necessary;
purchase of
specifications of
lease of
of
necessary; purchase
of plans
plans and specifications
of vessels;
vessels; lease
sites where
where necessary
magnetic and
and
sites
necessary and
and the
the erection
erection of
of temporary
temporary magnetic
seismological buildings;
operation, maintenance,
maintenance, and
and repair
repair of
seismological
buildings; operation,
of an
an
airplane for
photographic surveys;
crating, and transporting
transporting
airplane
for photographic
surveys; packing, crating,
personal household
effects of
of commissioned
commissioned officers
officers when
when transferred
transferred
personal
household effects
from one
one official
official station
and of
of commissioned
commissioned officers
officers who
who
from
station to
to another,
another, and
and funeral
funeral expenses
officers, as
as
die on active duty, and
expenses of commissioned
commissioned officers,
authorized by law; and extra
extra -compensation
exceed $15 per
authorized
compensation at not to exceed
month to each member
a vessel
assigned duties as
member of the crew of a
vessel when
when assigned
bomber or fathometer
fathometer reader, and
and at not to exceed
exceed $1 per day for
each station to employees
employees of other Federal
observing
Federal agencies
agencies while
while observing
tides or
or currents
currents or
$5,900,000.
tides
or tending
tending seismographs;
seismographs; $5,900,000.
commissioned officers:
officers: For pay and
and allowances
prescribed by
Pay, commissioned
allowances prescribed
by
law
exceed one
hundred and seventy-one
law for
for not to exceed
one hundred
seventy-one commissioned
commissioned
officers
and of
retired in accordance
accordance with
officers on
on the active
active list
list and
of officers
officers retired
with
existing
existing law, including payment of six months' death gratuity
gratuity as
authorized
authorized by
by law,
law, $1,310,000.
$1,310,000.
The foregoing
foregoing appropriations
Coast and
appropriations for
for the
the Coast
and Geodetic
Survey
Geodetic Survey
exceed ten vehicles known
known
shall be available
available for the purchase
purchase of not to exceed
as
suburban carry-alls,
which five
five shall
shall be
be for
for
as station wagons
wagons and suburban
carry-alls, of
of which
replacement only, and
(not to
exceed $25,000)
$25,000) for
as authorreplacement
and (not
to exceed
for services
services as
authorsection 15
of the
Act of
of August
ized by section
15 of
the Act
August 2, 1946
1946 (5
(5 U.
U. S.
S. C.
C. 55a).
55a).
BUREAU
OF FOREIGN
FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC
DOMESTIC COMMERCE
BUREAU OF
COMMERCE

Departmental salaries
salaries and
and
Departmental
and expenses:
expenses: For
For personal
personal services
services and
other
necessary expenses
expenses of
Bureau of
of Foreign
and Domestic
Domestic
other necessary
of the
the Bureau
Foreign and
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Commerce
at the
the seat
seat of
of government,
government, including
printing and binding,
binding
including printing
Commerce at
purchase of commercial
commercial and trade
trade reports, and not to exceed
exceed
the purchase
$50,000 for
authorized by section 15 of the Act of August 2,
for services
services as authorized
$50,000
55a), $4,878,500:
$4,878,500: Provided,
That expenses of field
field
Provided, That
1946 (5 U. S. C. 55a),
studies
Bureau
personnel of the Bureau
departmental personnel
surveys conducted by departmental
studies or surveys
payable from the amount herein appropriated.
appropriated.
shall be payable
necessary to operate
operate and maintain
maintain
expenses necessary
Field office
office service:
service: For expenses
regional, district, and cooperative
cooperative branch offices for the collection
collection and
and
dissemination
information useful in the development
development and improvedissemination of information
ment
throughout the
the United
States and its possessions,
United States
ment of
of commerce
commerce throughout
personal services
services in the District
including not to exceed $90,000 for personal
of Columbia,
Columbia, and printing and binding, $2,079,500.
$2,079,500.
Export control: For expenses necessary
carrying out the pronecessary for carrying
Control Act
(Public Law 11,
11, approved
approved
Act of 1949 (Public
visions of the Export Control
February 26, 1949),
1949), relating to export controls, including personal
personal
February
services as authorized
authorized by
in the District of Columbia and services
services in
55a), at rates not
not
of the Act of August 2, 1946 (5 U. S. C. 55a),
section 15 of
to
$50 per
printing and binding,
diem for individuals,
individuals, and printing
per diem
to exceed $50
$4,550,000, of which
which not to exceed
exceed $1,500,000
may be transferred
transferred to the
$1,500,000 may
$4,550,000,
Bureau
enforcement of the
of Customs,
Customs, Treasury Department, for enforcement
Bureau of
export
which not to exceed $105,000
$105,000 may be
of which
program, and of
export control program,
transferred
to the
the appropriation
"Salaries and expenses"
expenses" under
under
appropriation for "Salaries
transferred to
the
the Office
Office of the Secretary.

60 Stat. 810.
60
Field surveys.
Field
surveys.

Ante, p. 7.
7.
60
810.
60 Stat. 810.
Transfer of funds.
Ante,
Ante, p. 360.
366.
Ante, p. 356.

PATENT OFFICE

Salaries and
and expenses:
personal
including personal
expenses, including
necessary expenses,
For necessary
expenses: For
Salaries
services
Columbia and the salary
salary of the Commissioner
Commissioner
District of Columbia
in the District
services in
at
$10,330 per
per annum;
annum; services
by section
Act
15 of the Act
section 15
authorized by
as authorized
services as
at $10,330
Stat. 810.
810.
60 Stat.
of August
August 2,
S. C.
C. 55a),
to 80
individuals not to
at rates for individuals
55a), at
U. S.
1946 (5
(5 U.
2, 1946
of
exceed
(not to
to exceed
$25,000) ;expenses
transporting
expenses of transporting
exceed $25,000);
diem (not
per diem
$75 per
exceed $75
to
foreign governments
publications of
of patents
issued by
the Patent
Patent
by the
patents issued
governments publications
to foreign
Office;
defense
of
suits
instituted
against
the
Commissioner
of
Patents;
Patents;
of
the
Commissioner
against
Office; defense of suits instituted
travel;
printing and
contingent expenses of the
and other contingent
binding; and
and binding;
travel; printing
of
Multigraphing of
Patent Office:
of the
the drawings
drawings for headings.
headings of
the headings
headings.
That the
Provided, That
Office: Provided,
Patent
patented
cases may
may be
multigraphed in
the
Office for the
Patent Office
the Patent
in the
be multigraphed
patented cases
purpose of
of photolithography;
photolithography; $10,825,000.
$10,825,000.
purpose
NATIONAL
STANDARDS
OF STANDARDS
BUREAU OF
NATIONAL BITREATI

For expenses
in carrying
provisions of the Act
out the provisions
carrying out
necessary in
expenses necessary
For
approved March
3, 1901
1901 (5
(5 U.
U. S.
C. 591,
591, 597597; 15
C. 271-278),
271-278),
U. S.
S. C.
15 U.
S. C.
March 3,
approved
and
Acts supplementary
Bureau
functions of the Bureau
affecting the functions
thereto affecting
supplementary thereto
and Acts
and
the functions
functions set
the Bureau
Bureau of
of Standards
Standards in the
under the
forth under
set forth
and the
"Department
of Commerce
Appropriation Act, 1935",
1935", including
Commerce Appropriation
"Department of
personal services
rental of laboratories
laboratories
Columbia; rental
the District of Columbia;
services in the
personal
in
field; construction
construction of
of working
when suitable
the field
field when
quarters in the
working quarters
in the
the field;
facilities
not otherwise
otherwise available
and living
living quarters at remote
available and
are not
facilities are
localities;
to buildings
and other
other plant
plant facilifacilibuildings and
alterations to
and alterations
repairs and
localities; repairs
ties,
and not
not to
$700,000 for
for improvements
improvements to buildings,
buildings,
exceed $700,000
to exceed
ties, and
grounds,
other plant
plant facilities
construction of minor
minor
including construction
facilities including
and other
grounds, and
buildings and
other facilities
facilities in
of Columbia and in the
the District of
in the
and other
buildings
field to
or material
must be
be isolated
isolated
which must
material which
apparatus or
special apparatus
to house
house special
field
from
activities; building
structures;
experimental structures;
of temporary
temporary experimental
building of
other activities;
from other
expenses of
the visiting
demonstration of the results
results of
of
committee; demonstration
visiting committee;
of the
expenses
the
deemed most
may be deemed
as may
or otherwise
otherwise as
exhibits or
by exhibits
work by
Bureau's work
the Bureau's
effective;
and cleaning
cleaning of
guards;
for guards;
uniforms for
of uniforms
repair, and
purchase, repair,
effective; purchase,
purchase
not to
exceed five passenger
passenger motor
replacevehicles for replacemotor vehicles
to exceed
of not
purchase of
ment only;
only; printing
and binding;
exceed $100,000
services
for services
$100,000 for
to exceed
not to
binding; not
printing and
ment
as
authorized by
by section
(5 U. S. C.
1946 (5
2, 1946
August 2,
the Act
Act of August
of the
15 of
section 15
as authorized
55a)
and purchase
journals or other periodicals
periodicals
from trade
trade journals
of reprints
reprints from
purchase of
55a);;and

25 Stat.
Stat.
25
Stat. 659, 32 Stat.
826; 31
31 Stat.
1449.
826;
Stat. 149.

48 Stat.
852.
48
Stat. 81.

OD
Stat. 810
810.
0 Stat.

468

Availability
Availability of funds
for certain
certain employees
employees
in Arctic region.
region.

Stat. 26
296, 298.
59 Stat.
5U.S.
U. S. C.
C. §i911-913,
fi911-913,
921,
921, 922; Supp. II,
I 922 note.
§
Transfer
Transfer of surplus
surplus
equipment.
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of articles prepared
prepared officially
officially by Government
Government employees,
employees, as
as follows:
follows:
Operation and administration:
administration: For
Operation
For the
the general
general operation
operation and
and
administration
administration of the Bureau;
Bureau; improvement
improvement and
and care
of the
the grounds;
care of
grounds;
plant equipment; maintenance
plant
maintenance and protection
of buildings,
protection of
buildings, including
including
repairs and alterations
alterations thereto;
thereto; $1,400,000.
$1,400,000.
Research and testing:
testing: For calibrating
calibrating and
and certifying
certifying measuring
measuring
instruments,
apparatus, and standards in
instruments, apparatus,
terms of
of the
the national
national standin terms
standards; the preparation
preparation and distribution
of standard
standard materials
the
distribution of
materials;•the
testing of equipment,
materi
al
s,
an dsupp
li es i
n connect i
on with 'Govequipment, materials,
and
supplies
in
connection
with Government
improvement of
ernment purchases;
purchases; the improvement
of methods
of testing;
advisory
methods of
testing; advisory
services to governmental
governmental agencies
agencies on
technical matters;
matters;
on scientific
scientific and
and technical
the maintenance
development of national
maintenance and
and development
national standards
standards of
of measuremeasurement;
ment; the development
development of improved
improved methods
methods of
of measurement;
measurement; the
the
determination
determination of physical constants
constants and the
properties of
of materials;
the properties
materials;
the
investigation of mechanisms and structures,
the investigation
structures, including
including their
their econeconomy,
efficiency, and safety;
omy, efficiency,
safetT; the study of fluid resistance
resistance and
and the
the flow
flow
of fluids
fluids and heat;
of
heat; the investigation
investigation of radiation,
radiation, radioactive
radioactive subsubstances, and
and X-rays;
stances,
X-rays; the development
development of methods
of chemical
chemical analysis
analysis
methods of
and synthesis,
synthesis, and the investigation
investigation of the properties
and
properties of
of rare
rare subsubstances; investigations relating
stances;
relating to the
the utilization
utilization of
of materials,
materials, includincluding lubricants
ing
lubricants and liquid fuels; the study of
processes and
and methods
of new
new processes
methods
of
of fabrication;
fabrication; the solutions of problems
problems arising
arising in
in connection
connection with
with
standards;
standards; cooperation
cooperation with Government
purchasing agencies,
agencies, indusindusGovernment purchasing
tries, and national
organizations in
national organizations
specifications and
and
in developing
developing specifications
facilitating their use;
facilitating
use; encouragement
encouragement of the
the application
application of
of the
the latest
latest
developments in
in the utilization and standardization
standardization of
developments
of building
building
materials;
development of engineering
materials; the development
engineering and
safety codes,
codes, simplified
simplified.
and safety
practice
recommendations, and commercial
practice recommendations,
commercial standards
standards of
of quality
and
quality and
performance;
performance; and the compilation
compilation of
and dissemination
dissemination of
of scientific
of and
scientific
and technical
technical data;
data; $4,300,000.
$4,300,000.
Radio propagation and standards:
development and
and maintemaintestandards: For
For development
nance of primary
nance
primary standards of measurement
measurement of
of electrical
electrical quantities
quantities
at radio frequencies;
frequencies; calibrating
calibrating and
and certifying
certifying radio
radio measuring
measuring
instruments,
instruments, apparatus, and standards
standards in terms of
the national
primary
of the
national primary
standards; investigation of the
affecting the
propagation
the phenomena
phenomena affecting
the propagation
of radio waves; the broadcasting
of
broadcasting of
of radio
radio signals
signals of
of standard
standard frefrequency; the compilation
dissemination of
quency;
compilation and dissemination
technical
of scientific
scientific and
and technical
data relating
relating to the propagation
propagation of
of radio
and measurement
measurem en t
radio waves
waves, and
of electrical
electrical quantities
quantiti es at
atradio
ra di o frequencies:
frequenci
es: Provided,
Provided, That
That for
for ememployees
ployees conducting
conducting observations on
on radio
radio propagation
propagati on ph
enomena i
phenomena
inn
the
Arctic region, the funds
the Arctic
funds appropriated
appropriated and
and the
the funds
funds transferred
transferred
or advanced
advanced from other Government
or
Government agencies
agencies to
to the
the National
National Bureau
Bureau
of Standards
of
Standards shall be available
available for the
appointment of
such employees
employees
the appointment
of such
at base
base rates
at
rates not in excess of $5,000 per annum
without regard
regard to
to the
annum without
the
civil service
service and
and classification
classification laws and titles II
II and III of the
civil
the Federal
Federal
Employees
Employees Pay
Pay Act of 1945; and for the furnishing
furnishing of
of food,
food, shelter,
shelter,
and protective
protective clothing and equipment, without
and
without repayment
repayment therefor,
therefor,
to employees
Government assigned
employees of the Government
assigned to
Arctic stations;
stations; and
and the
the
to Arctic
Departments
Departments of the Army, Navy, and Air
Force are
are authorized,
authorized, subsubAir Force
ject to
the approval of the Bureau of the Budget,
ject
to the
to transfer
transfer without
Budget, to
without
charge to the
the National
National Bureau of Standards
charge
materials, equipment,
Standards materials,
equipment,
and supplies, surplus to their
and
their needs and
and necessary
the establishestablishnecessary for
for the
ment,
maintenance, and
operation of Arctic
Arctic ionosphere
ment, maintenance,
and operation
ionosphere observation
observation
stations, $3,100,000.
$3,100,000.
stations,
WEATHER BUREAU
WEATHER
BUREAU
Salaries
Salaries and
and expenses:
expenses: For expenses
expenses necessary for
for the
the Weather
Weather
Bureau,
personal services in the District
Bureau, including
including personal
of Columbia;
District of
Columbia;
maintenance and
and operation
maintenance
operation of aircraft, and
and purchase
of one
one for
for
purchase of
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replacement
not to
replacement only; printing and binding;
binding; not
exceed $25,000
$25,000 for
for
to exceed
services as authorized
authorized by
of the
of August
August 2,
2, 1946
by section
section 15
15 of
the Act
Act of
1946
(5 U.
U. S. C. 55a);
exceed $10,000
(5
55a) ;not to exceed
for maintenance
of a
aprinting
printing
$10,000 for
maintenance of
office in the City of Washington,
Washington, as
authorized by
by law;
law; not
not to
exceed
as authorized
to exceed
$10,000 for the United States
$10,000
States contribution
contribution to
to the
of the
the cost
cost of
the secretariat
secretariat
of the International
International Meteorological
Meteorological Committee;
and erection
of tempotempoCommittee; and
erection of
rary living and working quarters
observers at
at remote
remote localities
localities
quarters for
for observers
where such quarters are not
available; $24,179,000:
$24,179,000: Provided,
not otherwise
otherwise available;
Provided,
That during the current
current fiscal year,
year, the maximum
maximum amount
amount authorized
authorized
under
3 (a) of the Act of
under section 3
June 2,
1948 (Public
(Public Law
of June
2, 1948
Law 573),
573), for
for
extra
compensation to employees
extra compensation
employees of
Government agencies
agencies for
for
of other
other Government
taking and transmitting
meteorological observations,
observations, shall
transmitting meteorological
shall be
$5 per
per
be $5
day;
clay; and the maximum base
base rate
authorized under
b)
rate of
of pay
pay authorized
under section
section 33(
(b)
of said Act, for employees conducting
conducting meteorological
meteorological investigations
in
investigations in
the Arctic region, shall be $5,000
$5,000 per annum,
except that
not more
more
annum, except
that not
than five of such employees
employees at any
any one
one time
time may
may receive
receive aabase
base rate
rate
of $7,500
per annum.
annum.
of
$7,500 per

810.
60 Stat. 810.
International
MeteInternational Meteorological
Committee.
orological Committee.

Employees
Employees of other
other
agencies.
agencies.
286.
62 Stat.
Stat. 286.
16 U.
U. S.
S. 0.,
C., Snpp.
Stipp.
15
an.
II, 327.

GENERAL
GENERAL PROVISIONS-DEPARTMENT
PROVISIONS—DEPARTMENT OF
COMMERCE
OF COMMERCE

SEC.
"Salaries and expenses",
SEC. 302. The appropriations
appropriations "Salaries
expenses", Civil AeroAeronautics Administration;
Administration; "Salaries
and expenses
Civil Aeronautics
nautics
"Salaries and
expenses" ,Civil
Aeronautics
"Radio propagation
and standards",
National Bureau
Bureau of
Board; "Radio
propagation and
standards", National
of
Standards; and
"Salaries and
and expenses",
expenses", Weather
shall be
and "Salaries
Weather Bureau,
Bureau, shall
be
available
available under regulations
regulations to
prescribed by
by the
the Secretary,
for
to be prescribed
Secretary, for
furnishing to
to employees
furnishing
employees of
Aeronautics Administration,
the
of the
the Civil
Civil Aeronautics
Administration, the
Civil Aeronautics
Aeronautics Board,
Board, and
Weather Bureau
Alaska and
and
and the
the Weather
Bureau in
in Alaska
other areas outside
States, where
outside the United
United States,
where determined
determined necessary
necessary
by the Secretary,
Secretary, free emergency
services by
by contract
contract or
or otherotheremergency medical
medical services
wise and medical
medical supplies in an
an amount
$20,000, and
and for
for
amount not
not to
to exceed
exceed $20,000,
transportation, and storage
the purchase, transportation,
storage of
of food
and other
other subsistsubsistfood and
contract or
or otherwise
resale to
to such
such employees,
employees,
ence supplies
supplies by
by contract
otherwise for
for resale
through
through commissaries
mess halls,
the proceeds
such resales
resales
commissaries and
and mess
halls, the
proceeds from
from such
appropriation from
to be credited
credited to the appropriation
from which
the expenditure
for
which the
expenditure for
a report shall be made
such supplies was made and a
made to
to Congress
Congress
annually showing
showing the expenditures
expenditures made
made for
supplies and
and the
the
for such
such supplies
proceeds form
form such
resale; and
of the
Aeroproceeds
such resale;
and appropriations
appropriations of
the Civil
Civil Aeronautics Administration
nautics
Bureau shall
shall be
be available
available
Administration and
and the
the Weather
Weather Bureau
in an amount not
exceed $20,000
$20,000 for
furnishing food,
food, clothing,
clothing,
not to
to exceed
for furnishing
medicines,
medicines, and other supplies for the
the temporary
temporary relief
relief of
of distressd
distressd
reimbursement for
persons in remote localities, reimbursement
relief to
for such
such relief
to be
be in
in
accordance
accordance with regulations
regulations prescribed
the Secretary.
prescribed by
by the
Secretary.
SEC.
appropriations of the Department
SEC. 303. The appropriations
Department of
Commerce availavailof Commerce
able for salaries
salaries and
shall be
available for
for health
and expenses
expenses shall
be available
health programs
programs
as authorized
150), and for
authorized by law (5 U. S. C. 150)
the payment
payment of
of claims
claims
for the
pursuant to section
Federal Tort Claims Act
section 403 of the Federal
(28 U.
U. S.
S. C.
C.
Act (28
2672).
2672).
SEC.
SEC. 304. Appropriations
Appropriations of the Department
Department of
Commerce availavailof Commerce
expenses shall be available
able for salaries and expenses
available for
for attendance
attendance at
at
meetings
concerned with the activities for which
meetings of organizations concerned
which the
appropriations are
made.
appropriations
are made.
S
EC. 305.
current fiscal
officers and
employees of
of
SEC.
305. During
During the
the current
fiscal year
year officers
and employees
the Department
Department of Commerce
Commerce having
or other
other techhaving special
special scientific
scientific or
technical or professional qualifications
qualifications may
be detailed
detailed to
to the
the Government
may be
Government
of any foreign country under the same
same terms and
as proproand conditions
conditions as
vided
vided in the Act of May 25, 1938,
1938, as amended
amended (5
(5 U. S. C.
for
C. 118e),
118e), for
detail of employees
employees of the United
States to
to the
the foreign
Governments
United States
foreign Governments
specified in said
specified
said Act.
Act.
SEC. 306. This title may be cited as the "Department
SEc.
"Department of Commerce
Commerce
Appropriation
1950".
Appropriation Act,
Act, 1950".

Free emergency
emergency
medical services,
services, Alasmedical
Alaska, etc.
etc.
Ante, pp. 463,
463, 486,
466,
488.
468.

of proceeds
proceeds
Credits of
from resales.
resales.
from
Report to Congress.
Congress.
Relief
distressed
Relief of
of distressed
persons.
persons.

80
903.
60 Stat. 90.

62 Stat.
62
Stat. 983.
983.
28
28 U. S.
S. C.,
C., Stipp.
Supp.
II, §§2672.
2672.
II,
Ante, pp. 62, 106.
106.
meetAttendance at meetings.
ings.

Details to
to foreign
foreign
Details
countries.
countries.

52
Stat. 442.
442.
52 Stat.
5
II. S.. C.,
C., Supp.
Stipp. II
II,
5 U.
118e note.
note.
i§
I8e
Citatka of tit.
title.
Citan
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Yudiciary AppropriAppropriYudiciary
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TITLE
IV—TEIE JUDICIARY
JUDICIARY
TITLE IV-THE
SUPREME C
OURT OF
STATES
COURT
OF THE
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
SUPREME
SALARIES
SALARIES
For
and eight
eight Associate
Justices, Reporter
Reporter of
the
For the
the Chief
Chief Justice
Justice and
Associate Justices,
of the
Court, and
and all
other officers
officers and
and employees,
employees, whose
whose compensation
shall
Court,
all other
compensation shall
the Court, except
except as otherwise
otherwise provided
and who
be fixed
fixed by the
provided by law,
law, and
Justice to any office
or
may be employed
employed and
and assigned
assigned by
by the
the Chief
Chief Justice
office or
work of
of the
the Court,
Court, $867,000.
$867,000.
work
MISCELLANEOUS
EXPENSES
MISCELLANEOUS EXPENSES
For miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses
to be
be expended
expended as
as the
the Chief
Chief Justice
Justice may
For
expenses to
may
approve,
$52,100.
approve, $52,100.
CARE OF
T.H.E BUILDING
BITILDTNG AND
GROUNDS
CARE
OF THE
AND GROUNDS

necessary to enable
Architect
For such expenditures
expenditures as may
may be
be necessary
enable the
the Architect
of
Capitol to carry
of the Capitol
carry out the
the duties
duties imposed
imposed upon
upon him
him by
by the Act
Act
48 Stat.
Stat. 668.
48
668.
approved
May 7,
1934 (40
(40 U.
S. C.
13a-13d) ,including
including improvements,
approved May
7,
1934
U.
S.
C.
13a-13d),
improvements,
40 U.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
40
U. 8.
Supp.
maintenance,
repairs, equipment,
and appurteappurtemaintenance, repairs,
equipment, supplies,
supplies, materials,
materials, and
13c, 13d.
13d.
II, If 13c,
nances; special clothing
workmen; and personal
personal and other services
services
clothing for
for workmen;
(including temporary
without reference
reference to
to the
the Classification
Classification and
(including
temporary labor
labor without
and
Retirement
as amended),
and for
snow removal
removal by
by hire
hire of
of men
Retirement Acts,
Acts, as
amended), and
for snow
men
and
equipment or under contract
compliance with
with sections
sections
and equipment
contract without
without compliance
Ante,
Ante, p.
p. 403.
403.
3709,
amended, and
3741 of
the Revised
Revised Statutes
Statutes (41
(41 U.
S. C.
C. 5,
16) ;
3709, as
as amended,
and 3744
of the
U. S.
5, 16);
$148,400.
$148,400.
COURT OF
CUSTOMS AND
APPEALS
COURT
OF CUSTOMS
AND PATENT
PATENT APPEALS
SALARIES AND
SALARIES
AND EXPENSES
EXPENSES
For
salaries of
the chief
chief judge,
judge, four
associate judges,
judges, and
and all
all other
other
For salaries
of the
four associate
officers and
and employees
of the
expenses of
of the
officers
employees of
the court,
court, and
and necessary
necessary expenses
the
court, including
of books,
books, traveling
traveling expenses,
printing
court,
including exchange
exchange of
expenses, and
and printing
and binding,
binding, as
be approved
by the
the chief
chief judge,
judge, $187,900.
and
as may
may be
approved by
$187,900.
CUSTOMS COURT
CUSTOMS
COURT

SALARIES
SALARIES AND
AND EXPENSES
EXPENSES

Travel expenses.
Travelexpenses.

For
the chief
chief judge,
judge, eight
eight judges,
and all
all other
other officers
officers
For salaries
salaries of the
judges, and
and employees
employees of the
necessary expenses
expenses of
the court,
court, includthe court,
court, and
and necessary
of the
includexchange of books, traveling
expenses, and
and printing
printing and
and binding,
binding,
ing exchange
traveling expenses,
as may be approved
approved by the chief judge, $400,600: Provided,
Provided, That
That
traveling expenses of judges of the
the Customs
Customs Court shall be paid upon
upon
the written
written certificate
of the
the judge.
judge.
the
certificate of
COURT
COURT OF
OF CLAIMS
CLAIMS
SALARIES
AND EXPENSES
SALARIES AND
EXPENSES
the chief
judges, seven
seven regular
regular
For salaries
salaries of
of the
chief judge,
judge, four
four associate
associate judges,
and six additional commissioners,
commissioners, and all other officers
officers and employees
employees
necessary expenses,
of the court, and
and for other
other necessary
expenses, including
stenographic
including stenographic
and charges
charges necessary
necessary in
in the
taking of
of testimony,
testimony, travel,
and other fees and
the taking
travel,
and
$510,000.
and printing
printing and
and binding,
binding, $510,000.
REPAIRS
REPAIRS AND
AND IMPROVEMENTS
IMPROVEMENTS

For necessary
necessary repairs and improvements
improvements to the Court of Claims
buildings,
Architect of
buildings, to be expended
expended under
under the supervision
supervision of the Architect
of
the Capitol, $24,100.
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OTHER COURTS
AND SERVICES
SERVICES
OTHER
COURTS AND
HAWAII
HAWAII
For salaries of the chief justice and two associate
associate justices of the
Supreme Court
circuit
Supreme
Court of the
the Territory
Territory of
of Hawaii, of judges of the circuit
Hawaii, and of judges retired
retired under title 28, United
United States
courts in Hawaii,
Code, section 373, $106,500.

62 Stat. 904.
U. S. C., Supp.
28 U.
II,§§ 373.
373.
II,

SALARIES
OF JULDES
JUDGES
SALARIES OF
For salaries of circuit judges; district judges (including
(including judges
judges of
Virgin Islands,
Panama
of Alaska,
Alaska, the
the Virgin
Islands, and
and the
the Panama
the district courts of
Canal Zone)
resigned under title
Zone);;and justices and judges retired or. resigned
$4,675,000.
28, United States Code, sections 371, 372, and 373; $4,675,000.
SALARIES OF
COURTS
SALARIES
OF CLERKS
CLERKS OP
OF COURTS
States courts
courts of appeals
appeals and United
For salaries of clerks of United States
States
and other assistants, $4,221,300.
States district courts, their deputies,
deputies, and
No
appropriation in this Act shall be used to pay
No part of
of any appropriation
pay the
cost
office of
clerk of the United
of the
the clerk
United States
States District
District
cost of
of maintaining
maintaining an office
Court
Alabama; Florence,
Alabama; Jasper, Alabama;
Alabama;
Florence, Alabama;
Court at Anniston,
Anniston, Alabama;
Grand Junction,
Junction, Colorado;
Colorado; Montrose,
Montrose, Colorado;
Colorado;
Gadsden, Alabama; Grand
Durango, Colorado;
Newnan, Georgia; Benton,
Benton,
Colorado; Sterling, Colorado; Newnan,
Durango,
Illinois; Salina, Kansas;
Kansas; Chillicothe, Missouri;
Roswell, New Mexico;
Mexico;
Missouri; Roswell,
Bryson
Carolina; Shelby, North
Ardmore,
City North
North Carolina;
North Carolina; Ardmore,
Bryson City,
Oklahoma;
Guthrie,
Oklahoma; Aberdeen,
Aberdeen, South Dakota;
Dakota; Pierre,
OlahouthOklahoma;
uthrie, Oklahoma;
South
Dakota; Ogden,
Ogden, Utah;
Utah; Casper,
Casper,
South Dakota;
South Dakota;
Dakota; Deadwood,
Deadwood, South
Wyoming; Evanston, Wyoming; or Lander, Wyoming;
Wyoming; but this paraWyoming;
graph
construed as
as to
to prevent
prevent the
the detail during sessions
not be so construed
graph shall
shall not
employees as may
may be
necessary from
be necessary
from other
other offices to
to
of court
court of such
such employees
named herein.
the offices named

62 Stat. 903.
28 U. 8.
S. C., Supp.
Supp.
28
371-373.
I§ 371-373.
II, §§
99.
Ante, p. 99.

Restriction on use
use
Restriction
of funds.

Detail ofemployees.
of employees.

PROBATION
SYSIEM
PROBATION SYSTEM
clerical assistants, as
officers and their clerical
For salaries of probation officers
authorized by title 18, United States
States Code, sections 3654 and 3656
3656,
authorized
$1,965,000 :
Provided, That
herein contained
construed
contained shall be construed
$1,965,000:
Provided,
That nothing herein
abridge the right of the district judges to appoint probation officers,
to abridge
necessary to govern probation
probation officers
officers
or to
to make
make such orders as may be necessary
in their own courts: Provided
further, That
That no part of this appropriaProvidedfurther,
appropriation shall be used to pay the salary or expenses of any probation officer
officer
certified to the
who, in the judgment of the chief or presiding judge certified
Attorney General, fails to carry out the official
official orders of the Attorney
Attorney
General with respect to supervising
furnishing information
supervising or furnishing
information concerning any prisoner released
released conditionally or on parole from any
Federal
correctional institution.
Federal penal or correctional

82 Stat.
Stat. 843.
62
18 U.
U. S.
B. O.,
C., Supp.
II,
3654, 3656.
3656.
II, § 3654,
Aite,
ate, p.
p. 97;
97; polt,
post,
A
491.
p. 491.
Failure
out
Failure to carry out
Attorney General's
General's
Attorney
orders.
orders

SALARIES OF
SALARIES
OF CRIERS
CRIERS
62 Stat
23
62
Stat.BD
920, 923.
salaries of criers as authorized
authorized by title 28, United
United States
States Code,
For salaries
28 U. S. C., Supp.
(a), 765.
75.
n, §§§ 713 (a).
sections
(a) and
and 755,
755, $470,000.
$470,000.
sections 713 (a)
Ant, p. 100.
Ante, P.

100 "

FEES
OF COMMISSIONERS
FEES OF
COMMISSIONERS
For fees
fees of
United States
States commissioners
and other
other committing
committing
commissioners and
For
of the
the United
magistrates acting
United States
3041,
States Code,
Code, section
section 3041,
acting under title 18, United
magistrates
including fees
fees and
and expenses
expenses of conciliation
United
commissioners, United
conciliation commissioners,
including
States
the objects and subject
subject to
specito the conditions speciincluding the
States courts,
courts, including
fied for
the
of conciliation
conciliation commissioners
commissioners in the
such fees
fees and
and expenses
expenses of
fied
for such
Department of
of Justice
Appropriation Act,
Act, 1937,
$475,000.
1937, $475,000.
Justice Appropriation
Department

62 Stat. 81.
115.
62
U. 8.
S. C,
C.. Stipp.
18 U.
SBpp
§
304L
,ML.

49 Stat.
8tat. 1327.
327.
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FEES OF J
UHORS
JURORS
Post,
Post, p. 975.
975.

Jury commissioners.
Jury
commissioners.

41 Stat. 558.
D.
D. C.
C. Code,
Code, Supp.
Supp.
VII, §
VII,
§ 11-1401.
11-1401.

expenses, and
For fees, expenses,
and lodging
lodging for
for jurors
jurors
and costs
costs of
of jurors;
jurors; meals
meals and
in Alaska, as
provided by section
193, title
title II,
of the
the Act
of June
6,
as provided
section 193,
II, of
Act of
June 6,
1900 (31 Stat. 362); and
jury commissioners;
commissioners;
and compensation
compensation for
for jury
$1,850,000: Provided,
Provided, That the compensation
$1,850,000:
compensation of
jury commissioners
commissioners
of jury
for the District of Columbia
Columbia shall conform
conform to the provisions
provisions of section
section
1401, title 11 of the
the District of
Code, but
but such
such compensation
of Columbia
Columbia Code,
compensation
shall not exceed
exceed $250
$250 each per
per annum.
annum.
MISCELLANEOUS SALARIES
MISCELLANEOUS
SALARIES

For salaries
salaries of all officials
the Federal
Federal judiciary,
judiciary,
officials and
and employees
employees of
of the
not otherwise
otherwise specifically
specifically provided
for, $2,067,000:
That the
the
provided for,
$2,067,000: Provided,
Provided,That
compensation of secretaries
compensation
secretaries and law
of circuit
circuit and
and district
district
law clerks of
(exclusive of any additional
judges (exclusive
additional compensation
compensation under
the Federal
Federal
under the
59
59 Stat. 295.
Employees Pay Act of 1945
Employees
1945 and any other Acts of
of similar
similar purport
purport
5
U. S.
5 U.
S. C.
C. §§ 901
901 et
et
seq.;
seq.; Supp. II, §§ 902 subsequently
subsequently enacted)
enacted) shall be fixed by
of the
the Adminisby the
the Director of
Adminiset
et seq.
trative
trative Office without
without regard
regard to the Classification
Classification Act
Act of
of 1923,
1923, as
as
Post,
p. 973.
Post, p.
973.
42 Stat. 1488.
of aasecretary
secretary shall
conform with
with that
that
the salary
salary of
shall conform
5
II. S.
S. C.
§§ 661-674;
5 U.
C. §§
661-74; amended, except that the
662 et
Supp. H,
II, §
§ 662
et seq.
seq.
of the main (CAF-4),
(CAF-4), senior
senior (CAF-5),
(CAF-6) clerical
clerical
(CAF-5), or
or principal
principal (CAF-6)
Post,
p. 972.
Post, p.
972.
grade, or assistant
assistant (CAF-7),
(CAF-7), or associate
(CAF-8) administrative
associate (CAF-8)
administrative
grade, as the appointing judge shall determine,
determine, and
the salary
salary of
of aa
and the
law clerk
clerk shall conform with that of
of the
junior (P-l),
(P-1), assistant
assistant (P-2),
(P-2),
the junior
associated
associated (P-3),
(P-3), full (P-4) or senior (P-5)
grade, as
as
(P-5) professional
professional grade,
appointing judge shall
the appointing
to review
review by
by the
the judicial
judicial
shall determine,
determine, subject
subject to
council
council of the circuit
circuit if requested
requested by
Director, such
such determination
determination
by the
the Director,
Aggregate salaries.
Aggregate
salaries.
otherwise to be final:
Provided further,
further, That (exclusive
by the judge otherwise
final: Provided
(exclusive
of any
any additional
additional compensation
compensation under
the Federal
Federal Employees
Employees Pay
Pay Act
under the
Act
of 1945 and
and any other
other Acts of similar purport
purport subsequently
subsequently enacted
enacted
or within-grade
within-grade promotional
promotional increases and
of compensation
paid for
and of
compensation paid
for
temporary assistance needed
because of an emergency)
temporary
needed because
emergency) the aggregate
aggregate
salaries paid
paid to
to secretaries
secretaries and
and law
law clerks
clerks appointed
appointed by
by one
one judge
judge
shall not exceed $6,700
$6,700 per
per annum, except in the
case of
of the
the chief
chief judge
judge
the case
of each circuit and the chief
chief judge
judge of
each district
district court
court having
five
of each
having five
or more district
district judges, in which case
case the aggregate
salaries shall
shall not
aggregate salaries
not
exceed
exceed $9,000.
Secretaries and
and law
law
Secretaries
clerks.
clerks.

MISCELLANEOUS EXPENSES
MISCELLANEOUS
EXPENSES
Post, p. 975.
Pox,
p.975.

T

39 U. S. C. §355.

IT.S. sc.§3.

For miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses
their
For
expenses of the United States courts and their
officers;
officers; printing
printing and
and binding; purchase
of firearms
firearms and
and ammunition;
purchase of
ammunition;
and
purchase of
to the
the Act
Act of
of June
June 26,
1906
and purchase
of envelopes
envelopes without
without regard
regard to
26, 1906
476);;$611,000.
(34 Stat. 476)
$611,000.
TRAVEL
TRAVEL EXPENSES

traveling expenses,
For necessary
necessary traveling
otherwise provided
provided for,
for,
expenses, not
not otherwise
incurred
by
the
Judiciary,
incurred
Judiciary,
including
including
traveling
expenses
of
probati
on
traveling
expenses
of
probation
Attendance at meetAttendance
officers
ings.
ings.
officers and their
their clerks, $614,000:
$614,000 : P
rov id ed, That
sum shall
shall be
Provided,
That this
this sum
be
available, in an amount
available,
amount not to exceed
exceed $6,500,
$6,500, for expenses
expenses of attendance
attendance
concerned with the work of Federal
at meetings concerned
Federal probation
probation when
when
incurred
incurred on the
the written
written authorization
authorization of
of the
the Director
Director of
of the
the AdminisAdministrative
trative Office of the
United States
States Courts.
the United
Courts.
PRINTING AND
AND BINDING
BNDIDNG SUPREME
PRINTING
SUPREME COURT
COURT REPORTS

For printing and binding the
the advance opinions,
opinions, preliminary
preliminary prints,
prints,
and bound
bound reports
reports of the Supreme
Supreme Court of the United
United States,
States, $91,200.
$91,200.
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SALARIES OF
COURT REPORTERS
REPORTERS
OF COURT
SALARIES
For
salaries of
of court
reporters for
United
for the district courts of the United
court reporters
For salaries
Stat. 921.
921.
62 Stat.
States,
title 28,
28, United
United States
section 753,
Code, section
States Code,
by title
authorized by
as authorized
States, as
U. S. C.,
C., Bupp.
Supp.
28 U.
II,
§
§
753.
II,
$873,400.
UNITED STATES
THE UNITED
ADMINISTRATIVE
OFFICE OF
OF THE
STATES COURTS
COURTS
ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICE

For necessary
expenses of
of the
Administrative Office of the United
the Administrative
necessary expenses
For
States Courts,
Courts, including
including personal
in the
of Columbia,
Columbia,
the District
District of
services in
personal services
States
travel, printing
and binding,
rent in the District of
advertising, rent
binding, advertising,
printing and
travel,
Columbia and
and elsewhere,
and examination
examination of estimates
estimates for approprielsewhere, and
Columbia
ations in
the field,
field, $500,800.
in the
ations
REPAIRS
DISTRICT COURT
UNITED STATES
STATES FOR
FOR
THE UNITED
OF THE
COURT OF
IMPROVEMENTS, DISTRICT
AND IMPROVEMENTS,
REPAIRS AND
2131. DISTRICT
COLUMBIA
OF COLUMBIA
DISTRICT OF
THE
For
and improvements
improvements to
including repair
repair
courthouse, including
to the courthouse,
repairs and
For repairs
and
maintenance of
the mechanical
mechanical equipment,
equipment, and for labor and
of the
and maintenance
material and
item incident
incident thereto,
thereto, $16,000,
$16,000, to
to be expended
expended
every item
and every
material
under
Architect of the Capitol.
of the
the Architect
direction of
the direction
under the
COURT OF
REPAIRS AND
AND IMPROVEMFNTS,
STATES COURT
OF APPEALS
APPEALS FOR
FOR THE
THE
UNITED STATES
IMPROVEMENTS, UNITED
REPAIRS
DISTRICT OF
Or COLUMBIA
COLUMBIA
DISTRICT

Appeals
For
improvements to
to the
United States
Court of
of Appeals
States Court
the United
and improvements
repairs and
For repairs
mechanical equipBuilding,
repair and
and maintenance
maintenance of the mechanical
including repair
Building, including
ment
for labor
and material
material and
and every
every item incident thereto,
labor and
and for
ment and
$7,900,
be expended
under the
direction of
of the
Architect of the
the Architect
the direction
expended under
to be
$7,900, to
Capitol.
Capitol
SALARIES
OF REFEREES
REFEREES
SALARIES OF
authorized by the Act of June
For salaries
salaries of
of referees
June 28, 1946
referees as authorized
For
(11 U.
S. C.
C. 68),
to be
derived from
from the referees'
referees' salary fund
be derived
$879,000 to
68), $879,000
(11
U. S.
established
pursuance of
Act.
of said
said Act.
in pursuance
established in

60 Stat. 326.
60

EXPENSES OF
REFEREES
OF REFEREES
EXPENSES
For miscellaneous
expenses of
of referees,
referees, United States courts, inmiscellaneous expenses
For
cluding the
their clerical
clerical assistants,
printing and
and
assistants, travel, printing
of their
salaries of
the salaries
cluding
binding,
purchase of
envelopes without
regard to the Act of June 26,
without regard
of envelopes
binding, purchase
1906
(34 Stat.
476), $886,000
$886,000 to
to be
be derived
referees' expense
derived from the referees'
Stat. 476),
1906 (34
fund established
pursuance of the Act of June 28, 1946 (11 U. S. C.
in pursuance
established in
fund

39 U.S.
U. S. C.
C. I
336.
1355.
39
60 Stat.
Stat. 327.
327.
60

68 (c)
(c) (4)).
(4)).
Any surplus
surplus arising
the referees'
referees' salary
salary and expense funds for
for
arising in the
Any

the fiscal
fiscal years
years 1948 and194949
and 1949 shall remain
remain available
available until June
June 30,
30,
the
referees within
1950, for
the payment
payment of salaries
within the
salaries and expenses of referees
for the
1950,
limitations prescribed
prescribed hereinbefore.
hereinbefore.
limitations
JUDICIARY
GENERAL PROVISIONS---HE
PROVISIONS--THE JUDICIARY
GENERAL

Reimbursement to
Reimbursement
SEC. 402. Sixty per centum
centum of the expenditures
expenditures for the District
District U.S.
SEC.
TJ. S.
Ante, p. 311.
Ante,
Court
of the
the United
United States
States for
District of Columbia
Columbia from all
the District
for the
Court of
expenditures
of the expenditures
appropriations
and 30
30 per
centum of
per centum
title and
this title
under this
appropriations under
for
the United
States Court
Court of
of Appeals
Appeals for
for the
the District
District of
of Columbia
Columbia
United States
for the
reimbursed to the
from
this title
shall be reimbursed
title shall
under this
appropriations under
all appropriations
from all
United
States from
any funds
in the
Treasury to
to the
the credit
credit of
of the
the
the Treasury
funds in
from any
United States
District of
of Columbia.
Columbia.
District
U. S.
S. Court
Court of
of ApSEC. 403.
403. The
The reports
reports of
the United
States Court
Court of
Appeals for
for peals
of Appeals
United States
of the
SEC.
D. C.,
C., rerefor D.
ports.
the District
exceeding that
that
District of Columbia shall not be sold for aaprice exceeding
the
approved
the court
court and
and for
for not
more than
$6.50 per
per volume.
than $6.50
not more
by the
approved by
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Federal Priso
Prison InInInc., and
dustries, Inc.,
and
The Institute of InterInterAmerican Affairs
Appropriation Act,
Appropriation

1950.

Ante, p. 404.
404.

59 Stat. 598.
31 U. S. C., Supp.
II, §
§ 849.
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SEC.
Appropriation
S
EC. 404. This title may
may be cited
cited as the "Judiciary
"Judiciary Appropriation
Act, 1950".
1950".
Act,
TITLE
TITLE V—GOVERNMENT
V-GOVERNMENT CORPORATIONS
CORPORATIONS
following corporations,
The following
are hereby
hereby authorized
corporations, respectively,
respectively, are
authorized
to make such expenditures,
within the
the limits
limits of
of funds
funds and
borrowing
expenditures, within
and borrowing
authority available
available to each such corporation
authority
accord with
with law,
law,
corporation and
and in accord
contracts and commitments
and to make such contracts
commitments without
without regard
to
regard to
fiscal year
year limitations as provided
provided by section
104 of
of the
the Government
section 104
Government
Corporation
Act, as
amended, as
as may
be necessary
necessary in
in carrying
carrying
Corporation Control
Control Act,
as amended,
may be
out the programs
programs set forth
forth in the
Budget for
for the
the fiscal
year ending
the Budget
fiscal year
ending
June 30, 1950, for each
each such corporation,
as hereinafter
procorporation, except
except as
hereinafter provided
vided::
DEPARTMENT OF
DEPARTMENT
JUSTICE
OF JUSTICE

Federal
Incorporated: Not
Federal Prison Industries, Incorporated:
Not to exceed
exceed $330,000
$330,000 of
of
the funds of the Corporation
Corporation shall be available
available for
for its
its administrative
administrative
expenses,
$400,000 for
expenses, and not to exceed
exceed $400,000
for the
the expenses
of vocational
vocational
expenses of
training
amounts to be
training of prisoners, both amounts
on an
an accrual
basis
be computed
computed on
accrual basis
and to be determined
determined in accordance
accordance with
Corporation's prescribed
prescribed
with the
the Corporation's
accounting
accounting system in effect on July 1, 1946,
1946, and
and shall
shall be
exclusive of
of
be exclusive
depreciation,
depreciation, payment of claims,
claims, expenditures
expenditures which
which the
said accountaccountthe said
ing system
system requires to be capitalized
or charged
charged to
to cost
of commodities
commodities
capitalized or
cost of
acquired or produced,
acquired
produced, including
selling and
g ex
penses ,an
including selling
and shippin
shipping
expenses,
andd
expenses in connection
connection with acquisition,
acquisition, construction,
construction, operation,
operation,
maintenance, improvement,
maintenance,
improvement, protection,
protection, or
disposition of
of facilities
and
or disposition
facilities and
other property
property belonging
belonging to the Corporation
Corporation or
or in
in which
which it
has an
an
it has
interest.
DEPARTMENT
or S
TATE
DEPARTMENT OF
STATE

Ante,
p. 456.
Ante, p.
456.

Citation of
of title.
citation
title

The Institute
Inter-American Affairs: Not to exceed $525,000
Institute of Inter-American
of
$525,000 of
the funds available
Corporation shall
available to the Corporation
during the
the
shall be
be available
available during
current fiscal year
year for its administrative
administrative expenses, including
including adminisadministrative
trative services preformed
preformed for the Corporation by other
Government
other Government
agencies.
agencies.
SE.
be cited as "Federal
SEo. 502.
502. This
This title
title may
may be
"Federal Prison Industries,
Industries,

Incorporated,
Incorporated, and The Institute of Inter-American
Inter-American Affairs
Affairs ApproAppropriation
priation Act, 1950".
1950".
engaging
Persons engaging
etc., in strikes
strikes against
against
or advocating overthrow of
U. S.
8.
Government.
Government.

Affidavit.
Affidavit.

Penalty.

TITLE
VI-GENERAL PROVISIONS
TITLE VI—GENERAL
PROVISIONS
SEC. 601.
contained in
SEc.
601. No part of any appropriation
appropriation contained
Act, or
or
in this
this Act,
of the funds available
available for expenditure
expenditure by any
any corporation
corporation included
included
in this Act, shall be used to
the salary
salary or
or wages
wages of
of any
any person
person
to pay
pay the
who engages
engages in aastrike against the Government
Government of
of the
the United
United States
States
or who is aamember of an organization
organization of Government
Government employees
that
employees that
asserts the right
right to strike against
against the
Government of
the United
United States,
States,
the Government
of the
or who advocates,
a member
advocates, or is a
member of
advocates,
of an organization
organization that
that advocates,
the overthrow
overthrow of the Government
Government of the
States by
by force
force or
or vioviothe United
United States
lence: Provided,
Provided, That for the purposes
purposes hereof an affidavit
affidavit shall be
be
considered
considered prima facie
facie evidence
evidence that the person
person making the
the affidavit
affidavit
has not contrary
provisions of this section
contrary to the provisions
section engaged
engaged in
in a
strike
a strike
against
Government of the United
against the Government
United States,
member of
of an
States, is
is not
not a
a member
an
organization of Government
Government employees that asserts the right
organization
right to
strike
to strike
Government of the United States, or that such person
against the Government
does
person does
advocate, and is not a
a member
not advocate,
member of an organization
organization that
that advocates,
advocates,
the overthrow
overthrow of the Government
Government of
United States
States by
by force
force or
of the United
or
violence: Provided
further, That any person who
violence:
Provided further,
engages in
in aastrike
strike
who engages
against the Government
against
Government of the
the United States or who is a
amember
of
member of
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an
Government employees
asserts the right
an organization
organization of
of Government
employees that asserts
right to
to
against the
strike against
the Government
Government of the
the United States,
States, or
or who advocates,
or who
of an
an organization
advocates, the
the overthrow
that advocates,
overthrow
or
who is
is aamember
member of
organization that
of
United States
States by
violence and
of the
the Government
Government of
of the
the United
by force
force or
or violence
and
accepts
employment the
the salary
salary or
for which
are paid
paid from any
wages for
which are
or wages
accepts employment
appropriation
or fund
contained in
in this
this Act
shall be
be guilty
guilty of
of a
felony
a felony
Act shall
fund contained
appropriation or
and,
upon conviction,
$1,000 or impristhan $1,000
be fined
fined not more
more than
shall be
and, upon
conviction, shall
oned
not more
more than
year, or
or both:
further, That
That the
the
than one
one year,
both: Provided
Providedfurther,
oned for
for not
above
penalty clause
to, and not in substitution
substitution
above penalty
clause shall be in addition
addition to,
for,
any other
existing law.
law.
for, any
other provisions
provisions of existing
SEc.
602. This
may be
be cited
cited as
as the
the "Departments
"Departments of
of State,
Act may
SEC. 602.
This Act
Justice,
Commerce, and
the Judiciary
Act, 1950".
1950".
Appropriation Act,
and the
Judiciary Appropriation
Justice, Commerce,
Approved July
July 20,
1949.
Approved
20, 1949.

Short title.
Short

[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 356]
356]

AN
AN ACT
ACT
Retirement Act
Railroad Retirement
Act of June 29
29,
To repeal the provisions of the Alaska Railroad
extend
of the Canal
Canal Zone
Zone Code
Code and to extend
1936, as amended, and sections 91 to 107 of
the benefits of the Civil Service
May 29, 1930, as amended,
amended,
Service Retirement
Retirement Act of May
applicable.
to officers and employees to whom such provisions
provisions are applicable.

Representatives of the
enacted by the Senate
Senate and House of Representatives
Be it
it enacted
Congress assembled,
assembled, That (a)
United States of America in Congress
(a) the Alaska

as amended,
hereby
Railroad Retirement
Retirement Act
Act of
amended, is hereby
of June
June 29,
29, 1936,
1936, as
Railroad
repealed,
all officers
officers and
employees of
The Alaska
Alaska Railroad,
Railroad,
of The
and employees
repealed, and
and all
to the
the provisions
provisions of said Act
Territory of
Alaska, who are subject
subject to
Act
of Alaska,
Territory
are hereby
included within
terms of
Retirement
of the
the Civil Service
Service Retirement
within the terms
are
hereby included
Act
1930, as amended.
May 29,
29,1930,
Act of May
(b) Sections
91 to
to 107
(comprising article
article 2
6) of title
2 of
of chapter
chapter 6)
107 (comprising
(b)
Sections 91
2
June 19,
as
Stat. 1122),
1122), as
2 of the
the Canal Zone
Zone Code, approved
approved June
19, 1934
1934 (48 Stat.
amended (known
(known as
as the
Canal Zone
Zone Retirement
Act), are
are hereby
hereby
Retirement Act),
the Canal
amended
repealed,
and employees
employees of the Panama Canal and
and
all officers
officers and
repealed, and all
the Panama
Panama Railroad
Railroad Company,
who are
are subject
to the
the provisions
provisions of
of
Company, who
subject to
the
of the Civil Service
such
included within
within the terms of
Service
sections, are
are hereby
hereby included
such sections,
Retirement Act
1930, as amended.
Retirement
Act of
of May 29,
29, 1930,
amended.
SEC.
2. (a)
(a) The
The United States Civil
SEc. 2.
Civil Service Commission is hereby
hereby
in
authorized and directed
directed to
ascertain the amount of the gross assets in
to ascertain
authorized
Railroad retirement
retirement and
and disability
disability fund
fund and the amount of
of
the Alaska Railroad
retirement and disability fund,
the
assets in
in the Canal
Canal Zone retirement
the gross
gross assets
is
Secretary of the Treasury,
amounts to
Treasury, who is
to the Secretary
to certify
certify such amounts
and to
hereby
authorized and
transfer such
such amounts
amounts on the books
directed to transfer
and directed
hereby authorized
of the
the Treasury
Treasury Department
civil-service retirement
and
retirement and
to the
the civil-service
Department to
of
disability
disability fund.
fund.
(b)
the case
or employee
described in
section 1
1
in section
case of
of each
each officer
officer or
employee described
(b) In
In the
credit
of
this Act,
the United
United States
States Civil
Service Commission
Commission shall
shall credit
Civil Service
Act, the
of this
to
account in
the civil-service
retirement and
and disability
disability
in the
civil-service retirement
to his
his individual
individual account
fund
amount equal
deductions withheld
salary and
and
his salary
withheld from
from his
to all
all deductions
equal to
fund an
an amount
Alaska Railroad
Railroad Retiredeposited
or redeposited
under the
the Alaska
by him
him under
redeposited by
deposited or
Act, as amended,
ment Act,
Act, as
as amended,
or the
the Canal
Retirement Act,
Zone Retirement
Canal Zone
amended, or
ment
together with
with interest
interest compounded
compounded on
on June
year at
at 4
4per
per
30 of
of each
each year
June 30
together
centum per
per annum
and at 3
3 per centum
centum per
per
31, 1947,
1947, and
December 31,
to December
annum to
centum
annum thereafter
thereafter to
the effective
and credit shall
of this Act, and
effective date of
to the
annum
be allowed
allowed for
for the
purposes of
of the
the Act
of May
May 29,
1930, as
as amended,
amended, for
for
29,1930,
Act of
the purposes
be
the period
service covered
by said
contributions.
said contributions.
covered by
of service
the
period of
SEc.
3. Section
Section 2
2 (a)
(a) of
amended, is
as amended,
May 29,
29, 1930, as
of the
the Act
Act of May
SEC. 3.
further amended
amended by
by adding
adding at
at the
the end
end thereof
thereof the
the following:
following: "In
"In the
the
further
case of
an officer
officer or
or an
an employee
of The
The Alaska
Alaska Railroad,
Territory of
of
Railroad, Territory
employee of
case
of an
Alaska, or
an officer
who is
is a
acitizen
citizen of
United States
States
of the
the United
officer or
or employee
employee who
or an
Alaska,

July 21,
21, 1949
1949
July
[S. 1359]
I[.
1359]
[Public Law 180]
[Public

Alaska
Alaska and Canal
Canal
Zone.
Retirementbenefits.
Retirementbenefits.
49 Stat.
Stat. 2017.
2/317.
74555 U. S. C.
C.0I¢§ 745745r; Snpp.
Supp. II,
U, i§ 745
note.
46 Stat.
Stat. 468.
468.
5
S. C. §691
691
5 U. S.
st et
seq.; Supp.
II, §
Cse.;
Supp. II,
691 et
§ 691
st
seg.
seq.
Ante, pp. 170,
170, 266;
266;
490, 577, 609,
post, pp. 490,
621, 663,
621,
663, 699, 704,
704, 884.
884.

Transfer of
of assets.
assets.
Transfer

Crediting of
acof acootmts.
countt.

49 Stat. 2017;
2017; 48 Stat.
Stat.
49
1122.
1122.
C. §§
74555 U. S. C.
S9 745745r; Supp. II, i 745
745r;
note.
note.
Supra.
Supra.

46 Stat.
Stat. 469.
46.9
U. 8. C,
C., Supp.
Stipp. n,
II,
55U.S.
I715
715 (a).
(a).
Automatic
Automatic separation.
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46 Stat. 471.
5U. S. C., Supp.
Supp. II,
§698.
698.
up

5u.s. C.,

II,

S

Computation
Computation of annuity.

nuity.

46 Stat. 475.

45
Stat.
475p.
5U.
S. C.,
Supp.

i§736e.
r6.
Ante, p. 170.

II,

ncreaein nnity.

Increase in annuity.

49 Stat. 2017;48
2017; 48 Stat.
4Stat.
tat.
1122, 306.
5 V.
Cf. S. C. §§ 745745r; 48 U. S. C.
C.
§1371b-1. U.
Election
to retain
retain
Election to
present annuity.

5

s.. C.

745-

S.

I1375-

present
annuity

Nonapplicability.
Nonapplicability.

49 Stat. 2017; 48 Stat.
49.Stat.2017;48stat.
1122.
5 U.
U. S. C.
745C. §§ 745745r.
7Refunds.
Refunds.

5

.

i

5U. S. C., Supp. II
II,
724 and note.
46 Stat. 475.
5U. S. C., Supp. II,
§736b.
736b
.
Ante, p.
p. 266.
Ante,
266.

I u.24s., Supp.
46 stat. 475.

Effective
Effective date.

date.

56 Stat. 14.
5U. S. C., Supp. II,
§
691 (c).
1691
(c).
Post, p. 663.
Pod, p.66.

stat. C.,14.Supp.II,
55sU.s.
46 Stat. 472.

C472upp
45U.Stt.
S. C.,
Supp. II
II,

§707.
1707.
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employed
on the
Panama by
by the
Canal or
Panemployed on
the Isthmus
Isthmus of
of Panama
the Panama
Panama Canal
or the
the Panama Railroad
Railroad Company,
this subsection
subsection shall
apply
ama
Company, the
the provisions
provisions of
of this
shall apply
upon his
his attaining
of sixty-two
sixty-two years
completing fifteen
fifteen
upon
attaining the
the age
age of
years and
and completing
years of
service on
on the
the Isthmus
Isthmus of
of Panama
Panama or
or in
in the
the Territory
Territory of
of
years
of service
Alaska."
Alaska."
SEC.
•S
EC. 4. Section 4
4of the Act of May
May 29, 1930, as amended, is
is :further
further
amended by
the end
end thereof
the following
following new
new subsection
subsectica?. (f):
(f):
thereof the
by adding
adding at
at the
amended
"(f)
"(f) In
In the case of an officer or employee
retiring under
employee retiring
under the
the provisions
provisions
of this Act, who is a
a citizen
citizen of the United States, the annuity
annuity otherwise
computed
(a) of
of this
this section
be increased
by an
an
computed under
under subsection
subsection (a)
section shall
shall be
increased by
amount
$36 multiplied
number of
of service
service
amount equal
equal to
to $36
multiplied by
by the
the number
of years
years of
rendered
in the
of Alaska
Alaska between
12, 1914,
1914, and
and July
July
rendered in
the Territory
Territory of
between March
March 12,
1,
employ of
Alaska Engineering
Commission
1, 1923, either
either in the
the employ
of the
the Alaska
Engineering Commission
or
between May
May 4,
4,
or The
The Alaska
Alaska Railroad,
Railroad, or on the
the Isthmus
Isthmus of
of Panama
Panama between
1914, either
in the
the employ
employ of
of the
the Isthmian
Isthmian Canal
Canal
1904, and April 1,
1, 1914,
either in
Commission or
Panama Railroad
or the Panama
Railroad Company."
Company."
S
EC. 5.
5. Section
Section 8
8of
of the
Act of
amended, is
is amended
amended
as amended,
29, 1930,
1930, as
of May
May 29,
the Act
SEC.
adding at the
paragraph as
as follows:
follows:
by adding
the end thereof
thereof a
a new
new paragraph
"In
any officer
prior to
to the
the effective
effective
"In the
the case
case of
of any
officer or
or employee
employee who,
who, prior
date of this Act, shall have
have been
been retired
retired on an annuity
under the
the
annuity under
Alaska Railroad
Retirement Act,
Act, as
as amended,
amended, the
the
provisions of the Alaska
Railroad Retirement
Canal Zone Retirement
Act
Retirement Act, as amended,
amended, or section 88 (b)
(b) of the Act
1933, the
shall be
be increased
April 1,
1, 1948,
of June 16,
16, 1933,
the annuity
annuity shall
increased effective
effective April
1948,
by
centum or
whichever is
is the
lesser: Provided,
Provided, That
That each
each
by 25
25 per
per centum
or $300
$300 whichever
the lesser:
such
such annuitant may, prior to the expiration of sixty days following the
date of enactment
enactment of this paragraph, elect
retain his
elect to
to retain
his or
or her present
present
annuity, in lieu of the increased
provided by
this paragraph,
paragraph,
increased annuity
annuity provided
by this
name his wife or her husband
husband to receive
receive upon his or her death
death one-half
one-half
of his or her present
annuity but
present annuity
annum during
during
but not
not to
to exceed
exceed $600
$600 per annum
the remainder
remainder of the life of such survivor and
and upon
death of
such
upon the
the death
of such
survivor
survivor no further
further annuity shall be
Any such
such annuiannuibe due or payable. Any
between the
the effective
effective date
date of
of this
this Act
and
tant who
who shall have died
died between
Act and
expiration of the
sixty-day period
after the
enactment of
of this
the expiration
the said
said sixty-day
period after
the enactment
this
paragraph
paragraph leaving
leaving aasurviving
surviving wife or husband
husband shall be
be deemed
deemed to
to have
have
named
or husband
husband to
to receive
asprovided
prov id edherein,
here i
n,
named such
such wife
wife or
receive an
an annuity
annuity as
but
annuity shall
shall become
to such
or husband
husband prior
but no
no such
such annuity
become payable
payable to
such wife
wife or
prior
to the date of enactment
enactment of this paragraph.
paragraph. Except
Except as
as provided in
in this
this
paragraph, the
the provisions
of this
this Act
Act shall
shall not
apply in
in the
the case
case of
of
paragraph,
provisions of
not apply
officers and employees
employees of The Alaska
Alaska Railroad,
Territory of
of Alaska,
Alaska,
Railroad, Territory
or officers
officers and employees
Panama Canal
Canal or
or the
the Panama
Railroad
employees of
of the Panama
Panama Railroad
Company
prior to
date of
of this
this Act,
Act, or
or (2)
(2)
Company (1)
(1) retired
retired prior
to the
the effective
effective date
separated
separated prior to such date, in which
which case their refund or annuity
rights shall be determined
determined as though the Alaska Railroad
Retirement
Railroad Retirement
Act and
Retirement Act
had not
repealed:
and the
the Canal
Canal Zone
Zone Retirement
Act had
not been
been repealed:
Provided,
deemed applicable
as of
of July
July 29,
29, 1942,
Provided,That
That there
there shall
shall be
be deemed
applicable as
1942,
to
such officers
officers and
and employees
employees of
the Panama
Canal and
and the
Panama
the Panama
of the
Panama Canal
to such
Railroad Company, the provisions of the
(61 Stat.
Stat.
the Act
Act of July 30,
30, 1947
1947 (61
521),
521), respecting the return of amounts deducted
deducted from
from compensation."
compensation."
SEC.
6. Section 9
9 of the Act of May 29, 1930, as amended, is
is further
further
SEC. 6.
amended by
by changing
period at
at the
the end
thereof to
to a
acomma
comma and
and
end thereof
changing the
the period
amended
rendered for the Panama
adding the following:
following: "or for any service rendered
Panama
Railroad Company
Company prior
January 1,
1, 1924".
Railroad
prior to
to January
1924".
SEC.
provided herein,
this Act
SEC. 7. (a)
(a) Except as otherwise
otherwise provided
herein, this
Act shall
take
shall take
effect as
effect
as of April
April 1,
1, 1948.
(b) Section 1
1 (c)
(c) of
29,1930,
amended, shall apply
(b)
of the Act of May
May 29,
1930, as amended,
apply
as of
any person
person separated
employment within
within
as
of July
July 1,
1, 1947,
1947, to
to any
separated from
from employment
the
of the Canal Zone Retirement
Retirement Act, as amended.
the coverage
coverage of
(c)
The third
third paragraph
paragraph of
of section
of the
the Act
Act of
of May
May 29,
29, 1930,
as
1930, as
5 of
section 5
(c) The
amended,
amended, shall apply as of September 8, 1939, to any person
person who left
left
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1949
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employment within the coverage
coverage of the Alaska
employment
Alaska Railroad Retirement
Retirement
49 Stat.
Stat. 2017;
2017; 48
48 Stat.
Stat.
Act, as amended,
amended, or the Canal Zone
Zone Retirement
amended, to
Retirement Act, as amended,
1122.
enter the armed
armed forces of the United States.
5
C.. if 7455 U. S.. c.
745(d) The provisions of section 12 (c)
Act of May 29, 1930, as
as 745r.
(c) of the Act
46 Stat. 476.
476.
46
5
5 U. S. C., Supp. II,
amended, shall apply as of February
28, 1948, in the case of
of any
February 28,1948,
any officer
officer §§724
Cc).
(C).
coverage of the Alaska Retirement
or employee within the coverage
Retirement Act,
Act, as
amended, or the Canal Zone Retirement
amended, who
who shall
shall
Retirement Act, as amended,
have died subsequent
subsequent to that date.
Approved
Approved July 21, 1949.
1949.
[CHAPTER
357]
[CHAPTER 357]

a

AN ACT
ACT

N AT

Authorizing the•
the Secretary
Authorizing
Secretary of the Army to convey
convey certain
certain lands to the city and
county of
county
of San Francisco.
Francisco.

Be it
it enacted
Senate and
and House of Representatives
enacted by the Senate
the
Representatives of
of the
United
States of America in
Congress assembled,
United States
in Congress
assembled, That
That the
Secretary
the Secretary

of the Army is authorized
authorized and directed
directed to convey
deed
convey by quitclaim deed
to the city and county of San Francisco,
Francisco, subject to the conditions
conditions proprovided for in section 2
2 of this Act, the following-described
following-described land in the
city and county of San Francisco, State of California,
California, together
together with
all improvements
improvements thereon, included
included within metes
mutes and bounds
bounds as
follows:
follows:
Commencing at aapoint on the westerly line of Lyon Street, distant
Commencing
distant
seventeen one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet
thereon five and seventeen
Met southerly
southerly from the
northerly line of Bay Street, if extended
extended and
and
and produced
produced westerly, and
running thence northerly along the westerly line
luie of Lyon Street
Street one
one
thousand one hundred
hundred and ninety-six
ninety-six and eighty one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet;
feet;
thence southwesterly
southwesterly on aacurve to the left of six
hundred and
and twelve
twelve
six hundred
feet radius, central angle one hundred
hundred and fifty-five degrees
degrees fortyseven minutes and fifty seconds, tangent to a
deflected one huna line deflected
hundred and two degrees six minutes and five seconds
seconds to the left from
the preceding course a
a distance of one thousand six hundred
hundred and sixtysixtyfour and thirteen one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet to the westerly line of Lyon
Lyon
Street and the point
point of commencement,
containing nine and ninetycommencement, containing
three one-hundredths
one-hundredths acres, more or less.
SEC.
conveyance authorized
SEC. 2. The deed of conveyance
authorized by the first section
section shall
provide that the granteegrantee—
hereafter amend or rescind Ordinance
(1) shall not hereafter
Ordinance Numbered
Numbered
(New Series)
Series) duly passed by the board
7531 (New
board of supervisors
supervisors of
of
such city and county (permitting
(permitting the United
United States
States to construct,
construct,
a spur track
maintain, and operate in perpetuity
perpetuity a
track railroad)
railroad); ;
(2)
(2) shall convey
convey to the United
United States perpetual
perpetual rights of
ingress and egress across the property
property as now enjoyed
enjoyed by the
the
United States;
States;
(3)
(3) shall permit the use of the main building situated
situated on the
property described
described in section 1
1 of this Act by the State
State of California for National
National Guard purposes.
purposes.
In the event that the grantee shall fail to conform
conform to such conditions,
conditions,
the deed of conveyance
conveyance shall
shall cease to be of force
force and effect and all
all
enjoyed by the United States prior to the enactment
rights enjoyed
enactment of this
Act shall again accrue
accrue to the United States: Provided,
such
Provided, That such
permission shall not be effective
effective until the Governor
Governor of the State of
of
California shall certify
certify in writing to the Secretary
Secretary of Defense
Defense that
that
such land is needed by the State of California
California for the
purpose of a
the purpose
a
site for aa National Guard Armory
National
Armory and for
for training
training the National
Guard
Guard or for other related military purposes and that
that such
such land
land is
is
suitable for such purposes.
purposes.
Approved July 21,
21, 1949.
1949.

July
July 21,
21, 1949
1949
[S. 863]
(S.
863]
[Public Law
Law 181]
181]
[Public

San Francisco,
Francisco,
San

Calif.

Conveyance.
Conveyance.

Conditions.
Conditions.

Certification.
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[Public Law 182]
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AN ACT

ANACT

To authorize
authorize the Secretary of the
Treasury to effect the payment of certain
To
the Treasury
certain claims
against
against the United States.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
by the
the Senate
and House
Representatives of
of the
the
United States of
America in
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
Secretary
ized.
of the Treasury
Treasury is hereby authorized
authorized and directed
pay, out
out of
of any
directed to
to pay,
any
money in the Treasury not otherwise
such sum
as may
may
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, such
sum as
be necessary to effect
settlement of the
effect full and final settlement
claims
the following
following claims
against the United States:
States:
J. D.
Wiggins.
J.
D. Wiggns.
(a)
Claim of
Government of Great
(a) Claird
of the
the Government
Great Britain in
in the
the sum
sum of
of £3,000
£3,000
($12,097.50)
($12,097.50) on behalf of the parents of the
J. D.
D. Wiggins
Wiggins of
the late
late J.
of
the British vessel Sambre, arising out of the death of
of the
latter as
as a
a
the latter
consequence
consequence of shots fired by
by John
John B.
United States
States Navy,
B. Coyne,
Coyne, United
Navy,
an armed sentry aboard
aboard the United States ship Carter
Carter Hall
Hall at
at
Shanghai,
23, 1945;
Shanghai, China,
China, on
on November
November 23,
1945;
Spanish vessel
chrliaish essel
(b) Claim of
of the
Government of
Christina.
the Government
of Great
Great Britain
for reimbursement
reimbursement
Britain for
in the sum of £721.0.5
£721.0.5 ($2,907.52),
($2,907.52), representing
representing the pro
pro rata
rata share
share of
of
the United States
States of the sum paid to the Government
of Spain
by
Government of
Spain by
the Government
Government of Great Britain, as a
aconsequence
consequence of
of damages
damages caused
caused
in the bombing of the Spanish
Spanish vessel
vessel steamship
steamship Christina
Christina at
Sete,
at Sete,
France, in an attack by joint
air forces
of the
the United
United States
States and
and
joint air
forces of
Great Britain, respectively,
on June
1944; and
and
respectively, on
June 25,
25,
1944;
Trygve
Trygve Jorgensen.
Jorgensen.
(C) Claim
Claim of
the Government
(c)
of the
Government of Norway in the sum of
19,650
of 19,650
patacas
patacas ($5,354.63)
($5,354.63) on behalf
behalf of Trygve
Trygve Jorgensen,
Jorgensen, arising
out of
of
arising out
personal
personal injuries sustained when
ship Masbate,
which he
when the
the ship
Masbate, of
of which
he was
was
captain, was attacked
attacked in the
of Macao
Macao by
by United
United States
States milithe harbor
harbor of
tary aircraft on February 25,
25, 1945.
1945.
In
$20,359.65; together
In all, $20,359.65;
together with
such additional
additional sums
sums due
due to
to
with such
increases
increases in rates
rates of exchange
exchange as may
may be
be necessary
to pay
claims in
in
necessary to
pay claims
the foreign
foreign currencies
currencies as
specified in
in the
the claims.
as specified
claims.
Approved July 25,
25, 1949.
1949.

Claims against U. S.
laymsent authort
Payment
authorized.

[CHAPTER 359]
359]
25, 1949
July 25,
1949
[S.
I. 1280]
12801
[Public
183]
[Public Law
Law 183]

60
177.
60 Stat.
Stat. 177.
49
U. S.
S. C.
C. f1111.
1111.
49 U.

AN
AN ACT
ACT
To
amend the
the Federal
Federal Airport
Airport Act so as
To amend
as to limit to 10 per centum
centum any increase of
of
the amount stated
stated as a
a maximum obligation
grant agreement.
obligation under
under a
a grant
agreement.

and House
Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
Representatives of
House of
of Representatives
of the
the
United States
States of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
United
That section
section 12
assembled That
12 of
of
the Federal
Federal Airport
Airport Act
is amend
edby
by inserting
inserting before
before the
the period
at
Act is
amended
period at
the end of the fourth sentence
thereof the following:
following: "by
sentence thereof
"by more
more than
than
centum".
10 per
per centum".
Approved
Approved July 25,
25, 1949.
1949.
[CHAPTER 360]
[CHAPTER
360]

July 25,
25, 1949
1949

ACT
AN ACT

[Public
[Public Law
Law 184]
184]

To amend
amend section
Revised Statutes,
To
section 1452, Revised
Statutes, relating
relating to
Presidential action
on the
the
to Presidential
action on
proceedings
proceedings and decisions
of Navy
boards.
decisions of
Navy retiring
retiring boards.

IS. 1639]
[S.

34
C. §
34 U. S.
S. C.
§ 416.
416.

Be it
House of Representatives
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and Howe
Representatives of
of the
the
United States
States of
America in
in Congress
United
of America
Congress assembled, That
That section
section 1452
1452
of the Revised Statutes
Statutes is hereby amended
amended to
to read
read as
as follows:
follows: "A
"A
record of the proceedings
proceedings and decision
decision of
of the
board in
in each
each case
shall
the board
case shall
transmitted to the Secretary
be transmitted
Secretary of
Navy for
for his
his approval
approval or
or disdisof the
the Navy
approval, or orders in the
the case."
case."
Approved July 25,
1949.
25, 1949.

63 STAT.]
STAT.]
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[CHAPTER
[
CHAPTER 361]
361]
AN
ACT
AN ACT

sectjn 205 of the Interstate
Interstate Commerce
Commerce Act,
To amend
amend sect4m
Act, relating
relating to
to joint
joint boards.
boards.

Be it
Representatives of
the
Be
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
of the
United
America in
Congress assembled,
United States of America
in Congress
assembled, That subsection
subsection (b)
(b)
of section
Commerce Act is hereby
hereby amended
section 205 of the Interstate
Interstate Commerce
amended to
to
read
read as
as follows:
follows:
"(b) Whenever
administration of
Whenever there arises
arises in the administration
of this part any
any
matter
refer to
matter that the Commission
Commission is required
required to refer
joint board,
board, or
to aajoint
or
that the Commission determines,
discretion, to refer to
to aajoint
determines, in its discretion,
joint
board,
if no joint board eligible
board, the Commission
Commission shall, if
eligible to consider
consider said
said
matter
existence, create a
a joint board
consider the matter
matter is in existence,
board to 'consider
matter when
when
referred, and to recommend
recommend appropriate
appropriate order
order thereon.
The ComComthereon. The
mission shall prescribe rules governing meetings and procedure
procedure of
of
joint boards and may, in the event of legal proceedings
proceedings preventing
preventing
reference
a joint board, determine
determine the matter as
reference to a
as provided
provided in
in section
section
a joint
joint board
17. Except as hereinafter
hereinafter provided,
provided, a
consist of
of a
a
board shall
shall consist
member from each State in which the motor carrier
carrier or brokerage
brokerage operations involved
involved are or are proposed
proposed to be conducted. The member
member
nominated by
by the board
from any such State shall be nominated
such State
State
board of
of such
from its own membership
otherwise; or if
if there
membership or otherwise;
there is no board
board in such
such
State or if
if the board of such State
to make
nomination when
State fails
fails to
make aanomination
when
requested by the Commission,
requested
Commission, then the Governor
State may
may
Governor of
of such
such State
authorized to appoint
nominate such member. The Commission
Commission is authorized
appoint
as a
a member upon the joint board any
approved by it.
any such nominee approved
it.
If both the board and the Governor
Governor of any State shall fail
If
fail to
to nominate
nominate
aa joint board member when requested,
requested, then the joint board
board shall be
be
constituted
a member
constituted without a
member from
State, if
if members
members for
for two
two
from such
such State,
or more States shall have been nominated
nominated and approved
approved by
by the
the ComCommission. All decisions
decisions and recommendations
recommendations by
joint boards
boards shall
shall be
be
by joint
by majority vote:
vote: Provided,
Provided, however,
however, That
That in
in any
where only
any matter
matter where
only
one member shall participate
participate in aahearing
hearing such
such member
member shall
shall consticonstia quorum and make recommendation
recommendation of
tute a
If
of an
an order
order thereon.
thereon. If
the board of each State from which a
a member of
is
of aa joint
joint board
board is
entitled
entitled to be appointed
appointed shall
shall waive
waive action on any matter
referred to
to
matter referred
such joint board, or if
if any joint board
board fails
refuses to
act, or
or is
is
fails or
or refuses
to act,
unable
unable to agree
agree upon any matter
matter submitted
submitted to
within forty-five
forty-five days
to it
it within
days
after
after the matter is referred
referred to it
it or
as the
Commisor such
such other
other period
period as
the Commission may authorize, or if
nominated for more
if a
a member
member shall not be nominated
than one State (except
(except only when
when the operations
proposed shall
operations proposed
shall be
be
into or through territory
territory foreign
foreign to the
the United
United States),
then such
such
States), then
matter shall be decided as in the case
case of any matter not required
required to
to
be referred to aajoint board. The failure of
of a
a duly
duly appointed
appointed member
member
of a
a joint board
board to
in any
any hearing
hearing on
referred
to participate
participate in
on aa matter
matter referred
to such joint board, after notice
notice thereof,
shall be
be considered
to conconthereof, shal
considered to
stitute, as to the matter
of action
matter referred,
referred, aawaiver
waiver of
the part
part of
the
action on the
of the
State from which such member was appointed,
appointed, but
not affect
but shall
shall not
affect
of the remaining
the duty and power of
remaining members
members or
member of
of said
said joint
joint
or member
if any, to proceed
board, if
proceed with
hearing, to
matter,
with said
said hearing,
to consider
consider such
such matter,
recommendation of an order thereon.
and to make
make recommendation
thereon. When
When any
any proproceeding
ceeding required
required to be referred to
involve operaoperato aa joint board
board shall
shall involve
tions of aa motor carrier
conducted or proposed
carrier conducted
proposed to
to be
be conducted
conducted into
into
or through territory foreign
foreign to the
United States,
States, if
if a
asingle
single State
State shall
shall
the United
be involved, or if
if only
only one State shall
of a
a joint
joint
shall make
make nomination
nomination of
board member through
through its Governor
Governor or
State board,
board, then
then the
the ComComor State
mission, in such case, may
nomination of
of
may receive
receive from
from that
that State
State the
the nomination

26, 1949
July 26,
[S. 255]
255]
[8.
[Public Law
185]
[Public
Law 185]
Interstate ComComInterstate
merce
merce Act,
Act, amendment.
Stat. 548.
548.
49 Stat.
U. S. C.
C. 305
(b);
49 U.
305 (b);
H,§
Supp. II,
§ 305 note.
Joint boards.

24 Stat.
Stat. 385.
24
49 U. S.
S. C.
49
C.§I17.
Members.
Members.

Quorum.

Waiver
Waiver of
of action.
action.
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[63 STAT.
STAT.

not more
more than
than three
three members
members and
and may
appoint such
such nominees
nominees to
to conconmay appoint
not
stitute
joint board.
of joint
administering
joint boards
boards when
when administering
the joint
board. Members
Members of
stitute the
the provisions
provisions of
part shall
shall receive
receive such
allowanoes for
for travel
travel
such allowances
of this
this part
the

and
Commission shall
shall provide.
joint
as the
the Commission
provide. A
A joint
and subsistence
subsistence expenses
expenses as
board
continue in
in existence
existence for
the consideration
consideration of
matters
shall continue
for the
of matters
board shall
referred to
the Commission
until such
time as
as its
existence may
such time
its existence
may
referred
to it
it by
by the
Commission until
Substitution of be terminated by the Commission.
A substitution
of membership
membership
substitution of
of be terminated by the Commission. A
Substitution
membership.
membership.
upon a
from any
any State
may be made
time by nomiState may
made at any time
joint board
board from
upon
a joint
nation and
appointment in
in the
the same
manner as
as an
original nomination
nomination
an original
same manner
nation
and appointment
and
appointment."
and appointment."
Approved July
July 26,
26, 1949.
1949.
Approved
Termination.
Termination,

[CHAPTER 362]
[CHAPTER
362]
July
July 26,
26, 1949
1949
[S.
447]
[. 447]
[Public Law
Law 186]
186]
[Public

Civil Aeronautics
Aeronautics
Civil
Act of
of 1938,
1938, amendamendAct
ment.
ment.
52
1015.
Stat. 1015.
52 Stat.
49 U.
S. C.. I622.
6V.
49
U.S.

ACT
AN ACT

To
amend the
Civil Aeronautics
Aeronautics Act
regulate the
the transportransporamended, to regulate
Act of 1938, as amended,
To amend
the Civil
tation, packing,
marking, and
explosives and
and other
dangerous
other dangerous
of explosives
and description
description of
packing, marking,
tation,
articles.

Be
Representatives of the
and House of Representatives
the Senate
Senate and
it enacted
enacted by
by the
Be it
United
in Congress
Congress assembled, That section 902
United States
States of America in
of the
Act of
as amended,
amended, is
amended by
is amended
of 1938,
1938, as
Aeronautics Act
of
the Civil
Civil Aeronautics
inserting after
after subsection
(g) thereof
new subsection:
subsection:
thereof the
the following
following new
subsection (g)
inserting
"Transportation of Explosives
Explosives and
Dangerous Articles
Articles
and Other Dangerous
"Transportation

Penalty.
Penalty.

52
1007.
52 Stat.
Stat. 1007.
49
U. S.
S. C.
C. §§
49 U.
§i 551551560;
551.
II, § 551.
560; Supp.
Supp. II,

Death or
bodily in
inDeath
or bodily
jury.

of
Applicability of
rules and regulations.
regulations.
52 Stat.
Stat. 1007.
52
1007.
49 U.
ig 55155149
U. S.
8. C.
0. ii
580, Supp.
[ 551.
551.
Supp. II,
II, §
560,

"(h)
Any person
person who
who knowingly
to be
be delivcauses to
or causes
delivers or
knowingly delivers
(1) Any
"(h) (1)
ered to
to an
an air
air carrier
or to
the operator
civil aircraft
aircraft for
for
to the
operator of
of any
any civil
ered
carrier or
transportation in
commerce or
transportation in
who causes the transportation
air commerce,
or who
in air
transportation
air commerce
commerce of, any
any shipment,
property, the transportaor property,
transportashipment, baggage, or
air
tion of
of which
which would
would be prohibited
prohibited by any
regulation, or requireany rule,
rule, regulation,
tion
prescribed by
Board, under
under title
title VT
VI of
ment prescribed
by the
the Civil
Civil Aeronautics
Aeronautics Board,
relating to the transportation,
descripthis Act, relating
transportation, packing,
packing, marking,
marking, or description
articles shall,
conviction
tion of explosives
explosives or other
other dangerous
dangerous articles
shall, upon
upon conviction
thereof
more than
thereof for each
each such
such offense,
offense, be
be subject
subject to aa fine
fine of
of not
not more
than
$1,000,
imprisonment not exceeding
such
$1,000, or
or to imprisonment
exceeding one
one year, or to both such
fine
imprisonment: Provided,
Provided, That when
death or bodily
bodily injury
injury
fine and
and imprisonment:
when death
offense punishable
under this subsection,
subsection,
of any person
person results from
from an offense
punishable under
the person or persons convicted
convicted thereof
thereof shall, in lieu of the foregoing
foregoing
than $10,000
$10,000 or to
penalty, be subject
subject to aafine
fine of not more than
to imprisonment not exceeding
such fine and
and imprisonment.
imprisonment.
exceeding ten years, or to
to both such
"(2) in the exercise
exercise of
under title VI of
of its
its authority
authority under
of this
this Act,
the Civil
Civil Aeronautics
Aeronautics Board
may provide
provide by
by regulation
for the
the appliapplithe
Board may
regulation for
the rules
rules or
regulations of
of the
the Interstate
cation in whole or
or in part
part of
of the
or regulations
Interstate
Commerce
(including future
future amendments
amendments and
and additions
additions
Commerce Commission
Commission (including
thereto) relating to
transportation, packing,
packing, marking,
marking, or
or descripdescripthereto)
to the transportation,
tion of explosives or other dangerous
dangerous articles
articles for surface transportransportation, to the shipment and carriage
carriage by
such articles. Such
Such
by air
air of such
terminated by the Board at any time.
applicability may be terminated
time. While
so
applicable, any
any such
rule or
or regulation,
or part
part thereof,
thereof, of
of
so made applicable,
such rule
regulation, or
the
Commerce Commission
Commission shall
shall for
the Interstate
Interstate Commerce
for the
the purposes
purposes of
of this
this
Act be deemed
deemed to
to be
be a
regulation of
of the
the Board
Board prescribed
prescribed under
a regulation
under
title
title VI."
VI."
Approved
Approved July 26,
26, 1949.
1949.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 363]

July 26,
26, 1949
1949
July

[S.
[s. 1279]
127]
[Public Law 187]

Federal
Act,
Federal Airport
Airport Act,
amendment.
amendment.
GO Stat.
Stat. 178.
178.
00
491T.
8. C. i 1114
1114 (b).
(b).
49
U. S.C.

A N ACT
ACTP
AN

To amend the Federal
Federal Airport
Airport Act so as to provide
provide that minimum rates
rates of wages
wages
need
specified only in contracts
contracts in excess of $2,000.
need be
be specified

it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of the
Be it
United States
States of
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled, That subsection
United
of America
subsection (b)
of section 15 of the Federal
Airport Act is amended
Federal Airport
amended to read as follows:
follows:

63
STAT.]
63 STAT.]
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1949
81ST CONG
CONG.,., 1sT
IST SESS
SESS.-CHS.
363-365-JULY 26,
"MINIMUM
OF WAGES
"MINIMUM RATES OF

"(b) All contracts, in excess
projects approved
approved
excess of $2,000 for work on projects
"(b)
under this Act which involve
provisions establishestablishinvolve labor shall contain
contain provisions
predetermined by the Secretary
Secretary of
ing minimum rates of wages, to be predetermined
Labor, which contractors
contractors shall
shall pay to skilled and unskilled
unskilled labor,
labor, and
such minimum rates shall be stated in the invitation
invitation for bids and shall
be included in proposals or bids for the work."
Approved July 26, 1949.
1949.
[CHAPTER
364]
[CHAPTER 364]

AN ACT
AN
ACT
To extend
for one
one year
the authority
authority of
of the
the Administrator
Administrator of
Veterans' Affairs
Affairs
of Veterans'
To
extend for
year the
respecting leases
and leased
leased property.
leases and
property.
respecting

Representatives of the
and House
House of Representatives
enacted by the Senate and
Be it
it enacted
United States
second
Congress assembled, That the second
America in Congress
United
States of America
paragraph
Servicemen's Readjustment
Readjustment Act of
paragraph of section 100 of the Servicemen's
1944
amended (38
hereby amended
amended
693), is
is hereby
299), as
as amended
(38 U.
U. S.
S. C. 693),
1944 (60
(60 Stat.
Stat. 299),
30, 1949" and inserting
following:
inserting in lieu thereof the following:
by deleting "June 30,1949"
"June 30, 1950".
Approved
Approved July 26, 1949.
[CHAPTER 365]
365]
[CHAPTER

ACT
AN ACT

Relating
in the District of Columbia to stop
Relating to
to orders to banks doing business in
payment on negotiable instruments
payable from
from deposits
deposits in,
or payable
payable at,
in, or
instruments payable
payment
such banks.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
of Representatives
of the
the
and House
House of
Representatives of
by the
the Senate
Senate and
Be
United States
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
no revocation,
revocation,
That no
assembled, That
America in
United
States of

July
26, 1949
194.9
July 26,
[S. 2010]
2010]
[S.
[Public Law
Law 188]
1
[Public

Stat. 472.
62 Stat.

S. C.,
C., Supp.
38 U. S.

II, §§6S.
698.

July 26, 1949
1948
[H.
21041
[R. R.
R. 2101]
Law
[Public
[Public Law 189]
189]

Banks in
in D. C.
Banks
Stop-payment orStop-payment

countermand,
hereafter made
made relating
relating to the ders.
stop-payment order hereafter
countermand, or stop-payment
payment of any check
check or draft against an account of aadepositor
depositor in
any
company doing
Columbia,
business in the
the District of Columbia,
doing business
or trust company
any bank or
or relating to the payment
payment of a
acceptance made payable at
at
a note or acceptance
any
valid unless the same be in
such bank
bank or
or trust company, shall be valid
any such
specifically describing the instrument
instrument to which
which it relates by
writing specifically
stating
amount of the item
item upon which payment is to be stopped,
stopped,
stating the amount
the
payee and be delivered
delivered to the
thereof, and
and the name of the payee
the date thereof,
bank
or trust
at the
the particular
particular office,
office, or branch,
branch, if any, on
bank or
trust company
company at
instrument was drawn
drawn or at which it was made payable:
payable:
which such instrument
Transmission by
by
Provided, however, That any stop-payment
stop-payment order transmitted by telephone.
Provided,
telephone.
telephone to an officer of the bank upon which the instrument has been
drawn shall be accepted
accepted by the bank upon such identification
identification that
that
drawn
transmitted by its depositor as an effeceffecwill insure the order has been transmitted
notice for a
twenty-four hours, after
after which
which time it shall
shall
tive notice
a period of twenty-four
a written order as otherwise
followed by a
be valid
valid unless followed
no longer be
provided herein.
provided
SEC. 2. The delivery to one office
office or branch
a bank or trust combranch of a
SEC.
pany
revocation, countermand,
countermand, or stop-payment
order
stop-payment order
any such revocation,
pany of any
shall not constitute notice, actual or constructive,
constructive, to any other
other office
office
company and shall not impair
impair
or branch of the same bank or trust company
company, acting through any such
such
the right of such bank or trust company,
f
other
course of the instrument.
to be aaholder
holder in due course
branch, to
other office
office or branch,
-A
S
EC. 3.
3. No
such written
written revocation,
or stop-payment
stop-payment
revocation, countermand,
countermand, or
No such
SEC.
order
effect more
months after
thereof
six months
after delivery thereof
more than six
remain in
in effect
order shall remain
to the bank or trust company, unless same be renewed.
renewed. The first or
any
specifically
be in writing; shall specifically
subsequent renewal
renewal thereof shall be
any subsequent
describe
revocation, countermand,
countermand, or stopdescribe the
the instrument
instrument or the revocation,
payment order to which
which it relates;
delivered to the bank or
relates; shall be delivered
81939-50--PT.
8193V-50—PT. I---31
3
31
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482

PUBLIC
LAWS-CHS.
PUBLIC LAWS—
CHS.365, 366,
369—JULY 26,
26, 28,
28, 1949
1949 [63
[63 STAT.
STAT.
366, 369-JULY

Cancellation
of orCancellation of
order.
der.

Responsibilty to
Responsibilty
to
depositor.
depositor.

trust company
company at
particular office
any, on
which such
at the particular
office or
or branch,
branch, if
if any,
on which
such
instrument was drawn
instrument
drawn or at which
which it
it was
was made
made payable;
payable; and
shall
and shall
be in effect
effect for not more
six months
months from
the date
of delivery
delivery
more than
than six
from the
date of
thereof. The bank
bank or trust company
to which
which such
such a
a revocation,
revocation,
company to
countermand, or stop-payment
countermand,
stop-payment order
order has
has been
been delivered
delivered may,
may, at
at its
its
option and without
without liability,
liability, stop
the payment
such an
an instrument
instrument
stop the
payment of
of such
after the expiration date of the order or any
renewal thereof.
any renewal
thereof.
SEC.
4. Any revocation,
revocation, countermand,
S
EC. 4.
countermand, or
or stop-payment
stop-payment order
order existexistenactment of this Act
ing on the date of enactment
bank or
or trust
trust company
Act in
in any bank
company
doing business
business in the District of
Columbia may
may be
be canceled
canceled by
by the
the
of Columbia
bank or trust company
company after
after six months
from such
such date,
date, by
by giving
months from
giving
notice of such cancellation
cancellation to the depositor at his last
last known
address
known address
registered mail but such aanotice shall
by registered
shall not be effective
effective until
until thirty
thirty
days have elapsed from the time of the mailing
of such
such notice.
notice.
mailing of
SEC.
SEC. 5. Any bank or trust company
that pays
other
company that
pays aa check
check or
or other
instrument drawn by or against the account
account of a
depositor, the
the paypaya depositor,
ment
ment of which
which has been ordered
ordered stopped,
stopped, and
and the order
order is
is still
still in
in effect,
effect,
as herein provided, shall be responsible
responsible to
to the
the depositor
depositor for
for the
the amount
amount
thereof.
thereof. When restored
restored to such
such aadepositor,
the bank
shall be
be subrodepositor, the
bank shall
subrogated to any benefits receivable,
receivable, or amounts recoverable,
recoverable, by
by the
the
depositor
depositor but shall
shall pursue
remedy at
at its
its own
own expense.
pursue its
its remedy
expense.
Approved July
Approved
July 26,
26, 1949.
1949.
[
CHAPTER 366]
366]
[CHAPTER

July 26,149
[H. J. Res. 298]
[Public Law
Law 190]
July 26, 1949
[H. J. Res. 298]

JOINT
JOINT RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION

To provide
for on-the-spot
To
provide for
on-the-spot audits by
by the
the General
General Accounting Office of the
the fiscal
fiscal
records
of the
the Sergeant
Representatives.
records of
of the
the Office
Office of
Sergeant at Arms
Arms of the
the House
House of Representatives.

Resolved by the Senate and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
States of America in
in Congress
assembled, That
States
Congress assembled,
That in order
order to provide
additional protection for the appropriated
Office of Sergeant
Sergeant at
Office
appropriated and trust
funds of
the Office
Office
trust funds
of the
Arms.
Arms.
of the
the Sergeant
Sergeant at Arms of the
the House
CompHouse of
of Representatives,
Representatives, the
the Comptroller
troller General
General of the United
United States
States shall, not less frequently
frequently than
than once
once
employees of the General
each six months, detail
detail employees
Accounting Office
Office to
to
General Accounting
make
on-the-spot audit of all receipts
make an on-the-spot
receipts and disbursements
disbursements pertaining
pertaining
Report.
Report.
to the fiscal records
such Office
of the
the Sergeant
Sergeant at
Arms. The
The CompComprecords of
of such
Office of
at Arms.
troller General shall report to the Speaker and Sergeant
Sergeant at
at Arms
Arms of
of
the House of Representatives
Representatives the results
results of
of each
audit.
each such
such audit.
Approved July 26,
26, 1949.
1949.

House of RepresentRepresentatives.

[
CHAPTER 369]
3691
[CHAPTER
July 28,
July
28, 1949
1949
[H. R.
3901]
[rH.
R. 3901]
[Public
Law 191]
191]
[Public Law

Municipal Court
Municipal
Court of
of
Appeals
Appeals and
and MuniciMunicivil
Court for
al Court
for D.
D. C.
C.
11a
judges.
1"l-'s- -s of judges.

n. r.r. c-,
D.

Supp.
7

VII, ft
VII,
St 11-7:
11-7; 1.I11-7 ,1

191.
56 Stat. 191.
D. C. Code, Supp.
VII,
§11-753.
11-753.
VII, 1
Post, p.
Post,
p. 887.
887.

AN ACT
ACT
AN

To increase
the salaries
To
increase the
salaries of the judges of the
the Municipal Court of Appeals
Appeals for
for the
the
District of
of Columbia
Columbia and
the Municipal
Municipal Court for the District of Columbia.
District
and the
Columbia.

Be it
enacted by
by the
the Senate and House
Be
it enacted
House of Representatives
Representatives of the
United
United States of America in Congress
assembled, That
That the
the salary
Congress assembled,
salary of
of
the judges of the Municipal
Municipal Court of Appeals
Appeals for
for the
of
the District
District of
Columbia
Columbia authorized
authorized by the Act approved
approved April 1, 1942 (56 Stat. 191,
191,
sees. 753 and 771).
194, D. C. Code, title XI, secs.
771), is hereby
hereby increased
increased so
so
that the salary of the chief
chief judge of the Municipal
Appeals
Municipal Court
Court of
of Appeals
for the District of Columbia shall be $14,500 per
per annum
annum and
and the
the
salary of each
salary
each associate
associate judge shall be $14,000
$14,000 per annum; the salary
salary
of
judgof
f the Municipal
Municipal Court
of the
the chief
chief judge
of
Court for the District of Columbia
Columbia
shall
be $13,500
$13,500 per
shall be
per annum and the salary
salary of each associate judge shall
shall
be $13,000 per
annum.
per annum.
SEC. 2. Section
SEc.
Section 22of said Act of April 1, 1942.
1942, is amended by
by strikstriking out
salary of the chief judge shall be $8,500 per
ing
out the words "The salary
per
annum and
the salary
associate judge
annum
and the
salary of each associate
judge shall be
be $8,000
$8,000 per
per

63
TAT.]
63 S
STAT.]

81sT
CONG ., 1sT
SESS.--CHS. 369,
369, 371,
JuA13;1:8,129;9149949
81ST CONG.,
IST SESS.-CHS.
371, 3372
29,
1949
72- July28
Aug. 1, 1949

annum"
and substituting in
annum" and
thereof the following:
following: "The
"The salary
in lieu thereof
salary
of the
chief judge
judge shall
shall be
be $13,500
$13,500 per
annum and
and the
the salary
salary of
of each
each
of
the chief
per annum
associate
judge shall
be $13,000
per annum."
annum."
associate judge
shall be
$13,000 per
S
EC. 3.
Act of
1, 1912,
is amended
amended by
by strikstrikSEC.
3. Section 66of
of said
said Act
of April
April 1,
1942, is
"The salary
chief judge
per
ing out the
the words "The
salary of
of the
the chief
judge shall
shall be
be $9,500
$9,500 per
annum and
the salary
salary of
of each
each associate
per
annum
and the
associate judge
judge shall
shall be
be $9,000
$9,000 per
annum" and
substituting in
in lieu
the following:
following: "The
annum"
and substituting
lieu thereof
thereof the
"The salary
salary
of the
chief judge
judge shall
shall be
per annum
annum and
and the
the salary
salary of
of each
each
of
the chief
be $14,500
$14,500 per
associate
shall be
$14,000 per
associate judge
judge shall
be $14,000
per annum."
annum."
Approved July
July 28,
28, 1949.
Approved
1949.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 371]
371]

AN ACT
ACT

To authorize
authorize a
the rehabilitation
of certain
certain works
works of
of the
the Fort
Fort Sumner
Sumner
To
a project
project for
for the
rehabilitation of
irrigation district
in New
New Mexico,
for other
other purposes.
irrigation
district in
Mexico, and
and for
purposes.

483

Stat. 194.
194.
56 Stat.

D. C.
Code, Supp.
Supp.
D.
C. Code,
VII, §
§11-771.
11-771.
VII,
Post, p. 887.
Post,

29, 1949
July 29.
[S. 276]
276]
IS.
Law 192]
[Public Law

it enacted
Be it
enacted by the Senate
Senate and House
of the
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
the
Fort Sumner irrigaUnited
assemb, That,
for the
United States
States of
of America
America in
in Congress
Congressassembled,
That, for
the purpose
purpose tion
district, N. Mex.
Mex.
district,
of providing water for the
irrigation of
approximately six
the irrigation
of approximately
six thousand
thousand
five hundred
five
arid lands
lands on
on the
the Pecos
Pecos River
in New
Mexico,
hundred acres of arid
River in
New Mexico,
the Secretary
the
Secretary of the Interior is
to rehabilitate,
rehabilitate,
is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to
operate, and maintain in accordance
accordance with
reclamation laws
with the
the Federal
Federal reclamation
laws
43 U. S.
S. C.
C. 5
§372 et
et
June 17, 1902, 32
Stat. 388,
amendatory thereof
(Act of June
32 Stat.
388, and Acts amendatory
thereof or
or seq.
seq.
supplementary
of the
supplementary thereto)
thereto) the
the irrigation
irrigation system
system of
the Fort
Fort Sumner
Sumner
irrigation
in New
New Mexico
and to
to construct
works
irrigation district
district in
Mexico and
construct all
all necessary
necessary works
Initiation of project.
project.
incidental thereto:
thereto: Provided,
Provided, That
That the
project shall
shall not
not be
initiated
incidental
the project
be initiated
until contracts satisfactory
satisfactory to the
of the
the Interior
shall have
have
the Secretary
Secretary of
Interior shall
been executed
executed withwith—
been
(a) an
an irrigation
irrigation or
and
(a)
or conservancy
conservancy district,
district, satisfactory
satisfactory in
in form
form and
and embracing
embracing the
lands of
of the
the project
as
powers to
to the
the Secretary
Secretary and
the lands
project as
Repayment to U.
U. S.
S.
Repayment
determined by
him, obligating
among other
other things,
things, (i)
(i)
determined
by him,
obligating the
the district,
district, among
to repay
repay to
the United
States without
without interest
cost of
to
to the
United States
interest the
the cost
of rehabilitating
rehabilitating
constructing the
project, the
the terms
terms to
to be
be such
as will
will secure
repayand constructing
the project,
such as
secure repayment
rapidly as,
as, in
the judgment
judgment of
of the
the Secretary,
the district
district can
can
ment as rapidly
in the
Secretary, the
reasonably
be expected
expected to
repayment and,
and, in
any event,
event, within
reasonably be
to make
make repayment
in any
within
the
useful life
project; (ii)
(ii) to
to pay
for or
or otherwise
provide
the useful
life of
of the
the project;
pay for
otherwise provide
adeguate
and maintenance,
including replacements,
replacements, of
of the
the
adequate operation
operation and
maintenance, including
project
works during
during the
the period
of the
(iii) to
project works
period of
the contract;
contract; and
and (iii)
to furnish
furnish
the
Secretary with
with such
over and
and access
to project
project works
works which
which
the Secretary
such control
control over
access to
are
the control
control of
of the
district as
he may
require in
in
are owned by
by or
or within
within the
the district
as he
may require
order to
the investment
the United
States in
the project;
project;
order
to safeguard
safeguard the
investment of
of the
United States
in the
and
Bond holders.
holders.
(b) the
or holders
holders of
of at
at least
per centum
c,entum of
outstanding
(b)
the holder
holder or
least 90
90 per
of the
the outstanding
general
bonds of
of the
the Fort
Sumner irrigation
irrigation district
progeneral obligation
obligation bonds
Fort Sumner
district providing for
for such
or cancellation
cancellation of
those bonds
and schedulschedulviding
such refinancing
refinancing or
of those
bonds and
ing
of payments
of principal
principal and
and interest
called for
thereby as
as the
the
ing of
payments of
interest called
for thereby
Secretary believes
believes necessary
necessary in
order to
to insure
insure fulfillment
of the
the obligaSecretary
in order
fulfillment of
obligations
under (a)
above.
(a) above.
tions required
required under
Approved
July 29,
29, 1949.
1949.
Approved July
[CHAPTER 372]
[CHAPTER
372]

ACT
AN ACT

To authorize
Secretary of
Army, the
Navy, and
the
To
authorize the
the Secretary
of the
the Army,
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Navy,
and the
Secretary
Force to
to lend
lend certain
property to
veterans' ororSecretary of
of the
the Air
Air Force
certain property
to national
national veterans'
ganizations,
and for
for other
purposes.
other purposes.
ganizations, and

1, 1949
August 1,
August
[H. R. 4646]
[H.
[Public Law 193]
193]
[Public

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
of the
the
Be
and H01188
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
convenVeterans' convenUnited
States of
Congress assembled,
Secretary tions.
United States
of America
America in
in Congress
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
of
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
Navy, and
and the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
Air
Loan of armed servservLoan
of the
the Army,
Army, the
the Navy,
the Air
ices' equipment.
equipment.
Ices'

484
484

PUBLIC
CFIS.372,
PUBLIC LAWS—
LAWS-CHS.
372, 375,
375, 376—AUG
376-AUG..1,
1, 1949
1949

Terms.
Terms.

Bond.
Bond.

10
U. S. C.
C. §I
¢§ 1259a1259a10 Us..
1259c.
1259c.

[63
STAT.
[63 STAT.

Force, respectively,
respectively, are
are authorized
authorized to lend,
at their
their discretion
discretion and
and
lend, at
under conditions
conditions which
to any
any recognized
recognized national
which they
they may
may prescribe,
prescribe, to
national
veterans'
veterans' organization
organization such cots,
pillows, mattresses,
mattresses, bed
bed
cots, blankets,
blankets, pillows,
sacks, unoccupied
barracks of the Army, Navy,
unoccupied barracks
Air Force,
Force, and
and
Navy, or Air
available articles
other available
articles or equipment
equipment under
their respective
respective jurisdicjurisdicunder their
needed by such veterans' organization
tions as may be needed
organization for
for use
use at
at any
any
national or State conventions
of its national
conventions or national
youth athletic
athletic or
national youth
or recrecreation
reation tournaments.
tournaments.
SEC.
S
EC. 2. Such property
delivered upon
upon such
terms and
and at
property may be delivered
such terms
at
any such
conventions or
national youth
youth athletic
athletic or
such time
time prior
prior to
to any
such conventions
or national
or
recreation
recreation tournaments
tournaments as may be agreed
agreed upon by the representatives
representatives
veterans' organization
of such veterans'
organization and
Secretary of
the Army,
the
and the
the Secretary
of the
Army, the
Secretary of the Navy, or the Secretary
Secretary of the Air
case
Air Force, as the case
may be, except
except that any expense incurred
incurred by the United
States as
as
United States,
determined
determined by the Secretary
in the
the delivery,
delivery, return,
return, reharehaSecretary concerned,
concerned, in
bilitation, or replacement
replacement of any
any such property
shall be
be defrayed
defrayed by
by
property shall
the veterans'
veterans' organization.
organization.
SEC.
Secretary of the Army, the Secretary
S
EC. 3. The Secretary
Secretary of the Navy,
Navy, or
or
the Secretary
Secretary of the
Force, as
as the
case may
be, shall
shall take
take from
from each
each
the Air
Air Force,
the case
may be,
veterans'
property is lent
veterans' organization
organization to which property
pursuant to
to the
the proprolent pursuant
a good and
visions of this Act a
bond for
for the
the return
return of
of such
such
and sufficient
sufficient bond
property
property in good condition.
condition.
SEC.
11, 1946 (60
S
EC. 4. The
The Act of June 11,
(60 Stat. 256; ch. 379),
379), is hereby
hereby
repealed.
repealed.
Approved August
1949.
Approved
August 1,
1, 1949.
[CHAPTER 375]
[CHAPTER
375]

August
August 1,
1, 1949
1949
[S.
266]
[S. 2661
[Public Law 194]
[Public Law

Incompetent
Incompetent veterveterans.
ans.
Pension, etc.,
etc., durdurPension,
ing
ing hospitalization.
hospitalicztion.

38 U. S.
S. C.
C. §§730
739 (11).
(1).

AN ACT
ACT
Modifying
a limitation
Modifying a
limitation affecting
affecting the pension,
pension, compensation,
compensation, or
or retirement
retirement pay
pay
payable
payable on account of an incompetent
incompetent veteran
without dependents
dependents during
veteran without
during
hospitalization, institutional
hospitalization,
institutional or domiciliary
care.
domiciliary care.

enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
Be it
it enacted
Representatives of
of the
the
United States of America in
United
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
the second
second
That the
proviso of subsection
subsection (B) of the first
section of
of the
the Act
Act entitled
entitled "An
first section
"An
Act relating to veterans'
veterans' pension,
compensation, or retirement
pension, compensation,
pay
retirement pay
institutional or domiciliary
during hospitalization,
hospitalization, institutional
domiciliary care, and
and for other
other
purposes", approved
approved August 8, 1946 (60 Stat. 908),
908), is amended to read
read
as follows: "Provided
"Provided further,
further, That in any case where
where the
estate of
of
the estate
such incompetent
incompetent veteran
veteran derived from
source equals
equals or
or exceeds
from any
any source
exceeds
$1,500, further
$1,500,
further payments
payments of such benefits shall not be made
made until the
reduced to $500,
$500, but the amount which would
estate is reduced
would be payable
payable but
but
for this proviso shall be
paid to
to the
as provided
provided for
for the
the lump
be paid
the veteran
veteran as
lump
sum in the preceding
preceding proviso but in the event of the veteran's death
death
no part
thereof shall be payable
part, thereof
:".
payable:".
Approved August 1,
Approved
1, 1949.
1949.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 376]

August 1,
August
1949
81, 1949
[S. 811]

I[. 5 11

[Public Law 195]
195]
[Public

Veterans
Veterans Administration.
tration.
Effective date
Effective
date of
of certain pensions,
pensions, etc.
etc.

ArT
AN ACT
AN

To adjust the effective
effective date
date of certain awards
awards of pensions
and compensations
compensations
pensions and
payable by the Veterans'
Veterans' Administration.
payable
Administration.

Be it
and House of Representatives
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
Representatives of
the
of the
United States of America
America in
Congress assembled,
United
in Congress
That notwithstandnotwithstandassembled, That
ing the provisions
provisions of any
any other
other law which
which prescribes
prescribes the effective
effective date
date
of awards
awards of pensions
pensions and compensation,
compensation, in the case
case of
any claimant
claimant
of any
for pension
pension or compensation
compensation under laws administered
administered by the Veterans'
Veterans'
Administration,
Administration, who
who is receiving aacurrent pension
pension or compensation
compensation
on the date of the enactment
enactment of this Act,
whose claim
claim arose
arose with
with
Act, whose

STAT.]
63 S
TAT.]

485
485

1ST SESS
SESS.-CHS.
81ST CONG.,
CONG ., 1ST
.—CHS.376,
378, 379—AUG.1,
1, 2,
376,378,379-AUG.
2, 1949
1949

respect to the disability or death
respect
death or
of aa specified
of
or attainment
attainment of
specified age
age of
aamember or former
former member
member of
armed forces
forces on
on and
and after
after DecemDecemof the
the armed
ber 7, 1941, and who
unable to
file such
such claim
claim by
reason of
of being
who was
was unable
to file
by reason
being
interned
interned by
which the
the United
United States
States was
was at
at war
or
by a
a country
country with
with which
war or
prevented from filing
was otherwise
otherwise prevented
by action
of such
such
filing such
such claim
claim by
action of
the award
country, the
pension or
be adjusted
adjusted so
so
award of pension
or compensation
compensation shall
shall be
as to be effective
effective as of the date
the award
award would
would have
have been
been effective
effective
date the
had claim been
on the
the date
of death,
discharge from
the armed
been filed
filed on
date of
death, discharge
from the
armed
forces, or
the occurrence
of age
increased disability
disability
forces,
or the
occurrence of
age or
or any
any disability
disability or
or increased
to a
pension increased
pension, compensation,
giving rise
rise to
a claim
claim for
for pension,
increased pension,
compensation,
or increased
increased compensation:
That claims
the benefits
compensation: Provided,
Provided, That
claims for
for the
benefits
of this Act shall be filed within
within one year
year from
date of
enactment
from the
the date
of enactment
of this Act.
Approved
August 1,
Approved August
1, 1949.
1949.

Filing
Filing of claims.

[CHAPTER 378]
[CHAPTER

JOINT RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION
JOINT
Amending
Amending an Act making temporary
temporary appropriations
1950,
appropriations for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
year 1950,
and for other purposes.
and

August 1,
1, 1949
1949
[H. J.
3". Res. 329]
[H.
[Public
[Public Law 196]

Resolved by the
of Representatives
of the
the United
United
the Senate and
and House
House of
Representatives of
States
America in
That Public
States of America
in Congress
Congress assembled, That
Public Law
Law 154
154
(Eighty-first Congress),
Congress), making
temporary appropriations
making temporary
appropriations for the
the
fiscal year 1950, and for other purposes,
purposes, is
by striking
is hereby
hereby amended
amended by
striking
out, in section (c)
(c) thereof,
"July 31,
lieu thereof
thereof
thereof, "July
31, 1949"
1949" and
and inserting
inserting in
in lieu
"August 15,
"August
15, 1949".
1949".
Approved
August 1,
1, 1949.
1949.
Approved August

Ante, p. 405; post,
696.
pp. 614, 696.

[CHAPTER 379]
[CHAPTER
379]

AN ACT
amend the Interstate
Interstate Commerce
Commerce Act, as amended.
amended.
To amend

August 2,
2, 1949
August
1949
[S. 256]
256]
[I.
[Public Law
Law 197]
[Public
197]

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
the
the Senate
and House
of the
United
States of America in
United States
in Congress
assembled, That
That paragraph
paragraph (5)
Congress assembled,
(5)
of
Interstate Commerce
Commerce Act,
amended
of section
section 1
1 of
of the
the Interstate
Act, as
as amended,
amended, is
is amended
by striking
striking out
"(a)" ;and
is further
amended by
out "(b)"
"(b)"
by
out "(a)";
and is
further amended
by striking
striking out
and
inserting in
in lieu
lieu thereof
"(51A)".
and inserting
thereof "(51/)".
SEC.
SEc. 2. (a)
(a) The first sentence of paragraph
section 33of
of the
paragraph (2)
(2) of
of section
the
Interstate Commerce
as amended,
amended, is
read as
Interstate
Commerce Act,
Act, as
is amended
anended to
to read
as follows:
follows:
"(2) No
No carrier
railroad and
and no
company subject
to the
the
"(2)
carrier by
by railroad
no express
express company
subject to
provisions of this part shall deliver
deliver or
relinquish possession
possession at
at destinaor relinquish
destination
of any
any freight
freight or
express shipment
transported by
by it
it until
until all
all
tion of
or express
shipment transported
tariff
charges thereon
thereon have
have been
been paid,
except under
under such
tariff rates
rates and
and charges
paid, except
such
rules and regulations
rules
regulations as
as the
the Commission
Commission may
may from
time to
to time
time preprefrom time
scribe to govern the settlement
settlement of all
all such
and charges
and to
to
such rates
rates and
charges and
prevent
prevent unjust discrimination:
discrimination: Provided,
That the
provisions of
of this
this
Provided,That
the provisions
paragraph shall
shall not
be construed
to prohibit
carrier or
or express
express
paragraph
not be
construed to
prohibit any
any carrier
in connection
connection with
with rates
and charges
company from
from extending
extending credit
credit in
rates and
charges
on freight
express shipments
shipments transported
transported for
the United
United States,
States, for
for
freight or
or express
for the
agency thereof,
any department,
department, bureau, or agency
thereof, or for
for any
or TerriTerriany State
State or
tory
subdivision thereof,
thereof, or
or for
for the
tory or
or political
political subdivision
the District
District of
of Columbia."
Columbia."
(b)
The amendment
of this
(b) The
amendment made
made by
by subsection
subsection (a)
(a) of
this section
section shall
shall
take effect
take
effect six months
months after
after the
the date
the enactment
of this
date of
of the
enactment of
this Act.
Act.
Ste. 3.
second sentence
sentence of
of subparagraph
subparagraph (b)
of paragraph
(2)
SEC.
3. The
The second
(b) of
paragraph (2)
section 5
of the
the Interstate
is amended
amended
of section
5 of
Interstate Commerce
Commerce Act,
Act, as
as amended,
amended, is
to
as follows:
the Commission
Commission shall
shall consider
to read
read as
follows: "If
"If the
consider it
it necessary
necessary in
in
order to
to determine
determine whether
whether the
findings specified
specified below
below may
order
the findings
may properly
properly
-

~-

.

,*

.

Interstate
ComInterstate Commerce
merce Act,
Act, amendamendments.
nients.
41 Stat.
475; 54
54 Stat.
Stat.
41
Stat. 475;
900.
900.
40 U.
C. §1
I1(5).
(5).
49
U. S.. C.
41 Stat.
479.
41
Stat. 479.
49 U.
U. S.
S. (.
C. 33(2).
(2).
49
Collection of
of freight
freight
rates and
and charges.
rates
charges.

Extension
Extension of
of credit
credit
to U.
U. S.,
etc.
to
8., etc.

Effective date.
date.
Effective

54
Stat. 906.
54 Stat.
49 U.S.C.
U. S. C. §*5
(2) (b).
49
6(2)(b).
Public
hearing.
Public hearing.
"

.

.

?

.

.}

.

,

486
486

54 Stat. 908.
49
C.. §5
5 (10).
49 U.. S.
S. C.
(10).

Ante,
p. 485.
485.
Ante, p.

54
909.
54 Stat.
Stat. 909.
49 U.
U. S.
C. §55 (13).
(13).
49
S. C.
"Carrier."
"Carrier."
905-909.
54 Stat.
Stat. 905-909.
49 U.
U. S.
S. C.
49
C. §
§5
5 (2)(2)(12).
(12).

34 Stat.
Stat. 587;
587; 41
41 Stat.
Stat.
34
483.
483.
49 U.
U. S.
S. C.
C. §
49
6 66 (5).
(5).
Filing of
contracts,
Filing
of contracts,
etc.
etc.

Exceptions.
Exceptions.

34
Stat. 591;
591; 41
41 Stat.
Stat.
34 Stat.
492.
49
U. S.
S. C.
(5).
49 U.
C. §
6 16
16 (5).
Service of notice.
Service

34 Stat.
41 Stat.
Stat.
34
Stat. 593;
593; 41
493.
493.
49 U.
49
U. S.. C.
c. §§20
20 (1).
(1).
Reports from
from carricarriReports
ers, etc.
etc.
ers,

34 Stat.
584; 41
41 Stat.
Stat.
34
Stat. 594;
493.
493.
49 U.
C. §
§20
20 (5).
49
U. S.
S. C.
(5).

54
54 Stat.
Stat. 919.
919.
49 U. S. C. §
§20
20 (8).
(8).

PUBLIC
CH.379-AUG.
379-AUG.2,
1949
PUBLIC LAWSLAWS-CH.
2, 1949

[63
[63 STAT.
STAT.

be made,
made, it
it shall
for public
hearing; and
and a
apublic
public
public hearing;
be
shall set
set said
said application
application for
hearing shall
held in
cases where
carriers by
by railroad
railroad are
are involved
hearing
shall be
be held
in all
all cases
where carriers
involved
unless the
that a
necessary
unless
the Commission
Commission determines
determines that
a public
public hearing
hearing is
is not
not necessary
in the
the public
in
public interest."
interest."
SEc. 4.
4. (a)
Paragraph (10)
(10) of
section 5
5 of
of the
Interstate ComComSEC.
(a) Paragraph
of section
the Interstate
merce
amended, is
amended by
by adding
adding at
end thereof
thereof
as amended,
is amended
at the
the end
merce Act,
Act, as
subparagraph as
as follows:
follows:
aanew
new subparagraph
"Nothing in
this section
shall be
construed to
to require
require the
the approval
approval
"Nothing
in this
section shall
be construed
authorization of the
transaction within
within
or authorization
the Commission
Commission in
in the case of aatransaction
the
scope of
of paragraph
paragraph (2)
(2) where
the only
only parties
parties to
to the
the transaction
transaction
the scope
where the
are street,
or interurban
railways none
which
are
street, suburban,
suburban, or
interurban electric
electric railways
none of
of which
is controlled
controlled by
control with
with any
any carrier
which is
is
is
by or
or under
under common
common control
carrier which
operated as
as part
part of
of a
ageneral
general steam
steam railroad
ustem of
of transportation."
transportation."
operated
railroad system
(b) Paragraph
of the
the Interstate
Interstate Commerce
Commerce Act,
Act,
(b)
Paragraph (13)
(13) of
of section
section 5
5 of
as amended,
amended, is
amended to
to read
read as
as
is amended
as follows:
follows:
"(13)
to (12),
the term
term
"(13) As used
used in paragraphs
paragraphs (2)
(2) to
(12), inclusive,
inclusive, the
'carrier'
means a
by railroad
railroad and
an express
company and
'carrier' means
a carrier
carrier by
and an
express company
and aa
sleeping-car company,
company, subject
to this
this part;
motor carrier
subject
sleeping-car
subject to
part; and
and a
a motor
carrier subject
to
and a
awater
part III."
III."
to part
part II;
II; and
water carrier
carrier subject
subject to
to part
SEc. 5.
Paragraph (5)
of section
the Interstate
Interstate Commerce
Commerce
SEC.
5. Paragraph
(5) of
section 6
6 of
of the
Act,
follows:
Act, as
as amended,
amended, is
is amended
amended to
to read
read as
as follows:
"(5)
Every common
to this
this part
part shall
shall also
also file
file with
with
"(5) Every
common carrier
carrier subject
subject to
said
Commission copies
contracts, agreements
arrangements,
said Commission
copies of
of all
all contracts,
agreements, or
or arrangements,
with
relation to
any traffic
affected by
by the
the
with other common
common carriers
carriers in relation
to any
traffic affected
provisions
of this
this part
part to
may be
be aaparty:
Provided, however,
however,
provisions of
to which
which it
it may
party: Provided,
That
Commission, by regulations,
regulations, may
may provide
from
That the
the Commission,
provide for
for exceptions
exceptions from
of this
this paragraph
paragraph in
case of
any class
class or
or classes
classes
the requirements
requirements of
in the
the case
of any
of
or arrangements,
arrangements, the
filing of
of which,
in its
its
of contracts,
contracts, agreements,
agreements, or
the filing
which, in
opinion,
is not
not necessary
in the
public interest."
opinion, is
necessary in
the public
interest."
SEC. 6.
section 16
16 of
of the
the Interstate
Commerce
SEC.
6. Paragraph
Paragraph (5)
(5) of
of section
Interstate Commerce
Act, as
amended, is
changinc,the
the period
at the
end thereof
thereof
Act,
as amended,
is amended
amended by
by changing
period at
the end
to
colon and
and adding
adding thereafter
the following:
following: "Provided,
"Provided, That
That in
in
to aacolon
thereafter the
proceedings service
notice of
of aa tariff
tariff or
or
such proceedings
service of
of notice
of the
the suspension
suspension of
schedule upon
an attorney
in fact
fact of
of aacarrier
carrier who
who has
filed said
said tariff
tariff
schedule
upon an
attorney in
has filed
or schedule
behalf of
be deemed
deemed to
be due
due and
and
or
schedule in
in behalf
of such
such carrier
carrier shall
shall be
to be
sufficient service
service upon
service of
of notice
of the
the suspensuspensufficient
upon the
the carrier,
carrier, and
and service
notice of
schedule upon aacarrier
carrier which
which has
has filed
filed said
said
sion of a
a joint
joint tariff or schedule
joint tariff
tariff or
or schedule
to which
which another
another carrier
carrier is
party shall
shall be
joint
schedule to
is aa party
be
deemed to
due and
upon the
the several
deemed
to be
be due
and sufficient
sufficient notice
notice upon
several carriers
carriers parties
parties
thereto. Such service
service of notice may
may be
made by mail to such attorney
be made
in fact
fact or
the address
address shown
the tariff
tariff or
or schedule."
schedule."
in
or carrier
carrier at
at the
shown in
in the
SEc. 7.
Paragraph (1)
(1) of
section 20
20 of
of the
the Interstate
Commerce
SEC.
7. Paragraph
of section
Interstate Commerce
Act,
as amended,
amended, is
is amended
amended to
to read
read as
Act, as
as follows:
follows:
"(1) The
The Commission
is hereby
to require
require annual,
"(1)
Commission is
hereby authorized
authorized to
annual,
periodical, or
special reports
carriers, lessors,
lessors, and
an d associations
assoc i
ati ons
periodical,
or special
reports from
from carriers,
(as
section), to
prescribe the
the manner
and form
form in
in which
(as defined in
in this
this section),
to prescribe
manner and
which
reports shall
from such
lessors,
such reports
shall be
be made,
made, and
and to require
require from
such carriers,
carriers, lessors,
and associations
associations specific
specific and
and full,
and correct
answers to
to all
all
and
full, true,
true, and
correct answers
questions
Commission may
may deem
to be
questions upon
upon which
which the
the Commission
deem information
information to
be
necessary, classifying
classifying such
carriers, lessors,
lessors, and
and associations
necessary,
such carriers,
associations as
as it
it may
may
deem proper
proper for
any of
purposes. Such
Such annual
annual reports
reports shall
shall
deem
for any
of these
these purposes.
give an
account of
the affairs
affairs of
of the
the carrier,
carrier, lessor,
lessor, or
give
an account
of the
or association
association in
in
Commission."
such form and
and detail
detail as may be
be prescribed
prescribed by the
the Commission."
SEC.
SEc. 8. The second
second sentence of paragraph
paragraph (5)
(5) of section 20 of the
Interstate
Commerce Act,
is amended
amended by
out "car"carInterstate Commerce
Act, as
as amended,
amended, is
by striking
striking out
riers and lessors"
lessors" and inserting in lieu thereof
thereof the
carriers,
the following:
following: "carriers,
lessors, and
associations".
lessors,
and associations".
SEC. 9. Paragraph (8)
(8) of section
section 20 of the
the Interstate
Interstate Commerce
Commerce
Act, as
as amended,
amended, is amended
amended to
to read
read as
as follows:
follows:
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Definitions
Definitions
"(8) As
As used
the words
'keep' and
shall be
be
"(8)
used in
in this
this section,
section, the
words 'keep'
and 'kept'
'kept' shall
construed
to mean
mean made,
prepared, or
compiled, as
retained;
construed to
made, prepared,
or compiled,
as well
well as
as retained;
the
common carrier
carrier subject
subject to
to this
and
the term
term 'carrier'
'carrier' means
means aa common
this part,
part, and
includes
areceiver
receiver or
trustee of
of such
term 'lessor'
'lessor' means
means
includes a
or trustee
such carrier;
carrier; the
the term
aperson
person owning
owning a
arailroad,
railroad, a
water line,
line or
line, leased
leased to
to and
a
a water
or a
a pipe
pipe line,
and
operated by
by a
common carrier
carrier subject
subject to
lo this part, and includes
includes aa
operated
a common
receiver
or trustee
of such
'association' means
an
term 'association'
means an
receiver or
trustee of
such lessor;
lessor; and
and the
the term
association or
maintained by
the interest
interest of any
any
by or
or in
in the
association
or organization
organization maintained
group
of carriers
to this
performs any
service2 or
or
subject to
this part
part which
which performs
any service,
group of
carriers subject
engages in
connection with
any traffic,
transportation,
traffic, transportation,
activities, in
in connection
with any
engages
in any
any activities,
or facilities
subject to
this Act."
Act."
to this
or
facilities subject
41 Stat. 494.
494.
S
EC. 10.
Paragraph (1)
the Interstate
Interstate Commerce
Commerce 41
SEC.
10. Paragraph
(1) of section
section 20a of the
49 U.
£3..C. §
§20a (1).
U. S..C.
(1).
Act,
as
amended,
is
amended
to
read
as
follows:
Act, as amended, is amended to read as follows:
"Carrier."
"Carrier."
"(1)
as used
used in
in this
this section,
section, the
'carrier' means
means a
acommon
common
term 'carrier'
the term
That as
"(1) That
carrier
by railroad
(except a
suburban, or
or interurban
electric
interurban electric
a street,
street, suburban,
carrier by
railroad (except
railway which
which is
is not
operated as
general steam
steam railroad
railroad
as aa part
part of
of a
a general
not operated
railway
system of
of transportation)
which is
is subject
subject to
this part,
part, or
or any
any corcorto this
system
transportation) which
poration organized
organized for
for the
the purpose
engaging in
in transportation
transportation by
by
of engaging
purpose of
poration
railroad subject
to this
or a
asleeping-car
company which
subject
which is
is subject
this part,
part, or
sleeping-car company
railroad
subject to
to this
part."
to
this part."
S
EC. 11.
The first
first two
two sentences
subsection (a)
(a) of
of section
section 220
220
sentences of
of subsection
SEc.
11. The
49 Stat.
Stat. 563.
563.
49
of the
Interstate Commerce
Act, as
as amended,
amended, are
are amended
amended to
to read
read as
as
Commerce Act,
of
the Interstate
49 U.
S. C.
C. §
§320 (a).
U.S.
follows:
follows:
Reports from motor
motor
Reports
"(a) The
Commission is
hereby authorized
to require
annual, periperi- carriers, etc.
require annual,
authorized to
is hereby
"(a)
The Commission
etc.
odical, or
or special
special reports
reports from
carriers, brokers,
brokers, lessors,
and
lessors, and
from all
all motor
motor carriers,
odical,
associations (as
(as defined
defined in
prescribe the
and
manner and
the manner
section);•to
to prescribe
in this
this section)
associations
form
such reports
reports shall
shall be
to require
from such
such
require from
be made;
made; and
and to
form in
in which
which such
carriers, brokers,
brokers, lessors,
lessors, and
and associations
associations specific
specific and
and
full, true,
true, and
and full,
carriers,
correct answers
questions upon
which the
Commission may
deem
may deem
the Commission
to all
all questions
upon which
correct
answers to
information to
to be
annual reports
reports shall
shall give
an
give an
Such annual
be necessary.
necessary. Such
information
account of
of the
the affairs
affairs of
carrier, broker,
lessor, or
or association
association in
broker, lessor,
of the
the carrier,
account
such
form and
and detail
detail as
may be
Commission."
by the
the Commission."
prescribed by
as may
be prescribed
such form
SEC. 12.
The third
third sentence
sentence of
subsection (d)
220 of
of the
the
(d) of
of section
section 220
of subsection
12. The
SEC.
54 Stat. 927.
Interstate Commerce
Commerce Act,
Act, as
as amended,
amended to
to read
read as
as follows:
follows:
is amended
amended, is
Interstate
49 U.
S. C. §320(d).
§320 (d).
U.S.C.
Inspection authori"The Commission
Commission or
or its
its duly
special agents,
accountants,
agents, accountants,
duly authorized
authorized special
"The
ty.
or examiners
shall at
all times
have access
access to
to and
authority, under
under its
its
and authority,
at all
times have
or
examiners shall
order, to
inspect and
and all
all lands,
or equipequiplands, buildings,
buildings, or
examine any
any and
to inspect
and examine
order,
shall have
have authority
ment
of motor
motor carriers,
brokers 'and lessors; and shall
authority
carriers, brokers,
ment of
to inspect
inspect and
copy any
any and
all accounts,
memoranda,
records, memoranda,
accounts, books,
books, records,
and all
to
and copy
correspondence, and
other documents
of such
such carriers,
carriers 'brokers,
brokers, lessors,
lessors,
documents of
and other
correspondence,
and
defined in
in this
this section),
accounts, books,
books,
and such
such accounts,
section), and
(as defined
and associations
associations (as
records, memoranda,
and other
of any
any
other documents
documents of
correspondence, and
memoranda, correspondence,
records,
person controlling,
controlling, controlled
controlled by,
by, or
under common
control with
with any
any
common control
or under
person
such
carrier, as
deems relevant
such person's
person's relarelato such
relevant to
Commission deems
as the
the Commission
such carrier,
tion to
to or
transactions with
carrier."
with such
such carrier."
or transactions
tion
54 Stat.
Stat. 927.
S
EC. 13.
220 of
the Interstate
Interstate Commerce
Commerce
of the
(e) of
of section
section 220
13. Subsection
Subsection (e)
SEC.
U. S. C.
C. §
§320 (e).
(e).
49 U.S.
Act,
as
amended,
is
amended
to
read
as
follows:
Act, as amended, is amended to read as follows:
Definitions.
Definitions.
"(e) As
used in
section, the
the words
words 'keep'
'kept' shall
shall be
be
and 'kept'
'keep' and
this section,
As used
in this
"(e)
construed
made, prepared,
prepared, or
or compiled,
as well
as retained;
retained;
well as
compiled, as
mean made,
to mean
construed to
the
term 'lessor'
'lessor' means
lessor of
right to
to operate
operate as
as aa motor
motor
a lessor
of any
any right
means a
the term
carrier;
carrier', 'broker',
'broker, or
or 'lessor'
receiver
includes aareceiver
'lessor' includes
'motor carrier',
the term
term 'motor
carrier; the
or
trustee of
of any
motor carrier,
carrier, broker,
broker, or
or lessor;
lessor; and
and the
the term
term
any such
such motor
or trustee
'association'
an association
association or
or
by or
maintained by
or organization
organization maintained
means an
'association' means
in
interest of
any group
group of
of motor
motor carriers
or brokers
to this
subject to
this
brokers subject
carriers or
of any
in the
the interest
part
performs any
service, or
or engages
any activities
activities in
in conconengages in
in any
any service,
which performs
part which
nection
with any
any traffic,
transportation, or
this
to this
subject to
or facilities
facilities subject
traffic, transportation,
nection with
Act."
Act."
SEC. 14.
(a) The
subsection (a)
(a) of
section 221
221
of section
of subsection
third sentence
sentence of
14. (a)
The third
SEC.
49 Stat.
Stat. 563.
5ft3.
49
of
the Interstate
is amended
by striking
striking
amended by
as amended,
amended, is
Act, as
Interstate Commerce
Commerce Act,
of the
49 U.S.
U. S. C.
(a).
49
C. 1321
§ 321 (a).
out
the
word
"registered".
"registered".
the
word
out
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564.
49 Stat. 564.
321 (a).
49 U. S.
S. C.
C. §
§321
(a).
Service of notice.
notice.

49
564.
49 Stat. 564.
49
U. .S. C.
49 U.
C..

322.
322.

Failure
Failure to
keep recto keep
records,
penalty.
ords, etc.; penalty.

Civil suit.

Costs and
and expenses.

54 Stat. 944.
944.
49 U.
C. §
913 (a).
(a).
49
U. S.
S. C.
§913
Reports
from water
Reports from
water
carriers, etc.
carriers,
etc.
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(b) The last sentence
sentence of
(a) is
is amended
amended to
to read
read
of such
such subsection
subsection (a)
as follows:
follows: "In proceedings
proceedings before
before the
the Commission
Commission involving
involving the
the
lawfulness of rates,
rates, fares, charges,
charges, classifications,
classifications, or
or practices,
practices, service
service
of notice of the suspension
suspension of
tariff or
or schedule
an attorney
attorney
of aatariff
schedule upon
upon an
a carrier who has filed
in fact of a
tariff or
or schedule
in behalf
behalf of
of
filed said tariff
schedule in
such carrier naming the rates, fares,
fares, charges,
praccharges, classifications,
classifications, or
or practices, involved in such proceedings
proceedings shall be deemed
deemed to
to be
be due
due and
and
sufficient service upon
upon the carrier
carrier and
of notice
of the
the suspension
suspension
and service
service of
notice of
a joint tariff or schedule upon a
of a
has filed
said joint
joint
a carrier which has
filed said
tariff to which
which another
another carrier
carrier is a
party naming
naming the
the rates,
rates, fares,
a party
fares,
charges, classifications, or practices
practices involved
involved in
such proceedings
proceedings shall
shall
in such
be deemed to be due and sufficient service
service upon
upon the
the several
several carriers
carriers
parties thereto, but such manner
shall not
not be
considered as
manner of
of service
service shall
be considered
as
excluding
excluding service in any other
other manner
by law."
law."
manner authorized
authorized by
SEC. 15. Section
Sc.
Section 222
Act, as
as amended,
222 of
of the Interstate
Interstate Commerce
Commerce Act,
amended,
is amended by adding
the end
following new
new paragraph:
paragraph:
adding at the
end thereof
thereof the
the following
"(h)
"(h) Any motor carrier, broker, or lessor, or other person
or any
any
person, or
officer, agent, employee,
or representative
representative thereof,
th ereof, who
w ho shall
shall fail
or
employee, or
fail or
refuse to keep, preserve, or forward
any account,
account, record,
record, or
or memoranmemoranforward any
dum in the substance,
substance, form, or manner prescribed
in this
this part
part or
or in
prescribed in
in
any rule, order, or regulation
under this
part; or
who shall
shall
regulation prescribed
prescribed under
this part;
or who
fail or refuse to comply
comply with any
requirement of
of this
this part
part with
respect
any requirement
with respect
to the filing with this Commission
Commission or
with any
any agency,
agency, office,
office, or
or
or with
representative
representative of
prescribed by
by the
the Commission,
Commission,
of the Commission,
Commission, as
as prescribed
any annual, periodical,
periodical, or special report,
or other
other report,
schedreport, or
report, tariff,
tariff, schedule, contract, document,
document, or data
data or with
with any
rule, order,
order, or
regulation
any rule,
or regulation
prescribed
prescribed with respect to such filing; or
shall fail
or refuse
refuse to
to
or who
who shall
fail or
make full, true, or correct
correct answer to any question
question" required
required by
by the
the
Commission
Commission to be made under
under the
of this
this part,
shall forfeit
forfeit
the provisions
provisions of
part, shall
to the United States the sum of
each such
such offense,
and, in
in case
case
of $100
$100 for
for each
offense, and,
of a
a continuing violation, not to exceed
exceed $50
$50 for
each additional
additional day
for each
day
during which such failure
failure or refusal
refusal shall continue.
continue. All
All forfeitures
forfeitures
provided for in this paragraph
paragraph shall be payable into
the Treasury
of
into the
Treasury of
the United States and shall be recoverable
in aacivil
civil suit
suit in
in the
the name
name
recoverable in
of the United
United States, brought
in the
district where
where the
the motor
motor carrier
carrier
brought in
the district
or broker
broker has its principal
principal office
or in
in any
any district
district in
in which
which such
such motor
motor
office,sor
carrier or broker
broker was, at the time of the offense,
offense, authorized
authorized by
by this
this
Commission, or by this part, to engage in operation
Commission,
operation as
such motor
as such
motor
carrier or broker; or in any district
where such
forfeiture may
may accrue;
accrue;
district where
such forfeiture
or in the district
district where the offender is found. All
process in
in any
any
All process
such case may be served
served in the judicial district
district whereof
offender
whereof such
such offender
is an inhabitant
inhabitant or wherever
wherever he may be found.
It shall
shall be
be the
duty
found. It
the duty
of the various district
district attorneys under
the direction
the Attorney
under the
direction of
of the
Attorney
General
General of the United States
States to
prosecute for
the recovery
recovery of
to prosecute
for the
of such
such
forfeitures. The costs and expenses
expenses of such prosecution
prosecution shall
shall be
be paid
paid
out of the appropriation
appropriation for the expenses
of the
of the
United
expenses of
the courts
courts of
the United
States."
States."
SEC.
S
EC. 16. The first two sentences of subsection (a)
(a) of
of section
section 313
313
of the Interstate
Interstate Commerce Act, as amended, are
are amended
to read
read
amended to
as follows:
follows:
"(a) The
"(a)
The Commission is
is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to
require annual,
annual,
to require
periodical, or special
special reports
reports from water
water carriers,
lessors, and
and associaassociacarriers, lessors,
(as defined
tions (as
defined in this
section) ' and
and to
to prescribe
prescribe the
th e manner
manner and
an d
this section),
form in which such
such reports shall be
made, and
and to
to require
require from
from such
be made,
such
carriers, lessors, and associations specific and full,
and correct
full, true,
true, and
correct
answers to all questions
questions upon which the Commission
Commission may
may deem
deem inforinformation to be necessary. Such
give an
an account
account
Such annual
annual reports
reports shall
shall give
of
of the
of the
the affairs
affairs of
the carrier,
carrier, lessor, or association in such form and
and
detail
detail as may be prescribed
prescribed by the Commission."
Commission."
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SEC. 17. The first sentence
sentence of subsection
subsection (f)
section 313
313 of
of the
the
(f) of
of section
Interstate Commerce Act, as amended, is
amended by
by inserting
inserting after
is amended
after
"lessors," the following: "and
"and of associations
"lessors,"
associations (as
(as defined
defined in
in this
this
section) ,".
,".
section)
SEC.
S
EC. 18. Subsection (h)
(h) of section
section 313
313 of the
Interstate Commerce
the Interstate
Act, as amended, is amended
to read
read as
follows:
amended to
as follows:
"(h)
"(h) As used in this section,
section, the
'kept' shall
shall be
be
the words
words 'keep'
'keep' and
and 'kept'
construed to
made, prepared,
prepared, or
compiled, as
well as
to mean
mean made,
or compiled,
as well
as retained;
retained;
'lessor' means
the term 'lessor'
lessor of
any right
right to
operate as
carmeans a
a lessor
of any
to operate
as aawater
water carrier; the term 'water
'water carrier'
'lessor' includes
trustee
carrier' or
or 'lessor'
includes aareceiver
receiver or
or trustee
of such water carrier
carrier or
or lessor;
lessor; and
and the
the term
term 'association'
'association' means
means an
an
association or organization
organization maintained
association
solely by
by water
water carriers
carriers subject
subject
maintained solely
to this part which engages
the fixing
fixing of
of rates,
engages in activities
activities relating
relating to
to the
rates,
publication of classifications,
classifications, or filing
by such
carriers."
filing of
of schedules
schedules by
such carriers."
SEC.
(a) That the third sentence
SEC. 19. (a)
section
sentence of
of subsection
subsection (a)
(a) of
of section
315 of the Interstate Commerce
Act, as
amended, is
is amended
amended by
strikCommerce Act,
as amended,
by striking out
out the
word "registered".
ing
the word
"registered".
(b) The last sentence
subsection (a) is
is amended
amended to read
sentence of such subsection
read as
as
follows:
follows: "In
"In proceedings
before the
the Commission
the lawfullawfulproceedings before
Commission involving
involving the
ness of rates, fares, charges,
classifications, or
practices, service
service of
of
charges, classifications,
or practices,
notice of the suspension
suspension of a
tariff or
an attorney
attorney in
fact
a tariff
or schedule
schedule upon
upon an
in fact
of aa carrier who has filed a
a said tariff
behalf of
of such
such
tariff or schedule
schedule in
in behalf
charges, classifications,
carrier naming the rates, fares, charges,
classifications, or
or practices
practices
involved
deemed to be
involved in such proceedings shall be deemed
and sufficient
be due and
sufficient
service upon the carrier and
and service
of the
the suspension
of aa
service of
of notice
notice of
suspension of
joint tariff or schedule upon
carrier which
which has
said joint
joint tariff
tariff
upon a
a carrier
has filed
filed said
to which another
another carrier
naming the
the rates,
charges,
carrier is a
a party
party naming
rates, fares,
fares, charges,
classifications, or practices
practices involved
involved in such proceedings
shall be
be
proceedings shall
deemed to be due and sufficient
sufficient service upon
upon the several
carriers parties
parties
several carriers
thereto, but such manner
be considered
as excluding
manner of
of service
service shall
shall not
not be
considered as
excluding
service in
other manner
manner authorized
by law."
law."
service
in any
any other
authorized by
S
EC. 20.
20. The
The first
two sentences
subsection (a)
(a) of
of section
412
SEC.
first two
sentences of
of subsection
section 412
Interstate Commerce Act, as
of the Interstate
are amended
amended to
to read
read
as amended,
amended, are
as
as follows:
follows:
"(a)
administration of
"(a) For purposes of administration
provisions of
of this
part,
of the
the provisions
this part,
Commission is
is hereby
require annual,
periodical,
the Commission
hereby authorized
authorized to
to require
annual, periodical,
or special reports
freight forwarders
forwarders and
and associations
(as defined
defined
reports from freight
associations (as
in this section),
manner and
section), and to prescribe the manner
and form
form in
which such
such
in which
reports shall be made, and to
to require
require from such
and associassocisuch forwarders
forwarders and
ations specific, full, true, and correct answers
answers to all
all questions
questions upon
upon
which the
information to
to be
be necessary.
necessary. Such
Such
the Commission
Commission may
may deem
deem information
annual report shall give
of the
the affairs
the freight
give an
an account
account of
affairs of
of the
freight
forwarder
forwarder or association in
form and
and detail
may be
prescribed
in such
such form
detail as
as may
be prescribed
by
the Commission."
Commission."
by the
SEC. 21.
The first
first sentence
sentence of
of subsection
subsection (d)
of section
section 412
of the
SEC.
21. The
(d) of
412 of
the
Interstate
Interstate Commerce
Act, as
by inserting
inserting after
Commerce Act,
as amended,
amended, is
is amended
amended by
after
the words "documents
"documents of freight forwarders"
forwarders" the
the following:
following: "and
"and
of associations
(as defined
defined in
in this
of
associations (as
this section)".
section)".
S
EC. 22.
22. Subsection
Subsection (f)
(f) of
of the
Interstate Commerce
Commerce
SEC.
of section
section 412
412 of
the Interstate
Act,
as amended,
amended, is
is amended
amended to
to read
as follows:
follows:
Act, as
read as
"(f) As used in this section, the
the words
words 'keep'
'keep' and 'kept'
shall be
'kept' shall
be
prepared, or
construed to mean made, prepared,
well as
as retained;
retained;
or compiled,
compiled, as
as well
and
means an
an association
or organization
and the
the term
term 'association'
'association' means
association or
organization mainmaintained
by or
or in
in the
the interest
of any
any group
of freight
forwarders subject
tained by
interest of
group of
freight forwarders
subject
to this
this part
any service,
or engages
in any
any activities,
activities,
to
part which
which performs
performs any
service, or
engages in
in
with any
traffic, transportation,
or facilities
facilities subject
in connection
connection with
any traffic,
transportation, or
subject
to
to this
this Act."
Act."
Approved
August 2,
1949.
Approved August
2, 1949.

489
54
Stat. 945.
945.
54 Stat.
49
U. S.
S. C.
C. §
913 (f).
(f).
49 U.
§913

54 Stat.
945.
54
Stat. 945.
49 U
U. S.
C.
913 (h).
(h).
49
S.C.
. §913
Definitions.
Definitions.

54 Stat.
946.
54
Stat. 946.
49
U. S. C. §
915 (a).
49 U.S.C.
(a).
i 915
54 Stat.
Stat. 946.
946.
54
49
U. S.
915 (a).
49 U.
S. C.
C. §§915
(a).
Service of
of notice.
notice.
Service

56 Stat.
294.
56
Stat. 294.
49
U. S. C.
C. §1012
§1012 (a).
49 U.S.
(a).
Reports from
from freight
freight
Reports
forwarders,
forwarders, etc.
etc.

56 Stat. 295.
t
P. 5
.1012
49U.
S. C.
§§
1012 (d).
(d).

56 Stat.
Stat. 295.
295.
56
49 U.S.C.
U. S. C. §1012
(0.
49
1012 (f).
Definitions.
Definitions.

490
490

PUBLIC
LAWS— CHS.380-382-AUG.
380-382—AUG .2,
2, 1949
1949
PUBLIC LAWS-CHS.
[CHAPTER 380]
3801
[CHAPTER

2, 1949
August 2,
1949

[H.
[H. R.
R. 1360]
1360]
[Public Law 198]

[Public Law 198]

Rio Grande.
Grande.
Bridge,
Bridge, time
time extenexten-ion.
sion.

00
60 Stat.
Stat. 862.

(Public Law
199]
[Public
Law 199]

Civil Service
Service RetireAct, amendamendment Act,
ment.
46 Stat. 470.
5
S. C.
5 U.
U. S.
C. § 693
693 (c).
(c).
cerExemption of
of certain
tain temporary
temporary ememployees.

62 Stat.
Stat. 915.
28
Supp.
28 U.
U. S.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
11,
610.
11, I
§610.

1

AC'T
ANT ACT
AN

To extend the
the times
times for commencing
commencing and completing
completing the construction
construction of
of a
a free
free
bridge across
bridge
across the Rio Grande
Grande at or near Del
Rio, Texas.
Del Rio,
Texas.

Be it
it enacted by the Senate
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
Senate and
and House
United States of America in
United
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That section
of
in Congress
section 2
2 of
the Act entitled "An
"An Act authorizing
the State
acting
authorizing the
State of
of Texas,
Texas, acting
through the State
Texas, or
or the
State Highway
Highway Commission
Commission of
of Texas,
the successors
successors
thereof, to acquire, construct, maintain,
maintain, and
and operate
operate aa free
free bridge
bridge
across the Rio Grande
Grande at or
Rio, Texas',
Texas", approved
approved August
2,
or near
near Del
Del Rio,
August 2,
1946, is hereby amended to read
read as
as follows:
follows:
"SEC.
authority granted
"
SEG. 2. The authority
granted herein
of the
bridge
herein for construction of
the bridge
shall cease and be null and void unless the
actual construction
be comcomthe actual
construction be
menced within five years and
and completed
completed within
within seven
years from
from
seven years
August 2, 1946, unless otherwise
by the
the Congress
of the
the
otherwise authorized
authorized by
Congress of
United States."
States."
Approved August
2, 1949.
August 2,
1949.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 381]
381]

August 2, 1949
August
1949
[H.
RI R. 3512]

[63 STAT.
STAT.
[63

AN
AN ACT
ACT

To amend
amend the
Civil Service
Service Retirement
of May
May 29,
1930, as
as amended,
to
the Civil
Retirement Act
Act of
29, 1930,
amended, to
authorize the
authorize
exemption of
employees of
of the
the Library
Library of
of Congress
Congress and
and
the exemption
of certain
certain employees
of the judicial branch of
is temporary
temporary or
or
of the
the Government
Government whose
whose employment
employment is
of
uncertain duration.
of uncertain
duration.

Be it
enacted by the Senate and House
it enacted
of Representatives
of the
the
House of
Representatives of
UnitedStates of America
America in
United
in Congress
assembled, That
That subsection
subsection 33(c)
(c)
Congress assembled,
of the Civil Service
Retirement Act
Service Retirement
May 29,
29, 1930,
as amended,
amended, is
Act of
of May
1930, as
is
amended
amended to read
follows:
read as follows:
"(c) The provisions
provisions of this Act
apply to
to employees
of the
the
Act shall
shall not
not apply
employees of
Senate
Senate or the House of Representatives
Representatives whose
whose employment
employment is
is tempotemporary or of uncertain
duration or to temporary
uncertain duration
of the
the
temporary employees
employees of
Administrative
Administrative Office
Office of the United
United States
States Courts
Courts or
of the
the courts
courts
or of
specified in section 610 of title 28 of the
States Code;
Code; and
and the
the United
United States
the
Architect
Capitol and the
Architect of the Capitol
the Librarian
Librarian of
of Congress
Congress are
are authorized
authorized
to exclude
exclude from the operation
operation of this Act any
any employees
under the
the
employees under
Office of the Architect
Architect of the Capitol and
the Library
Library of
of Congress,
Congress,
and the
respectively, whose
of employm
en ti
t
em porary or
or o
uncertain
respectively,
whose tenure
tenure of
employment
iss temporary
offuncertain
duration."
duration."
Approved August
Approved
August 2,
2, 1949.
1949.
[CHAPTER
3821
[CHAPTER 382]

August 2,
2, 1949
1942
[H.
iH. R.
4022]
R. 4022]
!Public Law
IPublic
Law 200]
20]

Rio Grande.
Bridge, time exlernxlension.

Bridgetime

sion.

60 Stat. 748.

60 Stat.748.

Rights reserved.
Rights
reserved.

AN
ACT
AN ACT
To extend the time for commencing
construction of a
a toll bridge across
To
commencing the construction
across the
Rio Grande at
or near
Rio Grande
Grande City,
Rio Grande
at or
near Rio
City, Texas,
Texas, to July
July 31,
31, 1950.

it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and House
Be it
Representatives of
House of Representatives
of the
the
United
United States of America in
That the
the time
time for
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
for
commencing the construction
construction of a
commencing
across the
the Rio
Rio Grande
Grande
a toll
toll bridge
bridge across
at or near Rio Grande City, Texas, authorized
authorized to be
be built
built by
by Gus
Gus A.
A.

Guerra, his heirs, legal representatives
assigns, by
representatives and
and assigns,
by an
an Act
Act of
of
Congress, approved
is hereby
hereby extended
Congress,
approved July
July 31,
31, 1946,
1946, is
extended until July 31,
31,
1950. Construction
Construction of such bridge shall be commenced
commenced on
on or
or before
before
such date and shall be prosecuted
prosecuted with reasonable
reasonable diligence
diligence until
until
same is completed.
completed.
The right
SEC.. 2.
2. The
right to alter, amend,
amend, or
or repeal
repeal this Act is hereby
hereby
reserved.
Approved
Approved August 2,
1949.
2, 1949.

63 S
TAT.]
STAT.]
63
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81sT
CONG ., 1ST
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81ST CONG.,
IST SESS.—CH
SESS.-CH..383—AUG.
383-AUG. 2,
1949

[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 383]

AN ACT
ACT

To transfer the office of the probation
probation officer of the United
States District Court
Court
United States
for the District
District of Columbia,
Columbia, the office
office of the Register
Register of Wills for the District
District
of Columbia, and the Commission
Mental Health,
government of
of
Commission on Mental
Health, from the government
Administrative Office of the United States
the District of Columbia to the Administrative
Courts, for budgetary and administrative
administrative purposes.

it enacted
enacted by the Senate
11021,86 of Representatives
Representatives of the
Be it
Senate and House
United
assembled, That the office of the
United States
States of America
America in Congress
Congress assembled,
probation officer of the United States District Court for the District
probation
District
of Columbia,
of
Columbia, the office of the Register of Wills for the District of
hereby transColumbia, and the Commission on Mental
Mental Health, are hereby
ferred from the government
government of the District of Columbia
Columbia to the Administrative Office of the United States Courts for budgetary
istrative
budgetary and adminispurposes, and the provisions of chapter
chapter 41 of title 28, United
United
trative purposes,
States Code, shall apply to such offices.
SEc.
3656,
SEC. 2. The provisions of title 18, sections 3654, 3655,
3655, and 3656
shall apply to the United States District Court for the District of
of
paragraph of section 3654
Columbia. Accordingly, the first paragraph
3654 of
of title 18
18
therefrom the words, "except
"except in the District
District
is amended
amended by striking therefrom
Columbia", so that said paragraph
paragraph shall read as follows:
of Columbia",
follows:
"Any court having original jurisdiction
jurisdiction to try offenses
"Any
offenses against the
as
United States may appoint one or more suitable persons to serve as
jurisdiction and under the direction
direction of
of
probation officers within the jurisdiction
the
appointment."
court making such
such appointment."
the court
SEC. 3. That section 929 of the Revised
Revised Statutes
SEC.
Statutes of the United States
relating to the District of Columbia,
Columbia, as enacted
enacted June
June 22, 1874,
1874, as
amended (title 19, sec. 401,
401, D. C. Code, 1940),
further amended
by
1940), is further
amended by
adding the following sentence:
sentence: "The
"The Register of Wills shall be
appointed
United States District Court
of
appointed by the United
Court for
for the District
District of
Columbia and
and shall
to removal
court."
Columbia
shall be
be subject
subject to
removal by
by that
that court."
SEC. 4. That the office of the Register
Register of Wills shall be a
apart of the
SEC.
United States District Court for the District of Columbia.
SEC. 5. That the Register of Wills of the District of Columbia shall
pay into the Treasury all fees, costs, and other moneys collected by
uncollected fees not required by Act of
him (except uncollected
of Congress to be
be prepaid) ,and shall make returns thereof to the Director
Director of the Adminispaid),
trative Office of the United States Courts under
under regulations
prescribed
trative
regulations prescribed
by him.
S
EC. 6. That the annual estimates
expenditures and appropriaSEC.
estimates of expenditures
necessary for the maintenance
tions necessary
maintenance and operation
operation of
of the courts
courts subsubAdministrative Office of the United
United
mitted by the Director of the Administrative
include estimates of appropriations
operaStates Courts shall include
appropriations for the operation and maintenance
maintenance of the office of the probation
United
probation officer of the United
office of
States District Court
Court for
for the District
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, the office
of the
Register
District of
Register of Wills of the
the District
of Columbia,
Columbia, and
and the
the Commission on
on
Mental Health.
S
EC. 7. That title III of an
"An Act
revenue
SEC.
an Act
Act entitled
entitled "An
Act to
to provide
provide revenue
for the District of Columbia, and
and for
for other purposes",
purposes", approved July
(53 Stat. 1107; title 11, sec. 330, D. C. Code,
Code, 1940),
1940), is amended
26, 1939 (53
amended
follows:
to read as follows:
"There shall be credited to the District of Columbia
Columbia that proportion
proportion
of the fees and fines collected
collected by the United States District Court for
for
the District of Columbia, including fees and fines collected
collected by the
Register of
offices of the clerk of that court, of the Register
of Wills
Wills of
of the District
of Columbia,
Columbia, and of the United States
marshal for
District of
of
States marshal
for the
the District
amount paid by the District
Columbia toward
Columbia, as the amount
District of Columbia
salaries and expenses of such court
court and of the offices of the United
United
District of Columbia
Columbia and of the
States district attorney for the District
the United
United

August 2, 1949
[H.
[II. R.
R. 4705]
47051
[Public
[Public Law 2011
201]

District of ColumColum•
Na.
bia.
Transfer of certain
Transfer
certain
offices.

62 Stat. 913.
913.
S. C., Supp.
28 U. S.
§1 601-610.
601-610.
II, 5§
Post, p.
p. 881.
Post,
881.
62 Stat. 843.
843.
18 U.
U. S.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
18
Supp.
II, §§
3654-3656.
§§ 36543656.
II,
Ante,
p. 97.
97.
Ante, p.

Appointment of
Appointment
of probation officers.
bation

Appointment of
of
Appointment
Register of
of Wills.
Register

Payment of fees into
into
Treasury, etc.
Treasury,

Estimates
Estinates of appro-

priations.
pri
ations.

Credit of
of fees
fees and
and
fines to D.
I). C.
C.
fines

492
492

PUBLIC
OHS.383-385—ABC
3, 1949
PUBLIC LAWS—
LAWS-CHS.
383-385--AUG 2,
2, 3,
1949

Repeal.
Repeal.

D.
D. C. Code
Code §21-308.
§ 2t-38.
Post,
p. 8.89.
Post, p.
889.

Repeal.
Repeal.

Effective
Effective date.

[63
[63 STAT.
STAT.

States
the District
of Columbia
Columbia bears
bears to
to the
the total
amount
States marshal
marshal for
for the
District of
total amount
of
and expenses;
and such
such proportion
of the
the fees
fees and
and
of such
such salaries
salaries and
expenses; and
proportion of
fines, if any,
collected by
United States
States Court
Court of
of Appeals
Appeals for
for the
the
fines,
any, collected
by the
the United
District
of Columbia
fees and
fines, if
any, collected
collected
District of
Columbia Circuit,
Circuit, including
including fees
and fines,
if any,
office of the clerk
court, as
the amount
amount paid
paid by
by the
by the office
clerk of
of that
that court,
as the
the
District of Columbia
Columbia toward
toward the
salaries and
and expenses
expenses of
of such
such court
the salaries
court
bears to
to the
amount of
and expenses."
expenses."
bears
the total
total amount
of such
such salaries
salaries and
SEC.
S
EG. 8. That the last
of section
section 2
last sentence
sentence of the
the second
second paragraph
paragraph of
2
of
8, 1938,
1938, entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
to provide
provide for
for insanity
insanity proproof the
the Act of
of June 8,
Act to
ceedings in the District of Columbia"
ceedings
(52 Stat.
Stat. 625,
625, 626),
626), which
which reads
reads
Columbia" (52
as follows: "The
"The Commissioners
Commissioners shall
include in their
estishall include
their annual
annual estimates such amounts as may be required
required for
for the
salaries and
and expenses
expenses
the salaries
authorized," is hereby
herein authorized,"
hereby repealed.
repealed.
SEC.
SEC. 9. That the Act of April 24, 1926,
1926, entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
Act providing
providing
for expenses
expenses of the
the office of Recorder
Recorder of Deeds and
Register of Wills
Wills
and Register
of the District of Columbia"
Columbia" (44
title 19, sec.
404 and
sec.
(44 Stat. 322; title
sec. 404
and sec.
405;
as it
it relates
relates to
the office
of the
the Register
Register
405; D. C. Code, 1940),
1940), insofar
insofar as
to the
office of
of Wills, and any other provisions
provisions of law inconsistent
inconsistent with
with the
the proprovisions of this Act are hereby
repealed.
hereby repealed.
SEC.
SEc. 10. This Act shall take
effect on
on July
1949.
take effect
July 1,
1,1949.
Approved August
August 2,
1949.
2, 1949.
[
CHAPTER 384]
3841
[CHAPTER

August 3,
3, 1949
August
1949
IS. 1742]
1742]
IS.
[Public Law
202]
[Public
Law 202]

Porter Academy.

Porter Academy.

25 Stat. 46.

25 Stat.

46.

AN
ACT
AN ACT
Removing
Removing certain
certain restrictions
restrictions imposed
imposed by the Act of
March 8,
8, 1888,
1888, on
on certain
certain
of March
lands authorized
authorized by such
such Act
Act to
to be
to the
trustees of
Porter
be conveyed
conveyed to
the trustees
of Porter
Academy.
Academy.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
by the Senate
United States
States of America in
Congress assembled, That the Secretary
United
in Congress
Secretary
of the Army
Army is authorized
authorized to release to the trustees
trustees of
Academy
of Porter
Porter Academy
by an appropriate
appropriate written
written instrument
instrument the restriction
placed upon
upon that
restriction placed
that
land in Charleston,
Charleston, South
the trustees
trustees
South Carolina,
Carolina, which
which was
was conveyed
conveyed to
to the
of Porter Academy
Academy pursuant
provisions of
of the
the Act
March
pursuant to
to the
the provisions
Act of
of March
8, 1888, entitled "An
"An Act authorizing
authorizing the Secretary
Secretary of
to transfer
transfer
of War
War to
to the trustees of Porter
Academy certain
Porter Academy
in the
of
certain property in
the city
city of
Charleston,
Carolina", sections
sections 11and 2
2 of which required
Charleston, South
South Carolina",
required that
the property
inviolably dedicated
property should
should be inviolably
dedicated to
educational purposes
purposes
to educational
and no other and required
required that the deed of conveyance
conveyance contain a
acondicondieffect.
tion to
to that effect.
Approved
3, 1949.
1949.
Approved August
August 3,
[
CHAPTER 385]
385]
[CHAPTER

August 3,
3, 1949
1949
1E1. J.
J. Res.
[H.
Res. 170]
170]
[Public
[Public Law
Law 2031
203]
Flag Day.
Flag
Day.

JOINT
JOINT RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION

Designating June
Designating
each year
year as
as Flag
Day.
June 14
14 of
of each
Flag Day.

Resolved by the Senate
Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of the United
Resolved
States of America in
States
in Congress
congress assembled, That the 14th day
day of
of June
June
of each year is hereby designated as "Flag Day", and the President
President
of the United States
authorized and requested
States is authorized
requested to issue annually
annually a
a
proclamation calling
calling upon officials
officials of the Government
proclamation
Government to display
display the
the
flag
of the United
flag of
United States on all Government
Government buildings on such
such day,
and urging the people
people to observe
observe the day as the anniversary
anniversary of
of the
the
Continental Congress
adoption on June 14, 1777, by the Continental
Congress of the Stars
Stars
and Stripes as the official flag of the United
United States of America.
America.
August 3, 1949.
Approved August

63 STAT.]
STAT.]
63
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81ST CONG
.—CHS .386,
386, 387-AUG.
387—AUG.3,
1949
81ST
CONG.,., 1ST
1ST SESS
SESS.-CHS.
3, 1949

[CHAPTER
386]
[CHAPTER 386]

AN
AN ACT
ACT
To amend the Act
Act entitled "An
regulating the
with the
the
"An Act
Act regulating
the retent
retent on
on contracts
contracts with
Columbia", approved
approved March
March 31,
District of Columbia",
31, 1906.
1906.

Be it
enacted by the Senate and
it enacted
of the
the
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
United
States of America
America in
United States
in Congress
section 11of
of
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That section
the Act entitled
entitled "An Act regulating
regulating the retent
contracts with
with the
the
retent on
on contracts
District of Columbia", approved
approved March
March 31,
1906, is
hereby amended
amended
31, 1906,
is hereby
as follows:
to read as
follows:
"That
by the
the District
"That on all contracts
contracts made
made by
for conconDistrict of Columbia
Columbia for
until completion
struction work there shall be withheld, until
and acceptcompletion and
accepta retent
ance of the work, a
retent of
per centum
centum of
amount of
of 10 per
of the
the total
total amount
of
any payments
guaranty fund that
payments made thereunder
thereunder as aa guaranty
terms
that the
the terms
shall be
of such contracts
contracts shall
strictly and
faithfully performed:
Provided,
be strictly
and faithfully
performed: Provided,
however, That whenever 50 per centum
centum of the
required under
the work
work required
under
aa contract for construction
construction work has been
completed and
and payments
payments
been completed
therefor have been made the Commissioners of the District of ColumColumbia, in their sole discretion,
may authorize
subsequent payments
payments to
to
discretion, may
authorize subsequent
be made
made to the contractor
contractor without
withholding from
such subsequent
subsequent
without withholding
from such
payments
payments 10
centum thereof
thereof as
required by
section, or
the
10 per centum
as required
by this
this section,
or the
said
Commissioners may
may authorize
authorize retention
such subsequent
subsequent
said Commissioners
retention from
from such
payments
payments of less than 10 per centum
centum thereof;
thereof; and
said CommisCommisand the
the said
sioners, in their sole discretion,
discretion, may
may further
further authorize
authorize payment
payment in
in
full, including
including retained
retained percentages,
for each
each separate
building or
percentages, for
separate building
or
public work on which
separately in
the contract
contract
which the
the price
price is
is stated
stated separately
in the
upon
acceptance of
such building
building or
work."
upon completion
completion and
and acceptance
of such
or work."
Approved
Approved August
1949.
August 3,
3, 1949.

August 3,
3, 1949
R. 2799]
2799]
[H. R.
[Public
Law 204]
204]
[Public Law

District of
District
of ColumColumbia.
bia.
34 Stat.
34
Stat. 94.
94.
D.
C. Code
§1-807.
1-807.
D. C.
Code §
Retent on
on contracts.
contracts.
Retent

Authority of
of ComComAuthority
missioners.
missioners.

[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 387]

AN
ACT
AN ACT
To provide for the appointment
appointment of additional circuit
circuit and district judges, and
and for
other purposes.
purposes.
other

it enacted
and House
House of
of Representatives
Be it
enacted by the Senate and
Representatives of
of the
the
United
America in
United States of America
Congress assembled,
That the
the President
President
in Congress
assembled, That
shall appoint, by and with the advice and consent
consent of
the Senate,
Senate, three
three
of the
additional
additional circuit judges
judges for
the District
of Columbia
circuit, one
one
for the
District of
Columbia circuit,
additional
additional circuit judge for the third
one additional
circuit
third circuit, one
additional circuit
judge for tie
the seventh circuit,
circuit, and one
circuit judge
judge for
for the
the
one additional
additional circuit
tenth circuit. Accordingly,
Accordingly, title 28,
United States
Code, section
44 (a),
(a),
28, United
States Code,
section 44
is amended
amended to read as follows
follows with respect
respect to said circuits:
circuits:
"Circuits
of Columbia
Columbia--District of
**
*
*
Third -----------*

*

*
*

*

[FL R.
4963]
[H.
R. 4963]

[Public Law 206]
Law 205]
[Public

U.
S. Courts.
Courts.
U. S.
Additional circuit
circuit
Additional
judges.
judges.

62 Stat..
62
Stat. 871.
871.
2.s U.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
Sapp,
2s
It. S.
II,§ 44
44 (a).
II,
(a).

Number of judges
Number
judges
Nine
_-------------_--_-----_ Nine
*
*

*
*

*
*

*
*

_-------------------__________ -Seven
Seven
*

*

*

*

Seventh--- --------------------------Seventh
____
*

August
1949
August 3,
3, 1949

*

*

*

*

Six
Six
*

Tenth
Tenth-- ------------------------------------

**

Five"
Five"

SEC.
S
EC. 2. (a)
(a) The President
by and
and with
the advice
advice
President shall
shall appoint,
appoint, by
with the
and consent
Senate, two
district judges
for the
the
consent of the
the Senate,
two additional
additional district
judges for
northern district
district of
additional district
for the
the
of California,
California, two
two additional
district judges
judges for
of California,
three additional
additional district
judges for
for
southern district of
California, three
district judges
the District
Columbia, one
district judge
judge for
northern and
the
District of
of Columbia,
one district
for the
the northern
and
southern districts
of Florida,
Florida, one
one additional
additional district
the
southern
districts of
district judge
judge for
for the
district of
one additional
additional district
district judge
judge for
the
northern district
of Georgia,
Georgia, one
for the

Additional district
district
Additional
judges.
judges.

494
494

Post,
495.
Post, p.
p. 495.

Post,
p. 495.
495.
Post, p.
62
62 Stat.
Stat. 995.
895.
28 U.
U.S.
28
S. C.,
C., Supp.
Supp.
II,
II, § 133.
133.
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district of
additional district
district judge
judge for
for the
the district
of
of Kansas, one additional
district of
New
Jersey, four
the .southern
New Jersey,
four additional
additional district
district judges
judges for
for the
southern district
district
of
New York,
judge for
for the
district of
of Oregon,
of New
York, one
one additional
additional district
district judge
the district
Oregon,
two additional
additional district
judges for
eastern district
district of
of Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania,
district judges
for the
the eastern
one additional
additional district
judge for the
the southern
district of
Texas, and
and
district judge
southern district
of Texas,
the
for the
western district
district of
of Oklahoma
Oklahoma created
created by
by
the existing judgeship
judgeship for
the western
2 (a)
(a) of the Act entitled
section 2
entitled "An
appoint"An Act to provide for the appointment of additional
judges",, approved
approved May
May 24,1940
24, 1940
additional district
district and circuit judges
(54 Stat. 219),
(54
219), and the existing
existing judgeship
judgeship for the northern
northern district
district
of Ohio created
created by the Act
"An Act
Act to
to provide
provide for
the
Act entitled
entitled "An
for the
appointment
appointment of one additional
additional United States district
district judge for
the
for the
northern
northern district of Ohio",
Ohio", approved
approved May
1941 (55
May 1,
1, 1941
(55 Stat.
Stat. 148),
148),
shall be permanent
permanent judgeships. Accordingly,
title 28,
28, United
United States
Accordingly, title
States
Code,
Code, section 133, is amended to read as follows with respect
said
respect to said
districts:
districts:

"Districts
*

Judges
*

*

*

*

:

*

California
California
Northern
Northern------------------------Southern -------------------------Southern
__
**
*
**
*
*
*
**
**
**
District of Columbia
Columbia
--.
-----**
*
**
*
*
*
*
*
**
*
*
Florida
**
**
**
*
**
*C
*
**
Northern and
and Southern
Southern .-----------Georgia
Georgia
Northern ---------.-Northern
__
**
**
**
*
*
*
*
**
*
*
Kansas
Kansas-----**
**
**
**
**
*
*
*
*
New Jersey
Jersey ------------------------------**
**
**
*
**
*
*
*
*
*
New
New York
York
*
**
**
*
0
*
o
e*0e
*
Southern_
Southern-___
*
*
**
*
**
*
**
*
*
*
*
Ohio
Ohio
Northern
Northern- ...
*
*
*
**
**
**
*;
*
*
*
*
Oklahoma
Oklahoma
*
*
*
*
*
*
**
*
**
*
0*
Western
Western----*
**
*
*
**
*
*
*
**
*
Oregon
Oregon--____
__ _ _
*
**
*
*
**
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania
Eastern
E
astern -- -- -- - -- -- -- - -- -- -- - -------- -- -Eastern------a
*
*
*
m
Texas
*
Texas
**

**

**

*

*
*

Southern ---------------------Southern
*

*

*

*

*

0

15
15

11
2
2
2
2

66

16
16

4
4

22
33
7
7

**

----*

7
10
10

3
3

all

3*
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81sT CONG.,
CONG ., 1sT
SESS.—CHS. 387,
387, 392,
392, 393-AUG.
393—AUG. 3,
4, 1949
1949
81ST
1ST SESS.-CHS.
3, 4,

(b) (1)
Title 28,
28, United
United States
States Code.
Code, section
section 134,
by
(b)
(1) Title
134, is
is amended
amended by
thereof the following
following new
adding at the end
end thereof
new subsections:
subsections:
"(c)
One of
of the
judges for
for the
the district
district of
of Kansas
"(c) One
the district
district judges
Kansas shall
shall
reside
and in
judges disagree
disagree as
as to
to which
reside at Wichita;
Wichita; and
in the
the event
event such
such judges
which
of them shall reside
reside at Wichita,
Wichita, the
the matter
matter shall be determined
determined by
by the
Judicial
Council of
Tenth Circuit.
Judicial Council
of the Tenth
Circuit.
"(d)
the district
district judges
judges for
the southern
southern district
"(d) One
One of
of the
for the
district of
of CaliCalifornia
fornia shall reside in the city
city of San
San Diego.
Diego.
"(e)
the district
southern district
district of
Texas
"(e) One of
of the
district judges
judges for
for the
the southern
of Texas
shall reside
within that
that portion
portion of
of the
the district
Laredo,
shall
reside within
district comprising
comprising Laredo,
Brownsville and Corpus
divisions."
Brownsville
Corpus Christi
Christi divisions."
(2) The judge first appointed
for the
the district
district of
under
(2)
appointed for
of Kansas
Kansas under
the authority
contained in
(a) shall
at Wichita.
the
authority contained
in subsection
subsection (a)
shall reside
reside at
Wichita.
(c) The
by and
the advice
advice and
and concon(c)
The President
President shall appoint, by
and with
with the
sent of
the Senate,
judge for
for the
the western
dissent
of the
Senate, one
one additional
additional district
district judge
western district
of Pennsylvania:
Provided, That
That the
the first
first vacancy
vacancy occurring
occurring in
in
trict of
Pennsylvania: Provided,
the office
office of
of district
district judge
judge in
said district
be filled.
filled.
the
in said
district shall
shall not
not be
(d)
President shall
shall appoint,
by and
and with
the advice
advice and
and
with the
(d) The
The President
appoint, by
consent of
the Senate,
Senate, one
one additional
additional district
district judge
for the
the southern
southern
consent
of the
judge for
district of
of Texas:
Provided, That
That the
first vacancy
vacancy occurring
occurring in
in the
the
district
Texas: Provided,
the first
office
district judge in said
office of district
said district
district shall not be
be filled.
filled.
(e) The
Act entitled
to provide
the appointment
appointment of
of
(e)
The Act
entitled "An
"An Act
Act to
provide for
for the
one additional
additional United
States district
district judge
for the
northern district
district of
of
judge for
the northern
one
United States
Ohio", approved
1941 (55
(55 Stat.
Stat. 148),
hereby repealed
Ohio",
approved May
May 1,
1, 1941
148), is
is hereby
repealed and
and
the incumbent
the judgeship
created by
by such
shall henceforth
henceforth
such Act
Act shall
the
incumbent of
of the
judgeship created
hold his
his position
under title
States Code,
Code, section
section 133,
133, as
as
28, United
United States
hold
position under
title 28,
amended
amended by
by this
this Act.
Act.
(f) Section
of the
the Act
Act entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
Act to
provide for
for the
the
to provide
(f)
Section 22 (a)
(a) of
appointment of
of additional
additional district and
circuit judges", approved
approved May
and circuit
May
appointment
24, 1940 (54
is amended
striking out
"western district
district of
of
24,1940
(54 Stat.
Stat. 219),
219), is
amended by
by striking
out "western
Oklahoma", and
incumbent of
of the
the judgeship
judgeship created
created by
said Act
Oklahoma",
and the
the incumbent
by said
Act
for the
western district
of Oklahoma
Oklahoma shall
hold his
office
his office
shall henceforth
henceforth hold
the western
district of
for
under
title 28,
States Code,
133, as
as amended
amended by
by this
this Act.
Act.
under title
28, United
United States
Code, section
section 133,
Approved August
3, 1949.
Approved
August 3,
1949.

62 Stat.
62
Stat. 896.
896.
28
28 U.
U. S.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
II,
134.
II, §1134.

Repeal.

28
28 U. S. C.,
C., Supp.
Supp
II, §
§133 and
and notes.
II,
Ante, p.
p. 494.
494.
Ante,

28
28 U.
U. S. C.,
C., Supp.
Supp.
H,
II, §§133 and notes.
Ante, p.
p. 494.
Ante,
494.

[CHAPTER 392]
392]
[CHAPTER

ACT
AN ACT
authorize the
Bureau of
To authorize
the payment of employees
employees of
of the Bureau
of Animal
Animal Industry
Industry for
for
overtime
prepare virus, serum,
serum, toxin,
toxin,
overtime duty performed at establishments
establishments which prepare
analogous products
products for
domestic animals.
for use in
in the treatment
treatment of
of domestic
or analogous

Be
Be it
it enacted
enacted by the
the Senate and
and House of
of Representatives
Representatives of the
the
United States
States of
in Congress
assembled, That
the Secretary
Secretary
United
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
That the
of
Agriculture is
to pay
employees of
of the
the Bureau
Bureau of
of Animal
Animal
is authorized
authorized to
pay employees
of Agriculture
Industry
establishments subject to the provisions
provisions of secIndustry employed
employed in
in establishments
tion
157 of
of title
title 21,
21, United
United States
States Code,
Code, for
for all
all overtime,
night, or
tion 157
overtime, night,
or
holiday
performed at
at such
he
holiday work
work performed
at such
such establishments,
establishments, at
such rates
rates as
as he
may
determine, and
and to
to accept
accept from
from such
wherein such
such
may determine,
such establishments
establishments wherein
overtime work
work is
reimbursement for
any sums
sums paid
overtime
is performed
performed reimbursement
for any
paid out
out
by
him for
such overtime
overtime work.
work.
for such
by him
Approved August
1949.
August 4,
4, 1949.
Approved

August 4, 1949
1949
August
[IL R. 4591
[H.
4,.9]

[Public Law 2i1i]
2961
[P'ublie

Stat. 833.
37 Stat.

[CHAPTER
3931
[CHAPTER 393]

AN ACT
ACT
codify, and enact into law, title 14 of
the United
of the
United States
States Code,
To revise,
revise, codify,
"Coast Guard".
entitled "Coast
Guard".

Be
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
Be it
it enacted
United States of America in
in Congress
That title 14 of
of the
United
Congress assembled, That

1949
August 4, 1949
[H.
R. 45661
[H. R.
4566]
[Public Law 207]

Title 14, U. S. Code.
Codification and
and enenCodification
actment into law.
law.

496
496
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United States Code,
Code, entitled
"Coast Guard",
revised, codified,
codified,
entitled "Coast
Guard", is
is hereby
hereby revised,
and enacted into law, and may be
United States
be cited
cited as "Title
"Title 14,
14, United
States Code,
Code,
section —",
as follows:
follows:
-", as

TITLE 14-COAST
I4-COAST GUARD
GUARD
PART

Infra.
142
fra.

Pa,
P. 550.
550.
Post, p.

Sec.
Sec.

L
REGULAR COAST GUARD
I. REGULAR
1
GUARD-----------------------------------1
II. COAST GUARD RESERVE
IL
RESERVE AND AUXILIARY
751
AUXILIARY------ -------- _
751

PART
I-REGULAR COAST
PART I-REGULAR
COAST GUARD
GUARD
CHAPTER
CHAPTER

Infra.
Infra.

1. ESTABLISHMENT
1.
ESTABLISHMENT AND
AND DUTIES
DUTIES----__

Post, P.
p. 497.
Post,
497.

3. COMPOSITION
AND ORGANIZATION
OBGANIZATION ---------------------------------COMPOSITION AND

Post, p.
499.
Post,
P. 499.

5.
5. FUNCTIONS
FUNCTIONS AND
AND POWERS
POWEBS---

Post, p.
5.
Post,
p. 505.
Post, p.
08.
Post,
p. 508.

--

11

__----------------------------_

---------------- --------------------7.
COOPERATION WITH
WITH OTHER
7. COOPERATION
OTHEB AGENCIES
AGENCIES-----_-_--------------------9.
COAST GUARD
GUARD ACADEMY
ACADEMY-- ________________________---------------9. COAST

41
41

81
81

141
141

181
181
221
221

Post, p. 510.
Post,
510.

11.
PERSONNEL ------1.1. PERSONNEL

Post,
529.
Post, p.
P. 529.

13. PAY,
ALLOWANCES, AWARDS,
AWARDB, AND
AND OTHER
13.
PAY, ALLOWANCES,
OTHER RIGHTS
RIGHTS AND
AND BENEFITS
461
BENEFIT
----461
15.
15. DISCIPLINE
DISCIPLINE AND
AND RELATED
RELATED M
ATTERS
561
MATTERSB_
---- _-------------------------_
561
17. ADMINISTRATION
ADMINISTRATION _______--------____________________--------------631
17.
631

Post,
p. 5.38.
3.
Post, p.
Po,
p. 54.
Post, p.
544.

---------------------------

_______
---------

_

CHAPTER
1-ESTABLISHMENT AND DUTIES
CHAPTER 1—ESTABLISHMENT

Bee.
Sec.
1.
Coast Guard.
Guard.
1. Establishment
Establishment of
of Coast
2. Primary duties.
Department.
3. Relationship
Relationship to Navy Department
4. Operation as aaservice
in the
the Navy.
service in
Navy.
5. "Secretary"
"Secretary" defined.
defined.

§§ 1. Establishment
Establishment of
of Coast Guard
Guard
The Coast Guard as established
established January
January 28,
1915, shall be
be a
military
28,1915,
a military
service and a
a branch of the armed
armed forces
of the
the United
United States
States at
at all
all
forces of
times. The Coast Guard shall be aaservice in the Treasury
Treasury DepartDepartment, except
except when operating as a
service in
the Navy.
Navy.
a service
in the
§ 2. Primary duties
§
The Coast Guard shall enforce
enforce or assist in
in the
the enforcement
enforcement of
all
of all
applicable
applicable Federal
Federal laws upon the high
waters subject
subject to
to the
the
high seas and
and waters
jurisdiction of the United States; shall administer
administer laws
and promullaws and
promulgate and enforce regulations for the promotion
promotion of safety of life and
and
property on the high seas and on waters
waters subject
subject to
to the
the jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
of
the United
matters not specifically
United States covering all matters
specifically delegated
delegated by
by
law to some other executive
executive department; shall develop, establish,
establish,
maintain,
maintain, and operate,
operate, with due regard
requirements of
of national
national
regard to the requirements
defense, aids to maritime navigation,
navigation, ice-breaking
ice-breaking facilities,
facilities, and
and
rescue
rescue facilities
facilities for the promotion
promotion of safety on and over the high
high seas
and waters subject to the jurisdiction
jurisdiction of the United States;
States; and shall
maintain aa state of readiness to function as a
service in
a specialized
specialized service
in
the Navy in time of war.
§§ 3. Relationship to Navy Department
Department
Upon
the
declaration
of
war
or when the President
Upon
declaration
President directs, the
Coast Guard shall operate as aa service
service in the Navy, and shall so
so

continue
continue until the President, by executive
executive order,
order, transfers
transfers the
the Coast
Coast
Guard back to the Treasury Department.
Department. While
While operating
as aaservservoperating as
ice in
in the Navy, the Coast Guard shall be
subject to
to the
orders of
of
be subject
the orders
the
Secretary of the Navy who may order changes
the Secretary
changes in Coast
Coast Guard
Guard
operations to
to render
operations
render them uniform, to the extent
extent he deems
deems advisable,
advisable,
with Navy operations.
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Operation as a
Navy
a service
service in the Navy

Whenever the Coast Guard operates as a
aservice
service in the Navy:
Whenever
Navy:
(a)
applicable
appropriations
of
Department
shall
the
Navy
Department
of
(a) applicable appropriations
be available for
for the expense of
of the Coast Guard;
Guard;
(b) applicable
applicable appropriations
appropriations of
of the
the Coast
Coast Guard
Guard shall be
(b)
available for transfer
Department;
available
transfer to the Navy Department;
(c) precedence
precedence between commissioned
commissioned officers
correspondofficers of correspond(c)
Guard and the Navy shall be determined
ing grades in the Coast Guard
determined
their commissions in those grades;
grades;
by the date of rank stated by their
(d)
shall be eligible to receive
Guard shall
the Coast
Coast Guard
(d) personnel
personnel of the
gratuities, medals,
medals and
gratuities,
and other insignia of honor
honor on the same basis
as
serving in any capacity
capacity with
as personnel
personnel in the naval service or serving
the Navy;
Navy;
(e)
furlough any officer
officer of the
place on furlough
(e) the
the SecretarySecretary may place
Coast
furlough shall receive
receive one half of
Coast Guard and officers on furlough
would be entitled if on leave of absence,
absence,
to which
which they
they would
the pay to
placed
Guard Reserve
Reserve shall not be so placed
but officers of the Coast Guard
on furlough; and
shall be subject
subject to the laws
the Coast Guard shall
(f) personnel
personnel of the
prescribed for
the government
government of
of the
the Navy.
Navyprescribed
for the
§
5. "Secretary"
"Secretary" defined
§ 5.
"Secretary" means
means the Secretary
Secretary
title, the term "Secretary"
As used in this title
of the
respective department
in which
which the
the Coast
Guard is
operating.
is operating.
Coast Guard
department in
of
the respective
CHAPTER 3-COMPOSITION
3—COMPOSITION AND
AND ORGANIZATION
ORGANIZATION
CHAPTER
Sec.
Sec.
41.
and ratings.
41. Grades
Grades and
42.
Number and
distribution of commissioned
commissioned officers.
and distribution
42. Number
43. Relative
Relative rank
commissioned officers
respect to Army
Army and
and Navy.
officers with
with respect
rank of
of commissioned
43.
44.
44.
45.
45.
46.
46.
47.
47.
48.
48.

Commandant; appointment.
Commandant;
Permanent
grade of Commandant
Commandant on
on expiration
expiration of
of term.
Permanent grade
Retirement
Commandant.
of Commandant.
Retirement of
Assistant Commandant
appointment.
in Chief;
Chief; appointment.
Commandant and Engineer
Engineer in
Assistant
Permanent
of Assistant
Assistant Commandant
Commandant an
Engineer in Chief on expiraann Engineer
grade of
Permanent grade
tion
tion of
of term.
49. Retirement
Retirement of
of Assistant
Assistant Commandant
Commandant and
and Engineer
Engineer in Chief.
49.

§
§ 41. Grades and ratings
admiral, rear
vice admiral,
rear admirals,
admirals,
In the Coast Guard there shall be aa vice
captains, commanders, lieutenant
commanders, lieutenants, lieutenants
lieutenants
lieutenant commanders,
captains,
warrant
officers, cadets, warrant
commissioned warrant
(junior grade),
grade) ,
ensigns, commissioned
warrant officers,
distributed in ratings
officers, and enlisted men. Enlisted men shall be distributed
established
Secretary.
established by the Secretary.
§
of commissioned
commissioned officers
officers
distribution of
§ 42. Number and distribution
including permanent,
The total number of commissioned
officers, including
permanent,
commissioned officers,
temporary,
temporary service, and reserve
officers on active duty,
duty,
reserve officers
temporary, temporary
and
excluding commissioned
officers, on the active list of the
warrant officers,
commissioned warrant
and excluding
Guard shall not exceed
exceed two thousand
thousand two hundred
hundred and fifty.
Coast Guard
Included in this number are
are the extra
extra numbers in grade
grade which under
law
officers upon
authorized number of line officers
law operate to increase the authorized
number, and the
separation
retirement of the person
person holding.
holding that number,
separation or retirement
members
the permanent
teaching staff
staff of
of the Coast
commissioned teaching
permanent commissioned
of the
members of
Guard
who shall
not be
be considered
considered as
as extra
extra numbers
in
numbers in
shall not
Academy, who
Guard Academy,
grade. The
The commissioned
shall be distributed
distributed in the
grades
the grades
officers shall
commissioned officers
grade.
of rear
lieutenant commander, lieutencommander, lieutenant
rear admiral,
admiral, captain, commander,
of
percentages as
grade), and ensign in the same percentages
ant, lieutenant
lieutenant (junior grade),
prescribed by
Congress for the Navy.
Navy. To determine
determine the
by Act
Act of Congress
prescribed
-32
81939 -50-PT.
81939°
--50--eT.x ----S2
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number of
authorized number
officers in
in the
the various
grades as
provided
of officers
various grades
as provided
in this section the computation
computation shall
shall be
be based
on the
numbased on
the actual
actual number of officers on active
temporary,
active duty,
duty, including
including permanent,
permanent, temporary,
and reserve
reserve officers
duty, but
but not
num.
officers on
on active duty,
not including
including extra
extra numbers in the
Guard at
at the
the date
date of
of making
making the
computation.
the Coast Guard
the computation.
The Secretary
Secretary shall, at least once each
each year,
year, make
make such
computasuch a
a computation, and the resulting
in the
the various
grades as
as so
so comresulting numbers
numbers in
various grades
computed shall be held and considered
considered for
all purposes
purposes as
as the
the authorized
for all
authorized
number in such various
various grades.
The nearest
number shall
shall
grades. The
nearest whole
whole number
be regarded
regarded as the authorized
authorized number
number in
case fractions
fractions result
in the
the
in case
result in
computation. The Secretary
Secretary may,
as he
from time
time
may, however,
however, as
he may
may from
to time determine the needs of the Coast
Guard require,
require, reduce
reduce the
Coast Guard
the
percentages applicable
applicable to
any grade
grade above
lieutenant commander,
commander, and
and
to any
above lieutenant
in order to compensate
compensate for
correspondingly
for such reduction
reduction increase
increase correspondingly
the percentages
percentages applicable
applicable to any grade or grades
below the
the grade
grades below
grade
or grades in which such
percentages are
such percentages
reduced. No
No officer
officer shall
shall
are so reduced.
be reduced in permanent
permanent grade or pay or
or removed
removed from
from the
the active
active
list of the Coast Guard as the result of
any computation
computation or
or determinadeterminaof any
tion made by the Secretary
Secretary to establish
number of
of officers
in the
the
establish the
the number
officers in
various grades.
grades.
§§ 43.

Relative rank of
of commissioned
commissioned officers
officers with
with respect
respect to
to
Army and Navy
Army
Navy

The commissioned officers
officers of the Coast Guard rank
rank as
as follows:
follows:
Vice admirals with vice admirals in the
Navy and
and lieutenant
lieutenant generals
the Navy
generals
in the Army and the Air Force;
admirals of the
in
Force; rear admirals
upper half
half with
with
the upper
rear admirals
admirals of the upper half
Navy and
generals in
in the
half in
in the
the Navy
and major
major generals
the
Army and the Air Force; rear admirals of the
half with
with rear
rear
the lower
lower half
admirals of the
the lower half in the Navy
Navy and brigadier
brigadier generals
in the
generals in
the
Army and the Air Force;
Force; captains
captains with captains
captains in
in the
the Navy
and
Navy and
colonels
colonels in the Army and the Air Force;
Force; commanders
with comcomcommanders with
manders in the Navy and lieutenant colonels
in the
the Army
colonels in
Army and
and the
the
lieutenant commanders
Air Force; lieutenant
commanders in
commanders with
with lieutenant
lieutenant commanders
in
the Navy
Navy and majors
majors in the Army and the Air
Force; lieutenants
lieutenants with
with
Air Force;
lieutenants in the Navy and captains
Army and
the Air
Air Force;
Force;
captains in
in the
the Army
and the
lieutenants
grade) with lieutenants
lieutenants (junior
(Junior grade)'with
lieutenants (junior grade)
grade) in
the Navy
Navy
in the
and first lieutenants
lieutenants in
with
in the Army
Army and
and the
the Air
Air Force;
Force; and
and ensigns
ensigns with
ensigns in the Navy
lieutenants in
Navy and second lieutenants
and the
the Air
Air
in the Army
Army and
Force.

§§ 44. Commandant; appointment
appointment
The
President
may
appoint,
by and with
The President may
with the advice
advice and consent
consent
of the
the Senate,
a period of four
of
Senate, one Commandant
Commandant for a
who
four years,
years, who
reappointed for further
further periods
may be reappointed
periods of
four years,
shall act
act
of four
years, who
who shall
as Chief
Chief of the
the Coast Guard.
as
Guard. The Commandant
Commandant shall be
be appointed
appointed
from the
the active
active list of line officers
officers who hold aapermanent
from
permanent commission
commission
as
as commander
commander or above, and who
who have completed
completed at least ten years
years of
of
service
as aa.commissioned
commissioned officer
thee Coast
service as
officer in th
Coast Guard. The
The ComCommandant,
while so serving, shall have
mandant,.while
have the grade, pay, and
and allowances
allowances of
of
vice admiral.
admiral. The position vacated
vacated by an officer
vice
officer appointed
appointed ComCommandant
mandant shall be filled by promotion
promotion according
according to law.
§§ 45.
45. Permanent
Permanent grade of
of Commandant on expiration of
term
of term
If
retired during or
.
If the Commandant
Commandant is not retired
expiration
of
or on the
the expiration of
his
his term of service as Commandant,
Commandant, such
such officer,
officer, at
at the expiration
expiration
of
term of service,
of such
such term
service, shall have the permanent grade
grade of
rear
of rear
admiral,
with the pay and allowances
admiral, with
allowances of aa rear
rear admiral (upper
(upper
half)
half) and shall be carried as an additional
additional number
in that
that grade
grade
number in
until the number of rear
until
rear admirals (upper
(upper half)
half) is reduced
reduced to
to the
the
number authorized by law.
law.
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of Commandant
§§ 46. Retirement of
Upon
completion
three years
years or more of service
service as Comof three
Upon completion of
mandant,
is so serving or who has so served may, at
any officer
officer who
who is
mandant, any
regard to total length
length of service, upon
upon
thereafter without regard
time thereafter
any time
his own
own application,
President, be retired
discretion of the President,
the discretion
application, in the
his
from
retirement with
from active service and, unless entitled by law to retirement
higher
retired list with the grade
grade
placed on the retired
shall be placed
grade or pay, shall
higher grade
and
retired pay
for
pay of
of vice admiral. A Commandant who is retired for
and retired
physical disability during
Commandant shall,
his term
term of service as Commandant
during his
physical
unless entitled
entitled by
law to
retirement at a
grade or pay, be
a higher
higher grade
by law
to retirement
unless
placed
retired list with the grade and retired
retired pay of vice
on the retired
placed on
admiral.
§
Assistant Commandant and
and Engineer in Chief; appoint§ 47.
47. Assistant
ment
The
President may appoint, by and with the advice and consent
consent of
The President
the
Senate, one Assistant
Assistant Commandant for a
a period of four
four years,
years,
the Senate,
who
reappointed for
further periods
periods of four years, and one
for further
be reappointed
may be
who may
Engineer
period of four years, who may be reappointed
reappointed
a period
Engineer in Chief for a
for
periods of
Assistant Commandant
Commandant shall
shall
of four years. The Assistant
for further
further periods
Commandant, shall perform such duties as the
next after the Commandant,
rank next
Commandant during the
Commandant
prescribe and shall act as Commandant
Commandant may prescribe
Commandant or in the event that there
absence or disability
disability of the Commandant
there
is
Commandant
is aavacancy
vacancy in the office of Commandant. The Assistant Commandant
selected from the active
grade of
active list of officers not below the grade
be selected
shall be
selected from the
commander, and the Engineer
Engineer in Chief shall be selected
commander who have
officers not below the grade of commander
of officers
list of
active list
Commandant shall make recomqualified
engineering duty. The Commandant
qualified for engineering
Commandant and
mendations
for such appointments. The Assistant Commandant
mendations for
rear
Engineer
while so serving, have the grade of rear
shall, while
in Chief shall,
Engineer in
admiral
admiral (upper
(upper half).
half).
allowances of rear admiral
pay and allowances
and the pay
admiral and
Commandant or
The
appointed Assistant Commandant
by officers
officers appointed
position vacated by
The position
Engineer in
in Chief
Chief shall
shall be
be filled
promotion according
according to law.
filled by promotion
Engineer
Permanent grade
grade of
of Assistant
Assistant Commandant and Engineer
§§ 48.
48. Permanent
Chief on expiration
expiration of term
in Chief
Officers
whose terms
service as
as Assistant
Commandant or Engineer
Engineer
Assistant Commandant
of service
terms of
Officers whose
in
lineal list in the
Chief have expired shall take their place on the lineal
in Chief
permanent grade
attained had they not served
that they would have attained
grade that
permanent
as Assistant
Assistant Commandant
Engineer in Chief, and shall be addiCommandant or Engineer
as
tional
numbers in those grades.
tional numbers
49. Retirement
Retirement of
Assistant Commandant and Engineer in
of Assistant
§§ 49.
Chief
Chief
Upon
retirement any
less
or has served not less
serving, or
who is serving,
officer who
any officer
Upon retirement
than two
two and
one-half years,
Engineer
Commandant or Engineer
as Assistant
Assistant Commandant
years, as
and one-half
than
in Chief,
Chief, unless
unless entitled
entitled to
to retire
retire at
at a
ahigher
higher grade
grade or pay
under other
pay under
in
provisions
law, shall
shall retire
retire with
admiral and
the grade of rear admiral
with the
of law,
provisions of
with the
the retired
retired pay
pay of a
arear admiral (upper half).
half).
with
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Sec.
89. Law enforcement.
enforcement.
stations.
90. Ocean stations.
naval vessels.
91. Safety
Safety of
of naval
vessels.
92. Secretary;
Secretary; general
general powers.
powers.
93. Commandant;
general powers.
powers.
Commandant; general

Loran
orations.
Lorn stations.

49 U. S.
S. C.,
C., Bopp.
Supp.
II,
in.
1, §
§ 452.

§§ 81. Aids
Aids to navigation
navigation authorized
authorized
In order to aid navigation
navigation and to prevent
In
prevent disasters,
disasters, collisions,
and
collisions, and
wrecks of vessels and aircraft, the Coast Guard
Guard may
may establish,
establish, mainmainand operate:
operate:
tain, and
(1)
(1) aids to maritime
maritime navigation required
required to
to serve
serve the
the needs
needs
of the armed
armed forces or of the commerce
commerce of
of the
the United
United States;
States;
(2)
required to serve
(2) aids to air navigation
navigation required
serve the
the needs
of the
needs of
the
armed forces of the United
United States
States as requested
requested by
by the
the Secretary
Secretary
appropriate department
of the appropriate
department within
within the
Military
the National
National Military
Establishment; and
Establishment;
and
(3) Loran
Loran stations (a)
(3)
(a) required
required to serve the
the armed
the needs of
of the
armed
forces of the
the United
United States; or
to serve
serve the
or (b)
(b) required
required to
the needs
needs
of the maritime commerce
commerce of the
the United States; or
(c) required
or (c)
required
to serve the needs of the air commerce
commerce of
the United
United States
as
of the
States as
determined
determined by the Administrator
Civil Aeronautics.
Administrator of
of Civil
Aeronautics.
Such aids to navigation
navigation other
other than
than Loran
established
Loran stations
stations shall
shall be
be established
and operated
operated only within
within the
the United
States, its
its Territories
and posposUnited States,
Territories and
sessions, and beyond
beyond the
the territorial
of the
the United
United States
States
territorial jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
at places where naval or military
bases of
of the
the United
United States
States are
are or
military bases
or
may be located, and at other
other places
places where
aids to
to navigation
have
where such
such aids
navigation have
been established prior to June
June 26,1948.
26, 1948.
§§ 82. Cooperation with Administrator
Administrator of
Civil Aeronautics
Aeronautics
of Civil
The Coast
Coast Guard in establishing, maintaining,
or operating
operating any
any aids
maintaining, or
aids
to air navigation
navigation herein provided shall solicit
the cooperation
cooperation of
of the
the
solicit the
Administrator
Administrator of
Aeronautics to
to the
the end
end that
that the
the personnel
personnel and
and
of Civil Aeronautics
facilities
facilities of the Civil Aeronautics
Aeronautics Administration
be utilized
to
Administration will
will be
utilized to
the fullest possible
possible advantage. Before
and operating
operating any
any
Before locating
locating and
such aid on military
military or naval bases
the consent
of the
the
bases or regions,
regions, the
consent of
Secretary of the
Secretary of the
the Army,
Army, the Secretary
the Navy,
Navy, or
or the
Secretary
the Secretary
of the Air Force, as the case may be, shall
shall first
be obtained.
obtained. No
such
first be
No such
aid
shall be
aid shall
be located within the territorial jurisdiction
jurisdiction of any foreign
foreign
country without the consent of the government
government thereof.
thereof. Nothing
in
Nothing in
this title shall be deemed
deemed to limit the
granted by
the proprothe authority
authority granted
by the
visions of section 458 of Title 5, or by sections
sections 175
or 451-458
of
175 (f)
(f) or
451-458 of
Title 49.
§§ 83. Unauthorized
Unauthorized aids to maritime navigation;
navigation; penalty
penalty
No
person,
or public
No
public body,
body, or instrumentality,
instrumentality, excluding
excluding the
the armed
armed
services,
services, shall establish, erect, or maintain
any aid
aid to
to maritime
maritime
maintain any
navigation without first obtaining
obtaining authority
authority to
to do
do so
so from
from the
the Coast
Coast
Guard in accordance
applicable regulations.
accordance with applicable
regulations. Whoever
Whoever violates
violates
the provisions
provisions of this section or any of the regulations
the
regulations issued
issued by
by the
the
Secretary
accordance herewith shall be guilty
Secretary in accordance
of a
a misdemeanor
guilty of
misdemeanor
and
and shall
shall be fined not more than $100
$100 for each offense.
offense. Each
Each day
day
during which
which such violation continues
during
continues shall be considered
considered as
as a
a new
new
offense.
offense.
§ 84.
§
84.

Interference
Interference with aids to navigation; penalty
penalty
It
shall
be
unlawful
It shall be
for any person, or public body, or instrumeninstrumentality, excluding
excluding the
the armed
remove, change the location
tality,
armed forces, to remove,
location of,
of,
obstruct, wilfully
obstruct,
wilfully damage, make fast
fast to, or interfere
to
interfere with
with any
any aid
aid to
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navigation
established, installed,
installed, operated,
maintained by the
navigation established,
operated, or maintained
Coast Guard
pursuant to
to section
of this
or with
any aid
aid to
to
this title,
title, or
with any
section 81
81 of
Guard pursuant
Coast
navigation
maintained under
under authority
authority granted by the
navigation lawfully maintained
Coast Guard
to section
section 83
83 of
this title,
title, or
or to
anchor any
any vessel
vessel
to anchor
of this
Guard pursuant
pursuant to
Coast
waters of the United States
States so as to obstruct or
in any of the navigable waters
interfere with range lights maintained
maintained therein. Whoever
Whoever violates the
interfere
provisions
misdemeanor and shall
provisions of this section shall be guilty of aamisdemeanor
be fined not more than $500 for each offense.
offense. Each
Each day during
during which
which
such violation
violation shall continue
continue shall be considered
considered as a
anew offense.
§
§ 85.
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Failure to maintain
maintain lights; penalty
Any person, firm, company, or corporation
corporation required
required by law to
maintain lights upon any bridge
bridge or abutment
abutment over
over or in any navigable
waters who shall fail or refuse to maintain such lights, or to obey any
of the lawful rules and regulations
regulations relating to the same, shall be guilty
misdemeanor and shall be fined not more than $100 for each
of aa misdemeanor
offense. Each day during which such violation shall continue
continue shall be
considered
considered as aanew offense.
§
§ 86. Marking of obstructions
may mark for the protection
protection of navigation
The Coast Guard may:
navigation any
any
sunken vessel or other similar obstruction existing on any navigable
navigable
waters of the United States, whenever
whenever the owner thereof
thereof has, in the
judgment of the Coast Guard, failed
failed suitably to mark the same in
accordance
with the
the provisions of section
section 409
409 of
of Title
Title 33. Until
Until the
accordance with
abandonment
established in accordabandonment of any such obstruction has been established
ance with the provisions of section 414 of Title 33,
33, the owner
owner thereof
thereof
shall
shall pay
pay to
to the
the Coast Guard the cost of such marking. As soon as
the
abandonment of any such obstruction
obstruction has been so established,
the abandonment
the Secretary
same so marked
marked pending
pending
Secretary of the Army shall keep the same
removal
accordance with the provisions of section
section 414
in accordance
removal thereof in
Department
of Title 33, but the Coast Guard may at the request of the Department
obstruction
of the Army continue the suitable
suitable marking
marking of any such obstruction
for and on behalf
behalf of that
that Department;
Department; and the cost of any such markArmy.,. All monies
ing shall be borne by the Department
Department of the Army
received by the Coast Guard from the owners
owners of obstructions2i in
accordance
section, shall be covered
covered into
accordance with the provisions of this section,
the
miscellaneous receipts. No
as miscellaneous
United States
States as
the Treasury
Treasury of the United
provision
relieve the owner
owner
shall be construed so as to relieve
provision of this section shall
of
responsibility suitably to
and responsibility
the duty and
such obstruction from the
of any
any such
mark
provisions of section 409 of
accordance with the provisions
in accordance
mark the same in
Title 33.
§
Buoys; color
color and numbering; passing
passing
§ 87. Buoys;
All buoys along the coast, or in bays, harbors, sounds,
sounds, or channels,
numbered so
the coast
coast or sound,
sound,
and numbered
so that
that passing up the
shall be colored and
entering the
or channel,
channel, red
red buoys with even numbers
the bay,
bay, harbor, or
or entering
starboard hand,
hand, black
black buoys with uneven numbers
be passed on the
the starboard
shall be
on the
black horizontal
horizontal stripes
stripes on
with red and
and black
the port hand, and buoys with
on
either
Buoys in
alternate
shall be colored
colored with alternate
in channel
channel ways shall
hand. Buoys
either hand.
white and black vertical stripes.
life and property
Saving life
§§ 88. Saving
(a) In
order to
aid to
to distressed
distressed persons,
airvessels, and
and airpersons, vessels,
to render
render aid
(a)
In order
craft on
the high
high seas
seas and
on waters
over which
United States
which the
the United
waters over
and on
on the
craft
has jurisdiction
and in
order to
aid to
to persons
persons and
and property
property
render aid
to render
in order
jurisdiction and
has
imperiled by
flood, the
the Coast
Coast Guard
Guard may:
may:
by flood,
imperiled
per(1) perform
perform any
any and all acts
necessary to rescue and aid peracts necessary
(1)
sons and
property;
and save property;
and protect
protect and
sons
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(2) take charge
all property
property saved
saved from
from
charge of
of and
and protect
protect all
marine or
aircraft disasters,
floods, at
which the
the Coast
or aircraft
disasters, or
or floods,
at which
Coast Guard
Guard
is present, until such
is claimed
claimed by
by persons
persons legally
such property
property is
legally
authorized
otherwise disposed
authorized to receive
receive it
it or until otherwise
disposed of
of in
in accordaccordance with law or applicable
regulations, and
care for
for bodies
bodies
applicable regulations,
and care
of those who may have perished
perished in
such catastrophes;
catastrophes;
in such
(3) furnish clothing, food, lodging,
(3)
medicines, and
and other
other
lodging, medicines,
necessary
services to
necessary supplies and services
persons succored
succored by
by the
the
to persons
Coast
Coast Guard;
Guard; and
and
(4) destroy or tow into port sunken
(4)
sunken or
or floating
dangers to
floating dangers
to
navigation.
navigation.
(b) The Coast Guard may render aid
persons and
and
aid to persons
and protect
protect and
save property
property at any time
time and at any place
place at
at which
which Coast
Coast Guard
Guard
personnel are available
facilities and personnel
available and
be effectively
utilized.
and can
can be
effectively utilized.
enforcement
§§89.
89. Law
Law enforcement
(a) The Coast
Coast Guard may
inquiries, examinations,
examinations, inspecinspecmay make
make inquiries,
tions, searches,
searches, seizures, and arrests upon
high seas
seas and
and waters
waters
upon the high
over which the United States has jurisdiction,
jurisdiction, for
the prevention,
for the
prevention,
detection,
detection, and suppression of
of laws
the United
United States.
States.
of violations
violations of
laws of
of the
For such purposes, commissioned, warrant, and
officers may
and petty
petty officers
may at
at
any time
bj ec tto
t
o the
th e jurisdiction,
to
time go
go on
on board
board of
of any
any vessel
vessel su
subject
jurisdiction, or
or to
the operation
operation of any
law, of
of the
United States,
add res
s inquiries
i
nqu i
ri
es t
o
any law,
the United
States, address
to
examine the ship's
those on board, to examine
documents and
and papers,
papers, and
ship's documents
and
examine, inspect, and search
search the
the vessel
use all
all necessary
necessary force
force to
to
vessel and
and use

compel
compliance.
compel compliance.

When
inquiries, examination,
When from such inquiries,
examination, inspecinspec-

tion, or search
search it
it appears that a
abreach
of the
laws of
of the
the United
Unites States
breach of
the laws
States
rendering a
a person liable
liable to arrest
arrest is being,
being, or
or has
been committed,
committed, by
by
has been
any person, such person shall
any
shall be arrested or, if
escaping to
shore shall
if escaping
to shore,
shall
be immediately pursued
pursued and
sitore or
or other
lawful and
and
and arrested
arrested on
on shore,
other lawful
appropriate action shall be
appropriate
n ;or,
or ,
if it
it shall
shall appear
appear that
breach
be take
taken;
if
that aabreach
of the laws of the United
United States has been
committed so
so as
as to
to render
been committed
render
such vessel, or the merchandise,
merchandise, or any part thereof,
on board
board of,
of, or
or
thereof, on
brought into the United
United States by, such vessel,
vessel, liable
liable to
forfeiture, or
or
to forfeiture,
so as to render
render such vessel liable
liable to aafine or
penalty and
and if
if necessary
necessary
or penalty
to secure such fine or penalty,
penalty, such vessel
or such
such merchandise,
merchandise, or
or
vessel or
both,
be seized.
seized.
both, shall
shall be
(b)
The officers of the Coast Guard
insofar as they are
(b) The
Guard insofar
engaged,
are engaged,
pursuant to the authority
authority contained in this
section, in
in enforcing
any
this section,
enforcing any
law
law of the United
United States
States shall:
shall:
(1)
(1) be deemed
deemed to be acting
acting as agents
agents of
particular executive
executive
of the
the particular
department
establishment charged
department or independent
independent establishment
charged with
the adminwith the
administration of the particular
and
particular law;
law; and
(2)
(2) be subject to all the rules and regulations
regulations promulgated
promulgated by
by
such department
such
department or independent establishment
establishment with
respect to
to
with respect
enforcement of
the enforcement
of that
law.
that law.
(c) The provisions of this section are in addition
(c)
addition to
any powers
to any
powers
conferred
conferred by law
law upon such officers,
officers, and not in limitation
limitation of
of any
any
powers
powers conferred by law upon such officers,
officers, or any
any other
officers of
other officers
of
States.
the United
United States.
Stations
§§ 90.
90. Ocean
Ocean Stations
(a) The Coast Guard is authorized
(a)
authorized to operate and
and maintain
maintain floatfloating
providing search
ing ocean
ocean stations for the purpose of providing
and rescue,
rescue, comcomsearch and
munication,
navigation facilities,
facilities, and
munication, and
and air navigation
and meteorological
meteorological services
services
in
such ocean
ocean areas as are regularly
by aircraft
in such
regularly traversed
traversed by
aircraft of
the United
of the
United
States.
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authorized, subject to approval by the AdGuard is authorized,
(b) The
The Coast
Coast Guard
ministrator of Civil Aeronautics, to operate,
operate, on floating
floating ocean stations
ministrator
Administrator
authorized
such air navigation
navigation facilities
facilities as the Administrator
authorized herein, such
protection
may
desirable for the safe and efficient protection
necessary or desirable
find necessary
may find
and
The Coast Guard, in establishing,
establishing, mainand control of air traffic. The
taining,
operating such air navigation
navigation facilities shall request the
or operating
taining, or
cooperation
Aeronautics to the end that
Administrator of Civil Aeronautics
cooperation of the Administrator
Aeronautics Administration
Administration
and facilities
facilities of the Civil Aeronautics
personnel and
the personnel
will
advantage.
utilized to the fullest possible advantage.
will be utilized
Safety of naval vessels
vessels
§§ 91. Safety
The captain
commander, or other
other
Guard district commander,
port, Coast Guard
the port,
captain of the
The
officer
of the
Guard designated
or
Commandant thereof, or
designated by the Commandant
the Coast
Coast Guard
officer of
Governor of the Panama
Panama Canal in the case of the territory
territory and
and
the Governor
waters
anchorage and movewaters of the Canal Zone, shall so control the anchorage
ment of any vessel, foreign or domestic, in the territorial waters
waters of
the
United States
United
States, as to insure the safety or security of such United
the United
States naval
naval vessels
vessels as
present in his jurisdiction.
jurisdiction. In terrias may
may be present
States
required,
torial waters
the United
where immediate
immediate action is required,
United States where
of the
waters of
torial
where representatives
representatives of the Coast
Coast Guard
Guard are not present, or not
or where
present
in sufficient
force to
to exercise
exercise effective
effective control of shipping as
sufficient force
present in
provided
officer present in command of any
any
the senior naval officer
herein, the
provided herein,
naval
force may
may control
anchorage or
or movement
movement of any vessel,
vessel,
the anchorage
control the
naval force
foreign
or domestic,
the extent
extent deemed
deemed necessary
necessary to insure the
to the
domestic, to
foreign or
safety
of his command.
security of
safety and security
powers
Secretary; general powers
§§ 92. Secretary;
Coast
For
the purpose
duties and
functions of the Coast
and functions
executing the duties
of executing
purpose of
For the
Guard
the Secretary
Secretary may
the limits
appropriations made
made
of appropriations
limits of
within the
may within
Guard the
therefor:
therefor:
(a) establish,
the limits
consolidate, discontinue,
discontinue,
limits of, consolidate,
change the
establish, change
(a)
and re-establish
re-establish Coast Guard
Guard districts;
districts;
and
(b)
arrange with
Navy and
Secretaries of the Army, Navy
with the Secretaries
(b) arrange
Air
Force to
to assign
assign officers
officers and
enlisted men
Cr wird
the Coast Guard
men of the
and enlisted
Air Force
to
school maintained
Navy, and Air Force,
Force, for
Army, Navy,
by the Army,
maintained by
any school
to any
instruction
schools;
including aviation schools;
training, including
and training,
instruction and
(c)
construct, or
constructed, Coast Guard shore
or cause to be constructed,
(c) construct,
establishments, and
and sell
sell or
or otherwise
otherwise dispose
dispose of unsuitable or
establishments,
unserviceable shore
establishments, the
monies received,
received, less
the monies
shore establishments,
unserviceable
amount
of expenses
expenses incurred
any such disposition (exclusive
(exclusive
incurred from any
amount of
of
governmental personal
personal services),
covered into the
to be covered
services), to
of governmental
Treasury;
Treasury;
designed, cause
cause to be constructed,
constructed,
cause to be designed,
(d) design or cause
accept
otherwise acquire
acquire vessels, and dispose of them,
gift, or otherwise
as gift,
accept as
the
less the
incurred from
expenses incurred
of expenses
amount of
the amount
received, less
monies received,
the monies
any
governmental personal serv(exclusive of governmental
disposition (exclusive
such disposition
any such
ices)
Treasury;
covered into the Treasury;
to be
be covered
ices),,to
(e)
vessels and parts thereof in part payment
payment for
exchange vessels
(e) exchange
new vessels;
vessels;
new
acceptance of
(f) acquire
including acceptance
of
interests in land, including
or interests
land or
acquire land
(f)
gifts
thereof, where
required for
purpose of carrying
carrying out any
the purpose
for the
where required
gifts thereof,
project
for which
an appropriation
made;
has been made;
appropriation has
which an
or purpose
purpose for
project or
(g)
exchange land
interests in
in land
part or in full payin part
land in
or interests
land or
(g) exchange
ment
such other
or interests
interests in
necessary
as may be necessary
in land as
land or
other land
for such
ment for
or
balance of
defrayable
such part payment to be defrayable
of such
the balance
desirable, the
or desirable,
section;
in
accordance with
with other provisions
provisions of this section;
in accordance
(h) exercise
any of
of the
the powers
by this
this title
title in the Comvested by
powers vested
exercise any
(h)
mandant
in any
any case
which the
Secretary deems it
it appropriate;
appropriate;
the Secretary
in which
case in
mandant in
and
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(i) do any and all things
(i)
things necessary
to carry
purposes
necessary to
carry out
out the
the purposes
of this
this title.
title.
of
§§ 93. Commandant;
Commandant; general
general powers
powers
For the purpose
purpose of executing
executing the duties
duties and
functions of
the Coast
Coast
and functions
of the
Guard the
the Commandant
Commandant may:
may:
(a) maintain water, land, and
(a)
and air
air patrols,
and ice-breaking
patrols, and
ice-breaking
facilities;
facilities;
(b) establish and
prescribe the
and prescribe
of, change
change the
the location
the purpose
purpose of,
location
consolidate, discontinue,
of, consolidate,
discontinue, re-establish,
maintain, operate,
operate, and
and
re-establish, maintain,
repair
Coast Guard
repair Coast
Guard shore
shore establishments;
establishments;
(c) assign vessels, aircraft, vehicles,
vehicles, aids
aids to
to navigation,
navigation, equipequipment, appliances,
supplies to
appliances, and supplies
to Coast
Coast Guard
Guard districts
districts and
and shore
shore
establishments, and transfer
establishments,
transfer any
any of
the foregoing
foregoing from
from one
one district
district
of the
or shore establishment
establishment to
to another;
another;
(d) conduct
(d)
conduct experiments,
experiments, investigate,
or cause
cause to
to be
be investiinvestiinvestigate, or
gated, plans, devices, and inventions
inventions relating
to the
the performance
performance
relating to
of any Coast Guard
Guard function
function and cooperate
cooperate and
and coordinate
coordinate such
such
activities
activities with other Government
Government agencies
agencies and
and with
with private
private
agencies;
agencies;
(e)
investigations or
(e) conduct any
any investigations
or studies
studies that
that may
may be
be of
of
assistance to the Coast Guard
n-ssistance
Guard in
performance of
of any
any of
of its
its
in the
the performance
powers,
powers, duties,
functions '
•
duties, or
or functions;
(f) collect, publish, and
(f)
an d distribute
distribute information
information concerning
concerning
Coast
Coast Guard
Guard operations;
operations;
(g) conduct
conduct or make available
available to
personnel of
Guard
to personnel
of the
the Coast
Coast Guard
such specialized
specialized training
training and
and courses
of instruction
including
courses of
instruction, including
correspondence
correspondence courses,
courses, as
ay be
be necessary
necessary or
desirable for
the
as m
may
or desirable
for the
good of the
the service;
service;
(h) design or cause
cause to be
to be
be constructed,
constructed,
be designed,
designed, cause
cause to
accept as
accept
as gift, or otherwise acquire
acquire patrol boats
boats and
and other
other small
small
operate, maintain,
maintain, supply,
craft, equip, operate,
repair such
such patrol
patrol
supply, and
and repair
boats,
boats, other small craft, aircraft, and
and dispose
and vehicles,
vehicles, and
dispose of
of
them, the monies received,
received, less
less the
the amount
amount of
of expenses
expenses incurred
incurred
from
from any such disposition
disposition (exclusive of
of governmental
personal
governmental personal
services), to be covered into
services),
into the
the Treasury;
Treasury;
(i) acquire, accept
(i)
accept as gift, maintain
maintain and
repair aids
aids to
naviand repair
to navigation, appliances,
appliances, equipment,
equipment, and
supplies, and
and discontinue,
discontinue, or
or
and supplies,
otherwise dispose of obsolete,
obsolete, unsuitable,
otherwise
unsuitable, or
or unserviceable
unserviceable aids
aids to
to
navigation,
appliances, equipment,
navigation, appliances,
equipment, and supplies, the
the monies
monies rereceived,
expenses incurred
ceived, less amount of expenses
incurred from
from any
any such
such disposition
disposition
(exclusive
governmental personal services),
(exclusive of governmental
services), to
to be
be covered
covered into
into
the
the Treasury;
Treasury;
(j)
(j) equip,
equip, operate,
operate, maintain,
maintain, supply,
and repair
repair Coast
Coast Guard
Guard
supply, and
districts and
and shore
establishments;
shore establishments;
(k)
(k) exchange
exchange aircraft,
aircraft, vehicles, and parts thereof, and
obsolete,
and obsolete,
unsuitable,
unsuitable, or
or unserviceable
unserviceable machines,
machines, tools, aids to navigation,
navigation,
appliances,
appliances, equipment, and
and supplies in part
part payment
payment for
items
for new
new items
of
the same or similar
character as those proposed
of the
similar character
to be
exchanged;
proposed to
be exchanged;
(1) establish,
(1)
establish, equip,
equip, operate, and maintain
and
maintain shops,
shops, depots,
depots, and
yards for
the manufacture
manufacture and construction
yards
for the
construction of aids to
to navigation,
navigation,
equipment,
apparatus, vessels,
equipment, apparatus,
vessels, vehicles,
vehicles and
aircraft not
not normally
norma lly
and aircraft
or
contractors, and
or economically
economically obtainable
obtainable from private contractors,
and for
for the
the
maintenance and
and repair
repair of any property
maintenance
property used
used by the
the Coast
Coast Guard;
Guard;
(m) accept
accept and utilize,
(m)
utilize, in times of emergency
emergency in
in order
order to
save
to save
life
property, such voluntary
life or
or protect
protect property,
voluntary services
services as
as may
may be
be
offered to the Coast
Coast Guard;
Guard;
(n)
or lease,
(n) rent
rent or
lease, under such terms and conditions as
as are
are deemed
deemed
advisable,
advisable, for
for aaperiod
period not exceeding
exceeding five years,
years, such
such real
real property
property
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under the control of the Coast Guard as may not be required for
immediate use by the Coast Guard, the monies received
received from any
such rental or lease, less amount of expenses
(exclusive
expenses incurred
incurred (exclusive
of
governmental personal services),
services), to be covered
covered into the
the
of governmental
Treasury;
Treasury;
(o)
are deemed
deemed
conditions as are
terms and conditions
under such terms
(o) grant, under
advisable,
easements, and rights-of-way
rights-of-way over,
advisable, permits, licenses, easements,
across, in, and upon lands under the control of the Coast Guard
when in the public interest and without substantially
injuring
substantially injuring
the
interests of
property thereby
affected;
thereby affected;
the interests
of the United
United States in the property
and
(p) establish,
establish, install,
install, abandon,
abandon, re-establish,
re-establish, re-route, operate,
operate,
(p)
maintain, repair,
purchase, or
telegraph
telephone and telegraph
or lease
lease such telephone
maintain,
repair, purchase,
lines and
cables, together
together with
apparatus, equipment,
facilities, apparatus,
with all facilities,
lines
and cables,
structures, appurtenances,
accessories, and supplies used or useful
appurtenances, accessories,
structures,
in connection
or
maintenance, or
operation, maintenance
in
connection with the installation, operation,
cables, and acquire
acquire such real property,
repair of such lines and cables,
rights of way, easements,
easements, or attachment
attachment privileges
privileges as may be
operation, and maintenance
such
maintenance of such
required for the installation, operation,
cables, and equipment.
equipment.
lines, cables,
establish, install, abandon,
reestablish, change
change the location
abandon, reestablish,
(q) establish,
operate, maintain, and repair
repair radio transmitting and receiving
receiving
of, operate,
stations.
CHAPTER 7-COOPERATION
7—COOPERATION WITH OTHER AGENCIES
AGENCIES

Sec.
141.
141.
142.
142.
143.
143.
144.
144.
145.
145.
146.
146.
147.
147.
148.
148.
149.
149.

General.
General.
State Department.
Department.
State
Treasury Department.
Treasury
Department.
Department of
the Army
Army and
and Department
Department of
of the
the Air
Air Force.
Force.
Department
of the
Navy
Navy Department.
Department.
Post Office
Office Department.
Department.
Post
Department
Department of
of Commerce.
Commerce.
Maritime
instruction.
Maritime instruction.
Detail
of officers
officers and
men to
to assist
assist foreign
governments.
foreign governments.
Detail of
and men
150. Coast Guard
Guard officers as attaches to missions.
151. Contracts
Contracts with
with Government-owned
Government-owned establishments
establishments for
for work
work and
and material.
material.
151.

§
§ 141.
141.

General
General

(a)
requested by proper authority,
(a) The Coast
Coast Guard may, when so requested
utilize
personnel and
facilities to
agency, State,
to assist any
any Federal
Federal agency
and facilities
utilize its personnel
Territory, possession
possession, or political subdivision thereof, or the District
Territory,
of Columbia,
Columbia, to perform any activity
activity for which such personnel
personnel and
facilities
especially qualified.
qualified.
facilities are especially
(b)
(b) The Coast Guard,
Guard ' with the consent
consent of the head of the agency
agency
concerned, may
officers and
and employees, advice,
may avail itself
itself of such officers
concerned,
information,
Federal agency,
Territory,
agency, State, Territory,
information, and facilities of any Federal
possession, or political subdivision
subdivision thereof,
thereof, or the District
District of Columbia
Columbia
as
performance of its duties. In
connection with
In connection
as may be
be helpful
helpful in the performance
the utilization
utilization of
state or local
local govservices of employees
employees of state
the
of personal
personal services
traveling
necessary traveling
Guard may make payments
payments for necessary
ernments, the Coast Guard
prescribed for Federal employees by the
and per
per diem expenses as prescribed
standardized
Government travel regulations.
standardized Government

§§ 142.
142. State Department
exchange information,
The Coast Guard,
Guard, through
through the
the Secretary,
Secretary, may
may exchange
information
State with
governments and
and
with foreign
foreign governments
Secretary of
of State,
through the Secretary
Secretary of State international
international collaboration
collaboration and
suggest to the Secretary

Assistance toFederal
to Federal
Aslsstance
agencies,
agencies, etc.

Use of personnel,
personnel,
etc., of other
other agencies.
agendes.

Travel expenses
expenses.
Travel
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conferences on all matters dealing with the
conferences
the safety
safety of
life and
and property
property
of life
at sea, other than
than radio
radio communication.
communication.
§
§ 143.

Treasury Department

Commissioned, warrant,
Commissioned,
warrant, and
officers of
of the
the Coast
Guard are
are
and petty
petty officers
Coast Guard
deemed to be officers
officers of the
the customs
customs and
and when
when so
acting shall,
shall, insofar
as
so acting
insofar as
performance of the
performance
duties relating
relating to
to customs
laws are
are concerned,
concerned, be
the duties
customs laws
be
subject
subject to regulations
regulations issued
issued by the
the Secretary
of the
the Treasury
govSecretary of
Treasury governing officers
officers of
customs.
erning
of the
the customs.

§§ 144. Department of the Army and Department of
of the
Force
the Air
Air Force
(a)
Secretary of the
the Secretary
(a) The Secretary
the Army or the
Secretary of
Air Force
Force at
of the
the Air
at
the request of the Secretary of the Treasury
may, with
with or
without
Treasury may,
or without
reimbursement for the cost thereof, as
reimbursement
agreed, receive
officers and
and
as agreed,
receive officers
for instruction
enlisted men of the Coast Guard
Guard for
instruction in
includin any
any school,
school, includmaintained by
ing any aviation
aviation school, maintained
the Army
Army or
or the
Air Force,
Force, and
by the
the Air
and
such officers
officers and enlisted men shall
subject to
to the
the regulations
regulations
shall be subject
governing
governing such
such schools.
schools.
(b) Officers and enlisted
enlisted men of the Coast Guard
Guard shall
shall be
be permitted
permitted
to purchase quartermaster
quartermaster supplies
supplies from the Army
Army at
at the
the same
same price
price
as is charged
charged the officers
officers and enlisted
men of
the Army.
enlisted men
of the
Army.
(c) Articles
Articles of ordnance
ordnance property
may be
be sold
sold by
the Chief
Chief of
of
property may
by the
Ordnance
officers of
Ordnance to officers
of the
the Coast
for their
their use
use in
the public
public
Coast Guard
Guard for
in the
service
service in the same manner as these articles are
to officers
officers of
of the
are sold
sold to
the
Army.
Army.

§§ 145. Navy
Navy Department
(a) The Secretary
Secretary of the
the Navy
(a)
at the
of the
the Secretary
Secretary
Navy,-,at
the request
request of
of the Treasury may, with or without reimbursement
reimbursement for
for the
the cost
cost
thereof, as agreed:
agreed:
(1)
(1) build
build any vessel
vessel for the Coast Guard at such Navy
Navy yards
yards
as the
the Secretary
Secretary of the
Navy may
designate; and
and
the Navy
may designate;
(2)
(2) receive
receive officers
officers and enlisted
enlisted men of
the Coast
Coast Guard
Guard for
for
of the
instruction
instruction in any school,
aviation school
mainschool, including
including any
any aviation
school maintained by the Navy, and
and such officers
officers and
enlisted men
men shall
shall be
and enlisted
be
subject to the regulations
regulations governing
governing such
schools.
such schools.
(b)
(b) Officers and enlisted
enlisted men
of the
Coast Guard
shall be
be perpermen of
the Coast
Guard shall
mitted to purchase
quartermaster supplies
purchase quartermaster
supplies from
from the
the Navy
Navy and
and the
the
Marine Corps at the same price as is charged
Marine
officers and
and enlisted
charged the
the officers
enlisted
men of the Navy
Navy and
and Marine
Marine Corps.
Corps.
(c) When the Coast
(c)
Coast Guard
Guard is
operating in
in the
the Treasury
Treasury DepartDepartis operating
ment, the Secretary
ment,
Secretary shall provide for
such peacetime
peacetime training
training and
and
for such
planning
planning of
of reserve
reserve strength
strength and
an d facilities
fac iliti es as
as is
i
s necessary
necessary to insure
to insure
an
organized, manned,
an organized,
manned, and equipped
equipped Coast Guard
when it
is required
required
Guard when
it is
for
wartime operation
operation in the Navy. To this
for wartime
end, the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the
this end,
Navy, for the Navy,
Navy
Navy, and the Secretary
Secretary of the
the Treasury,
the Coast
Coast
Treasury, for
for the
Guard, may from time to time exchange
exchange such
information, make
make availsuch information,
available to
to each
each other
other such personnel,
personnel, vessels,
vessels, facilities, and
able
and equipment,
equipment, and
and
agree to
to undertake
assignments and functions for each other
agree
undertake such
such assignments
other as
as
they may
may agree are necessary
necessary and advisable.
they

§ 146.
§

Post Office
Office Department
Department

Coast Guard
Coast
Guard facilities
facilities and personnel may be utilized
utilized for the
the transtransportation and delivery of mail
mail matter during
duri
ng emergency
condi
ti
ons
emergency conditions
or at
arrangements as may be satisor
at isolated
isolated locations
locations under such arrangements
factory to the Secretary
factory
Secretary and the Postmaster
Postmaster General.
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of Commerce
Commerce
§§ 147. Department of
In
In order to promote the safety of life and property on and over the
United States has jurisdiction,
jurisdiction,
high seas and waters over which the United
preparation and dissemination
dissemination by the Weather
and to facilitate the preparation
Weather
Bureau of the weather
weather reports,
forecasts, and warnings
warnings essential to the
Bureau
reports, forecasts,
the
efficient conduct
on
safe and efficient
conduct of domestic
domestic and
and international
international commerce
commerce on
Commandant may
cooperate with
and over
over such seas and
and waters,
waters, the Commandant
may cooperate
the
Weather Bureau
Bureau by
maintaining, and
and
the Weather
by procuring,
procuring, maintaining,
the Chief
Chief of
of the
making available,
available, facilities and assistance
assistance for observing, investigating,
investigating,
and
communicating weather
weather phenomena
weather
and communicating
phenomena and for disseminating
disseminating weather
data, forecasts
forecasts and warnings,
warnings, the mutually satisfactory terms of such
such
cooperation
agreed upon and
between
cooperation in weather service
service to be
be agreed
and arranged
arranged between
the Commandant and the Chief of the Weather
Weather Bureau.

§§ 148. Maritime instruction
requested by proper
proper authority,
authority, detail
The Coast Guard
Guard may,
may, when
when so requested
officers and enlisted
enlisted men for duty in connection
maritime instrucconnection with maritime
Territorieg, the District of
of
tion and training by the several States, Territories,
Columbia, and
when requested
United States
Columbia,
and Puerto Rico,
Rico, and when
requested by
by the
the United
Maritime Commission, detail persons in the Coast Guard for duty in
connection with maritime instruction and training by the United
connection
detailed shall
States. The service rendered
rendered by any person
person so detailed
shall be considered Coast
Coast Guard duty.
duty.
of officers
officers and men to assist foreign governments
governments
§§ 149. Detail of
The President may upon application
application from the foreign
foreign governments
governments
concerned, and whenever in his discretion
discretion the public
interests render
concerned,
public interests
render
officers and enlisted men of the Coast
Coast
such a
a course advisable, detail officers
concerning which
Guard to assist
assist foreign
foreign governments
governments in
in matters concerning
which the
enlisted men so deCoast Guard may be of assistance. Officers and enlisted
tailed may accept, from the government
government to which detailed,
detailed, offices and
thereunder appertaining
appertaining as may
such compensation
compensation and emoluments
emoluments thereunder
be first approved
approved by the Secretary. While
While so detailed such officers
officers
compensation and
and
and enlisted men shall receive, in addition to the compensation
emoluments allowed them by such governments,
emoluments
governments, the pay and allowances
allowed the
to which they are entitled in the Coast Guard and shall be allowed
same credit for longevity, retirement, and for all other purposes
that
purposes that
they would receive if they were
Guard.
were serving
serving with
with the
the Coast Guard.

§ 150.
§

Coast Guard officers
officers as attaches to missions
missions

Commissioned officers
officers may, with the consent
consent of the Secretary
of
Secretary of
officially attached
diplomatic missions
State, be regularly and officially
attached to the diplomatic
of the United States in those nations
nations with which the United
United States is
is
extensively engaged in maritime commerce.
mainteextensively
commerce. Expenses
Expenses for the maintenance of such Coast Guard attach&
including office rental and
and
attaches abroad, including
pay of employees
employees and allowances
allowances for living
living _quarters,
including heat,
quarters, including
fuel, and light, may be defrayed
defrayed by the
the Coast Guard.
Government-owned establishments
for
§§ 151. Contracts with Government-owned
establishments for
work and material
contracts for
material, under
authorization
All orders or contracts
for work or material,
under authorization
establishments by
of law, placed with Government-owned
Government-owned establishments
by the Coast
Coast
Guard, shall
be considered
considered as
as obligations
obligations in
proGuard,
shall be
in the
the same
same manner
manner as
as provided
contracts placed
placed with
private contractors,
contractors,
with private
vided for similar
similar orders or
or contracts
and
material shall
shall remain
remain available
and appropriations
appropriations for such work or material
therefor as in the case of
contracts placed
placed with
payment therefor
orders or
for payment
of orders
or contracts
private contractors.
contractors.
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CHAPTER 9-COAST
9—COAST GUARD
ACADEMY
GUARD ACADEMY

See.
Sec.
181. Administration
Administration of Academy.
Academy.

182. Cadets; number, appointment,
appointment, obligation
obligation to
to serve.
serve.
183. Cadets; initial clothing allowance.
allowance.
184. Cadets; degree of bachelor of
science.
of science.
185. Cadets;
Cadets; appointment
appointment as ensign.
186. Civilian instructors.
186.

187.
188.
189.
190.
191.
192.
193.
194.

Permanent
commissioned teaching
Permanent commissioned
staff; composition.
teaching staff;

Appointment of permanent
Appointment
permanent commissioned
commissioned teaching
teaching staff.
staff.

Grade of permanent
permanent commissioned
teaching staff.
commissioned teaching
staff.
staff.
service as civilian instructor.
Credit for service
Assignment
Assignment of personnel
personnel as instructors.
Advisory Committee.
Advisory
Annual Board of
Annual
of Visitors.
Visitors.
Retirement of permanent
Retirement
permanent commissioned
commissioned teaching
teaching

§§ 181. Administration of
of Academy
Academy
The immediate
immediate government
government and
and military
military command
command of
of the
the Coast
Coast
Guard
Guard Academy
Academy shall be in the Superintendent
of the
Academy, subsubSuperintendent of
the Academy,
ject to the direction
direction of the Commandant
the general
supervision
Commandant under
under the
general supervision
of the Secretary.
Secretary. The
Commandant may select a
of
The Commandant
superintendent from
from
a superintendent
the active list of the Coast
Coast Guard who
shall serve
pleasure of
of the
the
who shall
serve in
in the
the pleasure
Commandant.
§§ 182. Cadets;
Cadets; number, appointment,
obligation to
to serve
serve
appointment, obligation
The
number of cadets appointed
appointed annually
annually to the Academy
The number
Academy shall
shall be
be
as determined
Secretary but the
determined by the Secretary
in any
one
the number
number appointed
appointed in
any one
year shall not exceed three
hundred. Appointments
Appointments to
to cadetships
cadetships
three hundred.
shall
regulations prescribed
shall be made under
under regulations
prescribed by
the Secretary,
who
by the
Secretary, who
shall determine
shall
determine age limits, methods
methods of selection
selection of
term
of applicants,
applicants, term
of service
a cadet before
service as a
before graduation,
graduation, and
other matters
affecting
and all
all other
matters affecting
such appointments.
appointments. The Secretary
Secretary may
summarily dismiss
dismiss from
from the
the
may summarily
Coast Guard any cadet
cadet who,
found unsatisunsatiswho, during
during his
his cadetship,
cadetship, is
is found
factory in either
either studies
studies or conduct,
may be
be deemed
deemed not
not adapted
adapted
conduct, or
or may
for aacareer in the Coast Guard. Previous
for
to his
admission each
each cadet
cadet
Previous to
his admission
shall obligate himself, in such manner as
as the
Secretary shall
shall prescribe,
prescribe,
the Secretary
to serve at least four years
years as an officer
the Coast
Coast Guard
Guard after
graduofficer in
in the
after graduation, if
if his service
service be so long required.
required. Cadets
Cadets shall
shall be
be subject
subject to
to
rules governing discipline
discipline prescribed
the Commandant.
Commandant.
prescribed by
by the
§ 183. Cadets; initial clothing
§
clothing allowance
allowance
Each cadet, upon admission to the Academy,
Academy, shall
Each
shall be
credited with
with
be credited
the
of $250
the sum
sum of
$250 to cover the cost of his initial clothing
clothing and
and equipment
equipment
issued, to be deducted subsequently
subsequently from
from his
his pay
pay in
in accordance
accordance with
with
regulations
regulations prescribed by
the Secretary.
by the
Secretary.
§§ 184. Cadets; degree
degree of
of bachelor
of science
science
bachelor of
The
Superintendent
The Superintendent of the Academy may, under such rules
rules and
and
regulations as
the Secretary
Secretary shall prescribe,
prescribe, confer
regulations
as the
confer the
the degree
degree of
of
bachelor
science upon all graduates of the Academy
bachelor of
of science
and may,
may, in
in
Academy and
addition,
confer the degree
addition, confer
degree of bachelor
bachelor of science
science upon
upon such
other
such other
living graduates
living
graduates of the Academy
Academy as shall have
met the
the requirements
requirements
have met
of the Academy
Academy for such degree.
degree.
§§ 185. Cadets; appointment as
ensign
as ensign
The
by and
The President
President may,
may, by
and with the advice
advice and consent
the
consent of
of the
Senate, appoint
ensigns in the Coast
Senate,
appoint as ensigns
Coast Guard
all cadets
cadets who
shall
Guard all
who shall
graduate from the Academy. Ensigns so commissioned
graduate
on the
the same
same
commissioned on
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date shall take rank according
according to their proficiency
proficiency as shown
shown by
by the
order of their merit at date of graduation.
graduation.
§§ 186. Civilian instructors
The Secretary
Secretary may appoint
Guard, subject
subject to
to the
the
appoint in the Coast
Coast Guard,
competitive
competitive provisions
provisions of the civil-service
civil-service laws
regulations, such
such
laws and regulations,
number of civilian instructors
instructors as the needs of the Service require,
not
require, not
accordance with
with
to exceed eight, whose compensation
compensation shall
shall be
be fixed
fixed in accordance
Classification Act of
amended. Leaves
Leaves of
absence and
and
the Classification
of 1923,
1923, as amended.
of absence
governed by
hours of work for such civilian
civilian instructors
instructors shall be
be governed
by regulations issued by the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury,
Treasury, without
without regard
regard to
sections 29a, 30b-30m,
30b-30m, 84,
663, 667, 672a-673,
672a-673, and Chapter 18,
18, of Title
84,663,667,
Title 5.
§§ 187. Permanent commissioned
commissioned teaching
teaching staff; composition
composition
permanent commissioned
commissioned teaching
Academy shall
shall
The permanent
teaching staff at the Academy
consist of not more than three professors
professors who may serve
serve as heads of
of
departments, and not more than
twelve associate
professors, assistant
departments,
than twelve
associate professors,
assistant
professors,
commissioned instructors,
professors, and commissioned
be the
instructors, one of whom shall
shall be
the
librarian.
librarian. They shall perform
perform duties
duties as prescribed
prescribed by the
Commanthe Commandant, and exercise command
department of
of the
the
command only
only in
in the academic
academic department
Academy.
§ 188. Appointment of permanent commissioned
commissioned teaching staff
§
staff
The President may appoint
appoint in the Coast Guard,
Guard, by and with
with the
advice and consent
consent of the Senate, the professors, associate
associate professors,
professors,
commissioned instructors
assistant professors,
professors, and commissioned
are to serve on
on
instructors who are
the permanent commissioned
the Academy.
An
commissioned teaching
teaching staff
staff of the
Academy. An
original appointment
appointment to the permanent
teaching staff,
permanent commissioned
commissioned teaching
staff,
unless the
served as
regular comcomthe appointee
appointee has
has served
as aacivilian
civilian instructor,
instructor, regular
missioned officer, temporary
temporary commissioned
officer, or reserve comcommissioned officer,
missioned officer in the Coast Guard,
Guard, shall be a
atemporary
appointment
temporary appointment
until the appointee has satisfactorily
probationary term
satisfactorily completed
completed aaprobationary
term
of four years of service;
thereafter he
he may
be regularly
regularly appointed
appointed and
and
service; thereafter
may be
his rank shall date from the date of his temporary
temporary appointment
appointment in the
the
rank
appointed.
rank in which
which permanently
permanently appointed.

§ 189.
§

Grade of permanent commissioned
commissioned teaching staff

Professors
Professors shall be commissioned
commissioned officers
officers with grade not above captain
associate and
assistant professors
with grade
grade not
comtain, associate
and assistant
professors with
not above
above commander, and commissioned
commissioned instructors
instructors with grade
grade not above lieutenant
lieutenant
commander.
permanent commissioned
commissioned teaching
commander. All officers of the permanent
teaching
staff shall receive
receive the pay and allowances
allowances of other commissioned
commissioned
officers of the same grade and
proand length of
of service.
service. When
When any such
such professor, associate
associate professor,
assistant professor
appointed or
professor or assistant
professor is appointed
or
commissioned
commissioned with grade less than the highest grade
grade permitted, he
prescribed by
shall be promoted under regulations
regulations prescribed
by the
the Secretary.
Secretary.
§ 190.
§

Retirement of
of permanent commissioned
commissioned teaching staff
Professors,
Professors, associate professors, assistant
assistant professors
professors,' and commissioned instructors in the Coast Guard
Guard shall be
be subject
to retirement
subject to
retirement
from active service
service for any
cause on the same
same basis
basis as
permanent
any cause
as other
other permanent
commissioned
officers of
of the
the Coast
Coast Guard,
and service
service as
as aa civilian
civilian
commissioned officers
Guard, and
instructor or
Academy in
or civilian
civilian librarian
librarian at the
the Academy
in addition
addition to creditable
service authorized
service
authorized by any other
other law in
in any of the military services
services
rendered prior to
associate professor,
professor,
rendered
to an appointment
appointment as aaprofessor,
professor, associate
assistant professor, or commissioned
commissioned instructor
instructor shall
credited in
in
shall be
be credited
computing
retirement purposes.
purposes. The
The provisions
provisions
computing length
length of
of service
service for
for retirement
of
to retirement
for disability
line of
duty shall
not
of law relating
relating to
retirement for
disability in
in line
of duty
shall not

509
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d seq.
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seq.
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of aaprofessor, associate
apply in the case of
assistant professor,
associate professor,
professor, assistant
professor,
or commissioned
commissioned instructor
instructor serving
serving under
under a
a temporary
temporary appointment.
appointment.
§
191.
§ 191.

Credit
service as
as civilian
civilian instructor
instructor
Credit for
for service
Service as a
acivilian
civilian instructor
instructor or
or civilian
librarian at
the Academy
Academy
civilian librarian
at the
in addition to creditable services authorized
by any
any other
law in
any
authorized by
other law
in any
of the military services
prior to
an appointment
services rendered
rendered prior
to an
appointment as
as professor,
professor,
associate
associate professor, assistant professor,
professor, or
commissioned instructor
instructor
or commissioned
shall be credited
credited in
in computing
computing length
length of
service as
as aaprofessor,
associate
of service
professor, associate
professor, assistant
assistant professor,
professor, or commissioned instructor for
for purposes
purposes
of pay
of
allowances.
pay and
and allowances.

§ 192.
192.
§

Assignment
Assignment of
of personnel
personnel as
as instructors
instructors

Commandant may assign any commissioned
The Commandant
commissioned officer,
officer, warrant
warrant
appropriate instruction
officer, or enlisted man to appropriate
instruction duty
duty at
the Academy.
at the
Academy.
§ 193.
§
193.

5
U. S. C., Supp.
5 U.S.
Supp.

§§73b-1 note.

I,

Advisory
Committee
Advisory Committee

The Secretary may appoint an
Advisory Committee
an Advisory
Committee to
to the
the Academy,
Academy,
consisting of not
seven persons
persons of
of distinction
distinction in
education
not more
more than seven
in education
and other fields relating to the purposes of
Academy, who
shall
of the
the Academy,
who shall
serve without pay. Members
Members of the Advisory Committee
Committee shall
shall be
be
appointed for terms of not to exceed three years
years and
and may
may be
be rereappointed.
appointed. The Secretary
Secretary shall, in June
of each
each year,
one
June of
year, appoint
appoint one
of the members
members to serve as chairman. The
The members
members so
so appointed
appointed
shall visit the Academy
Academy at least once
once during
the academic
academic year
year on
on the
the
during the
call of the Chairman and may
may convene
year at
Headquarters,
convene once
once each
each year
at Headquarters,
at the call of the Commandant, for the
the purpose
purpose of
of examining
examining the
the course
course
of instruction
instruction and advising the Commandant
Commandant relative
thereto. Each
relative thereto.
Each
member of the Committee
Committee shall
reimbursed from
Coast Guard
shall be
be reimbursed
from Coast
Guard
appropriations
appropriations in conformity with section
section 73b-1 of Title
or such
Title 5,
5, or
such
actual expenses
section 73b-2
expenses as permitted
permitted by section
of Title
Title 55 shall
shall be
73b-2 of
be
defrayed
defrayed by the
the Coast Guard.
Guard.
§
§ 194.
194.

Annual
of Visitors
Visitors
Annual Board
Board of
(a)
In
addition
to
the
Advisory Committee,
(a) In
shall be
apCommittee, there
there shall
be appointed in January
January of each
year aaBoard
Board of
Visitors to
the Academy,
each year
of Visitors
to the
Academy,
consisting of two Senators and three
members of
of the
House of
three members
the House
of RepreRepresentatives, appointed
appointed by the chairmen of
the committees
committees of
of the
of the
the Senate
Senate
and House of Representatives,
Representatives, respectively,
respectively, having
having cognizance
cognizance of
of
legislation
legislation pertaining
to the
the Academy,
Academy, the
th e c
hai
rmen o
fsaid
said committees
committees
pertaining to
chairlmen
of
being ex officio members
being
members of
the Board,
Board, and
and of
of one
Senator and
and two
of the
one Senator
two
members of the House of Representatives
Representatives appointed by the
President
the President
Representatives, respecof the Senate and the Speaker
Speaker of the House of Representatives,
respectively. Whenever
Whenever aamember or
unable to
or an
an ex
ex officio
officio member
member is
is unable
to attend
attend
the annual meeting as provided
provided in
this section
section another
member may
may
in this
another member
be appointed
appointed in his stead in the manner
as herein
but without
without
manner as
herein provided
provided but
restriction as to
to month
month of
of appointment.
appointment.
(b)
(b) Such Board shall visit the Academy
annually on
date to
be
Academy annually
on aadate
to be
fixed by the Secretary. Each
member of
of the
the Board
shall be
be reimEach member
Board shall
reimappropriations under
bursed from Coast Guard appropriations
Government travel
travel
under Government
regulations for the actual
by him
actual expense incurred
incurred by
in
him while
while engaged
engaged in
a member of such
duties as a
such Board,
Board, or
or such
expenses as
as persuch actual
actual expenses
persuch regulations
mitted under such
shall be
be defrayed
defrayed by
Guard.
regulations shall
by the
the Coast
Coast Guard.
CHAPTER 11—PERSONNEL
11-PERSONNEL
COMMISSIONED
COMMISSIONED OFFICERS
OFFICERS
See.
Sec.
221. Filling
Filling of
of vacancies.
222. Promotion of officers to flag
flag rank.
rank.
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Filling of vacancies
vacancies by promotion.
Filling of vacancies by appointment.
Permanent appointments.
Permanent
Temporary appointments.
Temporary
Promotion
Promotion and dismissal of temporary
temporary commissioned
commissioned officers.
Appointment
Appointment of commissioned
commissioned warrant
warrant officers.
officers.
Revocation of commissions
commissions during first three
three years
Revocation
years of commissioned
commissioned service.
retirement at age of sixty-two.
Compulsory retirement
Voluntary retirement
retirement after thirty years'
years' service.
Voluntary
Voluntary retirement
retirement after twenty years'
years' service.
service.
Retirement for disabilities incident to service.
Retirement
Retirement for failure in physical
physical examination
examination for promotion.
Personnel Board;
Board; procedure; recommendations.
recommendations.
Pay and grade upon involuntary
involuntary retirement
retirement after
after 30 years' service.
Pay and grade upon involuntary retirement
retirement after ten years'
years' service.
service.
Voluntary retirement
retirement when out of line
line of
Voluntary
of promotion.
Retirement in case of special commendation.
Retirement
commendation.
Recall to active duty during war or national
national emergency.
with consent of
of officer.
Recall to active duty with
officer.
retired officer promoted
Relief of retired
promoted while on active
active duty.
Retirement
Retirement in cases where higher grade has been
been held.
Resignation when out of line of promotion.
Resignation
promotion.
Retiring or dropping for disabilities
disabilities not incident
incident to
to service.
service.
Dropping for disabilities
disabilities due to vicious
vicious habits.
WARRANT OFFICERS
WARRANT

301.
302.
303.
304.
305.
306.
307.
308.
309.
310.
311.
312.
313.
314.
315.

Permanent appointments.
Permanent
appointments.
Temporary appointments.
Temporary
retirement at age of sixty-two.
Compulsory retirement
sixty-two.
Voluntary retirement after thirty years'
years' service.
Voluntary
retirement after
after twenty years'
years' service.
Voluntary retirement
Retirement for disabilities
incident to service.
Retirement
disabilities incident
Retirement upon recommendation
Retirement
recommendation of Personnel
Personnel Board.
Pay upon involuntary
involuntary retirement
retirement after
after thirty years'
years' service.
Retirement in case of special
Retirement
special commendation.
commendation.
Recall to active duty during war or national
national emergency.
emergency.
Recall to active duty with consent
consent of officer.
warrant officer
Relief of retired warrant
officer promoted
promoted while
while on active duty.
Retirement in cases where higher grade
Retirement
grade has been
been held.
Retiring
disabilities not Incident
incident to service.
service.
Retiring or dropping for disabilities
Dropping
Dropping for disabilities due to vicious habits.
ENLISTED MEN
ENLISTED

351. Enlistments.
352. Promotion.
353.
354.
355.
356.
357.
358.
359.
360.
361.
361.
362.
362.
363.
363.
364.
365.
365.
366.

Compulsory retirement at age of sixty-two.
Compulsory
Voluntary retirement
retirement after thirty years' service.
Voluntary
service.
Voluntary retirement after
after twenty years'
years' service.
Voluntary
service.
Retirement for disabilities
disabiilties incident
incident to service.
Retirement
Enlisted Personnel
Personnel Board.
Enlisted
Limitation of retirements.
Recall to active duty during war or
or national
national emergency.
emergency.
Recall
Recall to active duty with
with consent of man.
Relief of retired man promoted while
while on active
active duty.
Retirement in cases
where higher
higher grade or rating has
been held.
Retirement
cases where
has been
Retiring
dropping for
disabilities not
incident to
to service.
service.
or dropping
for disabilities
not incident
Retiring or
Dropping for disabilities
disabilities due to vicious
vicious habits.
Extension
Extension of enlistments.
Retention beyond term of enlistment in case
case of disability.
disability.
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Sec.
Sec.
367. Detention beyond
beyond term
term of
of enlistment.
enlistment.
368. Discharge in case of under-age
under-age enlistment.
enlistment.

369. Inclusion
Inclusion of certain
certain conditions in
in enlistment
enlistment contract
contract.
421. Retirement.
Retirement.

GENERAL
GENERAL PROVISIONS
PROVISIONS

422. Status of recalled
recalled personnel.
personnel.
423. Computation
Computation of
of retired
retired pay.
pay.
424. Limitations on retirement
retirement and
and retired
pay.
retired pay.
425. Retiring boards.
boards.

SPECIAL PROVISIONS
PROVISIONS
431. Personnel
Personnel of former
former Life Saving
Saving Service.

432. Personnel
Personnel of former Lighthouse Service.
Service.
433. Personnel of former
433.
former Bureau of Marine
Marine Inspection
Inspection and Navigation
Navigation and
and
Bureau of
of Customs.
Customs.

Past,
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COMMISSIONED
COMMISSIONED OFFICERS
OFFICERS
§ 221. Filling
§
of vacancies
vacancies
Filling of
Whenever
Whenever a
avacancy
vacancy occurs
occurs in
of regular
commissioned
in the active
active list
list of
regular commissioned
officers, in the grade of ensign
ensign or above,
above, which
which the
Secretary determines
the Secretary
determines
shall be filled,
filled, such
eith er by
through
such vacancy
vacancy shall
shall be
be filled
filled either
by promotion
promotion through
appointment
appointment by the President to
higher grade
grade as
as hereinafter
to aa higher
hereinafter proproappointment by the President
President from among
vided or by appointment
set
among the
the groups
groups set
forth in section 225 of this title.
§ 222.
§

Promotion of
to flag
flag rank
of officers
officers to
rank
Commissioned
Commissioned officers,
officers, including extra
numbers in
in grade,
grade, shall
be
extra numbers
shall be
promoted to the grade of rear admiral by selection,
promoted
selection, under
such regularegulaunder such
tions as the Secretary
Secretary shall prescribe. The
on the
the list
The precedence
precedence on
list of
of
rear
determined by
rear admirals shall be determined
the date
first appointment
to
by the
date of
of first
appointment to
that grade, except that the Assistant
Assistant Commandant
while holding
Commandant shall,
shall, while
holding
such office,
office, be next in
Commandant.
in precedence
precedence to
to the
the Commandant.
§ 223. Filling of vacancies
§
vacancies by
by promotion
promotion
(a) When
a
vacancy
below
When avacancy
the grade of
rear admiral
is to
filled
of rear
admiral is
to be
be filled
by promotion as determined
the Secretary,
determined by the
Secretary, the
the senior
officer of
of the
senior officer
the
next lower grade, not out of line of promotion, shall
shall be
by
be appointed
appointed by
the President, by and with the advice
of the
the Senate,
Senate, to
to fill
fill
advice and
and consent
consent of
such vacancy
vacancy as of the date such vacancy
vacancy occurred.
occurred. No
No commissioned
commissioned
officer shall be promoted to a
grade on
the active
active list
a higher
higher grade
on the
list until
until his
his
mental,
professional fitness to
mental, moral,
moral, and professional
perform the
duties of
of such
such
to perform
the duties
higher grade have been established
established to
of the
the Secretary,
to the
the satisfaction
satisfaction of
Secretary
and until he has been pronounced
pronounced physically
physically qualified
to perform
qualified to
perform the
the
duties of such
grade.
such higher
higher grade.
(b)
(b) The Secretary may prescribe
prescribe regulations dealing
dealing with
with the
the filling
filling
of vacancies by promotion, including,
including, but
limited to,
but not
not limited
to, the
the scope
scope and
and
method
of conducting
conducting .professional
method of
professional and physical examinations, the
the
number of
of re-examinations
re-examinations permitted, the circumstances
number
circumstances under
under which
which

an officer
may be excused
examined in
in a
an
officer may
excused from being examined
particular subject,
a particular
subject,
and the passing marks
marks required;
dealing with
of
required; and
and dealing
with the
the placing
placing of
officers
the restoring
restoring of
of officers
officers out of, and the
officers to,
of promotion.
to, the
the line
line of
promotion.
(c)
(c) An ensign who has completed three
service in
grade
three years'
years' service
in his
his grade
shall be eligible for promotion to lieutenant (junior
grade) if
if he
(junior grade)
he is
is
qualified
qualified therefor
therefor in accordance
accordance with such regulations
regulations as the Secretary
Secretary
shall prescribe.
prescribe.

§§ 224. Filling of
of vacancies
vacancies by appointment
(a)
Vacancies in the grade
(a). Vacancies
grade of captain and
below may
and below
may be
be filled
filled by
by
appointment.
appointment. When a
a vacancy is to be filled by appointment
appointment thereto
thereto
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from among
among the groups set forth in section
section 225
225 of
of this
this title
title as
as deterdetermined by the Secretary, such officer
officer shall be appointed
appointed by
by the President,
President,
by and with the advice
advice and consent
consent of
of the Senate.
Senate.
(b) The Secretary
Secretary may prescribe
prescribe regulations
regulations dealing
dealing with
with the filling
filling
of vacancies
appointment, including,
vacancies by appointment,
including, but not limited
limited to,
to, the
scope
the scope
and method of conducting professional
professional and physical
physical examinations
examinations and
and
required.
the passing marks
marks required.
(c)
(c) Any person thus appointed as a
apermanent
commissioned officer
officer
permanent commissioned
shall take precedence
precedence in the grade in which he
appointed in
accordhe is appointed
in accordance with the date of his commission
commission as a
a permanent commissioned
commissioned
officer in such grade. Appointees
dates of
of commission
commission are
the
Appointees whose
whose dates
are the
same shall take precedence
precedence with each other as the
Secretary shall
shall
the Secretary
determine.
determine.
§§ 225. Permanent appointments
President may appoint, by and
(a) The President
and with the advice
advice and consent
consent
of the Senate, permanent
permanent commissioned
the Coast
Coast Guard
Guard in
in
commissioned officers
officers in
in the
appropriate to their qualifications,
grades appropriate
experience, and
and length
length of
qualifications, experience,
of
service, as the needs of the Coast Guard
require, from
among the
the
Guard may
may require,
from among
following categories:
categories:
following
(1) graduates of the Coast Guard
(1)
Guard Academy;
Academy;
temporary commissioned
(2) temporary
commissioned officers
Guard who
who
officers of the
the Coast
Coast Guard
have served at least two years
years as
such;
as such;
(3)
warrant officers, warrant
(3) commissioned
commissioned warrant
warrant officers,
officers, and enlisted
men of the Coast Guard;
Guard;
(4) members of
served at
at
(4)
of the
the Coast Guard
Guard Reserve
Reserve who
who have
have served
least two years as
as such;
such; and
and
(5) licensed officers of the United
(5)
United States
who
States Merchant
Merchant Marine
Marine who
have served four or more years aboard a
a vessel of the United
capacity of a
officer, but
person of
of this
this
States in the capacity
a licensed
licensed officer,
but any
any person
category,
category, commissioned pursuant
section, shall
shall serve
serve a
pursuant to this
this section,
a
probationary period of two years, during which time
probationary
time his
his commission may be revoked
revoked if his services
services are unsatisfactory,
unsatisfactory, under
under such
such
regulations as the Secretary
Secretary shall
shall prescribe.
prescribe.
(b)
(b) No person shall be appointed aacommissioned
commissioned officer
officer until his
mental, moral, physical and professional
professional fitness to perform
perform the duties
of aa commissioned
commissioned officer has been established
result of
of such
established as the
the result
such
examinations
examinations as the Secretary
Secretary shall prescribe.
prescribe.
§
§ 226. Temporary appointments
(a) The Secretary
Lieutenant
Secretary may appoint temporary
Lieutenant comcom temporary commissioned
commissioned officers
officers mander
below.
mander or
or below.
in the grade of lieutenant
lieutenant commander or below, appropriate
appropriate to their
their
qualifications
experience, who, while
qualifications and experience,
while in service,
receive the
the
service, shall receive
same pay, allowances,
allowances, and benefits as permanent
commissioned officers
officers
permanent commissioned
of corresponding
corresponding grade and length of service, except
except that
no temporary
that no
temporary
commissioned
such shall
while servservcommissioned officer
officer as
as such
shall be
be entitled
entitled to
to retirement
retirement while
ing under his temporary commission.
appointments shall
shall
commission. Temporary
Temporary appointments
be made only after the candidate
candidate has satisfactorily passed such examination as the Secretary
Secretary shall prescribe.
prescribe. The names of
of all
all persons who
are appointed
appointed temporary
temporary commissioned
commissioned officers
officers shall
be placed
placed on
on a
shall be
a
special list of temporary commissioned
commissioned officers,
distinguished from
officers, as
as distinguished
from
the list of permanent
permanent commissioned
officers.
commissioned officers.
Warrant
Warrant officer
officer or
or
(b) Any warrant officer
officer or
man in
in the
the regular
regular Coast
Coast Guard
Guard
or enlisted
enlisted man
enlisted man.
enlisted
may be appointed
appointed as a
temporary commissioned
commissioned officer.
Notwithstanda temporary
officer. Notwithstanding such temporary appointment,
appointment, any such warrant
officer or enlisted
warrant officer
enlisted
man shall be entitled to retirement
permanent grade
grade or
or rating
in
retirement in his permanent
rating in
the same manner as though he had continued
continued to hold his permanent
permanent
grade or rating, and upon the termination
termination of such temporary
temporary appointappointment shall be entitled to revert to such grade
rating. Service
Service under
under
grade or
or rating.
81939--50-PT. 1
--81939*—Si:1—PT.
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any such temporary
be included
included in
determining
temporary appointment
appointment shall
shall be
in determining
or enlisted
man.
length of
of service
service as
as a
a warrant
warrant officer
officer or
enlisted man.
§ 227.
§

Promotion and dismissal
temporary commissioned
dismissal of
of temporary
commissioned
officers
officers
The Secretary may,
without regard
regard to
to length
or
may, without
length of
of service
service or
seniority, promote
promote any
any temporary
commissioned officer
officer to
to a
agrade
not
temporary commissioned
grade not
above that of captain,
may call
call for
for the
the resignation
resignation of,
of, dismiss,
dismiss,
captain, and
and may
or reduce in grade,
any temporary
officer for
grade, any
temporary commissioned
commissioned officer
for unfitness,
unfitness,
or misconduct, or when
his services
services are
no longer
longer required.
when his
are no
required.

§§ 228. Appointment of commissioned
commissioned warrant
warrant officers
officers
(a)
(a) The President
President may
with the
the advice
advice and
and conconmay appoint,
appoint, by
by and
and with
sent of the Senate,
Senate, permanent
permanent commissioned
commissioned warrant
officers in
the
warrant officers
in the
Coast Guard, as the needs of the
the Coast
Coast Guard
Guard may
may require,-from
require, from
among
among the following
following categories:
categories:
(1)
(1) temporary commissioned
officers of
of the
the Coast
Coast Guard;
Guard;
commissioned officers
(2) temporary
(2)
temporary commissioned
commissioned warrant
warrant officers
officers of
of the
the Coast
Coast
Guard;
Guard;
(3)
(3) temporary
temporary and permanent
permanent warrant
warrant officers
of the
the Coast
officers of
Coast
Guard;
Guard;
(4)
enlisted men
of the
the Coast
Guard;
(4) enlisted
men of
Coast Guard;
(5) members of
(5)
the Coast
Coast Guard
Guard Reserve;
and
of the
Reserve; and
(6) licensed officers of the United
(6)
States Merchant
Merchant Marine.
Marine.
United States
(b) No person shall
shall be
commissioned warrant
warrant officer
be appointed
appointed aacommissioned
officer
until his mental, moral, physical,
physical, and
and professional
fitness to
to perform
perform
professional fitness
the duties of aacommissioned
commissioned warrant
warrant officer
officer has
been established
established as
as
has been
the result of such
such examinations
Secretary shall
prescribe.
examinations as
as the
the Secretary
shall prescribe.
(c)
Appointees under
(c) Appointees
under this section
with other
other
section shall
shall take
take precedence
precedence with
commissioned
warrant officers
commissioned warrant
officers in accordance
accordance with
with the
of their
their
the dates
dates of
commissions.
Appointees whose dates
of commission
commissions. Appointees
dates of
are the
the same
same
commission are
shall take precedence
precedence with each other
other , as the
determine.
the Secretary
Secretary may
may determine.

§§ 229. Revocation
of commissions
commissions during first three years
Revocation of
years of
of
commissioned service
service
commissioned
The President,
regulations as
President, under
under such regulations
as he
may
he may
may prescribe,
prescribe, may

revoke the commission
commission of any officer on the active
active list who,
who at the

date of such revocation,
revocation, has had
had l
ess than
th an three
of continuous
less
three years
years of
continuous
service as aacommissioned officer in the Coast Guard,
officer
Guard, and each officer
whose commission
commission is so revoked
revoked shall revert
revert to his former status
status or
or
be separated
separated from the Coast Guard.

§§ 230. Compulsory
Compulsory retirement at age
age of sixty-two
sixty-two
Any commissioned
commissioned officer who has reached
reached the age of sixty-two shall
be retired from active
active service,
service, with retired pay of the grade with
with
which retired.
§§ 231. Voluntary retirement after thirty years' service
service
Any commissioned officer who has completed thirty years'
years' service
may, upon his own application, in the discretion
discretion of the Secretary,
Secretary, be
retired
retired pay
retired from active service
service with retired
pay of the .grade with which
which
retired.
retired.

§§ 232. Voluntary retirement after twenty
twenty years' service
service
Any commissioned
commissioned officer
officer who has completed
completed twenty years'
years' active
active
service in the Coast Guard,.
Guard, Navy, or Marine
Corps or the Reserve
Reserve
Marine Corps,
Components
thereof, including
Components thereof,
includmg active duty
duty: for training, at least ten
years of which shall have been active commissioned service,
years
service, may, upon
upon
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his own
OWD:application, in the discretion of the President
from
Presidenti:be
be retired
retired from
active service, with retired pay of the grade with which
which retired.
retired.
§§ 233. Retirement for disabilities incident to service
service
Any commissioned
commissioned officer
officer found by a
retiring board to be incapaciincapacia retiring
infirmities of age or physical or
tated for active service because
because of infirmities
mental disability,
disability, which is
incident to service,
service, shall
if the
is incident
shall if
the findings
findings of
of
the retiring
retiring board are approved
approved by the Secretary,
Secretary, be
be retired
retired from
from
active service, with retired pay of
retired.
of the
the grade
grade with
with which
which retired.
§§ 234. Retirement for failure in physical
physical examination for promotion .
motion

Any commissioned
in his
physical examination
commissioned officer
officer who
who fails
fails in
his physical
examination
for promotion shall immediately
immediately be brought
brought before
before a
aretiring
retiring board
board
and if found incapacitated
incapacitated for service
contracted
service by reason
reason of disability
disability contracted
incident to service shall be retired from active
service with
with the
the grade
grade
active service
for which he was examined
examined for promotion, with
with retired
retired pay of
of such
such
advanced grade.
•
§§ 235.
235. Personnel Bogrd;
Board; procedure; recommendations
recommendations

The Secretary shall designate
assemble annually
designate and assemble
annually; a
Guard
a Coast Guard
Personnel Board of not less than five commissioned
commissioned officers
officers of the grade
grade
of captain or above on the active list. The
The Personnel Board
Board shallshall—
(1)
(1) recommend
recommend for retirement
of
retirement such
such commissioned
commissioned officers
officers of
the Coast Guard who have thirty
thirty years
years of
service as
deterof service
as it
it determines, upon the basis of the needs
needs of the service, should
should be retired
retired
from active service,
(2)
retirement such commissioned
(2) recommend for retirement
officers of
of
commissioned officers
the Coast Guard who have
have been
been placed
of promotion
promotion
placed out
out of
of line
line of
and who have ten years of commissioned
commissioned service
service as the Personnel
Personnel
Board determines, in its discretion, should be retired from active
active
service, and
and
(3) recommend
recommend for placing
placing out of line of
(3)
promotion such
of promotion
such
commanders on the active list
lieutenant commanders
Board
list as
as the
the Personnel
Personnel Board
determines, in its discretion, should be placed
placed out
out of
of line
line of
of
promotion.

The proceedings,
proceedings, findings, or
Board
or recommendations
recommendations of
of the
the Personnel
Personnel Board
shall be transmitted to the Commandant
review. If
If the
ComCommandant for
for review.
the Commandant approves the recommendations
recommendations of the Personnel
Personnel Board,
Board,
notification thereof shall be given by
to each
each officer
officer
by him
him in
in writing
writing to
concerned
concerned who for the first time under this section is recommended
recommended for
for
retirement
retirement or for placing
placing out of line of promotion;
promotion; any such
such officer
officer
who, within thirty days after receipt
such notification,
notification, files
files with
with
receipt of such
the Commandant
a written protest of the action taken
Commandant a
taken by
the PerPerby the
sonnel Board in his case, shall not be retired
retired involuntarily
involuntarily or placed
placed
out of line of promotion
promotion under
unless a
asubsequent
subsequent annual
under this
this section
section unless
annual
Personnel Board, none of
of which
of the
the
of the members of
which was
was aamember
member of
previous Personnel
Personnel Board which recommended
recommended such officer's retirement
retirement
or placing out of line of promotion,
promotion, determines,
determines, in its discretion, and
and
recommends
recommends that such officer should
or placed
placed out
out of
of line
line
should be retired
retired or
of promotion, in which case such officer
officer may, upon
by the
upon approval
approval by
the
President, be retired from
service, or
be placed
placed out
line of
of
from active service,
or be
out of
of line
promotion, as the case may be. At the expiration
of thirty
thirty days
days after
after
expiration of
receipt
officer of notice
notice as aforesaid,
receipt by an officer
no such
such
aforesaid, in the event that no
protest is filed by him, such officer may, upon
upon approval
approval by
the PresiPresiby the
dent, be retired
retired from active service or be placed
placed out of line of promotion, as the case may be, as hereinafter
Commandant
hereinafter provided. If
If the
the Commandant
disapproves
recommendation of
disapproves any recommendation
Personnel Board,
the officer
of the
the Personnel
Board, the
officer
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concerned shall retain
retain his status in the Coast Guard
Guard to
to the
the same
same
extent as if his case had not been considered
considered by such Personnel Board.
Board.
Except as hereinbefore
hereinbefore provided, each
each recommendation
recommendation of
of the
the PerPersonnel Board which is finally approved
approved by the Commandant,
together
Commandant, together
with the proceedings
proceedings and findings
findings of the Personnel
Personnel Board, shall
shall be
be
transmitted to the Secretary
Secretary for further
review, and
if the
the Secretary
Secretary
further review
and if
shall disapprove
disapprove any recommend
ati on o
Board, the
the
recommendation
offth
thee Personnel
Personnel Board,
officer concerned
concerned shall retain his status in the
the Coast
to the
the same
same
Coast Guard
Guard to
extent as if his case had not been considered by such Personnel
Personnel Board.
Board.
Each recommendation
recommendation of the Personnel Board which
which is
is not
not disapdisapproved by the Secretary
Secretary shall be laid before
before the
President by
by the
the
the President
Secretary
Secretary with his recommendation
case. The
The President
President may,
may,
recommendation in
in the
the case.
in any calendar
calendar year, pursuant
pursuant to recommendations
recommendations so
so laid
laid before
before
him:
him:

(1)
of promotion such number
(1) place out of
of line of
number of
of lieutenant
lieutenant
commanders
list as the needs of the service
commanders on the active
active hst
service require;
require;
(2)
(2) retire from active duty such
number of
of commissioned
such number
commissioned ofofficers who have thirty or more years of service
as the
the needs
needs of
of
service as
the service require; and
and
(3) retire from active duty any officer who has been
(3)
placed
been placed
out of line of promotion and who has ten
ten years
years or
or more
more of
comof commissioned service.
§§ 236. Pay and grade upon involuntary retirement after
after 30
30 years'
years'
service
service
Any commissioned officer
officer who has completed
completed thirty
thirty years'
years' service
service
and who has been retired
retired from active duty by the President
President pursuant
pursuant
to the action of aaPersonnel
Personnel Board
Board shall, unless entitled
entitled to
to retire
retire at
at
a higher grade or pay
a
pay under other provisions
provisions of law, receive
the rereceive the
retired pay of the grade with
which retired.
with which
retired.
§§ 237. Pay and grade upon involuntary retirement
years'
retirement after 10
10 years'
service
service
Any commissioned
commissioned officer
officer who has completed
years' commiscommiscompleted ten years'
sioned service and who has been retired from active duty
duty by
by the
the PresiPresident pursuant
pursuant to the action of a
Board shall,
unless entitled
entitled
a Personnel
Personnel Board
shall, unless
to retire at a
a higher grade or pay under other provisions of
to
of law,
law, be
be
retired in the permanent
permanent grade
grade held at the time
such retirement,
retirement,
time of
of such
with retired pay of the grade
grade with which retired.
retired.
§§ 238. Voluntary retirement
retirement when
promotion
when out of line
line of
of promotion
commissioned officer who, under regulations
Any commissioned
regulations prescribed
prescribed by
the
by the
Secretary, is placed
placed out of line of promotion,
promotion, and who
who has
has completed
completed
ten years commissioned
commissioned service,
ten
service, may, at his
request and
and with
with the
his own request
the
approval
approval of the Secretary,
Secretary, be retired
service with
with the
retired from active service
the
permanent
permanent grade
grade held at the time
time of such retirement,
retirement, with
retired pay
pay
with retired
retired.
of the grade with which
which retired.
§ 239. Retirement in case
case of
§
special commendation
commendation
of special
Any
commissioned
officer
who
has
been
specially
Any commissioned
specially commended
commended for
for
his performance
performance of duty in actual combat
combat prior to December
31, 1946
December 31,
1946
by the
the head
head of
of the executive
executive department
by
department under whose jurisdiction
jurisdiction the
the
duty
was performed,
performed, shall,
duty was
shall, upon retirement, be placed on the retired
retired
list one grade higher than the grade
grade in which serving
serving at the
the time
time of
of
retirement,
retirement, with 75
percent of
of th
tive -duty pay
of the grade in which
75 percent
thee ac
active-duty
pay of
the grade in which
serving
the time of retirement
serving at
at the
retirement and the grade
grade in which serving
serving at the
time of retirement
retirement s
hall be
be construed
construed to
the highest
highest grade
shall
to mean
mean the
grade in
in
which
so serving whether by virtue of permanent
permanent or temporary
which so
temporary appointappointment therein.
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Recall to active
active duty during war or national emergency
Recall
emergency

In time of war or national emergency,
In
emergency, the Secretary
Secretary may order
order any
any
commissioned officer on the retired list to active
commissioned
active duty. While on active
commissioned officer
duty, a
aretired commissioned
officer shall
shall receive
receive full pay,
allowances,
pay, allowances,
and benefits authorized
authorized by law
law including
including longevity
longevity credit for the time
time
retired. When
When relieved of active
active service after
after recall from the retired
list, such commissioned officer shall, unless entitled to be advanced on
a higher grade
the retired list with a
grade or pay under other provisions
provisions of
of
law, be retained on the retired list with the grade
grade held at the time of
of
retirement and with retired
retirement
retired pay computed
computed on the active-duty
active-duty pay
pay and
and
increase received
received at the time of relief from active duty.
Recall to active
consent of
§§ 241. Recall
active duty with consent
of officer
officer
Any commissioned officer on the retired list may, with his consent,
consent,
be assigned to such duties as he may be able to perform but no commissioned officer on the retired list who has reached
reached the age of sixtysixtytwo years shall be recalled in time of peace.
peace. While
While on active duty such
such
commissioned officer shall
allowances, and
and benefits
shall receive
receive full pay,
pay, allowances,
benefits
authorized by law, including
including longevity
authorized
longevity credit for the time retired.
When
When relieved of active service after recall from the retired
list, such
such
retired list,
commissioned officer shall, unless entitled to be advanced
commissioned
advanced on
on the
the retired
retired
list with a
provisions of
be
a higher grade or pay under other
other provisions
of law,
law, be
retained on the retired list with the grade
grade held at the time of retireretirement and with retired pay computed on the active-duty
inactive-duty pay
pay and
and increase received at the time of relief
relief from
from active
active duty.
duty.

§ 242.
§

Relief of retired officer
officer promoted while
active duty
Relief
while on active

Any commissioned
commissioned officer on the
the retired list recalled
recalled to
to active
duty
active duty
who during such active duty is advanced
advanced to a
a higher grade under a
a
temporary appointment
appointment shall, upon relief
relief from active duty,
duty, if
if his
his
performance
temporary appointment
appointment has been
performance of duty under such temporary
been
satisfactory,
advanced on the retired list to the highest
satisfactory, be advanced
highest grade held
held
while on active duty, with retired pay of such highest grade.
grade.
§
§ 243.

Retirement in cases
cases where higher grade has been
been held

Any commissioned
commissioned officer who is retired
under any provision of
retired under
232, 233,
233, or 234 of this title, or
sections 230, 231, 232,
or that
that provision
provision of section 235 of this title which provides
provides for retirement
retirement of officers
officers after
after
thirty years' service, shall be retired from active service with the
highest grade held by him while
while on active duty in which,
which, as determined
determined
by the Secretary,
Secretary, his performance
was satisfactory,
not
performance of
of duty
duty was
satisfactory, but
but not
lower than his permanent
permanent grade,
grade, with retired
retired pay of the grade with
with
retired.
which retired.

§ 244.
§

Resignation when
Resignation
when out of
of line of
of promotion

Any commissioned officer who, in accordance
accordance with applicable regulations, is placed out of line of promotion
promotion may, with the
of
the approval of
the Secretary, if his commissioned
less than
than ten
ten years,
years, resign
resign
commissioned service
service is
is less
from the Coast Guard with one year's
year's pay
pay computed
of
computed at the rate of
pay he was receiving on the date of his resignation.
resignation.

§§ 245. Retiring or dropping for disabilities not incident to service
service
Any commissioned
commissioned officer found by a
retiring board to be incapacia retiring
incapacitated for active service for reasons not incident
incident to
service shall,
to service
shall, if the
findings of the retiring
retiring board
board are
approved by the
Secretary, be
be
are approved
the Secretary,
dropped from the service with or without one year s pay, as determined
determined
by the Secretary.
Secretary.
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Dropping for disabilities due
vicious habits
due to vicious

Any commissioned
commissioned officer
officer found
found by
by a
aretiring
board to
retiring board
to be
be incapaciincapaciservice because of his own vicious habits, shall,
shall, if
if the
the
tated for active service
findings of the retiring board are approved
President, be
be
approved by
by the
the President,
dropped from the service.

WARRANT
WARRANT OFFICERS
§§ 301. Permanent appointments
(a) The Secretary
Secretary may appoint permanent
permanent warrant
warrant officers, as the
needs of the Coast Guard require, from among the following catecategories:
gories:
(1) temporary
temporary commissioned
(1)
commissioned warrant
warrant officers and temporary
temporary
warrant officers
officers of the Coast Guard;
Guard;
(2) enlisted
enlisted men of the Coast Guard;
(2)
Guard;
(3 members of the Coast Guard Reserve;
(3)
Reserve '
•and
(4 licensed officers of the -United
(4)
United States
States Merchant
Merchant Marine.
(b) No person shall be appointed
appointed aawarrant
warrant officer until his mental,
moral, physical,
physical, and professional
professional fitness
fitness to perform
perform the duties of a
a
warrant
established as the result of such examinations
warrant officer has been
been, established
examinations
as the Secretary
Secretary shall prescribe.
prescribe.
(c) Appointees
under this section shall take precedence
(c)
Appointees under
precedence with other
warrant
warrant officers in accordance
appointments.
accordance with the dates of their
their appointments.
Appointees whose
whose dates of appointment
appointment are the same shall take precedence with each other as the Secretary
Secretary may determine.
§ 302. Temporary appointments
§
(a)
(a) The Secretary may
appoint temporary
appromay appoint
temporary warrant
warrant officers
officers appropriate to
to their qualifications
priate
qualifications and experience.
experience. Such temporary
warrant
temporary warrant
officers, while in service,
service, shall receive
receive the
the same
pay, allowances,
same pay,
allowances, and
and
benefits as permanent
permanent warrant officers of
corresponding length
length of
of corresponding
of
no temporary
service, except that no
warrant officer
officer as
as such
such shall
be
temporary warrant
shall be
retirement while serving
entitled to retirement
serving under
under his
temporary appointment.
appointment.
his temporary
temporary appointments
All temporary
appointments as warrant
warrant officers
officers shall
shall be
be made
made only
only
after the
the candidates
satisfactorily passed such examinations
after
candidates have satisfactorily
examinations as
as
the Secretary shall
shall prescribe.
prescribe.
(b) Any enlisted
enlisted man in the regular
may be
be
regular Coast
Coast Guard
Guard may
appointed as a
a temporary
warrant officer. Notwithstanding
appointed
temporary warrant
Notwithstanding such
such
temporary appointment,
temporary
appointment, any such enlisted man
shall be
be entitled
entitled to
to
man shall
retirement in his permanent
permanent rating
retirement
rating in
the same
manner as
as though
in the
same manner
though
he had continued
rating, and
continued to hold his permanent
permanent rating,
and upon
upon the
the tertermination of such
such temporary
temporary appointment
shall be
be entitled
entitled to
to revert
revert
appointment shall
to such rating. Service under
under any
any such
such temporary
temporary appointment
appointment
shall be included
included in determining
determining length of service as
shall
an enlisted
as an
enlisted
man.
man.

§§ 303. Compulsory
Compulsory retirement at age
age of
of sixty-two
sixty-two
Any warrant
warrant officer
Any
officer who has reached the age of sixty-two years
years
shall
be retired
shall be
retired from
from active
active service, with
with retired pay
pay of the
grade
the grade
with which retired.
retired.

§§ 304. Voluntary retirement after thirty years' service
service
Any
warrant officer
years' service
Any warrant
officer who
who has completed
completed thirty
thirty years'
service may,
may,
upon
upon his
his own application,
application, in the discretion of the Secretary,
Secretary, be
be
retired from
from active
retired
active service,
service, with retired pay of the grade
grade with which
which
retired.
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retirement after twenty years' service
Voluntary retirement
service

warrant officer who has completed
Any warrant
completed twenty years'
active service
years' active
in the Coast Guard, Navy, or Marine
Marine Corps, or the Reserve
Reserve ComComponents thereof, may, upon his own application,
application, in the discretion
Secretary be retired from active
of the Secretary
active service,
service, with retired
pay of
of
retired pay
the grade with which retired.
§ 306. Retirement for disabilities incident to service
§
service
Any warrant officer
found
officer
by a
a retiring board to be incapacitated
incapacitated
for active service
because of infirmities
infirmities of age or physical
service because
physical or mental
mental
disability, which is incident
incident to service, shall, if the findings of the
retiring board are approved by the Secretary,
Secretary, be retired from active
service, with retired
retired pay of the grade with which
which retired.
§§ 307. Retirement upon recommendation of
of Personnel
Personnel Board
The Coast Guard Personnel Board may recommend
recommend for retirement
retirement
such warrant officers who have thirty years of service as it determines
retired from
from active
active
upon the basis of the needs of the service
service should
should be
be retired
service. The procedures for the retirement
retirement of commissioned
commissioned officers
officers
pursuant to the action of aaPersonnel
Personnel Board, after
after thirty years'
years' service,
service,
warrant officers
shall govern the retirement
retirement of warrant
officers under
under this section, except
except
that in the case of warrant officers
and action
shall
officers the final
final review and
action shall
be by the Secretary
Secretary instead of by the
the President.
President.
§§ 308. Pay upon involuntary retirement after 30 years' service
service
Any warrant officer who has completed
completed thirty
years' service and
thirty years'
and
who has been retired from active duty by the Secretary,
Secretary, pursuant
pursuant to
the action of aaPersonnel
Personnel Board,
Board, shall,
shall, unless entitled
entitled to
to retire
retire at
at a
a
higher grade or pay under other provisions
receive the retired
provisions of law, receive
retired
pay of the grade with which
which retired.
§§ 309. Retirement in case
special commendation
case of special
commendation
Any warrant officer who has been specially commended
commended for his performance of duty in actual combat
prior to
December 31,
31, 1946
1946 by
by the
formance
combat prior
to December
the
head of the executive
executive department
jurisdiction the duty
department under whose jurisdiction
was performed
performed shall, whether
whether serving under aapermanent
permanent or
or temporary
temporary
appointment, upon retirement,
retirement, be placed
appointment,
placed upon the retired list with
the grade of commissioned
commissioned warrant
seventy-five percent
percent
warrant officer and
and with seventy-five
of the active-duty
officer.
active-duty pay of warrant
warrant officer.
§§ 310. Recall
Recall to active duty during war or national emergency
emergency
In times of war or national emergency,
emergency, the Secretary
order any
Secretary may order
warrant officer
officer on the retired
retired list to active
active duty. While
"While on active
duty, aa retired warrant
warrant officer
officer shall receive
receive full pay, allowances,
allowances, and
and
benefits authorized by law, including
including longevity
longevity credit for
the time
time
for the
retired. When
When relieved of active service after recall
recall from the retired
retired
list such warrant officer shall,
to be
advanced on
on the
shall, unless
unless entitled
entitled to
be advanced
the
retired list with a
ahigher grade or
of law,
law,
or pay
pay under
under other provisions
provisions of
be retained
retained on the retired list with the
the grade
grade of warrant
warrant officer, and
and
with retired pay computed on the active-duty
active-duty pay and increase
received
increase received
at the time of relief
relief from active duty.
§
consent of
of officer
§ 311. Recall
Recall to active duty with
with consent
officer
Any warrant
warrant officer on the retired list may,
may, with
with his consent, be
be
assigned to such duties as he
perform, but
no warrant
assigned
he may
may be
be able to
to perform,
but no
warrant
officer
officer on the retired list who has reached
reached the age of sixty-two years
years
shall be recalled
recalled in time of peace. While on active duty, such warrant
warrant
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receive full pay, allowances,
officer shall receive
and benefits
authorized by
allowances, and
benefits authorized
by
longevity credit for
law, including
including longevity
the time
time retired.
When relieved
relieved
for the
retired. When
from active service
after recall
service after
from the
the retired
list, such
warrant
recall from
retired list,
such warrant
officer shall, unless
unless entitled to be advanced
advanced on
on the
the retired
retired list
list with
with a
a
higher grade or pay under
under other
provisions of
of law,
law, be
be retained
on the
the
other provisions
retained on
retired list with the grade
grade of
officer and
and with
with retired
retired pay
pay
of warrant
warrant officer
computed
computed on the
and increase
increase received
received at
at the
time
the active-duty
active-duty pay
pay and
the time
of relief from active
active duty.
duty.
§ 312.
§

Ante,

pp. 518, 519
519.pp.

Relief of
of retired warrant
Relief
warrant officer
officer promoted
promoted while
on active
active
while on
duty
duty

Any warrant
warrant officer on the retired
retired list recalled
recalled to
to active
duty who
who
active duty
during such active duty is
is advanced
to aahigher
higher grade
grade under
under aatemtemadvanced to
porary
appointment shall, upon relief
porary appointment
relief from
active duty,
duty, if
if his
his perperfrom active
formance
formance of duty under such temporary
temporary appointment
appointment has
has been
been
satisfactory, be advanced
advanced on the
the retired
retired list
list to
to the
the highest
highest grade
grade held
held
while on active duty, with retired
retired pay
of such
such highest
grade.
pay of
highest grade.
§ 313. Retirement in cases
cases where
§
has been
been held
where higher
higher grade
grade has
held
Any warrant
warrant officer
officer who is retired
retired under
any provision
provision of
of sections
sections
under any

303, 304, 305,
305,306,
306, or 307 of this title shall be retired
from active
active service
service
retired from

with the highest grade held by him while
on active
active duty
duty in
in which,
which, as
as
while on
determined
determined by the Secretary, his performance
of duty
duty was
satisfactory,
performance of
was satisfactory,
but not lower than his permanent
permanent grade, with
pay of
of the
the grade
grade
with retired
retired pay
with which
which retired.
retired.

§ 314.
§

Retiring or dropping for disabilities
disabilities not incident to
service
to service

Any warrant officer found
found by aa retiring
retiring board
board to
to be
incapacitated
be incapacitated
for active service
service for reasons not
not incident
if the
the findincident to
to service
service shall,
shall, if
findings of the retiring
retiring board
board are approved
approved by
by the
the Secretary,
Secretary, be
be dropped
dropped
from the service with
from
with or without
without one year's
year's pay,
pay, as
as determined
determined by
by the
the
Secretary.
Secretary.

§§ 315. Dropping for disabilities due to
to vicious
vicious habits
habits
Any warrant
warrant officer
officer found by
by aaretiring
re ti ri
ng board
board to
to be
be incapacitated
i
ncapac i
tated
for active service because
because of his own vicious
vicious habits, shall, if the findfor
findings of the retiring
retiring board are approved
approved by the
the Secretary,
Secretary, be
dropped
be dropped
from the service.
service.
ENLISTED MEN
ENLISTED
MEN
§ 351. Enlistments
§
Enlistments
Under
regulations prescribed
Under regulations
prescribed by the Secretary,
Secretary, the
Commandant
the Commandant
may enlist men for minority or terms
may
terms of
of full
years not
not exceeding
exceeding six
six
full years
contracts shall be of
years. Enlistment
Enlistment contracts
types, regular
regular and
and temtemof two
two types,
porary. A
porary.
A man enlisted and serving
serving under
under a
cona regular enlistment
enlistment contract shall be entitled
applicable retirement
entitled to all applicable
provided by
by
retirement benefits provided
law. A
A man enlisted
enlisted and serving
serving under a
atemporary enlistment
enlistment concontract shall not be entitled to retirement
tract
retirement benefits.
benefits. All original enlistments shall be temporary, and succeeding
succeeding enlistments
may be
be
enlistments may
temporary
temporary under regulations
regulations prescribed
prescribed by the Secretary.
Secretary.

§§ 352. Promotion
Enlisted men shall be advanced
Commandant under
Enlisted
advanced in rating by the Commandant
under
regulations
regulations prescribed by the Secretary.
Secretary.
§§ 353. Compulsory
Compulsory retirement at age
age of sixty-two
sixty-two
Any
enlisted
man
who
has
reached
the
age
of sixty-two shall be
Any enlisted man
reached
retired from active
active service,
with retired
retired pay of the grade or rating
retired from
service, with
rating
with which retired.
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§§ 354. Voluntary retirement after thirty years' service
service
Any enlisted man who has completed
completed thirty years'
years' service may,
upon his own application, in the discretion
discretion of the Commandant, be
be
retired
retired from active service, with retired pay of the grade or
or rating
with which
which retired.
§ 355. Voluntary retirement
retirement after twenty
§
twenty years' service
service
Any enlisted man who has completed
completed twenty
twenty years'
years' service may,
may,
upon his own application, in the discretion of the Commandant,
Commandant, be
be
retired from active service, with retired pay of
grade or
or rating
rating
of the
the grade
with which retired.
§ 356. Retirement for disabilities incident
§
to service
service
incident to
Any enlisted man found by aa retiring board
board to
incapacitated
to be incapacitated
because of infirmities
for active service because
infirmities of age or physical
physical or
mental
or mental
disability,
disability, which is incident to service, shall, if
of the
the
if the
the findings
findings of
retiring board are approved
approved by
be retired
retired from
by the Secretary,
Secretary, be
from active
active
service, with retired pay of the grade
grade or rating with which retired.
retired.
§ 357. Enlisted Personnel
§
Personnel Board
(a)
Commandant shall assemble
(a) The Commandant
assemble annually a
a Coast Guard
Guard
Enlisted Personnel
Personnel Board, of not less than
officers
than three commissioned
commissioned officers
on the active list, who shall recommend
recommend for
such enlisted
enlisted
for retirement
retirement such
men who have twenty years of service,
service, as the
determines, in
the Board
Board determines,
in
its discretion,
discretion, should be retired
recomretired from active
active service.
service. The
The recommendations of the Board shall be transmitted
transmitted to the
Commandant
the Commandant
for final action. If
Commandant approves
recommendaIf the Commandant
approves the
the recommendations of the Board, the enlisted men concerned
concerned shall be notified
notified
thereof in writing, and any enlisted man who, within
within thirty
thirty days
days
after receipt of such notification, files with the Commandant
Commandant aa
written protest of the action taken by the Board in
case, shall
shall
in his
his case,
not be retired involuntarily
involuntarily under
under this section unless aa subsequent
subsequent
annual
annual Board again determines,
determines, in its discretion,
discretion, and recommends
recommends
that such enlisted man should be retired, in which case such enlisted
enlisted
man may, upon approval by the Commandant,
Commandant, be
retired from
active
be retired
from active
service. At the expiration of thirty days after receipt
enlisted
receipt by an enlisted
man of notice as aforesaid, in the event that no such protest
protest is
filed
is filed
by him within the period prescribed,
enlisted man
man may,
prescribed, such enlisted
may, upon
upon
approval by the Commandant, be retired from active service.
approval
If
service. If
Commandant disapproves
the Commandant
disapproves any recommendation
recommendation of the Board
Board
the enlisted man concerned
concerned shall retain
retain his status
status to
to the same extent
extent
as if his case had not been considered.
considered.
(b) Any enlisted
enlisted man
has completed
years' service
service and
and
(b)
man who
who has
completed twenty
twenty years'
who has been retired from active duty by the
Commandant pursuant
the Commandant
pursuant
to the action of an Enlisted Personnel
Personnel Board shall
receive the retired
retired
shall receive
pay of the grade or rating with which retired.
(c)
(c) Any enlisted man retired
retired by reason of twenty
twenty years service,
service, dinairtyation
.c
for extraorcitaionforetrorheroism.
whether voluntarily or involuntarily,
involuntarily, who has been
been cited
cited for extraorheroi ml
dinary heroism in line of duty, as determined
determined by the Secretary.,
Secretary
whose determination
determination shall be final and conclusive,
enlisted
conclusive, or
or any enlisted
man so retired whose average marks in conduct during his
his service
service
in the Coast Guard were not less than 9712
97% per
the maximum,
maximum,
per cent of
of the
or any enlisted man so retired who shall
have been
been both
so cited
cited and
and
shall have
both so
shall have received
received such average
average marks, shall be entitled
entitled to
to have
have his
his
retired pay increased by an amount
per cent
cent of
of the
activeamount equal to
to 10
10 per
the activeduty pay and permanent
permanent additions thereto of the grade
with
grade or rating
rating with
which retired.
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of retirements
§§ 358.
358. Limitation
Limitation of
retirements
The total number
of enlisted
men who
who may
may be
be retired
retired in
any one
number of
enlisted men
in any
one
calendar year by reason
of having
completed twenty
twenty years
years of
of service
service
calendar
reason of
having completed
shall not exceed
number nearest
nearest to
to 11per
cent of
of the
exceed the
the whole
whole number
per cent
the total
total
enlisted force
force of
the active
January 11of
of
enlisted
of the Coast Guard
Guard on
on the
active list
list as
as of
of January
such year, to be
proportions between
between voluntary
voluntary retireretirebe divided
divided in
in such
such proportions
ments and
and. involuntary
involuntary retirements
retirements as may be
by the
be determined
determined by
the
Commandant. In
In case the number
number of enlisted
men authorized
authorized to
to be
be
enlisted men
retired
retired annually
annually by
not retired
retired during
during a
calendar year,
by this section
section are
are not
a calendar
year,
the remainder
remainder of the authorized
authorized number
may be
be retired
retired during
during any
any
number may
subsequent
subsequent calendar
calendar year
total retired
in that
that
year providing
providing that
that the
the total
retired in
year does not exceed 33per cent of
enlisted force
as of
of January
January 1
1
of the
the total
total enlisted
force as
of such
calendar year.
of
such calendar
year.

§§ 359. Recall
Recall to active duty during war or national emergency
emergency
In times of war or national
national emergency,
the Commandant
order
emergency, the
Commandant may
may order
any enlisted man on the retired
retired list to active
While on
on active
active
active duty.
duty. While
duty, aa retired
shall receive
full pay,
allowances, and
and
retired enlisted
enlisted man
man shall
receive full
pay, allowances,
benefits authorized
authorized by
longevity credit
for the
by law
law including
including longevity
credit for
the time
time
retired. When
When relieved
relieved of active service after recall from
the retired
retired
from the
list such enlisted
unless entitled
entitled to
to be
be advanced
enlisted man
man shall,
shall, unless
advanced on
on the
the
retired list with aahigher
higher grade, rating, or pay
pay under
other provisions
provisions
under other
of law, be retained
retained on the retired
retired list with the rating
rating held
held at
at the
the time
time
of retirement, and with retired pay computed
computed on the active-duty
active-duty pay
pay
and increase
increase received
received at the time of release from
from active duty.

§ 360.
§

Recall
Recall to active
of man
active duty with consent
consent of

Any enlisted
enlisted man on the retired
retired list may, with his
his consent,
consent, be
be
assigned to such
such duties as he may be able to perform,
that no
no
perform, except
except that
enlisted man on the retired
retired list
who has
the age
age of
list who
has reached
reached the
of sixty-two
sixty-two
years shall be recalled
recalled in time of peace.
peace. While
While on active duty such
such
shall receive
allowances, and
and benefits
authorized
enlisted man shall
receive full
full pay,
pay, allowances,
benefits authorized
by law, including
longevity credit for the time retired.
retired. When
including longevity
When relieved
relieved
of active service after
after recall
recall from the retired
retired list such enlisted
man
enlisted man
shall, unless entitled
entitled to be advanced on the retired
retired list with
with aahigher
higher
grade, rating, or pay under
other provisions
provisions of
law, be
be retained
retained on
on the
under other
of law,
the
retired
retiree list with
with the rating held at the time of retirement
retirement and
and with
with
retired
computed on the
retired pay computed
active-duty pay
pay and
and increase
increase received
received at
at
the active-duty
the time of release
release from active
duty.
active duty.

§ 361.
§

Relief
Relief of retired man promoted while
while on active duty

Any enlisted man
man on the retired list recalled
recalled to active duty who
who
during such active duty is advanced
advanced to aahigher grade or rating under
under
during
a permanent
a
permanent or temporary
temporary appointment
appointment or
shall, upon
upon
or promotion
promotion shall,
relief from active duty be advanced
advanced on the retired
retired list
to the
the highest
highest
list to
grade or rating held while on active duty
duty with
with retired pay
pay of
of such
such
highest
In case th
thee appointment
highest grade
grade or rating. In
appointment or promotion
promotion was
was
temporary
temporary the advancement
advancement on the
the retired
retired list shall be
be made
made only
only to
to
such grade
grade or rating in which the man
man served satisfactorily
satisfactorily on
on active
active
duty.

§ 362.
§
Ante, pp.
pp.
Adne,

520, 521.
520,
521.

cases where higher grade or rating has been
Retirement in cases
been
held
held

retired under
Any enlisted man
man who is retired
under any provision of section
section
353, 354,
354, 355,
of this
this chapter
353,
355, 356,
356, or
or 357
357 of
chapter shall be retired from
from active
active
service
service with the highest grade
grade or rating held by him while
while on
on active
active
duty
in which,
which, as determined
Secretary, his performance
duty in
determined by the Secretary,
performance of duty
was satisfactory,
satisfactory, but not lower than his permanent
permanent grade or rating,
rating,
with retired
retired pay of the grade
grade or rating with
which retired.
retired.
with which
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Retiring or dropping for disabilities not incident to
to
service
service
Any enlisted man found by a
aretiring
retiring board
board to be incapacitated
incapacitated for
for
active service for reasons not incident to service
service shall, if the findings
approved by the Secretary,
dropped from
of the retiring board are approved
Secretary, be dropped
determined by the
the service with or without one year's pay, as determined
the
Secretary.
Secretary.
§
due to vicious
§ 364. Dropping for disabilities due
vicious habits
Any enlisted man found by a
retiring board
board to be incapacitated
incapacitated for
a retiring
active service because
because of his own vicious
vicious habits
shall, if the findings
active
habits, shall,
dropped
of the retiring board are approved
approved by the Secretary, be dropped
from the service.
Extension of enlistments
enlistments
§§ 365. Extension
regulations prescribed
Under regulations
prescribed by the Secretary,
Secretary, the term of enlistagreement, be
ment of any enlisted man may, by voluntary written agreement,
exceeding four full years from the date
extended for aa period not exceeding
of expiration
expiration of the then-existing
then-existing term of enlistment, and subsequent
subsequent
to such date an enlisted man who so extends his term of enlistment
enlistment
allowances in all respects as though
shall receive the same pay and allowances
regularly
expiration of
regularly discharged and reenlisted immediately
immediately upon expiration
his term of enlistment. No such extension
extension shall operate to deprive
the enlisted man concerned,
concerned, upon discharge
discharge at the termination
termination thereof,
of any right, privilege, or benefit to which he would have been entitled
if his term of enlistment had not been so extended.
§
beyond term of
enlistment in case
§ 366. Retention beyond
of enlistment
case of disability
Any enlisted man of the Coast Guard
Guard in the active service whose
suffering disease
disease or injury inciterm of enlistment expires while he is suffering
dent to service and not due to misconduct,
misconduct, and who is in need of medical
medical
such
care or hospitalization,
hospitalization, may, with his consent, be retained in such
expiration of his term of enlistment. Any such
service beyond the expiration
medical
enlisted man shall be entitled to receive
receive at Government
Government expense medical
allowances, including
credit
care or hospitalization
hospitalization and his pay and allowances,
including credit
recovered to
to such extent
extent as would
for longevity, until he shall have recovered
would
enable him to meet the physical requirements
requirements for reenlistment,
reenlistment, or until
it shall have been ascertained
ascertained by competent
competent authority
authority of the Coast
Guard that the disease or injury is of aacharacter
character that recovery
recovery to
such an extent would be impossible.
impossible. Any enlisted
enlisted man whose enlistment is so extended
extended shall be subject
manner
subject to forfeitures
forfeitures in the same manner
and to the same extent as if his term of enlistment
had not expired.
expired.
enlistment had
contained in this section shall prevent
enlisted man from
Nothing contained
prevent any enlisted
being held in the service without his consent under section 367 of this
title.
§§ 367. Detention
Detention beyond term of
enlistment
of enlistment
(a)
Under regulations prescribed
prescribed by the Secretary,
enlisted man
(a) Under
Secretary, an enlisted
detained in the Coast Guard
Guard beyond
beyond the term of his enlistment:
enlistment:
may be detained
(1) until the first arrival of the vessel on which he is serving
serving
at its permanent
State of the United States
permanent station, or at a
a port in a
a State
Columbia; or
or in the District of Columbia;
(2) if attached
a shore station beyond the continental
(2)
attached to a
continental limits
arrival at aaport
of the United States or in Alaska, until his first arrival
in any State of the United States or in the District of Columbia
Columbia
where his reenlistment
reenlistment or discharge may be effected,
effected, or until he
where
can be discharged
discharged or reenlisted
reenlisted at his station beyond the continental limits of the United States or in Alaska, whichever
whichever is
earlier, but in no event to exceed
exceed three months; or
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(3)
awaiting disciplinary
(3) while awaiting
or trial
trial and
and disposition
disciplinary action
action or
disposition
of
his case;
case; or
or
of his
(4)
(4) during a
a period
period of
or national
national emergency
emergency as
as proproof war
war or
claimed by the President, and, in
in the
national defense,
the interest
interest of
of national
defense,
for aaperiod not to
months after
after the
end of
the war
war or
or
to exceed
exceed six
six months
the end
of the
the
the emergency;
or
the termination
termination of
of the
emergency; or
(5)
a period
(5) for a
period of not exceeding
exceeding thirty days
days in
in other
other cases
cases
whether or not specifically
specifically covered
covered by
section, when
when essential
essential
by this
this section,
to the public
public interests,
interests, and
and the
that such
such detention
detention
the determination
determination that
is essential to the public interests, made
made in accordance
accordance with
regulawith regulations prescribed
prescribed by the
Secretary, shall
shall be
be final
final and
and conclusive.
conclusive.
the Secretary,
Any person detained
detained in the Coast Guard as provided
in this
this section
provided in
section
shall be entitled
entitled to receive pay
pay and allowances
and benefits
benefits under
under the
the
allowances and
same conditions
conditions as though
though his enlistment period
expired, and
and
period had
had not
not expired,
shall be subject
subject in all respects
respects to
the laws
laws and
and regulations
regulations for
for the
the govgovto the
ernment
ernment of the Coast Guard until his discharge therefrom. Enlisted
Enlisted
men detained
detained under the provisions
provisions of
(1) of
of this
subsection shall
shall be
be
of (1)
this subsection
entitled to the pay and allowances
allowances provided
provided for
enlisted personnel
personnel of
of
for enlisted
circumstances. Enlisted
the Navy detained under similar
similar circumstances.
Enlisted men
men
detained under the provisions
detained
provisions of (3)
(3) of
this subsection
subsection shall
not receive
receive
of this
shall not
pay or allowances
allowances for any period
beyond the
of enlistment,
if
period beyond
the term
term of
enlistment, if
the trial results in
in conviction.
conviction.
(b) Any
Any enlisted
enlisted man who, without
without proper authority,
absents himhimauthority, absents
self from his ship, station,
station, or duty for more
one day,
day, or
or who
more than
than one
who is
is
confined for more than one day
sentence, or
or while
while awaiting
awaiting
day under
under sentence,
trial and disposition
disposition of his case,
case, if the
results in
the trial results
in conviction,
conviction, may
may
be permitted
permitted to serve, after
after his return to a
status, for
such
a full-duty
full-duty status,
for such
period as shall, with the time he may
have served
served prior
prior to
to such
such unaumay have
unauthorized
absence or confinement,
thorized absence
confinement, amount
amount to the
the full
full term
term of
of his
his
enlistment.
enlistment.

Ante, p. 523; supra.
Ante, p. 523; spra.

§§ 368. Discharge in case
case of
of under-age
under-age enlistment
enlistment
Upon presentation
presentation of
of satisfactory
ce as
as to
t
o his
hi s age
age an
d upon
upon
satisfactory eviden
evidence
and
application
discharge by his parent
application for discharge
parent or
or guardian
guardian presented
presented to
the
to the
Coast
Coast Guard
Guard within ninety
ninety days after
after the date of his enlistment, any
any
man
enlisted in
in the Coast Guard
man enlisted
Guard under
under twenty-one
twenty-one years
years of age who
was enlisted without
without the written consent of
parent or
guardian, if
if
of his parent
or guardian,
any, shall be discharged
discharged by reason of minority.
minority.
§§ 369.
369. Inclusion of certain conditions
conditions in enlistment contract
contract
The enlistment
contract shall contain the
enlistment contract
substance of
of sections
sections 365
365
the substance
inclusive, of
of this
this title.
title.
to 368, inclusive,
GENERAL
GENERAL PROVISIONS
PROVISIONS
§ 421.
§

Retirement
Retirement

(a) Every commissioned
commissioned officer,
officer, warrant
warrant officer,
officer, or
or enlisted
enlisted man
man
who is
is retired
who
retired under any provision of this title shall
be retired
retired with
with
shall be
the permanent grade or rating
the
rating held
held at the
the time of
retirement, unless
unless
of retirement,
entitled to
to retire with aahigher grade or rating
entitled
rating under
provision
under any
any provision
of this title or any other law.
law.
(b)
(b) Where an officer is entitled, under
under any provision
provision of
of law,
to
law, to
retire
retire with one grade
grade higher
higher than the grade in which serving
at the
the
serving at
time
retirement, the next
time of
of retirement,
next higher grade in the
the case of captain
captain shall
shall
be rear
rear admiral, and the next
be
next higher
higher grade in the case
case of
of commiscommissioned warrant
warrant officer shall
shall be
lieutenant (junior
(junior grade).
grade).
be lieutenant
§ 422.
§

Status of
recalled personnel
of recalled
personnel
All retired personnel
when
personnel
recalled to active
active duty
duty shall
in
shall serve
serve in
the grade or rating in which
the
which they were serving
at the
the time
time of
of
serving at
retirement.
retirement.
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§§ 423. Computation of retired
retired pay
pay
computed at the rate
The retired pay of a
a grade or rating shall be computed
of 2
2
/
1
active-duty pay of that grade or
or
21/2
percent of the sum of the active-duty
rating, and all permanent
additions thereto
thereto including
longevity
permanent additions
including longevity
credit, to which the officer
officer or enlisted
concerned was entitled at
enlisted man concerned
the time of retirement,
retirement, multiplied
multiplied by
the number
number of
of years
of service
service
by the
years of
computation of his pay
for which he was entitled to credit
credit in the computation
when
when last on active duty. In the case of an officer or enlisted
enlisted man
man
retired for disability or an officer retired in a
a higher
higher grade because
because
of a
commendation the retired pay shall
shall be 75
75 percent of
of
a special commendation
additions thereto,
the sum of the active-duty
active-duty pay and all permanent
permanent additions
including longevity credit
enlisted man concredit to which the officer or enlisted
cerned is entitled, of the grade on which the retired pay is computed.
computed.
In the case of an officer whose retired
retired pay is computed
computed on the pay of
of
a
active-duty pay
pay is not based
years of
a grade for which active-duty
based upon
upon years
of service
the retired pay shall be 2
2
/
1
percent of his active-duty
active-duty pay
pay in the
21/2
percent
multiplied by the
grade in which serving at the time of retirement
retirement multiplied
credit
number of years of service for which he would be entitled to credit
computation of pay on the active list had he been serving
serving
in the computation
in the grade of captain at the time of his retirement. A fractional
fractional
year in comyear of six months or more shall be considered
considered aa full year
2 / perputing the number of
of years
years of
of service
service by which
which the rate
rate of 2/2
12

cent is
is multiplied.
multiplied.
cent

§
§ 424.

Limitations on retirement and retired pay
pay
section of this title shall not be construed
construed
The provisions of any section
so as to prevent any officer
officer or enlisted man from
from being placed on the
retired list with the highest grade or rating and the highest retired
pay to which such officer or enlisted man may be entitled under the
provisions of any other section
section of this title or under the provisions
provisions of
provisions
any other law. In no case shall the retired
retired pay of an officer
officer or enlisted
man exceed
exceed 75 percent
percent of the sum of the active-duty
and all
active-duty pay and
permanent additions thereto, including
credit to which the
permanent
including longevity credit
officer or enlisted man concerned
concerned is entitled, of the grade or rating on
which his pay is computed.
§§ 425. Retiring boards
(a) The Secretary shall designate
designate and assemble
assemble from time to time
aaCoast Guard
Guard retiring board, composed
composed of officers
officers of the Coast Guard
Guard
and medical officers of the Public Health
Health Service, consisting
consisting of not
not
commissioned officers,
two-fifths of whom
whom shall be
less than five commissioned
officers, two-fifths
medical officers of the Public Health Service, for the purpose
of
purpose of
examining
reporting on such commissioned
commissioned officers, warrant
examining and reporting
warrant offioffiGuard as appear
appear to be
incapable
cers, and enlisted men
men of
of the Coast
Coast Guard
be incapable
ordered by
Secretary
of performing
performing the duties of their
their office
office and are
are ordered
by the Secretary
before it.
it.
to appear before
(b) A
determine the facts
(b)
A retiring
retiring board shall inquire into and determine
facts
touching the nature and occasion
occasion of
commissioned
touching
of the
the disability
disability of any
any commissioned
officer, warrant officer,
officer, or enlisted man ordered
ordered to appear before such
such
such powers
board, and shall have such
powers as may be necessary
necessary for
for that
that purpose.
When
board finds
finds a
commissioned officer,
warrant officer,
officer,
or enlisted
When the board
a commissioned
officer, warrant
or
enlisted
man incapacitated
incapacitated for active
active service it
it shall
shall also
also find
report the
the
find and
and report
cause
judgment has produced
due
cause which in
in its judgment
produced his incapacity,
incapacity, whether
whether due
to infirmities
infirmities of age or physical or
mental disability,
disability, and
and whether
whether
or mental
incident to service, or whether
own vicious habits.
whether due to his own
(c)
commissioned officer, the proceedings
proceedings of the
(c) In
In the case of aa commissioned
retiring
board shall be
Secretary and shall by him
retiring board
be transmitted
transmitted to the Secretary
him be
be
laid
disapproval and his orders
laid before
before the President
President for his approval
approval or disapproval

Transmission
Transmission of
of proceedings to
ceedings
to Secretary
Secretary
and
President.
and President.
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in the case. In
In the case of a
awarrant
warrant officer
officer or
or enlisted
man the
the proceedproceedenlisted man
ings shall be transmitted
the Secretary
transmitted to the
Secretary for
for his
his approval
approval or
or
disapproval and his orders
disapproval
orders in the
case.
the case.
SPECIAL PROVISIONS
SPECIAL
PROVISIONS

§ 431.
§

Injury or
Injury
disease
or disease
contracted in line of
of
duty.
duty.

Personnel
Personnel of
of former Life Saving
Saving Service
Service
(a) If
If any keeper or member
member of aacrew of a
a Coast Guard
Guard .
station
station
shall be so disabled by reason
reason of any wound
received or
or
wound or
or injury
injury received
disease contracted
contracted in the Coast Guard
Guard in
in the
the line
line of
duty as
as to
unfit
of duty
to unfit
performance of duty, such disability to be
him for the performance
be determined
determined in
in
such manner as shall be prescribed in the regulations
of the
the Coast
Coast
regulations of
Guard, he shall be continued upon
of the
the Coast
Coast Guard
Guard and
and
upon the
the rolls
rolls of
receive his full pay
entitled to receive
the continuance
continuance of
such disdispay during
during the
of such
ability, not to exceed
exceed the period
period of one year,
year, unless
the Commandant
Commandant
unless the
recommend, upon aastatement
shall recommend,
statement of
the extension
the period
period
of facts, the
extension of
of the
through
a portion
through a
portion or the whole
whole of another
another year, and said recommenrecommendation receive the approval of the Secretary
Secretary of
as just
just
of the
the Treasury
Treasury as
and reasonable;
reasonable; but in no case shall said
said disabled
disabled keeper
keeper or
member
or member
of aacrew
of
crew be continued upon
upon the rolls or receive pay for a
longer period
period
a longer
than
than two
two years.
years.
(b)
(b) Any individual who served
served in the former Life Saving
Saving Service
Service
of the United States
States as a
akeeper
keeper or
or surfman,
surfinan, and
and who
who on
on account
account of
of
being so disabled by reason of aawound
wound or
or injury
received or
disease
injury received
or disease
or loss of sight contracted
contracted in
in line
of duty
duty as
as to
to unfit
in such
such service
service in
line of
unfit
him for the performance
performance of duty was
upon the
rolls of
the
was continued
continued upon
the rolls
of the
service for an aggregate
aggregate period
period of one
or more
under the
the proproone year
year or
more under
visions of subsection (a)
(a) of this section,
section, and who ceased
ceased to
be aamember
member
to be
of such service
such disability,
service on account
account of such
which disability
disability, which
disability has
has been
been
continuous
continuous up to and including
including April
1930, shall,
upon making
April 14,
14, 1930,
shall, upon
making
due proof of such
in accordance
such facts
facts in
such rules
rules and
and regulations
accordance with
with such
regulations
as the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury
prescribe, be
be awarded
awarded compencompenTreasury may
may prescribe,
sation
sation for such injury at
rate of
100 per
per centum
centum of
of the
he was
was
at the rate
of 100
the pay
pay he
receiving
receiving at the time of his separation
separation from
from such
such service,
service, such
such comcompensation to commence
commence from
from April 14,
and continue
continue during
during his
his
14, 1940,
1940, and
natural life. No such individual
receive a
a pension,
individual shall receive
pension, pay, or
or other
other
allowance
allowance under any other law of the United States
for the
the same
States for
same
period
period for which he receives retired pay under
under the provisions
provisions of this
this
section.
(c)
(c) No agent, attorney,
attorney, or other person
person engaged
engaged in preparing, presenting, or prosecuting
prosecuting- any claim
under the
prov i
si
ons of
ofsubsection
su b
sect i
on
claim under
the provisions
(b)
(b) of this section shall, directly
directly or
or indirectly,
indirectly, contract
for, demand,
demand,
contract for,
receive, or retain
retain for such services
receive,
services in preparing, presenting, or proseprosecuting
a sum greater than
than $10,
cuting such claim a
$10, which
sum shall
shall be
payable
which sum
be payable
only on
on the order of the Secretary
only
Secretary of the Treasury;
Treasury; and any person who
shall violate any
any of the provisions of this subsection,
subsection, or shall wrongwrongfully withhold
from the claimant the whole or any part of retired
fully
withhold from
retired
pay allowed or due
due such claimant under said subsection,
subsection, shall
shall be
be
deemed guilty of aamisdemeanor,
misdemeanor, and
conviction thereof
shall,
and upon conviction
thereof shall,
for each and every
every offense,
offense, be fined
fined not exceeding
exceeding $500
$500 or
or be
imprisoned
be imprisoned
not exceeding
exceeding one year, or both, in
in the discretion
of the
the court.
discretion of
court.
§ 432.
432. Personnel
§
Personnel of
of former Lighthouse Service
Service
(a)
of the former
(a) Any person
person of
former Lighthouse
Lighthouse Service
commissioned as
as
Service commissioned
an officer
officer in the Coast Guard shall be
extra number
number in
in his
his grade
grade
be an
an extra
and in
in the
the grades to which he may be promoted. He shall take precedand
precedence (1)
officers commissioned
commissioned in his
(1) with other officers
his grade from
from the
former
the former
Lighthouse
the Secretary
Secretary of the
determine,
Lighthouse Service
Service as the
the Treasury
Treasury may determine,
and (2) with other line officers
officers in his grade
grade in accordance
accordance with
with the
the
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respective dates of their commissions
commissions in such grade. He
He shall
be
shall be
eligible for promotion, if otherwise
otherwise qualified,
qualified, at such time as the officer
officer
in a
a regular number in line of promotion
promotion next above him on
on the seniority
promotion; or if there be no such
list becomes
becomes eligible for promotion;
in his
his
such officer in
grade, he shall be eligible for promotion,
promotion, if otherwise qualified,
qualified, when
when a
a
vacancy occurs in the next higher grade. An officer so commissioned
commissioned
shall be assigned to duty for which he is specially
and
specially qualified, and
professional examinations
examinations for promotion
promotion given to
officer shall
shall
to such
such officer
embrace only subjects which pertain to the duty to
which he
he is
is
to which
assigned.

(b) Each vacancy
vacancy (1) hereafter
hereafter occurring
occurring in the extra
extra numbers of
of
such officers; (2)
(2) existing on August
August 5, 1939,
in the
the LightLight1939, in
in positions
positions in
house Service formerly held by personnel eligible
eligible for such commiscommis(3) created by the retirement,
sions; and (3)
retirement, resignation,
or sepaseparesignation, death, or
ration from the service for any other cause, of such personnel who do
do
qualifications prescribed
not possess the qualifications
prescribed by the Secretary
Secretary of the
Treasthe Treasury, or who, being qualified,
qualified, do not accept a
thereunder,
a commission
commission thereunder,
shall operate
operate to increase by one the total authorized
authorized number
line
number of
of line
officers of the Coast Guard.
(c) All persons of the former Lighthouse
(c)
Lighthouse Service
Service commissioned,
commissioned,
appointed, or enlisted in the Coast Guard shall be
subject to
to all
laws
be subject
all laws
and regulations
regulations for the government
government of the Coast Guard,
Guard, and
nothing
and nothing
contained
construed to prevent the application
contained in this title shall be construed
application to
to
any of such persons of laws and regulations
regulations concerning
concerning the
the military
military
discipline
commissioned and warrant
discipline of commissioned
officers and
and enlisted
men of
of
warrant officers
enlisted men
the Coast Guard.
(d) In computing
(d)
computing length of service,
of retirement
service, for
for the purpose
purpose of
retirement
in the Coast Guard, of any person of the former
former Lighthouse
Lighthouse Service
Service
commissioned,
commissioned, appointed, or enlisted in the Coast Guard, there shall
shall
be included
included all service computable
computable for retirement
retirement under
under the
provisions
the provisions
of section 763 of title 33; and after July 1, 1948,
1948, in computing
longevity
computing longevity
for the purpose of pay of such
such person there shall be included
all
included all
service of such person in the Lighthouse
Lighthouse Service.
(e)
(e) No person so commissioned,
commissioned, appointed, or enlisted
enlisted in
Coast
in the Coast
reduction in the total of the annual compensaGuard shall suffer any reduction
tion and allowances
which he was receiving
allowances which
date of
comreceiving on the date
of his
his commission,
appointment, or enlistment.
enlistment. Upon his
mission. appointment,
his retirement
retirement from
from active
active
duty in the Coast Guard,
Guard, the retired pay of any
so commiscommisany person
person so
sioned.
sioned, appointed, or enlisted, shall not be less than an annuity comcomputed in accordance
accordance with the provisions of section 763 of
subof title 33, substituting, however,
however, for purposes of such
computation, the
annual
such computation,
the annual
compensation which
which he was receiving
receiving on
of his
his commission,
commission,
on the
the date
date of
appointment, or enlistment in the Coast Guard
Guard for
for the
the average
average annual
annual
pay received by him for the last
last five years
years of
of service.
service.
(f) Notwithstanding
Notwithstanding any other provision
the civil
service
provision of
of law,
law, the
civil service
II and III of the Federal
classification laws and titles II
Federal Employees
Employees
Pay Act of 1945 shall not apply to civilian
civilian keepers of lighthouses
lighthouses
and to civilians
civilians employed
employed on lightships and other vessels
of the
Coast
vessels of
the Coast
Guard.
Guard. twte.
(g) Under regulations
regulations prescribed
prescribed by the Secretary
Secretary of
the Treasury,
Treasury,
of the
the Coast Guard
prescribe the hours
Guard may prescribe
hours of duty and
pay of
of
and the pay
civilian keepers of lighthouses and civilians
civilians employed
on lightships
lightships
employed on
and other vessels of the Coast Guard,
Guard, but such personnel
personnel may
may be
be called
called
upon for duty in emergency
emergency circumstances
at any
any ti
me
circumstances or
or otherwise
otherwise at
time
or all times. The existing system governing
governing the pay of such employees
employees
may be continued or changed
changed except that overtime compensation.
night differential,
differential, and extra pay for duty
shall not
be paid
paid
duty on
on holidays
holidays shall
not be
to such employees. In lieu thereof
thereof additional
additional annual
annual compensation
compensation
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may be authorized, which may be
be prescribed
either as
as a
fixed differprescribed either
a fixed
differential or as a
a percentage
percentage of
com pensa t
ion oth erwise app l
iof the
the basic
basic compensation
otherwise applicable
to
such employees. In
In no case shall
cable
shall basic
basic compensation
exceed
compensation exceed
$3,750 per annum, except
except that nothing
$3,750
in this
this subsection
subsection
nothing contained
contained in
shall operate to decrease
decrease the basic compensation
shall
compensation of
any person
of any
person
employed by the Coast Guard
employed
Guard on the
the date
date of
of enactment
enactment of
of this
this subsubsection,
section, and in no case shall additions thereto
25 per
per centum
thereto exceed
exceed 25
centum
of such
such basic compensation.
compensation. Provision
be made
made for
for compensaProvision may
may be
compensatory
absence from
tory absence
from duty when conditions of
of employment
in conconemployment result
result in
finement because
because of isolation or in long periods
finement
of continuous
duty;
periods of
continuous duty;
and provisions
and
provisions may likewise
likewise be made for extra
allowance for
for service
service
extra allowance
continental limits of the
outside of the continental
the United
United States.
States.
The additional
authorized herein shall
The
additional compensation
compensation authorized
shall be
included
be included
in any
any computation
computation of compensation
in
compensation for
for purposes
of the
Lighthouse
purposes of
the Lighthouse
Service Retirement
Retirement Act.

§ 433.
433.
§
Ante, p.
Ante,
p. 497.
497.

50U. S.C.
50U.
S. C. app.
§601
§601
note.
60 Stat. 1097.
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1097.
55 U.
U. S.
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C. §133y-16
133y-16
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Personnel of former Bureau of
Personnel
of Marine
Inspection and
Marine Inspection
and
Navigation and Bureau of Customs
Navigation
Customs

(a) Included
(a)
Included in the two thousand two hundred and
and fifty
commisfifty commissioned officers
authorized by section
sioned
officers authorized
section 42 of this
title shall
shall be
four
this title
be four
hundred
hundred and fifty-three
fifty-three extra numbers
numbers to
which the
the President
President is
to which
is
authorized to appoint
authorized
appoint only the personnel
of the
the former
Bureau of
of
personnel of
former Bureau
Marine
Marine Inspection
Inspection and Navigation
Navigation and Bureau
Bureau of
of Customs
Customs who
who on
on
March 1,
1, 1942,
March
1942, held the civil service rating of CAF-9
CAF-9 or
or P-3,
P-3, or
or
above.
In the
above. In
the event
event that any person from among the
elithe personnel
personnel eligible
numbers does not
gible to fill such extra numbers
qualify, or
who, being
being qualinot qualify,
or who,
qualified
not accept
accept aa commission, the extra numbers
fied does
does not
not so
so filled
filled
numbers not
shall
shall be
be reserved
reserved pending the separation
separation of
of such
such persons
persons from
from the
the
Coast Guard
Guard by retirement,
transfer, resignation,
Coast
retirement, transfer,
death, or
or other
resignation, death,
other
cause. Upon
separation, each vacancy
cause.
Upon such
such separation,
vacancy so reserved,
reserved, and
each
and each
vacancy created
created by the unavailability
unavailability for appointment
vacancy
appointment of
of such
persuch personnel,
by the
the retirement,
retirement, resignation,
sonnel, or
or by
resignation, death, or other separation
separation
from the
military service
from
the active
active military
service of the Coast Guard of such
such personnel,
personnel,
shall
increase by
shall increase
by one the authorized number of line
and
line officers,
officers, and
decrease by one the authorized
decrease
authorized number
number of
of extra
extra numbers.
numbers.
(b) Any
person commissioned
(b)
Any person
commissioned from
from the personnel of the
the former
former
Bureau of
of Marine
Bureau
Marine Inspection
Inspection and Navigation
Navigation and
Bureau of
Customs
and Bureau
of Customs
who
1942 held civil service
who on
on March
March 1, 1942
service rating
rating of CAF-9
CAF-9 or
or P-3,
P-3, or
or
above,
shall
be an
an extra
above, shall be
extra number
number in any rank
rank to which
which he may
promay be
be promoted. He
shall be
be eligible
moted.
He shall
eligible for promotion,
promotion, if otherwise
at
otherwise qualified,
qualified, at
such
time
as
the
regular
running mate
such time as the regular line officer
officer who is his running
mate becomes
becomes
eligible
for promotion,
and shall
eligible for
promotion, and
shall be examined
examined only with respect
respect to
to
those qualifications which pertain to
his specialty.
specialty.
to his
(c)
No personnel
Inspection and
(c) No
personnel of
of the
the former Bureau of Marine
Marine Inspection
and
Navigation
transferred from
Navigation and
and Bureau
Bureau of Customs who were transferred
from those
those
bureaus to
Coast Guard by Executive
bureaus
to the
the Coast
Executive Order 9083 and
and by
by ReorganiReorganization Plan
Plan Numbered
Numbered 3, effective
zation
effective July
16, 1946,
1946, shall
be required
required to
to
July 16,
shall be
undergo further
professional, physical,
undergo
further professional,
physical, or mental examinations
as aa
examinations
as
prerequisite to
to original
prerequisite
original commissioning, appointment,
appointment, or
or enlistment,
enlistment,
and
the
physical
and the physical standards
standards for such personnel
personnel while serving
in the
serving in
the
Regular
Coast Guard
Regular Coast
Guard shall not be greater
greater than
than those applicable
applicable gengenerally
to civilian employees
employees under
under civil-service
erally to civilian
civil-service laws and
and regulations.
(d)
personnel of the former
(d) Any
Any personnel
of Marine
Marine Inspection
Inspection and
and
former Bureau
Bureau of
Navigation
Bureau of
Navigation and
and Bureau
of Customs
Customs transferred
transferred from those
those bureaus
bureaus
to the Coast Guard by Executive Order 9083 and by Reorganization
to the Coast Guard by Executive Order
and by Reorganization
Plan Numbered 3,
16, 1946, who
the Coast
Plan Numbered
3, effective
effective July
July 16,
who enlist
enlist in 1he
Coast
Guard shall be
be subject
subject to
Guard shall
to the
the provisions
provisions of subsection
subsection (c),
(c), and
and (e)-(h)
(e)—(h)
of this section.
section.

(e) Accrued military leave of any personnel of the former Bureau
(e) Accrued military leave of any personnel
the former Bureau
of
Marine Inspection and
Bureau of
of Customs
Customs transferred
transferred from
of Marine Inspection
and Bureau
from those
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bureaus
Coast Guard
Guard by
Executive Order
9083 and
by Reorganibureaus to
to the
the Coast
by Executive
Order 9083
and by
Reorganization Plan
Plan Numbered
3, effective
July 16,
16, 1946,
who are
are members
zation
Numbered 3,
effective July
1946, who
members
Reserve on active
and
of the
the Coast Guard
Guard Reserve
Reserve or the
the Naval Reserve
active duty, and
who
appointed, or
credited to
who are
are commissioned,
commissioned, appointed,
or enlisted,
enlisted, shall
shall be
be credited
to
them
such commissioning,
commissioning, appointment,
appointment, or
enlistment.
them upon
upon such
or enlistment.
(f)
computing length
for purposes
retirement of
purposes of
of retirement
of
(f) In
In computing
length of
of service
service for
personnel
former Bureau
Bureau of Marine
Marine Inspection
Inspection and
and Navigation
personnel of the
the former
Navigation
and Bureau
of Customs
Customs transferred
transferred from
to the
the Coast
Coast
from those
those bureaus
bureaus to
and
Bureau of
Guard by
Order 9083
9083 and
and by
Plan NumNumby Reorganization
Reorganization Plan
Guard
by Executive
Executive Order
bered
3, effective
effective July
July 16,
16, 1946,
are commissioned,
commissioned, appointed,
appointed, or
or
1946, who
who are
bered 3,
enlisted, there
shall be
be included,
included, in
addition to
to all
now or
or herehereenlisted,
there shall
in addition
all service
service now
after
creditable by
all service
service as
as a
acivilian
civilian employee
of the
the United
United
employee of
after creditable
by law,
law, all
States
purview of
sections 691,
691, 693,
698, 707,
709-715,
693, 698,
707, 709-715,
of sections
within the
the purview
States within
716-719, 720-725,
720-725, 727-729,
727-729, 730,
731, and
such service
service to
716-719,
730, 731,
and 733
733 of
of title
title 5,
5, such
to
be classified
classified as
commissioned, warrant,
warrant, or
or enlisted
enlisted depending
depending upon
upon
be
as commissioned,
which status
status the
person assumes
assumes upon
upon his
entry into
the Regular
Regular Coast
his entry
into the
Coast
which
the person
Guard. Service
Service covering
the same
period shall
shall not
not be
counted more
more
be counted
same period
covering the
Guard.
than once.
than
once.
(g)
Any such
such person
be entitled
entitled to
any retirement
benefits
retirement benefits
to any
shall not
not be
person shall
(g) Any
under any
relating to
to the
of civilian
personnel of
of the
the
under
any laws
laws relating
the retirement
retirement of
civilian personnel
Federal
Government, but
but shall
be entitled
claim therefor
to aa
upon claim
therefor to
shall be
entitled upon
Federal Government,
return of
contributions made
by him
to the
the retirement
retirement fund
him to
fund
return
of the
the total
total contributions
made by
with interest
interest thereon
and, in
addition, to
retirement
to eligibility
eligibility for
for retirement
with
thereon and,
in addition,
benefits
provided by
law for
for members
of the
Coast Guard,
he
benefits provided
by law
members of
the Regular
Regular Coast
Guard, he
shall, if
his total
in the
military,
Federal Government,
Government, civil
civil plus
plus military,
shall,
if his
total service
service in
the Federal
is fifteen
years or
or over,
be entitled,
upon reaching
reaching the
the statutory
retireover, be
entitled, upon
statutory retireis
fifteen years
ment age
age for
the Regular
Regular Coast
Coast Guard,
Guard, to
to retireretirefor military
military personnel
personnel of
of the
ment
ment
per centum
at the
the time
time
of his
his active-duty
active-duty pay
pay at
ment pay
pay amounting
amounting to
to 75
75 per
centum of
of
and, in
in the
the administration
administration of
of applicable
applicable laws
laws for
for
such retirement;
retirement; and,
of such
physical disability
disability retirement,
retirement, aa disability
shall be
be deemed
deemed to
have
disability shall
to have
physical
been
incident to
to Coast
Guard service
if the
such
cause of
of such
Coast Guard
service if
the cause
been incurred
incurred incident
disability is
is not
not due
due to
vicious habits,
habits, intemperance,
misconduct.
intemperance, or
or misconduct.
to vicious
disability
(h)
No personnel
personnel of
of the
former Bureau
Bureau of
Marine Inspection
Inspection and
and
of Marine
the former
(h) No
Navigation
of Customs
transferred from
bureaus
from those
those bureaus
and Bureau
Bureau of
Customs transferred
Navigation and
to
Guard by
by Executive
9083 and
and by
by Reorganization
Reorganization
Order 9083
Coast Guard
Executive Order
to the
the Coast
Plan
Numbered 3,
effective July
16, 1946,
commissioned,
are commissioned,
1946, who
who are
3, effective
July 16,
Plan Numbered
appointed,
or enlisted
in the
the Coast
Guard shall
shall suffer
suffer any
in
any reduction
reduction in
Coast Guard
enlisted in
appointed, or
annual
compensation, including
the compensation
compensation
allowances, below
below the
annual compensation,
including allowances,
applicable
to his
his permanent
position at
the time
time of
such
of such
civil-service position
at the
applicable to
permanent civil-service
commissioning,
appointment, or
or enlistment,
exclusive of
of overtime
enlistment, exclusive
overtime
commissioning, appointment,
compensation,
the civil-service
civil-service status,
seniority, and
and comcomstatus, tenure,
tenure, seniority,
compensation, and
and the
pensation
of any
any such
such person
who for
for any
reason is
not commissioned,
commissioned,
any reason
is not
person who
pensation of
appointed,
enlisted under
under the
provisions of
said sections
sections shall
shall not
not
appointed, or
or enlisted
the provisions
of said
be
impaired by
by reason
said sections.
sections.
reason of
of said
be impaired
CHAPTER 13-PAY,
13—PAY, ALLOWANCES,
AND OTHER
ALLOWANCES, AWARDS,
AWARDS, AND
OTHER
CHAPTER
AND BENEFITS
BENEFITS
RIGHTS AND
Sec.
allowances.
and allowances.
461. Pay and
Pay and
rear admirals.
admirals.
462.
of rear
and allowances
allowances of
462. Pay
Continuation of
pay.
463.
additional pay.
of additional
463. Continuation
Allotment of
of pay.
pay.
464.
464. Allotment
to officers
and from
from sea
sea or
or shore
shore duty
beyond the
the seas.
465. Advances
duty beyond
seas.
ordered to
to and
465.
Advances to
officers ordered
deceased officers
officers and men.
accounts of deceased
466. Settlement
Settlement of accounts
Computation of
of length
of service.
467.
service.
length of
467. Computation
Procurement of
468. Procurement
of personnel.
personnel.
468.
Training.
469. Training.
Special instruction
instruction at
at universities.
universities.
470.
470. Special
Attendance at
professional meetings.
471. Attendance
meetings.
47.
at professional
allowance to enlisted
enlisted men on discharge.
discharge.
472. Travel allowance
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note.
60 Stat.
Stat. 1097.
1097.
60

U. S.. c.
C. §
§133y-16
133y-16
55U.
note.

55 U. S. C., Supp.
II
II §
§691 et seq.
Ante, pp. 475, 476,

490;
490; post,
post, pp.
no. 577,
577, 609,
609,
621, 663,
663, 699,
699, 704,
704, 884.
621,
884.

50 U. S.C.
S. C. app. §601
§601
50U.
note.
note.
60 Stat.
Stat. 1097.
1097.
60
S. C.
55 U.
U. S.
C. §§133y-16
133y-16
note.
note.
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Allowances to under-age
473. Allowances
under-age discharged
discharged persons.
persons.
474. Compensation
and fares.
fares.
Compensation for travel tolls and
475.
476.
476.
477.
478.
479.
479.

Hiring of quarters
personnel.
quarters for personnel
Contingent expenses.
Equipment to prevent accidents.
Equipment
accidents.
Rations or commutation
therefor in money.
commutation therefor
Sales of ration supplies to messes.

480.
480. Flight rations.
481. Payments at time of discharge
discharge for good
good of service.

482.
483.
484.
485.
486.
486.
487.
487.

Clothing at time of discharge
discharge for good of service.
Right to wear uniform.
Protection
Protection of uniform.
Clothing for officers and enlisted
enlisted personnel.
Clothing for destitute
destitute shipwrecked
shipwrecked persons.
Procurement and sale of stores to officers, enlisted men, and civilian
civilian
employees.
Advancement of public funds to personnel.
488. Advancement
personnel.
489. Death gratuity.
490. Settlement
Settlement of claims of military and civilian
civilian personnel
personnel.
491. Medal of honor.
492. Distinguished service medal.
493. Coast Guard medal
medal.
494. Insignia for additional awards.
495. Additional pay for holders
holders of medals.
496. Time limit on award; report
report concerning
concerning deed.
497. Honorable
Honorable subsequent service as condition to award.
Posthumous awards.
498. Posthumous
499. Delegation
Delegation of powers
powers to make awards;
awards; rules and regulations.
500. Life-saving
Life-saving medals.
501. Replacement
Replacement of medals.
502. Award
Award of other medals.
503. Awards and insignia for excellence
excellence in service or conduct.
504. Disposition of remains of personnel.
personnel.
505. Escorts for deceased
deceased officers and enlisted
enlisted men.
506. Issue of national flag free of cost.
507. Disposition of effects of decedents.
decedents.
§
§ 461.

Pay and allowances
allowances

Commissioned
commissioned warrant
Commissioned officers, commissioned
warrant officers,
officers, cadets,
cadets, warwarrant officers, and enlisted persons
persons shall,
shall, except
except as
by
as otherwise
otherwise provided
provided by
law, receive the same pay, allowances,
allowances, increases,
and gratuiincreases, additions,
additions, and
gratuities as prescribed
prescribed for corresponding
corresponding ranks, grades,
ratings for
pergrades, or
or ratings
for personnel of the Navy, including any extra pay and
and allowances
allowances for
for special
special
duty.

§ 462.
§

Pay and allowances
allowances of rear admirals
admirals

The
number of rear admirals on the active list entitled to the
The number
pay
the pay
and allowances
and
allowances provided by law for rear admirals of
the upper
upper half,
of the
half,
exclusive
exclusive of those whose pay and allowances
allowances are
are specifically
specifically provided
provided
by this or any other law to be the pay and
of the
the upper
upper half,
half,
and allowances
allowances of
shall be one-half of the number of officers on the active list of
of that
that
rank. Where
rank.
Where the division results in an odd number, the
the odd
odd number
number
shall be placed in the upper half. No officer who has or
shall
become
or may
may become
entitled to the pay and allowances
allowances of aarear admiral
entitled
admiral of
of the
the upper
upper half
half
shall suffer aareduction
allowances solely by reason
reduction of his pay and allowances
of
reason of
the fact that the number
the
number of rear admirals may for any reason
reason be
be
reduced.

§§ 463. Continuation of additional pay
Officers
Officers and enlisted
enlisted men of the Coast Guard who are awarded
any
awarded any
Navy medal or insignia of honor which carries with
any additional
with it
it any
additional
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pay shall not be deprived
deprived of such additional
additional pay when
when the
the Coast
Coast Guard
Guard
is m
in the Treasury
Treasury Department, whether
whether or not their service has been
been
continuous
continuous subsequent to such award.
award.
Allotment of
of pay
§§ 464. Allotment
Officers and enlisted men,
men under
regulations prescribed
by the
the SecSecunder regulations
prescribed by
allotments from their
allowances.
retary, may make allotments
their pay and allowances.
§§ 465. Advances
Advances to officers
sea or shore duty
officers ordered to and from sea
duty
beyond the seas
seas
beyond
Advances of pay not to exceed
exceed three months'
months' pay
pay in
in any one case
case
may be made to officers ordered
ordered to and from sea duty and
and to and from
shore duty beyond
beyond the seas, under regulations prescribed
prescribed by the
Secretary. The Commandant
Commandant may direct
advances as he
deems
Secretary.
direct such
such advances
he deems
necessary
necessary and proper to persons
persons in the Coast Guard
Guard employed
employed on distant stations where
where the discharge
discharge of the pay and emoluments
emoluments to which
which
cannot be regularly
they are entitled cannot
regularly effected.
effected.
Settlement of
and men
men
§§ 466.
466. Settlement
of accounts
accounts of
of deceased
deceased officers
officers and
In the settlement of the accounts
deceased officers
officers or enlisted perIn
accounts of deceased
sons, where no demand
demand is presented
presented by a
reprea duly appointed
appointed legal
legal representative
sentative of the estate, the accounting
amount
accounting officers may allow the
the amount
found due to the decedent's widow,
widow , widower, or legal heirs in the
the
following order of precedence:
widower; second,
following
precedence: first, io
to the
the widow
widow or
or widower;
second,
widower is
is
if decedent left no widow or
or widower,
widower, or
or the
the widow
widow or widower
settlement, then
children or
or their
their issue,
issue,
dead at
at the
the time
time of
of settlement,
then to
to the
the children
per stirpes;
stirpes; third, if no widow, widower,
widower, or descendants,
descendants, then to the
the
father and mother in equal parts; fourth,
fourth, if either
either the father
father or mother
mother
is dead, then to the one surviving;
surviving; fifth, if there
there is no widow, widower,
widower,
date of
settlement, then
to the
the brothers
brothers
child, father, or mother, at the
the date
of settlement,
then to
children of deceased
and sisters and children
deceased brothers
brothers and sisters,
sisters, per stirpes.
stirpes.
This section
section shall
so construed
to prevent
prevent payment
from the
the
shall not
not be
be so
construed as
as to
payment from
amount due the decedent's estate
estate of funeral expenses,
expenses, provided
provided a
a claim
therefor is presented by the person or persons who
actually paid the
who actually
before settlement
settlement by
accounting officers.
officers.
same before
by the accounting
§
of service
service
§ 467. Computation of length of
In computing length of service of officers and enlisted personnel
for
personnel for
any purpose all creditable service in the
Navy, Marine Corps,
the Army,
Army, Navy,
Corps,
Guard, Revenue
Saving
Air Force, Coast Guard,
Revenue Cutter Service,
Service, and Life
Life Saving
Service shall be included in addition to any
creditable service
Service
any other
other creditable
authorized
authorized by any other law.
§
of personnel
personnel
§ 468. Procurement of
The Coast Guard may make expenditures
expenditures as necessary
necessary in order to
obtain recruits for the Service
Service and cadet applicants, including
including
advertising.
advertising.
§§ 469. Training
Training
for the
training of
of perperThe Coast Guard
Guard may make
make expenditures
expenditures for
the training
sonnel, including books,
books, school
courses,
school supplies,
supplies, correspondence
correspondence courses,
motion picture equipment,
for instructional
equipment, and other equipment
equipment for
instructional
purposes.
purposes.
470. Special
§§ 470.
Special instruction
instruction at
at universities
universities
assigned for
special instruction
at
Coast Guard personnel may
may be
be assigned
for special
instruction at
private
colleges or
universities, and
and their
their expenses.
including
private or state
state colleges
or universities,
expenses, including
laboratory equipment and
fees, and school
school supplies,
tuition, books, laboratory
and fees,
defrayed by
may be defrayed
by the Coast
Coast Guard.
Guard.
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§§ 471. Attendance
Attendance at
professional meetings
at professional
meetings
Coast
personnel may
be directed
directed to
to attend
attend meetings
meetings of
of techtechCoast Guard
Guard personnel
may be
nical, professional,
scientific, and
and other
other similar
similar organizations
organizations and
may
professional, scientific,
and may
be reimbursed for expenses
expenses thereby
thereby incurred
incurred at
the rates
rates authorized
at the
authorized
by
by law.
law.
§§ 472. Travel allowance
allowance to
to enlisted
enlisted men
men on
on discharge
discharge
provisions of
law authorizing
travel allowances
allowances to
to enlisted
enlisted men
men
The provisions
of law
authorizing travel
of the Navy upon
discharge shall
shall apply
apply to
enlisted men
men of
of the
the Coast
Coast
upon discharge
to enlisted
Guard
in the
Guard upon discharge,
discharge, in
to the
the same
same extent,
extent, and
the same
same manner,
manner, to
and
under
under the same
same conditions.
conditions.
underage discharged
discharged persons
persons
§§ 473.
473. Allowances
Allowances to
to underage
The Secretary,
Secretary, under regulations
by him,
may disdisregulations prescribed
prescribed by
him, may
charge from the Coast Guard,
with pay
and allowances
allowances and
and disdisGuard, with
pay and
charge certificate found
found appropriate
appropriate for
after enlistenlistfor their
their service
service after
have secured
ment, enlisted persons
persons who
who have
enlistment by
reason of
of
secured enlistment
by reason
false statement
statement of age
applications for
for enlistment
age on
on their applications
enlistment and
and have
have
therefore been enlisted while under the minimum
statutory or
or adminminimum statutory
administrative
discharged or
istrative age limit. When
When so discharged
released such
such enlisted
or released
enlisted
persons
persons shall be furnished
furnished transportation
transportation in kind and subsistence
subsistence
from the
of discharge
to their
home.
the place
place of
discharge to
their home.
§§ 474. Compensation
Compensation for
tolls and
and fares
for travel tolls
fares
Coast Guard personnel may be directed
directed to secure
transportation
secure transportation
conducting official Government
necessary in conducting
Government business
business within
within the
the
limits of their duty stations, and expenses
expenses incurred
incurred thereby
thereby for
for
bridge, and
train, bus, streetcar,
streetcar, ferry, bridge,
fares and
and tolls
tolls may
may
and similar
similar fares
be defrayed
defrayed by the Coast Guard,
or the
personnel so
so directed
directed may
may be
Guard, or
the personnel
be
reimbursed
expenses.
reimbursed for
for such
such expenses.
§§ 475. Hiring of
of quarters
quarters for
for personnel
personnel
Where sufficient
sufficient quarters
quarters are
are not
not possessed
possessed by
by the
United States,
States,
the United
the Commandant may hire
quarters for
hire quarters
including personfor personnel,
personnel, including
personnel on sea duty at such
they may
may be
be deprived
deprived of
their
such times
times as
as they
of their
quarters on board
board ship due to repairs
repairs or
other conditions
conditions which
which may
may
or other
render
render them uninhabitable.
uninhabitable. Such accommodations
accommodations shall
not be
be
shall not
available for occupancy
occupancy by the
the dependents
dependents of
of such
such personnel.
personnel.
§
Contingent expenses
expenses
§ 476. Contingent
The Commandant
contingencies of
Commandant may expend
expend for contingencies
of the
the Coast
Guard
Coast Guard
a sum not to exceed $7,500
a
$7,500 in any one fiscal year. The Commandant
Commandant
may authorize the Superintendent
Academy to
Superintendent of the Academy
to expend
not to
expend not
to
exceed $2,500 of this amount for contingencies
contingencies of
the Academy.
Academy.
of the
§§ 477. Equipment to prevent
prevent accidents
accidents
The Coast Guard
may
make
Guard
such expenditures
expenditures as
are deemed
deemed
as are
promotion and maintenance
appropriate for promotion
maintenance of the safety and
and occupaoccupational health
of, and the prevention
tional
health of,
prevention of accidents affecting, personnel
personnel
of the Coast Guard, including the purchase
purchase of clothing, equipment,
of
equipment/
and other materials necessary
necessary thereto.
§ 478. Rations or commutation therefor in money
§
money
(a)
Enlisted
men
(a) Enlisted
of the Coast
Coast Guard, civilian officers and civilian
civilian
crews
crews of vessels, and working
working parties
parties in the field
hall b
all owe d a
a
field s
shall
bee allowed
ration or commutation
commutation thereof
i
thereofin
n money, in
in such
such amount
and under
under
amount and
limitations
and regulations
regulations prescribed
the Secretary.
Secretary.
limitations and
prescribed by
by the
(b) Money for commuted rations shall be paid, under such
such reguregulations as
the Secretary
prescribe, on proper
lations
as the
Secretary shall prescribe,
proper vouchers or
pay
or pay
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rolls, to persons entitled to receive
rolls
receive it,
or to
the o
fficers designated
des i
gnat
ed by
by
it, or
to the
officers
the Commandant
Commandant to administer the financial affairs of the messes
messes in
in
which such persons may be subsisted.
subsisted.
(c)
(c) Money paid for commuted rations to th
thee designated
designated officer
officer may
may
in
depositories of public money or
be deposited i
n general or limited depositories
or in
in
any bank in which deposits are insured. Such funds
funds shall
shall be
be expended
expended
and accounted
accounted for under such regulations as the Secretary shall
prescribe.
(d) Nothing contained in this section shall be construed as
as modifymodifying or changing in any manner
manner the
of law
pertaining to
to
the provisions of
law pertaining
subsistence allowances for enlisted
enlisted men,
men, but no
commutation
no ration
ration or
or commutation
thereof shall be allowed aaperson receiving aasubsistence
subsistence allowance.
allowance.
§ 479. Sales of
§
of ration
supplies to messes
messes
ration supplies
Ration supplies
purchased by the cabin, wardroom,
supplies may be purchased
wardroom, warrant
warrant
authorized messes
officers', and other
other authorized
messes and payment
in
payment therefor
therefor made
made in
cash to the commissary
commissary officer. The prices
prices to
to be
be charged
charged for
for such
such supsupplies shall not be less than the invoice prices, and the cash
cash received
received from
from
such sales
sales shall be accounted for on
on the ration return
return and
and may
may be
be
expended
expended for the general mess.
mess.
§§ 480. Flight rations
There
There may be furnished to officers,
officers, enlisted men, and
civilian
and civilian
employees, while actually engaged
engaged in flight operations, an aircraft
employees,
aircraft
flight ration in kind, chargeable
chargeable to
to the proper
proper Coast
Coast Guard
Guard appropriaappropriation, which flight ration shall
tion
supplementary to
or subshall be supplementary
to any
any ration
ration or
subsistence allowance now granted to such personnel. No part
part of
of an
an aircraft
craft flight ration shall be furnished without cost to
to any
any person
person in
in a
a
travel status or to any person
to whom
whom a
per diem
allowance is
is granted
person to
a per
diem allowance
granted
in lieu of actual subsistence.
§§ 481. Payments
Payments at time of discharge for
service
for good
good of service
dishonorable discharge, bad-conduct
Enlisted men discharged
discharged by dishonorable
bad-conduct
discharge, or any other discharge
discharge for the
may,
the good
good of the
the service,
service, may,
sum not
exceed $25.
The sum
su
m p
aid shall
upon discharge,
discharge, be paid
paid a
a sum
not to
to exceed
$25. The
paid
shall
be fixed by and in the discretion of the Commandant,
be paid
Commandant, and shall
shall be
paid
only in cases where the person so discharged would otherwise
otherwise be withimmediate needs.
out funds to meet his
his immediate
needs.
for good
good of
of service
service
§§ 482. Clothing at
at time
time of discharge
discharge for
Enlisted men discharged
discharged for
undesirability, unsuitunsuitfor bad
bad conduct,
conduct, undesirability,
ability, or inaptitude
inaptitude may be furnished civilian
clothing, including
an
civilian clothing,
including an
overcoat
overcoat when necessary, the cost of such furnished clothing not to
to
$30, per person.
exceed $30,
483. Right to wear uniform
§§ 483.
When authorized
authorized by and in accordance
accordance with
regulations:
with applicable
applicable regulations:
(a) any commissioned officer,
officer , warrant
warrant officer,
or
enlisted
officer, or enlisted man
man
who has served honorably in the
oluring war
war shall
shall
the Coast
Coast Guard
Guard during
when not in active service, whether
the retired
list, be
whether or
or not on the
retired list,
be
entitled
entitled to bear the official title and upon occasions of
of ceremony
ceremony
to wear the uniform
uniform of the highest rank or rating held by
by him
during his war service,
service, and
(b) any commissioned
commissioned officer,
officer, warrant
warrant officer,
or enlisted
enlisted man
officer, or
man
on the retired list shall be entitled
of his
rank
entitled to
to wear
wear the
the uniform
uniform of
his rank
or
or rating.
§§ 484. Protection of
of uniform
The provisions of law relating to
protection of
of the
the uniform
uniform of
of
to the
the protection
the United States Army, Navy, or
or Marine
shall apply
apply to
Marine Corps
Corps shall
to the
the
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protection
of the
the uniform
uniform of
the Coast
Guard, in
the same
same manner,
manner, to
to
protection of
of the
Coast Guard,
in the
extent, and
under the
the same
same conditions.
the same extent,
and under
conditions.
§ 485. Clothing
§
for officers
enlisted personnel
personnel
Clothing for
officers and
and enlisted
(a)
The Coast Guard
(a) The
may purchase
uniforms, accouterments,
accouterments, and
and
Guard may
purchase uniforms,
related
related equipment for
to officer
officer personnel
and cadets
the Coast
Coast
for sale
sale to
personnel and
cadets of
of the
Guard.
Guard.
(b)
Coast Guard
(b) The Coast
may purchase
purchase uniform
uniform clothing
for sale
sale to
Guard may
clothing for
to
enlisted personnel
personnel of the Coast Guard. The
actual cost
cost of
of the
the clothing
clothing
The actual
thus sold to enlisted
enlisted personnel
their pay.
personnel may
may be
be withheld
withheld from
from their
pay.
(c)
(c) The Coast Guard
Guard may
purchase uniform
clothing for
for distribudistribumay purchase
uniform clothing
tion to enlisted personnel
personnel of
pursuant to
to law,
or to
to
of the
the Coast
Coast Guard
Guard pursuant
law, or
pay to such enlisted
enlisted personnel
personnel aacash
cash clothing
allowance pursuant
clothing allowance
pursuant to
to
law.
§§ 486. Clothing for destitute
destitute shipwrecked
shipwrecked persons
persons
furnish clothing
The Coast Guard may furnish
and subsistence
subsistence to
destitute
clothing and
to destitute
shipwrecked
shipwrecked persons, and the Coast Guard may
may reimburse,
in cash
cash
reimburse, in
or in kind, Coast Guard
personnel who
Guard personnel
clothing and
subsistence
who furnish
furnish clothing
and subsistence
to destitute
destitute shipwrecked
shipwrecked persons.
persons.
§§ 487. Procurement and sale of
of stores to
to officers,
officers, enlisted
enlisted men,
men,
civilian employees
employees
and civilian
Such stores as the Secretary
Secretary may
be procured
procured and
and
may designate may
may be
officers and enlisted
enlisted men
sold to officers
men of
of the
Coast Guard,
Guard, and
and to
to the
the widows
widows
the Coast
of such officers
officers and enlisted men. Such
designated stores
stores may
also
Such designated
may also
be procured and sold to civilian
officers and
civilian officers
employees of
of the
the United
and employees
United
States, and to such other persons
persons as
as may
may be
be specifically
specifically authorized
authorized
by the Secretary,
Secretary, at Coast Guard
Guard stations
stations and
other units
units beyond
and other
beyond the
the
the United
continental limits of the
States or
in Alaska.
Alaska.
United States
or in
§§ 488. Advancement
Advancement of public
funds to
to personnel
personnel
public funds
The Commandant,
Commandant, under
prescribed by
under regulations
regulations prescribed
by the
the Secretary,
Secretary,
may advance
personnel when required
may
advance public funds to personnel
required to
to meet
meet expenses
expenses
of officers
officers and men detailed on
shore duty.
duty. Funds
Funds so
so
on emergency
emergency shore
advanced
a reasonable
reasonable estimate of the
advanced shall not exceed
exceed a
the actual
expendiactual expenditures to be made
made and for which reimbursement
reimbursement is
is authorized
authorized by
by law.
law.

§§ 489. Death gratuity
The provisions of law relating
relating to the payment of
of an additional
additional

amount of pay to the widow, children,
amount
children, or other
other dependent
relative
dependent relative
of
of an
an officer
officer or enlisted person of the Regular
Regular Navy
M ari
ne Corps
Corps
Navy or
or Marine
upon official
official notification
notification of
death ofsuch
ofsuch officer
officer or
or enlisted
enlisted man
man
of the death
shall apply in the same manner, to the
extent, and
same
the same
same extent,
and under
under the
the same
conditions
officers and enlisted
conditions to officers
enlisted men of the Regular
Regular Coast
Coast Guard.
Guard.
The authority
authority and duty vested in the
Secretary of
Navy by
by such
such
the Secretary
of the
the Navy
provisions of law shall be exercised
exercised by the
the Secretary
of the
the Treasury
Treasury
Secretary of
in
in the
the application
application and administration
administration of such laws to the Coast
Coast Guard
Guard,
when it is
is in
in the Treasury
Treasury Department.
Department.

§ 490.
§

Settlement
claims of
of military and civilian
Settlement of
of claims
civilian personnel
personnel

(a) The
The Secretary,
Secretary, and
and such other officer as he designates
such
(a)
designates for such
purposes
prescribed by him, may
purposes and
and under regulations
regulations prescribed
may consider,
consider,
ascertain, adjust,
adjust, determine22 settle,
settle, and
ascertain,
and pay
any claim
claim against
against the
pay any
the
United States, including
including claims not heretofore
satisfied arising
arising on
on or
or
heretofore satisfied
after December 7, 1939, of military personnel
and civilian
civilian employees
employees
personnel and
of
Coast Guard,
substantiated, and the
of the
the Coast
Guard, when such claim is substantiated,
the property
property
determined to
be reasonable,
determined
to be
reasonable, useful, necessary
necessary or proper
proper under
under the
the
attendant circumstances,
attendant
circumstances, in such manner as the Secretary
Secretary may
by
may by

regulations prescribe, for damage to or loss, destruction,
regulations
destruction, capture, or
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abandonment
abandonment of personal property
property occurring
occurring incident
incident to their
service,
their service,
or to replace
replace such personal
personal property
property in kind, if the damage
damage to
to or
or loss,
loss,
destruction, capture, or abandonment
abandonment of
destruction,
property shall
have been
been
of property
shall not
not have
caused in whole or in part by any negligence
negligence or wrongful
on the
wrongful act
act on
the
part of the claimant,
claimant, his agent, or employee,
employee, and
not have
have
and shall not
occurred
occurred at quarters occupied by the claimant within
the continental
continental
within the
United States, excluding
excluding Alaska, which are not assigned
him or
or
assigned to
to him
otherwise provided in kind by the
Government.
the Government.
(b) No claim shall be settled under this section
unless presented
(b)
section unless
presented
in writing within one
year afte
accidentor
i
ncid ent out
ofw hich
one year
afterr th
thee accident
or incident
out of
which
such claim arises shall have occurred, if
accident or
or incident
if such
such accident
incident
occurs in time of war, or if war intervenes
intervenes within
within one
one year
after its
its
year after
occurrence, any claim may, on good cause shown,
shown, be
be presented
within
presented within
one year after termination
termination of the
war.
the war.
(c) Any such settlement made
(c)
made by the Secretary, or his
his designee,
designee,
under the authority
authority of this section
and such
regulations as
he may
may
section and
such regulations
as he
prescribe hereunder, shall be fi
na land
and conclusive
all purposes,
purposes,
final
conclusive for
for all
notwithstanding
notwithstanding any
any other provision
provision of
law to
to the
of law
the contrary.
contrary.
(d) Such appropriations
appropriations as may be required
the settlement
of
required for
for the
settlement of
claims under the provisions of this section are authorized.
authorized. Coast
Coast
Guard appropriations shall be available
available for the settlement
settlement of
of claims
claims
by the Secretary
Secretary or his designee
under the
provisions of
of this
section.
designee under
the provisions
this section.
§§ 491.
491. Medal of honor
The President may present, in the name
Congress, a
amedal
medal of
of
name of
of Congress,
honor to any person who,
in the
the service
service o
th e Coast
Coas tGuard,
Guar d, i
who, while
while in
offthe
inn
action involving
involving actual
actual conflict
conflict with the
or in
the line
his
the enemy, or
in the
line of
of his
profession,
distinguishes himself conspicuously by
profession, distinguishes
gallantry and
and intreintreby gallantry
pidity at the risk of his life above and beyond
beyond the call
of duty
duty and
and
call of
without detriment
detriment to the mission of his command
command or
or to
to the
the command
command
to which attached. The design of this medal shall be
as that
that
be the same
same as
of the Navy medal of honor.
honor.
§§ 492. Distinguished
Distinguished service
service medal
medal
The President
President may present, but not in the name of
Congress, aa
of Congress,
distinguished service medal of appropriate
appropriate design,
with accompanying
accompanying
design, with
ribbon, together with a
rosette or
to be
in lieu
lieu
a rosette
or other device,
device, to
be worn
worn in
thereof, to any person who, while serving in any
capacity with
any capacity
with the
the
distinguishes himself
by ex
ce pti ona lly meritorious
mer itorious servCoast Guard, distinguishes
himself by
exceptionally
servGovernment in a
ice to the Government
of great
great responsibility.
a duty
duty of
responsibility.
§ 493. Coast Guard
§
medal
Guard medal
The President
President may present, but
in the
the name
of Congress,
but not
not in
name of
Congress, aa
medal to be known as
the Coast
of appropriate
design,
as the
Coast Guard
Guard medal,
medal, of
appropriate design,
accompanying ribbon,
with accompanying
ribbon together with aarosette or
other de
vi
ce to
to
or other
device
be worn in lieu thereof, to any person
person who, while
while serving
serving in
in any
any
capacity with the Coast Guard,
Guard, distinguishes
distinguishes himself
himself by
by heroism
heroism not
not
involving actual conflict with
an enemy.
enemy.
with an
§§ 494. Insignia for additional awards
awards
No more than one medal of honor, distinguished
distinguished service
service medal,
medal, or
or
one Coast Guard medal
medal shall be issued to
person; but
but for
for each
each
to any
any one
one person;
succeeding deed or service
service sufficient
sufficient to justify
justify the
the awarding
of a
awarding of
a
medal of honor, distinguished
distinguished service medal, or
or Coast Guard
Guard medal,
medal,
the President may award aasuitable emblem or insignia
insignia to
to be
be worn
with
worn with
a corresponding
corresponding rosette
the decoration
decoration and a
or other
device.
rosette or
other device.
§ 495. Additional pay for holders of
§
of medals
medals
Each enlisted man in the Coast Guard who is awarded aamedal
of
medal of
honor, aadistinguished service
service medal,
medal, or a
aCoast Guard medal
medal shall
shall be
be
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entitled
to additional
at the
the rate
$2 per
per month
from the
the date
date
entitled to
additional pay
pay at
rate of
of $2
month from
of
or service
for which
which the
award is
made, and
and each
each emblem
of the deed
deed or
service for
the award
is made,
emblem
or
in lieu
lieu of
of a
amedal
medal of
of honor,
service medal,
medal,
or insignia
insignia in
honor, a
a distinguished
distinguished service
or a
aCoast
Guard medal
further additional
pay at
at
Coast Guard
medal shall
shall entitle
entitle him
him to
to further
additional pay
the
rate of
$2 per
from the
date of
of the
deed or
service for
which
the rate
of $2
per month
month from
the date
the deed
or service
for which
is made,
such award is
made and
such additional
additional pay
shall continue
continue throughout
and such
pay shall
throughout
his
whether such
such service
shall or
or shall
not be
be continuous.
his active
active service,
service, whether
service shall
shall not
continuous.
§
§ 496.

Time limit
on award;
award; report
report concerning
concerning deed
deed
Time
limit on

No medal
medal of
of honor,
service medal,
Coast Guard
medal,
No
honor, distinguished
distinguished service
medal, Coast
Guard medal,
or emblem
or insignia
insignia in
lieu thereof
issued to
to any
any person
person
emblem or
in lieu
thereof shall
shall be
be issued
after more
the date
date of
of the
the deed
deed or
or service
service justifyjustifymore than
than five
five years
years from
from the
ing the awarding
awarding thereof, nor
nor unless aa specific
statement or
or report
specific statement
report
distinctly setting
setting forth
the deed
deed or
or service
service and
suggesting or
or recomrecomforth the
and suggesting
mending
official recognition
thereof shall
shall have
been made
made by
by his
his
mending official
recognition thereof
have been
superior through
through official
official channels
time of
of the
the deed
deed or
or service
service
channels at
at the
the time
or within
within one
the deed
or termination
the service.
service.
or
one year
year after
after the
deed or
termination of
of the

§ 497.
§

Honorable subsequent
subsequent service
service as
as condition
condition to
to award
award
No medal of honor, distinguished
distinguished service
medal, Coast
Coast Guard
Guard medal,
medal,
service medal,
or emblem,
emblem, or insignia in lieu
be awarded
or presented
presented
lieu thereof
thereof shall
shall be
awarded or
to any individual,
individual, or
of any
individual, whose
whose
or to the
the representative
representative of
any individual,
entire service
service subsequent
subsequent to the time
time he
he distinguished
himself shall
shall
distinguished himself
not in the opinion
of the
Commandant have
have been
been honorable.
honorable.
opinion of
the Commandant
§§ 498.
498. Posthumous
Posthumous awards
awards
In case an individual
In
individual who
distinguishes himself
himself dies
dies before
before the
the
who distinguishes
making of any award to which he
as authorized
in
he may
may be
be entitled,
entitled, as
authorized in
this chapter,
chapter , the
award may
may be
be made
made and
and presented
present
edwithin
w ithi n five
five years
years
the award
date of the act or service justifying
from the dale
justifying the
the award
award to
to such
such next
next
of kin as may have been designated
designated by
or in
in the
the absence
by the
the individual,
individual, or
absence
of such designation,
designated person
person is
designation, or if the designated
not alive
alive at
at the
the time
time
is not
of the award,
award, or
person and
and the
the serviceserviceor the
the relationship
relationship between
between such
such person
man shall have
terminated before
have been
been terminated
before his
then to
to such
his death, then
such reprerepresentative
designates. In
sentative as the President designates.
event of
of a
posthumous
In the
the event
a posthumous
award when the award will be made to the
parents of
of the
the deceased
deceased
the parents
and the parents have been
been divorced
divorced or
or separated,
duplicate award
award
separated, aaduplicate
may be made to
each parent.
to each
parent.

§ 499.
§

Delegation of powers
Delegation
powers to make awards; rules and
and regulations
lations

The
President may
The President
may delegate
delegate to the Secretary, under such conditions
conditions,
regulations, and limitations
limitations as
he pres
cr ib es ,th
powers conferred
conferred
as he
prescribes,
thee powers
upon
upon him to make the awards designated
designated in this chapter,
chapter, and
and the
the
President may make
regulations, and orders which
President
make any and all rules, regulations,
which
he deems necessary
necessary in the conferring of such
such awards.

§§ 500. Life-saving
Life-saving medals
medals
(a)
(a) The Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury
Treasury may,
under regulations
regulations prepremay, under
scribed by
by him,
award a
a Life-saving
any
scribed
him, award
Life-saving medal of gold
gold or silver
silver to any
person, including personnel
person,
personnel of the Coast Guard, who rescues or
or endeavendeavors to rescue any other person from drowning,
drowning, shipwreck,
shipwreck, or
or other
other
peril of
of the
the water
peril
water in accordance
accordance with
with the following
following provisions:
provisions:
(1) if
such rescue
(1)
if such
rescue or attempted
attempted rescue is made at the risk of
of
one's
and evidences
evidences extreme
extreme and heroic
one's own
own life
life and
heroic daring, the medal
medal
shall be of gold;
(2) if
if such
such rescue
rescue or
attempted rescue
rescue is not sufficiently
(2)
or attempted
sufficiently distinguished
deserve the medal of gold,
exercise
tinguished to
to deserve
gold, but evidences
evidences the
the exercise
of
such signal
signal exertion
as to
of such
exertion as
to meit
merit recognition,
recognition, the medal shall
be of
be
of silver.
silver.
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(b)
(b) In order for a
aperson to be eligible
eligible for the Life-saving
Medals
Life-saving Medals
the rescue
rescue or attempted
attempted rescue must take place in
waters within
within the
the
in waters
United States or subject to the jurisdiction
thereof, or
or if
the rescue
rescue
jurisdiction thereof,
if the
or attempted rescue takes place
place outside
outside such waters,
waters, one or
other
or the
the other
of the parties must be aacitizen of the United
United States
States or
or from
from aavessel
vessel
aircraft owned or operated
or aircraft
operated by citizens
citizens of
United States.
States.
of the
the United
(c) No person shall receive
(c)
receive more than
than one
medal and
and one
one silver
silver
one gold
gold medal
medal; but any person
person who has received
receive a
a
received or
or may
may hereafter
hereafter receive
gold or silver medal
medal and who again performs
performs an
would entitle
entitle
an act
act which
which would
him to receive another
another medal of the same class may
may be
be awarded,
awarded, in
in
lieu of a
a second medal of the same class, aa gold or
as the
the
or silver bar,
bar, as
case may be, to be worn with the medal already
already bestowed,
bestowed, and
and for
for
every
every such additional act, an additional
additional bar may be awarded.
awarded. Medals
Medals
authorized by this subsection, may be
and bars in lieu thereof, authorized
be awarded
awarded
posthumously.
§ 501. Replacement
Replacement of medals
§
medals
In those cases where aamedal, or aabar, emblem, or insignia
insignia in
in lieu
lieu
thereof, awarded pursuant
pursuant to this chapter
chapter has been lost, destroyed,
destroyed, or
or
rendered
rendered unfit for use without
without fault or neglect
neglect on
the part
part of
of the
on the
the
person to whom it was awarded,
awarded, such
medal, or
or bar,
bar, emblem,
emblem, or
or
such medal,
insignia in lieu thereof, shall be replaced
replaced without charge,
or, in
the
charge, or,
in the
discretion of the Secretary, upon condition that the Government
Government is
reimbursed
reimbursed for the cost
cost thereof.
thereof.
§ 502. Award of other medals
§
medals
Coast Guard
Guard personnel, notwithstanding
notwithstanding the
provisions of
of this
this
the provisions
chapter, may be awarded medals, bars, emblems,
insignia to
to which
emblems, or
or insignia
which
such personnel may be entitled under other provisions of law.
§§ 503. Awards and insignia for
excellence in
service or
or conduct
conduct
for excellence
in service
The Coast Guard may award
award trophies, badges, and cash prizes
prizes to
to
Coast Guard personnel or groups thereof, including
including personnel
the
personnel of
of the
reserve components
components thereof whether
whether or not on active
for excelexcelactive duty,
duty, for
lence in accomplishments
accomplishments related to Coast Guard
Guard service,
such
service, to incur such
expenses as may be necessary
necessary to enter such personnel
competitions,
personnel in competitions,
and to provide
provide badges or buttons in recognition
recognition of special
special service, good
good
conduct, and discharge
discharge under conditions
conditions other than dishonorable.
dishonorable.
§ 504. Disposition
§
Disposition of remains of
of personnel
personnel
The provisions
of
law
relating
to the disposition of
provisions
of the
the remains of
of
military
military personnel of the Navy
Navy and
and Marine
Marine Corps and certain
certain civilian
civilian
employees
employees of the Navy shall apply to military
military personnel
personnel and certain
certain
civilian employees
employees of the Coast Guard in
to the
the same
same
in the
the same
same manner, to
extent, and under the same conditions. The authority
vested
authority and duty
duty vested
in the Secretary
Secretary of the Navy by such provisions
provisions of
be exerof law
law shall be
exercised by the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury
Treasury in
adminin the
the application
application and
and administration of such laws to the Coast
Guard when
the Treasury
Treasury
Coast Guard
when it
it is
is in
in the
Department.
Department.
§§ 505. Escorts for deceased
enlisted men
men
deceased officers
officers and
and enlisted
The Secretary may furnish one person as an escort
to the
of
escort to
the place
place of
burial for the body of an officer or enlisted man
man who
has lost
lost his
his life
life
who has
in the Coast Guard.
§ 506. Issue of national flag free of
§
of cost
cost
The Commandant
Commandant may issue free of cost the national
national flag (United
(United
States ensign number 7), used for draping the
the coffin
coffin of
any officer
officer or
of any
or
enlisted man whose death occurs while
of the
the Coast
Coast
while in
in the service
service of
Guard,
Guard, upon request,
request, to the relatives
relatives of the deceased
deceased officer
officer or
or enlisted
enlisted
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upon request,
man, or, upon
to a
aschool,
school, patriotic
patriotic order,
order, or
or society
society of
of which
which
request, to
the deceased
deceased officer
officer or enlisted
enlisted man
was a
man was
a member.
member.
§§ 507. Disposition of
of effects
effects of
decedents
of decedents
All moneys, articles of
keepsakes, and
and other
other similar
similar
of value, papers,
papers, keepsakes,
belonging to deceased persons
effects belonging
the Coast
Coast Guard,
Guard, not
claimed
persons in
in the
not claimed
by their legal heirs or next
kin, shall
deposited in
in safe
safe custody,
custody,
next of
of kin,
shall be
be deposited
and if any such moneys,
of value,
value, papers,
papers, keepsakes,
keepsakes, or
or other
other
moneys, articles
articles of
similar
deposited have
similar effects so deposited
have been,
be, unclaimed
unclaimed
been, or
or shall
shall hereafter
hereafter be,
for aaperiod of two years
years from
the date
death of
of such
person,
from the
date of
of the
the death
such person,
such articles and effects
effects shall be sold and
and the
thereof, together
together
the proceeds
proceeds thereof,
with the moneys
moneys above mentioned,
mentioned, shall
be deposited
in the
the Treasury
Treasury as
as
shall be
deposited in
miscellaneous
receipts. The Secretary
miscellaneous receipts.
Secretary shall
shall make
diligent inquiry
make diligent
inquiry
in every instance
instance after
after the
the death of such
to ascertain
ascertain the
wheresuch person
person to
the whereabouts of his heirs or next of kin, and
prescribe necessary
regulations
and prescribe
necessary regulations
to carry out the foregoing
foregoing provisions.
provisions. Claims
Claims may
may be
be presented
presented
hereunder
hereunder at any time within five years
proyears after
after such
such moneys
moneys or
or proceeds
ceeds have been so deposited
deposited in the Treasury,
when supported
supported
Treasury, and,
and, when
by competent proof in any case after
after such
in the
the Treasury,
such deposit
deposit in
Treasury,
shall be certified to Congress for
for consideration.
consideration.
CHAPTER 15-DISCIPLINE
15—DISCIPLINE AND
AND RELATED
MATTERS
RELATED MATTERS
See.
Sec.
561. Commanding
Commanding officer's
officer's punishments.
punishments.

562.
Deck courts: authority
562. Deck
authority to convene;
convene; composition;
composition; punishments;
punishments; effective
effective
date of sentence.
date
sentence.
563. Summary courts-martial:
courts-martial: authority to convene;
convene; composition;
composition; punishments;
punishments;
effective
effective date
date of sentence.
sentence.
564.
General courts-martial:
authority to convene;
convene; composition;
564. General
courts-martial: authority
composition; punishments;
punishments;
effective date of sentence.
effective
sentence.

565.
566.
567.
568.
569.
569.
570.
571.
572.
572.
573.
574.
575.
576.

Public Health
Health Service officers
officers as court
court members.
members.
Reviewing authorities.
Jurisdiction
Jurisdiction of offenses.
offenses.
Limitations.
Trial by civil authorities;
authorities; offenses against
States.
against United States.
Designation of Federal prison.
prison.
Treasury
Treasury and Navy Department
Department jurisdiction.
Courts of inquiry: authority
authority to convene; composition; subpoenas;
subpoenas; proceedproceedings as evidence.
Contempts of court.
Contenmts
Subpoenas; penalties.
Deserters: arrest of by civil authorities;
penalties.
authorities; penalties.
Prisoners: allowances
Prisoners:
allowances to; transportation.

§§ 561. Commanding
Commanding officer's
officer's punishments
punishments
No commanding
commanding officer
officer shall inflict upon
commissioned or
or warrant
warrant
upon aacommissioned
officer
under his
command any other
officer under
his command
other punishment
punishment than
private reprithan private
reprimand,
mand, suspension from duty, arrest, or confinement;
confinement; and
and such
such sussuspension,
confinement shall not continue longer
pension, arrest, or confinement
than ten
ten days,
days,
longer than
unless a
a further
necessary to bring
unless
further period is necessary
bring the
the offender
nor
offender to
to trial;
trial; nor
shall
he
inflict or
be inflicted upon any other person under his
shall he inflict
or cause
cause to
to be
his
command for
for a
a single offense,
command
offense, or at any one time,
time, any other punishment
punishment
than one
one of the following punishments,
than
punishments, namely:
namely:
(a)
(a) reduction of any rating
rating established
by himself;
himself;
established by
confinement, not exceeding
(b) confinement,
exceeding ten days,
unless further
further confineconfinedays, unless
ment be necessary
necessary in the case
case of a
aprisoner
be tried
tried by
by a
courtprisoner to
to be
a courtmartial;
martial;
(c) solitary
bread and water not exceeding
exceeding five
(c)
solitary confinement
confinement on
on bread
five
days;
days;
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(d)
(d) solitary confinement
confinement not exceeding
exceeding seven days;
days;
(e) deprivation
(e)
deprivation of liberty on shore for a
a period not exceeding
exceeding
thirty days;
days;
forfeiture of two days' pay for each day of unauthorized
(f) forfeiture
unauthorized
absence not in excess of five days; and
(g) extra police duties.
No other punishment shall be imposed except by sentence of a
a courta commanding
martial. All punishments inflicted
inflicted by a
commanding officer or by his
order, except reprimand, shall be entered upon the log of the vessel or
unit concerned.
§
composition; punish§ 562. Deck courts: authority to
to convene;
convene; composition;
punishments; effective
effective date of sentence
sentence
(a) Deck courts,
courts, consisting
consisting of one commissioned
officer, may be
commissioned officer,
be
ordered upon enlisted persons in the service under his command by
the commanding
commanding officer of any vessel or unit, if the comanding
officer
comanding officer
is a
a commissioned
commissioned officer
offenses; and
officer,, for the trial of minor offenses;
and said
said
courts shall, under regulations approved by
the
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
Treasury, be governed
governed in their organization
organization and procedure
procedure substantially in accordance
accordance with deck courts of the
the Navy.
(b) Deck courts may sentence enlisted
enlisted persons
persons to either
either a
a part
part or
or
whole, as may be appropriate,
one of
the following
following punishthe whole,
appropriate, of any
any one
of the
punish; :
ments, namely:
namely:,
(1) confinement
confinement not exceeding
exceeding twenty
days;•
twenty days;
(2) solitary confinement
(2)
confinement not exceeding
exceeding twenty days;
days;
(3) solitary confinement
confinement not exceeding
(3)
exceeding twenty days, on bread
bread
and water,
water, or on
on diminished rations;
rations;
(4) reduction to next inferior rating;
rating;
(5)
(5) deprivation of liberty on shore for a
exceeding
a period not exceeding
two months; and
(6) extra police duties not to exceed three months
(6)
months and loss of
of
pay not to exceed twenty days.
Extra police duties and loss of pay within the limits prescribed
prescribed
may be added
added to any one of the
first five
five punishments
punishments enumerated
the first
enumerated
above.
(c) No sentence of aa deck court shall be carried
(c)
carried into effect until
until
approved
approved by the officer ordering
successor in
ordering the court or his successor
in office.
§§ 563. Summary courts-martial: authority
composiauthority to convene;
convene; composition; punishments; effective
tion;
effective date of sentence
sentence
(a) Summary
Summary courts-martial,
courts-martial, consisting
consisting of three commissioned
commissioned
officers not below the grade of ensign as members and of a
a recorder,
may be ordered upon enlisted persons in the service under his command by the commanding
commanding officer of any vessel or unit, if the comoffenses which
manding officer is a
a commissioned officer, for the
the trial
trial of
of offenses
which
commanding officer
officer deems
than
such commanding
deems deserving
deserving of greater punishment
punishment than
he or a
sufficient to require trial
trial by
a deck court may inflict, but not sufficient
by
general courts-martial.
courts-martial. Such courts-martial shall, under regulations
regulations
approved by the Secretary
approved
Secretary of the Treasury, be
governed in
in their
be governed
their
organization
organization and procedure
procedure substantially
substantially in accordance
accordance with summary
summary
courts-martial
courts-martial of the Navy.
(b) Summary
Summary courts-martial
sentence enlisted persons to
courts-martial may sentence
either a
a part or the whole, as may be appropriate, of
of any
any one of
of the
following
following punishments,
punishments, namely:
namely:
(1)
discharge from the service with a
(1) discharge
a bad
bad conduct
conduct discharge,
but the sentence shall not be carried into effect
foreign
effect in aa foreign
country;
country;
(2) confinement
confinement not exceeding two months;
months;
(2)
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(3)
confinement not exceeding
exceeding thirty
days;
(3) solitary confinement
thirty days;
(4) solitary confinement,
(4)
exceeding thirty
thirty days,
days, on
on bread
confinement, not exceeding
bread
and water or
or on diminished rations;
rations;
(5) reduction
inferior rating;
reduction to the next inferior
rating;
(6) deprivation
deprivation of liberty on
(6)
shore for
for a
aperiod
period not
exceeding
on shore
not exceeding
three months;
months; and
and
extra police
(7) extra
and loss of
to exceed
exceed three
three months.
police duty and
of pay
pay not
not to
months.
Extra police
police duties and loss of pay within
within the limitations
limitations prescribed
prescribed
may be added to any one of the first
punishments enumerated
above.
first six
six punishments
enumerated above.
(c) No sentence
sentence of a
court-martial shall
shall be
carried into
into
a summary court-martial
be carried
execution
execution until the proceedings
proceedings and sentence
approved by
by the
the
sentence are approved
Secretary.

§564.
§564. General
General courts-martial:
courts-martial: authority to convene;
convene; composicomposition; punishment; effective
of sentence
effective date of
sentence
(a) General courts-martial
courts-martial may be convened
convened by the Secretary
Secretary of
of
the Treasury, by the Commandant,
Commandant, or by such
such officers
officers as may be
specifically
empowered by the Secretary
specifically empowered
Secretary of the Treasury
Treasury or
or by
the
by the
Commandant. Such courts shall consist of not less than five nor more
more
than nine commissioned
commissioned officers
officers and of a
advocate and
and shall,
shall,
a judge advocate
Secretary of the Treasury,
under regulations approved by the Secretary
Treasury, be govgoverned in their organization
procedure substantially
organization and procedure
substantially in
accordance
in accordance
with general courts-martial
courts-martial of the Navy.
(b)
(b) General
General courts-martial
courts-martial may sentence
commissioned or
or warwarsentence aacommissioned
rant officer to any of the following
following punishments,
namely:
punishments, namely:
(1) dismissal from
(1)
service;
from the
the service;
(2)
(2) suspension
suspension from duty for aa period of two years or any
reduced pay which shall in no case be less
part thereof upon reduced
less than
than
one-half nor more than three-fourths
three-fourths of the duty pay of such
such
officer;
officer;
(3) reduction
(3)
reduction of grade;
grade;
(4) loss
of numbers;
(4)
loss of
numbers;
(5) imprisonment
a period not to exceed
imprisonment for a
exceed 5
5years;
years; and
and
(6) official
(6)
official reprimand.
(c) General courts-martial
(c)
courts-martial may
may sentence any person
'Jerson in the
Coast
the Coast
Guard other
other than
a commissioned
than a
commissioned or warrant officer either to a
a part
or the whole, as may be appropriate, of any one of the
following
the following
punishments, namely:
namely:
(1) dishonorable
dishonorable discharge;
discharge;
(2). imprisonment
peri
od not
no tt
excee d five
fi ve years
years and
(2)
imprisonment for
for aa period
too exceed
and
forfeiture of any pay that may
forfeiture
accrue during
duri
ng t
he period
per i
od of
may accrue
the
of
imprisonment, and any sentence
sentence of
of imprisonment
imp ri
sonmen tshall
sh
all include
i
nc l
ud
e
reduction
reduction to the rating of apprentice
apprentice seaman; and
and
(3) any sentence
a summary court-martial
(3)
sentence which a
court-martial is authorized
authorized
to inflict.
(d) No sentence
sentence of a
a general court-martial
court-martial shall be carried into
execution
execution until the proceedings
proceedings and sentence
sentence are approved
approved by the
the SecSecretary, and no sentence
sentence of a
court-martial extending
extending to
to the
the dismissal
dismissal
a court-martial
carried into execution
of a
a commissioned
commissioned officer shall be carried
execution until the
the
proceedings
proceedings and sentence are approved
approved by the President of
of the
the United
United
States.
States.

§§ 565. Public Health Service
Service officers
officers as court members
members
Any commissioned
commissioned officer of the Public Health Service on
on active
duty with
with the Coast Guard
Guard may serve on Coast Guard courts-martial,
courts-martial,
but in
no circumstance
membership
but
in no
circumstance shall more than one-third of the membership
of aacourt-martial
court-martial consist of officers
of
officers of the Public Health Service.
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Reviewing
Reviewing authorities

(a)
ordering a
immediate superior
in
(a) The officer ordering
a court, and his immediate
superior in
command, if any, in the case of
summary court-martial,
sucof a
a summary
court-martial, or
or his
his sucoffice, may
in
cessor in office,
may set
set aside the
the proceedings
proceedings or
or remit or
or mitigate,
mitigate, in
whole or in part, but not commute, the
sentence of
the sentence
of such
such court.
(b) The Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury
Treasury may set aside the proceedings,
proceedings,
or remit or mitigate in whole or in part,
sentence
part, but
but not commute,
commute, the
the sentence
imposed by any court convened by his order or
or by
by that
that of
any officer.
of any
officer.
§
§ 567.

offenses
Jurisdiction of
of offenses
The jurisdiction of Coast Guard courts shall
shall extend to the following
following
offenses, namely:
namely:
absence
expired;
absence after
after leave has expired;
absence without
absence
without leave;
leave;
aiding or inducing others to desert;
desert;
aiding the escape
escape of aaperson under
under arrest;
arrest;
Guard;
assaulting another
another person in
in the
the Coast
Coast Guard;
breaking arrest;
arrest;
bribery;
bribery;
prejudice of good order
order and discipline;
conduct to the prejudice
discipline;
unbecoming an officer
officer and a
conduct unbecoming
a gentleman;
gentleman;
conspiracy;
conspiracy;
cruelty toward, or
oppression or
or maltreatment
maltreatment of,
cruelty
or oppression
of, aasubordinate
subordinate
person in the Coast Guard;
Guard;
culpable inefficiency
duty;
inefficiency in the
the performance
performance of duty;
desertion;
desertion;
destroying or damaging
damaging public
private property;
public or
or private
property;
disobeying
disobeying the lawful order of a
officer;
a superior officer;
disorderly conduct;
disorderly
conduct;
disrespect to a
a superior officer;
officer;
drunkenness;
drunkenness;
embezzlement;
embezzlement;
endangering the
through carelessness;
carelessness;
endangering
the lives of others through
extortion;
extortion;
failure to apprehend
apprehend offenders;
offenders;
falsehood;
falsehood;
false imprisonment;
imprisonment;
forgery;
forgery;
fraudulent enlistment;
enlistment;
gambling;
gambling;

relieved;
leaving station before being regularly
regularly relieved;
making a
making
a false muster;
muster;
making aamutiny;
mutiny;
malingering;
malingering;
maltreatment
maltreatment of a
a person in the Coast Guard;
Guard;
manslaughter;
manslaughter;
misappropriating
welfare funds;
funds;
misappropriating mess or welfare
misappropriating or applying
misappropriating
applying to his own use property or money
money
of the United States intended
Guard;
intended for
for the
the Coast
Coast Guard;
neglect of duty;
duty;
negligent handling of firearms;
firearms;
negligent operation of
of aavehicle;
vehicle;
perjury;
perjury;
presented, for
or payment,
presenting, or
or causing to be
be presented,
for approval
approval or
payment,
States, knowing
claim to
to be
be false
false
aaclaim
claim against the United
United States,
knowing such
such claim
or fraudulent;
fraudulent;
receiving stolen property;
property;
receiving
resisting arrest;
resisting
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scandalous conduct
conduct tending
tending to
the dest3ruction
of good
good morals;
morals;
to the
destruction of
sleeping on
on watch;
watch;
onboard a
smuggling liquor onboard
of the
a vessel
vessel of
the Government;
Government;
striking another
another person
in the
Coast Guard;
Guard;
person in
the Coast
superior officer;
striking of
or assaulting
assaulting aasuperior
officer;
suffering a
a vessel of the Coast Guard
Guard to
be stranded
stranded or
or run
upon
to be
run upon
a rock or shoal
improperly hazarded
a
shoal or improperly
hazarded through
through inattention
inattention or
or
negligence;
negligence;
theft;
theft;
unauthorized
of a
unauthorized use
use of
a vehicle;
vehicle;
using profane, abusive,
abusive, obscene, or
or threatening
threatening language;
language; and
and
violation of aalawful
lawful order or regulation
issued by
by the
Secretary
regulation issued
the Secretary
of the
the Treasury, or
or the
the Commandant.
Commandant.

Ante,
Ante, p.
p. 541.
4.

568. Limitations
§§ 568.
Limitations
(a) Except
Except as provided
provided in this section, no
person shall
shall be
be tried
tried by
by aa
no person
Coast Guard court or otherwise
otherwise punished
which appears
appears
punished for
for any
any offense
offense which
to have been committed
committed more than two
before the
issuance of
of
two years
years before
the issuance
the order for such trial or punishment,
punishment, unless by
reason of
having
by reason
of having
absented himself or of some
other manifest
absented
some other
manifest impediment
he shall
shall not
not
impediment he
have been amenable
amenable to justice
justice within
within that
that period.
period.
(b) No person shall be tried by a
aCoast
Guard court
or otherwise
otherwise
Coast Guard
court or
punished
peace committed
punished for desertion
desertion in time of peace
committed more
more than
than two
two years
years
before the issuance
issuance of the order
order for
such trial
or punishment,
punishment, unless
unless
for such
trial or
he shall meanwhile
meanwhile have absented himself
himself from
from the
the United
States
United States
or by
by reason
or
reason of some
some other manifest
manifest impediment
impediment shall
shall not
been
not have
have been
amenable to justice within that period, in
in which
amenable
the time
time of
his
which case
case the
of his
absence shall be excluded
in computing
excluded in
the period
period of
of the
the limitation.
computing the
limitation.
In no
no event
event shall the period of limitation begin
In
begin until
until the
the end
end of
of the
the
term for which such person was
in the
the service.
was enlisted
enlisted in
service.
§§ 569. Trial
Trial by
civil authorities; offenses
by civil
offenses against
against United
States
United States
(a)
For offenses against the
(a) For
the laws of the United
United States
States other
other than
than
those specified
section 567
those
specified in
in section
567 of this title, offenders
offenders shall be turned
turned
over to the civil authorities
authorities for
for trial.
trial.
(b) The jurisdiction conferred
(b)
conferred by
this chapter
chapter for
for the
the punishment
punishment
by this
of offenses shall not be regarded
regarded as exclusive,
offenders may,
may, in
the
exclusive, but
but offenders
in the
discretion of the Secretary of the Treasury,
discretion
Treasury, be turned
turned over
over to
to the
the civil
civil
authorities
authorities for trial by any court having
having jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
of the
the offense.
offense.
§ 570. Designation
Designation of
§
Federal prison
prison
of Federal
The
Secretary
of
the
Treasury
may
designate, as the
The Secretary
Treasury
designate,
the place
of execuexecuplace of
tion of
of the
the sentence
sentence of a
a Coast
tion
Coast Guard court
court involving
involving imprisonment,
imprisonment,
any prison or penitentiary
penitentiary that receives
any
receives Federal
Federal prisoners.
prisoners.
§§ 571. Treasury
Treasury and Navy
Navy Department
Department jurisdiction
jurisdiction
In
the
initiation,
prosecution,
In the initiation, prosecution, and completion of disciplinary
disciplinary action,
action,
including
mitigation of punishments
including remission
remission and mitigation
for any
any offense
punishments for
offense
committed
officer or enlisted person
committed by any
any officer
of the
the
person of
the Coast
Coast Guard,
Guard, the
department having jurisdiction
department
jurisdiction of the person
person of
the offender
at the
the
of the
offender at
time the
first report
time
the first
report of
of a
aviolation
violation is made
made shall have jurisdiction
jurisdiction to
carry
carry the
the prosecution
prosecution through
through to completion,
completion, and the proceedings,
proceedings,
punishment,
sentence, shall
punishment, review,
review, and
and serving of the sentence,
shall be
be in
in accordance
accordance
with the laws and regulations
regulations of that
that department,
notwithstanding
department, notwithstanding
the
fact that
the Coast Guard
from one
the fact
that the
Guard may be transferred
transferred from
one department
department
to another
another after
offense and
and before
to
after commission
commission of the offense
combefore ultimate
ultimate completion of
sentence imposed
pletion
of any
any sentence
imposed as the result of such
such violation.
violation.
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§§ 572. Courts of inquiry: authority
authority, to convene;
composition;
convene; composition;
subpoenas; proceedings
proceedings as evidence
evidence
(a) CoUrts
Courts of inquiry
may be convened
inquiry may
convened by the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the
Commandant, and by any officer of
Treasury, by the Commandant,
Guard
of the
the Coast
Coast Guard
authorized to convene
-authorized
convene general
general courts-martial.
courts-martial. A court of inquiry
shall consist of not more than
ththathree
three commissioned
as members
members
commissioned officers
officers as
and of aajudge advocate.
advocate.
,
(b) Courts of inquiry may summon witnesses, administer
(b)
administer oaths,
oaths,
and punish coitempts
contempts in the same manner as
as general courts-martial,
courts-martial,
but they shall only stat
fact
s and
an d s
hall not
their opinion
opinion unless
unless
statee facts
shall
not give their
expressly required so to do in the convening
order,
convening order.
(c) The proceedings
proceedings of courts of inquiry shall be authenticated
(c)
by
authenticated by
the signature of the president
president of the court and of the judge
judge advocate,
advocate,
cases not extending to the dismissal of
and shall, in all casts
of aacommissioned
commissioned
or warrant officer, be evidence
evidence before a
court-martial, provided
a general
general court-martial,
oral testimony cannot be obtained.
§§ 573. Contempts of court
Whenever
Whenever any person refuses to give his evidence
evidence before
before aageneral
general
court-martial or court of inquiry, or prevaricate;
court-martial
prevaricates, or behaves
behaves with
with concontempt to the court, the court may imprison
imprison him for
for not
not more
two
more than
than two
months. The person charged shall, at his own
own request,
but not
not otherotherrequest, but
a competent
competent witness
wise, be a
witness before a
general court
a general
court or
or court of
of inquiry,
inquiry,
and his failure to make such request shall not create any presumption
presumption
against him.
§§ 574. Subpoenas; penalties
(a)
A general court-martial
(a) A.
court-martial or court
court of inquiry
issue process
process
inquiry may
may issue
to compel witnesses to appear and testify in the same
same manner
manner as
as
United
United States courts of criminal jurisdiction
within the State, Terrijurisdiction within
Territory, or District where such court-martial
court-martial or court of
is ordered
of inquiry
inquiry is
ordered
to sit.
subpoenaed to appear
(b) Any person duly subpoenaed
appear as aawitness
witness before
before a
a
general court-martial or court of inquiry, who willfully
or
willfully neglects
neglects or
refuses to appear, or refuses to qualify
qualify as a
awitness
witness or
or to
to testify
testify or
or
produce documentary
documentary evidence
evidence which such
such person
person may have been
been
legally subpoenaed
subpoenaed to produce, shall be deemed
deemed guilty of a
a misde-

meanor, for which such person shall be punished
punished on
on information
information in
in
the district court of the United States;
States; and
and the
United States
States attorney
attorney
the United
shall, on the certification
certification o
th e facts
fact
s to
to him
such Coast
Coast Guard
Guard
offthe
him by
by such
court-martial, file an information against
court-martial,
against and
and prosecute
prosecute the
the person
person so
so
offending, and the punishment of such person,
offending,
person, on conviction,
shall be
be
conviction, shall
aa fine of not more than $500, or imprisonment
imprisonment not
to exceed
exceed six
six
not to
months,
months or both, at the
the discretion
discretion o
t. Thi
su b
sect i
on shall
offth
thee cour
court.
Thiss subsection
shall
not apply to persons residing beyond the State,
or District
State, Territory,
Territory, or
District
in which such Coast Guard court-martial
court-martial is held, and
the fees
fees of
such
and the
of such
witness and his mileage at the rates provided
witnesses in
provided for
for witnesses
in the
the
United States district
district court for said State, Territory,
District shall
shall
Territory, or
or District
be duly paid or tendered
tendered said witness, such
to be
be paid
paid by
by
such amounts to
the Coast Guard. No witness shall be compelled
compelled to
to incriminate
incriminate himhimself or to answer any question which
which may
may tend
to incriminate
or
tend to
incriminate or
degrade him.
him.
§§ 575. Deserters: arrest
arrest of by civil
civil authorities; penalties
penalties
(a) Any civil officer
officer having authority
(a)
authority to arrest
offenders under
under the
the
arrest offenders
laws of the United States or of any State,
or District,
may
State, Territory,
Territory, or
District, may
arrest summarily a
a deserter from the Coast Guard
deliver him
him
Guard and
and deliver
into the custody of Coast Guard authorities.
authorities. The
may,
The Commandant
Commandant may,
pursuant
pursuant to applicable regulations, provide for reimbursement
reimbursement for
for the
the
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transportation and other necessary
necessary expenses
such
transportation
expenses to effectuate
effectuate such
delivery.
(b)
person who is convicted by court-martial
court-martial for desertion from
(b) No person
the Coast Guard in time
time of
of war,
the result
of such
such conviction
conviction
war, and
and as
as the
result of
dishonorably discharged
discharged from
Coast Guard
Guard shall
shall
is dismissed or
or dishonorably
from the
the Coast
afterwards
enlisted, appointed,
appointed, or
or commissioned
commissioned in
in any
any military
military or
or
afterwards be enlisted,
naval service
service under the
the disability
disability resulting
resulting
the United
United States,
States, unless the
from desertion, as established
section, is
removed by
board
established by this section,
is removed
by aaboard
of commissioned officers
officers of the Coast Guard
Guard convened
convened for
considerafor consideration of the case, and the action of the board is approved
approved by the SecreSecretary; or unless he is restored
restored to duty in time of war.
§g 576. Prisoners: allowances
allowances to; transportation
transportation
(a)
(a) Persons confined
confined in prisons in pursuance
pursuance of the sentence of
of a
a
Coast Guard court shall, during such
reasonsuch confinement,
confinement, be
be allowed
allowed aareasonable sum, not to exceed
necessary prison expenses,
expenses,
exceed $3 per month, for necessary
and shall upon discharge
discharge be furnished with suitable civilian clothing
clothing
and paid a
agratuity, not to exceed $25. Such allowance
allowance shall be
be made
in amounts to be fixed by, and in the discretion
of, the
the Secretary
Secretary and
and
discretion of,
only in cases where
where the prisoners
prisoners so discharged
would otherwise
otherwise be
discharged would
be
unprovided
unprovided with suitable clothing
clothing or without funds to
meet their
their
to meet
immediate needs.
immediate
(b)
(b) The Commandant
Commandant may transport
transport to their homes or places
places of
of
enlistment, as he may designate, all discharged
discharged prisoners; the expense
transportation shall be paid out of any money
of such transportation
money to the
the credit
credit
of prisoners when discharged.
CHAPTER 17—ADMINISTRATION
17-ADMINISTRATION

See.
See.
681.
Delegation of powers
631. Delegation
powers by
by the Secretary.
Secretary.
632. Functions
Functions and powers
powers vested
vested in
in the
Commandant.
the Commandant.
Regulations.
633. Regulations.

634. Officers
634.
Officers holding certain
certain offices.
offices.
required for boards.
635. Oaths
Oaths required
boards.
of oaths.
oaths.
636. Administration
Administration of
637.
638.
639.
689.
640.
641.
642.
643.
644.
645.
646.
647.
648.
649.
650.
651.
652.
653.

Stopping vessels; immunity
immunity of Coast Guard
Guard officer.
officer.
Coast Guard ensigns and
and pennants.
pennants.
Penalty for unauthorized
unauthorized use of words
Guard".
words "Coast
"Coast Guard".
Interchange of supplies
between Army,
Interchange
supplies between
Army, Navy,
Navy, and Coast Guard.
Guard.
Disposal of certain
certain material.
material.
Deposit of damage
payments.
damage payments.
Rewards for apprehension
apprehension of persons
persons interfering
interfering with aids to navigation.
Rewards
navigation.
Payment
apprehension of stragglers.
Payment for the apprehension
stragglers.
Settlement of claims incident
incident to
activities of
the Coast
Coast Guard.
Guard.
to activities
of the
damages occasioned
Claims for damages
occasioned by
by vessels.
vessels.
Claims for damage
damage to property of
of the
the United States.
States.
Accounting
Accounting for industrial work.
work.
Supplies and
and equipment
stock.
equipment from
from stock.
supply account.
account
Coast Guard supply fund
fund and supply
Annual
Annual report.
report.
Removing restrictions.
restrictions.
Employment
Employment of draftsmen
draftsmen and engineers.

§§ 631. Delegation
Delegation of powers
powers by the Secretary
Secretary
The Secretary of the Treasury is authorized
authorized to confer
confer or impose
upon the
the Commandant
Commandant of the Coast Guard any of the rights, privileges,
powers, or duties, in respect to the administration
administration of the Coast Guard,
vested in or imposed upon the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury
Treasury by this title
or other provisions of law.
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§§ 632. Functions and powers vested
vested in the Commandant
All powers and functions
functions conferred
conferred upon the Coast Guard,
Guard, or
or the
Commandant,
Commandant, by or pursuant to this title or any other law shall, unless
otherwise specifically
executed by the Commandant
specifically stated, be executed
Commandant subject
subject
Secretary. In order to execute the
to the general supervision
supervision of the Secretary.
powers and functions vested
vested in him, the
the Commandant
Commandant may
may assign
assign
personnel
personnel of the Coast Guard to duty in the District of Columbia,
Columbia,
elsewhere in the United States, in any territory of the United States,
and in any foreign country, but such personnel shall not be assigned
assigned
country without the consent
consent of
to duties in any foreign country
of the
the governassign to such
such personnel
personnel such
ment of that country; assign
such duties
duties and
and authority as he deems necessary; and issue rules, orders, and instructions, not
not
inconsistent
inconsistent with law, relating to the organization,
organization, internal administrapersonnel of the Coast
Guard.
tion, and personnel
Coast Guard.
§§ 633. Regulations
Regulations
In addition
In
addition to the authority conferred
conferred by other provisions
provisions of this
Secretary may
such regulations
regulations and
and orders
as he
he
title the
the Secretary
may promulgate
promulgate such
orders as
deems appropriate
appropriate to carry out the provisions of this title or any
any
other law applicable
applicable to the Coast Guard.
Officers holding certain offices
§§ 634. Officers
offices
officer, including any
any petty
petty officer,
may be
designated by
by the
(a) Any officer,
officer, may
be designated
the
Commandant
Commandant as captain
captain of the port or ports or adjacent
adjacent high seas or
or
United States
waters over which the United
States has
has jurisdiction,
jurisdiction, as the ComCommandant deems necessary
facilitate execution
necessary to facilitate
execution of Coast
Coast Guard duties.
Commissioned officers may be appointed
appointed as United
United States
(b) Commissioned
States Commissioners
missioners or United States Deputy Marshals
Marshals in and
and for the territory
of Alaska. Any
appointed as
Any such officer
officer appointed
as United
United States
States Commissioner
Commissioner
territory of
bond
in and for the territory
of Alaska
Alaska shall not be
be required
required to
to execute aabond
for the faithful
faithful performance
performance of his official duties as such Commissioner.
Commissioner.
§ 635. Oaths required
§
required for boards
members of aaretiring board, selection
selection board,
board,
The members
board, examining
examining board,
and any other board
board authorized
to be
assembled pursuant
pursuant to
this title
authorized to
be assembled
to this
title
shall be sworn to discharge
discharge their duties honestly
honestly and impartially,
impartially, the
oath to be administered
administered to the members
members by the President
President or other
other
presiding officer of the
member or
the board,
board, and to
to him by
by the
the junior member
or
recorder.
§§ 636. Administration of oaths
(a)
(a) Such commissioned
commissioned and warrant officers
officers of the Coast Guard
Guard as
premay be designated by the Commandant
Commandant may,
may, pursuant
pursuant to
to rules
rules prescribed by the Commandant,
Commandant, exercise the
general powers of aanotary
scribed
the general
public in the administration
purposes:
administration of oaths
oaths for the following
following purposes:
(1) execution,
(1)
execution, acknowledgment,
acknowledgment, and attestation
attestation of instruments
instruments
and papers, oaths of allegiance
allegiance in connection
connection with recruiting,
oaths in connection
connection with courts and boards, and all other
other notarial
notarial
connection with the proper execution of Coast Guard
acts in connection
functions;
functions;
(2) execution,
(2)
execution, acknowledgment,
acknowledgment, and attestation
attestation of instruments
instruments
and papers, and all
all other
other notarial
notarial acts
acts in
in time of war
war or national
national
emergency; and
emergency;
(3)
attestation of
(3) execution, acknowledgment,
acknowledgment, and
and attestation
of instruments
instruments
Alaska and places
places beyond
beyond
and papers, and all
all other
other notarial
notarial acts
acts in
in Alaska
the continental limits of the United
United States where the Coast Guard
is serving.
(b)
No fee
character shall
charged by
by any
any commissioned
(b) No
fee of
of any
any character
shall he
be charged
commissioned
or
performing notarial
notarial acts.
The signature
or warrant
warrant officer
officer for
for performing
acts. The
signature and
and
81939*--50--pr.x--81939°-5O-PT.
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indication of grade of any commissioned
indication
warrant officer
officer performing
performing
commissioned or
or warrant
any notarial act
shall be
be prima
prima facie
facie evidence
evidence of
of his
his authority.
authority.
act shall
§§ 637. Stopping
vessels; immunity
Stopping vessels;
of Coast
Coast Guard
officer
immunity of
Guard officer
(a)
(a) Whenever
Whenever any vessel liable
liable to
to seizure
seizure or
not
or examination
examination does
does not
bring-to, on being
bring-to,
being ordered
ordered to do so or on being
chased by
by any
any Coast
Coast
being chased
Guard vessel or aircraft
aircraft which
which has
has displayedi
displayed the
the ensign,
ensign, pennant,
pennant,
identifying insignia
or other identifying
insignia prescribed
prescribed for
for vessels
vessels or
aircraft of
the
or aircraft
of the
Coast Guard, the
the person in
command or
or in
in charge
charge of
of such
such Coast
Coast Guard
in command
Guard
vessel or such Coast Guard
Guard aircraft
aircraft may,
after a
gun has
has been
been fired
may, after
a gun
fired
by
the Coast
by the
Coast Guard vessel
vessel or aircraft as
signal, fire
fire at
at or
as aa warning
warning signal,
or
into such vessel which does
not bring-to.
does not
bring-to.
(b) The person in command
command of such Coast
(b)
Coast Guard
Guard vessel
or such
such
vessel or
Coast Guard
Guard aircraft
all persons
aircraft and all
by or
or under
under his
his direction
direction
persons acting
acting by
shall be
shall
be indemnified
indemnified from
from any penalties or
actions for
or actions
for damages
damages for
for so
so
doing. If
If any person is killed
doing.
killed or wounded
wounded by
firing, and
and the
the
by such
such firing,
person in
command of the Coast Guard vessel
person
in command
vessel or
aircraft or
any person
person
or aircraft
or any
acting pursuant
acting
pursuant to his orders is prosecuted
arrested therefor,
therefor, he
he
prosecuted or
or arrested
shall be forthwith
forthwith admitted
bail.
admitted to
to bail.
§§ 638.
638. Coast Guard
Guard ensigns
ensigns and
and pennants
pennants
(a)
Coast Guard vessels
(a) Coast
vessels and aircraft
aircraft shall
shall be
be distinguished
distinguished from
from
other
other vessels and aircraft by an ensign,
pennant, or
or other
other identifying
identifying
ensign, pennant,
insignia
insignia of such design
design as prescribed
prescribed by
by the
Secretary. Such
Such ensign,
ensign,
the Secretary.
pennant,
pennant, or
or other identifying
identifying insignia shall
shall be
displayed in
accordance
be displayed
in accordance
regulations prescribed
with regulations
prescribed by
by the
the Secretary.
Secretary.
(b) No vessel
without authority
(b)
vessel or aircraft
aircraft without
shall carry,
carry, hoist,
hoist, or
or
authority shall
display any
anensign,
y ensign, pennant, or
display
identifying insignia
or other
other identifying
insignia prescribed
prescribed
for, or
or intended
intended to resemble,
resemble, any ensign,
ensg, pennant,
for,
pennant, or
or other
other identifying
identifying
insignia prescribed
prescribed for Coast Guard veaSels
vessels or
insignia
aircraft. Every
Every person
person
or aircraft.
violating this
subsection shall be fined
violating
this subsection
fined not more than
than $5,000,
impris$5,000, or
or imprisoned for not more than two years,
years, orboth.
or both.

§ 639.
Penalty for
for unauthorized use
§
639. Penalty
use of
of words
words "Coast Guard"
Guard"
No
individual,
partnership, or
No individual, association,
association, partnership,
or corporation
shall use
use the
the
corporation shall
combination of
letters "USCG"
combination
of letters
"USCG" or "USCGR",
"USCGR", the
the words
"Coast
words "Coast
Guard," "United
"United States Coast
Guard,"
Coast. Guard,"
Guard," "Coast
"Coast Guard
Guard Reserve,"
Reserve,"
"United
States
"United States Coast
Coast Guard
Guard Reserve,"
Reserve," "Coast
"Coast Guard
Guard Auxiliary,"
Auxiliary,"
"United
"United States
States Coast
Coast Guard Auxiliary,"
"Lighthouse Service,"
Service," "Life
"Life
Auxiliary," "Lighthouse
Saving
Saving Service,"
Service," or any combination
combination, or
variation of
of such
letters or
or
or variation
such
letters
words
words alone
alone or
or with
with other letters or words, as
as the
the name
under
which
name
under
which
he or
he
or it
it shall
shall do
do business,
business, for the purpose
purpose of trade,
trade, or
way of
of
or by
by way
advertisement to induce the effect of leading the public to believe
advertisement to induce the effect of leading
public
believe that
that
any such
such individual,
association, partnership, or
any
individual, association,
corporation has
has any
or corporation
any
connection
individual, association,
connection with
with the
the Coast Guard. No individual,
association, partpartnership,
nership, or corporation
corporation shall falsely
falsely advertise,
advertise, or
or otherwise
other w i
se represent
represent
falsely by
by any
that
falsely
any device whatsoever,
what
soever ,
t
hat any
any project
or business
in which
project or
business
in
which
he
or
it
is
engaged,
product which
he or it is engaged, or
or product
which he or it manufactures,
manufactures, deals
in,
deals
in,
or sells,
sells, has
in any
any way
or
has been
been in
way endorsed,
endorsed, authorized,
authorized, or
approved by
by the
the
or approved
Coast Guard.
Coast
Guard. Every
Every person
person violating
violating this section
section shall
shall be
be fined
fined not
not
more
than $1,000,
imprisoned not more than one year,
more than
$1,000, or
or imprisoned
or both.
both.
year, or
§ 640. Interchange
of supplies
Interchange of
supplies between
between Army, Navy, and Coast
Coast
Guard
The interchange,
The
interchange, without compensation
compensation therefor,
therefor , of military
military stores,
stores,
supplies, and equipment
every character,
supplies_,
equipment of
of every
including real
real estate
e
st
at
e
character, including
owned
by the
Government, is authorized
authorized between
owned by
the Government,
between the Army,
Army, Navy,
Navy,
and
Coast Guard
upon the
the request
and Coast
Guard upon
request of the head
head of one
one service
service and with
with
the approval
approval of the head of the other service.
§ 640.
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§§ 641. Disposal
of certain
Disposal of
certain material
(a)
(a) The Commandant
Commandant may dispose of, with
with or without
charge,
without charge,
to the sea-scout
sea-scout service
service of the Boy Scouts of
America, to
to any
any regularly
regularly
of America,
organized flotilla or other organized
organized
organized unit
Coast Guard
Guard AuxAuxunit of
of the
the Coast
iliary, and to any public body or private
private organization
organized
organization not organized
for profit having an interest therein
therein for historical
historical or other special
special
reasons, such obsolete or other material
material as may not be
needed for
the
be needed
for the
Coast Guard.
(b)
Commandant may, under regulations
(b) The Commandant
regulations prescribed
by the
the
prescribed by
Secretary, sell apparatus
Secretary,
apparatus or equipment
equipment manufactured
manufactured by
use in
in
by or in
in use
the Coast Guard, which is not readily procurable
market.
procurable in
in the open market.
The money received
received from such sale shall be deposited
in the
the Treasury
Treasury
deposited in
to the credit of the current
current appropriation
of
appropriation from
from which
which purchase
purchase of
similar apparatus
apparatus or equipment
equipment is
authorized.
is authorized.
§ 642. Deposit
§
of damage
damage payments
Deposit of
Whenever
navigation nr
or other property
Whenever an aid to navigation
property belonging
belonging to the
Coast Guard
Guard is damaged or destroyed
destroyed by
hy aaprivate
person, and
and such
such
private person,
private person or his agent
agent shall pay to
to-the
proper
the satisfaction
satisfaction of the proper
official of the Coast Guard for the cost of repair
repair or replacement
replacement of such
such
property, the Commandant may accept
accept and deposit
deposit such
payments,
such payments,
through proper officers of the Fiscal Service,
Department,
Service, Treasury
Treasury Departmeiit,
in special deposit accounts in the Treasury, for payment
payment therefrom
therefrom to
to
the person or persons
persons repairing or
the damaged
damaged property
property
or replacing
replacing the
and refundment
amounts collected
collected in
excess of
of the
the cost
cost of
of the
the
refundment of
of amounts
in excess
repairs or replacements
replacements concerned.
concerned. In
repair or
In the event that repair
or replacereplacement of the damaged property
property is effected
Guard, the
the
effected by the Coast Guard,
appropriations
appropriations bearing the cost
thereof and
the time
colleccost thereof
and current
current at
at the
time collecreimbursed from the special
tion is made shall be reimbursed
special deposit account.
account.
§
of •
persons interfering
interfering with
with
§ 643. Rewards for apprehension
apprehension of
persons
aids to navigation
The Coast Guard may offer and pay rewards
apprehension
rewards for the apprehension
and conviction,
conviction, or for information
helpful therein,
of persons
persons found
found
information helpful
therein, of
interfering
interfering in violation of law with aids
navigation maintained
maintained by
by
aids to
to navigation
the Coast Guard; or for information
information leading
leading to
discovery of
missto the
the discovery
of missing Coast Guard property
property or to recovery
recovery thereof.
thereof.
§ 644. Payment for the apprehension of
§
of stragglers
stragglers
The Coast Guard may offer and pay
rewards for
the apprehension
apprehension
pay rewards
for the
and delivery
prisoners.
delivery of
of deserters,
deserters, stragglers,
stragglers, and
and prisoners.
§ 645. Settlement
§
Settlement of claims
claims incident to activities
activities of
the Coast
Coast
of the
Guard
Guard
(a)
(a) The Secretary and, subject to
Secretary, such
such
to appeal
appeal to
to the
the Secretary,
other officer as he may designate
designate for
such purposes
purposes and
and under
for such
under regularegulations prescribed by him, may consider,
ascertain adjust,
determine,
consider, ascertain,
adjust, determine,
settle,
amount not in excess of $1,000, where
settle, and pay in an amount
where accepted
accepted
by a
a claimant in full satisfaction and final settlement,
any claim
settlement, any
claim
against the United States arising
27, 1941,
when such
arising on or after May
May 27,
1941, when
such
claim is substantiated
substantiated in such a
a manner as the Secretary
Secretary may by regureguprescribe, for damage
damage to or loss or destruction
lations prescribe,
destruction of property,
property,
real or personal, or for personal
personal injury
injury or
military
or death,
death, caused
caused by
by military
personnel or civilian
'personnel
civilian employees of the Coast Guard
acting within
within
Guard while
while acting
employment (excluding
cognizable under
the scope of their employment
(excluding claims
claims cognizable
under
chapter
chapter 20 of Title 28),
28) ,
or
noncombat activities
activities of
or otherwise
otherwise incident to
to noncombat
of
the Coast Guard, including claims for damage to or loss or destruction
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by criminal
criminal acts of registered
registered or
mail while
while in
possession
or insured
insured mail
in the
the possession
authorities, claims
of Coast Guard
Guard authorities
claims for
or destruction
destruction
for damage
damage to
to or
or loss
loss or
property bailed to the Government,
of personal property
Government, and
and claims
claims for
for damages
damages
incident to
to real property
property incident
and occupancy
thereof, whether
whether
to the
the use
use and
occupancy thereof,
under aa lease, express or implied,
or otherwise.
otherwise. The
The provisions
provisions of
implied, or
of
this section shall not apply
apply to
to claims
injury or
or death
death of
of
claims for
for personal
personal injury
military personnel or civilian employees
of the
the Coast
Guard if
if such
such
employees of
Coast Guard
injury or death
death occurs
occurs incident
their services.
services. The
provisions of
of
incident to
to their
The provisions
this section shall not apply
apply where
to or
or loss
or destruction
destruction
where the
the damage
damage to
loss or
of property, or the
injury or
or death,
has been
been caused
caused in
whole
the personal
personal injury
death, has
in whole
or in part by any negligence
wrongful act on the part of the
negligence or wrongful
the claimant
claimant,
employee. The
The amount
his agent, or employee.
amount allowed
account of
personal
allowed on
on account
of personal
injury or death
death shall be limited to reasonable
medical, hospital,
hospital, and
and
reasonable medical,
burial expenses actually
except that
payment shall
shall be
be
actually incurred,
incurred, except
that no
no payment
claimant in reimbursement
reimbursement for medical
made to any claimant
medical or
or hospital
hospital services
services
furnished at the expense
expense of the United States nor,
nor, in
case of
of
in the
the case
burial,
burial, of such
such portion of the expense
expense thereof
thereof as
may be
be otherwise
as may
otherwise
paid by the United
States.
United States.
(b)
shall be
be settled
settled under
(b) No
No claim
claim shall
under this section unless presented
presented in
in
writing within
within one year after the occurrence
occurrence of
accident or
of the accident
or incident
incident
time of
out of which
which such
such claim arises unless it
it occurs
occurs in time
war, or
or war
war
of war,
intervenes
intervenes within one year
year after its ocurrence, in
in which
event any
any
which event
claim may on good
good cause
cause shown
shown be
be presented
within one
one year
year after
after
presented within
war is
is terminated.
the war
terminated.
(c) Any such
such settlement
settlement made
made by the
the Secretary,
or his
designee,
Secretary, or
his designee,
under the authority
of this
and such
such regulations
regulations as
he may
may
authority of
this section
section and
as he
prescribe
prescribe hereunder,
hereunder, shall be final
for all
all purposes,
purposes, notfinal and conclusive
conclusive for
notwithstanding
provisions of
withstanding any other provisions
of law
law to
the contrary.
contrary.
to the
(d) Such appropriations
appropriations as may
may be
be required
required for
the settlement
settlement of
of
for the
claims under the provisions
provisions of this section
section are
are authorized.
authorized. Coast
Coast
Guard appropriations
available for
appropriations shall
shall be available
for the
the settlement
settlement of
of claims
claims
by the Secretary
designee under the
Secretary or his designee
provisions of
of this
section.
the provisions
this section.

§§ 646. Claims for damages
damages occasioned
by vessels
vessels
occasioned by
(a)
The
Secretary
of
the
Treasury
(a)
Secretary
Treasury may
ascertain, adjust,
adjust,
may consider,
consider, ascertain,
determine, compromise,
determine,
compromise, or settle claims for damages
damages caused
caused by
vessels
by vessels
in the Coast Guard service, and for
towage and
and salsalfor compensation
compensation for
for towage
vage services, including
including contract
contract salvage,
salvage, rendered
rendered to
to such
and
such vessels,
vessels, and
pay the amount of any claim so determined,
determined, compromised,
compromised, or
or settled,
settled,
and upon acceptance
acceptance of such payment
payment by
the claimant,
and not
not until
until
by the
claimant, and
then, such determination
determination, settlement, or
or compromise
compromise of
of such
suchclaim
cl
ai
m s
hall
shall
be final and conclusive for all purposes, any law to
the contrary
contrary notnotto the
withstanding. This section, as respects
respects the
the determination,
determination, compromise,
compromise,
settlement, and payment of
shall be
be supplementary
supplementary to,
and not
not
of claims, shall
to, and
in lieu of, all other provisions of
consideration, adjustof law
law authorizing
authorizing consideration,
adjustdetermination, settlement,
ment, determination,
payment of
of claims.
No claim
claim in
in
settlement, and
and payment
claims. No
excess of $3,000,
$3,000, which accrued
accrued prior to
to September
8, 1939, shall
shall be
conSeptember 8,1939,
be considered hereunder. All payments
payments of claims
claims made
made under
this section
section
under this
shall be paid out of Coast Guard
appropriations. The payment
shall
Guard appropriations.
payment of
of any
any
claim on which
exceeding $25,000
which aanet amount
amount exceeding
$25,000 is
determined to
be due
due
is determined
to be
from the United
compromised or
United States, or which
which is compromised
or settled
settled at
at a
anet
net
amount
exceeding $25,000 payable
amount exceeding
payable by
the United
United States,
is not
not authorauthorby the
States, is
ized
by this
this section,
ized by
section, and all claims determined,
determined, compromised,
or settled
settled
compromised, or
hereunder at aanet amount
hereunder
amount exceeding $25,000
$25,000 payable by
the United
United
by the
States shall be certified
certified by the
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Treasury
Treasury to
to the
the
of the
Congress.
Congress.
r
(b
of any
any claim
determined, compromised,
(b) On
On payment
payment of
claim determined,
compromised, or settled
under
this section
at aanet amount exceeding
exceeding
under this
section at
exceeding $3,000,
$3,000, but not exceeding
$25,000, payable
payable by the United
United States, the secretary
of the
Treasury
Secretary of
the Treasury
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within twenty days of payment shall report to the Congress
Congress setting
setting
forth
forth the nature of the claim, the vessel involved,
involved, the amount
amount paid
paid with
with
respect thereto, the basis of the determination,
respect
or settlesettledetermination, compromise,
compromise, or
ment, and other pertinent facts. The Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Treasury
shall
Treasury shall
report to the Congress, at each
each session thereof, all
all claims
claims which
which have
have
been paid under this section. During any war
war the
the reports
reports required
required
under this section may omit any fact or
or facts
facts disclosure
of which,
which, in
disclosure of
in
the opinion
opinion of the Secretary, would be
prejudicial to
to the
the national
national
be prejudicial
security.
§§ 647. Claims for damage
damage to
the United
States
to property
property of
of the
United States
(a)
(a) The Secretary of the Treasury
Treasury may
consider, ascertain,
may consider,
ascertain, adjust,
adjust,
determine, compromise, or settle claims
claims for
in
for damage
damage cognizable
cognizable in
admiralty
a district court of the United States and all claims
admiralty in a
claims for
for
damage caused by aavessel or floating object,
property of
of the
the United
object, to property
United
States under the jurisdiction of the Coast
Guard or
property for
for
Coast Guard
or property
which the Coast Guard may have assumed, by
or otherwise
by contract
contract or
otherwise,
any obligation
ge thereto.
theret
o. The
The Secretary
Secretary of
the
obligation to respond
respond for
for dama
damage
of the
Treasury is further authorized
authorized to receive
any such
such
receive in payment
payment of
of any
claim the amount due the United States pursuant
pursuant to
to determination,
determination,
compromise, or settlement
settlement as herein authorized
authorized and,
and, upon
upon acceptance
acceptance
of such payment but not until then, such determination,
settlement,
determination, settlement,
or compromise
compromise of such claim
claim shall be final
final and
and conclusive
purconclusive for
for all
all purposes,' any law to the contrary
contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. All such
poses
such payments
payments
shall be covered
covered into the Treasury of the United
United States
States as
as miscellamlscellaneous receipts. The Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury
authorized
Treasury is
is further
further authorized
to execute on behalf of the United States
and to
to deliver
in exchange
exchange
States and
deliver in
for such payment a
a full release
section, as
respects
release of such claim.
claim. This
This section,
as respects
determination, compromise,
the determination,
compromise, settlement, and
claims,
and payment
payment of
of claims,
shall be supplementary
supplementary to, and not in lieu of, all other
other provisions
provisions of
of
law authorizing the determination, compromise,
compromise or
of claims
or settlement
settlement of
claims
for damage
propertyihereinabove
hereinabove described. No
settlement or
or
damage to property
No settlement
compromise
a payment
compromise where there issinvolved
involved a
payment in the net amount of
of
over $25,000 is authorized
authorized by this
this title.
(b) Within twenty days after receipt
(b)
receipt of a
amount
a payment in
in aanet
net amount
exceeding
due the
at
es p
ursuan t to
t
o determination,
det
erm i
na ti on,
exceeding $3,000 due
the United
United St
States
pursuant
compromise,'or settlement of any claim
compromise
claim under
under this section, the
Secrethe Secretary of the Treasury
Treasury shall report to the Congress
setting forth
forth the
Congress setting
the
nature of the claim
claim;;the vessel or vessels involved; the
amount received;
the amount
received;
the basis of determination,
determination, compromise,
compromise, or
settlement; and
and other
other
or settlement;
pertinent
pertinent facts. During any war the reports
reports required
required under this section may omit any fact or facts, disclosure of which,
which, in
opinion of
of
in the
the opinion
the Secretary,
Secretary, would be prejudicial
security.
prejudicial to
to the national
national security.
industrial work
work
§§ 648. Accounting
Accounting for
for industrial
The Secretary may prescribe
prescribe regulations
regulations governing
for
governing accounting
accounting for
industrial
industrial work, including charges
charges for overhead
overhead for
civilian labor
and
for civilian
labor and
for maintenance
maintenance of industrial plant and equipment, performed
performed at
at
the Coast Guard Yard or such similar
Coast Guard
Guard industrial
industrial estabestabsimilar Coast
lishments
lishments as he may designate. Any orders
orders placed
placed for
for such
such industrial
industrial
work shall be covered
a transfer or
covered by a
to cover
cover the
the
or advance
advance of
of funds
funds to
estimated cost thereof, and shall
such accounts
as may
ma y
shall be
be credited
credited to
to such
accounts as
be necessary and established
Secretary to carry out the proestablished by the Secretary
visions of this section. Accounts so established
established shall be available
available for
for
materials, supplies, or equipment,
materials,
civilian labor,
including overequipment, and civilian
labor, including
overhead
maintenance, required in
head and maintenance,
work ordered.
in performing
performing the
the work
ordered.
Upon completion of an order an adjustment
adjustment will
made to
to make
make the
the
will be
be made
transferred or advanced
amount transferred
advanced equal to the actual
actual cost
as computed
cost as
computed
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in accordance
with the
accounting regulations
regulations prescribed
by the
the
in
accordance with
the accounting
prescribed by
Secretary.
Secretary.
649. Supplies
and equipment
equipment from
from stock
stock
§§ 649.
Supplies and
Supplies and
for special
work of
of the
the Coast
be
Supplies
and equipment
equipment for
special work
Coast Guard
Guard may
may be
furnished from
stock and
the applicable
applicable appropriation
appropriation reimreimfurnished
from general
general stock
and the
bursed
from the
the respective
respective appropriations
such special
special
bursed therefor
therefor from
appropriations for
for such
work.
work.
Guard supply
supply fund
fund and
and supply
supply account
account
§§ 650.
650. Coast
Coast Guard
A
fund is
is authorized.
authorized. The
The capital
capital of
of the
the Coast
A Coast
Coast Guard
Guard supply
supply fund
Coast
Guard Supply
Supply Fund
shall be
the value
value of
of commissary
commissary
Guard
Fund shall
be increased
increased by
by the
provisions and
and uniform
July 1,
1, 1949,
1949, and
and therethereprovisions
uniform clothing
clothing on
on hand
hand on
on July
after , under
under regulations
regulations prescribed
by the
the Secretary,
Coast Guard
Guard
after,
prescribed by
Secretary, the
the Coast
Supply Fund
be charged
charged with
cost of
of procurement
Supply
Fund shall
shall be
with the
the cost
procurement and
and
credited with
with the
the value
value of
consumed or
or sold,
sold, and
and the
the value
credited
of provisions
provisions consumed
value
of issues
issues and
of clothing,
such values
be determined
determined on
on aa
of
and sales
sales of
clothing, such
values to
to be
basis
not increase
capital of
of the
the fund.
fund.
basis which
which will
will not
increase the
the capital
Report to
to Congress.
Report
Congress.

§
651. Annual
Annual report
report
§ 651.
In
through the
In January
January of each year, the Commandant, through
the Secretary,
Secretary,
shall
Congress the
the operations
operations and
and expenditures
of the
the Coast
shall report
report to
to Congress
expenditures of
Coast
Guard
the preceding
preceding fiscal
fiscal year.
Guard during
during the
year.
Removing restrictions
§§ 652.
652. Removing
restrictions
Any
removing for
war or
or national
emergency
Any law removing
for the duration of
of aawar
national emergency
proclaimed
proclaimed by
President any
restriction contained
contained in
in any
any thenthenby the
the President
any restriction
existing law as applied
Navy, including,
including, but
but not
not limited
limited to,
to,
applied to
to the Navy,
restrictions relating
the manner
which purchases
may be
be made
made
restrictions
relating to
to the
manner in
in which
purchases may
contracts awarded,
awarded, fiscal
fiscal operations,
and personnel,
shall, in
and contracts
operations, and
personnel, shall,
in the
the
same manner
the same
same extent,
extent, remove
such restrictions
restrictions as
as applied
applied
same
manner and
and to
to the
remove such
to the
the Coast Guard.
Guard.
§
653. Employment
of draftsmen
draftsmen and
and engineers
engineers
§ 653.
Employment of
The Coast
Guard may
may employ
at the
the seat
seat of
of governThe
Coast Guard
employ temporarily,
temporarily, at
government,
and engineers
engineers for
preparation of
of plans
and specispeciment, draftsmen
draftsmen and
for the
the preparation
plans and
vessels,'lighthouses,
fications for vessels
lighthouses, aids
aids to navigation,
navigation, and other
other projects
projects
for
that may
be authorized
or appropriated
appropriated for
for by
by
for the Coast Guard
Guard that
may be
authorized or
Congress,
to be
be paid
paid from
from the
the appropriations
appropriatio ns applicable
appli ca bl e to
t
o such
suc h
Congress, to
proj
ects.
projects.
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Eligibility.
Term; duty; training.

Grades
Grades and ratings; military authority.
Pay, allowances,
allowances, and other benefits.
Temporary
membership; eligibility; compensation.
Temporary membership;
compensation.
Exemption from military
military training
training and
and draft.
Discipline.
Uniform allowance.
Uniform
allowance.
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Page
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Sec.
Sec.
temporary members.
760. Disability or death
death benefits
benefits for temporary
members.
Engaging in civil occupation; leave for
761. Engaging
training duty.
for training
duty.
762. Women's Reserve.
Reserve.

§§ 751. Purpose and administration of
of Reserve
Reserve
established on June 23,
The Coast Guard Reserve, as established
1939, is
mili23,1939,
is aamilitary organization
organization and a
a component part of the
Guard for
for the
the
the Coast
Coast Guard
purpose
a trained force
of officers
purpose of providing
providing a
force of
officers and
enlisted persons
and enlisted
persons
which, added to the personnel of the regular
regular Coast Guard,
Guard, will
will be
perform its
adequate to enable the Coast
Coast Guard
Guard to perform
functions and
and duties
duties
its functions
Reserve shall
at all times. The Reserve
administered by
the Commandant
Commandant
shall be
be administered
by the
under such regulations
regulations as the Secretary of the Treasury,
the
Treasury, with
with the
Secretary of the
concurrence of the Secretary
the Navy,
prescribe.
Navy, may
may prescribe.
§§ 752.
752. Eligibility
The Reserve
of citizens
citizens of
United States
States and
and
Reserve shall be
be composed
composed of
of the
the United
territories and possessions,
between the ages
of its territories
possessions, between
ages of
and 62,
who
of 17
17 and
62, who
are physically
physically and otherwise
otherwise qualified
the performance
performance of
duty,
qualified for the
of duty,
and who, through appointment
appointment or
enlistment therein,
therein, obligate
themor enlistment
obligate themCoast Guard
selves to serve in the Coast
Guard in
in time
time of
or during
during any
any period
period
of war
war or
of national emergency declared
declared by the
the President
President to
to exist.
exist.
Term; duty;
§§ 753. Term;
duty; training
training
enlistment in
(a) The term of appointment
appointment or enlistment
the Reserve
Reserve shall
in the
shall
be for
In time
time of
of. war
declared
for three years.
years. In
war or
or national
national emergency
emergency declared
by the
by
President to
any member
member of
of the
the Reserve
Reserve may
ordered
the President
to exist
exist any
may be
be ordered
to active
active duty for the
the termination
termination
the duration
duration of
of the
the war
war or
or until
until the
of the emergency
emergency as
by the
may be
be continued
as declared
declared by
the President,
President, and
and may
continued
on such active duty
duration and
six months
months thereafter
thereafter notduty for
for such duration
and six
notwithstanding that
appointment or
may have
have
that the
the term
term of
of appointment
or enlistment
enlistment may
In time
expired. In
except for
disciplinary purposes
as proprotime of
of peace,
peace, except
for disciplinary
purposes as
vided in section 758 of this
Reserve may
may be
be
this title, no
no member of the
the Reserve
ordered to or continued on active
active duty without
without his
consent except
except that
his consent
that
any member of the Reserve
Reserve may
continued on
active duty
duty in
the
may be
be continued
on active
in the
interest
interest of national defense
defense for
for a
not to
six months
months
a period
period not
to exceed
exceed six
after the termination
termination of a
or national
national emergency
emergency as
as proclaimed
proclaimed by
by
a war
war or
the President. The Commandant
Commandant may release
member of
of the
the
release any member
Reserve
Reserve from active duty at any time.
time. In
time of
members of
In time
of peace,
peace, members
of
the Reserve
Reserve may,
their consent,
consent, be
or other
other duty
may, with
with their
be given
given training
training or
duty
either with or
or without
pay as
When
either
without pay
as authorized
authorized by
by the
the Secretary.
Secretary. When
authorized training or
authorized
duty without
without pay
pay is
is performed
by memor other duty
performed by
memthe Secretary,
Secretary, be
bers of the Reserve,
Reserve, they may, in the discretion
discretion of the
furnished
furnished with transportation
from such
duty, with
with subsistence
transportation to
to and
and from
such duty,
subsistence
and transfers
transfers en
en route,
route, and,
during the
the performance
performance of
of suck
and
and, during
such duty,
duty
with
in kind
kind or
or commutation
commutation thereof
rate to
to be
be fixed
fixed
with subsistence
subsistence in
thereof at
at aarate
by
the Secretary.
by the
Secretary.
§§ 754. Grades and ratings;
ratings; military authority
authority
The grades and ratings, including
including cadets,
cadets, in
in the
the Reserve
Reserve shall
shall be
be the
the
various
grades and
and ratings
ratings not
not above
above rear
rear admiral,
by law
law
various grades
admiral, prescribed
prescribed by
for the Coast Guard.
Guard. Members
Members of
of the
while engaged
engaged on
the Reserve,
Reserve, while
on
active
vested with
with the
the same
same power,
power, authority,
rights, and
active duty,
duty, shall
shall be
be vested
authority, rights,
and
privileges
privileges in the
their duty
duty and
and shall
shall wear
the same
same uniunithe execution
execution of their
wear the
forms
members of
the regular
regular Coast
Coast Guard
of corresponding
forms as
as members
of the
Guard of
corresponding grades
grades
or ratings.
ratings.
§
§ 755.
755.

allowances, and
other benefits
benefits
Pay, allowances,
and other
(a) Personnel
Personnel of
Reserve when
when engaged
engaged on
on active
active duty,
duty, on
on active
of the
the Reserve
active
on training
pay, or
or when
when
duty while
while undergoing
undergoing training,
training, on
training duty
duty with
with pay,
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engaged in authorized
authorized travel
travel to
to or
or from
such duty,
shall receive
receive the
the
from such
duty, shall
same pay, allowances,
same
allowances, and
for personnel
of the
the
and benefits
benefits as
as provided
provided for
personnel of
Reserve of
of corresponding
corresponding grade,
grade rating,
rating, and
of service.
service.
Naval Reserve
and length
length of
In determining
In
determining length
for the
purpose of
of this
this section,
section, there
there
length of
of service
service for
the purpose
shall be included all
service for
for which
credit is
given by
by law
to members
members
all service
which credit
is given
law to
of
Coast Guard.
of the
the regular
regular Coast
Guard.
The provisions
of Chapter
this title,
title, except
except for
for sections
sections
(b) The
provisions of
Chapter 13
13 of
of this
530, 461, 462 and 485 (c), shall apply to members of the Reserve under the
no,
461, 462 and485 (c), shall apply to members of the Reserve under the
same conditions
conditions and
and limitations
as are
are applicable
to officers
officers and
limitations as
applicable to
and enlisted
enlisted
men of
the Regular
Regular Coast
Coast Guard.
men
of the
Guard.
(c) Members
(c)
Members of the Reserve
Reserve who
suffer sickness,
who suffer
sickness, disease,
disease, disability,
disability,
or death shall be entitled
as prescribed
by law
for
entitled to
to the
the same
same benefits
benefits as
prescribed by
law for
members
members of the Naval
Naval Reserve
Reserve who
sickness, disease,
disease, disability,
disability,
who suffer
suffer sickness,
or death under
similar conditions.
conditions.
under similar
on active
active duty, shall
(d) Members of the Reserve,
Reserve, when on
be entitled
entitled
shall be
to the benefits of section 253 (a)
(a) of
42, and,
and, except
except for
for training
training
of Title 42,
duty, to the benefits
benefits of
of Title
42.
of section 253
253 (b)
(b) of
Title 42.
(e)
Members of the Coast Guard Reserve
(e) Members
shall be
be entitled
entitled to
to the
the
Reserve shall
same retirement
retirement benefits
benefits as prescribed
prescribed by
by law
for personnel
personnel of
of the
the
law for
Naval Reserve,
Reserve, and
wherever any
any such
such law
confers authority
authority upon
upon the
and wherever
law confers
the
Secretary of the Navy, similar
authority shall
Secretary
similar authority
given to
shall be
be deemed
deemed given
to the
the
Secretary
Secretary of the
the Treasury to be
exercised with
with respect
respect to
to the
the Coast
Coast
be exercised
Guard when the Coast Guard is
is operating
operating under
under the
Treasury
the Treasury
Department.
Department.

§§ 756. Temporary membership; eligibility;
eligibility; compensation
compensation
The Commandant may
may enroll as
members of
Reserve,
as temporary
temporary members
of the
the Reserve,
for duty under such conditions
conditions as
prescribes, including
not
as he prescribes,
including but
but not
limited to part-time
part-time and intermittent
intermittent active
active duty
duty with
without pay,
pay,
with or
or without
and
and without
without regard
regard to age, citizens
citizens of the United States, its territories
territories
and possessions who are members
members of the Auxiliary,
Auxiliary, officers
officers and
and memmembers of the crew
crew of any motorboat
motorboat or yacht
yacht placed
placed at the disposal
disposal of
of the
the
Coast Guard, or persons
persons (including
(including Government
Government employees
employees without
without
compensation of their civilian
pay other than compensation
civilian positions)
by reason
positions) who
who by
reason
of their special training
training and
are deemed
by the
the Commandant
and experience
experience are
deemed by
Commandant
to be qualified for such duty. The Commandant
Commandant is
is authorized
to
authorized to
define the powers
of temporary
the Reserve,
powers and
and duties
duties of
temporary members
members of
of the
Reserve,
and to confer
appropriate to
confer upon them, appropriate
their qualifications
qualifications and
and experiexperito their
ence, the same grades
grades and ratings
are provided
provided for
for the
personnel
ratings as
as are
the personnel
performing active
of the Reserve.
Reserve. When performing
duty with
pay, as
as authorized
active duty
with pay,
authorized
by this section, temporary
temporary members
members of the Reserve
Reserve shall
be entitled
shall be
entitled
to receive the pay and allowances
allowances of
their respective
respective ranks,
or
of their
ranks, grades,
grades, or
ratings, authorized
authorized for members
members of the
the Reserve.
Reserve.
§ 757.
§

Exemption from military training
training and
draft
and draft
Members
of
the
Reserve,
other
than
temporary
members,
Members of the
members, shall be
exempt
from registration
registration and liability for military
exempt from
military training and
and servservice under
under any other law, and no member
ice
member of the Reserve, other
than aa
other than
temporary
a member of any
temporary member, shall be a
any other
naval or
military
other naval
or military
organization.
organization. Temporary
Temporary members
members of the Reserve
Reserve who are members
members
of any other naval or military
military reserve,
reserve, if ordered
ordered to
to active
active duty
duty therein,
therein,
shall be forthwith released
released from all active duty with
Coast Guard,
Guard,
with the
the Coast
and their status as temporary
temporary members of the Reserve
Reserve terminated.
terminated.

§§ 758. Discipline
Discipline
All
members
All members of the Reserve when engaged
engaged on active
active duty
duty or
or in
in
authorized travel to or from such duty, or while
while wearing
authorized
wearing a
a uniform
uniform
prescribed
prescribed for the
the Reserve,
Reserve, shall
shall be
be subject
subject to
to the
laws, regulations,
regulations,
the laws,
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and orders governing
governing the discipline
discipline of officers
officers and enlisted men of
of the
Coast Guard. Disciplinary
Disciplinary action for an offense committed while
while subject to such laws, regulations, and
and orders shall not be barred
barred by release
from duty status of any person
person charged with the commission
commission thereof,
and, for the purpose of carrying
section
carrying out the provisions of this section
members of the Reserve may be retained
retained on or returned
returned to duty status
without their consent, but not for a
alonger period of time than may be
required for disciplinary
disciplinary action.

§§ 759. Uniform allowance
allowance
(a)
(a) Upon first reporting for active duty or training duty at a
a location where uniforms are required
commissioned or warrequired to be worn, aacommissioned
rant officer of the Reserve
Reserve may be paid a
exceed $100,
a sum, not to exceed
$100, as
reimbursement for the purchase of the required uniforms, and therereimbursement
after such officer may be paid an additional sum of $50
$50 for the same
same
each period of not
purpose upon the completion
completion of each
not less than four
four years
in the Reserve. This latter amount of $50 shall not become
become due any
any
officer until called to active or training
training duty after the expiration of
of
the previous four-year period. In times of war
war or national emergency
emergency
aa further sum of $150 for the purchase
purchase of required
required uniforms
uniforms may be
paid to officers of the Reserve
Reserve upon first reporting
reporting for active duty.
Notwithstanding the foregoing
provisions of
section, the
Notwithstanding
foregoing provisions
of this section,
the ComCommandant may prescribe
prescribe a
as aa uniform
uniform allowance
to
a lesser amount as
allowance to
commissioned and warrant officers of the Reserve
commissioned
required
Reserve who are not required
to purchase
purchase or have
their possession
outfit of
have in
in their
possession the
the complete
complete outfit
of uniform
uniform
clothing prescribed
prescribed for other commissioned
commissioned and warrant
warrant officers of
the Reserve.
(b) Cadets and enlisted personnel
Reserve may be allowed
personnel of the Reserve
allowed
the cost of or issued such uniforms, bedding, and equipment as
as may
be prescribed
prescribed by the Commandant,
Commandant, the value of
allowances or of
of such
such allowances
of
items so issued to any person during any three-year
three-year period not to
exceed $100.
$100. Notwithstanding
foregoing limitations
Notwithstanding the foregoing
limitations, enlisted
enlisted personnel of the Reserve, upon first reporting
active duty
duly in
of
reporting for
for active
in time of
war or national emergency,
emergency may be issued such additional articles as
authorized for
enlisted perare required to give them the same outfit
outfit authorized
for enlisted
regular Coast Guard
Guard upon first enlistment.
sonnel of the regular

§§ 760. Disability or death benefits
benefits for temporary members
members
(a) In case of physical
physical injury, or death resulting
resulting from
physical
from physical
Reserve incurred
incurred incident
incident to
to
injury, to any temporary
temporary member of the Reserve
engaged in
in
service while performing
performing active Coast Guard duty, or engaged
authorized
authorized travel to or from such duty, the provisions of law authorizcompensation for
States suffering
suffering injuries
ing compensation
for employees
employees of
of the
the United
United States
performance of their duties,
duties, subject
to this
section, shall
while in the performance
subject to
this section,
shall
apply, and
shall be
be administered
of Employees'
Compenapply,
and shall
administered by:
by the
the Bureau
Bureau of
Employees' CompenAgency, in the same manner
sation, Federal Security Agency,
manner and to
to the same
extent
as if
such person
were
a civil
employee
the benefit
United
States
and
extent
were
as injured
if such i
person
nthe performance
were a
civilofemployee
his duty.of
ofFor
the
UnitedcompuStates
and were injured in the performance of his duty. For benefit computation, regardless
regardless of pay or pay status, such person shall be
deemed
be deemed
to have had monthly
monthly,pay of $150.
(b) This section does not apply in any case coming within the purview of the Workmen's
Workmen's Compensation
Compensation Law of any state, territory,
territory,
concurrent employment
of such
such
or other jurisdiction because
because of
of aaconcurrent
employment status of
temporary member; and where such
temporary member
member or dependent
temporary
such temporary
dependent
would be entitled to a
provisions of law authorizing
authorizing
a benefit under the provisions
compensation for employees of the United States
States suffering
compensation
suffering injuries
performance of
duties and also to any
concurrent
while in the performance
of their
their duties
any concurrent
or
benefit from the United States on account
account of the same disability
disability or
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death, such
or dependent
dependent shall
shall elect
elect which
which benefit
benefit
such temporary
temporary member
member or
he
receive.
he shall
shall receive.
(c)
Whenever, pursuant
to this
section a
a claim
claim is
is filed
filed with
with the
the
(c) Whenever,
pursuant to
this section
Bureau
for benefits
benefits because
because of
of an
alleged injury
injury or
death, the
the Bureau
Bureau
Bureau for
an alleged
or death,
shall notify the Commandant
cause an
an investigation
investigation to
be
Commandant who
who shall
shall cause
to be
the facts
facts surrounding
surrounding such
injury and
and make
make certificacertificamade into
into the
such alleged
alleged injury
tion with respect thereto,
certification as
as to
such injured
injured
thereto, including
including certification
to such
deceased person's temporary
or deceased
temporary membership
membership in
in the
the Reserve
Reserve and
and his
his
whether the
or death
death occurred
occurred incident
incident
military status,
status, and
and whether
the injury
injury or
to
to service.
service.
(d)
(d) Temporary
Temporary members
members of
Reserve who
who incur
incur physical
physical disof the
the Reserve
disability
performing any
any specific
ability or contract
contract sickness
sickness or
or disease
disease while
while performing
specific
they have
have been
assigned by
competent Coast
Guard
duty to
to which
which they
been assigned
by competent
Coast Guard
authority shall
authority
entitled to
the same
treatment afforded
afforded
shall be entitled
to the
same hospital
hospital treatment
officers
men of
of the
the Coast
Coast Guard.
Guard.
officers and
and enlisted
enlisted men

§ 761.
§

Engaging in civil
civil occupation;
for training
training duty
duty
occupation; leave
leave for

No existing law shall
shall be
be construed
construed to
to prevent
prevent any
member of
of the
the
any member
Reserve solely by reason of membership
therein from
from accepting
accepting
membership therein
employment in any civil branch
branch of
of the
the Federal
Federal Government
Government or
the
or of
of the
District of Columbia nor
nor from
the pay
pay and
allowances inciincifrom receiving
receiving the
and allowances
dent to such employment
employment in
in addition
to the
the pay
and allowances
allowances to
to
addition to
pay and
which he may be entitled
entitled as
of the
the Reserve,
Reserve, nor
as a
a member
member of
nor as
as prohibitprohibiting him from practicing
his civilian
profession or
practicing his
civilian profession
or occupation
occupation before
before
or in connection
connection with
of the
the Federal
Federal Government.
Government.
with any
any department
department of
Officers
Officers and employees
employees of the United States or of
of the
District of
of
the District
Columbia
Columbia who are members
members of the Reserve
Reserve shall
shall be
be entitled
entitled to
to leave
leave
of absence
absence from their
respective duties,
duties, without
without loss
loss of
of pay,
pay, time,
time,
their respective
or efficiency
efficiency ratings
ratings when
when on training
training duty
in the
the Reserve,
Reserve, not
not to
duty in
to
exceed
calendar days in
exceed 15 calendar
calendar year.
year. All
All members
members of
of the
the
in any one
one calendar
Reserve
Reserve who are in the employ
employ of the United
United States
States Government
Government or
or
of the District of Columbia
Columbia and who are
are ordered
ordered to
duty by
by proper
proper
to duty
authority shall, when relieved from duty, be restored to
positions
to the
the positions
held by them when
when ordered
ordered to
to duty.
duty.

§§ 762.
762. Women's
Women's Reserve
Reserve
(a)
Women's Reserve
Reserve shall be aabranch
(a) The Women's
branch of the Coast
Coast Guard
Guard
Reserve
administered in the same manner
manner as provided
Reserve and shall be administered
provided for
for
the Reserve in all respects,
respects, except
except as may be necessary
necessary to adapt
such
adapt such
provisions to the Women's
provisions
Women's Reserve,
Reserve, or as may be
provided
be otherwise
otherwise provided
by act,
by
act of
of Congress.
Congress.
(b) Members of the Women's
Women's Reserve
(b)
Reserve may
be commissioned,
commissioned,
may be
appointed, or enlisted in grades
ratings as
grades and ratings
as prescribed
by the
Secprescribed by
the Secretary, but not
not above the
the grade
grade of
of captain.
captain.
(c)
members of
of the Women's
(c) Military authority of members
Women's Reserve
Reserve may
may be
be
exercised over other members
members of the Women's Reserve
Reserve only.
only.
(d)
Members of the Women's
Reserve shall not be assigned
(d) Members
Women's Reserve
assigned duty
duty
on
vessels, or in combat
on board
board combat
combat vessels,
combat aircraft,
aircraft, nor shall they be otherotherwise
assigned to
combat duty. They
wise assigned
to combat
They shall not be assigned
assigned to duty
other than
than in
in the
the United States, its territories
other
territories and possessions,
possessions, and
and
shall not be assigned to duty outside the continental
shall
continental limits
limits of
of the
the
United States, unless they
they have requested such
such duty.
duty.
CHAPTER 23-COAST
23—COAST GUARD
AUXILIARY
GUARD AUXILIARY
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Sec.

other organizations.
organizations.
825. Membership
Membership in other
member's facilities.
826. Use
Use of member's
facilities.
827. Vessel deemed
deemed public vessel
vessel.

Aircraft deemed public aircraft
828. Aircraft
aircraft.
829. Radio
Radio station deemed government
government station.
830. Availability of appropriations.
appropriations.

performance of duties.
831. Assignment
Assignment and performance
duties
832. Injury or death in line of duty.

§ 82L
821.
§

Administration

The Coast Guard Auxiliary
Auxiliary established
established on February
1941, is a
February 19,
19, 1941,
a
organization administered
nonmilitary organization
under the
administered by
by the Commandant
Commandant under
the
direction of the Secretary.
§ 822.
§

Purpose
The purpose
purpose of the Auxiliary is to assist the Coast
Coast Guard:
Guard:
(a)
and to effect rescues on and over the
(a) to promote safety and.to
the high
seas and on navigable
navigable waters
waters;;
(b) to promote
promote efficiency in the operation
motorboats and
operation of motorboats
yachts;
yachts;
(c)
knowledge of, and better compliance
(c) to foster a
awider
vvider knowledge
compliance with,
the laws, rules, and regulations
regulations governing
operation of motormotorgoverning the
the operation
and
boats and yachts; and
(d) to facilitate
facilitate other
operations of
of the
the Coast
Coast Guard.
other operations
Guard.
§§ 823. Eligibility,
Eligibility, enrollments
enrollments
The Auxiliary shall be composed
composed of citizens
"United States
States
citizens of
of the
the United
and its territories and possessions
possessions,1 who are owners,
owners, sole or part,
part, of
of
motorboats, yachts, aircraft, or radio stations
by reason
of their
their
stations or
or who by
reason of
special training or experience
experience are deemed
deemed by the Commandant
Commandant to be
qualified for
may be
be enrolled
enrolled therein
therein
for duty
duty in
in the
the Auxiliary,
Auxiliary, and
and who
who may
applicable regulations.
pursuant to applicable
regulations.
§
Disenrollment
§ 824. Disenrollment
Members of the Auxiliary may be disenrolled
Members
pursuant to
applicable
disenrolled pursuant
to applicable
regulations.
§§ RM.
825. Membership in other organizations
organizations
Members
Members of the Auxiliary may
may be appointed
appointed or enlisted
the
enlisted in
in the
Reserve,
Reserve, pursuant
pursuant to applicable
regulations, and
in the
applicable regulations,
and membership
membership in
the
Auxiliary shall not be aabar to membership
Auxiliary
membership in
in any
other naval
naval or
or miliany other
military
tary organization.
organization.
§ 826. Use of member's
§
member's facilities
facilities
The Coast Guard may utilize for any purpose
purpose incident
incident to
to carrying
carrying
out its functions
authorized by the Secretary,
Secretary, any motorfunctions and duties as authorized
boat, yacht, aircraft, or radio station placed
its disposition
for any
any of
of
placed at its
disposition for
such purposes by any member of
any corporation,
corporation,
of the
the Auxiliary, by any
partnership, or
association.
,or
or by
any State
State or
political subdivision
or association,
by any
or political
subdivision
thereof.
thereof.
Vessel deemed
§§ 827. Vessel
deemed public vessel
vessel
Any motorboat or yacht, while
while assigned
authorized Coast
assigned to
to authorized
Coast Guard
Guard
duty shall be deemed to be a
United States,
and
a public vessel of
of the United
States, and
within the meaning of section 646 of this title shall be
deemed to be
be deemed
be
a
a vessel of the Coast Guard.
Guard.
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§§ 828. Aircraft deemed
deemed public aircraft
Any aircraft, while assigned to
authorized Coast Guard
Guard duty
duty shall
to authorized
shall
vessel of the Coast Guard
of
be deemed to be aavessel
Guard within the meaning
meaning of
section 646
646 of
title.
Ante, p. 548.
548.
of this
this title.
§§ 829. Radio station deemed
deemed government
government station
Any radio station,
station 'while assigned
assigned to authorized
authorized Coast Guard
Guard duty
duty
shall be deemed
"govdeemed to be aaradio station of the Coast
Coast Guard
Guard and
and aa"gov47 U.
Li. S.
S. C.
47
C. §
§ 151 et
et ernment station"
station" within
within the meaning
meaning of chapter
chapter 5
5 of Title 47.
151
scg.; Supp. II, § 151
note.
§
Availability
§
830.
Availability
of
appropriations
of
appropriations
Ante, p.
p. 108.
Ante,
108.
Appropriations
Appropriations of the Coast Guard
Guard shall be available
available for the payment of actual necessary traveling expense and subsistence,
subsistence, or commutation of ration allowance
allowance in lieu
members of
the
lieu of subsistence,
subsistence, of
of members
of the
Auxiliary
Auxiliary assigned to authorized
authorized specific duties and for actual necessary expenses of operatipn
operation of any motorboat, yacht, aircraft, or radio
radio
station
station when assigned
assigned to Coast Guard duty, but shall not be available
available
payment of compensation
compensation for personal
for the payment
personal services, incident
incident to
to
such operation, other
other than to personnel of the Coast Guard or the
"Actual necessary
nece -ary Reserve.
Reserve. The term "actual
"actual necessary
expenses of operation,"
as used
used
necessary expenses
operation," as
expenses otoperat
of operation."
in this section, shall include payment
payment for fuel, oil, power, water, supplies, provisions, replacement
of any
any
replacement or repair of equipment,
equipment, repair
repair of
amaged motorboat, yacht, aircraft, or radio station and for the condamaged
constructive or actual
actual loss of any motorboat,
motorboat, yacht, aircraft,
aircraft, or
or radio
radio
station where it is determined, under
applicable regulations, that
that
under applicable
responsibility for the loss or damage
responsibility
damage necessitating
necessitating such replacement
replacement
or repair of equipment, or for the damage
damage or loss, constructive
constructive or actual,
actual,
motorboat, yacht, aircraft, or radio station rests with
of such motorboat,
with the Coast
Coast
Guard.
§ 831. Assignment
§
Assignment and performance
performance of duties
No member of the Auxiliary, solely by reason
membership,
reason of such
such membership,
shall be vested with, or exercise, any right, privilege, power, or
duty
or duty
vested in or imposed upon the personnel
personnel of the Coast
Coast Guard
the
Guard or
or the
Reserve, except
except that any such member may, under
under applicable regulations, be assigned specific duties,
duties which,
after appropriate
appropriate training
training
which, after
and examination,
examination, he has been found
found competent to
to perform,
to effectuate
effectuate
perform, to
the purposes of the Auxiliary. No
Auxiliary shall
shall be
No member
member of the
the Auxiliary
be
placed in charge of aa motorboat, yacht, aircraft, or radio station
station
assigned
assigned to Coast Guard duty unless he has been specifically
specifically designated
designated
by authority of the Commandant
Commandant to perform
perform such
such duty.
duty. Members
Members
of the Auxiliary, when assigned to specific duties as herein authorized
authorized
shall, unless otherwise
otherwise limited
limited by the Commandant, be vested
vested with the
same power and authority, in the execution
execution of such duties, as
as members
members
regular Coast Guard assigned
assigned to similar duty. When any
of the regular
any
member of the Auxiliary is assigned to such duty he may, pursuant
pursuant
regulations issued by the Secretary,
Secretary, be paid actual necessary travelto regulations
ing expenses, including
including a
allowance in conformity
conformity with standstanda per diem allowance
ardized
ardized Government
Government travel regulations
regulations in lieu of subsistence,
subsistence, while
traveling and while on duty away from his home. No per diem shall
shall
be paid for any period during
during which quarters
quarters and subsistence
subsistence in kind
kind
are furnished
furnished by the Government,
Government, and no per diem shall be paid for any
period while such member is performing
performing duty on a
vessel.
a vessel
§§ 832. Injury or death in line of
of duty
When any member of the Auxiliary
Auxiliary is physically injured
injured or dies
as aa result of physical injury
injury incurred while performing
performing any specific
duty to which he has been assigned
assigned by competent
competent Coast Guard
Guard authority, such member or his beneficiary
beneficiary shall be entitled to the same
seq.;
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benefits provided for temporary members
members of the Reserve
Reserve who suffer
suffer
physical injury or death resulting
resulting from physical injury
injury incurred
incurred inciincident to service. Members
Members of the Auxiliary who incur physical
physical injury
or contract sickness or disease while performing
performing any specific
specific duty to
which they have been assigned
assigned by competent
competent Coast Guard
Guard authority
shall be entitled to the same hospital treatment afforded officers and
and
enlisted men of the Coast Guard.
CHAPTER 25-GENERAL
25—GENERAL PROVISIONS
PROVISIONS FOR
FOR COAST
COAST GUARD
GUARD
RESERVE
AND AUXILIARY
RESERVE AND
AUXILIARY
Sec.
891. Flags; pennants;
pennants; uniforms and insignia.
892. Penalty.
893. Limitation on rights of members of the Auxiliary and temporary
temporary members
members
of the Reserve.
894. Availability
Availability of facilities
facilities and appropriations.
appropriations.

§§ 891. Flags; pennants; uniforms and
insignia
and insignia
The Secretary
Secretary may prescribe
prescribe one or more
more suitable distinguishing
distinguishing
flags, pennants,
identifying insignia
pennants, or other identifying
insignia to be displayed by
by the
the
motorboats, yachts, aircraft, and radio stations
owned by
by members
members
stations owned
of the Auxiliary and one or more suitable insignia
may be
be worn
worn
insignia which
which may
by members of the Reserve
Reserve or the Auxiliary, and may prescribe
prescribe one
one
or more suitable uniforms which may be worn
worn by
of the
the
by members
members of
Auxiliary. Such flags, pennants, uniforms,
uniforms,and
an d insignia
may be
be
insignia may
furnished by the Coast Guard at actual
and the
the proceeds
proceeds received
received
actual cost, and
credited to current
therefor shall be credited
current appropriations
appropriations from which purchase of these articles is
authorized.
chase
is authorized.
§ 892. Penalty
§
flies from
from any
any building,
airWhoever, without proper
proper authority, flies
building, aircraft, motorboat,
motorboat, yacht, or other vessel, any flag
flag or
displays
or pennant
pennant or
or displays
any identifying
identifying insignia
insignia or wears any uniform
of the
the
uniform or
or insignia
insignia of
Reserve
Reserve or the Auxiliary shall be fined not
than $500.
$500.
not more than
§ 893. Limitation on rights of
§
of members
members of the Auxiliary and
and
temporary members of
temporary
of the Reserve
Reserve
Members of the Auxiliary
Members
Auxiliary and temporary
Reserve
temporary members
members of the Reserve
shall be entitled only to such rights, privileges, and
are
and benefits
benefits as
as are
specifically set forth for them in this title or as may be
specifically
be specifically
provided for them in
of Congress.
Congress. Any
Act of
of Congress
Congress
in any other
other Act
Act of
Any Act
which grants rights, privileges,
privileges, or benefits
to military
military perperbenefits generally
generally to
sonnel, or among others, to personnel
personnel of the Coast Guard
Guard and the
without specifically
rights,
Coast Guard Reserve,
Reserve, without
specifically granting
granting such
such rights,
privileges, or benefits to members
members of
the Auxiliary
Auxiliary or
temporary memmemof the
or temporary
bers of the Reserve, shall not be deemed
deemed applicable
applicable to members
members of
of the
the
Auxiliary or to temporary
of the
the Reserve.
Reserve.
Auxiliary
temporary members
members of
§ 894. Availability
§
Availability of facilities
facilities and
and appropriations
The services and facilities of and appropriations
appropriations for
for the
the Coast
Coast
Guard shall be available
available to effectuate the purposes
purposes of
the Reserve
and
of the
Reserve and
the Auxiliary.
SEC.
SEC. 2. If
United States
States Code,
Code, as
as enacted
by
If any part of Title
Title 14,
14, United
enacted by

1 of this Act,
Act, shall
shall be
section 1
be held
held invalid
the remainder
remainder of
of such
such title
title
invalid the
shall not be
be affected
affected thereby.
thereby.
SEC. 3. No inference
Szc.
inference of a
a legislative
construction is
be drawn
legislative construction
is to
to be
drawn
by reason
reason of the chapter in Titre
Guard, as set out in
section
Title 14, Coast Guard,
in section
11of this Act, in which any section is placed, nor by reason of the catch
catch
lines used in such title.
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SEC.
SEc. 4. All
All orders,
of the
the Coast
Coast Guard
Guard in
in
orders, rules,
rules, and
and regulations
regulations of
effect under
under provisions
provisions of
of law
superseded or
or amended
amended by
by this
law superseded
this Act
Act
shall,
to the
the extent
would have
been authorized
under this
this Act,
Act,
shall, to
extent they
they would
have been
authorized under
remain
remain in
force and
and effect
effect as
as the
and orders
orders under
under the
the
in force
the regulations
regulations and
Act and
provisions of this Act
administered and
and enforced
enforced under
under
and shall
shall be
be administered
this Act as nearly as
until specifically
amended, or
as may
may be until
specifically repealed,
repealed, amended,
or
revised.
revised.
SEC.
S
EC. 5.
5. Nothing contained
shall operate
to abolish
abolish or
or
contained in
in this
this Act
Act shall
operate to
reduce the
reduce
rank, rating,
or other
other benefits
benefits to
to
the grade,
grade, rank,
rating, _pay,
pay, allowances,
allowances, or
which any person
Coast Guard
Guard is
is entitled
entitled on
on the
the effective
effective date
date
person in
in the
the Coast
of this
of
this Act.
Act.
SEC. 6.
6. Section
of the
Revised Statutes,
Statutes, as
as amended,
amended, is
is further
further
SEC.
Section 1442
1442 of
the Revised
amended
amended to read
follows:
read as follows:
"The
"The Secretary
Secretary of the
the Navy
authority to
to place
place on
on furNavy shall
shall have
have authority
furlough any officer
officer on
on the
active list
of the
the Navy
and Marine
Marine Corps.
Corps.
the active
list of
Navy and
This section shall not apply to reserve
reserve officers
such organizations."
organizations."
officers of
of such
SEC.
S
EC. 7. Section 126 of the
June 3,
3, 1916,
1916, chapter
chapter 134
the Act approved
approved June
134
(39 Stat.
217; 10
U. S.
C., sec.
14 U.
U. S.
S. C.,
C., sec.
S. C.,
C.,
(39
Stat. 217;
10 U.
S. C.,
sec. 752;
752; 14
sec. 138;
138; 34
34 U.
U. S.
sec.
895), is
further amended
to read
follows:
sec. 895),
is further
amended to
read as
as follows:
"SEC.
"SEc. 126. An
An enlisted
enlisted person of the
or Marine
Marine Corps,
Corps,
the Army,
Army, Navy,
Navy, or
including Reserve
Reserve components
components thereof,
discharge except
except by
way
thereof, upon
upon discharge
by way
of punishment for
offense, retirement,
or relief
relief from
from active
active duty,
duty,
for an
an offense,
retirement, or
shall, under such regulations
regulations as
the head
head of
the department
department concerned
concerned
as the
of the
may prescribe
prescribe for personnel
personnel under
jurisdiction, receive
receive a
money
under his
his jurisdiction,
a money
allowance
per mile
allowance of 5
5cents
cents per
from the
the place
dismile for
for the
the distance
distance from
place of
of discharge or release
release from active
his home,
or place
place of
of acceptance
acceptance
active duty to
to his
home, or
for active duty, or place from which ordered
ordered to
to active
active duty,
duty, or
or such
such
other place as may be determined
determined to be most
the head
head
most appropriate
appropriate by
by the
of the department
department concerned. For
sea travel
travel involved
involved in
in travel
travel
For sea
between place of discharge or
release from
active duty
duty and
and place
to
or release
from active
place to
which travel
is authorized
kind and
and subsistence
subsistence
which
travel is
authorized only
only transportation
transportation in
in kind
en route shall
shall be allowed."
allowed."
SEC.
SEC. 8. The
sixth paragraphs
paragraphs of
of section
section 7
7 of
of the
the Act
The fifth
fifth and
and sixth
Act
approved
chapter 114 (40 Stat.
approved July 1, 1918,
1918, chapter
14 U.
S. C.,
C., sections
Stat. 717;
717; 14
U. S.
sections
164, 165),
165) ,are
are amended
read as
follows:
164,
amended to
to read
as follows:
"That hereafter, during the existence
existence of war
war or of
of aanational
national emeremergency declared
by the
President to
to exist,
commissioned or
or warrant
warrant
declared by
the President
exist, any
any commissioned
officer of
of the
the Navy
or Marine
Marine Corps
United States
States on
the retired
retired
officer
Navy or
Corps of
of the
the United
on the
list may in the discretion of
the Secretary
of the
the Navy,
Navy, be
of the
Secretary of
be ordered
ordered
to active duty at
or on
on shore;
any retired
retired officer
officer performing
at sea
sea or
shore; and
and any
performing
such active duty in time of war
war or
national emergency,
emergency, declared
declared as
as
or national
shall be
aforesaid, shall
on the
list to
to the
the
be entitled
entitled to
to promotion
promotion on
the retired
retired list
grade or rank, not above
above that of lieutenant
lieutenant commander
commander in
in the
the Navy
Navy
Marine Corps, and shall thereafter
thereafter receive
or major in the Marine
receive the
the pay
pay and
and
allowances thereof,
allowances
thereof, which
his total
total active
active service
as an
an officer
officer both
both
which his
service as
prior
subsequent to
to retirement,
in the
rendered by
by him,
him,
prior and
and subsequent
retirement, in
the manner
manner rendered
would have enabled
enabled him to
due course
of promotion
promotion had
had
to attain
attain in
in due
course of
such service
rendered continuously
service been
been rendered
continuously on
the active
active list
list during
during the
the
on the
period of time last
last past.
"That during the existence
existence of war or
or of
of a
emergency,
a national
national emergency,
declared
commissioned or
declared as aforesaid,
aforesaid, any commissioned
warrant officer
officer of
of the
the
or warrant
Navy or Marine Corps
Corps of the United States
States on the retired
retired list, while
while
temporarily advanced
on active
active duty, may be temporarily
advanced to
and commissioned
to and
commissioned
higher grade
or rank
retired list,
list, not
not above
that of
in such
such higher
grade or
rank on
on the
the retired
above that
of
lieutenant
lieutenant commander in the Navy
Navy or
in the
Corps,
or major
major in
the Marine
Marine Corps,
as the President may determine,
determine, and
officer so
so advanced
advanced shall,
shall,
and any
any officer
while on active duty, be entitled
entitled to the same
pay and
and allowances
allowances as
as
same pay
officers of like grade
grade or rank on the active list: Provided,
Provided, That
That any
any
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such commissioned
commissioned or warrant officer
been so temporarily
officer who has been
advanced
advanced in grade or rank shall, upon his relief
relief from active duty,
or in any case not later than six months after
after the termination
of
termination of
the war or of the national emergency, declared as aforesaid, revert
revert
to the grade or rank on the retired
retired list and to the pay and allowance
allowance
status which he would have held had he not been so temporarily
advanced: Provided
Provided further,
nothing in this Act shall operate
further, That nothing
to reduce the pay and allowances
allowances now allowed
retired officers."
officers."
allowed by law to retired
SEC.
1919, ch. 8
SEc. 9. The Act of January
January 12, 1919,
8 (40 Stat. 1054; 34 U. S. C.,
section 537) is amended
amended to read
read as follows:
follows:
hereafter uniforms, accouterments,
accouterments, and equipment
"That hereafter
equipment shall,
upon the request
request of any officer of the Navy
Navy or
or any officer of the Marine
Marine
Corps or any officer of the Coast Guard
Guard while operating
operating with the
the Navy
or any midshipman at the Naval Academy,
Academy, be furnished
furnished by the Government at cost, subject to such restrictions
restrictions and regulations
regulations as the
Secretary of the Navy may prescribe."
Secretary
prescribe."
SEC. 10. The last paragraph under the heading, "Pay, MiscellaneSEc.
Miscellane11, 1919, as amended
ous", of the Act approved July 11,
amended (41
(41 Stat. 132;
132;
CL, sec. 540a),
10 U. S. C., sec. 1274; 14 U. S. C., sec. 50b; 34
34 U. S. C.,
540a), is
further amended
amended to read as follows:
follows:
"The interchange,
interchange, without compensation
compensation therefor, of military
stores, supplies, and equipment
equipment of every
every character,
including real
character, including
estate owned by the Government, is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized between
between the
Army and Navy upon
upon the request of the head of one service and with
the approval of the head of the other service."
service."
S
EA 11. The sixth paragraph
paragraph under the heading
"Miscellaneous"
SEO.
heading "Miscellaneous"
in the Act approved
approved March 2, 1923 (ch. 178, 42
42 Stat. 1385;
1385; 10 U. S. C.,
C.,
sec. 717; 14 U. S. C., sec. 121b; 33 U. S. C.,
C., sec. 862a;
862a; 34 U. S. C., sec.
912; 42 U. S. C., sec. 65),
65) ,is amended to read as follows:
follows:
"Nothing contained in any existing laws, or regulations
"Nothing
regulations or orders
orders
promulgated
promulgated in pursuance of law,
law, shall authorize
authorize on or after
July 1,
1,
after July
1922, the issue of heat or light in kind to any person in the Army,
Navy, Marine
Marine Corps, Coast and Geodetic
Geodetic Survey, and Public Health
Health
receiving an allowance
allowance for
Service while such person is receiving
for rental of
of
quarters under the provisions
Readjustment Act of 1942,
1942,
provisions of the Pay Readjustment
approved June 16, 1942 (ch. 413, 56 Stat. 359; 37 U. S. C., sec. 101
approved
et seq.),
seq.), as amended."
amended."
SEC. 12. Section 2
2of the Act approved
approved June 21,
21, 1930 (ch. 536, 46
46
SEC.
Stat. 793; 10 U. S. C., sec. 1028b; 14 U. S.
S. C., sec.
sec. 16713-2;
167b-2; 34 U. S. C.,
C.,
399d), is amended to read as follows:
follows:
sec. 399d),
"SEc. 2. All persons who have served
served honorably
Navy,
"SEC.
honorably in the Army,
Army, Navy,
during war
or Marine Corps of the United States during
war shall,
shall, when
when not
not in
in
the active military
military and/or naval service of the United States, be
entitled to bear the official title and
ceremony to
to
and upon occasions
occasions of ceremony
uniform of the highest grade
wear the uniform
grade held
held by
by them during
during their war
war
service."
service."
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Sale of uniforms,
uniforms,
Sale
etc., at
at cost.
cost.
etc.,

Interchange of supInterchange
plies, etc.
plies,

Restriction on issuRestriction
ance of heat and
light.
ance
and light.

37 U.
U. S.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
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II, §101b
10th dt
et *eq.
seq.
II.
p. 840.
840.
ost, p.

of armed servservRight ofarmed
ices personnel
personnel to ofIces
ficial title,
title, etc.
etc.
ficial

SEC.
sentence of the Act approved
approved May
SEC. 13. The first sentence
May 25, 1933
1933 (ch. 37,
48 Stat. 73; 10 U. S. C., sec. 486a;
486a; 14
14 U.
U. S.
34 U.
U. S.
C.,
S. C.
C., sec.
sec. 15a;
15a; 34
S. C.,
Post, p. 614.
614.
sec. 1057a; 46 U. S. C., sec. 1126a),
amended
1126a), as amended,
amended, is further
further amended
to read as follows:
follows:
deg
B. S. degrees
con"That the superintendents
United States
States Naval
Naval Academy,
superintendents of
of the
the United
Academy, ferred
upon Academy
Academy
graduates
graduates.
the United States Military
Military Academy, and
and the
United
States
Merchant
the United States Merchant
Marine Academy may, under such rules and regulations
regulations as the
the Secretary of the Navy,
Navy.
,the Secretary
of the
Army, and
and the
the United
United States
States
Secretary of
the Army,
respectively, may prescribe,
Maritime Commission, respectively,
prescribe, confer the degree
graduates of their respective
respective academies,
academies,
of bachelor of science upon all graduates
accrediting of said
academies by the
from and after the date of the accrediting
said academies
Association
Association of American
American Universities."
Universities."
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SEC.
S
EC. 14. The Act approved
1941, chapter
chapter 566
566 (55
(55
approved December
December 12,
12, 1941,
Stat. 797; 10 U. S. C.,
C., sec. 628a;
U. S.
S. C.,
C., sec.
34 U.
U. S.
S. C.,
sec.
628a; 14
14 U.
sec. 35b;
35b; 34
C., sec.
185), is amended to read
185),
as follows:
follows:
read as
Extension of
enlistExtension
of enlist"That hereafter
any enlisted man
man of
Army, Navy,
"That
hereafter any
of the
the Army,
Navy, and
and Marine
Marine
ment
medical
ment
for medical
purposes.
poses.
United States
Corps of the United
States in the active service,
service, whose term of enlistenlistment
ment shall expire while he is suffering
suffering disease
incident to
to servservdisease or injury incident
ice and not due
due to misconduct, and who is in
medical care
in need
need of
of medical
care or
or
hospitalization,
hospitalization, may, with his consent, be retained
retained in such
besuch service
service beyond the expiration
expiration of his term of enlistment,
enlistment, and any
any such
such enlisted
enlisted
man
man shall be entitled to receive at
Government expense
medical care
at Government
expense medical
care or
or
hospitalization
hospitalization and his pay and allowances
allowances (including
expense money
(including expense
money
authorized by law and credit for longevity)
he shall
shall have
longevity) until
until he
have
recovered to such extent
recovered
enable him
to meet
meet the
physical
extent as
as would
would enable
him to
the physical
requirements
requirements for reenlistment,
reenlistment, or until it
shall have
been ascertained
ascertained
it shall
have been
by competent
competent authority
authority of the
service concerned
the disease
disease or
the service
concerned that
that the
or
injury
a character
character that recovery
injury is of a
recovery to such
such an
an extent
would be
be
extent would
Forfeiture.
Forfeiture.
impossible, whichever
Provided, That any enlisted
whichever is earlier:
earlier: Provided,
enlisted man
man
enlistment is extended
extended as provided
whose enlistment
herein shall
shall be
be subject
subject to
to
provided herein
forfeiture in the same
same manner
manner and
extent as
as if
if his
term
and to
to the same
same extent
his term
of enlistment
enlistment had
expired, and
nothing contained
contained in
in this
this Act
Act
had not
not expired,
and nothing
shall prevent
prevent any enlisted man
man of the Army, Navy, or
or Marine
Marine Corps
Corps
from being held in the
without his
his consent
consent under,
under, respectively,
resp ectively,
the service
service without
41 Stat. 809.
41
10Stat.8
U. S. C. §i59
1579.
the provisions of the
the one hundred
hundred and seventh article
article of
of war, the
39
580.
Stat.
39 Stat.
583. Act of August 29,
1916, as amended (40 Stat. 717),
29, 1916,
717), and section
section 1,
1,
34 U.
U. S.
C. § 183.
S. C
14
§35
(a).
subsection
(a),
of the
the Act
Act of
of May
26, 1906,
1906, as
as amended
amended (50
(50 Stat.
547)."
.
14
c.
U.U. S. C.
subsection
35 (a).
(a),of
May
26,
Stat.
547)."
14 U. S. C. §174a; 33
33
s.iC174a;
SEc.
15. The
The Act
approved June
June 6,
6, 1942,
1942, ch.
ch. 383
383 (56
(56 Stat.
Stat. 328),
328),
SEC. 15.
Act approved
U..4s.
S.
C. §864e.
Post,
Po, p. 836.
836.
is amended
amended to read as follows:
follows:
Advancement of cer"That all officers
Advancementoferofficers of the Coast and Geodetic Survey
been
Survey who have been
officers
retired
tain
officers on retired
list.
specially commended
commended for their
performance of duty in actual combat
specially
their performance
combat
department under whose
jurisdiction such
by the head of the executive
executive department
whose jurisdiction
duty was performed,
performed, shall,
shall, upon retirement,
retirement, be placed
placed upon the retired
retired
list with the rank of the next higher
higher grade and with three-fourths
three-fourths
of the active-duty
active-duty pay
pay of the grade in which serving
at the
the time
time of
of
serving at
retirement."
retirement."
SEC.
SEC. 16. Section
Section 88of the Act approved
approved June
June 27, 1942,
1942, ch. 451
451 (56
(56
34 U. S. C. §338g.
follows:
423),
Stat.
423), is amended to
to read
read as follows:
34 U.S. C. 338
Applicability of Act
Act
to Marine
Marine Corps.
"The
of this
this Act,
as may
to adapt
adapt
orps.
to
The provisions
provisions of
Act, except
except as
may be
be necessary
necessary to
the same thereto,
thereto, shall apply
apply to the Marine Corps in like
like manner
manner
and to the same
same extent
extent and
and with the same relative
in all
all
relative conditions
conditions in
respects as are provided
provided for the Regular
Navy."
Regular Navy."
SEC.
subheading "General
SEC. 17. The last paragraph
paragraph under
under the subheading
"General ProProvisions"
heading "Navy
visions" under the
the heading
of the
the Act
Act approved
"Navy Department"
Department" of
approved
December
December 23, 1943,
1943, chapter
chapter 380 (57
(57 Stat. 628; 14 U. S. C., sec. 148;
148;
34 U.
U. S. C., sections
722), is amended
34
sections 197a and 722)
amended to read
read as
as follows:
foll ows:
Civilian
clothing fo
for
"On
and after
after July
limitation on
ivilian clothing
"On and
July 1,
1, 1943,
1943, the
th e limitation
on the
the cost
cost of
of civilian
civilian
certain
certain discharged personnel.
clothing
per
person,
including
an
overcoat
when
necessary,
for
enlisted
clothing per person,
overcoat
enlisted
personnel
of the
the Navy
and Marine
personnel of
Navy and
Marine Corps given discharges
discharges for bad
bad
conduct, undesirability,
undesirability, unsuitability, or inaptitude
inaptitude is hereby
hereby increased
increased
to $30."
$30."
34 U. S. C. § 941a;
941a;
SEC.
February 25, 1946,
SEC. 18. Section
Section 11of the Act
Act approved
approved February
1946, ch. 35
14
S.S.C.
14 34U.
U.U.S.
136a.
c.C §, I136a.
S
(60
amended to read as follows:
(60 Stat. 30)
30) is amended
follows:
Settlement of acSettlement
of pera" T hat, hereafter,
"That,
hereafter, in the settlement
settlement of
accounts of
of deceased
deceased offioffiof the accounts
counts
of deceased
sonnel.
sonnel.
cers
or enlisted
cers or
enlisted persons
persons of the Navy
Navy and Marine Corps, where
where no
demand
demand is
is presented
presented by
by a
a duly appointed
appointed legal
legal representative
representative of the
estate,
the
accounting officers
estate, the accounting
officers may allow the amount found due to the
decedent's
widow, widower,
widower, or
legal heirs in the following
of
decedent's widow,
or legal
following order
order of
precedence:
First,
to
the widow
widow or
precedence: First, to the
or widower; second, if
if decedent
decedent left
left
no
widow or
or widower,
widower, or
or the
the widow
widow or
no widow
or widower
widower be dead
dead at time of
settlement,
then
to
the
children
settlement, then to the children or their issue, per stirpes; third, if
if
no widow,
no
widow, widower,
widower, or
or descendants,
descendants, then to the father
father and
and mother
mother
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in equal parts; fourth, if
if either
either the
mother be
be dead,
dead, then
then
the father
father or
or mother
to the one surviving; fifth, if
if there be no
widow, widower,
widower, child,
no widow,
child,
father, or mother at the date of
settlement, then
then to
to the
the brothers
brothers and
and
of settlement,
sisters
sisters and children of deceased
deceased brothers
brothers and sisters, per stirpes: ProProvided, That this Act shall not be
be so construed
vided,
construed as
as to
prevent payment
payment
to prevent
from the amount due the decedent's
expenses, proprodecedent's estate
estate of
of funeral
funeral expenses,
a claim therefor
presented by
by the person
vided a
therefor is presented
person or
or persons
persons who
who
actually paid the same before
before settlement
settlement by
the accounting
accounting officers."
officers."
by the
SEC.
SEc. 19. This Act shall take effect on the first day of the
the third
third
month after approval
approval by the President but shall not
affect any
any prpronot affect
ceedings
commenced by or against any
ceedings commenced
person prior
prior to
to the
the effective
effective
any person
date of this Act.
SEC. 20. The sections or parts thereof of the Revised Statutes
SEC.
Statutes or
or
Statutes
enumerated in
Statutes at Large enumerated
the following
are hereby
hereby
in the
following schedule
schedule are
repealed. Any rights or liabilities now existing
existing under
such sections
sections
under such
or parts thereof
shall not
be affected
by this
thereof shall
not be
affected by
this repeal.
repeal.
U. S. Code
U.S.

U. S. Code
Code

Revised Statutes

Revised Statutes
Title

Section:
1536 ------------2747
2747------------2748 ---------2749 ------------2751 ------------2756 ------------2758 ------------2759 ----------.2760 ----------- _
2761 ------------2762
2762-------------.
2764
2764-------------.

Sec.

34
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14

Title

471
52
69
58
6
6
131
51
51
60
60
66
66
70
70
67
64

Section—Continued
Section-Continued
2765
2765 ------------3618 1---- ------3692 '.....----2
.
4242 -------...
4245 ------------4249
4249 ------------4402 -----------.4402
1668
4668 -----------4673 --------4673
--4676
4676-------.-----4678 ------------4741 ----- -----.

Sec.

14
31
31

68
68
487
720
720

14
14
46
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
14

94
94
98a
98a
371
371
739
739
745
745
736
736
734
734
177
177

'IOnly that portion
3 as follows "or of the sales of revenue
portion of line 3
revenue cutters."
cutters."
2 Only that portion of line 22 as follows "or the sale of
revenue cutters."
cutters."
of revenue

2 Only

Statutes at Large
Date

1874-June
I874—June
June
1875-Mar.
1875—Mar.
1878-June
1878—June

Ch.
20
20____
--.
23---23____
3_
3 ---___
18____
18
--.

344
344
455
130
265

Sec.

U. S. Code
Vol.
Vol.

2-9
18
2-9
18
1
18
1 18
18
18
3-12
20
3-12
20

Page
• 127
127
s220
'220
4
372
'372
163
163

Title
14
14
33
14
14
14

Section
Section

108
192, 193, 92, 108
740b
740b
96
96
104, 10910991, 99,
99,104,
111, 194
194
111,
1880-June 16_-235
1880—June
16____
21
3 263
'263
33
33
755
755
1882-May
4-___
117
1882—May 4
2-10
22
55-58
14
101, 103,
103,
93, 97, 101,
105, 106, 178.
178, 195
195
1884-July
1884—July 7
332
23
7--332
199
23 6 77 198, 199
14
65
33
33
722
722
'Only
3
Only the ninth paragraph on page 220 of volume
volume 18
the Statutes
Statutes at
at Large.
Large.
18 of the
'Only
4
Only the last paragraph
paragraph under the heading, "For
Life-Saving and Life-Boat
Life-Boat
"For Life-Saving
Stations."
Stations."
6 The proviso in line 21 under the heading
6
"Lighthouses, Beacons,
Beacons, and
and Fog
Fog
heading "Lighthouses,
Signals."
Signals.",
6 Only the last paragraph
6
paragraph under
under the
heading
"Lighthouses,
Beacons,
and
Fog
the heading "Lighthouses, Beacons, and Fog
Signals. ,
Signals."
7 Only the last clause of the first paragraph
paragraph under the heading
7
heading "Revenue-Cutter
"Revenue-Cutter
Service," reading as follows: "And
Service,"
"And hereafter
revenue cutters
shall be
exhereafter revenue
cutters shall
be used
used exclusively for the public
service
public
and in no way for private purposes."
purposes."
81939°-50-PT.
81939'—SO---er.eI-

....

36
36

Payment of funeral
funeral
expenses.
pens

Effective date.
Effectivedate.

Repeals.
Rpeals.
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Statutes at
Statutes
at Large
Large
Date

Ch.

Sec.
See.

1069
1888-Oct. 22 ....
1889-Feb. 26____
279
279
26--.1892-July
231 --------.
1892-July 22____
22.-..
1896-June
1896-June 11____
11--- 420
1897-Jan. 21-..
21____
83
.....
i-i1898-July
1
546
1898-July 1--1900-June
6
791
1900-June 6--1902-Apr. 12____
501
1-10
12__-28____ 1303
1303
June 28---.
1903-Feb. 25--.
25____
755
1903-Feb.
755
1905-Mar.
__ 1293
1293
1905-Mar. 1..
1- _-1640
1906-Apr.
1906-Apr. 19____
19.-- 1640
2454
2454
May 12____
12--...
2556
May 26____
26.-2556
June 20____
3447
20--- 3447
3520
June 23___._
3520
23 -1907-Feb.
1638
1907-Feb. 26____
1638
26 --2918
Mar. 4____
4---. 2918
1908-Mar. 26.._
26____
99
99
Apr. 16---.
1&.__
Apr.

May 14.--.
14____
May 30---30____
Dec. 11____
Dec.
11---1909-Mar. 4---4_ __ _
1909-Mar.
1910-Apr. 21____
1910--Apr.
21 ---

17____
June 17
--

145
145

168
168
231

---------

2
2,
2, 33
1-7
2, 3
1-3, 5, 6
6-8
6-8

-----

----

25
25
25
25
27
27
29
29
29
29
30
30
31
32
32
32
32
32
32
33
33
34
34
34
34
34
34
34
34
34
34
34
34
34
34
35
35
35
35

35
35
35
35
35
35

1
1

182
182
301

Vol.
Vol.

4-6, 8
35
4-6,
8 35

299
299

1912-July
1912-July 27____
27-..255
1913-Mar. 4-..4_ ___ 168
1914-June 24-...
24____
1914-June

--------

22
4-14

-7
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36
36
36
36

2, 22 37
37
17

37
37

Page
8 51 1
8511
719
9 719
257
18 421
10421
494
494
11 604
604

597
2 597

12

100

484
484

869
"12 869

819
819
123
123
190
190
200
324
452
997
"14 1309
46
61

162-163
553
581

155 18
972 ,
10972,
973
326
326
537-539
537-539

239
239

"18 101810181019
1019

Title

14

Section
Section

37

-14
14

129
14
196
13
14
13
14
98
9, 18, 167, 168, 169,
14
14 9,18,167,168,
169,
172, 173
170, 172,173

14
98
14
14
62
14
14
63
14
35, 142-147
33
759
14
14
15, 124,
124, 128
33
718
55
41
14
106
14 8,
14
8, 9,
11a, 12,
16,
9, 11,
11, 11a,
12, 16,
17, 23,
23, 26, 125
33
33
760,
760, 761
14
14
112
112
14
14
107
107
33 I
33
723, 731
14
14
5
5
31
33
33

44
33
33
33
33

54
597
72, 618
618
72,
152, 716,
716 720, 722,
722,
724, 725,
725, 729,
724,
729
731, 735,
735, 736,
740b, 759, 761.
213
213
749, 754
754
730, 752
752

124
124
38
38
387
387
14
59, 61
I-----Ani. 1
Aug.
223
--38
38
19 620
620
1'
14
14
1:12
132
s8 Only the last paragraph
paragraph under the heading
"Revenue-Cutter Service."
Service."
heading "Revenue-Cutter
9
sentence under the heading
9 Only the last sentence
of Life-Saving
Life-Saving Service."
Service."
heading "Office
"Office of
10
18 Only the priviso under the heading
heading "Revenue-Cutter
"Revenue-Cutter Service."
Service.'
" All three
11
three provisos
provisos under
under the heading
"Revenue-Cutter Service."
Service."
heading "Revenue-Cutter
12
reading "The Secretary
12 Only the fifth paragraph
paragraph on this page, reading
the Treasury
Secretary of the
Treasury
may change the serial numbers
several districts
numbers of the several
districts as may
may be necessary
necessary to
to
conform to the provisions
conform
provisions of this Act."
Act."
I Only the pnviso
under the heading
heading "Revenue-Cutter
11
prrviso under
"Revenue-Cutter Service."
Service."
114 Only the second paragraph under
under the heading
heading "Revenue-Cutter
"Revenue-Cutter Service."
Service."
1"
subheading "Lighting
78 Only the clause after the last semicolon
semicolon under
under subheading
"Lighting of Rivers"
Rivers"
under the heading "Lighthouse
"Lighthouse Establishment,"
Establishment," reading
reading as follows:
follows: 'The
"The LightLighthouse
being hereby
hereby authorized
house Board being
authorized to lease the
the necessary
necessary ground
ground for
for all such
such
lights and beacons as are for temporary
temporary use or are used to point out changeable
changeable
channels
and which
which in consequence
*
channels and
consequence cannot be made permanent. *
* *
* *"
1"Only the proviso in the first paragraph
18
paragraph of subheading
subheading "Repairs
"Repairs to Lighthouse
Lighthouse
Tender
Pansy"
Tender Pansy" under the heading
heading "Lighthouse
Establishment."
"Lighthouse Establishment."
17Under the heading "Thirteenth
"Thirteenth Lighthouse
Lighthouse District."
District."
117
'78 Only the last
under the
last three paragraphs
paragraphs under
the heading
heading "Eighteenth
"Eighteenth Lighthouse
Lighthouse
District."
Only
the
pis
o in
in paragraph
11 under
underic."
the
heading
19
Only
the
proviso
paragraph
the
heading
"Revenue-Cutter
19 Only the proviso in paragraph 1under
heading "Revenue-Cutter Service."
Service."
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Statutes at Large

,1

.-

Date

1915-Jan.
1915-Jan. 28_
___
28_-_

I,\
Ch.

Sec.

ZtU
20

Vol.
Vo

Page

38

---

800

Section
Section

55
10
10
14
14

41,
41, 93
93
1370
1370
1,
8, 9,
111, 2,
2, 5,
5, 6, 8,
9, 1113, 15, 18, 19,
135,1,
26, 35-38,
35-38, 51,
51,
52, 54, 58-70,
91-94, 96, 97,
98a, 99-108,
99-108,
110, 111, 125,
131,
128, 129,
129, 131,
142, 143,
143, 145145147,
167-170,
147, 167-170,
172, 173, 175175178,
178, 192, 196.
743,
785
743, 785
523
29, 540
540
191, 281
281
8, 191,
72, 487, 600,
600, 720
720
222, 262, 471, 474
27
27
97
97
213
213
510
246, 247, 510
222
756, 762,
740, 751, 756,
767, 768.
768.
732,
740, 747
732, 740,
747
3,
29,
3, 4,
4, 7,
7, 22,
22, 28,
28, 29,
55,
57,
95.
55, 57, 95.
757-758
757-758
39
753
31
756
756
21, 121,
121, 123
123
21,
5, 27,
27, 141
141
5,
5, 9,
10, 11,
11, 12a,
12a,
5,
9, 10,
18, 36, 97,
18,
97, 127,
127,
161, 162,
162, 171,
161,
171,
174.
213
213
56, 201-208
201-208
126
740a, 752a,
752a, 763a
740a,
763a
5a, 9, 10,
5, 6a,
10, 10a,
10a,
10b,
15, 16, 16a10b,15,16,16a16c, 20a,
25, 42,
42,
20a, 25,
91,
105,
91, 102, 105,
110, 127,
127, 201,
201,
203, 204.

Mar . 3---.
3
Mar.

81

4-8

38

927,928
927,
928

19
19
24
31
33
38
38
42
44
44
48
48
50
50
33
33

.916-Aug. 28_--28
1916-Aug.
Aug. 29
29 .-Aug.

414
414
417
417

2-5
2-5

39
39
39

538
2
o 600-602
"
600-602

33
14

Aug.
918-June
1918-June
920-Mar.
1920-Mar.
May

418
103
103
94
190

39
40
40
41
41

"649
608
608
22
2 506
506
604
603, 604

June
June 5----5
235
1923-Jan.
923-Jan. 12_
12 --.__ _ 25

41
42
42

"
" 879-880
879-880
1130
1130

1924-Apr.
924-Apr. 21_
21-...___ 130
130
1
1925-Jr.n.
925-Jr.n. 22__
22 --. __ 87
1
1926--May
926-May 22........
22.--371
3
July 3---742

43
43
43
44
44
44
44

105
105

--------4-

44
88

3,
3, 5,
5, 6, 77

1927-Feb.
1927-Feb. 28
28-

227
1928-Apr. 19_
1928-Apr.
___ 381
19---1929-Feb. 25--1929-Feb.
25..
313
313
Mar.
2---.
Mar. 2_
___ 574

1MO-Apr. 14-14_ ___
1930-Apr.

148
148
210
211

----- 3,
,-5
3,5

44
45
45
45
45
45
45

33
14
14
33
33
14
14
10
10
14
14
14
14
14

626
626
815
815

44
44
14
14
14
14
33
33
14
14

1261
433
1262
1262
1533
1533

14
14
33
33
14
14

2' 772
772

24

U. S. Code

Title
Tit]

16
16
18
18

29____
29 .-20____
20 --6..
___
6--__
18____
18.--.

563

167b
769
5,
10e,
5, 9,
9, 10, 10c,
10c, 10e,
41,
12a, 14,
14, 16, 41,
43, 44,
44, 127,
203.
43,
127, 203.
178a, 178b
178b
12a
12a
11
11
-the
two paraparathe first
first two

1, 2 46
1,2
46
164, 165 14
14
- 46
253
14
14
46
253
14
----------14
" All that portion under the heading
"
heading "Coast Guard,'
and
Guard," and
under the heading "Lighthouse
graphs
"Lighthouse Service."
Service."
2"1 Only the third full paragraph
paragraph on said page.
page.
"22 Only the eleventh paragraph
paragraph under the heading "Coast
"Coast Guard."
Guard."
"" Only the third and last three paragraphs
heading "Coast
Guard."
paragraphs under
under the
the heading
"Coast Guard."
* Only the second proviso on page 772.
24
Anr 23__
3-2- __
Apr.
Apr. 23
23 .--Apr.

---

.-

--
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at Large
Large
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U. S.
Code
U.
S. Code

--

Date
Date
1935-Aug.
1935-Aug.
1936-Apr.
1936-Apr.
June
June
June
June
1937-Apr.

Ch.
5--5
10
10.. 15____
15-.
22____
22..
25____
25-15____
15----

438
438
179
179
550
550
705
705
808
808
101
101

Apr. 16____
16---June 9---9
June 15____
June
15---.
July 30____
30---Aug.
16____
Aug. 16-...
1938-Jan. 12____
12....
May
26____
May 26--..

107
107
309
309
352
352
545
545
665
665
3
3
288
288

20____
1939-Apr. 20-...
May
24____
May 24-...
May 24-...
24____
May
June
June 15____
15-...
July
27____
July 27--.
Aug. 4
4--_.
Aug. 5
5.

75
75
146
146
148
148
288
288
388
388
416
416
477
477

Aug. 5
5 --25_ __
1940-Mar. 25--.
June
6
June 6---.

478
478
71
71
257
257

9---Oct. 9
1941-Feb. 19____
19----

778
8
8

May
31____
May 31-...
1941-July 11
11____
1941-July
...

156
156
290
290

15_ __ _ 302
July 15___302
Aug. 18____
Aug.
18-Nov. 15____
15-Dec. 16____
16-...
1942-Feb. 7
7 .-May 2
May
2---June
June 6
6--.June
June 6
6--.
June
19.._..
June 19-...
June
June 23____
23-Oct.
Oct. 26_..__
26..
Oct.
Oct. 26..___
26
.
1943-May
1943-May 25____
25.
June
June 26____
26 --.
Dec. - 23
23____
------

364
364
471
586
586
46
46
273
273
384
384
385
385

Sec.
Sec.

Vol.
Vol.

308
308

1,
1, 3,
3,'55

11

1-4, 8-11
1-4,8-

1,
2, 5,
5, 6
1, 2,
6
(a), 7,
7,
(a),
8,
8, 10
10
3
3
11

49
49
49
49
49
49
49
49
49
49
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
52
52
52
52

Page
Page
528
528
1195
1195
1514
1514
1820
1820
1924
1924
65
65

66
252
252
260
260
547-549
666
666
44
447
447

I
Title
Title
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
34
34
50
50
14
14
14
14
14
14
-i33
33
14
14
10
10
14
14
34
34
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
33
33
14
14
14
14

53
53
53
53
53
53
53
53
53
53
53
53
53
53

582
582
755
755
756
756
1044
1044
1130
1130
1181
1216,
1217
1216, 1217

53
53
54
54
54
54

1217
1217
"25 64
246
246

14
14
14
14
14
14

54
54
55
55

1029
1029
99

14
14
14
14

55
55
55
55

25 221
"'
584-588

14
14
14
14

55

597
597

14
14

55
55
55
55
55
55
56
56
56
56
56
56
56
56

629
763
763
807
807
" 71
265
265
328
328
329
329

14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14

22

Section
Section

64
435
43a
71
45,
48
45, 48
161
161
315
31a
540
540
70
15b-15j
15b-15j
11, 161,
161, 174
174
11,
15, 35
35
15,
736, 721a,
721a, 720a
720a
736,
175a-175f
716a
716a
132
133
914
151i
15k
185a-185e
185a-185e
10, lla,
11a, 12
12
10,
1511
15h
716
49
10f-10h, 20b,
20b, 20c,
10f-lOh,
50,
180, 181
181
50, 180,
5,
5a, 5b,
5b, 5c,
5c, 10,
10, 10i
5, 5a,
10i
134
134
11, 11a,
11a, 12,
12, 41a,
41a,
11,
93,
135,
161,
93,
135, 161,
161a, 162, 174.
174.
165a,
165a, 165b
165b
266a,
260, 266, 266a,
266b, 267-271,
267-271,
266b,
301, 315,
301,
315, 351,
351,
354.
354.
134
134
1,
45, 48,
1, 35,
35, 45,
48, 268,
268,
302, 305,
302,
305, 306,
306,
310.
Note preceding
Note
preceding
Sec. 51.
51.
355
35a
485
48a
72, 72
72 note,
note, 73,
72,
73, 74
74
134
134
15b, 15d
15d
15b,
31c
310
267,
303, 306,
306, 307,
307,
267, 303,
310.
1335
133a
132a, 34a,
34a, 137
132a,
137
35
3a
262,
302, 307
307
262, 302,
15a-1
15a-1
34a, 132a,
132a, 134
34a,
134

419
419
56
22 56
372
372
14
14
444
444
56
56
0 389
m
389 14
14
623
623
56
56
987
987 14
14
628
628
56
56
990
990
14
14
99
99
57
57
84
84
14
14
147
147
57
29
211-212
57
"211-212
14
14
378
378
57
57
609
609
225 Only
Only the last proviso of
Allowances" under the
of subheading
subheading "Pay and
and Allowances"
the heading
heading
"Coast Guard."
"Coast
Guard."
26
26 Only the last
last proviso of
"Pay and
Allowances" under
the heading
heading
of subheading
subheading "Pay
and Allowances"
under the
"Coast Guard."
Guard."
27 Only the last proviso of subheading
subheading "Pay
"Pay and
and Allowances"
Allowances" under
the heading
heading
under the
"Coast Guard."
"Coast
Guard."
229 Only
Only the proviso in the second
third paragraphs,
paragraphs, and
and the
the entire
entire last
last
second and
and third
paragraph,
paragraph, under the heading "Coast
"Coast Guard (Navy)."
(Navy)."
29
Only
the
last
two
provisos
in
subheading
"Pay
29 Only the last
"Pay and Allowances,"
Allowances," and the
roviso in subheading
proviso
subheading "General
Expenses, Coast
Guard," under
un der the
th e heading
hea ding
"General Expenses,
Coast Guard,"
"Coast
Coast Guard."
Guard."
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81ST CONG.,
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CONG., 1ST
1sT SESS.-CHS.
SESS.-CHS. 393, 394-AUG.
4, 1949
1949
394-AUG. 4,
Statutes at
at, Large

Date

Ch.

1944-June
22____
1944-June 22
-.
Sept. 30_
30___
__
Sept. 30_
30 _
-__

269
449
453

1945-May
29-...
1945-May 29____
1946-Feb.
1946-Feb. 21____
21 --.

130
34

Sec.

569
756

Aug. 7
7.---1947-July
1947-July 23____
23.---

782
301

July
30_--__ _
July 30
Aug. 6
6-____
1948-May
[948-May 19--.
19____
June 22____
June
22--June 24..
24____
June 26-__
26____
29____
June 29
-1949-June
[949-June 29
29____
--

393
502
305
600
627
672
708
277

---- -

-,

-3 -2 -

29,
32
29, 32
- -, -

Page
Page

Title
Titlt

Section
Section

316-317
316-317
756
756
759

14
14
14
14
14
14

59
59
50

31 216-217
al.
216-217
29

60
60
60

U
p 531

60
60
61

883
409-413
409-413

14
14
14
14
34
31
14
14
31
14
14
14
14

134
34a, 132a,
132a, 134
312,
312, 267
261,
262, 265,
266a,
266a, 266b, 267,
268,
270, 271,
271,
268, 270,
352.
34a,
134
34a, 132a,
132a, 134
162a
162a
410e
410e
222g
222g
50a, 134
134
50c
487b
50b
6a, 6b, 6c, 6e, 6f,
20a-1,
20a-1,
20a-2,
21a, 21b, 35d
35d,
50e,
50e, 121d, 182,
182,
183.
183.
178a
29
6b
50k,
50k, 501
180
500
50m, 50n, 50o
186
186

58
58
58
58
58
58

Mar. 20___
20.. __ 32 104
Mar.

July 12____
12 ....
Aug. 2
2.____

IL S. Code
Code
U.
Vol.

10

30

3°

56
56

856

-, - -3-, -

1, 2,
2, 3,
3,

4
4 al,
I, 55,
6,
6, 7
7 ",
34,
8-15
8-15

311

565
565

,.

61
61
62
62
62
62
62
63

674
786
239
239
574
644
644
1050
1050
1090
1090

.114
.
4
14
14
14
14
14
14
14

so
a° Only the last two provisos in subheading
subheading "Pay
and the
the
"Pay and Allowances,"
Allowances," and
proviso in the subheading "General
"General Expenses, Coast Guard,"
heading
Guard," under
under the
the heading
"Coast Guard."
Guard."
sl Only the last 2
2 provisos
"
provisos in subheading
subheading "Pay
"Pay and
and Allowances,"
Allowances," and
and the
proviso in subheading
subheading "General Expenses,
Expenses, Coast Guard,"
heading
Guard," under the
the heading
"Coast
Guard."
Coast
Guard."
3
2 Only that portion adding sec. 5
5 to Public Law 277, 79th Cong.
Cong.
3
Only the last proviso in subheading
subheading "Pay
"Pay and Allowances"
Allowances" and last proviso
proviso
in subheading
subheading "General
"General Expenses"
Expenses" under the
heading "Coast
Guard."
the heading
"Coast Guard."
34Only the first 2
2 sentences.
sentences.
Approved August
1949.
August 4,
4, 1949.
32

33

59 Stat.
662.
59
Stat. 662.
31
U. S.
S. C.
C. §1S§21521531 U.
217 notes,
notes, 222e-222h.
222e-222h.
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[CHAPTER 394]
[CHAPTER

AN
AN ACT
ACT
To provide increased pensions for widows and children
children of deceased
deceased members
members and
and
retired members of the Police Department
Department and
and the
the Fire
Fire Department
Department of
of the
the
District of Columbia.

August 4,
1949
August
4, 1949
[11.
11. 20211
2021]
[H. R.
(Public Law
Law 208]
208]
IPublic

Be it
it enacted by the Senate and
1?epresentatimes of
of the
the
and House
House of
of Representatives
Police and
and Fire
Fire DeDeUnited States
States of America
America in
in Congress
United
Congress assembled, That
That so
much of
of partments,
C.
so much
partments, D.
D. C.
paragraph of section
the fourth paragraph
section 12
the Act
Act entitled
"An Act
making
12 of
of the
entitled "An
Act making
appropriations to
for the
expenses of
of the
the
appropriations
to provide
provide for
the expenses
the government
government of
of the
District of Columbia for
for the
year ending
ending June
the fiscal
fiscal year
June thirtieth,
thirtieth, nineteen
nineteen
seventeen, and for other
hundred and seventeen,
approved September
September
other purposes",
purposes", approved
D.
C. Code
4-507.
1,1916
Stat. 718),
1,
1916 (39
(39 Stat.
as amended,
amended, as
as follows
follows the
sentence thereof
D. C.
Code §14-507.
718), as
the first
first sentence
thereof
is hereby
hereby amended
amended to
to read
read as
as follows:
follows:
Pension to widow
"In case
case of
the death
death of
of any
member of
Department or
or
widow or
or
"In
of the
any member
of the
the Police
Police Department
children.
children.
the Fire Department
Department of
District of
of Columbia,
before
or
after
of the
the District
Columbia, before or after
retirement from the service
service thereof,
retirement
thereof, leaving
or a
a child
child or
or
leaving aa widow,
widow, or
children
children under eighteen
eighteen years
years of age, the
widow shall
be entitled
entitled to
to
the widow
shall be
receive relief
relief from
from the said
and firemen's
firemen's relief
relief fund,
fund,
said policemen
policemen and
of Columbia,
District of
an amount
amount not
not to
$125 per
and
Columbia, in
in an
to exceed
exceed $125
per month,
month, and

566
566
Cessation of
essation of
ments.
me n t s

PUBLIC LAWS—
CHS.394,
5, 1949
1949
PUBLIC
LAWS-CHS.
394, 401—AUG
401-AUG..4,
4, 5,

pay-

pay.

39 Stat.
Stat. 719.
39
719.
Funeral
Funeral expenses.
expenses.

Widows and chilWidows
chidren receiving relief.

n receiving relief.

s
D.
Code iH4-501,
D.c.C. Code
4-503, 4-506
4-506 to
4-510,
4-503,
to 4-510,
4-512 to 4-514.
'
Ante,
p. 665.
Ante,p.665.

[63 S
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each child
child under
under the
age of
eighteen years
years in
in an
amount not
not exceeding
exceeding
each
the age
of eighteen
an amount
$25
month: Provided,
That such
payments
or
any
right
thereto
per month:
Provided, That
$25 per
such payments or any right thereto
the widow:
Provided further,
further,
shall cease upon
upon death
death or remarriage
remarriage of the
widow: Provided
That
benefits to
to aachild
children shall
cease upon
upon (1)
(1) attaining
That any
any benefits
child or
or children
shall cease
attaining
the acre
(2) marriage,
or (3)
(3) death:
death: And
And provided
provided
the
age of
of eighteen
eighteen years,
years, (2)
marriage, or
further, That
That no
child, or
or children
any deceased
member
further,
no widow
widow,, child,
children of
of any
deceased member
of the
the said
Department or
or Fire
Fire Department
Department resulting
resulting from
from any
any
of
said Police
Police Department
marriage contracted
contracted subsequent
retirement of such
such
marriage
subsequent to
to the date
date of retirement
member shall
be entitled
entitled to
to any
this Act."
Act."
member
shall be
any relief
relief under
under the
the provisions
provisions of
of this
SEc. 2.
The fifth
fifth paragraph
of section
section 12
12 of
of the
the Act
Act of
SEC.
2. The
paragraph of
of September
September
1, 1916 (D. C. Code, 1940 edition, sec. 4-509),
4-509), is amended
amended to read as
follows: "The Commissioners
Commissioners of the District
District of Columbia are
are authorized
to pay
from the
the said
firemen's relief
relief fund,
fund, District
ized to
pay from
said policemen
policemen and
and firemen's
District
of
Columbia, aasum
$250 in
in any
any one
one case
case to
to defray
the
sum not
not exceeding
exceeding $250
defray the
of Columbia,
funeral expenses
expenses of
any deceased
member of
of the
the Police
Police Department
Department or
funeral
of any
deceased member
or
the
Department of
the service
service
dying while
while in
in the
the Fire
Fire Department
of said
said District
District dying
thereof."
thereof."
SEC.
SEc. 3. All widows
widows and children
children of deceased
deceased members of the
the Police

Department
or of
the Fire
Department or
of the
Fire Department
Department of
of the
the District
Columbia
District of
of Columbia

receiving
relief under
under the
provisions of
of section
section 12
12 of
of the
the Act
Act of
receiving relief
the provisions
of

September 1,
o41, Congress,
approved September
amended,
Congress, approved
1, 1916 (39
(39 Stat. 718),
718), as amended,
shall
be entitled
entitled to
to receive
receive relief
relief to
same extent
and in
shall be
to the
the same
extent and
in the
the same
same

46 Stat. 840.
DStC.
D. C. Code
Code
503,
503, 4-504.
-504.

4

§ 4ill

Effective date.
date.
Effective

manner as is provided by the fourth
manner
fourth paragraph
paragraph of said section as
amended
the first section of this
Provided, That no
this Act: Provided,
no relief
relief
amended by
by the
shall be
authority of this
for
,shall
be increased
increased or allowed
allowed under the
the authority
this section for
further,
any period prior to
to the
the effective
effective date
date of this Act: Provided
Provided further,
That
attained the
That any child or
or children
children who
who had attained
the age
age of sixteen years
whose benefits
receive relief
and whose
benefits were terminated
terminated shall be entitled to receive
relief
12, as
as amended
amended
as provided
provided by
by the
the fourth paragraph
paragraph of
of said section 12,
by
attainment of eighteen
eighteen years
by the first section
section of this
this Act,
Act, until
until the attainment
of age.
S
EC. 4.
Section 55of the
SEC.
4. Section
the Act
Act entitled
entitled "An Act to fix the
the salaries of
of
members of the Metropolitan
Metropolitan Police Force
Force and
officers and members
and the Fire
Department of
District of
of Columbia",
approved July
July 1,
1930
Department
of the
the District
Columbia", approved
1, 1930
(39 Stat. 839),
839), be, and the same hereby
(39
hereby is, amended
amended by striking out
out
therefrom the
figures "3
I
/2 " and
and substituting
lieu thereof
thereof the
the figure
figure
therefrom
the figures
"31/2"
substituting in
in lieu
4451.
SEC. 5. This Act shall take
SEc.
take effect
effect on the first day of the second month
month
following
Act.
following the
the date of approval
approval of this
this Act.
Approved August
August 4, 1949.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 4011
401]

5, 1949
1949
August 5,
(H.
[H. H.
R. 24171
(Public Law
Law 2091
IPublic
209]

Valparaiso,
Fla.
Valparaiso, Fla.
Recreational
facility.
Recreational facility.

AN
ACT
AN ACT
To
authorize the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Air
Force to
To authorize
Air Force
to operate
operate and maintain a
a certain
certain
tract of
of land
land at
at Valparaiso,
Valparaiso, Florida,
Florida, near Eglin
Eglin Air Force Base,
Base, as a
arecreational
recreational
facility.
facility.

Be it
enacted by the Senate
it enacted
Representatives of the
Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
the
United States of America in Congress
Congress asseMbled,
assembled, That, notwithstandUnited
ing any
any other provision
provision of law,
Secretary of the
upon
law, the
the Secretary
the Air Force,
Force, upon
acceptance of title to the tract of land
acceptance
land comprising the Valparaiso
Valparaiso Golf
Golf
Course of Valparaiso,
Valparaiso, Florida, near Eglin Air Force Base,
Base, for the
Government of the United States, is hereby authorized
Government
authorized to operate
operate and
and
maintain
recreational facility, in accordance
accordance
maintain said tract of land as aa recreational
governing the operation
with existing
existing regulations
regulations governing
operation and maintenance
maintenance
recreational facilities
facilities by the Government
Government for
personnel.
of recreational
for military
military personnel.
Approved
Approved August 5,
5, 1949.
1949.
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567

81ST CONG
SESS.—CH.402—AUG
5, 1949
1949
81ST
CONG.,., 1sT
IST SESS.-CH.
402-AUG..5,

[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 402]
402]

AN
ACT
AN ACT

the adjustment
adjustment of the
the lineal positions
positions of
of certain
certain officers
officers of
of the naval
To
authorize the
To authorize
service,
and for
other purposes.
purposes.
service, and
for other

Be
enacted by
Representatives of the
House of
of Representatives
Be it
it enacted
by the
the Senate
Senate and House
United States
States of
of America
assembled, That
the Officer
Officer
That the
America in,
in Congress
Congress assembled,
United
Personnel
1947, as
amended, is
is hereby
hereby further
further amended
amended byby—
Personnel Act
Act of
of 1947,
as amended,
(a) Amending
subsection (o)
of section
304 to
as follows:
follows:
(o) of
section 304
to read
read as
(a)
Amending subsection
(o) Officers
Officers of
line or
or of
duty on the
"(o)
of the
the line
of any
any staff
staff corps
corps on
on active
active duty
date
of the
the establishment
establishment of
of lineal
lineal lists
to this
section, but
but
this section,
lists pursuant
pursuant to
date of
not
placed on
on any
such list,
list, shall
selection for
for
for selection
shall not
not be
be eligible
eligible for
not placed
any such
promotion pursuant
pursuant to
this title.
title. Officers
Officers of
line and
and of
of the
the Staff
of the
the line
Staff
promotion
to this
Corps of
Navy appointed
appointed thereto
thereto subsequent
subsequent to
date
to the
the date
Corps
of the
the Regular
Regular Navy
of
establishment of
the lineal
lineal lists
lists of
of line
and staff
staff corps officers
officers as
line and
of establishment
of the
prescribed in
in subsections
(a) and
and (i)
(i) of
this section
be placed
placed
of this
section shall
shall be
subsections (a)
prescribed
on the
list. Officers
of the
line and
and Staff
Staff Corps
Corps of
of
the line
lineal list.
Officers of
on
the appropriate
appropriate lineal
the Naval
assigned to
to active
duty subsequent
to the
date of
of
the date
subsequent to
active duty
the
Naval Reserve
Reserve assigned
establishment
lists as
as prescribed
in subsections
subsections (a)
(a) and (i)
(i)
lineal lists
prescribed in
of the
the lineal
establishment of
of this
this section,
section, shall
shall be
be placed
placed on
and in
in
lineal list,
list, and
on the
the appropriate
appropriate lineal
of
each grade
grade shall
and with
officers
with officers
among themselves
themselves and
precedence among
shall take
take precedence
each
of the
the same
of the
the Regular
Regular Navy
Navy in
with the
the dates'
dates
in accordance
accordance with
grades of
of
same grades
of rank
stated in
in their
their commissions
and such
such Reserve
Reserve officers
officers and
and
commissions and
of
rank as
as stated
Regular officers
officers of
the same
same grade
grade who
the same
date of
of rank
rank
same date
who have
have the
of the
Regular
shall take
determined by the
the SecreSecrethemselves as
as determined'by
among themselves
shall
take precedence
precedence among
tary of
of the
Navy: Provided,
Provided, That,
any• other proThat, notwithstanding
notwithstanding any
the Navy:
tary
visions of
of the
the Navy
readjust the
the
to readjust
is authorized
authorized to
Navy is
of law,
law, the
the Secretary
Secretary of
visions
precedence of
officer heretofore
heretofore or
or hereafter
placed on
on
hereafter placed
of each
each Reserve
Reserve officer
precedence
the lineal
lineal lists
lists in
in order
order to
to equalize
equalize opportunities
opportunities for
for promotion
with
promotion with
the
officers
the Regular
Navy. Such
Such Reserve
may be
be appointed
appointed
Reserve officer
officer may
of the
Regular Navy.
officers of
in the
same or the next higher
grade not
not above
above that of captain and
and
higher grade
in
the same
his date
rank changed
changed to
to conform
conform with
with his
his adjusted
lineal prepreadjusted lineal
date of
of rank
his
cedence. The
The authorized
authorized number
number of
officers in
in each
each g
rade concerned
concerned
grade
of officers
cedence.
may be
be temporarily
temporarily exceeded
exceeded by
appointment until
until the
the next
next
by such
such appointments
may
succeeding annual
annual computation
title. Such
Such officer
officer
by this
this title.
prescribed by
computation prescribed
succeeding
shall
be entitled
the pay
and allowances
allowances of
of the
higher grade
to
grade to
the higher
pay and
entitled to
to the
shall be
which
from the
the date
appointment."
of his
his appointment."
date of
so appointed
appointed from
which so
(b)
the following
following new
new subsection
to section
304:
section 304:
subsection to
(b) Adding
Adding the
"(s)
three years
years after
of approval
approval of
this subsection
subsection
of this
after the
the date
date of
(s) For
For three
the
Secretary of
of the
from time
to time
but not
not to
to exceed
exceed
time to
time but
shall from
the Navy
Navy shall
the Secretary
twice
convene boards
boards composed
of the
the line
line and
and of
of
of officers
officers of
composed of
annually convene
twice annually
each
staff corps,
corps, the
be convened
sixty days
days
within sixty
board to
to be
convened within
the first
first such
such board
each staff
after
approval of
of this
to recommend
recommend the
the
subsection, to
this subsection,
of approval
the date
date of
after the
Corps of
of the
the
reassignment
to officers
officers of the Staff Corps
of running
running mates
mates to
reassignment of
Navy
in order
equalize opportunities
for
opportunities for
and equalize
to adjust
adjust precedence
precedence and
Navy in
order to
promotion
The Secretary
officers. The
Secretary of
officers with
with line
line officers.
of staff
staff corps
corps officers
promotion of
the
shall, in
in accordance
accordance with
with the
approved recommendations
recommendations
the approved
the Navy
Navy shall,
of such
such boards,
running mates
the lineal
positions
adjust the
lineal positions
mates and
and adjust
boards, assign
assign running
of
of
such Staff
Staff Corps
officers in
in their
grades and
in such
such higher
higher
and in
their present
present grades
Corps officers
of such
grades
to which
which promoted
promoted pursuant
the
Should the
to this
this subsection.
subsection. Should
pursuant to
grades to
running mate
mate so
Staff Corps
have attained
attained aahigher
higher
Corps officer
officer have
so assigned
assigned aaStaff
running
grade
than the
the Stat
or have
have been
recommended for
for
officer, or
been recommended
Staff Corps
Corps officer,
grade than
temporary
promotion to
to such
such higher
higher grade
grade in
in the
of
report of
the approved
approved report
temporary promotion
a
board, the
the Staff
Staff Corps
officer shall be eligible for
considfor considCorps officer
a selection
selection board,
eration for
selection for
temporary promotion
promotion to
to the
next higher
higher grade.
grade.
the next
for temporary
for selection
eration
A
as prescribed
prescribed by
by section
section 305
of this
to consider
consider any
any
title, to
305 of
this title,
A board,
board, as
such Staff
Staff Corps
Corps officer
for recommendation
temporary promotion
promotion
for temporary
recommendation for
officer for
such

August 5, 1949
August
[H. R. 5238]
[H.
[Public Law
Law 210]
[Public

Officer Personnel
Personnel
Act of 1947,
1947, amendAct
ments.
61 Stat. 840.

S. C.,
C., Supp.
34 U. S.

II, §§211a
211a (o).
(o).
II,
Noneligibility
promotion.
promotion.

for
for

Appointment subAppointment
sequent to
to establishestablishsequent
ment of lineal list, etc.
etc.

Readjustment of
of
Readjustment
precedence
Reserve
precedence of Reserve

officers.

61 Stat. 833.
833.
61
U. S.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
Bopp.
34 U.
II
j211a.
II. *21la.
Reassignment
of
Reassignment of
running mates.

Adjustment of lineal
Adjustmentoflineal
positions.

Temporary promotion.

61 Stat.
Stat. 841.
841.
34 U. S.
Supp.
S. C., Supp.

306.
II, i1306.

568
568

PUBLIC
LAWS- CH.402-AUG.
402-AUG.5,
1949
5, 1949
PUBLIC LAWS--CH.
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to
the next
higher grade
grade shall
soon as
as practicable
after
to the
next higher
shall be
be convened
convened as
as soon
practicable after
the
reassignment of
of his
his running
mate and
and such
such board
board shall
shall if
if it
conit conrunning mate
the reassignment
siders
the Staff
Staff Corps
temporary promotion
promotion so
siders the
Corps officer
officer fitted
fitted for
for temporary
so recomrecommend him.
If recommended
for temporary
temporary promotion
in the
approved
mend
him. If
recommended for
promotion in
the approved
report
become eligible
eligible for
report of such board, the Staff
Staff Corps
Corps officer shall become
for
such
the line
is to
to be
his running
such promotion
promotion when
when the
line officer
officer who
who is
be his
running mate
mate
in
that grade
grade became
became or
or becomes
becomes eligible
temporary promotion
promotion
in that
eligible for
for temporary
thereto.
Any such
such Staff
recommended for
for temporary
temporary
thereto. Any
Staff Corps
Corps officer
officer not
not recommended
promotion
as having
failed of
of
promotion by such board
board shall
shall be
be considered
considered as
having failed
selection for temporary
selection
temporary promotion and shall have
have assigned
assigned as his
running mate the senior line officer
officer in the grade
grade in which he remains:
remains:
Restriction.
Restriction.
Provided, That
officer promoted
higher grade
Provided,
That no Staff Corps officer
promoted to
to a
a higher
grade
pursuant
allowances
pursuant to
to this
this subsection
subsection shall
shall be
be entitled
entitled to
to the pay and
and allowances
of such higher grade from a
earlier than the date of the approval
approval
a date earlier
of
of the board
board in
accordance with whose
recommendations
of the report
report of
in accordance
whose recommendations
his running mate was so reassigned."
reassigned."
(c)
proviso to
paragraph (2)
(2) of subsection
subsection (d)
(c) Deleting the proviso
to paragraph
(d) of
of
Stat. 856.
61 s5.
stat.
section
section 311 and substituting
substituting in lieu thereof
thereof the following: "Provided,
"Provided,
34 U.S.
U. S. C.,
II,
Supp.
o
wl
up p
That a
astaff
staff officer
officer with
with the
date of
line running
running mate
of rank
rank as
as his
his line
mate
6fW
(d) (2).
That
the same
same date
§306f
(d)
(2).
Precedence.
Precedence,
shall take precedence
officers junior to
precedence ahead
ahead of all line and staff officers
to his
And provided further,
line running mate:
mate: And
further, That, except as otherwise
provided herein
officers serving
serving in
the
provided
herein, officers
in the same
same grade and having the
same date of rank in that grade shall take
following
take precedence
precedence in the
the following
order: (a)
(a) Line officers, (b)
medical officers,
(b) medical
(c) supply officers,
officers, (d)
(d)
officers, (c)
chaplains, (e)
(e) civil engineers, (f)
officers, (g)
officers of the
(f) dental officers,
(g) officers
Medical Service
(h) officers
Nurse Corps".
Service Corps,
Corps, and
and (h)
officers of
of the
the Nurse
Corps".
61 Stat.
Stat. 856.
5. upp
(d) Amending
Amending paragraph
(5) of
subsection (d)
of section
section 311
to
(d)
paragraph (5)
of subsection
(d) of
311 to
34 U. S. C., Supp. II,
read
follows:
§306f
(5).
as follows:
306f (d) (5).
read as
Naval Reserve
staff
Naval
"(5)
Reserve staf
a staff corps of the Naval
"(5) An officer
officer of a
Naval Reserve
Reserve assigned
assigned to
corps officer.
orps ofcer
active
the date
date of
establishment of
list of
active duty
duty subsequent
subsequent to
to the
of establishment
of the
the lineal
lineal list
of
61
833.
61 Stat.
tat.
3pp.
officers as prescribed
prescribed by subsection
line officers
(a) of this title, shall,
subsection 304
304 (a)
shall, upon
34 U.
U. S. C., Supp. nI,
§21a
211a (a).
assignment to active
assignment
active duty and upon appointment
preceappointment to adjust
adjust his preceAnte, p.
p. 567.
Ante,
567.
dence as
provided in
in subsection
subsection 304 (o)
(o) of this title, be assigned
dence
as provided
assigned as his
running
running mate by the Secretary
Secretary of the Navy aaline officer
officer of the
the same
same
grade and
appropriate to
his adjusted
precedence."
grade
and appropriate
to his
adjusted precedence."
61 Stat. 867.
(e)
to section
section 316
316 the
new subsection:
subsection:
following new
the following
e) Adding
Adding to
upp
n11
StC.S
3 U.
34
S. C., Supp.
§§
15, 306g-306n,
306g-306n, 333b,
is15,
(O) Each
332h,
Each officer
the active
"(o)
officer on
on the
active list
list of
of the
the line
of the
line of
the Navy
Navy desigdesig410k. 410m.
410m.
410k.
4Officersdesignated
nated for
engineering duty
aeronautical engineering
engineering duty
duty who,
who, on
on
nated
for engineering
duty or
or aeronautical
Officers designated
for
engineering duty.
duty.
or engineering
August 7, 1947,
August
1947, was serving in the grade
grade of captain
captain with date
date of
rank
of rank
prior
21, 1942, and who
who, subsequent
prior to June 21,
subsequent to
1947, has
been
to August
August 7,
7, 1947,
has been
temporarily promoted
or may be temporarily
promoted to the
the grade of rear
rear admiral shall,
if in the grade
grade of rear admiral or upon promotion
promotion thereto, as the case
may be, have lineal rank among all line officers
officers of the grade of rear
rear
admiral
admiral corresponding
corresponding to
to the relative
relative lineal rank of all such officers
officers
Lineal
Lineal position.
position,
while
in the grade
if the assignwhile serving
serving in
grade of captain:
captain: Provided,
Provided, That if
assignment
ment of such
such lineal rank
rank would
would result in giving any such officer
officer aa
lineal position
position senior to that of another rear admiral
admiral of the same
category
officer
category promoted
promoted earlier
earlier to that
that grade
grade such first-mentioned
first-mentioned officer
shall have lineal position next after
junior rear admiral
after the junior
admiral of the
the
category who attained
same category
attained that grade
grade as the result of such earlier
earlier
Temporary
appointrank as
the assignment
Providedfurther,
further,That in the
Temporaryapointpromotion: Provided
assignment of lineal rank
as
ment of certain officers.
herein provided
provided there shall be disregarded
disregarded any officer
officer who,
who, on August
August
7, 1947,
1947, was serving in the grade of rear
rear admiral or captain under aa
temporary appointment
appointment of
temporary
duration."
of limited
limited duration."
61 Stat. 871.
(f) Deleting
in subsection
(c) of
of section
section 404
"service
upp. II,
(f)
Deleting in
subsection (c)
404 the
the words
words "service
34 US.
U. S. C., Supp.
§211c
21le (c).
in the Navy"
Navy" and substituting
substituting in lieu thereof the words
words "naval
"naval service,
service,
exclusive
exclusive of active duty for training
training in aareserve component";
component"; deleting
deleting
61 Stat. 871.
in the
the first
first sentence
sentence of
of subsection
said section
section the
words
the words
subsection (h)
(h) of
of the
the said
in
s34U.
34
U. S.uC.pp
S. C., Supp. II
§
211c (h).
(h).
i 2i1c
"For
approval of this Act"
"For two years after the date
date of approval
Act" and
and substituting
substituting

63
STAT.]
63 STAT.]

569
569

81sT
SESS .—CH.402-AUG.
402—AUG.5,
5, 1949
1949
81sT CONG
CONG.,., 1ST SESS.-CH.

in
"During the
period that
that title III
in lieu thereof
thereof the words
words "During
the period
III of
of this
Act remains
and deleting
in the
the second
second sentence
sentence of
of subsubAct
remains in
in effect";
effect"; and
deleting in
section (h) of the
service
the said section
section the
the words "shall
"shall have
have completed
completed service
in
substituting in
lieu thereof
"shall have
have
in the
the Navy"
Navy" and
and substituting
in lieu
thereof the
the words
words "shall
been selected
selected therefor
been
therefor prior to August
shall have
August 7, 1949,
1949, and shall
have comcompleted active
active naval service,
pleted
service, exclusive
exclusive of active
active duty
duty for training
training in
in aa
reserve
reserve component,".
component,"
SEo. 2. All commissioned
commissioned officers
officers of the active list of the United
United
SEC.
States
Navy on
duty on
on the
the effective
effective date
this Act,
who on
on
States Navy
on active
active duty
date of
of this
Act, who
that
date or
or within
thereafter are
are designated
duty
that date
within one
one year
year thereafter
designated for
for special
special duty
in
with the
the provisions
of section
Officer PerPerin accordance
accordance with
provisions of
section 401
401 of
of the
the Officer
sonnel
Act of
of 1947,
amended, shall
shall be
be credited
purposes of
of
sonnel Act
1947, as
as amended,
credited for
for purposes
adjustment
lineal position,
position, eligibility
for selection
selection for
promotion,
eligibility for
for promotion,
adjustment of
of lineal
eligibility for
promotion, eligibility
continuation on
the active
eligibility
for promotion,
eligibility for
for continuation
on the
active
list
and in
in respect
respect to
to separation
separation from
active list,
to the
from the
the active
list, pursuant
pursuant to
list and
provisions
Act but
pay or
retired pay,
pay, with
with aa period
period of
of
provisions of
of that
that Act
but not
not pay
or retired
active
equal to
to the
the time
spent in
in attendance
at a
aprofessional
professional
time spent
attendance at
active service
service equal
school,
in graduate
graduate study
university, in
the attainattainschool, or
or in
study at
at aa college
college or
or university,
in the
ment
which is
is a
arequirement
requirement or
alternative requirerequireor an
an alternative
of education
education which
ment of
ment of
of the
the United
United States
States Navy
Navy for
for designation
designation for
for
for qualification
qualification for
ment
the
performance of
of the
duty for
for which
which the
the officer
designated:
officer is
is designated:
the special
special duty
the performance
Provided,
That the
maximum period
period of
service so
so credited
credited shall
shall
the maximum
of active
active service
Provided,That
be three
calendar years,
shall not include
spent in
include any time spent
in attendyears, and
and shall
be
three calendar
ance
at such
such professional
in graduate
at such
such college
study at
college
or in
graduate study
professional school
school or
ance at
or
university while
serving on
on active
Provided further
no
That no
active duty:
duty: Provided
further, That
or university
while serving
such
period of
shall be
to those
of such
those of
such officers
officers
be credited
credited to
of active
active service
service shall
such period
who,
required to
to hold
hold a
agraduate
degree, were
were originally
originally and
and
graduate degree,
who, although
although required
permanently appointed
appointed and
and commissioned
commissioned in
line of
the Regular
Regular
in the
the line
of the
permanently
Navy
of lieutenant
as officers
officers designated
designated
(junior grade)
grade) as
in the
the grade
grade of
lieutenant (junior
Navy in
for
special duty,
pursuant to
the 'Officer Personnel
Personnel Act
Act
408 of
of the'Officer
to section
section 408
duty, pursuant
for special
of 1947,
1947, as
officer who attended
attended
That no
no officer
Provided further
further, That
as amended:
amended: Provided
of
the
Naval Academy
Academy shall
pursuant to
this
to this
shall be
be advanced,
advanced, pursuant
States Naval
the United
United States
Act, to
to a
lineal position
any member
member of
of his
his class
who was
as
class who
was as
to any
position senior
senior to
Act,
a lineal
such
senior to
has not
not lost
or precedence.
precedence.
lost numbers
numbers or
to him
him and
and has
such senior
SEC. 3.
3. As
in this
Act, the
attendance at
at aa
in attendance
the term
term "time
"time spent
spent in
As used
used in
this Act,
SEC.
professional school,
graduate study
college or
university"
at a
a college
or university"
or in
in graduate
study at
professional
school, or
shall, for
the purpose
purpose of
authorized
active service
service credit
credit authorized
the active
of establishing
establishing the
shall,
for the
by
this Act,
as follows:
follows: (1)
Full-time, regular-session
regular-session
(1) Full-time,
computed as
by this
Act, be
be computed
professional school for one
attendance
college, university, or
or professional
attendance at aa college,
academic
exclusive of
of summer
extra sessions,
be conconshall be
or extra
sessions, shall
summer or
year exclusive
academic year,
sidered one
one calendar
year; (2)
(2) full-time,
attendance
regular-session attendance
full-time, regular-session
calendar year;
sidered
at a
college, university,
professional school
school for a
a fraction
fraction of an
or professional
a college,
university, or
at
academic
year, exclusive
of summer
summer or
the
sessions, resulting
resulting in the
or extra
extra sessions,
exclusive of
academic year,
completion of
undertaken during
that period,
shall
period, shall
during that
study undertaken
of the
the units
units of
of study
completion
be considered
considered to
to be
an identical
fraction of
of a
and (3)
(3)
year; and
a calendar
calendar year;
be an
identical fraction
be
part-time attendance
attendance at
at a
college, university,
school,
professional school,
university, or
or professional
a college,
part-time
or attendance
at summer
or other
other extra
sessions, shall
shall first
first be
be
extra sessions,
summer sessions
sessions or
attendance at
or
converted into
into an
fraction of
of an
an academic
academic year
year of
of full-time,
full-time,
an equivalent
equivalent fraction
converted
regular-session attendance,
attendance, and
and shall
shall be
considered to be
an identical
identical
be an
be considered
regular-session
fraction of
of a
calendar year:
to the
the limitation
limitation
That, subject
subject to
year: Provided,
Provided, That,
a calendar
fraction
contained in
section 22hereof,
hereof, every
to the
the benefits
benefits of
of
officer entitled
entitled to
every officer
in section
contained
sections
2, 3,
3, 4,
of this
Act who
holds a
professional or
or graduate
graduate
who holds
a professional
5 of
this Act
4, and
and 5
sections 2,
degree, with
with the
the exception
exception of
of an
an honorary
honorary degree,
degree, from
professional
from a
a professional
degree,
school or
college or
university, which
degree is
is acquired
acquired through
through
which degree
or university,
school
or aa college
attendance
or in
at a
college or
or
a college
graduate study
study at
school or
in graduate
at a
a professional
professional school
attendance at
university for
for aa period
period of at least
least three
academic years,
which
years, and which
three academic
university
degree is
is aa requirement
or an
an alternative
the United
United
of the
requirement of
alternative requirement
requirement or
degree
States Navy
for qualification
for service
the special-duty-only
special-duty-only
in the
service in
qualification for
Navy for
States
classification
for which
the officer
is designated,
shall be
be credited
credited
designated, shall
officer is
which the
classification for

Si Stat. 829.
61
S. C., Supp. II,
34 U. S.
note.
§§3c note.

Crediting of active
service for special
special
service
duty.
61 Stat. 869.
34 U.S.
34U.
S. C., Supp. II,

211b.
§§2I1b.

Maximum
of
Maximum period of
active service.
service.
active

Restriction.
Restriction.

61
61 Stat. 873.
34 U. S. C., Supp. II,

§77.
§77.

Computation of atComputation
tendance
tendance time at professional school,
school, etc.

Credit of maximum
Credit
period.
period.
Supra; post,
post, p.
p. 570.
570.
Supra;

570

Adjustment
oflbaeal
Adjustment oflineal
position.
position.
61
61 Stat.
Stat. 833.
833.
34
U. S. C.,
34 U.S.
C., Supp.
Supp. II,
II,
§§211a.
211a.
Ante,
567.
Ante, p.
p. 567.

Temporary
Temporary promopromotion
below captain.
captain.
tion below

Selection
Selection boards.
boards.
Ante, p.
p. 569.
569.
Supra.
Supra.
61 Stat.
829.
61
Stat. 829.
S. C., Supp. II,
H,
34 H.
U.S.
§
Sc note.
i 3c
note.
Stat. 869.
869.
61 Stat.
34 U. S. C.,
C., Supp.
34U.S.
Supp. I,
§211b.
211b.
Promotion
Promotion zone.
zone.

Ante,
Ante, p. 569; supra.
tupra.

61
61 Stat. 833.
34 U.
U. S. C., Supp.
II,
Supp. II,
§211a.
Ante, p. 567.
Ante,
567.
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with
the maximum
period of
years of
service
with the
maximum period
of three
three calendar
calendar years
of active
active service
without
regard to
the actual
time elapsed
elapsed between
between matriculation
matriculation and
and
without regard
to the
actual time
qualification
for the
the professional
graduate degree
degree held.
held.
qualification for
professional or
or graduate
S
EC. 4.
The lineal
lineal position
position of
each officer
described in
section 2
of
SEC.
4. The
of each
officer described
in section
2 of
this Act
be adjusted
officer on
on the
the lineal
lineal list
list
this
Act shall
shall be
adjusted by
by advancing
advancing such
such officer
established pursuant
pursuant to
section 304
of the
the Officer
Act of
of
established
to section
304 of
Officer Personnel
Personnel Act
1947,
amended, in
in accordance
accordance with
active service
deter1947, as amended,
with his
his active
service credit
credit determined pursuant
pursuant to
Act. If
adjustment
mined
to sections
sections 2
2 and
and 3
3 of
of this
this Act.
If such
such adjustment
would advance
any such
grade higher
higher than
than the
grade in
in
would
advance any
such officer
officer to
to aagrade
the grade
is serving
under a
permanent or
or temporary
temporary appointment
appointment on
on
which he
he is
serving under
a permanent
effective date
date of
this Act,
Act, he
shall be
be assigned
assigned aaposition
position on
on the
the
the effective
of this
he shall
lineal list senior to the line officer
officer in his grade not restricted
restricted in
in the
performance
officer in
in the
the promotion
promotion zone
zone
performance of
of duty who
who was the
the junior
junior officer
established for his grade
and, when
when selected
selected for
to the
the
last established
grade and,
for promotion
promotion to
next
promotion be
be advanced
advanced to
to the
the position
position
next higher grade,
grade, shall upon
upon promotion
on the lineal list commensurate
commensurate with
active-service credit:
credit: ProProwith his active-service
vided further,
in section
section 2
2of
of this
this Act
below
further, That
That officers
officers described
described in
Act below
the grade
grade of captain
whose names
on the
captain whose
names appear
appear on aapromotion
promotion list
list on
the
effective date of this Act,
effective
temporary promotion
promotion
Act, if
if not then eligible
eligible for
for temporary
to
grade under
under other
other provisions
provisions of
of law,
law, shall
shall become
so
to the next
next higher
higher grade
become so
eligible on that date.
date.
SEC. 5. As soon as practicable
practicable after each officer
SEc.
officer described
described in section
section
2 of this Act has been advanced
2
advanced on the lineal
lineal list pursuant
pursuant to
to section
section
4
Act, the
the Secretary
of the
appoint and
and convene
4 of this
this Act,
Secretary of
the Navy
Navy shall
shall appoint
convene
selection boards
boards pursuant
pursuant to
to the
title III
of the
the Officer
Officer
selection
the provisions
provisions of
of title
III of
Personnel
Personnel Act of 1947,
1917, as
consider for temporary
temporary promoas amended,
amended, to consider
promotion to the next higher grade
grade all eligible officers designated
designated for special
special
pursuant to
401 of
that Act.
The promotion
promotion zone
zone for
for
duty pursuant
to section
section 401
of that
Act. The
each grade shall consist
consist of those
those officers
have been
advanced purpurofficers who have
been advanced
suant
section 4
Act, to
lineal position
in such
senior
suant to section
4 of this
this Act,
to aalineal
position in
such grade
grade senior
to the line officer of that
restricted in
in the
performance of
that grade
grade not
not restricted
the performance
of
officer in
zone last
last established
established
duty who was the junior officer
in the
the promotion
promotion zone
for that grade.
grade. Notwithstanding
Notwithstanding any
of law,
law, all
all
any other provision of
officers
recommended for temporary
officers recommended
temporary promotion
report
promotion in the approved report
of aaselection board, appointed
convened as
as herein
herein provided,
shall
appointed and convened
provided, shall
be eligible for temporary
temporary promotion
next higher
higher grade
grade on
on the
the
promotion to the
the next
date of approval
approval of such report.
report. Upon promotion
higher grade
promotion to a
a higher
grade
and advancement
advancenient on the lineal
lineal list pursuant
pursuant to section 4
4of this Act,
Act,
each such officer
officer shall be deemed to have as much service in grade as
the lile
officer not restricted
line officer
restricted in the performance
performance of duty who has not
not
lost numbers or precedence
precedence and who is next junior
junior to such officer
officer on
on the
lineal list.
prescribe all
necessaryand
an d
SEC. 6. The
The Secretaryof
Secretary of the
the Navy
Navy shall
shall prescribe
all necessary
proper regulations,
regulations, not inconsistent
inconsistent with the provisions of sections
sections 2,
3, 4, and 5
5 of this Act, for the computation
computation and
crediti ng of the active
and crediting
active
service credit provided
provided by this Act to the officers
officers entitled thereto, and
and
for their appropriate
appropriate advancement
advancement on the lineal list of officers
officers established
lished pursuant
pursuant to section
section 304 of the Officer
of 1947,
1947, as
as
Officer Personnel
Personnel Act
Act of
amended.
Approved
5, 1949.
1949.
Approved August
August 5,
[CHAPTER 4031
[CHAPTER
403]

August
August 8, 1949
IS. 1184]
[S.
11841
[Public
[Public Law
Law 2111
211]

National
Housing
National Housing
Act,
Act, amendments.
amendments.

AN ACT
ACT
encourage construction
construction of rental
To encourage
rental housing
housing on
areas adjacent
to Army,
Army,
on or in areas
adjacent to
Navy, Marine
Marine Corps, and
and Air Force
Force installations,
installations, and for other
other purposes.
purposes.

Be it
enacted by the Senate
Senate and House of
it enacted
Representatives of
of the
the
of Representatives
United
America in
Congress assembled, That
United States of America
in Congress
That the National
National

63 STAT.]
STAT.]

81ST CONG.,
81sT
CONG ., 1ST
1sT SESS.-CH.
SESS .—CH.403—AUG.
8, 1949
403-AUG. 8,
1949

571
571

48 Stat.
Stat. 1246.
1246.
Housing Act, as amended, is amended by adding at
end thereof
thereof
at the
the end
12 U.
Ti. S.
1701 et
et
12
S. C.
C. §§1701
a new title
a
as follows:
title as
follows:
seq.; Supp.
Supp. II, §
§ 1701c
1701c

"TITLE VIII-MILITARY
VIII—MILITARY HOUSING
INSURANCE
HOUSING INSURANCE

et seq.
Ante,
pp. 29,
57, 421,
421,
Ante, pp.
29, 57,
431,
432, 446;
446; post,
post,
431, 432,
pp. 576, 681,905.
681, 905.

"SEC.
"SEc. 801.
801. As
used in
title—
As used
in this
this title"(a)
"Mortgage."
'mortgage' means
"Mortgage."
"
(a) The term 'mortgage'
means a
mortgage on
on real
real estate,
estate, in
in
a first
first mortgage
fee simple, or on a
a leasehold (1)
(1) under
lease for
for not
than ninetyninetyunder a
a lease
not less
less than
nine years which is renewable;
renewable; or (2)
(2) under
under a
a lease
lease for
for aa period
period of
of
not less than fifty years to run from
from the date the mortgage
mortgage was
was
executed; and the term 'first mortgage'
mortgage' means such classes
classes of
of first
first liens
liens
as are commonly given to secure advances
advances on,
on or
or the
the unpaid
unpaid purchase
purchase
price of, real estate, under
thee l
und er th
aws o
Stat
e in
in which
the real
real estate
estate
laws
offth
thee State
which the
is located, together with the
credit instruments,
any, secured
secured thereby.
thereby.
the credit
instruments, if
if any,
"Mortgagee."
"(b)
"(b) The term 'mortgagee'
'mortgagee' includes
includes the original
original lender
lender under
under aa "Mortgagee."
assigns approved
approved by
mortgage, and his successors
successors and assigns
Commisby the
the Commis"Mortgagor."
"Mortgagor."
sioner; and the term 'mortgagor'
'mortgagor' includes the
borrower under
under
the original
original borrower
aamortgage, his
successors and
his successors
and assigns.
assigns.
"Maturity
date."
"Maturity date."
"(c)
'maturity date'
date' means
"
(c ) The term 'maturity
on which
which the
the mortgage
mortgage
means the
the date
date on
indebtedness would be
if paid
paid in
accordance
with
periodic
be extinguished
extinguished if
in accordance with periodic
payments
payments provided for in
in the mortgage.
mortgage.
"Rental housing."
"Rental
housing."
"(d)
'(d) The term 'rental housing' means housing,
the occupancy
occupancy of
of
housing, the
which is permitted by the owner
owner thereof
thereof in
in consideration
of the
the payconsideration of
payment of agreed
agreed charges,
charges, whether
whether or not by the
termination of
of the:
the agreeagreethe termination
ment, such payment over a
a period of time will entitle
entitle the
occupant to
to
the occupant
the
of the
premises.
the ownership
ownership of
the premises.
"Military."
"(e)
'military' includes Army,
"(e) The term 'military'
Army, Navy,
Navy, Marine
Marine Corps,
Corps, and
and
Air
Air Force.
Force.
"State."
"State."
"(f) The term 'State' includes
includes the
the several
States and
and Alaska,
Alaska,
several States
Hawaii,
Hawaii, Puerto
Puerto Rico,
District
of
Columbia,
and
the
Virgin
Islands.
Rico, the
the District of Columbia, and the Virgin Islands.
Military Housing
Housing
Military
"SEC. 802. There
a Military
"Sac.
There is hereby created
created a
Military Housing
Housing Insurance
Insurance Insurance
Insurance Fund.
Fund which shall be used by the Commissioner
Commissioner as
as aarevolving
revolving fund
fund
for carrying
carrying out the provisions of
insured
of this
this title,
title, and
and mortgages
mortgages insured
under this title shall be known
to as
'military housing
known and
and referred
referred to
as 'military
housing
Appropriation
au
Appropriation auinsured mortgages'.
mortgages'. For the purposes
purposes of this fund
fund there
hereby thorized.
there is
is hereby
thorized.
Post,
871.
Post,
p.
871.
authorized to
to be
be appropriated
sum of
of $10,000,000.
For immediate
authorized
appropriated the
the sum
$10,000,000. For
immediate
needs pending such appropriation,
the Commissioner
is directed
to
appropriation, the
Commissioner is
directed to
sum of $1,000,000
transfer the sum
$1,000,000 to
such fund
the War
Housing
to such
fund from
from the
War Housing
85
56 Stat. its.
iM.
Insurance Fund created by section 602
Insurance
such amount
amount to
be
602 of this Act,
Act, such
to be
12 U. S.
S. C.,
C., Supp.II,
12U.
Supp.II,
§
1737.
S1737.
reimbursed
reimbursed to the War Housing Insurance
Insurance Fund upon
upon the availability
availability
of the appropriations
appropriations authorized
this section.
General expenses
expenses of
of
authorized by
by this
section. General
operation
operation of the Federal
Federal Housing Administration
Administration under
under this
this title
title may
may
be
charged to
to the
the Military
Military Housing
Housing Insurance
Insurance Fund.
be charged
Fund.
Mortgage insurance.
Insurance.
Mortgage
"SEC.
"SEc. 803. (a)
(a) In
In order
to assist
in relieving
relieving the
acute shortage
shortage of
of
order to
assist in
the acute
housing which now exists at
or in
to military
installaat or
in areas
areas adjacent
adjacent to
military installations because
because of uncertainty
as to
to the
permanency of
of such
such installations
installations
uncertainty as
the permanency
and to increase
supply of
of rental
accommodations available
increase the
the supply
rental housing
housing accommodations
available
to military and civilian
such installations,
installations, the
the Commiscivilian personnel
personnel at
at such
Commissioner is authorized,
authorized, upon
of the
the mortgagee,
insure
upon application
application of
mortgagee, to
to insure
mortgages
mortgages (including
such mortgages
during construcconstruc(including advances
advances on
on such
mortgages during
tion)
tion) which are
for insurance
insurance as
hereinafter provided,
provided, and,
and,
are eligible
eligible for
as hereinafter
upon such
terms as
as the
Commissioner may
may prescribe,
prescribe, to
to make
make commitcommitsuch terms
the Commissioner
ments for so insuring
insuring such
to the
date of
their execusuch mortgages
mortgages prior
prior to
the date
of their
execuAggregate amount
amount
Aggregate
tion or disbursement
disbursement thereon:
thereon: Provided,
Provided, That the
the aggregate
amount
aggregate amount
of principal obligaof
of principal obligations
obligations of all mortgages
mortgages insured
this title
shall tions.
tions.
insured under
under this
title shall
not exceed
exceed $500,000,000
$500,000,000 except
with the
the approval
approval of
of the
the President
President
except that
that with
such aggregate amount may
to not
$1,000,000,000:
may be
be increased
increased to
not to
to exceed
exceed $1,000,000,000:
Time limitation.
And provided
further, That no
provided further,
shall be
under this
this
no mortgage
mortgage shall
be insured
insured under
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572

Eligibility

mEigibility
ments.
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require-

require-
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bySecretary
of Defense.
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title after July 1,
1951, except (A)
to a
a commitment
commitment to
to
1, 1951,
(A) pursuant
pursuant to
insure issued on or before
before such date,
or (B)
given to
to
date, or
(B) aa mortgage
mortgage given
refinance
refinance an existing
existing mortgage
mortgage insured
insured under
this title
title and
and which
does
under this
which does
not exceed the
amount and
unexpired term
term of
of such
such
the original
original principal
principal amount
and unexpired
existing
mortgage.
existing mortgage.
"(b)
for insurance
insurance under
under this
this title
mortgage shall
"(b) To
To be
be eligible
eligible for
title aamortgage
shall
meet
meet the
the following
following conditions:
conditions:
"(1) The
by aa mortgagor
mortgagor
be held
held by
shall be
property shall
mortgaged property
"(1)
The mortgaged
approved by
The Commissioner
Commissioner may,
may, in
in his
disby the
the Commissioner.
Commissioner. The
his discretion, require such mortgagor
to be
or restricted
restricted as
as to
mortgagor to
be regulated
regulated or
to
rents or sales, charges, capital
capital structure,
of return,
return, and
and methods
methods
structure, rate
rate of
operation. The
Commissioner may
may make
such contracts
contracts with,
and
of operation.
The Commissioner
make such
with, and
acquire for not to exceed
$100 stock
stock or
such mortgagor,
mortgagor,
exceed $100
or interest
interest in,
in, any
any such
as the Commissioner
Commissioner may deem necessary
to render
render effective
effective such
necessary to
such
restriction
restriction or regulation.
regulation. Such stock or
shall be
be paid
paid for
for out
out
or interest
interest shall
of the Military Housing Insurance
Insurance Fund, and shall
shall be
be redeemed
redeemed by
by
the mortgagor
mortgagor at par upon the
the termination
termination of all
obligations of
the
all obligations
of the
Commissioner under
insurance.
under the
the insurance.
"(2) The
mortgaged property shall be designed for rent for resi"(2)
The mortgaged
dential use by civilian or military personnel
of the
the Army,
Army, Navy,
Navy,
personnel of
Marine Corps, or Air Force (including
(including Government
Government contractors'
contractors'
employees) assigned
employees)
assigned to duty at the
the military
military installation
installation at
or in
in the
the
at or
area of which such property
property is constructed.
constructed. Notwithstanding
Notwithstanding the
the
provisions
provisions of any other law,
preference or
priority of
of opportunity
opportunity in
in
law, preference
or priority
the occupancy
occupancy of the mortgaged
mortgaged property
property for such
and their
their
such personnel
personnel and
immediate
immediate families shall be provided
provided under
under such
such regulations
and proproregulations and
cedures as
as may
may be
be prescribed
prescribed by
by the
the Commissioner.
Commissioner.
cedures

No
No mortgage
mortgage

shall be insured
insured under this title unless
unless the Secretary
Secretary of
of Defense
Defense or
or his
his
designee shall have
have certified
certified to
the Commissioner
Commissioner that
the housing
to the
that the
housing
with respect to which
which the mortgage
mortgage is
necessary to
is made
made is
is necessary
to provide
provide
adequate
adequate housing for such
such personnel,
personnel, that
such installation
installation is
is deemed
that such
deemed
to be a
a permanent part of the
Military Establishment,
Establishment, and
and that
that there
there
the Military
is no present intention to substantially
curtail activities
at such
such
substantially curtail
activities at
installation.
installation.
"(3)
The mortgage
mortgage shall
shall involve
"(3) The
involve a
obligation in
in an
an
a principal
principal obligation

amountamount—
"
(A) not
exceed $5,000,000;
$5,000,000; and
"(A)
not to
to exceed
and
"(B) not to exceed
"(B)
exceed 90 per centum of
the amount
which the
the
of the
amount which
Commissioner estimates
estimates will be the replacement
replacement cost of the
the
property or project when the proposed improvements
are comimprovements are
completed; and
and
pleted;
"(C) not to exceed
average of $8,100
"(C)
exceed an average
$8,100 per family unit for
for
such part of such property
property or project
project as may
attributable to
to
may be attributable
dwelling
dwelling use, except
the Secretary
Secretary of
Defense or
or his
his
except that where
where the
of Defense
designee in exceptional
exceptional cases certifies
certifies and
Commissioner conconand the
the Commissioner
curs in such certification
certification that the
the needs would
would be better served
served
single-family detached
by single-family
detached dwelling
dwelling units
mortgage may
units the
the mortgage
may
involve a
a principal
principal obligation
obligation not to exceed $9,000
$9,000 per family
family
unit for such part of such property
be attributable
attributable to
to
property as may
may be
such
units.
such dwelling
dwelling units.
The
The mortgage shall provide
provide for complete
complete amortization
amortization by periodic
payment within
within such
terms as the
the Commissioner
Commissioner shall prescribe,
prescribe, and
payment
such terms
and
shall bear interest (exclusive
(exclusive of premium charges for insurance)
insurance) at
at
not to exceed
4 per centum
centum per
exceed 4
per annum of the amount of the principal
principal
obligation
mav consent
obligation outstanding at any time. The Commissioner may
consent
to the release
release of aapart
the mortgaged
property from
the
part or
or parts
parts of
of the
mortgaged property
from the
lien of
of the mortgage
mortgage upon such terms and conditions
conditions as he may prescribe and the mortgage
mortgage may provide
provide for
such release.
release.
for such
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"(c) The Commissioner
Premium
charge.
authorized to fix aa premium charge
"(c)
Commissioner is authorized
for
charge for
Premium charge.
the insurance of mortgages
mortgages under
under this title but in
case of
any
in the case
of any
mortgage
be less
mortgage such charge
charge shall not be
an amount
amount equivalent
less than
than an
equivalent to
to
one
1 per centum
one half of 1
centum per annum nor more than an amount
amount equivaequivalent toy/
to 1y 2 per centum per annum
annum of the amount of
the principal
of the
principal
obligation of the mortgage
any time,
mortgage outstanding at any
time, without
without taking
taking
prepayments. Such premium
into account delinquent
delinquent payments
payments or prepayments.
premium
charges
charges shall be payable by the mortgagee,
mortgagee, either
either in cash,
cash, or
debenor in
in debentures
issued by
by the Commissioner
tures issued
Commissioner under this title
title at par plus accrued
accrued
interest,
manner as may
prescribed by the
interest, in such manner
may be prescribed
Commissioner:
the Commissioner:
Provided,That the Commissioner
payment of
Provided,
Commissioner may
may require
require the payment
of one
one or
or
Initialpremium
Initial premium
charge or charges.
more such premium charges
charges at the time
time the mortgage
mortgage is insured, at chargeorcharges
such discount rate as he may prescribe
prescribe not
not in
excess of
the interest
interest rate
rate
in excess
of the
specified in the mortgage. If
specified
If the Commissioner
Commissioner finds,
upon the
the presenpresenfinds, upon
tation of aamortgage
insurance and the tender of the initial pretation
mortgage for insurance
premium charge
charge and such other charges
charges as the Commissioner
Commissioner may
may require
require
that the mortgage
mortgage complies with
with the provisions of
this title,
title, such
such
of this
mortgage
accepted for insurance
mortgage may be accepted
insurance by indorsement
indorsement or
or otherwise
otherwise
as the
Commissioner may prescribe.
prescribe. In
the Commissioner
event that
that the
the principal
principal
In the
the event
Adjusted premium
premium
Adjusted
charge.
obligation
accepted for insurance
insurance under
obligation of any mortgage
mortgage accepted
under this
title charge
this title
is paid in full prior to the maturity date, the Commissioner
further
Commissioner is
is further
authorized
authorized in his discretion
discretion to require
require the
the payment
payment by
by the
mortgagee
the mortgagee
of an adjusted
adjusted premium
premium charge in such amount as the Commissioner
Commissioner
equitable but not
determines to be equitable
not in excess
excess of the
amount
the aggregate
aggregate amount
of the
mortgagee would
the premium
premium charges that the mortgagee
otherwise have
have
would otherwise
been required
if the mortgage
mortgage had continued
required to pay if
continued to be
insured under
under
be insured
this title until such maturity
Refund of
current
event that the
maturity date;
date; and
and in the event
the principal
principal
Refund
of current
unearned premium
obligation
Commissioner is charges.
obligation is paid in full as herein
herein set forth, the Commissioner
charges.
authorized to refund to the
the mortgagee
mortgagee for
for the
the account
of the
mortgagor
account of
the mortgagor
all, or such portion as he shall determine
determine to be equitable,
equitable, of the
current
the current
unearned premium charges
charges theretofore
theretofore paid.
paid.

"(d)
Default;
insurance
any payment
payment due
"(d) The failure
failure of the mortgagor
mortgagor to
to make
make any
due under
under
Default;insurance
benefits.
or provided to be paid by the terms
a mortgage
terms of a
mortgage insured
insured under
this
under this
ne
a default under such mortgage,
mortgage, and,
title shall be considered
considered a
and, if
if such
such
default continues for aaperiod of thirty days,
mortgagee shall
shall be
days, the
the mortgagee
be
entitled
entitled to receive the benefits
the insurance
insurance as
benefits of the
as hereinafter
hereinafter provided,
provided,
transfer, and delivery
upon assignment, transfer,
delivery to
to the
the Commissioner,
Commissioner, within
within
aaperiod and in accordance
accordance with rules and regulations
regulations to
to be
prescribed
be prescribed
by the Commissioner
Commissioner of (1)
interest arising
(1) all rights and interest
arising under
under the
the
mortgage so in default;
mortgage
default; (2)
(2) all claims of
of the
against the
the
the mortgagee
mortgagee against
mortgagors or others, arising
arising out of the
mortgage transactions;
transactions; (3)
(3)
the mortgage
all policies of title or other insurance
insurance or surety bonds or
other guaranguaranor other
ties and any
any and all
thereunder; (4)
(4) any
all claims thereunder;
any balance
balance of
of the
the mortmortgage
gage loan not advanced
advanced to the
the mortgagor;
mortgagor; (5)
cash or
or property
property
(5) any
any cash
held
mortgagee, or
held by the mortgagee,
which it
entitled, as
as deposits
made for
or to
to which
it is
is entitled,
deposits made
for
the account
account of
of the
the mortgagor and which
which have
have not been
applied in
been applied
in
reduction
reduction of the principal of the mortgage
and (6)
(6) all
all
mortgage indebtedness;
indebtedness; and
records, documents, books, papers,
papers, and accounts
relating to
to the
the mortmortaccounts relating
Debentures and
and
gage
gage transaction. Upon
Upon such assignment,
assignment, transfer,
transfer, and
and delivery,
delivery, the
the
Debentures
cl cerrtificates of claims.
obligation of the mortgagee
premium charges
obligation
mortgagee to pay
pay the premium
charges for
mortgage
for mortgage
c
s
insurance
insurance shall cease, and the Commissioner
Commissioner shall,
shall, subject
to the
cash
subject to
the cash
adjustment provided
adjustment
provided for in subsection
(e) of
this section,
section, issue
issue to
to the
subsection (e)
of this
the
mortgagee
mortgagee debentures
debentures having a
atotal face
value equal
equal to
to the
value of
of
face value
the value
the mortgage, and a
Determination of
ot
a certificate
certificate of claim
claim as hereinafter
hereinafter provided.
provided. For
For mortgage
Determination
value.
the purposes of this subsection,
subsection, the value of the mortgage
be mageaue
mortgage shall be
determined
accordance with rules and
determined in accordance
regulations prescribed
by
and regulations
prescribed by
the Commissioner, by adding to the
the amount
amount of
principal
of the
the original
original principal
obligation of the mortgage which
which was unpaid on the
date of
of default,
the date
default,
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the
amount the
have paid
for (A)
(A) taxes,
taxes, special
special assessassessthe amount
the mortgagee
mortgagee may
may have
paid for
ments,
and water
rates which
which are
liens prior
prior to
to the
the mortgage;
mortgage; (B)
ments, and
water rates,
are liens
(B)
insurance
on the
the property;
property; and
and (C)
expenses for
for the
the cominsurance on
(C) reasonable
reasonable expenses
completion
and preservation
of the
and any
insurance
any mortgage
mortgage insurance
pletion and
preservation of
the property
property and
premiums paid
after default;
default; less
less the
sum of
of (i)
(i) an
an amount
amount equivalent
premiums
paid after
the sum
equivalent
to
centum of
of the
the unpaid
amount of
of such
such principal
obligation on
on
principal obligation
to 11per
per centum
unpaid amount
the
date of
default; (ii)
(ii) any
any amount
received on
on account
account of
of the
the mortmortamount received
the date
of default;
gage after
after such
such date;
date; and
and (iii)
received by
by the
the mortmortgage
(iii) any
any net
net income
income received
Foreclosure; insurfrom the
the property
after such
such date:
Provided, That
That the
mortdate: Provided,
the mortForeclosure;
gagee from
property after
insur- gagee
ance benefits.
ance benefits.
gagee in the event of aaaefault
default under the mortgage may, at its option
option
and in
in accordance
regulations of,
of, and
and in
in a
aperiod
to be
be determined
determined
and
accordance with
with regulations
period to
by the
the Commissioner,
proceed to
foreclose on
on and
and obtain
obtain possession
possession
by
Commissioner, proceed
to foreclose
of or
or otherwise
otherwise acquire
property from
from the
mortgagor after
after
of
acquire such
such property
the mortgagor
default,
and receive
benefits of
of the
as hereinafter
hereinafter:prothe benefits
the insurance
insurance as
prodefault, and
receive the
vided,
the prompt
to the
the Commissioner
Commissioner of
of ,
title
title
conveyance to
vided, upon
upon (1)
(1) the
prompt conveyance
to the
the property
property which
which meets
the requirements
requirements of
the rules
rules and
and .regularegulameets the
of the
to
tions
the Commissioner
in force
at the
the time
time the
was
the mortgage was
force at
tions of
of the
Commissioner in
insured,
such
prescribed by such
which is evidenced
evidenced in
in the manner
manner prescribed
insured, and which
rules
and (2)
(2) the
assignment to
to him
of all
all claims
claims
him of
the assignment
rules and
and .regulations;
regulations; and
of
the mortgagor
mortgagor or
or others,
others, arising
arising out
out of
of the
the
of the
the mortgagee
mortgagee against
against the
mortgage
transaction or
such claims
claims
proceedings, except
except such
mortgage transaction
or foreclosure
foreclosure proceedings,
that
released with
the consent
consent of the
the Commissioner.
have been
been released
with the
that may
may have
Upon
and assignment,
the obligation
obligation of
of the
mortgagee
such conveyance
conveyance and
assignment, the
the mortgagee
Upon such
to
premium charges
charges for
insurance shall
and the
the mortmortfor insurance
shall cease
cease and
to pay
pay the
the premium
gagee
shall be
entitled to
receive the
the benefits
benefits of the insurance
insurance as proto receive
gagee shall
be entitled
vided
that in
in such
such event
event the 1
centum
1 per centum
subsection, except
except that
vided in
in this
this subsection,
Acquisition of mort- deduction,
time
in (i)
(i) hereof,
hereof, shall
apply. If,
set out
shall not
not apply.
If, during
during the
the time
Acquisitionofmortdeduction, set
out in
val.r
s
ed property by
v.gs.
the mortgage
and before
before the
the mortgagee
received the
the
mortgage is
is insured
insured and
mortgagee has
has received
the
benefits
United States
States acquires, or commences
insurance, the
the United
commences
benefits of the insurance,
eminent domain
to acquire,
acquire, all
or aasubstantial
substantial part
part (as
(as
eminent
domain proceedings
proceedings to
all or
defined by
by the
the Commissioner)
of the
the mortgaged
property for
for the
the use
defined
Commissioner) of
mortgaged property
use
of the
the National
National Military
Military Establishment,
the mortgagee
at its
of
Establishment, the
mortgagee may,
may, at
its
election, within
regulations
election,
within such
such time and
and in accordance
accordance with such
such regulations
as
the Commissioner
Commissioner may
may prescribe,
prescribe, receive
benefits of
of the
the insurinsuras the
receive the
the benefits
provided in this subsection, notwithstanding
ance as provided
notwithstanding the fact that the
mortgage may not be in default.
mortgage
default.
Debentures.
Debentures.
"(e)
issued under
under this
this title
title shall
shall be
be in
such form
"(e) Debentures
Debentures issued
in such
form and
and
denominations
in multiples
$50, shall
shall be
to such
such terms
terms and
denominations in
multiples of
of $50,
be subject
subject to
and
conditions, and
such provisions
redemption ' if
any,
conditions,
and shall
shall include
include such
provisions for
for redemption,
if any,
the Commissioner
Commissioner with the approval
approval of the
as may be prescribed
prescribed by
by the
Secret
ary of
Treasury, and may
registered form.
form.
Secretary
of the
the Treasury,
may be in
in coupon
coupon or registered
difference between
between the
value of
mortgage determined
determined as
as
Any difference
the value
of the
the mortgage
herein provided and the aggregate
face value of the
debentures issued,
issued,
aggregate face
the debentures
not to exceed
payment of cash
exceed $50, shall
shall be adjusted
adjusted by
by the
the payment
cash by the
the
Commissioner
mortgagee from
Housing Insurance
Insurance
Commissioner to
to the mortgagee
from the Military
Military Housing
Fund.
Execution
or debendeben"(f)
title shall
be executed
in the
the name
Execution of
"(
f) Debentures
Debentures issued
issued under
under this
this title
shall be
executed in
name
tures.
trs.
of the Military Housing Insurance
Insurance Fund as obligor, shall be signed
by the Commissioner, by either his written or engraved
engraved signature,
signature,
and shall be negotiable. All such
debentures shall be dated
such debentures
dated as of the
with subsection
(d) of
date of default as determined
determined in accordance
accordance with
subsection (d)
of
this section, and shall bear
bear interest
interest from such date at a
a rate determined
mined by the Commissioner
Commissioner with the approval
Secretary of
approval of the Secretary
of the
Treasury, at the time
mortgage was
accepted for insurance,
insurance, but
but
Treasury,
time the
the mortgage
was accepted
not to exceed
exceed 3
3 per centum
centum per annum, payable
payable semiannually
semiannually on the
Maturity.
Maturity.
1st day of January and the
the 1st day of July
July of each
each year, and
and shall
Tax exemption.
Ta
exemption.
mature ten years
debentures shall
be
mature.
years after
after the date thereof.
thereof. Such debentures
shall be
exempt, both as to
principal and
interest, from
from all
all taxation
taxation (except
exempt,
to principal
and interest,
(except
surtaxes, estate, inheritance,
taxes) now or
hereafter imposed
inheritance, and gift
gift taxes)
or hereafter
imposed
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by any Territory, dependency,
dependency, or possession of
the United
United States
or
of the
States or
by the District of Columbia, or by any State, county, municipality,
municipality, or
or
local taxing authority. They shall be paid out of the Military
Military HousHousing Insurance Fund, which shall be primarily liable therefor,
therefor, and
and they
they
shall be fully and unconditionally
unconditionally guaranteed
guaranteed as to principal
principal and
and
interest by the United States, and such guaranty
expressed
guaranty shall be
be expressed
on the face of the debentures.
debentures. In
Failure of
of Fund
to
In the event
event the Military
Military Housing
Housing
Failure
Fund to
pay.
Insurance
demand, when due, the principal
Insurance Fund fails to pay upon demand,
principal of pay.
or interest on any debentures
debentures so guaranteed,
Secretary of
of the
guaranteed, the Secretary
the
Treasury shall pay to the holders the amount thereof
Treasury
thereof which
hereby
which is
is hereby
authorized to be appropriated,
appropriated, and thereupon
authorized
thereupon to the extent
extent of the
amount so paid the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury
all the
the
Treasury shall succeed
succeed to
to all
rights of the holders of such
such debentures.
debentures.
"(g)
Certificate of claim.
claim.
(g) The certificate
certificate of claim
claim issued
issued by the Commissioner to any
certificate
mortgagee in connection
connection with
nsurance of
ofmor
t
gages under
un der thi s
mortgagee
with th
thee i
insurance
mortgages
this
title shall be for an amount determined
determined in
subsections
in accordance
accordance with
with subsections
(e) and (f) of section 604
Stat. 60.
60.
except that any amount remain- 55
601 of this Act, except
55 Stat.
(e),
12 (f).
ing after the payment
payment of the full amount under
of (e),
under the
the certificate
certificate of
(f).'U. s. C. § 1739
claim shall be retained by the Commissioner and
credited to
to the
the
and credited
Military Housing Insurance
Fund.
Insurance Fund.

"(h)
"(h) The provisions of section
section 207 (k) and
and section 207 (1)
(I) of
of this
Act shall be applicable
applicable to mortgages
mortgages insured
insured under
under this title and to
property
property acquired by the Commissioner
Commissioner hereunder,
that as
as
hereunder, except
except that
applied
mortgages and property
applied to such mortgages
property (1) all references
such
references in
in such
sections to the 'Housing Fund' shall be construed
construed to refer
the
refer to
to the
'Military
Insurance Fund', and (2)
'Military Housing Insurance
reference in
in section
section
(2) the reference
207 (k) to 'subsection
'subsection (g)'
be construed
to refer
to 'subsection
(g)' shall
shall be
construed to
refer to
'subsection
(d)'
of this
this section
(d)' of
section 803.
803.
"(i)
"
(i) The Commissioner
Commissioner shall also have power to insure
this
insure under this
II or VI any mortgage
in connection
title or titles II
mortgage executed
executed in
connection with
with
the sale
sale by him of any
property acquired
acquired under this title without
the
any property
without
regard
regard to any limit as to eligibility, time
time or
or aggregate
amount conaggregate amount
contained in
this title
title or
tained
in this
II or
or VI.
VI.
or titles
titles II
"(j) Any
"(j)
Any contract
insurance executed
by the
the Commissioner
Commissioner
contract of
of insurance
executed by
conclusive evidence
under this title shall be conclusive
evidence of the eligibility of the
mortgage for insurance, and the validity of any
any contract
contract of
insurance
of insurance
so executed shall be incontestable
an approved
approved mortincontestable in
in the
the hands
hands of
of an
mortgagee from the date of the execution
execution of such
for fraud
fraud
such contract,
contract, except
except for
or misrepresentation
misrepresentation on the part of
approved mortgagee.
of such
such approved
mortgagee.
"(k)
"(k) In order to assure an adequate
adequate market for mortgages
mortgages insured
insured
under this title, the powers of the Federal National
AssoNational Mortgage
Mortgage Association and of any other Federal corporation
corporation or other
Federal agency
agency
other Federal
hereafter
hereafter established, to purchase, service, or sell any
or
any mortgages,
mortgages, or
partial interests therein,
therein, may be
be utilized
utilized in
in connection
connection with
mortgages
with mortgages
insured under this title.
"SEC.
(a) Moneys in the Military
"
SEC. 804. (a)
Military Housing
Insurance Fund
Fund
Housing Insurance
not needed for current operations
under this title
deposited
operations under
title shall
shall be
be deposited
with the Treasurer
Treasurer of the United States to the credit
credit of the Military
Military
invested in bonds or other obligations
Housing Insurance Fund, or invested
obligations of,
or in bonds or other obligations guaranteed
guaranteed as to principal and interest
interest
by, the United States. The Commissioner
Commissioner may, with the approval
approval of
the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury, purchase
purchase in the
open market
the open
market debentures
debentures
issued under the provisions of this title. Such
purchases shall
shall be
be made
made
Such purchases
at a
a price which
which will provide
provide an investment
investment yield
of not
not less
less than
the
yield of
than the
obtainable from other investments
yield obtainable
investments authorized
section.
authorized by
by this
this section.
Debentures
so purchased
shall be
be cancelled
and not
Debentures so
purchased shall
cancelled and
not reissued.
reissued.
"(b)
"(b) Premium
Premium charges,
charges, adjusted
premium charges,
charges, and
appraisal
adjusted premium
and appraisal
and other fees, received on account of the insurance
insurance of any mortgage
insured under this title, the receipts
receipts derived
derived from any
mortgage
any such
such mortgage

52 Stat.
Stat. 20,
21.
52
20, 21.
12 U. S. C. § 1713
(k), (1)..
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Ante, p.
Stat.

48
1247; 55
55
48 Stat. 1247;
Stat. 55.
12 U.
.S.
c.
1707S.
C.
§§
17071715c,
1736-1743; Supp.
1715c,1736-1743;
, §§ 3 743t Supp.
q.
II, §§ 1709 et seq.,
6
1736eet seq. .
2, 4.
Ante, pp. 29, 421;
post, pp. 576,
576, 61,
681, 905.
Evidence of eligibility.d
bility.

§§

170

173
pot,

i05

of eligi-

Deposit of
of surplus
surplus
Deposit
moneys.

moneys.

Purchase of
of debendebenPurchase
tures
by
Commissioner.
sioner.

Charges and credits
to Fund.

charges and credits

576
576

Lease of
property by
by
Lease
of property
armed services.
services.
10 U.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
10
U. S.
Supp.
§§ 1270-1270b,
270d;
1270-1270b, 1270M
II, §5
34 U.
U. S.
C., Supp.
II,
34
S. C.,
Supp. II,
§§
§§ 522a-522c,
522a-522c, 522e.
522e.

Sale, etc.,
etc., of property.
erty.

Ante, p.
Ante,
p. 57.
57.
Nonapplicability to
to
Nonapplicability
Alaska.

Taxation of
of real
real
Taxation
property.
property.

Rules and regularegulations.

48 Stat.
Stat. 1246,
1246, 1247.
48
1247.
12 (J.
U. S.
S. C.,
12
Supp.
('., Stipp.
H. §§
1702, 1706.
1706.
§§ 1702,
II,
Post,
p. 905.
P'ost, 1p.

53
53 Stat.
Stat. 807.
12 U.
S.C. §
(a).
12
U. S.C.
I 1715c
1715e (a).

48 Stat. 1252.
1252.
12 U. S. C., Supp.
12
Supp.
II,
1716 (a).
11, §§ 1716
(a).
Post,
p. 906.
906.
Post, p.

10
10 U.
U. S.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
Supp.
H,
S. C.,
C.,
II, §§1269;
1269; 34
34 U.
U. S.
Supp.
Supp. II,
II, J§553a.
553a.
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[63 STAT.
STAT.

or
claim assigned
assigned to
and from
any property
property acquired
acquired
from any
or claim
to the
the Commissioner
Commissioner and
by the
the Commissioner,
earnings on
on the
the assets
assets of
of the
the Military
Military
Commissioner, and
and all
all earnings
by
Housing
Fund, shall
be credited
credited to
to the
the Military
Military Housing
Housing
shall be
Insurance Fund,
Housing Insurance
Insurance
Fund. The
The principal
of and
and interest
paid and
and to
to be
be paid
paid
interest paid
principal of
Insurance Fund.
on
exchange for
for any
any mortgage
mortgage or
or property
property insured
insured
issued in
in exchange
on debentures
debentures issued
under
this title,
cash adjustments,
adjustments, and
in the
incurred in
the hanhanand expenses
expenses incurred
title, cash
under this
dling
of such
or property
property and
and in
the foreclosure
foreclosure and
and colleccollecin the
dling of
such mortgages
mortgages or
tion
ges and
and claims
claims assigned
Commissioner under
under
assigned to the Commissioner
of mortga
mortgages
tion of
this
title, shall
the Military
Housing Insurance
Insurance Fund.
Fund.
Military Housing
shall beecharged
charged to
to the
this title,
"SEc.
805. Whenever
Whenever the
Secretary of
the Army,
Navy, or
or Air
Force
Air Force
of the
Army, Navy,
the Secretary
"SEC. 805.
determines that
that it
it is
is desirable
within the
meanthe meanto lease
lease real
real property
property within
desirable to
determines
ing
of the
774) ,to effectuate
effectuate the
the purAct of August
August 5,
5, 1947
1947 (61
(61 Stat. 774),
ing of
the Act
poses of
of this
this title, the
the Secretary
Secretary concerned
concerned is
authorized to lease such
is authorized
poses
property
under the
the authority
said Act
Act upon
such terms
and conconterms and
of said
upon such
authority of
property under
ditions as
in his
opinion will
the national
interest without
without
serve the
national interest
will best
best serve
ditions
as in
his opinion
regard
the limitations
limitations imposed
Act in
in respect
the term
term
to the
respect to
imposed by
by said
said Act
regard to
to the
or
of the
lease, and
and the
vested in
in the
the Secretary
Secretary of
the
of the
the power
power vested
the lease,
or duration
duration of
Department
concerned to
revoke any
made pursuant
pursuant to
said
to said
any lease
lease made
to revoke
Department concerned
Act in
in the
the event
of a
anational
national emergency
emergency declared
declared by
by the
the President
President shall
event of
Act
not
apply. Whenever
Whenever the
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Army,
or Air
Air
Navy, or
of the
Army, Navy,
not apply.
Force
it to
to be
be in
in the
national defense,
defense, he
he is
is hereby
hereby
of national
the interest
interest of
Force determines
determines it
authorized to
sell, transfer,
transfer, and
and convey
fair value
(as determined
determined
value (as
convey at
at fair
to sell,
authorized
by
him) ,for
under this
this title,
title, all
or any
title, and
interest
and interest
any right,
right, title,
all or
by him),
for use
use under
in
property under
under his
his jurisdiction,
jurisdiction, notwithstanding
notwithstanding any limiany real
real property
in any
tations
or requirements
to the
the use
use or
or disposition
disposition
with respect
respect to
requirements of
of law
law with
tations or
of
The authority
this section
shall be
be
by this
section shall
authority conferred
conferred by
of such
such property.
property. The
in
to and
derogation of
of any
any other
other power
power or
or authority
authority
and not
not in
in derogation
in addition
addition to
of the
the Secretary
Army, Navy,
or Air
Air Force.
Force.
of the
the Army,
Navy, or
of
Secretary of
"SEc.
sentence of section 214 of the National
National Hous"SEC. 806. The second
second sentence
ing
housing in the Territory
Territory of
as amended,
amended, relating
relating to
to housing
of Alaska,
Alaska,
ing Act,
Act, as
shall
not apply
to mortgages
insured under
wider this
this title
title on
property in
on property
in
shall not
apply to
mortgages insured
said
said Territory.
Territory.
"SEc. 807.
807. Nothing
this title
title shall
construed to
to exempt
exempt any
any
Nothing in
in this
shall be
be construed
"SEC.
real
property acquired
and held
the Commissioner
this title
title
Commissioner under
under this
real property
acquired and
held by
by the
political subdivision
subdivision thereof,
thereof, to the
from taxation
taxation by
by any
any State
State or political
the
same
extent, according
as other
other real
property is
is taxed.
taxed.
same extent,
according to
to its
its value,
value, as
real property
"SEc.
directed to make
"SEC. 808. The Commissioner
Commissioner is
is authorized
authorized and directed
and regulations
carry out the prosuch rules and
regulations as
as may
may be necessary
necessary to
to carry
visions of this title."
title."
SEc. 2. Sections
SEC.
Sections 1
1 and
and 5
5 of the National
National Housing
Housing Act, as amended,
amended,
are further
further amended
amended by
striking out
the words
II, III,
III, VI,
VI, and
and
are
by striking
out the
words "titles
"titles II,
VII"
they appear
appear and
lieu thereof
the words
words
VII"' each
each time
time they
and inserting
inserting in
in lieu
thereof the
"titles II,
II, III,
and VIII".
VIII".
"titles
III, VI,
VI, VII,
VII, and
SEC. 3. Section
Section 212 (a)
(a) of said
amended, is
further amended
amended
SEC.
said Act, as amended,
is further
by
"effective date
date of
of this
this section,"
and inserting
by striking
striking out the words
words "effective
section," and
inserting
thereof the
in lieu thereof
the words
words "effective
"effective date
date of this
this section,
section, or
or under
under title
VIII,".
SEc. 4.
Section 301
301 (a)
(a) of
is further
further
4. Section
SEC.
of said
said Act,
Act, as
as amended,
amended, is
amended—
amended(1) By
striking out
paragraph (1)
(1) the
the words
words "under
"under title
title II,
(1)
By striking
out of
of paragraph
II,
VI" and
inserting in
thereof the
words "under
"under title
II,
or title
title VI'
and inserting
in lieu
lieu thereof
the words
title II,
title VI,
VI, or
or title
title VIII";
VIII"; and
(2)
following proviso
proviso
the period
period and
and adding
adding the following
(2) By
By striking out the
at the end of paragraph
(1) (E):
Provided, That
paragraph (1)
(E) :": Provided,
That such aggregate
amount paid by the Association
Association shall not include any
any amount
amount paid
paid
it for a
by it
a mortgage
mortgage or mortgages
mortgages which are insured
insured under title VIII
of this
this Act;
Act; and".
SEC. 5. (a)
SEc.
(a) Section 11of the Act of July 30, 1947 (61
(61 Stat. 675),
675), is
hereby amended
amended to read
hereby
read as follows:
follows:
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"The Secretary
Secretary of
of the Army, the Secretary
Secretary of the
"The
the Navy, and the
Secretary
the Air
Air Force,
Force, or
or their
their designees
their respective
respective
designees within
within their
of the
Secretary of
establishments, are
to sell
sell and
and contract
to sell,
sell, under
under such
establishments,
are authorized
authorized to
contract to
such
regulations and at such prices
prices and for such periods of time, as the
Secretary
concerned may
may prescribe,
within, or
or in
the
in the
prescribe, to
to purchasers
purchasers within,
Secretary concerned
immediate vicinity
naval or
military activities,
utilities and
and
immediate
vicinity of, naval
or military
activities, such utilities
related services
services as
are not
not otherwise
local private
private or
or
related
as are
otherwise available
available from
from local
public sources."
public
sources."
(b)
hereby amended
read as follows:
follows:
(b) Section
Section 2
2 of
of said Act
Act is hereby
amended to read
services authorized
"SEc. 2.
related services
authorized to be sold
sold
"SEC.
2. The
The utilities
utilities and
and related
under this
Act are:
Electric power,
steam, (3)
(3) compressed
compressed air,
air,
are: (1)
(1) Electric
power, (2)
(2) steam,
under
this Act
(4)
water, (5)
(5) sewage
sewage and
disposal services,
services, (6)
(6) gas
gas (natural,
(natural,
and garbage
garbage disposal
(4) water,
manufactured,
(8) mechanical
refrigeration, and
manufactured, or
or mixed),
mixed), (7)
(7) ice,
ice, (8)
mechanical refrigeration,
such utilities
(9)
telephone service;
service; and
proceeds received
utilities
received for any
any such
and the
the proceeds
(9) telephone
shall be
and related services
pursuant to the
the authority
authority of
of this
this Act
Act shall
services sold pursuant
and
credited
to the
the appropriation
currently available
available
appropriations currently
appropriation or appropriations
credited to
for the
the supply
supply of
of such
such services:
services: Provided,
any utility
or related
utility or
related
Provided, That
That any
for
service
provided and
and sold
under the
the authority
authority of this Act
shall not
not
Act shall
sold under
service provided
be
so provided
provided unless
unless it
it is
that the
the utility
utility or
or related
related servservis determined
determined that
be so
ice is
not at
at the
or contract
available from
sell available
sale or
contract to sell
the time
time of
of such
such sale
ice
is not
a
private or
other public source,
thereof is
furnishing thereof
and that the
the furnishing
source, and
or other
a private
defense or in the public interest."
in
interest.'
of national
national defense
interest of
in the interest
(c) Section
Section 3
of said
hereby amended
amended by deleting the words
said Act is hereby
3 of
(c)
"The
of the
Navy and
and substituting
substituting
of War"
War" and
Secretary of
the Navy
and Secretary
Secretary of
"The Secretary
therefor
the words
words "The
Secretary of the
the Secretary
of the
the Army,
Army, the
Secretary of
"The Secretary
therefor the
Navy,
and the
the Secretary
Secretary of
Force".
Air Force".
of the
the Air
Navy, and
(d) Section
said Act
hereby repealed.
repealed.
is hereby
Act is
of said
5 of
Section 5
(d)
Approved
August
1949.
1949.
8,
Approved August
[CHAPTER
404]
[CHAPTER 404]

AN ACT

To
amend section
5 of the Civil Service
Retirement Act
Act of May 29, 1930, as
Service Retirement
section G
To amend
amended.
amended.

Sale of utilities.
utilities.

Stat. 675.
61 Stat.

10 U.
U. S.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
Supp.
10

1269a; 34 U.
U. 8.
S. C.,
C.,
II, §§1269a;34

Supp. II,
H, §§553b.
Supp.
553b.

Restriction.
Restriction.

61 Stat. 675.
675.
61
10 U. S. C.,
C., Supp.
II, §
§1269b;
U. S. C.,
II,
1269b; 34 U.
C.,
Supp. II, §
§553b.
553b.

61 Stat. 675.

10
U. S.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
Supp.
10 U.

II, 1
§ 1269 note; 34
34
II,
U. S.
S. C.,
C., Supp. H,
U.
II,
§
§ 553a note.

August 8, 1949
August
[S.
[5. 14591
1459]
[Public Law
Law 212]

Be it
the Senate
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
House of
by the
it enacted
enacted by
Be
Civil Service ReUnited
America in
Congress assembled,
section 6
6of
of the
the tiremient
That section
assembled, That
in Congress
of America
States of
United States
tirement Act, amendment.
ment.
Civil
Service
Retirement
Act
of
May
29,
1930,
as
amended,
is
amended
is
amended
Civil Service Retirement Act of May 29, 1930, as amended,
46 Stat. 472.
by adding
adding at
the end
of the
first paragraph
the following:
following:
U. 8.. C.,
Supp. II,
II,
551.
thereof the
C., Supp.
paragraph thereof
the first
end of
at the
by
§710.
710.
"Such time
limitation may
may also
officer or
the case of an officer
be waived
waived in the
also be
time limitation
"Such
limiWaiver of time limiemployee
whose disabling
disabling condition
condition is
is essentially
chronic, deterioradeteriora- tation.
essentially chronic,
employee whose
tive, or
progressive in
nature and
reasonably be
have
to have
be assumed
assumed to
can reasonably
and can
in nature
or progressive
tive,
existed
at date
separation, but
application in such case must be
but the application
of separation,
date of
existed at
filed
with the
the Civil
Civil Service
Service Commission
after the date
one year after
within one
Commission within
filed with
of separation;
separation; in
in the
case of
such person
separated
heretofore separated
person heretofore
any such
of any
the case
of
from
service, application
application may
may be
months after
after the
six months
filed within
within six
be filed
from service,
effective
date of
Act."
of this
this Act."
effective date
Approved
1949.
August 8, 1949.
Approved August
[CHAPTER 405]
405]
[CHAPTER

AIN ACT
ArT
AN

To amend
amend the
Act entitled
Act to
construction of
of experimental
experimental
the construction
to authorize
authorize the
"An Act
entitled "An
the Act
To
submarines, and
and for
other purposes",
16, 1947.
1947.
May 16,
approved May
for other
purposes", approved
submarines,

August 8, 1949
August
[S. 1051
1505]
[I.
[Public Law 213]
[Public
Law 213]

Be
Senate and
of the
the
Representatives of
of Representatives
and House
House of
the Senate
by the
enacted by
Be it
it enacted
Experimental
Experimental subUnited
assembled, That
That the
the proviso marines.
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
of America
States of
United States
marines.
authorize the construction
the Act
Act entitled "An Act to authorize
contained
construction of
of
in the
contained in
experimental
submarines, and
and for
for other
approved May
16,
May 16,
purposes", approved
other purposes",
experimental submarines,
34 U.
U. S. C.,
C., Supp.
1947 (61
"$30,000,000" 11,
out "$30,000,000"
striking out
by striking
amended by
hereby amended
is hereby
96), is
(61 Stat.
Stat. 96),
1947
489.
H, 5
and
thereof "$41,000,000.
"$41,000,000".
in lieu
lieu thereof
inserting in
and inserting
Approved August
August 8,
8, 1949.
1949.
Approved
81939*-50--PT. 1-37
1-37
81939°-50-PT.

578
578

PUBLIC
LAWS— CHS.406,
407, 412—AUG.
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PUBLIC LAWS-CHS.
406, 407,
412-AUG. 8,
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[CHAPTER
406]
[CHAPTER 406]
August 8,
8, 1949
1949
August
[S. 2030]
2030]
is.
[Public Law 214]
[Public

Postal
Postal Service.
Service.
Compensation
of
Compensation
of
fourth-class
fourth-class postmasters.
ters.

43 Stat. 1055.

C. §§ 57,57c
57, 57c
39 U.
U. S.
S. C.
notes.
notes.

AN
ACT
AN ACT
To clarify
clarify the laws relating
relating to
to the compensation
compensation of postmasters
postmasters at
at fourth-class
fourth-class
post
been advanced
post offices
offices which
which have
have been
advanced because
because of
of unusual
unusual conditions.
conditions.

Be it
it enacted
House of
Representatives of
of the
the
Be
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
United States
of America
That the
the last
last proviso
proviso
United
States of
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
in
the salaries
salaries of
in section 11of
of the
the Act
Act entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
Act reclassifying
reclassifying the
of
postmasters and
and employees
employees of
of the
the Postal
Service, readjusting
postmasters
Postal Service,
readjusting their
their
salaries
compensation on
basis, increasing
postal rates
rates
salaries and compensation
on an
an equitable
equitable basis,
increasing postal
to provide
provide for such
such readjustment,
readjustment, and
and for
for other purposes",
purposes", approved
approved
February
U. S.
S. C.,
C., sec.
sec. 60),
60), is
is amended
amended
February 28, 1925,
1925, as
as amended
amended (39
(39 U.
to read
follows: "Provided,
That any
post office
office so
so advanced
advanced shall
shall
to
read as
as follows:
"Provided, That
any post
be retained
in the
to which
until July
July 1
1of
of the
calendar
be
retained in
the class
class to
which advanced
advanced until
the calendar
following the calendar
calendar year in
at
year following
in which
which it
it was
was so advanced,
advanced, at
the basis
basis
which time it
it shall be assigned
assigned to the appropriate
appropriate class
class upon the
receipts for the
of its receipts
the preceding
preceding calendar
calendar year."
year."
S
EC. 2.
entitled "An
SEC.
2. Section
Section 2
2 of the Act
Act entitled
"An Act
Act to place postmasters
at
annual salary
basis, and
and fix
fix their
at fourth-class
fourth-class post
post offices on an annual
salary basis,
their rate
rate
provide allowances
allowances for rent,
fuel, light,
and equipment,
equipment,
of pay;
pay; and
and provide
rent, fuel,
light, and
and
rates thereof", approved
130), is
is
and fix the
the rates
approved March
March 29,
29, 1944
1944 (58
(58 Stat.
Stat. 130),
amended by inserting
before the
thereof a
colon and
and
amended
inserting before
the period
period at the
the end
end thereof
a colon
following: "And
further, That
That when
when aanewly
newly established
established
the following:
"And provided
provided further,
office
fourth class has been
advanced to
to a
ahigher
the
office of
of the fourth
been advanced
higher salary
salary rate,
rate, the
postmaster's salary shall not
adjusted until July
of the
the
postmaster's
not again be
be adjusted
July 11 of
calendar
following the calendar
calendar year in which
office was
was
calendar year
year following
which such office
established, except
except that
proviso shall
shall not
be construed
construed to
to prevent
established,
that this
this proviso
not be
prevent
advancement prior to such
the advancement
such date
date of any
any such
such office to aahigher class
class
receipts of
of aapreceding
preceding quarter
warrant such
such advancement."
advancement."
when the
the receipts
quarter warrant
Approved August
8, 1949.
1949.
Approved
August 8,
[
CHAPTER 407]
[CHAPTER
407]

August 8,
8, 1949
1949
August
(13.
J. Res.
327)
[H. J.
Res. 3271
[Public Law
Law 215]
215]
[Public

Additional
Additional approappropriation, 1950.
priation,
1950.

JOINT RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION
Making
Making an additional
additional appropriation
for control
emergency outbreaks
outbreaks of insects
insects
appropriation for
control of emergency
and
and plant
plant diseases.

Resolved
by the
Senate and
Resolved by
the Senate
of the
the United
United
anul House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
the following
following sum
sum is
is
States of
of America
America in
That the
hereby appropriated,
hereby
appropriated, out
out of
of any
any money
money in
the Treasury
Treasury not
not otherwise
otherwise
in the
appropriated,
fiscal year
ending June
June 30,
30, 1950:
1950:
appropriated, for
for the
the fiscal
year ending
DFPARTMENT
DEPA RTMENT OF
OF AGIRICULTUIIE
AGRI(' ULTURE
BUREAU
BUREAU OF
QUARANTINE
OF ENTOMOLOGY
ENTOMOLOGY AND
AND PLANT
PLANT QUARANTINE

Ante, p.
335.
p. 335.
Ante,

For
additional amount
for "Control
"Control of
of emergency
emergency outbreaks
For an
an additional
amount for
outbreaks of
of
insects and plant
$1,750,000.
plant diseases",
diseases", $1,750,000.
Approved August
August 8,
Approved
8, 1949.
1949.
[
CHAPTER 412]
[CHAPTER

10,1949
August 10,
1949
[H. R. 5632]

[H. R. 5632]

[Public
[Public Law 216]
216]
National
Security
National Security
Act Amendments
Amendments of
of
1949.
1949.

AN ACT
ACT
AN

To
reorganize
fiscal
T
o reorgan
i
ze fi
sca l management
management in the
Military Establishment
the National
National Military
Establishment to
to
promote economy
economy and efficiency,
efficiency, and
and for
for other purposes.

Be it
enacted by the Senate
Senate and House of Representatives
the
it enacted
Representatives of the
United
United States of America in
Congress assembled,
in Congress
SHORT TITLE
SHORT
TITLE

SECTION
SECTION 1. This Act may be cited as the "National
"National Security
Security Act
Act
Amendments
1949".
Amendments of
of 1949".

63
STAT.]
63 S
TAT.]
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1949

SEC.
SEC. 2. Section 2
Act of 1947
amended to
to
2 of
of the National
National Security
Security Act
1947 is amended
read as
follows:
read
as follows:
"SEC.
In enacting this legislation,
"
SEC. 2. In
legislation, it
it is the intent of Congress
to
Congress to
provide a
comprehensive program
for the
security of
of the
the United
provide
a comprehensive
program for
the future
future security
United
States;
provide for
for the
integrated policies
and
States; to
to provide
the establishment
establishment of
of integrated
policies and
procedures for the
agencies, and
Govprocedures
the departments,
departments, agencies,
and functions
functions of
of the
the Government relating
relating to
national security;
security.; to provide
military
ernment
to the national
provide three military
departments, separately
separately administered,
departments,
administered, for
for the
the operation
operation and
and adminisadministration
of the
Army, the
the Navy
Navy (including
(including naval
naval aviation
the
tration of
the Army,
aviation and
and the
United
assigned
United States
States Marine
Marine Corps),
Corps), and the Air Force, with their
their assigned
combat
combat and
service components;
components; to provide
and service
provide for
for their authoritative
authoritative
coordination
coordination and unified
direction under
civilian control of
unified direction
under civilian
of the Secreof Defense
Defense but
to merge
them; to
provide for
tary of
but not
not to
merge them;
to provide
for the
the effective
effective
strategic direction
direction of
of the
the armed
armed forces
forces and
and for
for their
their operation
strategic
operation under
under
unified control and for their
their integration
integration into
into an
an efficient
efficient team
team of
of land,
unified
land,
establish a
over the
the
naval, and
and air
air forces
forces but
but not to
to establish
a single Chief
Chief of
of Staff
Staff over
armed forces
forces nor
armed forces
forces general
general staff
staff (but
(but this
this is
is not
not to
to be
armed
nor an
an armed
be
interpreted as
as applying
applying to
the Joint
Chiefs of
Joint Staff)."
Staff)."
interpreted
to the
Joint Chiefs
of Staff
Staff or
or Joint

61 Stat.
Stat. 496.
496.
61
50 U. S.
S. C., Supp.
Supp.
II,
401.
II, §§401.
Declaration of
Declaration
of
policy
policy

CHANGE
CHANGE IN
IN COMPOSITION
OF THE
COMPOSITION OF
THE NATIONAL
NATIONAL SECURITY
SECURITY COUNCIL
COUNCIL

S
EC. 3.
3. The
fourth paragraph
paragraph of
section 101
101 (a)
(a) of
the National
National
SEC.
The fourth
of section
of the
Security Act
Act of
of 1947
1947 is
is amended
follows:
Security
amended to
to read
read as
as follows:
"The
composed of—
"The Council
Council shall
shall be composed
of"(1)
President;
the President;
"(1) the
"(2)
the Vice
Vice President;
"(2) the
President;
"
(3) the
State;
the Secretary
Secretary of State;
"(3)
"(4)
the Secretary
Secretary of Defense;
Defense;
"(4) the
"(5) the
the Chairman
Chairman of
of the
the National
Resources Board;
Board;
National Security
Security Resources
"(5)

61
61 Stat.
Stat. 496.
496.
50 U.
U. S.
Supp.
50
S. C.,
C., Supp.
II, §§402
402 (a).
(a).
II,

and
"(6) The Secretaries
Secretaries of other executive
executive
"(6)
Secretaries and Under Secretaries
departments and of the military departments,
departments, the Chairman
Chairman of
departments
the Munitions Board, and the Chairman
Chairman of the Research
Research and
President by and
Development Board, when appointed by the President
pleasure."
with the advice and consent of the Senate, to serve at his pleasure."

CONVERSION
OF TIFF'
NATIONAL MILITARY
MILITARY ESTABLISHMENT
ESTABLISHMENT INTO
INTO AN
AN
CONVERSION OF
THE NATIONAL
EXECUTIVE
DEPARTMENT
EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENT
S
EC. 4.
Section 201 of
the National
National Security
Act of
of 1947
1947 is
is
of the
Security Act
SEC.
4. Section
amended to
to read
read as
as follows:
follows:
amended
"SEC. 201. (a)
Executive Departestablished, as an Executive
(a) There is hereby
hereby established,
"SEC.
ment of the Government, the Department
Department of Defense, and the Secretary
of
Defense shall be the head thereof.
of Defense
"(b) There shall be within the Department
Defense (1)
(1) the
Department of Defense
Department
and the DepartDepartment of the Army, the Department of the Navy, and
each such department
after
department shall on and after
ment of the Air
Air Force, and each
the
enactment of the National Security Act Amendments
Amendments of
the date
date of
of enactment
departments in
status as
as Executive
in lieu
lieu of their
their prior status
military departments
1949 be military
Departments,
created under
II of
under title II
all other
other agencies
agencies created
(2) all
Departments, and (2)
this Act.
"(c) Section
Section 158
Revised Statutes, as amended,
amended, is amended
amended to
158 of the
the Revised
"(c)
read as follows:
"'SEC.
"'SEC. 158. The provisions of this title shall apply
apply to the following
following
Executive
Departments:
Executive Departments:
"'First.
"'First. The Department
Department of State.
"'Second.
Department of
of Defense.
" 'Second. The Department
"'Third.
"
'Third. The Department
Department of the Treasury.
"'Fourth. The Department of Justice.
"'Fourth.

61 Stat. 499.
61Stat.
499.Supp. II,
U. S.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
55U.
11,
§171.

171.

S. C. §1.
C. 1.
55uU.. S
Applicability of provisions.

iAppliabilityofpro-
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"'Fifth. The
"'Fifth.
The Post
Office Department.
Department.
Post Office
"'Sixth.
Department of
of the
"'Sixth. The
The Department
the Interior.
Interior.
"'Seventh.
The Department
of Agriculture.
Agriculture.
"'Seventh. The
Department of
"'Eighth.
The Department
Department of
"'Eighth. The
of Commerce.
Commerce.
"'Ninth.
Labor.'
"'Ninth. The Department
Department of
of Labor.'
"(d) Except
Except to the extent
extent inconsistent
inconsistent with
provisions of
this
with the provisions
of this
Act, the
the provisions
provisions of title
title IV
Revised Statutes
as now
now or
or hereIV of the Revised
Statutes as
hereafter amended
amended shall
to the
of Defense."
Defense."
shall be applicable
applicable to
the Department
Department of
THE SECRETARY
SECRETARY OF
OF DEFENSE
DEFENSE
THE
61
500.
61 Stat.
Stat. 500.
5
U. S.. C.,
C., Supp.
Supp. II,
H,
5 U.
171a.
171a.
Ante, p.
30.
Ante,
p. 30.

Noneligibility
Noneligibility
appointment.
appointment.

for
for

Duties.
Duties.

Combatant
Combatant
tions.
tions.

funcfunc-

61
501, 502,
504.
61 Stat.
Stat. 501,
502, 504.
5
U. S.
C., Supp.
II,
5 U.
8. C.,
Supp. II,
§§ 181-1
(e), 411a
411a (b),
(b),
i§
181-1 (e),
(c),
(f).
(c), 626c (O.

Administration
Administration
Departments.
Departments.

of
of

Transfer,
etc., of
Transfer, etc.,
of
functions.
functions.

Recommendations
Recommendations
to Congress.
Congress.
to

Reports to
Reports
to PresiPresident
and Congress.
dent and
Congress.

Seal.
Seal.

SEC.
SEc. 5.
5. Section 202 of the National
National Security
Security Act of
as amended,
amended,
of 1947,
1947, as
to read
follows:
is further amended
amended to
read as
as follows:
"SEC.
"SEC. 202. (a)
(a) There shall be
who shall
shall be
be
be aaSecretary
Secretary of
of Defense,
Defense, who
appointed
appointed from civilian life by the
by and
and with
with the
advice
the President,
President, by
the advice
and consent
consent of the
the Senate:
Provided, That
person who
has within
within
Senate: Provided,
That a
a person
who has
ten years been on active
as aacommissioned
commissioned officer
officer in
Regular
active duty
duty as
in aaRegular
component
component of the armed
not be
be eligible
eligible for
for appointment
appointment
armed services
services shall
shall not
Secretary of
of Defense.
as Secretary
Defense.
Secretary of Defense
"(b) The Secretary
Defense shall be the
the principal
assistant to
to
principal assistant
President in all matters
the President
matters relating
relating to the
of Defense.
Defense.
the Department
Department of
Under the direction
direction of the President, and subject
the provisions
of
subject to
to the
provisions of
this Act, he shall have direction,
direction, authority, and
and control
control over
over the
the
Department of Defense.
Defense.
"(c)
"(c) (1) Notwithstanding
Notwithstanding any
any other
other provision
of this
this Act,
the comcomprovision of
Act, the
batant
functions assigned
batant functions
assigned to the military
military services
by sections
205 (e),
(e),
services by
sections 205
(c),and
206 (b),206
(b) ,206 (c),
and 208
shall not
be transferred,
reassigned,
208 (f)
(f) hereof
hereof shall
not be
transferred, reassigned,
abolished,
consolidated.
abolished, or
or consolidated.
"(2) Military
Military personnel
"(2)
personnel shall not be
detailed or
or assigned
assigned as
be so
so detailed
as to
to
impair such combatant
combatant functions.
""(3)
(3) The Secretary of Defense shall not direct the use and
and expendiexpenditure of funds of the Department
Department of Defense
such manner
manner as
to effect
effect
Defense in
in such
as to
the results prohibited by paragraphs
paragraphs (1)
and (2)
subsection.
(1) and
(2) of
of this
this subsection.
"(4) The Departments
"(4)
Departments of the Army,
Navy, and
and Air
Force shall
shall be
be
Army, Navy,
Air Force
separately administered
administered by their
separately
Secretaries under
under the
the
their respective
respective Secretaries
direction, authority,
authority, and control
control of
of the
of Defense.
Defense.
the Secretary
Secretary of
"(5)
paragraph (1)
"(5) Subject
Subject to the provisions of paragraph
(1) of this
this subsection
subsection
no function
hereafter authorized
function which has been or is hereafter
authorized by
be
by law
law to be
performed
Department of
performed by the Department
shall be
be substantially
substantially transtransof Defense
Defense shall
ferred,
ferred, reassigned,
reassigned, abolished
abolished or consolidated
after aa report
in
consolidated until
until after
report in
regard
regard to all pertinent
pertinent details
details shall have been made by the
the Secretary
Secretary
of Defense
Committees on Armed
Defense to the Committees
Armed Services
Congress.
Services of
of the
the Congress.
provision of this Act
"(6) No provision
Act shall be
construed as
as to
to prevent
prevent a
be so
so construed
a
Secretary
a military
Secretary of a
military department
or aamember
member of
Joint Chiefs
Chiefs
department or
of the
the Joint
of Staff from presenting
presenting to the Congress, on his own initiative,
after
initiative, after
first so informing
informing the Secretary
Secretary of Defense, any recommendation
recommendation
relating to the Department
Department of Defense that he may deem
deem proper.
"(d)
"(d) The Secretary
Secretary of Defense
Defense shall
not less
less often
often than
than semishall not
semiannually
annually submit written reports to the
the President
President and
the Congress
Congress
and the
covering expenditures,
expenditures, work and
of the
and accomplishments
accomplishments of
the Department
Department
of Defense, accompanied
accompanied by
(1) such
such recommendations
recommendations as
as he
he shall
shall
by (1)
deem appropriate,
appropriate, (2)
(2) separate
separate reports
reports from the military departments
departments
covering their expenditures,
expenditures, work and accomplishments,
accomplishments and
and (3)
(3)
itemized statements showing
the savings
sav i
ngs of
of public
public funds
funds and
the
showing the
and the
eliminations of unnecessary
unnecessary duplications
duplications and overlappings
overlappings that have
been accomplished
accomplished pursuant
pursuant to the provisions of this
this Act.
""(e)
(e) The Secretary
Secretary of Defense
Defense shall cause a
aseal of office to be made
for the Department of Defense,
Defense, of such design
design as the
President shall
the President
shall
approve, and judicial
judicial notice
notice shall be taken thereof.
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"(f) The Secretary of Defense
Defense may,
his
may, without
without being
being relieved
relieved of
of his
responsibility
responsibility therefor, and unless
unless prohibited
prohibited by some
specific provisome specific
provision
sion of this Act or other
other specific
specific provision
provision of law, perform
perform any
function
any function
vested in him through or with
with the
or organizational
organizational
the aid
aid of
of such
such officials
officials or
entities of the Department of Defense
Defense as
may designate."
designate."
as he
he may

581
Authority
Authority of SecreSecretary.

DEPUTY
OF DEFENSE;
DEPUTY' SECRETARY
SECRETARY OF
DEFENSE; ASSISTANT
ASSISTANT SECRETARIES
SECRETARIES OF
OF DE/
ENSE ;
DEFENSE;
MILITARY ASSISTANTS;
ASSISTANTS; AND
AND CIVILIAN
MILITARY
CIVILIAN PERSONNEL
PERSONNEL

SEC.
(a) Section
61
Stat. 500
500.
National Security
SEC. 6. (a)
Section 203 of the National
Security Act
Act of
of 1947
is
1947 is
61 Stat.
5U. S. C., Stipp. II,
amended to
amended
to read
follows:
read as
as follows:
5§171c.
171c.,
Supp. I,
"SEc.
203. (a)
Secretary of
Deputy Secretary.
Secretary.
of Defense,
"
SEC. 203.
(a) There shall be aaDeputy
Deputy Secretary
Defense, who
who
shall be appointed
appointed from civilian life by
President, by
by and
and with
with the
by the
the President,
the
advice and consent of the Senate: Provided,
Noneligibility for
for
Provided, That
That a
aperson
person who
who has
has Noneigibility
appointment.
within
a commissioned
commissioned officer
a appotment
within ten years been on active duty as a
officer in
in a
Regular component
component of the armed services
services shall
not be
eligible for
shall not
be eligible
for
appointment as Deputy Secretary
Secretary of Defense. The Deputy
Duties.
appointment
Deputy Secretary
Secretary
Duties.
shall perform such duties and exercise
exercise such
such powers
powers as
Secretary
as the
the Secretary
of Defense may prescribe
and shall
shall take
precedence in
the Department
prescribe and
take precedence
in the
Department
of Defense next after the Secretary
Secretary of Defense. The
The Deputy
Deputy Secretary
Secretary
shall
shall act for, and exercise
exercise the powers of, the Secretary
Secretary of
of Defense
Defense
during his absence
absence or disability.
"(b) There shall be three Assistant
Assistant SecSec"(b)
Assistant Secretaries
Secretaries of
shall
of Defense,
Defense, who
who shall
Assistant
retaries.
be appointed
appointed from civilian life by the President,
with the
the advice
advice
President, by
by and
and with
es
and consent of the Senate. The
Duties.
perform
The Assistant Secretaries shall perform
Duties.
such duties and exercise such
powers as
as the
may
such powers
the Secretary
Secretary of
of Defense
Defense may
prescribe
precedence in the Department
prescribe and shall take precedence
of Defense
after
Department of
Defense after
the Secretary
Secretary of Defense, the
Deputy Secretary
Secretary of
of Defense,
Defense, the
the SecreSecrethe Deputy
tary of the Army, the
Secretary of
of the
the
the Secretary
of the
the Navy,
Navy, and
and the
the Secretary
Secretary of
Air
Force.
Air Force.
"(c) Officers
Military assistants.
assistants.
Officers of the armed services
services may be
to duty
duty as
as assistassistbe detailed
detailed to
Military
ants and personal aides to the Secretary
of Defense,
Defense, but
he shall
shall not
not
Secretary of
but he
61 Stat.
505.
establish aa military
other than
than that
that provided
establish
military staff other
provided for
section
for by
by section
61
Stat. 505.
5U. S. C., Supp. II,
211 (a)
(a) of
of this
this Act."
211
Act."
§171f
171f (a).
(a).
Infra.
(b)
(b) Section 204 of the
National Security
Security Act
Act of
of 1947
is amended
amended to
the National
1947 is
to 661 Stat.. 500.
read
5U.
U. S.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
Supp. H,
as follows:
follows:
read as
5
11
§171d.
"SEC.
authorized, subject to
"SEC. 204. The Secretary of Defense
Defense is authorized,
the
to the
171d.
civil-service
42
Stat.
1488.
of 1923,
1923, as
civil-service laws and the Classification
Classification Act
Act of
amended, to
to
as amended,
42u
14s.
stat.
5
8. C.
C. §661
§661-074;
5 U. S.
-¢74;
appoint
compensation of
appoint and fix the compensation
of such
such civilian
civilian personnel
personnel as
may su,.
as may
p. i,11,i'2et
Supp.
§662 et seq.
q.
Post,
p.
972.
the functions
functions of
of the
be necessary for the performance
performance of
of the
Department
the Department
st, p. 972.
of Defense
Departments of
Defense other
other than those of the
the Departments
of the
the Army,
Army, Navy,
Navy,
Force."
and Air
Air Force."
CREATING
THE POSITION
POSITION OF
CHAIRMAN OF
CREATING THE
OF CHAIRMAN
OF THE
THE JOINT
JOINT CHIEFS
CHIEFS OF
OF STAFF
AND
STAFF AND

PRESCRIBING
HIS POWERS
PRESCRIBING HIS
POWERS AND
DUTILS
AND DUTIES

SEC.
7. (a)
S
EC. 7.
(a) Section 210 of the National Security
Act of
1947 is
is
Security Act
of 1947
amended to read
amended
read as follows:
follows:
"SEC.
"SEc. 210. There shall be within
the Department
of Defense
Defense an
an
within the
Department of
Armed Forces Policy Council composed
of the
the Secretary
composed of
Secretary of
of Defense,
Defense,
as Chairman,
Chairman, who shall have power of decision;
decision; the
Deputy Secretary
Secretary
the Deputy
of Defense;
Defense; the Secretary
Secretary of the Army; the Secretary
of the
Navy;
Secretary of
the Navy;
Secretary of the Air Force; the
the Secretary
the Joint
the Chairman
Chairman of
of the
Joint Chiefs
Chiefs of
of
Staff; the Chief of Staff, United
United States
Army; the
of Naval
Naval
States Army;
the Chief
Chief of
Operations; and the Chief of Staff, United
Operations;
States Air
Air Force.
The
United States
Force. The
Armed
shall advise
Armed Forces Policy Council shall
the Secretary
Secretary of
of Defense
advise the
Defense
on matters of broad policy relating
to the
armed forces
forces and
and shall
relating to
the armed
shall conconsider and report on such other matters
Secretary of
of Defense
Defense
matters as
as the
the Secretary
may
direct."
may direct."
(b) Section
Section 211 of the National
National Security
Security Act
Act of
of 1947
amended to
to
1947 is
is amended
read as
follows:
as follows:

61 Stat.
Stat. 504.
504.
61
55U. S. C., Supp.
Supp. II.
II,
§
171e.
§ 171e.
Armed Forces
Policy
Armed
Forces Policy
Council.
Council.

Duties.
Duties.

61 Stat.
Stat. 505.
505.
61
U. 8.
S. C., Supp.
55U.
Supp. H,
I,
§
I 171f.

582
582
Joint Chiefs
Chiefs of
of Staff.
Staff.
Joint

Military
advisers.
Military advisers.

Duties.
Duties.
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"
SEC. 211.
211. (a)
There is
is hereby
established within
within the
the Department
Department of
of
hereby established
(a) There
"SEC.
Defense
the Joint
Joint Chiefs
Staff, which
consist of
of the
the Chairman,
Chairman,
shall consist
which shall
of Staff,
Chiefs of
Defense the
who
shall be
the presiding
officer thereof
thereof but
but who
who shall
shall have
no vote;
have no
presiding officer
be the
who shall
the
States Army,
Army, the
the Chief
Chief of
of Naval
Naval OperaUnited States
Staff, United
of Staff,
Chief of
the Chief
tions;
and the
Chief of
Staff, United
Force. The
The Joint
Joint
Air Force.
States Air
United States
of Staff,
the Chief
tions; and
Chiefs of
Staff shall
shall be
be the
advisers to
to the
the PresiPresimilitary advisers
principal military
the principal
of Staff
Chiefs
dent, the
Security Council,
and the
the Secretary
of Defense.
Defense.
Secretary of
Council, and
National Security
the National
dent,
to the
the authority
authority and
direction of
of the
the President
President and
and the
the
and direction
Subject to
(b) Subject
""(b)
Secretary of
Defense, the
Joint Chiefs
Chiefs of
shall perform
folthe folperform the
Staff shall
of Staff
the Joint
of Defense,
Secretary
the
lowing duties,
in addition
to such
such other
other duties
as the
the President
President or the
duties as
addition to
duties, in
lowing
Secretary of
Defense may direct:
direct:
of Defense
Secretary
"(1)
strategic plans
provision for
the strafor the
and provision
plans and
of strategic
preparation of
"(1) preparation
tegic
direction of
military forces;
forces;
of the military
tegic direction
and assignment
preparation of
of joint
assignment to the
logistic plans and
joint logistic
"(2) preparation
"(2)
military services
services of
of logistic
logistic responsibilities
responsibilities in accordance
accordance with
military
such plans;
plans;
such
"(3) establishment
establishment of
of unified
commands in
areas;
strategic areas;
in strategic
unified commands
"(3)
"(4) review
of major
major material
and personnel
personnel requirements
requirements of
material and
review of
"(4)
the military
forces in
in accordance
accordance with
logistic plans;
plans;
strategic and logistic
with strategic
military forces
the
"(5)
of policies
policies for
for joint
joint training of the military
formulation of
"(5) formulation
forcesforces;'
"(6)
policies for
coordinating the military
for coordinating
of policies
formulation of
"(6) formulation
education of
of the
military forces;
forces; and
and
the military
members of
of members
education
"(7)
providing United
United States
States representation
representation on the Military
Military
"(7) providing
Staff Committee
Committee of
of the
United Nations
accordance with the
Nations in accordance
the United
Staff
provisions
the Charter
Charter of the
United Nations.
the United
of the
provisions of

Chairman; term.
term.
Chairman;

Pay
allowances.
and allowances.
Pay and

61 Stat.
Stat. 886.
886.
61
10
S. C.,
C., Supp.
Supp.
10 U.
U. S.
II,
(b).
II, §§506h
506b (b).
61 Stat.
875.
61
Stat. 875.
34 U.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
Supp.
U. 8.
34
II,
(a).
§ 211d
211d (a).
II, §

Additional
duties of
of
Additional duties
Chairman.
Chairman.

"(c)
The Chairman
Chairman of
Joint Chiefs
Chiefs of Staff (hereinafter
(hereinafter
the Joint
of the
"(c) The
referred to
the 'Chairman')
'Chairman') shall
shall be
the President,
President, by
by the
appointed by
be appointed
as the
to as
referred
and with
with the
advice and
and consent
of the
the Senate,
among the
Regular
the Regular
from among
Senate, from
consent of
the advice
and
officers
of the
the armed
armed services
President
services to serve at the pleasure of the President
officers of
for
of two
two years
eligible for
for one reappointment,
reappointment, by
be eligible
shall be
and shall
years and
term of
for aaterm
and
the advice
consent of
of the
the Senate,
war
Senate, except in time of war
and consent
advice and
with the
and with
hereafter
declared by
Congress when
when there shall be no limitation on
by the
the Congress
hereafter declared
the
of such
The Chairman
Chairman shall
shall receive the
reappointments. The
such reappointments.
the number
number of
basic
pay and
and personal
personal money
allowances prescribed
prescribed by
by law
money allowances
basic and
and basic
basic pay
for the
Chief of
of Staff,
Staff, United
States Army,
and such
such special pays
Army, and
United States
the Chief
for
and hazardous
duty pays
to which
he may
be entitled
entitled under
under other
other
may be
which he
pays to
hazardous duty
and
provisions
of law.
provisions of
"(d)
if in
in the
grade of
of general,
general, shall
additional
shall be additional
the grade
Chairman, if
The Chairman,
"(d) The
to
the number
the grade
grade of
of general
provided in the third
general provided
in the
officers in
of officers
number of
to the
proviso of
of section
section 504
(b) of
Officer Personnel
1947 (Public
Act of 1047
Personnel Act
the Officer
of the
504 (b)
proviso
Law
Congress) or, if in the rank of admiral,
admiral, shall be
be
Eightieth Congress)
381, Eightieth
Law 381,
additional to
to the
of officers
officers having
the rank
rank of
of admiral prohaving the
number of
the number
additional
he
vided in
section 413
413 (a)
such Act.
Act. While
holding such
office he
such office
While holding
of such
(a) of
in section
vided
shall
over all
all other
services:
officers of the armed services:
other officers
precedence over
take precedence
shall take
Provided, That
exercise military command
command
shall not exercise
Chairman shall
the Chairman
That the
Provided,
over
Joint Chiefs
Chiefs of
Staff or over any of the military services.
services.
of Staff
the Joint
over the
"(e) In
In addition
addition to
participating as
as a
amember
member of
of the Joint Chiefs
Chiefs
to participating
"(e)
of
in the
subsection (b)
performance of the duties assigned in subsection
the performance
of Staff
Staff in
of this
section, the
authority and direcshall, subject to the authority
Chairman shall,
the Chairman
this section,
of
tion of
President and the Secretary
Secretary of Defense,
Defense, perform the
the President
of the
tion
following duties:
duties:
following
"(1)
serve as
presiding officer
Joint Chiefs
Chiefs of Staff;
of the Joint
officer of
as the
the presiding
"(1) serve
"(2)
provide agenda
agenda for
for meetings
Staff
the Joint Chiefs of Staff
meetings of the
"(2) provide
and
assist the Joint
Chiefs of Staff to prosecute
prosecute their business
business
Joint Chiefs
and assist
as promptly
promptly as
as practicable;
practicable; and
as
"(3) inform
inform the
Secretary of Defense and, when appropriate
the Secretary
"(3)
as determined
determined by
Secretary of Defense,
Defense, the
President or the Secretary
by the
the President
as
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President,
President, of those issues upon which
which agreement
agreement among the
the Joint
Joint
of Staff
not been
Chiefs of
Staff has
has not
been reached."
reached."
(c) Section
(c)
National Security
Security Act
Act of
of 1947
1947 is
is amended
amended to
Section 212 of
of the
the National
to
read as
as follows:
follows:
"SEC. 212. There
"SEc.
the Joint
Chiefs of
of Staff,
Joint
There shall be, under
under the
Joint Chiefs
Staff, aaJoint
Staff to consist of not to exceed
exceed two
hundred and
ten officers
officers and
and to
to be
be
two hundred
and ten
composed
approximately equal
equal numbers
composed of approximately
the
numbers of officers
officers appointed
appointed by
by the
Joint Chiefs of Staff from each of the three armed services.
The Joint
services. The
Joint
Staff, operating
operating under aa Director
Director thereof
the Joint
Joint
thereof appointed
appointed by
by the
Chiefs of Staff, shall
duties as
as may
may be
be directed
directed by
by the
the
shall perform
perform such
such duties
Joint Chiefs of Staff. The Director
Director shall be
be an
an officer
officer junior
junior in
in grade
grade
to all members
members of
Chiefs of
Staff."
of the Joint
Joint Chiefs
of Staff."
CHANGING
CHANGING

583
583

61 Stat.
Stat. 505.
505.
61
U. S.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
Supp. II,
55U.
§171g.
171g,

Joint Staff.

THE
RELATIONSHIP OF THE
IDE RELATIONSHIP
111.N. SECRETARY
SECRETARY OF DEFENSE
DEFENSE TO
TO THE
TDB
MUNITIONS BOARD
BOARD
MUNITIONS

61 Stat. 505.
SEC.
SEC. 8. Section
Section 213 of the National Security
Security Act of 1947 is amended
amended
5 U. S.
S. C., Supp. II,
It,
to read as
as follows:
to
follows:
171h.
§§171h.
Munitions Board.
Board.
Munitions
"SEc.
213. (a)
(a) There
is hereby
hereby established
of
"SEC. 213.
There is
established in
in the
the Department
Department of
a Munitions
Defense a
Munitions Board (hereinafter
section referred
referred to
to as
(hereinafter in this
this section
as
the
the 'Board')
'Board')..
Composition.
"(b) The Board shall be composed
composed of
shall be
be the
the
of a
a Chairman, who
who shall
head thereof
thereof and
and who
to the
authority of
of the
the Secretary
of
head
who shall,
shall, subject
subject to
the authority
Secretary of
in respect
Defense and in
respect to
authorized by
by him,
him, have
the
to such matters
matters authorized
have the
power of
decision upon
falling within
the jurisdiction
of the
the
of decision
upon matters
matters falling
within the
jurisdiction of
Board,
Under Secretary
Secretary or
Assistant Secretary
each of
Board, and an
an Under
or Assistant
Secretary from
from each
of
the three military departments,
departments, to be
designated in
in each
case by
be designated
each case
by the
the
Chairman.
Chairman.
Secretaries
their respective
respective departments.
departments. The
The Chairman
Chairman shall
shall be
be
Secretaries of
of their
appointed
civilian life
the President,
President, by
by and
and with
with the
the advice
appointed from
from civilian
life by
by the
advice
and
the Senate,
shall receive
receive compensation
compensation at
at the
the rate
rate
and consent
consent of
of the
Senate, and
and shall
of $14,000
of
$14,000 a
a year.
year.
Duties of Board.
Duties
and direction
direction of
of
"(c) Subject
Subject to
to the
the authority
authority and
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
Defense,
the Board
perform the
the following
duties in
in support
of
Defense, the
Board shall
shall perform
following duties
support of
strategic
and logistic
and in
in consonance
with guidance
those
strategic and
logistic plans
plans and
consonance with
guidance in
in those
fields
fields provided
provided by
Joint Chiefs
Chiefs of
of Staff,
Staff, and
other duties
duties as
as
by the Joint
and such
such other
the
Secretary of
may prescribe:
prescribe:
the Secretary
of Defense
Defense may

"(1) coordination
coordination of
of the
activities with
with regard
regard to
to
"(1)
the appropriate
appropriate activities
industrial matters,
matters, including
including the
the procurement,
production, and
and
industrial
procurement, production,
distribution plans
of the
the Department
of Defense;
Defense;
distribution
plans of
Department of
"(2) planning
for the
military aspects
aspects of
of industrial
industrial mobilimobili"(2)
planning for
the military
zation;
zation;
"(3)
of procurement
procurement responsibilities
the
"(3) assignment
assignment of
responsibilities among
among the
several
departments and
several military
military departments
and planning
planning for
for standardization
standardization
the greatest
allocation of
of purpurof specifications
specifications and
and for
for the
greatest practicable
practicable allocation
chase
authority of
equipment and
and common
common use
use items
items on
chase authority
of technical
technical equipment
on
the basis
basis of
of single
single procurement;
the
procurement;
"(4) preparation
preparation of
of estimates
potential production,
production, procureprocure"(4)
estimates of
of potential
ment,
for use
ment, and
and personnel
personnel for
use in
in evaluation
evaluation of
of the
the logistic
logistic feasibility
feasibility
of
strategic operations;
of strategic
operations;
determination of relative
the various
sew:
"(5) determination
relative priorities
priorities of
of the
various segments of
of the
the military
military procurement
ments
procurement programs;
programs;
"(6) supervision
as are
are or
or may
may
"(6)
supervision of
of such
such subordinate
subordinate agencies
agencies as
be created
to consider
consider the
subjects falling
within the
the scope
the
be
created to
the subjects
falling within
scope of
of the
Board's responsibilities;
responsibilities;
"(7)
or dissolving
of existing
existing inter"(7) regrouping,
regrouping, combining,
combining, or
dissolving of
interservice agencies
agencies operating
fields of
of procurement,
service
operating in
in the
the fields
procurement, producproduction,
and distribution
distribution in
manner as
as to
to promote
promote efficiency
and
tion, and
in such
such manner
efficiency and
economy;
economy;
"(8)
of liaison
other departments
and agenagen"(8) maintenance
maintenance of
liaison with
with other
departments and
cies
the
cies for
for the
the proper
proper correlation
correlation of
of military
military requirements
requirements with
with the
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civilian
the procurement
or
civilian economy,
economy, particularly
particularly in
in regard
regard to
to the
procurement or
disposition
and critical
critical material
material and
and the
the maintemaintedisposition of
of strategic
strategic and
mince
adequate reserves
reserves of
of such
such material,
and making
of recrecnance of adequate
material, and
making of
ommendations
policies in connection
connection therewith;
therewith; and
and
ommendations as to policies
"(9)
material and
and personnel
require"(9) assembly
assembly and
and review
review of
of material
personnel requirements presented
presented by the Joint
Joint Chiefs of Staff and
and by
producby the
the producprocurement, and
and distribution
agencies assigned
assigned to
meet
tion, procurement,
distribution agencies
to meet
military needs,
needs and
making of
of recommendations
recommendations thereon
the
military
and making
thereon to
to the
Secretary
Secretary of Defense.
TerminationofJoint
TerminationofJoint
"(d)
Chairman of the Board
"(d) When the Chairman
Board first appointed
appointed has taken
taken
Army and Navy
Navy MuMunitions Board.
office, the Joint
Joint Army and Navy
Navy Munitions
Board shall
cease to
exist
Munitions Board
shall cease
to exist
and all its records and personnel
personnel shall be transferred
transferred to the Munitions
Munitions
Board.
Board.
Personnel and facili"(e)
Secretary of Defense
"(e) The
The Secretary
Defense shall provide the
with such
such
the Board
Board with
ties.
personnel
personnel and facilities as the
Secretary may determine
determine to
to be
be required
required
the Secretary
the performance
performance of
by the
the Board for
for the
of its
its functions."
functions."
CHANGING
CHANGING THE
Lai, RELATIONSHIP
RELATIONSHIP OF Tkit.
SECRETARY OF
OF DEFENSE
TIIE
THE SECRETARY
DEFENSE TO THE
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
DEVELOPMENT BOARD
RESEARCH
61
61 Stat.
Stat. 506.
506.
55U.
U. S.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
Supp. II,
II,
§
§ 171i.
Research
Research and
Deand Development Board.
velopment
Board.
Composition.
Composition.

Chairman.
Chairman.

Purpose.
Purpose.

Duties.
Duties.

SEC.
SEc. 9. Section 214 of the National Security
Act of
1947 is
amended
Security Act
of 1947
is amended
to read
read as
as follows:
follows:
"SEC.
(a) There
There is hereby established
"SEc. 214. (a)
established in the Department
Department of
of
Defense aaResearch
Development Board
Defense
Research and Development
Board (hereinafter
(hereinafter in
this secsecin this
tion referred
referred to
shall be
composed of
of aa
to as the
the 'Board').
'Board'). The
The Board
Board shall
be composed
Chairman,
Chairman, who
who shall be the head thereof
thereof and who
to the
who shall,
shall, subject
subject to
the
authority
authority of
respect to
such matters
matters
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of Defense
Defense and
and in
in respect
to such
authorized
by him,
him, have
the power
of decision
decision on
falling
authorized by
have the
power of
on matters
matters falling
within the jurisdiction
jurisdiction of the Board,
representatives from
from
Board, and
and two
two representatives
each of the Departments
of the
the Army,
Air Force,
Departments of
Army, Navy,
Navy, and
and Air
Force, to
to be
be
designated by the Secretaries
Secretaries of their
designated
respective Departments.
Departments. The
The
their respective
Chairman shall be appointed
appointed from civilian
Chairman
civilian life by
President, by
by the President,
by
and with the
and consent
the Senate,
and shall
shall receive
receive comcomthe advice
advice and
consent of
of the
Senate, and
pensation at the rate of $14,000
$14,000 a
purpose of
of the
Board
a year.
year. The purpose
the Board
shall be to advise
advise the Secretary
Secretary of
as to
the status
status of
of scientific
scientific
of Defense
Defense as
to the
research relative to the national
research
national security,
security, and to assist
assist him in
in assuring
assuring
adequate provision
provision for research
research and development
probdevelopment on
on scientific
scientific problems relating
relating to
national security.
security.
lems
to the
the national
"(b)
Subject to the authority
authority and direction
"(b) Subject
Secretary of
of
direction of
of the Secretary
Defense,
Board shall
shall perform
and such
other
Defense, the
the Board
perform the
the following
following duties
duties and
such other
Defense may
prescribe:
duties as the Secretary
Secretary of
of Defense
may prescribe:
preparation of aa complete
complete and integrated
"(1) preparation
integrated program
program of
of
research
and development
development for
purposes;
research and
for military
military purposes;
"(2) advising
advising with
to trends
trends in
research relatrelat"(2)
with regard
regard to
in scientific
scientific research
ing to national
national security
and the
the measures
measures necessary
necessary to
assure
security and
to assure
increasing progress;
continued and increasing
progress;
"(3) coordination
"(3)
coordination of research
research and development
development among
the miliamong the
miliallocation among
tary departments, and
and allocation
among them of
responsibilities
of responsibilities
for
programs;
for specific
specific programs;
"(4)
"(4) formulation
formulation of policy
policy for the Department
of Defense
Department of
Defense in
in
connection with research
connection
research and development
development matters involving
involving
agencies outside the
Department of
of Defense;
Defense; and
the Department
and
"(5)
consideration of the interaction
interaction of research and develop"(5) consideration
development
ment and strategy, and
and advising
advising the Joint Chiefs of Staff in
in
connection therewith.
therewith.

TerminationofJoint
TerminationofJoint
Research and
and DevelDevelResearch
opment
Board.
opment Board.

"(c) When the Chairman
Chairman of the Board first appointed
appointed has
has taken
office, the Joint
Joint Research
Research and Development
Development Board shall
cease to
exist
shall cease
to exist
and all its records and personnel
personnel shall be transferred
transferred to the Research
Research
and Development
Development Board.
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"(d) The Secretary
Secretary of Defense
Defense shall
provide the
the Board
with such
such
shall provide
Board with
personnel
personnel and facilities as the Secretary
Secretary may determine
determine to
be required
required
to be
performance of
by the Board for the performance
of its
functions."
its functions."
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Personnel and
and faciliPersonnel
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COMPENSATION OF
SECRETARY OF
OF DEFENSE,
DEFENSE, DEP
COMPENSATION
OF SECRETARY
tyl. x SECRETARY
OF DEFENSE,
DEPUTY
SECRETARY OF
DEFENSE,
SECRETARIES OF
DEPARTMENTS, AND
SECRETARIES
OF MILITARY
MILITARY DEPARTMENTS,
AND CONSULTANTS
CONSULTANTS

SEC.
SEC. 10. (a) Section
Section 301 of the
Security Act
of 1947
the National
National Security
Act of
1947 is
is
amended
amended to
read as
as follows:
follows:
to read
"SEC.
(a) The Secretary
"SEC. 301.
301. (a)
Secretary of Defense shall receive
receive the compencompensation prescribed
prescribed by
executive departments.
departments.
by law
law for
for heads
heads of
of executive
"(b) The Deputy Secretary
Secretary of Defense
Defense shall receive compensation
compensation
a year, or such other compensation
at the rate of $14,500
$14,500 a
$500 a
compensation plus
plus $500
a
year as may hereafter be provided
provided by
by law
law for
of
for under
under secretaries
secretaries of
executive departments. The Secretary
Secretary of the Army, the Secretary
Secretary of
of
the
the Navy, and
and the
the Secretary
shall each
each receive
comSecretary of
of the
the Air
Air Force
Force shall
receive compensation at the rate of $14,000
compensation as
as
$14,000 aayear, or
or such
such other
other compensation
may hereafter
hereafter be provided by law
executive
law for
for under
under secretaries
secretaries of
of executive
departments."
departments."
(b) Section 302 of the National Security
Security Act of 1947
1947 is
amended to
is amended
to
read as
as follows:
follows:
"SEC.
Secretaries of Defense and the Under
"
SEC. 302. The Assistant
Assistant Secretaries
SecUnder Secretaries
retaries and Assistant Secretaries
Secretaries of the Army, the Navy,
Air
Navy, and the
the Air
Force
compensation at
Force shall each receive
receive compensation
rate of
of $10,330
year or
at the rate
$10,330 aayear
or
at the rate hereafter prescribed
prescribed by
law for
for assistant
of
by law
assistant secretaries
secretaries of
executive
executive departments
departments and shall perform
perform such
duties as
as the
such duties
the respective
respective
Secretaries may
may prescribe."
Secretaries
prescribe."
(c) Section
(c)
Section 303 (a)
(a) of
1947 is
is amended
of the
the National
National Security
Security Act
Act of
of 1947
amended
to
to read as follows:
follows:
"(a)
44
(a) The Secretary
the Chairman
Chairman of
of the
Secretary of
of Defense,
Defense, the
the National
National
Security Resources
Resources Board,
of Central
Central Intelligence,
Intelligence, and
and
Board, the
the Director
Director of
the National
National Security Council,
Executive Secretary,
Secretary,
Council, acting
acting through
through its
its Executive
are
to appoint
such advisory
to employ,
are authorized
authorized to
appoint such
advisory committees
committees and
and to
employ,
consistent
provisions of this
consistent with other provisions
part-time advisory
advisory
this Act,
Act, such
such part-time
personnel
necessary in carrying out
personnel as they may deem necessary
their respective
respective
out their
functions
functions and the functions of agencies
agencies under
their control.
Persons
under their
control. Persons
under the
holding other offices or positions under
United States
States for
the United
for which
which
they receive compensation,
compensation, while
members of
of such
such comcomwhile serving
serving as
as members
mittees,
shall receive
receive no
additional compensation
mittees, shall
no additional
compensation for
for such
such service.
service.
Other members
other part-time
members of such committees
committees and other
part-time advisory
advisory perperso employed
sonnel so
employed may
serve without
compensation or
receive
may serve
without compensation
or may
may receive
compensation at a
a rate not to exceed
compensation
$50 for
for each
each day
as
exceed $50
day of
of service,
service, as
determined
authority."
determined by the
the appointing
appointing authority."

61 Stat.
Stat. 507.
61
5
S. C., Stipp.
5 U.
U.S.
Supp. II,
§§ 171b,
171b, 181-2,
181-2, 411b,
411b,
§§
626a.
626a.
Ante, p. 31.
Ante,
31.

61
01 Stat. 507.
5
8. C.,
C., Supp.
Supp. II,
5 U. S.
181a, 182, 18,
421a,
§§ 181a,
182a, 421a,
421b, 626b.
421b,
626b.

61 Stat.
Stat. 507.
507.
Supp.
50 U. S. C., Supp.
II, §
§405
405 (a).
II,
Advisory committees and personnel.

Compensation.
Compensation.

REORGANIZATION
REORGANIZATION OF
FISCAL MANAGEMENT
M ANAGEMENT To PROMOTE
PROMOTE ECONOMY
AND
OF FISCAL
ECONOMY AND
EFFICIENCY
EFFICIENCY
4
SEC. 11. The
The National
National Security
Security Act
Act of
1917 is
by inserting
inserting
61 Sttc.p
Stat. 405.
SEC.
of 1947
is amended
amended by
61
.
I
5U. S. C., Sapp. II,
at the end thereof the following
following new title:
171 note.
note.
§171

"TITLE IV
"TITLE
IV
"PROMOTION
"PROMOTION OF
EFFICIENCY THROUGH
OF ECONOMY
ECONOMY AND
AND EFFICIENCY
THROUGH ESTABLISHMENT
ESTABLISHMENT
OF
BUDGETARY AND
OF UNIFORM
UNIFORM BUDGETARY
PROCEDURES AND
ORGANIZAAND FISCAL
FISCAL PROCEDURES
AND ORGANIZATIONS
TIONS
"COMPTROLLER
"COMPTROLLER OF
OF DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT OF
OF DEFENSE
DEFENSE

"SEC.
"
SEG. 401. (a)
(a) There
There is
is hereby
hereby established
in the
the Department
established in
Department
of Defense
Defense the Comptroller of the
Department of
of Defense,
Defense, who
who shall
shall
the Department
be one of the Assistant
Defense.
Assistant Secretaries
Secretaries of
of Defense.
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"(b) The
The Comptroller
advise and
assist the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of
"(b)
Comptroller shall
shall advise
and assist
Defense in
in performing
budgetary and
and fiscal
fiscal functions
as may
Defense
performing such
such budgetary
functions as
may
be required
carry out
conferred upon
upon the
Secretary of
be
required to
to carry
out the
the powers
powers conferred
the Secretary
of
Defense by
Act, including
including but
but not
not limited
limited to
to those
those specified
specified in
in
Defense
by this
this Act,
this
subsection. Subject
Subject to
the authority,
authority, direction,
direction, and
and control
control of
the
this subsection.
to the
of the
Secretary of Defense,
the Comptroller
Secretary
Defense, the
Comptroller shall—
shall"
(1) supervise
direct the
the preparation
of the
the budget
budget estimates
estimates
" (1)
supervise and
and direct
preparation of
of
Department of Defense;
of the
the Department
Defense; and
and
"(2) establish,
establish, and
and supervise
the execution
of—
execution of"(2)
supervise the
"(A)
principles, policies,
and procedures
procedures to
be followed
followed in
in
"(A) principles,
policies, and
to be
connection
and administrative
matters
connection with
with organizational
organizational and
administrative matters
relating to—
relating
to"(i)
(i) the
preparation and
execution of the
budgets,
and execution
the budgets,
the preparation
"(ii) fiscal,
and capital
property acac"(ii)
fiscal, cost,
cost, operating,
operating, and
capital property
counting,
counting,
"
progress
statistical reporting,
"(iii)
progress and
and statistical
reporting,
"
(iv) internal
internal audit,
audit, and
"(iv)
and
"(B) policies
policies and
to the
the expenditure
expenditure
and procedures
procedures relating
relating to
"(B)
and
collection of
of
and collection
of funds administered
administered by the
the Department
Department of
Defense;
Defense; and
and
"(3)
uniform terminologies,
classifications, and pro"(3) establish
establish uniform
terminologies, classifications,
cedures in all such matters.
"M TLTTARY DEPARTMENT
FISCAL ORGANIZATIONORGANIZATION—.
"MILITARY
DEPARTMENT BUDGET
BUDGET AND
AND FISCAL
DEPARTMFNTAL
DEPARTMENTAL COMPTROLLERS
COMPTROLLERS

"
SEc. 402. (a)
(a) The Secretary
subject
"'SE.
Secretary of
of each
each military
military department,
department, subject
direction, and
control of
of the
of Defense,
Defense,
to the authority, direction,
and control
the Secretary
Secretary of
cause budgeting, accounting,
progress and
and statistical
reporting,
shall cause
accounting, progress
statistical reporting,
and administrative
structure and
and manageinternal audit
audit and
administrative organization
organization structure
manageprocedures relating
relating thereto in the
which he
he is
the
rial procedures
the department
department of
of which
is the
organized and conducted
conducted in
manner consistent
consistent with
the
head to be
be organized
in a
a manner
with the
operations
operations of the Office of the
the Comptroller
Department of
Comptroller of the
the Department
of
Defense.
There is hereby
hereby established
three military
"(b) There
established in each
each of
of the
the three
military
departments
Comptroller of
of the
Army, a
Comptroller of
of the
the Navy,
departments aaComptroller
the Army,
a Comptroller
Navy,
Comptroller of
Force, as
appropriate in
the department
department
or a
a Comptroller
of the
the Air
Air Force,
as appropriate
in the
Deputy ComptrolDeputy
Comptrol- concerned.
concerned. There
There shall,
shall, in
in each
each military
department, also
also be
be aaDeputy
Deputy
military department,
lers.
Comptroller.
Comptroller. Subject to the authority
authority of the respective
departmental
respective departmental
Secretaries, the comptrollers
military departments
departments shall
shall be
be
Secretaries,
comptrollers of the
the military
responsible for
accounting, progress
progress and
and statistical
statistical
resl)onsible
for all
all budgeting,
budgeting, accounting,
their respective
respective departments
departments and
and for
for
reporting, and
and internal
internal audit
audit in
in their
the administrative
administrative organization
organization structure
and managerial
managerial procedures
structure and
procedures
relating thereto. The
Secretaries of
the military
military departments
departments may
may
The Secretaries
of the
in their discretion
discretion appoint either
civilian or
as
either civilian
or military personnel as
comptrollers
comptrollers of the military
military departments.
departments. Departmental
Departmental comptrollers
shall be under
under the direction and supervision
supervision of, and directly
directly responsible
responsible
to, either the Secretary,
Secretary, the Under Secretary,
Secretary, or an Assistant
Assistant Secretary
Secretary
Concurrent responresponConcurrent
of
the
respective
military
departments:
Provided,
That
herein
respective
military
departments:
Provided,
nothing
herein
sibility
sibility to Chief of
of
Staff, etc.
shall preclude
preclude the comptroller
comptroller from having
responsibility
having concurrent
concurrent responsibility
a Chief of Staff or a
a Chief of Naval
to a
Naval Operations, aaVice Chief of
of
Staff
Staff or a
aVice Chief of Naval
Naval Operations,
Operations, or aaDeputy Chief
Chief of Staff
a Deputy Chief of Naval
or a
Naval Operations,
Operations, if the Secretary
Secretary of the military department
department concerned
concerned should
should so prescribe.
prescribe. Where
Where the departdepartmental
a civilian, the Secretary
mental comptroller
comptroller is not a
Secretary of the department
department
concerned shall appoint
concerned
appoint aacivilian
civilian as Deputy
Deputy Comptroller.

"PERFORMANCE
"
PERFORMANCE BUDGET
BUDGET

"SEC. 403. (a)
of
"SEc.
(a) The budget estimates
estimates of the Department of
Defense shall be prepared, presented,
justified, where
where practicable,
practicable,
presented, and justified,
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authorized programs shall be administered,
administered, in
and authorized
form and
and
in such
such form
manner
Secretary of Defense, subject
manner as the Secretary
to the
and direcdirecsubject to
the authority
authority and
tion of the President, may determine, so as
to account
and report,
as to
account for,
for, and
report,
the
performance of readily
functional programs
the cost of performance
readily identifiable
identifiable functional
programs
and activities, with segregation
segregation of operating
operating and capital
capital programs.
programs.
So far as practicable,
practicable, the budget
budget estimates
estimates and
authorized programs
and authorized
programs
be set forth in
of the military departments
departments shall be
in readily
readily comparable
comparable
form and shall
shall follow
follow a
a uniform
uniform pattern.
pattern.
"(b) In
In order to expedite the conversion
from present
present budget
conversion from
budget and
and
accounting
cost-of-performance method
accounting methods
methods to the cost-of-performance
method prescribed
in
prescribed in
this title, the Secretary
Secretary of each
each military
the approval
military department,
department, with
with the
approval
of the President
Secretary of
President and the Secretary
of Defense,
is authorized
and
Defense, is
authorized and
directed, until the end of
following the
enactof the
the second
second year
year following
the date
date of
of enactment of this Act, to make such transfers
transfers and
and adjustments
adjustments within
the
within the
department of which
military department
which he
the head
head between
between appropriations
appropriations
he is
is the
available for obligation by such department
department in
he deems
in such manner
manner as
as he
deems
necessary to cause the obligation
obligation and
of funds
funds and
and
and administration
administration of
the reports
reports of expenditures
expenditures to
to reflect
reflect the
the cost
of such
such
cost of
of performance
performance of
programs
programs and activities. Reports
Reports of transfers
transfers and
made
and adjustments
adjustments made
pursuant to the authority of this subsection
subsection shall
shall be
made currently
currently
be made
by the Secretary
Secretary of
of Defense
Defense to
the President
President and
and the
the Congress.
to the
Congress.

Transfers and adTransfers
justments.
justments.

Reports to President
dent and Congress.
Congress.

"OBLIGATION OF
"OBLIGATION
OF APPROPRIATIONS
APPROPRIATIONS

"SEC. 404. In
In order to prevent
prevent overdrafts
"SEc.
overdrafts and deficiencies
fiscal
deficiencies in
in any
any fiscal
year for which appropriations
appropriations are
after the
of
are made,
made, on
on and
and after
the beginning
beginning of
the next fiscal year following the
enactment of
this Act
Act approapprothe date of
of enactment
of this
priations made to the Department of Defense
Defense or to the
the military
departmilitary departreimbursements thereto,
ments, and reimbursements
shall be
be available
for obligation
obligation and
and
thereto, shall
available for
expenditure only after
after the
Secretary of
of Defense
Defense shall
approve schedschedthe Secretary
shall approve
uled rates of obligation, or modifications
modifications thereof:
thereof: Provided,
Provided, That
That
nothing in this section shall
of the
Department of
shall affect the
the right
right of
the Department
of
Defense to
may be
be now
now or
or hereafter
hereafter authorauthorto incur such
such deficiencies
deficiencies as
as may
law to
to be
be incurred.
ized by
by law
incurred.

Deficiencies.
Deficiencies.

"
W ORKING-CAPITAL FUNDS
FUNDS
"WORKING-CAPITAL

"SEC.
(a) In
"SEc. 405. (a)
effectively to
to control
account for
for
In order more
more effectively
control and
and account
the cost of programs
programs and work performed
performed in the Department
Department of
of
Defense,
Secretary of Defense
Defense, the Secretary
Defense is authorized
authorized to
to require
the estabestabrequire the
lishment
working-capital funds
lishment of working-capital
funds in
in the
the Department
Department of
Defense for
for
of Defense
the
the purpose
purpose of—
of"(1) financing
financing inventories
inventories .of
stores, supplies,
supplies, materials,
materials,
of such
such stores,
and
equipment as
as he
he may
may designate;
and equipment
designate; and
and
"(2)
"(2) providing
providing working
working capital
capital for
for such
such industrial-type
industrial-type activiactivities, and for such commercial-type
commercial-type activities
activities as
as provide
provide common
common
services within or among
among the departments
and agencies
of the
the
departments and
agencies of
Department
of Defense,
Defense, as
as he
may designate.
designate.
Department of
he may

"(b) The Secretary
the Treasury
Secretary of the
Treasury is
is authorized
authorized and
and directed
directed to
to
establish on the
the Treasury
at the
the request
request of
of
the books
books of
of the
Treasury Department
Department at
the Secretary of Defense the
working-capital funds
established purthe working-capital
funds established
pursuant
the authority
section.
suant to
to the
authority of
of this
this section.
"(c)
Such funds
shall bebe—
"(c) Such
funds shall
"(1)
"(1) charged, when appropriate, with the cost of
supof stores,
stores, supplies, materials,
materials, and equipment
equipment procured
procured or
or otherwise
otherwise acquired,
acquired,
manufactured,
manufactured, repaired,
and of
of services
services
repaired, issued,
issued, and
and consumed
consumed and
rendered
rendered or work
performed, including
administrawork performed,
including applicable
applicable administrative expenses;
expenses; and
and
tive

Purpose.
Purpose.
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"(2)
reimbursed from
from available
or otherwise
otherwise
appropriations or
available appropriations
"(2) reimbursed
credited
of stores,
or equipment
equipment
the cost
cost of
stores, supplies,
supplies, materials,
materials, or
credited for
for the
furnished and
and of
services rendered
or work
performed, including
including
furnished
of services
rendered or
work performed,
applicable administrative
expenses.
applicable
administrative expenses.
Reports.
Reports.
Sources of
of capital.
Sources
capital.

Appropriation auAppropriation authorized.

Allocation
of responAllocationofresponsibility.

sibuity.

Cost limitation.
Cost
limitation.

Regulations.
Regulations.

Credit
redit for
for returned
returned
supplies, etc.

e

Supra.
Suprsa.

Reports
condition and
operations of such funds shall be made
Reports of the condition
and operations
annually
to the
President and
and to
to the
the Congress.
Congress.
the President
annually to
"(d) The
The Secretary
is authorized
authorized to
to provide
provide capital
capital for
for
of Defense
Defense is
"(d)
Secretary of
such working-capital
working-capital funds
by capitalizing
inventories on
on hand
hand and,
and,
funds by
capitalizing inventories
such
with
approval of
of the
President, by
by transfer,
until December
December 31,
31,
transfer, until
the President,
with the
the approval
1954,
from unexpended
unexpended balances
balances of
of any
any appropriations
appropriations of
of the
the military
military
1954, from
departments
not carried
carried to
the surplus
the Treasury:
Proof the
Treasury: Proto the
surplus fund
fund of
departments not
vided, That
That no
shall be
any such
appropriation
in any
such appropriation
no deficiency
deficiency shall
be incurred
incurred in
vided,
as
any such
the extent
extent that
such methods
methods
that such
To the
such transfer.
transfer. To
of any
result of
as aa result
Secretary of Defense,
do
not, in
the determination
determination of the
Defense, provide
the Secretary
in the
do not,
adequate
amounts of
capital, there
be
authorized to
to be
working capital,
there is
is hereby
hereby authorized
adequate amounts
of working
appropriated,
of any
any moneys
the Treasury
not appropriated
appropriated for
for
in the
Treasury not
out of
moneys in
appropriated, out
other
purposes, such
as may
may be
be necessary
provide adequate
adequate
sums as
necessary to
to provide
other purposes,
such sums
working capital.
working
capital.
"(e)
"(e) Subject to the
the authority
authority and direction of the Secretary of
Defense, the Secretaries
Secretaries of the military departments
departments shall allocate
responsibility
departments for
for the
the
responsibility within
within their
their respective
respective military
military departments
execution
functions which
each military
military department
department is
is authorized
execution of
of functions
which each
authorized
by
law to
perform in
in such
effect the
most economical
the most
economical
to perform
such aamanner
manner as
as to
to effect
by law
and
of the
activities and
of
and efficient
efficient organization
organization and
and operation
operation of
the activities
and use
use of
the
for which
funds are
are authorized
by
authorized by
the inventories
inventories for
which working-capital
working-capital funds
this
section.
this section.
"(f)
cost shall
shall be
be incurred
incurred by
by the
requisitioning agency
agency
"(f) No greater
greater cost
the requisitioning
for stores,
stores, supplies,
supplies, materials,
or equipment
equipment drawn
drawn from
from inventories,
inventories,
for
materials, or
and for
for services
services rendered
rendered or
performed by
by the
the industrial-type
industrial-type
and
or work
work performed
or commercial-type
for which
which working-capital
working-capital funds
are
or
commercial-type activities
activities for
funds are
authorized
section, than
than the
the amount
or funds
funds
authorized by
by this
this section,
amount of
of appropriations
appropriations or
available
for such
such purposes.
purposes.
available for
"(g) The Secretary
Secretary of Defense
Defense is authorized
authorized to issue regulations
to
govern the
the operation
operation of
activities and
and use
use of
inventories authorized
authorized
to govern
of activities
of inventories
by
regulations may,
may, whenever
whenever he
he determines
determines the
the
by this
this section,
section, which
which regulations
measures set
set forth
forth in
to be
be required
required by
measures
in this
this subsection
subsection to
by the
the needs
needs of
of
Department of
the Department
and when
when such
measures are authorized
authorized by
by
of Defense,
Defense, and
such measures
law, permit stores, supplies, materials, and equipment
equipment to be sold to,
and services
services to
or work
performed for,
for, purchasers
purchasers or
or
and
to be
be rendered
rendered or
work performed
users outside the Department
Department of
the workingof Defense. In
In such cases,
cases, the
workingcapital funds
funds involved
against approinvolved may
may be
be reimbursed
reimbursed by
by charges against
appropriate appropriations
appropriations or by
received in
in cash.
by payments
payments received
cash.
"(h) The appraised value of all stores, supplies,
"(h)
supplies, materials,
materials, and
and
equipment returned
to such
working-capital funds
equipment
returned to
such working-capital
funds from
from any
any departdepartment, activity,
agency, may
charged to
to the
the working-capital
working-capital fund
fund
ment,
activity, or
or agency,
may be
be charged
concerned and
and the
proceeds thereof
thereof shall
shall be
credited to
to the
concerned
the proceeds
be credited
the current
current
appropriations
the amounts
credited shall
shall be
available
appropriations concerned;
concerned; the
amounts so
so credited
be available
for
expenditures for
same purposes
as the
the appropriations
appropriations credited:
credited:
for expenditures
for the
the same
purposes as
Provided,
this subsection
subsection shall
not permit
Provided, That
That the provisions
provisions of
of this
shall not
permit
credits
the result
result of
capitalization of
of inventories
inventories
credits to
to appropriations
appropriations as
as the
of capitalization
authorized by subsection
authorized
subsection (d)
(d) of this section.
"MANAGEMENT
"M ANAGEMENT FUNDS
FUNDS

31 U. S. C. §¢ 644,
341U.
s5.and
C.64, note;
644a,
6434
34
U. S.
528a and
s. C... §528a
34 U.
and
note.

note.

"
SEC. 406.
(56 Stat.
484) ,
"SEC.
406. The
The Act
Act of July
July 3,1942 (56
Stat. 645, c.
c. 484),
as amended,
amended to read
is hereby further
further amended
read as follows:
follows:
"'(a)
efficient
"
'
(a ) For the purpose
purpose of facilitating
facilitating the economical and efficient
conduct
conduct of operations
operations in the Department
Department of Defense
which are financed
Defense which
financed
by two or more
more appropriations
appropriations where
operations are
are
where the
the costs of the operations
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immediate distribution
not susceptible
susceptible of immediate
distribution as charges
charges to such appropriaappropriaManagement Fund, the
tions, there are hereby established
established the Navy Management
the
Army Management
Management Fund, and the Air Force
Management Fund,
each
Force Management
Fund, each
within, and under the direction
of, the
direction of the respective
respective Secretaries
Secretaries of,
Departments
Departments of the Navy, Army, or Air Force, as
may be.
as the case may
Appro priations auThere
are authorized
to be
be appropriated
from time
time t
ti me suc
hfunds
fun ds thAppropriations
There are
authorized to
appropriated from
too time
such
thorized.
as
of the
funds.
as may
may be
be necessary
necessary to
to accomplish
accomplish the
the purposes
purposes of
the funds.
The corpus
"'(b) The
corpus of the
Navy Management
Management Fund
Fund shall
of
the Navy
shall consist
consist of
the sum of $1,000.000
$1,000.000 heretofore
heretofore transferred
transferred to the
Naval Procurement
Procurement
the Naval
Fund from the Naval
Naval Emergency
Emergency Fund
(17X0300), which
which amount,
amount,
Fund (17X0300),
and all balances
balances in, and obligations
obligations against,
against, any
any accounts
accounts in
in the
the Naval
Naval
Procurement Fund,
Fund, are
transferred to
to the
the Navy
Management
Procurement
are hereby
hereby transferred
Navy Management
Fund; the corpus of
the Army
consist of
the
of the
Army Management
Management Fund
Fund shall
shall consist
of the
sum of $1,000,000,
transferred thereto
$1,000,000, which shall be transferred
any unobliunoblithereto from
from any
balance of any
gated balance
any appropriation
appropriation available
to the
the Department
of
available to
Department of
the Army; the corpus
corpus of
Force Management
shall consist
of the
the Air
Air Force
Management Fund
Fund shall
consist
of the sum of $1,000,000,
$1,000,000, which
which shall be
be transferred
thereto from
from any
any
transferred thereto
unobligated balance
appropriation available
balance of any appropriation
available to
to the
Department
the Department
of the Air Force;
as
Force; in each case together
together with
with such
such additional
additional funds
funds as
may from time to time be appropriated
appropriated to any
Accounts
any of said funds. Accounts
for
individual operations
operations to
financed under
under the
the respective
manfor the
the individual
to be
be financed
respective management
funds shall be established
agement funds
established only
only upon
by the
the SecreSecreupon approval
approval by
tary
tary of
of Defense.
Defense.
Expenditures.
cc c(c) Expenditures
may be
be made
said management
management funds
funds
Expenditures.
"'(c)
Expenditures may
made from
from said
material (other
from time to time for material
(other than
stock) and
and for
for
than material
material for
for stock)
personal
such regulations
regulations as may be
personal and contractual
contractual services under
under such
be
Restriction.
Restriction.
prescribed by
of Defense:
Defense: Provided,
(1) That
That no
prescribed
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of
Provided, (1)
no obligaobligaincurred against
tion shall be incurred
which is
not properly
properly
against any such
such fund
fund which
is not
chargeable
available funds
chargeable to available
under an
an appropriation
of the
the departfunds under
appropriation of
departwithin which
ment within
which the fund
or, whenever
to
fund is established
established or,
whenever necessary
necessary to
effectuate
authorized by
by this
Act to
departeffectuate purposes
purposes authorized
this Act
to funds
funds of
of another
another departReimbursement.
ment
or agency
agency within
the Department
Department of
(2) that
that each
ment or
within the
of Defense,
Defense, and
and (2)
each Reimbursement.
fund shall be promptly reimbursed
appropriareimbursed from
from the appropriate
appropriate appropriations of such
tions
properly chargeable
such department
department for
for all
all expenditures
expenditures properly
chargeable
thereto.
Nothing herein
herein or
or in
any other
of law
shall be
befund,Advances
Advances of
of funds.
thereto. Nothing
in any
other provision
provision of
law shall
construed
construed to prevent
prevent advances
advances by
check or warrant,
warrant, or
or reimburseby check
reimburseany of
management funds
from appropriations
of said
ments to
to any
of said
said management
funds from
appropriations of
said
departments
the estimated
departments on the basis of the
estimated cost of a
such estiestia project,
project, such
be revised
and necessary
necessary appropriation
appropriation adjustments
adjustments
mated cost to
to be
revised and
made
become available.
available.
made when
when adequate
adequate data
data become
Period of availPeriod
"
(d) Except
Except as
as otherwise
law, amounts
amounts advanced
advanced to
to ability.
of avail"'(d)
otherwise provided
provided by
by law,
the
management funds
funds under
provisions of
this Act
shall be
availthe management
under the
the provisions
of this
Act shall
be available for
fiscal year
year in
in which
they are
able
for obligation
obligation only
only during
during the
the fiscal
which they
are
advanced: Provided
That nothing
nothing contained
in this
this Act
shall alter
alter
advanced:
Provided, That
contained in
Act shall
or limit
the authorized
authorized period
period of
availability of
the funds
funds from
from which
which
or
limit the
of availability
of the
such
are made.
Final adjustments
adjustments of
in accordaccordsuch advances
advances are
made. Final
of advances
advances in
ance with
with actual
costs shall
shall be
with the
the appropriate
funds
ance
actual costs
be effected
effected with
appropriate funds
for
the fiscal
fiscal year
in which
are advanced.
advanced.
for the
year in
which such
such funds
funds are
"'(e) The
of the
the Naval
Naval Appropriation
1945 (58
"'(e)
The portion
portion of
Appropriation Act,
Act, 1945
(58 Stat.
Stat.
31 U. S. C. §§645a
301,
310), relating
relating to
the Naval
repealed.'64.5a
301, 310),
to the
Naval Procurement
Procurement Fund
Fund is
is hereby
hereby repealed.'
note.
"An,ms'rmm,rr OF
or ACCOUNTS
Accourrics
"ADJUSTMENT
"SEc.
407. (a)
(a) When
When under
authority of
of law
law aafunction
or an
activity
"SEC. 407.
under authority
function or
an activity
transferred or
assigned from
from one
department or
agency within
within the
the
is transferred
or assigned
one department
or agency
Department of
of Defense
Defense to
department or
or agency,
agency, the
Department
to another
another such
such department
the
balances
which are
determined by
the Secretary
Secretary of
of
balances of
of appropriations
appropriations which
are determined
by the
Defense
and necessary
to finance
the funcDefense to
to be
be available
available and
necessary to
finance or
or discharge
discharge the
function or
or activity
or assigned
assigned may,
the approval
approval of
tion
activity so
so transferred
transferred or
may, with
with the
of
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the President,
President, be
transferred to,
be available
available for
for use
by, the
the departdepartbe transferred
to, and
and be
use by,
ment or agency
agency to which said function
activity is
is transferred
transferred or
function or
or activity
or
assigned
assigned for any
purpose for which said
said funds
were originally
availany purpose
funds were
originally available. Balances
Balances so
to any
existso transferred
transferred shall be
be credited
credited to
any applicable
applicable existing appropriation
appropriation account
account or accounts,
accounts, or to any
any new
new appropriation
appropriation
account
account or accounts,
accounts, which
hereby authorized
authorized to
to be
be established
established
which are hereby
on the books of the Treasury
Department, of
of the
department or
or organorganTreasury Department,
the department
ization
ization to which
which such function
function or
activity is
transferred, and
be
or activity
is transferred,
and shall
shall be
merged with funds in
the applicable
existing or
or newly
established
in the
applicable existing
newly established
appropriation account
appropriation
account or accounts
thereafter accounted
accounted for
for as
as
accounts and
and thereafter
one fund. Balances
Balances transferred
transferred to
existing accounts
accounts shall
shall be
be subject
to existing
subject
only to such limitations
limitations as are
are specifically
specifically applicable
applicable to
to such
such accounts
accounts
and those transferred
new accounts
shall be
only to
to such
such
transferred to new
accounts shall
be subject
subject only
limitations as are
limitations
are applicable
applicable to
the appropriations
from which
which they
they
to the
appropriations from
are
transferred.
are transferred.
" (b) The
"(b)
The number
number of employees which
the opinion
the Secretary
Secretary
which in
in the
opinion of
of the
of Defense is required
required for
activities may,
for such
such transferred
transferred functions
functions or
or activities
may,
with the approval
approval of the Director of the
Bureau of
the Budget,
Budget, be
the Bureau
of the
be
deducted
maximum or limitation
deducted from
from any personnel
personnel maximum
of the
the departdepartlimitation of
ment or agency within the
the Department
Department of Defense
from which
which such
such
Defense from
activity is transferred,
function or activity
transferred, and
and added to
to any
any such
such personnel
personnel
maximum
limitation of the
maximum or limitation
department or
or agency
which such
such
the department
agency to
to which
function
function or
activity is
or activity
is transferred.
transferred.
"AVAILABLITr
"AVAILABILITY or REIMBURSEMENTs
REIMBURSEMENTS

47
Stat. 417.
47 Stat.
417.

"SEC. 408. To carry out the purposes
"SEc.
this Act,
Act, reimbursements
reimbursements
purposes of this
made under
authority of
the Economy
Act (31
(31 U.
U. S.
S. C.
C. 686),
686), and
and
under the
the authority
of the
Economy Act
sums paid by or on
behalf of personnel
personnel of
of any
any department
or organiorganion behalf
department or
services rendered
zation for services
rendered or supplies
furnished, may
may be
credited to
to
supplies furnished,
be credited
authorize replacing
replacing or other accounts.
accounts. Funds credited
credited to such
such accounts
accounts
shall remain
remain available
available for obligation
same period
period as
the funds
funds
obligation for the same
as the
in the account
account so credited and each such account shall constitute
one
constitute one
fund on the
Treasury Department.
the books of the Treasury
Department.
"COMMON USE
"CommoN
USE OF
OF DISBURSING
DISBURSING FACILITIES
FACILITIES

"SEC.
"
SEC. 409. To the extent authorized
authorized by
by the
the Secretary
Defense,
Secretary of
of Defense,
disbursing officers
disbursing
officers of the Departments
Departments of the
the Army,
Army, Navy,
and Air
Air
Navy, and
Force may, out of accounts
accounts of
available to
them, make
disof advances
advances available
to them,
make disbursements covering
obligations arising
bursements
covering obligations
connection with
with any
arising in connection
any funcfuncdepartment or organization
organization within the
tion or activity
activity of any other
other department
the
Department of Defense
Department
Defense and
vouchers the
the proper
and charge
charge upon
upon vouchers
proper approapprodepartment or organization:
priation or appropriations
appropriations of the
the other
other department
organization:
Provided,
Provided, That
That all said expenditures
expenditures shall subsequently
subsequently be adjusted
adjusted in
settlement of disbursing
settlement
accounts.
disbursing officers'
officers' accounts.
"REPORTS OF
OF PROPERTY
PROPERTY
"REPORTS

"SEC.
410. The
The Secretary
Defense shall cause property
"
SEc. 410.
Secretary of Defense
property records
records to
be maintained
military departments,
maintained in the three military
departments, so far as practicable,
practicable,
a quantitative
on both a
quantitative and monetary
monetary basis.
basis, under
under regulations
regulations which he
shall
shall prescribe.
prescribe. Such
Such property
property records
include the
the fixed
fixed propproprecords shall
shall include
erty, installations, and major items of equipment
equipment as
the supplies.
supplies,
as well as the
materials, and equipment
equipment held in store by
armed services.
services. The
by the armed
The
Secretary
Secretary shall report
report annually thereon
thereon to the President
President and
and to
to the
the
Congress.
"REPEALING
AND SAVING
PROVISIONS
"
REPEALING AND
SATING PROVISIONS

"SEC.
"SEc. 411.
411. All laws, orders, and regulations
regulations inconsistent with the
provisions
provisions of this title are repealed
repealed insofar as they
they are
are inconsistent
inconsistent
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Administration of
of
Administration
with the powers,
responsibilities enacted
powers, duties, and
and responsibilities
enacted hereby:
hereby :Provided,
Provided, powers,
duties,
duties, etc.
etc.
That the powers, duties, and responsibilities
responsibilities of
the Secretary
Secretary of
Defense
of the
of Defense
under
administered in conformance
conformance with the
under this title shall be administered
the policy
policy
and requirements
of budgetary
requirements for administration
administration of
budgetary and
fiscal matters
matters
and fiscal
in the Government
Government generally,
generally, including
accounting and
and financial
financial
including accounting
reporting,
reporting, and that nothing in
in this
this title
as eliminattitle shall
shall be
be construed
construed as
eliminating or modifying the powers, duties, and responsibilities
responsibilities of
other
of any
any other
department, agency,
department,
agency, or officer
officer of
the Government
connection with
of the
Government in
in connection
with
no such
such department,
such matters, but no
department, agency,
or officer
officer shall
shall exercise
agency, or
exercise
responsibilities in a
any such powers, duties, or responsibilities
render
a manner
manner that
that will
will render
ineffective the
the provisions
of this
ineffective
provisions of
this title."
title."

MISCELLANEOUS AND
MISCELLANEOUS
AND SAVING
SAVING PROVISIONS
AND TECHNICAL
TECHNICAL AlVfFNDMENTS
AMENDMENTS AND
PROVISIONS

SEC.
The National
of 1947
amended by
S
EC. 12.
12. (a)
(a) The
National Security
Security Act
Act of
1947 is
is amended
by
striking
Establishment", wherever
it
striking out the term "National
"National Military
Military Establishment",
wherever it
appears
in lieu
lieu thereof
thereof "Department
appears in such Act, and inserting
inserting in
"Department of
of
Defense".
Defense".
(b) Section
Section 207
(a) of
of 1947
1947 is
is amended
(b)
207 (a)
of the
the National
National Security
Security Act
Act of
amended
to
follows:
to read
read as
as follows:
"SEo.
207. (a)
(a) Within
Within the
the Department
there is
hereby
"SEC. 207.
Department of
of Defense
Defense there
is hereby
established
a military department
Department of
established a
department to be known
known as the Department
of
the Air
Air Force,
Force, and
and the Secretary
Secretary of the
Force who
who shall
head
the Air
Air Force
shall be the head
thereof.
The Secretary
of the
the Air
Force shall
shall be
thereof. The
Secretary of
Air Force
appointed from
from
be appointed
civilian life by the President
President by
and consent
consent of
of
civilian
by and with
with the advice
advice and
the Senate."
Senate."
the
(c)
207 (b)
of the
National Security
of 1947
repealed.
(c) Section
Section 207
(b) of
the National
Security Act
Act of
1947 is
is repealed.
(d) The
The first
first sentence
of section
the National
(d)
sentence of
section 208
208 (a)
(a) of
of the
National Security
Security
Act of 1947 is amended by striking
striking out the
the word "under"
"under" and
and inserting
inserting
in lieu
lieu thereof
word "within".
"within".
in
thereof the
the word
(e) Section 308 (b) of the National
National Security Act of 1947 is amended
amended
to
as follows:
to read
read as
follows:
used in this
"(b)
"(b) As used
Defense' shall
shall be
this Act,
Act, the term 'Department
'Department of
of Defense'
deemed to include the military
military departments
departments of
of the Army,
Army, the
the Navy,
and
agencies created
and the
the Air Force, and
and all
all agencies
created under
under title
title II
II of this
this Act.'
Act."
Secretary of Defense,
(f) The titles of the Secretary
Defense, the Secretary
Secretary of the Army,
Army,
Secretary of the Navy,
Navy, the Secretary
Secretary of
the Air
Under
the Secretary
of the
Air Force,
Force, the
the Under
Secretaries
Assistant Secretaries
Secretaries of
of the
the
Secretaries and
and the
the Assistant
of the
the Departments
Departments of
Chairman of
of the
Board,
Army, Navy, and
and Air Force,
Force, the
the Chairman
the Munitions
Munitions Board,
and the Chairman
Chairman of the Research
Research and Developmlent
Development Board,
shall not
not
Board, shall
be changed
changed by
and the reappointment
reappointment of the officials
officials
by virtue
virtue of this Act, and
effective date
date of
of this
this Act
shall not
be required.
required.
holding such titles
titles on the
the effective
Act shall
not be
It
the intention
intention of
of Congress
Congress that
that section
It is hereby declared
declared to be the
section
203 (a)
(a) of the National
National Security Act of 1947, as amended by section
section 66
of
of this Act,
Act, shall not
not be
be deemed
deemed to have created
created a
a new
new office of Deputy
Deputy
Secretary of Defense but shall
deemed to have continued
Secretary
shall be deemed
continued in existwhich
ence, under aanew title, the
the Office
Office of Under
Under Secretary
Secretary of
of Defense
Defense which
was
established by
entitled "An
Act to
to amend
the National
National
was established
by the Act
Act entitled
"An Act
amend the
Security
provide for
Defense",
Security Act
Act of 1947 to provide
for an
an Under
Under Secretary
Secretary of Defense",
approved April
1949 (Public
The
approved
April 2,
2, 1949
(Public Law
Law 36,
36, Eighty-first
Eighty-first Congress).
Congress). The
title
official holding
holding the
Defense
title of
of the
the official
the Office
Office of
of Under
Under Secretary
Secretary of
of Defense
on the effective
effective date
be changed
changed to
to Deputy
Secretary
date of
of this Act
Act shall be
Deputy Secretary
reappointment of
such official
official shall
shall not
not be
be required.
required.
of Defense
Defense and
and the reappointment
of such
(g)
All laws,
laws, orders
regulations, and
and other
other actions
actions relating
relating to
to the
the
(g) All
orders, regulations,
Military Establishment,
Establishment, the
Departments of the
the Army,
the
National Military
the Departments
Army, the
Navy,
Air Force,
or to
any officer
or activity
activity of
of such
such establishestablishNavy, or
or the
the Air
Force, or
to any
officer or
ment
departments, shall,
extent inconsistent
inconsistent with
with
ment or such departments,
shall, except
except to the
the extent
the
this Act,
Act, have
the same
same effect
effect as
as if
if this
this Act
not
the provisions
provisions of
of this
have the
Act had
had not
been
enacted; but,
but, after
after the
effective date
this Act,
any such
such law,
law,
been enacted;
the effective
date of
of this
Act, any

61 Stat. 495.
61
495.
S.
55U.Stat.
S. C.,
C., Supp. UI,
H,
§171 note.
note.

171

61 Stat.
61
Stat. 502.
502.
C., Supp. II,
II,
55U. S.
S. C.,
§626 (a).
Department
of
the
ADeptent
Air Force.

626 (a).

of the

Appointment of SecAppointmentofSecretary.

rety.
61 Stat. 502.
61
Stat.
502.Supp. II,
5U.
S. C.,
§§ 1, 626
(b).
26(b).s
§§51,
61 Stat.
Stat. 503.
61
503.
U. S. C.,
C., Supp. II,
55U.S.
11,
§626c (a).
§626c
61 Stat. 509.
I0
5U. S. C., Supp.
§17n
171n (b).
"Department of De"DepartmentofDefense."

61 StCat.

§

(b).

Titles o
of Secretaries,
Secretaries,
eitles
etc.

61 Stat. 600.
stctsp.
60.Supp.
5
C.,
Supp. II,
561 U.
U. S.
C.,
§171c.
Ante, pp. 581.

11c.
A"'

"5.

Ante,
p. 30.
ASte, pa
oof
30
Deputy Secretary
Secretary of
Deputy

Defense.
Defense.

Effective laws,
laws, ororEffective
ders, etc.

etc.
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order, regulation, or other
other action
action which
in or
otherwhich vested
vested functions
functions in
or otherwise related
related to any
officer, department,
or establishment,
establishment, shall
shall be
be
any officer,
department, or
deemed to
vested such
such function
function in
relate to
to the
the officer
officer or
or departdepartto have
have vested
in or
or relate
ment, executive
executive or military,
the officer,
military, succeeding
succeeding the
officer, department,
department, or
or
Succeeding departSucceeding
establishment in which such
such function
vested. For
For purposes
function was
was vested.
purposes of
of
ments.
ments.
subsection the Department
this subsection
Department of
Defense shall
shall be deemed
the departdepartof Defense
deemed the
ment succeeding
succeeding the National
Military Establishment,
Establishment, and
the milimiliNational Military
and the
departments of Army,
tary departments
and Air
be deemed
deemed the
the
Army, Navy, and
Air Force
Force shall
shall be
departments
departments succeeding
the Executive
Executive Departments
Departments of
of Army,
Army, Navy,
Navy,
succeeding the
and
and Air
Air Force.
61 Stat. 504.
(e) of the National
(h) Section 208 (e)
Security Act
Act of
of 1947
is amended
amended
National Security
1947 is
5
C., Supp. II,
5 U. S. C.,
§
§626c (e).
by substituting
substituting the
appearing therein.
therein.
the word "three"
"three" for
for the
the word
word "two"
"two" appearing
Reorganization Plan
Reorganization
(i) Reorganization
Numbered 8
of 1949,
was transtransReorganization Plan Numbered
8 of
1949, which
which was
No. 8
8 of 1949.
1949.
mitted to the Congress by the President
President on July 18,
1949, pursuant
pursuant to
to
18, 1949,
provisions of
of the
of 1949,
not take
take effect,
the provisions
the Reorganization
Reorganization Act
Act of
1949, shall
shall not
effect,
Ante, p. 205.
notwithstanding the provisions of section
Reorganization
section 66 of such
such Reorganization
Act
Act of
of 1949.
1949.
Approved
10, 1949.
Approved August 10,
1949.
[
CHAPTER 413]
413]
[CHAPTER

August 10, 1949
[S.
[S. 755
755]
[Public Law
Law 217]
[Public
Ohio River.
Bridge, time extension.
sion.

1058.
53 Stat. 105o.
stat. 310.

60 Stat. 310.

53 Stat. 1058.
1058.
54 Stat. 727.

OStat.

60 Stat. 310.

Rights
reserved.
Iights reserved.

AN
AN ACT
ACT
To extend the time for commencing and completing the construction of a bridge
across the Ohio River at or near Shawneetown, Illinois.

To extend the time for commencing and completing the construction of a bridge
across the Ohio River at or near Shawneetown, Illinois.

enacted by the Senate and
Be it
it enacted
of Representatives
the
and House of
Representatives of
of the
United
Congress assembled,
assembled, That,
That, notwithstandnotwithstandUnited States
States of
of America
America in
in Congress
ing the proviso to the first section
section of the Act
Act entitled "An
"A_n Act to revive,
revive,
reenact, and amend
amend the Act entitled
entitled 'An Act
authorizing the
the county
of
Act authorizing
county of
Gallatin, State of Illinois, its
successors, and
assigns, to
to construct,
construct,
its successors,
and assigns,
operate aabridge
maintain, and operate
bridge across the
the Ohio
Ohio River
or near
near the
city
River at
at or
the city
Shawneetown, Gallatin
Gallatin County,
Illinois, to
point opposite
opposite thereto
thereto
of Shawneetown,
County, Illinois,
to a
a point
in
county of Union, State of Kentucky',
1939",
in the
the county
Kentucky', approved
approved July 18, 1939",
approved
June 26,
approved June
26, 1946,
1946, the times for commencing
commencing and
and completing
completing the
the
construction
a bridge
construction of a
bridge across the
near ShawneeShawneethe Ohio River, at or
or near
town, Illinois, authorized
authorized to be built by the county
county of Gallatin,
State
Gallatin, State
of
Illinois, by
an Act
Act of Congress
1939, which
of Illinois,
by an
Congress approved
approved July 18, 1939,
which Act
Act
was
by an
Act of
Congress approved
approved July 2, 1940, and was
was extended
extended by
an Act
of Congress
revived,
revived, reenacted,
reenacted, and amended
amended by an Act
Congress approved
approved
Act of Congress
June
are hereby
June 26,
26, 1946,
1946, are
hereby extended
extended one and three years,
years, respectively,
respectively,
from the dat
datee of approval
approval of this Act.
Act.
SEC. 2. The right
amend, or repeal this Act is hereby
SEo.
right to alter,
alter, amend,
expressly
expressly reserved.
reserved.
Approved August
Approved
August 10,
10, 1949.
1949.
[
CHAPTER 414]
414]
[CHAPTER

August 10 1949
1949
August
is.
803s
[S.8031
[Public
Law 218)
[Public Law
218]

Georges
Prince Georges
County, Md.
Conveyance.
Conveyance.

AN
AN ACT
ACT
To provide
a tract
tract of land in Prince
provide for the
the conveyance
conveyance of a
Prince Georges
Georges County,
County,
Maryland,
State of Maryland
Maryland, to the
the State
for use
use as
Maryland for
as aa site for aa National
National Guard
Guard
armory and
and for training
training the National
National Guard
Guard or for other
armory
other military
military purposes.

Be it
it enacted
Senate and House
Representatives of the
enacted by the Senate
Howse of Representatives
United
States of America in
in Congress
United States
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Public
Public
Housing Commissioner is authorized
authorized and directed
directed to convey
convey by quitclaim deed,
deed, without
without consideration,
consideration, to the State of Maryland, for use
as a
a site for aa National
National Guard Armory, aa tract of land in Prince
Georges
described as follows:
Georges County, Maryland, described
follows: Beginning
Beginning at
at aaconconcrete monument
monument on the north right-of-way
right-of-way line of Southway-a
Southway—a road
road
within
within the corporate limits of the town of Greenbelt,
Greenbelt, Prince
Prince Georges
County, Maryland—the
Maryland-the plane coordinates
coordinates of the said beginning
beginning point
point
being north thirty-eight thousand
thousand five hundred
seventy-six and
and
hundred and
and seventy-six
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eighty-one
eighty-one one-hundredths,
one-hundredths, east thirty-five
hundred
thirty-five thousand
thousand seven
seven hundred
and seven and sixty-nine
sixty-nine one-hundredths-said
one-hundredths—said coordinates
coordinates are
are develdeveloped from triangulation
"Cedar" whose coordinates
triangulation station "Cedar"
coordinates are
are north
north
forty-three
forty-three thousand five hundred
hundred and
and seventeen
oneseventeen and
and seventeen
seventeen onehundredths, east thirty-five
thousand two
thirty-five thousand
and
two hundred
hundred and
and eighteen
eighteen and
fifty-six one-hundredths-and
one-hundredths—and the
the bearings
bearings given
are true
true grid
grid bearbeargiven are
ings-bearing
ings—bearing from triangulation
triangulation station
"Cedar" to
reference monumonustation "Cedar"
to reference
ment numbered
numbered 3
north six
six degrees
degrees thirty-eight
thirty-eight
3 for
for station "Cedar"
"Cedar" north
leaving the said
minutes nine seconds
seconds east, thence
thence leaving
north right-of-way
right-of-way
said north
no seconds
seconds east seven
line of Southway
Southway north
north no degrees
degrees no minutes no
seven
one-hundredths feet
hundred and thirty-eight
thirty-eight and nineteen
nineteen one-hundredths
feet to aaconcrete
crete monument;
monument; thence
thence due east one
and seven
seven and
and thirtyone hundred
hundred and
thirtya concrete monument;
monument; thence
one one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet
feet to a
thence south
fiftysouth fiftyfour degrees
degrees seven
seven minutes
seconds east
hundred and
and one
one
minutes fifty
fifty seconds
east four
four hundred
and six one-hundredths
concrete monument;
monument; thence
thence south
south
one-hundredths feet
feet to
to a
a concrete
seventy-six degrees
degrees forty-eight
minutes thirty
thirty seconds
east two
seventy-six
forty-eight minutes
seconds east
two hunhundred and thirty
thirty feet
concrete monument;
monument; thence
no degrees
degrees
feet to aaconcrete
thence south
south no
seconds west
forty-four minutes no seconds
and seventy-seven
west two hundred
hundred and
seventy-seven
to a
monument on
north
and three one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet
feet to
a concrete
concrete monument
on the
the north
right-of-way
right-of-way line of
with the
the said
right-ofof Southway;
Southway; thence
thence with
said north
north right-ofway line of Southway
a curve
Southway and along the arc of a
curve to the
the right whose
components are:
are: Arc
Arc six
and nine
onecomponents
six hundred
hundred and
and eighty-three
eighty-three and
nine oneradius one thousand
hundredths, radius
hundred and
thirteen, delta
delta
thousand three
three hundred
and thirteen,
twenty-nine
degrees forty-eight
forty-eight minutes
thirty seconds,
tangent three
three
twenty-nine degrees
minutes thirty
seconds, tangent
hundred
forty-nine and
and forty-six
forty-six one-hundredths,
six hunhunhundred and
and forty-nine
one-hundredths, chord
chord six
dred
and forty-two
one-hundredths, chord
chord bearing
dred and
and seventy-five
seventy-five and
forty-two one-hundredths,
bearing
south seventy-five
south
minutes forty-five
seconds west
west to
to the
the
seventy-five degrees five
five minutes
forty-five seconds
point
eight and
and three
three one-hundredths
one-hundredths acres
acres
point of beginning;
beginning; containing
containing eight
exactly.
United States
States shall
saved harmless
from or
or reimbursed
exactly. The
The United
shall be
be saved
harmless from
reimbursed
for
to the
the Commissioner
Commissioner may
may
for such
such costs incidental
incidental to
the conveyance
conveyance as
as the
deem
deem proper.
Use.
Use.
SEC.
SEC. 2. The land authorized
authorized to
conveyed by
the first
first section
section of
of
to be
be conveyed
by the
this
this Act shall be used
by the
the grantee
grantee for
for purposes
for aa
used by
purposes of
of a
a site
site for
National
National Guard
Guard Armory
for training
training the
Guard or
or for
for
Armory and for
the National
National Guard
Reversion
of title
title to
to
Reversion of
other military
military purposes,
the conveyance
conveyance of
land shall
shall conother
purposes, and
and the
of such
such land
con- U.
S.
U.S.
tain the
the express
that if
if the
or cease
cease to
tain
express condition
condition that
the grantee
grantee shall
shall fail
fail or
to
use such
such land
for such
such purposes,
purposes, or
or shall
shall alienate
alienate or
attempt to
to alienate
alienate
use
land for
or attempt
option of
the United
United States,
revert
such land, title
title thereto
thereto shall,
shall, at
at the
the option
of the
States, revert
to the
the United
United States.
States.
Certification by
by
Certification
SEC. 3. Sections 11and
SEc.
and 22 of this
until the
the Governor.
this Act shall not
not be effective
effective until
Governor.
Governor of
of the
of Maryland
writing to
to the
the
Governor
the State
State of
Maryland shall
shall certify
certify in
in writing
Secretary
land is
is needed
needed by
the State
of MaryMarySecretary of Defense that
that such
such land
by the
State of
land for
for the
of a
asite
for aaNational
Guard Armory
Armory and
and for
for
land
the purposes
purposes of
site for
National Guard
training
National Guard
Guard or
for other
other military
military purposes
that
training the National
or for
purposes and
and that
such
land is
is suitable
suitable for
such land
for such
such purposes.
purposes.
Approved
August 10,
Approved August
10, 1949.
1949.
[
CHAPTER 415]
[CHAPTER
415]

AN ACT
AfT
AN

To revise
of the
Canal Zone
Zone regarding
of
To
revise and
and codify
codify laws
laws of
the Canal
regarding the
the administration
administration of
estates, and
for other
other purposes.
purposes.
estates,
and for

August 10,
10, 1949
1949
August
7]
(s. 113
1137]
[.

[Public Law
Law 219]
[Public
219]

Be it
enacted by
Senate and
the
Be
it enacted
by the
the Senate
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
Canal Zone
Zone Code,
Code,
Canal
United
of America
in Congress
assembled, That
of the
the amendments.
United States
States of
America in
Congress assembled,
That title
title 22of
amendments.
Canal Zone
Zone Code,
approved June
June 19,
19, 1934
1934 (48
1122), is
is amended
Canal
Code, approved
(48 Stat.
Stat. 1122),
amended
by
adding in
in article
chapter 6
6thereof
section numbered
numbered 84,
by adding
article 1
1 of
of chapter
thereof a
a new
new section
84,
reading
follows:
reading as follows:
"84.
OR ACCRUED
A_CCRITED LEAVE
LEAVE UPON
UPON DEATH.—
"84. PAYMENT
PAYMENT FOR
FOR ACCUMULATED
ACCUMULATED OR
DEATH.Upon the
of any
any officer
employee of
the Panama
Canal or
the
Upon
the death
death of
officer or
or employee
of the
Panama Canal
or the
81939°-50-PT.
38
81939*—M:0—PT. II 38
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Prior liUene.
licenses.
Pror
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Railroad Company on
Panama Railroad
Isthmus of Panama,
any compencompenon the
the Isthmus
Panama, any
sation which
which may
may be payable
account of
accumulated and
and curcurpayable on account
of his accumulated
conditions of employment
rent accrued leave, under the conditions
employment prescribed
prescribed by
by
authority of section
section 81 of this title, as amended,
authority
shall be
be paid,
upon
amended, shall
paid, upon
the establishment
valid claim
therefor, in
following order
order of
of
establishment of
of aavalid
claim therefor,
in the
the following
precedence:
precedence:
beneficiary or beneficiaries,
"First, to the
the beneficiary
any, lawfully
lawfully designated
designated
beneficiaries, if any,
by the employee under
under the retirement Act applicable
applicable to his service;
service; and
and
"Second, if there be no
designated beneficiary,
beneficiary, to
to the
the estate
estate of
of
no such
such designated
such deceased
deceased employee:
employee: Provided,
Provided, That any such payment
be
payment shall be
subject to the deduction,
subject
deduction, as
provided in
83 of
of this
this title,
title, of
of all
all
as provided
in section 83
amounts due from the employee
employee for supplies and services
services to
the extent
extent
to the
only, however, that other compensation
is insuffiinsuffi-.
compensation due to the
the employee
employee is
cient for such purpose."
purpose."
SEC. 2. Title
Canal Zone Code is amended
Title 2
2 of the
the Canal
amended by adding
adding in
in
chapter 9
9 thereof
numbered 181 and
chapter
thereof two new sections numbered
and 182,
182, respectively,
respectively,
and
and reading
reading as follows:
follows:
"181. REGULATIONS
REGULATIONS RELATIVE
RELATIVE TO
"181.
TO ALCOHOLIC
ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES.-The
BEVERAGES.—The PresiPresident is granted
granted continuing
continuing authority
authority to
to make
make regulations
regulations in
in respect
respect
to the sale and manufacture
alcoholic beverages
beverages within,
within, and
and the
the
manufacture of alcoholic
importation
thereof into and exportation
exportation thereof
importation thereof
thereof from, the
Canal
the Canal
prescribe licenses and fees for the
Zone, including
including the authority to prescribe
the sale
sale
and manufacture
manufacture of such beverages.
beverages.
"182. VIOLATION
REGULATIONS; PUNISILMENT.—Any
PUNISHMENT.-Any person
VIOLATION OF REGULATIONS;
person who
who
shall violate any provision
provision of such regulations
shall be
by
regulations shall
be punishable
punishable by
a fine of not more than $500, or by imprisonment
a
imprisonment in
jail for
for not
more
in jail
not more
months, or by
by both,
and in
in addition
addition the
the license
such person
than six months,
both, and
license of
of such
person
may be revoked or suspended
suspended as the President
President may by such regulations
regulations
prescribe."
prescribe."
SEC.
Section 303 of title 22 of the Canal Zone
SEC. 3. Section
Zone Code is
amended
is amended
to read
read as follows:
follows:
"303. REVOCABLE
REVOCABLE LICENSES
LICENSES COVERING
COVERING LANDS
OF TOWN
TOWN
LANDS OUTSIDE
OUTSIDE OF
SITEs.-Whenever the Governor
Governor of the Panama
SITES.—Whenever
Panama Canal deems
deems such
such
action to be necessary
the interests
interests of,
of, the
the Government
Government of
of the
necessary to,
to, or
or in the
the
United States
States and
and of the efficient
efficient operation,
maintenance, sanitation,
sanitation,
operation, maintenance,
government,
protection of the Panama
government, and protection
Panama Canal and Canal Zone,
Zone, the
Governor
Governor is authorized,
authorized, either in person
through such
such officer
officer as
he
person or
or through
as he
may designate,
designate, to issue revocable
revocable licenses covering the use of tracts of
of
land situated
situated outside
outside of town
town sites in the Canal Zone.
Zone. The terms
and
terms and
conditions of licenses issued under authority of this section shall be
as prescribed
prescribed by the Governor,
Governor, except
except that the said licenses shall be
revocable at the pleasure
upon revocation
pleasure of the Governor
Governor and that, upon
revocation
of a
a license
licensee shall, immediately
immediately or upon
license hereunder,
hereunder, the
the licensee
upon such
reasonable
reasonable notice as the Governor
Governor may
may prescribe,
prescribe, vacate
licensed
vacate the licensed
therefrom all improvements
area, remove
remove therefrom
improvements which he may have placed
placed
upon the licensed
licensed area, and restore the licensed
licensed area to aa condition
condition
satisfactory
satisfactory to the Governor,
Governor, and shall not be entitled
entitled to indemnification for the value of such improvements:
improvements: Provided,
Provided, however, That
cation
That
licenses
licenses heretofore
heretofore issued by authority
authority of the Governor, and still in
in
force, covering
covering the use of tracts
tracts of land for agricultural
agricultural purposes
purposes are
are
ratified and confirmed
confirmed in accordance
accordance with the terms and conditions
applicable to them, respectively,
respectively, and that
applicable
that upon the revocation of
of any
of such licenses the terms and conditions applicable
applicable to which are such
such
as to provide
provide for compensation
compensation to the licensee in the reasonable
reasonable value
value
of the improvements
improvements made
in
made by him on said tract, to be determined
determined in
such manner as the Governor
such
Governor may direct, the compensation
compensation is authorized so to be determined
determined and to be paid out of any
ized
any moneys
moneys heretofore or hereafter appropriated
appropriated for such purpose, except
except that no compensation
pensation shall be paid in the case of any license
license which
which is revoked on
on
account of aamaterial breach
account
breach by the licensee of the terms and conditions
conditions
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abandoned
applicable to
where the
the licensee shall have abandoned
or where
license, or
to his
his license,
applicable
licensee."
the license,
license, or
of the
the licensee."
of the
the death of
case of
or in
in case
the
S
EC. 4.
4. Section
of title
title 3
the Canal
Zone Code is amended
amended to
to
Canal Zone
3 of
of the
225 of
Section 225
SEC.
read
follows:
read as follows:

LICENSE PERIOD.-The
"225.
AFTER ORIGINAL
ORIGINAL LICENSE
PERIOD.—The right
right
CONTINUANCE AFTER
"225. CONTINUANCE
successive
to
do business
business for
for the
year, and the successive
calendar year,
the calendar
to do
continue to
to continue
which the original
calendar years,
after the
year during
during which
original
calendar year
the calendar
years, after
calendar
license
was issued
shall be
be contingent
contingent upon compliance
compliance with such proissued shall
license was
visions
of this
this chapter
as are
are applicable
applicable to corporations
corporations licensed under
chapter as
visions of
this chapter,
upon the
payment of a
a license fee of $10,
$10, payable
payable in
the payment
chapter, upon
this
a
advance,
on January
January 11of
of each
and upon the designation
designation of a
each year, and
advance, on
new process
process agent
March 11 if
if the
process agent
agent theretofore
the process
before March
agent before
new
designated has
ceased during
calendar year
year to reside
preceding calendar
a preceding
during a
has ceased
designated
within the
Zone."
the Canal Zone."
within
inserting
S
EC. 5.
Title 4
4 of
the Canal
Canal Zone
Zone Code
amended by inserting
Code is amended
of the
5. Title
SEC.
to
embracing sections 1470a to
therein
new chapter
chapter numbered
27A, embracing
numbered 27A,
therein aa new
1470f, and
follows:
as follows:
reading as
and reading
1470f,
ADMINISTRATION
"CnArrER
or ESTATES
W ITHOUT ADMINISTRATION
ESTATES WITHOUT
27A.-DISPosrrIoN OF
"CHAPTER 27A.—DISPOSITION
"Sec.
"Sec.
1470a.
not exceeding
$1,000 in value;
value; inclusion of application
application
exceeding $1,000
estates not
aside estates
Setting aside
1470a. Setting
in
for probate
probate or
letters.
or letters.
petition for
in petition
1470b. Same;
prior to
petition for probate
probate or letters.
hearing of petition
to hearing
petition prior
separate petition
Same; separate
1470b.
petition after
filing of
of inventory.
after filing
petition
notice of hearing.
notice
decree setting
setting aside.
decree
denying
acting on
on petition
petition for
probate or
or
for probate
instead acting
and instead
petition and
denying petition
letters.
letters.

1470c.
Same;
1470c. Same;
14704.
Same;
1470d. Same;
1470e. Same;
Same;
1470e.
1470f. Same;
Same;
1470f.

NOT EXCEEDING
"Sac. 1470a.
1470a. SETTING ASIDE
ASIDE ESTATES
EXCEEDING $1,000
$1,000 IN
ESTATES NOT
"SEC.
LETOF
PETITION FOR PROBATE
OR LETPROBATE OR
APPLICATION IN PETITION
OF APPLICATION

VALUE; INCLUSION
INCLUSION
VALUE;

TERS.—If the
the decedent
decedent leaves
leaves a
surviving spouse
spouse or minor
minor child or
a surviving
TERS.-If
minor
children, and
of the
above
estate, over and above
whole estate,
the whole
value of
net value
the net
and the
minor children,
all
liens and
and encumbrances
encumbrances of
record at
and not
not
at the date of death and
of record
all liens
including
from administration
administration under
section
under section
excepted from
property excepted
the property
including the
649
does not
of $1,000,
person petitioning
petitioning
the person
$1,000, the
sum of
the sum
exceed the
not exceed
3, does
title 3,
of title
649 of
for
will or
or for
for letters
letters of
of administration
may add
add an
an
administration may
the will
of the
probate of
the probate
for the
allegation
to that
effect to
allegations of
of the
the petition,
petition, with
with aa
other allegations
the other
to the
that effect
allegation to
specific
description of
of all
all of
of the
all the
list of all
property, aa list
decedent's property,
the decedent's
specific description
liens
and encumbrances
at the
the date
date of
of death,
death, and
and an
an estimate
estimate
record at
of record
encumbrances of
liens and
of
the value
value of
the property,
property, and
and may
include, in the prayer, an
may include,
of the
of the
alternative prayer
prayer that
court finds
the net
value of
of the
the whole
net value
that the
finds that
if the
the court
that if
alternative
estate,
above all
and encumbrances
encumbrances of
record at
the
at the
of record
liens and
all liens
and above
over and
estate, over

excepted from adminisproperty excepted
date of death
and not including the property
death and
date
tration
section 649
649 of
of title
does not
not exceed
exceed $1,000
$1,000, the same be
3 does
title 3
under section
tration under
set aside
aside to
the surviving spouse,
there be one, and if there
there be none,
none,
spouse, if there
to the
set
then
the minor
or minor
children of the decedent.
decedent. When
When
minor children
child or
minor child
to the
then to
such allegation
allegation is
is included
included in
petition shall be verified,
verified,
in the petition, the petition
such
a prayer
and the
the notice
notice of
hearing shall
include a
prayer for
for
a statement that a
shall include
of hearing
and
setting
estate to
to the
minor child or minor
minor
spouse or minor
surviving spouse
the surviving
the estate
aside the
setting aside
children, as
the case
may be,
included in the petition.
is included
be, is
case may
as the
children,
"CROSS-REFERENCE
"CROSS-REFERENCE

"Settlement
by public
public administrator
administration
without regular administration
administrator without
"Settlement by
of estates
less than
than $250,
$250, see
see section
section 1703
1703 of this title, as amended.
estates less
of

"1470b. SAME;
SAME; SEPARATE
SEPARATE PETITION
PETITION PRIOR
PRIOR TO
PETITION
HEARING OF PETITION
TO HEARING
"1470b.
FOR
PROBATE OR
OR LETrEas.—If
the person
petitioning for probate of the
person petitioning
LETTERs.-If the
FOR PROBATE
will
administration does not include such an allegation
allegation
of administration
letters of
for letters
or for
will or
as is
provided for
surviving spouse,
preceding section, the surviving
the next preceding
for by the
is provided
as
if there
there be
be one,
one, and
and if there
guardian of the minor child
child
be none, the guardian
there be
if
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or minor children,
time prior
to the
hearing .
of such
such
children, may, at
at any
any time
prior to
the hearing
of
petition, file a
a verified petition
petition setting
setting forth
forth the
the matters
matters mentioned
mentioned in
in
the next preceding
section, and
be set
set aside
aside for
the
preceding section,
and pray
pray that
that the
the estate
estate be
for the
use of the surviving
surviving spouse or minor child
child or
minor children.
If the
the
or minor
children. If
hearing
hearing of the original petition
petition is
day more
more than
ten days
is set
set for
for aa day
than ten
days
after the filing of the petition herein
herein provided
shall be
be
provided for,
for, the
the latter shall
hearing at the same time
set for hearing
time as
the former;
former; if
not,. it
it .shall
be set
set
as the
if not,
shall be
for hearing at least ten
ten days
days after the date on
it is
is filed,
filed, and
and
on which it
the former
former petition shall be continued
such date.
date.
continued until
until such
"1470c. SAME;
SAME; PETITION
PErrriON AFTER
AFTER FILING
FILING OF
or INVENTORY.-If
INVENTORY.—If the
the decedecedent
dent leaves a
asurviving
surviving spouse or
or minor
minor children,
and
or minor
minor child
child or
children, and
upon the filing of the inventory
inventory of the estate it
it appears
appears that
that the
the net
net
value of the whole
estate, over
above all
and encumbrances
whole estate,
over and
and above
all liens
liens and
encumbrances
of record
record at the date
date of death
death and
including the
property excepted
and not
not including
the property
excepted
from administration
administration under section 649 of title 3, does not
not exceed
exceed the
the
sum of $1,000,
$1,000, the personal
personal representative
representative of
of the
the decedent
decedent or
or the
the sursurviving spouse or the guardian
guardian of the minor child
child or
or children
may file
file
children may
aa verified petition showing
showing the value
estate to
be no
no greater
greater
value of
of the
the estate
to be
than as aforesaid, and
and the clerk shall
for the
the hearing
hearing thereof.
thereof.
shall fix
fix a
a day
day for
"1470d. SAME;
SAME; NOTICE
HEARING.-When
"1470d.
NoncE OF
or HEARING
—When a
is filed
filed under
under
a petition is
section 1470c
section 1470b or section
1470c of
clerk shall
shall give
give notice
notice
of this
this title,
title, the
the clerk
of the hearing
period and in the
hearing for the period
manner required
required by
by section
section
the manner
1463
of this
1463 of
this title.
title.
"1470e.
SETTING ASIDE
"1470e. SAME; DECREE
DECREE SETIIING
—If, upon
upon the
the hearing
hearing of
of any
AsIDE.-If,
any
petition
provided for by this chapter, the
petition provided
finds that
that the
the net
net value
value
the court finds
of the estate, over
over and above all liens and
and encumbrances
encumbrances of
record at
at
of record
the date of the death of
the decedent
and not
the property
property
of the
decedent and
not including
including the
excepted
administration under
excepted from administration
under section 649
649 of
of title
3, does
does not
not
title 3,
exceed
$1,000, and that the
exceed the sum of $1,000,
expenses of
of the
the last
last illness,
illness,
the expenses
funeral charges, and expenses
expenses of
administration have
have been
paid, it
it
of administration
been paid,
shall, by decree for that purpose,
purpose, assign to the surviving spouse
spouse of
of the
the
decedent, if
if there be a
a surviving
surviving spouse, or,
or, if
if there
be no
no surviving
there be
surviving
spouse, then
then to the minor child or children
children of the decedent,
decedent, if
if any,
any, the
the
whole of the estate, subject
subject to
whatever mortgages,
or encumencumto whatever
mortgages, liens,
liens, or
brances there may
said estat
th e time
ti me of
ofthe
th e death
death of
of the
the
may be upon
upon said
estatee a
attthe
decedent. The
The title thereto
thereto shall vest absolutely
absolutely in
the surviving
surviving
in the
spouse,
spouse, if
if there be aasurviving
surviving spouse,
spouse, or
there be
be no
no surviving
surviving spouse,
or if there
spouse,
in the minor child or children
children subject
subject to
whatever mortgages,
mortgages, liens,
liens,
to whatever
or encumbrances
encumbrances there may be upon said estate at
time of
the death
death
at the
the time
of the
of the decedent, and there must be
further proceedings
in the
the
be no
no further
proceedings in
administration,
administration, unless
further estate
estate be
discovered.
unless further
be discovered.
SAME; DENYING
"1470f. SAME;
DENYING PETITION
PEriTION AND INSTEAD
INSTEAD ACTINo
ACTING ON PETITION
PETITION

FOR PROBATE OR LETTERS.—If
LETTERS.-If the
the court
court finds
that the
net value
the
finds that
the net
value of
of the
estate exceeds
exceeds $1,000,
$1,000, or
that there
there is
is neither
neither aasurviving
surviving spouse
or that
spouse nor
nor
minor child, it
it shall act upon the petition for probate
probate or
for letters
letters of
of
or for
administration
administration in the
the same manner
manner as though no petition to set
set aside
aside
the estate had been included,
included, and the estate
estate shall then be
be administered
administered
in the usual
manner."
usual manner."
SEC.
4 of the Canal
SEc. 6. Section
Section 1703 of title 4
Canal Zone Code is
is amended
amended
to read
read as
follows:
as follows:
"1703. ESTATES
ESTATES LESS THAN
THAN $250.-Whenever
"1703.
$250.—Whenever the public adminisadministrator shall file with the clerk of
of the
district court
court aa statement
statement that
the district
that
the value of any estate,
estate, of which he has taken charge,
charge, is
is less
less than
$250,
than $250,
there shall be no regular administration
administration on such estate
estate unless addiadditional estate
estate be found or discovered;
discovered; and the public administrator
administrator
tional
may, after the payment of the expenses of the last illness
illness of
of the
the
deceased, and the
funeral charges,
deceased,
the funeral
charges, pay out and
and deliver
deliver such
such estate
to
estate to
the surviving spouse
of the
the decedent,
decedent, if
if th
ere be
be a
a surviving
surv i
vi
ng spouse,
spouse,
spouse of
there
or, if
i
fthere be
surviving
spouse, then
then t
m i
nor child
child or
children
be no
no i
surviving spouse,
too th
thee minor
or children
of
a surviving spouse nor
of the
the decedent, iffany, or, if
if there be neither a
nor
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minor
then to
to such
such creditors,
creditors, heirs,
heirs, or
or other
other persons
as may
minor child,
child, then
persons as
may
appear in the judgment
of the public administrator
administrator to
to be legally
legally
appear
judgment of
entitled
and the
title to
such estate
vest absolutely
absolutely in
entitled thereto,
thereto, and
the title
to such
estate shall
shall vest
in
the person or persons
whom the
delivered as
persons to
to whom
the same
same is
is paid out
out and delivered
as
provided in this
provided
this section."
section."
SEC.
of the
Zone Code
Code is
amended by
by adding
in
SEC. 7.
7. Title
Title 55 of
the Canal
Canal Zone
is amended
adding in
thereof a
anew
reading
article 8
8 of chapter
chapter 11 thereof
new section
section numbered
numbered 573
573 and
and reading
as follows:
follows:
"573. REGALLATIoNs
REGULATIONS FOR
FOR FIRE PROTECTION;
Gov"573.
PROTECTION; VIOLATIONs.-The
VioLATIoNs.—The Governor of the Panama Canal is granted
granted continuing
continuing authority to
to make
make
regulations
for prevention
protection against,
Canal
regulations for
prevention of,
of, and
and protection
against, fires
fires in
in the
the Canal
Zone:
regulation made
this section
Zone: Provided,
Provided, however, That
That no
no regulation
made under
under this
section
force or
shall have
have force
or effect within the
the boundaries
boundaries of any
any military or
naval reservation
Canal Zone,
Zone, unless
prescribed with
with the
the connaval
reservation in
in the
the Canal
unless prescribed
concurrence of
of the
the officers
commanding the
the military
naval forces
in
currence
officers commanding
military and
and naval
forces in
the
reservations within their
the Canal
Canal Zone, as
as to the reservations
their respective
respective jurisjurisdictions.
Any person
who shall
violate any
the regulations
dictions. Any
person who
shall violate
any of
of the
regulations preprescribed
under this
be guilty
guilty of
misdemeanor."
scribed under
this section
section shall
shall be
of aa misdemeanor."
SEC. 8. Title 55 of the Canal Zone Code is amended
amended by adding in
in
article 10
10 of
new section
numbered 812
812 and readreadarticle
of chapter
chapter 14
14 thereof
thereof aanew
section numbered
ing
follows:
ing as follows:
"812. INJURING
TAMPERING WrrH
W ITH MOTOR VEHICT.F.,
LAUNCH, OR
"812.
INJURING OR TAMPERING
VEHICLE, LAUNCH,
OR
AIRCRAFE—Every
person who,
the consent of the owner of any
AIRcArrF.-Every person
who, without
without the
motor vehicle—
vehicle
"
(a) willfully injures or tampers
tampers with such motor vehicle or the
"(a)
contents thereof;
thereof;
contents
"(b) breaks or removes any part or parts of or from such motor
motor
"(b)
vehicle;
vehicle;
"(c) climbs into or upon such motor vehicle whether
whether it
it is in
"(c)
motion or at rest, with intent
intent to commit any
any malicious mischief,
or injury or other crime; or
"(d)
"(d) manipulates
manipulates or attempts to manipulate any of the levers,
starting mechanism,
mechanism, brakes,
other mechanism
such
mechanism or device of such
brakes, or other
motor vehicle
vehicle while the same
same is at rest and unattended,
unattended,
'motor
a misdemeanor. As used in this section the term 'motor
is guilty of a
vehicle'
include any automobile,
automobile, motorcycle, other
vehicle' shall mean and include
aircraft."
motor vehicle, motorboat or launch, or aircraft."
SEC. 9. The following
statutes or parts of statutes
statutes are repealed:
repealed:
following statutes
SEC.
(a)
Canal Zone
Code, title
17, article
article 2,
2, which
article
which article
title 2,
2, chapter
chapter 17,
(a) Canal
Zone Code,
includes sections 331 to 333 of said title 2;
(b)
Zone Code, title 4, sections 1467 and 1468;
(b) Canal
Canal Zone
(c)
the
of May
May 3, 1932, entitled "An Act to authorize the
(c) The
The Act of
modification
modification of the boundary line between the Panama Canal Zone
and the Republic
Republic of Panama, and for other purposes"
purposes" (ch. 162, 47
Stat. 145; 48 U. S. C. 1304a to 1304c);
1304c) ;
Stat.
(d) The Act
entitled "An Act authorizing
authorizing the
Act of
of June
June 19, 1934, entitled
(d)
President to make
make rules and regulations in respect
respect to alcoholic
alcoholic beverages in
purposes" (ch. 657, 48 Stat.
in the Canal Zone, and for other purposes"
erages
1116; 48 U.
1314d).
U. S. C. 1314b to 1314d).
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Exception.
Exception.

"Motor
"Motor vehicle."
vehicle."

Repeals.
Repeals.

48 U.
S. C.
C. §§1314e.
48
U. S.
1314e.

Approved
August 10, 1949.
Approved August
[CHAPTER 416]
416]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT

To
and reenact,
as amended,
amended, the
Act entitled
entitled "An
Act creating
of
the City
City of
creating the
"An Act
the Act
reenact, as
To revive
revive and
Clinton Bridge
Commission and
authorizing said commission
and its
its successors
successors
commission and
and authorizing
Bridge Commission
Clinton
to
acquire by
purchase or
condemnation and
and to
to construct,
maintain, and operate
operate
construct, maintain,
or condemnation
by purchase
to acquire
a
or bridges
bridges across
the Mississippi
Mississippi River
near Clinton,
Iowa, and
and
Clinton, Iowa,
River at
at or
or near
across the
a bridge
bridge or
at
or near
approved December
December 21, 1944.
Fulton, Illinois",
Illinois", approved
at or
near Fulton,

Be
by the
the Senate
Senate arnd
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
amd House
House of
it enacted
enacted by
Be it
United
States of
assembled, That
That the
the Act
Act
Congress assembled,
in Congress
of America
America in
United States

August 10,
10, 1949
1949
August
[S. 15771
1577
[S.
[Public Law
Law 220]
[Public
nil

Mississippi
River.
Miassisppi River.
Bridge at
at Clinton,
Bridge
Clinton,
Iowa, and
Iowa,
Fulton, IS.
and Fulton,
m.
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approved
approved December
December 21, 1944, authorizing
authorizing the
the City
Clinton _Bridge
City of
of Clinton
Bridge

Commission to acquire,
construct, maintain,
Commission
acquire, construct,
maintain, and
and operate
operate a bridge
bridge or
or
including approaches
bridges, including
across the
the Mississippi
Mississippi River
approaches thereto,
thereto, across
River
at or near the cities of
Clint on ,Iowa,
Iowa ,an
dF
ult on ,
Illinois,
be, and
of Clinton,
and
Fulton,
Illinois, be,
and the
the
Time limitation.
limitation,
i
s here
by, revived
That this Act shall
same is
hereby,
revived and
and reenacted:
reenacted: Provided,
Provided, That
this Act shall
be null and
authorizes the
and void insofar
insofar as it authorizes
the construction
of aabridge
bridge or
or
construction of
bridges unless the actual construction
construction thereof
thereof be
be commenced
commenced within
within
three years
years and completed
completed within five years
of approval
approval
years from
from the
the date
date of
58 stat.
hereof:
provided further,
58
Stat. 847.
847.
hereof: And provided
of said
said Act,
approved
further, That
That section
section 55of
Act, approved
December 21, 1914,
1944, is hereby amended
December
amended to
to read
read as
as follows:
follows:
I3ond issue
to proissue to
pro"SEC. 5. The commission
videond
payment
acost.
"SEc.
commission an
d it
an d assigns
are hereby
hereby
and
itss successors
successors and
assigns are
authorized to
provide for the payment
payment of the cost
authorized
to provide
cost of
of such
bridge,
such bridge,
or
as may
may be acquired,
acquired, reconstructed,
constructed, as
or bridges
bridges as
reconstructed, or constructed,
as herein
herein
provided,
(including the
provided, and approaches
approaches (including
approach highways,
highways, which,
the approach
which,
in the judgment
judgment of the commission,
commission, it
or advisable
advisable to
to conconit is
is necessary
necessary or
constructed to
struct or cause to be constructed
provide suitable
and adequate
adequate
to provide
suitable and
connection with existing
improved highways)
connection
existing improved
highways) and
the necessary
and the
necessary land
land
easements and appurtenances
appurtenances thereto, by
an issue
issue or
or issues
issues of
of negonegoby an
Interest.
tiable
Interest.
tiable serial
serial bonds of the commission,
commission, bearing
bearing interest,
payable semisemiinterest, payable
annually,
annually, at the rate of not more than 66per
centum per
the
per centum
per annum,
annum, the
principal and
principal
and interest of which bonds shall
be payable
payable solely
from
shall be
solely from
the funds provided
provided in accordance
the
accordance with
Act, and
and such
such payments
payments
with this
this Act,
may be
be further
mortgage of the
may
further secured by mortgage
the bridge
bridge or
or bridges.
bridges. All
All
such bonds may be registered
registered as to principal
such
alone or
or both
both principal
principal
principal alone
and interest,
interest, shall be payable
payable as to principal
and
principal within
within not
not to
to exceed
exceed
twenty-five
twenty-five years
years from the
the date thereof, shall be
be in
such denominations,
denominations,
in such
shall
be executed
shall be
executed in such manner, and shall be
payable in
in such
such medium
medium
be payable
and
commission may
and at
at such place or places as the commission
may determine,
determine, and
and
the
amount thereof
calculated as
the face
face amount
thereof shall be so calculated
as to
to produce,
produce, at
at the
the
price of
of their
their sale, the cost of the
price
the bridge or bridges,
acquired or
or conconbridges, acquired
structed,
approaches and
structed, and approaches
and the land easements,
easements, and
and appurtenances
appurtenances
used in
in connection
connection therewith,
therewith, when added to any
other
funds
used
any
funds made
bRedemption
of available
available to
to the
Redemption of
the commission
commission for
for the
the use
use of
of said
purposes. The
The comCOMsaid purposes.
bonds,
mission
reserve the
to redeem any
mission may
may reserve
the right
right to
any or all of said
said bonds
bonds
before maturity
before
maturity in such manner
manner and
price or
or prices
prices not
not
and at
at such
such price
exceeding
105
and accured
accured interest as may
exceeding
105 and
may be fixed
fixed by
the commission
commission
by
the
Refunding bonds.
prior
to the
the issuance
issuance of the bonds. The
The commission
Refunding bonds,
prior to
when it
it deems
commission when
deems
it
advisable may issue refunding
it advisable
refunding bonds to refinance
refinance any
any outstanding
outstanding
bonds at
before maturity
bonds
at maturity
maturity or before
maturity when called
called for
for redemption:
redemption:
Provided, That such refunding
Provided,
refunding bonds shall
mature within
within not
to
shall mature
not to
exceed twenty
twenty years
from the date thereof and shall
exceed
years from
shall not
exceed in
in
not exceed
principal
p rincipal amount
amount the
the principal
pri nc ip alamount
amount o
outstanding bonds replaced
offoutstanding
bonds replaced
Trust
agreements.
by
such refunding
refunding bonds.
Trust agreements.
bysuch
bonds. The
commission may
may enter
enter into
into an
agreement
Tie commission
an agreement
with
any bank
bank or
or trust
with any
trust company
company in the United States as
as trustee
trustee
having
having the
the power
power to make
make such
such agreement, setting
forth the
the duties
duties
setting forth
of
the commission
commission in respect to the acquisition, construction,
of the
construction, maintemaintenance,
nance, operation,
operation, repair, and insurance
insurance of
bridge or
bridges, the
the
of the bridge
or bridges,
conservation
conservation and
and application
application of all funds, the security
for the
the payment
payment
security for
of
bonds, the safeguarding
of the bonds,
safeguarding of money on
on hand
or on
on deposit,
deposit, and
and the
the
hand or
rights
rights and
and remedies
remedies of said trustee
trustee and the
the bonds,
bonds,
the holders
holders of
of the
restricting the individual
individual ri
g ht of
of ac
ti on of
of the b
ondholders as is
right
action
the bondholders
as is
customary
trust agreements
agreements respecting
respecting bonds
customary in
i
ntrust
bonds of corporations.
corporations. Such
Such
trust
contain such provisions
trust agreement
agreement may
may contain
provisions for protecting
and
protecting and
enforcing the rights and remedies of the trustee
enforcing
trustee and
and the
the bondholders
bondholders
as may be reasonable and proper and
and not
inconsistent with
with the
law.
not inconsistent
the law.
Sale of bonds.
"Said bonds
bonds may
Sale of bonds.
"Said
may be sold at not less than
than par
par after
public advertiseafter public
advertisement
ment for bids
bids to be opened
opened publicly at the
the time
time and
and place
place stated
stated in
in
such
advertisement
such advertisement and
and at the price bid which
which will yield
yield the
the greatest
test
return to the commission
commissi
on f
or th
on d
s to
Such advertiseadvertisefor
thee b
bonds
to be
be sold.
sold. Such
.
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ment for bids shall be published
published at least once each week for four consecutive weeks in a
a newspaper
financial journal
newspaper or financial
journal having
having recognized
recognized
circulation among bidders for bonds of the type and character
circulation
character offered.
offered.
The price to be paid for the bridge
acquired hereunder
hereunder shall
bridge or bridges acquired
not exceed
determined by the commisexceed the reasonable
reasonable value thereof as determined
commisItems Included
included in
in
Items
sion at the time of acquisition.
acquisition. The cost of the bridge
constructed
bridge to
to be constructed
cost
cost of bridge.
bridge.
approaches and
as provided herein, together with the approaches
approach highand approach
of the
ways, shall be deemed
deemed to include interest
interest during
during construction
construction of
bridge and for
engineering, legal,
legal,
for twelve months thereafter, and all
all engineering,
financing,
architectural, traffic-surveying,
condemnation, and
and other
other
financing, architectural,
traffic-surveying, condemnation,
expenses
expenses incident to the
bridge and
the bridge
and the
the acquisition
acquisition of the necessary
property, including
riparincluding the
the cost of acquiring
acquiring existing
existing franchises
franchises and
and riparproceeds of the
ian rights relating to the bridge. If
If the proceeds
the bonds shall
shall
exceed the cost as
as finally determined
exceed
placed in the
determined the
the excess
excess shall
shall be placed
fund hereafter
hereafter provided
provided to pay the principal
interest of
of such
such
principal and interest
Issuance
Issuance of
of tempobonds. Prior to
preparation of
definitive bonds
bonds the
commission rary
bonds.
to the preparation
of definitive
the commission
rary bonds.
may, under
restrictions, issue
temporary bonds
bonds or
or may,
may, under
may,
under like
like restrictions,
issue temporary
under
like restrictions,
restrictions, issue
interim certificates
issue temporary
temporary bonds
bonds or interim
certificates without
without
coupons, of any
whatsoever, exchangeable
for definitive
coupons,
any denomination
denomination whatsoever,
exchangeable for
definitive
have been
executed are
for
bonds when
when such bonds
bonds that
that have
been executed
are available
available for
delivery."
delivery."
Rights reserved.
reserved.
SEQ. 2.
right to
to alter,
alter, amend,
or repeal
repeal this
this Act
hereby
SEC.
2. The
The right
amend, or
Act is
is hereby
expressly
reserved.
expressly reserved.
Approved August
10, 1949.
1949.
Approved
August 10,
[CHAPTER
420]
[CHAPTER 420]

JOINT RESOLUTION
JOINT
RESOLUTION

To
for the
coinage of
medal in
recognition of
the distinguished
services of
of
To provide
provide for
the coinage
of aamedal
in recognition
of the
distinguished services
Vice
President Alben
Barkley.
Vice President
Alben W.
W. Barkley.

Resolved by
by the
Senate and
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
the Senate
and House
House of
of Representatives
Resolved
States of
in Congress
in recognition
of the
assembled, That,
That, in
recognition of
States
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
distinguished public
public service
outstanding contribution
to the
the gengencontribution to
distinguished
service and
and outstanding
eral
welfare of
Alben W.
W. Barkley,
Barkley, Vice
the United
United States,
President of
of the
States,
eral welfare
of Alben
Vice President
the Secretary
of the
Treasury is
authorized and
and directed
to
to cause
cause to
directed to
the Treasury
is authorized
the
Secretary of
be struck
struck and
and presented
W. Barkley
Barkley a
a gold
gold
be
presented to
to Vice
Vice President
President Alben
Alben W.
medal
suitable emblems,
emblems, devices,
devices, and
and inscriptions
inscriptions to
to be
be deterdetermedal with
with suitable
mined
by the
the Secretary.
authorized to
to be
be appropriated
appropriated the
the
Secretary. There
There is
is authorized
mined by
$2,500 to
section.
sum of
of $2,500
to carry
carry out
out the
the purposes
purposes of
of this section.
SEC. 2.
Secretary of
Treasury is
authorized and
and directed
directed to
to
SEC.
2. The
The Secretary
of the
the Treasury
is authorized
cause
bronze of
such .medal
be struck
and sold,
sold, under
under
duplicates in
in bronze
of such
medal to
to be
struck and
cause duplicates
such
he may
may prescribe,
prescribe, at
price sufficient
to cover
the
such regulations
regulations as
as he
at a
a price
sufficient to
cover the
cost
(including labor).
labor). The
The proceeds
proceeds of
the sale
sale of
of such
such
cost thereof
thereof (including
of the
bronze
medals shall
shall be
to the
the appropriation
appropriation then
bronze medals
be reimbursed
reimbursed to
then current
current
for
expenditure of
Bureau of
of the
the Mint
chargeable for
the cost
cost
for the
Mint chargeable
for the
the expenditure
of the
the Bureau
of the
of medals.
the manufacture
manufacture of
of
Approved August
August 12,
12, 1949.
1949.
Approved
[CHAPTER
421]
[CHAPTER 421]

AN ACT
ACT'
AN

To amend
amend the
the Migratory
Migratory Bird
Bird Hunting
Act of
of March
March 16,
16, 1934
1934 (48
Stat
(48 Stat.
Stamp Act
Hunting Stamp
To
451;
16 U.
S. C.
718b), as
as amended.
amended.
451; 16
U. S.
C. 718b),

August 12, 1949
[H. J. Res. 188]
[Public Law 221]
221]

Alben W. Barkley.
Presentation
Presentation of
of
medal.

Appropriation
A
pprop riation
authorlzed.
authorized.
Post,
p. 879.
879.
I'ost, p.
Sale
Sale of duplicate
duplicate
medals.
medals.

August 12.
Augst
12. 1949
1949
[S. 1076]
1076]
[S.
[Public
Law 222]
222]
[Public Law

Be it
it enacted
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
Representatives of
the
House of
of Representatives
of the
Be
enacted by
Migratory Bird
Bird
Migratory
United
States of
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That section
section 2
2of
of the
United States
America in
the Hunting
Hunting Stamp
Stamp Act,
Act,
Migratory
Stamp Act
of March
1934 (48
Stat. 451;
451; amendments.
Migratory Bird
Bird Hunting
Hunting Stamp
Act of
March 16,
16, 1934
(48 Stat.
16 U.
C. 718b),
718b), as
as amended,
amended by
deleting "$1"
"$1"
amended, is
is further
further amended
by deleting
16
U. S.
S. C.
as
appears therein
therein and
in lieu
"$2": Provided,
Provided,
as it
it appears
and inserting
inserting in
lieu thereof
thereof "$2":

600
600

PUBLIC
PUBLIC LAWS-CHS.
LAWS— CHS.421,
421, 422-AUG.
422—AUG .12, 1949

[63
STAT.
[63 STAT.

That the moneys derived
derived from the
the sale
such stamps
stamps shall
shall be
be spent
spent
sale of
of such
only upon specific appropriation
appropriation by
the Congress.
Congress.
by the
48 Stat. 451.
SEC. 2.
2. Subsection
Subsection (a)
(a) of
of section
of said
said Act
amended
4 Stat.
451da.
SEC
section 4
4 of
Act is
is further
further amended
16U.
S. C.
§718d (a).. §
by deleting the period and inserting
inserting in
thereof aacolon
colon and
the
in lieu thereof
and the
Wildlife manageWildlife
following: "Provided,
"Provided, That in
following:
of the
the Secretary
of the
the
in the
the discretion
discretion of
Secretary of
ment
area. manageInterior not to exceed 25 per
centum at
at any
one time,
time, of
any area
area
per centum
any one
of any
acquired
accordance with the provisions
acquired in accordance
Act, may
maybe
adminprovisions of
of this
this Act,
be administered primarily as a
a wildlife management
management area
area not
not subject
subject to
the
to the
prohibitions
prohibitions against
against the taking of birds, or nests
thereof, as
as
nests or the
the eggs
eggs thereof,
contained
contained in section
section 10 of the Migratory
Migratory Bird
Conservation Act
Act of
of
Bird Conservation
45 Stat. 1224.
45Stat.1224.
February 18, 1929 (45
February
(15 Stat. 1222; 16 U. S. C. 715i),
715i), as
as amended,
amended,
except that no such area shall be open to
the shooting
shooting of
of migratory
migratory
to the
population of
birds when the
the population
frequenting the
area or
or in
of such
such birds
birds frequenting
the area
in
the migrations utilizing such area is on aadecline, nor
nor prior
prior to
1,
to July
July 1,
1952, or the date upon which the same has
has been
been fully
developed as
as a
a
fully developed
management
management area,
area, refuge, reservation,
reservation, or
or breeding
breeding ground,
ground, whichever
whichever
is
is later."
Approved
August 12,
12, 1949.
Approved August
1949.
[CHAPTER 422]
422]
[CHAPTER
August 12,1949
12, 1649
[S. 1136]
[Public Law
[Public
Law 223]
223]

[u.1136]

AN
ACT
AN ACT

To amend
amend the Canal
Canal Zone Code, and
and for other
other purposes.
purposes.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Representatives of
of the
the
Be
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
United
in Congress
assembled, That
title 2
of the
United States
States of
of America in
Congress assembled,
That title
2 of
the
Canal Zone Code
Code is
is amended
amended by
in chapter
chapter 1
three
by adding
adding in
1 thereof
thereof three
new sections numbered
numbered 16
to 18,
and reading
reading as
as follows:
16 to
18, and
follows:
"16. AcQuisrrioN
ACQUISrrION OR
"16.
OR CONSTRUcrION
CONSTRUCTION OF
STRUCTURES, EQUIPMENT,
OF STRUCTURES,
EQUIPMENT, AND
AND
IMPROVEMENTS.-The Governor
IMPROVEMENTS.—The
Governor of the Panama
Canal is
is authorized,
authorized,
Panama Canal
within the limits of available
available funds, to
acquire
to purchase
purchase or
or otherwise
otherwise acquire
equipment,
equipment, and within the Canal Zone
Zone to
or otherwise
otherwise
to purchase
purchase or
acquire, construct, repair, replace, alter, or
or enlarge
building,
enlarge any
any building,
structure,
structure, or other improvement, when in his judgment
judgment such
such action
action
operation, maintenance,
is necessary
necessary for the
the operation,
sanitati on ,or
or c
i
vil govgov maintenance, sanitation,
civil
ernment
Panama Canal or Canal Zone.
ernment of the Panama
Zone.
"17. CLAIMS
FOR LOSSES
LOSSES OF OR DAMAGES
"17.
CLAIMS FOR
DAMAGES TO PROPERTY.-Authority
PnopERTY.—Authority
is hereby conferred upon the Governor
Governor of the Panama Canal, or
or his
his
designee for the
the purpose, to consider, adjust, determine,
designee
determine, and
and settle
claims for losses of or damages
damages to property
conduct
property arising
arising from
from the
the conduct
by
the Panama
arising
by the
Panama Canal of authorized
authorized business
business operations, or arising
from the maintenance,
maintenance, operation,
improvement, or enlargement
operation, improvement,
enlargement of
of
capacity
capacity of the
the Panama
Panama Canal or from
from the sanitation
sanitation or
or civil
civil governgovernNonapplIcability.
Nonapplicabillty.
ment of
of the Canal
however, That this section
ment
Canal Zone: Provided,
Provided, however,
shall
section shall
not
apply to
claims
gnizable either
und er section
sec ti on 10
ofthis
thi s title,
ti
tle, as
not apply
to
claims co
cognizable
either under
10 of
as
60 Stat. 842.
amended,
or under
the Federal
Act.
6 Statc
842.
amended, or
under the
Federal Tort
Tort Claims
Claims Act.
U.
S. C.,
Supp. H,
p. 1488.
"Any award
award made
to any
any claimant
claimant
pursuant
to this
this section
p.Ante,
48. pc
"Any
ma d e to
pursuant to
section shall
shall
106,s
pp. 62, 106,
m.
107,
444.
107444.
62
be payable
payable out of any moneys appropriated
or made
made available
available for
for
appropriated or
maintenance and
operation, sanitation,
civil government
of
the maintenance
and operation,
sanitation, and
and civil
government of
the Panama Canal and Canal
Canal Zone; and the acceptance
acceptance by
by the
the claimant
claimant
of any such award shall be final and
and conclusive
the claimant,
claimant, and
and
conclusive on
on the
shall
constitute a
a complete
complete release
shall constitute
release by the claimant
claimant of such claim against
against
the United States.
States.
Canal Zone Code,
Code,
amendments.

anal Zone

"18. DISASTER
"18.
DISASTER RELF.-In
RFr.rpr.—In the event of emergency
emergency arising
arising because
because
of
or calamity
calamity by
flood, hurricane,
hurricane, earthquake,
earthquake, fire,
fire, pestilence,
pestilence,
of disaster or
by flood,
or
foreseen or
or otherwise
or like cause,
cause, not
not foreseen
otherwise provided
provided for,
for, an
and occurring
occurring
in the Canal Zone,
Zone, or
of Panama
Panama in
in such
such
or occurring
occurring in
in the
the Republic
Republic of
circumstances
constitute an actual or potential
circumstances as to constitute
potential hazard to health,
safety, security, or property in the Canal Zone, the Governor
of the
Governor of
the
Panama
Canal is
authorized to
to expend
Panama Canal
is authorized
expend available
available funds and to utilize

63 S
STAT.]
TAT.]

T
81ST CONG.,
CONG ., 1sr
49.
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1949
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or furnish materials, supplies, equipment, and
and services
relief,
services for
for relief,
assistance,
assistance, and
and protection."
protection."
SEC. 2. Chapter 44of title 2, Canal Zone
Zone Code,
which chapter
chapter is
is now
Code, which
now
Operations" and consists of sections
entitled "Business
"Business Operations"
sections 51 and
and 52 of
of
said title 2, is
amended to
to read
as follows:
is amended
read as
follows:
"CHAPTER 4—BUSINESS
4-BUSINESS OPERATIONS:
"CHAPTER
OPERATIONS; SALES
SALES AND SERVICES
SERVICES
Sec.
Sec.
"51. Authorization
Authorization for establishment
establishment
53. Receipts
Receipts from such
such operations,
operations,
and operation of various fafaservices; expenditure
sales, and services;
cilities.
cilities.
and reinvestment;
reinvestment; reports.
reports.
52. Organization
Organization and conduct
conduct of any
postal
54. Exception
Exception of Canal Zone postal
such facilities
facilities by Panama
service.
Canal as 'business operations'.
operations'.
"
Sec.
"Sec.

"SEC.
AUTHORIZATION FOR
"SEC. 51.
51. AUTFIORIZATION
AND OPERATION
OPERATION OF
OF
FOR ESTABLISHMENT
ESTABLISHMENT AND
FACILITIES.-(a) In
connection with
VARIOUS FAcTLITTEs.—(a)
In connection
the operation,
with the
operation, maintemaintenance, sanitation, and
and civil
of the
the Panama
Canal and
civil government
government of
Panama Canal
and
Canal Zone,
Canal
the President
is authorized
to establish,
establish, maintain,
Zone, the
President is
authorized to
maintain, and
and
operate, through the Panama
Panama Railroad
Railroad Company,
otherwise, docks,
docks,
Company, or
or otherwise,
wharves,
wharves, piers, drydocks, shops, yards, marine
marine railways,
salvage and
railways, salvage
and
dredging facilities,
towing facilities, dredging
facilities, construction
construction facilities,
fuelfacilities, fuelhandling facilities, motor-transportation
motor-transportation facilities,
facilities, civil
air terminals,
terminals,
civil air
power systems, water
sewer systems,
warehouses, storehouses,
storehouses,
water and sewer
systems, warehouses,
hotels, a
aprinting plant, living quarters
quarters and
and other
buildings, and
and any
any
other buildings,
other necessary
necessary facilities
facilities and appurtenances,
appurtenances, for
purpose of
profor the
the purpose
of providing, at reasonable
reasonable prices, fuel, electric
electric power, water,
equipment,
water, equipment,
supplies and materials
materials generally,
generally, repairs,
repairs, labor
labor transportation,
quartransportation, quarters, space in buildings, wharf
wharf and like
services, hotel
hotel and
like services,
and restaurant
restaurant
services,
services, and services generally,
recreational services,
and
generally, including
including recreational
services, and
for the purpose
purpose of assembling,
repairing, and
and sellsellassembling, assorting,
assorting, storing,
storing, repairing,
ing scrap and other byproducts
byproducts of
of manufacturing
manufacturing and
and shop
shop operations,
operations,
and materials, supplies, and equipment purchased
purchased or
or acquired
for the
the
acquired for
construction, improvement,
improvement, operation,
construction,
operation, maintenance,
sanitation, or
or
maintenance, sanitation,
civil government
of the
the Panama
or Canal
which are
are
civil
government of
Panama Canal
Canal or
Canal Zone
Zone and
and which
obsolete, unserviceable,
unserviceable, or no
needed. The
sales, services,
no longer
longer needed.
The sales,
services,
equipment, supplies,
supplies, and
hereinbefore referred
referred to
may be
be
and materials
materials hereinbefore
to may
made or furnished
furnished to vessels,
of the
Government of
of the
the
vessels, to agencies
agencies of
the Government
United States, to the
Company, to
to employees
employees of
of the
the Panama
Panama Railroad
Railroad Company,
the
Government of
Government
or of
of the
the Panama
Railroad ComComof the
the United
United States
States or
Panama Railroad
pany, and to any other
governments, agencies,
other governments,
agencies, persons,
persons, corporations,
corporations,
companies, or
eligible to
or receive
receive such
or associations
associations eligible
to make
make or
such purchases,
purchases,
services, supplies, or
materials under
under the
the laws
laws prevailing
at the
the time
time
or materials
prevailing at
and the policies heretofore
heretofore or hereafter
consistently with
hereafter adopted
adopted consistently
with
laws.
such laws.
Transfer of
propTransfer
of prop.
"(b) In
In the event
the President
President has
has heretofore
or shall
shall at
at erty,
event the
heretofore elected,
elected, or
erty, etc.
etc.
any time hereafter
hereafter elect, to maintain
maintain and
and operate
operate through
through the
the Panama
Panama
Railroad Company
any of
of the
the facilities
and appurtenances
Company any
facilities and
appurtenances referred
referred
Infra.
Infra.
to in this section
or section
section 52
52 of
of this
maintained
section or
this title,
title, theretofore
theretofore maintained
and operated by the Panama Canal,
Canal, the President
President is authorized
authorized to
to
transfer
transfer to
Panama Railroad
Company all
all or
or as
as much
much as
as may
may be
be
to the
the Panama
Railroad Company
determined
determined to be necessary
necessary of the
personnel, property,
related
the personnel,
property, records,
records, related
assets, contracts,
obligations, and
liabilities of
or appertaining
the
assets,
contracts, obligations,
and liabilities
of or
appertaining to
to the
said facility and its
appurtenances, and
and such
such transfer
transfer shall
be deemed
deemed
its appurtenances,
shall be
to have
have been accepted
accepted and
and assumed
the Panama
Panama Railroad
Railroad Company
Company
assumed by
by the
without the necessity
necessity of any act or acts on the
the part
said corporacorporapart of the said
tion except as otherwise
otherwise stipulated
stipulated in
in provisions
provisions of
to
of law
law applicable
applicable to
the said
the
said corporation.
corporation.
"52.
"52. ORGANIZATION
ORGANIZATION AND
AND CONDUCT
CONDUCT OF
UCH FACHITLES
OF ANY
ANY S
SUCH
FACILITIES BY
BY
PANAMA
CANAL AS
P
ANAMA CANAL
AS 'BUSINESS
may cause
'BUSINESS OPERATIONS'.—The
OPERATIONS'.-The President
President may
cause

602
602
Ante, p. 601.
Antep.
601.

PUBLIC IAWS—
CH.422—AUG
12, 1949
1949
PUBLIC
LAWS-CH.
422-AUG..12,

[63 STAT.
STAT.

any or
or all
all of
facilities and
and appurtenances
to in
paragraph
in paragraph
referred to
appurtenances referred
of the
the facilities
any

to be
of section
51 of
of this
(a)
or (b)
(b) of
section 51
this title
title to
be organized
organized and
and conducted
conducted
(a) or

by the
operations', and
and in
in such
such case
case the
the
by
the Panama
Panama Canal
Canal as
as 'business
'business operations',
aggregate net
profit if
if any
conduct of
business
aggregate
net profit
any accruing
accruing from
from the
the conduct
of such
such business
operations shall
shall annually
annually be
into the
Treasury of
of the
the United
United
operations
be covered
covered into
the Treasury
States.

"53. RECEIPTS
RECEIPTS FROM
FROM SUCH
SUCH OPERATIONS,
OPERATIONS, SALES,
"53.
SALES, AND
AND SERVICES;
SERVICES; EXExPENDITURE AND
PENDITUEE
REINVESTMENT; REPORTS.-The
REpomrs.—The moneys
moneys received
the
AND REINVESTMENT;
received by
by the
Ante, p. 601.
Ante,
. 601.
Panama Canal from
Panama
from the
the operations
operations authorized
authorized by
51 and
52
by sections
sections 51
and .52
of this title,
and from
from pilotage,
pilotage, quarantine,
quarantine, immigration,
immigration, and
like
title, and
and like
services,
services, from rentals,
rentals, from damage
damage claims,
and all other
other
claims, and from any and
sales made and services
including tolls, taxes, court
court
services rendered,
rendered, but not including
expended or
reinvested under
under the
several heads
fees, or
or fines, may be expended
or reinvested
the several
heads
appropriation for the Panama
of appropriation
Panama Canal, without
without being
covered into
being covered
the Treasury
Treasury of the United
United States
States except
provided in section
52
except as provided
section 52
of this title; but, except
except as otherwise
this section,
section, such
otherwise provided
provided in
in this
such
provisions of law relating
relating to
to public
funds
funds shall be subject to
to the provisions
public funds
Reports
to PresiMonthly reports of such receipts
United States. Monthly
of the
the United
ressi- of
to
Reports
receipts and expendiexpendident
and Con
gress.
President and annual reports
tures shall be made
made to the President
reports shall
shall be
be made
made
to
to the Congress.
"54.
OF CANAL
CANAL ZONE
ZONE POSTAL
POSTAL SERVICE.-The
SERVICE.—The provisions
provisions
"54. EXCEPTION
EXCEPTION OF
Ante,
601.
Ante, p.
p. 601.
operations
of sections 51 to 53 of this title shall have no application
application to operations
of the Canal Zone
Zone Postal
Postal Service."
Service."
SEC. 3. Title 2
2 of the
the Canal
Canal Zone
Zone Code
Code is amended by adding in
in
1 of chapter 66thereof
article 1
thereof a
numbered 85 and reading
reading
a new
new section
section numbered
as follows:
follows:
"85.
or EMPLOYEES.-The
EMPLOYEES.—The Governor
Governor of
of the
"85. SPECIAL
SPECIAL TRAINING
TRAINING OF
the
authorized, within the limits of appropriations
Panama Canal
Canal is authorized,
appropriations made
therefor, to provide for special
training in the United States or elsespecial training
where of any employee
where
employee of the Panama Canal when in
in the
the judgment
judgment
Governor such special training will be
of the Governor
to
be of material
material benefit
benefit to
the
the special
special training
training of
such
the work
work of
of the
the Panama
Panama Canal
Canal and
and the
of such
employee would
employee
would be more advantageous
advantageous than
hiring of other
availthan the
the hiring
other available personnel
personnel having the specialized
specialized skill
Durskill or
or experience
experience desired. During
the period
period of
training the
the employee
employee may
may be
be paid
paid his
his
ing the
of such
such special
special training
regular compensation
compensation and his travel
travel expenses
expenses in accordance
accordance with the
Standardized Government
Government Travel
Travel Regulations
Standardized
Regulations and the Subsistence
Subsistence
44 Stat.
44
Stat. 688.
s.
Act
amended,
subject
to
by
the
Expense
of
1926,
as
amended,
subject
recovery
by
the United
United
5 U.
5
U. S.C.
S. C. § 821.
821
p.
Ante,
States
such costs
costs or
an equitable
equitable portion
thereof, as
determined by
by
Ante, p.
p. 167.
167.
States of
of such
or an
portion thereof,
as determined
the Governor,
case the employee fails to complete
Governor, in case
complete such
such training
training or is
is
separated from
from the service
service except
except for reasons beyond
separated
beyond his control
control
within one year
year following
period of
of training."
training."
following the completion of the period
SEC.
S
EC. 4. Title 2
2 of the Canal Zone
Zone Code
Code is amended
amended by adding
adding in
in
thereof a
a new
article 33of chapter 6
6thereof
new section numbered
numbered 124 and
and reading
reading
as
follows:
as follows:
"124. EMPLOYEES
INJURED PRIOR
TO SEPTEMBER
SEPTEMBER 7,
EMPLOYEES INJURED
PRIOR TO
7, 1916; APPLIANCES;
APPLIANCES;
LUMP-SUM
Governor of the Panama
LUMP-SUM PAYMENTS.-The
PAYMENTS.—The Governor
Panama Canal
Canal is authorized to purchase artificial
artificial limbs
limbs or other appliances
appliances for persons who
who
were injured in the
the service
service of the Isthmian
Isthmian Canal
Canal Commission
Commission or of
of
the Panama Canal prior to September
September 7, 1916, and to make
make payments
payments
exceeding the amounts authorized
in lump sums not exceeding
authorized by the Act
of
Act of
39
Stat. 742.
9 Stat.
742.
September 7,
7,1916,
amended (U.
September
1916, as
as amended
S. C..
C., title
to alien
alien cripples
(U. S.
title 5,
5, ch. 15)
15),,
to
cripples
5
U. S. C. §§ 751-791
751-791,,
5 U.S.
who
nowa
Can alby
ofi
nj
ur i
es
793.
93S.
wi'ho are
are now
a charge
charge upon
upon the
the Panama
Panama Canal
by reason of
injuries
Post,
p. 854.
Post, p.
854.
sustained while
while employed
employed in the construction of the Panama Canal."
sustained
Canal."
SEC. 5. Title 66 of the Canal Zone Code is amended
amended by adding in
in
chapter
a new
chapter 27 thereof a
new section numbered
numbered 906 and reading as follows:
follows:
MONEY FOR DISCHARGED
AND MONEY
."906.
4
'906. CLOTHING
CLOTHING AND
the
DISCHARGED PRISONERS.-011
PRISONERS.-On the
institution in the Canal Zone
discharge of a
aprisoner
prisoner from any penal
penal institution
Zone
such prisoner may, in the discretion of the
the Governor
Governor of the Panama
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such suitable
as may
Canal, be furnished
furnished with such
suitable clothing
clothing as
may be authorized
authorized
and an
of money
$20."
by the
the Governor, and
an amount
amount of
money not
not exceeding
exceeding $20."
Approved
August 12,
12, 1949.
1949.
Approved August
[
CHAPTER 423]
[CHAPTER
423]

AN ACT
A(T
AN

partial payments
authorize progressive
To authorize
progressive partial
payments to sponsors
sponsors under the Federal Airport
Airport
Act
program.
Act program.

12, 1949
1949
August 12,
[S. 1285]
[Public
Law 224]
[Public Law

[s. 1285]

Be it
enacted by
by the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
of the
Be
it enacted
Representatives of
Federal Airport
Airport
Federal
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
United States of America
United
in Congress
That section 14 of Act,
amendment.
amendment.
60 Stat. 178.
the
Federal Airport
amended to
follows:
Airport Act is amended
to read
read as follows:
the Federal
49 U. S. C.
1113.
C. §§1113.
49
"Snc. 14.
14. The
The Administrator,
with the
the sponsor
sponsor
"SEC.
Administrator, after
after consultation
consultation with
Payments under
under
grant
agreements.
grant
agreements.
or sponsors
sponsors with
which aagrant
grant agreement
agreement has
has been
entered into,
into, shall
shall
or
with which
been entered
determine
what times,
times, and
in what
shall be
be made
made
what amounts,
amounts, payments
payments shall
determine at
at what
and in
under
grant agreement,
aggregate
under this Act. Payments
Payments under a
a grant
agreement, in
in an
an aggregate
amount of
exceed 90
90 per
share of
of
United States
States share
of not
not to
to exceed
per centum
centum of
of the United
amount
the
project costs
made
estimated allowable
allowable project
costs of the
the project,
project, may
may be
be made
the total
total estimated
from
time to
time in
advance of
of accomplishment
of the
the airport
airport develdevelaccomplishment of
from time
to time
in advance
opment
that the
the sponsor
sponsor
relate, provided,
provided, that
which such
such payments
payments relate,
opment to which
that the aggregate
certify
Administrator that
aggregate of expenditures
expenditures to be
to the Administrator
certify to
made
from such
advance payments
not at
at any
exceed the
the
any time
time exceed
payments will
will not
such advance
made from
cost
work which
performed up to
to
been performed
which has been
development work
cost of
of the
the airport
airport development
determines at any time that the
that
If the
Administrator determines
the Administrator
that time. If
aggregate
payments made
agreement exceeds
a grant
grant agreement
under a
made under
of payments
amount of
aggregate amount
project costs
the
United States
share of
costs of the
allowable project
total allowable
of the total
States share
the United
project, the
the United
United States
shall be
entitled to
recover such excess.
excess. If
If
to recover
be entitled
States shall
project,
the Administrator
development to which
which the
the airport development
finds that
that the
the
Administrator finds
advance
relate has
not been
been accomplished
accomplished within
within aareasonhas not
payments relate
advance payments
able
development is
not completed,
the United
United States
completed the
is not
or such
such development
able time
time or
shall
be entitled
such part
advance payment
payment for
for
of such
such advance
part of
to recover
recover such
entitled to
shall be
which the
United States
States received
no benefit.
benefit. Payments
Payments under
grant
under aagrant
received no
the United
which
agreement
shall be
be made
officials or
or depository,
depository,
or officials
official or
to such
such official
made to
agreement shall
authorized
be designated
designated by
by
as may
may be
funds, as
public funds,
to receive
receive public
by law
law to
authorized by
the
sponsor or
to such
such payments."
payments."
entitled to
or sponsors
sponsors entitled
the sponsor
Approved
August 12,
12, 1949.
1949.
Approved August
[CHAPTER
424]
[CHAPTER 424]

AN ACT
AN
To authorize
transfer to
Attorney General
General of a
a portion
portion of the Vigo plant,
to the Attorney
the transfer
To
authorize the
formerly
Terre Haute, Indiana,
Indiana, to supplement
supplement
plant, near Terre
ordnance plant,
Vigo ordnance
formerly the Vigo
the
prison system.
the United States prison
required for the
lands required
farm lands
the farm

August 12,
12, 1949
1949
August
[S. 1745j
[S.
17451
[Public Law
Law 2251
225]
[Public

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of the
House of
the Senate
Senate and
Be
U. S. penitentiary,
U.
United
States of
of America
General Terre
assembled, That the General
in Congress
Congress assembled,
America in
United States
Terre Haute
Haute, Ind.
Transfer of
of land.
Services
Administrator
be,
and
he
hereby
is,
authorized
and
directed
Services Administrator be, and he hereby is, authorized and directed
to transfer
the control
control and
and jurisdiction
for
General, for
of the
the Attorney
Attorney General,
jurisdiction of
to the
to
transfer to
use in
connection with
the United
United States
States penitentiary
penitentiary at Terre
Terre Haute,
with the
use
in connection
Indiana,
all of
of that
tract of
land containing
approximately one thouof land
containing approximately
that tract
Indiana, all
sand
four hundred
acres, more
more or
or less,
all
less, including
including all
and seventy-two
seventy-two acres,
hundred and
sand four
improvements
thereon, being
being aaportion
portion of
of the
Vigo plant,
formerly the
the
plant, formerly
the Vigo
improvements thereon,
Vigo ordnance
ordnance plant
plant of
of the
the Department
Department of
of the
the Army,
Army, near Terre
Vigo
Haute,
in Vigo
Vigo County,
State of
now occupied
and used
used for
for
occupied and
of Indiana,
Indiana, now
County, State
Haute, in
farming operations
the Bureau
Bureau of
of Prisons
of the
of
the Department of
Prisons of
by the
operations by
farming
Justice
revocable permit,
permit, dated
dated the
21st day
day of
of July
July 1947,
1947, duly
duly
the 21st
a revocable
under a
Justice under
issued
by the
of the
Army, which
particularly
more particularly
permit more
which permit
the Army,
Department of
the Department
issued by
describes the
the land
land as
as follows,
to wit:
wit: Beginning
Beginning at
the
at a
a point where the
follows, to
describes
center
of Sullivan
intersects the
the center
center line
line of
Boyll Road;
Road;
of Boyll
Road intersects
Sullivan Road
line of
center line
thence
east along
along the
south lines
of section
5, township
township 10
north, range
range
10 north,
section 5,
lines of
the south
thence east
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PUBLIC LAWS-CHS.
PUBLIC
LAWS- CHS.424,
424, 425-AUG
12, 13,
1949
425-AUG..12,
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[63 STAT.
STAT.
[63

9 west, and
9
and section 4, township 10
to a
a point
point on
on
10 north,
north, range
range 99west,
west, to
the center
Road which
the
center line of the Boyll
Boy11 Road
is one
one thousand
thousand three
hundred
which is
three hundred
and twenty
twenty feet west of the southeast
southeast corner
corner of
of section
section 4,
4, township
10
township 10
north, range
range 9
9 west;
west; thence
thence due
eighty-five
due north
north five
five hundred
hundred and
and eighty-five
and
twenty-five one-hundredths
and twenty-five
one-hundredths feet; thence
thence east
east one
one thousand
thousand four
four
hundred
hundred and eighty-five
eighty-five feet;
feet; thence
thence north seventy-four
and seventyseventyseventy-four and
five one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet; thence east one thousand
three hundred
hundred and
and
thousand three
twenty feet to the center
center line of Seventh
Street Road;
Road; thence
thence north
north
Seventh Street
along center line of Seventh
Seventh Street Road
to the
center section
line of
of
Road to
the center
section line
section 3, township
section
township 10 north, range 99west;
west; thence
east along
along center
center
thence east
section line of section
section 3,
3, township
township 10
10 north,
west, to
to the
the
north, range
range 99 west,
east line of section 3, township
east
township 10
being the
the center
center
10 north, range
range 99west,
west, being
line of
of United
Numbered 41;
line
United States Highway
Highway Numbered
thence north
along the
the
41; thence
north along
center
center line of United
United States Highway Numbered
to the
the intersection
Numbered 41
41 to
intersection
of the south line of section
of
section 34, township 11
11 north,
north, range
range 99west,
west, and
and
section 35, township
township 11 north, range
range 99west,
west, being
the center
center line
line
being also
also the
of the township
township line or Bates-Harlan
Bates-Harlan Road;
thence west
west along
along the
Road; thence
the
center
line of said Bates-Harlan
Bates-Harlan Road
center line
Road to
point which
which is
is approxito aapoint
approximately
three thousand five hundred
hundred and sixty feet
mately three
east of
of the
the northnorthfeet east
east corner
corner of section
section 5, township
township 10
range 9
being also
also
10 north,
north, range
9 west,
west, being
the center
the
center line of the Sullivan Road; thence
thence south
south and
and southwesterly
southwesterly
along the center line of Sullivan
Sullivan Road
to its
its intersection
the
Road to
intersection with
with the
center
center line of Boyll Road,
Road, being the place of
of beginning
beginning and
and containing
containing
one thousand
thousand four hundred
hundred and seventy-two
seventy-two acres,
more or
or less.
less.
acres, more
Railroad right-ofSEC.
excepted from the
SEC. 2. There is excepted
transfer provided
provided for
for in
in this
this
the transfer
way.
Act that
right-of-way used
Act
that certain railroad
railroad right-of-way
and occupied
by the
the
used and
occupied by
Department
of the
Army, across the northerly
Department of
the Army,
northerly part
of the
the lands
lands
part of
above-described.
above-described.
SEC.
3. The
The transfer
transfer provided
SEC. 3.
provided for in this Act shall
be effected
effected withwithshall be
out reimbursement
reimbursement or
or transfer
transfer of
of funds.
funds.
Approved
Approved August
August 12,
12, 1949.
1949.
[
CHAPTER 425]
425]
[CHAPTER
1949
August 13,
13, 1949
[S.
[S. 1323]
1323]
[Public
[Public Law 226]

Pueblo and Canoncito Navajo
Navajo Indians.

40 U.
U. S.. C.
C.. §§ 401401410; Supp. II; § 401
U..S. C.
note; 23 U.
Cl. §9bi
9b;
7
U. S. C. 1§607.
7 U.S.
607.
7
U. S.. C. §1000
7 U.
o1000et
et

8eq.; Supp. n,
seq.:
Ii,§ 1001
1001
et seq.
et
ey.

3 F.
3
F. R. 161.
161.

3 CFR, 1943 Cum.
3
Cum.
Supp.,
Supp., pp. 416,
416, 582,

683,
683, 902,
902, 684.
684.

AN ACT
ACT
AN
To
United States holds certain
To declare that the United
certain lands
in trust
trust for
for the
the Pueblo
lands in
Pueblo
Indians
Indians and the Canoncito Navajo
Navajo group
group in New
Mexico, and
and for
for other
other
New Mexico,
purposes.

Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
Senate and
and House of Representatives
Be it
the Senate
Representatives of
the
of the
United
State.s
of
AnLerica in
United States
Anberica
in Congress
Congress assembled,
title to
to the
the
assembled, That
That title
lands
improvements thereon,
thereon, lying
lands and
and the improvements
lying and situated
situated within
the
within the
State
of
Mexico, which have been acquired
acquired by the United
State of New
New Mexico,
United States
States
under authority
authority of title II
under
II of the National
National Industrial Recovery
Recovery Act
of
Act of
June 16, 1933 (48 Stat. 200),
June
200), the
Relief Appropriation
Appropriation
the Emergency
Emergency Relief
Act
April 8,
115), section 55 of title
Act of
of April
8, 1935 (49 Stat. 115),
title IIof
of the
the Act
Act of
of
August 24, 1935 (49
August
(49 Stat. 750, 781), the
Bankhead-Jones Farm
Farm Tenant
the Bankhead-Jones
Tenant
Act
subsequent emergency
Act (50 Stat. 522, 525)
525) and subsequent
appropriation
emergency relief
relief appropriation
Acts administrative
administrative jurisdiction
Acts
jurisdiction over which has
heretofore been
been
has heretofore
transferred
the President
President from the Secretary
transferred by
by the
Secretary of Agriculture
Agriculture to
the
to the
Secretary
Secretary of the Interior, to be administered
administered through
through the
the CommisCommissioner
of Indian
Indian Affairs
sioner of
Affairs for the benefit of
of the
the Indians,
Indians by
by Executive
Executive
Orders
Orders Numbered
8255 ,84
71, 8696,
and 8472 and that title
Numbered 7792,
7792, 7975
7975,,8255,
8471.
8696, and
8472 and that title
to
to the public
public domain
domain lands and
and -improvements
thereon, lying
lying and
improvements thereon,
and
situated within the State o
ew M
ex i
co, which
wh i
ch were
were withdrawn
withdrawn in
in
offN
New
Mexico,
aid of
of proposed
proposed legislation by the Secretary
Secretary of the
aid
Interior on
on DecemDecemthe Interior
ber
1938, and
and May
ber 23.
23. 1938,
May 31, 1939, and now in use by Pueblo or
Canoncito
or Canoncito
Navajo
Indians, excepting
Navajo Indians,
excepting those portions thereof
thereof used
used by
by the
the United
United
States for
for administrative
States
administrative purposes,
purposes, is hereby
hereby declared
declared to
to be
in the
the
be in
United
States of
America in trust for the respective
United States
of America
respective tribes, bands,
or
bands, or

63 STAT.]
STAT.]

81sT
1ST SESS.-CHS.
SESS.—CHS .425,
425, 426-AUG.
426—AUG .13,
1949
81ST CONG.,
CONG., 1ST
13, 15,
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groups of Indians
Indians occupying
occupying and
and using
using same as a
of their
their respecrespeca part
part of
tive existing reservations, subject
subject to valid
existing rights.
valid existing
rights. The
The
aforesaid land is hereby
remainder of the aforesaid
hereby declared
part of
of the
the
declared to
to be aapart
public domain of the United
States and
and shall
shall be
by the
the
United States
be transferred
transferred by
Secretary
Secretary of the Interior to
of Land
Land Management
Management for
for
to the
the Bureau
Bureau of
administration under the provisions
administration
of the
Act of
of Congress
Congress of
of June
June
provisions of
the Act
43 U.
U. S.
43
S. C.
C. §
§ 315
315 et
et
28, 1934, generally
generally known as Taylor Grazing
(48 Stat.
Stat. 1269,
1269, as
as
Grazing Act
Act (48
seq.; Supp. U,
II, §§315b
315b
amended).
and descriptions
amended). The boundaries
boundaries and
of the
the areas
areas to
become
descriptions of
et
seq.
to become
Indian lands and those which
be transferred
which are to be
transferred to
Bureau of
to the
the Bureau
of
Land Management
Management are set out in sections
sections III and IV,
respectively, of
IV, respectively,
of
the memorandum
memorandum of
information which
which is
and aa part
of
of information
is attached
attached to
to and
part of
the report of the Secretary
Interior to the
Secretary of the Interior
the Senate
Senate Committee
Committee
on Interior and Insular Affairs on S. 1323,
1323, Eighty-first
Eighty-first Congress,
Congress, first
first
session, and such boundaries
boundaries and
and descriptions
descriptions are
hereby adopted
as
are hereby
adopted as
and shall
part of this Act and
published in
in the
Federal Register:
Register: ProProshall be published
the Federal
vided, That before
before said boundaries
boundaries and
and descriptions
descriptions are
are published
in
published in
the Federal
Federal Register as herein provided,
provided, the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
Interior
may correct
clerical errors in section
section III
correct any clerical
said memorandum
memorandum
III of
of said
of information, and
revise the
same so
so as
to define
define the
the areas
areas on
on
and shall
shall revise
the same
as to
that portion of the lands conveyed
conveyed by
and known
Bell
by this
this Act and
known as
as Bell
Rock
occupied respectively
Rock Mesa used and occupied
respectively by
by the
the Laguna
Laguna Pueblo
Pueblo
Indians
Indians and the Canoncito
Canoncito Navajo Indians.
Exchange of lands.
Exchange
SEC.
the purpose of
SEC. 2. For the
consolidation of
of Indian
Secof consolidation
Indian lands
lands the
the Secretary of the Interior is hereby
hereby authorized,
authorized, under
regulations
under such
such regulations
as he may prescribe,
exchange any lands or interests therein,
prescribe, to exchange
includtherein, including improvements
improvements and
water rights
the consent
of the
and water
rights with
with the
consent of
the Pueblo
Pueblo or
or
water rights,
Navajo tribal authorities
authorities for other lands,
lands, water
improverights, and
and improvements of similar value in the area
area set apart
apart for
the Pueblos
Pueblos and
for the
and
Canoncito
Canoncito Navajos
Navajos or in the areas hereby declared
to be
domain
declared to
be public
public domain
Title to lands.
or within any
or
public domain
domain within
Mexico. Title
Title to
to all
all lands
lands
any public
within New
New Mexico.
acquired under the
of this
shall be
taken in
the name
name
the provisions
provisions of
this Act
Act shall
be taken
in the
of the United States
States in trust
respective Pueblo
Indians and
and the
the
trust for the
the respective
Pueblo Indians
Navajo Canoncito
Canoncito group.
group.
Navajo
Special deposit
deposit
SEC.
SEC. 3. The funds now on deposit in the United
United Pueblos
Pueblos Agency
Agency funds.
in "special
"special deposits"
deposits" which have
have accrued
accrued from
issuance of
of livestocklivestockfrom issuance
crossing permits
permits and
and fees
collected for
permits on
the lands
lands
fees collected
for grazing
grazing permits
on the
which have been under the jurisdiction
of the
the Department
the
jurisdiction of
Department of
of the
Interior
Interior shall be
disbursed for
the benefit
of the
the Indians
be expended
expended or
or disbursed
for the
benefit of
Indians
regulations as
the Secretary
of the
Interior may
under such rules
rules and
and regulations
as the
Secretary of
the Interior
may
prescribe.
Approved August 13,
Approved
13, 1949.
1949.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 426]

AN ACT
ACT
To fix the United States share of project costs, under
the Federal
Federal Airport
Act,
under the
Airport Act,
involved
installation of high intensity lighting on CAA
involved in installation
CAA designated
designated instrument
instrument
landing runways.

Be
Senate and
Representatives of
the
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
and House
House of
of Representatives
of the
United States
States of
of America
Congress assembled,
That section
section 10
10 of
of
United
America in,
in Congress
assembled, That
the Federal
Federal Airport
Act is
is amended
amended by
adding the
the following
new
Airport Act
by adding
following new
subsection:
subsection:
"(e) To the extent
extent that
project costs
costs of
of an
project
that the
the project
an approved
approved project
represent the cost
cost of
installation of
of high
lighting on
on runrepresent
of installation
high intensity
intensity lighting
runby the
Administrator,
ways designated
designated instrument
instrument landing
landing runways
runways by
the Administrator,
the United States
not to
to exceed
per centum
centum of
of the
the
States share shall
shall be
be not
exceed 75
75 per
allowable costs
costs of such
such installation."
installation."
SEC.
S
EC. 2. Subsection
Subsection (a)
of such
Act is
is amended
by
(a) of
of section
section 10
10 of
such Act
amended by
striking out "and (d)"
inserting "(d),
"(d), and
and (e)".
(e)".
(d)" and
and inserting
Approved
Approved August 15,
15, 1949.
1949.

August 15,
15, 1949
August
1949
[S.
[8. 1278]
1278]
[Public Law
Law 227]
227]
[Public

Federal Airport
Airport
Federal
Act,
Act, amendment.
amendment.
60 Stat. 175.
175.
60
49 U. S.
S. C.
1109.
49
C. §1109.

60 Stat.
Stat. 175.
175.
49 tr. s. c. 1109
*1109 (a).
(a).
49U.S.C.
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PUBLIC
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[63 STAT.
STAT.
[63

[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 427]
427]

[Public Law 228]
[Public

AN ACT
ACT
AN
To provide
provide for cooperation
by the
the Smithsonian
with State,
State, educaeducacooperation by
Smithsonian Institution
Institution with
tional,
tional, and
and scientific
scientific organizations
United States
States for
for continuing
organizations in
in the
the United
continuing
paleontological
paleontological investigations
investigations in
in areas
areas which
will be
be flooded
flooded by
by the
the construction
construction
which will
Government dams.
of Government
dams.

Smithsonian
Smithsonian InstiInstitution.
Paleontological investigations.
vestigations.

United
United States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
Secretary
the Secretary
of the Smithsonian Institution
Institution is
authorized to
to cooperate
cooperate with
is hereby authorized
with

August 15,
15, 1949

[H. R. 2290]

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
House of
Representatives of
of the
the
and House
of Representatives

any
any State,
State, educational
educational institution,
institution, or scientific
scientific organization
organization in
in the
the
United States for continuing paleontological
paleontological investigations,
investigations, and
and the
the
excavation and preservation
preservation of fossil
excavation
areas which
will be
be
fossil remains,
remains, in
in areas
which will
flooded
flooded by the construction
construction of
of Government
Government dams
dams or
or otherwise
otherwise be
be made
made
t
Investigations, etc.,
iInvestigations earc
unavailable for such investigations
investigations because
unavailable
of such
construction: ProProbecause of
such construction:
of Interior DepartIment.
ment.
vided, That such investigations
investigations and
shall not
not duplicate
duplicate nor
and activities
activities shall
nor
affect adversely
affect
adversely similar operations
operations being conducted
conducted by
by the
the Department
Department
of Interior
Interior in cooperation
cooperation with
Institution.
with the Smithsonian
Smithsonian Institution.
a
Appropriation
auhAppropriation
uSEC.
2. That
there is
is hereby
authorized to be
appropriated, out
SEC. 2.
That there
hereby authorized
be appropriated,
out of
of
thorized.
any
Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
any money in the Treasury
appropriated, the
the sum
sum of
of
$65,000, which
which shall be available
expended for
for the
above purposes:
available until
until expended
the above
purposes:
Contributions.
Contributions.
Provided,That
That at
such time
Provided,
at such
time as the Smithsonian
Smithsonian Institution is satisfied
satisfied
agency, or any educational
that any State agency,
institution or
or scientific
scientific
educational institution
organization in any of the United
organization
United States, is
prepared to
to contribute
contribute to
is prepared
to
such investigation
investigation and when
when in its judgment
judgment such
investigation shall
such investigation
shall
appear meritorious,
meritorious, the Secretary
Secretary of the Smithsonian
Smithsonian Institution
Institution may
may
make
make available
available for such investigation
investigation such
amounts from
from this
this sum
as
such amounts
sum as
shall be equal to the amounts contributed
contributed respectively
each such
such
respectively by
by each
State agency,
agency, or educational
educational institution
institution or
organization:
or scientific
scientific organization:
Limitation.
Limitation.
Providedfurther,
Provided
further, That the
the amount to be made available
available from this sum
sum
for such
investigation in cooperation
such investigation
cooperation with each such
such State
agency, or
State agency,
or
educational
educational institution or scientific
scientific organization,
organization, shall not
not exceed
exceed
$10,000
Providedfurther,
further, That
$10,000 in any
any fiscal year:
year: Provided
all such
such cooperative
cooperative
That all
work and division of the result
thereof shall
shall be
under the
the direction
direction of
of
result thereof
be
under
Government
lands.
Government lands the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Smithsonian
Smithsonian Institution: Provided
Provided further
further, That
That
where lands are involved which
which are controlled
controlled by
by the
the Government
Government of
of
the United States
cooperative
work
th ereon shall
shall be
be under
un d
er the
proviStates,
cooperative
work
thereon
the
provi34
34 Stat.
Stat. 225.
25.
sions
of June
June 8,
8, 1906 (16
(16 U. S. C. 432, 433),
433), and rules
sions of
of the
the Act
Act of
and
rules and
regulations
regulations pertaining
pertaining thereto.
thereto.
Approved August
August 15,
1949.
15, 1949.
[CI IAPT ER 4281
[CHAP'TER
428]
August 15,
1949
August
15, 1949
[H. R.
H. 3982]
[It.
3982]
[Public
Law 229]
229]
[Public Law

Sisters
Sisters of Saint JoJoseph, Ariz.
seph,
Ariz.
Conveyance.
Conveyance.

AN
AN ACT
ACT
To
authorize the Secretary
Agriculture to sell certain
To authorize
Secretary of Agriculture
certain lands
to the
Sisters of
lands to
the Sisters
of
Saint
Saint Joseph
Joseph in Arizona,
Arizona, Incorporated,
Incorporated, of Tucson, Arizona,
Arizona, to
to consolidate
consolidate the
the
Desert
Laboratory Experimental
Experimental Area
Southwestern Forest
Desert Laboratory
Area of
of the Southwestern
Forest and
Range
and Range
Experiment
Experiment Station,
Station, and for other
other purposes.
purposes.

Be it
it enacted
by the
the Senate
Senate and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of the
Be
enacted by
the
United
in Congress
Congress assembled, That
United States of
of America in
Secretary
That the
the Secretary
of Agriculture
Agriculture is hereby
authorized in his discretion,
of
hereby authorized
discretion, to
to sell
sell and
conand convey, in
in whole
vey,
whole or from time to time in separate parcels,
parcels, by
by quitclaim
quitclaim
deed or
deeds, to
to the
the Sisters
Sisters of Saint Joseph
deed
or deeds,
Joseph in Arizona, of the
city of
of
the city
Tucson,
State
of
Arizona. an Arizona
corporation, for cash, at aaprice
Tucson, State of Arizona,
Arizona corporation,
price
or prices not less than 50 per centum
centum of
market value
value
of the
the appraised
appraised fair
fair market
thereof
as determined
following-described lands
thereof as
determined by him, the following-described
situated
lands situated
in
the county of Pima,
in the
Pima, State of Arizona,
Arizona, to wit: That
portion of
of tract
That portion
tract
37,
section 10, township
range 13 east, Gila
37, section
township 14 south, range
Gila and
and Salt
Salt River
River
meridian,
shown on the official
meridian. Arizona,
Arizona zas shown
official public
public survey
survey plat approved
approved
August
1944, lymg
lyig north of a
a line extending
August 5,
5, 1944,
extending westerly from
from corner
corner

63 STAT.]
STAT.]

IST SESS.—CHS.
SESS.-CHS. 428,
428,438--AUG.
15,16,1949
81ST CONG., 1ST
438—AUG.15,
16, 1949
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607

numbered 77of the official survey
numbered
survey to the west line of said tract at aapoint
point
one-hundredths chains
twelve and forty one-hundredths
chains south of official
official corner
corner numbered 2, containing fifteen
fifteen and eighty-six
acres, more
eighty-six one-hundredths
one-hundredths acres,
more
or less, subject, however, to a
areservation
reservation to the United States of all
uranium, thorium, and all other materials determined
determined pursuant
pursuant to
C. §
1805
42 U. S. C.
§1805
(b) (1) of the Atomic Energy Act of 1946
section 5
5 (b)
(60 Stat.
761),
1946 (60
Stat. 755, 761),
(b)
(1).
(b) (1).
to be peculiarly
peculiarly essential to the production
production of fissionable
fissionable material,
material, as
as
3
CFR, 1947
1947 Supp.,
Supp.,
3 CFR,
provided
Numbered 9908 (12
provided in Executive
Executive Order Numbered
(12 F. R. 8223).
8223). Sub- p.
176.
p. 176.
ject, also to aaright-of-way
right-of-way forty feet
feet in width outstanding
outstanding in Pima
County for the Silver Bell Road as now located and defined, and to the
Proceeds
Proceeds of sale.
reservations
reservations contained
contained in the United States patent
patent to said lands. The
proceeds of such sale or sales shall be available
available to the Secretary
Secretary of
of
Agriculture for the purchase of any lands described in the
Agriculture
second
the second
section of this Act which are not owned by the United States and the
construction of improvements for the Desert Laboratory
Laboratory of the Southwestern Forest and Range Experiment
Experiment Station in replacement
replacement of the
lands and facilities disposed of hereunder.
Coronado National
National
Coronado
SEC.
subject to any valid existing
S
EC. 2. That, subject
existing claim or entry, all lands Forest,
Ariz.
Ariz.
of the United States situated
described are
situated within the area hereafter
hereafter described
hereby added to and made
made parts of the Coronado
Coronado National
National Forest,
State of Arizona, and all lands in the described
described area hereinafter
hereinafter
acquired
acquired under the first and third sections
sections of this Act shall thereupon
thereupon
become parts of the said national forest and shall be
be subject to
to the
the
laws and regulations relating to the national
national forests,
be
forests, but
but shall be
reserved from entry and location under the
the public
public lands
lands and mining
mining
laws of the United States as an experimental
experimental area
area for watershed
watershed manmanagement
agement and range research:
research:
South half southeast quarter section 9;
9; that
that portion
portion of tract 37,
section 10, township 14 south, range 13 east, Gila and
River
and Salt River
meridian,
meridian, Arizona,
Arizona, as established
established by
General Land
Land Office,
Office, DepartDepartby the General
ment of the Interior, as approved
approved by the Acting
Acting Assistant
Assistant Commissioner on
1944, lying
lying south
south of
line extending
from
sioner
on August
August 5,
5,1944,
of aaline
extending westerly
westerly from
corner
of the
the official
corner numbered 7
7of
of said
tract
official survey
survey to
to the
the west
west line
line of
said tract
at aa point twelve and
one-hundredths chains
chains south
of official
and forty
forty one-hundredths
south of
official
corner numbered
numbered 2, containing
containing nine
nine and
sixty one-hundredths
one-hundredths acres,
acres,
and sixty
less; four
more or
out of
of the
the south
more or
or less;
four acres,
acres, more
or less,
less, out
south half
half southeast
southeast
quarter northwest quarter
quarter southeast
half southwest
southwest
southeast quarter,
quarter, south
south half
southeast quarter, section
quarter, southwest
southwest quarter
quarter southeast
section 10;
10; west
west half
half
nortlhwest
half section
northwest quarter northeast
northeast quarter,
quarter, west half
and east
east
section 15
15 and
half section 16, all in township 14 south, range
Gila and
and Salt
Salt
range 13 east,
east, Gila
River meridian.
SEC.
SEc. 3. That the provisions of the
Act approved
20, 1922
the Act
approved March
March 20,
1922
16 U..
U. S.
S. C. §§§C
483,
16
485,
(42 Stat. 465, 16 U. S. C.
C. 485),
485), as
amended, are
are hereby
extended and
as amended,
hereby extended
and 486.
486.
made applicable
applicable to
lands within
described in
in the
the second
second
to all lands
within the
the area
area described
section of this Act which are
owned by
are not
not owned
by the
the United
United States.
States.
Approved August
August 15,
15, 1949.
1949.
Approved
[CHAPTER 438]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
ACT
To authorize
authorize the Commissioners
Commissioners of the District of Columbia
conColumbia to appoint contracting officers to make
make contracts in amounts not
exceeding $3,000.
not exceeding

August 16,
16, 1949
August
[S. 1918]
1918]
[S.
[Public
Law 230]
MO]
[Public Law

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
Representatives of
the
and House of Representatives
of the
United States of America
United
America in,
in Congress
Congress assembled, That the
the first paragraph of section 2
2 of the Act entitled "An Act to
to grant
grant additional
additional
powers to the Commissioners
Commissioners of the District of Columbia,
Columbia, and for
for
D. C. Code,
Stipp.
Code, Supp.
other purposes", approved December
20, 1944
1944 (58
(58 Stat.
is
December 20,
Stat. 821,
821, 822),
822), is
1-245.
VI, §§1-245.
amended by striking out therefrom
inserting in
therefrom 11,000"
"$1,000" and
and inserting
in lieu
thereof "$3,000".
"$3,000".
Approved August 16, 1949.
Approved
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LAWS-CHS.
PUBLIC LAWS—
CHS .439-441—ATJG.
16, 1949
439-441-AUG. 16,
1949
[
CHAPTER 439]
439]
[CHAPTER

August
August 16,
16, 1949
1949
[H. R. 91]
91]
[H.
[Public Law
Law 231]
231]
Postal Service.
Research
develResearch and development
opment program.
program.

Purpose.

Facilities
Facilities and assistFederal agenagenance of
of Federal
cies.
cies.

[63 STAT.
STAT.
[63

ACT
AN ACT

To provide for aaresearch
research and development
development program
program in
in the
the Post
Department.
Post Office
Office Department.

Be it
enacted by the Senate
Senate and House of
it enacted
of the
of Representatives
Representatives of
the
United
States of America in
United States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That (a)
(a) the
the PostPostmaster General
General is authorized
authorized and directed
directed to
in the
Post
to establish
establish in
the Post
Department aa research
Office Department
research and development
development program
program which
which shall
shall
be administered
administered by the Postmaster
General through
through such
such officers
officers and
and
Postmaster General
employees
employees as
as he may
may designate.
designate.
(b) The investigations
investigations and studies under
under this
be
this program
program shall
shall be
for the purpose
purpose of improving
improving existing equipment,
equipment, supplies,
methods,
supplies, methods,
procedures, means, and devices used in the Postal
procedures,
Service and
and of
of introintroPostal Service
ducing new types of equipment, supplies, methods,
methods, procedures,
procedures, means,
means,
and devices for use in such service in order that the
businesses of
of
the businesses
the Post Office
Office Department
Department may be
efficiently and
and economically
economically
be more efficiently
operated.
operated.
SEC.
S
EC. 2. In
In carrying
carrying out its functions
under this
this Act,
the DepartDepartfunctions under
Act, the
ment
ment is authorized,
authorized, pursuant
pursuant to the
the Act
4, 1915
(38 Stat.
Stat.
Act of March
March 4,
1915 (38
1084), as amended
amended (31 U. S. C., sec. 686),
686), or other
other applicable
applicable law,
law,
to utilize
research and testing
utilize the
the research
of the
Bureau
testing facilities
facilities of
the National
National Bureau
of Standards and to procure
procure advice
advice and
and assistance
assistance from
from any
any departdepartment or independent
independent establishment
the executive
executive branch
branch of
of the
the
establishment in
in the
Government.
Approved
August 16, 1949.
Approved August
1949.
[
CHAPTER 440]
440]
[CHAPTER

1949
August 16,
16, 1949

AN ACT
ACT

[Public
Law 232]
[Public Law
232]

To provide for the conveyance
conveyance of certain
certain land
County, Montana,
Montana,
land in Missoula
Missoula County,
to the State of Montana
Montana for the use and benefit
benefit of Montana
Montana State
State University.

[H. R. 1720]

Montana.
Montana.
Conveyance.
Conveyance.

Right
Right
U.S.
U.
S.

reserved
reserved

to
to

it enacted by the Senate
Be it
and Howe
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
Senate and
House of
United
in Congress
Congress assembled,
United States of
of America in
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary
of the Interior is hereby authorized
and directed
directed to
to sell
sell and
and convey,
convey,
authorized and
at
at one-half
one-half the value thereof fixed
fixed by the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior,
Interior,
to the State of Montana
Montana for the
use and
and benefit
of Montana
Montana State
State
the use
benefit of
University, Missoula,
Missoula, Montana, all the right, title, and
interest of
the
and interest
of the
United States in and to certain
certain land
in Missoula
Missoula County,
land situated
situated in
County,
Montana, more particularly
Montana,
as follows:
follows:
particularly described
described as
The southwest
southwest quarter
quarter of the northeast
northeast quarter, the
The
the south
south half
half of
of
northwest quarter, and the
the northwest
the north half
the southwest
southwest quarter,
quarter,
half of
of the
section 30, township 13 north, range
range 19
west, Montana
Montana principal
principal
19 west,
containing approximately
meridian, containing
approximately two
two hundred
hundred acres.
acres.
SEC.
S
EC. 2. The patent
patent issued under
under this Act
contain a
reservation
Act shall
shall contain
a reservation
to the United
United States
States of all mineral deposits
deposits in
the lands
lands and
and of
of the
the
in the
right
to prospect
prospect for, mine, and remove the same
right to
same under applicable
applicable
laws and
under regulations
established by the Secretary.
laws
and under
regulations to be established
Secretary.
Approved August 16, 1949.
1949.
[
CHAPTER 441]
441]
[CHAPTER

August 16, 1949
1949
[H. R.
R. 2662i
26621

[Public Law
Law 233]
233]

AN ACT
ACT
To
To grant
grant time
time to employees
employees in the
the executive
executive branch
branch of the Government
Government to
to
participate, without
participate,
without loss of pay
pay or deduction
deduction from
from annual
annual leave,
leave, in
in funerals
funeraLs
for
deceased
members
of
the
armed
forces
returned
to
the
United
for deceased members of the armed forces returned to
United States
States for
for
burial.

Veterans.

Participation in fu-

nerals.

Be
enacted by the Senate and House
House of Representatives
Be it
it enacted
Representatives of
of the
the
United States
States of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That employees
United
employees in
in

63 STAT.]
STAT.]
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the executive branch
the Government
Government who
branch of the
who are
are veterans
of the
the
veterans of
Spanish-American
Spanish-American War, World War
War I,
I, or
II may
be
or World
World War
War II
may be
without loss
excused from duty, without
of pay
pay or
or deduction
their annual
annual
loss of
deduction from
from their
leave, for such time as may be necessary,
necessary, but not
of four
four hours
not in excess
excess of
hours
in any one day, to enable
enable them to
as active
or
to participate
participate as
active pall-bearers
pall-bearers or
as members
members of firing
as
squads or
or guards
guards of
ceremonies
firing squads
of honor
honor in
in funeral
funeral ceremonies
for members of the armed
armed forces of the
the United
United States
States who
who lost
their
lost their
whose remains
lives in World War II
II and whose
remains are
are returned
returned from
from abroad
abroad
for
final interment
in the
States.
for final
interment in
the United
United States.
Approved
August
16, 1949.
1949.
Approved
[CHAPTER 442]
[CHAPTER
442]

AN ACT
ACT
To declare the waterway
waterway (in which is located
located the
the Brewery
Brewery Street
Street Channel)
Channel) from
from
southeastward to aa line running south
thirty-three degrees
Brewery Street southeastward
south thirty-three
fifty-three minutes thirty-six seconds west from the south side of Chestnut
Chestnut
Street at New Haven, Connecticut,
Connecticut, a
nonnavigable stream.
a nonnavigable

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of the
the
United
United States of
assembled, That
the portion
portion of
of
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the
the waterway
waterway in which is located the
the Brewery
Brewery Street
Street Channel
Channel in
the
in the
city of New Haven,
Haven, Connecticut, lying northwest
line extending
extending
northwest of
of a
a line
south thirty-three
thirty-three degrees fifty-three
fifty-three minutes
minutes thirty-six
west
thirty-six seconds
seconds west
from a
a point (located
(located north forty-five
degrees fifteen
forty-five degrees
fifteen minutes
minutes eight
eight
west; distant
distant two
hundred and
feet from
seconds west;
two hundred
and eighty-six
eighty-six feet
from United
United
States harbor
the southerly
southerly side
of Waterside
Park)
States
harbor line
line mark
mark 41
41 on
on the
side of
Waterside Park)
four hundred
hundred and seventeen
seventy-two one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet
to
seventeen and
and seventy-two
feet to
the combined
combined United States
bulkhead and
pierhead line
the
States bulkhead
and pierhead
line on
on the
upstream
upstream face of Canal Wharf as established
Secretary of
of War
established by the Secretary
War
declared to
May 14, 1942, is hereby declared
nonnavigable water
water of
of the
the
to be aa nonnavigable
United
the meaning
meaning of
Constitution and
of
United States within
within the
of the
the Constitution
and laws
laws of
the United
the
United States.
SEC. 2. Any project heretofore
Szc.
heretofore authorized
by any
any Act
of Congress,
Congress,
authorized by
Act of
insofar
project relates
relates to
portion of
insofar as
as such
such project
to the
the above-described
above-described portion
of the
the
Brewery Street section of New
Haven Harbor,
is hereby
abandoned.
New Haven
Harbor, is
hereby abandoned.
SEC. 3.
The right
right to
alter, amend,
or repeal
repeal this
this Act
hereby
SEC.
3. The
to alter,
amend, or
Act is
is hereby
expressly reserved.
expressly
reserved.
Approved
August 16,
1949.
Approved August
16, 1949.

August 16,
16, 1949
1949
August
[H.
[H. R. 3511]
[Public Law 234]
[Public

New Haven,
Haven, Conn.
Conn.
New
Norulavigable waNonnavigable
terway.
terway.

Rights reserved.
reserved.

[CHAPTER 443]
[CHAPTER
443]

ACT
AN ACT
To amend the Civil Service Retirement
Retirement Act of May 29, 1930, to provide
provide that
that the
the
annuities of certain officers and employees engaged
annuities
engaged in the enforcement
enforcement of the
criminal
criminal laws of the United States shall
shall be computed
computed on the basis of their
their
average basic salaries for any five consecutive
average
consecutive years of allowable
allowable service.

Be
by the
Senate and
and House
Representatives of
the
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
House of
of Representatives
of the
United
States of America
America in
Congress assembled,
United States
in Congress
(d)
assembled, That
That section
section 11 (d)
of
the Civil
Retirement Act
Act of
1930, as
is
of the
Civil Service
Service Retirement
of May
May 29,
29, 1930,
as amended,
amended, is
hereby
out "and
annuity of
of such
such officer
officer or
hereby amended
amended by
by striking
striking out
"and the
the annuity
or
employee shall
to 2
of his
his average
average basic
basic salary
salary
employee
shall be
be equal
equal to
2 per
per centum
centum of
for
the five
years next
date of
his retirement,
multiplied
for the
five years
next preceding
preceding the
the date
of his
retirement, multiplied
by the
number of
of years
service, not
not exceeding
thirty years"
years" and
and
by
the number
years of
of service,
exceeding thirty
inserting
inserting in lieu thereof
"and the
of such
officer or
or employee
employee
thereof "and
the annuity
annuity of
such officer
centum of
of his
his average
average basic
for any
any five
shall be equal
equal to
to 22per
per centum
basic salary
salary for
five
consecutive years
of such
such officer
or
consecutive
years of
of allowable
allowable service
service at
at the
the option
option of
officer or
employee,
employee, multiplied
of years
years of
not exceeding
exceeding
multiplied by
by the
the number
number of
of service,
service, not
thirty years".
Approved
16, 1949.
Approved August
August 16,
1949.
ste3e---50--eT.1
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August 16,
16, 1949
1949
August
[H. R.
[H.
R. 3756]
[Public Law 235]
[Public

Civil Service RetireCivil
ment Act,
Act, amendment.
56 Stat. 14.
5
S. C., Supp. II,
II,
5 U.
U. S.
§691 (d).
(d).
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PUBLIC LAWS-CHS.
LAWS CHS.444,
451—AUG .16,
16, 17,
17, 1949
1949
444, 445, 451-AUG.
[
CHAPTER 444]
[CHAPTER
444]

August 16, 1949
August
[H. R. 5287)
5287]
[H.
[Public Law
Law 2361
236]

Title 28, U. S. Code,
Code,
amendment.
amendment.
62 State. 877.
28 U. S. C., Supp.
II, §§90
90 (c).
(c).

[63 S
TAT.
[63
STAT.

ACT
AN ACT

To amend
amend title 28, United
United States
States Code,
90, to
to create
Swainsboro Division
Division
Code, section
section 90,
create aaSwainsboro
in the southern district of
of Georgia,
with terms
court to
to be
be held
held at
at SwainsSwainsGeorgia, with
terms of
of court
boro.
boro.

Senate and
Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
and House
House of
United States of America in
United
in Congress
That subsection
(c)
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
subsection (c)
of section 90, title 28, United States
States Code
Code is
hereby amended
amended to
to read
read
is hereby
as
follows:
as follows:
SOUTHERN DISTRICT
"SOUTHERN
DISTRICT

"

"(c)
comprises six divisions.
"
(c) The southern
southern district comprises
divisions.
"(1) The Augusta Division
"(1)
Division comprises
comprises the counties
counties of
of Burke,
Burke, ColumColumbia, Glascock,
Glascock, Lincoln, McDuffie,
McDuffie, Richmond,
Richmond, Taliaferro,
Taliaferro, Warren,
and
Warren, and
Wilkes.
Wilkes.
"Court
"Court for the Augusta
Augusta Division shall
shall be held
at Augusta.
held at
Augusta.
"(2)
"(2) The Dublin Division comprises the
the counties
counties of
Dodge, JohnJohnof Dodge,
Laurens, Montgomery,
son, Laurens,
Montgomery, Telfair,
Telfair, Treutlen,
Treutlen, and
and Wheeler.
Wheeler.
"Court
"Court for the Dublin
Dublin Division
Division shall
shall be
held at
be held
at Dublin.
Dublin.
"(3) The Savannah
Savannah Division
Division comprises the
the counties
counties of
of Bryan,
Bryan,
Chatham,'Effingham,
Chatham
Effingham, Evans
Liberty, Screven,
Screven and
and Tattnall.
Tattnall.
Evans, Liberty,
"Court for the Savannah
Savannah Division shall be held at
Savannah.
at Savannah.
"(4) The Waycross
Waycross Division
"(1)
Division comprises
comprises the counties
counties of
Atkinson,
of Atkinson,
Charlton, Coffee,
and Ware.
Bacon, Brantley,
Brantley, Charlton.
Coffee, Pierce,
Pierce, and
Ware.
"Court
Waycross Division
"Court for the Waycross
shall be
at Waycross.
Waycross.
Division shall
be held
held at
"(5)
Brunswick Division
"(5) The Brunswick
Division comprises
comprises the
counties of
of Appling,
Appling,
the counties
Camden, Glynn, Jeff Davis, Long, McIntosh,
McIntosh, and
and Wayne.
Wayne.
"Court
Brunswick Division shall be
"Court for the Brunswick
at Brunswick.
Brunswick.
be held
held at
"(6) The Swainsboro
Swainsboro Division
Division comprises the
the counties
counties of
of Bulloch,
Bulloch,
Candler, Emanuel, Jefferson,
Jenkins, and
Toombs.
Jefferson, Washington,
Washington, Jenkins,
and Toombs.
"Court for the Swainsboro
Swainsboro Division shall be held at Swainsboro."
Approved
Approved August 16, 1949.
1949.
[
CHAPTER 445]
[CHAPTER
445]
August 16,
16, 1949

[H.
R. 5365]
[H. R.
5365]
[Public Law
[Public
Law 237]
237]
Louisiana.
Lvoiinac
Vessel Black
lard.
lard.

AN ACT
ArC'
AN
-

To
transfer of the vessel Black Mallard
To provide for the transfer
Mallard to the State
State of
of Louisiana
Louisiana
for the use and
department of wildlife and
and benefit
benefit of the department
fisheries of
of such
and fisheries
such State.
State.

Be it
enacted by the Senate and
and House of Representatives
it enacted
of the
Representatives of
the

Ma
Mal-

United
in Congress
United States of America in
Congress assembled,
That the
Secretary
assembled, That
the Secretary

of
tle Interior
authorized and directed
of the
Interior is authorized
directed to donate
donate and convey
convey to
to the
the

State
of Louisiana,
benefit of
of the
State of
Louisiana, for
for the use and
and benefit
the department
department of
of wildlife
wildlife

41
Stat. 305, 49 Stat.
41Stat.305,49Stat.
872.

and fisheries of such State,
State, all the right, title, and
and interest
interest of
the United
of the
United
States in and to the vessel Black
Black Mallard
(formerly known
as the
the
Mallard (formerly
known as
Talvez)
which was acquired
Talvez) which
acquired by the United States by seizure
under
seizure under
the
National Prohibition
Prohibition Act. Such vessel has been on loan since
the National
1931 (except
(except for aaperiod in World War
1931
War II)
II) from the
United States
States
the United
to the department
department of wildlife
wildlife and fisheries
fisheries of the
the State
State of
of Louisiana
Louisiana
for
a biological
biological research
extensively repaired
for use as a
research boat and has been
been extensively
repaired
and refitted
refitted at the
the expense
expense of such State.
Approved
Approved August
August 16,
1949.
16, 1949.

[
CHAPTER 451]
[CHAPTER
451]
[H. R. 1154)
[H.
1154]
[Public Law 2381
238]

AN ACT
ACT
AN
To
provide authorization for additional
funds for
extension and
and improvement
To provide authorization for
additional funds
for the
the extension
improvement
of
post-office facilities at Los
Angeles, California,
and for other purposes.
of post-office facilities at
Los Angeles,
California, and

Los Angeles, Calif.

Be it
enacted by the Senate and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of the
Be
it enacted
United
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
United States
States of
That there
there is hereby
hereby

August
August 17, 1949

ostffigele facliies.
Pest-offies
Post-oftIce facilities.
facilities.

63 S
TAT.]
63
STAT.]

81ST
CONG., 1ST
1ST SESS.-CHS.
SESS.—CHS.451-453-AUG.
451-453—AUG.17,
17, 1949
1949
81ST CONG.,
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Appropriation auauAppropriation
authorized to be appropriated
appropriated the sum of $800,000,
or so much
authorized
$800,000, or
much thereof
thereof thorized.
thonzed.
necessary, to carry out
out the
the provisions
as may be necesshry,
Act, for
for comcomprovisions of
of this
this Act,
Post, p.
p. 976.
976.
pletion and equipment
pletion
equipment of
additional story
and the
extension and
and
of the
the additional
story and
the extension
remodeling
remodeling of the existing Terminal
Terminal Annex
Angeles,
Annex Station,
Station, Los
Los Angeles,
California, in addition to the
authorized by
by the
the
the amount
amount previously
previously authorized
entitled "An
Act entitled
"An Act
provide for
improvement
Act to
to provide
for the
the extension
extension and
and improvement
facilities at
Los Angeles,
Angeles, California,
California, and
for other
other purof post-office
post-office facilities
at Los
and for
pur62 Stat. 1104.
poses", approved
approved June 29,
832, Eightieth
Congress).
29, 1948
1948 (Public
(Public Law
Law 832,
Eightieth Congress).
Approved
August 17,
17, 1949.
Approved August
1949.

[CHAPTER 452]
[CHAPTER
452]

AN ACT
ACT
AN

To extend to commissioned
commissioned officers of the
the Coast and
and Geodetic
Geodetic Survey
Survey the
Leave Act
1946.
provisions of the Armed Forces Leave
Act of
of 1946.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
and House of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
United
States of America in
United States
assembled, That
That the
the Act
Act of
of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
August 9, 1946 (60 Stat.
or hereafter
hereafter amended,
amended, relating
relating
Stat. 963),
963), as now
now or
to the
granting of
and compensation
for leave
accumulated
to
the granting
of annual
annual leave
leave and
compensation for
leave accumulated
in excess
excess of
sixty days
August 31,
apply to
to commissioned
in
of sixty
days on
on August
31, 1946,
1946, shall
shall apply
commissioned
officers of the Coast and
and Geodetic
Survey to
to the
the same
same extent
with
Geodetic Survey
extent and
and with
the
same relative
relative conditions
conditions as
as are
therein for
for commissioned
the same
are provided
provided therein
commissioned
forces: Provided,
officers of the armed forces:
Provided, That the
"Secretary" as
as
the term
term "Secretary"
used
in such
such Act
shall mean,
of commissioned
commissioned officers
officers of
of
used in
Act shall
mean, in
in the
the case
case of
the
Coast and
Geodetic Survey,
Survey, the
Secretary of
of Commerce:
Commerce: And
the Coast
and Geodetic
the Secretary
And
further, That
That in
in any
in which
officer of
of
provided further,
any case
case in
which a
a commissioned
commissioned officer
the Coast
Coast and
and Geodetic
Geodetic Survey
Survey on
on active
active duty
duty on
on September
September 1,
1, 1946,
1946,
excepting officers on
terminal leave
on that
that date,
had to
to his
credit on
on
on terminal
leave on
date, had
his credit
31, 1946,
1946, accumulated
accumulated or
or accrued
accrued leave
leave aggregating
aggregating in
excess
August 31,
in excess
of sixty
sixty days, such
in excess
sixty days
not subsequently
such leave
leave in
excess of
of sixty
days not
subsequently
taken shall
settled and
compensated for
in cash
the basis
taken
shall be
be settled
and compensated
for in
cash on
on the
basis of
of the
the
rate of
pay and
applicable to
officer on
on August
August 31,
31,
rate
of pay
and allowances
allowances applicable
to such
such officer
1946, if
1946,
if application
is made
the Secretary
Secretary of
Commerce
application is
made therefor
therefor to
to the
of Commerce
within one
after the
within
one year
year after
the date
date of
of approval
approval of
of this
this Act.
Act.
SEC.
SEC. 2. Funds appropriated
by the
Act of
of August
August 8,
8, 1946
1946 (Public
(Public
appropriated by
the Act
Law
663, Seventy-ninth
Seventy-ninth Congress),
Congress), to
to enable
enable the
the President
President to
to carry
Law 663,
carry
out the provisions
provisions of the Armed
Forces Leave
Act of
of 1946,
1946, are
are hereby
hereby
Armed Forces
Leave Act
made
available for
for carrying
this Act
Act and
and may
may
made available
carrying out
out the
the provisions
provisions of
of this
be
to the
the Department
Commerce by
by transfer
transfer to
and merger
merger
be allotted
allotted to
Department of
of Commerce
to and
appropriations thereof
thereof or
or otherwise,
amounts as
as may
may
with appropriations
otherwise, in
in such
such amounts
be
determined by
by the
Director of
of the
the Budget.
Budget.
be determined
the Director
SEC.
S
EC. 3. The provisions
provisions of
shall be
be effective
of this Act
Act shall
effective from
from August
August
9, 1946.
1946.
9,
Approved
Approved August
August 17,
17, 1949.
1949.

17, 1949
1949
August 17,
[EL R. 2572]
[H.
[Public Law
Law 239]

Coast and Geodetic
Geodetic
Survey.
Commissioned offiCommissioned
cers.
cers.
37 U.
U. S.
S. C.
C. §
§§ 32-37;
32-37;
ct seq.;
Supp. II, §32
§32 et
seq.;
10 U.S.
10
U. S. C.
C.§§18;
18; 14
14
S. C.
C. §
§50d;34
50d; 34 U.
U. S.
U. S.
S.
C.
§604.
C. §604.
"Secretary."
"Secretary."

Accumulated leave
leave
Accumulated
in excess
excess of 60 days.

Availability of
Availability
of
funds.
60 Stat.
Stat. 912.
60 Stat.
Stat. 963.
963.
37 U. S.. C. §§
32-37;
§. 32-37;
§32 el
Supp. 11, §32
t seq.; 10
10
U.S.
C.§
14 U.
U. 8.
S.
U.
S. C.
§ 18;
18; 14
50d; 34
34 U.
U.S.
8. 0.
C.
C. §sOd;
§
604.
6B04.

[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 453]

AN ACT
ACT
exempt certain
certain volatile
volatile fruit-flavor
To exempt
fruit-flavor concentrates
concentrates from
from the
the tax on liquors.

August 17, 1949
R. 5831]
5831]
[H. R.
[Public Law
Law 240]
[Public

Be
by the
the Senate
and House
House of
of Representatives
of the
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
Senate and
Representatives of
the
Internal Revenue
Revenue
Internal
United
States of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
United States
of America
America in
assembled, That
That subchapter
subchapter E
E Code,
Code, amendment.
amendment.
of
Code (miscellaneous
373.
53 Stat. 373.
of chapter
chapter 26
26 of
of the
the Internal
Internal Revenue
Revenue Code
(miscellaneous general
general
26 U.S.
17. S. C.
C. §.
§§ 3170317°provisions relating
on liquors)
is hereby
hereby amended
by addprovisions
relating to
to the
the tax
tax on
liquors) is
amended by
add- 3181;
3181; Supp.
Supp. II,
II, §
3179.
§ 3179.
mg at
at the
following new
new section:
mg
the end
end thereof
thereof the
the following
section:
FRUITFLAVOR CONCENTRATES.
"SEC. 3182. VOLATILE FRUIT-FLAVOR
CONCENTRATES.

"(a)
provisions of
of this
this chapter
chapter (other
(other than
sec"(a) ExEmpriorr.—The
EXEMPrION.-The provisions
than sec2823 and
other than
than sections
2830, both
both
tions 2810,
2810, 2819,
2819, and
and 2823
and other
sections 2827
2827 to
to 2830,

33 Stat.
Stat. 308,314,316,
308, 314, 318,
53
317.
317.
26
28 U.
U. 8.. o.
C.. §§
2810,,
12810,
2819, 2923, 2827-2330.
2819,2823,2827-2830.

612
612

PUBLIC LAWS—CHS.
LAWS-CHS. 453, 454, 457-AUG.
457—AUG. 17,
1949
17, 1949

[63 STAT.
STAT.
[63

inclusive)
inclusive) shall
shall not be applicable
to the
the manufacture,
manufacture,
applicable with
with respect
respect to
evaporations from
by any process which includes evaporations
the mash
mash or
or juice
juice
from the
of any fruit, of any volatile fruit-flavor
fruit-flavor concentrate
concentrate ifif—
"(1) such concentrate,
concentrate, and the
"(1)
the mash or juice
juice from
from which
which it
it
is produced, contains no more alcohol than
than is
is reasonably
unavoidreasonably unavoidable in the
concentrate; and
and
the manufacture
manufacture of
of such
such concentrate;
"(2) such concentrate
concentrate is rendered
"(2)
rendered unfit for
for use
use as
as aabeverage
beverage
before
before removal
removal from the place
place of
of manufacture;
manufacture; and
and
"(3)
"(3) the manufacturer
manufacturer thereof
thereof keeps
such records,
records, renders
renders
keeps such
such reports,
reports, files such bonds, and
complies with
with such
rules
and complies
such other
other rules
and regulations
regulations with respect
the production,
removal, sale,
sale,
respect to the
production, removal,
transportation, and use of such
transportation,
such concentrate
concentrate and
and of
the mash
mash or
or
of the
juice from which such concentrate
concentrate is produced,
juice
produced, as
the CommisCommisas the
sioner, with the approval
approval of the Secretary,
prescribe as
as
Secretary, may
may prescribe
necessary for the protection
necessary
protection of the revenues
revenues imposed
imposed by
by this
this
chapter.
chapter.
"(b)
"(b) CONTROL AFTER TAX-FREE
TAX-FREE MANUFACFORE.—If
any volatile
MANUFAcTURE.-If any
volatile
fruit-flavor concentrate
concentrate (or any fruit
mash or
or juice
juice from
from which
which such
such
fruit mash
concentrate
produced) containing
concentrate is produced)
centum or
or
containing one-half
one-half of
of 11 per
per centum
more of alcohol by volume, which is manufactured
manufactured free
free from
from tax
tax under
under
the provisions
provisions of subsection
subsection (a),
(a), is sold,
or used
used by
by any
any
sold, transported,
transported, or
person in violation
provisions of
violation of the provisions
of this
this chapter
or regulations
chapter or
regulations
promulgated thereunder,
promulgated
thereunder, such person and such
such concentrate,
mash, or
or
concentrate, mash,
juice
juice shall be subject to all provisions
this chapter
chapter pertaining
pertaining to
to
provisions of
of this
distilled
distilled spirits and wines, including
including those
those requiring
requiring the
the payment
of
payment of
tax thereon; and the person
person so selling, transporting, or
such
or using
using such
concentrate,
concentrate, mash, or juice shall be required
to pay
pay such
such tax."
tax."
required to
Approved
Approved August 17,
1949.
17, 1949.
[CHAPTER 454]
[CHAPTER
454]
August
August 17, 1949
(H. J. Res. 212]
242]
[H.
[Public Law 241]

58
Stat. 1041;:61stat.
1041; 61 Stat.
56Stat.
917.
9o U.
U. S.
S. C.,
50
C., supp.
Supp.
11, app. 847.

11,

app.847.

TtOTNT
TinT
DC
TT'¥TIMT
JOINT
RESOLUTION
ILV

U LjiN

Extending
for two years
privilege of free
Extending for
years the existing privilege
free importation
importation of
of gifts
from
gifts from
members
of the
the armed
members of
armed forces
forces of the United
United States on
on duty abroad.
abroad.

Resolvred by the Senate
Senate and
and Howue
Resolved
House of
of Representatives
of the
United
Representatives of
the United
States of America
IAmnrica in.
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
States
of the
Act
That section
section 22 of
the Act
of Decembler
of
December 5, 1942, entitled "An Act
Act to accord
free entry
entry to
to bona
bona
accord free
fide gifts
frllo milnbers
fide
gifts from
members of the armed
armed forces
forces of the United States
on
States on
dtltv
abroad",
duty abroad", as amtended
amended (U.
(U. S. C., 1!946
1946 edition,
edition, Stipp.
I, title
title 50,
50,
Supp. I,
Apl. see.
sec. 847),
847), is hereby
App.,
hereby amnlelded
amended by
by striking
out "July
striking out
"July 1,
1, 1949"
1949"
and inlserting
and
insert lug ill
in lien
thereof "July
"July 1,
I, 1951".
lieu thereof
1951".
Approved
Approved August
August 17,
17, 1949.
1949.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 457]

August 17, 1949

{H.

1R. 2214]
22141
[11. 11.

11'ublic
Law 242]
(Public Law
242]

Suitland
Md.

Suitland Parkway,
Parkway,

AN ACT
ACT
A
To provide
provide for the development,
development, administration,
administration, and maintenance
maintenance of
of the
Suitland
the Suitland
Parkway in the State of Maryland
Parkway
Maryland as an extension
of the
the park
of the
the
extension of
park system
system of
District of
Columbia
of Columbia and its .environs
by the
the Secretary
of the
Interior, and
and
environs by
Secretary of
the Interior,
for other purposes.
purposes.

Be it
Senate and
House of Representatives
it enacted by the Senate
and House
of the
the
Representatives of
United States
States of
America in
in Congress
United
of America
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That hereafter
hereafter all
all
lands and easements
lands
easements heretofore
heretofore or hereafter
hereafter acquired
acquired by
by the
United
the United
States for the right-of-way
States
right-of-way for aa military
military road,
road, constructed
constructed by
by the
the
War Department,
between the eastern approaches
Department, between
South Capitol
approaches of
of the
the South
Capitol
Street Bridge
Bridge in the District of Columbia and the vicinity
Street
the
vicinity of
of the
entrance to Andrews Field in the State of Maryland,
entrance
Maryland, including
including any
any
lands
for additional
additional connections
connections to the
lands required
required for
the Maryland
sysMaryland road
road system,
shall be regarded
tem, shall
regarded as an extension
extension of the park
park system
of the
the Dissystem of
Dis-

63 S
TAT.]
STAT.]
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81sT CONG., 1ST SESS.-CHS.
SESS .—MS.457, 464, 465-AUG.
465—AUG.17, 1949
81ST

environs, to
to be
known as
as the
the Suitland
Parktrict of
of Columbia
Columbia and its environs,
be known
Suitland Parkway, and it
it shall
shall be
developed, administered,
administered, and
be developed,
and maintained
maintained by the
Secretary of
through the
the National
National Park
Park Service,
Service, subject
subject
Secretary
of the
the Interior,
Interior, through
to
of the
the Act
of Congress
August 25,
1916
to the
the provisions
provisions of
Act of
Congress approved
approved August
25, 1916
(39 Stat.
535), the
the provisions
provisions of
Act, as
supple(39
Stat. 535),
of which
which Act,
as amended
amended and
and supplemented, are hereby extended over and
applicable to
to said
said parkparkand made
made applicable
inconsistent with
provisions of
of this
Act.
way, insofar
insofar as
as they are
are not
not inconsistent
with the
the provisions
this Act.
SEC. 2.
parkway shall
shall be
be developed,
operated, and
and administered
administered
SEC.
2. The
The parkway
developed, operated,
as
limited access
access road
primarily to
to provide
dignified, protected,
as aa limited
road primarily
provide a
a dignified,
protected,
safe,
and suitable
suitable approach
approach for
for passenger-vehicle
passenger-vehicle traffic
traffic to
the National
National
safe, and
to the
for an
an uninterrupted
Capital and for
the several
several
uninterrupted means
means of
of access
access between
between the
Federal establishments
thereto and
and the
the seat
of government
Federal
establishments adjacent
adjacent thereto
seat of
government
of this
this purpose,
purpose,
in the
the District
District of
of Columbia.
Columbia. To
To avoid
avoid impairment
impairment of
the Secretary
Secretary of
Interior, with
with the
the concurrence
of the
Federal
the
of the
the Interior,
concurrence of
the Federal
Works Agency, shall
limit the
the number
number of
shall control
control the location,
location limit
of access
access
points, and
use of
said parkway
various classes
classes or
or
points,
and regulate
regulate the
the use
of said
parkway by
by various
types of
vehicles or
traffic.
types
of vehicles
or traffic.
SEC.
SEC. 3. The Secretary
Secretary of the
Interior in his
administration of
of the
the Interior
his administration
the
is authorized,
authorized, in
his discretion,
to accept
accept from
Suitland Parkway
Parkway is
in his
discretion, to
from
governments, lands,
private owners,
owners, State
State and
and local
local governments,
lands, rights-of-way
rights-of-way
over lands, or other
over
in lands
adjacent to
parkway, and
and
other interests in
lands adjacent
to such
such parkway,
also
of jurisdiction
jurisdiction to
to the
the Department
also to
to accept
accept the
the transfer
transfer of
Department of
of the
the
Interior
lands for
park and
recreational purposes
purposes from
from
Interior of
of adjacent
adjacent lands
for park
and recreational
any Federal
agency or
or department,
without reimbursement
to such
such
any
Federal agency
department, without
reimbursement to
Federal agency
agency or
or department
department having
having jurisdiction
jurisdiction thereof,
thereof, when
when such
such
Federal
transfer is
is mutually
upon by
such departdeparttransfer
mutually agreed
agreed upon
by the
the Secretary
Secretary and
and such
ment
such transfer
of jurisdiction
by any
any such
department or
or agency;
agency; and
and such
transfer of
jurisdiction by
such department
Government in
in possession
possession of
of such
such lands
lands
ment or
or agency
agency of
of the Federal
Federal Government
is
authorized.
is hereby
hereby authorized.
SEC. 4. That
parkways administered
administered by
by the
the
SEC.
That money
money appropriated
appropriated for parkways
National Park
Department of
of the
AppropriaNational
Park Service
Service by
by the
the Department
the Interior
Interior Appropriation Act
each fiscal
fiscal year
be available
available for
for expenditure
continution
Act each
year shall
shall be
expenditure for
for continuing
maintenance, and
policing of
of the
ing the
the construction,
construction, development,
development, maintenance,
and policing
the
Suitland
Parkway.
Suitland Parkway.
Approved August
August 17,
17, 1949.
1949.
Approved

C. §§
1-4,
16 U. S.. 0.
§§1-4,
22, 43; 55U. S.
S. 0.
C. §
§485.

Administration,
Administration, etc.

Acceptance
Acceptance of lands,
etc.

Transfer of jurisdiction.
tion.

Availability
of
Availability of
funds.
funds.

[CHAPTER 464]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
ACT
authorize the taxation of Indian
Indian land
land holdings
holdings in the town of Lodge Grass,
Grass,
To authorize
Montana,
financing a
amunicipal water
water supply and
and sewerage
sewerage system.
Montana, to assist in financing

Be it
by the
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
the
Be
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
House of
of the
United States
of America
Congress assembled,
all Indian
United
States of
America in
in Congress
assembled, That
That all
Indian land
land
(whether restricted
restricted land
purchased with
with restricted
restricted funds
of
(whether
land or
or land purchased
funds of
Indians)
within the
the corporate
corporate limits
limits of
of the
town of
of Lodge
Lodge Grass,
Indians) within
the town
Grass,
Montana,
the Crow
Crow Indian
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, hereafter
hereafter acquired
for
Montana, in
in the
acquired for
individual
Indians or
tribes of
Indians, shall
subject to
to taxation
taxation
individual Indians
or tribes
of Indians,
shall be
be subject
to assist
in financing
financing the
the construction
of a
amunicipal
municipal
to
assist in
construction and
and maintenance
maintenance of
water
sewerage system
system for
for such
such town.
town.
water supply
supply and
and sewerage
Approved
August 17,
1949.
Approved August
17, 1949.
[CHAPTER 465]
[CHAPTER

JOINT RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION
JOINT

To
amend the
resolution creating
creating the
the Niagara
Falls Bridge
Commission,
To amend
the joint
joint resolution
Niagara Falls
Bridge Commission,
approved
approved June
June 16, 1938.

August 17,
17, 1949
August
1949
III.
R. 50341
11. I.
=1941
[Public Law 243]

Lodge Grass,
Grass, Mont.

August 17,
17, 1949
1949
August
[H.
[H. J. Res. 208]
[Public Law 2441
244]

Resolved
the Senate
Senate and
and House
Howe of
of Representatives
of the
United
Resolved by
by the
Representatives of
the United
Niagara Falls Bridge
Niagara
States
of America
America in
in Congress
sentence of
of Commission.
States of
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the last
last sentence
Commission.
Reconstruction,
Reconstruction,
the
first section
section of
joint resolution
resolution entitled
entitled "Joint
"Joint resolution
resolution
the first
of the
the joint
etc., of bridges.
bridges.
etc.,
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PUBLIC LAWS-CHS.
LAWS— OHS.465, 472, 473, 476—AUG
17, 18,
1949
476-AUG..17,
18, 1949

52
52 Stat.
Stat. 767.
767.

34
34 Stat.
Stat. 84,
84,
33
33 U.S.C.
U. S.C. §§491-498.
§§491-498.

creating the Niagara
Falls Bridge
Commission and
and authorizing
authorizing said
Niagara Falls
Bridge Commission
said
Commission
Commission and its successors
successors to
construct, maintain,
and operate
operate aa
to construct,
maintain, and
bridge across the Niagara
Niagara River at
near the
the city
city of
of Niagara
Niagara Falls,
Falls,
at or near
New
York", approved
approved June
June 16,
16, 1938,
amended to
to read
read as
as
New York",
1938, is
is hereby
hereby amended
follows: "For
"For like purposes, and subject
subject to
all applicable
applicable conditions
conditions
to all
and limitations
limitations contained
in this
the said
said Commission
Commission
contained in
this joint
joint resolution
resolution the
and its successors and assigns
assigns are hereby
hereby authorized
authorized (1),
(1), with
with the
the
authorities in
approval of the proper authorities
of Canada,
Canada, to
in the Dominion
Dominion of
to
purchase, and in accordance
accordance with the provisions
provisions of
of such
such Act
Act of
of March
March
23, 1906, to reconstruct,
repair, maintain, and operate,
reconstruct, repair,
existing bridges
bridges
operate, existing
across
across the Niagara
Niagara River
at or
or north
the city
city of
Niagara Falls;
River at
north of
of the
of Niagara
Falls;
and (2)
(2) to issue bonds to provide for
the payment
of the
the cost
cost of
of
for the
payment of
acquiring
acquiring any such
such bridge
its approaches
approaches and
and the
the necessary
necessary lands,
bridge and
and its
lands,
easements, and appurtenances
appurtenances thereto, payable
payable solely
from the
revenues
solely from
the revenues
of
bridge."
of such
such bridge."
Approved August
August 17, 1949.
Approved
1949.
[
CHAPTER 472]
[CHAPTER
472]

August 18,
August
18, 1949
1949
[H.
[H. R.
R. 1892]
1892]
[Public Law
[Public
Law 245]
245]

LakeCounty,Mont.
LakeCounty,Mont.
Patent
Patent in
in fee.

Ante, pp.
pp.
post, p. 696.
696.

405, 486;
485;
405,

AN ACT
ACT

Authorizing the Secretary
Authorizing
Secretary of the Interior
Interior to
to Lake
County, Montana,
Montana, aa
to issue
issue to
Lake County,
patent in
in fee to certain
certain Indian lands.
lands.

Be it
it enacted
Senate and
and House of Representatives
enacted by the Senate
Representatives of
of the
the
United States of
United
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary
America in
of the Interior
Interior is authorized
authorized and directed, with
the consent
and
with the
consent and
approval
approval of
of the
Consolidated Tribes
of Flathead,
of the
the tribal
tribal council
council of
the Consolidated
Tribes of
Flathead,
Kootenai,
Kootenai, and
and Salish Indians, to
County, Montana,
Montana, aa
to issue
issue to
to Lake
Lake County,
patent
following-described lands
patent in fee to the
the following-described
the Flathead
Indian
lands on
on the
Flathead Indian
Reservation,
Montana: The
Reservation, Montana:
of the
the northwest
quarter of
of
The north
north half
half of
northwest quarter
the southwest
southwest quarter
quarter of the southeast quarter
of section
section 36,
36, township
township
quarter of
Montana principal
21 north, range
range 20 west, Montana
principal meridian, containing
containing five
five
less.
acres more or
or less.
Approved
Approved August 18, 1949.
1949.
[
CHAPTER 473]
473]
[CHAPTER

August 18,
August
18, 1949
1949
_[l. J. Res.
Res. 3391
3391
[Public
Law
2461
[Public
246]

[63
TAT.
[63 S
STAT.

JTnT N'P RESOLUTION
Ti'QT TT'PTTfKT
JOINT
-l

Amending
Amending an Act making temporary
temporary appropriations
appropriations for the fiscal
fiscal year 1950,
1950, as
as
amended, and
and for
for other purposes.
purposes.

Senate and
and House of Representatives
Representatives of the
Resolved by the Senate
the United
United
States of America
America in
States
in Congress
Public Law
154
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That Public
Law 154
(Eighty-first
(Eighty-first Congress),
Congress), making temporary
temporary appropriations
appropriations for
for the
the
fiscal year 1950,
1950, and
and for other purposes, as amended,
amended, is
is hereby
hereby amended
amended
by striking out, in section
section (c)
(c) thereof, "or (3)
(3) August
15, 1949,"
1949," and
and
August 15,
inserting in lieu thereof
thereof the following: "or (3)
(3) with respect to paraparagraph (b) August
August 15, 1949, and with respect to paragraph
paragraph (a)
(a)
September
September 15, 1949".
1949".
Approved
Approved August
August 18,
18, 1949.
1949.
[
CHAPTER 476]
[CHAPTER
476]

August 18,1949
18, 1949
[H.
[H. It.
R. 242]
2421
[Public
[Public Law
Law 247]
247]
48
73.
48 Stat.
Stat. 73.
10 U.
U. S.. C.
10
c.
C §486a;
486a;
14
14 U.
U. S.. C.
c. §§15a;
15a; 34
34
U.
U. S.
S. C.
C. §1057a;
1057a; 46
U. S. C. §1126a.
U.S.
1126a.
Ante.
559.
Ante, p.
p. 559.

To provide for the conferring
of
of the
the United
United

AN ACT
ACT

of
of the degree
degree of
of bachelor
bachelor of
science upon
upon graduates
graduates
of science
States
Merchant Marine
States Merchant
Marine Academy.
Academy.

Be it
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and House of Representatives
Representatives of
Be
it enacted
of the
the
United
States of America
America in
in Congress
assembled, That the Act of
United States
Congress assembled,
of
May 25, 1933, as amended,
amended, relating
relating to the conferring
conferring of degrees
upon
degrees upon
graduates
Military Academy,
graduates of the
the Naval
Naval Academy,
Academy, Military
Academy, Coast
Coast Guard
Guard

63 S
STAT.]
TAT.]
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1ST SESS.-CHS.
SESS.—CHS.476-478--AUG.
476-478—AUG.18,
18, 1949
1949

Academy,
Merchant Marine Academy,
Academy, be amended
Academy, and Merchant
amended to read
as
read as
follows:
follows:
Superintendents of the United States Naval Academy, the
"The Superintendents
United
Military Academy, the United
United States
States Military
United States
States Merchant
Merchant Marine
Marine
Academy, and the United States Coast Guard
Guard Academy
Academy may, under
under
such rules and regulations
regulations as the Secretary
Secretary of the
the Secretary
the Navy,
Navy, the
Secretary
of the Army, the United
United States Maritime
Maritime Commission,
and the
the SecreSecreCommission, and
tary of the Treasury, respectively
may prescribe,
prescribe, confer
the degree
degree of
respectively may
confer the
of
bachelor
bachelor of science
science upon all graduates
graduates of their respective academies,
academies,
from
accrediting of said academies.
academies. On
from and after the date of the accrediting
and
On and
after the
of the
the accrediting
said academies
academies the
the superinafter
the date
date of
accrediting of
of the
the said
superintendents of the respective academies
academies may, under such rules and regulations as the respective Secretaries,
Secretaries, or the
Maritime Commission,
Commission,
the Maritime
may make, confer the degree of bachelor
bachelor of science
science upon such other
other
living graduates
graduates of the
academies as
as shall
shall have
have met
the
the respective
respective academies
met the
requirements of the respective
respective academies
academies for
requirements
for such
such degree."
degree."
Approved
Approved August
August 18,
1949.
18, 1949.

Naval, Military,
Naval,
Merchant
Marine,
Merchant Marine,
and Coast Guard
and
Guard
Academies.
Academies.
Degree of bachelor
bachelor
of science.
science.

[CHAPTER 477]
477]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
AN
ACT
To authorize
authorize acquisition
by the
the county
county of
of Missoula,
of Montana,
of certain
To
acquisition by
Missoula, State
State of
Montana, of
certain
lands for
public-use purposes.
purposes.
lands
for public-use

Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
of the
the
Be it
the Senate
Representatives of
United States
States of
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
United
of America
America in,
in Congress
Secretary
of the Interior be, and
hereby is, authorized,
in his
his discretion,
discretion, to
to sell
and hereby
authorized, in
sell
and
at one-half
the value
value thereof
thereof fixed
Secretary, cercerand convey,
convey, at
one-half the
fixed by
by the
the Secretary,
tain
to the
the county
of Missoula,
described as
as
tain lands
lands to
county of
Missoula, State
State of
of Montana,
Montana, described
follows: South
South half
northeast quarter,
half southeast
quarter,
follows:
half northeast
quarter, north
north half
southeast quarter,
25, township
township 13
range 20
20 west,
section 25,
13 north,
north, range
west, Montana
Montana principal
principal
meridian.
S
EC. 2.
this Act
SEC.
2. The
The patent
patent issued
issued under
under this
Act shall
shall contain
contain a
a reservation
reservation
to the
the United
of all
all mineral
mineral deposits
deposits in
the
to
United States
States of
in the
the lands
lands and
and of
of the
right to
to prospect
prospect for,
for, mine,
and remove
the same
under applicable
applicable
right
mine, and
remove the
same under
and under
to be
established by
the Secretary.
Secretary.
laws and
under regulations
regulations to
be established
by the
Approved
1949.
Approved August
August 18,
18, 1949.
[CHAPTER 478]
[CHAPTER
478]

AN ACT
ACT

To
the establishment
establishment of
the States
Georgia and
To authorize
authorize the
of fish
fish hatcheries
hatcheries in
in the
States of
of Georgia
and
Michigan; to
to authorize
authorize the
the rehabilitation
and expansion
of rearing
rearing ponds
Michigan;
rehabilitation and
expansion of
ponds and
and
fish cultural
the States
States of
to authorize
authorize
fish
cultural facilities
facilities in
in the
of New
New York
York and
and Colorado;
Colorado; to
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Interior
Interior to
to undertake
continuing study
of shad
shad of
of the
the
of the
undertake a
a continuing
study of
the
Atlantic
coast; and
and to
the Act
August 8,
to investigation
Atlantic coast;
to amend
amend the
Act of
of August
8, 1946,
1946, relating
relating to
investigation
and eradication
of predatory
of the
the Great
Great Lakes,
for other
and
eradication of
predatory sea
sea lampreys
lampreys of
Lakes, and
and for
other
purposes.
purposes.

Be
by the
the Senate
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
Senate and
House of
United States
States of
of America
Congress assembled,
the Secretary
United
America in
in Congress
assembled, That
That the
Secretary
of
the Interior
authorized to
and construct
construct rearing
rearing
of the
Interior is
is hereby
hereby authorized
to establish
establish and
ponds
and a
a fish
hatchery at
at suitable
at or
Millen,
ponds and
fish hatchery
suitable locations
locations at
or near
near Millen,
Georgia, and
and in
in the
the upper
cost of
not to
to
Georgia,
upper peninsula
peninsula of
of Michigan,
Michigan, at
at aacost
of not
exceed $250,000
$250,000 and
$325,000, respectively;
respectively; to
and expand
exceed
and $325,000,
to rehabilitate
rehabilitate and
expand
at a
cost of
of not
not to
to exceed
the rearing
and facilities
facilities at
at
at
a cost
exceed $70,000
$70,000 the
rearing ponds
ponds and
the Cape
Cape Vincent,
York, fish
fish cultural
station, and
to purchase
purchase
the
Vincent, New
New York,
cultural station,
and to
lands
adjoining such
such station
station in
connection with
rehabilitation and
and
lands adjoining
in connection
with the
the rehabilitation
expansion
of such
and to
place in
in
expansion of
such facilities;
facilities; and
to rehabilitate,
rehabilitate, repair,
repair, and
and place
efficient
the rearing
rearing ponds
ponds and
cultural facilifaciliefficient operating
operating condition
condition the
and fish
fish cultural
ties at Leadville,
Leadville, Colorado,
exceed $90,000.
$90,000.
Colorado, at
at a
a cost of
of not
not to exceed

August
August 18, 1949
1949
[H.
2197]
[H. R.
R. 2197]
[Public Law 248]

Missoula
County,
Missoula County,
Mont.
Mont.
Conveyance.
Conveyance.

Rights reserved
reserved to

U. S.
U.S.

August 18,
18, 1949
1949
Auust
111. 11.
27401
[H
R. 2740]
(Public
249)
[Public Law 249]

hatcheries,
Fish hatcheries,
rearing ponds, etc.
Rehabilitation, ex.
Rehabilitation,
pension, etc.
pansion,

616

PUBLIC
CHS.478,
478, 479—AUG
18, 1949
1949
PUBLIC LAWS—
LAWS-CHS.
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Study
of shad
shad of
of AtStudy of
Atlantic Coast.

[63 S
TAT.
[63
STAT.

SEC.
Secretary of the Interior
Interior is hereby authorized
authorized to underS
EC. 2. The
The Secretary
take, through
through the
the Fish
and Wildlife
Fish and
Wildlife Service,
Service, a
and
a comprehensive
comprehensive and

continuing study of the
of the
for the
purpose of
of
the shad
shad of
the Atlantic
Atlantic Coast
Coast for
the purpose
recommending to the Atlantic
recommending
Atlantic Coast
States, through
through the
Coast States,
the Atlantic
Atlantic
States Marine
Marine Fisheries
Commission, measures
to be
be taken
taken to
to arrest
Fisheries Commission,
measures to
arrest
increase the abundance,
decline, increase
abundance, and
and promote
promote the
the wisest
utilization
wisest utilization
of such shad resources
at a
a cost
cost of
of not
not to
exceed $75,000
$75,000 per
per annum
annum
resources at
to exceed
Transfer of boats,
ransfer of boatstcfor aasix-year
For the
this section,
section, any
any agency
agency
six-year period.
period. For
the purposes
purposes of
of this
etc.
of the United States,
States, or any corporation
corporation wholly
wholly owned
owned by
by the
the United
United
States,
authorized to transfer,
transfer, without
States, is authorized
exchange of
of funds,
any
without exchange
funds, any
boats or equipment
equipment excess to its needs required
required by
and WildWildby the
the Fish
Fish and
life Service for the studies authorized
authorized herein.
herein.
U. s.
S. C.
92166 u
C. §15 921921SEC.
SEC. 3.
3. That
That the
the joint resolution
resolution of August
August 8,
8, 1946
1946 (60
(60 Stat.
930) ,
Stat. 930),
923.
be amended
amended to read
read as
follows:
as follows:
Eradication of sea
lardation
of sea
"That
"That the
of the
the Fish
and Wildlife
Wildlife Service
Service of
of the
the Departthe Director
Director of
Fish and
lampreys.
Department of the Interior
Interior is
authorized and
and directed
directed to
to prosecute
prosecute
is hereby
hereby authorized
;nvestigations of the abundance
investigations
sea lampreys
lampreys and
abundance and distribution
distribution of
of sea
and
their effects on fishes,
fishes, experiments
experiments to develop
develop control
control measures,
measures, and
and
a vigorous program
a
program for the elimination
elimination and
eradication of
of sea
sea lamprey
and eradication
lamprey
populations of the Great Lakes; to survey the
the Great Lakes
Lakes area
area to
to
determine what localities
localities would be most
for the
the establishment
most suitable for
establishment
of additional
additional fish hatcheries
hatcheries and rearing
if, and
and when,
when, it
it becomes
rearing ponds
ponds if,
becomes
desirable for the Federal
Federal Government
Government to operate
operate such
such additional
additional fish
fish
Report to Congress.
Congress.
hatcheries
hatcheries and rearing
rearing ponds
ponds in the Great
Great Lakes area; and
and is
is authorauthorized and directed to report to the
not later
later than
December
the Congress not
than December
31, 1950,
1950, the results of such survey
survey and
and to make
make recommendations
recommendations with
with
respect thereto.
investigations and studies
thereto. The
The cost of the
the investigations
studies authorized
authorized
in this section shall
shall not exceed $359,000
$359,000 for the
the first year
year and
and the
the sum
sum
of $216,000 per annum
annum thereafter.
thereafter.
Cooperation with
"In
out the
the foregoing
foregoing purposes
objectives the
the Director
Director
Statoeagen
with
"In carrying
carrying out
purposes and
and objectives
State agencies.
of the Fish and Wildlife
authorized to cooperate
Wildlife Service is authorized
cooperate with
the
with the
official
conservation agencies
agencies of the
official conservation
States bordering
bordering on
on the
the Great
the States
Great
Lakes, with the commercial
commercial fishing industry, and with
other governgovernwith other
private agencies,
mental or private
agencies, organizations,
organizations, or individuals
individuals having
jurishaving jurisdiction over or an interest
interest in the fisheries
fisheries of the Great Lakes."
Lakes."
u
Appropriation
authoArPe'riation
a SEC.
S
EC. 4. There is authorized
authorized to
be appropriated
from time
time to
time,
to be
appropriated from
thorized.
to time,
Post, p. 981.
981.
out of
out
of any
any moneys
moneys in the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, such
such
sums as may
may be necessary
necessary to carry
carry out the
the purposes
purposes and
and objectives
objectives
of this
this Act.
Act.
Approved
Approved August
18, 1949.
1949.
August 18,
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 4791
August 18, 1949
[II.
[1. R. 4948]

R. 49481

[Public
250]
[Public Law 2501

U.
S. Supreme
u. S.
Supreme
Court.
Court.
Policing of
buildPolicing
of buildings, grounds, etc.
ins, grounds, etc.

Retrictionon

Restriction on pubpublic use.

Sale of articles, etc.

AN
AN ACT
ACT
Relating
to the
policing of the building
Relating to
the policing
building and
and grounds of the Supreme
Supreme Court of the
United States.

and House
House of Representatives
Be it
it enacted by the Senate and
of the
Representatives of
the
United
in Congress
assembled, That the
United States
States of
of America in
Congress assembled,
the Marshal
Marshal
of the
the Supreme
Supreme Court
Court of the United
United States, under
under the general
general supervision
and direction
the Chief
States, may
vision and
direction of
of the
Chief Justice
Justice of the United States,
may
designate employees
employees of the Supreme
Supreme Court as special policemen,
policemen, withwithout additional
additional compensation,
compensation, for duty in connection
connection with
the policing
with the
policing
of the Supreme
Supreme Court Building and grounds
streets.
grounds and
and adjacent
adjacent streets.
SEC.
2. Public
occupancy of the
SEC. 2.
Public travel
travel in and
and occupancy
the Supreme
Supreme Court
Court
grounds is hereby
grounds
hereby restricted to
other paved
paved surfaces.
to the sidewalks
sidewalks and
and other
surfaces.
SEC.
3.
It
shall
be
anv article
SEC. 3. It shall be unlawful
unlawful to
to offer
offer or
or expose
expose any
article for sale
in
in the Supreme
Supreme Court Building or grounds;
grounds; to display any
sign,
any sign,
placard, or other form of advertisement
advertisement therein; or to solicit fares,
fares,
alms, subscriptions,
subscriptions, or contributions
contributions therein.
therein.

63 STAT.]
STAT.]
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617

81ST CONG
CONG.,., 1ST SESS.—CH.
SESS.-CH. 479-AUG.
81sT
479—AUG.18, 1949

SEC.
4. It
It shall be
be unlawful
SEC. 4..
unlawful to
remove, or
or in
to step or climb
climb upon, remove,
in
any way injure any statue, seat, wall, foundation,
foundation, or other
or
other erection
erection or
architectural feature, or any tree, shrub, plant,
architectural
plant, or turf in the Supreme
Supreme
Court
grounds.
Court Building
Building or
or grounds.
SEC.
S
EC.. 5. It
It shall be unlawful to discharge
discharge any
firework or
or
any firearm,
firearm, firework
explosive,
set fire
fire to
to any
any combustible,
combustible, make
make any
harangue or
or oration,
oration,
explosive, set
any harangue
or utter loud, threatening, or abusive
abusive language
language in the Supreme
Supreme Court
Court
Building
or grounds.
grounds.
Building or
SEC.
6. It
It shall be unlawful
SEC. 6.
unlawful to parade,
processions
parade, stand,
stand, or move
move in processions
grounds, or to
or assemblages
assemblages in the Supreme
Supreme Court Building or grounds,
to disdisplay therein any flag, banner, or device designed
designed or
adapted to
bring
or adapted
to bring
into public
public notice
notice any party, organization,
organization, or
or movement.
movement.
S
EC. 7. (a)
In addition
and requirements
speciSEC.
(a) In
addition to
to the restrictions
restrictions and
requirements specified in
in sections 2
fied
this Act,
Marshal of
the
2 to
to 6,
6, inclusive,
inclusive, of
of this
Act, the
the Marshal
of the
Supreme
such regulations,
approved by
by the
the
Supreme Court
Court may
may prescribe
prescribe such
regulations, approved
Chief
Justice of
the United
may be
deemed necessary
necessary for
for
Chief Justice
of the
United States,
States, as
as may
be deemed
adequate protection
protection of the Supreme
Court Building
Building and
and grounds
grounds
the adequate
Supreme Court
and of
of persons
persons and
and property
property therein,
therein, and
for the
the maintenance
maintenance of
suitand
and for
of suitable order and decorum within the
the Supreme
Supreme Court
Court Building
and
Building and
grounds.
grounds.
(b)
All regulations
regulations promulgated
promulgated under
the authority
authority of
of this
this section
section
under the
(b) All
shall be
be printed
or more
more of
of the
published in
shall
printed in
in one
one or
the daily
daily newspapers
newspapers published
in
the
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, and
and shall
shall not
not become
until the
the
the District
become effective
effective until
expiration
of ten
ten days
days after
publication.
expiration of
after the
the date
date of
of such
such publication.
SEC. 8. Whoever
Whoever violates
violates any
any provision
provision of
to 6,
inclusive,
SEC.
of sections
sections 22to
6, inclusive,
of
this Act,
Act, or
or of
regulation -arescribed
section 7
of this
this
of this
of any
any regulation
prescribed under
under section
7 of
Act,
shall be
not more
more than
or imprisoned
than
Act, shall
be fined
fined not
than 8100
$100 or
imprisoned not
not more
more than
sixty
prosecution for
for such
such offenses
had in
in the
the
sixty days,
days, or
or both,
both, prosecution
offenses to
to be
be had
municipal
of Columbia,
Columbia, upon
information by
by
municipal court
court for
for the
the District
District of
upon information
the
or any
any of
of his
assistants: Provided,
Provided, That
That
the United States
States Attorney
Attorney or
his assistants:
in any
in the
of any
any such
such offense,
public propin
any case
case where,
where, in
the commission
commission of
offense, public
property is
is damaged
damaged in
in an
an amount
exceeding $100,
period of
of imprisonerty
amount exceeding
$100, the
the period
imprisonoffense may
ment for
for the offense
may be
be not more
more than
than five years.
years.
S
EC. 9.
9. The
The special
police provided
provided for
in section
section 1
of this
shall
special police
for in
1 of
this Act
Act shall
SEC.
have the
and
within the
the Supreme
Supreme Court
Court Building
Building and grounds and
have
the power,
power, within
adjacent streets,
streets, to
to enforce
enforce and
arrests for
violations of
of any
any
adjacent
and make
make arrests
for violations
provision of sections
inclusive, of
of this Act,
Act, of any regulation
regulation
provision
sections 22to 6,
6, inclusive,
prescribed under
section 7
7 of
of this
this Act,
Act, or
of the
the United
United
or of
of any
any law
law of
prescribed
under section
States or
any State
State or
or any
regulation promulgated
promulgated pursuant
pursuant
States
or of
of any
any regulation
thereto:
Provided, That
Police force
force of
District
That the
the Metropolitan
Metropolitan Police
of the
the District
thereto: Provided,
of
Columbia are
authorized to
make arrests
Supreme
of Columbia
are hereby
hereby authorized
to make
arrests within
within the Supreme
Court
Building and
and grounds
for any
violations of
such laws
laws or
or
any violations
of any
any such
Court Building
grounds for
regulations,
authority shall
as authorizing
authorizing
regulations, but
but such
such authority
shall not
not be
be construed
construed as
the
Metropolitan Police
except with
with the
or upon
upon the
the
the consent
consent or
the Metropolitan
Police force,
force, except
request
Marshal of
the Supreme
Court or
assistants, to
to enter
enter
request of
of the
the Marshal
of the
Supreme Court
or his
his assistants,
the
Supreme Court
Building to
arrests in
response to
to complaints
complaints
Court Building
to make
make arrests
in response
the Supreme
or to
patrol the
Supreme Court
Court Building
Building or
or
serve warrants
warrants or
or to
to patrol
the Supreme
or
to serve
grounds.
grounds.
SEC. 10.
10. In
In order
ceremonies
of authorized
authorized ceremonies
order to
to permit
permit the
the observance
observance of
SEC.
within the
the Supreme
Court Building
Building and
and grounds,
the Marshal
Marshal of
of the
the
within
Supreme Court
grounds, the
Supreme
Court of
the United
United States
States may
for such
such occasions
may suspend
suspend for
occasions
Supreme Court
of the
so much
much of
the prohibitions
in sections
sections 2
2to
6, inclusive,
inclusive, of
so
of the
prohibitions contained
contained in
to 6,
of
this Act
Act as
be necessary
for the
but only
only if
if responsible
responsible
necessary for
the occasion,
occasion, but
this
as may
may be
officers shall
been appointed,
appointed, and
arrangements determined
and arrangements
determined which
which
officers
shall have
have been
are
adequate, in
in the
the judgment
judgment of
of the
the Marshal,
Marshal, for
of
for the
the maintenance
maintenance of
are adequate,
suitable order
and decorum
and for
for the
protection
order and
decorum in
in the
the proceedings,
proceedings, and
the protection
suitable
Supreme Court
Building and
grounds and
persons and
and propof the
the Supreme
Court Building
and grounds
and of persons
property therein.
therein.
erty
S
EC. 11.
For the
the purposes
of this
Act the
Court grounds
grounds
the Supreme
Supreme Court
purposes of
this Act
SEC.
11. For
shall be
held to
to extend
line of
east curb
curb of
of First
First
of the
the face
face of
of the
the east
be held
extend to
to the
the line
shall

Injury, etc.,
etc., of structures
tures or plants.

Discharge of firefirearms, etc.
etc.

Processions
Processions
semblages.

or asasor

Regulations.
Regulations.

Publication in
in newsPublication
paper.
paper.

Penalties.
Penalties.

Special
Special police.

Metropolitan PoMetropolitan
lice.

Suspension of
of proproSuspension
hibitions.

Area of
of Supreme
Area
Court
Court grounds.

618
618
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[63 STAT.
STAT.
[63

between Maryland
Maryland Avenue
Northeast and
and East
East
Street Northeast,
Northeast, between
Avenue Northeast
line of
of the
face of
of the
south curb
Maryland
Capitol Street;
Street; to
to the
the line
the face
the south
curb of
of Maryland
Avenue
Northeast, between
First Street
Street Northeast
Northeast and
and Second
Second Street
Street
Avenue Northeast,
between First
Northeast;
line of
the face
face of
of the
the west
west curb
curb of
of Second
Second Street
Northeast; to
to the
the line
of the
Street
Northeast, between
between Maryland
and East
Capitol
Maryland Avenue
Avenue Northeast
Northeast and
East Capitol
Street; and to the
the line of
face of
the north
curb of
of East
East Capitol
Capitol
of the
the face
of the
north curb
Street
Street between
between First Street Northeast
Northeast.
Northeast and Second
Second Street
Street Northeast.
Approved August
Approved
August 18,
1949.
18, 1949.
[CHAPTER
[
CHAPTER 483]
4831
19,9
August
19, 1949
August 19,
1949Augst
[S. J.
J. Res. 79]
79]
Authorizing
Authorizing

[Public
Law 251]
251]
(Public Law

JOINT RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION
JOINT

Federal participation
in the
Federal
participation in
the International
International Exposition
BicenExposition for
for the
the Bicentennial
Port-au-Prince, Republic
tennial of the Founding of Port-au-Prince,
Republic of
of Haiti,
Haiti, 1949.
1949.

Whereas
Whereas there is to be held
the city
city of
of Port-au-Prince,
Port-au-Prince, capital
capital of
of
held in
in the
Haiti, during the years 1949
world fair
fair commemorating
1949 and
and 1950,
1950, aaworld
commemorating
the bicentennial
bicentennial of the founding
founding of
of Port-au-Prince;
and
Port-au-Prince; and
Whereas the United
United States has been formally
invited by
by the
the Republic
formally invited
Republic
of Haiti to participate
participate in this exposition;
and
exposition; and
Whereas the Republic
Republic of Haiti and the city of
Port-au-Prince have
have
of Port-au-Prince
provided a
improvements at
at an
an estimated
estimated
a site and
and permanent
permanent public
public improvements
$4,000,000; and
cost of
of $4,000,000;
and
Whereas
Whereas such international
celebration are
are worthy
worthy
international exposition
exposition and
and celebration
and deserving
deserving of the support and
encouragement of
of the
the United
United
and encouragement
States; and the United
United States
aided and
supported such
such expoexpoStates has aided
and supported
sitions in the past:
past Therefore
Therefore be
it
be it
Port-au-Prince
Port-an-Prince BiiResolved by
by the Senate
Senate and
and House of Representatives
Resolved
Representatives of the United
centennial
c
Exposiion,eHaiti.
Haiti
Exosi- States of America
ttion,
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the President
President is
erica in
is hereby
hereby
Appointment of
Apoisintment o authorized,
discretion and
authorized, in his discretion
upon the
the recommendation
recommendation of
of the
and upon
the
ccommissioner.
Secretary of State, to
Secretary
to appoint
commissioner, by
by and
and
appoint or
or designate
designate aa commissioner,
with the advice and consent
consent of the Senate,
Senate, to represent
represent the
the United
United
States
States in connection
connection with
with participation
in the
Port-au-Prince Bicenparticipation in
the Port-au-Prince
Bicentennial Exposition
Exposition who shall
serve for
for such
such period
prior to
to such
such
shall serve
period prior
exposition as may be necessary
necessary to carry out the purposes
purposes of
joint
of this joint
resolution, for the duration of such exposition,
exposition, and for
for not
more than
than
not more
Delegation
Delegation of ausix months
six
months after the official
official closing thereof.
thereof. The Secretary
Secretary of State
State
tthority.
may delegate
delegate to the commissioner
authority conferred
commissioner any authority
upon him
him
conferred upon
by this joint resolution,
resolution, and the commissioner shall be
be responsible
responsible to
to
Compensation.
Compensation.
the Secretary
the
Secretary of
of State in carrying
carrying out his duties. The commissioner
commissioner
shall receive
compensation at a
a rate not to exceed
receive compensation
exceed $12,000
$12,000 per
per annum
annum
while serving
serving in
capacity, except
except that
that any
any official
of the
th e G
overn in this capacity,
official of
Government designated as commissioner
commissioner shall serve
serve without
without additional
additional
compensation.
compensation.
SEC. 2. The Secretary
Secretary of State
is authorized-State is
authorizedDeputy
eputy commiscommis(a)
(a) to designate
designate as deputy commissioner
official,
commissioner a
a Government
Government official,
sioner.
si
who shall serve without
compensation and whose
without additional
additional compensation
whose duties
duties
shall be prescribed
prescribed by
commissioner;
by the commissioner;
(b)
(b) to secure, either by direct hire or by detail from GovernGovernment agencies with the consent
consent of the
the heads
heads of such agencies, such
such
necessary to assist the commissioner;
other staff as may be necessary
commissioner;
Erection of
buildErection
of build(c) to erect on land which shall be conveyed in
(c) to erect on land which shall be conveyed
full ownership
ownership
ing.
iI
America by the Haitian
of the United States
States of America
Haitian Government
such
Government such
a building
building or such a
a
buildings as
as he
he may
may deem
deem adequate
adequate
a group
group of buildings
effective participation
for effective
the United
States in
in the
the exposition:
exposition:
participation by
by the
United States
Disposition of buildDiposionof.budProvided, That,
ing.
in
Provided,
That, after the close of the exposition,
exposition, such land and
and
building or group of buildings shall be utilized or
of in
or disposed
disposed of
in
44 Stat. 403.
22 U.. st..
a §§ 292-accordance with the
Service Buildings
Buildings Act
22
S. C.
accordance
the Foreign
Foreign Service
Act of
of 1926,
1926, as
as
)
3(o.
300.
amended;
amended;
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(d) to contract with the Port-au-Prince
authorities
Port-au-Prince Exposition authorities
or with any other person or persons for the design and erection
erection
of such building or group of buildings;
buildings;
Exhibits.
(e) to maintain such building_
(e)
building or group of buildings and the Exhibits.
site thereof
maintain exhibits and assign
assign
thereof and to arrange
arrange and maintain
space therein and thereon; and
and
Contributions.
(f) to accept from any
any source and
to use
for the
purposes Contributions.
and to
use for
the purposes
design
at ed—
designatedcontributions in money
(1) contributions
money to aid in carrying
carrying out the purposes of this joint resolution,
resolution, which contributions
contributions shall
shall be
placed in a
unused portions
placed
a special-deposit
special-deposit account and any unused
thereof returned
returned to the donors upon the close of the exposition or upon the cessation
cessation of United
United States participation
participation
therein;
therein; and
(2) contributions
contributions of material
(2)
material or aid in the preparation
preparation of
of
the exhibits.
Assistance from
from
Assistance
S
EC. 3. The head of any establishment,
agency of
of Government
SEC.
establishment, department,
department, or agency
Government agencies.
Government is authorized,
Department of
of
the Government
authorized, on request, to assist the Department
State or the commissioner
commissioner in carrying
carrying out the functions
functions authorized
authorized
furnishing of personnel,
by this joint resolution, including the furnishing
personnel, the
procurement, installation, and display
procurement,
display of exhibits, and the loan to
authorities of articles, specimens,
specimens, and exhibits for
the exposition authorities
for
display.
Appropriation auauAppropriation
Site. 4. There is hereby authorized
appropriated to the thorized.
SEC.
authorized to be appropriated
thorized.
Post, p. 877.
Post,
Department
Treasury not otherwise
Department of State, out of any money in the Treasury
appropriated,
expended
available until expended
remain available
appropriated, the sum of $170,000 to remain
for the purposes of this joint resolution including:
including: The salaries,
salaries
allowances, and expenses
allowances,
expenses of the commissioner
commissioner and such staff as may be
required; personal services
services in the District of Columbia
elsewhere;
Columbia or elsewhere;
42 Stat. 1488.
1488.
without regard to civil-service
civil-service laws and the Classification
Classification Act of 1923,
without
C. §§
55 U.
U. S. C.
§§ 661661674;
Supp.
II, § 662 ed
674;
amended; employment
employment of aliens; transportation
travel seq. Supp. II,
transportation of things; travel
as amended;
expenses without
Post, p. 972.
972.
government travel regu- Post,
standardized government
expenses
without regard to the standardized
Ante,
Ante, p. 166.
Travel Expense
lations as amended,
Expense Act of 1949; payment
payment
lations,
amended, and the Travel
advance; services
authorized by section 15 of the Act
Act
services as authorized
of rentals in advance;
60 Stat. 810.
60
(5 U. S. C. 55a);
55a) •printing
without
printing and binding without
of August
August 2, 1946 (5
40
40
Stat. 1270.
1270.
Stat.
111) ; Ante,
regard to section 11 of the Act of March 1, 1919 (44 U. S. C. 111);
p. 405.
405.
official cards; entertainment;
entertainment; purchase
purchase and hire of passenger
motor
passenger motor
official
vehicles; stenographic
contract or
or
vehicles;
stenographic reporting and other services by contract
otherwise; rental of offices and quarters
quarters by contract
contract or otherwise
otherwise withotherwise;
regard to the provisions of section 322 of the Act of June 30, 1932
1932
out regard
47 Stat. 412.
(40
278a) ;ice and drinking water;
water •, insurance
insurance on exhibits;
exhibits;
(40 U. S. C. 278a);
expenditures as may be necessary for the purpose
purpose of obtaining,
obtaining,
such expenditures
preparing,
exhibit materials;
materials; for the
disposing of exhibit
preparing, maintaining, and disposing
construction
payment of
of
a building or group of buildings and the payment
construction of a
any expenses
expenses incurred in connection
connection with the employment
employment of architects
their
connection therewith,
and engineers
engineers in connection
therewith, including payment of their
necessary
expenses, and for the maintenance
maintenance of such building
building or
or
travel expenses,
necessary travel
group
buildings and their site and grounds; and such other expenses
expenses
group of buildings
as
deemed necessary
Secretary of State to carry out the
necessary by the Secretary
may be deemed
as may
regard to section
section 3709
3709
all without
without regard
joint resolution;
resolution; all
purposes of this joint
Ane,
Ask, p. 4B.
403.
of the Revised Statutes (41 U. S. C. 5).
5). Funds authorized
authorized to be appropriated
transferred to any executive
executive department
department or indepriated herein may be transferred
establishment of the Government
Government with the conpendent office or establishment
expenditure for any purposes of
of
sent of the heads thereof, for direct expenditure
which the Secretary
this joint resolution which
Secretary of State may specify.
Congrene.
SEC. 5. The Secretary
Secretary of State shall transmit
transmit to the Congress within
within Report to Congresa
SEC.
exposition aadetailed statement of all
six months after the close of the exposition
expenditures together with such other reports as he may deem
deem proper,
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Audit of accounts.
accounts.

which reports
reports shall be prepared
prepared and
with aaview
view to
and arranged
arranged with
to concise
concise
statement and convenient
convenient reference:
statement
this provision
reference: Provided,
Provided, That
That this
provision
shall not be construed
construed to
submission of
of all
all accounts
accounts and
and
to waive
waive the submission
vouchers to the General
vouchers
General Accounting
Accounting Office
Office for
audit or
to permit
for audit
or to
permit any
any
obligations to be incurred in excess of
obligations
of the
amount authorized
authorized to
to be
be
the amount
appropriated herein.
appropriated
herein.
Approved August
Approved
19, 1949.
August 19,
1949.
[
CHAPTER 4841
[CHAPTER
484]

1949
August 19,
19, 1949

[H.
R. 5188]
[11. R.
51881
[Public Law 252]
Soo
Locks Ceno
tesnnial Ceslebration
tennial
Celebration
Commission.
Commission.

Compensation.
compensation.

Report to President.

Report to resident.

Termination.

Terminatn

STAT.
[63 STAT.

AN ACT
ACT

a plan for
To provide for the
the preparation of a
for the
celebration of
of the
the one
one hundredth
hundredth
the celebration
anniversary
anniversary of the building
building of the
the Soo Locks.

Be it
Senate and House of
it enacted by the Senate
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
United
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That there
there is
hereby
United States
States of
is hereby
created a
a commission
commission to be known
known as the Soo Locks Centennial
Centennial .
CeleCele(hereinafter referred
bration Commission (hereinafter
as the
the "Commission")
referred to
to as
"Commission")
and to be composed of
of nine
Commissioners to
to be
appointed by
the
nine Commissioners
be appointed
by the
President. The
The Commissioners
President.
Commissioners shall serve without
without compensation
compensation and
and
shall select
select aaChairman
Chairman from among
their number.
among their
number.
SEC.
It shall be the duty of the Commission
S
EC. 2. (a)
(a) It
Commission to
to prepare
prepare a
a
comprehensive plan for the celebration
comprehensive
in the
1955 of
of the
the one
one
celebration in
the year
year 1955
hundredth
hundredth anniversary of the
of the
Soo Locks.
Locks.
the building
building of
the Soo
(b) The Commission
Commission shall
shall make a
its progress
to the
a report
report of
of its
progress to
the
President
President at least twice a
ayear, and shall submit to the President
President prior
prior
to the beginning
beginning of
of the
the celebration
celebration aafinal
report setting
forth the
the plan
plan
final report
setting forth
prepared pursuant
pursuant to subsection
subsection (a)
this section
section and
and containing
(a) of
of this
containing
such recommendations
recommendations for carrying
carrying out such
such plan
plan as
as it
it deems
deems advisable.
advisable.
The Commission shall
shall cease
cease to exist
exist thirty days after
the date
of the
after the
date of
the
submission
submission of the
the final
final report.
Approved August
August 19,
19, 1949.
1949.
[
CHAPTER 485]
[CHAPTER

August
1949
Augulst 19,
19, 1949
[S.
[S. 1949]
1049]
[Public Law
Law 2531
2551
[Public

Minnesota.
Minlnesotla.
Lease
property.
IA'Ise of
of
o)property.

Report
Report to
to Congress.
Congress.

Jurisdiction.

AN ACT
ACT
AN
To authorize
authorize the lease
lease of
of the
correctional institution
at Sandstone,
the Federal
Federal correctional
institution at
Sandstone,
Minnesota, to the
the State
State of
of Minnesota.
Minnesota.

Be
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
and House of Representatives
Be it
Representatives of the
the
United States
States of Amenrica
in Conf/res.,
United
America in
Congress a-Nsembled,
the Attorney
Attorney
a.s eeble(d, That
lThat the
General is
is authorized
General
authorized to lease
lease to the
the State of Minnesota,
Minnesota, upon
upon such
such
terms
conditions as he may see
terms and conditions
see fit, all lands, buildings,
buildings, equipequipfacilities of the Federal
ment, and other facilities
correctional institution
institution at
at
Federal correctional
Sandstone, Minnesota,
required for use
Minnesota, not required
use by the Department
Department of
of
Justice. The
The agreement
Minnesota to protect, repair,
Justice.
agreement of the
the State of Minnesota
repair,
and maintain such property
property and to return
return it
the Department
Department of
of
it to
to the
Justice in as good condition
condition as when
reasonable wear
wear and
and tear
when leased,
leased, reasonable
tear
excepted, may constitute
consideration for any such
excepted,
constitute the sole consideration
such lease.
lease.
Any such lease shall continue in effect until terminated
Any
by either
terminated (1)
(1) by
either
party upon not less than eighteen months'
months' notice to
to the
the other,
other, or
or (2)
(2) by
by
agreement of
agreement
of both
both parties.
parties.
SEC.
S
EC. 2. The Attorney
Attorney General shall consider any proposals
proposals which
which
may
made by the
may be
be made
the State
State of Minnesota for the transfer
transfer to it
it of
of any
any
of the property
property described in the first section of this Act,
of
Act, and
and shall
shall
report
report the same, together
together with his recommendations.
recommendations, to
the Congress.
to the
Congress.
SEC.
S
EC. 3. There
There is hereby ceded
ceded to the State of Minnesota,
for the
Minnesota, for
the
duration of any
any lease of any property
pursuant to
to the
the provisions
provisions
property to
to it
it pursuant
of
this Act,
of this
Act, the
the jurisdiction
jurisdiction theretofore
theretofore vested in the United
United States
over such property.
property.
Approved August
1949.
August 19,
19, 1949.
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1949
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[CHAPTER 486]
[CHAPTER
486]

AN ACT
ACT

To extend the time within which legislative
employees may come within
legislative employees
within the
the
purview
purview of the
the Civil
Civil. Service
Service Retirement
Retirement Act.
Act.

621
621

August 19, 1949
1949
[S. 1977]
[s.
[Public Law 254]
254]
[Public

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
of Representatives
of the
the
and House
House of
Representatives of
Civil Service
Service ReCivil
United States of America in
United
in Congress
Congress assembled, That
That section
(a) tirement
section 33 (a)
tirement Act,
Act, amendof the Civil Service Retirement
Retirement Act of May 29,
amended, is
is ment.
29, 1930,
1930, as
as amended,
46 Stat. 470.
amended by adding at the end thereof the following:
following:
U. S. C., Supp. II,
II,
55U.S.
(a).
"Notwithstanding
"Notwithstanding any other
any officer
or §§693
other provision
provision of
of this
this Act,
Act, any
officer or
Post, p. 884.
employee in the legislative
legislative branch of the Government
Government within the
the
classes of
employees which
which were
were made
the benefits
of officers
officers or
or employees
made eligible
eligible for
for the
benefits
of this Act by the Act of July 13,
13,1937,
1937, serving
serving in such position
position on
on the
the
effective
date of
of this
this paragraph,
give notice
notice of
of his
to come
come
effective date
paragraph, may
may give
his desire
desire to
within the purview of this Act at any time prior to January
January 30, 1950."
1950."
Approved
Approved August
1949.
August 19,
19, 1949.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 487]
487]

AN
AN ACT
ACT
To authorize
authorize an
an appropriation
aid of
of a
a system
system of
drainage and
and sanitation
sanitation for
for
appropriation in
in aid
of drainage
Poison, Montana.
the city of Poison,
Montana.

Be it
it enacted
and House of Representatives
Representatives of
enacted by the Senate and
of the
the
United
America in
in Congress
assembled, That
United States of America
Congress assembled,
hereby
That there is
is hereby
authorized to
of any
any funds
the Treasury
Treasury not
authorized
to be
be appropriated,
appropriated, out
out of
funds in
in the
not
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the sum
or so
so much
much thereof
thereof as
as
sum of $100,000
$100,000 or
may be
necessary for
and rehabilitation
replacement of
of
be necessary
for the
the repair
repair and
rehabilitation or
or replacement
the drainage
drainage structures
structures of a
asystem of
drainage for
for lands
within and
and
of drainage
lands within
adjacent
Polson, Montana,
adjacent to the city of Poison,
Montana, on
Flathead Indian
Indian ReserReseron the
the Flathead
vation, in
north, range
range 20
west,
in sections 3, 4,
4, 8,
8, 9,
9, and
and 10,
10, township
township 22
22 north,
20 west,
Montana
Montana principal
meridian: Provided,
Provided, That
the said
city or
or the
resiprincipal meridian:
That the
said city
the residents in
district and
and levy
levy
in the affected
affected area
area form
form aadrainage-sanitation
drainage-sanitation district
an assessment
assessment to provide
provide additional
to convert
the drainage
drainage
additional funds
funds to
convert the
lines
into a
adual
dual purpose
for drainage
and sewer
disposal purpurlines into
purpose system
system for
drainage and
sewer disposal
poses and agree
system and
maintain
agree to take title
title to the system
and operate
operate and
and maintain
it in
it
in perpetuity.
perpetuity.
SEC.
2. Nothing
Nothing in
SEC. 2.
shall be
as an
an admission
admission of
in this Act
Act shall
be construed
construed as
of
liability on
liability
United States
for damages
may be
be
on the part of
of the
the United
States for
damages that
that may
claimed
by any
any property
property owner
as resulting
resulting from
seepage in
in the
the
claimed by
owner as
from seepage
affected
the drainage-sanitation
drainage-sanitation district
district formed
affected area,
area, and
and the
formed pursuant
pursuant to
to
section
hereof shall
specifically agree
the United
section 11 hereof
shall specifically
agree to
to hold
hold the
United States
States
harmless against
against any
damage claims
claims that
that may
be asserted
asserted by
by
any and
and all
all damage
may be
property
owners of
of the
the area.
area.
property owners
Approved August
1949.
Approved
August 19,
19, 1949.
[CHAPTER
488]
[CHAPTER 488]

AN ACT

To provide
provide funds
funds for
for cooperation
cooperation with
with the
of Klamath
County,
To
the school
school board
board of
Klamath County,
Oregon,
for the
construction, extension,
extension, and
and improvement
improvement of
of public-school
public-school
Oregon, for
the construction,
facilities
facilities in
to be
available to
Indian and
and nonnonin Klamath
Klamath County,
County, Oregon,
Oregon, to
be available
to all
all Indian
Indian
children without
discrimination.
Indian children
without discrimination.

Be
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
Representatives of
of the
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
House of
of Representatives
the
United States
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That there
there is
United
States of
is authorauthorized
any funds
funds in
in the
the Treasury
Treasury not
not otherized to
to be
be appropriated,
appropriated, out
out of
of any
otherwise
appropriated, $150,000
$150,000 for
for expenditure
expenditure under
the direction
direction of
of
wise appropriated,
under the
the
Secretary of
of the
for the
of cooperating
cooperating with
with
the Secretary
the Interior
Interior for
the purpose
purpose of
the
Klamath County,
County, Oregon,
the construction,
construction,
the school
school board
board of
of Klamath
Oregon, in
in the
extension,
and improvement
Klamath
extension, and
improvement of
of public-school
public-school facilities
facilities in
in Klamath

August 19,
19, 1949

2869]
[H. R. 28691
[Public Law 255]
[Public

Poison, Mont.
Mont.
Poison,
Appropriation auAppropriation
thorized for drainage
drainage
thorized
system.

Additional funds.
Additional

Nonliabilit yof
Nonliability
of I.U. S.
S.

August 19, 1949
August
[H.
[H. R.
R. 4510]
[Public
Law 256]
[Public Law
256]

Klamath
County,
Klamath
County,
Oreg.
Appropriation auAppropriation
thorized for publicpublicthorized
school facilities.
875.
Post, p. 875.
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specificaPlans and specifications.

Monthly payment.
payment.
Monthly

Recoupment by
Recoupment
II. S.
U.

available to all Indian and non-Indian
County, to be available
non-Indian children
children withwithout discrimination:
discrimination: Provided,
plans and
and specificaProvided, That architectural
architectural plans
specifications therefor
therefor shall be
the local
officials without
without cost
be furnished
furnished by
by the
local officials
cost to
to
the Federal
Government and
Federal Government
subject to
the approval
approval of
the Secretary
Secretary
and subject
to the
of the
of the Interior
Interior or his duly authorized
representative: And
And provided
provided
authorized representative:
further, That
payment for work
further,
That payment
place should
should be
be made
monthly by
work in
in place
made monthly
by
the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior or
authorized representative
or his
his duly
duly authorized
representative
through the Division
Division of Disbursement, Treasury
Treasury Department,
Department, on
on
properly certified vouchers.
vouchers.
SEC.
hereunder shall be
S
EC. 2. Any
Any amount expended
expended hereunder
be recouped
recouped by
by the
the
United States within aa period of
of thirty
years commencing
commencing with
with the
the
thirty years
date of occupancy of the
reducing the
the annual
annual Fedthe building
building through
through reducing
Federal payments
payments for the education
education of
of Indian
Indian pupils
enrolled in
in public,
pupils enrolled
public,
elementary,
elementary, or high
schools of
of the
county or
or by
the acceptance
acceptance of
of
high schools
the county
by the
Indian pupils
pupils in said schools without cost to the
the United
United States;
States; and
and
in computing
computing the
the amount
at 3
3per
amount of
of recoupment,
recoupment, interest
interest at
per centum
centum per
per
annum shall be
e included on unrecouped
unrecouped balances.
Approved August
Approved
19, 1949.
August 19,
1949.
[CHAPTER 492]
[CHAPTER
492]

August 22, 1949
1949
[EL R. 1516]
[H.
[Public Law 257]
2571

AN
AN ACT
ACT

To amend the
the Act entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
Act to
reclassify the
the salaries
salaries of
of postmasters,
postmasters, offioffito reclassify
cers, and employees
employees of the Postal Service;
to establish
establish uniform
uniform procedures
procedures for
for
Service; to
computing compensation;
compensation; and
other purposes",
purposes", approved
approved July
6, 1945,
1945, so
so
and for
for other
July 6,
as to provide
provide annual
automatic within-grade
annual automatic
within-grade promotions
promotions for
for hourly
hourly employees
employees
of the custodial
custodial service.
service.

Postal Service.
Postal
ervice.

59 Stat. 449.
39Uta.
44..

[63
STAT.
[63 STAT.

)

39 II. S. C. §864 (j).

Compensation
of
Compensation
of
charmen
and charcharmen and
women.

Be it
it enacted by the
Senate and
House of
the
the Senate
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
United
States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
United States
That subsection
subsection
(j) of section
14 of the Act entitled
(j)
section 11
entitled "An
Act to
the salaries
salaries
"An Act
to reclassify
reclassify the
of postmasters,
postmasters, officers,
officers, and employees
employees of
the Postal
to estabof the
Postal Service;
Service; to
establish uniform
uniform procedures
procedures for computing compensation;
compensation; and
and for
for other
other
purposes",
6, 1945,
purposes", approved July
July 6,
1945, as
is amended
amended to
to read
as amended,
amended, is
read
as
as follows:
follows:
"(j)
Charmen and charwomen
"(j) Charmen
charwomen working
working part
part time
time shall
shall be
be divided
divided

into four grades with hourly
compensation as
hourly rates of compensation
follows:
as follows:
"Grade 1
1------------- $1.10 per
"Grade
hour
per hour
2------------. 1.15
Grade 2
per hour
1.15 per
hour

Effective
Effective date.
date.

Grade 3
$1.20 per
per hour
hour
Grade
3------------_ $1.20
Grade 4
1.25 per
per hour
hour
Grade
4 ------------ 1.25

and shall be promoted successively
successively at the beginning
of the
the quarter
beginning of
quarter
following one year's satisfactory
satisfactory service
service in each
each grade
grade to
to the
the next
next
higher
higher grade until they reach the
the fourth
fourth grade."
grade."
SEC.
become effective
S
EC. 2. This Act shall become
effective July
July 1,
1, 1949.
1949.
Approved
Approved August
August 22,
22, 1949.

[CHAPTER 493]
[CHAPTER
493]
August 22,
1949
22, 1949
[H. R.
26.34]
[H.
R. 26341
[Public Law
Law 258]
258]
[Public

Alaska.
Alaska.
Transportation on
Transportation
on
Canadian vessels.
vessels.

AN ACT
AN
ACT

To provide
transportation on
between Skagway, Alaska,
To
provide transportation
on Canadian
Canadian vessels
vessels between
and
Alaska, and
other points
points in
Alaska, between
other
in Alaska,
between Haines, Alaska,
Alaska, and other points
in Alaska,
Alaska,
points in
and
between
and between Hyder,
Hyder, Alaska,
Alaska, and other points in Alaska
Alaska or the continental
continental
United States,
States, either
either directly
directly or via aaforeign
United
foreign port,
port, or for any
any part
part of the
the transtransportation.
portation.

Be
Representatives of the
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
United
in Congress
United States
States of America in
Congress assembled, That, until
until June
30,
June 30,
1950, notwithstanding
provisions of law of the
1950,
notwithstanding the provisions
United States
States
the United
restricting
restricting to vessels of the United
United States
States the
transportation of
of passenpassenthe transportation
gers and
and merchandise
merchandise directly or indirectly
gers
indirectly from any port in the United
United
States
to another
port of the United
States to
another port
United States, passengers
passengers may
be transtransmay be

63
STAT.]
63 STAT.]
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ported
points
ported on Canadian
Canadian vessels between
between Skagway,
Skagway, Alaska,
Alaska, and other points
in
Alaska, between
between Haines,
flames, Alaska,
other points
points in
in Alaska,
Alaska, and
and
in Alaska,
Alaska, and
and other
between Hyder, Alaska,
other points
points in Alaska
continental
Alaska, and other
Alaska or
or the
the continental
between
United States,
directly or
or for
for any part
part
or via
via aa foreign
foreign port, or
States, either
either directly
United
of the
transportation: Provided,
vessels may
may
of
the transportation:
Provided, That
That such
such Canadian
Canadian vessels
transport merchandise
between Hyder,
Ryder, Alaska,
and other
other ports
and
transport
merchandise between
Alaska, and
ports and
points
enumerated.
points herein
herein enumerated.
Approved
August 22,
22, 1949.
1949.
Approved August
[CHAPTER 494]
[CHAPTER
494]

AN ACT
AN

To amend
Act entitled
provide for
for cooperation
cooperation by
by the
Smithsonian
the Smithsonian
Act to
to provide
To
amend the
the Act
entitled "An
"An Act
Institution
State, educational,
the United
and scientific
scientific organizations
organizations in
in the
United
Institution with
with State,
educational, and
States for
for continuing
continuing ethnological
ethnological researches
on the
Indians",
researches on
the American
American Indians",
States
approved April
and for
for other
purposes.
other purposes.
April 10,
10, 1928,
1928, and
approved

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
and House
Be
the Senate
United States
Congress assembled, That the
the Act
Act
United
States of America
America in
in Congress
Smithsonian Instiprovide for
for cooperation
cooperation by the Smithsonian
entitled "An Act to provide
tution
with State,
scientific organizations
organizations in the
State, educational,
educational, and scientific
tution with
United
ethnological researches
researches on the American
American
States for continuing
continuing ethnological
United States
Indians", approved
approved April
April 10,
1928, is
in the
the first
is amended
amended by
by deleting
deleting in
10, 1928,
Indians",
section thereof
thereof the words
words "for
continuing ethnological"
ethnological" and inserting
inserting
"for continuing
section
in
thereof the
the words
"to continue
or in
cooperation
in cooperation
continue independently
independently or
words "to
in lieu
lieu thereof
anthropological", and
and following
following the
word "Indians"
"Indians" insert
insert the words
the word
anthropological",
"and the
the natives
lands under
or protection
protection of
of the
the
the jurisdiction
jurisdiction or
of lands
under the
"and
natives of
United States
;".
United
States;".
SEc. 2.
2. Appropriations
Appropriations are
authorized for
for the
the maintenance
maintenance
are hereby
hereby authorized
SEC.
of
Astrophysical Observatory
Observatory and
the making
making of
of solar
solar observations
observations
and the
the Astrophysical
of the
at
high altitudes;
altitudes; for repairs
alterations of buildings and grounds
grounds
repairs and alterations
at high
occupied
by the
the Smithsonian
Smithsonian Institution
Institution in
in the
the District
of Columbia
Columbia
District of
occupied by
and elsewhere;
elsewhere; and
for preparation
preparation of
of manuscripts,
drawings, and
and
manuscripts, drawings,
and for
and
illustrations
for publications.
publications.
illustrations for
Approved
August 22, 1949.
1949.
Approved August
[CHAPTER
497]
[CHAPTER 497]

AN
AN ACT
ACT

For the
relief of
Public Utility
Cowlitz County,
County,
1, of Cowlitz
District Numbered
Numbered 1,
Utility District
of Public
For
the relief
Washington.
Washington.

Be
by the
the Senate
and House
of Representatives
the
Representatives of the
House of
Senate and
enacted by
Be it
it enacted
United States
States of
America in
in Congress
That the
the Secretary
Secretary
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
of America
United
of
and he
he is
hereby, authorized
and directed
directed to
to pay,
pay,
is hereby,
authorized and
of the
the Treasury
Treasury be,
be, and
out
of any
money in
the Treasury
Treasury not
not already
the sum
appropriated, the
already appropriated,
in the
any money
out of
of
Utility District
1, Cowlitz
Cowlitz County,
County,
Numbered 1,
District Numbered
to Public
Public Utility
of $62,299.38,
$62,299.38, to
Washington,
in full
full settlement
settlement of
of the
the said
district's
said public-utility
public-utility district's
Washington, in
claim against
against the
the United
fee paid
paid by
by the
public-utility
said public-utility
the said
for aafee
States for
United States
claim
district
clerk of
States District
District Court
Court for
for the
Westthe Westof the
the United
United States
to the
the clerk
district to
ern District
District of
Southern Division,
in cause
cause numbered
numbered
Division, in
Washington, Southern
of Washington,
ern
8592,
pursuant to
to the
paragraph 8,
8, section
section 555,
555, title
title 28,
28,
of paragraph
provisions of
the provisions
8592, pursuant
United States
Code, Annotated,
Provided, That
no
That no
effect: Provided,
as then
then in
in effect:
Annotated, as
States Code,
United
part of
of the
amount appropriated
in this
this Act
Act in
centum
in excess
excess of
of 10 per centum
appropriated in
part
the amount
thereof shall
be paid
or delivered
delivered to
to or
or received
received by any agent or
shall be
paid or
thereof
in connection
connection with this claim,
attorney
services rendered
rendered in
of services
on account
account of
attorney on
and
shall be
unlawful, any
notwithcontrary notwithto the
the contrary
any contract
contract to
be unlawful,
the same
same shall
and the
standing. Any
Act shall
shall be
be
of this
this Act
the provisions
provisions of
violating the
Any person
person violating
standing.
deemed
misdemeanor and
upon conviction
conviction thereof
shall
thereof shall
and upon
a misdemeanor
guilty of
of a
deemed guilty
be
in any
exceeding $1,000.
sum not exceeding
any sum
be fined
fined in
Approved
August
23,
1949.
Approved August 23, 1949.

August 22,
22, 1949
1949
August
[H.
[rt. R. 3417]
[Public Law
Law 259]
259]
[Public

Smithsonian
Smithsonian
tution.
tution.

InstiInsti-

45 Stat.
Stat. 413.
413.
45
20 U.
U. S.. C.
69, 70.
70.
20
C. §§§C69,

Appropriations auAppropriations
thorized.
thorized.
Post, p.
p. 649.
649.
Post,

August 23,
23, 1949
1949
August
[11.
It. 31931
11. R.
31931
(Public
Law 2601
2601
[Public Law

Public Utility
Utility DisDisPublic
trict No.
No. 1,
I, Cowlitz
Cowlitz
trict
County, Wash.
Wash.
County,

62 Stat.
Stat. 954,
954, 993.
993.
62
28 U.
U. S.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
11,
I, §§1914..
1914.

624
624

PUBLIC
LAWS— CH.498-AUG.
498—AUG .23,
1949
PUBLIC LAWS-CH.
23, 1949
[
CHAPTER 498]
498]
[CHAPTER

August 23,1949
[H. R. 5114]
5114]

[Public
[Public Law 261]
261]

Internal Revenue
Internal
Code, amendments.
amendments.
53 Stat. 365.
U. S.
§3150
26 U.
S. C. §3150
(b).

[63 STAT.
STAT.
[63

ACT
AN ACT

To amend
amend the
the Internal
Internal Revenue
Revenue Code
Code to
to permit
permit the
use of
of additional
additional means,
the use
means,
including stamp
including
on fermented
fermented malt
liquors,
stamp machines,
machines, for
for payment
payment of
of tax
tax on
malt liquors,
provide for the establishment
of brewery
brewery bottling
bottling house
house on
on brewery
brewery premises,
establishment of
premises,
purposes.
and for
for other
other purposes.

Be it
enacted by the Senate
Senate and House
it enacted
of Representatives
of the
House of
Representatives of
the
United States
States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That section
section 3150
3150
(b)
Internal Revenue
(b) of the Internal
Revenue Code
Code is
by changing
the desigdesigis amended
amended by
changing the
nation of paragraph
paragraph "(2)
"(4) "and
by the
the insertion
insertion of
of two
two new
"(2)""to
to "(4)"
and by
new
paragraphs designated
paragraphs
designated "(2)"
"(2)" and "(3)"
to read
read as
as follows:
follows:
"(3)" to
"(2)
METHOD OF
"(2) METHOD
or rArmENT.—The
malt liquor
liquor
PAYMENT.-The tax
tax on
on fermented
fermented malt
brewed or manufactured
manufactured and sold, or removed
brewed
for consumption
consumption
removed for
or sale, within
within the United
United States, shall be paid by stamp, under
under
such rules
and regulations,
bonds, records,
and returns,
returns,
rules and
regulations, permits,
permits, bonds,
records, and
and with the use of
tax-stamp machines
machines or
or metering
metering or
or other
other
of such
such tax-stamp
devices
devices and
and apparatus, as the Commissioner
Commissioner with the
approval
the approval
shall prescribe.
prescribe.
of the Secretary
Secretary shall
"(3) PENALTIEs.-Whoever
PENAl:rms.—Whoever manufactures,
manufactures, procures,
procures, possesses,
uses or tampers
tampers with
may be
be required
required
with aatax-stamp
tax-stamp machine
machine which
which may
under
under this section
section with intent to evade
evade the internal-revenue
internal-revenue tax
tax
imposed upon fermented
fermented malt
and whoever,
whoever, with
with intent
intent
malt liquors, and
to defraud,
defraud, makes, alters, simulates, or
any stamp
stamp
or counterfeits
counterfeits any
of the
the character
character imprinted
imprinted by such
stamp machine,
or who
such stamp
machine, or
who proprocures, possesses, uses, or sells any forged,
forged, altered,
counterfeited,
altered, counterfeited,
or simulated tax stamp or any
any plate, die, or
device intended
intended for
or device
for
use in forging, altering, counterfeiting, or simulating
simulating any
any such
such
stamp, or who otherwise violates the
of this
this section,
section, or
or
the provisions
provisions of
the regulations issued
issued pursuant
shall pay
pay aa penalty
penalty of
of
pursuant thereto,
thereto, shall
$5,000 and shall be fined
$5,000
fined not more
$10,000 or
be imprisoned
imprisoned
more than $10,000
or be
not more than five years, or both, and any machine,
machine, device,
device, equipequipment, or materials used
violation of
of this
this section
section shall
shall be
be forforused in
in violation
feited
feited to the United States
States and after condemnation
condemnation shall be
be
destroyed.
destroyed. But this provision
provision shall
shall not
not exclude
exclude any
any other
other penalty
penalty
or forfeiture provided
provided by law."
law."

SEC.
SEC. 2. Section
Section 3152 of the Internal
Internal Revenue
Revenue Code is amended
amended by
by
striking out subsections
striking;
subsections (a)
and (c)
and by
relette ri
ng subsections
su b
sec ti ons
(a) and
(c) and
by relettering
"(b)",
and "(g)"
"(b)",
"(c)", "(d)",
"(d)",
"(b)", "(d)",
(d)", "(e)",
(e), "(f)",
(f) ', asd
"(g)", as "(a)",
)
(b)", '"(c)",
and
"(e)", respectively.
respectively.
and "(e)",
53
.3 Stat. 370.
SEC. 3. Section
SF:c.
Section 3157 (a)
(a) of the Internal
Internal Revenue
Revenue Code
Code is
is amended
amended
26
U. S. C.
§3157
2} U.
C. §3157
(a).
(a).
to read
read as follows:
follows:
"(a)
REQUIREMENTs.-Every person
"(a) REQUIREMENTS.—Every
person who withdraws
withdraws any fermented
fermented
malt liquor
liquor from any hogshead, barrel, or keg upon
upon which
which the
the proper
proper
stamp has not been affixed
affixed for the purpose of bottling the same, or
or who
who
carries
carries on or attempts to carry on the business of bottling fermented
fermented
malt liquor in any brewery
brewery or other
other place in which
which fermented
fermented malt
malt
liquor is made, or upon any premises
premises having
having communication
communication with
such
with such
$500, and
brewery, or any warehouse,
warehouse, shall be liable to aa fine of $500,
and the
business shall be liable to forfeiture:
property used in such bottling
bottling or business
forfeiture:
Provided, however, That this section shall not be construed
prevent
Provided,
construed to prevent
the transfer
unfermented, partially
partially fermented, or fermented
transfer of any unfermented,
fermented
malt liquors from any of the vats or tanks in any brewery by way of aa
pipe line or other
pipe
other conduit to another
another building
building or place on the brewery
brewery
premises for the sole purpose of bottling
bottling the same, such pipe line or
or
conduit
constructed and operated
conduit to be constructed
operated in such manner and
and with
with such
such
cisterns, vats, tanks, valves, cocks, faucets,
faucets, meters, and
gages, or
or other
other
and gages,
utensils or apparatus,
apparatus, either
either in the brewery
brewery or in the bottling house,
53 Stat. 366.
26 U.S.
U. S. C. §
§ 3152.

63 S
STAT.]
TAT.]
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1949

changes of or additions thereto,
and with such changes
thereto, and such locks, seals,
or other fastenings,
fastenings, and under such rules and regulations
regulations as shall be
be
from time to time prescribed
prescribed by the
subject to
to the
the
the Commissioner,
Commissioner, subject
approval of the Secretary:
Providedfurther,
Secretary: Provided
That the
further,That
the tax imposed
imposed by
by
law on fermented
fermented malt liquor
shall be
paid on
on all
all bottled
fermented
liquor shall
be paid
bottled fermented
removal for consumption
consumption or sale,
such
malt liquor at the time of removal
sale, in such
prescribed by regulations
regulations pursuant
manner as may be prescribed
pursuant to section 3150
3150
(b) (2).
(2). And any
rules and
and regulations
by
(b)
any violation
violation of
of the
the rules
regulations prescribed
prescribed by
the Commissioner, with the approval of the Secretary,
pursuance of
of
Secretary, in pursuance
these
shall be
subject to
above provided
this
these provisions shall
be subject
to the
the penalties
penalties above
provided by
by this
section.
section. Every
Every owner,
agent, or
any brewery
brewery or
or
owner, agent,
or superintendent
superintendent of
of any
or connives
at the
bottling house who removes, or
connives at
removal of, any
the removal
any ferfermented malt
malt liquor
liquor through a
apipe line or conduit, with
with the intent to
to
revenue, shall forfeit
defraud the revenue,
all the
made by
and for
for him,
him,
forfeit all
the liquors
liquors made
by and
and all
making the
the same."
same."
all the vessels, utensils,
utensils, and
and apparatus
apparatus used
used in
in making
S
EC. 4. Section
3158 of
is amended
amended to
to
SEC.
Section 3158
of the
the Internal
Internal Revenue
Revenue Code
Code is
follows:
read as
as follows:
"The brewery
brewery premises
premises shall consist
consist of the
buildings
the land and buildings
described
notice and
be used
solely for
for the
purdescribed in
in the brewer's
brewer's notice
and shall
shall be
used solely
the purmanufacturing beer,
pose of manufacturing
beer, lager
lager beer,
similar ferferbeer, ale, porter,
porter, and
and similar
mented
beverages containing
containing less
less than
than one-half
of
mented malt
malt liquors,
liquors, cereal
cereal beverages
one-half of
11per centum of alcohol by
volume, vitamins,
malt sirup,
and
by volume,
vitamins, ice, malt,
malt, malt
sirup, and
other byproducts;
byproducts; of
fermented malt
and cereal
of bottling fermented
malt liquors
liquors and
cereal bevbevhereinafter provided;
of drying
drying spent
spent grain
from the
the brewbrewerages as
as hereinafter
provided; of
grain from
ery- of recovering
ery;
recovering carbon
and yeast;
storing bottles,
carbon dioxide
dioxide and
yeast; and
and of storing
bottles,
packages,
supplies necessary
or incidental
incidental to
all such
manufacpackages, and
and supplies
necessary or
to all
such manufacture: Provided,
undelivered tax-paid
tax-paid fermented
fermented malt
malt liquor
liquor in
in
ture:
Provided, That
That undelivered
stamped
barrels or
kegs returned
returned to
to a
may be
be temporarily
temporarily
stamped barrels
or kegs
a brewery
brewery may
stored
therein, subject
subject to
such conditions
such regulations
regulations
stored therein,
to such
conditions and
and under
under such
as the
the approval
approval of
shall preas
the Commissioner,
Commissioner, with
with the
of the
the Secretary,
Secretary, shall
prescribe. The
of fermented
liquors and
and cereal
beverages
scribe.
The bottling
bottling of
fermented malt
malt liquors
cereal beverages
on the
be conducted
only in
in the
the brewery
brewery botboton
the brewery
brewery premises
premises shall
shall be
conducted only
tling house
house which
which shall
shall be
on such
such premises.
premises. The
The brewery
brewery
tling
be located
located on
bottling
house shall
be separated
separated from
the brewery
brewery in
in such
such manner
manner
bottling house
shall be
from the
as the
the approval
approval of
Secretary, may
may by
as
the ''Commissioner,
Commissioner, with
with the
of the
the Secretary,
by
regulations prescribe.
prescribe. The
The brewery
bottling house
shall be
used solely
solely
regulations
brewery bottling
house shall
be used
for the
the purpose
purpose of
of bottling
bottling beer,
beer, lager
lager beer,
and similar
similar
for
beer, ale,
ale, porter,
porter, and
fermented
and cereal
cereal beverages
than
fermented malt
malt liquors,
liquors, and
beverages containing
containing less
less than
one-half
centum of
by volume;
volume; and
for the
storage of
of
one-half of
of 11per
per centum
of alcohol
alcohol by
and for
the storage
bottles
tools and
supplies necessary
necessary or
incidental to
to the
manufacture
bottles, tools,
and supplies
or incidental
the manufacture
or
fermented malt
malt liquor
liquor and
cereal beverages.
Notwithor bottling
bottling of
of fermented
and cereal
beverages. Notwithstanding the
foregoing provisions,
any such
premises
standing
the foregoing
provisions, where
where any
such brewery
brewery premises
or
brewery bottling
bottling house
was, on
being used
by any
any
or brewery
house was,
on June
June 26,
26, 1936,
1936, being
used by
brewer
for purposes
other than
than those
described, or
or the
brewery
brewer for
purposes other
those herein
herein described,
the brewery
bottling house
house was,
was, on
on such
such date,
the bottling
of soft
soft
bottling
date, being
being used
used for
for the
bottling of
drinks,
use of
of the
the brewery
bottling-house premises
premises for
for such
drinks, the
the use
brewery and
and bottling-house
such
purposes
may be
be continued
continued by
by such
brewer. The
The brewery
bottling
purposes may
such brewer.
brewery bottling
house of
of any
any brewery
be used
for the
the bottling
product
house
brewery shall
shall not
not be
used for
bottling of
of the
the product
of any
brewery. Any
Any brewer
who uses
uses his
brewery or
or bottling
bottling
of
any other
other brewery.
brewer who
his brewery
house
the provisions
provisions of
this subsection
shall be
be fined
fined not
house contrary
contrary to
to the
of this
subsection shall
not
more than
with respect
each day
day upon
upon which
which any
any such
such use
use
more
than $50
$50 with
respect to
to each
occurs."
occurs."
S
EC. 5
Section 3159
3159 of
amended by
by
SEC.
5 Section
of the
the Internal
Internal Revenue
Revenue Code
Code is
is amended
relettering subsections
subsections "(j)",
"(j)", "(k)",
and "(1)"
"(1)", and
relettering
"(k)", and
"(1)" as
as "(k)",
"(k)", "(1)",
and
"(m)" and
the insertion
insertion of
subsection designated
to
"(m)"
and by
by the
of a
a new
new subsection
designated "(j)"
"(j)" to
read as
as follows:
follows:
read
(j)FRAUDULENT
REMOVAL OF
or BOWLED
FERMENTED M
ALT LIQUORS.—
""(j)
FRAUDULENT REMOVAL
BOTTLED FEMENTED
MALT
LIQUORS.Any
or other
other person
person who
or in
way aids
aids in
the
Any brewer
brewer or
who removes
removes or
in any
any way
in the
removal from
from any
brewery bottling
house of
any bottled
bottled
removal
any brewery
brewery or
or brewery
bottling house
of any
81939°-50---PT. 1-40
I---40
81939-50--PT.

Ante,
Ante, p.
p. 624.
624.

53 Stat.
371.
53
Stat. 371.
26 U.S.
26
U. S.

C.. §
3158.
§3158.

53 Stat.
Stat. 371.
371.
53
26 U.
U. S.
S. C.
C. §
3159.
26
§ 3159.

626
626

PUBLIC LAWS-CHS.
LAWS— CHS.498,
498, 500,
500, 501-AUG.
501—AUG .23,
23, 24,
1949
24, 1949
PUBLIC

53
366, 367, 368.
Stat. 366,7
53 Stat.
368.
26 U. S. C. §1 3151,
3153 (a), 3154; Supp.
II, §3154.

II, 13154.

Effective date.
date.
Effective

fermented malt
liquors on
the required
required tax
tax has
been paid
paid
fermented
malt liquors
on which
which the
has not
not been
shall be
be fined
and imprisoned
for not
more than
than one
year."
shall
fined $100
$100 and
imprisoned for
not more
one year."

SEC. 6.
of the
second paragraph
paragraph of
of
SEC.
6. Section
Section 3151,
3151, the
the first
first sentence
sentence of
the second
are
section
of the
section 3153
3153 (a),
(a), and
and section
section 3154
3154 of
the Internal
Internal Revenue
Revenue Code
Code are
repealed: Provided,
Provided,That section
section 3154
shall continue
in effect
effect as to any
repealed:
3154 shall
continue in
any

claim
thereunder prior
prior to
the effective
effective date
date of
of this
this Act.
to the
Act.
claim accruing
accruing thereunder
made by
effect on
SEC. 7.
7. The amendments
amendments made
by this Act shall
shall take
take effect
on the
first
of the
the first
first month
month which
which begins
begins six
months or
or more
after the
first day
day of
six months
more after
the
date
of the
enactment of
of this
this Act.
Act.
date of
the enactment
Approved August
1949.
Approved
August 23,
23, 1949.
[CHAPTER
500]
[CHAPTER 500]

August 24,
24, 1949
1949
August
[H.
R. 1997]
[H. R.
19971
[Public Law
252]
[Public
Law 262]

Mississippi River
River
Mississippi
Parkway.
Pi
Appropriation
auAppropriation authorized
for survey.
th
Post, p. 980.

po.9'
post,

Report
Report to
to Congress.
Congress.

Time
limitation.
Time limitation.

[63 S
TAT.
[63
STAT.

AN
AN ACT
ACT

To
authorize the
survey of
of aa proposed
Mississippi River
Parkway for
for the
the purpose
purpose
River Parkway
proposed Mississippi
To authorize
the survey
of
of such
such a
a national
national parkway,
parkway, and
and for
other purfor other
purfeasibility of
of determining
determining the
the feasibility
poses.
poses.

Be
the Senate
and House
Representatives of
of the
the
House of
of Representatives
by the
Senate and
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
United States
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
hereby
United
States of
of America
America in
in Congress
That there
there is hereby
authorized to be appropriated
appropriated aa sum not exceeding $250,000
$250,000 to be
used
Department of
the Interior
the National
National Park
Park
of the
Interior through
through the
used by
by the
the Department
Service and
Federal Works
Works Agency
Agency through
the Public
Public Roads
Roads
through the
and by
by the
the Federal
Service
Administration
to make
national parkmake a
a joint
joint survey
survey of
of aaroute
route for a
a national
Administration to
way to
be known
as the
Mississippi River
River Parkway.
survey shall
shall
The survey
Parkway. The
the Mississippi
way
to be
known as
follow, in
in general,
general, the
of the
the Mississippi
An estimate
of
the route
route of
Mississippi River.
River. An
estimate of
follow,
cost
the national
national parkway
thereof
parkway or
or any portions thereof
cost of
of construction
construction of
of the
found to
to be
be practicable
practicable by
together with
with such
such other
other data
data
found
by said
said survey,
survey, together
as will
valuable, shall
be obtained
the objective
objective of
determining
as
will be
be valuable,
shall be
obtained with
with the
of determining
the desirability
desirability of
authorizing the
of the
parkway or
the
of authorizing
the construction
construction of
the parkway
or
any portion thereof. A report of the survey, upon its completion, shall
shall
transmitted to
the Congress
Congress by
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
and
be transmitted
to the
the Interior
Interior and
the
of the
Works Agency,
together with
with their
their
the Administrator
Administrator of
the Federal
Federal Works
Agency, together
recommendations
recommendations thereon.

SEC.
2. The
of the
Interior and
the Administrator
S
EC. 2.
The Secretary
Secretary of
the Interior
and the
Administrator of
of the
the

Federal Works
Works Agency
Agency are hereby
complete such
such joint
joint
hereby directed
directed to complete
survey within
within two years
after the
of this
this Act.
Act.
survey
years after
the enactment
enactment of
Approved
August 24,
1949.
Approved August
24, 1949.
[
CHAPTER 501]
501]
[CHAPTER
August
1949
24, 1949
August 24,
([H.
[H. R.
R. 34401
34401
2i3]
[Public Law 263]

Rocky
Mountain
Rocky Mountain
National Park,
Park, Colo.
Colo,
National
Additional
land.
Additional land.

AN
AN ACT
ACT

For
addition of
of certain
certain lands
lands to
Mountain National
National Park,
Park, Colorado,
For the
the addition
to Rocky
Rocky Mountain
Colorado,
and
other purposes.
and for
for other
purposes.

Be it
it enacted
Senate and
and House
enacted by
by the
the Senate
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of
the
United States
of America
the United
States of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the
the
America in
assembled, That
following-described lands,
lands, comprising
approximately one
following-described
comprising approximately
one hundred
hundred
and forty
forty acres,
acres, are
are hereby
added to
National Park
and
hereby added
to Rocky
Rocky Mountain
Mountain National
Park
and
shall be
be subject
subject to
to all
laws and
regulations applicable
to said
said park:
park:
and shall
all laws
and regulations
applicable to
SIXTH
SIXTH PRINCIPAL
PRINCIPAL MEIIIDIAN
MERIDIAN

Township 5
5 north,
north, range
range 73
west, section
section 27.
southwest quarter
Township
73 west,
27. southwest
quarter northnorthwest quarter,
quarter, and west
west half
west half
half southwest
southwest quarter;
quarter; section
section 34,
34, west
half
northeast quarter
northeast.
quarter northwest
northwest quarter.
quarter.
SEC.
Secretary of the Interior is
is authorized
to acquire
lands
S
EC. 2.
2. The Secretary
authorized to
acquire lands
donation or with
with donated
donated funds,
by purchase
purchase
and interests
interests in lands by donation
funds, by
in his
discretion, for
with Federal funds, or
or otherwise.
otherwise, in
his discretion,
for development
development
of an appropriate
eastern approach
approach to
park, described
follows:
appropriate eastern
to the
the park,
described as
as follows:
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SIXTH PRINCIPAL
MERIDIAN
SIXTH
PRINCIPAL MERIDIAN

Township 5
5 north,
north, range
range 73 west; those
those parts
parts of the
the following
following
subdivisions lying south of the
the present
present Highthe south
south boundary
boundary of
of the
Highdrive Road right-of-way:
right-of-way: Section
Section 27, east
southwest quarter,
quarter, and
and
east half
half southwest
south half southeast
southeast quarter;
quarter; section 34,
34, northeast
northeast quarter
quarter northeast
northeast
quarter;
quarter; section 35, west half northwest
northwest quarter
quarter northwest
northwest quarter;
quarter;
subdivisions lying north
those parts of the following subdivisions
and west
of the
the
north and
west of
left bank of the Big Thompson
Thompson River:
River: Section
34, north
half southsouthSection 34,
north half
east quarter northeast
northeast quarter; section
35, southwest
quarter northwest
section 35,
southwest quarter
northwest
quarter
approximately one hundred
quarter comprising approximately
hundred and forty-five
forty-five acres;
acres;
a strip of land, not to exceed
and a
exceed an average
of five
hundred feet
feet in
in
average of
five hundred
width, generally
paralleling the
Thompson River
approximately
generally paralleling
the Thompson
River for
for approximately
one and six-tenths
six-tenths miles from near the center
center of section 25,
25, township
township
55 north, range 73 west, to the one hundred
forty-five-acre tract
tract
hundred and
and forty-five-acre
described
described elsewhere
elsewhere in
in this
this section.
section.
Issuance of
orders.
of orders.
SEC. 3. All property
acquired pursuant
SEc.
property acquired
to this
this Act
Act shall
shall become
become aa Issuance
pursuant to
part of the park, following
following acquisition
acquisition of
thereto by
of title
title thereto
by the
the United
United
States
States upon the issuance of an appropriate
appropriate order or
orders by
the
or orders
by the
Secretary
Secretary of the Interior setting forth
boundaries of
of the
the
forth the
the revised
revised boundaries
park, such order
orders to
to be
immediately upon
upon the
the expiraexpiraorder or
or orders
be effective
effective immediately
tion of thirty full
calendar days
Federal
full calendar
days after
after publication
publication in
in the
the Federal
Register. Lands so added
added to the park shall
shall thereafter
thereafter be
subject to
to all
be subject
all
laws and regulations applicable
applicable to
to the
the park.
park.
Acquisition of
propAcquisition
of propSEC.
Interior is authorized
SEC. 4. The Secretary of the Interior
authorized to
acquire by
by erty.
to acquire
purchase
or
otherwise
such
properties within
purchase
otherwise such properties
within the
the exterior
exterior boundaries
boundaries
of Rocky Mountain
Mountain National
National Park
Park as may be
him to
to be
be
be deemed
deemed by
by him
necessary in connecting the
existing
the eastern
eastern approach
approach road
road with
with the
the existing
Bear Lake and
Ridge roads,
and in
developing the
the present
present govand Trail Ridge
roads, and
in developing
governmental residential, utility,
administrative units.
utility, and
and proposed
proposed administrative
units.
Approved August
August 24,
24, 1949.
Approved
1949.
[
CHAPTER 504]
504]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
APCT
AN

To authorize
a program
program of
authorize a
useful public
works for
for the
the development
development of
of the
the
of useful
public works
Territory
Territory of
of Alaska.
Alaska.

Be it
Senate and
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
of the
the
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
United States of
United
in Congress
assembled, That
this Act
Act may
may
of America in
Congress assembled,
That this
as the
the "Alaska
"Alaska Public
Works Act".
Act".
be cited
cited as
Public Works
SEC.
SEc. 2. The Congress hereby
that the
purpose of
of this
this Act
Act
hereby declares
declares that
the purpose
is
settlement and
the permanent
residents of
of
is to foster
foster the
the settlement
and increase
increase the
permanent residents
Alaska, stimulate
and industry,
industry, encourage
internal commerce
commerce
Alaska,
stimulate trade
trade and
encourage internal
and
private investment,
develop Alaskan
Alaskan resources,
and provide
provide
and private
investment, develop
resources, and
facilities for community life, through a
a program
of useful
public
program of
useful public
works.
works.
Administrator of
of General
General Services
referred
SEC. 3.
3. The
The Administrator
Services (hereinafter
(hereinafter referred
"Administrator") is
is hereby
hereby authorized
to accept
applications
to as the
the "Administrator")
authorized to
accept applications
in the
the Territory
Territory of
of Alaska
Alaska from
or
for public
public works
works in
from the
the said
said Territory
Territory or
city, town,
town, district,
or other
in said
said Territory
Territory
from any city,
district, or
other public
public body
body in
(said
or other
body submitting
(said Territory
Territory or
other public
public body
submitting an
an application
application hereherehereinafter referred
under being hereinafter
to as
as the
the "applicant").
referred to
"applicant"). Each
Each of
of
such applications
applications shall
the
shall include
include a
a statement
statement by
by the
the Governor
Governor of
of the
Territory respecting
the need
need for
for the
and
Territory
respecting the
the public
public works
works requested
requested and
financial ability
ability of
the applicant
the cost
of the
the financial
of the
applicant to
to defray
defray the
cost of
the public
public
works.
4. Whenever
Whenever the
with the
of the
SEC. 4.
the Administrator,
Administrator, with
the concurrence
concurrence of
the
Secretary
Secretary of the
Interior, given
other
the Interior,
given after
after consultation
consultation with
with such
such other

August 24,
24, 1949
1949
August

ES
8351
[s. 8551
[Public Law 264]
264]
IPublic

Alaska Public
Alaska
Public
Works Act.
Purpoee.
Purpowe.

Applicationsfor pubpubApplicatostfor
lic works.
lie

Inclusion
Inclusion of public
public
works in Alask
Alaska proworks
pogram.
gram.
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Authority
Authority
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of
of

Ad-

Ad-

"Public works."
works."

Agreement
with apapApleement with
plicant.

Purchase
Purchase price.
price.

Transfer
'Trnsf,.r of
of title.

I
nterest.
Interest,

Agreements
Agreements with
U. S.

Acquisition
Acquisition of land.
land.

[63 STAT.
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Federal
Federal agencies
as have
in the
the public
public works
works
agencies as
have a
a substantial
substantial interest
interest in
requested
requested in any such application,
application, concludes
concludes that
that such
such public
public works,
works,
as requested
requested or as revised
revised by him, will effectuate
the purposes
of
i this
effectuate the
purposes of
this
Act and should be provided
provided hereunder,
hereunder, he
may include
them in
n the
the
he may
include them
program
works for
program of public
public works
for the
the Territory
Territory of
of Alaska.
Alaska.
Administrator is further
The Administrator
further authorized
authorized to provide, within
within the
the
limits of the
the appropriations
appropriations available
therefor, any
any public
public works
available therefor,
works
included in such program.
program. The authority
authority to
to provide
provide public
public works
works
hereunder shall include
hereunder
include the power
power to
acquire, construct,
construct, and
and equip
equip
to acquire,
public
public works, clear and improve
improve sites therefor,
therefor, improve,
extend, alter,
alter,
improve, extend,
rehabilitate, repair, or remodel
remodel existing
existing public
public works,
works, and
and prepare
surprepare surveys, drawings,
specifications, and contract and
drawings, specifications,
other construction
construction
and other
documents.
documents.
AS
"public works"
As used in this Act, the term "public
works" is
is intended
to mean
mean
intended to
public facilities, such as schools,
schools, hospitals, sewer,
water and
and ,other
other
sewer, water
public-utility
public-utility facilities,
facilities, wharf, dock
other harbor
dock and
and other
harbor facilities,
facilities,
bridges,
bridges, roads, sidewalks, streets,
other public
public thoroughthoroughstreets, alleys,
alleys, and
and other
fares, college and institutional
institutional buildings and facilities
facilities (including
dor(including dormitories and quarters
quarters for students, inmates,
inmates, and employees),
employees), libraries,
libraries,
firehouses and other public
public buildings,
buildings, incinerators
incinerators and
garbage-disand garbage-disposal facilities, and other public
public and
and community
community facilities.
facilities.
SEC.
SEC. 5. The Administrator, in providing
providing public works for
for any applicant hereunder,
hereunder, shall enter
appropriate agreement
enter into an appropriate
agreement with
with the
the
applicant pursuant
pursuant to which the applicant shall
agree, in
in consideration
consideration
shall agree,
operate and maintain
for such
such public
public works, to operate
the public
at
maintain the
public works
works at
its
own expense
expense and to pay to the United
its own
United States at such
such time
time or
or times
times
as may
purchase price deemed
may be mutually
mutually agreed,
agreed., a
apurchase
deemed by the
the AdminisAdministrator to be reasonable
reasonable and in the public
public interest.
interest. Such purchase
purchase price
price
shall in no event be less than 25 per centum nor more than
75 per
per
than 75
centum of the estimated
estimated cost or the
centum
cost, whichever
is the
the actual
actual cost,
whichever is
the lesser,
lesser,
to the United
United States
States of said public works,
works, as determined
determined by
by the
the AdminAdministrator,
istrator, and the aggregate
aggregate amount
agreed to
to be
paid by
the applicants
applicants
amount agreed
be paid
by the
under all said
said agreements
agreements shall be sufficient,
sufficient, in the determination
determination of
of the
the
Administrator,
Administrator, to enable
enable the United States
States to
to recover
in the
the aggregate
aggregate
recover in
not less than
than 50 per centum of the total estimated
estimated cost
to the
United
cost to
the United
States of all the public works
under this
it being
being the
the
works provided
provided under
this Act,
Act, it
intent that the Administrator
intent
Administrator shall
shall ultimately
ultimately recover
recover and
and cover
cover into
into
miscellaneous receipts
receipts approximately
approximately one-half
of the
the total
total Federal
Federal
one-half of
funds expendled
expended for the provision
provision of public works
under this
this Act.
works under
Act.
Upon completion
the public
public works
transfer
Upon
completion of
of the
works the
the Administrator
Administrator shall transfer
to the applicant,
applicant, in conformity
conformity with
with the
the provisions
provisions of
of said
said agreement,
agreement,
possession of and all rights, title, and interest
interest of the United
United States
States in
in
and
to said
said public
public works.
and to
works. Any
Any portion
portion of the purchase
purchase price
price remaining unpaid
unpaid on the date of such transfer,
interest at
at
transfer, shall
shall bear
bear simple
simple interest
2 per centum per
2
per annum from such date to the date of
of payment.
payment.
SEC.
To facilitate
carrying out
out the
S
EC. 6.
6. To
facilitate carrying
the purposes
purposes of this Act, any
any

applicant
hereunder is authorized
applicant hereunder
authorized to enter
enter into agreements
agreements with
with the
the
United States, perform
obligations assumed
assume d thereunder,
thereun der, pay
pay to
to
perform the
the obligations
the United States the amount
amount agreed upon for the public
public works.
works. out
out
of
any funds
of any
funds available to the applicant
applicant not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated,
and, in connection
described in any such
and,
connection with any
any project
project. described
such agreement,
agreement,
incur
incur indebtedness.
indebtedness, issue
issue general
general obligation
obligation or revenue
revenue bonds, levy
levy
taxes which
which shall be uniform upon the same class of
subjects, impose
impose
of subjects,
special assessments,
assessments, fix and collect
special
collect charges
charges for services
services rendered
rendered by
by
the public works, operate
operate and maintain
maintain public
works included
included in
in said
said
public works
program,
acquire
by
purchase,
or otherwise
program, acquire by purchase, condemnation,
condemnation, donation,
donation, or
otherwise
such interests
interests in land
land as may
may be necessary
necessary to
provide public
public works
works
to provide
hereunder, and grant to the
hereunder,
Stat es ,without
w ith ou treimbursement,
re i
m b
ursement,
the United
United States,
any permit,
any
permit, license, or right to use land and other
other property
in the
the
property in
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possession of
applicant as
as may
be necessary
to enable
Adminof the
the applicant
may be
necessary to
enable the
the Administrator
functions hereunder.
istrator to carry out his functions
hereunder. The
powers granted
granted
The powers
under this section shall be in addition to the powers
powers heretofore
heretofore granted
,oTanted
and
be exercised
notwithstanding any
any other
other p
rov i
si
ons of
oflaw.
and may
may be
exercised notwithstanding
provisions
law.
SEC. 7. For the purpose
purpose of carrying
carrying out this Act,
Act, any
any Federal
Federal agency
agency
jurisdiction over any
interest in land, whether
whether improved
having jurisdiction
any interest
or
improved or
unimproved,
providing public
works hereunder
hereunder may,
may, in
in
unimproved, necessary
necessary for
for providing
public works
its discretion and subject to such conditions
conditions as it
it may determine,
transfer jurisdiction thereof
Administrator upon his request,
thereof to the Administrator
notwithstanding
any other
other provisions
provisions of
of law,
notwithstanding any
law, and
and the
the Administrator
Administrator
is
authorized to
acquire jurisdiction
jurisdiction over
utilize such
such
is authorized
to acquire
over such land
land and utilize
land for
carrying out
functions under
Act. The
Adminisfor carrying
out his
his functions
under this
this Act.
The Adminisupon lands
applicant
trator may
may also provide public
public works
works upon
lands of
of any
any applicant
made available
available to him for such purpose.
SEC. 8.
provided, public
works shall
be proSEC.
8. Except
Except as hereinafter
hereinafter provided,
public works
shall be
provided under this Act by the Administrator
Administrator through the award
award of
of
conformity with the
provisions of section 3709 of the
contracts in conformity
the provisions
Revised
estimated to
cost less
than $25,000
and
Revised Statutes.
Statutes. Work
Work estimated
to cost
less than
$25,000 and
improvements, extensions,
repairs, improvements,
alterations to
existing public
public
extensions, and alterations
to existing
entering into
written contract
contract with
with any
works may
may be performed
performed by
by entering
into a
a written
any
applicant for the performance
such work upon
performance of such
upon the basis of the
United States reimbursing
applicant for
reimbursing the applicant
for its approved
approved legitimate
legitimate
expenditures in connection
expenditures
connection therewith.
therewith. Notwithstanding
other
Notwithstanding any
any other
provisions
applicants are
enter into
into such
provisions of law,
law, applicants
are hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to
to enter
such
contracts
States and
and in
in performing
contracts are
contracts with the United
United States
performing such
such contracts
are
authorized
officers and
equipment, tools,
authorized to utilize their
their officers
and employees,
employees, equipment,
tools
materials, supplies,
to incur
incur necessary
debts, and
and
materials,
supplies, and
and other
other property,
property, to
necessary debts,
to make
make necessary
necessary expenditures.
expenditures.
to
S
EC. 9. All
received by the
SEC.
All moneys
moneys received
the Administrator
Administrator under
under the proviprovisions of
any agreement
agreement with
with an
an applicant
covered into
into the
the
sions
of any
applicant shall
shall be
be covered
Treasury as
as miscellaneous
miscellaneous receipts.
receipts.
Treasury
S
EC. 10.
out the
the provisions
provisions of
the AdminisAdminisSEC.
10. In
In carrying
carrying out
of this
this Act,
Act, the
trator is
is authorized
authorized to
to utilize
and act
act through
Federal agencies
trator
utilize and
through other
other Federal
agencies
or through
any applicant,
with the
consent of
of such
applicant, and
and
or
through any
applicant, with
the consent
such applicant,
any funds
appropriated pursuant
pursuant to
Act shall
be available
available for
for
any
funds appropriated
to this
this Act
shall be
transfer to any such
such agency
agency or for
for payment
payment to any such
such applicant
applicant in
in
reimbursement for
services rendered
hereunder. The
The Administrator
Administrator
rendered hereunder.
reimbursement
for services
may
conferred upon
upon him
this Act
Act to
to
may delegate
delegate any
any authority
authority conferred
him under
under this
any
or unit
unit of
General Services
and may
may
any officer
officer or
of the
the General
Services Administration
Administration and
prescribe
and regulations
regulations for
carrying out
out the
provisions of
of
the provisions
prescribe rules
rules and
for carrying
this
Act.
this Act.
SEc. 11.
There is
is hereby
to be
be appropriated
the sum
sum
SEC.
11. There
hereby authorized
authorized to
appropriated the
of $70,000,000,
$70,000,000, or
much thereof
may be
necessary to
to carry
carry out
out
or so
so much
thereof as
as may
be necessary
of
the
provisions of
of this
this Act,
Act, and
administrative expenses
in connecconnecexpenses in
and for
for administrative
the provisions
tion
employment of consultants,
consultants, such
such as
tion therewith,
therewith, including
including the
the employment
engineers, architects,
architects, and
and other
other technical
in conformity
conformity with
with
engineers,
technical experts,
experts, in
Public Law
Seventy-ninth Congress,
except for
the rates
of comcomfor the
rates of
Public
Law 600,
600, Seventy-ninth
Congress, except
pensation which
be determined
by the
Administrator, personal
personal
shall be
determined by
the Administrator,
pensation
which shall
services and
in the
the District
of Columbia,
Columbia, Alaska,
and elsewhere,
elsewhere,
services
and rental
rental in
District of
Alaska, and
supplies and
equipment, travel
expenses, transfer
transfer of
of household
goods
household goods
supplies
and equipment,
travel expenses,
and effects,
effects, purchase,
purchase, repair,
operation, and
maintenance of
of motormotorrepair, operation,
and maintenance
and
propelled passenger-carrying
printing and
purchase
and binding,
binding, purchase
vehicles, printing
propelled
passenger-carrying vehicles,
and exchange
lawbooks and
and other
reference books,
books, and
and such
such other
other
other reference
and
exchange of
of lawbooks
expenses
may be
carrying out
out this
this Act.
Act.
be necessary
necessary for
for carrying
expenses as
as may
SEc, 12.
12. The
of the
the Administrator
under this
this Act
Act to
to
Administrator under
SEC.
The authority
authority of
provide
public works
works and
and to
into agreements
with applicants
in
agreements with
applicants in
to enter
enter into
provide public
connection
shall terminate
on June
June 30.
30, 1955,
or on
on the
the date
date
1955, or
terminate on
connection therewith
therewith shall
he obligates
obligates for
amount authorized
authorized to
to be
be
total amount
for such
such purposes
purposes the
the total
he
appropriated hereunder,
whichever first
first occurs.
occurs.
hereunder, whichever
appropriated
Approved
24, 1949.
1949.
Approved August
August 24,

Transfer
Transfer of jurisdiction.

Contracts.
41 U. S.
S. C.
C. §
§ 55.
Ante, p. 403.

Transfer of funds.

Delegation
auDelegation of authority.
thority.

Appropriation
Appropriation
thorized.
thorized.
Post, p. 977.
Post,

auail-

Stat. 806.
60 Stat.
55a,
55U. S. C. §§§ 22a, 55a,
78,95a,
73a to 73b-4, 77, 78,95a,
118d-1,
116a and note, 118d-1,
note; Supp.
118g, 823 note;
II,
73b-1; 19 U. S.
C.
II, §73b-1;
S. C.
§1645;
31 U. S.
C. §529:
1645; 31U.
S.C.
529:
C. §
41 U. S.
S. C.
5 and
15
note; 44
44 U.
U. S. C.
C. §321.
§321.
Ante, pp.
pp. 167,
Ante,
167, 400,
403.
403.

Termination of auTermination
thority.
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[CHAPTER
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1949
IS.
[S. J. Res. 3]
[Public Law 265]
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JOINT
RESOLUTION
JOINT RESOLUTION
To provide
that any
payments by
by the
Republic of
of Finland
on the
the principal
principal
provide that
any future
future payments
the Republic
Finland on
of its
its debt of
or interest of
of the
World War
War to
to the
the United
States shall
be
the First
First World
United States
shall be
used
provide educational
and training
training in
in the
United
used to
to provide
educational and
and technical
technical instruction
instruction and
the United
States for
citizens of
and technical
equipment
States
for citizens
of Finland
Finland and
and American
American books
books and
technical equipment
for
of higher
higher education
education in
in Finland,
and to
to provide
provide opportunities
opportunities
for institutions
institutions of
Finland, and
for American
American citizens
citizens to
to carry
out academic
academic and
and scientific
scientific enterprises
enterprises in
in
carry out
Finland.

Whereas
the Republic
Republic of
of Finland
our debtors
debtors of
of the
the
Whereas the
Finland alone
alone among
among our
First
World War
and
First World
War has
has consistently
consistently made
made payments
payments of
of principal
principal and
interest toward
toward the retirement
retirement of its
indebtedness to
to the
the United
United
its indebtedness
States;
and
States; and
Whereas
as an
an act
of abiding
abiding friendship
friendship and
and good
good
Whereas it is
is deemed
deemed proper,
proper, as
act of
will which the people of the United
hold for
the people
people of
of
United States hold
for the
Finland, to provide
on its
World War
provide that any further
further payments
payments on
its World
War I
debt by the Republic
Republic of Finland shall be
special deposit
deposit
be held
held in
in a
a special
account
account for such
such use as will
advance and
and strengthen
strengthen the
the close
close ties
ties of
of
will advance
friendship which bind
friendship
Now, therefore,
therefore, be
be it
it
bind together
together our two
two peoples:
peoples: Now,
Representatives of the United
Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives
Finland.
Finlan
war States of
merica in,
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That any
sums due
due or
or paid
paid
Use of future
future war
o America
an sums
debt
payments.
debt payments.
on and after the
the date of
of enactment
enactment of
resolution by
by the
the
of this
this joint
joint resolution
Republic of Finland to the
United States
interest on
on or
or in
in retireretirethe United
States as
as interest
ment of the principal
principal of the debt incurred
incurred under
under the Act
of February
February
Act of
40 Stat. 1161.
1161.
25, 1919,
1919, as
as refunded
refunded by the agreement
25,
agreement dated May 1, 1923, pursuant
pursuant
42 stat.
Stat. 363.
to authority
authority contained
February 9, 1922, or
to
contained in the Act of February
or of
of any
any other
other
indebtedness
incurred by that republic
indebtedness incurred
republic and owing
owing to
to the
the United
United
States as aaresult of World War I,
I, shall
placed in
in a
aspecial
deposit
shall be
be placed
special deposit
account in the Treasury of the United
to remain
until
United States,
States, to
remain available
available until
Availability of
of expended.
Availability
expended. This account shall
shall be available
available to the Department
Department of State
funds.
to finance by contract,
contract, grant, or otherwise—
otherwise(a)) studies, instruction,
instruction, technical training, and other educational
educational
(a
activities
activities in the United States and
and its
and possessions
possessions (1)
(1)
its Territories
Territories and
for students, professors, other academic
academic persons, and technicians
technicians who
who
are citizens of the
Republic of
of Finland
Finland and,
and, (2)
with the
approval
the Republic
(2) with
the approval
of appropriate
appropriate agencies,
agencies, institutions, or organizations
organizations in Finland, for
for
students, professors, other
academic persons,
persons, and
technicians who
who are
other academic
and technicians
are
citizens
citizens of the United States to
activities in
in
to participate
participate in
in similar
similar activities
Finland, including
including in both cases travel
travel expenses,
expenses, tuition,
subsistence,
tuition, subsistence,
and other allowances
allowances and expenses
expenses incident
such activities;
activities; and
and
incident to
to such
(b)
(b) the selection,
selection, purchase,
purchase, and
and shipment
shipment of (1) American
American scientific,
technical,
technical, and scholarly
literature for
for
scholarly books
books and
and books
books of
of American
American literature
higher educational
educational and
research institutions of Finland,
and research
(2)
Finland, and
and (2)
laboratory and technical
technical equipment
American laboratory
equipment for higher
higher education
education
and research in Finland, and (3)
similar Finnish
Finnish
(3) the interchange
interchange of
of similar
equipment for higher
materials and equipment
higher education
education and research
research in
in the
the
United States.
States.
SEC.
SEC. 2. The Secretary
Secretary of State is hereby authorized
authorized to carry out
out
the purposes of this joint resolution
resolution in accordance
accordance with
with the
the appliappli62 Stat. 6.
cable provisions
provisions of
of the
the United
United States
States Information
Information and
22SU. S. C.,
C., Supp.
Supp.cable
and Educational
Educational
II,
§§ 95
965, 966
of 1948
1948 (Public
(Public Law
402, Eightieth
Eightieth Congress).
Congress).
11, §§
9 notes,
notes, Exchange
Exchange Act
Act of
Law 402,
1431 et seq.
Disbursements.
S
EC. 3.
3. Disbursements
Disbursements from
from the
special deposit
deposit account
account shall
shall be
Disbrsement
SEC.
the special
be
made
Disbursement of the Treasury Department,
made by the Division of Disbursement
Department,
vouchers duly
certified by
by th
Secre t
ary of
ofState
State or
by authorupon vouchers
duly certified
thee Secretary
or by
authorized certifying officers of the Department
State.
Department of
of State.
Approved
Approved August
1949.
August 24,
24, 1949.
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[
CHAPTER 506]
506]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
ACT

Making
independent executive
Making appropriations for the Executive
Executive Office and sundry independent
executive
bureaus, boards, commissions,
agencies, and offices, for
commissions, corporations,
corporations, agencies,
for the
the fiscal
year ending June
June 30, 1950, and for other purposes.

it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House
House of Representatives
Be it
Representatives of
of the
United
America in
United States of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the following
following
appropriated, out
money in
in the
Treasury not
not otherwise
sums are appropriated,
out of
of any
any money
the Treasury
otherwise
appropriated, for
Executive Office
Office and
and sundry
independent execexecappropriated,
for the
the Executive
sundry independent
utive bureaus,
boards, commissions,
commissions, corporations,
corporations, agencies,
agencies, and
utive
bureaus, boards,
and offices,
offices,
for
ending June
1950, namely:
namely:
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
year ending
June 30,
30, 1950,

August 24,
24, 1949
[H. R.
R. 4177]
4177]
[H.
[Public Law 266]
266]
[Public

Independent
Offices
Independent Offices
Appropriation
A cct,
t,
Appropriation A
1950.
Post,
pp.
739,
870,
Post, pp. 739, 870,
947,
947, 975.
976.

TITLE
TITLE I
I
EXECUTIVE
PRESIDENT
EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE
THE PRESIDENT
COMPENSATION
TITE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT
COMPENSATION OF THE

For
including an
an expense
expense allowance
allowance
For compensation
compensation of the
the President,
President, including
at
rate of
$50,000 per
annum, as
as authorized
the Act
Act of
January
at the
the rate
of $50,000
per annum,
authorized by
by the
of January
19, 1949
(Public Law
Law 2),
2) ,$150,000.
19,
1949 (Public
$150,000.

Ante, p. 4.
4.

THE WHITE
OFFICE
WHITE HOUSE OFFICE
THE

Salaries and
expenses: For
For expenses
expenses necessary
necessary for
The White
White House
House
Salaries
and expenses:
for The
Office,
the President
and
Office, including
including compensation
compensation of
of the Secretary
Secretary to
to the
President and
the
to the
the President
President as
authorized by
by law,
law,
the six
six administrative
administrative assistants
assistants to
as authorized
and
the two
two additional
additional secretaries
to the
the President
President at
at $10,330
$10,330 each,
each,
and the
secretaries to
and
other personal
personal services
services in
in the
District of
Columbia; printing
printing and
and
and other
the District
of Columbia;
binding;
exceed $127,000
$127,000 for
services as authorized
by section
section
binding; not to exceed
for services
authorized by
15 of
of the
the Act
of August
August 2,
1946 (5
U. S.
S. C.
C. 55a),
55a), at
at such
such per
per diem
15
Act of
2, 1946
(5 U.
diem
rates
for individuals
as the
President may
specify, and
and other
other personal
personal
rates for
individuals as
the President
may specify,
services
without regard
regard to
to the
services without
the provisions
provisions of
of law
law regulating
regulating the
the
employment
the Government
Government service;
of persons
persons in
in the
service;
employment and
and compensation
compensation of
and
entertainment expenses
expenses of
of the
to be
be
and travel
travel and
and official
official entertainment
the President,
President, to
accounted
for solely
solely on
on his
certificate; $1,375,140.
$1,375,140.
his certificate;
accounted for

810.
60 Stat. 810.

EMERGENCY FUND FOR THE
PRESIDENT
EMERGENCY
THE PRESIDENT

To provide
provide for
interest or
or secusecuaffecting the
the national
national interest
To
for emergencies
emergencies affecting
rity, without
to such
of law
law regulating
regulating the
expendithe expendiwithout regard
regard to
such provisions
provisions of
rity,
ture
funds as
as the
the President
President may
may specify,
specify, and
and for
for
ture of
of Government
Government funds
supplementing
and available
resources of
of State
State and
and local
local
available resources
the efforts
efforts and
supplementing the
governments
or other
other agencies
agencies in
in alleviating
hardship or
or suffering
suffering
alleviating hardship
governments or
caused by
earthquake,or
catastrophe in any
any
or other catastrophe
by flood,
flood, fire,
fire, hurricane,
hurricane, earthquake,
caused
part
2
000,000: Provided,
Provided, That
That assistance
in
assistance in
United States
States, $1
$1,000,000:
part of
of the
the United
alleviating
hardship or
suffering caused
by such
such aa catastrophe
catastrophe may
may
or suffering
caused by
alleviating hardship
be
through such
such agency
may desdesbe rendered
rendered through
agency or
or agencies
agencies as
as the
the President
President may
ignate and
such manner
as he
without regard
regard to
to
determine, without
ignate
and in
in such
manner as
he shall
shall determine,
such provisions
provisions of
law regulating
regulating the
the expenditure
expenditure of
Government
of Government
of law
such
funds or
or the
of persons
service as
as he
he
persons in
in the
the Government
Government service
funds
the employment
employment of
shall
specify, whenever
he finds
such a
is of
of sufficient
whenever he
finds that
that such
a catastrophe
catastrophe is
sufficient
shall specify,
severity
assistance by
Fedand magnitude
magnitude to
to warrant
warrant emergency
emergency assistance
by the
the Fedseverity and
eral
in alleviating
alleviating hardship
hardship or
suffering caused
caused thereby,
thereby,
or suffering
eral Government
Government in
and if
of any
State in
which such
catastrophe shall
shall
in which
such a
a catastrophe
and
if the
the Governor
Governor of
any State
occur
certify that
such assistance
required, and
and shall
shall have
have
that such
assistance is
is required,
occur shall
shall certify
entered
into an
agreement with
of the
the Government
as the
Government as
the
an agreement
with such
such agency
agency of
entered into

Assistance through
through
Assistance
designated
agencies.
designated agencies.
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President
President may
may designate,
designate, giving
giving assurance
assurance of
of expenditure
expenditure of
of a
areasonreasonable amount of the funds
funds of
government of
of such
such State,
State, local
local
of the
the government
governments
therein, or other agencies,
governments therein,
agencies, for
for the
the same
or similar
pursame or
similar purposes with respect
respect to such catastrophe:
catastrophe: Provided
further, That
within
Providedfurther,
That within
any affected
Federal agencies
agencies are
affected area Federal
are authorized
to participate
authorized to
participate in
in
any such emergency
emergency assistance:
further, That
no part
part of
of
assistance: Provided
Provided further,
That no
this appropriation
appropriation which
which may be
be allocated
allocated for
for alleviating
alleviating hardship
hardship
catastrophe shall be
or suffering caused
caused by a
a catastrophe
expended for
for departdepartbe expended
mental personal
personal services or for permanent
permanent construction:
construction: And
provided
And provided
further,
further, That no part of this appropriation
appropriation shall
shall be
be available
available for
for alloallocation to finance aa function
function or
project for
for which
function or
or project
project
or project
which function
aabudget estimate
estimate of appropriation
appropriation was
was transmitted
transmitted pursuant
pursuant to
to law
law
during the Eighty-first Congress and
such appropriation
after
and such
appropriation denied
denied after
consideration thereof by the
consideration
the Senate
or House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives or
or
Senate or
by the Committee
Committee on Appropriations
Appropriations of
either body.
body.
of either
EXECUTIVE
EXECUEIVE MANSION
MANSION AND
AND GROUNDS
GROUNDS

For the
the care, maintenance, repair
repair and alteration,
alteration, refurnishing,
refurnishing,
improvement,
improvement, heating and lighting,
lighting, including
including electric
electric power
power and
and fixfixtures, of the Executive Mansion
Mansion and the
Executive Mansion
Mansion grounds,
the Executive
grounds,
traveling expenses,
expenses, to be expended
and traveling
the President
President may
may deterdeterexpended as
as the
mine, notwithstanding
notwithstanding the provisions
provisions of any
any other
other Act,
$260,400.
Act, $260,400.
BUREAU
OF THE
BUREAU OF
THE BUDGET
BUDGET

60 Stat.
Stat. 810.
810.
60
Stat. 903.
60 Stat.
903.
843; 62
60 Stat. 843;
62 Stat.
Stat.
1008.
1008.
28 U.
U. S.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
28
Stipp.
II,
II, §§2672.
2672.
Ante, pp.
Ante,
pp. 62,
62, 106.
106.
Regional, etc.,
etc., ofofRegional,
fices.
fices.

Salaries
Salaries and
and expenses:
expenses: For expenses
expenses necessary
necessary for
for the
Bureau of
the Bureau
of
the Budget, personal
services in the District
personal services
of Columbia
Columbia and
District of
and elseelsewhere;
exchange of books;
where; exchange
books; newspapers
newspapers and
and periodicals
periodicals (not
(not exceedexceeding $200);
$200) ;teletype
teletype news service
service (not
exceeding $900);
$900) ;printing
and
(not exceeding
printing and
binding;
binding; not to exceed
exceed $30,000
$30,000 for services as authorized
authorized by
by section
section
15
of the
the Act of August 2, 1946 (5
15 of
(5 U. S. C. 55a),
55a), at
rates not
not to
to exceed
exceed
at rates
$50
per diem for individuals;
a health-service
health-service program
$50 per
individuals; a
as authorized
authorized
program as
by law (5 U. S. C. 150)
150);;and the payment
payment of
pursuant to
to section
section
of claims
claims pursuant
403 of
of the
Federal Tort Claims Act (28 U. S. C. 2672)
403
the Federal
2672);;$3,300,000.
$3,300,000.
appropriations herein
No part of the appropriations
herein made
to the
Bureau of
the
made to
the Bureau
of the
Budget shall be used for the maintenance
maintenance or establishment
Budget
establishment of
of more
more
than four regional,
regional, field,
than
field, or any other
offices outside
the District
District of
of
other offices
outside the
Columbia.
Columbia.

COUNCIL
OF ECONOMIC
ECONOMIC ADVISERS
COUNCIL OF
ADVISERS

Salaries
expenses: For necessary
Salaries and expenses:
necessary expenses
expenses of
of the
the Council
Council in
in
carrying out its functions
carrying
functions under
under the Employment
Act of
of 1946
1946 (15
(15
Employment
Act
60 Stat.
60
Stat. 23.
2.3.
U. S. C. 1021), including personal
personal services
services in the District
District of
of Columbia;
Columbia;
15 U.
U. S.
S. C.,
C., 14)
§ 10211021- U. S. C. 1021), including
1024;
1024; Supp.
II, §1024.
Supp. II,
1024.
travel
travel expenses; purchase of one passenger
passenger motor
motor vehicle
for replacevehicle for
replacePost, p.
p. 721.
721.
Post,
ment
binding; newspapers
newspapers and periodicals
ment only;
only; printing and binding;
periodicals (not
(not
exceeding $200);
exceeding
$200) ;press clippings (not exceeding
exceeding $300);
$300) ;aahealth-servhealth-serv60
Stat. 903.
60 Stat.
903.
ice
program as
ice program
as authorized
authorized by law (5 U. S. C. 150)
and payment
of
150);;and
payment of
claims
section 403
claims pursuant
pursuant to
to section
403 of the Federal
Federal Tort Claims
Claims Act (28
(28
60
60 Stat.
62 Stat.
Stat.
Stat. 843;
843; 62
U. S. C. 2672);
2672) ;$
300,000.
$300,000.
1008.
1008.
28
S. C.,
28 U.
U. S.
Supp.
C., Supp.

II,
II, §
2672.
§ 26,2.

Ante,
Ante, p.
p. 62,
106.
62, 106.

OFFICE FOR
EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT
OFFICE
FOR EMERGENCY
M ANAGEMENT
PHILIPPINE
PROPERTY ADMINISTRATION
PFIILIPPINE ALIEN
ALIEN PROPERTY
ADMINISTRATION

Administrative expenses,
expenses, Philippine Alien
Administrative
Alien Property AdministraAdministration: The Philippine
Philippine Alien Property
Property Administrator
tion:
is hereby
hereby authorauthorAdministrator is
ized to
out of
ized
to pay
pay out
of any
any funds
funds or other
other property or interest
interest vested
vested in
him
in him
or
him, necessary
necessary expenses
carrying out
or transferred
transferred to
to him,
expenses incurred
incurred in carrying
out the
the
powers
conferred on him pursuant to the Trading With
powers and
and duties
duties conferred
With

STAT.]
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40 Stat. 411.
411.
the
amended (50 U. S.
C. App.),
and the
the Philippine
the Enemy Act, as amended
S. C.
App.), and
Philippine 50U.
50 U. S.
S. C. app. §§1Property Act
Property
exceed 38;
Act of 1946
1946 (60
(60 Stat.
Stat. 418)
418)::Provided,
Provided, That
That not
not to exceed
38; Supp.
Supp. I,
II, §§4
seq.
4 et
et seq.
C. §§ 1381138122 U.
U.. S. C.
$250,000 shall
shall be
be available
available for
fiscal year
year for
for the
the general
general 1386;
$250,000
for the
the current
current fiscal
1386; Supp.
Supp. II,
II, §
§1382
1382
administrative
administrative expenses
expenses of the Philippine
Philippine Alien
Alien Property
Property AdminisAdminis- note.
including the salary
Administrator at $10,330
$10,330 per
tration, including
salary of
of the
the Administrator
per
annum;
annum; printing
printing and
binding; rent of private
Government-owned
and binding;
private or
or Government-owned
space in the District
Columbia; employment
space
District of Columbia;
employment outside
outside the
the United
United
States of
of persons
persons without
without regard
to the
civil service
and classification
classification
States
regard to
the civil
service and
laws including
of the
the Act
of
including services
services as authorized
authorized by
by section
section 15
15 of
Act of
810.
60 Stat. 810.
August 2, 1946 (5 U. S. C. 55a);
services in
in the
55a) ;personal
personal services
of
the District of
Columbia
Columbia and expenses of attendance
attendance at meetings of organizations
organizations
Report to CongresCongresReport
concerned with the work of the agency: Provided
concerned
Provided further,
further, That on or
or sional
committees.
committees.
before
of the
the current
fiscal year
year the
the Philippine
Alien
before November
November 1
1 of
current fiscal
Philippine Alien
Property Administrator
Administrator shall make
report to the Appropriations
Appropriations
make a
a report
Committees of the
Committees
the Senate and
and the House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives giving
giving
detailed
information on
on all
nonadministrative
detailed information
all administrative
administrative and
and nonadministrative
expenses incurred
incurred during
during the
next preceding
connection
expenses
the next
preceding fiscal
fiscal year,
year, in
in connection
with the
activities of
of the
Alien Property
Property Administration.
with
the activities
the Philippine
Philippine Alien
Administration.

INDEPENDENT
INDEPENDENT OFFICES
OFFICES
AMERICAN
AMERICAN BATTLE
BAITLE MONUMENTS
MONUMENTS COMMISSION
COMMISSION

Salaries
expenses: For
necessary expenses,
expenses, as
as authorized
authorized by
Salaries and
and expenses:
For necessary
by
the Act
of June
June 26,
1946 (36
(36 U.
C. 121,
138), including
including
the
Act of
26, 1946
U. S.
S. C.
121, 123-132,
123-132, 138),
the acquisition
of land
interest in
in land
in foreign
foreign countries;
countries; perperthe
acquisition of
land or
or interest
land in
sonal
in the
District of
of Columbia;
Columbia; purchase
and repair
repair of
of
sonal services
services in
the District
purchase and
uniforms
for caretakers
caretakers of
national cemeteries
cemeteries and
and monuments
outside
uniforms for
of national
monuments outside
of
the United
States and
possessions at
cost not
not
of the
United States
and its
its Territories
Territories and
and possessions
at aacost
exceeding
travel expenses;
of office
and garage
space in
exceeding $600;
$600; travel
expenses; rent
rent of
office and
garage space
in
foreign
the purchase
purchase of
of two
two passenger
passenger motor
motor vehicles,
vehicles,
countries; the
foreign countries;
including
one at
at not
not to
exceed $2,500;
$2,500; printing,
engraving,
including one
to exceed
printing, binding,
binding, engraving,
lithographing, photographing,
photographing, and
$644,300: Provided,
lithographing,
and typewriting;
typewriting; $644,300:
Provided,
That
allowance has
has been
That where
where station
station allowance
been authorized
authorized by
by the
the Department
Department
of
of the Army
Army for officers
officers of
of the Army serving the Army
Army at certain
certain
foreign
stations, the
shall be
be authorized
for officers
officers of
of
the same
same allowance
allowance shall
authorized for
foreign stations,
the armed
assigned to
Commission while
while serving
serving at
at the
the same
same
forces assigned
to the
the Commission
the
armed forces
foreign stations,
stations, and
is hereby
hereby made
for
made available
available for
foreign
and this
this appropriation
appropriation is
the payment
payment of
such allowance:
allowance: Provided
Provided furth,er,
That when
when traveltravelfurther, That
the
of such
ing on
on business
business of
of the
officers of
the armed
forces serving
serving
Commission, officers
of the
armed forces
ing
the Commission,
as members
or as
as secretary
of the
the Commission
Commission may
be reimbursed
for
may be
reimbursed for
as
members or
secretary of
expenses
as provided
civilian members
members of
of the
Commission.
the Commission.
provided for
for civilian
expenses as
Construction of
cemeteries: For
For the
the permanent
permanent
of memorials
memorials and
and cemeteries:
Construction
design and
construction of
of memorials
memorials and
in foreign
foreign councounand cemeteries
cemeteries in
design
and construction
tries
the Act
Act of
of June
June 26,
26, 1946
(36 U.
U. S.
121, 123123S. C.
C. 121,
1946 (36
tries as
as authorized
authorized by
by the
132,
138), and
and the
Act of
of August
August 5,
Law 368),
5, 1947
1947 (Public
(Public Law
368), $5,276,500,
$5,276,500,
132, 138),
the Act
of which
$1,276,500 is
is for
of obligations
obligations incurred
incurred under
under
for payment
payment of
of
which $1,276,500
authority provided
provided under
head in
in the
the Independent
Independent Offices
Approauthority
under this
this head
Offices Appropriation Act,
Act, 1949,
1949, to
remain available
and in
in addiaddiavailable until
until expended;
expended; and
priation
to remain
tion the
the Commission
is authorized
authorized to
enter into
into contracts
the amount
amount
contracts in
in the
Commission is
to enter
tion
of $5,000,000
$5,000,000 for
of this
this appropriation.
appropriation.
of
for the
the purposes
purposes of

60 Stat.
Stat. 317.
60
317.
36 U.
U. S.
S. C.
C. §§
138a,
36
§§ 138a,
138b; Supp.
Supp. II,
§132
138b;
II, §132

note.

Station allowance.
allowance.
Station

Officers of armed
armed
Officers

forces, expensrs.
expenses.
forces,

60 Stat. 317.
60
36 U. S.
S. C.
C. §¢
138a,
36
§§ 138a,
138b;
II, §
132
138b; Supp.
Supp. II,
§ 132
note.
note.
61 Stat.
779.
61
Stat. 779.
50 U.
U. S.
C., Supp.
50
S. C.,
Supp.
II,
app. §§
§§ 1811-1819.
II ap.
1811-1819.
62 Stat.
178.
62
Stat. 178.

ATOMIC
ATOMIC ENERGY
ENERGY COMMISSION
COMMISSION
For expenses
expenses necessary
carry out
out the
purposes of
the Atomic
Atomic
to carry
the purposes
of the
For
necessary to
Energy Act
Act of
1946, including
in the
the District
District of
of
services in
of 1946,
including personal
personal services
Energy
Columbia and
employment of
of aliens;
aliens; purchase
purchase of
of land
land and
and interests
interests
Columbia
and employment
in land;
land; services
15 of
of the
the Act
Act of
August 2,
2,
services as
as authorized
authorized by
by section
section 15
of August
in
1946 (5
of passenger
motor vehicles
vehicles for
for
(5 U.
U. S.
S. C.
C. 55a)
55a);;purchase
purchase of
passenger motor
1946

Stat. 755.
60 Stat.
755.
U. S. C. §§
§§ 1801180142 U.s.

1819; Supp.
Supp. II,
II, §
1802
1819;
§ 1802
and
note.
and note.
Post, p. 762.
Pota,
81.
60
Stat. 810.
810.
60 Stat.

634
634

60 Stat. 903.
60 Stat. 843; 62 Stat.
1008.
1008.
28 U. S. C., Supp.
II,
2672.
§ 2672.
II, §
Ante,
106.
Ante, pp. 62,
62,106.
Post,
947.
Post, p. 947.

Transfer of funds.
funds.

Contract authority.
authority.

Salary restriction.

1488.
42 Stat. 1488.
S. C.. §§
55U.
U.S.
§§ 661-674;
661-674;
Supp. II,
662 et seq.
Supp.
II, §
§ 662
seq.
Post,
Post, p. 972.

facilities
Transfer of facilities
at Arco, Idaho.
Idaho.

Restriction on use of
Restriction
funds.

Nonapplicability of

limitations.
limitations.

"Construction proj"Construction
proj"budget."
ect"; "budget."

Reports.
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replacement
replacement only; purchase,
and operation
operation of
of aircraft;
aircraft;
purchase, maintenance,
maintenance, and
printing and binding;
binding; health-service
health-service program
program as
authorized by
law
as authorized
by law
(5 U. S. C. 150)
150);;publication
(5
dissemination of
atomic information;
information;
publication and
and dissemination
of atomic
payment
payment of claims pursuant
403 of
of the
the Federal
Federal Tort
Tort Claims
Claims
pursuant to
to section
section 403
Act (28 U. S.
S. C.
C. 2672);
2672) ;purchase,
purchase, repair,
cleaning of
of uniforms;
repair, and
and cleaning
uniforms;
purchase of newspapers
newspapers and
and periodicals
periodicals (not
(not to
exceed $8,000)
$8,000) and
and
to exceed
travel expenses; official
official entertainment
entertainment expenses
(not to
exceed $5,000);
$5,000) ;
expenses (not
to exceed
and payment
payment of obligations
obligations incurred
incurred under
under prior
contract authorprior year
year contract
authorizations; $702,930,769,
$702,930,769, together
together with
the unexpended
balances, as
as of
of
with the
unexpended balances,
June 30,1949,
30, 1949, of prior year appropriations
appropriations to
the Atomic
Atomic Energy
Comto the
Energy Commission, of which
$100,000 may
expended for
for objects
objects of
of aa
which amounts
amounts $100,000
may be
be expended
confidential
confidential nature
nature and
and in
the certificate
certificate of
of the
the CommisCommisin any
any such case
case the
sion as to the amount of the expenditure
expenditure and that
it is
is deemed
that it
deemed inadvisinadvisable to specify the nature
nature thereof
thereof shall
shall be
deemed a
sufficient voucher
be deemed
a sufficient
voucher
for the sum therein expressed to
have been
expended; from
from which
which
to have
been expended;
appropriation
appropriation transfers
transfers of
may be
be made
to other
other agencies
agencies of
the
of sums
sums may
made to
of the
Government
performance of the work
Government for the performance
work for
which this
this approapprofor which
priation is made, and in such
the sums
sums so
be
such cases the
so transferred
transferred may
may be
merged with the
appropriation to
which transferred;
and in
in addition
addition
the appropriation
to which
transferred; and
to the amount
amount herein provided, the Commission
conCommission is
is authorized
authorized to
to contract
tract for the purposes
purposes of this appropriation
appropriation during
the current
fiscal
during the
current fiscal
year in an amount not exceeding
exceeding $387,189,628:
$387,189,628: Provided,
That no
part
Provided,That
no part
of this appropriation
appropriation shall be
pay the
salary of
of any
any officer
be used
used to
to pay
the salary
officer or
or
employee
officers and
employee (except
(except such officers
employees whose
whose compensation
compensation is
is
and employees
fixed by
and technical
technical personnel)
personnel) whose
whose position
position
by law, and
and scientific
scientific and
would be
the Classification
Classification Act
of 1923,
amended, if
if such
such
be subject
subject to
to the
Act of
1923, as
as amended,
Act were applicable
applicable to
position, at
rate in
in excess
of the
the rate
rate
to such position,
at aarate
excess of
payable
payable under such Act for positions of equivalent
equivalent difficulty
difficulty or
or responresponsibility: Provided
Providedfurther,
further, That not to exceed $2,700,000
$2,700,000 of
of the
amount
the amount
herein appropriated
appropriated may be transferred
of the
the
transferred to
to the
the Department
Department of
Navy for the acquisition, construction,
construction, and installation, at
at aalocation
location
to be determined,
determined, of facilities (including
necessary land
land and
and rights
rights
(including necessary
pertaining
pertaining thereto)
Navy facilities
Idaho,
thereto) to replace
replace existing
existing Navy
facilities at
at Arco,
Arco, Idaho,
which latter facilities are hereby authorized
to be
be transferred
by the
authorized to
transferred by
the
Secretary of the Navy to the
Commission for
for its
purposes: Provided
the Commission
its purposes:
Provided
further,
appropriation or
further, That no part of this appropriation
contract authorization
authorization
or contract
shall
used—
shall be used(A)
(A ) to start any
any new
project for
for which
which an
new construction
construction project
an estimate
estimate
was not included in the
the budget for the current fiscal year;
year;
(B)
(B) to start any new construction
project the
the currently
currently estiesticonstruction project
mated cost of which
which exceeds
exceeds the
included therefor
therefor
the estimated
estimated cost
cost included
in such budget; or
or
(C)
(C) to continue any
any community
community facility
construction project
project
facility construction
whenever the currently
currently estimated cost thereof
thereof exceeds
the estiestiexceeds the
mated cost included therefor
therefor in
budget;
in such budget;
unless the Director of the Bureau of the Budget specifically
unless
specifically approves
approves
the start of such construction
construction project
or its
its continuation
project or
continuation and
and aadetailed
detailed
explanation thereof is submitted forthwith
explanation
forthwith by
by the
the Director
Director to
to the
the
Appropriations Committees
Committees of the Senate
Senate and the
of Reprethe House
House of
Representatives and the Joint
Joint Committee
Committee on Atomic
Atomic Energy;
the limitations
limitations
Energy; the
contained in this proviso shall not apply to any construction
contained
construction project
project
the total estimated cost of which does not exceed
$500,000; and,
exceed $500,000;
and, as
as
used herein, the term "construction
"construction project" includes the purchase,
used
purchase,
alteration or improvement
alteration,
improvement of buildings, and the
the term
term "budget"
"budget"
includes the
the budget
budget estimates:
the detailed
detailed justification
justification supporting
supporting the
estimates:
Provided
further, That whenever
whenever the current
Provided further,
current estimate
estimate to
to complete
complete
any construction
(except community facilities)
construction project
project (except
facilities) exceeds
exceeds by
by
15 per centum the estimated cost included
included therefor in such
such budget
budget or
or
the
estimated cost
cost of aaconstruction project covered
the estimated
covered by clause (A)
(A) of
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foregoing proviso which has been approved
the foregoing
approved by the Director, the
Commission shall forthwith
forthwith submit
submit aa detailed
detailed explanation
explanation thereof
thereof
to the Director of the Bureau
Bureau of the Budget and the Committees
Committees on
on
Appropriations
Appropriations of the Senate
Senate and of the House
House of Representatives
Representatives and
and
Committee on Atomic Energy.
the Joint Committee
CIVIL SERVICE
SERVICE COMMISSION
COMMISSION
Salaries and expenses:
expenses: For necessary
necessary expe
ns
es ,personal
persona lserv
i
ces
Salaries
expenses,
services
in the District of Columbia;
Columbia; not to exceed $25,000 for services as
Stat. 810.
810.
authorized
1946 (5
(5 U.
authorized by section
section 15 of the Act of August 2, 1946
U. S. C. 55a);
55a) ; 600stat.
examinations performed
performed for veterans
not to exceed $10,000
$10,000 for medical examinations
veterans
by private
private physicians
physicians on a
travel expenses
expenses of
of exam
i
ners
a fee basis; travel
examiners
acting under the direction of the Commission,
Commission, and
and expenses of examinations and investigations held in Washington
Washington and elsewhere;
elsewhere; not to
advance for library
membership in societies
exceed $500
$500 for payment
payment in advance
library membership
societies
whose publications
publications are available to members
members only or to members
members at a
a
price lower than to the general
general public;
public; purchase
purchase of three passenger
passenger
motor vehicles; printing and binding; not to exceed $50,000
$50,000 for performing the duties imposed upon the Commission by the Act of July
62 Stt.868.
Stat. 868.
(54 Stat.
Stat. 767)
19, 1940 (54
to exceed
for allocation
to the
the
767);;not
not to
exceed $250,000
$250,000 for
allocation to
62
18 U. S. 0., Supp.
Federal
of Investigation
Investigation as
required for
of nIs,
Federal Bureau
Bureau of
as required
for investigation
investigation of
§¢ 595, 608,
O§5,o8,609,
609, 61.
611.
applicants
certain positions involving
applicants for certain
involving national
security when
when
national security
requested by the head of the department
agency concerned
concerned in
department or agency
in
cases where the department
concerned does not maintain
department or agency concerned
maintain
its own investigative
investigative staff; aa health-service
health-service program
program as authorized
authorized
60 Stat. 903.
(5 U. S. C. 150)
150);;payment
payment of claims
pursuant to section
60stt.903.
by law (5
claims pursuant
section
60
843; 62 Stat.
of the
Federal
Tort
Claims
Act
(28
IT.
S.
C.
2672)
;
and
not
403 of
the Federal Tort Claims Act (28 U. S. C. 2672); and not 1008.
0 Stat.
tat.843;62stat.
28 U.
0., Supp
Supp
to exceed $5,000 for actuarial
actuarial services
services by contract, without
without regard
regard 28
U. S.. C.,
§2672.
to section 3709, Revised
amended; $16,000,000:
Revised Statutes, as amended;
$16,000,000: Provided,
Provided, IAte,7pp.
Ante, pp. 62
62, 106.
41 U-.
U. S. C. §
§5.
5.
41
department or independent
independent estabThat no details from any executive
executive department
estabAnte, p. 403.
lishment in the District
of
Columbia
District
Columbia or elsewhere
elsewhere to
to the Commission's
Commission's Details, restriction.
restriction
Washington or to any of its regional
central office in Washington
regional offices
offices shall be
made during
during the current fiscal year, but this
this shall
shall not
affect the
the making
making
not affect
of details for service as members of the boards
boards of examiners
examiners outside
Washington or of the
the immediate offices of the Commission
Commission in Washington
regional
nor shall
shall it
it affect
making of
details of
persons
regional directors,
directors, nor
affect the
the making
of details
of persons
Emergency transexpert examiners
qualified to serve as expert
special subjects:
subjects: Provided
Provided fers
examiners on
on special
feroePrcd
tralsor details.
further, That the Civil Service Commission shall have
further,
have power
power in
in case
case
emergency to transfer or detail any of its employees
of emergency
employees to or from its
Loyalty Review
Provided further,
Re lew
office or field force: Provided
further, That
That members of the Loyalty
Loyalty Boary'lty
Board.
Review Board in Washington
Washington and of the regional loyalty boards
boards in
the field may be paid actual
exceed
actual transportation
transportation expenses, and not to exceed
$10
$10 per diem in lieu of subsistence
official business
subsistence while traveling
traveling on official
while en
en
away from their homes or regular
regular places of business, and while
route to and from and at the place
place where
where their services
services are to
to be performed:
Providedfurther,
formed: Provided
further, That nothing
nothing in section
section 281 or 283 of title
62 Stat. 67.
697.
18, United
in section
section 190
190 of
of the
Revised Statutes
Statutes (5
(5
United States Code,
Code, or in
the Revised
62Stat.
18 U.
8 S. C., Supp.
U. S. C. 99) shall be deemed to apply
apply to any person
person because
of his
his In,§§us
because of
l'2
281, 293. Supp.
t ,pp.90,
Ante,
pp. 90, 28
280.
appointment for part-time
service as a
appointment
part-time or intermittent
intermittent service
a member of A
0.
t1ie
Civil
the Loyalty Review Board or aa regional loyalty board in the
the Civil
Service
Commission.
Service Commission.
Legal Examining
No part of the appropriations
herein made to the Civil Service
Service
appropriations herein
LegalExamining
Unit.
Commission shall be available
available for the salaries
salaries and
Commission
and expenses
expenses of
of the
Legal Examining Unit in the Examining
Examining and
Utilization
and Personnel
Personnel Utilization
CFR, 1943
Division of the Commission,
established pursuant
pursuant to
Executive Order
Commission, established
to Executive
Order P.3330.CFR,
1943 Stipp.,
Supp.,
Numbered
1, 1943, or for the compensation
Numbered 9358 of July 1,
compensation or expenses
Oompensation
Compensation
of certain board memof
member of
of aaboard
board of
of examiners
(1) who
has not
made affiaffi- bte
of any member
examiners (1)
who has
not made
boad members.
davit that he has not appeared
appeared in any agency proceeding
proceeding within the
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preceding
years, and
not thereafter
thereafter while
while a
board member
preceding two
two years,
and will
will not
a board
member
appear in
any agency
agency proceeding,
proceeding, as
party, or
or in
in behalf
of a
in any
as aa party,
behalf of
a party
party
to the proceeding,
proceeding, before
before an
an agency
in which
applicant is
is employed
employed
agency in
which an
an applicant
who has been rated or
rated by
such member;
member; or
(2) who,
who,
or will
will be
be rated
by such
or (2)
after making such
has rated
at the
the time
time of
of
such affidavit,
affidavit, has
rated an
an applicant
applicant who
who at
the rating is employed
employed by an agency
agency before
before which
the board
board member
which the
member
has appeared as aaparty, or
within the
the preceding
preceding
or in behalf
behalf of a
a party,
party, within
"Agency"; "agency
"agency
"Agency";
years:
Provided,
two
years:
Provided,
That
the
definitions
of
"agency",
"agency
proThat
the
definitions
of
"agency'',
"agency
proproceeding"; "party."
"party."
proceeding";
ceeding"
ceeding" and "party"
"party" in section
Administrative Procedure
Procedure
section 2
2 of the
the Administrative
60
237.
60 Stat. 237.
apply to
to these
these terms
as used
used herein.
herein.
Act shall
shall apply
terms as
U. S.. c.
C. §
§ 1001;
55 U.
1001;
Supp. II,
1001.
Supp.
II, §
§ 1001.
No part of appropriations
appropriations herein
herein shall
shall be
to pay
pay the
compensabe used
used to
the compensaCompensation
Compensation
employees of the
the Civil Service
Commission who
who
Service Commission
of officers allocating
allocating tion of officers and employees
supervisory
positions.
supervisory positions.
allocate
allocate or reallocate
reallocate supervisory
supervisory positions
the classified
classified civil
civil service
positions in
in the
service
solely on the size of the group,
organization
group, section,
section, bureau,
bureau, or
or other
other organization
subordinates supere
unit, or on the number
number of subordinates
supervised. References
References
size
ervised. to
to size
of the group, section, bureau,
bureau, or other organization
unit or
or the
the number
organization unit
number
subordinates supervised
supervised may
of subordinates
given effect
effect only
only to
to the
the extent
extent
may be given
warranted by the work load
load of such organization
and then
then only
only
organization unit
unit and
in combination with other
other factors,
factors, such as
the kind,
and
as the
kind, difficulty,
difficulty, and
complexity
supervised, the degree
complexity of work supervised,
scope of
of responsibility
degree and scope
responsibility
delegated to the supervisor, and the
the kind,
value of
kind, degree,
degree, and
and value
of the
the
supervision actually
actually exercised.
supervision
exercised.
PANAMA
PANAMA CANAL CONSTRUCTION
CONSTRUCTION ANNUITY
ANNUITY FUND
Stat. 258.
258.
58 Stat.

For payment
payment of annuities authorized
by the
the Act
of May
May 29,
1941, as
authorized by
Act of
29, 1944,
as
amended
amended (48 U.
IT. S. C. 1373a),
1373a), $5,894,300,
be available
available immediately.
immediately.
$5,894,300, to
to be
CIVIL-SERVICE
CIVIL-SERVICE RETIREMENT AND
AND DISABILITY
.NUND
DISABILITY FUND

41
41 Stat.
Stat. 614.
614.
5
U. S. C.
691-738;
5 U.S.
C. §§
§§ 691-738;
Supp. II,
II, §
§691 et
et seq.
seq.
Ante, pp.
266,
pp. 170,
170, 2',6,
475,
476, 490, 577,
577, 609,
609,
475, 476,
621;
704,
621; post,
post, pp.
pp. 699,
699, 704,
884.

46 Stat. 1479.
1479.

For financing the liability of the
States, created
created by
by the
the Act
Act
the United
United States,
approved
approved May 22, 1920, and Acts
Acts amendatory
amendatory thereof
(5 U.
U. S.
S. C.
thereof (5
C. chap.
chap.
14),
$301,290,728, which amount shall be
14), $301,290,728,
the credit
credit of
of the
the
be placed
placed to
to the
"civil-service retirement
"civil-service
disability fund".
fund".
retirement and
and disability
CANAL ZONE RETIREMENT
AND DISABILITY
DISABILITY FUND
RETIREMENT AND
FUND

For financing the liability of the United
by the
the Act
Act
United States,
States, created
created by
approved
1931, and Acts amendatory
approved March
March 2, 1931,
amendatory thereof
thereof (48
(48 U. S. C.
1371n),
137111), $999,000,
$999,000, which amount
to the
credit of
of the
the
amount shall
shall be
be placed
placed to
the credit
"Canal
"Canal Zone retirement
retirement and disability
disability fund".
fund".
ALASKA RAILROAD
RAILROAD RETIREMENT
ALASKA
RETIREMENT AND
AND DISABILITY
DISABILITY FUND

49 Stat. 2017.
Ante,
p. 475.
475.
Ante, p.

62 Stat. 1009.
50 U. S. C., Supp.
II,
app. §§
In, app.
§§ 1951-1963.
1951-1963.

0 uStat.
l
; upp

44 Stat. 688.
5 U. S. C. §821.
Ante, p. 167
167

44 Stat682.

40 Stat. 1270.
0Stat 1270.
Ante, p. 405.

For financing
financing the liability of
States created
created by
the Act
Act
of the
the United
United States
by the
approved June 29, 1936 (5
(5 U. S. C.
which amount
amount shall
C. 745),
745), $215,000,
$215,000. which
shall
Railroad retirement
be placed to the credit
credit of the "Alaska Railroad
and disdisretirement and
ability fund".
fund".

DISPLACED
DISPLACED PERSONS
COMMISSION
PERSONS COMMISSION
Displaced
Persons
Commission:
Displaced
Commission: For expenses
expenses necessary
necessary to
to carry
carry
provisions of the Displaced Persons
Persons Act
out the provisions
Law
Act of 1948
1948 (Public
(Public Law

774, approved
approved June
June 25,
25, 1948),
1948), including
including personal
personal services
services and
and rents
rents
in the District
District of Columbia; travel expenses without regard to the
Standardized Government
Regulations, as amended,
Standardized
Government Travel
Travel Regulations,
amended, and the
rates of per diem allowances
allowances under the subsistence
subsistence Expense
Expense Act
of
Act of
1926, as amended;
amended; purchase
purchase (not to exceed
exceed twenty),
twenty), and hire of
of passenger motor
motor vehicles;
printing and binding, including
including printing and
senger
vehicles; printing
and
binding outside the continental
continental limits of the United States
States without
without
regard to
the Act
Act of March
1, 1919 (44 U. S. C. 111);
regard
to section
section 11
11 of
of the
March 1,
111) ;
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services
authorized by section 15 of the Act of August
services as authorized
August 2, 1946 (5
55a) ;
claims pursuant
pursuant to
of the
the FedFedU. S. C. 55a)
; payment
payment of claims
to section
section 403 of
eral Tort Claims Act
.Act (28 U. S. C. 2672)
2672) ;;health service
program as
service program
authorized
employment of aliens;
payment
authorized by law (5
(5 U. S. C. 150);
150) ;employment
aliens; payment
of rent in foreign countries
purchases and services
countries in advance;
advance; and purchases
services
regard to section 3709
3709 of the Revised Statutes;
Statutes;
abroad without regard
$4,210,000:
Provided, That allocations
$4,210,000: Provided,
allocations may be made from this appropriation by the Commission upon
upon approval by the Director
Director of the
Bureau of the Budget
department, agency,
agency, corporation,
corporation, or
Budget to
to any department,
or
independent establishment
establishment of the Government
Government for direct expenditure
expenditure
independent
for the purposes of this appropriation,
appropriation, and any
any such expenditures
may be made
made under the specific
specific authority
authority herein contained
under
contained or under
the authority
authority governing the activities
activities of
department, agency,
agency,
of the
the department,
corporation,
establishment to which amounts are allocorporation, or independent
independent establishment
cated: Provided
That the
agreecated:
Provided further,
further, That
the Commission
Commission may
may enter into agreements
ments with governmental
governmental and
and private
private agencies
agencies and may make
make paypayexpenses incurred
incurred by such
ment in advance or
or by reimbursement
reimbursement for expenses
such
agencies
rendering assistance
assistance to
Commission in
in carrying
carrying out
out the
agencies in rendering
to the
the Commission
the
purposes of
of this Act.
purposes

Stat. 810.
60 Stat.
810.
Stat. 843;
60 Stat.
843; 62
62 Stat.
1008.
1008.
28 U.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
28
U. S.
Supp.
II, §
§ 2672.
II,
Ante, pp.
pp. 62,
62, 106.
106.
60 Stat. 903.
903.
5.
41 U. S.
S. C.. §§5.
Ante,
p. 403.
403.
Ante, p.
Allocations
Allocations to
to Government agencies.
ernment
agencies.

Agreements.
Agreements.

COMMISSION
FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS
COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION
Salaries
necessary expenses
expenses in performing
the
Salaries and expenses:
expenses: For necessary
performing the
1934, approved
of 1934,
approved June
June 19,
duties imposed
imposed by the Communications
Communications Act of
1934 (48 Stat. 1064), the Ship Act of 1910, approved
approved June 24, 1910,
Radiotelegraphic
484-487), the International
International Radiotelegraphic
as amended
amended (46 U. S. C. 484-487),
Convention (45
(45 Stat.,
2760), Executive
3513, dated
Order 3513,
p. 2760),
Executive Order
Stat., pt.
pt. 2, p.
Convention
July
amended under
30, 1934, relating to
to
date of June
June 30,
as amended
under date
July 9, 1921, as
applications for
and the
the radiotelegraphy
radiotelegraphy
submarine cable licenses,
licenses, and
applications
for submarine
provisions
Convention for Promoting
Promoting Safety
Safety of Life at
Sea,
at Sea,
of the
the Convention
provisions of
ratified
President July
7, 1936,
1936, personal
personal services
services in
District
in the District
July 7,
ratified by
by the
the President
of ColuMbia,
contract stenographic
counsel
special counsel
reporting services,
services, special
stenographic reporting
Columbia, contract
of
150),
health service
service program
(5 U. S. C. 150),
authorized by law (5
program as authorized
fees, health
payment
of claims
pursuant to
to section
section 403
the Federal
403 of
of the
Federal Tort Claims
claims pursuant
payment of
Act (28
S. C.
and repairs
repairs
grounds and
and care of grounds
improvement and
U. S.
C. 2672),
2672), improvement
Act
(28 U.
to
(not to
exceed $17,500),
to exceed
exceed fifteen
fifteen
purchase of
of not
not to
to exceed
$17,500), purchase
to buildings
buildings (not
passenger motor
motor vehicles
for replacement
only, travel
travel expenses
expenses (not
(not
replacemlent only,
vehicles for
passenger
Provided,
$6,600,000: Provided,
exceed $94,000),
$94,000), and printing
printing and
and binding, $6,600,000:
to exceed
bo used for aIapl)liThat funds
under this paragraph
ppl
paragraph may be
funds appropriated
appropriated under
That
cation
processing and hearings
hearings in
connection
'broadcast activities
act ivities
in connect
ion with blroadcast
cation processing
and for
for application
application processing
processing in
connection with
and special
special
with safety
safety and
in connection
and
services without
without regard
regard to
of funds
funds required
by
required by
to the
the apportionment
apportionment of
services
the Act
S. C.
C. 665).
665).
U. S.
1906 (31
(31 U.
27, 1906
of February
February 27,
the
Act of

47 U. S.
C. §
§ 151
47
S. C.
et seq.;
seq.; Supp.
Supp. II,
II, §
§ 151

et seq.
seg.
et

36 Stat. 629.

Ed.,
33 CFR, 1949 Ed.,
p. 190 (E.
p.
(E. 0.
0. 6779).
6779).

50 Stat.
Stat. 1146.
50

60 Stat.
903.
Stat. 903.
Stat. 843;
60 Stat.
843; 62
62 Stat.

1008.
1008.

U. S.
C., Supp.
28 U.
S. C.,
Sulpp.

H, §
§2672.
2'72.
II,

Ante, pp.
pp. 62,
62, 106.
Ante,
106.

34
48.
34 Stat. 48.
31 U.
C., Supp.
Supp.
31
U. S.. C.,
II,
1, §
1665 note.

FEDERAL POWER
POWER COMMISSION
COMMISSION
FEDERAL
Salaries and
and expenses:
expenses: For
For expenses
necessary for
for the
the work of the
expenses necessary
Salaries
Commission,
provided for,
as authorized
law, perperauthorized by
by law,
for, as
otherwise provided
not otherwise
Commission, not
sonal services
services in
in the
the District
District of
of Columbia;
to exceed
exceed $230,000
$230,000 for
for
not to
Columbia; not
sonal
60 Stat. 903.
903.
travel; health
service program
law (5
(5 U.
U. S.
S. C.
C. 150);
150) ; 60
by law
authorized by
as authorized
program as
health service
travel;
payment
to section
section 403
the Federal
Tort Claims
Claims
of the
Federal Tort
403 of
claims pursuant
pursuant to
of claims
payment of
843: 62 Stat.
Stat.
60 Stat.
Stat. 843:62
Act (28
(28 U.
S. C.
C. 2672);
2672) ;printing
printing and
(not to
to exceed
exceed 1008.
purchase (not
and binding;
binding; purchase
U. S.
Act
1008.
S.
C.,
Supp.
28
U.
S.
C.,
Supp.
four,
passenger motor
vehicles; II, §2=72.
motor vehicles;
hire of
of passenger
and hire
only) and
replacement only)
four, for
for replacement
11, § 2-72.
and
which amount
amount
pp. 62,
106.
of which
Ante, pp.
62, 106.
$3,700,000, of
for newspapers;
newspapers; $3,700,000,
$500 for
not to
to exceed
exceed $500
and not
not to
to exceed
exceed $10,000
$10,000 shall
shall be
for special
special counsel
counsel and
and services
services
be available
available for
not
as
by section
15 of
the Act
August 2,
1946 (5
S. C.
C.
U. S.
2, 1946
(5 U.
of August
of the
Act of
section 15
as authorized
authorized by
60 Stat. 810.
810.
55a),
not exceeding
$50 per
diem for
for individuals.
individuals.
per diem
exceeding $50
at rates
rates not
55a), but
but at
Flood-control
surveys:
For
expenses
necessary
for
the
work
of
the
Flood-control surveys: For expenses necessary for the work of the
Commission as
as authorized
authorized by
1938
4 of
of the
the Act of June 28, 1938
by section
section 4
Commission
52
52 Stat. 1216.
1216.
(33 U.
and similar
in subsequent
subsequent Acts,
Acts, including
including
provisions in
similar provisions
U. S.
S. C.
C. 701j),
701j), and
(33
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personal services in the District of Columbia;
Columbia; contract
contract stenographic
stenographic
reporting
reporting services, and printing
and binding,
binding, $330,000.
$330,000.
printing and
FEDERAL TRADE
FEDERAL
COMMISSION
TRADE COMMISSION
60
60 Stat.
Stat. 903.
903.
60 Stat. 843; 62 Stat.
Stat.
1008.
28 U.
Supp.
U. S.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
II,
II, §
§ 2672.
Ante, pp.
62, 106.
pp. 62,106.
Restriction on
on use
Restriction
use
funds.
of funds.

Salaries and expenses:
expenses: For
personal services
services
For necessary
necessary expenses,
expenses, personal
in the District of Columbia;
Columbia; health
health service
service program
program as
as authorized
authorized
by law (5 U. S. C. 150);
150) ;payment
payment of claims
claims pursuant
to section
403
pursuant to
section 403
of the Federal
Federal Tort Claims
Claims Act (28
(28 U.
S. C.
C. 2672)
contract stenostenoU. S.
2672);;contract
reporting services;
graphic reporting
services; printing and
newspapers not
not
and binding;
binding; and
and newspapers
to exceed $700; $3,650,000:
Provided,That
$3,650,000: Provided,
no part
part of
of the
the funds
funds approThat no
appropriated herein
priated
herein for the Federal Trade Commission
Commission shall
shall be
be expended
expended
upon any investigation
hereafter provided
upon
investigation hereafter
provided by
concurrent resolution
resolution
by concurrent
of the Congress
Congress until funds are appropriated
subsequently to
to the
the
appropriated subsequently
enactment
enactment of such resolution to finance
finance the
cost of
of such
such investigation.
investigation.
the cost
FEDERAL WORKS
FEDERAL
WORKS AGENCY
AGENCY
OFFICE
01T ICE OF
OF THE
THE ADMINISTRATOR
ADMINISTRATOR

60 Stat. 903.

58 Stat. 602; 59 Stat.

80, 638; 60 Stat.
Stat. 611;
611;
61 Stat. 592;
61
Stat.
592; 62
62 Stat.
182.

60
60 Stat.
Stat. 65.
65.

60 Stat. 744.
744.

Payment of
costs.
of costs.

Availability
Availability of
of
funds.
funds.

60 Stat. 810.
60 Stat. 843; 62 Stat.
Stat.

1008.
1008.
28 U. S. C., Supp.
Supp.
11,
2672.
II, §
§ 2672.
Ante, pp.
pp. 62,
62, 106.
106.

Salaries and expenses:
expenses: For
salaries and
expenses in
the Office
Office of
of the
For salaries
and expenses
in the
the
Administrator
Administrator in the District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, including
including the
the salaries
salaries of
of
an
a general
an Assistant
Assistant Administrator
Administrator and a
counsel at
at $10,330
$10,330 each
each
general counsel
per
purchase of newspapers
newspapers and
per annum;
annum; purchase
(not to
to exceed
exceed
and periodicals
periodicals (not
$150);;health
service program
$150)
health service
program as authorized
by law
law (5
(5 U.
S. C.
authorized by
U. S.
C. 150)
150);;
preparation, shipment, and installation
of photographic
photographic displays,
installation of
displays,
exhibits, and
materials; and
exhibits,
and other descriptive
descriptive materials;
and travel
expenses;
travel expenses;
$315,000.
$315,000.
Public
Administration liquidation: The
Public Works Administration
funds made
availThe funds
made available for "Public Works
Works Administration
Administration liquidation"
by the
Second
liquidation" by
the Second
Deficiency
Appropriation Act, 1944, as
Deficiency Appropriation
the First
First Deficiency
Deficiency
as amended
amended by
by the
Appropriation
Appropriation Act
Act, 1945, the First Deficiency
Deficiency Appropriation
Act,
Appropriation Act,
1946, the Third
Deficiency Appropriation
Third Deficiency
Appropriation Act,
1946, the
the Independent
Independent
Act, 1946,
Offices
Offices Appropriation
Appropriation Act, 1948,
1948, and the
the Independent
Independent Offices
Offices ApproAppropriation Act, 1949, are hereby continued
available until
until June
June 30,
1950,
continued available
30; 1950,
of which
which not to exceed $20,000 shall be available
of
available for
for administrative
administrative
expenses during the current
expenses
current fiscal
fiscal year,
not to
to exceed
exceed $1,200
year, including
including not
$1,200
for administrative
administrative expenses
expenses in
connecti on with
w ith the
th e city
ci
ty of
Peoria
in connection
of East
East Peoria
sewage project.
project.
Servicing of securities (private
(private funds)
Servicing
Federal Works
Works AdminAdminfunds)::The
The Federal
istrator
istrator is authorized,
authorized, in connection
connection with the
authority placed
in him
him
the authority
placed in
by the Independent
Independent Offices Appropriation
Appropriation Act,
Act, 1947,
1947, and
section 66of
and section
of
the Act of July
(16 U. S. C. 825u),
July 31, 1946 (16
82511), in
in respect
all bonds
bonds and
and
respect to
to all
any other
obligations under his jurisdiction, issued
any
other obligations
by public
authoriissued by
public authorities, States, or other public bodies
bodies for
projects financed
financed by
by the
the Public
Public
for projects
Works
Works Administration,
Administration, to perform
perform such services
services in the administration
administration
of
such bonds
of such
bonds and
and other obligations as he determines
determines to
be necessary
necessary
to be
and
public interest: Provided,
and in
in the public
Provided, That such
such services
services shall
shall be
at
be at
the
agencies: Provided
the request
request of such public
public agencies:
Provided further,
further, That
That such
such
public
agencies shall
public agencies
pay to
to the
Stat es the
th e cos
ofsuc h serv i
ces
shall pay
the United
United States
costtof
such services
and any
deposited in
and
any funds
funds thus received
received shall be deposited
account or
in a
a special
special account
or
accounts
Treasury of
accounts in the Treasuryof the United
United States
and shall
shall be
be available
available to
to
States and
the Federal
Federal Wors
the
Works Administrator
solely for
defraying the
cost of
such
Administrator solely
for defraying
the
cost
of
such
services.
services.
Appropriations and other
Appropriations
other funds available to
to the
the Federal
Federal Works
Works
Agency
shall be
available during
Agency shall
be available
during the current
current fiscal year for
for (a)
(a) printprinting
and binding;
authorized by
ing and
binding; (b) services
services as authorized
section 15
15 of
of the
the Act
Act of
of
by section
August 2, 1946 (5 U. S. C. 55a),
55a), but at rates
August
for individuals
not in
in
rates for
individuals not
excess of $50
excess
$50 per diem; and (c)
(c) payment
payment of
of claims
claims pursuant
pursuant to
to section
section
403 of the Federal Tort Claims Act
C. 2672).
Act (28
(28 U.
U. S.
S. C.
2672).
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PUBLIC BUILDINGS
PUBLIC
BUILDINGS ADMINISTRATION
ADMINISTRATION

Public Buildings
For carrying
carrying into effect the provisions
provisions of the Public
Acts,
Buildings Acts,
as provided in section 6
6 of the Act of May 30, 1908
35 Stat.
Stat. 637.
1908 (31
(31 U.
C. 683),
683) , 35
U. S. C.
and for the repair, preservation,
preservation, and upkeep
upkeep of all
completed public
public
all completed
buildings under the control
control of the Federal
the
Federal Works
Works Agency,
Agency, the
mechanical equipment
mechanical
equipment and the grounds
and sites
sites acquired
acquired for
for
grounds thereof,
thereof, and
buildings, and for the operation of certain
certain completed
completed and
and occupied
occupied
buildings under the control
control of the Federal
Federal Works
Works Agency,
Agency, including
including
furniture and repairs thereof, but
but exclusive,
exclusive, with respect
respect to operation,
operation,
of buildings of the United States Coast Guard,
Guard, of hospitals,
quaranhospitals, quaranHealth Service
tine stations, and other Public Health
buildings, mints,
mints, bullion
Service buildings,
bullion
depositories, and assay offices,
offices, and buildings
operated by
by the
the Treasury
Treasury
buildings operated
and Post
Post Office
Departments in
in the
the District
Columbia:
and
Office Departments
District of
of Columbia:
General administrative
administrative expenses:
necessary expenses
expenses of
of the
expenses: For necessary
the
Administration, personal
Public Buildings Administration,
services in
District of
of
personal services
in the
the District
Columbia; ground rent
Federal buildings
at Salamanca,
Salamanca, New
rent of
of the
the Federal
buildings at
New
York, and Columbus, Mississippi,
Mississippi, for which
payment may
be made
made
which payment
may be
in advance; $1,763,000,
together with
the unobligated
imobligated balance
balance of
of funds
$1,763,000, together
with the
funds
appropriated
appropriated for the return
return of
departmental functions
to the
the seat
seat of
of
of departmental
functions to
government,
"Independent Offices
government, contained in the "Independent
Appropriation Act,
Act,
Offices Appropriation
61 Stat.
Stat. 694.
594.
61
1948":
the foregoing
foregoing appropriations
appropriations shall
shall not
not be
be availavail1948": Provided,
Provided,That
That the
Surveys, models,
models,
Surveys,
etc.
etc.
able for
for the cost
models, progress
cost of
of surveys,
surveys, plaster
plaster models,
progress photographs,
photographs,
borings, or
or mill
mill and
and shop
shop inspections,
inspections, but
but the
cost thereof
thereof
test pits
pits and
and borings,
the cost
shall be construed to be chargeable
chargeable against the
appropriathe construction
construction appropriarespective projects
projects to
to which
which they
they relate.
relate.
tions of
of the
the respective
Repair, preservation,
District of
of
preservation, and equipment,
equipment, outside
outside the
the District
Columbia: For
and
For the
the repair, alteration,
alteration, improvement,
improvement, preservation,
preservation, and
equipment,
provided for,
for, of
of completed
completed Federal
Federal buildequipment, not
not otherwise
otherwise provided
buildings,
grounds and
and approaches
wharves, and
piers, together
ings, the grounds
approaches thereof,
thereof, wharves,
and piers,
together
with the
necessary dredging
dredging adjacent
adjacent thereto,
and care
and safeguardsafeguardwith
the necessary
thereto, and
care and
ing
sites acquired
Federal buildings
and of
of surplus
surplus real
property,
ing of
of sites
acquired for
for Federal
buildings and
real property,
the custody of
Public Buildings
Buildings
of which
which is
is the responsibility
responsibility of
of the
the Public
49 Stat.
Stat. 885.
885.
49
Administration under
the Act
of August
27, 1935,
1935, pending
sale or
or
Administration
under the
Act of
August 27,
pending sale
304a40 U. 8.
. C. §1§ 304adisposition; the
the demolition
of buildings
the purchase
and 304e.
304e.
disposition;
demolition of
buildings thereon;
thereon; the
purchase and
repair of equipment
in buildings
under the
the administration
administration
repair
equipment and
and fixtures
fixtures in
buildings under
Pneumatic-tube
Pneumatic-tube
of the Federal
Agency; and
and for
changes in,
in, maintenance
maintenance of,
of, system,
Federal Works Agency;
for changes
system New
New York
York
City.
and repairs
to the
system in
York City
City installed
installed City.
and
repairs to
the pneumatic-tube
pneumatic-tube system
in New
New York
under franchise
city of
New York,
approved June
29, 1909,
1909,
under
franchise of
of the
the city
of New
York, approved
June 29,
and
11, 1928,
the payment
payment of
any obligations
obligations arising
arising therethereand June
June 11,
1928, and
and the
of any
under
accordance with
of the
Acts approved
approved August
August
under in accordance
with the
the provisions
provisions of
the Acts
5,
1909 (36
120), and
15, 1928
Stat. 533)
533) ,• $10,000,000:
$10,000,000:
5, 1909
(36 Stat.
Stat. 120),
and May
May 15,
1928 (45
(45 Stat.
Limitation.
Limitation.
Provided, That
expenditures for
for the
year for
kr the
the repair
Provided,
That the
the total
total expenditures
the fiscal
fiscal year
repair
and
buildings not
not reserved
reserved 137
the
vendors
on
sites
and preservation
preservation of
of buildings
by the vendors on sites
acquired
for buildings
enlargement of
of buildings
buildings and
the installaacquired for
buildings or
or the
the enlargement
and the
installation and
repair of
of the
mechanical equipment
equipment thereof
thereof shall
shall not
exceed
tion
and repair
the mechanical
not exceed
20 per
per centum
annual rental
rental of
of such
20
centum of
of the
the annual
such buildings.
buildings.
Pod,
p. 977.
977.
Post, p.
Salaries
expenses, public
and grounds
grounds in
in the
District
Salaries and
and expenses,
public buildings
buildings and
the District
of
and adjacent
expenses necessary
the adminadminof Columbia
Columbia and
adjacent area:
area: For
For expenses
necessary for
for the
istration, protection,
protection, maintenance,
maintenance, and
and improvement
improvement of
of public
public buildbuildistration,
ings and
grounds in
the District
of Columbia
Columbia and
the area
area adjacent
ings
and grounds
in the
District of
and the
adjacent
thereto,
maintained and
operated by
by the
Administhereto, maintained
and operated
the Public
Public Buildings
Buildings Administration, including
including repair,
and equipment
buildings
tration,
repair, preservation,
preservation, and
equipment of
of buildings
operated
the Treasury
Treasury and
Office Departments
Departments in
in the
District
operated by
by the
and Post
Post Office
the District
of
Columbia; rent
rent of
of buildings;
buildings; demolition
of buildings;
buildings; expenses
of Columbia;
demolition of
expenses
incident
to moving
moving various
executive departments
departments and
and establishments
establishments
incident to
various executive
in connection
connection with
with the
the assignment,
allocation, transfer,
transfer, and
and survey
survey of
in
assignment, allocation,
of
building
space; traveling
purchase of
of two
passenger
building space;
traveling expenses;
expenses; the
the purchase
two passenger
motor
replacement only;
furnishings and
equipment;
motor vehicles
vehicles for
for replacement
only; furnishings
and equipment;
arms and
and ammunition
ammunition for
the guard
guard force;
force; and
repair, and
and
arms
for the
and purchase,
purchase, repair,

640
640
Use of
Use
of present
present furfurniture.
niture.

Post, p. 976.
Post,

Use of
furUse
of present
present furniture.
niture.

47
47 Stat.
Stat. 412.
412.

Per
employPer diem
diem employees.
ees.

Availability
of
Availability of
funds.
funds.

61
584.
il Stat. 584.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
40 U. S.
Supp.
H, §§
II,
§§ 1Inote,
note, 129.
129.

60
60 Stat,
Stat. 903.
903.

62
1225.
62 Stat.
Stat. 1225.
50
U. S.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
Supp.
50 U.
§§ 451-462.
451-462.
II, §§
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and elevator
elevator conductors;
$31,140,000:
cleaning of
of uniforms
uniforms for
for guards
guards and
conductors; $31,140,000:
Provided,
all furniture
now owned
the United
States in
in other
other
Provided, That
That all
furniture now
owned by
by the
United States
public buildings
buildings or
buildings rented
rented by
by the
the United
shall be
be
or in buildings
United States
States shall
used, so far as practicable,
practicable, whether
not it
corresponds with
with the
the
whether or
or not
it corresponds
present regulation
for furniture
regulation plan
plan for
furniture.: .
Salaries
Salaries and expenses, public
buildings and
outside .the
the
public buildings
and grounds
grounds outside
Columbia: For expenses
District of Columbia:
necessary for
for the
administration,
expenses necessary
the administration,
operation, protection,
protection, and
public buildings
and
and maintenance
maintenance of
of public
buildings and
grounds outside the District
District of Columbia
Columbia maintained
maintained and
and operated
operated
by the Public
Administration, including
including cleaning,
heating,
Public Buildings
Buildings Administration,
cleaning, ,heating,
lighting, rental of buildings
buildings and
materials, furfurand equipment, supplies,.
supplies, materials,
nishings and equipment,
equipment, personal
personal services in
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia,
in the District
arms, ammunition,
ammunition, purchase,
purchase, repair,
of uniforms
for
repair, and
and cleaning
cleaning of
uniforms for
guards and elevator
elevator conductors, the
purchase of
of five
passenger motor
motor
the purchase
five passenger
vehicles for replacement
replacement only, expenses
expenses incident
to moving
moving .GovernGovernincident to
ment agencies
agencies in connection
with the
allocation, and
and
connection with
the assignment,
assignment, allocation,
transfer of building
building space,
space, and
the restoration
restoration of
of leased
leased premises,
and the
premises,
$23,968,800: Provided,
Provided, That all
all furniture
now owned
owned by
by the
the United
United
furniture now
States in other public buildings
buildings or in buildings rented by
the United
by the
United
States shall be used, so far as practicable,
practicable, whether
whether or
or not
not it
it corresponds
corresponds
with the present
present regulation
regulation plan
plan for
for furniture.
furniture.
The provisions of section
section 322 of the Act of June
June 30,
30, 1932,
1932, as
amended
as amended
278a), shall not
(40 U. S. C. 278a),
to any
any lease
lease entered
entered into
into by,
by, or
or
not apply
apply to
transferred to, the Public Buildings
transferred
for the
Buildings Administration
Administration for
the housing
housing
of activities
activities specifically
exempted from
the provisions
provisions of
of the
the said
said Act,
Act,
specifically exempted
from the
as amended.
amended.
Under the appropriations
appropriations for salaries and
Under
and expenses, public
public buildbuildings and
and grounds
grounds in
and outside
outside the
the District
District of
Columbia, and
for
in and
of Columbia,
and for
national industrial
industrial reserve,
reserve, per diem employees
employees may
may be
be paid
paid at
at rates
rates
approved
Commissioner of Public
approved by the
the Commissioner
Public Buildings
not exceeding
exceeding
Buildings not
current rates for similar services
services in the place
services are
are
place where
where such
such services
employed, and
employees in
in emergencies
emergencies may
be entered
entered on
on duty
duty
and such employees
may be
subject to confirmation
confirmation by the Federal Works
Works Administrator.
Administrator.
appropriations for
The appropriations
for salaries
and expenses,
public buildings
buildings and
and
salaries and
expenses, public
grounds in and outside the District
of Columbia,
Columbia, shall
shall be
available for
for
District of
be available
communication services serving
communication
one or
or more
more governmental
governmental activities,
activities,
serving one
and for services to motor vehicles, and where
where such
services, together
together
such services,
with quarters, maintelnance,
maintenance, or other services, are furnished on
on a
a
reinlbursable basis to any
reimbursable
any governmental
governmental activity,
activity, such
activity shall
shall
such activity
make payment
)paymenttherefor
therefor promnptly
promptly by check upon the request of the
the
Public
Buildlings Administration,
Administration, either in
Public Buildings
or after
the
in advance
a(lvance or
after the
service has been furnished,
furnished, for deposit to the
the credit
credit of
of the
the applicable
applicable
appropriation,
appropriation, of all
or ac
t
ua lcost
cos tthereof,
th ereo f,
all or part
part of
of the
the estimated
estimated or
actual
as the case may be, proper
proper adjustment
adjustment. upon
upon the
the basis
actual cost
to
basis of
of actual
cost to
be made for services
services paid for in advance.
Costs of maintenance,
maintenance, upkeep, and
and repair paid by Government
Government
corporations pursuant
Government Corporations
corporations
pursuant to section
section 306 of the
the Government
Corporations
Appropriation
Act, 1948,
be credited
credited to
to the
the appropriations
appropriations of
of
Appropriation Act,
1948, shall
shall be
the Public
Public Buildings
Buildings Administration
Administration bearing
such costs.
costs.
bearing such
Funds available
available to the Public Buildings
Buildings Administration
Administration shall
shall also
also
programs as authorized
be available
available for health-service
health-service programs
authorized by
by law
law (5
(5
U.
S. C.
C. 150).
U. S.
150).
National
reserve: Fo
expenses necessary
to carry
carry out
out
National industrial
industrial reserve:
Forr expenses
necessary to
the duties imposed upon the Federal
Federal Works
Works Agency by the
of
the Act
Act of
July 2,
2, 1948
1948 (Public Law 883),
relating to the retention
July
883), relating
retention and maintereserve.
nance of aa national industrial res
erve ,including
personal services
including personal
services
in the District of Columbia;
purchase
Columbia; purch
ase of
of not
exceed eight
eight paspasnot to exceed
replacement only;
senger motor vehicles for replacement
only; and maintenance,
maintenance, proprotection,
restoration, renovation,
tection, repair, restoration,
renovation, and other services
by contract
contract
services by
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or otherwise without regard to section
section 3709
3709 of
of the Revised
Revised Statutes;
Statutes;
$12,500,000:
Provided, That the War Assets
$12,500,000: Provided,
Assets Administration
Administration or its
its
successor
successor agency is hereby authorized
authorized and directed to transfer
transfer to
to
the Public
Public Buildings
without reimbursement,
reimbursement, the
the
the
Buildings Administration,
Administration, without
buildings comprising
War Assets
Administration disposal
land and buildings
comprising War
Assets Administration
disposal
center
numbered 12,
12, Buffalo,
New York,
York, together
together with
with all
all appurappurcenter numbered
Buffalo, New
tenances
further, That
That the
tenances thereto: Provided
Provided further,
the Public Buildings
Buildings AdminAdministration may furnish
necessary utilities
services, at cost,
furnish necessary
utilities or services,
cost, to perpersons, firms or
corporations in
with the
occupancy of
such
or corporations
in connection
connection with
the occupancy
of such
plants and the amounts received
received therefor
therefor may be credited
credited as
as
reimbursements to
this appropriation.
appropriation.
reimbursements
to this
Geophysical Institute,
Geophysical
Institute, _Alaska:
Alaska: For
establishment of a
For the
the establishment
a geogeophysical
physical institute
institute at the University
Alaska, as
as authorized
authorized by
by the
University of Alaska,
the
7
Act
(48 U.
U. S.
S. C.
175, 1
175a),
$875,000, to
to be
immediately
Act of
of July 31, 1946
1946 (48
C. 175,
5a), $875,000,
be immediately
available
remain available
available until
expended, which
which amount
amount shall
shall
available and
and to
to remain
until expended,
be for the payment
payment of obligations
obligations incurred under
authority provided
under authority
provided
under this head
head in
in the
the Independent
Offices Appropriation
Act, 1949.
under
Independent Offices
Appropriation Act,
1949.
General
Office Building,
District of
Columbia: For
General Accounting
Accounting Office
Building, District
of Columbia:
For concontinuation of construction
construction of
for the
use of
the General
tinuation
of a
a building
building for
the use
of the
General
Accounting Office on square
square 518, in the
the District
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, under
under
Accounting
the provisions
provisions of
(Public Law
533), to
to remain
remain
of the
the Act
Act of May
May 18,
18, 1948
1948 (Public
Law 533),
available until
until expended,
$5,000,000, which
which shall
for payment
of
available
expended, $5,000,000,
shall be
be for
payment of
obligations incurred
incurred under authority
granted under
under this
this head
in the
the
obligations
authority granted
head in
Second
Appropriation Act,
Second Deficiency
Deficiency Appropriation
Act, 1948.
1948.
Federal
District of
Columbia: For
For the
the continuacontinuaFederal Courts
Courts Building,
Building, District
of Columbia:
tion
of a
a building
the use
United States
States
tion of
of construction
construction of
building for
for the
use of
of the
the United
Court
Appeals for
for the
District of
Columbia and
the District
Court
Court of Appeals
the District
of Columbia
and the
District Court
of the
the United
for the
District of
authorized by
by
of
United States
States for
the District
of Columbia,
Columbia, as
as authorized
the Act
Act of
of May
May 14,
1948 (Public
(Public Law
527), to
remain available
available until
until
the
14, 1948
Law 527),
to remain
expended, $5,000,000,
$5,000,000, which
shall be
be for
for payment
payment of
of obligations
expended,
which shall
obligations
incurred
incurred under
under authority
authority granted
granted under
Second
under this
this head
head in
in the
the Second
Deficiency Appropriation
Appropriation Act,
Act, 1948.
1948.
Deficiency

S. C. §§5.
5.
41 U.
U. S.
Ante, p. 403.
War Assets AdminWar
istration disposal
disposal
istration
center No. 12, Buffalo,
center
N. Y.
N.Y.

Furnishing of utilities, etc.
etc.

60 Stat. 750.

62 Stat. 184.
184.

238.
62 Stat. 238.
Ante, pp. 7, 79.

62 Stat. 1033.

62 Stat. 235.
235.

62 Stat. 1033.
1033.

PUBLIC
ROADS ADMINISTRATION
PUBLIC ROADS
ADMINISTRATION

General administrative
administrative expenses:
expenses :
For the
of persons
and
For
the employment
employment of
persons and
General
means,
including rent,
rent, advertising
(including advertising
advertising in
in the
the city
city
advertising (including
means, including
of
Washington for
for work
in areas
adjacent thereto),
thereto),
areas adjacent
work to
to be
be performed
performed in
of Washington
purchase
of periodicals,
periodicals, purchase
of one
one hundred
hundred passenger
passenger motor
motor
purchase of
purchase of
vehicles
replacement only,
health service
service program
as authorized
authorized
program as
only, health
vehicles for
for replacement
60
Stat. 903.
903.
60 Stat.
by
S. C.
C. 150),
150), and
and the
the preparation,
and display
display
preparation, distribution,
distribution, and
(5 U.
U. S.
by law
law (5
of
exhibits, in
in the
the city
Washington and
elsewhere for
the purpose
purpose
and elsewhere
for the
city of
of Washington
of exhibits,
of
investigational studies,
either independindependstudies, either
research and
and investigational
of conducting
conducting research
ently
or in
cooperation with
departments, or other
other
State highway
highway departments,
in cooperation
with State
ently or
agencies,
including studies
legislation,
highway administration,
administration, legislation,
studies of highway
agencies, including
finance,
economics, transport,
transport, construction,
construction, operation,
maintenance,
operation, maintenance,
finance, economics,
utilization, and
and safety,
and of
traffic control;
control;
highway traffic
of street
street and
and highway
safety, and
utilization,
Road-making experexperRoad-making
investigations
in the
best methods
methods of
of road
road making,
making, iments.
and experiments
experiments in
the best
investigations and
especially
use of
materials; studies
of types
of mechanical
mechanical
studies of
types of
of local
local materials;
especially by
by the
the use
plants
and appliances
used for
for road
building and
and maintenance,
and
maintenance, and
road building
plants and
appliances used
of
of road
road repair
maintenance suited
suited to
difto the
the needs
needs of
of difrepair and
and maintenance
of methods
methods of
ferent
localities; for
for maintenance
maintenance and
and repairs
repairs of
highferent localities;
of experimental
experimental highways;
for furnishing
furnishing expert
expert advice
advice on
on these
these subjects;
subjects; for
for collating,
collating,
ways; for
reporting,
results of
and for
for preparing,
preparing,
of same;
same; and
the results
and illustrating
illustrating the
reporting, and
publishing,
and distributing
distributing bulletins
reports; to
to be paid from
bulletins and
and reports;
publishing, and
any
moneys available
from the
administrative funds
provided under
under
funds provided
the administrative
available from
any moneys
42 Stat.
the Act
1916, as
amended (23
(23 U.
U. S.
C. 21),
or as
as otherwise
otherwise 217.39 Stat. 355; 42
21), or
S. C.
11, 1916,
as amended
the
Act of
of July
July 11,
U. S.. C. Supp. 1,
23
provided.
provided.
§21.
21.
In carrying
carrying out
out the
the provisions
provisions of
Act to
to provide
that the
United
Construction of
Construction
of
the United
provide that
of "An
"An Act
In
rural post
post roads.
rural
States shall
aid the
construction of
rural post
roads, and
and
post roads,
of rural
States in
in the
the construction
shall aid
the States
States
81939*-50—PT.
81939°-50-PT.

I-41
-- 41

642
642
39 Stat.
Stat. 355; 42 Stat.
Stat.
217.
M
Stipp.
23 U.
U. S.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
II.,
§ 21
21 et
et seq.
seq.
II., §

Depreciation on
on
Depreciation
equipment.
equipment.

Warehouse
Warehouse maintemaintenance,
etc.
nanee, etc.

Medical
supplies,
Medical supplies,
etc., in
etc.,
in emergencies.
emergencies.

Inter-American
Inter-American
Highway.
Highway.
Fulfillment
U. S.
Fulfillment of U.
S.
obligations.
obligations.

45
Stat. 1697.
1697.
46 Stat.

39
Stat.
39 Stat.
Stat. 355;
355; 42
42 Stat.
217
217.
23 U.
U. S.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
Supp.
II,
21.
It, §§21.
13 U.
C. §§
23
U. S.
S. C.
§ 60-63.
60-63.

5. Stat. 839.
58
839.

42
42 Stat. 218;
215; 49
49 Stat.
Stat.
1520.
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for other
other purposes",
as amended
supplemented (23
U. S.
S. C.
C. 1-117),
1-117) ,
(23 U.
and supplemented
amended and
purposes", as
for
none of
of the
the money
money appropriated
appropriated for
for the
the Public
Public Roads
Roads
of the
the work
work of
none
Administration during
during the
the current
current fiscal
year shall
shall be
be paid
paid to
to any
any
fiscal year
Administration
State
of any
convict labor
labor shall
shall be
be
on which
which convict
any project,
project on
on account
account of
State on
employed, except
this provision
provision shall
shall not
not apply
apply to
convict labor
labor perperto convict
except this
employed,
formed
on parole
parole or
or probation:
Provided, That
That during
during
probation: Provided,
convicts on
formed by
by convicts
the current
current fiscal
fiscal year,
whenever performing
authorized engineering
engineering
performing authorized
year, whenever
the
or other
other services
in connection
the survey,
survey, construction,
construction, and
and mainmainwith the
connection with
services in
or
tenance,
improvement of
roads for
other Government
Government agencies,
agencies,
for other
of roads
tenance, or
or improvement
cooperating
foreign countries
and State
cooperating agencies
agencies the
the
State cooperating
countries and
cooperating foreign
charge
such services
services may
include depreciation
depreciation on
on engineering
engineering and
and
may include
for such
charge for
road-building
used, and
and the
the amounts
amounts received
received on account
account
equipment used,
road-building equipment
of
charges shall
shall be
be credited
to the
concerned: ProProthe appropriation
appropriation concerned:
credited to
of such
such charges
vided
during the
the current fiscal year
appropriations
year the appropriations
That during
further, That
vided further,
for
work of
Public Roads
available
be available
shall be
Roads Administration
Administration shall
of the
the Public
the work
for the
for meeting
meeting the
the expenses
of warehouse
maintenance and
and the
procurethe procurewarehouse maintenance
expenses of
for
ment,
handling of
of supplies,
and equipment
equipment stored
stored
materials, and
supplies, materials,
care, and
and handling
ment, care,
therein for
for distribution
distribution to
the supervision
of the
the Public
Public
supervision of
under the
to projects
projects under
therein
Roads
Administration, and
for sale
and for
to other
other GovGovdistribution to
for distribution
and for
sale and
Roads Administration,
ernment
cooperating foreign countries
countries and State cooperatcooperatactivities, cooperating
ernment activities,
ing agencies,
the cost
cost of
of such
such supplies
supplies and
the value
value of
of
or the
and materials
materials or
ing
agencies, the
such equipment
(including the
cost of
of transportation
and handling)
handling)
transportation and
the cost
such
equipment (including
to be
reimbursed to
to appropriations
appropriations current
at the
the time
supadditional suptime additional
current at
to
be reimbursed
plies, materials,
are procured,
procured, from
from the
appropriation
the appropriation
or equipment
equipment are
materials, or
plies,
chargeable with
the cost
value of
of such
such supplies,
supplies, materials,
materials, or
or equipequipcost or
or value
with the
chargeable
ment: Provided
That the
appropriations available
to the
the
available to
the appropriations
further, That
ment:
Provided further,
Public Roads
may be
used in
emergency for
for medical
medical
be used
in emergency
Public
Roads Administration
Administration may
supplies
and services
services and
other assistance
for the
the immediate
immediate
necessary for
assistance necessary
and other
supplies and
relief of
of employees
employees engaged
hazardous work
work under
under that
that
engaged on
on hazardous
relief
Administration.
Administration.
For
all necessary
necessary expenses
to enable
the President
President to
to utilize
the servservFor all
expenses to
enable the
utilize the
ices
of the
the Public
Public Roads
Roads Administration
in fulfilling
fulfilling the
the obligations
obligations
Administration in
ices of
of
Convention on
on the
the Pan-.American
Pan-American Highunder the
the Convention
of the United States under
way
Republics, signed
signed
American Republics,
way Between
Between the
the United
United States and Other American
at
Buenos Aires,
Aires, December
1936, and
proclaimed September
September 16,
16,
December 23,
23, 1936,
and proclaimed
at Buenos
1937 (51
(51 Stat.
Stat. 152),
with several
several
of cooperation
cooperation with
1937
152), for
for the
the continuation
continuation of
governments,
Union, in
connection with
with
in connection
governments, members
members of
of the
the Pan
Pan American
American Union,
the survey
survey and construction
construction of the
the Inter-American
Inter-American Highway as provided
public resolution,
March 4,
4, 1929
1929 (Public
(Public Resoluvided in
in public
resolution, approved
approved March
Resolution 104),
104) ,as
amended or
supplemented, and
and for
for performing
performing engineerengineertion
as amended
or supplemenlted,
ing
service in pan-American
pan-American countries
request of
ing service
countries for and upon
upon the request
any agency
or governmental
corporation of
of the
States, $100,000
any
agency or
governmental corporation
the United
United States,
$100,000
from the
the administrative
funds provided
provided under
under the
the Act
Act
to be derived
derived from
administrative funds
amended or supplemented
supplemented (23
(23 U. S. C. 21),
21), or
of July
July 11,
11, 1916, as amended
or
as otherwise
otherwise provided.
provided.
as
Federal-aid postwar
carrying out
out the
the provisions
provisions
Federal-aid
postwar highways:
highways: For
For carrying
1944 (58
(58 Stat.
838), $385,000,000,
$385,000,000,
of the
the Federal-Aid
Federal-Aid Highway
Highway Act of 1944
Stat. 838),
together with
with $1,509,000
$1,509,000 of
the unobligated
balance of
funds heretoheretotogether
of the
unobligated balance
of funds
fore appropriated
roads, to
to be
be immediately
immediately available
available and
fore
appropriated for
for access
access roads,
and
to remain
until expended,
which sum
sum is
is composed
to
remain available
available until
expended, which
composed of
of
$150,000,000, the
remainder of
the amount
amount authorized
authorized to
to be
be approappro$150,000.000,
the remainder
of the
for the
by section
of said
Act, and
priated for
the second
second postwar
postwar fiscal
fiscal year
year by
section 2
2 of
said Act,
and
$236,509,000,
authorized to
to be
appropriated for
for
$236,509,000, a
a part
part of
of the
the amount
amount authorized
be appropriated
the
section 2.
the third
third postwar
postwar year by said section
Forest highways:
expenses necessary
necessary for carrying
Forest
highways: For expenses
carrying out the
provisions
Federal Highway
provisions of section 23 of the Federal
Highway Act of November 9,
9,
23a), in accordance
3a
1921, as amended
amended (23
(23 U. S. C. 23, 23a),
accordance with section
section 3a
Federal-Aid Highway
Highway Act of 1948
of the Federal-Aid
1948 (Public
(Public Law 834,
834, approved
approved
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1948), to be available immediately
immediately and to remain
remain available
June 28, 1948),
until expended, $22,500,000,
$22,500,000, which sum is
the
is composed
composed of
of $2,400,000,
$2,400,000, the
remainder
section 99of
remainder of the amount authorized
authorized by section
of the Federal-Aid
Federal-Aid
Highway Act of 1944 (58
(58 Stat.
appropriated for
the first
first
Stat. 842)
842) to
to be
be appropriated
for the
postwar
postwar fiscal year and
$20,100,000, a
part of the
authorized
and $20,100,000,
a part
the amount
amount authorized
by said
said section
section to
by
second postwar
postwar fiscal
to be appropriated
appropriated for
for the second
fiscal year;
year;
and of which total amount
$7,500,000 is for payment
amount $7,500,000
payment of obligations
incurred
granted in the appropriation
appropriation for
incurred under
under authority
authority granted
"Forest
for "Forest
Department of Agriculture
roads and trails" under the Department
Agriculture in the Second
Second
Deficiency
Deficiency Appropriation
Appropriation Act,
unexpended
Act, 1948:
1948: Provided,
Provided, That
That any
any unexpended
balances of
highways under
under "Forest
balances
of amounts appropriated
appropriated for
for forest
forest highways
"Forest
trails" under
of Agriculture
which are
are
roads and trails"
under the
the Department
Department of
Agriculture which
transferred
transferred to the Public Roads
Administration shall
shall be
consolidated
Roads Administration
be consolidated
with this
this appropriation.
appropriation.
with
Access roads:
year, not
not to
to exceed
exceed $70,000
$70,000 of
roads: During
During the current
current fiscal
fiscal year,
of
funds
remaining unexpended
completion of
access road
projects
funds remaining
unexpended upon
upon completion
of access
road projects
authorized
constructed under
the provisions
Defense
authorized to
to be
be constructed
under the
provisions of
of the
the Defense
Highway Act of 1941,
1941, as amended
amended by the Act of July
July 2,
2, 1942
1942 (23
U.
S. C.
C. 106),
106), shall
available for
for the
maintenance of
of roads
roads and
and
U. S.
shall be
be available
the maintenance
under the
of the
Public Roads
Roads Administration
Administration on
on
bridges under
the jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
the Public
Government-owned
Government-owned land in
in Arlington
Arlington County,
County, Virginia.
Virginia.

62 Stat.
Stat. 1106.
1106.
62

62 Stat.
Stat. 1037.
1037.
62
Conso hdation of
Consolidationof
funds.
funds.

55 Stat.
Stat. 766;
55
766; 56
56 Stat.
Stat.
M2.
582.
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FACILITIES

Public works
advance planning:
on June
June
Public
works advance
planning: The
The unexpended
unexpended balances
balances on
of funds
funds made
made available
public works
works advance
planning
30, 1949, of
available for
for public
advance planning
under title
title V
V of
of the
and Reconversion
1944
under
the War
War Mobilization
Mobilization and
Reconversion Act
Act of
of 1944
are hereby
continued available
expenditure until
until
(58 Stat. 791),
791), are
hereby continued
available for
for expenditure
June
30, 1950.
1950.
June 30,
Liquidation of public
advance planning:
to exceed
exceed
public works advance
planning: Not
Not to
the unobligated
balance on
June 30,1949,
30, 1949, of
of the
made
$350,000 of
of the
unobligated balance
on June
the funds
funds made
available
under title
of the
available for
for public works advance
advance planning
planning under
title V
V of
the War
War
Mobilization
Act of
1944 (58
791) shall
be
Mobilization and
and Reconversion
Reconversion Act
of 1944
(58 Stat.
Stat. 791)
shall be
available
during the
the current
current fiscal
fiscal year
expenses
available during
year for
for administrative
administrative expenses
incident
liquidation of
of the
the activity
said funds
were
incident to
to the
the liquidation
activity for
for which
which said
funds were
appropriated, including
under this
this head
head in
in the
the
appropriated,
including the
the objects
objects specified
specified under
Independent
Offices Appropriation
Appropriation Act, 1946.
Independent Offices
Virgin Islands
public works: For
additional amount
amount to
to carry
Islands public
For an
an additional
carry
the provisions
of the
December 20,
(58 Stat.
827),
out the
provisions of
the Act
Act of
of December
20, 1944
1944 (58
Stat. 827),
$680,000,
$680,000, to
to be available
available immediately.
immediately.
War
public works
adminWar public
works (community
(community facilities)
facilities) liquidation:
liquidation: For
For administrative
expenses necessary
necessary during
during the
the current
current fiscal
year for
for the
istrative expenses
fiscal year
the
liquidation
all activities
activities under
under titles
and IV
the Act
Act of
of
liquidation of
of all
titles II,
II, III,
III, and
IV of
of the
October
amended (42
S. C.
1531-1534, 1541,
1541, and
and 1562),
1562),
October 14,
14, 1940,
1940, as
as amended
(42 U.
U. S.
C. 1531-1534,
including personal
and rents
rents in
in the
the District
District of
of Columbia;
including
personal services
services and
Columbia;
printing and
and binding;
health service
program as
authorized by
printing
binding; and
and aahealth
service program
as authorized
by
law
(5U.
U. S.
S. C.
150) ;not
to exceed
$175,000 of
unobligated balances
balances
law (5
C. 150)
not to
exceed $175,000
of the
the unobligated
of the
the funds
for carrying
carrying out
the provisions
provisions
of
funds heretofore
heretofore appropriated
appropriated for
out the
of titles
titles II,
of the
as amended
amended
of
II, III,
III, and
and IV
IV of
the Act
Act of
of October
October 14,
14, 1940,
1940, as
(42 U.
S. C.
C. 1531-1534,
1541, and
1562).
1531-1534, 1541,
and 1562).
(42
U. S.
Veterans' educational
facilities: Of
Of the
limitation of
of $4,000,000
$4,000,000 on
on
Veterans'
educational facilities:
the limitation
the amount
amount for
for administrative
this head
head in
the IndeIndethe
administrative expenses
expenses under
under this
in the
pendent
Offices Appropriation
Act, 1949,
1949, the
the amount
be used
used expendent Offices
Appropriation Act,
amount to
to be
exclusively for
for accumulated
accrued leave
leave to
to separated
separated
clusively
for payment
payment for
accumulated and
and accrued
or furloughed
employees is
decreased from
$467,000 to
to $367,000.
or
furloughed employees
is decreased
from $467,000
$367,000.
Grants for
preparation, water
water pollution
pollution control:
control: For
Grants
for plan
plan preparation,
For grants
grants
to States,
agencies to
to aid
in financing
financing
interstate agencies
aid in
to
States, municipalities,
municipalities, or
or interstate
the
preliminary to
the construction
of projects
for water
water
construction of
projects for
the cost
cost of
of action
action preliminary
to the

50 U.S.C.app.§1671.
50U.S.C.app.J1671.

80
U.S.C.app.§1671.
50 U.S.C.app.
1671.

59
Stat. 112.
112.
59 Stat.

ht,
Stat. 361;
361; 56
Stat.
F, Stat.
56 Stat.
212.
212.
42
Supp.
42 U.. S.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
II,
1541 note.
II, §§1541
note.
60 Stat.
Stat. 903.
60
903.

62
Stat. 186.
186.
62 Stat.
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62 Stat.
Stat. 1159.
1159.
Supp.
33 U.
U. S.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
II, §
466g (c).
(c).
11,
§ 466g

62 Stat.
Stat. 1160.
1160.
Supp.
33 U.
U. S.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
II, §
§ 466g (e).
(e).
60 Stat. 903.
903.

60 Stat. 903.
903.

60
60 Stat. 843;
843; 62 Stat.
Stat.
1008.
1008.
28 U. S. C., Supp.
Supp.
II,
II, §§2672.
2672.
Ante, pp.
62, 106.
106.
Ante,
pp. 62,
60 Stat.
60
Stat. 810.
810.
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pollution
control as
by section
(c) of
the Water
Water PolluPollupollution control
as authorized
authorized by
section 88 (c)
of the
tion
Act of
of June
June 30,
1948 (62
$200,000.
tion Control
Control Act
30, 1948
(62 Stat.
Stat. 1155)
1155),,$200,000.
Administrative expenses,
water pollution
pollution control:
control: For
For expenses
Administrative
expenses, water
expenses
necessary
functions of
the Federal
Federal
necessary to
to carry
carry out
out the
the administrative
administrative functions
of the
Works Agency
under the
the provisions
of the
the Water
Pollution Control
Control
Works
Agency under
provisions of
Water Pollution
Act of
June 30, 1948 (62
(62 Stat.
Stat. 1155),
1155), as
as authorized
authorized by
by section
section 88 (e)
(e)
Act
of June
of said
including personal
the District
Columbia;
of
said Act,
Act, including
personal services
services in
in the
District of
of Columbia;
travel; hire of passenger
programs
travel;
passenger motor
motor vehicles;
vehicles; health
health service
service programs
as
authorized by
by law
S. C.
and exchange
exchange of
books;
as authorized
law (5
(5 U.
U. S.
C. 150)
150);;and
of books;
$50,000.
$50,000.
GENERAL ACCOUNTING
GENERAL
ACCOUNTING OFFICE
OFFICE

Salaries:
Salaries: For personal services in the District of Columbia
Columbia and
and
elsewhere,
$33,500,000.
elsewhere, $33,500,000.
Miscellaneous expenses: For necessary
Miscellaneous
necessary expenses, including
printincluding printing and binding and
and the purchase
purchase of one passenger
passenger motor vehicle
vehicle for
for
replacement only,
replacement
only, $1,570,000.
$1,570,000.
Appropriations for the General Accounting
Appropriations
Accounting Office shall be
available
be available
a health service program as authorized
for a
(5 U.
U. S.
C. 150),
authorized by law
law (5
S. C.
150),
for payment
payment of claims pursuant to
the Federal
Federal Tort
Tort
to section
section 403
403 of
of the
Claims
Claims Act (28
(28 U. S. C. 2672),
2672), and services
services as authorized
authorized by section
section
15 of the Act of August
August 2,1946
2, 1946 (5
(5U.
55a).
U. S.
S. C.
C. 55a).
HOUSING
HOUSING AND
AND HOME
HOME FINANCE
FINANCE AGENCY
AGENCY
OFFICE OF THE
r.H.E ADMINISTRATOR
ADMINISTRATOR
OFFICE

Post,
871.
ost, pp.
pp. 742,
742, 871.

of
Act of August
of the Act
August 2, 1946
1946 (5 U. S. C. 55a);
55a) ;expenses
expenses of
of attendance
attendance

60 Stat. 810.
810.
,60
,

60 Stat. 843;
843; 62
62 Stat.
Stat.
1008.
28 U. S. C., Supp.
ITII, §2672.
92679
pp. 62,
106.
Ante, pp.
62. 106.
60 Stat. 903.
903.

Stat.
U..

TS

C.,

Salaries
necessary expenses
Salaries and expenses:
expenses: For necessary
expenses of
of the
the Office
of the
Office of
the
Administrator,
Administrator, including
including personal
personal services
services and
and rent
rent in
in the
the District
District of
of
Columbia;
services as authorized
Columbia; printing
printing and binding;
binding; services
authorized by section
section 15
15

at meetings of organizations
organizations concerned
the work
work of
of the
the Agency;
Agency;
concerned with the

payment
U. S.
payment of tort claims pursuant
pursuant to law
law (28
(28 U.
S. C.
C. 2672);
2672) ;aahealth
health

Supp. service program
program as authorized
authorized by law (5 U. S. C. 150);
150) ;$1,200,000.
$1,200,000.
PUBLIC HOUSING
HOUSING ADMINISTRATION
ADMINISTRATION
PUBLIC

Annual contributions:
contributions: For the payment of annual
annual contributions
contributions
81
60S40
Stat.
tat. 891.
424
to
public housing agencies
agencies in
with section
10 of
of the
the United
United
in accordance
accordance with
section 10
Ante, pp. 423, 424,
425, 426, 427, 428,
428, 430.
425,
430. States
Housing Act
of 1937,
1937, as
States Housing
Act of
as amended
amended (42
U. S.
S. C.
1410), $5,000,000:
$5,000,000:
(42 U.
C. 1410),
Citizenship of tontenCitizenship
Provided, That except for payments
entered
Provided,
payments required
required on contracts entered
ant.
ant
into prior to April
appropriation shall be
April 18, 1940, no part of this appropriation
be
available
available for payment to
housing agency
agency for
for expenditure
expenditure
to any public
public housing
in connection
connection with
with any low-rent
low-rent housing
project, unless
public
housing project,
unless the
the public
housing
regulations prohibiting
prohibiting as aatenant
housing agency
agency shall have adopted
adopted regulations
tenant
of any such project
occupancy any person
project by rental or occupancy
other than
person other
than aa
citizen of the United States,
prohibition shall
States, but such prohibition
shall not be applicable in the case of aafamily of any serviceman
the family
family of
of any
serviceman or the
any
veteran
veteran who has been discharged
than dishonorably)
dishonorably) from,
from,
discharged (other
(other than
or the family of any serviceman
died in,
in, the
the armed
forces of
of the
serviceman who
who died
armed forces
the
United
United States within four years
prior to
to the
the date
application for
for
years prior
date of
of application
Restriction
on payRestriction on
payment.
ot, p. 872.
Post,

Audit and settlesettlement.
42 Stat.
Stat. 20.
42
2.

31 U. S. C. §1.

3 U.

. C.

admission
further, That
admission to such housing:
housing: Provided
Provided further,
That no
no part
part of
this
of this
appropriation shall
shall be
be used
appropriation
to pay
pay any
any public
public housing
housing agency
agency any
any
used to
contribution occasioned
contribution
occasioned by payments
payments in lieu of taxes in excess of
of
the amount
original contract
amount specified
specified in the original
contract between
between such agency
agency
and the Public Housing Administration
Administration or its predecessor
predecessor agencies:
agencies:
Provided further,
That all
expenditures of this appropriation
Provided
further, That
all expenditures
appropriation shall
shall
be subject
subject to audit
audit and final settlement by the Comptroller
Comptroller General
General of
of
the
provisions of the Budget
the United States under
under the provisions
Budget and
and Accounting
Accounting
Act of
of 1921,
1921, as
as amended.
amended.

63 STAT.]
STAT.]
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OFFICE OF THE HOUSING
HOUSING EXPEDITER
EXPEDITER
Salaries
Salaries and expenses,
expenses, Office
Office of the Housing
Housing Expediter:
Expediter: For
For
expenses
expenses necessary to carry out the functions of the Office of the HousHousing Expediter, including personal services in the District
of Columbia;
District of
Columbia;
attendance
organizations concerned
concerned with
attendance at meetings of organizations
rent control;
control;
with rent
hire of passenger
passenger motor vehicles; printing
printing and
binding; purchase
and binding;
purchase of
of
newspapers (not to exceed $10,000)
$10,000);•services
services as authorized
newspapers
authorized by
section
by section
15 of the Act of August 2, 1946 (5
(5 U.
El S. C.
not to
to exceed
exceed $5,000
$5,000
C. 55a)
55a);;not
for payment of claims
claims pursuant
pursuant to section 403
Federal Tort
Tort
403 of
of the
the Federal
Claims Act (28 U. S. C. 2672)
2672);;and health service
service program
program as
as authorauthorized by law (5 U. S. C. 150);
150) ;$17,500,000:
$17,500,000: Provided,
Provided, That
the approapproThat the
priation and authority
authority with respect
respect to the appropriation
appropriation in
in this
parathis paragraph shall be available
available from and
and including July 1,
1, 1949,
the purpur1949, for
for the
poses provided in such appropriation
appropriation and authority.
authority. All
All obligations
obligations
incurred during the period between August 15,
and the
the date
date of
15, 1949, and
of
enactment of this Act in anticipation
enactment
anticipation of
appropriation and
of such
such appropriation
and authorauthority are hereby ratified
ratified and
and confirmed
in accordance
accordance with
with the
the terms
confirmed if
if in
terms
thereof:
Provided further,
thereof: Provided
further, That as to cases
cases involving
the functions
functions
involving the
transferred to the Office of the Housing
transferred
Housing Expediter
Executive Order
Expediter by
by Executive
Order
9841,
Emergency Price
9841, section 204 (e) of the Emergency
Price Control Act
Act of
1942, as
as
of 1942,
amended,
amended, shall
and effect
durshall be
be considered
considered as
as remaining
remaining in
in full
full force
force and
effect during
year 1950.
ing fiscal
fiscal year
1950.

60 Stat.
810.
60
Stat. 810.
60 Stat.
Stat. 843
Stat.
60
843;;62
62 Stat.
1008.
1008.
28 U.
U. S.
C., Supp.
Supp.
28
S. C.,
II, §§
2672.
11,
2672.
pp. 62,
62, 106.
106.
Ante, pp.
60 Stat.
Stat. 903.
60
903.
Ratification and
and
Ratification
confirmation
of obliconfirmation of
obligations.
gations.

500 U.
U. S.. C.,
C., Supp.
Supp.
II, app.
app. §§
601 note.
note.
II,
601
58 Stat.
Stat. 639.
68
639.
50 U.
C., Supp.
Supp.
60
U. S.
S. C.,
II, app.
app. 1§924
924 (e).
II,
(e).

INDIAN CLAIMS
COMMISSION
CLAIMS COMMISSION

necessary to carry out
Salaries and expenses:
expenses: For expenses
expenses necessary
the purout the
pur60 Stat. 1049.
poses of the Act of August
August 13, 1946
1946 (Public Law
Law 726),
726), creating
creating an
an
P.4§§70-70v,
§170-70v,
25 U.S.C.
Supp.
II, §§
70w.
including personal
personal services
Supp.
II,
70w.
Indian Claims
Claims Commission,
Commission, including
services in
in the
the District
District Ant,
Ante, p..110
110.
of
and printing
and binding,
$90,000..
Cp
of Columbia
Columbia and
printing and
binding, $90,000.
INLAND WATERWAYS
CORPORATION
INLAND
WATERWAYS CORPORATION

Waterways Corporation:
Inland Waterways
For the
the purchase
of capital
Corporation: For
purchase of
capital stock
stock
of the
Waterways Corporation
(administered under
the supersuperthe Inland Waterways
Corporation (administered
under the
vision and direction of
of the Secretary
of Commerce)
authorized by
by
Secretary of
Commerce) authorized
section 2
the Act
Act of
of June
June 3,
3, 1924,
as amended
S. C.
152),
2 of the
1924, as
amended (49
(49 U.
U. S.
C. 152),
$1,000,000,
$1,000,000, to remain available
expended.
available until.
until expended.

43 Stat.
Stat. 360.
360.
43

INTERSTATE COMMERCE
INTERSTATE
COMMERCE COMMISSION
COMMISSION
General
General expenses: For expenses
expenses necessary
necessary in
in performing
funcperforming the
the functions vested by law in the Commission
Commission (49
C. 1-24,
(49 U. S.
S. C.
1-24, 301-327,
301-327,
1001-1022), except
901-923, 1001-1022),
except those
otherwise specifically
specifically provided
for
those otherwise
provided for
in this Act, and
for general
general administration;
administration; not
not to
$5,000 for
for
and for
to exceed
exceed $5,000
the employment
employment of
counsel,- contract
reporting
of special counsel;
contract stenographic
stenographic reporting
services;
services; personal
personal services
in the
Columbia; newspapers
services in
the District
District of
of Columbia;
newspapers
(not to
(not
$200) ;health-service
health-service program
program as
as authorized
by law
to exceed $200);
authorized by
law
(5
U. S.
S. C.
150) ;payment
payment of
of claims
403 of
(5 U.
C. 150);
claims pursuant
pursuant to
to section
section 403
of the
the
Federal
Federal Tort
(28 U.
C. 2672)
of ten
ten passenger
Tort Claims Act
Act (28
U. S.
S. C.
2672);;purchase
purchase of
passenger
motor vehicles
vehicles for
replacement only;
only; and
and printing
binding;
motor
for replacement
printing and
and binding;
$9,600,000,
$9,600,000, of which $100,000
$100,000 shall
be available
valuations of
of pipe
shall be
available for
for valuations
pipe
lines,
$3,656,039 shall
be available
for the
Bureau of
of
lines, and
and $3,656,039
shall be
available for
the work
work of
of the
the Bureau
Motor
Carriers: Provided,
That Joint
Joint Board
members and
and cooperatcooperatMotor Carriers:
Provided, That
Board members
commissioners may
ing State commissioners
may use Government
Government transportation
transportation requests
requests
when
in connection
with their
duties as
as such.
when traveling
traveling in
connection with
their duties
such.
Railroad safety:
For expenses
necessary in
Railroad
safety: For
expenses necessary
in performing
performing functions
functions
authorized by
by law
C. 1-15,
1-15, 17-21,
61-64; 49
U. S.
S. C.
C.
authorized
law (45
(45 U.
U. S.
S. C.
17-21, 35-46,
35-46, 61-64;
49 U.
26)
26) to insure
maximum of
operation of
of railroads,
insure a
a maximum
of safety
safety in
in the
the .operation
railroads,
including authority
authority to
experimentally, and
and report
report on
including
to investigate,
investigate, test
test experimentally,
on

49 U.
U. S.S. C.,
C., Stipp.
49
Supp.
II, §§
fl 1,
1, lib,
20, 20b
20b,
II,
5b, 20,
305 903.
305903.
Ante,
Ante, pp.
pp. 108,
108, 280,
280,
479, 485.
48.5.
479,
60
Stat. 903.
903.
60 Stat.
60
Stat. 843;
843 ;62
62 Stat.
Stat.
60 Stat.
1008.
1008.
28 U.
28
U. S.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
Supp.
II,
2672.
II, §§
2672.
62, 106.
106.
Ante, pp.
pp. 62,
Government trans.
trans.
Government
portation requests.
portation
requests.
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34
838; 35
34 Stat.
Stat. 838;
35 Stat.
Stat.
325.
41
498.
41 Stat.
Stat. 498.

60 Stat.
Stat. 843; 62 Stat.

1008.

28 U. S. C., Supp.
II, §
§2672.
II,
Ante, pp. 62, 106.

36 Stat. 913.
913.
45 U. S. C.,
C., Supp.

II, §
§24 et
II.
et seq.
seq.

60 Stat. 843; 62 Stat.
1008.
1009.
28 U.
U. S. C.,
C., Supp.
Supp.
II, §§2672.
2672.
Ante,
pp. 62,106.
62, 106.
Ante, pp.

33
S. C.
33 U.
U. S.
C. §567b.
§ 567b.

[63 STAT.
STAT.
[63

the
need of
appliances or
intended to
to promote
promote
the use
use and
and need
of any
any appliances
or systems
systems intended
the safety
safety of
of railway
railway operation,
operation, including
those pertaining
blockthe
including those
pertaining to
to blocksignal and
train-control systems,
authorized by
by the
the joint
joint resolution
resolution
signal
and train-control
systems, as
as authorized
approved June
June 30,
30, 1906,
1906, and
the Sundry
Sundry Civil
of May
May 27,
27, 1908
1908
approved
and the
Civil Act
Act of
(45 U.
35-37), and
and to
by railroad
railroad subject
subject to
to the
the
(45
U. S.
S. C.
C. 35-37),
to require
require carriers
carriers by
Act to
to install
install automatic
train-stop or
or train-control
train-control devices
devices as
Act
automatic train-stop
as prepre(49 U.
U. S.
S. C.
including the
the employment
scribed by the
the Commission
Commission (49
C. 26),
26), including
employment
engineers, and
in the
the District
of ColumColumof inspectors,
inspectors, engineers,
and personal
personal services
services in
District of
payment of
claims pursuant
to section
of the
the Federal
bia, and payment
of claims
pursuant to
section 403
403 of
Federal
Tort
Act (28
U. S.
2672) ,
$958,500.
Tort Claims
Claims Act
(28 U.
S. C.
C. 2672),
$958,500.
Locomotive
in the
enforcement
Locomotive inspection:
inspection: For
For expenses
expenses necessary
necessary in
the enforcement
of the
the Act
1911, entitled
"An Act
Act to
to promote
promote the
the safety
of
Act of
of February
February 17,
17, 1911,
entitled "An
safety
employees and
upon railroads
railroads by
compelling common
common
of employees
and travelers
travelers upon
by compelling
carriers engaged
engaged in interstate
commerce to
to equip
equip their
carriers
interstate commerce
their locomotives
locomotives with
with
and appurtenances
appurtenances thereto",
as amended
(45
safe and
and suitable boilers
boilers and
thereto", as
amended (45
U.
personal services
in the
the District
District of
ColumU. S.
S. C.
C. 22-34),
22-34), including
including personal
services in
of Columpayment of claims
claims pursuant
pursuant to
to section
section 403
403 of
Federal Tort
Tort
bia, and payment
of the
the Federal
Claims Act
Act (28
2672), $674,500.
$674,500.
(28 U. S. C.
C. 2672),

INTERSTATE COMMISSION
INTERSTATE
POTOMAC RIVER
COMMISSION ON THE
THE POTOMAC
RIVER
BASIN
BASIN
Contribution to Interstate
Contribution
Interstate Commission
Commission on the Potomac
Potomac River
River Basin:
Basin:
Secretary of the Treasury
To enable the Secretary
Treasury to pay
the
pay in
in advance to
to the
Interstate Commission
Potomac River
Interstate
Commission on the Potomac
Basin the
the Federal
Federal contricontriRiver Basin
toward the
of the
the Commission
the current
fiscal
bution toward
the expenses
expenses of
Commission during
during the
current fiscal
year in the administration
conservancy district
administration of its business
business in the conservancy
district
established
established pursuant
pursuant to the Act
July 11,
(54 Stat.
Stat. 748),
$5,000.
Act of July
11, 1940
1940 (54
748), $5,000.
NATIONAL
ADVISORY COMMITTEE
NATIONAL ADVISORY
AERONAUTICS
COMMITTEE FOR
FOR AERONAUTICS

U. S.
S. C.
C. §5.
¢5.
41 U.

403.
Ante, p. 403.

Aeronautical
Aeronautical laboratories.
tories.

60 Stat.
stat. 810.
62 Stat.
60 Stat.
Stat. 843;
843; 62
Stat.
1008.
26
C., Supp.
Supp.
28 U.
U. S.
S. C.,
II, §§2672.
Ante,
62. 106.
Ante, pp.
pp. 62.106.
60 Stat. 903.
Compensation to
aliens.
Transfer
ment.

of equip-

Island, AcWallops Island,

comae County,
comac
County, Va.
Va.

Salaries and
and expenses:
expenses: For necessary
necessary expenses
expenses of
of the
the Committee,
Committee,
including contracts,
contracts, without regard
regard to section
section 3709,
3709, Revised
Revised Statutes,
as amended, for the making
making of
special investigations
reports and
and
of special
investigations and
and reports
for engineering,
engineering, drafting
drafting and computing services; equipment,
equipment, mainmaintenance,
tenance, and
Langley Aeronautical
Aeronautical Laboratory,
Laboratory, the
and operation
operation of the
the Langley
the
Ames Aeronautical
Aeronautical Laboratory,
Laboratory, and the Lewis
Lewis Flight
Flight Propulsion
Propulsion
Laboratory;
cafeteria equipment; mainLaboratory; purchase
purchase and maintenance
maintenance of cafeteria
maintenance
tenance and operation
operation of aircraft; purchase
purchase of eight passenger
passenger motor
motor
vehicles
vehicles for replacement
replacement only; printing and binding;
personal services
services
binding; personal
in the District of Columbia; services
15 of
the
services as authorized
authorized by
by section
section 15
of the
Act of August 2, 1946 (5
including $2,500
$2,500 for
payment
(5 U.
IT. S.
S. C.
C. 55a)
55a);;including
for payment
of claims pursuant
pursuant to section 403 of the Federal
Act (28
(28
Federal Tort Claims
Claims Act
U. S. C. 2672)
2672);;and a
health service
service program
employees as
as authora health
program for
for employees
author(5 U. S. C. 150)
ized by law (5
all, $43,000,000:
$43,000,000: Provided,
Provided? That
That
150);;in all,
statutory provisions prohibiting the payment of compensation
compensation to
aliens shall not apply to any person whose
whose employment
employment by the
the Committee
mittee shall be determined
determined by
by the
thereof to
to be
be necessary:
necessary:
the Chairman
Chairman thereof
Provided
Provided further,
further, That aircraft
aircraft and parts, equipment, and supplies
supplies
may be transferred to the Committee
Committee by the Air Force,
Force, Army, and
and
Navy without
reimbursement.
without reimbursement.
Construction
equipment: For construction
Construction and equipment:
construction and equipment at
at
laboratories
laboratories and research
research stations
stations of the Committee,
Committee, including
the
including the
acquisition
Accomac County,
acquisition of that part
part of Wallops Island,
Island, Accomac
County, VirVirginia, not presently owned
exceed one
owned by the Government,
Government, and not to exceed
acre in the vicinity
vicinity of Wallops Island, Accomac
Accomac County,
County, Virginia,
Virm'nia,
adjoining
acquired by the Government,
adjoining land heretofore
heretofore acquired
Government, to
to be
be available
available
which
until June 30 of the next succeeding
succeeding year, $10,000,000,
$10,000,000, of which
$7,277,200 shall be available
payments under contracts
available for payments
contracts entered
entered into
pursuant
authority under this head in the Independent
pursuant to the contract
contract authority
Independent
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Offices Appropriation
Appropriation Act, 1949: Provided,
That in addition,
Provided, That
addition, the
the
Committee may enter into contracts
Committee
contracts for the purposes of this
this approappro-

62 Stat. 188.
62Stat.188.

priation in an amount not in excess of $10,000,000.
$10,000,000.

NATIONAL
NATIONAL ARCHIVES
ARCHIVES
necessary expenses
Salaries and expenses: For necessary
of the
and
expenses of
the Archivist
Archivist and
the National Archives; including
including personal services
in the
District of
of
services in
the District
Columbia; scientific, technical, first-aid, protective, and
and other
other appaapparatus and materials for the arrangement,
arrangement, titling,
proctitling, scoring,
scoring, repair,
repair, processing, editing, duplication, reproduction,
reproduction, and
and authentication
authentication of
of
photographic
photographic and other records (including
(including motion-picture
and other
motion-picture and
other
films and sound recordings)
recordings) in the custody
custody of the
the Archivist;
Archivist; printing
printing
and binding; contract
contract stenographic
stenographic reporting
services; travel
travel
reporting services;
expenses;
pursuant to section 403 of the
expenses; payment of claims
claims pursuant
the Federal
Federal
U. S. C. 2672)
Stat. 843; 62 Stat.
60 Stat.
Tort Claims Act (28 U.
and a
program as
2672);;and
a health-service
health-service program
as 1008.
authorized
150);;$1,350,000.
$1,350,000.
authorized by law (5 U. S. C. 150)
U. S. C., Supp.
Supp.
28 U.
II, §
§2672.
Salaries
expenses, war records: For expenses
Salaries and expenses,
necessary for
for the
the II,
expenses necessary
pp. 62, 106.
106.
Ante, pp.
preparation of guides and
60 Stat.
Stat. 903.
903.
and other finding
preparation
aids to
records of
of the
the Second
finding aids
to records
Second
World War, including
including personal
personal services
District of
of Columbia;
Columbia;
services in
in the
the District
arranging, titling, scoring, processing,
arranging,
duplication, reproducreproducprocessing, editing,
editing, duplication,
authentication of photographic
tion, and authentication
(including
photographic and
and other
other records
records (including
motion-picture
motion-picture and other films and
and
and sound
sound recordings)
recordings);;printing
printing and
binding;
843; 62
62
a health service program
60 Stat. 903, 843;
binding; a
authorized by
by law
S. C.
C.
program as
as authorized
law (5
(5 U.
U. S.
Stat. 1008.
Stat.
150);;and payment of tort
tort claims
150)
pursuant to
to law
law (28
(28 U.
U. S.
S. C.
C. 2672);
2672) ; 28
claims pursuant
28 U. S. C.,
C., Supp.
II, 4
§2672.
2672.
$100,000:
Provided,
$100,000 :
Provided, That
That this appropriation
appropriation shall
with II,
shall be
be consolidated
consolidated with
pp. 62, 106.
106.
Ante, pp.
the appropriation
appropriation "Salaries
Consolidation
of
Consolidation
"Salaries and expenses,
expenses, National
National Archives",
Archives", and
of
and funds.
accounted
accounted for as one
one fund.

NATIONAL
NATIONAL CAPITAL
CAPITAL HOUSING
HOUSING AUTHORITY
AUTHORITY
Maintenance and
Maintenance
properties: For
maintenance and
and
and operation
operation of
of properties:
For the
the maintenance
operation
operation of properties
the District
Columbia Alley
properties under
under title
title I
I of
of the
District of
of Columbia
Alley
Dwelling Authority Act, $34,900:
$34,900: Provided,
Provided, That
derived
That all
all receipts
receipts derived
from sales, leases, or other sources
sources shall be covered
the Treasury
Treasury of
covered into
into the
of
the United States monthly.
monthly.

52 Stat. 1186.
1186.
D. C. Code
5-103
D.C.
Code §§
§§ 5-103
to 5-111;
VII,
-111; Supp.
Supp. VII,
5-103 et
et seq.
§§5-103
seq.

NATIONAL
NATIONAL CAPITAL
CAPITAL PARK AND PLANNING
PLANNING
COMMISSION
COMMISSION
Land acquisition,
acquisition, National Capital and metropolitan
For
metropolitan area: For
necessary
necessary expenses for the National
National Capital Park and Planning
Planning Commission in connection
connection with the acquisition
acquisition of land for
the park,
parkfor the
park, parkway and playground system of the National
way,
National Capital,
authoriz ed
Capital, as
as authorized
by the Act of May 29, 1930 (46 Stat. 482),
and amendment
August
482), and
amendment of
of August
8, 1946 (60 Stat. 960);
960) ;services as authorized
authorized by
the
by section
section 15 of the
Act of August 2, 1946 (5 U. S. C. 55a),
55a), and
real estate
estate appraisers,
and real
appraisers, by
by
otherwise without
regard to the civil service and classificontract or otherwise
without regard
cation laws and section 3709, Revised Statutes, at
at rates
of pay
pay or
or fees
fees
rates of
not to exceed those usual for similar services;
services; purchase
purchase of
of options
options and
and

C. Code §8-102
D. C.
note.
60 Stat. 810.
41
U. S.C.
C. 15.
§5.
41U.
Ante. p. 403.

other costs incident
incident to the acquisition
acquisition of land;
$695,000, to
to remain
remain
land; $695,000,

available
available until expended, $498,000 of said sum to
carrying
to be used
used for carrying

out the provisions of section 1
(b) of
said Act
Act and
and $197,000
$197,000 for
for carrying
carrying
1 (b)
of said

Stat. 484, 485.
46 Stat.
out the provisions
provisions of section 4
Provided, That
That not
not exceedexcee d4 of said Act: Provided,
D. 0.
C. Code
D.
Code S18-106
8-10
ing $29,000 of the funds available under
under the
the above
above appropriation
appropriation
- note.
Limitation.
during the current
current fiscal year may be used for regular
regular and part-time
part-time
personal services of the Commission,
Commission, excepting
excepting services
services by
by contract.
personal
contract.
D. C.
C. Code,
Code, Bspp.
Supp.
District of Columbia
redevelopment project planning:
printing
Columbia redevelopment
planning: For
For printing
VII, §§
5-701 to
i§ 5-701
to 5-719,
and binding
a comprehensive
comprehensive plan prepared
binding of a
5-106, 5-108.
prepared in accordance
accordance with the
the 5-106,
Ante, p. 441.
441.
Ante,
Act of August 2, 1946 (60 Stat. 790)
790),,$20,000.
$20,000.
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STAT.

PHILIPPINE WAR
WAR DAMAGE
PHILIPPINE
DAMAGE COMMISSION
COMMISSION
60
128.
60 Stat. 128.
50
S. C. app.
50 U.
U. S.
app.
§§
Supp. II,
II,
§ 1751-1763;
1751-1763; Supp.
§1751 Cl
§1751
et seq.

47 Stat.
47
Stat. 412.
412.

40 Stat. 1270.
Ante,
p. 405.
Ante, p.
810.
60 Stat.
Stat. 810.

49 Stat. 2015.
S. C.,
46 U.
U. S.
C., Supp.
Supp.
II,
1241.
II, §1241.
Persons guilty
guilty of
of
disloyalty.
disloyalty.

Restriction on use
of
Restriction
use of
funds.
funds.

60 Stat.
Stat. 128.
128.
app.
50 U. S.
S. C.
C. app.
§
1751 note; Supp.
i 1751
Supp. II,
II,
§1751
1751 et
seq.
etseq.

62 Stat.
Stat. 190.
190.

62
62 Stat.
Stat. 192.
192.

Philippine
Damage Commission:
Commission: For
carrying out
out the
the proPhilippine War
War Damage
For carrying
provisions of
the Philippine
Philippine Rehabilitation
of 1946,
1946,
of title II of
of the
Rehabilitation Act
Act .of
$184,800,000,
available until
until April
30, 1951,
1951, of
which not
not to
to
$184,800,000, to
to remain
remain available
April 30,
of which
exceed $3,502,554
$3,502,554 shall
shall be
necessary expenses
expenses of
of the
Philippine War
War
be for
for necessary
the Philippine
Damage Commission
for the
the current
current fiscal
including personal
personal
Commission for
fiscal year,
year, including
services
services in the
of newspapers
newspapers and
and
the District
District of
of Columbia;
Columbia; purchase
purchase of
periodicals not
of American
American employees
employees by
not to exceed
exceed $200; housing
housing of
by
necessary repairs
rental or lease and necessary
to and
and maintemainterepairs and alterations
alterations to
nance of quarters, without
without regard to section
section 322 of
of the
the Act
Act of
of June
June
30, 1932, as amended
amended (40 U. S. C. 278a)
278a) ;;printing
binding without
without
printing and
and binding
regard to section 11 of the
the Act
of March
March 1,
1, 1919
1919 (44
(44 U.
U. S.
S. C.
C. 111);
111) ;
Act of
authorized by
and services as authorized
of August
August 2,
1946
by section
section 15 of the
the Act
Act of
2, 1946
(5
(5 U. S. C. 55a)
That the
provisions of
Act of
of June
29,
55a)::Provided,
Provided,That
the provisions
of the
the Act
June 29,
1936 (46 U. S. C. 1241),
1241), shall not
apply to any
or transportation
not apply
any travel or
transportation
of effects
effects payable
payable from this
appropriation: Provided
further, That
That
this appropriation:
Provided further,
under the provisions
no payment
payment shall be made
made under
provisions of such
such title
title of
of such
such
Act to any person who, by a
a civil or military
jurisdiction,
military court having
having jurisdiction,
has been found
found guilty of collaborating
or of
any act
act
collaborating with the
the enemy
enemy or
of any
involving disloyalty to the United
United States
or the
the Republic
Republic of
of the
the PhilipStates or
Philippines: Provided
Provided further,
further, That
That no part
shall be
be
part of
of this appropriation
appropriation shall
available for engaging
available
engaging in any phase
phase of activity
for undertaking
any
activity or for
undertaking any
phase of activity authorized
authorized by the Philippine
of
Philippine Rehabilitation
Rehabilitation Act
Act of
1946 which would
would result
the Government
Government of
of the
result in obligating
obligating the
the United
United
States in any sense or respect to
future payment
of amounts
amounts in
to the future
payment of
in
excess of the amounts authorized
authorized to be
appropriated in
in such
such Act:
be appropriated
Act:
Provided
further, That $20,000,000
Provided further,
$20,000,000 of this appropriation
shall be
appropriation shall
be
Provided further,
available immediately:
immediately: Provided
limitation under
under
further, That
That the
the limitation
Independent Offices
this head in the Independent
Offices Appropriation
Appropriation Act,
Act, 1949,
on the
the
1949, on
available for necessary
amount available
necessary expenses,
expenses, is
increased from
from "$2,907,991"
"$2,907,991"
is increased
to "$2,979,991":
"$2,979,991": Provided
That the
limitation imposed
imposed by
Provided further,
further, That
the limitation
by
section 104
101 of the Independent
Independent Offices Appropriation
Appropriation Act, 1949,
1949, on
on
the amount available
available for travel expenses
expenses under this head
head for the fiscal
fiscal
year 1949, is increased from "$227,720"
"$227,720" to
to "$299,720".
"$299,720".

SECURITIES
SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE
COMMISSION
EXCHANGE COMMISSION

903.
60 Stat. 003.
60 Stat.
843; 62
Stat.
60
Stat. 843;
62 Stat.
1008.
28 U.
S. C.,
Supp.
28
U. S.
C., Supp.
II,
2762.
§ 2762.
11, §
Ante,
Ante, pp. 62,
62, 106.
106.
60 Stat. 810.
810.

Salaries
expenses: For necessary
Salaries and expenses:
necessary expenses, personal
personal services
services
in the District of Columbia; health-service
program as
health-service program
as authorized
authorized
(5 U. S. C. 150)
150);;payment
by law (5
payment of
to section
section 403
403
of claims
claims pursuant
pursuant to
of the Federal
Federal Tort Claims
Claims Act (28
2672) ;not
not to
to exceed
(28 U. S. C. 2672);
exceed
$1,150
newspapers; printing and
$1,150 for the purchase
purchase of newspapers;
and binding;
binding; and
and
services
authorized by section
services as authorized
section 15 of
of the Act of August 2,
1946
2, 1946
S. C.
C. 55a)
$5,750,000.
(5 U. S.
55a);;$5,750,000.
SELECTIVE SERVICE
SELECTIVE
SERVICE SYSTEM
SYSTEM

expenses: For expenses
Salaries and expenses:
expenses necessary
necessary for
for the
the operation
operation
and maintenance
maintenance of the Selective
Selective Service System, as authorized
authorized by
by
50 U.
U. S.
s. C., Stipp.
Supp. title I
I of the Selective Service Act of 1948
(62 Stat.
Stat. 604)
604) including
including
1948 (62
II, app.
451-470,
II,
app. ¢§
§§ 451-470,
1014-1017 note.
personal
personal services
services in the District of Columbia; printing
printing and binding;
binding;
services
as authorized
services as
authorized by section
section 15 of the Act of August 2, 1946
1946
60
60 Stat.
Stat. 810.
810.
55a);;payment
payment of
(5 U. S. C. 55a)
pursuant to
to section
section 403
403 of
of the
of claims pursuant
the
62 Stat.
60 Stat.
Stat. 843;
843; 62
Stat. Federal
(28 U. S. C. 2672);
Federal Tort Claims
Claims Act (28
2672) ;purchase
purchase of
typewriters;
of typewriters;
1008.
U. S. C., Supp.
28 U.
not
newspapers and periodicals;
not to exceed $500 for the purchase of newspapers
periodicals;
II,§
2672.
II, § 2672.
and aahealth-service
health-service program as authorized
authorized by law (5
Ante, pp. 62, 106.
(5 U. S. C. 150);
150) ;
60 Stat.
Stat. 903.
903.
$8,500,000.
$8,500,000.

63 STAT.]
STAT.]
63
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SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION
SMITHSONIAN
INSTITUTION
Salaries
Smithsonian Institution:
For all
all necessary
Salaries and
and expenses,
expenses, Smithsonian
Institution: For
necessary
expenses
the preservation,
expenses for the
preservation, exhibition,
exhibition, and
increase of
of collections
collections
and increase
expeditions of the Government
Government and
from the surveying
surveying and exploring
exploring expeditions
and
exchanges between
between
from other
other sources; for the system
system of international
international exchanges
the
foreign countries;
countries; for
anthropological researches
the United
United States
States and
and foreign
for anthropological
researches
among the
American Indians
Indians and
and the
the natives
natives of
Hawaii and
and the
the
among
the American
of Hawaii
excavation and preservation
preservation of archeological
excavation
archeological remains;
remains; for
for maintemaintenance of the Astrophysical
Astrophysical Observatory
Observatory and making necessary
necessary observations in high altitudes;
altitudes; for the
the administration
administration of the
the National
National ColCollection of
of Fine
Fine Arts; for the
administration, and
constructhe administration,
and for
for the
the construction and
and maintenance,
of laboratory
laboratory and
and other
facilities on
on Barro
tion
maintenance, of
other facilities
Barro
Colorado Island, Canal Zone, under
Colorado
under the provisions
provisions of
of the Act of July
July
2, 1940, as amended by the provisions
provisions of
Plan NumNumof Reorganization
Reorganization Plan
bered 3
3 of 1946; for the maintenance
maintenance and administration
administration of aanational
national
air museum
museum as
authorized by
by the
the Act
of August
August 12,
U. S.
S. C.
air
as authorized
Act of
12, 1946
1946 (20
(20 U.
C.
77)
in the
District of
of Columbia
and not
not
77);;including
including personal
personal services
services in
the District
Columbia and
authorized by section 15 of
to exceed
exceed $35,000
$35,000 for services as authorized
of the Act
Act
of
(5 U.
C. 55a);
55a) ;traveling
traveling expenses;
expenses; payment
of
of August
August 2, 1946 (5
U. S.
S. C.
payment of
claims pursuant
pursuant to
to section
section 403
403 of
Claims Act
Act (28
(28
claims
of the
the Federal
Federal Tort
Tort Claims
U.
and binding,
including printing
printing the
the report
U. S.
S. C.
C. 2672)
2672);;printing and
binding, including
report
of
Historical Association;
Association; purchase,
purchase, repair,
repair, and
and cleancleanof the
the American
American Historical
ing of
of uniforms for guards
elevator conductors;
conductors; repairs and
guards and
and elevator
and
alterations
alterations of buildings
buildings and approaches;
approaches; and preparation
preparation of manuscripts, drawings,
illustrations for
for publicationspublications; $2,300,000.
$2,300,000.
scripts,
drawings, and
and illustrations
Salaries
Gallery of
of Art:
For the
the upkeep
Salaries and expenses, National
National Gallery
Art: For
upkeep
and
of the
of Art,
Art, the
the protection
protection and
and operation
operation of
the National
National Gallery
Gallery of
and care
care
and administrative
expenses incident
incident
of the
the works
works of
of art
art therein,
therein, and
administrative expenses
(50 Stat.
51),
thereto, as authorized
authorized by
by the Act of
of March
March 24, 1937 (50
Stat. 51),
as
resolution of
of April
(Public Resoas amended
amended by
by the public
public resolution
April 13,
13, 1939
1939 (Public
Resolution
9, Seventy-sixth
Seventy-sixth Congress),
services in
in
lution 9,
Congress), including
including personal
personal services
of Columbia;
Columbia; health-service
health-service program
as authorized
authorized by
the District of
program as
by
law (5
(5 U.
U. S.
150) ;payment
of claims
pursuant to
section 403
of
law
S. C.
C. 150);
payment of
claims pursuant
to section
403 of
the
Claims Act
(28 U.
2672) ;services
as authorized
authorized
the Federal
Federal Tort
Tort Claims
Act (28
U. S.
S. C.
C. 2672);
services as
by
section 15
of the
the Act
of August
2, 1946
(5 U.
U. S.
S. C.
55a) ;traveling
traveling
by section
15 of
Act of
August 2,
1946 (5
C. 55a);
expenses;
not to
$250 for
in advance
authorized
to exceed
exceed $250
for payment
payment in
advance when
when authorized
expenses; not
by
the treasurer
of the
the Gallery
for membership
membership in
library, museum,
museum,
in library,
Gallery for
by the
treasurer of
and
art associations
associations or
publications or
or services
are
whose publications
services are
or societies
societies whose
and art
available to
to members
members only,
price lower
than to
to the
the
lower than
only, or
or to
to members
members at
at a
a price
available
general
public; purchase,
repair, and
and cleaning
cleaning of
for guards
guards
of uniforms
uniforms for
purchase, repair,
general public;
and
elevator operatorsoperators; printing
printing and
binding; purchase
purchase or
rental
or rental
and binding;
and elevator
of
devices and
services for
for protecting
and contents
contents thereof,
protecting buildings
buildings and
thereof,
of devices
and services
and
and repair
repair of
of buildings,
approaches, and
and grounds;
grounds;
buildings, approaches,
and maintenance
maintenance and
$1,087,700:
Provided, That
section 3709
of the
3709 of
the Revised
Revised Statutes,
Statutes, or
or
$1,087,700: Provided,
That section
the Classification
Classification Act
Act of
of 1923
1923 as
as amended,
not apply
apply to
to the restoamended, shall
shall not
the
ration and
of works
art for
the National
National Gallery
Gallery of
of Art,
ration
and repair
repair of
works of
of art
for the
Art,
the
not exceed
exceed $15,000.
$15,000.
the cost
cost of
of which
which shall
shall not

Astrophysical ObAstrophysical
servatory.
servatory.
623.
Ante, p. 623.
National
National Collection
Collection
of Fine Arts.

54 Stat.
Stat. 724.
64
724.
U. S.
S. C.
§§ 1381138148 U.
C. II
Supp. II,
II, 9
§1381
1381
1387; Supp.
note.
Stat. 1101.
1101.
60 Stat.
17. S.
C. §
55 U.
S. c.
§ 133y-16
note.
60 Stat. 997.
20 U.
U. S.
S. C.. §§ 77-775.
77-77d.
60 Stat. 810.
60 Stat. 843; 62 Stat.
Stat.
1008.
U. S.
S. C.,
Supp.
28 U.
C., Supp.
II,
II, §
§ 2672.
Ante,
pp. 62,106.
Ante, pp.

20
U. S. C.
71-75.
20U.
c. II§§ 71-75.

53 Stat. 577.
20 17.
S. C.
C. §§74.
U. S.
60 Stat. 903.
Stat. 843; 62 Stat.
60 Stat.
1008.
1008.
28 U. S. C., Supp.
II,
9 2672.
11, §
62,106.
Ante, pp. 62,
106.
Stat. 810.
60 Stat.

41 U.S.
U. S. C.
C. 95.
5.
Ante,
Ante, p. 403.
403.
1488.
42 Stat. 1488.
C. §§661-674;
55U.S. C.
§§661-674;
H, 9662
seq.
Supp. II,
662 et seq.
Post, p. 972.

TARIFF COMMISSION
TARIFF
COMMISSION
Salaries and
expenses: For
For necessary
expenses of
the Tariff
ComSalaries
and expenses:
necessary expenses
of the
Tariff Commission,
the District
District of
Columbia, printprintincluding personal
personal services
services in
in the
of Columbia,
mission, including
ing
newspapers not
not to
to exceed
exceed $250,
$250
binding, subscriptions
subscriptions to
to newspapers
ing and
and binding,
health-service
by law
law (5
S. C.
C. 150),
and
150), and
authorized by
(5 U.
U. S.
health-service program
program as
as authorized
contract
services as
as authorized
section 15
15
authorized by
by section
reporting services
contract stenographic
stenographic reporting
of
of August
(5 U.
S. C.
(3. 55a),
55a), $1,237,500:
$1,237,500: Provided,
Provided,
2, 1946
1946 (5
U. S.
of the
the Act
Act of
August 2,
That no
no part
part of
be used
pay the
the salary
salary of
of
used to
to pay
appropriation shall
shall be
of this
this appropriation
That

60 Stat.
Stat. 9.
903.
60

60 Stat. 810.

Salary of
CommisSalary
of Commissioners.
sioners.

650
650

PUBLIC LAWS-CH.
LAWS- CH.506-AUG.
506-AUG.24,
24, 1949
1949

46
Stat. 701.
46 Stat.
701.
§§ 1336133619 U. S.. C.
c. g§

1338.
1338.

48 Stat. 58.
58.

83116 U. S. C.
C. §§ 831-

831dd; Supp. Ii,
§831hII, §831h-

22et seg.
seq.

[63 STAT.
STAT.
[63

any
of the
shall hereafter
hereafter participate
participate
any member
member of
the Tariff
Tariff Commission
Commission who
who shall
in any proceedings
under sections
sections 336,
337, and
338 of
of the
Tariff Act
Act
proceedings under
336, 337,
and 338
the Tariff
of 1930, wherein
wherein he or
of his
his family
family has
has any
special,
or any member
member of
any special,
direct, and pecuniary
pecuniary interest,
or in
he has
acted as
as attorney
attorney or
interest, or
in which
which he
has acted
or
special representative.
representative.

TENNESSEE
TENNESSEE VALLEY
VALLEY AUTHORITY
AUTHORITY
purpose of
For the purpose
out the
the provisions
the Tennessee
Tennessee
of carrying
carrying out
provisions of
of the
Valley Authority
of 1933,
as amended
(16 U.
S. C.,
C., ch.
ch. 12A),
12A),
Authority Act
Act of
1933, as
amended (16
U. S.
including purchase
purchase (not to
exceed one)
and hire,
maintenance, repair,
to exceed
one) and
hire, maintenance,
repair,
and operation
operation of aircraft;
aircraft; the
the purchase
purchase (not
(not to
to exceed
one hundred
exceed one
hundred
and twelve
replacement only) and hire of passenger
twelve for replacement
motor vehicles,
passenger motor
vehicles,
available until
$49,359,150 to remain
remain available
expended, and
and to
to be
available for
for
until expended,
be available
the payment of
obligations chargeable
against prior
prior appropriations.
appropriations.
of obligations
chargeable against
THE TAX COURT
COURT OF THE UNITED STATES
STATES

Travel

Travel expenses.
expenses.

Salaries and expenses:
expenses: For necessary
necessary expenses,
expenses, including
including printing
printing
and binding and contract stenographic
stenographic reporting
reporting services,
services, $800,000:
$800,000:

Provided, That
That travel
expenses of the judges shall
shall be
be paid
Provided,
travel expenses
paid upon
upon the
the
written certificate
of the
certificate of
the judge.
Judge.

MARITIME COMMISSION
UNITED STATES MARITIME
COMMISSION
49
49 Stat.
Stat. 1;5.
1985.
46 U. S. C. §
§1101 et
e
seg.;
Supp. II,
II, §
seq.; Supp.
§ 1116a
1116a
et
e seq.

60 Stat. 810.
810.

Audit
Audit
accounts.
accounts.

of
agents'
of agents'

19958 2008.
49 Stat. 1995,
2008.
46
U. 8.
S. C.
C. §§§ il
115146 U.
5l1161.
1161, 1191-1204;
1191-1204; Supp.
II, §1152
et seq.
II.
1152et
Ante, p. 56.
66.

Stat. 1198.
1198.
62 Stat.
Contract
Contract authority.

Restriction
Restriction on
new
on new
construction.
construction.

"Budget."
"Budget."

Availability
Availability of
of
funds.

Salaries
Salaries and expenses: For expenses
expenses necessary
into
necessary for carrying
carrying into
effect
effect the Merchant
Merchant Marine
Marine Act, 1936, and other laws administered
administered
by the United
United States Maritime Commission,
Commission, $63,014,174,
$63,014,174, within
within limitalimitations as follows:
follows:
Administrative expenses,
expenses, including personal
personal services
Administrative
services in the District
District
printing and
and binding;
not to
to exceed
exceed $2,000
$2,000 for
for newsnewsof Columbia; printing
binding; not
papers and periodicals;
periodicals; not to exceed
exceed $17,700
$17,700 for services as authorized by section
section 15 of the Act of August 2,
S. C.
C. 55a);
55a) ;and
and
2, 1946 (5
(5 U.
U. S.
$1,125 for entertainment
not to exceed
exceed $1,125
entertainment of officials of other
countries
other countries
when specifically
specifically authorized
authorized by the Chairman;
all, not
not to
to exceed
exceed
Chairman; in all,
$8,950,142, together with not to exceed
$8,950,142,
exceed $586,648
$586,648 of the unobligated
unobligated
balance in the Federal
Federal ship mortgage
mortgage insurance
insurance fund,
fund, revolving
fund:
revolving fund:
Provided, That the Maritime
Maritime Commission
Provided,
Commission is authorized
authorized to dispense
dispense
with the administrative
administrative audit
audit of agents' accounts covering
covering voyages
voyages
beginning
beginning prior to April 1,
1, 1949;
1949;
New ship construction,
construction, including reconditioning
reconditioning and
and betterment,
betterment, as
as
authorized by title V of the Merchant
authorized
Merchant Marine Act, 1936 (except
for
(except, for
construction of two prototype
construction
--oototype vessels
vessels under title VII of said Act),
Act),
$26,875,000,
$26,875,000, of which $12,000,000
S12,000,000 is for payment
obligations incurred
incurred
payment of obligations
authority granted
granted under this head in the Supplemental
under authority
Supplemental IndeIndependent Offices Appropriation
Appropriation Act, 1949,
1949, to enter into contracts
contracts for
for
construction in an amount
new ship construction
amount not to exceed
exceed $75,000,000;
$75,000,000; and,
in addition,
addition, the Commission
Commission is authorized
authorized to enter
enter into contracts
contracts for
for
construction in an amount not to exceed
new ship construction
exceed $50,000,000:
$50,000,000; ProProvided,
vided, That
That no part
part of this contract authority shall be used to start
start
any new
new ship construction
construction for which
any
which an estimate
estimate was not included
included
in the budget for the current
current fiscal year, nor
nor to start
start any new
ship
new ship
construction
currently estimated cost of which
construction the currently
which exceeds
exceeds by 10 per
per
centum the estimated
centum
estimated cost included therefor
therefor in such budget unless
the
the Director of the Bureau
Bureau of the Budget specifically
specifically approves
approves the
start
of such ship construction
start of
construction and the Director
Director shall submit forthwith
forthwith
aa detailed
to the Committees
detailed explanation
explanation thereof
thereof to
Committees on Appropriations
Appropriations
of
Senate and of the House of Representatives;
of the
the Senate
Representatives; and, as used
used
herein, the term "budget"
"budget" includes
includes the detailed
detailed justification
justification supporting the
the budget estimates:
Provided further,
ing
estimates: Provided
further, That not to exceed
exceed

63 S
STAT.]
TAT.]

81ST CONG
1ST SESS.-CH.
SESS .--CH.506-AUG.
506-AUG.24, 1949
1949
CONG.,., IST

651

$104,000,000
of the
the funds
funds and
authority made
made available
available for
$104,000,000 of
and contract
contract authority
for
new
construction, including
including reconditioning
and betterment,
new ship
ship construction,
reconditioning and
betterment, in
in
Stat. 1198.
1198.
the Supplemental
Offices Appropriation
Act, 1949,
1949, shall 62 Stat.
the
Supplemental Independent
Independent Offices
Appropriation Act,
continue
available until
until December
December 31,
31, 1949;
continue to
to be
be available
1949;
Maintenance
of shipyard
shipyard facilities,
$425 000 •
Maintenance of
facilities, $425,000;
7
Operation
$480,000;
Operation of warehouses,
warehouses, $480,000;
Operating-differential
Provided, That
That to
to the
subsidies, $18,218,382:
$18,218,382: Provided,
the
Operating-differential subsidies,
extent
(computed on
extent that
that the
the operating-differential
operating-differential subsidy accrual
accrual (computed
the
basis of
parity) is
is represented
the operator's
books by
the basis
of parity)
represented on
on the
operator's books
by aacontincontingent
the Commission
partial or
or
gent accounts
accounts receivable
receivable item
item against
against the
Commission as
as aapartial
complete offset
offset to
to the
the recapture
recapture accrual,
accrual, the
operator (1)
(1) shall
shall be
complete
the operator
be
excused
from making
the Special
Fund and,
and, (2)
(2)
excused from
making deposits
deposits in
in the
Special Reserve
Reserve Fund
as
to the
the amount
of such
the deposit
deposit of
is so
as to
amount of
such earnings
earnings the
of which
which is
so excused,
excused,
shall
be entitled
the same
tax treatment
treatment as
as though
it had
been
to the
same tax
though it
had been
shall be
entitled to
deposited
said Special
Reserve Fund.
Fund. To
the extent
any amount
deposited in
in said
Special Reserve
To the
extent that
that any
amount
paid
to the
operator by
by the
the Commission
reduces the
the balance
balance in
in the
the operator
Commission reduces
paid to
operator's
account against
against the
the Commission,
receivable account
operator's contingent
contingent receivable
such
it is forthwith
deposited in the fund,
fund, shall be
be
forthwith deposited
such amount,
amount, unless it
considered
under section 607
Merchant
607 (h) of the Merchant
considered as
as withdrawn
withdrawn under
961.
62 Stat. 961.
Marine Act,
amended;
Act, 1936,
1936, as
as amended;
Marine
46 U. S.C. §1177 (h).
46U.S.C.
Reserve fleet
$7,134,800;
fleet expense,
expense, $7,134,800;
Reserve
Maintenance and operation
operation of
terminals, $510,850;
$510,850;
of terminals,
Maintenance
Miscellaneous
expenses, including
including payment
payment of
claims pursuant
pursuant to
to
of claims
Miscellaneous expenses,
60 Stat. 843; 62 Stat.
2672), $420,000, 1008.
section 403
403 of
of the
the Federal
Tort Claims Act
Act (28
(28 U.
U. S. C. 2672),
Federal Tort
section
28 U. S. C.,
C., Supp.
of which
$250,000 shall
for liquidation
liquidation of liens II,
available exclusively
exclusively for
which $250,000
shall be available
of
II, 1
§2672.
2672.
or claims
take precedence
over the
the Government's
preferred
Government's preferred
may take
precedence over
claims which
which may
106.
or
Ante, pp. 62, 106.
mortgage
vessels.
on vessels.
mortgage on
Maritime training:
For training
training personnel
of the
the
the manning
manning of
personnel for
for the
training: For
Maritime
merchant
operation of
of training
at Kings
Kings
training stations
stations at
(including operation
marine (including
merchant marine
Point, New
New York;
Bay, New
New York; Pass Christian,
Sheepshead Bay,
York; Sheepshead
Point,
Mississippi; Saint
Saint Petersburg,
Petersburg, Florida;
Alameda, California,
California, and
Florida; Alameda,
Mississippi;
the
Service Institute),
Institute), including
including not
to
not to
Maritime Service
States Maritime
the United
United States
exceed
for personal
personal services
(exclusive of
of pay
pay of
of cadet
cadet
services (exclusive
exceed $3,065,000
$3,065,000 for
midshipmen
trainees) in the District
District of Columbia and
other trainees)
and other
midshipmen and
elsewhere;
as authorauthorprogram as
health-service program
and binding;
binding; health-service
printing and
elsewhere; printing
60 Stat.
Stat. 93.
903.
60
ized
by law
C. 150);
150) ;not to
exceed $2,500
$2,500 for
for contingencies
contingencies
to exceed
U. S.
S. C.
law (5
(5 U.
ized by
for the
United States
Marine Academy,
to
Academy, to
Merchant Marine
States Merchant
the Superintendent,
Superintendent, United
for
be
expended in
his discretion;
discretion; and
to exceed
exceed $100,000
transfer
$100,000 for
for transfer
and not
not to
in his
be expended
to
applicable appropriations
appropriations of
the Public
Health Service
Service for services
services
of the
Public Health
to applicable
rendered
the Commission,
pay of
midof cadet
cadet midthe pay
including the
$6,586,000, including
Commission, $6,586,000,
rendered the
trainees.
and other
other trainees.
shipmen and
State marine
schools: To
the State
of California,
California, $50,000;
$50,000,•
State of
reimburse the
To reimburse
marine schools:
State
the
$50,000; the State of Massachusetts,
Massachusetts, $50,000;
$50,000; and
and
the State
State of Maine, $50,000;
the
of New
New York,
incurred in
the maintemaintein the
for expenses
expenses incurred
York, $50,000;
$50,000; for
the State
State of
nance and
and support
support of
marine schools
in such
such States
as provided
provided in
in the
the
States as
schools in
of marine
nance
Act authorizing
authorizing the
the establishment
marine schools,
schools, and
and so
so forth,
forth,
of marine
establishment of
Act
36 Stat. 1353.
1353.
approved
1911, as
as amended
amended (34
U. S.
C. 1121-1123)
and
1121-1123);;and
(34 U.
S. C.
4, 1911,
March 4,
approved March
for
of vessels
vessels loaned
loaned by
by the
United States
States
the United
repair of
and repair
the maintenance
maintenance and
for the
to the
the said
for use
State marine
marine schools,
schools,
such State
with such
use in
in connection
connection with
States for
to
said States
$170,000; in
in all,
all, $370,000.
$170,000;
Post,
p. 978.
978.
Poad, p.
War
liquidation: Not
exceed $15,000,000
$15,000,000
Not to
to exceed
Administration liquidation:
Shipping Administration
War Shipping
of
the appropriation
appropriation to
to the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of
of the
balance of
the unexpended
unexpended balance
of the
61 Stat. 697.
the
Treasury in
in the
Supplemental Appropriation
Appropriation Act,
Act, 1948,
1948,
the Second
Second Supplemental
the Treasury
for liquidation
liquidation of
of obligations
obligations found
found by
by the
General Accounting
Office
Accounting Office
the General
for
to
have been
been properly
incurred against
against funds
funds of
of the
War Shipping
Shipping
the War
properly incurred
to have
Administration
to January
1, 1947,
1947, is
is hereby
hereby continued
continued available
available
prior to
January 1,
Administration prior
during the
fiscal year.
current fiscal
the current
during
Furnishing utilities,
Furnishing
Notwithstanding
any other
provision of
of this
Act, the
the Commission
Commission etc.
this Act,
other provision
Notwithstanding any
etc.
is
authorized
to
furnish
utilities
and
services
and
make
necessary
make
necessary
services
and
utilities
and
is authorized to furnish
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49 Stat.
Stat. 1987.
49
1987.
46 U.S.
U. S. C.
C. §
46
§ 1116.
1116.

61 Stat. 603.

49
Stat. 2002.
49 Stat.
2002.
S. C.
C. §
1173 (a).
46U. S.
§1173(a).

[63 STAT.
STAT.
[63

repairs in connection
connection with
any lease,
lease, contract,
occupancy involving
with any
contract, or
or occupancy
involving
Government
Government property
property under
under control
control of
Commission, and
and payments
of the
the Commission,
payments
received by the Commission
for utilities,
services, and
repairs so
so
Commission for
utilities, services,
and repairs
furnished or made
furnished
made shall be credited
the appropriation
charged with
with
credited to
to the
appropriation charged
the cost thereof:
thereof: Provided,
Provided, That
That rental
under any
any such
such
rental payments
payments under
occupancy on account
lease, contract, or occupancy
of items
other than
such
account of
items other
than such
utilities, services, or
repairs shall
shall be
covered into
into the
the Treasury
Treasury as
or repairs
be covered
as
miscellaneous receipts.
miscellaneous
receipts.
The United States Maritime
Maritime Commission
shall not
not incur
any obliCommission shall
incur any
obligations during the current
current fiscal
year from
from the
the construction
construction fund
fund
fiscal year
established
Merchant Marine
established by the Merchant
or otherwise,
otherwise, in
in excess
excess
Marine Act,
Act, 1936,
1936, or
appropriations and
of the appropriations
this Act:
Act: Provided,
Provided,
and limitations
limitations contained
contained in
in this
That nothing contained
contained herein
herein and
the Independent
Offices Approand in
in the
Independent Offices
Appropriation
priation Act, 1948, shall be
affect the
the authority
the
be construed
construed to
to affect
authority of
of the
Commission pursuant
pursuant to the
the provisions
provisions of
of section
(a) of
of the
the MerMersection 603
603 (a)
chant Marine
Marine Act, 1936, as amended,
amended, (1)
operating differendifferen(1) to
to grant
grant operating
tial subsidies
subsidies on aalong-term
long-term basis and (2)
(2) to
obligate the
the United
United States
States
to obligate
payments in accordance
accordance with
to make future payments
with the
the terms
terms of
of such
such operatoperating-differential
ing-differential subsidy
and all
all receipt
w hi ch otherwise
oth erw i
se
subsidy contracts,
contracts, and
receiptss which
would be deposited
deposited to the credit of said
into the
the
said fund shall
shall be
be covered
covered into
Treasury as miscellaneous
miscellaneous receipts.
receipts.

VETERANS' ADMINISTRATION
VETERANS'
ADMINISTRATION

903.
60 Stat.
Stat. 903.

60 Stat. 810.
810.

S. C.
foil.
38 U.
U. S.
C. note
note toll.
§§
739,
4278.
7:), p.
p. 4276.
25 Stat.
420.
25
Stat. 450.
24
C., Supp.
Stipp.
24 U.
U. S.
8. C.,

II, §§134.
134.

education
Visual education
information.

Public
relations
Public relations
work.
work.

Construction,
Construction,
restrictions.

etc.,
etc.,

Administration, medical, hospital, and
and domiciliary
domiciliary services:
services: For
For
necessary expenses
necessary
expenses of the Veterans'
Veterans' Administration,
mainAdministration, including
including maintenance
tenance and operation
operation of medical,
medical, hospital, and domiciliary
domiciliary services,
services,
in carrying out the functions pursuant
to all
laws for
for which
the
pursuant to
all laws
which the
Administration is charged
Administration
charged with administering,
administering, including
personal
including personal
services in the District
District of Columbia; health-service
health-service program
program as
as
authorized by law (5 U.
authorized
one hundred
and
U. S. C.
C. 150)
150);;purchase
purchase of
of one
hundred and
thirty-one passenger
vehicles for replacement
passenger motor vehicles
replacement only;
services
only; services
authorized by section 15 of
as authorized
of the
Act of
of August
August 2,
2, 1946
1946 (5
(5 U.
C.
the Act
U. S.
S. C.
55a);;maintenance
operation of farms;
55a)
maintenance and operation
farms; recreational
articles and
and
recreational articles
maintained by
facilities at institutions maintained
Veterans' Administration;
by the
the Veterans'
Administration;
expenses
expenses incidental
incidental to securing
securing employment
employment for
war veterans;
veterans; funeral,
funeral,
for war
burial,
burial, and other expenses
expenses incidental thereto
thereto for
for beneficiaries
beneficiaries of
the
of the
Veterans'
Administration except
Veterans' Administration
except burial awards
awards authorized
authorized by
by VetVeterans'
erans' Administration
Administration Regulation
Regulation Numbered
(a), as
as amended;
aid
Numbered 9
9 (a),
amended; aid
to State or Territorial
Territorial homes in
in conformity
conformity with
with the
Act approved
the Act
approved
August
amenled (24
August 27, 1888, as amended
(24 U. S. C.
C. 134),
134), for
for the
the support
support of
of
veterans eligible for admission to Veterans'
Veterans' Administration
Administration facilities
facilities
domicilary care;
for hospital or domicilary
care; not
exceed $5,600
$5,600 for
for newspapers
newspapers
not to
to exceed
and periodicals; and not to exceed $56.800
$56.800 for the
shipthe preparation,
preparation, shipment, installation, and display
display, of exhibits, photographic
photographic displays,
displays,
moving
moving pictures, and other visual educational
educational information
and descripinformation and
descriptive
or rental
equipment;
tive material,
material, including
including the
the purchase
purchase or
rental of
of equipment;
$855,000,000, from which allotments and transfers
transfers may be
be made
made to
to the
the
Federal
Federal Security
Security Agency (Public Health Service),
Service), the
Army, Navy,
the Army,
Navy,
and
and Interior Departments, for disbursement
disbursement by them
the varithem under the
various headings
headings of their applicable
of such
amounts as
applicable appropriations,
appropriations, of
such amounts
as
are necessary
necessary for the care
care and treatment
treatment of beneficiaries
of the
the VetVetbeneficiaries of
erans'
Administration: Provided,
Provided, That no part of this appropriation
erans' Administration:
appropriation
shall.be used to pay in excess
excess of
hundred persons
in
of one hundred
persons engaged
engaged in
public relations
further, That
relations work: Provided
Provided further,
part of
of this
this approThat no
no part
appropriation shall be expended
priation
expended for the purchase
purchase of
site for
for or
or toward
of any site
toward
construction of any new hospital
the construction
or for
for the
purchase of
of
hospital or
or home,
home, or
the purchase
any hospital
home; and not more than $3,254,900
any
hospital or
or home;
$3,254,900 of this appropriappropriation may be used to repair, alter, improve,
or provide
provide facilities
facilities in
in
improve, or
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63 STAT.]
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the several hospitals and
under the jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
the Veterans'
Veterans'
and homes
homes under
of the
Administration either by contract
Administration
contract or by the hire of
employof temporary
temporary employProvided further,
ees and the purchase
purchase of materials:
materials: Provided
further, That
That hereafter
hereafter
the
representatives, as
as provided
the Administrator
Administrator shall assign as his
his representatives,
provided
for
sentence of
section 1100
the Servicemen's
Readfor in
in the last
last sentence
of section
1100 (a)
(a) of
of the
Servicemen's Readjustment
of 1944
1944 (38
(38 U.
696f), only
such numbers
numbers of
of regional
regional
justment Act
Act of
U. S.
S. C.
C. 696f),
only such
or
necessary to
provide for
for the
the
or sectional representatives
representatives as he
he finds
finds necessary
to provide
processing
of readjustment
readjustment allowances
allowances in
in an
an efficient
efficient and
and economical
economical
processing of
manner: Provided
further, That
That at
of such
such representatives
representatives
manner:
Provided further,
at least
least one
one of
shall be
be assigned
to and
reside in
State.
shall
assigned to
and reside
in each
each State.
Tort
payment of
of claims
claims pursuant
403 of
Tort claims:
claims: For payment
pursuant to
to section
section 403
of the
the
Federal Tort
(28 U.
S. C.
U. S.
C. 2672),
2672), $15,000.
$15,000.
Federal
Tort Claim
Claim Act
Act (28
Pensions:
For the
the payment
payment of
compensation, pensions,
pensions, gratuities,
Pensions: For
of compensation,
gratuities,
and
(including subsistence
subsistence allowances
allowances authorized
authorized by
by part
part
and allowances
allowances (including
VII of
of Veterans
Veterans Regulation
as amended),
under any
VII
Regulation la,
la, as
amended), authorized
authorized under
any
Act of
of Congress,
Congress, or
regulation of
of the
President based
based thereon,
includAct
or regulation
the President
thereon, including
emergency officers
retirement pay
pay and
and annuities,
annuities, the
the administraadministraofficers retirement
ing emergency
tion of
of which
now or
or may
be placed
placed in
the Veterans'
hereafter be
in the
Veterans'
which is
is now
may hereafter
tion
Administration, and
for the
of adjusted-service
credits as
as
payment of
adjusted-service credits
Administration,
and for
the payment
provided in
401 and
601 of
the Act
of May
May 19,
1924, as
as
provided
in sections
sections 401
and 601
of the
Act of
19, 1924,
amended (38
S. C.
and 661),
661), $1,998,801,000,
$1,998,801,000, to
to be
C. 631
631 and
be immediately
immediately
amended
(38 U.
U. S.
available and
remain available
until expended.
expended.
to remain
available until
and to
available
Readjustment
benefits: For
the payment
or on
on behalf
behalf
of benefits
benefits to
to or
For the
payment of
Readjustment benefits:
of veterans
veterans as
as authorized
authorized by
by titles
and V,
the Servicemen's
Servicemen's
of the
II, III,
III, and
V, of
titles II,
of
Readjustment Act
of 1944,
1944, $2,197,503,000,
$2,197,503,000, to
to be
be immediately
immediately availavailAct of
Readjustment
able and
and to
to remain
expended: Provided,
part
That no
no part
Provided, That
until expended:
remain available
available until
able
of this
for education
and training
title II
II of
the
under title
of the
training under
education and
of
this appropriation
appropriation for
Servicemen's
amended, shall
be expended
expended for
for
shall be
Act, as
as amended,
Readjustment Act,
Servicemen's Readjustment
tuition, fees,
or other
charges, or
subsistence allowance,
any
allowance, for
for any
or for
for subsistence
fees, or
other charges,
tuition,
course elected
on or
subsequent to
to July
July 1,
1,
or subsequent
veteran on
by a
a veteran
or commenced
commenced by
course
elected or
1948, and
and which
which is
is determined
by the
Administrator to
to be
be avocational
avocational
the Administrator
determined by
1948,
or recreational
in character.
the purposes
of this
educaproviso, educathis proviso,
For the
purposes of
character. For
or
recreational in
tion
or training
for the
the purpose
of teaching
veteran to
to fly
fly or
or related
related
teaching aaveteran
purpose of
training for
tion or
aviation courses
courses in
in connection
with his
present or
or contemplated
busicontemplated busihis present
connection with
aviation
ness
or occupation
occupation shall
not, in
the absence
of substantial
evidence to
to
substantial evidence
absence of
shall not,
in the
ness or
the contrary,
considered avocational
certifirecreational when
when aacertifiavocational or
or recreational
be considered
the
contrary, be
cate in
in the
the form
an affidavit
affidavit supported
supported by
affidavits
by corroborating
corroborating affidavits
form of
of an
cate
by
furnished by
by aa
been furnished
persons, has
has been
disinterested persons,
by two
two competent
competent disinterested
physically
veteran stating
stating that
that such
education or
or training
training
such education
qualified veteran
physically qualified
will
in connection
with earning
livelihood: ProProa livelihood:
earning a
to him
him in
connection with
will be
be useful
useful to
vided further,
of this
education and
and
this appropriation
appropriation for education
That no
no part
part of
further, That
vided
training
the Servicemen's
as
Act, as
Readjustment Act,
of the
Servicemen's Readjustment
title II
II of
under title
training under
amended,
the effective
effective date
date of
of this
this Act
Act
to the
subsequent to
shall be
be expended
expended subsequent
amended, shall
for
subsistence allowance
allowance or
for tuition,
tuition, fees,
or other
other charges
charges in
in any
any
fees, or
or for
for subsistence
of the
following situations:
situations:
of
the following
(1) For
veteran for
for a
acourse
course in an
an institution
institution which
has been
been
which has
For any
any veteran
(1)
in operation
period of
of less
immediately prior
prior
year immediately
less than
than one
one year
for aa period
in
operation for
to the
the date
of enrollment
enrollment in
course unless
unless such
such enrollment
was
enrollment was
in such
such course
date of
to
prior
to the
the date
Act;
of this
this Act;
date of
prior to
(2) For
For any
any course
of education
education or
training for
for which
which the
educathe educaor training
(2)
course of
tional or
institution involved
customary cost
of tuituicost of
has no
no customary
involved has
training institution
tional
or training
tion, until
until a
fair and
and reasonable
rate of
of payment
tuition, fees,
fees, or
or
reasonable rate
payment for
for tuition,
tion,
a fair
other charges
charges for
for such
such course
been determined.
determined. In
In any
case in
in
any case
course has
has been
other
which one
more contracts
or rates
rates of
have
rate or
of tuition
tuition have
one or
or more
contracts providing
providing aarate
which
been
for two
two successive
successive years,
years, the
established by
by the
the most
most
the rate
rate established
executed for
been executed
recent
shall be
be considered
to be
be the
customary cost
cost of
of tuition
tuition
the customary
considered to
recent contract
contract shall
notwithstanding the
the definition
definition of
of "customary
"customary cost
of tuition"
tuition" as
as hereinhereincost of
notwithstanding
after
forth. If
If the
the Administrator
Administrator finds
finds that
that any
any institution
institution has
no
has no
after set
set forth.
customary cost
cost of
of tuition
tuition he
he shall
forthwith fix
fix and
and pay
cause to
to be
be
pay or
or cause
shall forthwith
customary

State or regionar
regionar
State
representative.
representative.

58 Stat.
Stat. 298.
58

38 U.
U.S.
696f (a).
(a).
38
S. C.
C. §§696f

Stat,
60 Stat. 843; 62 Stat.
1008.
1008.
U. S.
S. C., Supp.
Supp.
28 U.

II,
2672.
11, §§2672.
Ante, pp. 62, 106.
106.
43.
57 Stat. 43.
U. S. C.
C. note foil.
toll.
38 U.S.
§739; Supp. II,
II, note
note
loll. §
743.
foll.
§ 743.

§

43 Stat. 125,
125, 128.
128.

58 Stat.
287, 291
291, 295.
Stat 287
295.
38 U. S. C.
§§ 701,
38
C. §§701,
note foll.
toll. §
§ 739,
739, 694694note
694j,
696-696m; Supp.
694j, 696-696nm;
Supp.

II

694 et
et seq.
seq.
§§694
Tuition, fees,
fees, etc.
etc.

Restrictions.
Restrictions.
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Veterans' Tuition
BoardTu
Appeals Board.

Appeals

60 Stat. 239.
60
55 U. S. C. §§
§§ 100410041010.

Stat. 239.

1

o101.

"Customary cost of
tuition."

t"Customarycost of
u

on.

58 Stat. 289.
58 U.
Stat.
38
C.
foil.
U. S.
S. 289.
C. note
note foll.
§ 739, p. 4270; SuPp§ 739, p. 4270; Supp.
H, note toll. §743.

II, note fol.

43

57 Stat. 43; 58 Stat.
284.
247 Stat. 43; 58 Stat.
38 U.
U. S.
C., §§
§§ 701,
38
S. C.,
701,
693 et seq.;
seq.; Supp. II,
§§ 701, 693 et seq.
Ante, p.
p. 481.
Ante,
481.

§§701, 693 et seq.

Prior legal rights.

Priorlegalrts

60 Stat. 265.

60 Stat. 265.

61 Stat. 605.

61Stat. 605.

62 Stat. 1201.

62

Stat. 1201.

Technical and clericalpersonn
lerl
cal
personnel.

[63
STAT.
[63 STAT.

paid
rate of
of payment
payment for
for tuition,
tuition, fees,
fees, and
and other
other
paid a
a fair
fair and
and reasonable
reasonable rate
charges
offered by
Any educational
educational
charges for
for the
the courses
courses offered
by such
such institution.
institution. Any
which is
wi th a
determination of
of aa
or training institution
institution which
is dissatisfied
dissatisfied with
a determination
rate of payment
payment for tuition, fees, or other
other charges
charges under
under the
foregoing
the foregoing
paragraph shall
provisions of this paragraph
shall be
be entitled,
application therethereentitled, upon
upon application
for, to aareview
determinati on (i
nc l
uding the
th e determination
determination
review of
of such
such determination
(including
with respect
whether there
is a
cust omarycost
cos t
oftuition)
t
ui tion) by
by aa.board
board
respect to
to whether
there is
a customary
of
"Veterans' Tuition
to be known as the "Veterans'
Appeals Board"
Board" consisting
of
Tuition Appeals
consisting of
three members, appointed
appointed by the Administrator
Administrator for
such purpose.
purpose.
for such
Such board shall be subject, in
respect to
appointment, hearings,
hearings,
in respect
to appointment,
appeals, and
other actions
actions and
and qualifications,
qu alifi cati ons ,to
t
o the
th e provisions
prov isions of
of
and all
all other
5 to 11, inclusive, of
sections 5
Procedure Act,
Act,
of the Administrative
Administrative Procedure
approved
approved
June
1946, as
amended. The
The decision
decision of
of such
such board
board with
June 11,
11, 1946,
as amended.
with
p
respect
respect to all matters
matters shall constitute
constitute the
administrative deterdeterthe final administrative
In no event shall the board fix
mination. In
rate of
of payment
payment in
in excess
excess
fix a
a rate
of the maximum
maximum amount allowable
allowable under
under the
Servicemen's ReadjustReadjustthe Servicemen's
Act, as
as amended.
The term
ment Act,
amended. The
term "customary
"customary cost
of tuition"
tuition" as
as
cost of
employed herein and in paragraph
paragraph 5,
ar tVIII,
eterans Regulation
5, p
part
VIII, V
Veterans
Regulation
Numbered
(a), as
Numbered 11 (a),
as amended,
amended, is
regarded as
as that
charge which
which an
an
is regarded
that charge
educational or
or training
training institution
educational
nonveteran enrollee
institution requires
requires aa nonveteran
enrollee
similarly
to pay
pay as
similarly circumstanced
circumstanced to
and for
for a
course, except
as and
for tuition
tuition for
a course,
except
that the institution
institution (other
(other than a
nonprofit institution
institution of
higher learna nonprofit
of higher
learning) is not regarded as having
having aa"customary
cost of
of tuition"
tuition" for
for the
the
"customary cost
course or courses in question in
in the
the following
following circumstances:
circumstances:
(a) Where
(a)
Where the majority
majority of the
the educational
educational and
and
the enrollment
enrollment of
of the
training institution in
course in
question consists
consists of
of veterans
in
in the course
in question
veterans in
training under
training
under Public
Seventy-eighth Congress,
Congress, as
Public Laws
Laws 16
16 and
and 346,
346, Seventy-eighth
as
amended; and
and
amended;
O f
cnios
One of
of the
the following
(b) One
following conditions
conditions prevails:
prevails:
1. The
The institution
established subsequent
1.
institution has been established
subsequent to June
June 22,
22,
1944.
1944.
2. The institution,
institution, although
although established
to June
June 22,
22, 1944,
1944,
established prior
prior to
has not been in continuous
continuous operation
operation since
since that
date.
that date.
3. The institution, although
although established
established prior
prior to
22, 1944,
1944,
to June
June 22,
has subsequently
subsequently increased
increased its total tuition
tuition charges
the course
course
charges for
for the
to all students
students more
than 25
per centum.
centum.
more than
25 per
4. The
The course
substantially the same length
and
4.
course (or a
acourse
course of substantially
length and
character) was
character)
was not provided
provided for
nonveteran students
by the
the instifor nonveteran
students by
instito June
22, 1944,
although the
the institution
institution itself
itself was
was
tution prior
prior to
June 22,
1944, although
established before
before June 22, 1944: Provided
established
Provided further,
further, That nothing
nothing
in the foregoing proviso
proviso shall be construed to affect
affect adversely
adversely any
any
accrued prior to
legal rights which have accrued
date of
of enactment
enactment of
of
to the date
this Act, or to affect
affect payments
payments to
to educational
educational or
or training
training instituinstitutions under contracts
contracts in
date.
in effect
effect on
on such
such date.
Military and naval insurance: For military
and naval
insurance,
military and
naval insurance,
immediately available
$3,735,000, to be immediately
available and
and to
remain available
available until
until
to remain
expended.

domiciliary facilities:
. Hospital and domiciliary
authority under
under this
this head
facilities: The authority
head
in the
Third Urgent
Deficiency Appropriation
in
the Third
Urgent Deficiency
Appropriation Act, 1946,
1946, the IndependAppropriation Act, 1948, and the Supplemental
ent Offices
Offices Appropriation
Supplemental IndependAppropriation Act, 1949,
ent Offices Appropriation
1949, to
to incur
the purpurincur obligations
obligations for
for the
poses specified
specified in those Acts,
is hereby
hereby extended
extended to
July 1,
1, 1951:
1951: ProProActs, is
to July
vided, That not to exceed 6.7 per centum of the
vided,
the foregoing
foregoing contract
contract
authorizations shall be available
available for the employment
employment in the
authorizations
the District
District
of Columbia and in the field of all necessary
necessary technical
technical and
and clerical
preparation of plans
personnel for the preparation
plans and specifications
specifications for
for the
the
projects as approved
approved hereunder
hereunder and in the
supervision of
the execution
execution
the supervision
of the
thereof,
thereof, and for all travel expenses, field office equipment,
equipment, and
and supplies
supplies
in
connection therewith,
therewith, except
whenever the Veterans'
in connection
except that
that whenever
Veterans' Adminis.A.dminis-
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tration
necessary in the construction
tration finds it
it necessary
construction of any
any project
project to employ
employ
other Government
Government agencies
agencies or persons outside the Federal
Federal service to
perform
perform such services not to exceed
exceed 10
10 per centum
centum of the cost of such

projects
be expended
such services:
services: Provided
further, That
projects may
may be
expended for
for such
Provided further,
That
not
of the
the foregoing
foregoing contract
authorizations shall
shall
not to exceed
exceed $10,000,000
$10,000,000 of
contract authorizations
equipment, including
be obligated
obligated for portable
portable initial
initial equipment,
including the purchase
purchase of
of
one
hundred and fifty-one
passenger motor
motor vehicles.
vehicles.
one hundred
fifty-one passenger
National service
service life
payment of
for
life insurance:
insurance: For
For the
the payment
of benefits
benefits and
and for
transfer to
service life insurance
fund, in
with
to the
the national
national service
insurance fund,
in accordance
accordance with
the
National Service
Service Life
Life Insurance
Insurance Act
amended,
the National
Act of
of 1940,
1940, as
as amended,
$467,450,000,
to be
be immediately
immediately available
remain available
$467,450,000, to
available and
and to
to remain
available until
until
expended:
expended: Provided,
Provided, That
certain premiums
premiums shall
shall be credited
this
That certain
credited to
to this
appropriation
provided by
by the
Act.
appropriation as
as provided
the Act.
Veterans'
miscellaneous benefits:
benefits: For
For the
the payment
of burial
burial awards
awards
Veterans' miscellaneous
payment of
authorized
(a),
authorized by Veterans'
Veterans' Administration
Administration Regulation Numbered
Numbered 99 (a),
as amended, and
equipment, and
authorized by
by
and for supplies,
supplies, equipment,
and tuition
tuition authorized
and payments
payments authorized
by part
part IX
of Veterans'
Veterans' Adminispart VII
VII and
authorized by
IX of
Administration Regulation
amended, $75,330,000,
$75,330,000, to
to
tration
Regulation Numbered
Numbered 11 (a),
(a), as
as amended,
remain available
available until
remain
until expended.
expended.
Grants to the Republic
payments to the
Republic of the Philippines: For payments
Republic
of the Philippines of grants
Republic of
with the
the Act
Act of
of
grants in accordance
accordance with
July
(Public Law
Law 865),
865), for
for (a)
(a) construction
equipping
July 1,
1, 1948
1948 (Public
construction and
and equipping
of
of hospitals,
$9,400,000, to
immediately available
available and
and to
to remain
remain
hospitals, $9,400,000,
to be
be immediately
available
available until expended, and (b)
expenses incident
to medical
medical care
care
(b) expenses
incident to
and
treatment of
veterans, $3,285,000.
$3,285,000.
and treatment
of veterans,
No
part of
foregoing appropriations
be available
available for
for hosNo part
of the
the foregoing
appropriations shall
shall be
hospitalization
pitalization or
examination of
any persons
or examination
of any
persons except
except beneficiaries
beneficiaries entitled
entitled
under
the laws
laws bestowing
bestowing such
benefits to
to veterans,
reimburseunder the
such benefits
veterans, unless
unless reimbursement of cost is made to the appropriation
appropriation at
such rates
rates as
as may
may be
be
at such
Administrator of
fixed by the
the Administrator
of Veterans'
Veterans' Affairs.
Affairs.

Portable initial
Portable
equipment.

initial

qmen
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INDEPENDENT 0.t.t
IGES--GENERAL PROVISIONS
INDEPENDENT
OFFICES---ENERL
PROVISIONS

SEc. 102. No
this title
title shall
shall
SEC.
No part
part of any appropriation
appropriation contained
contained in
in this
salary or wages of any person
person who
engages in
in a
a
be used
used to
to pay the salary
who engages
the Government
Government of
or who
is aamember
member
strike against the
of the
the United
United States
States or
who is
of
organization of
employees that
that asserts
the right
right to
to
of an organization
of Government
Government employees
asserts the
against the
Government of
or who
advocates,
strike against
the Government
of the United States,
States, or
who advocates,
or
organization that
that advocates,
the overthrow
overthrow
or who
who is
is a
a member
member of an
an organization
advocates, the
United States
States by force
of the Government of the United
force or violence:
violence: ProProvided,
purposes hereof
hereof an affidavit
affidavit shall
considered
vided, That for
for the purposes
shall be
be considered
prima facie
facie evidence
evidence that
the person
affidavit has
has not
not conconprima
that the
person making
making the
the affidavit
trary
to the
the provisions
provisions of
in a
a strike
against the
trary to
of this
this section
section engaged
engaged in
strike against
the
Government of
the United
not a
of an
an organization
organization
Government
of the
United States,
States, is
is not
a member
member of
of
Government employees
that asserts
asserts the
the right
to strike
strike against
against the
the
of Government
employees that
right to
Government of
of the
the United
United States,
States, or
Government
or that
that such
such person
person does
does not
not advoadvocate,
is not
organization that
the overcate, and
and is
not aamember
member of
of an
an organization
that advocates,
advocates, the
overthrow of
of the
the Government
of the
United States
by force
force or
violence:
throw
Government of
the United
States by
or violence:
Provided further,
That any
who engages
in a
strike against
against
Provided
further, That
any person
person who
engages in
a strike
the Government
Government of
of the
United States
States or
or who
as a
member of
an organithe
the United
who is
a member
of an
organization of
that asserts
asserts the
right to
to strike
against
zation
of Government
Government employees
employees that
the right
strike against
the Government
Government of
the United
United States,
or who
who advocates,
advocates, or
who is
is a
a
the
of the
States, or
or who
of an
an organization
overthrow of
of the
the GovGovmember of
organization that
that advocates,
advocates, the
the overthrow
ernment of
United States
by force
or violence
employernment
of the
the United
States by
force or
violence and
and accepts
accepts employment the
the salary
wages for
for which
paid from
any appropriation
appropriation
ment
salary or
or wages
which are
are paid
from any
contained in
in this
of a
felony and,
and, upon
contained
this title
title shall
shall be
be guilty
guilty of
a felony
upon conviction,
conviction,
shall be
more than
than $1,000
imprisoned for
for not
shall
be fined
fined not
not more
$1,000 or
or imprisoned
not more
more than
than
one year,
year, or
or both:
both: Provided
Provided further,
further, That
That the
above penal
clause shall
shall
one
the above
penal clause
be in
addition to,
and not
for, any
other provisions
provisions of
of
be
in addition
to, and
not in
in substitution
substitution for,
any other
existing law.
law.

Persons engaging,
engaging,
Persons
etc., in
in strikes
strikes against
against
etc.,
or
or advocating
advocating overthrow of U.
U. S.
S. Government.
ernment.

A flidavit.
Affidavit.

Penalty.
Penalty.
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Atomic Energy
Energy fellowship.

lomic

fel-

Penalty.
Penalty.

Travel expenses.
expenses.

Purchase of
newsPurchase
of newspapers and periodiperiodipapers
cals.
cals.

Positions
Positions formerly

formerly

held
held by employees
employees
who entered
entered armed
who
forces.

forc

Attemiance at meet^ings.
1 t,,eal"ail mct-

Accounting
sysAccounting systermcntin.
tems.

Purchase,
of
Purchase, etc.,
etc., of
real estate.
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EC. 102-A.
102—A. No
part of
of any
appropriation contained
contained in
title
SEC.
No part
any appropriation
in this
this title
for the Atomic
Atomic Energy Commission
used to
to confer
confer aa fellowCommission shall be
be used
fellowship
who advocates
or who
who is
is a
member of
an organizaorganizaship on
on any person
person who
advocates or
a member
of an
tion or
that advocates
advocates the
overthrow of
of the
the Government
Government of
of the
the
tion
or party
party that
the overthrow
United States by
by force
force or
with respect
respect to
to whom
whom the
the ComComUnited
or violence
violence or
or with
mission finds, upon
investigation and
and report
report by
by the
the Federal
Federal Bureau
Bureau
upon investigation
of Investigation
Investigation on
character, associations,
associations, and
and loyalty
loyalty ,of
of whom,
on the character,
whom,
that reasonable
reasonable grounds
grounds exist
belief that
that such
is disloyal
exist for
for belief
such person
person is
disloyal
to the Government
Government of the United States: Provided,
Provided, That
any person
person
That any
who advocates
advocates or who is a
an organization
or party
party that
a member
member of
of an
organization or
that
advocates
overthrow of the Government
advocates the overthrow
Government of
the United
States by
by
of the
United States
force or violence
violence and accepts
accepts employment
the salary,
salary,
employment or
or a
a fellowship
fellowship the
wages, stipend, grant, or expenses
are paid
paid from
from any
any approexpenses for
for which
which are
appropriation contained
shall be
be guilty
guilty of
of aafelony
and, upon
upon
contained in
in this title
title shall
felony and,
conviction,
conviction, shall be fined not more than $1,000
$1,000 or
imprisoned for
for
or imprisoned
not more than one year, or both: Provided
Provided further,
further, That
That the
above
the above
penal
penal clause shall be in addition
addition to,
in substitution
substitution for,
any
to, and
and not
not in
for, any
provisions of
other provisions
of existing
existing law.
law.
SEC.
appropriations in this title are expendable
S
EC. 103. Where
Where appropriations
expendable for
for
travel expenses of
and no
no specific
specific limitation
has been
been placed
of employees
employees and
limitation has
placed
thereon, the expenditures
expenditures for such travel
expenses may
may not
not exceed
the
travel expenses
exceed the
amount set forth
forth therefor
therefor in the budget
budget estimates
submitted for
for the
the
estimates submitted
appropriations.
appropriations.
104. Where
Where appropriations
appropriations in this title are
SEC
EC. 104.
are expendable
expendable for the
purchase of newspapers and periodicals and no specific limitation
limitation has
has
expenditures therefor
been placed
placed thereon, the expenditures
therefor under each
each such
such appropriation may
may not exceed
exceed the amount
amount of
Provided, That
That this
this limiof $50:
$50: Provided,
limitation shall not apply to the purchase
purchase of
of scientific,
scientific, technical,
or
technical, trade,
trade, or
traffic
periodicals necessary
traffic periodicals
the performance
performance of
of the
necessary in
in connection
connection with
with the
the
authorized functions of the agencies
authorized
for which
which funds
funds are
are herein
herein
agencies for
provided.
provided.
SEC.
S
EC. 105. No part of any
any appropriation
appropriation contained in this title shall
shall
be available
any person
person filling
be
available to pay the salary of any
filling aaposition,
position, other
other
than aatemporary
temporary position, formerly
formerly held by an employee who has left
left
to enter the armed
armed forces of the United States
States and has satisfactorily
satisfactorily
completed his period
period of active
active military
military or
naval service
and has
has within
or naval
service and
within
after his release
release from such
ninety days after
service or
or from
hospitalization
such service
from hospitalization
continuingf
continuing after discharge
discharge for aa period
period of not more than one
one year
year
made application
restoration to his former
application for restoration
former position
position and
and has been
been
certified by the,
the Civil Service
Commission as still qualified
Service Commission
to perform
perform
qualified to
the duties
dities of his former
former position
position and
and has not
not been
been restored
thereto.
restored thereto.
SEC. 106. Appropriations
SEC.
Appropriations contained
contained in this title, available for
for
expenses of travel,
travel, shall be available,
specifically authorized
authorized by
by
available, when
when specifically
the head of the activity or establishment
establishment concerned,
concerned, for
for expenses
expenses of
of
meetings of organizations
attendance at
at, meetings
organizations concerned
concerned with
the function
function
with the
or activity
activity for which the
the appropriation
concerned is
is made;
made; and
and shall
shall
appropriation concerned
be available
available for the examination
of estimates
of appropriations
appropriations and
examination of
estimates of
and
activities in
field.
in the field.
SEC.
S
EC. 107. No part of any appropriation
appropriation or fund contained
contained in
in this
this
title shall be available
available for
for installing
installing or
or maintaining
systems for
adminmaintaining systems
for administrative appropriation,
appropriation, fund, or inventory accounting
accounting except
such
except such
systems as are prescribed
prescribed or approved
approved by the Comptroller
Comptroller General:
General:
Provided,
Provided, That all agencies,
agencies, for whose
whose activities
activities provision
provision is made
made in
in
this title, shall hereafter
hereafter maintain
maintain fiscal-accounting
fiscal-accounting control
all
control of
of all
inventories
inventories of supplies, materials, or
equipment which
which may
may be
be owned
or equipment
owned
by or be in the custody of such agencies.
SEC.
No part
part of
any appropriations
SEC. 108.
108. No
of any
appropriations made available
available by the provisions of
title shall
shall be used for the purchase
visions
of this
this title
purchase or sale of real estate
or for
for the
purpose of establishing
or
the purpose
establishing new offices
offices outside the District of
of
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Columbia:
Columbia: Provided,
Provided, That this limitation shall not apply to
programs
to programs
which have
approved by the Congress
which
have been
been approved
Congress and appropriations
appropriations made
therefor.
therefor.
SEC.
S
EC. 109. All agencies provided for in this title shall
shall furnish
furnish an
an
Administrative
Administrative
break-down of costs.
costs.
administrative
of personnel
administrative break-down
break-down of the costs of
personnel and
obliga- break-down
and other
other obligations in the District of Columbia and in the
field in
detail as
as the
the
the field
in such
such detail
Subcommittees
Independent Offices
Offices Appropriations
Appropriations of
Subcommittees on Independent
Comof the
the Committees on Appropriations
Appropriations of the Senate and
and the
the House
of RepreRepreHouse of
sentatives
sentatives may
direct.
may direct.
SEC.
Employees engaged
engaged
Employees
SEC. 110. No part of any appropriation
appropriation contained in
this title
title shall
shall
in this
personnel work.
work.
in personnel
be used to pay the compensation
employee engaged
be
compensation of any employee
in perperengaged in
sonnel work in excess
excess of the number that would
would be
be provided
by aa
provided by
ratio of
of one
one such employee
hundred and fifteen,
fifteen, or aa part
ratio
employee to one hundred
part
thereof, full-time, part-time, and intermittent
intermittent employees
employees of
the agency
agency
of the
concerned:
Provided,That for purposes
purposes of this section
concerned: Provided,
shall
section employees
employees shall
be considered
considered as engaged in personnel
personnel work
work if
if they
they spend
spend half-time
half-time
administration consisting
or more in personnel administration
direction and
and adminadminconsisting of
of direction
istration of the personnel program; employment,
employment, placement,
placement, and
and
evaluation and classification;
separation; job evaluation
classification; employee
employee relations
relations and
and
services;
services; training; committees of
expert examiners
boards of
of
of expert
examiners and
and boards
civil-service
civil-service examiners;
examiners; wage
wage administration;
administration; and
and processing,
processing, recordrecording, and reporting.
reporting.
SEC.
111. None of the sections
"Independent officesSEC. 111.
sections under
under the
the head "Independent
offices—
Nonapplicability
Nonapplicability of
provisions.
General provisions"
provisions" in this title, except
except section
shall apply
apply to
to provisions.
section 102,
102, shall
Ante, p.
p. 655.
Ante,
the Housing
Housing and Home
Agency, the
the Inland
Waterways CorCorHome Finance
Finance Agency,
Inland Waterways
poration,
poration, or the
Valley Authority.
the Tennessee
Tennessee Valley
Authority.
TITLE
TITLE II
II

CORPORATIONS
CORPORATIONS
The following corporations
corporations and
are hereby
hereby
and agencies,
agencies, respectively,
respectively, are
authorized
authorized to make such
such expenditures,
the limits
of funds
and
expenditures, within
within the
limits of
funds and
borrowing authority available
available to
each such
such corporation
corporation or
or agency
agency
to each
and in accord
accord with law, and
such contracts
and commitments
commitments
and to
to make
make such
contracts and
without regard to fiscal year
year limitations
limitations as provided
by section
section 104
104
provided by
of the Government
Government Corporation
Act, as
as amended,
amended, as
may
Corporation Control
Control Act,
as may
be necessary
necessary in carrying
carrying out the
forth in
the Budget
Budget
the programs
programs set
set forth
in the
for the fiscal year 1950
for each
each such
or agency,
except
1950 for
such corporation
corporation or
agency, except
as hereinafter
hereinafter provided:
provided:

50
59 Stat. 598.
5s8.
31 U.
U. S.
C., Supp.
S. C,
Supp.
II, §
6849.

HOUSING AND
HOUSING
AGENCY
AND HOME
HOME FINANCE
FINANCE AGENCY
Home Loan Bank Board: Not
total of
of $427,500
$427,500 to
to be
Not to exceed
exceed a
a total
be
deposit account
derived from the special deposit
established under
the proaccount established
under the
provisions under the head "Federal Home
Loan Bank
Administration"
Home Loan
Bank Administration"
57 Stat. 185.
185.
67
in the Independent
Appropriation Act, 1944,
Independent Offices Appropriation
and from
receipts
1944, and
from receipts
of the Federal
Federal Home Loan Bank
Administration, the
the Federal
Federal Home
Home
Bank Administration,
Loan Bank Board, or
the Home
Loan Bank
Board for
for the
the current
or the
Home Loan
Bank Board
current
fiscal year and prior fiscal
shall be
be available
the current
current
fiscal years,
years, shall
available during
during the
fiscal year for administrative
administrative expenses
expenses of
the Home
Home Loan
Loan Bank
of the
Bank Board,
Board,
including health-service
health-service program
including
as authorized
authorized by
by law
U. S.
S. C.
C.
program as
law (5
(5 U.
150),
Stat. 903.
903.
150) ,and the Board may utilize and
and may
make payment
for services
may make
payment for
services 60 Stat.
and facilities
Federal home-loan banks,
facilities of the Federal
the Federal
banks, the
Federal Reserve
Reserve
banks, the Federal
Federal Savings
Loan Insurance
Insurance Corporation,
the
Savings and
and Loan
Corporation, the
Home Owners'
Owners' Loan Corporation, and other
other agencies
of the
the GovernGovernagencies of
ment: Provided,
That all
all necessary
necessary expenses
connection with
Provided, That
expenses in
in connection
Nonsriministrative
with the
the Nonadministrative
expenses.
conservatorship
conservatorship of
the Federal
Savings and
and expenses.
of institutions
institutions insured
insured by
by the
Federal Savings
Loan Insurance Corporation
Corporation and all necessary
necessary expenses
expenses (including
(including
81939°-50-PT.
81939° --50--PT-1----42
I--42
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48 Stat.
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services performed
performed on
on a
including other
other
services
a contract
contract or
or fee
fee basis,
basis, but
but not
not including
personal
services) in
in connection
with the
the handling,
handling, including
including the
the
personal services)
connection with
of securities
on behalf
of Federal
Federal homehomepurchase, sale,
sale, and
and exchange,
exchange, of
securities on
behalf of
loan
and the
the sale,
sale, issuance,
payment of
of
loan banks,
banks, and
issuance, and
and retirement
retirement of,
of, or
or payment
interest on,
bonds, under
the Federal
Federal Home
Home Loan
Loan Bank
Bank
interest
on, debentures
debentures or
or bonds,
under the
Act, as
as amended,
amended, shall
be considered
considered as
expenses
shall be
as nonadministrative
nonadministrative expenses
purposes hereof:
Provided further,
That notwithstanding
notwithstanding any
for the purposes
hereof: Provided
further, That
any
other
of this
Act, except
limitation in
in amount
amount
other provisions
provisions of
this Act,
except for
for the
the limitation
hereinbefore
the administrative
administrative expenses
expenses and
other obligahereinbefore specified,
specified, the
and other
obligations of the Board shall
incurred, allowed,
allowed, and
paid in
accordance
shall be incurred,
and paid
in accordance
Bank Act
Act of
of July
July 22,
with the provisions
provisions of the
the Federal
Federal Home
Home Loan
Loan Bank
22,
1932, as
as amended
U. S.
S. C.
C. 1421-1449).
1932,
amended (12
(12 U.
1421-1449).
Federal
Federal Savings and Loan Insurance
Insurance Corporation:
Not to
to exceed
exceed
Corporation: Not
$617,500 shall be available
$617,500
expenses, including
including
available for
for administrative
administrative expenses,
health-service
health-service program
authorized by
U. S.
C. 150),
program as
as authorized
by law
law (5
(5 U.
S. C.
150), which
which
shall be on an accrual
accrual basis
exclusive of
of interest
interest paid,
basis and shall
shall be exclusive
paid,
depreciation,
properly capitalized
expenditures, expenses
expenses in
in connecdepreciation, properly
capitalized expenditures,
connection with liquidation
liquidation of insured
liquidation or
or handling
handling
insured institutions,
institutions, liquidation
of assets of or derived
derived from
payment of
of insurinsurfrom insured
insured institutions,
institutions, payment
ance,
action for
or minimizminimizance, and
and action
for or
or toward
toward the
the avoidance,
avoidance, termination,
termination, or
the case
of specific
specific insured
institutions, and
and legal
fees
ing of losses in the
case of
insured institutions,
legal fees
and expenses,
expenses, and
Corporation may
may make
make paypayand said
said Corporation
may utilize
utilize and
and may
ment for services and
and facilities of
of the
home-loan banks,
banks, the
the
the Federal
Federal home-loan
Federal
Federal Reserve banks, the Home Loan
Loan Bank
Owners'
Bank Board,
Board, the Home
Home Owners'
Loan Corporation, and other agencies
agencies of the
Government: Provided,
Provided,
the Government:
That notwithstanding
notwithstanding any other
other provisions of this Act, except for the
limitation in amount.
amount hereinbefore
hereinbefore specified,
specified, the
the administrative
expenses and other
other obligations
obligations of said Corporation
Corporation shall
shall be
incurred,
be incurred,
allowed,
allowed, and
paid in accordance
accordance with
with title
Act of
of June
June 27,
27,
and paid
title IV
IV of
of the
the Act
(12U.
S. C.
C. 1724-1730).
1934, as
as amended
amended (12
U. S.
1724-1730).
Home Owners' Loan Corporation:
Corporation: Not
exceed $1,823,250
$1,823,250 shall
shall be
be
Not to exceed
administrative expenses,
available for administrative
expenses, including
including health-service
prohealth-service proauthorized by law (5
gram as authorized
(5 U.
C. 150),
shall be
on an
an
U. S. C.
150), which
which shall
be on
accrual basis
basis and shall be
exclusive of
of interest
paid, depreciation,
depreciation,
be exclusive
interest paid,
properly
expenditures, expenses
(including personal
personal servproperly capitalized
capitalized expenditures,
expenses (including
servconnection with the termination
ices) in connection
liquidation of
of accounts
termination or liquidation
accounts
carried
carried on the books of the corporation
corporation not to exceed
exceed $300,000,
$300,000, expenses
expenses
(including services performed
a force account,
(including
performed on a
account, contract,
basis,
contract, or fee basis,
but not including other personal services)
connection with
with the
the
services) in connection
acquisition ' protection,
protection, operation,
mainten ance, improvement,
i
m provemen t, or
or di
sacquisition,
operation, maintenance,
disposit ion of real
real or
belonging to
to said
said Corporation
Corporation
position
or personal
personal property
plroperty belonging
or in which it has au
interest, and legal fees
an interest.,
expenses, and
and said
said
fees and
and expenses,
Corporation
lmake payment
Corporation may utilize
utilize and may make
payment, for services
services and
and
facilities of the Federal home-loan
the Federal
Reserve banks,
home-loan banks,
banks, the
Federal Reserve
banks,
the Home Loan Bank Board,
Federal Savings
and Loan
InsurBoard, the Federal
Savings and
Loan Insurance Corporation, and
of the
Government: Provided,
and other
other agencies
agencies of
the Government:
Provided,
That, notwithstanding
notwithstanding any other provisions
provisions of
Act, except
for
of this
this Act,
except for
the limitation in amount
amount hereinbefore
specified, the
the administrative
administrative
hereinbefore specified,
expenses and other obligations
expenses
obligations of said Corporation
Corporation shall be incurred,
allowed,
allowed, and
and paid in accordance
accordance with the Home Owners'
Owners' Loan
Loan Act
Act of
of
as amended
C. 1461-1468).
1933, as
amended (12
(12 U.
U. S.
S. C.
1461-1468).
Federal Housing Administration:
Administration: In addition to the amounts availavailable by or pursuant
pursuant to law (which
transferred to this author(which shall be transferred
ization)
administrative expenses of the Federal
ization) for the administrative
Federal Housing
Housing
Administration in carrying
carrying out duties
Administration
imposed by
to law,
law,
duties imposed
by or
or pursuant
pursuant to
not to exceed $22.500,0600
$22.500,000 o fthe
the various funds
funds of
ofthe
the Federal
Federal Housing
Housing
Administration
mutual mortgage
Administration as follows:
follows: (1)
(1) the mutual
mortgage insurance
insurance fund;
fund;
(2) the housing insurance
insurance fund;
(2)
fund; (3)
(3) the account
account in the Treasury comcomprised of funds derived
derived from premiums
premiums collected
collected under authority
authority of
of
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2 (f),
(f), title I
I of the National
Housing Act,
section 2
National Housing
(12
Act, as
as amended
amended (12
U. S. C. 1701)
1701);;(4)
(4) the war housing insurance
fund; and
(5) the
insurance fund;
and (5)
the
housing investment insurance
insurance fund shall be available
for expenditure,
expenditure,
available for
in accordance
accordance with the provisions of said Act
administrative
Act for
for the
the administrative
Administration, including
expenses of the Federal
Federal Housing
Housing Administration,
including purchase
purchase
of not to exceed one passenger
passenger motor vehicle, for replacement
only;
replacement only;
not to exceed $1,500
$1,500 for periodicals
periodicals and newspapers;
not to
to exceed
newspapers; not
exceed
$1,500 for contract actuarial services;
services; and
health-service program
program as
and health-service
as
Provided,That
authorized by law (5
(5 U. S. C. 150):
150) :Provided,
necessary expenses
expenses
That necessary
of the Administration
Administration (including services
on a
a contract
contract
services performed
performed on
or fee basis, but not including other
other personal
personal services)
in connection
connection
services) in
with the acquisition,
acquisition, protection,
protection, completion,
maintenance,
completion, operation,
operation, maintenance,
improvement, or disposition
disposition of
or personal
personal property
property of
of the
the Adminof real
real or
Administration
istration acquired under
under authority
of titles
titles I,
II, VI,
VI, and
of said
authority of
I, II,
and VII
VII of
said
National
National Housing Act, shall
nonadministrative for
for
shall be
be considered
considered as
as nonadministrative
the purposes hereof:
hereof: Provided
further, That,
except as
as herein
Providedfurther,
That, except
herein otherotherwise provided,
administrative expenses
provided, the administrative
and other
other obligations,
obligations,
expenses and
including
nonadministrative expenses, of
including nonadministrative
be
of the Administration
Administration shall
shall be
incurred, allowed, and paid in
accordance with
of said
said
in accordance
with the
the provisions
provisions of
Act of June 27, 1934, as
as amended
amended (12
(12 U.
U. S.
S. C.
1701).
C. 1701).
Public Housing Administration:
Administration: Of
amounts available
by or
or
Of the amounts
available by
pursuant to law for the
the administrative
expenses of
of the
the Public
Public Housing
administrative expenses
Housing
Administration in carrying
Administration
carrying out
out duties
duties imposed
imposed by
by or
to law
law
or pursuant
pursuant to
including not to exceed $2,329,550
$2,329,550 of the
the funds
funds available
for adminisadminisavailable for
trative expenses for
States Housing
Housing Act
program, not
to
for the
the United
United States
Act program,
not to
exceed $8,054,600 shall be
available for
purbe available
for such
such expenses,
expenses, including
including purof not to
chase of
passenger motor
for replacement
replacement
to exceed
exceed five
five passenger
motor vehicles,
vehicles, for
only; and a
health-service program
program as
as authorized
authorized by
by law
law (5
(5 U.
S. C.
C.
a health-service
U. S.
150) ::Provided,
Provided, That necessary
of providing
representatives
necessary expenses
expenses of
providing representatives
of the Administration
Administration at the sites of non-Federal
in connecconnecnon-Federal projects
projects in
tion with the construction
construction of
non-Federal projects
of such
such non-Federal
projects by
by public
public
housing agencies
agencies with the
of the
the Administration,
compenthe aid
aid of
Administration, shall
shall be
be compensated by such agencies
agencies by
payment of
of fixed
by the
the payment
fixed fees
fees which
which in
in the
the aggreaggregate in relation
the development
of such
such projects
projects will
relation to the
development ,costs
costs of
will
cover the costs of rendering such services,
and expenditures
expenditures by
by the
the
services, and
Administration
Administration for such purpose
shall be
nonadministrapurpose shall
be considered
considered nonadministra.
tive expenses,
such payments
expenses, and funds received from such
payments may
be used
used
may be
only for the payment
payment of necessary
of providing
providing representarepresentanecessary expenses
expenses of
tives of the Administration
Administration at the sites
sites of non-Federal
or
non-Federal projects
projects or
for administrative
administrative expenses
expenses of
Administration not
excess of
of the Administration
not in
in excess
of
the amount authorized
authorized by
Congress: Provided
That the
by the Congress:
Provided further,
further, That
the
Administrator of the Housing and
and Home
Administrator
Agency may
relinHome Finance
Finance Agency
may relinquish and transfer,
transfer, pursuant to
same general
and conditions
conditions
to the
the same
general terms
terms and
specified in subsections
subsections 505 (a)
specified
(b) of
of the
of October
October 14,
14,
(a) and
and (b)
the Act
Act of
1940, as added by the Act of June
1948 (Public
(Public Law
Law 796),
796), title
to
June 28,
28, 1948
title to
temporary
temporary housing provided for certain veterans
veterans and their
families
their families
under title V of said Act of
14, 1940,
as amended,
amended, to
to any
any
of October
October 14
1940, as
other public body:
State, county, city, or other
Provided further,
further, That
That any
body: Provided
any
application
application for such relinquishment
and transfer
transfer shall
shall be
be filed
relinquishment and
filed with
with
the Administrator
Administrator within
and twenty
twenty days
after the
the
within one
one hundred
hundred and
days after
approval
this Act.
Act.
approval of
of this
Liquidation of resettlement
resettlement projects:
Liquidation
projects: Not to
to exceed
of the
the
exceed $19,800
$19,800 of
receipts derived from
operation of
the projects
projects transferred
transferred
from the
the operation
of the
under section 4
4 (b) of Reorganization
Reorganization Plan
Numbered 3
3 of
1947
Plan Numbered
of 1947
shall be available
available for necessary
necessary expenses
expenses in
in connection
connection with
and to
with and
to
suburban resettlement
facilitate disposition of the suburban
known as
resettlement projects
projects known
as
Greenbelt,
Greenhills including
Greenbelt, Greendale,
Greendale, and Greenhills
including services
services in
in accordance
accordance
with section 15 of the Act of August
August 2, 1946
1946 (5
(5 U.
C. 55a).
55a).
U. S.
S. C.

659
659
53 Stat. 805.
U. S. C. §1703(f).
1703 (0.
12 U.S.C.

Stat. 903.
903.
60 Stat.
Nonadministrative
Nonadministrative
expenses.
expenses.

Stat. 1246,
1246, 1247;
1247;
48 Stat.
Stat. 55;
55; 62
62 Stat.
55 Stat.
Stat.
1276.

170112 U. S.. C.
c. §§ 1701-

1715c, 1736-1743;
1736-1743; Supp.
Supp.
§§ 1702
1702 et
et seq.,
1736II, §§
seq., 1736-

1747/.
17471.
Ante, pp.
pp. 29,
29, 57,
57, 421,
421,
431, 576; post,
post, pp.
pp. 681,
681,
431,
905.
905.
Pod,
p. 871.
Post, p.

60 Stat. 903.
903.
Nonadministrative
expenses.

Transfer of title to
temporary housing.
temporary
Stat. 1063.
62 Stat.
42 U. S.
S. C., Supp.
42
II,
(a), (b).
(b).
II, §§1575 (a),
59 Stat.
Stat. 260.
260.
59

C. §J
I
§1571157142 U.
U. S. c.
1574; Supp. II, §11571
et seq.
seq.
Filing
Filing
tion.
tion.

of applicaapplicaof

61
Stat. 955.
955.
61 Stat.

S. c.,
C., Supp. 11,,
55U.
U.S.
note.
§§133y-16 note.

810.
60 Stat. 810.

660
660
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INLAND
INLAND WATERWAYS
WATERWAYS CORPORATION
CORPORATION

42 Stat. 1488.
42U.Stat.
148.
5
S. C.
§§ 661-674;
Supp.
II, §662 et seq.
Supp. II,
662 et seq.
Post, p. 972.
Post, p. 972.

58 Stat. 846.

8 tat.

846.

Inland
Inland Waterways
Waterways Corporation
Corporation (administered
(administered under
the superviunder the
supervision and direction of the Secretary
Commerce) :Not
Not to
to exceed
Secretary of
of Commerce):
exceed
$522,000 shall be available for
for administrative
to be
be deterdeteradministrative expenses,
expenses, to
mined
manner set forth
mined in the manner
the title
title "General
"General expenses"
expenses" in
in
forth under
under the
the Uniform
Uniform System
System of Accounts for Carriers
Carriers by
Water of
of the
Interby Water
the InterCommerce Commission
state Commerce
Commission (effective
(effective January
1, 1947):
1947) :Provided,
January 1,
Provided,
That
That no funds shall
shall be used
used to
to pay
pay compensation
compensation of
of employees
employees nornormally
subject to
to the
the Classification
Classification Act
Act of
of 1923,
1923, as
at rates
rates
mally subject
as amended,
amended, at
in excess of rates
similar services
rates fixed
fixed for similar
services under
the provisions
of
under the
provisions of
the
Classification Act, as amended, nor to pay the compensation
the Classification
compensation of
of
vessel employees
employees and such
such terminal
terminal and
and other
other employees
employees as
as are
are not
not
covered by the Classification
Classification Act, at rates
rates in
of rates
prevailing
in excess of
rates prevailing
transportation industry in
in the river transportation
(including prevailprevailin the
the area
area (including
allowances for vessel employees, but
ing leave allowances
granting of
of such
such
but the
the granting
allowances shall not be construed
allowances
construed as
establishing a
a different
different leave
leave
as establishing
system
the meaning
of that
as used
section 33 of
the
system within
within the
meaning of
that term
term as
used in
in section
of the
December 21,
Act of December
21, 1944
U. S.
C. 61d)
61d) ).
).
1944 (5
(5 U.
S. C.
TENNESSEE
VALLEY AUTHORITY
TENNESSEE VALLEY
AUTHORITY
Not to exceed $3,699,000
funds available
$3,699,000 of the funds
available to
to the
the Tennessee
Tennessee
Valley
Valley Authority, shall
shall be
available during
during the
the current
current fiscal
fiscal year
for
be available
year for
all administrative
administrative and
and general
expenses of
the Corporation,
Corporation, which
which
general expenses
of the
expenses shall be inclusive
expenses
inclusive of costs of
administrative offices
offices and
of all
all administrative
and
other activities representing management
management and
and other
other functions
functions serving
serving
the programs
programs and
and projects
projects of
the Corporation
of the
Corporation in
in general.
general.
OORPORATIONS---ENERAL
CORPORATIONS—GENERAL PROVISIONS
PROVISIONS

Persons
Persons

engaging,

etc., in
in strikes
against
strikes against
or advocating
overor
advocating overthrow of U. S. GovGov-

ernment.

ernmentfU.

Affidavit.
Affidavit.

Penalty.

enalty

o

SEC.
of the
available for expenditure
SEC. 202.
202. No
No part
part of
the funds
funds of, or available
expenditure by,
by,
any
corporation
or
this
any
corporation
agency
included
in
title
shall
to
pay
be
used
to
pay
t
the
wages of
of any
person who
who engages
in aastrike
against the
the
the salary
salary or
or wages
any person
engages in
strike against
Government
Government of the United States
States or
or who
member of
of an
an organization
who is
is aamember
organization
of Government
Government employees that asserts
the right
to strike
against the
the
asserts the
right to
strike against
Government of the United States, or who
who advocates,
advocates, or
or is
is a
amember
member of
of
an organization
that advocates,
the overthrow
of the
the Government
Government of
of
organization that
advocates, the
overthrow of
the United
United States
States by
for the
the
by force
force or violence:
violence: Provided,
Provided, That
That for
the purposes
purposes
hereof an affidavit
affidavit shall be considered
considered prima
evidence that
that the
prima facie
facie evidence
the
person making the affidavit has not contrary
contrary to
to the
the provisions
provisions of
of this
this
section engaged
engaged in aa strike
strike against
against the
the Government
Government of
of the
United
the United
States, is not aamember of an
organization of Government
an organization
Government employees
employees
that asserts the right to strike
strike against the Government
Government of
United
of the
the United
States, or that such person does not
advocate, and
and is
is not
member of
not advocate,
not aamember
of
an
organization that
overthrow of
of the
Government of
an organization
that advocates,
advocates, the
the overthrow
the Government
of
the United States by force
force or violence:
violence: Provided
further, That
That any
any
Provided further,
person who engages
person
engages in a
a strike against
the Government
Government of
of the
the United
United
against the
States or
or who is aamember
organization of Government
States
member of an organization
Government employees
employees
that
asserts the right
that asserts
right to strike
strike against the Government
Government of
of the
the United
United
States, or who advocates,
advocates, or who is aamember
member of
of an
an organization
that
organization that
advocates, the overthrow
overthrow of the
the Government
Government of
United States
by
of the
the United
States by
force or
and accepts
accepts employment
the salary
salary or
for which
which
force
or violence
violence and
employment the
or wages
wages for
are paid from
from any funds
funds available to any corporation
corporation or
or agency
agency
included in this title shall
shall be guilty
guilty of aafelony, and upon conviction,
conviction,
shall
$1,000 or imprisoned
imprisoned for
shall be fined not more than $1,000
not more
than
for not
more than
one
year, or
both: Provided
one year,
or both:
Provided further,
further, That the above penalty
penalty clause
clause
shall be in addition to, and
substitution for,
any other
other provisions
and not in
in substitution
for, any
provisions
of
existing laws.
of existing
laws.
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SEC.
available for
SEc. 203. No part of the funds
funds of, or available
expenditure by,
by,
for expenditure
Compensation of
of
Compensation
personnel employees.
employees.
corporation or agency included
any corporation
included in this title shall
used to
to pay
pay personnel
shall be used
the compensation
compensation of any employee
employee engaged
in personnel
engaged in
work in
in
personnel work
excess of the number that
that would be provided
provided by
by aaratio
ratio of one
such
one such
employee to one hundred and fifteen, or aa part
full-time,
part thereof,
thereof, full-time,
intermittent employees
part-time, and intermittent
employees of the agency
agency concerned:
concerned: ProProvided, That for purposes of this section
vided,
section employees
shall be
be considered
employees shall
considered
if they spend half-time
as engaged
engaged in personnel
personnel work if
half-time or more
more in
in perpersonnel
sonnel administration
administration consisting
consisting of direction
direction and
administration of
of
and administration
the personnel program;
program; employment,
employment, placement,
separation; job
placement, and
and separation;
job
evaluation
classification; employee
evaluation and classification;
employee relations
services; traintrainrelations and
and services;
expert examiners
ing; committees of expert
and boards
boards of
of civil-service
civil-service
examiners and
examiners;
examiners; wage administration; and processing,
processing, recording,
and
recording, and
reporting.
reporting.
TITLE
TITLE III-GENERAL
III—GENERAL PROVISIONS
PROVISIONS
DEPARTMENTS AND
DEPARTMENTS
AGENCIES
AND AGENCIES

Post,
Post, p. 662.

Motor vehicles.
SEC. 301. Unless
maximum
Motor
vehicles.
Sac.
Unless otherwise
otherwise specifically
specifically provided,
provided, the maximum
amount
amount allowable during the current fiscal
fiscal year,
year, in
in accordance
accordance with
with
60 Stat. 810.
section 16 of the Act of August 2, 1946 (5
the purpur(5 U. S. C. 78),
78), for
for the
60
Stat. C80.
5U. S. C. §§ 77, 78.
chase of any passenger
ambulances,
passenger motor vehicle (exclusive
(exclusive of busses, ambulances,
and
hereby fixed
fixed at
and station
station wagons)
wagons), ,is
is hereby
at $1,400.
$1,400.
Citizenship requireSEC.
otherwise specified and during
S
EC. 302. Unless
Unless otherwise
current fiscal
fiscal ment.
during the current
citizenship
requirein this or any other
year, no part of any appropriation
appropriation contained
contained in
other Act
Act
shall be used to pay the compensation
any officer
officer or
employee of
of
compensation of
of any
or employee
the Government
Government of the United
United States (including
any agency
agency the
the
(including any
majority
majority of the stock of which
which is owned
owned by
the Government
the
by the
Government of
of the
United States) whose post of
in continental
States
of duty
duty is
is in
continental United
United States
unless such person (1)
citizen of
(1) is a
acitizen
(2) is
person
of the
the United
United States,
States, (2)
is a
a person
in the service
the United
United States
States on
on the
date of
of enactment
this
service of the
the date
enactment of
of this
Act who,
for citizenship,
had filed
declaratio n of
of
Act
who, being
being eligible
eligible for
citizenship, had
filed aa declaration
intention to
to become
become a
acitizen
the United
United States
States prior
such date,
date,
citizen of
of the
prior to
to such
Affidavit.
or (3)
(3) is aaperson who owes allegiance to the United States: Provided,
Provided,
^idavit.
That for the
of this
section, an
an affidavit
signed by
by any
such
the purpose of
this section,
affidavit signed
any such
person shall
person
considered prima
prima facie
the requirements
shall be
be considered
facie evidence
evidence that
that the
requirements
of
with respect
to his
his status
status have
have been
been complied
of this
this section with
respect to
complied with:
with:
Penalty.
Provided
Provided further,
person making
making a
be
further, That any person
a false
false affidavit
affidavit shall
shall be
Penalty.
guilty of aafelony and,
shall be
fined not
more than
and, upon
upon conviction,
conviction, shall
be fined
not more
than
$4,000
$4,000 or imprisoned
imprisoned for not more
more than
Provided
than one
one year,
year, or
or both:
both: Provided
further, That the above
further,
above penal
penal clause
clause shall
to, and
and not
not
shall be
be in
in addition
addition to
Reeoupment.
in substitution
substitution for, any other
other provisions
provisions of
existing law:
law: Provided
of existing
Provided Recoupment.
further, That any payment
payment made
further,
made to any
any officer
or employee
employee contrary
contrary
officer or
to the
of this
be recoverable
in action
by the
the provisions
provisions of
this section
section shall
shall be
recoverable in
action by
the
Nonapplicability.
Government. This section shall not apply
Federal Government.
apply to citizens
citizens of the
the Nonapplicablity.
Republic of the Philippines
Philippines or
countries allied
allied
or to
to nationals
nationals of
of those
those countries
with
in the
the war.
war.
with the United
United States
States in
the prosecution
prosecution of
of the
Allowances for
livSEC.. 303. Appropriations
Appropriations of the executive
SEC
executive departments
departments and
and indeinde- inAowances
or living quarters.
pendent
pendent establishments
establishments for
the current
current fiscal
year, available
available for
for
for the
fiscal year,
expenses of
or for
expenses of
of the
the activity
activity concerned,
are
expenses
of travel
travel or
for the
the expenses
concerned, are
hereby made available
living quarters
quarters allowances
in accordance
available for living
allowances in
accordance
46 Stat. 818.
818.
with the Act of June 26, 1930 (5
(5 U.
46tat.
U. S. C. 118a),
118a), and regulations
regulations prescribed thereunder, and
allowances similar
similar to
to those
those
and cost-of-living
cost-of-living allowances
60 Stat. 1026.
allowed under section
section 901
Act of
of 1946,
901 (2)
(2) of
of the
the Foreign
Foreign Service
Service Act
1946, in
in 60
tal
26U.
S. c0lm
C. §1131 (2).
accordance with
the extent
extent prescribed
regulations of
the
accordance
with and
and to
to the
prescribed by
by regulations
of the
President, for all civilian
civilian officers and employees
employees of
of the
the Government
Government
60 Stat. 999.
permanently stationed
permanently
stationed in
countries: Provided,
the availavailin foreign
foreign countries:
Provided,That
That the
622 Stat.
U.S.
C.
U. S.999.
C. §§801 d
et
seq.:
U,
813
ability of appropriations
appropriations made
of State
State for
carrymade to
to the
the Department
Department of
for carry- se.: Supp.
Supp. n,
81s5
et Req.
ing out the provisions
provisions of the Foreign
1946 shall
be
Foreign Service
Service Act
Act of
of 1946
shall not
not be
te pp.
Ante,
pp. 111,, 407..
affected hereby.
hereby.
affected
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Senate disapproval
of nomination, effect.

disapproval
of Senate
nomination,
effect.

U. S. Code Annotated; Lifetime Federal
Digest.
eral Digest.

ta.

Code
iFedo-

[63
STAT.
[63 STAT.

SEC.
appropriation for the current fiscal year
SEC. 304. No part of any appropriation
year
contained
contained in this or any
any other
Act shall
be paid
paid to
to any
person for
for the
the
other Act
shall be
any person
filling of any position for which
he or
she has
has been
been nominated
the
which he
or she
nominated after
after the
Senate has
has voted
not to
to approve
of the
nomination of
said person.
person.
Senate
voted not
approve of
the nomination
of said

SE.
of any
S
EC. 305. No part of
any appropriation
appropriation contained
contained in
in this
this or
or any
any
other Act shall be used to pay in excess of $4 per
per volume
the curcurvolume for
for the
rent and future
volumes of
of the
the United
United States
Code Annotated
Annotated and
and
future volumes
States Code
such volumes shall
be purchased
and with
with the
understandshall be
purchased on
on condition
condition and
the understanding that latest published
published cumulative
cumulative annual
annual pocket
pocket parts
parts issued
issued prior
prior
of purchase
to the date
date of
purchase shall
shall be
be furnished
furnished free
free of
of charge,
charge, or
excess
or in
in excess
of $4.25 per volume
volume for the current
volumes of
of the
the Lifetime
current or
or future
future volumes
Lifetime
Federal Digest.
Federal
Digest.
CORPORATIONS
CORPORATIONS

Funds for adminisFunds
for adminstrative
expenses.

S
EC. 306.
306. Funds
Funds made
this or
or any
any other
other Act
Act for
for. adminadminSEC.
made available
available by
by this
istrative
in the
the current
year of
ofth
cor pora tions and
istrative expenses
expenses in
current fiscal
fiscal year
thee corporations
and
agencies
to the
Government Corporation
Corporation Control
Control Act,
Act, as
as
agencies subject
subject to
the
Government
59 Stat. 597.
amended (31
(31 U.
U. S.
in addition
addition to
t
o objects
objects
31 U.
sUts.
et amended
31
S. C.: 5
§841
841 et
S. C.
C. 841),
841), shall
shall be
be available,
available, in
seq.;
II, § 846
846
eq.; Supp.
Supp. II,
for which such funds are
av
ail abl e,
for p
ersona lservices
serv ices and
are otherwis
otherwisee available,
for
personal
and
et seq.
Ante, p. 356.
356.
rent in the District
District of
of Columbia;
printing
and
binding; examination
examination
Columbia;
printing
and
binding;
Travel expenses.
Travel expenses.
Of budgets
appropriations in the field; travel expenses
of
budgets and estimates of appropriations
expenses
in accordance
accordance with the Standardized
Standardized Government
Regulations,
Government Travel
Travel Regulations,
44 Stat. 688.
44ustatc
s. C. 821.
the Subsistence
Subsistence Expense
Expense Act
Act of
of 1926
5
U.S.
1926 as
amended (except
(except as
to per
as amended
as to
per
Ante,
Ante, p.
p. 167.
167.
diem
rates outside
outside continental
continental United
United States) and
diem rates
and the Act of February
46 Stat. 1103.
1103.
14, 1931,
as amended
(5 U.
S. C.
C. 73a);
73a) ;services
services in
in accordance
accordance with
with
Ante, p.
167.
Ate,
p. 167.
14,
1931, as
amended (5
U. S.
60 Stat. 810.
section
15 of
of the
the Act
Act of
of August
1946 (5
(5 U.
S. C.
C. 55a);
55a) ;and
and the
the
60Stat. 810.
section 15
August 2,
2, 1946
U. S.
Ante,
p.
661.
Ante, . 661.
objects specified
specified in the sections of this title under
objects
under the head
head "Depart"Departments and agencies",
agencies", all the provisions of
of which
shall be
be applicable
applicable
which shall
to the expenditure
expenditure of such funds unless otherwise
otherwise specified
in the
the Act
Act
specified in
Provided, That
by which they are made
made available:
available: Provided,
That in
in the
the event
event any
any
budgeted as administrative
functions budgeted
administrative expenses are
transare subsequently
subsequently transferred
ferred to or paid from other
other funds, the limitations
limitations on
on administrative
administrative
expenses
be correspondingly
expenses shall
shall be
correspondingly reduced.
reduced.
Use of funds for
construction,
etc. for
S
EC. 307.
307. No
of any
funds of
of or
to any
owned
oUste of und
SEC.
No part
part of
any funds
or available
available to
any wholly
wholly owned
Government corporation
corporation shall
Government
be used
used for
for the
the purchase
or construction,
shall be
purchase or
construction,
or in making loans for the purchase
or construction
construction of
of any
any office
office
purchase or
building at the seat of government
government primarily
by any
any
primarily for
for occupancy
occupancy by
department or agency of the
department
the United States
States Government
Government or
or by
any
by any
corporation owned
the United
United States
Government.
corporation
owned by
by the
States Government.
Claims.
n9aims757.SEC.
Funds of
SEC. 308. Funds
and agencies,
agencies, subject
subject to
to the
the GovGovof corporations
corporations and
59 Stat. 597.
31i.
c. O
31 IT. S.. C.
4841
41 ernlent
ernment Corporation
Corporation Control
Act, as
amended, covered
covered by
by the
the proproControl Act,
as amended,
seq.; Supp.
supp. II,
ett seq.;
846
nI, §§
84
visions
of this or any
other Act
Act shall
be available
available during
during the current
et seq.
visions of this or
any other
shall be
during
current
et
seq.
Ante,
p. 35. .
Ante, p.
fiscal year for payment
payment of claims pursuant to section
section 403
403 of
the FedFedof the
60 Stat. 843; 62 Stat.
1008.
1008tt.
843;62 Stat. eral Tort Claims Act (28
(28 U. S. C. 2672).
2672).
28 U. S. C., Supp.
U. S. C., Supp.
SEC.
II, §28
2672.
SEC. 309. After June 30,
30, 1949, the corporations
corporations or agencies subject
subject
Ante,
pp. 62,
106.
Ante, pp.
62,106.
to the
the Government
Government Corporation
amended
(31
to
Corporation Control
Control Act, as amended
(31 U. S. C.
C.
59 Stat. 597.
41
31
C. §§841
31 U.. S.
S. C.
8 et t 841),
841), are authorized,
authorized, with the approval of the Comptroller
Comptroller General,
General,
seq.; Supp. II, 4846
seq.;
846 to consolidate, notwithstanding
notwithstanding the provisions
et seq. Supp. II,
provisions of any
any other
other law,
law, into
into
Ante,
p. 356.
Ante,p.356.
one
o
.ne or more accounts
account s f
or banking
banking and
and checking
checki ng purposes
all cas
h,
for
purposes all
cash,
including
amounts appropriated,
appropriated, from
whatever source
source derived:
derived:
including amounts
from whatever
Provided, That such cash,
Provided,
cash, including amounts
amounts appropriated,
appropriated, of
of such
such
corporations or agencies
corporations
agencies shall be
expended in
in accordance
accordance with
with the
the
be expended
applicable terms of their respective
respective enabling
enabling acts
acts and
and any
other acts
any other
acts
applicable to their
transactions.
applicable
their transactions.
356

TITLE
TITLE IV-REDUCTIONS
IV—REDUCTIONS IN APPROPRIATIONS
APPROPRIATIONS
Amounts available from appropriations
appropriations and other
are hereby
hereby
other funds
funds are
reduced in
in the sums hereinafter
hereinafter set forth, such sums to be carried to the
surplus fund and covered
covered into the Treasury
upon the
the
Treasury immediately
immediately upon
approval of this Act, except
except as
otherwise indicated:
indicated:
as otherwise

63 STAT.]
STAT.]

663
663

SESS.-CHS..506, 511, 512-AUG.
81sT CONG.,
CONG., 1ST
1sT SESS.—CHS
512—AUG.24, 25, 1949
APPROPRIATED TO
TO THE
THE PRESIDENT
FUNDS APPROPRIATED
PRESIDENT

Payments,
Payments, Armed Forces
$135,000,000.
Forces Leave
Leave Act,
Act, 1946:
1946: $135,000,000.
Overtime,
compensation: The
Overtime, leave,
leave, and
and holiday
holiday compensation:
The balance
balance remaining
remaining
unobligated on June 30, 1949, such balance
balance to
carried to
surplus
to be
be carried
to the
the surplus
fund and covered
fund
into the
immediately thereafter.
covered into
the Treasury
Treasury immediately
thereafter.

963.
60 Stat. 963.
U. S. C.
C. §§§ 32-37;
32-37;
37 U.
Supp. II,
II, §32
10
Supp.
32 ett mg.;
seq.; 10
U.S. C. §18;14U.
§18; 14 U. S.
S. C.
C.
U.S.C.
§50d;
50d; 34
U. S.. C.
C. §§604.
604.
34 U.
Ante,
p. 495.
495.
Ante, p.

FEDERAL WORKS
AGENCY
FEDERAL
WORKS AGENCY

Office of the Administrator:
Administrator: Public
planning under
under
Public works
works advance
advance planning
title V of the War Mobilization
Mobilization and
Act of
1944,
and Reconversion
Reconversion Act
of 1944,
$4,164,000.
$4,164,000.

58 Stat.
Stat. 791.
791.
58

50 U. S. C.
C. app.
1671.
§§1671.

VETERANS'
VELERANS 5 ADMINISTRATION
ADMINISTRATION

Administrative facilities:
Administrative
facilities: $1,250,000.
$1,250,000.
Vocational
Revolving Fund:
Vocational Rehabilitation
Rehabilitation Revolving
$500,000.
Fund: $500,000.
as the
Appropriation
This Act may be cited
cited as
the "Independent
"Independent Offices
Offices Appropriation
Act,
1950".
Act, 1950".
Approved
August 24,
24, 1949.
1949.
Approved August
[
CHAPTER 511]
511]
[CHAPTER

AN
AN ACT
ACT

To extend
extend the
benefits of
of section
of the
Civil Service
of
To
the benefits
section 1
1 (c)
(c) of
the Civil
Service Retirement
Retirement Act
Act of
May 29,
29, 1930,
1930, as
to employees
employees who
who were
involuntarily separated
separated
May
as amended,
amended, to
were involuntarily
during
from July
July 1,
1, 1945,
to July
1947, after
after having
having rendered
rendered
during the
the period
period from
1945, to
July 1,
1, 1947,
twenty-five
service but
to attainment
attainment of
age fifty-five.
twenty-five years
years of
of service
but prior
prior to
of age
fifty-five.

Be it
by the
the Senate and
and House of
Be
it enacted
enacted by
the
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
United States
States of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
the last
last sentence
United
of America
America in
assembled,That
That the
sentence
of
subsection (c)
of section
of the
the Civil
of
of subsection
(c) of
section 1
1 of
Civil Service
Service Retirement
Retirement Act
Act of
May 29,
1930, as
as amended,
amended to
to read
read as
as follows:
follows: "This
subMay
29, 1930
amended, is
is amended
"This subsection shall
effective as
of July
July 1,
1, 1945."
section
shall become
become effective
as of
1945."
SEc. 2.
2. Nothing
Nothing contained
contained in
Act shall
be construed
construed to
to reduce
reduce
SEC.
in this
this Act
shall be
annuity or
any way
way to
to affect
of any
any person
person who
who is
is
the annuity
or in
in any
affect the
the rights
rights of
receiving an
an annuity
under the
the provisions
of the
the amendment
amendment to
to secsecreceiving
annuity under
provisions of
tion 1
the Civil
Civil Service
Service Retirement
Retirement Act
Act of
1930, as
as amended,
amended,
tion
1 of
of the
of May
May 29,
29,1930,
made
by the
August 8,
1946 (Public
(Public Law
688, SeventySeventymade by
the Act
Act approved
approved August
8, 1946
Law 688,
ninth
Congress), or
provide for
the payment
payment of
ninth Congress),
or to
to provide
for the
of any
any annuity
annuity in
in
an amount in excess of the amount to which
which the annuitant
annuitant would
would
have been
entitled had
the provisions
provisions of
of the
Civil Service
Retirement
have
been entitled
had the
the Civil
Service Retirement
Act of
May 29,
29, 1930,
as now
in effect
effect on
the date
date of
of his
his
Act
of May
1930, as
now in
effect been
been in
in effect
on the
separation from
from the
service.
separation
the service.
Approved
August 25,
1949.
Approved August
25, 1949.
[
CHAPTER 512]
512]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
AN
ACT
To amend
amend the
Insurance Act.
Act.
the Federal
Federal Crop
Crop Insurance
To

Be it
and House
House of
of the
the
Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
of Representatives
Representatives of
United
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
(a)
United States
States of
of America
assembled, That
That subsection
subsection (a)
of section
section 508
the Federal
Insurance Act,
Act, as
as amended,
amended, is
of
508 of
of the
Federal Crop
Crop Insurance
is
amended to
to read
as follows:
follows:
amended
read as
"(a) Commencing
Commencing with
crops planted
1948, for
the
"(a)
with crops
planted for
for harvest
harvest in
in 1948,
for the
purpose
the most
most practical
practical plan,
and conditions
conditions
purpose of
of determining
determining the
plan, terms,
terms, and
of
insurance for
commodities, if
if sufficient
sufficient actuarial
data
of insurance
for agricultural
agricultural commodities,
actuarial data
are
determined by
insure, or
or to
to reinsure
reinsure
are available,
available, as
as determined
by the
the Board,
Board, to
to insure,
insurers
of, producers
commodities under
under any
any
insurers of,
producers of
of such
such agricultural
agricultural commodities
plan or
plans of
insurance determined
be adapted
adapted to
plan
or plans
of insurance
determined by
by the
the Board
Board to
to be
to
any such
such commodity.
commodity. Such
shall be
be against
loss of
of the
any
Such insurance
insurance shall
against loss
the

Short title.
Short
title.

August 25, 1949
1949
August
[H. R.
It. 997]
[H.
[Public Law
267]
[Public
Law 267]

Service RetireCivil Service
ment
ment Act of 1930,
1930,
amendment.
amendment.
56 Stat. 14.
14.
U. S. C., Supp.
55U.
§691
691 (c).
(c).

II,

Rights of annuitant.

46 Stat.
46
Stat. 468.
468.
5U. S. C., Supp. II,
5U.S.C.,Supp.
I,
§691.
§691.
Ante, p.
609.
Ante,
p. 609.
60 Stat.
60
Stat. 930.
939.
U. S..C.
C. §691
55U.
1691(e).
(e).

August 25,
25, 1949
1949
August
[H. R.
R. 3825]
38251
[Public Law
268]
[Public
Law 268]
Federal Crop
Federal
Crop InsurInsurance Act,
ance
Act, amendamendments.
ments.
52
52 Stat. 74.
7
U. S. C.,
Supp. II,
7U.S.
C.,Supp.II,
§1508 (a).
(a).
Insurance
against
Insurance against
loss of certain
certain agriculagriculloss
tural commodities.
commodities.

664
664

Limitations.
Limitations.

Multiple crop
insurMultiple
crop insurance.
ance.

Increase
number
Increase in
in number
of counties.
of
counties.

Reinsurance for
for pripriReinsurance
vate insurance
vate
insurance comcompanies.
panies.
Maximum
Maximum amount.
amount.

Reduction
of maxiReduction of
maximum percentage.
percentage.
mum

Losses not
covered.
Losses
not covered.

Refusal
Refusal to
to insure.
insure.

Report to
Report
to Congress.
Congress.

58 Stat.
58
Stat. 919.
919.
7 U.
U.S.
7
S. C.,
C., Supp.
Supp. II,
II,
1508 (b).
§ 1508
(b).

PUBLIC
CH.512-AUG.
512—AUG.25,
25, 1949
1949
PUBLIC LAWS—
LAWS-CH.

[63 STAT.
STAT.
[63

insured commodity
to unavoidable
including drought,
drought,
commodity due
due to
unavoidable causes,
causes, including
flood, hail, wind, frost, winterkill,
winterkill, lightning,
fire, excessive
excessive rain,
rain, snow,
lightning, fire,
snow,
wildlife, hurricane, tornado, insect
infestation, plant
plant disease,
disease, and
and such
such
insect infestation,
other unavoidable
unavoidable causes
causes as may be
be determined
determined by
by the
the Board:
Board:
Provided,
Provided, That, except
except in the case
such i
insurance
shall not
not
case of
of tobacco,
tobacco, such
insurance shall
extend
extend beyond the
period the
insured commodity
commodity issin
the field.
In
the period
the insured
in the
field. In
1948 insurance
insurance shall be limited to
not more
than seven
seven agricultural
agricultural
to not
more than
commodities
(including wheat, cotton,
commodities (including
cotton, flax, corn,
corn, and tobacco)
tobacco)
i and
and
to not more
additional agricultural
agricultural commodities
n each
more than
than three
three additional
commodities in
each
ear thereafter:
year
thereafter: Provided,
Provided, That other agricultural
agricultural commodities
may
commodities may
be included
included in
multiple crop
crop insurance
(insurance on
on two
or more
more
in multiple
insurance (insurance
two or
agricultural
agricultural commodities
commodities under one
with a
producer).
one contract
contract with
a producer).
Insurance shall be limited to producers
Insurance
producers in not
exceed two
two hundred
hundred
not to exceed
counties in the case of wheat, fifty-six
fifty-six counties
in the
the case
of cotton,
counties in
case of
cotton,
fifty counties each in the case
case of corn
counties in
in
corn and
and flax,
flax, thirty-five
thirty-five counties
the case
ease of tobacco,
tobacco, twenty
twenty counties
counties in
in the
case of
any other
agriculthe case
of any
other agricultural commodity, and,
and, in
addition, fifty:
the case
of multiple
multiple
in addition,
fifty counties
counties in
in the
case of
insurance: Provided,
Provided, That, beginning
crop insurance:
with crops
crops planted
planted for
for
beginning with
harvest
harvest in 1950,
1950, and continuing
continuing through the
the crops planted
planted for
for harvest
harvest
in 1951,
1951, 1952, and 1953,
1953, the number
of counties
insurance on
on
number of
counties for
for insurance
wheat, cotton,
cotton, corn, flax, and
for multiple
multiple crop
crop insurance
insurance
and tobacco,
tobacco, and
and for
may be increased
increased each year
year by not in excess
of 50
50 per
per centum
centum of
of the
the
excess of
number of counties specified
above and
county limitations
limitations
specified above
and the
the county
insurance may be
specified for other insurance
be similarly
increased as
to any
any
similarly increased
as to
commodity after insurance for such
agricultural commodity
commodity has
has been
been
such commodity
provided for three years. Reinsurance
Reinsurance for
private insurance
insurance comcomfor private
panies shall be limited
limited to not to exceed
exceed twenty
which may
may be
be
twenty counties
counties which
selected
regard to the other
selected without
without regard
other county limitations
specified
limitations specified
herein. Any insurance
insurance offered
offered against
against loss
in yield
cover
loss in
yield shall
shall not
not cover
in excess of 75 per centum of the recorded or appraised
appraised average
average yield
yield
of the commodity
commodity on the insured
representative period
of
insured farm for a
a representative
period
subject to such adjustments
adjustments as the Board may
prescribe to
to the
end
may prescribe
the end
that the average yields fixed for farms
area, which
farms in
in the
the same
same area,
which are
are
subject to
to the same conditions,
be fair
and just:
just: Provided,
Provided, That
That
conditions, may
may be
fair and
if
if 75 per centum
represents generally
procentum of
of the
the average
average yield
yield represents
generally more
more protection
tection than the investment in the crop in any area,
area, taking into
considinto consideration recognized
recognized farming practices,
practices, the
Board shall
shall reduce
reduce such
the Board
such
maximum percentage
maximum
percentage so as more nearly
nearly to reflect
reflect the investment
investment in
in
the crop in such area. Insurance
Insurance provided under
subsection
under this subsection
malfeasance of
shall not cover losses due to the neglect
neglect or malfeasance
the producer,
producer,
of the
or to the failure
or
failure of the producer
producer to reseed
reseed to the same crop in
areas
in areas
and
under circumstances
and under
circumstances where it is customary
customary to so reseed, or to the
the
failure of the producer to follow established
failure
established good farming practices.
practices.
Counties selected
Counties
selected by the Board shall be representative
representative of
of the
the several
several
areas
areas where the agricultural
agricultural commodity insured
insured is
normally produced.
produced.
is normally
The Board may
refuse insurance
may limit or refuse
insurance in
in any
any county
county or
or area,
or on
area, or
on
any farm, on the basis of the insurance
insurance risk involved.
involved. Insurance
Insurance shall
shall
not be provided
provided in any county unless
therefor are
are
unless written
written applications
applications therefor
filed covering
hundred farms or
covering at least two hundred
or one-third
the farms
farms
one-third of
of the
normally producing
producing the agricultural
agricultural commodity, excluding
farms
excluding farms
refused insurance
insurance on the basis of the risk involved;
involved; nor shall insurance
refused
on any agricultural
on
agricultural commodity
commodity be provided
provided in any county
in which
county in
which
the Board
the
Board determines
determines that the income
income from such commodity constitutes
constitutes
unimportant part of the total
agricultural income of
an unimportant
total agricultural
the county.
of the
county.
The Corporation
Corporation shall
report annually
annually to
to the
the Congress
results of
of
shall report
Congress the
the results
its operations
operations as to each
each commodity
commodity insured."
insured."
SEC.
section 508 of the Federal
S
EC. 2. Subsection (b)
(b) of section
Federal Crop Insurance
Act,
Act, as amended, is amended
amended by striking out
out the
the proviso
in the
second
proviso in
the second
sentence
and the colon which
which precedes
precedes it
it and substituting aa period
sentence and
period
therefor.
therefor.

STAT.]
63 S
TAT.]

665

81ST
SESS.-CH.
512-AUG. 25, 1949
81sT CONG., IST
1sT SESS
.—CH.512—AUG.

SEC.
SEC. 3. Subsection (c)
(c) of section 508 of the Federal
Federal Crop Insurance
Insurance
to read as
Act, as amended,
amended, is amended to
as follows:
follows:
"(c)
"(c) To adjust
adjust and pay claims for losses in the agricultural
agricultural commodity or
modity
under rules prescribed
by the
the Board:
or in cash, under
prescribed by
Board: Provided,
Provided,
That indemnities may be determined
determined on the same price
price basis as premiums are determined
determined for the crop
crop with respect
respect to which
which such indemnities are paid.
Corporation shall
shall provide
provide for
posting annually
paid. The Corporation
for the
the posting
annually
in each county
list of
indemnities paid
paid
county at
at the
the county
county courthouse
courthouse of
of aalist
of indemnities
for losses on farms in such county.
county. In
for
In the
the event
event that
that any claim
claim for
indemnity
under the provisions
indemnity under
provisions of
denied by
the CorporaCorporaof this
this title is denied
by the
tion, an action on such claim may
Corporation
may be brought against
against the Corporation
in
the United
United States
or in
any court
of the
the
in the
States district
district court,
court, or
in any
court of
of record
record of
State
sitting in
district or
or county
county in
in
State having
having general
general jurisdiction,
jurisdiction, sitting
in the
the district
which
which the insured
farm is
and jurisdiction
is hereby
conferred
insured farm
is located, and
jurisdiction is
hereby conferred
determine such controversies
controversies without
upon such district courts
courts to
to determine
without
regard
regard to the amount
amount in
controversy: Provided,
Provided, That
That no
on such
such
in controversy:
no suit
suit on
section unless
the same
same shall
have been
claim shall
shall be
be allowed
allowed under
under this
this section
unless the
shall have
been
brought within
one year
year after
the date
of denial
denial of
of the
brought
within one
after the
date when
when notice
notice of
the
claim is
to and
and received
received by
by the
claim
is mailed
mailed to
the claimant."
claimant."
SEC. 4. Subsection
Subsection (a)
(a) of
of section
504 of
Federal Crop
SEC.
section 504
of the
the Federal
Crop Insurance
Insurance
Act is amended
Act
amended by striking out
out the
the second
second sentence
thereof.
sentence thereof.
S
EC. 5.
5. The
The Secretary
of the
the Treasury
is hereby
authorized and
and
SEC.
Secretary of
Treasury is
hereby authorized
directed to
receipts for
for paypaydirected
to cancel,
cancel, without
without consideration
consideration, outstanding
outstanding receipts
ments for
ments
account of
of the Corporation
Corporation in
excess of
of
for or
or on account
of the
the stock
stock of
in excess
$27,000,000.
$27,000,000.
SEC. 6.
of section
section 504
504 of
of the
Federal Crop
SEC.
6. Subsection
Subsection (b)
(b) of
the Federal
Crop Insurance
Insurance
Act
follows:
Act is
is amended
amended to
to read
read as
as follows:
"(b) There
is hereby
hereby authorized
to be
be appropriated
such sums
"(b)
There is
authorized to
appropriated such
sums as
as
are
for the
the purpose
purpose of
capital stock
of the
are necessary
necessary for
of subscribing
subscribing to
to the
the capital
stock of
the
Corporation.
Corporation."
SEC. 7.
(c) of
of section
505 of
the Federal
Federal Crop
Crop Insurance
Insurance
SEC.
7. Subsection
Subsection (c)
section 505
of the
Act,
as amended,
amended, is
by striking
striking out
sentence and
and
Act, as
is amended
amended by
out the
the second
second sentence
inserting
thereof the
the following:
'The members
following: "The
members of the Board
Board
inserting in
in lieu
lieu thereof
who
are not
employed by
the Government
Government shall
shall be
be paid
compenpaid such
such compenby the
who are
not employed
sation
directors as
the Secretary
of Agriculture
Agriculture
as directors
as the
Secretary of
sation for
for their
their services
services as
shall
such compensation
compensation shall
$50 per
per day
but such
shall not
not exceed
exceed $50
day
shall determine,
determine, but
each
when actually
actually employed
and transportation
expenses plus
plus not
not to
to
transportation expenses
each when
employed and
exceed
$10 per
diem in
in lieu
subsistence expenses
expenses when
when on
on business
business
exceed $10
per diem
lieu of
of subsistence
of the
the Corporation
Corporation away
from their
homes or
or regular
places of
of
regular places
away from
their homes
of
business."
business."
Federal Crop Insurance
SEC. 8. Subsection
Subsection (h) of section 506 of the Federal
SEc.
Insurance
Act, as
as amended,
to read
as follows:
follows:
read as
amended to
is amended
Act,
amended, is
"(h) may
conduct researches
surveys, and
relatand investigations
investigations relatmay conduct
researches,'surveys,
"(h)
ing to
to crop
insurance and
assem le data
for the
the purpose
purpose of
of
data for
and shall
shall assemble
ing
crop insurance
establishing
sound actuarial
for insurance
on agricultural
agricultural
establishing sound
actuarial bases
bases for
insurance on
commodities."
commodities."
S
EC. 9.
9. Section
Section 518
518 of
of the
Federal Crop
amended,
Act, as
as amended,
Crop Insurance
Insurance Act,
the Federal
SEC.
is
amended by
by striking
therefrom the
words "determined
"determined by
by the
the Board
Board
the words
striking therefrom
is amended
pursuant to
to subsection
(a) (2)
section 508
508 of
this title"
title" and
and substipursuant
subsection (a)
(2) of
of section
of this
substituting therefor
words "determined
by the
to subsubpursuant to
the Board
Board pursuant
therefor the
the words
"determined by
tuting
section
section 508
of this
this title".
title".
of section
508 of
section (a)
(a) of
SEC. 10.
10. Subsection
(a) of
507 of
the Federal
InsurCrop InsurFederal Crop
of the
of section
section 507
Subsection (a)
SEC.
ance
is amended
as follows:
read as
follows:
to read
Act is
amended to
ance Act
"(a) The
shall appoint
appoint such
such officers
officers and
and employees
employees as
as
"(a)
The Secretary
Secretary shall
may be
be necessary
necessary for
the transaction
of the
the business
business of
of the
the Corporation
Corporation
for the
transaction of
may
pursuant to
laws and
regulations, fix
fix their
their compensation
compensation
and regulations.
to civil-service
civil-service laws
pursuant
in
with the
the provisions
of the
of 1923,
1923, as
Act of
as
the Classification
Classification Act
provisions of
in accordance
accordance with
amended,
define their
and duties,
duties, delegate
delegate to
to them
them such
such of
of
amended, define
their authority
authority and
the powers
vested in
as he
he may
may determine,
determine, require
require
Corporation as
in the
the Corporation
the
powers vested
bond
of such
of them
may designate,
designate, and
fix the
and
and fix
the penalties
penalties and
as he
he may
such of
them as
bond of

52 Stat. 74.
52
U. S.
S. C., Supp.
77U.
Supp. II,
§
1508 (c).
(a).
§1508
Payment
Payment of claims.
claims.
Indemnities.
Indemnities.

Posting of indemniindemnipaid.
ties paid.
Civil actions.
actions.
Civil

Time limitation.

52 Stat. 72.
U. S. C.
C. §
§1504
77U.S.
1504 (a).
(a).

52 Stat. 72.
52
U. S.
77U..
S. C. §1504
1504 (b).
(b).
Appropriation
Appropriation authorized.
thorized.

52
52 Stat.
Stat. 73.
73.
S. C., Supp. II,
77U. S.
(c).
§§1505 (c).
Compensation
of
Compensation of
Board members.

52 Stat. 73.
7
S. C.
C. 1
7 U.
U.S.

*1506
1506 (h).
(h).

Researcheo,surveys,
Researches,surveys,

etc.
etc.

58 Stat. 919.
919.
58

S. C.
C. §§1518.
1518.
77U.. S.

Ante, p. 663.
73.
52 Stat. 73.
U. S. C. §1507
77U.S.C.
1507 (a).
(a).
Appointment of ofAppointment
ficers and employees.
ficers
employees.

42 Stat. 1488.
1488.
U. S.
C.
55U...
SC.§
661-674;
Supp. II, 662 let seq.
sq.

§§
II, §662
o, p.
roa.
I). 972
972.
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42 Stat. 1488.
1488.
5 U.S.C.
5
U. S. C. §§ 661-674;
661-674;
Supp. II,
II, §
662 et seq.
§662et
seq.
Post,
p. 972.
Post, p.
972.
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[63
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pay the premiums
premiums of such
such bonds: Provided,
Provided, That
That personnel
personnel paid
paid by
the
by the
hour, day, or month
month when
employed, and
and county
county crop
crop insurwhen actually
actually employed,
insurance committeemen
committeemen may be appointed and
their compensation
compensation fixed
fixed
and their
without regard
regard to civil-service
civil-service laws and regulations
or the
Classificaregulations or
the Classification Act of
as amended."
of 1923,
1923, as
amended."
SEC.
S
EC. 11. The expanded
expanded program authorized
authorized herein
herein shall
be instituted
instituted
shall be
beginning with the 1950 crop year, the additional
beginning
cost for
for fiscal
fiscal year
year
additional cost
1950 to be financed,
financed, pending the appropriation
appropriation of
of supplemental
supplemental funds,
funds,
from any appropriation
appropriation available
available for operating
from
operating and
and administrative
administrative
expenses of the Corporation for
year.
for such
such fiscal
fiscal year.
Approved August
August 25,
25, 1949.
1949.
[CHAPTER 513]
[CHAPTER
AN
AN ACT
ACT

August
26, 1949
1949
August 26,
[S. 974]
[S.
974]
[Public Law 269]

Veterans' Preference
Veterans'
Preference
1944, amendAct of
of 1944,
amendments.
ments.
62 Stat. 3.
3.

55U.
U. S.
C., Supp.
S. C.,
§851
851 (5).
(5).

II,

62 Stat. 3.
5U.
5U. S.C.,
S. C., Supp.
§8.51
851 (6).

II,

To amend
Preference Act
To
amend the Veterans'
Veterans' Preference
Act of 1944
1944 with
to certain
mothers
with respect
respect to
certain mothers
of veterans.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
of the
the
and House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
United
States of America in
in Congress
United States
Congress assembled, That
That (a)
clause
(a) clause
(5) of section 2
2 of the
Veterans' Preference
(5)
the Veterans'
Preference Act
Act of
amended,
of 1944,
1944, as
as amended,
amended by striking out "(if
is amended
"(if they
not remarr
i
ed)" an
di
nsert they have
have not
remarried)"
and
inserting in lieu thereof
thereof "(if
(if they have
or, if
they
have not
not remarried
remarried or,
if they have
have
remarried, they are divorced
remarried,
divorced or legally separated
their husband
husband
separated from
from their
or such
husband is dead at the time preference
preference is
or
such husband
claimed) ".
".
is claimed)
(b) Clause (6)
(6) of section 22of
(b)
such Act,
as amended,
amended, is
is amended
amended by
by
of such
Act, as
striking out
out "(B)
divorced or
striking
"(B) the mother was
was divorced
or separated
separated from
from the
the
father
father of said ex-serviceman
ex-serviceman son or ex-servicewoman
ex-servicewoman daughter,
daughter, and
and
(C)
the mother has not remarried."
(C) the
remarried." and
inserting in
and inserting
in lieu
lieu thereof
thereof "(B)
"(B)
the mother
the
mother was divorced or separated
separated from
from the father
of said
ex-servfather of
said ex-serviceman
ex-servicewoman daughter, and
iceman son or ex-servicewoman
and (C)
(C) the
the mother
mother has
has
not remarried
remarried or, if
if she has remarried,
not
remarried, she is divorced
or legally
legally sepsepdivorced or
arated
from
her
husband
arated
husband or such husband is
is dead
at the
the time
time preferpreferdead at
ence
is claimed.".
claimed.".
ence is
Approved
Approved August 26, 1949.
1949.
[CHAPTER 516]
[CHAPTER
5161

August 27, 1949
1949
[S.
259]
[S. 259]
[Public
[Public Law
Law 270]
2701
Title 28, U.
U. S.
S. Code,
Code,
amendment.
amendment.
62 Stat. 880.
880.
28 U.S.
U. S. C., Supp.
II,
96.
II, §96.

ACT
AN ACT
To discontinue
discontinue divisions
divisions of the court
district of
of Kansas.
Kansas.
court in
in the
the district

Be
it enacted
the Senate
and House of Representatives
Representatives of
Be it
enacted by
by the
Senate and
of the
United
Congress assembled, That
United States of America in
in Congress
That section
section 96
of
96 of
title 28 of the United States
Code is
amended to
to read
read as
follows:
States Code
is amended
as follows:
"§
96. Kansas
"§ 96.
Kansas
"Kansas constitutes
constitutes one judicial
judicial district.
district.
"Court shall be held at Kansas
Kansas City,
City, Leavenworth,
Salina, Topeka,
Leavenworth, Salina,
Topeka,
Hutchinson,
Hutchinson, Wichita, Dodge
Fort Scott."
Dodge City,
City, and
and Fort
Scott."
Approved August
1949.
August 27,
27, 1949.
[CHAPTER 517]
[CHAPTER
517]

August 27, 1949
1949
[H.
[H. R. 5086]
5086]
[Public
Law 271]
[Public Law
271]

Armed forces
of
forces of
other nations.
importation
Free importation
privileges.
privileges.

•

AN ACT
ACT
To
accord privileges
privileges of
of free
members of the armed
To accord
free importation
importation to members
armed forces
forces of
of other
other
nations,
grant certain
certain extensions
nations, to
to grant
extensions of time
time for tax purposes,
purposes, and
and to
facilitate
to facilitate
tax administration.
administration.

Be
it enacted by the Senate and
and House
Be it
of Representatives
House of
Representatives of
of the
the
United
of America
America in
United States
States of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That (a)
(a) articles
articles
entered,
warehouse, for consumption in
entered, or
or withdrawn
withdrawn from warehouse,
in the
the United
United
States, its
States,
its Territories,
Territories, or possessions for the official
official use
use of
of persons
persons who
who

63 STAT.]
STAT.]
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1949

are on duty in the United States, its Territories, or possessions
possessions as
members
members of the armed
armed forces of any foreign country,
country, or for the personal use of any such person or of any member of his immediate
immediate family,
shall be admitted free of all duties and internal revenue
revenue taxes imposed
imposed
upon or by reason of
importation (including
(including taxes
imposed by
by sections
sections
of importation
taxes imposed
3350 and 3360 of the Internal
Internal Revenue
and of
all customs
customs
Revenue Code)
Code) and
of all
charges
exactions::Provided,
Provided,That if
if the Secretary
charges and exactions
Secretary of the Treasury
Treasury
shall find that any such foreign
accord similar
foreign country
country does not accord
treatsimilar treatto members
the armed
United
ment with respect
respect to
members of
of the
armed forces
forces of
of the
the United
States
States or members of their immediate
immediate families,
families, the
the privileges
privileges herein
herein
granted
granted shall, after collectors
collectors of customs
customs have been officially advised
advised
of such finding, be accorded
accorded with respect
respect to members
members of the armed
armed
forces of such foreign country,
of their
their immediate
immediate famifamicountry, or
or members
members of
lies, only to the extent that similar treatment is accorded
that
accorded by that
country with respect
respect to members
members of the armed forces
of the
the United
United
forces of
States or members
members of their
their immediate
immediate families.
families.
(b) The exemptions
exemptions from
charges, and
and exactions
exactions profrom duties,
duties, taxes,
taxes, charges,
provided for by
section shall
shall be
be subject
by this section
subject to
to compliance
compliance with
with such
such
regulations
regulations as the Secretary
Secretary of
prescribe.
of the
the Treasury
Treasury shall
shall prescribe.
(c) This
This section
(c)
effective as
articles entered
entered for
for conconsection shall
shall be
be effective
as to
to articles
sumption or withdrawn
withdrawn from
from warehouse
warehouse for
or after
after
for consumption
consumption on
on or
the day
the
date of
of enactment
of this
day following
following the
the date
enactment of
this Act.
Act.

667
667

53
Stat. 404,
63 Stat.
404, 405.
405.
26
U. S.
C. §4§ 3350,
3350,
26 U.
S. C.
3360.
3360.
Reciprocal treatReciprocal
ment.
ment.

Exemptions from
from
Exemptions
duties, etc.
etc.
duties,

Effective date.
date.
Effective

SEC.
EXTENSION OF TIME FOR CLAIMING
REFUND WITH RESPECT
SEC. 2. EXTENSION
CLAIMING REFUND
AR LOSSES.
TO W
WAR
LOSSES.

resolution of
Eightieth
The joint
joint resolution
of June
June 29, 1948 (Public
(Public Law
Law 828,
828, Eightieth
Congress),
is hereby
amended by
out "1949"
"1949" wherever
wherever appearappearCongress), is
hereby amended
by striking
striking out
and inserting
inserting in
in lieu
lieu thereof
thereof '' 1950".
1_950".
ing therein
therein and

1102.
62 Stat. 1102.
26 U.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
Supp.
26
U. S.
II, i§127
127 note.
II,
note.

SEC. 3. EXTENSION
EXTENSION OF TIME IN THE CAS
SEC.
E OF DISCHARGE
DISCHARGE OF
INCASE
OF INDEBTEDNESS.
DEBTEDNESS.
53
Stat.
53 Stat. 875;
875; 56
56 Stat.
Section 22
22 (b)
(b) (9)
(9) and
and section
of the
the Internal
Revenue 875;
Section
section 22 (b)
(b) (10)
(10) of
Internal Revenue
61 Stat.
Stat. 179.
875; 61
179.
26
U. S.
C., Supp.
Supp.
6 U.
S. C.,
in lieu
lieu
Code are hereby
hereby amended
amended by
by striking
striking out
out "1949"
"1949" and
and inserting
inserting in
II,
(9), (10).
(1O).
II, §§
22b (9),
thereof
"1950".
thereof "1950".

SEC. 4. VERIFICATION OF
SEC.
OF RETURNS.
RETURNS.
53 Stat. 467.
(a) Chapter
Chapter 38
of the
the Internal
Internal Revenue
is hereby
amended
38 of
Revenue Code
Code is
hereby amended
5 Stat. 467. I3790.26 U. S. C. *
by inserting
inserting at
the end
thereof the
section:
3808; Supp. II,,S38
§§3s04,
by
at the
end thereof
the following
following new
new section:
:88;supp.i
4 ,
3805.
03816.

"
SEC.3809.
3809. VERIFI
CATION OF RETURNS;
RETURNS; PENALTIES
PENALTIES OF
OF PERJURY.
PERJURY.
"SEC.
VERIFICATION
"(a) PENALTIES.-Any
PENALTIES.—Any person
and subscribes
subscribes
"(a)
person who
who willfully
willfully makes
makes and
any
return, statement,
or other
other document,
which contains
contains or
or is
is verified
verified
any return,
statement, or
document, which
by
penalties of
perjury,
by a
a written
written declaration
declaration that
that it
it is
is made
made under
under the
the penalties
of perjury,
and
which he
he does
does not
true and
and correct
to every
material
and which
not believe
believe to
to be
be true
correct as
as to
every material
matter, shall
shall be
be guilty
conviction thereof,
thereof, shall
shall
matter,
guilty of
of aafelony,
felony, and,
and, upon
upon conviction
more than
$2,000 or
or imprisoned
not more
five years,
years,
be fined
fined not
not more
than $2,000
imprisoned not
more than
than five
or
or both.
both.
"(b) SIGNATURE
PRESUMED CoRREcT.-The
CoaREcT.—The fact
fact that
that an
individual's
"(b)
SIGNATmRE PRESUMIED
an individual's
name
is signed
to a
or other
name is
signed to
a return,
return, statement,
statement, or
other document
document filed
filed shall
shall
be
prima facie
facie evidence
statement,
be prima
evidence for
for all
all purposes
purposes that
that the
the return,
return, statement,
or
document was
signed by
or other
other document
was actually
actually signed
by him.
him.
"(0) VERIFICATION
L TFU OF
OATH.—The Commissioner,
Commissioner, under
under
"(c)
VERIFICATION IN
IN LIEU
OF OATH.-The
regulations prescribed
by him
him with
with the
the approval
of the
Secretary,
regulations
prescribed by
approval of
the Secretary,
may
require that
that any
any return,
return, statement,
statement, or
document required
required
may require
or other
other document
to
be filed
under any
of the
the internal
internal revenue
shall
to be
filed under
any provision
provision of
revenue laws
laws shall
contain or
or be
verified by
written declaration
declaration that
contain
be verified
by aawritten
that it
it is
is made
made under
under
the
penalties of
of perjury,
perjury, and
and such
shall be
in lieu
lieu of
any
the penalties
such declaration
declaration shall
be in
of any
oath otherwise
otherwise required."
required."
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1949
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53 Stat. 27, 63; 57
57
Stat.
138.
Stat. 138.
26 U.. S. C.
c. §§ 51
51 (d),
1630.
145 (c),
(c), 1630.
Applicability of
Applicability
of
amendments.
amendments.

i§

[63 STAT.
sTAT.
[63

(b)
(c), and 1630 of
(b) Sections
Sections 51 (d),
(d), 145 (c),
code are
are hereby
hereby
of such code
repealed.
repealed.
(c) The amendments
(c)
amendments made
made by this section
section shall
shall be
applicable with
be applicable
with
respect to any return, statement,
statement, or document
document filed
after the
the date
date of
of
filed after
the enactment
enactment of this Act.
SEC. 5. REPORTS OF COMPENSATION.
COMPENSATION.

63
53 Stat. 65.
65.

C. §
26 U. S.
S. C.
§ 148 (f).
(f).

Section 148 (f) of the Internal
Revenue Code (relating
(relating to
to reports
reports
Internal Revenue
of compensation
compensation of corporate
corporate officers and employees
exceeding $75,000)
$75,000)
employees exceeding
is hereby
hereby repealed.
6. FAILURE TO FILE RETURN
SEC. 6.
RETURN OR
TAX.
OR PAY
PAY TAX.

57 Stat.
138.
Stat. 138.

26U. S.
1631.
2611.
S.
1631.

C.
C. §§1626(c),
§§1626(c),

Section 1626 (c)
(c) of the Internal
Section
Internal Revenue
Revenue Code
Code is
is hereby
hereby repealed,
repealed,
and section 1631 of such code is
hereby amended
amended to
to read
read as
follows:
is hereby
as follows:
"SEC.
FAILURE OF EMPLOYER TO FILE
"SEC. 1631.
1631. FAILURE
FILE RETURN
RETURN OR
OR PAY
PAY TAX.
TAX.

"In
failure to make
make and file any return,
"In case of a
a failure
failure to
to
return, or
or a
a failure
pay any tax, required by this chapter, or both, within
pay
within the
prethe time
time prescribed by law or prescribed
scribed
prescribed by the Commissioner
Commissioner in
pursuance of
in pursuance
of
law, unless
unless it
it is shown
law,
shown that such failure is due to reasonable
reasonable cause
cause
and
and not
not due to willful neglect, the addition
not be
be less
less
addition to the tax
tax shall not
than $5."
$5."
SEC.
SEC. 7. RETURNS
RETURNS AND
AND PAYMENT
OF EXCISE
TAXES.
PAYMENT OF
EXCISE TAXES.
63
53 Stat. 399.
399.

26
C. §3310.
3310.
26U.. S..c.

53 Stat. 175, 189, 205,
264,
421, 426,
264, 421,
426, 288, 409,
409;
522; 55
Stat.
54 Stat.
Stat. 522;
55 Stat.
718.
718.
26 U. S.
. C.
c. §§
§C 140014001632, 1650-1659,
1650-1659, 170017001724, 1800-1859,
1800-1859, 240024002411,
2411, 2470-2483,
34602470-2483, 34603475, 3490-3508, 270027002713, 3400-3415; Supp.
Supp.
II, §
§ 1400e(
1400 et seq.
seq.
Ante, p. 30;
30; supra.

291.
40 Stat. 291.

(a)
Internal Revenue
(a) Section
Section 3310
3310 of the Internal
Revenue Code
(relating to
to returns
returns
Code (relating
and
amended by adding
and payment
payment of tax)
tax) is hereby
hereby amended
adding at the
end thereof
thereof
the end
following new subsection:
the following
subsection:
"(f) DISCRETION
"(f)
DISCRETION ALLOWED
ALLOW Ha) C
OMMISSIONER.COMMISSIONER."(1)
RETURNS AND
"
(1) RETURNS
AND PAYMENT OF TAX.
— Notwithstanding any
any
TAX.-Notwithstanding
other provision
other
provision of law relating to the filing of returns
returns or payment
payment
of
chapter 9, 9A, 10, 12, 19, 21,
of any
any tax
tax imposed
imposed by chapter
32. sub21, 30, 32.
subchapter
chapter A
chapter 25, or
su bcha pt er A o f chapter 29, the ComA of chapter
or subchapter
A of chapter 29, the Commissioner
may
by regulations
regulations approved
missioner may by
approved by the Secretary
Secretary prescribe
prescribe
the
for which
which the return
the period
period for
return for such tax
tax shall
shall be
filed, the
be filed,
the
time for
for the filing of such return,
time
return, the time
time for
payment of
of
for the
the payment
such tax,
tax, and
and the number
such
number of copies of the return
return required
required to be
be
filed.
"(2)
USE OF
OF GOVERNMENT
"(2) USE
GOVERNMENT DEPOSITARIES.-The
DEPOSITARIES.—The Secretary
may
Secretary may
authorize Federal
Federal Reserve
Reserve banks, and incorporated
authorize
incorporated banks or
trust
or trust
companies which are
depositaries or financial agents of the
companies which
are depositaries
the United
States, to
to receive
receive any
any tax
tax imposed
States,
imposed by this title,
title, in such manner,
manner, at
at
such
and under
such times,
times, and
under such
such conditions
conditions as he may
may prescribe;
prescribe; and
and
he
he shall
shall prescribe the manner,
manner, times, and
and conditions
conditions under
under which
which
the
receipt of
the receipt
of such tax by such banks and
and trust companies
companies is
is to
to be
be
treated
treated as payment of such tax to the collector."
collector."

(b)
Section 88 of the Second Liberty
Liberty Bond
(b) Section
Bond Act,
Act, as
as amended
(31
amended (31
U. S. C., sec. 771),
771), is hereby
hereby amended
amended by
out "income
"income and
and
by striking out

excess profits
profits taxes"
taxes" and inserting in lieu thereof
excess
thereof "internal
"internal revenue
revenue
taxes".
SEC. 8.
ASSESSMENT AUTHORITY.
SEC.
8. DELEGATION
DELEGATION OF ASSESSMENT
AUTHORITY.
53 Stat.
Slat. 442.
442.

26 U. S.

3646.

. §§
§§ 364°C.
3640-

Chapter

of the
Internal Revenue Code is hereby amended
Chapter 35
35 of
the Internal
amended by
by
adding at the end thereof the following
following new section:
section:
"SEC. 3647.
ASSESSMENT AUTHORITY.
"SEC.
3647. DELEGATION
DELEGATION OF ASSESSMENT
AUTHORITY.

"The
Commissioner, under
regulations approved
approved by the Secretary,
"The Commissioner,
under regulations
Secretary,
is
authorized to delegate
to any officer or employee
is authorized to
delegate to
employee of
of the
the Bureau
Bureau of
of
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Internal Revenue,
Internal
Revenue, including the field service, any authority, duty, or
or
function which the Commissioner is authorized
or required
to exercise
exercise
authorized or
required to
or perform under
under section
3641, or
or 3642."
section 3640,
3640,3641,
3642."
SEC.
SEC.9. CREDIT OR REFUND
REFUND OF OVERPAYMENT
OVERPAYMENT OF TAX.
TAX.

(a) Section
(a) of the Internal
(a)
Section 3770 (a)
Internal Revenue
Code is
hereby
Revenue Code
is hereby
amended by renumbering
renumbering paragraph
(5) as paragraph
paragraph (5)
(6), and
and by
paragraph (6),
by
paragraph (4)
read as
amending paragraph
(4) to read
follows:
as follows:

"(4) CREDIT
CREDIT OF
"(4)
OF OVERPAYMENT
OVERPAYMENT OF
OF TAX
TAX AGAINST
AGAINST
OF ONE CLASS OF
ANOTHER
CLASS OF
OF TAX
ANOTHER CLASS
TAX DUE.-Notwithstanding
DUE.—Notwithstanding any
of
any provision
provision of
law to the contrary, the Commissioner
Commissioner may,
in his
his discretion,
discretion, in
may, in
in
overpayment of
lieu of refunding an overpayment
by any
of tax
tax imposed
imposed by
any provision
provision
of this title, credit
credit such
overpayment against
from
such overpayment
against any
any tax
tax due
due from
the taxpayer
taxpayer under
title.
under any
any other
other provision
provision of
of this
this title.
"(5) DPIWOATION
DELEGATION OF AUTHORITR
"(5)
AUTHORITY
TO coi,r,FCTORS
TO MAKE
MAKE
TO
COLLECTORS TO
REFUNDS.-The
approval of the Secretary,
REFTTNns.—The Commissioner,
Commissioner, with the approval
Secretary,
is authorized
authorized to delegate
delegate to collectors any authority,
duty, or
or
authority, duty,
function
function which
which the Commissioner is authorized
authorized or
or required
required to
to
exercise
perform under
(1), (2),
exercise or perform
under paragraph
paragraph (1),
(2), (3),
of this
(3), or (4)
(4) of
this
subsection, or under section 322 or
or 1027,
amount
1027, where
where the
the amount
involved (exclusive
(exclusive of interest, penalties,
additions to
to the
the tax,
tax,
penalties, additions
and
additional amounts)
does not
not exceed
and additional
amounts) does
exceed $10,000."
$10,000."
(b) Section 3772 of such code is hereby
hereby amended
amended by
at the
by adding
adding at
the
following new
new subsection:
end thereof the
the following
subsection:
"(e) CREDIT
TREATED AS
PAYMENT.—The credit
of an
an overpayment
CREDrr TREATED
AS PAYMENT.-The
credit of
overpayment
of any tax in satisfaction
satisfaction of
liability shall,
for the
the purpose
purpose of
of
of any
any tax liability
shall, for
any suit for
any
such tax
tax liability
liability so
so satisfied,
be deemed
deemed to
to be
be
for refund
refund of
of such
satisfied, be
a payment
payment in respect
a
tax liability
collector in
in office
office at
at
respect of such
such tax
liability to
to the
the collector
the time such credit is allowed."
allowed."

669
669

53 Stat.
Stat. 442.
442.
53
26 U.
C. §5
¢§ 3640364026
U. S.. C.
3642.

53
Stat. 464;
464; 57
57 Stat.
Stat.
53 Stat.
140.
140.
26U.
S.C. §3770
(a).
26 U. s.c.
3770 (a).

53 Stat.
Stat. 91,
91, 156.
156.
53
26 U.
U. S.
C. 5i
§§ 322,
26
S. C.
322,

1027.

53
465.
53 Stat.
Stat. 465.
26 U. S.
S. C.
26U.
C. §3772.
3772.

SEC.
SEC.10. REPORTS
REPORTS TO CONGRESS
CONGRESS OF
OF REFUNDS.
REFUNDS.

(a) Section 3776 of the Internal
Internal Revenue
Revenue Code (relating
(relating to
to reports
reports
to
to Congress of
hereby repealed.
repealed.
of refunds)
refunds) is
is hereby
(b) Section 3777 of such code (relating
(b)
(relating to
to review
review of
of refunds
refunds and
and
credits by the Joint Committee
Committee on
on Internal
Internal Revenue
is
Revenue Taxation)
Taxation) is
hereby amended
amended by
wherever appearing
therein
by striking
striking out
out "$75,000"
"$75,000" wherever
appearing therein
and inserting
inserting in
in lieu
lieu thereof
and
thereof "$200,000".
"$200,000".

53
53 Stat. 466.
26 U. S. C. §3776.
3776.
26U.S.C.
53 Stat. 466.
466.
53
26
U. S.
S. C.
C. §3777.
3777.
26 U.

SEC. 11. COLLECTORS'
SEC.
COLLECTORS' S
ALARIES.
SALARIES.
83
481.
53 Stat. 481.
Section
Section 3944 (b) of the Internal Revenue
Revenue Code (relating
to adjustadjust(relating to
26
U. S.C.
26 U.
C.
. 113944
3944 (b).
(b).
ment
collectors' salaries)
salaries) is
is hereby
hereby amended
amended to
to read
read
ment and
and limit
limit of
of collectors'
follows:
as follows:
"(b) ADJUSTMENT
"(b)
An.rusTmENT AND
LIMIT OF
OF SALARIES.-The
SALARIES.—The salaries
salaries of
of colcolAND LIMIT
lectors may
may be
increased under
under such
such regulations
as
lectors
be readjusted
readjusted and
and increased
regulations as
by the
the Commissioner,
to the
the approval
may be
be prescribed
prescribed by
Commissioner, subject
subject to
approval of
of
the Secretary, but
collector shall receive
receive a
excess of
of the
the
but no
no collector
a salary
salary in
in excess
highest scheduled
scheduled rate of compensation
established by
by the
the ClassificaClassificacompensation established
42
Stat. 1488.
1488.
42 Stat.
Act of
of 1923,
as amended,
amended, or
supertion Act
1923, as
or by
by any
any law
law hereafter
hereafter enacted
5
U. S. C.
§§ 661-674;
661-674;
enacted super5 U.S.
C.§§
Supp. II; §662et
662 etse.
seq.
seding
such Act."
seding such
Act."
Post, p.
p. 972.
Post,

SEC. 12. EXPENSES
SEC.
EXPENSES OF DETECTION OF FRAUDS.
FRAUDS.
Revenue Code
Code is
is hereby
Section 3792
3792 of
of the
the Internal
Internal Revenue
hereby amended
amended by
by
inserting
inserting after the
the following
"under
the words "The
"The Commissioner,"
Commissioner," the
following "under
regulations prescribed
by him".
him".
regulations
prescribed by
Approved
Approved August
August 27,
27, 1949.
1949.

53 Stat. 467.
467.
26 U. S.
C. §
§3792.
26U.
S. C.
3792.
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[Public
[Public Law
Law 272]
272]

Agricultural
Agricultural Ad.
Adjustmert Act of 1938,
justment
1938,
amendments.
amendments.

12
52 Stat.
Stat. 56.
7 U. S. C. §§ 13421350; Supp. H,
II, §§ 1343
et
seq.
et seq.

7 . S. c. §§ 1342-

Proclamation.

Proclamation.

Minimum

quota.

Minimum quota.

Time limitation.

Time limitation.

[63 STAT.
STAT.
[63

AN
ACT
AN ACT

To
amend the
the cotton
marketing quota provisions
To amend
cotton and wheat marketing
of the
Agricultural
provisions of
the Agricultural
Adjustment Act of 1938,
Adjustment
1938, as amended.
amended.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
and House
Be
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
House of
United States
Congress assembled,
United
States of
of America
America in
in Congress
assembled, That
sections 342
342
That sections
to 350,
350, inclusive, of the Agricultural
to
Agricultural Adjustment
Act of
1938, as
as
Adjustment Act
of 1938,
amended, are
amended,
to read
read as
as follows:
are amended
amended to
follows:
"NATIONAL
"NATIONAL MARKETING
MARKETING QUOTA
QUOTA

"SEC.
342. Whenever
"SEC. 342.
Whenever during any calendar
calendar year
the
. Secretary
Secretary deterdeteryear the
mines that
that the total supply of
tton f
or the
beginning
of co
cotton
for
the marketing
marketing year
year beginning
in
in such calendar year will exceed the normal
supply for
such marketmarketnormal supply
for such
ing
Secretary shall proclaim
ing year, the Secretary
fact and
and a
a national
proclaim such
such fact
national
marketing quota shall be in effect
marketing
effect for
of cotton
cotton produced
produced in
in
for the crop
crop of
the
Secretary shall
the next
next calendar
calendar year. The Secretary
shall also determine
determine and
and
specify
proclamation the
specify in such proclamation
amount of
the national
the amount
of the
national marketing
marketing
quota
quota in terms of the number of bales of
of cotton
cotton (standard
bales of
(standard bales
of
five hundred
hundred pounds gross
gr o
ss weight)
we i
ght) adequate,
ad
equat
e, together
with (1)
(1) the
together with
the
estimated carry-over
estimated
carry-over at the
the beginning
beginning of
of the
marketing year
which
the marketing
year which
begins in the next
calendar year and (2)
begins
next calendar
(2) the
the estimated
estimated imports
imports during
during
such marketing
marketing year, to make
available aa normal
such
make available
of cotton.
normal supply
supply of
cotton.
The
The national
national marketing
marketing quota
quota for any year shall be not less
less than
than ten
ten
million
million bales or one million bales less
domestic conconless than
than the
the estimated
estimated domestic
sumption plus exports
sumption
exports of cotton for the
the marketing
marketing year
year ending
ending in
in the
the
calendar year in which
calendar
which such quota
quota is
is proclaimed,
proclaimed, whichever
whichever is
is smaller:
smaller:
Provided,
national marketing
marketing quota
Provided, That the national
1950 shall
shall be
be not
not less
less
quota for
for 1950
than the number
than
number of bales
bales required
required to
acreage allotallotto provide
provide aanational
national acreage
ment
of twenty-one
twenty-one million
ment of
million acres. Such proclamation
shall be
made
proclamation shall
be made
not
than October
October 15 of the calendar
not later
later than
calendar year
year in
in which
which such
such determinadetermination is
is made.
made.
"REFERENDUM
"REFERENDUM

Post, p.
Post,
p. 1058.
1058.

Voting eligibility.

Proclamation of
Proclamation
reof restlts;
sults; time limitation.
limitation.

"SEC.
343. Not later than December
December 15 following
"
SEc. 343.
the issuance
of the
following the
issuance of
the
marketing
marketing quota proclamation
proclamation provided
provided for
in section
section 342,
342, the
the Secrefor in
Secretary
shall
referendum, by secret ballot, of
tary shall conduct
conduct aareferendum,
of farmers
farmers engaged
engaged
in the
the production
production of cotton
in
cotton in the calendar
calendar year
which the
referenyear in
in which
the referendum
is held,
to determine
whether such farmers
dum is
held, to
determine whether
farmers are in favor
favor of
of or
or
opposed
to the
tile quota so proclaimed:
opposed to
proclaimed: Provided,
Provided, That
That if
if marketing
marketing
quotas
proclailmed for the
quotas are proclaimed
1950 crop,
crop, farmers
fa rmers eligible
eli g ibl e to vote in the
the 1950
to vote in the
referendum
respect to such crop shall be those farmers
referendu m held
held with
with respect
farmers who
who
were engaged in the.production
production of
of cotton
cott on i
ca l
en dar year of 1948.
inn th
thee calendar
year
of
1948.
If more than one-third
If
one-third of
the farmers
farmers voting
vo ti ng i
th e re
f
erendum oppose
of the
inn the
referendum
oppose
the national
marketing quota, such quota
the
national marketing
quota shall
ineffective upon
shall become
become ineffective
upon
proclamation
proclamation of
of the results of the referendum.
referendum. The
The Secretary
Secretary shall
shall
proclaim
the
results
of any referendum
proclaim the
referendum held hereunder
within thirty
hereunder within
thirty
days after the date of such
days
such referendum.
referendum.
"ACREAGE ALLOTMENTS
"ACREAGE
ALLOTMENTS

Supra.
Suprc.

Cotton.
Cotton.

"SEC.
national marketing
"
SEC. 344.
344. (a)
(a) Whenever
Whenever aanational
marketing quota
quota is
is proclaimed
proclaimed
under section 342, the
the S
ecretary shall
determine and
and proclaim
Secretary
shall determine
proclaim
aa
national acreage
national
acreage allotment for the crop of cotton
to be
in
cotton to
be produced
produced in
the next
next calendar
calendar year. The
acreage allotment
the
The national acreage
allotment for
for cotton
cotton
shall
be that
that acreage,
shall be
acreage, based
based upon the national
national average
average yield
per acre
acre
yield
per
of
cotton
for
the
five
years immediately
preceding the
of cotton for the five years
immediately preceding
the calendar
calendar year
year
in
which the
in which
the national
national marketing
marketing quota is proclaimed,
proclaimed, required
make
required to
to make
available
from such
such crop
crop an amount
available from
amount of cotton equal to the
the national
national
marketing quota.
quota.
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State
"(b) The national
"(b)
national acreage allotment
allotment for cotton for 1953
1953 and
and subseState apportionment, 1953.
quent
quent years
years shall be apportioned
apportioned to the States
States on the basis of the met, 1953.
acreage
acreage planted to cotton (including
acreage regarded
regarded as
as having
having
(including the acreage
been planted
planted to cotton under the provisions of Public
SeventyPublic Law 12,
12, Seventy59 Stat.
9.
ninth Congress)
Congress) during the five calendar
59
tat. 9.
calendar years
years immediately
immediately preceding
preceding
7 U. S. C. §¢ 1334,

the calendar
in which
which the
the national
national marketing
calendar year
year in
marketing quota
quota is
is proproconditions during
claimed, with adjustments
adjustments for abnormal
abnormal weather
weather conditions
during
such
period.
such period.
"(c) The national acreage
acreage allotments
allotments for cotton
for the years
cotton for
years 1950
and
apportioned to
the States
States on
basis of
of aanational
and 1951 shall
shall be
be apportioned
to the
on the
the basis
national
acreage
acreage allotment
allotment base
of twenty-two
million five
base of
twenty-two million
five hundred
hundred thousand
thousand
acres, computed and
adjusted as follows:
follows:
and adjusted
average of
of the
the planted
acreages (including
"(1) The average
planted acreages
(including acreage
acreage
regarded
under the provisions
regarded as planted under
of Public
Public Law
Law 12,
Seventyprovisions of
12, Seventyninth Congress)
Congress) in the States for the years 1945,
1945, 1946,
1946, 1947,
1947, and 1948
shall
constitute the
the national
shall constitute
national base;
base; except
except that
that in
in the
the case
case of
any State
of any
State
having aa 1948 planted cotton acreage
acreage of
of over one
one million
million acres
acres and
and
less than 50 per centum of the
allotment, the
the 1943 allotment,
the average
average of the
acreage
(or regarded
regarded as
as planted
planted under
Public Law
12, SeventySeventyacreage planted
planted (or
under Public
Law 12,
ninth Congress)
years 1944,
Congress) for the years
1946, 1947,
1947, and
and 1948
1944, 1945,
1945, 1946,
1948 shall
shall
constitute
constitute the base for
and shall
be included
in computing
computing
for such
such State
State and
shall be
included in
the national base; to this
added (A)
(A) the
the estimated
additional
this is to
to be added
estimated additional
acreage for each
each State required
required for small-farm
small-farm allotments
allotments under
under subsubsection
(f) (1)
(1) of this section; (B) the
section (f)
acreage required
as a
aresult
result
the acreage
required as
of the State adjustment
(2) of
of this
this subsection;
subsection;
adjustment provisions
provisions of
of paragraph
paragraph (2)
(C) the additional
acreage required
to determine
determine a
atotal
national allotallot(C)
additional acreage
required to
total national
five hundred
ment base of twenty-two
twenty-two million five
hundred thousand
thousand acres,
acres, which
which
shall be
proportionate basis
basis among
additional acreage
acreage shall
be distributed
distributed on
on aaproportionate
among
receiving no
States receiving
subsection.
no adjustment
adjustment under
under paragraph
paragraph (2)
(2) of
of this
this subsection.
"(2)
Notwithstanding the
of paragraph
paragraph (1)
(1) of
of this
sula"(2) Notwithstanding
the provisions
provisions of
this subsection, the
the acreage
base for
for 1950
1950 and
State
section,
acreage allotment
allotment base
and 1951
1951 for
for any
any State
(on the basis of a
a national
acreage allotment
allotment base
of twenty-two
twenty-two
national acreage
base of
million five
five hundred
acres) shall
be less
the larger
larger
million
hundred thousand
thousand acres)
shall not
not be
less than
than the
of (1)
(1) 95
95 per
per centum
of the
average acreage
acreage actually
actually planted
to cotton
cotton
of
centum of
the average
planted to
the years
years 1947
and 1948,
1948, or
or (2)
(2) 85
85 per
centum of
of
in the State
State during
during the
1947 and
per centum
the
cotton in
the State
State in
in 1948.
1948.
the acreage
acreage planted
planted to
to cotton
in the
"(3)
national acreage
"(3) If
If the national
allotment for
or 1951
is more
more or
or
acreage allotment
for 1950
1950 or
1951 is
less
twenty-two million
acres, horizontal
horizontal
less than
than twenty-two
million five
five hundred
hundred thousand
thousand acres,
adjustments shall
shall be
percentage-wise by
by States
States so
so as
as to
the
adjustments
be made
made percentagewise
to reflect
reflect the
ratio
of the
the national
allotment for
for 1950
1950 and
and 1951
1951 to
to twentytwentyratio of
national acreage
acreage allotment
two million
five hundred
thousand acres.
acres.
two
million five
hundred thousand
"(d)
acreage allotment
allotment for
cotton for
for 1952
1952 shall
"(d) The
The national
national acreage
for cotton
shall be
be
apportioned
of the
to cotton
cotton
apportioned to
to States
States on
on the
the basis
basis of
the acreage
acreage planted
planted to
(including the
acreage regarded
regarded as
as having
to cotton
cotton
(including
the acreage
having been
been planted
planted to
under
the provisions
provisions of
of Public
Public Law
Law 12,
12, Seventy-ninth
Seventy-ninth Congress)
Congress)
under the
during the years 1946, 1947,
1950, with
adjustments for
1947, 1948, and
and 1950,
with adjustments
abnormal
conditions during
during such
period.
abnormal weather
weather conditions
such period.
"(e)
allotment for cotton
apportioned to
"(e) The State acreage allotment
cotton shall be apportioned
counties on
the same
basis as
to years
and conditions
as is
is applicable
applicable
counties
on the
same basis
as to
years and
conditions as
to the
and (d)
(d) of
of this
this section:
section:
to
the State
State under
under subsections
subsections (b),
(b), (c),
(c), and
Provided,That the
Provided,
State committee
reserve not
to exceed
10 per
per
the State
committee may
may reserve
not to
exceed 10
allotment (15
(15 per
per centum
centum if
if the
State's
centum of its
its State
State acreage
acreage allotment
the State's
1948 planted
acreage was
excess of
of one
and less
less than
planted acreage
was in excess
one million
million acres
acres and
than
half
its 1943
1943 allotment)
allotment) which
which shall
adjustments in
in
half its
shall be
be used
used to
to make
make adjustments
county allotments
county
for trends
for counties
counties adversely
adversely affected
allotments for
trends in
in acreage,
acreage, for
affected
by
affecting plantings,
for small
new farms.
farms.
by abnormal
abnormal conditions
conditions affecting
plantings, or
or for
small or
or new
"(f) The county
"(f)
county acreage
acreage allotment,
to exceed
allotment, less not
not to
exceed the
the percentage
percentage
provided
provided for
this subsection,
be apportioned
apportioned
for in paragraph
paragraph 33 of
of this
subsection, shall
shall be
to farms on which cotton has
has been
been planted
planted (or
(or regarded
regarded as
as having
having
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[63 STAT.

been planted
under the
planted under
the provisions
of Public
Public Law
Law 12,
12, Seventy-ninth
Seventy-ninth
provisions of

Congress)
Congress) in any one of the three years
preceding the
the
years immediately
immediately preceding
year
such allotment
allotment is
is determined
on the
the following
following basis:
basis:
year for which
which such
determined on
"(1)
"(1) There
be allotted
allotted the
the smaller
smaller of
the following:
(A) five
five
There shall
shall be
of the
following: (A)
acres;
acres '
•or (B)
the highest
highest number
of acres
planted (or
regarded as
(B) the
number of
acres planted
(or regarded
as
planted under
under Public
12, Seventy-ninth
Seventy-ninth Congress)
Congress) to
to cotton
cotton in
planted
Public Law
Law 12,
in
any year
year of
of such
such three-year
three-year period.
period.
"(2)
remainder shall be allotted to farms
(2) The remainder
other than
than farms
farms to
to
farms other
which an allotment
allotment has been
been made
made under
paragraph (1)
(1) (B)
(B) so
that
under paragraph
so that
the allotment
allotment to each farm
farm under this paragraph
paragraph together
together with
with the
the
amount of the allotment
allotment to such farm
paragraph (1)
(A) shall
farm under
under paragraph
(1) (A)
shall
be aa prescribed
prescribed percentage
percentage (which
(which percentage
percentage shall
be the
the same
for
shall be
same for
all such farms in
or administrative
area) of
of the
acreage,
in the
the county
county or
administrative area)
the acreage,
during the preceding
preceding year, on the
is tilled
annually or
or in
in
the farm
farm which is
tilled annually
regular rotation,
rotation excluding
acreages the
the acres
to
excluding from
from such
such acreages
acres devoted
devoted to
sugarcane for sugar;
the production
production of sugarcane
sugar; sugar
beets for
for sugar;
wheat,
sugar beets
sugar; wheat,
tobacco, or rice for market; peanuts
peanuts picked
picked and
and threshed;
threshed; wheat
wheat or
or
livestock for market; or lands
rice for feeding
feeding to livestock
lands determined
determined to
be
to be
or vineyards,
nonirrigated lands
devoted primarily
primarily to
to orchards
orchards or
vineyards, and
and nonirrigated
lands
in irrigated areas
areas::Provided,
Provided,however,
however, That if aafarm would be allotted
in
allotted
under this paragraph
paragraph an
an acreage
acreage together
together with
the amount
amount of
with the
of the
the
allotment to such farm under paragraph
paragraph (1)
(1) (A)
(A) in excess of the
largest acreage
planted (and
under P
ubli c L
aw
acreage planted
(and regarded
regarded as
as planted
planted under
Public
Law
12, Seventy-ninth
Seventy-ninth Congress)
Congress) to cotton
the preceding
preceding
cotton during
during any
any of
of the
three years,
such
three
years, the
the acreage
acreage allotment for such farm shall not
not exceed
exceed such
acreage so planted (and
(and regarded as planted
largest acreage
planted under
under Public
Public
Seventy-ninth Congress)
Law 12, Seventy-ninth
in any
any such
such year.
year.
Congress) in
"(3) The
The county
county committee
committee may
in excess
excess of
of 10
10 per
per
"(3)
may reserve
reserve not
not in
centum of the county allotment (15
(15 per centum
if the
State's 1948
centum if
the State's
1948
planted cotton acreage
acreage was in excess of one million acres
acres and less than
than
half its 1943 allotment) which, in addition to the acreage
made availavailacreage made
able under
under the
the proviso
in subsection
(e), shall be used for (A)
able
proviso in
subsection (e),
(A) estabestablishing allotments
allotments for farms on which
was not
not planted
(or
which cotton was
planted (or
regarded
Public Law
12, Seventy-ninth
regarded as planted
planted under Public
Law 12,
Seventy-ninth Congress)
Congress)
during
calendar years immediately
during any of the three
three calendar
preceding the
the year
year
immediately preceding
for which the allotment
allotment is made, on the basis of land,
labor, and
and equipland, labor,
equipment available
available for the production
production of
cotton crop-rotation
crop-rotation practices,
practices,
of cotton,
and the soil and other physical facilities
faciliti es affecting
affecting the
the production
of
production of
adjustments of
cotton; and (B)
(B) making adjustments
of the
the farm
farm acreage
acreage allotments
allotments
established under paragraphs
paragraphs (1) and (2)
(2) of this subsection
subsection so
so as
as
to establish allotments
allotments which are
fair and
and reasonable
reasonable in
in relation
are fair
relation to
to
the factors
factors set forth in this paragraph
paragraph and abnormal
abnormal conditions
of
conditions of
production on such farms:
farms: Provided,
Provided, That not less than 30 per
per centum
centum
of the acreage reserved
reserved under
this subsection
to the
the extent
extent
under this
subsection shall,
shall, to
required,
required, be allotted, upon
upon such basis
Secretary deems
deems fair
fair and
basis as the
the Secretary
and
reasonable to farms (other
(other than
than farms
farms to which
allotment has
been
which an
an allotment
has been
made under subsection
subsection (f)
(f) (1)
(1) (B)),
(B) ), if any, to
an allotment
allotment of
of
to which
which an
not exceeding fifteen acres may
may be made under
other provisions
of this
under other
provisions of
this
subsection.
"(g)
Notwithstanding the
the foregoing
provisions of
of this
"(g) Notwithstanding
foregoing provisions
this section—
section"(1)
"
(1) State, county,
county, and farm acreage
allotments and
yields for
for
acreage allotments
and yields
cotton shall be established in conformity
conformity with Public Law 28,
28,
Eighty-first Congress.
Congress.
'(2)2) In
apportioning the county allotment
In apportioning
allotment among the farms
farms
within the
the county,
the Secretary,
Secretary, through
within
county, the
through the local
local committees,
committees,
shall take
consideration different
conditions within
take into consideration
different conditions
within separate
separate
administrative areas within
a county if any exist, including types,
administrative
within a
types,
kinds, and productivity of the soil so as to prevent
prevent discrimination
discrimination
administrative areas
among the administrative
areas of
of the
the county.
county.
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"(3) For
For any
on which
acreage planted
planted to cotton
cotton in
in
farm on
which the
the acreage
"(3)
any farm
any
year is
is less
than the farm
acreage allotment
such year
year by
by
farm acreage
allotment for
for such
any year
less than
of the allotment
allotment or one
not
larger of 10 per centum
centum of
not more than the
the larger
acre,
an acreage
acreage equal
equal to
the farm
shall be
be
to the
farm acreage
acreage allotment
allotment shall
acre, an
deemed
be the
cotton on such
to cotton
such farm, and
and the
the
deemed to
to be
the acreage
acreage planted
planted to
additional acreage
acreage added
to the
the cotton
acreage history
history for the
cotton acreage
additional
added to
the cotton
cotton acreage
acreage history
history for
for the county
farm
county
farm shall be added to the
and State.
and
State.
"(h)
provision of
of this
this section,
county
the county
section, the
other provision
any other
"(h) Notwithstanding
Notwithstanding any
farm,
or operator
of the farm
committee, upon application
application by
owner or
operator of
by the
the owner
committee,
(1)
may establish
establish an
an allotment
allotment for
farm acquired
acquired in 1940
1940
for any
any cotton
cotton farm
(1) may
or
for nonfarming
by the
United States
States or
or any
any
nonfarming purposes
purposes by
the United
or thereafter
thereafter for
State or
or agency
agency thereof
which has
has been
been returned
returned to
agricultural proto agricultural
thereof which
State
duction
but which
eligible for an
allotment under
under paragraph
paragraph
an allotment
duction but
which is not eligible
(1) or (2)
(2) shall establish an
of this
this section, and
and (2)
(1)
(2) of
of subsection
subsection (f)
(f) of
allotment
operated by the
State owned or operated
for any farm
farm within
within the State
allotment for
person
whom a
farm was
acquired in
State in 1940
1940
in such
such State
cotton farm
was acquired
from whom
a cotton
person from
or
thereafter for
Provided,
purpose: Provided,
a governmental
governmental or other
other public
public purpose:
or thereafter
for a
That
no allotment
such farm
unless applifarm unless
established for
for any
any such
allotment shall be established
That no
cation therefor
therefor is
years after
after acquisition
acquisition of such farm
within three
three years
is filed
filed within
cation
by
years after
Act,
this Act,
the enactment
enactment of this
after the
within three
three years
applicant or
or within
by the
the applicant
whichever
provided further,
That no person
further, That
longer: And
And provided
period is
is longer:
whichever period
shall
receive an
under both
both (1)
(1) and (2)
(2) of this
an allotment
allotment under
to receive
shall be
be entitled
entitled to
subsection.
made for
such farm shall compare
for any
any such
so made
The allotment
allotment so
subsection. The
with
the allotments
allotments established
established for
same area which
which
in the
the same
farms in
for other
other farms
with the
of
are similar,
similar, taking
consideration the
the acreage
acreage allotment,
allotment, if
if any,
any, of
into consideration
taking into
are
available for the
the
equipment available
land, labor, and equipment
the land,
so acquired,
acquired, the
the farm
farm so
production
practices, and the soil and other
other
of cotton,
cotton, crop rotation practices,
production of
Except to the
physical
production of cotton. Except
the production
affecting the
facilities affecting
physical facilities
extent
production on
on any
such farm
farm has
has contributed
contributed to
the
to the
any such
that the
the production
extent that
pursuant to
county
State allotments,
allotments, any
allotment established
established pursuant
to
any allotment
and State
county and
this subsection
subsection shall
shall be
be in
in addition
addition to
acreage allotments
allotments otherwise
otherwise
to the
the acreage
this
established
for the
the county
county and
and State
State under
production
this Act, and the production
under this
established for
from
so allotted
allotted shall
be in
in addition
to the
the
addition to
shall be
acreage so
the additional
additional acreage
from the
national marketing
marketing quota.
quota.
national
this Act,
Act, any acreage
"(i) Notwithstanding
Notwithstanding any
provision of
acreage
of this
any other
other provision
"(i)
planted
to cotton
in excess
the farm
farm acreage
allotment shall not be
acreage allotment
of the
excess of
cotton in
planted to
taken
into account
in establishing
establishing State,
county, and
and farm
acreage
farm acreage
State, county,
account in
taken into
allotments.
allotments.
"(j)
Notwithstanding any
other provision
provision of
of this Act, State
State and
any other
"(j) Notwithstanding
county
committees shall
shall make
available for
inspection by
by owners
owners or
for inspection
make available
county committees
operators
receiving cotton
cotton acreage
acreage allotments
allotments all
all records
records
of farms
farms receiving
operators of
pert
ainin-Y to
cotton acreage
acreage allotments
quotas.
and marketing
marketing quotas.
allotments and
to cotton
pertaining
"(k) Kotwithstanding
any other
other provision
provision of
this section
section except
except
of this
Notwithstanding any
"(k)
subsection (g)
(1), there
be allotted
to each
each State
an
which an
for which
State for
allotted to
shall be
there shall
(g) (1),
subsection
allotment
less than
than the
the smaller
(A)
of (A)
smaller of
not less
section not
this section
under this
is made
made under
allotment is
four
thousand acres
(B) the
the highest
highest acreage
acreage planted
planted to cotton
cotton in any
or (B)
acres or
four thousand
one
three calendar
years immediately
immediately preceding
preceding the
the year
for
year for
calendar years
of the
the three
one of
which
the allotment
is made.
made.
allotment is
which the
"(1) Notwithstanding
any other
provision of
the Secretary, in
law, the
of law,
other provision
Notwithstanding any
"(1)
administering
the provisions
Law 12,
12, Seventy-ninth
ConSeventy-ninth Conof Public
Public Law
provisions of
administering the
gress,
to war
carry out
out the
the provisions
of such
such
provisions of
shall carry
crops, shall
war crops,
relates to
as it
it relates
gress, as
Act
in the
the following
manner:
following manner:
Act in
"
(i) A
A survey
survey shall
conducted of
farm which
had aa
which had
every farm
of every
be conducted
shall be
"(i)
1942
cotton acreage
acreage allotment,
and of
of such
other farms
farms as the
the
such other
allotment, and
1942 cotton
Secretary considers
considers necessary
in the
administration of
Law
of Public
Public Law
the administration
necessary in
Secretary
12. This
This survey
shall obtain
for each
each farm
accurate
the most
most accurate
farm the
obtain for
survey shall
12.
information
on (a)
the total
total acreage
in cultivation,
cultivation, and
and
acreage in
(a) the
possible on
information possible
(b) the
acreage of
individual crops
in the
farm in
each farm
on each
planted on
crops planted
of individual
the acreage
(b)
years
1941, 1945,
1945, 1946,
1947.
and 1947.
1946, and
years 1941,
81939*--50--FT.I----43
43
81939°-50-PT. I

Establishment of alEstablishment
lotments for
for farm
lotments
farm acquired in
1940 or later.
quired
in 1940

Ante, p.
Ante,
p. 672.
672.

Filing
applicaFiling of application.
tion.

Restriction.
Restriction.

EXCASS
acreage.
Excess acreage.

Availability
of roorooAvailability of
ords.
ords.

Minimum State
Minimum
State alallotment.
lotment.
Ante,
672.
p. 672.
Ante, p.

59
59 Stat. 9.
S. C.
77 U.
U. S.
C. u§§ 1334,
1334,
1344, 1358 notes.
notes.
1344,
Survey.
Survey.

59 Stat.
Stat. 9.
U. S.
1334,
77 U.
S. C.
C. §§
§1334,
1344, 1358
1358 notes.
notes.
1344,

674
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1949
518-AUG..29,

Farm eligible for
Farm credit.
eligible for
war-crop
credit.

Cotton credit in adto actual
actual acredition to
age.
age.

dititon

a

Determination of
credits.
credits
59 Stat. 9.
13
7 U.
us. S. C.e s§§§§1334,
7
1344,
1358 not
notes.
1344, 1358

S.

,

.
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"(ii) An
"(ii)
war-crop credit
credit shall
shall be
be aa farm
farm on
on
An eligible
eligible farm
farm for
for war-crop
(a) the cotton acreage
acreage on the farm in
which (a)
1946, or
or 1947,
1947,
in 1945,
1945, 1946,
was reduced below
below the
the cotton
cotton acreage
acreage planted
planted on
on the
the farm
farm in
in 1941;
1941;
war-crop acreage
(b) the war-crop
the farm
in 1945,
1945, 1946,
1946, or
or 1947,
1947, was
was
acreage on the
farm in
increased
increased above the war-crop
war-crop acreage
acreage on
farm in
1911; and
and
on the
the farm
in 1941;
(c) the farm had
had a
allotment in
1942.
(c)
a cotton
cotton acreage
acreage allotment
in 1942.
'(iH) A
farm shall
shall be
be regarded
regarded as
as having
planted cotton
(in
"(iii)
A farm
having planted
cotton (in
addition
addition to the actual
actual acreage
acreage planted
to cotton)
cotton) to
to the
the extent
extent of
of
planted to
the lesser of (a)
reduction in cotton
(a) the reduction
cotton acreage
acreage for
for each
each of
the
of the
years 1945,
1945, 1946, and 1947
the acreage
acreage planted
to cotton
cotton in
in
1947,.,below
below the
planted to
1941,
increase in
1941, or (b) the increase
m war crops for each
each of
the years
1945,
of the
years 1945,
1946, and 1947, above that planted to
war crops
crops in
in 1941.
1941.
to such
such war
However, the county committee
committee may be given
given the discretion
discretion to
to
adjust such war-crop
war-crop credit when
the county
when the
county committee
committee determines
determines
that the reduction
reduction in cotton acreage
acreage was
was not
not related
to an
increase
related to
an increase
in war crops, but the adjustment
shall be
be made
made only
only after
after conadjustment shall
consultation
with
the producer.
sultation
with
the
producer.
/"(iv)
Secretary, using
obtainable,
"(iv) The
The Secretary,
using the
the best
best information
information obtainable,
and working with
with and through
through the State and county
county committees,
committees,
shall use
means necessary
to make
an accurate
accurate determinadeterminashall
use whatever
whatever means
necessary to
make an
tion of
of the
the credits
due each
farm, under
Law 12.
12.
tion
credits due
each individual
individual farm,
under Public
Public Law
"(v) The
The total
total of the
"(v)
the war-crop
war-crop credits
credits due the individual
individual farms
farms
in each county
county shall be credited
credited to the county
county and
and the
the total
total of
the
of the
war-crop credits due all of the counties
counties in
State shall
shall be
credited
in aaState
be credited
State.
to the State.
"(vi) The acreage
acreage credited
"(vi)
credited to
to States,
farms for
for
States, counties,
counties, and
and farms
the years 1945, 1946, or
of war
crops, shall
shall be
be
or 1947, because
because of
war crops,
taken into full account
account in the determination
determination and
and distribution
of
distribution of
allotments on a
a national, State,
cotton acreage allotments
county, and
and farm
farm
State, county,
basis.
basis.
"FARM
"FARM MARICEMNG
QUOTAS
MARKETING QUOTAS

Pod, p. 1058.

P, p. 1058.

Farm marketing exFarm marketing ecess.

"SEC.
345. The
The farm
farm marketing
marketing quota
"
SEC. 345.
quota for any
any crop of cotton shall
shall

be the actual production of the acreage
acreage planted
cotton on
on the
the farm
farm
planted to cotton
less the farm marketing excess. The
farm marketing
The farm
marketing excess
excess shall
be
shall be
the
normal production
production of
of that
that acreage
acreage planted
farm
the normal
planted to cotton on the farm
which is in excess
excess of the farm acreage
Provided, That
That such
such
acreage allotment:
allotment: Provided,
farm
farm marketing
marketing excess
excess shall not be larger
larger than the amount
amount by which
which
the
the actual
actual production
production of
of cotton
cotton on the farm exceeds
exceeds the
the normal producproducacreage allotment, if
tion of the farm acreage
the producer
producer establishes
establishes such
such
if the
actual production
production to the satisfaction of
Secretary.
of the Secretary.
" PENAL/MS
"PENALTES

Computation.

Computation.

Supra.

Spr.

Liability.

Liability.

"SEC. 346. (a)
Whenever farm marketing quotas are
"SEc.
(a) Whenever
are in
effect with
with
in effect
respect to any crop of cotton, the producer
producer shall
subject to
to aapenalty
penalty
shall be
be subject
on the farm marketing
marketing excess
a rate per pound
on
excess at a
equal to
to 50
per
pound equal
50 per
centum of
of the parity price per pound for cotton as of June 15
centum
of the
the
15 of
calendar
year in
which such
crop is
is produced.
calendar year
in which
such crop
produced.
"(b) The
regarded as
"(b)
The farm marketing
marketing excess of cotton shall
shall be regarded
marketing and
the amount
amount of
of penalty
shall be
computed
available for
for marketing
and the
penalty shall
be computed
upon the normal production
production of the acreage
planted to
to
acreage on
on the farm
farm planted
cotton in excess
excess of the farm
farm acreage
If aadownward
downward adjustadjustacreage allotment. If
ment in the amount of the farm marketing excess is
is made pursuant
pursuant to
to
the proviso in section
section 345,
the difference
between the
amount of
of the
the
345, the
difference between
the amount
penalty computed
computed upon the farm marketing
excess before
before such
such adjustadjustmarketing excess
ment and as computed
computed upon the
adjusted farm
marketing excess
excess shall
shall
the adjusted
farm marketing
be
to or
the producer,
be returned
returned to
or allowed
allowed the
producer.
4(c) The
person liable
for payment
or collection
"(c)
The person
liable for
payment or
collection of
of the
the penalty
penalty shall
shall

be
also for interest thereon at the rate of 66 per centum
be liable
liable also
centum per
per
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annum from
the date
the penalty
becomes due
until the
the date
date of
annum
from the
date the
penalty becomes
due until
of payment
payment
of such penalty.
"(d) Until
penalty on
on the
excess is
all
"(d)
Until the
the penalty
the farm
farm marketing
marketing excess
is paid,
paid, all
cotton produced
produced on
on the
farm and
and marketed
the producer
shall be
be
cotton
the farm
marketed by
by the
producer shall
subject to the penalty
section and a
alien on
subject
penalty provided
provided by
by this
this section
on the
the entire
crop of
of cotton
produced on
the farm
farm shall
shall be
in effect
effect in
favor of
of the
the
be in
in favor
on the
crop
cotton produced
United States.

S.
Lien by U.
U. S.

"LONG-STAPLE
COTTON
4
CLONG-STAPLE COTTON

"SEc. 347.
347. (a)
Except as
otherwise provided
section, the
"SEC.
(a) Except
as otherwise
provided by
by this
this section,
the
provisions of
of this
Part shall
shall not
not apply
apply (1)
to cotton
cotton the
the staple
staple of
of
(1) to
provisions
this Part
which is
one and
and one-half
one-half inches
inches or
or more
more in
in length
or (2)
(2) to
extra long
long
to extra
length or
which
is one
staple cotton
cotton designated
designated by
the Secretary
Secretary which
is produced
from
produced from
by the
which is
staple
pure strain
Sea Island
Island or other
other simsimEgyptian, Sea
of American
American Egyptian,
strain varieties
varieties of
pure
ilar
types of
of extra
lon g staple
cotton having
having characteristics
for
needed for
characteristics needed
extra long
staple cotton
ilar types
various
end uses
uses for
for which
which American
American upland
suitable and
and
not suitable
upland cotton
cotton is
is not
various end
when
such varieties
are produced
in designated
irrigated cotton-growcotton-growdesignated irrigated
produced in
when such
varieties are
ing regions
regions of
United States
States or
or other
other areas
designated by the Secareas designated
of the
the United
ing
retary as
suitable for
for the
of such
varieties. The
The exempexempthe production
production of
such varieties.
retary
as suitable
tions authorized
authorized by
this subsection
apply to
such cotton
not apply
to any such
by this
subsection shall not
tions
unless ginned
gin.
on a
a roller-type
roller-type gin.
unless
ginned on
"(b)
Whenever during
calendar year
year not
not later
than October
October 15,
15,
later than
any calendar
during any
"(b) Whenever
the Secretary
Secretary determines
determines that
total supply
of any
any one
one or
or
of cotton
cotton of
the total
supply of
that the
the
more of
varieties covered
this section
for the
the marketing
year
marketing year
section for
by this
covered by
of the
the varieties
more
beginning in
in such
year will
will exceed
supply for
for
normal supply
exceed the
the normal
such calendar
calendar year
beginning
such marketing
more than
than 88per
the Secretary
shall
Secretary shall
centum, the
per centum,
year by
by more
marketing year
such
proclaim such
and a
anational
national marketing
marketing quota
shall be in effect
effect
quota shall
fact and
such fact
proclaim
with respect
or varieties
of cotton
cotton during
during the
the marketing
marketing
varieties of
to such
such variety
variety or
with
respect to
year beginning
the next
calendar year.
year.
in the
next calendar
beginning in
year
"The
Secretary shall
also determine
and specify
specify in
such marketing
marketing
in such
determine and
shall also
"The Secretary
quota proclamation
proclamation the
the amount
amount of
of the
marketing quota
quota in
in
the national
national marketing
quota
terms
the quantity
quantity of
long staple
staple cotton
cotton adequate,
adequate,
extra long
of such
such extra
terms of
of the
together
with (1)
(1) the
estimated carryover
carryover at
at the
the beginning
of the
the
beginning of
the estimated
together with
marketing year
begins in
the next
next calendar
year and
(2) the
the
and (2)
calendar year
in the
which begins
year which
marketing
estimated
during such
year, to
make available
available aa
to make
such marketing
marketing year,
imports during
estimated imports
normal
cotton. All
All provisions
provisions of
of this
this Act
Act relating
to
relating to
of such
such cotton.
supply of
normal supply
marketing
quotas and
and acreage
acreage allotments
shall, insofar
insofar as
as
for cotton
cotton shall,
allotments for
marketing quotas
applicable,
apply to
acreage allotments
for such
such
allotments for
and acreage
quotas and
to marketing
marketing quotas
applicable, apply
extra long
staple cotton.
cotton.
long staple
extra

Exemptions.
Exemptions.

Marketing quota
quota
proclamation.
proclamation.

"INELIGIBILITY
PAYMENTS
FOIl PAYMENTS
"INELIOIBILITY FOR
"SEc.
348 (a).
(a). Any
who knowingly
knowingly plants
cotton on
his farm
farm
on his
plants cotton
Any person
person who
"SEC. 348
in
any year
in excess
excess of
acreage allotment
cotton for
for the
the
for cotton
allotment for
farm acreage
of the
the farm
year in
in any
farm
for such
344 shall
shall not
for any
any paypaynot be
be eligible
elirible for
under section
section 344
such year
year under
farm for
ment for
year under
under the
Conservation and
and Domestic
AllotDomestic AllotSoil Conservation
the Soil
for such
such year
ment
ment
Act,
as
amended.
ment Act, as amended.
"(b)
All persons
persons applying
for any
any payment
of money
money under
under the
the
payment of
applying for
"(b) All
Soil
and Domestic
Act, as
as amended,
with
amended, with
Allotment Act,
Domestic Allotment
Conservation and
Soil Conservation
respect
any farm
in a
county in
cotton has
has been
been
in which
which cotton
a county
farm located
located in
to any
respect to
planted
during the
year for
for which
such payment
is offered,
offered, shall
shall file
file
payment is
which such
the year
planted during
with
applicant has
has not
not knowingly
knowingly
the applicant
that the
statement that
application aastatement
with the
the application
planted,
during the
the current
year, cotton
cotton on
on land
land on
on his
his farm
in excess
excess
farm in
current year,
planted, during
of the
the acreage
acreage allotted
allotted to
to the
the farm
under section
344 for
for such
such year."
year."
section 344
farm under
of
S
EC. 2.
2. (a)
(a) Section
Section 301
of the
Agricultural Adjustment
Adjustment Act
Act of
of 1938,
1938,
the Agricultural
301 of
SEC.
as
amended, is
follows:
as follows:
amended as
is amended
as amended,
(1) Subsection
(b) (3)
(3) (B)
amended to
to read:
read: "'Carry-over'
of
"'Carry-over' of
(B) is
is amended
Subsection (b)
(1)
cotton for
any marketing
marketing year
year shall
shall be
be the
on hand
hand
of cotton
cotton on
quantity of
the quantity
for any
cotton
in the
the United
United States
States at
at the
the beginning
beginning of
of such
not
year, not
such marketing
marketing year,
in
including
the crop
which was
the United
United
produced in
in the
was produced
crop which
part of
of the
any part
including any
States
the calendar
calendar year
current."
then current."
year then
during the
States during

Ante, p. 670.
670.
Ant,
49 Stat.
Stat. 163.
49
163.
16 U.
U. 8.. C.
C. iIf 590a590a16
590q; Supp.
1590e-1
590q;
Supp. II,
1, 1590e-l
d seq.
eiseq.

Ante, p.670.
Ante,
p. 670.

52 Stat. 38.
U. S.
S. C.
C. §
1301;
77 U.
§ 1301;
Supp. I, §
1301.
Supp.
§1301.
Post, pp.
pp. 1056,
1056, 1057,
1057,
Pos,
1058, 1062.
1058,1062.
52 Stat.
Stat. 39.
39.
52
7
8. C.,
7 U.
U. S.
C., Supp..H,
Supp. II,
11301(b)
11301 (b) (3) (B).
(B).
"Carry-over."
"Carry-over."
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(2) Subsection
(b) (10)
(10) is
deleting from
subpara(2)
Subsection (b)
is amended
amended (i)
(i) by
by deleting
from subparaword "cotton"
graph (A)
(A.) the word.
"cotton" where
where it first appears
appears and
the language
and
the
language
"40 per centum in
case of
of cotton"
cotton" and
"40 per centum
in the
the case
and (ii)
(ii) by adding
adding a
a new
new
subparagraph (C)
subparagraph
(C) as
follows:
as follows:
"Normalsupply."
"Normal
supply."
4(C) The
The 'normal
"(C)
'normal supply'
supply' of cotton for any marketing
marketing year
year shall
shall
be
the estimated
consumption of cotton
be the
estimated domestic consumption
cotton for
the marketing
marketing
for the
year
year for which such normal
normal supply is being determined,
the estiestidetermined, plus
plus the
mated
mated exports
exports of cotton for such
marketing year,
per centum
such marketing
year, plus
plus 30
30 per
centum
of the sum of such consumption
consumption and
and exports
exports as
an allowance
allowance for
for
as an
carry-over."
carry-over."
Stat. 42.
762U.St.
C,
pp. I
(3) Subsection
Subsection (b)
(16) is
amended by
(3)
(b) (16)
is amended
by (i)
(i) striking
striking from
from subpara7U. S. C., Supp. II,
subpara§
1301 (b) (1a6).
(16).
§1(b)
graph (A)
graph
(A) the word
word "cotton"
"cotton" and (ii)
(ii) by adding
adding aanew
new subparagraph
subparagraph
Post, p. 1058.
(C) as
as follows:
follows:
(C)
"Total supply."
"Totalsupply."
"(C) 'Total
supply' of
of cotton
for any
marketing year shall be the
"(C)
'Total supply'
cotton for
any marketing
carry-over at the beginning
beginning of such marketing
carry-over
marketing year,
year, plus
plus the
the estimated
estimated
production of cotton in the United
production
United States during the
the calendar
in
calendar year
year in
which such marketing
marketing year begins and the
the estimated
estimated imports
imports of
of cotton
cotton
United States during
into the United
during such marketing
year."
marketing year."
5
52 Stat. 65.
52tat.1to
(b)
374 of
(b) Section
Section 371
of the
the Agricultural
Agricultural Adjustment
Act of
of 1938,
1938, as
as
Adjustment Act
7U. S. 0. §1374.
.S..
1374.
amended, is
is amended
"(a)" before
before the
amended,
amended by
by inserting "(a)"
the first
first paragraph
paragraph
and by adding the following new
new paragraph:
paragraph:
toMhenemnt
Measurement prior
prior
"(b)
With respect
respect to cotton, the Secretary,
Secretary, upon
"(b) With
upon such
terms and
and
such terms
to planting.
conditions
as he
regulation prescribe,
conditions as
he may by regulation
prescribe, shall
shall provide,
provide, through
through
the
county and local committees
measurement prior
the county
committees for the measurement
prior to
to planting
planting
of
an acreage
acreage on the
of an
the farm
farm equal
equal to the farm acreage
acreage allotment
allotment if
if so
so
requested
requested by the farm
farm operator, and any
any farm
on which
the acreage
acreage
farm on
which the
planted
planted to cotton does not exceed
exceed such measured
measured acreage
acreage shall
shall be
be
Remeasurement.
Remeasurement.
deemed
to be
be in
compliance with the farm
deemed to
in compliance
farm acreage allotment.
allotment. The
The
Secretary
Secretary shall similarly
similarly provide
provide for the
remeasurement upon
upon request
request
the remeasurement
by
operator of
by the
the farm
farm operator
of the
the acreage
acreage planted
planted to cotton
cotton on the farm,
but the
the operator shall
required to reimburse
but
shall be required
reimburse the
the local
committee for
for
local committee
the
expense of
of such
such remeasurement
remeasurement if the planted
the expense
planted acreage
acreage is
is found
found
to
in excess
excess of the allotted
If the acreage
to be
be in
allotted acreage. If
acreage determined
determined to
to
be planted
cotton on the farm is in excess
be
planted to cotton
excess of the
the farm
farm acreage
acreage allotallotment, the
the Secretary
ment,
Secretary shall by appropriate
appropriate regulation
regulation provide
provide for
for aa
reasonable
acreage may be
reasonable time
time within
within which such planted
planted acreage
be adjusted
adjusted
to the farm acreage
to
acreage allotment."
allotment."
52
Stat. 62. 1362.
5 f.t.
(c)
Agricultural Adjustment
Adjustment Act
(c) Section
Section 362
362 of the Agricultural
Act of
of 1938,
1938, as
711. S.C. §1362.
as
anmended, is
is amended
adding at the end
amended,
amended by adding
end thereof
thereof the
the following:
following:
Notitotallotnwlt
Notice of allotment.
"Notice of
allotment established
"Notice
of the
the farm
farm acreage
acreage allotment
established for
each farm
farm
for each
shown by
by the
the records
shown
records of the
the county
county committee to be entitled
entitled to
such
to such
allotment shall
shall insofar
practicable be mailed to
allotment
insofar as practicable
the farm
to the
farm operator
operator
in sufficient
time to
to be received prior to the date of
in
sufficient time
referendum."
of the
the referendum."
Standard
grade.
standadgrasde.
SEC.
(a) Notwithstanding
Middling
SEC. 3.
3. (a)
Notwithstanding any
any other
other provision
provision of law, Middling
seven-eighths
cotton shall be the standard
seven-eighths inch
inch cotton
standard grade for purposes
purposes of
of
parity
support.
parity and
and price
price support.
55 Stat. 205.
7U.t8.
. §§1330(9),
(b) Paragraph
Paragraph (9)
7U. S. C.
1330 (9),
of Public
(b)
(9) of
Public Law
Law 74,
Seventy-seventh Congress,
Congress, is
74, Seventy-seventh
is
1340
(9).
1340(9).
amended by striking
striking out "cotton
"cotton and".
amended
and".
SEC.
4.
Subsection
section 358 of the Agricultural
SEC. 4. Subsection (c)
(c) of
of section
Agricultural Adjust55 Stat. 89.
7
u.s..s
ment Act
7
U. a8358(c).
S. C. §1358 (c).
amended, is amended
read as
follows:
ment
Act of
of 1938,
1938, as
as amended,
amended to read
as follows:
Peanuts.
tatreage allot(c) The
national acreage
acreage allotment
shall be
"(c)
The national
allotment shall
among
be apportioned
apportioned among
State acreage allotments.
the States
on the
the basis of the average acreage
acreage of peanuts harvested
the
States on
harvested
for nuts
in the
State in
in the
five years
preceding the
for
nuts in
the State
the five
years preceding
the year in which
which
the
national
determined, with adjustments
the national allotment
allotment is determined,
adjustments for
for trends,
trends,
abnormal
abnormal conditions
conditions of production,
production, and the State peanut acreage
acreage allotallotment
for
the
crop immediately
immediately preceding
preceding the
which the
the allotthe crop
crop for
for which
allotMinimum allotmont.
ment.
ment hereunder
hereunder is established:
established: Provided,
Provided, That the
the allotment
estaballotment
established
for any
any State
be not
not less than (1)
lished for
State shall
shall be
(1) the allotment estabestablished
such State
State for
for the
the crop produced
calendar year
lished for
for such
produced in the calendar
year 1941,
1941,
52 Stat. 41.
.52tas.
C1.
7U. S. 0., Stipp.
§§1301
301 (b) (10).
(10).
Post,
p.1057.
Postp.
1057.

II,
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1ST SESS.—GHS.
SESS.-CHS. 518,
81sT CONG.,
CONG., 1sT
518, 519-AUG.
519—AUG. 29,
29, 1949
1949

or (2)
(2) 60 per centum
centum of the acreage
peanuts harvested
nuts in
in
acreage of
of peanuts
harvested for
for nuts
the calendar year 1948, whichever
whichever is larger:
larger: Provided
Provided further,
further, That
That
if
if the national acreage
acreage allotment in any year is less than two
two million
million
one hundred thousand
thousand acres, then the
the allotment
allotment for each
each State after
after
being calculated as hereinabove
hereinabove provided
provided shall be reduced
reduced by
same
by the
the same
percentage as the State allotment
allotment (as so calculated)
bears to the
percentage
calculated) bears
national allotment:
further, That
allotment: And provided further,
That the
acreage
the national
national acreage
allotment for the crop year
year 1950 shall
shall be not less than
million one
one
than two
two million
hundred thousand acres."
acres."
SEC. 5. Notwithstanding
Notwithstanding any
SEc.
any other provision
law, the
the farm
provision of
of law,
farm acreacreage allotment of wheat for the 1950 crop for any farm
not be
farm shall
shall not
be
less than
than the larger of—
of(A) 50 per centum.
(A)
of—
centum of(1)
acreage on the farm seeded
(1) the acreage
of
seeded for the
the production
production of
wheat
in 1949,
1949, and
wheat in
and
(2)
for the
(2) any other acreage
acreage seeded for
production of
of wheat
wheat
the production
in 1948 which
which was fallowed and
no crop
crop was
was
and from
from which
which no
harvested in
calendar year
year 1949,
1949, or
or
harvested
in the
the calendar
(B) 50 per
centum ofof—
(B)
per centum
(1) the acreage
(1)
acreage on the farm seeded for
for the production
production of
of
wheat
in 1948,
1948, and
wheat in
and
(2) any other acreage
(2)
acreage seeded
seeded for
the production
production of
for the
of wheat
wheat
in 1947
in
and from
which no
crop was
was
1947 which
which was
was fallowed
fallowed and
from which
no crop
harvested in
the calendar
1948,
harvested
in the
calendar year
year 1948,
adjusted
ratio as
the national
national average
average seedings
for the
adjusted in
in the
the same ratio
as the
seedings for
the
production of
of wheat
wheat during
ten calendar
years 1939-1948
1939-1948 (adjusted
(adjusted
production
during the
the ten
calendar years
Agricultural Adjustment
Act of
as amended)
amended)
as provided
provided by
by the
the Agricultural
Adjustment Act
of 1938,
1938, as
bears to
to the
the national
acreage allotment
allotment for
for the
the 1950
crop:
bears
national acreage
for wheat
wheat for
1950 crop:
Provided,
That no
shall be
be included
or (B)
(B) which
which
Provided, That
no acreage
acreage shall
included under
under (A)
(A) or
the Secretary,
Secretary, by appropriate
appropriate regulations,
regulations, determines
become an
an
determines will
will become
undue erosion
erosion hazard under
continued farming.
To the
the extent
extent that
under continued
farming. To
that
the
allotment to
any county
to provide
for such
the allotment
to any
county is
is insufficient
insufficient to
provide for
such minimum
minimum
the Secretary
Secretary shall
county such
additional
farm allotments, the
shall allot
allot such
such county
such additional
acreage (which
acreage
shall be
in addition
addition to
to the
and national
national
(which shall
be in
the county,
county, State,
State, and
acreage
the Agricultural
Agricultural
acreage allotments
allotments otherwise
otherwise provided
provided for
for under
under the
Adjustment
of 1938,
1938, as
amended) as
in order
order
Adjustment Act
Act of
as amended)
as may
may be
be necessary
necessary in
to
provide for
for such
minimum farm
farm allotments.
to provide
such minimum
allotments.
Approved
August 29,
29, 1949.
1949.
Approved August

Reduction.

Minimum allotMinimum
ment, 1950.
1950.
ment,

Wheat.
Minimum allotMinimum
ment, 1950.

Stat. 38.
52 Stat.
1301 e
et
77 U. S. C.
C. §§1301
II, §
§ 1301
seq.; Supp. II,
seg.
et seq.
Post, pp.
pp. 1056-1062.
1056-1062.
Post,

Additional
Additional
to county.

acreage

[CHAPTER
519]
[CHAPTER 519]

AN ACT
ACT
To
and maintenance
of the
To authorize
authorize the
the construction,
construction, operation,
operation, and
maintenance of
the Weber
Weber Basin
Basin
reclamation
project, Utah.
Utah.
reclamation project,

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
by the Senate
Senate and House
United
States of
of America in
United States
in Congress
That the
the Secretary
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
Secretary
of
of the Interior,
the Bureau
Reclamation, is
hereby authorauthorInterior, through the
Bureau of
of Reclamation,
is hereby
to construct,
and maintain
maintain the
the Weber
Basin project
to
ized to
construct, operate,
operate, and
Weber Basin
project to
consist
of reservoirs,
reservoirs, irrigation
irrigation and
and drainage
plants,
consist of
drainage works,
works, power
power plants,
transmission
and similar
works in
in and
and near
near Morgan,
Davis,
transmission lines,
lines, and
similar works
Morgan, -Davis,
Summit,
and Weber
for the
the purposes
of supplying
supplying
Summit, and
Weber Counties,
Counties, Utah,
Utah, for
purposes of
irrigation water
both new
irrigated; supplying
supplying
irrigation
water to
to lands,
lands, both
new and
and presently
presently irrigatedmunicipal,
municipal, industrial,
domestic water;
floods; and
industrial, and
and domestic
water; controlling
controlling foods;
and
generating
and selling
to help
help meet
meet the
short supply
generating and
selling electric
electric energy
energy to
the short
supply
of
in the
the area
area and
means of
making the
project
of power
power in
and as
as a
a means
of making
the whole
whole project
self-supporting and
financially solvent;
beneficial purpurself-supporting
and financially
solvent; and
and for
for other
other beneficial
poses (including,
(including, but
without limitation,
limitation, the
the control
control and
and catchment
catchment
poses
but without

August 29, 1949
1949
AusUEt
8 2391]
I18.
23011
[Public
Law
273]
IPublic Law 2731

Weber Basin
Basin projprojWeber
ect,
Utah.
ect Utah.
Construction, operoperConstruction,
ation,
ation. etc.

678
678

Apportionment
Apportionment of
costs.

Repayment period.
Repayment

53 Stat. 1194.
43 U. S. C. J
§ 485h
485h
(c), (d).
(c),
(d).
Establishment
Establishment of
organization.

43 U.
U. S. C. §
§372 et
seq.
seq.

Appropriation
Appropriation authorized.
thorized.

— CHS.519,
29, 30,
1949
PUBLIC LAWS
LAWS-CHS.
519, 520—AUG
520-AUG..29,
30, 1949

[63
STAT.
[63 STAT.

of silt, improvement
improvement of
the general
general quality
quality of
of the
water, the
of the
the water,
the preservapreservation and propagation
propagation of
of fish
fish and
wildlife, and
the provision
provision and
and
and wildlife,
and the
improvement of
improvement
facilities), at
an estimated
estimated cost
cost of
of
of recreational'
recreational facilities),
at an
$69,500,000, all in substantial
substantial accord
recommendations made
made
accord with
with the
the recommendations
in that certain report, dated
dated July
15, 1949,
1949, of
of the
the regional
regional director,
July 15,
director,
region IV, Bureau
Bureau of
of Reclamation,
entitled "Weber
Basin project,
project,
Reclamation, entitled
"Weber Basin
Utah".
Utah".
SEC.
SEC. 2. The Secretary
Secretary is authorized
apportion equitably
the costs
costs
authorized to
to apportion
equitably the
constructing, operating,
of constructing,
operating, a
nd maintaining
(including therein
therein
and
maintaining (including
reasonable
reasonable provision
provision for replacement)
replacement) the
the project
project works
herein
works herein
authorized
authorized between, on the one hand,
hand, their
their flood
flood control,
control, recreational,
recreational,
and fish and wildlife
wildlife purposes
purposes and,
the other
other hand,
hand, their
and, on
on the
their irrigation,
irrigation,
power,
power, municipal,
municipal, and other
other water-supply
purposes. The
The former
former
water-supply purposes.
allocations
allocations shall be nonreimbursable
nonreimbursable and
and nonreturnable.
nonreturnable. The
The latter
latter
allocations
allocations shall
shall be reimbursable
returnable: Provided,
Provided, That
That
reimbursable and
and returnable:
general repayment obligations
obligations undertaken
undertaken pursuant
to subsections
pursuant to
subsections
(c) and (d) of section
section 99of
(c)
the Reclamation
of 1939
1939 may
may extend
extend
of the
Reclamation Act
Act of
over a
aperiod not exceeding
exceeding sixty
sixty years.
years.
SEC.
a condition
condition precedent
precedent to
SEC. 3. As a
to construction
construction of
of any
any of
of the
irrithe irrigation
drainage works herein authorized,
gation or drainage
authorized, there
there shall
shall be
be established
established
an organization
organization in the State of
with powers
satisfactory to
to the
the
of Utah
Utah with
powers satisfactory
Secretary,
Secretary, including
including the power to tax property
property both
both real
real and
and personal
personal
within its boundaries
boundaries and the
enter into
contract or
or conconthe power
power to
to enter
into aacontract
tracts
payment of reimbursable
tracts with the United
United States
States for payment
reimbursable costs
costs
allocated to irrigation,
irrigation, municipal water
supply, and
and other
water supply,
other miscelmiscellaneous
purposes.
laneous purposes.
SEC.
4. This Act shall be aasupplement
supplement to the Federal
SEC. 4.
Federal reclamation
reclamation
laws (Act of June 17, 1902, 32 Stat. 388,
388, and
and Acts
Acts amendatory
amendatory thereof
thereof
or supplementary
thereto), the provisions
supplementary thereto),
provisions whereof
govern the
whereof shall
shall govern
the
construction, operation,
maintenance of the Weber
Weber Basin
construction,
operation, and maintenance
Basin project
project
except as
otherwise herein
herein provided.
as otherwise
provided.
SEC. 5. There
SEc.
There are hereby
hereby authorized
authorizedt
be appropriated,
appropri
ate d,out
out of
of any
too be
any
moneys in
i
n the Treasury not
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, such
such sums
as
not otherwise
sums as
may be required
required to carry
may
carry out the purposes
purposes of
this Act.
Act.
of this
Approved August 29,
1949.
29, 1949.
5201
[CHAPTER 5201

1949
August 30, 1949
[I.
[U. R. 7811
781]
(Public Law 274]
2741
IPublic
Civil Aeronautics
Act of 1938, amendment.
ment.
52 Stat. 980.
49 U. S. C. §§ 421421
426; Supp. II, §
§ 421
note.

AN ACT
ACT
To amend title II of the Civil Aeronautics
Aeronautics Act of 1938, as amended.
Be
it
enacted
the Senate and House of
Be it enacted by
by the
of Representatives
Representatives of
the
of the
United States of America in
Congress assembled,
United
in Congress
assembled, That
That title
title II
II of
of the
the
Civil Aeronautics
Aeronautics Act
Act of
of 1938,
amended, is amended
by adding
Civil
1938, as amended,
amended by
adding
a new section as
at the end thereof a
as follows:
follows:
"TSUPPLIES
"SUPPLIES AND
AND MATERIALS
MATERIALS FOR
FOR ALASKA
ALASKA

"SEC.
207.
SEC. 207.
Aeronautics
Aeronautics

When appropriations
appropriations for any
any fiscal year
year for
for the
the Civil
Civil
Administration have not been made
Administration
made prior to the
the first
first
day of March preceding the beginning of such fiscal year, the Administrator
authorize such
istrator of Civil Aeronautics
Aeronautics may authorize
such officer
officer or
or officers
officers
as may be designated
designated by
by him
incur obligations
obligations for
the purchase
him to
to incur
for the
purchase
and transportation
transportation of
of supplies
supplies and
and materials
materials necessary
necessary to
to the
the proper
proper
execution
Administration's functions
execution of the
the Administration's
functions in
in Alaska
in amounts
amounts
Alaska in
not
75 per centum
centum of the amount
not to
to exceed
exceed 75
amount that had been
made
been made
available
fiscal year then
available for such purposes for the fiscal
then current,
current, payments
payments
of these
obligations to
of
these obligations
to be
be made from the appropriations
appropriations for the next
next
succeeding
fiscal year
year when
become available."
succeeding fiscal
when they become
available."
Approved August 30, 1949.
"
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[CHAPTER 521]
[CHAPTER
521]

ACT
AN ACT

To authorize
authorize the
the sale of
of public
public lands
lands in
in Alaska.
Alaska.

Be
enacted by
the Senate
House of
Representatives of
Be it
it enacted
by the
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
of the
the
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That public lands
United States
States of America in
United
in Alaska
within national
national parks
in
Alaska not
not within
or monuments,
monuments, national
national forests,
forests,
parks or
Indian lands,
reservations, which
classified
Indian
lands, and
and military
military reservations,
which have been classified
by the
the Interior
as suitable
suitable for
or comcomby
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
Interior as
for industrial
industrial or
mercial purposes, including
including the construction
construction of housing, may be sold
by
him at
at public
public auction,
auction, after
giving not
less than
than thirty
days' notice
notice
by him
after giving
not less
thirty days'
of
in Alaska,
of such intended sale
sale in a
a newspaper
newspaper of general
general circulation
circulation in
Alaska,
in
tracts not
to exceed
exceed one
hundred and
acres in
aggregate,
in tracts
not to
one hundred
and sixty
sixty acres
in the
the aggregate,
proof satisfactory
to the
the Secretary
that
to any
any bidder who furnishes
furnishes proof
satisfactory to
Secretary that
such bidder
fide intention
intention and
and the
such
bidder has
has the
the bona
bona fide
the means
means to
to develop
develop the
the
tract
use: Provided,
Provided, That
That withdrawn
withdrawn or
or reserved
lands may
may
tract for
for such
such use:
reserved lands
be
disposed of
under this
Act only
with the
of any
be disposed
of under
this Act
only with
the consent
consent of
any department
department
or
agency having
having administrative
or agency
administrative jurisdiction
jurisdiction over such
such lands.
lands.
SEC.
SEC. 2. No sale shall be made for less than the
the appraised price
price of
the
and the
cost of
making any
survey to
to properly
properly describe
describe the
the
the land
land and
the cost
of making
any survey
land
land sold.
sold.
S
EC. 3.
3. There
There shall
to each
of land
under this
this
SEC.
shall be
be issued
issued to
each purchaser
purchaser of
land under
issuance of
Within three
Act
certificate of
three years
years after issuance
a certificate
of purchase. Within
Act a
such certificate,
certificate, upon
upon proof
proof supported
supported by
of two
two disinterested
disinterested
such
by affidavits
affidavits of
used the
the purpose
for
persons that the
the purchaser
purchaser has
has used
the land
land for
for the
purpose for
which it
classified for
for sale
sale for
for a
less than
six
which
it was
was classified
a period
period of
of not
not less
than six
this Act
Act shall
months,
patent in
in fee
shall be
be issued.
shall
Patents under
under this
issued. Patents
fee shall
months, a
a patent
issue
only after
survey, and
shall contain
contain a
reservation to
the United
United
and shall
a reservation
to the
issue only
after survey,
States of
of all
all minerals
minerals in
in the
the lands
lands patented
patented, together
with the
the right
to
right to
together with
States
prospect
mine, and
remove the
the minerals,
minerals, and
such other
other reservareservaand such
prospect for,
for, mine,
and remove
tions as
may be
be necessary
proper: Provided,
Provided, That, notwithstandnotwithstandnecessary and
and proper:
as may
tions
ing the
the provisions
of any
any Act
Act of
of Congress
Congress to
contrary, any
person
any person
to the
the contrary,
ing
provisions of
who
mines, or
minerals from
from
for, mines,
or removes
removes any
any minerals
who hereafter
hereafter prospects
prospects for,
any
disposed of
of under
under this
Act shall
shall be
be liable
for any
any damage
damage
this Act
liable for
any land
land disposed
that
may be
land and
and tangible
tangible improvements
improvements
of the land
be caused
caused to
to the
the value of
that may
thereon
by such
such prospecting
mining, or
or removal
removal of
of minerals.
for, mining,
prospecting for,
thereon by
Nothing in
in this
this section
shall be construed
construed to
to impair
any vested
vested right
impair any
section shallbe
Nothing
in existence
on the
section.
of this
this section.
date of
effective date
the effective
in
existence on
S
EC. 4.
4. This
existing valid
The
rights. The
any existing
valid rights.
shall not
not affect
affect any
This Act
Act shall
SEC.
Act
of May
May 14,
secs. 371
371 and
and 462),
as amended,
amended,
462), as
C., secs.
(48 U.
U. S.
S. C.,
14, 1898
1898 (48
Act of
creating shore
shore space
space reserves,
to nor
nor limit
the operation
operation
limit the
shall not
not apply
apply to
reserves, shall
creating
of
this Act.
of this
Act.
of the Interior
Interior may make such rules
S
EC. 5. The
rules and
Secretary of
SEC.
The Secretary
regulations as
as may
may be
necessary and
proper to
to provide
for the
developprovide for
the developand proper
be necessary
regulations
ment, under
applicable law,
of minerals
reserved to
to the
the United
United States,
States,
minerals reserved
law, of
under applicable
ment,
to provide
provide appropriate
of conducting
conducting sales,
sales, to
to
method of
notice of
of and
and method
appropriate notice
to
prevent speculation,
orderly development
development of
of lands
lands in
in
the orderly
to promote
promote the
speculation, to
prevent
Alaska, to
to provide
damages from
from
for damages
and compensation
compensation for
provide protection
protection and
Alaska,
mining activities
activities to
to the
the surface
surface and
and improvements
thereon, and
to
and to
improvements thereon,
mining
carry
out any
other purposes
purposes of
of this
Act.
this Act.
the other
any of
of the
carry out
Approved
30, 1949.
1949.
August 30,
Approved August
[CHAPTER 522]
522]
[CHAPTER

AN
ACT
AN ACT

August 30, 1949
August
[H. R.
R. 2859]
[H.

[Public Law 275]
Alaska.
Alka.p
Sale of public lands.

pn
Sale price.

Sale

ce

Certificate of pur-

of
Patent infee.

chCBette
chase.

pur

Patent in fee.

Rights reserved to
reserved to
Right
II. S.

Liability.
Liability.

30 Stat. 409, 413.

30Stat.409,4t3.

Rules and
and
tio,,U
lations.

regularegula

August30,1949
August 30, 1949
[H. R. 2877]
2877-276]
[H. l R.Law
[Public

To authorize
authorize the
the addition
of certain
lands to
Bend National
in the
the
Park, in
National Park,
to the
the Big
Big Bend
certain lands
addition of
To
State of
Texas, and
for other
purposes.
other purposes.
and for
State
of Texas,

[Publ c Law 276]

Be
enacted by
by the
Senate and
House of
of the
the
of Representatives
Representatives of
and House
the Senate
it enacted
Be it
United States
States of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
the Secretary
Secretary
That the
assembled, That
of America
America in
United
of
the Interior
is authorized
authorized to
to acquire,
in such
manner as
as he
shall
he shall
acquire, in
such manner
of the
Interior is

Big Bend
Bend National
National
Bi
Park, Tex.
land.
Additional land.

680
680

PUBLIC
CHS.522,
522, 523-AUG.
523—AUG.30,
PUBLIC LAWS
LAWS-CHS.
30, 1949
1949

[63
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[63 STAT.

consider to be
interest, any
any land
or interests
interests in
land
be in the public
public interest,
land or
in land
situated within sections
15, 22,
block 234,
234, Brewster
County,
sections 15,
22, 27,
27, 34,
34, block
Brewster County,
Texas, which he shall
suitable for
addition to
the Big
Big
shall consider to
to be
be suitable
for addition
to the
however, That
Bend National Park: Provided,
Provided, however,
That the
the aggregate
aggregate cost
cost to
to
the Federal
Federal Government
properties acquired
acquired hereafter
and under
Government of
of properties
hereafter and
under
the provisions hereof
hereof shall
not exceed
of $10,000.
Properties
shall not
exceed the
the sum
sum of
$10,000. Properties
acquired pursuant
pursuant to this Act
part of
of the
the park
upon
Act shall
shall become
become a
a part
park upon
acquisition of
thereto by
by the
States.
of title thereto
the United
United States.
Approved August
30, 1949.
Approved
August 30,
1949.

Cost limitation.
Cost
limitation.

[
CHAPTER 523]
[CHAPTER
1949
August 30,
30,1949

AN ACT

AN ACT

[H.
[EL R.
It. 44981
4498]

[Public Law 277]

II ublic Law 2771

Postal
Service.
PostalService.

52 Stat. 219.

52at.219.

Star route air-mail
serroucte air-mail
service.

Laws, etc., appli
cLaws,
tc, appl"
cable eto contracts.

Nonapplicability.
Nonapplicability.

52 Stat. 987.
52Stat. 987.
8
49
U. S.
S. C.
C. §§
48149 U.
§ 481496; Supp.
Supp. I1,
II, § 481
481
496;

note.
note.
n52Stat. 1000.
52
49 U. S. C. §§ 4878
49 u.si.4.6
489,492-494,49b.
39 U.
S. C.
39
U. S.
C'. §§ 488a,
488a,
488b.

tat. 10W.

To amend section 6
6 of the
the Act
Act of April
April 15,
to expedite
the carriage
carriage of
of mail
mail
15, 1938,
1938, to
expedite the
by granting
granting additional
General to award contracts
by
additional authority
authority to the Postmaster General
contracts
for the transportation
transportation of mail by aircraft upon
routes.
upon star
star routes.

Be
it enacted
the Senate
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
Be it
enacted by
by the
House of
United
States of
in Congress
assembled, That section
United States
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
section 6
6
.of
of
entitled "An
the Act entitled
"An Act
provide for
experimental air-mail
air-mail services
services
Act to
to provide
for experimental
to further
further develop
efficiency, and
and economy,
economy, and
and for
for other
develop safety,
safety, efficiency,
other
purposes", approved
approved April
April 15,
C. 470),
470), is
is hereby
hereby
15, 1938
1938 (39
(39 U.
U. S.
S. C.
amended
amended to read
read as
as follows:
follows:
"SEC.
"
SEC. 6. (a)
(a) Whenever
Whenever he shall find
i.t to be
in the
interest,
find it
be in
the public
public interest,
because of the nature of the
impracticability or
or inthe terrain, or
or the
the impracticability
inadequacy of surface
surface transportation,
transportation, and where
cost thereof
thereof is
is reareawhere the cost
sonably
sonably compatible
compatible with the
service to
the Postmaster
Postmaster
the service
to be
be provided,
provided, the
General may award
award contracts
contracts for the transportation
transportation by
aircraft upon
upon
by aircraft
star routes of any or all classes of
(including but
to
of mail
mail (including
but not
not limited
limited to
air mail and air parcel post),
payment for
su chservice
service to
be made
made from
post), payment
for such
to be
from

the appropriation
appropriation for
inland transportation
transportation by
routes: Provided,
Provided,
the
for inland
by star
star routes:

That
That all laws and regulations
regulations not in conflict
conflict with this section
section governgoverning star routes shall be applicable
made under
under the
the authorauthorapplicable to
to contracts
contracts made
ity
section: Provided
Provided further,
further, That the
ity of
of this
this section:
the provisions of title IV
IV
of the Civil Aeronautics
approved June 23,
Aeronautics Act of 1938,
1938, approved
(52 Stat.
Stat.
23, 1938 (52
973),
407, 408,
973), as amended
amended other
other than sections 407,
408, 409,
409, 412,
412, 413,
413, 414,
414, and
and
416 thereof
416
thereof shall not apply to the transportation
transportation of mail under
under this
this
section::Provided
further, That prior
section
Provided further,
prior to
to advertising
advertising for
for bids
bids for
for the
the

4 7- transportation
transportation of mail by
by aircraft
aircraft on
on any
any star
star route,
route, except
except as
as authorauthor-

52 Stat. 973.
2 Stat.
973.4t
49 U.
U. S.
C. §
401 et
S. C.
6 401
et
seq.; Supp.
Supp. II,
i, §§401
401 ett

seq.
678.
Ante,, pp.4O,
pp. 480,678.
Cancellation of contranellation
ofcontract.

Ane

Requirements

of

Requirernents of
bidderments
bidder.

"State."

Publication in Federal Register. i

erubiation

Fed-

ized by
the Act
of October
1175), entitled
ized
by the
Act of
October 14, 1940 (54
(54 Stat. 1175),
entitled 'An Act
Act
autlhorlz ig special
speci all arrangements
authorizing
arrangements in
in the
the transportation
of mail
within
transportation of
mail within
the Territory
Territory of Alaska,'
Alaska,' the
Postmaster General
the Postmaster
General shall obtain from
from
the Civil Aeronautics
a certification
certification that the proposed
the
Aeronautics Board a
proposed route
route
does not conflict
conflict with the development
development of air transportation
transportation as
as concontemplated
Aeronautics Act of
templated under
under the Civil Aeronautics
of 1938,
1938, as
as amended:
amended:
Provided further,
further, That
any such contract
of
Provided
That any
contract made under authority
authority of
this section shall be canceled
canceled upon
issuance by
by the
the Civil
Civil AeroAeroupon the
the issuance
nautics Board of an authorization
authorization under
the Civil
Aerounder title
title IV
IV of
of the
Civil Aeronautics Act
nautics
Act of 1938, as amended, to any
any air carrier
carrier to engage
engage in
in the
the
transportation
of mail
by aircraft
between any
any of
the points
points named
named
ransportation of
mail by
aircraft between
of the
in such contract:
contract: And
And provided
provided further,
no bid
bid for
for aa contract
contract
further, That
That no
under this section shall
conside re d un
l
ess t
he bidd
er is
i
sa
a resident
resident
shall be
be considered
unless
the
bidder
of
qualified to
a common carrier
carrier by air in aa State
of or
or qualified
to do
do business
business as a
within which
within
which one or more
more points to be served under such proposed
proposed
contract
section, the term 'State'
contract are located.
located. As used
used in this section,
includes
'State' includes
the several States,
States, the Territories
Territories of Alaska
and Hawaii,
and the
the
Alaska and
Hawaii, and
District
District. of Columbia.
Columbia.
"(b) Upon
Upon receipt of
"(b)
request from
th e Postmaster
Pos t
master General
General for
of a
a request
from the
for
certification required
subsection
(a)
the certification
required in subsecti
on (
a ) above,
above, the
the Ci
vi
l AeroAeroCivil
nautics
nautics
send
to
send to

Board shall
promptly publish
publish in
the Federal
Board
shall promptly
in the
Federal Register,
Register, and
such
persons as
as the Board may by regulation
such persons
regulation determine, aa
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STAT.]
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star route. After giving notice
notice describing the proposed
proposed air star
notice
pursuant to this subsection,
subsection, the
the Board
Board shall
shall afford
afford interested
interested persons
persons aa
reasonable
reasonable opportunity
opportunity to submit written data,
data, views
views or arguments
arguments
with or without opportunity
opportunity to present the same
orally in any
any manner.
same orally
manner.
The Board shall give due
due consideration
preconsideration to
to all
all relevant
relevant matter
matter presented
days after
after notice
sented and, not less than thirty days
notice is given,
given, except
except in
incorporates the
any situation in which it
it for good cause finds (and
(and incorporates
finding and
statement of
therefor in
in its
its order
order
finding
and aa brief
brief statement
of the
the reasons
reasons therefor
granting
advance notice
granting certification)
certification) that such
such period
period of advance
notice is impracimpracticable, unnecessary
unnecessary or contrary
contrary to
to the
shall grant
grant the
the
ticable,
the public
public interest,
interest, shall
requested
requested certification
certification upon
finding that
does not
upon finding
that the
the proposed
proposed route
route does
not
conflict
conflict with the development
development of air transportation
transportation as contemplated
contemplated
52 Stat.
Stat. 973.
973.
52
under
under the Civil Aeronautics
Aeronautics Act
amended."
Act of 1938,
1938, as
as amended."
49 U.
S. C.
C. §401
49
U. S.
401 et
t
seq.;
Supp.
II,
401 et
et
Supp.
II, §
§401
seq.;
Approved August
August 30,
30, 1949.
1949.
Approved
8f41.
seq.
Ante, pp.
pp. 480,
480, 678.
678.
Ante,

[CHAPTER 524]
[CHAPTER

JOINT
RESOLUTION
JOINT RESOLUTION
amended.
To amend
amend the National Housing Act, as amended.

Resolved
Senate and
Representatives of
the United
United
of the
Resolved by
by the
the Senate
and House
House of
of Representatives
States of
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
the National
That the
National Housing
Housing
States
America in
Act, as
is hereby
hereby amended—
amendedAct,
as amended,
amended, is
(1)
striking out
out of
sentence of
of section
section 2
2 (a)
(a) "Sep"Sepof the
the first
first sentence
by striking
(1) by
tember
and inserting
1, 1949".
lieu thereof
thereof "November
"November 1,
1949".
tember 1,
1, 1949"
1949" and
inserting in
in lieu
(2)
of the
the proviso
in section
section 203
203 (a)
(a)
proviso in
out of
striking out
(2) by
by striking
"$5,300,000,000"
in lieu
and
thereof "$5,500,000,000"
"$5,500,000,000" and
inserting in
lieu thereof
and inserting
"$5,300,000,000" and
by striking
such proviso
proviso "$5,500,000,000"
"$5,500,000,000" and
and inserting
inserting in
in
of such
by
striking out
out of
lieu thereof
thereof "$6,000,000,000".
16,000,000,000".
lieu
(3) by
out of
of the
the second
proviso in
in section
section 603
603 (a)
(a)
second proviso
by striking
striking out
(3)
"August 31,
1949" in
place where
where it
appears therein
therein and
and
it appears
each place
31, 1949"
in each
"August
inserting
thereof "October
31, 1949".
1949".
"October 31,
in lieu
lieu thereof
inserting in
Approved August
30, 1949.
1949.
Approved
August 30,
[CHAPTER 525]

AN
ACT
AN ACT

To transfer
transfer from
Administrator of
of Veterans'
Affairs to
to the
Attorney General
General
the Attorney
Veterans' Affairs
from the
the Administrator
To
of
the United
States for
for the
certain tract
of
tract of
Bureau of
of Prisons,
Prisons, aacertain
use of
of the
the Bureau
the use
United States
of the
land located
located at Chillicothe,
Chillicothe, Ohio.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
Senate and
of Representatives
Representatives of
the
of the
and House
House of
the Senate
by the
Be
United States
States of
of America
America in.
assembled, That
followingthe followingThat the
in Congress
Congress assembled,
United
described tract
tract of
of land
land containing
three hundred
hundred
approximately three
containing approximately
described
seventy-nine and
one-tenth acres,
acres, more
or less,
less, including
including improveimprovemore or
and one-tenth
seventy-nine
Administrator of Veterans'
ments,
any, now
under control
control of the Administrator
Veterans'
now under
if any,
ments, if
Affairs,
transferred to
the possession,
possession, control,
control, and
jurisdicand jurisdicto the
is hereby
hereby transferred
Affairs, is
tion of
of the
General of
of the
United States
States for
for the
the use
use of
of the
the
the United
the Attorney
Attorney General
tion
Bureau of
of Prisons:
Prisons:
Bureau
A
of ground
ground being
boundary of
of the
United States
States
the United
western boundary
at the
the western
being at
A plot
plot of
Veterans' Administration
Administration Hospital
County, Ohio,
Ohio,
in Ross
Ross County,
holdings in
Hospital holdings
Veterans'
and starting
at U.
S. Monument
thence south
south seventy-eight
seventy-eight degrees
degrees
168 thence
Monument 168
U. S.
and
starting at
two minutes
minutes forty-four
seconds west
distance of
of six
six hundred
hundred
for a
a distance
west for
forty-four seconds
two
seventy-four and
one-hundredths feet
Ti. S.
169,
Monument 169,
feet to
to U.
S. Monument
thirty one-hundredths
and thirty
seventy-four
thence south
south eighty-two
eighty-two degrees
two minutes
minutes thirty-two
seconds west
west
thirty-two seconds
degrees two
thence
for a
a distance
of two
and three
three
hundred twenty-eight
twenty-eight and
three hundred
two thousand
thousand three
for
distance of
one-hundredths feet
U. S.
Monument 175,
175, thence
north forty-two
forty-two
thence north
S. Monument
to U.
feet to
one-hundredths
degrees fifty-six
seconds west
for aa distance
distance of
of
west for
thirty-six seconds
minutes thirty-six
fifty-six minutes
degrees
one thousand
nine hundred
feet
one-hundredths feet
sixty-five one-hundredths
eighty and
and sixty-five
hundred eighty
thousand nine
one
to U.
S. Monument
six minutes
minutes
degrees six
north thirty-four
thirty-four degrees
178, thence
thence north
Monument 178,
to
U. S.
forty-three seconds
east for
one thousand
thousand seventy-seven
seventy-seven
of one
for a
a distance
distance of
seconds east
forty-three

August 30,
30, 1949
1949
August
[S.
J. Res.
Res. 1091
1091
[S. J.
[Public Law
Law 278]
278]
[Public

49 Stat.
49
Stat. 1187.
1187.

12 U.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
Supp.
12
U. S.
II, §§1703
1703 (a).
(a).
II,
Ante,
p. 421;
post,
Ante, p.
421; post,
p. 905.
905.
p.
48
Stat. 1248.
1248.
48 Stat.
12 U.S.
U. S. C.
(a).
12
C. §1709
1709 (a).
Ante, p.
421; post,
post,
Ante,
p. 421;
p.
p. 905.
905.
55
55 Stat.
Stat. 56.
56.
12
U. S.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
Supp.
12 U.
II,
(a).
1738 (a).
II, §§1738
Ante, pp.
pp. 29,
29, 421;
Ante,
421;
post, p.
p. 905.
905.
post,

August 31.
31, 1949
1949
August
[S.
1 591
[s. 18591
t'ublio
Law
2791
(Public Law 2791

Bureau
of Prisons.
Prisons.
Bureau of
Conveyance.
Conveyance.

682
682

Aug. 31, 1949

Aug. 31, 1949
PUBLIC
LAWS-CHS.
PUBLIC LAWS—
CHS.525,
525, 529—
Sept. 1,
1, 1949
1949
5 29- Sept.
-

Sept. 1, 1949

[63 STAT.
STAT.

and thirty-five
thirty-five one-hundredths
feet to
to U.
U. S.
S. Monument
Monument 180,
180, thence
one-hundredths feet
thence
north sixty-seven
sixty-seven degrees
ten minutes
minutes forty-two
seconds west
west for
degrees ten
forty-two seconds
for
a distance of six hundred and
a
to U.
Monument 182,
and fourteen
fourteen feet
feet to
U. S.
S. Monument
182,
thence north seventy-seven
degrees fifty-seven
seventy-seven degrees
fifty-seven minutes
minutes thirty-eight
thirty-eight
seconds east for aadistance of
of one
one thousand
thousand three
hundred twelve
twelve and
and
three hundred
seventy
one-hundredths feet to
seventy one-hundredths
S. Monument
thence north
north ten
ten
to U.
U. S.
Monument 184,
184, thence
degrees
nineteen minutes
degrees nineteen
minutes thirty-two
west for
distance of
thirty-two seconds
seconds west
for aa distance
of
eight hundred
hundred fifty-nine and six
one-hundredths feet
feet to
to U.
U. S.
S. MonuMonusix one-hundredths
ment 186, thence
thence north eleven
eleven degrees
degrees forty-eight
forty-eight minutes
minutes twenty
twenty
seconds west for a
a distance of
five hundred
seventy and
twenty-one
of five
hundred seventy
and twenty-one
one-hundredths feet to U. S.
one-hundredths
S. Monument
north eleven
eleven
Monument 188,
188, thence
thence north
degrees twenty-one minutes
minutes fifty-eight
seconds west
west for
for a
distance
fifty-eight seconds
a distance
thousand seven hundred seventy
of one thousand
seventy and
and eighty-seven
eighty-seven oneonehundredths
Monument 190,
hundredths feet to U. S. Monument
190, thence
thence north
north sixty-eight
sixty-eight
degrees twenty-eight
twenty-eight minutes
fifty-two seconds
degrees
minutes fifty-two
seconds east
east for
for aa distance
distance
of
fifty-one and eighty
of two
two thousand
thousand four hundred
hundred fifty-one
eighty one-hundredths
one-hundredths
feet
Monument 193, thence
feet to U. S. Monument
thence on aa bearing
bearing of
of north
north twelve
twelve
degrees twelve minutes
forty-seven seconds
minutes forty-seven
seconds west
west in
in aa southeasterly
southeasterly
direction for approximately
approximately six thousand
direction
thousand six
six hundred
hundred and
and thirteen
thirteen
feet to point of beginning,
beginning, said tract now
being occupied
occupied and
used
now being
and used
by the Federal Reformatory
Reformatory at
at Chillicothe,
Chillicothe Ohio,
and being
being a
aportion
portion
Ohio, and
of the land described
in
a p
permit
described i
n a
erm it dated
dated March
March 20,
20, 1928,
1928, executed
executed by
by
Frank T.
T. Hines, Director
Director, United
States Veterans'
Veterans' Bureau,
Bureau, in
in favor
favor
United States
of the
the aforesaid
of
aforesaid Bureau
Bureau o
offPrisons.
Prisons.
SEC.
transfer provided
SEC. 2. The
The transfer
provided for
this Act
Act shall
shall be
be effected
effected
for in
in this
without reimbursement
reimbursement or
or transfer
of funds.
transfer of
funds.
Approved August
August 31,
31, 1949.
1949.
[CHAPTER 529]
[CHAPTER
September
September 1,
1 1949
1949
[S.
[s. 11647]
6 47 1
[Public Law 280]
[Public

Government
Government royaloil.
ty oil.
41 Stat. 451; 60 Stat.

533.
533.

Termination
Termination of eoncontract.
Retention of contract.

Applicability
Applicability to existing contracts.
contracts.
30 U.S. C.
C.

Exception.
Exception.

j 192.

AN ACT
ACT

To eliminate
eliminate premium payments in the purchase of
To
of Government
Government royalty
royalty oil
oil under
under
existing
entered into
existing contracts
contracts entered
into pursuant to the Act
Act of
(60 Stat.
Stat.
of July
July 13,
13, 1946
1946 (60
533), and for other purposes.
purposes.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the Senate and House
House of
Representatives of
of the
the
of Representatives
United
States of America
America in Congress
United States
Congress assembled,
That where,
where, under
under
assembled, That
any existing
existing contract entered
any
entered into pursuant
pursuant to
to the
the first
in the
first proviso
proviso in
the
second
paragraph of section
second paragraph
section 36 of
the Mineral
Mineral Lands
Leasing Act
Act of
of
of the
Lands Leasing
February
February 25, 1920, as amended
amended (30 U. S.
sec. 192),
refinery is
is
S. C.,
C., sec.
192), any
any refinery
required
required to pay a
a premium
premium price
price for
for the
of Government
Government
the purchase
purchase of
royalty oil, such refinery
refnery may, at
at its
its option,
by written
written notice
notice to
to the
the
option, by
Secretary of the Interior, elect
Secretary
elect either—
either(1) to terminate
terminate such contract,
(1)
contract, the
termination to
to take
take place
the termination
place
at the
of the
the calendar
calendar month
at
the end
end of
month following
following the month
month in
in which
which
such notice
notice is
is given;
given; or
or
(2)
to retain
retain such
such contract
modifications, that
(2) to
contract with the modifications,
that (a)
(a)
the
price, on
on and
the price,
and after March
March 1, 1949, shall
shall be as defined
defined in
in the
the
contract, without
premium payments, (b)
(b) any credit
contract,
without premium
credit thereby
thereby
resulting
premium payments
payments shall
resulting from
from past
past premium
shall be added
added to
the
to the
refinery
account, and (c)
refinery'ss account,
(c) the Secretary may, at
at his
option, elect
his option,
elect
to
terminate the
the contract
contract as so modified, such termination
to terminate
termination to
to
take
place at
take place
at the end of the third calendar
calendar month
following the
month following
the
month
in which
written notice thereof
month in
which written
thereof is given by the Secretary.
Secretary.
SEC.
The provisions
provisions of
of this
SEc. 2.
2. The
this Act
Act shall apply to all existing concontracts for
for the
royalty oil
tracts
the purchase
purchase of Government
Government royalty
oil entered
entered into
into after
after
the
approval of
Act of July 13, 1946 (60 Stat.
the approval
of the
the Act
Stat. 533),
533), and
prior
and prior
to the
the approval
approval of this Act, irrespective
to
irrespective of whether
determination
whether a
a determination
of preference
status was made in connection
connection with
of
preference status
with the award
such
award of
of such
contracts,
but
contracts, but shall
shall not
not apply
apply to any such contract
contract which
which subsequent
subsequent

63 STAT.]
STAT.]

683
683
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1, 1949
1949

to its award has been transferred,
acquisition of stock
transferred, through the acquisition
stock
ownership or control of aa
interests or other transactions,
transactions, to the ownership
refinery
under said
said Act
Act of
of July
July 13,
1946,
refinery ineligible
ineligible for
for aa preference
preference under
13, 1946,
and the regulations in force thereunder
thereunder at the
the time
time of such
such transfer.
transfer.
SEC.
Interior is
SEC. 3. The Secretary
Secretary of the Interior
authorized under
is hereby
hereby authorized
under
prescribed by him
him to
to issue
issue leases
general rules and regulations to be prescribed
leases
development, and
and utilization
utilization of the
or permits for the exploration,
exploration, development,
mineral deposits, other than
than those
those subject to the provisions
Act
provisions of the Act
Stat. 913),
913), in
of August 7, 1947 (61 Stat.
added to
to the
the Shasta
Shasta
in those
those lands added
National Forest by
March 19, 1948
(Public Law
Law 449,
449,
by the
the Act of
of March
1948 (Public
acquired with funds
funds of the
Eightieth Congress),
Congress), which
which were
were acquired
United
the United
States or lands received
States
received in
in exchange
exchange therefor:
therefor: Provided,
any
Provided, That
That any
permit or lease of such deposits in lands administered
administered by the Secretary
Secretary
Agriculture shall be
be issued
issued only
only with
with his
consent and
subject to
of Agriculture
his consent
and subject
to
such conditions
conditions as he
prescribe to
insure the
adequate utilization
he may
may prescribe
to insure
the adequate
utilization
of the lands for the purposes
purposes set forth in the Act of
of March
March 19, 1948:
1948:
And provided further,
further, That all receipts
derived from
from leases
receipts derived
leases or permits
permits
issued
of this Act
issued under the authority
authority of
paid into
same
Act shall be
be paid
into the
the same
funds or accounts in the Treasury and
and shall be distributed
distributed in the
the same
manner
prescribed for
other receipts
from the
the lands
lands affected
affected by
manner as
as prescribed
for other
receipts from
by the
the
or permit,
permit, the
being that
that this
Act shall
lease or
the intention
intention of
of this
this provision
provision being
this Act
shall
not affect
affect the
distribution of
receipts pursuant
pursuant to
legislation applicable
the distribution
of receipts
to legislation
applicable
to
to such
such lands.
Approved
September 1,
1, 1949.
Approved September
1949.
[
CHAPTER 530]
530]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
ACT

To authorize the Administrator
Affairs to convey
convey certain lands and
and
Administrator of Veterans'
Veterans' Affairs
to lease certain
certain other land
land to Milwaukee
Milwaukee County, Wisconsin.

Be
the Senate
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
Senate and
House of
the
United States
States of
of America
Congress assembled,
the AdministraUnited
America in
in Congress
assembled, That
That the
Administrator
Affairs is
is authorized
directed to
(1) convey
tor of
of Veterans'
Veterans' Affairs
authorized and
and directed
to (1)
convey by
by
quitclaim deed
lands described
of this
Act as
quitclaim
deed the
the lands
described in
in section
section 2
2 of
this Act
as parcels
parcels
I
II, part
the lands
the Veterans'
Veterans' Administration
Administration center
center
I and
and II,
part of
of the
lands of
of the
at Wood,
Wood, Wisconsin;
Wisconsin; and
(2) lease
of twenty
twenty years
years the
at
and (2)
lease for
for aaperiod
period of
the
land
described in
as parcel
part of
of the
the
land described
in section
section 2
2 of
of this
this Act
Act as
parcel HI,
III, also
also part
lands of
such Veterans'
Veterans' Administration
to Milwaukee
Milwaukee County,
lands
of such
Administration center,
center, to
County,
municipal subdivision
of Wisconsin:
Provided, That
That
aa municipal
subdivision of
of the
the State
State of
Wisconsin: Provided,
Milwaukee
County pay
pay one-half
one-half the
value of
of parcels
parcels
Milwaukee County
the appraised
appraised market
market value
II, and
for parcel
determined by
by the
IIand
and II,
and aafair
fair yearly
yearly rental
rental for
parcel III,
III, as
as determined
the
Administrator
Affairs.
of Veterans'
Veterans' Affairs.
Administrator of
S
EC. 2.
the first
first section
section of
of this
SEC.
2. The
The parcels
parcels of
of land
land referred
referred to
to in
in the
this
Act, all
which are
located in
in Milwaukee
Milwaukee County,
are
Act,
all of
of which
are located
County, Wisconsin,
Wisconsin, are
described
follows:
described as follows:
Parcel
located in
the northeast
quarter and
and
Parcel I.
I. That
That tract
tract of
of land
land located
in the
northeast quarter
the southeast
southeast quarter
of section
section 35,
range 21
east,
the
quarter of
35, township
township 7
7 north,
north, range
21 east,
and described,
described, in
as follows:
Beginning at
at aapoint
where the
and
in general,
general, as
follows: Beginning
point where
the
east line
of South
crosses the
south line
line of
the
east
line of
South Harnischfeger
Harnischfeger Avenue
Avenue crosses
the south
of the
Chicago, Milwaukee,
Saint Paul
Paul and
and Pacific
Pacific Railroad
Company
Chicago,
Milwaukee, Saint
Railroad Company
right-of-way; running
running thence
south on
on the
the east
of South
Harnright-of-way;
thence south
east line
line of
South Harnischfeger Avenue
line of
thence
ischfeger
Avenue to
to the
the north
north line
of West
West National
National Avenue;
Avenue; thence
southwesterly along
along the
the north
north line
line of
West National
distance
southwesterly
of West
National Avenue
Avenue a
a distance
of approximately
approximately six
six hundred
hundred and
feet; thence
thence northerly
and
of
and ten
ten feet;
northerly and
parallel to
the east
east line
line of
of South
South Harnischfeger
Avenue a
distance of
of
parallel
to the
Harnischfeger Avenue
a distance
three hundred
or less;
thence northeasterly
and parallel
parallel
three
hundred feet,
feet, more
more or
less; thence
northeasterly and
to the
the north
north line
line of
West National
National Avenue
to a
point of
of
Avenue to
a point
of curvature
curvature of
to
of West
thence along
along the
of the
the radius
radius of
is two
two
aacurve;
curve; thence
the arc
arc of
the curve
curve the
of which
which is
hundred and
thirty-three feet,
to a
which is
two hundred
hundred feet
feet
hundred
and thirty-three
feet, to
a point
point which
is two
west of
of the
line of
South Harnischfeger
Harnischfeger Avenue;
Avenue; thence
thence northerly
northerly
west
the east
east line
of South

Lease, etc.,
etc., of land.

U. S.
S. C.,
30 U.
C., Supp.
351-359.
II, §§ 351-369.

62 Stat.
Stat. 83.
83.

16 U.
U. S. C., Supp.
II, §§
u 486a-486w note.
note.
II,
Consent of Secretary of Agriculture.
Agriculture.

Receipts from leases,
Receipts
etc.
etc.

September 1, 1949
1949
September
[S. 22981
2298]
[i.
Law 281]
[Public Law

Milwaukee
County,
Milwaukee County,
Wis.
Conveyance.

Lease.
Lease.

Payment.
Payment.
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on
line parallel
to and
two hundred
west of
the easterly
easterly line
line
on a
a line
parallel to
and two
hundred feet
feet west
of the
of
Harnischfeger Avenue
Avenue to
to the
south line
the Chicago,
Chicago,
of South
South Harnischfeger
the south
line of
of the
Milwaukee,
Saint Paul
Pacific Railroad
Company .right-of-way;
right-of-way;
Milwaukee, Saint
Paul and
and Pacific
Railroad Company
thence
easterly along
line of
of said
said railroad
right-of-way to
thence easterly
along the
the south
south line
railroad right-of-way
to
the point of
of beginning,
excepting therefrom
part of
beginning, excepting
therefrom that
that part
of South
South
Harnischfeger Avenue
Harnischfeger
Avenue previously
street purposes.
previously dedicated
dedicated for
for street
purposes.
Parcel
That tract
located in
in the
the northeast
northeast quarter
quarter of
Parcel II.
II. That
tract of
of land
land located
of
section
township 7
21 east,
east, and
and described,
general,
section 35, township
7 north,
north, range
range 21
described, in
in general,
as
follows: Beginning
Beginning at
of the
the east
east line
line of
as follows:
at the
the intersection
intersection of
of FortyFortyfourth Street
the north
north line
and running
running thence
thence west
west
Street and
and the
line of
of section
section 35
35 and
along the north line
to the
northwest corner
corner of
the northnorthline of
of section
section 35
35 to
the northwest
of the
east quarter of
section 35;
south along
along the
the west
west line
line of
the northnorthof section
35; thence
thence south
of the
east quarter
a distance
distance of
quarter of section
section 35 a
hundred feet,
feet, more
or less;
less;
of four
four hundred
more or
a line parallel to and four
thence east on a
feet south
south of
the north
north
four hundred
hundred feet
of the
line of the
the northeast quarter of section 35 aadistance
distance of
of three
three hundred
hundred
and seventy feet,
a point;
feet, more or less, to a
point; thence
thence south
degrees
south thirty
thirty degrees
east five hundred
hundred and forty feet; thence
forty-eight degrees
degrees east
east
thence south
south forty-eight
three hundred
hundred and sixty feet,
or less,
the northerly
northerly edge
of
feet, more or
less, to
to the
edge of
Chrysler
Chrysler Road; thence easterly
easterly along
along the
of Chrysler
Chrysler
the northerly
northerly line
line of
Road to its point of junction with
easterly line
line of
of Red
Arrow
with the
the easterly
Red Arrow
Drive; thence southeasterly
the easterly
easterly line
line of
of Red
southeasterly along
along the
Red Arrow
Arrow
Drive to aa point which is three hundred
hundred feet
northerly of
of the
feet northerly
the north
north
line of the Chicago,
Chicago, Milwaukee,
Saint Paul
and Pacific
Railroad rightrightMilwaukee, Saint
Paul and
Pacific Railroad
of-way, measured at right
right angles to said right-of-way;
thence southright-of-way; thence
southeasterly parallel to and three
three hundred
northerly of
of the
said
hundred feet
feet northerly
the said
right-of-way to
to a
a point which
right-of-way
which is
is six
hundred and
and eighty
feet, more
six hundred
eighty feet,
more or
or
less, west of the east line of section 35;
35.; thence
thence southerly
southerly on
on aa line
line
parallel to the east line
line of section 35
the north
north line
line of
said railroad
railroad
35 to
to the
of said
right-of-way; thence easterly
easterly along the
said right-of-way
right-of-way;
the north line of said
right-of-way
to the east line of
along the
the east
east line
line of
of section
section
of section
section 35;
35; thence
thence north
north along
35 aa distance of seven
and thirty-eight
thirty-eight oneseven hundred
hundred ninety-eight
ninety-eight and
onehundredths feet, more
hundredths
less, to
stone in
east line
line of
of Forty-fourth
Forty-fourth
more or
or less,
to aastone
in the
the east
Street; thence
thence northerly
of Forty-fourth
Street to
to
northerly along
along the
the east
east line
line of
Forty-fourth Street
the point of beginning. Excepting, however,
however, the
and sixty-eight
sixty-eight
the four
four and
one-thousandths-acre tract
one-thousandths-acre
tract of land in the northeasterly
corner, now
northeasterly corner,
now
occupied by the Menominee
Menominee Valley booster
booster pumping
station and
and
pumping station
further excepting therefrom
therefrom the
the area, if
any, dedicated
dedicated for
street
if any,
for street
purposes.
purposes.
Parcel III. That tract
tract of land
land located
located in the southwest
quarter of
of
southwest quarter
section 26, township
7 north, range
township 7
range 21 east, and the northwest
quarter
northwest quarter
of section 35, township 7
north, range
range 21
east, and
and described,
in gen7 north,
21 east,
described, in
general, as follows: Beginning
Beginlning at
corn er of
ofth
sout hwest
at the
the southeast
southeast corner
thee southwest
quarter
quarter of section 26.
and running
along the
the east
east line
line
26. and
running thence
thence northerly
northerly along
of the southwest quarter
quarter of section 26 to the south
line of
of West
West Blue
south line
Blue
Mound Road; thence westerly
westerly along the
Blue
the south line
line of
of West
West Blue
Mound Road
Road to the east line of The Milwaukee
Milwaukee Electric
Electric Railway
Railway and
and
Light Company
right-of-way; thence
Company right-of-way;
along the
east line
line
thence southerly
southerly along
the east
right-of-way to
to the
the south
south line
of section
thence continuing
continuing
of said right-of-way
line of
section 26;
26; thence
south on the same line, extended
a distance
extended for a
distance of four hundred feet.
feet,
more or less; thence
thence easterly -on aa line parallel
parallel to
four hundred
hundred
to and
and four
feet south of the south line
section 26,
26, to
the west
line of
the northnorthline of
of section
to the
west line
of the
east quarter of section 35; thence north along said line
line to
point
to the
the point
of
beginning.
of beginning.
SEC.
S
EC. 3. The parcels of land
land authorized
authorized to
to be
be transferred
transferred and
and leased
leased
by the first section of this Act shall be
by said
and lessee
lessee
be used
used by
said grantee
grantee and
for civic and recreational
recreational purposes. The deed
deed of conveyance
conveyance of such
such
parcels I
I and II
II shall contain
contain the provision
provision that such tracts
tracts of land
land
shall be used for the p
purposes
urp
oses for
for which
w hi chthey were
were conveyed
conveyed and that,
that,
in
the event
event such
such tracts
tracts cease to be used for such purposes, or in
in the
in
the event
event the
the grantee
to alienate
alienate all or any part of such
the
grantee attempts
attempts to
such
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then title
title thereto shall,
shall, at
tracts, then
United States,
at the
the option of
of the
the United
States,
revert
of such
shall
revert to
to the United
United States. The lease
lease of
such parcel
parcel III
III shall
contain
contain the provision that
that such
such tract of land
land shall be
be used for the
the
purposes
it was leased and that, in the event such tract
purposes for which it
tract
such lease
lease shall
be terminated
terminated at
at
ceases to
to be used for
for such
such purposes,
purposes, such
shall be
the option of
conveyance and
and such
of the
the United
United States.
States. Both
Both such
such conveyance
such
contain such
additional terms,
terms ' reservations,
restrictions,
lease shall
shall contain
such additional
reservations, restrictions,
and conditions as may be determined by the Administrator
Veterans'
Administrator of Veterans'
to be
be necessary
to safeguard
safeguard the
the interests
the United
United States.
States.
Affairs to
necessary to
interests of
of the
The exact legal descriptions
descriptions of
be conveyed
leased
of the
the land
land to
to be
conveyed and
and leased
under this
this Act
Act are
are to
to be
by a
a survey
to be
be made
under
under
be determined
determined by
survey to
made under
supervision of
of the
Administration.
the supervision
the Veterans'
Veterans' Administration.
Approved
September 1,
1, 1949.
Approved September
1949.

Survey
Survey

[CHAPTER 531]
531]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
Chattooga County, Georgia.
For the relief of Chattooga
Be it
the Senate
and House
Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
United States
of America
in Congress
That the
Secretary
United
States of
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
the Secretary
authorized and
and directed
directed to
of any
money
of the
the Treasury
Treasury is
is authorized
to pay,
pay, out
out of
any money
in the Treasury
in
Treasury not
Chattooga County,
County,
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
to Chattooga
The payment
payment of
such sum
sum shall
shall be
be
Georgia, the sum of
of $44,637.50.
$44,637.50. The
of such
in
settlement of
the said
said Chattooga
against
in full
full settlement
of all
all claims
claims of
of the
Chattooga County
County against
the
States for
destruction by
the Summerville
Summerville High
the United
United States
for the
the destruction
by fire
fire of
of the
High
School
building on
1943, the
the second
two-day
School building
on February
February 26,
26, 1943,
second day
day of
of a
a two-day
period
during which
which such
school was
was being
for
period during
such high
high school
being used
used exclusively
exclusively for
conducting
for ration
ration books
books issued
issued by
Federal Govconducting aaregistration
registration for
by the
the Federal
Government: Provided,
Provided, That
part of
of the
appropriated in
in this
ernment:
That no
no part
the amount
amount appropriated
this
Act
excess of
of 10
centum thereof
thereof shall
be paid
or delivered
delivered to
to or
or
Act in
in excess
10 per
per centum
shall be
paid or
received
any agency
or attorney
account of
rendered
received by
by any
agency or
attorney on
on account
of services
services rendered
in
with this
claim, and
the same
same shall
shall be
be unlawful,
any
in connection
connection with
this claim,
and the
unlawful, any
contract to
to the
contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any
the
contract
the contrary
Any person
person violating
violating the
provisions
this Act
Act shall
shall be
be deemed
guilty of
of a
misdemeanor and
and
provisions of
of this
deemed guilty
a misdemeanor
upon conviction
shall be
fined in
any sum
sum not
not exceeding
$1,000.
upon
conviction thereof
thereof shall
be fined
in any
exceeding $1,000.
Approved
September
1,
1949.
Approved September 1, 1949.
[CHAPTER 532]
[CHAPTER
532]

AN ACT

Extending the Institute of Inter-American
Inter-American Affairs.

September 1, 1949
1949
September
[H. R. 807]
[H.

[Public Law 282]
County,
Chattooga County,

Ga.
Ga.

September 3,
September
3 1949
1949
1230i
[S. 120]
[Public Law
283]
[Public
Law 283]

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
of the
Be
by the
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
the
Institute
of InterInterInstitute of
United
States of
of America
Congress assembled,
the Institute
Institute American
in Congress
assembled That
That the
United States
America in
American Affairs,
Affairs, exextension.
of Inter-American
Inter-American Affairs,
Law 369,
Eightieth tension.
369, Eightieth
Affairs, created
created by
by Public
Public Law
of
61
Stat. 780.
780.
61 Stat.
Congress, shall
shall have—
haveCongress,
22 U.
U. S.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
Bopp.
22
281-2811.
n,
II, ifif 281-2811.
(
a) succession
succession until
June 30,
1955; and
and
30 1955;
until June
(a)
(b)
authority, within
within the
limits of
of funds
funds appropriated
or
b) authority,
the limits
appropriated or
specific
contract authorizations
authorizations hereafter
granted to
to it,
it, to
to make
specific contract
hereafter granted
make
contracts
for periods
not to
to exceed
five years
years and
to extend
exceed five
and not
not to
extend
contracts for
periods not
beyond
1955, in
in any
beyond June
June 30,
30,1955,
any case.
case.
Appropriation
Appropriation auauSEC. 2.
are hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to
to be
be appropriated,
out of
of any
any thorized.
There are
appropriated, out
SEC.
2. There
thorized.
money
in
the
Treasury
not
otherwise
appropriated,
such
sums,
not
to
money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, such sums, not to
exceed
$35,000,000, as
as may
may from
from time
time to
be necessary
necessary to
carry on
to time
time be
to carry
on
exceed $35,000,000,
the
Institute during
during the
period ending
ending June
June 30,
30, 1955,
1955,
the period
activities of
of the
the Institute
the activities
Ante, p.
p. 46.
466.
Ante,
and
appropriations hereby
shall be
in addition
addition to
to
authorized shall
be in
hereby- authorized
and the
the appropriations
appropriations
pursuant
to
authorizations
granted
in
Public
Law
369,
appropriations pursuant to authorizations granted in Public Law 369,
Eightieth
Congress.
Eightieth Congress.
Approved September
September 3,
3, 1949.
1949.
Approved
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535-SEPT. 3,
1949
[CHAPTER 533]
[CHAPTER
533]

September 3,
1949
September
3, 1949
[H.
4688]
[H. R.
R. 4688]
[Public Law
Law 284]
284]

Hawaii.
Hawaii.
extension for
Time extension
for
issuance of
of revenue
issuance
revenue
bonds.
bonds.

31
Stat. 141.
141.
31 Stat.
48 U.
U. S.
S. C.
C. §§ 493
493
note.
Retroactive
Retroactive date.
date.

[Public
285]
[Public Law
Law 285]

Title
18, U.
U. S.
S. Code,
Title 18,
Code,
amendments.
62 Stat.
Stat. 855.
855.
18 U. S. C., Supp.
II, §§ 42414243.
4241-4243.

AN
ACT
AN ACT

To ratify and confirm
confirm Act
of the
of Hawaii,
Hawaii, 1949,
extending the
the
Act 4
4 of
the Session
Session Laws
Laws of
1949, extending
time within
within which revenue
revenue bonds
bonds may
be issued
issued and
and delivered
delivered under
under chapter
chapter
may be
118, Revised Laws of Hawaii,
Hawaii, 1945.
1945.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House of
Representatives of
of the
the
of Representatives
United
States of America in
Congress assembled,
United States
in Congress
of the
assembled, That
That Act
Act 44 of
the
Session
Session Laws
Laws of Hawaii, 1949,
1949, amending
amending section
6095 of
118,
section 6095
of chapter
chapter 118,
Revised
Revised Laws of Hawaii,
Hawaii, 1945,
1945, as amended,
so as
as to
to extend
extend the
the time
time
amended, so
within which
which revenue
revenue bonds may be
issued and
and delivered
delivered under
said
be issued
under said
confirmed and
chapter 118, is hereby
hereby ratified
ratified and confirmed
and revenue
bonds may
may
revenue bonds
be issued under and pursuant to the
the provisions
of said
said chapter
118,
provisions of
chapter 118,
Revised Laws of Hawaii,
and as further
Revised
Hawaii, 1945, as amended, and
further amended
amended
by said Act
Act 4, without the approval
approval of
of the
the President
President of
United
of the
the United
States and without the
of an
an indebtedness
the incurring
incurring of
indebtedness within
within the
the meanmeanHawaiian Organic Act, and
ing of the Hawaiian
as amended,
and said chapter
chapter 118,
118, as
amended,
shall constitute full authority
the issuance
of said
said bonds
without
authority for
for the
issuance of
bonds without
independent of
reference to and independent
the Hawaiian
Organic Act.
Act.
of the
Hawaiian Organic
SEC.
S
EC. 2. This Act shall be made retroactive
retroactive to
30, 1949.
1949.
to June
June 30,
Approved
Approved September
September 3,
3, 1949.
1949.
[CHAPTER 5351
[CHAPTER
535]

September 7, 1949
1049
[S. 936]

[63 S
TAT.
[63
STAT.

AN
AN ACT
ACT

To provide for the care
care and
and custody
of insane
persons charged
charged with
or convicted
convicted
custody of
insane persons
with or
of offenses
offenses against
the United
and for
other purposes.
purposes.
against the
United States,
States, and
for other

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
of Representatives
Representatives of
the
and House of
of the
United States of America in
in Congress
assembled, That
United
Congress assembled,
That title
title 18,
18, United
United
States Code, chapter
chapter 313,
is amended
amended by
adding at
the end
end thereof
thereof
313, is
by adding
at the
the following
sections:
the
following sections:
"§ 4244. Mental incompetency
"§
incompetency after
after arrest
arrest and
and before
trial.
before trial.
"Whenever
"Whenever after arrest and prior
of sentence
prior to
to the
the imposition
imposition of
sentence or
or
prior to the expiration
expiration of any period of probation
United States
probation the
the United
States
Attorney
Attorney has reasonable
reasonable cause
to believe
believe that
that a
charged with
with
cause to
a person
person charged
an offense
offense against the United
United States
may be
be presently
insane or
or otherStates may
presently insane
otherwise so mentally
mentally incompetent
wise
incompetent as to be unable
unable to understand
the proprounderstand the
ceedings against him or properly
properly to assist
assist in
defense, he
he shall
shall
in his
his own
own defense,
file aamotion
motion for aajudicial
judicial determination
determination of
of such
such mental
mental competency
competency
of the accused,
accused, setting forth the ground
ground for
such belief
belief with
the trial
for such
with the
trial
court in which proceedings
proceedings are
are pending.
pending. Upon
such aamotion
motion or
upon
Upon such
or upon
aasimilar
similar motion in behalf of the accused,
accused, or upon
its own
own motion,
motion, the
upon its
the
court shall cause the accused,
accused, whether or not
not previously
admitted to
to
previously admitted
bail, to be examined
examined as to his mental condition
by at
at least
least one
one qualified
qualified
condition by
psychiatrist, who shall report to the court.
psychiatrist,
court. For the
the purpose
purpose of
of the
the
examination the court
examination
court may order
order the
accused committed
committed for
for such
the accused
such
reasonable
reasonable period
period as the court may determine
determine to
suitable hospital
hospital or
or
to aasuitable
other facility
facility to be designated
designated by the court. If
If the report
other
report of
of the
the
psychiatrist indicates
indicates a
a state
psychiatrist
state of present insanity or such mental incompetency in the accused,
accused, the court
competency
court shall
hearing, upon
due
shall hold
hold a
a hearing,
upon due
notice, at which evidence
evidence as to the mental
mental condition
condition of
accused may
may
of the
the accused
be submitted, including
be
including that of the reporting
psychiatrist, and
and make
make
reporting psychiatrist,
aa finding with respect thereto. No statement made
made by
by the
the accused
accused
in the
the course of any examination
in
examination into his sanity or
or mental
mental compecompetency
tency provided
provided for by this section, whether
whether the examination
examination shall
shall be
be
with
or without
without the
the consent
consent of
of the accused, shall be admitted in eviwith or
dence against
against the accused on the issue of guilt in any criminal
dence
criminal propro-
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ceeding. A finding by the judge that the accused is mentally
mentally competent to stand trial shall in no way prejudice
prejudice the accused
accused in aaplea of
of
insanity
charged; such finding shall not be
insanity as aa defense to the crime
crime charged;
introduced in evidence on that issue nor otherwise
otherwise be brought to the
Jury.
notice of the jury.
Mental incompetency
incompetency undisclosed
"§ 4245. Mental
undisclosed at trial.
"Whenever the Director of the Bureau of Prisons shall certify that
"Whenever
that
a person convicted
a
convicted of an offense
offense against the United States
States has been
been
examined
referred to in title 18, United
examined by the board of examiners
examiners referred
United
States Code, section 4241,
4241, and that there is probable
probable cause to believe
that such person was mentally incompetent
incompetent at the time of his trial,
provided
provided the issue of mental
mental competency
competency was not raised and determined
determined
General shall transmit
transmit the
before or during said trial, the Attorney
Attorney General
report of the board
board of examiners and
and the certificate
certificate of the Director
Director
district court wherein
of the Bureau of Prisons to the clerk of the district
wherein
the conviction was had. Whereupon
Whereupon the court shall hold a
ahearing
hearing to
determine the mental competency
competency of the accused
accused in accordance
accordance with
determine
the provisions of section 4244
4241 above, and with all the powers therein
therein
hearing the certificate
certificate of the Director of the Bureau
Bureau
granted. In such hearing
of Prisons shall be prima facie
facie evidence of the facts
facts and conclusions
conclusions
If the court shall find that the accused was mentally
certified therein. If
incompetent
incompetent at the time of his trial, the court
court shall vacate
vacate the judgment of conviction and grant a
a new trial.
Procedure upon
upon finding of mental
mental incompetency.
incompetency.
"§ 4246. Procedure
"Whenever the trial court shall determine
accordance with sec"Whenever
determine in accordance
tions 4244 and 4245 of this title that an accused
accused is or was mentally
incompetent, the court may commit the accused
accused to the custody of the
incompetent,
Attorney General or his authorized representative,
representative, until the accused
accused
mentally competent
competent to stand trial or until the pending
pending charges
charges
shall be mentally
according to law. And if the court after
after
against him are disposed of according
shall
hearing as provided in the preceding sections 4244 and 4245 shall
conditions specified
specified in the following section 4247
determine that the conditions
commitment shall be governed
governed by section 4248 as herein
herein
exist, the commitment
provided.
`§ 4247. Alternate
expiration of sentence.
"§
Alternate procedure
procedure on expiration
"Whenever the Director of the Bureau
Bureau of Prisons shall certify that
that
"Whenever
prisoner whose sentence
sentence is
about to
examined by
by the
aaprisoner
is about
to expire has been
been examined
board
United States
Code section
referred to
to in title 18, United
States Code,
board of
of examiners
examiners referred
4241, and that in the judgment
judgment of the Director and the board of
of
examiners
insane or mentally
mentally incompetent,
incompetent, and that
that
examiners the prisoner is insane
if released he will probably endanger
endanger the safety
safety of the officers, the
property, or other interests of the United
United States, and that suitable
arrangements
for the
the custody
custody and
are not
not otherotherand care
care of
of the
the prisoner
prisoner are
arrangements for
wise
certificate to
Attorney General shall transmit the certificate
wise available, the Attorney
the
clerk of
of the
court for
in which
which the prisoner
prisoner is confined.
confined.
for the
the district
district in
the clerk
the court
Whereupon the
shall cause
cause the
the prisoner
to be
be examined
the court
court shall
prisoner to
examined by
by a
a
Whereupon
qualified
psychiatrist designated
designated by the court and one selected by the
qualified psychiatrist
prisoner
determine whether
whether
prisoner, and shall, after notice, hold aahearing to determine
the
conditions specified
exist. At
hearing the
the designated
designated
At such
such hearing
above exist.
the conditions
specified above
psychiatrist or psychiatrists
psychiatrists shall submit his or their reports, and
the
report of
board of
examiners and
and other
records
other institutional
institutional records
the report
of the
the board
of examiners
relating
to the
the prisoner's mental
condition shall be admissible
admissible in
in
mental condition
relating to
evidence.
of the
the psychiatrists
the board
of the
board who
who
psychiatrists and
and members
members of
evidence. All
All of
have
may be
be called
witnesses, and
availand be
be availcalled as
as witnesses,
have examined
examined the
the prisoner
prisoner may
able
for further
further questioning
questioning by
and cross-examination
cross-examination by
by
by the
the court
court and
able for
the
prisoner or
behalf of
At such
hearing the
the
such hearing
of the
the Government.
Government. At
or on
on behalf
the prisoner
court
discretion call
the prisoner.
prisoner.
for the
call any
any other
other witnesses
witnesses for
may in
in its
its discretion
court may
If upon
upon such
such hearing
hearing the
court shall
shall determine
determine that
the conditions
conditions
that the
the court
If

62 Stat.
Stat. 855.
855.
62

18 U.
U. S.
C., Supp.
Supp.
18
S. C.,

II, §§4241.
4241.
II,

Ante, p.
p. 686;
686; supra.
supra.
Ante,

Poet, p.
p. 688.
688.
Post,

62 Stat.
Stat. 85.
855.
62
18 U.
U. S.
S. C.,
Supp.
18
C., Supp.
11, 1f4241.
4241.
II,
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Ante,
Ante, p.687.
p. 687.

p. 687.
Ante, p.
687.

[63 STAT.
STAT.

specified above
court may
commit the
the prisoner
to the
the custody
custody
prisoner to
above exist,
exist, the
the court
may commit
specified
of the
General, or
or his
authorized representative.
representative.
of
the Attorney
Attorney General,
his authorized
"§
of custody
transfer.
custody by
by release
release or transfer.
Termination of
"§ 4248.
4248. Termination
"Whenever
person shall
shall be
be committed
to section
section 4247
4247
a person
committed pursuant
pursuant to
"Whenever a
of this
commitment shall
until the
the sanity
or mental
comof
this title,
title, his
his commitment
shall run
run until
sanity or
mental competency of
of the
person shall
be restored
restored or
or until
until the
the mental
mental condition
condition
shall be
petency
the person
of the
the person
is so
improved that
that if
if he
he be
be released
released he
will not
not endanger
endanger
he will
so improved
of
person is
the safety
safety of
of the
the property,
property, or
or other
other interests
of the
the United
United
interests of
the officers,
officers, the
the
States, or
or until
until suitable
have been
for the
the custody
custody
been made
made for
States,
suitable arrangements
arrangements have
and care
the prisoner
prisoner by
residence, whichever
whichever event
event
of the
by the
the State
State of his residence,
and
care of
shall first
first occur.
Whereupon the
the Attorney
General or
or his
authorized
Attorney General
his authorized
shall
occur. Whereupon
representative shall
shall file
with the
the court
court which
which made
made said
commitment a
a
said commitment
file with
representative
certificate stating
the termination
termination of
of the
the commitment
commitment and
and the
the ground
ground
certificate
stating the
therefor: Provided,
however, That
That nothing
nothing herein
contained shall
shall
herein contained
Provided, however,
therefor:
preclude
prisoner committed
the authority
authority of
of section
section 4247
4247
under the
committed under
preclude aa prisoner
hereof
establishing his
the provisions
for release
release under
under the
provisions
his eligibility
eligibility for
hereof from
from establishing
of
this section
section by
of habeas
habeas corpus.
The Attorney
Attorney General
or
General or
by aawrit
writ of
corpus. The
of this
his
representative shall
shall have
have authority
authority at
at any
time to
transany time
to transhis authorized
authorized representative
fer a
authority of
of section
section
under the
the authority
a prisoner
prisoner committed
committed to
to his
his custody
custody under
fer
4246 or
or section
4247 hereof
the proper
proper authorities
authorities of
of the
the State
of his
his
State of
hereof to
to the
4246
section 4247
residence."
residence."
SEC. 2.
analysis of
of chapter
chapter 313
313 of
title, immediately
immediately prepreof such
such title,
The analysis
SEC.
2. The
ceding
4241, is
is amended
by adding
adding at
at the
the end
thereof the
the
end thereof
amended by
ceding section
section 4241,
following:
following:
"4244. Mental incompetency
before trial
trial.
incompetency after arrest and before
"4245. Mental
Mental incompetency
undisclosed at trial.
"4245.
incompetency undisclosed
"4246.
mental incompetency.
incompetency.
"4246. Procedure
Procedure upon
upon finding of mental
"4247.
sentence.
Alternate procedure
procedure on
on expiration
expiration of sentence.
"4247. Alternate

custody by release
release or transfer."
transfer."
"4248. Termination
Termination of custody
Use
Use of
of funds.
funds.

Ante,
Ante, p.
p. 686
686

aseq.
et
seq.

Separability.
Separability.

S
EC. 3. The
authorize the use
SEC.
The Attorney
Attorney General
General may
may authorize
use of
of any unexpended
of the
of United
United States
States
pended balance
balance of
the appropriation
appropriation for
for "Support
"Support of
prisoners"
purposes of title 18, United
States
prisoners" for carrying
carrying out the
the purposes
United States
Code,
4244 to
4248, inclusive,
or in
in payment
payment of
of any
any expenses
expenses
Code, sections
sections 4244
to 4248,
inclusive, or
incidental
provided for
specific appropriaappropriaincidental thereto
thereto and not
not provided
for by other specific
tions.
tions.
SEC. 4. If
provision of title 18,
18, United
United States
States Code, sections 4244
SEc.
If any
any provision
inclusive, or the
application thereof
thereof to any person or circumcircumto 4248, inclusive,
the application
the said
said sections
sections and
stance shall be
be held invalid, the
the remainder
remainder of
of the
and the
the
application
persons or
circuinStances other
other than
than
application of
of such
such provision
provision to
to persons
or circumstances
those as to which it is held invalid
invalid shall not be affected thereby.
thereby.
Approved
Approved September
September 7, 1949.
1949.
[CHAPTER 536]
[CHAPTER

September 7
7, 1949
[S. 2146]
[S.
2146]
[Public Law 286]

[Public Law 2861

Disabled veterans.
Specially adapted
adapted
Specially
housing.

62 Stat. 500.
U. S. C.,
C., Supp.
38 U.
Supp.
II, §
§701
701 (g).
(g).
II,
U. S. C.
C. note
note foil.
38 U.S.
foll.
§
Supp. II,
II, note
note
§ 739; Supp.
toll. §
§743.
foll.
743.
Post, p.
Post,
p. 732.

AN ACT
AN
ACT
To
provide certain
additional rehabilitation
To provide
certain additional
rehabilitation assistance
assistance for certain
certain seriously
seriously
disabled veterans
in order to remove
remove an existing inequality.
disabled
veterans in
inequality.

Be
it enacted
of Representatives
Be it
enacted by
by the
the Senate and House of
Representatives of
of
United States
America in
assembled, That
That subsection
subsection
the United
States of
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
(g)
of section
section 1,
1, title
Public Numbered
2, Seventy-third
Seventy-third Congress,
Congress,
(g) of
title I,
I, Public
Numbered 2,
as added by Public Law
Law 702, Eightieth Congress, approved June 19,
amended to read as follows:
1948, is hereby
hereby amended
follows:
"(g) Any person who served in the active
active military
military or naval
naval service
of the United
compensation under the proUnited States who is entitled to compensation
Regulation Numbered
visions of Veterans
Veterans Regulation
Numbered 1
1 (a),
(a), as amended,
amended, for
for
permanent
permanent and total service-connected
service-connected disability due to the loss,
loss, or
or
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loss of use, by reason of amputation,
amputation, ankylosis, progressive
progressive muscular
muscular
dystrophies, or paralysis, of both lower
lower extremities,
extremities, such
such as to preclude
preclude
locomotion without the aid of braces, crutches, canes,
wheel chair,
canes, or
or aawheel
chair,
shall be entitled to assistance
a suitable housing
assistance in acquiring
acquiring a
housing unit with
special
movable facilities made necessary
necessary by the nature
special fixtures or movable
nature of the
the
person's disability, and necessary
land therefor,
necessary land
subject to
to the
therefor, subject
the proprovisions and limitations of Veterans
Regulation Numbered
Veterans Regulation
Numbered 11 (a),
(a), as
as
amended, part
part IX."
IX."
SEC.
1, part IX,
Regulation Numbered
SEC. 2. Paragraph
Paragraph 1,
IX, of Veterans
Veterans Regulation
Numbered 1
1
(a),
(a), as added by Public Law
Law 702, Eightieth
Eightieth Congress,
Congress, approved
approved June
June
19,1948,
19, 1948, is hereby amended to read
read as follows:
follows:
"1. The
Veterans' Affairs
is authorized,
authorized, under
under
The Administrator
Administrator of
of Veterans'
Affairs is
such regulations
regulations as he may prescribe, to assist any
person (hereinafter
(hereinafter
any person
referred to as 'veteran')
'veteran') who served in
naval
in the active military or
or naval
service of the United States, who
who is entitled to compensation
compensation under
under
the provisions of this regulation
and total
regulation for permanent
permanent and
total serviceserviceconnected
connected disability
disability due
the loss,
loss, or
loss of
of use,
by reason
of amputaamputadue to
to the
or loss
use, by
reason of
tion, ankylosis, progressive muscular dystrophies, or paralysis,
paralysis, of
of both
both
lower extremities, such as
preclude locomotion
the aid
aid of
of
as to
to preclude
locomotion without
without the
braces, crutches, canes,
wheel chair,
in acquiring
suitable housing
canes, or
or aawheel
chair, in
acquiring a
a suitable
housing
unit with special fixtures or movable facilities
facilities made
the
made necessary
necessary by
by the
nature of the veteran's disability,
and necessary
necessary land
land therefor:
Prodisability, and
therefor: Provided, That the
regulations of
of the
the Administrator
Administrator shall
shall include,
but
the regulations
include, but
(a) it
not be limited to, provisions requiring
requiring findings that (a)
it is medically
medically
in the
proposed housing
and in
in
feasible for
for such
such veteran
veteran to
to reside
reside in
the proposed
housing unit
unit and
the proposed
proposed locality;
locality; (b)
(b) the
the proposed
unit bears
proposed housing
housing unit
bears aaproper
proper
relation to the
income and
and expenses;
the veteran's
veteran's present
present and
and anticipated
anticipated income
expenses;
and
(c) that the nature
nature and
of the
proposed housing
unit
and (c)
and condition
condition of
the proposed
housing unit
are such as to
to the
needs for
purposes."
to be
be suitable
suitable to
the veteran's
veteran's needs
for dwelling
dwelling purposes."
Approved September
September 7,
7, 1949.
Approved
1949.
[CHAPTER 537]
5371
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
ACT
AN

the Secretary
Secretary of the Army
To authorize
authorize the
to purchase
purchase certain
certain property
property in
in Morgan
Army to
Morgan
County.

Be it
by the
Senate and
House of
of the
Be
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
the
United States
States of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
the Secretary
Secretary
United
of America
Anerica in
That the
of the
the Army
is hereby
acquire through
through
of
Army is
hereby authorized
authorized and
and directed
directed to
to acquire
purchase,
condemnation, or
to pay
pay compensation,
purchase, condemnation,
or otherwise,
otherwise, and
and to
compensation,
for all
all right,
right, title,
title, and
and interest,
interest, including
including easements
any and
and all
all
for
easements and
and any
other appurtenant
appurtenant rights
County
other
rights and
and privileges
privileges which
which the
the Morgan
Morgan County
Farm Bureau
Association has
in and
to a
atract
tract of
of land,
land,
Farm
Bureau Cooperative
Cooperative Association
has in
and to
comprising seven
and twenty-nine
twenty-nine one-hundredths
one-hundredths acres,
acres, more
more or
or
comprising
seven and
less, located
in Morgan
of Ohio;
Ohio; said
said
less,
located in
Morgan township,
township, Morgan
Morgan County,
County, State
State of
property consisting
consisting of
appurtenant works,
works together
together
property
of aa mill
mill building,
building, appurtenant
certain rights
rights and
water privileges
granted to
McConnell,
with certain
and water
privileges granted
to Robert
Robert McConnell,
in title,
the State
aapredecessor
predecessor in
title, by
by the
State of
of Ohio.
Ohio.
SEC. 2.
2. In
In his
the Secretary
Secretary of
may authorize
authorize
SEC.
his discretion,
discretion, the
of the
the Army
Army may
the
remove any
any improvements
improvements on
Provided,
the owner
owner to
to remove
on the
the property:
property: Provided,
That
appropriate reduction
of the
salvage value
thereof shall
be made
made
That appropriate
reduction of
the salvage
value thereof
shall be
from
the purchase
from the
purchase price.
price.
S
EC. 3.
3. Funds
appropriated for
the maintenance
maintenance and
improvement
SEC.
Funds appropriated
for the
and improvement
of river
river and
works may
may be
to carry
carry out
out the
of
and harbor
harbor works
be expended
expended to
the purposes
purposes
of this
this Act.
Act.
Approved
September 7,
Approved September
7, 1949.
1949.
0
81939°
81939 --50--PT.I
-5O-PT. ----44
--- 44

689
689

62 Stat.
Stat. 500.
62
500.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
Supp.
38 U.
U.S.
II, note
note foil.
743.
II,
foil. 1§743.
Eligibility
Eligibility for housing with
special fixing
with special
fixtures.
tures.

September 7, 1949
September
[Et R. 3071]

[H. R. 3071]
[Public Law
Law 287J
2i371
[Public

Morgan County,
Count y,
Morgan

Ohio.
Ohio.

Conveyance.
Conveyalct.
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[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 538]
538]
September 7, 1949
September
[11.
R. 3383]
3383]
[HI. R.
[Public Law
Law 288]
288]

ACT
AN ACT
To provide that extra compensation
compensation for night work
paid officers
and employees
employees
work paid
officers and
United States
of the United
on the
the basis
basis of
of either
standard or
States shall
shall be
be computed
computed on
either standard
or daydaylight saving
saving time.
time.

it enacted
enacted by
Be it
the Senate
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
by the
Senate and
United States
States of America in
United
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
the second
second
That the
sentence in
5 of
of the
the Act entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
Act to
to reclassify
sentence
in section
section 5
reclassify .the
the
salaries of postmasters,
postmasters, officers,
officers, and
employees of
of the
the Postal
Postal Service;
Service;
and employees
to establish uniform procedures for computing
computing compensation;
compensation; and
and
for other purposes", approved July 6,
(Public
Law 134,
134, SeventySeventy6, 1945
1945
(Public
Law
59
436.
59 Stat.
Stat. 46.
ninth
U. S
S..C.
856), as
amended, is
ninth Congress,
Congress, 39 U.
C.856),
as amended,
is amended
amended to
to read
read as
as
39 U. S. O. *8,56.
follows:
work shall
follows: "Night
"Night work
shall be
be defined
defined as
as any
any work
work performed
performed between
between
the hours of 6
6 o'clock postmeridian
antemeridian and
and
postmeridian and
and 66o'clock
o'clock antemeridian
either standard or daylight saving time shall
be used,
used, depending
upon
shall be
depending upon
whichever
whichever time is observed
observed where
where such
such night
night work
work is
is performed:
performed:
Provided, That such
differential for night duty shall
Provided,
such differential
shall not
be included
included
not be
in computing any
overtime compensation
in
any overtime
compensation to
which the
the officer
to which
officer or
or
employee may
employee
may be
be entitled."
entitled."
Basis
of overtime
Basis of
overtime
SEC.
2.
officer or employee
employee of
computation.
SEC. 2. Whenever
Whenever any officer
the United
States GovGovof the
United States
ernment
of the municipal
municipal government
ernment or
or of
government of the
District of
of Columbia
Columbia
the District
is
is entitled
entitled to extra compensation
compensation on account
of services
services performed
performed
account of
between
after certain
certain specified
between or
or after
specified hours of the day or night, such
such extra
extra
compensation shall be computed on the basis
compensation
basis of
either standard
standard or
or
of either
daylight saving time,
time, depending
upon whichever
whi chever ti
me i
bservedby
by
depending upon
time
iss o
observed
law, custom,
custom, or practice
practice where such services
services are
are performed.
performed.
Approved
September 7,
Approved September
1949.
7, 1949.
U.
S. employees.
employees.
i.Sh
Night work.

[CHAPTER 539j
539]
September
September 7,
7, 1949
1949
R. 3478]
[H. R.
[Public Law 289]

Mississippi River.
Bridge, time extension.

891.
60 Stat. 891.

AN ACT
ACT
To
extend the
the time
time for
To extend
for completing the
the construction of a
across the
Misa bridge across
the Mississippi River at or near aa point between
sissippi
between Delmar
Delmar Boulevard
and Cole
Cole Street
Boulevard and
Street
in
the city of Saint Louis,
Louis, Missouri,
in the
Missouri, and a
apoint
point opposite
opposite thereto
in the
city of
of
thereto in
the city
East Saint Louis,
Louis, Illinois.
Illinois.

Be
it enacted
Senate and
Be it
enacted by the Senate
and House
House of
Representatives of
of the
of Representatives
the
United
States of
in Congress
United States
of America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
for
the time
time for
completing
construction of aabridge
completing the
the construction
bridge across
Mississippi River,
River,
across the
the Mississippi
at
or near
near a
a point between Delmar
Delmar Boulevard
at or
and Cole
Cole Street
Street in
in the
the
Boulevard and
city of
a point
point opposite
city
of Saint
Saint Louis,
Louis, Missouri,
Missouri, and a
opposite thereto
thereto in
the city
in the
city
of East
Saint Louis,
authorized to
of
East Saint
Louis, Illinois, authorized
to be
built by
by the
city of
of East
be built
the city
East
Saint
Louis, Illinois,
Illinois, by
Congress approved
Saint Louis,
by an
an Act of Congress
August 7,
7, 1946,
1946,
approved August
is
hereby
extended three
from August
August 7,
is hereby extended
three years from
1949.
7, 1949.
SEC.
right to
SEC. 2.
2. The
The right
to alter,
alter, amend,
amend, or repeal
repeal this
this Act
Act is
is hereby
hereby
expressly reserved.
expressly
reserved.
Approved September
September 7,
Approved
1949.
7, 1949.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 5401
540]

September 7,
7, 1949
1949
September
[H.
[H. R.
R. 3637]
3637]
[Public
[Public Law
Law 290]
290]

Postal Service.
Service.
Transportation rate
Transportation
for Braille writers, etc.
55 Stat. 738.
5.5
39 U.
39
U.S.
O.§
331.
S. C.
1 331.

AN ACT
ACT
To
permit the sending of
of Braille
writers to or from the blind
To permit the sending
Braille writers
blind at the same rates as
provided for
for their
provided
their transportation
transportation for
for repair
repair purposes.
purposes.

Be
enacted by
and House of Representatives
Be it
it enacted
by the Senate and
Representatives of
of the
the
United States of
of America
America in
Congress assembled, That the fifth
United States
in Congress
paragraph of
270 of
paragraph of Public
Public Law
Law 270
of the
the Seventy-seventh
Seventy-seventh Congress,
Congress,
apgproved
14. 1941,
is amended
approved October
October 11,
1941, is
amend edt
d as
follows:
too rea
read
as follows:
"Lhe Postmaster
Postmaster General
General may
"The
may in
in his discretion
discretion extend
extend this
rate of
of
this rate
1 cent
cent per
per pound
pound or
1
or fraction
fraction thereof
thereof to reproducers
reproducers for sound-reprosound-repro-

63
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duction records for the blind, or parts thereof, to Braille
and
Braille writers
writers and
other appliances
appliances for the blind, or parts thereof,
thereof, which
which are
the property
property
are the
of State governments or subdivisions
subdivisions thereof, or of public libraries,
libraries, or
or
of
private profit, or of
of private
private agencies
agencies for the blind not conducted
conducted for private
of
blind individuals,
individuals, under such regulations
regulations as he may
may prescribe."
prescribe."
Approved
September 7,
7, 1949.
Approved September
1949.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 541]
541]

AN ACT
AN
ACT

Relating to
to the exchange of certain
Relating
certain private and
and Federal
Federal properties
within the
the
properties within
authorized boundaries
authorized
boundaries of Acadia National
National Park, in
State of
of Maine,
and for
for
in the State
Maine, and
other purposes.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
and House of Representatives
Representatives of the
the
United
States of America in Congress
United States
Congress assembled,
for the
the purpose
purpose
assembled, That for

of consolidating
consolidating Federal holdings
holdings of land within
National
within Acadia
Acadia National
Park, the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior is hereby authorized
authorized to
to accept,
accept,
on behalf of the United States,
acres of
of nonnonStates, approximately
approximately fifty-eight
fifty-eight acres
Federal land within the authorized park boundaries,
boundaries, such
land to
to be
be
such land
conveyed
conveyed to the United States
without cost
Mr. John
John D.
D. Rockefeller,
States without
cost by
by Mr.
Rockefeller,
Junior. Upon acceptance
acceptance of title
title thereto
thereto by
States, such
such
by the
the United
United States,
property shall be subject to all
all laws and
regulations applicable
to the
the
and regulations
applicable to
park. In
In exchange
conveyance to the United
exchange for the conveyance
the aforeaforeUnited States
States of
of the
said property, the Secretary
Secretary of
is authorized
convey to
of the
the Interior
Interior is
authorized to
to convey
to
Mr. John D. Rockefeller,
Junior, or
to such
he may
designate,
Rockefeller, Junior,
or to
such agency
agency as
as he
may designate,
for purposes of
of the
Jackson Memorial
Laboratory, Bar
Bar Harbor,
the Jackson
Memorial Laboratory,
Harbor, Maine,
Maine,
approximately five acres of federally
federally owned
the park
park
owned land
land within
within the
adjacent
to the
the laboratory
adjacent to
laboratory properties.
properties.
Approved September
September 7,
7, 1949.
1949.

September 7,
7, 1949
September

[H. R. 4026]

[Public Law 291]
[Public

Acadia National
Acadia
Park, Maine.
Exchange of lands.

[CHAPTER 542]
[CHAPTER

AN
ACT
AN ACT
To provide for the conveyance
to the
conveyance to
State of
of certain
propthe State
of New
New York
York of
certain historic
historic property situated within Fort Niagara
for other
other purposes.
Niagara State
State Park,
Park, and
and for
purposes.

7, 1949
1049
September 7,
[H.
R. 4073]
[H. R.
4073]
202]
[Public Law 2921

it enacted
Be it
enacted by the Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
Fort Niagara
Niagara State
State
United States
States of America in
in Congress
United
Congress assembled, That
Secretary Park,
That the
the Secretary
N. Y.
Conveyalce.
Conveyance.
of the Interior is authorized to
the State
State of
New York,
York, withwithto convey
convey to the
of New
out consideration,
consideration, for
for public
use as
as a
part of
the Fort
Fort Niagara
State
public use
a part
of the
Niagara State
Park, under
and conditions
under such terms and
as the
deem
conditions as
the Secretary
Secretary may
may deem
advisable, that certain
certain tract
parcel of
of land
and appurtenances
tract or
or parcel
land and
appurtenances
thereon
thereon comprising
comprising the Father Millet
Millet Cross
National Monument.
Monument. The
The
Cross National
national monument, upon conveyance
conveyance of such
such property
property to
to the
State
the State
of New
New York,
is abolished.
abolished.
of
York, is
Approved
September 7,
7, 1949.
Approved September
1949.
[CHAPTER
543]
[CHAPTER 543]

AN ACT
ACT

Petersburg National
To add certain surplus land to Petersburg
Military Park, Virginia,
Virginia,
National Military
other purposes.
to define the boundaries thereof, and
and for other
purposes.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
House of
of Representatives
of the
the
Senate and
and House
Representatives of
United
America in
United States of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
the Department
Department
That the
of the Army is hereby authorized
authorized and directed
directed to
transfer to
to the
the
to transfer
Department of
Department
of the
without reimbursement,
tracts of
of
the Interior,
Interior, without
reimbursement, two
two tracts
land, comprising two hundred
hundred six acres,
either
acres, more
more or
or less,
less, situated
situated on
on either
side of
adjacent to
to Petersburg
Petersburg National
National Military
Park,
of Siege
Siege Road
Road adjacent
Military Park,
Virginia.
Upon completion
completion of
all lands,
lands, interest
interest in
in
Virginia. Upon
of such
such transfer,
transfer, all

September
September 7,
7, 1949
1949
[H. R. 42081
4266]
293]
[Public Law 293]
PetersburgNational
PetersburgNational
Military Park, Va.
Additional
Additional land.
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543-545—SEPT.7,
1049
PUBLIC LAWS-CHS.
7, 1949

Adjustment
of
Adjustment of
boundary.

[63
STAT.
[63 STAT.

lands, and other
other property
in Federal
ownership and
and under
under the
the adminadminproperty in
Federal ownership
istration
the National
Service as
as a
part of
of or
or in
conjunction
istration of
of the
National Park
Park Service
a part
in conjunction
with Petersburg National
National Military
Military Park,
in and
and about
about the
the city
city of
of
Park, in
Petersburg,
Petersburg, Virginia,
Virginia, and comprising
comprising one
one thousand
thousand five
five hundred
hundred
acres, more
thirty-one acres,
less, upon
upon publication
of the
the description
description
more or less,
publication of
Federal Register
thereof in the Federal
Register by
of the
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Interior,
Interior, shall
shall
constitute the
Petersburg National
Military Park.
Park.
the Petersburg
National Military
SEC.
SEC. 2. The Secretary of the
Interior is
authorized to
to adjust
adjust
the Interior
is further
further authorized
the boundary
boundary of the Petersburg
Petersburg National
Park through
through purpurNational Military
Military Park
chase, exchange,
exchange, or transfer:
Provided, That
That in
so the
the total
total area
area
transfer: Provided,
in doing
doing so
of the park
park will not be increased and
that such
changes will
will become
and that
such changes
become
effective upon publication
publication of the description
thereof in
description thereof
in the
the Federal
Federal
Register by
by the
the Secretary
the Interior.
Interior.
Register
Secretary of
of the
Approved September
Approved
September 7,
7, 1949.
1949.
[
CHAPTER 544]
544]
[CHAPTER

September 7,
7, 1949
1949
[H. R.
P. 5207]
5207]
[Public
[Public Law
Law 294]
294]
Organic Act
Act of
Organic
of
Puerto Rico, amendamendment.
39 Stat. 967.
967.
48
S. C.,
C., Supp.
48 U.
U. S.
Supp.
II, §§
798.
II,
§§ 797,
797, 798.
Salaries
and exexSalaries and
penses of officials.
officials.

Salary of
justices.
Salary
of justices.

Bond.
Bond.

AN ACT
ACT
To amend
amend section
section 50 of the Organic
Organic Act
Rico.
Act of
of Puerto
Puerto Rico.

enacted by the Senate and House
Be it
it enacted
House of Representatives
of the
the
Representatives of
United States of America in
United
in Congress
That section
of
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
section 50
50 of
the Organic
Organic Act
Act of Puerto
Puerto Rico
Rico (U.
(U. S.
C., title
title 48,
48, secs.
and 798)
S. C.,
secs. 797
797 and
798)
is hereby amended to read as follows:

is "SEc.
hereby50.
50.
amended
Excepttoas
asread
otherwise
as follows:
provided in this or any other Act,
"SEC.
Except
otherwise
provided in this or any other Act,
office expenses
the salaries
salaries and office
expenses of
of all
all officials
officials of
including
of Puerto
Puerto Rico,
Rico, including
deputies, assistants,
assistants, and other help, as well as
chief justice
and
as the chief
justice and
associate justices of the supreme
supreme court, shall be
be such
and so
so paid
paid out
out
such and
of the revenues
revenues of Puerto Rico as shall from time
be approapprotime to time
time be
Legislature of Puerto Rico approved
priated by the Legislature
approved by
by the
Governor;
the Governor;
and if
if the legislature
legislature shall fail to
an appropriation
appropriation for
for such
to make
make an
such
salaries, the salaries
salaries theretofore
theretofore fixed shall be paid
paid without
the necesneceswithout the
sity of further appropriations
appropriations therefor. All
said salaries
salaries of
of the
chief
All said
the chief
justice and associate
justice
associate justices
justices shall be paid in equal monthly
monthly installinstallments. In
In addition
addition to his annual
annual salary, the
Governor shall
shall be
be entitled
entitled
the Governor
to the
the occupancy
occupancy of the
heretofore used by the chief executive
to
the buildings heretofore
executive
of Puerto Rico,
Rico, with the furniture
and effects
effects therein,
therein, free
free of
of rental.
rental.
furniture and
"Until otherwise
provided in this
"Until
otherwise prescribed
prescribed as provided
section, the
the annual
annual
this section,
salary of the chief
Justice of the supreme
chief justice
supreme court shall
shall be
be $10,500
and
$10,500 and
the annual salary of each associate
associate justice of the supreme
supreme court
court shall
shall
be $10,000.
$10,000.
"Where any officer,
"Where
officer, during
during such
time as his
hi s salary
sa l
ary is
i
s fixed
fi xe d by
by this
thi s
such time
Act, is required
premium thereof
Act,
required to give aa bond, the premium
thereof shall
paid
shall be
be paid
from the insular
insular treasury."
treasury."
Approved
Approved September
September 7, 1949.
1949.
[CHAPTER
[
CHAPTER 545]
545]

September 7,
September
7, 1949
1949
[II. R.
[H.
R. 5555]
553,,;
[Public
[Public Law
Law 295]
2'.5

60
140.
60 Stat.
140.
50 Stat.
U. S.
S. C.
C.
§1791
1791 (e).
(e).

app.

60 Stat.
60
Stat. 135.
135.
50 U.
U.S.
S. C.
C. app.
app.
§§ 1782
(a), 1783
1783 (a),
(a),
1782 (a),
1781.

§§

AN ACT
ACT

Rehabilitation Act
To amend
amend the Philippine
Philippine Rehabilitation
of 1946.
1946.
Act of

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and House of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
United
United States of
of America in
in Congress
That subsection
subsection (e)
(e)
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
of section 311 of the Philippine Rehabilitation
Rehabilitation Act
of 1946
1946 is
is amended
amended
Act of
by
at the end thereof
thereof the following sentence:
by adding
adding at
sentence: "The
"The authority
contained
(a) of section
contained in subsection
subsection (a)
section 302 and subsection
subsection (a)
(a) of
of secsec-

tion
303 shall
shall continue
in effect
tion 303
continue in
effect until June 30, 1951.
1951. Appropriations
Appropriations
pursuant
section 301
purposes of
pursuant to
to section
301 for
for carrying
carrying out the purposes
of these sections
sections
may be continued
available until June 30,
30, 1951."
1951."
may
continued available

Approved
September 7,
Approved September
7, 1949.
1949.

63
STAT.]
63STAT.]

81ST
CONG ., 1ST
1sT SESS.-CHS.
SESS .—CHS.546-548—SEPT.
81ST CONG.,
546-548--SEPT. 7,
7, 1949
1949
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[CHAPTER 546]
[CHAPTER
546]

AN ACT
Permitting
Permitting the use, for public purposes,
purposes, of certain
certain land in Hot
Hot Springs, New
Mexico.
Mexico.

Be it
enacted by the Senate and H
it enacted
OMO of Representatives
House
Representatives of the
United
Congress assembled,
That, notwithstandnotwithstandUnited States of America
America in
in Congress
assembled, That,
mg
the provisions
provisions and
and limitations
limitations of
of section
the Act
Act of
April
ing the
section 10
10 of
of the
of April
25, 1928 (45
(45 Stat.
1728), and the
patent issued
issued pursuant
Stat. 1728),
the patent
pursuant thereto,
thereto,
granting to the State of New Mexico
Mexico a
a certain tract of land in Hot
Springs, New Mexico,
Mexico, for the
the erection
erection and
maintenance of
bathand maintenance
of bathhouses,
other improvements
improvements for
for the
the accommodation
accommodation of
of the
houses, hotels, or
or other
the
public, the
New Mexico
Mexico is hereby
authorized to
to permit
the State of New
hereby authorized
permit the
the
use of any part or the whole of said land for the erection
erection and maintenance of buildings or other structures
structures for public
municipal
public or municipal
purposes.
purposes.
Approved September
Approved
September 7,
7, 1949.
1949.
[CHAPTER 547]
[CHAPTER
547]

AN ACT
ACT

To amend the Army and Air Force
Force Vitalization
Vitalization and
and Retirement
Retirement Equalization
Equalization
Act of 1948.

September
September 7, 1949

[H. R...5620]
5620]

[Public Law
[Public
Law 296]

Hot Springs,
Springs, N.
N.
Mex.
Mex.
Public use
use of
of land.
land.
Public

September
September 7,
7, 1949
1949
[11.
R. 5929]
[H. R.
929]
[Public Law
Law 297]
297]
[Public

Be
of Representatives
of the
the
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
Representatives of
United
in Congress
subsection (b)
(b)
United States
States of
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That subsection
62 Stat. 1088.
1088.
Retirement
of section
section 302
302 of
of the Army
Army and
and Air
Air Force
Force Vitalization
Vitalization and Retirement
IOU. S.C.,
S. C., Supp.
Supp. II,
II,
10U.
1036a (b); 34
34 U.S.C.
U. S. C.,
Equalization
Act of
hereby amended
amended by
by striking
out the
the words
words §1036a
Equalization Act
of 1948
1948 is
is hereby
striking out
Supp. II, 14401
Supp.
440i (b).
(b).
inserting in lieu
1,
"the enactment
enactment of
of this
this Act" and
and inserting
lieu thereof
thereof "July 1,
1949".
SEc.
(c) of
section 302
and Air
subsection (c)
of section
302 of the Army and
SEC. 2. That subsection
62 Stat.
Stat. 1088.
62
1088.
Force
is hereby
hereby
Retirement Equalization
Equalization Act
Act of
of 1948
1948 is
Force Vitalization
Vitalization and
and Retirement
10
U. S.C.,
S. C., Supp.
Supp. II,
II,
10U.
34 U.S.
U. S. C.,
1036a (c);
(c); 34
C.,
amended by
by striking
striking out
out the
the words
"the enactment
this Act"
and i§1036a
words 'the
enactment of
of this
Act" and
amended
Supp. II,
II, §
§440i
4401 (c).
Supp.
(c).
inserting
lieu thereof
1, 1949".
1949".
thereof "July
"July 1,
inserting in
in lieu
SEc.
That the
the second
second proviso
proviso of
303 of
the Army
and Air
Air
of section
section 303
of the
Army and
SEC. 3.
3. That
62 Stat.
Stat. 1088.
1088.
Force
of 1948
1948 is
is hereby
hereby 62
and Retirement
Retirement Equalization
Equalization Act
Act of
Force Vitalization
Vitalization and
10 U.
U. S.
S. C
C., Stpp.
Stipp.
10
§
1036b;
S. C'.,
II,
1036b;
34 TJ.. S.C.,
amended
by
striking
out
the
words
"the
date
of
enactment
of
this
Act"
of
this
Act'
amended by striking out the words "the date of enactment
Stipp.
II, i§440j.
Supp. II,
440J.
and
inserting in
in lieu
lieu thereof
thereof "July
"July 1,
1, 1949".
1949".
and inserting
Approved
September 7,
7, 1949.
1949.
Approved September
[CHAPTER 548]
[CHAPTER

JOINT RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION

authorize the
Administrator of
Aeronautics to undertake
undertake a
a project under
the Administrator
of Civil Aeronautics
To authorize
the
Federal Airport
Airport Act
the development
and improvement
Logan
improvement of
of Logan
Act for
for the
development and
the Federal
International
Airport
at
Boston,
Massachusetts,
during
the
fiscal
1950.
year 1950.
International Airport at Boston, Massachusetts, during the fiscal year

Resolved
by the
Senate and
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
of Representatives
the Senate
and .110218e
House of
Resolved by
States
America in
the
notwithstanding the
assembled, That,
That, notwithstanding
in Congress
Congress assembled,
States of
of America
provisions
of section
action 8
8of
the Federal
Federal Airport
Airport Act,
Act, the
the Administrator
Administrator
of the
provisions of
of
authorized to
to undertake
project under
under
a project
undertake a
is hereby
hereby authorized
of Civil
Civil Aeronautics
Aeronautics is
said
Act during
during the
1950 for
of the
the Logan
Logan
the fiscal
fiscal year
year 1950
for development
development of
said Act
International
Airport at
at Boston,
Massachusetts, to
the same
extent
same extent
to the
Boston, Massachusetts,
International Airport
and
on the
conditions as
as if
there had
had been
included in
the list
list of
of
in the
been included
if there
the same
same conditions
and on
projects
appended to
to the
the said
authority to
to
request for
for authority
Administrator's request
said Administrator's
projects appended
undertake
year 1950
certain projects
for the
the developdevelop1950 certain
projects for
the fiscal
fiscal year
undertake during
during the
ment
of class
class 4
and larger
airports which
submitted to
to the
Conthe Conwhich was
was submitted
4 and
larger airports,
ment of
gress
by the
Secretary
airports,
of Commerce under
under date
date of
of April
18,
April 18,
of
the Acting
Acting Secretary
gress by
1949, and
and published
published as
as Senate
Senate Document
Document Numbered
Numbered 77,
77, Eighty-first
Eighty-first
1949,

September
September 7,1949
7, 1949
[H. J.
Res. 338]
(H
J. Rem.
3381
[Public
Law 29]
2981
IPublic Law

Logan
Logan International
International
Airport, Boston,
Boston, Mass.
Airport,
Mass.
60 Stat.
Stat. 174.
174.
60
49 U.
U. S.
S. C.
C. §§1107.
1107.
49
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1949
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session, in the appropriate
Congress, first session,
columns of
of said
said list,
appropriate columns
list, under
under
the heading "Massachusetts",
"Massachusetts", the
the following:
following:
Location
name of airport: Boston,
Location and name
Boston, Logan
Logan International
Airport.
International Airport.
Class::Plan 6;
Class
present, 6;
proposed, 6.
6; present,
6; proposed,
6.
Estimated
Sponsor's matching
Estimated funds required:
required: Sponsor's
matching, share,
share, $600,000;
$600,000;
Federal tentative
tentative allocation,
allocation, $600,000;
$600,000; total
total funds,
funds, $1,200,000.
$1,200,000.
Total estimated
estimated costs:
costs: Land, $0; buildings,
other, $600,000.
$600,000.
buildings, $600,000;
$600,000; other,
Proposed
Proposed work:
work: Administration
Administration building, grading,
grading, drainage,
drainage, paving.
paving.
Approved
Approved September
September 7,
7, 1949.
1949.
[CHAPTER 564]
564]
September 7,
7, 1949
1949
September
[S.
973]
[S. 973]
[Public Law
Law 299]
299]

National Society of
National
of
the Colonial
Colonial Dames of
of
America.
America.

AN
AN ACT
ACT

To exempt
exempt from taxation certain property of
To
National Society
Society of
of the
the Colonial
of the
the National
Colonial
Dames
Dames of America
America in the District
of Columbia.
District of
Columbia.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
UnitedStates of America
America in
in Congress
Congressassembled,
United
assembled, That
certain property
That certain
property
in the District
described as
in
District of Columbia
Columbia described
lot numbered
numbered 801,
801, in
as lot
in square
square
together with the
numbered 1285,
1285, together
improvements thereon,
known as
as
the improvements
thereon, known
premises
premises number 2715 Q
Q Street
Street Northwest, and
the furnishings
therein,
and the
furnishings therein,
owned
by the
the National
Society of the Colonial
owned by
National Society
Colonial Dames
Dames of
of America,
America, aa
corporation
corporation organized
organized and existing
existing under
under the
laws of
of the
District of
of
the laws
the District
Columbia, be exempt
taxation, national
exempt from taxation,
national and
and municipal,
long
municipal, so
so long
as the same is used for
for nonprofit
nonprofit purposes.
purposes.
Approved
Approved September
September 7,
7, 1949.
1949.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 565]
565]

September 7, 1949
September
1949
[H.
R. 225]
[H. R.
2251
[Public Law
Law 300]
300]
[Public

ACT
AN ACT
To
repeal section
section 460 of the Act of March
To repeal
March 3,
1899 (30
(30 Stat.
Stat. 1336),
as amended,
3, 1899
1336), as
amended,
providing for certain
providing
certain license taxes in the
Territory of
of Alaska.
the Territory
Alaska.

Be
the Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
Representatives of
of the
the
United
in Congress
Congress assembled, That
United States of America in
That section
460 of
section 460
of
the Act of March 3,
3, 1899 (30
1336), as
as amended
amended by
by the
the Acts
Acts of
of
(30 Stat.
Stat. 1336),
June
6, 1900 (31
(31 Stat. 330),
330), July
June 6,
July 10,
1937 (50
(50 Stat.
Stat. 497),
May
10, 1937
497), and
and May
31, 1938 (52
(52 Stat.
587), is
hereby repealed.
Stat. 587),
is hereby
repealed.
Approved September
Approved
September 7,
7, 1949.
1949.
[CHAPTER
566]
[CHAPTER 5661
September 7,
September
7, 1949
1949
[H. R.
3881]
[H.
R. 3881]
[Public Law
Law 301]
301]

Indian schools,
schools,
S.
S. Dak.

AN
AN ACT
ACT

To provide
To
provide for
for the
the use
use of the State course of study in schools
schools operated
by the
the
operated by
Bureau of
of Indian
Bureau
Indian Affairs
Affairs on
on Indian
Indian reservations
reservations in
in South Dakota
Dakota when requested
requested
by aa majority
majority vote of the parents
parents of the students
by
students enrolled
therein.
enrolled therein.

Be it
by the
Senate and House of
Be
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
United States
America in
in Congress
United
States of
of America
Congress assembled,
assembled, That on
and after
after
on and
July
1, 1950,
July 1,
1950, the course
course of study taught in
school operated
operated and
and
in any school
maintained by
the Bureau of Indian
maintained
by the
Indian Affairs
Affairs on any Indian
Indian reservation
reservation
in the
the State
State of
of South
South Dakota shall, upon aamajority decision of
in
of the
the
parents of
of children
a meeting
parents
children enrolled
enrolled therein voting at a
meeting called
called for
for
that
superintendent of the
that purpose
purpose by the superintendent
meet the
the miniminithe reservation,
reservation, meet
mum
education requirements
mum education
requirements prescribed
prescribed by
the department
department of
of public
public
by the
instruction
for the public schools of that State.
instruction for
Approved
Approved September
September 7,
7, 1949.
1949.
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[CHAPTER 567]
[CHAPTER
567]
AN ACT
AN
ACT
authorize the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the I
nt
er i
or t
exc hange certain
tribal
To authorize
Interior
too exchange
certain Navajo
Navajo tribal
Indian
certain Utah
Utah State
St ate l
an d.302]
Indian land
land for
for certain
land.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
and House
House of
Representatives of
of the
Senate and
of Representatives
the
United States of America in
United
in Congress
Congress assembled, That
the Secretary
Secretary
That the
of the Interior
authorized representative
Interior or his authorized
is authorized,
authorized, with
representative is
with
the consent
the
consent of the governing body of the Navajo
Navajo Indian
Indian Tribe,
to
Tribe, to
exchange the surface rights in Navajo
Navajo tribal
tribal Indian
Indian land
land described
described as
as
southwest quarter section 24; northwest
the south half southwest
northwest quarter,
northquarter, northeast quarter, southeast quarter, and north
north half
half southwest
secsouthwest quarter
quarter sectownship 43 south, range
tion 25, township
B. &
six
range 15
15 east,
east, S.
S. L.
L. B.
& M.,
M., containing
containing six
hundred and forty acres, more or less, for the surface
surface rights
rights in
in land
land
of the State of Utah described
described as
all of
32, township
43 south,
south,
as all
of section
section 32,
township 43
range 16 east, S. L.
L. B. M., all in San Juan
Title to
to the
the
Juan County,
County, Utah.
Utah. Title
Indian land exchanged
be transferred
exchanged shall be
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the
transferred by
Interior to the State of Utah by the
the issuance
of a
apatent
patent in
in fee.
Title
issuance of
fee. Title
conveyed to the Indians
to the State lands to be conveyed
Indians shall
shall be
be taken
taken in
in
United States
in trust
the name of the United
States in
the Navajo
and such
such other
other
trust for
for the
Navajo and
Indians as the Secretary of the Interior
Interior may
may see
fit to
settle thereon,
thereon,
see fit
to settle
and shall be satisfactory
satisfactory to
to the
of the
the Interior.
Interior.
the Secretary
Secretary of
SEC.
In the event the lands acquired
S
EC. 2. In
acquired by
of Utah
Utah under
under
by the
the State
State of
the provisions of this Act shall be used for
for airport
airport purposes,
purposes, members
members
of the Navajo Tribe of Indians shall be given
in employgiven preference
preference in
employment in every phase of construction,
construction, operation, and
and maintenance
maintenance of
of
the airport for which they are
any proproare qualified,
qualified, notwithstanding
notwithstanding any
visions to the
visions
the contrary
contained in
Airport Act
Act of
May
contrary contained
in the
the Federal
Federal Airport
of May
13,1946 (60 Stat. 170),
170), or any other
other Act of
Congress.
of Congress.
Approved
Approved September
September 7,
7, 1949.
1949.

September 7, 1949
[H. R.
It. 5390
5390]
[H.
[Public
Law 302]
[Public Law

Navajo
Inclinng.
Navajo Indians.
Exchange
Exchange of tribal
tribal
lands.
lands.

Patent in fee.

Employment preference.
ence.

S. C.
C. §¢
49 U. S.
§§ 110111011119; Supp. II, §§1101
at
1101 et
seq.
Ante,
Ante, pp.
pp. 478, 480,
605; post,
poet, pp. 93,
903,
603, 605;
92a.
92M

[CHAPTER 574]
[CHAPTER
AN ACT
AN
ACT
Authorizing changes in the classification
Crow Indians.
Indians.
classification of Crow

Be it
enacted by
it enacted
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
by the
the Senate
and House
the
United States
States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
United
That all
all Crow
Crow
assembled, That
Indians born to parent
parent or parents who were
are competent
competent members
were or
or are
members
of the Crow Tribe, shall
shall automatically
competent members
members
automatically become
become competent
of the Crow Tribe on attaining
attaining majority
(except any
any such
such Indian
Indian
majority (except
who is declared
a court of
declared incompetent by a
jurisdiction or
or
of competent
competent jurisdiction
who is incompetent
incompetent under the
within which
which he
he
the laws
laws of
of the
the State
State within
resides),
resides), and
entitled to
rights and
and privileges
privileges accruing
accruing
and shall be
be entitled
to all
all rights
to members
members of the
the tribe classified
competent, including
all rights
rights and
classified as
as competent,
including all
and
privileges accorded
competent members
accorded to such competent
any other
other Act.
Act.
members by
by any
SEC. 2. The Act
Act of March
SEc.
1931 (46
(46 Stat.
Stat. 1495),
1495), is
is hereby
hereby amended
amended
March 3,
3, 1931
to read as follows: "The Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
Interior is
is hereby
hereby authorized,
authorized,
under such rules and regulations
as he
he may
may prescribe,
prescribe, to
to classify
classify adult
adult
regulations as
unenrolled Crow Indians and
unenrolled
and add their
competent or
or
their names
names to
to the
the competent
incompetent rolls established
incompetent
established pursuant
the Act
Act of
of June
4, 1920
1920
pursuant to
to the
June 4,
(41
(41 Stat. 751),
751), and to
reclassify those
those persons
names now
now or
or
to reclassify
persons whose
whose names
hereafter appear
hereafter
appear on said
said rolls from
to competent."
from incompetent
incompetent to
competent."
Approved September
8, 1949.
1949.
Approved
September 8,

September 8.
8, 1949
1049
[H. R.
E. 2170]
2170]
[H.
[Public Law
Law 303]
Indians.
Crow Indians.
in classifiChanges In
classfication.

Adult unenrolled
nnenrolled
Adult
Indiana.
Indians.

696

PUBLIC
LAWS--CHS.575,
8, 1949
PUBLIC LAWS-CHS.
575, 576—SEPT.
576-SEPT. 8,
1949
[CHAPTER 575]
[CHAPTER
575]

September 8, 1949
September
1949
RI. R.
11. 3197]
[H.
3197]
[Public
304]
[Public Law
Law 304]

Louisville
Louisville Marine
Marine
Hospital,
Hospital, KY.
Ky.
Sale.
Sale.

49 Stat. 800.
800.
Deed of conveyance.
conveyance.

. J. Res. 34
(Public
Law 305]
[Pnblic Law
305]

Ante, pp. 405,
405, 485,
485,
614.
614.

AN ACT

Relating to the sale of the old Louisville
Relating
Hospital, Jefferson
Jefferson County,
County,
Louisville Marine Hospital,
Kentucky.
Kentucky.

Be it
by the
the Senate
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
the
it enacted
enacted by
Senate and
of the
United States
United
Congress assembled,
That, notwithstandnotwithstandStates of America
America in
in Congress
assembled, That,
ing the provisions
provisions of
of any
other law,
of General
General
any other
law, the
the Administrator
Administrator of
hereby authorized,
his discretion,
to sell
sell to
to the
the City
of
Services is
is hereby
authorized, in
in his
discretion, to
City of
Louisville, Kentucky,
Kentucky, all that
parcel of
described as
as aa
that tract
tract or
or parcel
of land
land described
certain tract, piece, or
or parcel
certain
parcel of
Jefferson County,
County,
of land
land situated
situated in
in Jefferson
Kentucky, in the town
town of Portland, now
in the
the City
City of
Louisnow included
included in
of Louisville, and known
known and
described on
on the
the plan
plan or
or map
map of
of Portland
by
and described
Portland by
the number 18, and
bounded by
by High
High Street,
now Northwestern
Northwestern
and bounded
Street, now
Parkway, on the north, the
the Portland Turnpike
Turnpike or
or Avenue
Avenue on
on the
the south,
south,
by a
a sixty-foot street
west, now
street on the
the west,
now Twenty-third
and by
by aa
Twenty-third Street,
Street, and
sixty-foot street on the east, now Carter
Carter Street,
Street, and containing
containing aafront
front
now Northwestern
on High Street, now
of four
hundred and
Northwestern Parkway,
Parkway, of
four hundred
and
ninety-seven feet, aafront
ninety-seven
on the
Portland Avenue
or Turnpike
Turnpike of
four
front on
the Portland
Avenue or
of four
hundred and seventy-five
seventy-five and
front on
on the
the west
west
and one-half
one-half feet,
feet, and
and front
of eight hundred
thirty-eight feet,
hundred and thirty-eight
and a
front on
on the
east of
six
feet, and
a front
the east
of six
hundred
ninety-three feet, containing eight
hundred and ninety-three
eight acres
acres one-quarter
and
one-quarter and
seventeen
seventeen poles, be the same more or less, title to
to said property
property having
having
been acquired
acquired by the United
United States
deed dated
dated NovemNovemStates of
of America
America by
by deed
ber 3, 1842, and recorded
recorded in
in deed
page 67,
67, in
in the
the office
office of
of the
the
deed book
book 60,
60, page
clerk of the county
county court of Jefferson
Jefferson County,
County, Kentucky.
Kentucky.
Together with all
Together
structures, and
and improvements
improvements thereon
all buildings,
buildings, structures,
thereon
(known as the old Louisville
Louisville Marine
in the
the manner
and
Marine Hospital),
Hospital), in
manner and
subject to the terms
terms and
and conditions provided
provided in
in the
the Act
Act entitled
"An
entitled "An
Act to authorize the
of Federal
buildings", approved
August 26,
26,
the sale of
Federal buildings",
approved August
1935, as amended
amended (U. S. C., 1940 edition,
40, sec.
sec. 345b):
345b) :Provided,
edition, title
title 40,
Provided,
That the deed of conveyance
conveyance of
surplus real
real propertyproperty—
of such
such surplus
(a
that all
ro p
er ty shall
shall be
be used
use d and
an d
(a)) shall
shall provide
provide that
all such
such p
property
maintained
maintained for the
the purpose for which it
period
it was
was conveyed
conveyed for
for aaperiod
of not less than twenty years, and that in
event that
that such
such
in the event
property
property ceases
ceases to be used or maintained
maintained for such
purpose during
during
such purpose
property shall
such .period, all or any portion of such property
in its
its then
then
shall in
existing condition, at the option of the
States revert
to
the United
United States
revert to
the United States;
States; and
and
(b)
additional terms, reservations,
(b) may contain
contain such additional
reservations, restricrestrictions, and
conditions as may be determined
Administrator
and conditions
determined by the Administrator
necessary to safeguard
safeguard the interests
to be necessary
interests of the United
States.
United States.
Approved
Approved September
September 8,
8, 1949.
1949.
[CHAPTER 5761
576]
[CHAPTER

8,1949
September 8,
1949
RI. T. Res. 348)

[63 STAT.
STAT.
[63

JOINT
RESOLUTION
JOINT RESOLUTION

making temporary
temporary appropriations
Amending an Act making
appropriations for
for the
fiscal year
year 1950,
1950, as
as
the fiscal
amended,
amended, and
and for other purposes.

Resolved by
by the
House of Representatives of the United
Resolved
the Senate
Senate and Home
United
States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That Public Law 154
154
(Eighty-first Congress),
Congress), making temporary
appropriations for
(Eighty-first
temporary appropriations
for the
the
fiscal year 1950, and for other purposes,
purposes, as amended,
amended, is
is hereby
hereby
amended
amended by striking
strikingiout,
out, in
in section
section (c)
(c) thereof,
thereo f, "September
"S eptember 15,
15,
1949"
inserting
1949" and inserti
n g in
n lieu thereof "October
"October 1,
1, 1949".
1949".
Approved September
September 8,
1949.
8, 1949.

63 S
STAT.]
TAT.]

81ST
SESS.-CHS. 582, 585—SEPT.
585-SEPT. 10, 26, 1949
81sr CONG., 1ST
1sr SESS.—CHS.

[
CHAPTER 582]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
ACT

To provide assistance
agencies in providing
assistance for local
local school agencies
providing educational
educational opporopportunities for children
children on Federal reservations
reservations or in defense areas, and for other
purposes.

Be it
House of Representatives
Representatives of the
it enacted by the Senate and House
United States
of America
United
States of
America in
lin Congress
Congress assembled,
order to
assemhbled, That
That in
in order
to
local school
school agencies
assist local
agencies in
in providing
providing educational
educational opportunities
opportunities for
for
children residing (a)
(a) on Federal
Federal reservations
reservations or on other federally
owned property, or (b) within
within the boundaries
boundaries of
school agencies
agencies
of local
local school
overburdened
financially by defense-incurred
defense-incurred school enrollments
overburdened financially
or
enrollments or
reductions
reductions in the school revenues
revenues resulting
acquisition or
resulting from
from the
the acquisition
or
ownership
ownership of land by the United
United States, the General Services
Services AdminAdministrator
contributions to such local school
istrator is authorized
authorized to make
make contributions
school agencies for the operation and maintenance
maintenance of
of their
their school
school facilities
facilities as
as
in this
provided in
this Act.
Act.
SEC.
school year
year to
S
EC. 2. The total contributions
contributions for any
any school
to any
any local
local
overburdened financially
by aa defense-incurred
school agency overburdened
financially by
school
defense-incurred school
enrollment or reductions
reductions in school
school revenues
revenues caused
the acquisition
acquisition
caused by the
ownership of land by the United
or ownership
not exceed
exceed the
actual
United States
States shall
shall not
the actual
deficit, as determined by said
said Administrator
Administrator that without
conwithout such
such contribution would be incurred
year by
the local
local school
school
incurred in
in such
such school
school year
by the
agency in the operation
operation and
of its
its school
school facilities:
facilities:
and maintenance
maintenance of
Provided,
determining such
such deficit
Provided, however, That in determining
deficit the
Adminthe said Administrator
consideration the total income
istrator shall take into consideration
of the
the local
local
income of
school agency actually
actually available
available for
the maintenance
maintenance and
of
for the
and operation
operation of
its school facilities in such school
costs incurred
incurred by
by
school year and
and the
the total
total costs
the local school agency
agency in such
year for
the maintenance
maintenance and
such school
school year
for the
and
operation of
of its
its school
school facilities.
facilities.
operation
SEC. 3.
hereby authorized
to be
appropriated for
for the
the fiscal
fiscal
SEC.
3. There
There is
is hereby
authorized to
be appropriated
year
ending June
30, 1950,
1950, $7,500,000
to carry
year ending
June 30,
$7,500,000 to
carry out
the purposes
purposes of
of this
this
out the
Act.
SEC. 4.
4. In
the administration
administration of
of this
this Act,
no department,
Sic.
In the
Act, no
department, agency,
agency,
officer, or
the United
United States
States shall
shall exercise
exercise any
supervision,
officer,
or employee
employee of
of the
any supervision,
direction,
direction, or control
control over the personnel,
curriculum, or
or program
program of
personnel, curriculum,
of
instruction
instruction of
school, local
school agency,
system of
of any
of any
any school,
local school
agency, or
or school
school system
any
State.
State.
SEC.
Administrator is authorized
SEC. 5. The said Administrator
authorized to prescribe
prescribe such rules
and regulations as may
may be
carry out
out the
provisions of
of
be necessary
necessary to
to carry
the provisions
this Act, and to make payments
payments in
any other
manner
in advance,
advance, or
or in
in any
other manner
deemed necessary
accomplish the
the objectives
objectives of
this Act.
Act.
deemed
necessary to
to accomplish
of this
SEC.
As used
used in
in this
SEC. 6.
6. As
Act, the
the term
"local school
agency" means
means
this Act,
term "local
school agency"
any public
public school
any
political subdivision,
subdivision,
school district,
district, county,
county, city,
city, town,
town, political
public agency, or
or State agency
operating and
and maintaining
school
agency operating
maintaining public
public school
facilities; the
facilities;
"State" means
means any
any State,
Puerto
the term
term "State"
State, Alaska,
Alaska, Hawaii,
Hawaii, Puerto
Rico,
Rico, or
or the
the Virgin
Virgin Islands.
Islands.
Approved
September 10,
10, 1949.
Approved September
1949.
[
CHAPTER 585]
[CHAPTER
585]

AN ACT
ACT
AN

To extend the authority of the President
under section
section 350 of the
the Tariff
Tariff Act
Act of
President under
of
1930, as amended,
and for
other purposes.
amended, and
for other
purposes.

it enacted
by the
the Senate
Senate and
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
Be it
enacted by
and House
House of
United States
States of
America in
That this
this Act
Act may
United
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
may
be cited
cited as
the "Trade
Agreements Extension
Extension Act
Act of
of 1949".
1949".
be
as the
"Trade Agreements

697
697
September 10,
September
10, 1949
1949
[H. R.
R. 3829]
3829]
[H.
[Public Law
Law 306]
306)
[Public

Federal reservations
Federalreservations

and defense
defense areas.
areas.
and

A
s s t a n c e to
to
Assistance
schools.
schools.

Total contributions.
Totalcontributions.

Determination of
decetrminatt
n of
deficit.

Appropriation
thoAipridtioe
thorized.
Post, p.
p. 977.
977.

auau

Post,

Restriction.
Restriction.

Rules
tions.

,Rules

and reguaregulaand

"Local school agen-

Lcy''

cy. ,,

school agen

"State."
"Stat.t

September 26,
26, 1949
1949
September
[H. R.
R. 1211]
1211]
[H.

[Public
Law 307]
[Public Law
307]

Trade Agreements
Agreements
Trade
Extension Act
Act of
of 1949.
1949.
Extension

698
62 Stat. 1053.
1053.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
19 U. S.
II, §§ 1351 note, 1354,
1354,
1357-1359.
1357-1359.
48 Stat. 943.
19 U. S. C. §
§ 1351;
1351;
Supp. II,
H, §
§1351 note.

48 Stat. 943.
943.
19
U. S.
C. §
1351
19 U.
S. C.
§1351
(a); Supp. II,
II, §
§ 1351
note.
note.

48 Stat. 945.
945.
19
C., Supp.
Supp.
19 U. S.
S. C.,
H,
1354.
II, §
§ 1354.

48 Stat. 944.
944.
19 U.
U. S.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
Supp.
II,
§
1351
note.
II, § 1351 note.

Rate
Rate of duty on
products of Cuba.
products

PUBLIC LAWS-CHS.
LAWS CHS.585,
586-SEPT .26,
26, 27,
27, 1949
1949
PUBLIC
585, 586-SEPT.

S
EC. 2. The
Trade Agreements
Act of
of 1948
Law
SEC.
The Trade
Agreements Extension
Extension Act
1948 (Public
(Public Law
792, Eightieth
Eightieth Congress)
is hereby
Congress) is
hereby repealed.
repealed.
SEC.
S
EC. 3. The
which the
the President
authorized to
to
The period during
during which
President is
is authorized
enter into foreign
foreign trade
trade agreements
section 350
350 of
of the
the Tariff
Tariff
agreements under section
Act of 1930,
amended and
and extended,
extended, is
hereby extended
extended for
for aafurther
further
1930, as
as amended
is hereby
period of three years from
1948.
from June
June 12,
12, 1948.
SEC.
SEC. 4. Section 350 (a)
of the
the Tariff
of 1930,
as amended,
amended, is
is
(a) of
Tariff Act
Act of
1930, as
hereby further amended
amended by
therefrom: "in
the
by deleting
deleting the
the following
following therefrom:
"in the
present
present emergency
emergency in restoring the
standard of
in
the American
American standard
of living,
living, in
overcoming
overcoming domestic unemployment
the present
economic depresdepresunemployment and
and the
present economic
sion, in increasing
increasing the purchasing
purchasing power
of the
the American
American public,
public, and".
and".
power of
SEC.
entitled "An Act to
SEC. 5. Section 4
4 of the Act entitled
to amend
amend the
the Tariff
Tariff
Act of 1930", approved June
June 12, 1934,
1934, as amended
amended (U.
(U. S.
S. C.,
1946
C., 1946
edition, title 19, sec. 1354),
1354), is hereby amended
striking out
the
amended by
by striking
out the
the semicolon
semicolon and
in lieu
thereof the
the folfolmatter following the
and inserting
inserting in
lieu thereof
lowing: "and
"and before
before concluding
concluding such agreement
agreement the
the President
President shall
shall
seek information
information and advice with respect
respect thereto
thereto from
from the
the United
United
States
States Tariff Commission,
Commission, from
from the
the Departments
of State,
Agriculture,
Departments of
State, Agriculture,
and Commerce, from the National
National Military Establishment, and
from
and from
such other sources
sources as he may
may deem appropriate."
appropriate."
SEC.
Section 350 (b)
(b) of the Tariff
S
EC. 6. Section
Tariff Act of 1930,
1930, as
as amended
amended
(U. S. Code, 1946, title 19, sec. 1351 (b)),
(b)), is amended by
by changing
changing
a period, by deleting
the colon to a
deleting the
the proviso,
and by
by adding
the folfolproviso, and
adding the
lowing:
lowing: "Nothing
"Nothing in
shall be
be construed
to preclude
preclude the
the appliappliin this
this Act
Act shall
construed to
cation to any product
product of Cuba
Cuba (including
(including products
products preferentially
preferentially free
free
rate of
of duty
duty not
not higher
than the
the rate
rate applicable
applicable to
to the
the
of duty) of a
a rate
higher than
like products of other
other foreign
countries (except
(except the
Philippines),
foreign countries
the Philippines),
whether or not
not the
the application
application of such rate
rate involves
any preferential
preferential
involves any
customs
customs treatment.
treatment. No rate of
on products
of Cuba
Cuba shall
in
of duty on
products of
shall in
any case be decreased
decreased by more
per centum
the rate
rate of
of duty,
duty,
more than 50
50 per
centum of
of the
however
however established,
established, existing
existing on January
January 1,
1945 (even
(even though
though
1, 1945
temporarily suspended by
temporarily
Act of
of Congress)."
Congress)."
by Act
September 26,
Approved September
26, 1949.
1949.
[CHAPTER 586)
[CHAPTER
586]

September 27,
27, 1949
[11.
1824]
[H. R. 1824]
[Public
Law 308]
3081
Public Law

Coast Guard.
Guard.
Retirement
Retirement of perpersonnel of former busonnel
reaus.
reaus.
Ante,
529.
Ante, p. 529.

50 U. S. C. app.
§
} 601 note.
60 Stat. 1097.
5 U. S. C. §
§ 133y-16
5
133y-16
note.

5 U.
U.S.
5
S. C., Supp. H,
II,

§§691 et
et seq.

Ante, pp. 475,
476,
475, 476,
490, 577,
577, 609, 621,
663;
621, 663;
post,
704, 884.
884.
post, pp.
pp. 699, 704,

[63 S
TAT.
[63
STAT.

AN ACT
ACT

To amend
amend section 433 (f)
(f) of the
the Act of
of August
August 4,
4, 1949.
1949.

Re it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House of
of Representatives
Representatives of the
United States
States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That section
(f)
section 433
433 (f)
of the Act of August 4, 1949, is amended
amended to read as follows:
follows:
In computing
"(f) In
computing length of service for
for purposes
purposes of
of retiretiment
retirement
of personnel
personnel of
the former
of Marine
Marine Inspection
and NaviNaviof the
former Bureau
Bureau of
Inspection and
ation and Bureau of Customs transferred
gation
transferred from
those bureaus
to the
the
from those
bureaus to
oast Guard by Executive
Coast
Executive Order 9083 and by Reorganization
Plan
Reorganization Plan
Numbered 3, effective
effective July 16, 1946, who are
Numbered
appointed,
are commissioned, appointed,
or enlisted, there shall be included,
included, in addition
addition to all
service now
now or
all service
or
hereafter creditable
hereafter
creditable by law, all service
service as
employee of
the
as a
a civilian
civilian employee
of the
United
United States within the purview of sections 691,
691, 693,
693, 698,
698, 707,
707, 709709715,
715, 716-719,
716-719, 720-725,
720-725, 727-729, 730, 731,
731, and 733 of
of title
title 5;
5; and
and for
for
all purposes
purposes of
all
of pay, so much of the service
service as was rendered
rendered as a
acivilian
civilian
employee
employee in the former
former Bureau of Marine Inspection
Inspection and
and Navigation
Navigation
(including its predecessors,
(including
predecessors, the Bureau
Bureau of Navigation
and the
Navigation and
the SteamSteamboat Inspection
Service), in the Bureau
Inspection Service),
Bureau of Customs
and in
in the
Coast
Customs and
the Coast
Guard. Such service
service for both
retirement and pay
both retirement
shall be
be
pay purposes
purposes shall
classified as commissioned,
commissioned, warrant, or enlisted depending
depending upon
which
upon which
status
the person assumes upon his entry into the Regular
status the
Regular Coast
Coast
Guard. Service
Service covering
covering the
Guard.
the same
same period
period shall not be counted
counted more
than once."
once."
Approved September 27,
27, 1949.
1949.

63 STAT.]
STAT.]

699
699

81ST CONG., 1ST
SESS.-CHS.
587, 588-SEPT.
1sT SESS
.—CHS.587,
588—SEPT.28,
28, 30,
30, 1949
1949

[CHAPTER 587]

JOINT RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION
JOINT
To erect
memorial to the memory of Mohandas
Mohandas K. Gandhi.
erect a
a memorial

Whereas
Mohandas K.
Whereas India's greatest
greatest leader, Mohandas
K. Gandhi, has met the
martyr's
death; and
and
martyr's death;
Whereas the beloved
throughout his life had
Whereas
beloved Gandhi throughout
had brought
brought to
to the
people
everywhere the meaning of aa selfless
people of India and peoples
peoples everywhere
selfless
unbounded spiritual
devotion to peace, and with it the gift of his own unbounded
spiritual
wealth;
wealth; and
Mohandas Gandhi's uncompromisable
uncompromisable strength
Whereas Mohandas
India to
to
strength led
led India
the independence
independence for which
which it
had sorely
sorely struggled;
struggled; and
and
it had
Whereas
Whereas the impact
impact of his personality
personality upon
undeniable; and
and
upon history is
is undeniable;
Whereas
Whereas in consideration
consideration of the cordial relations
relations existing between
between the
people of
of the
the United
United States
States and
and the
people of
India, and
and in
hope
people
the people
of India,
in the
the hope
a memorial to his memory in
that a
States may
may further
further
in the
the United
United States
relations between
those cordial cultural and spiritual
spiritual relations
counbetween these
these two
two countries, and in the further hope that
that such
memorial will
awaken and
and
such a
a memorial
will awaken
in people
keep alive in
people everywhere
of their
individual digdigeverywhere the sense
sense of
their individual
nity and independence
independence as well
well as an abhorrence
civil, religious,
religious,
abhorrence for
for civil,
and
communal strife
therefore, be
it
and communal
strife anywhere:
anywhere: Now,
Now, therefore,
be it
Resolved by the Senate and House
House of
of Representatives
of the
the United
United
Representativesof
States of America
America in
in Congress
authority is
hereby
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That authority
is hereby
granted
the India
India League
America, or
other organization
organization
granted to
to the
League of
of America,
or any
any other
may be
organized for
for this
purpose, to
erect, within
years
which may
be organized
this purpose,
to erect,
within five
five years
from the date
approval of
this resolution,
resolution, a
memorial testifying
testifying
date of the approval
of this
a memorial
to
Mohandas K.
K. Gandhi,
Gandhi, as
as philosopher
to the wisdom and
and leadership
leadership of
of Mohandas
philosopher
and
the city
city of
Washington, on
on such
grounds as
as may
may be
and statesman,
statesman, in
in the
of Washington,
such grounds
be
designated
approval of
designated by the
the Fine
Fine Arts Commission,
Commission, subject
subject to
to the
the approval
of
the
model of
of the
the Joint
Joint Committee
Committee on
on the
the Library.
Library. The
The model
the memorial
memorial so
so
to be
first approved
approved by
the said
and by
by
be erected
erected shall be
be first
by the
said Commission
Commission and
the
on the
the Library,
be presented
presented to
to the
the
the Joint
Joint Committee
Committee on
Library, the
the same
same to
to be
people
United States without
the Government
Government of
of the
the
people of
of the
the United
without cost
cost to
to the
United States:
United
Provided, That
cost of
of custodian
States: Provided,
That the
the cost
custodian maintenance
maintenance of
of
the
edifice contemplated
by this
this Act
Act will
be borne
perpetually by
by the
the edifice
contemplated by
will be
borne perpetually
the
organization
undertaking its
original construction.
organization undertaking
its original
construction.
Approved
September 28,
28, 1949.
1949.
Approved September

September 28, 1949
September
Res. 295]
295]
[H. J.
J. Res.
[Public Law
Law 309]
[Public

Mohandas B.
K.
Gandhi.
Memorial in WashMemorial
D. C.
C.
ington, D.

Approval of model.
model.
Approval

Cost of custodian
maintenance.
maintenance.

[CHAPTER 5881
588]

AN ACT
ACT
May 29, 1930,
To amend the Civil Service Retirement
Retirement Act of May
1930, as amended,
amended, to
provide survivorship
survivorship benefits
benefits for
of persons
persons retiring
retiring under
under
provide
for widows
widows or
or widowers
widowers of
such Act.

Be
enacted by
by the
and House
House of
the
Be it
it enacted
the Senate
Senate and
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
United
of America
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
(b) of
of
UnitedStates
States of
America in
in Congress
That section
section 4
4 (b)
the
Service Retirement
Retirement Act
Act of
of May
29, 1930,
as amended,
amended, is
the Civil
Civil Service
May 29,
1930, as
is
amended
to read
read as
amended to
as follows:
follows:
"(b) Any
or employee
under the
the provisions
provisions of
of section
section
"(b)
Any officer
officer or
employee retiring
retiring under
1,
2, or
this Act
Act may,
at the
the time
of retirement,
to receive
1, 2,
or 66of
of this
may, at
time of
retirement, elect
elect to
receive
in
the life
life annuity
annuity described
described herein
herein aareduced
annuity and
and an
in lieu
lieu of
of the
reduced annuity
an
annuity after
payable to
or her
widow or
or widower
annuity
after death
death payable
to his
his or
her surviving
surviving widow
widower
designated
by such
or employee
at time
retirement equal
equal to
to
designated by
such officer
officer or
employee at
time of
of retirement
50 per
per centum
centum of
of such
life annuity.
life annuity
annuity of
of the
officer or
50
such life
annuity. The
The life
the officer
or
employee making
such election
shall be
be reduced
by 55per
of
employee
making such
election shall
reduced by
per centum
centum of
so
much thereof
plus 10
per centum
centum of
of the
the
so much
thereof as
as does
does not
not exceed
exceed $1,500,
$1,500, plus
10 per
balance of
and shall
shall be
be further
further reduced
reduced by
threebalance
of such
such life
life annuity,
annuity, and
by threefourths
for each
each full
full year,
year, if
if any,
fourths of
of 1
1 per
per centum
centum of
of such
such life
life annuity
annuity for
any,
the designated
designated wife
or husband
under the
age of
of sixty
sixty at
at the
the date
date
the
wife or
husband is
is under
the age

September 30, 1949
September
[H.
[H. R.
R. 2944]
29441

[Public Law 310]
(Public
310]

Service RetireCivil Service
ment Act,
Act, amendamendment

ment.
ment.

46 Stat. 471.
471.
S. C.,
C., Supp. II,
H,
55U. S.
§
698 (b).
§698
Reduced
Reduced annuity;
widow's
widow's annuity.
annuity.
46 Stat.
Stat. 468,
468, 469,
472.
46
469, 472.
II. S. C.
C. §§712,
714;
55U.S.
n712,714;
Supp. II,
II, §§
§§ 691,
691, 710,
Supp.
711, 715.
711,715.
Ante, pp. 475,
475, 577,
577,
609,663.
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9 Sept. 30,
1949
PUBLIC LAWS—
PUBLIC
CHS.588,
588, 5589-80ePett:
r'iT)
LAWS-CHS.
t. 1,
, 1949
19499
89Oct.

[63 STAT.
STAT.
[63

of such retirement, but
but the
the total
reduction shall
shall in
in no
no case
case be
be more
more
total reduction
than 25 per centum of
annuity of
of such
such widow
widow
of such life
life annuity.
annuity. The
The annuity
or widower shall begin on the
the first
first day
of the
in which
which the
death
day of
the month
month in
the death
of the officer
officer or employee
employee occurs
or the
the first
day of
occurs or
first day
of the
the month
month following
following
the widow's or widower's
widower's attainment
of age
age fifty,
fifty, whichever
whichever is
the later,
later,
attainment of
is the
and such annuity or any
right thereto
thereto shall
terminate upon
upon his
his or
or her
her
any right
shall terminate
death or
or remarriage."
remarriage."
Approved
Approved September
30, 1949.
September 30,
1949.
[
CHAPTER 589]
589]
[CHAPTER
October 1,
1, 1949
[H. R.
It. 3851]
38.51]
[H.
[Public Law 311]
311]

Surplus airport
airport
property.
61 Stat. 678.
50 U. S. C., Supp.
Supp.
II, app. §
§ 1622 (g) (2)
(2)
(A).
(A).
Ante, p.399.
p. 399.

Removal
Removal of restriction.

Supra.
Supra.

Issuance of release,
Issuance
etc.
etc.

Enforcement
Enforcement
terms, etc.

AN ACT
AN
ACT

Eightieth Congress,
To amend Public
Public Law
Law 289,
289, Eightieth
Congress, with
surplus airport
airport
with respect
respect to
to surplus
property
property and
and to provide
provide for the
the transfer
transfer of
of compliance
compliance functions
relation
functions with
with relation
to
to such
such property.
property.

of
of

58 Stat. 765.
766.
60
U. S. C., app.
50 U.
§§ 1611-1646; Supp.
H1611-1046;
Stipp. II,
§
1612 et seq.
seq.
§1612et
Ante, p.
p. 399; supra.

Correction, etc.,
etc., of
of
Correction,

instrument ofdisposal.
instrumentofdisposal.

Release from terms,
terms,
Release
etc., of disposal.
disposal.

Be it
it enacted by the Senate and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
House of
United
States of America in
United States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That section
section 13
13
(g) (2)
(A) of the
Property Act of
(g)
(2) (A)
the Surplus
Surplus Property
of 1944,
1944, as
as amended,
amended, is
is
further amended
amended by striking out the following:
"Provided, That
That no
following: "Provided,
no
structures
structures disposed of hereunder
hereunder shall be
used as
as an
an industrial
industrial plant,
plant,
be used
factory, or similar facility within the
the meaning
meaning of section
of this
this
section 23
23 of
Act, unless the public
title to
to such
s
uc h structures
st
ruc t
ures shall
shall
public agency
agency receiving
receiving title
pay to the United States
States such sum as the Administrator
Administrator shall
shall deterdetermine to be a
a fair consideration
consideration for the
of the
the restrictions
restrictions
the removal
removal of
by this
proviso".
imposed by
this proviso".
SEC.
Notwithstanding any other provision of law,
S
EC. 2. Notwithstanding
the restriction
law, the
restriction
against use of structures
structures for industrial
purposes, as
as contained
contained in
in any
industrial purposes,
any
deed or instrument of disposal
disposal pursuant
pursuant to
section 13
(2) (A)
(A)
to section
13 (g)
(g) (2)
of the Surplus Property
Property Act of 1944 (58
765), as
as amended
amended by
by
(58 Stat.
Stat. 765),
the Act of July 30, 1947 (61
from and
and after
the
(61 Stat. 678),
678), shall,
shall, from
after the
effective date of this Act, be deemed extinguished
effective
no force
force
extinguished and
and of
of no
and effect. The Administrator
Administrator of
is hereby
hereby authorof Civil Aeronautics
Aeronautics is
authorized to issue such instruments
instruments of release or
correction, as
as may
may be
be
or correction,
necessary to effect
effect removal
removal of record
such restriction
restriction from
from any
any of
record of
of such
of
such deeds or other instruments
instruments of disposal,
disposal, without monetary
monetary conconsideration to the United
United States.
States.
SEC.
Administrator of Civil Aeronautics
S
EC. 3. The Administrator
Aeronautics shall
have the
the sole
sole
shall have
responsibility for determining
determining and enforcing
with the
the
enforcing compliance
compliance with
terms,
t
erms, conditions,
conditions, reservations,
reservations, and
and restrictions
contained in
in any
any
restrictions contained
instrument of disposal by which
instrument
which surplus property
property is or has
has been
been
transferred
transferred to States
States and their
their political
political subdivisions,
subdivisions, municipalities,
municipalities,
and
institutions pursuant
pursuant to the Surplus Property
and tax-supported
tax-supported institutions
Property Act
Act
of
1944, for
for use
in the development,
development, improvement,
improvement, operation,
of 1944,
use in
operation, or mainmaintenance
a public
provide sources
tenance of a
public airport or to provide
of revenue
revenue from
from
sources of
nonaviation
nonaviation businesses
businesses at aapublic airport (including
(including property
property transtransferred
ferred for
for any
any such use pursuant
pursuant to such act prior to July 30,
30, 1947),
1947),
and
the Administrator
Administrator is authorized
authorized to reform, correct,
and the
correct, or amend any
any
instrument
disposal by which such
instrument of
of disposal
such property
property was
was conveyed
conveyed by the
issuance
a corrective
issuance of a
corrective27reformative, or amendatory
amendatory instrument
where
instrument where
such
such action
action is determined by him to be necessary
necessary to correct
correct such
such
instrument
or to
to conform
conform the transfer
transfer to the
requirements of applicable
instrument or
the requirements
applicable
law.
SEC.
4. Notwithstanding
provision of law, the AdminisSEC. 4.
Notwithstanding any other provision
trator
of Civil
Civil Aeronautics
authorized, without
trator of
Aeronautics is further authorized,
without monetary
monetary
consideration
the United
consideration to
to the
United States,
States, to grant releases
releases from
from any of the
terms, conditions, reservatio
reservations,
ns ,and restrictions
restrictions contained
contained in,
in, and
and to
to
convey,
convey, quitclaim,
quitclaim, or release any right or interest reserved
reserved to
the
to the
United States
States by,
by, any such
United
such instrument
instrument of disposal,
disposal, if he determines
determines
that the
property transferred
instrument no longer serves the
that
the property
transferred by
by such
such instrument

63 STAT.]
STAT.]
63

81ST CONG.,
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purpose
it was
that such
such release,
release, conveyance,
conveyance,
purpose for
for which
which it
was transferred,
transferred, or
or that
or quitclaim
or
quitclaim will not prevent
prevent accomplishment
accomplishment of
purpose for
for
of the purpose
which
property was
transferred and
necessary to
to protect
protect or
or
which the
the property
was transferred
and is
is necessary
Protection of U.
U. S.
S.
Protection
advance
the interests
of the
the United
in civil
aviation: Provided,
advance the
interests of
United States
States in
civil aviation:
Provided, interests.
interests.
That any such release, conveyance,
conveyance, or
may be
granted on,
or quitclaim
quitclaim may
be granted
or made subject to, such terms
terms and conditions
conditions as the
the Administrator
Administrator
of Civil Aeronautics
of
necessary to
advance the
Aeronautics deems
deems necessary
to protect
protect or
or advance
the interests
Sale of property.
property.
Sale
of the United States in
of
aviation: And
And provided
further, That no
in civil
civil aviation:
provided further,
release,
conveyance, or
or quitclaim
shall be
executed by
the AdminisAdminisrelease, conveyance,
quitclaim shall
be executed
by the
trator pursuant
pursuant to
section except
except upon
the condition
that, in
in the
the
trator
to this
this section
upon the
condition that,
event
conveyance, or
event that
that the
the property
property to
to which
which such release, conveyance,
or quitclaim
party within
years after the
relates shall be sold to any third party
within five years
date
of this
of such
shall be
be
date of
of enactment
enactment of
this Act,
Act, the
the proceeds
proceeds of
such sale
sale shall
devoted
exclusively to
development, improvement,
operation, or
or
improvement, operation,
devoted exclusively
to the
the development,
maintenance
maintenance of
of aapublic
public airport.
airport.
SEC. 5.
Paragraph 4
(g) of the
Surplus Property
4 of subsection
subsection 13 (g)
the Surplus
SEC.
5. Paragraph
Stat. 680.
680.
61 Stat.
Act
amended, is repealed.
Act of 1944,
1944, as
as amended,
repealed.
Supp.
50 U. S. C., Supp.
II, app. §
§1622
1622 (g)
(g) (4.
(4).
II,
Approved
October 1,
1, 1949.
1949.
Approved October
399.
Ante, p. 399.
[CHAPTER 593]
593]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
AN
ACT

To
carrying out
out of
of the
provisions of
treaty of
of FebruFebruof article
article 77of
of the
the treaty
the provisions
To authorize
authorize the
the carrying
ary 3,
1944, between
the United
United States
States and
Mexico, regarding
developregarding the joint developand Mexico,
between the
ary
3, 1944,
ment of
hydroelectric power
Falcon Dam,
the Rio
Grande, and
and for other
other
Rio Grande,
Dam, on
on the
at Falcon
power at
ment
of hydroelectric
purposes.
purposes.

October 5,
5, 1949
1949
October
[H. R.
R. 5773]
[Public Law 312]
[Public

Be
by the
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of the Falcon
and House
the Senate
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
Falcon Dam.
United
States of
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That,
Hydroelectric
That, in accordance Hydroelectric
in Congress
United States
power.
power.
with
the
provisions
of
understanding
(a)
of
the
Senate
resolution
of
of
with the provisions of understanding (a) of the Senate resolution
ratification
treaty of
of February
February 3,
3, 1944,
1944, between
between the United
of the
the treaty
ratification of
Stat. 1263.
59 Stat.
States and
Mexico, the
the approval
approval of
of the
is hereby
given to
to
hereby given
the Congress
Congress is
States
and Mexico,
the
of an
agreement, in
in accordance
accordance with
with the
the provisions
provisions of
of
an agreement,
the negotiation
negotiation of
Stat. 1231.
1231,
59 Stat.
article
of said
said treaty,
construction, operation,
operation, and
and
for the
the joint
joint construction,
treaty, for
7 of
article 7
maintenance on
on a
for the
United States
States share,
share,
the United
basis for
self-liquidating basis
a self-liquidating
maintenance
by
two sections
sections of
of the
International Boundary
and Water
Water ComComBoundary and
the International
the two
by the
mission,
United States
States and
for generating
generating hydrohydroof facilities
facilities for
and Mexico,
Mexico, of
mission, United
electric
at the
Falcon Dam
the Rio
being constructed
constructed
Grande being
on the
Rio Grande
Dam on
the Falcon
energy at
electric energy
Stat. 1228.
1228.
59 Stat.
by
said Commission
under the
provisions of
of the
the said
said
of article
article 55of
the provisions
Commission under
by the
the said
treaty.
treaty.
Appropriation
Appropriation
SEC. 2.
2. There
There is
is hereby
to be
appropriated, out
out of any authorized.
be appropriated,
authorized to
hereby authorized
SEC.
authorized.
money
in
the
Treasury
not
otherwise
appropriated,
such
sums
as
may
money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, such sums as may
Availability of
Availability
of
be necessary
necessary to
to carry
carry out
the provisions
provisions of
Provided, That
That funds.
of this
this Act:
Act: Provided,
out the
be
funds
heretofore
appropriated
to
the
Depaytment
of
State
under
the
funds heretofore appropriated to the Department of State under the
heading "International
Boundary and
and Water
Water Commission,
Commission, United
United
"International Boundary
heading
Ante, p. 451.
Aine,
States and
and Mexico"
Mexico" shall
shall be
expenditure for
purposes
for the
the purposes
for expenditure
be available
available for
States
of
this Act.
Act.
of this
Approved
5, 1949.
1949.
October 5,
Approved October
[CHAPTER
595]
[CHAPTER 595]
To
the release
release of
all
of all
for the
To provide
provide for
in aa certain
portion of
of aa tract
tract
in
certain portion
of
Angeles.
Los Angeles.
of Los

AN ACT
AN
the right,
right, title,
and interest
the
of the
interest of
title, and
the
of
conditionally granted
it
granted by
by it
of land
land conditionally

United States
States
United
to the
the county
county
to

of Representatives
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
Representatives of the
Senate and
and House of
by the
Be
United States
States of
America in
in Congress
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary
Congress assembled,
of America
United
of
the Army
Army is
is authorized
authorized and
directed to
convey, relinquish.,
and rererelinquish, and
to convey,
and directed
of the
lease
of California,
the right,
all the
right,
California, all
State of
Los Angeles,
Angeles, State
county of
of Los
to the
the county
lease to
title,
and interest
of the
in and
and to
certain portion
portion of
of
a certain
to a
States in
United States
the United
interest of
title, and

,
October 5,1949

]
[H. R. 5
524]
5214949

October

[Public Law 313]

Los Angeles County,
LosAngelesCounty,
Calif.
Conveyance.
Conveyance.
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48
48 Stat.
Stat. 1297.
1297.

PUBLIC LAWS-CHS.
LAWS— CHS.595-597—OCT.
5, 1949
1949
PUBLIC
595-597-OCT. 5,

the tract of land conditionally
granted to
to the
the county
county of
Los Angeles,
Angeles,
conditionally granted
of Los
the Act
entitled "An
Act to
convey certain
certain
State of California, under
under the
Act entitled
"An Act
to convey
land
county of
of Los
Los Angeles,
Angeles, State
of California",
approved
land in
in the
the county
State of
California", approved
24, 1933,
1933, as
portion being
more particularly
particularly
March 24,
as amended,
amended, such
such portion
being more
described as follows:
described
follows:
"The north ten feet
lot 4
4 of
of tract
949, in
in the
the city
city of
of
feet of
of lot
tract numbered
numbered 949,
Arcadia,
Arcadia, county of Los
of California,
California, as
as shown
on the
Los Angeles,
Angeles, State
State of
shown on
the
map recorded in Book 17,
page 13
of Maps,
in the
office of
of the
the recorder
recorder
17, page
13 of
Maps, in
the office
of
Los Angeles."
Angeles."
of the
the county
county of
of Los
Approved October
October 5,
5, 1949.
1949.
[
CHAPTER 5961
[CHAPTER
596]

October 5,
5, 1949
October
1949
[H.
[H. R.
R. 540]
540]
[Public
[Public Law 314]

Navy and
Navy
and Marine
Marine
Corps.
Corps.
Terminal
Terminal leave
leave pay
pay
for certain officers.
officers.

60 Stat. 963.
963.
S. C. §§§ 32-37;
32-37;
37 U.
U.S.C.
Supp.
II, §§
Supp. II,
§i 32-38.
32-38.
Appropriation
Appropriation
authorized.
authorized.

[63
STAT.
[63 STAT.

AN
ACT
AN ACT

To provide terminal
terminal leave
pay for
leave pay
Navy and
and Marine
Marine Corps,
for certain
certain officers
officers of
of the
the Navy
Corps,
and for
other purposes.
purposes.
and
for other

Be it
it enacted by the Senate and
House of
Representatives of
of the
the
and House
of Representatives
United
United States of America in
assembled, That
That any
officer
in Congress
Congress assembled,
any officer
who (1)
(1) was separated
Marine Corps Reserve
separated from the Naval
Naval or Marine
Reserve after
after
September 8, 1939,
1939, for the
purpose of
of accepting
accepting aacommission
commission in
in the
the purpose
the
Regular
Regular Navy or Marine
Marine Corps;
(2) was
was deprived
deprived of
leave credit
credit
Corps; (2)
of leave
because of its
solely because
having been
to his
his so
its having
been accumulated
accumulated prior
prior to
so accepting
accepting
aacommission in the
the Regular
Regular Navy
Marine Corps;
Corps; and
and (3)
(3) was
was on
on
Navy or
or Marine
active duty on September
September 1, 1946, shall have
have such leave
remain to
to his
his
leave remain
credit to the same extent
extent as if he
been so
so separated
from such
he had not
not been
separated from
such
Reserve. Leave
Leave restored
restored pursuant
pursuant to
which accrued
accrued prior
prior
to this
this Act,
Act, which
to September 1, 1946, shall be
treated as
as having
been to
to his
credit
be treated
having been
his credit
on August
August 31, 1946, and shall
and compensated
compensated for
for in
in the
the
shall be
be settled
settled and
manner prescribed by the
Armed Forces
the Armed
1946, as
as
Forces Leave
Leave Act
Act of
of 1946,
if application
application therefor
therefor is made within
amended, if
one year
year after
the
within one
after the
effective date of this Act.
SEC.
SEC. 2. There
There are hereby
hereby authorized
sums
authorized to
to be
be appropriated
appropriated such
such sums
as may be necessary
necessary to carry out
of this
Act.
out the provisions
provisions of
this Act.
Approved October
Approved
5, 1949.
1949.
October 5,
[
CHAPTER 5971
[CHAPTER
597]

October
1949
October 5,
5, 1949
[R. R.
2015]
[H.
R. 2015]
[Public Law
Law 3151
3151

Grand
Grand Rapids,
Rapids,
Minn.
Minn.
Conveyance.
Conveyance.

36 Stat.
Stat. 962.
962.

AN ACT
ACT
To authorize
Secretary of Agriculture
authorize the Secretary
convey and
exchange certain
certain lands
Agriculture to
to convey
and exchange
lands
Grand Rapids,
and improvements
improvements in Grand
Rapids, Minnesota,
for lands
lands in
in the
the State
State of
Minnesota, for
of
Minnesota, and
Minnesota,
and for
for other
purposes.
other purposes.

and House
Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
Representatives of
of the
the
House of
of Representatives
United States of America in
United
in Congress
assembled, That,
That, with
with the
Congress assembled,
the
approval
National Forest
approval of the National
Forest Reservation
Commission as
provided
Reservation Commission
as provided
by sections 66and 77of the Act of March 1,
1, 1911,
1911, as amended
amended (16
U. S.
C.
(16 U.
S. C.
515,
insofar as applicable,
515, 516), and insofar
applicable, in
with the
the provisions
provisions
in accordance
accordance with
of said Act, the Secretary
Secretary of
of Agriculture
authorized, in
in his
Agriculture is
is hereby
hereby authorized,
his
discretion,
accept on behalf of the United
discretion, to accept
title to
to any
any lands
United States
States title
lands
in
the State of Minnesota,
Minnesota, within the boundaries
boundaries of the Chippewa
in the
Chippewa
National Forest, and in exchange
therefor to transfer
National
exchange therefor
transfer and
and convey
convey all
all
or part of the structures
structures and improvements
situated on
on those
those certain
certain
improvements situated
parcels of land
tracts and parcels
land in Grand
Grand Rapids,
Rapids, county
county of
Itasca, State
State of
of Itasca,
of
Minnesota, and more
Minnesota,
more particularly
particularly described
described in aadeed
deed from
from the
village
the village
of Grand
Grand Rapids, Minnesota,
of
Minnesota, to the United States, dated
dated November
November
3, 1938, and recorded
recorded in the office
office of the register
register of deeds,
Itasca
deeds, Itasca
Minnesota, in book
County, Minnesota,
book 148
deeds, at
at page
264. Lands
Lands so
148 of
of deeds,
page 264.
so
accepted
Secretary of Agriculture
accepted by the Secretary
be of
of a
value not
not less
Agriculture shall
shall be
a value
less
than the value of the improvements
improvements transferred
than
and conveyed
conveyed in
transferred and
in
exchange therefor and, upon
acceptance, shall
upon acceptance,
shall become
the
become parts
parts of
of the

63 STAT.]
STAT.]
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Chippewa National
National Forest and
and be
subject to
laws applicable
applicable to
to lands
be subject
to laws
lands
acquired under the Act of
acquired
March 1,
1, 1911
1911 (36
(36 Stat.
amended.
of March
Stat. 961),
961), as
as amended.
SEC.
authorized to convey,
EC. 2. The Secretary
Secretary of Agriculture
Agriculture is hereby
hereby authorized
convey,
consideration, by quitclaim deed,
Grand
without consideration,
deed, to the village of Grand
Rapids, Itasca County, Minnesota,
Minnesota, the land, exclusive
exclusive of the structures
structures
improvements, conveyed to the United
United States
and improvements,
States by the deed referred
referred
to in section 1
1hereof.
Approved
October 5, 1949.
Approved October
[CHAPTER 598]

U s21,
C5
.50.

ACT
AN ACT

To extend the benefits of the annual and
and sick leave
leave laws to part-time
part-time employees
employees
on regular tours of duty and to validate payments heretofore
heretofore made
made for leave
leave on
account of services of such employees.
employees.

Be it
Senate and House
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Representatives of
of the
House of
of Representatives
the
United
States of America in
United States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
part-time
assembled, That
That part-time
officers and employees for whom there
been established
regular
there has
has been
established aaregular
covering not less
less than
than five
in any
administrative
tour of
of duty covering
five days
days in
any administrative
workweek shall,
workweek
be entitled
entitled to
to the
benefits
shall, unless
unless otherwise
otherwise excepted,
excepted, be
the benefits
pro rata of the
leave Acts
March 14,
14, 1936
1936 (49
(49 Stat.
Stat.
the annual
annual and
and sick
sick leave
Acts of
of March
1161 and 1162, respectively),
respectively), and
and such
such Acts
hereby amended
amended
Acts are
are hereby
accordingly.
accordingly.
SEC. 2.
person who
prior to
the enactment
enactment of
this Act
Act received
received
SEC.
2. Any
Any person
who prior
to the
of this
any amount
any
amount the
payment of which
authorized for
by
the payment
which is
is authorized
for the
the first
first time
time by
this Act
hereby relieved
relieved of
United
this
Act is
is hereby
of all
all liability
liability to
to refund
refund to
to the
the United
States any
amount.
States
any such
such amount.
Approved October
5, 1949.
Approved
October 5,
1949.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 599]

16 U. S. C. II 51361,
51,
519, 521, 552, 563, 480,
500.

AN ACT
ACT

To amend section 5
5of the Act approved
approved July 10, 1890, as amended, relating to the
admission into the Union of the State of Wyoming,
Wyoming, so
so as
as to permit
permit the
the leasing
admission
of school
school lands within such State
State for mineral purposes
purposes for terms in
in excess
excess of
of
ten years.

October 5,
5, 1949
[H. R. 2619]
2619]
[H.
[Public Law 316]

Government
Government parttime employees.
Leave benefits.
benefits.

U. S.
C. II
29a,
55 U.
S. C.
§0 29%
Mb-30m; Supp. II,
30b-30m;
30b et
et aeq.
seq.
30b

October
5, 1949
1949
October 5,
[H. R. 2678]
[Public Law
Law 317]
317]

Be it
enacted by the Senate
it enacted
Senate and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of the
the Wyoming
Wyoming school
United
United States of
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress as8embled,
assembled, That section 5
5 of
of lands.
lands.
Mineral
leases.
Mineral leases.
the Act entitled "An Act to provide
provide for the
admission of the State
the admission
of
into the
the Union,
Union, and
and for
for other
purposes", approved
approved July
July
other purposes",
of Wyoming
Wyoming into
amended (48
(48 Stat. 350), is hereby further
further amended
10, 1890, as amended
amended by
striking out the words "mineral
including leases for
exploration
'mineral leases including
for exploration
for
gas and
and the
the extraction
extraction thereof
term not
longer than
than
not longer
thereof for
for aaterm
for oil
oil and
and gas
ten years;".
ten
years;".
Approved
1949.
October 5,
5, 1949.
Approved October
[CHAPTER 600]

AN ACT
ACT
authorize advances
advances of
personnel of
armed services
permanent
services upon
upon permanent
of the armed
of pay to personnel
To authorize
change
and for
for other
other purposes.
purposes.
change of
of station,
station, and

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
of Representatives
Be
by the
and House
House of
Representatives of
of the
the
United
States of
in Congress
assembled, That
(a) upon
perUnited States
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
That (a)
upon permanent
change of
station, commissioned
and warrant
officers, and
and
manent change
of station,
commissioned and
warrant officers,
enlisted
men of
of the
armed services,
be paid
paid in
in advance
under such
such
enlisted men
the armed
services, may
may be
advance under
regulations as
as the
heads of
departments concerned
concerned may
prescribe:
regulations
the heads
of the
the departments
may prescribe:
Provided,
advance payments
payments shall
not exceed
exceed three
months'
Provided,That
That such
such advance
shall not
three months'
pay in
in any
one case.
pay
any one
case.

October 5,
5, 1949
1949
October
[H. R. 4050]
[Public
Law
318]
[Public Law 318]

[H. R. 4050]

Armed services.
services.
Armed
Advance payments.
Advance

704
Duty at distant stastations.

Unliquidated
Unliquidated
amount.

Repeals.
Repeals.

PUBLIC
LAWS—CHS. 600-602—OCT.
5, 1949
1949
PUBLIC LAWS-CHS.
600-602-OCT. 5,

(b)
on duty
duty at
at distant
distant stations
stations where
where the
pay and
emoluments
(b) When
When on
the pay
and emoluments
to
they are
be disbursed
disbursed regularly,
commissioned
to which
which they
are entitled
entitled cannot
cannot be
regularly, commissioned
and
enlisted men
the armed
armed services,
services, may
may have
have
and warrant
warrant officers,
officers, and
and enlisted
men of
of the
their
emoluments advanced
such regulations
as the
the
their pay
pay and
and emoluments
advanced under
under such
regulations as
heads of
of the
may prescribe.
prescribe.
heads
the departments
departments concerned
concerned may
(c)
regulations prescribed
prescribed for
for the
the administration
of this
this section
(c) The
The regulations
administration of
section
shall, insofar
practicable, be
uniform for
shall,
insofar as
as practicable,
be uniform
for the
the services
services concerned.
concerned.
SEc.
2. In
person to
to whom
whom an
an advance
advance of
of pay
pay is
is made
made
SEC. 2.
In the
the event
event the
the person
pursuant
of this
Act dies
or is
separated from
from the
the service
pursuant to
to section
section 1
1 of
this Act
dies or
is separated
service
for
any reason
the liquidation
liquidation of
of such
advance, the
the amount
amount
for any
reason prior
prior to
to the
such advance,
remaining
unliquidated at
at the
the time
time of
of death
death or
or separation
separation shall
shall be
be
remaining unliquidated
passed
to credit
credit in
in the
of the
officer concerned:
concerned:
passed to
the account
account of
the disbursing
disbursing officer
Provided, That
such amount
unliquidated shall
shall remain
remain aa
Provided,
That such
amount remaining
remaining unliquidated
debt
such person
or his
his estate
due the
the United
United States.
States.
debt from
from such
person or
estate due
S
EC. 3.
(a) Section
Revised Statutes
Statutes (31
S. C.
SEC.
3. (a)
Section 1563
1563 of
of the
the Revised
(34 U.
U. S.
C. A.
A.
875)
hereby repealed.
875) is
is hereby
repealed.
(b) That
part of
of paragraph
of the
the Navy",
Navy",
(b)
That part
paragraph 1,
1, subheading
subheading "Pay
"Pay of
heading
Supplies and
Accounts" of
of the
Act of
of March
March 4,
4,
heading "Bureau
"Bureau of
of Supplies
and Accounts"
the Act
1917
34 U.
A. 875),
authorizes advances
advances in
in
1917 (39
(39 Stat.
Stat. 1181;
1181; 34
U. S.
S. C.
C. A.
875), which
which authorizes
pay
officers of
of the
the Navy
under certain
certain conditions,
conditions,
pay to
to officers
Navy and
and Marine
Marine Corps
Corps under
is
repealed.
is hereby
hereby repealed.
Approved
October 5,
5, 1949.
Approved October
1949.
[CHAPTER
6011
[CHAPTER 601]

October 5, 49
[H. R. 4875]
[Public Law 319]
319]
[Public
October 5, 1949
[H. R. 48751

Title 28, U. S. Code,
amendment.
amendment.
62 Stat. 950.
28 U.
U. S. C., Supp.
1823 (a).
II, §§1823
Ante, p.
p. 103.
103.
Ante,

Travel expenses of
Travel
of
witnesses.
witnesses.

[63
STAT.
[63 STAT.

AN ACT

AN ACT
To amend title 28 of the United
travel expense
United States Code relating
relating to travel
expense allowances
allowances
for Government
witnesses.
Government employee
employee witnesses.

Be it
enacted by the Senate and House
House of Representatives
it enacted
Representatives of
the
of the
United
United States
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the first
first sensenStates of America
America in
in Congress
tence of section 1823 (a)
(a) of title 28,
States Code,
amended
28, United
United States
Code, is
is amended
by
and "$6"
"$6" and
and inserting
in lieu
lieu "7
"7 cents"
cents" and
and
by striking
striking out
out "5
"5 cents"
cents" and
inserting in
"$9", respectively. Accordingly
section 1823 (a) of
Accordingly said section
of title
title 28,
28,
United
States Code,
Code 'is
to read
as follows:
United States
is amended
amended to
read as
follows:
"SEc. 1823. United
"SEc.
officers and
and employees.
employees.
United States
States officers
"(a) Any
Any officer
officer or
employee of
of the
United States
States or
any agency
agency
or employee
the United
or any
summoned as
as a
witness on
the United
shall be
be
thereof, summoned
a witness
on behalf
behalf of
of the
United States,
States, shall
paid
necessary expenses
incident to
to travel
travel by
carrier, and
and
paid his
his necessary
expenses incident
by common
common carrier,
if travel is made by privately
privately owned automobile mileage
mileage at
at aarate
rate not
not
7 cents per mile, together
to exceed 7
together with
with aaper diem allowance
allowance not to
to
of subsistence
exceed $9 in lieu of
regulations prescribed
prescribed by
by the
the
subsistence under regulations
Attorney General. Such expenses
expenses for
appearing as
as a
witness in
any
for appearing
a witness
in any
case involving the activity in connection
connection with which such person
person is
is
employed
appropriation otherwise
employed shall be payable
payable from the appropriation
available
otherwise available
for travel
travel expenses
expenses of such officer or employee under
proper certificaunder proper
certificadepartment or agency
tion by aacertifying officer of the department
agency concerned."
concerned."
Approved October
October 5,
5, 1949.
1949.
Approved
[CHAPTER 602]
[CHAPTER
602j

AN ACT
ACT
AN
To amend section
4 (e) of the
Retirement Act of May
section
4
the
Civil
Service
Retirement
May 29, 1930,
[Public Law 3201
[Public
Law
320as
as amended.
amended.
October 5, 1949
[H. R. 5465]

[Pu. t. 54c61

Civil Service Retirement Act,
Act, amendamendment.
Stat. 1201.
53 Stat.
U. S.
S. C., Supp. II,
55U.
1698
698 (e).
(e).

Be it
enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
it enacted
Representatives of the
United
assembled, That section 44 (e)
(e) of
United States of America in Congress
Congress assembled,
of
the Civil Service
Service Retirement
Retirement Act
Act of May 29, 1930, as amended,
amended, is
and
amended by substituting
substituting aacolon for the
the period
period at the end
end thereof
thereof and
adding the following: "Provided,
"Provided, That
That in
cases of
of officers
officers and
in cases
and ememployees paid on aafee basis, the maximum
maximum 'basic
'basic salary,
or comcornsalary, pay,
pay, or

63 S
STAT.]
TAT.]
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pensation'
purposes of this Act shall be
pensation' which may be used for the purposes
$10,000
$10,000 per annum."
annum."
SEC.
S
EC. 2. This amendment
amendment shall become
become effective
effective April
April 1,
1948.
1, 1948.
5, 1949.
Approved October 5,
[CHAPTER
603]
[CHAPTER 603]

AN
AN ACT
ACT

Authorizing transfer of land
land to
to the
the county
of Bernalillo,
State of New
Authorizing
county of
Bernalillo, State
Mexico,
New Mexico,
for aa hospital
for
hospital site.
site.

it enacted
Be it
enacted by the Senate
Representatives of the
the
Senate and
and House of
of Representatives
United States
in Congress
assembled, That
Secretary
United
States of America
America in
Congress assembled,
That the
the Secretary
it to be for
of the Interior
Interior be, and he is hereby, authorized,
authorized, if
if he finds it
for
United States
States and
Indians of
of New
Mexico,
the best interest
interest of
of the
the United
and the
the Indians
New Mexico,
to convey to the county of Bernalillo, State of New Mexico,
Mexico, upon
upon
payment
said county
one-half of
of the
the appraised
market
payment by said
county of
of one-half
appraised fair
fair market
value thereof,
determined by
by the
of the
the land
land
value
thereof, as
as determined
the Secretary,
Secretary, such
such portion
portion of
in the
the city
city of Albuquerque,
Albuquerque, county
county of Bernalillo,
State of
of New
New Mexico,
Mexico,
Bernalillo, State
for the
the use
use of
the Bureau
Bureau of
Indian Affairs
Affairs
now set
set aside and
and reserved
reserved for
of the
of Indian
for
he may
find necessary
necessary or
or desirable
to enable
for hospital purposes
purposes as
as he
may find
desirable to
enable
said premises
be used
for the
and operation
of a
ahossaid
premises to
to be
used for
the construction
construction and
operation of
hospital
the county
of New
Provided,
pital by
by the
county of
of Bernalillo,
Bernalillo, State
State of
New Mexico:
Mexico: Provided,
That if
of Bernalillo
and the
the Commissioner
Commissioner ,of.
That
if the
the county
county of
Bernalillo and
of Indian
Indian
Affairs shall
into a
contract or
or contracts
contracts whereby
whereby facilities
for
Affairs
shall enter
enter into
a contract
facilities for
the
of Indians
Indians are
are to
to be
be made
made available
hospital conconthe treatment
treatment of
available at
at a
a hospital
structed upon
upon land transferred
transferred to the
Bernalillo under
the county of
of Bernalillo
under the
the
terms
of this
Act, of
equal to
to or
or in
excess of
of one-half
of the
the
terms of
this Act,
of a
a value
value equal
in excess
one-half of
appraised fair
market value
value of
of the
property so
Secreappraised
fair market
the property
so transferred,
transferred, the
the Secretary
the Interior
may make
make such
such transfer
transfer without
reimbursement
tary of
of the
Interior may
without reimbursement
United States.
States.
Treasury of the United
to the Treasury
Approved October
1949.
Approved
October 5, 1949.
[CHAPTER 604]
604]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
AN
ACT

To
on the
State of
of California
and residents
residents of
of the
the
California over
over the
the lands
lands and
To confer
confer jurisdiction
jurisdiction on
the State
Agua Caliente
Caliente Indian
Indian Reservation
Reservation in
said State,
State, and
and for
for other
other purposes.
Agua
in said
purposes.

Be
enacted by
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
Be it
it enacted
by the
the Senate
Senate and
House of
United States
States of
in Congress
assembled, That
That on
and after
after
on and
United
of America
America in
Congress assembled
January 1, 1950, all lands located on the Agua
Agua Caliente
Caliente Indian
Indian ReserJanuary
vation in
in the
the State
California, and
and the
Indian residents
residents thereof,
thereof,
vation
State of
of California,
the Indian
shall
subject to
to the
the laws,
laws, civil
and criminal,
of the
State of
Calithe State
of Calishall be
be subject
civil and
criminal, of
fornia, but
but nothing
nothing contained
contained in
this section
shall be
be construed
construed to
to
in this
section shall
fornia,
authorize the
the alienation,
encumbrance, or
taxation of
of the
the lands
lands of
of
or taxation
alienation, encumbrance,
authorize
the reservation,
rights of
of inheritance
thereof whether
whether tribally
tribally or
or
inheritance thereof
reservation, or
or rights
the
individually
long as
the title
is held
held in
in trust
trust
lands is
title to
to such
such lands
so long
as the
individually owned,
owned, so
by
the United
States, unless
unless such
such alienation,
encumbrance, or
or taxation
taxation
alienation, encumbrance,
by the
United States,
is
by the
Congress.
the Congress.
specifically authorized
authorized by
is specifically
EC .2.
any other
of law
law or
the allotallotother provision
provision of
or the
SEC.
2. Notwithstanding
Notwithstanding any
ment
Indians of
the Agua
Agua Caliente
Indian Reservation,
Reservation,
of the
Caliente Indian
ment in
in severalty
severalty to
to Indians
and
subject to
to the
the provisions
provisions of
section 3
of this
no valid
valid and
Act, no
and
of section
3 of
this Act,
and subject
existing permit
covering lands
lands located
located on
on the
the reservation,
terms
reservation, the
the terms
permit covering
existing
of which
have been
been fully
fully met
met by
by the
terminated
shall be
be terminated
the permittee,
permittee, shall
of
which have
without the
permittee prior
to December
December 31,
1950.
prior to
31, 1950.
the consent
consent of
of the
the permittee
without
S
EC. 3.
3. The
city of
Palm Springs
in Riverside
Riverside County,
County, California,
California,
The city
of Palm
Springs in
SEC.
with the
approval of
of the
the Secretary
and subsequent
subsequent to
to
Interior, and
Secretary of
of the
the Interior,
the approval
with
an appropriate
appropriate resolution
by the
the business
business committee
committee of
of the
the
resolution adopted
adopted by
an
Agua Caliente
Caliente Band
Band of
of Mission
Indians, giving
giving approval,
approval, is
is hereby
hereby
Mission Indians,
Agua
granted an
to exceed
sixty feet
width for
use,
for public
public use,
feet m
in width
not to
exceed sixty
an easement
easement not
granted
131939*
50 PT. 1-45
--- 46
81939°--0--Pr.

Effective date.
Effective

October 5,
5, 1949
1949
October
5670]
[H. R. 5670]
[Public
[Public Law 321]

Bernalillo
Bernalillo County,
N. Mex.
Conveyance.
Conveyance.

Contracts.
Coatracta.

October 5, 1949
1949
R. 5310]
[H. R.
(Public Law
Law 32)l
322]
[Public

Agus Caliente
Caliente InAgua
dian
dian Reservation.
Reservation.
Jurisdiction of CaliJurisdiction
California.
forni.

Termination of
of perperTermination
mit.

Palm
Springs, Calif.
Palm SprDin,
Cali
Easement.
asment.
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706
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STAT.
[63 STAT.

and
widening and
and improvement
Avenue along
along and
upon
and the
the widening
improvement of
of Indian
Indian Avenue
and upon
section
township 4
4south,
south, range
range 4
4east,
east, San
San Bernardino
Bernardino base
base and
and
section 14,
14, township
meridian,
said city,
easement generally
following and
and adjoining
adjoining
meridian, in
in said
city, said
said easement
generally following
the
west section
within the
the confines
of its
its middle
middle portion,
portion,
the west
section line,
line, but
but within
confines of
for
the isolation
isolation and
and preservation
preservation of
the Indian
Hot Springs
and the
the
for the
of the
Indian Hot
Springs and
palm trees
trees in
said area,
area, the
the center
easement shall
shall follow
follow
palm
in said
center line
line of
of said
said easement
an arc
radius of
of one
one thousand
two hundred
seventy feet,
feet, the
the
an
arc having
having aaradius
thousand two
hundred seventy
center and
and most
most easterly
of the
the arc
arc being
one hundred
forty
portion of
being one
hundred forty
center
easterly portion
feet east
east of
the quarter
quarter section
section corner
section 14.
14. Said
Said city
city
feet
of the
corner of
of said
said section
also is
is granted
granted an
an easement
for similar
upon the
the
also
easement for
similar purposes
purposes along
along and
and upon
westerly ten
ten feet
of said
within the
the arc.
arc. Said
Said
westerly
feet of
said section
section 14,
14, lying
lying within
Compensat
ion for improvements
Compensation
expense of
of said
said city:
Provided,
improvements shall
shall be
be made
made at
at the
the expense
city: Provided,
detriment.
detriment.
That any
valid permit
covering land
land affected
by the
That
any holder
holder of
of aavalid
permit covering
affected by
the said
said
widening of
of Indian
Indian Avenue
Avenue shall
entitled to
to just
compensation
widening
shall be
be entitled
just compensation
from said
said city
city of
of Palm
the detriment
detriment suffered,
suffered, taking
taking
from
Palm Springs
Springs for
for the
into consideration
benefits deriving
deriving from
such improvement.
improvement.
into
consideration benefits
from such
October 5,
5, 1949.
1949.
Approved October
[CHAPTER 605]
[CHAPTER

October 5,
5, 1949
1949

[H. R. 6342]
[Public Law
Law 323]

Scouts of
AmerBoy Scouts
ofAmerlea.
ica.
servUse of armed servequipment.
ices' equipment.
39 Stat. 227.
36 U. S. C.
C. §
21-29.
§§I21-29.

Bond.

AN ACT
ACT
AN
Force
To authorize
authorize the Secretary
Secretary of Defense
Defense to lend certain Army, Navy, and Air Force
equipment to the Boy Scouts
Scouts of America
America for use at the Second
Second National
National JamJamequipment
boree of the
the Boy Scouts.

it enacted
Representatives of
the
Be it
enacted by the Senate and
and House of Representatives
of the
United
in Congress
assembled, That
That (a)
the SecreSecreUnited States
States of
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
(a) the
tary
tary of
authorized, under such
he may
may
of Defense
Defense is hereby
hereby authorized,
such regulations
regulations as
as he
prescribe, to
the Boy
Boy Scouts
America, aacorporation
created
prescribe,
to lend
lend to
to the
Scouts of
of America,
corporation created
under the
Act of
15, 1916,
use at
at the
Second National
National JamboJambounder
the Act
of June
June 15,
1916, for
for use
the Second
ree of
of the
the Boy
Scouts to
to be
the period
period beginning
beginning June
30,
ree
Boy Scouts
be held
held during
during the
June 30,
6, 1950,
1950, and ending
ending July
July 6,
Park, Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania,
1950, at Valley
Valley Forge
Forge Park,
in
the fortieth
fortieth anniversary
anniversary of
of the
founding of
of the
the Buoy
Boy
in celebration
celebration of
of the
the founding
Scouts of America
America and
culmination of
of their
crusade to
to
and as the culmination
their crusade
"Strengthen
the Arm
Arm of
Liberty", such
such tents,
tents, cots,
com"Strengthen the
of Liberty",
cots, blankets,
blankets, commissary equipment,
equipment, flags, refrigerators,
refrigerators, and
and other
other articles
articles of
of equipequipment
necessary or
or useful
of the
the
ment as may
may be necessary
useful for
for the
the accommodation
accommodation of
approximately forty thousand
to attend
approximately
thousand Scouts and officials
officials who are to
such
jamboree.
such jamboree.
(b) Such
is authorized
authorized to
to be
be delivered
such time
time prior
prior
(b)
Such equipment
equipment is
delivered at
at such
jamboree, and
and to
to be
be returned
at such
such time
time after
after
to the
the holding of
of such
such jamboree,
returned at
the
close of
as may
may be
be agreed
agreed upon
by the
the Secretary
Secretary
the close
of such
such jamboree,
jamboree, as
upon by
of Defense
Defense and
the National
Boy Scouts
Scouts of
No
of
and the
National Council,
Council, Boy
of America.
America. No
expense shall be
expense
incurred by
by the
the United
United States
States for
for the
the delivery
be incurred
delivery and
and
return
of such
equipment.
return of
such equipment.
(c) The Secretary
(c)
Secretary of Defense,
Defense, before
delivering such
such property,
property,
before delivering
a good and sufficient
shall take from the
the Boy Scouts
Scouts of America
America a
sufficient bond
bond
property in good order
for the safe return of such property
order and
condition, and
and condition,
the
without expense
expense to
to the
States.
the whole
whole without
the United
United States.
Approved
5, 1949.
1949.
Approved October
October 5,
[CHAPTER 618]
[CHAPTER

October 6, 1949
1949
October
[H.
[H. R.
R. 2437]
2437]
[Public
Law
324]
[Public Law 324]

District of Columbia Teachers'
Teachers' Salary
Act of 1947,
1947, amendments.

AN ACT
ACT
amend the Act entitled
entitled "An Act to fix and
and regulate
regulate the
the salaries
salaries of teachers,
To amend
school officers,
employees of the
the Board
Board of Education
Education of the District
District
officers, and other employees
of Columbia,
Columbia, and for other
other purposes",
purposes", approved
approved July
July 7, 1947.

Be it
it enacted by the Senate and
and House of
of the
the
of Representatives
Representatives of
United States of .America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembned,
assembled, That
That article II
II
of title I
I of the Act
regulate the salaries
Act entitled "An Act
Act to fix and regulate
salaries

63 S
STAT.]
63
TAT.]
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of teachers,
teachers, school officers,
officers and other
other employees of the Board of Education
District
officers,
of
cation of
of the
the District
of Columbia, and for other purposes",
purposes", approved
approved

July 7, 1947, be and the same hereby is amended
striking out the
amended by striking
following words and figures.
following

250.
61 Stat. 250.

"CLASS
13-PRINCIPALS IN
"CLASS 13—PRINCIPALS
SCHOOLS WITH
OR MOBR
MORE
IN ELEMENTARY
ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS
WITH SIXTEEN
SIXTEEN OR
ROOMS,
ROOMS, AND
AND PRINCIPALS
PRINCIPALS IN
AMERICANIZATION SCHOOLS
SCHOOLS
IN AMERICANIZATION

"A basic salary of $4,300 per year, with an annual
annual increase
increase in salary
$5,300 per year
of $100 for ten years, or until
until a
a maximum
maximum salary
salary of $5,300
year is
reached."
reached."
and inserting
inserting in lieu thereof the following:
following:

"CLASS
13—PRINCIPALS IN
SCHOOLS AND
AND PRINCIPALS
PRINCIPALS IN
IN
"CLASS 13-PRINCIPALS
IN ELEMENTARY
ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS
AMERICANIZATION
SCHOOLS
AMERICANIZATION SCHOOLS
"A basic salary of $4,300 per
in salary
salary
per year,
year, with an annual increase
increase in
of $100 for ten years,
years, or
maximum salary of
$5,300 per
per year
is
or until
until aamaximum
of $5,300
year is
reached."
reached."
61 Stat. 257.
S
EC. 2.
of section
section 6
of title
title III
is hereby
hereby
SEC.
2. Paragraph
Paragraph (ap)
(ap) of
6 of
III of
of said
said Act
Act is
amended
by inserting
the following
following at
end of
of said
amended by
inserting the
at the
the end
said paragraph.:
paragraph:
increases for
for placement
"No longevity increases
placement as provided
paragraph
provided in this paragraph
shall be
any probationary
probationary or
or temporary
temporary teacher,
teacher, librarian
librarian,s
shall
be granted
granted to
to any
research
research assistant, counselor,
colleges
counselor, or instructor
instructor in the
the teachers
teachers colleges
appointed after
June 30,
to group
C in
8,
appointed
after June
30, 1949,
1949, to
group C
in salary
salary classes
classes 11 to
to 8,
61 Stat. 249.
249.
inclusive,
I of title
title Lim
inclusive, in article I
less credit
increases is
I, unless
credit for such increases
is based
based
upon approved
approved teaching
other service
after the
the master's
master's
upon
teaching or
or other
service rendered
rendered after
appointee: Provided,
Provided, That this
degree had been conferred
conferred upon
upon the
the appointee:
this
placement credit
credit shall
appointments made
made
limitation on
on placement
shall not apply
apply to appointments
from current
lists effective
on July
July 1,
from
current eligible
eligible lists
effective on
1, 1949."
1949."
264.
61 Stat. 254.
Sw. 3.
further amended
amended by
by
SEC.
3. Section
Section 6
6 of
of title ILI
III of said
said .Act
Act is further
inserting
at the
end thereof
new paragraph
paragraph to
"(ar
thereof aa new
to be lettered
lettered "(ar)"
inserting at
the end
Teachers, etc.,
etc., with
Teachers,
and to
to read
read as
as follows:
follows: "Every
permanent and
and probationary
teacher, masters'
and
"Every permanent
probationary teacher,
masters' degrees.
degrees.
librarian,
research assistant,
and instructor
instructor in
in the
librarian, research
assistant, counselor
counselor,, and
the teachers
teachers
colleges
Board of
Of Education
Education on
on June
June 30,
30, 1947,
1947,
colleges in
in the
the employ
employ of
of the
the Board
who
possessed a
degree on
on June
June 30,
1947, or
have
who either
either possessed
a master's
master's degree
30, 1947,
or shall
shall have
received
during the
ending June
June 30,
30, 1948,
1948,
the fiscal
fiscal year
year ending
received a
a master's
master's degree
degree during
and
fiscal year
year ending
June 30,
30, 1948,
was
salary during
during the
the fiscal
ending June
1948, was
and whose
whose salary
less
be entitled
receive in
lieu thereof
thereof a
a salary
$3,500, shall
shall be
entitled to
to receive
in lieu
salary
less than
than $3,500,
of
per annum
longevity increases
increases for
in group
group
of $3,000
$3,000 per
annum plus
plus longevity
for placement
placement in
61 Stat. 249.
249,
C in
salary classes
inclusive, in
title I,
I, of
of $100
$100 for
for
in article
article I
I of
of title
C
in salary
classes 1
1 to
to 8,
8, inclusive,
each year
year of
schools of
of the
of ColumColumthe District
District of
each
of like
like service
service in
in the
the public
public schools
bia acceptable
and approved
by the
Board of
including
of Education,
Education, including
bia
acceptable to
to and
approved by
the Board
military
leave and
educational leave
with part
pay, subsequent
to
leave with
part pay,
subsequent to
military leave
and educational
probationary appointment
appointment and
to July
July 1,
1, 1947,
but for
for not
not more
1947, but
and prior
prior to
probationary
than
the fifth
year of
such service,
service to
be effective
effective as
as of
of July
July 1,
1, 1947,
1947,
than the
fifth year
of such
to be
or on
on the
immediately following
which
following the date on which
of the
the month immediately
or
the first of
Annual Increases.
increases.
the
master's degree
degree was
was conferred,
is later, and
shall be
the master's
conferred, whichever
whichever islater,
and shall
be Annual
entitled
to receive
annual increases
increases thereafter
with the
the
accordance with
thereafter in
in accordance
receive annual
entitled to
61 Stat. 253, 257.
61
267.
provisions
this Act.
Act. The
The provisions
provisions of
of this
this
provisions of
of sections
sections 55 and
and 7
7 of
of this
paragraph shall
shall not
not operate
annual compencompento reduce
reduce the
the amount
amount of
of annual
paragraph
operate to
sation
of any
any teacher,
teacher, librarian,
assistant, counselor,
or ininsation of
librarian, research
research assistant,
counselor, or
structor in
in the
the teachers
below the
the amount
amount of
annual comof annual
teachers colleges,
colleges, below
structor
pensation received
received by
him during
the fiscal
fiscal year
ending June
June 30,
30, 1948."
1948."
year ending
during the
by him
pensation
930.
61 Stat. 260
Sw.
section 21
of title
title V
of said
said Act
is
V of
Act is
(b) of
of section
21 of
SEC. 4.
4. (a)
(a) Paragraph
Paragraph (b)
hereby
amended
to
read
as
follows:
"After
the
effective
date
of
this
hereby amended to read as follows: "After the effective date of this
Act, the
Act entitled
entitled 'An
'An Act
for the
the retirement
retirement of
of the
public-school
the public-school
Act for
Act,
the Act
Stat. 875.
teachers in
District of
of Columbia',
Columbia', approved
approved August
7, 1946,
shall 60
in the
the District
August 7,
1946, shall
teachers
C. Code,
Code, Snpp.
Stipp.
D. C.
31i§ 31-721
31-721 to 31apply to
to permanent
permanent employees
the Board
of Education
Education whose
whose VII, §§
Board of
of the
employees of
apply
739.
salaries are
Act, and
and all
references in
in said
said Act
Act to
to the
the
by this
this Act,
all references
salaries
are fixed
fixed by

708
708
59 Stat.
Stat. 488.
488.
59

D. C. Code, Supp.

VII, §'
§§ 31-638 to 31VII,
31658.
658

.
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District of
of Columbia
District
Columbia Teachers'
Teachers' Salary
Salary Act
of 1945,
amended, shall
Act of
1945, as
as amended,
shall
be interpreted
to apply
to this
this Act.
Act. Nothing
Nothing in
in this
this subsection
subsection shall
be
interpreted to
apply to
shall
require
require the recomputation
annuity of
of any
any person
person retired
under
recomputation of the
the annuity
retired under
the Act
August 7,
7, 1946,
1946, prior
effective date
date of
of this
Act, or
or of
of
the
Act of
of August
prior to
to the
the effective
this Act,
any person
person retired
prior to
the effective
date of
of the
Act of
7,
any
retired prior
to the
effective date
the Act
of August
August 7,
1946,
whose annuity
computed in
provisions of
1946, whose
annuity is
is computed
in accordance
accordance with
with the
the provisions
of
that Act."
Act."
that
(b)
This section
shall be
effective as
of July
(b) This
section shall
be effective
as of
July 1,
1, 1947.
1947.
SEC.
SEC. 5.
otherwise provided
provided herein
herein shall
shall become
become
5. This
This Act
Act except
except as
as otherwise
effective on
on July
July 1,
1, 1948.
1948.
effective
Approved October
October 6,
1949.
Approved
6, 1949.
[
CHAPTER 619]
[CHAPTER

October 6,
1949
October
6, 1949
[H. R.
R. 3420]
[H.
3420]
[Public Law
325]
(Public
Law 3251

ACT
AN ACT
authorize the exchange
exchange of wildlife
wildlife refuge lands within the
the State of Washington.
Washington.
To authorize

Be
enacted by
by the
Senate and
of the
the
Be it
it enacted
the Senate
and House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
United States
States of America in
in Congress
United
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary
Secretary
Conveyance.
of the Interior is
is authorized, in his discretion,
discretion, at any time within ten
years
years from
date of the
Act, to
to accept
accept from
from the
the
from the date
the approval
approval of
of this
this Act,
State of Washington
on behalf of the
Washington on
any lands
lands
the United
United States
States title
title to
to any
in the
in
Washington which
which he
he deems
chiefly valuable
valuable for
for wildwildthe State of
of Washington
deems chiefly
life refuge purposes, and which
which are equivalent
in value
value to
the lands
equivalent in
to the
lands
of the United States
States within the Skagit National
and
National Wildlife Refuge,
Refuge, and
in exchange
exchange therefor to convey
convey by
of the
the United
United States
States
by deed on behalf
behalf of
to the State of Washington
Washington the said lands
States in
in the
lands of the
the United
United States
the
Skagit
Skagit National
National Wildlife
Wildlife Refuge.
Refuge.
Administration.
Administration.
SEC.
Any lands
acquired by the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
S
EC. 2.
2. Any
lands acquired
Interior under
under
if located
the terms of this Act, if
located within
within or adjacent
to an
an existing
existing wildwildadjacent to
life refuge or reservation,
reservation, immediately
immediately shall
become aa part
of such
such
shall become
part of
refuge or reservation
reservation and
and shall be administered
administered under
under the
the laws
laws and
and
regulations
regulations applicable
applicable thereto,
thereto, and,
and, if
not so
may be
be adminadminif not
so located,
located, may
istered as a
a migratory-waterfowl
migratory-waterfowl management
area, refuge,
refuge, reservareservamanagement area,
tion, or breeding ground
ground in accordance
accordance with
the provisions
of the
the
with the
provisions of
16 U.
S. C.
66116
u.s.
c. II§§ 661Act of August 14, 1946 (60
(60 Stat. 1080),
1080), and Acts
Acts supplementary
supplementary
6660;
Supp. II, I§ 661
666a; Supp.
661
ett ,q.
seq.
thereto.
thereto.
Approved October
October 6,
1949.
Approved
6, 1949.
Washington.
Conveyance.

[CHAPTER 620]
[CHAPTER
October 6, 1949
194
[H. R.
R. 39261
3926)
(H.

[Public
[Iublic Law 326]
326]

Norbeck Wildlife
Norbeck
Wildlife
Preserve, 8. Dak.
Preserve,

16 U. S. C. 11
¢§ 675675678; Stipp.
Supp. II, §
i 678.
C., Stipp.
16 U. S. C.,
Supp.
§§ 678a, 678b.
II, II

AN ACT

AN A

To rename
rename a
a game sanctuary
To
sanctuary in the
the Harney National
National Forest
Forest as
as the "Norbeck
"Norbeck
Wildlife Preserve",
Preserve", and
for other
Wildlife
and for
other purposes.

it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House of
Be it
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
United States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled, That from and after
after
the approval of this Act, that
of the
National Forest
Forest
that portion
portion of
the Harney
Harney National
in the Black Hills of South Dakota heretofore
heretofore known
known as
as the
the Custer
Custer
State Park Game Sanctuary
Sanctuary and adjoining
adjoining or in
vicinity of
of the
the
in the vicinity
Custer State Park and the Mount
Mount Rushmore
Rushmore National Memorial
Memorial resreservation
referred to in the Act of June 5, 1920 (Public
ervation and referred
(Public Law
Law 258
258
of the Sixty-sixth Congress,
Congress, 41 Stat. 986),
986), as amended,
amended, and
and the
the Act
Act
of June 24, 1948 (Public
(Public Law
Law 747
the Eightieth
Eightieth Congress,
62 Stat.
747 of
of the
Congress, 62
Stat.
580), shall be known and designated
designated as the Norbeck
Norbeck Wildlife Preserve
Preserve
and that all records,
and
records, surveys, maps, and public documents of the United
United
States and of the State of South Dakota in which Custer State Park
Park
Sanctuary is referred
referred to
Game Sanctuary
to shall
shall be held
to refer
refer to
held to
to the
the Norbeck
Norbeck
Wildlife Preserve.
Preserve.
Wildlife
SEC.
Mount Rushmore National
S
EC. 2. That portion of the
the Mount
National Memorial
Memorial
reservation which lies in the west half of the
the west half of section 17;
17;
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and the southeast quarter
quarter of the northeast quarter,
quarter , and the east half
half
of the southeast
southeast quarter
quarter of section 18; an
theast quarter, and
anddth
thee nor
northeast
the northeast quarter
southeast quarter
quarter of the southeast
quarter of section 19; and the
northwest quarter, and the southwest
southwest quarter
quarter of section 20; and
and the
northwest quarter of the northwest
quarter of section 29;
northwest quarter
29; and
and the north
one hundred and thirty-five
thirty-five feet of the west one hundred and forty-five
feet of the south half of the southeast
southeast quarter
quarter of the northwest quarter
quarter
of the southeast quarter of section 7; township
township 2
east,
2 south, range 6
6 east
of the Black Hills meridian,
meridian, Pennington County, South Dakota,
Dakota in all
all
approximately five hundred
approximately
hundred five and twenty-five
twenty-five one-hundredths
one-hundredths acres,
more or less, embracing
embracing Iron Mountain and the so-called
so-called Iron Mountain Road and the so-called Grizzly Creek Campground
Campground is hereby
hereby
restored to the Harney National
Forest and made
made a
apart of the Norbeck
Norbeck
National Forest
Wildlife Preserve.
Preserve.
Peter Norbeek.
Norbeek.
Peter
SEC. 3. The Secretary of Agriculture
Sm.
authorized
Agriculture, in his discretion,
discretion, is
is authorized
Commemorative
Commemorative
to permit the placing
placing upon Iron Mountlin
Mountain without cost to the GovernGovern- plaqu
plaque.
ment a
a suitable plaque
plaque to commemorate
commemorate the notable
notable service
service to conservation of Peter Norbeck, aa former
former Governor
Governor of,
of, and United States
Senator from, the State of South Dakota.
Approved October 6, 1949.
1949.
[CHAPTER
6211
[CHAPTER 6211

AN' ACT
ACT
AN

Making
Making appropriations
appropriations for
year ending
ending June
June 30,
30, 1950,
1950,
for foreign aid
aid for
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
and
for other
other purposes.
and for
purposes.

October 6, 199
1949
Oetober
[I. R.
B. 4s830
isso)
[H.
[Public
Law
327)
[Public
32]

it enacted
Senate and
and House of Representatives
Be it
enacted by the Senate
Representatives of the
oreign Aid ApproForeign
United
Congress assembled,
That the
the following
following
United States
States of America in Congress
assembled, That
Act, 1960.
1950.
priation Act,
sums are appropriated,
appropriated, out of any money in the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
ending June
June 30,
1950, namely:
namely:
appropriated, for the fiscal year ending
30, 1950,
TITLE I
I
LEGISLATIVE BRANCH
LEGISLATIVE
BRANCH
SENATE
SENATE
CONTINGENT EXPENSES
THE SENATE
CONTINGENT
EXPENSES OF
OF THE
SENATE
Committee on
Economic Cooperation:
salaries
Joint Committee
on Foreign
Foreign Economic
Cooperation: For salaries
Committee on
on Foreign
Cooperaand expenses
expenses of the Joint Committee
Foreign Economic
Economic CooperaEightieth Congress,
Congress, as
as amended
amended
tion, as authorized
authorized by
by Public Law 472,
472, Eightieth
by Public
47, Eighty-first
Congress, including
including per
per diem
diem and
and subby
Public Law
Law 47,
Eighty-first Congress,
subsistence expenses,
regard to
Travel Expense
slstence
expenses, without
without regard
to the Travel
Expense Act of
of 1949,
approved June
June 9,1949,
9, 1949, from October 2,
1949, to June
June 30,1950,
30, 1950, $110,000:
approved
2,1949,
$110,000:
Provided, That the amount herein
Provided,
herein appropriated
appropriated shall include all
expenses necessary
necessary to
to liquidate
liquidate the
the affairs
affairs of
of the
the joint
committee not
not
expenses
joint committee
later than June
June 30, 1950.

62
62 Stat.
Btat. 137.
2 U. 8. C.,
22
C., Bopp.
8upp.
II, I 1301 d
et seq.
".
Anst, p. b0.
50.
Asde, p. 16.
166.
Ant*,

APPROPRIATED TO THE
FUNDS APPROPRIATED
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT
ECONOMIC COOPERATION
COOPERATION
ECONOMIC
necessary to enable
enable the President
carry out
For expenses necessary
President to
to carry
out the provisions of
of the
Cooperation Act
1948, as
as amended
amended by
by the
the
visions
the Economic
Economic Cooperation
Act of
of 1948,
Act
(Public Law
Law 47),
47), for
for the
the period
period commencing
commencing
Act of April 19,
19, 1949
1949 (Public
April 3, 1949, through June 30, 1949,
expenses of
attendance
1949, including
including expenses
of attendance
meetings concerned
purposes of this appropriation
(not
at meetings
concerned with
with the
the purposes
appropriation (not
to exceed $6,000)
passenger motor vehicles;
vehicles; maintenance
$6,000);;hire of passenger
maintenance and

62 Stat. 137.
137.
62
22 U. S.
C., Supp.
Stapp.
22
S. C.,
1501 d
d seq.
eg.
II, 1501
Ante, p.
p. 50.
66.
Ante,
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operation and hire
hire of aircraft;
payment of damage
claims pursuant
aircraft; payment
damage claims
pursuant
to law (28 U. S. C. 2672);
2672) ;health
health service
program as
law
service program
as authorized
authorized by
by law
II,
2672.
II, §2672.
7
(5 U. S. C. 150)
;rents
rents in the
District of
Columbia; transportation
of
(5
150);
the
District
of
Columbia;
transportation
of
Ante, pp.
pp. 62,
106.
Ante,
62,106.
privately owned automobiles; entertainment
entertainment (not to exceed $6,000);
$6,000) ;
60 Stat.
Stat. 903.
60
903.
exchange of funds without regard
regard to section 3651 of the Revised
Revised
31
U. S.. C.
31 U.
C.§ §543.
543.
Statutes;
Statutes •and loss by exchange;
$1,074,000,000: Provided,
Prowled, That
That not
not to
to
exchange; $1,074,000,000:
exceed $4,400,000
$4,400,000 in the aggregate
aggregate shall be available from this
this approappropriation
priation and the appropriation
appropriation under this head in the Foreign
Foreign Aid
62 Stat.
Stat. 1066.
1055.
62
Appropriation
Appropriation Act, 1949,
1949, for administrative
administrative expenses
expenses during the
period April 3, 1949, through June
June 30, 1949.
period
For expenses
necessary to enable the President
expenses necessary
President to carry out the
provisions
provisions of the Economic Cooperation
Cooperation Act of 1948, as amended
amended by
62 Stat.
137.
62
Stat. 137.
the
Act
of
19,
April
1949
(Public
Law
47),
fiscal
ending
(Public
47),
for
the
fiscal
year
ending
22 U.
S. C.,
Supp.
U. S.
C., Supp.
II,
1 1501
II, §
1501 et
et seq.
seq.
June 30, 1950, including
including expenses of attendance
at meetings
meetings concerned
concerned
attendance
Ante,
Ante, p.
p. 50.
50.
with the purposes
purposes of this appropriation
appropriation (not to exceed $30,000);
$30,000) ;
purchase (not to exceed
exceed two) and hire of passenger
purchase
passenger motor vehicles;
vehicles;
maintenance
maintenance and operation
operation and hire of aircraft;
damage
aircraft; payment
payment of damage
62
62 Stat.
Stat. 983.
983.
pursuant to law (28
(28 U. S. C. 2672);
2672) ;health
health service program
program as
as
28 U. S. C., Supp. claims pursuant
II,
2672.
I 2672.
II, §
authorized by law (5
(5 U. S. C. 150)
;rents in the District of Columbia;
Columbia;
150);
Ante, pp.
62, 106.
Ante,
pp. 62,
106.
transportation of privately owned automobiles;
transportation
automobiles; entertainment
(not
entertainment (not
903.
60 Stat. 903.
to exceed $25,000);
$25,000) ;exchange of funds without regard to section
section 3651
31
S. C.. §543.
31 U.
U. S.
43.
of the Revised Statutes
exchange; $3,628,380,000,
of
Statutes;•and loss by exchange;
$3,628,380,000, of
which not to exceed
exceed $350,000
$350:000 shall be available for expenditures
expenditures of a
a
confidential character
character (other
direction
(other than entertainment)
entertainment) under
under the
the direction
Administrator or the Deputy Administrator, who shall make
of the Administrator
a certificate
a
certificate of the amount of each such expenditure
expenditure which he
he may
may
think it advisable
specify, and
certificate shall
advisable not to specify,
and every
every such certificate
shall be
be
Consolidation
of apConsolidation of
ap- deemed
deemed aasufficient
sufficient voucher
voucher for the amount therein
therein specified:
specified: Provided,
Provided,
propriations.
propriations.
appropriation shall be consolidated
That this appropriation
consolidated and merged with approappropriations under this head
head for prior periods, and such consolidated
consolidated
appropriation may be used during the fiscal year 1950 within
appropriation
within limitaAdministrative
ex•
Administrative ex
tions herein specified: Provided
Providedfurther,
further, That
That not to exceed $16,500,000
$16,500,000
penses.
penses.
consolidated appropriation
appropriation shall be available for adminisof such
such consolidated
trative expenses during the fiscal year 1950, of which
which not more than
$25,000 shall be available to the Administrator
Administrator for any further action
action
advisable to carry out the provisions of section
he may consider advisable
section 115 (f)
of the Economic
Economic Cooperation
Cooperation Act of 1948, as amended by the Act of
of
62 Stat.
Stat. 153.
153.
April 19, 1949 (Public Law 47)
47)::Provided
Providedfurther,
further,That
22 U.
S. C.,
Supp.
That the Adminis22
U. S.
C., Supp.
II, §1513
1513 (f).
II,
(f).
trator is authorized
authorized to issue notes from time to time during
during the fiscal
Ante, p.
50.
Ante,
p. 50.
year 1950 for purchase
purchase by the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury in an amount
amount
$150,000,000, for the purpose
not exceeding
exceeding in the aggregate
aggregate $150,000,000,
purpose of allocating funds during
cating
during such
such fiscal
fiscal year to the Export-Import
Export-Import Bank of
of
Washington
for assistance
assistance on credit terms under the provisions
Washington for
provisions of
of
provisions of paragraph
paragraph (2)
said Act; and the provisions
(2) of section 111 (c)
(c) of
of
62 Stat.
Stat. 146.
82
146.
to the extent
extent applicable,
applicable, be applicable
applicable to the notes
notes
22 U. S. C.,
C., Supp. said Act shall, to
H, 1509
1509 (c)
(c) (2).
(2).
II,
authorized
authorized to be issued in this proviso and to all functions of the
the
Ante,
p. 52.
52.
Ante, p.
Administrator, the Secretary
an dthe
th e E
xport-I mpor t
Secretary of the
the Treasury,
Treasury, and
Export-Import
Washington in extending
extending the assistance provided
Bank of Washington
provided for herein.
Allocation
Allocation of local
local
Administrator shall utilize such amounts of
currency
currency for publicity.
The Administrator
of the local currency
currency
Ante,
p. 54.
54.
Ante, p.
pursuant to section 115 (h)
allocated pursuant
(h) of Public Law 472,
472, Eightieth
Eightieth
Congress, as amended,
amended, as may be necessary,
necessary, to give full and continuous
continuous
through the press, radio,
available
publicity through
radio and all other avail
abl e media,
me di a,so
so
thee participating
as to inform the peoples
peoples of th
participating countries
regarding the
countries regarding
assistance,
assistance.,including
including its purpose,
purpose, source, and character,
character , furnished
furnished by
the American taxpayer.
62 Stat.
Stat. 983.
983.
62

28 U.
U. S. C.,
C., Supp.

ASSISTANCE
AND TURHEK
ASSISTANCE TO GREECE AND
TURKEY
22 U.
Supp.
22
U. S.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
II,
1401-1410.
II, §§
9 1401-1410.

amount for "Assistance
For an additional
additional amount
"Assistance to Greece
Greece and Turkey"
Turkey",
as authorized by the Act of M
ay 22, 1947 (61 Stat.
Stat. 103),
103), as
as amended
amended
May
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63 STAT.]
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and
available immediately,
immediately, $45,000,000,
and supplemented,
supplemented, to be
be available
$45,000,000, which,
under this head,
together with the amounts heretofore
heretofore appropriated
appropriated under
together
shall remain
remain available
available until
until June
June 30,
30, 1950;
and the
the existing
existing limitashall
1950; and
limitation under this head
head in the Foreign
Foreign Aid Appropriation
Appropriation Act, 1949,
1949,
for administrative
administrative expenses,
on
expenses shall continue
on the amount
amount available
available for
in effect;
effect; and
the existing
existing limitation
under said
said head
on the
the amount
amount
in
and the
limitation under
head on
available for
increased
available
for such
such expenses
expenses in the District of Columbia is increased
"$400,000" to "$425,000":
Provided, That said limitations
from "$400,000"
"$425,000": Provided,
limitations shall
shall
apply
to the
administrative expenses
Department of
of State.
State.
the Department
expenses of
of the
the administrative
apply only
only to

62 Stat.
1056.
1056.

Applicability of limApplicability
limitations.

CHINESE
STUDENTS
CHINESE STUDENTS

allocate to the
The President
President is
is authorized
authorized and
and directed
directed to allocate
the Secretary
of State
to exceed
sum of
of $4,000,000
$4,000,000 out of any unobliState not
not to
exceed the
the sum
retary of
gated
balance of
of the
the amount
amount made
the
available under
under section
section 12 of the
made available
gated balance
Act
entitled "An
"An Act
Act to
of
to amend
amend the
the Economic
Economic Cooperation
Cooperation Act
Act of
Act entitled
19, 1949 (Public
Congress),
1948", approved
approved April
April 19,1949
(Public Law
Law 47,
47, Eighty-first
Eighty-first Congress),
to
used, under
regulations as the
State may
prethe Secretary
Secretary of State
may preunder such regulations
to be
be used,
scribe, for
necessary expenses
expenses of
tuition, subsistence,
subsistence, and return
return passage
passage
of tuition,
scribe,
for necessary
to
for selected
of China
study in
in accredited
accredited colleges,
colleges,
citizens of
China to
to study
to China
China for
selected citizens
universities,
institutions in
States
United States
other educational
educational institutions
in the United
universities, or other
approved
the Secretary
for the
purposes of this
paragraph;
this paragraph;
of State
State for
the purposes
Secretary of
approved by
by the
,•
such amount
amount to remain
available until expended.
remain available
such

Ante, p.
p. 55.
55.
Ante,

NATIONAL MILITARY
NATIONAL
MILITA_RY ESTABLISHMENT
STABLISIIMENT
mtCTwmoNS .
DEPARTMENT
ARMY--Givn, FuiscrioNs
DEPARTMENT or
OF Tim
TE ABMR--CIVIm
GOVERNMENT AND
PFLIVW ININ OCCUPIED
OCCUPIED AREAS
AREAS
AND BELIEF
GOVERNMENT
For
otherwise provided
provided for,
to meet
meet the
for, necessary
necessary to
expenses, not
not otherwise
For expenses,
responsibilities
and obligations
United States
States in
in connection
connection
of the
the United
obligations of
responsibilities and
includwith
occupation of
of certain
areas, includcertain foreign
foreign areas,
or occupation
government or
with the
the government
ing personal
personal services
services in
in the
the District
District of
Columbia and elsewhere
elsewhere and,
of Columbia
ing
subject
to such
authorizations and
and limitations
limitations as
prescribed
as may
may be prescribed
such authorizations
subject to
department or agency concerned,
by the head
head of the department
concerned, tuition, personal allowances
to exceed
travel expenses
not
expenses (not
day), travel
$10 per
per clay),
exceed $10
(not to
allowances (not
sonal
to exceed
authorized for
like United
civilian
military or civilian
States military
United States
for like
those authorized
exceed those
to
or
personnel), and
incident to
instruction in the United States or
to instruction
fees incident
and fees
personnel),
elsewhere
elsewhere of such persons as may be required
required to carry out the protransportation;•,
visions of
of this
this appropriation;
and transportation
expenses and
travel expenses
appropriation; travel
visions
services as
as authorized
section 15 of the Act
Act of
of August 2, 1946
by section
authorized by
services
in excess
(5
55a), at rates
excess of $50
$50 per diem for indirates not in
S. C.
C. 55a),
U. S.
(5 U.
as authorized
viduals; health
authorized by law (5 U. S. C.
program as
service program
health service
viduals;
i transla150) ;payment
payment of
claims pursuant
pursuant to law
(28 U. S. C. 2672) ;
law (28
of claims
150);
tion
and disseminadisseminaexhibits, and
educational exhibits,
work, educational
photographic work,
rights, photographic
tion rights,
tion
of information,
expenses incident
incident
review expenses
and review
preview and
including preview
information, including
tion of
American
thereto;
expenses incident
incident to
to the
operation of
of schools
schools for American
the operation
thereto; expenses
children;
purchase and
and hire
passenger
of passenger
hire of
binding; purchase
and binding;
printing and
children; printing
maintenance of buildings,
and aircraft;
motor
aircraft; repair
repair and maintenance
motor vehicles and
utilities,
facilities, and
and appurtenanceb;
for the
the United
United
contingencies for
appurtenances; contingencies
utilities, facilities,
administrators of foreign
States
commanders, commissioners,
other administrators
commissioners, or other
States commanders,
exceeding
areas, to
discretions (not exceeding
respective discretions
their respective
in their
be expended
expended in
to be
areas,
amounts
or approved
by the
of the
the department
department or
or
the head
head of
approved by
authorized or
amounts authorized
agency
concerned) ;such
such minimum
civilian populathe civilian
for the
supplies for
minimum supplies
agency concerned);
tions of
areas as
essential to
starvation, disease,
disease,
to prevent
prevent starvation,
be essential
as may
may be
such areas
of such
tions
or unrest,
unrest, prejudicial
to the
the objectives
sought to
be accomplished;
accomplished;
to be
objectives sought
prejudicial to
or
as may be essential
and such
such supplies,
equipment as
essential
and equipment
commodities, and
supplies, commodities,
and
which
to carry
carry out
out the
the purposes
$912,500,000, of which
this appropriation;
appropriation; $912,500,000,
of this
purposes of
to
not to
to exceed
shall be
be available
available for
expenses:
administrative expenses:
for administrative
$42,500,000 shall
exceed $42,500,000
not
Provided, That
the general
provisions of
appropriation Act for
of the
the appropriation
general provisions
That the
Provided,

Tuition.

eo Stat.
Stat. 810.
80
60 Stat. 9D.
908.
60
62 Stat. 983.
62
8. C., Supp.
Stipp.
28 U. S.
II, I2672.
II,
106.
Ante, pp. 62, 106.

Minimum
Minimum supplies
for civilian populafor
tions
tion&

pentes.
Administratine exAdminitrativ
pe-se
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PUBLIC
PUBLIC LAWS-CH.
LAWS- CH.621-OCT.
621-OCT.6,
6, 1949
1949

Post, P.
p. 1017.
1017.
Post,

s

c.

U. S.. C. §1175;
50 U.
75; 110
U.
S. C.
U.S.
C. §
1 1339;
1339; 31
31
U. S. C.
C. §§ 529; 40
40
U. S. C. ¢§ 255,2
5 257,
7
267. C.

S.

*

'

41
C. 5.
A41
n U. S. C
A nte, p. 403.

s.

5.

62 Stat. 21.
41U.
41
U. S. C., Supp.
§§
151-161; 5U.
5 U. S.S. C.,
11-161;
Supp. U,
Supp.
U,§§219b,
412b,
219b,
0§412b,
626e.
62 Stat. 137.
22 U. S. C., Supp.
1501 et
seq.
i, §
11501
etsq.
Ante, p. 50.
Procurement of
commodities
nicdercee^ntCand technical services.

§

626e.

s.t.'up.

.,

,§
B. c.,

2b

II,
Procurement of

Bilateral
agreement.
Biateralgreement

61 Stat. 935.
C., Supp.
§1411 note.
Payment of certain
transportation
charges.
carges.

C., Supp.
"IIPnt1ote.r
22 U.a.
U. S.

tran port aton

Transportation
ransprtatCon
rates on relief
packrelief packr

ages.
ages.

Transferof
fund

Transfer of funcTriandferd
tions
and funds.

[63 S
STAT.
TAT.

the fiscal year 1950 for the
functions of
of the
the Department
Department of
of
the military
military functions
the Army shall
Department
shall apply to expenditures
expenditures made by that Department
from
further, That
That expenditures
expenditures from
from this
this appropriation:
appropriation: Provided
Provided further,
from
this appropriation
appropriation may
may be
be made
outside continental
made outside
continental United
United States,
States,

when necessary
necessary to
to carry
carry out its purposes,
sections
when
purposes, without regard
regard to
to sections
355,
1136 3648,
3734, Revised
Revised Statutes,
Statutes, as
355, 1136,
3648, and
and 3734,
as amended,
amended, civil
civil service
service
or classification
or provisions
of law
of
or
classification laws,
laws, or
provisions of
law prohibiting
prohibiting payment
payment of
any person not
the United
States: Provided
not aa citizen
citizen of
of the
United States:
Provided further,
further,
expenditures from
from this
this appropriation
appropriation may
when necesnecesThat expenditures
may be
be made,
made, when
sary to carry
regard to
carry out its purposes, without
without regard
to section
section 3709,
3709, Revised
Revised
Statutes, as
as amended,
amended, and
and the
Services Procurement
Act of
Statutes,
the Armed
Armed Services
Procurement Act
of
1947
Congress) :Provided
Provided further,
1947 (Public
(Public Law
Law 413,
413, Eightieth
Eightieth Congress):
further, That
That
expenditures
hereunder for
purposes of
expenditures may be made
made hereunder
for the
the purposes
of economic
economic
rehabilitation
rehabilitation in the occupied
occupied areas
areas in
manner as
to be
be consistent
consistent
in such
such manner
as to
with the
general objectives
of the
Economic Cooperation
of 1948,
with
the general
objectives of
the Economic
Cooperation Act
Act of
1948,
as amended:
That funds
amended: Provided
Provided further,
further, That
funds appropriated
appropriated hereunder
hereunder
and unexpended
unexpended at the time of the termination
of occupation
occupation by
by the
the
termination of
United
United States,
States, of
of any
any area for
for which such
such funds
funds are
are made
made available,
available,
procurement of
may be expended
expended by the President
President for the procurement
such comcomof such
modities and technical
technical services,
services, and
commodities procured
procured from
funds
and commodities
from funds
heretofore appropriated
appropriated for government
herein or heretofore
government and
relief in occuoccuand relief
delivered to such
such an
pied areas and not delivered
prior to
to the
the time
of the
an area prior
time of
the
termination of occupation,
termination
occupation, may be utilized
utilized by the President,
may
President, as
as may
be necessary
necessary to assist in the
the maintenance
maintenance of the
the political
political and
and economic
economic
stability
stability of
of such
such areas:
areas: Provided
Provided further,
further, That before
before any
any such
such assistassistance
ance is made available,
available, an
an agreement
entered into
into between
between the
agreement shall
shall be
be entered
the
United
States and
United States
recognized government
government or
or authority
authority with
with respect
respect
and the recognized
to such area containing
containing such
undertakings by
by such
such government
government or
or
such undertakings
authority
authority as the
President may
may determine
determine to
to be
be necessary
necessary in
in order
order
the President
to assure the efficient
efficient use of such assistance
assistance in furtherance
furtherance of such
such
purposes: Provided
Provided further,
further, That such agreement
agreement shall, when applicable,
include requirements
requirements and
cable, include
and undertakings
undertakings corresponding
corresponding to
to the
the
requirements and undertakings
undertakings specified
requirements
specified in sections
sections 5, 6,
6, and 7
7 of
of
the Foreign
Foreign Aid
1947 (Public
(Public Law
389, approved
December
Aid Act
Act of 1947
Law 389,
approved December
17, 1947)
Provided further
appropriated hereunder
hereun der
17,
1947)::Provided
further, That
That funds
funds appropriated
may be
be used,
insofar as
as practicable,
practicable and under
may
used, insofar
under such rules
rules and reguregulations as may be prescribed
agency
prescribed by the
the head
head of the department
department or agency
concerned,
pay ocean
ocean transportation
transportation charges
United States
concerned, to
to pay
charges from
from United
ports,
including
territorial
ports,
territorial ports,
ports, to ports in Japan
Japan and the Ryukyus
Ryukyus
supplies donated
for the movement
movement of supplies
donated to,
by, United
United
to, or purchased
purchased by,
States
States voluntary
voluntary nonprofit
nonprofit relief
relief agencies
agencies registered
registered with
with and recomrecommended
Voluntary Foreign
mended by the Advisory
Advisory Committee
Committee on Voluntary
Aid or
or
Foreign Aid
of relief packages
consigned to individuals
packages consigned
individuals residing
in such
such countries:
countries:
residing in
Provided further,
further, That
rules and
and regulations
Provided
That under
under the
the rules
regulations to
to be
be preprescribed, the head of the department or agency
agency concerned
concerned shall
shall fix
fix
and pay a
a uniform rate per pound for the ocean
transportation of
ocean transportation
of
all relief
packages of food or other general
all
relief packages
general classification
classification of commodities shipped to Japan
regardless of methods of
Japan or the Ryukyus
Ryukyus regardless
of
shipment
particular agencies
shipment and higher
higher rates
rates charged by particular
agencies of
of transtransportation, but
but this
this proviso
shall not
apply to
to shipments
shipments made
by
portation,
proviso shall
not apply
made by
individuals
individuals: Provided
Providedfurther,
further, That the President may
individuals to
to individuals:
may
transfer
transfer to any other department
department or agency
agency any function
function or
funcor functions provided,
provided for under
under this appropriation,
appropriation, and there shall
shall be
be
transferred to any such department
department or agency
transferred
agency such
such unobligated
unobligated balbalances
appropriation and, without
reimbursement and
ances of this appropriation
without reimbursement
and without
without
regard to the appropriation
procured, such property
appropriation from which procured,
property as
as
the
of the
the Bureau
the Director
Director of
Bureau of
of the
the Budget
Budget shall determine
determine to relate
primarily to any
any function
functions so transferred;
transferred; and any funds
primarily
function or functions
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so transferred
transferred may be expended
expended either under the authority
authority contained
contained
herein or under the authority governing
activities of
governing the activities
of the
department
department or agency concerned:
concerned: Provided
Provided further,
when the
further, That when
Department of the Army, under the authority
authority of the Act of March
March
3, 1911, as amended (10 U. S. C. 1253),
subsistence supplies
1253), furnishes subsistence
Government
to personnel of civilian agencies
agencies of the United States Government
serving in Germany, payment
payment therefor
therefor by such
such personnel
personnel shall
shall be
be
made without regard to the 10 per centum
additional charge required
required
centum additional
by said
said Act,
Act, but
but payment
personnel
by
payment for
for subsistence
subsistence supplies
supplies by
by such
such personnel
civilian personnel of the
shall be at the same rate as is paid by civilian
Department
the Army
in Germany.
Germany.
Department of
of the
Army serving
serving in

Payment for civilian
civilian
Payment
supplies in
supplies
in Germany.
Germany.

36 Stat.
1047.
Stat. 1047.

TITLE I--GENERAL
II—GENERAL PROVISIONS
PROVISIONS
Persons engaging,
Persons
engaging,
SEC. 201. No part of any appropriation
appropriation contained
SEC.
contained in this Act shall etc.,
against
etc., in strikes against
or advocating
advocating overbe used to pay the salary or wages of any person who engages in a
a throw
of U. S.
S. Govof
member ernment.
strike against the Government
Government of the United States or who is aamember
of
Government employees
employees that
asserts the
of an
an organization
organization of Government
that asserts
the right to
strike against the Government
United States,
States, or who advocates,
Government of the United
advocates,
or is a
organization that advocates,
overthrow of the
a member of an organization
advocates the overthrow
Affidavit..
Government
force or violence:
violence :Provided,
Provided,That Affidavit.
States by force
Government of the
the United
United States
for the purposes hereof an affidavit
affidavit shall be considered
considered prima facie
evidence that the person making the affidavit
affidavit has not contrary to the
evidence
provisions of this section engaged
engaged in a
a strike against the Government
Government
of the United States, is not a
amember
organization of Governmember of an organization
ment employees
against the Government
Government
employees that asserts the right to strike against
and is not aa
of the United States, or that such person does not advocate, and
member of an
organization that advocates, the overthrow
overthrow of the Govan organization
member
Penalty.
Pealty.
Providedfurther,
ernment of the United States by force or violence:
further,
violence: Provided
ernment
That any person who engages in a
Government of the
a strike against the Government
United States
States or
or who
member of
an organization
organization of Government
Government
a member
of an
who is
is a
United
employees
Government of
asserts the right to strike against the Government
employees that asserts
the
member of an organiadvocates, or who is aamember
the United States, or who advocates,
zation
that advocates,
overthrow of
of the United
Government of
the overthrow
of the Government
advocates, the
zation that
States
by force
or violence
violence and
accepts employment
salary or wages
wages
employment the salary
and accepts
force or
States by
for
from any
any appropriation
appropriation contained
contained in
in this Act shall
are paid
paid from
for which
which are
be guilty
guilty of
felony,and,
shall be
not more
more than
be fined
fined not
conviction, shall
and, upon
upon conviction,
be
of aafelony
$1,000 or
Provided
one year,
year, or
or both: Provided
not more than one
or imprisoned
imprisoned for not
$1,000
further,
That the
the above
clause shall
shall be
in addition
addition to,
to, and not
not
be in
penalty clause
above penalty
further, That
in substitution
existing law.
of existing
provisions of
for, any other provisions
in
substitution for,
certain
Operation of oartan
SEG. 202.
Depart- ordnnoe
ending June
June 30, 1950, the Departthe fiscal
fiscal year
year ending
202. During
During the
SEC.
ordnance works.
work.
ment of
Army is
is authorized
authorized to
Ordnance
Morgantown Ordnance
operate the
the Morgantown
to operate
of the
the Army
ment
Works at
Virginia, the
Ohio River
River Ordnance
Ordnance
the Ohio
West Virginia,
Morgantown, West
Works
at Morgantown,
Kentucky, and the San
San Jacinto Ordnance
Ordnance
Henderson, Kentucky,
Works at West Henderson,
and
sale
and sale
Works at
at San
San Jacinto,
Texas, and
to use
appropriation herein
herein of Production
use the
the appropriation
and to
Jacinto, Texas,
Works
nitrogenous ferti
fertinitrogenous
lizer
lizer materials
materials by DeOccupied Areas
production partment
Areas for the production
Relief in Occupied
Government and Relief
made for Government
partment of Army.
of anhydrous
anhydrous ammonia
ammonia for
for the
nitrogenous fertilizer
fertilizer
the manufacture
manufacture of nitrogenous
of
materials or
counthe occupied
occupied counfor its
its use in the
compounds for
or nitrogenous
nitrogenous compounds
materials
tries and
and for
use in
in the
Republic of
Korea. From
From the
the
of South
South Korea.
the Republic
sale for
for use
for sale
tries
proceeds of
materials sold
there shall
shall be
the appropriation
appropriation
to the
be credited
credited to
sold there
of materials
proceeds
for "Government
and relief
in occupied
occupied areas"
equivalent
amount equivalent
areas" an amount
relief in
for
"Government and
to the
balance to miscelmaterials and any balance
of such
such materials
production of
cost of
of production
to
the cost
laneous receipts
receipts of
the Treasury.
Public Law 793,
793,
of Public
Section 205 of
of the
Treasury. Section
laneous
62 Stat. 10W.
10,2.
Eightieth Congress,
other laws
laws in conflict
conflict herewith,
herewith, are
any other
and any
Congress, and
Eightieth
repealed effective
effective June 30, 1949.
repealed
Short Utl
title.
Sxci.
Act may
may be
be cited
cited as
as the
the "Foreign
"Foreign Aid
Aid AppropriaAppropriaThis Act
SEC. 203.
203. This
tion
tion Act, 1950".
Approved October
6, 1949.
1949.
October 6,
Approved
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PUBLIC
CHS.622,
6, 1949
PUBLIC LAWS—
LAWS-CHS.
622, 626—OCT.
626-OCT. 6,1949
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 622]
622]

October 6, 1949
[H.
[H. R. 4943]
[Public Law 328]

Idaho.
Idaho.

Lease
Lease of school

lands,
lands.

26
Stat. 216.
216.
26 Stat.

[63 STAT.
STAT.

ACT
AN ACT

amend the Act
To amend
Act providing
providing for
for the
the admission
of the
the State
admission of
State of
of
Union
period for
for which
leases may
may be
be made
made
Union by
by increasing
increasing the
the period
which leases
granted
to the
the State
by such
such Act
for educational
purposes.
granted to
State by
Act for
educational purposes.

Idaho into
into the
the
Idaho
of public
public lands
lands
of

the Senate
and House
House of
Representatives of
of the
the
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
Senate and
of Representatives
United States
States of
America in
in Congress
assembled, That
That the
the second
second
United
of America
Congress assembled,
sentence of
section 5
of the
the Act
"An Act
Act to
for the
the
sentence
of section
5 of
Act entitled
entitled "An
to provide
provide for
admission
of the
Idaho into
approved July
3,
admission of
the State
State of
of Idaho
into the
the Union",
Union", approved
July 3,
1890
as amended
amended by
the Act
Act of
1942 (56
(56
1890 (26
(26 Stat.
Stat. 215),
215), as
by the
of February
February 6,
6, 1942
Stat. 48,
Stat.
amended by
by inserting
after the
the words
words "ten
"ten years,"
48, ch.
ch. 36),
36), is
is amended
inserting after
years,"
the words "and in
in the
the case
of an
oil, gas,
gas, or
or other
other hydrocarbon
hydrocarbon lease,
lease,
case of
an oil,
for
is produced".
for as
as long
long thereafter
thereafter as
as such
such product
product is
produced".
Approved October
Approved
October 6,
6, 1949.
1949.
[CHAPTER
626]
[CHAPTER 626]

October 6, 1949
[H. it.
R. 68
5895]
111.
91 ]

ACT
AN ACT
AN
To promote
foreign policy and provide
provide for
promote the foreign
the defense
and general
general welfare
welfare of
of
for the
defense and
United States by
the United
military assistance
assistance to
to foreign
foreign nations.
nations.
by furnishing
furnishing military

Mutual
Defense As
AsMutual Defense
sistance Act of 1949.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the
Howe of
of Representatives
the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
Representatives of
of the
United States
States of America in
Congress assembled,
United
in Congress
this Act
Act may
assembled, That
That this
may
be cited
cited as
as the
"Mutual Defense
Defense Assistance
be
the "Mutual
Assistance Act
of 1949".
Act of
1949".

[Public
[Public Law 329]

FINDINGS AND
FINDINGS
AND DECLARATION
DECLARATION OF POLICY
POLICY

The Congress of the
the United
States reaffirms
policy of
of the
the United
United
United States
reaffirms the
the policy
international peace
States to achieve international
and security
United
peace and
security through
through the
the United
Nations
Nations so that
that armed
armed force
force shall
not be
be used
used except
except in
the common
common
shall not
in the
interest. The Congress hereby finds that
the efforts
that the
of the
the United
United States
States
efforts of
and other countries
countries to promote
promote peace and
and security
security in
furtherance of
the
in furtherance
of the
of the
purposes of the Charter
Charter of
Nations require
require additional
additional
the United
United Nations
measures of support
measures
support based
upon the
the principle
principle of
of continuous
and
based upon
continuous and
effective self-help and mutual aid. These
These measures
include the
measures include
the
furnishing of military
military assistance
essential to
the United
United States
States
assistance essential
to enable
enable the
and other nations dedicated
dedicated to the purposes
purposes and principles
principles of the
the
United Nations Charter
Charter to
participate effectively
effectively in
in arrangements
arrangements
to participate
for individual and collective self-defense
self-defense in support of those
those purpurposes and principles.
principles. In
In furnishing
furnishing- such
military assistance,
it
such military
assistance, it
remains the policy of the United
United States
States to continue
continue to exert
maxiexert maximum efforts to obtain agreements
agreements to provide the United
United Nations
with
Nations with
contemplated in
armed forces
forces as contemplated
in the
the Charter
Charter and
and agreements
to achieve
achieve
agreements to
universal
weapons of mass
universal control
control of weapons
destruction and
and universal
universal reguregumass destruction
lation
including armed
lation and reduction
reduction of armaments, including
armed forces,
under
forces, under
safeguards to protect
adequate safeguards
against violation
violation
protect complying
complying nations
nations against
and
evasion.
and evasion.
The Congress hereby expresses
expresses itself as favoring
favoring the creation
creation by
by
the free countries
countries and the free peoples of the Far
Far East
of aa joint
East of
joint
organization, consistent
organization,
consistent with the
Charter of
the United
United Nations,
Nations, to
the Charter
of the
to
a program
program of self-help
self-help and mutual cooperation
establish a
cooperation designed
designed to
to
develop their economic and social
safeguard basic rights
social well-being,
well-being, to safeguard
and liberties and to protect their security
security and independence.
independence.
The Congress
Congress recognizes
recognizes that economic
economic recovery
recovery is
essential to
to interinteris essential
be given
national peace and security
security and must be
given clear
priority. The
clear priority.
The
Congress
Congress also recognizes
recognizes that the increased
increased confidence
confidence of free peoples
peoples in
in
their ability to resist direct
aggression and
direct or indirect
indirect aggression
and to
maintain
to maintain
internal security
security will advance such recovery and support political
internal
political
stability.
stability.
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TITLE
TITLE II
NORTH ATLANTIC
TREATY COUNTRIES
NORTH
ATLANTIC TREATY
COUNTRIES
SEC.
In view of the coming into force of
SEC. 101. In
Atlantic
Furnishing of
of millof the North
North Atlantic
Furnishing
Treaty
Treaty and the
en tthereunder
thereunder o
Counc il and
an d t
he DeD e- tt„,,
the establishm
establishment
offth
thee Council
the
ryassistance

recommend measures
measures for the common
fense Committee which will recommend
common
defense
in view of the fact that the
defense of the North Atlantic area, and in•
task of the Council and the Defense
Defense Committee can be facilitated
facilitated by
immediate
increase the integrated
integrated defensive
immediate steps to increase
defensive armed
armed strength
strength
of the parties
hereby authorized
parties to the treaty, the President
President is hereby
authorized to
furnish military assistance
assistance in the
form of equipment,
the form
equipment, materials,
materials, and
services
services to such nations as are parties
parties to the treaty
treaty and have
have heretofore requested
assistance. Any
requested such assistance.
Any such
such assistance
assistance furnished
furnish ed under
u nder
this title shall be subject to agreements, further referred
section
referred to in section

Agreements.
Agreements.

402, designed to assure that the
Pot,
402,
the assistance
assistance will
will be used to promote
promote an
P °84 P*. 717.
717.
integrated
Atlantic area
integrated defense of the North
North Atlantic
area and to facilitate
facilitate the
development of defense
development
defense plans by the Council and the Defense Committee under article
article 9
9 of the North Atlantic
Atlantic Treaty and
and to realize
realize
unified direction and effort; and after the agreement by the Government of the United States with defense
defense plans
plans as recommended
recommended by the
Council and the Defense Committee,
Committee, military assistance
assistance hereunder
hereunder
accordance therewith.
shall be furnished only in accordance
therewith.
SEC. 102. There
authorized to
a
SEc.
There are hereby
hereby authorized
to be appropriated
appropriated to the
the tAppropriation
thA
oTer
sprlation au.
President for the period through
June
President
through Ju
ne 30, 1950,
ou tof
ofany moneys in
in thoed.
Pnost, p.
973.
1950, out
d76.
the Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, for carrying out the provisions and accomplishing
accomplishing the policies and purposes of this title, not to
exceed $500,000,000,
$500,000,000, of which
to exceed
exceed $100,000,000
$100,000,000 shall
be immeimme- -Restrictions.
Restrictions.
which not
not to
shall be
diately available
available upon appropriation,
appropriation, and not to exceed $400,000,000
$400,000,000
shall become available when the President
P' resident of
of the
the United
States
United States
approves recommendations
recommendations for an integrated
integrated defense
defense of the North
North
Atlantic area which
which may be made
made by the Council and the Defense
Defense
established under the North Atlantic Treaty. The
Committee to be established
recommendations
recommendations which the President may approve shall be limited,
so far as expenditures by the United States are concerned,
entirely
concerned, entirely
to the amount
authorized to be appropriated
amount herein
herein authorized
appropriated and
and the
the amount
amount
authorized hereinafter
hereinafter as contract
contract authority.
authority,.
SEC.
S
EC. 103. In addition to the amount authorized
authorized to be
be appropriated
appropriatedauthority.
Contract authority.
Contract
under section 102, the President shall have authority,
authority, within the limits
of specific
specific contract authority which
which may be hereafter
hereafter granted
granted to
to him
him
in an appropriation
appropriation Act, to enter into contracts
contracts for carrying
carrying out the
the
provisions and accomplishing
accomplishing the policies and purposes
purposes of
title
of this
this title
in amounts
amounts not exceeding in the aggregate
aggregate $500,000,000
$500,000,000 during the
period
ending June
authorized to be
period ending
June 30, 1950,
1950, and there are hereby
hereby authorized
bethAoggpriation
Appropriaton auauappropriated
for expenditure
expenditure after
June 30, 1950,
1950, such
sums as
as may
may t Postdp.
Post, p.975.
appropriated for
after June
such sums
97.
be necessary
necessary to pay obligations incurred
incurred under
under such
such contract
contract authoriauthorization.
zation. No contract
contract authority which
which may
may be granted
granted pursuant
pursuant to the
provisions
provisions of this section shall
shall be exercised
such
exercised by the President
President until such
time as he has approved
approved recommendations
recommendations for an
integrated defense
defense
an integrated
of the North Atlantic
Atlantic area which
which may be made
and
made by the Council and
the Defense
Defense Committee
Committee to be established
North Atlantic
established under
under the North
Atlantic
Treaty.
l
it
uestricms
n
on use
SEC.
SEc. 104. None of the funds made available
available for carrying
the propro- ofRestrictions
carrying out
out the
on
nse
visions
visions of this
this Act or the
May 22,
as amended,
shall
be
61
Stat. 103.
103.
the Act
Act of
of May
22, 1947,
1947, as
amended, shall be 61 Stat.
1
(a) to construct or aid in the construction
utilized (a)
construction of any
any factory
or nI,§§
11%11
4
040.
°
k 8BUPP.
factory or
401-sY
other manufacturing
manufacturing establishment
establishment outside
outside of the
the United
United States
States or
or to
to
provide equipment
equipment or machinery
(other than machine
machine tools)
any
machinery (other
tools) for
for any
such factory or other manufacturing
manufacturing establishment,
establishment, (b)
(b) to
to defray
the
defray the
cost of maintaining any such factory
factory or other manufacturing
manufacturing establishment, (c)
(c) directly
directly or indirectly
indirectly to
compensate any
any nation
nation or
or any
any
to compensate
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governmental
agency or
or person
person therein
therein for
any diminution
diminution in
in the
the
governmental agency
for any
export
such nation
nation resulting
resulting from
from the
the carrying
out of
of any
any
export trade
trade of
of such
carrying out
program of
military production
to make
make any
any payment,
payment, in
in
program
of increased
increased military
production or
or to
the
form of
indemnity, guaranty,
or otherwise,
otherwise, to
to any
the form
of a
a bonus,
bonus, subsidy,
subsidy, indemnity,
guaranty, or
any
owner
such factory
factory or
other manufacturing
manufacturing establishment
establishment as
as an
an
owner of
of any
any such
or other
inducement
to such
such owner
to undertake
or increase
increase production
of arms,
inducement to
owner to
undertake or
production of
arms,
ammunition,
of war,
or other
military supplies,
supplies, or
or (d)
(d) for
for
ammunition, implements
implements of
war, or
other military
the
compensation of
any-person
personal services
in or
or
the compensation
of any
person for
for personal
services rendered
rendered in
for
any such
factory or
or other
establishment, other
other than
than
for any
such factory
other manufacturing
manufacturing establishment,
personal
technical nature
rendered by
officers and
and employemploypersonal services
services of
of a
a technical
nature rendered
by officers
ees
States for
purpose of establishing
or maintaining
maintaining
ees of
of the United
United States
for the
the purpose
establishing or
production
factories or
establishments to
to
production by
by such
such factories
or other
other manufacturing
manufacturing establishments
effectuate
Act and
and in
conformity with
with desired
effectuate the
the purposes
purposes of
of this
this Act
in conformity
desired
standards
standards and
and specifications.
specifications.
TITLE II
II
TITLE
GREECE AND
1.1.1.11KEY
GREECE
AND TURKEY

S
heretofore authorized
Sic.. 201. In
In addition to the amounts heretofore
authorized to be
appropriated,
appropriated, there
authorized to
to be
be appropriated,
appropriated, out
out of
there are
are hereby
hereby authorized
of
otherwise appropriated,
not to
exceed
any moneys in
in the
the Treasury
Treasury not
not otherwise
appropriated, not
to exceed
61 Stat. 103.
$211,370,000
out the
the provisions
of the
the Act
May 22,
22, 1947,
1947, as
as
Act of
of May
provisions of
carry out
to carry
$211,370,000 to
61
22 S^tt.
U. S. C.,snpp.
Supp.
1401-1410..
amended, for
for the
the period
period through
through June
June 30,
30, 1950.
1950.
n., §§ 1401-o
amended,
Appropriation authAproprison
athorized.
Post,
po, p. 975.

E C

p.

TITLE III
OTHEB ASSISTANCE
OTHER
ASSISTANCE
Iran, Korea, and
Philippines.

SEC.
President, whenever
whenever the
assistance
S
EC. 301.
301. The
The President,
the furnishing
furnishing of
of such
such assistance
further the purposes and policies
will further
policies of this Act,
is authorized
authorized to
to
Act, is
furnish military
military assistance
assistance as
to Iran,
the Republic
Republic
as provided
provided in
in this
this Act
Act to
Iran, the
of
the Republic
of the
of Korea,
Korea, and
and the
Republic of
the Philippines.
Philippines.
Appropriation auSEC. 302.
There are
are hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to
appropriated to
to the
thopropration
SEC.
au302. There
to be
be appropriated
the
thorized.
Post,
975.
Pot, p.
p.97.
President for the period
period through
through June 30,
of any
any moneys
moneys
30, 1950, out of
in the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
carrying out
out the
the
appropriated, for
for carrying
provisions and accomplishing
accomplishing the purposes
purposes of section
section 301,
not to
to
301, not
exceed
$27,640,000.
exceed $27,640,000.
China.
SEC. 303.
In consideration
the concern
concern of
of the
the United
in
United States
States in
consideration of
of the
SEC.
303. In
Apprspriation auAppropriation
au thorized.
the
present situation
situation in
there is
hereby authorized
authorized to
be approapprothorized.
the present
in China,
China, there
is hereby
to be
Post, p. 975.
P*t, p. p7.
ppriated
the President,
in the
otherpriated to
to the
President, out
out of
of any moneys
moneys in
the Treasury
Treasury not otherappropriated the sum of $75,000,000
wise appropriated,
$75,000,000 in addition to funds
provided as an
otherwise provided
an emergency
emergency fund
fund for
for the
Presid ent, w
hi ch
the President,
which
to accomplish
in that
that general
area the
the policies
policies and
and
may be
be expended
expended to
accomplish in
general area
in this
this Act. Certification
purposes declared
declared in
Certification by
by the
the President
of the
President of
the
amounts expended
expended out of funds
funds authorized
authorized hereunder,
hereunder, and that it
it is
is
specify the nature of such expenditures,
expenditures, shall
inadvisable to specify
deemed
shall be deemed
a
sufficient voucher
for the
expended.
a sufficient
voucher for
the amounts
amounts expended.
Phipires, and

TITLE
TITLE IV
IV
GENERAL
GENERAL PROVISIONS
PROVISIONS
Transfer of equipequipment, etc.

Trmsfer of

Post,
Pod, p. 717.

p.

n7.

Restriction.

tetion.

SEC. 401.
401. Military
Military assistance
may be
furnished under
this Act,
withSEC.
assistance may
be furnished
under this
Act, withpayment to the United States except as provided in the agreements
out payment
agreements
concluded pursuant
pursuant to
by the
the provision
concluded
to section
section 402, by
provision of any service, or
or
by
procurement from
any source
and the
transfer to
to eligible
nations
by the
the procurement
from any
source and
the transfer
eligible nations
of
equipment, materials,
of equipment,
materials, and services:
services: Provided,
Provided, That no equipment
equipment
or materials may be transferred
transferred out of military
military stocks if
if the Secretary
of Defense, after consultation
consultation with the Joint Chiefs of Staff, determines that such transfer
security
transfer would
would be detrimental
detrimental to the national
national security
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of the United States or is needed by the
the reserve components
components of the
the
armed
armed forces
forces to meet their training
training requirements.
requirements.
SEC.
S
EC. 402. The President
President shall, prior to the furnishing of
assistance
of assistance
to any eligible nation, conclude
conclude agreements
agreements with such
such nation,
nation, or group
group
of such
such nations, which agreements,
agreements, in addition
addition to such other
other provisions
provisions
as the
the President
President deems necessary
necessary to effectuate
effectuate the policies and purpurposes of this Act and to safeguard
safeguard the interests
interests of the United
United States,
States,
shall make appropriate
appropriate provision
provision forfor—
(a)
(a) the use of any assistance
assistance furnished
Act in
in furfurnished under
under this
this Act
furtherance
therance of the policies and purposes
of this
purposes of
this Act;
Act;
(b) restriction
restriction against transfer
transfer of title to or
or possession
possession of
any
of any
equipment
information or services
services furnished
equipment and materials,
materials, information
under
furnished under
the consent
this Act without the
the President;
consent of
of the
President;
(c)
(c) the security
security of any article, service, or information
information furnished
furnished
under
under this
this Act;
Act;
equipment and materials,
(d) furnishing
furnishing equipment
materials, services,
or other
other
services, or
assistance, consistent with the Charter
Charter of the United
assistance,
United Nations,
Nations, to
to
the United
United States or to and among
among other eligible
eligible nations
nations to
further
to further
of this
the policies and
and purposes
purposes of
this Act.
Act.
SEC.
funds available
S
EC. 403. (a) Any funds
available for
for carrying
the policies
policies and
and
carrying out
out the
purposes of this Act, including
including any advances
advances to
to the
States by
by
the United
United States
any nation for the procurement
equipment and
procurement of equipment
and materials
services,
materials or
or services,
President for any
may be allocated by the President
the purposes
purposes of
this Act
Act
any of
of the
of this
agency, and such funds
to any
any agency,
funds shall
available for
obligation and
and
shall be
be available
for obligation
expenditure for the purpose of this
expenditure
in accordance
accordance with
this Act
Act in
with authority
authority
hereunder or under the authority
granted hereunder
the activities
activities of
of
authority governing
governing the
the agency to which such funds are allocated.
allocated.
Reimbursement shall
(b) Reimbursement
by or
or to
to any
any agency
from funds
funds
shall be made
made by
agency from
available
available for the purpose
purpose of
this Act
Act for
for any
equipment and
materials,
of this
any equipment
and materials,
services
assistance furnished
services or other assistance
furnished or
or authorized
be furnished
furnishes
authorized to
to be
under authority of
of this
Act from,
from, by,
by, or
or through
any agency.
this Act
through any
agency. Such
Such
reimbursement
shall include
expenses arising
or incident
incident to
reimbursement shall
include expenses
arising from
from or
to
operations under this
operations
Act and
and shall
be made
made by
by or
or to
in
this Act
shall be
to such
such agency
agency in
an amount
an
equal to
the value
of such
such equipment
equipment and
als, services
amount equal
to the
value of
and materi
materials,
services
(other than salaries
salaries of
of members
members of
the armed
the United
of the
armed forces
forces of
of the
United
States)
assistance and
and such
expenses. The
The amount
amount of
such
States) or
or other
other assistance
such expenses.
of any
any such
reimbursement
reimbursement shall be
be credited
credited as
as reimbursable
reimbursable receipts
receipts to
to current
current
applicable
appropriations, funds,
funds, or
accounts of
of such
agency and
and shall
applicable appropriations,
or accounts
such agency
shall
be
available for,
under the
the authority
authority applicable
to, the
the purposes
purposes
be available
for, and
and under
applicable to,
for which such appropriations,
appropriations, funds,
funds, or
are authorized
authorized to
to
or accounts
accounts are
be
used, including
and materials
materials or
or
be used,
including the
the procurement
procurement of
of equipment
equipment and
services,
by such
such agency,
agency, in
same general
general category
category as
as those
those
services, required
required by
in the
the same
furnished
by it
to be
expenses arising
arising
furnished by
it or
or authorized
authorized to
be procured
procured by
by it
it and
and expenses
from
and incident
incident to
to such
procurement.
from and
such procurement.
(c)
"value", as
as used
used in
in subsection
(b) of
of this
this section,
section,
(c) The
The term
term "value",
subsection (b)
means—
means(1) with respect to
equipment or
or materials
materials furnished
furnished
(1)
to any excess
excess equipment

under this
this Act,
Act, the
the gross
gross cost
rehabilitating, or
modiunder
cost of
of repairing,
repairing, rehabilitating,
or modifying such
such equipment
equipment or
or materials
to being
so furnished;
furnished;
fying
materials prior
prior to
being so
(2) with
with respect
respect to
any nonexcess
materials fur(2)
to any
nonexcess equipment
equipment or
or materials
furnished
Act which
from the
the mobilization
nished under
under this
this Act
which are
are taken
taken from
mobilization
reserve
(other than
than equipment
equipment or
or materials
materials referred
referred to
to in
in paraparareserve (other
graph (3)
(3) of
subsection), the
the actual
actual or
(comof this subsection),
or the
the projected
projected (computed
as accurately
accurately as
procuring for
for the
puted as
as practicable)
practicable) cost
cost of
of procuring
the
mobilization reserve
quantity of
of such
such equipment
equipment or
or
mobilization
reserve an
an equal
equal quantity
materials or
and materials
materials
materials
or an
an equivalent
equivalent quantity
quantity of
of equipment
equipment and
of
the same
but deemed
desirable for
of the
same general
general type
type but
deemed to
to be
be more
more desirable
for
inclusion
inclusion in the mobilization
mobilization reserve
reserve than
than the
equipment or
or
the equipment
materials furnished;
materials
furnished;
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unds.
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Gross cost.

Limitation on excess equipment.
cess
equipment.
61 Stat. 103.
103.
Supp.
22 U. S.
8. C.,
C., &VP.
II,
1401-1410.
II,
iI {31401-1410.

Delegation
thority.
thority.

of auau-

Post, p. 719.
Termination
Termination of assistance by President.
sistance

Termination by
by
Congress.
Congress.

Availability of
Availability
of
liquidation,
funds for liquidation,
etc.
etc.

Additional civilian
civilian
personnel.
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(3)
to any
any nonexcess
equipment or
or materials
materials
(3) with
with respect
respect to
nonexcess equipment
furnished under
under this
Act which
are taken
mobilization
furnished
this Act
which are
taken from
from the
the mobilization
reserve but
respect to
to which
of Defense
Defense has
has
reserve
but with
with respect
which the
the Secretary
Secretary of
certified that
that it
is not
necessary fully
replace such
such equipment
equipment
certified
it is
not necessary
fully to
to replace
or
mobilization reserve,
the gross
gross cost
cost to
to the
the
or materials
materials in the
the mobilization
reserve, the
United States
States of
such equipment
and materials
or its
its replacement
replacement
United
of such
equipment and
materials or
cost,
whichever the
Secretary of
of Defense
may specify;
specify; and
and
cost, whichever
the Secretary
Defense may
(4) with respect
respect to any equipment
equipment or materials
(4)
furnished under
under
materials furnished
which are
procured for
for the
purpose of
being so
so furnished,
this Act which
are procured
the purpose
of being
furnished,
cost to
to the
United States
States of
of such
such equipment
equipment and
the gross
gross cost
the United
and
materials.
materials.
In
the gross
cost incurred
any agency
agency in
In determining
determining the
gross cost
incurred by
by any
in repairing,
repairing,
rehabilitating, or modifying
rehabilitating,
equipment furnished
modifying any
any excess
excess equipment
furnished under
under
this Act,
this
Act, all parts,
used in
in the
the course
course of
of
parts, accessories,
accessories, or other
other materials
materials used
such repair
repair, rehabilitation,
rehabilitation, or modification
modification shall be
be priced
in accordaccordpriced in
standard pricing
of such
such agency.
agency. For
For
ance with the current
current standard
pricing policies
policies of
the
this subsection,
subsection, the
gross cost
cost of
of any
any equipment
equipment or
or
the purpose
purpose of
of this
the gross
materials
materials taken
taken from the mobilization reserve
reserve means
either the
the actual
actual
means either
gross cost to
that particular
particular equipment
equipment or
or
to the
the United
United States
States of
of that
materials or the estimated
estimated gross
materials
United States
States of
of that
that
gross cost
cost to
to the United
particular equipment
particular
materials obtained
multiplying the
number
equipment or materials
obtained by
by multiplying
the number
of units of
particular equipment
equipment or
by the
the average
average gross
gross
of such
such particular
or materials
materials by
cost of each unit of that equipment
owned by
the
equipment and
and materials
materials owned
by the
furnishing
agency.
furnishing agency.
(d) Not
to exceed
of excess
equipment and
and
(d)
Not to
exceed $450,000,000
$450,000,000 worth
worth of
excess equipment
materials
materials may be furnished
furnished under this
may hereafter
hereafter be
be furfurthis Act or may
nished under
May 22,
1947, as
as amended.
amended. For
For the
purposes
under the Act
Act of
of May
22,1947,
the purposes
of this subsection,
worth of any excess
subsection, the worth
equipment or
materials
excess equipment
or materials
means either
to the United
either the actual
actual gross
gross cost to
particuUnited States
States of that
that particular
gross cost
the United
United
lar equipment
equipment or
or materials
materials or
or the
the estimated
estimated gross
cost to
to the
States of that particular
particular equipment
equipment or materials
materials obtained
obtained by
multiplyby multiplying the number of units of such
such particular
particular equipment
or materials
by
equipment or
materials by
the average
average gross cost of each
each unit of that
that equipment
equipment or
or materials
materials
furnishing agency.
agency.
owned by the
the furnishing
SEC. 404. The President
President may
SEc.
may exercise
exercise any power
authority conpower or authority
conthrough such agency
agency or officer of the United
United
ferred on him by this Act through
States as he shall direct, except such powers
authority conferred
conferred
powers or authority
on him in section
section 405 and in clause (2)
(2) of subsection
subsection (b) of section
section 407.
SEC.
President shall terminate
terminate all or part of any assistance
SEC. 405. The President
authorized by this Act
Act under any of the following
following circumstances:
circumstances:
(a) If
If requested by any
any nation to which
which assistance
assistance is being
being rendered;
rendered;
(b) If
If the President
determines that
(b)
President determines
that the
assistance to
to
the furnishing
furnishing of
of assistance
any nation
nation is no longer consistent
consistent with the national interest
interest or security
of the United States or the policies and
and purposes
of this
this Act;
Act; or
or
purposes of
(c)
President determines
(c) If
If the President
that provision
provision of
assistance would
would
determines that
of assistance
contravene
decision of the Security Council
contravene any decision
Council of
Nations,
of the United
United Nations,
or if
if the President otherwise determines
determines that provision
provision of assistance to
to
any nation would
would be inconsistent
inconsistent with the obligation
obligation of the United
States under the Charter of the United Nations
Nations to refrain
from giving
refrain from
giving
assistance to any nation against which
which the United Nations
Nations is taking
taking
preventive or enforcement
enforcement action or in respect
respect of which
which the General
General
continuance of such assistance
Assembly finds the continuance
assistance is undesirable.
undesirable.
(d)
(d) Assistance
Assistance to any
any nation under
under this Act
sooner
Act may, unless
unless sooner
terminated by concurrent resolution
terminated by the
the President, be terminated
resolution
by the two Houses of the Congress:
Congress: Provided,
Provided, That
That funds
funds made
made availavailable under this Act shall remain available
available for twelve
twelve months
months from
from
the date of such termination
termination for the necessary
necessary expenses
liquidating
expenses of liquidating
contracts, obligations, and operations
operations under this Act.
SEC.
(a) Any
SEc. 406. (a)
Any agency
agency may
may employ
employ such additional
additional civilian personnel without
without regard to section 14 (a)
(a) of the Federal
Federal Employees
Employees Pay
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219), as amended,
Act of 1946 (60 Stat. 219),
deems necesamended, as the President deems
sary to carry out the policies
policies and purposes
purposes of this Act.
(b) Notwithstanding
provisions of Revised Statutes 1222
Notwithstanding the provisions
be
(U. S. C., title 10, sec. 576),
576), personnel of the armed forces may be
assigned or detailed
detailed to noncombatant
noncombatant duty, including
including duty with any
agency
enabling the President
President to furnish
agency or nation, for the purpose
purpose of enabling
assistance under this Act.
assistance
(c) Technical
(c)
Technical experts and engineering
engineering consultants, not to exceed
exceed
fifteen
fifteen persons at any one time,
time as authorized
authorized by section 15 of the Act
Act
5, sec. 55a),
55a), required for the purposes
of August 2, 1946 (U. S. C., title 5,
President deems it advantageous
of this Act, may, if the President
advantageous for the purposes of this Act and if in his opinion the existing facilities of the
agency concerned
employed by any agency performperformagency
concerned are inadequate,
inadequate, be employed
ing functions
employed may
may be
functions under this Act, and individuals so employed
compensated
excess of $50 per diem.
compensated at rates not in excess
(d) Service
Service of any individual
individual employed
employed as a
technical expert
expert or
a technical
or
engineering
engineering consultant
subsection (c)
(c) of this section shall not
not
consultant under subsection
be considered
considered as service or employment
employment bringing such individual
within the provisions
provisions of sections
sections 281, 283, and 284 of United States
Code
of the
Revised Statutes
Statutes (U.
S. C.,
C., titl
5,
Code, title
title 18,
18, of section
section 190
190 of
the Revised
(U. S.
titlee 5,
Federal law imposing
imposing restrictions,
restrictions, requirerequiresec. 99),
99), or of any other Federal
penalties in relation to the employment
of, persons, the
ments, or penalties
employment of
performance of services, or the payment
payment or receipt
compensation
performance
receipt of compensation
in connection
connection with any claim, proceeding,
involving the
proceeding, or matter involving
United States, except
except insofar as such provisions
provisions of law may prohibit
United
prohibit
receiving compensation
any
any such individual
individual from receiving
compensation in respect of any
particular matter in which
which such individual
individual was directly
directly involved
involved in
in
particular
the performance
performance of such service.
(e) For the purpose of carrying
(e)
carrying out the provisions of this Act, there
may be
employed not
persons at
at a
arats
of compensation
compensation
may
be employed
not to
to exceed
exceed three
three persons
rate of
person at a
not to
to exceed
exceed $15,000
$15,000 and
and one person
a rate of compensation
compensation not
not to
to
exceed $16,000.
Any person so employed
be appointed
appointed by the
$16,000. Any
employed shall be
and with the advice
advice and consent
consent of the Senate.
President, by and
S
EC. 407.
(a) Nothing
amend, revoke,
revoke, repeal,
repeal,
SEC.
407. (a)
Nothing in this Act shall alter, amend,
provisions of the Atomic
1946
Atomic Energy Act of 1946
or otherwise affect the provisions
755).
(60 Stat. 755).
(b)
President may perform
perform any of the functions authorized
authorized
(b) The President
under
section 401
without regard to (1) the provisions
provisions of
of
under section
401 of this Act without
title
(a), and
34, United
and title 34,
United States Code, section 1262 (a),
title 10, United
section 546
may specify
; and (2)
(2) such provisions as he may
546 (e) ;
States Code,
Code, section
resolution of
November 4, 1939 (54
(54 Stat. 4),
4), as amended.
amended.
of November
of the
the joint resolution
S
EC. 408. (a)
(a) Notwithstanding
law, the
provision of law,
Notwithstanding any other .provision
SEC.
Reconstruction Finance
authorized and directed,
directed, until
Corporation is authorized
Finance Corporation
Reconstruction
appropriations shall be made under
under the authority of this
such time as appropriations
advances not to
to
Act and
and the Act of May 22, 1947, as amended, to make advances
$125,000,000 to carry out the provisions
provisions of this
aggregate $125,000,000
exceed in the aggregate
amended, in such manner, at such
such
1947, as amended,
of May 22, 1947,
and the Act of
Act and
time,
and in
in such amounts
and no
determine, and
President shall determine,
as the President
amounts as
time, and
interest
charged on advances
advances made by the Treasury
Treasury to the
interest shall be charged
Reconstruction
ReconCorporation for
for this
this purpose.
purpose. The
The ReconReconstruction Finance
Finance Corporation
struction
he repaid
repaid without interest
for
interest for
shall be
Corporation shall
struction Finance Corporation
advances
it hereunder
hereunder from
available for the
the
made by it
from funds
funds made available
advances made
purposes
of this
this Act
May: 22,
1947, as amended.
22,1947,
of May
Act of
and the Act
Act and
purposes of
(b)
made available
available for carrying
carrying out the
provisions of title
title II
the provisions
(b) Funds
Funds made
shall
for the
administering the provisions of
the expenses
expenses of administering
be available
available for
shall be
this
May 22, 1947, as amended. Whenever
Whenever
of May
and of
of the
the Act of
this Act and
possible
the expenses
expenses of
administration of this
paid for in
Act shall be paid
this Act
of administration
possible the
the
provided
the expense
expense is incurred, as provided
nation where the
of the
the nation
the currency
currency of
in subsection
subsection (d).
in

719
719
5
U. S.
S. 0.
0. I947
947 (g);
(g);
5 U.
Supp. II,
II,§§947 note.
Bupp.
Noncombatant
Noncombatant
duty of
of armed
armed forces
forces
duty
personnel.
personnel.

Experts and conconsultants.
sultants.
810.
60 Stat. 810.

pl,ica
. Witty of
of
Nonapplicabillty
ouaraits
certain
certain
laws.

62 Stat. 697,
697,698.
698.
18 U.
Supp.
U. S.
8. C.,
C., Sapp.
II, 1
§§ 281,283,'284.
281,283, 284.
II,
Ante, pp. 90,280.
90,280.

Employment of perEmployment

sonnel.
sonnel.

42 U.
U. S.
S. C
C. f
180142
i I18011819; Supp. i
ii,t, §§ 1802
and notes.
Post, p. 762.
Post,
Ante, p.
p.716.
A*n,
716.
Stat. 681.
681.
54 Stat.

10
U. 8.
f 1262a;
10 It.
S. 0.
C.I1262a;
34
34 U.8.
U. 8. .O. 1
f544a.
546e.
22
U. S. C.
22 U.
(I. ft
441H 441-

Supp. II, §§
457; Supp.
II 446,
452 notes.
Advances
Advances by RFC.
RFC.

61 Stat. 103.
22 U.
U. 8.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
1401-1410.
nI, ff 1401-1410.

Repayment
Repayment to
RFC.
RFC.

Administrative
Administrative exex-

penses.
penses.
Pod, p.
p. 975.
975.
Pot,

61 Stat. 103.
103.
22 U. S. C.,
C., Supp.
Sapp.
id, iH1401-1410.
1401-1410.
n,

Pod. p.77311
7.
Pod,R
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(c) Whenever
determines that such action
(c)
Whenever he determines
action is essential for the
effective carrying
of the
of this
this Act,
Act, the
the President
President may
may
effective
carrying out
out of
the purposes
purposes of
from time
time to
to time
exceed in
in the
the aggregate
aggregate 55per
centum
from
time utilize
utilize not
not to
to exceed
per centum
of
made available
available for
of any
title of
of this
this
of the amounts
amounts made
for the
the purposes
purposes of
any title
Notification
Notification to ConCon- Act
Act for
the purposes of any other title. Whenever
Whenever
the
President
makes
for
the
the
President
makes
gressionalcommittees.
determination, he shall forthwith
any such determination,
forthwith notify the Committee
Committee on
on
Foreign Relations
Relations of
the Senate,
Senate, the
the Committees
Committees on
on Armed
Armed Services
of the
Services of
of
the
and of
of the
louse of
Representatives, and
and the
the Committee
Committee
the Senate
Senate and
the House
of Representatives,
of the
on Foreign Affairs of
House of
the House
of Representatives.
Representatives.
Use
Use of local
local curcaur
(d) Upon
Upon approval
(d)
approval by the
the President, any currency
currency of any nation
nation
rency.
cy.
received by the United
United States
States for its own use in connection
connection with
with the
the
furnishing of assistance
furnishing
assistance under
under this
may be
be used
used for
this Act
Act may
for expenditures
expenditures
for essential
administrative expenses
essential administrative
expenses of
the United
such
of the
United States
States in
in any
any such
nation incident
incident to operations under
and the
the amount,
amount, if
any,
under this
this Act
Act and
if any,
remaining after the payment
remaining
payment of such
expenses shall
shall be
be
such administrative
administrative expenses
purposes specified
used only for purposes
specified by
by Act
Congress.
Act of
of Congress.
Transfer
Transfer of equip(e)
President may, from time to time, in the interest
(e) The
The President
interest of achievachievment, etc.
ing standardization
military equipment
equipment and in order to provide
ing
standardization of military
provide
procurement assistance
assistance without
procurement
without cost to the United
United States,
States, transfer,
transfer, or
or
contracts for the
the procurement
enter into contracts
for transfer
of, equipment,
equipment,
procurement for
transfer of,
Ante, pp.
pp. 715, 1.
716.
materials or services
materials
services to nations designated
designated in title I,
I, II,
II, or
or III
this
III of
of this
Act, or to a
anation which
which has joined
joined with
United States
States in
in aacollecwith the United
collective defense and regional
regional arrangement:
arrangement: Provided,
That, prior
to any
any
Provided,That,
prior to
such transfer
execution of any
transfer or the execution
any such contracts,
contracts, any such nation
nation
shall have made available
available to the
United States
cost, actual
the United
States the full cost,
actual
or estimated, of such equipment,
equipment, materials, or services,
services, and
and shall
have
shall have
agreed to make available
available forthwith upon
request any
upon request
any additional
additional sums
sums
that may become
become due
due under
such contracts.
under such
contracts.
Retention
equipRetention of equip(f) Any equipment
to carry
purposes
(f)
equipment or materials
materials procured
procured to
carry out
out the
the purposes
ment,
ment, etc., by U. B.
b.
p. p. 715.
Ante,
I of this Act shall be retained
of title I
retained by, or transferred
transferred to, and for
for the
department or agency of the United
use of, such department
United States
States as
the President
as the
President
may determine
determine in lieu of being disposed of to a
a nation which
which is
is aa
party to the North Atlantic Treaty
Treaty whenever
whenever in
the judgment
of the
the
in the
judgment of
President of the United
United States such
to a
foreign nation
nation will
will
such disposal
disposal to
a foreign
self-help, mutual aid, and
not promote
promote the self-help,
and collective
resist
collective capacity
capacity to
to resist
armed attack contemplated
contemplated by the treaty or
such retention
retention
or whenever
whenever such
is called for by concurrent
concurrent resolution
by the
the two
two Houses
Houses of
of the
the Congress.
resolution by
Congress.
Transportation on
Transferoffunds.
Transfer of funds.

SEC.
centum of the gross
S
EC. 409. That at least 50 per centum
gross tonnage
tonnage of
of any
any
equipment, materials, or commodities made available
equipment,
available under the provisions of this Act, and transported
ocean vessels (computed
transported on ocean
sep(computed separately
arately for dry bulk carriers
carriers and
and dry cargo
cargo liners)
liners) shall be transported
on United States flag commercial
commercial vessels at market rates
for United
United
rates for
States
commercial vessels in such manner
manner as will
States flag commercial
insure a
a fair
will insure
fair
and
participation of United
commercial vessels
and reasonable
reasonable participation
United States flag commercial
vessels
in cargoes by geographic
geographic areas.
areas.
Reports
Reports to
to ConSEC.
410.
President, from
time, but
SEC. 410.theThe President,
from time
time to
to time,
but not
not less
less frequently
frequently
STe&S.
than
once every
every six months, while operations
operations continue
than once
continue under
under this Act,
shall
transmit to the Congress
shall transmit
Congress reports
reports of expenditures
expenditures and activities
authorized under this Act, except information
information the
authorized
the disclosure
disclosure of which
which
he deems
incompatible with the security of the United States. Reports
he
deems incompatible
provided
for under
under this
this section shall be transmitted
provided for
transmitted to the Secretary
Secretary
of the
the Senate or the Clerk of the House of
Representatives, as the
of
of Representatives,
case
the case
may be,
be, if
if the Senate or the House of Representatives,
Representatives, as the case
case
may be, is not in session.
SEC.
purpose of
S
EG. 411. For the purpose
of this
this Act—
Act"Equipment";
qip
"maE
en t";"
(a)
"materials" shall mean
(
a) The terms "equipment"
"equipment" and "materials"
mean any
any arms,
arms,
"materials."
ammunition or
or implements
of war,
war, or any other type
ammunition
implements of
type of material,
material, article,
material, facility, tool, machine, supply, or item that
cle, raw
raw material,
that would
would
further
the purposes of this Act, or any component
further the
component or part thereof,
thereof,
UTrasporltatio

U. S. flag vessels.

on
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used or required
required for use in connection therewith, or required
required in or for
for
the manufacture,
production, processing, storage, transportation,
transportation,
manufacture, production,
repair, or rehabilitation
rehabilitation of any equipment
materials, but shall not
equipment or materials,
not
include merchant vessels.
(b) The term "mobilization
"mobilization reserve", as used with respect
respect to any
equipment or
equipment or materials, means the quantity of such equipment
materials determined by the Secretary
Secretary of Defense under regulations
prescribed by
President to be required
prescribed
by the
the President
required to support
support mobilization
mobilization of
the armed
forces of
of the
the United
United States
in the
of war
or national
national
the
armed forces
States in
the event
event of
war or
emergency until such time as adequate
emergency
adequate additional
additional quantities of such
equipment
or materials
procured.
equipment or
materials can
can be
be procured.
(c) The term "excess",
"excess", as used with respect to any equipment or
(c)
materials, means the quantity of
owned
of such equipment
equipment or materials
materials owned
reserve of
by the United States which is in excess of the mobilization reserve
equipment or materials.
such equipment
(d)
"services" shall include
include any service, repair, training
(d) The term "services"
of personnel,
or technical
technical or
or other
or information
information necessary
necessary
of
personnel, or
other assistance
assistance or
to effectuate the purposes of this Act.
"agency" shall mean
department, agency,
(e) The term "agency"
mean any
any department,
agency, estabcorporation of the Government
lishment, or wholly owned corporation
Government of the
United States.
(f) The temp
United States"
States" shall include any
term "armed forces of the United
component of
the Army
Army of the United
United States,
States, of the United States
of the
component
Navy,
the• Air Force of the
Marine Corps, of the
Navy, of the
the United States Marine
United States,
States, of
United States
States Coast Guard, and the reserve
of the
the United
United
components thereof.
thereof.
components
to
(g)
The term
term "nation"
"nation" shall
government eligible
eligible to
foreign government
mean aaforeign
shall mean
(g) The
receive assistance
assistance under this Act.
SEC. 412. Whoever
Whoever offers or gives to anyone
anyone who is now or in the
SEC.
past
officer of
sof the United States any
employee or officer
two years has been an employee
past two
commission, payment,
gift, in
in connection
connection with the procurement
procurement of
of
or gift,
payment, or
commission,
equipment, materials,
services under
under this Act, and whoever, being
being
materials, or services
equipment
or
having been
an employee
employee or
or officer
officer of
the United
States in the past
United States
of the
been an
or having
two years,
commission,
such commission
any such
accept any
offers to accept
or offers
accepts, or
solicits, accepts,
years, solicits,
two
payment, or
gift, shall
upon conviction
thereof be
subject to
to aafine
fine of
of
be subject
conviction thereof
shall upon
or gift,
payment,
not
to exceed
$10,000 or imprisonment
exceed three years, or
not to exceed
imprisonment for not
exceed $10,000
not to
both.
SEC. 413.
If any provision
application of any
Act or the application
provision of this Act
413. If
SEe.
provision
any circumstances
persons shall
invalid7: the
be held invalid
shall be
or persons
circumstances or
to any
provision to
validity
remainder of
of the
the Act
applicability of such provision
provision
Act and applicability
of the
the remainder
validity of
to
or persons
not be affected
affected thereby.
thereby.
shall notbe
persons shall
circumstances or
to other
other circumstances
Approved October
October 6, 1949.
Approved
[CHAPTER
627]
[CHAPTER 6271

AN ACT
AC
r
AN

To amend
amend the
the Employment
respect to
the Joint
Joint Committee
Committee on
on
to the
with respect
of 1946
1946 with
Act of
Employment Act
To
the Economic
Economic Report.
Report.
the

Be
it enacted
enacted by
House of
Representatives of
of the
the
of Representatives
and House
the Senate
Senate and
by the
Be it
United States
States of
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
subsection (e)
(e)
That subsection
America in
United

of
section 55of
of the
Employment Act
Act of
of 1946
1916 (60
Stat. 25),
amended,
as amended,
25), as
(60 Stat.
the Employment
of section
is
amended by
striking out
and inserting
inserting in
in lieu
lieu thereof
thereof
'$50,000" and
out "$50,000"
by striking
is amended
"$125,000".
"$125,000".
SEc. 2.
2. Section
Section 55of such
amended by inserting at the
further amended
such Act
Act is further
SEC.
end
thereof the following:
end thereof
"(f)
Service of
one individual,
individual, until
the completion
completion of
the investiof the
until the
of one
"(f) Service
gation
authorized by
by Senate
Eighty-first
26, Eighty-first
Resolution 26,
Concurrent Resolution
Senate Concurrent
gation authorized
Congress,
as an
the joint
committee, in any
joint committee,
for the
or expert
expert for
an attorney
attorney or
Congress, as
business
or professional
professional field,
field, on
without
basis, with or without
part-time basis,
on a
a part-time
business or
81989*--150—rr.
0---PT. I
--- 46
819839

"Mobilization re-

serve."
serve."

'Ezaoei."
"Excess."

"Servicex"
"Services."

"
Agency. "
".Agency."

"Armed
forces of the
"Armedforcesofthe
United States."
States."

"Nation."
Acceptance of gifts,
Acceptance
gifts
etc.

Penalty.

Separability.
Separability.

October
6,1949
October 6,
1949
[8. 2065]
20]
Is.
[Public Law 3301

[Public Law 330]

Employment
Act of
Employment Act
1946,
amendment.
1946, amendment.
60 Stat. 26.
1511.
S. C. §1024
(e).
1024(e).
15U. S.C.

60 Stat. 25.
II. 8. 0.
C.. 1024.
1024.
16 U..

.P
, p.
117.
Post,
P. 1217-
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62 Stat. 697, 698.
13 U. S.
18
S. C., Supp.
281, 28:3,
II, §§
§S281,
283, 284.
Ante, pp.
pp. 90,
90, 280.
280.
Ante,

compensation, shall
compensation,
shall not be
considered as
as service
employment bringbe considered
service or
or employment
bringindividual within
ing such individual
the provisions
provisions of
of sections
sections 281,
281, 283,
283, or
or 284
284
within the
of
18 of
of the
the United
States Code,
Code, or
any other
other Federal
Federal law
law
of title
title 18
United States
or of
of any
imposing restrictions,
restrictions, requirements,
or penalties
relation to
the
requirements, or
penalties in
in relation
to the
employment of persons,
employment
persons, the
the performance
of services,
services, or
the payment
performance of
or the
payment
or
connection with
with any
any claim,
claim, proceeding,
proceeding,
or receipt
receipt of
of compensation
compensation in
in connection
or
United States."
States."
or matter
matter involving
involving the
the United
Approved
1949.
Approved October
October 6,
6, 1949.
[CHAPTER 628]
[CHAPTER
628]

October 6, 1949

[H. R. 554]
[Public Law 3311
331]

[H. R. 554]

Hoopa, Calif.
Improvement, etc.,
Improvement,
of school buildings.

2.5
B.
25 U. s.
455.

0. I j4524520.
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ArT'
A
AN
ACT

To provide for the construction,
construction, extension, and improvement
improvement of school buildings
buildings
in Hoopa, California.

it enacted
Be it
enacted by the Senate and House of
Representatives of
the
of Representatives
of the
United States
States of America in
in Congress
United
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That there
there is
is hereby
hereby
authorized
authorized to be appropriated,
appropriated, out of
of any
in the
the Treasury
Treasury not
not
any money
money in
otherwise appropriated,
otherwise
appropriated, the
not to
exceed $803,000
for the
the sum
sum of
of not
to exceed
$803,000 for
the
construction,
construction, extension, improvement,
improvement, and
of school
buildand equipment
equipment of
school buildings in Hoopa, California:
California: Provided,
plans and
and specifications
specifications
Provided, That
That plans
construction, extension,
for the construction,
extension, and
of the
the said
said school
school
and improvement
improvement of
buildings shall be furnished
furnished by the Commissioner
Commissioner of Indian
Affairs:
Indian Affairs:
And provided
provided further,
said school
so constructed,
constructed,
further, That
That the
the said
school buildings
buildings so
be the
the property
property of
of the
the United
United States,
States,
extended, and
and improved
improved shall
shall be
and shall be turned
turned over
Hoopa Valley
Valley Unified
Unified School
School District
District
over to
to the
the Hoopa
under
under the provisions
of the
of April
April 16,
(48 Stat.
Stat. 596),
as
provisions of
the Act
Act of
16, 1934
1934 (48
596), as
amended by the
June 4,
Stat. 1458),
shall be
the Act
Act of June
4, 1936
1936 (49
(49 Stat.
1458), and
and shall
be
made
made available
available to all the Indian
Indian children
children of
of the
the said
district on
the
said district
on the
the same terms, except as
payment of
of tuition,
tuition, as
as to
to other
other
as to
to the
the payment
children of
of said school
school district.
district.
Approved
Approved October 6,
6, 1949.
1949.
[CHAPTER
629]
[CHAPTER 629]

October 6, 1949
October
[H. R. 4585]
4585]
[Public Law 332]
3:32]
[Public

Leavenworth
Leavenworth Penitentiary.

ACT
AN ACT
To authorize
additional farming
authorize the purchase of additional
farming land for Leavenworth
Leavenworth Penitentiary.
Penitentiary.

enacted by the Senate
Senate and House
Be it
it enacted
House of
Representatives of
of Representatives
of the
the
United
America in
United States of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the
assembled, That
the Attorney
Attorney
General is authorized
authorized to
to acquire
General
behalf of
of the
the United
United States,
States, by
by
acquire on
on behalf
purchase with any funds available
to the
the Department
Department of
of Justice
Justice for
for
available to
a price not to exceed
such purposes,
purposes, at a
exceed $35,000
on terms
terms and
and condicondi$35,000 and
and on
tions satisfactory
satisfactory to him, six hundred and forty acres
acres of land,
land, more
more or
or
less, for use in connection
connection with
with the
the operation
of the
United States
States
operation of
the United
Penitentiary at
at Leavenworth,
Leavenworth, Kansas.
Penitentiary
Kansas.
Approved
October 6,
6, 1949.
Approved October
1949.
[CHAPTER 630]
[CHAPTER

October 6, 1949
1949
[H. R.
R. 4986]
[H.
[Public Law 333]

Flathead
Flathead Indian irirrigationproject,Mont.
rigationproject,
Mont.
62 Stat. 272.

AN
AN ACT
ACT

To amend
To
amend an Act entitled
entitled "An Act to provide for the adjustment
adjustment of irrigation
irrigation
charges
charges on the Flathead
Flathead Indian irrigation project, Montana,
and for
for other
other
Montana, and
purposes",
approved May
purposes", approved
May 25, 1948.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
Be
Representatives of the
United
United States of America in
in. Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the first
first sensentence
tence of
of section
section 4
4 of the Act entitled
entitled "An Act to provide
provide for the
adjustment of irrigation
irrigation
adjustment
irrigation charges on the Flathead
Flathead Indian
Indian irrigation
project, Montana,
project,
Montana, and for other purposes",
purposes", approved
approved May 25,
25, 1948,
1948,
is hereby amended
amended to read as follows:
follows:
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operation and maintenance
"SEc. 4.
charges for operation
maintenance of the irriUnpaid charges
"SEC.
4. Unpaid
1926, against any
gation system which were
were assessed prior to May 10, 1926,
lands within the project, amounting
amounting to a
asum not exceeding
exceeding $40,549.89,
$40,549.89,
together
together with all unpaid interest and penalties
penalties on
charges, and
and
on such charges,
unpaid
electric energy
unpaid charges due from consumers
consumers for electric
energy sold through
through
the power system between
1931, and June 30, 1942, amounting
amounting
between July 1,
1, 1931,
to aa sum not exceeding
exceeding $2,195.16,
$2,195.16, together
together with interest
interest thereon,
thereon, are
canceled."
hereby canceled."
Approved October
Approved
October 6, 1949.
[CHAPTER 632]

AN ACT
AN
ACT

For the relief of certain consultants
consultants formerly
formerly employed
employed by
Technical IndusIndusby the Technical
trial Intelligence
Committee of
of the
the Foreign
Foreign Economic
Intelligence Committee
Economic Administration,
Administration, and for
for
other purposes.
purposes.
other

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and House
House of Representatives
of the
Representatives of
United
United States of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That no provisions
provisions

of any law, regulation,
regulation, or order
travel orders
or authorizaorder (including
(including travel
orders or
authorizations) which authorize
diem allowances
authorize or direct deductions
deductions from per diem
allowances
in lieu of
in
subsistence for items
lodging obtained
of subsistence
items of meals
meals or
or lodging
obtained free
free or
or
purchased from
purchased
agency or
the Military
Estabfrom any Government
Government agency
or from
from the
Military EstabGovernment drawing
rations from
lishment or
or from
from any
any branch
branch of
of the
the Government
drawing rations
from
the
providing quarters
with the
military,
the military
military or
or providing
quarters by
by arrangement
arrangement with
the military,
shall
deemed to
apply to
those persons
persons employed
as technical,
technical, scienscienshall be
be deemed
to apply
to those
employed as
tific
the Technical
Technical Industrial
tific, or
or other
other form
form of
of expert
expert consultant
consultant by
by the
Industrial
Intelligence Committee
the Foreign
Foreign Economic
Economic AdminisAdminisIntelligence
Committee division
division of
of the
tration
without compensation
compensation or
per annum
during the
the fiscal
fiscal
tration without
or at
at $1
$1 per
annum during
years 1945
1945 and
reason of
of such
such employment
employment and
and during
years
and 1946,
1946, by
by reason
during the
the
period thereof;
no deductions
shall be
be taken
taken from
per diem
diem
from per
period
thereof; and
and no
deductions shall
allowances
lieu of
of subsistence
subsistence to
to such
employees for
for any
any such
allowances in
in lieu
such employees
such meals
meals
or lodging
such employment
(such meals
meals or
or lodging
being
lodging being
or
lodging during
during such
employment (such
sometimes referred
to herein
as "items
"items").
).
referred to
herein as
sometimes
SEo.
Any charges
items against
against the
acCounts of
of such
for such
such items
the accounts
such
SEC. 2.
2. Any
charges for
employees appearing
appearing on
on the
of any
agency shall
shall
Government agency
the books
books of
any Government
employees
be
canceled and
and eliminated,
eliminated, and
and proper
proper credits
credits shall
shall be
be entered
entered against
against
be canceled
such accounts
accounts therefor.
therefor.
such
statement as to
to such items furnished
SEo.
certificate or statement
furnished such
such
No certificate
SEc. 3. No
employees
shall be
be required
of them:
them: Provided,
Provided, That
That this
section shall
shall
this section
required of
employees shall
not
be construed
construed to
waive the
filing by
by such
of any
any certificate
certificate
such employees
employees of
the filing
to waive
not be
or
statement required
to be
submitted under
existing law
law or
or regularegulaunder existing
be submitted
required to
or statement
tions
to their
diem allowances
allowances exclusive
exclusive of
of such
such
their per
per diem
with reference
reference to
tions with
items
defined in
in section
section 1.
as defined
items as
SEO. 4.
to carry
provisions and
of this
this
purposes of
and purposes
carry out
out the
the provisions
4. In
In order
order to
SEo.
Act—
Act(a) In
any case
any such
such employee
has not
been paid
paid any
any
employee has
not been
case wherein
wherein any
(a)
In any
sum
for said
and has
has not
been advanced
for
funds for
advanced any
any funds
not been
said allowance
allowance and
sum for
travel or
General of
of the
United States
States
the United
Comptroller General
or other
other expenses,
expenses, the
the Comptroller
travel
is
authorized and
directed to
to allow
credits or
cancel charges
charges for
for
to cancel
or to
allow credits
and directed
is authorized
such
items in
the accounts
of such
(whether on
on accounts
accounts in
in
such employee
employee (whether
in the
accounts of
such items
his office
or in
any certifying,
certifying, disbursing,
or other
accountother accountdisbursing, or
in the
the office
office of
of any
his
office or
able
officer) and
and in
any present
or former
former certifying,
certifying,
present or
the accounts
accounts of
of any
in the
able officer)
disbursing, or
or other
accountable officer.
officer.
other accountable
disbursing,
(b)
case wherein
been paid
paid
such employee
employee may have been
wherein any
any such
In any
any case
(b) In
such allowance
allowance without
without deductions
deductions for
the Comptroller
Comptroller
for such
such items,
items, the
such
General
is authorized
authorized and
and directed
directed to
allow credits
or to
to cancel
charges
cancel charges
to allow
credits or
General is
therefor in
the same
same manner
to the
same extent
extent as
provided in
in
as provided
the same
manner and
and to
in the
therefor
paragraph (a)
(a) of
of this section.
paragraph
(c) In
In any
any such
such employee
furnished aacertifihas furnished
employee has
wherein any
any case
case wherein
(c)
cate as
as to
to such
such items,
as a
a result
result whereof
whereof deductions
therefor were
were
deductions therefor
items, as
cate

of cer-

Cancellation of cerCancelation
tain unpaid charges.

October 7, 1949
1949
October
[H.
[H. R.
R. 1950]
19501
[Public Law 334]
334]

Technical
Technical Industrial
Intelligence CommitIntelligence
tee of
of FEA.
FEA.
tee

Relief of certain
certain conRelief
sultants.

Cancellation
Cancellation
charges.
charges.

of
of

Filing of certificates.
certificates.
Filingof

Credit allowance
allowance or
cancellationofcharges.
cancellationof charges.

724
724
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taken from any sums paid
for such
such allowance,
or in
in any
any case
paid him
him for
allowance, or
case
employee has
wherein any such employee
has paid
or refunded
refunded any
sums to
to any
any
paid or
any sums
Government
Government agency by reason of claim
made against
against him
him for
such
claim made
for such
items,
items a
asum
to the
amount of
such deductions
deductions or
or re
fun d
sum equivalent
equivalent to
the amount
of such
refund
shall 130
be paid to such employee
employee, and
Secretary of
of the
Treasury is
is
and the
the Secretary
the Treasury
hereby authorized
authorized and directed to make such
such payments
for such
payments;-and,
and, for
such
Appropriation authere is
to be
be appropriated,
out of
of any
any
thAppopristion
au- purpose,
purpose, there
is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to
appropriated, out
thorized.
money in the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
such sums
sums as
as are
are
appropriated, such
necessary
necessary to carry out the provisions
this paragraph;
the CompCompprovisions of
of this
paragraph; and
and the
troller General of the United States
States is hereby
hereby authorized
directed
authorized and
and directed
to allow credits or to cancel
cancel charges
charges therefor
therefor in
the same
same manner
manner and
and
in the
Ante,
p.
723.
Ante, p. 23.
to
the same
same extent
to the
extent as provided
provided in paragraph'(a)
paragraph' (a) of
section.
of this section.
(d) In
In any case wherein
(d)
wherein sums for
for travel
travel or
or other
other expenses
expenses have
have
advanced to any such employee,
been advanced
in any
any case
case wherein
wherein any
any such
such
employee, or
or in
employee
employee has been partially
partially paid
paid on
on account
of such
allowance, the
the
account of
such allowance,
Comptroller
Comptroller General
General of
of the
States is
is hereby
authorized and
and
the United
United States
hereby authorized
directed
directed to allow credits or
cancel charges
such items
in the
or to
to cancel
charges for
for such
items in
the same
same
Ante,
723.
Ant, p.
p. 73.
manner and
and to
to the
the same
same extent
provided in paragraph
paragraph (a)
manner
extent as provided
(a) of this
this
section, so that any such charges
charges will
will be
eliminated and
and canceled
canceled in
be eliminated
in
determining whether such
determining
such employees
employees or
or the
the Government
Government is
is entitled
entitled
to any difference
advance or
difference between
between such advance
partial payment
and the
the
or partial
payment and
allowable per diem: Provided,
Provided,however, That
That in any
any case
case wherein
any
wherein any
sums were advanced
advanced to any
or other
any such employee
employee for
for travel
travel or
other expenses,
expenses,
the disbursing
disbursing officer shall
shall be credited
credited for
for charges
charges for
for such
such items
items only
only
advances outstanding.
to the extent of any such advances
outstanding.
Relief
from liability.
Relieffromlability.
SEC. 5. Any surety on
on any
any bond
bond furnished
Sec.
furnished by
by any
any such
suc hemployee
emp l
oyee i
iss
any liability
hereby relieved from
from any
of any
any claim
claim or
or charges
charges
liability by
by reason
reason of
for any such items.
SEc.
S
EC. 6. No provision
provision of this Act shall apply to or prejudice
prejudice any
any
claim of the United
United States against
any such
such employee
employee or
or the
the surety
against any
surety
on his bond by reason
on
reason of any
item other
other than
than those
specified in
secany item
those specified
in secAnte,
723.
Ane, p.
p.723.
tion 11of
this Act;
and any
any refunds
tion
of this
Act; and
refunds or payments made to any such
such
employee by reason of this Act shall be subject
employee
subject to
to deductions
deductions by
by reason
reason
of
any
other
proper
charges
against
the
account
of
any
such
employee.
charges
against
the
account
of
any
such
employee.
Time
limitation.
Time limitation
SEC. 7.
7. Any
refund or
payment to
any such
any
SEo.
Any refund
or payment
to any
such employee,
employee, or
or any
credit or cancellation
cancellation of any charges
credit
charges for such
such items, made by
reason
by reason
of this Act, shall be in full settlement
settlement of
of all
all claims
by any
any such
such
claims by
employee against the United
employee
United States or any department
department or
or agency
agency
thereof
expenses of such employee
thereof for reimbursement
reimbursement for expenses
employee for
for such
such
items and
shall be
items
and shall
be made
made within one year after
after the enactment
enactment of this
Act.
Act.
Approved
Approved October
October 7,
7, 1949.
1949.

[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 650]
AN ACT
ACT
AN

October
7,1949
October 7,
1949
[IL R. 16941
[H.
R. 1694]

[Public Law 3361

To
provide for
rehabilitation and betterment
To provide
for the
the return of rehabilitation
betterment costs of
of Federal
Federal

Pubc Lw

Be it
enacted by the Senate and
and H0118e
House of
Be
it enacted
of Representatives
of the
Representatives of
the
United
States of
of America
America in
in Congress
United States
Congress assembled,
assembled, That expenditures
expenditures
of funds hereafter
specifically appropriated
hereafter specifically
appropriated for
for rehabilitation
rehabilitation and
and
betterment
betterment of irrigation
irrigation systems on projects governed
governed by
Federal
by the
the Federal
et reclamation
32 Stat. 388, and Acts
reclamation laws
laws (Act
(Act of June 17, 1902,
1902,32
Acts amendaamendatory thereof or supplementary
supplementary thereto)
thereto) shall
shall be
be made
only after
after the
the
made only
organizations concerned
concerned shall
obligated themselves
themselves for
the return
shall have
have obligated
for the
return
thereof
accordance with their ability
thereof in
in installments
installments fixed
fixed in accordance
ability to pay,
pay,
as
determined by
by the Secretary
as determined
Secretary of the Interior in the light of
of their
their
outstanding
which shall,
outstanding repayment
repayment obligations, and which
the fullest
fullest
shall, to
to the
practicable
practicable extent, be scheduled
scheduled for return
return with
their construction
construction
with their
charge
scheduled as he shall determine.
charge installments
installments or otherwise scheduled

Federal
reclamation
Federalreclamation
projects.
Return
of rehabiliRetun of
rehabilitation, etc., costs.
Post, p. 980.
43 U. S.8 C. §372 et
43 Supp.
I372
seq.;
385a
Supp. II, §
38.5a
et seq.
et

Post, 9s.
I. p c. I

se.

reclamation
projects.
reclamation projects.
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No such determination
determination of the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior
Effective date.
date.
Interior shall become
become
Effective
expiration of sixty days after it has been submitted
effective until the expiration
submitted
to the Committee on Interior and
Affairs of the Senate
and Insular
Insular Affairs
Senate and
the Committee on Public Lands of the House
Representatives.
House of Representatives.
The term "rehabilitation and betterment",
"Rehabilitation and
in this Act, shall
betterment", as used in
"Rehabilitationand
betterment."
e
maintenance, including replacements,
mean maintenance,
replacements, which cannot be financed btter nt.
currently, as otherwise contemplated
contemplated by the Federal
Federal reclamation
reclamation laws
in the case of operation and maintenance
maintenance costs, but shall not include
construction, the costs of which
which are returnable,
returnable in whole or in part,
"Construction
charges" as that
term
iss defined
through "construction
"construction charges"
thatt
erm i
defined in section
section 2
2 (d)
"Constructlon
(d) charges."
of the Reclamation
Reclamation Project Act of 1939 (53 Stat. 1187).
1187). Such
Such rehabilirehabili- h3u
43 U. s.
S. o85a
C. §485a (d).
(d).
betterment work may
tation and betterment
may be performed
performed by contract, by forceaccount, or, notwithstanding
such
notwithstanding any other law and subject
subject only
only to
to such
reasonable terms and conditions
Secretary of the Interior
reasonable
conditions as the Secretary
Interior shall
appropriate for the protection
deem appropriate
protection of the United
United States, by contract
contract
organization concerned
entered into with the organization
concerned whereby
whereby such organizaorganization shall perform
perform such work.
Sac.
deerned..a
supplement to the
SEC. 2. This Act shall be deemed
a supplement
the Federal
Federal reclamation
lamation laws.
Approved October 7,
7, 1949.
Approved
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 651]

AN ACT

.

AN ACT
:
ANACT
To authorize
authorize the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior
Interior to complete
complete construction
construction of the irrigation
irrigation

October
October 10,1949
10, 1049
IS. 2o421
2042]
[s.
338]
[Public Law 336

facilities
and to
contract with
facilities and
to contract
with the
the Buffalo
Buffalo Rapids
Rapids project,
the water
water users
users on
on the
project,
Montana, increasing
construction cost
for
Montana,
increasing the
the reimbursable
reimbursable construction
cost obligation,
obligation, and
and for
other
purposes.
other purposes.

it enacted
Be it
enacted by the Senate
Senate and House of
of .Representatives
Representatives of the
the
United States
States of America in
in Congress
assembled, That the Secretary
United
Congress assembled,
Secretary
of
the construction
of irrigation
of the Interior
Interior is authorized
authorized to
to complete
complete the
construction of
irrigation
facilities including necessary
drainage works on the first and second
necessary drainage
second
divisions of the Buffalo Rapids project, Montana,
approved by
Montana, as approved
the President under authority of the Act
Act of May 10,
10, 1939 (53 Stat.
685), and the Act of Oetober
685),
October 14, 1940 (54
(54 Stat. 1119),
1119), as amended:
amended:
Provided;That
hereafter expended
expended for
for such
such
That of
of the
the funds
funds heretofore
heretofore or
or hereafter
Provided,
construction an amount equal to $60
irrigable acre
determined
construction
$60 per
per irrigable
acre as determined
and
announced by
Interior upon
upon completion
completion of
of
and announced
by the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
project, shall be reimbursable
reimbursable by the water users
repaythe project,
users over aa repaysixty years,
and provision
provision for
the recovery
recovery
ment period of not to exceed sixty
years, and
for the
payment of the operation
thereof and for payment
operation and maintenance
maintenance costs of
of
the
irrigation and
and drainage
of the
shall be
be made
made by
by
the irrigation
drainage features
features of
the project
project shall
contract or
satisfactory to
to the
Secretary of
of the
the Interior.
Interior.
aa contract
or contracts
contracts satisfactory
the Secretary
SEC. 2.
2. To
carry out
out the
of this
of the
the
SEC.
To carry
the purposes
purposes of
this Act, the
the Secretary
Secretary of
Interior
authorized to
moneys available
Interior is
is hereby
hereby authorized
to allot
allot any
any moneys
available from approappropriations heretofore
heretofore made
made to
the Department
Department of
of the
the Interior
for "water
"water
to the
Interior for
conservation
projects" and
conservation and
and utility projects"
and "water
"water conservation
conservation and utilization
hereby authorized
to be
tion projects",
projects", and
and there
there is
is hereby
authorized to
be appropriated
appropriated to
to
the
of the
the Interior,
Interior, out
out of
money in
in the
the Treasury
Treasury not
not
the Department
Department of
of any
any money
otherwise
appropriated, such
such sums
sums of
money as
as may
necessary to
to
otherwise appropriated,
of money
may be
be necessary
complete the
project.
complete
the project.
Approved October 10, 1949.
Approved
[CHAPTER
652]
[CHAPTER 652]

ACT
AN ACT

settlement of the Angostura
To authorize
development and settlement
authorize completion
completion of the land development
Angostura
notwithstanding a
unit of the Missouri Basin project, notwithstanding
a limitation
limitation of time.
House of
of Rerrresentatives
of the
the
Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House
Representatives of
United
in Congress
United States of America
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary

Buffalo Rapids project, Mont.
Irrigation facilities.
cilities.

eBuaoBpidsproj-

Itriaon

0

18 U.S.
S.C.. i44 590 y590s-10; 8upp. II,
590s-2 note.
tgoc-2
Ante,
Ante, p. 171.
171.
Reimbursement by
by
Reimbursement
water users.

6.

"50l -

note.

I

Wteruse"

Allotment
funds.
Allotment of
of fnds.

Appropriation ananAppropriation

th

October 10,
10, 1949
1949
October
[H. R.
a
20
[H.
R. 2f38]
[Public
337
[Public Law 337]

BasillProl"
iec niBnp

ea
r simuri

Angostura
unit
Ansostura unit.

726
726

16 U.
S. C.
C. §
U.S.
§ 590z-2;
Supp. II, §
j 6992-2
590z-2
note.

CHS.652,
PUBLIC LAWS—
LAWS-CHS.
652, 653—OCT.
653-OCT. 10,1949
10, 1949

of Agriculture
Agriculture may
may complete
land development
development and
settlement of
of
complete the
the land
and settlement
of
the Angostura
Angostura unit of the Missouri
Missouri Basin project
situated in
in Custer
Custer
project situated
and Fall River Counties, South
South Dakota,
Dakota, to
to which,
which, for
purpose only
for this
this purpose
only
the provisions
provisions of section
section 5
566,
5 of the Act
Act of July 16,
16, 1943
1943 (57
(57 Stat.
Stat. 566
567), shall be, and the same
same are hereby, extended
shall be
be in
in full
extended and
and shall
full
force and effect to the same extent as though
though the requirements
requirements thereof
thereof
prior to
June 30,
1947.
had been completed
completed prior
to June
30,1947.
Approved October
October 10,
1949.
Approved
10, 1949.

[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 653]
October 10, 1949
[IL
Il. R.
R. 2876]
2876]
[Public
[Public Law 338]

Eastern Band of
Eastern
of
Cherokee
Cherokee Indians.
Indians.
Exchange
Exchange of lands.

[63 STAT.
STAT.
[63

AN ACT
AN

exchange of certain
To effect an exchange
certain lands in the State
between
State of North
North Carolina between
the United States
States and the Eastern
Eastern Band of Cherokee
Cherokee Indians,
Indians, and for other
other
purposes.

it enacted
Be it
enacted by.
and House
House of
Representatives of
of the
by the Senate
Senate and
of Representatives
the
United
States of America in
United States
Congress assembled,
That, for
for the
the purpose
in Congress
assembled, That,
purpose
of acquiring
acquiring suitable right-of-way
right-of-way property
for the
the Blue
Blue Ridge
Ridge ParkParkproperty for
way consistent
consistent with
with Resolution
Resolution Numbered
of October
October 1'7,
1947,
Numbered 33
33 of
17, 1947,
adopted by the tribal
tribal council
adopted
council of
the Eastern
Band of
of Cherokee
of the
Eastern Band
Cherokee Indians,
Indians,
there is hereby granted
United States,
granted to
to the
the United
States, subject
subject to
to the
the provisions
provisions
of the said resolution and this Act,
all the
right, title,
and interest
interest of
Act, all
the right,
title, and
of
the Eastern Band
Band of
in and
and to
to the
the followingfollowingof Cherokee
Cherokee Indians
Indians in
described
described lands, which shall hereafter
hereafter constitute a
apart
part of
of the
the rightrightof-way of the Blue Ridge
Ridge Parkway:
Parkway:
TRACT NMIRMIED
2—JAOLLIE GAP
NUMBERED 2--MOLTE
GAP

Beginning at an iron rod located
located on
on the
between the
the boundary
boundary line
line between
the
Qualla tract of the Cherokee
Cherokee Indian
Reservation and
and the
the lands
lands of
the
Indian Reservation
of the
Plott heirs, said iron rod being further
further described
described as
being located
located
as being
approximately
approximately one
one thousand
hundred and
and fifty
fifty feet
feet northwest
thousand two
two hundred
northwest
from transit
71, a
a point
transit point
point numbered 71,
point on the Blue
Ridge Parkway
Blue Ridge
Parkway
boundary line, and
thence the
the following
courses and
and distances,
distances,
and running
running thence
following courses
to
to wit:
wit:
North eighty-four
eighty-four degrees
degrees fifty-four
fifty-four and
and one-half
one-half minutes
minutes west
west
two hundred thirty-four and
and ninety-six
ninety-six one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet
feet to
to an
an
eighty-four degrees
iron rod; north eighty-four
degrees forty-two
minutes
forty-two and
and one-half
one-half minutes
west fifty and seventy-four
seventy-four one-hundredths
an iron
rod; north
north
one-hundredths feet
feet to
to an
iron rod;
eighty-three
eighty-three degrees
degrees fifty-two and one-half
one-half minutes
minutes west
west fifty-two
fifty-two and
and
twenty-seven one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet
twenty-seven
feet to
an iron
rod; north
north eighty-two
to an
iron rod;
eighty-two
degrees eight and one-half
one-half minutes west fifty-three
fifty-three and
and eighty
eighty oneonehundredths feet to an iron rod; north
degrees twentynorth seventy-nine
seventy-nine degrees
twentyfifty-five and
nine minutes west fifty-five
twenty-one one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet
feet to
to an
an
and twenty-one
iron rod; north seventy-six
seventy-six degrees eleven
eleven minutes
minutes west
west fifty-six
fifty-six and
and
ten one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet to an iron rod; north seventy-two
seventy-two degrees
degrees
thirty-nine
and ten one-hundredths
thirty-nine minutes west fifty-six
fifty-six and
one-hundredths feet
feet to
to an
an
iron
rod; north sixty-nine degrees
degrees ten and one-half
iron rod;
one-half minutes
minutes west
west
fifty-six
fifty-six and ten
ten one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet to an iron rod; north sixty-five
sixty-five
degrees
degrees thirty-nine
thirty-nine minutes west fifty-six and ten one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet
feet
to an iron rod; north sixty-two degrees
ten minutes
west fifty-six
and
degrees ten
minutes west
fifty-six and
ten one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet
an iron
iron rod;
rod;
feet to
to an
North fifty-eight degrees forty-one
forty-one minutes
and ten
ten
minutes west
west fifty-six
fifty-six and
one-hundredths feet to an iron rod; north fifty-five degrees
one-hundredths
degrees eleven
eleven
minutes
one-hundredths feet to an
minutes west fifty-six and ten one-hundredths
iron rod;
rod;
an iron
north
fifty-one degrees
and ten
north fifty-one
degrees forty
forty minutes
minutes west fifty-six
fifty-six and
oneten onehundredths
hundredths feet to an iron rod; north forty-eight
forty-eight degrees
degrees thirty-eight
thirty-eight
minutes
twenty-five one-hundredths
minutes west forty and twenty-five
one-hundredths feet
to an
an iron
iron
feet to
rod; north forty-six
forty-six degrees
degrees three
three minutes west
west fifty-five
and fortyfifty-five and
fortyfour
one-hundredths feet to an iron rod; north forty-three
four one-hundredths
forty-three degrees
degrees
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seven minutes west fifty-three
eighty-two one-hundredths
fifty-three and eighty-two
one-hundredths feet
feet

to an iron rod; north forty-one
forty-one degrees twenty-five
twenty-five and one-half
one-half
twenty-nine one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet
feet to an
minutes west fifty-two and twenty-nine
an
iron rod; north forty degrees thirty-three
thirty-three minutes west
and
west fifty
fifty and
seventy-six
one-hundredths feet to an iron rod; north
seventy-six one-hundredths
north forty
forty degrees
degrees
nineteen minutes west forty-nine
forty-nine and
and twenty-seven
twenty-seven one-hundredths
one-hundredths
feet to an iron rod; north
north forty degrees
degrees forty-four
forty-four minutes
fortyminutes west
west fortyeight
thirty-seven one-hundredths
ei
ht and thirty-seven
one-hundredths feet
feet to
an iron
rod;
to an
iron rod;
North
thirty-nine minutes west
.LNorth forty-two
forty-two degrees thirty-nine
west forty-five
forty-five and
and
ten one-hundredths feet to an iron rod; north
forty-six degrees
north forty-six
degrees fortyfour minutes west forty-one
forty-one and
and eighty-three
one-hundredths feet
to
eighty-three one-hundredths
feet to
an iron rod; north fifty-one
fifty-one degrees
degrees twenty-eight minutes
thirtyminutes west
west thirtyeight and ninety-four one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet to an iron rod;
rod; north
north fiftyfiftyeight degrees fifty-seven
fifty-seven and
and one-half
minutes west
west thirty-six
thirty-six and
and
one-half minutes
ninety-one one-hundredths
ninety-one
one-hundredths feet
rod; north
north sixty-six
degrees
feet to
to an
an iron
iron rod;
sixty-six degrees
twenty-six minutes west thirty-six and
ninety-one one-hundredths
and ninety-one
one-hundredths feet
feet
seventy-three degrees
to an iron rod; north seventy-three
degrees fifty-seven
fifty-seven minutes
minutes west
west
thirty-six and ninety-one one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet
an iron
north
feet to
to an
iron rod;
rod; north
eighty-one
eighty-one degrees thirty-three
thirty-three and one-half minutes west twenty-one
twenty-one
and eighty one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet to an iron
eighty-six degrees
degrees
iron rod;
rod; north
north eighty-six
twenty-five
twenty-five and one-half
west thirty-eight
thirty-eight and
and forty-five
forty-five oneoneone-half minutes
minutes west
hundredths feet
feet to an iron
iron rod;
hundredths
eighty-eight degrees fifty-five
west forty-one
South eighty-eight
fifty-five minutes
minutes west
forty-one and
and
eighty-three
eighty-three one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet
rod; south
eighty-four
feet to an
an iron
iron rod;
south eighty-four
degrees fifty and one-half minutes
west forty-five
and ten
ten one-hunone-hunminutes west
forty-five and
dredths
an iron
degrees fifty-three
and
dredths feet to
to an
iron rod;
rod; south
south eighty-two
eighty-two degrees
fifty-three and
one-half
forty-eight and thirty-seven
thirty-seven one-hundredths
one-half minutes west forty-eight
one-hundredths
feet to an iron rod;
eighty-two degrees
minutes west
west
rod; south eighty-two
degrees thirty-six
thirty-six minutes
forty and four one-hundredths
an iron
south eighty-two
eighty-two
one-hundredths feet
feet to
to an
iron rod;
rod; south
degrees forty-eight
forty-eight minutes
west fifty-one
fifty-one and
and nine
one-hundredths
degrees
minutes west
nine one-hundredths
feet to
iron rod;
degrees five
five and
one-half minutes
minutes
feet
to an
an iron
rod; south
south eighty-four
eighty-four degrees
and one-half
and twenty-seven
west fifty-three
fifty-three and
twenty-seven one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet
to an
an iron
iron
feet to
rod;
south eighty-six
degrees thirty-four
thirty-four minutes
minutes west
west fifty-five
fifty-five and
rod; south
eighty-six degrees
and
forty-five one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet
feet to
an iron
rod;
forty-five
to an
iron rod;
North eighty-nine
degrees fifty-three
fifty-three minutes
fifty-seven and
and
North
eighty-nine degrees
minutes west
west fifty-seven
fifty-nine
fifty-nine one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet
to an
eighty-four degrees
degrees
feet to
an iron
iron rod;
rod; north
north eighty-four
fifty-eight minutes west
west fifty-eight
fifty-eight and
and seventy-three
seventy-three one-hundredths
one-hundredths
fifty-eight
feet to
north seventy-nine
minutes west
west
feet
to an
an iron
iron rod;
rod; north
seventy-nine degrees
degrees fifty-eight
fifty-eight minutes
fifty-eight
seventy-three one-hundredths
feet to
to an
iron rod;
rod;
fifty-eight and
and seventy-three
one-hundredths feet
an iron
north seventy-four
north
seventy-four degrees
degrees• fifty-eight
west fifty-eight
fifty-eight and
and
fifty-eight minutes
minutes west
seventy-three
iron rod;
sixty-nine
seventy-three one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet
feet to
to an
an iron
rod; north
north sixty-nine
degrees
fifty-eight minutes
minutes west
fifty-eight and
and seventy-three
onedegrees fifty-eight
west fifty-eight
seventy-three onehundredths feet to an iron rod; north sixty-four
sixty-four degrees
degrees fifty-eight
fifty-eight
minutes
west fifty-eight
fifty-eight and
seventy-three one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet
feet to
to an
minutes west
and seventy-three
an
iron
rod; north
north fifty-nine
fifty-nine degrees
minutes west
west fifty-eight
fifty-eight
iron rod;
degrees fifty-eight
fifty-eight minutes
and
rod; north
north fifty-four
and seventy-three
seventy-three one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet
feet to
to an
an iron
iron rod;
fifty-four
degrees fifty-eight
minutes west
west fifty-eight
seventy-three oneonedegrees
fifty-eight minutes
fifty-eight and
and seventy-three
hundredths feet
to an
iron rod;
rod; north
degrees fifty-eight
hundredths
feet to
an iron
north forty-nine
forty-nine degrees
fifty-eight
minutes west
west fifty-eight
fifty-eight and
and seventy-three
to an
an
minutes
seventy-three one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet
feet to
iron rod;
rod; north
degrees fifty-eight
fifty-eight minutes
west fifty-eight
fifty-eight
iron
north forty-four
forty-four degrees
minutes west
and seventy-three
seventy-three one-hundredths
feet to
an iron
north thirtythirtyand
one-hundredths feet
to an
iron rod;
rod; north
nine degrees
fifty-eight and
and seventy-three
nine
degrees fifty-eight
fifty-eight minutes
minutes west
west fifty-eight
seventy-three
one-hundredths
feet to
to an
iron rod;
rod;
one-hundredths feet
an iron
North thirty-four
thirty-four degrees
fifty-eight minutes
west fifty-eight
fifty-eight and
North
degrees fifty-eight
minutes west
and
seventy-three one-hundredths
to an
an iron
iron rod;
seventy-three
one-hundredths feet
feet to
rod; north
north twenty-nine
twenty-nine
degrees fifty-eight
fifty-eight and
seventy-three oneonedegrees
fifty-eight minutes
minutes west
west fifty-eight
and seventy-three
hundredths feet
an iron
hundredths
feet to
to an
iron rod;
rod; north
north twenty-four
twenty-four degrees
degrees fifty-eight
fifty-eight
minutes
and seventy-three
one-hundredths feet
feet to
to an
an
minutes west
west fifty-eight
fifty-eight and
seventy-three one-hundredths
iron rod; north nineteen
nineteen degrees
degrees fifty-eight
fifty-eight minutes
minutes west fifty-eight
fifty-eight
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and
seventy-three one-hundredths
feet to
to an
iron rod;
rod; north
north fourteen
fourteen
and seventy-three
one-hundredths feet
an iron
degrees
fifty-eight minutes
west fifty-eight
fifty-eight and
and seventy-three
degrees fifty-eight
minutes west
seventy-three oneonehundredths
to an
an iron
nine degrees
degrees fifty-eight
fifty-eight minutes
hundredths feet
feet to
iron rod;
rod; north
north nine
minutes
west
fifty-eight and
one-hundredths feet
iron
west fifty-eight
and seventy-three
seventy-three one-hundredths
feet to
to an
an iron
rod;
seven degrees
and one-half
one-half minutes
minutes west
west
rod; north
north seven
degrees twenty-seven
twenty-seven and
fifteen and
fifteen
one-hundredths feet
to an
iron rod;
rod; north
north
and ninety-seven
ninety-seven one-hundredths
feet to
an iron
three
fourteen and
minutes west
west fifty-nine
fifty-nine and
three degrees
degrees fourteen
and one-half
one-half minutes
and
eighty-five
one-hundredths feet
to an
rod; north
north no
no degrees
degrees thirtythirtyeighty-five one-hundredths
feet to
an iron
iron rod;
eight and
and one-half
fifty-seven and
and nine
nine one-hundredths
one-hundredths
eight
one-half minutes
minutes east
east fifty-seven
feet
an iron
iron rod;
rod; north
north three
degrees forty-three
forty-three and
and one-half
one-half
feet to
to an
three degrees
minutes
twenty-five one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet
feet to
an iron
iron
minutes east
east fifty-four
fifty-four and
and twenty-five
to an
rod;
rod;
North
six degrees
degrees three
three and
and one-half
one-half minutes
east fifty-one
fifty-one and
and
North six
minutes east
forty-two
feet to
an iron
rod; north
north seven
seven degrees
degrees
forty-two one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet
to an
iron rod;
forty-one
fifty-two and
and sixty-two
oneforty-one and one-half
one-half minutes
minutes east
east fifty-two
sixty-two onehundredths
to an
iron rod;
rod; north
north nine
degrees twelve
twelve minutes
minutes east
east
hundredths feet
feet to
an iron
nine degrees
fifty-two
sixty-two one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet
to an
rod; north
north ten
ten
fifty-two and
and sixty-two
feet to
an iron
iron rod;
degrees
forty-two and
one-half minutes
minutes east
sixty-two
degrees forty-two
and one-half
east fifty-two
fifty-two and
and sixty-two
one-hundredths
feet to
to an
an iron
iron rod;
rod; north
north twelve
degrees twelve
twelve minone-hundredths feet
twelve degrees
minutes
and sixty-two
sixty-two one-hundredths
feet to
to an
iron rod;
utes east
east fifty-two
fifty-two and
one-hundredths feet
an iron
rod;
north
forty-three minutes
minutes east
and sixty-two
sixty-two
north thirteen
thirteen degrees forty-three
east fifty-two
fifty-two and
one-hundredths
to an
north fifteen
degrees thirteen
one-hundredths feet
feet to
an iron
iron rod;
rod; north
fifteen degrees
thirteen minminutes
fifty-two and
and sixty-two
sixty-two one-hundredths
feet to
an iron
iron rod;
utes east
east fifty-two
one-hundredths feet
to an
rod;
north
degrees thirty-five
minutes east
east forty
and thirty-one
thirty-one oneonenorth sixteen
sixteen degrees
thirty-five minutes
forty and
hundredths
hundredths feet to an iron rod;
seventeen degrees
fifty-seven and
and
rod; north
north seventeen
degrees fifty-seven
one-half
one-half minutes east fifty-one
fifty-one and
feet to
and sixty-two
sixty-two one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet
to
an
rod; north
north twenty
twenty degrees
degrees twenty-nine
twenty-nine and
one-half minutes
minutes
an iron
iron rod;
and one-half
fifty-four and
and eighty-six
eighty-six one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet
feet to
to an
an iron
east fifty-four
iron rod;
rod;
North twenty-four degrees
degrees one
and one-half
one-half minutes
east fifty-eight
fifty-eight
one and
minutes east
and ten one-hundredths
to an
one-hundredths feet
feet to
twenty-nine degrees
degrees
an iron rod; north
north twenty-nine
twenty-six and one-half
one-half minutes east sixty-one
sixty-one and twenty-eight
twenty-eight oneonehundredths feet to an iron rod; north thirty-four
hundredths
thirty-four degrees
degrees fifty-eight
fifty-eight
east sixty and
and one-half
one-half minutes
minutes east
one-hundredths feet
feet
and thirty-eight
thirty-eight one-hundredths
to an iron rod; north forty degrees fifty-five and one-half
one-half minutes
minutes east
east
thirty-eight one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet
sixty and thirty-eight
feet to an iron
rod; north
north fortyfortyiron rodsix degrees
degrees fifty-two and
and one-half
one-half minutes
east sixty
sixty and
thirty-eight
minutes east
and thirty-eight
one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet to an iron rod; north fifty-two degrees
degrees forty-nine
and one-half minutes east sixty and thirty-eight
thirty-eight one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet
feet
to an iron rod; north
north fifty-seven
fifty-seven degrees
degrees forty-eight
minutes east
forty-eight minutes
east
seventy-six one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet to an iron rod;
thirty-nine and seventy-six
rod; north
north
sixty-two degrees
degrees fourteen
fourteen minutes east fifty-nine and fourteen
fourteen onehundredths feet to an iron rod; north
north sixty-seven
sixty-seven degrees
minutes
degrees five
five minutes
forty-seven one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet to an iron
east fifty-six and forty-seven
iron rod;
rod;
degrees twenty-nine
twenty-nine and one-half
one-half minutes
north sixty-nine
sixty-nine degrees
minutes east thirtythirtyone-hundredths feet to
five and twenty-five
twenty-five one-hundredths
iron rod;
rod;
to an
an iron
located on the boundary
boundary line between the Qualla tract of the Cherokee
Indian Reservation
Mountains National
Park;
Reservation and the Great Smoky Mountains
National Park;
thence with said boundary line south forty degrees nine
nine minutes
east, seventy and twenty-seven
twenty-seven one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet to a
a one-andone-andone-half inch iron pipe, said iron pipe being further
further described
described as aa
common corner
corner between the Qualla tract of the
the Cherokee Indian
Indian Reservation, the
the Great
Great Smoky Mountains
Mountains National Park, and the Plott
vation,
Plott
heirs; thence with the Indian Reservation
Reservation and
and the Plott heirs
heirs boundary
boundary
line south thirty-nine
thirty-nine degrees thirty-four
thirty-four minutes east eight
eight hundred
hundred
twenty-eight and fifty-four
fifty-four one-hundredths
twenty-eight
one-hundredths feet
feet to aa two-inch
two-inch iron
pipe; thence south thirty-nine
thirty-nine degrees forty-two
forty-two and one-half
one-half minutes
minutes
east, two thousand
thousand and nine and seventy
seventy one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet
feet to
to the
point
of beginning,
beginning, and containing
containing forty-seven
point of
forty-seven and
and sixty-nine
sixty-nine oneonehundredths acres, more or less, of which
which forty-seven
forty-seven and eighteen
eighteen
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one-hundredths
one-hundredths acres are in Haywood County and fifty-one one-hunone-hundredths acre is in Swain County.
TRACT
3-WOLF LAUREL GAP
GAP
TRACT NUMBERED
NUMBERED 3-WOLF

Beginning
a point, aacross mark
mark cut
cut on
Beginning at a
on aarock,
rock, on
on the
the Blue
Blue Ridge
Ridge
Parkway
being further
Parkway boundary line, section 2-Y, said point being
described
further described
west thirty-eight
as bearing north fifty-seven degrees
degrees one-half minute west
thirty-eight
and sixty-eight one-hundredths feet from
numbered 65
65
from transit
transit point
point numbered
of said Parkway
Parkway boundary;
boundary; and running
running thence
thence the
the following
courses
following courses
and
to wit:
wit:
and distances
distances, to
east sixty
North eighteen degrees twenty-two minutes east
sixty and
and twentytwentyeight one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet to an iron rod; north
north twenty-one
twenty-one degrees
degrees
twenty-three one-hundredths
one minute
minute east sixty-two and twenty-three
one-hundredths feet
to
feet to
an iron rod; north twenty-six degrees
minutes
degrees nineteen and one-half
one-half minutes
east sixty-two
sixty-two and
feet to
to an
rod;
and twenty-three
twenty-three one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet
an iron
iron rod;
north thirty-two
degrees forty-five and one-half minutes
thirty-two degrees
minutes east
east fiftyfiftyeight and twenty-nine
one-hundredths feet
twenty-nine one-hundredths
iron rod;
feet to
to an
an iron
rod; north
north
thirty-four degrees one minute
minute east
thirty-four
east fifty-eight
and eighteen
eighteen oneonefifty-eight and
hundredths feet to an iron rod;
rod; north
north forty-two
hundredths
forty-two degrees
degrees fifty-eight
fifty-eight
east fifty-seven
and one-half minutes east
fifty-seven and
and eighty-four
eighty-four one-hundredths
one-hundredths
north forty-three
forty-three degrees
feet to an iron rod; north
degrees eleven
and one-half
one-half
eleven and
minutes
fifty-seven and forty-six one-hundredths feet
minutes east fifty-seven
to an
iron
feet to
an iron
rod.;
fifty-one degrees
degrees eighteen
rod; north fifty-one
eighteen and
and one-half
minutes east
one-half minutes
east fiftyfiftyseven and seven one-hundredths
an iron
iron rod;
one-hundredths feet
feet to
to an
rod; north
north fifty-one
fifty-one
degrees thirty-two
thirty-two minutes
minutes 'east
east fifty-six
fifty-six and
seventy-three oneand seventy-three
onehundredths
an iron
iron rod;
hundredths feet to an
rod; north
north fifty-eight
fifty-eight degrees
degrees forty-nine
forty-nine
and one-half minutes
and
minutes east
fifty-six and
east fifty-six
and thirty-eight
thirty-eight one-hundredths
one-hundredths
feet to an iron rod; north fifty-nine
fifty-nine degrees
degrees one
one and
and one-half
one-half minutes
minutes
east fifty-six
iron rod;
east
fifty-six feet
feet to
to an
an iron
rod;
North sixty-five degrees
degrees twenty-nine
twenty-nine and
and one-half
one-half minutes
minutes east
east
fifty-five and sixty-one one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet
fifty-five
to an
an iron
iron rod;
north
feet to
rod; north
sixty-five
forty-two minutes
sixty-five degrees forty-two
minutes east
twenty-seven
east fifty-five
fifty-five and
and twenty-seven
one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet
to an
iron rod;
rod; north
degrees nineteen
feet to
an iron
north seventy-one
seventy-one degrees
nineteen
and one-half minutes east fifty-four and
and ninety-one
one-hundredths
ninety-one one-hundredths
feet to
to an iron rod;
rod; north
seventy-one degrees
thirty-two and
one-half
north seventy-one
degrees thirty-two
and one-half
minutes east fifty-four
fifty-four and
and fifty-five
fifty-five one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet
to an
iron
feet to
an iron
degrees twenty-five
rod; north
north seventy-six
seventy-six degrees
twenty-five minutes
east one
hundred
minutes east
one hundred
and
feet to
iron rod;
rod; north
north eighty
eighty degrees
thirty-five minutes
and eight
eight feet
to an
an iron
degrees thirty-five
minutes
east one hundred
hundred six
east
six and
and fifty-four
to an
an iron
iron rod;
rod;
fifty-four one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet
feet to
north eighty-three
eighty-three degrees
degrees fifty-five
minutes east
one hundred
hundred five
and
fifty-five minutes
east one
five and
nine
one-hundredths feet
feet to
an iron
rod; north
north eighty-six
eighty-six degrees
nine one-hundredths
to an
iron rod;
degrees
twenty-four and
twenty-four
one-half minutes
minutes east
east one
one hundred
three and
and one-half
hundred three
and sixty-five
sixty-five
one-hundredths feet
feet to
to an
iron rod;
one-hundredths
an iron
rod;
North eighty-eight
eighty-eight degrees
degrees four
four and
and one-half
one hunhunNorth
one-half minutes
minutes east
east one
dred
and two
sixteen one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet
feet to
to an
iron rod;
rod; north
dred and
two and
and sixteen
an iron
north
eighty-eight degrees
degrees fifty-two
fifty-two and
one-half minutes
hundred
and one-half
minutes east
east one
one hundred
and
to an
an iron
and seventy-five
seventy-five one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet
feet to
iron rod;
rod; north
north eighty-nine
eighty-nine
degrees one
degrees
and one-half
four hundred
twenty-nine
one and
one-half minutes
minutes east
east four
hundred and
and twenty-nine
one-hundredths
an iron
rod; north
north eighty-eight
eighty-eight degrees
degrees twentytwentyone-hundredths feet
feet to
to an
iron rod;
six
and one-half
one-half minutes
forty-six and
one-hundredths
six and
minutes east
east forty-six
and ninety-five
ninety-five one-hundredths
feet
to an
an iron
iron rod;
north eighty-five
three minutes
feet to
rod; north
eighty-five degrees
degrees three
minutes east
east forty
forty
and eighty-three
one-hundredths feet
feet to
iron rod;
rod; north
north seventyseventyand
eighty-three one-hundredths
to an
an iron
six degrees
degrees no
no minutes
minutes east
east thirty-four
and seventy-two
seventy-two one-hunsix
thirty-four and
one-hundredths feet
an iron
rod; north
north seventy
seventy degrees
degrees nine
nine and
dredths
feet to
to an
iron rod;
and one-half
one-half
minutes
and twenty-three
twenty-three one-hundredths
feet to
to an
an
minutes east
east twenty-eight
twenty-eight and
one-hundredths feet
iron rod;
north fifty-eight
fifty-eight degrees
and one-half
one-half minutes
iron
rod; north
degrees nine
nine and
minutes east
east
twenty
one-hundredths feet
feet to
to an
rod;
twenty and
and fifty-six
fifty-six one-hundredths
an iron
iron rod;
located on
the boundary
boundary- line
line between
the Qualla
tract of
the Cherokee
located
on the
between the
Qualla tract
of the
Cherokee
Indian Reservation
Reservation and
the lands
of the
the Plott
said
Indian
and the
lands of
Plott heirs;
heirs; thence
thence with
with said
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boundary
line south
and one-half
one-half minminboundary line
south thirty-nine
thirty-nine degrees
degrees forty-two
forty-two and
utes east
ninety and
and eighty-three
one-hundredths feet
feet
utes
east two
two hundred
hundred ninety
eighty-three one-hundredths
to
iron pipe
thirty-nine degrees
degrees thirty-four
to a
a two-inch
two-inch iron
pipe;•thence
thence south
south thirty-nine
thirty-four
minutes
east six
sixty-three one-hundredths
one-hundredths
minutes east
six hundred
hundred ninety-five
ninety-five and
and sixty-three
feet to
to aacross
cross mark
mark cut
rock, said
said cross
cross mark
mark being
being transit
point
feet
cut on
on aarock,
transit point
numbered 71
Blue Ridge
Ridge Parkway,
section 2-Y,
2-Y, boundary
boundary line;
line;
numbered
71 of
of the
the Blue
Parkway, section
thence with
Parkway boundary:
thence
with said
said Parkway
boundary:
west nine
nine hundred
hundred
South seventy-two
seventy-two degrees
degrees twenty-seven
twenty-seven minutes
minutes west
twelve and eighty-five
eighty-five one-hundredths
feet to
to an
rod, transit
one-hundredths feet
an iron
iron rod,
transit
point numbered
south seventy-three
degrees twenty-seven
twenty-seven and
and
numbered 70; south
seventy-three degrees
one-half
one hundred
ninety-nine and
and fifty-seven
fifty-seven oneoneone-half minutes
minutes west
west one
hundred ninety-nine
hundredths feet
an iron
iron rod,
rod, transit
transit point
north
hundredths
feet to
to an
point numbered
numbered 69;
69; north
seventy-two
seventy-two degrees seven
and one-half
one-half minutes
minutes west
west three
three hundred
hundred
seven and
forty-four
forty-four and seventy-one
seventy-one one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet
to an
an iron
rod, transit
feet to
iron rod,
transit
point numbered
numbered 68; north
sixty-five degrees
forty-three minutes
minutes west
west
north sixty-five
degrees forty-three
six hundred
forty-seven and
and seventy-one
one-hundredths feet
feet to
to an
an
hundred forty-seven
seventy-one one-hundredths
iron rod, transit point numbered 67; south eighty-four
twentyeighty-four degrees
degrees twentyone-half minutes
seven and one-half
one hundred
hundred thirty
thirty and
and sixteen
oneminutes west one
sixteen onehundredths feet to an iron rod, transit point
hundredths
point numbered
numbered 66;
north
66; north
degrees five minutes
eighty-one degrees
west two
two hundred
seventy-eight and
and
minutes west
hundred seventy-eight
one-hundredths feet
two one-hundredths
feet to an iron
transit point
65;
iron rod, transit
point numbered
numbered 65;
fifty-seven degrees one-half
north fifty-seven
one-half minute west
thirty-eight and
and sixtywest thirty-eight
sixtyeight one-hundredths
feet to
of beginning,
and containing
containing
one-hundredths feet
to the
the point
point of
beginning, and
thirty-eight
one-hundredths acres, more
thirty-eight and forty-five
forty-five one-hundredths
more or
less and
or less,
and
lying
entirely within
within Haywood
2
lying entirely
Haywood County'.
County.
In
granted to the United
In exchange for the lands so granted
States, there
there is
is
United States,
hereby granted
hereby
to the
Eastern Band
Band of
Indians the
the beneficial
beneficial
granted to
the Eastern
of Cherokee
Cherokee Indians
interest in the following-described
following-described lands
lands of
of approximately
approximately equal
equal value,
value,
which lands shall hereafter be excluded from the Blue
Blue Ridge
Ridge Parkway:
Parkway:
TRACT
NUMBERED 1—B17NCTIES
1-BUNCHES GAP
TRACT NUMBERED
GAP

Beginning at
Beginning
iron rod,
rod, transit
point numbered
numbered 43
43 on
Blue
at an
an iron
transit point
on the
the Blue
Ridge Parkway
Parkway boundary
boundary line,
section 2-Y,
2-.Y, said
point being
being further
further
line, section
said point
described as being located
described
located approximately
approximately six hundred and
and fifty feet
feet
approximately one hundred and
northwest from Bunches
Bunches Gap and approximately
and
thirty feet north of the Indian Service
Service Road;
Road; running
running thence
thence the
folthe following courses
courses and
to wit:
wit:
and distances, to
South ei
g hty-five degrees
degrees forty-four
forty-four and
minutes east
east one
one
eighty-five
and one-half
one-half minutes
thousand
thousand four hundred seventy-three
and seventy-three
seventy-three and
seventy-three one-hunone-hundredths
dredths feet to an iron rod, transit
transit point numbered
numbered 44;
44; north
north sixty-four
sixty-four
degrees
degrees twenty-nine
twenty-nine minutes east eight
eight hundred
ninety-four and
and fiftyfiftyhundred ninety-four
three
one-hundredths feet to
three one-hundredths
to an
iron rod,
transit point
45;
an iron
rod, transit
point numbered
numbered 45;
seventy-one degrees
south seventy-one
degrees twenty-six
twenty-six and one-half
one-half minutes east
east one
one
thousand
one-hundredths feet to an iron
thousand fourteen and eighty-nine one-hundredths
rod, transit point numbered
numbered 46; north three
three degrees
degrees thirty-two
thirty-two minutes
minutes
east six hundred ninety-three
ninety-three and ninety-five
feet to
ninety-five one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet
to
an iron rod, transit point
point numbered
numbered 47; north three
three degrees
degrees eleven and
seventy-nine and eighty-two
eighty-two oneone-half minutes west nine hundred
hundred seventy-nine
hundredths feet
hundredths
feet to an iron rod, transit point numbered
numbered 48;
48;
said transit point being located
located on the boundary line between the
Qualla tract of the Cherokee
Reservation and the Great
Qualla
Cherokee Indian Reservation
Great Smoky
Mountains National
National Park; thence with said boundary
boundary line south forty
degrees twelve minutes east, one thousand
thousand sixty-nine
and fifty-three
fifty-three
sixty-nine and
one-hundredths feet to an iron rod, transit point numbered
one-hundredths
numbered 49, and
there leaving said National
Reservation boundary
National Park and
and Indian
Indian Reservation
line; thence—
line;
thenceSouth two degrees sixteen and one-half minutes
minutes east five hundred
hundred
and sixty-nine
sixty-nine and twenty-three
twenty-three one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet to an iron rod,
transit point numbered 50; south seventeen
seventeen degrees seventeen
seventeen and
and oneone-
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half minutes west nine hundred and sixteen
sixteen and seventy-eight
seventy-eight onehundredths feet to an iron rod, transit point numbered
numbered 51; south
south
fifty-six
fifty-six degrees
degrees twenty-four
twenty-four and one-half minutes wes
four hundred
hun dred
westtfour
and ninety-four
ninety-four and forty-six one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet to an iron rod,
transit point numbered
numbered 52; north seventy-eight
seventy-eight degrees twenty-nine
minutes
minutes west six hundred
hundred and seventy
seventy and fifty-two one-hundredths
one-hundredths
feet to an iron rod, transit point numbered
fifty-nine degrees
degrees
numbered 53
53; north fifty-nine
twenty-five
twenty-five minutes west three hundred and eight and fifty-seven
fifty-seven oneonehundredths
hundredths feet to an iron rod, transit
transit point numbered
numbered 54; south
south
forty-eight degrees
thirty-four minutes west
thousand and
and thirtythirtyforty-eight
degrees thirty-four
west one
one thousand
one-hundredths feet to an iron rod, transit
eight and fifteen
fifteen one-hundredths
transit point
point
numbered
55;
numbered 55;
North forty-five degrees
degrees fifty-nine
fifty-nine minutes west nine hundred
hundred two
seventy-nine one-hundredths
and seventy-nine
one-hundredths feet to an iron
iron rod; north thirtythree degrees thirty
thirty minutes west three
three hundred
hundred twenty-four
twenty-four and
twenty-eight
one-hundredths feet to an iron rod; north eighty-two
twenty-eight one-hundredths
fifty-one and one-half
one-half minutes
hundred .fifty-seven
degrees fifty-one
minutes west one
one hundred
.fifty-seven
forty-nine one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet to an iron rod;
and forty-nine
rod; north forty-eight
forty-eight
degrees
west forty-four
forty-four and seventy one-hundegrees forty-three
forty-three minutes west
dredths
south eighty-two degrees forty-eight
dredths feet to an iron rod; south
forty-eight
minutes east one
seventy-three and two
two one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet
feet
minutes
one hundred
hundred seventy-three
to an iron rod; north thirty-three degrees thirty minutes west three
hundred ninety-eight
ninety-eight and ninety-six
ninety-six one-hundredths
iron
hundred
one-hundredths feet.to
feet to ap,
wiz*
eighty-four degrees
degrees fifteen
fifteen and one-half minutes west,
rod; north eighty-four
west four
four
hundred
one-hundredths feet to the point
of
hundred ninety and seventy-eight
seventy-eight one-hundredths
point, of
beginning, and containing
containing eighty-one
one-hundredtbs
eighty-one and eighty-five one-hundredths
acres, more or less, and lying entirely
entirely within
within Swain County.
County.
described shall constitute
a part of the Cherokee
•The lands last above described
constitute a
Cherokee
Reservation in North
North Carolina
Carolina and shall be held by the United
United
Indian Reservation
States
in trust
for' said
said band and shall be nontaxable
nonalienable
nontaxable and nonalienable
trust for
States in
said reservation.
reservation.
as other lands of said

SEC. 2. The Secretary of the Interior, for the purpose of insuring

prompt
SEC. 2. and
The full
Secretary
compliance
of the with
Interior
the, for
conditions
the purpose
relating
of insuri
to the
ng
prompt and full compliance with the conditions relating to the
exchange of
Resolution
affected, as set forth in the said Resolution
exchange
of lands hereby
hereby affected,
Numbered
October 17, 1947, is
hereby authorized
directed to
authorized and directed
is hereby
Numbered 33 of October
agreement with the Governor
Governor of the State of North
enter into an agreement
Carolina
assurance that
that the present
present Indian Service
which shall contain assurance
Carolina which
road
without restricremain open for Indian use without
road at Wolf Laurel shall remain
construction by the North Carolina State Highprovide for
for the construction
tion; provide
way
Works Commission, at its own expense, of aa hardand Public
Public Works
way and
surf ace access
width from
from Mollie Gap to the site of
of
of suitable
suitable width
road of
access road
surface
the
tourist development
development to
made on tribal land
land in the
to be made
the proposed
proposed tourist
vicinity of Soco Bald;
conditions
set forth such other terms and conditions
Bald; and set
vicinity
as
may be
desirable for
effectuating the purposes of the said
for effectuating
be mutually
mutually desirable
as may
;
resolution.
Approved
Approved October 10, 1949.
[CHAPTER 654]
654]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT

Representatives of the
and House of Representatives
Be it
it enacted
Senate and
enacted by the Senate

assembled, That part
Congress assembled,
United States
of America
part of the
in Congress
America in
States of
United
second
proviso of
of section
28, Public
Public Law
Seventy141, SeventyNumbered 141,
Law Numbered
section 28,
second proviso
38, sec
S. C.,
C., title 38,
524; U.
third Congress,
Con, March
March 28,
(48 Stat. 524;
U S.
sec.
1934 (48
28, 1934
third

compensation thereunder
per
thereunder to 75 per
of compensation
payment of
limits payment
which limits

which

Agreement.
Agreement.

AN ACT

To
increase compensation
compensation for
for World
War IIpresumptive
service-connected cases,
cases,
presumptive service-connected
World War
To increase
provide
service-connected arrested
arrested tuberculosis,
tuberculosis, increase
provide minimum ratings for service-connected
certain
disability and
compensation rates, liberalize
liberalize requirement
requirement for
for
death compensation
and death
certain disability
"willful
dependency allowances,
redefine the terms
terms "line
"line of duty" and "willful
and redefine
allowances, and
dependency
misconduct".
misconduct".

722),
722),

731

81ST
1ST SESS.-CHS.
SI.ST CONG., lsr
SESS.—CHS.653, 654-OCT.
654—OCT.10, 1949
1949

October
10, 1949
1949
October 10,

[H.
R. 5508]
8s]
[H. R.
[Public Law
Law 339]
[Public

Veterans of
of World
World
War I.
Service-connected
disabilities.
t

vetra"
Serviceconnected

dsabitie

732
732

48 Stat. 524.
38
U. S. C. U 366,
48 Stat.
3,
367, 471a, 4738, 501a,
367,
47a, 473a, 501a,
511a, 703, 706, 709, 722,
723
723.
'
Ante, p. 731.
tefoll.
c.S731.
38 U.
S. C. note
tolL
739, p. 4275.
c 5
Tuberculosis.
48 Stat. 8.
8.
38 U. S. C. II 7018 Stipp.
U. S. c.II, 701721'
Supp.
721'
701;
5
5 tf. S. C. 30a.
Ante, p. 688.
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centum of the payments otherwise
otherwise authorized,
repealed,
authorized, is
is hereby
hereby repealed,
Administrator of Veterans'
Veterans' Affairs is hereby authorized
and the Administrator
authorized and
and
directed to pay 100 per centum of the compensation
compensation otherwise
otherwise auau-

thorized under
Public Law
Numbered 111,
Seventy-third Congress.
thorized
under Public
Law Numbered
141, Seventy-third
Congress.
SEC. 2. That Veterans
Regulation Numbered 3
(a), as amended,
amended,
SEC.
Veterans Regulation
3 (a),
is hereby amended by adding
is
adding thereto
new paragraph
paragraph to
to read
read as
as
thereto aa new
follows:
follows:
"II. Any
Any ex-service
person shown
to have
active tuberculosis
which
tuberculosis which
ex-service person
shown to
have active
. "II.
stat.
is compensable
compensable under
under Public
Public Law
Law Numbered
Numbered 22and
and the
the Veterans
Veterans ReguReguit
lations promulgated
promulgated pursuant
pursuant thereto, who in the
the judgment
judgment of the
Administrator of
Veterans' Affairs
condition of
com.sC.. aa.
Administrator
of Veterans'
Affairs has
has reached
reached aacondition
of comAnte, p. 888
plete arrest, shall be rated as totally disabled
disabled for a
a period of two
years following such
such date of
as 50
50 per
centum disabled
disabled for
for an
an
of arrest,
arrest, as
per centum
of four
per centum
centum for
for aafurther
five
additional period
period of
four years,
years, and
and 30
30 per
further five
years. Following
Following far advanced
advancei active
the permanent
permanent rating
rating
active lesions
lesions the
following moderately
shall be 30 per centum, and
and following
lesions,
moderately advanced
advanced lesions,
permanent rating, after eleven
the permanent
eleven years,
shall be
20 per
per centum,
centum, proproyears, shall
be 20
vided there is continued
continued disability, dyspnea
dyspnea on
on exertion,
exertion, impairment
impairment
of health,
and so
otherwise the
the r
ati ng shall
shall be
be zero
zero per centum:
of
health, and
so forth;
forth; otherwise
rating
per centum:
Provided,That
shall not
Provided,
That this Act shall
as requiring
requiring a
reducnot be
be construed
construed as
a reduction of compensation
under any other
compensation authorized
authorized under
other law
law or
or regulation:
regulation:
Providedfurther,
Provided
further, That no compensation
shall be
be payable
payable under
under this
compensation shall
this
Act for any period prior to its enactment:
enactment: And provided further,
further, That
That
the
total disability
disability rating
rating herein
herein provided
for the
years following
following
the total
provided for
the two
two years
a complete arrest may be reduced
a
reduced to
50 per
per centum
centum for
for failure
failure to
to 50
to
follow prescribed
prescribed treatment
treatment or to submit to examination
when
examination when
uested."
requested."
Compensation.
Compensaton.
SEc.
That subparagraphs
EC. 3.
3. (a)
(a) That
subparagraphs (a)
(a) to (j),
(j), inclusive, of paragraph
paragraph
38 U. S. C. note toll.
i38Up.notefo
II, part
Veterans Regulation Numbered
Numbered 11 (a),
as amended,
amended, are
are
II,
part I,
I, Veterans
(a), as
f739, p. 4264.
hereby
amended to
to read
read as
as follows:
follows:
hereby amended
"(a) If
"(a)
If and while the disability is rated 10
centum the
the monthly
monthly
10 per centum
compensation
compensation shall be
$15.
be $15.
"(b)
rated 20 per
"(b) If
If and while the
the disability
disability is rated
the monthly
monthly
per centum
centum the
compensation
compensation shall
$30.
shall be
be $30.
"(c)
If and while the disability is rated 30
c) If
centum the
the monthly
monthly
30 per
per centum
compensation
shall be
be $45.
$45.
compensation shall
"(d)
disability is rated 40 per
"(d) If
If and while the
the disability
centum the
the monthly
monthly
per centum
compensation
shall be
be $60.
$60.
compensation shall
"(e)
If and while the disability is
e) If
per centum
centum the
is rated
rated 50
50 per
the monthly
monthly
compensation shall
shall be
compensation
be $75.
$75.
"(f) If
If and while the
is rated
rated 60
60 per
centum the
the monthly
monthly
the disability
disability is
per centum
compensation
compensation shall
shall be
be $90.
$90.
"(g) If
"(g)
If and while the
the disability is
70 per
per centum
centum the
the monthly
monthly
is rated
rated 70
compensation
compensation shall be $105.
$105.
"(h)
If and
the disability
disability is
rated 80
80 per
per centum
centum the
the monthly
monthly
"(h)If
and while
while the
is rated
compensation
shall be $120.
compensation shall
$120.
"(i)
and while
while the
the disability
disability is
rated 90
90 per
per centum
centum the
the monthly
monthly
"(i) If
If and
is rated
compensation shall be $135.
$135.
compensation
"(j) If
"(j)
If and while the disability is rated as total the monthly
monthly compensation
$150."
pensation shall
shall be
be $150."
(b)
Paragraph IV
Veterans Regulation
Regulation Numbered
Numbered
(b) Paragraph
IV of
of part
part 1
1 of
of Veterans
38 U. S. C., Supp.
o38n.C
I (a), as amended, is
II,n
note toll.
743. uPP1
"widow with
with
is hereby
hereby amended
amended by
by striking
striking out
out "widow
one child, $100
$15 for each additional child)"
one
$100 (with
(with $15
child)" and inserting
inserting
in lieu thereof "widow
in
widow with one child, $105
$105 (with
(with $25 for each addiadchtional child)
".
tional
child)".
62
SEC.
S
EC. 4. That the compensation
compensation now payable
payable under the Act of July
62 Stat. 1219.
38
C. Supp.
s8U.
USS. C.
pp. 2,
Numbered
877,
Eightieth
Congress),
certain
, 1948
2,
1948 (Public Law
Law
Numbered
877,
Eightieth
Congress), for
for certain
II, ft 740-743.
II, ii740-743.

veterans
with service-connected
disabilities who have
veterans with
service-connected disabilities
have dependents,
dependents, be

amended to include persons whose service-connected
service-connected disability
disability is rated
rated
per centum.
not less than 50 per
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733
733

81ST CONG
CONG.,., lsr
81ST
654, 659-OCT.
659—OCT.10,
10, 1949
1ST SESS.—CHS.
SESS.-CHS. 654,
1949

SEC. 5. That paragraph
paragraph VIII of Veterans
Veterans Regulation Numbered
Sac.
Numbered
10, as amended
amended by Public Law 439,
Seventy-eighth Congress, is hereby
hereby
439, Seventy-eighth
period and substituting
further amended by striking out the
the_period
substituting aacolon
colon

"Provided, however, That
disease,
therefor and adding the following:
following: "Provided,
That disease,
injury, or death incurred without willful misconduct
misconduct on the part
part of
the service person shall be deemed to have been incurred
incurred in line of
duty if the sentence of the court martial
martial did not involve an unremitted dishonorable
dishonorable discharge
discharge or if the offense for which convicted
convicted
by civil court did not involve a
under the laws of
a felony as defined under
of the
jurisdiction where the service person was convicted
convicted by such civil
court."
SEC.
SEC. 6. The increases
increases provided
provided by this Act shall
shall be effective from
the first day of the
following the date of
the second calendar
calendar month following
enactment of this Act.
enactment
Approved October
October 10, 1949.
1949.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 959]
659]

AN ACT
ACT

To authorize
To
Interior to
procure for
Everglades National
authorize the Secretary
Secretary of the
the Interior
to procure
for the
the Everglades
National
those made available
by the
Park with available funds,
funds; including those
available• by
the' State
State of
qf
Florida
in lands within
within the
the boundary
boundary agreed
Florida, the
the remaining
remaining lands
lands and
and interest
interest inlands
agreed
upon
between the
State of
Florida and
and the
the Secretary
of thelInterior,
theAnterior, within
within and
and
upon between
the State
of Florida
Secretary of
a
part of
that authorized
the Act
May 30,
30, 1934
Stat. 816),
816), and
and within
within
a part
of that
authorized by
by the
Act of
of May
1934 (48
(48 Stat.
which
the State
State has
already donated
its lands,
lands, and
for other
other purposes.
which the
has already
donated its
and for
purposes.

by the
the Senate
Senate and
House of
Be
it enacted
enacted by
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
Be it
Congress assembled,
United
States of
America in
United States
oL .America
in Congress
assembled, That, in order
order to
to
of lands
lands within
the boundary
consolidate the
consolidate
the Federal
Federal ownership
ownership of
within the
boundary set
forth in
deed numbered
December 28,
28, 1944,
the
19035 executed
executed December
1944, by
by the
forth
in deed
numbered 19035
trustees
of the
the Internal
Fund of
the State
Florida,
of the
State of
of Florida,
trustees of
Internal Improvement
Improvement Fund
and
accepted by
the Secretary
of the
Interior on
March 14,
1947, for
on March
14, 1947,
for
Secretary of
the Interior
and accepted
by the
Everglades
purposes, the
the said
said Secretary
Secretary is
is hereby
hereby
National Park
Park purposes,
Everglades National
any funds
funds made
aforesaid boundary
authorized, within
within the aforesaid
authorized,
boundary and with any
available
for that
that purpose,
purpose z to
or interests
interests therein
therein by
by
lands or
to procure
procure lands
available for
purchase
otherwise, subject,
however' to
right of
by
the right
of retention
retention by
to the
or otherwise,
subject, however,
purchase or
gas, and
and mineral
owners
of lands,
lands, interests
interests in
oil, gas,
mineral
in oil,
in lands,
lands, interests
interests in
owners of
administrators, successors,
rights, or
or royalties,
royalties, their
their heirs,
heirs executors,
executors, administrators,
rights,
or assigns
assigns (hereinafter
(hereinafter referred
as "owners"),
"owners"), at
at their
their election,
election, of
to as
referred to
or
the following:
following:
(1) The
The reservation
9, 1958, of
gas, and
and mineral
mineral
of all
all oil,
oil, gas,
October 9,1958,
reservation until
until October
(1)
rights or
including the
the right
for, produce,
to lease,
lease, explore
explore for,
right to
or interests,
interests, including
rights
store, and
and remove
remove oil,
oil, gas,
and other
minerals from
from such
lands: ProProsuch lands:
other minerals
gas, and
store,
vided, That
if on
on or
or before
date, oil,
oil, gas,
gas, or
or other
other minerals
minerals are
are
said date,
before said
That if
vided,
being produced
produced in
in commercial
commercial quantities
quantities anywhere within the boundboundbeing
ary set
set forth
forth in
deed numbered
numbered 19035,
19035, then
then in
in that
that event
event
in aforesaid
aforesaid deed
ary
the time
of the
the reservation
set forth
forth in
in this
shall
this subsection
subsection shall
as set
reservation as
the
time of
automatically extend
extend for
owners, regardless
whether such
such proproof whether
regardless of
for all
all owners,
automatically
duction is
an interest,
interest, for
for so
so
have an
which such
such owners
owners have
is from
from land
land in
in which
duction
long as
oil, gas,
gas, or
or other
minerals are
produced in
in commercial
commercial quantiquantiare produced
other minerals
as oil,
long
ties anywhere
said boundary.
boundary. To
this reservation,
reservation,
To exercise
exercise this
within said
anywhere within
ties
the
employees, and
and assigns
assigns shall
shall have
have
lessees, agents,
agents, employees,
their lessees,
owners, their
the owners,
such right
right of
ingress and
and egress
to and
such lands
may be
be
as may
lands as
from such
and from
egress to
of ingress
such
necessary;
and
necessary; and
(2)
the termination
termination of
of the
the reserved
reserved rights
rights of
of owners
owners as
as set
set
(2) After
After the
forth in
(1) hereof,
hereof, a
afurther
further reservation
reservation of
of the
the right
right to
to
subsection (1)
forth
in subsection
customary royalties,
applying at
of production,
production, in
in any
oil,
any oil,
at the
the time
time of
royalties, applying
customary
gas, or
or other
minerals which
which may
may be
produced from
such lands
at
lands at
from such
be produced
other minerals
gas,
any
before January
January 1,
production ever
be authorized
authorized
ever be
should production
1, 1985,
1985, should
time before
any,time
by the
or its
assigns.
its assigns.
by
the Federal
Federal Government
Government or

58 Stat. 752.
38 TJ.
S. C.
C. note
note foll.
foil.
U. S.
*739,
p.4278.
739, p.
4278.
Injury, etc.,
etc., inInjury,
incurred in line of duty.

Effective
Effective date.

10, 1949
1949
October 10,
[H.
[H. R.
R. 4029]
4029]
[Public
Law
340]
[Public Law 340]

Everglades
NationEverglades Nation.
Park.
al Park.
Procurement
Procurement of
lands.

Retention
Retention of rights
rights
by owners.
owners.

Time limitation.
Automatic exteneaten sion.
Won.

Royalties.
Royalties

734
734
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Restriction
Restriction on acquisition of
quisition
of land.

SEC.
SEc. 2. Unless consented
retaining the
reservation
consented to
to by
by an
an owner
owner retaining
the reservation
set forth in
in subsection
(1) of
section 1
hereof, no
no action
action shall
shall be
be taken
taken
subsection (1)
of section
1 hereof,
the Federal
by the
the period
period of
of such
reservation
Federal Government
Government during
during the
such reservation
to purchase, acquire,
acquire, or
otherwise terminate
terminate or
or interfere
interfere with
or otherwise
with any
any
lease or leases which
which may be
to said
said owner's
owner's lands.
be applicable
applicable to
lands.
Rules and regulaRules
regulaSEC.
S
EC. 3. Any
reservations retained
retained under
of subsection
subsection
Any reservations
under the
the provisions
provisions of
tions.
(1)
hereof shall
(1) of section 1
1 hereof
shall be
be exercised
exercised by
by the
the owners
owners subject
subject to
to
reasonable
reasonable rules
and regulations
regulations which
which the
Secretary may
may prescribe
prescribe for
for
rules and
the Secretary
protection of
the protection
but which
which shall
shall permit
the reserved
reserved rights
rights
of the
the park, but
permit the
exercised so that
to be exercised
the oil,
gas, and
and minerals
minerals may
may be
be explored
explored for,
for,
that the
oil, gas,
developed, extracted, and removed
developed,
removed from
park area
area in
in accordance
from the
the park
accordance
with sound conservation
conservation practices.
All operations
operations shall
shall be
be carried
on
practices. All
carried on
under such regulations
regulations as
protect the
the
as the Secretary
Secretary may
may prescribe
prescribe to
to protect
lands
and areas
for park
lands and
areas for
park purposes.
purposes.
Acquisition of title.
Acquisition
title.
SEC.
In any
the Secretary
SEC. 4. In
any action
action caused
caused by the
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
Interior to
be
to be
commenced for
commenced
acquisition of
of lands
under the
the provisions
provisions hereof,
hereof,
for the
the acquisition
lands under
reasonable diligence shall be exercised
exercised by
reasonable
ascertain whether
whether
by him
him to
to ascertain
owners elect to retain reservations
reservations in
in accordance
the provisions
provisions
accordance with
with the
of this Act. If,
If, after the
diligence, owners
owners
the exercise
exercise of
of such
such reasonable
reasonable diligence,
cannot
cannot be located, or do not appear
in judicial
proceedings to
to acquire
acquire
appear in
judicial proceedings
the lands, so that
it may be ascertained
that it
ascertained whether
they desire
desire to
retain
whether they
to retain
reservations
reservations in accordance
accordance with
provisions hereof,
hereof, the
the Secretary
with the provisions
Secretary
may acquire the fee simple title to their lands
lands free and
and clear
of reservareservaclear of
tions as set forth in subsections
(1) and (2)
subsections (1)
(2) of
of section
section 1
1hereof.
hereof.
Approved October
October 10,
Approved
10, 1949.
1949.
[CHAPTER 660]
[CHAPTER
October
October 10, 1949

[H. R.
[H.
R. 4708]
4708]
[Public Law
Law 341]
341]
United Nations Participation Act of 1945,
amendments.
amendments.
59 Stat. 619.
22U.
22 U. S.C.
S. C.. §287
287 (a)(a)II,§§ 287
287
(d); Supp. II,
note.
representative
U. S. representative
and deputy represenrepresentative to United Nations.

Duties.

Additional
Additional U.
U. S.
S.
deputy
deputy representative
to Security Council.

Representatives
Representatives and
alternates for sessions
of General
General Assembly.
Assembly.

AN ACT
ACT
To amend the United
United Nations Participation
of 1945.
1945.
Participation Act of

!,

Be it
it enacted
the Senate and House
House of
enacted by th,e
of the
the
of Representatives
Representatives of
United
States of America
America in
United States
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That subsections
subsections
in Congress
(a), (b),
(b), (c),
(a),
(c), and (d) of section
section 2
United Nations
Nations ParticipaParticipa2 of the United
tion Act of 1945 are hereby amended to read
read as
as follows:
follows:
"(a)
"(a) The President, by and with the advice
advice and
and consent
of the
the
consent of
Senate, shall appoint a
a representative
representative and
and a
representative of
a deputy representative
of
the United
United States to the United Nations, both of
whom shall
shall have
of whom
have
the rank
extraordinary and ambassador
the
rank and status of envoy extraordinary
ambassador pleniplenipotentiary
pleasure of
potentiary and shall hold office at the pleasure
the President.
President. Such
Such
of the
representative and deputy
representative shall
representative
deputy representative
represent the
the Untied
Untied
shall represent
States in the Security
Security Council of the
Nations and
may serve
serve
the United
United Nations
and may
ex officio
on any
ex
officio as United
United States representative
representative on
commission,
any organ,
organ, commission,
or other body of the United
United Nations other than specialized
agencies
specialized agencies
of the United Nations, and shall perform such other functions
of
functions in
in
connection with the participation
connection
participation of
the United
United States
States in
in the
the United
United
of the
Nations as the President
President may from time
time direct.
direct.
time to time
"(b) The President, by and with
with the
and consent
the
the advice
advice and
consent of
of the
Senate, shall
appoint an additional deputy representative
Senate,
shall appoint
representative of
of the
the
United States
the Security Council
Council who shall hold office
United
States to
to the
office at the
pleasure of
of the
the President.
pleasure
President. Such
Such deputy
deputy representative
representative shall
shall represent
represent
the United
United States
States in
in the Security
the
Security Council of the United Nations
Nations in the
event of
or disability
representative and the
event
of the
the absence
absence or
disability of both the representative
deputy representative
United States
States to the United
deputy
representative of the United
United Nations.
Nations.
(e)
(c) The President, by and with the advice
advice and
and consent
the SenSenconsent of
of the
ate, shall designate
designate from time to time to attend
ate,
attend aaspecified
specified session
session or
or
specified sessions
of the
the General
United Nations
specified
sessions of
General Assembly
Assembly of the United
Nations not
not
to exceed
United States
to
exceed five representatives
representatives of the United
States and such
such number
number
of alternates
of
alternates as he may determine consistent
consistent with the rules
prorules of
of pro-
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cedure
representatives shall
cedure of the General
General Assembly.
Assembly. One of the representatives
be
the senior
representative.
be designated
designated as
as the
senior representative.
"(d)
President may also appoint
Other
Other appointappoint"(d) The President
appoint from time to time such other
ments.
persons as he may deem necessary
persons
necessary to represent
represent the United
United States men
in the organs and agencies
agencies of
the United
United Nations,
Economic
of the
Nations, but
but the
the representrepresentEconomic and
and Social
Council and TrusteesiChiunp
cidTr
ative of the United States
States in the Economic
Economic and Social Council
Council and teeship
Council.
in the Trusteeship
Trusteeship Council of the United Nations
Nations shall
shall be appointed
appointed
only by and with the advice and
and consent of the Senate, except
except that
that
the President
President may, without the
th e a
dvi
ce and consent
the Senate,
Sen at
e,
advice
consent of the
designate
officer of the
United States
designate any officer
the United
States to act, without additional
additional
compensation,
as the
representative of
of the
the U
n it ed States
States in
in either
either
compensation, as
the representative
United
such Council (A)
(A) at any specified
specified session
session thereof where the position
position
is vacant or in the absence or disability
representative,
disability of the regular representative
or (B)
(B) in
connection with
pecified subject
subj ec tmatter
matter at
specified
or
in connection
with a
as
specified
at any
any specified
session of either such Council in lieu of the regular
regular representative.
representative.
officer of the Department
The President may designate
designate any
any officer
Bepartment of State,
State,

whose appointment
appointment is subject
subject to confirmation
confirmation by
by the Senate, to act,
without additional
additional compensation,
compensation, for temporary
temporary periods as
without
as the representative of the United States
States in the Security
Security Council of
United
of the
the United
Nations
Nations in the absence or disability
disability of the representative
representative and deputy
representatives
appointed under
section 2
2 (a)
(a) and (b) or in lieu of
representatives appointed
under Section
of
such
representatives in
in connection
connection with
matter.
such representatives
with aa specified
specified subject
subject matter.
The advice
required for the appointadvice and consent of the Senate
Senate shall be required
ment
President of
of the
the United
States in
in
ment by
by the
the President
of the
the representative
representative of
United States
any
may be
be formed
formed by
United Nations
with respect
any commission
commission that
that may
by the
the United
Nations with
respect
to atomic energy
energy or in any other commission
commission of the United Nations
to which
the United
United States is
which the
representative."
is entitled
entitled to appoint
appoint aarepresentative."
SEC. 2. Section
SEc.
Section 2
2 of
of such
such Act
further amended
amended by
by adding
adding the
the
Act is
is further
following
following new
new subsection:
"(f) All persons appointed
appointed in pursuance
"(f)
pursuance of authority contained
contained in
this section shall receive
receive compensation
compensation at rates determined
determined by
by the
President upon the basis of duties to be
but not in excess
be performed
performed but
excess
authorized by
by sections
411 and
the Foreign
Service Act
of rates authorized
sections 411
and 412
412 of
of the
Foreign Service
Act

f C

Officer
of DepartDepartO
i er of
ment of State as reprsentative
resentative to Security Council.

toec

rty Council

Commiasion
with
respe
onmictnh
respect to atomic energy,
erg, etc.

22 ftrat.s6196
259

s."

I 287;

287.

Supp.U.
28i note.
note.
II, §1287
snpp.
Compensation.
Compention.

6 Stat. 1002, 1003.
60 Stat.
of
(Public Law
1002, 1003.
724, Seventy-ninth
Seventy-ninth Congress)
for chiefs
of 1946
1946 (Public
Law 724,
Congress) for
chiefs of
of mismis22
U. s.
S. c.
C. if
11 s8
866,
sion and Foreign Service
occupying positions
equivalent 867.
s67.22U.
Service officers occupying
positions of equivalent
Ante, p. 407.
importance, except
except that
importance,
that no member
Senate or House
House of
member of the
the Senate
of RepreRepre- At'C p. 40
sentatives
sentatives or officer
States who
who is
designated under
under
officer of the United States
is designated
subsections
section as a
a representative
of the
the
subsections (c)
(c) and
and (d)
(d) of
of this
this section
representative of
session or
or
United States or as an alternate to attend any specified
specified session
specified sessions of the General
General Assembly
shall be
entitled to
to receive
receive
specified
Assembly shall
be entitled
such compensation."
compensation."
such
89 Stat. 620.
SEC. 3.
(b) of
of section
such Act
Act is
hereby amended
amended
3. Subsection
Subsection (b)
section 5
5 of
of such
is hereby
620. 287c (b).
22Sttit.C
U. S. C.
by inserting
inserting "or
"or aircraft,"
"or vehicle,"2
vehicle,".
().
. . C. I
by
aircraft," after
after "or
SEC.
6 of such Act is hereby
amended by 59
SEC. 4. The proviso in section
section 6
hereby amended
s te
td
59 V.att 62
0!*
*287d.
inserting. after
"That" the following:
following: ",
", except
authorized in
in secsecinserting
after "That"
except as
as authorized
tion
Act,".
tion 7
7 of
of this
this Act,".
S
EC. 5.
Act is
is hereby
by inserting
inserting after
after section
section 6
6
SEC.
5. Such
Such Act
hereby amended
amended by
the
following new
new section:
the following
section:
Authority of
of PresiPresiduthori
law, the
"
SEc. 7.
of any
other law,
the dent.
any other
provisions of
the provisions
Notwithstanding the
"SEC.
7. (a)
(a) Notwithstanding
President, upon
request by
by the
the United
United Nations
Nations for
cooperative
President,
upon the
the request
for cooperative
action, and
and to
the extent
extent that
that it
it is
with the
the
consistent with
that he
he finds
finds that
is consistent
action,
to the
national interest
to comply
with such
authorize, in
in supsupnational
interest to
comply with
such request,
request, may
may authorize,
port of
such activities
activities of
of the
the United
United Nations
are specifically
specifically directed
directed
Nations as
as are
port
of such
to the
peaceful settlement
settlement of
and not
the employnot involving
involving the
employof disputes
disputes and
to
the peaceful
ment of
of armed
by chapter
VII of
the United
United
ment
armed forces
forces contemplated
contemplated by
chapter VII
of the
59 Stat. 1043.
Nations Charter—
Charter59 stat. 1043.
Nations
of personnel
"
(1) the
the detail
to the
United Nations,
Nations2 under
such terms
terms and
and of
armeers'es.
of Detail
under such
"(1)
detail to
the United
armed services.
conditions as
the President
President shall
personnel of
of the
the
conditions
as the
shall determine,
determine, of
of personnel
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forces of
the United
States to
to serve
as observers,
observers, guards,
guards,
armed forces
of the
United States
serve as
or
capacity, but
but in
in no
no event
event shall
shall more
more than
than
or in
in any
any noncombatant
noncombatant capacity,
total of
of one
thousand of
be so
so detailed
detailed at
at any
any
aatotal
one thousand
of such
such personnel
personnel be
one
while so
so detailed,
detailed, such
personnel shall
shall
one time:
time: Provided,
Provided, That
That while
such personnel
be considered
considered for all purposes
acting in the
of duty,
duty, includpurposes as
as acting
the line of
includof pay
pay and
allowances as
as personnel
personnel of
of the
the armed
armed
ing the receipt
receipt of
and allowances
forces of the United States,
longevity and retirement,
retirement,
forces
States, credit
credit for
for longevity
and all other
appertaining to
to such
such duty
furother perquisites
perquisites appertaining
duty::Provided
Providedfurther, That
approval by the President,
President, such
such
ther,
That upon authorization
authorization or approval
personnel may
may accept directly
from the United Nations (a)
(a) any
any
personnel
directly from
or all of
to which
they are
are entitled
entitled
of the
the allowances
allowances or perquisites
perquisites to
which they
proviso hereof, and
(h) extraordinary
extraordinary expenses
expenses
under the first proviso
and (b)
and perquisites incident
such detail;
detail;
incident to such
Furnishing of facil"(2) the furnishing
furnishing of facilities, services,
services or other
"(2)
other assistance
ities.
and the loan of
share of the United
Linked States of
any
of the agreed
agreed fair
fair share
of any
supplies and equipment
equipment to the United Nations
National
supplies
Nations by the National
Military
Military Establishment,
Establishment, under such terms and
and conditions
conditions as the
President shall
President
shall determine;
determine;
Availability
of
"(3) the obligation, insofar
necessary to
to carry
out the
the purpur"(3)
insofar as
as necessary
carry out
funds. supplies, etc.
poses of clauses (1) and (2)
(2) of this subsection,
subsection, of any funds
appropriated to
Military Establishment
any
appropriated
to the National
National Military
Establishment or
or any
department therein, the procurement
department
such personnel, supplies,
procurement of such
supplies,
equipment, facilities, services, or other assistance
assistance as may be made
made
available in
request of
of the
the United
United Nations,
Nations,
available
in accordance
accordance with
with the request
and the replacement
replacement of such items, when necessary,
necessary, where
where they
they
are furnished
furnished from stocks.
Reimbursement
Reimbursement
"(b)
assistance is made
made available
available pursuant
"(b) Whenever
Whenever personnel
personnel or assistance
pursuant
from United Nations.
to the authority contained in subsection (a)
(a) (1)
(1) and
(2) of
of this
this
and (2)
section, the President shall require reimbursement
reimbursement from the
United
the
United
Waiver.
Nations for the expense thereby incurred
incurred by the United States:
States: ProProvided, That in exceptional
exceptional circumstances, or when the President
President finds
it
it to be in the national
national interest, he may waive,
waive, in whole or in
in part, the
In account. requirement
Credits in
requirement of such reimbursement:
reimbursement: Provided
Providedfurther,
further,That when
when any
such reimbursement
reimbursement is made, it shall be credited,
credited, at the option of
the
of the
appropriate
of the
National Military
Military Establishment,
Establishment,
appropriate department
department of
the National
either to the appropriation,
appropriation, fund, or account utilized
utilized in incurring
incurring the
the
obligation,
to an
appropriate appropriation,
appropriation, fund,
fund, or
account curcurobligation, or
or to
an appropriate
or account
rently available for the purposes for which expenditures
expenditures were
were made.
made.
Appropriation au"(c) In addition to the authorization
"(c)
authorization of appropriations
appropriations to
to the
the
thorized.
Infra.
Department of State contained in section 88of this Act, there
there is
is hereby
hereby
authorized to be appropriated
appropriated to the National Military Establishment,
or any department therein, such
necessary to
to reimburse
reimburse
such sums
sums as may
may be necessary
such Establishment
Establishment or department
department in the event that reimbursement
reimbursement
from the United Nations
Nations is waived
waived in whole
whole or in part pursuant to
authority contained
contained in
subsection (b)
(b) of
this section.
secti on .
authority
in
subsection
of
this
Disclosure
Disclosure of Inforinfor"(d) Nothing in this Act shall authorize
authorize the disclosure
disclosure of
any
"(d)
mation.
of any
information
knowledge in any case in which such disclosure
information or knowledge
disclosure is
prohibited by any other law of the United States."
59 Stat. 621.
SEC.
S
EC. 6. Section
Section 7
7of such
such Act is hereby
hereby amended to read as
follows:
as follows:
i 287e;
22 U. S. C. I
Sapp.
note.
Supp. II, §
§ 287e note.
"SEC. 8. There is hereby authorized
"SEc.
authorized to be appropriated
appropriated annually
annually to
Annual appropriation authorized.
authorized.
the Department of State, out of any money in the Treasury not otherAnte, p. 450.
Ante,
necessary for the payment
wise appropriated,
appropriated, such sums as may be necessary
payment
by the United
United States of its share of the expenses
expenses of the
the United Nations
Nations
as apportioned
apportioned by the General Assembly in accordance with article
59 Stat. 1057.
17 of the Charter, and for all necessary
necessary salaries
salaries and expenses of the
Ante,
Ante, p.
p. 735.
representatives
representatives provided for in section 22hereof, and of their
their appropriate
staffs,
services
in
priate
including
personal
services
the
District
Columbia
District
of
Columbia
42 Stat. 1488.
5
5 U. S.. C. ift 661-674; and elsewhere,
civil-service laws and the Classielsewhere, without regard to the civil-service
Stipp.
seq.
Sup. II,
II, 1662 at
dseq.
fication Act of 1923, as amended;
amended; travel expenses without regard
regard to
Pot, p. 972.
Poet,
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the Standardized
Standardized Government
Government Travel
Travel Regulations, as
as amended,
amended, the
the
Travel
March 3,
Travel Expense
Expense Act of 1949, and section
section 10 of the Act of March
3, 1933,
1933,
as amended, and, under such
regulations as the
such rules and regulations
Secretary
the Secretary
of State may prescribe, travel
travel expenses
expenses of families
families and transportation
transportation
of .effects
effects of United States representatives
representatives and other
personnel in
in
other personnel
allowances for living
going to and returning from their post of duty; allowances
living
quarters, including heat, fuel, and
and light, as authorized
authorized by the Act
Act
approved June
(5 U. S. C. 118a)
118a);;cost-of-living allowances
approved
June 26, 1930 (5
allowances
for personnel stationed
stationed abroad
abroad under such rules and regulations
as the
regulations as
the
Secretary of State may prescribe;
communications services;
Secretary
prescribe; communications
services; stenostenographic
graphic reporting, translating, and other services, by contract;
contract; hire
hire
of passenger
passenger motor vehicles and other local
local transportation;
transportation; rent
rent of
of
offices;
offices; printing and binding without regard
11 of
the Act
regard to
to section
section 11
of the
Act
of March 1, 1919 (44
allowances and
(44 U. S. C. 111);
111) ;allowances
and expenses
expenses as
as proprovided in
in section 66of the Act
Act of July 30,
30, 1946
1946 (Public
Seventy(Public Law
Law 565,
565, Seventyninth Congress),
Congress), and allowances
allowances and
equivalent to
those
and expenses
expenses equivalent
to those
provided in section 901 (3)
(3) of the Foreign
Foreign Service
Service Act
Act of
of 1946
1946 (Public
(Public
Seventy-ninth Congress)
Law 724, Seventy-ninth
the lease
lease or
or rental
rental (for
Congress);;the
(for periods
periods
not exceeding ten years) of
for the
use of
of the
the reprerepreof living
living quarters
quarters for
the use
sentative of the United States to the
Nations referred
referred to
to in
the United
United Nations
in
paragraph (a)
(a) of section 22 hereof, the
paragraph
the cost
cost of installation
installation and
and use
use
same manner
of telephones in the same
manner as
telephone service
service is
is provided
for
as telephone
provided for
use of the Foreign Service pursuant to the Act of August
August 23,
23, 1912,
1912, as
as
amended
U. S.
S. C.
679), and
and the
of funds,
funds, similar
similar to
to the
the
amended (31
(31 U.
C. 679),
the allotment
allotment of
allotment authorized
authorized by section 902
the Foreign
of
902 of the
Foreign Service
Service Act
Act of
1946, for unusual expenses
expenses incident to the
operation and
the operation
and maintenance
maintenance
of such living quarters,
quarters, to be accounted
accounted for
accordance with
section
for in
in accordance
with section
903 of said Act;
expenses as may
A.ct; and such other expenses
may be
authorized by
the
be authorized
by the
Secretary
Secretary of State; all
regard to
3709 of
of the
all without regard
to section
section 3709
the Revised
Revised
Statutes,
Statutes, as
S. C.
5) ."
as amended
amended (41
(41 U.
U. S.
C. 5)."
Approved October
10, 1949.
Approved
October 10,
1949.
[CHAPTER
[C
HAPTER 661]

AN ACT
APT
AN

To clarify the active-duty
active-duty status of certain
certain officers
officers of the Army
of the
United
Army of
the United
States and
and the Air
Air Force of the United
States
and for
purposes.
United States,
States, and
for other
other purposes.

737
737
Ante, p.
p. 166.
166.
Ante,

47 Stat.
Stat. 1516.
1516.
47
5
U. S. C.
C. §§73b.
73b.
5 U.S.

46
46 Stat. 818.

40 Stat. 1270.
Ante,
p. 405.
405.
Ante, p.
60
Stat. 714.
714.
60 Stat.
22 U..
22
U. S. c.
C. §
§ 287r;
287r;
Supp.
II, §
287r note.
Supp. II,
§ 287r
60 Stat. 1026.
1026.
60
22 U.
S.C. §1131
22
U. S.C.
1131 (3).
(3).

Ante, p.
p. 734.
734.
Ante,

37 Stat. 414.
37
414.
60 Stat.
60
Stat. 1026.
1026.
22 U.
U. B.
C. 111132.
22
S. C.
1132.

60
60 Stat.
1026.
Stat. 1026.
22
U.S.
22 U.
S. c.
C. §§133.
1133.
Ante, p.
p. 403.
403.
Ante,

October
October 10,
10, 1949
1949
[H. R.
11. 47671
47671
[H.
[Public
Law
[Public Law 342]
342]

Be it
enacted by the Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of the
it enacted
I. S. Armly
U.
Armyind
:old Air
Air
United States of America
United
in Congress
assembled, That
all periods
periods Force.
America in
Congress assembled,
That all
Forea.
Active-dully status
status
Active-duty
of service
of any officer
service of
of the
the United
United States
States or
the Air
Air
officer of the
the Army of
or the
certain officers.
officers.
of certain
Force of the United
United States who was called or recalled to active duty
duty
in the armed
armed forces of the
United States
States between
between April
1944, and
and
the United
April 1,
1, 1944,
May 1,
1, 1948, for medical
May
evaluamedical observation
observation or
or treatment,
treatment, physical
physical evaluation, or retiring-board
retiring-board proceedings
for the
determining the
proceedings for
the purpose
purpose of
of determining
the
eligibility,of such officer
officer to
receive disability
disability or
pay benebeneto receive
or retirement
retirement pay
fits shall
shall be,
hereby are,
to be
duty in
in the
the armed
armed
fits
be, and
and hereby
are, deemed
deemed to
be active
active duty
forces of the United
extent as
as though
such officer
officer
United States to
to the
the same
same extent
though such
or recalled
to active
active duty
duty without
to
had been called or
recalled to
without limitation
limitation as
as to
purpose, and such officer shall be
entitled to
credit such
such service
service perbe entitled
to credit
performed prior
prior to
1, 1948,
for all
all purposes.
formed
to May
May 1,
1948, for
purposes.
Hospitalization durSEc.
of the
of the
the United
United States
States or
SEC. 2.
2. Any
Any officer
officer of
the Army
Army of
or the
the Air
Air ingHospitalization
terminal leave.
leave.
States who was
Force of the United States
service hospital
hospital
was admitted
admitted into
into a
a service
who reverted
to
while on terminal
terminal leave
leave prior
prior to
to October
October 1,
1, 1947,
1947, who
reverted to
inactive status
prior to
to release
from such
hospitalization, and
and who
has
inactive
status prior
release from
such hospitalization,
who has
not subsequently
subsequently been
been retired
certified to
Veterans' Adminisretired or certified
to the
the Veterans'
Administration for retirement
tration
benefits, shall
be deemed
deemed to
to have
been on
on active
retirement benefits,
shall be
have been
active
duty, for all
purposes, until
until the
the date
date of
the release
such hospitalhospitalall purposes,
of the
release from
from such
Application
Application for
for
ization: Provided.
Provided, That
an officer
his estate
estate apply
That such an
officer or
or his
apply for
for the
the benefits.
benefits.
benefits
section within
the date
enactment
benefits of
of this
this section
within two
two years
years from
from the
date of
of enactment
81939°-50-PT.
81939
.-50—PT. 1-47
-- 47
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Adjustment of beneAdjustment
fits received.

of this Act, and such
application is
is approved
approved by
by the
cognizant
such application
the cognizant
Secretary:
provided further,
further, That
Secretary: And provided
the case
case of
of aaperson
person whose
That in
in the
whose
application for the benefits of
application
of this
this Act
of
Act is
is approved,
approved, the
the amount
amount of
any monetary
monetary benefits received
received by
by him
his estate
estate for
for any
any period
him or
or his
period
hospitalization under
prior to release
release from such hospitalization
under any
any provisions
of
provisions of
law providing
providing benefits for disability
disability or death
the service,
death incident
incident to
to the
service,
shall be deducted
deducted from the
the monetary
benefits provided
provided for
for herein.
monetary benefits
herein.
Approved
Approved October
October 10,
10, 1949.
1949.
[
CHAPTER 662]
[CHAPTER
662]

October
1949
October 10,
10,1949

[63 STAT.
STAT.
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AN ACT

[H. R. 5300]

[H. R. 5300]
[Public
Law 343]
[Public Law
343]

AN ACT
Making
supply deficiencies
Making appropriations
appropriations to supply
deficiencies in certain appropriations
for the
the
appropriations for
fiscal year
year ending June 30, 1949,
1949, and
and for
for other
other purposes.
purposes.

Deficiency
Third Deficiency
Appropriation
Appropriation Act,
1949.
1949.
Ante, pp. 76, 231.

enacted by the Senate
Senate and House
Be it
it enacted
H01186 of
Representatives of
of the
the
of Representatives
United
States of Arneri'ca
America in
in Congress
United States
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the following
following
appropriated out of any money
sums are appropriated
money in the
the Treasury
Treasury not
not otherwise
otherwise
appropriated, to supply
supplemental appropriations
appropriated,
supply supplemental
appropriations for
for the
the fiscal
fiscal
year ending
ending June
June 30,
and for
for other
other purposes,
namely:
30, 1949,
1949, and
purposes, namely:

pp. 76, 231.

LEGISLATIVE
LEGISLATIVE BRANCH
BRANCH
SENATE
S
ENATE
CONTINGENT EXPENSES
CONTINGENT
EXPENSES OF
OF THE SENATE
SENATE

62 Stat.
Stat. 425.
62
425.

62 Stat. 425.
425.

Ante,
p. 218.
218.
.nte, p.

Effective July 1, 1949, the basic salary
Effective
salary of
the research
research assistant
of the
assistant
to the majority
majority leader authorized
authorized by Senate Resolution
Resolution Numbered
Numbered 158,
158,
agreed to December 9, 1941, hereby is increased
increased from
from $6,000
$6,000 to
to $7,320
$7,320
per
annum.
per annum.
Miscellaneous items: For an additional amount for
Miscellaneous
for miscellaneous
miscellaneous
items, exclusive
exclusive of labor, fiscal
fiscal year 1949,
1949, $152,108.
$152,108.
Folding documents: For an additional
additional amount
for folding
folding speeches
speeches
amount for
and pamphlets
pamphlets at a
a basic rate not exceeding
exceeding $1
per thousand,
thousand, fiscal
fiscal
$1 per
year 1949,
1949, $2,500.
$2,500.
Stationery:
Stationery: For an additional
additional allowance
allowance for stationery
stationery of
of $200
$200 for
for
each Senator and the President
of the
President of
Senate, for
for the
first session
session of
of
the Senate,
the first
the Eighty-first
Eighty-first Congress, $19,400,
$19,400, to remain available
available until
December
until December
31, 1949.
1949.
Joint Committee on Printing:
Printing: For
For an
an additional
additional amount
amount for
for the
the
Joint
Joint Committee
Committee on Printing
Printing for travel and subsistence
at
subsistence expenses
expenses at
rates provided
provided by law for Senate
Senate committees,
committees, fiscal
fiscal year
1950, $4,500.
year 1950,
$4,500.
HOUSE OF
HOUSE
REPRESENTATIVES
OF REPRESENTATIVES
CLERK HIRE,
CLERK
HIRE, MEMBERS
MEMBERS AND
AND DELEGATES
DELEGATES

Inte,
Ante,

p.
p. 221
221.

For an additional
additional amount
amount for clerk hire
hire necessarily
employed by
by
necessarily employed
each Member
Member and Delegate
Delegate and the Resident
Resident Commissioner
Commissioner from
from
Puerto
Rico, in the
the discharge
discharge of his official and representative
Puerto Rico,
representative duties,
duties,
year 1950, $2,022,000.
as authorized by law, for the fiscal year
$2,022,000.
CONTINGENT
EXPENSES OF
CONTINGENT EXPENSES
OF THE
HOUSE
THE HOUSE

Stationery (revolving
(revolving fund)
fund)::For an
Stationery
additional amount
amount for
for stastaan additional
tionery,
first session,
session, Eighty-first
Eighty-first Congress, including
including an additional
tionery, first
additional
stationery allowance
Representative, Delegate,
stationery
allowance of $200 for each Representative,
Delegate, and
and
the
the Resident
Resident Commissioner
Commissioner of Puerto Rico, $88,100, to remain available until expended.
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CAPITOL
CAPITOL POLICE
POLICE

Capitol
Capitol Police Board: For an additional amount
to enable
enable the
the Clerk
Clerk
amount to
of the
the House of Representatives
Representatives to reimburse
reimburse the government
the
government of the
District of Columbia for the salary
salary of one
one Metropolitan
Metropolitan policeman
policeman
assigned to the Capitol Police Board
provide additional
Board to provide
additional protection
protection
for the Capitol Buildings and Grounds, fiscal year 1950, $3,754.51.
$3;754.51.

Ante, p.
222.
Ante,
p. 222.

ARCHIrrCT OF
THE CAPITOL
ARCHITECT
or THE
CAPITOL
CAPITOL
AND GROUNDS
GROUNDS
CAPITOL BUILDINGS
BUILDINGS AND

House Office Buildings: For an additional amount for the fiscal
fiscal
year 1950,
1950, $21,890.
$21,890.
year
THE J
JUDICIARY
UDICIARY

224.
Ante, p. 224.

SUPREME COURT
SUPREME
or THE
THE UNITED
UNITED S
TATES
COURT OF
STATES

Preparation of Rules for Civil Procedure:
Procedure: For expenses
Preparation
expenses of the
Supreme Court incident
incident to proposed
proposed amendments
or additions
additions to
to the
the
amendments or
Procedure for the District Courts of the United
Rules for Civil Procedure
United States
States
pursuant
pursuant to title 28, United
Code, Sec.
2072, including
including personal
personal
United States
States Code,
Sec. 2072,
services
services in the District
District of Columbia and printing and binding,
binding, to
to be
be
expended
Justice in his discretion
discretion may approve,
expended as the Chief Justice
approve, including
including
such per diem allowance
allowance in lieu of actual
actual expenses
expenses for
subsistence at
at
for subsistence
rates to be fixed by him not to exceed
exceed $10
day, $5,000, to remain
$10 per day,
remain
available
available until June 30, 1950.
1950.

62 Stat. 961.
62
961.
28 U. S.
Supp.
28
8. C., Supp.

2072.
I, §02.

Ante, pp. 104,
104, 446.
446.
Ante,

FUNDS APPROPRIATED
APPROPRIATED TO THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT
ASSISTANCE
ASSISTANCE TO
TO THE
T.tik, REPUBLIC
REIPUBLIC OF
or KoREA
KOREA

For expenses
expenses necessary
continue assistance
assistance to
to the
the Republic
Republic of
of
necessary to
to continue
during the period
Korea during
to October
15, 1949,
1949, at
at the
the same
same
period July
July 1
1 to
October 15,
rate and under the same terms and conditions
conditions as
as in
in the
the fiscal
fiscal year
year
1949, pending
pending the
of legislation
outlining the
the terms
terms and
and conconthe enactment
enactment of
legislation outlining
ditions under
under which further
further assistance
assistance is
be rendered,
rendered, $30,000,000,
$302000,000,
is to
to be
of which
which not to
shall be
for administrative
administrative
to exceed
exceed $375,000 shall
be available
available for
Ratification
Ratification and
and
expenses:
expenses: Provided,
Provided, That all obligations
during the
the period
period
obligations incurred
incurred during
confirmation
of obligaconfirmation of
obligabetween
tions.
between August 15,
15, 1949, and the date of
of this
Act in
in tions.
of enactment
enactment of
this Act
anticipation of
appropriation and
authority are
are hereby
hereby ratified
ratified
anticipation
of such
such appropriation
and authority
and confirmed
confirmed if
accordance with
with the
terms thereof:
and
if in
in accordance
the terms
thereof: Provided
Provided fun-furthen
to the
the joint
joint resolution
resolution of
of
ther, That the funds
funds appropriated
appropriated pursuant
pursuant to
Ante, p. 404.
Ante,
June
1949 (Public
amended by
the joint
joint resolution
resolution
June 30,
30, 1949
(Public Law
Law 154),
154), as
as amended
by the
Ante, p. 465.
486
1949 (Public
Law 196),
for assistance
to the
the Republic
of August 1,
1, 1949
(Public Law
196), for
assistance to
Republic Ante,
of
shall be
to this
this appropriation.
of Korea,
Korea, shall
be charged
charged to
appropriation.
CARE,
AND DISPOSAL
DISPOSAL OF
or SURPLUS
SURPLUS PROPERTY
PROPERTY ABROAD
CARE, HANDLING,
HANDLING, AND
ABROAD
Not
$7,500,000 of
of the
balance on
June 30,
30, 1949,
Not to
to exceed
exceed $7,500,000
the unobligated
unobligated balance
on June
1949,
of
funds appropriated
this head
Second Deficiency
Approof funds
appropriated under
under this
head in
in the
the Second
Deficiency Appro62 Stat.
Stat. 1030.
62
priation
Act, 1948,
allocated to
the Department
Department of
of the
the Army,
shall
priation Act,
1948, and
and allocated
to the
Army, shall
remain available
available to said
Department until
until December
December 31,
for
said Department
31, 1949,
1949, for
expenses
the care
and handling
surplus property
property
expenses necessary
necessary for
for the
care and
handling of
of surplus
located
outside the
the continental
United States,
Hawaii, Alaska,
Alaska, Puerto
located outside
continental United
States, Hawaii,
Puerto
and handling
of surplus
Rico, and
and the
the Virgin
Virgin Islands,
Islands, and
and for
for the
the care
care and
handling of
surplus
property
located in
the United
United States
but disposed
disposed of
of to
foreign govgovproperty located
in the
States but
to foreign
BurPlua
in
Snrp.s property in
ernments: Provided,
Provided, That
That $6,000,000
the amount
amount herein
herein continued
continued U.
$6,000,000 of
of the
U. S.
S.
available shall
shall be
the care
care and
handling of
of surplus
surplus
available
be used
used exclusively
exclusively for
for the
and handling
property
in the
the United
United States
States but
of to
to foreign
foreign
property located
located in
but disposed
disposed of
governments.
governments
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DEFENSE
AID, LIQUIDATION
DEFENSE AID,
LIQUIDATION LEND-LEASE
PROGRAM
LEND-LEASE PROGRAM
22 C. S. C. §§ 41141922;
supp. II,
I §
§415.5
419;
Supp.

59 Stat.
Stat. 429.
59
429.
22 C. S.C. §§ 41122 Supp.
. . II,
§§415.411C. §
419;

Administrative
Administrative expenses: For
For the
the liquidation
liquidation by
by the
Treasury
the Treasury
Department in
the fiscal
activities under
under an
an Act
Act to
to promote
promote
Department
in the
fiscal year
year 1950
1950 of
of activities
the defense of the United
(55 Stat.
Stat. 31),
31), as
as amended,
including
United States
States (55
amended, including
personal
services in the
District of
personal services
the District
of Columbia,
Columbia, $100,000.
$100,000.
Obligations: Not to exceed
exceed $1,000,000
$1,000,000 of
of the
the funds
appropriated
funds appropriated
or continued available
available by title II
II of the
or
Second Deficiency
Deficiency AppropriaAppropriathe Second

tion Act,
carrying out the provisions
tion
Act, 1945, for carrying
provisions of an Act to
to promote
promote

the defense
defense of the United States
(55 Stat.
31), as
as amended,
amended, shall
States (55
Stat. 31),
shall
remain available
remain
available for expenditure
expenditure until
until June
June 30,
30, 1950,
1950, for
for payment
payment
of claims, received prior to December
December 31,
31, 1949,
1949, under
under aapatent
interpatent interchange
agreement executed
change agreement
executed pursuant
to said
said Act.
pursuant to
Act.
INDEPENDENT OFFICES
INDEPENDENT
OFFICES

COMMISSION ON
COMMISSION
ON RENOVATION
RENOVATION OF
OF THE
THE EXECUTIVE
EXFOUTIVE MANSION
MANSION
For all expenses
of the
the Commission
on Renovation
of the
the Executive
Executive
expenses of
Commission on
Renovation of
Ante, pp. 45, 235;
Ante,
PP. 976.
45, 235; Mansion as authorized by Public Law
40, Eighty-first
Congress, fiscal
fiscal
Law 40,
Eighty-first Congress,
post,
pp. 891,
year 1949,
1949, to
year
to remain
remain available
available until June
June 30, 1950, $50,000,
$50,000, to
to be
be disdisbursed
bursed by the Chief Disbursing
Disbursing Officer, Division
Division of
of Disbursements,
Disbursements,
United
United States Treasury:
That this
this appropriation
appropriation shall
shall be
be
Treasury: Provided,
Provided, That
Ratification and
Ratification
and available
confirmation
available from and including
including April 14,
1949. All
All obligations
obligations incurred
incurred
14,1949.
of obligaobligaconfirmation
of
tions.
tions.
during
during the
the period
period between April 14,1949,
14, 1949, and the
the date
date of
of the
enactment
the enactment
of this
this Act
Act in anticipation
appropriation are
of
anticipation of such
such appropriation
are hereby
ratified
hereby ratified
and confirmed.
confirmed.

FEDERAL
MEDIATION AND
FEDERAL MEDIATION
SERVICE
AND CONCILIATION
CONCILIATION SERVICE
Salaries
Salaries and expenses:
expenses: For expenses
expenses necessary,
fiscal year
year 1950,
1950, for
necessary, fiscal
for
the
Mediation and
the Federal
Federal Mediation
and Concilation Service
Service to carry
carry out the
the funcfunctions
vested in it
it by the Labor-Management
tions vested
Labor-Management Relations
Relations Act,
Act, 1947
1947 (29
(29
U.
S.
C.
182),
including
171-180,
182),
including
expenses
of
the
Labor-Management
expenses
of
the
Labor-Management
61 Stat. 136.
29
136.
upp
29
U. S.
section 205 of said Act; temporary
29 Sat.
U.
S.
C.,
Supp.
C. Supp.
Panel as provided in section
temporary employment
employment
182.
I, §§
§§ 171-180,
17-180,182.
of arbitrators,
arbitrators, conciliators,
of
conciliators, and mediators on labor relations
relations at
at rates
rates
not in
not
in excess of $35 per diem; expenses of attendance
attendance at
at meetings
meetings conconcerned
with labor and industrial
cerned with
industrial relations;
relations; printing
and binding;
printing and
binding;
services
services as authorized
authorized by section 15 of the Act
Act of
of August
August 2,
1946 (5
(5
2, 1946
60
tat. 810.
60S
Stat.
810.
U.
S. C.
C. 55a);
health service
service program
as authorized
authorized by law (5 U. S. C
U. S.
55a) ;health
program as
C.
60 Stat. 903.
Stat.
3
; and payment
claims pursuant
pursuant to section 403
150) ;
payment of claims
403 of
the Federal
Federal
of the
60 Stat. 843; 62 Stat. 150)
1008, Stat. 4:;
Claims Act
(28
U. S.
S. C.
2672)
;
$2,700,000.
62 Stlt. Tort
Tort Claims
Act
(28
U.
C.
2672);
$2,700,000.
28 U.S.C., Stipp.
v11
, S w2p. Boards of
I
I, §
2872.
inquiry: To
To enable
enable the
the Federal
Federal Mediation
Conciliaof inquiry:
Mediation and
and ConciliaAnte, pp.
Ante,
1,.62,
02, 106.
106.
tion Service
necessary expenses, fiscal year 1950, of boards
tion
Service to pay necessary
boards of
of
inquiry
by the
President pursuant
to section
section 206
206 of
of the
the
61 Stat. 155.
., appointed
appointed
ppnquiry by
the
President
pursuant
to
. S.
s. c.,
22 U.
C., S
upp. Labor-Managenlent
supp.
Relations Act,
Labor-Management Relations
Act, 1947
1947 (29
(29 U.
U. S.
S. C.
176-180, 182),
182),
C. 176-180,
II, §176.
,. 176.
including
and binding;
binding; services as authorized
including printing
printing and
authorized by section 15
15
60 Stat. 810.
.
of
Act of
of August
1946 (5
the District
of the
the Act
August 2, 1946
(5 U. S. C. 55a);
55a) ;and rent in the
of
Columbia, $25,000.
of Columbia,
$25,000.
FEDERAL
SECURITY
FEDERAL S
ECURITY AGENCY
AGENCY
OFFICE
OF EDUCATION
EDUCATION
OFFICE OF

Salaries and Expenses
Salaries
Expenses
Ante, p. 287.

Ante,p.

27.

For an
an additional
additional amount
amount for
and expenses,
For
for "Salaries
"Salaries and
expenses, 1950", $50,000.
SOCIAL
SOCIAL SECURITY
SECURITY ADMINISTRATION
AD1MINISTRATION

Ante,
Ante, p.
p.

293.
293.

Grants to States
Unemployment Compensation
Grants
States for Unemployment
Compensation and
and
Employment Service
Employment
Service Administration
Administration

For an additional

year 1950
1950 for "Grants to
For an additional amount
amount for
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year

States for unemployment
unemployment compensation
compensation and
States
and employment
employment service
service
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administration,"
administration," $25,000,000; the limitation of
$675,000 under
under this
this head
head
of $675,000
in the
the Labor-Federal
Appropriation Act, 1950, for necessary
necessary
in
Labor-Federal Security Appropriation
expenses in connection with the operation
operation of employment office facilifacilities and services
services in the District of Columbia,
Columbia, and so forth,
is hereby
hereby
forth, is
repealed;
repealed; and the first proviso under said head is amended
amended to
to read
read
"Provided,That
as follows: "Provided,
That in addition to
the sum
sum
to this appropriation,
appropriation, the
of $8,000,000
to be
$8,000,000 is hereby made
made available
available to
used to
to the
the extent
extent that
that
be used
the Federal
Administrator, with the approval
Federal Security Administrator,
approval of
the Director
of the
Director
of the Bureau
Bureau of the Budget,
Budget, finds
necessary to
to meet
costs of
of
finds necessary
meet increased
increased costs
administration
change in
administration resulting from change
law or
or increases
increases in
in a
a State
State law
in
the numbers of claims filed and claims paid and salary
costs over
over those
those
salary costs
grant (or the allocation
upon which the State's basic grant
allocation for
for the
the District
District of
of
Columbia or Puerto
Columbia
Puerto Rico)
which increased
costs of
of adminisadminisRico) was
was based,
based, which
increased costs
tration cannot
cannot be provided for
budgetary adjustments:".
adjustments :".
for by
by normal
normal budgetary

741
Ante,
Ante, p.
p. 293.
293.

Additional
amount
Additional amount
for increased
adminisfor
increased administrative costs.
costs.
trative

Salaries and Expenses, Bureau of
Employment Security
Security
of Employment

For an
an additional
amount for
"Salaries and
and expenses,
Bureau of
of
additional amount
for "Salaries
expenses, Bureau
Employment Security, 1950", $340,000;
Employment
$340,000; and appropriations
appropriations under
under this
this
head shall be available
temporary employment
available for the temporary
employment of
of persons,
persons,
without
without regard to the civil service laws,
farm placement
placement
laws, for
for the
the farm
migratory labor program
program and shall be available
with
available for
for cooperation
cooperation with
Immigration and
the United States Immigration
and Naturalization
Naturalization Service
Service and
and the
the
Secretary
Secretary of State in negotiating and carrying
carrying out
out agreements
agreements relatrelating to the employment
employment of foreign agricultural
agricultural workers,
subject to
to the
the
workers, subject
immigration
necessary to supplement
domestic
immigration laws and when necessary
supplement the domestic
labor force.
force.

Ante,
p. 294.
294.
Ante, p.

SALARIES
AND EXPENSES,
BUREAU OF
AND SURVIVORS
SALARIES AND
TTYPENSES, BUREAU
OP OLD-AGE
OLD-AGE AND
SURVIVORS INSURANCE
INSURANCE

The first proviso under this
Federal Security
Security Agency
this head in the
the Federal
Agency
Appropriation
Act, 1950, is
Appropriation Act,
amended to
to read
read as
as follows:
follows: "Provided,
"Provided,
is amended
That of the amount
herein made
made available
available for
for expenditure,
not more
more
amount herein
expenditure, not
than $50,000
$50,000 may be
expended without
without regard
regard to
to section
section 322
322 of
of the
the
be expended
Act of June 30, 1932,
1932, as
(40 U.
U. S.
for alterations,
as amended
amended (40
S. C.
C. 278a),
278a), for
alterations,
improvements to the buildings occupied
repairs, and improvements
occupied by
Bureau of
by the
the Bureau
of
Old-Age
Old-Age and Survivors
Survivors Insurance
Insurance in Baltimore,
Baltimore, Maryland,
and vicinvicinMaryland, and
thaA $15,000
ity, of which amount not more
more than
$15,000 shall
available for
for
shall be available
alterations, repairs, and equipment
equipment for
cafeteria or
or cafecafefor an employee
employee cafeteria
terias, and the total amount made available
available in
except such
in this proviso,
proviso, except
such
part
necessary for
part as may be necessary
for incidental
incidental expenses
expenses of the Bureau
Bureau of
of
Old-Age
Insurance, may
Old-Age and Survivors Insurance,
may be transferred
transferred to
to the
the Public
Public
Buildings
Administration, General
Buildings Administration,
General Services
Services Administration,
for such
such
Administration, for
purposes".

Ante,
Ante, p.
p. 294.
294.

47
47 Stat.
Stat. 412.
Repair, etc.,
etc., of
of cercerRepair,
tain
tain buildings.
buildings.

GENERAL
ERVICES ADMINISTRATION
ADMINISTRATION
GENERAL S
SERVICES
PUBLIC
PUBLIC BUILDINGS
BUILDINGS ADMINISTRATION
ADMINISTRATION

Site for public building
Nebraska: For
For an
an additional
additional
building at Omaha,
Omaha, Nebraska:
amount for the acquisition
acquisition of a
public building
building at
a site
site for aapublic
at Omaha,
Omaha,
Nebraska,
of March
Nebraska, as authorized
authorized by the Acts of
March 25, 1948
(Public Laws
Laws
1948 (Public
455,
$150,000, to
June 30,
30, 1950.
1950.
455, 456,
456, and
and 457),
457), $150,000,
to remain
remain available
available until
until June

62 Stat. 86.

SURPLUS PROPERTY
SURPLUS
PROPERTY DISPOSAL
DISPOSAL

Salaries and
and expenses:
expenses: For
necessary for
for carrying
carrying out
out the
the
Salaries
For expenses
expenses necessary
provisions of the Federal Property
Property and Administrative
Act
Administrative Services
Services Act
(Public Law
Law 152,
152, approved
approved June
June 30,
30, 1949),
relating to
excess
of 1949
1949 (Public
1949), relating
to excess
and surplus property,
personal services
the District
District of
of
property, including
including personal
services in
in the
Government agencies for
Columbia; allocations
allocations to Government
for services rendered
rendered
in connection with care and handling or disposal
declared
disposal of
of property
property declared

Ante, pp. 377,
377, 385.
38.5.
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1949
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60 Stat. 843; 62 Stat.
1008.
1008.
28 U.
U. S. C.,
C., Supp.
II, §§2672.
Ante, pp. 62, 106.
60 Stat. 903.

Subsistence, etc.,
etc., to
Subsistence,
employees.

Repair, etc.,
etc., of industrial facilities.
dustrial

62 Stat. 1226.
1226.
50 U.
U. S. Cl.,
C., Supp.
Supp.
II,
II, §
§ 452 (c).
61 Stat. 774.
10 U.
10
C. Supp.
U. S.
S. C.,
Supp.
U. S.
C.,
II, §1270;
1270; 34 U.
S. C.,
Supp. II, §522a.
522a.

60 Stat. 606.

62 Stat. 1203.

Ratification
Ratification and
and
confirmation of obligations.

[63
STAT.
[63 STAT.

July 1,
1, 1948;
1948; not
exceed $5,000
for payment
payment of
of
surplus prior
prior to
to July
not to
to exceed
$5,000 for
claims pursuant
to law
law (28
S. C.
2672) ;not
to exceed
exceed $14,000
$14,000 for
for a
claims
pursuant to
(28 U.
U. S.
C. 2672);
not to
a
authorized by
by law
law (5
(5 U.
U. S.
S. C.
C. 150)
health service program
program as
as authorized
150);;printprintbinding; expenses of
ing and binding;
attendance at
at meetings
meetings concerned
concerned with
with
of attendance
the
of this
of real
real property
and
the purposes
purposes of
this appropriation;
appropriation; acquisition
acquisition of
property and
therein, necessary
interests therein,
care and
and handling
or
necessary in
in connection
connection with
with care
handling or
disposal of property;
property; payments
payments to
States or
or political
political subdivisions
to States
subdivisions
thereof of sums in
of taxes
taxes accruing
real property
property declared
declared
in lieu of
accruing against
against real
surplus
by Government
Government corporations;
appraisers at
of pay
pay or
or
surplus by
corporations; appraisers
at rates
rates of
fees
not to
to exceed
those usual
services; and
and advances
advances of
of
fees not
exceed those
usual for
for similar
similar services;
funds to cashiers
cashiers and
collection officials,
officials, upon
upon furnishing
furnishing bond;
bond; fiscal
fiscal
and collection
year
$12,500,000: Provided,
That the
the Administration
proyear 1950,
1950, $12,500,000:
Provided, That
Administration may
may procure by contract
or otherwise
and furnish
furnish to
governmental employees
employees
contract or
otherwise and
to governmental
and employees
employees of
at the
the reasonable
value
of Government
Government contractors
contractors at
reasonable value
thereof
thereof food, meals, subsistence,
subsistence, and
medical supplies,
supplies, emergency
and medical
emergency
medical services, quarters,
quarters, heat,
laundry
heat, light,
light, household
household equipment,
equipment, laundry
service,
service, and sanitation facilities, and
erect temporary
temporary structures
structures and
and erect
and
make alterations
alterations in existing
structures necessary
for these
these purposes,
purposes,
existing structures
necessary for
when such employees
employees are
the disposal
disposal of
of surplus
surplus property,
property,
are engaged
engaged in
in the
or in the preparation
preparation for such disposal,
disposal, at locations
such supplies,
supplies,
locations where
where such
services, equipment, or facilities are otherwise
otherwise unavailable,
unavailable, the
the proproceeds derived
derived therefrom
therefrom to be credited
credited to
to this
this appropriation:
appropriation:
Providedfurther,
further, That in
Provided
the amount
amount hereinbef
ore approapproin addition
addition to
to the
hereinbefore
priated, and notwithstanding
notwithstanding the
the provisions
of any
any other
other law,
provisions of
law,
$2,000,000 of
not to exceed $2,000,000
proceeds of
of the
the disposal
of surplus
surplus
of the proceeds
disposal of
property subject to a
a "national security clause"
clause" as
defined in
in the
the
as defined
National Industrial Reserve
Act of
of 1948
1948 (50
(50 U.
U. S.
S. C.
C. 451),
as
Reserve Act
451), or
or as
imposed pursuant
pursuant to the Act
Act of August 5,
5, 1947 (10
(10 U. S.
S. C.
C. 1270,
1270, 31
34
U. S. C. 522 (a)
), or deductions
otherwise collectible
collectible
(a)),
deductions from
from proceeds
proceeds otherwise
as aaresult of the disposal of such property, shall
shall be available
available for
for such
such
costs of renovation,
renovation, restoration,
restoration, rehabilitation,
rehabilitation, improvement,
improvement, and
and
repair of industrial facilities
facilities as may be contracted
contracted for during
during the
the
fiscal
fiscal year 1950 if
if required
for purposes
purposes of
national defense
defense or
for the
the
required for
of national
or for
protection
protection of the public or of private property
property from
from the effects of
the operation of such
such facilities:
facilities: Provided
Provided further,
further, That
That appropriaappropriations to the War Assets Administration
Administration for the fiscal
shall
fiscal year
year 1947
1947 shall
remain available
expenditire during
available for expenditisre
during fiscal year
for obligaobligayear 1950
1950 for
tions incurred
incurred during the fiscal year
year 1947 in respect
respect to industry
agents'
industry agents'
contracts: Provided
Providedfurther,
contracts:
further, That not to exceed
$762,000 of
of the
the approapproexceed $762,000
priations to the War Assets Administration
Administration for the fiscal
fiscal year
year 1949
1949
available for accumulated
accumulated or accrued
shall remain available
accrued leave
leave paid
after
paid after
June
June 30, 1949, to employees
employees of the
the War
War Assets
Assets Administration
Administration sepasepafurloughed on or before
rated or furloughed
before that
that date:
date: Provided
further, That
That
Provided further,
the appropriation
appropriation and authority
authority with
with respect to the appropriation
appropriation
in this paragraph
available from and including
paragraph shall be available
including July
July 1,
1, 1949,
1949,
for the purposes provided
forthepurposes
provided in
in su
ch appropriation
app ro p
ri
at i
on an
dauthority.
author i
ty.
All
such
and
All
obligations incurred
obligations
incurred during
during the period between
between August 15,
1949, and
and
15, 1949,
the
of enactment
enactment of
of this
this Act
anticipation of such
appropriation
the date
date of
Act in
in anticipation
such appropriation
and authority are hereby
hereby ratified and confirmed
confirmed if
if in accordance
accordance with
with
the terms thereof.
HoUSING
HoME FINANCE
FINANCE AGENCY
HOUSING AND
AND HOME
AGENCY
OFFICE
OF
THE
ADMINISTRATOR
O
FFICE O
FT
ILE ADMINIS'FRATOR

Ante, p. 644
644; post,
t

p.' 871.
p.

P

; po7.

Salaries and Expenses
For an additional
amount
"Salaries and expenses",
additional amount for "Salaries
expenses", fiscal year
year
1950,
1950, $75,000.
$75,000.

63 STAT.]
STAT.]
63

743
743

81sT CONG.,
662-OCT.
CONG ., IST
1ST SESS.-CH.
SESS .—CH.662
OCT.10, 1949
1949

Housing
Alaska Housing

For purchase of obligations
obligations of the Alaska Housing Authority, as
as
authorized by section
3 of the
authorized
section 3
the Alaska Housing Act (Public
(Public Law 52,
$10,000,000, to remain
approved April 23, 1949),
1949), fiscal year
year 1950, $10,000,000,
remain
available until
available
until expended.
expended.

Ante, p. 58.

M
OTOR CARRIER
CLAIMS COMMISSION
COMMISSION
MOTOR
CARRIER CLAIMS
SALARIES
SALARIES AND
AND EXPENSES
EXPENSES

For expenses
expenses necessary for the Motor Carrier
Carrier Claims Commission
Commission
established
established by the Act of July
July 2, 1948
1948 (Public
including
(Public Law
Law 880),
880), including
personal
services in
in the
the District
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, travel,
printing and
and
personal services
travel, printing
binding, and services as authorized
authorized by
the Act
Act of
August
by section 15
15 of the
of August
2, 1946 (5 U. S. C. 55a),
year 1950,
55a), fiscal year
1950, $150,000.
filing
$150,000. The time for
for filing
claims under the Act of July
is hereby
July 2, 1948, is
hereby extended
extended to April
April 2,
2,
1950.
1950.

62 Stat. 1222.
1222.
49 U.
U. S.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
§ 305 note.
note.
II, §
Ante, p. 80.
60 Stat. 810.
Time extension for
for
filing claims.
filing

NATIONAL
LABOR RELATIONS
BOARD
NATIONAL LABOR
RELATIONS BOARD

expenses necessary,
Salaries and expenses: For expenses
necessary, fiscal
fiscal year
for
year 1950,
1950, for
the National
National Labor Relations
Board to carry
out the
vested in
in
Relations Board
carry out
the functions
functions vested
61 Stat. 136.
it
Labor-Management Relations
U. S.
S. C. 141-167),
it by the Labor-Management
Relations Act, 1947 (29 U.
141-167) , 29
29 U.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
U.S.
141-167.
1, f§141-167.
and other laws, including personal
services in
District of
Colum- U.¢§
personal services
in the District
of Columbia; expenses
meetings concerned
expenses of attendance
attendance at meetings
with the
the work
work of
the
concerned with
of the
Board when
authorized by
by the Chairman
Chairman or the General
when specifically
specifically authorized
General
Counsel; printing
printing and binding;
binding; services
services as authorized
by section
15
authorized by
section 15
60 Stat. 810.
of the Act of August
August 2, 1946 (5 U. S. C. 55a);
55a) ;payment
payment of claims
claims purStat. 843;
843; 62 Stat.
60 Stat.
suant
Claims Act
(28 U.
U. S.
S. C.
C. 2672);
2672) ; 1008.
suant to section 403 of the
the Federal
Federal Tort Claims
Act (28
1008.
S. C., Supp.
and aahealth service program
program as authorized
authorized by law (5 U. S.
150) ; 28 U. S.
S. C. 150);
§ 2672.
$8,550,000
Provided, That
part of
of this
this appropriation
shall be
be avail$8,550,000::Provided,
That no
no part
appropriation shall
avail- II,Ante,
pp. 62, 106.
60 Stat. 903.
able
organize or
agricultural laborers
laborers or
or used
used in
able to
to organize
or assist
assist in
in organizing
organizing agricultural
in
Agricultural laborconnection
connection with investigations, hearings,
or orders
orders concernconcern- ers.
hearings, directives,
directives, or
ing bargaining
bargaining units composed
composed of agricultural
laborers as referred
agricultural laborers
referred to
29 U. S. C., Supp.
in section
the Act
of July
5, 1935
Stat. 450),
450), and
and as
as II,
in
section 22 (3)
(3) of
of the
Act of
July 5,
1935 (49
(49 Stat.
(3).
152 (3).
II, §§152
Labor-Management Relations
amended by the Labor-Management
Relations Act, 1947 (Public
(Public Law
Stat. 137.
137.
61
Stat.
101, approved
and as
as defined
in section
section 33 (f)
(f) of
the
101,
approved June
June 23,
23, 1947),
1947), and
defined in
of the
S. C.,
C. Supp.
Sup/a.
29 U. S.
Ii,§
(3).
1, i 152 (3).
Act
1060).
Act of June
June 25, 1938 (52
(52 Stat.
Stat. 1060).
29 t.S.
U. S. (.C. i§203
(f).
29
203(f).

NATIONAL
NATIONAL MEDIATION
M EDIATION BOARD
BOARD
NATIONAL
RAILROAD ADJUSTMENT
ADJUSTMENT BOARD
BOARD
NATIONAL RAILROAD
Salaries
Salaries and
and Expenses
Expenses
For an
an additional
"Salaries and
and expenses,
expenses, 1950",
1950",
For
additional amount
amount for
for "Salaries
$207,700;
amount made
this head
in the
the
$207,700; and
and the
the amount
made available
available under
under this
head in
National
1950, exclusively
exclusively for
for
National Mediation
Mediation Board
Board Appropriation
Appropriation Act,
Act, 1950,
compensation and
expenses of
of referees,
referees, is
is increased
"$93,800" to
compensation
and expenses
increased from
from "$93,800"
to
"$170,300".
"$170,300".
Urfram
TATES MARITIME
M ARITIME COMMISSION
COMMISSION
UNITED S
STATES

Ante, p. 287.
297.

VESSEL OPERATING
OPERATING FUNCTIONS
FUNCTIONS
VESSEL
For
(other than
than administrative
administrative expenses)
expenses) necessary
for
For expenses
expenses (other
necessary for
carrying
out the
the operating
operating functions
functions transferred
transferred to
the United
United States
States
carrying out
to the
Maritime
by section
section 202
the Naval
Naval Appropriation
Appropriation
Maritime Commission
Commission by
202 of
of the
34 U. SS. C. § 1162
Act,
1947 (60
Stat. 501),
501), fiscal
fiscal year
year 1950,
1950, $4,036,570:
$4,036,570: Provided,
Act, 1947
(60 Stat.
Provided, That
That note; 50 U.
C. app.
S. C.
1291
§
§
1291
note.
receipts
such functions
functions during
during the
the fiscal
fiscal year
1950 shall
shall be
be
receipts from
from such
year 1950
deposited
in the
Treasury as
receipts.
deposited in
the Treasury
as miscellaneous
miscellaneous receipts.
Chartering of
vasChartering
of vsNo additional
vessels shall
shall be
allocated under
nor shall
shall sels.
No
additional vessels
be allocated
under charter,
charter, nor
sels.
any
vessel
be
continued
under
charter
by
reason
of
any
extension
reason
of
any
extension
vessel
be
continued
under
charter
by
any
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PUBLIC LAWS-CH.
LAWS— CH.662-OCT.
662—OCT.10,
10, 1949
1949

[63 STAT.
STAT.
[63

of chartering
chartering authority
authority beyond
June 30,
30, 1949,
1949, unless
unless the
the charterer
beyond June
charterer
shall agree that the
the Commission
Commission shall
shall have
upon rederedehave no
no obligation
obligation upon
livery to accept or pay for consumable
consumable stores,
bunkers, and
and slop-chest
stores, bunkers,
slop-chest
items, except with respect
respect to
of bunkers
as
to such
such minimum
minimum amounts
amounts of
bunkers as
the Commission
Commission considers advisable
advisable to
be retained
on the
the vessel
vessel and
and
to be
retained on
that prior to such redelivery
redelivery all
all consumable
stores, slop-chest
consumable stores,
slop-chest items,
items,
and bunkers over and above such
minimums shall
be removed
removed from
from
such minimums
shall be
the vessel by the
charterer at
own expense.
expense.
the charterer
at his
his own
VETERANS' ADMINISTRATION
ADMINISTRATION
VETERANS'

Funds
heretofore appropriated
appropriated for "Automobiles
Funds heretofore
and other
other conveyconvey"Automobiles and
ances
veterans" are hereby
ances for disabled veterans"
hereby continued
continued available
available until
until
June
30, 1950.
June 30,1950.
WAR
CLAIMS COMMISSION
W
AR CLAIMS
COMMISSION
ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENSES
ADMINISTRATIVE
EXPENSES

60 Stat.
Stat. 810.
60
810.

62 Stat.
1247.
Stat. 1247.
50 U.
50
U.S.
S.C
Supp.
C.,. Supp.
II,
i 2012
II, app. §
2012 (a).
(a).

62 S
Stat.
tat. 1241,
1241, 1242,
1242,
1243,
1243, 1244,
1245.
1244, 1245.

50 U.
50
U. S.
S.C.,
Supp.
C., Supp.
II, app.
app. §§
II,
I
§2003(a),
2003(a), (b)
(b)
(2),
(2), 2004
2004 (e),
(e), 2005
2005 (b),
(h),
2006.
2006.

Restriction.
Restriction.

For expenses
necessary during
For
expenses necessary
during the fiscal
fiscal year
1950 for
for the
the War
War
year 1950
Claims Commission, including personal
services in
District of
of
personal services
in the
the District
Columbia;
Columbia; travel; printing
printing and binding;
binding; services
services as
by
as authorized
authorized by
section
of the Act of August 2, 1946 (5
(5 U. S.
section 15
15 of
S. C.
C. 55a)
and advances
advances
55a);;and
or reimbursements
Government agencies
or
reimbursements to other Government
agencies for
for use
use of
of their
their
facilities and
and services in carrying out the
the functions
facilities
functions of
the CommisCommisof the
sion;
sion; $300,000,
$300,000, to be derived
derived from the
war claims
claims fund
fund created
created by
by
the war
section
(a) of the War Claims Act
Act of
section 13
13 (a)
of 1948
1948 (Public
(Public Law
Law 896,
896,
approved
approved July 3,
3, 1948).
1948).
PAYMENT OF
PAYMENT
OF CLAIMS
CLAIMS

For payment
payment of claims, as authorized
by the
the War
War Claims
Claims Act
Act of
of
authorized by
1948,
from funds
1948, from
funds deposited in the Treasury to the
the credit
credit of
the war
of the
war
claims fund created by section 13
claims
13 (a)
(a) of
of said
said Act,
sums as
as may
Act, such
such sums
may
be necessary,
necessary, to be available to the Secretary
be
Secretary of
a the
for
the Treasury
Treasury for
payment of claims
payment
claims under sections 4
4 (a),
(a), 4
4 (b)
(b) (2),
(2), 55(e),
(e), 6 (b),
(b), and
and 7
of said
said Act
of
Act to
to the
the payees named and in the amounts stated
stated in
in certificacertifications
tions by the War Claims Commission and
and the
the Federal
Federal Security
Security
Administrator or
or their
Administrator
their duly authorized representatives,
representatives, which
certiwhich certifications shall
fications
shall be in lieu of any vouchers
vouchers which
which might
might otherwise
otherwise be
be
required:
Provided, That this appropriation
appropriation shall not
required: Provided,
be available
not be
available
administrative expenses.
for administrative
DEPARTMENT
AGRICULTURE
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH
RESEARIICH ADMINISTRATION
AGRICULTURAL
ADMINISTRATION
BUREAU
BUREAU OF
OF ANIMAL
ANIMAL INDUSTRY
INDUSTRY

Salaries
Salaries and Expenses
Expenses
Inspection and quarantine
Inspection
quarantine
.nte, p.
p. 332.
Ante,
332.

For
an additional
For an
additional amount
amount for "Inspection
"Inspection and
and quarantine,
quarantine, 1950,"
1950,"
$60,000.
$60,000.
Eradication of
Foot-and-Mouth and Other Contagious
Eradication
of Foot-and-Mouth
Contagious Diseases
Diseases of
of
Animals
Animals

62 Stat. 515.

62 Stat. 515.

To
Secretary of Agriculture
To enable the Secretary
Agriculture to
to make
make repayment
to the
the
repayment to
Commodity
Credit Corporation
Corporation for amounts
Commodity Credit
amounts transferred
transferred and
and exexpenses incurred during the fiscal year 1949 under this
penses incurred during the fiscal year 1949 under
head, pursuant
pursuant
authority in
to authority
epar t
ment of
of Agriculture
Agriculture Appropriation
Appropriation Act,
in th
thee D
Department
Act,
1949,
$34,000,000.
1949, $34,000,000.

63 STAT.]
STAT.]
63

81ST CONG., 1ST
662-OCT. 10, 1949
1sr SESS.-CH.
SESS.—On. 662--OCT.
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BUREAU
ENTOMOLOGY AND
AND PLANT
PLANT QUARANTINE
QUARANTINE
BUREAU OF
OF ENTOMOLOGY

Salaries
Salaries and
and Expenses
Citrus blackfly
blackfly
investigations of the citrus blackfly,
1950,
For investigations
blackfly, during
during the
the fiscal
fiscal year
year 1950,
including cooperative tests of methods for its control
Mexico and
control in Mexico
cooperation
cooperation with the Government
Government of Mexico or local
local Mexican
Mexican authorities in connection with the suppression,
suppression control, and prevention
prevention or
retardation
retardation of
of thi
es t, $190,060.
of spread
spread of
thiss p
pest,
$190,000.

DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
DEPARTMENT
COMMERCE
OFFICE OF
OFFICE
or THE
THE SECRETARY
SECRETARY
LIQUIDATION
WAR AGENCIES
TRANSFERRED TO
LIQUIDATION OF
OF WAR
AGENCIES TRANSFERRED
TO COMMERCE
COMMERCE

For expenses necessary
necessary for the liquidation,
liquidation, in the fiscal
fiscal year 1950,
of the Foreign Economic Administration,
Administration, Civilian Production
Production AdminAdmin-

istration, Office of
Office of
War Mobilization
Mobilization
of Price
Price Administration,
Administration, Office
of War
and Reconversion,
Reconversion, and
all oth
er functions
functions of
of the
the former
former Office
of
and all
other
Office of
Temporary
Temporary Controls, including
including personal
personal services
services in
in the
the District
of
District of

Columbia and services as authorized
authorized by section
Act of
August
section 15
15 of
of the
the Act
of August
2, 1946 (5
(5 U. S. C. 55a),
55a), $30,000, of which $15,000
$15,000 shall be available
available
for payment
payment of accrued
accrued annual
annual leave
leave only.

60 Stat.
810.
60
Stat. 810.

VOLUNTARY AGREEMENTS
VOLUNTARY
AGREEMENTS

For expenses necessary
necessary for carrying
carrying out, until September
1949,
September 30, 1949,
the provisions of section
section 2
2of the Act of December
December 30, 1947 (61 Stat.
945), relating
relating to voluntary
voluntary agreements,
agreements, as extended
extended by the Act
of
Act of
6), including
February 9, 1949 (Public Law 6),
including personal
personal services in the
District of Columbia
Columbia and services
services as authorized
authorized by section 15 of the
Act of August 2, 1946 (5 U. S. C. 55a),
55a), at rates not to exceed
exceed $50
$50
per diem for individuals,
individuals, $60,000.
$60,000.

Ante,
Ante, p.
p. 82.
82.
50
C., Supp.
60 U.
U. S.
S. C.,
Supp.
II, app.
app. §
1912.
II,
§ 1912.
Ante, p.
p. 5.5.
60
60 Stat.
Stat. 810.
810.

CIVIL AERONAUTICS
AERONAUTICS ADMINISTRATION
AD3IINISTRATION
CIVIL
SALARIES AND
SALARIES
EXPENSES
AND EXPENSES

The appropriation
appropriation under
under this head
head in the Department
Department of Commerce
Commerce
Ante, p.
p. 463.
463.
Ante,
Appropriation
Appropriation Act, 1950, shall be available
available for expenses
expenses necessary
and
in connection
connection with facilities on the Islands
Islands of Wake, Canton, and
62
62 Stat.
Stat. 453.
453.
Midway,
Midway, as authorized
authorized by section 10 of the International
Aviation
International Aviation
49 U.
U. 8.
S. C.,
upp.
49
C'., Supp.
Facilities Act of June 16, 1948 (Public
647).
1159.
II, i 1159.
(Public Law 647).
CLAIMS,
AIRPORT ACE
CLAIMS, FEDERAL
FEDERAL AIRPORT
ACT

For an additional amount for "Claims, Federal Airport Act,"
$268,807, to remain available until June
1953, as follows:
June 30, 1953,
follows: BellingBellingham Airport, County of Whatcom,
Whatcom, Washington,
Stinson
Washington, $108,876; Stinson
Field Municipal Airport, San Antonio, Texas, $49,556; Aransas
County Airport, County of Aransas, Texas, $21,268; Douglas-Tahoe
Airport, County of Douglas, Nevada,
Nevada, $7,780;
$7,780; Bates Field-Mobile
Municipal Airport,
$44,855; Corvallis
Corvallis Airport,
Airport,
Municipal
Airport, Mobile,
Mobile, _Alabama,
Alabama, $44,855;
Corvallis, Oregon,
$36,472: Provided,
Provided, That for the purposes
section
Corvallis,
Oregon, $36,472:
purposes of section
60 Stat.
Stat. 179.
179.
Airport Act,
date of
enactment
17 of
of the
the Federal
Federal Airport
Act, as
as amended,
amended, the date
of enactment
49 U.
U. S.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
Supp.
II,
§
1116.
hereof shall be considered as the date of termination
termination of war
war as
as concon- II, § 1116.
templated by such section.
DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
JUSTICE
LEGAL ACTIViTLES
ACTIVITIES AND
LEGAL
AND GENEIRAL
GENERAL ADMINISTRATION
ADMINISTRATION
FEES
k'KES OF
OF WITNESSES
WITNESSES

For an
for "Fees
$25,000.
For
an additional
additional amount
amount for
"Fees of
of witness's",
witnesses", $25,000.

"Fees of
of witnesses,
witnesses, 1950,"
1950," $382,000.
$382,000.
For an additional amount
amount for
for "Fees

Ante, p.
p. 244.
244.
Ase,
Agate, p.
p. 458.
458.

746
746

PUBLIC LAWS-CH.
LAWS— CH .662-OCT.
662—OCT.10,
1949
PUBLIC
10, 1949

[63
STAT.
[63 STAT.

IMMIGRATION AND
AND NATURALIZATION
SERVICE
IMMIGRATION
NATURALIZATION SERVICE
1467.
1467.
C., Hi 109a,
109a,
88U.
U. S.
S. C.,
46 Stat.
Stat.

109b.
109b.

claims for
extra pay
for Sunday
and holiday
holiday services
services
For payment
payment of
of claims
for extra
pay for
Sunday and
under the Act
Act of
March 2,
1931, as
construed by
the Court
Court of
of Claims
under
of March
2, 1931,
as construed
by the
Claims
in the case of Renner
Renner and
and Krupp
Krupp versus
the United
United States
Court
versus the
States (106
(106 Court
Claims 676),
676) ,fiscal
fiscal year
year 1946
1946 and
and prior
prior fiscal
fiscal years,
years, $679,854.44.
$679,854.44.
of Claims
GENERAL
JUSTICE
GENERAL PROVISION—DEPARTMENT
PROVISION-DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

After the date of
After
of enactment
enactment hereof,
hereof, any
any claim
claim (not
in excess
excess of
(not in
of
$500),
for payment
payment by
Comptroller General,
General, for
fees, storstor$500), settled for
by the
the Comptroller
for fees,
age, or other items
items of expense,
expense, related
related to
to litigation,
which is
is beyond
litigation, which
beyond
the control of the Department
Department may
may be
be paid
out of
of the
the appropriation
appropriation
paid out
currently available
available for such purpose
purpose at
time of
of settlement
settlement of
of such
at the
the time
such
claim.
claim.
DEPARTMENT OF
OF LABOR
DEPARTMENT
LABOR
BUREAU OF
or LABOR
TATISTICS
BUREAU
LABOR S
STATISTICS
REVISION
PRICE INDEX
INDEX
REVISION OF
OF CONSUMERS'
CONSUMERS' PRICE

For expenses
expenses necessary,
necessary, fiscal year 1950,
the Bureau
of
1950, to
to enable the
Bureau of
Labor Statistics to revise
revise the Consumers'
Consumers' Price
including perperPrice Index, including
sonal services in
of Columbia;
in the
the District
District of
Columbia; temporary
temporary employees
employees at
at rates
rates
to be fixed by the Secretary
Secretary of
Labor without
without regard
regard to
to the
the civil
civil service
of Labor
service
59
59 Stat.
Stat. 295.
295.
laws and
classification laws
Federal Employees
Employees Pay
of 1945,
1945,
and the Federal
Pay Act
Act of
901 ett and classification
55U.
U. S.
S. C.
C. §
§ 901
seq.;
II, §§902
902 as amended;
seq.; Supp.
Supp. II,
amended; travel expenses,
expenses, including
including expenses
of attendance
attendance at
at meetmeetexpenses
of
et
seq.
et am.
concerned with such
such revision
revision when
when specifically
by the
the
specifically authorized
authorized by
Ante, p.
p. 265
265;; post,
post, ings concerned
p. 972.
p.
972.
Secretary of Labor;
Secretary
Labor; printing and binding;
binding; services as
authorized by
by
as authorized
60
60 Stat.
Stat. 810.
810.
section 15 of the Act of August 2, 1946 (5
(5 IT.
S. C.
C. 55a);
55a) ;and
and a
U. S.
a health
health
60
60 Stat.
Stat. 903.
903.
service program as authorized
by law
law (5
S. C
C 150),;
$1,126,000, of
of
authorized by
(5 U.
U. S.
150).; $1,126,000,
Transfer of
Transfer
funds.
of funds.
which $126,000
$126,000 shall be derived by
from the
the appropriation
by transfer
transfer from
appropriation
for salaries
salaries and expenses
expenses of the
of Labor
the
the Bureau
Bureau of
Labor Statistics
Statistics for
for the
Ante, p.
p. 284.
284.
fiscal year 1950.
1950.
NATIONAL
NATIONAL MILITARY
MILITARY ESTABLISHMENT
ESTABLISHMENT
DEPARTMENT OF THE
ARMY-CIVIL FUNCTIONS
DEPARTMENT
TH E ARMY—CIVIL
FUNCTIONS
CORPS OF
ENGINEERS
CORPS
OF ENGINEERS

Flood Control,
General
Control, General

60 Stat.
60
Stat. 648.
648.
33 U.
U. S. C. §§ 701f,
701j notes.
notes.

For the completion
completion of interior
interior drainage facilities
facilities at
Mandan, North
North
at Mandan,
Dakota, as aapart of the local flood protection
protection project
project authorized
authorized by
by
the Flood Control Act of 1946 (Public
Law 526,
(Public Law
526, Seventy-ninth
Seventy-ninth ConCongress, second session)
session),,fiscal year 1950, $76,000,
$76,000, to remain
remain available
available until
expended.
POST OFFICE DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT
FIELD SERVICE
OFFICE
OF THE
SECOND ASSISTANT
GENERAL
OFFICE OF
1.11.N. SECOND
ASSISTANT POSTMASTER
POSTMASTER GENERAL

248.

Ante, p. 248.
Ante,

Star Route
Route Service
Service
For an additional
service", $1,000,000.
additional amount for "Star route service",
$1,000,000.
Railway Mail
Salaries, Railway
Mail Service

Ane,
p. 370.
Ante, p.
370.

Transfer of
Transfer
of funds.
funds.

Ante,
Asti, p.
p. 371.
371.

For
an additional
additional amount,
1950. for "Salaries,
For an
amount, fiscal year 1950,
"Salaries, railway
railway
mail service,"
service," $225,000,
transfer of funds
$225,000, to be derived
derived by transfer
funds appropriated
appropriated
for
headquarters in the appropriation
for personal
personal services
services at field headquarters
appropriation
"Domestic air mail service"
service" for the fiscal year 1950; and the super"Domestic
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personnel of the railway
service may
may be
be increased
visory personnel
railway mail
mail service
increased by
by
fifteen additional assistant
assistant general
general superintendents
superintendents and
and fifteen
fifteen district
district
superintendents
superintendents at large.

Personnel inrese.
increase.
Personnel

Electric Car Service
Service
For an additional
additional amount
amount for "Electric car service", $59,000,
to be
be
$59,000, to
"Special delivery
derived by transfer from the appropriation
appropriation "Special
delivery service"
service"
for
for the
the fiscal
year 1949.
fiscal year
1949.
For an
an additional amount, fiscal
For
fiscal year
year 1948, for "Electric car service",
$97,200, to be derived by transfer
transfer from
from the appropriation
appropriation "Foreign
"Foreign
mail transportation"
transportation" for said fiscal year.

62 Stat. 419.
61
61

Stat. 231.
231.
stat-

Foreign
Transportation
Foreign Air
Air Mail
Mail Transportation

For an additional
additional amount,
amount, fiscal
fiscal year
"Foreign air mail
year 1948, for
for "Foreign
transportation", $1,101,000, to
be derived
by transfer
transportation",
to be
derived by
transfer from
from the
the approappropriation "Foreign
"Foreign mail transportation"
transportation" for said fiscal
fiscal year.

61 Stat.
231.
61
sta- 21
Ante, p. 249.

Post
Post,

77
p. 8877.
P.
.

Service
Domestic Air Mail Service
For an additional amount
"Domestic air
service",
amount for
for "Domestic
air mail
mail service",
$16,100,000.
$16,100,000.
additional amount, fiscal year 1948,
For an additional
1948, for
"Domestic air
mail
for "Domestic
air mail
service,"
service," $3,201,000.
$3,201,000.

61 Stat. 231.

61 stat.231

DEPARTMENT OF
STATE
DEPARTMENT
OF STATE

INTERNATIONAL
INTERNATIONAL ACTIVITIES
ACTIVITIES
UNITED
INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS
UNITED STATES
STATES PARTICIPATION
PARTICIPATION IN
IN INTERNATIONAL
ORGANIZATIONS

The amount
The
made available
available under
under this
in the
the Department
of
amount made
this head
head in
Department of
State Appropriation
Appropriation Act, 1949,
1949, for
the Cape
Cape Spartel
Spartel and
and Tangier
Tangier
for the
Light, Coast of Morocco,
i
sincreased
increased from
to "$2,000";
"$2,000"; and
Morocco, is
from "$1,200"
"$1,200" to
and
the amount made available
available under
under said
said head
head for
for the
the Inter-American
Inter-American
Coffee Board
Board is
is decreased
from 14,203"
Coffee
decreased from
"$4,203" to
to "$3,403".
"$3,403".
Not
$1,595,000 of
the amount
amount made
under this
this
Not to
to exceed
exceed $1,595,000
of the
made available
available under
head in the Second Deficiency
Deficiency Appropriation
Act, 1948,
for the
the "Inter"InterAppropriation Act,
1948, for
national
Organization" shall remain
national Civil Aviation Organization"
until
remain available
available until
June
June 30, 1950.

62 Stat. 308.
62stat.308.

Ante, p. 250.

Ante, p. 26.
62 Stat.
62
tat.

1046.

1046.

I
NTERNATIONAL I
NFORMATION AND
EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES
ACTIVITIES
INTERNATIONAL
INFORMATION
AND EDUCATIONAL
For an additional
additional amount
the fiscal
year 1950
1950 for
"Interamount during
during the
fiscal year
for "International information
and educational
educational activities,
and the
the
national
information and
activities," $1,800,000;
$1,800,000; and
limitation
under this
this head
head on
transfer to
to
limitation under
on the
the amount
amount available
available for
for transfer
other
appropriations of
of the
the Department
increased by
by
other appropriations
Department of
of State
State is
is increased
$312,250.
$312,250.
TREASURY DEPARTMENT
TREASURY
DEPARTMENT

M
Ante, p. 454;
p. 878.

Ap.,' P 45; p8O.

OFFICE
OFFICE OF
or THE
.r.aL SECRETARY
SECRETARY
REFUNDS
ACT
REFUNDS UNDER
UNDER RENEGOTIATION
RENEGOTIATION ACT

For
additional amount
for "Refunds
Act,
For an
an additional
amount for
"Refunds under
under Renegotiation
Renegotiation Act,
1950", $4,000,000.
$4,000,000.
1950",
PERSONAL OR
OR PROPERTy
PERSONAL
PROPERTY DAMAGE
DAMAGE CLAIMS
CLAIMS

For an
an additional
personal property
property damage
damage claims,
claims,
For
additional amount
amount for
for personal
$40,000.
$40,000.

Ante, p. 357.

nt
AC

P. 367.
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FISCAL S
ERVICE
FISCAL
SERVIOE
BUREAU
ACCOUNTS
BUREAU OF ACCOUNTS

Salaries
and Expenses
Expenses
Salaries and
368.
Ante, p. 358.

57 Stat. 138.
26 U.S.
U. S. C.
1631.
C. §§1631.
26
Ante, p.
668.
Ante,
p. 668.

For an
an additional
amount for
for "Salaries
"Salaries and
expenses, 1950",
1950",
and expenses,
For
additional amount
$175,000:
this head
head shall
shall be
be
under this
That appropriations
appropriations under
$175,000: Provided,
Provided, That
available
for reimbursement
reimbursement to
to Federal
Federal Reserve
Reserve banks
banks and
and branches
branches
available for
for expenses
expenses incident
to deposit
of taxes
taxes under
Federal Insurance
Insurance
the Federal
under the
deposit of
incident to
for
Contributions
the same
as heretofore
provided in
conin conheretofore provided
same manner
manner as
Act in
in the
Contributions Act
nection with
taxes under
the Current
Current Tax
Act of
of
Tax Payment
Payment Act
under the
of taxes
with deposit
deposit of
nection
1943.
1943.
Division
Disbursement
Division of
of Disbursement
Salaries
and Expenses
Salaries and
Expenses

Ante,
Ante, p. 358.

For an
and expenses,
Division of
of
expenses, Division
amount for
for "Salaries
"Salaries and
an additional
additional amount
For
Disbursement,
Disbursement, 1950",
1950", $637,900.
$637,900.
OFFICE OF
OFFICE
OF THE
THE TREASURER
TREASURER

Salaries and
Expenses
Salaries
and Expenses
Ante,
359.
Ante, p. 359.

For an
an additional
additional amount
for "Salaries
expenses, 1950",
1950", $97,500.
$97,500.
"Salaries and
and expenses,
amount for
For
TITLE II-CLAIMS
II—CLAIMS FOR
AUDITED CLAIMS,
CLAIMS,
DAMAGES, AUDITED
FOR DAMAGES,
TITLE
AND JUDGMENTS
JUDGMENTS
For
claims for damages
damages as settled
and determined
determined by
settled and
payment of
of claims
For payment
departments
and agencies
agencies in
accord with
law, audited
audited claims
certified
claims certified
with law,
in accord
departments and
to be
be due
by the
the General
General Accounting
Office, and
and judgments
judgments rendered
rendered
Accounting Office,
to
due by
against the
States by
by United
States district
district courts
courts and
the
and the
United States
against
the United
United States
United
Court of
as set
Document NumNumof Claims,
Claims, as
set forth
forth in
in Senate
Senate Document
United States
States Court
bered 96, and
and House
House Document
bered
Document Numbered
Numbered 229, Eighty-first
Eighty-first Congress,
$7,664,035.07,
necessary to pay
pay
$7,664,035.07, together
together with
with such amounts
amounts as may be
be necessary
interest (as
(as and
and when
specified in
judgments or
or in
of the
the
interest
when specified
in such
such judgments
in certain
certain of
settlements
of the
General Accounting
Accounting Office
Office or
or provided
by law)
law) and
and
settlements of
the General
provided by
such additional
increases in rates
may be
be
additional sums
sums due
due to
to increases
rates of
of exchange
exchange as may
necessary
to pay
pay claims
in foreign
foreign currency:
currency: Provided,
That no
no judgjudgnecessary to
claims in
Provided, That
ment
appropriated for shall be
it shall
have become
become
ment herein appropriated
be paid until
until it
shall have
conclusive against the United States by failure
final and conclusive
failure of the parties
further, That, unless otherwise
to appeal or otherwise: Provided
Provided further,
otherwise specifically required
required by law or by the judgment, payment
payment of interest
wherever appropriated
herein shall
shall not
for more
more than
than
wherever
appropriated for
for herein
not continue
continue for
the date
date of
of approval
approval of
of this
Act.
thirty days
days after
after the
this Act.
TITLE III-GENERAL
III—GENERAL PROVISIONS
PROVISIONS

Persons engaging,
etc., in strikes against
advocating overoveror advocating
CoyS. GovU. S.
throw of U.
eminent.
ernment.

Affidavit.
Affidavit.

SEC. 301. No part
appropriation contained
SEc.
part of any appropriation
contained in this Act, or
or
of the funds made available
available for expenditure
expenditure by any corporation
included
included in this
ages of
ofany
an y
this Act,
Act, shall be used
used to pay
pay the
the salary
salary or
or w
wages
person who engages in aastrike
Government of the United
strike against
against the Government
United
a member of an organization
Government
States or who is a
organization of Government
employees
employees that asserts
asserts the right
right to strike
the Government
Government of
of
strike against
against the
a member of an organization
organization
the United States, or who advocates,
advocates, or is a
that advocates,
advocates, the
the overthrow
overthrow of the Government
Government of the United States
Provided, That for the purposes hereof an
by force or violence: Provided,
affidavit shall be considered
considered prima facie
facie evidence
evidence that the person
making the affidavit
affidavit has not contrary
contrary to the provisions
provisions of this section
section
engaged in aastrike
strike against the
the Government
Government of the
the United
United States, is
not aamember of an organization
organization of Government
Government employees
employees that
asserts
that asserts
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the right to strike against
against the Government
Government of the United States, or
or
advocate, and is not a
a member of an
that such person does not advocate,
an
organization that advocates,
advocates, the overthrow
organization
overthrow of the Government
Government of the
the
United States by force or violence:
violence: Provided
any person
Providedfurther,
further, That
That any
person
who engages
engages in a
astrike against the Government
Government of
of the
the United States
States
a member of an organization
or who is a
organization of
of Government
employees that
Government employees
that
right to strike
asserts the right
against the
United States,
strike against
the Government
Government of
of the
the United
States,
or who advocates, or who is aamember of
of an organization
organization that advocates, the overthrow
overthrow of the
the Government
Government of the
United States
force
the United
States by force
or
employment the
or wages
for which
or violence and accepts
accepts employment
the salary
salary or
wages for
which
this Act
Act shall
are paid from any appropriation
appropriation or fund contained in this
be guilty of a
a felony
felony and,
conviction, shall
shall be
fined not
more
and, upon conviction,
be fined
not more
than
or imprisoned
imprisoned for
for not
more than
than one
one year,
year, or
or both:
both:
than $1,000
$1,000 or
not more
Provided
further, That
That the
the above
penalty clause
clause shall
shall be
Providedfurther,
above penalty
be in
in addition
addition
not in substitution
to, and not
other provisions
provisions of
of existing
existing law.
law.
substitution for,
for, any
any other
SEC.
cited as
as the "Third
SEC. 302. This Act may
may be cited
"Third Deficiency
Deficiency ApproAppropriation Act,
priation
Act, 1949".
1949".
Approved
Approved October 10, 1949.
1949.

Penalty.

Short title.

"

[CHAPTER
663]
[CHAPTER 663]

AN
ACT
AN ACT
To authorize
the city
city of
of Los
Los Angeles,
Angeles, California,
authorize the granting
granting to the
California, of
of rights-of-way
rights-of-way
on, over,
over, under,
under, through,
through, and
and across
across certain
certain public
public lands.
lands.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and House
Representatives of
of the
the
House of
of Representatives
United
States of America in
United States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the
the SecretarySecretary
of the Interior be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized to grant
of
grant to the city
city of
Angeles permanent
permanent rights-of-way,
Los Angeles
rights-of-way, two
fifty feet
two hundred
hundred and fifty
feet in
in
width, described
section 6
described in section
over, under,
under, through,
6 of this Act
Act on,
on, over,
through, and
and
across public lands of the United
counties of
of Mono,
Inyo,
United States in the
the counties
Mono, Inyo,
and Kern
in the
the State
California, for
for the
the purposes
of constructing,
constructing,
and
Kern in
State of
of California,
purposes of
operating,
operating, and maintaining
maintaining any and
and all
all works,
structures, roads,
roads, and
and
works, structures,
facilities necessary,
necessary, convenient,
incidental, or
to the
the
convenient, incidental,
or appurtenant
appurtenant to
generation,
generation, transformation,
transmission, distribution,
and utilization
utilization
transformation, transmission,
distribution, and
of
Provided, That
the Secretary
of the
Interior shall,
shall,
of electrical
electrical energy
energy::Provided,
That the
Secretary of
the Interior
in his discretion, attach
attach and
conditions on
rights-ofand impose such conditions
on said
said rights-ofsuch rules
rules and
and regulations
as he
he shall
shall deem
deem
way, and
and promulgate
promulgate such
regulations as
appropriate,
the use
rights-of-way for
purappropriate, consistent
consistent with
with the
use of
of said
said rights-of-way
for the
the purposes
poses prescribed
prescribed in this
Provided further,
further, That
Secretary of
of
this Act: Provided
That the
the Secretary
the
fix, and
the city
city shall
pay, aareasonable
sum or
or sums
sums
the Interior
Interior shall
shall fix,
and the
shall pay,
reasonable sum
to
the United
for the
the grant
permanent
to the
United States
States as
as consideration
consideration for
grant of
of the
the permanent
rights-of-way
in section
section 6
of this
this Act.
Act.
rights-of-way described
described in
6 of
SEC.
S
EC. 2. Nothing contained
contained in
is intended
intended to,
to, nor
nor does
does it,
it,
in this Act is
presently existing
of any
kind or
or nature
affect any presently
existing right
right of
any kind
nature however
however
acquired, nor
nor any valid claim
heretofore initiated
the laws
laws of
claim heretofore
initiated under
under the
of
the United States
but not
not limited
States or
or the State
State of California,
California, including,
including, but
limited
to, the homestead,
homestead, mining, desert
desert land,
land, and other
other laws relating
relating to
to
public
incidents thereto.
thereto.
public lands
lands and
and appurtenances
appurtenances and
and incidents
SEC.
SEc. 3. That
That the use of the
authorized shall
shall
the rights-of-way
rights-of-way herein
herein authorized
also be subject to such conditions
conditions as are
and necessary,
in
are reasonable
reasonable and
necessary, in
the
of Agriculture
interests of
the opinion
opinion of
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
Agriculture to
to protect
protect the
the interests
of
the
United States
States in
the national
national forests.
forests.
the United
in the
the management
management of
of the
4. That
the lands
described in
in section
hereof shall
shall be
be open
open at
at
SEC. 4.
That the
lands described
section 66hereof
all
to exploration,
prospecting, discovery,
or patent
patent under
under
all times
times to
exploration, prospecting,
discovery, lease,
lease, or
the
from time
time to
to time
time applicable
applicable
the mining
mining or
or mineral
mineral leasing
leasing laws
laws from
thereto
insofar as
laws relate
relate to
to minerals
said lands,
lands, and
and to
thereto insofar
as said
said laws
minerals in
in said
to
any
uses or
or disposition
of the
or resources,
to the
the extent
extent and
and in
any uses
disposition of
the land
land or
resources, to
in
the
under any
of the
land laws
the manner
manner permitted
permitted under
any of
the nonmineral
nonmineral public
public land
laws
of
States from
from time
to time
applicable thereto:
thereto: Provided,
Provided,
of the
the United States
time to
time applicable

October 10,
October
10, 1949
1949
[H. R.
R. 5764]
5764]
[H.
[Public Law
Law 344]
[Public
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however,
rights so
so acquired
acquired in
in or
or to
said lands
lands shall
subject
shall be
be subject
to said
That all
all rights
however, That
to
rights in
in this
authorized to
to be
granted .
to the
city.
to the
the rights
this Act
Act authorized
be granted
to
the city.
S
EC. 5.
The rights-of-way
rights-of-way by
by this
this Act
authorized to
to be
be granted
granted to
to
Use of rightsrights-of-way.
SEC.
5. The
Act authorized
of-way.
the
city of
of Los
Los Angeles
Angeles shall
shall be
held by
by the
purposes of
of
be held
the city
city for
for the
the purposes
the city
municipal power
power supply
assignment, sale,
sale, or
other disposal
disposal of
of
municipal
supply and
and no
no assignment,
or other
said
therein shall
be made
made by
by the
the city,
except
city, except
or interests
interests therein
shall be
said rights-of-way
rights-of-way or
with
the approval
approval of
of the
the chief
chief officer
officer of
the department
department controlling
controlling or
or
of the
with the
supervising
public lands
lands concerned
concerned upon
finding by;
such
upon aafinding
by him
him that
that such
supervising the
the public
assignment, sale,
other disposal
disposal is
is compatible
compatible .with
with the
public
the public
assignment,
sale, or
or other
Delegation of
oofpowThe chief
the department
supervising or
pow- interest.
interest. The
chief officer
officer of
of the
department supervising
or controlling
controlling
ers.
the public
lands concerned
concerned is
is authorized
to delegate
delegate the
the powers
powers .desigdesigpublic lands
authorized to
the
nated
this or
in any
any other
other section
section of
this Act
may authorize
authorize the
the
of this
Act and
and may
nated in
in this
or in
subdelegation
powers.
subdelegation of
of such
such powers.
Lands in
in Mono
SEC.
S
EC. 6. Lands within the county of Mono, State of California,
California,
County, Calif. Mono
described
follows:
as follows:
described as
All those
those portions
section 21;
27; section
section 28; section 34,
section 27;
of section
21; section
All
portions of
township
south, range
base and
and meridian,
township 55 south,
range 31
31 east,
east, Mount
Mount Diablo
Diablo base
meridian,
lying
within the
the boundaries
boundaries of
of land
two hundred
fifty
and fifty
lying within
of a
a strip
strip of
land two
hundred and
feet in
width, the
the side
side lines
being parallel
parallel with
with and
and distant,
distant,
feet
in width,
lines of
of said
said strip
strip being
respectively,
seventy-five feet
easterly of
one hundred
and seventyseventyof and
and one
hundred and
feet easterly
respectively, seventy-five
five
westerly of
described as
as follows:
feet westerly
of aaline
line described
follows:
five feet
Beginning. at
on the
the north
line of
section 21
distant
north line
of said
said section
21 distant
Beginning
at aa point
point on
thereon
minutes forty-two
seconds
degrees thirty-five
thirty-five minutes
forty-two seconds
thereon south
south eighty-nine
eighty-nine degrees
east one
one thousand
hundred twenty-six
and seventy-five
seventy-five oneoneeast
thousand two
two hundred
twenty-six and
hundredths feet
feet from
the north
quarter-corner of
said section;
thence
hundredths
from the
north quarter-corner
of said
section; thence
from
said point
point of
twenty-nine minfrom said
of beginning
beginning south
south sixteen
sixteen degrees
degrees twenty-nine
minseconds east
one hundred
sixty-two and
utes forty-nine
forty-nine seconds
east three
three thousand
thousand one
hundred sixty-two
and
fifty-eight one-hundredths
five minutes
minutes
fifty-eight
one-hundredths feet;
feet; thence
thence south
south nine
nine degrees
degrees five
forty-nine
fourteen and
thirtyforty-nine seconds
seconds east
east ten thousand
thousand one hundred
hundred fourteen
and thirtyone
one-hundredths feet;
thence south
south six
six degrees
degrees twenty-five
one one-hundredths
feet; thence
twenty-five minutes
minutes
twenty-two
seconds east
east two
hundred forty
forty and
and sixtysixtytwenty-two seconds
two thousand
thousand eight
eight hundred
five one
one hundredths
hundredths feet
feet to
to a
point on
on the
the south
south line
of said
section 34,
34,
five
a point
line of
said section
easterly-thereon
thereon one
thousand six
hundred twenty-six
twenty-six and
which is
is easterly
one thousand
six hundred
and
ninety-four one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet from
southwest corner
corner thereof.
ninety-four
from the
the southwest
thereof.
Lands in
Lands
in Inyo
Lands within
within the county of Inyo, State of California, described
described as
as
County, Calif. Inyo
County,
follows:
follows:
All those portions
10, township
township 6
south, range
portions of section
section 3; section 10,
6 south,
range
31
base and
and meridian,
lying within
the boundaries
boundaries
31 east,
east, Mount
Mount Diablo
Diablo base
meridian, lying
within the
a strip of land
of a
land two hundred
hundred and fifty feet in
in width, the side lines
lines
with and
and distant
distant one
one hundred
hundred and
and twentytwentyof said strip
strip being
being parallel
parallel with
feet on
on each
each side
follows:
five feet
side of
of aacenterline
centerline described
described as
as follows:
a point
Beginning at a
point on the north line of said section
section 3
3 which is
distant thereon
thereon south
eighty-nine degrees
degrees eighteen minutes
minutes fifty-five
fifty-five
south eighty-nine
seconds
thousand twenty
twenty and
and sixty-two
sixty-two one-hundredths
seconds east
east two
two thousand
one-hundredths feet
feet
from the northwest
northwest corner of said section;
section; thence
thence from said point of
of
ten seconds
beginning south five degrees fifty-six
fifty-six minutes
minutes ten
seconds east five
five
thousand
thousand three hundred seventeen
seventeen and eighty one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet
to
feet to
aapoint in the south line of said section 33which is westerly
westerly thereon
thereon
four and nineteen one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet from aa stake in rock mound
mound
set to
to mark
mark the
quarter-section corner
corner common
common to
t
o sections
sec ti ons 3
3 and
an d 10,
10,
set
the quarter-section
said
and range;
continuing south
south five
five degrees
degrees fiftyfiftysaid township
township and
range; thence
thence continuing
six minutes
minutes ten
east three thousand
four hundred
sixty-nine
ten seconds
seconds east
thousand four
hundred sixty-nine
and fifty-eight
one-hundredths feet
fifty-eight one-hundredths
feet to aapoint in the northwest quarter
quarter
of the southeast quarter
quarter of said section 10 which is south five
five degrees
degrees
fifty-two
fifty-two minutes three
three seconds
seconds east from the above-mentioned
above-mentioned quartersection
section corner.
Also all those portions of section 3; section 10; section
section 14; northeast
northeast
quarter section
section 15;
15; northeast
secti on 23
i
on 2
4; section
sect i
on
quarter
northeast quarter
quarter section
23;; sect
section
24;
25, township
6 south, range
township 6
range 31 east, Mount Diablo base and
meridian;
and meridian;
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6 south, range 32 east, Mount Diablo
section 31, township
township 6
Diablo base and
2 southwest
northwest quarter,
2 northwest
meridian;
quarter, lots 11 and 2
southwest
meridian; south half lot 2
Mount
quarter section
section 30; section
section 31, township 7
7south, range
range 33 east, Mount
Diablo base and meridian; northwest quarter southwest quarter secMount Diablo base
tion 5; section 28, township
township 8
8south, range
range 33 east, Mount
and meridian;
meridian; section 2; section 12; section
section 13, township
township 9
9 south,
range 33 east, Mount Diablo base and meridian;
meridian; section 19; lots 3,
3,
quarter
southwest quarter, southwest
7,
southwest quarter southeast
southeast quarter
8, south
south half southwest
7, 8,
32-,• section 33, township
section 29; section 32
township 9
9 south, range 34 east,
Mount
(unsurveyed) ;
base and meridian; section 4; section 55 (unsurveyed);
Diablo base
Mount Diablo
unsurveyed);;
section 17 (partly unsurveyed)
(unsurveyed);;section 9; section
section 88 (unsurveyed)
township 10 south, range 34 east, Mount Diablo
section 20; section 33, township
meridian; section 4; section
section 9; section
section 28, township
township 11 south,
base and meridian;
meridian; section 21; section 27;
range 34 east, Mount Diablo base and meridian
section 28,
28, township
south, range 34 east, Mount Diablo base and
12 south,
township 12
section
southeast
meridian; lots
lots 1,
2, 3, 4,
northeast quarter, south half southeast
5, 6
6 northeast
4, 5,
1, 2,
meridian;
southeast quarter southwest
1 northwest quarter, southeast
southwest
quarter, east half lot 1
quarter, lots
section 12; section
section
section 2; section 11; section
15, section
lots 7, 10, 11, 14, 15,
quarter,
13;
section 14;
14; section
range 34
34
24; section 25, township 13 south, range
section 24;
13; section
east, Mount Diablo
Diablo base and meridian;
meridian; section 30; section 31, township
township
east,
and meridian;
meridian; section
section 5;
5;
east, Mount Diablo base and
range 35 east,
13 south, range
section
6; section
section 8; section
section 17;
section 29;
17; section 20; section 28; section
section 6;
section
section 33, township 14 south, range 35 east, Mount Diablo
section 32; section
base and meridian;
meridian; section 4; section 9; section 21; section
section 22; section
section
base
27; section
section 28;
28; section
northwest quarter
quarter northwest
northwest quarter, south
south
section 34; northwest
27;
half north
north half,
township 15 south, range
range 35
south half section 35, township
half, south
half
east, Mount
Mount Diablo
Diablo base
and meridian;
meridian; section
section
section 1; section 2; section
base and
east,
12, township
township 16
meridian;
Mount Diablo base and meridian;
east, Mount
35 east,
range 35
south, range
16 south,
12,
lot 2
2northwest
northwest quarter, lot 2
2 and south half lot 11southwest quarter,
lot
southwest quarter
quarter southeast
7; southwest
southwest quarter
quarter secsecsection 7;
quarter section
southeast quarter
southwest
tion 17;
south half northeast
northeast
northeast quarter, south
quarter northeast
northwest quarter
17; northwest
tion
quarter,
northeast quarter
northwest quarter, southeast
southeast quarter section
section
quarter northwest
quarter, northeast
18;
section 20;
20; section
section 21;
21; section
section 28;
28; northeast
northeast quarter
quarter section
section 33; west
18; section
half
southeast quarter,
east half
half west
half, west
half northwest
northwest quarter,
quarter,
west half
west half,
quarter, east
half southeast
northwest quarter
quarter southwest
quarter section
section 34, township 16 south,
southwest quarter
northwest
range 36
Mount Diablo base and meridian; southwest
southwest quarter
36 east, Mount
range
section
section 14 (partly unsurunsurveyed);;section
(partly unsurveyed)
11 (partly
section 11
2; section
section 2;
veyed) ;section
section 23
23 (partly
(partly unsurveyed);
unsurveyed) ;east half section
section 26; east
east
veyed);
sechalf
northeast
quarter,
east
half
southeast
quarter
(unsurveyed)
sec(unsurveyed)
quarter
southeast
half
east
quarter,
northeast
half
tion
17 south,
south, range
Mount Diablo base
base and
and
36 east, Mount
range 36
township 17
35, township
tion 35,
meridian;
south half
1; northeast
northeast quarter
northeast quarter
quarter
quarter northeast
section 1;
half section
meridian; south
(unsurveyed) section
2; section
section 1212; section
section 13
13 (partly
(partly unsurveyed)
unsurveyed);;
section 2;
(unsurveyed)
west half
west half
half section
section 24; west half,
east half
half east
(unsurveyed), west
half (unsurveyed),
west
west half
25, township
township 18
south, range
36 east,
east, Mount
Mount
range 36
18 south,
section 25,
half section
east half
half east
west
Diablo
base
and
meridian;
lots
1
and
2
northwest
quarter,
southwest
southwest
quarter,
northwest
2
1
and
lots
meridian;
and
base
Diablo
quarter section
1, 5,
southwest
2; lots 1, 2, 3, 4, southwest
6, 7,
7, section 2;
5, 6,
lots 1,
1; lots
section 1;
quarter
section
quarter
northeast quarter,
quarter, northwest
quarter southeast
southeast quarter
quarter section
northwest quarter
quarter northeast
11; west
west half
half section
12; section
13; northeast
northeast quarter northsection 13;
section 12;
half west
west half
11;
east quarter
14; section
section 24;
24; section
township 19
19 south,
range
south, range
25, township
section 25,
section 14;
quarter section
east
36 east,
Diablo base
meridian; west
west half
section 30;
30; section
section
half section
and meridian;
base and
Mount Diablo
36
east, Mount
31, township
township 19
19 south,
south, range
range 37
meridian;
Diablo base and meridian;
Mount Diablo
east, Mount
37 east,
31,
lots 1
and 2
2northeast
quarter section
section 6;
6; east
east half
half secsecsoutheast quarter
quarter, southeast
northeast quarter,
1 and
lots
tion
7;
east
half
section
18;
east
half
section
19;
west
half
section
29;
29;
section
half
west
19;
section
half
east
18;
tion 7; east half section
east half
section 30;
east half
31; west
section 32,
32, towntownhalf section
west half
section 31;
half section
30; east
half section
east
ship 20
range 37
37 east,
east, Mount
base and
and meridian;
section
meridian; section
Diablo base
Mount Diablo
south, range
20 south,
ship
4; section
section 9;
9; section
section 14
15; north half
half
section 15;
unsurveyed);;section
(partly unsurveyed)
14 (partly
4;
northeast quarter
south half
half section
quarter
section 23; southwest quarter
16; south
section 16;
quarter section
northeast
section 24;
24; section
26; section
section 36,
36, towntownsection 26;
half section
east half
half east
east half
25; east
section 25;
section
ship
21
south,
range
37
east,
Mount
Diablo
base
and
meridian;
lot 44
meridian;
and
base
Diablo
Mount
ship 21 south, range 37 east,
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section
south, range
east, Mount
Mount Diablo
Diablo base
and
section 31,
31, township
township 21
21 south,
range 38
38 east,
base and
meridian;
lots 1
1and
and 2
quarter, east
east half
lots 1
northhalf lots
1 and
and 2
2 northmeridian; lots
2 northeast
northeast quarter,
west
southeast quarter,
quarter, lot
southwest quarter
quarter section
section 9
sec6;;secwest quarter,
quarter, southeast
lot 11southwest
tion 7;
section 8;
8; section
section 17;
east half
half section
section 20;
29; ssection
.ection 32,
32,
tion
7; section
17; east
20; section
section 29;
township
22 south,
south, range
range 38
38 east,
east, Mount
Mount Diablo
Diablo base
and meridian;
lots
township 22
base and
meridian; lots
2, south
half northeast
quarter, southeast
southeast quarter
quarter section
section 5;
5; east
east
south half
northeast quarter,
11and
and 2,
half,
east half
quarter section
section 8;
8; east
east half,
east half
half west
half, east
west
southwest quarter
half, east
half southwest
half
section 17;
east half,
east half
half section
section 20;
20; east
east half
half secsecwest half
half section
17; east
half, east
half west
tion
half section
32, township
township 23
38 east,
east, Mount
23 south,
south, range
range 38
Mount
tion 29;
29; east
east half
section 32,
Diablo base
base and
and meridian;
meridian; section
(partly unsurveyed);
unsurveyed) ;section
section 8
8
Diablo
section 5
5 (partly
(partly unsurveyed);
unsurveyed) ;section
section 17;
half southeast
17; section
section 20;
20; south
south half
southeast
(partly
quarter section
east half
32 (partly
unsurveyed) ;west
west
quarter
section 29;
29; east
half section
section 32
(partly unsurveyed);
half
section 33,
township 24
24 south,
south, range
range 38
38 east,
east, Mount
Mount Diablo
Diablo base
base
half section
33, township
and
meridian, lying
within the
the boundaries
of a
astrip
strip of
two hunhunand meridian,
lying within
boundaries of
of land
land two
dred
and fifty
fifty feet
in width,
the sidelines
sidelines of
of said
said strip
strip being
being parallel
parallel
dred and
feet in
width, the
with
and distant,
respectively, seventy-five
seventy-five feet
easterly of
of and
one
with and
distant, respectively,
feet easterly
and one
hundred
and seventy-five
seventy-five feet
of a
described as
as follows:
follows:
feet westerly
westerly of
a line
line described
hundred and
Beginning
at a
a point
point on
line of
section 3,
3, township
township 6
6
of section
Beginning at
on the
the north
north line
south,
range 31
31 east,
Diablo base
and meridian,
meridian, which
is distant
south, range
east, Mount
Mount Diablo
base and
which is
distant
thereon
south eighty-nine
degrees eighteen
eighteen minutes
minutes fifty-five
fifty-five seconds
seconds
thereon south
eighty-nine degrees
east
one thousand
thousand six
twenty-six and
ninety-four one-huneast one
six hundred
hundred twenty-six
and ninety-four
one-hundreths
feet from
set to
to mark
mark the
the northwest
northwest corner
corner of
of
dreths feet
from a
a rock
rock mound
mound set
said
section 3;
beginning south
six degrees
degrees
said section
3; thence
thence from
from said
said point
point of
of beginning
south six
twenty-five
minutes twenty-two
twenty-two seconds
seconds east
east five
five thousand
thousand three
twenty-five minutes
three hunhundred
twenty-two and
and forty-five
forty-five one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet
feet to
to a
apoint
point on
on the
the
dred twenty-two
south
of said
said section
westerly thereon
three hundred
hundred
south line
line of
section 3,
3, which
which is
is westerly
thereon three
fifty-two
one-hundredths feet
mound
fifty-two and
and thirty-eight
thirty-eight one-hundredths
feet from
from aa rock
rock mound
set
to mark
mark the
the south
south quarter-corner
of said
said section
set to
quarter-corner of
section 3;
3; thence
thence concontinuing
six degrees
degrees twenty-five
twenty-five minutes
minutes twenty-two
twenty-two seconds
seconds east
east
tinuing south
south six
two thousand
thousand ten and twenty-nine
two
thence south
twenty-nine one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet;
feet; thence
fifteen degrees
minutes two
two seconds
seconds east
one thousand
thousand five
five
fifteen
degrees twenty-two
twenty-two minutes
east one
seventy-nine one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet;
feet; thence
thence
hundred ninety-five
ninety-five and
and seventy-nine
south thirteen
thirteen degrees fifty-seven
fifty-seven minutes
minutes twenty-four
twenty-four seconds
seconds east
east
four hundred ninety-one
ninety-one and
and fifty-seven
one-hundredths feet;
feet; thence
thence
fifty-seven one-hundredths
eleven degrees
thirty-nine minutes
eighteen seconds
seconds west
west seven
seven
south eleven
degrees thirty-nine
minutes eighteen
hundred sixty-five and ninety-three
ninety-three one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet; thence
thence south
forty-three
forty-three degrees
degrees thirty minutes
minutes thirty-two
thirty-two seconds
east seven
hunseconds east
seven hundred
the north
north
dred eighty
eighty and forty
forty one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet
feet to
to aa point
point on
on the
line of section 15,
15, township
township 66south, range 31 east, Mount Diablo
Diablo base
base
which is
ant thereon
degrees fortyand meridian,
meridian, which
is dist
distant
thereon south
south eighty-nine
eighty-nine degrees
fortysix minutes fifty-two seconds
seconds east
east six
sixty-three and
and fifty
fifty
six hundred
hundred sixty-three
one-hundredths feet from aarock
one-hundredths
rock mound
mound set to mark
mark the
the north quartercorner of said section
corner
continuing south
south forty-three
forty-three degrees
degrees
section 15; thence continuing
thirty minutes thirty-two
thirty-two seconds east
east seventeen
seventeen thousand
thousand three
three hundred four and sixty-one one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet; thence south
south two degrees
forty-seven
twenty-four seconds
forty-seven minutes
minutes twenty-four
seconds east two
thousand one huntwo thousand
one-hundredths feet;
feet; thence
thence south
south
dred thirty-two
thirty-two and
and seventy-two
seventy-two one-hundredths
thirty-seven
thousand
thirty-seven degrees
degrees thirty-four
thirty-four minutes no seconds
seconds east one thousand
five hundred
hundred seventy-seven
seventy-seven and eighty-two
eighty-two one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet
feet to a
a
point
of section
section 31,
point on the north line of
31, township
township 6
south, range
32 east,
east,
6 south,
range 32
Mount
Mount Diablo base and meridian,
meridian, which is easterly
easterly thereon seven
seven
hundred
hundred sixty
sixty and ninety-two
ninety-two one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet from the northwest corner of said section 31; thence continuing
continuing south thirty-seven
thirty-seven
degrees thirty-four
thirty-four minutes
minutes no
seconds east seven
no seconds
seven thousand five hunhundred twenty-four
twenty-four and ten one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet; thence south fifty-two
degrees
forty-eight minutes eighteen seconds
seconds east seven
degrees forty-eight
seven thousand
thousand six
six
hundred ten and eighteen
eighteen one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet to a
apoint on the north
line of section 9, township 7
7 south, range 32 east, Mount Diablo base
and meridian,
meridian, which
which is easterly thereon
thereon eight hundred
hundred twenty-one
and sixty-nine one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet from the northwest
northwest corner of
of
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said section 9; thence continuing
continuing south fifty-two
fifty-two degrees
degrees forty-eight
forty-eight
minutes eighteen
eighteen seconds
seconds east one thousand six hundred
hundred fifty and fiftysix one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet; thence south
south sixty-six
sixty-six degrees
degrees one minute
fifty-two
and
fifty-two seconds
seconds east four thousand
thousand one
one hundred
hundred ninety-nine
ninety-nine and
eighty-six
one-hundredths feet; thence
forty-five degrees
eighty-six one-hundredths
thence south
south forty-five
degrees fiftyfiftyfive
minutes thirty-five
seconds east
eleven thousand
four hundred
hundred
five minutes
thirty-five seconds
east eleven
thousand four
twenty-four
and fifty-one
fifty-one one-hundredths
feet to
apoint
the north
twenty-four and
one-hundredths feet
to a
point on
on the
north
line
of section
section 23,
23, township
township 77south,
range 32
32 east,
Mount Diablo
line of
south, range
east, Mount
Diablo base
base
and meridian, which is easterly
eighty-eight
easterly thereon
thereon eight hundred
hundred eighty-eight
and seventy-five
seventy-five one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet from aarock mound
mound set
set to mark
mark
the
quarter-section corner
and 23,
23, said
said township
the quarter-section
corner common
common to
to sections
sections 14
14 and
township
and range;
minutes
and
range; thence
thence continuing
continuing south
south forty-five
forty-five degrees
degrees fifty-five
fifty-five minutes
thirty-five
thousand nine
nine hundred
fifty-two and
and
thirty-five seconds
seconds east
east one
one thousand
hundred fifty-two
seventy-five
one-hundredths feet; thence
degrees thirtyseventy-five one-hundredths
thence south
south sixty
sixty degrees
thirtythree
minutes twenty-three
east six thousand
thousand four hundred
hundred
three minutes
twenty-three seconds
seconds east
seventy-eight
feet to a
a point
point on
on the
seventy-eight and ninety-six
ninety-six one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet
range
line between
between ranges
ranges 32
32 and
and 33
east, which
is northerly
northerly thereon
thereon
range line
33 east,
which is
six hundred
and sixty
sixty one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet
from the
the northwest
northwest
feet from
six
hundred three
three and
corner of
of section
section 30,
30, township
township 77 south,
south, range
range 33 east, Mount Diablo
corner
base
thence continuing
south sixty
sixty degrees
thirty-three
degrees thirty-three
and meridian;
meridian; thence
continuing south
base and
minutes
hundred eight and twenty
minutes twenty-three
twenty-three seconds
seconds east four hundred
one-hundredths
thirty-five degrees
degrees thirty-six
thirty-six minminone-hundredths feet;
feet; thence
thence south
south thirty-five
utes
thirteen and
and
thousand two hundred thirteen
seconds east
east four thousand
utes twenty-nine
twenty-nine seconds
twenty-seven one-hundredths
south twenty-three
twenty-three degrees
feet; thence
thence south
one-hundredths feet;
twenty-seven
thirty-four minutes
seconds east
east eight
huneight thousand
thousand two
two hunminutes thirty-nine
thirty-nine seconds
thirty-four
a point on the
one-hundredths feet
and ninety-eight
dred
ninety-eight one-hundredths
feet to a
dred twelve and
7 and 88 south, which is one thoutownships 7
township line between
between townships
township
sand nine
hundred seventy-two
seventy-two and
and seventy
one-hundredths feet westseventy one-hundredths
nine hundred
sand
corner
erly thereon
from a
arock
rock mound
to mark the north quarter corner
mound set
set to
erly
thereon from
of section
5, township
township 8
8south,
33 east,
Mount Diablo
Diablo base
and
base and
east, Mount
range 33
south, range
of
section 5,
meridian;
thence continuing
thirty-four
degrees thirty-four
twenty-three degrees
continuing south twenty-three
meridian; thence
minutes
thirty-nine seconds
east one
thousand four
and eleven
eleven
hundred and
four hundred
one thousand
seconds east
minutes thirty-nine
one-hundredths feet;
feet; thence
thence south
south thirty-one
minutes six
degrees two minutes
thirty-one degrees
one-hundredths
seconds
hundred forty-nine
and thirty-two
thirty-two one-hundredths
forty-nine and
seven hundred
west seven
seconds west
feet; thence
thence south
south seventeen
seventeen degrees
twenty-one minutes
minutes fifty-seven
fifty-seven
degrees twenty-one
feet;
seconds east
thirteen thousand
thousand three
three hundred
hundred ninety
ninety and
and seventy-six
seventy-six
east thirteen
seconds
one-hundredths
thence south
degrees seven minutes
twenty-three degrees
south twenty-three
feet; thence
one-hundredths feet;
thirty-seven
seconds east
east nine
nine hundred
hundred thirty-two
thirty-two and
oneand eighty-six onethirty-seven seconds
hundredths feet
feet to
point on
section 20, township
township
line of
of section
north line
on the
the north
to aa point
hundredths
range 33
33 east,
east, Mount
base and
meridian, which
which is
and meridian,
Diablo base
Mount Diablo
88 south,
south, range
eighty-eight one-hunwesterly
one hundred
seventy-one and eighty-eight
hundred seventy-one
thereon one
westerly thereon
dredths
20; thence
thence conconsection 20;
of said
said section
corner of
the northeast
northeast corner
from the
feet from
dredths feet
tinuing
twenty-three degrees
minutes thirty-seven
thirty-seven seconds
seconds
seven minutes
degrees seven
south twenty-three
tinuing south
east fifteen
fifteen thousand
hundred thirty-eight
thirty-eight and
and twenty-four
twenty-four oneonenine hundred
thousand nine
east
hundredths
feet; thence
thence south
thirty degrees
minutes thirty
thirty
forty-five minutes
degrees forty-five
south thirty
hundredths feet;
seconds
four hundred
hundred ninety-four
ninety-eight
and ninety-eight
ninety-four and
one thousand
thousand four
east one
seconds east
one-hundredths
line of section
section 34,
34, towntownthe south
south line
point on
on the
to a
a point
feet to
one-hundredths feet
ship
range 33
33 east,
east, Mount
Mount Diablo
Diablo base
base and
meridian, which
which
and meridian,
8 south,
south, range
ship 8
is
easterly thereon
thereon one
five hundred
hundred thirty-two
thirty-two and
and sixtythousand five
one thousand
is easterly
corner of said section
four
southwest corner
from the
the southwest
feet from
one-hundredths feet
four one-hundredths
34; thence
continuing south
forty-five minutes
thirty
minutes thirty
degrees forty-five
thirty degrees
south thirty
34;
thence continuing
seconds east
thousand one
and forty-nine
forty-nine
twenty-two and
hundred twenty-two
one hundred
east four
four thousand
seconds
one-hundredths feet;
feet; thence
fifty-four degrees
degrees fifty-two
fifty-two minminsouth fifty-four
thence south
one-hundredths
utes
east two
thousand eight
eight hundred
fifty-eight
hundred fifty-eight
two thousand
seconds east
thirty-eight seconds
utes thirty-eight
and
thence south
south forty-three
forty-three degrees
degrees
feet; thence
one-hundredths feet;
forty-five one-hundredths
and forty-five
forty-two
minutes no
no seconds
one thousand
and fifteen
fifteen
thirty-three and
thousand thirty-three
east one
seconds east
forty-two minutes
one-hundredths feet;
south forty-eight
forty-eight degrees
nineteen minutes
minutes
degrees nineteen
thence south
feet; thence
one-hundredths
eighteen seconds
seconds east
thousand one
one hundred
hundred forty-four
and twentytwentyforty-four and
east one
one thousand
eighteen
five one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet;
feet; thence
thirteen degrees
degrees fifty-three
fifty-three
south thirteen
thence south
five
81939*-50---PT.
--- 48
81939-50--PT. 1-48
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minutes twenty-eight
east two
eight hundred
hundred eightyeightytwo thousand
thousand eight
seconds east
twenty-eight seconds
minutes
nine and
and eighty
eighty one-hundredths
feet; thence
degrees
twenty-five degrees
thence south
south twenty-five
one-hundredths feet;
nine
forty-one minutes
minutes eighteen
east three
hundred
two .hundred
thousand two
three thousand
seconds east
eighteen seconds
forty-one
seven and
and forty-one
forty-one one-hundredths
feet; thence
thirty-nine
thence south
south thirty-nine
one-hundredths feet;
seven
degrees thirteen
thirteen minutes
seconds east
east four
four thousand
thousand three
three hunhunfifteen seconds
minutes fifteen
degrees
dred eighty-nine
eighty-nine and
and twenty-eight
twenty-eight one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet
to a
a point
on
point on
feet to
dred
the north
north line
line of
of section
range 34
34 east,
east, Mount
Mount
south, range
township 99south,
19, township
section 19,
the
Diablo
base and
which is
three hundred
hundred
thereon three
is easterly
easterly thereon
and meridian,
meridian, which
Diablo base
thirty
and five-tenths
from the
the northwest
northwest corner
corner of
of.said
said section
section
feet from
five-tenths feet
thirty and
19;
continuing south
thirty-nine degrees
degrees thirteen
minutes fifteen
fifteen
thirteen minutes
south thirty-nine
thence continuing
19; thence
seconds
east nine
nine thousand
eighty-nine one-hundredths
one-hundredths
and eighty-nine
fifty-seven and
thousand fifty-seven
seconds east
feet;
minutes forty
forty seconds
seconds east
east
six minutes
degrees six
south twenty-eight
twenty-eight degrees
thence south
feet; thence
nine
six hundred
hundred forty-nine
eighty-two one-hundredths
one-hundredths
and eighty-two
forty-nine and
nine thousand
thousand six
feet to
to aa point,
point, which
which is
north thirty-three
degrees thirty-one
thirty-one minminthirty-three degrees
is north
feet
utes
forty seconds
east one
hundred sixty-seven
sixty-seven and
and ninety-three
oneninety-three oneone hundred
seconds east
utes forty
hundredths
feet from
from the
the southwest
southwest corner
of section
section 33,
township 9
9
33, township
corner of
hundredths feet
south,
Mount Diablo
and meridian;
thence south
south
meridian; thence
Diablo base
base and
34 east,
east, Mount
south, range
range 34
no
west twenty-five
twenty-five thousand
thousand
forty seconds
seconds west
minutes forty
fifty-two minutes
no degrees
degrees fifty-two
two
and fifteen
fifteen one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet;
south fifteen
fifteen
thence south
feet; thence
two and
two hundred
hundred two
degrees eighteen
six seconds
seconds east
east eighteen
eighteen thousand
thousand six
six hunhunminutes six
eighteen minutes
degrees
dred
fifty-three and
and twenty-three
one-hundredths feet;
feet; thence
thence south
south
twenty-three one-hundredths
dred fifty-three
two
nineteen seconds
seconds west
west twenty
twenty thouthouminutes nineteen
twenty-four minutes
two degrees
degrees twenty-four
sand two
two hundred
hundred ninety-three
ninety-three and
and seventy-four
seventy-four one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet
feet
sand
to
between townships
townships 11
and 12
12 south,
south,
11 and
line between
the township
township line
a point
point on
on the
to a
which
westerly thereon
thousand four
four_ hundred
hundred sixteen
sixteen and
and
one thousand
thereon one
is westerly
which is
seventy-nine
from a
a rock
mound set to mark
rock mound
one-hundredths feet from
seventy-nine one-hundredths
the southeast
southeast corner
33, township
township 11
range 34
34
11 south,
south, range
of section
section 33,
corner of
the
east, Mount
base and
meridian; thence
thence continuing
continuing south two
and meridian;
Mount Diablo
Diablo base
east,
degrees
seconds west fourteen
fourteen thounineteen seconds
minutes nineteen
twenty-four minutes
degrees twenty-four
sand
nine hundred
hundred twenty-four
seventy-seven one-hundredths
one-hundredths
and seventy-seven
twenty-four and
sand nine
feet; thence
south thirteen
minutes thirteen
thirteen secsecdegrees forty-two
forty-two minutes
thirteen degrees
feet;
thence south
onds east
east sixteen
thousand nine
nine hundred
hundred ninety-four
ninety-four and seventyonds
sixteen thousand
nine one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet;
feet; thence
south no
no degrees
mineighteen minthence south
degrees eighteen
nine
utes thirty
thirty seconds
seconds east
east two
two hundred
hundred eighty-six
eighty-six and
and seventy
seventy oneoneutes
hundredths feet
feet to
to a
the township
township line
between townships
townships 12
12
hundredths
a point
point on
on the
line between
and 13
13 south,
south, which
which is
is easterly
easterly thereon
thereon two
two thousand
thousand and
and twentytwentyand
one
feet from
two-inch iron
iron pipe
pipe set
set to
to mark
mark the
one feet
from aatwo-inch
the southwest
southwest corner
corner
range 34
Mount Diablo base
base
of section
section 34, township
township 12 south, range
34 east,
east, Mount
and meridian;
continuing south
south no
eighteen minutes
minutes
and
meridian; thence
thence continuing
no degrees
degrees eighteen
thirty seconds
seconds east
east nine
nine thousand
five hundred
hundred thirty-one
thirty-one and
seventythirty
thousand five
and seventyone
hundredths feet;
south twenty-three
twenty-three degrees
degrees fiftyfiftyone one hundredths
feet; thence
thence south
five minutes
forty-three seconds
seconds east
east nineteen
nineteen thousand
thousand six
six hundred
hundred
five
minutes forty-three
one-hundredths feet
the
fifty-one and
and seventy-seven
seventy-seven one-hundredths
feet to aa point
point on the
west line
of section
section 30,
range 35
east, Mount
M ount
west
line of
30, township
township 13
13 south,
south, range
35 east,
which is southerly
southerly thereon
thereon one thousand
thousand
Diablo base and
and meridian,
meridian, which
one hundred
five-tenths feet from
from aa rock
set
rock mound set
one
hundred ninety-four
ninety-four and
and five-tenths
corner of said
to mark the
the northwest
northwest corner
said section 30; thence
thence continuing
continuing
south twenty-three
degrees fifty-five
fifty-five minutes
forty-three seconds
seconds east
south
twenty-three degrees
minutes forty-three
east
thousand two
thirty-six and
ninety-four one-hundredths
one-hundredths
ten thousand
two hundred
hundred thirty-six
and ninety-four
feet
on the
between townships
townships 13
and 14
feet to
to a
a point
point on
the township
township line
line between
13 and
14
south,
south, which is
is easterly
easterly thereon
thereon one
one thousand
thousand four hundred
hundred and
and five
feet
south quarter-corner
31, township
township 13
feet from
from the
the south
quarter-corner of section
section 31,
13 south,
south,
range 35
35 east, Mount
Mount Diablo
Diablo base
base and meridian; thence continuing
continuing
south
twenty-three degrees
degrees fifty-five
fifty-five minutes
minutes forty-three
forty-three seconds
seconds east
east
south twenty-three
seven
thousand eight hundred
one-hundredths
seven thousand
hundred twenty-six
twenty-six and four
four one-hundredths
feet; thence
eighteen minutes
forty seconds
seconds east
east
feet;
thence south
south eleven
eleven degrees
degrees eighteen
minutes forty
forty-seven thousand
six hundred
seventy-two one-hunone-hunforty-seven
thousand six
hundred forty
forty and
and seventy-two
forty-one degrees
dredths feet; thence
thence south forty-one
degrees forty-nine
forty-nine minutes
minutes fiftyfive seconds
thousand three hundred
five
seconds east twenty-eight
twenty-eight thousand
hundred ninety-two
ninety-four one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet;
feet; thence south thirty-seven
thirty-seven
and ninety-four
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degrees twenty-three
twenty-three minutes
twenty-four thouseconds east twenty-four
twenty seconds
minutes twenty
degrees
sand
one-hundredths feet; thence
seventy-three one-hundredths
and seventy-three
twenty-seven and
sand twenty-seven
south
minutes fifty-seven
fifty-seven seconds
seconds east nine
nine huntwelve minutes
degrees twelve
four degrees
south four
a point on the towndred
twenty-six and
one-hundredths feet
feet to a
eight one-hundredths
and eight
dred twenty-six
ship
between townships
16 and
17 south,
thereon
is westerly thereon
which is
south, which
and 17
townships 16
line between
ship line
one-inch
from aa one-inch
thirty-three and
one-hundredths feet from
seventy-two one-hundredths
and seventy-two
thirty-three
iron pipe
cap set
set to mark
quarter-corner of secmark the south quarter-corner
brass cap
with brass
pipe with
iron
tion
34, township
16 south,
range 36
36 east, Mount
and
Mount Diablo base and
south, range
township 16
tion 34,
meridian;
thence continuing
continuing south four
degrees twelve
twelve minutes
minutes fiftyfour degrees
meridian; thence
eighty-nine oneseven
seconds east
east eighteen
thousand sixteen
sixteen and eighty-nine
eighteen thousand
seven seconds
hundredths feet;
feet; thence
south ten
ten degrees
two minutes ten seconds
seconds
degrees two
thence south
hundredths
east
thirteen thousand
thousand eight
eight hundred
and sixty-one oneninety-four and
hundred ninety-four
east thirteen
hundredths feet
feet to
to a
a point
point on
on the
township line
line between
between townships
the township
hundredths
17 and
and 18
18 south,
which is
thereon two
two thousand
hundred
thousand five hundred
is westerly
westerly thereon
south, which
17
and fifty
feet from
from aastake
in rock
set to
mark the south quarto mark
mound set
rock mound
stake in
fifty feet
and
ter-corner
section 36,
36, township
township 17 south, range
range 36 east, Mount
Mount
of section
ter-corner of
Diablo
meridian; thence
continuing south ten degrees two
thence continuing
and meridian;
base and
Diablo base
minutes
seventeen thousand
hundred eleven
eleven
eight hundred
thousand eight
east seventeen
seconds east
ten seconds
minutes ten
eleven degrees
and
fogy-seven one-hundredths
thence south
south eleven
feet; thence
one-hundredths feet;
and forty-seven
thirty
forty-seven seconds
seconds west
west fourteen
fourteen thousand
thousand four hunminutes forty-seven
thirty minutes
township
point on the township
dred
eleven and
and seven
i
feet to aapoint
one-hundredths feet
seven one-hundredths
dred eleven
line
between townships
18 and
which isseasterly thereon
thereon two
and 19 south, which
townships 18
line between
hundred
and fifty-one
fifty-one feet
feet from
from the
the southwest
corner of
of section 36,
southwest corner
hundred and
meridian;
township 18
36 east,
Mount Diablo
base and meridian;
Diablo base
east, Mount
range 36
south, range
18 south,
township
thence
continuing south
thirty minutes
minutes forty-seven
forty-seven
degrees thirty
eleven degrees
south eleven
thence continuing
seconds west
west seven
eight hundred
sixty-two oneoneand sixty-two
twenty and
hundred twenty
thousand eight
seven thousand
seconds
hundredths
thence south
twenty-four degrees
degrees fifty-three
fifty-three minutes
south twenty-four
feet; thence
hundredths feet;
twenty-six
east fifteen
three hundred
hundred sixteen and
and
thousand three
fifteen thousand
seconds east
twenty-six seconds
ninety-three
one-hundredths feet
on the
the range
between
line between
range line
point on
to aapoint
feet to
ninety-three one-hundredths
ranges
37 east,
east, which
is southerly
thereon five
five hundred
hundred nineteen
nineteen
southerly thereon
which is
and 37
36 and
ranges 36
and
five-tenths feet
feet from
from the
northwest corner
corner of section
section 30, townthe northwest
and five-tenths
ship 19
19 south,
south, range
37 east,
and meridian;
meridian; thence
thence
Diablo base and
Mount Diablo
east, Mount
range 37
ship
continuing
south twenty-four
degrees fifty-three
fifty-three minutes
minutes twenty-six
twenty-six
twenty-four degrees
continuing south
ninety-four and seventyhundred ninety-four
seconds
east nine
thousand three hundred
nine thousand
seconds east
six
one-hundredths feet;
south three
degrees seventeen
seventeen minutes
three degrees
thence south
feet; thence
six one-hundredths
twenty-one
seconds west
hundred twenty
twenty and eightysix hundred
thousand six
one thousand
west one
twenty-one seconds
eight
feet to
to a
in the
the township
between
line between
township line
point in
a point
one-hundredths feet
eight one-hundredths
townships 19
thereon one
one thousand
thousand
westerly thereon
is westerly
which is
south, which
20 south,
and 20
19 and
townships
five hundred
hundred and
and twenty-eight
twenty-eight feet
feet from
from the
the southeast
corner of secsoutheast corner
five
base and
tion
31,
township
19
south,
range
37
east,
Mount
Diablo
base
and
Diablo
Mount
east,
37
range
south,
19
township
31,
tion
meridian;
continuing south
degrees seventeen
minutes
seventeen minutes
three degrees
south three
thence continuing
meridian; thence
twenty-one seconds
thousand eight
eight hundred forty-four
forty-four
thirteen thousand
west thirteen
seconds west
twenty-one
and fifteen
fifteen one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet;
south eleven
eleven degrees
degrees thirtythence south
feet; thence
and
six
minutes forty-five
seconds east
east eighteen
thousand two
two hundred
hundred
eighteen thousand
forty-five seconds
six minutes
sixty-eight and
feet to
point on
on the
the towntowna point
to a
one-hundredths feet
fifty-one one-hundredths
and fifty-one
sixty-eight
ship
line
between
townships
20
and
21
south,
which
is
easterly
thereon
thereon
easterly
is
which
south,
21
and
20
townships
ship line between
one thousand
hundred fifty-one
fifty-one and
and six-tenths
the
from the
feet from
six-tenths feet
two hundred
thousand two
one
southwest
corner
of
section
32,
township
20
south,
range
37
east,
east,
37
range
south,
20
township
32,
section
of
corner
southwest
Mount Diablo
Diablo base
base and
meridian; thence
thence continuing
south eleven
eleven
continuing south
and meridian;
Mount
degrees
thirty-six
minutes
forty-five
seconds
east
nine
thousand
nine
nine
thousand
nine
east
seconds
forty-five
minutes
thirty-six
degrees
hundred fifty-three
fifty-three and
and eighty
feet; thence
thence south
south
one-hundredths feet;
eighty one-hundredths
hundred
sixty-two
thirteen minutes
thousand
twelve thousand
east twelve
seconds east
twenty seconds
minutes twenty
degrees thirteen
sixty-two degrees
nine hundred
hundred sixty-eight
sixty-eight and
and thirty-seven
thirty-seven one-hundredths
to aa
feet to
one-hundredths feet
nine
point
on
the
south
line
of
section
14,
township
21
south,
range
37
37
range
south,
21
township
14,
section
of
line
point on the south
east, Mount
Mount Diablo
Diablo base
meridian, which
westerly thereon two
is westerly
which is
and meridian,
base and
east,
thousand two
two hundred
and sixty-eight
mound set
set to
to
rock mound
from aarock
feet from
sixty-eight feet
hundred and
thousand
mark
the southeast
corner of
of said
said section
14; thence
twentysouth twentythence south
section 14;
southeast corner
mark the
seven degrees
forty minutes
fifty seconds
seconds east
east twenty-nine
thousand
twenty-nine thousand
minutes fifty
degrees forty
seven
nine hundred
hundred sixty-five
sixty-five and
one-hundredths feet
feet to
point
a point
to a
fifty-one one-hundredths
and fifty-one
nine
on
the
south
line
of
section
8,
township
22
south,
range
38
Mount
Mount
east,
38
range
south,
22
township
8,
section
of
line
south
on the
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Diablo base
base and
is easterly
seven hundred
hundred
Diablo
and meridian,
meridian, which
which is
easterly thereon
thereon seven
sixty-two
and fourteen
from the
the southwest
southwest corsixty-two and
fourteen one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet
feet from
corner
thence continuing
south twenty-seven
twenty-seven degrees
degrees
ner of
of said
said section
section 8;
8; thence
continuing south
forty
minutes fifty
fifty seconds
seconds east
east nine
hundred ninety-five
and eightyforty minutes
nine hundred
ninety-five and
eightyone one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet;
feet; thence
south twenty-one
one
thence south
twenty-one degrees
degrees forty-three
forty-three
minutes
twenty seconds
east eight
eight thousand
thousand nine
hundred eightyminutes twenty
seconds east
nine hundred
eightyfour and
one-hundredths feet;
feet; thence
thence south
degrees
four
and twenty-four
twenty-four one-hundredths
south three
three degrees
forty-five minutes
minutes twenty-five
seconds west
west eleven
eleven thousand
thousand eight
eight hunhunforty-five
twenty-five seconds
dred
and fifty-eight
fifty-eight one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet
to aa point
point on
dred thirty-eight
thirty-eight and
feet to
on
23, which
which is
is westerly
westerly
the township
township line
line between
between townships
townships 22
22 and
and 23,
thereon
thousand eight
hundred and
and eighty-eight
feet from
from .
thereon one
one thousand
eight hundred
eighty-eight feet
aa
rock
to mark
mark the
the southeast
32, township
township
rock mound
mound set
set to
southeast corner
corner of
of section
section 32,
22
38 east,
east, Mount
Mount Diablo
base and
meridian; thence
con22 south,
south, range
range 38
Diablo base
and meridian;
thence continuing
degrees forty-five
forty-five minutes
minutes twenty-five
seconds
tinuing south
south three
three degrees
twenty-five seconds
fifteen thousand
west fifteen
thousand six hundred
hundred sixty-nine
and fifteen
fifteen one-hunone-hunsixty-nine and
dredths
degree six
minutes forty
forty seconds
seconds
dredths feet;
feet; thence
thence south
south twenty
twenty degree
six minutes
thousand two
two hundred
hundred thirty-two
and eighty
eighty one-hundredths
one-hundredths
east six
six thousand
thirty-two and
feet; thence
thence south
degrees fifteen
fifteen minutes
minutes fifty-eight
seconds east
south ten
ten degrees
fifty-eight seconds
east
five thousand
twenty and
thousand one hundred
hundred twenty
and seventy-six
seventy-six one-hundredths
one-hundredths
feet; thence south twenty degrees
three minutes
ten seconds
seconds west
west
degrees three
minutes ten
four thousand
thousand four hundred
hundred twenty
twenty and
forty-five one-hundredths
and forty-five
one-hundredths
township line between
feet to a
apoint on the township
between townships
townships 23
and 24
24 south,
23 and
south,
which is westerly
westerly thereon
thereon one
hundred seventy-eight
one thousand
thousand eight
eight hundred
seventy-eight
and fifty-five one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet
feet from
from a
cap in
in concrete
concrete monua brass
brass cap
monument set to mark
corner of section
mark the southeast corner
township 23
23
section 32,
32, township
south, range 38 east, Mount Diablo base
meridian; thence
thence conconbase and
and meridian;
tinuing south twenty
twenty degrees
degrees three
minutes ten
ten seconds
west two
two
three minutes
seconds west
thousand four hundred
hundred seventy and forty-nine
one-hundredths feet;
feet;
forty-nine one-hundredths
thence south twenty-two
twenty-two degrees seven
seven minutes
seconds
minutes forty-three
forty-three seconds
east two thousand five hundred
hundred thirty
thirty and
fifty-five one-hundredths
one-hundredths
and fifty-five
twenty-five minutes
feet; thence south
south five
five degrees
degrees twenty-five
minutes twenty
twenty seconds
seconds
east twenty-seven
twenty-seven thousand two
hundred six
fifty one-hundredths
two hundred
six and
and fifty
one-hundredths
a point on the county
between Inyo
feet to a
county line between
Inyo and
and Kern
Counties,
Kern Counties,
hundred ninety and twenty-two
which is easterly
easterly thereon
thereon two hundred
twenty-two oneonehundredths feet
a 2-inch
hundredths
feet from a
2-inch iron pipe
to mark
the southwest
southwest
pipe set to
mark the
corner of section
section 33, township
township 24 south, range
range 38 east, Mount
Mount Diablo
base and
and meridian.
meridian.
Also all those portions of section 14; east half northeast
northeast quarter,
quarter,
south half section 22; section 27; west half east half, and
and east
east half
half
west half section 34, township 16 south,
south, range 36 east, Mount Diablo
Diablo
base and meridian,
meridian, lying within the
the boundaries
boundaries of a
a strip of land
land
sidelines of said strip
two hundred and
and fifty feet in width,
width, the sidelines
being
strip being
parallel with and distant,
distant, respectively,
respectively, seventy-five
parallel
seventy-five feet
feet easterly
easterly of
of
seventy-five feet
feet westerly
and one hundred
hundred and seventy-five
westerly of
of aaline
line described
described as
as
Beginning at aa point on the
follows: Beginning
the township
township line between
between towntownships 16 and 17 south, which is distant thereon
thereon south eighty-nine
eighty-nine
minutes three
seconds west thirty-three
degrees fifty-four
fifty-four minutes
three seconds
thirty-three and
and seventyseventytwo one-hundredths
a 1-inch iron pipe with brass
one-hundredths feet from a
brass cap
set
cap set
to mark the south quarter-corner
quarter-corner of section 34, township 16
16 south,
south,
range 36 east, Mount Diablo base
base and meridian;
meridian; thence
thence north four
four
degrees
degrees twelve
twelve minutes fifty-seven
fifty-seven seconds west nine thousand
thousand seven
seven
hundred ninety-seven
ninety-seven and ninety-four
ninety-four one-hundredths
one-h un dre dth s feet;
feet; thence
thence
north thirty-seven
twenty-seven minutes
thirty-seven degrees
degrees twenty-seven
minutes no seconds east eight
eight
thousand six hundred
ninety-six one-hundredths
hundred fifty-one and ninety-six
one-hundredths feet
feet to
aapoint
point in
in section 14.
14, township 16 south, range
range 36 east,
east, Mount Diablo
base and meridian, distant north sixty-three
sixty-three degrees
degrees fifty-seven
fifty-seven minminutes fifty seconds east two thousand eighty-three
eighty-three and twenty-one
twenty-one oneonehundredths feet from the southwest
southwest corner of said section
section 14.
14.
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Lands in
in Kern
Kern
Lands
described County,
Lands
within the county of Kern, State of California, described
Lands within
Calif.
as
follows:
as follows:
southwest
All
those .portions
portions of
section 4; section 9; west half southwest
of section
All those
quarter section
22; west
half section 34, township
township 25 south, range
range 38
38
west half
section 22;
quarter
2 northwest quarter,
east, Mount
Diablo base
meridian, lots
lots 1
and 2
1 and
and meridian,
base and
Mount Diablo
east,
southwest
quarter section
section 10; lots 2, 5, 6, 8,
8, and
and 9,
9, section
section 15;
15;
3; section
section 3;
southwest quarter
southeast
quarter section
section 22; northwest
northwest
section 21; west half west half section
southeast quarter
quarter
33, township
township 26 south, range
range 38
38
section 33,
section 28; section
27; section
section 27;
quarter section
2 northwest
east,
Diablo base
and meridian;
northwest quarter,
meridian; lots 11and 2
base and
Mount Diablo
east, Mount
southwest
section 4;
4; lot
northeast quarter, southeast
southeast quarter
quarter
lot 11northeast
quarter section
southwest quarter
section 5;
5; north
half northeast
quarter, south half southeast
southeast quarter,
quarter,
northeast quarter,
north half
section
east
half southwest
section 8;
8; east half
northwest quarter,
half northwest
quarter section
southwest quarter
east half
southwest quarter
quarter northwest
northwest quarter,
southwest quarter section 17; secquarter, southwest
southwest
2
tion
18; section
19; section
20; east
east half,
half, lot
northwest quarter,
quarter, lot 2
1 northwest
lot 1
section 20;
section 19;
tion 18;
2
and
the north
north half
half lot
quarter section 30; north half lot 2
1 southwest
southwest quarter
lot 1
and the
northwest quarter,
southwest quarter
quarter section 31,
31, township 27 south,
lot 22southwest
quarter, lot
northwest
range 38
38 east,
Mount Diablo
Diablo base
and meridian;
meridian; east half southeast
southeast
base and
east, Mount
range
quarter section
section 36,
township 27 south, range 37 east, Mount
Mount Diablo
36, township
quarter
base and
meridian; section
section 1;
1; section
section 13;
13;
west half section
half west
west half
12; west
section 12;
and meridian;
base
section 14;
section 23;
section 35, township 28
section 26; section 34; section
23; section
14; section
section
2;
meridian; section 2;
south,
east, Mount
and meridian;
base and
Diablo base
Mount Diablo
37 east,
range 37
south, range
section
10; section
section 11;
section 15;
15; section
section 21; section
section 22; section 28;
28;
11; section
section 10;
south, range 37 east, Mount
lots
and 2
2section
section 33,
Mount Diablo
township 29 south,
33, township
1 and
lots 1
base
northwest quarter,
quarter, southwest
southwest
half northwest
west half
4; west
section 4;
meridian; section
and meridian;
base and
numbered 43;
quarter
"C" and "D" in tract numbered
43; southeast
southeast
10; lots "C"
section 10;
quarter section
northeast quarter,
quarter
northeast quarter
quarter section
quarter,
section 21; north half northeast
quarter northeast
east
half northwest
northwest quarter,
quarter, northeast
northeast quarter southwest
quarter, lots
southwest quarter,
east half
and 4,
4, section
township 30 south,
lots 1, 6, 7, 8, and 9, section 32, township
28; lots
section 28;
33and
northeast quarter
range 37
Mount Diablo
quarter
meridian; northeast
and meridian;
base and
Diablo base
east, Mount
37 east,
range
section
township 31
south, range
range 37 east, Mount Diablo base and
and
31 south,
6, township
section 6,
township 31 south, range
meridian; section
section 24;
section 26;
26; section 34, township
24; section
meridian;
36
east, Mount
Diablo base
and meridian;
meridian; section
section 13, township 31
base and
Mount Diablo
36 east,
southeast
south,
range 361/2
36 1/
2 east,
base and meridian; southeast
Diablo base
Mount Diablo
east, Mount
south, range
quarter section
section 4;
36
4; lots 19 and 20 section 8, township 32 south, range 36
quarter
east,
Diablo base
base and
and meridian,
lying within
within the
the boundaries
boundaries of a
a
meridian, lying
Mount Diablo
east, Mount
strip
of land
two hundred
feet in width, the side lines of said
and fifty feet
hundred and
land two
strip of
strip
and distant,
respectively, seventy-five
seventy-five feet
feet
distant, respectively,
with and
parallel with
being parallel
strip being
of aa line
westerly
feet
easterly
of
and
one
hundred
seventy-five
westerly
seventy-five
and
hundred
one
and
of
easterly
follows:
described
described as follows:
Beginning at
point in
in the
the north
line of
section 4, township
township 25
25
of section
north line
at aa point
Beginning
south,
38 east,
east, Mount
Diablo base
base and
thereon
meridian, distant thereon
and meridian,
Mount Diablo
range 38
south, range
west
forty-two seconds
south
eighty-nine degrees
degrees fifty-seven
seconds west
fifty-seven minutes forty-two
south eighty-nine
six hundred
forty-eight and
one-hundredths feet from
twenty-nine one-hundredths
and twenty-nine
hundred forty-eight
six
the
corner of
of said
section 4;
4; thence
thence south
south five
five degrees
degrees thirsaid section
northeast corner
the northeast
teen minutes
minutes eighteen
seconds east
east thirty-two thousand
thousand three hundred
hundred
eighteen seconds
teen
eighty-nine
feet to
to aapoint
point in the south
south
one-hundredths feet
forty-six one-hundredths
and forty-six
eighty-nine and
line
section 34,
34, township
38 east, Mount Diablo
range 38
south, range
25 south,
township 25
of section
line of
and
base
and meridian,
westerly thereon
four hundred
hundred forty and
thereon four
distant westerly
meridian, distant
base and
fifty-two one-hundredths
south quarter-corner
quarter-corner of said
said
feet from the south
one-hundredths feet
fifty-two
thirteen minutes
section
south five
five degrees
degrees thirteen
continuing south
thence continuing
34; thence
section 34;
sixty-eight
eighteen
thousand thirty-four
thirty-four and sixty-eight
eleven thousand
east eleven
seconds east
eighteen seconds
one-hundredths feet;
feet; thence
thence south
south seventeen
seventeen degrees
thirty-five mindegrees thirty-five
one-hundredths
utes twelve
twelve seconds
seconds west
west thirteen
thirteen thousand
three hundred
hundred fiftythousand three
utes
nine
thence south
twenty-two
south twenty-two
feet; thence
one-hundredths feet;
twenty-one one-hundredths
and twenty-one
nine and
degrees thirty
thirty minutes
seconds west
eight thousand
thousand six
west eight
forty-two seconds
minutes forty-two
degrees
hundred
and eighty-nine
in
feet to aapoint in
one-hundredths feet
eighty-nine one-hundredths
forty-five and
hundred forty-five
the south
line of
33, township
township 26
26 south,
Mount
south, range 38 east, Mount
section 33,
of section
south line
the
Diablo base
base and
and meridian,
meridian, distant
westerly thereon one thousand
distant westerly
Diablo
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four
one-hundredths feet
feet from
from the
the
four hundred
hundred twenty-one
twenty-one and
and fifty-two
fifty-two one-hundredths
south quarter-corner
section 33;
33; thence
thence continuing
continuing south
south
quarter-corner of
of said
said section
twenty-two
twenty-two degrees
forty-two seconds
seconds west
west eleven
degrees thirty
thirty minutes
minutes forty-two
eleven
thousand three
hundred thirty
and fifty-seven
fifty-seven one-hundredths
thousand
three hundred
thirty and
one-hundredths feet;
feet;
thence
thence south twenty
twenty degrees
degrees thirteen
minutes thirty-five
seconds west
west
thirteen minutes
thirty-five seconds
twenty-two
twenty-two thousand
and .forty-eight
forty-eight oneonethousand eight
eight hundred
hundred forty-nine
forty-nine and
hundredths
hundredths feet to a
a point
point on
south line
line of
of section
section.36,
36, township
township
on the south
27 south, range
range 37
Diablo base
base and
and meridian,
meridian, distant
37 east,
east, Mount
Mount Diablo
distant
westerly
westerly thereon three hundred
thirty-six and
and fifty
fifty one-hundredths
one-hundredths
hundred thirty-six
feet from the southeast
section 36;
36; thence
continuing
southeast corner
corner of
of said
said section
thence continuing
south twenty degrees thirteen
thirteen minutes
west thirtythirtyminutes thirty-five
thirty-five seconds
seconds west
three thousand
thousand six hundred
hundred eighty-eight
and forty-five
forty-five one-hundredths
one-hundredths
eighty-eight and
feet to a
a point in
in the
the south
line of
section 34,
28 south,
range
south line
of section
34, township
township 28
south, range
37 east, Mount
Mount Diablo base
distant easterly
easterly thereon
thereon nine
base and
and meridian,
meridian, distant
nine
hundred fifty-eight
fifty-eight and
from the
the south
south
and forty
forty one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet
feet from
quarter-corner of
quarter-corner
said section
34; thence
thence continuing
south twenty
twenty
of said
section 34;
continuing south
degrees thirteen
thirteen minutes thirty-five
thirty-five seconds
twenty-nine thousand
thousand
seconds west
west twenty-nine
hundred fifteen
eight hundred
fifteen and twenty-three
twenty-three one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet;
feet; thence
thence
degrees three minutes
south seventeen
seventeen degrees
minutes thirty-three
thirty-three seconds
seconds east
east three
three
thousand
thousand nine hundred twenty-eight
twenty-eight and
one-hundredths
and twenty-two
twenty-two one-hundredths
a point in the south
south line of
feet to a
section 33,
33, township
township 29
29 south,
south, range
range
of section
37 east, Mount Diablo base and
meridian, distant
and meridian,
easterly thereon
thereon one
one
distant easterly
thousand three
nine-tenths feet
three hundred nineteen
nineteen and nine-tenths
feet from
from the
the south
south
quarter-corner of said section
quarter-corner
thence continuing
continuing south
seventeen
section 33;
33; thence
south seventeen
degrees
degrees three minutes thirty-three
thirty-three seconds
east ten
ten thousand
hunseconds east
thousand one
one hundred seventy-four
seventy-four and eleven one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet;
feet; thence
thence south
south sixsixteen degrees
degrees thirty-three
thirty-three minutes
five seconds
seconds west
seven thousand
minutes five
west seven
thousand
one hundred
hundred fifty-four
fifty-four and forty-nine
forty-nine one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet
feet to
point
to aapoint
in the north line of section 21, township 30 south,
south, range
range 37 east,
east, Mount
Mount
Diablo
Diablo base and meridian,
meridian, distant westerly
westerly thereon
thereon six
hundred
six hundred
seventy-four and ninety one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet
seventy-four
feet from
the northeast
northeast
from the
continuing south sixteen
corner of said section
section 21; thence continuing
sixteen degrees
degrees
thirty-three minutes
minutes five seconds west eight
thousand four
four hundred
hundred
eight thousand
sixty-five and sixty-six
sixty-six one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet; thence south
south forty-one
forty-one
degrees thirty-four minutes thirteen
thirteen seconds
west ten
ten thousand
thousand one
one
seconds west
hundred twenty-three
one-hundredths feet to aapoint
hundred
twenty-three and twenty-two one-hundredths
point
in the north line of section
section 5, township
township 31 south, range
range 37 east, Mount
Mount
Diablo base and meridian
meridian, distant
distant easterly
eight h
un dre d
easterly thereon
thereon eight
hundred
nineteen and fifty one-hundredths
nineteen
one-hundredths feet from the northwest corner of
of
continuing south forty-one
said section 5; thence
thence continuing
forty-one degrees
degrees thirty-four
thirty-four
minutes thirteen seconds west two hundred
hundred eighty-two
eighty-two and
thirtyand thirtytwo one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet; thence
thence south twenty-three
twenty-three degrees
fiftydegrees fiftyseven minutes thirteen seconds west
west sixteen
thousand seven
seven hundred
sixteen thousand
hundred
eighty-six and seventy-eight
seventy-eight one-hundredths
eighty-six
one-hundredths feet
feetto
to aa point
in the
the
point in
east line of section 13, township 31 south, range
range 36 east, Mount
Mount Diablo
Diablo
base and meridian, distant northerly
base
northerly thereon
thereon one thousand one
one hundred
hundred
seventeen
one-hundredths feet
seventeen and forty one-hundredths
feet from the southeast
southeast corner
corner
of said section 13; thence
thence continuing
continuing south
south twenty-three
twenty-three degrees
degrees fiftyfiftyseven
seven minutes thirteen seconds west three
three thousand four hundred
hundred
fifty-two
and seven
seven one-hundredths
fifty-two and
one-hundredths feet; thence south thirty-nine
thirty-nine
degrees
seconds west
degrees thirty-seven minutes
minutes thirty seconds
west seventeen
seventeen thousand
thousand
five hundred eighty-two
eighty-four one-hundredths
eighty-two and
an d eighty-four
feet to
to aa
one-hundredths feet
point in
i
n the
. north line of
3, t
ownshi p 32
32 sout
h,range
range 36
36 east,
of section
section 3,
township
south,
east,
Mount
Mount Diablo
Diablo base and meridian,
meridian, distant
distant westerly thereon
thereon ninetythree and
and forty-three
forty-three one-hundreths
three
one-hundreths feet
feet from the north quarterquartercorner
of said .section
continuing south thirty-nine
corner
.
section 3; thence continuing
thirty-nine degrees
degrees
thirty-seven
minutes thirty seconds
thirty-seven mmutes
seconds west
west thirty thousand
thousand two
hundred
two hundred
one-hundredths feet to
seventy-two and twenty-six one-hundredths
point in
in the
the
to aa point
west
of section
west line
line of
section 30, township 32 south,
south, range
range 36 east, Mount
Mount Diablo
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hundred fortybase
and meridian,
meridian, distant
northerly thereon
thereon eight hundred
fortydistant northerly
base and
two and
one-hundredths feet
quarter-corner of
feet from the west quarter-corner
fifteen one-hundredths
and fifteen
two
said section
section 30.
said
Approved October
10, 1949.
October 10,
Approved
[CHAPTER 671]
671]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
ACT
AN
and coordination
To promote
promote effectual
maintenance, and
coordination of
of
development, maintenance,
planning, development,
effectual planning,
To
wildlife,
fish and
and game
rehabilitation in the
the Eglin Field
Field
and rehabilitation
conservation and
game conservation
wildlife, fish
Reservation.
Reservation.

House of
Be
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
and House
of Representatives
_Representatives of
of the
the
Senate and
by the
Be it
Secretary
the Secretary
That the
United States
of America
in Congress
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
America in
States of
United
and directed
of
Air Force
Force is
hereby authorized
directed to
to carry
carry out
out aa
authorized and
is hereby
the Air
of the
coordination
and coordination
program of
maintenance, and
development, maintenance,
of planning,
planning, development,
program
of
wildlife, fish,
game conservation
conservation and
rehabilitation in
in the
the Eglin
Eglin
and rehabilitation
and game
fish, and
of wildlife,
Secretary of
Field
Reservation in
in cooperation
cooperation with
with the
the Secretary
of the
the Interior
Field Reservation
Service. The
through
the Fish
and Wildlife
Wildlife Service.
The Secretary
Secretary of the Air
Air
Fish and
through the
Force
is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized and
and directed
directed to
adopt suitable
regulations
suitable regulations
to adopt
Force is
a general
with a
for such
rehabilitation in
in accordance
general
accordance with
and rehabilitation
conservation and
such conservation
for
the Secretary
plan
agreed upon
upon between
Secretary of
of the
the Air
Air Force and the
between the
plan agreed
for the
Secretary of
of the
including provisions
provisions for
the restocking,
restocking,
Interior, including
the Interior,
Secretary
fish in
and fish
game and
of game
propagation, and
conservation of
in said
said reservation.
reservation.
and conservation
propagation,
hunting and fishing
of hunting
issuance of
Such regulations
shall provide
provide for
for the
the issuance
fishing
regulations shall
Such
permits to
individuals and
shall require
require the
of aanominal
nominal fee
fee
payment of
the payment
and shall
to individuals
permits
restocking, propagation,
therefor, which
which fees
be utilized
utilized for
propagation, and
for restocking,
shall be
fees shall
therefor,
regulations
Such regulations
other related
related wildlife
wildlife activities
activities in
reservation. Such
said reservation.
in said
other
law and
shall not
not be
be inconsistent
possible, the
the law
and regularegulaas possible,
insofar as
with, insofar
inconsistent with,
shall
tions of
of Florida
relating to
to hunting
hunting and
fishing.
and fishing.
Florida relating
State of
the State
of the
tions
authorized
hereby authorized
S
EC. 2.
the Secretary
the Air
Air Force
is hereby
Force is
of the
Secretary of
That the
2. That
SEC.
hereafter
heretofore or hereafter
all sums
and
directed to
to all
sums heretofore
equal to
a sum
sum equal
expend a
to expend
and directed
sale
accumulated
by the
the Air
Air Force
Force from
from money
collected through
the sale
through the
money collected
accumulated by
of
game permits
permits in
Field Reservation
Reservation prior
to and
and after
after
prior to
Eglin Field
the Eglin
in the
of game
the adoption
adoption of
the program
program authorized
authorized by
by this
for the
the purposes
purposes
Act for
this Act
of the
the
of said
program. Proper
Proper accounting
of funds
thus expended
expended shall
shall
funds thus
accounting of
said program.
of
be
of the
the Secretary.
Secretary.
direction of
at the
the direction
made at
be made
is held
held free from
SEc. 3.
That the
the Department
Department of
the Air
Air Force
Force is
of the
3. That
SEC.
States upon
any
into the
the Treasury
Treasury of
of the
the United
United States
upon the
pay into
to pay
liability to
any liability
operation
of said
said program
authorized by
by this
this Act
Act any
which
funds which
any funds
program authorized
operation of
may
have been
been or
may hereafter
hereafter be
be expended
by the
the United
United States
States
expended by
or may
may have
Air Force
Force to
to carry
carry out
the purposes
purposes of
and which
which
program, and
said program,
of said
out the
Air
expenditure has
for to
the Comptroller
Comptroller
to the
accounted for
properly accounted
been properly
has been
expenditure
General of
of the
States.
United States.
the United
General
1949.
Approved
October 11,
11, 1949.
Approved October
[CHAPTER 672]
672]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
ACT

To
for the
the detention,
persons of
of unsound
unsound mind
mind
of persons
treatment of
and treatment
care, and
detention, care,
provide for
To provide
in certain
in Virginia
Virginia and
and Maryland.
Maryland.
reservations in
Federal reservations
certain Federal
in

October 11,
11, 1949
[H. R. 2418]
M.
[Public
[Public Law
Law 345]

Eglin Field
Field ReserReservation.
Fish
and game
game conconFish and
servation, etc.

Regulations.
Regulations.

from
Use of funds from
Use
sale
sale of game
game permits.
permits.

Nonliabllity.
Nonliabillty.

October
11, 1949
1949
October 11

Is. 9341
[s. 9341
Law 346]
[Public
[Public Law 345]

Be it
by the
and House
the
Representatives of the
of Representatives
House of
Senate and
the Senate
enacted by
it enacted
Be
Elizabeths HosSt.
St. Elizabeths
United
States of
That any
any United
United pital,
pital, D.
D. C.
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
of America
United States
Care,
Care, etc., of certain
certain
States commissioner
specially designated
designated for
for that
that purpose
by the
the mentally
purpose by
commissioner specially
mentally unsound perStates
Md.
of
and
sons
Va.
United
District Court
Court for
for the
Eastern District
of Virginia
Virginia or
or
District of
the Eastern
States District
United States
Maryland shall
by
the United
District Court
Court for
the District of Maryland
for the
States District
United States
by the
have jurisdiction
jurisdiction and
authority to
to commit
Saint Elizabeths
Elizabeths Hospital
to Saint
commit to
and authority
have
in the
the District
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, for
and diagnosis, any person
person
observation and
for observation
in
found in
in any
which the
United States
or conconexclusive or
has exclusive
States has
the United
over which
place over
any place
found
current jurisdiction
jurisdiction in
Arlington County,
County, or
or the
city
the city
Fairfax County,
County, Fairfax
in Arlington
current
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of Alexandria,
Alexandria, in
the State
Virginia, or
or in
Montgomery County
County or
in Montgomery
or
of
in the
State of
of Virginia,
in Prince
Prince Georges
County, in
the State
who 2.s
alleged,
in
Georges County,
in the
State of
of Maryland,
Maryland, who
is alleged,
and is
believed by
by the
commissioner, to
to be
be of
mind. Any
Any
the commissioner,
of unsound
unsound mind.
and
is believed
United States
States commissioner
specially designated
designated for
for that
by
United
commissioner specially
that purpose
purpose by
the United
States District
District Court
Court for
the District
District of
of Columbia
Columbia shall
the
United States
for the
shall
have like
and authority
authority in
case of
of any
any person
tempoin the
the case
person tempohave
like jurisdiction
jurisdiction and
rarily detained
detained in
Elizabeths Hospital,
pursuant to
to section
rarily
in Saint
Saint Elizabeths
Hospital, pursuant
section 22
Period of
commit- hereof.
Period
of commitAny
such commitment shall be for aa period not exceeding
Any such.
exceeding
ment.
thirty days and
after a
before .the
the commiscommisand may
may be made
made only after
a hearing
hearing before
sioner upon
under oath
oath of
of at
two witnesses
witnesses who
sioner
upon the
the testimony
testimony under
at least
least two
who
i
said person
person is
sof
unsound mind
shall testify as
as to
to their belief that
that the said
of unsound
mind
and,
in addition,
oath or
affidavit of
of two
and, in
addition, upon
upon the
the testimony
testimony under
under oath
or affidavit
two
physicians,
whom is
skilled in
treatment and .diagphysicians, at
at least
least one of whom
is skilled
in the
the treatment
nosis
of nervous
nervous and
mental disorders,
who shall
shall testify
testify or
or certify
certify in
in
nosis of
and mental
disorders, who
writing
said person
alleged to
of
writing that
that they
they have
have examined
examined the
the said
person alleged
to be
be of
unsound
unsound mind and believe said person
person to be of unsound mind
mind and not
not
to remain
remain at
at liberty
liberty and
go unrestrained,
and that
such person
fit to
and go
unrestrained, and
that such
person
should
be in
in custody
custody in
for the
the treatment
treatment of
mental or
or
should be
in a
a hospital
hospital for
of mental
and for
for the
presernervous disorders
disorders for
for his own safety and
and welfare
welfare and
the preserNotification of
huts. vation
Notification
of husIt shall be the duty of the head
vation of the peace
peace and
and good order.
order. It
head
band
or wife, etc.
andorwife,etc.
of
of the
control of the place
of the
the agency
agency of
the United
United States
States in
in control
place where such
such
apprehended to forthwith
notify the husband
or wife
person is apprehended
forthwith notify
husband or
wife or
some
or some
near
friend of
address
near relative
relative or friend
of the
the person so apprehended
apprehended whose
whose address
or whose
reasonable
may be known to
to said
said agency head
head or
whose address
address can
can by
by reasonable
Notification of deinquiry be ascertained by
further, That in the case of
of
Providedfurther,
by him:
him: Provided
paNtiefiation
partment
bead. o de- inquiry be ascertained
any person described
described in section 5,
5, the agency
agency head shall notify the
head
head of the department
department having jurisdiction
jurisdiction over
service to which
over the
the service
Compensation
physician

of

individual belongs. The agency of the United States
of the individual
States in
in control
control
of the place
place where
apprehended is authorized
of
where such
such person is apprehended
authorized to employ
employ
physicians for the aforesaid
aforesaid purpose
purpose and to pay compensation
compensation for their
their
Expenses of
of witExpenses
and
to
wit- services
pay
expenses of witnesses
witnesses in
in such proceedings
services
and
expenses
proceedings out of
of
nesses.
funds available
available therefor. Physicians
Physicians who are officers
officers or employees
employees of
of
the United
or who are
United States or
members of the
forces of
of the
the
are members
the armed forces
United
United States are hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to
without
to render
render such services
services without
additional
additional compensation.
compensation.
Authority of U. S.
to
SEC.
f US.
oAtheoity
S
EC. 2. Any officer
officer or employee
employee of the United States authorized to
officer, etc.
make arrests,
watchman employed
employed by
by the
United
arrests, and any guard
guard or watchman
the United
States is hereby
authorized and
hereby authorized
to apprehend
apprehend and
and detain
detain
and empowered
empowered to
any person whom he believes
believes to be of unsound mind and
and found in any
any
of
places and,
and, except
as provided
provided in
in sectio
hereo f, to
to
of the
the aforesaid
aforesaid places
except as
sectionn 3
3 hereof,
bring such person for aahearing before
before aaUnited
United States
States Commissioner
Commissioner
district where
where such
such person
person was
was apprehended
and designated
designated as
as
for the
the district
apprehended and
Hearing.
Hearing.
provided
immediate hearing before a
a comprovided in section 11hereof. If
If an immediate
commissioner
officer or employee is
missioner cannot
cannot be had, such officer
and
is authorized
authorized and
empowered
empowered to take such person to Saint Elizabeths
Elizabeths Hospital and the
Superintendent of Saint Elizabeths
Superintendent
Elizabeths Hospital is authorized to detain
detain
a United States
such person
person pending a
ahearing
hearing before a
States commissioner
commissioner
designated as provided
for the District of Columbia,
Columbia, designated
provided in
section 1
1hereof,
hereof,
in section
for a
a period
period not exceeding
seventy-two hours.
commissioner
exceeding seventy-two
hours. Such
Such commissioner
shall hold a
a hearing
apprehension
hearing as promptly as practicable
practicable after the apprehension
of such person and in any event not later than seventy-two
seventy-two hours thereafter. Such hearing shall be conducted
conducted at Saint Elizabeths
Elizabeths Hospital
Hospital
if
thereof shall
if the Superintendent
Superintendent thereof
shall certify
that in
his opinion
opinion it
it would
certify that
in his
would
to the
the health
be prejudicial
prejudicial to
health of
of the
the patient
or unsafe
unsa fe to
to p
ro d
uce the
the
patient or
produce
patient
patient at aahearing
hearing elsewhere.
elsewhere. If,
after any
hear i
ng a
l
ace other
oth er
If, after
any hearing
attaa p
place
than Saint Elizabeths
Elizabeths Hospital, the commissioner
commissioner commits aaperson
person
to Saint Elizabeths
Elizabeths Hospital,
Hospital, any
any officer,
officer, employee,
employee, guard, or watchwatchman above-mentioned
iss au
authorized
too t
transport
above-mentioned i
thori
ze d t
ransport such
such person to Saint
Saint
Elizabeths
accordance with the order
Ehzabeths Hospital in accordance
order of the commissioner.
pcompensation
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SEc. 3.
3. Any
Any person
person in
in any
any of
of the places
places described in section
section 11hereof
hereof
SEC.
may, upon
upon his
application, be admitted for observation
observation and
written application,
his written
may,
diagnosis to
to Saint
Elizabeths Hospital in the discretion of the SuperSaint Elizabeths
diagnosis
intendent thereof
thereof for
for a
aperiod
not exceeding
exceeding 30 days. Any such person
person
period not
intendent
Elizabeths Hospital
expressing a
desire for
release from Saint Elizabeths
Hospital shall
for release
a desire
expressing
be .released
proceedings for his
hours thereafter, unless proceedings
72 hours
within 72
released within
be
unsound mind shall
adjudication
shall have been instituted
person of unsound
a person
as a
adjudication as
as provided
provided for in section 55hereof.
as
EC.. 4.
4. The
of Saint
Saint Elizabeths
Elizabeths Hospital
Hospital is hereby
hereby
Superintendent of
The Superintendent
SEC.
authorized and
and directed
directed to
to receive
receive for observation
observation and diagnosis
diagnosis any
any
authorized
committed as provided
person
provided in sections 11 and 2
2
apprehended or committed
person apprehended
hereof for
the periods
periods therein
prescribed, unless
unless such person
person is sooner
sooner
therein prescribed,
for the
hereof
discharged
or returned
returned to his home or to the State
State of his residence.
discharged or
Elizabeths Hospital
SEC. 5.
5. The
Superintendent of Saint Elizabeths
Hospital shall
The Superintendent
SEC.
1 and
provided
promptly
examine
any
person
committed
as
provided
in
sections 1
committed
person
any
examine
promptly
forthwith
2
Act and
and (a)
(a) if
if found
found to be of sound mind, shall forthwith
this Act
of this
2 of
discharge
said person,
(b) if
unsound mind, shall
found to be of unsound
if found
or (b)
person, or
discharge said
if
return
such person
State of
of his
residence or to his relatives, if
his residence
the State
to the
person to
return such
of
or
person,
such
practicable.
Proceedings
for
the
adjudication
of
person,
of
adjudication
the
for
Proceedings
practicable.
a
section 33hereof,
any
person admitted
admitted to
to the
hospital pursuant
pursuant to section
hereof, as a
the hospital
any person
of
committee
a
of
appointment
person
of
unsound
and
for
the
appointment
a
mind
unsound
of
person
United States
his person
instituted in the United
States District
be instituted
may be
property may
or property
person or
his
AdminCourt
for
the
District
of
Columbia
by
the
Federal
Security
AdminFederal
the
by
Columbia
of
District
the
for
Court
District of
istrator or
or by
any party
interested. The
The laws
of
laws of the District
party interested.
by any
istrator
this
in
Columbia
shall
be
applicable
to
such
proceedings.
Nothing
proceedings.
such
to
applicable
be
shall
Columbia
Act shall
District of Columbia
Columbia the
the District
upon the
imposing upon
as imposing
construed as
be construed
shall be
Act
detained,
expense
of
care
and
treatment
of
any
person
apprehended,
detained,
apprehended,
person
any
of
treatment
and
care
of
expense
or committed
Act unless
resident of the
such person be aa resident
unless such
this Act
under this
committed under
or
District
of Columbia
Columbia as
as defined
in section
entitled "An
section 88 of the Act entitled
defined in
District of
Act to
to provide
insanity proceedings
proceedings in the District of Columbia",
Columbia",
for insanity
provide for
Act
approved
1939.
August 9, 1939.
approved August
SEC. 6.
Any person
belonging to
to the
the Army,
Army, Navy,
Marine
Navy, Air Force, Marine
person belonging
6. Any
SEC.
committed
or
Corps,
or
Coast
Guard
arrested,
apprehended,
detained,
committed
detained,
apprehended,
arrested,
Guard
Coast
or
Corps,
under
the provisions
provisions of
of this
this Act
Act shall,
upon the
the request
request of the head
shall, upon
under the
service to which the
of the
the department
department having
jurisdiction over
over the service
having jurisdiction
of
individual belongs,
transferred forthwith
custody of such
such
to the custody
forthwith to
be transferred
belongs, be
individual
department.
department.
SEC.
7. If
any person
person adjudicated
to be
be of
of unsound
unsound mind
mind under
under the
adjudicated to
If any
SEC. 7.
Veterans'
a
in
provisions
of
this
Act
is
entitled
to
care
and
treatment
a
Veterans'
treatment
and
care
to
entitled
is
Act
this
of
provisions
Administration facility,
committed by the
the United
United States
be committed
may be
he may
facility, he
Administration
District Court
Court for
the District
District of
of Columbia
to the
custody of the
the custody
Columbia to
for the
District
Administrator of
of Veterans'
Veterans' Affairs
Affairs for placement
placement in an available
available
Administrator
facility
or may
may be
be transferred
by the Superintendent
Superintendent of Saint Eliztransferred by
facility or
abeths
Hospital to
to any
any such
nothing in this
Provided,That nothing
facility: Provided,
such facility:
abeths Hospital
Act
shall
limit,
restrict,
or
deprive
the
courts
of
any
State
or the Discourts
the
deprive
or
restrict,
limit,
shall
Act
trict
jurisdiction to
to commit
Veterans' AdminisAdministhe Veterans'
to the
commit to
of jurisdiction
Columbia of
of Columbia
trict of
the Vetby
tration
any
insane
person
entitled
to
care
and
treatment
Vettreatment
and
care
to
entitled
person
insane
any
tration
erans'
the laws
and
laws so made and
with the
accordance with
in accordance
Administration in
erans' Administration
provided by
by such
States or
or the
District of
of Columbia.
Columbia.
the District
such States
provided
S
EC. 8.
The Superintendent
of Saint
Saint Elizabeths
Hospital is authorauthorElizabeths Hospital
Superintendent of
8. The
SEa.
ized to
to arrange
and pay
pay the
the expenses
expenses of
of the
the transfer
transfer of
person
of any person
for and
arrange for
ized
committed to
to his
custody pursuant
the provisions
provisions of this Act or
to the
pursuant to
his custody
committed
relatives
admitted
the Hospital
to section
hereof, to his relatives
section 33hereof,
pursuant to
Hospital pursuant
to the
admitted to
or
hospital in
State of
his residence
and in
in connection
connection with
residence and
of his
the State
in the
to aahospital
or to
transportation and expenses
the transportation
such
is authorized
authorized to
to pay
expenses of
of
pay the
transfer is
such transfer
safe travel
attendants
necessary to
insure safe
travel.
to insure
attendants necessary
1949.
Approved October
11, 1949.
October 11,
Approved

Written
application
Written application
for admission.

Release.
Release.

Examination,
etc.
Examination, etc.

Adjudication
Adjudication proceedings.
ceedings.

Applicability of
of
Applicability

D 01.1aws.
O. laws.
D.

53 Stat.
Stat.1296.
1296.
53
J21-315.
D. C. Code *21-315.

Transfer
Transfer of custody
of
of armed
armed services
services personnel.

to VeterVeterTransfer to
facility.
ans' facility.

Travel, etc.,
etc., expenTravel,
ses.

Supra.
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PUBLIC LAWS—
CHS.673,
OCT.11,
11, 1949
PUBLIC
LAWS-CHS.
673, 674
674-OCT.
1949
[
CHAPTER 673]
[CHAPTER
673]

October 11, 1949
October
[S.
Is. 2372]
2372]
[Public
Law 347]
347]
IPublic Law

[63 STAT.
STAT.
[63

AN
AN ACT
ACT
Atomic Energy
To amend the
the Atomic
Energy Act of 1946.

Be
it enacted
the Senate
House of
Representatives of
of the
the
Be it
enacted by
by the
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
United
Congress assembled,
assembled, That section
section 22 (c)
(c)
in Congress
States of
of America
America in
United States
of the Atomic
Atomic Energy
read as
as follows:
follows:
Energy Act
Act of 1946 is
is amended
amended to
to read
"(c) MILITARY
LIAISON COMMITTEE.
—There shall
be aa Military
Military
shall be
COMMITrEE.-There
"(c)
MILITAR LIAISON
42USta. Cs502(c;
Liaison Committee
Committee consisting
consisting of
Liaison
Chairman, who
who shall
be the
the head
head
of aa Chairman,
shall be
thereof,
representative or
or representatives
of the
the Departments
thereof, and
and of a
a representative
representatives of
Departments
of
the Army,
Navy, and
and Air
detailed or
or assigned
assigned thereto,
withof the
Army, Navy,
Air Force,
Force, detailed
thereto, without additional compensation,
compensation, in such
such number
as the
of
number as
the Secretary
Secretary of
Defense
may determine.
from each
of the
three
Defense may
determine. Representatives
Representatives from
each of
the three
Departments
be designated
designated by
the
Departments shall
shall be
by the
the respective
respective Secretaries
Secretaries of
of the
Chairman.
Chairman.
Army, Navy, and Air Force. The Committee
Committee Chairman
Chairman shall be
be
appointed by the
of
the President,
President, by and
and with
with the
the advice
advice and
and consent
consent of
Compensation.
Compensation.
the Senate, and shall receive
compensation at aarate
receive compensation
rate prescribed
prescribed by law
of the
the Munitions
for the Chairman
Chairman of
Munitions Board. The
The Commission
Commission shall
shall
consult with
with the
the Committee
Committee on
on all
all atomic-energy
advise and consult
atomic-energy matters
matters
to relate
to military
military applications,
applications, includincludwhich the Committee
Committee deems
deems to
relate to
ing the
the development,
manufacture, use
storage of
the
ing
development, manufacture,
use and
and storage
of bombs,
bombs, the
allocation
allocation of fissionable
fissionable material
material for military
military research,
research, and
and the
the control
control
of information relating
manufacture or utilization of
relating to the manufacture
of atomic
atomic
weapons. The Commission
the Committee
Committee fully
fully informed
informed
Commission shall
shall keep
keep the
of all such matters before
before it and the Committee
ComCommittee shall keep the
the Commission fully informed
informed of all atomic
atomic energy activities
activities of the DepartDepartAuthority
to make
Authority to
make ment of Defense. The Committee
Committee shall
shall have
have authority
authority to make writrecommendations.
recommendations to
ten recommendations
the Commission
Commission on
relating to
to milimilito the
on matters
matters relating
applications from time to
to time as it
tary applications
it may
deem appropriate.
If
may deem
appropriate. If
the Committee at any time concludes
concludes that
that any
any action,
action, proposed
proposed action,
action,
or failure
failure to act of the Commission
Commission on such matters
adverse to
to the
the
matters is adverse
responsibilities
Department of Defense, derived from
responsibilities of the Department
from the
the ConConstitution, laws, and treaties, the Committee
Committee may refer
such action,
action,
refer such
proposed
proposed action, or failure to act to the Secretary
Secretary of Defense. If
If the
the
Secretary concurs, he may refer the matter
matter to the President,
whose
President, whose
decision
shall be
be final."
decision shall
final."
80 Stat. 758.
80 U.
Stas.
758.
SEc.
Section 22 (d)
(d) of
of the
the Atomic
Energy Act
Act of
of 1946
amended
SEC. 2.
2. Section
Atomic Energy
1946 is
is amended
42
8..C.
C.
(d);
42U.8
§*1802
1802 (d);
Supp.
1802 notes.
supp.. H,
1, §182
notes. by striking out "Army or the Navy"
inserting in lieu thereof,
Navy" and inserting
thereof,
Infra.
n
rfaForce".
"Army, Navy, or Air Force".
SEO.
22 (d)
Energy Act of 1946
S
EO. 3. Section .
(d) of the Atomic Energy
1946 is also
amended
amended by inserting at the end
thereof the following
following two
two sentences:
end thereof
sentences:
Chairman of Mili"Likewise, notwithstanding
notwithstanding the
provisions of
of any
any other
other law,
law, any
any active
active
tChairman
of Coin:
"Likewise,
the provisions
tary
Liaison
Committee.
mittee.
or retired officer of the Army, Navy, or Air
Air Force
Force may
may serve
serve as
as ChairChairthe Military
Committee established
established by
by subsection
subs ecti on (c)
(
c)
man of
of the
Military Liaison
Liaison.Committee
pr
Supra.
Su .
of this section, without
as such
without prejudice
prejudice to his commissioned
commissioned status as
officer. Any such
officer serving
Chairman of
of the
the Military
Military Liaison
such officer
serving as
as Chairman
Liaison
Committee
Committee shall receive,
receive, in addition
addition to his pay from the United
United States
States
as such officer, an amount equal
the difference
between such
such pay
pay and
and
equal to
to the
difference between
the compensation
compensation prescribed
subsection (c)
prescribed in subsection
(c) of this section."
section."
Approved
Approved October 11, 1949.
Atomic Energy
Energy
Atomic
Art of 1946, amendments.
ments.
60 Stat. 757.
42 U. S. C. §1802 (c);
Supp. II,
II, §
§1502notes.
1802 notes.
Supp.

[
CHAPTER 674]
[CHAPTER
674]
October 11,
11, 1949
[S.
Res. 531
53]
I. J.
J. Res.
Law 3481
3481
[Public Law

JOINT
RESOLUTION
JOINT RESOLUTION

To provide for the reforestation
reforestation and revegetation
revegetation of the forest
forest and range lands
of the
national forests,
for other
of
the national
forests, and
and for
other purposes.
purposes.

Whereas the national forests of the United
United States
States contain
contain approximately eighty million acres
commercial timber
timber lands
lands
acres of
of the Nation's
Nation's commercial
and approximately
approximately eighty-three
eighty-three million acres
the Nation's
Nation's
acres of
of the
important
lands ;and
and
important grazing
grazing lands;

63
63 STAT.]
STAT.]

674-OCT. 11, 1949
S1ST CONG.,
CONG ., IST
isT SESS.--CH.
SESS .—CH.674—OCT.
1949
81ST

Whereas
Whereas these national-forest
national-forest lands comprise the principal
principal source of
for domestic,
domestic, irrigation, and industrial
industrial purposes
purposes for
for
supply for
water supply
thousands
communities, farms, and industries, and good forest
forest
thousands of communities,
watershed protection;
and other
vegetative cover
cover is essential
essential for watershed
protection;
other vegetative
and
and
and
approximately four billion
Whereas these
annually supply
supply approximately
lands annually
these lands
Whereas
thousand sales
twenty-seven thousand
through twenty-seven
board-feet of
products through
of forest
forest products
board-feet
for national forest timber
transactions and the demand for
timber is steadily
steadily
transactions
increasing; and
and
increasing;
Whereas
these lands
lands are
are the sole
source of summer range
or main source
sole or
Whereas these
for ten
million cattle
sheep grazed
grazed by
thousand livestock
livestock
by thirty
thirty thousand
and sheep
cattle and
ten million
for
permittees whose
whose livelihood
partially dependent
dependent upon
upon
or partially
is wholly
wholly or
livelihood is
permittees
livestock
grazed on
national-forest ranges;
and
ranges; and
on national-forest
livestock grazed
denuded
Whereas these
these lands
contain over four million acres of denuded
lands contain
Whereas
and
unsatisfactorily stocked
stocked timberlands
timberlands and
and an
additional four
four
an additional
and unsatisfactorily
million
seriously depleted
depleted range
lands; and
range lands;
of seriously
acres of
million acres
Whereas all
of these
capable of
producing an
of producing
potentially capable
are potentially
lands are
these lands
all of
Whereas
communities,
important
the timber
timber and
forage needs
local communities,
needs of local
and forage
of the
part of
important part
and
contributing to the protection
protection of water sheds, thereby alleviating
alleviating
and contributing
flood damage
damage and
insuring a
a continuing
water supply, increasing
increasing
continuing water
and insuring
flood
opportunity
employment, bringing
bringing greater stability
stability to
for local
local employment,
opportunity for
local
increasing returns to counties in the national
and increasing
communities, and
local communities,
forests
receipts, together with
with
forests from their share of national forests receipts,
other
benefits; and
other benefits;
revegetate satisfactorily
Whereas these
satisfactorily or
or revegetate
restock or
not restock
will not
lands will
these lands
Whereas
within
reforestation and
and revegetathrough reforestation
except through
time except
reasonable time
a reasonable
within a
tion or
other measures
measures to
revegetation,. and
an
or revegetation;
restocking or
induce restocking
to induce
or other
tion
unsatisfactorily
denuded
these
Whereas
it
is
practical
to
reforest
these
denuded
and
unsatisfactorily
reforest
to
practical
it
is
Whereas
stocked
revegetate these seriously depleted range
lands and revegetate
timber lands
stocked timber
lands in a period of fifteen years; and
Whereas
lands initaperiod
i
snecessary
of fifteen
to provide
years; reasonable
and
continuity of reforestaWhereas it is necessary to provide reasonable continuity of reforestation and
and revegetation
revegetation programs
order to
to insure
effective, efficient,
efficient,
insure effective,
in order
programs in
tion
Therefore be it
and economical
it
operations: Therefore
economical operations:
and
Representatives of the United
Resolved
the Senate
Senate and
and House of Representatives
by the
Resolved by
it is the declared
States of
in Congress
assembled, That
declared
That it
Congress assembled,
America in
of America
States
policy of
the Congress
accelerate and
provide a
a continuing basis
and provide
to accelerate
Congress to
of the
policy
for the
the needed
and revegetation
revegetation of
lands
national-forest lands
of national-forest
reforestation and
needed reforestation
for
and
other lands
under administration
Forest Service
Service
control of the Forest
administration or control
lands under
and other
of the
Department of
in order
order to
to obtain
obtain the benefits hereAgriculture in
of Agriculture
the Department
of
inbef ore enumerated.
inbefore
Sze.
purpose of
the provisions
of this
this joint
joint
provisions of
out the
carrying out
of carrying
the purpose
For the
2. For
SEC. 2.
resolution
on
national-forest
lands
and
other
lands
under
the
adminadminthe
under
lands
other
and
lands
national-forest
on
resolution
istration
or control
control of
Forest Service
Service of
of AgriAgriDepartment of
the Department
of the
the Forest
of the
istration or
interests therein for
culture,
acquisition of
for
of land or interests
the acquisition
including the
culture, including
nurseries,
hereby authorized
authorized to
to be
be appropriated
appropriated to remain
remain
is hereby
there is
nurseries, there
available until
December 31
31 of
the ensuing
ensuing fiscal
fiscal year,
$3,000,000 for
for
year, $3,000,000
of the
until December
available
the fiscal
fiscal year
year ending
ending June
30, 1951;
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
year
$5,000,000 for
1951; $5,000,000
June 30,
the
ending June
June 30,
30, 1952;
$7,000,000 for
for the
year ending
June 30,
ending June
fiscal year
the fiscal
1952; $7,000,000
ending
1953;- $8,000,000
for the
the fiscal
1954: $10,000,000
$10,000,000
30, 1954;
June 30,
ending June
year ending
fiscal year
$8,000,000 for
1953
for the
fiscal year
June 30,
1955; a
alike
for each
each subsesubseamount for
like amount
30, 1955;
ending June
year ending
the fiscal
for
quent year
year ending
ending June
June 30,
30, 1965,
thereafter
and thereafter
1965, and
fiscal year
the fiscal
through the
year through
quent
such amounts
be needed
and $1,500,000
for
$1,500,000 for
reforestation; and
for reforestation;
needed for
may be
as may
amounts as
such
the fiscal
fiscal year
year ending
June 30,
30, 1951;
$1,750,000 for the fiscal
fiscal year
1951; $1,750,000
ending June
the
ending June
June 30,
30, 1952;
1952-;$2,000,000
$2,000,000 for
year ending
June 30,
ending June
fiscal year
the fiscal
for the
ending
1953;
the fiscal
ending June
June 30,
30, 1954;
$3,000,000 for
for
1954; $3,000,000
year ending
fiscal year
for the
$2,500,000 for
1953; $2,500,000
the
fiscal
year
ending
June
30,
1955;
a
like
amount
for
each
subsequent
subsequent
each
for
amount
a
like
1955;
30,
June
ending
year
the fiscal
year
through the
year ending
ending June
June 30,
30, 1965,
1965, and
and thereafter
such
thereafter such
fiscal year
the fiscal
year through
amounts
as
may
be
needed
for
range
revegetation.
revegetation.
range
for
needed
be
may
as
amounts
Approved October 11, 1949.
Approved
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National -forests
National-forests
lands.
lands.
and
Reforestation
Reforestation
revegetation.
revegetatlon.

Appropriations authorised.
thorized.

764
764

678-OCT. 12,
PUBLIC LAWS-CH.
LAWS— CH.678—OCT.
1949
12, 1949
[
CHAPTER 678]
[CHAPTER
678]

AN ACT

October 12, 1949
October

[H. R.
[H.
R. 6022]
6022]
[Public
[Public Law 349]

Veterans AdminisVeterans Administration.
38 U. S. C.

. S. C. I

38

15b.
15b

.

Office of Chief MedOffice
of hief Medical
Director.

Deputy Chief Medical Director.
iector.M

icalD

Assistant Chief
Medical Director.

edssistant

hief

59 Stat. 877.7
16f
U. S.tat.
S. C. §15f

(a).
(a).

38
38

.

59 Stat. 875.
38 U. S. C. §15c

38SU.. c.5c (a).
(a).

[63
STAT.
[63 STAT.

ACT

To increase
compensation of certain employees
increase the rates of compensation
the Department
Department of
of
employees of the
Medicine
Veterans' Administration,
Medicine and Surgery
Surgery of the Veterans'
Administration, and
purposes.
and for other purposes.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
House of
of Representatives
of the
the
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
Representatives of
United States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
ctssembled, That
That section
section 3
of
United
States of
of America
America in
3 of
January 3,
3, 1946, as amended
amended (Public
the Act of January
Law 293,
(Public Law
293, SeventySeventyninth Congress, 59 Stat. 675; 38 U.
U. S. C. 15),
15), is amended
amended as
as follows:
follows:
(1) Subsection (a)
(a) is amended
(1)
amended to read
"The office
office of
of
read as follows:
follows: "The
the Chief Medical
Medical Director
Director shall consist of
Chief Medical
Director,
of the
the Chief
Medical Director,
one Deputy Chief Medical
Director, not
not to
to exceed
exceed eight
Medical Director,
eight Assistant
Assistant
Chief Medical
Medical Directors, and
and such other
other personnel
personnel and
and employees
as
employees as
may be authorized
authorized by
by this
this Act."
Act."
(2) Subsection
(2)
Subsection (b) is amended
amended by striking
figures "$12,000"
112,000"
striking out
out the
the figures
and
therefor "$16,000".
"$16,000".
and substituting
substituting therefor
(3) Subsection
(c) is
to read
"The Deputy
(3)
Subsection (c)
is amended
amended to
read as
as follows:
follows: "The
Deputy
Chief Medical Director
Director shall
shall be the principal
principal assistant
assistant of
of the
Chief
the Chief
Medical Director.
Medical
He shall be
qualified doctor
doctor of
of medicine,
medicine,
be a
a qualified
appointed by the Administrator.
Administrator. During
the period
period of
his service
service
During the
of his
as such, the Deputy
Deputy Chief
Chief Medical
Medical Director
be paid
salary of
of
Director shall
shall be
paid a
a salary
$15,000
year."
$15,000 a
a year."
(4)
Subsection (d)
is amended
to read
as follows:
follows:
(4) Subsection
(d) is
amended to
read as
iEach Chief Medical
Medical Director
Director shall
appointed by
by the
"Each Assistant
Assistant
shall be
be appointed
the
Administrator upon the recommendation
Administrator
recommendation of the Chief
Chief Medical
Medical
Director and shall
shall be paid a
of $13,000
$13,000 minimum
to
a salary
salary of
minimum to
$14,000
$14,000 maximum: Provided,
Provided, That
That one
Chief Medical
Medical
one Assistant
Assistant Chief
Director
Director shall
shall be aa qualified doctor of dental surgery
surgery who
who shall be
be
directly responsible to the Chief Medical Director
for the
the operations
operations
Director for
of the
the Dental Service. Not to exceed
of
exceed twenty
twenty directors
directors of
of service
service or
or
chiefs
chiefs of division, designated
Chief Medical
Medical Director,
Director, shall,
shall,
designated by
by the
the Chief
within the limitations otherwise prescribed
prescribed in
in this
this Act,
be paid
paid aa
Act, be
salary
salary of $11,500
$11,500 minimum to
to $12,500
$12,500 maximum."
maximum."
(5)
Subsection (e)
(5) Subsection
(e) is
is amended
amended by
by striking
out the
the figures
"$8,000"
striking out
figures "$8,000"
and
the figures
figures
and substituting
substituting therefor
therefor 110,000"
"$10,000", and
and striking
striking out
out the
17,000" and
and substituting
substituti ng therefor
therefor "$8,800".
"$8,800".
"$7,000"
(6) Subsection
(6)
Subsection (f) is amended
amended by striking
out the
the figures
figures "$6,000"
"$6,000"
striking out
and
"$8,800".
therefor "$8,800".
substituting therefor
and substituting
SEC.
January 3,
S
EC. 2. Section 77 (a)
(a) of said Act of January
3, 1946, as amended,
amended, is
hereby amended
to read
read as
as follows:
amended to
follows:
"The grades and per annum
annum full-pay
full-pay ranges
for positions
provided
ranges for
positions provided
in subsection
subsection (a)
of section
section 4
4of
this Act
shall be
as follows:
follows:
in
(a) of
of this
Act shall
be as
"MEDICAL
MEDICAL SERVICE
SERVICE

"

"Chief
$10,000 minimum to
"Chief grade, $10,000
to $11,000
$11,000 maximum.
maximum.
"Senior
"Senior grade, $8,800 minimum
maximum.
minimum to
to $9,800
$9,800 maximum.
"Intermediate
minimum to
$8,600 maximum.
maximum.
"ntermediate grade,
grade, $7,600
$7,600 minimum
to $8,600
minimum to
"Full grade, $6,400
$6,400 minimum
to $7,400
$7,400 maximum.
maximum.
"Associate grade, $5,400
"Associate
$5,400 minimum
maximum.
minimum to
to $6,400
$6,400 maximum.
"Junior grade, $5,000 minimum
minimum to
$5,750 maximum.
to $5,750
maximum.
"DENTAL SEBVICE
SERVICE
"DENTAL

"Chief
$10,000 minimum to $11,000
$11,000 maximum
"Chief grade, $10,000
maximum.
"Senior
"Senior grade, $8,800
minimum to
to $9,800
maximum.
$8,800 minimum
$9,800 maximum.
"Intermediate grade,
$7,600 minimum
"Intermediate
grade, $7,600
$8,600 maximum.
minimum to
to $8,600
maximum.
"Fullgrade, $6,400
"Full
$6,400 minimum to
maximum.
to $7,400
$7,400 maximum.
"Associate
"Associate grade,
grade, $5,400
$5,400 minimum
to $6,400
$6,400 maximum
maximum.
minimum to
"Junior
"Junior grade, $5,000
$5,000 minimum to $5,750 maximum.
maximum.

63 S
STAT.]
63
TAT.]

81ST
CONG., 1ST
1ST SESS.-CHS.
1949
81sx CONG.,
SESS.—CHS.678, 680-OCT.
680—OCT.12, 1949

765
765

"NURSING
"NURSING SERVICE
SERVICE

"Assistant Director, $6,400 minimum to $7,400
"Assistant
$7,400 maximum.
maximum.
"Senior grade, $5,400
$5,400 minimum
minimum to $6,400 maximum.
"Full grade, $4,600 minimum to $5,350 maximum.
"Associate
"Associate grade, $4,000 minimum
minimum to $4,800
$4,800 maximum.
maximum.
"Junior grade, $3,400 minimum
minimum to $4,200
$4,200 maximum."
maximum."
SEC.
January 3,
3,1946,
SEC. 3. Section 88(d) of the said Act of January
1946, as amended,
amended,
is hereby amended by striking out the figures "$11,000"
"$11,000" and substituting therefor
therefor "$12,000".
"$12,000".
SEC.
S
EC. 4. Section 11 of the Act of January
January 3, 1946,
1946, as amended
amended (Public
(Public
Law 293, Seventy-ninth
Seventy-ninth Congress; 38 U. S. C. 15),
amended by sub15), is amended
stituting a
a period for the colon immediately
the last
last proproimmediately preceding
preceding the
viso and by deleting the said last proviso.
proviso.
SEC.
SEC. 5.
5. This Act shall become
become effective on the first day of the second
second
calendar month following the date of enactment
enactment of
of this
this Act.
Act.
Approved
Approved October
1949.
October 12,
12, 1949.
[CHAPTER
680]
[CHAPTER 680]

AN ACT
ACT

Department of the Interior
Making appropriations
appropriations for the Department
for the
the fiscal
Interior for
fiscal year
year
ending June
June 30, 1950, and for other purposes.
purposes.

Be it
Representatives of the
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
the

United
States of America
America in
in Congress
United States
assembled,
Congress assembled,

TITLE I-DEPARTMENT
I—DEPARTMENT OF
OF THE INTERIOR
INTERIOR

59 Stat.
Stat. 677.
677.
69
38
S. C.
C. §15g
(d).
38 IL
U.S.
15g (d).
59
Stat. 678.
59 Stat.
678.
38 U.
S. C.
C. §§15J.
15j.
38
U. S.

Effective date.
date.
Effective

October 12,
12, 1949
1949
October

[H. R.
[H.
R. 3838]
3838]
[Public Law
Law 350]
350]
[Public
Interior
Department
Interior Department
Appropriation
Appropriation Act,
Act,
1950.
1950.
Post,
875, 980.
980.
Post, pp.
pp. 875,

That the following sums are
appropriated, out
out of
of any
any money
in the
the
are appropriated,
money in
Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, for
of the
the
for the
the Department
Department of
Interior for the fiscal year
year ending June
June 30,1950,
30, 1950, namely:
namely:
THE SECRETARY
SECRETARY
OFFICE OF
OF THE
Salaries, Office
Office of the Secretary:
Secretary: For the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior
Interior
(hereafter in this Act referred
referred to as the Secretary),
Secretary), and other personal
personal
services in the District of Columbia and elsewhere,
including services
elsewhere, including
services
60
60 Stat.
Stat. 810.
810.
as authorized by section 15 of the Act of August
2,1946 (5
55a),
August 2,1946
(5 U.
U. S. C. 55a),
Radio broadcasts
Radio
broadcasts rerespecting legislation.
$1,282,675:
Provided,That no part of this appropriation
$1,282,675: Provided,
appropriation shall be used
used spectlng
for the broadcast
broadcast of radio programs designed
designed or calculated
calculated to influence
influence
the passage or defeat of any legislation
pending before
the Congress.
legislation pending
before the
Congress.
Salaries, Office of Solicitor: For personal
personal services
services in the District of
of
Columbia and in the field, $284,000.
$284,000.
Salaries and expenses, Division
Division of Territories
Territories and Island
Island Possessions: For expenses
expenses necessary
necessary for the Division of Territories
Territories and
and
Island Possessions,
Possessions, including personal services in the District of
Columbia; services as authorized by section 15 of the
the Act
Act of August
August
60 Stat.
Stat. 810.
810.
55a);;printing and binding2, 1946 (5 U. S. C. 55a)
binding,- and
and items otherwise
otherwise 60
chargeable to the appropriation
properly chargeable
appropriation "Contingent
"Contingent expenses,
expenses,
Department
Department of the Interior";
$203,750.
Interior"; $203,750.
Salaries and expenses,
expenses, Oil and Gas Division: For expenses
expenses necesnecescoordinating and unifying policies
sary for coordinating
administration of
of
policies and administration
Federal
Federal activities relative to oil, gas
including
gas, and synthetic fuels,
fuels, including
cooperation
cooperation with the petroleum
petroleum industry
industry and State authorities
authorities in the
utilization of
petroleum and
and petroleum
production, processing,
processing, and
and utilization
of petroleum
petroleum
products,' natural gas, and synthetic
products
and the
the compilation
compilation of
synthetic fuels and
of
technical reports thereon,
administering and
and enforcinc
the proviprovithereon, for
for administering
enforcing,the
sions of the Act of February
February 22,
amended (15
S. C.,
C., ch.
ch.
22, 1935,
1935, as
as amended
(15 U.
U. S.
49
Stat. 30
49 Stat.
30.
15A); including
including personal
the District
District of
of Columbia;
Columbia. for
personal services
services in
in the
for 15
15 C.
C. §§
u 715715U. S.
S. C.
employment
director without
regard to
Columbia;
employment of
of aa director
715m; Supp.
Snpp. II,
ch.
without regard
II, ch.
to the
the civil-service
civil-service
laws; 715m;
1SA
15A note.
note.

766
766

61
456.
61 Stat. 456.
43
U. S.
C., Supp.
Supp.
43 U.
S. C.,
II, §§
364-364f.
§§364-364f.
II,

Stat. 163;
54 Stat.
Stat.
49 Stat.
163; 54
1235.
1235.
S. C. §
§133t
nobs.
55U.
U.S.C.
133tnote.

Warehouse
Warehouse maintemaintenance, etc.
etc.
nance,

62
62 Stat.
Stat. 1113.
1113.

Investigations
by
Investigations by
legislative
legislative branch.
branch.

Transfer of funds
Transfer
funds for
for
stationery
stationery supplies.

58 Stat.
Stat. 890.

60 Stat.
Stat. 810.

63 Stat.
Stat. 890.
890.
58
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contract
of not
not .to
to.exceed
exceed
contract stenographic
stenographic reporting
reporting services;
services; purchase
purchase of
four passenger
and printing
printing and
and
four
passenger motor
motor vehicles
vehicles for
for replacement
replacement only;
only; and
binding,
binding, $347,500.
$347,500.
Salaries
on Geographic
Geographic Names:
For necessary
Salaries and
and expenses,
expenses, Board
Board on
Names: For
necessary
expenses to
carry out
provisions of
of the
Act ef
of July
July 25,
1947.(Public
expenses
to carry
out the
the provisions
the Act
25, 1947
(Public
Law 242),
central authority
authority for
for standardizing
geoLaw
242), establishing
establishing aa central
standardizing geographic
names, including
including personal
personal services
in the
of.ColumColumgraphic names,
services in
the District
District of
bia, stationery
stationery and
office supplies,
supplies, equipment,
equipment, and
and printing
and
bia,
and office
printing and
binding,
binding, $14,200.
$14,200.
Salaries and
and expenses,
soil and
and moisture
moisture conservation:
conservation: For
For necesSalaries
expenses, soil
necessary
of administering
carrying out
out directly
directly ,and
and in
in
sary expenses
expenses of
administering and
and carrying
cooperation
conservation proprocooperation with
with other
other agencies
agencies aasoil
soil and
and moisture
moisture conservation
gram
lands under
under the
the jurisdiction
of the
of the
the
gram on
on lands
jurisdiction of
the Department
Department of
Interior in
in accordance
accordance with
with the
the provisions
provisions of
Act of
27, 1935
1935
Interior
of the
the Act
of April
April 27,
(16 U.
U. S.
C. 590a-590f),
590a-590f), and
Numbered IV,
IV,
(16
S. C.
and Reorganization
Reorganization Plan
Plan Numbered
including
$115,000 for
for personal
services in
the District
of Columbia;
Columbia;
including $115,000
personal services
in the
District of
printing and
and
printing
and binding;
binding; furniture,
furniture, furnishings,
furnishings, office
office equipment
equipment .and
supplies;
to exceed
exceed seven
vehicles
supplies; purchase
purchase of
of not
not to
seven passenger
passenger motor
motor vehicles
for replacement
replacement only;
and operation
operation of
of aircraft;
for
only; and
and maintenance,
maintenance, and
aircraft;
$2,800,000:
Provided, That
That this
this appropriation
be available
$2,800,000: Provided,
appropriation shall
shall be
available for
for
meeting
warehouse maintenance
maintenance and
the procurement,
meeting expenses
expenses of warehouse
and the
procurement,
care,
materials, and
and equipment
equipment stored
stored therein
therein
care, and handling
handling of supplies, materials,
distribution to
supervision of
of the
the Department
Department
for distribution
to projects
projects under the supervision
of the
Provided further,
That not
not to
of the
the
of
the Interior:
Interior: Provided
further, That
to exceed
exceed $65,000
$65,000 of
unobligated balance
appropriation for
for this
this purpose
purpose contained
contained
unobligated
balance of
of the
the appropriation
in
Interior Department
Act, 1949,
is hereby
hereby conconin the
the Interior
Department Appropriation
Appropriation Act,
1949, is
tinued
available to
to June
30, 1950.
tinued available
June 30,
1950.
Department of
of the
For the
the conconContingent expenses,
expenses, Department
the Interior:
Interior: For
tingent
of the
of the
the Secretary
Secretary and
the bureaus
and
tingent expenses
expenses of
the office
office of
and the
bureaus and
offices
Department (except
otherwise provided),
provided), including
offices of
of the
the Department
(except as
as otherwise
including
teletype
teletype rentals and service; streetcar
streetcar fares
fares not exceeding
$300;
exceeding $300;
traveling
including not
$10,000 for
for inspections
inspections and
and
traveling expenses,
expenses, including
not exceeding
exceeding $10,000
investigations by the legislative branch as well as attendance
investigations
attendance at
meetat meetconventions concerned
ings or conventions
concerned with the
of the
the Department,
Department, and
and
the work of
authority in
any request from appropriate
appropriate authority
connection
in such
such branch in
in connection
therewith shall
complied with
with by
by administrative
administrative
shall be
be immediately
immediately complied
authority in
in the
expense of
taking testimony
testimony and
an d prepreauthority
the Department;
Department; expense
of taking
paring the same in connection
connection with
disbarment proceedings
proceedings instituted
with disbarment
instituted
against persons charged
charged with improper
improper practices before the Departexceedment, its bureaus and offices; expense
expense of translations, and not exceeding $1,000
$1,000 for contract stenographic
stenographic reporting
reporting services;
services; not
exceeding
not exceeding
$700
for newspapers;
newspapers; and
and binding,
bindin g ,$215,000;
$215,000 ; and,
an d, i
n
$700 for
and printing
printing and
in
transferred from other appropriations
addition thereto, sums transferred
appropriations to this
for stationery supplies as follows:
follows: Bureau
Bureau of
of Land
Land Management,
Management,
$9,000; Geological
Geological Survey, $19,500;
$19,500; National
National Park Service,
Service, $7,500;
$7,500;
of Reclamation,
Reclamation, $8,400,
$8,400, any
any unexpended
unexpen dedportion
portion of
of which
which shall
shall
Bureau of
reclamation fund; Bureau of Mines,
Mines,
revert and be credited
credited to the reclamation
$11,000.
$11,000.
Salaries and expenses,
expenses, southeastern
marketing: For
southeastern power
power marketing:
For expenses
expenses
necessary
5 of the Flood
necessary to carry out the provisions
provisions of section 5
Flood Control
Control
(16 U. S. C. 825s),
Act of 1944 (16
825s), as applied
applied to the area east of the
Mississippi River, for marketing
marketing power produced
produced or to
to be produced
produced
at multiple-purpose
multiple-purpose projects of the
the Corps of Engineers,
Engineers, Department
Department
of the Army; purchase
purchase (not
(not to exceed two) and hire of passenger
passenger
motor vehicles; services
authorized by section
services as authorized
section 15 of the Act of
of
August 2, 1946 (5
(5 U. S. C. 55a);
55a) ;and printing and binding;
binding; $70,000.
Construction, operation, and maintenance,
maintenance, power transmission
.Construction,
transmission facilities: For expenses necessary
necessary to carry
carry out the
the provisions
provisions of section
section 5
5
of the Flood Control
Control Act of 1944
1944 (16
(16 U. S. C. 825s),
825s), as applied to the
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southwestern
power area
area comprising
comprising the States of Arkansas
Arkansas and
southwestern power
Louisiana,
Louisiana, that.part of the States
States of Kansas and Missouri lying south
south
of
the Missouri
Missouri River Basin
Basin and east of the ninety-eighth
ninety-eighth meridian,
meridian,
of the
Texas and
and Oklahoma
Oklahoma lying east
and
east of the
the States of
of Texas
part of the
and that .part
ninety-ninth
meridian and
of the
River Basin,
Antonio River
the San
San Antonio
and north
north of
ninety-ninth meridian
including the
construction and
and acquisition
transmission lines, subacquisition of transmission
the construction
including
stations,
and related
related facilities;
facilities; operation
operation and
and maintenance
maintenance of power
power
stations, and
transmission
facilities; marketing
electric power
and energy;
not
power and
energy; not
marketing of
of electric
transmission facilities;
to
exceed $15,000
for personal
services in
the District
Columbia;
in the
District of Columbia;
personal services
to exceed
$15,000 for
purchase
to exceed
exceed sixteen,
of which
which two
two shall
for replacereplaceshall be
be for
sixteen, of
purchase (not
(not to
Tent
only) and
and hire
hire of
passenger motor
motor vehicles;
vehicles; printing
printing and
and bindof passenger
ment only)
ing; and
authorized by
15 of
of the
the Act
2,
August 2,
Act of August
section 15
by section
as authorized
services as
and services
ing;
1946 (5
(5 U.
U. S.
S. C.
C. 55a)
to remain
remain available
expended, $4,000,000,
$4,000,000,
available until expended,
55a);;to
1946
of which
which not
shall be
be available
the current
current fiscal
fiscal
in the
available in
not to
to exceed
exceed $525,000
$525,000 shall
of
year
operation and
and maintenance
maintenance of
of power
power transmission
transmission facilities,
facilities,
for operation
year for
marketing of
administrative expenses
expenses
energy, and administrative
of electric
electric power and energy,
marketing
connected therewith;
therewith; and
addition, the
the Secretary
authorized to
to
is authorized
Secretary is
in addition,
and in
connected
incur obligations
obligations and
and enter
contracts for
materials, equipment,
equipment,
for materials,
into contracts
enter into
incur
and services
services for
the construction
construction of
of power
power transmission
facilities in
transmission facilities
for the
and
an amount
exceed $5,000,000.
$5,000,000.
an
amount not to exceed
The
balance of
Interior
appropriated in the Interior
funds appropriated
of funds
The unexpended
unexpended balance
Department Appropriation
for "Construction,
"Construction, Southwestern
Southwestern
Act, 1947,
1947, for
Appropriation Act,
Department
Power
Administration", shall
remain available
available for
expenditure during
during
for expenditure
shall remain
Power Administration",
under conthe current
current fiscal
payment of obligations
obligations incurred
incurred under
year for
for payment
fiscal year
the
30,1948.
tracts executed
or before
1948.
June 30,
before June
on or
executed on
tracts
Continuing
power transmission
transmission facilities:
facilities: All
from
All receipts
receipts from
fund, power
Continuing fund,
the
and sale
of electric
electric power
power and energy
under the proenergy under
sale of
the transmission
transmission and
visions
of section
of the
Act of December
December 22,
22, 1944
1944
Control Act
Flood Control
the Flood
5 of
section 5
visions of
(16 U.
825s), generated
or purchased
purchased in
in the
southwestern power
the southwestern
generated or
S. C.
C. 825s),
(16
U. S.
area, shall
shall be
be covered
covered into
into the Treasury
Treasury of the United States as misarea,
cellaneous receipts,
except that
Treasury shall
shall set up
up and mainthe Treasury
that the
receipts, except
cellaneous
tain
such receipts
receipts a
acontinuing
continuing fund
of $300,000,
$300,000, including
including the
fund of
from such
tain from
sum of
$100,000 in
in the
established under
under the
Adminthe Adminfund established
continuing fund
the continuing
of $100,000
sum
istrator of
Power Administration
Administration in the First
First SupSouthwestern Power
of the
the Southwestern
istrator
plemental National
National Defense
Defense Appropriation
Act, 1944
(57 Stat.
621),
Stat. 621),
1944 (57
Appropriation Act,
plemental
which shall
shall be
be transferred
the fund
fund hereby
hereby established;
established; and
said
and said
to the
transferred to
which
fund
$300,000 shall
be placed
placed to
the credit
credit of
of the
the Secretary
Secretary and
and
to the
shall be
of $300,000
fund of
shall be
be subject
subject to
to check
check by
by him
him to
to defray
defray emergency
emergency expenses
expenses necesnecesshall
sary to
electric service
continuous operation
operation
and continuous
service and
of electric
continuity of
to insure
insure continuity
sary
of the
to cover
cover all
all costs
in connection
connection with
with the
purthe purcosts in
and to
facilities, and
the facilities,
of
chase of
of electric
power and
and rentals
for the
the use
facilities
of facilities
use of
rentals for
energy and
and energy
electric power
chase
for
transmission and
distribution of
of electric
electric power
and energy
energy to
to
power and
and distribution
the transmission
for the
public bodies,
bodies, cooperatives,
cooperatives, and
and privately
privately owned
owned companies.
companies.
public

Stat. 810.
810.
60 stat.

60
60 Stat. 384.

58 Stat. 890.

Transfer
Transfer of funds.

COMMISSION OF FINE
FINE ARTS
ARTS
COMMISSION
For
by the
establishing a
aCommission
Commission
Act establishing
the Act
necessary by
made necessary
expenses made
For expenses
of Fine
Fine Arts
Arts (40
S. C.
personal services
services in
in the
the
including personal
C. 104),
104), including
U. S.
(40 U.
of
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, hire
of passenger
motor vehicles,
printing and
and
vehicles, printing
passenger motor
hire of
District
binding and
payment of
traveling expenses
expenses of
of the
members and
and
the members
actual traveling
of actual
and payment
binding
secretary of
the Commission
Commission in
in attending
meetings and
committee
and committee
attending meetings
of the
secretary
meetings of
of the
the Commission
or outside
outside of
of the
the District
District
within or
either within
Commission either
meetings
of
Columbia, to
be disbursed
disbursed on
the Commission,
Commission,
by the
approved by
vouchers approved
on vouchers
to be
of Columbia,
$12,000.
$12,000.
BONNEVILLE
ADMINISTRATION
POWER ADMINISTRATION
BONNEVILLE POWER
Construction,
and maintenance,
maintenance, Bonneville
power transtransBonneville power
operation, and
Construction, operation,
mission system:
enable the
the Bonneville
Bonneville Power
Power Administrator
Administrator to
to
To enable
system: To
mission

371.
36 Stat. 371.

768

60
Stat. 810.
60 Stat.
810.

Transmission
Transmission facilifacilities.
ties.

Contract authority.
authority.
Contract

Availability of
of conAvailability
construction
struction appropriaappropriations.
tions.
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carry out the duties imposed
imposed upon him
pursuant to
to law,
law, including
including the
him pursuant
the
construction of
of transmission
transmission lines,
construction
lines, substations,
substations, and
and appurtenant
appurtenant
facilities; operation
operation and maintenance
maintenance of
of the
the Bonneville
Bonneville transmission
transmission
system; marketing of
and energy;
energy; printing
printing and
and bindbindof electric
electric power
power and
authorized by section 15 of the
ing; services
services as authorized
Act of
of August
2, 1946
1946
the Act
August 2,
(5
(5 U. S.
S. C.
55a) ;purchase
purchase (not
(not to
to exceed
exceed ten,
ten, including
one at
not
C. 55a);
including one
at not
to exceed $2,100, in the current
current fiscal
replacement only)
only)
fiscal year,
year, for
for replacement
and hire of passenger
passenger motor vehicles;
vehicles; and
and maintenance
maintenance and
operation
and operation
of aircraft; $30,284,500,
$30,284,500, including
for construction
construction of
of the
the Kerrincluding funds
funds for
KerrAnaconda transmission facilities,
Anaconda
to be
available until
expended, of
of
facilities, to
be available
until expended,
which amount not
to exceed
exceed $4,000,000
shall be
be available
available in
in the
the current
current
not to
$4,000,000 shall
operation and maintenance
fiscal year for operation
maintenance of
the Bonneville
Bonneville transtransof the
mission system,
marketing of
electric power
energy, and
and adminisadminismission
system, marketing
of electric
power and
and energy,
trative expenses
including $30,000
$30,000 for
for personal
personal
expenses connected
connected therewith,
therewith, including
services
services in
Columbia: Provided,
Provided, That
That in
addition to
to
in the District
District of
of Columbia:
in addition
appropriation the Administrator
this appropriation
Administrator is
is authorized
to contract
contract for
authorized to
for
materials, equipment and services, for power
power transmission
transmission facilities
facilities
in
an amount
That not
not
in an
amount not
not in
in excess
excess of
of $16,239,500:
$16,239,500: Provided
Providedfurther,
further, That
exceeding 12 per centum of any construction
construction appropriations
exceeding
appropriations for
the
for the
Bonneville
Bonneville Power Administration
Administration contained
contained in
shall be
be availavailin this
this Act
Act shall
able for construction work by force
force account, or
or on
hired-labor basis,
basis,
on a
a hired-labor
except in case of emergencies,
emergencies, local in character,
character, so
so declared
declared by
by the
the
Bonneville Power Administrator.
BUREAU OF
BUREAU
LAND MANAGEMENT
OF LAND
MANAGEMENT

Warehouse
Warehouse maintenance, etc.
etc.

expenses: For necessary
Salaries and expenses:
necessary expenses
expenses not
not otherwise
otherwise proprovided for in carrying
carrying out the
the provisions
provisions of
of the
the public
public land
other
land and
and other
laws administered
administered by the Bureau
Bureau of Land Management,
Management, including
including
personal services
printing and
services in the District of Columbia; printing
and binding,
binding,
advertising, preparation
preparation and production
production of maps and
and official
official plats
plats
of survey, and
other proceedings;
proceeding's; $1,005,000.
$1,005,000.
and for
for hearings
hearings and
and other
Management, protection, and disposal of public
Management,
public lands:
lands: For
For the
the
administration of the
the public
lands and
their resources
resources under
under the
the jurispublic lands
and their
jurisManagement, including
diction of the Bureau of Land Management,
including their
their protection,
protection,
use, maintenance,
maintenance, improvement,
improvement, development,
and disposal;
disposal; the
development, and
the
employment
necessary personnel,
employment of necessary
personnel, travel
travel expenses,
expenses, hearings,
nves tihearings, i
investigations, examination
classificationn of lands; preparation
examination and classificatio
preparation of
of maps
maps
and resurveys
and reports; surveys and
resurveys of
of public
including fragfragpublic lands,
lands, including
mentary
examinations as
mentary surveys and such other
other surveys and examinations
as may
may be
be
required; the prevention,
prevention, presuppression
presuppression or emergency
emergency prevention
prevention
of fires on or threatening
threatening lands
lands under
the jurisdiction
of the
Bureau
under the
jurisdiction of
the Bureau
of Land Management;
Management; contract reporting services;
of not
not
services; purchase
purchase of
replacement only;
to exceed fifteen
fifteen passenger motor
motor vehicles for replacement
only; printbinding; the payment
a salary
ing and binding
payment of a
$6 per
per diem
diem while
while actually
actually
salary of
of $6
employed
employed and for payment
payment of necessary
necessary travel
travel expenses,
exclusive of
expenses, exclusive
of
subsistence, of members
members of advisory
advisory committees
of local
stockmen,
committees of
local stockmen,
$35.500;
construction, maintenance,
maintenance, and
$35,500; and the construction,
and alteration
of necessary
alteration of
necessary
buildings;
Provided, That this appropriation
buildings; $3,450,000:
$3,450,000: Provided,
appropriation shall
be
shall be
available for expenses of warehouse
warehouse maintenance
and the
the procurement,
maintenance and
procurement
handling of supplies,
care, and handling
supplies, materials, and equipment
equipment stored
stored therein
therein
for distribution
distribution to projects under
under the supervision
supervision of the
the Bureau
Bureau of
Land
Management, the
Land Management,
the cost of such supplies
supplies and
and materials
materials or
or the
the
value of such equipment
equipment (including
(including the
transportation and
and
the cost
cost of
of transportation
handling)
appropriation for "Management,
handling) to be reimbursed to the appropriation
"Management,
protection,
protection, and disposal of public lands, Bureau
Land ManageManageBureau of
of Land
ment,'
ment," current
current at the time additional supplies, materials, or equipequip.
ment are procured, from the appropriation
appropriation chargeable
chargeable with
with the
the cost
cost
or value of such supplies,
equipment: Provided
supplies, materials, or equipment:
further,
Providedfurther,
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other
That this
this appropriation
appropriation may
may be
expended for surveys
surveys of lands other
be expended
That
than
the Bureau
Land Management
Management
Bureau of Land
of the
the jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
under the
than :those
those under
and
such cases
cases this
appropriation shall
shall be
be reimbursed
reimbursed from the
this appropriation
and in
in such
applicable
special deposit.
deposit.
fund, or
or special
appropriation, fund,
applicable appropriation,
•Fire
For fighting
on or
threatening lands
lands under
under the
the
fires on
or threatening
fighting: For
fighting fires
Fire.fighting:
jurisdiction
of Land
Land Management
United States
in the
the United
Management in
of the
the Bureau
Bureau of
jurisdiction of
and
$50,000, which
also be
meeting
for meeting
available for
be available
shall also
amount shall
which amount
Alaska, $50,000,
and Alaska,
obligations
year, pursuant
of September
September
the Acts
Acts of
to the
pursuant to
preceding year,
of the
the preceding
obligations of
20,
S. C.
594) and
June 28,
28, 1934,
1934, as
as amended.
amended.
C. 594)
and June
(16 U.
U. S.
20, 1922
1922 (16
Range
For construction,
and maintenance
maintenance
purchase, and
construction, purchase,
improvements: For
Range improvements:
of
the public
public lands
lands pursuant
provisions
the provisions
pursuant to the
on the
improvements on
of range
range improvements
of
sections 3
3 and
of the
the Act
Act of
of June
June 28,
1934 (43
315b
C. 315b
(43 U. S. C.
28, 1934
10 of
and 10
of sections
and 315i),
315i), as
the Act
Act of
of August
August 6,
1947 (Public
Law
(Public Law
6, 1947
by the
amended by
as amended
and
376), in
addition to
to contributions
contributions under
under section
of the
the Act
Act of
of June
June
9 of
section 9
in addition
376),
28,
U. S.
S. C.
315h), $350,000,
to remain
remain available
available until
until
$350,000, to
C. 315h),
(43 U.
1934 (43
28, 1934
hereunder shall not exceed
expended: Provided,
That expenditures
exceed
expenditures hereunder
Provided, That
expended:
the
amount of
moneys received
received as
fees under
under
range-improvement fees
as range-improvement
all moneys
of all
the amount
the
section 3
of said
Act and
25 per
centum of
of all
all moneys
moneys
per centum
and 25
said Act
3 of
of section
provisions of
the provisions
received
under the
provisions of section 15 of said Act.
the provisions
received under
Revested. Oregon
and California
and reconveyed
reconveyed Coos
Railroad and
California Railroad
Oregon and
Revested
Bay Wagon
Wagon Road
Road grant
Oregon: For
expenses necessary
necessary in
For expenses
lands, Oregon:
grant lands,
Bay
carrying
the provisions
provisions of
of title
title II of
the Act
Act of August
28, 1937
August 28,
of the
out the
carrying out
(50
874), including
protection and
patrol, through
through cooperacooperaand patrol,
fire protection
including fire
Stat. 874),
(50 Stat.
tive
agreements with
with Federal,
agencies, or otherwise,
county agencies,
and county
State, and
Federal, State,
tive agreements
including
of not
four passenger
passenger motor
motor vehicles,
vehicles,
to exceed
exceed four
not to
purchase of
including purchase
of
which two
shall be
be for
only, and
binding,
and binding,
printing and
and printing
replacement only,
for replacement
two shall
of which
$657,500, and,
and, in
in addition,
addition, the
Secretary, or
or at
his request,
request, the Comat his
the Secretary,
$657,500,
rnissioner of
Public Roads,
Works Agency,
Agency, is
authorized to
to
is authorized
Federal Works
Roads, Federal
of Public
missioner
incur
for the
the acquisition
of rights-of-way,
incur
rights-of-way, and to incur
acquisition of
obligations for
incur obligations
obligations
and to
to enter
enter into
contracts for
for construction
construction of access
access roads,
into contracts
obligations and
and
acquisition of
existin g connecting
not
amount not
an amount
in an
roads, in
connecting roads,
of existing
the acquisition
and the
to exceed
exceed $200,000:
$200,000: Provided,
Provided, That
That such
such expenditures
expenditures shall be reimto
bursed
from the
the 25
25 per
per centum
centum referred
referred to
to in
in section
c, title
II, of
of
title II,
section c,
bursed from
the
Act
approved
August
28,
1937,
of
the
special
fund
designated
the
the
designated
fund
special
the
of
1937,
28,
August
the Act approved
"Oregon
Grant Fund"
of the
the Act
Act
section 44of
and section
Fund" and
Land Grant
California Land
and California
"Oregon and
approved May
May 24,
24, 1939,
special fund
fund designated
the "Coos
"Coos Bay
Bay
designated the
the special
of the
1939, of
approved
Wagon Road
Road Grant Fund".
Wagon
Payments
of 5
proceeds from
from sales
sales of
of public
public
of proceeds
centum of
5 per
per centum
States of
to States
Payments to
lands:
payment to
several States
States of
of 55per
centum of
of the
the net
net
per centum
the several
to the
For payment
lands: For
proceeds
sales of
lands lying
their limits,
limits, for
for the
within their
lying within
of public
public lands
of sales
proceeds of
purpose
of education
education or
or of
of making
making public
improvements,
and improvements,
roads and
public roads
purpose of
5,000: Provided,
Provided, That
hereunder shall
not exceed
exceed the
the
shall not
expenditures hereunder
That expenditures
$5,000:
aggregate
in accordance
with secaccordance with
Treasury in
the Treasury
into the
covered into
receipts covered
aggregate receipts
tion
the Permanent
Permanent Appropriation
Appropriation Repeal
Repeal Act, 1934.
4 of
of the
tion 4
Payment
Oklahoma from
royalties, oil
and gas,
south half
half of
of
gas, south
oil and
from royalties,
to Oklahoma
Payment to
Red
For payment
payment of
37 1/
2 per
per centum
the royalties
royalties derived
derived
of the
centum of
of 371/2
River: For
Red River:
from
the south
south half
of Red
River in
the provisions
provisions
under the
Oklahoma under
in Oklahoma
Red River
half of
from the
of
resolution of
12, 1926
1926 (44
(44 Stat.
which shall
shall be
be
740), which
Stat. 740),
June 12,
of June
joint resolution
the joint
of the
paid
the State
of Oklahoma
in lieu
lieu of
all State
State and
local taxes
upon
taxes upon
and local
of all
Oklahoma in
State of
to the
paid to
tribal
accruing under
said Act,
be expended
by the
the State
State in
in
expended by
to be
Act, to
under said
funds accruing
tribal funds
the
manner as
if received
section 35
35 of
approved
Act approved
of the
the Act
under section
received under
as if
same manner
the same
February
25, 1920
1920 (30
U. S.
C. 191),
$4,000: Provided,
expendiThat expendiProvided,That
191), $4,000:
S. C.
(30 U.
February 25,
tures
hereunder shall
shall not
exceed the
covered into
into
receipts covered
aggregate receipts
the aggregate
not exceed
tures hereunder
the
Treasury
in
accordance
with
section
4
of
the
Permanent
ApproApproPermanent
of
the
4
section
with
the Treasury in accordance
priation
1934.
priation Repeal
Repeal Act,
Act, 1934.
Leasing
grazing lands:
lands: For
For leasing
leasing State,
or privately
privately
county, or
State, county,
of grazing
Leasing of
owned lands
accordance with
provisions of
of the
the Act
of June
June 23,
23,
Act of
the provisions
with the
in accordance
lands in
owned
1938
(43
U.
S.
C.
315m-1),
$6,000:
Provided,
That
expenditures
herehereexpenditures
That
Provided,
1938 (43 U. S. C. 315m-1), $6,000:
under shall
not exceed
into the
the Treasury
Treasury
covered into
receipts covered
aggregate receipts
the aggregate
exceed the
shall not
under
in
accordance
with
43
U.
S.
315m-4.
315m-4.
C.
S.
U.
43
with
in accordance
--- 49
81939e-50—PT.
81939--0--PT. I-49

Surveys
of lands.
lands.
Surveys of

42 Stat.
857; 48
48 Stat.
Stat.
42
Stat. 857;
1269.
1269.
43
U. S.
S. C.
C. §§
315§§31543 U.
3150-1;
Supp.II,
II, §315b
§315b
315-1; Supp.
et
seq.
et seq.
48
Stat. 1270,
1270, 1273;
48 Stat.
1273;
61 Stat. 790.
61
43 U.
U. S.
S. C.,
Supp.
43
C., Supp.
II,
Hp §§
§§ 315b,
315b, 315i.
3151.
1273.
48
Stat. 1273.
48 Stat.
43 U.
U. S.
S. C., Supp.

315h.
II, §§315h.

48 Stat.
Stat. 1273,
1275.
1273, 1275.
48
43 U.
U. S.
S. C.
C. §§315m;
43
315m;
Supp. II,
II, §315b.
315b.
Supp.

Contract authority.
authority.
Contract

Reimbursements.
Reimbursements.

50
50 Stat. 876.
53
53 Stat.
Stat. 754.

Stat. 1227.
48 Stat.
1227.
48
31 U.
U. S.
S. C.
C. §725c.
725c.
31

41 Stat.
Stat. 450.

30 U. S. C., Supp.
191.
H. I8191.
n,
48 Stat.
Stat. 1227.
1227.
31 U.
U. S.
S. C.
C. 8 725c.
7250.
31

52
Stat. 1033.
52 Stat.
1033.
52 Stat. 1033.
1033.

770

48
48 Stat.
Stat. 1273.
1273.
43
S. C.,
43 U.
U. S.
C., Supp.
Supp.
II, it§ 315j.
315j.
II,
Aircraft.
Aircraft.
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Payment
to States:
Not to
exceed 331/3
33 1/
3 per
per centum
centum of
all grazing
grazing
Payment to
States: Not
to exceed
of all
fees received
each grazing
district on
on Indian
Indian lands
the
fees
received from
from each
grazing district
lands ceded
ceded to
to the
United
disposition under
the public-lands
be paid
paid
United States
States for
for disposition
under the
public-lands laws,
laws, to
to be
to
the State
State in
in which
which said
lands are
are situated,
with the
the
to the
said lands
situated, in
in accordance
accordance with
provisions
the Act
of June
June 28,
1934, as
as amended
amended (43
(43
provisions of
of section
section 11
11 of
of the
Act of
28, 1934,
U. S.
315j).
U.
S. C.
C. 315j).
Appropriations
the Bureau
of Land
Land Management
Management
for the
Bureau of
Appropriations herein
herein made
made for
for "Management,
of public
public lands,
lands, Bureau
Bureau
for
"Management, protection,
protection, and
and disposal
disposal of
of Land
Management", "Revested
Oregon and
California Railroad
of
Land Management"
"Revested Oregon
and California
Railroad
and
road grant
grant lands,
lands, Oregon",
Oregon", and
and
and reconveyed
reconveyed Coos
Coos Bay
iay wagon
wagon road
"Fire
be available
for the
and
"Fire fighting",
fighting", shall
shall be
available for
the hire,
hire, maintenance,
maintenance, and
operation
aircraft.
of aircraft.
operation of
BUREAU OF
BUREAU
OF INDIAN
INDIAN AFFAIRS
AFFAIRS

3CFR, Cum.
3CFR,
Cum. Supp.,
Supp.,
p. 1020.
1020.
p.

60 Stat.
810.
60
Stat. 810.
5U.
U. S.
C. § 55a.
55a.
S. C.

Transfer
of surplus
Transfer of
surplus
supplies,
supplies, etc.
etc.

Salaries
and expenses,
administration: For
For expenses
expenses necesnecesSalaries and
expenses, general
general administration:
sary for
general administration
administration of
of the
the Bureau
Bureau of
of Indian
Indian Affairs,
Affairs,
sary
for the
the general
including departmental
services in
District of
Columbia;
including
departmental personal
personal services
in the
the District
of Columbia;
rental of
office equipment
equipment and
the purchase
purchase of
of necessary
necessary supplies
supplies
rental
of office
and the
therefor;
of office
office furniture
addition to
therefor; purchase
purchase of
furniture and
and equipment
equipment in
in addition
to
that
from the
the appropriation
appropriation for
for contingent
contingent
that which may
may be purchased
purchased from
expenses
Department; printing
printing and
and binding,
including the
the
expenses of
of the
the Department;
binding, including
purchase
purchase of reprints
reprints of
and technical
technical articles
published in
of scientific
scientific and
articles published
in
periodicals and
$850,000.
periodicals
and journals,
journals, $850,000.
National Indian Institute:
Institute: For necessary
necessary expenses
expenses of
the National
National
of the
United States of America
Indian Institute for the United
America in the performance
performance
of its functions
by Executive
Order Numbered
Numbered 8930,
8930,
functions as prescribed
prescribed by
Executive Order
November
1, 1941,
1941, including
the District
of ColumNovember 1,
including personal
personal services
services in
in the
District of
Columbia; services as authorized
authorized by section
section 15
of the
August 2,
2, 1946
1946
15 of
the Act
Act of
of August
(5
S. C.
55 (a))
and printing
printing and
binding, $22,500.
$22,500.
(5 U.
U. S.
C. 55
(a));;and
and binding,
Salaries and expenses, field administration:
administration: For necessary
expenses
necessary expenses
of field administration,
administration, including pay
of employees
employees authorized
authorized by
by
pay of
permanent treaty
continuing or permanent
treaty provisions,
provisions, and printing
printing and
and binding,
binding,
$3,100,000.
$3,100,000.
For maintaining
maintaining law and order
order among
among Indians, including
including pay
pay and
and
other expenses
expenses of
judges of
courts, Indian
Indian police,
police, and
and employees
employees
of judges
of Indian
Indian courts,
engaged in the suppression
suppression of
engaged
of traffic
traffic in
in intoxicating
liquors and
deleteintoxicating liquors
and deleteamong Indians,
rious drugs among
Indians, $164,500.
$164,500.
Alaska native service: For expenses necessary to provide
the supsupprovide for the
port, rehabilitation,
rehabilitation, education,
education, conservation
conservation of
health, development
development of
of
of health,
resources, and relief of destitution
repair,
destitution of the natives of Alaska; the repair,
rental, and equipment of school, hospital, and other buildings; the
the purchase or erection of range cabins and other temporary
temporary structures;
structures; the
equipment, maintenance,
maintenance, and
and operation
operation of
vessels; printing
printing
hire, repair, equipment,
of vessels;
and binding;
for the
the administration
administration of
of the
the Alaska
Al ask a native
na ti ve service,
serv i
ce ,
and
binding- and
and for
$5,350,000: hrovided,
$5,350,000:
Provided, That any agency
agency of the United
States GovernGovernUnited States
ment having
having title
thereto is
authorized to
to transfer
transfer without
without charge
charge to
to the
the
ment
title thereto
is authorized
buildings, equipment,
materials, and
and supplies
supplies
Alaska native
native service,
service, buildings,
equipment, materials,
surplus
surplus to its needs and which
which may be certified
certified by the Department
Department of
of
as necessary
the Interior as
the improvement,
improvement, maintenance,
maintenance, or
necessary for the
or
operation of the
Alaska native
operation
the Alaska
native service.
service.
Vessel conversion: For expenses
converting and
outexpenses necessary
necessary in
in converting
and outa vessel for
fitting a
service and
supply ship
ship by
by the
the Alaska
for use
use as
as a
a service
and supply
Alaska
Native Service, $150,000,
$150,000, to
remain available
available until
until expended.
expended.
to remain
Navajo and Hopi service:
service: For
carrying out
out a
For administering
administering and carrying
a
support and rehabilitation
program for the Navajo and Hopi Indians,
rehabilitation program
grants to
including printing and binding; transportation
transportation of Indians; grants
to
Indians; and for purposes otherwise
otherwise applicable to other appropriations and provisions
Indian Affairs
provisions for the Bureau of Indian
Affairs as follows:
follows:
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Construction
and maintenance
services: For the construction
construction and
maintenance services:
Construction and
trails, irrigation
maintenance
irrigation systems, buildings, utilities,
maintenance of roads and trails,
preparation of raw
and
other construction,
including drainage
drainage and preparation
construction, including
and other
lands
for irrigation
farming, surveys,
and investigations, private
surveys, and
irrigation farming,
lands for
architectural
engineering services, and water exploration,
exploration,
and engineering
architectural and
$3,037,500, to
to remain
available until
expended, of which
which $319,300 shall
shall
until expended,
remain available
$3,037,500,
be
in accordance
accordance with law.
reimbursable in
be reimbursable
industrial, resource, agriculAgency
services: For
administrative, industrial,
agriculFor administrative,
Agency services:
employment servand employment
tural, educational,
health, community
welfare, and
community welfare,
educational, health,
tural,
organizations engaged
and other
ices,
including cooperation
with State
other organizations
engaged
State and
cooperation with
ices, including
in similar
and payment
travel expenses
per diem of perexpenses and per
of travel
payment of
work, and
similar work,
in
sons whose
donated by such
$6,014,975.
organizations, $6,014,975.
such organizations,
are donated
services are
sons
whose services
to
Maintenance
and utilities:
expenses necessary
necessary to
utilities: For expenses
buildings and
of buildings
Maintenance of
maintain buildings
buildings in
in the
the Bureau
Bureau of
Indian Affairs,
Affairs, including
including the
of Indian
maintain
to exceed $1,500 for any one buildlease, purchase,
construction (not to
purchase, construction
lease,
ing), repair
repair and
and improvement
of buildings;
buildings; the installation,
installation, repair,
improvement of
ing),
and
utility systems, $1,000,000.
$1,000,000.
improvement of utility
and improvement
Education of
Indians: For
the support
support and
education of Indian
and education
For the
of Indians:
Education
educational purposes,
and for other educational
pupils in
in boarding
boarding and
day schools
schools and
and day
pupils
including
educational facilities
facilities authorized
authorized by
treaty provisions; tuiby treaty
including educational
tion, care,
care, and
and other expenses
attending public and
expenses of Indian pupils attending
tion,
private
support and
and education
of deaf,
deaf, dumb, blind, mentally
education of
schools; support
private schools;
deficient,
physically handicapped;
handicapped; the
the tuition
tuition and
other assistance
assistance
and other
or physically
deficient, or
(which
paid in
vocational
attending vocational
pupils attending
Indian pupils
of Indian
advance) of
in advance)
be paid
may be
(which may
or higher
higher educational
institutions under
such regulations
the Secreas the
regulations as
under such
educational institutions
or
tary
may prescribe;
prescribe; printing
printing and
(including illustrations);
illustrations) ;
binding (including
and binding
tary may
at Anadarko,
Anadarko,
the
equipment of
of an
an arts
arts and
and crafts
crafts building
building at
and equipment
support and
the support
Oklahoma,
and Indian
at Rapid
Rapid City,
South Dakota, and
City, South
museums at
Indian museums
Oklahoma, and
Browning, Montana,
on the
the Fort
Fort Apache
Apache Reservation,
Reservation, Arizona;
Arizona;
and on
Montana, and
Browning,
$12,982,000: Provided,
Provided, That
payment of
of tuition
tuition and care of Indian etc.Payment of tuition,
That payment
$12,982,000:
pupils
date of
admission.
of admission.
from date
made from
be made
may be
pupils may
Conservation
health: For
for the
the conservation
conservation
necessary for
expenses necessary
For expenses
of health:
Conservation of
of health
health among
including transportation
transportation of
of patients
and
patients and
Indians, including
among Indians,
of
attendants to
to and
and sanitoria;
samtoria; returning
returning to their
hospitals and
from hospitals
and from
attendants
former homes
homes and
and interring
interring the
the remains
of deceased
patients; medical
medical
deceased patients;
remains of
former
research and
with State
State and
other organizations
organizations
and other
cooperation with
surveys; cooperation
and surveys;
research
engaged in
in similar
work and
of travel
expenses and
and per
diem
per diem
travel expenses
payment of
and payment
similar work
engaged
of physicians,
physicians, nurses,
and other
whose services
services are
are donated
donated
persons whose
other persons
nurses, and
of
$7,917,000.
by such
such organizations,
organizations, and
and printing
printing and
and binding,
binding, $7,917,000.
by
Welfare
of Indians:
Indians: For
For welfare
including general
general supservices, including
welfare services,
Welfare of
children,
port,
of needy
needy Indians,
boarding home
home care
of Indian
Indian children,
care of
Indians, boarding
relief of
port, relief
institutional
care of
of delinquent
delinquent children,
children, and
and payment
of per
per diem,
diem,
payment of
institutional care
in lieu
of subsistence,
subsistence, and
other expenses
of Indians
Indians participating
participating in
expenses of
and other
lieu of
in
folk festivals,
festivals, $900,000:
$900,000: Provided,
Provided, That
payment for
for the
care of
of
the care
payment
That .
folk
Indians may
may be
made from the date of service.
be made
Indians
Management, Indian
Indian forest
For the
the managemanageresources: For
range resources:
and range
forest and
Management,
ment
protection of
and wildlife
on Indian
Indian
resources on
wildlife resources
range, and
forest, range,
of forest,
and protection
ment and
reservations, and
allotments other
the Klamath
Klamath Indian
ReservaIndian Reservathan the
other than
and allotments
reservations,
tion,
Oregon, and
Reservation, Wisconsin,
Wisconsin,
Indian Reservation,
Menominee Indian
the Menominee
and the
tion, Oregon,
including the
the payment
for information
leading
information leading
rewards for
of reasonable
reasonable rewards
payment of
including
to the
arrest and
of any
any person
setting forest
forest
persons setting
or persons
person or
conviction of
and conviction
the arrest
to
or range
range fires,
or taking
violation of law on
timber, in violation
destroying timber,
or destroying
taking or
fires, or
or
sustained yield forest
Indian lands;
establishment of
cooperative sustained
forest
of cooperative
the establishment
lands; the
Indian
38
132.
58 Stat. 132.
583);;and
units pursuant
pursuant to
to the
Act of
29, 1944
1944 (16
U. S. C. 583)
(16 U.
March 29,
of March
the Act
units
the
development,
repair,
maintenance,
and
.
operation
of
domestic
and
and
domestic
of
operation
and
maintenance,
the development, repair,
stock water
facilities, $
1,
000 ,
000 :Provided,
Provided, That
That the
the United
United States
$1,000,000:
water facilities,
stock
shall be
this appropriation
appropriation for
for
from this
made from
expenditures made
for expenditures
be reimbursed
reimbursed for
shall
expenses incident
incident to
the sale
to the
the extent
extent prescribed
prescribed in
timber to
of timber
sale of
to the
expenses
of
regulations promulgated
promulgated by
the Secretary
pursuant to the Act
Act of
Secretary pursuant
by the
regulations
47 Stat. 1417.
March
1, 1933
1933 (25
413).
S. C. 413).
U. S.
(25 U.
March 1,

772

Report to Congress.
Report

48 Stat. 986.
48 Stat. 986.

48 Stat. 985.
85.
Restrictions.
Restrictions.

49 Stat. 891.
C. ft 30530525 U. S.
S.. C.
11.11§305d,
305d,
Supp. II.
305e; Stipp.
305e.
305e.
Salary limitation.
42 Stat. 1488.
1488.
5 U. S.
5
8. C.
0. ft§661-674;
seq.
Supp. II, 1 662 d
t seg.
Po,p. 972.
972.
Pod,
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Suppressing forest
forest and
and range
range fires:
the suppression
suppression or
or emeremerSuppressing
fires: For
For the
gency prevention
of forest
forest and
fires on
on or
or threatening
Indian
gency
prevention of
and range
range fires
threatening Indian
reservations, $12,000,
which amount
amount shall
shall be
be available
available also
also for
for meetmeetreservations,
$12,000, which
ing obligations
of the
the preceding
Provided, That
That approappropreceding fiscal
fiscal year:
year: Provided,
obligations of
ing
priations
herein made
made for
for the
the Indian
shall be
be available
upon
Indian Service
Service shall
available upon
priations herein
the approval
approval of
the Secretary
fire-suppression or
or emergencyemergencyof the
Secretary for
for fire-suppression
the
prevention
further, That
any diversions
diversions of
approof approThat any
prevention purposes:
purposes: Provided
Providedfurther,
priations
hereunder shall
shall be
reported to
to Congress
Congress in
annual
made hereunder
be reported
in the
the annual
priations made
Budget.
Budget.
Agriculture and
and stock
stock raising:
agriculture
development of agriculture
Agriculture
raising: For the development
and
stock raising
among the
the Indians,
including agricultural
experiand stock
raising among
Indians, including
agricultural experiments
demonstrations and
of a
a supply
supply of
and maintenance
maintenance of
of suitable
suitable
ments and
and demonstrations
plants
seed for
for issue
to Indians;
the expenses
expenses of
of Indian
Indians; the
Indian fairs,
fairs,
plants or
or seed
issue to
including
premiums for
for exhibits;
and the
the control
control and
eradication of
of
including premiums
exhibits; and
and eradication
fever
Indians,
fever ticks
ticks and
and contagious
contagious diseases
diseases among
among livestock
livestock of
of Indians,
$860,000.
$860,000.
Revolving
loans: For
For an
additional amount
for the
the revolvrevolvRevolving fund
fund for
for loans:
an additional
amount for
ing
fund established
established pursuant
pursuant to
section 10
10 of
June 18,
ing fund
to section
of the
the Act
Act of
of June
18,
1934
S. C.
470), to
to be
be available
authorized by
by said
said
1934 (25
(25 U.
U. S.
C. 470),
available for
for loans
loans as
as authorized
section, as
as amended
amended and
and supplemented,
and by
said Act
Act
section,
supplemented, and
by section
section 11
11 of
of said
(25 U.
S. C.
C. 471),
471), $3,000,000.
(25
U. S.
$3,000,000.
Acquisition
lands for
Indian tribes:
tribes: For
For the
the acquisition
acquisition of
of lands,
lands,
Acquisition of
of lands
for Indian
interest
in lands,
water rights
rights and
and surface
surface rights
rights to
to lands,
interest in
lands, water
lands, and
and for
for
expenses
incident to
acquisition, in
in accordance
accordance with
with the
the provisions
provisions
expenses incident
to such
such acquisition,
.Provided,
of the
the Act of
of June
June 18, 1934 (25
(25 U. S.
S. C. 465),
465), $137,500:
$137,500: Provided,
That
no part
sum herein
appropriated shall
shall be
be used
used for
for the
the
That no
part of
of the
the sum
herein appropriated
acquisition of
of land
within the
States of
Arizona, California,
California, ColoColoacquisition
land within
the States
of Arizona,
rado, New
Mexico, South
South Dakota,
Dakota, Utah
and Wyoming
the
rado,
New Mexico,
Utah,land
Wyoming outside
outside of
of the
boundaries of
of existing
Provided further,
boundaries
existing Indian
Indian reservations:
reservations: Provided
further, That
That
no part
no
appropriation shall
the acquisition
acquisition of
of land
land
part of this
this appropriation
shall be
be used
used for the
or water
water rights
the States
of Nevada,
Nevada, Oregon,
Oregon, and
and WashingWashingor
rights within
within the
States of
outside the
boundaries of
of existing
existing reservations.
reservations.
ton either
either inside
inside or outside
the boundaries
Development of
arts and
For the
the development,
development, under
Development
of Indian
Indian arts
and crafts:
crafts: For
under
of the
the Commissioner
Commissioner of
of Indian
Indian Affairs,
Affairs, of
of Indian
Indian arts
arts
the direction
direction of
and
crafts, as
as authorized
authorized by
the Act
of August
August 27,
27, 1935
(25 U.
U. S.
S. C.,
and crafts,
by the
Act of
1935 (25
C.,
ch. 7A),
7A), including
including expenses
of exhibits,
and binding,
binding, and
and
ch.
expenses of
exhibits, printing
printing and
other
necessary expenses,
which not
not to
to exceed
$13,000 shall
shall
other necessary
expenses, $37,000,
$37,000, of
of which
exceed $13,000
personal services
the District
District of
Probe available
available for
for personal
services in
in the
of Columbia:
Columbia: Provided, That no part of this appropriation
appropriation shall be used to pay any
salary
the maximum
maximum rate
of grade
grade CAF-14
CAF-14 of
of the
salary at
at a
a rate
rate exceeding
exceeding the
rate of
the
Classification Act
as amended.
Classification
Act of
of 1923,
1923, as
amended.
Irrigation:
repair, and
and improveIrrigation: For the maintenance,
maintenance, operation,
operation, repair,
improvement
irrigation systems
systems for
for Indian
Indian reservations
and allotments;
allotments;
ment of
of irrigation
reservations and
payment of
and maintenance
maintenance assessments
assessments on
on Indian
Indian lands
lands
payment
of operation
operation and
and
within non-Indian
payment of
of reclamation
reclamation
and within
non-Indian irrigation
irrigation districts;
districts; payment
charges;
and water
water .rights
purchase
charges; purchase
purchase of
of water
water and
rights;;including
including the
the purchase
or rental
of equipment,
appliances; drainage
and protection
protection
or
rental of
equipment, tools,
tools, and
and appliances;
drainage and
irrigable lands
floods or
or loss
loss of
of water
rights; and
and
of irrigable
lands from
from damage
damage by floods
water rights;
for all other
other necessary
necessary expenses, $469,800,
$469,800, of which $335,253
$335,253 shall be
reimbursable in accordance
accordance with existing
reimbursable
existing law.
law.
Construction,
and so
so forth, irrigation
Construction, and
irrigation systems: For
For the
the construction,
construction,
rehabilitation,
rehabilitation, and improvement
Indian reserreserimprovement of
of irrigation
irrigation systems
systems on
on Indian
vations; the purchase or
or rental
rental of
of equipment,
and appliances;
appliances;
equipment, tools, and
the acquisition
the development
development of
of domestic
domestic and
the
acquisition of
of rights-of-way;
rights-of-way; the
and
and water
for subsistence
subsistence gardens;
gardens; the
the purchase
stock water
water and
water for
purchase of
of water
water
rights, ditches, and lands needed for irrigation
irrigation purposes;
purposes; drainage
and
and protection
protection of
of irrigable
irrigable lands from damage
damage by floods or loss
loss of
of
water
preparation of
reservation lands
for irrigation
farmwater rights;
rights; preparation
of raw
raw reservation
lands for
irrigation farming, expenditures for which
which shall be repayable on aaper-acre
per-acre basis by
the lands
lands benefited;
benefited; as
as follows:
the
follows:
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Arizona:
Colorado River, $2,550,000;
Arizona: Colorado
$85,000; San
San
$2,550,000; Salt
Salt River,
River, $85,000;
Carlos,
$85,000;
Carlos, $85,000;
California:
California: California
California Agency,
Agency, $68,000;
$68,000;
Colorado:
Colorado: Southern Ute,
Ute, $8,500;
$8,500;
Idaho: Fort Hall, $42,500;
$42,500;
Montana: Blackfeet, $21,250;
Montana:
$21,250; Flathead,
Flathead, $150,000;
$150,000; Fort
Fort Belknap,
Belknap,
$26,563;
River, $8,288;
$26,563; Fort
Fort Peck,
Peck, $21,250;
$21,250; Tongue
Tongue River,
$8,288;
Nevada:
Nevada: Western Shoshone, $21,250;
$21,250;
New Mexico:
Mexico: United Pueblos, $17,000;
$17,000;
Oregon: Warm
$21,250;
Warm Springs,
Springs, $21,250;
in addition
Washington: Wapato,
Wapato, $191,250:
$191,250: Provided,
Provided, That in
addition to this
appropriation the Commissioner
Indian Affairs
authorized to
appropriation
Commissioner of Indian
Affairs is authorized
to
plant
contract for materials, equipment,
equipment, and services for pumping
pumping plant
facilities
facilities for Satus unit numbered 3
3 in an amount
amount not in excess
excess of
$300,000;
$300,000;
Wyoming:
Wyoming: Wind
Wind River,
River, $21,250;
$21,250;
Miscellaneous
projects, $85,000
Miscellaneous small projects,
$85,000;
For surveys, investigations,
investigations, and administrative
expenses, including
administrative expenses,
including
personal
in the
District of
printing and
and binding,
personal services
services in
the District
of Columbia,
Columbia, and
and printing
binding,
$175,000:
$175,000: Provided,
Provided, That the foregoing
foregoing amounts
amounts for
and
for construction,
construction, and
so forth, irrigation systems, shall be available
available in one fund, shall
shall be
reimbursable in accordance
reimbursable
accordance with law, and shall remain
remain available
available until
until
projects::Provided
completion of the projects
Provided further,
exceed 10
10 per
per
further,That not
not to
to exceed
centum
authorization may be transferred,
centum of the amount
amount of any specific
specific authorization
transferred,
discretion of the Commissioner
in the discretion
Commissioner of
of Indian
Indian Affairs,
Affairs, to the
the amount
amount
of any other specific
specific authorization, but no limitation
limitation shall be increased
more than 10 per centum by any such transfer.
Construction, and so
Construction,
buildings and
utilities: For the
construcso forth, buildings
and utilities:
the construcrehabilitation of Indian Service
Service buildings
buildings and utilities,
tion, repair,
repair or rehabilitation
including
and the
acquisition of easements
easements or
or
including the purchase
purchase of land and
the acquisition
rights-of-way; purchase
purchase of
furniture, furnishings,
furnishings, and
and equipment;
equipment;
rights-of-way;
of furniture,
private
architectural and engineering
private architectural
engineering services;
services; and water
explorations;
water explorations;
follows:
as follows:
Arizona: Colorado
River 2$170
2000; Papago,
$36,125; Pima,
$15,000;
Arizona:
Colorado River,
$170,000;
Papago, $36,125;
Pima, $15,000;
San
Carlos, $212,500;
$212,500; Navajo,
appropriations for
for the
San Carlos,
Navajo, prior
prior year
year appropriations
the ToadToadlena School
School development
hereby made
made available
available for
for use
use at
at Tohatchi
are hereby
Tohatchi
lena
development are
and Kayenta,
the prior
prior year
Truxton Canon
Canon, the
year appropriation
appropriation of
of $8,000
$8,000
and
Kayenta;;Truxton
for the
replacement of
of the
Verde, Arizona,
Arizona, Indian
Indian school
school is
is
for
the replacement
the damp
Camp Verde,
hereby made
available for
for cooperation
cooperation with
with the
the public
public school
school district
district
made available
hereby
of Camp Verde,
Verde, Arizona, for public school facilities;
facilities;
Minnesota:
Lake School,
$68,000;
Red Lake
School, $68,000;
Minnesota: Red
Montana: Crow
Crow and
and Northern
$29,750;
Northern Cheyenne,
Cheyenne, $29,750;
Montana:
Nevada:
Western Shoshone
accordance with
with the
of July
July
the Act
Act of
Shoshone, in
in accordance
Nevada: Western
11, 1947,
1947, Public
Public Law 182, $85,000;
$85,000 ;
Oklahoma:
Western Oklahoma,
Oklahoma, $244,500;
$244,500;
Oklahoma: Western
Oregon:
Chemawa, $79,050;
Umatilla, $15,000;
$15,000;
$79,050; Umatilla,
Oregon: Chemawa,
South
Sanatorium, $12,750;
$12,750;
$10,200; Sioux Sanatorium,
Dakota: Flandreau,
Flandreau, $10,200;
South Dakota:
Washington: Colville,
Colville, $86,000;
Washington:
$86,000;
Wisconsin: Menominee,
Menominee, $48,450;
$48,450;
Wisconsin:
Wyoming: Wind
Wind River,
River, $31,450;
Wyoming:
$31,450;
Alaska, $2,580,125,
$2,580,125, of
$2,000,000 is
for payment
payment of
of obligations
obligations
Alaska,
of which
which $2,000,000
is for
incurred pursuant
granted under
under this
in the Interior
Interior
this head
head in
to authority
authority granted
incurred
pursuant to
Department Appropriation
1949; and,
and, in
in addition,
addition, the
the Secretary
Act, 1949;
Appropriation Act,
Department
is authorized
for this
purpose in
in an
an amount
amount
this purpose
contracts for
to enter
enter into
into contracts
authorized to
is
not
exceed $637,500;
$637,500;
to exceed
not to
Various locations:
locations: Quarters,
$192,950; major
major repairs
repairs and
and improveimproveVarious
Quarters, $192,950;
ments,
$425,000;
ments, $125,000;
For surveys
surveys and
and administrative
administrative expenses,
expenses, private
private architect
architect
For
and plans
plans and
and
service and
and water
water explorations,
explorations, including
including personal
personal
and engineering
engineering service

Contract authority.

funds.
Transfer of funds.

Pot, p. 875.

61 stat.
Stat. 315.
315.

62 Stat.
Stat, 1119.
1119.

Contract
Contract authority.
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Transfer
Transfer of funds.

Rescission of certain
appropriations.
appropriations.

Post, p.
P. 875.
875,
Post,
45 Stat. 750.
62 Stat. 1105.
23 U. S. C.,
O., Supp.
§ 23c, 21.
II, §23c,

805.
60 Stat. 895.
31 U.
II. S. C.
O. 725ra
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services
and binding,
binding,
services in
in the
the District
District of
of Columbia
Columbia and
and printing
printing and
$237,750: Provided,
That the
the foregoing
for construction,
construction, and
and
$237,750:
Provided,That
foregoing amounts
amounts for
so
and utilities,
be available
in one
one fund
fund and
and
so forth,
forth, buildings
buildings and
utilities, shall
shall be
available in
shall
available until
completion of
of the
projects: Provided,
Provided i
shall remain
remain available
until completion
the projects:
further,
exceed 10
10 per
per centum
centum of
of the
amount of
of any
any,
further, That
That not
not to
to exceed
the .amount
specific
transferred, in the
discretion of the
authorization may be
be transferred,
the discretion
specific authorization
Commissioner
any other
other specific
specific
Commissioner of Indian Affairs,
Affairs, to the
the amount of any
authorization,
limitation shall
per
shall be increased
increased more
more than 10 per
authorization, but no limitation
centum
transfer: Provided
Provided further,
further, That unobligated
centum by any such transfer:
unobligated
balances of any specific
specific authorizations
prior
authorizations in appropriations
appropriations for prior
years
districts of
years for school
school facilities
facilities in public school
school districts
of Minnesota,
appropriated in accordance
Seventy-sixth Conaccordance with Public Law 804, Seventy-sixth
appropriated
gres.s,
Public Law
Congress, may
transferred
gress, or Public
Law 231, Eightieth
Eightieth Congress,
may be transferred
to any other such authorizations:
authorizations: Provided
further, That unobligated
unobligated
Provided further,
balances
balances in the amount of $202,418 of specific authorizations
authorizations in
in approheading "Construction,
"Construction, and so
priations for prior years
years under
under the heading
forth, buildings and utilities" are hereby rescinded
sum
rescinded and such sum
shall be carried to the surplus fund and
and covered into the Treasury
Treasury
immediately
immediately upon the approval of this Act.
Roads: For construction, improvement, repair, and maintenance
maintenance
May
of Indian reservation
reservation roads under the provisions of the Act of May
(25 U. S. C. 318a)
318a) and the Act of June 29, 1948
1948 (Public
26, 1928 (25
Law 834),
834), $2,750,000, to remain
remain available
available until
until expended,
expended, of which
amount not to exceed $19,500 may be expended
departmental
expended for departmental
personal services.
services.
Fulfilling
Fulfilling treaties: For fulfilling
fulfilling treaties with Senecas
Senecas and Six
Nations of New
New York, Choctaws
Choctaws and Pawnees of Oklahoma,
Oklahoma, and payIndians of Sioux reservations, to be expended
by
ment to Indians
expended as provided by
$176,020.
treaty or by law, $176,020.
interest on Indian
Payment of interest
Indian trust funds:
funds: For payment of accrued
accrued
and accruing interest
interest on moneys held in trust for the several Indian
tribes, as authorized
such amounts as
authorized by various Acts of Congress, such
may hereafter
hereafter be necessary.
necessary.
Proceeds from power:
power: Not to exceed the amount of power revenues
revenues
covered
. into the Treasury
Treasury to the credit of each of the power
power projects,
covered
including revenues
credited prior to August
August 7, 1946, shall be available
av ail able
revenues credited
for the purposes
by section
1946
purposes authorized
authorizedby
section 33of the Act of August 7, 1946
including printing
onnecti on with
w ith
(Public Law
Law 647), including
printing and
and binding, in c
connection
respective projects from which such revenues are derived.
the respective
derived.
MISOELLANEOUS INDIAN
MISCELLANE0178
TRIBAL FUNDS
FUNDS
INDIAN TRIBAL

Travelpenss.

Travel expenses.

Klamath Agency,
KlamathAgency,
Oreg.

Menominee Agency,
Wenonee
Agency

Administration
Administration of Indian tribal affairs (tribal funds)
funds) :
: For expenses
expenses
of administering
property of Indian tribes, including
administering the affairs and property
including

pay and travel expenses, $440,000,
$440,000, payable from funds
funds held
held by
by the
the

United States in trust for the particular
particular tribe benefited; not to exceed
exceed
$65,000
$65,000 for any one tribe, and the authorization
authorization from tribal
tribal funds for
necessary employees
the payment of salaries of necessary
employees and other expenses for
the distribution of per capita payments
authorized by the Act of
of
payments authorized
July 2, 1942 (56 Stat. 528),
528), is hereby
hereby increased
increased from $1,500
$1,500 to $4,500.
Support of Klamath Agency, Oregon (tribal
(tribal funds):
funds) :For general
general
including cash
support of Indians, including
cash grants and administration
administration of Indian
Indian
property under the jurisdiction
jurisdiction of the Klamath Agency, payable
payable from
funds held by the United
United States in trust for the Klamath
Klamath Tribe of
Indians, Oregon, $304,500,
$301,500, of which
$10,000 shall be
which not to exceed $10,000
available for fees and expenses of an attorney or firm of attorneys
selected by the tribe and employed
employed under contract approved
approved by the
Secretary.
Support of Menominee
Menominee Agency
Agency and pay of tribal officers, Wisconsin
Wisconsin

(tribal funds):
general support of Indians and administration
administration
funds) :For general
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of Indian
Indian property under the jurisdiction
jurisdiction of the Menominee
Menominee Agency,
Wisconsin, payable from funds held by the United States
trust for
Wisconsin,
States in trust
for
the Menominee
Menominee Tribe of Indians, Wisconsin, $235,000, including
including
$40,000 for relief of Indians in need of assistance, including
including cash
cash
grants;
scholarships (not to exceed $3,000)
$3,000);;and $7,700
$7,700 for the compengrants; scholarships
compensation
sation.and expenses
expenses of an attorney
attorney or firm
firm of attorneys
attorneys employed
employed by
the tribe under a
a contract
Secretary: Provided,
Provided, That
Salaries, etc.,
etc., of tritricontract approved
approved by the Secretary:
Salaries,
f
'l a flofficers.
s.
from the
the funds
pot
$10,000 shall be available
funds of the Menom- b
bal
available from
exceed $10,000
not to
to exceed
inee Indians for the payment of salaries
salaries and expenses
expenses of the chairman, secretary, and interpreters
interpreters of the Menominee
Menominee general
general council
council
and members
members of the Menominee
Menominee Advisory
Advisory Council
Council and tribal delegates
delegates
when
when engaged on business of the tribe at rates to be determined by
the
Menominee general
general council
the Commissioner
the Menominee
council and
and approved
approved by
by the
Commissioner of
of
Indian Affairs:
Provided further,
further, That a
a recreational
Affairs: Provided
recreational director
director for
for Recreational
Recreational dinesdirethe
empl oyed w
ith the
the approval
approvalof
oftor.tor
with
may b
bee employed
Reservation may
the Menominee
Menominee Reservation
Menominee Advisory
the Menominee
Advisory Council.
OsageAgency,
Ola.
. For the .support of the Osage Agency,
Agency, and for necessary
necessary expenses
Osage Agency, Okla.
in
on the
the Osage
Osage Reservation,
Reservation,
in connection
connection with oil and gas
gas production
production on
Oklahoma,
including pay
of the
superintendent of
the agency,
Oklahoma, including
pay of
the superintendent
of the
agency, a
a
$2,284, which
curator for the Osage Museum, at a
asalary
salary of $2,284,
which employee
shall
be an
an Osage
approval of
the Osage
Osage
shall be
Osage Indian,
Indian, appointed
appointed with
with the
the approval
of the
Tribal
Tribal Council,
Council, and
employees, and
officers;
and of necessary
necessary employees,
and pay
pay of tribal officers;
education of unallotted
not to exceed $2,000 for the education
unallotted Osage Indian
children in the Saint
Saint Louis
Louis Mission
School, Oklahoma;
Oklahoma;
children
Mission Boarding
Boarding School,
payment of
of damages
to individual
individual allottees; repairs
damages to
repairs to buildings,
buildings,
rent of
printing and
and binding,
$222,000,
rent
of quarters
quarters for
for employees,
employees, and
and printing
binding, $222,000,
payable
payable from funds held by the United
United States
States in trust for
for the Osage
Travel, etc.,
Tribe of Indians in Oklahoma:
Oklahoma: Provided,
Provided, That of the said sum herein
herein
Travel,
etc., exex
appropriated $13,950
$13,950 is
hereby made
travel and
and other
other pens .
for travel
available for
made available
is hereby
appropriated
expenses of members of
business commitcommitof the
the Osage Tribal
Tribal Council,
Council, business
tees,
organizations, when
engaged on
on business
business of
of the
the
tees, or
or other
other tribal
tribal organizations,
when engaged
diem
tribe, including
including supplies
supplies and equipment, not to exceed $10
$10 per diem
in
lieu of
of subsistence,
and not
to exceed
exceed 5
cents per
per mile
5 cents
mile for
for use of
of
in lieu
subsistence, and
not to
personally
approved
automobiles, when
when .duly
duly authorized
authorized or
or approved
personally owned
owned automobiles,
in
by the
of Indian
Indian Affairs.
Affairs.
Commissioner of
the Commissioner
advance by
in advance
Civilied
Five Okla.
Expenses of
tribal officers,
Civilized Tribes,
(tribal Tribes,
Civilised
Tribes, Oklahoma
Oklahoma (tribal
Five Civilized
of tribal
officers, Five
Expenses
Oa
funds) ::For
the current
fiscal year
year money
expended from
from the
the
be expended
money may
may be
current fiscal
funds)
For the
tribal
of the
the Choctaw,
Creek, and
and Seminole
Tribes
Seminole Tribes
Chickasaw, Creek,
Choctaw, Chickasaw,
tribal funds
funds of
for equalization
equalization of
of allotments,
allotments, per
capita, and
payments authorauthorand other
other payments
per capita,
for
ized
members of the respective
respective tribes,
for
tribes, and for
to individual
individual members
ized by
by law
law to
salaries
and contingent
of the
the governor
governor of
of the
the Chickasaw
Chickasaw
expenses of
contingent expenses
salaries and
Nation and
and chief
chief of
the Choctaw
trustee for the
one mining
mining trustee
Nation, one
of the
Choctaw Nation,
Nation
Choctaw,
salaries of
each for
for the
the said
said
$3,000 each
of $3,000
at salaries
Nations, at
and Chickasaw
Chickasaw Nations,
Choctaw, and
governor, said
said chief,
chief, and
said mining
mining trustee,
of the
the Creek
Creek Nation
Nation
trustee, chief
chief of
and said
governor,
at
$1,700 effective
effective from
from July
July 1,
and one
one attorney
each for
for the
the
attorney each
1948, and
1, 1948,
at $1,700
Choctaw,
Chickasaw and
and Creek
Creek Tribes
under contract
contract
employed under
Tribes employed
Choctaw, Chickasaw
approved by
by the
under existing
law: .Provided,
Limitati°n.
the Lrmtiron.
That the
Provided, That
existing law:
President under
the President
approved
expenses of
the above-named
above-named officials
be determined
determined and limited
limited
shall be
officials shall
of the
expenses
by the
of Indian
Indian Affairs
at not
not to
to exceed
$2,500 each.
each.
Affairs at
exceed $2,500
by
the Commissioner
Commissioner of
Expenses of
of attorneys,
attorneys, Chickasaw
Oklahoma OckBaS
oirkassw Nation.
Nation.
Chickasaw Nation of Indians, Oklahoma
Expenses
(tribal
funds)
:
For
expenses
of
attorneys
for
the
Chickasaw
Nation
Nation
Chickasaw
for
the
attorneys
of
For
expenses
funds):
(tribal
of Indians,
Indians, Oklahoma,
employed to
Chickasaw tribal
claims
tribal claims
to prosecute
prosecute Chickasaw
Oklahoma, employed
of
under
contracts approved
$3,000, payable
payable
Department, $3,000,
Interior Department,
by the
the Interior
approved by
under contracts
out of
in the
Treasury to
of said
Chickasaw
said Chickasaw
the credit
credit of
to the
the Treasury
deposit in
on deposit
of funds
funds on
out
of Indians.
Tribe of
Expenses of
of tribal
tribal councils
(tribal funds):
funds) :
thereof (tribal
committees thereof
councils or committees
Expenses
For travel
councils, business
tribal councils,
of tribal
members of
of members
expenses of
other expenses
and other
For
travel and
committees, or
organizations ? when
engaged oni business
when engaged
tribal organizations,
or other
other tribal
committees,
of the
the tribes,,
including supplies
and equipment,
equipment, per
per diem in
n lieu of
of
supplies and
tribes, including
of
penses.
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subsistence
use of
privately owned
automobiles at
at rates
subsistence and
and use
of privately
owned automobiles
rates applicable
applicable
to
civilian employees
Goverrunent, when
duly authorized
or
to civilian
employees of
of the
the Government,
when duly
authorized or
approved
by the
the Commissioner
Commissioner of
Affairs, $75,000,
$75,000,
approved in
in advance
advance by
of Indian
Indian Affairs,
payable
on deposit
deposit to
the credit
of the
the particular
particular tribe
payable from
from funds
funds on
to the
credit of
tribe
Restriction.
Restriction.
interested:
That no
no part
part of
this appropriation,
appropriation, or
any
interested: Provided,
Provided,That
of this
or of
of any
other
contained in
in this
be .available
available for
for
other appropriation
appropriation contained
this Act,
Act, shall
shall be
expenses of
members of
tribal councils,
committees, or
or other
other
expenses
of members
of tribal
councils, business
business committees,
tribal
in the
District of
more than
than
tribal organizations,
organizations, when
when in
the District
of Columbia,
Columbia, for
for more
an eight-day
Secretary shall
shall in
in writing
writing approve
approve aa
an
eight-day period,
period, unless
unless the
the Secretary
longer
longer period.
period.
Relief
needy Indians
Indians (tribal
funds) :For
For the
the relief
relief of
of Indians
Indians in
in
Relief of
of needy
(tribal funds):
need of
of assistance,
cash grants;
grants; the
purchase of
of subsistence
subsistence
need
assistance, including
including cash
the purchase
supplies, clothing,
medical, burial,
burial, housing,
supplies,
clothing, and
and household
household goods;
goods; medical,
housing,
transportation, and
expenses, $112,000,
$112,000, payable
payable
transportation,
and all
all other
other necessary
necessary expenses,
from
to the
the credit
of the
tribe concerned:
from funds
funds on
on deposit
deposit to
credit of
the particular
particular tribe
concerned:
Provided,
That expenditures
be made
made without
without regard
regard to
to
Provided,That
expenditures hereunder
hereunder may
may be
5.
41 U.S.
U. c.. C. §5.
section 3709,
Revised Statutes,
or to
the Act
Act of
of May
May 27,
3709, Revised
Statutes, as
as amended,
amended, or
to the
27, 1930
1930
Ante, p.
p. 403.
18 U. S. C.. Supp. (46
(46 Stat.
Stat. 391),
391), as
as amended.
amended.
II, §§
4122-4126.
II,
I§4122-4126.
Compensation
Compensation and expenses
expenses of
attorneys (tribal
(tribal funds):
funds) :For
For comof attorneys
comAnte, pp.
pp. 98,
98, 99.
Ante,
99.
expenses of attorneys
pensation and expenses
attorneys employed
employed by
of
by various
various tribes
tribes of
Indians under contracts
contracts to be approved
approved by
of the
the
by the Secretary
Secretary of
Interior, $86,800,
$86,800, payable
funds on
on deposit
deposit in
the United
States
payable from funds
in the
United States
Treasury to the credit
credit of the particular
particular Indian
tribe concerned.
concerned.
Indian tribe
Industrial assistance
(tribal funds)
For advances
advances to
individual
Industrial
assistance (tribal
funds)::For
to individual
members
members of the tribes for the construction
construction of
of homes
homes and
and for
the
for the
purchase
purchase of land, seed, animals, machinery,
machinery, tools, implements,
implements, buildother equipment
and supplies;
and for
advances
ing material,
material, and
and other
equipment and
supplies; and
for advances
to old, disabled, or indigent
support and
and burial,
burial,
indigent Indians
Indians for their support
and Indians having irrigable
to assist
assist them
them in
developirrigable allotments
allotments to
in the
the development and cultivation thereof,
$496,000, payable
payable from
from tribal
tribal funds
funds
thereof, $496,000,
as follows: Nez Perce,
Valley, California,
California,
Perce, Idaho,
Idaho, $50,000;
$50,000; Hoopa
Hoopa Valley,
$5,000;
Lake, Nevada,
Nevada, $15,000;
$15,000; Choctaw,
Choctaw, Mississippi,
Mississippi,
$5,000; Pyramid
Pyramid Lake,
$40,000; Mescalero,
New Mexico,
$50,000; Rosebud,
Rosebud, South
South Dakota,
Dakota,
Mescalero, New
Mexico, $50,000;
$24,000; Spokane, Washington, $37,000;
$37,000; Yakima,
Yakima, Washington,
Washington,
$125,000; Blackfeet, Montana,
miscellaneous tribes,
tribes, $50,000;
$50,000;
$125,000;
Montana, $100,000;
$100,000; miscellaneous
Funds
Funds continued
continued
and the unexpended
unexpended balances
balances of
funds available
available under
under this
this head
head in
of funds
in
available
62Stat.
62 Stat 1123.
1123.
the Interior
Appropriation Act
Act for
the next
next preceding
the
Interior Department
Department Appropriation
for the
preceding
fiscal year are hereby
hereby continued
continued available
available during the
current fiscal
fiscal
the current
Educational
Educational loans.
year for the purposes
which they
year
purposes for which
they were
were appropriated:
appropriated: Provided,
Provided,
That
advances may
made to
to worthy
worthy Indian
youth to
t
o enable
enabl e them
th em
That advances
may be
be made
Indian youth
to take educational
educational courses, including
including courses
courses in
in nursing,
nursing, home
home ecoeconomics, forestry, agriculture,
agriculture, and
and other
other industrial
industrial subj
ec t
si
n co
ll eges ,
subjects
in
colleges,
universities,
universities, or
institutions, and
advances so
so made
made shall
or other
other institutions,
and advances
shall be
be
reimbursed
years under
reimbursed in not to exceed
exceed eight years
regulations as
under such regulations
as
Availability
Availability of funds.
the Secretary may
further, That
moneys reimreimmay prescribe:
prescribe: Provided
Providedfurther,
That all
all moneys
bursed during the current fiscal year
year shall be credited
credited to the respective
available for the purposes
appropriations and be available
purposes of this paragraph:
paragraph:
Tribal enterprises.
enterprises.
Provided
further, That funds available
under this paragraph
Provided further,
available under
be
paragraph may
may be
used for the establishment
establishment and operation
operation of tribal enterprises
enterprises when
when
proposed by Indian
Indian tribes
tribes and approved
approved under regulations
regulations prescribed
prescribed
Regulations.
Regulations.
by the Secretary:
Secretary: Provided
Provided further,
further, That enterprises
enterprises operated under
under
contained in the
foregoing proviso
the authority contained
the foregoing
proviso shall be governed
governed
regulations established
by the regulations
the making
making of
of loans
loans from
from the
the revolvrevolvestablished for the
ing loan fund authorized
authorized by the Act
Act of June
June 18, 1934 (25
(25 U.
U. S.
S. C.
C.
966.
48 Stat. 986.
470)::Provided
Providedfurther,
further,That
unexpended balances
479)
That the unexpended
approbalances of prior approAdvances.
priations under
under this head for any tribe, including
including reimbursements
reimbursements
to such appropriations
appropriations and the appropriations
appropriations made
made herein, may be
be
advanced
advanced to such tribe, if incorporated,
incorporated, for use under
regulations
under regulations
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established for the making of loans from the revolving
revolving loan fund
authorized
authorized by the Act of June 18,1934
18, 1934 (25
(25 U. S. C. 470).
470).
Suppressing
forest and
(tribal funds)
funds) :
suppresSuppressing forest
and range
range fires
fires (tribal
: For
For the
the suppression, presuppression,
presuppression, and emergency
prevention of
emergency prevention
of forest
forest and
and range
threatening Indian
$75,000, payable
payable from
from
fires on or threatening
Indian reservations,
reservations, $75,000,
funds held by the United States in trust for the respective
respective tribes
interested.
interested.
Support of Indian
(tribal funds)
Indian schools (tribal
support of Indian
funds)::For the support
purposes including
including care
of Indian
Indian
schools, and
and for other
other educational
educational purposes,
care of
children
children of
'' attending
public and
said private
schools, tuition
tuition
of school acre
age
attending public
private schools,
and other assistance
assistance for
Indian pupils
attending public
public schools,
and
for Indian
pupils attending
schools, and
support and education
education of
handicapped,
of deaf, dumb or blind, physically
physically handicapped,
delinquent,
delinquent, or mentally
deficient Indian
children, there
there may
be
mentally deficient
Indian children,
may be
expended from
from Indian
tribal funds
funds and
and from
school rev
enues arising
arising
expended
Indian tribal
from school
revenues
C. 165),
155), not
under the Act of May 17, 1926 (25 U. S. C.
not more
more than
than
$1,014,000:
Provided, That payment
be made
made from
from the
the date
of
$1,014,000: Provided,
payment may
may be
date of
admission for
care of
of Indian
pupils.
admission
for such
such tuition
tuition and
and care
Indian pupils.
Construction,
Construction, tribal community
community hall, Yakima
Yakima Indian
Indian Agency,
Agency,
Washington (tribal funds):
Washington
funds) :For the
equipment of
of
the construction
construction and
and equipment
a
community hall
for the
the
a community
hall at Yakima
Yakima Indian
Indian Agency,
Agency, Washington,
Washington, for
Yakima
Yakima Tribe
Indians, $75,000,
$75,000, payable
of funds
funds on
on deposit
deposit
Tribe of Indians,
payable out
out of
in
Treasury to the credit
of said
said tribe.
in the
the Treasury
credit of
tribe.
Vehicles:
Applicable appropriations
Vehicles: Applicable
appropriations made
made herein for
of
for the
the Bureau
Bureau of
Indian
Indian Affairs shall
purchase of not
shall be
be available
available for
for the purchase
not to exceed two
hundred
two hunhunhundred and twenty-five
twenty-five passenger
passenger motor
motor vehicles,
vehicles, of
of which
which two
dred
only, and
may be
be used
used
dred shall
shall be
be for replacement
replacement only,
and such
such vehicles
vehicles may
for the
school pupils.
for
the transportation
transportation of
of Indian
Indian school
pupils.
Replacement of
by fire,
fire flood,
or storm:
To meet
meet
Replacement
of property
property destroyed by
flood, or
storm: To
possible
exceeding $35,000
$35,000 of
the appropriations
appropriations made
made
possible emergencies
emergencies not exceeding
of the
by this Act for education
education of Indians, maintenance
salaries
maintenance of buildings, salaries
and
expenses, field
administration, the
the Alaska
Alaska native
native service,
service, and
and conconand expenses,
field administration,
among Indians
shall be
be available,
available, upon
servation of health among
Indians shall
upon approval
approval
of
Secretary, for
rep-lacing any
any buildings,
buildings, equipment,
equipment, supplies,
of the
the Secretary,
for replacing
supplies,
livestock,
activities of the
livestock, or
or other
other property
property of those activities
the Bureau
Bureau of
of Indian
Affairs
which may
be destroyed
unservAffairs above
above referred
referred to
to which
may be
destroyed or
or rendered
rendered unserviceable
by fire,
fire, flood,
flood, or
Provided, That
approiceable by
or storm
storm::Provided,
That any
any diversions
diversions of
of appropriations
be reported
Congress in
in the
the annual
annual
priations made
made hereunder
hereunder shall
shall be
reported to
to Congress
Budget.
Budget.
Appropriations
made for
salaries and
adminisexpenses,'field
field adminisfor salaries
and expenses
herein made
Appropriations herein
tration,
Indians, and conservation
conservation of health
health among
among
tration, education of Indians,
Indians
available for
for the
the purchase
purchase of
materials, and
and
Indians shall
shall be
be available
of supplies,
supplies, materials,
repair
parts, for
storage in
distribution from
central warehouses,
warehouses,
and distribution
from central
repair parts,
for storage
in and
operation of
and operation
of such
such
garages, and shops, and
and for the maintenance
maintenance and
warehouses,
and shops,
and said
appropriations shall
be reimreimshall be
said appropriations
warehouses, garages,
garages, and
shops, and
bursed for
services rendered
supplies furnished
by such
such warehouses,
warehouses,
furnished by
rendered or
or supplies
bursed
for services
garages, or
shops to
to any
activity of
the Bureau
of Indian
Affairs.
of the
Bureau of
Indian Affairs.
garages,
or shops
any activity
Appropriations
herein made
for the
the Bureau
of Indian
Indian Affairs
shall
Affairs shall
Bureau of
made for
Appropriations herein
be available
available for
for travel
travel expenses
expenses and
and the
purchase of
ice for
for official
official
the purchase
of ice
be
use of
and services
services as
as authorized
authorized by
section 15
the Act
Act
by section
15 of
of the
use
of employees
employees, and
of August
August 2,
1946 (5
S. C.
C. 55a),
except that
to exceed
exceed $5,000
$5,000 out
out
of
2, 1946
(5 U.
U. S.
55a), except
that not
not to
of irrigation
irrigation appropriations
for such
such services
services at
at
shall be
be available
available for
of
appropriations shall
rates for
individuals not
not in
in excess
excess of
per diem.
diem.
$100 per
of $100
for individuals
rates
The following
following appropriations
made for
the Bureau
of Indian
Indian
Bureau of
appropriations herein
herein made
for the
The
Affairs
shall be
be available
for hire,
hire, maintenance,
of
and operation
operation of
maintenance, and
available for
Affairs shall
aircraft:
Indian forest
forest and
resources"; "Sup"Supaircraft: "Management,
"Management, Indian
and range
range resources";
pressing
forest and
fires"; "Alaska
native service";
service"; "Navajo
and
"Navajo and
range fires";
"Alaska native
pressing forest
and range
Hopi
and expenses,
administration ,;and
expenses, field
field administration";
service"; "Salaries
"Salaries and
Hopi service";
"Suppressing forest
and range
fires (tribal
funds) ".
range fires
(tribal funds)".
forest and
"Suppressing

48 Stat.
86.
Stat. 986.

Stat. 560.
44 Stat.
Tuition, etc.
Tuition,
Yakima Agency,
Agency,
Yakima
Wash.

Report to Congress.
Congress.

Availability
Availability of
of appropriations.

Travel expenses,
expenses,
etc.
tc.
60 Stat.
810.
Stat. 810.

Aircraft.
Aircraft.
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BUREAU
RECLAMATION
BUREAU OF
OF RECLAMATION

32
Stat. 388.
32 Stat.
38.
43 U. S. C. §372 et
35a
seq.;; Supp. II, §
§385a
s
et seq.
e.

II,

Vehicles.
Vehicles.

60 Stat. 810.

ostat.8o.

Damage claims.
Damage
claims

Administrative provisions: Sums appropriated
Administrative
appropriated in
this Act
Act for
for the
in this
the
Bureau of Reclamation
Reclamation shall be available
available for all expenditures
expenditures authorauthorized by
June 17,
1902, and
and Acts
thereof or
or supized
by the
the Act
Act of
of June
17, 1902,
Acts amendatory
amendatory thereof
supplementary thereto
the reclamation
reclamation law,
law, and
and all
all other
other Acts
Acts
plementary
thereto known
known as
as the
under which expenditures are authorized,
authorized, including
including personal
personal services
services
in the District of
useful information,
information,
of Columbia;
Columbia; disseminating
disseminating useful
photographing
photographic prints
photographing and making
making photographic
and completing
and
prints and
completing and
including recordings;
distributing material, including
recordings; examination
examination of
of estimates
estimates
for appropriations
appropriations in the
field; refunds
refunds of
of overcollections
and deposits
deposits
the field;
overcollections and
for other purposes; lithographing;
engraving; printing
and binding;
binding;
lithographing; engraving;
printing and
purchase
hundred and thirty (including
purchase of not to exceed
exceed two hundred
(including two
hundred and one
replacement only)
one for replacement
passenger motor
motor vehicles
vehicles in
in
only) passenger
the current fiscal year, and
and hire
hire of
motor vehicles;
vehicles; acquisiacquisiof passenger
passenger motor
tion of not to exceed
exceed two in the current
current fiscal
and hire,
hire, maintemaintefiscal year, and
nance, and
of aircraft;
aircraft; services
services as
authorized by
by section
section 15
15
nance,
and operation
operation of
as authorized
of the Act of August 2, 1946 (5
(5 U. S. C. 55a),
amount not
to
55a), in
in an
an amount
not to
exceed
$100,000: Provided,
Provided, That the
exceed $100,000:
the rates for
for individuals
individuals shall
shall not
not

exceed
exceed $100
$100 per diem; for payment of claims for damage to
or loss
loss
to or

of property, personal
injury, or
out of
of the
survey, conpersonal injury,
or death,
death, arising
arising out
the survey,
construction, operation,
or maintenance
maintenance of
works by
by the
Bureau of
Reclaoperation, or
of works
the Bureau
of Reclamation; payment for official telephone
telephone service
the field
service in
in the
field hereafter
hereafter
case of
of official
installed in
in private
when
Rewardsincurred incurred in
in case
official telephones
telephones installed
private houses
houses when
Rewards.
authorized
regulations established
established by
authorized under regulations
Secretary; payment
by the Secretary;
payment
specifically authorized
of rewards, when specifically
authorized by
the Secretary,
Secretary, for
for inforinforby the
apprehension and
mation leading
leading to the apprehension
and conviction
of persons
persons found
found
conviction of
guilty of the theft, damage, or
or destruction
destruction of
of public
public property;
property; paypayments to school districts in
with the
Act of
of June
June 29,
1948
in accordance
accordance with
the
Act
29,
1948
62 Stat. 1108.
(Public
(Public Law 835),
835), including payments
payments on
on account
of dependents
dependents of
account of
433 U.Sat.
S.1C. spp.
Sapp.
of
II, §§
38813.
3,
§§aft.
385as.
b.
employees in
in field
employees
field offices
offices in
in project areas
areas engaged in
in construction
construction and
and
Restriction.
Restriction.
related
activities: Provided,
related activities:
Provided, That no part of any sum provided for
for
in this Act for operation
operation and maintenance
maintenance of
any project
project or
or division
division
of any
of a
a project by the Bureau of Reclamation
Reclamation shall be used for
of
the irrigairrigafor the
tion of any lands within the boundaries
boundaries of an irrigation
irrigation district
district which
which
has
contracted with the Bureau
has contracted
Bureau of Reclamation
Reclamation and is
arrears for
is in
in arrears
for
more than twelve
twelve months in
of any
any charges
charges due
the
in the payment
payment of
due the
United States, and no part of any sum provided
United
provided for in this Act
Act for
for
such purpose shall be used for the irrigation
irrigation of
of any
any lands
which have
lands which
have
contracted
contracted with the Bureau of Reclamation
Reclamation and are
are in
in arrears
arrears for
for
e
o
e
more
the payment
than twelve months in the
payment of
of any
any charges
charges due
due from
from
a
Studies of recreatnadisareas. of recre - said
said lands
United States: Provided
tional
lands to the United
Provided further,
further, That
That funds approReclamation shall
priated for the Bureau
Bureau of Reclamation
shall be
be available
available for
for expendiexpenditure through
through the facilities of the National Park
Service in
Park Service
amounts
in amounts
of not
not to exceed
$25,000 for any one reservoir
of
exceed $25,000
reservoir area for studies
of recrerecrestudies of
ational areas and planning for their utilization, and
and funds
funds so
expended
so expended
reimbursable or returnable
returnable under the
shall not be reimbursable
reclamation law.
law.
the reclamation
"The reclamation
"Tn.
r
fund."
The following sums are appropriated
out of
of the
the special
special fund
fund in
in
appropriated out
the
Treasury
the
Treasury
the
United
States
created
by
the
Act
of
June
17,
1902
of
the
United
States
created
by
the
Act
of
June
17,
1902
32 Stat. 388.
32
388.Stat
411),,and therein
reclamation fund",
(43 U. S. C. 391,
391, 411)
therein designated
designated "the reclamation
to be available
available immediately:
immediately:
GENERAL
GENERAL OFFICES
OFFICES

Salaries
(other than project
project offices):
Salaries and expenses
expenses (other
offices) :For expenses
expenses
necessary
the current
necessary during
during the
current fiscal year, including personal services in
the District of Columbia,
Columbia, in the administration
administration and performance
performance by
by
project offices
other than project
offices of Bureau of Reclamation
Reclamation functions
functions,
$4,300,000,
il able f
or the
the purposes,
purposes, among
among others, specified
$4,300,000, to
to b
bee ava
available
for
others, specified
under the head "Operation
"Operation and maintenance
maintenance administration",
under
administration", Bureau
Bureau
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of Reclamation,
Department of the Interior
Reclamation, in the Department
Interior Appropriation
Appropriation
operation and
expenditures for operation
reimbursable as to expenditures
Act, 1945, and reimbursable
maintenance
administration to the same
maintenance administration
extent as
provided under
under
same extent
as is
is provided

said
head: Provided,
Provided,That
in addition
the foregoing
said head:
That in
addition to
to the
foregoing amount
amount there
there
shall be available for expenditure
expenditure under
appropriation any
under this appropriation
any sums
sums
transferred
performed or to be performed
transferred thereto for work performed
performed for the
benefit of specific
specific projects
projects or
or undertakings
undertakings for which
which other
other funds
funds or
or
exceeding
That not
appropriations are
are available:
available: Provided
Provided further,
not exceeding
further, That
appropriations
$150,000
this appropriation
appropriation
$150,000 of
of funds
funds available
available for
for expenditure
expenditure under
under this
expenses in connection
connection with informational
shall be used for salaries and expenses
informational
work.
work.

58
8 Stat. 487.
87.
Specific projects.
projects.
Specfc

Informational work.
Informationalwork.

GENERAL
GENERAL INVESTIGATIONS
INVESTIGATIONS

General
investigations: For
For engineering
engineering and
and economic
economic investigainvestigaGeneral investigations:
tions
Federal reclamation
reclamation projects
and surveys,
surveys, investiinvestitions of proposed
proposed Federal
projects and
gations,
relating to
to reconstruction,
gations, and other activities
activities relating
reconstruction, rehabilitation,
rehabilitation,
extensions,
or financial
extensions, or
financial adjustments
existing projects,
projects, and
and studies
studies
adjustments of
of existing
of water conservation
conservation and development
plans, such investigations,
development plans,
investigations,
surveys,
studies to
Bureau either
either independindependsurveys, and
and studies
to be carried
carried on
on by
by said
said Bureau
ently, or
ently,
agencies and other
agencies,
or in cooperation
cooperation with State
State agencies
other Federal
Federal agencies,
including
Corps of
including the Corps
of Engineers
Engineers and the
the Federal
Federal Power Commission,
to remain
available until
until expended,
may be
be
sion, $3,700,000,
$3,700,000, to
remain available
expended, which
which may
used to
execute detailed
detailed surveys, and to prepare
prepare construction
construction plans
to execute
plans
and
specifications for
projects until
and specifications
for specific
specific projects
projects or
or parts of
of projects
until appropriations are
are available
available for
for construction
construction thereof: Provided,
Provided, That
That no
priations
part of
appropriation shall
be available
available for the preparation
preparation of
shall be
part
of this
this appropriation
any comprehensive
comprehensive plan
report the
construction estimates
estimates
the construction
plan or project
project report
any
for which are not based
based upon current
current construction prices
prices and costs:
costs:
Provided further,
further, That the
the expenditure
expenditure of any sums
sums from this approProvided
priation for
investigations of any
requested by States,
States,
any nature
nature requested
priation
for investigations
municipalities, or
or other interests
municipalities,
interests shall be upon the basis of the State,
municipality,
interest advancing
centum of
least 50 per centum
advancing at least
municipality, or
or other interest
the estimated
estimated cost
investigations;
of such
such investigations;
cost of
the
Investigations, upper
For engineering
engineering and
and
River Basin:
Basin: For
upper Colorado
Colorado River
Investigations,
economic
investigations and
of water
water conservation
conservation and
developand developand studies
studies of
economic investigations
ment
in the
the upper
Colorado River
River Basin
Basin States,
such investigainvestigaStates, such
upper Colorado
ment plans,
plans, in
tions,
surveys, and
and studies
to be
carried on
said Bureau
Bureau either
either
by said
be carried
on by
studies to
tions, surveys,
independently,
or in
in cooperation
State agencies
agencies and
and other
Federal
other Federal
with State
cooperation with
independently, or
agencies, $500,000,
and which
which shall
shall
until expended,
expended, and
to remain
remain available
available until
$500,000, to
agencies,
be
addition to
for expenditures
such
for such
expenditures for
available for
other funds
funds available
to any
any other
be in
in addition
investigations
said area.
investigations in said

Restriction&

est

ADVANCE
PLANNING
ADVANCE PLANNING

Advance planning:
For detailed
surveys, construction
plans, and
and
construction plans,
detailed surveys,
planning: For
Advance
specifications
the Kennewick
division of
of the
the Yakima
Yakima project,
project, as
as
Kennewick division
specifications for
for the
authorized by
by the
the Act
of June
(Public Law
Law 629,
Eightieth
629, Eightieth
June 12,
12, 1948
1948 (Public
Act of
authorized
Congress),
all to
reimbursable (except
as otherwise
otherwise provided
provided by
by
(except as
to be
be reimbursable
Congress), all
law) under
the reclamation
law, $50,000,
available until
until
to remain
remain available
$50,000, to
reclamation law,
law)
under the
expended.
expended.

62 Stat. 382.

St382

CONSTRUCTION
CONSTRUCTION

Construction: For
construction and
and continuation
of construction
construction of
of
continuation of
For construction
Construction:
the following
following projects
in not
not to
the following
amounts, all
all to
to
to exceed
exceed the
following amounts,
projects in
the
be reimbursable
(except as
otherwise provided
provided by
law) under
under the
the
by law)
as otherwise
be
reimbursable (except
reclamation law,
to remain
remain available
until expended
expended for
for carrying
out
carrying out
available until
law, to
reclamation
projects
construction of transmission lines)
lines) previously
previously
(including the
the construction
projects (including
or herein authorized
authorized by Congress:
Congress:
Santa
Barbara County
project, California,
California, Cachuma
Cachuma Unit,
Unit,
County project,
Santa Barbara
$5,185,000: Provided,
Provided, That
That none
none of
the funds
appropriated herein
herein
funds appropriated
of the
$5,185,000:

Restriction.
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shall be available
available for
acquisition
for construction
construction of
of physical
physical works
works or
or the
the acquisition
of rights-of-way
rights-of-way until the condition
contained in
in the
the contract
contract between
between
condition contained
the United States and the Santa Barbara
County Water
Water Agency,
Agency, exeexeBarbara County
cuted September
September 12, 1949, concerning
participation by
by member
member districts
districts
concerning participation
shall have been met, and the outcome
outcome of
of elections
elections within
within the
member
the member
districts shall have been favorable
favorable in
districts to
in sufficient
sufficient member
member districts
to
approve the disposition
disposition of the
water as
as provided
provided in
in said
said
the quantity
quantity of
of water
contract to make
make the same
same effective;
eifective;
Boise project, Idaho, Anderson
Anderson Ranch
Ranch Dam,
Dam, $1,642,200;
$1,642,200; Payette
Payette
division,
division, $2,520,625;
$2,520,625;
Lewiston
Orchards project, Idaho,
Lewiston Orchards
$249,750;
Idaho, $249,750;
Minidoka
Idaho: The
Minidoka project, Idaho:
limitation on
amount available
The limitation
on the
the amount
available
for surveys and preconstruction
preconstruction work
work in
in connection
connection with
with the
the North
North
Side pumping
pumping division stated
in the
the Interior
Appropriastated in
Interior Department
Department Appropriation Act, 1949, is increased from
$147,500 to
from $147,500
to $725,000;
$725,000;
Palisades project,
Idaho, $189,625;
$189,625;
project, Idaho,
Milk River project, Montana, Fresno
Fresno Dam
Dam division,
division, $64,240;
$64,240;
Rio Grande
Grande project, New Mexico-Texas,
Mexico-Texas, $14,450;
$14,450;
W. C. Austin project,
Oklahoma, $255,000;
project, Oklahoma,
$255,000;
Oregon, $1,313,750,
Deschutes project, Oregon,
$1,313,750, of
of which
to exceed
exceed
which not
not to
$35,150
emergency rehabilitation
$35,150 shall be available
available toward
toward emergency
rehabilitation of
of the
works
the works
of the Arnold irrigation district, to be repaid in full under
conditions
under conditions
satisfactory to the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior,
Interior, not to exceed $1,063,750
$1,063,750
shall be available toward
toward emergency
emergency reconstruction
Ochoco Dam
Dam
reconstruction of
of Ochoco
subject to allocations
allocations under section
section 7
7of
the Reclamation
Project Act
Act
of the
Reclamation Project
reimbursable amounts
of 1939, and repayment of reimbursable
under terms
satisfacamounts under
terms satisfactory to the water users
tory
users and the
the Bureau
Bureau of Reclamation,
Reclamation, and
and not
to
not to
exceed
exceed $100,000 shall
shall be available
available for
of the
for emergency
emergency reconstruction
reconstruction of
the
northwest unit pipe line of the Grants Pass
irrigation district;
district;
Pass irrigation
Oregon-California, $803,460;
Klamath project,
project, Oregon-California,
$803,460;
Ogden River project, Utah, $219,170;
$219,170;
Provo River project,
project, Utah,
Utah, including the south division
division of
of Utah
Utah
Lake
which is
Lake Distributing
Distributing Company
Company Canal, which
authorized,
is hereby
hereby authorized,
$4,150,000;
$4,150,000;
Yakima
Yakima project,
project, Washington,
Washington, Roza
Roza division,
$397,833;
division, $397,833;
Kendrick
Kendrick project,
project, Wyoming,
Wyoming, $1,327,910;
$1,327,910;
Riverton
project, Wyoming,
$2,477,050, of
Riverton project,
Wyoming, $2,477,050,
of which
which a
a part
part shall
shall be
be
available for aacomprehensive
comprehensive and detailed
detailed survey
of the
Pavilion and
and
survey of
the Pavilion
Pilot Butte divisions
divisions;;
Shoshone project, Wyoming,
Shoshone
yoming, Power
Power division, $107,400;
$107,400; Willwood
Willwood
division, $60,000.
$60,000.
OPERATION
OPERATION AND
AND MAINTENANCE
MAINTENANCE

Parker Dam power
power project, Arizona-California:
Arizona-California: Not
Not to
to exceed
exceed
$3,369,200
$3,369,200 from power and other revenues
revenues shall
shall be available
available for
for operaoperamaintenance;
tion and maintenance;
Yuma project, Arizona-California:
Arizona-California: For operation
Yuma
operation and
and maintenance,
maintenance,
$150,000:
Provided, That not
not to exceed
$150,000: Provided,
exceed $35,000
$35,000 from
from power
power revenues
revenues
shall be available
available for the operation
shall
operation and
and maintenance
maintenance of
comof the
the commercial
system;
mercial system;
Central Valley
Valley project,
California: For operation
Central
project, California:
operation and maintenance,
maintenance,
$379,050: Provided,
Provided,That not to exceed $1,071,250
$1,071,250 from power
revenues
power revenues
shall
for the operation
operation and maintenance
maintenance of the
shall be
be available
available for
the power
power
system;
system;
Colorado-Big
Thompson project, Colorado: Not to exceed -$418,575
$418,575
Colorado-Big Thompson
from
power revenues
from power
revenues shall be available
available for the operation and
mainteand maintenance of the power
power system;
system;
Boise
project, Idaho:
Boise project,
Idaho: For operation
operation and maintenance,
maintenance, $325,000;
$325,000;
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Minidoka project, Idaho:
Idaho: For operation
reserved
Minidoka
operation and maintenance,
maintenance, reserved
works, $45,000: Provided,
Provided, That
That not to exceed
the accuaccuexceed $445,000
$445,000 from
from the
mulated replacement
replacement reserve and current power revenues
revenues shall
shall be
available .for the operation,
available
operation, maintenance,
and rehabilitation
rehabilitation of
the
maintenance, and
of the
commercial
system;
commercial system;
Nebraska: For
Mirage Flats project, Nebraska:
operation and maintenance,
maintenance,
For operation
$24,000;
$24,000;
North
Not to
to exceed
$315,250
North Platte
Platte project, Nebraska-Wyoming:
Nebraska-Wyoming: Not
exceed $315,250
from the power revenues
revenues shall be available
available for the operation,
operation, maintenance,
rehabilitation of the
the commercial
tenance, and rehabilitation
commercial system;
system; and
and net
net power
power
and
allocated to
irrigation district
district
and other
other revenues
revenues allocated
to the
the Northport
Northport irrigation
under
under subsections
subsections I
J, section
section 4, of the
Act of
of December
1924
I and
and J,
the Act
December 5,
5, 1924
(43 IT.
501), shall
shall be
on behalf
behalf of
of the
the
(43
U. S.
S. C.
C. 501),
be available
available for
for payment
payment on
Northport
Northport irrigation
district, to the
Farmers' irrigation
district for
for
irrigation district,
the Farmers'
irrigation district
carriage
water;
carriage of water;
Grande project,
Mexico-Texas: Not
Not to
to exceed
exceed $507,350
$507,350
Rio Grande
project, New Mexico-Texas:
from power and
revenues shall be available
the operation
operation
and other revenues
available for
for the
and maintenance
the power
power system;
and
maintenance of
of the
system;
Deschutes
For operation
Deschutes project, Oregon:
Oregon: For
operation and
and maintenance,
maintenance,
$161,000;
$161,000;
Klamath
Klamath project, Oregon-California:
Oregon-California: For
operation and
and maintemainteFor operation
nance, $294,000: Provided,
from the
the lease
lease of
of
Provided, That revenues
revenues received
received from
marginal
Tule Lake
division, shall
be available
refunds
marginal lands,
lands, Tule
Lake division,
shall be
available for
for refunds
cases where
it becomes
to make
make refunds
to the lessees in
in such
such cases
where it
becomes necessary
necessary to
refunds
because of
of flooding
flooding; or
or other
other reasons
reasons within
within the
the terms
of such
such leases;
leases;
because
terms of
Owyhee project,
For operation
and maintenance,
Owyhee
project, Oregon:
Oregon: For
operation and
maintenance, $360,000;
$360,000;
exceed $2,145,000
Columbia Basin
Basin project,
project, Washington:
Washington: Not
Not to
to exceed
$2,145,000
power revenues
be available
available for
for operation,
operation, maintenance,
from power
revenues shall be
maintenance,
and replacements,
including operation
operation and
maintenance of
of camp
camp and
and
and
replacements, including
and maintenance
other facilities
over by
similar
other
facilities turned
turned over
by, construction
construction contractors,
contractors, and
and similar
facilities and
and the
the furnishing
furnishing of
services related
related thereto;
thereto;
facilities
of services
Yakima project,
Washington: For
For operation
operation and
and maintenance,
Yakima
project, Washington:
maintenance,
$421,500: Provided,
Provided, That
That not
not to
to exceed
exceed $24,000
$24,000 from
power revenues
revenues
$421,500:
from power
shall be
for operation
maintenance of
of the
the power
power system;
system;
shall
be available
available for
operation and
and maintenance
Kendrick project,
from the
the power
power
Kendrick
project, Wyoming:
Wyoming: Not
Not to
to exceed
exceed $640,500
$640,500 from
revenues
shall be
be available
for the
the operation
operation and
and maintenance
maintenance of
of the
the
revenues shall
available for
system;
power system;
Riverton
project, Wyoming:
and maintenance,
maintenance,
Riverton project,
Wyoming: For
For operation
operation and
$173,475: Provided,
to exceed
exceed $105,025
the power
power
$173,475:
Provided, That
That not
not to
$105,025 from
from the
revenues
shall be
be available
for the
the operation
and maintenance
of the
the
revenues shall
available for
operation and
maintenance of
commercial
commercial system;
system;
Shoshone project,
Wyoming: For
For operation
and maintenance,
maintenance,
Shoshone
project, Wyoming:
operation and
$95,050: Provided,
Provided, That
not to
exceed $198,647
from the
the power
power
$95,050:
That not
to exceed
$198,647 from
revenues
shall be
be available
available for
operation and
maintenance of the
and maintenance
revenues shall
for the
the operation
commercial
commercial system.
GENERAL
GENERAL PROVISIONS
PROVISIONS

Limitation of
of expenditures:
expenditures: Under
Act no
no
Limitation
Under the
the provisions
provisions of
of this
this Act
greater sum
sum shall
shall the
the United
United States
be obligated
obligated
shall be
be expended,
expended, nor
nor shall
States be
greater
to expend
expend during
current fiscal
year, on
any reclamation
reclamation project
project
on any
to
during the
the current
fiscal year,
appropriated for
the reclamation
reclamation fund,
fund, an
amount in
in
an amount
under the
for herein
herein under
appropriated
excess
the sum
sum herein
herein appropriated
appropriated therefor,
therefor, nor
nor shall
the whole
whole
shall the
excess of
of the
expenditures or
incurred for
for all
of such
for the
the
projects for
or obligations
obligations incurred
all of
such projects
expenditures
current fiscal
year exceed
the whole
whole amount
amount in
the reclamation
fund
in the
reclamation fund
current
fiscal year
exceed the
for the fiscal year;
year;
Interchange of
appropriations: Ten
per centum
ceptum of
the foregoing
Interchange
of appropriations:
Ten per
of the
foregoing
amounts for
for operation
and maintenance
maintenance projects
shall be
be available
available
amounts
operation and
projects shall
interchangeably for
for expenditures
named;
interchangeably
expenditures on
on the
the reclamation
reclamation projects
projects named;
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but not
not more
10 per
added to
to the
the amount
approbut
more than
than 10
per centum
centum shall
shall be
be added
amount appropriated
for any
any one
one of
of said
projects, except
that should
existing works
works
priated for
said projects,
except that
should existing
or
the water
water supply
lands under
be endangered
by
or the
supply for
for lands
under cultivation
cultivation be
endangered by
floods
or other
unusual conditions,
an amount
sufficient to
to make
necesfloods or
other unusual
conditions, an
amount sufficient
make necessary emergency
emergency repairs
shall become
become available
available for
for expenditure
expenditure by
by
sary
repairs shall
further
from any
any of
of said
projects upon
further transfer
transfer of
of appropriation
appropriation from
said projects
upon
approval of
of the
the Secretary.
approval
Secretary.
GENERAL
FUND, ALASKAN
INVESTIGATIONS
GENERAL FUND,
ALASKAN INVESTIGATIONS

For
economic investigations,
as a
abasis
basis for
for legislegisFor engineering
engineering and
and economic
investigations, as
for reports
reports thereon
to Congress,
relating to
to projects
projects for
for
lation, and
and for
thereon to
Congress, relating
the
and utilization
utilization of
the water
resources of
Alaska,
the development
development and
of the
water resources
of Alaska,
remain available
available until
expended, $200,000,
$200,000, which
which shall
shall be
be available
available
to remain
until expended,
among
purposes for
rations and
and quarters
quarters for
for field
field parties
while
among other
other purposes
for rations
parties while
away
communities in
in which
which such
such facilities
away from
from inhabited
inhabited communities
facilities are
are
available.
available.
GENERAL
GENERAL FUND,
FUND, CONSTRUCTION
CONSTRUCTION

45 Stat. 1057.
1057.
43 U. S. C. §§
J§ 6176176171;
617t; Supp. II, §
§ 617
617
note.
note.

Amounts
Amounts received
received
from Mexico.
Mexico.

45 Stat. 1057.
43 U. S. C. t§
§§ 617617617t; Supp. II, §
§617
617
note.
note.

C.

For continuation
continuation of
projects in
in not
not
of construction
construction of the
the following
following projects
amounts to be immediately
to exceed
exceed the following amounts
immediately available, to
to
remain available
available until expended
expended for
for carrying
out projects
projects (including
(including
carrying out
the construction
construction of transmission lines)
lines) previously
previously or herein authorized
authorized
by Congress, and
and to
as otherwise
otherwise provided
provided
to be reimbursable
reimbursable (except
(except as
by law) under
by
reclamation law:
law:
under the reclamation
Gila
Arizona '$4,600,000;
Gila project, Arizona,
$4,600,000;
Davis
Arizona-Nevada, $36,504,860;
$36,504,860;
Davis Dam project,
project, Arizona-Nevada,
project, Arizona-California,
$110,290;
Parker Dam
Dam power project,
Arizona-California, $110,290;
Advances
Colorado River dam fund, Boulder Canyon
Advances to Colorado
project
Canyon project
(All-American Canal):
(All-American
Canal) :For continuation
continuation of construction
construction of aadiverdiversion dam, main canal (and
structures) located
entirely
(and appurtenant
appurtenant structures)
located entirely
within the United
United States connecting
connecting the diversion dam with the
the
Imperial
in California,
California,iand
and distribution
distribution and
and
Imperial and Coachella
Coachella Valleys
Valleys in
systems; to acquire
drainage systems;
acquire by proceedings
domain, or
or
proceedings inn eminent
eminent domain,
otherwise, all lands, rights-of-way,
otherwise,
and other
other property
property necessary
for
rights-of-way, and
necessary for
such
as authorized
authorized by
by the
such purposes; and
and for
for incidental
incidental operations
operations as
the
Boulder
Boulder Canyon
Canyon Project Act
Act approved
approved. December
December 21,1928
21, 1928 (43
(43 U.
U. S.
S. C.,
C.,
ch. 12A);
12A) ;to be immediately
immediately available,
available, and
and to remain available
available until
until
advanced
advanced to the Colorado River
River dam fund,
in addition
addition
fund, $5,100,000,
$5,100,000, and
and in
Commissioner of
Reclamation is
authorized to
to enter
into
thereto the
the Commissioner
of Reclamation
is authorized
enter into
contracts
contracts in an amount
in excess
of $975,700:
$975,700: Provided,
Provided, That
amount not
not in
excess of
That
amounts
heretofore or hereafter
amounts heretofore
hereafter received
received from the Republic of Mexico
for
water service
service by
by means
of such
such works
works shall
shall be
be applied
applied
for temporary
temporary water
means of
against
against construction
construction costs,
costs, including
including incidental
operations, a
nd shall
shall
incidental operations,
and
payment of the cost
be available
available for payment
operations;
cost of
of such operations;
Advances
Advances to Colorado
Colorado River
River Dam fund,
fund, Boulder
Boulder Canyon
project:
Canyon project:
For continuation
continuation of
construction of
the Hoover
Hoover Dam
and incidental
incidental
of construction
of the
Dam and
works in the main stream
stream of
Colorado River
River at Black
Black Canyon,
Canyon, to
to
of the
the Colorado
create aa storage reservoir,
plant and
incidental
reservoir, and of
of aa complete
complete plant
and incidental
structures suitable
suitable for
economic development
development of
of electrical
for the
the fullest
fullest economic
electrical
energy from the water discharged
discharged from
from such reservoir;
reservoir; to
to acquire
acquire by
by
proceedings
otherwise, all
proceedings in eminent
eminent domain,
domain, or otherwise,
all lands, rights-of-way,
and other property necessary
such purposes;
necessary for such
purposes; and for incidental
incidental
operations,
operations as authorized
authorized by the Boulder Canyon Project
Project Act,
Act,
approved
approved December
1928 (43
(43 U.
U. S.
S. C.,
C., ch.
ch. 12A),
12A), $6,400,000,
$6,400,000, to
to be
be
December 21,
21. 1928
immediately
available and
immediately available
and to remain
remain available
available until advanced
advanced to
to the
the
Colorado
River dam
dam fund;
Colorado River
fund;
Central Valley Project,
Project, California,
California, $60,789,890,
$60,789,890, of which not to
exceed $100,000 is for the making of examinations
examinations and
surveys of
power
and surveys
of power
facilities, not to exceed
exceed $2,000,000 is for the construction
construction of the ShastaShasta-
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Tracy
.
side) transmission
transmission lines
numbered 1
2, and
and of which
which
1 and
and 2,
lines numbered
Tracy (west
(westside)
$784,699.93
following-named contractors
contractors in the
payment to
to the following-named
is for payment
$784,699.93 is
following designated
designated amounts
full settlement
settlement of
of their
their claims,
claims, legal
legal
amounts in
in full
following
or
of any
out of
of or
connected with
with
or connected
arising out
whatsoever arising
any nature
nature whatsoever
equitable, of
or equitable,
the notice
by the
the Bureau
of funds
of the
the exhaustion
exhaustion of
of Reclamation
Reclamation of
Bureau of
the
notice by
for
payment of
of contractors
earnings in
in connection
connection with the construccontractors earnings
for payment
tion
Friant-Kern Canal,
Peter Kiewit
Son's ComComKiewit Son's
Canal, California,
California, Peter
tion of
of the
the Friant-Kern
pany, $186,195.33;
$186,195.33; Arizona-Nevada
Constructors, $348,867.62;
$348,867.62; MorArizona-Nevada Constructors,
pany,
rison-Knudsen,
$217,618.47; Bechtel
Hassler, $217,618.47;
and M.
M. H.
H. Hassler,
Incorporated, and
rison-Knudsen, Incorporated,
Bros.-McCone
$32,018.51: Provided,
unexpended
Provided, That the unexpended
Company, $32,018.51:
Bros.-McCone Company,
balance on
on June
1949, of
of funds
for this
this
appropriated for
heretofore appropriated
funds heretofore
30, 1949,
June 30,
balance
project
classified under and combined with the amount
be classified
project shall be
appropriated herein;
herein;
appropriated
including
Colorado-Big
$20,172,750, including
Colorado, $20,172,750,
project, Colorado,
Thompson project,
Colorado-Big Thompson
funds
for construction
construction of
of the
the Brighton
line;
Flatiron transmission line;
Brighton to Flatiron
funds for
Fort
project, Montana:
construction of transmission
transmission lines,
For construction
Montana: For
Peck project,
Fort Peck
substations, and
be required
required by the Bureau
Bureau
as may
may be
facilities as
other facilities
and other
substations,
of Reclamation,
Reclamation, as
as authorized
authorized by
the Act
of May
18, 1938 (16
(16 U. S. C.
May 18,1938
Act of
by the
of
833), $2,815,200,
available and to remain available
to be
be immediately available
$2,815,200, to
833),
until expended;
expended;
until
Hungry Horse
Horse project,
project, Montana,
Montana, $22,093,125;
$22,093,125;
Hungry
Tucurncari
project, New
$582,250;
Mexico, $582,250;
New Mexico,
Tucumcari project,
Fort
Sumner project,
Mexico, $750,000,
$750,000, and
addition thereto
thereto
in addition
and in
New Mexico,
project, New
Fort Sumner
the Commissioner
Commissioner of
of Reclamation
Reclamation is
is authorized
authorized to
to enter
enter into
into contracts
contracts
the
in an
not in
in excess
$1,000,000;
excess of $1,000,000;
an amount
amount not
in
Columbia Basin
project, Washington:
Washington: For
continuation of conFor continuation
Basin project,
Columbia
struction
other purposes
authorized by
the Columbia
Columbia Basin
Basin
by the
purposes authorized
for other
and for
struction and
Project Act
Act of
(57 Stat.
Stat. 14),
$68,000,000;
14), $68,000,000;
1943 (57
10, 1943
March 10,
of March
Project
Colorado
front work
work and
and levee
For operating
operating and
and
system: For
levee system:
River front
Colorado River
maintaining the
the Colorado
Colorado River
front work
work and
system in
in
levee system
and levee
River front
maintaining
Arizona, Nevada,
Nevada, and
California; constructing,
constructing, improving,
extending,
improving, extending,
and California;
Arizona,
operating,
and maintaining
maintaining protection
and drainage
drainage works
works and
systems
and systems
protection and
operating, and
along
Colorado River;
River; controlling
controlling said
and improving,
improving, modimodiriver and
said river
the Colorado
along the
fying, straightening,
straightening, and
rectifying the
channel thereof;
and conductconductthereof; and
the channel
and rectifying
fying,
ing investigations
investigations and
studies in
as authorized
authorized
therewith; as
connection therewith;
in connection
and studies
ing
by
Law 469,
28, 1946;
$897,250, to
to remain
remain
1946; $897,250,
June 28,
approved June
469, approved
Public Law
by Public
available until
until expended:
expended: Provided,
Provided, That
to exceed
exceed $25,000
$25,000 of
of the
the
not to
That not
available
foregoing
appropriation shall
be available
available for
for maintenance
work on
on
maintenance work
shall be
foregoing appropriation
the temporary
weir in
the Colorado
Colorado River
River below
below the
the heading
of the
the
heading of
in the
temporary weir
the
diversion canal
Palo Verde
Verde Irrigation
District of
of California.
California.
Irrigation District
the Palo
for the
canal for
diversion
Missouri
River Basin
Basin (reimbursable
to the
and as
provided
as provided
extent and
the extent
(reimbursable to
Missouri River
in
the Act
December 22,
22, 1944
(Public Law
Law 534)
For the
the partial
partial
534)))::For
1944 (Public
of December
Act of
in the
accomplishment
the works
works to
to be
Secretary of
of
the Secretary
by the
undertaken by
be undertaken
of the
accomplishment of
the
Interior,
pursuant
to
section
9
of
the
Act
of
December
22,
1944
22,
1944
of
December
Act
the
9
of
section
to
pursuant
Interior,
the
(Public Law
Law 534)
section 18
Control Act
Act of
of 1946
1946
Flood Control
of the
the Flood
18 of
and section
534) and
(Public
(Public
Law 526)
(including the
construction of
transmission lines
lines
of transmission
the construction
526) (including
(Public Law
and
power and
and emergency
emergency reconstruction
reconstruction of
of the
the La
La
of power
purchase of
the purchase
and the
Prele
unit,
Wyoming)
and
for
continuing
investigations
on
the
gengenthe
on
investigations
continuing
for
and
Wyoming)
unit,
Prele
eral
of development,
development, $81,668,560,
to be
immediately available
available
be immediately
$81,668,560, to
plan of
eral plan
and
to
remain
available
until
expended,
and
in
addition
thereto
the
the
thereto
addition
in
and
expended,
until
available
remain
and to
Commissioner
of Reclamation
is hereby
hereby authorized
incur obligaobligato incur
authorized to
Reclamation is
Commissioner of
tions and
contracts for
additional work,
materials, and
and
work, materials,
for additional
into contracts
enter into
and enter
tions
equipment
in an
including not to
to
$6,364,000, including
exceeding $6.364,000,
not exceeding
an amount
amount not
equipment in
exceed
$2,000,000 for
for power
power transmission
That this
this
Provided, That
lines: Provided,
transmission lines:
exceed $2,000,000
appropriation
shall be
independently or
or through
through or
or
either independently
expended, either
be expended,
appropriation shall
in
with existing
existing Federal
and State
State agencies:
Provided
agencies: Provided
Federal and
in cooperation
cooperation with
further,
order to
to promote
promote agreement
agreement among
States of
of
the States
among the
in order
That in
further, That
Nebraska,
avoid any
possible alteration
alteration
any possible
to avoid
and to
Colorado and
and Colorado
Wyoming, and
Nebraska, Wyoming,
of
vested water
rights, no
no part
this or
any prior
prior approapproor of
of any
of this
part of
water rights,
existing vested
of existing
priation
shall
be
used
for
construction
or
for
further
commitment
for
for
commitment
further
for
or
construction
for
used
be
shall
priation

52 Stat. 403.
16
83316 U. S.
S. C. ¢§§ 833833k; Supp. II, §
I833a
833a
833k;
note.
note.

C.
16 U. B.
8. 0.
8351.
8351.

835III 835-

Stat. 338
60 Stat.

58 Stat. 887.
16 U.
S. C.
U. S.
C. §§ 460d,
to60d,

826s;
Ma; 33 U.
U. 8.
S. C.
C.
§§ 701a-1,
ii
701a-1, 70Ic
701c and
7018, 701]
7011 notes,
note, 7011,
708, 709; 43
43 U.
U. S. C.
11 §390.
390
60 Stat.
Stat. 653.
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construction of
of the
unit or
any feature
thereof, until
definite
construction
the Glendo
Glendo unit
or any
feature thereof,
until a
a definite
plan report
report thereon
been completed,
completed, reviewed
by the
the States
States of
of
plan
thereon has
has been
reviewed by
Nebraska, Wyoming,
Wyoming, and
and Colorado
and
approved
by
Congress:
ProNebraska,
Colorado and approved by Congress: Provided further,
appropriations shall be
further, That
That no
no part
part of
of this
this or
or prior appropriations
used
for construction,
to construction
construction of
of
used for
construction, nor
nor for
for further
further commitments
commitments to
Moorhead Dam
and Reservoir,
Reservoir, Montana,
or any
any feature
feature thereof
thereof until
Moorhead
Dam and
Montana, or
until
a
definite plan
has been
been completed,
completed, reviewed
reviewed by
by the
a definite
plan report
report thereon
thereon has
the
States
Wyoming and
Montana, and
and approved
by the
the Congress:
States of
of Wyoming
and Montana,
approved by
Congress:
Provided
further, That
no part
of this
appropriation shall
shall be
be available
available
Providedfurther,
That no
part of
this appropriation
or
Canyon Ferry
Ferry Reservoir
Reservoir at
or used to maintain or
or operate
operate Canyon
at a
a higher
higher
maximum normal
normal pool
than three
three thousand
thousand seven
hundred
maximum
pool elevation than
seven hundred
and sixty-six feet, unless and until new land in Broadwater
Broadwater County,
Montana, equal
acreage to
in
equal in acreage
to the irrigated
irrigated land
land to be inundated
inundated in
elevation of
three thousand
thousand seven
Canyon Ferry Reservoir
Reservoir above
above elevation
of three
seven
hundred and
and sixty-six
feet is
is provided
provided with
facilities for
for irrigation.
hundred
sixty-six feet
with facilities
irrigation.
COLORADO RIVER DAM FUND
COLORADO

62
62 Stat.
Stat. 235.
235.
43 U.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
Supp.
43
U. S.
II,
618a (e).
II, §
§ 618a
(e).

61
61 Stat.
Stat. 476.
476.

62 Stat. 235.
62
43
U. S.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
43 U.
Supp.
II,
(e).
618a (e).
II, §§618a

43
43 U.
U. S.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
Supp.
II,
II, §§618
618 (a).
(a).
Report to
congresReport
to congressional
sional committees.
committees.

54 Stat. 774.
54
774.
43
U. S.
S. C.
C. I§ 618a;
43 U.
618a;
Supp. II,
§618a.
II, §
618a.
54 Stat. 774.
54
774.
43 U.
43
U. S.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
Supp.
II,
§ 618.
II, §618.

Boulder Canyon project:
project: For operation,
operation, maintenance,
maintenance, and replacements of the dam, power plant, and other facilities, of the Boulder
Boulder
Canyon project, $1,600,000, payable
payable from the Colorado
Colorado River
River dam
fund, including payments to the Boulder City school district
district in accordprovisions of Public Law 528, approved
approved May 12, 1948:
ance with the provisions
1948:
Provided,
Provided, That not to exceed $5,662.22
$5,662.22 from the unobligated
unobligated balance
replacements of
of
of the appropriation
appropriation for operation,
operation, maintenance,
maintenance, and replacements
Boulder Canyon
Canyon
the dam, power plant, and other facilities of the Boulder
project contained in the Interior
Interior Department
Department Appropriation
1948,
Appropriation Act, 1948,
may be utilized for additional
additional payments
school
payments to the Boulder
Boulder City school
district for the school year 1947-1948, to carry
carry out the purposes of said
said
Public Law 528. Said payments
payments for dependents of those employees
employees
of the Bureau of Reclamation
Reclamation directly
directly employed in the construction,
construction,
operation, and maintenance
maintenance of the project shall be deemed
deemed aapart of
of
the cost of operation
maintenance of said project under section
operation and maintenance
section
1
(a) of the Boulder Canyon Project
Adjustment Act (Act
(Act of July 19,
1 (a)
Project Adjustment
1940, 54 Stat. 774).
774). Other such payments
payments shall be deemed
deemed nonproject
nonproject
Appropriations Committees
Committees
costs. The Secretary
Secretary shall submit to the Appropriations
annually aa justification
investments and expenditures
justification showing all investments
expenditures
made or proposed out of the Colorado
Colorado River dam fund, for the joint
use of the project
project and of other Federal
activities at or near Boulder
Federal activities
Boulder
City. In the proportion that such investments
investments and expenditures
expenditures were
or shall be for the use of such other Federal
Federal activities and not related
related
to the construction,
construction, operation, or maintenance
maintenance of the project they shall
shall
be deemed
deemed nonproject
nonproject investments and expenditures. The obligation
obligation
under the provision of section 22of the said Act to repay
repay to the United
States Treasury advances and
ces to
t
o the
the C
ol
ora d
o River
Ri ver d
am
and readvan
readvances
Colorado
dam
fund which obligation
computation of rates
obligation is made the basis for computation
under the provisions of section 1
1 of said Act, shall be diminished
diminished in
in
the amount that nonproject
nonproject investments or expenditures
expenditures are or have
been made from said fund and the rates computed pursuant
pursuant to said
section 1
1of said Act shall reflect such diminution.
COLORADO RIVER DEVELOPMENT
COLORADO
DEVELOPMENT FUND

43 U.
U. S.. C.
C. §
§ 618a;
Supp. H,
618a.
II, §
§ 618a.

Colorado
development fund (expenditure
(expenditure account):
Colorado River development
account) :For
For
investigations
investigations of projects for the utilization of waters
waters of the Colorado
River system in the four States of the upper division, as authorized by
by
section 22of the Boulder
Boulder Canyon Project
Project Adjustment Act, approved
approved
July 19, 1940 (54
774), $500,000
$500,000 from the Colorado
(54 Stat. 774),
Colorado River development fund (holding account),
account), to remain available until expended:
expended:
Provided,That the existence of this appropriation
appropriation item shall not preProvided,
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elude the
any part
part of the
States of the Colorado
Colorado River Basin of
of
the States
use in
in any
the use
elude
funds appropriated
appropriated for
for general
general investigations
That
further,That
Providedfurther,
investigations::Provided
funds
no
part of
be available
available for the preparation
preparation
shall be
this appropriation
appropriation shall
of this
no part
construction estimates
of any
comprehensive plan
project report
report the construction
or project
plan or
any comprehensive
of
prices and costs.
for which
are not
based upon
construction prices
current construction
upon current
not based
for
which are
No part
part of
any appropriation
Bureau of Reclamation,
Reclamation, conappropriation for the Bureau
of any
No
under
earned under
tamed
this or
or any
any prior
Act, which
represents amounts
amounts earned
which represents
prior Act,
in this
tained in
shall be obligated for
the
remaining unpaid, shall
for
but remaining
a contract
contract but
of a
the terms
terms of
any
purpose, regardless
when such
such amounts
amounts are
are to be paid:
paid:
of when
regardless of
other purpose,
any other
Provided,
the incurring
incurring of
prohibited by this
obligation prohibited
of any
any obligation
That the
Provided, That
paragraph
shall be
be deemed
deemed a
violation of section
section 665 of title 31 of the
a violation
paragraph shall
United
States Code.
United States
Not
per centum
for
appropriation for
construction appropriation
of the
the construction
centum of
12 per
Not exceeding
exceeding 12
the Bureau
for any
any project
contained in
in this
this Act
Act shall
shall
project contained
Reclamation for
of Reclamation
Bureau of
the
be
available for
for construction
work by
by force
and on
on a
ahiredhiredaccount and
force account
construction work
be available
labor
basis; except
to exceed
$225,000 may on approval
approval of
exceed $225,000
not to
that not
except that
labor basis;
the Commissioner
for construction
construction work
work by
by force account
account
be expended
expended for
Commissioner be
the
on
project when
is unsuitable
unsuitable for
contract or
or when
when
for contract
work is
the work
when the
one project
on any
any one
excessive bids
bids are
and except
except in
emergencies local
local
cases of emergencies
in cases
received; and
are received;
excessive
in character,
declared by the
Commissioner.
the Commissioner.
so declared
character, so
in
The Departments
Departments of
Force, Army,
Navy, the
the Civil
Civil Aeroand Navy,
Army, and
Air Force,
of Air
The
nautics Administration,
and the
the War
War Assets
Assets Administration
Administration are
Administration and
nautics
Bureau of
authorized during
during the
the fiscal
fiscal year
year 1950
1950 to
to transfer
of
transfer to the Bureau
authorized
Reclamation aircraft
engines, parts,
parts, accessories,
aircraft
accessories, and other aircraft
aircraft engines,
Reclamation
equipment, materials
surplus to
the needs of such
such
to the
supplies, surplus
and supplies,
materials and
equipment,
Reclamation, such
agencies,
as may
may be
be required
required by
by said
said Bureau
Bureau of Reclamation,
such
agencies, as
transfers to
to be
charge therefor.
without charge
be without
transfers

785

Restriction on
on cerRestriction
tain obligations.

Construction work
work
Construction
by force account, etc.

Transfer
Transfer of surplus
aircraft engines,
engines, etc.
etc.
aircraft

GEOLOGICAL
SURVEY
GEOLOGICAL SURVEY
For
salaries and
and expenses
expenses necessary
the Geological
Geological Survey,
Survey,
for the
necessary for
For salaries
including
District of
of Columbia;
Columbia; purchase
purchase (not
(not
the District
in the
services in
personal services
including personal
to
exceed
one
hundred
and
thirty-eight,
of
which
ninety-three
shall
be
ninety-three
which
of
thirty-eight,
and
hundred
one
to exceed
for replacement
replacement only)
passenger motor
vehicles and
the
and the
motor vehicles
of passenger
hire of
and hire
only) and
for
maintenance
of aircraft;
unserviceable
exchange of unserviceable
aircraft; exchange
operation of
and operation
maintenance and
passenger
and freight
vehicles as
as part
for new
new freight
freight
payment for
part payment
freight vehicles
passenger and
vehicles;
and
printing
and
binding
and
the
purchase
of
reprints;
as
as
of
reprints;
purchase
the
and
binding
and
printing
and
vehicles;
follows:
follows:
Salaries
and expenses:
expenses: For
For personal
services in
in the
the District
District of
of
personal services
Salaries and
Columbia,
$343,000;
and other
other expenses,
expenses, $343,000;
Columbia, and
Topographic surveys:
surveys: For
For topographic
in the
the United
United States,
States,
surveys in
topographic surveys
Topographic
Alaska,
the Virgin
Puerto Rico,
$5,750,000, of
of which
which not
not
Rico, $5,750,000,
and Puerto
Islands, and
Virgin Islands,
Alaska, the
to exceed
be expended
expended for
services in
the DisDisin the
personal services
for personal
may be
$658,333 may
exceed $658,333
to
Cooperation with
with
Cooperation
trict
of Columbia:
Columbia: Provided,
this appropriation
appropriation shall
shall States,
of this
part of
States, etc.
no part
That no
Provided,That
trict of
be
expended in
States or
except upon
upon
municipalities except
or municipalities
with States
cooperation with
in cooperation
be expended
the
basis of
of the
or municipality
all of
of the
expense
the expense
bearing all
municipality bearing
State or
the State
the basis
incident
excess of
of such
such an
amount as
as is
is necessary
necessary for the
an amount
in excess
thereto in
incident thereto
Geological Survey
perform its
share of
of standard
standard topographic
topographic
its share
to perform
Survey to
Geological
surveys,
such
share
of
the
Geological
Survey
in
no
case
exceeding
50
50
exceeding
case
no
in
Survey
Geological
the
of
surveys, such share
Amount available.
available.
Amount
per
the cost
of the
$700,000
That $700,000
further,That
Provided further,
survey: Provided
the survey:
cost of
of the
centum of
per centum
of this
amount shall
shall be
be available
such cooperation
cooperation with
States
with States
for such
only for
available only
this amount
of
or municipalities;
municipalities;
or
Geologic
surveys in
in the
the United
United States
States and
and
geologic surveys
For geologic
surveys: For
Geologic surveys:
chemical and
and physical
physical researches
relative thereto,
thereto, including
including the
the printprintresearches relative
chemical
ing
geologic reports,
reports, $3,500,000,
$3,500,000, of
not to
exceed $850,000
$850,000
to exceed
which not
of which
of geologic
ing of
may be
be expended
personal services
of Columbia;
Columbia;
District of
the District
in the
services in
for personal
expended for
may
Mineral
resources of
of the
the mineral
mineral
investigation of
For investigation
Alaska: For
of Alaska:
Mineral resources
resources
Alaska, $500,000,
$500,000, of
of which
which not
not to
to exceed
exceed $97,500
$97,500 may
may be
be
of Alaska,
resources of
expended
the District
of Columbia;
Columbia;
District of
in the
services in
personal services
for personal
expended for
81939
81939e -50-PT. I---50
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Cooperation with
Cooperation
wi

States, etc.
States,

th

available.
Amount availabl
e.

Compact between
betweB
Colo. and Kans.

en

Stet, 53.
59 Stat.

Ante, p. 145.
Appointment of re.
tired Army officer.
officer.

re

38 Stat. 742.
41 Stat. 437, 1363.

Stat. 914.
61 Stat.
30 U.
U. S. C., Sua
SuPP.
II,
II, §§352.

,pp

60 Stat. 810.
Availability
Availability
funds.
funds.
62 Stat. 1134.

of

[63 S
TAT.
[63
STAT.

Gaging
streams: For
For gaging
gaging streams
determining the
the water
water
Gaging streams:
streams and
and determining
supply
United States,
States, its
Territories and
supply of
of the
the United
its Territories
and possessions,
possessions, investigatinvestigating
currents and
and artesian
artesian wells
wells and
methods of
of utilizing
ing underground
underground currents
and methods
utilizing
the
water resources,
resources, $4,125,000,
$4,125,000, of
of which
which not
not to
exceed $10,000
$10,000 may
may be
the water
to exceed
be
expended for
expended
lands at
at gaging
gaging stations,
stations, and
and not
not to
to exceed
exceed
for acquiring
acquiring lands
$359,450 may
expended for
for personal
in the
of
may be expended
personal services
services in
the District
District of
Provided, That
Columbia: Provided,
of this
appropriation shall
shall be
That no
no part
part of
this appropriation
be
expended in cooperation
cooperation with States
or municipalities
municipalities except
upon the
the
States or
except upon
in cident
basis of the State or municipality
thereto,
municipality bearing all of the
the expense
expense incident
thereto, in excess of such
as is
the Geological
Geological
such an
an amount
amount as
is necessary
necessary for
for the
Survey to perform
its share
general water
water resource
resource investigations,
perform its
share of
of general
investigations,
such share of the Geological
Geological Survey
no case
case exceeding
exceeding 50
50 per
per centum
centum
Survey in
in no
of the cost of the investigation: Provided
That $2,940,000
of
Provided further,
further, That
$2,940,000 of
this amount shall be
such cooperation
cooperation with
with States
be available
available only
only for
for such
States
or municipalities:
municipalities: Provided
no part
part of
of the
the funds
approProvidedfurther,
further, That
That no
funds appropriated in this paragraph
paragraph shall be
be used
for the
the payment,
payment, directly
or
used for
directly or
indirectly, for the drilling of
water wells
purpose of
of supplying
supplying
of water
wells for
for the
the purpose
water for domestic use: Provided
Provided further,
further, That
That not
not to
to exceed
exceed $10,000
$10,000
of this appropriation
appropriation shall
payment of
of the
the compensashall be
be available
available for
for payment
compensaappointed by
tion and expenses of the person appointed
by the
the President
President pursuant
pursuant
of April 19,
to the Act of
19, 1945
(Public Law
Law 34),
34), to
as the
the
1945 (Public
to participate
participate as
representative of the United
representative
United States
States in the
the negotiation
compact
negotiation of
of a
a compact
between the States of Colorado
Colorado and Kansas
Kansas relative
relative to
to the
the division
division of
of
the waters of the Arkansas
Arkansas River
and its
its tributaries,
tributaries, and
and for
for the
payRiver and
the payment of compensation
compensation and expenses of the person
person appointed
appointed by
the
by the
President to participate
participate as the representative
representative of
of the
the United
United States
States in
in
the administration
compact as
as approved
administration of said compact
by the
the Congress
Congress
approved by
(Public
82, Eighty-first
Eighty-first Congress):
Provided further,
(Public Law
Law 82,
Congress): Provided
further, That,
That,
notwithstanding the provisions of
other law
the contrary,
contrary, the
the
of any other
law to
to the
President is authorized
retired officer of
President
authorized to appoint
appoint a
aretired
of the
the Army
as such
such
Army as
representative without
without prejudice
representative
prejudice to
to his
as aaretired
Army officer
his status
status as
retired Army
officer
compensation and
who shall receive
receive such compensation
in addition
addition to
to his
his
and expenses
expenses in
retired
retired pay;
pay;
Classification
Classification of lands: For the examination
examination and
and classification
of
classification of
lands with respect
respect to mineral
mineral character
character and water resources
resources as
required
as required
by the public land laws and for
related administrative
administrative operations;
for related
operations;
for the preparation
preparation and publication
publication of mineral-land
mineral-land classification
classification and
and
water-resources maps and reports; for
water-resources
engineering supervision
supervision ofof.
for engineering
power permits and grants under
and
power
under the jurisdiction
jurisdiction of the Secretary; and
performance of work for the Federal
for performance
Federal Power Commission,
Commission, $320,000,
$320,000,
of which not to exceed $80,000
be expended
expended for
for personal
personal services
services
$80,000 may
may be
in
of Columbia;
Columbia;
in the
the District
District of
Mineral
Mineral leasing:
leasing: For the enforcement
enforcement of the provisions
provisions of the
Acts
the Acts
February 25,
25, 1920 (30
of October 20, 1914 (48
(48 U. S. C. 435),
435), February
(30 U.
U. S.
S. C.
C.
181), as amended,
March 4,
4, 1921
1921 (48
S. C.
C. 444),
444), August
7, 1947
1947
181),
amended, March
(48 U.
U. S.
August 7,
(30
S. C.
C. 352),
(30 U. S.
352), and
to the
mining and
recovery
and other
other Acts relating
relating to
the mining
and recovery
of minerals on Indian, acquired and
and public
public lands
and naval
naval petroleum
petroleum
lands and
reserves, and for necessary
necessary related operations;
operations; and for every
every expense
expense
incident thereto,
incident
thereto, including
including supplies, equipment,
equipment, travel, and
and the conconrepair of necessary
necessary camp
struction, maintenance,
maintenance, and repair
camp buildings
buildings and
and
appurtenances
appurtenances thereto, $725,000, of which not to exceed $85,000
$85,000 may
may
be expended
expended for personal
personal services in the District
District of
of Columbia:
Columbia:
Engraving and printing
engraving and printing
printing maps: For engraving
printing geologic
(yeologic
topographicc ma
and topographi
ps,including
i
nc l
u di ng services
serv i
ces as authorized
authorized by
by section
section 15
maps,
15
of the Act of August 2, 1946 (5 U. S.
C. 55a),
$725,000;
S. C.
55a), $725,000;
Revolving fund:
The funds
funds appropriated
subhead
Revolving
fund: The
appropriated under the subhead
"Cooperative
"Cooperative advance, Geological
Geological Survey", in the Interior
DepartInterior Department Appropriation
Appropriation Act, 1949,
1949, are hereby
hereby continued
continued available
available for
for
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establishing a
arevolving
fund which
which shall
be available,
available, without
without fiscalfiscalshall be
revolving fund
establishing
fund approyear limitation,
limitation, exclusively
exclusively for
the single fund
transfer to the
for transfer
year
priation for
for the
the Geological
to cover
arising from
from
cover obligations
obligations arising
Survey to
Geological Survey
priation
authorized reimbursable
receipt of reimbursements
pending receipt
services, pending
reimbursable services,
authorized
from
cooperating agencies:
agencies: Provided,
That amounts
transferred
amounts so transferred
Provided, That
from cooperating
shall be
returned to
to the
the revolving
revolving fund not later than six months
be returned
shall
after the
close of
of the
the fiscal
fiscal year
year in
transferred.
in which transferred.
the close
after
During
fiscal year
the head
department or indeany department
head of any
year the
current fiscal
the current
During the
pendent establishment
establishment of
of the
the Government
Government having
funds available
available for
for
having funds
pendent
scientific
and technical
within the
the scope
functions
of the
the functions
scope of
investigations within
technical investigations
scientific and
of
the Geological
may, with
with the
the approval
of the Secretary,
Secretary,
approval of
Survey may,
Geological Survey
of the
transfer
to the
sums as may
may be necessary
necessary
such sums
Survey such
Geological Survey
the Geological
transfer to
therefor,
so transferred
transferred may
may be
be expended
same
for the same
expended for
sums so
which sums
therefor, which
objects and
same manner
manner as
as sums
slims appropriated
appropriated herein may be
the same
and in
in the
objects
expended: Provided,
to exceed
exceed 55per
per centum
centum of
any of
of the
of any
not to
That not
Provided, That
expended:
appropriations for
the Geological
Survey may
transferred to any
be transferred
may be
Geological Survey
for the
appropriations
other of
such appropriations,
appropriations, but
but no
appropriation shall
increased
be increased
shall be
no appropriation
of such
other
more than
than 55per
centum thereby.
Any such
such transfer
transfer shall
shall be
be reported
reported
thereby. Any
per centum
more
to Congress
Congress in
budget;
annual budget;
the annual
in the
to
In the
event that
that the
Geological Survey deems it
it
Director of the Geological
the Director
In
the event
advantageous to
to the
the Government,
Government, the
the Geological
Survey is authorized
authorized
Geological Survey
advantageous
to contract
the furnishing
of topographic
topographic maps
made from
from aerial
aerial
maps made
furnishing of
for the
contract for
to
photographs, or
of geophysical
geophysical or
or other
other specialized
specialized
making of
the making
for the
or for
photographs,
Geological
for the Geological
surveys: Provided,
the foregoing
amounts for
foregoing amounts
That the
Provided, That
surveys:
Survey
one fund.
in one
be available
available in
shall be
Survey shall
The Geological
Geological Survey
Survey is
authorized to
to acquire
by transfer
transfer
acquire by
hereby authorized
is hereby
The
without exchange
for one
year beginning
beginning July 1,
1, 1949, from
one year
funds, for
of funds,
exchange of
without
executive departments
establishments, equipment,
equipment,
independent establishments,
or independent
departments or
executive
materials,
supplies of
all kinds,
kinds, with
with an
an appraised
appraised value of not
of all
and supplies
materials, and
to
from the
agencies: Provided,
Provided,
these agencies:
stores of these
surplus stores
the surplus
$150,000 from
to exceed
exceed $150,000
That
the authorization
in this
not be
be construed
to
construed to
shall not
paragraph shall
this paragraph
authorization in
That the
deny
veterans the
the priority
accorded to
to them
surplus
in obtaining surplus
them in
priority accorded
to veterans
deny to
property under
under Public
Public Law
375, approved
approved May
May 3,1946.
3, 1946.
Law 375,
property
BUREAU OF
OF MINES
MINES
BUREAU
Salaries
and expenses:
expenses: For
expenses necessary
for the
the general
general adminnecessary for
For expenses
Salaries and
istration of
of the
the Bureau
of Mines,
$103,500 for
personal servfor personal
including $103,500
Mines, including
Bureau of
istration
ices in
in the
the District
District of
Columbia, and
printing and
including
and binding, including
and printing
of Columbia,
ices
the purchase
of reprints
reprints of
of scientific
technical articles
articles published
published
and technical
scientific and
purchase of
the
in periodicals
and journals,
$158,000.
journals, $158,000.
in
periodicals and
Operating mine-rescue
cars and
and stations
stations and
and investigation
investigation of
of mine
mine-rescue cars
Operating
accidents:
For expenses
expenses necessary
the investigation
investigation and
improveand improvefor the
necessary for
accidents: For
ment of
of mine-rescue
methods and
the
and the
appliances and
and appliances
first-aid methods
and first-aid
mine-rescue and
ment
teaching
safety, rescue,
rescue, and
first-aid methods;
methods; investigations
investigations
and first-aid
mine safety,
of mine
teaching of
as to
of mine
mine explosions,
of falls
falls of
roof and
and coal,
coal,
of roof
causes of
explosions, causes
causes of
the causes
to the
as
methods
of mining,
relation to
to the
safety of miners,
the safety
in relation
especially in
mining, especially
methods of
the possible
possible improvement
of conditions
concitions under
mining operaoperawhich mining
under which
improvement of
the
tions are
on, the
the use
use of
of explosives
explosives and
the prevenprevenelectricity, the
and electricity,
carried on,
are carried
tions
tion of
of accidents,
studies and
and reports
relating to
accimine accito mine
reports relating
statistical studies
accidents, statistical
tion
dents,
and other
other investigations
investigations pertinent
pertinent to
to the
the mining
industry;
mining industry;
dents, and
including
the construction
temporary buildings;
equipment and
and
buildings; equipment
of temporary
construction of
including the
supplies; printing
and binding;
binding; travel
of employees
employees in
in
expenses of
travel expenses
printing and
supplies;
attendance
at
meetings
and
conferences
held
for
the
purpose
of
proproof
purpose
the
for
held
conferences
and
meetings
attendance at
moting
health in
the mining
mining and
allied industries;
industries; and
and
and allied
in the
and health
safety and
moting safety
not
to
exceed
$106,000
for
personal
services
in
the
District
of
Columbia,
Columbia,
of
District
the
in
services
personal
for
$106,000
exceed
to
not
$1,200,000, of
to exceed
$500 may
may be
expended for
for the
the
be expended
exceed $500
not to
which not
of which
$1,200,000,
purchase and
of certificates
certificates and
trophies in
in connection
connection with
with
and trophies
bestowal of
and bestowal
purchase
mine-rescue
and first-aid
first-aid work.
mine-rescue and

Cooperative
work
Cooperative work
on scientific,
on
scientific, etc.,
etc., investigations.
vestigations.
Transfer
Transfer of funds.

Interchange
Interchange
amounts.

of

Report to
to Congress.
Report
Contracts for maps,
maps,
etc.

Transfer of surplus
Transfer
supplies, etc.

Stat. 168.
60 Stat.
50 U. S.
S. 0.
C. app.
app.
01621,1622,1625,1627;
t§
1621,1622,1625,1627;
Supp. If,
§§ 1622,
1622, 1627.
1627.
Supp.
II, 1§

Ante,
Ante, pp. 399, 700,

701.
701.
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Control of fires in inactive
inactive coal
coal deposits:
deposits: For
For expenses,
without
expenses, without
regard
regard to
to section
section 3709,
3709, Revised
as amended,
amended, necessary
necessary to
to
Revised Statutes,
Statutes, as
nte
enable the Bureau of Mines to investigate, control, and extinguish, on
on
public lands and with the
consent of
of the
the owner
on private
private lands,
lands, .fires
the consent
owner on
fires
in inactive coal
coal deposits
the United
United States
States and
and its
its possessions,
possessions,
deposits in
in the
including emergency
emergency and temporary
temporary contracts
for personal
personal services
services
contracts for
and hire of vehicles and
and equipment
for the
the purposes
of this
equipment necessary
necessary for
purposes of
this
appropriation; printing
appropriation;
printing and
including the
employment of
of
and binding; including
the employment
personnel
without regard
regard to
civil-service requirements,
requirements, and
not to
to
personnel without
to civil-service
and not
exceed $17,500
$17,500 for personal
personal services
services in
in the
the District
District of
of Columbia;
Columbia;
Acceptance of con- $500,000: Provided, That the Director is authorized to accept money,
Acceptance of con- $500,000: Provided, That the Director is authorized to accept money,
tributions, etc.
trbutons
et.
equipment, and
other contributions
lands, buildings, equipment,
and other
from public
public or
or
contributions from
private sources and to prosecute
prosecute projects
projects in
in cooperation
cooperation with
with other
other
Payment by private
State, or
or private:
private: Provided
That the
said
Payment
by private agencies,
agencies, Federal,
Federal, State,
Provided further,
further, That
the said
property
owners.
Director
Director is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized and
and di
re ct ed to
t
o ma
ke suitable
suitable arrangedirected
make
arrangements with owners of private property
property or with
with aaState
State or
its subdivisubdivior its
sions for payment
a sum equal to one-half
payment of a
one-half the
the amount
amount of
of expendiexpenditure to be made for control
extinguishment from
from funds
provided
control or
or extinguishment
funds provided
under the authorization
authorization of this Act except that
expenditure of
that expenditure
of Federal
Federal
funds for this purpose in
in any privately owned
operating coal
coal mine
mine
owned operating
shall be limited
limited to investigation
investigation and
and supervision.
supervision.
inspections and investigations:
investigations: For
Coal-mine inspections
For expenses
expenses necessary
necessary
to enable
enable the Bureau
Bureau of Mines to perform
perform the duties imposed
imposed upon
upon it
it
55 Stat. 177.
Stiati*7., npp. by the Act of May
May 7,
1941 (30
U. S.
C. 4f)
including not
not to
to exceed
exceed
7, 1941
(30 U.
S. C.
30 U. S. C., Stipp.
4f);;including
II,
§4f
II, §
4f note.
note.
$167,000 for personal services in the District of Columbia; purchase in
$167,000
in
the District of Columbia and elsewhere of
of furniture
and equipment,
furniture and
equipment,
Vehicles.
Vehicles.
stationery and supplies; printing
stationery
printing and binding; operation,
operation, maintenance,
maintenance,
motor-propelled trucks
and repair of motor-propelled
and other
other motor
for
trucks and
motor vehicles
vehicles for
official use and in
in transporting employees between
homes and
and
between their
their homes
temporary locations where they may be employed
temporary
employed and
expenses of
of
and expenses
employees in attendance
attendance at meetings and conferences
conferences held
held for
for promotpromoting safety and health in the coal-mining
ing
coal-mining industry; $2,700,000.
$2,700,000.
Testing
necessary to
and scienscienTesting fuel:
fuel: For
For expenses
expenses necessary
to conduct
conduct inquiries
inquiries and
tific
and technologic
investigations concerning
concerning the mining, preparation,
tific and
technologic investigations
preparation,
treatment, and use of mineral fuels, and for investigation
investigation of
treatment,
of mineral
mineral
fuels belonging to or for the use of the United States, with
with aaview to
to
Recommendations
their most efficient utilization;
utilization; to
to various
various departments
departments
to recommend
recommend to
to Recommendations
Government agencies.
cioes
such
such changes
changes in selection
selection and
and use of fuel as may result in greater
greater
economy, and,
of the Bureau
economy,
and, upon request of the Director
Director of
of the
the
Bureau of
Budget, to
investigate the
the fuel-burning
equipment in
use by
by or
or proto investigate
fuel-burning equipment
in use
proposed for any of the departments
posed
departments, establishments,
establishments, or
institutions of
or institutions
of
the
United States
the United
States in the
the District of
aColumbia, including printing and
and
exceed $112,000
binding; and not to exceed
personal services
services in
the District
District
$112,000 for
for personal
in the
of
Columbia; $621,000.
of Columbia;
$621,000.
Anthracite mining
mining investigations:
investigations: F
or expenses
expenses necessary
to conAnthracite
For
necessary to
conduct inquiries and scientific
technol
ogi
ci
nvest i
gat i
ons concerning
concerning
scientific and
and technologic
investigations
the mining, preparation,
preparation, treatment, and
and use
of anthracite
the
use of
anthracite coals;
coals; the
employment
personnel without regard to civil-service
employment of personnel
civil-service requirements;
requirements;
not to exceed $25,000
$25,000 for services
services as authorized
authorized by section
section 15
of the
the Act
Act
15 of
60 Stat. 810.
60Stat. 810.
of
(5 U.
S. C.
C. 55a);
properly
of August
August 2,
2, 1946
1946 (5
U. S.
55a) ;including
including items
items otherwise
otherwise properly
chargeable
the appropriation
expenses, Department
Department of
of
chargeable to
to the
appropriation "Contingent
"Contingent expenses,
the Interior"; printing
printing and
and binding,t
o excee
$32,100 f
or
binding; and
and not
not to
exceedd $32,100
for
personal services in
Di st
ri
ctof
in the
the District
of Columbia;
Columbia; $420,000.
$420,000.
Lignite research laboratory: For completing
construction and
and
Lignite
completing the
the construction
equipment
a
lignite
of
a
research
laboratory
at Grand
Grand Forks,
Forks, North
laboratory
at
North
62 Stat. Si.
s., C., Supp.
u. S.
supp. Dakota, as authorized by the Act of March
30 U.t.
25, 1948
(Public Law
Law 454),
March 25,
1948 (Public
454),
401-401.
II.§§§i401-404.
including
not to
to exceed
including not
exceed $7,500 for personal services in
in the District of
Columbia; $550,000,
remain available
$55.
0,000, to remain
available until
expended for
for payment
payment
until expended
incurred.pursuant
to
authority
granted
under
of
obligations
incurred
.pursuant
authority
granted
this
head
62 Stat. 1136.
2 Stat. 16
in the
Interior Department
Appropriation Act, 1949.
in
the Interior
Department Appropriation
41 U. S. C. §5.
41 U.s.
S. .
Ante ,p. 403.
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Schuylkill Haven,
Haven,
Anthracite
of Pa.
The Director
Director of the Bureau of
laboratory: The
research laboratory:
Anthracite research
Pa.
Mines
is
authorized
to
enter
into
contracts
(not
to
exceed
$300,000)
Mines is authorized to enter into contracts (not to exceed $300,000)
for
the completion
completion of
equipment of the anthracite
of construction
construction and equipment
for the
research
laboratory at
Pennsylvania.
Haven, Pennsylvania.
at Schuylkill
Schuylkill Haven,
research laboratory
Synthetic
For expenses,
expenses, without regard
regard to section
section 3709,
fuels: For
liquid fuels:
Synthetic liquid
8. C.. §5.
15.
41 U. S.
Revised
Statutes, as
amended, necessary
carry into effect the Act
Act
necessary to carry
as amended,
Revised Statutes,
403.
Ante, p. 403.
authorizing the
the construction
demonstration plants
of demonstration
operation of
and operation
construction and
authorizing
to
liquid fuels
fuels from
coal, oil
oil shales,
agricultural
shales, agricultural
from coal,
synthetic liquid
produce synthetic
to produce
(30
and
forestry products,
and so
so forth,
approved April
April 5,
5, 1944 (30
forth, approved
products, and
and forestry
58 Stat. 190.
190.
58
U.
as amended,
amended, including
including construction
construction and acquire321-325), as
C. 321-325),
U. S.
S. C.
30 U. 8.
S. C., Supp.
30
321.
II, §§321.
equipment, personal
ment of
laboratory buildings
personal II,
buildings and equipment,
and laboratory
camp and
of camp
ment
services
District of
of Columbia
$175,000) ;printexceeding $175,000);
(not exceeding
Columbia (not
the District
in the
services in
ing
and binding;
in the
the District
District of Columbia
Columbia and elsepurchase in
and purchase
binding; and
ing and
appropriation
where of
of items
items otherwise
properly chargeable
to the
the appropriation
chargeable to
otherwise properly
where
to
"Contingent expenses,
expenses, Department
the Interior", $9,750,000,
$9,750,000, to
of the
Department of
"Contingent
Transportation.
remain available
available until
That these
these funds
funds may be Transportation.
Provided,That
expended: Provided,
until expended:
remain
utilized to
to provide
provide transportation
between the
plants and related
the plants
transportation between
utilized
facilities and
and communities
that provide
provide adequate
adequate living
accommodaliving accommodacommunities that
facilities
tions
of persons
engaged in
in the
of these
these
maintenance of
and maintenance
operation and
the operation
persons engaged
tions of
plants;
transportation to
to and
and from
schools of pupils who are
from schools
for transportation
and for
plants; and
Pooling of equipequipPooling
dependents
persons: Provided
That pursuant
to ment.
pursuant to
further, That
Provided further,
such persons:
of such
dependents of
agreements
approved
by
the
Secretary,
the
transportation
equipment
equipment
agreements approved by the Secretary, the transportation
available to
the Bureau
of Mines
may be
school
that of school
pooled with that
be pooled
Mines may
Bureau of
to the
available
districts and
and other
local or
or Federal
Federal agencies
agencies for
use in
transporting
in transporting
for use
other local
districts
persons
engaged in
operation and
and maintenance
of these
these plants,
pupils
plants, pupils
maintenance of
in operation
persons engaged
who are
are dependents
dependents of
of such
such persons,
and other
other pupils,
pupils, and in the
persons, and
who
interest of
of economy
the expenses
equipment may
may
such equipment
operating such
of operating
expenses of
economy the
interest
be shared.
Mineral mining
mining investigations:
scientific and
and technologic
investechnologic invesFor scientific
investigations: For
Mineral
and utilizatigations concerning
the mining,
preparation, treatment,
treatment, and
mining, preparation,
concerning the
tigations
tion of
of ores
mineral substances,
substances, other
other than
than fuels,
to
fuels, with aaview to
and mineral
ores and
tion
improving health
health conditions
increasing safety,
safety, efficiency,
efficiency, and
and increasing
conditions and
improving
economy in
the mining,
metallurgical, and
and other
other mineral
mineral
quarrying, metallurgical,
mining, quarrying,
in the
economy
industries; including
including all
all equipment,
of travel,.printtravel, printexpenses of
supplies, expenses
equipment, supplies
industries;
ing and
and binding,
binding, and
to exceed
$44,306 for
for personal
services in
personal services
exceed $44,300
not to
and not
ing
Restriction.
the District
of Columbia,
$420,000: Provided,
no part
part of
this
of this
That no
Provided, That
Columbia, $420,000:
District of
the
appropriation
may be
be expended
expended for
for an
investigation in
of any
any
behalf of
in behalf
an investigation
appropriation may
private party.
party.
Investigation
and development
domestic mineral
except
mineral deposits, except
of domestic
development of
Investigation and
fuels:
For expenses
necessary to
the Bureau
Bureau of
Mines to
investo invesof Mines
enable the
to enable
expenses necessary
fuels: For
with
and
lands
tigate,
develop
and
experimentally
mine,
public
with
public
on
mine,
experimentally
and
develop,
tigate,
the consent
develop,
of the owner
owner on
lands deposits
deposits of
of minerals
minerals in
the
in the
private lands,
on private
of
the consent
United
States
and
its
possessions,
including
surface
and
subsurface
subsurface
and
surface
including
possessions
United States and its
investigations,
the construction,
construction, maintenance,
maintenance, and
tests, the
laboratory tests,
investigations, laboratory
repair
of
necessary
camp
buildings,
core
and
equipment
storage facilfacilstorage
equipment
and
core
buildings,
camp
repair of necessary
ities, mining
mining structures
and appurtenances,
the lease
of lands
lands or
or
lease of
appurtenances, the
structures and
ities,
buildings;
printing
and
binding;
services
as
authorized
by
section
section
by
authorized
as
services
binding;
and
printing
buildings;
60 Stat. 810.
60
15 of
of the
of August
(5 U.
U. S.
S. C.
55a) ;and
not to
exceed
to exceed
and not
C. 55a);
1946 (5
2, 1946
August 2,
Act of
the Act
15
$60,000
for personal
personal services
District of
of Columbia;
Columbia; $2,000,000:
$2,000,000:
the District
in the
services in
$60,000 for
Acceptance
lands,
oflands,
Acceptance of
Provided,
the Director
of the
Bureau of
of Mines,
purposes etc.
the purposes
for the
Mines, for
the Bureau
etc.
Director of
That the
Provided, That
of
this appropriation,
authorized to
to accept
accept lands,
buildings, equipequiplands, buildings,
is authorized
appropriation, is
of this
ment,
and other
from public
private sources
sources and
and to
to
or private
public or
contributions from
other contributions
ment, and
prosecute
projects
in
cooperation
with
other
agencies,
Federal,
State,
State,
Federal,
agencies,
other
with
cooperation
in
projects
prosecute
or private.
Drainage
tunnel, Leadville,
Colorado: To
enable the
the Bureau
of
Bureau of
To enable
Leadville, Colorado:
Drainage tunnel,
Mines
and operate
operate the
Colorado, drainage
drainage
Leadville, Colorado,
present Leadville,
the present
extend and
to extend
Mines to
tunnel for
the purpose
by Public
of the
the
133 of
Law 133
Public Law
or by
authorized or
herein authorized
purpose herein
for the
tunnel
57 Stat. 484.
57
Seventy-eighth
in addition
Secretary is
is
Contract authority.
authority.
the Secretary
addition the
and in
$250,000, and
Congress, $250,000,
Seventy-eighth Congress,
authorized
to
enter
into
contracts
in
an
amount
not
to
exceed
$250,000.
$250,000.
exceed
to
not
amount
in
an
contracts
into
authorized to enter
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Ante, p.
p. 766.
766.
Ante,
Cooperation
inCooperation in
in investigations.
vestigations.

Ante,
Ante, p.
p. 766.
766.

38
969.
38 Stat.
Stat. 959.

Ante,
Ante, p.
766.
p. 766.
Acceptance
of lands,
Acceptance of
lands,
etc.
etc.

Pittsburgh and
and
Pittsburgh
Bruceton, Pa.
Bruceton,
Pa.

Ante, p.
Ante,
p. 766.
766.
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Coal
investigations: For
expenses necessary
necessary to
to enable
enable the
the Bureau
Bureau
Coal investigations:
For expenses
of Mines
Mines to
investigate known
in the
United States
States and
and
of
to investigate
known coal
coal deposits
deposits in
the United
its possessions;
of items
items otherwise
otherwise properly
properly chargeits
possessions; including
including purchase
purchase of
chargeable to
appropriation, "Contingent
expenses, Department
Department of
of the
the
able
to the
the appropriation,
"Contingent expenses,
Interior"; printing
and binding;
and not
to exceed
exceed $51,200
$51,200 for
perInterior";
printing and
binding; and
not to
for personal
services in
in the
of Columbia;
That
sonal services
the District
District of
Columbia; $261,000:
$261,000: Provided,
Provided, That
the Director
Director of
the Bureau
of Mines
authorized to
to carry
carry on
on such
such
the
of the
Bureau of
Mines is
is authorized
investigations
in cooperation
with other
other agencies,
Federal, State,
State, or
investigations in
cooperation with
agencies, Federal,
or
private.
private.
Oil and
and gas
gas investigations:
and investigations
Oil
investigations: For
For inquiries
inquiries and
investigations and
and
dissemination
dissemination of
of information
concerning the
mining, preparation,
preparation,
information concerning
the mining,
treatment,
and utilization
petroleum and
natural gas,
gas, and
and for
for every
treatment, and
utilization of
of petroleum
and natural
every
expense
expense incident thereto,
the District
District of
of ColumColumthereto, including
including purchase
purchase in
in the
bia
of other
other items
items otherwise
otherwise properly
chargeable to
the
bia and elsewhere
elsewhere of
properly chargeable
to the
appropriation "Contingent
expenses, Department
Department of
the Interior";
Interior";
appropriation
"Contingent expenses,
of the
and binding;
$690,000, of
of which
which not
to exceed
exceed $48,800
and printing
printing and
binding; $690,000,
not to
$48,800
may be expended
expended for personal services
services in
in the
the District
of Columbia.
Columbia.
District of
Mining experiment
stations: For
services, printing
experiment stations:
For personal
personal services,
printing and
and
binding, and other expenses
expenses in connection
connection with
estabwith the construction,
construction, establishment,
maintenance, and
of mining
experiment stations,
stations,
lishment, maintenance,
and operation
operation of
mining experiment
of March
as provided in the Act of
March 3,
(30 U.
S. C.
8), $1,400,000,
$1,400,000, of
3, 1915
1915 (30
U. S.
C. 8),
of
expended for
which not to exceed $46,000
$46,000 may be expended
personal services
services in
in
for personal
the District of Columbia.
Columbia.
Metallurgical research
Metallurgical
necessary to
to
research and
and pilot plants:
plants: For
For expenses
expenses necessary
enable the Bureau of Mines
Mines to conduct
conduct laboratory,
laboratory, pilot
pilot plant,
plant, and
and
demonstration plant tests
demonstration
tests to establish methods
methods for
for more
more effectively
effectively
mineral resources
utilizing the mineral
resources in
United States
States and
and its
possessions,
in the United
its possessions,
including the lease of lands
including
lands or buildings;
buildings; research on and
and development
development
of processes for production and utilization of metals and nonmetallic
minerals; construction
construction of buildings
to house
house laboratories,
pilot plants,
plants,
buildings to
laboratories, pilot
and demonstration
demonstration plants; and other items otherwise
properly chargechargeotherwise properly
able to the appropriation
appropriation "Contingent
"Contingent expenses, Department
Department of
the
of the
Interior";
printing and binding; and not to exceed
Interior"; printing
$52,600 for
for personal
personal
exceed $52,600
services in the District of Columbia; $1,810,000:
That the
$1,810,000: Provided,
Provided, That
Director of the Bureau of
for the
the purposes
purposes of
of this
this app
rop riaof Mines
Mines, for
appropriaauthorized to accept
tion, is authorized
ac
cept lands, buildings, equipment, and
other
and other
contributions from public
public or private sources
sources and to prosecute
prosecute projects
projects
in cooperation
cooperation with
agencies, Federal,
State, or
with other agencies,
Federal, State,
or private.
private.
Pennsylvania: For care and
Buildings and grounds, Pittsburgh,
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania:
and
maintenance of buildings and grounds
maintenance
grounds at Pittsburgh and
and Bruceton,
Bruceton,
Pennsylvania, including personal
personal services, and other
other expenses
expenses requirequisite for and incident thereto, including
including not to exceed $42,000
$42,000 for
for
additions and improvements,
$260,000.
improvements, $260,000.
Economics
Economics of mineral industries:
industries: For
For investigations,
investigations, and
and the
the disdissemination
semination of information
information concerning
concerning the economic
economic problems
problems of the
mining, quarrying, metallurgical,
metallurgical, and other mineral
mineral industries,
industries, with
with
a view to assuring
a
assuring ample supplies
supplies and
efficient distribution
distribution of
of the
the
and efficient
mineral
mineral products of the mines and quarries,
quarries, including
including studies,
and
studies, and
reports
production, distribution, stocks,
reports relating
relating to uses, reserves, production,
stocks, consumption, prices, and marketing of mineral
commodities and
mineral commodities
primary
and primary
products
products thereof;
thereof; preparation
preparation of the reports of the mineral
mineral resources
resources
of the United States, including special
inquiries; printing
special statistical inquiries;
printing
and binding; purchase of furniture and equipment;
equipment; stationery
stationery and
and
supplies; other items otherwise
properly chargeable
otherwise properly
chargeable to the appropriation "Contingent
"Contingent expenses,
expenses, Department
Department of the Interior";
Interior"; and
and
other necessary
of
necessary expenses
expenses not included in the foregoing, $950,000,
$950,000, of
which not to exceed $792,250 may be expended
expended for personal services
in the District of
of Columbia.
Columbia.
Helium utilization
research: For expenses
expenses necessary
conduct
utilization and research:
necessary to conduct
inquiries and scientific and technologic investigations
investigations concerning
concerning
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resource,
production, repurification,
repurification, storage, and
and utilization
utilization of
resources, production,
helium,
with other
agencies, public
other agencies,
in cooperation
cooperation with
or in
independently or
helium, independently
properly chargeable
or
private; including
of items
items otherwise
otherwise properly
chargeable
purchase of
including purchase
or private;
to
the appropriation
"Contingent expenses,
expenses, Department
Department of the
appropriation "Contingent
to the
Interior";
which not
exceed $10,700
$10,700 may be expended
expended
to exceed
not to
of which
$97,500, of
Interior"; S97,500,
for personal
the District
District of Columbia.
in the
services in
personal services
for
Helium
production and
The sums made available
investigations: The
and investigations:
Helium production
for the
current fiscal
appropriations for the
making appropriations
Acts making
the Acts
in the
year in
fiscal year
the current
for
for the acquisition
Departments of
Force, Army,
Navy for
acquisition
and Navy
Army, and
Air Force,
the Air
of the
Departments
the Bureau
of helium
from the
Bureau of
Mines shall
shall be
be transferred
transferred to the
of Mines
the Bureau
helium from
of
of Mines
Mines on
on July
July 11of
of said
said fiscal
year, for
operation and
and maintenance
maintenance
for operation
fiscal year,
of
of the
for the
production of
for military
military and naval
naval purhelium for
of helium
the production
plants for
the plants
of
elsewhere
poses, including
including the
purchase in
Columbia and elsewhere
District of Columbia
the District
in the
the purchase
poses,
of items
chargeable to
to the
"Continappropriation "Continthe appropriation
properly chargeable
otherwise properly
items otherwise
of
$5,000); ;
gent
expenses, Department
Department of
Interior" (not exceeding
exceeding $5,000)
the Interior"
of the
gent expenses,
the District
printing
and binding;
$61,800 for
services in
in the
personal services
for personal
and $61,800
binding; and
printing and
of
section 3709,
Statutes, as
Revised Statutes,
3709, Revised
That section
Provided, That
Columbia: Provided,
of Columbia:
amended, shall
shall not
apply to
to this
appropriation, or
this appropriation,
to apply
construed to
be construed
not be
amended,
to
appropriation for
operation of
of helium
helium propand operation
development and
for development
the appropriation
to the
erties (special
(special fund)
fund) in
(c) of
Act of
of September
September 1,
1, 1937
the Act
of the
section 33 (c)
in section
erties
(50
U.
S.
C.
164)
:
Provided
further,
That
funds
available
the
for
available
funds
That
further,
Provided
164):
C.
S.
U.
(50
properties may
production of
of helium
helium and
and the
the development
development of helium
helium properties
may
production
be utilized
transportation between
helium plants
plants and
and related
related
between helium
provide transportation
to provide
utilized to
be
facilities
and communities
adequate living
living accommodaaccommodaprovide adequate
that provide
communities that
facilities and
tions
in the
maintenance of helium
and maintenance
operation and
the operation
engaged in
persons engaged
of persons
tions of
plants;
and for
transportation to
and from
from schools
of pupils
who are
pupils who
schools of
to and
for transportation
plants; and
to
pursuant
That
dependents
of
such
persons:
Provided
further,
pursuant
to
further,
Provided
persons:
such
of
dependents
agreements
the Secretary,
the transportation
transportation equipment
equipment
Secretary, the
by the
approved by
agreements approved
•available
available to
Mines may
may be
be pooled
pooled with that of school
of Mines
Bureau of
the Bureau
to the
districts
and other
other local
local or
or Federal
Federal agencies
agencies for use in transporting
districts and
persons
engaged in
operation and
and maintenance
of helium
helium plants, pupils
maintenance of
in operation
persons engaged
who are
persons, and
pupils, and
and in
in the
the
other pupils,
and other
such persons,
of such
dependents of
are dependents
who
may
interest
of
economy
the
expenses
of
operating
such
equipment
equipment
such
operating
of
expenses
the
interest of economy
be shared.
shared.
be
During
the current
current fiscal
the head
of any
any department
or indeindedepartment or
head of
year the
fiscal year
During the
pendent establishment
establishment of
of the
funds available
for
available for
having funds
Government having
the Government
pendent
scientific
within the
the scope
scope of
of the
functions of
of the
the Bureau
Bureau
the functions
investigations within
scientific investigations
of
Mines may,
may, with
the approval
of the
the Secretary,
transfer to
to the
the
Secretary, transfer
approval of
with the
of Mines
Bureau
such
sums
as
may
be
necessary
therefor,
which
sums
transso
sums
which
therefor,
necessary
be
may
as
Bureau such sums
ferred
may be
be expended
for the
same objects
objects and
in the
the same
same manner
manner as
and in
the same
expended for
ferred may
sums
appropriated
herein
may
be
expended.
sums appropriated herein may be expended.
The
may detail
detail medical
officers of
of
medical officers
Administrator may
Security Administrator
Federal Security
The Federal
the
Public
Health
Service
for
cooperative
health,
safety,
or
sanitasanitaor
safety,
health,
cooperative
for
Service
the Public Health
tion work
work with
the Bureau
Mines, and
the compensation
compensation and
and
and the
of Mines,
Bureau of
with the
tion
expenses
of
the
officers
so
detailed
may
be
paid
from
the
applicable
applicable
the
from
paid
be
may
detailed
so
expenses of the officers
appropriations
made herein
herein for
for the
the Bureau
of Mines.
Mines.
Bureau of
appropriations made
The
Bureau
of
Mines
is
authorized,
during
the
current fiscal
fiscal year,
year, to
to
current
the
during
authorized,
is
Mines
of
The Bureau
sell
or through
through any
any Government
Government agency,
agency, including
including corporacorporadirectly or
sell directly
tions,
any metal
or mineral
product that
may be
manufactured in
in pilot
pilot
be manufactured
that may
mineral product
metal or
tions, any
plants operated
from funds
funds appropriated
appropriated to
the Bureau
Bureau of
of Mines,
Mines,
to the
operated from
plants
and
of such
such sales
sales shall
into the
the Treasury
Treasury as
as
covered into
be covered
shall be
proceeds of
the proceeds
and the
miscellaneous
receipts.
miscellaneous receipts.
Appropriations in
in this
this Act
Act to
to the
of Mines
Mines shall
shall be
available
be available
Bureau of
the Bureau
Appropriations
for the
to exceed
exceed one
and fifty-one,
fifty-one, of
which
of which
hundred and
one hundred
(not to
purchase (not
the purchase
for
one hundred
hundred and
thirty-seven
shall be
for replacement
replacement only)
only) and
and hire
hire
for
be
shall
thirty-seven
and
one
of
motor vehicles.
vehicles.
passenger motor
of passenger
Not
exceed $50,000
of any
available funds
funds of
of Mines
Mines
Bureau of
the Bureau
of the
any available
$50,000 of
to exceed
Not to
may
be
expended
for
reconstruction,
replacement,
and
repair
of
buildmay be expended for reconstruction, replacement, and repair of buildings
and utilities,
under the
of the
the Bureau
Bureau
jurisdiction of
the jurisdiction
equipment under
and equipment
utilities, and
ings and

Ante, p. 766.
Ante,
Transfer of funds.
funds.

Ante, p. 766.
766.
Ante,
5.
41 U. S. C.. J§5.
Ante, p. 403.
Ante,

50 Stat. 886.
Transportation.
Transportation.

Pooling
Pooling of
of equipment.

investigaScientific investigations.

Detail of medical
medical
officers.
officers.

Sale of
of mineral
products.

Emergency
reconEmergency reconetc.
struction, etc.
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of Mines damaged
unavoiddamaged or destroyed
destroyed by fire, flood, storm, or other
other unavoidable causes.
The last paragraph
paragraph under the head "Bureau
"Bureau of Mines"
Mines" in
in the
62 Stat. 1139.
Interior Department
Department Appropriation
1949, is
is amended
amended to
read
Interior
Appropriation Act,
Act, 1949,
to read
Transfer of portion
portion
follows: "The Department
Department of
Army is
authorized to
to transfer
as
of
the
Army
is
authorized
transfer
of Ft. Douglas Military Reservation,
tary
Reservation, to the Department
Bureau of
Department of the Interior, for the use of the Bureau
of Mines,
Utah.
without compensation
jurisdiction, possession,
concompensation therefor,
therefor, full
full jurisdiction,
possession, and
and control
of aaparcel
parcel of
of ten
ten acres,
more or
from that
that portion
portion of
of Fort
trol of
acres, more
or less,
less, from
Fort
Douglas Military
Military Reservation
Reservation in the county of Salt Lake, State of
of
Utah, which lies directly
directly north and east of the site of the Bureau of
of
Mines Intermountain
Intermountain Experiment
Station and is described
described substansubstanExperiment Station
tially as follows: All of that parcel
of land
bounded on
on the
the north
by
parcel of
land bounded
north by
the southerly
bounded on
on the
southerly margin
margin of
of Fort
Fort Douglas Boulevard;
Boulevard; bounded
the
easterly margin of Fifteenth
Fifteenth East Street extended
extended and by
west by the easterly
Douglas
aa line running south from Monument
Monument Numbered
Numbered 6, Fort Douglas
hundred and eighty
Military Reservation,
Reservation, Utah, a
a distance of four hundred
southerly margin
margin of
five-acre tract
tract
feet, to a
a point in line with the southerly
of the five-acre
Department of
of
at present occupied
occupied by the Department
of the Interior,
Interior, Bureau of
Mines, bounded
bounded on the south by
by aaline
line running
running east from said point
point
in line with the southerly
Bureau of
southerly margin of said Bureau
of Mines
Mines property,
and by a
aline running
running west from
Monument Numbered
Numbered 6, Fort
Douglas
from Monument
Fort Douglas
Military Reservation;
Reservation; and bounded
bounded on the east by aanorth and south
south
enclosed area
approximately ten
ten
line so located as to make the
the total
total enclosed
area approximately
acres."
acres."
NATIONAL PARK SERVICE
NATIONAL
SERVICE
Salaries and expenses: For expenses,
including personal
person?". .services
expenses, including
services
in the District of Columbia,
Columbia, necessary
necessary for the general administration
administration
of the National Park Service,
Service, including
including printing and binding,

Transfer
Transfer of funds.
funds.

$856,000.
Regional offices: For expenses
expenses of regional
regional offices,
offices, including printing
printing
and binding, $750,000.
National
National parks: For administration,
administration, protection, maintenance,
maintenance, and
and
improvement
necessary protection
improvement of national
national parks, including
including necessary
protection of the
area of federally owned land in the custody of the National
National Park
Service known as the Ocean
Ocean Strip and Quests
Queets Corridor,
Corridor, adjacent
adjacent to
Olympic National Park, Washington,
Washington, and printing and binding,
binding,
$4,525,000.
$4,525,000.
National monument,
historical, and military areas: For administraNational
monument, historical,
administration, protection, maintenance,
maintenance, improvement,
preservation of
of
improvement, and preservation
national
monuments historical
national monuments,
historical parks,
memorials, historic
historic sites,
sit es ,m
iliparks, memorials,
military parks, battlefields, and cemeteries,
cemeteries, including
exceeding $308
$308
including not exceeding
for right-of-way
privately owned railroad lands
right-of-way easements across privately
lands
supplying water
water to the Statue of Liberty
necessary for supplying
Liberty National Monument, printing
printing and binding, and the maintenance
maintenance of structures on the
Light Station
Reservation within the Cape
former Cape Hatteras
Hatteras Light
Station Reservation
Hatteras National
Recreational Area project, $2,150,000.
Hatteras
National Seashore
Seashore Recreational
$2,150,000.
Recreational areas: For administration,
maintenance,
Recreational
administration, protection,
protection, maintenance,
and improvement,
improvement, pursuant to cooperative
agreements, of reservoir
cooperative agreements,
reservoir
areas devoted to recreational
recreational use which are under
under the jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
of
other Federal agencies,
agencies, including
including printing and binding.
binding, $227,800.
$227,800.
Emergency reconstruction
Emergency
reconstruction and fighting forest fires: For reconstrucreconstruction,
replacement, and repair of roads,
tion, replacement,
roads, trails, bridges,
bridges, buildings,
buildings, and
other physical
physical improvements
improvements and of equipment in areas under the
jurisdiction
National Park Service that are damaged
or
jurisdiction of the National
damaged or
destroyed
unavoidable causes, and for
destroyed by flood, fire, storm, or other unavoidable
for
fighting
emergency prevention
prevention of forest fires in areas administered
fighting or emergency
administered
by the National
Service, or fires that endanger
National Park
Park Service,
endanger such areas, including
monument
ing lands
lands in process of condemnation
condemnation for national park or monument
purposes, $30,000, together
purposes,
together with such
such sums as maybe
may be necessary to be
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transferred
appropriations for the National
National Park
transferred from the foregoing appropriations
Service,
reported to Conappropriations to be reported
of appropriations
diversions of
Service, any such diversions
gress
Budget: Provided,
Provided, That the unexpended
unexpended balance
the annual
annual Budget:
gress in
in the
of
head in the First Deficiency
Deficiency Approappropriation under this head
the appropriation
of the
priation
1948, shall remain
available until June 30, 1950.
remain available
Act, 1948,
priation Act,
The total of
amounts shall be available
available in one fund
of the foregoing amounts
The
for the
the National
National Park
centum of the
5 per centum
Provided, That 5
Park Service: Provided,
for
foregoing amounts
available interchangeably
interchangeably and any such
amounts shall be available
foregoing
diversion of
of funds
funds shall
shall be
be reported
reported to Congress in the annual
annual Budget.
diversion
Investigation
investigation
of water rights: For the investigation
purchase of
and purchase
Investigation and
and establishment
establishment of
of water
rights, including
including the acquisition thereof
thereof
water rights,
and
or of
lands or
protecrights-of-way for use and protecin lands or rights-of-way
or interests
interests in
of lands
or
tion of
necessary or
or beneficial
beneficial in the administration
administration and
rights necessary
water rights
of water
tion
public
of areas
National Park Service,
jurisdiction of the National
under the jurisdiction
areas under
use of
public use
and
and binding,
binding, to
available until
until expended,
expended, $15,000.
remain available
to remain
printing and
and printing
Recreational
areas: For administration,
administration, protection,
demonstration areas:
Recreational demonstration
operation,
demonstration areas,
recreational demonstration
of recreational
maintenance of
and maintenance
operation, and
including printing and
$20,000.
and binding, $20,000.
including
Salaries and
expenses, National
Capital Parks:
For administration,
administration,
Parks: For
National Capital
and expenses,
Salaries
protection,
Memorial
Arlington Memorial
improvement of the Arlington
and improvement
maintenance, and
protection, maintenance,
Bridge
Memorial Parkway
monuments and
and
Parkway,z monuments
Washington Memorial
George Washington
Bridge,? George
memorials
and area adjacent thereto, Lee
of Columbia and
District of
the District
in the
memorials in
Mansion,
Battleground National
Prince William Forest
Forest
Cemetery, Prince
National Cemetery,
Mansion, Battleground
Park,
Chesapeake
and
Ohio
Canal,
Federal
parks
in
the
of
District
the
in
parks
Federal
Canal,
Ohio
and
Chesapeake
Park,
Columbia, and
other Federal
authorized by the Act of May
May 29,
lands authorized
Federal lands
and other
Columbia,
1930
(46 Stat.
Stat. 482),
including the pay
accordance
and allowances in accordance
pay and
482), including
1930 (46
with the
the provisions
provisions of
of the
the Act
of May
(43 Stat.
Stat. 174),
174), as
1924 (43
27, 1921
May 27,
Act of
with
amended,
of
the
United
States
park
police
force,
purchase
revolvers
of
purchase
force,
police
park
States
United
the
of
amended,
and ammunition,
purchase, cleaning,
cleaning, and
and repair
of uniforms
uniforms for police,
repair of
ammunition, purchase,
and
guards
and
elevator
conductors,
and
equipment,
per
diem employees
diem
per
equipment,
and
conductors,
guards, and elevator
at rates
of pay
by the
the Secretary
Secretary not
not exceeding
current rates
rates
exceeding current
approved by
pay approved
rates of
at
for
similar
services
in
the
District
of
Columbia,
stenographic
reporting
reporting
stenographic
Columbia,
of
District
the
in
for similar services
service, carfare,
printing and
binding, and
exceed
to exceed
(not to
newspapers (not
and newspapers
and binding,
carfare, printing
service,
$100),
$1,050,000.
$100), $1,050,000.
For investigations
(exclusive of the preparation
preparation of
studies (exclusive
and studies
investigations and
For
detailed
plans
and
working
drawings)
of
recreational
resources
recreational
the
drawings)
working
detailed plans and
and
for the
the survey
survey and
excavation of
of archeological
in the
the
resources in
archeological resources
and excavation
and for
river
basins
of
the
United
States
(except
Missouri
River
Basin
Missouri
the
(except
States
river basins of the United
and
in areas
areas under
under the
the primary
primary jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
the National
National Park
Park
of the
and in
Service),
including
personal
services
in
the
District
of
Columbia,
and
and
Columbia,
of
District
the
in
Service), including personal services
printing
printing and
and binding,
binding, $180,000.
$180,000.
Acquisition
lands: For
acquisition of
of privately
privately owned
owned lands
lands
the acquisition
For the
of lands:
Acquisition of
or
interests therein
therein within
within the
the authorized
authorized boundaries
of established
established
boundaries of
or interests
areas
under the
of the
National Park
Service, and for the
Park Service,
the National
jurisdiction of
the jurisdiction
areas under
acquisition of
of lands
lands for
the Mammoth
Cave National
National Park as authorMammoth .Cave
for the
acquisition
ized by
Act of
30, 1948
1948 (Public
(Public Law
851), including
including expenses
expenses
Law 851),
June 30,
of June
the Act
by the
ized
incidental
services in
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, printprintthe District
in the
personal services
thereto, personal
incidental thereto,
ing
and
binding,
and
services
as
authorized
of
the
Act
15
section
by
authorized
as
ing and binding, and services
of August
2, 1946
(5 U.
C. 55a),
remain available
available
to remain
$300,000, to
55a), $300,000,
S. C.
U. S.
1946 (5
August 2,
of
until
expended, and,
and, m
addition, the
is authorized
authorized to
to expend
expend
Secretary is
the Secretary
m addition,
until expended,
not
$60,000. of
the unexpended
unexpended balance
balance of
funds approapproof funds
of the
exceed $60,000
to exceed
not to
priated
to the
of February
12, 1938
(16 U.
403j),
C. 403j),
S. C.
U. S.
1938 (16
February 12,
Act of
the Act
pursuant to
priated pursuant
for
on behalf
behalf of
of the
United States
States of
of lands
interests
and interests
lands and
the United
acquisition on
for acquisition
in
in order
order to
carry out
out the
purpose of
of the
the Act
Act of
of February
22,
February 22,
the purpose
to carry
lands in
in lands
1944 (16
(16 U.
403h-11).
C. 403h-11).
S. C.
U. S.
1944
Independence
Historical Park,
expenses
Pennsylvania::For expenses
Park, Pennsylvania
National Historical
Independence National
necessary to
carry out
out the
the provisions
of the
the Act
Act of
of June
June 28,
28, 1948
1948
provisions of
to carry
necessary
(Public
Law
795),
for
establishing
a
national
historical
park
in
in
park
historical
(Public Law 795), for establishing a national
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania, including
printing and
and binding,
binding, and
and
including printing
Philadelphia,
expenditures authorized
authorized in
in section
section 6
of said
said Act,
$500,000, to remain
Act, $500,000,
6 of
expenditures

Congress.
Report to Congress.

62 Stat. 222.
Interchange
Interchange
amounts.

of
of

Report to Congress.
Report

National Capital
National
Parks.
Parks.

D.
C. Code
Code I§8-102,
§§8-102,
D.C.
8-106 notes.
notes.
8-106
D. C. Code
4-201
et seq.
et

Studies of
of recreational resources,
resources, etc.

62 Stat. 1165.
1165.
S. a.,
C., Stipp.
16 U. S.
Supp.
H, i 404c-11.
404c-11.
II,
60 Stat. 810.

52 Stat. 29.

58
.58 Stat. 19.
19.

62 Stat. 1061.
1061.
62
U. S.
S. C., Supp.
Stipp.
16 U.
§§ 407m-47r.
407m-407r.
n, if
62
62 Stat. 106.
1062.
C., Supp.
Bopp.
16 U. S. 0,

IL i
407r.
ri,
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Contract
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available
available until expended, and, in addition, the Secretary
Secretary is
is authorauthorized to incur obligations
obligations and
and enter
enter into
into contracts,
contracts, not
not exceeding
exceeding a
a
total of $3,935,000,
$3,935,000, for
the acquisition
of lands
lands for
for purposes
of the
the
for the
acquisition of
purposes of
Independence National
Independence
Park.
National Historical
Historical Park.
Park Service:
Parkways, National Park
Service: For
construction
For continuing
continuing the
the construction
and maintenance
maintenance of the Blue Ridge, Natchez
Natchez Trace,
Trace, George
George WashingWashington Memorial,
Colonial, and
Memorial, Colonial,
and Foothills
Foothills Parkways,
Parkways, including
including printing
printing
and binding, personal
the District
of Columbia,
Columbia, and
and the
the
personal services
services in
in the
District of
construction, repair, or
or rehabilitation
buildings and
utilities withwithrehabilitation of
of buildings
and utilities
24,1912,
as amended
out regard to the Act of August 24,
1912, as
amended (16
(16 U.
U. S.
S. C.
C. 451),
451),
$7,500,000,
$7,500,000, to remain available until
until expended,
expended, of
$5,180,000
of which
which $5,180,000
shall be for the payment of obligations granted
under this
head in
the
granted under
this head
in the
Interior Department
Department Appropriation
Appropriation Act, 1942,
1942,. and
the Interior
Interior
and the
Appropriation Act, 1949, and, in
Department Appropriation
in addition,
addition, the
the Secretary
Secretary
is hereby authorized to incur obligations
and enter
enter into
into contracts,
contracts, not
not
obligations and
a total of $1,750,000,
$1,750,000, for
exceeding a
for the
the construction
construction of
of the
the Blue
Blue Ridge,
Ridge,
Washington Memorial,
Natchez Trace, George
George Washington
Memorial, Colonial,
Colonial, and
and Foothills
Foothills
Parkways.
Parkways.
Roads and trails, National Park Service:
For the
Service: For
the construction,
construction,
reconstruction,
reconstruction, improvement, and maintenance
maintenance of
and, trails,
trails,
of roads
roads and
as authorized
authorized by section 4a
June 29,
1948 (Public
(Public Law
Law
4a of
of the
the Act
Act of
of June
29, 1948

834),
including printing
834), including
printing and binding, and
and personal
personal services
services in
in the
the
District of Columbia,
Columbia, $7,500,000,
to remain
available until
until expended,
expended,
$7,500,000, to
remain available
Contract
Contract authority.
authority. and, in addition, the Secretary is hereby authorized
and, in addition, the Secretary
authorized to incur
incur obligations and enter into contracts,
contracts, not exceeding
exceeding $3,250,000,
$3,250,000, for
purfor the
the purposes authorized
authorized in section
section 4a
of said
Act.
4a of
said Act.
Construction of
bConsgruetion
of
improvements, National
National Park
Park Service:
Physical improvements,
Service: For
construcFor the
the construcbuildings, etc.
tion, reconstruction, and improvement
improvement of
of buildings
buildings and
and utilities
utilities not
not
otherwise
regard to
otherwise provided
provided for, without regard
the Act
of August
24,
1912,
to the
Act of
August
24,
1912,
37 Stat. 460.
as
C. 451),
as amended
amended (16
(16 U.
U. S.
S. C.
451), and
and for carrying
carrying out the provisions
provisions of
of
62 Stat. 70.
62
70.
the
March 5,
5, 1948
(Public Law 434),
the Act
Act of
of March
1948 (Public
434), including
including printing
printing and
and
binding, and personal services
services in the
the District
of Columbia,
$3,847,000
District of
Columbia, $3,847,000
castle Clinton.
Castle
clinton.
(no part
part of
which shall
shall be
be available
available for
for obligation
(no
of which
obligation or expenditure
expenditure
with respect
respect to the site
known as
as Castle
Castle Clinton,
situated in
in Battery
Battery
site known
Clinton, situated
Park, New York City, until title, including
Park,
including rights of
of ingress
and
ingress and
egress, thereto satisfactory
satisfactory to
Attorney General
of the
the United
United
to the
the Attorney
General of
States), to
States is vested in the United States),
to remain
available until
remain available
until
expended.
expended.
vi
Availability
of approp
r ltOity of ap
Appropriations herein made
Appropriations
made for
for the
the national
parks, national
national monumonunational parks,
propriations.
ments, and other reservations
reservations under
under the jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
of the
the National
National
Park
Park Service, shall be available
available for the giving of educational
educational lectures
lectures
therein and vicinity; for the services
services of field employees
employees in
cooperation
in cooperation
with such nonprofit scientific and historical
historical societies
societies engaged
in educaeducaengaged in
tional work
in the
the various
tional
work in
various parks
parks and monuments
monuments as the Secretary
Secretary may
may
designate; for travel expenses
expenses of employees
employees attending
attending Government
Government
camps for training in forest-fire
forest-fire prevention
prevention and
and suppression
suppression and
and the
the
Federal
Federal Bureau
Bureau of
of Investigation
Investigation National Police Academy, and
and attendattending
Federal, State, or municipal
ing Federal,
municipal schools for training
training in building
building fire
fire
prevention
suppression; for necessary
necessary local transportation
prevention and suppression;
transportation and
and
subsistence
in kind of persons
selected for employment
subsistence in
persons selected
employment or as
as coopcooperators, serving without other
sa ti on while
w hil e atten
ding f
i
reother compen
compensation
attending
fireTelephone service in
Telep2honeservicein
protection training camps; and for
the
field.
protection
for official
official telephone
telephone service
service in the
field
the field
in the
official telephones
in
the case
case of
of official
telephones installed
installed in private
private houses
houses when authorized under regulations
regulations established
established by the Secretary.
Secretary.
Contract
Contract authority.
authority.
Appropriations
made to
National Park Service
Appropriations herein
herein made
to the
the National
Service for roads
and trails shall be available
available for entering
entering into contracts,
contracts, without
regard
without regard
Ante,
p.
A,
P. 403.
403.
to section 3709
(41 U.
U. S. C. sec. 5),
to section 3709 of
of the
the Revised
Revised Statutes
Statutes (41
5), with States,
States,
political subdivisions, local
governmental units, or
political
local governmental
agencies of
or agencies
of the
the
foregoing, for
the performance
performance of road
foregoing,
for the
road construction
construction or maintenance
maintenance
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work or for furnishing
furnishing materials, supplies, equipment,
equipment, or services
any kind
kind in
connection with
with such
work.
of any
in connection
such work.
Appropriations available to the National
National Park Service shall be
Appropriations
available
thirty-seven for replacement
available for the purchase (not to exceed
exceed thirty-seven
replacement
only) and hire of passenger
passenger motor vehicles.

795
Vehicles.
Vehicles.
Pod, p.
981.
Post,
p. 981.

FISH AND WILDLIFE
WILDLIFE SERVICE
SERVICE
SALARIES AND
SALARIES
EXPENSES
AND EXPENSES

For expenses necessary
necessary in conducting
conducting investigations and carrying
carrying
out the work of the Service, including cooperation
cooperation with Federal,
State, county, or other agencies or with farm
organizations,
farm bureaus,
bureaus, organizations,
or individuals,
as follows:
follows:
or
individuals, as
General administrative
administrative puradministrative expenses:
expenses: For general administrative
poses, including personal
personal services
Columbia, $287,000.
$287,000.
services in the District
District of
of Columbia,
Propagation of
of food
alteration,
Propagation
food fishes:
fishes: For
For maintenance,
maintenance, repair,
repair, alteration,
improvement, equipment, and operation
operation of fish-cultural
fish-cultural stations,
including the erection of necessary
necessary buildings
buildings and other structures;
structures;
propagation
propagation and
distribution of
fresh-water mussels;
mussels;
and distribution
of food fishes
fishes and
and fresh-water
recommendation, and
development, recommendation,
application of
including the
the
and application
of means,
means, including
construction of devices, to assure
natural propagation
propagation and maximum
construction
assure natural
survival
other fishes;
purchase, collection,
collection, and
transsurvival of
of hatchery
hatchery and other
fishes; purchase,
and transportation
other expenses
incidental to
to the
mainteportation of
of specimens
specimens and
and other
expenses incidental
the maintenance
nance and operation
aquaria, $2,696,500,
$2,696,500, including
including not
to exceed
exceed
operation of
of aquaria,
not to
continuing the
$59,500 for continuing
fish cultural
cultural facilities
facilities on
on
the construction
construction of
of fish
State of
South Dakota
and including
including not
lands owned by
by the
the State
of South
Dakota, and
not to
to
exceed
exceed $66,000 for repair
repair of
flood damage
and rehabilitation
rehabilitation of
of fish
fish
of flood
damage and
facilities at
at Warm
Warm Springs,
Springs, Georgia.
cultural facilities
Georgia.
Investigations
Investigations respecting
respecting food
fishes: For
investigations and
and studies
studies
food fishes:
For investigations
into the cause of the
other aquatic
aquatic and
and
the decrease
decrease of
of food
food fishes,
fishes, and other
plant resources,
resources, in connection therewith,
therewith, and of means
means of
of securing a
a
maximum
such resources,
resources, including
including not
not to
to exceed
exceed
maximum sustained
sustained yield from
from such
$276,000 to carry
carry out the
of the
of August
the provisions
provisions of
the joint
joint resolution
resolution of
August
8,
as amended
section 3
the Act
of August
August
8, 1946, Public
Public Law
Law 672,
672, as
amended by
by section
3 of
of the
Act of
18,
1949, Public
Law 249;
the design,
design, development,
development, testing
and
18, 1949,
Public Law
249; the
testing and
improvement
improvement of fish
protective devices,
devices, including
fishfish protective
including screens
screens and
and fishdetermining the requirements
requirements for
other fish
ways, and determining
for fishways
fishways and
and other
fish
protective devices
under licenses
the
protective
devices at dams constructed
constructed under
licenses issued
issued by
by the
Federal
Power Commission;
maintenance, repair,
Federal Power
Commission '
• maintenance,
repair, improvement,
improvement,
equipment,
operation of
fishery-experiment and
biological staequipment, and
and operation
of fishery-experiment
and biological
stations;
the improvement
tions; the construction
construction of salmon-counting
salmon-counting weirs,
weirs, and
and the
improvement
of
salmon-spawning streams
streams in
in Alaska;
in addition,
of salmon-spawning
Alaska; $1,546,000,
$1,546,000, and
and in
addition,
the Secretary
authorized to
incur obligations
and enter
enter into
into conconthe
Secretary is
is authorized
to incur
obligations and
tracts for
additional work,
materials, and
and equipment
equipment in
in an
an amount
amount
tracts
for additional
work, materials,
not exceeding
exceeding a
a total of $50,000.
$50,000.
Commercial fisheries:
For collection
and compilation
compilation of
of fishery
fishery
Commercial
fisheries: For
collection and
statistics
and related
related information;
information; conducting
conducting investigations
investigations and
and
statistics and
studies
of capture,
utilization,
studies of
of methods
methods and
and means
means of
capture, preservation,
preservation, utilization,
and
fish and
and aquatic
aquatic plants
plants and
and products
products thereof,
thereof,
and distribution
distribution of
of fish
including investigation,
study and
research with
with respect
to the
the utilizautilizaincluding
investigation, study
and research
respect to
tion of
of packed
packed sardines
sardines and
the development
development of
of methods
methods and
procetion
and the
and procedures which
which should
should be
be employed
employed in
and appeardures
in improving
improving the
the quality
quality and
appearance
of packed
maintenance, repair,
alteration, improvement,
improvement,
ance of
packed sardines;
sardines; maintenance,
repair, alteration,
equipment,
and operation
operation of
of laboratories
enforcing
laboratories and
and vessels;
vessels; and
and enforcing
equipment, and
the applicable
provisions of
the Act
Act authorizing
prothe
applicable provisions
of the
authorizing associations
associations of
of producers
of aquatic
aquatic products
(15 U.
C. 521)
including contract
ducers of
products (15
U. S.
S. C.
521);;including
contract
stenographic reporting
services, $510,000.
$510,000.
stenographic
reporting services,
Investigation,
exploration, and
and development
development of
Pacific fisheries:
fisheries:
Investigation, exploration,
of Pacific
For expenses
expenses necessary
carry out
out the
the provisions
of the
For
necessary to
to carry
provisions of
the Act
Act of
of

Post, p.
981.
Potd,
p. 981.

Post, p. 981.

Post, p. 981.

80 Stat.
Stat. 930.
930.
60

16
18 U..
U.

C.O.¢§ 921S. C.
921-

923.
923.
Aide, p.
p. 818.
Ante,
616.

Poet,
Post, p.
p. 981.
981.

Packed sardines.
sardines.

Stat. 1213.
48
1213.
48 Stat.

796
61 Stat. 726.
61
726.
16
U. S.
Supp.
16 U.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
II,
§§ 758-758d.
758-758d.
II, §5

60 Stat. 810.

60
Stat. 218.
218.
60 Stat.

62
Stat. 1143.
1143.
62 Stat.

58
Stat. 100.
100.
58 Stat.
16 U.
U. S.
S. 0.,
16
C., Stipp.
Supp.
II, §§631r.
631r.

58 Stat. 102.
58

46 Stat.
Stat. 845.
845.
16
Supp.
16 U.
U. S.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
II,
5§851-856.
851-856.
II, §§
49 Stat. 1246.
61 Stat. 511.
16 U.
U. S.
16
Supp.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
II, 1¢
II,
776-776I.
§§ 776-776f.
33 CFR 1947 Supp.,
Supp.,
p.
p. 168.
168.

45 Stat.
Stat. 701.
701.

16
U. S.C.
S. C. 1581d.
16U.
§ ld.

46 Stat. 1468.
1468.
46
Pocatello, Idaho,
Idaho,
Pocatello,
depot and laboratory.
depot
laboratory.

49 Stat.
Stat. 1913.
1913.

40 Stat.
40
Stat. 755.
755.
16 U.
U. S. C.,
C., Supp.
II, §
note.
II,
i 704
704 note.
250.
54 Stat. 250.
16 U.
Supp.
U. S.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
TI,
n, §
I 668d.
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August 4, 1947 (Public
(Public Law
Law 329),
329), authorizing
the exploration,
exploration, investiauthorizing the
investidevelopment, and
gation, development,
and maintenance
of the
resources and
and the
the
maintenance of
the fishery
fishery resources
development of
development
fishing industry
of the
Territories and
of the high-seas
high-seas fishing
industry of
the Territories
and
island
possessions of
the United
United States
States in
in the
tropical and
and subtropical
subtropical
island possessions
of the
the tropical
Pacific Ocean,
Ocean, and intervening
Pacific
areas; temporary
temporary services
services as
as authorized
intervening areas;
authorized
by section
section 15
August 2,
(5 U.
U. S.
S. C.
C. 55a)
55a) ;
employ15 of
of the Act
Act of
of August
2, 1946
1946 (5
; employment of officers and crews
crews of vessels
in accordance
accordance with
and
vessels in
with policies
policies and
scales approved
wage scales
approved by
the Secretary
pursuant to
the provisions
provisions of
of
by the
Secretary pursuant
to the
section 606 of the
the Federal
Federal Employees'
Act of
of 1946
1946 (5
(5 U.
U. S.
S. C.
C.
Employees' Pay
Pay Act
946);;and payment
946)
payment of
subsistence allowances
allowances to
to officers
officers and
and crews
crews of
of
of subsistence
approved by the
vessels at rates approved
Secretary; $900,000,
together with
with the
the
the Secretary;
$900,000, together
unobligated balance
unobligated
balance of the
under this
this head
head in
in the
the
the appropriation
appropriation under
Department Appropriation
1949.
Interior Department
Appropriation Act,
Act, 1949.
Fishery market news service: For
publishing, and
disFor collecting, publishing,
and distributing, by telegraph, mail, or otherwise,
otherwise, information
information on
on the
the fishery
fishery
industry, market
market supply and demand, commercial
commercial movement,
location,
movement, location,
disposition, and market
market prices
prices of
of fishery
fishery products,
products, $158,500.
$158,500.
Protection of
Protection
of Alaska
Alaska fur
carryin g
.out
out the
the provisions
provisions of
of
fur seals:
seals: For
For carrying
26, 1944 (16
the Fur Seal Act of February
February 26,
U. S.
S. C.
C. 631a-631r),
631a-631r), as
as
(16 U.
development and
amended, including the development
utilization of
of the
the products
and utilization
products
of the fur seal
seal and other wildlife
the Pribilof
Pribilof Islands,
Islands,
wildlife resources
resources of
of the
$481,300.
$481,300.
Alaska fur-seal
fur-seal investigations:
investigations: For
investigations of
of Alaska
fur
For investigations
Alaska fur
seals pursuant to the Act of February
February 26,
26, 1944 (16
U. S.
S. C.
631i),
(16 U.
C. 631i),
$37,400.
$37,400.
Enforcement of Black
Sockeye Salmon
Enforcement
Black Bass, Whaling
Whaling Treaty, and Sockeye
Acts: For enforcement
enforcement of the Act of July 2, 1930, as
as amended,
amended, and
and
the Act of May 1, 1936 (16
(16 U. S.
C. 851-855,
851-855, 901-915);
901-915) ;and
for
S. C.
and for
carrying out the provisions of the Act of July 29, 1947
1947 (Public
(Public Law
Law
255), and of Executive
255),
Executive Order Numbered
9892; $43,600.
Numbered 9892;
$43,600.
Wildlife resources
resources and management
management investigations:
investigations: For
For investigainvestigations of wild game, wild fur animals, and other wildlife
resources,
wildlife resources,
depletion, and of
of means of
causes of their
their depletion,
of securing
sussecuring a
a maximum
maximum sustained yield therefrom;
therefrom; for investigations
investigations of
the relations
of wild
wild
of the
relations of
animal life to forests, under section 55of the Act approved
approved May
May 22,
22,
1928 (16
(16 U. S. C. 581);
581) ;for investigations of damage
damage by
by birds
birds to
to
agricultural
agricultural and horticultural
horticultural crops,
and applying
applying
crops, and
and developing
developing and
methods for control
damage; and
and for
control of such
such damage;
for investigations
of the
investigations of
the
wildlife resources
resources of the
the Territory
of Alaska,
Alaska, $367,000.
$367,000.
Territory of
Control of predatory
predatory animals and
and injurious
injurious rodents:
rodents: For investigainvestigademonstrations in destroying
tions and demonstrations
destroying animals
animals injurious
to agriinjurious to
agriculture, horticulture,
forestry animal husbandry,
horticulture, forestry,
husbandry, and
and wild
game,
wild game,
protecting stock and other domestic
domestic animals
and in protecting
animals through the
the supsuppression of rabies and
and other
in predatory
predatory wild
wild animals
animals as
other diseases
diseases in
as
(7 U. S. C. 426),
authorized by law (r
426), including
including not
to exceed
exceed $3,000
$3,000 for
for
not to
the purchase
purchase of printed bags, tags, and labels;
labels; and for repairs,
repairs, addiaddiinstallations in and
tions, and installations
and about
about the grounds
grounds and buildings
buildings of
of the
the
game-management supply depot and laboratory
laboratory at Pocatello.
game-management
Pocatello. Idaho,
Idaho,
including purchase, transportation,
transportation, and handling
handling of supplies and
and
materials for distribution from said depot to other projects,
materials
projects, in
in accordaccordance
with the provisions
provisions of the Act approved
ance with
approved June 24, 1936 (16
C.
(16 U.
U. S.
S. C.
667), $1,080,000.
667),
$1,080,000.
Protection of migrry
Forigratory
Protection
migratory birds: For
enforcementof
ofth
Mi gra the enforcement
thee Migatory Bird Treaty
Treaty Act of July 3, 1918,
1918, as amended,
amended, to carry
carry into
into effect
effect
the treaty
treaty with
with Great
Great Britain
Britain and the convention
convention between
between the United
the
United
States and the United Mexican
U. S. C. 703-711);
Mexican States
States (16
(16 U.
703-711) ;for
for
cooperation with local authorities in the
migratory birds,
cooperation
the protection
protection of migratory
birds,
including
investigations; for
including necessary
necessary investigations;
the enforcement
enforcement of
of the
the Act
Act
for the
for the protection
protection of the bald
bald eagle
eagle (16
(16 U.
U. S.
C. 668-668d)
for the
the
S. C.
668-668d);;for
enforcement
of sections 241-244
enforcement of
241-244 of the Act approved
approved March 4, 1909,

63 STAT.]
STAT.]
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797
797
as amended (18 U. S. C. 391-394),
391-394), and for the
the enforcement
enforcement of
of section
35
Stat. 1137.
1137.
section
35 Stat.
18 U.
U. S.
S. C.,
0., Supp.
Supp.
1 of the Act approved
1
approved May 25, 1900
1900 (16 U. S. C. 701),
701), including
including neces- II,
II, §§
and notes.
§§42-44
42-44 and
notes.
Ante,
p.
89.
Ante,
sary investigations, $388,000,
p. 89.
$388,000, of which not to exceed $10,000
may be
be
$10,000 may
31 Stat.
Stat. 187.
187.
31
Secretary for
expended in the discretion
discretion of the Secretary
purpose of
of securing
securing
Securing
informafor the
the purpose
Securing information of law violations.
violations.
information concerning
concerning violations of the laws for the enforcement
enforcement of
of
which
appropriation is
which this appropriation
is made
made available.
available.
Alaska fisheries
fisheries and game:
carrying out the
game: For carrying
the provisions of
of the
the
Acts of June 26, 1906, and June
478; 43
43 Stat.
Stat.
June 6, 1924 (48
(48 U. S. C. 221-246),
221-246), and
and
34 Stat.
Stat. 478;
464.
464.
supplementary thereto,
thereto, relating
Acts amendatory
amendatory thereof and supplementary
relating to
to fishfisheries, and the Act of July
304.
304.
July 1, 1943 (48 U. S. C. 192-211),
192-211), as amended,
amended, 57 Stat.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
48 U. S.
the construction,
relating to game, including the
improvement, repair,
repair, and
and II,
construction, improvement,
H, §
§210.
210.
Ante,
p. 56.
Ante,
p.
56.
alteration of buildings, roads, and other facilities,
facilities, and
contract stenstenand contract
ographic reporting
reporting services, $1,250,000,
$1,250,000, of
not to
to exceed
exceed $10,000
$10,000
of which
which not
may be expended
expended in the discretion
discretion of the Secretary
Secretary for
for the
the purpose
of
purpose of
securing information
information in
and for
for the
prosecution of
of
in connection
connection with
with and
the prosecution
violators
appropriation
violators of the laws for the enforcement
enforcement of which this appropriation
is made
made available.
available.
Maintenance of mammal
Maintenance
mammal and bird reservations:
reservations: For
administraFor the
the administration, protection, and maintenance
maintenance of mammal and
reservations
and bird
bird reservations
protection of
and the maintenance
maintenance and protection
of game
game introduced
into suitable
suitable
introduced into
localities
supervision of the Fish
localities on public lands, under supervision
and Wildlife
Wildlife
Fish and
including construction of fencing, wardens'
Service, including
quarters, shelters
shelters
wardens' quarters,
for animals, landings, roads, trails, bridges, ditches,
lines,
ditches, telephone
telephone lines,
rockwork, bulkheads,
bulkheads, repair
repair of damage to public roads within
within reserreserauthorized operations
operations of
vation areas
areas occasioned by authorized
Wildof the Fish
Fish and
and Wildlife Service,
Service, and other improvements
improvements necessary
economical
necessary for
for economical
administration; for the purchase, capture,
administration;
of game
game
capture, and
and transportation
transportation of
for national
reservations; for the maintenance
maintenance of
national reservations;
of longlongof the
the herd
herd of
horned
Mountains Wildlife Refuge;
Refuge; and for
horned cattle on the Wichita Mountains
for
carrying
Act approved
carrying out the provisions of the
the Act
approved August
August 5,
1947
5, 1947
Stat. 770.
770.
61 Stat.
(Public Law 361,
361, Eightieth
Eightieth Congress),
Congress), $1,755,500,
and in
$1,755,500, and
in addition
addition 61
thereto an amount equal to 75 per centum
centum of
of the
the net
net proceeds
proceeds received
received
under the
during the next preceding
preceding fiscal year
year under
of section
section
the provisions
provisions of
49 Stat. 383.
Act of
June 15,
1935 (16
(16 U.
715S), which
additional
401 of
of the Act
of June
15, 1935
U. S.
S. C.
C. 715S),
which additional
16 U. S. C.
C. §
§ 715s.
71s.
amount may be expended also for the enforcement
enforcement of
the Migratory
Migratory
of the
Treaty Act of
Bird Treaty
1918, as
as amended.
of July 3,
3, 1918,
amended.
River basin studies:
studies: For investigations
investigations and
and studies to determine
determine the
the
effects on fish and wildlife resources
resources of proposed developments
developments of
river
of river
basins of the United
United States
States (except
Missouri River
River Basin),
Basin), and
and
(except the
the Missouri
for the preparation of reports thereon
in accordance
with the
the Act
Act of
of
thereon in
accordance with
48 Stat. 401.
401.
March 10, 1934 (16 U. S.
S. C.
amended, $175,000.
C. 661-666),
661-666), as
as amended,
$175,000.
S. C'.,
Supp.
16 U.
U. 8.
C., Supp.
California
n, §681
note.
661 note.
management areas:
California wildlife management
areas: For
purchase or
or rent,
rent, II,
For the purchase
and development,
maintenance, and
development, maintenance,
administration of
of wildlife
wildlife manmanand administration
agement areas in the
the State of California,
California, as
authorized by
the Act
as authorized
by the
Act
62 Stat. 238.
238.
of May 18, 1948 (Public Law
to remain
until
Law 534),
534), $250,000,
$250,000, to
remain available
available until
U. S. C.,
C., Supp.
16 U.
II,
60.5-6050.
expended.
I 695-69c.
expended.
II, ft
The foregoing amounts for the Fish and Wildlife
Service shall
Wildlife Service
shall be
be
available in
in one fund.
available
rFND

MIGRATORY BIRD CONSERVATION
CONSERVATION FUND
MIGRATORY

For
effect section
section 4
the Act
of March
March 16,
16, 1934,
1934, as
as
For carrying
carrying into
into effect
4 of
of the
Act of
C. 718-718h),
amended (16 U. S. C.
718-718h), an
amount equal
equal to
to the
the sum
received
an amount
sum received
during
year from
proceeds from
the sale
of
during the
the current
current fiscal
fiscal year
from the
the proceeds
from the
sale of
stamps, to be
stamps,
monthly and
and to
to remain
available until
until
be warranted
warranted monthly
remain available
expended.

48
48 Stat.
Stat. 461.
451.
16 U.
U. S.
S. C.
C. §718d.
16
ns8d.
Ante,
Ante, p.
p. 600.
600.

AID i1
IT WIrDWIFE
FEDERAL AEG
WILDLIPT RESTORATION
RESTORATION

provisions of
the Act
September 2,
2, 1937,
1937, as
as
For carrying
carrying out
out the
the provisions
of the
Act of
of September
amended (16
(16 U.
U. S.
S. C.
equal to
to the
the sum
amended
C. 669-669j),
669-669j), an
an amount
amount equal
sum credited
credited
fiscal year
year to
the special
special fund
created by
by
during the
the next
next preceding
preceding fiscal
to the
fund created
said
exceeding 35
said Act: Provided.
Provided. That
That not
not exceeding
35 per
per centum
centum of
of the
the amount
amount

50 Stat.
50
Stat. 917.
917.

Limitation.

798
798
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allocated
any State
State shall
be available
for the
the construction
construction of
allocated to
to any
shall be
available for
of

buildings.
buildings.

Availability
Availability
funds.
funds.

Ante, p.
403.
Ante,
p. 403.

Of
funds appropriated
appropriated in
this Act
the Fish
and Wildlife
Wildlife
Of the
the funds
in this
Act for
for the
Fish and
Service, not
not to
expended for
for departmental
departmental
Service,
to exceed
exceed $1,266,430
$1,266,430 may
may be
be expended
personal services,
services, including
in the
the District
District of
Columbia.
personal
including such
such services
services in
of Columbia.
of
of Funds available
available for the work of the Fish and Wildlife Service
Service shall
be available
available for
for the
of not
not to
exceed seventy-one
seventy-one passenger
passenger
be
the purchase
purchase of
to exceed
motor
which sixty-four
shall be
be for
for replacement
only;
motor vehicles,
vehicles, of
of which
sixty-four shall
replacement .
only;
purchase (not
exceed three),
maintenance, and
and operation
operation .
of
purchase
(not to
to exceed
three), hire,
hire, maintenance,
of
aircraft including, when purchasing
purchasing aircraft
and parts
accessories
aircraft
aircraft and
parts and
and accessories
thereof, the
the exchange
exchange or
sale of
of similar
similar items
items and
and application
application of
of the
the
thereof,
or sale
exchange allowances
proceeds of sale
whole or
or in
in
exchange
allowances or proceeds
sale in such cases in whole
part payment
payment therefor; the installation
installation and
and operation
operation of
of telephones
telephones
in Government-owned
Government-owned residences,
apartments, or quarters
quarters occupied
residences, apartments,
occupied by
employees of the Fish and Wildlife
Wildlife Service; providing
providing by
by purchase,
purchase,
construction,
public recrearecreaconstruction, or otherwise,
otherwise, facilities
facilities incident
incident to such public
tional uses of wildlife
refuges as
as are
not inconsistent
with the
wildlife refuges
are not
inconsistent with
the primary
primary
purposes of such refuges;
refuges; newspapers
$100), plans and
newspapers (not to exceed $100),
and
specifications for vessels,
vessels, or for contract
specifications
personal services
services for the
the
contract personal
preparation thereof
preparation
thereof without regard
regard to section 3709, Revised
Revised Statutes,
Statutes,
U. S. C. 5)
5);;printing and binding, including the puras amended
amended (41
(41 U.
chase of reprints
reprints of scientific and technical
technical articles
articles published in periperipublication of bulletins
odicals and journals
journals and the publication
bulletins which
which shall be
be
adapted to the interests of the people of the different
different sections of the
country, an equal proportion
proportion of four-fifths
four-fifths of
of the
bulletins to
to be
be
the bulletins
delivered to or sent
sent out under addressed franks furnished
furnished by the Senators, Representatives,
Representatives, and Delegates in Congress
Congress as they may direct;
direct;
and rations for officers and crews
crews of vessels or, in lieu thereof, commutation of rations at not to exceed $2 per man per day; and for the

Reimbursements.
Reimbursements.
49
49 Stat. 1913.

Stat.113.

Interchange
aontets.hange
amounts.

of
of
received.
bursements are received.

Transfer of surplus
profer
surplus
property.

Vessels.

Vessels.

expenditure
from appropriations
expenditure from
appropriations available
available for
purchase of
of lands
for the
the purchase
lands
of not to exceed $1 for each option to purchase
tract of
of land.
purchase any tract
land.
Reimbursements for
for the cost of supplies and materials
Reimbursements
materials and the
the transportation and handling thereof issued
issued from central
central warehouses
warehouses authorauthorized to be established
established by the Act of June
June 24, 1936 (16 U. S. C.
667),
C. 667),
may be credited
appropriation current
current at
at the
the time supplies
credited to the appropriation
supplies and
and
materials are allotted,
allotted, assigned,
assigned, or
or at
at the
the time
such reimreimor issued,
issued, or
time such

Not to exceed
exceed 55per centum of the foregoing
foregoing
amounts for expenses of the Fish and Wildlife
Wildlife Service
Service shall be availavailinterchangeably for
for expenditure
expenditure on
able interchangeably
on the
the objects
objects included
included within
within
said Service, but no
the general expenses of said
no more
more than
than 5
5per
per centum
centum
shall
appropriation. The
Departments
shall be added to any one item or appropriation.
The Departments
of the Air Force,
Force, Army,
Army, and
and Navy,
Navy, the
Coast Guard
Guard, the
the Civil
Civil AeroAerothe Coast
nautics
nautics Administration,
Administration, and
and disposal
disposal agencies
agencies are
authorized to
to transtransare authorized
aircraft for replacement
purfer to the Fish and Wildlife
Wildlife Service
Service aircraft
replacement purposes only (but not
not necessarily
necessarily of
same size
size or
type or
or at
at the
the same
same
of the
the same
or type
locations),
equipment, materials,
materials, and
locations), and such other equipment,
and supplies
supplies (with
(with
an
appraised value
value of
to exceed
$500,000), surplus
s
ur plus to
t
o the
th e nee
ds of
of
an appraised
of not
not to
exceed $500,000),
needs
such agencies,
agencies, as
as may
be required
by said
Servi
ce ,
sucht
rans f
ers to
such
may be
required by
said Service,
such
transfers
to b
bee
without charge
Departments of the Army
Army
charge therefor; and in addition
addition the Departments
and Navy, the Coast Guard, and
the Maritime
and the
Maritime Commission
Commission are
are authorauthorized to transfer
transfer without charge therefor
therefor vessels for replacement
replacement purposes
poses only
only (but
necessarily of
the same
same size
si ze or type
type or
atthe
the same
(but not
not necessarily
of the
or at
same
locations)
marine engines, parts and accessories surplus to the needs
lations)
oc
needs
of
agencies.
asuch agencies.

GOVERNMENT
TERRITORIES
GOVERNMENT IN
IN THE
TILE TERRITORIES
TERRITORY OF ALASKA
ALASKA
TERRITORY

For necessary
necessary expenses of the offices of the Governor
Governor and
and the
Secrethe Secretary, including
including salaries
salaries of
of the
the Governor
and Secretary;
printing and
and
Governor and
Secretary; printing
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maintenance, repair,
Governor's house
binding; maintenance,
repair, and preservation
preservation of Governor's
and grounds; $72,700, to be expended
expended under
under the direction of the
Governor.
Governor.
Public
For the establishment
Public schools.
schools.
maintenance of public
establishment and maintenance
public schools, Territory
of Alaska, $50,000: Provided,
Provided, That expenditures
hereunder shall
expenditures hereunder
shall not
not
exceed
Treasury in accordance
exceed the aggregate
aggregate receipts covered
covered into the Treasury
accordance
48 Stat.
Stat. 1227.
48
1227.
with section 44of the Permanent
Permanent Appropriation
Appropriation Repeal
Repeal Act, 1934.
31 U. S.
S. C.
C. §725c.
31U.
725c.
Insane
Insane of Alaska:
Alaska: For care
and custody
legally adjudged
adjudged
care and
custody of
of persons
persons legally
insane
insane in Alaska, including compensation
compensation and
expenses of mediand travel
travel expenses
medical supervisor, temporary
temporary medical
consultants, transportation,
transportation, burial,
burial,
medical consultants,
Payment
SaniPayment to
to Saniand other expenses,
is granted
expenses, $494,400:
$494,400: Provided,
Provided, That authority
authority is
to tarium
granted to
tarium Company,
Company,
Secretary to pay from this appropriation
appropriation to the Sanitarium
the Secretary
Sanitarium Com- Portland, Oxeg.
Oxeg.
pany,
or to
to other
other contracting
institution or
or
pany, of Portland, Oregon,
Oregon, or
contracting institution
for the
care and
of Alaskan
Alaskan insane
insane patients
patients
institutions, for
the care
and maintenance
maintenance of
Return of
of inmates
inmates
Return
during the current
further, That
That so
much of
of this
this not
current fiscal
fiscal year:
year: Provided
Providedfurther,
so much
not residents
residents of
of AlasAlassum as may be required
available for
required shall be available
for all necessary
necessary expenses
expenses in
in ka.
ascertaining
ascertaining the residence
and in
in returning
are
residence of
of inmates
inmates and
returning those
those who
who are
not
Alaska to
their legal
legal residence
or to
to their
their friends,
friends,
not legal
legal residents of Alaska
to their
residence or
and
soon as
as practicable,
return to
to their
places of
of
and the
the Secretary
Secretary shall
shall as
as soon
practicable, return
their places
residence or
or to their friends
residence
friends all
not residents
Alaska at
at the
all inmates
inmates not
residents of
of Alaska
the
papers for
for any
person
time they became
became insane,
insane, and the
the commitment
commitment papers
any person
hereafter adjudged
adjudged insane shall
shall include
include a
statement by
by the
committing
a statement
the committing
authority as
authority
residence of
as to the legal
legal residence
of such person.
person.
For the
the construction,
repair , and
and maintenance
maintenance of
tramways,
For
construction, repair,
of roads,
roads, tramways,
bridges,
Territory of
Alaska, $100,000,
to be
be available
available until
bridges, and
and trails,
trails, Territory
of Alaska,
$100,000, to
until
expended: Provided,
expended:
Provided, That
hereunder shall
not exceed
exceed
That expenditures
expenditures hereunder
shall not
the
aggregate receipts
receipts covered
into the
Treasury in
in accordance
the aggregate
covered into
the Treasury
accordance with
with
48
Stat. 1227.
48 Stat.
1227.
section 4
Repeal Act,
Act, 1934.
1934.
section
4 of
of the
the Permanent
Permanent Appropriation
Appropriation Repeal
31
S. C.
C. §
§725c.
725c.
31 U.
U. S.
For the
the construction,
repair, and
maintenance of
of roads,
roads, tramways,
tramway's,
For
construction, repair,
and maintenance
buildings, ferries,
ferries, bridges,
bridges, and
of Alaska,
Alaska, to
be
buildings,
and trails,
trails, Territory
Territory of
to be
expended
under the
the provisions
provisions of
the Act
approved June
expended under
of the
Act approved
June 30,
30, 1932
1932
47
47 Stat. 446.
446.
(48 U.
321a-321c), including
including surveys
and plans
plans for
road
(48
U. S.
S. C.
C. 321a-321c),
surveys and
for new
new road
48 U.
U. S.
C., Supp.
Supp.
48
S. C.,
II, §321d.
321d.
construction;
by section
section 15
15 of
of the
construction; services
services as
as authorized
authorized by
the Act
Act of
of August
August II,
60
Stat. 810.
60 Stat.
2,
(5 U.
U. S.
S. C.
C. 55a);
55a) ;purchase
to exceed
passenger
2, 1946
1946 (5
purchase of
of not
not to
exceed five
five passenger
motor
acquisition of
by purchase,
purchase, donation,
donation,
motor vehicles; acquisition
of rights-of-way,
rights-of-way, by
condemnation,
and printing
printin& and
to remain
remain
condemnation, or
or otherwise;
otherwise; and
and binding,
binding, to
available
expended, $26,762,000,
$26,762,000, of
which $17,904,000
$17,904,000 shall
be for
for
available until expended,
of which
shall be
the
payment of
obligations incurred
under authority
granted under
the payment
of obligations
incurred under
authority granted
under
this head
this
Deficiency Appropriation
and the
head in
in the First
First Deficiency
Appropriation Act,
Act, 1948, and
the
62 Stat.
Stat, 222.
222, 1147.
1147.
Interior Department
1949: Provided,
Provided, That
That in
Interior
Department Appropriation
Appropriation Act,
Act, 1949:
in 62
Contract
Contract authority.
authority.
addition to
the amount
amount herein
the Secretary
or, at
at his
his
addition
to the
herein appropriated
appropriated the
Secretary or,
request, the
the Commissioner
Commissioner of
Federal Works
Agency,
request,
of Public
Public Roads,
Roads, Federal
Works Agency,
is hereby
to incur
incur obligations
into contracts
contracts for
is
hereby authorized
authorized to
obligations and
and enter
enter into
for
additional
work, materials,
and equipment
exceeding a
total of
of
additional work,
materials, and
equipment not
not exceeding
a total
Transfer
of surplus
Transfer of
$8,000,000: Provided
Provided further,
That in
in the
operation of
facilities supplies.
$8,000,000:
further, That
the operation
of the
the facilities
supplies.
of
the Alaska
Road Commission,
the Departments
Departments of
of the
Air Force,
Force,
of the
Alaska Road
Commission, the
the Air
Army,
or any
of the
the United
States having
having title
Army, and
and Navy,
Navy, or
any other
other agency
agency of
United States
title
thereto
is authorized
transfer, regardless
present location
location and
and
thereto is
authorized to
to transfer,
regardless of
of present
without
to the
the Alaska
Alaska Road
Road Commission,
Commission, materials,
materials, road
and
without charge
charge to
road and
bridge, and
and other
necessary equipment,
parts, shop
shop facilities
bridge,
other necessary
equipment, spare
spare parts,
facilities
and
and buildings
buildings surplus
surplus to
its needs
needs and
and which
which
and machinery,
machinery, supplies
supplies and
to its
is deemed
deemed essential
by the
the Department
Department of
for the
conis
essential by
of the
the Interior
Interior for
the construction, improvement,
improvement, and
and maintenance
of the
Alaska road
road system.
system.
maintenance of
the Alaska
struction,
The
Railroad: In
In addition
to all
all amounts
amounts received
The
The Alaska
Alaska Railroad:
addition to
received by
by The
Alaska Railroad
Railroad during
current fiscal
there is
is hereby
hereby approapproAlaska
during the
the current
fiscal year,
year, there
priated
shall be
be available,
available, and
and continue
continue
priated $17,000,000,
$17,000,000, which
which amounts
amounts shall
available until
until expended,
expended, for
for the
of obligations
obligations incurred
available
the payment
payment of
incurred
under
the contract
authorization in
the Interior
Department ApproApprounder the
contract authorization
in the
Interior Department
62
Stat. 1147.
2 BtAt.
1147.
priation Act,
1949, and
for expenses
the authorized
work
priation
Act, 1949,
and for
expenses necessary
necessary for
for the
authorized work
of
Alaska Railroad,
operation, and
and
of The
The Alaska
Railroad, including
including maintenance,
maintenance, operation,

800

Mount McKinley
Mount
McKinley
National Park.

39 Stat.
Std. 750.
750.

Personal
Personal services,
services,
salary limitation.
limitation.

Contract authority.
Contract

Transfer of surplus
property.

Aircraft.
Aircraft.
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improvements
improvements of railroads in Alaska
and operation
operation of
of
Alaska;•maintenance
maintenance and
river steamers and other boats on the Yukon
?
Yukon River and its
its tributaries
tributaries
in Alaska; operation
operation and maintenance
maintenance of ocean-going
ocean-going or coastwise
coastwise
vessels by ownership,
ownership, charter, or arrangement
arrangement with
branches of
of
with other
other branches
Government service,
the Government
service for the purpose
purpose of providing
additional
providing additional
facilities for the transportation
transportation of freight, passengers, or mail, when
when
deemed necessary, for the benefit and development
development of industries
industries and
and
travel
tributary to The Alaska
travel affecting territory
territory tributary
Alaska Railroad;
mainteRailroad; maintenance
nance and operation of lodges, camps, and
and transportation
transportation facilities
for the accommodation
accommodation of visitors to Mount
Park;
Mount McKinley
McKinley National
National Park;
connecting lines; payment
payment of amounts
amounts due connecting
payment of compensation
compensation
and expenses as authorized
authorized by section
section 42 of the Act
September 7,
7,
Act of
of September
1916 (5
(5 U. S. C. 793),
reimbursed as therein
793), to be reimbursed
therein provided;
provided; and
and
printing
printing and binding: Provided,
Provided, That not to
exceed $25,000
$25,000 of
of this
this
to exceed
fund shall be available for personal services in the District of ColumColumbia during the current
current fiscal year, and no one other than the
the general
general
manager
manager of said railroad, and one assistant general manager
manager at
at not
not
to exceed
exceed $10,000 per annum, shall be paid
paid an annual salary out of
of
this fund of more than $8,500: Provided
Provided further,
That in
in addition
addition
further, That
to the amount herein appropriated
appropriated the Secretary of the Interior
is
Interior is
obligations and enter into contracts
hereby authorized
authorized to incur obligations
for
contracts for
additional work, materials,
equipment not exceeding
materials, and equipment
of
exceeding aa total of
$17,000,000: Provided
further, That in the operation
$17,000,000:
Provided further,
operation of the
the facilities
facilities
of The Alaska Railroad, the Department
Department of the Army or
or any other
other
United States Government
agency of the United
Government having title thereto is
is authorauthorized to transfer regardless
regardless of present location
location and
without charge
charge to
t
o
and without
The Alaska Railroad, materials,
materials roadway
roadway and bridge maintenance,
maintenance,
and other necessary
necessary equipment,
equipment,' locomotives and spare parts, shop
facilities and machinery, supplies,
facilities
supplies, rolling stock, buildings, and
and docks,
docks,
surplus to its needs and which may be certified
certified by the Department
of
Department of
the Interior as necessary
necessary for the improvement,
the
improvement, maintenance,
maintenance, or
operaor operation of The Alaska Railroad.
The following appropriations
appropriations herein made
made shall be
be available
available for
for
the hire, maintenance,
maintenance, and operation of aircraft:
aircraft: "Salaries
"Salaries and
and
expenses, Governor and Secretary,
Territory of Alaska";
Secretary, Territory
Alaska"; "Construc"Construction and maintenance
maintenance of roads,
roads, bridges,
brid ges ,an
Alaska"; and
and
andd trails, Alaska";
"Alaska Railroad appropriated
appropriated fund".
fund".
TERRITORY
TERRITORY OF HAWAII
HAWAII

For expenses
Governor and the Secretary,
For
expenses of the offices
offices of the Governor
Secretary, includincluding
Secretary, and the private secretary
ing salaries of the Governor, the Secretary,
secretary
to the Governor;
binding; travel
Governor; for printing and binding;
travel expenses
expenses of
of the
the
Governor;
temporary clerk hire;
Governor; and for temporary
be expended
expended by
by
hire; $32,633, to be
the Governor.
GOVERNMENT
THE VIRGIN
GOVERNMENT OF TEM
VIRGIN ISLANDS
ISLANDS
39 Stat.
Stat. 1132.
49 Stat.
Stat. 1813.

Transfer
Transfer of
of surplus
property.
property.

For salaries of the Governor
Governor and
and employees incident to
to the
execution
the execution
of the Acts
Acts of March
March 3, 1917 (48 U. S. C. 1391),
1391), and June
June 22,
22, 1936
1936
(48
printing and binding; repair, preservation
(48 U.
U. S.
S. C.
C. 1405v),
1405v), printing
preservation and
and
care of
Federal buildings
buildings and furniture, purchase of water, and other
care
of Federal
other
necessary
necessary miscellaneous expenses, purchase
purchase of one passenger motor
motor
replacement only, and not to exceed $6,000 for
vehicle for
for replacement
for personal
services, household
services,
household equipment and furnishings, fuel, ice, and electricity
necessary
the operation
operation of Government
necessary in
in the
Government House
House at Saint Thomas
Thomas and
Government
House at Saint Croix, $225,583,
$225,583, to be expended
Government House
expended by and
and
under
the direction
of the
the Governor:
Provided, That the Department
under the
direction of
Governor: Provided,
Department
of
or any other agency
of the
the Army
Army or
agency of the United States Government
Government
having
having title thereto is authorized
authorized to transfer, without charge
charge to the
the
government of the Virgin Isla
Islands
government
nd
s or any agency thereof,
thereof, materials,
materials,
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equipment,
machinery, supplies,
supplies, buildings,
and docks
its
to its
docks surplus to
buildings, and
equipment, machinery,
Department
needs
in the
the Caribbean
certified by the Department
which may be certified
Caribbean area, which
needs in
of
as needed
for any
government
any authorized
authorized activity of the government
needed for
the Interior
Interior as
of the
of the
Virgin Islands.
Islands.
the Virgin
of
For
the agricultural
agricultural station
station in the Virgin
of the
expenses of
necessary expenses
For necessary
Islands,
$50,000, to
be expended
and under
direction of
of the
the
the direction
under the
by and
to be
expended by
Islands, $50,000,
Governor.
Governor.
of the
Municipal governments:
For expenses
expenses of the government
government of
governments: For
Municipal
Virgin Islands
Islands in
local revenues for the current
current
current local
of current
excess of
in excess
Virgin
Saint John,
fiscal year,
year, municipality
of Saint
and Saint
John, $279,200,
$279,200,
Thomas and
Saint Thomas
municipality of
fiscal
and
municipality of
Croix, $465,800,
$465,800, to be paid
paid to the respective
Saint Croix,
of Saint
and municipality
municipal treasuries
treasuries in
monthly installments;
installments; and the said
said municipal
municipal
in monthly
municipal
governments are
authorized to
purchases for their hoshosto make
make purchases
hereby authorized
are hereby
governments
pitals, schools,
schools and
and other
other public
Bureau of
through the Bureau
institutions, through
public institutions,
pitals,
Federal
Supply of the Treasury
Treasury Department.
Federal Supply

Agricultural station.
Agricultural

INTERIOR
GENERAL
OF THE
THE INTERIOR
PROVISIONS-DEPARTMENT OF
GENERAL PROVISIONS—DRPARTMENT

available for the
SEC. 102.
102. Appropriations
Appropriations herein
herein made shall be available
SEC.
purchase
of vehicles
pick-up
half-ton pick-up
as quarter-ton
quarter-ton or half-ton
known as
generally known
vehicles generally
purchase of
trucks, as
as suburban
suburban carry-all
carry-all trucks,
trucks, and
wagons without
without
station wagons
as station
and as
trucks,
such
vehicles being
considered as
as passenger
passenger motor vehicles.
vehicles.
being considered
such vehicles
Site.
103. Notwithstanding
Notwithstanding any
any provision
of law
law to
to the contrary,
provision of
SEa. 103.
aliens
may be
be employed
during the
the current
fiscal year in the field
field
current fiscal
employed during
aliens may
in
service
of the
the Department
for periods
periods of
more than
than thirty
thirty days in
of not
not more
Department for
service of
cases of
of emergency
caused by
flood, storm, act of God, or sabotage.
by fire,
fire, flood,
emergency caused
cases
S
EC. 104.
Appropriations in
available for travel expenses
title available
in this title
104. Appropriations
SEC.
shall
be available,
available, when
when specifically
authorized by the head of the
specifically authorized
shall be
bureau or
concerned, for
attendance of officers
officers and
for expenses
expenses of attendance
or office
office concerned,
bureau
employees
conventions of members of societies or assoor conventions
meetings or
at meetings
employees at
ciations concerned
concerned with
the work
of the bureau
which the
bureau or office for which
work of
with the
ciations
appropriation concerned
concerned is made.
appropriation
SEC. 105.
105. Limitations
on amounts
amounts to
to be
be expended
expended for
personal servfor personal
Limitations on
SEC.
ices under
under appropriations
in this
this title
not apply
apply to
lump-sum leave
to lump-sum
shall not
title shall
appropriations in
ices
S. C. 61b-d).
payments
Act of
1944 (5
61b—d).
(5 U. S.
21,1944
December 21,
of December
the Act
to the
pursuant to
payments pursuant
S
EC. 106.
Appropriations herein
herein made
made shall
shall be
be available
payment
available for payment
106. Appropriations
SEC.
of dues,
the Secretary,
Secretary, for
for library
library membership
membership in
in
by the
authorized by
when authorized
dues, when
of
at
societies or
or associations
issue publications
publications to
to members
members only or at
which issue
associations which
societies
price to
members lower
are not members.
who are
subscribers who
to subscribers
than to
lower than
to members
aaprice
S
EC. 107.
107. Appropriations
Appropriations in
in this
this title
title shall
shall be
be available
available for
for health
SEC.
service programs
as authorized
authorized by
by law
(5 U.
U. S.
C. 150)
150).
S. C.
law (5
programs as
service
Site.
title shall
be available
available for payment
payment
shall be
in this
this title
Appropriations in
108. Appropriations
SEC. 108.
Act
of claims
claims pursuant
403 of
the Federal
Claims Act
Federal Tort Claims
of the
section 403
to section
pursuant to
of
(28
U. S. C.2672).
C. 2672).
(28 U.S.
Site.
109. In
purchasing lawbooks,
lawbooks, books
and perireference, and
of reference,
books of
In purchasing
SEC. 109.
odicals, and
sets, the
the Secretary
Secretary or
or his
his duly
duly
broken sets,
in completing
completing broken
and in
odicals,
authorized representative
may exchange
similar items
the
apply the
and apply
items and
exchange similar
representative may
authorized
exchange allowances
such cases
in whole
whole or
or in
in partpayment
part payment therefor.
therefor.
cases in
in such
allowances in
exchange
SEC.
part of
any appropriation
appropriation contained
this title
shall
title shall
in this
contained in
of any
No part
110. No
SEC. 110.
be
used directly
or indirectly
indirectly by
by way
way of
wages, salaries,
per diem
diem or
or
salaries, per
of wages,
directly or
be used
otherwise, for
performance of
of any
administrative function
new administrative
any new
the performance
for the
otherwise,
or the
enforcement or
issuance of
any rule
rule or
or regulation
occasioned by
by
regulation occasioned
of any
or issuance
the enforcement
or
the establishment
establishment of
of the
the Jackson
Hole National
National Monument
described
Monument as described
Jackson Hole
the
in Executive
Numbered 2578,
2578, dated
March 15, 1943.
dated March
Proclamation Numbered
Executive Proclamation
in

Purchase of vehicles.
vehicles.

Emergency employment of aliens.
ment

Attendance at
Attendance
at meetings.
ings.

Lump-sum
Lump-sum
payments.
payments.

leave
leave

58 Stat. 845.
Dues, etc.
etc.
Dues,

Stat, 903.
60 Stat.

60 Stat. 843; 62 Stat.

983.
983.

28 U. 8.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
28
nI, §2672.
Ii,§
2672.
Ante, pp.
pp. 62,106.
62, 106.
Ante,

Jackson
Jackson Hole National
tional Monument.
Monument.

57 Stat.
31.
Stat. 731.

TITLE II—GENERAL
PROVISIONS
II-GENERAL PROVISIONS
TITLE
Site. 201.
part of
of any
any appropriation
appropriation contained
contained in
in this
Act, or
or
this Act,
No part
201. No
SEC.
of
expenditure by
by any
corporation included
included
any corporation
for expenditure
available for
funds available
the funds
of the
in
Act, shall
be used
or wages
wages of any
person
any person
salary or
the salary
pay the
to pay
used to
shall be
this Act,
in this
who
engages in
strike against
the Government
Government of the United
United States
against the
a strike
in a
who engages
81939*-50--M.
1
--81939'--0-PT. 1-51

Persons engaging
engaging,
Persons
etc., in strikes against
against
etc.,
or advocating
advocating overor
throw of U.
U. a.
S. OovGoveinment.
ernment.

802

Affidavit.
Affidavit.

Penalty.
Penalty.

Emergency employment.

title.
Short title.
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or who is a
a member
organization of Government
member of an organization
employees that
Government employees
that
asserts the right to strike against the Government
Government of
of the
the United States,
States,
or who advocates, or is a
organization that
advocates,
a member of an
an organization
that advocates,
the overthrow
overthrow of the Government
Government of the United States by force
force or
or
violence:
Provided, That for the purposes hereof
violence: Provided,
be
hereof an affidavit
affidavit shall
shall be
considered prima facie evidence that the person making
considered
affidavit
making the
the affidavit
has not contrary to the provisions of this section engaged
engaged in aastrike
strike
against the Government of the United States, is not a
a member of an
organization of Government
Government employees that asserts the right to strike
Government of the United States, or that such person does
against the Government
not advocate, and is not aamember of an organization
organization that advocates,
advocates,
the overthrow
overthrow of the Government
Government of the United States
force or
States by force
or
violence: Provided
Provided further,
further, That any person who engages
engages in aastrike
strike
Government of the United States or who is a
against the Government
a member
member of
of
an organization of Government
Government employees that asserts
to
asserts the right to
strike against the Government
Government of the United States, or who
who advocates,
or who is a
a member of an organization that advocates,
advocates, the overthrow
overthrow
of the Government
Government of the United States by force or violence,
violence, and
and
accepts employment the salary or wages for which are paid from any
any
appropriation
appropriation or fund contained
felony
contained in this Act shall
shall be
be guilty
guilty of
of aafelony
and, upon conviction,
conviction, shall be fined not more than $1,000 or
imprisoned
or imprisoned
for not more than one year, or both: Provided
Provided further,
the above
further, That
That the
above
penalty clause shall be in addition to, and not in substitution for, any
other provisions of existing law: Provided
Provided further,
of
further, That
That in
in cases
cases of
emergency,
emergency, caused by fire, flood, storm, act of God, or
peror sabotage, persons may be employed
employed for periods of not more than thirty days and
and
be paid salaries
salaries and wages without the necessity
necessity of inquiring
inquiring into
into
their membership
membership in any organization.
SEa.
S
EC. 202. This Act may be cited as "The Interior
Interior Department
Department
Appropriation Act, 1950".
1950".
Appropriation
Approved
October 12,
Approved October
12, 1949.
1949.
[CHAPTER 6811
[CHAPTER
681]

October 12, 1949
1949
[H. R. 50071
5007]
[H.
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Career CompensaCareer
tion Act of 1949.

AN ACT
ACT
To provide
provide pay, allowances,
physical disability
members of
of
allowances, and physical
disability retirement
retirement for
for members
the Army, Navy, Air Force, Marine Corps, Coast Guard, Coast
Geodetic
Coast and
and Geodetic
Survey, Public Health Service, the reserve components
components thereof,
thereof, the
the National
National
Guard, and the Air National Guard, and for other purposes.
purposes.

Senate and
Be it
it enacted by the Senate
Representatives of
the
and House
House of
of Representatives
of the
United States of America
America in Congress
United
Congress assembled, That this
this Act
Act may
be cited as the "Career Compensation
of 1949".
Compensation Act
Act of
1949".
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the following table of contents:
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of the
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DEFINITIONS
DEFINITIONS

"Uniformed
"Uniformed servservlees.'

"Member."

"Member."

SEC.
SEc. 102. For the
the purposes of
of this
this Act—
Act(a)
(a) The term "uniformed
"uniformed services",
otherwise qualified,
qualified, shall
shall
services", unless
unless otherwise
be interpreted
interpreted to mean and include the Army of
be
the United
United States,
States,
of the
Navy, Air Force
States. Marine
Navy,
Force of the
the United
United States,
Marine Corps,
Corps, Coast
Coast Guard,
Guard,
Coast and
Coast
and Geodetic
Geodetic Survey, and Public Health
Service, and
and all
all RegRegHealth Service,
ular and Reserve
Reserve components
components thereof.
thereof.
(b)
The term
term "member",
unless otherwise
qualified, means
(b) The
"member", unless
otherwise qualified,
means a
acomcom-

missioned
missioned officer, commissioned warrant
warrant officer,
officer, warrant
officer, flight
flight
warrant officer,
officer,
and enlisted person,
including aa retired
officer, and
person, including
retired person,
person, of
of the
the uniuni"Retred
peron."
formed
"Retired person."
formed services. As
used in
this subsection
subsection the
the words
words "retired
"retired person"
person"
As used
in this
shall
shall include
include members
members of the
the Fleet
Fleet Reserve
Reserve and
and Fleet
Marine Corps
Corps
Fleet Marine
Reserve who are in receipt of
Reserve
of retainer
retainer pay.
pay.
"Oficer."
(c)
term "officer", unless
"Officer."
( ) The
The term
unless otherwise
qualified, means
means a
a comotherwise qualified,
commissioned officer, commissioned
missioned
commissioned warrant
warrant officer,
warrant
officer,
officer, warrant officer, and
and
flight officer,
either permanent
temporary, of
flight
officer, either
permanent or temporary,
of the
the uniformed
uniformed services.
services.
"Tempo ."
"Temporary."
As used in this subsection
subsection the word
word "temporary"
"temporary" shall
include temtemshall include
porary
porary officers whose
whose permanent
permanent status
is
that of
of an
an enlisted
person.
status
is
that
enlisted
person.
"Commissioned ofof.
i
c
p The term "commissioned officer"
"Commisioned
(d)
The term "commissioned officer" means a
amember
member of
the uniuniBeer."
of the
formed services having rank or grade of
lieutenant, ensign,
formed services having rank or grade of second lieutenant,
ensign, or
or
junior assistant
assistant grade,
junior
grade, or above,
above, either permanent
permanent or
or temporary,
temporary, in
in
Po, p.s8.
any of
the uniformed
uniformed services,
Pm, P. .
any
of the
services, except
except that for purposes of section
section 203
203
of
of this
this Act
Act such
such term
term shall be limited to the definition
definition prescribed
prescribed in
in
subsection (a)
(a) of
of said
section.
said section.
"Warrant officer."
(e)
The
officer" means
a commissioned
"Warrant officer."
(e) The term
term "warrant
"warrant officer"
means a
commissioned warrant
warrant offiofficer,
cer, warrant
warrant officer, or flight
flight officer,
officer, including
including aamaster,
master, chief
chief engineer,
engineer,
first mate,
first
mate, second
second mate, assistant engineer, or second
second assistant
assistant engineer
engineer
of the Army Mine Planter
Planter Service.
Service.
"Secrtary."
(f)
The
term
"Secretary."
(f) The term "Secretary",
"Secretary", unless otherwise qualified,
qualified, shall
shall be
conbe construed to
to mean
mean the
the Secretary
Secretary of the Army,
strued
Army, the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
Navy,
the Navy,
the Secretary
Secretary of the Air Force,
the
Force the
of the
th e Treasury,
Treasury, the
the
the Secretary
Secretary of
Secretary of Commerce,
Secretary
Commerce, or the Federal
Federal Security
Security Administrator,
Administrator, as
as the
the
may be.
case may
be.
"Dependent."
(g) The
"Dependent."
(g)
The term
term "dependent"
"dependent" shall include
include at
at all
and in
in all
all
all times
times and
places the
the lawful
lawful wife and unmarried legitimate children,
places
children, under
under
twenty-one
of age, of any member
twenty-one years
years of
member of
a the uniformed
uniformed services,
services,
except as
as hereinafter
except
hereinafter limited
limited in this subsection.
subsection. Such term
term shall
shall ininclude the
the father
or mother
mother of
of such
clude
father or
such member,
member, provided
provided he or she is
is in
in
fact dependent
on such
such member
fact
dependent on
member for over half
half of his
his or
or her
support
her support
and actually
and
actually resides
resides in
in the
the household
household of said member. It
It shall
shall also
also
include unmarried
legitimate children,
children, over
include
unmarried legitimate
twenty-one years
age,
over twenty-one
years of
of age,
of
such member
member who are incapable
self-support becanse
of such
incapable of self-support
of being
being
because of
mentally
defective or
or physically
mentally defective
physically incapacitated,
incapacitated, and who
are in
in fact
fact
who
are
"Chlden."
dependent
on such
"Children."
dependent on
such member
member for
for over half of his or her support: ProProvided,
That the
the term
term "children"
vided, That
"children" shall be held to include stepchildren
stepchildren
and
adopted children
children when such stepchildren
and adopted
stepchildren or adopted
adopted children
children are
are
nst.bnddepend- in fact dependent upon such
enyusband as dependsuch member:
member: Provided
in the
the
Provided further,
further, That
That in
C
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case
of female
members of the uniformed
uniformed services,
case of
female members
services, the term "depend"dependent"
ent" shall include a
a husband in addition
addition to those persons otherwise
defined as
as dependents
defined
dependents in this subsection,
subsection, but only
only when such husband,
husband,
or children, as defined
defined above, are in fact dependent
dependent upon
said female
female
upon said
member
member for over
over half of his or
her support.
support.
or her
The term "father" or "mother", as used
this subsection,
used in this
subsection, shall
shall
include
include a
astepparent,
stepparent, or parent by adoption,
adoption, and any
person, including
any person,
including
aaformer stepparent,
parentis to the person
stepparent, who has stood in loco
loco parentis
person conconcerned
at any
time for
for a
a continuous
continuous period of not less than five years
cerned at
any time
during
during the minority of such member:
member: Provided,
Provided, That
That a
a stepparentstepparentstepchild relationship
relationship shall be deemed
deemed to
to be
stepchild
the stepstepbe terminated
terminated by
by the
parent's divorce from the blood parent:
parent: Provided
Provided further,
further, That
That no
no
member claiming a
a dependent
dependent as defined in this subsection
member
may be
be paid
subsection may
paid
increased allowances
allowances on account
increased
account of
such dependent
any period
of such
dependent for
for any
period
during which such dependent
dependent is
entitled to
receive basic
basic pay
for the
is entitled
to receive
pay for
the
performance
performance of duty
duty as
as defined
(e) of
this Act.
Act.
defined in
in section
section 201
201 (e)
of this
(h) The term "basic allowance"
allowance" shall be interpreted
only
interpreted to
to mean
mean only
the "basic allowance for quarters"
quarters and
the "basic
allowance for
for subsuband the
"basic allowance
sistence".
sistence".
(i) The term "inactive
"inactive duty training" shall
to mean
shall be
be interpreted
interpreted to
mean
any of the training, instruction,
duty, appropriate
duties, or
equivainstruction, duty,
appropriate duties,
or equivalent training, instruction, duty, appropriate
appropriate duties,
or hazardous
duty
duties, or
hazardous duty
performed
performed with or without
without compensation
by members
members of
of the
the reserve
reserve
compensation by
components of the uniformed services as may
may be prescribed
components
the
prescribed by
by the
Secretary concerned
concerned pursuant
pursuant to section
of this
this Act
or any
other
section 501
501 of
Act or
any other
provision
provision of law, and
the performance
performance
and in addition
addition thereto
thereto shall
shall include
include the
of special additional duties, as
as may
may be
authorized by
by competent
authorbe authorized
competent author-

ity,by
ity, by such members on a
avolunteer basis in connection
preconnection with the premaintenance activities of
scribed training or maintenance
to which
which the
the
of the
the unit to
members are assigned:
Provided, That the term "inactive duty trainassigned: Provided,
performed by
ing" shall not include work or study performed
such members
members in
in
by such
connection
connection with correspondence
correspondence courses
of the
the uniformed
uniformed services:
services:
courses of
Provided
further, That any inactive
Provided further,
inactive duty training
training performed
performed by
by
members
members of the National Guard of the United
United States or of the Air
Air
National
National Guard of
in their
their status
of the United
United States,
States, while
while in
status as
as members
members
of the National
National Guard,
the Air
Guard, of
of the
several
Guard, or
or the
Air National
National Guard,
the several
States, Territories, and the District
Columbia pursuant
to section
section
District of Columbia
pursuant to
92 of the
the National
National Defense
as amended,
pursuant to
to any
any other
other
Defense Act,
Act, as
amended, or
or pursuant
provision of law, shall be deemed to be inactive duty
in the
duty training
training in
the
service of the United
United States.
States.
(j) The terms "he", "his",
(j)
the terms
terms "she"
"she" and
and
"his", and
and "him"
"him" include
include the
"her
".
"her".
(k) With respect to the Army and the Air Force, the term "reserve
component"
"reserve components",
components", unless
unless otherwise
qualicomponent" or the term "reserve
otherwise qualified, shall
to those
those members,
shall include
include but not
not be limited
limited to
members, officers,
officers, or
or
enlisted persons
who are
not appointed,
appointed, enlisted
or inducted
in aa
persons who
are not
enlisted or
inducted in
component of the Army of the United States
regular or reserve component
States or of
of
the Air Force of the United States but are
appointed, enlisted
enlisted or
or
are appointed,
inducted in the Army of the United States
or the
Air Force
of the
States or
the Air
Force of
the
United States
States without specification
specification as to any
component thereof
thereof
any component
pursuant to
to any
any provision
of law.
pursuant
provision of
law.
TITLE II-PROVISIONS
RELATING TO BASIC
II—PROVISIONS RELATING
BASIC PAY AND
SPECIAL PAYS
PAYS
SPECIAL
BASIC
BASIC PAY
PAY

SEC.
(a) For the purpose of computing
SEC. 201 (a)
computing the basic pay of members
of the uniformed services, pay grades are prescribed
prescribed and monthly basic

805
805

"Father" or "moth"Father"
er."
er."

Relationship termiRelationship
nated by
by divorce.
divorce.
Restriction.
Restriction.

807.
Post, p.
p. 807.
"Basic
"Basic allowance."
allowance."

"Inactive duty
duty
"Inactive
training."
training."

Post, p. 825.
Post,

Exclusions.
Exclusions.

Members of NationNationMembers
al Guard,
Guard, etc.

208.
39 Stat. 206.
32 U.
C., Supp.
Stipp.
U. S. C.,
*82.
II, 162.
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"Reser
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pay
such members
established within
within each
each pay
pay grade
grade according
pay for
for such
members is
is established
according
to cumulative
cumulative years
as follows:
follows:
to
years of
of service,
service, as
COMMISSIONED OFFICERS
COMMISSIONED
OFFICERS
Cumulative years
years of
Cumulative
of service
service
Pay grade
grade
Pay

-Under 2
2
Under

0-8
0-8...---------.-............0-7 ------------..---------..
0-6 -----------------------0-6
0-5.-----.
0-5
----.-----------.
0-4.---.
0-4
------.---------0-3
0-3 ------------------0-2
0-2
-----------..--..-----0-1
0-1-------------------

$926. 25
$926.25
769.50
769.50
570.00
570.00
456.00
456.00
384.75
384.384 .
313.50
313.50
249.38
249.38
213.75
213.75

-

Over 12
12
Over

Over 2
2
Over

Over 4
Over
4

Over 66
Over

Over
Over 88

Over 10
10
Over

$926.25
$926.25
769.50
769.50
570.00
570.00
456.00
456.00
384.75
34.75
8
313.50
313.50
263.63
228.00
228.00

$926.25
$926.25
769.50
769.50
570.00
570.00
456.00
456.00
384.75
384.75
327.75
327.75
277.88
277.88
242.25
242.25

$926. 25
$926.25
769.50
769.50
570.00
570.00
456.00
456.00
384.75
384.75
342.00
342.00
292.13
292.13
256.50
256.50

$926.
25
$926.25
769.50
769.50
570.00
570.00
456.00
456.00
399.00
399.00
356.25
356.25
306.38
306.38
270.75
270.75

$926. 25
$926.25
769.50
769.50
570.00
570.00
456.00
456.00
413.25
413.25
370.50
370.50
320.63
320.63
285.00
285.00

$926. 25
$926.25
769.50
769.50
570.00
570.00
470.25
470.25
427.60
427.50
384.75
384.75
334.88
334.88
299.25
299.25

$334.
65
$334.65
298.28
298.
28
254.63
254.63
218.25
218.25

$349. 20
$349.20
305.55
305.55
261.90
261.90
225.53
225.53

$363. 75
$363.75
312.83
312.83
269.18
269.18
232.80
232.80

$378.30
$378.
30
320.10
320.10
276.45
276. 4i
240. OE
240.08

$213.15

$220.50
191.10
191.10
169.05
169.05
147.00
124.95
124.95
112.50
95.00

$227.85
$227. 85

$235.20
8235.20

WARRANT
OFFICERS
WARRANT OFFICERS
W-4 ---------------------W-4
W-3.--W-3
----------W-2
W-2-------W-1
W-l--1--------------------

$320.10
$320.10
291.00
2910
254.63
254.63
210.98
210.98

$320.10
291.00
291.00
254.63
254.63
210.98

$320.10
$320.10
291.00
291.00
254.63
254.63
210.98
210.98

ENLISTED
PERSONS
ENLISTED PERSONS
E-7
E-7----------.----------.
E-6--E-6
--------------E-5
E-5 ----------------E-4 --------------.--------E-4
E-3
E-3-----------..----------E-2
E-2.------------------------..
.
E-1(over
months)---------E-l
(over 4
4 months)
E-1 (under
under 4
4months)---months)
E-

$198.45
$198.45

169.05
169.05
139.65
139.65
117.60
117.60
95.55
95.55
82.50

80.00
80.00
..- 75.00
75.00 -

$198.
45
198.45
169.05
169.05
147.00
147.00
124.95
124.95
102.90
102.90
90.00
90.00
87.50

..

$205.
80
$205.80
176.40
176.40
154.35
154.35
132.30
110.25
110.25
97.50
95.00

183.75
183.75
161.70
139.65
117.60
117.60
105.00
95.00

- ---

............

198.45
176.40
176.40
154.35
154.35
132.30
132.30
120.00
95.00

205.80
183.72
183.75
161.70
161.70
139. (SC
139.65

120.00

98.00
95.00

COMMISSIONED
COMMISSIONED OFFICERS
years of
Cumulative years
of service
service
Pay grade

Over 14
14

Over 16
Over
16

Over 18
18
Over

Over 22
22

Over 26
28

$926.25
$926.25
769.50
769.50
570.00
484.50
484.50
441.75
441.75
399.00
399.00
349.13
313.50

$926.25
$926. 25
769.50
769.50

926.25
$926.25
769.50
769. 50
612.75
612.75
527.25
527.25
484.50
484.50
427.50
427. 50
349. 13
313.50
313.50

$926.25
$926. 25
769.50
769.50

$926.25
$926. 25
798.00

555.75
555.75
498.75
498.75

684.25
584.25
513.00
513.00

441.75
441.75
349.13
313.60
313.50

$954.75
$954.
75
826.50
826.50
698.25
584.25
584.25
513.00
441.75
349.13
349.13
313.50
313.50

$436.50
$436. 50
363.75
363.75
320.10
320.10
283.73

$451.05
$451. 05
378.30
378.30
334.65
334.65
298.28

$465.60
$465. 6C
392.85
392. Eit
349.20
349. 2C
298.28
298.2E

E-7
---------------------------------------$242.55
$249.90
$242.
55
$s264.60
$249.90
$279.30
$264. 60
$279.
30
B-6 -------...............................-- 213.15
220.50
249.90
235.20
249.90
E-5
-5---------.
.---------------191.10
191.10
198.45
227.85
213.15
T27. 85
E-4
E-4.------------ .------------------169.05
176.40
191.10
169.05
191.10
176.40
191.10
E-3
E-3
147.00
------------147.00
147.00
147.00
147.00
147.00
E-2
E-2----------120.00
-------------------120.00
120.00
120.00
120.00
120.00
(over
E-1 ((over 4
4 months)
....-------------------95.00
9
9&00 95.00 95.00
95.00
95.00
95.00
E-1 (under 44months)
_ .. - ------------------.....

$294.00
$294.00
249.90
249.90
227.85
227.85
191.10
191.10
14700
147.00
120.00
95.00
95.00

$294.00
$294.00

0-8
0-o-----..--.
----------.----------0-7--------.. ---------------.....-0-7

-

0-6......-------------.....
0-6
-----------------0-5...-.-------...
0-5
-..-----------.
0-4..--------------------...
0-4---------

0-3
0-.----------.............--------------------0-2 .....--.-----------------................-------...
--..
0-1
0-1----...................--------------........------------.

584.25
498.75
498.75
456.00
456.00
413.25
349.13
313.50
313.50

641.25
641.25
441.75
441.75
349.13
349.13
313.50

669.75

Over 30
30

WARRANT
WARRANT OFFICE
RS
OFFICERS
W-4
W-4
.....-..-...-------................
W-3
W-3------------------------------W-2 .----------------------------......W-2
W-1
W-1--..........--------------------

.

$392.85
$392. 85
327.38
283.73
247.35

$407.40
$407. 40
334.65
291.00
254.63

$421.95
$421. 95
349.20
305.55
269.18

ENLISTED
ENLISTED PERSONS
PERSONS

Commissioned offiCommisgioned
OMS
cers.

249.90
227.85
227. 85

191.10

147.00
147.00

120.00
96&00
95.00

(b)
For basic pay purposes,
purposes, commissioned
commissioned officers
(h) For
officers are hereby
assigned by the rank or grade in which
which serving,
serving, whether under temporary or permanent
permanent appointment,
appointment, to the various pay grades preprescribed for commissioned
commissioned officers by subsection
subsection (a)
scribed
(a) of this section,
as follows:
follows:
as

63 STAT.]
STAT.]
Pay
grade
grade
0-8....
0-8

0-7
0-7--

0-6 ....
0-5
0-5--

0-4
0-4 -0-3
0-3-0-2
0-20-1 -----

81ST
SESS.-CH. 681—OCT.
681-OCT. 12,1949
81st CONG., 1ST
laT SESS.—CH.
12, 1949

Army,
Army, Air Force,
Force, and
Marine Navy, Coast
and Marine
Coast Guard,
Guard, and
and Coast
Coast
Corps
Corps
and Geodetic
Survey
and
Geodetic Survey
General, lieutenant
lieutenant general,
and major general.
general.

807

Public Health
Health Service
Service
Public

Admiral,
vice admiral,
Admiral, vice
admiral, and
and
rear admiral
admiral (upper
(upper half).
half).

Surgeon
Surgeon general,
surgeneral, deputy surgeon general, and
and assistant
assistant
surgeon
surgeon general having
having rank
rank
major general.
general.
of major
Brigadier general
general --............
Rear admiral
admiral (lower
(lower half)
half) and
and Assistant
Assistant surgeon
surgeon general havcommodore.
commodore.
ing
rank
brigadier general
general.
rank
of brigadier
Colonel
Captain
Captain ------ _. --- ----Director grade.
Director
Lieutenant
:
Lieutenant colonel
colonel ---Commander
Commander-------__..
__
Senior grade.
Major --.
Major
..-.-.-.-.-... ~. Lieutenant
Lieutenant commander
commander ---Full grade.
Captain ----....-:---~-:-::.
Lieutenant ------------Lieutenant
Senior assistant
assistant grade.
grade.
First lieutenant--lieutenant
Lieutenant (junior grade)
Lieutenant
grade)----- Assistant
Assistant grade.
grade.
Second lieutenant .......
Ensign_
Ensign -.. _......._
Junior
Junior assistant grade.

(c)
(c) For basic pay purposes, warrant
warrant officers
officers (including
(including warrant
warrant
officers heretofore
heretofore retired) shall be distributed
distributed by the Secretary
conSecretary concerned in the various pay grades prescribed
prescribed for warrant officers
officers in
in
subsection (a)
subsection
(a) of
of this
this section.
section.
(d) For basic pay purposes, enlisted
enlisted persons
persons shall be
by
be distributed
distributed by
in the
the various
vari
ous p
ay grades
gra d
es prescr
ibed for
for
the .Secretary
Secretary concerned
concerned in
pay
prescribed
enlisted persons in subsection
(a) of this
subsection (a)
this section.
section.
(e)
members of the uniformed
(e) All members
uniformed services
when on
active list,
list,
services when
on the
the active
when on active duty,
duty, or when participating
participating in
in full-time
full-time training,
training,
training duty with pay or other full-time duty
(provided for
or
duty (provided
for or
authorized
authorized in the National Defense Act, as amended,
or in
in the
amended, or
the Naval
Naval
Reserve Act of 1938,
or in
provisions of
of law,
law, includinclud1938, as amended, or
in other
other provisions
ing participation
performance of
participation in exercises
exercises or performance
of the
the duties
provided
duties provided
for by sections 5, 81, 94, 97, and 99 of the National Defense
Defense Act,
as amended),
amended), and in addition
thereto, all
all members
of the
addition thereto,
members of
the National
National
Guard and the Air National
National Guard when they are entitled by law
to
law to
receive from the Federal
Government the
Federal Government
the same
same pay
that authorized
authorized
pay as that
for members of the Regular components
of the
the uniformed
of
components of
uniformed services
services of
corresponding grade or rank, shall
corresponding
to receive
receive the
the basic
basic pay
pay
shall be
be entitled
entitled to
of the pay grade
grade to which
which assigned, or
which distributed,
or in
in which
distributed, pursuant
pursuant
to subsection (b),
(b), (c),
this section,
section, in
in accordance
accordance with
with
(c), or (d) of this
cumulative years of service: Provided,
cumulative
with reguProvided, That
That in
in accordance
accordance with
regulations prescribed by
President, in
in the
the case
members of
of the
the
by the President,
case of
of members
uniformed services
services called or ordered to extended
extended active duty in
in excess
excess
of thirty days, active
active duty
duty shall
the time
time required
required to
to perform
shall include
include the
perform
travel from home to first duty station and
and from last duty station
station to
to
home by the mode of
of transportation
transportation authorized
in orders
orders for
for such
such
authorized in
members: Provided
Provided further,
That any
full-time training,
training
further, That
any full-time
training, training
duty withpay,
with pray, or
or other full-time duty
performed by
by members
members of
of the
the
duty performed
National Guard of the United
States or the
United States
Guard of
the
the Air
Air National
National Guard
of the
United States, pursuant to this section, while
in their
their status
status as
as memmemwhile in
bers of the
the National
or the
Air National
National Guard
Guard of
of the
the several
National Guard or
the Air
several
Territories, and
States, Territories,
Columbia and
entitles
and the
the District
District of
of Columbia
and which
which entitles
them to receive
pay, shall
deemed to
be active
duty in
in the
the
receive basic pay,
shall be
be deemed
to be
active duty
service
service of the United
United States.

Warrant officers.
officers.
Warrant

Ante, p. 805.
805.
Ante,
Enlisted persons.
Enlisted
805.
Ante, p. 805.
Members
Members entitled
entitled to
basic pay.
basic

39 Stat. 166.
166.
10 U.S.
U. S.C.
¢2et seg.;
seg.;
0. 1§2e
Supp. II, §22d
Stipp.
d seq.;
seg.; 32
32
U.
S. C. 111 det
et l.;
seg.;
U.s.
Supp. II, I1tdeq.
Sur9.
d seg.
Post,
pp. 836, 837,
Pod. PP.
MO.
840.
52 Stat.
Stet. 1175.
S. 0.
C. 1
§853j;
853j;
34 U. 8.
II,§ 853b
Supp. II,
853b et seq.
seq.
39
203, 206,
206,
39 Stat.
Stat. 167,
167, 203,
207.
U. S.. 0.
2210 U.
0. §¢ 4, 2225, 32-36,
32-36, 38;
38; 32 U.
25,
U. S.. C.
§§ 63-66, 144-146, 171171§i
176.
176.

s.

Ante, p. 806; supra.
Inclusion
Inclusion of travel
time.

CREDITABLE IN COMPUTATION
COMPUTATION OF BASIC
SERVICE CREDITABLE
BASH/ PAY
PAY

SEo.
(a) Subject
provisions of
subsections (b),
(b), (c),
SEC. 202. (a)
Subject to
to the
the provisions
of subsections
(c),
and (d)
(d) of
of this
section, in
computing the
the cumulative
cumulative years
of service
service
and
this section,
in computing
years of
to
counted by
the uniformed
uniformed services
for determining
to be
be counted
by members
members of
of the
services for
determining
the amount of
basic pay
they are
to receive
receive upon
upon completion
completion
of basic
pay they
are entitled
entitled to
of
credited with—
of such
such years
years of
of service,
service, such
such members
members shall
shall be
be credited
with(1)
(1) full time for
periods of
of active
commissioned
for all periods
active service
service as
as aacommissioned
officer, commissioned
officer, Army
officer,
commissioned warrant
warrant officer,
officer, warrant
warrant officer,
Army field
field
clerk, flight
flight officer,
person in
in any
any Regular
Reserve
clerk,
officer, and
and enlisted
enlisted person
Regular or
or Reserve
component
any of
the uniformed
uniformed services;
component of
of any
of the
services; and
and

Post, p.. 808.
Post,
S8.

808
808
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(2) full
time for
periods during
which they
they were
were enlisted
enlisted
during which
full time
for all
all periods
(2)
or
commissioned warwarofficers, commissioned
as commissioned
commissioned officers,
or held
held appointments
appointments as
rant officers,
officers, warrant
officers, Army
Army field
field clerks,
clerks, or
flight ?facers,
or flight
officers,
rant
warrant officers,
in
any of
the Regular
Regular components
the uniformed
uniformed services,
services, or
or
of the
components of
of the
in any
in the
Army Reserve,
or in
the Organized
Organized Militia
Militia prior
prior
in the
Reserve, or
in
the Regular
Regular Army
in the
the National
to
Guard, or in
1, 1916,
1916, or
or in the National
National Guard,
to July 1,
Guard Reserve,
Reserve, or
the National
Guard of
of the
the United
United States,
States,
or in
in the
National Guard
Guard
or in
the Organized
Corps, or
or in
in the
the Officers'
Officers' Reserve
in the
Organized Reserve
Reserve Corps,
or
Corps, or
in the
Reserve Corps,
Corps, or
or in
in the
the Medical
Medical Reserve
Reserve
or in
the Enlisted
Enlisted Reserve
Corps,
Corps, or
Medical Reserve
the Navy,
Navy, or
or .in
in the
the
Corps of
of the
Reserve Corps
or in
in the
the Medical
Corps,
Dental Reserve
Corps of
of the
or in the Naval
Militia, or
or
Naval Militia,
the Navy,
Navy, or
Reserve Corps
Dental
in the
the National
in the
Naval Reserve
Reserve Force,
Force,
Volunteers, or
or in
the Naval
in
National Naval
Naval Volunteers,
or in
Reserve, or
or in
in the
Air National
National Guard,
or in
the
Guard, or
in the
the Air
in the
the Naval
Naval Reserve,
or
Air National
National Guard
United States, or in the Air Force
Air
Guard of the United
Reserve,
officers' section
of the
the Air
Force Reserve,
Reserve, or
in
or in
Air Force
the officers'
section of
Reserve, or
or in
in the
the
enlisted section
the Air
Air Force
Force Reserve,
Reserve, or in the Air
Air Corps
Corps
section of
of the
the enlisted
Reserve,
Army of the
the United
United States without
without specificaspecificain the
the Army
Reserve, or in
tion of
any component
Air Force
United
thereof, or
or in
in the
the Air
Force of the United
tion
of any
component thereof,
component thereof, or in the
specification of any component
States
States without specification
Marine Corps
in the
the Marine
Marine Corps
or in
Corps Reserve,
Reserve,
Corps Reserve
Reserve Force,
Force, or
Marine
or in
in the
Reserve, or
Reserve Corps of the
or in
in the Reserve
Guard Reserve,
or
the Coast Guard
Public
in the
Philippine Scouts,
Scouts, or
or in
in the
the
Public Health
Health Service,
Service, or
or in
the Philippine
and
Philippine Constabulary;
Constabulary; and
(3) for
commissioned officers
service on June
June 30, 1922, all
officers in
in service
(3)
for commissioned
in computing
computing longevity pay, and
and
service
which was
service which
was then counted
counted in
service
contract surgeon
serving full time;
surgeon serving
time; and
service as
as aacontract
Nurses.
(4) full
periods during
which they
appointall periods
during which
they held appoint(4)
full time for all
ments as
as nurses, reserve nurses, or commissioned
officers in the
ments
commissioned officers
Army Nurse Corps,
Corps, the Navy Nurse
Nurse Corps, the Nurse
Army
Nurse Corps of the
Public Health
or the
the reserve
reserve components
components thereof;
thereof; and
and
Public
Health Service,
Service, or
Officers in Coast
Coast
(5)
full
time
for
all
periods
during
which
they
were
deck
(5)
for
all
they
were
deck
and
Geodetic Survey.
and Geodetic
Survey.
Geodetic Survey;
and
officers or junior engineers
engineers in the
the Coast
Coast and Geodetic
Survey; and
(6)
any provision of law in effect on
(6) all service
service which, under
under any
the effective
this section
section is
is authorized
to be
be credited for
effective date of this
authorized to
for
the purpose of computing
computing longevity
longevity pay.
pay.
Additional
Additional service
service
(b) Members of the
the uniformed
uniformed services
services shall accrue
accrue additional
additional serveredit.
credit.
credit for
for basic
basic pay
on aa temporary
temporary
ice credit
pay purposes,
purposes, for
for periods
periods while
while on
disability
disability retired
list, honorary
honorary retired
retired list,
or a
retired list
of any
any
retired list,
list, or
a retired
list of
of the uniformed
uniformed services,
authorized to
receive retired
retired pay,
pay,
services, or
or while authorized
to receive
retirement
retainer pay as aamember
retirement pay, or retainer
member of the Fleet
Reserve or
or
Fleet Reserve
Fleet Marine
Reserve, from any of
Marine Corps
Corps Reserve,
uniformed services
services or
or
of the
the uniformed
from the Veterans'Administration,
Veterans Administration, or while
while aamember
member of
of the Honorary
Honorary
Reserve of the
Officers' Reserve
Reserve Corps
Organized Reserve
Reserve Corps:
Corps:
Reserve
the Officers'
Corps or
or Organized
Restriction.
Restriction.
Provided, That,
That, except
except for
active service
service as
prescribed in
in section
section 202
202
Provided,
for active
as prescribed
Ante, p. 807.
(a)
(1), the
the service
authorized in
in this
this section
shall not
innot be
be insection shall
service credit
credit authorized
(a) (1),
cluded
increase retired
cluded to increase
retired pay,
disability retirement
retirement
pay, disability
retirement pay, retirement
a retired
pay, or retainer
retainer pay while on a
retired list, on aatemporary disability
retired list, in a
a retired status, or in
in the
Marine
the Fleet
Fleet Reserve
Reserve or Fleet
Fleet Marine
Podt,
Post, p. 816.
Corps Reserve, except as provided
Corps
provided in title IV
IV of this Act.
Act.
prior to age
Service prior
(c) The periods
(c)
periods of time hereinabove
authorized to
to be
be counted
counted in
in
hereinabove authorized
18.
18.
computation of basic pay shall, under such
the computation
such regulations
regulations as the
Secretary
Secretary concerned
concerned may prescribe, include
include all service
service heretofore
performed by members of the uniformed services
or hereafter
hereafter performed
services prior
prior
to their attainment
attainment of eighteen years of age.
Service credit re(d)
(d) The period of time to be counted
counted in the computation
computation of basic
strictions.
pay shall.be the total of all periods authorized
authorized to be counted for such
such
purpose in
m any of the uniformed
uniformed services,
services, but the same period of time
Overseas service bebeshall not, for any reason, be counted more than once:
Provided, That
once: Provided,
That
tween
tween 1898-1912.
1898-1912.
retired enlisted
eretof
ore o
hereafter retired
reti red with
w ith credit
cre dit for
for
retired
enlisted men
men h
heretofore
orr hereafter
thirty years' service
service in the
the Army, Navy, or Marine
Marine Corps, and who
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TAT.]
63 S
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served beyond
between
beyond the continental
continental limits of the United States
States between
1898-1912, such service having been computed
computed under
1898-1912,
under previous laws
as double time toward retirement, shall be entitled to receive the
maximum retired pay now or hereafter
hereafter provided
provided for the grade in
which retired.
retired.
which
SPECIAL
PAY-PHYSICIANS AND
AND DENTISTS
SPECIAL PAY—PHYSICIANS
DENTISTS
"Commissioned of"Commissioned
SEC. 203.
203. (a)
The term
term "commissioned
"commissioned officers",
officers", as
used in
in this
SEC.
(a) The
as used
this ficers."
ficers.",
section,
interpreted to
those commissioned
commissioned
only (1)
(1) those
section, shall
shall be interpreted
to mean only
officers
Medical and Dental
Dental Corps
Corps of the Regular
Regular Army,
Army, Navy,
officers in the Medical
medical and dental officers of the
commissioned medical
and Air Force and commissioned
Regular
active duty
duty
Public Health Service who
who were
were on
on active
Regular Corps
Corps of
of the
the Public
on September
September 1,
1, 1947;
1947; (2)
(2) those
officers who,
who, heretofore
subseon
those officers
heretofore but
but subsequent to September
September 1,
1,
1, 1947, have
have been
been or who
who, prior
prior to September
quent
September 1,
1952,
be commissioned
commissioned in
Medical and
and Dental
Dental Corps
Corps of
the
1952, may
may be
in the
the Medical
of the
Regular Army,
officers
Air Force or
or as medical and dental officers
Regular
Army, Navy, and Air
of the
;(3)
(3) such
officers
Regular Corps of
of the
the Public Health
Health Service
Service;
such officers
of
the Regular
who on
1947, were
were or
who thereafter
been or
or may
may
who
on September
September 1,
1, 1947,
or who
thereafter have
have been
be commissioned
in the
the Medical
Medical and
and Dental
Dental Corps
Corps of
of the
the Officers
Officers'
be
commissioned in
Reserve Corps,
United States
States Air
the Naval
Reserve,
Air Force
Force Reserve,
Reserve, the
Naval Reserve,
Corps, the
the United
Reserve
the
National Guard,
Guard, the
the National
Guard of
United States,
the Air
Air
of the
the United
States, the
the National
National Guard
National Guard,
Guard, the
the Air
of the
United States,
States, the
Guard of
the United
Air National
National Guard
National
Army
Force of
of the
the United
States or
or as
as
the Air
Air Force
United States,
Army of
of the
the United
United States,
States, the
medical
officers of the Reserve
Reserve Corps of the Public
Public Health
and dental officers
medical and
Service
and who heretofore, but
September 1,
1, 1947, have
but subsequent
subsequent to September
Service and
or
duty of
of one year or
volunteered
accepted for
extended active
active duty
for extended
and been
been accepted
volunteered and
longer, or
or who
who may,
and be
September 1,
1, 1952,
1952, volunteer and
may, prior
prior to September
longer,
general
accepted
duty of one
longer; (4)
(4) _general
one year
year or longer;
active duty
extended active
accepted for
for extended
and Dental
Dental Corps of the Regular
officers
appointed from the Medical
Medical and
Regular
officers appointed
Army,
Officers' Reserve
Reserve Corps,
Corps, the National Guard, the National
Army, the Officers'
the
Guard
the United
States the
Army of the United States, the
the Army
United States,
of the
Guard of
Air
Regular
Air Force,
the United
States .Air
Force Reserve, the Air
Air Force
United States
Force, the
Regular Air
National
Air National
National Guard
Guard of
United States,
States, and
and the
the
the United
of the
the Air
Guard, the
National Guard,
were on active duty on September
Air
Force of
United States who
September
who were
of the
the United
Air Force
1 1947,
September 1,
1, 1947;
1947; and
general officers
officers who
subsequent to September
who, subsequent
(5) general
and (5)
1,
those officers
officers of
Medical
have
been or
or who
who may
appointed
who,from those
of the
the Medical
be appointed
may be
have been
and
of the
Regular Army,
Army, the
Officers' Reserve
Reserve Corps,
Corps,
the Officers'
the Regular
Corps of
Dental Corps
and Dental
Guard, the National Guard
the
Guard of the United States, the
the National Guard,
Army
the United
Regular Air
Air Force,
Force, the
the United
States
United States
the Regular
States, the
United States,
of the
Army of
Air
Reserve the
the Air
Air National
National Guard
Guard
the Air
Guard the
National Guard,
Air National
Force Reserve,
Air Force
of
United States,
States, and
and the
Force of the United States who are
the Air Force
of the
the United
included
(1) (2),
(3) of this subsection.
(2), or (3)
parts (1),
in parts
included in
special pay.
(b) In
In addition
addition to
to any
pays Rate ofof special
or incentive
incentive pays
special or
allowances, special
pay,, allowances,
any pay
(b)
receive, commissioned
that they
they are
are otherwise
otherwise entitled
commissioned officers as
entitled to receive,
that
defined
subsection (a)
of this
section shall be
entitled to receive
be entitled
this section
(a) of
in subsection
defined in
special pay
pay at
at the
the rate
rate of
month for
for each
each month
of active
active
month of
per month
$100 per
of $100
special
Restriction.
Restriction.
service:
Provided, That
shall not
not be
included in
computing
in computing
be included
sum shall
such sum
That such
service: Provided,
the
increase in
in pay
by any
other provision
provision of
of
any other
authorized by
pay authorized
of increase
amount of
the amount
or
this
or in
computing retired
retired pay,
pay, disability
disability retirement
retirement pav,
pay ' or
in computing
Act or
this Act
Volunteer
Volunteer service.
any severance
pay: Provided
the commissioned
officers
commissioned officers
That the
further, That
Provided further,
severance pay:
any
described
in
subsection
(a)
(3)
of
this
section
shall
be
entitled
to
rereto
be
entitled
shall
section
described in subsection (a) (3) of this
ceive
pay provided
by this
this subsection
subsection only
only during
of
periods of
during periods
provided by
the pay
ceive the
Interns.
officer
volunteer
service: And
And provided
That no
commissioned officer
no commissioned
further,That
provided further,
volunteer service:
as described
this section
section shall,
serving
he is serving
while he
shall, while
of this
(a) of
subsection (a)
in subsection
described in
as
as a
or dental
dental intern,
intern, be
be entitled
entitled to
to receive
special pay
of
pay of
the special
receive the
a medical
medical or
as
$100
as is
is provided
provided in
subsection.
in this subsection.
month as
per month
$100 per

INCENTIVE PAT-HAZARDOUS
PAY—HAZARDOUS DUTYr
DUTY
INCENTIVE

prescribed by
SEC. 204.
204. (a)
to such
such regulations
regulations as may be prescribed
Subject to
(a) Subject
Szo.
the
of the
uniformed services
services entitled
entitled to receive
the uniformed
members of
President, members
the President,
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Hazardous

Rates of pay.
pay.
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basic pay
pay shall,
thereto, be
be entitled
entitled to
to receive
receive incentive
incentive pay
pay
basic
shall, in
in addition
addition thereto,
for the
the performance
performance of
hazardous duty
duty required
required by
competent orders.
for
of hazardous
by competent
orders.
The following
duties:
The
following duties
duties shall
shall constitute
constitute hazardous
hazardous duties:
(1)
by the
the Secretary
Secretary
(1) duty
duty as
as a
a crew
crew member
member as
as determined
determined by
concerned,
involving frequent
regular participation
in aerial
concerned, involving
frequent and
and regular
participation in
aerial
flight;
flight;
(2) duty
duty on
on board
submarine, including
including submarines
submarines under
under
(2)
board aa submarine,
construction
from the
the time
trials commence;
commence;
construction from
time builders'
builders' trials
(3) duty
and regular
in aerial
(3)
duty involving
involving frequent
frequent and
regular participation
participation in
aerial
flights
as a
member pursuant
pursuant to
to part
part (1)
(1) of
of this
this subsubflights not
not as
a crew
crew member
section;
section;
(4) duty
frequent and
and regular
participation in
in glider
(4)
duty involving
involving frequent
regular participation
glider
flights;
flights;
(5)
duty involving
jumping as
as an
an essential
essential part
part of
(5) duty
involving parachute
parachute jumping
of
military duty;
military
duty;
(6) duty
contact with
persons afflicted
afflicted with
with
(6)
duty involving
involving intimate
intimate contact
with persons
leprosy;
leprosy;
(7)
duty involving
involving the
explosives as
as aaprimary
primary
(7) duty
the demolition
demolition of
of explosives
duty,
for such
duty;
duty, including
including training
training for
such duty;
(8)
duty at
(8) duty
at aasubmarine
such duty
submarine escape
escape training
training tank,
tank, when
when such
duty
involves
in the
training; and
and.
involves participation
participation in
the training;
(9) duty
(9)
duty at
at the
the Navy
Deep Sea
Sea Diving
Diving School
or the
the Navy
Navy Deep
School or
Navy
Experimental Diving Unit,
Experimental
Unit, when
involves participation
participation
when such
such duty
duty involves
in
in training.
training.
(b)
the performance
duty as
as prescribed
prescribed in
part
(b) For
For the
performance of
of hazardous
hazardous duty
in part
(1)
(2) of
(1) or
or (2)
of this
of the
the uniformed
uniformed
of.subsection
subsection (a)
(a) of
this section,
section, members
members of
the incentive
incentive pay
services qualifying
quahfying for the
authorized pursuant
to said
said
pay authorized
pursuant to
subsection shall be entitled to
to be
paid at
the following
following monthly
monthly rates
rates
be paid
at the
according to the pay
pay grade
grade to
according
or in
in which
distributed
to which
which assigned
assigned or
which distributed
for basic pay
pay purposes:
purposes:
Mon
Monthly
Monthl
rate

Pay grade
0-8
0-8............................
.
0-7 .--..-..-...
--....................
0-8
0-6 .............. ....................
0-5
0-5-----..........--..
--------------...........
............
0-4
0-4
.
........................ .....
0-4--.------------------0-3
0-3 ---------------0-2
0-1 ---------------------------------0-1
W-4
W-3

$150.
00
$150.00
150.00
150.00
210.00
180.03
180.00
150.00
10.00
10. 00
120.00
11o.
o
110.00
100.00
100.
O0
100.00
1100.00
.

Pay
Pay grade
Payrarate
W-2
W-2--..-......................W-1-...-....
..---........................
E-7 --...--......----.......--E-8 ..----......-------..
E-6
......------------E-5
E-5-............
..............
E-5
...........
............
E-4
--- ------ .
E-3
E-2
...................
E-1

---

W-3--------------0-----------------------------0

Suspension of paySuspension
ment.
Aviation
Aviation cadet.
Restriction.
Restriction.

[63 STAT.
STAT.
[63

---------------

Monthly
Monthly
rate

$100. 00
$100.00
00
100.00
75.00
75.00
67.0
87.50
80.00
600
....0
60
52.50

4.
o
46.00

87.
50
87.50
30.00

(c) For the performance
performance of any hazardous
(c)
hazardous duty
duty as
as prescribed
prescribed in
in
parts (3)
(3) to (9)
(9),,inclusive,
inclusive, of subsection (a)
of this section
(a) of
section by
by officers
officers
and enlisted persons qualifying for the incentive
incentive pay
pay authorized
authorized purpursuant to said subsection, officers
officers shall be entitled
entitled to be paid at
at the
the rate
rate
of $100 per month, and enlisted
enlisted persons shall be entitled
entitled to be paid
paid at
at
the rate of $50 per month.
(d) The President
President may, in time of war, suspend
suspend the
the payment
payment of
of
incentive pay for the performance
performance of
of any
or all
all hazardous
hazardous duty.
any or
duty.
(e)
be entitled
(e) No aviation
aviation cadet shall be
entitled to receive
receive any
any incentive
pay
incentive pay
authorized pursuant
pursuant to this section.
authorized
(f)
uniformed services
(f) No member
member of the uniformed
services shall
shall be entitled
entitled to
to receive
receive
more than one payment of any incentive pay authorized
authorized pursuant
pursuant to
this section
section for the same period
this
period of time during which he may qualify
payment of such incentive
incentive pay.
for more than one payment
pay.
SPECIAL PAY--DIVING
PAY--DIVING D
DUTY
SPECIAL
UTY

Rate
ate of pay.

SEC.
(a) An enlisted
S
EC. 205. (a)
enlisted person
person of the uniformed
uniformed services
services entitled
to receive
receive basic
basic pay and assigned
titled to
assigned to the duty
duty of diving shall,

.
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in addition to
to basic
basic pay,
receive special
under such
such
pay, be entitled
entitled to
to receive
special pay,
pay, under
regulations as
regulations
prescribed by the
as may
may be prescribed
the Secretary
Secretary concerned,
concerned, at
at the
the
rate of not less than $5 per month and not exceeding $30 per month.
Divers
Divers in salvage
salvage or
(b)
the uniformed
uniformed services entitled
(b) Members of the
entitled to
to receive
receive basic
basic repair
operations.
operations in repair operations.
pay and employed
employed as divers in actual salvage or repair operations
depths of over ninety feet, or in depths of less than ninety feet, when
when
the
repair operation
the officer in charge of the salvage
salvage or repair
operation shall find, in
accordance with regulations prescribed
by the Secretary
Secretary concerned,
concerned,
accordance
prescribed by
that extraordinary
extraordinary hazardous
hazardous conditions
conditions exist,
shall, in
in addition
addition to
exist, shall,
to
basic pay,
be entitled
entitled to
to receive
of $5
$5 per
each hour
basic
pay, be
receive the
the sum
sum of
per hour
hour for
for each
hour
or
fraction thereof
thereof while
while so
The amounts
amounts authorized
to be
or fraction
so employed.
employed. The
authorized to
be
paid
pursuant to
the case
paid pursuant
to this
this subsection
subsection shall,
shall, in
in the
case of
of enlisted
enlisted persons,
persons,
be
in addition
addition to
to the
the amounts
authorized pursuant
subsection (a)
(a)
e in
amounts authorized
pursuant to
to subsection
of this
section.
of
this section.
Restriction.
(c) No
of the
uniformed services
services shall
entitled to
(c)
No member
member of
the uniformed
shall be
be entitled
to receive
receive Restriction.
the
special pay
addition to insection in addition
inthe special
pay authorized
authorized pursuant
pursuant to
to this
this section
Ante, p. 809.
E09.
centive pay
pay authorized
pursuant to
204 of this Act.
Act.
to section
section 204
centive
authorized pursuant
Suspension
of paypaySuspension of
(d) The
President may,
time of
of war,
war, suspend
suspend the
the payment
payment of
of ment.
may, in
in time
(d)
The President
ment.
diving-duty pay.
diving-duty
pay.
SPECIAL PAY--SEA
FOREIGN DoT.
SPECIAL
PAT— SEA AND
AND FOREIGN
DUTY

SEC. 206.
may prescribe,
prescribe,
President may
as the
the President
regulations as
Under such
such regulations
SEC.
206. Under
enlisted
the uniformed
uniformed services entitled to receive basic
persons of the
enlisted persons
or while on duty in
pay
shall, in
in addition
thereto, while
while on
on sea duty or
addition thereto,
pay shall,
any
place beyond
beyond the
continental limits
limits of
or in
the United
United States or
of the
the continental
any place
Alaska,
entitled to
pay at
at the
rates:
monthly rates:
the following
following monthly
to receive
receive pay
be entitled
Alaska, be
Monthly
Monthly Pay
Pay
grades
rates
grades
rates
rates
grades
grades
E-7 ----------------- -------- $22.50
$22. 50 E-3
00
$9.00
E-3 --------------------------- $9.
E-7
8.00
E-6
20. 00 E-2
E-2 _-------------------------E-6 -------------------------- 20.00
E-5
16.00 E-1
8.00
16.00
E-1 -------------------------E-5 ------------------------13.00
E
-4 - -------------------13.00
E-4

SPECIAL
PAT—REENLISTMENT
BONUS
STMENT BONUS
SPECIAL PAY-R-EENI
S
EC. 207.
207. (a)
uniformed services
under
enlist under
services who
who enlist
of the
the uniformed
Members of
(a) Members
SEC.
the conditions
conditions set
set forth in subsection (b)
(b) of this section within three
the
months from
from the
the date
discharge or
such
or within
within such
or separation,
separation, or
their discharge
date of
of their
months
may determine from
lesser period
period of
of time
concerned may
as the
the Secretary
Secretary concerned
time as
lesser
time to
shall be
be paid
paid a
sum reenlistment
bonus of
$90,
of $40,
$40, $90,
reenlistment bonus
a lump
lump sum
time, shall
time
to time,
$160,
$360 upon
enlistment for
for aa period
four,
three, four,
of two,
two, three,
period of
upon enlistment
or $360
$250, or
$160, $250,
five,
respectively; and,
upon enlistment
an unspeciunspecifor an
enlistment for
and, upon
years, respectively;
or six
six years,
five, or
fied period
of time
amounting to
to more
more than
six years
years a
sum reenreena lump
lump sum
than six
time amounting
period of
fied
listment
bonus of
$360 shall
shall be
paid, and,
and, upon
upon the
the completion
of six
six
completion of
be paid,
of $360
listment bonus
years'
such enlistment,
enlistment, for each year
year thereafter
thereafter aa
in such
service in
enlisted service
years' enlisted
lump
payment of
of $60
shall be
the limitation that
subject to
to the
made, subject
be made,
$60 shall
sum payment
lump sum
the
total amount
paid shall
shall not
not exceed
$1,440. No
No reenlistment
reenlistment bonus
bonus
exceed $1,440.
amount paid
the total
shall
be paid
paid for
than four
four enlistments
entered into after the
enlistments entered
more than
for more
shall be
effective
this section:
section; Provided,
Provided, That
That the
the bonus
bonus to
be paid
paid in
in
to be
date of
of this
effective date
the
case of
reenlisting for
for a
aperiod
which would
would extend
the
extend the
period which
of aaperson
person reenlisting
the case
length
Federal service
beyond thirty
shall be
be comcomyears shall
thirty years
service beyond
active Federal
of his
his active
length of
puted
were for
for the
of years
years
number of
the minimum
minimum number
reenlistment were
if said
said reenlistment
puted as
as if
necessary
to permit
such person
person to
years' active Federal
complete thirty years'
to complete
permit such
necessary to
service.
service.
(b) For
reenlistment bonus authorpayment of the reenlistment
of payment
the purpose
purpose of
(b)
For the
ized by
by subsection
this section,
section, enlistment
Regular
of the Regular
enlistment in one of
of this
(a) of
subsection (a)
ized
services following
following (1)
voluntary active
active duty in such
such
or voluntary
(1) compulsory
compulsory or
services
service, or
active duty
one year
year or
or more
more in
in a
a Reserve
Reserve
of one
duty of
extended active
or (2)
(2) extended
service,
component of
service, shall
shall be
be considered
a reenlistment.
reenlistment.
considered a
of such
such service,
component

Limitation.
Limitation.
Service
Service beyond 30
years.

Qualifications
Qualifications
bonus.

for
for
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Extension of enlistment.
Ante, p.
811.
p. 811.

Option for certain
reenlistees.
reenlistees.
Ante, p.
p. 811.
811.

Limitation.

Regulations.
Regulations.
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(c)
Enlisted persons
of the
who, prior
expira(c) Enlisted
persons of
the uniformed
uniformed services,
services, who,
prior to
to expiration of
of the
the period
they have
extend their
their reenreention
period for
for which
which they
have reenlisted,
reenlisted, extend
listment to
the longer
longer enlistment
periods mentioned
mentioned in
in sublistment
to any
any one
one of
of the
enlistment periods
subsection (a)
of this
paid the
of $20
$20 for
each year
year of
of
section
(a) of
this section,
section, shall
shall be
be paid
the sum
sum of
for each
such extension
extension subject
the limitations
subsection (a)
such
subject to
to the
limitations contained
contained in
in subsection
(a)
of this
section.
of
this section.
(d)
the provisions
of subsection
(a) of
this secsec(d) Notwithstanding
Notwithstanding the
provisions of
subsection (a)
of this
tion, a
the uniformed
uniformed services
services who
reenlists within
tion,
a member
member of
of the
who reenlists
within three
three
months after
after being
being discharged
the enlistment
enlistment entered
into prior
prior
months
discharged from
from the
entered into
to
date of
enactment of
of this
this Act,
Act, or
or who
reenlists within
within three
to the
the date
of enactment
who reenlists
three
months after
relieved from
from active
active service
months
after being
being relieved
service as
as aa commissioned
commissioned
officer
or warrant
warrant officer
officer under
made prior
date
officer or
under appointment
appointment made
prior to
to the
the date
of
enactment of
this Act
Act if
or warrant
service
of enactment
of this
if such
such commissioned
commissioned or
warrant service
immediately
followed enlisted
service, shall
shall be
immediately followed
enlisted service,
be entitled
entitled to
to receive
receive
either
the amount
amount and
under the
the proviprovieither (1)
(1) enlistment
enlistment allowances
allowances in
in the
and under
sions
law in
immediately prior
to the
of enactment
enactment of
of this
this
sions of
of law
in effect
effect immediately
prior to
the date
date of
Act,
or (2)
reenlistment bonus
bonus in
the amount
amount and
and under
under the
the provisions
provisions
Act, or
(2) reenlistment
in the
of
the greater
amount: Provided,
the
of this
this section,
section, whichever
whichever is
is the
greater amount:
Provided, That
That the
enlistment
payable under
event
enlistment allowance
allowance payable
under (1)
(1) hereunder
hereunder shall
shall in
in no
no event
exceed
$300.
exceed $300.
(e)
shall prescribe
for the
the
(e) The
The Secretary
Secretary concerned
concerned shall
prescribe regulations
regulations for
administration of
in his
administration
of this
this section
section in
his department.
department.

TITLE III-PROVISIONS
TITLE
III—PROVISIONS RELATING
RELATING TO
TO ALLOWANCES
ALLOWANCES

Enlisted persons.
Enlisted

Offcers.
Officers.

Allowances during
Allowances
absence.
sickness or absence.
Restriction.
Restriction.

Advance payment.

Regulations.
Regulations.
Rate
allowance.
Rate of allowance.

BASIC
FOR SUBSISTENCE
BASIC ALLOWANCE
ALLOWANCE FOR
SUBSISTENCE
SEC.
301.
(a)
SEC.
Except as otherwise
otherwise provided
provided in
or by
in this
this section
section or
by
any other provision
provision of law,
law, each
each member
member of
uniformed services
services
of the
the uniformed
entitled
receive basic pay
pay shall
entitled to receive
entitled to
receive a
abasic
basic allowshall be
be entitled
to receive
allowance for subsistence
subsistence in
in such
such amount
and under
circumstances as
as
amount and
under such
such circumstances
are provided in this section. For
For enlisted persons
persons such
allowance shall
shall
such allowance
be one
of three
(1) When
in kind
not available;
available;
be
one of
three types:
types: (1)
When rations
rations in
kind are
are not
(2) when
(2)
when permission to mess separately
separately is granted; or
or (3)
when
(3) when
assigned to duty under emergency
emergency conditions
conditions where
where no
no Government
Government
messing facilities are available. Officers
Officers shall,
times, be
be entitled
shall, at
at all
all times,
entitled
to receive a
a basic
basic allowance
allowance for
for subsistence
on a
basis.
subsistence on
a monthly
monthly basis.
Enlisted persons
Enlisted
persons shall
the appropriate
allo wance on a
a
shall be
be entitled
entitled to
to the
appropriate allowance
daily basis.
daily
basis.
(b)
be entitled
(b) Enlisted
Enlisted persons shall be
entitled to
the appropriate
appropriate
to receive
receive the
basic allowance
authorized leave
allowance for subsistence
subsistence while on an authorized
leave of
of absence
absence
or while sick in hospital: Provided,
That any
any such
shall not
not
Provided, That
such allowance
allowance shall
accrue
accrue when such persons are, in fact, being subsisted at
at Government
Government
expense.
expense.
the basic
basic allowance
allowance for
(c) Payment of the
for subsistence,
subsistence, when
when authorauthorized,
persons in
ized, may be made to enlisted persons
in advance
for a
period of
not
advance for
a period
of not
exceeding
exceeding three months.
months.
(d) The President
prescribe regulations for the
the administration
administration
(d)
President may prescribe
of
this section.
section.
of this
(e) Members
Members of the uniformed services entitled
entitled to
(e)
to receive
receive a
abasic
basic
allowance
allowance for subsistence
subsistence pursuant to this section shall be entitled
to receive
receive the
the following
amounts:
following amounts:

Officers
---------------------------Officers
$42. 00
00 per
per month.
month.
Enlisted
persons when rations in kind are not available_
available.
Enlisted persons
2.25 per day.
Enlisted
when permission
permission to
to mess
separately is
is
1. 05
05 per day.
Enlisted persons
persons when
mess separately
granted.
granted.
Enlisted
emergency Not
exceed
Enlisted persons
persons when
when assigned
assigned to duty under emergency
to
exceed
conditions
where no
Government messing
conditions where
no Government
messing facilities are
$3.00 per day.
available.
BASIC AIXOWANCE
FOR QUARTERS
QUABTERS
BASIC
ALLOWANCE FOR

SEC.
302. (a)
Except as otherwise provided
SEC. 302.
(a) Except
provided in this section or by any
other
other provision
provision of law, members
members of the uniformed
uniformed services entitled
entitled
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to receive
receive basic pay shall be entitled to receive aabasic allowance
to
allowance for
for
quarters
quarters in such amount and under
under such circumstances as are
are provided
provided
this section:
in
section: Provided,
Provided, That an enlisted
in this
enlisted member in
in pay grade
grade E-4
E 4
(less than seven years' service),
service), E-3, E-2, and E-l,
E-1, shall be considered
considered
at
all times
as a
a member
dependents for the purposes of this
at all
times as
member without dependents
section.
section.

Member
Member without
without

dependents.
dependets.

(b)
otherwise provided
law no
no basic
(b) Except as otherwise
provided by
by law,
basic allowance
allowance for
for

Limitation.
Limitation.

(c)
shall accrue
any member
member of
(c) No basic allowance
allowance for quarters
quarters shall
accrue to
to any
of

Field and sea duty.

quarters
too members
offthe uniformed
quarters shall accrue
ac crue t
mem b
ers o
uniformed services
services assigned
assigned
to Government
Government quarters or housing facilities under the jurisdiction
jurisdiction
of the uniformed
uniformed services, appropriate
appropriate to their rank, grade, or
or rating
rating
and adequate
adequate for themselves
themselves and dependents,
dependents, if
if with
with dependents.
the uniformed
uniformed services without
without dependents while on
field duty,
on field
duty, unless
unless
his commanding officer certifies that he
required to
to prohe was
was necessarily
necessarily required
procure quarters at his own expense, or
or while
while on
sea duty:
Provided,That
on sea
duty: Provided,
field duty or sea duty for temporary
temporary periods of less
than three
three months
months
less than
shall not be considered
considered as field duty or sea
for purposes
of this
this
sea duty for
purposes of
subsection.
(d)
(d) No member
member of
assigned to
to Government
Government
of the
the uniformed
uniformed services
services assigned

Restriction.

Dependents
excludDependents exclnd-

ed from quarters.
quarters
of the
the uniformed
quarters or housing
housing facilities under
under the jurisdiction of
uniformed ed from quarters.
services shall be denied his basic allowance for quarters
if, by
quarters if,
by reason
reason
of orders of competent authority, his dependents
dependents are prevented from
occupying
occupying such
such quarters.
quarters.
Regulations.
(e) The
The President
(e)
President may
may prescribe
prescribe regulations
administration
regulations for
for the
the administration
Regulatiols.
of this section, and such
include, but
not be
be limited
limited to,
such regulations
regulations shall
shall include,
but not
to,
definitions of
duty" and
"sea duty".
of the
the terms
terms "field duty"
and "sea
duty".
Monthly rates
of
(f)
the uniformed
uniformed services
services entitled
(f) Members
Members of
of the
entitled to
to receive
receive aa basic
basic allowance.
Monthly
rates of
allowance for quarters
quarters pursuant
pursuant to this section
section shall be
entitled to
be entitled
to
receive a
at the
receive
a basic allowance
allowance for
for quarters
quarters at
the following
following monthly
monthly rates
rates
according to the pay grade
assigned or
or in
in which
grade to
to which assigned
which distributed
distributed
for basic
basic pay
pay purposes:
for
purposes:

With
With
dependents
dependents

Pay grade
Pay
0-8....-----------

-

-----------.-

-

-----

0-7 ----.
-----------------------------------------------06.....----------------------------------------0-6
0-5 .....-------------------------------------------0-4
-.....------------------------------------....-.
0-3
.-----...------------------.....
--------------------0-2-------.------------.------------------------.--......-...-.----------------------------------0-1
W-4.....----------------------------------------.W-3 ..----.---------... ----------------------------------.-----------.
W-2.........----------------------------------------------------------W-2
W-1
.......---------.----------------------------W-1
E-7 ..-..
-......----------------.
E-6......-----------------------------------------E--------------------- --------------------------E-5
E-4 (7 or more years' service)'
----------..
service)* ----..------.----------

E-4(less
than 77years'
service) "t- ----.-----.-------.------------- --------E-4 (less than
years' service)**
---------------------------E-3 3
.------------.----------------------------.E-2 2---

E-I'.....-----.-------------------------------------------------

E-1.

Without
Without
dependents
dependents

$150.00
$150.00

150.00
120.00
120. 00
120.00
105.00
105.00
90.00
82.50
75.00
105.00
10
.00
90.00
82.50
82.0
75.00
67.
0
67.50
67.0
67.60
67.50
67.50
67.60
45.00
4.
00
45.00
45.00
4.00
45.00
45.00

8120.00
$120.00

120.00
105.00
106
00
90.00
82.50
75.00
67.50
67.80
60.00
60.00
82.50
82
80
75.00
7.00
67.50
60.00
0.00
4d
4& 00
4A
4. 00
45.00
4. 00
45.00
4 00
4& 00
46.00

45.00
4.00
45.00
45.00

45.00

I Service authorized
computation of basic pay pursuant to see. 202 of this Act..
Act.
authorized to be credited in computation
2 Considered at all times
(a) of this section.
3
times as without
without dependents
dependents pursuant to subsection (a)
TRANSPORTATION ALLOWANCES
TRAVEL AND TRANSPORTATION
ALLOWANCES

S
EC. 303.
regulations prescribed
prescribed by
Secretaries conSEO.
303. (a)
(a) Under
Under regulations
by the
the Secretaries
concerned,
members of
uniformed services
shall be
entitled to
to receive
cerned, members
of the
the uniformed
services shall
be entitled
receive
for travel
performed or
or to
to be
travel and
and transportation
transportation allowances
allowances for
travel performed
be
performed under
under competent
competent orders
orders (1)
upon a
achange
change of
performed
(1) upon
of permanent
permanent
station, or
or otherwise,
or when
when away
from their
their designated
designated posts
posts of
of
station,
otherwise, or
away from
duty regardless
of the
the length
designated posts
posts
duty
regardless of
length of
of time
time away
away from
from such
such designated
of duty,
duty, (2)
upon appointment,
to active
or
of
(2) upon
appointment, call
call to
active duty,
duty, enlistment,
enistment, or
induction, from
from home
home or
the place
ordered to
to active
induction,
or from
from the
place from
from which
which ordered
active

Ante, p.
p. 807.
Ante, p.
p. 812.
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Authority of Secretaries.
taries.

Limitations.

Separation from
from
service.
serVrce.

Per diem for duty
outside continental
U.S.
U. S.

Transportation of
Transportation
of
dependentsand houseefects.
hold effects.

Ante, p. 813.
Ante,
813.

Transportation
Transportation under
der emergency
emergency conditions.
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duty to
to first
first station,
station, and
and (3)
upon separation
separation from
service, placeplaceduty
(3) upon
from the
the service,
ment upon
the temporary
retired list,
list, release
release from
from active
ment
upon the
temporary disability
disability retired
active
duty,
duty, or
from last duty
station to
home or
to the
or retirement,
retirement, fromlast
duty station
to home
or to
the place
place from
from
which ordered
to active
active duty,
ordered to
duty, regardless
regardless of
of the
the fact
fact that
that such
memsuch mema member
member of
ber may not be a
the uniformed
at the
the time
time his
his
of the
uniformed services
services at
performed or is to be
be performed.
travel is performed
performed. Allowances
Allowances above
above authorauthorized may be paid
paid without
without regard
regard to
to the
the comparative
the
comparative costs
costs. of
of the
transportation. The
various modes of transportation.
The respective
conrespective Secretaries
Secretaries concerned may
cerned
may prescribe
prescribe (1)
conditions under
under which
and transtrans(1) the
the conditions
which travel
travel and
portation allowances
portation
allowances shall
including advance
advance payments
payments
shall be
be authorized,
authorized, including
the allowances
allowances for
thereof, and
and (2)
(2) the
for types
types of
travel not
not to
to exceed
of travel
exceed
amounts herein
amounts
herein authorized.
authorized. The
The travel
transportation allowtravel and
and transportation
allowances which shall be authorized
authorized for each
type of
of travel
be limeach type
travel shall
shall be
limited to one of the following:
following: (1)
(1) Transportation
Transportation in
kind, reimbursein kind,
reimbursement therefor,
therefor, or
ment
or a
monetary allowance
allowance in
in lieu
of cost
of transportatransportaa monetary
lieu of
cost of
tion at
at aarate
not in
rate not
in excess
of 7
cents per
mile based
based on
estabexcess of
7 cents
per mile
on distances
distances established or
or to be
be established
established over
the shortest
usually traveled
traveled routes,
over the
shortest usually
routes,
accordance with mileage tables prepared
in accordance
prepared by
by the
the Chief
Finance
Chief of
of Finance
Department of the
the Army
of the Department
Army under
of the
the Secretary
Secretary
under the
the direction
direction of
of the
the Army, (2)
(2) transportation
of
transportation in
kind, reimbursement
reimbursement therefor,
therefor, or
in kind,
or
a monetary allowance
provided in
a
allowance as provided
in (1)
(1) of
of this
per
this sentence,
sentence, plus
plus aaper
diem in
in lieu
lieu of
of subsistence
diem
not to
to exceed
per day,
or (3)
travel
subsistence not
exceed $9
$9 per
day, or
(3) for
for travel
within
within the continental
continental limits of the United States aamileage
mileage allowance
of not exceeding
per mile
mile based on
on distances
exceeding. 10 cents per
established or
distances established
or
established pursuant
pursuant to
to be established
existing law:
That the
the travel
travel
to existing
law: Provided,
Provided,That
and transportation
transportation allowances
under conditions
allowances under
conditions authorized
authorized herein
for
herein for
such members
from the
the service,
service, or
members may
may be paid
paid on separation from
or release
release
from
active duty, regardless
regardless of whether
whether or not
not such
from active
member performs
such member
performs
the travel
the
travel involved.
involved.
(b) Without
regard to
(b)
Without regard
to the
limitations in
this Act,
the
the monetary
monetary limitations
in this
Act, the
Secretaries
uniformed services
authorize the
Secretaries of the uniformed
services may authorize
the payment
payment to
to
members of the uniformed
uniformed services
services on duty
members
outside the
the continental
continental
duty outside
in Alaska,
Alaska, whether
United States or in
whether or
or not
not in
in aatravel
of a
aper
travel status,
status, of
per
diem considering
considering all
all elements
elements of
of cost
members and
their
cost of
of living
living to
to members
and their
dependents,
subsistence, and
and other
dependents, including the cost of quarters, subsistence,
other
necessary incidental
incidental expenses: Provided,
Provided, That dependents
not
necessary
dependents shall not
be considered
for members
members in
considered in determining
determining per diem allowances for
in a
a
travel status.
travel
status.
(c)
to the allowances
allowances authorized
(c) In
In addition
addition to
above, under
under such
such
authorized above,
conditions and limitations and for such ranks, grades,
grades, or ratings
and to and from such locations as may be prescribed
prescribed by the Secretaries
Secretaries
concerned, members
the uniformed
concerned,
members of the
uniformed services
when ordered
make
services when
ordered to
to make
a change of permanent
a
permanent station shall be entitled
entitled to transportation
transportation in
in
reimbursement therefor, or
or to
kind for dependents
dependents or to reimbursement
to a
amonetary
monetary
allowance in lieu of such transportation in kind at a
a rate to be
be
allowance
(a) of
prescribed not in excess of the rate authorized in subsection
subsection (a)
of
this section, and in connection with aa change of station (whether
(whether
temporary or permanent),
transportation (including
temporary
permanent), to transportation
(including packing,
crating, drayage, temporary
temporary storage, and unpacking)
crating,
unpacking) of
baggage and
of baggage
and
household
reimbursement therefor,
to and
and from
household effects, or reimbursement
therefor, to
from such
such localocaprescribed by
tions and within such weight allowances
allowances as may be prescribed
by the
the
Secretaries,
various
Secretaries, without regard to the comparative
comparative costs of the various
modes
a change
modes of
of transportation.
transportation. When
When orders directing a
change of permanent station
for the member concerned
concerned have not been issued, or when
nent
station for
when
such
have been issued but are
cannot
such orders
orders have
are of such aanature that they cannot
be used
used as authority
authority for transportation
dependents and baggage
be
transportation of dependents
baggage
and
and household
household effects,
effects, the Secretaries
Secretaries concerned may, nevertheless,
nevertheless,
authorize the movement
movement of the dependents
authorize
dependents and baggage and household
household
effects
and prescribe
kind, reimbursement
effects and
prescribe transportation
transportation in
in kind,
reimbursement therefor,
or aamonetary
allowance in
in lieu
lieu thereof
thereof as authorized
authorized in this subsection,
or
monetary allowance
subsection,
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as the case may be, only under unusual or emergency
emergency circumstances,
circumstances,
(1) circumstances
including but not limited to, (1)
circumstances when
being
when duty
duty is
is being
performed by such member at
at places designated
designated by the
the Secretary
Secretary
concerned as within zones from which dependents
dependents should be evacuated,
concerned
evacuated,
(2)
(2) circumstances
circumstances when orders which direct temporary
temporary duty travel
travel
member do not provide
permanent station
of such member
provide for return
return to the permanent
of absence from the
or do not specify
specify or imply any limit to the period
period a
the
permanent
when such
such members
permanent station, or (3)
(3) circumstances
circumstances when
members are servserving on permanent
permanent duty
United
duty at
at stations outside the
the continental
continental United
concerned shall
States or in Alaska, or on sea duty. The Secretary
Secretary concerned
shall
"permanent station',
station", which
define the term "permanent
which definition shall
shall include,
shore station
the home
home yard
or home
but not
not be
be limited
limited to,
to, a
a shore
station or
or the
yard or
home port
port of
of
the vessel to which a
a member
member of the uniformed
uniformed services entitled to
to
receive
a duly authorized
change in
receive basic pay may be ordered;
ordered; and a
authorized change
home yard
yard or
or home
home port
such vessel
vessel shall
be deemed
change of
port of
of such
shall be
deemed a
a change
of
permanent
Secretary
permanent station.
station. Under
Under regulations
regulations prescribed
prescribed by
by the
the Secretary
concerned, transportation
dependents and baggage and household
transportation for dependents
household
effects are authorized
authorized upon the
member of
of the
the uniformed
uniformed
the death of
of a
a member
services while entitled to receive basic pay pursuant to section 201 (e)
(e)
of
of this
this Act.
Act.
(d)
of the
the uniformed
on duty
with or under
under
(d) A
A member
member of
uniformed services
services on
duty with
Military Air Transport
Marine Corps
training for the Military
Transport Service,
Service, Marine
Corps TransTransport Squadrons, or Fleet
Fleet Logistics Support
Support Unit and away from his
permanent
diem in
permanent station, may
may be
be paid
paid a
a per
per diem
in lieu
lieu of
of subsistence
subsistence in
in
an amount
amount not to exceed
exceed the amount
to which he
he would
would be
be entitled
amount to
if performing
performing temporary
duty travel, without in either
either case
case the
the issuif
temporary duty
ance
ance of orders for
for specific
specific travel.
(e)
the United
United States
States Military
Academy-,midshipmen
midshipmen
Military Academy,
(e) Cadets
Cadets of
of the
of the United
United States Naval
Naval Academy,
Academy, cadets of the United States
Coast
Guard Academy,
Academy, applicants
rejected applicants,
applicants,
enlistment, rejected
applicants for
for enlistment,
Coast Guard
general
discharged prisoners,
prisoners, insane
patients transferred
transferred
insane patients
prisoners, discharged
general prisoners,
from military
military hospitals
hospitals to
to other
hospitals or
home. and persons
persons
other hospitals
or their
their home,
from
discharged
from Saint
Saint Elizabeths
Elizabeths Hospital
transfer from one
one
after transfer
Hospital after
discharged from
of
be entitled
to receive
travel and
and
shall be
entitled to
receive such
such travel
of the
the uniformed
uniformed services,
services, shall
(a) of this
subsection (a)
as are
are provided in subsection
transportation
allowances as
transportation allowances
section,
as may
be prescribed
by the
concerned, due
due conthe Secretaries
Secretaries concerned,
prescribed by
section, as
may be
Government as well as those
sideration being
being given
given to
to the rights of the Government
sideration
of
individual in
in the
regulations prescribing
prescribing said
said
of regulations
promulgation of
the promulgation
the individual
of the
allowances.
allowances.
(f) The
Secretaries concerned
in establishing
the rates
rates and
and types
of
types of
establishing the
concerned in
(f)
The Secretaries
allowances
by this
this section
consider in
in prescribing
prescribing (1)
shall consider
(1)
allowances authorized
authorized by
section shall
monetary
in lieu
lieu of
cost of
of firstfirstof transportation—average
transportation-average cost
allowance in
monetary allowance
class
including sleeping
sleeping accommodations,
(2) per
per diem
accommodations, (2)
class transportation
transportation including
rates—the
current economic
economic data
subsistence (including
(including
data on cost of subsistence
rates-the current
lodging
other necessary
necessary incidental
incidental expenses
expenses related
and
related thereto)
thereto), and
and other
lodging and
including
(3)
(3) mileage rates-average
rates—average cost of first-class
first-class transportation
transportation including
sleeping accommodations
and current
current economic
data on
subcost of
of subon cost
economic data
sleeping
accommodations and
sistence (including
other necessary
necessary incidental
incidental expenses
expenses
and other
lodging and
sistence
(including lodging
related thereto).
thereto).
related
(g) The
The Secretaries
Secretaries concerned
concerned shall
determine what
what shall
shall consticonstishall determine
(g)
tute a
atravel
status.
travel status.
tute
(h) Regulations
Regulations shall
shall be
Secretaries of
uniof the
the unithe Secretaries
promulgated by
by the
be promulgated
(h)
formed
services, as
as provided
regulations shall
shall be
unibe uniand such
such regulations
herein, and
provided herein,
formed services,
form for
all services
services insofar
Provided, That
That no
prono proinsofar as
as practicable:
practicable: Provided,
form
for all
visions of
this section
until such
regulations have
have
such regulations
become effective
effective until
shall become
of this
section shall
visions
been issued:
Provided further,
nothing contained
this Act
Act
in this
contained in
That nothing
further, That
been
issued: Provided
shall preclude
of travel
travel and
transportation allowances
allowances
and transportation
the payment
payment of
shall
preclude the
under provisions
of law
in effect
day prior
to the
the effective
effective date
date
the day
prior to
effect on
on the
law in
under
provisions of
of this
pursuant to
this subto this
subare issued
issued pursuant
regulations are
such regulations
Act, until
until such
of
this Act,
section.
section.

"Permanent
"Permanent station."
tion."

Death of member.

Ante, p. 807.

Per diem in lieu of
subsistence.

Cadets, midshipmen, etc., travel allowances, etc.

Basis
Basis for rates and
typos
allowances.
typos of allowances.

Regulations.
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PERSONAL
ALLOWANCE
PERSONAL MONEY
MONEY ALLOWANCE
S
EC. 304. (a)
(a) Officers
Officers entitled
entitled to
to receive basic pay shall, while servSE.
ing in the grade
grade of lieutenant general, vice admiral,
admiral, or in an equivalent
equivalent
grade
rank, in
to any
or allowance
by
authorized by
allowance authorized
pay or
any other
other pay
in addition
addition to
or rank,
grade or
this
entitled to
personal money
allowance of
$500
of $500
money allowance
a personal
receive a
to receive
be entitled
this Act,
Act, be
per
per annum.
annum.
General, admiral.
admiral.
(b) Officers
receive basic
serving in the
pay shall,
shall, while serving
basic pay
to receive
Officers entitled to
(b)
General,
grade
general, admiral,
or in
an equivalent
equivalent grade
grade or
or rank,
addiin addirank, in
in an
admiral, or
of general,
grade of
tion
any other
authorized by
by this
be entitled
entitled
Act, be
this Act,
or allowance
allowance authorized
pay or
other pay
tion to
to any
to
receive a
of $2,200
$2,200 per
per annum.
annum.
allowance of
money allowance
a personal
personal money
to receive
Chief
of
Chief of Staff
Staff of
(C)
entitled to receive
basic pay shall, while serving
serving as the
(c)
Officers
ent;tled
receive
Army,
etc.
Army, etc.
Chief
of the Army,
Army, as
as the Chief of Naval Operations, as the
the
Chief of
of Staff of
Chief of
of the
Marine
of the
the Marine
Commandant of
as the
the Commandant
Force, as
the Air
Air Force,
Staff of
of Staff
Chief
Corps, or
or as
Commandant of
the Coast
Coast Guard,
Guard, in
any other
other
lieu of
of any
in lieu
of the
the Commandant
as the
Corps,
personal money
money allowance
allowance authorized
by this
in addition
but in
addition
section, but
this section,
authorized by
personal
to any
any other
pay or
allowance authorized
by this
this Act,
to
be entitled
entitled to
Act, be
authorized by
or allowance
other pay
to
receive a
apersonal
per annum.
annum.
of $4,000
$4,000 per
allowance of
money allowance
personal money
receive

Lieutenant
general,
Lieutenant general,
vice admiral.
vice admiral.

TITLE
TO RETIREMENT,
RETIREMENT,
RELATING TO
IV-PROVISIONS RELATING
TITLE IV—PROVISIONS
RETIREMENT
PAY,
SEPARATION,
AND
SEVERANCE
RETIREMENT PAY, SEPARATION, AND SEVERANCE
PAY
FOR
PHYSICAL
DISABILITY
PAY FOR PHYSICAL DISABILITY
ESTABLISHMENT OF
OF A
ATEMPORARY
LIST
RETIRED LIST
DISABILITY RETIRED
TEMPORARY DISABILITY
ESTABLISHMENT
SEC. 401.
Any member
of the
services found to be
the uniformed
uniformed services
member of
(a) Any
SEC.
401. (a)
unfit to
the duties
duties of
of his
his office,
office, rank,
rank, grade,
grade, or rating
rating by
perform the
to perform
unfit
reason of
physical disability
disability and
as hereinhereinqualifies as
otherwise qualifies
who otherwise
and who
of physical
reason
after
be retired
retired or
separated subject
subject to
the provisions
to the
or separated
may be
after provided
provided may
of this title.
Secretary concerned
concerned shall establish
establish for his uniformed
(b) The Secretary
service
temporary disability
placed
list, upon
upon which shall be placed
retired list,
disability retired
service aatemporary
the
placement
his service entitled to such placement
of all members
members of his
the names
names of
title. Such list shall be published
provisions of this title.
pursuant to the
the provisions
the
annually
annually in the official
official register or other official publication
publication of the
service concerned.
RETIREMENT,
TEMPORARY DISABILITY
TEMPORARY
DISABILITY RETIREMENT,
RETIREMENT, PHYSICAL
PHYSICAL DISABILITY
DISABILITY RE'TIREMENT,
PAY
AND
DISABILITY RETIREMENT
RETIREMENT PAY
AND DISABILITY

SEC. 402. (a)
determination by the Secretary concerned
concerned (1)
(1)
SEC.
(a) Upon aadetermination
that
of aaRegular
Regular component
component of
of the
the uniformed
enuniformed services
services enthat a
a member
member of
titled
pay, or
member of
Reserve component
of the
the
of aaReserve
component of
basic pay,
or a
a member
titled to
to receive
receive basic
has been called or
uniformed
entitled to receive
receive basic pay who has
uniformed services entitled
extended active
active duty
for a
period in
thirty days,
ordered to
to extended
duty for
a period
in excess
excess of
of thirty
days,
is unfit to perform the
office rank, grade, or
the duties of
of his office,
or rating, by
by
reason of physical
physical disability
disability incurred while entitled to receive basic
basic
pay; (2)
that such disability
intentional misconduct
misconduct
due to
to the
the intentional
disability is
is not due
pay;
(2) that
or willful neglect
not
neglect of such member and that such disability was not
incurred
incurred during aa period of unauthorized
unauthorized absence of such member;
member;
(3)
accordance with
(3) that such disability
disability is 30 per centum or more in accordance
the standard schedule of rating disabilities in current use by the VetAdministration; (4)
erans' Administration;
(4) that such disability was the proximate
result
of the
active duty;
duty; and
and (5)
that accepted
accepted medical
result of
the performance
performance of
of active
(5) that
medical
principles indicate that such disability may be of a
apermanent
permanent nature,
nature,
the name of such member
member shall be placed upon the temporary
temporary disability
retired list of his service by the Secretary
Secretary concerned
concerned and such member
member
shall be entitled
retirement pay as prescribed
prescribed
entitled to receive disability retirement
Post, p. 818.
818.
Post,
in subsection (d) of this section: Provided,
Provided, That if
if condition
condition (5)
(5) above
above
Permanent
Permanent disabildisabil- is met by a
of
a
permanent
a
finding
that
such
disability
is
a
permanent
nature,
such
ity.

Temporary disability retired
retired list.

ity.
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Secretary concerned
member may be retired by the Secretary
concerned and, upon retiremember
receive disability retirement
retirement pay as prescribed
ment, shall be entitled to receive
in subsection
condition
further,That if condition
Providedfurther,
subsection (d) of this section: Provided
(3)
determined to be less than
is not
not met because the disability is determined
(3) above is
30 per centum, the
concerned shall not be
be eligible
eligible for any disthe member
member concerned
30
ability retirement
retirement provided in this section, but may be separated
separated for
service concerned
separation
concerned and upon separation
physical disability from the service
shall be entitled to receive disability severance
severance pay as prescribed
prescribed in
section 403
Provided further,
further, That any disability shown
403 of this title: Provided
section
a period of active service
to have
have been incurred in line of duty during a
in time
national emergency
emergency shall be considered to be the
in
time of war or national
performance of active duty.
result of the performance
proximate result
a
(b) Upon
Secretary concerned (1)
(1) that a
by the Secretary
determination by
(b)
Upon aa determination
member of a
aRegular
Regular component
component of the uniformed services entitled to
member
receive basic pay, or a
a member of a
a Reserve component
component of the uniformed
entitled to receive
receive basic pay who has been called or
services entitled
formed services
ordered
active duty
for a
aperiod
period in
excess of
of thirty
thirty days,
days,
in excess
duty for
ordered to
to extended
extended active
is
duties of
ofice, rank, grade, or rating, by
of his
his office,
the duties
to perform
perform the
is unfit
unfit to
reason of
disability incurred
incurred while entitled to receive
receive basic
of physical
physical disability
reason
pay; (2)
that such
such disability
intentional misconduct
misconduct
the intentional
due to the
is not due
disability is
(2) that
pay;
or
willful neglect
neglect of
of such
such member
member and that
that such disability was not
or willful
incurred
unauthorized absence
member;
absence of such member;
a period
period of unauthorized
during a
incurred during
(3) that
that such
such disability
disability is
is 30
30 per
accordance with
or more in accordance
per centum or
(3)
the standard
standard schedule
schedule of
disabilities in current use by the Vetof rating
rating disabilities
the
erans' Administration;
that such member has completed at least
(4) that
Administration; (4)
erans'
eight
years of
active service as
defined in section 412 of this title; and
as defined
of active
eight years
(5) that
accepted medical
medical principles
principles indicate that such disability may
that accepted
(5)
be
the name
such member shall be placed
of such
name of
nature, the
a permanent
permanent nature,
of a
be of
upon
the temporary
temporary disability
retired list of his service by the Secredisability retired
upon the
tary
concerned and
members shall be entitled to receive disability
such members
and such
tary concerned
retirement
as prescribed
prescribed in
in subsection
of this section: ProPro(d) of
subsection (d)
pay as
retirement pay
vided,
if condition
(5) above
is met
met by
dissuch disthat such
finding that
by aafinding
above is
condition (5)
That if
vided, That
ability
is of
retired by
by the
be retired
may be
member may
such member
nature, such
permanent nature,
of a
a permanent
ability is
Secretary concerned
and, upon
upon retirement,
be entitled to receive
shall be
retirement, shall
concerned and,
Secretary
disability retirement
retirement pay
in subsection
subsection (d)
secof this sec(d) of
prescribed in
as prescribed
pay as
disability
tion:
That if
condition (3)
met because
because
is not
not met
(3) above
above is
if condition
further,That
Providedfurther,
tion: Provided
the
disability is
determined to
to be
than 30
30 per
per centum,
member
centum, the member
less than
be less
is determined
the disability
concerned
shall not
not be
be eligible
eligible for
disability retirement
retirement provided
provided
any disability
for any
concerned shall
in
but may
for physical disability from the
separated for
may be separated
section, but
in this
this section,
service
upon separation
separation shall
shall be
be entitled
disreceive disto receive
entitled to
and upon
concerned and
service concerned
ability
severance
pay
as
prescribed
in
section
403
of
this
title:
And
And
title:
this
of
403
section
in
as
prescribed
pay
ability severance
provided
regardless of
percentage of
of disability
disability deterdeterthe percentage
of the
That regardless
further,That
providedfurther,
mined
to
have
been
incurred,
if
condition
(4)
above
is
not
met
because
because
met
is
not
above
(4)
condition
if
incurred,
been
mined to have
the
has completed
completed less
years of
active
of active
eight years
than eight
less than
concerned has
member concerned
the member
service
as
defined
in
section
412
of
this
title
at
time
he
otherhe
would
time
the
at
title
this
of
412
in
section
defined
as
service
wise have
have been
been retired
retired pursuant
this subsection,
subsection, the member conto this
pursuant to
wise
cerned
for any
any disability
provided in
retirement provided
disability retirement
eligible for
be eligible
not be
shall not
cerned shall
this
but may
the
from the
disability from
physical disability
for physical
be separated
separated for
may be
section, but
this section,
service
concerned and
and upon
upon separation
separation shall
shall be
be entitled to
receive disto receive
service concerned
ability severance
pay as
in section
403 of
of this
this title.
title.
section 403
prescribed in
as prescribed
severance pay
ability
(clipon
(1) that a
a
concerned (1)
Secretary concerned
the Secretary
by the
determination by
a determination
Upon a
(c)
member
the uniformed
uniformed services
those members
members covered
covered
than those
other than
services, other
of the
member of
in subsections
and (b)
this section,
perform the
to perform
unfit to
section, is unfit
of this
(b) of
(a) and
subsections _(a)
in
duties of
of his
his office,
office rank,
rating by
reason of
of physical disby reason
or rating
grade, or
rank, grade,
duties
ability resulting
from an
an injury;
injury; (2)
such injury
injury was
the
was not the
that such
(2) that
resulting from
ability
result of
of the
the intentional
intentional misconduct
misconduct or
or willful
neglect of
member;
such member;
of such
willful neglect
result
(3)
that such
such disability
disability is
per centum
centum or
accordance with
with
in accordance
more in
or more
is 30
30 per
(3) that
the
disabilities in
the Vetby the
use by
in current
current use
rating disabilities
of rating
schedule of
standard schedule
te standard
erans'
(4) that
that such
injury was
was the proximate
result
proximate result
such injury
Administration; (4)
erans' Administration;
81.939°-50
--PT. i---52
r-52
81939°0--PT.

Post,
Post,p. 818.
Disability severance
pay.

Post,
Post, p.
p. 820.
Disability incurred
incurred
during war or national
emergency.
emergency.

Disability with 88
years'
years' service.

Pod,
824.
Pod, p.
p. 82.

Post,
Pod, p. 818.
Permanent disabilPermanent
ity.

Disability severance
pay.

Post,
820.
Pot, p.
p. 820.

Pot, p.
p. 824.
Post,
824.

p. 820.
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820.
Post, p.
Part-time service
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Disability retireDisabilityretirement
pay.
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of the performance
performance of
of active
training duty,
duty, other
fullactive duty,
duty, full-time
full-time training
other fulltime duty, or inactive
inactive duty
duty training,
training, as
may be;
be; and
and (5)
(5) that
as the
the case
case may
that
accepted
medical principles
accepted medical
that such
disability may
of a
principles indicate
indicate that
such disability
may be
be of
a
permanent
the name
permanent nature, the
name of
of such
such member
member shall
shall be
placed upon
the
be placed
upon the
temporary
list of
temporary disability
disability retired list
of his
his service
service by
by the
the Secretary
conSecretary concerned and such member
member shall
be entitled
entitled to
to receive
retireshall be
receive disability
disability retirement pay as
prescribed in
ment
as prescribed
(d) of
of this
this section:
Provided,
i
in subsection
subsection (d)
section: Provided,
if condition (5)
That if
(5) above
met by
by aafinding
that such
s
uchdisability
disability iss
above is
is met
finding that
a permanent
permanent nature,
of a
nature, such
such member
be retired
retired by
by the
the Secretary
Secretary
member may
may be
concerned and, upon retirement, shall
concerned
shall be
be entitled
entitled to
receive disability
to receive
disability

retirement pay
as prescribed
prescribed in
in subsection
retirement
pay as
subsection (d)
(d) of
of this
this section:
Pro section: Provided further,
further, That
vided
That if
if condition
(3) above
is not
not met
because the
the
condition (3)
above is
met because
disability is determined
determined to
to be
be less
30 per
centum, the
the member
member
less than
than 30
per centum,
concerned
concerned shall not be eligible for any disability
disability retirement
retirement provided
provided
may be separated
in this section, but may
disability from
from the
the
separated for
for physical
physical disability
service
service concerned
concerned and upon
upon separation
separation shall
be entitled
entitled to
to receive
receive
shall be
Pod. P.820.
Pot, p. 82.
disability severance
severance pay
pay as
as prescribed
in section
section 403
this title.
prescribed in
403 of
of this
title.
Temporary disabilTemporary
(d) A
A member
(d)
member of
of the
whose name
name is
placed
the uniformed
uniformed services
ity retired list. disabyservices whose
is placed
upon the temporary disability retired
retired list
of his
his service
service pursuant
pursuant
list of
to subsections
of this
subsections (a), (b),
(la), or (c)
(c) of
this section,
section, for
for the
the period
period during
during
which
his
name
is
carried
on
such temporary
disability retired
retired list,
list,
which
his
name
is
carried
on such
temporary disability
Limitation.
imttn.
but in no event to exceed
exceed a
aperiod of five years,
years, or aamember
member of
of the
the
services who
is retired
to the
the provisions
of this
this
omputatio of uniformed
uniformed services
who is
retired pursuant
pursuant to
provisions of
Computation
pay.
tion o
title, shall
be entitled
title,
shall be
entitled to
retirement pay
pay computed,
computed,
to receive
receive disability
disability retirement
at his election,
election, by multiplying
multiplying an amount equal
to the
the monthly
monthly basic
basic
equal to
pay of the rank, grade, or rating held by
by him
at the
the time
time of
of the
the placeplacehim at
ment of his name
name on the temporary
temporary disability
disability retired
retired list
list or
or at
the
at the
time
time of his retirement, whichever
whichever is earlier, by (1)
(1) a
equal to
to
a number
number equal
the number of years a
of active service
service to
to which
such member
member is
is entitled
which
such
entitled
Post,
p.
824.
Pos p.p.
under the
section 412
412 of
this title,
per
under
the provisions
provisions of
of section
of this
title, multiplied
multiplied by
by 22
21/2 per
centum, or (2)
the percentage
(2) the
of his
physical disability
disability- as
as of
time
percentage of
his physical
of the
the time
his name
his
on the
the temporary
temporary disability
disability retired
retired list
list or
or at
the
name was
was placed
placed on
at the
Fractional year.
year.
Fractional
time
of retirement,
retirement, whichever
Provided,That
time of
whichever is earlier: Provided,
That for
for the
the purpurpose of
of the
the computation
of one-half
year or
or
rankpose
computation of
of (1)
(1) above,
above, fractions
fractions of
one-half year
Temporary rank,
more of
service shall
be counted
as aawhole
whole year:
etc.emorary ran
more
of active
active service
etc.
shall be
counted as
year: Provided
Provided furfurther, That the disability retirement
pay of
ther,
retirement pay
of any
any such
such member
member who
who shall
shall
have held aatemporary
temporary rank,
rank, grade,
or rating
rating higher
higher than
than the
the rank,
rank,
grade, or
grade, or rating held by him at the
the time
time of
placement of
of his
his name
name upon
upon
of placement
the temporary
temporary disability
disability retired list or
or at
at the
the time
his retirement,
retirement,
time of
of his
whichever
who shall
shall have
whichever is earlier, and who
have served
served satisfactorily
in such
satisfactorily in
such
higher rank, ,grade,
grade, or rating
higher
rating as determined
determined by
by the
the Secretary
Secretary conconcerned,
cerned, shall be computed
computed on
on the
of the
the monthly
monthly basic
basic pay
the basis
basis of
pay of
of
such higher rank, grade, or rating to
to which
he would
would have
been enenwhich he
have been
titled
had he
titled had
he been
been serving
serving on active duty in such higher
higher rank,
rank, grade,
grade,
or
placement of
of his
or rating
rating at the time of placement
his name
name on
temporary disdison the
the temporary
ability
retired
list
or
at
the
time
of
retirement,
whichever
is
earlier:
Limitons.
ability
retired
list
or
at
the
time
of
retirement,
whichever
is
earlier:
Limitations.
Provided further,
That in
in no
no case
retirement
Provided
further, That
case shall such disability
disability retirement
pay exceed
pay
exceed 75 per centum
centum of the basic pay upon which the
the computation
computation
is based: Provided
Providedfurther,
further, That the disability
is
disability retirement
retirement pay
pay of
any
of any
member
member whose name is carried
carried on the temporary
temporary disability
disability retired
retired
list
shall, for
for so long as his name
name is carried
list shall,
carried on
on such
such list,
be not
not less
less
list, be
di r
than 50 per centum of
of the
the basic
basic pay
pay upon
which the
computation is
is
upon which
the computation
Credit for promotredit or promo- based:
tion.
Providedfurther,
further, That if
if the
physical disability
based :
Provided
the physical
disability entitling
entitling such
such
member to
disability retirement
exist as
member
to disability
retirement pay
pay is found to exist
result of
as aaresult
of a
a
physical examination
examination given in
in connection
permanent
connection with
with effecting
effecting aapermanent
promotion or aatemporary
temporary promotion
promotion where
eligibility for
promotion
where eligibility
for such
such temtemporary promotion was required to
to have
been based
base d upon
upon cumulative
cumulative
have been
years oof service or years of service
service in
gra de,or ra
ting, the
the disdi sin rank,
rank, grade,
rating,
ability,retirement
of such
ability
retirement pay
pay- of
such member shall be based
based upon the basic
pay
rank, grade,
rating to which such member would have
pay of
of the
the rank,
grade, or rating
have
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been promoted
promoted but
such disability,
if such
such rank,
grade, or
rating
or rating
rank, grade,
disability, if
for such
but for
been
rating upon which such pay
is higher
higher than
other rank,
or rating
grade, or
rank, grade,
any other
than any
is
is herein
authorized to
to be
be computed
computed and which such member would
herein authorized
is
have
been
entitled
to
receive
if serving
serving on active duty in such rank,
if
receive
to
entitled
have been
any member who,
grade,
or rating:
provided further,
further, That
That for any
And provided
rating: And
grade, or
for
any reason,
reason, has
been or
hereafter may be retired
retired or whose name
or hereafter
has been
or any
is carried
on a
atemporary
temporary disability
and who, while in such
retired list and
disability retired
carried on
is
physical
status, serves
on active
while so
so serving,
serving, incurs a
a physical
and while
duty, and
active duty,
serves on
status,
disability
of 30
per centum
centum or
in accordance
accordance with the standard
more in
or more
30 per
disability of
Veterans' Adminschedule of
disabilities in
use by the Veterans'
current use
in current
rating disabilities
of rating
schedule
istration
in addition
addition to or an aggravadisability in
physical disability
a physical
incurs a
or incurs
istration or
tion of
physical disability
for which
which he was retired or for which
which
disability for
the physical
of the
tion
his name
name was
was placed
placed on
temporary disability
if
disability retired list, shall, if
the temporary
on the
his
a
qualified therefor
pursuant to
to this
this title,
title, be
be entitled,
entitled, on his return to a
therefor pursuant
qualified
retired
the temporary
retired list, to receive
disability retired
temporary disability
to the
or to
status or
retired status
pay as provided in this section, using
either
disability retirement
retirement pay
(1) disability
either (1)
attained
he attained
as
multipliers the
the highest
highest percentages
and basic
pay which
which he
basic pay
percentages and
as multipliers
while
on such
duty, or
or (2)
(2) retirement pay or retired
active duty,
such active
serving on
while serving
pay, as
by any law in effect at the time
provided by
as provided
be, as
may be,
case may
the case
as the
pay,
of
retirement; and,
and, in
in addition
thereto, if such member is, during
addition thereto,
his retirement;
of his
such
period of
active duty,
to a
arank,
rank, grade,
grade, or
rating higher
higher
or rating
promoted to
duty, promoted
of active
such period
retirement
retired
his
which
than
that
rank,
grade,
or
rating
on
which
retired
pay,
retirement
on
rating
or
grade,
rank,
that
than
pay,
or disability
pay was
was based, and has served satisretirement pay
disability retirement
pay, or
factorily
in
such
higher
rank,
grade,
or rating as determined by the
grade,
rank,
higher
such
in
factorily
a retired status or to
Secretary
concerned, be
his return
return to a
on his
entitled, on
be entitled.,
Secretary concerned,
the
temporary disability
retired list,
receive such
retirement pay,
such retirement
to receive
list, to
disability retired
the temporary
of
disability
basis of
retirement pay, or retired pay computed on the basis
disability retirement
the
higher rank,
rank, grade,
and which
member would be
such member
which such
rating and
or rating
grade, or
the higher
entitled
if serving
on active
active duty in such higher rank, grade,
serving on
receive if
to receive
entitled to
or
rating.
or rating.
name has been
(e)
A. member
of the
the uniformed
uniformed services
been
services whose name
member of
(e) A
placed
upon the
the temporary
temporary disability
disability retired
retired list
list of
of his service shall be
placed upon
every
given
periodic physical
physical examinations,
examinations, not less frequent than
than every
given periodic
eighteen
to determine
determine whether
such
disability for which such
the disability
whether the
months to
eighteen months
If as aa result of any
member
retired has
has changed.
changed. If
temporarily retired
was temporarily
member was
such examinations,
or upon
upon the
of aaperiod
period of five years
termination of
the termination
examinations, or
such
(1)
determined (1)
it is determined
from
date of
of temporary
temporary disability
disability retirement,
retirement, it
the date
from the
character
that the
the physical
physical disability
disability of
of such
such member is of permanent
permanent character
that
accordance with the
and such
such disability
disability is
is 30
30 per
per centum
or more
in accordance
more in
centum or
and
standard schedule
schedule of
rating disabilities
disabilities in
in current
current use by the Veterans'
Veterans'
of rating
standard
Administration, the
the name
name of
of such
such member
shall be
be removed
removed from the
member shall
Administration,
temporary disability
retired list
service and such member shall
his service
of his
list of
disability retired
temporary
be permanently
permanently retired
disability and
entitled
he shall be entitled
and he
physical disability
for physical
retired for
be
of
to receive
receive disability
pay as
prescribed in subsection (d) of
as prescribed
retirement pay
disability,retirement
to
this section:
Provided, That
the purpose
purpose of
computing such pay
of computing
for the
That for
section: Provided,
this
the percentage
disability shall
determined as of the
be determined
shall be
physical disability
his physical
of his
percentage of
the
time of
of his
his permanent
permanent retirement;
retirement; (2)
that the
the physical
of
disability of
physical disability
(2) that
time
such
member is
is less
less than
than 30
per centum
accordance with
standard
the standard
with the
in accordance
centum in
30 per
such member
schedule
of rating
rating disabilities
use by
by the
AdminisVeterans' Administhe Veterans'
current use
in current
disabilities in
schedule of
removed from the temporary
tration, the
name of
of such
such member
shall be removed
member shall
the name
tration,
disability retired
retired list
of the
service concerned,
concerned, and such member may be
the service
list of
disability
separated from
from the
service concerned
concerned for
physical disability
disability and upon
for physical
the service
separated
separation
shall
be
entitled
to
receive
disability
severance pay as
severance
disability
receive
to
entitled
be
separation shall
the
prescribed
in section
403 of
this title:
further, That
at the
That at
Provided further,
title: Provided
of this
section 403
prescribed in
is
end
of
a
five-year
period
during
which
the
name
of
a
member
member
a
of
name
the
which
during
period
end of a five-year
concerned
carried
temporary disability
retired list,
Secretary concerned
list, the Secretary
disability retired
on aatemporary
carried on
shall make
final determination
determination of
of such
and shall cause
case and
member's case
such member's
a final
make a
shall
such
to be
be retired,
retired, separated,
separated, or
or treated
treated as provided in section
member to
such member
405
of this
this title.
405 of

Disability occurring
Disability
occurring
on recall
recall to
active
to active
on
duty.
duty.

examinaPhysical examinations.
tions.

Permanent retirement.

of
Determination
Determination of
percentage
percentage disability.
Disability
severance
Disabilityseverance
pay.
Pay.

Post,
Pos, p. 820.
Final determinadetermination.

Post, p. 821.
Pot
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Disability with 20
years' service.
service.
years'
Post, p. 824.
824.
Post,

Ante, p. 818.

Transfer to inactive
status.

10 U. S. C., Supp.
Supp.
II, §§
1036a, 1036e;
1036e; 34
II,
§1036a,
34
U. S. 0.,
U.
C., Stipp.
Supp. II,
§§ 440i, 440m.
440m.
Ante, p. 693.

Ante, p. 816.
816.
10 U. B.
S. C., Supp.
II, §
0.,
S1036g; 34 U.
U. S. C.,
Supp. II,
4400.
II, §4400.
62 Stat. 1087.

10 U.
U.S.
S.C.,
C., Supp.
Sum.
10

1036-1036i; 34
II,
§§I61036-10361;
11.
U. S. C., Supp. 11,
I,
fig
440h-440g.
9i 440h-440q.
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Ante, p. 693.
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(f)
(f) Notwithstanding
Notwithstanding the
provisions of
of this
this section,
section, any
any
the foregoing
foregoing provisions
member of the uniformed
uniformed services
have completed
services who
who shall
shall have
completed at
at least
least
twenty years of active service
as defined
section 412
412 of
title,
service as
defined in
in section
of this
this title,
and who is otherwise
otherwise qualified
qualified to
to be
retired for
physical disability
disability
be retired
for physical
except that his disability is
less than
than 30
per centum
in accordance
accordance with
is less
30 per
centum in
with
the standard
standard schedule
schedule of
of rating
in current
by the
the
rating disabilities
disabilities in
current use
use by
Veterans' Administration,
Veterans'
Administration, shall
shall be
shall be
be retired
retired and
and shall
be entitled
entitled to
to
receive disability retirement
retirement pay
as prescribed
this
pay as
prescribed in
in subsection
subsection (d)
(d) of
of this
section: Provided,
Provided, That
of this
section shall
shall not
not be
be
That the
the provisions
provisions of
this section
interpreted to
interpreted
limit the
the application
application of
to limit
of any
any provisions
provisions of
of law
law relating
relating
to voluntary or
or involuntary
involuntary retirement.
retirement.
(g) Notwithstanding
Notwithstanding the foregoing
foregoing provisions
any
provisions of
of this
this section,
section, any
member of the Army of
of the United
Navy, Air
Air Force
of the
United States,
States, Navy,
Force of
the
United States,
States, Marine
Marine Corps,
or the
Coast Guard,
Guard, and
Corps, or
the Coast
and all
all Regular
Regular and
and
Reserve
thereof, who
Reserve components thereof,
who shall
completed at
least twenty
shall have
have completed
at least
twenty
years of
of satisfactory
service in
in the
the uniformed
uniformed services
services as
satisfactory Federal
Federal service
as
defined in sections 302
302 and
of the
Act of
July 29,
(62 Stat.
and 306
306 of
the Act
of July
29, 1948
1948 (62
Stat.
1036e), and
and who
1087, 1089; 10 U. S. C. 1036a, 1036e),
who is
qualified
is otherwise
otherwise qualified
to be retired for physical
physical disability
that his
his disability
disability is
is less
less
disability except
except that
than 30 per centum
centum in accordance
the standard
schedule of
of rating
accordance with
with the
standard schedule
rating
disabilities in current
current use
by the
the Veterans'
Administration may
use by
Veterans' Administration
may elect,
elect,
in lieu of being
being separated
separated and
disability severance
severance pay
pay purand receiving
receiving disability
pursuant to title IV of this Act, to be
be transferred
to the
the inactive
transferred to
inactive status
status
list of the uniformed
uniformed service
service concerned
concerned pursuant
pursuant to
to section
section 308
308 of
of
the Act of June
1948 (62
June 29, 1948
(62 Stat.
Stat. 1090;
U. S.
S. C.
C. 1036g),
and be
be
1090; 10
10 U.
1036g), and
granted retired pay upon attaining
attaining the
age of
of sixty
years if
if eligible
eligible
the age
sixty years
in all other
other respects
respects to be granted retired pay
pay as
as provided
provided in
in title
title III
III
of that
of
Act.
that Act.
disability retirement
(h) That part of the disability
pay computed
computed on
on the
the
retirement pay
basis of years of active service
service which
in excess
of the
the disability
which is
is in
excess of
disability
retirement
retirement pay that a
a member would receive
receive if
if such
such disability
disability pay
pay
were
computed on
were computed
the basis
of percentage
of disability
disability shall
shall not
on the
basis of
percentage of
not be
be
deemed
a pension,
deemed to be a
pension, annuity,
similar allowance
allowance for
annuity, or
or similar
for personal
personal
injuries
from active
injuries or sickness resulting from
in the
service
active service
service in
the armed
armed service
in the armed forces of
of any country
country within
within the
the meaning
meaning of
of section
section
22 (b) (5)
(5) of the Internal
Internal Revenue
Revenue Code,
as amended.
amended.
Code, as
(i) All members
(1)
members of the
reserve components
components heretofore
the reserve
heretofore or
or hereafter
hereafter
retired or granted retirement
retired
retirement pay because
because of
shall
of physical
physical disability
disability shall
be entitled to
same pay,
pay, rights,
rights, benefits,
d privileges
pri
vil eges p
rov id ed
to the
the same
benefits, an
and
provided
by law or regulation
retired members
regulation for retired
of the
the regular
services.
members of
regular services.
SEPARATION AND
SEVERANCE PAY
SEPARATION
AND SEVERANCE
PAY FOR
DISABILITY'
FOR PHYSICAL
PHYSICAL DISABILITY

of
Computation of

Computation
pay.
Ante, p. 816.

Post
Post,,P.. 824.
Fractional
Fractional year.

year.

Temporary rank,
temporary
rank,
etc.

SEC.
403, A member of the uniformed
services separated
SEC. 403.,
uniformed services
physiseparated for
for physical disability pursuant to the provisions
cal
provisions of
of section
402 of
title
section 402
of this
this title
shall
be entitled to receive disability
severance pay
shall be
disability severance
pay computed
as folcomputed as
follows: An
amount equal to two months'
months' basic pay
lows:
An amount
pay of
of the
grade,
the rank,
rank, grade,
or rating
the time
time of
or
rating held by such member at the
placement of
of his
of the
the placement
his
name
on the
the temporary disability retired
list or
name on
retired list
or at
time of
of his
his sepasepaat the
the time
ration,
member would
ration, whichever
whichever is earlier, and which such member
be entitled
entitled
would be
to
the time
time of separation if
to receive
receive at
at the
if serving on active duty
duty in
in such
such
rank,
a number
rank, grade, or rating, multiplied by a
number equal
equal to
to the
the number
number
of
of active
of years
years of
active service to which such member is entitled
entitled under
under the
the
provisions
of section
section 412
412 of
of this
this title
title but not to exceed
a total of
provisions of
exceed a
of
two years'
this computwo
years' basic
basic pay:
pay: Provided,
Provided, That for the purpose of this
compuof one-half
tation, fractions of
one-half year
more of
of active
active service
service shall
year or
or more
shall be
be
counted as
a whole
whole year: Provided
counted
as a
Provided further,
further, That the
the disability
disability severseverance pay
of any
any such
member who shall have held a
a temporary
ance
pay of
such member
temporary rank,
rank,
grade,
or
rating
higher
grade, or rating higher than the rank, grade, or rating
rating held
him
held by
by him
at
time of
of the
the placement
at the
the time
placement of his name
name on the temporary
temporary disability
disability
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retired list or at the time of his separation,
separation, whichever
whichever is earlier, and
who shall have served satisfactorily
satisfactorily in such higher rank, grade,
grade, or
rating as determined
determined by the Secretary
Secretary concerned,
concerned, shall be computed
computed
on the basis of the monthly basic pay of such higher rank, grade, or
rating to which he would have been entitled had he been serving
serving on
on
active duty in such higher rank, grade, or rating at
at the
the time of
of placeplacement of his name on the temporary disability retired list or at
at the
the
time of separation, whichever
Provided further,
further, That if
whichever is earlier: Provided
if
the physical disability entitling such member
member to
disability severance
severance
to disability
pay is found to exist as a
a result of aaphysical
physical examination given in
connection
connection with effecting
effecting a
or a
temporary
a permanent
permanent promotion
promotion or
a temporary
where eligibility for
promotion where
temporary promotion
promotion was
refor such temporary
was required to have been based upon cumulative
cumulative years of service
service or years
years
of service
service in rank,
severance pay
pay of
rank, grade, or rating, the
the disability
disability severance
of
such
based upon
upon the
the rank,
rank, grade,
gra d
e,
or
ting t
such member
member shall
shall be
be based
or ra
rating
too which
which
such member would have
have been promoted but for such
such disability,
disability, if
if
such rank, grade, or
or rating is higher than
other rank,
rank, grade,
than any
any other
grade, or
or
rating
which such
such severance
pay is
herein authorized
authorized to
rating upon
upon which
severance pay
is herein
to be
be comcomputed
and which
which such
such member
member would
be entitled
entitled to
time
puted and
would be
to receive
receive at
at the
the time
of placement
placement of his name on the temporary
temporary disability retired
retired list
list or
or
at
of separation,
whichever is
serving on
on active
at the
the time
time of
separation, whichever
is earlier,
earlier, if
if serving
active
And provided
provided further,
further, That
That in
in the
case of
of a
duty in
in the higher grade:
grade: And
the case
a
former member
of the
uniformed services
services who
received disability
former
member of
the uniformed
who has
has received
disability
severance
severance pay as provided
this section,
section, the
the amount
amount of
such disability
provided in
in this
of such
disability
severance
be deducted
from any
severance pay
pay shall be
deducted from
any compensation
compensation for
for himself
himself
or
to which
or they
they becomes
becomes entitled
entitled thereafter
thereafter
or his
his dependents
dependents to
which he
he or
under
laws administered
the Veterans'
Veterans' Administration
Administration for
the
under laws
administered by
by the
for the
same
but no
deductions shall
shall be
made from
same disability,
disability, but
no such
such deductions
be made
from any
any death
death
compensation to
which his
his dependents
dependents may
become entitled
entitled subsesubsecompensation
to which
may become
quent to
his death.
quent
to his
death.

821
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Credit
Credit for
for promopromotion.
tion.

Deduction
Deduction from disdisability compensation.
compensation.

PERIODIC
PHYSICAL RTAMINATIONS
PERIODIC PHYSICAL
EXAMINATIONS
SEC. 404.
(a) A
A member
uniformed services
services whose
whose name
name is
SEC.
404. (a)
member of
of the
the uniformed
is
hereafter placed
placed upon
temporary disability
list may
hereafter
upon the
the temporary
disability retired
retired list
may be
be
required to
submit to
examinations during
during the
the period
required
to submit
to periodic
periodic physical
physical examinations
period
in which
which his
such list.
is carried
carried on such
his name
name is
in
(b) A
A member
the uniformed
services whose
name is
placed upon
upon
(b)
member of
of the
uniformed services
whose name
is placed
the
temporary disability
is required
required to
the temporary
disability retired
retired list
list and
and who
who is
to submit
submit to
to a
a
periodic
physical examination
examination shall,
shall, for
for travel
performed, be
entitled
periodic physical
travel performed
be entitled
to
and transportation
authorized for
to receive
receive the
the travel
travel and
transportation allowance
allowance authorized
for
the
which retired
retired for
for temporary
the rank,
rank, grade,
grade, or
or rating
rating in
in which
temporary duty
duty travel
travel
performed while
on active
duty. Failure
of any
any such
such member
to report
report
performed
while on
active duty.
Failure of
member to
for
after receipt
proper notificaof proper
notificaexamination after
receipt of
for any
any periodic
periodic physical
physical examination
tion may
cause for
for terminating
terminating his
his disability
disability retirement
tion
may be
be considered
considered cause
retirement
pay,
such payments
be reinstated
at a
date if
if
a later
later date
reinstated at
shall be
payments shall
that such
pay, except
except that
just
failure to
payments
just cause
cause existed
existed for
for such
such failure
to report,
report, in
in which
which case
case payments
may be
for a
aperiod
of not
to exceed
year.
not to
exceed one
one year.
be retroactive
retroactive for
period of
may

Travel allowance.

Failure to report tor
for
examination.
examination.

RECOVERY FROM
PHYSICAL DISABILITY
RECOVERY
FROM PHYSICAL
DISABILITY
S
EC. 405.
as a
a result
result of
of a
periodic physical
examination, aa
SEC.
405. (a)
(a) If,
If, as
a periodic
physical examination,
member
the uniformed
uniformed services
member of
of a
a Regular
Regular component
component of
of the
services whose
whose
name
been placed
the temporary
is found
name has
has been
placed on
on the
temporary disability
disability retired
retired list
list is
found
to
physically fit
fit to
to perform
perform the
of his
to be
be physically
the duties
duties of
his office,
office, rank,
rank, grade,
grade,
or
rating, he
subject to
his consent,
consent, if
if an
called to
or rating,
he shall,
shall, subject
to his
an officer,
officer, be
be called
to;
active
duty and,
as soon
soon thereafter
thereafter as
as practicable,
reappointed, subactive duty
and, as
practicable, be
be reappointed,
subject
to the
provisions of
section 407
407 of
of this
to the
list of
of
ject to
the provisions
of section
this title,
title, to
the active
active list
his Regular
component, or,
or, if
if an
an enlisted
be reenlisted
his
his
Regular component,
enlisted person,
person, be
reenlisted in
in his
Regular component.
component.
Regular
(b) If,
as a
a result
of a
periodic physical
member
(b)
If, as
result of
a periodic
physical examination,
examination, a
a member
of a
Reserve component
of the
whose name
of
a Reserve
component of
the uniformed
uniformed services
services whose
name has
has

Post, p.
p. 822.
PoI,
822.

Reserve members,
Reserve
members
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been placed on
the temporary
temporary disability
disability retired
found to
be
on the
retired list
list is
is found
to be
physically fit to perform the
the duties
duties of
of his
rank, grade,
grade, or
or rating,
his office,
office, rank,
rating,
he shall,
to his
his consent,
reappointed or
shall, subject to
consent, be
be reappointed
or reenlisted,
reenlisted, as
as the
the
case may be, in his Reserve component:
component: Provided,
Provided, That
That if
if the
the name
name
of such member
member was
was placed
placed on
on the
temporary disability
disability retired
the temporary
retired list
list
for physical
physical disability
incurred while
serving in
the National
National Guard
Guard
disability incurred
while serving
in the
United States,
of the United
States, or
in the
Guard of
of the
United
or in
the Air
Air National
National Guard
the United
States, he shall,
shall, subject
subject to
to his
if not
his consent,
consent, if
not reappointed
reappointed or
or reenlisted,
reenlisted,
as the case may
be, in
in the
the component
component from
be appointed,
may be,
from which
which removed,
removed, be
appointed,
reappointed,
reenlisted, as
may be,
be, in
reappointed, enlisted,
enlisted, or
or reenlisted,
as the
the case
case may
in the
the Organized
Organized
Reserve
or the
the Air
Reserve.
Reserve Corps
Corps or
Air Force
Force Reserve.
Replacement on acReplacement
ac(c) Any appointment,
appointment, reappointment,
(c)
reappointment, enlistment,
reenlistment
enlistment, or
or reenlistment
tive list.
authorized
authorized pursuant to
to subsection
subsection (a)
(a) or
(b) of
of this
this section
section
or subsection
subsection (b)
shall be in a
a rank, grade, or rating
not lower
lower than
rank, grade,
or
rating not
than the
the rank,
grade, or
rating permanently
permanently held at
at the
of placement
placement of
the
the time
time of
of the
the name
name of
of the
member concerned
concerned upon the temporary
disability retired
retired list,
temporary disability
list, and
and may
may
be in the rank, grade, or rating
rating immediately
above the
rank, grade,
immediately above
the rank,
grade, or
or
rating permanently
permanently held at the time
of placement
placement of
of the
the name
time of
name of
of the
the
member concerned
concerned upon the temporary
disability retired
retired list.
When
temporary disability
list. When
seniority
seniority in rank, grade,
rating; or
is an
applicable
grade, or rating
or years
years of
of service
service is
an applicable
member of
factor in qualifying
qualifying aa member
the uniformed
services for
for future
future
of the
uniformed services
promotion,
promotion, such member who is being reappointed
reappointed or
reenlisted purpuror reenlisted
suant to this section shall, for the purpose
on a
lineal
purpose of
of placement
placement on
a lineal
list, promotion list, or other similar list, be given such
seniority in
such seniority
in
rank, grade, or rating or be credited
credited with
with such
may
such years
years of
of service
service as
as may
be authorized
authorized by the Secretary concerned.
concerned. Action
under this
this subsecAction under
subsection shall be taken on a
a fair and equitable
regard shall
shall be
be
equitable basis,
basis, and
and regard
given to the probable opportunities
for advancement
advancement and
opportunities for
and promotion
promotion
to which such member
member might reasonably
reasonably have
become entitled
entitled but
but for
for
have become
placement
placement of his name upon the temporary
temporary disability
disability retired
retired list.
list.
TERMINATION OF
TEMPORARY DISABILITY
TERMINATION
OF TEMPORARY
DISABILITY RETIREMENT
PAY
RETIREMENT PAY

SEc.
(a) If,
If, as a
a result of aaperiodic physical
SEC. 406. (a)
physical examination,
examination, aa
member of the uniformed
uniformed services
services whose
name appears
temwhose name
appears on
on the
the temporary disabilty
disabilty retired
retired list is found to be
physically fit
to perform
be physically
fit to
perform
the duties of his office,
office, rank,
rank, grade,
or rating,
grade, or
rating, he
he shall—
shall(1) if
a Regular
(1)
if an officer of a
Regular component, have
have his
his disability
disability
retirement
retirement pay terminated
terminated upon the date of
recall to
active
of his
his recall
to active
duty and his status on the temporary disability
retired list
list terdisability retired
terreappointment to
minated on the date of his reappointment
to the
active list;
the active
list;
(2)
(2) if
if an enlisted
enlisted person of a
aRegular component,
have both
his
component, have
both his
disability retired
status on such temporary
temporary disability
retiredfist
list and
and his
his disability
disability
retirement pay terminated
terminated on the date of his reenlistment
reenlistment in
in the
the
Regular component from which placed on the
Regular
temporary disdisthe temporary
ability retired list;
list; or
or
(3)
if a
a member
(3) if
member of aaReserve
Reserve component,
have such
status and
and
component, have
such status
his
retirement pay terminated
his disability
disability retirement
terminated on the date
date of
of his
his reapreappointment or
or reenlistment
a Reserve component,
component, as
pointment
reenlistment in a
as the
case
the case
may
may be.
be.
Antc,
Ante.

p.
P. 821.
821

(b)
If any
any such
such member
member does not consent
(b) If
consent to any action
action taken purpursuant to either subsection
subsection (a)
(a) or subsection
subsection (b)
(b) of
of section
section 405
of this
405 of
this
title, his status on the temporary disability
disability retired
retired list
list and
and his
his disdisability retirement
retirement pay shall be terminated as
soon thereafter
as pracas soon
thereafter as
practicable.
REAPPOINTMENT TO THO
E A(:mt.,
ACTIVE LIST
LIST OF
OFFICERS PLACED
ON THE
THE TEMTEMIMApPOINTXENT
ItIE
OF OFFICERS
PLACED ON
PORARY DISABILITY
DISABILITY RETIRED
PORARY
RETIRES) LIST
LST

SEC.
The President,
President, by and with the advice and consent of
S
EC. 407.
407. (a)
(a) The
of
the
Senate, is
hereby authorized,
the Senate,
is hereby
authorized, in his discretion,
discretion, to reappoint
reappoint to
the
to the
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active
appropriate Regular component
active list of the appropriate
component of the
uniformed
the uniformed
services those
commissioned officers of the Regular
the
services
those commissioned
Regular components of the
on the
uniformed services
services whose names have been placed
placed on
temporary
the temporary
disability retired
retired list and who are subsequently found to be physically
physically
fit to perform the duties of their office,
office, rank, or grade
grade on
active duty.
duty.
on active
The President, or the Secretary
case may
The
Secretary concerned,
concerned, as the case
be, is
is
may be,
authorized to reappoint
authorized
reappoint to the active list of the appropriate
appropriate Regular
Regular
component of the uniformed
uniformed services those warrant officers
the
officers of
of the
Regular component of the uniformed services
services whose names have been
been
placed on the temporary
temporary disability retired list and who are subsesubsequently
quently found to be physically fit
fit to
perform the
the duties
duties of
office,
to perform
of their
their office,
grade.
rank, or
or grade.
(b) Irrespective
Irrespective of any vacancy
increase
Temporary increase
(b)
vacancy in
the authorized
authorized number
in a
a grade,
grade, the
number of
authorized number.
number.
of authorized
of officers in such grade shall be temporarily
temporarily increased,
increased, if
if necessary,
necessary,
Ante, p.
to authorize
authorize appointments
appointments made
pursuant to
section 405
title.
p. 821.
821.
made pursuant
to section
405 of
of this
this title.
PHYSICAL

DISABILITY

RESULTING
RESULTING FROM INTENTIONAL
INTENTIONAL
WILLFUL
WILLFUL NEGLECT
NEGLECT

MISCONDUCT
MISCONDUCT

OR
OR

SEC.
SEc. 408. When
When a
uniformed services
a member
member of
of the
the uniformed
services incurs
incurs aaphysical
physical
disability which is determined
determined to render him unfit
unfit to
perform the
to perform
the
duties
duties of his office,
office, rank, grade, or rating
rating and
to
and which
which is
is determined
determined to
have resulted
resulted from his intentional
intentional misconduct
misconduct or willful
willful neglect,
neglect, or
or
was incurred during a
absence, such
such member
a period
period of
of unauthorized
unauthorized absence,
member
shall be separated
separated from his service
entitlement to
any of
service without
without entitlement
to any
of the
the
this title.
title.
benefits of this
RANK OR GRADE IN
WHICH RETIRED
RETIRED
IN WHICH

SEC.
S
EC. 409. A member
member of
who is
purof the
the uniformed
uniformed services
services who
is retired
retired pursuant to
to this
in the
rank, grade,
rating upon
upon
this title
title shall
shall be
be retired
retired in
the rank,
grade, or
or rating
which his disability retirement pay
pay is
is based
based or
in such
rank,
or in
such higher
higher rank,
grade, or rating as may be
at time
time of
of retirement.
be authorized
authorized by
by law
law at
retirement.
CESSATION OF BENEFITS
CESSATION
BENEFITS UPON SEPARATION
sEpARATION

SEC.
SEc. 410. Any former member
has been
for physical
member who has
been separated
separated for
physical
disability
disability from any of the
uniformed services
and paid
paid disability
disability sevsevthe uniformed
services and
pursuant to
erance pay pursuant
shall not
not thereafter,
thereafter, unless
former
to this
this title shall
unless such
such former
becomes a
the uniformed
uniformed services,
services, be
be entitled
member again becomes
a member
member of
of the
entitled
to receive
receive from the service from which
which such former
former member
sepmember was
was sepfor any
any monetary
under any
arated any payment
payment for
monetary obligation
obligation provided
provided under
any
provision of law administered
administered by any uniformed
or for
for such
such
uniformed service
service or
uniformed service
uniformed
any other
uniformed service
account of
or
service by
by any
other uniformed
service on
on account
of or
arising out
out of such
former member's
member's service
service on
to such
such
such former
on or
or prior
prior to
separation:
not operate
operate to
separation: Provided,
Provided, That
That such
such separation
separation shall
shall not
to bar
bar
former member
member concerned
concerned from
receiving or
or the
service concerned
the former
from receiving
the service
concerned
from
any moneys
moneys due
payable on
on the
separation,
from paying
paying any
due and
and payable
the date
date of
of separation,
or
any moneys
become due
as a
aresult
of a
valid claim
or any
moneys that
that become
due as
result of
a valid
claim processed
processed
against the
Government pursuant
any provisions
provisions of
of law.
law.
against
the Government
pursuant to
to any
MEMBERS OR FORMER
FORMER MEMBERS
MEMBERS HERETOFORE
MEMBERS
HERETOFORE RETIRED FOR
FOR PHYSICAL
PHYSICAL
•

DISABILITY
DISABILITY

SEc.
411. Pursuant
to such
regulations as
as the
the President
President may
preSEC. 411.
Pursuant to
such regulations
may preany member
of the
scribe, (1)
(1) any
member or
or former
former member
member of
the uniformed
uniformed services
services
heretofore
by reason
reason of
of physical
receiving
heretofore retired
retired by
physical disability
disability and
and now
now receiving
or
to receive
receive retired
retired or
former memmemor entitled
entitled to
or retirement
retirement pay;
pay; (2)
(2) any
any former
ber
of the
the uniformed
services heretofore
heretofore granted
granted or
entitled to
to receive
receive
ber of
uniformed services
or entitled
retirement
pay for
physical disability;
disability; (3)
any member
Army
retirement pay
for physical
(3) any
member of
of the
the Army
Nurse
Corps or
any person
rights, privileges,
beneNurse Corps
or any
person entitled
entitled to
to the
the rights,
privileges, and
and benefits
of the
the Army
Corps, retired
disability under
fits of
of members
members of
Army Nurse
Nurse Corps,
retired for
for disability
under

Payment of moneys
moneys
due.
due.

824
824
937.
10 U. S. C.§ §937.

C. § 436,
34 U.
U. S. C.
Supp.
II,5 §436 note.
Supp. H,

Determination
of
Determination of
percentage
percentage of disability.
Ante,
Ante, pp. 816, 817.

Poet,
Post, p. 829.
Basis
of retirement
retirement
Basis of
pay.
pay.

62 Stat. 211.
211.
10 U.
U. S.
Supp.
10
S. C.,
C., Supp.
§§
1033-1035;
34
II, I§ 1033-1035; 34
U. S. C., Supp. II,
U
I
§
43m-43o.
§

tupra.
Ante, p. 823; supra.
Ante,

39 Stat. 166; 52 Stat.
1175.
IOU.
S. C.
C. 2
2 et
etseq.
sm.;
10 U. S.
Supp. II,
II, §
aeq.; 32
32
§2
2 et
et seq.;
Supp.
U. S.
et seq.;
8. C. § 11 et
Supp. II, I11et seq.; 34
U. S. C. §§
853);
853J;Supp.
II, §
853b ett seq.
§853b
II,
Post,
Post, pp. 836, 837,
840.
167, 203, 206,
206,
39 Stat. 167,
207.
207.
10 U.
S. C. §§
=5I 4,
4, 22
U.S.
32-36, 38; 32U.
32 U. S. C.
25, 32-3,
§§ §63-66, 144-146, 171176; Supp. II, §
i 62.
Ante,
Ante, p. 823.

10
U. S.
C., Supp.
10 U.
S. C.,
Supp.
1036b;
II,
34 U. S. C.,
II, 1036b;
Snpp. H,II,§440j.
Supp.
440).
Ante, p. 693.
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the Act
Act of
June 20,
1930 (46
Stat. 790),
790), as
as amended;
(4) any
any
and (4)
amended; and
(46 Stat.
20, 1930
of June
the
member of
Nurse Corps,
Corps, or
or any
entitled to
rights,
to the rights,
person entitled
any person
Navy Nurse
the Navy
of the
member
privileges, and
of the
the Navy
Navy Nurse
Nurse Corps,
retired
Corps, retired
members of
of members
benefits of
and benefits
privileges,
for disability
disability prior
prior to
December 23,
under the
the Act
June 20,
Act of June
1942, under
23, 1942,
to December
for
1930 (46
(46 Stat.
Stat. 790),
790), as
elect within the five-year
five-year period
period
may elect
amended, may
as amended,
1930
following
the effective
date of
this title,
(A) to
to qualify
for disability
disability
qualify for
title, (A)
of this
effective date
following the
retirement
of this
this Act
Act and,
and, dependent
dependent on
on his
his
provisions of
the provisions
under the
pay under
retirement pay
qualification,
receive either
either the
the disability
disability retireretireto receive
entitled to
be entitled
shall be
qualification, shall
ment
or the
severance pay
prescribed in this title:
pay prescribed
disability severance
the disability
pay or
ment pay
Provided,
determination of
of the
of disability
disability as
as
percentage of
the percentage
the determination
That the
Provided, That
prescribed in
in sections
sections 402
402 (a)
(3), 402
402 (b)
(b) (3),
(3) ,or
(3), ,as
(c) (3)
402 (c)
or 402
(a) (3),
prescribed
applicable,
be based
member, former
former
disability of such member,
the disability
upon the
based upon
shall be
applicable, shall
the time
member, or
person, as
of the
the time
time he
he was
retired or
or as of the
last retired
was last
as of
or person,
member,
he was
granted retirement
retirement pay,
may be,
and the
percentage
the percentage
be, and
case may
as the
the case
pay, as
was granted
he
of such
such disability
will be
with the standard
in accordance
accordance with
determined in
be determined
disability will
of
schedule of
of rating
rating disabilities
current use
use by
Veterans' Adminisby the Veterans'
in current
disabilities in
schedule
tration;
(B) to
to receive
receive retired
retired pay or retirement
retirement pay computed by
or (B)
tration; or
Provided
Act: Provided
one
of the
the two
contained in
in section
section 511
511 of
of this Act:
methods contained
two methods
one of
to
further,
That the
the retired
or retirement
pay of
of each
each person
person referred
referred to
retirement pay
retired or
further,That
authorized
in
(3) and
unless a
higher rank
is authorized
grade is
or grade
rank or
a higher
shall, unless
above shall,
(4) above
and (4)
in (3)
by
any provision
law, be
be based
the commissioned
commissioned officer
officer rank
upon the
based upon
of law,
provision of
by any
or
such persons
by the Act of May 7, 1948
persons by
for such
authorized for
or grade
grade authorized
(Public Law
Law 517,
517, Eightieth
Eightieth Congress).
Congress).
(Public
SEIVICE
ACTIVE SERVICE
OF ALLIVE
DEFINITION OF
DEFINITION

S
EC. 412.
412. For
the purposes
service"
this title, the term "active service"
of this
purposes of
For the
SEc.
shall
be interpreted
mean (1)
(1) for members
members of the Regular comto mean
interpreted to
shall be
ponents
uniformed services and for those members, former
former
the uniformed
of the
ponents of
(3), and (4),
(1), (3),
members,
and persons
(4), all
referred to in section 411 (1),
persons referred
members, and
a
or as a
service as
as a
amember
of the
the uniformed
uniformed services,
or as
as a
a nurse, or
services, or
member of
service
as aareserve
contract nurse
nurse prior
prior to
to February
1901, or as
reserve nurse subseFebruary 2, 1901,
contract
contract
quent
to February
February 2,
as a
acontract
contract surgeon, or as a
a contract
or as
1901, or
2, 1901,
quent to
a veterinarian
dental
as an
an acting
surgeon, or as a
veterinarian in
dental surgeon,
acting dental
or as
surgeon, or
dental surgeon,
Field Artillery, or as an
the Quartermaster
Quartermaster Department,
an
Department, Cavalry, or Field
the
Quartermaster Corps, while
Army field
field clerk
as a
a field clerk, Army Quartermaster
clerk or as
Army
list or
or on active duty or while participating
on
participating in full-time
active list
on the active
authorized in the
training
full-time duty provided for or authorized
or other full-time
training or
Naval Reserve
Reserve Act of 1938,
National
Defense Act,
1938, as
amended, the Naval
Act, as amended,
National Defense
amended,
or in
other provisions
of law,
including participation
in
participation in
law, including
provisions of
in other
amended, or
exercises
or performances
performances of the duties
duties provided
provided for by sections 55,
exercises or
81,
92, 94, 97, and
National Defense Act, as amended, or all
of the National
and 99 of
81, 92,
service which
which such
person has or is
member, or person
former member,
member, former
such member,
service
deemed
have pursuant
law for the
separation or
of separation
the purpose of
to law
pursuant to
to have
deemed to
mandatory elimination
the active
active list of his uniformed service;
service;
from the
elimination from
mandatory
(2)
for members
members of
the reserve
uniformed services,
services,
components of the uniformed
reserve components
of the
(2) for
other than commissioned
commissioned officers of the Reserve Corps of the Public
Health
Service, and
referred to
to in
411 (2)
(2)
in section
section 411
members referred
for former
former members
and for
Health Service,
of years which would be
that service
is equal
equal to the
number of
the number
which is
service which
that
used
by such
or former
in the
the
a multiplier in
members as a
former members
members or
used by
such members
computation of their retired
pay pursuant to section
section 303 of the Act
Act
retired pay
computation
of June
29, 1948
1948 (ch.
(ch. 708,
708, 62
Stat. 1088)
for commissioned
commissioned
(3) for
62 Stat.
1088);;and
and (3)
of
June 29,
officers of
Public Health
Service, heretofore
retired for physical
physical
Health Service,
heretofore retired
of the
the Public
officers
disability
disability or
hereafter retired
retired or
or separated
physical disability
for physical
separated for
or hereafter
disability
creditable as active
pursuant to
to this
to the
the service
service creditable
addition to
this Act, in addition
pursuant
service under
under (1)
(1) above,
above, their service,
commissioned service,
service, other than commissioned
service
with
the Public
Public Health Service.
Service.
with the
REXULATIONS
REGITLATIONS

concerned shall prescribe
Secretary concerned
SEC. 413. The Secretary
Sixi.
prescribe regulations
regulations for
department or agency,
the
administration of
of this title within his department
the administration
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including regulations which shall provide that no member of the uniincluding
formed services shall be separated
separated or retired for physical disability
disability
without
member shall demand
demand it.
without a
a full
full and fair
fair hearing
hearing if
if such
such member
POWERS,
AND FUNCTIONS
POWERS, DITTIES,
DUTIES, AND
FUNCTIONS
SEo.
414. (a)
incident to
functions incident
to the
(a) All
All duties,
duties, powers,
powers, and
and functions
SEC. 414.
determination
of fitness
percentage of
of disability
disability
fitness for
for active
active service,
service, percentage
determination of
at the
the time
separation from
from active
and suitability
for reresuitability for
of separation
active service,
service, and
at
time of
entry
into active
active service
service and
to and
and payment
payment of
of disability
disability
entitlement to
and entitlement
entry into
severance pay
pay shall
be vested
vested in
the Secretary
Secretary concerned.
concerned.
severance
shall be
in the
(b) All
powers, and
functions incident
to payments
payments of
dis(b)
All duties,
duties, powers,
and functions
incident to
of disability retirement
retirement pay,
pay, hospitalization,
and reexaminations
reexaminations shall
shall be
be
ability
hospitalization, and
vested in
the Secretary
Secretary concerned
in the
Veterans'
the Administrator
Administrator of
of Veterans'
concerned or
or in
vested
in the
Affairs
under regulations
promulgated by
by the
regulations promulgated
the President.
President.
Affairs under
Retirement
Retirement benefits
benefits
S
EC. 415.
member who,
who, on
effective date
this Act,
of this
Act, is
is a
a under
on the
the effective
date of
SEC.
415. Any
Any member
prior laws.
laws.
under prior
hospital patient and
date of
of
six months
months of
of the effective date
and who
who within six
hospital
this
is retired
retired as
of
disability growing
growing out of
result of
of aaphysical
physical disability
this Act
Act is
as aaresult
the
injury or
disease for
hospitalized as
date of
of the
the date
of
as of
he was
was hospitalized
for which
which he
or disease
the injury
enactment of
of this
may elect
elect to
retirement benefits
benefits comcomto receive
receive retirement
this Act,
Act, may
enactment
of
puted under
under the
the laws
effect on
the date preceding
preceding the date of
on the
laws in
in effect
puted
enactment
of this
this Act.
Act.
enactment of
TITLE
PROVISIONS
V-MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS
TITLE V—MISCELLANEOUS
TRAINING
DUI X WITH
OR WITHOUT
OF RESERVE
AND NATIONAL
NATIONAL
RESERVE AND
PAY OF
WITHOUT PAY
WITH OR
TRAINING DUTT
GUARD PERSONNEL
GUARD
PERSONNEL

regulations as the Secretary concerned
SEC. 501.
501. (a)
(a) Under
concerned
Under such
such regulations
SEC.
may prescribe,
prescribe, and
extent provided
provided for
and by approfor by law and
to the
the extent
and to
may
priations,
the National
Guard,
National Guard,
Air National
Guard, Air
National Guard,
of the
members of
priations, members
National
Guard of
of the
the United
United States,
Air National
National Guard
Guard of
of
the Air
States, the
National Guard
the United
Corps, Naval
Marine
Reserve, Marine
Naval Reserve,
Reserve Corps,
Organized Reserve
States, Organized
United States,
the
Corps
Reserve, Coast
Guard Reserve,
Reserve, and
Reserve Corps of the
the
and the
the Reserve
Coast Guard
Corps Reserve,
Public
Service, shall
be entitled
entitled to
receive compensation
at
compensation at
to receive
shall be
Health Service,
Public Health
the rate
rate of
of one-thirtieth
one-thirtieth of
pay authorized
for such
members
such members
authorized for
basic pay
of the
the basic
the
of the
the uniformed
when entitled
to receive
basic pay,
pay, for
each
for each
receive basic
entitled to
services when
uniformed services
of
regular period
of appropriate
at which
appropriate duty, at
period of
or period
of instruction,
instruction, or
period of
regular
including
they
those shall have been engaged
engaged for not less than two hours, including
those performed
and holidays,
or for
for the
of
performance of
the performance
holidays, or
on Sundays
Sundays and
performed on
those
such other
equivalent training,
training, instruction,
instruction, or
or duty
duty or appropriate
other equivalent
such
duties as
as may
may be
be prescribed
prescribed by
by the
concerned: Provided,
Provided,
Secretary concerned:
the Secretary
duties
That for
for each
the several
several classes
of organizations
prescribed for
for the
the
organizations prescribed
classes of
each of
of the
That
National Guard,
Air National
National Guard, National
National Guard
Guard of the United
Guard, Air
National
States, the
the Air
Guard of
the United
Organized
the Organized
States, the
United States,
of the
National Guard
Air National
States,
Reserve
Corps, Naval
Marine Corps
Corps Reserve,
Guard
Coast Guard
Reserve, Coast
Reserve, Marine
Naval Reserve,
Reserve Corps,
Reserve, and
Reserve Corps
Corps of
Health Service, the
Public Health
of the Public
the Reserve
and the
Reserve,
rules applicable
applicable to
to each
each of
which services
and classes
within service
service
classes within
services and
of which
rules
may
differ, the
concernedSecretary concerned—
the Secretary
may differ,
(1)
shall prescribe
be met
which must be
standards which
minimum standards
prescribe minimum
(1) shall
before
an assembly
assembly for
for drill
other equivalent
equivalent period
period of
of training,
training,
drill or
or other
before an
instruction, or
duty or
or appropriate
appropriate duties
may be
be credited
pay
for pay
credited for
duties may
or duty
instruction,
purposes,
minimum standards
may require
require the
the presence
for
presence for
standards may
which minimum
purposes, which
duty
officers and
and enlisted
enlisted personnel
personnel equal
in excess
excess of
of a
a
or in
to or
equal to
of officers
duty of
minimum number
specified
for aaspecified
strength for
of unit
unit strength
percentage of
or percentage
number or
minimum
period of
of time
time with
participation in
prescribed character
of
character of
in a
a prescribed
with participation
period
training;
training;
(2)
prescribe the
the maximum
number of
of assemblies,
assemblies, or
or
maximum number
shall prescribe
(2) shall
periods
of other
other equivalent
or duty
duty or
or approapproinstruction, or
training, instruction,
equivalent training,
periods of
priate
be counted
counted for
pay purposes
purposes in
each
in each
for pay
may be
which may
priate duties,
duties, which
fiscal year;
year;
fiscal

Duty two
Duty
two hours
hours or
or
over.

Authority of
Authority
of SecreSear
taries.
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(3)
shall prescribe
number of
of assemblies,
(3) shall
prescribe the
the maximum
maximum number
assemblies, or
or
periods
other equivalent
equivalent training,
training, instruction,
or duty
duty or
approperiods of
of other
instruction, or
or appropriate duties
duties which
purposes in
in lesser
lesser
priate
which can
can be
be counted
counted for
for pay
pay purposes
periods
of time;
time; and
periods of
and
(4) shall
minimum number
assemblies or
(4)
shall prescribe
prescribe the
the minimum
number of
of assemblies
or
periods of
of other
other equivalent
training, instruction,
approperiods
equivalent training,
instruction, or
or duty
duty or
or appropriate
duties, which
be completed
periods of
of time
time
priate duties,
which must
must be
completed in
in stated
stated periods
fore the
personnel of
or units
units can
for pay.
pay.
before
the personnel
of organizations
organizations or
can qualify
qualify for
(b) Members
Members of
of the
the National
National Guard, Air
Air National
(b)
National Guard,
Guard, National
National
Guard of
of the
United States,
the Air
National Guard
of the
United
Guard
the United
States, the
Air National
Guard of
the United
States, Organized
Naval Reserve,
Marine Corps
Corps
States,
Organized Reserve
Reserve Corps,
Corps, Naval
Reserve, Marine
Reserve,
Guard Reserve,
the Reserve
Reserve Corps
of the
Public
Reserve, Coast
Coast Guard
Reserve, and
and the
Corps of
the Public
Health
Service, may
given additional
additional training
training or
other duty
as
Health Service,
may be
be given
or other
duty as
provided for
as may
may be
by the
the Secreprovided
for by
by law,
law, without
without pay,
pay, as
be authorized
authorized by
Secretary
with their
their consent,
and when
training
tary concerned,
concerned, with
consent, and
when such
such authorized
authorized training
or other
duty without
without pay
pay is
they may,
may, in
in the
the discretion
of
or
other duty
is performed
performed they
discretion of
the Secretary
the
Secretary concerned,
be furnished
with transportation
and from
concerned, be
furnished with
transportation to
to and
from
such
with subsistence
subsistence en
and, during
during the
performance of
such duty,
duty, with
en route,
route, and,
the performance
of
such
such duty,
be furnished
subsistence and
quarters in
in kind
duty, be
furnished with
with subsistence
and quarters
kind or
or
commutation
commutation thereof
rate to
to be
be fixed
fixed from
time by
by the
thereof at
at a
a rate
from time
time to
to time
the
Secretary concerned.
concerned.
Secretary
(c) In
In addition
addition to
to pay
in subsection
subsection (a)
this section,
(c)
pay provided
provided in
(a) of
of this
section,
officers of
of the
the National
National Guard,
National Guard,
Guard, National
officers
Guard, Air
Air National
National Guard
Guard
of the
United States,
States, the
Air National
National Guard
Guard of
of the
United States,
of
the United
the Air
the United
States,
Organized
Organized Reserve
Reserve Corps,
Marine Corps
Corps, Naval
Naval Reserve,
Reserve, Marine
Corps Reserve,
Reserve,
Coast Guard Reserve, and the Reserve
Reserve Corps
Corps of
of the
the Public
Public Health
Health
Service, commanding
Service,
commanding organizations
administrative functions
functions
organizations having
having administrative
connected
such officers
connected therewith
therewith shall, whether or not
not such
officers belong
to such
belong to
such
organizations,
be entitled
organizations, be
to receive
receive not
more than
than $240
$240 aayear
year for
for the
entitled to
not more
the
faithful
functions under
faithful performance
performance of such administrative functions
under such
such
regulations
as the
regulations as
the Secretary
Secretary concerned
concerned may
prescribe; and
may prescribe;
and for
for the
the
purpose
of determining
determining how
how much
much shall
be paid
officers so
purpose of
shall be
paid to
to such
such officers
so
performing
Secretary concerned
concerned may,
performing such functions, the Secretary
may, from
from time
time
to time, divide them into classes and fix the amount payable
payable to
to the
the
officers in
officers
in each
class.
each class.
(d) Under such regulations as the President
and to
(d)
President may prescribe and
to
extent provided
the extent
provided for
by appropriations,
of the
the National
National
for by
appropriations, members
members of
Guard, National
Guard, Air National
National Guard,
National Guard
of the
the United
Guard of
United States,
States,
of the
United States,
the Air National Guard
Guard of
the United
States, Organized
Organized Reserve
Reserve
Corps, Naval
Naval Reserve,
Reserve, Marine
Reserve,
Marine Corps
Corps Reserve,
Reserve, Coast
Coast Guard
Guard Reserve,
Health Service
and the Reserve
Reserve Corps of the Public Health
Service entitled
entitled to
to rereceive compensation
compensation pursuant
pursuant to
to subsection
(a) of
of this
this section
subsection (a)
section shall,
shall,
when required by competent
to perform
any hazardous
competent orders to
perform any
hazardous duty
duty
prescribed
prescribed by or pursuant
pursuant to section 204 of this Act for members
of the uniformed
services entitled to
uniformed services
receive basic
pay and
when in
to receive
basic pay
and when
in
consequence
orders they
they do
do perform
any hazardous
duty so
so
consequence of
of such
such orders
perform any
hazardous duty
entitled to
prescribed, be entitled
to receive
increase in
in compensation
compensation equal
receive an
an increase
equal
authorized by
to one-thirtieth of the monthly incentive
incentive pay authorized
section
by section
204 of this Act for the performance
duty by
performance of such hazardous
hazardous duty
by memmemthe uniformed
bers .of the
uniformed services
services of
of corresponding
corresponding grades
grades entitled
entitled to
to
receive basic pay, such increase
increase to
to be
be paid
to such
as long
long
paid to
such members,
members, as
as they are qualified
receive such increase,
qualified to receive
increase, for
for each
period
each regular
regular period
of instruction, or period of appropriate
appropriate duty, at which they shall
shall have
been engaged for not
not less
less than two
two hours,
performed
hours, including
including those
those performed
on Sundays
Sundays and
or for
performance of
other equivaand holidays,
holidays, or
for the
the performance
of such
such other
equivalent training,
training, instruction,
instruction, or
or duty
or appropriate
duties as
may be
lent
duty or
appropriate duties
as may
be
prescribed by
by the
subsection (a)
prescribed
the Secretary
Secretary concerned
concerned pursuant
pursuant to
to subsection
(a)
of
of this
this section.
section.
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(c), and (d) of this sec(a), ,(b),
of subsections
subsections (a)
(e) The
The provision
(b) ,(c),
provision of
(e)
tion
members are entitled to receive basic
such members
when such
apply when
not apply
shall not
tion shall
pay
provided for
for in
this Act.
II of
of this
in title
title II
pay as
as provided
(10
(f) (1)
(1) Section
Section 55a
55a of
of the
the National
National Defense
Defense Act,
amended (10
Act, as amended
(f)
"subsection
IL
the words "subsection
by striking
striking out the
amended by
is hereby
hereby amended
C. 422),
422), is
S. C.
U. S.
amended", appear1942, as amended",
c),. section
section 14,
14, Pay
Pay Readjustment
Readjustment Act of 1942,
(c),
thereof the words
ing
in the
the third
third proviso
proviso thereof
inserting in lieu thereof
thereof and inserting
ing in
"subsection (a)
of section
501 of
of the
Career Compensation
Compensation Act of
the Career
section 501
(a) of
"subsection
1949".
1949".
(2) Sections
55a, 109,
110 of
of the
the National
National Defense
Defense Act,
as
Act, as
and 110
109, and
Sections 55a,
(2)
amended,
amended by
striking out
the words
words "section
14
"section 14
out the
by striking
hereby amended
are hereby
amended, are
wherever appearof
the Pay
Pay Readjustment
1942, as
amended", wherever
as amended",
of 1942,
Act of
Readjustment Act
of the
ing therein,
thereof the words "section
"section 501 of the
lieu thereof
inserting in lieu
and inserting
therein, and
ing
Career Compensation
Act of
of 1949".
1949".
Compensation Act
Career
the
(3)
501 of
of this
this Act
sections 55a,
and 110 of the
109, and
55a, 109,
Act and
and sections
Section 501
(3) Section
National
applicable to the Departshall be applicable
as amended,
amended, shall
Act, as
Defense Act,
National Defense
ment
of the
the Air
Provided, That
That all
501
section 501
in section
references in
all references
Air Force:
Force: Provided,
ment of
of this
and sections
and 110
110 of
the National
National Defense
Defense Act,
Act,
of the
109, and
55a, 109,
sections 55a,
Act and
of
this Act
the
Department of the
as amended,
Army, the Department
the Army,
of the
Secretary of
the Secretary
to the
amended, to
as
Army, the
the Regular
Army, the
National Guard,
Guard, the
the National
Guard of
National Guard
the National
Regular Army,
Army,
Reserve
the United
States, the
the Organized
Organized Reserve
Reserve Corps,
Corps, the
Officers' Reserve
the Officers'
United States,
the
Corps, the
Enlisted Reserve
Reserve Corps
and the
the Organized
Organized Reserves, shall
Corps and
the Enlisted
Corps,
be construed
construed for
for the
of interpreting
section 501
501 of
this Act
Act
of this
interpreting section
purpose of
the purpose
be
and sections
55a, 109,
109, and
and 110
110 of
of the
Act, as
as amended,
amended,
Defense Act,
National Defense
the National
sections 55a,
and
as likewise
the Secretary
Secretary of
Air Force,
Department
the Department
Force, the
of the
the Air
to the
referring to
likewise referring
as
of
the Air
Air Force,
Force, the
the Regular
Regular Air
the Air
National Guard,
Guard, the
the
Air National
Force, the
Air Force,
of the
Air
National
Guard
of
the
United
States,
the
Air
Force
Reserve,
the
the
Reserve,
Force
Air
the
States,
United
the
of
Guard
Air National
officers' section
the Air
Reserve, the
the enlisted
enlisted section of the Air
Force Reserve,
Air Force
of the
section of
officers'
Force
and personnel
personnel of
of the
Organized Reserves
transferred
Reserves transferred
the Organized
Reserve, and
Force Reserve,
to the
the Department
Department of
of the
the Air
Air Force,
respectively.
Force, respectively.
to
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56 Stat. 367.
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C., Supp.
37 U. 8.
II, §114
§114 (c).
(c).
Pst,p.
Pbg
P. 839.
41 Stat. 780; 39 Stat.
209.
10 U. S. C., Supp.
C.
I, 1 422; 32
32 U. S.. C.
§§ 156,
156, 154; Supp. II,
§§
§154,
1154.
Applicability to
to Air
Force.
41
Stat.
780;
Stat.
39
stat.
41

209.
209.

U. S. C. Supp.

10 U. S. C., Supp.
It
422; 32
S. C..
II, §
32 U.u. 8.
§ 422;
§§
§§156, 154; Supp. II,
§154.

ACT1V.IN
CREDIT IN
COAST AND
GEODETIC SURVEY
SURVEY
AND GEODETIC
IN COAST
SERVICE CREDIT
ACTIVE SERVICE
SE°. 502.
502. Active
Active service
Coast and
Geodetic Survey
Survey as deck
and Geodetic
the Coast
in the
service in
SEC.
officer
junior engineer
engineer and
and active
counted on
30, 1922,
1922,
June 30,
on June
service counted
active service
or junior
officer or
for
pay, shall
be credited
commissioned officers as active
to commissioned
credited to
shall be
longevity pay,
for longevity
commissioned service
service for
purposes of
allowances, retirement,
retirement, and
pay, allowances,
of pay,
for purposes
commissioned
retirement
pay.
retirement pay.
PAYMENTS BASED
ON PURPORTED
MARRIAGES
PURPORTED MARRIAGES
BASED ON
PAYMENTS
S
EC. 503.
503. Payments
of allowances
allowances based
based on
purported marriage
a purported
on a
Payments of
SEC.
and made
annulment or
or termination
such marriage
marriage
of such
termination of
judicial annulment
to judicial
prior to
made prior
and
which
have been
be made
the Pay
under the
made under
may be
hereafter may
which hereafter
or which
been or
which have
Readjustment
amended, or
under this
are valid:
valid:
Act are
this Act
or under
as amended,
1942, as
of 1942,
Act of
Readjustment Act
Provided,
That it
is adjudged
adjudged or
or decreed
by a
of competent
competent jurisjurisa court
court of
decreed by
it is
Provided,That
diction that
the marriage
marriage was
was entered
entered into
good faith
faith on
the part
part
on the
in good
into in
that the
diction
of the
spouse in
the uniformed
services or
or that,
that, in
in the
the absence
such
of such
absence of
uniformed services
in the
the spouse
of
a
judgment or
or decree,
such finding
finding of
good faith
faith is
by the
the SecreSecreis made
made by
of good
decree, such
a judgment
tary
concerned
or
by
such
person
as
he
may
designate
for
the
purpose.
purpose.
the
for
tary concerned or by such person as he may designate
CONTRACT
SURGEONS
CONTRACT SURGEONS
SEC. 504.
504. Contract
Contract surgeons
are serving
serving full
full time
time with
with any of
who are
surgeons who
SEC.
the
uniformed
services
shall
be
entitled
to
be
paid
minimum
basic
minimum
the
paid
to
be
entitled
be
shall
services
the uniformed
pay,
the basic
basic allowances,
allowances, and
such other
authorized
as are
are authorized
allowances as
other allowances
and such
ay, the
by
this Act
Act to
be paid
paid to
pay.grade 0-2.
in pay
officers in
commissioned officers
to commissioned
to be
by this
Contract surgeons
surgeons who
who are
are serving
serving part
part time
time with
with any
any of
the uniformed
uniformed
of the
Contract
services
shall
be
entitled
to
receive
the
allowances
for
travel
travel and
for
allowances
the
receive
to
entitled
be
shall
services
transportation prescribed
prescribed pursuant
pursuant to
to this
under the
same condithe same
Act under
this Act
transportation
tions and
and in
the same
as are
applicable to commissioned
commissioned officers
officers.
are applicable
amount as
same amount
in the
tions

56 Stat. 39.
359.
C. if
101 S. C.
|I 10137 U. S.
120; Supp. II, §
§ 101b
101b
d seq.
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ENLISTED PERSONS--CLOTHING
PERSONS—CLOTHING ALLOWANCE
ALLOWANCE
ENLISTED
S
EC. 505.
505. The
President may
prescribe the
and kind
SEC.
The President
may prescribe
the quantity
quantity and
kind of
of
clothing
which shall
be furnished
to enlisted
enlisted men
men of
clothing which
shall be
furnished annually
annually to
of the
the
Army, the
the Navy,
the Air
the Coast
Coast Guard,
Guard,
Navy, the
Air Force,
Force, the
the Marine
Marine Corps,
Corps, the
the Naval
Corps Reserve,
Reserve, the
the National
National Guard,
Guard,
Naval Reserve,
Reserve, the
the Marine
Marine Corps
the Air
National Guard,
of the
States,
the
Air National
Guard, the
the National
National Guard
Guard of
the United
United States,
the Air National
National Guard
the United
Guard of
of the
United States,
States, the
the Organized
Organized Reserve
Reserve
Corps, the Air
Force Reserve,
the Coast
Coast Guard
Guard Reserve,
Reserve, and
and he
he
Air Force
Reserve, and
and the
may prescribe
allowance to
be paid
paid to
prescribe the amount
amount of
of aa cash
cash allowance
to be
to such
such
enlisted men in any case in which clothing
clothing is
is not
not so
so furnished
furnished to
to them.
them.
ALLOWANCE--SHORE PATROL
ALLOWANCE—SHORE
PATROL DUTY
DUTY

SEC.
S
EC. 506. Officers,
Officers, midshipmen, and cadets of
Marine
of the
the Navy,
Navy, the
the Marine
Corps, and the Coast
Guard when
absent from
from a
avessel
vessel or
or designated
Coast Guard
when absent
designated
post of duty while assigned
assigned to
to shore
shore patrol
be paid
paid their
patrol duty
duty may
may be
their
actual expenses.
expenses.
actual
PAY
ALLOWANCES-ENLISTED MEN-PHILIPPINE
PAY AND
AND ALLOWANCES—ENLISTED
MEN—PHILIPPINE SCOUTS-INSULAR
SCOUTS—INSULAR
FORCE
FORCE OF
OF THE
THE NAVY
NAVY

SEC.
S
EC. 507. (a) The pay and allowances
allowances of
of whatever
kind
whatever nature
nature and
and kind
to be authorized
authorized for the enlisted men of the
Philippine Scouts
Scouts shall
shall
the Philippine
be fixed by the Secretary of the
shall not
be of
the Army
Army and
and shall
not exceed
exceed or
or be
of
other classes than
those now
now or
may hereafter
hereafter be
authorized
than those
or which
which may
be authorized
by law for enlisted men of
the Regular
Army.
of the
Regular Army.
(b) The pay and allowances of whatever
whatever nature
be
nature and
and kind
kind to
to be
authorized for the enlisted
authorized
men of
of the
insular force
of the
the Navy
Navy shall
shall
enlisted men
the insular
force of
of the Navy, and
be fixed by the Secretary of
and shall
not exceed
or be
be of
of
shall not
exceed or
other classes than those now, or which
which may hereafter
hereafter be
authorized by
be authorized
by
law for enlisted men of the Regular
Regular Navy.
Navy.
PAY AND
ALLOWANCES-CADETS AND
PAY
AND ALLOWANCES—CADETS
AND MIDSHIPMEN
MIDSHIPMEN

SEC.
S
EC. 508. Cadets at the United States
States Military
Military Academy,
midshipAcademy, midshipmen at the United States Naval Academy, and cadets
cadets at
at the
the Coast
Coast
Guard Academy shall be entitled to receive
receive pay
the rate
rate of
$936
pay at
at the
of $936
per annum, and to receive allowances
allowances as
hereafter provided
provided by
as now
now or
or hereafter
by
law for midshipmen
midshipmen in the Navy, and to transportation,
transportation, including
including
reimblursemiient of traveling expenses,
reimbursement
expenses, while traveling
under orders
as
traveling under
orders as
a
cadet or
or midshipman.
a cadet
midshipman.
ASSIMILATION
ASSIMILATION TO
TO PAY
PAY AND
AND ALLOWANCES
ALLOWANCES OF
OF COMMISSIONED
COMMISSIONED OFFICERS
OFFICERS
Ante, pp. 805,
812.
Ante,
805,812.

SEC.
The provisions
of titles II
II and
apply
SEC. 509.
509. The
provisions of
and III of this Act
Act shall
shall apply

equally
persons serving, not
equally to those persons
commissioned officers
officers in
of
not as
as commissioned
in any
any of
uniformed services, but whose pay
the uniformed
pay or allowances,
both, under
allowances, or
or both,
under
existing law are assimilated
a commisassimilated to the pay and allowances of a
commissioned officer
officer of any grade or rank of any of the uniformed
uniformed services.
services.
DAILY RATE
OF PAY
DAILY
RATE OF
PAY AND
AND ALLOWANCES
ALLOWANCES

SEC.
SEC. 510. Members
Members of the uniformed
uniformed services who shall
shall become
become
entitled to receive any pay and allowances authorized
by this
for
authorized by
this Act
Act for
a continuous
a
continuous period of less than one month shall be
receive
be entitled
entitled to
to receive
such pay and allowances
allowances for each day of such period at
rate of
at the
the rate
of
one-thirtieth
of the
the monthly amount of such pay and allowances,
allowances, and
one-thirtieth of
the thirty-first day of a
a calendar
calendar month shall not be excluded
from
excluded from
the computation.
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829

RETIRED AND
RETAINER PAY
PAY OF
RETIRED
AND RETAINER
OF MEMBERS
MEMBERS ON
ON RETIRED
RETIRED LISTS
LISTS OR
OR RECEIVING
RECEIVING
RETAINER PAY
PAY
RETAINER

SEC.
S
EC. 511. On and after the effective
effective date of
section (1)
memof this section
(1) memuniformed services heretofore
other than
than
bers of the uniformed
heretofore retired for reasons other
for physical
(2) members
members heretofore transferred
transferred to the
physical disability, (2)
Fleet Reserve or the Fleet Marine Corps Reserve, and (3)
(3) members
members of
of
the Army Nurse Corps or
Nurse Corps
retired
or the
the Navy Nurse
Corps heretofore
heretofore retired
44 Stat.
under the Act of May
(44 Stat.
Stat. 513),
513), shall
shall b
titled t
May 13,
13, 1926 (44
bee en
entitled
too 44
.531. 1
stat.
10 U. S. C. §§ 1029receive retired
retainer pay,
receive
retired pay,
ply, retirement
retirement pay,
pay, retainer
equivalent pay,
pay, 1032;
pay, or
or equivalent
1032; 34
U. S..c.C.
34 U..
438-440a; Supp. H,
computed by one of the follow- §§
44a;no
|t436
in the amount whichever
whichever is the greater, computed
0 note.pp I
§§
436-440a
Computation of
retired pay, retainer
retainer pay,
pay, or equivaing methods:
methods: (a) The monthly retired
equiva- pay.
Computation
of
members and former pay.
lent pay in the amount authorized
authorized for such members
members by provisions of law in effect on the day
day immediately
immediately preAct, or
(b) monthly
monthly retired
ceding the date
date of
of enactment
enactment of
of this
this Act,
or (b)
retired pay,
pay,
retirement
retirement pay, retainer pay, or equivalent
equivalent pay
21/
2 per
pay equal
equal to 21/2
per centum
centum
of
the monthly
basic pay
pay of
of the
the highest
highest federally
federally recognized
recognized rank,
rank,
of the
monthly basic
grade,
under a
permanent or
temporary appointgrade, or
or rating,
rating, whether
whether under
a permanent
or temporary
appointment, satisfactorily
satisfactorily held, by such member or former member, as
as deterdetermined by
the Secretary
and which
member, former
former
mined
by the
Secretary concerned,
concerned, and
which such
such member,
member,
member, or
be entitled
to receive
receive if
on active
active
or person
person would be
entitled to
if serving
serving on
duty in
in such
grade, or
or rating,
rating, multiplied
multiplied by
of years
duty
such rank,
rank, grade,
by the
the number
number of
years
year.
of active
active service
creditable to him:
service creditable
him: Provided,
Provided, That
That for the
the purpose of Fractional
Fractonal year.
the computation
computation of (b) above, fractions of one-half
one-half year or more of
of
Limitation.
a whole year: Provided
Providedfurther,
further,That Limitation.
active service shall be counted as a
in no
no case
case shall such retired pay, retainer
equivalent pay
pay
retainer pay,
pay, or equivalent
exceed 75 per centum
centum of the monthly basic pay
pay upon which
which the
the comservice."
putation
for the
the purposes
purposes of this
this "Active
"Acte service."
putation is based:
based: Provided
Provided further,
further, That for
used herein shall mean all service
section, the term "active service"
service" as used
as
as a
of the
the uniformed
uniformed services,
services, or
or as
as a
a member
member or
or as
a former
former member
member of
as
a
nurse, or
as a
acontract
contract nurse
prior to
February 2,
or as
a nurse,
or as
nurse prior
to February
2, 1901,
1901, or
as a
a reserve
reserve
nurse subsequent
subsequent to February
nurse
February 2, 1901,
1901, or
contract surgeon,
surgeon, or as
or as aacontract
as
a
surgeon, or as aa
surgeon, or as an
an acting
acting dental
dental surgeon,
a contract
contract dental
dental surgeon,
veterinarian in
Quartermaster Department,
Department, Cavalry,
or Field
Field
Cavalry, or
veterinarian
in the
the Quartermaster
Artillery, or
as an
Army field
field clerk
clerk or
or as
as a
clerk, Army
Army Quartera field
field clerk,
QuarterArtillery,
or as
an Army
master
while on the
active duty or while parmaster Corps, while
the active list or on active
ticipating
in full-time
or other
duty provided
for
full-time duty
provided for
full-time training
training or
other full-time
ticipating in
39s Stat.
t t 168; 52 Stat.
authorized in the National
. 166; 5 stat.
National Defense
Naval 11175.
1s
or authorized
Defense Act, as amended, the Naval
10 II.
C. §2
i
Reserve Act
Act of
as amended,
or in
nother
other provisions
of law,
Reserve
of 1938,
1938, as
amended, or
provisions of
law, includinclud- Hupp.
2
10
u.II,S.
8.1
c.
adeleaSeg.:
2et seg.: 32
ing participation
participation in
ing
in exercises
exercises or
or performance
performance of
of the
duties provided
U. S. C.. II
4 1 eti.:
et atry.;
the duties
provided Lu.
2
Supp. 11, 41et seq.: 34
for
by sections
81, 92,
92, 94,
94, 97,
97, and
and 99
Act, as
for by
sections 5,
5, 81,
99 of
of the
the National
National Defense
Defense Act,
. C.18s
as U
l'; Supp.
upp.
U. S.
4 853J;
4Mb et seq.
amended,
case of
of commissioned
commissioned officers
officers of
the Public
Health II,
amended, and
and in
in the
the case
of the
Public Health
"I,Post,
8Wsb
d 836,
eq.g 837,
pp.
840.
Service,
which is
creditable pursuant
pursuant to
part (3)
(3) of
section swo.
Service, that
that service
service which
is creditable
to part
of section
PP.
83'
39 Stat. 167, 203, 206,
412 of
or retirement
412
of this
this Act:
Act: Provided
Providedfurther,
further That
That the
the retired
retired or
retirement pay
pay 207.9 tt7. 2
U. S. C. 44 4, 22of each
each member
referred to
(
3 )above
higher rank
rank 25,10025
of
member referred
to in
in (35
above shall,
shall, unless
unless aahigher
c.32 U.4,."
,. C.
30-36,38;
S. C.63-66, 141-146,
141-146, s171or grade
is authorized
by any
any provision
provision of
law, be
be based
upon the
the comor
grade is
authorized by
of law,
based upon
com- §§
i, 63-36,
176; Supp. II, §62.
missioned-officer grade
grade authorized
authorized for
for such
the Act
missioned-officer
such member
member by
by the
Act of
of '7st,
p.s,62.
Post,
p. 836.
Ante, p. 824.
May 7,
7, 1948
1948 (Public
517, Eightieth
Eightieth Congress):
Congress) :Provided
Provided furfurMay
(Public Law
Law 517,
A62St
824.
p. 211.
62
Stat.
10
U. s.
S. c.,
C., Stipp.
ther, That
That (a)
enlisted persons
persons or
former enlisted
enlisted persons
persons of
of the
the RegRegther,
(a) enlisted
or former
10 u.
supp.
II,1n§§
1033-1036;
34
99 1033-1035; 34
ular Army
have been
prior to
S.
to U.:U
s. C.,0 Supp. 1,
Force who
who have
been transferred
transferred prior
ular
Army or
or Regular
Regular Air
Air Force
§§
43m-43o.
the
effective date
date of
of this
this section
the Enlisted
Enlisted Reserve
the effective
section to
to the
Reserve Corps
Corps or
or §a30
service re30 ms
years'-servioe
quirement.
to the
the enlisted
enlisted section
of the
Air Force
Force Reserve
Reserve and
and placed
the qurement.
placed on
on the
section of
the Air
to
retired list
list of
the Regular
or the
Regular Air
Force, respecrespecAir Force,
Army or
the Regular
of the
Regular Army
retired
tively, under
the provisions
provisions of
the Act
6, 1945
1945
Act of
of October
October 6,
under the
of section
section 4
4 of
of the
tively,
(59
Stat. 539;
539; 10
C. 948),
948), as
amended, and
enlisted persons
persons
as amended,
and (b)
(b) enlisted
(59 Stat.
10 II.
U. S.
S. C.
or former
former enlisted
enlisted persons
persons of
the Regular
Regular Navy
or Regular
Marine
of the
Navy or
Regular Marine
or
Corps who
who have
have been
the effective
of this
to the
effective date
date of
this
been transferred
transferred prior
prior to
Corps
section
the Fleet
ResPrve or
Fleet Marine
Marine Corps
section to
to the
Fleet Reserve
or the
the Fleet
Corps Reserve
Reserve under
under

830
830
82
B2 Stat.
Stat. 1178.
1178.
34
U. S.
S. C.
C. ft
85434 U.
II 854854g.
854g.
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[63 STAT.
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the provisions of
of title
Naval Reserve
Act of
of 1938,
title II
II of
of the
the Naval
Reserve Act
1938, as
as amended,
amended,
shall not be
be entitled to
have their
retired pay
or retainer
retainer pay
computed
to have
their retired
pay or
pay computed
on the basis of the highest
highest officer
warrant-officer grade
grade held
held by
officer or
or warrant-officer
by them
them
as authorized
by this
authorized by
completed thirty
of
this section
section until
until they
they have
have completed
thirty years
years of
the sum
service, to include the
sum of
their active
service and
their service
of their
active service
and their
service on
on
in the
the Fleet
the retired list or in
Fleet Reserve
or in
Marine Corps
Corps
Reserve or
in the
the Fleet
Fleet Marine
Reserve, as required by
by existing
Reserve,
provided further,
existing law:
law: And
And provided
further, That
That
enlisted persons
enlisted
and warrant
warrant officers
officers of
services, hereherepersons and
of the
the uniformed
uniformed services,
tofore
hereafter advanced
advanced on
on the
higher officer
officer rank
rank
tofore or
or hereafter
the retired
retired list
list to
to aahigher
to any provision
or grade pursuant to
provision of
of law
law shall,
application therefor
shall, if
if application
therefor
made to
to the
is made
Secretary concerned
concerned within
one year
year from
the effective
the Secretary
within one
from the
effective
date of this section
or within
within one
section or
year after
after the
one year
the date
date of
of advancement
advancement
on the
the retired list,
list, whichever
is the
later, and
to the
the approval
approval
whichever is
the later,
and subject
subject to
of the Secretary
Secretary concerned,
concerned, be
restored to
their former
former retired
enlisted
be restored
to their
retired enlisted
or warrant-officer
warrant-officer status,
case may
may be,
be, and
and shall
shall thereafter
thereafter be
be
status, as
as the
the case
deemed to be enlisted
enlisted or warrant-officer
warrant-officer personnel,
as appropriate,
personnel, as
appropriate, for
for
all purposes, including
including the computation
computation of their
their retired
retired pay
based on
on
pay based
or warrant-officer
such enlisted or
warrant-officer rank,
grade, or
rating, as
as the
the case
may
rank, grade,
or rating,
case may
be.
be.
RETIRED PAY OF MEMBERS
MEMBERS AND
RETIRED
AND FORMER
FORMER MEMBERS
HEMMERS OF
OF RESERVE
RESERVE COMPONENTS
COMPONENTS

10 U. S. C.,
C., Supp.
Supp.
14
II, §§
if 1036-10361;
1036-1036i; 14
U.. S. 0.,
U.
Supp. II,
C., Supp.
I
§ 186 and
and note;
note; 34
34
U. S.
S. C.,
0., Supp. II,
§§440h-440q.
i 440h-440q.
Ante, pp.
Ante,
pp. 693,
693, 565.
565.
S. O.,
Supp.
10 U. S.
C., supp.
II, I§1036d;
1036d; 34 U.
U. S.
S. C.,
Supp. II,
II, §§4401.
S. C.,
Stipp.
34 U. S.
C., Supp.
II, §855h.

SEC.
SEC. 512. On and after the effective
effective date
date of
this section,
of this
section, any
any person
person
who heretofore
heretofore has
has been
been granted
who hereafter
granted retired
retired pay
pay or
or who
hereafter is
is
title III
granted retired pay pursuant
pursuant to title
HI of
the Act
of June
June 29,
1948
of the
Act of
29, 1948
1087),2shall
(ch. 708,62 Stat. 1087)
shall have
have his
his retired
retired pay
computed as
authorpay computed
as authorized by the aforesaid
aforesaid title III on
basis of
provided for
on the
the basis
of the
the pay
pay provided
for in
in
this Act: Provided,
Provided, That, notwithstanding
notwithstanding the
the provisions
of section
section
provisions of
29, 1948
305 of the Act of June 29,
1948 (62
(62 Stat.
Stat. 1089),
1089), any
any member
member or
or former
former
member
or Marine
member of the Naval Reserve
Reserve or
Marine Corps
heretofore
Corps Reserve
Reserve heretofore
Honorary Retired
placed on the Honorary
Retired List
List of
of the
Reserve or
or Marine
Marine
the Naval
Naval Reserve
Corps Reserve
in sections
Corps
Reserve with pay as provided in
sections 309
309 and
310 of
the
and 310
of the
1938 (52
Naval Reserve Act of 1938
(52 Stat.
Stat. 1183;
1183; 34
as
34 U.
U. S.
S. C.
C. 855h,
855h, i),
i), as
amended, shall be entitled to
to have such
such pay
computed as
as provided
pay computed
provided in
in
this
this section.
section.
RETIRED
WARRANT OFFICERS
RETIRED PAY GRADE OF CERTAIN
CERTAIN WARRANT
OFFICERS AND
AND ENLISTED
ENLISTED
PERSONS
PERSONS

Restoration to forRestoration
mer retired
retired status.
status.

SEC. 513. Any enlisted person or
SEC.
or warrant
officer of
of the
uniformed
warrant officer
the uniformed
services who served in World
War I,
World War
heretofore or
or hereafter
I, heretofore
hereafter retired
retired
for any reason, shall (1)
(1) be
be advanced
on the
the retired
list of
service
advanced on
retired list
of the
the service
concerned to the highest federally
federally recognized
concerned
recognized officer
rank or
officer rank
or grade
grade
satisfactorily held by such enlisted person or warrant officer
satisfactorily
officer under
under a
a
permanent
for any
permanent or temporary appointment
appointment for
any period
service
period of
of service
between
and November
between April 6, 1917,
1917, and
November 11,
11, 1918,
and (2)
not entitled
1918, and
(2) if
if not
entitled
retirement pay
to receive retired
retired pay or disability retirement
pay based
on a
based on
a higher
higher
officer rank
rank or
officer
or grade
grade by some other
other provision of law, be entitled
entitled to
to
receive
receive retired pay or disability retirement
retirement pay
pay computed
on the
the basis
computed on
basis
of the officer rank or
or grade
grade to
to which
previously advanced
advanced on
on a
retired
which previously
a retired
list or computed on the basis of the officer grade
or rank
grade or
rank authorized
authorized
by
this section:
Provided,That enlisted persons and warrant officers
by this
section: Provided,
officers
of
the uniformed
heretofore or hereafter
of the
uniformed services, heretofore
hereafter advanced
advanced on
on the
the
retired list to a
a higher officer rank or grade
grade pursuant
to any
pursuant to
any provision
provision
of law shall, if
if application therefor
is made
to the
Secretary concerned
concerned
therefor is
made to
the Secretary
within one year from the effective
effective date
this section
section or
or within
within one
date of
of this
one
year after the date of advancement
advancement on
on the
the retired
retired list,
list, whichever
whichever
is
of the Secretary
is the later, and subject
subject to the approval of
concerned, be
Secretary concerned,
be
restored
restored to their former retired enlisted or
or warrant-officer
warrant-officer status,
status, as
as
the case may be, and shall thereafter
thereafter be
be deemed
enlisted .or
or
deemed to
to be
be enlisted
warrant-officer
appropriate, for
warrant-officer personnel, as appropriate,
for all
all purposes,
purposes, including
including
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the computation
such enlisted
or warrantcomputation of their retired pay based on such
enlisted or
warrantofficer rank,
rank, grade,
rating, as
may be.
be.
officer
grade, or
or rating,
as the
the case
case may
RETIRED
FORMER MEMBERS
SERVING ON
RETIRED MEMBERS
MEMBERS AND
AND FORMER
MEMBERS SERVING
ON ACTIVE
ACTIVE Dt.111"
DUTJT

SEC. 514.
514. Retired
members and
and former
former members
of the
SEC.
Retired members
members of
the uniformed
uniformed
services,
services, including
including members
members of the
the Fleet Reserve
Reserve and the
the Fleet Marine
Marine
Reserve, shall, when
Corps Reserve,
when serving
serving on
on active
active duty, be
be entitled
entitled to
to rereceive the pay
allowances to which
provisions of
ceive
pay and
and allowances
which entitled
entitled by
by the
the provisions
of
this Act for the
they are
on such
the grade
grade or
or rank
rank in
in which they
are serving
serving on
such active
active
when on
such active-duty
active-duty status,
have the
the same
same pay
pay and
duty, and
and shall,
shall, when
on such
status, have
and
allowance rights
absence or
while sick
sick as
allowance
rights while
while on leave of absence
or while
as members
members
of the
the uniformed
uniformed services
entitled to
to receive
basic pay
pay of
similar
of
services entitled
receive basic
of similar
if death
occurs when
when on
active-duty status,
status, while
grade or rank, and, if
death occurs
on active-duty
while
on
leave of
of absence,
sick, their
their dependents
dependents shall
thereby be
on leave
absence, or
or while
while sick,
shall not
not thereby
be
deprived
any of
the benefits
benefits provided
in the
deprived of
of any
of the
provided in
the Act
Act of
of December
December 17,
17,
367; 10
10 U.
S. C.
C. 903),
as amended,
amended, and
the Act
Act of
1919 (41
(41 Stat. 367;
U. S.
903), as
and in
in the
of
34 U. 8. C.,
0.,
June 4,
1920 (41
(41 Stat.
34 U.
U. S.
C. 943),
as amended.
amended.
June
4, 1920
Stat. 824;
824; 34
S. C.
943), as
E4194.3
,L 943 note.
note.

Stipp.
Supp.

PROVISION
RETAIN PRESENT
COMPENSATION AND
LIMIT THE
Tab APPIAPPLIPRESENT COMPENSATION
AND TO
TO LIMIT
PROVISION TO
TO RETAIN
CATION OF
DEPENDENTS ALLOWANCE
ALLOWANCE ACT
OF 1942,
1942,
CATION
OF THE
THE SERVICEMEN'S
SERVICEMEN'S DEPENDENTS
ACT OF
AS
AS AMENDED
AMENDED
SEC. 515. (a)
on active
active duty
duty on
on the
effective date
date
SEC.
(a) No member
member serving
serving on
the effective
of
this Act
shall, prior
prior to
to July
while serving
serving on
on continuous
1, 1952,
1952, and
and while
continuous
of this
Act shall,
July 1,
active
for the
of such
such continuous
continuous active-duty
active-duty
including for
the purpose
purpose of
active duty,
duty, including
service
in a
a reenlistment
reenlistment entered
into within
months from
from the
the
service in
entered into
within three
three months
date
of last
last discharge,
suffer any
reduction by
by reason
this Act
Act in
in
reason of
of this
any reduction
discharge, suffer
date of
the
compensation which
he is
is entitled
entitled to
to receive
receive under
any
under any
which he
the total
total compensation
provision
in effect
on the
the day
day immediately
immediately preceding
preceding such
such
provision of
of law
law in
effect on
effective
date: Provided,
subsection
of this
this subsection
the provisions
provisions of
That (1)
(1) the
Provided, That
effective date:
shall
to apply
apply to
to such
such member
member whenever
whenever he
he shall
shall become
entitled
become entitled
shall cease
cease to
to
receive total
total compensation
in excess
of the
to which
which he
the amount
amount to
excess of
compensation in
to receive
was entitled
entitled on
on the
day preceding
such effective
and (2)
the
(2) the
date; and
effective date;
preceding such
the day
was
provisions
of this
this subsection
subsection shall
cease to apply to
any part
part of
of such
to any
shall cease
provisions of
total
failure of
member to
qualify therethereto qualify
of such
such member
upon the
the failure
total compensation
compensation upon
for: Provided
the purposes
of this
this subsection
subsection the
purposes of
for the
further, That
That for
Provided further,
for:
computation
total compensation
compensation shall
shall not include
contributions
include contributions
such total
of such
computation of
by
the Government
Allowance Act
Act
Dependents Allowance
the Servicemen's
Servicemen's Dependents
under the
by the
Government under
of
and transportation
transportation allowances,
per diem
diem
allowances, per
travel and
amended, travel
1942, as
as amended,
of 1942,
and
station allowances,
pay of
court stenographers
the Army
and
Army and
of the
stenographers of
of court
allowances, pay
and station
Air
Force, enlistment
allowance, or
bonuses.
or reenlistment
reenlistment bonuses.
enlistment allowance,
Air Force,
(b) Any
member who,
who, on
on the
effective date
this Act,
Act, is
is serving
serving
of this
date of
the effective
(b)
Any member
in an
an enlistment
enlistment contracted
to the
the date
date of
of this
Act,
this Act,
of enactment
enactment of
prior to
contracted prior
in
or any
enlistment terminated
terminated in
in the
between
period between
the period
whose enlistment
any member
member whose
or
both dates
the date
enactment and
and the
effective date
dates
this Act,
Act, both
date of
of this
the effective
of enactment
the
date of
inclusive and
has entered
entered into
within one month
enlistment within
new enlistment
into aanew
who has
and who
inclusive,
of such
such termination
termination shall
shall not,
prior to
to the
expiration of
of the
the enlistment
enlistment
the expiration
not, prior
of
or reenlistment
or July
1, 1952,
1952, whichever
earlier,
is earlier,
whichever is
July 1,
above, or
described above,
or
reenlistment described
suffer any
any reduction
reduction by
this Act
Act in
the total
compensation
total compensation
in the
of this
by reason
reason of
suffer
which
is entitled
to receive
law in
in effect
on
effect on
of law
any provision
provision of
under any
receive under
he is
entitled to
which he
the day
day immediately
effective date
date of
this Act
Provided,
of this
Act::Provided,
the effective
preceding the
the
immediately preceding
That for
the purposes
subsection unless
unless otherwise
provided,
otherwise provided,
of this
this subsection,
purposes of
That
for the
the
computation of
of such
travel
include travel
shall not
not include
compensation shall
such total
total compensation
the computation
and
allowances per
diem and
and station
pay
station allowances,
allowances, pay
per diem
and transportation
transportation allowances,
of
of the
the :Army
and Air
Air Force,
allowenlistment allowForce, enlistment
Army and
court stenographers
stenographers of
of court
ance,
bonuses, and
and following
following that
date which
is the
the
which is
that date
reenlistment bonuses,
ance, or
or reenlistment
last
month following
following the
the month in
in which
which this
calendar month
the sixth
sixth calendar
day of
of the
last day
Act is
not include
include the
Government
by the
the Government
the contribution
contribution by
shall not
enacted, shall
Act
is enacted,
under
the provisions
provisions of
of the
Dependents Allowance
Allowance Act
Act
Servicemen's Dependents
the Servicemen's
under the
of
family allowance
(1) for
for a
afather
father or
or
allowance (1)
to monthly
monthly family
as amended,
amended, to
of 1942,
1942, as

Pot,,p.
841.
Pest
P. 84/.

Nonapplicability or
of
Nonapplicability
provisions.

Exclusions from
Exclusions
computation.
computation.

56
381.
56 Stat. 381.

20137 U. S. O.
a. J f201U.S.
221; 50 U.
S... Ok. app.
ft 305, 315.
I1305,
Post, p.841.
Post,
p. 841.

Exclusions
from
Exclusions from
computation.
computation.

Monthly family allowance.

56 Stat. 381.
381.
26137 U. S.. C. ftf 201221; 50 U. 8. C. app.
app.

a

ftP305,
30, 315.
.dP.P. 84.
Poe,
841.

832

56
Stat. 381.
56 Stat.
381.
37
S. C.
20137 U.
U. S.
C.§O§§ 201221; 50
U. S.. C.
221;
50 U.
C. app.
app.
a§
315.
55 305,
305, 315.
Post, p.
Post,
p. 841.
841.

Nonapplicability
of
Nonapplicability of
provisions.
provisions.

Furnishing
of quarquarFurnishing of
ters.
ters.

Ante,
812.
Ante, p.
p. 812.
Discharge.
Discharge.

56
Stat. 381.
56 Stat.
381.
37 U.
S. C.
C. 20120137
U. S.
221; 50
50 U.
U. S.
S. C.
C. app.
221;
app.
§1 305,
306, 315.
315.
Post,
Poa, p.
p. 841.
841.

Ante, p.
p. 831.
831.
Ante,
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mother dependent
dependent for
for substantial
support or
(2) for
father or
mother
substantial support
or (2)
for a
a father
or
mother dependent
dependent for
for chief
support when
monthly family
mother
chief support
when a
a monthly
family allowance
allowance
is authorized
for a
or child
child of
of such
such member
(3) for
brother
is
authorized for
a wife
wife or
member or
or (3)
for aabrother
or sister
dependent for
for chief
substantial support,
support, but
but shallinclude
or
sister dependent
chief or
or substantial
shall include
other contributions
contributions by
other
by the
the Government
Government under
under the
the Servicemen's
Servicemen's
Dependents Allowance
Allowance Act
of 1942,
as amended:
Provided further,
Dependents
Act of
1942, as
amended: Provided
fu'rther,
That, notwithstanding
the provisions
the preceding
in the
the
That,
notwithstanding the
provisions of
of the
preceding proviso,
proviso, in
case of
any member
the effective
effective date
Act, is
case
of any
member who,
who, on
on the
date of
of this
this Act,
is serving
serving
in an
enlistment or
or reenlistment
reenlistment which
to .July
in
an enlistment
which was
was contracted
contracted prior
prior to
July 1,
1,
1946, such
shall not,
not, prior
prior to
the expiration
expiration of
of such
such enlistment
enlistment
1946,
such member
member shall
to the
or reenlistment
reenlistment or
or July
1, 1952,
whichever is
is earlier,
earlier, suffer
suffer any
any reducor
July 1,
1952, whichever
reduction by
by reason
this Act
Act in
in the total
total compensation
tion
reason of this
compensation which
which he
entitled
he is
is entitled
to
any provision
provision of
of law
on the
the day
immediately
to receive
receive under
under any
law in
in effect
effect on
day immediately
preceding
effective date
date of
of this
Act, the
the computation
total
preceding the
the effective
this Act,
computation of
of such
such total
compensation, for
for the
the purpose
purpose of
of this
only, not
to include
include
compensation,
this proviso
proviso only,
not to
travel
and transportation
transportation allowances,
per diem
diem and
and station
allowances,
travel and
allowances, per
station allowances,
pay
Army and
Air Force,
pay of
of court
court stenographers
stenographers of
of the
the Army
and Air
Force, enlistment
enlistment
allowance,
contributions
allowance, or
or reenlistment
reenlistment bonuses,
bonuses, but shall include
include all contributions
Servicemen's Dependents
Dependents Allowance
by the
the Government
Government under
under the Servicemen's
Allowance
1942, as
as amended:
amended: Provided
further, That
the provisions
provisions
Act of 1942,
Provided further,
That (1)
(1) the
subsection shall
apply to
member whenever
he
of this
this subsection
shall cease
cease to
to apply
to such
such member
whenever he
become entitled to receive
receive total
under the
provishall become
total compensation
compensation under
the provisions of
of this
this Act in excess of
of the amount
amount of such total compensation
compensation
to
he was
was entitled
on the
the day
preceding the
the effective
effective date
of
to which
which he
entitled on
day preceding
date of
this Act;
Act; and
(2) the
provisions of
shall cease
to apply
this
and (2)
the provisions
of this
this subsection
subsection shall
cease to
apply
to any
any part of
of such
such total compensation
compensation upon
upon the
the failure
failure of
of such
such member
member
or his dependent or dependents to qualify therefor
therefor or to
entitled
to be entitled
thereto: Provided
Provided further,
further, That when a
amember
member is
is furnished
furnished Governthereto:
Government quarters
quarters adequate for
for himself,
himself, if
if without
without dependents,
dependents, or
or adequate
adequate
for
himself and
with dependents,
dependents, the
sum saved
for himself
and dependents,
dependents, if
if with
the total
total sum
saved
for him by this subsection
subsection shall
value of
shall be reduced
reduced by
by the cash
cash value
of the
the
basic allowance
allowance for
established under
302 of
of this
Act:
for quarters
quarters established
under section
section 302
this Act:
further,That in the case of any enlisted person
And provided
provided further,
person on active
effective date of
whose total
compensation, not
duty on
on the
the effective
of this Act whose
total compensation,
not
including
station
including travel and transportation
transportation allowances, per diem and station
allowances, pay
pay of court
stenographers of
of the
Army and
court stenographers
the Army
and Air
Air Force,
Force,
enlistment allowance, or reenlistment
reenlistment bonuses, but including the
the
amount of the Government's
Government's contribution to such member's dependents
dependents
Servicemen's Dependents
Act of
of 1942,
as
under the
the Servicemen's
Dependents Allowance
Allowance Act
1942, as
amended, on the day immediately
preceding the
immediately preceding
date of
of this
the effective
effective date
this
Act,
total compensation
which he
Act, exceeds
exceeds the
the amount
amount of
of the
the total
compensation to
to which
he would
would
this Act, not
become entitled under the provisions of this
not including
including any
Government
Servicemen s
Government contributions
contributions to his dependents
dependents under the Servicemen's
Dependents Allowance
Dependents
Allowance Act of 1942, as amended, he shall, if
if application
application
is made
made within
is
within one
effective date
date a
this Act,
Act, be
one year from the effective
of this
be
discharged by the
Secretary concerned.
discharged
the Secretary
concerned.
(c) Notwithstanding
Notwithstanding any
provision of
of law,
law, the
the provisions
provi
si
ons of
of
(c)
any other
other provision
the Servicemen's Dependents
Dependents Allowance Act of 1942, as amended,
shall, on the date of enactment
enactment of this Act, become inoperative
inoperative for
for
the dependent
dependent or dependents of all members
members other
other than
prescribed
than those
those prescribed
in subsection (b)
(b) of this section.
PROVISIONS
TO INCREASE
OF RETIRED
RBETIED PAY
DUTY
PROVISIONS RELATING
RELATING TO
INCREASE OF
PAY BY
BY ACWTIVE
ACTIVE DUTY

SEC.
S
EC. 516. Members and former members
members of the uniformed
uniformed services,
services,
including members
members of the Fleet Reserve
Reserve and the Fleet Marine
Marine Corps
Corps
Reserve,
Reserve, who have been, or may hereafter
hereafter be, retired or transferred
transferred
to the Fleet Reserve or Fleet Marine Corps Reserve and entitled to
to
equivalent pay
receive retired pay, retirement pay, retainer
retainer pay, or equivalent
computed under the provisions of this or any other Act, shall be
be
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entitled,
subject to
to the
the provisions
hereinafter listed, to receive inprovisions hereinafter
entitled, subject
creases
such retired
pay, retirement
retirement pay, retainer
retainer pay, or equivaretired pay,
in such
creases in
transfer
lent
pay for
active duty
retirement or transfer
performed after retirement
duty performed
all active
for all
lent pay
Computation of
of
Computation
to
the Fleet
Fleet Reserve
Reserve or
or the
the Fleet
Fleet Marine
Marine Corps
Reserve: Provided,
Provided, pay.
Corps Reserve:
to the
pay.
equivalent
or
That
the
retired
pay,
retirement
pay,
retainer
pay,
equivalent
pay
retainer
pay,
That the retired pay, retirement
to
which such
such member
member shall be entitled upon his
former member
or former
member or
to which
release
active duty
shall be
computed by multiplying the years
be computed
duty shall
from active
release from
of
creditable to
to him
him for
purposes of
of computing
computing retired pay,
for purposes
service creditable
of service
retirement
retainer pay,
or equivalent
equivalent pay at the time of his
pay, or
pay, retainer
retirement pay,
subsequent active
retirement
plus the
the number
number of
of years of subsequent
transfer plus
or transfer
retirement or
duty
by him
21/2 per
centum, and
and by
by multiplying
multiplying the
per centum,
by 21/2
him by
performed by
duty performed
product
obtained by
by the
the base
base and longevity pay or the basic pay,
thus obtained
product thus
as the
the case
case may
may be,
of the
rank or
in which
which he
eligible,
would be eligible,
he would
grade in
or grade
the rank
be, of
as
from active duty, to be retired or transat
time of
of his
his release
release from
the time
at the
a
ferred except
except for
the fact
fact that
that he
already a
a retired person or a
is already
he is
for the
ferred
Emotional year.
year.
Fractional
member
of the
the Fleet
or Fleet
Reserve: ProProMarine Corps Reserve:
Fleet Marine
Reserve or
Fleet Reserve
member of
vided,
That
for
the
purpose
of
computing
increases
retired
pay,
retired
in
increases
computing
of
vided, That for the purpose
retirement
pay, or
member or
equivalent pay of any member
or equivalent
retainer pay,
pay, retainer
retirement pay,
of one-half year or more of active duty
former
member, fractions
fractions of
former member,
member or
performed
or transfer
transfer by
by such member
retirement or
to retirement
subsequent to
performed subsequent
Election of oompucompuElection
further tation
former member
member shall
be counted
counted, as
as a
awhole
whole year:
Provided further,
year: Provided
shall be
former
method.
method.
That
in the
officer heretofore
computed
retired with pay computed
heretofore retired
an officer
of an
case of
the case
That in
at a
arate
rate of
either 3
per centum
centum as
as the
multiplier for each
each year
year
the multiplier
3 or
or 44per
of either
at
of service
in the
active duty
duty
pay, active
retired pay,
the retired
of the
computation of
the computation
allowed in
service allowed
of
performed subsequent
to the
not
of this section shall not
date of
effective date
the effective
subsequent to
performed
increase the
retired or
or retirement
pay for such officer upon his return
retirement pay
the retired
increase
to retired
unless such
such officer
officer elects
to have
have his
his retired or retireelects to
status unless
retired status
to
ment pay
one of
of the
the two
methods provided
section
in section
provided in
two methods
by one
computed by
pay computed
ment
829.
p. S.
pro- Ante,
511
of
this
Act,
subject
to
the
limitations
imposed.
therein:
And
proimposed
limitations
the
to
Limitation.
subject
Act,
this
511 of
vided
further,
That
in
no
event
shall
retired
pay,
retirement
pay,
vided further, That in no event shall retired pay, retirement pay,
retainer pay,
exceed 75 per centum of the activeactivepay exceed
equivalent pay
or equivalent
pay, or
retainer
duty pay
pay or
or basic
pay which
would be
be entitled
entitled to receive
person would
such person
which such
basic pay
duty
rank or grade which is the
if
he were
were serving
active duty
duty in
in the rank
on active
serving on
if he
basis for
for the
the computation
of his
his retired
pay, retirement
retirement pay, retainer
retainer
retired pay,
computation of
basis
pay.
pay,
or
equivalent
equivalent
or
pay,
SAVING
MEMBERS OF THE
RELATING TO MEMBERS
AMENDMENTS RELATING
AND AMENDMENTS
PROVISION AND
SAVING PROVISION
MARINE
MARINE BAND

SEc. 517.
Section 11
the Act
Act of
March 4,
4, 1925,
1925, as amended
amended
of March
of the
11 of
(a) Section
517. (a)
SEC.
by section
of the
the Act
of June
29, 1946
(60 Stat.
Stat. 843;
343; 34
U. S. C.
34 U.
1946 (60
June 29,
Act of
(c) of
section 11 (c)
by
701), is
is hereby
amended to
to read
read as
follows:
as follows:
further amended
hereby further
701),
"SEc.
The band
band of
of the
United States
States Marine
consist
Corps shall consist
Marine Corps
the United
11. The
"SEC. 11.
of
one
leader,
who
shall
be
paid
the
allowances,
allowances,
basic
the
pay,
basic
the
paid
be
shall
who
leader,
one
of
and
authorized by
CompensaCareer Compensaby the Career
are authorized
as are
allowances as
other allowances
such other
and such
tion
Act of
1949 to
to be
paid to
commissioned officers
officers in pay grade 0-3
0-3
to commissioned
be paid
of 1949
tion Act
and
with the
same number
number of
of cumulative
cumulative years
years of
second
service; one second
of service;
the same
and with
leader, who
paid the
basic pay,
the basic
basic allowances,
such
allowances, and such
pay, the
the basic
be paid
shall be
leader, who shall
other allowances
allowances as
as are
are authorized
Act
Compensation Act
by the Career Compensation
authorized by
other
of 1949 to
paid to
to warrant
officers in
pay grade
with the
W-3 and with
grade W-3
in pay
warrant officers
be paid
1949 to be
of
same number of
cumulative years
years of
service, and
other personnel
personnel
such other
and such
of service,
number of cumulative
same
in such
such numbers
such grades
and ranks
ranks as
the
as the
grades and
in such
distributed in
and distributed
numbers and
in
Secretary
may determine
determine necessary
necessary and
and appropriate:
appropriate:
Navy may
the Navy
of the
Secretary of
Provided, That
That hereafter
during concert
tours approved
approved by
Presithe Presiby the
concert tours
hereafter during
Provided,
dent,
personnel
of
the
Marine
Band
shall
loss
of
allowances."
allowances."
loss
no
suffer
shall
Band
dent, personnel of the Marine
(b) Personnel of
the United
United States
States Marine
Corps
Marine Corps
of the
band of
the band
Personnel of the
(b)
serving under appointments authorized
authorized by
by law
law in
in effect
effect on
on the date
date
serving under appointments
of
enactment of
of this
this Act
Act who
may be
be appointed
to appropriate
appropriate grades
appointed to
who may
of enactment
or ranks in
consequence of
amendment of
of such law by subsection
subsection
the amendment
of the
or ranks in consequence
(a) of
of this
this section
shall not
by reason
of such
such appouitment
any
appointment any
reason of
suffer by
not suffer
section shall
(a)
81939*-5o—m
x-81939--60--r. z--63

1274.
43 Stat.
Stat. 1274.
48

Concert
Concert tours.
tours.
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Restriction.
Restricton
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reduction in
reduction
in the
the pay
pay and
and allowances
allowances to
to which
which they
they would
would have
have been
been
entitled
in their
their current
during any
any subsequent
subsequent
entitled either
either in
current enlistment
enlistment or
or during
enlistment
Corps Reserve
Reserve or
enlistment or
or after
after transfer
transfer to
to the
the Fleet
Fleet Marine
Marine Corps
or
to
No former
member of
band of
of the
United
to the
the retired
retired list.
list. No
former member
of the
the band
the United
States Marine
Marine Corps
Corps who
or heretofore
heretofore
States
who has
has been
been heretofore
heretofore retired
retired or
transferred
to the
the Fleet
Marine Corps
any reductransferred to
Fleet Marine
Corps Reserve
Reserve shall
shall suffer
suffer any
reduction
in retirement
retainer pay
to which
which he
would otherwise
have
tion in
retirement or
or retainer
pay to
he would
otherwise have
been
entitled but
for enactment
enactment of
Act.
been entitled
but for
of this
this Act.
SAVING
RELATING TO
FORMER LIGHTHOUSE
LIGHTHOUSE SERVICE
AND FORMER
SAVING PROVISION
PROVISION RELATING
TO FORMER
SERVICE AND
FORMER
BUREAU
OF MARINE
MARINE INSPECTION
INSPECTION PERSONNEL
PERSONNEL
BUREAU OF

14
S. C.
¢§ 10f14 U. S.
C. I§
l1010b,
20b, 20e,
lOh, 20b,
20c, 50,
50, 181;
181;
Sapp.
Supp. II,
II, i§180.
180.
Ante,
Ante, p.
p. 564.
564.
62
644.
62 Stat.
Stat. 644.
14
14 U. S.
S. C.,
C., Stipp.
Snpp.
II,
II, §180.
180.
Ante, p.
Ante,
p. 565.
565.
61 Stat. 410.
410.
14
C., Stipp.
14 U.
U. S.
S. C.,
Supp.
§§
60 (6),
20a-1 (7),
(7),
(6), 20a-1
nI,
§ 6c
(6).
20a-2 (5).
Ante, p. 565.
565.
Ante,

S
EC. 518.
contained in
in this
be construed
construed to
diminSEC.
518. Nothing
Nothing contained
this Act
Act shall
shall be
to diminish
any of
the rights,
and privileges
privileges authorized
authorized and
conish any
of the
rights, benefits,
benefits, and
and conferred—
ferred(1) by
by the
Act of
of August
August 5,
5, 1939
(53 Stat.
as amended
(1)
the Act
1939 (53
Stat. 1216),
1216), as
amended by
by
the Act
of June
June 24,
24, 1948
(Public Law
Law 761,
the
Act of
1948 (Public
761, Eightieth
Eightieth Congress),
Congress),
upon personnel
the former
former Lighthouse
Lighthouse Service;
Service; and
and
upon
personnel of
of the
(2)
by the
the Act
Act of
July 23,
for personnel
personnel of
of
(61 Stat.
Stat. 411),
411), for
of July
23, 1947
1947 (61
(2) by
the categories
described in
(7), and
and 6
6 (5)
of said
said
the
categories described
in sections
sections 33 (6),
(6), 5
5 (7),
(5) of
Act,
Act,
who
were commissioned,
commissioned, appointed,
in the
the regular
regular Coast
who were
appointed, or
or enlisted
enlisted in
Coast
Guard
pursuant to
said Acts
1939, and
and July
23, 1947,
1947,
Guard pursuant
to said
Acts of
of August
August 5,
5, 1939,
July 23,
respectively.
respectively.
SAVING
PROVISION RELATING
RECEIVING
SAVING PROVISION
RELATING TO
TO MEMBERS
MEMBERS AND
AND FORMER
FORMER MEMBERS
MEMBERS RECEIVING
RETIREMENT PAY
RETIREMENT
PAY ON
DATE OF
ENACTMENT OF
OF THIS
ACT
ON DATE
OF ENACTMENT
THIS ACT

10 U. S.
C., Sapp.
S. C.,
Supp.
11,
II, §§
i 1033-1035;
1033-1035; 34
U.
U.. S. C.,
C., Supp.
Supp. II,
§§ 43m-43o.
43m-43o.
if

SEC. 519.
Any member
or former
the uniformed
uniformed services
services
SEC.
519. Any
member or
former member
member of
of the
or any
any person
the rights,
rights, benefits,
benefits, and
privileges of
or
person entitled
entitled to
to the
and privileges
of a
a
member
or former
former member
of the
uniformed services,
services, including
including any
member or
member of
the uniformed
any
provided in
of May
person entitled to
to the
the benefits
benefits provided
in the
the Act
Act of
May 7,
7, 1948
1948
(62
Stat. 211),
on the
the date
of enactment
of this
this Act,
receiving
(62 Stat.
211), who
who on
date of
enactment of
Act, is
is receiving
retired or
retirement pay
or is
is entitled to
to receive
receive retired
or retirement
pay pursuant
pursuant to
to any
any
of this
Act,
provision of law,
law, shall,
shall, notwithstanding
notwithstanding the
the provisions
provisions of
this Act,
entitlement to
to
be entitled
entitled to continue
continue to
to receive
receive or
or shall continue
continue his entitlement
receive that
that retired
or retirement
pay which
former
receive
retired or
retirement pay
which such
such member
member or
or former
member
is entitled
entitled to
receive under
under any
of law
member is
to receive
any provision
provision of
law in
in effect
effect on
on
the day
day preceding
preceding date of
of enactment
enactment of
of this
this Act.
Act.
SAVING
LAWS PROVIDING
FOR PAY
PAY REPEALED
REPEALED BY
SAVING PROVISION
PROVISION RELATING
RELATING TO
TO LAWS
PROVIDING FOR
BY
THIS
ACT
THIS ACT
SEC. 520. Any provision
provision of law which, on the date of enactment
enactment of
SEC.
of
entitles any person to be retired, to receive pay, retired pay,
this Act, entitles
retirement pay, or retainer pay, or other monetary benefit, and which
which
retirement
is directly repealed,
repealed, impliedly repealed, or amended
amended by the provisions
entitlement of such person to such retirement,
of this Act, shall, if the entitlement
pay,
pay, retirement pay, retainer pay,
pay, retired
retired pay,
pay, or
or other
other monetary
monetary
benefit is saved by the provisions of this Act, be continued
continued in full force
and effect for such entitlement
entitlement
entitlement and for such aatime as such entitlement
may exist.
PROVISIONS OF
PUBLIC HEALTH
PROVISIONS
OF TIE
THE PUBLIC
HEALTH SERVICE
ACT AMENDED
AMENDED AND
AND REPEALED
SERVICE ACT
REPEALED

42 U. S.. C. § 201
note; Supp. II,
II,§
i 201
et
seq.
at w.
62 Stat. 40.
n. S. C.,
Supp.
42 U.
C., Sapp.
II, §209 (d).
(d).
58
Stat.
686.
58 Stat. 686.
42 U. 8.
S. 0., Sapp.
Supp.
II, 1210.
210.

SEC.
521. The following
SEC. 521.
subsections, and
and other
other provisions
following sections,
sections, subsections,
provisions
of the Act of July 1, 1944 (ch. 373, 58 Stat. 682),
682), as amended,
amended, are
amended
amended or repealed
repealed as hereinafter
hereinafter in this section indicated:
indicated:
(a)
(a) Wherever the words "pay and pay period" appear in subsection
subsection
(d) of section 207, such words shall be deleted and the words "basic
pay"
pay
,
"shall be substituted in lieu thereof.
(b)
(b) Subsections
Subsections (b) and (d)
(d) of section 208 are repealed. Subsections (c),
(c), (e),
(e), (f),
(f), (g), and (h) of said section are redesignated
redesignated as
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subsections (b),
(b), (c),
(e), and
(f) 'respectively.
respectively. Subsection (a)
and (f),
(d), (e),
(c), (d),
subsections
and
the subsection
redesignated as subsection (e) of said secherein redesignated
subsection herein
and the
tion
are amended
amended as
follows:
as follows:
tion are
"(a)
of the
the Regular
Reserve Corps shall
Regular and Reserve
officers of
Commissioned officers
"(a) Commissioned
be
to receive
receive such
pay and allowances
allowances as are now or may
such pay
entitled to
be entitled
hereafter
authorized by
law."
by law."
be authorized
hereafter be
"(e)
officer or other employee of
noncommissioned officer
any noncommissioned
Whenever any
"(e) Whenever
the
Service is
assigned for
duty which
which the
the Surgeon
Surgeon General finds
for duty
is assigned
the Service
afflicted with leprosy, he may
requires
with persons
persons afflicted
contact with
intimate contact
requires intimate
be
entitled to
receive, as
as provided
by regulations
President, in
the President,
of the
regulations of
provided by
to receive,
be entitled
addition to
to any
or compensation
which he may otherwise be
to which
compensation to
pay or
any pay
addition
compensation."
entitled,
not more
more than
than one-half
pay or compensation."
of such pay
one-half of
entitled, not
(c)
Subsection (g)
(g) of
of section
210 is
is amended
by deleting
deleting therefrom
amended by
section 210
(c) Subsection
the words
words "incurred
"incurred in
in line
line of
wherever they appear.
duty" wherever
of duty"
the
thereof;
(d) Section
Section 211
subsection (a) thereof;
repealing subsection
by repealing
amended by
is amended
211 is
(d)
by
subsections (b),
(b), (c),
(c), (d),
(d), (e),
(g), and (h)
(f), (g),
(e), (1),
redesignating subsections
by redesignating
(g), respecthereof
subsections (a),
(b), (c),
(d), (e),
(e), (f),
(f), and (g),
(c), (d),
(a), (b),
as subsections
thereof as
tively;
,
subsection (c)"
,
"subsection (b)" in the
to "subsection
(c)" to
changing "subsection
by changing
and by
tively; and
(a). The subsections
subsection hereby
hereby redesignated
as subsection
subsections
subsection (a).
redesignated as
subsection
hereby
as subsections
subsections (b),
section
and (g) of said section
(b), (c), and
redesignated as
hereby redesignated
are amended
amended to
read:
to read:
are
"(b) (1)
commissioned officer
of the
the Regular
who at
the
at the
Corps who
Regular Corps
officer of
Any commissioned
(1) Any
"(b)
time
his original
appointment was
than forty-five
forty-five years of age
more than
was more
original appointment
of his
time of
shall upon
upon his
his retirement
age pursuant
pursuant to
to subsection
subsection (a) of this
for age
retirement for
shall
4 per centum of his
section be
be entitled
to retired
pay at
at the rate of 4
retired pay
entitled to
section
active pay
pay at
time of
such retirement
twelve months of
each twelve
for each
retirement for
of such
the time
at the
active
active
Army,
including any such service in the Army
service, including
commissioned service,
active commissioned
centum of
Navy, or
Coast Guard,
but in no
no case more than 75 per c,entum
Guard, but
or Coast
Navy,
such active
active pay.
pay.
such
"(2)
retired pay
of an
who is
pursuant to subretired pursuant
is retired
officer, who
an officer,
pay of
The retired
"(2) The
section
(a) of
of this
this section
section or
(1) of
this subof this
paragraph (1)
to paragraph
pursuant to
or pursuant
section (a)
section
and who
four years
years or
or more
more as
as Surgeon
General,
Surgeon General,
served four
has served
who has
section and
Deputy Surgeon
General, or
or Assistant
Assistant Surgeon
General, shall
shall be
be based
based
Surgeon General,
Surgeon General,
Deputy
on
pay of
the highest
grade held
held by
him as
as such
such Surgeon
General,
Surgeon General,
by him
highest grade
of the
the pay
on the
Deputy
or Assistant
Assistant Surgeon
General.
Surgeon General.
General, or
Surgeon General,
Deputy Surgeon
"(c) In
time of
who has been retired
officer who
commissioned officer
war,, aa commissioned
of war
In time
"(c)
under
of this
section may,
may, in
accordin accordthis section
(a) of
subsection (a)
of subsection
provisions of
the provisions
under the
ance
with regulations
President, be
be recalled
recalled to
to active
duty.
active duty.
the President,
of the
regulations of
ance with
"(g:)
shall be
be retired
retired or
separated from
from
or separated
officer shall
commissioned officer
A commissioned
"(g) A
the
for physical
physical disability
disability depending
his eligibility
eligibility
upon his
depending upon
Service for
the service
for
separation under other provisions of law and
or separation
retirement or
such retirement
for such
be
paid such
retirement or
severance pay
pay to
to which
he may
may be
be
which he
such severance
or such
such retirement
be paid
entitled
under
such
other
provisions
of
law."
law."
of
provisions
other
such
entitled under
(e)
(d) of
section 214
214 is
amended by
therefrom
deleting therefrom
by deleting
is amended
of section
Subsection (d)
(e) Subsection
the
words "longevity
"longevity pay"
pay" and
and substituting
lieu thereof
words
the words
thereof the
in lieu
substituting in
the words
"the computation
computation of
of basic
basic pay".
pay".
"the
(f)
Subsection (b)
(b) of
of section
section 215
215 is
is amended
by deleting
therefrom
deleting therefrom
amended by
(f) Subsection
the
words "travel,
"travel, transportation
of household
goods and
and effects,
effects,
household goods
transportation of
the words
and".
(c)
(g)
706 is
the words
"subsection (c)
words "subsection
deleting the
by deleting
amended by
is amended
Section 706
(g) Section
(1)"
and inserting
inserting in
words "subsection
"subsection (b)
(b) (1)"
(1)"
the words
thereof the
lieu thereof
in lieu
(1)" and
and by
the words
words "subsection
"subsection (b)"
(b)" and
inserting m
m lieu
lieu
and inserting
deleting the
by deleting
and
thereof
the
words
"subsection
(a)".
(a)".
"subsection
words
the
thereof

Duty
leprosy
Duty with leprosy
patients.
patients.

Stat. 43.
62 Stat.
42 U.
Supp.
C., Supp.
U. B.
S. C.,
42
II,
(g).
211 (g).
II, §211
Stat. 688;
58 Stat.
688; 62
62 Stat.
46.
46.
U. S. C.
42 U.S.
C.. e212;
212;
Supp.
II,1212.
212.
Supp. II,

Officers of Regular
Regular
Officers
Corps
45 when
when
over 46
Corps over
originally
appointed.
originally appointed.

Recall
Recall
duty.

to aetIve
active

Retirement
Retirement for
dsability.
physical disability.

Btat. 80O.
58 Stat.
690.
42
S. C.
215 (d).
(d).
0. i21
42 U.
U. 8.
58
58 Stat.
Stat. 690.
42 II.
S. C. 216 (b):
(b):
U.S.

58 Stat. 713; 60 Stat.
1049.
1049.
42 U. S. C., Supp.
Stipp.
§230.
II, 1230.

PROVISIONS
RELATING TO
OF OFFICERS
OFFICERS SPECIALLY
SPECIALLY COMMENDED
COMMENDED
RETIREMENT OF
TO RETIREMENT
PROVISIONS RELATING
COMBAT
IN COMBAT
FOR PERFORMANCE
DUTY IN
OF DUTY
PERFORMANCE OF
FOR
61 Stat. 874.
874.

61
S
EC. 522.
(a) Section
(a) of
Officer Personnel
Personnel Act
of 1947
1947 34
Act of
U. S.
Sapp.
the Officer
8. C., Supp.
of the
412 (a)
Section 412
522. (a)
SEC.
i 410n.
11,
H, Icon.
is
hereby
amended
by
deleting
the
words
"and
with
three-fourths
three-fourths
with
"and
words
the
is hereby amended by deleting
of the
the time
of
time of
at the
serving at
which serving
in which
grade in
the grade
of the
pay of
active-duty pay
the active-duty
of

836

Ante, p.
p.560.
Ante,
S0.

81 Stat.
Stat. 874.
61
874.
34
U. S.
C., Supp.
34 U.
8. C.,
Supp.
II, §3410n.
410n.
II,
Ante, p.
p. 835.
Ante
835.
14
f.
C.
14 i
U..
C. 174a;
174a;
33
U. S.
864e.
33 U.
8. C.
C. § 864e.
Ante,
Ante, p.
p. 560.
660.
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[63 STAT.

retirement"
retirement" as they appear in lines 8
on page
8 and 9
9 of
of the said section
section on
page
874, volume 61, Statutes at Large.
(b)
U. S.
S. C.
C.
(b) The Act of June 6, 1942
1942 (ch. 383,
383, 56
56 Stat.
Stat. 328;
328; 14
14 U.
864e) ,is
amended by
by striking
the words
words
174a; 33 U. S. C. 864e),
is hereby
hereby amended
striking out
out the
three-fourths of
"and with three-fourths
the active-duty
active-duty pay
pay of
of the
the grade
which
of the
grade in
in which
serving
serving at
time of
of retirement."
retirement." and
and by
by inserting
lieu thereof
at the
the time
inserting in
in lieu
thereof
the words ":
Prcivided, That
this Act
Act shall
shall not
": Provided,
That the
the provisions
provisions of
of this
not apply
apply
in the case of any officer who has been so commended if
or
if the
the act
act or
service justifying
justifying the commendation
commendation was performed
performed after December
December
31, 1946."
1946.".
(c)
(c) Nothing contained in subsections
subsections (a) and (b) of this section
section
placed on
shall be held to reduce the retired pay
pay of
of any
any officer placed
on a
a reretired list prior to the effective
effective date of this section, nor shall
shall the proviprovisions of section 412 (a)
(a) of the Officer Personnel
as
Personnel Act of
of 1947,
1947, as
amended by subsection
(a) of this section, or
subsection (a)
or the
the Act of
of June 6,
6, 1942
1942
(ch. 383, 56 Stat. 328), as amended
amended by subsection
subsection (b)
(b) of
of this section,
be construed as granting
granting any
any increased retired pay
pay to
to any
any person
person by
by
virtue of the higher grade or rank to which such person
person is or may
may
become
become entitled to pursuant to such provisions of law.
AMENDMENTS OF
AMENDMENTS
OF THE
JUNE 3,
3, 1916
(39 STAT.
190; 41
STAT. 776)
776 )
THE ACT
ACT OF
OF JUNE
1916 (39
STAT. 190;
41 STAT.

41 Stat.
41
Stat. 776.
776.
10 U.
U. S.
10
S. C.
C. 3361,
§ 364.
369;
369; Sapp.
Supp. II,
II, §361.
1 361.
48
Stat. 155.
155.
48 Stat.
32 U.S.
32
U. . 0.1142a.
C. §142a.

SEC.
S
EC. 523. (a) Section 30 of the Act of June 3
3, 1916 (39 Stat.
Stat. 187;
187;
10 U. S. C. 658),
658), as amended, is amended by deleting
deleting therefrom
therefrom the
the
third, the seventh,
seventh, and the ninth sentences of the first paragraph.
(b)
(b) Section 37a of the National Defense Act of 1916,
1916, as
as amended,
amended,
a period after the words "and length of active
is amended by inserting a
service" and deleting the rest of said section.
service"
(c) Section 38 of the National Defense Act of 1916,
1916, as
as amended,
amended,
is amended
amended by deleting the following words therefrom:
therefrom: "and mileage
mileage
from his home to his first station and from his last station to his
home".
AMENDMENT OF
AMENDMENT
or THE
THE ACT
OF FEBRUARY
18, 1946
(60 STAT.
20)
ACT OF
FEBRUARY 18,
1946 (60
STAT. 20)

SEC.
SEC. 524. That part of title II.I
III of the Act of February 18,
182 1946
(60 Stat. 20; 37 U. S. C. 112c),
112c), which authorizes
authorizes transportation
transportation of
of
dependents and household effects
dependents
effects of civilian
civilian and naval personnel of
of
the Naval Establishment
Establishment stationed outside continental
continental United
United States
is amended by deleting therefrom all reference
reference to Naval personnel.
personnel.
AMENDMENTS
AMENDMENTS OF
OF JUNE
JUNE 5,
1942 (56
(
56 STAT.
OF TIIE
THE ACT
ACT OF
5, 1942
BTAT. 315
316))
6i Stat.
66
Stat. 315.
385.

SEC.
S
EC. 525. (a)
(a) Subsection
5, 1942
Subsection (e)
(e) of section 44of the
the Act of June 5,
1942
56 Stat. 314),
314), as added by section 44of the Act of February
February 12, 1946
(56
60 Stat. 5; 50 App. U. S. C. 764 (e)),
(60
(e) ), as amended, is amended
amended by
deleting therefrom the reference
reference to section 4
4 (a),
(b), and
and 4
4 (c).
(c).
(a), 44 (b),
(b) Section 5
50 App.
5 of the Act of June 5,
5, 1942 (56
(56 Stat.
Stat. 316;
316; 50
App.
U. S. C. 765),
765), is amended
amended by
therefrom all
reference to
to
by deleting
deleting therefrom
all reference
military personnel.
AMENDMENT OF
OF THE
ACT OF
OF MAY
AMENDMENT
THE ACT
MAY 27,
27, 1908
418 )
1908 (35
(35 STAT.
STAT. 418)

SEC.
S
EC. 526. Paragraph
heading "Office
"Office of the
Assistant
Paragraph 23, heading
the Fourth Assistant
Postmaster General", of the Act of May 27,
Stat. 418;
418; 39
27, 1908 (35
(35 Stat.
39
U. S. C. 134),
134), as amended,
amended, is amended by deleting the last sentence
thereof.
AMENDMENT OF
OF SECTION
SECTION 4
4 OF
OF THE
TEE NAVAL
NAVAL AVIATION
AVIATION CADET
AMENDMENT
OF 1942
1942
CADET ACT
ACT OF
(56 STAT.
(56
STAT. 737)
737)

SEC.
4 of the Naval Aviation Cadet Act of 1942 (56
S
RC. 527. Section 4
(56
850c), is hereby
Stat. 737; 34 U. S. C. 850c),
hereby amended
amended to read as follows:
follows:

63 STAT.]
STAT.]
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"SEC.
be entitled
"
SEC. 4. Aviation cadets, while on active duty, shall be
to
be paid
paid at
the rate
rate of
of $105
$105 per
shall include
to be
at the
per month,
month, which
which pay
pay shall
include
extra pay
pay for
for flying.
flying. They
They shall
shall be
extra
be entitled
receive, in
addition,
entitled to
to receive,
in addition,
the same
allowance for
as is
may hereafter
the
same allowance
for subsistence
subsistence as
is now
now or
or may
hereafter be
be
authorized
for officers
the Navy,
Navy, and
and shall,
shall, while
while on
on active
authorized for
officers of
of the
active duty,
duty, be
be
furnished
care, and
and shall
shall be
furnished quarters,
quarters medical
medical care,
and hospitalization,
hospitalization, and
be
issued
equipment at
issued uniforms,
uniforms, clothing,
clothing, and
and equipment
at Government
Government expense.
expense.
When traveling
cadets shall
be entitled
entitled to
to rereWhen
traveling under
under orders,
orders, aviation
aviation cadets
shall be
ceive transportation
ceive
transportation and
and other
other necessary
necessary expenses
expenses incident
incident to
to such
such
travel, or
or cash
cash in
in lieu
the same
same basis
basis and
at the
same rates
travel,
lieu thereof,
thereof, on
on the
and at
the same
rates
as
now or
or may
may hereafter
be prescribed
enlisted personnel
personnel of
of
as are
are now
hereafter be
prescribed for
for enlisted
the Navy."
Navy."
the

Active duty pay
Active
pay
and
and allowances.
allowances.

AMENDMENT
OF SECTION
SECTION 44OF
AVIATION CADET
CADET ACT
(55 STAT.
STAT.
AMENDMENT OF
OF THE
THE ARMY
ARMY AVIATION
ACT (55
240)
240)
S
EC. 528.
528. The
The first
of section
section 4
4of
of the
the Army
Aviation
SEC.
first five
five sentences
sentences of
Army Aviation
Cadet Act
Act (55
(55 Stat.
Stat. 240;
10 U.
U. S.
S. C.
C. 303,
303, 304,
amended, are
Cadet
240; 10
304, 304b),
304b), as
as amended,
are
hereby
further amended
amended to
to read
read as
as follows:
hereby further
follows:
"Aviation cadets,
while on
duty, shall
shall be
be entitled
entitled to
be paid
"Aviation
cadets, while
on active
active duty,
to be
paid
at
the rate
of $105
$105 per
per month,
shall include
extra pay
pay for
for
include extra
at the
rate of
month, which
which pay
pay shall
flying.
shall be
receive, in
in addition,
allowaddition, the
the same
same allowentitled to
to receive,
flying. They
They shall
be entitled
ance
subsistence as
is now
now or
or may
hereafter be
be authorized
authorized for
for
as is
may hereafter
ance for
for subsistence
officers
of the
the Army,
on active
active duty,
be furnished
furnished
duty, be
and shall,
shall, while
while on
officers of
Army, and
quarters, medical
and shall
shall be
be issued
uniissued unimedical care,
care, and
and hospitalization,
hospitalization, and
quarters,
forms, clothing,
clothing, and
and equipment
equipment at
at Government
expense. When
When
Government expense.
forms,
traveling
under orders,
orders, aviation
aviation cadets
to receive
receive
be entitled
entitled to
cadets shall
shall be
traveling under
transportation
and other
incident to
such travel,
travel,
to such
expenses incident
necessary expenses
other necessary
transportation and
are
or
on the
same basis
and at
as are
same rates
rates as
at the
the same
basis and
the same
in lieu
lieu thereof,
thereof, on
or cash
cash in
now or
may hereafter
prescribed for
for enlisted
personnel of
of the
the
enlisted personnel
be prescribed
or may
hereafter be
now
Army."
Army."

Active
pay
Active duty pay
and allowances.
allowances.

AMENDMENT OF THE
JUNE 30,
30, 1941
1941 (55
STAT. 394)
394)
(55 STAT.
THE ACT
ACT OF JUNE
AMENDMENT
S
EC. 529.
529. The
June 30,
30, 1941
(55 Stat.
394; 10
C. 656,
S. C.
656,
10 U.
U. S.
Stat. 394;
1941 (55
Act of
of June
The Act
SEC.
939, 982a),
as amended,
is hereby
amended by
by deleting
deleting therefrom
therefrom
hereby amended
amended, is
939,
982a), as
sections 1,
2, and
and 3.
3.
1, 2,
sections
AMENDMENT TO
TO THE
THE NATIONAL
NATIONAL DEFENSE
ACT
DEFENSE ACT
AMENDMENT
S
EC. 530.
530. (a)
Section 71
the National
Act, as
amended
as amended
Defense Act,
National Defense
of the
71 of
(a) Section
SEC.
(32 U.
4b) ,is
is hereby
amended by
striking out
out the
the period
at the
the
period at
by striking
hereby amended
S. C.
C. 4b),
(32
U. S.
end of
of the
section: inserting
comma i
nlieu
lieu thereof,
and adding
the
adding the
thereof, and
in
a comma
inserting a
the section,
end
following: "and,
"and, in
addition thereto,
thereto, shall
include any
any officer
of the
the
officer of
shall include
m addition
following:
National Guard
Guard of
District of
of Columbia
Columbia
or of
of the
the District
Territory, or
of any
any State,
State, Territory
National
who has
has been
been temporarily
extended Federal
Federal recognition
the SecSecby the
recognition by
temporarily extended
who
retary
Army under
under such
he may
prescribe, and
and
may prescribe,
as he
regulations as
such regulations
of the
the Army
retary of
who shall
have successfully
examination prescribed
prescribed in
in secsecthe examination
passed the
successfully passed
shall have
who
tion 75
the National
Act, as
as amended,
pending final
final
amended, pending
Defense Act,
National Defense
of the
tion
75 of
determination of
and his
his appointment
officer
an officer
as, an
appointment as,
for, and
eligibility for,
of his
his eligibility
determination
of the
Guard of
of the
the United
United States
States in
grade concerned,
concerned,
in the
the grade
National Guard
of
the National
and if
if and
and when
when so
so appointed
appointed the
shall be
be dated
dated and
and
appointment shall
the appointment
and
shall be
deemed to
to have
have been
date of
of such
such recognirecognithe date
from the
effective from
been effective
shall
be deemed
tion,
however, such
such temporary
temporary extension
Federal recognition
recognition shall
shall
of Federal
extension of
tion, however
be granted
granted only
officer takes
such recognireconiduring such
that during
takes oath
oath that
such officer
only when
when such
be
tion
he will
required of
of
obligations required
and obligations
duties and
all Federal
Federal duties
perform all
will perform
tion he
him
same as
were appointed
an officer
officer of
National
of the
the National
as an
appointed as
he were
as though
though he
him the
the same
Guard of
of the
the United
States in
grade and
recogtemporary recogsuch temporary
and such
in such
such grade,
United States
Guard
nition may
withdrawn at
at any
any time
time and
and: if
if not
withdrawn or
sooner withdrawn
not sooner
may be
be withdrawn
nition
replaced by
permanent recognition
recognition as
the National
Guard
National Guard
of the
officer of
as an
an officer
by permanent
replaced
of the
United States
States in
in such
such grade
it shall
shall automatically
six
terminate six
automatically terminate
grade it
the United
of
months after
its effective
effective date."
date."
after its
months

48
48 Stat.
Stat. 157.
157.

Omoers temporarily
tmporarily
Officers
extended Federal reo.
tee.
extended
011111t1on.
onUltki.

39
200.
39 Stat.
Stat. 202.
C. S.
32 U.
S. C.
C. I
J 113.
113.
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838
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(b) The
foregoing amendment
amendment in
section and
and
(b)
The foregoing
in subsection
subsection (a)
(a) of
of this
this section
section
1of
the National
Defense
Act, as
amended,
shall
apply
to the
as
amended,
shall
apply
to
the
section
I
of
the
National
Defense
Act,
8upp.
10 U. S. C., Supp.
Department
Force and
and to
the Regular
comDepartment of
of the
the Air
Air Force
to the
Regular and
and Reserve
Reserve comH, §
2.
§ 2.
II,
ponents
Air Force in the
the same
same manner that it would
would so
so apply
ponents of the Air
had
enacted prior to
National Security
Security
had it
it been enacted
to the enactment
enactment of the
the National
496.
61 Stat.
Stat. 496.
Act
of 1947
253, Eightieth
Congress, approved
approved July
26,
July 26,
Act of
1947 (Public
(Public Law
Law 253,
Eightieth Congress,
5
C., Supp.
Stipp. II,
5 U.
U. S.
S. C.,
II,
§
1947).
§ 171
171 note.
1947).
Applicability to Air
Air
Applicability
Force.
Force.
39
Stat. 166.
39 Stat.
166.

ACTS AND
AND PARTS
OF ACTS
REPEALED
PARTS OF
ACTS REPEAIED
ACTS

S
EC. 531. (a)
(a) All Acts or
inconsistent with the .proviSEC.
or parts
parts of Acts
Acts inconsistent
provisions
the date such provisions of
of
sions of
of this
this Act
Act are hereby
hereby repealed
repealed on the
this Act become effective,
in
effective, and the
the provisions
provisions of this
this Act shall
shall be
be in
effect
include, but shall
shall not be
repeal shall
shall include,
effect in lieu thereof,
thereof, and such repeal
limited
(b), (c),
(c),
limited to, the
the Acts
Acts and parts of
of Acts repealed
repealed in subsection
subsection (b),
and (d)
(d) of this section.
b) The following
following Acts and
and
ad parts of
of Acts
Actss are hereby
hereby repealed:
repealed:
1)
Statutes (10
U. S. C. 931).
931).
(10 U.
1) Section 1245 of the Revised Statutes
2 Section
Statutes (10 U.
2)
Section 1251
1251 of
of the Revised
Revised Statutes
U. S.
S. C.
C. 933).
933).
934).
3) Section
Section 1252
1252 of the Revised Statutes (10 U. S. C. 934).
(10 U. S. C. 966).
4) Section 1253 of the Revised Statutes (10
966).
5)
5) That part of section 1261 of the Revised
Revised Statutes (10 U. S. C.
692) which provides
provides additional
additional pay for aids to brigadier generals
generals
and major generals.
34 U. S.
B. C., Supp.
(6)
418), as
(6) Section 1454 of the Revised Statutes (34 U. S. C. 418),
II, 418.
II
418.
amended.
(7)
(7) Section 1588 of the Revised •Statutes (34 U. S. C. 991) as
amended.
8) Section 1612 of the Revised
Revised Statutes (34
971).
(8)
(34 U. S. C. 971).
9) Section 1613 of the Revised Statutes (34 U. S. C. 972).
(9)
972).
10) The third proviso of section 33of the Act of October 1, 1890
(26 Stat. 562; 10 U. S. C. 932).
932).
(11) Section 6
6of the Act of April 12, 1902 (32 Stat.
(11)
Stat. 101; 14 U. S. C.
Ante, p. 562.
169),
169), as amended.
(12) That part of paragraph
(12)
paragraph 3, heading "Marine
"Marine Corps", of the Act
of March
March 2, 1907 (34 Stat. 1200; 34 U. S. C. 973)
973) which provides
additional pay for privates of the Marine Corps regularly detailed
and serving as cooks.
(13) That part of paragraph 3, heading
(13)
heading "Pay of enlisted men", of
of
10
U. S.
10 U.
S. C., Supp.
Supp. the Act of May 11,
11,
Stat.
108;
1908
(35
U.
S.
C.
803),
10
803),
as
amended,
H,
IL § 803 note.
which authorizes additional
additional pay to an officer of the Army below the
grade of major required to be mounted
mounted who provides himself with
suitable mounts at his own expense.
(14) That part of paragraph 2, heading "Pay of the Navy", of the
(14)
Act
(35 Stat.
U. S.
C. 867),
provides
Act of
of May
May 13,
13, 1908
1908 (35
Stat. 128
128i 34
34 U.
S. C.
867), which
which provides
additional pay for aids to rear admirals of the Navy.
additional
"Miscellaneous", of the
(15) That part of paragraph
paragraph 14, heading "Miscellaneous",
24, 1912 (37
(37 Stat. 575; 10 U. S. C. 644),
644) ,which authorizes
Act of August 24,1912
pay for enlisted men of the Army detailed to serve as
additional pay
stenographic
stenographic reporters.
(16) That part of section 1
1 of the Act of March 4, 1915 (38
(16)
(38 Stat.
1063; 10 U. S. C. 750a),
amended, which relates to expenses
expenses of
750a), as amended,
foreign armies at war.
officers abroad as observers of foreign
(17) That part of section 127a of the Act of June 3, 1916, as added
by section 51 of the Act of June 4, 1920 (41 Stat. 785; 10 U. S. C. 301),
301) ,
which relates to additional
additional pay for military aviators and junior military aviators.
(18) That part of section 127a of the Act of June 3, 1916, as added
(18)
added
by section
section 51 of the Act of June 4, 1920 (41 Stat. 785; 37 U. S. C. 4b),
4b),
which provides
provides for longevity pay for service in the Regular, provisional, or temporary
temporary forces.
forces.
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(19) That part of section
1 of the Act of August 29,
section 1
29, 1916 (39 Stat.
amended, which
as follows:
follows:
629; 10
10 U. S. C.
C. 935),
935), as amended,
which reads
reads as
"That
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Army
list of
of all
officers
"That the
Army shall
shall make
make a
a list
all officers
of the Army who have been
been placed
placed on
on the retired
retired list for
for disability
disability and
and
shall
cause such
intervals as
as may
may be advisable,
advisable,
to be
be examined at
at intervals
shall cause
such officers to
officers as
shall be
be found to have recovered
recovered from such disand such
such officers
as shall
perform service of value
value to the Government
Government
abilities or to be able to perform
sufficient to
warrant such
such action
action shall
shall be
be assigned
assigned to
such duty
duty as the
the
to such
to warrant
sufficient
Secretary of
of the
Army may
the Army
may approve."
approve."
Secretary
(20)
4, heading
heading "Medals
Honor, Distinguished
Distinguished ServServ(20) Paragraph
Paragraph 4,
"Medals of
of Honor,
ice
Medals", of the Act of July
Distinguished Service Medals",
ice Crosses,
Crosses, and Distinguished
9, 1918
1918 (40
(40 Stat.
Stat. 871;
871; 10 U.
696).
U. S.
S. C.
C. 696).
9,
(21) That
subchapter IX
1918 (40
(21)
That part
part of subchapter
IX of the Act of
of July
July 9, 1918
which relates to pay and allowances of
C. 276),
276), which
Stat. 882; 10 U. S. C.
warrant
Army Mine
Mine Planter
Planter Service.
Service.
warrant officers
officers of
of the
the Army
(22) Section
Section 4
4 of
the Act
Act of
of February
4, 1919 (40
as
(40 Stat. 1056)
1056) as
February 4,
(22)
of the
renumbered
amended by
section 11of the Act
by section
Act of August
renumbered section 66and
and amended
7,
1942 (56
(56 Stat.
Stat. 744;
34 U.
U. S.
C. 357).
357).
744; 34
S. C.
7, 1942
(23) Section
the Act
Act of
of July
2, 1926
1926 (44
(44 Stat.
Stat. 789;
10 U.
S. C.
C.
789; 10
U. S.
July 2,
13 of
of the
(23)
Section 13
1430
364b).
S. C.
C. 364b).
1430;;34 U. S.
(24) The,Act
of April
1928 (ch.
(ch. 327,
327, 45
Stat. 412;
112; 34
U. S. C.
34 U.
45 Stat.
April 9,
9, 1928
The.Act of
(24)
886),
amended.
as amended.
886), as
(25) Section
Section 10
10 of
of the
the Act of
June 16,
Stat. 307; 37
(48 Stat.
16, 1933
1933 (48
of June
(25)
U.
29a).
U. S. C. 29a).
(26) The
1937 (ch.
(ch. 769,
769, 50
U. S. C.
Stat. 805;
805; 10
10 U.
50 Stat.
25, 1937
of August
August 25,
The Act
Act of
(26)
699).
699).
(27) That
of the
the Act
Act of October
October 15,
15, 1940 (ch. 885, 54 Stat.
part of
That part
(27)
1177; 10
S. C.
which relates to pay and allowances of
277), which
C. 276,
276, 277),
U. S.
10 U.
1177;
warrant officers
Planter Service.
of the Army Mine Planter
officers of
warrant
(28) That
of the
of July
1941 (55 Stat.
24, 1941
July 24,
Act of
6 of
the Act
of section
section 6
part of
(28)
That part
604;
34 U.
C. 3500,
amended, which relates
relates to pay and allow350e), as amended,
S. C.
U. S.
604; 34
ances,
of such
such Act
Act (55
Stat. 604;
U. S.
C. 350g),
350g), as
as
604; 34
34 U.
S. C.
(55 Stat.
and section
section 88 of
ances, and
amended.
amended.
(29) Section
Act of
August 18,
(55 Stat.
Stat. 629; 37
18, 1941 (55
of August
the Act
of the
Section 22 of
(29)
16a), as amended.
U. S. C. 16a),
(30) That
of section
section 11of
of the
the Act
August 21,
(55 Stat.
21, 1941
1941 (55
of August
Act of
part of
That part
(30)
651;
S. C.
593a) relating
base pay
for warwarallowances for
and allowances
pay and
to base
relating to
C. 593a)
10 U.
U. S.
651; 10
the
rant
officers in
in the
the Army
of the
States which
precedes the
which precedes
United States
the United
Army of
rant officers
proviso,
all of
section 1
the colon
preceding
colon preceding
1 following
following the
said section
of said
also all
and also
proviso, and
proviso.
the proviso.
(31) Section
Section 7
the Act
Act of
January 19,
19, 1942
1942 (56
Stat. 8;
33 U.
S. C.
C.
U. S.
8; 33
(56 Stat.
of January
of the
7 of
(31)
864d), as
as amended.
amended.
864d),
(32)
So much
proviso of
(b) of the
Act
the Act
2 (b)
section 2
of section
second proviso
the second
of the
much of
(32) So
of January
January 19,
Stat. 7;
7; 33
33 U.
854a), as
to pay,
pay,
relates to
as relates
C. 854a),
U. S.
S. C.
(56 Stat.
19, 1942
1942 (56
of
longevity pay,
retirement,
and retirement,
allowances, and
pay, allowances,
longevity
(33) Section
Act of
of May
May 4,
4, 1942
Stat. 266;
S. C.
C.
37 U.
U. S.
266; 37
(56 Stat.
1942 (56
the Act
of the
Section 11of
(33)
18a).
18a).
(34) The
of June
Stat. 359),
amended, except
except
as amended,
359), as
(56 Stat.
1942 (56
16, 1942
June 16,
The Act
Act of
(34)
section
such Act,
as amended,
amended, except
that part
part of
of paragraph
1
paragraph 1
except that
Act, as
of such
12 of
section 12
of
section 10
10 of
such Act,
Act, as
to enlisted
enlisted perperrelates to
which relates
as amended,
amended, which
of such
of section
sonnel in
travel status,
status, and
section 15
15 of
of
4 of
of section
paragraph 4
except paragraph
and except
in aa travel
sonnel
such Act,
Act, as
amended.
as amended.
such
(35) The
The Act
April 10,
1943 (ch.
(ch. 47,
47, 57
Stat. 62;
62; 37
37 U.
S. C.
C.
U. S.
57 Stat.
10, 1943
of April
Act of
(35)
118b)
amended.
as amended.
118b) as
(36) The
The Act
of June
June 30,
58 Stat.
Stat. 648;
648; 10
U. S.
S. C.
C.
10 U.
(ch. 335,
335, 58
1944 (ch.
30, 1944
Act of
(36)
1430a),
as amended.
amended.
1430a), as
(37) The
The Act
462; 10
C.
U. S.
S. C.
10 U.
59 Stat.
Stat. 462;
279, 59
(ch. 279,
1945 (ch,
6, 1945
of July
July 6,
Act of
(37)
1430b),
as amended.
amended.
1430b), as
(38) Section
of the
the Act
Act of
29, 1946
1946 (60
(60 Stat.
345; 37
U. S.
C.
S. C.
37 U.
Stat. 345;
of June
June 29,
Section 55of
(38)
101a).
101a).
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34
U. S.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
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34 U.
II, §380g.
350g.
11,

37
8. C.,
C., Bopp.
37 U.
U. S.
Supp.
II,
II, §
I 16a
18a note.

33
U. 8.
8. C.,
C., Supp.
Stapp.
33 U.
II, I§8843.
864d.
I,
33
U. 8.
33 U.
8. C.,
C., Stipp.
Supp.
II, I
II,
1 854e.
85.

37
C.. §§ 101101-37 U.
U. S.. c.
120;
II, 11016
I lOb d
d
120; Stipp.
Supp. II,
C1360b,
seq.; 34 U.S.C.
seq.;
§1350b,
10 U.
U. 8.
S. C.
431; 10
C. i§§ 980,
980,
982a.
1l82a.
g8.
1112.
37 U.
S. C. §
112.
37
U. S.
Post,
p.S0..
840.
Pst, p.
37 U. S. C. § 110;
Stipp.
110.
Supp. II,
II, §110.
Post,
p. 840.
Post, p.
840.
37 U.
C.. 115.
In.
U . Eh c.
37
10
U. 8.
Stipp.
10 U.
. C.,
c., Supp.
1430a note.
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II, §1430a
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(39) The
The Act
of March
March 6,
6, 1946
1946 (ch.
32; 37
U. S.
S. C.
37 U.
C.
(ch. 49,
49, 60
60 Stat.
Stat. 32;
Act of
(39)
103b),
as amended.
amended.
103b), as
(40) Section
14 of
of the
the Act
Act of
of August
August 2,
34
(40)
Section 14
2, 1946
1946 (60
(60 Stat.
Stat. 854;
854; 34
U.
S. C.
C. 889).
889).
U. S.
(41)
14, 15,
15, and
and 16
16 (b)
(b) of
the Act
of June
June 3,
3, 1948
1948 (ch.
(ch. 390,
390,
of the
Act of
(41) Sections
Sections 14,
33 U. S. C., Supp.
62 Stat.
299, 300).
62
Stat. 299,
300).
853m, 853n,
853n, 8530
8530
II, §§
§ 853m,
(c)
Acts and
parts of
of Acts
Acts are
hereby repealed:
repealed:
(b).
(b).
are hereby
(c) The
The following
following Acts
and parts
(1) That
That part
of section
section 1
the Act
Act of
of August
1882 (22
(22 Stat.
August 5,
5, 1882
Stat.
(1)
part of
1 of
of the
286; 34
34 U.
C. 892),
officers of
of the
traveling
286;
U. S.
S. C.
892), which
which relates
relates to
to officers
the Navy
Navy traveling
abroad under
under orders.
abroad
orders.
(2)
That part
part of
of the
the Act
1883 (22
456;
of March
March 3,
3, 1883
(22 Stat.
Stat. 456;
of section
section 11of
Act of
(2) That
10
C. 747),
747), which
which relates
to computation
mileage and
and neof mileage
computation of
relates to
10 U.
U. S.
S. C.
cessity
travel by
by officers
officers of
for travel
of the
the Army.
Army.
cessity for
(3)
heading "Miscellaneous",
of the
of June
12,
21, heading
"Miscellaneous", of
the Act
Act of
June 12,
(3) Paragraph
Paragraph 21,
1906 (34
U. S.
S. C.
C. 743,
743, 748,
870), as
as amended.
1906
(34 Stat.
Stat. 246;
246; 10
10 U.
748, 870),
amended.
(4)
That part
heading "Marine
Corps", of
Act
6, heading
"Marine Corps",
of the
the Act
(4) That
part of
of paragraph
paragraph 6,
of March
March 3,
3, 1909
(35 Stat.
34 U.
U. S.
C. 977),
Stat. 774;
774; 34
S. C.
977), which
which provides
provides for
for
of
1909 (35
settlement
expense claims.
settlement of
of traveling
traveling expense
claims.
(5) That
That part
of the
the Act
1910 (36
(36 Stat.
Stat. 255;
S. C.
(5)
part of
Act of
of March
March 23,
23, 1910
255; 10
10 U.
U. S.
C.
821),
under the
Department", subheading
821), under
the heading
heading "Quartermaster's
"Quartermaster's Department",
subheading
"Transportation
of the
the Army
its Supplies",
Supplies", which
relates to
"Transportation of
Army and
and its
which relates
to reimreimbursement of
the Government
Government for
for excess
excess baggage
baggage carried,
carried.
bursement
of the
Ante,
p. US.
Ante, p.
5S.
(6)
Section 126
126 of
of the
Act of
of June
3, 1916
Stat. 217;
S. C.
(6) Section
the Act
June 3,
1916 (39
(39 Stat.
217; 10
10 U.
U. S.
C.
752; 14
14 U. S. C. 138; 34
34 U. S. C. 895),
amended.
895), as amended.
(7) That
of the
August 29,
1916 (39
(39 Stat.
Stat.
(7)
That part
part of
of section
section 1
1 of
the Act
Act of
of August
29, 1916
633; 10
10 U.
U. S. C. 823),
823), as amended, which
which relates
relates to
to transportation
transportation of
of
baggage
of enlisted
enlisted men
men discharged
discharged for
disability in
duty,
in line
line of
of duty,
for disability
baggage of
(8)
(8) That part of the Act
Act of
of July
July 9, 1918 (40
(40 Stat.
Stat. 860; 10
10 U.
U. S. C.
754), as amended, which relates to travel
enlisted men inciinci754),
travel expenses
expenses of
of enlisted
dent
to entry
or relief
relief from
duty.
dent to
entry on
on or
from active
active duty.
(9) The
288; 10
10 U.
S. C.
(9)
The Act of
of September
September 29, 1919 (ch. 65, 41
41 Stat.
Stat. 288;
U. S.
C.
753).
753).
(10)
of section
of the
the Act
3, 1925
(10) The
The first
first paragraph
paragraph of
section 5
5 of
Act of
of March
March 3,
1925
(43 Stat.
1190; 10
U. S.
S. C.
C. 306;
306; 34
34 U.
S. C.
C. 893),
as amended.
(43
Stat. 1190;
10 U.
U. S.
893), as
amended.
(11) Subsections
(a), (b),
(c), and
and (d)
of section
section 4
4 of
of the
the Act
Act of
of
(11)
Subsections (a),
(b), (c),
(d) of
(56 Stat. 315; 50 App. U. S. C.
June 5, 1942 (56
C. 764 (a),
(a), (b),
(b), (c),
(c), and
and
(d)
), as
as amended.
amended.
(d)),
(12)
of section 10
(12) That part of paragraph
paragraph 1
1of
10 of
of the
the Act of
of June 16,
16,
37
8upp.
37 U.
U. S.
8. O.,
C., Bupp.
Stat.
363;
S.
1942
(56
Stat.
37
U.
C.
110),
as
as
amended,
amended,
which
to
relates
to
II, 110.
110.
II,
Ante, p.
p. 839.
839.
Ante,
enlisted
travel status,
and section
section 12
of such
enlisted personnel in
in a
a travel
status, and
12 of
such Act
Act (56
(56
Ante, p.
p. 839.
839.
Ante,
Stat.
37 U.
112) ,as
amended.
Stat. 364;
364 37
U. S.
S. C.
C. 112),
as amended.
(13) The
14, 1942
S. C.
(13)
The Act
Act of
of October
October 14,
1942 (56
(56 Stat.
Stat. 786;
786; 50
50 App.
App. U.
U. S.
C.
50 U.
U. B.
8upp.
50
8. C.,
C., Supp.
831,
832,
and
833),
as
amended.
as
amended.
831,832,
and
833),
831..
II, app.
I 831
VP. ft
(14)
The Act
Act of
October 29,
29, 1942
1942 (ch.
56 Stat.
Stat. 1011;
U. S.
S. C.
C.
(14) The
of October
(ch. 631,
631, 56
1011; 34
34 U.
899).
899).
(15)
So much
much of
section 11of
26, 1943
147,
(15) So
of section
of the
the Acts
Acts of
of June
June 26,
1943 (ch.
(ch. 147,
57 Stat.
204), June
22, 1944
1944 (ch.
29, 1945
1945 (ch.
(ch.
57
Stat. 204),
June 22,
(ch. 269,
269, 58
58 Stat.
Stat. 309),
309), May
Mav 29,
130, 59
Stat. 209),
and section
July 8,
(ch.
130,
59 Stat.
209), and
section 101
101 of
of the
the Act
Act of
of July
8, 1946
1946 (ch.
543,
60 Stat.
Stat. 488;
112b), as
relates to
to per
per diem
allowances
543, 60
488; 37
37 U.
U. S.
S. C.
C. 112b),
as relates
diem allowances
for
traveling between
places in
the same
vicinity, naval
naval
for naval
naval officers
officers traveling
between places
in the
same vicinity,
personnel on special duty
personnel
foreign countries
countries and
and naval
naval personnel
personnel
duty in foreign
of
Air Transport
Service.
of the
the Naval
Naval Air
Transport Service.
(16) The Act of
of November
November 28,
28, 1943
(ch. 330,
330, 57
57 Stat.
Stat. 593;
(16)
1943 (ch.
593; 50
50
50
S. C.
50 U.
U. S.
C. app.
app. App.
App. U.
c, d,
d, e,
e, and
and f),
f) ,as
amended.
U. S.
S. C.
C. 833,
833, a,
a, b,
b, c,
as amended.
ft 833a-833f;
833a-833f; Spp.
BupP. II,
ft§833Sa,
833a, 833b.
833b.
(17)
of the
the Act
of June
27, 1944
(58 Stat.
Stat. 392;
(17) Section 1
1 of
Act of
June 27,
1944 (58
392; 37
37
U. S. C. 117b).
1171)).
U.S.C.
(18)
Section 6
6of
of the
the Act
(ch. 393,
393, 59
Stat. 539;
(18) Section
Act of
of October
October 6,
6, 1945
1945 (ch.
59 Stat.
539;
10
10 IU.
U. S.
C. 751a;
751a ;34
34 U.
U. S.
S. C.
C. 895a)
amended.
S.C.
895a),,as
as amended.
(19) The Act
(19)
(60 Stat. 126, 127;
127; 37
37 U.
U. S.
S. C.
Act of April 27, 1946 (60
C.
112d-112i),
112d-112i), as
as amended.
amended.

37 U.
U. S. C.,
8upp.
C., Bupp.
H,
103b.
11, I§103b.
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S. C. 760).
10 U. S.
(20) The
of March
26, 1947
(61 Stat.
Stat. 23;
23; 10
760).
1947 (61
March 26,
Act of
The Act
(20)
(d) The
The Servicemen's
Servicemen's Dependents
Dependents Allowance
Allowance Act of 1942, as
(d)
amended,
is hereby
repealed.
hereby repealed.
amended, is

10
S. C.,
C., Supp.
Supp.
10 U.
U. S.
II,
760.
II, § 760.
56 Stat.
Stat. 381.
381.
56
37 U.
S. C.,
C., §¢
37
U. S.
if 201201C. app.
S. C.
221; 50
221;
50 U.
U. S.
app.
II 305,
305, 315.
315.
II

AUTHORIZATION
FOR APPROPRIATIONS
APPROPRIATIONS
AUTHORIZATION FOR
SEC. 532.
532. There
There is
authorized to
be appropriated,
appropriated, out of any
to be
hereby authorized
is hereby
SEC.
States not otherwise approUnited States
moneys
Treasury of
of the
the United
the Treasury
in the
moneys in
be necessary
priated, such
such sums
may be
necessary to carry out the provisions
provisions of
as may
sums as
priated,
this
Act.
this Act.
EFFECTIVE DATE
DATE
EFFECTIVE

(c) of
(b) and (c)
S
EC. 533.
533. (a)
Except as
as provided
in subsections
subsections (b)
of
provided in
(a) Except
SEC.
this section,
this Act
Act shall
October 1,
1, 1949,
1949, and
and
on October
effective on
become effective
shall become
section, this
this
shall accrue
no pay,
pay, allowances,
allowances, or
accrue to any
herein shall
provided herein
benefits provided
or benefits
no
thereto.
person for
for any
prior thereto.
period prior
any period
person
on the date of
(b) Section
Section 515
515 of
of this
this Act
Act shall
become effective
effective on
shall become
(b)
enactment of
of this
Act.
this Act.
enactment
become effective
shall become
(c) Subsection
Subsection (c)
(c) of
section 531
531. of
Act shall
effective
this Act
of this
of section
(c)
on
January 1,
1, 1950.
1950.
on January
Approved October
October 12,
12, 1949.
1949.
Approved
[
CHAPTER 6851
685]
[CHAPTER

ACT
AN ACT

To provide
provide for
for the
advance planning
planning of
of non-Pederal
public works.
non-Federal public
the advance
To

the
of Representatives
Be
it enacted
by the
the Senate
Senate and
Representatives of the
House of
and House
enacted by
Be it
(a)
United States
Congress assembled,
assembled. That
in order
order (a)
That in
in Congress
America in
of America
States of
United
agencies to mainto encourage
other non-Federal
non-Federal public
publicagencies
and other
States and
encourage States
to
tain a
continuing and
and adequate
adequate reserve
reserve of fully planned public works
a continuing
tain
(exclusive of
of housing)
housing) readily
for use
use so
as to
permit the
to permit
so as
available for
readily available
(exclusive
works when
immediate commencement
commencement of
of construction
of such
when
public works
such public
construction of
immediate
(b) to enable
the economic
situation may
such action
action desirable,
desirable, (b)
make such
may make
economic situation
the
planned
the United
United States,
such reserve
fully planned
of fully
reserve of
to such
reference to
through reference
States, through
the
issued
public
works
as
reflected
by
records
maintained
and
reports
issued
reports
and
maintained
records
by
reflected
as
works
public
by
of General
General Services
to adapt,
adapt, insofar
as pracpracinsofar as
Services to
Administrator of
the Administrator
by the
Federal
tical
and
desirable,
the
planning
and
construction
of
needed
Federal
needed
of
construction
and
planning
the
desirable,
and
tical
public works
to the
the particular
of individual
individual
objectives of
works objectives
public works
particular public
works to
public
to
States
and
other
non-Federal
public
agencies,
and
(c)
thereby
to
thereby
(c)
and
agencies,
public
non-Federal
other
and
States
attain
efficiency in
planning and
and conconthe planning
in the
and efficiency
economy and
maximum economy
attain maximum
struction
local ,State,
State 'and
Federal public
public works,
the Administrator
Administrator
works, the
and Federal
of local,
struction of
of
Services is
is hereby
hereby authorized,
authorized, during
the period
of two
two
period of
during the
General Services
of General
years
immediately
following
the
date
upon
which
this
Act
becomes
becomes
Act
this
which
upon
date
the
following
immediately
years
effective,
make loans
or advances,
advances, from
appropriated for
for
funds appropriated
from funds
loans or
to make
effective, to
subdivisions
that
purpose,
to
the
States,
their
agencies,
and
political
subdivisions
political
and
agencies,
their
States,
the
to
purpose,
that
financing the
(hereinafter
referred to
to as
as "public
"public agencies")
agencies") to
to aid
aid in
in financing
(hereinafter referred
cost
of
architectural,
engineering,
and
economic
investigations
and
and
investigations
economic
and
engineering,
architectural,
of
cost
studies,
designs, plans,
specifications, proprodrawings, specifications,
working drawings,
plans, working
surveys, designs,
studies, surveys,
cedures
and other
other action
action preliminary
preliminary to the construction
construction of public
cedures, and
works (exclusive
housing) :Provided,
Provided, That
making of
of loans
or
loans or
the making
That the
of housing):
(exclusive of
works
advances hereunder
not in
way commit
the Congress
Congress to
to
commit the
any way
in any
shall not
hereunder shall
advances
appropriate
funds
to
undertake
the
construction
of
any
public
works
works
public
any
of
construction
appropriate funds to undertake the
so planned.
planned.
so
S
EC. 2.
2. Funds
Funds appropriated
appropriated for
making of
advances
or advances
loans or
of loans
the making
for the
SEC
hereunder shall
shall be
be allocated
allocated by
Administrator of
of General
Services
General Services
the Administrator
by the
hereunder
among the
the several
in the
the following
following proportion:
Seventy-five
proportion: Seventy-five
States in
several States
among
per centum
centum in
in the
the population
population of
of each
State
each State
which the
proportion which
the proportion
per
bears
to
the
total
population
of
all
the
States,
as
shown
by
the
latest
latest
the
by
shown
as
States,
the
all
of
bears to the total population

Ante,
p. 831.
831.
Ante, p.
Ante, p.
p. 840.
840.
Ante,

October
13 1949
1949
October 13
21161
IS.
[8. 21141
[Public Law
Law 352]
362]
[Public

Non-Federal public
Non-Federal
works.
Advance planning.
planning.
Advance

Loans,
advances.
Loans, advances.
etc.

Allocation
Allocation

of funds.
funds.
of

842
842

PUBLIC LAWS—
OHS.685,
685, 686-OCT.
686—OCT.13,
1949
PUBLIC
LAWS-CHS.
13, 1949

[63 STAT.
STAT.
[63

available
United States
census, and
centum in
in accordance
available United
States census,
and 25
25 per
per centum
accordance with
with
the
of the
the States
States as
determined by
by the
the said
said Administrator:
the needs
needs of
as determined
Administrator:
Provided,
the allotments
to any
any State
shall aggregate
aggregate not
Provided, That
That the
allotments to
State shall
not less
less
than
one-half of
per centum
centum of
allotthan one-half
of 1
1 per
of the
the total
total funds
funds available
available for
for allotment
ment hereunder.
hereunder.
Restriction.
Restriction.
SEC.
hereunder with respect
S
EC. 3. No loan or advance
advance shall be made hereunder
respect
to any
any individual
individual project
an over-all
over-all State,
State, local,
to
project unless
unless it
it conforms
conforms to
to an
local,
or regional
regional plan
approved by
local, or
or regional
or
plan approved
by a
a competent
competent State,
State, local,
regional
authority.
authority.
Repayments.
Repayents.
SEC.
or advances
advances under
under this
S
EC. 4. Loans or
this Act
any public
agency shall
Act to
to any
public agency
shall
be repaid
without interest
by such
if and
when the
the construction
be
repaid without
interest by
such agency
agency if
and when
construction
of the
the public
public works
works is
is undertaken
undertaken or
If the
of
of
or started.
started. If
the construction
construction of
the public
public works
works is
not undertaken
started within
within three
years after
the
is not
undertaken or
or started
three years
after
the full
amount of
the loan
loan or
therefor has
has been
the
full amount
of the
or advance
advance therefor
been made
made and
and
the
Administrator of
of General
General Services
shall determine
determine (which
(which deterthe Administrator
Services shall
determination shall
due notice
notice and
hearing, that
that the
the
mination
shall be
be conclusive),
conclusive), after
after due
and hearing,
public
not acted
acted in
in good
good faith
faith either
in obtaining
obtaining the
the
public agency
agency has
has not
either in
loan
or advance
in failing
failing to
to undertake
undertake or
or start
start the
construction of
of
loan or
advance or
or in
the construction
such public
public works,
the Administrator
demand prompt
prompt payment
such
works, the
Administrator shall
shall demand
payment
of
loan or
or advance.
advance. In
In the
the loan
Joan or
advance shall
shall not
of such
such loan
the event
event the
or advance
not
have been
repaid within
within said
have
been repaid
said three-year
three-year period,
period, such
such public
public agency
agency
shall
not be
eligible to
apply for
advances on
on any
other public
public
shall not
be eligible
to apply
for loans
loans or
or advances
any other
works. All
works.
All sums
so repaid
be covered
covered into
sums so
repaid shall
shall be
into the
the Treasury
Treasury as
as mismiscellaneous
cellaneous receipts.
receipts.
Rules
and
regulatiusles
and regulaSEC.
The Administrator
General Services
SEC. 5.
5. The
Administrator of General
Services is authorized to
tions.
prescribe rules
prescribe
rules and
and regulations
regulations to
of this
this Act.
Act.
to carry
carry out
out the
the purposes
purposes of
Report to
to congress
Congress.
Report
S E.E0. 6.
6. The
The Administrator
S
Administrator of
of General
General Services
Services shall submit quarterly to
to the Congress a
a report
report of
of his
administration of
of the
the Act,
Act, includincludhis administration
ing all
made thereunder.
ing
all expenditures
expenditures and
and repayments
repayments made
thereunder. Such
Such reports
reports
shall, when
when submitted,
as public
shall,
submitted, be
be printed
printed as
public documents.
documents.
Appropriation authospdp
SEO.
SE0. 7.
There are
are hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to
be appropriated
such
7. There
to be
appropriated such
thorized. riation auPost, P.
Post,
P 977.
7.
amounts,
not to
exceed a
total of
of $100,000,000,
$100,000,000, as
as may
amounts, not
to exceed
a total
may be
be necessary
necessary to
to
effectuate the purposes
purposes of
effectuate
of this
this Act.
appropriated shall
Act. Amounts
Amounts so
so appropriated
shall
remain available
available until
remain
until expended.
expended.
"state."
""B t
SEC.
S
EC. 8. As used in this Act,
the term
"State" shall
include the
Act, the
term "State"
shall include
the DisDistrict of
of Columbia,
Columbia, Alaska,
Alaska, Hawaii,
and Puerto
Puerto Rico.
Hawaii, and
Rico.
Approved
October 13,
13, 1949.
Approved October
1949.
[
CHAPTER 686]
[CHAPTER
13, 1949
1949
October 13,
[H. R. 43811
[H.
[Public Law 363]
3531

District of ColumColumTeachers' Leave
bia Teachers'
of 1849.
1949.
Act
Act of

Cumulative leave
Cumulative
leave
with pay.
With

Prior
service credit.
Pror service
credit.

ACT
AN ACT

To provide
provide cumulative
To
cumulative sick
with pay
pay for
for teachers
sick and
and emergency
emergency leave
leave with
teachers and
and
officers in the employ
employ of the Board
attendance officers
Education of
of the
the District
Board of
of Education
District
of
for other
other purposes.
of Columbia,
Columbia, and
and for
purposes.

Be it
it enacted
and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of the
the
enacted by the Senate and
United
in Congress
Congress assembled,
United States of America in
assembled, That
all teachers
That all
teachers
attendance officers in
in the employ
employ of
the Board
and attendance
of the
Board of
of Education
Education of
of
the District of Columbia shall be entitled
cumulative leave
entitled to cumulative
leave with
with pay
pay
of contagious
for personal
personal illness, presence of
contagious disease
disease or
other death
death in
in
or other
the home, or pressing personal emergency,
in accordance
accordance with
emergency, in
with such
such
regulations as the said Board of Education
may prescribe.
rules and regulations
Education may
prescribe.
Such cumulative leave with pay shall be granted at the rate of one
of each year, both
day for each month from September through June of
both
inclusive. The total cumulation
cumulation shall not exceed sixty days for
probationary and permanent
probationary
permanent teachers
teachers and attendance
attendance officers,
officers, and
and the
the
total cumulation
cumulation shall not exceed ten days for temporary
and
temporary teachers
teachers and
attendance
attendance officers.
officers.
SEC.
SEC. 2. In
In addition to the cumulative
cumulative leave provided by the first
first
section
be
section of this Act each probationary and permanent
permanent teacher shall be

63 STAT.]
STAT.]

843
843

1949
81ST CONG.,
1sT SESS.-CH.
SESS .—CH.686—OCT.
686-0CT. 13, 1946
81ST
CONG., 18T

with one
one day of leave with pay for each
credited on
on July
1, 1949,
1949, with
July 1,
credited
schools of the District of
the public schools
complete year
in the
of service
service in
year of
complete
be
Columbia
prior to
1949: Provided,
That the
the total
total amount
to be
amount to
Provided,That
1, 1949:
July 1,
to July
Columbia prior
twenty
not exceed
exceed twenty
credited
under the
provisions of
of this
this section
section shall
shall not
the provisions
credited under
is
pay is
days
and shall
shall be
be granted
granted for
the same
same purposes
purposes as
as leave
leave with
with pay
for the
days and
this Act. Attendance
in the first
first section of this
provided in
Attendance officers
officers shall be
provided
credited
on July
1, 1949,
1949, with
all cumulative
cumulative leave
which
to which
with pay
pay to
leave with
with all
July 1,
credited on
18
section 18
they
are entitled
entitled on
June 30,
the provisions
provisions of
of section
1949, under
under the
30, 1949,
on June
they are
of
the District
District of
Columbia Teachers'
Teachers' Salary
Salary Act
of 1947.
The total
1947. The
Act of
of Columbia
of the
cumulation
of leave
pay allowable
allowable under
under this
this Act
Act and
and the
the District
District
with pay
leave with
cumulation of
of
Teachers' Salary
Salary Act
of 1947
not exceed
exceed sixty days,
shall not
1947 shall
Act of
of Columbia
Columbia Teachers'
and
attendance officer
officer shall
shall be
be entitled
to annual or sick leave with
entitled to
no attendance
and no
pay under
under the
the provisions
provisions of
any other
Act.
other Act.
of any
pay
SEC. 3.
3. Probationary
permanent teachers
teachers and
attendance officers
officers
and attendance
and permanent
Probationary and
SEC.
shall
be entitled
entitled to
to use
leave to
to their
credit when
when they
they are
granted
are granted
their credit
all leave
use all
shall be
maternity
Board of
of Education.
Education.
by the
the Board
leave by
maternity leave
required
SEC. 4.
In cases
cases of
disability or
and when
when required
or ailments,
ailments, and
of serious
serious disability
4. In
SEC.
by
the situation,
with such
rules
such rules
accordance with
in accordance
and in
situation, and
of the
exigencies of
by the
the exigencies
and
Board of
may prescribe,
prescribe, the
the superinsuperinof Education
Education may
as the
the Board
regulations as
and regulations
tendent of
advance additional
leave with
pay not
not to
to
with pay
additional leave
may advance
of schools
schools may
tendent
exceed twenty
twenty days
days to
to every
every probationary
permanent teacher
teacher or
or
or permanent
probationary or
exceed
attendance officer
officer who
apply for
such advanced
leave.
advanced leave.
for such
may apply
who may
attendance
S
EC. 5.
the event
of separation
from the
any teacher
or
of any
teacher or
service of
the service
separation from
event of
5. In
In the
SEC.
attendance officer
such
leave, such
advanced leave,
unearned advanced
for unearned
is indebted
indebted for
who is
officer who
attendance
teacher or
or attendance
officer shall
refund the
of pay
received
pay received
amount of
the amount
shall refund
attendance officer
teacher
for
period of
of such
excess. If
If such
such teacher
or attendance
officer
attendance officer
teacher or
such excess.
the period
for the
fails
such refund,
shall be
made from
from
be made
therefor shall
deductions therefor
refund, deductions
to make
make such
fails to
any salary
him or
or from
from any
any amount
amount standing
standing to
to his
under
credit under
his credit
due him
salary due
any
Act for the retirement of public
the provisions
provisions of
the Act
Act entitled
"An Act
entitled "An
of the
the
7, 1946.
1946.
school teachers
teachers in
of Columbia",
Columbia", approved
approved August
August 7,
District of
the District
in the
school
The provisions
provisions of
of this
this section
section shall
not apply
apply in cases of death,
shall not
The
retirement for
or in
in the
event that
the teacher
teacher or
or attendance
attendance
that the
the event
disability, or
for disability,
retirement
return
officer to
whom leave
pay has
been advanced
advanced is
is unable
to return
unable to
has been
with pay
leave with
to whom
officer
to duty
because of
of disability.
disability.
duty because
to
S
EC. 6.
of Education
Education is
hereby authorized
to employ
employ
authorized to
is hereby
Board of
The Board
6. The
SEC.
substitute teachers
and attendance
officers for
for service
service during
the
during the
attendance officers
teachers and
substitute
absence of
or attendance
attendance officer
officer on
on leave
with pay
to
and to
pay and
leave with
teacher or
any teacher
of any
absence
substitutes.
fix the
the rate
rate of
of compensation
to be
be paid
paid such
such substitutes.
compensation to
fix
S
EC. 7.
The Board
Board of
of Education
Education is
hereby authorized
prescribe
to prescribe
authorized to
is hereby
7. The
SEC.
such rules
rules and
as it
to carry
carry this
this Act
Act
necessary to
deem necessary
it may
may deem
regulations as
and regulations
such
into
The term
this Act
Act shall
include all
all
shall include
in this
used in
"teacher" used
term "teacher"
effect. The
into effect.
employees
whose salaries
are fixed
article IIof
title IIof
the District
District
of the
of title
by article
fixed by
salaries are
employees whose
of Columbia
Columbia Teachers'
Act of
The term
term "attendance
"attendance
1947. The
of 1947.
Salary Act
Teachers' Salary
of
officers"
all employees
whose salaries
salaries are
class
by class
fixed by
are fixed
employees whose
include all
shall include
officers" shall
32
of title
title IIof
of the
the District
of Columbia
Teachers' Salary
Salary
Columbia Teachers'
District of
II of
article II
in article
32 in
Act of
Act
of 1947.
1947.
S
EC. 8.
There is
authorized to
to be
out of
of any
moneys
any moneys
appropriated, out
be appropriated,
is authorized
8. There
SEC.
in the
Treasury of
the United
the credit
the District
District of
of
of the
credit of
to the
States to
United States
of the
the Treasury
in
Columbia
not otherwise
appropriated, such
sums as
may be
necessary
be necessary
as may
such sums
otherwise appropriated,
Columbia not
to carry
out the
the purposes
of this
Act, and
and any
the
for the
appropriations for
any appropriations
this Act,
purposes of
carry out
to
public schools
schools of
of the
the District
District of
of Columbia
Columbia for
personal services
are
services are
for personal
public
hereby
for the
of the
the substitutes
substitutes provided
provided
payment of
the payment
available for
made available
hereby made
for
in
section
6
of
this
Act.
for in section 6 of this Act.
S
EC. 9.
following parts
Acts are
hereby repealed:
repealed:
are hereby
of Acts
parts of
The following
9. The
SEC.
(a) So
much of
of section
section 14
of the
"An Act
Act to
to fix
and
fix and
entitled "An
Act entitled
the Act
14 of
So much
(a)
regulate the
teachers, school
officers, and
employees
other employees
and other
school officers,
of teachers,
salaries of
the salaries
regulate
of the
the Board
Board of
of Education
the District
and for
for other
other
Columbia, and
of Columbia,
District of
of the
Education of
of
purposes", approved
7, 1947,
1947, as
"The said
said Board
Board shall
shall
reads: "The
as reads:
July 7,
approved July
purposes",
prescribe
deducted from
the salary
salary of
any absent
absent
of any
from the
be deducted
to be
amount to
the amount
prescribe the
teacher
for whom
an annual
annual substitute
may perform
perform service.
service.";
';
substitute may
whom an
teacher for

Limitations.
Limitations.
Attendance
officers.
Attendance officers.
61
259.
61 Stat.
Stat. 259.
61
248.
61 Stat.
Stat. 248.
Maternity
leave.
Maternity leave.
Advance leave
leave with
with
Advance
pay.
Pay.

Refund
for ununRefund for
earned advanced
earned
advanced
leave.
leave.

60
60 Stat.
Stat. 875.
875.
Supp.
D.
Code, STIPP.
D. C.
C. Code,
VII, H
VII,
|{ 31-721
31-721 to
to m31ug.
739.
Substitute teachers,
teachers,
Substitute
etc.
etc.

Rules and
and regulregulaRules
tions.
tlons.
"Teacher."
"Teacher."
249.
61
Stat. 249.
61 Stat.
"Attendance
"Attendance
officers."
officera."
61
252.
61 Stat.
Stat. 252.

Appropriation
auAppropriation authorized.
thorized.

Repeals.
Repeals.

61
61 Stat.
Stat. 2BB.
259.

844
844

61
Stat. 259.
259.
61 Stat.

D. C.
§31-607.
D.
C. Code
Code §31-07.

Short
title.
Short ttle.

Effective
Effective date.

PUBLIC
CHS.686,
686, 687-OCT.
687—OCT.13,
PUBLIC LAWS—
LAWS-CHS.
13, 1949
1949

(b) Section
of the
the Act
entitled "An
Act to
to fix
fix and
regulate the
the
and regulate
"An Act
Act entitled
18 of
Section 18
(b)
salaries of
school officers,
of the
the Board
Board
officers, and
and other
other employees
employees of
of teachers,
teachers, school
salaries
of Education
Columbia, and
and for
for other
other purposes",
purposes",
of
Education of
of the
the District
District of
of Columbia,
approved July 7, 1947; and
and
approved
(c) So
So much
of the
the Act
entitled "An
Act making
Act entitled
"An Act
making
(c)
much of
the first
first section
section of
of the
appropriations
for sundry
expenses of
for the
the
of the
the Government
Government for
sundry civil
civil expenses
appropriations for
fiscal year
year ending
thirtieth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
twelve, and
and for
and twelve,
for
fiscal
ending June
June thirtieth,
other purposes",
March 4,
4, 1911
1911 (36 Stat. 1395),
the
1395), under the
approved March
other
purposes", approved
subheading "District of Columbia", as reads: "Provided,
"Provided, That leave
subheading
of
of any
employed teacher
teacher shall
not exceed
thirty
shall not
exceed thirty
of absence
absence of
any regularly
regularly employed
calendar days
days in
in any
one school
and for
for this
period such
such teacher
teacher
calendar
any one
school year,
year, and
this period
who may
may be
absent shall
be paid,
case the
due to
is due
to personal
personal
in case
the absence
absence is
shall be
paid, in
who
be absent
illness, death
in family,
family, or
or quarantine
quarantine on
account of
contagious disease,
disease,
on account
of contagious
death in
illness,
the salary
salary of
the position,
position, less
less the
the amount
to the
the substitute
substitute teacher,
paid to
teacher,
the
of the
amount paid
and any
in excess
of said
said thirty
thirty days
days or
or absence
absence for
cause other
for cause
other
and
any absence
absence in
excess of
than
herein specified
Provided further,
further,
specified shall
shall be
be without
without compensation:
compensation: Provided
than herein
That
Education may, in
That all
all other
other employees
employees of the Board of Education
in the discretion
exceeding thirty
of
thirty days'
days' leave of
he granted not
not exceeding
tion of
of said
said Board, he
absence
in any
any one
one calendar
year, and
and in
the event
of the
in the
event of
the
absence with
with pay
pay in
calendar year,
absence of
assistant engineer,
absence
of any janitor,
janitor, assistant janitor, engineer,
engineer, assistant
caretaker, at
the Board
Board of EducaEducaat any
any time during school
school sessions the
or caretaker,
tion is hereby authorized
authorized to appoint a
a substitute, who shall be paid
the
which employed,
employed, and the amount paid
paid to
the salary
salary of the position
position in
in which
substitute shall be deducted
the salary
salary of
of the
the absent
absent
deducted from
from the
such substitute
employee."
employee."
Sxo. 10. This Act
Teachers'
SEC.
Act may
may be
be cited as "District of Columbia Teachers'
Leave Act of 1949".
Leave
1949".
S
EC. 11. This Act shall
SEC.
shall become effective
effective July
July 1, 1949.
1949.
Approved
1949.
Approved October 13, 1949.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 6871
6871

October 13, 1949
[H.
[H. It.
R. 5328]
[Public Law
Law 354]
[Public
354]

San Prancis00,
Francisco,
Calif.
Callt.
Conveyance.
Conveyance.

Rights reserved
reserved to
U.
S.
U.S.

Grant
to
Grant of
of land to
State for National
National
Guard.
Guard.

[63
STAT.
[63 S
TAT.

AN ACT
ACT

Authorizing the
the Secretary
Secretary of
Army to
to convey
convey certain
the city
Authorizing
of the
the Army
certain lands
lands to
to the
city and
and

county of San Francisco.
Francisco.

Representatives of the
Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and House
House of Representatives
the
United States
Secretary
United
States of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled, That the Secretary
authorized to convey by quitclaim deed to the city and
of the Army is authorized
recreational purposes,
purposes,
county of San Francisco, for
for public
public park and recreational
forty-two acres of land, more or less, in the city and county of San
forty-two
Francisco, State of California, being that portion of the Fort Funston
Francisco,
Military
Reservation situated north of the northerly
Military Reservation
northerly boundary of land
heretofore transferred
transferred by the Secretary of the Army to the Veterans'
heretofore
Veterans'
Administration,
Administration, the exact description
description of land to be conveyed to be
determined by the Secretary
Secretary of the Army.
S
EC. 2. The deed of conveyance
conveyance authorized by section 1
SEC.
1 of this Act
provide as follows:
shall provide
a. That the United States shall reserve to itself the right to use
use
and occupy for
for so
so long
long as is necessary all those
those living
living quarters
quarters and
appurtenances thereto now located within the area to be conveyed,
appurtenances
conveyed,
together with the free and full right of ingress to and egress from
said quarters.
b. That the
the city
city and county of
of San
San Francisco
Francisco shall grant
grant to
to the
the
ninety-nine years, of
State of California the use, for aaperiod of ninety-nine
approximately seven acres of the land herein
approximately
herein provided
provided for conveyance for the purpose of erection thereon
thereon by the State of California of National
National Guard
Guard facilities, such grant to be upon condition that the activities of the National
National Guard on such land shall
not be of such nature as would, in the judgment of the AdminisAdminisVeterans' Affairs, interfere
interfere with the care and treatment
trator of Veterans'
treatment

STAT.]
63 S
TAT.]

81sT
1ST SESS.-CHS.
81ST CONG., lsir
SESS .—CHS .687, 688-OCT.
688—OCT.13, 1949
1949

Veterans' Administration
erected
of patients in the Veterans'
Administration hospital to be erected
forty-two-acre tract referred
referred to in section 11
on land adjacent to the forty-two-acre
activities:
of this Act, not precluding, however, the following
following activities:
(1) The construction
(1)
construction of National
National Guard
Guard facilities;
(2) the
the operfacilities; (2)
operation of motor vehicles; (3)
the assembling, moving, or
(3) the
or passage
of uniformed
personnel: Provided,
Provided, That such grant shall not be
uniformed personnel:
effective
effective until the Governor of the State of California
California shall certify
land is
is needed
needed by
in writing to the Secretary of Defense that such land
by
the State of California
a site for a
a National
National
California for the purpose of a
Guard armory
armory and
and for
for training the
for other
the National
National Guard or
or for
other
related
related military purposes and that such land is suitable for
for such
purposes.
purposes.
c.
United States
States the
the existing
existing
c. That there
there shall be
be reserved
reserved to
to the
the United
water
water lines
lines running through
through the property
property for
for so
so long
long as
as the
the use
use
thereof may be
required.
thereof
be required.
d. That there shall be reserved to
United States,
to the
the United
States, for use
use by
by
the
along
the Veterans'
Veterans' Administration,
Administration, a
a twenty-five-foot
twenty-five-foot easement
easement along
the
the property,
property, the
the easterly
easterly portion
portion of
of the
the exact
exact location
location of
of which
which
to
Francisco, the
to be
be determined
determined by the
the city and
and county of San
San Francisco,
the
Department of the Army, and
Department
Veterans' Administration.
and the Veterans'
Administration.
shall be
reserved to
to the
United States
such addiaddie. That
That there
there shall
be reserved
the United
States such
tional easements,
easements, of
whatsoever nature,
may be
be determined
nectional
of whatsoever
nature, as
as may
determined necessary
the Secretary
of the
the Army.
essary by
by the
Secretary of
Army.
f.
interest
f. That there
there shall be reserved to the United
United States all interest
in and
and to
to any
oil, mineral,
fissionable material
in said
land.
in
any oil,
mineral, or
or fissionable
material in
said land.
g. For
conditions, restrictions,
g.
For such
such other
other terms,
terms, conditions,
restrictions, and
and reservareservations
protect
tions as
as the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Army
Army shall
shall deem necessary
necessary to protect
the
interests of the
t nited States.
States.
the interests
the United
SEC. 3.
the event
of breach
by the
the grantee
grantee of
any of
of the
terms,
the terms
SEc.
3. In
In the
event of
breach by
of any
conditions restrictions,
restrictions, and
reservations contained
if
and reservations
contained in said
said deed, or
or if
conditions,
the property
properly authorized
authorized for
conveyance by
by section
of this
this Act
Act is
section 11of
is used
used
the
for conveyance
for
any purpose
this Act,
then title
title to
in this
Act, then
to the
the
for any
purpose other
other than
than mentioned
mentioned in
property shall
United States
and, in
all improveimproveStates and,
in addition,
addition, all
property
shall revert
revert to
to the
the United
ments made
made by
by the
the city
and county
of San
San Francisco
Francisco or
or the
the State
State of
of
city and
county of
ments
i
California shall
vest in
n the
States without
without payment
payment of
California
shall vest
the United
United States
of
compensation therefor.
therefor.
compensation
Approved
Approved October
October 13, 1949.
1949.
[CH
APTER 888]
688]. ,
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
ACT
AN

Making appropriations
appropriations for
civil functions
functions administered
administered by
the Department
Department of
of the
the
by the
for civil
Making
June 30,
30, 1950, and for other purposes.
Army for
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year ending
ending June
Army

Be
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
of the
the
Representatives of
Houee of
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Be it
it enacted
United States
States of
of America
America in
Congress a88enib1ed,
the following
That the
following
a8sembled, That
in Congress
United
sums
are appropriated,
out of
any money
money in
in the
the Treasury
Treasury not
otherwise
not otherwise
of any
appropriated, out
sums are
appropriated,
the fiscal
ending June
June 30,
for civil
civil
30, 1950,
1950, for
year ending
for the
fiscal year
appropriated, for
functions
administered by
by the
the Department
Department of
the Army
Army and
and for
for
of the
functions administered
other
purposes, namely:
namely:
other purposes,
CIVIL
DEPARTMENT OF
OF THE
THE ARMY
ARMY
FUNCTIONS, DEPARTMENT
CIVIL FUNCTIONS,

QUARTERMASTER
CORPS
QUARTERMASTER C
ORPS
CEMARTERIAL
CEMETERIAL EXPENSES
EXPENSES

Cemeterial expenses:
For maintaining
national
and improving
improving national
expenses: For
maintaining and
Cemeterial
cemeteries,
personal services
for superintendents;
superintendents;
fuel for
cemeteries, including
including personal
services and
and fuel
purchase of
of grave
grave sites;
sites; maintenance
maintenance of
the Arlington
Arlington Memorial
Memorial
of the
purchase
Amphitheater,
and grounds
grounds in
in the
the Arlington
Arlington National
National CemeCemechapel, and
Amphitheater, chapel,
tery,
and that
Cemetery to
to which
which the
the United
United
Congressional Cemetery
portion of
of Congressional
that portion
tery, and

845

Certification
Certification by
by
Governor.
Oovernor.

Water lines reserved
Water
reserved
to U. S.

Easement to U. S.
Easement

Additional
easeAdditional easements
ments to
to U.
U. S.

Mineral, etc.,
Mineral,
etc., rights
reserved to U. S.

Reversion of title,

etc.,
etc., to U. 8.
S.

October 13, 1049
194
R. R.
R. 3734)
3734
[H.
[Public
Law
3561
Public Law 35,

Civil Functions
Functions Appropriation
propriation Act, 1950.
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Headstones.
Headstones.
62 Stat. 1215.
1215.
24 U. 8.
B. C., Supp.
II,¢§
279a-279c.
. §§ 279a-279c.

Confederate cemeConfederate
cemeteries.
teres.

Commercial
Oommercial
teries.

ceme-

Rncroachment
Encroachment by
railroad.
railroad.

Roadway repairs.
repairs.

[63 S
STAT.
[63
TAT.

States
has title
graves of
buried therein,
therein, including
States has
title and
and the
the graves
of those
those buried
including
Confederate graves,
and the
site of
of Pushmataha,
Pushmataha, a
a Choctaw
Choctaw
graves, and
the burial
burial site
Confederate
Indian
repair to
to roadways
roadways but
but not
than a
a single
Indian chief;
chief; repair
not to
to more
more than
single
approach
any national
national cemetery;
for headstones
or markers
headstones or
markers
approach road
road to
to any
cemetery; for
for
unmarked graves
of soldiers,
sailors, and
and marines
under the
for unmarked
graves of
soldiers, sailors,
marines under
the Act
Act
of July
July 1,
(Public Law
871), and
in post
post
of
1, 1948
1948 (Public
Law 871),
and civilians
civilians interred
interred in
cemeteries;
for maintenance
maintenance of
of monuments,
tablets, roads
C,fences
fences,
cemeteries; for
monuments, tablets,
roads,
and so
so forth,
forth, made
and constructed
by the
the United
uba and
and
made and
constructed by
United States
States in
in Cuba
and
China to
mark the
soldiers fell;
maintenance
China
to mark
the places
places where
where American
American soldiers
fell; maintenance
of
Mound in
in Oakwood
Oakwood Cemetery
Cemetery at
at Chicago,
the
Chicago, the
of the
the Confederate
Confederate Mound
Confederate
at Johnstons
Island, the
Confederate Stockade
Stockade Cemetery
Cemetery at
Johnstons Island,
the ConfedConfederate
burial plats
plats owned
owned by
by the
in Confederate
Confederate
erate burial
the United
United States
States in
Cemetery
North Alton,
the Confederate
Confederate Cemetery,
Cemetery at
at North
Alton, the
Cemetery, Camp
Camp Chase,
Chase,
at
Columbus, the
Confederate Cemetery
Cemetery at
at Point
and
at Columbus,
the Confederate
Point Lookout,
Lookout, and
the
Cemetery at
Island; and
and for
for maintenance
the Confederate
Confederate Cemetery
at Rock
Rock Island;
maintenance
of graves
the Army
Army for
in commercial
commercial cemeteries;
of
graves used
used by
by the
for burials
burials in
cemeteries;
$4,500,000:
Provided, That
That no
railroad shall
shall be
any
$4,500,000: Provided,
no railroad
be permitted
permitted upon
upon any
right-of-way
may have
have been acquired
acquired by
by the United.
United States
States
right-of-way which
which may
leading
national cemetery,
cemetery, or
to encroach
walks
upon any
any roads
roads or
or walks
leading to
to aanational
or to
encroach upon
constructed thereon
constructed
thereon and maintained
maintained by the United
United States:
States: Provided
Provided
further, That
part of
be used
used for
for repairing
repairing
further,
That no
no part
of this
this appropriation
appropriation shall
shall be
any roadway
roadway not
not owned
the United
States within
any
owned by
by the
United States
within the
the corporate
corporate
limits of
any city,
city, town,
village.
limits
of any
town, or
or village.
S
IGNAL CORPS
SIGNAL
CoRPS
ALASKA COMMUNICATION
COMMUNICATION SYSTEM
SYSTEM
ALASKA

Alaska Communication
Communication System:
S.istem: For expenses
expenses necessary
necessary for the
maintenance, and improvement of the Alaska Communicaoperation, maintenance,
of
tion System, including purchase (not to exceed one) and hire of
passenger motor vehicles, $3,000,000, to remain available until the
close of the fiscal year 1951, and in addition
addition not to exceed 15 per
per
centum of the current fiscal year receipts of the Alaska Communication System may be merged with and used for the purposes of this
appropriation.
appropriation.

CORPS OF
ENGINEERS
or ENGINEERS
RIVERS
AND HARBORS
HARBORS AND
AND FLOOD
CONTROL
RIVERS AND
FLOOD CONTROL

Additional
Additional personnel.

Limitation on expenditures.
Report to Congress.

motor
Purchase of motor
vhicles, motorboats,
vehicles,
aircrat.
and aircraft.

To be immediately available and to be expended under the direction
direction
of the Secretary
Secretary of the Army and the supervision
supervision of the Chief of
of
Engineers,
Provided,That the
Engineers, and to remain available until expended: Provided,
services of such additional
additional technical
technical and
clerical personnel
as the
the
services
and clerical
personnel as

Secretary
Secretary of the Army may deem necessary may be employed only
only
in the Office
Engineers, to carry
Office of the Chief of Engineers,
carry into effect
effect the various
appropriations
appropriations for rivers and harbors and flood control, surveys, and
and
preparation
consideration of river and harbor and floodpreparation for and the consideration
control estimates and bills, to be paid from such appropriations:
appropriations:
Provided
further,That the expenditures
expenditures on this account
Provided further,
current
account for the current
fiscal year shall not exceed $1,450,000, and the Secretary of the Army
shall each year, in the Budget, report to Congress the number of
of
persons so employed,
employed, their duties, and the amount paid to each:
each:
Provided
further, That the various appropriations
appropriations for rivers and
Provided further,
and
harbors and flood control may be used for the purchase
purchase (for replacement only) in the current fiscal year of five hundred passenger motor
motor
vehicles and ten motorboats
motorboats (to be acquired from surplus stock where
practicable) and the purchase (not to exceed five, to be acquired from
practicable)
surplus stocks),
stocks), maintenance, repair, and operation of aircraft.
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RIVERS AND
HARBORS
AND HARBORS
RIVERS

works:
Maintenance and
improvement of existing
existing river and harbor works:
and improvement
Maintenance
For
preservation and maintenance
maintenance of existing river and harbor
harbor
the preservation
For the
authorized
works,
for the
projects heretofore
heretofore authorized
such projects
of such
prosecution of
the prosecution
and for
works, and
as
may be
be most
desirable in the
commerce and navigation;
navigation;
the interests of commerce
most desirable
as may
for
surveys .of
of northern
northwestern lakes and other boundary
northern and northwestern
for surveys
and
connecting waters
waters as
heretofore authorized,
authorized, including
including the
preparathe preparaas heretofore
and connecting
the
tion,
of charts
charts and
and bulletins, and the
issuing of
and issuing
printing, and
correction, printing,
tion, correction,
investigation
lake levels;
prevention of obstructive and injulevels; for prevention
of lake
investigation of
rious
the harbor
and adjacent
waters of
of New
New York
adjacent waters
harbor and
within the
deposits within
rious deposits
California Debris
D6bris
carrying Commission.
City;
for expenses
expenses of
of the
Commission in carrying
Debris Commission
California Debris
the California
City; for
on
the work
authorized by
March 1, 1893, as
approved March
Act approved
the Act
by the
work authorized
on the
27 Stat. 507.
amended
U. S.
S. C.
678, and
and 683);
683)3 for
for removing sunken vessels
C. 661,
661, 678,
(33 U.
amended (33
or
authorized by
by law;
law;
as authorized
navigation as
or endangering
endangering navigation
obstructing or
or craft
craft obstructing
for operating
operating and
keeping in
in repair,
continuing in
in
and continuing
repair, and
and maintaining,
maintaining, keeping
for
Canal),
use without
without interruption
canal (except
(except the Panama Canal),
lock, canal
any lock,
interruption any
use
and benefit of navicanalized river,
public works
works for
for the
the use
use and
other public
or other
river, or
canalized
ofileers.
gation
belonging to
to the
United States;
States; for
for payment
payment annually
annually of tuition Student offics.
the United
gation belonging
of
Corps
of
the
student officers
fees
not to
hundred student
officers
one hundred
exceed one
to exceed
of not
tees of
Engineers
technical institutions
institutions under
the provisions
provisions of secunder the
civil technical
at civil
Engineers at
785.
41 Stat. 735.
tion 127a
of the
Defense Act,
as amended
535) ; 10 U. 8.
U. S. C. 535);
(10 U.
C., Sapp.
amended (10
Act, as
8. 0.,
SBpp.
National Defense
the National
127a of
tion
II, i 535,
II,
3S.
for examinations,
examinations, surveys,
surveys, and
of rivers
rivers and
and harbors
harborst,•
contingencies of
and contingencies
for
of
preparation a
for
of detailed
investigations and
and the preparation
detailed investigations
execution of
the execution
for the
or hereafter
plans and
projects heretofore
heretofore or
hereafter authorfor projects
specifications for
and specifications
plans
Printing and bind.
bindized; for
of estimates
appropriations in the field; for ing.
Jug.
of appropriations
estimates of
examination of
for examination
ized;
required in
printing
binding and
office supplies
equipment required
supplies and equipment
and office
and binding
printing and
the
Office of
the Chief
out the purposes
purposes of this
carry out
to carry
Engineers to
of Engineers
Chief of
of the
the Office
recess or sesappropriation,
such printing,
printing, either
either during
a recess
during a
including such
appropriation, including
sion
Congress, of
as
surveys as
such surveys
and such
law, and
by law,
authorized by
surveys authorized
of surveys
of Congress,
sion of
be printed, with
may
printed during
Congress shall
shall be
of Congress
recess of
a recess
during a
be printed
may be
illustrations, as
as documents
the next
next succeeding
of Congress:
Congress: Unauthorized s
session of
succeeding session
of the
documents of
illustrations,
sururetc.
Provided,
of this
this appropriation
expended for
for veys, ete.
appropriation shall be expended
part of
no part
That no
Provided, That
any preliminary
preliminary examination,
examination, survey,
survey, project,
not authorauthorestimate not
or estimate
project, or
any
Hastings, Minn.
ized by
by law;
of which
sum the
of $34,270
$34,270 shall Repayment
amount of
the amount
which sum
$197,489,690, of
law; $197,489,690,
ized
of adRepayment of
be
expended for
for a
at Hastings,
Minnesota: Provided
Provided vances.
Hastings, Minnesota:
harbor at
boat harbor
small boat
a small
be expended
further, That
amount herein
be
shall be
$478,520 shall
appropriated, $478,520
herein appropriated,
the amount
of the
That of
further,
for repayments
of advances
made under
the provisions
provisions of
section 11,
11,
of section
under the
advances made
repayments of
for
Act
1925 (Public
Sixty-eighth Congress,
43 33 U. 13.. C.
Congress, 43
585, Sixty-eighth
Law 585,
(Public Law
3, 1925
March 3,
of March
Act of
C. ,f8l.
561.
Stat.
1197)
:
Provided
further,
That
from
this
appropriation
channels.
the Harbor channels.
Stat. 1197): Provided further, That from this appropriation the
Secretary
of the
in his
his discretion
and on
on the
the recommendarecommendadiscretion and
may, in
Army may,
the Army
Secretary of
tion
of the
the Chief
Chief of
of Engineers
based on
the recommendation
recommendation by
by the
the
on the
Engineers based
tion of
Board
of Rivers
of a
report or
reports
or reports
a report
review of
the review
in the
Harbors in
and Harbors
Rivers and
Board of
authorized
law, expend
expend such
such sums
as may
may be
necessary. for the
the
be necessary
sums. as
by law,
authorized by
maintenance
harbor channels
channels provided
provided by
State, municipality
municipality
by aa State,
of harbor
maintenance of
or
other public
of harbor
harbor lines
and serving
essential
serving essential
lines and
outside of
agency, outside
public agency,
or other
needs of
of general
general commerce
and navigation,
such work
work to
subject
be subject
to be
navigation, such
commerce and
needs
Engineers
of En
Chief
to the
conditions recommended
ief of
gineers in his report
recommended by the Ch
the conditions
to
Permanent Internaor
to exceed
Commission of
of tional Cormmisson
$5,000 of
exceed $5,000
not to
That not
further, That
Provided further,
thereon: Provided
reports thereon:
or reports
the
Congresses of
the amount
herein appropriated
shall be
be available
for the
and Navigation.
support and
the support
available for
Navigation.
appropriated shall
amount herein
the
maintenance of
of the
the Permanent
Permanent International
the ConConof the
Commission of
International Commission
maintenance
gresses
of
Navigation
and
for
the
payment
of
the
expenses
of
the
of the
expenses
the
of
payment
the
for
gresses of Navigation and
properly accredited
accredited delegates
delegates of
of the
to the
of Transfer
meeting of
the meeting
States to
United States
the United
properly
Transfer of funds.
the Congresses
Congresses and
and of
That from
from
further, That
Provided further,
Commission: Provided
the Commission:
of the
the
this
appropriation
not
to
exceed
$1,200,000
shall
be
available
for
this appropriation not to exceed $1,200,000 shall be available for
transfer
the Secretary
Secretary of
for the
the purpurexpenditure for
for expenditure
Interior for
the Interior
of the
to the
transfer to
poses
of and
the provisions
provisions of
of the
the Act
Act of
August 8,
8, 16 U. 8.
of August
C. §f
756,
it 756
with the
S. 0.
accordance with
in accordance
and in
poses of
759, 661-666%
661-666; Rupp.
npp.
1946 (60
Act of
of August
14, 1946
1946 (60
(60 Stat.
1080 :: 757,
Stat. 1080)
August 14,
the Act
and the
932), and
Stat. 932),
(60 Stat.
1946
II,
666a.
H.ft 661 note, 665a.
Provided
the maintenance
appropriated" herein
herein
Hudson River
River chanchapHudso
funds appropriated
maintenance funds
That the
further, That
Provided further,
neL
rieL
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Marinship
Marinship facilities,
facilities,
Mann
County, Calif.
Calif.
Marin County,

62 Stat.
Stat. 1171.
1171,
62
22
U. S.
22 U.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
Supp.
II,
275a; 33
33 U.
C.,
U. S.. C.,
II, I 275a;
Supp. II,
II, if
572, 701c
701c
i§ 672,
Supp.
note, 701o,
701o, 701s,
701s, 701n,
701n,
note,
701t.
701t.

54
54 Stat.
Stat. 497.
497.
33
U. S.
33 U.
S. C.
C. iiif 511611523.
E23.
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under
used for
realignment of
the authorized
authorized
under this
this heading
heading may
may be
be used
for realignment
of the
channel
of the
the Hudson
Hudson River
River in
in the
New York,
York,
channel of
the vicinity
vicinity of
of Kingston,
Kingston, New
at an
estimated cost
cost of
$400,000: Provided
That all
all land
at
an estimated
of $400,000:
Provided further,
further, That
land
owned
by the
described as
as parcels
17, and
and 36
36
owned by
the United
United States
States described
parcels 10,
10, 16,
16, 17,
on
the War
War Assets
Marinship yard
yard conon the
Assets Administration
Administration tract
tract map
map of
of Marinship
containing
together with
with the
taining approximately
approximately 60
60 acres,
acres, together
the buildings,
buildings, improveimprovements,
comprise part
part of
of the
ments, and
and facilities
facilities thereon,
thereon, which
which comprise
the Marinship
Marinship
facilities, Marin
Mann County,
County, California,
now under
under the
the control
facilities,
California, and
and now
control and
and
jurisdiction
of the
is hereby
transferred,
jurisdiction of
the War
War Assets
Assets Administration,
Administration, is
hereby transferred,
without reimbursement
reimbursement of
funds, to
the jurisdiction
of the
the Department
without
of funds,
to the
jurisdiction of
Department
of the
the Army
Engineers of
that Department.
of
Army for
for use
use by
by the
the Corps
Corps of
of Engineers
of that
Department.
Gulfport
Mississippi: For
the prosecution
prosecution of
works of
of
Gulfport Harbor,
Harbor, Mississippi:
For the
of the
the works
improvement with
to the
the Gulfport,
Gulfport, Mississippi,
and
improvement
with respect
respect to
Mississippi, Harbor
Harbor and
Channel
heretofore authorized
authorized by
law (Public
Law 858,
858, Eightieth
Eightieth
Channel heretofore
by law
(Public Law
Congress),
$496,000.
Congress), $496,000.
Alteration of
over navigable
navigable waters:
waters: For
payment of
of the
the
Alteration
of bridges
bridges over
For payment
share of
United States
cost of
of alteration
alteration of
over
of the
the United
States of
of the
the cost
of bridges
bridges over
navigable waters
waters in
with the
the provisions
provisions of
of the
in accordance
accordance with
the Act
Act of
of
647), $100.
June 21,
21, 1940 (Public
(Public Law
Law 647),
$100.
FLOOD CONTROL
CONTROL

49 Stat. 1570.
33 U. S.
S. C.
C. If
iI 701a701f,
701f, 701h;
701h; Supp.
Supp. II,
i 701c note.
f

Repayment of adRepayment
vances.
vances.

54 Stat. 1176.
33
U. S.
C: t701
f701 h-1.
h-1.
33U.
S. C:
Salmon
Salmon River,
River,
Alaska.
Alaska.
Surveys, plans, etc.

52 Stat. 1216; 55
65Stat.
639.

33 U. S.
S. C. §i
If 701j,
701,

702a-l%,
702a-134, 702a-12.
Red Run
project.

Mich.

Garrison Reservoir
Reservoir
project.

45 Stat. 434.

construction and maintenance
Flood control, general: For the construction
maintenance of
of
certain
certain public works on rivers and harbors
harbors for
for flood
flood control,
control, and
and for
for
other purposes, in accordance
the Flood
Conaccordance with the
the provisions
provisions of
of the
Flood Conapproved
trol Act, i
approved June 22, 1936, as amended and supplemented,
supplemented,
including printing
and binding,
binding, and
office supplies
and equipment
equipment
including
printing and
and office
supplies and
requiredin
carry .out
required. n the Office
Office of the Chief
Chief of Engineers
Engineers to carry
out the
purposes of this appropriation,
preliminary examinations,
appropriation, and for preliminary
examinations,
surveys, and contingencies
contingencies in connection
connection with
control,
with the
the flood
flood control,
$366,330,400:
$366,330,400: Provided,
Provided, That of the amount
amount herein appropriated,
appropriated,
$650,000
repayments of advances
$650,000 shall be for repayments
advances made under the
the proprovisions of the Act of October 15, 1940
1940 (Public Law
Law 857,
857, Seventy-sixth
Seventy-sixth
Congress)::Provided
Provided further,
appropriated herein
Congress)
further, That funds appropriated
herein may
may
be used for flood-control
flood-control work
the Salmon
Salmon River,
River, Alaska,
as
work on the
Alaska, as
Providedfurther,
further, That funds appropriated
appropriated herein
authorized by law: Provided
may be used to execute detailed surveys, and prepare
prepare plans
spe,ciplans and specifications,
fications, necessary
necessary for the construction
construction of flood-control
flood-control projects
projects
heretofore or hereafter authorized
flood-control projects considauthorized or for flood-control
accordance with the provisions
ered for selection in accordance
provisions of section
section 4
4of the
Flood Control Act approved June 28, 1938, and section 33of the Flood
Control Act approved August 18, 1941 (55 Stat. 638):
Provided
638) :Provided
further, That the expenditure
expenditure of funds for completing
further,
the necessary
necessary
completing the
surveys shall not be construed
construed as aa commitment
commitment of the Government
Government
to the construction
construction of any project: Provided
further, That of the
Provided further,
appropriated $500,000
$500,000 shall be used for the Red Run
amount herein appropriated
Run
Provided further,
(Clinton River) Michigan
Michigan project:
project: Provided
further, That funds
allocated to
to the
the Garrison Reservoir
allocated
Reservoir project
project may be expended
expended for
for
acquisition of any property
Van
acquisition
property within the incorporated
incorporated village of Van
Hook, and the adjacent
adjacent area known as Legion Park, North
North Dakota.
Dakota.
Flood control,
tributaries: For prosecuting
prosecuting
control, Mississippi
Mississippi River and tributaries:
work of flood control
provisions of the Flood
control in accordance
accordance with the provisions
Flood
Control Act approved May 15, 1928, as amended
amended (33
(33 U.
U. S. C. 702a),
702a),
including
binding and
and offi
ce su
pplies and
an d equ
i
pment
including printing
printing and
and binding
office
supplies
equipment
required
required in the Office of the Chief of
to carry
purof Engineers
Engineers to
carry out
out the
the purposes of this appropriation,
appropriation, $67,000,000.
$67,000,000.
Emergency fund for flood
Eixtergency
control on
on tributaries
flood control
tributaries of
of Mississippi
Mississippi
Biver:;For
rescue
River :;j
rescue work and for
repair or
or maintenance
maintenance of
of any
any floodfor repair
flood-
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threatened
control work
work on any
any tributaries of the Mississippi River threatened
control
or destroyed
destroyed by
by flood,
flood, in
in accordance
accordance with section 99of the Flood Conor
1508), $500,000.
tror Act,
approved June
$500,000.
June 15, 1936 (49 Stat. 1508),
Act, approved
trol
Flood
control, Sacramento
California: For prosecuting
prosecuting work
Sacramento River, California:
Flood control,
of flood
control, Sacramento
River, California,
accordance with the
in accordance
California, in
Sacramento River,
flood control,
of
provisions of the Act approved March
March 1, 1917,
1917, as amended
amended (33
(33 U. S. C.
provisions
703,
704;
50
Stat.
849;
55
Stat.
638-651),
$3,600,000.
$3,600,000.
638-651),
55
Stat.
849;
703, 704; 50 Stat.

49 Stat. 1611.
1511.
33 U. S.C.
702g-1.
. . 1702g-1.

39
Stat. 949.
Pig.
39 Stat.

WORKS
CIVIL WORKS
MISCELLANEOUS CIVIL
MISCELLANEOUS
Federal water mains
mains
Federal
Maintenance
and operation,
operation, Certain Federal
Federal Water Mains Outside outside
Maintenance and
C.
D. C.
the
For the
maintenance, operation, improvethe maintenance,
Columbia: For
of Columbia:
District of
the District
ment, extension,
extension, and
and protection
protection of
of Federal
Federal water
located outside
water lines located
ment,
the
District of
of Columbia
Columbia required
required to
to serve
serve nearby Government
Government estabthe District
lishments
with water
water from the water supply system of
facilities with
and facilities
lishments and
interconnections with other water
the District
of Columbia,
Columbia, including
water
including interconnections
District of
the
systems
for emergency
emergency use
wherever located,
located, to be immediately availuse wherever
systems for
able and
be expended
expended under
under the
the direction
direction of the Secretary
Secretary of the
to be
and to
able
Army and
and the
Engineers, $12,000.
supervision of the Chief of Engineers,
the supervision
Army

UNITED
STATES SOLDIERS'
SOLDIERS' HOME
Hom-10.
UNITED STATES
For maintenance
operation of
Soldiers'
the United States Soldiers'
of the
and operation
maintenance and
For
$2,428,000:
Home, to
be paid
from the
the Soldiers'
Soldiers' Home
permanent fund, $2,428,000:
Home permanent
paid from
to be
Home,
of
Hospitalization
Hospitalization of
Provided, That
That this
this appropriation
shall not be available for the pay- members.
appropriation shall
Provided
members.
States
United
in
ment
of
hospitalization
of
members
of
the
Home
the
of
ment of hospitalization of members
Secretary
Army hospitals
in excess
prescribed by.the Secretary
of those prescribed
excess of
rates in
at rates
hospitals at
Army
of the
the Army,
Army, upon
the recommendation
Commissioners
recommendation of the Board of Commissioners
upon the
of
of the
the Home
Home and
and the
Army.
General of the Army.
Surgeon General
the Surgeon
of
THE PANAMA
PANAMA CANAL
CANAL
THE
For every
every expenditure
expenditure requisite
requisite for
for and
maintenance
incident to the maintenance
and incident
For
and operation,
sanitation, and
government of
Canal
the Panama Canal
of the
civil government
and civil
operation, sanitation,
and
including
and Canal
Canal Zone,
construction of
of additional
additional facilities, including
and construction
Zone, and
and
printing and
binding; personal
the District
District of Columbia,
in the
services in
personal services
and binding;
printing
purchase (not
in the
the current
current fiscal year for
twenty-four in
exceed twenty-four
to exceed
(not to
purchase
Damage
claims.
Damage claims.
replacement only),
passenger motor
vehicles; claims for
motor vehicles;
of passenger
hire of
and hire
only), and
replacement
damages to
cargo, crew,
crew, or
passengers, as
section
authorized by section
as authorized
or passengers,
vessels, cargo,
to vessels,
damages
48
U. 8.
C. 11319.
1319.
S. C.
48 U.
10
of title
title 2,
2, Canal
Code, as
as amended
387) •' claims
Stat. 387);
(54 Stat.
amended (54
Zone Code,
Canal Zone
10 of
the conduct of
from
for
damages to property
property arising fr
om the
or damages
of or
losses of
for losses
authorized
business operations;
operations; claims
claims for
for damages
arising
property arising
to property
damages to
authorized business
government
from the
the maintenance
and civil government
sanitation??and
operation, sanitation
and operation
maintenance and
from
facilities; payof the
the Panama
and construction
construction of
of additional facilities,.
Canal, and
Panama Canal,
of
ment
of claims
pursuant to
section 403
403 of
the Federal
Tort Claims
Federal Tort
of the
to section
claims pursuant
ment of
60
6o Stat. 843; 622 Stat.
Act
(28 U.
S. C.. 2672)
of land
land and
land under
under water, 1008.
and land
acquisition of
2672);;acquisition
U. S.
Act (28
Supp.
28 U. 8.
13. O,
O., Sapp.
as
authorized
in
the
Panama
Canal
Act;
expenses
incurred
in
assemassemin
incurred
expenses
Act;
Canal
as authorized in the Panama
1n,126§72.
I} 2672.
62,106.
106.
Ante, pp. V2,
bling,
assorting, storing,
storing, repairing,
and selling
selling material,
material, machinery,
repairing, and
bling, assorting,
37 Stat. 560.
560.
and equipment
equipment heretofore
heretofore or
or hereafter
hereafter purchased
purchased or
or acquired
for the
the
acquired for
48 U. S. C. if 13011301and
In,
1387;
Supp.
II,§ 1301
no
construction
of the
Panama Canal
Canal which
which are
unserviceable or
are unserviceable
the Panama
construction of
d seq.
W7.
Ante, p. 597.
longer needed,
reimbursed from
the proceeds
of such sale;
proceeds of
from the
be reimbursed
to be
needed, to
longer
expenses incident
to conducting
hearings and
examining estimates
estimates for
and examining
conducting hearings
incident to
expenses
appropriations
on the
the Isthmus;
exceed
to exceed
(not to
attendance (not
of attendance
expenses of
Isthmus; expenses
appropriations on
$10,000), when
by the
the Governor,
Governor, at
at meetings
meetings of
organizaof organizaauthorized by
when authorized
$10,000),
tions
concerned with
with activities
pertaining to
to the
the Panama
Panama Canal;
Canal;
activities pertaining
tions concerned
Emer
gencies.
Emergencies.
expenses
incident to
emergency arising
of calamity
calamity by
because of
arising because
any emergency
to any
expenses incident
pro- Travel
flood,
fire, pestilence,
pestilence, or
or like
character not
not foreseen
or otherwise
otherwise proforeseen or
like character
flood, fire,
Travel expenses.
expenses.
vided
not to
and subsistence
subsistence
travel and
for travel
$2,000 for
exceed $2,000
to exceed
herein; not
for herein,•
vided for
expenses of members of the police
forces of
the Panama
Panama
of the
fire forces
and fire
of members of the police and
expenses
il
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Buildings and
and ImBuildings
improvements.
provements.

Allen
Allen cripples.

cipples.

39 Stat.
750.
39
stat. 750.

Relief
payments.
Relie payments.
48 II. S. C. §1372.
48
U..
S..
1372.

Blood
Blood transfusions.
transfsions.

Additional
Additional sums.
sns.

Net profits.
profits.

Waterworks, etc.,
PaWrawnd
Coeonc.
Panama and Colon.
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Canal incident to their special training in the United States; pur-

chase,
construction, repair,
chase, construction,
repair, replacement, alteration,
alteration, or enlargement of
of
buildings, structures,
structures, equipment,
equipment, and
other improvements,
improvements, to
to be
be availbuildings,
and other
available until
until expended,
expended, as
as follows:
able
follows:
Maintenance and
operation of
of the
the Panama
Panama Canal:
Canal: For
of
Maintenance
and operation
For salary
salary of
the Governor,
as authorized
by law;
the
Governor, as
authorized by
law; contingencies
contingencies of
of the
the Governor,
Governor,
including
expended in
his discretion,
not exceedexceedincluding entertainment,
entertainment, to
to be
be expended
in his
discretion, not
ing $3,000;
$3,000; purchase,
delivery-, handling,
handling, and
storing of
of
ing
purchase, inspection,
inspection, delivery,
and storing
materials, supplies,
to all
all departments
materials,
supplies, and
and equipment
equipment for
for issue
issue to
departments of
of
the Panama
Panama Canal,
Canal, the
Panama Railroad,
Railroad, other
other branches
branches of
of the
United
the
the Panama
the United
Government, and for authorized
States Government,
authorized sales; payment
payment in lump sums
of
amounts authorized
authorized by
by the
the Injury
Injury Compensaof not
not exceeding
exceeding the
the amounts
Compensation Act approved
September 7,
approved September
7, 1916
U. S.
cripples
1916 (5
(5 U.
S. C.
C. 793),
793), to
to alien
alien cripples
who are
now a
the Panama
Panama Canal
by reason
reason of
of injuries
injuries
who
are now
a charge
charge upon
upon the
Canal by
sustained while
employed in
the construction
the Panama
Canal;
sustained
while employed
in the
construction of
of the
Panama Canal;
and relief payments
payments authorized
by the
approved July
1937
authorized by
the Act
Act approved
July 8,
8, 1937
(50 Stat. 478);
478) ' $14,500,000,
$14,500,000, together
together with
with all
all moneys
arising from
from
moneys arising
the conduct
conduct of
of business
by the
the
business operations
operations authorized
authorized by
the Panama
Panama Canal
Canal
Act.
Act.
Sanitation: For
For sanitation,
Sanitation:
sanitation, quarantine,
quarantine, hospitals,
hospitals, and
and medical
medical aid
aid
and
of the
insane and
aid and
and support
support of
inand support
support of
the insane
and of
of lepers
lepers and
and aid
of indigent
Canal Zone,
of
digent persons
persons legally
legally within
within the
the Canal
Zone, including
including expenses
expenses of
their deportation
when practicable,
practicable, the
the purchase
purchase of
of artificial
artificial limbs
or
their
deportation when
limbs or
other appliances
appliances for
for persons
persons who
were injured
the service
service of
other
who were
injured in
in the
of the
the
Isthmian
Isthmian Canal
Canal Commission
Commission or
or the
Panama Canal
Canal prior
to Septemthe Panama
prior to
September 7,
1916, additional
to any
any officer
of the
United States
States
ber
7, 1916,
additional compensation
compensation to
officer of
the United
Public Health
with the
Panama Canal
as chief
Public
Health Service
Service detailed
detailed with
the Panama
Canal as
chief

quarantine
quarantine officer, and payments of not to exceed
exceed $50
$50 in any one

case
case to
to persons
within the
Government service
who shall
shall furnish
furnish blood
blood
persons within
the Government
service who
from
from their
to the
the veins
veins of
patients in
their veins
veins for
for transfusion
transfusion to
of patients
in Panama
Panama
Canal
Canal Hospitals,
Hospitals, $3,300,000.
$3,300,000.
Panama Canal and
Civil government:
government: For civil government
government of the Panama
and
Canal Zone,
Zone, including
including gratuities
gratuities and
necessary clothing
clothing for
for indigent
indigent
and necessary
discharged
prisoners, $3,450,000.
discharged prisoners,
$3,450,900.
made available
available
In addition to the foregoing
foregoing sums there is hereby made
for the
for
current fiscal
fiscal year
year for
and reinvestment
the current
for expenditures
expenditures and
reinvestment under
under
the several heads of appropriation
appropriation aforesaid,
without being
aforesaid, without
being covered
covered
into the
into
United States,
and to
to remain
available until
the Treasury
Treasury of
of the
the United
States, and
remain available
until
expended,
by the Panama
Panama Canal
expended, all moneys received by
Canal during
the
during the
current fiscal year from services rendered
materials and
rendered or materials
and supplies
supplies
furnished
States, the Panama
Railroad Company,
Company, the
furnished to the United States,
Panama Railroad
the
Canal Zone government,
their employees,
respectively or
government, or to their
employees 'respectively,
or to
to the
the
Panama Government,
Government, from hotel
hotel and
hospital supplies
supplies and
and services;
and hospital
services;
from rentals,
rentals, wharfage,
like service;
service; from
from labor,
materials, and
and
wharfage, and
and like
labor, materials,
supplies and other services furnished
furnished to
to vessels other
other than
than those
those passpassing through
unable to
through the Canal,
Canal, and to others unable
to obtain
obtain the
same elseelsethe same
where;
where; from the sale of scrap and other byproducts of manufacturing
manufacturing
and shop operations; from the sale of obsolete
obsolete and
and unserviceable
unserviceable
materials, supplies, and equipment purchased
for the
purchased or acquired
acquired for
operation,
maintenance, protection
protection,'sanitation, and government
operation, maintenance,
government of the
the
Canal and
and Canal
Canal Zone;
Zone; and any ne
nettprofits accruing from such
such business
Canal
business
the Treasury
of
to the Panama
Panama Canal shall annually be covered
covered into the
Treasury of
the
the United
United States.
States.
There
also made
the current
the
for the
fiscal year
year for
for the
current fiscal
made available
available for
There is
is also
operation, maintenance,
maintenance, and extension of
of waterworks,
waterworks, sewers,
sewers, and
and
pavements in the cities of Panama
pavements
Panama and Colon, to remain available
available until
expended,
expended, the necessary
necessary portions
portions of such sums as shall be paid during
during
that fiscal
the Government
that
fiscal year as water rentals or directly by the
Government of
of
Panama for such expenses.
expenses.
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COMPANY
RAILROAD COMPANY
PANAMA RAILROAD
PANAMA

such
The
authorized to make such
corporation is hereby authorized
following corporation
The following
expenditures,
within the limits of funds and borrowing authority
authority
expenditures, within
with law, and to make such contracts
available
accord with
contracts and
and
in accord
it in
to it
available to
provided
fiscal year limitations as provided
commitments
regard to
to fiscal
without regard
commitments without
be
Corporation Control Act, as may be
by
Government Corporation
the Government
of the
104 of
section 104
by section
necessary
out the programs set forth in the Budget for
for
carrying out
in carrying
necessary in
hereinafter
such corporation, except as hereinafter
the
each such
for each
1950 for
year 1950
fiscal year
the fiscal
provided:
provided:
Panama Railroad
Railroad Company:
Company: Not to exceed $815,000 (to be comPanama
company shall be availthe funds of the company
of the
puted
accrual basis)
basis) of
an accrual
on an
puted on
expenses,
administrative
year
able
during
the
current
fiscal
year
for
its
administrative
expenses,
fiscal
able during the current
other
company by other
including
administrative services
performed for the company
services performed
including administrative
accordance
determined
be
Government
agencies,
which
shall
be
determined
in
accordance
with
shall
which
Government agencies,
the company's
company's prescribed
prescribed accounting
1946,
accounting system in effect on July 1, 1946,
the
payment of claims, expenses
and shall
shall be
exclusive of
of depreciation,
expenses
depreciation, payment
be exclusive
and
of the
the commissary
audit, commissary
contraband inspection,
commissary contraband
coupon audit,
commissary coupon
of
system
expenditures
the company's
company's prescribed accounting
accounting system
which the
expenditures which
requires
to be
capitalized or
or charged
charged to
to cost of commodities
commodities acquired,
acquired,
be capitalized
requires to
and
connection with acquisition,
acquisition, construction, operation,
in connection
expenses in
and expenses
protection, and disposition
improvement, protection,
disposition of facilities
maintenance, improvement,
which it
or in which
and
other
property
belonging
to
the
company
or
it has an
company
the
to
belonging
and other property
interest.
interest.
PROVISIONS
GENERAL PROVISIONS
GENERAL
SEo.
2. No
of any
contained in this Act shall
appropriation contained
any appropriation
part of
No part
SEc. 2.
for temporary
be
directly or
or indirectly,
except for
temporary employment in
indirectly, except
used directly
be used
services renpayment of any civilian for services
case of
for the
the payment
renemergency, for
of emergency,
case
Zone while occupying aaskilled, technical,
dered by
by him
him on
the Canal
Canal Zone
on the
dered
such
clerical,
executive, or
or supervisory
supervisory position unless such
administrative, executive,
clerical, administrative,
of America
person is
is a
of the
United States
America or of the Republic
States of
the United
citizen of
a citizen
person
of Panama:
Panama: Provided,
That, notwithstanding
notwithstanding the pro(1) That,
however, (1)
Provided, h,owever,
of
1409), limiting
Stat. 1409),
vision in
in the
approved August
11, 1939
(53 Stat.
1939 (53
August 11,
Act approved
the Act
vision
employment in
above-mentioned positions
positions to citizens
citizens of the United
United
the above-mentioned
in the
employment
of
citizens of
States
and after
after the
the date
date of
approval of
of said
said Act,
Act, citizens
of approval
from and
States from
Panama may
may be
be employed
in such
positions; (2) that at no time
such positions;
employed in
Panama
above-menthe above-menshall
number of
of Panamanian
Panamanian citizens
in the
employed in
citizens employed
the number
shall the
tioned
exceed the
the number
of citizens
citizens of the United States
number of
positions exceed
tioned positions
continental
so
employed, if
if United
United States
States citizens
citizens are
available in continental
are available
so employed,
Act
United
States or
or on
Canal Zone;
nothing in this Act
that nothing
(3) that
Zone; (3)
the Canal
on the
United States
person who shall
shall
continued employment
any person
of any
employment of
the continued
prohibit the
shall prohibit
have
'honorable service
service
more years of faithful and honorable
or more
fifteen or
rendered fifteen
have rendered
for skilled,
on
the
Canal
Zone;
(4)
that
in
the
selection
of
personnel
skilled,
personnel
of
selection
the
in
on the Canal Zone; (4) that
executive positions,
technical,
clerical, supervisory,
supervisory, or
or executive
administrative, clerical,
technical, administrative,
shall be efficiency,
the
controlling
factors
in
filling
these
positions
efficiency,
positions
these
filling
in
the controlling factors
citizens of Panama
experience,
training, and
and education;
educ4ion; (5)
all citizens
that all
(5) that
experience, training,
and the
the United
States rendering
rendering skilled,
technical, clerical, adminskilled, technical,
United States
and
under
Canal Zone under
istrative, executive,
executive, or
supervisory service
on the
the Canal
service on
or supervisory
istrative,
more
the
terms
of
this
Act
(a)
shall
normally
be
employed
not
than
employed
be
normally
shall
(a)
Act
the terms of this
forty
hours per
per week,
week, (b)
receive as
compensation equal rates
as compensation
may receive
(b) may
forty hours
of
pay based
rates paid
paid for
for similar
continental
employment in continental
similar employment
upon rates
based upon
of pay
section shall apply
United States
States plus
25 per
per centum;
centum; (
6)this
this entire
entire section
(6)
plus 25
United
only
employed in
technical, clerical,
clerical, administrative,
administrative,
skilled, technical,
in skilled,
persons employed
to persons
only to
executive,
or supervisory
positions on
the Canal
Zone directly
directly or inCanal Zone
on the
supervisory positions
executive, or
directly
by
any
branch
of
the
United
States
Government
or by
by any
or
Government
States
United
the
of
branch
any
by
directly
by
issowned wholly or in part by
corporation
or company
company whose
whose stock
stock i
corporation or
President
the
the
United
States
Government:
Provided
further,
That
President
That
further,
Provided
Government:
States
United
the

59 Stat. 598.
Supp.
C., Stipp.
31 U.S.
U. S. C.
II,
§849.
ni, §849.

Administrative ex.
es.
Administrative
penses.

Canal Zone.
Zone.
CitiDenship
Citizenship requirements.

Employment of
citiens.
Panamanian
Panamanian citizens.
1307
48 U.
U. B.. C.
1301
note.
note.

Limitation.
Limitation.

Employee with ItIt
Employees
serTice.
years' service.
per
Selection of personnel.
Hours of employemployment; pay rates.

Applicability.
Applicability.

seo.
Suspension of section,
tion.

852
852

Persons engaging,
engaging,
etc.,
against
etc., in
in strikes
strikes against
or
or advocating
advocating overoverthrow of U. S. Government.

Affidavit.
Affidavit.

Penalty.

Stat. 810.
60 Stat.

Payment of
of claims.
claims.
60 Stat. 843; 62 Stat.
Stat.
1008.
28U.
11,
28 II. S.C.,
B. C., Supp. IL
§ 2672.
Ante, pp. 62, 108
106.
60 Stat. 903.
Short title.
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may suspend
time to
or in
compliance with
may
suspend from
from time
to time
time in
in whole
whole or
in part
part compliance
with
this section
if he
deem such
course to
the public
interest.
this
section if
he should
should deem
such course
to be
be in
in the
public interest.
S
EC. 3.
3. No
any appropriation
appropriation contained
contained in
in this
or of
of
SEC.
No part
part of
of any
this Act,
Act, or
the funds
made available
available for
for expenditure
by any
included
the
funds made
expenditure by
any corporation
corporation included
in
this Act,
shall be
used to
the salary
salary or
wages of
of any
any person
person who
who
in this
Act, shall
be used
to pay
pay the
or wages
engages
strike against
against the
the Government
of the
United States
States or
engages in
in a
a strike
Government of
the United
or
who is
is a
organization of
of Government
employees that
who
a member
member of
of an
an organization
Government employees
that
asserts the
the right
right to
to strike
strike against
against the
Government of
United States,
asserts
the Government
of the
the United
States,
or who
who is
member of
of an
an organization
organization that
that advoadvoor
who advocates,
advocates, or
or who
is aamember
cates, the
of the
of the
the United
United States
by force
cates,
the overthrow
overthrow of
the Government
Government of
States by
force
or
violence: Provided,
purposes hereof
hereof an
shall
or violence:
Provided, That
That for
for the
the purposes
an affidavit
affidavit shall
be considered
person making
be
considered prima
prima facie
facie evidence
evidence that
that the
the person
making the
the affidavit
affidavit
has not
not contrary
contrary to
to the
provisions of
strike
has
the provisions
of this
this section
section engaged
engaged in
in a
a strike
Government of the
against the Government
the United
United States,
States, is
is not
not a
a member
member of
of an
an
organization of
Government employees
employees that
that asserts
asserts the
the right
to strike
strike
organization
of Government
right to
the Government
Government of
of the
that such
does
against the
the United
United States
States or
or that
such person
person does
not
is not
not a
member of
an organization
organization that
advocates,
not advocate,
advocate, and
and is
a member
of an
that advocates,
the
Government of
of the
by force
the overthrow
overthrow of
of the
the Government
the United
United States
States by
force or
or
violence: Provided
violence:
further That
engages in
strike
Providedfurther,
That any
any person who
who engages
in a
a strike
against
the Government
Government of
of the
the United
United States
or who
against the
States or
who is
is a
a member
member of
of
an organization
Government employees
right to
to
an
organization of
of Government
employees that
that asserts
asserts the
the right
Government of the United States, or who advocates,
strike against the Government
member of
organization that
that advocates,
advocates, the
the overthrow
or who
who is
is a
a member
of an
an organization
overthrow
of the Government
Government of the United States
States by force or violence
violence and accepts
accepts
employment
employment the salary or wages for which
which are paid
paid from any approapprocontained in this
this Act
be guilty
guilty of
felony and,
priation or fund contained
Act shall
shall be
of a
a felony
and,
upon
than $1,000
upon conviction,
conviction, shall be
be fined
fined not more
more than
$1,000 or
or imprisoned
imprisoned
Providedfurther,
for not more than one year, or both: Provided
further, That the above
penalty clause shall be in addition to, and
and• not in substitution
substitution for,
any other provisions
existing law.
law.
provisions of
of existing
SEc. 4.
4. The
the Panama
of EngiEngiSEC.
The Governor
Governor of
of the
Panama Canal
Canal and
and the
the Chief
Chief of
neers, Department
neers,
Department of the
are authorized
authorized to
to employ
employ services
the Army,
Army, are
services as
as
authorized
authorized by section 15 of the Act
U. S.
55a) ,
Act of August
August 2, 1946 (5
(5 U.
S. C.
C. 55a),
exceeding $6,000
in amounts not exceeding
$6,000 for
exceedfor the
the Panama
Panama Canal and
and not
not exceeding
Department of
of the
the Army:
ing $150,000
$150,000 for
for the
the Corps
Corps of
of Engineers,
Engineers, Department
Army:
Provided, That the
the rates
shall not
exceed $100
per
Provided,
rates for
for individuals
individuals shall
not exceed
$100 per
diem.
S
E0. 5.
civil functions
functions of
the Department
SEC.
5. Appropriations
Appropriations for
for civil
of the
Department of
of the
the
Army may be used for the payment
payment of claims under
under the Act of July
3, 1943, and section 403 of the Federal Tort Claims Act (28
(28 U. S,
S. C.
C.
2672);;examination
2672)
examination of estimates
estimates of appropriations
appropriations in the field; and
and
for health programs as authorized
authorized by law (5
(5 U.
U. S.
S. C.
C. 150)
150)..
SEC.
SEc. 6. This Act may be cited as the "Civil Functions Appropriation
tion Act, 1950".
1950".
Approved October 13, 1949.

[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 690]
6901
October 14,1949
14, 1949
(H.
184. R. 165]
163]
[Public
[Public Law
Law 356]
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AN ACT
ACT

To authorize the American
American River Basin development,
development, California,
California, for irrigation
irrigation
reclamation, and for other purposes.
and reclamation,

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of
the
of the
United States
States of America in
Congress assembled,
United
in Congress
assembled, That the Central
Calif.
Valley
2 of the Act of
of
Valley project, California, authorized
authorized by section 2
Congress
Congress of August 26, 1937 (50
(50 Stat. 850),
850), is hereby reauthorized
reauthorized
to include the American
American River development
development as hereinafter described,
which development
described
development is declared to be for the same purposes as described
and
set
forth
in
the
of
August
26,1937
(50
Stat.
850).
Act
Congress
of
26,
1937
(50
850).
Folsom Dam
Darn and
Reservoir.
Reservoir.
SEC.
SEc. 2. The American River development shall consist of: Folsom

American
River
American River
Basin development,
development,

63 STAT.]
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Dam and Reservoir
a storage capacity
Reservoir having a
capacity of approximately
approximately one
million acre-feet, to be constructed
constructed by the Corps of Engineers at such
point below the confluence
confluence of the North Fork and the South Fork
of the American
American River near the city of Folsom, California, as the
the
Secretary of the Army
Chief of
of Engineers
Engineers after
consultation
Secretary
Army and
and the
the Chief
after consultation
with the Bureau
appropriate State, Federal,
Bureau of Reclamation
Reclamation and other appropriate
and local agencies may find most advisable;
advisable; and the following features
for the development
development and use of water, to be constructed,
constructed, operated,
operated, and
and
Secretary of the Interior through the Commismaintained by the Secretary
Hydroelectric
power
cpow
sioner
A hydroelectric
generating plHy't
plant with
with aagenerating
hydroelectric power plant
sioner of
of Reclamation:
Reclamation: A
plant.
capacity of
and twenty
twenty thousand
kilocapacity
of approximately
approximately one
one hundred
hundred and
thousand kilowatts, and necessary
necessary hydroelectric
hydroelectric afterbay power plants and necessary
necessary
electric
transmission lines to the nearest practical interconnection
electric transmission
interconnection
with the Central
project transmission
transmission system;
storage dam
dam
Central Valley
Valley project
system; aa storage
with aa capacity
capacity of
to be
be
of approximately
approximately forty thousand
thousand acre-feet
acre-feet to
a tributary
tributary of the North Fork
Fork of
located on Sly Park Creek, a
of ConConsumnas River, with necessary appurtenant
appurtenant works, including
including aa diversion dam
dam on
on Camp Creek,
Creek, tunnel,
tunnel, conduit,
conduit, and canals for the delivery
sion
delivery
of
water to
in El
Dorado County,
County, and
incidental works
appurteof water
to lands
lands in
El Dorado
and incidental
works appurteInvestigations,
snr.
vesgat'onsur.nant thereto.
thereto. The
The Secretary
Secretary of
Interior, through
Bureau of veY5,
through the Bureau
of the Interior,
nant
etc.
Reclamation, is
hereby further
further authorized
authorized and
directed to
to conduct
conduct
Reclamation,
is hereby
and directed
the necessary
necessary investigations,
investigations, surveys,
studies for
for the
the purpose
purpose of
the
surveys, and
and studies
of
developing
the water
and electric
developing plans
plans for
for disposing
disposing of
of the
water and
electric power
power which
which
would be
made available
available by
by the
the project,
of such
would
be made
project, including
including studies
studies of
such
supplemental works
works and
maintain
supplemental
and equipment
equipment as
as may be
be required to
to maintain
firm supply
supply of
electric energy,
and render
reports thereon
which
aa firm
of electric
energy, and
render reports
thereon which
would
works required
required for
together with
the works
for such
such disposition,
disposition, together
with
would set
set forth
forth the
findings
to their
and financial
feasibility, including
including
findings as
as to
their engineering
engineering and
financial feasibility,
the water
water resources
resources and
American
of the
the entire
entire American
and requirements
requirements of
aastudy
study of
of the
River
areas serviceable
serviceable therefrom,
therefrom, and
and particularly
particularly
River watershed
watershed and
and the
the areas
of
the highest
extending southerly.
feasible level extending
southerly
a diversion
diversion canal
canal at
at the
highest feasible
of a
from
Folsom Reservoir
Reservoir as
as will
permit the
the maximum
from Folsom
will permit
maximum beneficial
beneficial use
use of
of
the water
the lands
under said
said canal
canal in
El
lands lying
lying under
in El
the
water for
for irrigation
irrigation of
of the
Dorado and
and Sacramento
Counties; a
diversion canal
canal at
at the
the highest
highest
Sacramento Counties;
a diversion
Dorado
feasible
the purpose
purpose of
the maximum
beneficial use
use
maximum beneficial
of securing
securing the
level for
for the
feasible level
reservoir
of the
water in
in Placer
Placer County
County extending
extending northerly
from such reservoir
northerly from
of
the water
to a
point on
on the
Bear River
River in
of Sheridan,
California,
Sheridan, California,
the vicinity
vicinity of
in the
the Bear
to
a point
and
conduit or
or conduits
conduits with
with necessary
suppleplants and supplepumping plants
necessary pumping
and aaconduit
mental
from the
the most
most feasible
feasible diversion
point on
on the
the
diversion point
extending from
mental works
works extending
Central Valley
project, California,
California, to
lands and
and municipalities
municipalities
to serve
serve lands
Valley project,
Central
in Contra
Clara, San Joaquin,
Joaquin, and San Benito
Santa Clara,
Alameda, Santa
Costa, Alameda,
Contra Costa,
in
Counties.
Counties.
Recommendations
Nothing
contained in
this Act
Act shall
shall be
be construed
implication or oReeomendations
by implication
construed by
in this
Nothing contained
of Secretary.
otherwise as
allocation of
in the
studies for
purposes
for the
the purposes
and in
the studies
of water
water and
as an
an allocation
otherwise
of
of water
as herein
herein authorized
the
authorized the
water as
disposal of
for disposal
plans for
of developing
developing plans
Secretary of
the Interior
Interior shall
make recommendations
the use
of
use of
for the
recommendations for
shall make
of the
Secretary
water in
State water
water laws,
including but
but not
not limited
limited to
to
laws, including
with State
accord with
in accord
water
such laws
giving priority
priority to
to the
and areas
present
origin for present
areas of origin
counties and
the counties
laws giving
such
and
needs.
future needs.
and future
Reports,
to
Reports, etc.,
etc., to
Said
the reports
reports thereon
thereon shall
submitted to
to the
proper States.
et
to
state
the proper
be submitted
shall be
and the
studies and
Said studies

$8
Stat.
887.
State authorities
under the
procedure provided
provided for
for in
58U.
887.
tat.
Flood
in the
the Flood
the procedure
State
authorities under
33 U.
S.
C. If§701Ma-1,
701a-1,
33
S. C.
701e,
7011,
701j
notes,
Control Act
Act of
of 1944
1944 (Public
706
notes.
70le,
70o,
second *8,
Congress, second
534, Seventy-eighth
Seventy-eighth Congress,
Law 534,
(Public Law
Control
708, 709;,
709; Supp.
Stipp. II,
II,
session).
701e
note; 16
S. C.,
701c
U.S.
M note;
16 U.
C.,
session).
ft
460d,
825s;
43
II.
S.C.,
3u.s.c.,
Folsom
Dam and
construction by the ji5s;82s;
of construction
completion of
upon completion
Reservoir, upon
and Reservoir,
Folsom Dam
390.
of Engineers,
Engineers, to
to the
extent
jtent where
where water
water from
said reservoir
reservoir is
is Transfer to Bureau
from said
the extent
Corps of
xation.Bu
otf Reclamation.
ready to
to be
be turned
into the power
power plant or conduits, shall be of
either into
turned either
ready
transferred to
to the
the Bureau
Bureau of
Reclamation for
and maintemainteoperation and
for operation
of Reclamation
transferred
nance
the supervision
of the
the Secretary of
together
Interior together
of the
the Interior
supervision of
under the
nance under
with the
the other
other features
features of
the American
River development
development herein
herein
American River
of the
with

854

43 U. S.. C.
C. §372
372 et
et
seq.; Supp. II,
.g.;
II, §
§ 385a
et am.
etseq.

58 Stat. 890.
33
U. S. 0.
C. §709.
33U.8.
709.
Consultation with
with
Consultation
local interests.

Coordination, etc.,
Coordination,
etc.,
of works.

Appropriation au.
an.
Appropriation
thorized.
thorned.
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authorized
authorized for construction
construction by
Bureau of
of Reclamation,
by the
the Bureau
Reclamation, all
all in
in
accordance with
with the
(Act of
accordance
the Federal
Federal reclamation
reclamation laws
laws (Act
of June
June 17,
17, 1902,
1902,
Stat. 388,
388, and
and Acts
Acts amendatory
amendatory thereof
or supplementary
32 Stat.
thereof or
supplementary thereto).
thereto).
After the transfer
transfer as
as provided
herein, the
be operated
provided herein,
the dam
dam shall
shall be
operated for
for
in accordance
flood control in
with criteria
criteria established
accordance with
established by
by the
the Secretary
Secretary
of the Army as
provided for
in section
Flood Control
Control Act
of
as provided
for in
section 7
7 of
of the
the Flood
Act of
1944 (Public
534, Seventy-eighth
Seventy-eighth Congress,
Congress, second
second session).
(Public Law
Law 534,
session).
SEC.
SE0. 3. In
In locating and designing
designing the
the works
works authorized
for conconauthorized for
struction by section
this Act
Act the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
Army and
the
section 2
2 of this
the Army
and the
Chief of Engineers, the
Secretary of
of the
Interior and
Commissioner
the Secretary
the Interior
and the
the Commissioner
of
of Reclamation
Reclamation shall
shall give
give due
consideration to
the report
report set
set forth
forth
due consideration
to the
in Bulletin Numbered
Numbered 26
of Water
Water Resources
Resources of
of the
the
26 of the Division
Division of
Department of Public Works of the State
of California,
State of
California, and
and shall
shall
consult the local interests
affected by
by the
construction and
operinterests to
to be
be affected
the construction
and operation of said works, through public
public hearings
or in
in such
other manner
manner
hearings or
such other
as in their discretion
discretion may be found best
suited to
to a
maximum expresexpresbest suited
a maximum
the views
views of
of such
interests.
sion of
of the
such local
local interests.
SEC.
the Interior
S
EC. 4. The Secretary
Secretary of the
directed to
to cause
the operoperInterior is
is directed
cause the
ation of said works to be
coordinated and
integrated with
with the
be coordinated
and integrated
the operaoperation of existing and future features
features of
the •Central
Valley project
of the
Central Valley
project in
in
such manner
manner as will effectuate
effectuate the
fullest and
and most
the fullest
most economic
economic utilizautilization of the land and water resources
of
resources of
of the
the Central
Central Valley
Valley project
project of
California
California for the
widest possible
possible public
public benefit.
the widest
benefit.
SEC.
SEC. 5. There are hereby authorized
authorized to
be appropriated,
appropriated, out
of
to be
out of
any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
such sums
appropriated, such
sums
as are necessary
necessary to
carry out
out the
to carry
the purposes
purposes of
of this
this Act.
Act.
Approved
1949.
Approved October
October 14, 1949.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 691]
691]

October
1949
October 14, 1919
M. R. 3191]
[H.
[Public Law 357)
3657

Federal
Federal Employees'
Employees'
Compensation
Act
Compensation Act
Amendments
1949.
Amendments of 1949.

AN ACT
ACT
To amend the Act approved September
(eh. 458,
458, 39
entitled
September 7,
7, 1916
1916 (ch.
39 Stat.
Stat. 742),
742), entitled
"An Act to provide
provide compensation for employees of the
suffering
the United
United States suffering
injuries
injuries while in the performance
performance of their duties,
purposes", as
as
duties, and
and for
for other
other purposes",
amended,
amended, by extending coverage to civilian officers of the United States and
and
by making
making benefits more realistic in terms of present wage rates, and for
by
other purposes.

it enacted
and House of Representatives
Be it
enacted by the Senate and
Representatives of
of the
the
United States of America
Congress ass
embled, That
Th atthi
Actma
y
America in
in Congress
assembled,
thiss Act
may
he
be cited
cited as
as the
theof
"Federal Employees'
Amendments
Employees' Compensation
Compensation Act Amendments
of
1949".
of 1949".
TITLE I-SUBSTANTIVE
I—SUBSTANTIVE AMENDMENTS
AMENDMENTS
WAITING
WAITING PERIOD
PERIOD MODIFIED
MODIFIED

39 Stat.
Stat. na
743

39 Stat. 743.
5U.S.
C. i 759.
759.
&
U.S. C.
Poet,
PoWt, p. 862.
862.
39 Stat. 743.
Use of leave.

Nom.

SEC.
(a) Section 22 of the Act approved September
SEC. 101. (a)
7, 1916
September 7,
1916
(ch.
(ch. 458,
458, 39
39 Stat. 742)
742) (hereafter
(hereafter in this Act referred to as the "Federal Employees'
Employees' Compensation
eral
Compensation Act"),
Act"), as amended
amended (5 U.
U. S. C.,
C., 1946
1946
edition, sec. 752),
752) ,is hereby
hereby amended
amended to
to read
read as
follows:
as follows:
"SEC.
temporary dis"SEC. 2. That with respect to the first three
three days of temporary
disability
the employee shall not be entitled to compensation
ability the
compensation except as
as
provided in section
section 9, unless such disability exceeds
days
provided
exceeds twenty-one days
in duration
duration or is followed
followed by
by permanent
permanent disability."
disability."
(b) Section 88of such Act (5 U. S. C., 1946 edition,
edition, section
section 758),
758),
is amended
amended to read as follows:
follows:
"SEC. 8.
If at the time the disability begins the employee has annual
annual
"SEc.
8. If
or sick
sick leave
leave to
to his credit
exhausted,
or
credit he may use such leave until it
it is exhausted,
in which
which ease
case his compensation
in
compensation for disability shall not begin, and
and
the time
time periods specified
the
the
specified in section
section 2
2shall not begin to run, until the
ceased."
annual or sick leave has ceased."

63 STAT.]
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TOTAL DISABILITY
BASIC BENEFIT
BENEFIT FOR
DISABILITY
FOR TOTAL
BASIC

SEC. 102.
Compensation
Federal Employees' Compensation
the Federal
of the
Section 33 of
102. Section
SEC.
753), is hereby amended
Act, as
as amended
amended (5
C., 1946
1946 edition, sec. 753),
S. C.,
U. S.
(5 U.
Act,
follows:
to read
read as follows:
to
if the
provided in this Act, if
"SEc. 3.
3. (a)
(a) Except
otherwise provided
as otherwise
Except as
"SEC.
employee
disability is
is total
total the
the United States shall pay to the disabled employee
disability
during such
such disability
monetary compensation
compensation equal to
disability, aa monthly monetary
during
66% per
his monthly pay, which shall be known as his
centum of his
per centum
6623
disability.
basic
compensation for total
total disability.
basic compensation
"(b) Loss,
Loss, or
or loss
loss of
of use,
use, of
both arms, or both feet,
or both
both hands, or
of both
"(b)
or both
legs, or
or both eyes or the sight thereof,
thereof, shall, prima facie,
both legs,
or
constitute permanent
permanent total
total disability."
disability."
constitute

Stat. 743.
743.
39 Stat.

BASIC
FOR PARTIAL
PARTIAL DISABILITY
DISABILITY
BENEFIT FOR
BASIC BENEFIT

Employees' Compensation
SEC. 103.
103. (a)
(a) Section
Compensation
Section 44 of the Federal Employees'
SEC.
Act, as
U. S.
754), is further amended
amended
1946 edition, sec. 754),
C., 1946
S. C.,
(5 U.
amended (5
as amended
Act,
to read
read as follows:
to
"SEc. 4.
4. (a)
(1) Except
Except as otherwise
provided in this Act, if
if the
otherwise provided
(a) (1)
"SEC.
disability is
the United
United States
disabled
States shall pay to the disabled
partial the
is partial
disability
compensation
monetary compensation
a monthly monetary
employee during
disability a
such disability
during such
employee
equal to
to 66%
per centum
of the
the difference
difference between
between his monthly pay
centum of
66% per
equal
beginning of such
and
monthly wage-earning
wage-earning capacity after the beginning
such
his monthly
and his
compensation
partial
shall be
be known
known as
his basic compensation
as his
which shall
disability, which
partial disability,
for partial disability.

t t 743.
39 Stat.

3

Affidavit or report.
report
Affdaitor
employee
"(2) The
The Administrator
require aapartially
disabled employee
partially disabled
may require
Administrator may
"(2)
times
such
and
to
make
an
affidavit
or
other
report,
in
such
manner
at
manner
such
in
report,
other
or
to make an affidavit
as
the Administrator
may specify
as to
his earnings, whether from
to his
specify as
Administrator may
as the
affidavit or other report
In
employment
or
self-employment.
In
such
employment or self-employment.
the
employee shall
shall include
the value
of housing, board, lodging, and
value of
include the
the employee
other advantages
advantages which
which are
part of
employment
remuneration for employment
his remuneration
of his
are part
other
or
earnings in
self-employment and
can be estimated in
which can
and which
in self-employment
are earnings
or are
Forfeiture of
of comcompForeiturgh
t.
right.
money.
when required,
required, fails to make such affi- pensation
individual, iwhen
such individual,
If such
money. If
davit
report, or
if in
n such
report the employee
or report
affidavit or
such affidavit
or if
other report,
or other
davit or
knowingly
omits or
or understates
understates any
earnings or remupart of such earnings
any part
knowingly omits
neration, he
he shall
forfeit his
his right
right to
to compensation
with respect to
compensation with
shall forfeit
neration,
any period
period for
was required
required to be made, and such
report was
such report
which such
for which
any
recovered by deducting the
compensation if
if already
already paid,
paid, shall
be recovered
shall be
compensation,
amount
there
'
d
from
the
compensation
payable
to
him or otherwise Post, p. 964.
to him
payable
compensation
the
from
amount thereof
P. .
recovered
in accordance
section 38,
38, unless
unless such
recovery is waived
waived
such recovery
with section
accordance with
recovered in
pursuant
to
such
section.
Rea
pursuant to such section.
seek
Refusal
to
o seek
t.
"(b) If
If a
a partially
disabled employee
employee refuses
to seek
suitable work
work ,ork
work. etc.
seek suitable
refuses to
partially disabled
"(b)
or refuses
refuses or
neglects to
to work
work after
after suitable
is offered
offered to,
to, proprowork is
suitable work
or neglects
or
cured by,
by, or
for him,
him, he
shall not
not be
entitled to any
be entitled
he shall
secured for
or secured
cured
compensation."
compensation."
39 Stat.
B t t 749.
39
(b) Section
Section 39
such Act
(5 U.
U. S.
C., 1946
edition, sec.
is
s74
789), is
sec. 789),
1946 edition,
S. C.,
Act (5
of such
39 of
(b)
amended by
inserting, after
"affidavit" the
the words
"or report".
report".
words "or
after "affidavit"
by inserting,
amended

SCHEDULED DISABILITIES
DISABILITIES
SCHEDULED
SEC. 104.
Section 55of
of the
Employees' Compensation
Compensation Act,
Act,
Federal Employees'
the Federal
104. Section
SEC.
as
U. S.
C., 1946
edition, sec.
is amended
amended to read
755), is
sec. 755),
1946 edition,
S. C.,
(5 U.
amended (5
as amended
follows:
as follows:
solely
"SEc. 5.
5. (a)
(a) In
In any
case of
permanent disability
disability which involves solely
of permanent
any case
"SEC.
body, or involves
the loss,
loss, or
or loss
loss of
use, of
or function
of the
the body,
function of
member or
of aamember
of use,
the
disfigurement,
provided in
in the
following schedule,
compensabasic compensaschedule, basic
the following
as provided
disfigurement, as
tion
for such
disability shall,
shall, in
in addition
compensation for
for any
to compensation
addition to
such disability
tion for
temporary
or temporary
partial disability,
payable to the
be payable
disability, be
temporary partial
total or
temporary total
disabled
employee for
for the
the period
schedule at the rate
specified in such schedule
period specified
disabled employee

39 Stat.

743.

39taS74

856
856
Compensation in
Compensation
in
lieu
of disability
disability comcompensation.
pensation.
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of 663
66% per
per centum
monthly pay
pay and
and shall,
shall, except
except
.
as otherwise
otherwise
centum of
of his
his monthly
as
(b) and
and in
provided in subsection
subsection (b)
in cases
cases involving
involving disfigurement,
be
disfigurement, be
s
cin
n
in lieu of compensation for such
under
the prepresuch permanent
permanent disability
disability
under the
ceding
of this
this Act:
ceding sections
sections of
Act:
"(1) Arm lost, three hundred
hundred and
and twelve
"(1)
weeks' compensation.
compensation.
twelve weeks'
"(2)
two hundred
"(2) Leg lost, two
hundred and
and eighty-eight
eighty-eight weeks'
weeks'
compensation.
compensation.
hundred and
"(3) Hand lost, two hundred
and forty-four
forty-four weeks'
weeks'
compensation.
compensation.
"(4)
lost, two hundred
"(4) Foot lost,
hundred and
and five
compensation.
five weeks'
weeks' compensation.
"(5)
and sixty
"(5) Eye lost, one hundred and
compensation.
sixty weeks'
weeks' compensation.
"(6) Thumb lost, seventy-five
seventy-five weeks
weeks' compensation.
compensation.
"(7) First
First finger
finger lost,
"(7)
lost, forty-six
forty-six weeks'
weeks' compensation.
compensation.
"(8)
"(8) Great toe lost, thirty-eight
thirty-eight weeks'
weeks' compensation.
compensation.
"(9) Second
"(9)
Second finger
weeks' compensation.
finger lost,
lost, thirty
thirty weeks'
compensation.
"(10) Third finger
finger lost,
"(10)
lost, twenty-five
twenty-five weeks'
weeks' compensation.
compensation.
"(11)
than great
"(11) Toe other
other than
great toe
toe lost,
lost, sixteen
sixteen weeks'
weeks'
compensation.
compensation.
lost, fifteen
"(12) Fourth finger lost,
fifteen weeks'
weeks' compensation.
compensation.
"(13)
"(13) Loss of hearing: (A)
(A) Complete
Complete loss
of hearing
hearing of
loss of
of one
one
compensation; (B)
(B) complete
complete loss
ear, fifty-two weeks' compensation;
loss of
hearing
of hearing
two hundred
hundred weeks'
of both ears, two
weeks' compensation.
compensation.
or percentage
"(14) Binocular vision or
percentage of
of vision:
vision: Compensation
Compensation
for loss
loss of
for
of binocular
for 80
80 per
per centum
or more
the
binocular vision
vision or
or for
centum or
more of
of the
vision of an eye shall be the same
same as
as for
for the
the loss
of the
eye.
loss of
the eye.
"(15)
Phalanges: Compensation
Compensation for
"(15) Phalanges:
loss of
of more
one
for loss
more than
than one
phalanx
be the
phalanx of a
adigit shall be
same as
as for
loss of
the entire
the same
for loss
of the
entire digit.
digit.
Compensation
shall be
Compensation for loss of the first phalanx shall
be one-half
of
one-half of
the compensation
compensation for
for loss
of the
the entire
loss of
entire digit.
digit.
"(16) Amputated
If, in the case of an arm or
or a
"(16)
Amputated arm or leg: If,
a
leg, the member
amputated above
member is amputated
above the
wrist or
the wrist
or ankle,
ankle, compensacompensation shall be the same as for the loss
loss of
of the arm
arm or
respectively.
or leg,
leg, respectively.
"(17)
"(17) Two or more digits: Compensation
Compensation for
loss, or
or loss
loss of
for loss,
of
use, of two or more digits, or one or more phalanges
of each
each of
phalanges of
of two
two
or more digits, of aahand or
or foot,
foot, shall
shall be
be proportioned
proportioned to
loss
to the
the loss
of use of the hand or
or foot occasioned
occasioned thereby.
thereby.
"(18)
"(18) Total loss of use: Compensation for permanent
permanent total
loss
total loss
of use of a
a member
for loss
member shall be the same as for
the member.
member.
loss of
of the
"(19)
"(19) Partial loss or partial loss of
of use:
use: Compensation
Compensation for
for
permanent
of use
use of
permanent partial loss or loss of
of a
may be
be for
for
a member
member may
proportionate loss or loss of use of the member.
proportionate
member. The
The degree
degree of
of
loss of vision or hearing under this schedule
loss
schedule shall be
be determined
determined
correction.
without regard to correction.
"(20) In
In any case in which there
there shall
shall be
be a
aloss
loss of
use,
loss or
or loss
of use,
member or
or parts
of more than one member
parts of
of more
than one
member as
as
more than
one member
enumerated
compensation shall
enumerated herein,
herein, the award of compensation
shall be
be for
for the
the
such member
member or
loss, or loss of use, of each such
or part
part thereof,
which
thereof, which
awards shall
shall run consecutively,
injury afawards
consecutively, except
except that where
where the injury
affects only two or more digits of the same hand
hand or
or foot,
foot, subparasubparagraph (17)
graph
(17) of this schedule shall
shall apply, and that where partial
partial
bilateral
compensation shall be
bilateral loss of hearing is involved, compensation
be comcomboth ears.
puted upon the loss as affecting both
ears.
"(21) Disfigurement:
Disfigurement: Proper
"(21)
Proper and equitable
equitable compensation
compensation not
not
to
exceed $3,500
$3,500 shall,
shall, in addition
compensation paypayto exceed
addition to any other compensation
able under this schedule,
schedule, be awarded for serious
serious disfigurement
disfigurement
of the
the face,
face, head, or neck, if
a character
character likely to
to handicap
of
if of a
handicap aa
person
or maintaining
person in securing
securing or
maintaining employment.
employment.
(b) Notwithstanding
"(13)
Notwithstanding the provisions
provisions of
(a) of
of this
of subsection
subsection (a)
this secsection and the provisions of sections 3 and 4, if the injury
tion and the provisions of sections 3 and 4, if the injury causes the
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total and permanent
permanent loss, or loss of use, of an arm, hand, leg, foot, or
eye (including
(including loss of binocular
binocular vision),
vision), or total and permanent loss
of hearing
hearing of both ears, whether
whether or not the disability also involves
impairments of the body, the individual's basic compensation for
other impairments
to compensation
compensation for periods of temporary
such disability,
disability, in addition
addition to
such
temporary partial
partial disability, shall be 662/3
66% per centum of his
total or temporary
monthly pay for the period specified for such loss, or loss of use, in
subsection (a) of this section
schedule to subsection
section (including
(including paragraphs
the schedule
(16)
thereof), and with
subsequent period
period
with respect to any subsequent
and (20)
(20) thereof),
(16) and
shall be
be as
as provided
provided in
in section
section 3
if the
disability is
provided
or as provided
is total
total or
3 if
the disability
shall
in subsection
(a) of
if the disability is partial.
4 if
of section
section 4
in
subsection (a)
"(c)
The period
compensation payable
payable under
schedule to
under the schedule
of compensation
period of
"(c) The
subsection
(a) of
this section
any injury
injury shall be reduced
reduced
of any
of this
section on account of
subsection (a)
under such schedule
by the
period of
paid or payable uncer
of compensation
compensation paid
by
the period
on account
of a
a prior
prior injury
if compensation
compensation in
in both
cases is
is for
for
both cases
injury if
on
account of
disability of
the same
or function,
function, or
the
different parts of the
or different
same member
member or
of the
disability
same member
or function,
or for disfigurement,
disfigurement, and the Adminisfunction, or
member or
same
trator
finds that
that compensation
payable on
subsequent
the subsequent
on account
account of the
compensation payable
trator finds
disability
in whole
whole or
or in
part would
duplicate the
the compensation
compensation paywould duplicate
in part
disability in
able on
preexisting disability. In
In such cases, for the
of the
the preexisting
on account
account of
able
purposes of
of disabilities
compensation for
for
(b), compensation
in subsection
subsection (b),
specified in
disabilities specified
purposes
disability
continuing after
scheduled period
commence upon
upon
shall commence
period shall
the scheduled
after the
disability continuing
reduced under this subsection.
expiration of such period as reduced
expiration
"(d)
(1) If
an individual
individual who
who has
has sustained
disability compensustained disability
If an
"(d) (1)
sable under
under subsection
(including any
any disability
disability compensable
compensable
(a) (including
subsection (a)
sable
subsection (b)),
under
subsection (a)
(a) by virtue of subsection
to subsection
schedule to
the schedule
under the
and who
valid claim
in his lifetime, dies, from causes
claim in
filed aa valid
has filed
who has
and
other than
before the
the expiration
expiration of
of the
the compensable
compensable period
injury, before
the injury,
than the
other
specified
in such
specified in
in such schedule
schedule
compensation specified
the compensation
schedule, the
such schedule,
specified in
and
at the
individual's death,
whether or
or not
or due
due
accrued or
not accrued
death, whether
the individual's
unpaid at
and unpaid
at
death, shall
be paid,
under an award
made before or after such
award made
paid, under
shall be
at his
his death,
death,
the period
period specified
specified in
to and
the benefit
benefit
for the
and for
schedule, to
in such
such schedule,
for the
death, for
proportions
within the classes
of the
the persons
classes and in the i
proportions
being within
in being
then in
persons then
of
and upon
conditions specified
n the order
specified in this subsection and in
the conditions
upon the
and
named •
named:
10 (H))
"(A)
to the
in section
(_H)) or wholly
section 10
defined in
(as defined
widow (as
the widow
"(A) to
dependent
widower (as
in section
section 10
10 (B)),
(B)), if
if there
there is
is
specified in
(as specified
dependent widower
no
child (as
under the
incapable
or incapable
eighteen or
of eighteen
age of
the age
defined) under
so defined)
(as so
no child
of
or
self-support; or
of self-support;
"(B) if
there are
are both
widower and such aa
a widow or widower
such a
both such
if there
"(B)
child
or children,
or widower
the
and the
widower and
widow or
such widow
to such
one-half to
children, one-half
child or
other
half to
to such
such child
or children;
or
children; or
child or
other half
"(C) if
if there
there is
is no
no such
or widower
widower but
such aachild
or
child or
but such
widow or
such widow
"(C)
children,
then
to
such
child
or
children;
or
or
children;
child
such
children, then to
"(D)
there is
survivor in
the
to the
then to
classes, then
above classes,
the above
in the
no survivor
is no
if there
"(D) if
parent
or
parents
wholly
or
partly
dependent
for
support
upon
upon
support
for
dependent
partly
or
wholly
parents
or
parent
the
decedent, or
wholly or
relatives
dependent relatives
partly dependent
or partly
other wholly
to other
or to
the decedent,
listed
in
section
10
(F),
or
to
both,
in
such
proportions
as
may be
be
as
may
proportions
in
such
both,
or
to
10
(F),
listed in section
provided
regulation; or
or
by regulation;
provided by
"(E) if
if there
is no
survivor in
in any
of the
and
above classes, and
the above
any of
no survivor
there is
"(E)
no
is payable
payable under
under section
section 11,
11, then
such amount,
amount,
then such
allowance is
burial allowance
no burial
not
the amount
amount which
which would
would be
be expendable
under secexpendable under
exceeding the
not exceeding
tion
if such
such section
were applicable,
shall be
paid to reimburse
reimburse
be paid
applicable, shall
section were
11 if
tion 11
any person
persons, equitably
equitably entitled
entitled thereto,
thereto, to
the extent
extent
to the
or persons,
person or
any
and m
in the
proportions that
that they
shall have
have paid
paid the
of
expenses of
the expenses
they shall
the proportions
and
burial
of such
such disabled
but no
insurer
compensated insurer
no compensated
individual, but
disabled individual,
burial of
or other
obligated by
law or
or contract
to pay
such expenses,
expenses,
pay such
contract to
by law
person obligated
other person
or
and no
no State
State or
or political
or entity,
entity, shall
be deemed
deemed so
shall be
subdivision or
political subdivision
and
equitably entitled.
entitled.
equitably

Ante, p.
p. 856.
856.
Ante, p. 856.
855.
Ante,
Ante, p.
p. 855.
Period of compensation.
sation.
Ante, p. 865.
855.

Ante, p. 856.

from other
Death
Death from
other
CBII/036.
caes.
Ante,
855, 856.
Ante, pp. 866,

39 Stat. 745, 744.
6
5 U. S.. 0.
C. I760 (1:1),
(H),
(B).
(B).
Pot,
p. 859.
85.
Post, p.

39 Stat. 744.
5 U. 8.
C. §
17t
5
S. 0.
760 (F).

39 Stat. 745.
5 U. 8.
761.
5
S. C.. §761.
Pod,p. 860.
Post,

858
858

Infra.
Infr.

44
764.
Pt,p. 859.

39
3 Stat,
Stat. 744.
5U. S. C. 760.
Post, p. 859.
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"(2)
"(2) Except
Except for the amount of such
such compensation
payable with
compensation payable
with
respect to any period preceding the disabled
respect
individual's death,
death, the
disabled individual's
the
payments to be made under paragraph
paragraph (1)
payments
shall be
at the
(1) shall
be at
the basic
basic rate
rate
of
compensation for permanent
of compensation
permanent disability
disability specified
specified in
in subsection
subsection (a)
(a)
of this
this section,
of such
of
section, even if at the time of
such death
death the
the decedent
decedent was
was
entitled
to the
the augmented
entitled to
augmented rate specified in section 6
(a).
6 (a).
"(3)
surviving beneficiary
"(3) (A) The right of any surviving
in parabeneficiary listed
listed in
paragraph (1)
(1) to any payment
payment pursuant
pursuant to
to this
benethis subsection,
subsection, except
except a
a beneficiary
(E) thereof, shall be conditioned upon
ficiary under
under clause
clause (E)
his being
being
upon his
alive to
to receive
alive
receive such payment
payment and no such
such beneficiary
shall have
beneficiary shall
have aa
vested
vested right to any such
such payment.
payment.
"(B)
beneficiary to
"(B) The entitlement
entitlement of any beneficiary
under clauses
clauses
to payments
payments under
(A)
to (D)
of paragraph (1)
(1) shall cease upon
(A) to
(D) of
upon the
the happening
happening of
of
any
event which
right of
any event
which would
would terminate
terminate the right
beneficiary to
of such
such beneficiary
to
compensation for
the cessation
compensation
for death
death under section 10. Upon the
the
cessation of
of the
entitlement
entitlement of any beneficiary
beneficiary under such
such clauses
(D), the
clauses (A)
(A) to
to (D),
the
compensation
compensation remaining unpaid under paragraph
paragraph (1)
(1) which
would
which would
have
have been
been payable
payable to him had such entitlement continued
be
continued shall
shall be
payable
to the
beneficiaries, if
payable to
the surviving
surviving beneficiary
beneficiary or beneficiaries,
if any,
any, within
within
the same
same class
or, if
if there are none, then to
to the
the
class or,
beneficiary or
the beneficiary
or benebeneficiaries
ficiaries next entitled
entitled to priority under such
such paragraph."
paragraph."
ELIMINATION
MAXIMUM AND
AND INCREASE
ELIMINATION OF
OF MAXIMUM
INCREASE OF
MINIMUM BENEFIT
BENEFIT
OF MINIMUM
AMOUNT-DEPENDENTS' 7BENEFITS,
AMOUNT—DERENDENTS
BENEFITS, AND
FORili.
AND SO
SO FORTH

39
Stat. 743.
39Stat
743.

m

Ante,, p.
p. 8s
855.
A
Ante, p.
p.8855.
Ante,
Limitation.
Limitation.

SEC.
105. Section
Employees' Compensation
SEC. 105.
Section 66of the Federal Employees'
Compensation Act,
Act,
as
(5 13.
U. S.
S. C., 1946 edition, sec. 756),
756), is
as amended
amended (5
is further
further amended
amended
follows:
to read as follows:
"SEc. 6.
6. (a)
(a) (1)
(1) While the disabled employee
employee has
"Six.
more
has one
one or
or more
dependents, his
basic compensation
dependents,
his basic
compensation for disability payable
secpayable under
under
section
section 5
5 (a)
(a) (including
under the
tion 33 or
or section
(including compensation
compensation payable under
the
schedule
to
section
5 (a)
virtue of
5 (b))
schedule to section 5
(a) by
by virtue
of section
section 5
(b) )shall be augmented
augmented
at the
at
the rate
rate of 81/3
81/3 per centum
centum of his monthly pay,
and his
basic compay, and
his basic
compensation for
for disability
payable under section 44 (a)
be augpensation
disability payable
(a) shall be
augmented
the rate
rate of 8
81/3
mented at
at the
1
/3 per centum of the difference
difference between
his
between his
monthly pay

and his
his monthly
monthly wage-earning
Provided, That
monthly pay and
wage-earning capacity: Provided,
f or any period
for
period of
t
em p
orary t
ot
aldi
sa bili ty t
he augmentation
augmentat i
on of his
of temporary
total
disability
the
of his
Ante,
p. 855.
Atc, p.
s8
basic
compensation
for
disability
payable
under
section
3
basic compensation for disability payable
3 shall be
limited to
part of
of his
his monthly
limited
to that
that part
monthly pay which is not in
in excess
excess of
of $420.
$420.
"Dependent."
"Dependent."
"(2)
As
used
in
this
"(2) As used in this subsection,
subsection, the term 'dependent'
'dependent' shall mean
mean
any of the following:
following:
"(A) A wife, if
if (i)
a member of the
"(A)
(i) she is a
same household
the same
household as
as
the
or is
receiving regular contributions from
the employee
employee or
is receiving
him toward
from him
toward
her
support, or
or (ii)
been ordered
ordered by any court to
to contribute
her support,
(ii) he
he has
has been
contribute
to
to her
her support.
support.
"(B)
A husband,
dependent by
"(B) A
husband, if
if wholly dependent
by reason
reason of
of his
own
his own
physical or mental
mental dis
physical
ability u
pon the
th e employee
emp l
oyee for
disability
upon
for support.
support.
39 Stat. 745.
59 s. 7.
".(C) An
defined in section
5tLS.O. *760 (H).
section 10
"(C)
An unmarried
unmarried child (as defined
10 (H)),
(H) ), while
while
such
is under
such child
child (i)
(i) is
under eighteen
eighteen years of age or,
or, if
if over
over eighteen,
eighteen,
is incapable
is
incapable of
of self-support
self-support by reason
reason of mental or
or physical
physical disdisability, and
and (ii)
(ii) is
is living
living with
the employee
receiving regular
ability,
with the
employee or receiving
regular
contributions toward his support from the
contributions
the employee.
employee.
39
Stat. 745.
au.s.c.
74
.
"(D) A
parent (as
(as defined
5U. S. C. 780 (II).
"(D)
A parent
defined in section 10 (H)),
(II)), while wholly
wholly
Addition
comdependent dependent upon and supported
supported by
by the
the employee.
employee.
Additional
compensadndition.al
ompe"(b)
sation.
otherwise speci"(b) (1)
(1) In
In addition
addition to
to the monthly compensation
compensation otherwise
specified
Act the
may
fied in
in this
this Act,
the Administrator
Administrator m
aypay
'Day an injured
injured e
mpl oyee ,w
ho
employee,
who
has been awarded compensation,
compensation, an
additional sum of not more than
has been awarded
an additional
than
$75 aft. month,
as the Administrator
necessary, when
$75
month, as
Administrator may deem necessary,
when the
the
Administrator
shall find
Administrator shall
find that the service of an attendant is
is necessary
necessary
constantly to
used by
reason of the employee's
employee's being
being totally
constantly
to be
be used
by reason
totally bind,
blind,
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or being
or having
hands or
feet or
being
use thereof, or
or the
the use
both feet
or both
lost both
both hands
having lost
or
resulting
paralyzed
unable to
to walk,
walk, or
or by
by reason
disability resulting
reason of other disability
and unable
paralyzed and
from the
the injury
rendering him
so helpless
helpless as to require
him so
actually rendering
injury actually
from
constant attendance.
attendance.
constant
"(2)
Administrator may
may pay
pay to
to any
disabled individual
individual who
any disabled
The Administrator
"(2) The
is
vocational rehabilitation
rehabilitation pursuant
pursuant to the Administrais undergoing
undergoing vocational
compensation necessary
tor's
direction under
under section
additional compensation
necessary
9 (b)
(b) additional
section 9
tor's direction
per month.
for his
maintenance, but
not to
to exceed
$50 per
exceed $50
but not
his maintenance,
for
"(c) Except
Except as
otherwise authorized
section 42, the monthly
under section
authorized under
as otherwise
"(c)
rate of
compensation for
for disability,
disability, including
including any
augmented comany augmented
of compensation
rate
pensation payable
payable by
of subsection
subsection (a)
(a) but
but not including any
reason of
by reason
pensation
sum
by reason
of subsection
subsection (b),
more than $525
$525
shall not be more
(b), shall
reason of
payable by
sum payable
$112.50
per
month and
in cases
cases of
total disability
shall not
than $112.50
not be less than
disability shall
of total
and in
per month
per
month, unless
unless the
pay is
is less in which case his
monthly pay
employee's monthly
the employee's
per month,
monthly
rate of
for total
total disability
disability shall
equal to his
be equal
shall be
compensation for
of compensation
monthly rate
full monthly
monthly pay.
full
pay.
"(d) (1)
case of
person who
who at the time of the injury
any person
of any
the case
In the
(1) In
"(d)
was a
aminor
minor or
or employed
in a
capacity and
and who, prior to the
learner's capacity
a learner's
employed in
was
injury, was
was not
not physically
mentally handicapped,
handicapped, the
Administrator
the Administrator
or mentally
physically or
injury,
shall, on
on any
any review
under section
section 37
37 after
time when
the wagewhen the
the time
after the
review under
shall,
earning
capacity of
of such
such person
injury,
the injury,
for the
but for
probably, but
would probably,
person would
earning capacity
have increased,
prospectively recompute
recompute the
monetary compensation
compensation
the monetary
increased, prospectively
have
payable
for disability
disability on
basis of
of an
an assumed
assumed monthly
monthly pay corthe basis
on the
payable for
responding
wage-earning capacity. The
increased wage-earning
probable increased
such probable
to such
responding to
a disabled
Administrator
may, on
disabled
after a
37 after
section 37
under section
review under
any review
on any
Administrator may,
employee
has attained
age of
years and
and the
wage-earning
the wage-earning
seventy years
of seventy
the age
attained the
employee has
capacity of
of the
employee wpuld
and
probably, aside from and
would probably,
disabled employee
the disabled
capacity
decreased on account
independently of
of the
injury, have
account
have decreased
the injury,
of the
effects of
the effects
independently
of old
old age,
age, prospectively
monetary compensation
compensation
the monetary
recompute the
prospectively recompute
of
payable for
for disability
disability on
the basis
of an
monthly pay
assumed monthly
an assumed
basis of
on the
payable
wage-eaing
capacity.
corresponding to
to such
decreased wage-earning
wage-earning capacity.
probable decreased
such probable
corresponding
"(2)
If a
individual, without
good cause,
to apply
apply
fails to
cause, fails
without good
disabled individual,
a disabled
"(2) If
for
and
undergo
vocational
rehabilitation
when
so
directed
pursuant
pursuant
directed
so
when
rehabilitation
vocational
undergo
for and
to
and the
the Administrator,
Administrator, upon
upon review
review under
section
under section
(b), and
section 99 (b),
to section
37, finds
finds that
that in
in the
absence of such
individual's wagesuch failure the individual's
the absence
37,
earning capacity
have substantially
substantially increased,
increased, the
the
probably have
would probably
capacity would
earning
Administrator may
may prospectively
prospectively reduce
the individual's
individual's monetary
reduce the
Administrator
compensation in
accordance with
with what
what would
his
have been his
probably have
would probably
in accordance
compensation
wage-earning
capacity in
in the
the absence
absence of
of such
failure, until
until the
!th
nthe indisuch failure,
wage-earning capacity
Administrator's direction."
vid.ual
complies with the Administrator's
direction."
faith complies
good faith
in good
vidual in

Payment
for vocavocaPayment for
tional
tional rehabilitation.
rehabilitation.
Post, p.
882.
Post,
p. 862.
Monthly
rate.
Monthly rate.
39 Stat.
Stat. 750.
760.
39
U. S.
O. 1
793.
793.
55U.
S. 0.

Recompntation of
ot
Recomputation
compensation
mifor micompensation for
nors,
learners, etc.
etc.
nors, learners,
39 Stat.
Stat. 749.
749.
39
U. S. C.
C.
787.
55U..
. 1787.

Failure to
to undergo
undergo
Failure
vocational
rehabilite,
vocational rehabilitation.
tion.
p. 862.
862.
Post,
Post, p.

749.
39
39 Stat.
Stat. 749.
C. 1
1787.
787.
55U. B..a.i

INCREASE
IN DEATH
SO FORTH
FORTH
AND SO
BENEFITS, AND
DEATH BENEFITS,
INCREASE IN

Compensation
SEC. 106.
106. (a)
Section 10
the Federal
Federal Employees'
Employees' Compensation
of the
10 of
(a) Section
SEC.
further amended
Act,
as amended
amended (5
(5 U.
S. C.,
C., 1946
1946 edition,
amended
is further
760), is
sec. 760),
edition, sec.
U. S.
Act, as
by
out "6623"
"66%" wherever
wherever it
it occurs
and inserting
thereof
lieu thereof
in lieu
inserting in
occurs and
striking out
by striking
"75";
striking. out
clauses (A)
(A) and
and (B)
and inserting
inserting in
in
(B) and
in clauses
"35" in
out "35"
by striking
"75"; by
lieu
thereof "45";
"45"; by
in clause
com"the comwords "the
the words
(C) the
clause (C)
out in
striking out
by striking
lieu thereof
pensation payable
clause (A)
(A) or
or clause
clause (B)"
in
inserting in
and inserting
(B)" and
under clause
payable under
pensation
(C)
clauses
lieu
thereof
"40
per
centum";
by
striking
out
"10"
in
(C)
and
"10"
out
striking
by
centum";
lieu thereof "40 per
"25" in
(D) and
and inserting
in lieu
and by
by striking
striking out "25"
"15"; and
thereof "15";
lieu thereof
inserting in
(D)
clause
(D)
and
inserting
in
lieu
thereof
"35".
"35".
thereof
lieu
in
inserting
clause (D) and
(b)
as amended,
amended, is
is further
further amended
amended to
to
section, as
of such
such section,
(K) of
Clause (K)
(b) Clause
read
as
follows:
read as follows:
"(K)
In computing
computing compensation
compensation under
under this
section the
the
this section
"(K) In
monthly
pay
shall
be
considered
not
to
be
less
than
$150,
but
the
the
but
$150,
than
less
be
to
not
considered
be
monthly pay shall
total monthly
shall not
not exceed
monthly pay
pay
the monthly
exceed the
compensation shall
monthly compensation
total
computed
as
provided
in
section
12
or
the
sum
of
$525."
$525.n
of
sum
the
or
12
section
in
computed as provided
(c) Clause
Clause (B)
(B) of
of such
such section,
so amended,
amended
further amended
is further
amended, is
as so
section, as
(c)
to
read
as
follows:
to read as follows:

Stt. 744.
39 Stat.
5
f780 (A)(A)5 U.S.
U. . O.
0..170

(D).
(D).

Stat. 745
39 Stat.
39
745.
5
S. 0.
(K).
760 (K).
5 17.
U.S.
0. 1760
Monthly pay.
pay.
Monthly

Post, p.
p.
862.
PEt
p6.2

39 Stet
Stat. 744.
744.
39
760(B).
(B).
5511.8.0.1
U. . C. 170
Supra.
SUP-*
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39 Stat. 744,
4 745.
5U. S. C. §760
760 (4
(C),
(D), (0).
(D3),
()745
Stat. 745.
39 Stat.
5U.
U. S. C. §760 (L).
Penalty.
Penalty.

9 .stc
f.

5

)

.. . 760 (L).

Ante,
858.
Ante, pp.
pp. 855, 88.

86,
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"(B) To the widower, if
"(B)
centum if
if
if there is
is no
no child,
child, 45
45 per
per centum
wholly dependent
dependent for support, by
by reason
of his
physical or
or mental
mental
reason of
his physical
disability, upon the deceased employee
of her
employee at the
the time of
her death.
death.
This compensation
compensation shall be paid until his death
or marriage
or
death or
marriage or
until he becomes
becomes capable of self-support."
self-support."
(d) Such section,
section, as
as so
so amended,
further amended
amended by
amended, is
is further
by striking
striking
out the second sentence
(C), the
sentence of
clause
sentence of clause
clause (C),
the last
last sentence
of clause (D),
(D),

and the
sentence of
clause (G).
(G).
and
the last
last sentence
of clause
(e) Clause
Clause (L)
(L) of
so amended,
to read
(e)
of such
such section,
section, as
as so
amended, is
is amended
amended to
read

as
follows:
as follows:
"(L)
"(L) IfIf any person
person entitled to compensation under this section
or section 5
5 or 6, whose compensation
this or
or of
of
compensation by
by the
the terms
terms of
of this
such other section ceases or is to be
his marriage
or
be reduced
reduced upon
upon his
marriage or
upon the marriage of his dependent, accepts after
after such
such marriage
marriage
any payments or compensation
compensation to which
is not
entitled, he
he
which he is
not entitled,
shall be punished by aa fine of not more
than $2,000
immore than
$2,000 or
or by
by imprisonment for not more than one
one year,
fine and
and
year, or
or by
by both
both such
such fine
imprisonment."
imprisonment."
LIBERALIZATION
T.TRERALIZATION OF
OF BURIAL
PAYMENTS
BURIAL PAYMENTS

39
Stat. 745.
398tat.745.

39 Stat. 743.
39U. tS.. C. §759.
5
Peet,
P. 862*
Postt
39 Stat.
747.
U.
U.S.

7s. .
p. ml.
. C.
im.
C.. sm.

SEc.
107. Section
Section 11 of the Federal
Employees' Compensation
Compensation
S
EC. 107.
Federal Employees'
Act, as amended (5 U. S. C., 1946 edition, sec. '761),
amended
761), is further amended
to read as follows:
follows:
"SEC.
If death results from the injury the United States
"SE°. 11. If
shall
States shall
pay, to the personal representative
representative of
deceased employee
employee or
or otherotherof the
the deceased
wise, funeral and burial expenses not to exceed $400, in the discretion
discretion
of the Administrator. In the case of an employee whose
within
whose home
home is
is within
the United States, if his death results from the injury while
he is
away
while he
is away
from his home or official station or is outside of the United States, or
if his death results from other causes while he
his home
home
he is
is away
away from
from his
or official
station for
for the
purpose of
of receiving
or other
other services,
or
official station
the purpose
receiving medical
medical or
services,

appliances, or
or supplies
supplies under
9or
under section
appliances,
under section
section 9
or examination
examination under
section
21, and if
discretion
if so
so desired
desired by
by his relatives, the body
body shall,
shall, in
in the
the discretion
of the Administrator, be
be embalmed
embalmed and
and transported
transported in
in a
a hermetically
hermetically
sealed casket to the home or last place of residence of the employee
employee
at the expense of the employees'
employees' compensation
compensation fund. If,
If, in
in such
such cases,
cases,
request for return of the body is not made by the
relatives,
the decedent's
decedent's relatives,
Administrator may provide for the disposition of
the Administrator
of the remains
remains and
and
incur, and cause payment from the employees'
employees' compensation
compensation fund
fund of,
of,
such necessary
necessary transportation,
transportation, funeral, and burial expenses
expenses as
as under
under
the circumstances
circumstances shall be reasonable."
reasonable."
EXTENSION
OF COVERAGE,
COVERAGE, AND
EXTENSION OF
AND 80
SO FORTH
FORTH

39 Stat. 750.
39
stat. 7o5.

"Employee."

Emplyee.

SEO. 108.
108. (a)
Section 40
40 of
of the
Federal Employees'
Compensation
SEa.
(a) Section
the Federal
Employees' Compensation
Act, as
790), is further amended,
as amended (5 U. S. C., 1946 edition, sec. 790),
amended,
by designating
designating the paragraphs
paragraphs thereof, following the
the introductory
introductory
phrase, as paragraphs
paragraphs "(a)",
"(a)", "(b)
"(b)",
"(d)", "(e)",
"(f)",
"(g)",
", "(c)",
(c)")"(d)",
"(e) "(f)","
,
(g) ,
and "(h)",
and
"(
h) ", respectively.
respectively.
(b) Paragraph
Paragraph (b)
designated, defining
defining the
(b) of such section,
section, as
as so
so designated,
the
term "employee",
"employee", is further amended
amended to read as follows:
follows:
(b) The term 'employee'
(1) all civil officers and employees
"(b)
'employee' includes (1)
of all branches of the Government
Government of the United States (including
(including
officers
officers and employees of instrumentalities
of the
the United
wholly
instrumentalities of
United States
States wholly
owned
States);;(2) commissioned
owned by the United States)
commissioned officers of
Regular
of the
the Regular
Corps of
of the Public Health Service; (3)
(3) officers
officers in the Reserve
Reserve of
of the
the
Public
Public Health Service on active duty; (4)
(4) persons rendering personal services of aakind similar to those of civilian officers or
or employees
employees
independent establishment,
of the United States to any department, independent
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instrumentalities of the United States
or agency thereof
thereof (including instrumentalities
compensation or for nominal comwholly owned by it), without compensation
compensation, in any case in which acceptance
acceptance or use of such services is
is
authorized
authorized by an Act of Congress or in which provision is made by
law for payment
payment of the travel
travel or other expenses
expenses of such person; and
and
(5)
independent contractors
(5) persons, other than
than independent
contractors and their employees,
employees,
employed
Reservation in the State of Wisemployed on the Menominee Indian Reservation
September 7, 1916, in operations conducted
conducted
consin, subsequent to September
pursuant
pursuant to the Act entitled 'An Act to authorize
authorize the cutting of
of
and sale
sale of
lumber, and
the i
preservation of
of
timber, the manufacture
manufacture and
of lumber,
and the
preservation
forests on
Indian Reservation
Reservati on in
n the
the forests
on the
the Menominee
Menominee Indian
the State
State of
of
Wisconsin',
Wisconsin', approved
approved March 28, 1908, as amended,
amended, or any other Act
Act
relating to tribal timber and logging operations on the Menominee
Reservation."
Reservation."
(c)
Paragraph (c)
(c) Paragraph
(c) of such section,
as so
so designated,
defining the
section, as
designated, defining
the
"commission", is further
amended by inserting
term "commission",
further amended
inserting "former"
"former" after
after
the words "provided
the words "to the" and by striking out the
"provided for in
in
section
section 28".
28".
(d)
(d) Paragraph (f) of such section, as so designated,
designated, defining
defining the
the
term
"monthly pay",
amended by
by inserting,
immediately
term "monthly
pay", is
is further
further amended
inserting, immediately
before
the period,
following: "except
"except when
otherwise determined
determined
before the
period, the
the following:
when otherwise
under section 66 (d)
(d) with respect
respect to any period".
(e) Such section is further amended by adding
adding thereto
a new
new para(e)
thereto a
graph "(i)"
reading as
as follows:
follows:
graph
"(i)" reading
"
(i) The term
"(i)
term 'Administrator'
'Administrator' means the
the Federal
Federal Security
Security
Administrator."
Administrator."

861

35
35 Stat.
Btat. 51.
51.

Pot,
84.
Post,D.. 854.

Ante, p.
p. 859.
Ane,
859.

"Admrinstrator."
"Administrator."

INCREASE OF
COMPUTATION BASE
BASE WHERE
WHERE INJURY
OCCURRED BEFORE
BEFORE
INCREASE
OF COMPUTATION
INJURY OCCURRED
JULY
1946
JULY 1
1,7 1946

SEC. 109.
Notwithstanding any
other provision
provision of
or of
SEC.
109. Notwithstanding
any other
of this
this Act
Act or
of the
the
Federal Employees'
the
Compensation Act, the
the monthly pay upon the
Federal
Employees' Compensation
basis
which compensation
death is
is computed
computed under
under
for disability
disability or
or death
basis of
of which
compensation for
the Federal
Federal Employees'
Compensation Act,
Act, as
amended, shall,
shall, effective
effective
as amended,
the
Employees' Compensation
on the
first day
of the
first calendar
enactment of
this
of this
month following
following enactment
the first
calendar month
on
the first
day of
Act, be
increased by
40 per
if the
injury (or
(or injury
injury causing
the injury
causing
Act,
be increased
by 40
per centum
centum if
death) occurred
before May
1, 1943,
1943, in
in the
the cases
of persons
persons employed
employed
cases of
May 1,
occurred before
death)
in
service whose
compensation was
by the
the Act
Act of
of
was affected
affected by
whose compensation
postal service
in the
the postal
April 9,
9, 1943
(57 Stat.
59), or
all other
other
January 1, 1941,
1941, in all
or before
before January
Stat. 59),
April
1943 (57
cases,
or by
by 10
per centum
if the
injury causing
causing death)
the injury
injury (or
(or injury
death)
cases, or
10 per
centum if
occurred on
after such
date but
before July
July 1,
1, 1946,
except that
that such
such
1946, except
but before
such date
occurred
on or
or after
increase shall
shall in
exceed $50.
$50
i : This
to an
any
y
shall apply
apply to
This section
section shall
no event
event exceed
in no
increase
case
death caused
caused by
an injury
of whether
whether such
such
regardless of
by such
such an
injury, regardless
case of
of death
death
occurs or
or occurred
before or
or after
of this
this Act.
Act.
the enactment
enactment of
after the
occurred before
death occurs

39 U. S.. o.
O. f4
i. 836,
a83
836 note.

Applicabilty.
Applicability.

TITLE
II—TECHNICAL AMENDMENTS
AMENDMENTS
TITLE II-TECHNICAL
REMEDY
EXCLUSIVENESS OF
OF REMEDY
EXCLUSIVENESS

Sr.o.
201. Section
the Federal
Employees' Compensation
Compensation Act,
Act,
Federal Employees'
Section 77 of
of the
SEC. 201.
as
amended (5
(5 U.
C., 1946
1946 edition,
757), is
further amended
is further
amended
edition, sec.
sec. 757),
U. S.
S. C.,
as amended
by
immediately before
before the
first sensenthe first
the designation
designation "(a)"
"(a)" immediately
by inserting
inserting the
tence thereof
thereof and
and by
such section
subsection reading
reading
new subsection
to such
section aanew
by adding
adding to
tence
as
follows:
as follows:
"(b)
The liability
of the
United States
instrumentalof its
its instrumentalStates or
or any
any of
liability of
the United
"(b) The
ities under
under this
this Act
Act or
with respect
to the
injury
the injury
respect to
thereof with
or any
any extension
extension thereof
ities
or
of an
an employee
in place,
place, of
other
of all
all other
exclusive, and
and in
shall be
be exclusive,
employee shall
or death
death of
liability of
the United
or such
such instrumentality
instrumentality to
the employee,
employee,
to the
States or
United States
liability
of the
his
legal representative,
representative, spouse,
spouse, dependents,
dependents, next
next of
and anyone
anyone
of kin,
kin, and
his legal
otherwise entitled
to recover
from the
such
or such
the United
United States
States or
damages from
recover damages
otherwise
entitled to

39 Stat. 743.

Liability of
of U.
U. S.
Liability
S.

862
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instrumentality, on
of such
such injury
injury or
or .death,
in any
instrumentality,
on account
account of
death, in
any direct
direct
judicial proceedings
judicial
proceedings in
or in
admiralty, or
by proceedproceedin a
a civil
civil action
action or
in admiralty,
or by
ings, whether
administrative or
whether administrative
or judicial,
any other
workmen's
judicial, under
under .any
other workmen's
Nonapplicability.
Nonapplicability.
compensation law or under any Federal tort liability statute: Procompensation
Provided,
vided, however, That
That this
subsection shall
to a
or
this subsection
shall not
not apply
apply to
a master
master or
a member
a
member of
the crew
crew of
of any
any vessel."
of the
vessel."
SEC.
(a) Section
S
EC. 202. (a)
Section 9
9 of
of the
Federal Employees'
Employees' Compensation
Compensation
the Federal
39 Stat. 743.
39Stat.74.
Act, as amended
amended (5 U. S. C., 1946 edition, sec. 759),
759), is
is amended
amended by
by
inserting before the first
first sentence
thereof the
and
sentence thereof
the designation
designation "(a)"
"(a)" and
by adding at the
the end
end of such
such section
section a
reading as
a new
new subsection
subsection reading
as
follows:
follows:
Vocational rehabiliVooato- rehabili"(b)
permanently disabled
"(b) The Administrator
Administrator may direct
direct any permanently
disabled
tation.
is compensable
compensable under
under this
individual whose
whose disability
disability is
Act to
to undergo
undergo
this Act
and shall
shall make
vocational rehabilitation
rehabilitation and
make provision
provision for
furnishing
for furnishing
vocational
vocational rehabilitation
rehabilitation services
services in
in such
such cases.
cases. In
for
In providing
providing for
such services,
Administrator shall,
shall, ins
of
ar as
as practicable,
practicable,utilize
utilize
such
services, the
the Administrator
insofar
the services or facilities
facilities of State agencies (or corresponding
corresponding agencies
agencies
in Territories or
or possessions)
possessions) cooperating
with him
in carrying
out
cooperating with
him in
carrying out
40
41 Stat.
Stat. the purposes of the Vocational Rehabilitation Act, as amended, except
40 Stat.
stat. 617;
617; 41
the purposes of the Vocational Rehabilitation
amended, except
735.
U. S. C.
31-44. to the extent
29 U.S.
. 11 31-44.
provides for
extent that the Administrator
Administrator provides
for furnishing
furnishing such
such
Payment for
for servPayment
erv- services under subsection (a)
(a) of this section. The cost of providing
providing
ices.
such services to individuals
undergoing vocational
rehabilitation purindividuals undergoing
vocational rehabilitation
pursuant to such direction shall be paid from the employees'
employees' compencompensation fund, except that in
in reimbursing
reimbursing any
any State
agency (or
(or
State agency
corresponding
a Territory or
or possession)
corresponding agency of a
possession) under
any
under any
arrangement pursuant to this subsection
arrangement
subsection there shall be excluded any
reimbursable in full
full under
under section
cost to such agency reimbursable
section 3
3 (a)
(a) (4)
(4) of
of
57 Stat. 376.
7Stat
33
Vocational Rehabilitation Act, as amended."
amended."
29
U. S. C.
O. t§
33
U.S.
s3 (a)
(a) the Vocational
(4).
(b) Section
Section 9
9of
of the
Compensation Act,
as so
so
Act, as
73
(b)
the Federal
Federal Employees'
Employees' Compensation
39 st
Stat. 743.
U. s.
S. c.
O. 759.
u6U.
759.
aamended, is
is further
further amended
amended by inserting
amended,
the last
last
inserting immediately
immediately before
before the
Initial
iti medical,
medical, etc.,
etc. sentence of subsection (a) of such section the following:
Adminfollowing: "The
"The Adminbenefits.
istrator may,
may, under such limitations
istrator
limitations or conditions as he shall deem
deem
employing establishments
necessary, authorize
authorize employing
the United
States
establishments of
of the
United States
to provide for the initial furnishing
furnishing of
of medical
medical and
and other
other benefits
benefits
under
and the
the Administrator
under this section, and
Administrator may
may certify
certify for
for payment
payment
out of the Employees'
Compensation Fund vouchers
vouchers for
Employees' Compensation
for expenses
expenses
thus incurred
certification by the
incurred for such benefits, upon certification
the person
person
39 Stat. 747.
39
Stat. 747.
required by
required
by section
section 24
make reports
reports of
of injury
injury that
expense was
was
24 to
to make
that the
the expense
6U. 8. 0. 1774.
incurred in respect
respect to injury which was accepted
accepted by the
the employing
employing
establishment as probably
compensable under
establishment
probably compensable
under this
this Act.
The form
Act. The
form
certification shall
shall be
be prescribed
and content of such certification
by the
the
prescribed by
Administrator."
Administrator."
COMPUTATION OF PAY
PAY
COMPUTATION
39 BSt.
Stat. 746.

7

39

Subsistence
e
quarters.

qSustens.

aand
nd

Restriction.

Be
io

"Overtime pay."

"Ovctime

SEC.
Compensation Act
SEc. 203. Section 12 of the Federal Employees'
Employees' Compensation
Act
(5 U. S.
S. C.,
C., 1946 edition, sec. 762)
(5
762) is amended to read as follows:
follows:
"SEC. 12. (a)
(a) In computing monetary compensation
"SEc.
compensation for disability
disability
or death upon the basis of monthly pay, such pay shall be determined
determined
in accordance
accordance with the provisions of this section.
"(b)
and of
"(b) The value of subsistence and quarters, and
of any
any other
other form
form
of
in kind
kind for services if
estimated
of remuneration
remuneration in
if its value can be estimated
in money
money, shall
be included
included as
as part
part of
the pay.
pay. Overtime
Overtime pay,
pay, or
or
in
shall be
of the
additional pay or allowance authorized
authorized outside the United States
because of differential in cost of living or other special circumstance,
because
circumstance,
or bonus or premium pay for extraordinary
extraordinary service
service (including
(including amounts
amounts
paid as bonus for particularly hazardous service in time of war)
war)
shall
shall not be taken into account. The term 'overtime
'overtime pay', as used in
in
subsection, means pay for hours
hours of
this subsection,
excess of
of service
service in
in excess
of those
those of
of a
a
statutory
or other
basic workweek,
statutory or
other basic
workweek, or other basic unit of work time,
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as observed by the establishment
establishment in which
which the employee
employee is employed.
Monthly pay at
at
Monthly
to
the time of injury shall be deemed to
"(c) (1)
The monthly
monthly pay at the
"(c)
(1) The
time of injury.
injury.
be one-twelfth
one-twelfth of the employee's average annual
annual earnings at that
that
a weekly basis,
time, except
except that when compensation is paid upon a
the
be oneonethe weekly
weekly equivalent
equivalent of
of such
such monthly
monthly pay
pay shall
shall be
be deemed
deemed to
to be
daily wage
fifty-second
of such
average annual
annual earnings:
Provided, That,
That, for
for so
so asActual
fifty-second of
such average
earnings: Provided,
basis.
much of
of the
the period of total
total disability
disability as does
does not exceed
ninety calendar
calendar
exceed ninety
days from
of the
the beginning
beginning of
disability, the
the
the date
date of
of compensable
compensable disability,
days
from the
compensation may, in the discretion
compensation
discretion of the Administrator, be computed on
on the
the basis
of the
the employee's
employee's actual
of
the time
time of
actual daily
daily wage
wage at the
puted
basis of
compensation for such days
injury and in that event he may be paid compensation
as
he would
would have
have worked
worked but
but for
for the
the injury.
injury.
as he
Average
annual
Average annual
"(2)
annual earnings
determined as follows:
follows:
be determined
earnings shall be
Average annual
"(2) Average
earnings.
earnings.
"(A)
the employee
in the
which he
the employment
employment in which
worked in
employee worked
If the
"(A) If
was
working at
during substantially
substantially the
of his
his injury
injury during
was working
at the time of
injury, his average
whole
average
preceding such
such injury,
year immediately
immediately preceding
whole of the year
annual earnings
shall consist
consist of
obtained by multiplymultiplyof the
the product
product obtained
earnings shall
annual
or the
the average
ing his
daily wage
for the
particular employment,
employment, or
average
the particular
wage for
ing
his daily
if he
three hundred if
thereof
daily wage
by three
wage has
has fluctuated, by
if the
the daily
thereof if
was employed
workweek, two hundred
a six-day
six-day workweek,
basis of a
on the
the basis
employed on
was
and
eighty if
if employed
five-and-one-half-day
employed on the basis of aa five-and-one-half-day
and eighty
a
if employed
and sixty if
week,
hundred and
employed on the basis of a
week, and
and two hundred
five-day
except that
that if
if the
the employment
employment was in a
a position
position
week, except
five-day week,
for
which an
an annual
annual rate
rate of
of compensation
such average
average
fixed, such
was fixed,
compensation was
for which
compensaannual
earnings shall
of such
such annual
annual rate of
of compensaconsist of
shall consist
annual earnings
tion.
tion.
"(B) If
If the
the injured
injured employee
not work
work in such
such employdid not
employee did
"(B)
ment
substantially the
the whole
whole of
year, but
position
but the position
such year,
of such
during substantially
ment during
was
have afforded
afforded employment
for substantially
substantially aa
employment for
would have
as would
such as
was such
whole
year, then
the average
annual earnings
earnings of such employee
average annual
then the
whole year,
shall be
employee of
earnings of an employee
annual earnings
average annual
the average
to the
equal to
be equal
shall
the same
same class
class working
working substantially
substantially the
the whole
whole of
such immediimmediof such
the
ately preceding
year in
the same
by the
employment by
or similar
similar employment
same or
in the
preceding year
ately
United
States in
the same
same or
neighboring place,
as determined
determined in
place, as
or neighboring
in the
United States
accordance with
(A).
with clause (A).
accordance
"(C)
If either
the foregoing
foregoing methods
of determining
determining the
the
methods of
of the
either of
"(C) If
average annual
of an
an injured
injured employee
employee cannot
cannot reasonreasonearnings of
annual earnings
average
ably and
and fairly
fairly be
be applied,
average annual
annual earnings
shall
earnings shall
such average
applied, such
ably
be such
as, having
having regard
regard to
to the
the previous
previous earnings of the
sum as,
such sum
be
injured employee
employment, and
and of
employees
other employees
of other
in Federal
Federal employment,
employee in
injured
of the
the same
or most
most similar
class working
working
similar class
same or
in the
States in
United States
the United
of
in the
same or
or most
most similar
similar employment
same or
or neighborneighborin the
the same
employment in
in
the same
ing locality,
to other
previous employment
employment of such employee,
other previous
or to
locality, or
ing
or to
reasonably represent
represent the
the
shall reasonably
factors, shall
relevant factors,
other relevant
to any
any other
or
annual earning
capacity of
the injured
injured employee
employee in
the employemployin the
of the
earning capacity
annual
Minimum.
Minlmnm
ment in
in which
working at
at the
the time
of the
the injury:
injury: Provided,
Provided,
time of
was working
he was
which he
ment
That his
earnings shall
less than
than
not less
of not
consist of
shall consist
annual earnings
his average
average annual
That
one hundred
fifty times
daily wage
wage which
he shall
shall
which he
average daily
the average
times the
and fifty
hundred and
one
have earned
in such
such employment
employment during
the days
days when
when so
emso emduring the
earned in
have
ployed within
period of
of one
one year
preceding his
immediately preceding
year immediately
the period
within the
ployed
injury.
injury.
applied
"(D)
shall, so
be also
also applied
practicable, be
as practicable,
far as
so far
rules shall,
Such rules
"(D) Such
in the
case of
of an
an employee
without pay
pay or
at nominal
nominal Limiltaton.
or at
serving without
employee serving
the case
in
Limitation.
pay: Provided,
Provided, That
That (i)
(i) the
the average
annual earnings
of such
such
earnings of
average annual
pay:
employee
shall
in
no
event
exceed
the
basic
rate
of
annual
comemployee shall in no event exceed the basic rate of annual com- 42 Stat. 1488.
1488.
pensation specified
specified under
under the
Classification Act
of 1923,
1923, as
C. H
0
5 U. 8.
. c.
i. 661-as 5
Act of
the Classification
pensation
II, i 662 det
674; Supp. IT,§
amended,
for
positions
in
grade
CAF-15
or
P-8
at
the
bottom
of
amended, for positions in grade CAF-15 or P-8 at the bottom of
Pato p.
p. 972.
such grade,
and (ii)
reason- lbs!,
cannot reasonearnings cannot
annual earnings
average annual
his average
if his
(ii) if
grade, and
such
ably
and
fairly
be
determined
in
the
manner
otherwise
provided
ably and fairly be determined in the manner otherwise provided
a
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in this section, such
such average
determined
average annual
annual earnings
earnings shall
shall be
be determined
at the reasonable
reasonable value of the service
but not
not in
in excess
service rendered
rendered but
excess
of
of $3,600
$3,600 per annum.
annum.
"(d) As used
the term
means a
period of
of twelve
twelve
"(d)
used in
in this
this section
section the
term 'year'
'year' means
a period
calendar
calendar months, or
thereof as
as specified
specified in
in regulations
or the
the equivalent
equivalent thereof
regulations
issued by the Administrator."
Administrator."

"Year."
"Yeat."

COMPUTATION OF WAGE-EARNING
CAPACITY
COMPUTATION
WAGE-EARNING CAPACITr

39 Stat. 746.

Ante, p. 862.
862.

Ante,
Ante, p. 855.
Determination of
Determination
of
wage-earning
capacity.
wage-earning capacity.

SEC. 204. Section 13 of the Federal
SEc.
Federal Employees'
Compensation Act
Act
Employees' Compensation
(5
U.S. C.,
C., 1946
1946 edition,
edition, sec.
sec. 763),
763) ,is
amended to
to read
read as
as follows:
follows:
(5 U.
is amended
"SEc.
"SEC. 13. (a) In the determination of
wage-earning
of an
an employee's wage-earning
capacity after the beginning of partial disability, the
the rules
rules specified
specified
in section 12 (b) shall apply.
""(b)
(b) The wage-earning
wage-earning capacity of
employee, in
in deterdeterof an
an injured
injured employee,
mining compensation
compensation for partial
partial disability other
other than permanent
permanent
partial disability compensable
compensable under section 5, shall be
be determined by
by
his actual earnings if such actual earnings
earnings fairly and
and reasonably
reasonably
represent his wage-earning
wage-earning capacity:
capacity: Provided,
Provided, however,
however, That
That if
if the
the
employee has no actual earnings, or his actual
earnings do
not fairly
fairly
actual earnings
do not
and reasonably
reasonably represent
represent his wage-earning
wage-earning capacity,
capacity, such
such wage-earning
wage-earning
reasonable under the circumstances
capacity as shall appear reasonable
circumstances of the
the
case
determined, having due regard to the nature of his injury,
case shall be determined,
the degree of physical impairment, his usual employment, and
and any
circumstances in the case which
other factors or circumstances
capacity
which may affect
affect his capacity
to earn wages in his disabled condition."
condition."
ADMINISTRATOR SUBSTITUTED
SUBSTITUTED FOR
FOB COMMISSION
COMMISSION
ADMINISTRATOR

39 Stat. 748.
39
5U. S. C. §778 note.

Stat7.

U.

not

. M

Delegation of powers.
Deiegationofpowr

39 Stat. 748.
5U. S. C.§ 779.

39stt.Cs 74.

SE.
SEC. 205. (a)
(a) Section
Section 28 of the Federal
Federal Employees'
Employees' Compensation
Compensation
Act,
Act as amended, is amended
amended to read as follows:
follows:
"SE.
"
A
E0. 28. This Act shall be administered
administered by
by the
Administrator.
the Administrator.
The Administrator
Administrator is authorized
authorized to delegate
delegate to any officer
officer or
or employee
employee
any of
of the Federal Security Agency
Agency any
of the
powers conferred
conferred upon
the powers
upon him
him
by
Act."
by this
this Act."
(b) The first and
and third sentences
sentences of
section 28a
of such
such Act
Act are
are
of section
28a of

repealed, but such repeal shall not
repealed,
ued to
t
o rev
i
ve an
not be constr
construed
revive
anyy
independent bureau or other agency abolished
independent
abolished by
such section.
by such
section.
(c)
(1) The word
word "commission"
"commission" (or
(c) (1)
other designation
(or other
designation of
of the
the comcommission),
mission), and the word "it"
"it" or "its" whenever
whenever they
refer to
to the
the comcomthey refer
mission, in any part of such Act, are
are struck
out wherever
wherever necessary
struck out
necessary
in order to give effect to subsection
subsection (a) of this
this section,
section, and
and the
the words
words
"Administrator"
"his", respectively,
"Administrator" and "he"
"he" or "his",
respecti vely, are
inserted in
lieu
are inserted
in lieu
thereof.
(2) In
or any
any commissioner
(2)
In addition, the phrase ", or
by authority
of
commissioner by
authority of
the commission,"
29 of
of such Act
commission," in section 29
struck out.
Act is
is struck
out.

stat.c

39 Stat. 748.
78.
5II. S. C. §780.

5

39 Stat. 749.

39 Stat.
749.
39
Stat. 749.
55 U. S.. C.
I.§786,
C. I
787.

Incorrect
payments.
Incorrect payments.

OVEPU.S.C. N
OVYEPAYMENTS
OVERPAYMEN'IS

SEC.
Employees' Compensation
S
EC. 206. Section 38 of the Federal Employees'
Compensation Act
Act
edition, sec.
(5 U. S. C., 1946 edition,
to read
read as
as follows:
sec. 788),
788), is
is amended
amended to
follows:
SEC. 38. (a)
of sections
sections 36
"SEc.
(a) Subject to the provisions of
36 and
and 37,
37, whenwhenlaw an
an overpayment
ever by reason of an error of fact or law
overpayment has
has been
been
made to an individual under
under this Act, proper adjustments
adjustments shall
shall be
be
made, under regulations
prescribed by the
regulations prescribed
Administrator, by
by decreasthe Administrator,
decreasing subsequent
subsequent payments to which such individual
individual is
If
is entitled.
entitled. If
such individual
such adjustment
;such
individual dies before such
adjustment has
completed,
has been
been completed,
adjustment
benefits, if
adjustment shall be made by decreasing
decreasing subsequent benefits,
any,
if any,
payable
payable under
under this
this A
ctw
ith respect
res p
ectt
o such
such individual's
individual's death.
death.
Act
with
to
(b) There shall be no adjustment
adjustment or
"(b)
or recovery
recovery by
by the
the United
United States
States
in any case where incorrect payment
payment has
to an
an individual
has been
been made
made to
individual
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recovery would defeat
who is
without fault
and where
adjustment or recovery
where adjustment
fault and
is without
who
the purpose
purpose of
of this
Act or
would be against equity and good conscience.
or would
this Act
the
(c) No
certifying or disbursing
disbursing officer shall be held liable for any
No certifying
"(c)
adjustment
amount certified
or paid
paid by him to any person where the adjustment
certified or
amount
or recovery
such amount
amount is waived under subsection
subsection (b), or where
where
of such
recovery of
or
adjustment under
under subsection
(a) is not completed prior to the death
subsection (a)
adjustment
of all
all persons
persons against
benefits deductions are authorized."
authorized."
whose benefits
against whose
of

Nonliability.

SHORT
TITLE
SHORT TITLE
SEC. 207.
The Federal
Federal Employees'
amended,
Compensation Act, as amended,
Employees' Compensation
207. The
SEC.
a new section
thereof a
is
further amended
thereto at the end thereof
adding thereto
by adding
amended by
is further
as
follows:
as follows:
Employees' Com"
SEC. 43.
43. This
This Act
may be
'Federal Employees'
be cited as the 'Federal
Act may
"SEC.
pensation
pensation Act'."
FEES
FEES

39 Stat.
742.
Stat. 742.
39
S. C.
C. §§751-793.
§§ 751-793.
55U.
U.S.
Ante, p. 854
854 et seq.
Ante,

SEC. 208.
of such
such Act,
Act, as amended, is further amended
amended
23 of
Section 23
208. Section
SEC.
to read
read as
follows:
as follows:
to
"SEC. 23.
23. (a)
United
examinations made on the part of the United
or examinations
Fees or
(a) Fees
"SEC.
States under
sections 21
21 and
22 by
physicians who are not officers or
by physicians
and 22
under sections
States
employees of
the United
United States
States and
not under
contract to the United
under contract
and not
of the
employees
States to
render medical
employees shall be fixed by the
its employees
to its
services to
medical services
to render
States
under
Administrator.
Such fees,
and any
employee under
sum payable to the employee
any sum
fees, and
Administrator. Such
section 21,
21, which
which authorized
authorized or
or approved
approved by the Administrator,
Administrator, shall
section
be
paid from
the Employees'
Employees' Compensation
Compensation Fund.
from the
be paid
"(b) A
A claimant
claimant may
may be
be represented
represented before
before the Administrator
Administrator in
"(b)
by such
authorized
any
proceeding
under
this
Act
by
any
person
duly
authorized
duly
person
any
by
Act
any proceeding under this
rendered
claimant. No
claim for
legal services
services or
other services
services rendered
any other
for any
or for
for legal
No claim
claimant.
in respect
case, claim,
claim, or
or award
award for compensation
compensation under this Act,
a case,
of a
respect of
in
to or
or on
of any
shall be
be valid
approved by the
unless approved
valid unless
person, shall
any person,
account of
on account
to
considerafee
any
Administrator.
Any
person
who
receives
any
or
other considerareceives
who
person
Administrator. Any
tion, or
or any
any gratuity
gratuity on
account of
so rendered,
rendered, unless such
services so
of services
on account
tion,
fee,
consideration, or
or gratuity,
gratuity, is
so approved,
approved, or who solicits employis so
fee, consideration,
ment for
for himself
another in
in respect
any case, claim, or award
of any
respect of
or another
himself or
ment
for
compensation
under
(or
to
be
brought
under) this Act shall be
under)
brought
be
to
(or
under
for compensation
guilty
misdemeanor and
upon conviction
thereof shall, for each
conviction thereof
and upon
of aamisdemeanor
guilty of
offense,
be
punished
by
a
fine
of
not
more
than
$1,000 or
by imprisonor by
$1,000
than
more
not
of
fine
a
by
offense, be punished
ment
not to
such fine and imprisonment.
both such
by both
or by
year, or
one year,
exceed one
to exceed
ment not
"(c) If
any person
in proceedings
proceedings before
Administrator or his
the Administrator
before the
person in
If any
"(c)
duly authorized
representative disobeys
disobeys or
or resists
any lawful order or
resists any
authorized representative
duly
process,
or
misbehaves
during
a
hearing
or
so
near
the place thereof as
the
near
so
or
hearing
a
during
misbehaves
or
process,
to
the Administrator
his duly
duly authorized
authorized reprerepreor his
Administrator or
same, the
the same,
obstruct the
to obstruct
jurisdiction
sentative
shall
certify
the
facts
to
the
district
court
having
jurisdiction
having
court
district
the
to
facts
the
certify
shall
sentative
in the
the place
place in
which he
he is
to the
the district
United
court of the United
district court
(or to
sitting (or
is sitting
in which
in
States
for
the
District
of
Columbia
if
he
is
sitting
in
such
district)
district)
such
in
sitting
is
he
if
Columbia
of
District
the
States for
which shall
shall thereupon
thereupon in
manner hear
to
as to
evidence as
the evidence
hear the
summary manner
in aasummary
which
such
the
acts
complained
of,
and,
if
the
evidence
so
warrants,
such
punish
warrants,
so
evidence
the
if
and,
of,
the acts complained
person in
the same
to the
extent as
contempt
for aacontempt
as for
same extent
the same
and to
manner and
same manner
in the
person
committed before
the court,
court, or
or commit
commit such
upon the
the same
person upon
such person
before the
committed
conditions as
as if
the doing
doing of
had occurred
with referreferoccurred with
act had
forbidden act
the forbidden
of the
if the
conditions
ence
to
the
process
of
or
in
the
presence
of
the
court."
court."
the
of
presence
the
in
or
of
process
the
to
ence

39 Stat.
747.
Stat. 747.
39
5
S. C.
C. §773.
773.
5 U.
U.S.
39 Stat.
39
Stat. 747.
747.

U. S.
S. C.
§§ 771,
771,
C. §§
55 U.

772.
772.

Representative
of
Representative of
claimant.
claimant.

Disobedience,
etc.,
I)sobedience, etc.,
order.
of
lawful order.
of lawful

REPORTS
ACCIDENT PREVENTION
ANNUAL REPORTS
AND ANNUAL
PREVENTION AND
ACCIDENT

S
EC. 209.
209. Section
Section 33
of the
the Federal
Federal Employees'
Employees' Compensation
Compensation Act,
33 of
SEC.
as
amended,
is
further
amended
by
designating
the
first
paratwo parafirst two
the
as amended, is further amended by designating
graphs
thereof,
respectively,
subsections
"(a)"
and
"(b)"
and
by
"(b)"
and
"(a)"
subsections
respectively,
thereof,
graphs
adding
designated as
as follows:
follows:
(c)", as
as ""(c)",
subsection designated
new subsection
a new
adding a
"(c) In
In order
order to
reduce the
of accidents
among
accidents and injuries among
number of
the number
to reduce
"(c)
Government
and employees,
safe practices,
elimipractices, elimiencourage safe
employees, encourage
officers and
Government officers
nate
work
hazards
and
health
risks,
and
reduce
compensable
injuries,
injuries,
compensable
reduce
and
risks,
health
and
hazards
work
nate
81939----543
,
--1.T.11-55
81939°-50-PT.
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39 Stat.
39
Stat. 749.
749.

S784.
C. §
784.
55 U.
U. S. C.

866
866

Reports.
Reports.
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the heads of the various departments
departments and
and agencies
agencies are
authorized
are authorized
and directed
directed to develop, support,
organized safety
prosupport, and
and foster
foster organized
safety promotion, and the President may also
establish by
by Executive
order a
also establish
Executive order
a
safety council
council composed of representatives
representatives of
Government departof Government
departments and agencies
agencies to serve as an advisory
the Administrator
Administrator
advisory body
body to
to the
in furtherance
furtherance of the safety
carried out
out by
by the
the Administrator
Administrator
safety program
program carried
pursuant to this section,
section, and
may undertake
and the President
President may
undertake such
such other
other
measures
measures as he may deem proper to prevent
injuries and
prevent injuries
and accidents
accidents to
to
persons covered
covered by this Act. Departments and
and other
the
other agencies
agencies of
of the
United
United States shall keep such
of injuries
injuries and
such records
records of
and accidents
accidents to
to
persons covered
covered by this Act,
whether or
resulting in
in loss
loss of
Act, whether
or not
not resulting
of time
time
or the payment or furnishing
furnishing of benefits, and
such statistical
statistical or
or
and make
make such
other reports and upon such forms
forms as
as the
the Administrator
Administrator may
may by
by
regulation prescribe."
regulation
prescribe."
TITLE
III-TRANSITIONAL PROVISIONS
TITLE III—TRANSITIONAL
PROVISIONS AND
AND EFFECTIVE
EFFECTIVE
DATE
EXTENSION
OF TIME
EXTENSION OF
TIME LIMITATIONS
LIMITATIONS

39
39 Stat.
742.
Stat. 742.
5
U. S.
S. C.
5 U.
C. §§
§§ 751-793.
751-793.
Ante, p. 854 et eq.
seq.

"United States."
"United
States."

SEC.
S
EC. 301. (a)
(a) Where an individual
individual with respect
to whose
respect to
whose disability
disability
or death compensation
compensation is claimed
under the
claimed under
the Federal
Federal Employees'
Employees' ComCompensation
injured or
pensation Act, as amended, was injured
or died
outside the
United
died outside
the United
States on or after
December 7, 1941, and before
after December
August 11,
11, 1946,
before August
1946, the
the
time
time limitations
limitations of such Act with respect
respect to the giving of
of notice
notice of
of
injury and the filing of aaclaim for
shall not
not begin
begin to
for compensation
compensation shall
to
run until the date of enactment
enactment of this
Act.
this Act.
(b) As used in this subsection,
"United States"
(b)
subsection, the term "United
States" includes
includes
only the States, Alaska, Hawaii,
Hawaii, Puerto
Rico, the
the Virgin
and
Puerto Rico,
Virgin Islands,
Islands, and
the
Zone.
the Canal
Canal Zone.
COMPROMISE
COMPROMISE SETTLEMENTS-PRIVATE
SETTLEMENTS—PRIVATE ACTS
ACTS

39 Stat. 742.
39U.S.C.
Stt.c751-793.
5
II 751-793.

Ante,
p. 854
seg.
Ante, p.
854 et
etsae.

39 Stat. 746.

6U.St.6C.
5U. S. C. §764.
764.

SEC.
302. The provisions of this Act shall not
SEC. 302.
construed to
not be
be construed
to authorauthorize the payment of any compensation
compensation under
Federal Employees'
Employees'
under the
the Federal

Compensation Act in
in any
where, pursuant
Compensation
any case
case where,
to private
relief legislegispursuant to
private relief
lation, aa beneficiary
lation,
beneficiary of such legislation
legislation has accepted
accepted payment
payment of
of a
a
grant in satisfaction
satisfaction of the liability of the
United States
its corthe United
States (or
(or its
corporation, agency,
agency, or
or other
other instrumentality)
poration,
instrumentality) in such case, or where
where such
such
liability has been compromised
compromised and
or other
other satisfaction
satisfaction
and settled,
settled, or
received,
received, as the result of any action sounding in
tort or
or under
under maritime
maritime
in tort
law, or where aa lump sum has been received
under section
section 14
14 of
of the
the
received under
Federal
Employees' Compensation
Federal Employees'
Compensation Act
and the
the lump-sum
lump-sum award
award is
Act and
is
not modified or set aside for
other reasons.
reasons.
for other
EFFECTIVE
EFFECTIVE OPERATION
OPERATION

pp. 854,
Ante, pp.
854, 861.
861.

Ate, p. 854.
Ante,

855, 858,
858,
Ante, pp.
pp. 855,

859.
859.

SEC.
303. (a)
(a) Except
Except as otherwise provided
provided by this section
S
EC. 303.
section or
or in
in
this
Act, titles
titles II and II
this Act,
II of this Act shall take effect
effect on
the date
on the
date of
of
enactment
enactment of this Act and be applicable to
any injury
injury or
or death
occurto any
death occurring before
before or after
such date.
after such
date.
(b) The
The amendments
amendments made by section
(b)
section 101 of this Act to sections
sections
2 and
of the
Federal Employees'
Employees' Compensation Act
2
and 88of
the Federal
Act shall
not apply
shall not
apply
to any period of disability commencing
commencing before
before the
enactment of
of this
the enactment
this
Act.
(c) The
The amendments
made by
by sections 102,
(c)
amendments made
102, 103, 105, and 106 of
of
this Act
sections 3, 4
4 (a),
this
Act to
to sections
(a), 6, 10, and 39 of the Federal Employees'
Employees'
Compensation
Act shall be applicable to cases of injury
Compensation Act
death ocinjury or
or death
occurring before
enactment of this Act only with
curring
before enactment
respect to
period
with respect
to any
any period
beginning
beginning on or after
the first
day of
of the
the first
calendar month
after the
first day
first calendar
month followfollowing the enactment of
of this Act.
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(d)
(1) The
amendments made
made by section 104 of this Act to section
The amendments
(d) (1)
special
Federal Employees'
Employees' Compensation
Compensation Act, establishing
establishing special
of the
the Federal
55of
provisions for permanent
provisions
permanent disability involving
involving the loss, or loss of use,
a member
of a
member or function of the body, shall (A) in cases within
within the
5 (b)
(b) or in cases
purview of section 5
cases of disfigurement
disfigurement apply retroinjury occurred
actively
any case
where the injury
occurred on or after January
January 1,
1,
case where
to any
actively to
1940, and
cases, apply
to injuries which
retroactively to
apply retroactively
other cases,
(B) in
in other
and (B)
1940,
occurred within
within one
one year
year prior
to the
ed,
Provided,
Act: Provid
of this
this Act:
the enactment
enactment of
prior to
occurred
That
occurred before such enactment, except in
where the injury occurred
That where
cases specified
in subsection
such Act, as so amended,
5 of
of such
section 5
(b) of
of section
subsection (b)
specified in
cases
the
employee shall
compensation under the
not be
be entitled to compensation
shall not
injured employee
the injured
schedule unless
one year
year after such date of enactment he elects
unless within one
schedule
Provided
to receive
compensation under
the schedule
schedule if
entitled: Provided
if so
so entitled:
under the
to
receive compensation
further, That
in the
such election,
election, all amounts theretofore
the event
event of
of such
That in
further,
capacity as compensation
paid
on the
the basis
basis of loss of
wage-earning capacity
compensation
of wage-earning
paid on
for
peramnent disability
disability involving
involving a
loss or loss of use, of aamember
a loss,
or peramnent
or function,
function, or
or disfigurement,
disfigurement, as
schedule shall be
in the schedule
specified in
as specified
or
credited
awarded by
by reason
reason of
of such
such amendcompensation awarded
any compensation
against any
credited against
ment: And
That any
any award
award made
under the
the promade under
further, That
provided further,
And provided
ment:
visions of
of this
subsection shall
shall be
be payable
payable prospectively
in the
the same
prospectively in
this subsection
visions
manner as
as though
occurred after
enactment of this
after the enactment
injury occurred
the injury
though the
manner
Act.
(2)
No payment
upon death
death pursuant
pursuant to
(d) of the
to section 55 (d)
payment upon
(2) No
Federal Employees'
Employees' Compensation
Act, shall
shall
by this
this Act,
as amended
amended by
Act, as
Compensation Act,
Federal
In the event of
be
made unless
unless death
after such enactment. In
occurs after
death occurs
be made
subsection
paragraph (1)
such
(1) of this subsection
required by paragraph
election required
the election
death, the
such death,
shall be
be deemed
to have
have been
been made.
deemed to
shall
(e)
this Act,
Act, amending
11 of the
the Federal
section 11
amending section
of this
107 of
Section 107
(e) Section
Employees'
apply only
only to deaths occurring
occurring
shall apply
Act, shall
Compensation Act,
Employees' Compensation
this Act.
after
the enactment
enactment of this
after the
(f)
(1) The
by section
section 108
of this
Act to the
this Act
108 of
made by
amendments made
The amendments
(f) (1)
definition
the term
term "employee"
contained in
in section 40 of the Fed"employee" contained
of the
definition of
eral
Compensation Act
Act shall,
shall, as
as to
to any
any case
case of
of injury
or
injury or
Employees' Compensation
eral Employees'
death
occurring before
before the
the date
date of
enactment of
of this
this Act, apply
apply only
of enactment
death occurring
to
deaths occurring
on or
or after
after December
December 7,
comand com7, 1941,
1941, and
occurring on
or deaths
injuries or
to injuries
pensation
(including medical
medical or
or other
other benefits)
in any
any such
case shall
shall
such case
benefits) in
pensation (including
not
for any
earlier than
than the
the first
first day
of the first
first month
day of
period earlier
any period
paid for
be y)aid
not be
following
of this
Act and,
and, in
in cases
cases of
disability caused
by
caused by
of disability
this Act
enactment of
following enactment
such
an injury,
injury, shall
be limited
compensation for
permanent partial
partial
for permanent
to compensation
limited to
shall be
such an
or
total disability.
disability.
or permanent
permanent total
(2)
The time
of the
Federal Employees'
Employees' Compensation
Compensation
the Federal
limitations of
time limitations
(2) The
a
Act
notice of
injury and
and the filing of a
of injury
of notice
giving of
the giving
to the
respect to
with respect
Act with
claim
for
compensation,
in
any
case
brought
within
the
purview
of
of
purview
the
within
brought
case
any
in
claim for compensation,
section
of such
such Act
Act, shall
shall not
begin to
run until
date
the date
until the
to run
not begin
this Act,
by this
Act by
40 of
section 40
of
enactment of
of this
this Act.
of enactment
(g)
amendment made
made by
by section
section 201
Act to
to section
section 77of
this Act
of this
201 of
The amendment
(g) The
the
Federal
Employees'
Compensation
Act,
making
the
remedy
and
and
remedy
the
making
Act,
Compensation
the Federal Employees'
liability
under such
such Act
exclusive except
to masters
or members
members
masters or
as to
except as
Act exclusive
liability under
of
crew of
of any
any vessel,
vessel, shall
shall apply
apply to
to any
any case
case of
injury or
or death
death
of injury
the crew
of the
occurring
prior to
the date
of enactment
enactment of
of this
this Act:
howProvided, howAct: Provided,
date of
to the
occurring prior
ever, That
any person
person who
who has
has commenced
action or
or an
action
an action
civil action
commenced aacivil
That any
ever,
in admiralty
admiralty with
with respect
respect to
such injury
injury or
death prior
prior to
to such
date,
such date,
or death
to such
in
shall
have
the
right
at
his
election
to
continue
such
action
notwithnotwithaction
such
continue
to
election
his
at
right
the
have
shall
standing any
provision of
of this
discontinue
or to
to discontinue
contrary, or
the contrary,
to the
Act to
this Act
any provision
standing
such
action within
within six
after such
date before
judgment
final judgment
before final
such date
months after
six months
such action
and file
file claim
claim for
under the
Employees' ComComFederal Employees'
the Federal
compensation under
for compensation
and
pensation
as amended,
within the
the time
limited by
20
to 20
15 to
sections 15
by sections
time limited
amended, within
Act, as
pensation Act,
of such
(including any
limitations by
any
by any
time limitations
such time
of such
extension of
any extension
Act (including
such Act
of
provision
of this
Act), or
within one
one year
year after
after enactment
enactment of
of this
this Act,
Act,
or within
this Act)
provision of
whichever is
If any
any such
action is
is not
discontinued and is
not discontinued
such action
later. If
is later.
whichever

867
Ante, p.
855.
p. 855.
Ante,

Ante, p.
p. 856.
856.
Ante,

Time limitation.
limitation.
Time

Credit of
of prior
prior comcomCredit
pensation.
pensation.

Ante,
Ante, p.
p. 857.
857.

p. 860.
Ante, p.
860.
Ante,

Ante,
Ante, p.
p. 860.
860.

Time
limitations.
Time limitations.

39
39 Stat. 750.
750.
55U.
U. S.. C.
c.. 8790.
790.
Ante,
p. 860.
860.
Ante, p.
Ante, p.
p. 861.
861.
Ante,

or admiralty
admiralty
Civil or
actions.
actions.

742.
39
39 Stat. 742.
55U.S.
751-793.
U. S. C.
C. §8§§751-793.
39 Stat. 746.
746.
i765-770.
5U.
U. 5.. C.
C. ft
765-770.
5

868
868

39 Stat. 746.
5
S. C. §§765-770.
§§ 765-770.
5 TJ.
U.S..
Ante, pp. 862,
862, 864.
864.
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decided
decided adversely
adversely to the
on the
the remedy
or
the claimant on
the ground
ground that
that the
remedy or
liability
liability under the Federal
Employees' Compensation
Act is
is exclusive,
Federal Employees'
Compensation Act
exclusive,
or on jurisdictional
jurisdictional grounds, or
or for
for insufficiency
pleadings, the
insufficiency of
of the
the pleadings,
the
claimant shall, within the time limited
by sections
sections 15
to 20
20 of
of such
limited by
15 to
such
Act (including any extension of
time limitations
any provision
provision
of such
such time
limitations by
by any
of this Act),
Act), or within one year after final
final determination
such cause,
determination of
of such
cause,
whichever
whichever is later, be entitled to file a
Act.
a claim
claim under
under such
such Act.
(h) The amendments made by sections
sections 203
204 of
to
203 and
and 204
of this
this Act
Act to
sections
the Federal
sections 12 and 13 of the
Federal Employees'
Act, perEmployees' Compensation
Compensation Act,
pertaining to the determination
determination of
of the
the employee's
employee's pay
pay or
or his
his wage-earning
wage-earning
capacity, may, in the interest
interest of justice
and in
in the
the discretion
discretion of
of the
justice and
the
Administrator, be applied in
in any
irrespective of
the date
of injury
injury
any case,
case, irrespective
of the
date of
or death, so as to cause payments
of compensation,
payments of
compensation, with
with respect
respect to
any
to any
period not earlier than the first day
of the
month after
after enactment
enactment
day of
the first
first month
of this Act, to be consistent with
with such
amendments.
such amendments.
TIME
LIMITATIONS NOT
TIME LIMITATIONS
EXTENDED
NOT EXTENDED

39 Stat. 742.
742.
5
U. S.. C. §§ 751-793.
751-793.
5 U.
p. 854 et seq.
Ante, p.

39 Stat. 742.
5
751-793.
5 U. S. C. II§ 751-793.

55 U.
U. S.. C. §
§706.
796.
Aggregate
Aggregate monemone-

tary compensation.

monthly
Minimum monthly
pay.
pay.
Ante,
Ante, p. 858.
Ante, p. 859.

56 Stat. 725.

55 U.
U. S.
S. C.
793.
C.§ 1793.
Special schedule&
schedule.
Special

SEC.
SEC. 304. Except as otherwise expressly provided,
provided, the
the enactment
enactment
of this Act shall not suspend or defer the running
running of
time limitalimitaof the
the time
Compensation Act
tions of the Federal Employees'
Employees' Compensation
with respect
respect to
to
Act with
the giving of notice of injury and filing of aaclaim
claim for
for compensation.
compensation.

SEAMEN
SEAMEN
SEC.
305.
(a)
SEC.
(a) Nothing contained
contained in this
this Act
shall be
construed
Act shall
be construed
to affect the exclusion
exclusion of certain seamen (as
(as defined
Act of
of
defined in
in the
the Act
March 24, 1943, ch. 26, 57 Stat. 45, as amended;
amended; 50
50 U.
C., Appendix,
Appendix,
U. S.
S. C.,
sec. 1291)
1291) from the terms of
the Federal
Federal Employees'
Employees' Compensation
Compensation
of the
Act, as provided
provided by such Act of March 24,
1943, as
as amended.
amended.
24, 1943,
(b)
(b) Nothing contained
contained in this Act shall be
to affect
affect any
any
be construed
construed to
maritime
a master or member
maritime rights and remedies of a
of the
crew of
member of
the crew
of
any vessel.
vessel.
TITLE IV
IV
LIBERALIZATION
LIBERALIZATION OF
OF MINIMUM
MINIMUM AND
MAXIMUM COMPENSATION
COMPENSATION FOR
AND MAXIMUM
FOR
EMERGENCY
EMERGENCY RELIEF
RELIEF WORKERS
WORKERS
SEC.
(a) Clauses (a),
(a), (b),
(b), and (c)
SEC. 401.
401. (a)
(c) of the second
second proviso
proviso
to section 1
1 of the Act approved February
February 15,
15, 1934
(ch. 13,
13, 48
Stat.
1934 (ch.
48 Stat.
351),
amended to
351), are hereby amended
to read
as follows;
read as
follows:
"(a)
(a) that the aggregate monetary compensation
indicompensation in
in any
any individual
vidual case, except compensation
compensation for death or
permanent
or for
for permanent
total
disability, shall not exceed the sum of $4,000
total disability,
the
$4,000 and
and that
that the
monthly monetary
compensation shall
monetary compensation
any event
exceed
shall not
not in
in any
event exceed
$100,
$100, both exclusive of
costs;
of medical
medical costs;
"(b) that, in lieu of the minimum limit
monthly comcomlimit on
on monthly
pensation for disability established by section
pensation
and the
section 6
6 and
the minimum
minimum
limit on the monthly pay on which death
is to
be
death compensation
compensation is
to be
computed
computed as provided
provided by section 10 (K)
(K) of
of such
Act, the
the monthly
monthly
such Act,
pay
pay on the basis of which compensation
compensation for
death
for disability or
or death
is
shall be deemed to be not less than $75
is computed
computed shall
$75 and
and comcompensation
pensation shall be payable
payable on the basis
basis of
such pay
pay regardless
of such
regardless
of the actual pay at the time of injury or
that the
or death, except
except that
the
Federal
Administrator may from time to
Federal Security Administrator
to time,
time, by
by reguregulation, fix aalower minimum monthly pay
lation,
pay as
basis for
as a
a basis
for computing
computing
such compensation as to any class of individuals, specified
such
in the
the
specified in
fourth
fourth paragraph
paragraph of section 42 of such Act, as amended,
amended, who
who
sustained
sustained injury
injury or were killed outside the continental United
United
States;
"(c) that
that the Federal
Administrator may
Federal Security
Security Administrator
may from
time
from time
to time, subject to the above limitations, establish a
scheda special
special sched-
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ule of compensation
compensation for disability and for death (including
(including aa
schedule of compensation
compensation for the loss, or loss of use, of
special schedule
members or functions of the body), and compensation
compensation under such
such
compensation in such cases;".
cases;".
schedule shall be in lieu of all other compensation
Repeals.
Repeals.
(b)
8 of the Emergency Relief
(b) The first proviso to section 8
Relief ApproStat. 352, 356),
356), and the first proviso
proviso
priation Act of 1937 (ch. 401, 50 Stat.
to section 16 of
of the
Emergency Relief
Relief Appropriation
Appropriation Act
of 1938
the Emergency
Act of
1938
(ch.
814), are repealed.
(ch. 554, 52 Stat. 809, 814),
Applicability.
Applicability.
(c)
heretofore or
or hereafter
(c) This section shall apply to any case heretofore
hereafter comcom48
351.
48 Stat.
Stat. 351.
ing within the purview of such Act of February 15, 1934,
1934, but
but no
no comcom- 5
S. C.
5 U. S.
C. §§796.
796.
pensation
Ante,
p.
868.
respect to
pensation shall, with respect
or death
death occurring
Ante,
p.
868.
to any
any case
case of injury or
occurring
before the
enactment of this
this Act,
increased by
by
the date
date of
of enactment
Act, accrue
accrue or
or be
be increased
reason of the enactment of this section for any period
period prior to the first
first
day of the first month following
following the
enactment of this Act.
Act.
the date
date of enactment
Termination of
of
Termination
(d)
(d) The special schedule
schedule of compensation
compensation heretofore
heretofore established
established special
schedule.
schedule.
to clause
clause (a)
of the second
pursuant to
(a) of
second proviso to
to section
section 11of
of such
such Act
Act
48
351.
48 Stat.
Stat. 351.
of
February 15,
15, 1934,
1934, shall
remain in
in effect
superseded by
by a
new
of February
shall remain
effect until
until superseded
a new
5
S. C.. §796.
5 U.
U.S.
schedule
established pursuant
to the
the amendments
amendments made
section.
schedule established
pursuant to
made by
by this
this section.
MEMBERS
OF WOMEN'S
WOMEN'S ARMY
CORPS
MEMBERS OF
ARMY AUXILIARY
AUXILIARY CORPS

SEC.
Effective as of
of July
July 25, 1947, paragraph
paragraph aaof
SEc. 402. Effective
of section 2
2 of
of
the Act
the
61 Stat.
449, 451),
451), is
Act approved
approved July
July 25,
25, 1947 (ch. 327,
327, 61
Stat. 449,
is amended
amended
by
striking out
provision repealing
repealing
by striking
out the semicolon
semicolon at the
the end
end of
of the provision
the Act of July 1, 1943 (57
(57 Stat. 371),
371), and
and the Act
Act of
of May 14,
14, 1942
1942
(56
as amended,
amended, and
and inserting
inserting in
in lieu
lieu thereof
thereof a
(56 Stat.
Stat. 278),
278), as
a colon
colon and
and
the following
following proviso:
the
proviso: "Provided,
"Provided, That
That section
section 11 of
of such Act of
of
May 14, 1942, shall remain in effect to
section
to the
the extent
extent specified
specified in
in section
5 of
of such
such Act of
of July
July 1,1943;".
5
1, 1943 ;".
Approved October
Approved
October 14, 1949.
1949.
[
CHAPTER 694]
[CHAPTER
694]

AN ACT
ACT

Making
for the
the fiscal
year ending
June 30,
30, 1950,
1950, and
and
Making supplemental
supplemental appropriations
appropriations for
fiscal year
ending June
for
purposes.
for other
other purposes.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House of Representatives
Representatives of the
the
United States
assembled, That the following
following
States of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
United
sums
are appropriated,
appropriated, out
of any
any money
in the
not otherwise
otherwise
out of
money in
the Treasury
Treasury not
sums are
appropriated, to
supply supplemental
supplemental appropriations
the fiscal
fiscal
for the
appropriations for
to supply
appropriated,
year ending
ending June
1950, and
for other
purposes, namely:
namely:
other purposes,
and for
June 30,
30, 1950,
year

50 U.
U. 8.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
50
Supp.
II,
app. §§
§§1551-1555
II, app.
1551-1555
notes; 10
U. S.
notes;
10 U.
S. C.,
C.,
Supp. II,
II, §§i 484,
484, 571,
Supp.
571,
1711
1711 notes.
notes.
50 U.
S. C.
C. §
301; 50
50
50
U. S.
§ 301;
U.
S. C.
app. 5§
§§ 1551U. S.
C. app.
1551II, 9§
15511555; Supp.
Supp. II,
§§ 15511555
notes.
1555 notes.
56 Stat.
Stat. 280;
280; 57
57 Stat.
Stat.
56
371.
371.
10 U.
U. 8.. C..
1711;
1711;
Supp. II,
Supp.
II, §§1711
1711 note;
note;
so U.
B. C.
app. §
1555;
50
U. S.
C. app.
§ 1555;
Supp. II,
note.
Supp.
II, §§1555
1555 note.

October 14,
1949
October
14, 1949
[H. R.
600(8
[II.
R. 6008]
[Public Law
Law 358]

Supplemental
Supplemental Ap•
Appropriation
Act, 1950.
1950.
pproriation Act,
1). 973.
ist, p.
Post,
973.

LEGISLATIVE
LEGISLATIVE BRANCH
BRANCH
SENATE
S
ENATE

Office of
Sergeant at
at Arms
Doorkeeper: Effective
on the
the
Effective on
Arms and
and Doorkeeper:
Office
of the
the Sergeant
first
day of
enactment of
this Act,
the
of this
Act, the
following enactment
the first
first month
month following
first day
of the
appropriation
salaries of
of officers
of the
the Senate
Senate
and employees
employees of
officers and
for salaries
appropriation for
contained
the Legislative
Legislative Branch
Branch Appropriation
Appropriation Act
Act for
the fiscal
contained in
in the
for the
fiscal
year 1950
is made
for the
compensation of
of one
one additional
additional
the compensation
1950 is
made available
available for
year
special
employee at
the basic
rate of
of $1,000
$1,000 per
annum.
at the
basic rate
per annum.
special employee
For
to Adelaide
Adelaide R.
for the
For payment
payment to
R. Hasse
Hasse for
for compensation
compensation for
the
compilation
of the
the index
index digest
of the
Temporary National
National Economic
Economic
the Temporary
digest of
compilation of
Committee,
$3,600.
Committee, $3,600.
HOUSE
HOUSE OF
OF REPRESENTATIVES
REPRESENTATIVES
CONTINGENT EXPENSES
CONTINGENT
EXPENSES OF
OF THE
THE HOUSE
HOUSE

For
payment to
to John
Davies, contestee,
expenses incurred
incurred
contestee, for
for expenses
John C.
C. Davies,
For payment
in
election case
of Fuller
Fuller versus
as audited
audited and
and
versus Davies
Davies as
case of
in the
the contested
contested election

Ante, p. 217.
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recommended by the
recommended
Committee on
on House
House Administration,
Administration, $2,000,
$2,000,
the Committee
be disbursed
disbursed by
the Clerk
the House.
to be
by the
Clerk of
of the
House.
For payment
payment to
Vincent L.
L. Browner,
Browner, contestant,
contestant, for
for expenses
expenses
to Vincent
incurred in
case of
of Browner
Browner versus
versus Cunningham
Cunningham
in the
the contested
contested election
election case
as
and recommended
recommended by
by the
Committee on
on House
Adminisas audited and
the Committee
House Administration,
to be
disbursed by
by the
the Clerk
Clerk of
the House.
tration, $2,000,
$2,000, to
be disbursed
of the
House.
For payment to
Cunningham, contestee,
contestee, for
for expenses
expenses incurred
incurred
to Paul
Paul Cunningham,
in the contested election case
Browner versus
versus Cunningham
case of
of Browner
Cunningham as
as
audited and recommended
recommended by
on House
House Administration,
by the
the Committee
Committee on
Administration,
$2,000, to
to be disbursed
the Clerk
Clerk of
of the
House.
disbursed by
by the
the House.
ARCHITECT
OF TIE
THE CAPITOL
ARCHITECT OF
CAPITOL
CAPITOL BUILDINGS
BUILDINGS AND
GROUNDS
CAPITOL
AND GROUNDS

41 U.
S. C. §5.
§5.
41
U. S.C.
Ante, p. 403.

Senate Restaurants:
Restaurants: For repairs, improvements,
improvements, furnishings,
furnishings, and
and
equipment for the Senate
Restaurant, Senate
Senate Restaurant,
Building, includincludSenate Office
Office Building,
ing personal and other
other services, $13,500,
$13,500, to be expended
expended by
by the
the ArchiArchitect of the Capitol under the
the Senate
the supervision
supervision of
of the
Senate Committee
Committee
on Rules
Rules and Administration,
Administration, without
regard to
to Section
of the
the
without regard
Section 3709
3709 of
Revised
Revised Statutes, as
as amended.
amended.

THE JUDICIARY
JUDICIARY
TUE
OTHER
FEDERAL COURTS
OTHER FEDERAL
COURTS
MISCELLANEOUS
MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS
ITEMS OF
OF EXPENSE
EXPENSE

Fees of Jurors
Jurors
62
62 Stat.
Stat. 331.
331.

Ante, p. 78.

For an additional
additional amount, fiscal year 1949, for
of jurors",
for "Fees of
jurors",
transfer from the appropriation
$40,000, to be derived
derived by transfer
appropriation for
for "Salaries
"Salaries
criers" for
fiscal year.
of criers"
for said
said fiscal
year.

FUNDS APPROPRIATED
TO THE
APPROPRIATED TO
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT
SPECIAL
SPECIAL FUND
FUND FOR
FOR MANAGEMENT
MANAGEMENT I
MPROVEMENT
IMPROVEMENT

60 Stat. 810.

33CFR, Cum.Supp.,
CumSupp.,
p. 699.

To enable the President, by allocation
to any
department, agency,
allocation to
any department,
agency,
corporation,
independent establishment
establishment in the
corporation, or independent
the executive
executive branch
branch
of the Government,
Government, to provide for expenses necessary
necessary for
for carrying
carrying
out, by contract or otherwise, activities of primary
primary importance
importance in
in imimproving the effectiveness
effectiveness of Government
Government management
and operations,
operations,
management and
including
including personal
personal services in the District of Columbia;
Columbia; services
services as
as
authorized
authorized by section 15 of the Act of August 2,
2, 1946 (5
(5 U.
S. C.
U. S.
C.
55a),
55a), but at rates not to exceed $50 per diem for individuals;
individuals; travel;
travel;
and printing and binding; $1,000,000,
$1,000,000, to be derived
derived by transfer from
from
the reserved
reserved portion of any
any appropriation
or appropriations
appropriations as
the
appropriation or
as the
President
President may designate, against which reserves
reserves shall
shall have
estabhave been
been established pursuant
amended.
pursuant to Executive
Executive Order No. 8512,
8512, as amended.

INDEPENDENT
INDEPENDENT OFFICES
OFFICES
SECURITY AGENCY
FEDERAL SECURITY
AGENCY
COLUMBIA INSTITUTION
COLUMBIA
INSIii uHON FOR
FOR THE
THE DEAF
DEAF
SALARIES
SALARIES AND
AND EXPENSES
EXPENSES
62
62 Stat.
Stat. 397.
397.

For
an additional amount, fiscal year 1949,
For an
1949, for "Salaries
"Salaries and
expenses", for retroactive
increases granted by administrative
administrative
expenses",
retroactive pay increases
62 Stat. 1260.
action, comparable to those authorized
authorized by the Acts of
1948
of July 3, 1948
39 U. S. C., Stipp.
Supp.
II, §
§ 878a note.
900),
and
6,
(Public
Law
900),
July
6, 1949 (Public Law
160), $28,100.
$28,100.
Law 160),
Ante, p. 407.
Ante,
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HOWARD UNIVERSITY
HOWARD
UNIVERSITY
SALARIES
AND EXPENSES
SALARIES AND
EXPENSES

For an additional amount,
amount, fiscal year 1949,
1949, for "Salaries
"Salaries and
and
expenses", for retroactive
expenses",
retroactive pay increases
increases granted
administrative
granted by
by administrative
comparable to those
those authorized
by the
the Acts
action, comparable
authorized by
Acts of
of July
1948
July 3,
3, 1948
and July
6, 1949
1949 (Public
(Public Law
(Public Law 900),
900), and
July 6,
160), $200,000.
$200,000.
Law 160),
SOCIAL
S
OCIAL SECURITY
SECURITY ADMINISTRATION
ADMINISTRATION

Stat. 398.
62 Stat.
398

62 Stat. 1260.
1260.

39 U. S. C., Supp.

II, §
878a note.
II,
§ 878a
note.
Ante, p. 407.
407.

RECONVERSION UNEMPLOYMENT
UNEMPLOYMENT BENEFITS
RECONVERSION
FOR SEAMEN
SEAMEN
BENEFITS FOR

For payments
payments to seamen
seamen as authorized
authorized by title XIII of the Social
Social
Security Act, as amended, $300,000,
$300,000, together
together with
with the
unobligated
the unobligated
balance of the appropriation
appropriation under this head for
for the fiscal
balance
1949.
fiscal year
year 1949.
GENERAL
GENERAL SERVICES
SERVICES ADMINISTRATION
ADMINISTRATION

60 Stat. 982.
42 U.
S. C.
C. I§
U. S.
§§ 133113311336.
1336.
Ante,
p.
445.
Ante, p. 445.
445.
62 Stat.
Stat. 445.

FEDERAL WORKS
W ORKS AGENCY
FEDERAL
AGENCY
PUBLIC BUILDINGS
ADMINISTRATION
PUBLIC
BUILDINGS ADMINISTRATION

National
National Industrial Reserve
Reserve
For an additional amount
amount for "National
"National industrial
reserve",
industrial reserve",
$1,600,000, for payment
payment of obligations
under authority
obligations incurred
incurred under
authority
granted
granted under this head in the Second Deficiency
Deficiency Appropriation
Appropriation Act,
Act,
1948.
1948.
HOUSING AND HOME
FINANCE AGENCY
AGENCY
HOME FINANCE

62 Stat.
Stat. 1033.
1033.

OFFICE OF
OF TFIE
THE ADMINISTRATOR
ADMINISTRATOR
OFFICE
SALARIES
AND EXPENSES
EXPENSES
SALARIES AND

For an additional
and expenses", $2,700,000;
additional amount for "Salaries and
$2,700,000;
and appropriations
appropriations under this head for
fiscal year
1950 shall
be
for the
the fiscal
year 1950
shall be
available for purchase
purchase of not to exceed two passenger
vehicles:
passenger motor
motor vehicles:
Provided,
Provided, That the Administrator
Administrator may, with the approval
of the
approval of
the
Director
Director of the Bureau of
transfer to
to this
account from
of the Budget,
Budget, transfer
this account
from
the constituent
such sums
sums as
primarily to
funds of
of the
constituent agencies
agencies such
as relate
relate primarily
to
functions which are consolidated
consolidated in the
Administrator
the Office of
of the
the Administrator
as
III of
of the
Housing Act
Act of
1948, as
as amended.
as authorized
authorized by Title III
the Housing
of 1948,
amended.
FEDERAL HOUSING
HOUSINO ADMINISTRATION
FEDERAL
ADMINISTRATION
The amount made
available under this
in the
the Independent
Independent
made available
this head
head in
Offices
Act, 1950,
for administrative
Offices Appropriation
Appropriation Act,
1950, for
administrative expenses
expenses of
of the
the
Federal Housing
Housing Administration,
is increased
increased by
$2,000,000; and
Federal
Administration, is
by $2,000,000;
and the
the
sources
of funds
funds for
for such
such administrative
expenses shall
include the
sources of
administrative expenses
shall include
the
Military Housing
Fund created
created by
EightyMilitary
Housing Insurance
Insurance Fund
by Public
Public Law
Law 211
211 (
(Eightyfirst Congress).
Congress).
first
MILITARY
INSURANCE FUND
FUND
MILITARY HOUSING
HOUSING INSURANCE
For
payment to
to the
the Military
Fund, as
provided
For payment
Military Housing
Housing Insurance
Insurance Fund,
as provided
by Public
211 (Eighty-first
by
Public Law
Law 211
(Eighty-first Congress),
Congress), $5,000,000.
$5,000,000.

Ante, pp. 644, 742.
Ante,
742.
Transfer of funds.

62
1276,
62 Stat.
Stat. 1276.
12 U.
t. S.
S. C., Supp.
Supp.
1, ig
11,
§§ 1701e,
I701e. 170If.
1701f.
Ante, p. 431.
431.

Ante,
668; post,
Ante, p. 668;
pod,
p. 977.
977.

561.
Ante, p.
p. 571.

Ante, p.
p. 571.
Ante,
571.

PUBLIC HOUSING
HOUSING ADMINISTRATION
ADMINISTRATION
Prism°

For administrative
administrative expenses
of the
the Public
Housing AdministraAdministraFor
expenses of
Public Housing
tion,
be merged
with funds
funds made
available for
for such
tion, $4,250,000,
$4,250,000, to
to be
merged with
made available
such
expenses
by title
title II
II of
of the
Independent Offices
Appropriation Act,
Act,
expenses by
the Independent
Offices Appropriation
1950; and
merged funds
be available
purchase of
of
1950;
and such
such merged
funds shall
shall be
available for
for the
the purchase
not
exceed ten
motor vehicles
(including those
those provided
not to
to exceed
ten passenger
passenger motor
vehicles (including
provided
for
in the
the Independent
Independent Offices
Appropriation Act,
1950), and
for
for in
Offices Appropriation
Act, 1950),
and for

Ante,
Ante, p.
p. 659.
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expenses
expenses of
at meetings
meetings of
of organizations
concerned with
with
of attendance
attendance at
organizations concerned
the
work of
of the
the work
the Administration.
Administration.
The
second proviso
in the
the paragraph
paragraph under
under the
the heading
heading "Public
The second
proviso in
"Public
Administration" in
Housing Administration"
the Independent
Offices ApproApproin title
title I
I of
of the
Independent Offices
priation Act, 1950, is hereby repealed as of August 24,
24, 1949.
NATIONAL
NATIONAL CAPITAL
CAPITAL SESQUICENTENNIAL
SESQUICENTENNIAL COMMISSION
COMMISSION

61 Stat. 396.
Ante,

60

p. 140.
810.

Stat.
Stat. 810.

expenses necessary
For expenses
necessary for
the National
Sesquicentennial
for the
National Capital
Capital Sesquicentennial
Commissign
Commissi9n to prepare
prepare and
the commemoraand carry
carry out
out a
a program
program for
for the
commemoration of the one hundred and
and fiftieth
fiftieth anniversary
anniversary of
of the
the establishment
establishment
of the
Federal Government
in the
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia,
the seat of
of the
the Federal
Government in
the District
as authorized
authorized by the Acts of July 18, 1947 (Public Law 203),
203), and
and
May 31,
78), including personal
personal services
services and
31, 1949 (Public Law 78),
rent
and rent
in the District of Columbia; services as
authorized by
section 15
as authorized
by section
15 of
of
the Act of August
55a);;and such construction
August 2, 1946 (5
(5 U. S. C. 55a)
or
construction or
other expenses as may now be authorized
authorized by
by law;
law; $3,000,000.
$3,000,000.
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
COLUMBIA

FISCAL S
SERVICE
FISCAL
ERVICE
COLLECTOR'S OFFICE
COLLECTOR'S
OFFICE

62 Stat. 538.

For
an additional
amount, fiscal year 1949, for "Collector's
"Collector's Office",
For an
additional amount,
Office",

$41,116.66.
$41,116.66.

REGULATORY AGEN01.6.S
REGULATORY
AGENCIES
BOARD OF
OF PAROLE
BOARD
PAROLE
Ante,
Ante, p.
p. 305.

305.

For an additional
For
additional amount for "Board of Parole", $3,125.
$3,125.
DEPARTMENT OF
OF WEIGHTS,
AND MARKETS
DEPARTMENT
WEIGHTS, MEASURES
MEASURES AND
MARKETS

p.305.
Ante, p.
305.

For an
additional amount
For
an additional
amount for
for "Department
"Department of Weights, Measures
Measures
and Markets", $12,000.
$12,000.
LICENSE
LICENSE BUREAU
BUREAU

Ante,
305.
Ante, p. 305.

For
"License Bureau", $5,000.
For an additional
additional amount for "License
PUBLIC
PUBLIC &Hoots
SCHOOLS
CAPITAL
CAPITAL OUTLAY
OUTLAY

Ante, pp. 306,30.
306, 308.
Ante,

For alterations
alterations and
and additions
Bell Vocational
Vocational High School
For
additions at the Bell
School

building, $225,000, to remain available until expended, and to be
building,
disbursed and accounted
accounted for as
is "Capital outlay, construction, public
District of
schools, District
Columbia".
of Columbia".
COURTS
UNITED STATES
UNITED
STATES COURTS
COURTS
61 Stat.35.
Stat. 435.
61

For
an additional
fiscal year 1948, for "United
For an
additional amount,
amount, fiscal
"United States
Courts", $122,186.73.
$122,186.73.
IEALTH
DEPARTMENT
HEALTH DEPARTMENT
MEDICAL CHARITIES
MEDICAL
CHARITIES

61
Stat. 437.
437.
61 Stat.

For an
For
an additional
additional amount,
amount, fiscal
fiscal year 1948, for "Medical
"Medical charities"
charities"

for care and treatment of indigent patients under contracts
contracts made by
the Health Officer of the District of Columbia and approved
approved by
the
by the
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Commissioners with institutions
Commissioners
institutions as follows: Children's Hospital,
Hospital,
Dispensary and Casualty
$50,582.35;
$1,227; Eastern Dispensary
Casualty Hospital, $50,582.35;
Central Dispensary and Emergency
Emergency Hospital, $51,256.60; in all,
$103,065.95.
$103,065.95.
PUBLIC WELFARE
W ELFARE
PUBLIC
SAINT ELIZABETHS
ELIZABETHS HOSPITAL
SAINT
HOSPITAL

For an additional amount, fiscal year 1948, for "Saint Elizabeths
Elizabeths
Hospital",
$23,266.95.
Hospital", $23,266.95.

61 Stat.
439.
61
Stat. 439.

DAY-CARE CENTERS
DAY-CARE
CENTERS

For all
all expenses
expenses necessary
necessary to
continue a
to continue
a system
system of
of nurseries
nurseries and
under-school-age
nursery schools
schools for the day care of school-age
school-age and under-school-age
children
children in
in the District
District of Columbia through
through June
June 30,
30, 1950,
1950, including
including
personal
services, $100,000.
$100,000.
personal services,

278.

Ante,
p. 278.
Ante, p.

PUBLIC
ORKS
PUBLIC W
WORKS
EXPENSES, OFFICE
OFFICE OF
OF SUPERINTENDENT
OPERATING EXPENSES,
OPERATING
SUPERINTENDENT OF
OF DISTRICT
DISTRICT BUILDINGS
BUILDINGS

"Operating expenses,
For
an additional
expenses,
1949, for "Operating
amount, fiscal year 1949,
For an
additional amount,
Office
of Superintendent
Superintendent of
District Buildings",
$32,'700.
Buildings", $32,700.
of District
Office of

62
Stat. 550.
550.
62 Stat.

TRAFFIC
DEPARTMENT OF
OF VEHICLES
VEHICLES AND
AND TRAFFIC
DEPARTMENT

(Payable
highway fund)
(Payable from highway

and
For
additional amount
amount for
for "Department
Vehicles and
"Department of Vehicles
an additional
For an
Traffic" payable
payable from
from highway
fund, $19,500.
$19,500.
highway fund,
Traffic"

Ante,
Ante, p.
318.
p. 318.

INCREASES
PAY
PAY I
NCREASES

For
retroactive_pay
increases, fiscal
pursuant to the Acts
fiscal year 1949, pursuant
pay increases,
For retroactive
62
62 Stat.
Stat. 1260.
1260.
151),
of July
3, 1948
1948 (Public
30, 1949
1949 (Public Law 151),
June 30,
Law 900),
900), June
39
39 U.
U. S.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
Supp.
(Public Law
July 3,
of
II,
§ 878a
note.
H,
878a
note.
and
6, 1949
(Public Law
and comparable
comparable increases
granted
increases granted
160), and
Law 160),
1949 (Public
and July
July 6,
Ante, pp.
pp. 376,
Ante,
376, 407.
407.
by administrative
administrative action
allocated by the
to be
be allocated
to law,
law, to
pursuant to
action pursuant
by
Commissioners of
District of
of Columbia
to the
the appropriations
of
appropriations of
Columbia to
of the
the District
Commissioners
said District
District for
said fiscal
to which
such increases
properly
are properly
increases are
which such
year to
fiscal year
for said
said
chargeable, $4,205,850,
$4,205,850, of
$142,060 shall
shall be payable from the
which $142,060
of which
chargeable,
Highway Fund
Fund and
shall be
from the
Fund.
Water Fund.
the Water
be payable
payable from
and $83,245
$83,245 shall
Highway
Waiver
of restricWaiver of
restricaffecting appro- tions.
appropriations or affecting
The
contained within appropriations
restrictions contained
The restrictions
tions.
priations
or
other
funds,
available
during
the
fiscal
year
limiting
limiting
1949,
fiscal
year
the
during
available
funds,
priations or other
the amounts
which may
may be
be expended
or for
for
services or
for personal
personal services
expended for
amounts which
the
other purposes
involving personal
or amounts
may
which may
amounts which
services, or
personal .services,
other
purposes involving
be transferred
transferred between
or authorizations,
authorizations, are
hereby
are hereby
appropriations or
between appropriations
be
waived to
to the
to meet
authorized
increased pay costs authorized
meet increased
necessary to
extent necessary
the extent
waived
62 Stat.
Stat. 1260.
1260.
by the
Acts of
of July
July 3,
3, 1948
Law 900),
900), June
June 30,
30, 1949 (Public
(Public 62
(Public Law
1948 (Public
by
the Acts
39 U.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
39
U. S.
Supp.
878a note.
I 878a
II,
II, §
Law
151),
and
July
6,
1949
(Public
Law
160),
and
comparable
comparable
and
Law
160),
(Public
6,
1949
July
151),
and
Law
Ante, pp.
Ante,
pp. 376,
376, 407.
407.
increases
granted by
administrative action
law.
to law.
action pursuant
pursuant to
by administrative
increases granted
SETTLEMENT OF
OF CLAIMS
CLAIMS AND
Stills
AND SUITS
SETTLEMENT
For
the payment
of claims
excess of
$250, approved
approved by
by the
the ComComof $250,
in excess
claims in
payment of
For the
missioners in
in accordance
accordance with
with the
provisions of
of the
of February
February
Act of
the Act
the provisions
missioners
11,
1929, as
as amended
(46 Stat.
Stat. 500),
$8,198.03.
500), $8,198.03.
amended (46
11, 1929,
AUDITED
CLAUSIS
AUDITED CLAIMS
For the
payment of
claims certified
be due
by the
accountthe accountto be
due by
certified to
of audited
audited claims
For
the payment
ing officers
of the
District of
of Columbia
the
appropriations the
under appropriations
Columbia under
the District
ing
officers of
balances of
of which
which have
have been
been exhausted
or carried
carried to
to the
the surplus
surplus fund
fund
exhausted or
balances
under the
the provisions
section 55 of
of the
Act of
June 20,
20, 1874
1874 (31
(31
of June
the Act
of section
provisions of
under
U. S.
C. 713),
713), being
being for
for the
the service
service of
of the
the fiscal
year 1946
and prior
prior
1946 and
fiscal year
U.
S. C.

110.
18 Stat.
Stat. 110.
18
Ante,
p. 407.
Ante, p.
407.
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fiscal years, as set forth in House
House Document
259 (Eighty-first
ConDocument 259
(Eighty-first Congress),
$1,550.17.
gress), $1,550.17.
DIVISION OF
DIVISION
or EXPENSES
EXPENSES
The sums appropriated
appropriated in this
the District
District of
this Act
Act for
for the
of Columbia
Columbia
shall, unless otherwise
otherwise specifically provided,
be paid
paid out
the general
general
provided, be
out of
of the
fund of the District of Columbia,
Columbia, as
as defined
defined in
District of
of ColumColumin the
the District
bia Appropriation
Appropriation Acts for
the fiscal
fiscal years
involved.
for the
years involved.
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
DEPARTMENT
AGRICULTURE
FARM HOUSING
HOUSING
FARM
Ante,
p. 432.
Ante, p.
432.
Ante, p.
438.
Ante,
p. 438.

Ante, p.
Ante,
p. 438.
438.
Ante,
435.
Ante, pp.
pp. 434,
434, 435.

60 Stat. 810.
60
810.
60 Stat.
60
Stat. 903.
903.

To enable the Secretary
To
Secretary to carry into effect
effect the
of title
the provisions
provisions of
title V
V
of the Housing
Housing Act of
of 1949,
1949, as
as follows:
follows:
Loans: For loans, to be borrowed
from the
the Secretary
Secretary of
Treasborrowed from
of the
the Treasury in accordance
accordance with the provisions of
of said
Act,
of section
section 511
511 of
said Act,
$25,000,000, to
$25,000,000,
to remain
remain available
until June
June 30,
30, 1953.
available until
1953.
Grants and loans: For grants and loans, in
in accordance
the
accordance with
with the
provisions
provisions of section 513 of said Act,
the purposes
purposes of
of subsections
Act, for
for the
subsections
504 (a)
(a) and
and 504
$2,000,000.
504 (b),
(b), $2,000,000.
Salaries and expenses: For administrative
Salaries
administrative expenses,
expenses, including
including perpersonal services in the District of Columbia; hire of
sonal
of passenger
passenger motor
motor
vehicles; services as authorized
authorized by section 15
the Act
Act of
of August
15 of
of the
August
2, 1946 (5 U. S. C. 55a)
55a);;and health
as authorized
authorized
health service
service programs
programs as
by law (5
150);;$
$3,000,000,
(5 U. S. C. 150)
3,000,000, which shall
shall be
be available
allocaavailable for
for allocation by the Secretary
Secretary of Agriculture
Agriculture to the
several agencies
of the
the several
agencies of
the
Department of Agriculture,
Agriculture, and to State agencies through
Department
through the
the AgriAgricultural Extension Service.
Service.
FOREST
SERVICE
FOREST S
ERVICE
EMERGENCY RECONSTRUCTION
EMERGENCY
RECONSTRUCTION AND
AND REPAIR
REPAIR

For
"Emergency reconstruction
For an additional amount for "Emergency
reconstruction and
and
repair", $325,000,
$325,000, to be merged
merged with
with and
of the
the approand made
made aa part
part of
appropriation
priation under this head in the Second Deficiency
Deficiency Appropriation
Act,
Appropriation Act,
1949.
1949.

Ante, p. 240.

RURAL ELECTRIFICATION
RURAL
ELECTRIFICATION ADMINISTRATION
ADMINISTRATION
49 Stat. 1363.
7
901-915;
7U. S..§§
C. §§901-915;
03 4
Supp. II,, §§ 603, 904.
Post, p. 948.

uTac
Supp. §

4.

otp.948.

Post,
PoAt, p.948.

p.948.

Ante, p. 345;
Aptd,
p. 345;
p. 978.

t
poet,
po '

Post,

Post, p.
948.
p. 948.
49 Stat. 1365, 1364.
47
sut.
7 U. S. 13.c55,
C. §§3 907,

903;
Supp. 1,
II, §
903.
03; Supp.
1903.
Post, p. 948.

To
To carry
carry into
into effect
effect the
the provisions
of the
Rural Electrification
Act,
provisions of
the Rural
Electrification Act,
as amended,
amended, and
to provide
for rural telephones and
purposes:
as
and to
provide for
and other
other purposes:
Provided, That
That the following two paragraphs
Provided,
paragraphs shall be effective
effecti ve on
ly
only
upon the enactment into la
law
during
w d
ur i
ng the
th e first session
session of
of the
the Eighty-first
Eighty-first
Congress
R. 2960,
follows:
Congress of It.
H. R.
2960, as follows:
Salaries
and
expenses:
Salaries
expenses: For an additional
additional amount
amount for
administrative
for administrative
expenses,
expenses, including
including personal services
services in the District of Columbia,
$250,000 of which amount
$250,000,
$35,000 s
hall b
t
rans f
erre dto
to and
an dmade
made a
amount $35,000
shall
bee transferred
a
part of the appropriation
appropriation for
for the
Office of
of the
Solicitor.
the Office
the Solicitor.
Loans:
in accordance
title II
Loans: For
For loans
loans in
accordance with
with title
II and for carrying out the
provisions of
of section
section 7
provisions
7of title I,
I, $25,000,000,
$25,000,000, to
to be
be borrowed
from the
the
borrowed from
Secretary of
of the
the Treasury
Treasury in
accordance with
Secretary
in accordance
with the applicable
applicable provisions
of section 33of title I.
I.

DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
COMMERCE
BUREAU
BUREAU OF
OF THE
CENSUS
THE CENSUS
Ante, p.
p. 463
463.

Ante, p.
p. 441.
441,,

SEVENTEENTH DECENNIAL
SEVENTEENTH
DECENNIAL CENSUS
CENSUS

For
For an additional
additional amount for "Seventeenth
"Seventeenth decennial
census", .to
decennial census",
to
remain
December 31, 1952,
$8,000,000; and
remain available
available until December
1952, $8,000,000;
appropriaand appropriations under this h
ea d s
hall be
be ava
il abl e f
or carrying
carry i
ng out
provihead
shall
available
for
out those
those provisions
the Housing
Housing Act
of 1949, approved
sions of
of the
Act of
approved July 15, 1949, requiring
requiring
a census of housing.
a
housing.
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CIVIL AERONAUTICS
AERONA U'.LICS ADMINISTRATION
CIVIL

CLAIMS, FEDERAL
FEDERAL AIRPORT
AIRPORT ACT
ACT
CLAIMS,

for "Claims,
For
an additional
additional amount
amount for
"Claims, Federal Airport Act",
Act",
For an
until June
$300,421.92, to
to remain
June 30, 1953, as follows: Lubavailable until
remain available
$300,421.92,
bock
Municipal Airport,
Lubbock, Texas,
Texas, $187,493;
$187,493; Del Norte
Norte County
Airport, Lubbock,
bock Municipal
Airport,
County of
California, $754.92;
$754.92; Memphis
Memphis MunicNorte, California,
Del Norte,
of Del
Airport, County
ipal Airport,
Airport, Memphis,
Memphis, Tennessee,
Tennessee, $112,174.
$112,174.
ipal

60 Stat.
Stat. 170.
17060
49 U. S. C. ¢§ 11011119; Supp. II, § 1101
et eeq.
478, 480,
Ate,
Ante, pp. 478, 480,
603,
03,
pp. 903,
post, pp.
605; poet,
603, 605;
925.

supp. I,
pp.

COMMERCE
DOMESTIC COMMERCE
BUREAU OF
FOREIGN AND
AND DOMESTIC
OF FOREIGN
BUREAU

DEPARTMENTAL SALARIES
SALARIES AND
AND EXPENSES
EXPENSES
DEPARTMENTAL
For an
additional amount
amount for "Departmental
salaries and expenses"
expenses"
"Departmental salaries
an additional
For
pursuant to
to Public
153 (Eighty-first
Congress) ,$45,000.
(Eighty-first Congress),
Law 153
Public Law
pursuant

Ante, p. 404.
AWfCP.4.

DEPARTMENT
INTERIOR
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
AFFAIRS
BUREAU
OF I
INDIAN
NDIAN AFFAIRS
BUREAU OF

CONSTRUCTION,
BUILDINGS AND
AND UTILITIES
UTILIIIES
CONSTRUCTION, BUILDINGS
For
an additional
additional amount
amount for
"Construction, and so forth, buildfor "Construction,
For an
ings and
and utilities",
follows:
utilities", as follows:
ings
Klamath,
accordance with the Act of August
$150,000, in accordance
Oregon: $150,000,
Klamath, Oregon:
19,
1949, Public
Public Law 256.
19, 1949,
ROADS
ROADS

Ante,
P. m.
773.
An"C p.

For an
additional amount
for "Roads",
$98,500, to remain available
"Roads", $98,500,
amount for
an additional
For
until
expended.
until expended.

Ate, P. 774

Ante,

p. 621.

Ante,

p. 774.

te621

SERVICE
NATIONAL
ERVICE
PARK S
NATIONAL PARK
PARKS
SALARIES
AND EXPENSES,
EXPENSES, NATIONAL
NATIONAL CAPITAL
CAPITAL PARKS
SALARIES AND

and exFor an
ex"Salaries and
for "Salaries
1949, for
year 1949,
fiscal year
amount, fiscal
additional amount,
an additional
For

p. 243.
Ant, p. 23.

Ante,

penses,
National Capital
Capital Parks", $12,400.
penses, National

NORTH DAKOTA
INTERNATIONAL PEACE
PEACE GARDEN,
GARDEN, NORTH
DAKOTA
INTERNATIONAL

For the
construction of
of roads,
buildings, utilities, and other
other
trails, buildings,
roads, trails,
the construction
For
improvements, including
including expenses
expenses incidental
thereto, necessary
necessary for
incidental thereto,
improvements,
completion
the International
International Peace
$25,000,
I)akota, $25,000,
Garden, North Dakota,
Peace Garden,
of the
completion of
to remain
remain available
until expended:
Provided, That
That this
paragraph
this paragraph
expended: Provided,
available until
to
shall
effective only
only upon
enactment into law during
during the first
the enactment
upon the
be effective
shall be
R. 2369.
session
the Eighty-first
Eighty-first Congress
Congress of H. R.
2369.
of the
session of

o. p.. 888.

Post,

GOVERNMENT
TERRITORIES
THE TERRITORIES
IN THE
GOVERNMENT IN
TERRITORY OF
OF ALASKA
ALASKA
TERRITORY

the
For
an additional
for expenses
expenses of
of the
1949, for
year 1949,
fiscal year
amount, fiscal
additional amount,
For an
offices
of
Governor
and
the
Secretary,
$1,600.
$1,600.
Secretary,
the
and
Governor
of
offices

62 Stat. 1146.
62tat.1146

VIRGIN ISLANDS
ISLANDS CORPORATION
CORPORATION
VIRGIN
Revolving fund:
fund: For
advances
establishing aa revolving fund for advances
For establishing
Revolving
to
Virgin Islands
Islands Corporation,
Corporation, as
by section
6 of the
section 6
authorized by
as authorized
the Virgin
to the
Virgin Islands
Corporation Act
Act (Public
Law 149,
149, approved
approved June
30,
June 30,
(Public Law
Islands Corporation
Virgin
1949), $1,250,000.
$1,250,000.
1949),
Grants: For
For payment
payment to
to the
Virgin Islands
Islands Corporation
in the
form
the form
Corporation in
the Virgin
Grants:
of
grants, $1,026,000,
$1,026,000, of
of which
$276,000 shall
shall be
be for
for estiamount $276,000
which amount
of grants,
mated
be sustained
sustained during
during the
1950, as
as authorized
authorized
year 1950,
fiscal year
the fiscal
to be
losses to
mated losses
by
section 8
8 (a)
the Virgin
Islands Corporation
Corporation Act,
conthe conin the
Act, in
Virgin Islands
of the
(a) of
by section
duct
of
activities
budgeted
as
predominantly
revenue
producing,
and
and
producing,
revenue
predominantly
as
duct of activities budgeted

Ante,

p. 353.

Ante,

p. 3M.

Antep.

A"p.

354
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$750,000
$750,000 shall be for repayment to
the Secretary
of the
of
to the
Secretary of
the Treasury
Treasury of
outstanding.
loans outstanding.
Contract
authority.
Contract authority.
During
the fiscal
fiscal year
year 1950
1950 the Virgin Islands Corporation
During the
Corporation is
is hereby
hereby
authorized to make such expenditures,
authorized
expenditures, within
funds
within the
the limits
limits of
of funds
available
available to it
it and in accord with law, and
and to
to make
make such
such contracts
contracts and
and
commitments without
commitments
without regard
regard to fiscal-year
fiscal-year limitations
limitations as
as provided
provided
59 Stat.
Stat. 598.
59
598.
by section 104 of the Government
Government Corporation
Act, as
as
Corporation Control
Control Act,
U. S.C.,
31 U.
S. C., Supp.II,
Supp.II, by section
§849. Samended,
amended, as may be necessary in
in carrying
out its
its programs
as set
forth
carrying out
programs as
set forth
in House
House Document Numbered 291, Eighty-first
Eighty-first Congress,
Congress, first
first session:
session:
Limitation.
Limitation.
Provided, That
to exceed
exceed $121,480 of
of the
Provided,
That not
not to
the funds
funds available
available to
to the
the
Corporation
Corporation shall be available for administrative
administrative expenses
(to be
be
expenses (to
computed on an accrual
basis), covering
computed
accrual basis),
covering the
the categories
categories set
set forth
forth in
in
said document for such expenses
expenses of
the Corporation.
Corporation.
of the

DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
JUSTICE
FEDERAL
FEDERAL PRISON
SYSTEM
PRISON SYSTEM
SALARIES AND
AND EXPENSES,
EXPENSES, PENAL
SALARIES
PENAL AND
AND CORRECTIONAL
INSTII _LIONS
CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTIONS
Ante,
p. 460.
Ante, p.460.
Ante,
Ante, p.
13. 167.
167 '

Appropriations under this head for the fiscal year
Appropriations
1950 shall
year 1950
shall be
be
available
available for payment of claims pursuant
pursuant to
to Public
Public Law
Law 93,
approved
93, approved

June 10, 1949.

DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT OF LABOR
LABOR
OFFICE
SECRETARY
OFFICE OF
OF THE
THE S
ECRETARY
Ante, P. 283
283;; Pat
p.Ane
p. 981. p

OFFICE
OF THE
OFFICE OF
.1.11E SOLICITOR
SOLICITOR

For
an additional
"Salaries and
For an
additional amount
amount for "Salaries
and expenses,
expenses, Office
the
Office of
of the
Solicitor", $26,500.
$26,500.
BUREAU OF
STANDARDS
BUREAU
OF LABOR
LABOR STANDARDS

For
an additional
additional amount for "Salaries
"Salaries and
For an
and expenses,
Bureau of
expenses, Bureau
of
Labor Standards",
Labor
Standards", $55,400;
$55,400; and not
exceed $68,400
of approprianot to
to exceed
$68,400 of
appropriations under
tions
under this head for the fiscal year
year 1950
1950 shall
shall be
available for
be available
for
the work of the President's Committee on
the
on National
the
National Employ
Employ the
Physically
Handicapped Week,
Physically Handicapped
Week, as authorized
authorized by
by the
of July
the Act
Act of
July 11,
11,
1949 (Public Law 162).
162).

Ante,
Ante, p. 283.
2S3.

Ante, p. 409.

Ante, p.
284; past,
p. 284;
post,
p.
981.
p. 981.

HOUR DIVISION
WAGE AND
AND Ham
DIVISION

For
expenses", $53,300.
For an
an additional
additional amount
amount for "Salaries
"Salaries and expenses",
$53,300.
NATIONAL
NATIONAL MILITARY
MILITARY ESTABLISHMENT
ESTABLISHMENT
DEPARTMENT OF
OF THE
TIIE Am
DEPARTMENT
AIR FORCE
FORCE
ACQUISITION
CONSTRUCTION OF
ACQUISITION AND
AND CONSTRUCTION
OF REAL
PROPERTY
REAL PROPERTY

For an
additional amount for "Acquisition
"Acquisition and
For
an additional
Construction of
and Construction
of
Real Property",
Real
Property", for military installations
and facilities
facilities authorized
installations and
authorized
by
the Act of May 11, 1949 (Public Law 60),
by the
remain
60), $5,000,000,
$5,000,000, to
to remain
available
available until expended.
expended.

Ante, p. 66.
66.

efju of
Af I-.a-*
Transfer
funds.

..

Poet, p.1015.

. 101.

RESEARCH AND
RESEARCH
AND DEVELOPMENT
DEVELOPMENT

Not
to exceed
exceed $7,500,000
$7,500,000 of any appropriations
Not to
appropriations available
available to
to the
the
Department
of the
the Air
Force for the fiscal year 1950 may,
Department of
Air Force
may, upon
upon
request
Secretary of Defense, be transferred
request of
of the
the Secretary
transferred to
to and
and merged
merged
with the
with
the appropriation
appropriation under this head
Military
head in
in the
the National
National Military
Establishment Appropriation
Establishment
Appropriation Act, 1950.
1950.

63
STAT.]
63 STAT.]
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81sT CONG.,
CONG ., 1ST
1sT SESS.-CH.
SESS .—CH.694-OCT.
694—OCT.14, 1949
81ST

POST
OFFICE DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT
POST OFFICE
(Out
the Postal
Revenues)
Postal Revenues)
of the
(Out of
DEPARTMENTAL SERVICE
SERVICE
DEPARTMENTAL
Salaries
Salaries
GENERAL
POSTMASTER GENERAL
ASSISTANT POSTMASTER
Or
VICE OF
SECOND ASSISTANT
THE SECOND
OF THE
OFFICE

For an
for "Office
"Office of the Second Assistant Postamount for
additional amount
an additional
For
master
General", $50,000;
amount made available under this
and the amount
$50,000; and
master General",
Act, 1950, only for
Appropriation Act,
head in
in the
the Post
Department Appropriation
Office Department
Post Office
head
temporary personal
personal services
the District of Columbia and services
in the
services in
temporary
(5 U,
as
authorized by
15 of
the Act
IL S. C.
August 2, 1946 (5
of August
Act of
of the
section 15
by section
as authorized
Interstate Commerce
the Interstate
55a)
with rate
before the
hearings before
rate hearings
connection with
in connection
55a),,in
Commission, is
is increased
increased from
"$210,000".
"$160,000" to "$210,000".
from "$160,000"
Commission,

Ante, p.
367p. 367.
A"te,

60
Stat. 810810.
60 Stat.

FIELD SERVICE
SERVICE
FIELD
Mk ICE OF
THE SECOND
SECOND ASSISTANT
POSTMASTER GENERAL
GENERAL
ASSISTANT POSTMASTER
OF THE
OFFICE

Star Route
Star
Route Service
For
additional amount
amount for
"Star route
$2,900,000.
service", $2,900,000.
route service",
for "Star
an additional
For an

Ante,
p. 370.
370.
Ante, p.

FOREIGN
AIR MAIL
MAIL TRANSPORTATION
TRANSPORTATION
FOREIGN AIR
For an
fiscal year
1946, for
"Foreign air mail
for "Foreign
year 1946,
amount, fiscal
additional amount,
an additional
For
transportation"; $1,392,000.
$1,392,000.
transportation",
mail
for "Foreign
For
additional amount,
amount, fiscal
year 1948,
"Foreign air
air mail
1948, for
fiscal year
an additional
For an
"Clerks,
transportation", $2,000,000,
be derived by transfer from "Clerks,
to be
$2,000,000, to
transportation",
1948".
first- and
and second-class
second-class post
offices, 1948".
post offices,
first-

59 Stat.
7
tat 71.
59
Ante,
249, 747.
pp. 249,747.
Ate, pp.

61
230.
tat.230.
61 Stat.

DEPARTMENT OF
OF STATE
STATE
DEPARTMENT
AND EXPENSES
SALARIES AND
EXPENSES
SALARIES

$1,500,000;
For an
amount for
"Salaries and expenses"
expenses", $1,500,000;
for "Salaries
additional amount
an additional
For
and funds
funds appropriated
appropriated under
under this head shall be available for retroand

active salary
increases for
1949, as
authorized by
by the
the
as authorized
year 1949,
fiscal year
the fiscal
for the
salary increases
active
Act of
July 6,
6, 1949
(Public Law
160), to
extent that
appropriathat appropriato the
the extent
Law 160),
1949 (Public
of July
Act
tions for
said fiscal
fiscal year are insufficient therefor.
for said
tions

5
62
Stat. 305.
62 stat 30.
Ante, p. 407.
Ante p. 40

PORT-AU-PRINCE BICENTEN
NIAL EXPOSITION
EXPOSITION
BICENTENNIAL
PORT-AU-PRINCE
For carrying
carrying out
out the
the provisions
the joint
August
of August
resolution of
joint resolution
of the
provisions of
For
Federal
19, 1949
1949 (Public
(Public Law
251, Eighty-first
Eighty-first Congress),
Congress), authorizing
authorizing Federal
Law 251,
19,
participation
Exposition for the Bicentennial
Bicentennial
International Exposition
in the
the International
participation in
to
of the
Founding of
of Port-au-Prince,
Republic of
Haiti, $125,000,
$125,000, to
of Haiti,
Port-au-Prince, Republic
the Founding
of
remain
1951.
30, 1951.
June 30,
through June
available through
remain available

Ante, p.. 618.
18.

Acn,

FOREIGN SERVICE
SERVICE
FOREIGN
EXPENSES
SALARIES AND
AND EXPENSES
SALARIES

For an
an additional
amount, fiscal
1949, for
"Salaries and
for "Salaries
year 1949,
fiscal year
additional amount,
For
expenses,
Foreign Service",
Service", $900,000,
and, in
in addition,
not to
to exceed
exceed
addition, not
$900,000, and,
expenses, Foreign
$250,000
shall be
available for
transfer from
from the
the appropriation
appropriation for
for transfer
be available
$250,000 shall
"Living and
and quarters
quarters allowances,
Service", for
for said
fiscal
said fiscal
Foreign Service",
allowances, Foreign
"Living
year.
year.
INTERNATIONAL CLAIMS
COMMISSION
CLAIMS COMMISSION
INTERNATIONAL
For
expenses necessary
to enable
enable the
the Commission
Commission to settle cernecessary to
For expenses
tain
of the
the United
United States
on its
its own
behalf
own behalf
States on
of the
Government of
the Government
claims of
tain claims

p. 250.
Atp.250.

Ante,

62
Stat. 307.
62 tat.307.
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LAWS-CH.
694-OCT..14,
14, 1949
1949

60
0 Stat. 810.
0.
62
Stat. 983.
62Stat.
983.
28 U.S.C., Supp. II,
§2672.
2672.
Ante,
pp. 6,
62, 106.
Anta, pp.
106.

[63 S
TAT.
[63
STAT.

and on behalf of American
American nationals
against foreign
foreign governments
nationals against
governments
as authorized
authorized by H. R. 4406, Eighty-first Congress,
including personal
personal
Congress, including
services in the District of Columbia;
Columbia; expenses
expenses of
of attendance
attendance at
at meetmeetings of organizations
organizations concerned
concerned with
the purposes
of this
this appropriaappropriawith the
purposes of
tion; purchase (not to exceed two)
two) and
of passenger
vehicles
and hire
hire of
passenger motor
motor vehicles
printing and
for field use only; printing
and binding;
services as
as authorized
authorized by
binding; services
by
section
of the
the Act
1946 (5
(5 U. S. C. 55a);
payment
section 15
15 of
Act of
of August
August 2, 1946
55a) ;payment
of claims pursuant
pursuant to law (28 U. S. C. 2672) ;;payment
rent abroad
abroad
payment of
of rent
in advance;
advance; employment
employment of aliens; and ice
and drinking
drinking water
water for
for use
ice and
use
abroad;
of which not to exceed $25,000
abroad; $150,000,
$150,000, of
$25,000 may be
transferred
be transferred
appropriations of the Department
Department of State
to other appropriations
State for
for administrative
administrative
services: Provided,
Provided, That this paragraph
paragraph shall
be effective
effective only
only upon
upon
shall be
the enactment into law during the first session of
of the
the Eighty-first
Eighty-first
H. R.
Congress of
of H.
R. 4406.
4406.
Swiss
AR DAMAGE
CLAIMS
Swiss W
WAR
DAMAGE CLAIMS

For payment of compensation,
compensation, including
interest thereon
thereon at
at such
such
including interest
rate as may be agreed upon with the Government
Government of
Switzerland,
of Switzerland,
damages inflicted on
for losses and damages
persons and
and property
property in
in SwitzerSwitzeron persons
land during World War II,
II, as
authorized by
Act of
of June
28, 1949
as authorized
by the
the Act
June 28,
1949
(Public Law 136),
136), $14,600,000.

Ante, p.
p. 2.
279.

Ante,

INTERNATIONAL
AND EDUCATIONAL
EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES
I
NTERNATIONAL INFORMATION
INFORMATION AND
ACTIVIIIES

Ante, pp.
pp. 44,747.
454, 747.
Ate,
Retroactive salary
Retroactive
salary
increases.

Ante, p.
Ate,
p. 407.
07.
Construction,
Construction,
of buildings.

etc.,
etc.,

41 U. S. O. 15.

4Ante,. p.. 403.
0. j5

Radio
Radio equipment.
equipment.
Acquisition of land
ouitstin
land
outside
U. S.

of

33 U. S. C. §733; 34
U.S.C.{52o;47u:.S.
U.S.C.
§520; 40 U.S.C.
1265;
§
255; 50 U.
175.
U.. S. C.O§17.

For an additional amount for "International
"International information
information and
and
educational
educational activities", $11,500,000;
$11,500,000; and the limitation
limitation under
under this
this
head in
in the
Appropriation Act,
head
the Department of State Appropriation
1950, on
Act, 1950,
on the
the
amount available for transfer
transfer to other appropriations
appropriations of
of the
the DepartDepartment of
of State
increased by $90,000: Provided,
Provided, That funds approment
State is
is increased
priated under
available for retroactive
priated
under this head shall be available
retroactive salary
salary
increases for the fiscal year 1949, as authorized
increases
authorized by the Act of
of July
July
6,
1949 (Public
(Public Law
160), to
6, 1949
Law 160),
to the
the extent
extent that appropriations
appropriations for said
said
fiscal year
insufficient therefor:
further, That
fiscal
year are insufficient
therefor: Provided
Provided further,
$10,475,000
That $10,475,000
appropriation shall be available until
of this appropriation
expended, without
regard
until expended,
without regard
to section 3709 of the
the Revised
Revised Statutes,
for the
the purchase,
purchase,
Stattes, exclusively
exclusively for
construction, and improvement
construction,
improvement of
and facilities,
facilities t purchase
of buildings
buildings and
purchase
and installation
installation of
transmission and
and
of necessary
necessary equipment
equipment for radio transmission
and
reception, and the acquisition of land and interest in
reception,
in land
land by
by purchase,
purchase,
or otherwise:
lease, rental,
rental, or
otherwise: Provided
Provided further,
further, That
That land
land may
may be
be
acquired outside the
acquired
United States
States without
without regard
to
the continental
continental United
regard to

section 355 of the Revised
Revised Statutes,
section
Statutes, and
and title
to any
land so
so acquired
acquired
title to
any land
shall
be approved
Secretary of
of State.
State.
shall be
approved by the Secretary

TREASURY
TREASURY DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT
BUREAU
OF INTERNAL
BUREAU OF
INTERNAL REVENUE
REVENUE

56 Stat.
Stat. 22.
22.
56

Refund
paid by
Refund of taxes illegally
illegally assessed and paid
by Indian
For
Indian wards:
wards: For
the
the payment
payment by the Treasury Department
Department of the principal
principal amount
amount of
of
any claim or claims for refund of income
income taxes
the twotaxes filed
filed within
within the
twoyear period
period permitted
permitted by and pursuant
year
pursuant to the declared
declared policy
policy of
of
Congress as contained in section
2 of the Act of Congress
Congress
section 2
of January
Congress of
January
29,1942
Stat. 21),
21), by
by or
behalf of
of any Indian allottee
29,
1942 (56
(56 Stat.
or on
on behalf
allottee of the class
class
mentioned
therein
mentioned therein as having
having been required or permitted to pay
pay any
any
Federal income tax on the rents,
rents, royalties,
royalties, or
other gains
gains arising
arising from
or other
from
such
$200,000, to
such allotment
allotment during the minority of the allottee, $200,000,
to remain
remain
available
available until expended.
expended.
SECRET
DIvISIoN
SECRET SERVICE
SERVICE DIVISION
SALARIEs
AND EXPENSES,
SALARIES AND
EXPENSES, WHITE
WHITE HOUSE
HOUSE POLICE
POLICE

62Stat.413.
62 Stat. 413.

For an additional amount, fiscal year 1949, for "Salaries and
For an additional amount, fiscal year 1949, for "Salaries
expenses, White House
House Police",
Police", $29,000.
$29,000.

TAT.]
STAT.]
63 S
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CONG., 1ST SESS.-CH.
81ST CONG.,
81sr
SESS.—CH.694-OCT.
694 OCT.14, 1949
BUREAU' OF
OF THE
THE MINT
M INT
BUREAU

STATES
THE UNITED
MEDAL
FOR ALBEN
W. BARKLEY,
BARKLFY, VICE
VICE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF
OF THE
UNLL'ED STATES
ALBEN W.
MEDAL FOR

For
carrying out the provisions
provisions of Public Law 221, Eighty-first
Eighty-first
For carrying
Congress,
approved August 12, 1949, $2,500.
Congress, approved

Ante, p.
599.
p. 599.
Ante,

TITLE II—CLAIMS
DAMAGES AND JUDGMENTS
JUDGMENTS
II-CLAIMS FOR DAMAGES
TITLE
For payment
determined by
payment of claims for damages as settled and determined
For
rendered
departments and
agencies in
judgments rendered
in accord with law, and judgments
and agencies
departments
against the
district courts and the
the United
United States by United States district
against
Document
United States
States Court
of Claims,
set forth
Senate Document
in Senate
forth in
as set
Claims, as
Court of
United
Numbered 283, Eighty-first
Numbered
and House
House Document
Eighty-first
Document Numbered
111, and
Numbered 111,
amounts as may be necesCongress,
$1,033,748.54, together
with such amounts
together with
Congress, $1,033,748.54,
sary
interest (as
such judgments or
specified in such
when specified
and when
(as and
to pay
pay interest
sary to
increases in rates
provided
additional sums due to increases
law) and such additional
by law)
provided by
of
exchange as
may be
currency:
pay claims
claims in foreign currency:
to pay
be necessary
necessary to
as may
of exchange
Provided,
That no
no judgment
appropriated for shall be paid
judgment herein appropriated
Provided, That
until
it shall
United
become final and conclusive against the United
have become
shall have
until it
otherwise: Provided
parties to appeal
States
by failure
failure of the parties
appeal or otherwise:
Provided
States by
the
further,
That, unless
otherwise specifically
specifically required
required by law or by the
unless otherwise
further, That,

for herein shall
appropriated for
judgment,
payment of
of interest
wherever appropriated
shall
interest wherever
judgment, payment
not
continue for
for more
more than thirty days after the date of approval of
not continue
this Act.
TITLE III—GENERAL
PROVISIONS
III-GENERAL PROVISIONS
TITLE

SEc.
301. No part of any appropriation
appropriation contained in this Act, or
SEC. 301.
any corporation inof the
the funds
funds made
made available
available for
for expenditure
by any
expenditure by
of
used to pay the salary or wages of any
cluded in
in this
this Act,
be used
shall be
Act, shall
cluded
person
who engages
engages in
Government of the United
United
the Government
against the
strike against
in aastrike
person who
of Government
States or
or who
who is
member of
of an
organization of
Government eman organization
is aa member
States
ployees that
that asserts
asserts the
Government of
strike against the Government
to strike
right to
the right
ployees
the United
United States,
States, or
or is
member of
of an organia member
is a
advocates, or
who advocates
or who
the
Government of the United
of the Government
zation that
that advocates,
advocates, the
overthrow of
the overthrow
zation
for the purposes hereof
States
force or
Provided, That
That for
hereof
or violence:
violence: Provided,
by force
States by
an affidavit
prima facie
facie evidence
person
that the person
evidence that
considered prima
be considered
shall be
affidavit shall
an
making
the affidavit
has not
to the
provisions of
this section
section
of this
the provisions
contrary to
not contrary
affidavit has
making the

is
States, is
engaged in
in a
against the
the Government
of the
United States,
the United
Government of
strike against
a strike
engaged
not a
a member
of an
organization of
Government employees that
of Government
an organization
member of
not
asserts the
right to
to strike
the Government
Government of
of the
the United States,
against the
strike against
the right
asserts
an oror
such person
person does
does not
advocate, and
is not
not a
member of an
a member
and is
not advocate,
that such
or that
Government of the
ganization
overthrow of the Government
the overthrow
advocates, the
that advocates,
ganization that
United
States by
force or
or violence:
further, That any perProvided further,
violence: Provided
by force
United States
son
who engages
engages in
against the
the Government
of the United
United
Government of
strike against
in aa strike
son who
States or
who is
is a
a member
of an
organization of
Government ememof Government
an organization
member of
or who
States
ployees
the right
to strike
strike against
against the
Government of
the Government
right to
asserts the
that asserts
ployees that
the
States, or
or who
member of
organian organiof an
is aamember
who is
advocates, or
who advocates,
or who
United States,
the United
zation
that advocates,
advocates, the
the overthrow
of the
of the
United
the United
Government of
the Government
overthrow of
zation that
States by
force or
the salary
or
salary or
employment the
accepts employment
and accepts
violence and
or violence
by force
States
wages for
or fund
contained
fund contained
appropriation or
any appropriation
from any
paid from
are paid
which are
for which
wages
in this
this Act
be guilty
guilty of
conviction, shall
be
shall be
upon conviction,
and, upon
felony and,
of aafelony
shall be
Act shall
in
fined not
more than
than $1,000
$1,000 or
or imprisoned
for not
not more
more than
than one
year,
one year,
imprisoned for
not more
fined
or both:
Provided further,
That the
be in
in
shall be
clause shall
penalty clause
above penalty
the above
further, That
both: Provided
or
addition
and not
any other
provisions of
of
other provisions
for, any
substitution for,
in substitution
not in
to, and
addition to,
existing law.
existing
AppropriaSEC. 302.
302. This
This Act
Act may
cited as
as the
"Supplemental Appropriathe "Supplemental
be cited
may be
SEC.
tion Act,
Act, 1950".
1950".
tion
Approved
October 14,
1949.
14, 1949.
Approved October

engaging,
Persons
Persons engaging,
etc.,
etc., in strikes against
advocating overor advocating
throw of U.S.
U.S. Government.

Affidavit.
Affidavit.

Penalty.

Short
Short title.
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PUBLIC
PUBLIC LAWS-CH.
LAWS— CH.695—OCT.
15, 1949
695-OCT. 15,1949
[
CHAPTER 695]
[CHAPTER

October 15,
15, 1949
1949
October
[H. R.
R. 1689]
1689]
[H.
[Public Law
359]
[Public
Law 359]

Executive departdepartExecutive
ments
ments and
and indepenindependent agencies.
agencies.
dent
Compensation
Compensation of
of
officers.
officers.

62
Stat. 678.
62 Stat.
678.
3
U. S, C.,
C., Supp.
3 U.S.
Supp. II,
II,
§
105.
§ 105.

[63 S
TAT.
[63
STAT.

AN ACT
ACT

To increase rates of compensation
compensation of
of the heads
heads and assistant
assistant heads
heads
executive departments
executive
departments and independent
independent agencies.
agencies.

of
of

Be it
it enacted
the Senate and
enacted by the
the
and Hou,se
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
UnitedStates of America in
United
the rate
rate of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
of basic
basic
compensation
head of each
compensation of the head
executive department
the
each executive
department and
and of
of the
Secretary
Secretary of Defense shall be $22,500
$22,500 per
annum; the
of basic
per annum;
the rate
rate of
basic
compensation of the Deputy Secretary
compensation
Secretary of
of Defense
Defense shall
shall be
be $20,000
$20,000
per annum; and the rate of basic
compensation of
the Secretary
Secretary of
the
basic compensation
of the
of the
Army, the Secretary of the Navy, and the Secretary
of the
the Air
Air Force
Force
Secretary of
shall be, respectively,
annum.
respectively, $18,000
$18,000 per
per annum.
SEC.
3 of the United
SEC. 2. (a)
(a) Section 105 of title 3
is amended
United States
States Code
Code is
amended
to read as follows:
follows:
"COMPENSATION
" COMPENSATION OF SECRETARIES
SECRETARIES AND
Ext.0 IIVE, ADMINISTRATIVE,
AND EXECUTIVE,
ADMINISTRATIVE, AND
AND
STAFF
STAFF ASSISTANTS
ASSISTANTS TO
TO PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT

62 Stat. 678.
3 U.
U. S.
3
S. C.,
II,
C., Supp.
Supp. II,
106.
§106.

"§ 105. The President
President is authorized
authorized to
fix the
of the
to fix
the compensation
compensation of
the
six administrative
administrative assistants authorized
authorized to be appointed under
section
under section
106 of this title, of the Executive
Executive Secretary
Secretary of
Security
of the
the National
National Security
Council,
secretaries or
Council, and of five other secretaries
immediate staff
assistants
or other
other immediate
staff assistants
in the White House Office
Office as follows: Two
rates not
exceeding
Two at
at rates
not exceeding
$20,000 per annum,
annum, three at rates not exceeding $18,000
$18,000 per
per annum,
annum,
and seven at rates not exceeding
exceeding $15,000
$15,000 per
per annum."
annum."
(b) The first sentence of section 106
title 3
3 of
United States
States
106 of
of title
of the
the United
Code is amended
amended to read
as follows:
follows: "The
"The President
is authorized
read as
President is
authorized to
to
appoint not to exceed six administrative
administrative assistants
fix their
assistants and
and to
to fix
their
compensation in accordance with section 105
compensation
title."
105 of
of this
this title."
SEC.
SEC. 3. The rate of basic compensation
compensation of
Secretary of
of each Under
Under Secretary
of
an executive department,
department, the Deputy Postmaster
Postmaster General,
Assistant
General, the
the Assistant
to the Attorney General, the Solicitor General of
United States,
of the
the United
States, the
the
States, the
Comptroller General of the United
United States,
the Director
of the
Bureau
Director of
the Bureau
of the Budget, the Chairman of the National Security
Board,
Security Resources
Resources Board,
the Federal Security
Security Administrator, the Administrator
Administrator of
Veterans'
of Veterans'
Affairs,
Administrator of General Services,
Affairs, the Administrator
the Housing
Services, and
and the
Housing and
and
Home
Finance Administrator
Home Finance
Administrator shall be $17,500
$17,500 per annum.
SEC.
compensation of
S
EC. 4. The rate of basic compensation
Chairman of
the Muniof the
the Chairman
of the
Munitions Board, the Chairman of the Research
Research and
and Development
Development Board,
Board,
the Assistant Comptroller
General of the
Comptroller General
the Assistant
the United
United States,
States, the
Assistant
Director of the Bureau
Bureau of the Budget,
Budget, the Deputy
Deputy Administrator
Administrator of
of
Veterans' Affairs, the Director of Central Intelligence, the
Veterans'
the Federal
Federal
Mediation and Conciliation
Mediation
Conciliation Director, the
the Federal
Federal
the Director
Director of
of the
Investigation, the Chairman
Bureau of Investigation,
Chairman of
Service Commisof the
the Civil
Civil Service
Commission, the Chairman of
sion
the Board
Board o
Di rect
ors o
the E
xport Import
of the
offDirectors
offthe
Export-Import
Bank of
Bank
of Washington,
Washington, the Chairman of the Board of Directors of the
the
Reconstruction Finance Corporation,
Reconstruction
Corporation, the Chairman
Chairman of
of the
the United
United
States
Maritime Commission,
States Maritime
Commission, members of the Council of
of Economic
Economic
Advisers, members
Advisers,
members of the Board of Governors of
of the
Federal Reserve
Reserve
the Federal
System, and
and members
members of the Board of Directors
System,
Directors of the Federal Deposit
Deposit
Insurance
Insurance Corporation
Corporation (including the Comptroller
Cimptroller of
of the
the Currency)
Currency)
shall be $16,000
$16,000 per annum.
annum.
SEC. 5.
5. (a)
The rate of basic compensation of the Assistant Federal
SEC.
(a) The
Federal
Security
Aeronautical Research
Security Administrator,
Administrator, the Director of Aeronautical
the
Research of
of the
National
Aeronautics, members
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics,
members of
of the
the Civil
Civil
Aeronautics
Aeronautics Board, members of the Federal Communications
Communications ComCommission,'members
members of the Federal Power
mission
Power Commission,
members of
of the
Commission, members
the
Federal
Interstate Commerce
Federal Trade
Trade Commission,
Commission, members of the Interstate
Commerce
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Commission, members
members of the National Labor Relations Board, members of the National Mediation
Board, members of the Railroad
Mediation Board
Retirement Bo
Board,
members
Retirement
ard, mem
bers of
of the
th e Securities
Securities and Exchange
Exchange ComCommission, members
members of the Board of Directors
Directors of the Tennessee
Tennessee Valley
Authority, members
members (other
(other than the
Chairman) of the Civil
the Chairman)
Civil Service
Service
Commission, members
members of the United States Tariff Commission, the
General
the N
ati ona lLabor
Labor R
el
ati ons B
oar d, the
the Deputy
Deputy
General Counsel
Counsel of
of the
National
Relations
Board,
Administrator of
Services, th
Archi vi
stof
ofthe
the U
n it edS
tat
es ,
Administrator
of General
General Services,
thee Archivist
United
States,
each Assistant
of an
an executive
epar t
ment (i
ncl
u di ng th
each
Assistant Secretary
Secretary of
executive d
department
(including
thee
Fiscal Assistant Secretary
Secretary of the
Treasury and
Deputy Under
Under
the Treasury
and the
the Deputy
Secretaries of State),
Attorney General,
Assistant
Secretaries
State), each Assistant
Assistant Attorney
General, each
each Assistant
Postmaster General, the Assistant Solicitor General
General of the
the United
States, the Counselor
Counselor of the Department
Alien
Department of State, the Philippine Alien
Property Administrator,
Administrator, members
than the
Property
members (other than
the Chairman)
Chairman) of
of the
the
Board of Directors of the Export-Import
Export-Import Bank of Washington,
Washington, members (other
than the
the Chairman)
Chairman) of
the Board
Directors o
the
bers
(other than
of the
Board of
of Directors
offthe
Reconstruction Finance
Reconstruction
Finance Corporation,
Corporation, members
members (other
(other than the
the Chairman) of the United
man)
United States
States Maritime
Maritime Commission,
Commission, the
the Administrator
Administrator
of the Production
Production and
and Marketing
Marketing Administration,
Commissioner
Administration, the
the Commissioner
of Internal Revenue,
of
Revenue, the Commissioner
Commissioner of Public
Roads, the
CommisPublic Roads,
the Commissioner
of Immigration
Immigration and
Administrator of
of Civil
sioner of
and Naturalization,
Naturalization, the
the Administrator
Civil
Electrification AdminAeronautics, the Administrator
Administrator of the Rural Electrification
Administration,
Governors of
Hawaii, the Virgin Islands,
and
istration, the Governors
of Alaska, Hawaii,
Islands, and
the
the Panama
Panama Canal, the Chief of
of Staff
Staff of the
the Joint Committee
Committee on
on
Internal Revenue
Revenue Taxation,
Public Printer,
Librarian of
Taxation, the
the Public
Printer, the Librarian
Internal
Congress,
the Architect
of the
the Capitol
Capitol shall
shall be
annum.
$15,000 per
per annum.
be $15,000
Architect of
Congress, and
and the
Stat. 913.
62 Stat.
913.
(b) The
The first
first sentence
of title
title 28
28 of
of the
the United
United States
States 62
of section
section 603
603 of
(b)
sentence of
S. C.,
C., Sapp.
Supp.
28 U.
U. S.
H, §
§ 603.
603.
Code (relating
(relating to
to the
the salary
salary of
the Director
Administrative II,
the Administrative
of the
Director of
of the
Code
Office of
of the
the United
United States
States Courts)
amended to read
follows:
read as follows:
Courts) is amended
Office
"The Director
receive a
salary of
of $15,000
$15,000 a
a year."
year."
a salary
shall receive
Director shall
"The
SEC. 6.
(a) The
rate of
the Housing
Expediter,
of the
Housing Expediter,
basic compensation
compensation of
of basic
6. (a)
The rate
SEC.
the
Director of
of the
the Bureau
Bureau of
of Federal
Federal Supply,
Supply, the
of Selective
Selective
the Director
Director of
the Director
Service,
of the
the Displaced
Commission, members
of
members of
Persons Commission,
Displaced Persons
Service, members
members of
the
Claims Commission,
Commission, members
members of
the War
War Claims
ComClaims Comof the
Indian Claims
the Indian
the
mission, members
of the
Philippine War
Damage Commission,
Commission, the
War Damage
the Philippine
members of
mission,
Associate Federal
Conciliation Director,
Director, the
Deputy
the Deputy
and Conciliation
Mediation and
Federal Mediation
Associate
Director of
Central Intelligence,
Intelligence, the Director
of the Bureau of Prisons,
Director of
of Central
Director
the Commissioner
of Public
Public Buildings,
Buildings, the
Commissioner of
of ComComthe Commissioner
the
Commissioner of
munity Facilities,
the Commissioner
Commissioner for
Security, the
the ComComfor Social
Social Security,
Facilities, the
munity
missioner of
Reclamation, the
the Chief
Chief of
of the
Soil Conservation
Conservation Service,
Service,
the Soil
of Reclamation,
missioner
the Commissioner
of Customs,
Customs, the
of Narcotics,
the
Narcotics, the
the Commissioner
Commissioner of
the
Commissioner of
Governor of
the Farm
Administration, the
the Chief
of
Chief Forester
Forester of
Credit Administration,
of the
Farm Credit
Governor
the
the Farmers
Farmers Home
AdminHome Adminof the
Administrator of
the Administrator
Service, the
Forest Service,
the Forest
Corporation,
istration, the
Insurance Corporation,
Federal Crop Insurance
of the
the Federal
the Manager
Manager of
istration,
the
Associate Director
Director of
of the
Investigation, the
the
of Investigation,
Bureau of
the Federal
Federal Bureau
the Associate
Commissioners of
States Court
of Claims,
Claims, the
Assistant
the Assistant
Court of
United States
of the
the United
Commissioners
Architect
the Capitol,
the Chief
of Congress,
Congress,
Librarian of
Assistant Librarian
Chief Assistant
Capitol, the
of the
Architect of
and
the Deputy
Printer shall
be $14,000
annum.
per annum.
$14,000 per
shall be
Public Printer
Deputy Public
and the
62 Stat. 914.
914.
62
(b)
The second
second sentence
sentence of
section 603
603 of
of title
title 28
of the
the United
United
28 U. S. C., Supp.
28 of
of section
(b) The
H, §
603.
§
603.
II,
States
Code (relating
to the
the compensation
of the
Assistant Director
Director
the Assistant
compensation of
(relating to
States Code
of
Administrative Office
Office of
of the
the United
States Courts)
is amended
amended
Courts) is
United States
the Administrative
of the
to read
as follows:
"The Assistant
Director shall
receive aasalary
salary of
of
shall receive
Assistant Director
follows: "The
read as
to
$12,500 a
year."
$12,500
a year."
(c)
The rate
compensation of
Legislative Counsel
of the
the
Counsel of
the Legislative
of the
of compensation
rate of
(c) The
House of
of Representatives
and of
Legislative Counsel
the Senate
Senate
of the
Counsel of
of the
the Legislative
Representatives and
House
shall be
$12,000 per
annum.
shall
be $12,000
per annum.
(d) The
second sentence
of section
30 of
of the
Act of
1924, as
as 46
24, 1924,
of May
May 24,
the Act
section 30
sentence of
(d)
The second
46 Stat.
Stat. 1214.
1214.
amended (U.
S. C.,
appointment and
and
to the
the appointment
relating to
152a),,relating
5, sec.
sec. 152a)
C., title
title 5,
(U. S.
amended
compensation of
the Legal
Legal Adviser
Adviser of
of State,
is
State, is
the Department
Department of
of the
of the
compensation
81939°-6O---".
-56
81939°-50--PT. x-56
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amended to read as follows: "The legal
adviser shall
shall be
be appointed
legal adviser
appointed by
by
the President, by
and with
with the
the advice
and consent
the Senate."
Senate."
by and
advice and
consent of
of the
Availability
of apAvailability of
a
SEC. 7. The
applicable appropriation
appropriation for
The applicable
the fiscal
year ending
for the
fiscal year
ending June
June
propriations.
payment of compensation
30, 1950, shall be available for payment
compensation at
at the
the rate
rate
established
established for any position
position by
this Act
Act unless
unless it
by or
or pursuant
pursuant to
to this
it is
is
specifically
specifically provided that
that such appropriation
appropriation shall
not be
shall not
be available
available
for
such purpose.
for such
purpose.
Absorption
Absorption of ininSEC. 8. The head of each department
department or
independent agency
agency in
in the
the
or independent
creased costs.
creased costs,
executive
personnel subject
to the
executive branch of the Government,
Government, having personnel
subject to
the
provisions of this Act, is authorized
authorized and directed
absorb the
the
directed to
to absorb
increased
during the
increased costs during
fiscal year
year 1950 resulting
enactthe fiscal
resulting from
from the
the enactment of this Act within any
any unobligated
in
unobligated or
or unexpended
unexpended balances
balances in
appropriations
to such
appropriations available
available to
such department
department or
or independent
independent agency.
agency.
Nonapplicability.
Nonapplicability.
This section shall not apply to any agency
agency with respect to
to which
which the
the
Director of the
of the
shall certify
certify that
the Bureau
Bureau of
the Budget
Budget shall
that absorption
absorption of
of
such increased
increased costs would
would impair
impair the
of its
its
the proper
proper performance
performance of
functions.
functions.
Effective
Effective date.
date.
SEC. 9.
9. This
on the
This Act shall take effect
effect on
the first
first day
day of
of the
the first
pay
first pay
period
period which begins
begins after the date of enactment
enactment of
of this
Act.
this Act.
Approved October
October 15, 1949.
[CHAPTER
[
CHAPTER 696]
696]
October 18,1949
18, 1949
[H. R.
R. 1601
[li
160to]
[Public Law 360]
3601
Federal Food,
Federal
Food,
Drug, and Cosmetic
Act, amendment.
amendment.
52 Stat. 1058.
62

Destruction
Destruction of inadinadmissible articles;
articles;
exception.
exception.

52 Stat.
Stat. 1058.
21U.S.C.
21 U. S. O. §381
(b).
381(b).
Delivery pending
Delivery
decision.
decision.
Bond.
Bond.

Relabeling, etc., of
of
article.

Supervision.

AN ACT
AN
ACT

To amend section
Federal Food,
Food, Drug,
section 801 of the Federal
and Cosmetic
Drug, and
Cosmetic Act,
Act, as
as amended.
amended.

it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and House of Representatives
,Representatives of
Be it
of the
the
United States of America in
in Congress
United
Congress assembled,
subsection (a)
assembled, That
That subsection
(a)
of section 801 of the Federal
Federal Food, Drug, and
and Cosmetic
Act, as
as
Cosmetic Act,
amended (21 U. S. C. 381 (a)
(a)),
amended
), is amended
by striking
striking out
out the
period
amended by
the period
at the end of the second
and inserting
in lieu
lieu thereof:
th.ereof: ",
second sentence
sentence and
inserting in
", except
except
as provided
subsection (b)
this section. The
provided in subsection
(b) of this
The Secretary
the
Secretary of
of the
Treasury
destruction of
Treasury shall cause the destruction
of any such article
refused admisarticle refused
admission unless such
such article
article is
exported, under
under regulations
regulations prescribed
is exported,
prescribed by
by
Treasury, within ninety
the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury,
ninety days
of the
the date
notice
days of
date of
of notice
of such refusal or within such additional time
may be
permitted
time as
as may
be permitted
pursuant
pursuant to such regulations."
regulations."
SEC.
SEC. 2. Subsection
Subsection (b)
(b) of such section
amended to
section is
is amended
to read:
read:
"(b)
"(b) Pending
Pending decision as to the admission of an article
article being
being
imported or offered
imported
offered for import,
import, the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
Treasury may
the Treasury
may
authorize delivery
authorize
delivery of such article to the owner or
the
or consignee
consignee upon
upon the
execution by him of a
agood and sufficient
sufficient bond providing for the
the paypayment of such liquidated damages in
the event
as may
in the
event of
of default
default as
may be
be
pursuant to regulations
required pursuant
regulations of
of the
Secretary of
of the
the Secretary
the Treasury.
Treasury.
If it appears
Administrator that an article
If
appears to the Administrator
article included
included within
within the
the
(3) of subsection (a)
(a) of this section can,
provisions of clause
clause (3)
by
can, by
relabeling or other
relabeling
other action, be brought into
into compliance
compliance with
with the
the Act
Act or
or
rendered other than aafood, drug, device, or cosmetic, final determinarendered
determinadeferred and,
tion as to admission
admission of such article may be deferred
upon filing
filing
and, upon
of timely written application
by the
the owner
own er or consignee
cons i
gnee an
dt
he execu
application by
and
the
execu-tion by him of a
a bond as provided in the preceding
preceding provisions
provisions of
this
of this
subsection,
subsection, the Administrator
Administrator may, in accordance
accordance with regulations,
regulations,
authorize the applicant
applicant to perform
authorize
perform such relabeling or
other action
action
or other
specified in such authorization (including
(including destruction
destruction or
or export
export of
of
rejected articles
rejected
articles or portions thereof, as may be specified in the
the AdminAdministrator's authorization).
authorization). All such relabeling or other action puristrator's
pursuant to such authorization
authorization shall in accordance
accordance with regulations
regulations .be
be
under the
the supervision
supervision of an officer or employee
employee of the Federal Security
under
Security
Agency
an officer
Agency designated by the Administrator, or an
or employee
employee
officer or
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of the Department of the Treasury designated
designated by the Secretary of the
Treasury."
Treasury."
SEC.
read:
S
EC. 3. Subsection (c)
(c) of such section is amended
amended to read:
"(c) All
expenses (including
(including travel, per
subsistence, and
"(c)
All expenses
per diem or subsistence,
salaries of
of officers
officers or
employees of
of the
the United
connection
States) in connection
United States)
or employees
salaries
destruction provided for in subsection (a)
with the destruction
(a) of this section and
and
the supervision
supervision of the relabeling
the
relabeling or other action authorized
authorized under the
provisions of subsection (b) of this section, the amount of such
determined in accordance
accordance with regulations, and all
expenses to be
be determined
expenses in
in connection
cartage, or
the storage,
storage, cartage,
or labor
labor with
with respect
respect
expenses
connection with
with the
to any
any article
refused admission
admission under
subsection (a)
(a) of this
this section,
section,
to
article refused
under subsection
consignee and,
and, in
in default of such payowner or consignee
by the owner
shall be paid by
importations made by
a lien against
against any future importations
ment, shall constitute
constitute a
such
owner or
or consignee."
consignee."
such owner
Approved
Approved October 18, 1949.
[
CHAPTER 697]
697]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
ACT

To enable
Secretary of
to extend
financial assistance
assistance to
homestead
to homestead
extend financial
of Agriculture
Agriculture to
the Secretary
To
enable the
entrymen,
entrymen, and for other purposes.

52
1058.
52 Stat.
Stat. 1058.
21
S.
(c).
21 U.
U.S.
. C.§§381
381(c).
Expenses.
Expenses.
Ante,
Ante, p.
p. 882.
882.
Ante,
p. 882.
Ante, p.
882.

Lien.
Lien.

October 19,
October
19, 1949
1949
[H. R.
[II.
R. 2514]
2314]
[Public Law
3811
[Public
Law 3611

of the
the
Representatives of
Be
enacted by
by the
the Senate
of Representatives
and House
House of
Senate and
it enacted
Be it
HomesteadentryHomestead entryUnited States
Congress assembled,
Secretary men.
That the
the Secretary
assembled, That
in Congress
America in
of America
States of
United
men.
Financial
assistFinancial
assistor loans
loans for
loan or
of Agriculture
authorized to
to make
for any
any purpose
purpose ance.
make aaloan
is authorized
of
Agriculture is
Bankhead-Jones
of the
authorized
in accordance
accordance with
with the
the terms
the Bankhead-Jones
terms of
by and
and in
authorized by
50 Stat.
Stat. 522,
881.
50
522, 881.
1937, as
28, 1937,
Farm Tenant
Tenant Act,
amended, or
or the
the Act
Act of
of August
as
August 28,
Act, as
as amended,
Farm
U. S.
C. §§§ 100077 U.
S. C.
1029,
1029, 343f,
3431, 343g;
343g; Supp.
amended, to
any person
person eligible
assistance under
said Acts
who II,
Acts who
under said
for assistance
eligible for
to any
amended,
II, §
1001 et
seq.
§ 1001
et seq.
has
made or
homestead entry
entry on
on public
public land
has
who has
or who
land or
a homestead
or makes
makes a
has made
United
contracted
or contracts
contracts for
the purchase
other land
the United
of the
land of
of other
purchase of
for the
for or
contracted for
States in
project pursuant
pursuant to
the applicable
provisions
applicable provisions
to the
a reclamation
reclamation project
in a
States
Mortgage contract.
Mortgage
contract.
required
Any such
laws. Any
of the
the homestead
homestead and
and reclamation
such loans
loans required
reclamation laws.
of
by
the
Secretary
of
Agriculture
or
by
law
to
be
secured
by
a
real-estate
by the Secretary of Agriculture or by law to be secured by a real-estate
mortgage
may be
secured by
by a
contract which
which shall
shall create
create
a mortgage
mortgage contract
be secured
mortgage may
a
lien against
the land
of the
States acting
acting through
through
United States
the United
favor of
in favor
land in
against the
a lien
the
Secretary of
of Agriculture
and any
thereafter issued
issued shall
shall
patent thereafter
any patent
Agriculture and
the Secretary
Repayment.
Repayment.
recite
the existence
such lien.
lien. The
The first
for the
the repayrepayinstallment for
first installment
of such
existence of
recite the
ment
of any
any such
loan or
or any
loan made
made under
under the
the BankheadBankheadother loan
any other
such loan
ment of
Jones
Farm Tenant
as amended,
amended, or
the Act
Act of
of August
August 28,
28, 1937,
1937,
or the
Act, as
Tenant Act,
Jones Farm
as
amended, to
to the
the owner
owner of
anewly
newly irrigated
in a
reclamation
a reclaumation
farm in
irrigated farm
of a
as amended,
project, may
deferred for
of not
two years
from
years from
to exceed
exceed two
not to
period of
for aaperiod
be deferred
may be
project,
the
of the
the first
first advance
advance under
under such
loan.
such loan.
date of
the date
Canoellatlon
Cancellation of conSEc. 2.
entry or
or purchase
with respect
which tract.
tract.
to which
respect to
land with
contract land
purchase contract
Any entry
2. Any
SEC.
a
loan is
under the
the authority
authority of
of this
this Act
Act shall
shall be
to cancanbe subject
subject to
is made
made under
a loan
cellation
by the
Interior as
as provided
by existing
law
existing law
provided by
of the
the Interior
Secretary of
the Secretary
cellation by
or
default
whenever default
Agriculture whenever
of Agriculture
Secretary of
of the
the Secretary
request of
upon request
or upon
occurs
the terms,
conditions, covenants,
or obligations
contained
obligations contained
covenants, or
terms, conditions,
in the
occurs in
Resale.
Resale.
in
cancellation or
or relinquishment
of an
entry
an entry
relinquishment of
After cancellation
mortgage. After
in the
the mortgage.
or
land on
mortgage lien,
pursuant
lien, pursuant
is aamortgage
there is
on which
which there
contract, land
purchase contract,
or purchase
to
the provisions
provisions of
Act, shall
shall thereafter,
thereafter, except
as hereinafter
hereinafter
except as
this Act,
of this
to the
provided,
only be
be open
to entry
entry or
or resale
to persons
both
for both
eligible for
persons eligible
resale to
open to
provided, only
an
or purchase
and an
original loan.
loan. Such
Such
an original
contract and
purchase contract
entry or
original entry
an original
entry
or resale
shall be
be subject
subject to
the outstanding
any
of any
balance of
outstanding balance
to the
resale shall
entry or
amounts due
the United
United States
with respect
such land
such
or such
land or
to such
respect to
States with
due the
amounts
portion
as may
may be
be determined
determined by
by the
the Secretary
of Agriculture
Agriculture
Secretary of
thereof as
portion thereof
and
Secretary of
the Interior,
Interior, or
or their
their delegates,
delegates, to
to be
be within
the
within the
of the
the Secretary
and the
entryman's
ability to
to pay
on the
the longlongof the
basis of
the basis
pay on
purchaser's ability
or purchaser's
entryman's or
Disposition of land
Disposition
time
of the
no entry
entry or
or purchase
purchase is
by Secretary
Secretary of
of Agrimade by
is made
If no
land. If
the land.
capacity of
earning capacity
time earning
culture.
culture.
within
one year
after the
relinquishment of
of a
prior
a prior
or relinquishment
cancellation or
the cancellation
year after
within one
entry
or purchase
purchase of
land on
which there
is such
such a
mortgage lien,
lien, the
the
a mortgage
there is
on which
of land
entry or
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land shall
disposed of
on terms
shall be
be disposed
of by
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of Agriculture
Agriculture on
terms
consistent with
consistent
with the
the provisions
43 of
of the
provisions of
of section
section 43
the Bankhead-Jones
Bankhead-Jones
Farm Tenant
Tenant Act, as
amended, for
for the
of the
the indebtedness
indebtedness
as amended,
the satisfaction
satisfaction of
secured by the mortgage,
mortgage, subject,
however, to
to other
outstanding
subject, however,
other outstanding
charges
charges on the land due the
United States,
States, and
the United
and the
the purchaser
purchaser of
of such
such
land shall be entitled
to the
the issuance
issuance of
or deed
deed upon
upon the
the comcomentitled to
of patent
patent or
pletion of all requirements
requirements with respect
respect to
payment of
to the
the payment
of such
such
charges.
charges.
Approved October
1949.
Approved
October 19,
19, 1949.
CHAPTER 698]
698]
ICHAPTER

October 19,
1949
October
19, 1949
[H. it.
[H.
R. 86]
[Public Law
Law 362]
361]

[63 S
TAT.
[63
STAT.

AN ACT
ACT

To amend the Civil Service
Retirement Act
so as
as to
to make
such Act
Act applicable
to
Service Retirement
Act so
make such
applicable to
the officers
officers and
employees of
of the
for the
the Deaf.
and employees
the Columbia
Columbia Institution
Institution for
Deaf.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the
the Senate
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
Senate and
and House
House of
the
United States
States of America
America in
United
in Congress
assembled, That
That subsection
(a)
Congress assembled,
subsection (a)
Retirement Act, approved
of section 3
3 of the Civil Service
Service Retirement
approved May 29,
5 U. S.
Supp. 1930,
as amended
amended (U.
S. C., title
1930, as
(U. S.
section 693
), is
amended by
title 5,
5, section
693 (a)
(a)),
is amended
by
inserting before
before the
the colon
colon preceding
preceding the
the first
proviso thereof
621.
inserting
first proviso
thereof a
a comma
comma
and the following: "and to
and employees
of the
to all officers and
employees of
the Columbia
Columbia
Institution for
for the Deaf".
Deaf".
46
472.
46 Stat.
tat. 472.
SEc.
SEC. 2. The first paragraph
paragraph of
section 5
of such
such Act
of section
5 of
Act is
is amended
amended by
by
U. S.
S. C.
.1, U.
C. §
707;
§707;
Supp. II, §§707.
Government"
inserting after "or the legislative
legislative branch of the Government"
acomma
comma
a
Ante,
p. 476,
nte p.
476.
and "and
and
"and periods
periods of service
service as an officer or employee of the Columbia
Columbia
for the
Institution for
the Deaf".
Deaf".
SEc.
of this
SEC. 3. Any service rendered prior to the effective
effective date of
this Act
Act
as an officer or employee
employee of
of the
the Columbia
Columbia Institution
Institution for
for the
the Deaf
Deaf
46 Stat.
475.
46
Stat. 475.
shall be
considered creditable
creditable service
of
shall
be considered
service for the purposes of section 9
9of
55U. S. C., Supp. II,
II,
§736b.
736b.
such Act.
Ante,
266, 476.
nte, pp.
pp. 266,476.
Approved October
October 19,
Approved
19, 1949.
1949.
Civil Service Retire.
CivilSectice
Retire
ment
Act, amendments.
ments.a
46 Stat. 47O.
5 U. S. C., Supp.
II, §693 (a).
ne, p.
p. 621.
Ante,

[CHAPTER 699]
[CHAPTER
699]
October 19, 1949
1949
October
[IL R.
IH.
R. 1951
1951
1Publie
[Public Law 3631

ACT
AN ACT
To assist States in collecting sales and use taxes on cigarettes.
cigarettes.

Senate and House
Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
the
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
United States
States of America in,
in Congress
assembled, That as used in
United
Congress assembled,
in
this
Act the
the term—
this Act
term"Person."
Person."
(a) "person"
individual, partnership,
(a)
"person" means any individual,
partnership, corporation,
corporation,
or
association;
or association;
"Disposing of."
of."
(b)
(b) "disposing of" means
means any transfer for
for profit;
profit;
"Cigarette."
"Cigarette."
(c) "cigarette"
(c)
"cigarette" means any roll for smoking made
wholly or
made wholly
or
in
irrespective of size or shape and whether
in part of tobacco, irrespective
whether or
or
not such tobacco
flavored, adulterated,
adulterated. or mixed with any other
tobacco is flavored,
other
ingredient,
ingredient, the wrapper or cover of which
of paper
paper or
which is
is made of
or
any other substance
substance or material
except
tobacco;
material
except
tobacco;
"Licensed
"Licensed distributor."
tor."
(d) "licensed
"licensed distributor"
distributor" means any person
person authorized
authorized by
by State
State
statute or regulation
distribute
cigarettes
at
wholesale
or
retail;
regulation
to
distribute
cigarettes
wholesale
retail;
"Use."
"Use."
(e)
(e) "use", in addition to its ordinary
ordinary meaning, means
means the
the conconsumption,
sumption, storage,
handling,
or
disposal of
of cigarettes;
cigarettes;
storage,
handling,
or
disposal
"Tobacco tax ad(f) "tobacco
administrator" means the State official duly
ministrator."
ministrator."
"tobacco tax administrator"
authorized to administer the cigarette tax law of a
a State.
Monthly memoranMonthly
SEC.
dum.
S
EC. 2.
2. Any person selling or disposing
disposing of cigarettes in interstate
interstate
commerce
commerce whereby
whereby s
such
u ch cigar
ettes are s
hip ped t
o ot
her than
than a
a disdis cigarettes
shipped
to
other
tributor
tributor licensed
licensed by
by or located in aa State taxing the sale or use of
cigarettes shall,
shall, not later than the 10th day of each month, forward
cigarettes
forward
Cigarette
Cigarette State sales
and use tax.
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shipto the
administrator of the State into which
which such shiptobacco tax
tax administrator
to
the tobacco
a copy of the invoice covering
a memorandum
ment
memorandum or a
covering each
each
ment is made, a
previous
and
every such
shipment of
cigarettes made during
during the previous
of cigarettes
such shipment
and every
calendar
month into said State; the memorandum
memorandum or invoice in each
each
calendar month
case
to include
include the
name and
and address
to whom
whom the shipof the
the person to
address of
the name
case to
ment
the quantity
quantity thereof.
and the
made, the brand, and
ment was
was made,
SEc. 3.
violates the
this Act
Act shall be guilty
of this
provisions of
the provisions
3. Whoever
Whoever violates
SEC.
of
misdemeanor and
shall be
be fined
fined not
not more
more than
than $1,000
imprisoned
or imprisoned
$1,000 or
and shall
a misdemeanor
of a
not
months, or
both.
not more
more than
than six
six months,
or both.
Approved October
October 19,
19, 1949.
1949.
Approved

Penalty.

[
CHAPTER 701]
[CHAPTER

AN
AN ACT
To provide
provide a
financing the
and construction
construction by
by the city
city of
of
acquisition and
the acquisition
of financing
method of
a method
To
Duluth
bridges across the Saint Louis River, and for other purposes.
of certain bridges
Duluth of

the
Representatives of the
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and House of Representatives
by the
Be
United
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That section
of the
section 33of
in Congress
America in
of America
States of
United States
Act
"An Act
to authorize
authorize the
the city
of Duluth,
in the State of
Duluth, in
city of
Act to
entitled "An
Act entitled
River,,
Minnesota,
to construct
construct a
bridge across
across the Saint Louis River
a toll
toll bridge
Minnesota, to
between
States of
Minnesota and
purother purfor other
and for
Wisconsin, and
and Wisconsin,
of Minnesota
the States
between the
poses",
August 7,
7, 1939
1939 (53
(53 Stat.
amended to read
1258), is amended
Stat. 1258),
approved August
poses", approved
follows:
as follows:
"SEc. 3.
city of
of Duluth
Duluth is
hereby authorized
authorized to fix and charge
is hereby
Said city
3. Said
"SEC.
constructed
or constructed
tolls
any bridge
bridge or
or bridges
bridges acquired
acquired or
over any
transit over
for transit
tolls for
under
Act, and
rates of
of toll
toll so
shall be
so fixed
fixed shall
the rates
and the
this Act,
of this
provisions of
the provisions
under the
such
pay costs
of operation
operation and
maintenance and
and will
amortize
will amortize
and maintenance
costs of
will pay
as will
such as
the
bridge or bridges
such bridge
of such
herein, of
provided herein,
period provided
the period
within the
cost, within
the cost,
and
as evidenced
evidenced by
issue or
or issues
to
bonds to
of bonds
issues of
an issue
by an
thereto as
approaches thereto
and approaches
pay
of such
or bridges,
bridges, which
may be
issued
so issued
be so
bonds may
which bonds
bridge or
such bridge
cost of
the cost
pay the
subject
accordance with
the pertinent
pertinent laws
laws of
of
State of
the State
of the
with the
in accordance
and in
to and
subject to
Minnesota.
such bonds
shall be
in a
form not
not inconsistent
inconsistent with
a form
be in
bonds shall
All such
Minnesota. All
this
and shall
or times
determay detercity may
as the
the city
times as
time or
such time
at such
mature at
shall mature
Act, and
this Act,
mine,
date of
issue. The
The
their issue.
of their
the date
from the
years from
thirty years
exceeding thirty
not exceeding
mine, not
city, when
when it
deems it
it to
be in
in the
interests of
may issue
issue
city, may
the city,
of the
best interests
the best
to be
it deems
city,
refunding
bonds to
outstanding bonds
bonds
any outstanding
redeem any
and redeem
repurchase and
to repurchase
refunding bonds
before the
maturity thereof:
That the
shall
bonds shall
refunding bonds
the refunding
Provided,That
thereof: Provided,
the maturity
before
mature at
at such
time or
exceeding thirty
the date
date
from the
years from
thirty years
not exceeding
times not
or times
such time
mature
of the
the original
original issue
the bonds
proposed to
to be
repurchased or
or
be rel)urchased
bonds proposed
of the
issue of
of
redeemed, as
as the
determine. The
city of
its discrediscrein its
Duluth, in
of Duluth,
The city
may determine.
city may
the city
redeemed,
tion, may
treat the
acquisition and
and construction
construction of
of any
any bridge
or
-bridge or
the acquisition
may treat
tion,
bridges acquired
acquired or
or constructed
provisions of
of this
this Act
as aa
Act as
the provisions
under the
constructed under
bridges
single project,
and may
provide that
revenues realized
realized from
from the
the
the revenues
that the
may provide
project, and
single
operation of
bridge or
or bridges
in payment
payment of
of
used in
be used
may be
bridges may
such bridge
any such
of any
operation
any bond
or bonds
Act. An
An accurate
accurate record
record
this Act.
by this
provided by
as provided
issued as
bonds issued
bond or
any
of the
of any
any bridge
n d their
acquired or
or
approaches acquired
their approaches
and
bridges a
or bridges
bridge or
cost of
the cost
of
constructed, the
the expenditures
for maintaining,
maintaining, repairing,.and
repairing,, and operatoperatexpenditures for
constructed,
ing
collected, shall
shall be
shall
and shall
kept and
be kept
tolls collected,
daily tolls
the daily
of the
and of
same, and
the same,
ing the
be available
available for
the information
information of
all persons
interested."
persons interested."
of all
for the
be
SEC. 2.
Act is
is amended
by
amended by
such Act
of such
section 44 of
of section
sentence of
first sentence
The first
2. The
SEC.
striking out
all after
the word
word "tolls"
to and
including the
the
and including
down to
"tolls" down
after the
out all
striking
words
bridge".
"free bridge".
words "free
SEc. 3.
section of
Public Law
Law 527,
527, Seventy-ninth
Congress
Seventy-ninth Congress
of Public
first section
The first
3. The
SEC.
(60
Stat.
653),
is
amended
by
striking
out
"one
and
three years,
years, respecrespecand three
"one
out
striking
by
amended
is
(60 Stat. 653),
tively, from
16, 1946",
inserting in
lieu thereof
thereof "until
"until
in lieu
and inserting
1946", and
October 16,
from October
tively,
such
is commenced
completed'.
and completed".
commenced and
construction is
such construction
Approved October
20, 1949.
1949.
October 20,
Approved

October 20,
20, 1949
1949
October
[H.
5956]
[El. R.
R. 5956]
364]
Law
[Public
[Public Law 364]

Saint Louis
River.
Saint
Louis River.
Bridges at
Duluth,
at Duluth,
Bridges
Minn.

Toll charges.
charges.

Issuance of
bonds.
of bonds.
Issuance

Refunding
Refunding bonds.
bonds.

Maturity.
Maturity.

Record
of expendiRecord of
expenditures and receipts.
receipts.
tures

1259.
53 Stat.
Stat. 1259.
53

PUBLIC
CHS .702-704-OCT.
702-704—OCT.20,
1949
25, 1949
20, 25,
LAWS-CHS.
PUBLIC LAWS—
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[
CHAPTER 702]
702]
[CHAPTER
October
October 20,
20, 1949
1949
[H. R. 6213]
[Public
Law
365]
[Public

AN ACT
AN
ACT

To authorize
reimbursement to
to the
the appropriations
appropriations of
of the
of
Bureau of
of Narcotics
Narcotics of
the Bureau
authorize reimbursement
To
moneys expended
expended for
for the
the purchase
narcotics.
of narcotics.
purchase of
moneys

Bureau of Narcotics.
BureauofNareotics.

Reimbursement
Reimbursement
appropriations.

[63
163 STAT.
STAT.

of

Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
the
of the
Senate and
the Senate
Be it
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Act of
America in
of America
United States of
in Congress
March
28, 1928,
chapter 266
374; U.
U. S.
C., 1946
1946 edition,
title
edition, title
S. C.,
(45 Stat.
Stat. 374;
266 (45
1928, chapter
March 28,
31,
is hereby
hereby amended
amended by
adding at
at the
the end
a
end thereof
thereof a
by adding
529a), is
sec. 529a),
31, sec.
paragraph
as follows:
follows:
reading as
paragraph reading

"Moneys
"Moneys expended from appropriations
appropriations of the Bureau of Narcotics,
Treasury
Department, for
for the
purchase of
of narcotics,
including
narcotics, including
the purchase
Treasury Department,
marihuana,.
recovered shall
shall be
be reimbursed
to the
the
reimbursed to
subsequently recovered
and subsequently
marihuana, and
appropriation for
enforcement of
of the
the narcotics
narcotics and
marihuana laws
laws
and marihuana
for enforcement
appropriation
of the deposit."
current at
the time of
at the
current
Approved
October 20,
20, 1949.
1949.
Approved October
[
CHAPTER 703]
703]
[CHAPTER

October
October 25,
25, 1949
1949
[S. 443]
[Public Law 366]

National Bureau of
National

Si
Standards.

AN ACT
ACT

To
of a
building for
for
laboratory building
a radio
radio laboratory
and equipment
equipment of
construction and
authorize the
the construction
To authorize
the National
Bureau of
Standards, Department
of Commerce.
Commerce.
Department of
of Standards,
the
National Bureau

the
House of Representatives
by the Senate and House
Be
it enacted
Representatives of the
enacted by
Be it
hereby
assembled, That there is hereby
in Congress
Congress assembled,
United States of
of America
America in
United

of
authorized to
to be
constructed and
and equipped
equipped for
for the
the National
Bureau of
National Bureau
be constructed
authorized
Standards aasuitable
Standards
suitable radio laboratory
laboratory building, together
together with necesappurtenances thereto,
sary utilities
thereto, under a
a limit of cost of
utilities and appurtenances
sary
limit of cost may be exceeded
$4,475,000: Provided,
exceeded or shall
That such
such limit
Provided,That
$4,475,000:
Cost adjustment.
adjustment.
be reduced
reduced by
by an
an amount
amount equal
percentage increase or decrease,
the percentage
equal to the
be
if any,
construction costs generally
generally dating from March
March 1,
1, 1948, as
as
in construction
if
any, in
Works Administrator.
determined by the
Federal Works
the Federal
determined
to acquire,
acquire, by
is authorized
Acquisition
of lands,
SEC. 2.
2. The
of Commerce
Commerce is
authorized to
by
Secretary of
The Secretary
SEC.
Acquisitionoflands,
etc.
et
condemnation, or otherwise (including
(including transfer with or
or
purchase, condemnation,
in
without
from Federal
agencies), such lands, estates in
Federal agencies),
compensation from
without compensation
necessary
lands, and
and appurtenances
thereto as may in his opinion be necessary
appurtenances thereto
lands,
or desirable
for the
construction of buildings
buildings to house activities of
the construction
or
desirable for
Selection
of site.
Provided, That the site therefor
the National
Selection ofsite.
National Bureau
Bureau of Standards: Provided,
therefor
shall be
selected after consultation
consultation with the Director
Director of the National
be selected
shall
Bureau of
of Standards.
Standards.
Bureau
Appropriation
attSEC.
Appropriation anS
EC. 3. There are hereby authorized
authorized to be appropriated
appropriated to the Secretl
thorited.
horied.
tary of Commerce, out of any moneys in the Treasury not otherwise
tary
appropriated,
sums as
to carry
carry out the provibe necessary
necessary to
as may
may be
such sums
appropriated, such
Transfer
funds.
sions of this
Transfer of funds.
Provided, That
That such
such sums
appropriated, except
sions
this Act:
Act: Provided,
sums so
so appropriated,
except
such
thereof as
expenses of
may be
be necessary
necessary for the incidental expenses
as may
part thereof
such part
the
Department of Commerce, shall be transferred
transferred to the Public Buildthe Department
ings
Federal Works Agency.
Agency.
ings Administration
Administration in the Federal
Approved
October 25,
1949.
25, 1949.
Approved October
aboratory
Radios
Radio laboratory

building.
bi
uilding.

[
CHAPTER 704]
[CHAPTER
704]
October 25,
25, 1949
1949
October
[S.
9391
S. 939]
[Public
[Public Law 367]
367]

withPublic lands withdrawn for mining purposes.
poses.

AN ACT
ACT
AN

To remove
remove certain
lands from
of Public
Public Law
Law 545,
operation of
545, Seventy-seventh
Seventy-seventh
To
certain lands
from the
the operation
Congress.
Congress.

House of Representatives
and House
Be it
enacted by the Senate and
Be
it enacted
Representatives of the
bled. That the Act entitled
Congressassem
in Congress
States of America in
United
United States
assembled,
authorize the Secretary
"An Act to authorize
Secretary of the Interior to lease for the
nonmetallic minerals,
exploitation
exploitation of silica sand and other nonmetallic
minerals, lands
lands with1929",
Numbered 5105, dated May 3, 1929",
drawn by Executive Order
Order Numbered
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273), is amended
approved
approved May 9, 1942 (56 Stat. 273),
amended by adding
adding at the end
thereof
following: "This Act shall be effective with respect to any
thereof the following:
lands
withdrawn only so long as such lands remain so withdrawn.
withdrawn."
so withdrawn
lands so
Approved October
Approved
October 25, 1949.
1949.
[CHAPTER
705]
[CHAPTER 705]

AN
ACT
AN ACT
Relating to
the compensation
compensation of
employees of
of the
the Panama Canal.
Canal.
of certain
certain employees
Relating
to the

and House of Representatives
Senate and
Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Representatives of the
assembled, That the Governor
America in
in Congress
States of America
United
United States
Congress assembled,
Governor
additional compensation
of
the Panama
Panama Canal is authorized
authorized to grant additional
compensation
of the
to
policemen, firemen,
firemen, and
teachers employed
Panama
employed by the Panama
and school teachers
to policemen,
Canal,
to the
compensation granted
granted to
to
the additional
additional compensation
corresponding to
Canal, corresponding
similar
Columbia by the Act entitled
entitled "An
"An
District of Columbia
of the District
employees of
similar employees
employees of the municiAct
to increase
increase the
compensation of
of certain
certain employees
the compensation
Act to
pal
of the
the District
of Columbia,
Columbia, and
for other purposes",
purposes",
and for
District of
government of
pal government
approved June
June 30,
30, 1949,
1949, as
as of
first day
day of
period
of the
the first pay period
of the
the first
approved
June 30, 1948.
which began after June
which
reason of
SEC. 2.
retroactive compensation
compensation shall be
payable by reason
be payable
No retroactive
SEC.
2. No
in the case of any person
the
enactment of this
person who is not an
an
this Act
Act in
the enactment
Act
employee
of the
Canal on
the date
date of
of enactment
of this Act,
enactment of
on the
Panama Canal
the Panama
employee of
a retired
be paid
paid a
except
that such
such retroactive
compensation shall
retired
shall be
retroactive compensation
except that
day of the first pay
employee for
services rendered
first day
between the first
rendered between
for services
employee
period which
began after
June 30,
1948, and the date of his retirement.
30, 1948,
after June
which began
period
1949.
October 25, 1949.
Approved
Approved October
[CHAPTER 706]
706]
[CHAPTER

25, 1949
October
October 25,
1949
[S.
2226]
[S. 2226]
[Public Law
Law 368]
368]
[Public

Panama
Panama Canal.
Canal.
Compensation
inCompensation increase
for certain
certain ememcrease for
ployees.
ployees.

Ante, p. 376.
376.
Ante,

Retroactive
Retroactive
pensation.

com-

AN ACT

AN ACT

court
To
authorize the
the appointment
appointment of
three additional
of the
the municipal
municipal court
judges of
additional judges
of three
To authorize
for
District of
and to
to prescribe
the qualifications
of appointees
appointees
qualifications of
prescribe the
of Columbia
Columbia and
for the
the District
for other
to
court and
the municipal
appeals, and for
other
of appeals,
court of
municipal court
and the
municipal court
to the
the municipal
purposes.
purposes.

Representatives of the
Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
and House of Representatives
Senate and
Be it
United
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
number
the number
That the
assembled, That
of America
States of
United States
of judges
judges authorized
authorized by
the Act
April 1,
1, 1942
(56 Stat.
190,
Stat. 190,
1942 (56
approved April
Act approved
by the
of
D. C.
11, sec.
752.), is
is hereby
hereby increased
ten to
thirteen.
to thirteen.
from tell
increased from
sec. 752),
title 11,
Code, title
C. Code,
D.
Appointments and
the case of the additional judges
reappointments in the
and reappointments
Appointments
authorized by
Act shall
for a
of tell
ten years
years each.
each.
term of
a term
be for
shall be
by this
this Act
authorized
S
EC. 2.
2. Section
Section 22and
section 66of
Act
such Act
of such
of section
paragraph of
fourth paragraph
the fourth
and the
SEC.
of
April
1,
1942,
are
hereby
amended
by
striking
out
"bona
fide
resifide resi"bona
out
striking
by
amended
hereby
are
1942,
of April 1,
dent of
of the
the District
District of
of Columbia
Columbia and
and maintaining
maintaining an
an actual
of
place of
actual place
dent
of
resident
abode
therein"
and
inserting
in
.
lieu
thereof
"bona
resident
fide
"bona
thereof
lieu
in
inserting
and
therein"
abode
the area
area consisting
consisting of
of Columbia;
Columbia; Montgomery
Montgomery and
and
District of
of the
the District
the
Prince Georges
Maryland; Arlington
and Fairfax
Fairfax Counties,
Arlington and
Counties, Maryland;
Georges Counties,
Prince
Virginia; and
city of
an
maintaining an
and maintaining
Virginia, and
of Alexandria,
Alexandria, Virginia,
the city
and the
Virginia;
actual place
abode in
in such area".
of abode
place of
actual
SEC. 3.
such Act
Act of
April 1,
hereby amended by
1, 1942, is hereby
of April
2 of
of such
3. Section
Section 2
SEC.
striking out
out "further,
"further, all
all appointees
shall have
have been
actively engaged
engaged
been actively
appointees shall
striking
in
of the
law in
the District
District of
of Columbia
for a
period of
at
of at
a period
Columbia for
in the
the law
practice of
in the
the practice
least
five years
years immediately
to their
their appointment"
and in
in lieu
appointment" and
prior to
immediately prior
least five
thereof insert
following: "further,
"further, all
all appointees
shall have
been
have been
appointees shall
the following:
insert the
thereof
members
of the
bar of
of the
District of
for a
period of
of at
a period
Columbia for
of Columbia
the District
the bar
members of
least
five years,
shall have
been actively
engaged in the private
actively engaged
have been
and shall
years, and
least five
practice
law in
the District
Columbia for
for aa period
at least
least
of at
period of
of Columbia
District of
in the
of law
practice of
five
to their
or
appointment, or
their appointment,
prior to
immediately prior
years immediately
consecutive years
five consecutive
shall
have been
an attorney
the District
Columbia
of Columbia
District of
in the
attorney in
as an
employed as
been employed
shall have

October 25, 1949
[EL
[H. R. 1370]
[Public Law
Law 369]
[Public

Municipal
Municipal court
and municipal
municipal court
court
of appeals, 1).
D. C.
Adlitional
JudgCs.
A
cid I
tional Judges.
1),
Code, Supp.
Stapp.
I). C. Code,
VII, § 11--752.
11-762.
56 Stat. 191,
194.
191,1904.
0. Code,
D. C.
Code, Supp.
11-771.
VII, ¢§
0§ 11-753, 11-771.
Ante, pp. 482, 483.

56 Stat. 191.
D. C. Code, Supp.
VII, 11-753.
Ante, p.
p. 482.

Qualifications.
Qualifications.
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25, 1949
1949
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STAT.
[63 STAT.

in the
the Government
Government of
the United
United States
States or
or in
government of
of the
in
of the
in the
the government
the
District of
of Columbia
Columbia for
for a
five consecutive
District
a period
period of
of at
at least
least five
consecutive years
years
immediately prior
appointment".
immediately
prior to
to their
their appointment".
Approved October
25, 1949.
1949.
Approved
October 25,
[CHAPTER 707]
October 25, 1949
October
[H. R. 2369]

[Public Law 370]
International
International Peace

Garden,
N. Dak.
Garden, N. Dak.

Appropriation

thAorpizperdoppriation
thorized..
Ante, p..875.

auau-

Agreement

Agreement governgoverning expenditures.
expenditures.

enacted by
and House
of the
the
Be it
it enacted
by the
the Senate
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
United States
That, for
purUnited
States of
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That,
for the
the purpose of
assisting the
of North
North Dakota
to complete,
complete, in
pose
of assisting
the State
State of
Dakota to
in accordance
accordance
with plans
heretofore approved,
approved, the
with
plans heretofore
the International
International Peace
Peace Garden
Garden
established in
North Dakota
Dakota on
the international
international boundary
boundary line
line
established
in North
on the
States and
and Canada
for the
the purpose
of furthering
furthering
between United
United States
Canada for
purpose of
international peace
international
the nations
of the
is hereby
hereby
peace among
among the
nations of
the world,
world, there
there is
authorized to be appropriated
authorized
appropriated not to exceed
sum of
exceed the
the sum
of $100,000.
$100,000.
SEC. 2.
2. Any
funds appropriated
appropriated pursuant
hereto shall
shall be
be expended
SEC.
Any funds
pursuant hereto
expended
accordance with the terms of an agreement to
only in accordance
to be entered
entered into
into
between
between the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior
Interior and the
of North
North Dakota
the State of
Dakota
to govern
govern such
such expenditures.
expenditures.
Approved October
October 25, 1949.
1949.

[CHAPTER 708]
October 25, 1949
1949
[H. R. 25171
[H.
2517]

[Public Law 371]
[Public
3711

AN ACT
ACT

To
an appropriation
appropriation to
to complete
the International
International Peace
Peace Garden,
Garden,
To authorize
authorize an
complete the
North Dakota.
North
Dakota.

AN ACT
ACT

Secretary of the Interior
Directing the Secretary
Interior to convey certain
certain land to Palm Beach
Beach
County,
County, Florida.
Florida.

and House
Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
the
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
United States of America
America in
United
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary
of the Interior
Interior is directed
the county of Palm
directed to sell and convey to the
Beach, Florida, certain lands for use by said county
county for recreational
recreational
or park purposes described
described as follows:
follows:
All of lots 4
5, township
4 and 5,
5, section 5,,
township 41 south, range 43 east,
Tallahassee
as shown
shown by plat
Tallahassee meridian,
meridian, Florida, as
approved April
plat approved
April
18, 1855, except blocks 11 and 23, as represented
by plat
plat accepted
represented by
accepted
December
December 28,
28, 1927.
1927.
Sale
lands.
SEC.
a price
Sale of
of lands.
SEc. 2. Such lands shall be sold at a
than fifty
price not less than
fifty per
per
centum of the appraised
appraised fair market value as determined
determined by the SecSecReversion of
of title
title to
to
rotary of
of the
the Interior:
Interior: Provided,
That title
to such
such lands
lands shall
shall revert
revert
retary
Provided, That
title to
U.Reversion
S.
U.
S.
price to said
to the United
United States upon payment of the purchase
purchase price
county upon a
a finding
finding by the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior that for
for aa
consecutive years such
period of five consecutive
been used
by said
such land
land has
has not
not been
used by
said
county for recreational
recreational or
purposes, or
or that
that such
such land
land or
or any
any
or park
park purposes,
part thereof
thereof is
other use.
is being
being devoted
devoted to other
use.
Rights reserved to
SEC.
Rights
reserved to
SEc. 3. The patent issued under this Act
shall contain
contain a
Act shall
a reservareservau.
s.
U.S.
tion to the United States of all mineral
lands and
mineral deposits
deposits in
in the
the lands
and of
of
the right to prospect for, mine, and remove the
under applicable
applicable
the same
same under
regulations to be established
laws and under regulations
established by the Secretary.
Secretary.
Repeal.
SEC.
Repeal.
S
EC. 4. The Act of July 3,
3, 1926 (44
(44 Stat. 903) is hereby
hereby repealed.
repealed.
Approved
Approved October 25, 1949.
1949.

Palm Beach
Beach
Palm
County, Fla.
Conveyance.
Conveyance.

[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 709]
October 25, 1949
1949
[H.
trp. R. 4059]
[Public Law 372]

National Society of
of
the Sons of the American Revolution.

AN ACT
ACT
To clarify
clarify exemption
exemption from taxation
taxation of certain
certain property of
National Society
of the
the National
Society
of the Sons of the American
American Revolution.
Revolution.

Be it
enacted by the Senate
Senate and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of the
it enacted
the
United
States of America in
assembled, That the Act of
United States
in Congress
Congress assembled,

63
STAT.]
63 STAT.]
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81sT CONG.,
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SESS .—CHS.709-712--OCT.
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1ST SESS.-CHS.
81ST

47-827)),
June 16,
16, 1934
(48 Stat.
ch. 547
547 (D.
(D. C. Code 1940, sec. 47-827)),
972, ch.
Stat. 972,
1934 (48
June
to read as follows:
is
amended to
follows:
is hereby
hereby amended
the
"That
personal, belonging
belonging to or held by the
and personal,
real and
property, real
all property,
"That all
Disthe
in
Revolution
the
of
National
Society
of
the
the
Sons
American
Revolution
the
National Society of
trict
Columbia, used
and occupied
occupied by that society for its purposes,
used and
of Columbia,
trict of
so
long as
as the
the same
so owned,
owned, used, and occupied, be exempt
exempt from
is so
same is
so long
municipal."
taxation,
national and municipal."
taxation, national
S
EC. 2.
2. The
The Commissioners
Commissioners of the
the District of Columbia are hereby
SEC.
filed within ninety days after
authorized, upon
after
application filed
written application
upon written
authorized,
approval
this Act,
to abate
abate any
heretofore assessed in respect
respect
tax heretofore
any tax
Act, to
of this
approval of
of this Act.
to the
the property
by the
provisions of
the provisions
exempted by
property exempted
to
Approved
October 25, 1949.
Approved October
[CHAPTER
710]
[CHAPTER 710]

AN ACT
memberColumbia for memberTo
requirement of
residence in
the District of Columbia
in the
of residence
the requirement
remove the
To remove
ship on
the Commission
Commission on
Health.
Mental Health.
on Mental
on the
ship

Be
by the
the Senate
Senate and
of Representatives
Representatives of the
House of
and House
enacted by
it enacted
Be it
That the second
United
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
That
second
assembled,
Congress
in
America
of
States
United
sentence of
of the
2 of the Act entitled
section 2
of section
paragraph of
first paragraph
the first
sentence
"An Act
Act to
to provide
provide for
insanity proceedings
proceedings in the District of
for insanity
"An
Stat. 625; sec. 21-308, D. C.
(52
Columbia",
approved June 8, 1938
Columbia", approved
Code,
1940
edition),
is
amended
by
striking
out the words "bona fide
striking
by
amended
is
edition),
1940
Code,
residents
of the
of Columbia
Columbia who
who have
have resided in said District
District of
the District
residents of
for
immediately preceding their
years immediately
three years
of three
period of
continuous period
a continuous
for a
appointment";
and
by
striking
"District
Court of the United States"
"District
appointment"; and by striking
and
"United States
States District Court", so
thereof "United
lieu thereof
in lieu
substituting in
and substituting
shall be drawn
that
such
sentence
will
read:
"The
said
Commission
Commission
that such sentence will read: "The said
from
of nine,
shall be
be appointed
appointed by
by the judges of the
who shall
nine, who
panel of
from aa panel
United States
Columbia".
District of Columbia'.
the District
for the
Court for
District Court
States District
United
1949.
Approved
October 25,
Approved October
[CHAPTER 711]
711]
[CHAPTER

AN
AN ACT

Granting a
numbered 40,029,
the badge of The
to the
relating to
40,029, relating
patent numbered
of patent
renewal of
a renewal
Granting
Name Society.
Holy Name
Holy

Be
by the
Senate and
and House
Representatives of the
of Representatives
House of
the Senate
enacted by
it enacted
Be it
United
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
certain design
a certain
That a
America in
States of
United States
8
date
of
patent
issued
by
the
United
States
Patent
Office
of June 8,
Office
Patent
States
United
the
by
issued
patent
and extended
renewed
1909,
being patent
40 ,
029, is hereby r
enewed and
extended
numbered 40,029,
patent numbered
1909, being
for
period of
of fourteen
after the
the date
date of expiration
expiration
and after
from and
years from
fourteen years
for aaperiod
May 28, 1936,
of
Public Law
628, Seventy-fourth
Seventy-fourth Congress,
approved May
Congress, approved
Law 628,
of Public
with
rights and
and privileges
privileges pertaining
the same,
same, being
being gengento the
pertaining to
the rights
all the
with all
erally
known
as
the
badge
of
The
Holy
Name
Society.
Society.
Name
erally known as the badge of The Holy
Approved
25, 1949.
1949.
October 25,
Approved October
[CHAPTER 712]
712]
(CHAPTER

AN ACT

AN ACT

includingg
amortize the
To extend
extend the
the time
time for
the collection
of tolls to
to amortize
the cost,
cost, includin
collection of
for the
To
bridge across
reasonable interest
interest and
cost, of
the construction
construction of
of a
a bridge
of the
financing cost,
and financing
reasonable
the Missouri
River at
at Brownville,
Brownville, Nebraska.
Nebraska.
Missouri River
the

the
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
and House
House of
Representatives of the
of Representatives
Senate and
Be
United
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
That
the
first
sensenfirst
the
That
assembled,
Congress
in
America
of
States
United
tence
18 (d)
the Act
August 30,
30, 1935
1935 (relating
(relating to the
of August
Act of
of the
(d) of
section 18
of section
tence of
construction
amended, is
is hereby
amended by
by
hereby amended
as amended,
bridges), as
certain bridges),
of certain
construction of
striking
out
"twenty
years"
and
inserting
in
lieu
thereof
"thirty
years".
years'.
"thirty
thereof
lieu
in
striking out "twenty years" and inserting
Approved
October 25,
25, 1949.
Approved October

Tax exemption.
exemption.
Tax

Abatement of
taxes.
of taxes.
Abatement

October 25,
1949
25, 1949
October
[H. R. 4749]
[H. It. 4749]
Law 373]
[Public Law
[Public
373]

Commission
Commission on
on
Mental Health.
Health.
Mental

Ante, p.
p. 492.
Ante,

October
25, 1949
1949
October 25,
[H.
R. 5319]
6319]
[H. R.
[Public
374]
Law 3741
[Public Law

The Holy
The
Holy Name
Name
Society.
Society.

49 Stat. 1389.
49

1949
October 25,
25, 1949
October
[H. R. 5674]
[H. R. 5674]
[Public Law 375]

[Public Law 375]

Missouri River.
Missouri
at BrownBridge
Bridge at
ville,
Nebr.
vile, Nebr.
49 Stat.
Stat. 1068.
1068.
49
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714-OCT. 25,
1949
[CHAPTER 713]
[CHAPTER

October 25,
25, 1949
1949
October
[H. R.
[H.
R. 6186]
6185]
[Public
Law 376]
376]
[Public Law

STAT.
[63 S
TAT.

AN ACT
To amend
amend the Federal Credit Union Act.

Be
it enacted
enacted by
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
Be it
by the
the Senate
Senate and
House of
of the
the
United
States
America
of
United
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
That
paragraph
(5)
in
Congress
assembled,
That
paragraph
(5)
Union Act, amendments.
ments.
7 of the Federal
of section
section 7
Federal Credit Union Act (12
secs. 1751(12 U. S.
S. C., sees.
175148 Stat. 1218.
1772) is
amended by
by striking
out in
in the
the first
first sentence
sentence thereof
thereof
12
U.
1248
s0.c1757(5);
U. S. C. §1757 (5); 1772)
is hereby
hereby amended
striking out
Supp. II, §1757 note.
upp. II, § 1757 note. "two years" and inserting in lieu
thereof "three
"three years".
lieu thereof
years".
48 Stat. 1220.
SEC.
The fourth
sentence of
subsection (d)
of section
11 of
of the
the
12U
SEC. 2.
2. The
fourth sentence
of subsection
(d) of
section 11
12
U. S. C
C. §1761(d);
§1761 (d);
Supp. II,
II, §
§i761
1761 note.
Supp.
"$300" wherever
Federal Credit Union Act is amended
amended by striking
striking out "$300"
wherever
it
in such
sentence and
and inserting
inserting in
lieu thereof
thereof "$400".
"$400".
it appears
appears in
such sentence
in lieu
48
4s Stat. 1221.
121.
SEC. 3.
3. Section
Section 12
Credit Union
Act is
hereby
12 SU.
tCC. §§ 1762;
762;
SEC.
12 of
of the
the Federal
Federal Credit
Union Act
is hereby
U. S.
Supp. II,
II, §
§ 1762
note.
Supp.
1762 note.
amended to read as follows:
follows:
"SEC.
12 REsERvEs.—All
entrance fees
fees and
the
"SEC. 12
RESERVES.-All entrance
and fines
fines provided
provided by
by the
net earnings
of each
each year,
the
bylaws and
and 20
20 per
per centum
centum of
of the
the net
earnings of
year, before
before the
declaration
declaration of
dividend, shall
regular reserve
reserve
of any dividend,
shall be
be set
set aside
aside as
as a
a regular
against losses on bad
bad loans
loans and
be specified
specified
and such
such other losses
losses as
as may
may be
in the bylaws
bylaws in
in accordance
accordance with
with regulations
regulations prescribed
prescribed under
this
under
this
Exception.
Exception.
Act: Provided,
Provided, however,
reserve thus
however, That
That when
when the
the regular
regular reserve
thus estabestablished shall equal 10 per centum of the
total amount
amount of
the total
of members'
members'
shareholdings, no further transfer of net
net earnings to
to such
such regular
regular
reserve shall be required
such amounts
amounts not
not in
of
required except that
that such
in excess
excess of
centum of
the net
earnings as
may be
be needed
to maintain
this
20 per
per centum
of the
net earnings
as may
needed to
maintain this
Special reserves.
peci reserves.
10 per centum
centum ratio
ratio shall
In addition
such regular
shall be transferred. In
addition to
to such
regular
reserve, special reserves to protect the
interests of
of members
members shall
the interests
shall be
be
established
(a) by regulation, or
established when required (a)
or (b)
(b) in
special
in any
any special
case,
case, when found by the director
director to
necessary for
for that
to be
be necessary
that purpose."
purpose."
Approved October
Approved
October 25, 1949.
1949.
Federal
Federal

Credit
Credit

[CHAPTER 714]
[CHAPTER
October 25,
October
2.5, 1949
1949
J. Res.
[H. J.
Res. 353]
3531
[Public Law
[Public
Law 377]
377]

Ante, p. 47.

JOINT RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION

Authorizing the Commission on Renovation
Authorizing
Renovation of the Executive
Executive Mansion
Mansion to preserve
or dispose of material
material removed
Executive Mansion during
removed from the Executive
during the period
period
of renovation.
of
renovation.

Whereas,
4 (b)
Whereas, under the provisions of section
section 4
(b) of Public Law
Law 40,
Eighty-first Congress, first session, the Commission on Renovation
Renovation
of the Executive
Mansion is required to recommend
Executive Mansion
recommend to the Congress
and to the President, at the earliest possible date, a
a plan for (1) the
preservation of any material removed from the Executive
preservation
Executive Mansion
which is of permanent
permanent historical importance, and (2)
(2) the sale,
donation, destruction, or other disposition of the remainder
remainder of such
material in the manner most consistent with its symbolical value
commercial exploitation;
and without commercial
exploitation; and
Whereas it is necessary
commence work on the renovation
necessary to commence
renovation of the
Executive
Executive Mansion
Mansion without delay; and
renovation work cannot be commenced
Whereas renovation
commenced until the disposition
of the various categories of the materials to be removed
removed from the
the
determined and specified;
building has been determined
specified; and
and
Whereas time before the adjournment
adjournment of the present Congress will
not permit the development
a complete and detailed plan for
development of a
the disposal of all of the categories
categories of the material in the manner
manner
most consistent with its symbolical
symbolical value and without commercial
commercial
exploitation;
exploitation; and
Whereas there is no suitable
suitable storage space of adequate capacity available for the storage of this material pending the reconvening
reconvening of the
present Congress for its second
second session: Now, therefore,
therefore, be it

63 S
TAT.]
STAT.]
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Resolved
Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of the United
the Senate
by the
Resolved by
on
Commission on
Commission
That the Commission on
assembled,
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
on Renovation
Congress
States of America in
Renovation of the ExMansion.
ecutive
the
Renovation
of the
Executive Mansion is hereby empowered,
empowered, with the
the Executive
Renovation of
etc.,
Preservation, e
tc.,
approval
of the
the President,
President, to
execute of materials.
materials.
determine the details of and to execute
to determine
approval of
a
suitable plan
for the
appropriate disposition
disposition of
other appropriate
or other
preservation or
the preservation
plan for
a suitable
all
the materials
materials removed
Mansion in connection
Executive Mansion
the Executive
from the
removed from
all the
with
the renovation
thereof and
consistent with their symbolical value
and consistent
renovation thereof
with the
Report to Congress.
Congress.
Provided, That report
and
without
commercial
exploitation:
Provided,
report shall
exploitation:
and without commercial
Januon
be
to the
Congress of
authority
taken under this authority
action taken
of action
the Congress
made to
be made
is
ary 3,
and every
every six
six months
months thereafter
thereafter until the final report
report is
1950, and
3, 1950,
ary
Use of funds.
submitted: Provided
further, That
the Commission is hereby authorThat the
Providedfurther,
submitted:
ized and
and empowered
to use
use for
for this
purpose any of the funds approthis purpose
empowered to
ized
priated
renovation and
Executive Mansion
of the Executive
modernization of
and modernization
the renovation
for the
priated for
Ante, p. 235.
first
under
Public
Law
119,
Eighty-first
Congress,
session, approved
approved
Congress,
Eighty-first
under Public Law 119,
June
23, 1949.
June 23,1949.
Approved
October 25, 1949.
Approved October
720]
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 720]

AN ACT

To amend
certain provisions
Internal Revenue
Revenue Code.
provisions of the Internal
amend certain
To

Be
Senate and
and House
Representatives of the
House of Representatives
the Senate
by the
enacted by
it enacted
Be it
assembled,
United States
States of
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
United
SECTION 1.
DECLARATIONS OF ESTIMATED
ESTIMATED
RETURNS AS DECLARATIONS
FARMERS' RETURNS
1. FARMERS'
SECTION
TAX.
Section 60
of the
Revenue Code
Code (relating
(relating to declaration
declaration
Internal Revenue
the Internal
(a) of
60 (a)
Section
out the
striking
of
estimated
tax
by
farmers)
is
hereby
by
amended
hereby
is
farmers)
by
tax
of estimated
following:
the
thereof
lieu
period
at
the
end
thereof
and
inserting
in
following:
period at the end thereof and inserting
January 31
",• and
if such
individual files
files a
a return
before January
on or before
return on
an individual
such an
and if
";
of
the succeeding
succeeding taxable
taxable year,
pays in
full the
computed
the amount computed
in full
and pays
year, and
of the
as that
on
the
return
as
payable,
such
return
shall
have
the
effect
that
same
the
have
shall
return
such
payable,
as
return
on the
on or
filed
return
a
prescribed
in
section
58
(d)
(3)
in
the
case
a
of
case
the
in
(3)
prescribed in section 58 (d)
before
15."
January 15."
before January
SEC. 2.
2. FOREIGN
FOREIGN TAX CREDIT.
SEC.
(a)
Section 131
131 (c)
(c) of
of the
the Internal
Revenue Code (relating
(relating to
Internal Revenue
(a) Section
adjustments on
on payment
accrued taxes)
taxes) is
hereby amended
amended by addis hereby
of accrued
payment of
adjustments

October 25, 1949
[H. R.
[11.
R. 5268]
[Public Law 378]
Internal Revenue
Internal
Code, amendments.

57 Stat. 143.
S. C.
U. 8.
26 U.
C.

60 (a).

58 Stat. 243.
68
243.
58 (d)
26 U.
B. C.. §68
U.S.

(3).
(3).

53 Stat. 57.
57.
131 (c).
26 U.
U. .S. C.
O. 1131
(c).

"In such
ing at
the end
end thereof
thereof the
the following
following new
new sentences:
such redeterredetersentences: "In
at the
ing

mination by
the Commissioner
Commissioner of
of tax
tax due from the
amount of
the amount
of the
by the
mination
amount of the
taxpayer
for
the
year
or
years
affected
by
a
refund,
the
the amount
refund,
a
by
affected
years
or
year
the
taxpayer for
taxes refunded
for which
credit has
been allowed
under this section
allowed under
has been
which credit
refunded for
taxes
(a)
shall be
the amount
amount of
tax described
described in
in subsection
subsection (a)
any tax
of any
by the
reduced by
be reduced
shall
imposed by
country or
possession of
of the
States with
with
United States
the United
or possession
foreign country
the foreign
imposed by the
respect
refund; but
credit under
under this
this section,
section, and no deducno credit
but no
such refund;
to such
respect to
tion
under
section
23,
shall
be
allowed
for
any
taxable
year with
with respect
respect
year
taxable
any
for
tion under section 23, shall be allowed
to such tax
imposed
on
the
refund. No
No interest
shall be
be assessed
or
or
assessed
shall
interest
refund.
the
on
imposed
tax
to such
collected
on
any
amount
of
tax
due
upon
any
redetermination
by
the
by
redetermination
any
upon
due
tax
collected on any amount of
period
Commissioner, resulting
refund to
the taxpayer,
any period
for any
taxpayer, for
to the
a refund
from a
resulting from
Commissioner,
interest
extent
prior
to
the
receipt
of
such
refund,
except
to
extent
was
the
to
except
refund,
such
prior to the receipt of
paid by
foreign country
or possession
possession of
of the
United States on such
the United
country or
the foreign
by the
paid
refund for
for such
such period."
period."
refund
(b) The
amendment made
subsection (a)
(a) shall
shall be
applicable with
with
be applicable
by subsection
made by
The amendment
(b)
the
If
1938.
respect
to
taxable
years
beginning
after
December
If
31,
December
after
beginning
years
respect to taxable
allowance
or refund
of any
overpayment of tax resulting
any overpayment
refund of
credit or
a credit
of a
allowance of
from
the application
of the
made by
by subsection
subsection (a) is preamendment made
the amendment
application of
from the
vented
on the
the date
date of
enactment of
of this
or within one year
Act, or
this Act,
the enactment
of the
vented on
from such
date,
by
the
operation
of
any
law
or
rule
of law
(other than
law (other
of
rule
or
law
any
of
operation
the
by
date,
from such

53 Stat. 12.
C
26 U. S. C.
Supp. II, i§23.
892.
Pout,
Post, p. 892.

23;

892
53 Stat.
53
Stat. 462.
462.
26 U.
U. S.. C.
26
§3761.
C. §3761.

53
53 Stat.
Stat. 15.
15.
26
26 U.
23 (q);
U. S.
S. C.
C. §
§ 23
(q);
Supp.
Supp. II,
II, §
§ 23
23 (q).
(q).

53
Stat. 35.
35.
53 Stat.
26 U.
U. S.
S. C.
C. §§102
26
(d)
102 (d)
(1) (B).
(1)
(B).
53
95.
53 Stat.
Stat. 95.
26 U.S.C.
26
(a) (2).
U.S.C. §336
§336(a)(2).
53
Stat. 108.
53 Stat.
108.
26
U.S.C. §§
505 (a)
26 U.S.C.
505
(2).
(a) (2).

Swpra.
S9a.
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[63 STAT.
STAT.
[63

section 3761 of the Internal Revenue
Revenue Code,
Code, relating
to compromises)
relating to
compromises),,
credit or refund of such overpayment
may, nevertheless,
be allowed
allowed
overpayment may,
nevertheless, be
or made if
if claim therefor is filed within
year from
from the
of the
within one
one year
the date
date of
the
enactment
enactment of
this Act.
Act.
of this

SEC.
CONTRIBUTIONS
SEC.3. CHARITABLE
CONTRIBUTIONS
BY
CORPORATIONS
ON
BY
CORPORATIONS
ON
ACCRUAL
BASIS.
ACCRUAL BASIS.
(a) Section 23 (q)
(q) of
Internal Revenue
Revenue Code
Code (relating
of the
the Internal
(relating to
to
charitable and other contributions)
charitable
hereby amended
amended by
adding at
contributions) is
is hereby
by adding
at
the end thereof
the following:
following:
thereof the
"In the case of aacorporation
corporation reporting
"In
reporting its
its net
on the
the accrual
accrual
net income
income on
basis, at the election of the taxpayer any contribution
or gift
gift payment
contribution or
payment
of which
close of the
which is made after the close
the taxable
year and
and on
or before
before
taxable year
on or
the 15th day of the third month following the
of such
such year
the close
close of
year
shall, for the purposes of this subsection, be
as paid
paid during
during
be considered
considered as
such taxable year if, during such year, the board
of directors
directors authorauthorboard of
ized such contribution
gift. Such election
contribution or gift.
election shall
shall be
made only
be made
only at
at
the time of the filing of the return
return for the taxable
taxable year,
year, and
be
and shall
shall be
signified in such manner as the
Commissioner, with
approval of
the Commissioner,
with the
the approval
of
the Secretary, shall by regulations prescribe."
prescribe."
(b) Section 102 (d)
of the Internal
(d) (1)
(1) (B) of
Code (relatInternal Revenue
Revenue Code
(relating to section
section 102 net income),
income), section 336
(a) (2)
such code
code (relat336 (a)
(2) of
of such
(relating to net income of foreign personal
personal holding
holding companies),
companies), and
and section
section
505 (a)
(a) (2)
(2) of such code (relating
505
(relating to net income
income of domestic
domestic personal
personal
holding
holding companies)
companies) are each amended by adding
end thereof
adding at
at the
the end
thereof
the following new sentence:
sentence: "For
"For the
the purposes
of the
senpurposes of
the preceding
preceding sentence, payment of any contribution or gift shall be
be considered
considered as
made
as made
within the taxable year if
if and
is considered
considered for
for the
the purposes
purposes
and only
only if
if it
it is
of section 23 (q) as made within such year.".
year.".
(c) The amendments
(c)
amendments made
made by
by this
shall be
applicable with
with
this section
section shall
be applicable
respect to taxable years beginning after December
If the
December 31,
31, 1942.
1942. If
the
election
provided for in such amendments
amendments is
election provided
made for
for any
taxable
is made
any taxable
year beginning
beginning before January
January 1,
1, 19491949—
(1) the election
(1)
election for such year
year may be
be made
(in lieu
lieu of
made (in
of at
at the
the
time of the filing of the return for such year)
at any
any time
time within
year) at
within
one year after the
the date of
this Act;
but
of the
the enactment
enactment of
of this
Act; but
(2) such election
(2)
election shall not be allowed
unless the
allowed unless
the taxpayer,
taxpayer, in
in
accordance
prescribed by
accordance with regulations prescribed
by the
the Commissioner
Commissioner with
with
the approval
approval of the Secretary, consents
consents in
to the
in writing
writing to
the assessment
assessment
(within
such period
(within such
period as may be agreed upon) of any deficiency,
deficiency, to
to
the extent resulting
resulting from such
such election,
election for
any other
taxable year
ye ar
for any
other taxable
of the taxpayer, even though
thou g h on
filing of
of such
such conconon th
thee date
date of
of the
the filing
sent such assessment is otherwise prevented by the operation
sent
operation of
of
any law or rule of law.
law.
SEC.
OF STOCK
SEC.4. TRANSFERS
TRANSFERS OF
CORPORATION AND
STOCK BETWEEN
BETWEEN CORPORATION
AND NOMNOMINEE.
INEE.

53
Stat. 196.
53 Stat.
196.
26
26 U.
U. S.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
Supp.
II,
(b).
H, §1802
§1802 (b).

(a) Section 1802 (b)
(b) of the Internal
to
Internal Revenue
Revenue Code
Code (relating
(relating to
stamp taxes on sales and transfers
transfers of stock)
is hereby
hereby amended
stock) is
amended by
by
striking
striking out the period at the end of clause (2)
(2) and
inserting in
in lieu
lieu
and inserting
thereof a
a semicolon,
thereof
semicolon, and by inserting
inserting after
after clause (2)
(2) the following
following
new clause:
clause:
new
"(3)
"(3) From a
acorporation to a
a registered
registered nominee of such
such corcorporation,
poration, or from one such nominee to another
another such nominee,
nominee, if
if in
in
either
case the shares or certificates
either case
certificates continue to
to be
held by
by such
be held
such
nominee
nominee for
for the same purpose for which they would be
held if
be held
if
retained
such corporation;
retained by
by such
corporation; or from such nominee to such
corporation."
corporation."
(b)
the case
the death before
(b) In
In the
case of the
before the date of the enactment
enactment of
of
this Act
Act of
a corporation (whether
this
of aanominee of a
(whether or not such
nominee
such nominee
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was registered),
53 Stat.
Stat. 196.
53
196.
registered) ,the tax under
under section 1802 (b) of the Internal Revenue
26 U.
U. S.
S. C.,
Supp.
26
C., Supp.
Code shall not be imposed upon any delivery
delivery or transfer
transfer of
of stock
stock from
from II,
II, §1802
§1802 (b).
(b).
the executor
or
administrator
of
such
nominee
to
such
corporation
executor
administrator
nominee
if
such delivery
of the
the enactdelivery or transfer
transfer is made on or before the date of
enactment of this Act or within one year after such date.
SEC.
SEC.5.
CONTRACTS.
5. EMPLOYEE ANNUITY
ANNUITY CONTRACTS.

(a) Section 165 of the Internal
Internal Revenue Code (relating
(relating to employees
trusts) is hereby
hereby amended
amended by adding at the end thereof the following
following
new subsection:
subsection:

53 Stat.
53
Stat. 67.
67.
26
U. S.
S. C.
C. §§165.
165.
26 U.

"(d)
CERTAIN EMPLOYEES'
ANNITITIES.—Notwithstanding subsecsubsec"(d) CERTAIN
EMPLOYEES' ANNUITIES.-Notwithstanding
tion
(c) or
any other
other provision
of this
to aa
tion (c)
or any
provision of
this chapter,
chapter, aa contribution
contribution to
in the
the income
trust by an employer
employer shall not be included
included in
income of
of the
the
employee
employee in
the contribution
is made
made ifif—
in the
the year
year in which the
contribution is
"(1)
"(1) such contribution
contribution is to be applied by the trustee for
for the
the
purchase of annuity
purchase
annuity contracts
contracts for
for the
the benefit of such
employee;
such employee;
"(2) such contribution
contribution is made to the trustee pursuant
pursuant to
to a
a
written agreement
agreement entered
21, 1942,
1942, between
entered into prior to
to October
October 21,
between
employer and the
the employer
employer and
the
the employer
the trustee,
trustee, or
or between
between the
and the
employee;
and
employee; and
(3) under
under the
the trust
trust agreement
agreement the
employee is
not
""(3)
the terms
terms of
of the
the employee
is not
entitled during
except with
with the
the consent
trustee,
entitled
during his
his lifetime, except
consent of
of the
the trustee,
to any payments under annuity
purchased by
the trustee
annuity contracts
contracts purchased
by the
trustee
other than
than annuity
annuity payments.
payments.
other
The amount
amount so
the employer
shall not
not constitute
so contributed
contributed by
by the
employer shall
constitute conconsideration paid by the
employee for
for such
annuity contract
contract in
the employee
such annuity
in deterdetermining the amount
mining
amount of
annuity payments
required to
included in
in his
of annuity
payments required
to be
be included
his
53
10.
53 Stat.
Stat. 10.
gross
22 (b)
(2) ;except
except that
if the
imposed
gross income under section
section 22
(b) (2);
that if
the tax
tax imposed
26
U. S.C.
(b) (2).
26 U.
S.C. §22
§22(b)(2).
by this
this chapter
by
year beginning
January 1,
1, 1949,
chapter for
for any taxable
taxable year
beginning before
before January
1949,
has
the employee
to such
such contribution
has been
been paid by
by the
employee with
with respect
respect to
contribution for
for
such year, and not credited or refunded,
refunded, the
contributed for
the amount
amount so contributed
for
such
shall constitute
constitute consideration
consideration paid
paid by
employee for
for such
such year
year shall
by the
the employee
such
annuity
annuity contract. This subsection shall
have no
no application
application with
shall have
with
respect to
to amounts
amounts contributed
contributed to
to aa trust
after June
if the
the
respect
trust after
June 1,
1, 1949,
1949, if
trust on
on such date was
exempt under subsection
the purposes
was exempt
subsection (a).
(a). For
For the
purposes
of this
this subsection,
paid by
by an
an employer
employer for
the purchase
purchase of
of
of
subsection, amounts
amounts paid
for the
annuity
contracts which
which are
are transferred
transferred to
the trustee
shall be
be deemed
deemed
annuity contracts
to the
trustee shall
to be
contributions made
trust or
or trustee
and contributions
contributions applied
to
be contributions
made to
to a
a trust
trustee and
applied
"Annuity
"A
rnnUtllv contract,'
contrLa'ts
by the trustee
trustee for the purchase
purchase of annuity contracts; the term 'annuity
'annuity purvliased
the trtLtrwe
lHlrLe'dbtlibyhyIhe
tee."
th'."
contracts
purchased by the trustee'
contracts purchased
trustee' shall include annuity contracts so
purchased
the employer
transferred to
the trustee;
trustee •and
and the
the
purchased by
by the
employer and
and transferred
to the
"8: tupioyee."
"Employee."
term 'employee'
'employee' shall
only aa person
who was
was in
employ
term
shall include
include only
person who
in the
the employ
of the
employer, and
by the
the agreement
agreement referred
to in
of
the employer,
and was
was covered
covered by
referred to
in
paragraph
prior to
to October
21, 1942."
1942."
paragraph (2),
(2), prior
October 21,
(b) The
made by
by subsection
subsection (a)
(a) shall
applicable to
to
(b)
The amendment
amendment made
shall be
be applicable
taxable
31, 1938.
1938.
after December
December 31,
taxable years
years beginning
beginning after
SEC.
6. RELINQUISHMENT
SEC. 6.
RELINQUISHMENT
TRUSTS.
TRUSTS.

OF
POWERS
OF POWERS

IN CASE
OF RECIPROCAL
IN
CASE OF
RECIPROCAL

(a) Section
the Internal
Internal Revenue
Revenue Code
Code (relating
(relating to
(a)
Section 1000
1000 of
of the
to imposiimposition of
of gift
hereby amended
the end
end thereof
tax) is
is hereby
amended by
by adding
adding at
at the
thereof the
the
tion
gift tax)
following
new subsection:
subsection:
following new

"(g)
CERTAIN RECIPROCAL
RECIPROCAL TRUSTS.—In
in aa
"(g) CERTAIN
TRUSTS.-In the
the case
case of
of property
property in

trust created
created prior
prior to
and to
to the
the extent
that such
trust
to January
January 1,
1, 1940,
1940, if
if and
extent that
such
property may
may be
to have
have been
such trust
trust by
property
be deemed
deemed to
been transferred
transferred to
to such
by aa
person other
other than
than the
the nominal
grantor of
of such
(by reason
reason
person
nominal grantor
such property
property (by
of the
that such
person has
has made
reciprocal transfer
of property
of
the fact
fact that
such person
made aareciprocal
transfer of
property
in trust),
then a
arelinquishment
relinquishment by
by such
such person
in
trust), then
person on
on or
or before
before December
December
31, 1950,
of any
any power
such property
property or
or over
the income
income therethere31,
1950, of
power over
over such
over the
from shall
be deemed
deemed a
of property
property for
for the
the purposes
a transfer
transfer of
purposes of
of
from
shall not
not be

53
144.
53 Stat.
Stat. 144.
26
U. S.
S. C.
C. §1000;
26 U.
1000;
Supp. II,
1000.
Supp.
II, §
§ 1000.

894
894

47
Stat. 245.
245.
47 Stat.
26 U.
U. S.
S. C.
C. §§1000
26
1000
note.
note.

Ante,
p. 893.
893.
Ante, p.
53
Stat. 121.
53 Stat.
121.
261J.
S. C.
26
U.S.
C. §811
§811 (d);
(d);
Supp. II,
Supp.
811 (d).
II, §§811
(d).
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In the
the event of such
this chapter.
chapter. In
relinquishment, the
the reciprocal
reciprocal
such relinquishment,
transfer
transfer made
person relinquishing
relinquishing such
such power
power shall
made by
by the
the person
shall be
be deemed,
deemed,
purposes of
this chapter,
chapter, to
have been
been a
acompleted
completed gift
at the
for the
the purposes
of this
to have
gift at
the
reciprocal transfer
This subsection
subsection shall
shall apply
time such
such reciprocal
transfer was
was made.
made. This
apply
only if, at the time such person
person made
made the
reciprocal transfer
transfer
the aforesaid
aforesaid reciprocal
imposing a
a tax
upon the
of
of property, a
a law
law was
was in
in effect
effect imposing
tax upon
the transfer
transfer of
property by
by gift
gift and
gift tax
tax was
was paid
with respect
such reciprocal
reciprocal
property
and a
a gift
paid with
respect to
to such
transfer,
not credited
refunded."
transfer, and
and not
credited or
or refunded."
(b)
(b) Section
Revenue Act
Act of
of 1932
tax)
Section 501
501 of the
the Revenue
1932 (imposing
(imposing a
a gift
gift tax)
is hereby amended
by adding
adding at
at the
end thereof
the following
following new
amended by
the end
thereof the
new
subsection:
subsection:
"(d)
"(d) CERTAIN
CERTAIN RECIPROCAL
RECIPROCAL TRUSTS.-In
TRUSTS.—In the
case of
of property
the case
property transtransferred
prior to
if and
to the
the extent
ferred in
in trust
trust prior
to January
January 1,
1, 1940,
1940, if
and to
extent that
that such
such
property may
property
deemed to
to have
have been
so transferred
may be
be deemed
been so
transferred by
by a
a person
person other
other
than the nominal grantor
property (by
(by reason
of the
fact that
grantor of
of such
such property
reason of
the fact
that
such person has made a
a reciprocal
reciprocal transfer
property in
then
transfer of
of property
in trust),
trust), then
aarelinquishment
any power
relinquishment by such person of any
such property
or
power over
over such
property or
over the income therefrom shall not be deemed a
a transfer of
of property
property
for the purposes
title. In
purposes of this title.
In the
event of
of such
relinquishment on
on
the event
such relinquishment
or before December 31, 1950, the
the reciprocal
reciprocal transfer
transfer made
made by
by the
the person
person
relinquishing such power
deemed, for
relinquishing
power shall be deemed,
purposes of
of this
for the purposes
this title,
title,
to have been aacompleted
completed gift at the time such
reciprocal transfer
transfer was
such reciprocal
was
made.
subsection shall apply
made. This subsection
at the
the time
time such
apply only
only if,
if, at
such person
person
of property,
law was
in effect
effect
made the
the aforesaid
aforesaid reciprocal
reciprocal transfer
transfer of
property, aalaw
was in
imposing aatax upon the transfer
of property
transfer of
by gift
and a
agift
gift tax
property by
gift and
tax
was paid with respect to such reciprocal
reciprocal transfer, and
and not
not credited
or
credited or
refunded."
refunded."
(c) In
a decedent who relinquished
(c)
In the case of a
relinquished on
on or before
Decembefore Decemin section
ber 31, 1950, aa power described
described in
the Internal
Internal
section 1000
1000 (g)
(g) of
of the
Revenue
relinquishment shall, for the purposes of section
Revenue Code, such relinquishment
section
811 (d)
(d) of such code, be
not to
to have
have been
contemplabe deemed not
been made
made in
in contemplation of the death of such decedent
relinquishment, by virtue
decedent if such relinquishment,
virtue
of the enactment of this section, is
property
is not
not deemed a
a transfer
transfer of
of property
for the purposes
purposes of the gift tax. The provisions of
of this subsection
subsection
shall be applicable with respect
respect to estates of decedents
dying after
decedents dying
after
February
February 10, 1939.
SEC. 7. TRANSFERS
TRANSFERS TAKING
TAKING EFFECT AT DEATH.
DEATH.

53
Stat. 121.
53 Stat.
121.
26 U.
U. S.
811 (c).
(C).
26
S. C.
C. §811

(a)
(c)
Revenue Code (relating
(a) Section
Section 811 .
(c) of the Internal
Internal Revenue
(relating to
to transfers in contemplation
contemplation of or taking effect at death)
death) is hereby
hereby amended
amended
to read as follows:
follows:
"(c)
TRANSFERS IN
IN CONTEMPLATION
CONTEMPLATION OF,
"(C) TRANSFERS
OR TAKING
EFFECT AT,
AT,
OF, OR
TAKING EFFECT
DEATr.DEATH.—
"(1)
GENERAL RI7LE.—TO
RULE.-To the extent of any
"
(1) GENERAL
interest therein
any interest
therein of
of
which the decedent
decedent has at any time made aatransfer
transfer (except
in
(except in
case of a
a bona fide sale for an adequate
adequate and full consideration
consideration in
in
worth), by trust or
money or money's worth),
otherwise—
or otherwise"(A)
contemplation of his death. Any transfer of aa
"(A) in contemplation
material part of his property in the nature of a
a final disposidisposition or distribution thereof, made by the decedent within two
years prior to his death without such consideration,
consideration, shall,
unless shown to the contrary, be deemed to
to have
have been
been made
made
in contemplation
contemplation of death within the meaning
meaning of this subsubchapter;
or
chapter; or
"(B) under
under which
which he
has ret
ai
ne d for
for his
hi s life
life or
or an
y
"(B)
he has
retained
or f
for
any
period
ascertainable without reference to his death
period not ascertainable
death or
or for
for
any period which does not in fact end before his death
(i) the
death (i)
possession or enjoyment
enjoyment of, or the right to the
the income
income from,
from,
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the property, or (ii) the right, either alone or in conjunction
conjunction
designate the persons who shall possess
with any person, to designate
or
enjoy the
property or
or the
the income
income th
ere f
rom; or
or
or enjoy
the property
therefrom;
"(C)
"
(C) intended
intended to take effect in possession
possession or
or enjoyment
enjoyment at
at
death.
or after
after his death.
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"(2) TRANSFERS
DEATH-TRANSFERS PRIOR
PRIOR TO
"(2)
TRANSFERS TAKING
TAKING EFFECT
EFFECT AT
AT DEATH—TRANSFERS
TO
OCTOBER 8,
1949.-An interest
8, 1949.—An
in property
property of
of which
the decedent
OCTOBER
interest in
which the
decedent
made a
a transfer, on or before October 7, 1949, intended
take
intended to take
effect in possession
possession or enjoyment
death shall
not be
be
enjoyment at
at or
or after
after his
his death
shall not
included
paragraph (1)
(C) of this
included in his gross estate
estate under
under paragraph
(1) (C)
this subsubsection unless the decedent has retained aareversionary
reversionary interest
interest in
in
the property, arising by the express terms of
of the instrument
instrument of
of
transfer and not by operation
operation of law,
law, and
the value
value of
of such
such reverreverand the
sionary
sionary interest immediately
immediately before
before the
the death
of the
the decedent
decedent
death of
exceeds 55per centum of the value of such property. For the
purthe purthe term 'reversionary
poses of this paragraph, the
'reversionary interest'
interest' includes
includes
aapossibility that property
property transferred
transferred by the decedent
decedent (A)
(A) may
may
return to him or his estate,
estate, or (B)
power of
of
(B) may
may be
be subject
subject to
to aapower
disposition by him, but
term does
does not
but such
such term
not include
include aa possibility
possibility
that the income alone
may return
or
alone from such
such property
property may
return to
to him
him or
become subject to a
apower
power of
disposition by
him. The
value of
of disposition
by him.
The value
of aa
immediately before the death of the decedent
reversionary interest immediately
decedent
shall be determined
determined (without
(without regard to
the fact
fact of
of the
the decedent's
to the
decedent's
death) by usual methods of
use of
of tables
tables
of valuation, including
including the
the use
principles, pursuant
of mortality and actuarial
actuarial principles,
pursuant to
to regulations
regulations preprescribed
scribed by the Commissioner
Commissioner with the
approval of
the approval
of the
the Secretary.
Secretary.
In
In determining
of a
apossibility
possibility that
determining the
the value
value of
that property
property may
may be
be
subject to a
a power of disposition
disposition by
decedent, such
such possibility
by the
the decedent,
possibility
shall be valued as if
were a
apossibility
possibility that
that such
such property
property may
may
if it
it were
return to the decedent
decedent or his estate.
"(3)
TRANSFERS
AT DEATH—TRANSFERS
"(3)
TRANSFERS TAKING
TAKING EFFECT
EFFECT AT
DEATH---TRANSFERS AFTER
AFTER
OCTOBER 7,
1949.-An interest
OCTOBER
7, 1949.—An
the
interest in
in property
property transferred
transferred by
by the
decedent after October 7,
his gross
7, 1949, shall
shall be included
included in
in his
gross estate
estate
under
(C) of
subsection
i (whether
(whether or
or not
not the
the
under paragraph
paragraph (1)
(1) (C)
of this
this subsection
decedent
retained any
interest in
n the
property transtransdecedent retained
any right or
or interest
the property
ferred)
and only
only if—
ferred) if
if and
if"(A)
enjoyment of
of the
the property
"(A) possession
possession or
or enjoyment
property can,
can, through
through
ownership of
be obtained
obtained only
surviving the
of such interest,
interest, be
only by
by surviving
the
decedent; or
decedent;
"(B) under
contingencies provided
provided by
"(B)
under alternative
alternative contingencies
by the
the
terms
of the
the transfer,
possession or
property
terms of
transfer, possession
or enjoyment
enjoyment of
of the
the property
can,
through ownership
of such
such interest,
be obtained
by
can, through
ownership of
interest, be
obtained only
only by
surviving
earlier to
the decedent's
or
surviving the
the earlier
to occur
occur of
of (i)
(i) the
decedent's death
death or
(ii) some
event; and
other event
did not
(ii)
some other
other event;
and such
such other
event did
not in
in fact
fact
occur
during the
decedent's life.
life.
occur during
the decedent's
Notwithstanding
sentence, an
an interest
interest so
Notwithstanding the
the foregoing
foregoing sentence,
so transferred
transferred
shall
be included
the decedent's
estate under
under paraparashall not
not be
included in
in the
decedent's gross
gross estate
graph
(1) (C)
of this
this subsection
subsection if
if possession
possession or
enjoyment of
of the
the
graph (1)
(C) of
or enjoyment
property
property could
could have been
by any beneficiary
beneficiary during
the
been obtained
obtained by
during the
decedent's
the exercise
of a
power of
of appointment
decedent's life
life through
through the
exercise of
a power
appointment
Stat. 122.
(as defined
defined in
in section
which m
fact was
(as
section 811
811 (f)
(f) (2)
(2)))which
in fact
was exercisable
exercisable 53
26 U. S.. c.
C. 1
f811 (0
(2).
(2).
immediately
prior to
the decedent's
immediately prior
to the
decedent's death."
death."
(b)
The amendment
amendment made
subsection (a)
(a) shall
be applicable
(b) The
made by
by subsection
shall be
applicable with
with
respect to
of decedents
February 10,
respect
to estates
estates of
decedents dying
dying after
after February
10, 1939.
1939. The
The
(c) of
Internal Revenue
Revenue Code,
as amended
of section 811
provisions of
811 (c)
of the
the Internal
Code, as
amended
Ante, p.
84.
Ante,
p.894.
y subsection
(except as
as otherwise
in
by
subsection (a),
(a), shall
shall (except
otherwise specifically
specifically provided
provided in
such
section or
the following
following sentence)
to transfers
transfers made
on,
such section
or in
in the
sentence) apply
apply to
made on,
before, or
before,
February 26, 1926.
provisions of
or after February
1926. The provisions
of section
section 811
811 (c)
(c)

896
Ante,
p. 894.
894.
Ante, p.

53
Stat. 462.
462.
53 Stat.

26 U.
U. S.
S. C.
C. §3760.
3760.
26

462.
53
Stat. 462.
53 Stat.
26 U.
U. S.
S. C.
C. §
§ 3761.
3761.
26

144.
53 Stat.
53
Stat. 144.
S 100026
26 U.
U. S.
S. C.
C. §§
10001031;
II, §§1000
1000
Supp. II,
1031; Supp.
et
et seq.
seq.
Ante, pp.
Ante,
pp. 280,
280, 893.
893.
53
Stat. 118.
118.
53 Stat.
1 80026 U.
U. S.
C. §§
26
S. C.
80°4 811
938; Supp.
Supp. II,
938;
H, §
811
et seq.
seq.
et
894.
Ante,
pp. 280,
280, NC
Ante, pp.

53 Stat.
121.
53
Stat. 121.
26 U. S.
C. §811
(d);
S.C.
811(d);
26U.
811 (d).
Supp. II,
II, §§811
Supp.
(d).
Ante, p.
p. 280.
280.
Ante,
683.
46
46 Stat.
Stat. 683.
Supp.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
19 U.
19
U. S.
1798.
II,
par. 1798.
1201, par.
II, §§1201,
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(1) (B)
(B) of
shall not,
in the
dying prior to
decedent dying
a decedent
of a
case of
the case
not, in
code shall
of such
such code
(1)
January
1, 1950,
1950, apply
apply to—
toJanuary 1,
(1)
transfer made
prior to
or
1931; or
4, 1931;
to March
March 4,
made prior
(1) aatransfer
(2)
transfer made
made after
after March
3, 1931,
1931, and
and prior to June 7,
March 3,
a transfer
(2) a
includible
1932, unless
unless the
the property
would have
been includible
have been
transferred would
property transferred
1932,
in
gross estate
estate by
by reason
of the
the amendatory
amendatory lanreason of
decedent's gross
the decedent's
in the
guage
joint resolution
1931 (46
1516).
(46 Stat. 1516).
3, 1931
March 3,
of March
resolution of
of the
the joint
guage of
No interest
shall be
be allowed
allowed or
paid on
on any
overpayment resulting
resulting from
from
any overpayment
or paid
interest shall
No
the application
subsection (a)
with respect
respect to
any payment
payment made
made
to any
(a) with
of subsection
application of
the
prior to
date of
enactment of this Act.
the enactment
of the
to the
the date
prior
(c) If
If refund
refund or
or credit
overpayment resulting
from the appliresulting from
any overpayment
of any
credit of
(c)
cation of
of subsections
subsections (a)
(a) and
(b) is
is prevented
date of
the enactenactof the
on the
the date
prevented on
and (b)
cation
ment of
this Act,
within one
one year
year from
such date,
the operation
operation
by the
date, by
from such
or within
Act, or
of this
ment
of
any law
or rule
rule of
of law
than section
of the Internal
3760 of
section 3760
(other than
law (other
law or
of any
Revenue Code,
Code, relating
relating to
closing agreements,
section
than section
other than
and other
agreements, and
to closing
Revenue
3761 of
of such
code, relating
relating to
to compromises)
refund or credit
credit of such
compromises), ,refund
such code,
3761
overpayment
may, nevertheless,
allowed if claim therefor is
or allowed
be made or
nevertheless, be
overpayment may,
of the enactment of this Act. This
filed
within one
year from
the date
date of
from the
one year
filed within
subsection
apply with
of property
property in case
transfer of
to aatransfer
respect to
with respect
not apply
shall not
subsection shall
the decedent
retained for his life or for any period not ascertainable
the
decedent retained
or for any period which did not in fact
without reference
fact
death or
reference to his death
without
end
death (1)
(1) the
the possession
possession or enjoyment
enjoyment of, or the right
his death
before his
end before
to the
income from, the property, or (2)
(2) the right, either
either alone or in
the income
to
person, to designate
conjunction
designate the persons
persons who should
should
with any person,
conjunction with
possess or
or enjoy
enjoy the
property or the income
income therefrom.
therefrom.
the property
possess

ESTATES.
LIFE ESTATES.
SEC.8. TAX
TAX FREE RELEASE OF CERTAIN
CERTAIN LIFE
SEC.
made prior to June 7, 1932,
In
transfer of property made
of aatransfer
case of
the case
In the
under which
which the
the grantor
(1) the
enjoyment of,
the possession
possession or enjoyment
retained (1)
grantor retained
under
(2) the right, either
the property, or (2)
or
right to
to the
income from, the
either
the income
or the
the right
alone
with any
person, to designate
designate the persons who
any person,
conjunction with
or in
in conjunction
alone or
shall
an
shall possess or enjoy the property or the income therefrom, then an
possession, enjoyment, or right to
assignment by
the grantor
grantor of such possession,
to
by the
assignment
designation, shall,
relinquishment by him of such right of designation,
income, or aarelinquishment
a transfer of property for the
if
made in
in 1949
not be deemed a
or 1950,
1950, not
1949 or
if made
if
purposes of chapter
chapter 4
4 of the Internal
Internal Revenue Code, and shall, if
purposes
contemplation
made
1951, not be deemed to have been made in contemplation
prior to 1951,
made prior
of
death within
within the
the meaning
chapter 3
foregoing
such code.
code. The foregoing
of chapter
3 of such
meaning of
of death
provisions
apply—
provisions shall
sh1all not apply(
A ) if
if the
the transfer
made after March 3, 1931, and prior to
transfer was made
(A)
June
7, 1932,
1932, and
property transferred
transferred would have been
the property
and if the
June 7,
includible in
the grantor's
grantor's gross
estate upon his death by reason
gross estate
in the
includible
of
of the
March 3,
resolution of March
the joint resolution
language of
the amendatory
amendatory language
of the
1516);;or
1931 (45
(45 Stat. 1516)
1931
includible in
(B)
the property
transferred would have
have been includible
property transferred
if the
(B) if
the grantor's
under section 811 (d) of the Internal
grantor's gross estate under
the
Revenue Code
October 7, 1949.
on October
died on
had he
he died
Code had
Revenue
S
EG. 9.
Paragraph 1798
Tariff Act of 1930. as amended,
amended, is
of the
the Tariff
1798 of
9. Paragraph
SEC.
"$100" in the third
hereby amended by striking out the figure "$100"
third proviso
hereby
and
inserting in lieu thereof the figure "$200".
"$200".
and inserting
TAX FOR CERSEC.10.
CERADDITIONAL ESTATE TAX
SEC.10. EXEMPTION FROM THE ADDITIONAL
TAIN MEMBERS
FORCES.
MEMBERS OF ARMED FORCES.
TAIN

53
Stat. 141.
53 Stat.
141.
26
U. S.
§ 935-935S. C.
C. §§
26 U.
938; Supp.
936.
Supp. II,
II, §§936.
938;

53 Stat.
Stat. 141.
53
141.
26
C. § 935.
935.
26 U.
U. S.
S. C.

3 of the Internal
(a)
Subchapter B
B of chapter 3
Internal Revenue
Revenue Code (relat(a) Subchapter
is amended by adding at the end thereof
ing to
to additional
additional estate tax) is
ing
section:
the following new section:
ARMED FORCES.
MEMBERS OF ARMED
"SEC.939. CERTAIN MEMBERS
FORCES.
"SEC.
935 shall
shall not apply
"The
imposed by section 935
apply to the transfer
transfer of the
"The tax
tax imposed
after
a citizen
citizen or resident of the United States dying on or after
net estate of a
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December 7,
7, 1941,
and before
before January
January 1,
1, 1947,
1947, while
in active
active service
while in
1941, and
December
as aamember
member of
of the
military or
or naval
United States or of
of the United
naval forces of
the military
as
any of
of the
the other
other United
United Nations
Nations if
decedent—
if such
such decedentany
"(1) was
killed in
action; or
or
in action;
was killed
"(1)
"(2)
died as
as a
of wounds
or other
other injuries,
injuries, or of disease,
wounds or
result of
a result
"(2) died
suffered while
line of
of duty
by reason of a
hazard to which he
a hazard
duty by
in line
while in
suffered
was subjected
subjected as
or naval service."
service."
military or
of military
an incident
incident of
as an
was
(b) If
the refund
any overpayment
overpayment resulting from the applicaof any
refund of
If the
(b)
tion
of this
section is
is prevented
the date
enactment of this
of the
the enactment
date of
on the
prevented on
this section
tion of
Act,
or within
one year
by the
the operation
operation of any
any law
date, by
such date,
from such
year from
within one
Act, or
or
rule of
law (other
(other than
than section
section 3761
3761 of
the Internal
Internal Revenue Code,
of the
of law
or rule
relating to
compromises) ,refund
refund of
of such overpayment
overpayment may, nevertheto compromises),
relating
less, be
claim therefor
therefor is
one year
from the date
year from
within one
is filed
filed within
if claim
be made
made if
less,
of the
the enactment
of this
this Act.
No interest
interest shall
shall be paid on any overAct. No
enactment of
of
payment resulting
application of
this section.
section.
of this
the application
from the
resulting from
payment
Approved October
October 25, 1949.
Approved
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53
462.
53 Stat.
Stat. 462.
26
C. §
§3761.
3761.
U. S.. c.
26 U.

[
CHAPTER 721]
721]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
To authorize
the refund
to the
Florida Keys
Keys Aqueduct
Aqueduct Commission
Commission of the sum
the Florida
refund to
authorize the
To
advanced for
certain water
water facilities,
other purposes.
for other
facilities, and for
for certain
advanced

Be
and House
House of
Representatives of the
the
of Representatives
Senate and
the Senate
by the
enacted by
it enacted
Be it
United
of America
assembled, That
That (a)
such
upon such
(a) upon
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
States of
United States
terms
conditions not
not inconsistent
inconsistent with
with this
as may be satisAct as
this Act
and conditions
terms and
factory to
to the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Navy
Navy and
and to
to the Board
Directors of
Board of Directors
factory
the Reconstruction
and to
Florida Keys
Keys
the Florida
to the
Corporation and
Finance Corporation
Reconstruction Finance
the
to
Aqueduct
Commission, the
the Secretary
of the
the Navy
Navy is
authorized to
is authorized
Secretary of
Aqueduct Commission,
cancel the
the agreement
entered into
the Department
on
Navy on
the Navy
of the
Department of
by the
into by
agreement entered
cancel
the
March
18, 1941,
pursuant to
contained in
in title
title III of the
authority contained
to authority
1941, pursuant
March 18,
First
National Defense
Defense Appropriation
Appropriation Act,
(54
1941 (54
Act, 1041
Supplemental National
First Supplemental
Stat. 608),
608), with
Florida Keys
Commission, a
a public
Aqueduct Commission,
Keys Aqueduct
the Florida
with the
Stat.
agency
State of
of Florida
Florida (hereinafter
(hereinafter referred
referred to
as "the
"the comcomto as
the State
of the
agency of
a
mission"),
for the
construction, operation,
operation, and
and maintenance
maintenance of a
the construction,
mission"), for
water-supply system
water-distribution system
Federal
serve Federal
to serve
system to
and aawater-distribution
system and
water-supply
Government and
and other
other consumers
in the
Florida Keys.
the Florida
consumers in
Government
(b) Such
Such cancellation
cancellation shall
upon—
conditioned uponbe conditioned
shall be
(b)
(1)
Department of
Navy of
of all
all right,
right,
the Navy
of the
the Department
to the
surrender to
the surrender
(1) the
title,
and interest,
interest, if
if any,
of the
the commission
commission in
in and
and to
to the
waterthe waterany, of
title, and
supply
constructed or
the course
course of
of construction
construction in
in
in the
or in
system constructed
supply system
accordance
with such
and to
to the
receipt of
of water
water under
the receipt
agreement and
such agreement
accordance with
the existing
existing provisions
of such
such agreement;
agreement;
provisions of
the
(2) the
the payment
the Department
the Navy
Navy to
comthe comto the
of the
Department of
by the
payment by
(2)
mission
of
the
sum
of
$1,096,392.91,
which
sum
is
the
amount
amount
the
is
sum
which
$1,096,392.91,
of
mission of the sum
heretofore
paid by
the commission
to or
account of
the
of the
the account
for the
or for
commission to
by the
heretofore paid
Department
of
the
Navy
pursuant
to
such
agreement;
and
and
agreement;
such
to
pursuant
Navy
the
of
Department
(3)
commission of
satisfactory assurassurof satisfactory
the commission
by the
furnishing by
the furnishing
(3) the
ances
that
such
sum
will
be
employed
by
the
commission
to
retire
retire
to
commission
the
by
employed
be
will
sum
such
that
ances
bonds heretofore
heretofore issued
issued by
by the
under the
the terms
terms of
of
commission under
the commission
bonds
a
trust
indenture,
dated
September
1,
1941,
between
the
commiscommisthe
between
1941,
1,
September
dated
indenture,
a trust
sion and
and the
the First
First National
Bank of
of Miami,
Miami, Florida.
Florida.
National Bank
sion
(c)
is hereby
authorized to
be appropriated
to the
Departthe Departappropriated to
to be
hereby authorized
There is
(c) There
ment
of
the
Navy,
out
of
any
moneys
in
the
Treasury
not
otherwise
otherwise
not
Treasury
the
ment of the Navy, out of any moneys in
appropriated,
$1,096,392.91 for
disbursement pursuant
pursuant
for disbursement
than $1,096,392.91
more than
not more
appropriated, not
to
subsection
(b)
(2)
of
this
section.
to subsection (b) (2) of this section.
SEC. 2.
cancellation of
of such
agreement of
March 18,
1941, the
the
18, 1941,
of March
such agreement
Upon cancellation
2. Upon
SEc.
Secretary of
the
Navy
shall
enter
into
an
agreement
which
may
theretheremay
which
agreement
an
Secretary of the Navy shall enter into
after be
from time
thereto, whereby
whereby
parties thereto,
the parties
by the
time by
to time
time to
amended from
be amended
after
the Department of
the
Navy
will
supply
water
from
such
water-supply
water-supply
such
from
of the Navy will supply water

the Department
81939o-50--
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October 25
25 1949
1949
October
[S. 489]
[S.
489]
[Public
379]
Law 379]
[Public Law

Florida Keys
Keys AqueAqueFlorida
duct
Commission.
duct Commission.

Cancellation
Cancellation of
of
agreement.
agreement.

of can.
canConditions
Conditions of
cellation.
cellation.

Appropriation
Appropriation
authorized.
authorized.

New agreement.
agreement.
New
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system to the commission under such
terms and
and conditions
and for
for
such terms
conditions and
such
compensation as the Secretary
such
compensation
Secretary
and
the
commission
shall
deterand
the
commission
shall
deterCrediting of
of propro- mine
to be proper. Of the proceeds
proceeds received
ceeds.
received for
for any
any such
such water
water so
so
supplied, an amount representing the
supplied,
to the
Government of
of
the cost
cost to
the Government
supplying such water may be credited
credited to
the appropriation
approto the
appropriation or
or appropriations currently
priations
currently available for the supply
such water
and any
any
supply of
of such
water and
remaining
remaining balance
balance shall be covered into the
Treasury to
the credit
credit of
the
Treasury
to
the
of
Restriction.
miscellaneous receipts. No agreement
amendment of
miscellaneous
agreement or amendment
of an
agreean agreement shall be entered
Secretary of
ment
entered into by the Secretary
of the
the Navy
Navy under
under the
the
authority of this section
authority
section or section
section 3
of this
this Act
Act until
until such
such time
as the
3 of
time as
the
Secretary or a
a representative
representative of the Secretary
Secretary designated
Secretary
designated by
by him
him has
has
consulted with the Armed Services
Services Committees
consulted
Committees of
of the
Senate and
and of
the Senate
of
the House of Representatives
Representatives with respect
respect to
all details
such agreeagreeto all
details of
of such
amendment of
ment or amendment
an agreement.
agreement.
of an
Amending agreeSEC.
S
EC. 3. In
In order to safeguard the rights
and the
rights of
ment.
of the
the commission
commission and
the
Reconstruction
Reconstruction Finance
Finance Corporation
Corporation pertinent to
agreements hereto agreements
heretofore
tofore made by the commission
commission in
connection with
with the
the leasing
leasing of
of
in connection
facilities for the distribution
distribution of
of water
or in
in connection
with the
the
water or
connection with
issuance
issuance of its bonds payable
payable from the
of water,
the revenues
revenues from
from the
the sale
sale of
water,
the
commission and the Secretary
Secretary of
the commission
in lieu
canof the
the Navy
Navy may,
may, in
lieu of
of canceling
agreement of March 18, 1941,
celing the agreement
1941, and
entering into
into a
and entering
a new
new
agreement
agreement as
as provided
provided in sections (1)
(1) and (2)
of this
(2) of
this Act,
Act, amend
amend
the agreement
the
agreement of March 18, 1941, to accomplish
accomplish the
the purposes
purposes of
of this
this
Conditions
Conditions of
of
Act: Provided,
amended agreement.
agreement.
amended
Act:
Provided, That the amended
amended agreement
provide for
for the
the
agreement shall
shall provide
same
conditions as are imposed by clauses (1),
same
conditions
(1),
(2),
and
(3)
of
sub(2),
and
(3)
of
subAdditional amendamend(b) of
ments
ments or new agree- section
section (b)
of section 1. From time to time, further
further amendments
amendments or
or
ments.
new
new agreements
agreements regarding the water supply
supply may
may be
be made,
made, when
when
deemed desirable
desirable by the Secretary
deemed
Secretary and the commission, and
all
and that
that all
other provisions
provisions of this Act shall be equally
equally applicable
other
event
applicable in
in the
the event
of amendment
the agreement of March 18, 1941, as
of
amendment of
of the
in the
the event
event
as in
of its cancellation.
cancellation.
Approved
Approved October
1949.
October 25,
25, 1949.
[CHAPTER 722]
722]
October 25
25, 1949
1949
[S. 614)
6141
[Public
[Public Law 380]
3801

Hospital
Hospital Survey
and Construction
Amendments
Amendments of 1949.
1949.

AN ACT
ACT
To
the Hospital
Construction Act
To amend
amend the
Hospital Survey and Construction
Act (title
VI of
the Public
Public
(title VI
of the
Health
Health Service
Service Act),
Act), to extend
extend its duration and
provide greater
greater financial
and provide
financial
assistance
in
the
construction
of
hospitals,
and
assistance in the construction
and for other
other purposes.
purposes.

Be
by the
and House of Representatives
Representatives of
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
the
of the
United
States of America in
United States
in Congress
Congress a8sembled,
may
assembled, That
That this
this Act
Act may
be cited
as the "Hospital
"Hospital Survey and Construction
be
cited as
Construction Amendments
Amendments
of 1949".
1949".
EXTENSION
INCREASE IN
EXTENSION OF
OF DURATION
DURATION AND
AND INCREASE
.AUTTIORIZED APPROPRIATIONS
IN AUTHORIZED
APPROPRIATIONS

60 Stat. 1042.
42 U. S.. C. §291d.

SEC.
2. (a)
SEC. 2.
(a) The first sentence of section 621
621 of
the Public
Public Health
of the
Health
Service Act
amended to
to read
read as follows: "In
"In order to assist the
Service
Act is
is amended
the
States in
carrying out the purposes
purposes of section
States
in carrying
(b), there
there is
is hereby
section 601
601 (b),
hereby
authorized
to be
authorized to
be appropriated
appropriated for the fiscal year
year ending
ending June
June 30,
30.
1950,
1950, and
and for each of the five succeeding
succeeding fiscal
years, the
fiscal years,
the sum
sum of
of
$150,000,000 for
the construction of public and other
$150,000,000
for the
nonprofit hoshosother nonprofit
pitals;
there are
are further
pitals; and
and there
further authorized
authorized to be appropriated
appropriated for
for such
such
60 Stat.
Stat. 1045.
42 U. S. C., Supp. construction
construction the sums provided in
section 624."
624."
in section
II, §§291g.
(b) The paragraph
paragraph "Grants
"Grants for
hospital construction"
under the
the
for hospital
Post, p.
Post,
p. 901.
901.
construction" under
heading
"Public
Health
Service"
in
heading
"Public
Health
Service"
the
Federal
Security
Agency
Federal
Security
Agency
Ante, p. 239;
289; post,
Ante,
post,
Appropriation
p. 976.
Appropriation Act, 1950, is amended
amended by
out "$75,000,000"
175,000,000"
by striking
striking out
and inserting
thereof "$150,000,000".
inserting in lieu thereof
"$150,000,000'.
Post,
Post, p.
p. 900.
900.
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ADDITIONAL FEDERAL
FEDERAL AID
CONSTRUCTION
ADDITIONAL
AID IN
IN CONSTRULI
ION OF
OF HOSPITALS
HOSPITALS

SEC.
3. (a) Section
S
EC. .3.
Section 623 of the Public Health
Health Service Act is amended
amended
subsection:
by adding
adding after subsection (d)
(d) the following
following new subsection:
"(e) The State plan may include standards
determination of
standards for determination
the Federal share
share of the cost of projects approved
approved in the State. Such
Such
standards shall provide equitably
equitably (and, to the extent
extent practicable,
practicable, on
objective criteria)
the basis of objective
criteria) for variations between projects
projects or classes
of projects
projects on
on the basis
basis of the economic
of
economic status of areas,
areas, relative
relative need
need
relevant
as between areas
areas for additional
additional hospital facilities, and other relevant
factors. No
No such
standards shall
provide for
for aaFederal
share of
Federal share
of more
more
factors.
such standards
shall provide
than
per centum
or less
33 1
/ per
2
of the cost
cost of
than 331/3
per centum
centum of
centum or
less than
than 66%
662/3 per
construction
of any
any project.
project. The
Surgeon General
shall approve
approve any
any
The Surgeon
General shall
construction of
such
any modifications
which comply
with the
the
comply with
standards and
and any
modifications thereof
thereof which
such standards
provisions
provisions of
of this subsection."
subsection."
(b) Sections
each amended
amended by
by
Sections 624
624 and 625 (b)
(b) of such
such Act
Act are each
(b)
striking
out "33
1
/
3 per
centum" and
inserting in
in lieu
thereof "the
"the
lieu thereof
and inserting
striking out
"33%/
per centum"
Federal share".
share".
Federal
(c)
Section 625
625 (e)
(e) of
of such
is amended
by striking
striking out "33
1
/
3
"331/3
amended by
such Act
Act is
(c) Section
per
then value
value of
determined by agreehospital, as determined
of such hospital,
the then
of the
per centum
centum of
parties or
or by action
action brought in the district court of the
ment
ment of
of the
the parties
district in which such hospital is situated" and
United
United States for the district
inserting in lieu thereof the
bearing the same
the following:
following: "an amount bearing
inserting
ratio
value (as
by agreement
agreement of the parties
(as determined
determined by
then value
ratio to
to the
the then
of the United
United States for the
or
action brought
brought in
in the
court of
the district
district court
or by
by action
district
situated) of so much of the hospital
district in which such hospital is situated)
as constituted
constituted an
approved project
project or
or projects,
amount of the
projects, as the amount
an approved
as
Federal
participation bore to the cost of the construction of such
such
Federal participation
project or projects".
(d)
of such
is amended
amended by
by adding
adding at the
the end
Act is
such Act
625 of
Section 625
(d) Section
thereof the
following new
subsection:
new subsection:
the following
thereof
"(f) If
If the
the Surgeon
Surgeon General
General finds
finds with
application
to an application
respect to
with respect
"(f)
for a
hospital project
project that—
thata hospital
for
"
(1) the
project is
is for
the completion
of a
a hospital
conthe conhospital the
completion of
for the
the project
"(1)
struction
was commenced
commenced prior
date of
of
effective date
the effective
to the
prior to
which was
of which
struction of
this
and without
aid under
under this
this title;
title;
Federal aid
without Federal
subsection and
this subsection
the
"(2) completion
completion of
of construction
construction is
is necessary
for use of the
necessary for
"(2)
completed portion
as a
a hospital;
hospital;
portion as
completed
unable,
"(3) the
the State
certified that
that the
the applicant
applicant is
is unable,
has certified
agency has
State agency
"(3)
by
use of
all available
and by
by exercise
exercise of
of reasonable
effort
reasonable effort
funds and
available funds
of all
by use
in
funds, to
pay the
the non-Federal
non-Federal share
share
to .pay
additional funds,
in obtaining
obtaining additional
(determined without
without regard
this subsection)
subsection) of
the cost
cost of
of
of the
to this
regard to
(determined
completing
but will
able to
construction
complete construction
to complete
be able
will be
hospital but
the hospital
completing the
with
aid provided
by this
subsection;
this .subsection;
provided by
Federal aid
the additional
additional Federal
with the
"(4) the
and specifications
entire hospital
hospital are
are
the entire
for the
specifications for
plans and
the plans
"(4)
in
accord with
with the
the regulations
pursuant to
to section
section
prescribed pursuant
regulations prescribed
in accord
622,
or if
not in
in accord
with such
such regulations,
regulations, meet
substantially
meet substantially
accord with
if not
622, or
the
objectives of
of such
regulations;
such regulations;
the objectives
"(5)
meets all
requirements of
subsection
of subsection
the requirements
all the
application meets
the application
"(5) the
(a)
of
this
section
except
in
the
respects
covered
by
clauses
(3)
(3)
clauses
by
covered
respects
in
the
except
(a) of this section
and
and contains
the operaoperato the
applicable to
assurances applicable
contains assurances
hereof and
and (4)
(4) hereof
tion
entire hospital
the
meet the
which meet
hospital which
the entire
of the
maintenance of
and maintenance
tion and
requirements of
of such
subsection; and
and
such subsection;
requirements
"(6)
unobligated balance
of the
to the State
sum allotted
allotted to
the sum
balance of
the unobligated
(6) the
is
equal to
greater than
the Federal
Federal share
estimated
of the
the estimated
share of
than the
to or
or greater
is equal
cost
of construction
construction of
project plus
additional amount
amount
the additional
plus the
such project
of such
cost of
specified
below in
in this
thissubsection
subsection;;
specified below
he shall
shall approve
approve the
the application.
application. Upon
lipian such
approval the
the Federal
Federal
such approval
he
amount
share of the estimated
estimated cost of such project plus an additional
additional amount
share

60
Stat. 1043.
60 Stat.
1043.
42
U. S. C.
I 291f;
42 U.S.
C. §
291f;
Supp. II,
H,§§ 291f.
Supp.
291f.

60
Stat. 1045,1046.
1045, 1646.
60 Stat.
42
C. §291h (b);
42 U.. S.. C.§291h(b);
Supp. II,§
II, § 291g.
291g.
Supp.
Post,
901.
Post, p.
p. 901.
60 Stat.
1046.
60
Stat. 1046.
42
U. S. C.
(e).
42 U...
. §25)1h
291h (e).

60
1045.
60 Stat.
Stat. 1045.
42 U.
42
U. S.
S. C..§§291h.

Findings in
applicaFindings
in application for
hospital projprojtion
for hospital
ect.
ect.

Contractual
Contractual obligaobligation of Federal Govrnment.
ernment.

900

60 Stat. 1046.
42 U. S.C. §§291h (b).
(b).
Ante, p. 899.
Limitation.
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not to exceed (1)
(1) 33
1
/
3 per
per centum
centum of
cost to
to the
appli331/3
of the
the necessary
necessary cost
the applicant of the construction
construction completed prior
to such
or (2)
(2) the
the
prior to
such approval,
approval, or
amount certified
agency as
certified by the State
State agency
as necessary
necessary to
to complete
the
complete the
construction of the hospital, whichever
construction
whichever is
less, shall
shall constitute
conis less,
constitute aacontractual
of the
tractual obligation of
the Federal
Federal Government,
Government, and
and certifications
for
certifications for
of this
payment under subsection
subsection (b) of
this section
section shall
basis of
shall be
be on
on the
the basis
of
such additional
the Federal
Federal share plus such
Provided, That
additional amount:
amount: Provided,
That the
the
total amount certified for payment
payment shall
the cost
shall not
not exceed
exceed the
cost of
of conconstruction
struction of
of such
project."
such project."
ADMINISTRATION OF
OF STATE
ADMINISTRATION
STATE PLANS
PLANS

60 Stat. 1047.
C. §291j
§291j (a).
42U. S.
S.C.

SEC.
S
EC. 4. Section 632
632 (a)
(a) of
of such
Act is
amended by
inserting after
such Act
is amended
by inserting
after
"under
under section 625,"
625," in clause (4)
that
(4) thereof
thereof the
the following:
following: "or
"or (5)
(5) that
adequate State funds are
are not
not being
adequate
being provided
provided annually
annually for
direct
for the
the direct
administration of the State
administration
State plan,".
plan,".
STUDIES
AND DEMONSTRATIONS
DEMONSTRATIONS RELATING
TO COORDINATED
STUDIES AND
RELATING TO
USE OF
OF
COORDINATED USE
HOSPITAL
HOSPITAL FACILITIES
FACILITIES

60 Stat. 1046.
60 Stat.
U. S. 1046.
C. §§
§§ 291i291142
U.
C.
291m;
291m; Supp.
Stipp. II,
IL §
§291i
291i

et
et seq.

SEC.
S
EC. 5.
D of
of title
VI of
is amended
amended by
by adding
adding after
5. Part
Part D
title VI
of such
such Act
Act is
after
section 635
635 the
the following
following new
new section:
section:
"STUDIES
"SI UDIES AND
AND DEMONSTRATIONS
DEMONSTRATIONS RELATING
RELATING TO
TO COORDINATED
OF
COORDINATED USE
USE OF

HOSPITAL
FACILITIES
HOSPITAL FACILITIES
58 Stat. 691.
42 U. S. C. §
241;
§ 241;
Supp. II, §241.
Stipp.

Limitation.
Limitation.

"SEC.
carrying out the purposes
"SEC. 636. In
In carrying
purposes of
of section
section 301
301 with
with respect
respect
to hospital
hospital facilities, the Surgeon General is
is authorized
to
authorized to
to conduct
conduct
research, experiments, and demonstrations
demonstrations relating
research,
relating to
to the
the effective
effective
development
development and utilization of
of hospital
facilities, and
hospital services,
services, facilities,
and
resources, and, after consultation with the Federal
Federal Hospital
resources,
Hospital Council,
Council,
grants-in-aid to
to make grants-in-aid
to States,
political subdivisions,
subdivisions, universities,
States, political
universities,
hospitals, and other public and
organand private
private nonprofit
nonprofit institutions
institutions or
or organizations for projects
projects for the conduct
of research,
experiments, or
conduct of
research, experiments,
or
demonstrations relating to the development, utilization,
demonstrations
utilization, and
and coordinacoordination of hospital services, facilities, and
resources. Any
made
and resources.
Any award
award made
under this
this section for any such project in
in any
under
any fiscal
may include
include
fiscal year
year may
amounts for not to exceed the four
four succeeding
amounts
succeeding fiscal
fiscal years,
such
years, and
and such
amounts for such succeeding
succeeding fiscal
fiscal years
years shall
shall constitute
contractual
constitute contractual
obligations
Government: Provided,
obligations of the Federal
Federal Government:
total
Provided, That
That the
the total
expenditures
expenditures for all such projects may
not exceed
in any
may not
exceed $1,200,000
$1,200,000 in
any
year."
fiscal year."
PURPOSE
PURPOSE

60 Stat. 1041.
1041.
42 U. S.
S. C. 1
§291.

60 Stat. 1047.

42 U.
42
(e).
U. S.
S. C.
C. §291i (e).

OF ACT
ACT
OF

SEC.
S
EC. 6. Section 601 of such Act is amended
amended to
to read
as follows:
read as
follows:
"SEC.
"SEC. 601. The purpose of
title is—
of this
this title
is"(a)
"
(a ) to assist the several States to
to inventory
inventory their
existing
their existing
section 631
hospitals (as defined in section
631 (e)),
survey the
the need
for
(e)), to
to survey
need for
construction of hospitals, and to develop programs
construction
programs for
for construcconstruction of
such public and other nonprofit hospitals as
tion
of such
as will,
will, in
in conconjunction with existing facilities,
facilities, afford
necessary physical
physical
afford the
the necessary
facilities for furnishing adequate hospital,
clinic, and
hospital, clinic,
and similar
similar
services
people;
services to all their people;
"(b) to assist in the construction
construction of
public and
and other
other nonprofit
of public
nonprofit
hospitals
accordance with such programs;
hospitals in accordance
programs; and
and
"(c)
to authorize
authorize the Surgeon
"(c) to
Surgeon General
General to conduct, and
make
and make
grants
experiments, and
grants for the conduct of, research,
research, experiments,
demonstraand demonstrations relating
relating to the effective
tions
effective development
development and
and utilization
utilization of
of
hospital
and to
hospital services,
services, facilities,
facilities, and resources,
resources, and
to promote
promote the
the
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25, 1949

coordination of such experiments
coordination
experiments and demonstrations
demonstrations and the
useful application
application of
of their results."
results."
MINIMUM ALLOTMENT
MINIMUM
ALLOTMEYT'

SEC.
S
EC. 7. Section 624 of such Act is amended
amended by striking out
"$100,000" and inserting
"$100,000"
inserting in lieu thereof
thereof "$200,000".

60 tat.1045.

60 Stat. 1045.
4 U. S. C., Supp.
I 42§291g.
9.
II,
Ante, p. 899.

C., upp.

FILING
OF APPLICATIONS
APPLICATIONS
FILING OF
60 Stat.
Stat. 1045.
1045.
60
SEC.
follows:
SEc. 8. Section 625 (a)
(a) of such Act is amended to read
read as follows:
42U. S. C.
C. §291h
§291h (a).
(a).
42U.S.
"(a) For each project for construction
construction pursuant
"(a)
pursuant to aa State plan
approved
approved under this
part, there
there shall
shall be
be submitted
to the
the Surgeon
this part,
submitted to
Surgeon
by the State or a
General through the State agency
agency an application by
a
subdivision thereof
thereof or
public or
or other
other nonprofit
political subdivision
or by
by aapublic
nonprofit agency.
agency.
If two or more
such agencies
agencies join
the construction
of the
If
more such
join in
in the
construction of
the project,
project,
the application
may be
by one
more of
of such
the
application may
be filed
filed by
one or
or more
such agencies.
agencies. Such
Such
application
application shall set forth (1)
of the
site for
for such
such project;
project;
(1) a
a description
description of
the site
(2) plans
plans and
and specifications
specifications therefor
therefor in accordance
accordance with the regularegula(2)
60
60 Stat.
Stat. 1043.
1043.
tions prescribed
tions
General under
under section
(3)
prescribed by the
the Surgeon
Surgeon General
section 622
622 (e)
(e);;(3)
42 U. S. C.
0. 1291e
1291e (e).
(a).
reasonable assurance
assurance that
that title,
as defined
section 631
(j), to
to such
site
Poet,
p. 902.
902.
reasonable
Post, p.
title, as
defined in
in section
631 (j),
such site
one or
or more
of the
the agencies
is or will
will be
be vested
vested in one
more of
agencies filing
filing the
the application
application
or
public or
or other
other nonprofit
agency which
is to
to operate
operate the
or in
in aapublic
nonprofit agency
which is
the hospital;
hospital;
(4)
support will be avail(4) reasonable assurance
assurance that adequate
adequate financial support
availmaintenance and
able for the construction
construction of the project and for its maintenance
and
operation when completed;
operation
completed; (5)
(5) reasonable
assurance that
reasonable assurance
that the rates
rates of
of
mechanics engaged
construction of the
pay for laborers
laborers and mechanics
engaged in construction
project
the project
will be not less
will
less than the
the prevailing
prevailing local
local wage
wage rates for similar
similar work
as determined
in accordance
determined in
accordance with Public
Public Law
Law 403
403 of
of the SeventySeventy1011.
49 Stat. 1011.
fourth Congress, approved August
amended; and
August 30, 1935, as amended;
(6) a
and (6)
a 40
40 U.
C. §.12Sa§§776aU. S.. C.
certification by
the State
State agency
the Federal
Federal share
share for
project. 2
76a--6; Stipp.
II,
276a-6;
Supp. II,
certification
by the
agency of
of the
for the
the project.
§276a-5
276a-5 note.
note.
The Surgeon
Surgeon General shall approve
approve such
such application
application if
if sufficient
funds Approval.
sufficient funds
Approval.
to pay
pay the
the Federal
share of
cost of
of such
of the
the cost
of construction
construction of
such project
project
to
Federal share
are available
to the
Surgeon
are
available from
from the
the allotment
allotment to
the State,
State, and
and if
if the
the Surgeon
General
finds (A)
that the
the application
application contains
contains such
reasonable assur(A) that
such reasonable
assurGeneral finds
ance
support, and
and payment
prevailing rates
rates
to title,
title, financial
financial support,
payment of
of prevailing
ance as
as to
of
(B) that
plans and
and specifications
in accord
accord with
the
with the
specifications are
are in
of wages;
wages; (B)
that the
the plans
regulations
prescribed pursuant
to section
section 622;
622; (C)
(C) that
that the
the applicaapplicapursuant to
regulations prescribed
iOStat. 1042,
60
1042, 1043.
1043.
tion
in conformity
conformity with
with the
approved under
under section
623
section 623
the State
State plan
plan approved
is in
tion is
42 U.
42
S. C.
§§ 291e,
U. S.
C. if
291e,
2lf;:
Supp.
11,
1 291f.
291h
Stipp.
II,
§
2911.
and
contains
an
assurance
that
in
the
operation
of
the
hospital
there
the
hospital
of
in
the
operation
that
an
assurance
and contains
A
ate, p.
p. 899.
Ante,
899.
will
applicable requirements
requirements of
of the
State plan
plan
the State
the applicable
be compliance
compliance with
with the
will be
60 Stat. 1043.
1043.
and
prescribed under
under section
regarding the
the
section 622
622 (f)
(f) regarding
of the
the regulations
regulations prescribed
and of
42
S. C.
C. §291e
(I)
42 U.
U.S.
291e(f).
provision
of facilities
without discrimination
account of
of race,
race, creed,
creed,
discrimination on
on account
facilities without
provision of
or
and for
needed hospital
hospital facilities
for persons
persons
facilities for
for furnishing
furnishing needed
or color,
color, and
unable
to pay
pay therefor,
State standards
and
standards for
for operation
operation and
therefor, and
and with
with State
unable to
maintenance; and
and (D)
(D) that
that it
it has
approved and
recommended
has been
been approved
and recommended
maintenance;
by the
and is
is entitled
entitled to
other projects
projects
over other
to priority
priority over
agency and
the State
State agency
by
within the
in accordance
regulations prescribed
prescribed pursupursuthe regulations
accordance with
with the
the State
State in
within
60 Stat.
Stat. 1043.
1043.
ant
to section
section 622
622 (d).
No application
application shall
until 60
(d). No
shall be
be disapproved
disapproved until
ant to
42 U.
42
S. C.
C. §291e
U. S.
§291e (d).
(d).
Hearing.
Hearing.
the
Surgeon
General
has
afforded
the
State
agency
an
opportunity
for
the Surgeon General has afforded the State agency an opportunity for
aa hearing."
hearing."
DEFINITIONS
DEFINITIONS

SEC.
9. (a)
(a) Subsection
Subsection (g)
of section
is amended
amended
631 of
of such
such Act
Act is
(g) of
section 631
SEC. 9.
to read
to
read as
as follows:
follows:
"(g) the
the term
hospital' means
means any
which
any hospital
hospital which
term 'nonprofit
'nonprofit hospital'
"(g)
is owned
owned and
operated by
nonprofit corporations
corporations or
or
and operated
by one
one or
or more
more nonprofit
is
associations no
the net
net earnings
earnings of
or may
may
which inures,
inures, or
of which
part of
of the
no part
associations
lawfully inure,
to the
of any
any private
private shareholder
shareholder or
or
lawfully
inure, to
the benefit
benefit of
individual;".
individual ;".

60 Stat. 1047.
1047.

42 U. S. C.
C. §291i(g).
§291i (g).
"Nonprofit
"Nonprofit hospihospital."
tal."

902
902
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1949

"Title."
"Title."

"Federal
"Federal share."
share."

Ante, p.
p. 899.
89.

Notification to
to Snr
Sur.
geon
goon General
General.
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(b) Such section is further amended
amended by
striking out
"and" at
by striking
out "and"
at the
the
end of paragraph
(h), by striking out the period at
paragraph (h),
at the end of paragraph (i)
(i) and inserting in lieu thereof aasemicolon,
inserting
semicolon, and
and by
by inserting
after paragraph
paragraph (i)
(i) the following new paragraphs:
paragraphs:
"(j) the term 'title', when used with reference
reference to a
a site
site for aa
project, means a
a fee simple, or such other estate or interest
interest
(including
(including a
aleasehold
leasehold on which
not exceed
which the
the rental
rental does
does not
exceed 44per
per
centum of the value of the land) as
General finds
as the
the Surgeon General
finds
sufficient to assure for a
a period of not less than fifty years undisundisturbed use and possession for the purposes of
of construction
construction and
and
operation of the project;
project;
"(k)
'Federal share'
(k) the term 'Federal
share' with respect
respect to any project means
the proportion
proportion of the cost of
of such
such project
to be
of construction
construction of
project to
be
paid by the Federal Government
Government under
In the
th e case
ca
se of
of
under part
part C.
C. In
any project approved prior to the effective
effective date of
of this
this subsecsubsection, the Federal share shall be 33
1
/
3 per centum
centum of
331/3
of the
the cost
cost of
of
construction
construction of such project. In the case
approved
case of
of any project approved
subsection, the
the Federal
share
on or after the
the effective
effective date of
of this
this subsection,
Federal share
shall be determined
determined as follows:
follows:
"(1)
"(1) if the State plan, as of the date of approval of
of the
the
standards approved by
project application, contains standards
the
by the
pursuant to section 623 (e),
Surgeon General pursuant
Federal
(e), the
the Federal
share with respect to such project shall
be determined
determined by
shall be
by the
the
State agency in accordance
accordance with such
such standards;
standards;
"(2)
"(2) if the State plan does not contain such standards, the
the
Federal share shall be the amount (not less than 333
33 1/
3 per
per
centum and not more than either 66%3
centum
66% per centum or
or the
the
State's allotment percentage, whichever
whichever is the lower) established by the State agency
agency for all projects in the State:
State:
Provided,
Provided, That prior to the approval of the first project in
in
the State during any fiscal year, the
shall give
the State agency
agency shall
give
to the Surgeon General written notification
notification of the Federal
Federal
share
share established
established under this paragraph for
such
for projects
projects in
in such
State to be approved by the Surgeon General during
such
during such
fiscal year, and the Federal
Federal share for projects in such
such State
approved during such fiscal year shall not be changed after
approval."
such approval."

EFFECTIVE
EFFECTIVE DATE
DATE

SEC.
SEC. 10. This Act shall take effect upon the date
date of
of its
its enactment.
enactment.
Approved October
Approved
October 25, 1949.
[
CHAPTER 723]
[CHAPTER
October 25, 1949
1919

AN ACT
ACT

[Public Law 3811

To increase
increase the allowance
To
allowance for equipment
equipment maintenance of rural carriers
carriers by 1
1cent
cent
per mile
mile per day for each scheduled
scheduled mile or major fraction thereof.

[S.
1232)
[8. 12321

Postal Service.
59 Stat. 456.
39 U. S. C., Supp.
II, §867 (e).
(e).
Equipment maintenance
rural carnance for rural

rers.
riers.

enacted by the Senate
Senate and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of
Be it
it enacted
of the
the
United States
in Congress
Congress assembled
United
States of America in
assembled, That subsection
subsection (e)
(e)
of section 17 of the Act of July 6, 1945, as amended
Law 134,
amended (Public
(Public Law
134,
Seventy-ninth
Congress), is amended
Seventy-ninth Congress),
amended to read as
as follows:
follows:
"(e) In addition
provided in this section, each caraddition to the salaries provided
rier in the rural delivery service shall be paid for equipment
equipment maintemaintenance aasum equal to 88cents per mile per day for each
major
each mile or
or major
fraction of a
a mile scheduled. Payments
Payments for equipment
equipment and
and mainmaintenance as provided herein shall be at the same periods and in the
tenance
same manner as payments for regular
compensation to rural carriers."
regular compensation
carriers."
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SEC.
The amendment
Act shall
SEC. 2.
2. The
amendment made by this Act
shall take
take effect
the
effect on
on the

Effectivedate.

Effective date.

first day
day of the first calendar
calendar month beginning after
after the
date of
of
the date
enactment
enactment of
this Act.
of this
Act.
Approved October 25,
1949.
25, 1949.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 724]

AN ACT
To amend section 66of the Federal Airport Act.

October 25, 1949
[S. 1284]
[8.
[Public Law 382]

Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
Be it
1?e.presentaaves of
of the
the
United
Federal Airport
Federal
Airport
United States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That section
of
section 6
6 of
Act, amendment.
amendment.
the Federal
Federal Airport
amended by
by deleting
deleting the
the
Airport Act is amended
second sentence
the second
sentence
60 Stat. 173.
173.
49 U. S.
0. §
. 0.
§ 1105
1105
subsection (a)
and inserting
of subsection
(a) and
inserting in
in lieu
lieu thereof
thereof the
the following:
following: "All
"All
sums so apportioned
for aa State
shall, during
apportioned for
State shall,
during the
for
the fiscal
fiscal year
year for
which
are originally
originally appropriated,
which they are
appropriated, be
be available
only for
grants
available only
for grants
for approved projects
projects located
located in
that State,
or sponsored
sponsored by
by that
that
in that
State, or
State or some public
public agency
agency thereof
thereof but
but located
located in
in an
an adjoining
adjoining
State, and thereafter
any portion
portion of
thereafter any
such sums
sums which
of such
which remains
remains unexunexor unobligated
unobligated shall
pended or
shall be
reapportioned as
as
be redistributed
redistributed and
and reapportioned
provided
in subsection
(c) of this section."
section." and
by adding
provided in
subsection (c)
and by
adding thereto
thereto aa
new
new subsection
subsection (c)
as follows:
follows:
(c) as
Reapportionment of
Reapportionment
"(c) At
the expiration
expiration of
At the
of each
each fiscal
fiscal year
year any
apportioned
any funds
funds apportioned
funds.
for a
to this
which have
a State pursuant to
this section
section which
have not
been expended
expended
not been
or obligated
obligated for approved
approved projects
projects located
located in
that State
in that
State or
or sponsored
sponsored
State or
public agency
agency thereof
by that State
or some
some public
thereof but
located in
an adjoining
but located
in an
adjoining
State, shall be
be redistributed
redistributed and
accordance with
with
and reapportioned
reapportioned in
in accordance
the requirements
requirements of
of subsections
subsections (a)
(a) and
and (b)
section govern(b) of
of this
this section
governing the
the distribution
distribution and
and apportionment
appropriated funds."
funds."
apportionment of
of newly
newly appropriated
Unexpended funds
SEC.
SEC. 2. All funds apportioned
apportioned among
among the
the States
States pursuant
pursuant to
to subsub- forUnexpended
1947-1949.
1947-1949.
section (a)
of section
section 66of
of the
60
Stat. 173.
173.
Federal Airport
(a) of
the Federal
out
of
appropriaAirport Act
Act out of appropria49 U. S.
S. O.
49U.
0§1105
. §1105 (a).
(a).
tions for the fiscal years
years 1947,
1947, 1948,
1948, and
and 1949,
ninety days
days
1949, which,
which, ninety
after the
after
the effective
effective date
date of
unexpended or
unobliof this
this Act,
Act, shall
shall remain
remain unexpended
or unobligated for
gated
for approved
approved projects
sponsored by
by such
States or
agenprojects sponsored
such States
or public
public agencies thereof,
thereof, shall
be redistributed
shall then
then be
redistributed and
and reapportioned
reapportioned in
in
accordance with the requirements
of subsections
accordance
requirements of
subsections (a)
(a) and
(b) of
and (b)
of said
said
section
6 of
of the
section 6
the Federal
Federal Airport
governing the
Airport Act
Act governing
the distribution
distribution and
and
apportionment of
subsequently appropriated
apportionment
of subsequently
appropriated funds.
funds.
Approved
Approved October
October 25,
25, 1949.
1949.
[CHAPTER 725]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
ACT
To authorize the withdrawal
withdrawal of public notices in
project,
in the
the Yuma reclamation
reclamation project,
and for other purposes.

Be it
enacted by the Senate and House of
it enacted
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
United States of America in
United
(1) for
for the
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That (1)
the
encouraging the filing
purpose of encouraging
filing of
on lands
of water-right
water-right applications
applications on
lands
reclamation project
within the Yuma reclamation
the reduction
reduction or
or elimination
elimination
project by
by the
of increases
increases in construction
construction charges
imposed by
by the
the provisions
provisions of
charges imposed
of
section
9 of the Reclamation
Reclamation Extension Act
Act (Act
section 9
(Act of August
August 13,
1914,
13, 1914,
38 Stat. 686, 689),
689), the Secretary
Secretary of
Interior, in
discretion, may
of the
the Interior,
in his
his discretion,
may
from time to time withdraw
withdraw or
public notice
any public
or modify
modify by
by public
notice any
public
notice or public notices
notices applicable
to said
project issued
applicable to
said project
issued under
under the
the
Federal reclamation
(Act of
of June
17, 1902,
1902, 32
32 Stat.
Stat. 388,
reclamation laws
laws (Act
June 17,
388, and
and
amendatory thereof
Acts amendatory
or supplementary
(2) for
for the
the
thereof or
supplementary thereto)
thereto);;and
and (2)
additional purpose of making such
adjustments with
to
such adjustments
with reference
reference to
water-right applications and other
by such
increases
other contracts
contracts affected
affected by
such increases

October 25, 1949
1949
October
[S. 15421
IPublic Law 383j
383]
[Public

is. 1M]

Yuma reclamation
reclamation
project.
project.
Withdrawal of pubpubli
lic notices.

43 U. S.. C.
0. 1484.
I 464.

U...S. C.
43 U.
eg.; Supp. II,
seq.;
11,
Seq.
eq.

I372 del
I385a eet

Adjustment of
of
wate-right applicawater-right
tions etc.
tions,

904

Restriction.
Restriction.
38 Stat.
Stat. 687.
687.
43 U. S. C
C. §469.
C.
Credits.

Restriction.
Restriction.

PUBLIC LAWS-CHS.
LAWS— CHS .725-727—OCT.
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1949
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as, in his judgment, are
required by
reason of
taken
are equitably
equitably required
by reason
of action
action taken
under (1)
(1) above, the
the Secretary
by public
public notice
make such
such modiSecretary may
may by
notice make
modifications of water-right
applications and
and contracts
water-right applications
contracts with
with water
water users'
users'
associations and others
others then
then in
in effect
effect on
said project
project as
he may
may deem
on said
as he
deem
advisable and
equitable: Provided,
That nothing
nothing contained
contained in
this
and equitable:
Provided, That
in this
Act shall be construed to amend section 4
4 of the Reclamation
Reclamation Extension
Extension
Act aforesaid.
aforesaid. Credits
from a
reduction or
of
Credits arising
arising from
a reduction
or elimination
elimination of
increases
increases in construction
construction charges
charges allowed by
by the
the Secretary
Secretary hereunder
hereunder
shall be without interest and shall
shall be applied
applied at
at an
an equal
rate per
per
equal rate
annum against construction
construction charge
charge installments
to become
become
installments thereafter
thereafter to
due or, if
if and to the extent that such credits
credits exceed
exceed such
such installments,
installments,
as advance
payments on operation
advance payments
operation and
and maintenance
maintenance charges
due or
or to
to
charges due
become due:
become
That no
rates or
credits accruing
accruing purdue: Provided,
Provided,That
no reduced
reduced rates
or credits
pursuant to this Act in favor
favor of
of any
any land-owner
land-owner during
during any
any period
period while
while
single ownership in
he holds in single
in excess
one hundred
sixty acres
acres
excess of
of one
hundred and
and sixty
irrigable land, upon
of irrigable
construction charges
charges have
not
upon which
which land
land the
the construction
have not
been paid in fall,
allowed but
such owners
full, shall
shall be
be allowed
but such
owners during
during the
the period
period
of such excess ownership
ownership shall pay construction
construction and
other charges
and other
charges
without
without credits or reductions allowable
under this
this section.
allowable under
section.
Approved
Approved October
25, 1949.
1949.
October 25,

[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 726]

October 25, 1949
[S. 1829]
[Public Law 384]

Crow Indian
Indian Tribe,
Mont.
Title to certain buffalo.
falo.

Other tribes.

AN ACT
ACT
To authorize
authorize the Secretary
Secretary of the
to transfer
to the
Crow Indian
Tribe
the Interior
Interior to
transfer to
the Crow
Indian Tribe
Montana the title to certain
of Montana
certain buffalo.
buffalo.

Be it
enacted by the
the Senate
it enacted
and House
House of
of Representatives
of the
the
Senate and
Representatives of
United
States of America
America in
United States
Secretary
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
authorized to
of the Interior is hereby authorized
transfer to
the Crow
Crow Indian
Indian
to transfer
to the
Tribe of Montana the equitable
buffalo owned
equitable title to all the buffalo
owned by
by the
the
United States on the Crow Indian Reservation, Montana,
Montana, the
the legal
legal
title to such buffalo to be held
United States
the
held by
by the
the United
States in
in trust
trust for
for the
use and benefit of the Crow Indian Tribe.
Tribe. The Secretary
of the
the
Secretary of
Interior is further authorized, in his
his discretion,
to grant
said
discretion, to
grant to
to the
the said
to any or all
tribe the unrestricted
unrestricted title to
buffalo.
all of
of such
such buffalo.
SEC.
SEC. 2. The Secretary
Secretary of the Interior is further
in his
his
further authorized,
authorized, in
discretion, to grant to the tribe or tribes of any
Indian reservation
reservation the
any Indian
the
unrestricted
unrestricted title to any buffalo now or
trust for
for such
such
or hereafter
hereafter held
held in
in trust
tribes and deposit to the
credit of
of such
such tribes
tribes either
the credit
either in
in their
their local
local
treasury
treasury or in the Treasury
Treasury of the United States the proceeds of
of sales
sales
of any buffalo previously
previously held for the use and benefit of such tribes.
Approved
Approved October
October 25,
25, 1949.
1949.
[CHAPTER 727]
[CHAPTER

October
October 25, 1949
[8.
[I. 2290]
[Public
[Public Law
Law 385]

Blue Grass Ordnance Depot,
Depot, Richmond,
mond, Ky.

AN ACT
To authorize an appropriation
appropriation for the making of necessary
necessary improvements
improvements in the
cemetery plots at the Blue Grass Ordnance
cemetery
Ordnance Depot, Richmond,
Kentucky.
Richmond, Kentucky.

enacted by the Senate
Senate and
House of Representatives
Representatives of
Be it
it enacted
and House
of the
the
United States of America in
in Congress
United
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the sum
of
sum of
$6,100 is hereby authorized
authorized to be appropriated
expended under
$6,100
appropriated to be expended
under
the direction of the Secretary
Secretary of
the supervision
of
of the
the Army
Army and
and the
supervision of
the Chief of Engineers
Engineers for the relocation of, and the making
of
making of
cemetery plots at the Blue Grass
necessary improvements
improvements in, the cemetery
Grass
Ordnance Depot, Richmond,
Richmond, Kentucky.
Approved
Approved October 25, 1949.
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[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 728]

AN ACT

laboraTo authorize
authorize the construction
construction and equipment of a
a guided-missile research laboratory building for the National Bureau of Standards, Department
Department of Commerce.

905
October
25, 1949
October 25, 1949
[.s 2316]
[S.
2316]

[Public Law 386]

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and House of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
United States of America in
in Congress
National Bureau of
of
United
Congress assembled,
assembled, That there is hereby
Standards.
authorized to be constructed
National Bureau
Bureau Standards.
authorized
constructed and equipped
equipped for the National
Guided-missile
reGuided-missile researcb laboratory.
laboratory.
of Standards
a research
Standards a
research laboratory building, suitable
as aa search
suitable for
for use
use as
guided-missile laboratory, together
guided-missile
together with necessary
necessary utilities and
appurand appurCost limitation.
tenances
under a
a limit
limit of
Provided, That
That
tenances thereto
thereto, under
of cost
cost of
of $1,900,000:
$1,900,000: Provided,
such limit of cost may be exceeded
exceeded or shall be reduced by
amount
by an
an amount
equal to the percentage
percentage increase or decrease, if
if any, in construction
construction
costs generally
generally dating from June 1, 1948, as determined
determined by the Federal
Works Administrator:
further, That such limit of cost shall
Administrator: Provided
Provided further,
not
not be exceeded
exceeded by
by more than
than 10 per centum.
centum.
of lands,
Acquisition oflands,
SEC.
Commerce is authorized to acquire, by etc.Acquisition
SEC. 2. The Secretary
Secretary of Commerce
purchase,
condemnation, or
or otherwise
transfer with
purchase, condemnation,
otherwise (including
(including transfer
with or
or
without
compensation from Federal
agencies), such
such lands,
lands, estates
in
without compensation
Federal agencies),
estates in
appurtenances thereto as may in his opinion be necessary
lands, and appurtenances
necessary
or desirable for the
building to
house activities
activities of
the construction
construction of aa building
to house
of
Selection of site.
such laboratory
laboratory for the National
National Bureau of
of Standards:
Standards: Provided,
Provided, Selection
That the site therefor
therefor shall be selected
selected after consultation with
with the
the
Director of the National
National Bureau
Bureau of Standards.
Director
Appropriation auAppropriation
SEC. 3. There are hereby
appropriated to the Sec- thorized.
Sr.c.
hereby authorized
authorized to be appropriated
thorized.
retary
retary of Commerce, out of
otherwise
of any
any moneys in
in the Treasury not otherwise
appropriated, such
such sums
necessary to
carry out
prosums as
as may
may be
be necessary
to carry
out the
the proappropriated,
Transfer of
funds.
of 1111749.
visions of this Act: Provided,
Provided, That such sums so appropriated,
appropriated, except
except
thereof as
be necessary
necessary for
for the
expenses of
such part thereof
as may
may be
the incidental
incidental expenses
of
the Department
Commerce, shall
shall be
transferred to
to the
the
Department of
of Commerce,
be transferred
the Public
Public
Buildings
Administration in
in the
the Federal
Federal Works
Buildings Administration
Works Agency.
Agency.
Approved October 25, 1949.
[CHAPTER 729]
[CHAPTER
729]

JTINT
JOINT RIRWL.T.TTTTON
RESOLUTION

.

To amend
amend the
the National
National Housing
Housing Act,
amended, and
and for
for other
other purposes.
purposes.
Act, as amended,
To

Resolved by
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
of the
by the
the Senate
House of
Representatives of
the United
United
Resolved
States
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the
the National
Housing
National Housing
assembled, That
States of
Act, as
is hereby
amended—
hereby amendedamended, is
Act,
as amended,
(
1) by
by striking
out of
of the
the first
first sentence
of section
section 22(a)
(a) "Novem"Novemsentence of
striking out
(1)
ber
1, 1949"
1949" and
and inserting
lieu thereof
thereof "March
1, 1950",
1950", and
and
in lieu
"March 1,
ber 1,
inserting in
by
out of
the last
of section
section 2
(a) "$200,000,000"
by striking
striking out
of the
last sentence
sentence of
2 (a)
"$200,000,000"
and
inserting in
in lieu
thereof "$225,000,000";
1225,000,000";
and inserting
lieu thereof
(2) by
striking out
out of
of the
the proviso
in section
(a)
203 (a)
section 203
proviso in
by striking
(2)
"$5,500,000,000"
and inserting
lieu thereof
thereof "$6,000,000,000",
inserting in
in lieu
"$6,000,000,000'
"$5,500,000,000" and
and
by striking
out "$6,000,000,000"
"$6,000,000,000" and
inserting in
lieu thereof
thereof
and inserting
in lieu
and by
striking out
"$6,750,000,006";
"$6,750,000,000";
(3) by
by striking
striking out
first sentence
sentence of
of section
section 302
302
of the
the first
out of
(3)
"$1,500,000,000" and
and inserting
inserting in
in lieu
12,500,000,000";
lieu thereof
thereof "$2,500,000,000";
"$1,500,000,000"
(4) by
by striking
out of
section 603 (a)
(a)
in section
proviso in
of the
the first
first proviso
(4)
striking out
"$5,750,000,000" and
"$6,150,000,000",
lieu thereof "$6,150,000,000",
"$5,750,000,000"
and inserting in lieu
by striking
striking out
proviso "$6,150,000,000"
"$6,150,000,000" and
and inserting
inserting in
in
by
out of
of said
said proviso
lieu thereof
thereof "$6,650,000,000",
and by
by striking
striking out
of the
the second
lieu
"$6,650,000,000", and
out of
second
proviso
in section
603 (a)
31, 1949"
1949" in
each place
place where
where
section 603
(a) "October
"October 31,
in each
proviso in
it appears
appears therein
therein and
inserting in
in lieu
thereof "March
"March 1,
1, 1950".
1950".
and inserting
lieu thereof
it
SEC. 2.
2. Said
Said Act,
Act, as
as amended,
amended, is
amended by
by striking
striking
further amended
is hereby
hereby further
SEC.
out the
the end
end of
sentence of
thereof and
and
at the
of the
the fourth
fourth sentence
of section
section 11thereof
out
the period
period at

October
October 25,
25, 1949
1949
IS. J. Res. 1341

[1. J. Res. 1341

[Public Law
3871
[Public
Law 3871

National
ll o s Il g
National Rousing
Act, amendinolts.
amendments.
49 Stat. 1187; 62
62
Stat.
1275.
Stat. 1275.
12 U. S.
8. C., Supp.
12
11,
II, §1703 (a).
Ante, pp. 421,
421, 681.
48 Stat. 1248.
12U.S.
709(a).
12
U. S. C. 1
(1709
(a).
681.
Ante, pp. 421,
421, 681.

48 Stat. 1254.
12 U. S. C.,
C., Supp.
II, §§1717.
Ante, p. 446.
55 Stat. 56.
12 U. S.
8. C., Supp.
nI, §1738 (a).
Ante,
Ante, pp. 29,
29,421,681.
421, 681.

48 Stat.
Stat. 1246.

12 U.
U.. S.. C.
C., Supp.
Supp.

II, §1702.
1702.
Ante,
Ante, p. 576.
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Nonadministrative
Nonadministrative
expenses.

Exception.
Exception.

52 Stat. 26.
12 U8..
1.
12
U. S. C.. §1733.
Amendment,
Amendment, etc.,
etc., of
of
commitment.

62 Stat. 264.
65 Stat.
C.,up.
15
U. S. C.,
Supp.
II,
§604
(c).
II,Ante,
604
(e).
p. 446.
Ate, P.

4.

57
Stat.
57Stat.
Stat. 388
3; ;62
62 tat.
1064.
42
C., Supp.
42 U.
U. S.
. C.,
Supp.
II, §1553.
, §1
38 Stat. 273.
38
Stat.
2
12 U. S. C. 3.§371 ;
Supp. I, §
371.
Supp.
§371.

t lien
First lien
on
o real
re a l
Frst ien n
estate.

62 Stat.
tat. 1207.
12
C., Supp.
12 U..s.S.(a).sC.,
Supp.
II, §1716
e,p.(a).
7576.
Ante,
58688tat.
Stat. 22
292.
U.U.8..c.s69W.
C. §694a.

38
38
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inserting a
a colon and the following:
inserting
following: "Provided,
"Provided: That,
That, notwithstandnotwithstanding any other provisions of law except provisions
ing
provisions of
law hereafter
hereafter
of law
enacted expressly in limitation hereof,
all expenses
of the
the Federal
hereof, all
expenses of
Federal
Administration in connection
connection with
Housing Administration
with the
the examination
and
examination and
insurance
insurance of loans or investments
investments under
under any
any title
of this
proptitle of
this Act,
Act, all
all properly capitalized expenditures,
expenditures, and other
necessary expenses
expenses not
not attribattribother necessary
utable to general overhead
overhead in accordance
accordance with
generally accepted
with generally
accepted
accounting principles
principles shall
be considered
considered nonadministrative
and paypayshall be
nonadministrative and
able from
able
from funds made available
available by this Act, except that,
that, unless
made
unless made
authorization by
pursuant to specific authorization
Congress therefor,
therefor, expendiexpendiby the
the Congress
tures made in any fiscal
pursuant to
this provi
so ,
oth er th
an the
the
fiscal year pursuant
to this
proviso,
other
than
payment
payment of insurance
insurance claims
claims and
expenditures (including
and other
other than
than expenditures
(including
services on a
a contract or fee basis, but not including
including other
other personal
personal
services) in connection
services)
connection with the
the acquisition,
protection, completion,
completion,
acquisition, protection,
operation, maintenance,
maintenance ' improvement,
improvement, or
or dispositi
on o
per disposition
offrea
reallor
or personal property
property of the Administration
Administration acquired
of
acquired under
under authority
authority of
this Act, shall not exceed 35 per centum
centum of
of the
the income
by the
the
income received
received by
Federal
Federal Housing Administration
Administration from
from premiums
premiums and
and fees
fees during
during the
the
preceding fiscal
fiscal year."
year."
S
EC. 3.
Act, as
hereby further
by adding
SEC.
3. Said
Said Act,
as amended,
amended, is
is hereby
further amended
amended by
adding
the following new section
after section
section 514:
514:
section after
"SEC.
endorsement for
"SEc. 515. At any time prior to final endorsement
for insurance,
insurance, the
the
Commissioner,
Commissioner, in his discretion,
discretion, may amend, extend,
or increase
increase the
the
extend, or
amount of
amount
of any commitment, provided the mortgage, as
as finally
finally endorsed
endorsed
for insurance
insurance is eligible for insurance
insurance under
the provisions
provisions of
of this
under the
this Act,
Act,
and the rules and regulations thereunder,
thereunder in
in effect
time the
effect at
at the
the time
the
original commitment to
to insure
insure was
issued."
was issued.'
EC. 4.
4. Section
of the
Corporation
SEC.
Section 44 (c)
(c) of
the Reconstruction
Reconstruction Finance
Finance Corporation
amended, is hereby
Act, as amended,
by striking
out "$2,500,000,000"
12,500,000,000"
hereby amended
amended by
striking out
and inserting
and
inserting in
in lieu
thereof "$3,500,000,000".
"$3,500,000,000".
lieu thereof
SEC.
SEc. 5. Section 313 of the Act entitled "An Act to
proto expedite
expedite the
the provision of
of housing in connection
defense, and for other
vision
connection with national defense
other
purposes", approved October
14, 1940,
Oct ober 14,
1940 ,as amended,
amen ded, is
is hereby
hereby amended
amended
by striking
striking out
1, 1950"
and inserting
by
out "January
"January 1,
1950" and
in lieu
thereof
inserting in
lieu thereof
"January 1, 1951".
"January
1951".
SEC.
SEC. 6. Section
Section 24 of
of the
the Federal Reserve
Reserve Act, as
is hereby
hereby
as amended,
amended, is
amendedamended—
(1) by
the second
second sentence
and inserting
inserting
(1)
by striking
striking out
out the
sentence thereof
thereof and
in lieu thereof
thereof the
the following:
following: "A
"A loan
secured by
estate
loan secured
by real
real estate
within the
meaning of
this section shall be in the form of
within
the meaning
of this
of an
obligation or obligations
obligations secured by
by a
a mortgage,
deed, or
mortgage, trust
trust deed
or
other instrument upon
upon real estate, which
shall constitute
which shall
constitute a
a first
frst
lien
on real
real estate in fee simple or, under such
lien on
rules and
and regularegulasuch rules
prescribed by
tions as may be prescribed
Comptroller of
by the
the Comptroller
of the
the Currency,
Currency,
on aaleasehold
leasehold (1) under a
a lease for not less than ninety-nine
on
ninety-nine years
years
which is
is renewable
(2) under
a period of
which
renewable or (2)
under a
a lease having a
of not
not
less than fifty years to run from the date the
less
the loan
is made
made or
loan is
or
acquired by the national
acquired
national banking
banking association,
association and any
any national
national
banking
banking association
associati onmay
maypurchase
purc hase any
obligation so
so secured
secured when
when
any obligation
the
the entire amount
amount of such obligation
obligation is sold
sold to
to the
the association.";
association.";
and
(2) by striking out of the
(2)
and
the third
third sentence
sentence "titles
"titles II
II and
and VI"
VI" and
inserting
in
lieu thereof
thereof the
words "title
"title II,
II, title
title VI,
or title
title VIII".
inserting
in
lieu
the
words
VI,
or
VIII".
SEC. 7.
(a) of
National Housing
Housing Act,
Act, as
SEC.
7. SSection
ection 301
301 (a)
of the
the National
as amended,
amended,
is hereby amended by striking
striking out the proviso at the end of paragraph
paragraph
(1)
(E) and inserting
(1) (E)
inserting in lieu thereof
thereof the following: ":
Provided, That
That
": Provided,
this clause
this
clause (2)
(2) shall not apply to (nor shall any
include)
any terms
terms therein
therein include)
any mortgage
guaranteed under
501 of
the ServServany
mortgage which
which is
is (i)
(i) guaranteed
under section
section 501
of the
icemen's Readjustment
Readjustment Act
Act of
of 1944,
as amended,
amended, and
made for
the
1944, as
and made
for the
construction or purchase
construction
purchase of a
a family dwelling or dwellings
dwellings in
an
in an

63
63 STAT.]
STAT.]
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1949

original
not exceed
original principal amount or amounts
amounts which does not
exceed $10,000
$10,000
per dwelling unit, or (ii) insured under section
section 803
803 of
Act":
of this
this Act":
Provided, That the amendment made by
Provided,
with respect
respect to
to
by this section 77with
mortgages guaranteed
guaranteed under section 501 of the Servicemen's
Servicemen's ReadReadjustment
justment Act of 1944, as amended,
amended, shall apply only to such mortgages
guaranteed after the date of enactment
guaranteed
enactment of this Act.
Approved
1949.
Approved October
October 25,
25, 1949.

Ante,
571.
Ante, p.
p. 571.
Applicability.
Applicability.
58
Stat. 292.
292.
58 Stat.
38 U.
U. S.
S. C.
C. 1694a.
38
69a.

[CHAPTER 730]
[CHAPTER
730]
AN
AN ACT
ACT

To provide for the installation
theater Arlington
theater,
Arlington National
National
War II
II dead.
dead.
World War

of a
a carillon
carillon in the Arlington
Arlington Memorial
Memorial AmphiCemetery, Fort Myer, Virginia, in memory of
of

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of the
the
United States
States of America in
United
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the
the Secretary
Secretary
authorized and directed
directed to accept
on behalf
of the Army is authorized
accept on
behalf of,
of, and
and
without expense
expense to, the United
United States Government,
Government, an
offer by
by the
the
an offer
American Veterans
Veterans of
War II
II (AMVETS)
to furnish,
furnish, install,
install,
American
of World
World War
(AMVETS) to
and maintain a
a carillon
carillon in the Arlington Memorial
Amphitheater,
Memorial Amphitheater,
Arlington National Cemetery, Fort Myer, Virginia,
memorial to
Virginia, as
as aamemorial
to
the World
Commission
World War II
II dead, subject to the approval by the Commission
4, 1921
1921 (41
established pursuant
pursuant to section 11of the Act of March 4,
(41 Stat.
1440), of the character, design,
1440),
location of
design, and location
of such
such carillon.
carillon.
Approved
Approved October 25, 1949.
1949.

October 25,
25, 1949
1949
October
[H.
[H. R.
R. 6259]
6259]
[Public
Law 388]
[Public Law
388]

Arlington
National
Arlington National
Cemetery.
Cemetery.
Carillon.
Carillon.

24
U. S.
S. C.
C. § 291.
24 U.
291.

[CHAPTER 731]
[CHAPTER
731]

JOINT RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION
Authorizing
Authorizing the Secretary
Secretary of the Navy to construct
construct and the President of the
Lawrence, Newfoundland,
United States to present to the people of Saint Lawrence,
Newfoundland,
on behalf of the people
people of the United States, a
ahospital or
heroic
or dispensary
dispensary for
for heroic
services to the officers and men of
of the United States
States Navy.
Navy.

Senate and House
House of Representatives
Resolved by the Senate
United
Representatives of
of the
the United
States of America in
in Congress
That the
the Secretary
of the
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
Secretary of
the
Navy be,
be, and
is hereby,
authorized to
to undertake
undertake the
the construction
construction
Navy
and he
he is
hereby, authorized
at Saint Lawrence,
Newfoundland, of a
hospital or
Lawrence, Newfoundland,
a hospital
or aa dispensary,
dispensary,
including
including the acquisition of land
at a
acost
cost not
not to
to
land necessary
necessary therefor,
therefor, at
exceed
appropriation of not to exceed
exceed $375,000. An appropriation
exceed $375,000
$375,000 is hereby
hereby
authorized to effectuate
purposes of
joint resolution.
authorized
effectuate the purposes
of this
this joint
resolution.
SEC.
SEC. 2. The President of the United States is authorized
authorized to
present
to present
such hospital
or dispensary
to the
people of
of Saint
Saint Lawrence,
Newsuch
hospital or
dispensary to
the people
Lawrence, Newfoundland,
in token
token of appreciation
appreciation of the
foundland, in
States of
of America
the United States
America
to the
Saint Lawrence,
Newfoundland, of
of their
their heroic
action
to
the people
people of
of Saint
Lawrence, Newfoundland,
heroic action
in saving
saving the lives of
and men
the United
States ship
ship Pollux
of officers
officers and
men of
of the
United States
Pollux
and
wrecked near
near Saint
Saint Lawrence
and the United States
States ship Truxton, wrecked
Lawrence
in
in the
the year
year 1942.
1942.
Approved October
October 25,
Approved
25, 1949.
1949.
[CHAPTER 733]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
ACT
AN

performance of certain functions
To provide
provide basic
basic authority
authority for the performance
functions and
and activities
activities
of the Department
Department of
Commerce, and
purposes.
of Commerce,
and for other
other purposes.

it enacted
Be it
enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
United
United States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That appropriations
appropriations
States of America
America in
are
hereby authorized
authorized for
for the
the following
following activities
of the
are hereby
activities of
the Department
Department
Commerce:
of Commerce:
(a) furnishing
(a)
furnishing to
to employees
employees of
of the
the Department
Department of
of Commerce
Commerce
and other
and
Federal agencies
agencies (including
(including Army,
other Federal
Army, Navy,
Navy, and
and Air
Air
Force personnel
where Army,
or Air
Air Force
Force facilities
or
Force
personnel where
Army, Navy,
Navy, or
facilities or

October
25, 1949
1949
October 25,
[H. J.
Res. 230]
[H.
J. Res.
230]
[Public
Law 389]
[Public Law
389]

Saint
Saint Lawrence,
Lawrence,
Newfoundland.
Newfoundland.
Construction
hosConstruction of
of hospital.
pital.

Appropriation
Appropriation
thorized.
thorized.

auau-

Presentation by
by
President
President of U. 8.

October 26, 1949
1949

[H.
R. 162]
162]
[H. R.
[Public
IPublic Law
Law 390]
390]

Department of
of
Department
Commerce.

Medical services,
Medical
services,
etc.
etc.

908
908

Subsistence
Subsistence supplies
for resale.
resale.

Report
Report to Congress.

Messing facilities.
facilities.

Report to Congress.

Reimbursement.
Reimbursement.

Motion-picture
Motion-picture
equipment, etc.
equipment,

Living
Living and
and working
working
accommodations.
accommodations.

PUBLIC LAWS—
LAWS-CHS.
OHS.733, 734-OCT.
734—OCT.26,
1949
26, 1949

(63
TAT.
[63 S
STAT.

supplies are not available and upon request
request of
conof the
the service
service concerned),
in Alaska
cerned), and their dependents, in
Alaska and
points outside
and other
other points
outside
the continental
continental United States, free
free emergency
emergency medical
by
medical services
services by
contract or otherwise
otherwise and
and free
free emergency
emergency medical
medical supplies,
where
supplies, where
in the judgment of the Secretary
Secretary furnishing
furnishing of
of such
such supplies
supplies and
and
services is necessary;
necessary;
(b) when deemed
deemed necessary
necessary by
the Secretary
Secretary of
of Commerce,
by the
Commerce,
purchasing, transporting, storing,
storing, and
food and
and other
and distributing
distributing food
other
subsistence supplies for resale
resale to
to employees
employees of
the Department
of the
Department of
of
Commerce and other
other Federal
Federal agencies
(including Army,
Army, Navy,
agencies (including
Navy,
and Air Force personnel where
where Army,
Army, Navy,
Navy, or
Air Force
or Air
Force facilifacilities or supplies are
are not
not available
upon request
request of
of the
available and
and upon
the service
service
concerned),
concerned), and their dependents,
Alaska and
and other
other points
points
dependents, in
in Alaska
outside the continental
continental United
at aa reasonable
reasonable value
value as
United States
States at
as
determined
determined by the Secretary
Secretary of
the proceeds
proceeds from
from such
of Commerce,
Commerce, the
such
resales to be credited
credited to the appropriation
appropriation from
from which
which the
expendthe expenditure was made:
Provided,That
made :
Provided,
That a
such transactions
shall
a report
report of
of such
transactions shall
be made to Congress annually
annually showing
total expenditures
showing the
the total
expenditures made
made
for such supplies
supplies and the total proceeds
proceeds from
from such
such resales;
resales;
(c) when deemed necessary
necessaryby
(c)
by the
Secretary of
the Secretary
of Commerce,
Commerce, the
the
establishment, maintenance, and
and operation
of messing
operation of
messing facilities,
facilities,
by contract
otherwise, in
contract or otherwise,
and other
outside the
the
in Alaska
Alaska and
other points
points outside
continental
suitable family
continental United States where suitable
facilities are
not
family facilities
are not
service to
available, such service
be furnished
furnished to
to employees
employees of
to be
of the
the DepartDepartment of Commerce and other Federal
Federal agencies
Army,
agencies (including
(including Army,
Navy, and Air Force
Force personnel
personnel where
Army, Navy,
where Army,
Navy, or
or Air
Air Force
Force
facilities are not available
available and
upon request
of the
the service
and upon
request of
service conconcerned),
in accordance
cerned), and their dependents, in
accordance with
with regulations
regulations
established
Secretary of Commerce,
established by the Secretary
Commerce, and
and at
at a
a reasonable
reasonable
value determined
determined in accordance
accordance therewith, the
the
the proceeds
proceeds from
from the
furnishing
credited to
furnishing of such services
services to be credited
to the
the appropriation
appropriation
from
which the expenditures
expenditures are made: Provided,
Provided, That
from which
That a
a report
report
of
such transactions
to Congress
of such
transactions shall be made to
Congress annually
annually showing
showing
the total expenditures made for such
such services
services and
and the
the total
total proproceeds therefrom;
ceeds
therefrom;
(d)
regulations prescribed
(d) reimbursement, under regulations
prescribed by
the Secby the
Secretary, of officers
officers and employees
employees in
or under
the Department
Department of
of
in or
under the
Commerce, for food, clothing, medicines,
medicines, and
and other
supplies furfurother supplies
nished by them in emergencies
emergencies for
the temporary
of disfor the
temporary relief
relief of
distressed persons
persons in
in remote
remote localities;
localities;
(e) providing
providing motion-picture
motion-picture equipment
equipment and
for recreand film
film for
recreation of crews of vessels of
of the
Coast and
and Geodetic
the Coast
Geodetic Survey,
Survey, for
for
recreation of employees
employees in remote localities
localities where
recreation
where such
such facilities
facilities
are not available, and for
for training
training purposes;
purposes;
(f) erecting,
repairing, equipping,
(f)
erecting, altering,
altering, repairing,
equipping, furnishing,
furnishing, and
and
maintaining,
or otherwise,
maintaining, by contract
contract or
living and
working
otherwise, such
such living
and working
quarters
facilities as
quarters and facilities
may be
necessary to
to carry
out its
as may
be necessary
carry out
its authorauthorized work at remote
remote localities not
not on
foreign soil
soil where
such living
living
on foreign
where such
and working accommodations
accommodations are
are not
otherwise available.
not otherwise
available.
Approved October
October 26,
26, 1949.
1949.
[CHAPTER 7341
[CHAPTER
734]

October
October 26, 1949
1949

[H. R. 2186]
[Public
[Public Law 391]

U. S., Canada,
Canada, and
and
Alaska.
Alaska.
Railroad
location
Railroad location
survey.

AN ACT
ACT
Providing
a railroad connecting
Providing for a
a location
location survey for a
connecting the existing
existing railroad
railroad
system serving the United
United States and Canada
Canada and terminating at
at Prince
Prince
George,
British Columbia, Canada, with the railroad system serving
(seorge, British
serving Alaska
Alaska
and terminating at Fairbanks, Alaska.

Be it
it enacted
and House of Representatives
Be
enacted by the Senate and
Representatives of
the
of the
United States
assembled, That
United
States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the
the President
President

STAT.]
63 S
TAT.]
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81sT CONG

he may deem proper, to
is authorized,
authorized, through such channels as he
to
the
negotiate and enter
enter into an agreement
agreement or agreements
agreements with the
Dominion of Canada
Canada for a
a location survey for aarailroad
railroad of
of standard
standard
gage to connect
connect the existing railroad
railroad system now terminating
terminating at
at
Prince George, British Columbia, Canada,
Canada, with the railroad
railroad system
system
serving the Territory
terminating at Fairbanks, Alaska,
Territory of Alaska and terminating
Alaska,
together with all branches and extensions
extensions of said new railroad system,
and in cooperation
cooperation with the Government
Government of the Dominion of Canada,
Canada,
to cause a
a survey
survey or surveys
surveys to be
determine the most
pracbe made to determine
most pracas construction
plans and
and
ticable route
route for such railroad,
railroad, as well
well as
construction plans
specifications
specifications and estimates
cost thereof,
and plans
estimates of
of the
the probable
probable cost
thereof, and
plans for
for
financing its
financing
its construction,
construction, operation,
operation, and
and maintenance.
maintenance.
S
EC. 2.
2. The
The President
to designate
agency
SEC.
President is
is further
further authorized
authorized to
designate such
such agency
agencies of
United States
States as
to carry
on, either
or agencies
of the United
as he
he may
may select
select to
carry on,
either
directly or
or under
under contract,
of survey
the route
route for
for such
directly
contract, the
the work
work of
survey of
of the
such
Such agency
agency or
agencies are
authorized and
and directed
directed to
to
railroad. Such
or agencies
are authorized
cooperate directly
directly with
with like
agencies or
or officials
to be
the
cooperate
like agencies
officials to
be designated
designated by
by the
Government of
the Dominion
Dominion of
Canada for
the purpose
purpose of
of coordinatcoordinatof Canada
for the
Government
of the
ing and
and expediting
expediting the
of such
such location
location survey.
survey.
ing
the work
work of
S
EC. 3.
work of
of all
existing agencies
SEC.
3. The
The work
all existing
agencies which
which may
may be
be engaged
engaged
in like
like or
Territory of
of Alaska
Alaska and
and in
in western
western
in
or affiliated
affiliated activities
activities in
in the Territory
Canada shall
shall hereafter
hereafter be
be correlated
correlated with
work contemplated
with the
the work
contemplated
Canada
under this
this Act.
authorized to be appropriated
S
EC. 4. There
appropriated such sum as
as
SEC.
There is hereby authorized
may be
be necessary,
to be
expended under
under the
the direction
Presiof the
the Presidirection of
be expended
may
necessary, to
dent,
through such
such agency
agency or
may designate,
designate, for
for the
the
as he
he may
or agencies
agencies as
dent, through
purpose of
carrying out
out the
of the
provisions of
the Act.
the provisions
purpose
of carrying
Approved October
October 26,
1949.
26, 1949.
Approved
[CHAPTER
735
[CHAPTER 735]
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Designation
Designation of
of agenagencies.
cies.

Correlation
Correlation of
of work.
work.

Appropriation
Appropriation
thorized.
thorized.

auau-

AN ACT

AN ACT
ACT

653), and for other
amend and supplement the Act of June 7, 1924 (43 Stat. 653),
To amend
purposes.
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of the
Senate and
by the
the Senate
Be
hereby
United
of America
Congress assembled,
assembled, That there is hereby
in Congress
America in
United States
States of
authorized
appropriated annually
annually not
not more
more than
than $20,000,000
$20,000,000
be appropriated
to be
authorized to
to
the Secretary
to carry
carry out
out the
provisions
the _provisions
of Agriculture
Agriculture to
Secretary of
to enable
enable the
of sections
sections 1,
1, 2,
and 3
of the
the Act
of June
7, 1924
1924 (43
Stat. 653),
653),
(43 Stat.
June 7,
Act of
3 of
2, and
of
as amended:
the appropriation
appropriation under
under this
authorizathis authorizaThat the
Provided, That
as
amended: Provided,
tion shall
not exceed
exceed $11,000,000
$11,000,000 for
for the
fiscal year
30,
ending June
June 30,
year ending
the fiscal
shall not
tion
1950;
for the
fiscal year
year ending
ending June
1951; $15,000,000
$15,000,000
30, 1951;
June 30,
the fiscal
1950; $13,000,000
$13,000,000 for
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
year ending
June 30,
1952; $17,000,000
fiscal
for the
the fiscal
$17,000,000 for
30, 1952;
ending June
for
ending
the fiscal
fiscal year ending
year
ending June
June 30,
30, 1953;
1953; and
for the
and $19,000,000
$19,000,000 for
year ending
June
June 30, 1954.
SEC. 2.
2. Section
of the
the Act
Act of
7, 1924
(43 Stat.
Stat. 654),
is
654), is
1924 (43
of June
June 7,
4 of
Section 4
SEC.
follows:
hereby amended
amended to read
read as follows:
hereby
"SEC. 4.
is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized and
and
of Agriculture
Agriculture is
Secretary of
4. The
The Secretary
"SEC.
directed to
to cooperate
cooperate with
the various
the procurement,
procurement,
in the
States in
various States
with the
directed
p
roduction, and
and distribution
of forest-tree
forest-tree seeds
seeds and
the
for the
and plants,
plants, for
distribution of
production,
purpose
windbreaks, shelter
shelter belts,
and farm
farm
belts, and
forests, windbreaks,
of establishing
establishing forests,
purpose of
wood
nonforested lands
such cooperating
cooperating
within such
lands within
or nonforested
denuded or
lots upon
upon denuded
wood lots
States,
under such
conditions and
and requirements
requirements as
as he
prescribe
he may
may prescribe
such conditions
States, under
to the
end that
forest-tree seeds
or plants
plants so
or
produced, or
so procured,
procured, produced,
seeds or
that forest-tree
to
the end
distributed
shall be
be used
effectively for
planting denuded
denuded or
nonor nonfor planting
used effectively
distributed shall
forested lands
lands in
in the
States and
thereon.
timber thereon.
growing timber
and growing
the cooperating
cooperating States
forested
The amount
amount expended
expended by
the Federal
in cooperation
cooperation
Government in
Federal Government
by the
The
with any
during any
year for
for such
such purposes
purposes shall
not
shall not
any fiscal
fiscal year
any State
State during
with
exceed the
amount expended
for the
purposes
the same
same purposes
by the
the State
State for
expended by
the amount
exceed

October
October 26,
26, 1949
1949
[H.
R. 2296]
[II. R.
22961
[Public
[Public Law
Law 3921
392]

Reforestation,
Reforestation, etc.
Appropriation auauAppropriation
thorized.
thorized.
If U. 8.
564,
16
S. (1.
(1.0§§§ 564,
,M;
566; Sllupp.
Stil)1). II,
II, §
§565.
lltolitlotiols.
Limitations.

C. i1567.
57.
16 U. S. C.
Procurement, etc.,
Procurement,
etc.,
of seeds
and plants.
plants.
seeds and

Limitation on expenditure.
penditure.

910
910
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CHS.735,
735, 736—OCT.
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736-OCT. 26,
LAWS-CHS.
PUBLIC

Appropriations
auAppropriations authorized.

thorized.

16LLT. S.
S. C.
C. §§568.

16

56.

Cooperation
Cooperation with
land grant colleges.

land grant colleges,

Limitation
penditures.

on ex-

penditures.

Appropriation
Appropriation
thorized.

auau-

thor.

Restriction
use of
Restriction on
onuseof
funds.

funds.

16 U.
16
U. S. C.
c. §§ 664,
566; Supp. II, 585.
Exception.
Exception.

s.
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during the
and the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of Agriculture
Agriculture is
is authorauthorfiscal year,
year, and
the same
same fiscal
during
ized to
to make
on the
of the
the State
having
official having
State official
the certificate
certificate of
expenditures on
make expenditures
ized
charge of
the cooperative
work for
for the
expenditures
State expenditures
that State
the State
State that
cooperative work
of the
charge
as provided
in this
have been
hereby
is hereby
There is
made. There
been made.
this section
section have
for in
provided for
as
authorized to
be appropriated
appropriated to
enable the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of Agriculture
Agriculture
to enable
authorized
to be
to carry
carry out
provisions of
than $1,000,000
$1,000,000
more than
section not
not more
of this
this section
the provisions
out the
to
for
fiscal year
year ending
1950; $1,500,000
$1,500,000 for
fiscal
for the fiscal
30, 1950;
June 30,
ending June
for the
the fiscal
June
year ending
June 30,
1951; $2,000,000
$2,000,000 for
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year ending June
30, 1951;
ending June
year
30, 1952;
1952; and
and $2,500,000
$2,500,000 for
each subsequent
year."
fiscal year."
subsequent fiscal
for each
30,

SEC. 3.
of the
the Act
Act of
June 7,
7, 1924
1924 (43
(43 Stat.
Stat. 654),
654) ,is
is hereby
hereby
of June
5 of
3. Section
Section 5
SEC.
to read
read as follows:
amended
follows:
amended to
"SEc. 5.
5. The
authorized and
hereby authorized
of Agriculture
Agriculture is hereby
The Secretary
Secretary of
"SEC.
universities
directed, in
cooperation with
with the
colleges and universities
grant colleges
the land
land grant
in cooperation
directed,
of the
various States
States or,
or, in
his discretion,
suitable State
other suitable
with other
discretion, with
in his
of
the various
demonstrations,
agencies, to
to aid
aid farmers
farmers through
advice, education,
education, demonstrations,
through advice,
agencies,
and other
other similar
similar means
establishing, renewing,
renewing, protecting,
protecting, and
and manmanin establishing,
means in
and
aging
lots, shelter
shelter belts,
forest
valuable forest
and other
other valuable
windbreaks, and
belts, windbreaks,
wood lots,
aging wood
growth,
and in
in harvesting
marketing the
the products
and marketing
utilizing, and
harvesting utilizing,
growth, and
preliminary investigations,
expended
thereof. Except
Except for preliminaryinvestigations, the amount expended
Government under this section
by the Federal Government
section in cooperation
cooperation with
fiscal year shall not
any State
State or
during any
any fiscal
agency during
other cooperating
cooperating agency
or other
any
exceed the
the amount
expended by
the State or other cooperating
cooperating agency
by the
amount expended
exceed
for the
the same
same purpose
fiscal year, and
Secretary of
the Secretary
and the
same fiscal
during the
the same
purpose during
for
Agriculture
is authorized
make expenditures
on the
the certificate
certificate of
of the
expenditures on
to make
authorized to
Agriculture is
appropriate
State official
official that
expenditures, as provided for
State expenditures,
that the
the State
appropriate State
authorized to be
in this section, have been made. There is hereby
hereby authorized
appropriated annually
annually out of any money
appropriated
money in the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise
otherwise
Secretary of Agriappropriated, not
than $500,000
$500,000 to
to enable the Secretary
not more
more than
appropriated,
culture to carry
carry out the provisions of this section."
culture
SEC.
Notwithstanding any
provision of
no funds
SEC. 4.
4. Notwithstanding
any other
other provision
of law,
law, no
funds
heretofore
heretofore or hereafter authorized to be appropriated
appropriated to the Departof
ment
of Agriculture
or available
available under
any other
Act of
other than
than the Act
under any
Agriculture or
ment of
June 7,
7, 1924
1924 (43
Stat. 653),
653), shall
shall be used
carrying out the proused for carrying
(43 Stat.
June
and 33 of
by sections
grams
activities authorized
grams or
or activities
authorized by
sections 1,
1, 2,
2, and
of said
said Act,
.Act,
the programs
whenever the
as amended:
amended: Provided,
That whenever
programs and
and activities
activities
Provided, That
as
being
sections 1, 2, and 3
3 of said
of sections
the provisions of
out under
under the
carried out
being carried
Act are
are inadequate
inadequate to
purposes of programs and
to the
the needs and purposes
Act
activities authorized
authorized by
by other
other law
law the
authorspecifically authorof funds
funds specifically
the use
use of
activities
Agriculture or made
ized to
to be
be appropriated
Department of Agriculture
to the
the Department
appropriated to
ized
available under
under other
shall not
not be prohibited
prohibited to the extent that
other law
law shall
available
the programs
and activities
activities under
sections of the Act of June 7,
under said sections
the
programs and
1924,
inadequate to
to accomplish
other
purposes of such other
accomplish the purposes
are inadequate
1924, are
programs
or activities.
programs or
Approved October
1949.
October 26, 1949.
Approved
[
CHAPTER 736]
7361
[CHAPTER

AN
AN ACT

October 26, 1949
R. 5856]
[H. R.
[Public Law 393]
3931

Labor Standards
Standards Act of 1938, and for
amendment of the Fair Labor
To provide
provide for
for the
the amendment
To

Fair Labor
Labor StandFair
Stand-

House of Representatives
Be it
enacted by
by the
Representatives of the
the Senate
Senate and House
it enacted
Be
United
States of America in
in Congress
United States
Congress assembled,
assembled, That this Act may
Amendments of 1949".
be
"Fair Labor Standards Amendments
be cited
cited as the "Fair

ards Amendments of
94S.Amendments
1949.

other purposes.
purposes.

DECLARATION
DECLARATION OF
OF POLICY
POLICY
52 Stat. 1060.
99 U. S. C. §202 (b).

29Stat. c060.

SEC. 2.
2. Section
Section 2
2 (b)
Standards Act of 1938, as
of the Fair Labor Standards
(b) of
SEC.
amended, is amended to read as follows:
follows:
"(b) It
It is hereby
through the
declared to be the policy of this Act, through
hereby declared
"(b)
exercise
of its power to regulate commerce among the
by Congress
Congress of
exercise by

63 STAT.]
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SESS.-CH.
1949

several States and with foreign
foreign nations, to correct and as rapidly as
practicable to eliminate the conditions above
practicable
to in
in such
above referred
referred to
such ininsubstantially curtailing
dustries without substantially
curtailing employment
employment or
or earning
earning
power."
power."
DEFINITIONS
DEFINITIONS

SEC.
amended to read as
S
EC. 3. (a) Section 33 (b) of such Act is amended
as follows:
follows:
"(b) 'Commerce'
trade, commerce,
commerce, transportation,
'Commerce' means trade,
transportation, transmistransmiscommunication among
among the
sion, or communication
several States
or between
ate
the several
States or
between any
any St
State
and any
and
any place
place outside
outside thereof.'
thereof.'
(b)
to read as
(b) Section 3
3 (j)
(j) of such Act is amended to
follows:
as follows:
() 'Produced'
"(j)
'Produced' means
handled, or
or
means produced,
produced, manufactured,
manufactured, mined,
mined, handled,
in any other manner worked on in any State
State;'
•and for the
of
the purposes
purposes of
this Act an employee
employee shall be deemed
o have
have been
in the
prodeemed t
to
been engaged
engaged in
the production of goods if
if such employee was employed in producing, manumanufacturing, mining, handling, transporting, or in any other manner
manner
working on such goods, or in any closely related process or occupation
occupation
directly
production thereof, in any
directly essential to the production
any State."
State."
(c) Clause (1)
of section
of such
such Act
Act is
is amended
read as
(c)
(1) of
section 33 (1)
(1) of
amended to
to read
as
"(1) any employee
employee under the
follows: "(1)
of sixteen
employed
the age
age of
sixteen years
years is
is employed
by an employer
parent or a
employer (other than a
a parent
person standing in
place
a person
in place
of a
a parent employing his
or aachild
in his
custody under
under the
his own
own child
child or
child in
his custody
the
age of sixteen
sixteen years in an
than manufacturing
manufacturing or
or
an occupation
occupation other
other than
mining or an occupation
occupation found by
be parby the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of Labor
Labor to
to be
particularly
hazardous for
the employment
of children
the ages
ticularly hazardous
for the
employment of
children between
between the
ages
of sixteen and eighteen years
to their
or wellyears or
or detrimental
detrimental to
their health
health or
wellbeing) in any occupation,.
occupation,".
(d)
(d) Section
Section 33of
Act is
is further
amended by
adding at
the end
end
of such Act
further amended
by adding
at the
thereof two
follows:
thereof
two new
new paragraphs
paragraphs as
as follows:
"(n) 'Resale'
"(n)
'Resale shall
of goods
goods to
to be
be used
in resishall not include
include the
the sale
sale of
used in
residential
construction, repair,
dential or
or farm
farm building
building construction,
repair, or
or maintenance:
maintenance:
Provided,
a bona fide
Provided, That the sale is recognized
recognized as a
retail sale in the
fide retail
the
industry.
industry.
.
Worked.—In determining
purposes of
of sections
sections 6
6
""(o)
(o) flours
Hours Worked.-In
determining for
for the
the purposes
which an
an employee
is employed,
shall be
be
and 7
7 the
the hours for
for which
employee is
employed, there
there shall
any time
time spent
spent in
in changing
changing clothes
clothes or
or washing
washing at
excluded any
at the
the
beginning
excluded from
beginning or
or end of
of each workday which
which was
was excluded
from measured
measured
during the
week involved
involved by
the express
of or
or by
by
working time
time during
the week
by the
express terms
terms of
custom
practice under
under aabona
bona fide
fide collective-bargaining
agreement
custom or
or practice
collective-bargaining agreement
applicable
to the
the particular
particular employee."
employee."
applicable to

52 Stat. 1060.
29
U. S.C.
29 U.
S.C. §§203
203 (b).
(b).
"Commerce."
"Commerce."

52
Stat. 1061.
1061.
52 Stat.
29
U. 8. C.
(j).
29U.S.
C. t293
203(j).
"Produced."
"Produced."

52
1061.
52 Stat. 1061.

29 U.S.
U. S. c.
C. §
§203 (l
(1)
(1).
(1).

52 Stat. 1060.
29 U. S. C.
C. 1§203.
203.
"Resale."

worked.
Hours worked.

Post,
Poet, p.
p. 912.

ADMINISTRATOR
ADMINISTRATOR
SEc. 4. Section
Section 4
Act is
is amended
amended by
SEC.
4 (a) of such
such Act
by striking
striking out
out
"$10,000" and
and inserting
inserting in
in lieu
lieu thereof
thereof "$15,000".
115,000".
"$10,000"

82 Stat. 1061.
1061.
29 U. S. C. §204 (a)

SPECIAL
COMMITTEES FOR
FOR PUERTO
PUERTO RICO
AND THE
THE
SPECIAL INDUSTRY
INDUSTRY COMMITTEES
RICO AND
VIRGIN ISLANDS
VIRGIN
ISLANDS

SEC. 5.
5. Section
Section 5
SEC.
amended to
follows:
5 of such Act
Act is amended
to read
read as follows:
"SEC.
"
SEc. 5.
Administrator shall
as practicable
5. (a)
(a) The
The Administrator
shall as soon
soon as
practicable appoint
appoint
special industry
industry committee
committee to
recommend the
minimum rate
aaspecial
to recommend
the minimum
rate or
or rates
rates
of wages
to be
be paid
paid under
section 6
to employees
employees in
Puerto Rico
or the
the
of
wages to
under section
6 to
in Puerto
Rico or
Virgin Islands,
or in
in Puerto
Virgin Islands,
Islands, engaged
in
Virgin
Islands, or
Puerto Rico
Rico and
and the
the Virgin
engaged in
commerce
or in
the production
goods for
commerce, or
or the
Admincommerce or
in the
production of
of goods
for commerce,
the Administrator
may appoint
to recommend
istrator may
appoint separate
separate industry
industry committees
committees to
recommend the
the
minimum
rate or
of wages
wages to
to be
paid under
minimum rate
or rates
rates of
be paid
under section
section 6
6 to
to employees
employees
therein
engaged in
in commerce
commerce or
or in
in the
production of
of goods
for comcomtherein engaged
the production
goods for
merce in
An industry
merce
in particular
particular industries.
industries. An
industry committee
committee appointed
appointed
under this
of residents
residents of
island
under
this subsection
subsection shall
shall be
be composed
composed of
of such
such island
or islands
islands where
the employees
with respect
respect to
to whom
such committee
committee
or
where the
employees with
whom such

52 Stat.
Stat. 1062.
29
S. C. §
I 205.
22 U.
U. 8.
205.

Poat,
Post, p. 912.

Composition.

912
912

p.915.
Post, p.

Quorum.
Quornu.
Compensation.
Compensation.

Legal, etc., assistLegal,
ce.

an
ance.

witnesses, etc.
Data, witnesses,
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was appointed
appointed are
are employed
and residents
residents of
the United
United States
States outside
outside
of the
employed and
was
of
Puerto
Rico
and
the
Virgin
Islands.
In
determining
the
minimum
the
minimum
determining
of Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands. In
rate or
or rates
rates of
of wages
wages to
be paid,
paid, and
in determining
classifications,
determining classifications,
and in
to be
rate
such
industry
committees
and
the
administrator
shall
be subject
subject to
the
to the
shall be
the
administrator
and
such industry committees
8.
provisions of section 8.
"(b)
appointed by
the AdminisAdminisby the
be appointed
shall be
committee shall
industry committee
An industry
"(b) An
trator
without regard
regard to
provisions of
regarding the
the
law regarding
of law
other provisions
to any
any other
trator without
appointment
of employees
of the
the United
States.
United States.
employees of
compensation of
and compensation
appointment and
It
shall include
include a
number of
disinterested persons
persons representing
representing the
the
of disinterested
a number
It shall
public,
of whom
the Administrator
Administrator shall
as chairman,
chairman,
designate as
shall designate
whom the
one of
public, one
like number
number of
of persons
representing employees
the industry,
and
industry, and
in the
employees in
persons representing
aalike
a
like number
number representing
representing employers
employers in
the industry.
the
industry. In the
in the
a like
appointment
persons representing
group, the
Administrator
the Administrator
each group,
representing each
the persons
of the
appointment of
shall give
due regard
to the
geographical regions
regions in
which the
the industry
in which
the geographical
regard to
give due
shall
carried on.
is carried
"(c)
of the
committee shall
the members
members of an industry committee
Two-thirds of
"(c) Two-thirds
constitute
quorum, and
and the
decision of
the committee
require
shall require
committee shall
of the
the decision
constitute aaquorum,
majority of all its members. Members
Members of an
aavote of not less than aamajority
industry
committee shall
receive as
as compensation
services a
a
their services
compensation for their
shall receive
industry committee
reasonable per
per diem,
diem, which
Administrator shall by rules and
the Administrator
which the
reasonable
regulations
actually spent
of the
spent in the work of
day actually
each day
for each
prescribe, for
regulations prescribe,
committee,
in addition
necessary
reimbursed for their necessary
be reimbursed
addition be
shall in
and shall
committee, and

traveling
traveling and other expenses.
expenses.

the
The Administrator
Administrator shall furnish the

committee
legal, stenographic, clerical, and other
committee with
with adequate
adequate legal,
procedure
assistance,
regulations prescribe
prescribe the procedure
assistance, and shall by rules and regulations
to be followed by the committee.
(d) The Administrator
""(d)
Administrator shall submit to an industry committee from
time
referred
time to time such data as he may have available on the matters referred
it in connection with such
to it,
before it
it, and shall cause to be brought before
matters
witnesses whom
comwhom he deems material. An industry commatters any witnesses
mittee
Administrator to
mittee may summon other witnesses or call upon the Administrator
furnish
furmsh additional information to aid it in its deliberations."
WAGES
MINIMUM
MINIMUM WAGES

52 Stat. 1062.
29 U.
U.S.
C. §206
206(a).
29
S. C.
(a).

54 Stat. 616.
29
U.S.
29U.
S. C. §206 (a).
(a).
54 Stat. 616.
(c).
29 U.S.C.
U. S. C. §206 (e).
29

of
Applicability of
Applicability
prior wage
prior
wage orders.
orders.

Ante, p.
911.
p. 911.
Ante,

6 (a)
(a) of such Act is amended by striking out
(a) Section 6
SEC.
SEC. 6. (a)
(2), (3),
subparagraphs
(1), (2),
(3) ,and (4)
(4) and inserting in lieu thereof
thereof the
subparagraphs (1),
following:
following:
cents an hour;".
less than
than 75 cents
"(1)
not less
"
(1) not
hour ;".
(a) is further
section 66 (a)
(13) Such
further amended
amended by striking out "(5)"
"(5)"
Such section
(b)
"(2)".
in lieu thereof "
and
(2) ".
and inserting in
to read as follows:
is amended
(c) Section
Section 6
(c) of
of such
such Act
Act is
amended to
follows:
6 (c)
(c)
(a) of this
of subsection (a)
"(c)
The provisions
provisions of
of paragraph
paragraph (1)
(1) of
(c) The
in the case of any employee in Puerto Rico
be superseded
superseded in
section shall be
section
production of
in the
the production
or the
the Virgin
Virgin Islands
Islands engaged
in commerce
commerce or in
engaged in
or
employee
as and insofar
insofar as such employee
long as
goods for
only for so long
for commerce
commerce only
goods
hereafter issued by the
order heretofore
by a
a wage
wage order
is covered
covered by
heretofore or hereafter
is
a special industry
recommendations of a
Administrator
Administrator pursuant to the recommendations
That the wage
committee appointed
appointed pursuant
pursuant to
5: Provided,
Provided, That
to section
section 5:
committee
prior to
to the effective date of this Act for any industry
order
effect prior
industry in
order in
in effect
in
Puerto
Rico or
or the
the Virgin
every employee
employee in
shall apply
apply to
to every
Virgin Islands
Islands shall
Puerto Rico
superseded
(a) of this section
such industry covered
covered by subsection (a)
section until superseded
recommendations of
hereafter issued pursuant to the recommendations
wage order
order hereafter
by aawage
by
aaspecial industry committee appointed pursuant
pursuant to section
section 5."
5."
MAXIMUM HOURS
31.AXIMITAI
HOlTIIS

52 Stat. 1063.
52
29 U. S. C. 5§207.
207.
Ante,
p..446;
446;pot,
A
nee, p
post,
p.
P. 920.
Length
Length of
of workweek.

follows:
amended to read as follows:
such Act is amended
SEc. 7.
7. Section
Section 77of such
SEc.
as otherwise
otherwise provided in this section, no
Except as
"SEC.
"SEc. 7. (a)
(a) Except
is engaged
engaged in comwho is
his employees
employer
shall employ
employ any
of his
employees who
any of
employer shall
of goods
goods for commerce
production of
or in
in the production
merce
commerce for a
a workweek
workweek
merce or
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longer than forty hours, unless such employee receives compensation
compensation
for his employment
specified at
employment in excess of the hours above
above specified
at a
arate
rate not
not
less than one and one-half times the regular rate at which he is
employed.
employed.
"(b) No employer shall be deemed
"(b)
deemed to
to have
have violated subsection
subsection (a)
(a) by
employing
employee for
for aaworkweek
in excess
that specified
specified in
in
employing any
any employee
workweek in
excess of
of that
such subsection
subsection without paying
paying the compensation for overtime employemployee is
ment prescribed
prescribed therein
therein if
if such employee
is so
so employed—
employed'(1) in
"(1)
in pursuance
pursuance of
of an agreement,
agreement, made
made as a
a result of collective
bargaining by
by representatives
of employees
employees certified
tive bargaining
representatives of
certified as
as bona
bona
Labor Relations
Relations Board, which provides
fide by the National Labor
provides that
that
employee shall
shall be
than one
one thousand
thousand and
forty
no employee
be employed
employed more
more than
and forty
hours
during any
any period
hours during
period of
of twenty-six
twenty-six consecutive
consecutive weeks;
weeks; or
or
"(2)
as a
result of
of collec"(2) in pursuance
pursuance of
of an
an agreement, made
made as
a result
collecrepresentatives of employees
tive bargaining
bargaining by representatives
certified as bona
employees certified
bona
fide by the National
National Labor Relations Board, which provides that
that
during a
a specified period of fifty-two consecutive
consecutive weeks
weeks the
the ememployee
employed not
not more
than two
two hundred
hundred
ployee shall
shall be
be employed
more than
two thousand
thousand two
thousand
and forty hours and shall be guaranteed
guaranteed not less than one thousand
eight hundred
hundred and
forty hours
hours (or
less than
than forty-six
forty-six weeks
weeks at
at
eight
and forty
(or not
not less
the
normal number of
worked per
the normal
of hours worked
per week, but
but not less
less than
thirty
week) and
more than
than two
eighty
thirty hours
hours per
per week)
and not more
two thousand
thousand and
and eighty
hours of employment
employment for
for which
which he
he shall receive
receive compensation
compensation for
all
guaranteed or
or worked
rates not
not less
less than
those appliall hours
hours guaranteed
worked at
at rates
than those
applicable under the
cable
performed and
for all
all
the agreement
agreement to the work
work performed
and for
hours
excess of
in excess
of forty
forty
hours in
in excess
of the
the guaranty
guaranty which
which are also
also in
excess of
hours
workweek or two thousand and eighty in such period
hours in the workweek
period
at rates
one-half times
times the
rate at
at
rates not
not less
less than
than one
one and
and one-half
the regular
regular rate
at
which he
employed; or
or
which
he is
is employed;
"(3) for
period or
or periods
more than
than fourteen
work"(3)
for aaperiod
periods of
of not
not more
fourteen workweeks
aggregate in
calendar year
in an
found
weeks in
in the
the aggregate
in any
any calendar
year in
an industry
industry found
by the
Administrator to
nature,
to be
be of
of a
a seasonal
seasonal nature,
by
the Administrator
and if
if such
such employee
receives compensation
compensation for
for employment
in excess
and
employee receives
employment in
excess
of
any workday,
or for
for employment
in excess
fiftyof twelve
twelve hours
hours in
in any
workday, or
employment in
excess of
of fiftysix hours
hours in
case may
be, at
six
in any
any workweek,
workweek, as
as the
the case
may be,
at aarate
rate not
not less
less than
than
one
one-half times
times the
the regular
rate at
at which
he is
is employed.
one and
and one-half
regular rate
which he
employed.
"(c) In
In the
case of
of an
engaged in
first processing
processing of
of
"(c)
the case
an employer
employer engaged
in the
the first
milk,
milk, or
cream into
dairy products,
products, or
or
whey, skimmed
skimmed milk,
or cream
into dairy
milk, buttermilk,
buttermilk, whey,
in
the ginning
ginning and
and compressing
of cotton,
cotton, or
cotor in
in the
the processing
processing of
of cotin the
compressing of
tonseed,
processing of
beets, sugar-beet
sugar-beet molasses,
molasses,
or in
in the
the processing
of sugar
sugar beets,
tonseed, or
sugarcane,
sap, into
into sugar
(but not
not refined
sugar) or
or into
into
sugar (but
refined sugar)
or maple
maple sap,
sugarcane, or
sirup,
provisions of
subsection (a)
(a) shall
shall not
apply to
to his
his employees
employees
not apply
of subsection
sirup, the
the provisions
in
any place
where he
is so
so engaged;
engaged; and
in the
of
the case
case of
he is
and in
of employment
employment where
in any
place of
an employer
employer engaged
engaged in
processing of, or in canning
canning or packing,
in the
the first processing
an
perishable or
or seasonal
seasonal fresh
fruits or
or vegetables,
vegetables, or
first processprocessfresh fruits
or in
in the
the first
perishable
ing,
within the
the area
of production
defined by
the Administrator),
Administrator),
(as defined
by the
area of
production (as
ing, within
of
any agricultural
commodity during
during seasonal
operaseasonal operaor horticultural
horticultural commodity
of any
agricultural or
tions,
or in
in handling,
slaughtering, or
poultry or
the
or livestock,
livestock, the
or dressing
dressing poultry
handling, slaughtering,
tions, or
provisions
of subsection
(a), during
period or
periods of
not more
more
of not
during aaperiod
or periods
subsection (a),
provisions of
than
fourteen workweeks
workweeks in
aggregate in
in any
any calendar
calendar year,
year, shall
shall
in the
the aggregate
than fourteen
not
apply to
where he
he is
is so
so
employment where
in any
any place
place of
of employment
to his
his employees
employees in
not apply
engaged.
engaged.
"
(d) As
used in
the 'regular
'regular rate'
rate' at
at which
which an
an employee
employee
in this
this section
section the
As used
"(d)
is employed
be deemed
to include
include all
remuneration for
employall remuneration
for employdeemed to
is
employed shall
shall be
ment
paid to,
behalf of,
of, the
employee, but
not be
to
be deemed
deemed to
but shall
shall not
the employee,
to, or
or on
on behalf
ment paid
include—
include"(1)
as gifts;
in the
nature of
of gifts
gifts made
made
"(1) sums
sums paid
paid as
gifts; payments
payments in
the nature
at
Christmas time
time or
or on
on other
other special
special occasions,
occasions' as
as a
reward for
a reward
for
at Christmas
service, the
of which
are not
dependent
service,
the amounts
amounts of
which are
not measured
measured by
by or
or dependent
on
worked, production,
or efficiency;
efficiency;
production, or
on hours
hours worked,
81939*--50---P2. I-58
-58
81939°-50-PT.

913
913
Overtime compenOvertime
sation.

Exceptions to
reExceptions
torestriction on excess employment without
without
overtime compensation.
Ante, p. 912.

Dairying, cotton
cotton
Dairying,
nnlng, and processginning,
nggof
o sugar beets, etc.

packing
Canning or packing
of agricultural
agricultural or horticultural commodity,
ticultural
etc.

"Regular rate."
rate."
"Regular
Exclusions.
Exclusions.
Gifts.
Gifts.

914
914
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Vacations, etc.
etc.
vacations,

"(2) payments made for occasional periods when
when no
is perno work
work is
performed due to vacation,
vacation, holiday,
holiday, illness,
failure of
illness, failure
of the
the employer
employer to
to proprovide sufficient work, or
other similar
similar cause;
or other
cause; reasonable
reasonable payments
payments for
for
traveling expenses,
traveling
expenses, incurred
incurred by
by an
an employee
the
expenses, or
or other
other expenses,
employee in
in the
furtherance of his
his employer's
furtherance
by
employer's interests
interests and
and properly
properly reimbursable
reimbursable by
the employer;
employer; and other similar payments
payments to
employee which
which are
to an
an employee
are
not made
made as
not
as compensation
his hours
of employment;
employment;
compensation for
for his
hours of
Recognition of
of servRecognition
serv"
(3)
Sums
paid
in
recognition
of
services
"(3)
recognition
services
performed during a
a given
given
ices.
period if
if either, (a) both the fact that payment
be made
payment is to be
made and
and the
the
amount
amount of the payment are
are determined
sole discretion
of the
the
determined at
at the
the sole
discretion of
employer at or near the end of
of the
the period
period and
pursuant to
and not
not pursuant
to any
any prior
prior
contract,
agreement, or
contract, agreement,
or promise
causing the
to expect
expect such
such
promise causing
the employee
employee to
Profit-sharing plan,
erofit-sharing
plan, payments
payments regularly;
to a
a bona
bona
regularly; or (b) the payments are made pursuant
pursuant to
etc.
plan or
or trust
fide profit-sharing
profit-sharing plan
or bona
bona fide
fide thrift
savings plan,
trust or
thrift or
or savings
plan,
meeting the requirements
requirements of the Administrator
Administrator set
forth in
appropriset forth
in appropriregulations which
ate regulations
which he
he shall
shall issue,
among other
other
issue, having
having due
due regard
regard among
relevant factors, to
to the
the extent
to which
which the
paid to
to the
the
extent to
the amounts
amounts paid
employee
to hours of
of work,
employee are determined
determined without regard
regard to
work, production,
production,
fees.
Talent fees.
or
efficiency; or
or (c)
or efficiency;
(c) the payments
payments are talent fees (as such talent
talent fees
fees
are defined and delimited
delimited by
by regulations
of the
the Administrator)
Administrator) paid
paid to
regulations of
to
performers, including announcers, on
on radio
radio and
and television
programs;
television programs;
Retirement,
Retirement, etc.

Hours
Hours

ininexcess
exess of
of

normal
working hours,
eetc.
c

Holiday and SunSu nday work, etad
etc.

doliy

Work outside hours
ment.
ment.

Work outside hours

contract or agreeof
of contract

Contract pay plan.

Contratg pay
Ante,
Ante, p. 912.

plan.

Ant P.
p. 912.
912
Ante,

Agreement
covering
Agreemntovering
overtime computation.
ontim.
9U
Ante, pp. 912.

.

"(4)
irrevocably made by an employer to aatrustee or
"(4) contributions
contributions irrevocably
third person pursuant to
to a
abone
fide plan
for providing
retirebone fide
plan for
providing old-age,
old-age, retirement, life, accident, or health
health insurance
insurance or similar
similar benefits
benefits for
for
employees;
employees;
(5) extra compensation
compensation provided by aapremium
premium rate paid for
"(5)
for cercertain hours worked by the employee
because
employee in any day or workweek
workweek because
such hours are hours worked in excess of eight
eight in
in a
aday
day or
in aa
or forty
forty in
workweek
normal working
workweek or in excess
excess of the employee's
employee's normal
working hours
or reghours or
regular working
ular
working hours,
the case
case may
be;
hours, as
as the
may be;
""(6)
extra compensation
provided by
premium rate
for work
(6) extra
compensation provided
by aapremium
rate paid
paid for
work
by the employee
or regular
regular days
employee on Saturdays, Sundays, holidays, or
days of
of
rest, or on the sixth or seventh day of the workweek,
workweek, where
where such
such prepremium rate is not less than one and one-half times
times the
rate established
established in
in
the rate
good faith for like work performed in nonovertime hours
hours on
on other
other
days; or
or
g('
r
"(7)
(7) extra
extra compensation
compensation provided
provided by
by a
premium rate
rate paid
to the
a premium
paid to
the
employee,
in pursuance of an applicable
applicable employment
employee, in
employment contract
contract or
or colcollective-bargaining agreement, for
for work
lective-bargaining
work outside
outside of
the hours
hours estabestabof the
lished in good faith by the contract
contract or agreement
agreement as the
basic, northe basic,
normal, or regular
exceeding eight
regular workday
workday (not exceeding
eight hours)
or workweek
workweek (not
(not
hours) or
exceeding forty hours,
hours, where
where such
exceeding
such premium
premium rate
rate is
not less
is not
less than
than one
one
and one-half
one-half times
the contract
contract or
times the rate established
established in good faith by the
or
agreement
during such
agreement for like work performed during
workday or
or worksuch workday
workweek.
"(e)
No
shall be
deemed to
to have
by
(e No
No employer
"(e)
employer shall
be deemed
have violated
violated subsection
subsection (a)
(a) by
employing
a workweek in excess of forty hours
hours if
employing any employee for a
if
such employee
employee is employed
pursuant to
to a
a bona
bona fide
individual conemployed pursuant
fide individual
contract, or pursuant
agreement made as
as a
a result
result of
pursuant to an agreement
of collective
collective barbarrepresentatives of employees, if
the duties
gaining by representatives
if the
duties of
employee
of such
such employee
necessitate
work, and the
necessitate irregular hours of work,
agreement (1)
(1)
the contract
contract or
or agreement
specifies a
a regular
the minimum
minimum hourly
regular rate of pay of not less than the
hourly
rate provided
in section
section 6
6 (a)
and compensation
compensation at not less than one
rate
provided in
(a) and
and one-half times such rate for all hours worked
worked in
excess of
in excess
of forty
forty
of pay
in any workweek,
workweek, and (2)
(2) provides
provides aaweekly guaranty
guaranty of
pay for
not
for not
than sixty
sixty hours
more than
the rates
specified.
hours based
based on
on the
rates so
so specified.
"(f) No employer shall be deemed to have violated subsection
subsection (a)
"(f)
(a)
employing any
employee for
for a
aworkweek
in excess
exceP,s of
of forty
hours if,
if,
workweek in
forty hours
any employee
by employing
pursuant to an agreement
pursuant
agreement or understanding
understanding arrived at between the
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performance of the work, the
employer and the employee
employee before performance
employer
amount paid to the employee for the number of hours worked
worked by him
amount
hoursin such
workweek in excess
excess of forty hours—
such workweek
in
"
(1) in
in the case
of an employee employed
employed at piece rates, is comcase of
"(1)
puted
at piece rates not less than one and one-half times the bona
puted at
rates applicable to the same work when performed
fide piece
performed durpiece rates
fide
ing nonovertime
nonovertime hours;
or
hours; or
ing
two or more kinds
'(2) in
the case
performing two
employee performing
an employee
of an
case of
in the
"(2)
of work
work for
different hourly
hourly or
or piece rates have been estabwhich different
for which
of
lished,
is computed
at rates not less than one and one-half times
computed at
lished, is
such bona
bona fide
rates applicable
to the
the same work when performed
applicable to
fide rates
such
during
or
hours; or
nonovertime hours;
during nonovertime
less than one and one-half times
"(3)
computed at
at a
arate
not less
rate not
is computed
"(3) is
understanding as the
by such agreement or understanding
the rate
rate established
established by
the
basic rate
rate to
be used
used in
in computing
overtime compensation
compensation therecomputing overtime
to be
basic
under:
Provided, That
the rate
established shall be authorized
so established
rate so
That the
under: Provided,
as being substantially equivby regulation
by the
equivAdministrator as
the Administrator
regulation by
by
alent
the average
average hourly
earnings of the employee,
employee, exclusive
exclusive of
hourly earnings
to the
alent to
a representative
overtime premiums,
in the particular
representative
particular work over a
premiums, in
overtime
period of
time;
of time;
period
workweek
and
the employee's
employee's average
average hourly
earnings for the workweek
hourly earnings
(i) the
if (i)
and if
(7) of subexclusive
described in
in paragraphs
paragraphs (1)
through (7)
(1) through
payments described
of payments
exclusive of
section
(d) are
minimum hourly rate required by
less than the minimum
not less
are not
section (d)
applicable
law, and
and (ii)
overtime compensation
properly
compensation is properly
extra overtime
(ii) extra
applicable law,
additional pay required
computed
required to be
of additional
forms of
other forms
on other
paid on
and paid
computed and
included
in computing
regular rate.
the regular
computing the
included in
(6),
"(g)
Extra compensation
compensation paid
as described
paragraphs (5), (6),
in paragraphs
described in
paid as
"(g) Extra
and
(7) of
subsection (d)
(d) shall
shall be
be creditable
creditable toward
toward overtime
overtime compenof subsection
and (7)
section."
sation
pursuant to this section."
payable pursuant
sation payable

Conditions.
Conditions.

Regulation.
Regulation.

Ante,
912, 914.
Ante, pp. 913,

Crediting of payCrediting
ments.
p. 914.
Ante, p.

VIRGIN ISLANDi
AND TIE
WAGE ORDERS
ORDERS IN
IN PUERTO
RICO AND
IILL VIRGIN
ISLANDS
PUERTO RICO
WAGE

SEC. 8.
Section 88of
of such
such Act
Act is
is amended
to read
follows:
read as follows:
amended to
8. Section
SEC.
to industries
"
S
EC.
8.
(a)
The
policy
of
this
Act
with
respect
to
industries in
respect
with
Act
this
of
policy
The
(a)
"SEa. 8.
Puerto
and the
the Virgin
Virgin Islands
commerce or in the
in commerce
engaged in
Islands engaged
Rico and
Puerto Rico
production
goods for
for commerce
commerce is
to reach as rapidly as is economis to
of goods
production of
ically
without substantially
employment the
the
curtailing employment
substantially curtailing
feasible without
ically feasible
secobjective
of
the
minimum
wage
prescribed
in
paragraph
(1)
of
of
(1)
paragraph
in
prescribed
wage
minimum
the
of
objective
shall from time
tion
such industry.
industry. The
Administrator shall
The Administrator
each such
in each
(a) in
tion 66 (a)
to
time
convene
an
industry
committee
or
committees,
appointed
appointed purcommittees,
or
committee
industry
an
to time convene
suant
to section
5, and
such industry
committee shall from time
industry committee
any such
and any
section 5,
suant to
to
time recommend
the minimum
or rates
rates of
of wages
wages to
paid
be paid
to be
rate or
minimum rate
recommend the
to time
under section
by employers
in Puerto
Puerto Rico
Virgin Islands,
Islands 'or
or
the Virgin
or the
Rico or
employers in
section 66by
under
the
commerce
engaged
in
Puerto
Rico
and
the
Virgin
Islands,
engaged
in
commerce
or
in
Virgin
the
and
Rico
in Puerto
production of
of goods
goods for
for commerce
commerce in
in any
any such
such industry
industry or
or classificaclassificaproduction
tions therein.
therein.
tions
"(b)
Upon the
convening of
of any
such industry
industry committee,
committee, the
the
any such
the convening
"(b) Upon
Administrator shall
shall refer
refer to
to it
it the
question of the minimum wage rate
the question
Administrator
or rates
rates to
be fixed
for such
such industry.
The industry
shall
committee shall
industry committee
industry. The
fixed for
to be
or
investigate
conditions
in
the
industry
and
the
committee,
or
any
any
or
committee,
the
and
industry
the
in
conditions
investigate
authorized subcommittee
subcommittee thereof,
thereof, may
may hear
hear such
such witnesses
witnesses and
and receive
receive
authorized
such evidence
as may
be necessary
or appropriate
to enable
the comcomenable the
appropriate to
necessary or
may be
evidence as
such
mittee to
to perform
perform its
functions under
Act. The
The comcomthis Act.
under this
and functions
duties and
its duties
mittee
mittee
shall recommend
to the
Administrator the
the highest
minimum
highest minimum
the Administrator
recommend to
mittee shall
wage
industry which
determines, having
having due
due regard
regard to
to
it determines,
which it
the industry
for the
rates for
wage rates
economic and
conditions, will
substantially curtail
curtail
not substantially
will not
competitive conditions,
and competitive
economic
employment in
the industry,
and will
not give
industry in Puerto
Puerto
any industry
give any
will not
industry, and
in the
employment
Rico or
or in
in the
the Virgin
Virgin Islands
Islands aacompetitive
competitive advantage
over any
any indusindusadvantage over
Rico
try
in
the
United
States
outside
of
Puerto
Rico
and
the
Virgin
Islands.
Islands.
Virgin
the
and
Rico
try in the United States outside of Puerto

52 Stat.
62
Stat. 1064.
C.§ 208.
29 U.S.
U. S. C.§

Ante, p. 912.

Ante, p. 911.
Ante,
911.

Reference of quesReference
tion to industry
industry committee.

Recommendations.
Recommendations.
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with.
in
any industry.
in
in Classifications

Ante,
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Report by industry

Report by industry
committee.
committee.

Approval by AdApproval by Administrator.
mimstrator.

Disapproval by AdDisapproval by Administrator.

Contents of orders.
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"
(c) The industry committee
committee shall
shall recommend
reasonable clasclas"(c)
recommend such
such reasonable
sifications within any industry as it determines
determines to be necessary
necessary for the
purpose of fixing for each classification
classification within such industry
industry the
the
highest minimum wage rate (not in excess of that
in parathat prescribed
prescribed in
paragraph (1) of section 6
substantially curtail
curtail
6 (a)
(a)))which (1) will not
not substantially
employment in such classification
classification and (2)
employment
competitive
(2) will not give a
a competitive
advantage to any group in the industry, and shall
advantage
recommend for
for each
each
shall recommend
classification in the industry
classification
industry the highest minimum wage rate
the
rate which the
committee
committee determines
determines will not substantially
employment in
substantially curtail employment
determining whether such classifications
such classification. In determining
classifications should
should
be made in any industry, in making such classifications,
and in
deterclassifications, and
in determining the minimum
minimum wage rates for such classifications, no
classificano classifications shall be made, and no minimum wage
fixed, solely
wage rate
rate shall be
be fixed,
solely
on aaregional basis, but the industry committee and
and the
the Administrator
Administrator
shall consider among other relevant factors
following:
factors the following:
"(1)
"(1) competitive conditions as affected by
transportation,
by transportation,
production costs;
living, and production
costs;
"(2) the wages established for work of
"(2)
of like or
or comparable
comparable charcharacter by collective
collective labor agreements negotiated
negotiated between employers
employers
and employees
employees by representatives
representatives of their own choosing; and
and
"(3)
"(3) the wages paid for work of like or comparable
comparable character
character
by employers who voluntarily
voluntarily maintain minimum wage standards
in the industry.
No classification
classification shall be made under this section on the basis of age or
or
sex.
"(d)
industry committee shall file
"(d) The industry
the Administrator
Administrator a
a
file with
with the
recommendations with respect
report containing its recommendations
respect to the
matters
the matters
referred
it. T.
referred to it.
pon the filing of
the Administrator,
Administrator, after
Upon
of such
such report, the
after
due notice to interested persons, and giving them an opportunity
opportunity to be
heard, shall by order approve
approve and
the recommendaand carry into
into effect
effect the
recommendations contained
contained in such report, if he finds that the recommendations
recommendations
accordance with law, are supported by the evidence
are made in accordance
evidence
adduced at the hearing, and, taking
taki ng into consideration
consideration the same
same factors
as are required
required to be considered
considered by the industry committee, will
will carry
out the purposes
purposes of this section; otherwise he shall disapprove
disapprove such
such
recommendations.
recommendations. If
Administrator disapproves
such recommenIf the Administrator
disapproves such
recommendations, he shall again refer the matter to such committee, or to another
another
industry committee for such industry (which he may appoint for
such
for such
purse), for further consideration
consider ati on an
drecommen
dati ons.
purpose),
and
recommendations.
" (e)
e) Orders issued under this section
section shall define
industries and
define the
the industries
and
classifications
classifications therein to which they are
shall contain
con t
ai
n suc
are to apply, and shall
suchh
terms and conditions as the Administrator
Administrator finds necessary
necessary to carry out
out
the purposes
circumvention or evasion
purposes of such orders, to prevent
prevent the circumvention
evasion
thereof, and to safeguard
safeguard the minimum wage rates established
established therein.
therein.
No such order shall take effect until after due notice is given of the issuance thereof
thereof by publication
publication in the Federal Register and by such other
other
means as the Administrator
Administrator deems reasonably
reasonably calculated
calculated to give to
to
interested persons general notice of such issuance.
issuance.
"
(f) Due notice
hearing provided
for in
in this
this section
section shall
"(f)
notice of any hearing
provided for
shall be
be
given by publication
publication in the Federal Register
Register and by such
such other
other means
means
as the Administrator
reasonably calculated
Administrator deems reasonably
calculated to give general
general notice
interested persons."
persons."
to interested

INVESTIGATIONS, INSPECTIONS,
INVESTIGATIONS,
INSPECTIONS, RECORDS,
RECORDS, AND HOMEWORK
HOMEWORK REGULATIONS
REGULATIONS
52 Stat. 1066.
2 U.
S.taIO.
29
S. C. 211.

10.

SEC. 9. Section 11 of such Act is amended by adding
SEc.
adding at the end
end
subsection:
thereof the following
following new subsection:
"(d) The Administrator
"(d)
Administrator is authorized to make such regulations and
orders regulating,
regulating, restricting,
restricting, or prohibiting
prohibiting industrial
industrial homework
homework as
as
are necessary or appropriate to prevent
prevent the
the circumvention
circumvention or
or evasion
evasion
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prescribed in this Act,
of and to safeguard the minimum wage rate prescribed
Administrator relating to
and
existing regulations
orders of the Administrator
regulations or orders
all existing
and all
continued in full
industrial
fall force and effect*"
effect,"
homework are hereby continued
industrial homework
CHILD LABOR
LABOR PROVISIONS
PROVISIONS
CHILD
SEC; 10.
Section 12
(a) of such Act
amended to read as
Act is
is amended
12 (a)
10. (a)
(a) Section
SEC;
follows:
follows:
"(a) No
No producer,
manufacturer, or
dealer shall
deliver for
for
shall ship or deliver
or dealer
producer, manufacturer,
"(a)
shipment in
produced in an establishment
establishment situgoods produced
any goods
in commerce
commerce any
shipment
ated in
in the
the United
United States
States in
prior
or about which within thirty days prior
in or
ated
any oppressive
to
of such
oppressive child labor
labor has
therefrom any
goods therefrom
such goods
the removal
removal of
to the
been
employed :
Provided,
such shipment
shipment or delivery
delivery for shipProvided,That any such
been employed:
ment
of such
such goods
goods by
by a
apurchaser
purchaser who
who acquired
them in good faith in
acquired them
ment of
reliance
on written
assurance from
manufacturer, or
from the producer, manufacturer,
written assurance
reliance on
dealer
that the
the goods
compliance with the requireproduced in compliance
were produced
goods were
dealer that
for value without
ments
this section,
section, and
acquired such
such goods
without
goods for
who acquired
and who
of this
ments of
notice
of any
violation, shall
prohibited by this
not be deemed prohibited
shall not
such violation,
any such
notice of
subsection:
provided further,
That a
aprosecution
conviction
prosecution and conviction
further, That
And provided
subsection: And
of
defendant for
the shipment
or delivery
any goods
shipment of any
for shipment
delivery for
shipment or
for the
of aadefendant
a bar to any further
under
the conditions
farther
prohibited shall be a
conditions herein prohibited
under the
prosecution
defendant for shipments
shipments or deliveries for
against the same defendant
prosecution against
prosecution."
shipment
of any
before the beginning
beginning of said prosecution."
goods before
such goods
any such
shipment of
(b)
Section 12
12 of
of such
further amended
amended by adding at the end
Act is further
such Act
(b) Section
thereof
the following
subsection:
following new subsection:
thereof the
"(c)
No employer
employer shall
shall employ
any oppressive
oppressive child
comin comlabor in
child labor
employ any
"(c) No
merce or
or in
in the
goods for
commerce."
for commerce."
of goods
production of
the production
merce

52 Stat.
Stat. 1067.
1067.
62
29 U.S.
U. S. C.
212.
C. § 212.
29

Exception.

Effect
Effect of
of prosecution
prosecution
and conviction.
conviction.
and

52 Stat.
Stat. 1067.
52
1067.
29 U.
U. S.
S. C.
C. 212.
212.
29

EXEMPTIONS
EXEMPTIONS

follows:
S
EC. 11.
11. Section
13 of
of such
Act is amended to read as follows:
such Act
Section 13
SEC.
7 shall not apply with
"Sac.
13. (a)
of sections 6
6 and
and 7
provisions of
The provisions
(a) The
"SEC. 13.
bona fide executive, adminrespect to
(1) any
employee employed
employed in
in a
a bona
any employee
to (1)
respect
istrative, professional,
or local
local retailing
retailing capacity,
or in
in the capacity of
capacity, or
professional, or
istrative,
outside
salesman (as
(as such
defined and
delimited by regulaand delimited
are defined
terms are
such terms
outside salesman
tions
Administrator) ;or
any employee
employee employed
employed by any
(2) any
or (2)
the Administrator);
of the
tions of
retail
establishment, more
per centum of which
50 per
than 50
more than
service establishment,
or service
retail or
or services
establishment's
annual dollar
dollar volume
of goods
services is
goods or
sales of
of sales
volume of
establishment's annual
made
in which
which the
is located.
located. A 'retail
establishment is
the establishment
State in
the State
within the
made within
or
service establishment'
shall mean
establishment 75 per centum
mean an establishment
establishment' shall
or service
of
whose annual
volume of
of
services (or of
or services
goods or
of goods
sales of
of sales
dollar volume
annual dollar
of whose
in the
both)
is not
not for
resale and
and is
retail sales
or services in
sales or
as retail
recognized as
is recognized
for resale
both) is
any establishparticular
or (3)
any employee
employed by any
employee employed
(3) any
industry; or
particular industry;
ment
engaged in
cleaning or
or repairing
clothing or
or fabrics,
fabrics,
repairing clothing
laundering, cleaning
in laundering,
ment engaged
more
than 50
50 per
which establishment's
establishment's annual dollar
dollar
of which
centum of
per centum
more than
volume
of sales
services is
is made
within the
the State in which the
made within
such services
of such
sales of
volume of
establishment
located: Provided,
Provided, That
75 per
centum of
such estabof such
per centum
That 75
is located:
establishment is
lishment's
sales of
such services
services is
is made
made to
to
of such
of sales
volume of
dollar volume
annual dollar
lishment's annual
customers
who are
not engaged
transmanufacturing, transmining, manufacturing,
in aa mining,
engaged in
are not
customers who
portation,
or communications
communications business;
business; or
employee employed
employed
any employee
(4) any
or (4)
portation, or
by
which qualifies
as an
retail establishment
establishment
exempt retail
an exempt
qualifies as
establishment which
an establishment
by an
under
clause (2)
(2) of
of this
subsection and
and is
as a
retail estaba retail
recognized as
is recognized
this subsection
under clause
lishment
the particular
particular industry
notwithstanding that
that such
such estabestabindustry notwithstanding
in the
lishment in
lishment makes
makes or
or processes
processes at
at the
retail establishment
establishment the
that
goods that
the goods
the retail
lishment
it sells:
sells: Provided,
That more
than 85
85 per
per centum
centum of
such establishestablishof such
more than
Provided, That
it
ment's
dollar volume
sales of
made or
or processed
processed is
is
so made
goods so
of goods
of sales
volume of
annual dollar
ment's annual
made
within the
the establishment
establishment is
is located;
located; or
(5)
or (5)
which the
in which
State in
the State
made within
any employee
employed in
in the
catching, taking,
taking, harvesting,
harvesting, cultithe catching,
employee employed
any
vating, or
farming of
of any
any kind
shellfish., crustacea,
crustacea, sponges,
fish, shellfish,
of fish,
kind of
or farming
vating,
mcludseaweeds,
or other
aquatic forms
forms of
vegetable life, includand vegetable
of animal
animal and
other aquatic
seaweeds, or
ing
going to
to and
and including
employment
including employment
work and
from work
returning from
and returning
the going
ing the
in the
or packing
of such
products for
for shipment
shipment or
or
such products
packing of
unloading, or
loading, unloading,
in
the loading,

52 Stat. 1067.
1067.
29 U.S.
U. S.
S. C.. §213.
213.
29
p. 912.
912.
Ante, p.
Ante,
etc., poExecutive, etc.,
Executive,
sitions.
sitions.

"Retail or service
"Retail
ser vice establishment."
tablishment."

etc., esLaundering, etc.,
Laundering,
tablishment.
tablishment.

Exempt retail
Exempt
retail establishment.
lishment.

employees.
Fishery
Fishery employees.
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in propagating,
propagating, processing
processing (other than
canning), marketing,
marketing, freezing,
freezing,
than canning),
curing, storing, or distributing the
byproducts
the above products
products or
or byproducts
Irrigation
workers.
Irrigation workers,
thereof;
employed in agriculture or in
thereof; or (6)
(6) any employee employed
in connection
connection
with the operation
operation or maintenance
maintenance of
of ditches,
reservoirs, or
ditches, canals,
canals, reservoirs,
or
waterways, not owned or operated
waterways,
operated for
profit, or
or operated
operated on
sharefor profit,
on a
a sharecrop basis, and which are used exclusively
exclusively for supply and
of
and storing
storing of
Administrator's exexeAdIinistrator's
water for agricultural
agricultural purposes;
(7) any employee
the extent
extent
water
purposes; or (7)
employee to the
emption.
that such employee is exempted
exempted by regulations
regulations or
orders of
of the
the AdminAdminor orders
Post, p. 9a9.
919.
PaiPnelp.
istrator issued under
section 14;
or (8)
any employee
under section
14; or
(8) any
employee employed
employed in
in
Small newspapers.
connection with
connection
with the
the publication
any weekly,
weekly, semiweekly,
semiweekly, or
publication of
of any
or daily
daily
newspaper with aacirculation of less than four
newspaper
thousand the
the major
major part
four thousand
part
of which circulation is within
within the county
county where
where printed
printed and
and published
published
Street
Street railway,
railway, etc.,
etc., or counties contiguous
contiguous thereto;
any employee
employee of
thereto; or
or (9)
(9) any
of a
a street,
street,
employees.
suburban or
suburban
electric railway,
railway, or
or motorbus
motorbus
or interurban
interurban electric
or local
local trolley
trolley or
exemptions contained
carrier, not included in other exemptions
contained in
in this
this section;
section;
Canning, etc.
Canning,
etc.
or (10)
any individual
individual employed
or
(10) any
employed within
within the area of production
production (as
defined by the Administrator),
Administrator) 2engaged
in handling,
handling, packing,
engaged in
packing, storing,
storing,
ginning, compressing.
compressing, pasteurizing,
drying, preparing
preparing in
in their
pasteurizing, drying,
their raw
raw or
or
natural
of agricultural
natural state, or canning of
commodities
agricultural or
or horticultural
horticultural commodities
for market, or in making cheese
cheese or
dairy products;
products '
•or
or
or butter
butter or
or other
other dairy
Switchboard operaSwitchboard
opera- (11)
any switchboard
switchboard operator employed
employed in
a public
(11) any
in a
public telephone
telephone
tors.
.
exchange which has not more than seven hundred and fifty
fifty stations;
stations;
Taxicabs.
Taxicabs.
or
employee of
of an employer
or (12)
(12) any
any employee
employer engaged in the business of operContract telegraphtelegraph- ating taxicabs; or (13) *any
iContract
employee or proprietor in a retail or
ic agency.
service
ating taxicabs;
establishment
or (13)
as defined
defined
any employee
i
n clauseor(2)
proprietor
of this subsection
in a retail
with
or
Ant,
Ante, p.
917.
p.917.
service
establishment
as
in
clause (2)
of
this subsection
with
Ante, p.
p. 912.
912.
respect
to
whom
the
provisions
of sections
6 and
and 7
respect to
sections 6
7would
would not
not otherwise
otherwise
apply, engaged
telegraphic messages
messages for
for the
the public
engaged in
in handling
handling telegraphic
public under
under
an agency or contract arrangement
arrangement with a
atelegraph
company where
where
telegraph company
the telegraph
telegraph message revenue
does not
not exceed
$500 a
revenue of such
such agency
agency does
exceed $500
a
Seaman.
amanorlumber
month;
or
(14)
any
employee
employed
month;
or
(14)
any
employee
employed
as
a
seaman;
or
(15)
any
as
a
seaman;
or
(15)
any
Forestry or lumbering
operations.
ing operations.
trees, cruising, surveying,
surveying,
employee employed in planting or tending trees
or felling timber, or
or
in preparing
or other
other forestry
or in
preparing or
or transporting
transporting logs or
forestry
products to the mill, processing
processing plant, railroad, or
or other transportation
transportation
terminal, if
if the number
number of employees
by his
his employer
employer in
such
employees employed
employed by
in such
forestry
forestry or lumbering
lumbering operations
exceed twelve.
operations does
does not
not exceed
twelve.
Common carriers.
"(b) The
section 7
shall not
not apply
with respect
respect to
to (1)
(1)
Cnt
n912.
"(b)
The provisions
provisions of
of section
7 shall
apply with
Ante, p.carriers.
any employee with
respect to
whom the
Commerce CommisCommiswith respect
to whom
the Interstate
Interstate Commerce
sion has power to establish qualifications and
hours of
of servservand maximum
maximum hours
ice pursuant
pursuant to
provisions of
of the
Motor Carrier
Act,
49 stat
ice
to the
the provisions
of section
section 204
204 of
the Motor
Carrier Act
Stat. MB
546.
49 u.
U. S.
C. §304.
49
s. C.
1935;
1935; or
(2) any
any employee
employee of
subject to
to the
provisions of
or (2)
of an
an employer
employer subject
the provisions
of
24 Stat. 379.
part I
the Interstate
Act; or
or (3)
(3) any
any employee
U.ta.
49 U.
part
I of
of the
Interstate Commerce
Commerce Act;
employee of
of aacarcarS. C. I§§ 1-27;
Supp. II,
et seq.
seq.
11, §1
Supp.
lset
of title
title II
the Railway
Railway Labor
rier by air
air subject to
to the provisions
provisions of
II of
of the
Labor
Ante, p. 485.
189.
49 Stat. 1189.
(4) any employee employed in the
the
canning
Act; or (4)
canning
any kind
kind of
of fish,
of
any
fish,
45 U. 8. C. §§ 181shellfish, or
other aquatic
or vegetable
.C. §181- shellfish,
188.
or other
aquatic forms
forms of
of animal
animal or
vegetable life,
188. S
life, or
or any
any
byproduct thereof; or (5)
(5) any individual
byproduct
individual employed
employed as
as an
outside
an outside
buyer
poultry, eggs,
eggs, cream,
or milk,
milk, in
ei
r raw
raw or
or na
t
ura lstate.
buyer of
of poultry,
cream, or
in th
their
natural
state.
Inapplicabilty of
chilapPllaborlta
r
(c) The
The provisions
provisions of
of section
"(c)
section 12
child labor
shall not
not
12 relating
child labor laws.
relating to
to child
labor shall
Ante,
p. 917.
Ante. p.
apply with
with respect
respect to
to any employee
agriculture outside
apply
employee employed
employed in agriculture
of school hours for the school district where such employee is
living
is living
while he is so employed,
employed, or to any child employed
as an
or perperemployed as
an actor
actor or
former in motion pictures or theatrical productions, or
or in
in radio
radio or
or
television productions.
productions.
Ante, pp. 912, 917.
Newspaper delivery.
"(d) The
The provisions
provisions of
7, and
and 12
delivery.
"(d)
of sections
sections 6,
6, 7,
12 shall
shall not
not apply
apply with
with
respect
in the delivery of newspapers to the
respect to any employee engaged hi
the
consumer."
LEARNERS,
AND HANDICAPPED
LEARNERS, APPRENTICES,
APPRENTICES, AND
HANDICAPPED WORKERS
WORIERS
2stt.
52
Stat. 106.
1068.
292U.s:
C. §214.
I214.
751
II. S. O.

SEC.
S
EC. 12. Section 14 of such Act is amended by striking out in clause
(1)
the word "exclusively"
inserting in lieu thereof the word
(1) the
"exclusively" and inserting
primarily".
"primarily".
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PROHIBITED
ACTS
PROHIBITED ACTS

SEc.
(a) Section 15 (a) (1) of such Act is amended by adding at
S
EC. 13. (a)
at 52 Stat. 1068.
29 U.S.
U. S. 0.
C. §
§215 (a)
the end thereof the following: "and except that any such transportatransporta- (1).
(I).
tion,offer,
shipment, delivery,
or s
al
e of
ofsuch
suc hgoods
goo d
sb
y a
a purc
haser who
wh
o
tion, offer, shipment,
delivery, or
sale
by
purchaser
acquired them in good faith in reliance on written assurance
the
assurance from
from the
compliance with the requireproducer that the goods were produced in compliance
ments of the Act, and who acquired
acquired such goods for value without notice
notice
of any such violation,
violation, shall not be deemed unlawful."
unlawful."
52 Stat. 1068.
(b) Section 15 (a) (5)
(5) of such Act is
is amended
amended by
inserting after
by inserting
after
29 U.
S. O.
C). I/15
ao
U.S.
1215 (a)
"section 11 (c)"
(c)" the following: "or any
regulation or
order made
made or
or (5).
any regulation
or order
continued
in
effect
under
the
provisions
continued
of section 11 (d)".
(d)".
PENALEMS
PENALTIES

SEC.
SEC. 14. Section 16 of such Act is amended
amended by adding at the end
end
following new subsection:
thereof the following
subsection:
"(c) The .Administrator
"(c)
authorized to
Administrator is
is authorized
to supervise
supervise the
the payment
payment
of the unpaid minimum wages or the unpaid
unpaid overtime
overtime compensation
compensation
owing to any employee or employees under section 6
6 or section 7
7 of
this Act, and
the agreement
agreement of
any employee
and the
of any
employee to
accept such
payment
to accept
such payment
shall upon payment in full constitute
constitute aawaiver
waiver by
by such
such employee
employee of
of
any right he may have under subsection
(b) of
of this
to such
subsection (b)
this section
section to
such
unpaid minimum
minimum wages or unpaid overtime
overtime compensation
compensation and an
additional
as liquidated
liquidated damages.
damages. When
additional equal amount as
When aa written
written
request is filed by any employee
employee with the
the Administrator
Administrator claiming
claiming
unpaid minimum wages or
or unpaid
unpaid overtime
overtime compensation
compensation under
under
7 of this Act, the Administrator
may bring
bring an
an
section 66 or section 7
Administrator may
the amount
action in any court of competent
competent jurisdiction to recover the
amount
of such claim: Provided,
Provided,That
to sue
sue shall
shall not
be used
That this
this authority
authority to
not be
used
by the Administrator
Administrator in any
any case involving
an issue
issue of
of law
which has
has
involving an
law which
not been settled finally by the courts, and in
in any
court
any such case
case no
no court
shall have
jurisdiction over such
action or
or proceeding
initiated or
have jurisdiction
such action
proceeding initiated
or
brought
Administrator if it does involve any
any issue
brought by the Administrator
so
issue of
of law not
not so
finally
settled. The
of any
to the
any
finally settled.
The consent
consent of
any employee
employee to
the bringing
bringing of
of any
such action
Administrator, unless such action
dismissed
action by the Administrator,
action is dismissed
without
of the
Administrator, shall
shall constitute
without prejudice
prejudice on
on motion of
the Administrator,
constitute aa
waiver
of any
of action
he may
have under
under
waiver by such
such employee
employee of
any right
right of
action he
may have
subsection
for such unpaid
subsection (b) of this section for
wages or
unpaid minimum wages
or
unpaid overtime compensation
compensation and
additional equal
as
and an
an additional
equal amount
amount as
liquidated
damages. Any
sums thus
liquidated damages.
Any sums
thus recovered
recovered by
the Administrator
by the
Administrator
on behalf
of an
an employee
this subsection
shall be
be held
on
behalf of
employee pursuant
pursuant to
to this
subsection shall
held in
in
a
special deposit
deposit account
account and
and shall
shall be
be paid,
order of
the AdminAdmina special
paid, on
on order
of the
istrator, directly
directly to
istrator,
employee or
or employees
employees affected.
such
to the
the employee
affected. Any
Any such
sums not paid to an
sums
of inability
inability to
do so
so within
an employee
employee because
because of
to do
within a
a
period of three years
the Treasury
Treasury of
the United
years shall be
be covered
covered into the
of the
United
States
as miscellaneous
receipts. In
determining when
an action
action is
is
States as
miscellaneous receipts.
In determining
when an
commenced
commenced by
Administrator under
for the
by the
the Administrator
under this
this subsection
subsection for
the
purposes of
statute of
in section
purposes
of the
the two-year
two-year statute
of limitations
limitations provided
provided in
section
(a) of
of the
the Portal-to-Portal
Portal-to-Portal Act
Act of
of 1947,
it shall
shall be
be considered
to be
be
66 (a)
1947, it
considered to
commenced
commenced in
in the
the case
case of
on the
the date
of any
any individual
individual claimant
claimant on
date when
when
the
if he
named as
party plaintiff
plaintiff
the complaint
complaint is filed
filed if
he is
is specifically
specifically named
as aaparty
in
the complaint,
complaint, or
or if
if his
name did
did not
so appear,
on the
the subsequent
in the
his name
not so
appear, on
subsequent
date
his name
name is
is added
added as
such action."
date on
on which
which his
as aaparty
party plaintiff
plaintiff in
in such
action."

52
2 Stat. 1069. 21-0.
29 U. S. 0. § 216;

Stat0.

supp. II, §216.
Supp.

AWE, P.
p. 912
912.
An,
Waiver by
by employWalver
employ-

ee.

62 Stat. 1069.
29sI^tS.
29
U. El. 0., supp.
Supp.
216 (b),
I i,§26(b).
Court action.
action.
court

Ante, p.
p. 912
912.
Restriction.

Restriction.

Waiver by
waiver
by employemployee.
e

Special deposit
deposi t so.
Count.

Spedi

Miscellaneous receipta.

Msceelaneoausre-

61 Stat. 87 88.
29 S.at
U. 8. J., supp.
11, 255 (a).
(a).

n, i 2

87C, upp

INJUNCTION
INJUNCTION PROCEEDINGS
PROCEEDINGS
SEc. 15.
such Act
Act is
is amended
follows:
SEC.
15. Section
Section 17
17 of
of such
amended to
to read
read as
as follows:
"SEc.
The district
district courts,
together with
with the
District Court
Court for
for the
"SEC. 17.
17. The
courts, together
the District
the
Territory of
Alaska, the
the United
the District
Territory
of Alaska,
United States
States District
District Court
Court for
for the
District
Zone, and
and the
District Court
Court of
the Virgin
Islands shall
of the Canal
Canal Zone,
the District
of the
Virgin Islands
shall

52 Stat. 1069.
1069.
29U.
2911.8.
C. §217.
S.C.
217.

920
52 Stat. 1068.
29 U.
U.S.
215.
S. C.. §
§215.
Ante,
p. 919.
919.
Ante, p.
Restriction.
Restriction.
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have jurisdiction,
jurisdiction, for
for cause
cause shown,
shown, to
to restrain
violations of
section 15:
have
restrain violations
of section
15:
Provided, That
no court
court shall
have jurisdiction,
jurisdiction, in
in any
action brought
Provided,
That no
shall have
any action
brought
by the
the Administrator
Administrator to
to restrain
such violations,
by
restrain such
violations, to
to order
order the
the payment
payment
to employees
employees of
of unpaid
unpaid minimum
or unpaid
unpaid overtime
compensato
minimum wages
wages or
overtime compensation or
or an
additional equal
amount as
as liquidated
liquidated damages
in such
such
tion
an additional
equal amount
damages in
action."
action."
MISCELLANEOUS
AND EFFECTIVE
EFFECTIVE DATE
M[ISCELLANEOUS AND
DATE

Ante,
p. 911.
911.
Ante, p.

Ante, pp. 911,
911, 919.
61 Stat. 84.
29 U. S. C., Supp.
II, §§ 251-262.
Existing orders.

52 Stat. 1060.
29 U. S. C. §
§ 201;
Stipp. II, §
Supp.
§ 216.

52 Stat. 1069.
29 U. S. C., Supp.
(b)•
II, §§216 (b).

52 Stat. 1060.
§i 20129 U. S. C.
C. §§
201219; Supp. 11,
11,§§ 216.

Ante, pp.
915.
Ante,
pp. 914,
914, 915.
Repeal.
Repeal.

Ante,
p. 446.
Ante, p.

SEC. 16.
16. (a)
(a) The
amendments made
by this
Act shall
shall take
SEC.
The amendments
made by
this Act
take effect
effect
upon
expiration of
of ninety
ninety days
of its
its enactment;
upon the
the expiration
days from
from the
the date
date of
enactment;
except
that the
amendment made
made by
by section
section 4
shall take
take effect
effect on
on the
except that
the amendment
4 shall
the
date
enactment.
date of
of its
its enactment.
(b) Except
Except as
(b)
as provided
provided in
section 3
in the
the last
sentence of
in section
3 (o)
(o) and
and in
last sentence
of
section
of the
the Fair
Fair Labor
Labor Standards
Act of
1938, as
as amended,
section 16
16 (c)
(c) of
Standards Act
of 1938,
amended,
no
by this
this Act
shall be
be construed
amending, modimodino amendment
amendment made
made by
Act shall
construed as
as amending,
fying, or
or repealing
repealing any
provision of
Act of
of 1947.
any provision
of the
the Portal-to-Portal
Portal-to-Portal Act
1947.
(c) Any
Any order,
order, regulation,
or interpretation
interpretation of
Administrator
regulation, or
of the
the Administrator
of
Wage and
and Hour
Division or
Secretary of
Labor, and
of the
the Wage
Hour Division
or of
of the
the Secretary
of Labor,
and
any
entered into
into by
by the
Administrator or
the Secretary,
Secretary, in
in
any agreement
agreement entered
the Administrator
or the
effect
under the
the provisions of
effect under
of the
the Fair
Act of
1938,
Fair Labor
Labor Standards
Standards Act
of 1938,
as amended,
amended, on
on the
Act, shall
remain in
effect as
as
the effective
effective date
date of
of this
this Act,
shall remain
in effect
an order, regulation,
regulation, interpretation,
interpretation, or
agreement of
of the
Administrator
or agreement
the Administrator
or the Secretary, as the case may be, pursuant
pursuant to
this Act,
Act, except
except to
to the
to this
the
extent that any such order, regulation, interpretation,
interpretation, or
or agreement
agreement
may be inconsistent
inconsistent with the provisions
provisions of this Act, or may from
from time
time
by the Administrator
to time be amended,
amended, modified, or rescinded by
Administrator or
or the
the
Secretary,
Secretary, as the case may be,
be, in
accordance with
of
in accordance
with the
the provisions
provisions of
this Act.
this
Act.
Act shall affect
(d) No amendment
amendment made by this Act
affect any
penalty or
any penalty
or
prior to
liability with respect
respect to any act or omission occurring
occurring prior
to the
the
effective
but, after the
the expiration
effective date of this Act; but,
of two
expiration of
two years
years from
from
such effective
instituted under
effective date, no action shall be instituted
under section
section 16
16 (b)
(b)
of the Fair Labor Standards
Act of
of 1938,
1938, as
Standards Act
to
as amended
amended,:with
with respect
respect to
any liability accruing thereunder for any act or omission occurring
occurring
prior to the effective
Act.
effective date of this Act.
(e) No employer
(e)
employer shall be subject to any liability or punishment
punishment
under the Fair Labor Standards
of 1938,
1938, as
as amended
amended (in
Standards Act of
(in any
any
action or proceeding
proceeding commenced prior to or on or after the effective
date
Act), on account
to pay
date of this Act),
account of the failure of said employer to
pay
an employee compensation
compensation for
for any period
period of
of overtime
overtime work
work performed
performed
prior to July 20, 1949, if
compensation paid prior to
if the compensation
to July
July 20,
1949,
20, 1949,
for such work was at least equal
equal to
to the
compensation which
which would
the compensation
would
have been
payable for such work
work had
been payable
(6) and
had section
section 7
7 (d)
(d) (6)
and (7)
(7) and
and
section 7
7 (g) of the Fair Labor Standards
Standards Act
Act of
of 1938,
1938, as
as amended,
amended,
been in effect at the time of such payment.
(f) Public
Law 177,
177, Eighty-first
(f)
Public Law
Congress, approved
approved July
Eighty-first Congress,
July 20,
20, 1949,
1949,
is hereby repealed
as of
of the
the effective
repealed as
effective date
date of
of this
this Act.
Act.
Approved October
October 26,
1949.
26, 1949.
[CHAPTER 737]
[CHAPTER
737]

26,1949
October 26,
October
1949
EH.
J. Res.
Res. 340]
340]
[H. J.
[Public
IPublic Law
Law 394]
394]

Architect of the
t he
Capitol.
"The Senateand
"The
Senate and the
RepresentaHouse of Representatives."
tives."
Ante,
p. 377.
Ante, p.
377.

To clarify
To
clarify the
the status
status of
and
and

JOINT
RESOLUTION
JOINT RESOLUTION

the Architect of the Capitol under
under the Federal Property
Administrative Services Act of 1949.
Administrative

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives
Representativesof the
the United
United
States of America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the term "the Senate
States
in Congress
and the House of Representatives",
Representatives", as used in the Federal Property
Property
and Administrative
Administrative Services Act of 1949,
1949, shall be construed to include
the Architect of the Capitol and any activities
activities under his direction,
the
direction,
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authorized by such Act shall (as far as
and any
any of the services authorized
and
practicable)
available to the Architect of the Capitol, upon
upon
practicable) be made available
his request.
request.
his
Approved October
October 26, 1949.
1949.
Approved
[CHAPTER
739]
[CHAPTER 739]

AN ACT

To amend
amend Public Law 885, Eightieth Congress, chapter 813, second session.

Representatives of the
Be
enacted by the
Senate and House of Representatives
the Senate
Be it
it enacted
assembled, That Public
Congress assembled,
United States
States of America in
in Congress
Public Law
United
second session, is amended by
885, Eightieth
Eightieth Congress,
chapter 813, second
Congress, chapter
885,
I, the words "based
striking
out from
section 1,
"based upon the
paragraph I,
1, paragraph
from section
striking out
highest
the property at the time it
it is offered for sale
and best use of the
highest and
regardless of
of its
its former
former character
and by inserting
inserting before
or use" and
character or
regardless
the colon
colon at
at the
end of
of the first
paragraph of section 11the following
following
first paragraph
the end
the
language: "which
"which shall
arriving at the fair
into account
account in arriving
be taken
taken into
shall be
language:
value".
value".
26, 1949.
Approved
October 26,
Approved October
[CHAPTER 740]
[CHAPTER

AOT ACT
A rl
AN

quarters at Brunswick, Georgia, for the United
United
provide for the furnishing of quarters
To provide

Southern District of Georgia.
States
for the Southern
rgia.
Court for
District Court
States District

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate and House
H021,86 of Representatives
Representatives of the
by the
Be
limitations
United
States of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the limitations
America in
of America
United States
28, of the United
and
restrictions contained
section 142,
142, title 28,
United States
in section
contained in
and restrictions
the
for the
Code,
shall be
holding court for
to holding
pertains to
as pertains
insofar as
waived insofar
be waived
Code, shall
Brunswick
the United
States District
Court at
at Brunswick,
Brunswick,
District Court
United States
of the
Division of
Brunswick Division
Georgia.
Georgia.
Approved October 26, 1949.
Approved

October
26, 1949
1949
October 26,
[H. R.
R. 3155]
[Public Law
Law 395]
395]
[Public

62 Stat.
Stat. 1229.
1229.
62

October 26,
October
26, 1949
149

[H. R. 3793]

[H. R. 3793]
[Public Law
Law 396]
396]
[Public

62 Stat.
Stat. 898.
898.
62
Supp.
28 U. S.
S. C.,
C., Bopp.
28
§142.
142.
II, 1

[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 741]

AN ACT
AN ACT
To
enable
the
Legislature
of
the
Territory
Hawaii to authorize the city and
of Hawaii
Territory
of
the
Legislature
the
To enable
county of
of Honolulu,
Honolulu, a
a municipal corporation,
corporation, to issue sewer bonds.
county

October 26,
26, 1949
1949
October
[H.
[II. R.
R. 4966]
Law 397]
(Public Law
397]
[Public

the
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of the
the Senate
Be
Honolulu, Hawaii.
Honolulu,
Hawaii.
United
States of
of America
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
Legislature
the Legislature
That the
sewer
Issuance of sewer
Issuance
in Congress
America in
United States
bonds.
bonds.
of
the
Territory
of
Hawaii,
any
provisions
of
the
Hawaiian
Organic
Organic
Hawaiian
the
of
of the Territory of Hawaii, any provisions
31 Stat.
31
Stat. 141.
141.
C., §8 493
48 U.
U. 8.
S. C.,
493
48
of this note;
Act, of
of any
of the
the Territory
of Hawaii,
Hawaii, or of any Act of
Territory of
laws of
any laws
Act,
Supp. II,
note; Supp.
II, if508
508
Congress
contrary notwithstanding,
notwithstanding, may
may authorize
authorize the
and etof cog.
city and
the city
seq.
the contrary
to the
Congress to
Ante,
p.
563;
post,
post,
county of
of Honolulu,
municipal corporation
corporation of
of the
the Territory
Territory of
of p.p. 926
a municipal
Honolulu, a
county
926.
Hawaii,
in the
the sum
sum of
$4,500,000 for
for
of $4,500,000
bonds in
general-obligation bonds
issue general-obligation
to issue
Hawaii, to
the
purpose of
of enabling
it to
to construct
sewerage systems
systems in the city
construct sewerage
enabling it
the purpose
of
Honolulu.
of Honolulu.
Maturity.
Maturity.
either
SEC. 2.
2. The
The bonds
bonds issued
issued under
under authority
authority of
Act may be either
this Act
of this
SEC.
term
or serial
serial bonds,
bonds, maturing,
the case
term bonds,
not later
later
bonds, not
of term
case of
in the
maturing, in
term or
than
thirty years
years from
the date
issue thereof,
and in
in the
the case
of
case of
thereof, and
of issue
date of
from the
than thirty
the
serial bonds,
installments, the
annual installments,
equal annual
substantially equal
in substantially
payable in
bonds, payable
serial
first
installment to
mature not
not later
later than
five years
years and
the last
installlast installand the
than five
to mature
first installment
ment to
not later
thirty years
of such
such issue.
issue.
date of
the date
from the
years from
than thirty
later than
to mature
mature not
ment
Such
issued without
without the
President of
the
of the
the President
of the
approval of
the approval
be issued
may be
bonds may
Such bonds
United States.
States.
United
Ratification and
SEC. 3.
270 of
Sessions Laws of Hawaii 1949, pertaining to confirmation.
the Sessions
of the
Act 270
3. Act
SEO.
confirmation.
ratified
the issuance
issuance of
of sewer
bonds, as
as authorized
hereby ratified
authorized by this Act, is hereby
sewer bonds,
the
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Amendments.

Proceeds.
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and confirmed subject to the provisions of this Act: Provided,
Provided, howhowever, That nothing herein contained
shall be
deemed to
the
contained shall
be deemed
to prohibit
prohibit the
amendment
amendment of such Territorial
Territorial legislation by the
Legislature of
the Legislature
of the
the
Territory of Hawaii
Hawaii from time to time to provide for
changes in
for changes
in the
the
improvements authorized by such legislation
and for
for the
the disposition
legislation and
disposition
of unexpended

realized from the sale of said bonds: Provided
of unexpended moneys
moneys realized
Provided

further,
proceeds of the bond issues hereby authorized
further, That the proceeds
authorized shall
shall
be expended
expended only for authorized public improvements
improvements or
or for
for reduction
reduction
of the debt, unless otherwise approved
approved by the
the Congress.
Congress.
Approved
Approved October 26, 1949.
[CHAPTER 7421
742]
October 26,
26, 1949
[H. R.
[H.
R. 4967]
[Public Law 398]
398]
[Public

Honolulu, Hawaii.
Honolulu,
Public-park imPublic-park
provement bonds.
provement
31 Stat. 141.
141.
48 U. 8.
S. C.,
C., §
§ 493
note; Supp. II,
II, §§508
508 et
seq.
Ante, p. 663;
563; post,
post,
p. 926.

Maturity.

Ratification
Ratification and
confirmation.
confirmation.

Amendment.
Amendment.

Proceeds
Proceeds.

AN ACT
ACT
To
enable the Legislature of the Territory
To enable
Territory of Hawaii to authorize
authorize the
city and
and
the city
county of Honolulu, aa municipal corporation,
corporation, to issue
bonds for
the construcconstrucissue bonds
for the
tion of certain public-park
public-park improvements
improvements in
city of
of Honolulu.
in the
the city
Honolulu.

Be it enacted
Senate and House of
enacted by the Senate
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the

United
United States
States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
LegisThat the
the Legis-

lature of the Territory of Hawaii, any provision of the Hawaiian
Hawaiian
Organic
Organic Act or of any Act of this Congress to the
the contrary
contrary notwithnotwithstanding, may authorize the city and county of Honolulu,
Honolulu, aamunicipal
municipal
corporation of the Territory of Hawaii,
Hawaii, to
general-obligation
to issue
issue general-obligation
bonds in the sum of $500,000
$500,000 for the purpose
purpose of
of enabling
to construct
construct
enabling it
it to
improvements
improvements to Kapiolani Park,
public park
playground in
in
Park, aa public
park and
and playground
the city of
of Honolulu.
SEC.
SEC. 2. The bonds issued under authority
authority of this Act
be either
either
Act may
may be
term or serial bonds, maturing, in the case of
not later
later
of term
term bonds,
bonds, not
than thirty years from the date of issue thereof, and, in
in the
the case
case of
of
serial bonds, payable in substantially
substantially equal annual
annual installments,
installments, the
the
first installment
installment to mature not later than five years and
the last
last installand the
installment to mature not later than thirty years from
date of
such issue.
from the
the date
of such
issue.
Such bonds
bonds may be issued without the approval of
Such
the President
of the
President of
of
the United States.
SEC. 3. Act
Act 285 of the Session Laws of Hawaii 1949,
Sue.
1949, pertaining
pertaining to
to
the issuance of bonds for the construction
construction of such
such said
said public-park
public-park
improvements
improvements for and in the city of Honolulu,
Honolulu, as
authorized by
by this
this
as authorized
Act, is hereby ratified and confirmed
confirmed subject to the provisions
this
provisions of
of this
Provided, however, That nothing herein
Act: Provided,
be
herein contained
contained shall
shall be
deemed to prohibit the amendment of such Territorial
deemed
Territorial legislation
legislation by
by
the Legislature
the
Legislature of the Territory of Hawaii
Hawaii from
from time
time to
to time
time to
to
provide
provide for changes
in the
au th or i
ze d by
by such
such l
egi
schanges in
the improvement
improvementss authorized
legislation and for the disposition
lation
disposition of unexpended
unexpended moneys
realized
from
moneys realized from
the
of said bonds: Provided
the sale
sale of
Provided further,
further, That the proceeds
proceeds of
of the
the
bond issues hereby authorized
authorized shall be expended
expended only
only for
for authorized
authorized
public improvements
improvements or for reduction
reduction of
of the debt
debt unless
unless otherwise
otherwise
approved
approved by the Congress.
Approved October 26, 1949.
(CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 743]
7431

October 26, 1949
[H. R. 4968]
IPublic
[Public Law 399]
399]

Honolulu, Hawaii.
Honolulu,
Hawaii.
Issuance of floodcontrol bonds.
31 Stat.
141.
Stat. 141.
48 U.
U. S. C., J
§ 493
note; Supp.
Snpp. H,
II, §508 d
et

seq.
*5.
Ante, p. 583;
663;
p. 928.
P.
92&

post,
Poe,

AN ACT
To enable
enable the Legislature of the Territory of Hawaii
Hawaii to authorize
To
authorize the
city and
and
the city
county
Honolulu, a
a municipal
county of
of Honolulu,
municipal corporation, to issue flood-control
bonds.
flood-control bonds.

Be it
enacted by the Senate and
and House of Representatives
Be
it enacted
Representatives of
of the
the
United
States
America in Congress
Congress assembled,
United States of America
assembled, That the Legislature
Legislature
of
the Territory
of the
Territory of
of Hawaii,
Hawaii, any provisions
provisions of the Hawaiian
Hawaiian Organic
Act,
of
any
laws
of
Act, of any laws of the
the Territory
Territory of Hawaii, or of any Act of this
Congress
the contrary
contrary notwithstanding,
Congress to
to the
notwithstanding, may authorize the
the, city
and
a municipal corporation of the
and county
county of Honolulu, a
Territory
the Territory

63 STAT.]
STAT.]

923
923
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of Hawaii, to issue general-obligation
general-obligation bonds in the sum of $1,200,000
$1,200,000
to .acquire, construct,
construct, reconstruct, improve, better, extend, and maintain
tam projects
projects or undertakings
undertakings for the control of and protection against
flood and floodwaters,
floodwaters, including the power
and rehabilitate
rehabilitate
power to drain
drain and
lands already flooded
flooded in the city
Honolulu.
city of
of Honolulu.
SEc.
2. The bonds or
S
EC. 2.
obligations herein
herein authorized
or obligations
authorized to be issued
issued
shall be coupon in form, shall
exceed
shall bear
bear interest at aa rate
rate not to exceed
centum per
annum, and
shall mature
mature serially
over a
period
55 per
per centum
per annum,
and shall
serially over
a period
years, with
without the
privilege of
of prior
of not
not to exceed thirty
thirty years,
with or
or without
the privilege
prior
redemption
redemption as the board of supervisors may by resolution
resolution determine.
determine.
If
If sold to the Government
Government of the
agency or
the United
United States
States or
or any agency
or
instrumentality thereof, said
obligations may
sold at
instrumentality
said bonds
bonds or
or obligations
may be
be sold
at priprivate sale
sale at
at not
not less
less than
than par
par and
and accrued
interest to
to the
date of
of such
vate
accrued interest
the date
such
sale. No
shall be
be necessary
authorize such
bonds or
or
sale.
No election
election shall
necessary to
to authorize
such bonds
which may
bear suc_i
date or
may be
be payable
payable
other obligations,
obligations, which
may bear
such date
or dates,
dates, may
registration privileges
privileges as
as
at such
such place
place or places,
places, and
and may carry such
such registration
to either
either principal
interest or
as to
to principal
principal only
to
principal and
and interest
or as
only as
as the
the treasurer
treasurer
of said
city and
county of
of Honolulu,
Honolulu, with
the approval
approval of
of the
the board
board
of
said city
and county
with the
thereof, may
inconsistent with
of supervisors thereof,
may provide.
provide. Except
Except where
where inconsistent
with
provisions of chapter
chapter 117
Revised
the provisions of this
this Act,
Act, the
the provisions
117 of the Revised
Laws
Hawaii 1945 shall
shall apply
other obligations
Laws of Hawaii
apply to
to bonds
bonds and
and other
obligations used
used
under
Act. Such
Such bonds
bonds may
be issued
issued without
approval of
of
under this
this Act.
may be
without the
the approval
the President
President of the United States.
the
Sac.
3. Act
of the
the Session
Session Laws
1949, pertaining
to
SEC. 3.
Act 273
273 of
Laws of
of Hawaii
Hawaii 1949,
pertaining to
the
of flood-control
bonds, as
as authorized
authorized by
by this
is
this Act,
Act, is
the issuance
issuance of
flood-control bonds,
hereby ratified
confirmed subject
subject to
to the
provisions of
of this
Act:
ratified and
and confirmed
the provisions
this Act:
hereby
shall be deemed
deemed
Provuled
2 however,
That nothing herein contained
contained shall
Provided,
however, That
to prohibit
the amendment
amendment of
Territorial legislation
legislation by
the Legisby the
Legisof such
such Territorial
to
prohibit the
lature of
of the
the Territory
of Hawaii
from time
time to
to time
provide for
for
time to
to provide
Hawaii from
lature
Territory of
changes in
in the
the improvements
authorized by
by such
legislation and
and for
for
such legislation
improvements authorized
changes
the disposition
disposition of
of unexpended
unexpended moneys
from the
the sale
sale
moneys realized
realized from
the
of said
said bonds:
bonds: Provided
the proceeds
the bond
bond issues
of the
issues
That the
proceeds of
Provided further,
further, That
of
hereby authorized
shall be
expended only
public
only for
for authorized
authorized public
be expended
hereby
authorized shall
improvements or
for reduction
of the
the debt
unless otherwise
otherwise approved
approved
improvements
or for
reduction of
debt unless
by the
the Congress.
Congress.
by
Approved October
October 26, 1949.
Approved
[CHAPTER 744]
7441
[CHAPTER

ACT
AN ACT

To
provide for
for the
of quarters
United
Georgia, for
for the
the United
at Thomasville,
Thomasville, Georgia,
quarters at
the furnishing
furnishing of
To provide
States District
Georgia.
for the
the Middle
Middle District
District of
of Georgia.
States
District Court
Court for

Form; interest;
Interest; maturity.
turity.

Ratification and
Ratification
and
confirmation.
confirmation.
Amendment.
Amendment.

Proceeds.
Proceeds.

October 26, 1949

51011
R.51911
[II. R.
[Public
lPublic Law 4001

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
Senate and
the Senate
Be
United
States of
of America
Congress assembled,
That, notwithstandnotwithstandassembled, That,
in Congress
America in
United States
Stat. 898.
Stat.
898.
ing
of section
section 142
of title
28, United
Code, quarters
quarters 62
States Code,
title 28,
United States
142 of
the provisions
provisions of
ing the
28 U.
C.,
28
U. S.
S. C.,
n,
142.
and
accommodations
for
holding
court
for
the
United
States
District
U,
and accommodations for holding court for the United States District
Court for
the Middle
Middle District
District of
of Georgia
be furnished
in ThomasThomasmay be
furnished in
Georgia may
for the
Court
ville, Georgia,
Georgia, in
Federal building
project.
construction project.
building construction
any proposed
proposed Federal
in any
ville,
Approved October
October 26,
1949.
26, 1949.
Approved

Supp.
Supp.

[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 745]

ACT
AN ACT
ACT
To enable
the Legislature
city and
and
authorize the city
of Hawaii
Hawaii to authorize
Territory of
Legislature of
of the Territory
enable the
To
county of
of Honolulu,
Honolulu, a
a municipal
issue bonds
bonds for
the purpose
purpose of
of
for the
to issue
corporation, to
municipal corporation,
county
defraying
public improvements conshare of the cost of
of public
city and
and county's
county's share
defraying the
the city
structed
pursuant
to
improvement
district
proceedings.
structed pursuant to improvement district proceedings.
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
of the
the
Representatives of
and House
by the
Be
United States
States of
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the LegisLegisin Congress
of America
America in
United
lature of
the Territory
of Hawaii,
any provision
the Hawaiian
Hawaiian
of the
provision of
Hawaii, any
Territory of
lature
of the

October 26, 199
1949
[H. R. 5459]
[Public Law 401]
[Public

Honolulu,
Honolulu, Hawaii.
Hawaii.
improvement
Public improvement

bonds.
bonds.

924
31 Stat.
31
Stat. 141.
141.
48 U.
S. C.
493
48
U. S.
C. §§ 493
note;
Supp II,
II, §
508 et
et
note; Supp
§ 508
seq.
seq.
Ante, p.
p. 563;
663; post,
post,
p.
p. 926.
926.

Maturity.
Maturity.

Ratification
Ratification and
and
confirmation.
confirmation.
Amendment.
Amendment.

Proceeds.
Proceeds.
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Organic Act or of any Act of this Congress to
to the
the contrary
contrary notwithnotwithstanding, may authorize the city
city and
and county
of Honolulu,
county of
Honolulu, aa munimunicipal corporation
corporation of
the Territory
of Hawaii,
Hawaii, to
issue general
general obliobliof the
Territory of
to issue
gation bonds
the sum
bonds in the
sum of
of $1,000,000
$1,000,000 for
for the
the purpose
purpose of
of defraying
defraying
the city and county's share of the cost
cost of
improvements conconof public
public improvements
pursuant to
structed pursuant
improvement district
proceedings.
to improvement
district proceedings.
SEC.
the authority
S
EC. 2. The bonds issued under the
this Act
Act shall
authority of
of this
shall
be serial bonds, payable in substantially
substantially equal
equal annual
annual installments,
installments,
the first installment to
to mature
later than
than five
years from
from the
the
mature not
not later
five years
series and
date of the issue of such series
and the
installment to
mature not
the last
last installment
to mature
not
later than thirty years from the date of
of such
bonds
such issue.
issue. Such
Such bonds
may be issued without
without the
approval of
of the
the United
United
the approval
of the
the President
President of
States.
States.
SEC.
SEC. 3.
3. Act
Act 375
375 of
of the
Session Laws
Laws of
1949, pertaining
pertaining
the Session
of Hawaii
Hawaii 1949,
to the
the issuance
to
issuance of
of bonds
Act, is
is hereby
and
bonds authorized
authorized by
by this
this Act,
hereby ratified
ratified and
the provisions
provisions of
confirmed subject to the
of this
this Act:
however,
Act: Provided,
Provided, however,
be deemed
That nothing herein contained
contained shall be
prohibit the
amenddeemed to
to prohibit
the amendment of such
such Territorial
Territorial legislation
Legislature of
of the
legislation by
by the
the Legislature
the TerriTerritory of Hawaii
to provide
provide for
Hawaii from time to time to
changes in
in the
for changes
the
improvement district proceedings
improvement
proceedings contemplated
contemplated by
by this
this Act
Act for
for the
the
disposition of unexpended
unexpended moneys
from the
sale of
moneys realized
realized from
the sale
of said
said bonds:
bonds:
Provided
further, That
Provided further,
That the
of the
bond issues
hereby authorauthorthe proceeds
proceeds of
the bond
issues hereby
ized shall be expended only for
for authorized
authorized public
public improvements
improvements or
or
for reduction of the debt
debt unless
approved by
by the
Congress.
unless otherwise
otherwise approved
the Congress.
Approved October 26,
26, 1949.
1949.
[CHAPTER 746]

October 26, 1949
[H.
[H. R.
R. 5490]
5490]

[Public Law
[Public
Law 402]
402]

Kauai
County, HaKauai County,
Ha.
waii.
wail.
Public
Public improvement
improvement
bonds.
bonds.
31 Stat. 141.
141.
48 U.
48
493
U. S.. C.
C. § 493
note; Supp. II,
II, §§508
0S et
et
seq.
Ante,
Ante, p.
p. 563;
563; post,
post,
p.
p. 926.
926.
Maturity.
Maturity.

Ratification and
Ratification
and
confirmation.
confirmation.

Amendment.
Amendment.

Proceeds.
Piwcetals.

[63 STAT.
STAT.
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AN ACT
ACT

To enable the Legislature
Legislature of the Territory of Hawaii to authorize
authorize the
the county
county of
of
Kauai,
Kauai, Territory of Hawaii,
to issue
public improvement
Hawaii, to
issue public
improvement bonds.
bonds.

Be it
it enacted
Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of
enacted by the Senate
of the
the
United
America in
United States of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the Legislature
Legislature
of the Territory of Hawaii,
Hawaii, any provisions
provisions of
of the
the Hawaiian
Hawaiian Organic
Organic
Act, or any laws of the Territory
of Hawaii,
Territory of
Hawaii, or
or of
any Act
this
of any
Act of
of this
Congress
notwithstanding, may
Congress to the contrary
contrary notwithstanding,
may authorize
authorize the
county
the county
of Kauai, Territory of Hawaii,
Hawaii, to
to issue
issue general-obligation
general-obligation bonds
in
bonds in
the sum of $725,000 for the purpose
purpose of
of enabling
enabling it
it to
to make
make public
public
improvements in
improvements
in that
that county.
county.
SEC.
EC. 2. The bonds issued under the
the authority
authority of
Act shall
shall be
be
of this
this Act
serial bonds maturing in substantially equal
equal annual
annual installments,
installments, the
the
first installment to mature not later than
than five
five years
years from
the date
from the
date of
of
the last
last installment
the issue of such series, and the
not later
later than
than thirty
thirty
installment not
issue. Such
years from the date of such issue.
bonds may
may be
be issued
issued without
Such bonds
without
of the President
approval of
President of
of the
the United
United States.
States.
SEC.
SEC. 3. Act 382 of the Session Laws of Hawaii,
Hawaii, 1949,
1949 2 pertaining
pertaining
to the issuance of
of public
public improvement
improvement bonds,
bonds, as
as authorized
authorized by
by this
this
confirmed subject
Act, is hereby ratified and confirmed
to the
the provisions
this
subject to
provisions of
of this
Provided, however,
however, That nothing
nothing herein
Act: Provided,
herein contained
contained shall
shall be
be
deemed to prohibit
prohibit the amendment
amendment of such
by
such Territorial
Territorial legislation
legislation by
the Legislature of the Territory of Hawaii from time
time to
to time
time to
to proproimprovements authorized
vide for changes in the improvements
by such
such legislation
authorized by
legislation
and for the disposition of unexpended
moneys realized
unexpended moneys
the sale
realized from
from the
sale
of said bonds: Provided
of the
Provided further,
further, That the proceeds
proceeds of
the bond
bond issues
issues
hereby authorized shall be expended only
only for
for authorized
authorized public
public
improvements or for reduction
otherwise approved
improvements
reduction of the debt unless otherwise
approved
by the Congress.
Approved
Approved October 26,
1949.
26, 1949.
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[CHAPTER 747]
[CHAPTER
AN ACT
ACT
To authorize the exchange
exchange of certain lands of the United
United States situated in Iosco
County, Michigan,
Michigan, and for
Michigan, for lands within the national forests of Michigan,
for
other purposes;
purposes.

October
October 26, 1949
[H. R. 5601]
[H.
6601]
[Public Law
Law 403]
[Public

Be it
it enacted
Senate and
and House
Homuse of Representatives
enacted by the Senate
Representatives of the
East Tawas,
Tawas, Mich.
United States
States of America
America in
United
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That, subject to
Exchange
Exchange of lands.
approval by the National Forest Reservation
Reservation Commission
Commission as estabStat. 962.
lished by section 4
4 of the Act of March
March 1, 1911 (36 Stat.
Stat. 961),
961), the
the 36 stat.
U. S. C. §513.
Secretary of Agriculture
Secretary
Agriculture is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to
to exchange
exchange the
the followfollow- 16 U.S. 0. . 613.
ing-described lands for lands of at least equal value situated
ing-described
situated within
within
boundaries of
of national
national forests
forests within
within the
the State
the exterior boundaries
State of
of
Michigan:
and 77of block
block 13,
Michigan: Lots 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and
13, all
all of block 14, lots 11
to 10, inclusive, of block 15, lots 11to 12, inclusive, of
16, of
of
of block
block 16,
Newmans Addition,
Addition, East Tawas,
Newmans
County, Michigan:
Michigan: Provided,
Provided,
Tawas, Iosco
Iosco County,
That any lands conveyed
conveyed to the United
United States under the provisions
be subject
of this Act shall be
rules and
and regulations
subject to all of
of the
the laws
laws and
and rules
regulations
applicable to lands acquired
acquired under the afore-mentioned
afore-mentioned Act
of March
March
Act of
Stat. 961.
1, 1911,
if the
the mayor
mayor or other appropriate
1911, as amended:
amended: Provided,
Provided, That if
appropriate 36
16 U. S.. C.
480,
o.0. §
613-S19,
513-519,
521, 552, 563,
621,
East Tawas certifies
official of said town of East
certifies in writing
to the
Secretary
writing to
the Secretary 500.
500.
of Agriculture
Agriculture that
exchanged will
will be
be
that any such
such lands
lands authorized
authorized to
to be
be exchanged
Certification in writCertificationinwriting of use of land.
land.
used
the value
of the
lands to
be accepted
accepted in
in ing
used for public
public purposes, the
value of
the lands
to be
exchange
Agriculture shall be
exchange therefor by the Secretary of Agriculture
value
be of a
a value
at least
least equal
(1) the value
such lands
nonequal to
to the sum of (1)
value of
of such
lands used
used for
for nonpublic
purposes, and
value of
of such
such lands
used
public purposes,
and (2)
(2) 50
50 per
per centum
centum of
of the
the value
lands used
Reversion to U. S.
S.
for public purposes: Provided
Provided further,
any time
time during
further, That
That if,
if, at
at any
during Reversion
the
exchange, such
such lands
lands originally
the five-year
fve-year period after such
such exchange,
originally used
used
for public purposes
to the
purposes cease to
to be
be so
so used,
used, title thereto
thereto shall
shall revert
revert to
the
United
said town
of East
Tawas pays
the
United States
States unless
unless said
town of
East Tawas
pays or
or transfers
transfers to
to the
United
States money,
money, lands,
lands, or
other valuable
valuable consideration
United States
or other
consideration equal
equal to
to
(computed as of
50 per centum
centum of the value
value (computed
of the
the date of such
such exchange)
exchange)
of such lands.
Approved October 26, 1949.
Approved
[CHAPTER 751]
751]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT

To
authorize appropriations
appropriations for projects
Act so as to authorize
Federal Airport Act
To amend
amend the Federal
in
in the Virgin
Virgin Islands.
Islands.

October 26, 1040
1949
October
IS. 2360]
[S.
[Public
4041
[ ublic Law 404]

2360

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
and House
Representatives of
House of
of Repre.entatives
of the
the
Be
the Senate
Senate and
Federal Airport
AirportAct,
Act,
United
States of
in Congress
That section
section 55 (c)
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
(c) amendment.
United States
of America
Stat.
60
172.
of the
the Federal
Federal Airport
Airport Act
to read
as follows:
follows:
read as
Act is
is amended
amended to
of
49 U. S.
S. C.
C. §1104(c).
11104 (c).
(c) For
the purpose
purpose of
of carrying
carrying out
Act with
with respect
to
out this
this Act
respect to
"(c)
For the
Annual appropriation authorized.
authorized.
projects
in
the
Territories
of
Alaska
and
Hawaii,
and
in
Puerto
Rico
projects in the Territories of Alaska and Hawaii, and in Puerto Rico
and the
the Virgin
annual appropriations
appropriations amounting
in the
the
amounting in
Virgin Islands,
Islands, annual
and
aggregate to
$20,000,000 are
hereby authorized
authorized to
the
be made
made to
to the
to be
are hereby
to $20,000,000
aggregate
Administrator
beginning with
fiscal years
years beginning
with
over aa period
period of
of seven
seven fiscal
Administrator over
the
fiscal year
year ending
June 30,
30, 1947.
1947. The
The appropriation
appropriation for
for any
such
any such
the fiscal
ending June
fiscal year
available until
until June
1953, unless
sooner
30, 1953,
unless sooner
June 30,
fiscal
year shall
shall remain
remain available
rePlanning and reexpended.
Not to
exceed 5
per centum
any such
such annual
appro- search.
of any
annual approto exceed
5 per
centum of
expended. Not
priation,
as specified
specified in
in the
Act making
making such
such appropriation,
appropriation, shall
be
shall be
the Act
priation, as
available
the Administrator
and research
research
for necessary
necessary planning
planning and
to the
Administrator for
available to
and
administrative expenses
to the
the administration
administration of
of
incident to
expenses incident
for administrative
and for
this
Act with
with respect
in the
of Alaska
Alaska and
and
this Act
respect to
to projects
projects in
the .Territories
Territories of
Hawaii,
and the
the Virgin
Islands; and
and the
the amount
Virgin Islands;
amount
Hawaii, and
and in
in Puerto
Puerto Rico
Rico and
so
shall be
be deducted
deducted from
for purposes
purposes
from such
such appropriation
appropriation for
so available
available shall
of
amount thereof
thereof available
available for
grants for
for projects
for grants
projects
the amount
of determining
determining the
therein.
the total
total amount
amount available
such grants,
per centum
centum
grants, 45
45 per
available for
for such
Of the
therein. Of

926
926
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shall
be available
for projects
in the
Territory of
25 per
per
of Alaska,
Alaska, 25
projects in
the Territory
available for
shall be
centum
shall be
be available
projects in
in the
Territory of
25
of Hawaii,
Hawaii, 25
the Territory
available for
for projects
centum shall
per centum
shall be
available for
projects in
and 5
5per
per
Puerto Rico,
Rico, and
in Puerto
for projects
be available
per
centum shall
centum shall
shall be
available for
for projects
projects in
Virgin Islands."
Islands."
in the
the Virgin
be available
centum
Approved October
October 26, 1949.
1949.
Approved

[CHAPTER 752]

[CHAPTER 752]
October 26, 1949
[H. R. 4000]
[Public Law
405]
Law 4051

Hawaiian Organic
Organic
Hawaiian
Act, amendment.
amendment.
Act,
145.
31 Stat. 145.
C. § 588.
48 U. S.. c.

AN ACT
ACT
To amend section 16 of the Hawaiian Organic Act relative to disqualification of
legislators.

To amend section 16 of the Hawaiian Organic Act relative to disqualification of
legislators.

Be
it enacted
by the
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of the
House of
the Senate
Senate and
enacted by
Be it
United
Congress assembled,
section 16
of
16 of
That section
assembled, That
of America
America in
in Congress
States of
United States
the
Organic Act
to read
read as
as follows:
follows:
amended to
Act is
is hereby
hereby amended
Hawaiian Organic
the Hawaiian
"SEc. 16.
of
no member
member of
LEGISLATORs.-That HO
DISQUALIFICATION OF LEGISLATORS.—That
16. DISQUALIFICATION
"SEC.
the
shall, during
which he
he is elected,
be
elected, be
term for
for which
during the
the term
the legislature
legislature shall,
appointed
to any
any office
office of
of the
the Territory
Territory of
of Hawaii:
Hawaii :
Provided,
Provided,
or elected
elected to
appointed or
That nothing
in this
this Act
shall prevent
prevent a
member of
of the
the legislature
legislature
a member
Act shall
nothing in
That
from
as a
delegate to
to a
constitutional convention."
convention."
a constitutional
a delegate
serving as
from serving
Approved
26, 1949.
Approved October 26,

[CHAPTER 753]

[CHAPTER 753]

October 26, 1949
R. 4090]
[H. R.
[Public Law 406]
[Public
Puerto Rico.
CooperativeagriculCooperativeagricultural extension
extension work.

S. C.
C. 343c.
343e.
77II.
U.S.

343d-1.
7
S. C. §3435-1.
7 II.
U.S.C.

Appropriation
Appropriation authorized.
thorized.

AN ACT
ACT
To extend the benefits of section 23 of the Bankhead-Jones Act to Puerto Rico.

To extend the benefits of section 23 of the Bankhead-Jones Act to Puerto Rico.

the
Representatives of the
Be
enacted by
and House of Representatives
by the Senate and
it enacted
Be it
United States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the provisions
States of America in
United
research into
of section
section 23
"An Act to provide
provide for research
Act entitled "An
of
23 of the Act
and principles
principles relating to agriculture
basic
agriculture and to provide for
basic laws and
the
cooperative agricultural
agricultural extension
extension work
work
the further
further development
development of cooperative
land-grant colleges",
and
endowment and support of land-grant
colleges",
and the more
more complete
complete endowment
(49 Stat. 436; 7
7 U. S. C. 343C)
approved
343C) and known as
approved June
June 29,
29, 1935 (49
the
Bankhead-Jones Act, as added
added by the Act of June
June 6,
6, 1945 (59
(59 Stat.
the Bankhead-Jones
Puerto Rico in such
L.
231), be, and
hereby, extended
extended to Puerto
such
and the same are hereby,
L. 231),
authorized without diminution of the
amounts as are hereinafter
hereinafter authorized
amounts authorized
authorized for
for payments
payments to
to the
the States
States and
and the Territory of
in section
provided in
section 23 of that Act.
Hawaii as
as provided
SEC. 2. To carry into effect the above provisions for extending
SEc.
extending
extent herein provided.,
provided, the benefits of the said
to Puerto
Puerto Rico,
Rico, to
to the
the extent
Bankhead-Jones Act,
authorized to
Act, the following
following sums
sums are hereby
hereby authorized
Bankhead-Jones
be appropriated:
appropriated: For the first fiscal
of
beginning after
after the
the date
date of
fiscal year beginning
be
$101,090; for the fiscal year following the
the enactment of this Act, $101,090;
first
fiscal year
year for
for which
which an
made in
in pursuance
first fiscal
an appropriation
appropriation is
is made
pursuance of
of
the foregoing
foregoing authorization,
authorization, the additional sum of $100,000;
the
$100,000; and for
for
$100,000
each
each succeeding
succeeding fiscal
fiscal year
year thereafter,
thereafter, an additional sum of $100,000
appropriations authorized
until the total appropriations
authorized by this section shall amount
amount
to $401,090
annually, the authorization
to
$401,090 annually,
amount
authorization to
to continue
continue in that amount
for each succeeding
succeeding fiscal year.
Approved October 26, 1949.
1949.
[CHAPTER 754]

[CHAPTER 754]

October
October 26,
26, 1949
[H. R. 4686]
[Public Law 407]

Hawaii.
Public-improvePublic-improvement bonds.

AN ACT
To authorize the issuance of certain public-improvement bonds by the Territory
of Hawaii.

To authorize the issuance of certain public-improvement bonds by the Territory
of Hawaii.

enacted by the Senate
Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of the
the
Be it enacted
America in Congress
Congress assembled, That, during .the
United States
States of America
years 1949 to 1955,
authorized
1955, inclusive, the Territory of Hawaii is authorized
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and empowered
Hawaiian Organic
Act
empowered to issue, any provision
provision of the Hawaiian
Organic Act
contrary notwithstanding,
notwithstanding, publicor any other Act of Congress to the contrary
improvement bonds in such amounts as will not cause the total indebtTerritory to exceed
edness of such Territory
exceed $50,000,000.
$50,000,000. Any extension of the
the
total indebtedness
indebtedness of such Territory
Territory beyond $50,000,000 shall be made
solely in conformity
conformity with the Hawaiian
Hawaiian Organic Act.
Act.
SEC.
SEC. 2. All bonds issued pursuant to section
section 1
1 shall
shall be
be serial
serial bonds
bonds
payable
substantially equal annual
payable in substantially
annual installments, with the first
such
first such
installment
installment maturing not later than five years from the date
date of
of issue
issue
and the last such installment
installment maturing not later than thirty years
from such date.
date.
SEC.
SEC. 3. Bonds shall not be issued
to section
the
issued pursuant
pursuant to
section 11without
without the
approval
approval of the President
President of the United
United States.
States.
SEC.
S
EC. 4. Act Numbered 401 of
of 1949
1949 of
the Terriof the Session
Session Laws
Laws of
of the
Territory of Hawaii entitled "An Act relating
relating to public improvements,
improvements, and
and
the financing thereof, making
making appropriations
appropriations for
for public
public improvements,
improvements,
providing for the issuance
issuance of
public-improvement bonds
bonds and
memoof public-improvement
and memorializing Congress to authorize
authorize the issuance
issuance of
of public-improvement
public-improvement
bonds of the Territory
Territory of
the years
1949 to
to 1955,
of Hawaii
Hawaii during
during the
years 1949
1955,
inclusive, without respect
by the
respect to
to the
the limitation
limitation imposed
imposed by
the Hawaiian
Hawaiian
Organic
Organic Act, and amending Act 205 of the Session Laws of Hawaii
Hawaii
1947", to
the Territory
Territory of
of
to the extent
extent approved
approved by
by the
the Governor
Governor of
of the
Hawaii on May 27, 1949,
1949, is hereby
hereby confirmed
confirmed and
and ratified:
Provided,
ratified: Provided,
however, That nothing herein contained
contained shall be deemed
deemed to
to prohibit
prohibit the
the
amendment
amendment of
Territory by
of said
said Act of said Territory
by the
the legislature
legislature thereof,
thereof,
from time to
in the
authorto time, to
to provide
provide for changes
changes in
the improvements
improvements authorized by said Act and for
unexpended moneys
for the disposition
disposition of unexpended
moneys approapproProvidedfurther,
priated by said Act: Provided
further, That the
of the
the bond
bond
the proceeds of
issues
authorized shall
be expended
expended only
only for
for authorized
authorized public
public
issues hereby
hereby authorized
shall be
improvements or for reduction
improvements
reduction of
approved
of the
the debt unless
unless otherwise
otherwise approved
by the Congress.
Approved
1949.
Approved October 26, 1949.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 755]

AN ACT
ACT

To further the policy enunciated
Historic Sites Act
enunciated in
in the
the Historic
Act (49 Stat. 666) and
and to
to
facilitate
facilitate public
public participation
participation in the preservation
preservation of sites, buildings, and objects
significance or
of national significance
or interest
interest and
and providing a
a national trust for historic
historic
preservation.
preservation.

927
927
31 Stat. 141.
141.
48 U. S. C. §§ 493
note; Supp. II,
II, §§ 508
et
seq.
et seq.
Ante,
Ante, pp. 563, 926.

Maturity.
Maturity.

Approval of President of U. S.

Confirmation
Confirmation
ratification.

and
and

Stat. 141.
141.
31 Stat.
48 U. S.. C.
cC. 493
note; Supp. II, 1§ 508

et seq.
et
seq.
Ante,
563, 926.
Ante, pp. 563,
926.

Amendment.
Amendment.

Proceeds.

October 26, 1949
1919
[H. R.
It. 5170]
[H.
[Public
[Public Law 408]
408)

Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
of the
the
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Representatives of
National
National Trust for
for
United
.America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That,
in order
United States
States of
of America
That, in
order to
to Historic
Preservation
Preservation
In
S.
further the
the policy
policy enunciated
enunciated in
the
Act
of
August
21,
1935
(49
Stat.
in
U.
further
in the Act of August 21, 1935 (49 Stat.
U. S.. C.
16 U.
C.. U 461461.666),
entitled "An
"An Act
preservation of
of historic
666), entitled
Act to
to provide
provide for
for the
the preservation
historic 467.
467.
American
objects, and
antiquities
of
national
sigAmerican sites,
sites, buildings,
buildings, objects,
and antiquities of national significance,
and for
for other
to facilitate
public participanificance, and
other purposes",
purposes", and
and to
facilitate public
participation in
preservation of
sites, buildings,
buildings, and
and objects
national
tion
in the
the preservation
of sites,
objects of
of national
significance or
charitable, educaeducasignificance
or interest, there is hereby created
created aa charitable,
tional,
corporation, to be
National Trust
tional, and nonprofit
nonprofit corporation,
be known
known as
as the National
Trust
for Historic
Historic Preservation
Preservation in
in the
States, hereafter
for
the United
United States,
hereafter referred
referred
to as
as the
the "National
"National Trust".
The purposes
the National
National Trust
to
Trust". The
purposes of
of the
Trust shall
shall Purposes.
be
to
receive
donations
of
sites,
buildings,
and
objects
significant
be to receive donations of sites, buildings, and objects significant in
in
American
history and
preserve and
them for
for
American history
and culture,
culture, to
to preserve
and administer
administer them
public
benefit, to
administer gifts
gifts of
public benefit,
to accept,
accept, hold, and
and administer
of money,
money, securisecurities,
or other
other property
property of
of whatsoever
for the
ties, or
whatsoever character
character for
the purpose
purpose of
of
carrying
preservation program,
program, and
execute such
carrying out
out the
the preservation
and to
to execute
such other
other
functions
it by
functions as
as are vested
vested in
in it
by this
this Act.
office.
SEc.
have its
its principal
principal office
office in
in the
SEO. 2.
2. The
The National
National Trust
Trust shall
shall have
the Principal office.
District
of Columbia
Columbia and
and shall
deemed, for
of venue
venue in
District of
shall be
be deemed,
for purposes
purposes of
in
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[63 STAT.

civil actions,
actions, to
be an
inhabitant and
and resident
resident thereof.
The National
National
thereof. The
an inhabitant
to be
civil
Trust
may establish
establish offices
offices in
in such
such other
other place
places as
may deem
deem
or places
as it
it may
place or
Trust may
necessary
or appropriate
in the
conduct of
its business.
business.
of its
the conduct
appropriate in
necessary or
Board of
trustees.
Board
of trustees.
SrC.
the National
Trust shall
the general
Suc. 3. The affairs of
of the
National Trust
shall be
be under
under the
general
Composition.
Composition.
The Attorney
direction of aa board of trustees composed
composed as follows: The
General of
States; the
the Secretary
of the
Interior; and
and the
the
the Interior;
Secretary of
United States;
General
of the
the United
Director
National Gallery
of Art,
officio; and
not less
less than
than
and not
Art, ex
ex officio;
Gallery of
of the
the National
Director of
six
general trustees
be citizens
the United
United States,
to be
be
States, to
citizens of
of the
trustees who
who shall
shall be
six general
chosen
The Attorney
General, and
and the
the
Attorney General,
provided. The
chosen as
as hereinafter
hereinafter provided.
Secretary of
of the
the Interior,
Interior, when
desirable in the
the interest of
when it
it appears
appears desirable
Secretary
the
of the
the business
of the
board and
to such
extent as
as they
they
and to
such extent
the board
business of
conduct of
the conduct
deem
may, by
by written
written notice
notice to
to the
the National
desigTrust, desigNational Trust,
deem it
it advisable,
advisable, may,
nate
any officer
officer of
respective departments
to act
them in
in the
the
act for
for them
departments to
of their
their respective
nate any
discharge
their duties
duties as
member of
of the
The
board of
of trustees.
trustees. The
the board
as aamember
of their
discharge of
number of
general trustees
the Executive
Executive Board
Board of
shall be
be fixed
fixed by
by the
number
of general
trustees shall
the National
National Council
Historic Sites
corporation
and Buildings,
Buildings, aacorporation
for Historic
Sites and
Council for
the
of the
District of
of Columbia,
and the
the general
general trustees
trustees first
taking office
office
first taking
Columbia, and
of
the District
shall be
be chosen
chosen by
by aa majority
the members
the Executive
Executive
members of
of the
vote of
of the
majority vote
shall
Terms of office.
Board from the membership
membership of the National Council. The respective
respective
terms of
first general
general trustees
trustees so
shall be
be as
as prechosen shall
preso chosen
terms
of office
office of
of the
the first
scribed by
said Executive
Board but
case shall
shall exceed
exceed aa
but in
in no case
Executive Board
scribed
by the
the said
period
five years
years from
from the
the date
date of
general
A successor
successor to
to aageneral
of election.
election. A
period of
of five
trustee
shall be
chosen in
as the
the original
original trustees
the same
same manner
manner as
be chosen
in the
trustee shall
and shall
shall have
have a
expiring five
five years
years from
from the
the date
date of
of the
expirathe expiraa term
term expiring
and
tion of
of the
the term
term for
for which
which his
his predecessor
was chosen,
except that
that aa
chosen, except
predecessor was
tion
successor chosen
fill aavacancy
prior to
to the
of
the expiration
expiration of
vacancy occurring
occurring prior
to fill
successor
chosen to
such term
term shall
chosen only
of that
that term. The
remainder of
only for
for the
the remainder
be chosen
such
shall be
chairman
of the
the board
board of
of trustees
trustees shall
shall be
majority vote
vote
by a
a majority
be elected
elected by
chairman of
Compensation.
shall be
paid to
the
No compensation
compensation shall
of
of the
the board.
board. No
be paid
to the
of the
the members
members of
Compensation
members
for their
their services
services as such members,
board of
of trustees
trustees for
members of
of the
the board
but
they shall
be reimbursed
reimbursed for
expenses necessarily
necessarily
and actual
actual expenses
for travel
travel and
but they
shall be
incurred by
by them
meetings and
and performing
performing other
other
board meetings
them in
in attending
attending board
incurred
official duties
duties on
on behalf
of the
Trust at the
the direction of the
the National
National Trust
behalf of
official
board.
Powers.
it to
carry out
out the
functions
SEC.
To the
extent necessary
necessary to
to enable
enable it
Powers.
S
EC. 4.
4. To
the extent
to carry
the functions
vested
in it
it by
by this
this Act,
following
the following
shall have
have the
the National
National Trust
Trust shall
Act, the
vested in
general powers:
powers:
general
Succession.
Succession.
(a) To have
(a)
have succession
succession until dissolved by Act of Congress, in which
which
event title
to the
National Trust,
Trust, both
both real
real and
and
of the
the National
the properties
properties of
event
title to
personal, shall,
insofar as
consistent with
obligacontractual obligawith existing
existing contractual
as consistent
shall, insofar
personal,
tions and
subject to
all other
enforceable claims
demands
claims or
or demands
other legally
legally enforceable
and subject
to all
tions
by or
against the
National Trust,
Trust, pass
and become
become vested
vested in the
the
to and
pass to
by
or against
the National
United
of America.
America.
States of
United States
(b) To
To sue
in its
its corporate
corporate name.
name.
(b)
sue and
and be
be sued
sued in
Seal.
sel.
(c)
a corporate
(c) To adopt, alter, and use a
corporate seal which shall be judicially
cially noticed.
noticed.
Constitution,
Constitution, bybya constitution
constitution and to make such bylaws, rules, and
(d)
(d) To adopt a
laws, etc.
etc.
laws,
regulations, not inconsistent with the laws of the United States or of
any State,
for the
the administration
administration of its functions
State, as
as it
it deems
deems necessary
necessary for
any
under
Act, including
among other
matter, bylaws,
bylaws, rules,
rules, and regureguother matter,
including among
under this
this Act,
lations governing
visitation to
properties, administration
administration of
of
lations
governing visitation
to historic
historic properties,
corporate funds,
funds, and
procedure of
of the
board of
of
and the
the organization
organization and
and procedure
the board
corporate
trustees.
Gifts, etc.
Gifts,
(e)
etc.
(e). To accept, hold, and administer gifts and bequests of money,
securities,
or other
property of
whatsoever character,
absoother personal
personal property
of whatsoever
character, absosecurities, or
lutely
which the
the National
National Trust
lutely or
or on
on trust,
trust, for
for the purposes
purposes for which
is
created. Unless
of the
gift or
the gift
or
is created.
Unless otherwise
otherwise restricted
restricted by
by the
the terms
terms of
bequest,
the National
National Trust
Trust is
is authorized
authorized to
to sell,
sell, exchange,
or otherotherexchange, or
bequest, the
wise
to invest
invest or
or reinvest
reinvest in
such investments
as it
it
in such
investments as
wise dispose
dispose of
of and
and to
may determine from time to time the moneys, securities,
securities, or other
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property given
or bequeathed
bequeathed to
corporate
to it. The principal of such corporate
given or
property
revenues
funds,
therefrom and all other revenues
income therefrom
the income
with the
together with
funds, together
received
by it
source whatsoever,
whatsoever , shall be placed in such
such
any source
it from
from any
received by
depositories as
National Trust shall determine
determine and shall be subthe National
as the
depositories
corporate purposes.
ject to
expenditure by
National Trust for its corporate
the National
by the
to expenditure
ject
(f) To
acquire by
gift, devise,
devise, purchase,
purchase, or otherwise,
otherwise ' absolutely
by gift,
To acquire
(f)
or
trust, and
and to
hold and,
unless otherwise
otherwise restricted
restricted by the terms
and, unless
to hold
on trust,
or on
of the
or devise,
otherwise dispose of,
convey, or otherwise
to encumber,
encumber, convey,
devise, to
gift or
of
the gift
(except property
any
real property,
property, or
or any
estate or interest therein (except
any estate
any real
within the
the exterior
exterior boundaries
boundaries of
national monunational parks and national
of national
within
ments), as
may be
be necessary
necessary and
proper in carrying into effect the
and proper
as may
ments),
purposes of
National Trust.
Trust.
the National
of the
purposes
(g)
To contract
make cooperative
cooperative agreements
agreements with Federal,
and make
contract and
(g) To
State, or
or municipal
or agencies,
agencies, corporations,
associacorporations, associadepartments or
municipal departments
State,
conditions as it
tions,
or individuals,
individuals, under
it deems
terms and conditions
such terms
under such
tions, or
advisable, respecting
respecting the
maintenance, or
protection, preservation, maintenance,
the protection,
advisable,
or property used in
operation
of any
historic site,
object, or
building, object,
site, building,
any historic
operation of
National
regardless of whether the National
connection
therewith for public use, regardless
connection therewith
or any interest
Trust
to such
such properties,
properties, or
interest therein.
title to
acquired title
has acquired
Trust has
(h)
enter into
contracts generally
execute all instruments
to execute
and to
generally and
into contracts
To enter
(h) To
necessary
appropriate to
to carry
out its
its corporate
which
purposes, which
corporate purposes,
carry out
or appropriate
necessary or
instruments
include such
such concession
leases or permits
contracts, leases,
concession contracts,
shall include
instruments shall
property deemed
or other property
for the
use of
of lands,
lands, buildings,
deemed desirable
buildings, or
the use
for
administration.
either
to accommodate
accommodate the
the public
or to facilitate
facilitate administration.
public or
either to
officers, agents, and
(i)
the duties
duties of
such officers,
of such
prescribe the
and prescribe
appoint and
To appoint
(i) To
employees as
as may
may be
be necessary
necessary to
to carry
carry out
out its
functions, and to fix
its functions
employees
and pay
such compensation
compensation to them for their services as the National
pay such
and
Trust may
may determine.
Trust
necessary or appro(j) And
to do
do any
any and
all lawful
lawful acts necessary
and all
generally to
And generally
(j)
priate
to carry
carry out
for which
which the
National Trust is
the National
purposes for
the purposes
out the
priate to
created.
created.
SEC. 5.
5. In
In carrying
carrying out
its functions
National
under this Act, the National
functions under
out its
SEC.
National
Trust
is
authorized
to
consult
with
the
Advisory
Board on National
Advisory
the
with
consult
to
is
authorized
Trust
Parks,
Buildings, and
and Monuments,
Monuments, on matters relating
Sites, Buildings,
Historic Sites,
Parks, Historic
to
the selection
of sites,
buildings, and
and objects
preserved and
objects to be preserved
sites, buildings,
selection of
to the
protected
pursuant hereto.
hereto.
protected pursuant
SEC. 6.
6. The
National Trust
Trust shall,
or before
before the
1st day
day of
March
of March
the 1st
on or
shall, on
The National
SEC.
in each
transmit to
report of
of its
proceedings and
and
its proceedings
Congress aa report
to Congress
year, transmit
each year,
in
activities
for
the
preceding
calendar
year,
including
the
full
and
comcomand
full
the
including
year,
calendar
preceding
the
for
activities
plete statement
of its
its receipts
receipts and
expenditures.
and expenditures.
statement of
plete
SEc.
7. The
The right
to repeal,
or amend
Act at
at any time is
this Act
amend this
alter or
repeal, alter
right to
SEC. 7.
hereby e
xpressly reserved,
reserved, but
but no
no contract
contract or
individual right made
or individual
expressly
hereby
or acquired
acquired shall
thereby be
divested or
or impaired.
impaired.
be divested
shall thereby
or
1949.
Approved
26, 1949.
October 26,
Approved October
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Acquisition of propAcquisition
erty,
etc.
erty, etc.

Contracts and
agreeand agreeContracts
ments.
ments.

Appointment of
Appointment
officers,
officers, etc.
etc.

etc.
Selection of
sites, etc.
Selection
of sites,

to Congress.
Report
Congress.
Report to

Rights reserved.
Rights
reserved.

[CHAPTER
756]
[CHAPTER 756]

AN ACT
ACT
To ratify
ratify and
and confirm
confirm Act
Hawaii, 1949.
of Hawaii,
Laws of
Session Laws
the Session
of the
251 of
Act 251
To

Be it
by the
House of
Representatives of
of the
the
of Representatives
and House
Senate and
the Senate
enacted by
it enacted
Be
United
of America
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That Act 251 of the
in Congress
America in
States of
United States
Session Laws
1949, amending
Act 101
101 of
the Session
Laws
Session Laws
of the
amending Act
Hawaii, 1949,
of Hawaii,
Laws of
Session
of
Hawaii 1921,
as amended
amended by
32 of
of the
the Session
Laws of
of Hawaii,
Hawaii,
Session Laws
Act 32
by Act
1921, as
of Hawaii
1945, relating
to the
the manufacture,
manufacture, maintenance,
maintenance, distribution,
distribution, and
and
relating to
1945,
supply
electric current
within the
districts of
the districts
power within
and power
light and
for light
current for
of electric
supply of
North
South Hilo,
South Kohala,
Kohala, in
the county
county
in the
and South
Kau, and
Puna, Kau,
Hilo, Puna,
and South
North and
of
Hawaii, by
extending the
the franchise
franchise to
the district
district of
Kohala,
North Kohala,
of North
to the
by extending
of Hawaii,
in
that county,
county, is
and confirmed.
confirmed.
ratified and
hereby ratified
is hereby
in that
Approved
October 26, 1949.
Approved October
I
81939*-50—PT. I
81939"-50---T.
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October 26, 1949
October
1949
[H.
5489]
[H. R.
R. 5489]
[Public Law
Law 409]
409]
[Public
Hawaii.
Hawaii.
in
Electric current in
Electric
certain
certain districts.

930
930

PUBLIC LAWS-CHS.
LAWS— CHS.'757,
26, 1949
1949
757, 758—OCT.
758-OCT. 26,
PUBLIC
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 757]
757]

October
26, 1949
1949
October 26,
R. 5934]
5934]
[H. R.
[Public Law
410]
[Public
Law 410]

Federal
agencies.
Federal agencies.
Ventilating,
etc.,
Ventilating, etc.,
control
equipment.
control equipment.

40 U.
S. C.
C.. §317.
317.
40
U.S.

[63 STAT.
STAT.
[63

AN ACT

AN ACT

To
amend the
Second Supplemental
Appropriation Act, 1943,
Defense Appropriation
National Defense
Supplemental National
the Second
To amend
approved October
26, 1942
1942 (56
for other
purposes.
and for
other purposes.
990, 999),
999), and
(56 Stat.
Stat. 990,
approved
October 26,

Be
it enacted
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
the Senate
Senate and
by the
enacted by
Be it
United States
States of
Congress assembled,
of
That that portion of
assembled, That
in Congress
of America
America in
United
the Second
Supplemental National
National Defense
Appropriation Act, 1943,
1943,
Defense Appropriation
the
Second Supplemental
approved October
appropriating moneys
moneys to the Public Build26, 1942, appropriating
October 26,
approved
ings
expenses,
salaries and expenses,
Works Agency, for salaries
Federal Works
Administration, Federal
ings Administration,
public buildings
buildings and
and grounds
in the
the District
of Columbia
Columbia and
adjacent
and adjacent
District of
grounds in
public
area,
and for
for other
to aa
by changing
changing the colon to
purposes, be
be amended
amended by
other purposes,
area, and
comma
after the
(as set
set forth
forth in
line 22
paragraph
22 of paragraph
in line
word "buildings"
"buildings" (as
the word
comma after
5, page
page 999,
999, of
of volume
56, part
part 1,
1, U.
Stat. L.),
L.), and
and adding the
S. Stat.
U. S.
volume 56,
5,
following:
ventilating
apply, however,
however, to ventilating
not apply,
"such restrictions
restrictions shall not
following: "such
and temperature
equipment for special laboralaboracontrol equipment
and humidity
humidity control
temperature and
and
tory,
scientific, and
and research
and
research purposes, the cost of the purchase and
tory, scientific,
appropriations of the
installation of which may be borne from the appropriations
particular
Federal agency utilizing such equipment,
equipment, but such installaparticular Federal
tions
tions shall be subject to approval by the General Services Adminisbe
tration
subsequent to its installation the equipment shall he
tration and
and subsequent
maintained and operated
operated by the General Services Administration and
and
maintained
Administration
shall remain under the custody and control of such Administration

of funds
funds:".
without exchange
exchange of
:".
without

Approved
Approved October 26, 1949.
[CHAPTER 758]
[CHAPTER
October 26, 1949
[H.
[H. R. 6109]
[Public Law 411]

AN ACT

Granting the consent
consent of Congress to a
a compact
compact or agreement
agreement between the State
of Tennessee
Tennessee and the State
State of Missouri concerning
concerning a
aTennessee-Missouri
Tennessee-Missouri Bridge
Commission, and for other purposes.
purposes.

and House of
of Representatives
Representatives of the
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the Senate and
the
United States
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
States of America
assembled, That the consent
of
of Congress
Congress is
is hereby
hereby given
given to
to the
the compact
compact or
or agreement
agreement set
set forth
forth
below,
and to
each and
and every
term and
and provision
thereof: Provided,
Provided,
below, and
to each
every term
provision thereof:
gress.
gress.
Taxes.
Taxes.
That any obligations
obligations issued and outstanding, including
including the income
income
derived therefrom,
therefrom, under
under the
the terms
the compact
compact or
derived
terms of
of the
or agreement,
agreement, and
and
any amendments
amendments thereto,
tax laws of the
the United
United
any
thereto, shall be subject to the tax
Rights, etc., of IL
U. S.
S. States:
shall
provided further,
further, That
That nothing
nothing herein
herein contained
States: And
contained shall
And provided
be construed
to affect,
impair, or
or diminish any right,
right, power,
power, or jurisconstrued to
affect, impair,
diction of
of the United States or
or of any
any court,
court, department,
department, board,
bureau,
the United
United States,
or in
in regard
regard to
to
bureau, officer,
officer, or
or official
official of
of the
States, over
over or
any navigable waters, or any commerce
commerce between
between the States or with
foreign countries,
countries, or
or any
any bridge,
bridge, railroad,
railroad, highway,
highway, pier,
pier, wharf,
wharf, or
other
facility or
or improvement,
or any
any other
other person,
matter, or
thing,
other facility
improvement, or
person, matter,
or thing,
forming the
subject matter
matter of
the aforesaid
aforesaid compact
forming
the subject
of the
compact or
or agreement
agreement
Tolls;
or otherwise
otherwise affected
affected by
by the
terms thereof:
And provided
or
the terms
thereof: And
provided further,
further,
That
after the
the costs
costs of
such bridge
That after
of the
the bridge
bridge have
have been
been amortized,
amortized, such
bridge
shall
maintained and
operated free
of tolls:
shall thereafter
thereafter be
be maintained
and operated
free of
tolls:

Tennessee-Missouri
Tennessee-Missouri
Bridge Commission
Commission
Compact.
Consent of
of Con-

COMPACT
TENNESSEE AND
AND MISSOURI
MISSOURI
COMPACT BETWEEN
BETWEEN TENNESSEE

BRIDGE COMMISSION
CREATING
A TENNESSEE-MISSOURI
TENNESSEE-MIssouRI BRIDGE
C
REATING A
COMMISSION
I
ARTICLE I
ARTICLE

Bridge Commission
"There is
is hereby
hereby created
Tennessee-Missouri Bridge
Commission
created a
a Tennessee-Missouri
"There
be a
a body
body
(hereinafter referred
referred to
to as
as the
which shall
shall be
the commission)
commission) which
(hereinafter

63 STAT.]
STAT.]
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81ST CONG., 1ST
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corporate and politic
which shall have
corporate
politic and which
have the
the following
following powers
powers
and
and duties:
"1. To plan, construct,
and
construct, maintain
maintain and
and operate
operate aa bridge
bridge and
approaches thereto across the Mississippi
approaches
Mississippi River at
at or
or near CaruthersCaruthersville, Missouri,
Missouri, at a
a point deemed
deemed by
by the
the commission
commission as most suitable
of the
citizens of
the States
States of
Tennessee and
able to
to the
the interests
interests of
the citizens
of the
of Tennessee
and
Missouri
provisions of an
Missouri in
in accordance
accordance with the provisions
an act of
of the
the Seventyninth Congress, Second Session, of the United
United States
States entitled
entitled "The
"The
60 Stat.
60
Stat. 847.
847.
Bridge Act
Act of
General Bridge
of 1946";
1946";
33 U.
S. C.
§§ 52533
U. S.
C. §§
525
Supp. II,
533; Supp.
II, §§529.
529.
purchase, maintain and, in its discretion, to
"2. To purchase,
or 533;
to operate
operate all or
any
ferries across
twenty-five miles
any ferries
across the
the Mississippi
Mississippi River
River within
within twenty-five
miles of
of the
the
selected for the
the bridge;
site selected
bridge;
"3. To contract, to sue and be sued in its own name; to purchase
purchase or
otherwise acquire,
hold and
and dispose
of real
real and
personal property;
otherwise
acquire, hold
dispose of
and personal
property;
acquire by proper condemnation
"4. To acquire
proceedings such
condemnation proceedings
such real
real proppropbe necessary
necessary for
for the
construction and
operation of
the
erty as
as may
may be
e construction
and operation
of the
approaches thereto;
thereto;
bridge and the
the approaches
"5.
bonds on
the revenues
"5. To
To issue
issue bonds
on the
the security
security,of
of the
revenues derived
derived from
from the
the
operation of
bridge
for thayment
the payment
of the
the
operation
of the
the bridge
rcostid and
and ferries
ferriesfor
paeee
of
the cost of
of th
necessary lands,
bridge, its approaches,
approaches, ferry
ferry or
or ferries,
ferries, and
and the
the necessary
lands, easeeaseconstrucments and
and appurtenances
appurtenances thereto
thereto including
including interest during construction and
and all
all necessary
necessary engineering,
engineering, legal,
architectural, traffic
tion
legal, architectural,
traffic surveysurveying and
and other
expenses. Such bonds shall
negotiable
shall be the
the negotiable
ing
other necessary
necessary expenses.
bonds of
of the
commission, the
income of
of which
which shall
be tax
free. The
The
the income
shall be
tax free.
bonds
the commission,
principal
and interest
interest of
bonds, and
be paid
paid for
principal and
of the
the bonds,
and any
any premiums
premiums to
to be
for
their retirement
retirement before
shall be
be paid
solely from
from the
revenues
paid solely
the revenues
before maturity,
maturity, shall
their
derived from
the bridge
bridge and
and ferries;
ferries;
from the
derived
"6. To
To establish
establish and
charge tolls
such bridge and
and
tolls for
for transit
transit over
over such
and charge
"6.
ferries
with the
the provisions
provisions of
of this
this compact;
compact;
in accordance
accordance with
ferries in
"7.
To perform
all other
other necessary
incidental functions.
functions.
necessary and
and incidental
"7. To
perform all
ARTICLE II
II

bridge and
"The
rates of
of tolls
tolls to
be charged
charged for transit over
over such bridge
to be
"The rates
ferries shall
shall be
adjusted as
provide aa fund
sufficient to
to pay
pay for
for
fund sufficient
as to
to provide
be so
so adjusted
ferries
the reasonable
reasonable cost
cost of
of maintenance,
maintenance, repairs
and operation
(including
operation (including
repairs and
the
the approaches
approaches to
to the
the bridge)
bridge) under
economical management,
and
management, and
under economical
the
also to
to provide
sinking fund
fund sufficient
sufficient to
and
the principal
principal and
tot pay
pay the
a sinking
provide a
also
interest of
the outstanding
bonds. All
and other
derived
revenues derived
other revenues
All tolls
tolls and
of the
outstanding bonds.
interest
from facilities
facilities of
of the
the commission
are hereby
such uses.
uses.
to such
pledged to
hereby pledged
commission are
from
ARTICLE
III
ARTICLE III

"The commission
commission shall
keep an
accurate record
record of
of the
cost of
of the
the
the cost
an accurate
shall keep
"The
bridge
other expenses
and of
the daily
revenues collected
and
collected and
daily revenues
of the
expenses and
of other
and of
bridge and
shall report
report annually
the governor
of each
each state
state setting
forth in
in
setting forth
governor of
to the
annually to
shall
it pursuant
pursuant to this
conducted by
detail
operation and
by it
transactions conducted
and transactions
the operation
detail the
agreement
thereunder.
legislation thereunder.
any legislation
and any
agreement and
ARTICLE IV
IV
ARTICLE

"When
the bonds
bonds have
part of
of the
the bridge
bridge within
within
the part
retired, the
been retired,
have been
"When the
the
state of
Tennessee shall
shall be
conveyed to
to the
of Tennessee,
Tennessee, and
and
State of
the State
be conveyed
of Tennessee
the state
that
part within
within the
the state
Missouri to
to the
the state
state of
Missouri, and
and the
the
of Missouri,
state of
of Missouri
that part
high
do hereby
hereby agree
agree that
that thereafter
thereafter
to this
this compact
compact do
parties to
contracting parties
high contracting
maintained,
the bridge
free of
tolls and
shall be
be properly
properly maintained,
and shall
of tolls
be free
shall be
bridge shall
the
operated
two states
may be
agreed upon.
upon.
be agreed
as may
states as
by the
the two
and repaired
repaired by
operated and
ARTICLE
ARTICLE V
v

"The commission
consist of
members, five
five of whom shall be
ten members,
of ten
shall consist
commission shall
"The
qualified
of the
the state
and shall
reside in
Dyer
in Dyer
shall reside
of Tennessee
Tennessee and
state of
electors of
qualified electors
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STAT.
[63 STAT.

County, or
adjacent thereto,
thereto, Tennessee,
Tennessee, and five of whom shall
or counties
counties adjacent
County,
be
qualified
electors
of
the
state
of
Missouri
Pemiscot
in Pemiscot
and shall reside in
of
Missouri
state
of
the
be qualified electors
County, or
or counties
counties adjacent
Tennessee memMissouri. The Tennessee
thereto, Missouri.
adjacent thereto,
County,
Tennessee, and the Missouri
chosen by the state of Tennessee,
bers are to be chosen
fixed
members by the state of Missouri in the manner and for the terms fixed
by the legislature of each state, except as herein provided.
ARTICLE VI
VI
ARTICLE
"1.
The commission shall elect
chairman and a
a
a chairman
its number a
elect from its
"1. The
employees as it may
vice chairman, and may appoint such officers and employees
require for the performance
performance of its duties and shall fix and determine
require
qualifications and duties.
their qualifications
"2.
Until otherwise
otherwise determined by the legislatures
legislatures of the two states
"2. Until
a meeting
commission shall be binding unless taken at a
action of the commission
no action
at which
which at
least three
three members
members from each state are present and unless
at least
at
meeting
aa majority of the members from each state present at such meeting
shall vote in favor thereof. Each state reserves the right hereafter
hereafter to
provide by law
governor
the exercise of the veto power by the governor
law for the
provide
thereof over
commissioner appointed therefrom.
over any action of any commissioner
thereof
"3.
"3. The two states shall provide penalties for violations of any
order, rule or regulation
regulation of the commission, and for the manner of
enforcing same.
enforcing
ARTICLE VII
VII
ARTICLE

Powers.

"The commission
commission is authorized and directed to proceed with the
"The
planning and construction
construction of the bridge and the approaches
approaches thereto
vested
as rapidly as may be economically
economically practicable
practicable and is hereby vested
with all necessary
necessary and appropriate
appropriate powers, not inconsistent
inconsistent with the
Constitution or the laws of the United States or of either state, to
the power to assess or levy taxes.
except the
the same,
same, except
effect the
ARTICLE
VIII
ARTICLE VIII
under
"In witness thereof, we have hereunto set our hands and seals under
authority vested in us by law."
[SEAL]
[SEAL]

(Signed)
(Signed)

[SEAL]
[SEAL]
stAL1
[SEAL]

ROWLAND
M..R.
M
R.ROWLAND
S
P.
REYNOLDS
REYNOLDS
S..P.
Signed
N. W.
W .HELM
N.
HELM
Signed)
BEELER
RoY H.
Signed)
H .BEELER
Signed) ROY
Attorney
Attorney General
General of Tennessee
Tennessee
(Signed)
E.W
EGGLESTON
W. .EGGLESTON
(Signed) E.
ESTES
(Signed) W.
W. N.
N.ESTES
(Signed)

[SEAL]
[
SEAL]

[SEAL
[SEAL]

[SEAL]
[SEAL]

[SEAL]
[SEAL]

TAYLOR
J. E.
J.
E.TAYLOR

Attorney
Attorney General of Missouri

(Signed
(Signed)
Signed
Signed)

In the presence of:
(Signed) G. S. Wright
Wright
(Signed)
(Signed)
(Signed) Charles F. Wayland, Jr.
Approved
Approved October
October 26, 1949.
[CHAPTER
759]
[CHAPTER 759]

October
26, 1949
1949
October 26,
[H.
[H. R.
R. 62201
62301
[Public Law
[Public
Law 412]
412]

AN ACT

AN ACT

District
To direct the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior
Interior to convey certain land to School District
Numbered
Numbered 5, Linn County, Oregon.
Oregon.

Representatives of the
House of Representatives
Senate and Haase
the Senate
enacted by Me
Be it
Be
it enacted

School District
No.
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
America in
of America
States of
in Congress
That the Secretary
Secretary
United States
No.g. United
Districu
t Ore
5,5Schl
Linn County,
Conveyance.
Conveyance.

of the Interior is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized and directed
directed to convey to School
a
consideration of a
in consideration
District
of Linn
County, Oregon,
Oregon, in
Linn County,
Numbered 55of
District Numbered

63 STAT.]
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STAT.]
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sum equal to 50 per centum of the fair market
sum
market value, all the right,
the followingtitle, and interest
interest of the United States in and to the
followingdescribed
land:
described land:
Beginning
a point on the south line of the State Secondary
Secondary HighBeginning at a
way also known as Queen Avenue, thirty and nine-tenths
nine-tenths feet south
ten degrees fifty minutes west of the
the northeast
nor th eas tcorner o
offGeorge
George W.
W.
Cline DLC numbered 84 in township 11 south, range 4
4 west, of
of the
the
Willamette meridian in Linn County, Oregon; and running thence
Willamette
south ten degrees fifty minutes
west along
along the
east line
line of
minutes west
the east
of said
said claim
claim
a point where
two hundred and eighty-five
eighty-five feet to a
where the projection of
of
the west line of Liberty Street would intersect said claim line; thence
forty-eight minutes west
north no degrees
degrees forty-eight
projection of
of said
west along
along the projection
said
Liberty Street
Street two hundred
hundred seventy-seven
seventy-seven and eight-tenths
eight-tenths feet to the
eighty-six degrees
south line of Queen Avenue;
Avenue; thence north eighty-six
fiftydegrees fiftyseven minutes east along said line fifty-seven and seventy-one
seventy-one oneonehundredths feet to
to the place of beginning.
beginning.
Approved October
Approved
October 26,
26, 1949.
[
CHAPTER 760]
760]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
ACT
AN
To provide
provide for certain improvements
improvements relating to
to the
Capitol Power
Power Plant,
the Capitol
Plant, its
its
distribution
distribution systems, and the buildings and grounds
grounds served by the plant,
including
including proposed
proposed additions.
additions.

Be it
Senate and House of Representatives
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
of the
the
Representatives of
United
States of America
United States
That the
the Architect
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
Architect
of the Capitol, under
direction of
under the direction
Office Building
Building Comof the House
House Office
Commission, is
is hereby
hereby authorized
and directed
directed to
effect the
the following
following
authorized and
to effect
improvements,2 with such
improvements
modifications as
may
such modifications
as the
the Commission
Commission may
approve,
approve, relating
relating to
Power Plant,
its distribution
distribution systems,
to the
the Capitol Power
Plant, its
systems,
grounds served
by the
and the
the buildings
buildings and
and grounds
served by
the plant,
plant, including
including proposed
proposed
additions:
additions:
(1)
Convert the
the electrical
electrical lighting
and power
systems and
and other
other
(1) Convert
lighting and
power systems
electrical equipment
equipment in
all buildings
buildings and
and grounds,
electrical
in all
grounds, including
including the
the
refrigeration
served by the Capitol
refrigeration plant, now served
Power Plant,
Plant, from
Capitol Power
from
twenty-five cycle
current to
to sixty
cycle alternating
current.
twenty-five
cycle and
and direct
direct current
sixty cycle
alternating current.
(2)
of such
such conversion,
discontinue generating
generating
(2) Upon
Upon completion
completion of
conversion, discontinue
electrical
at the
Capitol Power
and purchase
all electrical
electrical energy
energy at
the Capitol
Power Plant
Plant and
purchase all
electrical
energy
for the
buildings and
grounds now
supplied by
the plant;
plant; and
and
energy for
the buildings
and grounds
now supplied
by the
prior to the
conversion, the
the Architect
Architect of
of the
the CapiCapithe completion
completion of such conversion,
tol, with
the approval
the House
Building Commission,
may
tol,
with the
approval of
of the
House Office
Office Building
Commission, may
purchase
electrical energy
energy as
he may
may deem
deem necessary
such
purchase such
such electrical
as he
necessary for
for such
buildings
buildings and
and grounds.
grounds.
(3) Install,
Install, m
in lieu
lieu of
boiler equipment,
modern
(3)
of present
present boiler
equipment, two
two new
new modern
spreader stoker-fired,
coal-burning boilers,
boilers, each
spreader
stoker-fired, coal-burning
each approximately
approximately one
one
hundred and
and eighty
pounds per
per hour
capacity, four
hunhundred
eighty thousand
thousand pounds
hour capacity,
four hundred pounds
pounds per
per square
inch gage,
gage, including
including necessary
auxiliary
dred
square inch
necessary auxiliary
equipment, in
the existing
building, for
for supplyequipment,
in the
existing Capitol
Capitol Power
Power Plant
Plant building,
supplying steam
steam for
heating and
other existing
existing services
services for
for the
ing
for heating
and other
the buildings
buildings
now supplied
supplied by
plant and
the additional
office building
authornow
by the
the plant
and the
additional office
building authorized by
by Public
785, Eightieth
Eightieth Congress,
to be
so supplied.
ized
Public Law
Law 785,
Congress, to
be so
supplied.
(4)
new walk-through
walk-through tunnel,
tunnel, including
including branch
tun(4) Construct
Construct a
a new
branch tunnels,
the Capitol
Power Plant
Plant to
to the
the Senate
to
nels, from
from the
Capitol Power
Senate Office
Office Building,
Building, to
be
under North
North Carolina
Avenue Southeast,
Southeast, Second
Second Street
be routed
routed under
Carolina Avenue
Street
Southeast and
Street Northeast;
and upon
upon comcomSoutheast
and Northeast,
Northeast, and
and C
C Street
Northeast; and
pletion of
new tunnel,
of the
the existing
existing main
main
pletion
of the
the new
tunnel, abandon
abandon the
the section
section of
steam
structure between
the Old
Old House
House Office
steam tunnel
tunnel structure
between the
Office Building
Building and
and
the
Office Building
Building when
the game
no longer
longer required
for
the Senate
Senate Office
when the
same is
is no
required for
service.

October 26, 1949
[H.
6281]
[H. R.
R. 6281]
[Public Law 413]

Capitol
Power
Capitol Power
Plant.
Improvements
Improvements authorized.
thorized.

62 Stat. 1028.
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1949
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62 Stat. 1028.

Public-utility inPublic-utility
installations.
stallations.

Availability
Availability of appropriation.

Contract authority.
Contract

auAppropriation authorised.
thorized.
Post, p. 975.
Pod,
975.

(5) Install
in the
new tunnel
lines and
and
supply lines
steam supply
duplicate steam
tunnel duplicate
the new
Install in
(5)
return line
line and
necessary auxiliary
auxiliary equipment
supply
to supply
equipment to
and necessary
condensate return
aacondensate
steam
for heating
heating the
the buildings
supplied by
by the
the section
section
being supplied
now being
buildings now
steam for
building
of
to be
abandoned and
and the
additional office
office .building
the additional
be abandoned
tunnel to
of the
the tunnel
authorized
Law 785,
785, Eightieth
Eightieth Congress;
in
install in
and install
Congress; and
Public Law
by Public
authorized by
the new
new tunnel
tunnel chilled
chilled water
for supplying
supplying air-conditioning
air-conditioning
lines for
water lines
the
refrigeration
from the
the Capitol
Capitol Power
Plant for the First Street
Power Plant
refrigeration from
wing
of the
Office Building,
Court
Supreme Court
States Supreme
United States
the United
Building, the
Senate Office
the Senate
wing of
Building,
the Library
of Congress
and the
office
additional office
the additional
Annex, and
Congress Annex,
Library of
Building, the
with
building
by Public
Law 785,
Congress, with
Eightieth Congress,
785, Eightieth
Public Law
authorized by
building authorized
provision for
for future
future service
lines to
to the
the main
main Library
Library of Congress
Congress
service lines
provision
building.
building.
(6) Increase
the capacity
capacity of
of the
refrigeration plant
at the
the CapCapplant at
the refrigeration
(6)
Increase the
tons to approxihundred tons
itol
Plant from
four thousand
thousand eight
eight hundred
from four
Power Plant
itol Power
mately
thousand eight
hundred tons
tons of
refrigeration by the
of refrigeration
eight hundred
eight thousand
mately eight
compressor units, complete
installation
more centrifugal
centrifugal compressor
or more
two or
of two
installation of
connected to
with pumps
pumps and
and necessary
necessary auxiliary
auxiliary equipment
equipment and connected
with
at the
the chilled
chilled water-distribution
water-distribution system;
system; install
cooling tower
the
tower at
a cooling
install a
the
existing river pumpof the existing
Capitol
Plant site
site in
in replacement
replacement of
Power Plant
Capitol Power
house to
cooling water
water for
the refrigeration
refrigeration plant;
plant and install
for the
supply cooling
to supply
house
electrical equipment, and
piping,
substation and
and electrical
transformer substation
valves, transformer
piping, valves,
all
items.
incidental items.
necessary incidental
all other
other necessary
S
EC. 2.
The Architect
of the
the Capitol,
under the
the direction
direction of the House
Capitol, under
Architect of
2. The
SEC.
to make
make
Office
is hereby
hereby authorized
and directed
directed to
authorized and
Commission, is
Building Commission,
Office Building
necessary
may be necessary
arrangements
for such
such public-utility
public-utility installations
installations as
as may
arrangements for
the
under the
for
of the
electrical energy
energy to
to be
be purchased
purchased under
the electrical
the supplying
supplying of
for the
appropriation for the fiscal year ending
The appropriation
authority
of this
Act. The
this Act.
authority of
and
June
30, 1950,
1950, for
expenses in
in connection
the maintenance
maintenance and
with the
connection with
for expenses
June 30,
Power Plant shall be available for purchasing
the Capitol
operation
of the
Capitol Power
operation of
energy.
such
such electrical
electrical energy.
of the Capitol, under the direction of the
S
EC. 3.
3. The
The Architect
Architect of
SEC.
authorized and directed
is hereby
House Office
Office Building
Building Commission,
hereby authorized
directed
Commission, is
House
to make such expenditures
and to
to enter
enter into
contracts and
expenditures for labor,
into such
such contracts
to
structural and other
other services,
and other
materials, equipment,
equipment, personal
personal and
services, structural
materials,
carry
to carry
changes,
and other
other items
necessary to
may be
be necessary
as may
purposes, as
items and
and purposes,
changes, and
out the
of this
employing the
services
the engineering
engineering services
In employing
this Act.
Act. In
provisions of
out
the provisions
for the
project herein
herein authorized,
be restricted
to
restricted to
shall be
competition shall
authorized, competition
the project
for
firms of engineers.
not
than three
competent firms
three competent
not less
less than
a total amount
appropriated a
to be appropriated
SEc. 4.
is hereby
amount
authorized to
hereby authorized
4. There
There is
SEC.
out the
not to
to exceed
$16,446,000 to
carry out
the provisions of this Act, and
to carry
exceed $16,446,000
not
Office
the House
House Office
the
of the
the Capitol,
Capitol, under
under the
of the
the direction
direction of
Architect of
the Architect
Building
Commission, is
authorized to
to obligate
obligate such
such total
amount,
total amount,
is authorized
Building Commission,
thereof, after
prior
appropriation of
of the
after an
an
the full
full amount thereof,
the actual
actual appropriation
prior to
to the
shall have been made.
total amount shall
appropriation of
of any
of such
such total
any part
part of
appropriation
Approved October 26, 1949.
Approved
[CHAPTER
764]
[CHAPTER 764]

October 27,
27, 1949
1949
October

IS.
S. 1578]
15781

[Public
4141
[Public Law 414]

CommuniAlaska
Alaska Communication
cation System.
Construction auConstruction
anthorized.

[63
I'm
L-- STAT.
—TAT.

ANT ACT
A CT
AN

TO
To authorize
authorize the Secretary
Secretary of the Army to proceed
proceed with construction at stations
of the Alaska Communication
Communication System.

the
House of Representatives
and Howe
enacted by the Senate and
Be it
it enacted
Representatives of the
United States
in Congress
Secretary
assembled, That the Secretary
Congress assembled,
America in
States of America
United
of
hereby authorized
authorized to establish or develop installations
of the Army is hereby
construction, installation, or equipment
equipment of tempoand facilities by the construction,
rary or permanent public works, including buildings, facilities, appurtenances, and utilities, at stations of the Alaska Communication
Communication System
at the following locations:
locations:
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Adak, Aleutian
Aleutian Islands: Area utilities for use jointly with the
Department
Department of the Air Force and the Department
Department of the Navy,
$175,000.
$175,000.
operational buildings, wareAnchorage, Alaska:
Alaska: Family quarters, operational
house, garage, and utilities,
utilities, $800,900.
Anchorage-Fairbanks, Alaska:
Anchorage-Fairbanks,
Alaska: Line maintenance
maintenance buildings
buildings and
between Anchorage
utilities between
Anchorage and Fairbanks, $175,000.
$175,000.
Anchorage-Fairbanks, Alaska: Operational
Anchorage-Fairbanks,
Operational buildings, garage,
garage, warewarehouse, and utilities at three locations between
Anchorage and Fairbetween Anchorage
banks, $545,550.
Operational buildings
utilities, $20,000.
Bethel, Alaska:
Alaska: Operational
buildings and
and utilities,
$20,000.
Big Delta, Alaska:
Alaska: Family quarters, operational
operational buildings, warehouse,
garages, and
house, garages,
and utilities,
utilities, $354,579.
$354,579.
Cathedral Bluffs, Alaska:
Cathedral
Alaska: Family quarters, operational
operational buildings,
warehouse,
warehouse, garages,
garages, and utilities,
utilities, $350,684.
$350,684.
Cape Fanshaw, Alaska:
operational buildings,
Alaska: Family quarters,
quarters, operational
buildings, and
and
utilities, $175,000.
$175,000.
Cold Bay,
Bay, Alaska:
quarters, operational
operational buildings,
Cold
Alaska: Family
Family quarters,
buildings, garages,
garages,
utilities '$83,500.
$83,500.
and utilities,
Cordova, Alaska: Operational
Operational buildings and utilities, $28,400.
$28,400.
Eielson Field, Alaska: Family quarters,
quarters, operational
operational buildings,
buildings,
garages
$307,255.
garages,'and utilities, $307,255.
Fairbanks,
operational buildings,
buildings, garages,
garages,
Fairbanks, Alaska:
Alaska: Family
Family quarters,
quarters, operational
warehouses
utilities, $1,407,220.
warehouses,'and
and utilities,
$1,407,220.
Haines,
operational buildings,
and
Haines, Alaska:
Alaska: Family
Family quarters,
quarters, operational
buildings, and
utilities, $60,500.
$60,500.
Juneau, Alaska:
operational buildings,
warehouse,
Alaska: Family quarters, operational
buildings, warehouse,
garages and
garages,
and utilities,
utilities, $233,340.
Kotzebue,
Alaska: Operational
building and
$30,000.
Kotzebue, Alaska:
Operational building
and utilities,
utilities, $30,000.
Lena Point,
Point, Alaska:
Family quarters,
quarters, operational
operational buildings,
buildings, wareLena
Alaska: Family
warehouse
house, garage, and utilities, $149,900.
Alaska: Operational
Mile 33, Alaska:
Operational building
building and
and utilities, $46,000.
$46,000.
Mitchell
Point, Alaska:
Alaska: Family
Family quarters,
quarters, operational
buildings, and
and
Mitchell Point,
operational buildings,
utilities,
utilities, $175,000.
Naknek, Alaska:
Alaska: Family
Naknek,
Family quarters,
quarters, operational
operational buildings,
buildings, and
and
utilities,
$480,600.
utilities, $480,600.
Narrow Point,
Point, Alaska:
Family quarters,
quarters, operational
operational buildings,
buildings, and
Narrow
Alaska: Family
and
utilities,
utilities, $175,000.
$175,000.
Nome, Alaska:
Family quarters,
quarters, operational
utilities,
Nome,
Alaska: Family
operational buildings,
buildings, and
and utilities,
$289,000.
Northway,
operational buildings,
Northway, Alaska:
Alaska: Family
Family quarters,
quarters, operational
buildings, warewarehouse, garages,
utilities, $377,204.
$377,204.
garages, and
and utilities,
house,
Petersburg,
Alaska: Operational
buildings and
and utilities,
utilities, $74,400.
Operational buildings
$74,400.
Petersburg, Alaska:
Point
quarters, operational
buildings, and
Point Agassiz,
Agassiz, Alaska:
Alaska: Family
Family quarters,
operational buildings,
and
utilities, $175,000.
$175,000.
utilities,
Portage,
$100,000.
Portage, Alaska:
Alaska: Operational
Operational building
building and
and utilities,
utilities, $100,000.
Skagway,
quarters, warehouse,
warehouse, garages,
Skagway, Alaska:
Alaska: Family
Family quarters,
garages, and
and
utilities,
utilities, $91,900.
Thane, Alaska:
Family quarters,
operational buildings,
buildings, and
and
quarters, operational
Thane,
Alaska: Family
ultilities,
$175,000.
ultilities, $175,000.
Ketchikan
of family
family quarters,
quarters, operational
Ketchikan, Alaska:
Alaska: Rehabilitation
Rehabilitation of
operational
buildings, and
$157,800.
buildings,
and utilities,
utilities, $157,800.
Kodiak,
Operational buildings
buildings and
utilities, $12,580.
$12,580.
Kodiak, Alaska
Alaska::Operational
and utilities,
Seattle_, Washington:
quarters, operational
buildings, wareSeattle,
Washington: Family
Family quarters,
operational buildings,
warehouse,
cable tanks,
garages, an
$436,500.
and utilities,
utilities, $436,500.
house, submarine
submarine cable
tanks, garages,
Appropriation auSEC. 2.
authorized to
be appropriated,
appropriated, out
of any
any thorized.
pthApriiation asSEC.
2. There
There is
is hereby
hereby authorized
to be
out of
money
in
the
Treasury
of
the
United
States
not
otherwise
appromoney in the Treasury of the United States not otherwise appropriated,
sums of
of money
money as
as may
be necessary
necessary toward
toward meeting
meeting the
the
priated, such
such sums
may be
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[63 STAT.
STAT.
[63

purposes
this Act;
and with
respect to
projects within
within and
without
purposes of this
Act; and
with respect
to projects
and without
continental United
approximate partial
partial cost
for each
continental
United States,
States, the
the approximate
cost for
each project
project
enumerated and
authorized in
section 1
1of
this Act
Act may,
in the
the discremay, in
discrein section
of this
enumerated
and authorized
tion of
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
Army, be
varied upward
10 per
tion
the Army,
be varied
upward 10
per centum,
centum,
but
total cost
of the
work on
on the
the projects
projects authorized
authorized by
by this
this Act
Act
the work
but the
the total
cost of
Availability of apexceed $7,663,212.
$7,663,212. Any
Any such
appropriation shall
available
be available
shall be
such appropriation
not exceed
shall not
of ap- shall
propriation.
Pprvaiailit
under
of the
Secretary of
the Army
Army for
expenses incident
incident
of the
for expenses
the direction
direction of
the Secretary
under the
to
construction, including
overhead, planning,
and
planning, and
to construction,
including administration,
administration, overhead,
Prosecution of work.
Prosecutionofwork. surveys, and
and shall
shall be
be available
until expended:
expended: Provided,
available until
Provided, That
That any
any
work
undertaken under
under this
this authorization
authorization may
may be
prosecuted by
be prosecuted
by direct
direct
work undertaken
appropriations,
or by
continuing
and continuing
direct appropriations
appropriations and
by both
both direct
appropriations, or
contracts subject
subject to
the availability
availability of
contracts
to the
of subsequent
subsequent appropriations:
appropriations:
Family quarters.
Provided
further, That
of family
under this
this
Provided further,
That construction
construction of
family quarters
quarters under
Family quarters
authorization shall
shall be
be subject
to the
terms and
and conditions
set forth
in
forth in
the terms
conditions set
subject to
authorization
the last
six provisos
of section
Act of
June 12,
1948 (Public
(Public
the Act
of June
12, 1948
the
last six
provisos of
section 33 of
of the
Limitation.
Limitation.

5U. S. C., Supp. II,
§626s626p; 10 U.'.
U. S. C.,
Supp.
3upp. II, §§1337b.
1337b.
II Acquisition
of lands,
Acquisitionoflands,
eetc.
etc.

i

I,

31
31

U. S. C. §529.

U. s.

c. §52.

Law
626; 62
Stat. 379-380).
379-380).
62 Stat.
Law 626;
SEC.
the above-authorized
above-authorized construction
SecreS
EC. 3. To accomplish
accomplish the
construction the
the Secreauthorized to acquire
tary of the Army is authorized
acquire lands
lands and rights pertaining
pertaining
thereto,
or other
including the
temporary use
use thereof,
the temporary
therein, including
other interest
interest therein,
thereto, or
by donation,
purchase, exchange
exchange of
of Government-owned
Government-owned lands,
or otherby
donation, purchase,
lands, or
otherwise, without regard to section 3648, Revised
Revised Statutes, as amended.
amended.
Approved
October 27,
27, 1949.
1949.
Approved October

[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 766]
766]
October 27, 1949
1949
October

[S.
[S. 1267]
1267]
[Public Law
[Public
Law 415]
415]

Unitary Wind
Unitary
Wind TunTunnel Plan
of 1949,
nel
Plan Act
Act of
1949,
and Air
and
Air Engineering
Engineering
Development
Center
Development Center
Act of
of 1949.
1949.
Act
Unitary Wind Tun1949
nel Plan
Plan Act
Act off 1949.

Post,
p. 937.
Post,p.937.

Construction and
autoreqnstuctin
equipment
authorized.
ized.

Cost limitation.
Cost
limitation.
Title to facilities.

Title tofacilities.

AN ACT
ACT

To
promote the
national defense
by authorizing
authorizing a
unitary plan
plan for
for construction
a unitary
construction
To promote
the national
defense by
of
facilities and
establishment of
of an
and the
the establishment
an
of transsonic
transsonic and
and supersonic
supersonic wind-tunnel
wind-tunnel facilities
Air Engineering
Engineering Development
Development Center.

enacted by the
Representatives of
Be it
it enacted
the Senate
Senate and House
House of Representatives
of the
the
United
States of
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
United States
in Congress
assembled,
TITLE
TITLE I
I
SEC. 101.
Advisory Committee
Committee for
for Aeronautics
Aeronautics (here(hereNational Advisory
The National
101. The
SEC.
inafter
Secretary of
inafter referred
referred to
to as the "Committee")
"Committee") and
and the Secretary
of Defense
Defense
are hereby authorized
authorized and directed
directed jointly to develop
develop a
a unitary plan
for the
the construction
construction of
of transsonic
transsonic and supersonic
supersonic wind-tunnel
wind-tunnel facilities
solution of
research, development,
development, and
and evaluation
evaluation problems
problems
ties for the
the solution
of research,
aeronautics, including
including the
construction of
at educational
in aeronautics,
the construction
of facilities
facilities at
educational
institutions
institutions within
within the continental
continental limits of the
the United
United States
States for
for
training
research in
aeronautics, and
uncompleted
training and research
in aeronautics,
and to
to revise
revise the uncompleted
portions of
of the
the unitary
unitary plan
from time
time to
to time
with changes
changes
time to
to accord
accord with
portions
plan from
in national
requirements and
and scientific
scientific and
and technical
technical advances.
advances.
defense requirements
in
national defense
The Committee
Committee and
the Secretaries
Secretaries of
the Air
Air
and the
of the
the Army,
Army, the
the Navy,
Navy, and
and the
The
authorized to proceed
Force are
are authorized
proceed with
with the construction
construction and equipment
equipment
of facilities
in implementation
implementation of
the unitary
unitary plan
plan to
the extent
perof
facilities in
of the
to the
extent permitted by appropriations
appropriations pursuant to
to existing
existing authority and
and the
the
I and II
II of this Act. Any further
authority contained
contained in titles I
further
implementation
additional
implementation of the
the unitary plan
plan shall
shall be subject
subject to such additional
authorizations as may be approved
approved by Congress.
Congress.
EO
Sta.
The Committee
is hereby
hereby authorized,
in implementaimplementaauthorized, in
Committee is
. 102.
102. The
S
construct and equip transsonic
tion of the unitary plan, to construct
transsonic or supersonic wind tunnels of a
a size, design and character adequate
adequate for the
efficient
efficient conduct of experimental
experimental work in support
support of long-range
long-range fundamental
research at educational
educational institutions
continental
institutions within the
the continental
mental research
United
United States, to be selected
selected by the Committee, or to enter
enter into contracts
tracts with such institutions to provide
provide for such construction and
equipment,
a total
total cost
$10,000,000: Provided,
Provided, That
equipment, at
at a
cost not
not to
to exceed
exceed $10,000,000:
That
the Committee
may, in its discretion,
discretion, after consultation with the
the
Committee may,
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937
937
Committees
on
Armed
Services
of
both
Houses
of
the
Congress,
Committees
Armed Services
vest
title
to the
the facilities
facilities completed pursuant
title to
pursuant to this Section in
in such
such edueducational institutions under such terms and conditions as may be deemed
cational
deemed
in the best interests of the United States.
States.
SEC. 103. (a) The Committee is hereby authorized to
the tExpansion
to expand
Expansion of
facilexpand the
of facilities.
facilities
additionaltes
facilities at its existing laboratories
laboratories by the construction
construction of additional
supersonic wind tunnels, including
including buildings, equipment,
and accessory
accessory
equipment, and
construction,
acquisition of
construction, and by the acquisition
of land
land and
and installation
installation of
of
utilities.
•
(b)
appropriated such sums as may hAppropriation
Appropriation au(b) There is hereby
hereby authorized to be appropriated
thorized.
be necessary to carry out the purposes of
section, but
but not
to exceed
of this
this section,
not to
exceed Post, p. 980.
9o0.
$136,000,000.
$136,000,000.
(c) The
facilities authorized
authorized by
by this
this section
section shall
be operated
and
shall be
operated and
The facilities
(c)

staffed by the Committee
Committee but shall be available
available primarily
to industry
industry
primarily to
for testing experimental
experimental models in connection
connection with the
development
the development
of aircraft
aircraft and missiles. Such tests shall
be scheduled
scheduled and
and conducted
conducted
shall be
in accordance
accordance with industry's requirements
in
and allocation
laborarequirements and
allocation of
of laboraaccordance with the
tory time shall be made in accordance
with
the public
public interest,
interest, with
proper emphasis upon the requirements
requirements of
each military
service and
and
of each
military service
due
consideration of
needs.
due consideration
of civilian
civilian needs.
SEC.
S
EC. 104. The Secretary
Secretary of the Navy
Navy is hereby
hereby authorized, in implementation
plementation of the unitary plan, to expand the naval facilities
facilities at the
David W. Taylor Model Basin, Carderock,
by the
the conCarderock, Maryland,
Maryland, by
construction
struction of a
a wind tunnel, including buildings,
utilities,
buildings, equipment,
equipment, utilities,
and accessory
accessory construction, at aacost not
$6,600,000.
not to
to exceed
exceed $6,600,000.
SEC.
semi-annual written
written reports
reports
S
EC. 105. The Committee shall submit semi-annual

to the Congress covering the selection of
of institutions
contracts
institutions and
and contracts

to section
section 102
of this
entered into pursuant to
102 of
this title
other
title together
together with
with other
pertinent information relative
pertinent
relative to
activities and
and accomaccomto the
the Committee's
Committee's activities
plishments
thereunder.
plishments thereunder.
SEC.
"Unitary Wind
Wind Tunnel
S
EC. 106. This title may be cited as the
the "Unitary
Tunnel Plan
Plan
1949".
Act of 1949".
TITLE II
II

SEC.
S
EC. 201. The Secretary of
the Air
hereby authorized
of the
Air Force
Force is
is hereby
authorized to
to

establish
Air Engineering
and to
construct,
establish an
an Air
Engineering Development Center, and
to construct,
install,
and equip
install, and
equip (1)
and permanent
permanent public
(1) temporary
temporary and
public works,
works, includinclud-

ing housing
housing accommodations
accommodations and community facilities for
for military
military
and civilian personnel, buildings, facilities,
appurtenances, and
facilities, appurtenances,
and
utilities; and (2)
(2) wind tunnels in
the unitary
plan
in implementation
implementation of
of the
unitary plan
referred to in title II of this Act; and to maintain and operate
operate the
public works and
and wind
wind tunnels
tunnels authorized
authorized by
of this
Act.
by title
title II
II of
this Act.
SEC.
of this title, the Secretary
SEC. 202. To accomplish
accomplish the purposes of
Secretary
pertaining
of the Air Force is authorized to acquire lands and rights pertaining
thereto, or other interest therein, including the
use thereof,
thereof,
the temporary
temporary use
by donation, purchase, exchange
of Government-owned
exchange of
Government-owned lands,
lands, or
or
otherwise, and construction
construction under this
may be
prosecuted without
this title
title may
be prosecuted
without
regard to
Revised Statutes,
Statutes, as
regard
to section
section 3648,
3648, Revised
as amended.
amended.
So.
Secretary of
SEC. 203. The Secretary
of the
the Air
Air Force
Force is
is authorized
employ
authorized to
to employ
such civilian personnel as may be
out the
the purposes
be necessary
necessary to
to carry
carry out
purposes
of this title without
without regard to
the limitation
number of
to the
limitation on
on maximum
maximum number
of
employees
(a) of the Federal
employees imposed by section 14 (a)
Federal Employees
Employees Pay
Pay
Act of
of 1946
1946 (5
S. C.
Act
(5 U.
U. S.
C. 947
947 (g)).
(g)).
SEC.
authorized to be appropriated, out
SEC. 204. There is hereby authorized
out of
of
moneys in
the Treasury
any moneys
in the
Treasury not
not otherwise
to remain
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
remain
available until expended
in the
appropriation act
expended when
when so
so specified
specified in
the appropriation
act
concerned,
concerned, (a)
(a) not to exceed
exceed $100,000,000
for the
the establishment
and
$100,000,000 for
establishment and
for initial construction, installation, and equipment
equipment of
Air Engiof the
the Air
Engineering Development
neering
Development Center
Center authorized
authorized in this
including
this title,
title, including
expenses for necessary
necessary surveys
acquisition of
land, and
and (b)
such
surveys and
and acquisition
of land,
(b) such

faption

Operation,
facilities.

D

etc.,

of
etc., of

aeld W.Taydor

David W. Taylor
Model Basin, Carde-

rock, Md.

Reports
toCongress.
ReportstoCongress.
Ante, p. 936.

Ae, p. 936.

Citation of title.
Citationoftitle.

Air Engineering Development Center Act
of 1849.
949.
Construction, etc.,
authorized.
authorized.

veir pngtierinDe-rA

Acquisition of lands.
tAcquistionoflands.
etc.

31 U.
31
U. S.. C.
C. §
§529.
529.
Civilian
personnel.
Civian personnel.

60
60Stat.
Stat. 219.

219.

Appropriation
hppropriation authorized.
Post, p. 980.

au-

ot, p.980.
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Citation of
title.
Citation
of title.

sums as
be necessary
necessary to
to carry
carry out
out the
the other
title.
of this
this title.
other purposes
purposes of
sums
as may
may be
SEC. 205. This title may be cited as the "Air Engineering
SEc.
Engineering Development Center
Act of
1949 -.
of 1949".
ment
Center Act
Approved October
October 27,
27, 1949.
1949.
Approved
[
CHAPTER 767]
[CHAPTER
767]

1949

October
27,1949
October 27,

1580]
[s. 1580]
IS.
[Public Law
416]
[Public
Law 416]

Uniform
CommonUniform CommonTrust Fund
Trust
Fund Act.
Act.

38 Stat.
38
Stat. 262.
262.
12 U.
12
U. S.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
Supp.
H, §
248 note.
note.
II,
§ 248

61 Stat.
61
Stat. 328.
328.
D.
Code, Supp.
D. C.
C. Code,
Supp.
VII,
VII, §§
§§47-1551
47-1551 to
to 47471595 ;40-201
1595;
40-201 to
to 40-204.
40-204.
Ante, p.
p. 129
129 et
e seq.

61
Stat. 346.
61 Stat.
346.
D. C.
C. Code,
D.
Code, Supp.
Supp.
VII. *
47-1577 to
VII.
§ 47-1577
to 474715771.
15771.
Ante,
Ante, p.
p. 132.
132.

STAT.
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AN ACT
ACT
AN

Concerning common-trust
common-trust funds and to make uniform
uniform the law with reference
reference
thereto.
thereto.

Be
enacted by
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
Be it
it enacted
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
of the
the
United
in Congress
Congress assembled,
UnitedStates
States of
of America
America in
assembled,
SECTION 1. ESTABLISHMENT
ESTABLISHMENT or
COMMON-TRUST FUNDs.-Any
FUNDS.—Any bank
bank
SECTION
OF COMMON-TRUST
or
trust company
as fiduciary
in the
of ColumColumor trust
company qualified
qualified to
to act
act as
fiduciary in
the District
District of
bia may,
may, subject
such rules
rules and
may be
promulgated
bia
subject to
to such
and regulations
regulations as
as may
be promulgated
from time
to time
time by
by the
Governors of
of the
Federal Reserve
from
time to
the Board
Board of
of Governors
the Federal
Reserve
System
under the
provisions of
section 11
(k) of
of the
the Federal
System under
the provisions
of section
11 (k)
Federal Reserve
Reserve
Act,
as amended
(12 U.
U. S.
S. C.
248 (k)
), pertaining
pertaining to
to the
the collective
Act, as
amended (12
C. 248
(k)),
collective
investment
of trust
establish common-trust
common-trust
investment of
trust funds
funds by
by national
national banks,
banks, establish
funds for
purpose of
furnishing investments
as fiduciary,
fiduciary,
funds
for the
the purpose
of furnishing
investments to
to itself
itself as
or to itself and others as cofiduciaries;
cofiduciaries; and may, as such fiduciary
fiduciary or
cofiduciary, invest funds
it lawfully
lawfully holds for
in
cofiduciary,
funds which it
for investment
investment in
investment is not prointerests in
in such
such common-trust
common-trust funds,
funds, if
if such
such investment
hibited
decree, or
creating such
such
hibited by
by the
the instrument,
instrument, judgment,
judgment, decree,
or order creating
fiduciary
relationship, and if,
or
fiduciary relationship,
if, in the
the case
case of
of cofiduciaries,
cofiduciaries, the
the bank
bank or
cofiduciaries to
trust company
company procures
procures the written consent
consent of its cofiduciaries
to
such investment.
S
EC. 2. TAXABILITY
TAXABILITY or
COMMON-TRUST FUNDS.-(a)
FUNDS.— (
a) A
common
SEC.
OF COMMON-TRuST
A common
defined, shall
shall not
not be
be subject
subject to
trust fund, as
as herein
herein defined,
to any
any tax
tax imposed
imposed
by
Tax Act
Act of
by the District of Columbia
Columbia Income
Income and
and Franchise
Franchise Tax
of 1947,
1947,
as
as amended,
amended, and for
not be
be deemed
deemed
for the purpose
purpose of
of said Act shall
shall not
to be
be a
a corporation.
(b)
common trust fund
be computed
computed
(b) The
The net income of
of aa common
fund shall be
in the same manner and on the same basis as in the case of an indiparticipant in
in aa common
vidual. Each participant
include, in
common trust fund shall
shall include,
in
computing its
income its
of
computing
its net
net income
its proportionate
proportionate share of the
the net income
income of
or not
not distributed to
such fund, whether
whether or
amount so
to it,
it, and
and the amount
so included
included
in
participant shall
shall be
be taxable
to such
such participant,
in the net
net income of aaparticipant
taxable to
participant,
or
beneficiaries, in
in the
the manner
and to
to the
in
or its beneficiaries,
manner and
the extent
extent provided
provided in
title IX
IX of
Income and
and Franchise
Franchise Tax
Act
of the District
District of Columbia Income
Tax Act
if any amount not distributed
of 1947, as amended, as if
distributed to the participant
participant
during its taxable
taxable year
actually had
year actually
had been so
so distributed.
distributed.
(c)
loss shall
be realized
realized by
upon
(c) No
No gain
gain or
or loss
shall be
by aacommon
common trust
trust fund
fund upon
the admission
admission or
withdrawal of
of a
aparticipant,
participant, or
or upon
the admission
the
or withdrawal
upon the
admission
withdrawal of
The withdrawal
withdrawal of
or withdrawal
of any
any interest
interest of aa participant.
participant. The
of
interest by a
any participating
participating interest
a participant
participant shall
shall be treated as aa sale
sale
or
participant.
or exchange
exchange of such interest
interest by such participant.
(d)
(d) Every
Every bank or trust company
company maintaining
trust
maintaining aa common
common trust
fund shall make a
a return under oath for the taxable year of such
such
fund.
(e)
(e) If
If the
taxable year of a
acommon
common trust fund is
the taxable
is different
different from
from
participant therein,
income
that of
of a
a participant
therein, the proportionate
proportionate share of the net income
of
computing the
the net
net income
income of
of such
of such fund to be included
included in
in computing
such
participant for its taxable year shall be based upon the net income
income
of such fund for its taxable year ending within the taxable year of
such
participant.
such participant.
SEC.
AccotusTiNGc. -Unless ordered
a court of comSEC. 3. Comrr
Courwr Accoumrnsms.—Unless
ordered by a
petent jurisdiction the bank or trust company operating
operating such commona court accounting
trust funds is not required to render
render a
accounting with regard
regard
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to such common-trust
common-trust funds; but it
it may, by application
application to the United
United
Columbia, secure approval
States District Court for the District of Columbia,
approval
of such accounting on such conditions
conditions as the court may establish.
establish.
SEC. 4.
4. UNIFORMITY
UNIFORMITY OF
INTERPRETATION.-This Act
Act shall
be so
interSEC.
or INTERPRETATION.—This
shall be
SO interpreted and construed as to effectuate
effectuate its general purpose to make
uniform
uniform the law of the District of Columbia with the law of those
States
States which enact the Uniform Common-Trust
Common-Trust Fund
Fund Act.
SEC. 5. SHORT
SEC.
SHORT TITLE.-This
TITLE.—This Act may
"Uniform Commay be
be cited as the
the "Uniform
Common-Trust Fund
mon-Trust
Fund Act".
Act".
SEC.
this Act
Act or
or the
the appli6. SEVERABILITY.—If
SEC. 6.
SEVERABILITY.-If any
any provision
provision of
of this
applicircumstance is held invalid, such
cation thereof to any person or circumstance
invalidity shall not
of the
invalidity
not affect
affect the
the other
other provisions
provisions or applications
applications of
the
Act which can be given effect
effect without the invalid provision
provision or
or appliapplication, and to this end
end the provisions
provisions of
of this Act are
are declared
declared to
be
be severable.
severable.
inconsistent
SEC. 7. REPEAL.—All
REPEAL.-All Acts or
or parts of Acts
Acts which
which are
are inconsistent
with the
the provisions of
of this
this Act
Act are hereby
hereby repealed.
repealed.
SEC.
TImE OF TAKING
SEc. 8. TIME
TAKING EFFECT.-This
EFFECT.—This Act shall take effect
effect November
fiduciary relationships
relationships then in
ber 1,
1, 1949, and shall apply to
to fiduciary
in existence
existence
thereafter established.
or thereafter
established.
Approved October
Approved
October 27,
27, 1949.
[CHAPTER
768]
[CHAPTER 768]

ACT
AN ACT
extend to the Territory of
Alaska the benefits
To extend
of Alaska
benefits of certain
certain Acts of Congress
Congress,;
and
and for other purposes.
purposes.

Be
enacted by
by the
Be it
it enacted
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
United States
Congress assembled,
there are
United
States of
of America in
in Congress
assembled, That
That there
hereby
extended to
the Territory
provisions of
section
of Alaska the provisions
of section
hereby extended
to the
Territory of
21 and
and section
of title
of the
the Act
Act entitled
to provide
provide
section 23
23 of
title II
II of
entitled "An
"An Act
Act to
21
for research
research into
to agriculture
agriculture
laws and
and principles
principles relating
relating to
for
into basic
basic laws
and to
provide for the further
further development
development of
of cooperative
cooperative agricultural
agricultural
and
to provide
extension work
more complete
complete endowment
support of
of
endowment and
and support
extension
work and
and the
the more
land-grant colleges",
approved June
1935, as
and known
as amended,
amended, and
known
colleges", approved
June 29,
29,1935,
land-grant
and the Act
Act entitled
entitled "An Act to provide
as the
the Bankhead-Jones
Bankhead-Jones Act, and
for the
the further
further development
agricultural extension
between
work between
of agricultural
extension work
development of
for
the
agricultural colleges
colleges in
the several
several States
States receiving
the benefits
benefits
receiving the
in the
the agricultural
of the
the Act
donating public
public lands
to the
several
the several
lands to
Act donating
entitled 'An
'An Act
of
Act entitled
States and
which may
may provide
provide colleges
the benefit
benefit of
of
colleges for
for the
and Territories
Territories which
States
agriculture and
and the
the mechanic
mechanic arts,
arts', approved
approved July
2, 1862, and
and all
all Acts
Acts
July 2,1862,
agriculture
supplementary
and the
of AgriAgriDepartment of
the United
United States
States Department
thereto, and
supplementary thereto,
culture",
May 22,
22, 1928,
and known
the Capper-Ketcham
Capper-Ketcham
known as
as the
1928, and
culture", approved
approved May
Act.
SEc. 2.
There is
is hereby
to be
annually for
for
be appropriated
appropriated annually
2. There
hereby authorized
authorized to
SEC.
carrying
out the
an amount
computed on
on the
amount computed
the
purposes of
of this
this Act
Act an
carrying out
the purposes
same
as appropriations
to States
are computed:
computed: Provided,
Provided, That
That
States are
basis as
appropriations to
same basis
no
appropriations shall
shall be
this Act
Act until
until annually
annually estiestibe made
made under
under this
no appropriations
mated
funds and
Secretary of
Agriculture, the
the Secretary
of Agriculture,
the
mated as
as to
to funds
and amounts
amounts by
by the
estimates
to be
based upon
upon his
of the
the ability
the
his determination
determination of
ability of
of the
estimates to
be based
Territory
Alaska to
make effective
effective use
use of
the funds:
And provided
provided
of the
funds: And
to make
Territory of
of Alaska
further, That
whereas the
the Capper-Ketcham
approved May
May 22,
22,
further,
That whereas
Capper-Ketcham Act
Act approved
1928,
provides that
least 80
80 per
centum of
of all
all appropriations
appropriations under
under
per centum
1928, provides
that "at
"at least
this Act
be utilized
utilized for
for the
payment of salaries of extension
extension
the payment
this
Act shall
shall be
agents in
of the
the several
to further
the cooperacooperadevelop the
States to
further develop
in counties
counties of
several States
agents
tive extension
extension system
system in
agriculture and
and home
home economics
economics with
with men,
men,
in agriculture
tive
women, boys,
boys, and
and girls",
the several
several establishesed
established judicial
judicial divisions
divisions oof
women,
girls", te
the Territory
Territory of
as the
same shall
shall exist
time to
to time,
time,
from time
exist from
the same
of Alaska,
Alaska, as
the
shall be
be considered
considered as
for the
purpose of
complying with
with
of complying
the purpose
as counties
counties for
shall

October 27,
October
27, 1949
1949
[H.
[H. R.
R. 2121
212]
[Public
[Public Law
Law 417]
417]
Alaska.
Alaska.
Cooperative
griCooperative a
agricultural extension
cultural
extension
work.
work.

49 Stat.

Stat.
49 Stat. 438: 59 Stat.
231.
231.
7 U. S. C. §i
7
j 343c,

343d-1.
343d-1.

12

12 Stat. 503.
301-308;
77U.
U.S.C. H 301-308;
Supp. II, §
§301 note.

S. C. I§

711.
45 Stat. 711.
77 U. S. C. § 343a,
343b.
343b.
Appropriation auauAppropriation
thorized.
thorized.

Restriction.
Restriction.

ludicial
divisions
Judicial divisions
considered
counties.
considered counties.
711.
45 Stat. 711.
343a,
77 U. S.
S. C. §§§ 343a,
343b.
343b.

940
940

PUBLIC LAWS-CHS.
LAWS— CHS.768,
769—OCT.27,
1949
PUBLIC
768, 769-OCT.
27, 1949

Repeals.
Repeals.
49 Stat. 1553, 1554.
49IJ.Stat.
7
S. O. §¢ 343e,
369a.

15o53,1554

369a.

the provisions
of this
this Act
Territory of
of
the
provisions of
Act until
until a
a subdivision
subdivision of
of the
the Territory
Alaska into counties is effected.
effected.
SEC. 3. That portion of section 1
1 of the Act of June 20, 1936 (49
SEc.
(49
Stat. 1553),
which extends
the provisions
the Capper-Ketcham
Stat.
1553), which
extends the
provisions of
of the
Capper-Ketcham Act
Act
to
the Territory
Territory of
of Alaska,
and section
section 3
Act of
of June
June 20,
20, 1936,
1936,
3 of
of said
said Act
to the
Alaska, and
are repealed.
Approved October
October 27,
27, 1949.
1949.
Approved
[CHAPTER 769]
[CHAPTER
769]

October 27, 1949
[H.
R. 45861
4586]
[H. R.
[Public Law 418]

Maturity.
Maturity.

Interest.

Interest.

Tax exemption.

Tax exemption

T a es
Taxes.
.State,

AN ACT

AN ACT

To authorize
government of the Virgin Islands or any municipality
municipality thereof
authorize the government
thereof to
to
obligations.
issue bonds and other obligations.

Be it
it enacted
by the
House of
of the
Be
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
the
United States
States of
of America
Congress assembled,
to construct,
construct,
That to
assembled, That
in Congress
America in
United
improve,
extend, better,
operate any
improve, extend,
better, repair, reconstruct,
reconstruct, acquire, and operate
any
and
and all types
types of
of public
public works
works which
which shall include,
include, but not be
be limited
limited
to, streets,
streets, bridges,
wharves, and
and harbor
harbor facilities,
sewageto,
bridges, wharves,
facilities, sewers
sewers and
and sewagedisposal plants,
libraries, gymnasia
gymnasia, and
disposal
plants, municipal
municipal buildings,
buildings, schools,
schools, libraries,
and
athletic fields,
fire houses,
athletic
fields, fire
houses, electric
electric distribution
distribution systems
systems or
or other
other work
work
pertaining to
to electric
electric systems,
and other
public utilities,
including
pertaining
systems, and
other public
utilities, including
those
or operated
operated by
by the
Power Authority,
or
those owned
owned or
the Saint
Saint Thomas
Thomas Power
Authority, or
to
urban redevelopment
or provide
provide low-rent
low-rent
to clear
clear slums,
slums, accomplish
accomplish urban
redevelopment or
housing,
negotiable general
obligations
housing, negotiable
general obligation
obligation bonds
bonds and other
other obligations
may be issued by the government
government of
of the Virgin
Virgin Islands
Islands or
or any municmunicinin- ipality thereof:
thereof: Provided,
Provided, That no public indebtedness
indebtedness of any municipality
thereof shall
shall be
per centum
centum of
of the
ipality thereof
be incurred
incurred in
in excess
excess of
of 10
10 per
the
aggregate
of the
real property
in such
such
property in
the taxable
taxable real
assessed valuation
valuation of
aggregate assessed
municipality
of
municipality and
and that
that no
no public
public indebtedness
indebtedness of
of the
the government
government of
the
incurred in
excess of 10
the Virgin Islands shall
shall be
be incurred
in excess
10 per
per centum
centum of the
the
aggregate assessed
assessed valuation
valuation of
real property
property in
the
in the
of the
the taxable
taxable real
aggregate
islands. Bonds issued pursuant to this Act shall bear such date or
or
dates, may
may be
be in
such denominations,
mature in
in such
such amounts
amounts
dates,
in such
denominations, may
may mature
and at
time or
times, not
not exceeding
from the
the date
and
at such
such time
or times,
exceeding thirty
thirty years
years from
date
thereof, may
may be
payable at
such place
places, may
be sold
sold at
either
thereof,
be payable
at such
place or
or places,
may be
at either
public or
sale, may
be redeemable
or without
public
or private
private sale,
may be
redeemable (either
(either with
with or
without
premium)
nonredeemable, may
carry such
such registration
registration privileges
privileges
premium) or
or nonredeemable,
may carry
as to
to either
principal and
interest, or
and may
may be
as
either principal
and interest,
or principal
principal only,
only, and
be
executed by
by such
such officers
manner, as
as shall
prescribed by
by
executed
officers and
and in
in such
such manner,
shall be
be prescribed
the government
government of
the Virgin
or of
municipality issuing
issuing
the
of the
Virgin Islands
Islands or
of the
the municipality
the bonds.
In case
case any
any of
of the
officers whose
the
bonds. In
the officers
whose signatures
signatures appear
appear on
on the
the
to be
be such
such officers
delivery of
of such
such
bonds or
or coupons
coupons shall cease
cease to
officers before
before delivery
bonds such
such signature,
signature whether
whether manual
or facsimile,
facsimile, shall,
bonds,
manual or
shall, neverthenevertheless, be
valid and
and sufficient
sufficient for
for all
purposes, the
if such
such offioffiless,
be valid
all purposes,
the same
same as
as if
delivery. The
issued
cers had remained
remained in
in office
office until
until such
such delivery.
The bonds
bonds so
so issued
interest at aa rate
centum per annum,
shall bear interest
rate not
not to exceed 44 per
per centum
annum,
payable semiannually.
semiannually. All
such bonds
shall be
sold for
less than
payable
All such
bonds shall
be sold
for not
not less
than
the principal
principal amount thereof
interest. All bonds issued
thereof plus accrued interest.
issued
Virgin Islands
Islands or
or any
by the
the government
government of
of the
the Virgin
any municipality
municipality thereof,
thereof,
including
interest thereon, shall be exempt
taxation
including specifically
specifically interest
exempt from
from taxation
the United
United States,
States, or
by the
the government
government of
of
by the Government
Government of
of the
or by
the Virgin
subdivision thereof,
or by
by any
any
the
Virgin Islands
Islands or
or any
any political
political subdivision
thereof, or
State,
Territory, or
or possession
possession or
by any
political subdivision
State, Territory,
or by
any political
subdivision of
of any
any
Territory, or
possession, or
by the District of Columbia:
ProState, Territory,
or possession,
or by
Columbia: Provided further,
further, That the government
government of the Virgin Islands
Islands and any
municipality
municipality thereof
thereof shall
shall be obliged to levy
levy and collect
collect sufficient
sufficient
taxes for servicing
bonds, even
if such taxservicing any of the outstanding
outstandingi
even if
a rate in excess
ation is required
required at a
excess of or in
n addition
addition to the tax or
or

Virgin Islands.
unc
slobonds.
i
Issuance
of bonds.

Limitation
on
Limitation on
debtedness.
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tax rate
tax
rate of 1.25 per centum of the assessed value which is provided
provided
1372).
for in section 3
3 of the Act of May 26, 1936 (49 Stat. 1372).
SEC.
herein
SEC. 2. The proceeds of the bond issues or other obligations
obligations herein
authorized shall be expended
expended only for the public improvements
improvements set
set
forth in section 11of this Act, or for the reduction
reduction of the debt created
by such bond issue or obligation, unless otherwise
otherwise authorized
authorized by
by the
the
Congress.
Congress.
SEC.
SEC. 3. Bonds or other obligations issued pursuant to this Act shall
shall
not be aa debt of the United States, nor shall the United
United States be
be
liable thereon.
Approved October 27,
27, 1949.
1949.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 770]
770]

AN ACT

To approve
approve contracts
contracts negotiated
negotiated with the Belle Fourche Irrigation District,
District, the
the

Deaver
Deaver Irrigation
Irrigation District,
District, the Westland
Westland Irrigation
Irrigation District, the Stanfield
Stanfield
Irrigation
Irrigation District, the Vale Oregon
Oregon Irrigation
Irrigation District, and the Prosser Irrigation
execution, and for other purposes.
gation District, to authorize
authorize their execution,

Be it
it enacted
and House of
Representatives of
of the
enacted by the
the Senate
Senate and
of Representatives
the
United
States of Anerica
United States
Am,erica in
in Congress
the contracts
contracts
Congress assembled, That
That the
referred to in
of this
this Act,
Act, which
which have
have been
referred
in sections
sections 22to
to 6,
6, inclusive,
inclusive, of
been
negotiated
negotiated by the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior (hereinafter
(hereinafter referred
referred to
to
"Secretary") pursuant
subsection (a)
of section
of the
as the "Secretary")
pursuant to
to subsection
(a) of
section 77 of
the
Reclamation
Reclamation Project Act
(53 Stat. 1187),
Act of
of 1939
1939 (53
1187), are
are hereby
hereby approved
approved
and
Secretary is
hereby authorized
authorized to
on behalf
and the Secretary
is hereby
to execute
execute them
them on
behalf of
of
the United States.
States.

941
U. S. C.
C.. I
,
1401b.
48 U.S.
Proceeds.

Nonliability of U. S.
S.

October 27, 1949
1949
October
[11. R.
[H.
R. 5184]
[Public Law 419]

Irrigation
Irrigation districts.
districts.
Approval
Approval of contracts.
tracts.

53 Stat. 1192.
43 U..
U. S
S. O
O.. 485f
(a).
48M(a).

BELYN
FOURCHE PROJECT,
SOUTH DAKOTA
DAKOTA
BELLE FOURCHE
PROJECT, SOUTH:

SEC.
SEC. 2. The contract
contract with the Belle Fourche
District
Fourche Irrigation
Irrigation District
which was approved
May 3,
1949.
approved by
by the electors
electors of
of said
said district
district on
on May
3, 1949.
(a)
reclassification of
of the
Irri(a) The 1947
1947 reclassification
the lands
lands of
of the
the Belle
Belle Fourche
Fourche Irrigation District,
District, made
made in
with the
the provisions
gation
in accordance
accordance with
provisions of
of section
section
53 Stat. 1192.
8
of the
Act of
of 1939,
1939, and
by the
8 of
the Reclamation
Reclamation Project
Project Act
and approved
approved by
the board
board 43
53 stat.
g.
U. S. O. §485g.
of
on December
1948, is
approved.
of directors
directors of
of said
said district
district on
December 27,
27, 1948,
is approved.
43 U. . .
Suspension
of
conSuspension
of con(b)
contract all payments upon struction
execution of said contract
(b) Contingent
Contingent upon
upon execution
charges.
construction charges
charges shall
against three
thousand four
four
construction
shall be
be suspended
suspended against
three thousand
hundred twenty
and seven-tenths
seven-tenths acres
of land
classified under
under the
hundred
twenty and
acres of
land classified
the
43 U.
U. S.
S. C. ill 610.
810.
productive and in 42343
Act of May 25, 1926 (44
(44 Stat. 636),
636), as in part productive
423g.
part unproductive
unproductive and
and found
found to
temporarily unproductive
part
to be
be temporarily
unproductive under
under
the
reclassification of
of lands,
of this
this Act
until
the reclassification
lands, approved
approved in
in section
section 22 of
Act until
the Secretary
Secretary shall
shall declare
be possessed
sufficient productive
productive
the
declare them
them to
to be
possessed of
of sufficient
power to
to be
placed in
in aa paying
class, whereupon
whereupon payment
payment of
of conpower
be placed
paying class,
conReclassification of
struction charges
charges against
be resumed.
reclassi- lReelaifintion
struction
against such
such areas
areas shall
shall be
resumed. The
The reclassiof
lands.
fication
be completed
by the
fication of
of such
such areas
areas shall
shall be
completed by
the Secretary
Secretary within
within five
five
Water for
irrigation
years
contract. While
so purposes.
Water
forirrigation
While said lands so
said contract.
effective date
date of
of said
years of
of the
the effective
classified
temporarily unproductive
unproductive and
and the
the construction
construction charges
classified as
as temporarily
charges
poses
against
are suspended,
water for
for irrigation
purposes may
be
against them
them are
suspended, water
irrigation purposes
may be
furnished
upon payment
of the
usual operation
operation and
and maintenance
maintenance
furnished upon
payment of
the usual
charges, or
charges as
be fixed
fixed by
by the
Secretary, the
the
charges,
or such
such other
other charges
as may
may be
the Secretary,
advance
be required
discretion of
the
advance payment
payment of
of which
which may
may be
required in
in the
the discretion
of the
e
Deductions
from
Secretary.
Secretary. Should said lands
lands temporarily
temporarily classed as
unproductive, construction
as unproductive,
OnDs
tductionse charge
from
obligations.
or
any
of
them,
be
found
by
the
Secretary
to
be
permanently
unproor any of them, be found by the Secretary to be permanently unpro- obligations.
ductive,
shall be
be deducted
the construction
construction charge
ductive, there
there shall
deducted from
from the
charge obliobligation
said Belle
Belle Fourche
Irrigation District
them
gation of
of said
Fourche Irrigation
District on
on account
account of
of them
an
by multiplying
total acreage
acreage declared
declared by
by
an amount
amount obtained
obtained by
multiplying the
the total
the
be permanently
permanently unproductive
by the
of $43.90
the Secretary
Secretary to
to be
unproductive by
the sum
sum of
$43.90
per acre for construction
construction charge
acre for
for drainage
costs.
charge plus $10.17
$10.17 per
per acre
drainage costs.

942
942
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Permanent Ions
Permanentloss

[63 S
TAT.
[63
STAT.

(C)
(c) The amounts deducted from the construction
construction charge obligation of
Irrigation District
in said
said contion
of the
the Belle
Belle Fourche
Fourche Irrigation
District as
as adjusted
adjusted in
contract
as provided
provided in
of this
this section
section shall
shall be
be charged
charged
tract and
and as
in subsection
subsection (b)
(b) of
off as
permanent loss
the reclamation
reclamation fund,
no adjustment
off
as a
a permanent
loss to
to the
fund, but
but no
adjustment
shall be
made by
States by
shall
be made
by the
the United
United States
by reason
reason thereof
thereof with
with any
any indiindividual
landowner either
by refund,
exchange of
of land,
or
vidual landowner
either by
refund, credit,
credit, exchange
land, or
otherwise.
otherwise.
SHOSHONE
PROJECT, WYOMING
SHOSHONE PROJECT,
WYOMING

Suspension
Suspension of
of conconstruction charge obligations.

Restriction.
Restriction,

Reclassification of
Reclassification
of
additional
additional lands.

Net revenues.
Net
revenues.
45 Stat. 1592.
1592.
45Stat.

Rehabilitation of
o irrigation works.

Rehabigitation

SEc. 3.
contract with
the Deaver
Irrigation District
District which
was
SEC.
3. The
The contract
with the
Deaver Irrigation
which was
approved by
the electors
said district
district on
on April
April 9,
approved
by the
electors of
of said
9, 1949.
1949.
(a) The
reclassification of
of lands,
with the
the consequent
consequent modification
modification
(a)
The reclassification
lands, with
of
Deaver Irrigation
construction charge
charge obligation,
obligation,
of the
the Deaver
Irrigation District's
District's construction

which is provided in said contract, is hereby approved. The construc-

account of
of lands
lands found
found to
to be
be temporarily
tion charge obligation
obligation on
on account
temporarily
unproductive under
under such
reclassification shall
shall be
until the
unproductive
such reclassification
be suspended
suspended until
the
Secretary places
in a
a pay
pay or
or permanently
unproductive
Secretary
places such
such lands
lands in
permanently unproductive
accordance with said contract. No landowner
status in accordance
landowner owning lands
within the
which, under
under such
reclassification, have
found
within
the district
district which,
such reclassification,
have been
been found
to
be temporarily
temporarily or
or permanently
permanently unproductive
unproductive or
or which
to be
which are
are herehereafter
placed in
permanently unproductive
unproductive status
in accordance
accordance with
with
after placed
in aapermanently
status in
said contract,
contract, shall
thereby entitled
entitled to
to a
credit or
by the
the
said
shall be
be thereby
a credit
or refund
refund by
United States
for construction
paid on
United
States for
construction charges
charges heretofore
heretofore paid
on account
account of
of
such
lands or
to an
an exchange
lands for
for other
lands.
such lands
or to
exchange of
of such
such lands
other public
public lands.
(b) The Secretary
Secretaryi is authorized to further
further reclassify
not to exceed
exceed
r
exce&.
an additional
additional one
land in
the Frannie
Frannie Division
hundred acres
acres of
of land
in the
Division of
of
an
one hundred
the
Shoshone project
project and
to modify
modify the
Deaver Irrigation
Irrigation District's
District's
the Shoshone
and to
the Deaver
construction
obligation in
in accordance
accordance with
said contract
and
construction charge
charge obligation
with said
contract and
pursuant
if, upon such reclassificareclassificato the conditions
conditions herein provided
provided if,
pursuant to
tion,
that the
such reclassified
tion, he
he determines
determines that
the pay
pay status
status of
of any
any such
reclassified lands
lands
should
be changed.
should be
changed.
(c) The proviso affecting
(c)
affecting the
application of
of net
revenues of
the application
net revenues
of the
the
Shoshone
plant, as contained
contained in
March 4,
Shoshone power
power plant,
in the
the Act
Act of
of March
4, 1929
1929 (45
Stat. 1562),
1562), and the Act of April 9, 1938 (52
(52 Stat. 210),
210), are hereby
hereby
modified to
extent necessary
to permit
permit not
exceed $213,000
modified
to the
the extent
necessary to
not to
to exceed
$213,000 of
of
the net
of the
Shoshone power
power plant
plant to
to be
be applied
applied on
on paypaythe
net revenues
revenues of
the Shoshone
ments to
(a) of
ments
to be
be made
made under
under article
article 99 (a)
of said
said contract.
contract.

(d)litation
of itation of the irrigation works serving the Deaver
(d)
The rehabilitation
Deaver

Irrigation District
under said
said contract
may be
Irrigation
District contemplated
contemplated under
contract may
be perperformed
by contract,
force account
account, or,
any other
other
formed by
contract, by
by force
or, notwithstanding
notwithstanding any
law and
only to
to such
such reasonable
and conditions
conditions as
the
law
and subject
subject only
reasonable terms
terms and
as the
Secretary
shall deem
appropriate for
for the
the protection
United
Secretary shall
deem appropriate
protection of
of the
the United
States,
by contract
into with
the Deaver
Irrigation District
District
States, by
contract entered
entered into
with the
Deaver Irrigation
whereby
district shall
work.
whereby said
said district
shall perform
perform such
such work.
EfillATTLLA
PROJECT, OREGON
UMATILLA PROJECT,
OREGON

Deposit
mDeosit
ments.

of

of

pay-

pay-

S
EC. 4.
contract with the Westland
Irrigation District
District which
SEC.
4. The
The contract
Westland Irrigation
which
approved by the electors of said district
was approved
district on May 14, 1949, and the
contract with the Stanfield Irrigation
District which
which was approved
approved by
by
Irrigation District
the
district on
on May
21, 1949.
1949.
the electors
electors of
of said
said district
May 21,
(a) All
under
All payments
payments made by
by the said districts
districts and
and other
other parties
parties under
(a)
contracts
contracts for the delivery
delivery of water
Reservoir
water from
from McKay
McKay Dam and
and Reservoir
shall
deposited in
account with
with the
shall be
be deposited
in aa special
special deposit
deposit account
the appropriate
appropriate
regional disbursing officer
Treasury Department
officer of
of the
the Treasury
Department and
and such
such paypayments
be available
available for
for expenditure
expenditure (i)
meet operation
ments shall
shall be
(i) to
to meet
operation and
and
maintenance
and Reservoir
Reservoir for
for
maintenance costs
costs for
for the
the McKay
McKay Dam
Dam and
for the
the year
year for
which paid,
paid, and (ii) for
for the accumulation
accumulation in
deposit
in said special
special deposit
account
operation and maintenance
account of an operation
maintenance reserve, sufficient
sufficient in the
Secretary's
Secretary's judgment
judgment to
and maintenance
maintenance of
to assure
assure proper
proper operation
operation and
of
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McKay Dam and Reservoir. Following the close of each calendar
calendar
year,
moneys in said special deposit
year, moneys
deposit account, in excess of the requirements
and (ii)
(ii) as determined by the Secretary,
ments of
of (i)
(i) and
Secretary, shall be transferred to the reclamation
reclamation fund.

943
943
Transfer of funds.
Transfer

VALE PROJECT, OREGON
VALE
OREGON

SEC. 5. The contract
SEc.
contract dated April 11, 1949, with the Vale Oregon
Oregon
Irrigation
Irrigation District.
(a) All beginning
beginning with the first "Provided"
"Provided" under the subheading
(a)
subheading
Vale Project, Oregon",
"Vale
Oregon" 'under the heading "Bureau
"Bureau of
ec l
ama ti on ',
of R
Reclamation",
1168), is hereby
of the Act of March 3,
3, 1925 (43 Stat. 1141,
1141, 1168),
hereby repealed,
repealed,
and the word "Vale"
"Vale" is hereby stricken out from the first sentence of
of
the third paragraph under the heading
"Bureau of
of Reclamation"
Reclamation" of
heading "Bureau
of
the Act of May 10, 1926
479).
1926 (44
(44 Stat.
Stat. 453,
453, 479).

Repeal.

YAKIMA PROJECT,
PROJECT, WASHINGTON
WASHINGTON
YAKIMA

SEC.
contract with the Prosser Irrigation District
S
EC. 6. The contract
which
District which
was approved
approved by the electors of said district
May 28,
28, 1949.
1949.
district on
on May
SEC.
SEC. 7. In
In the event expenditures
expenditures are made
United States
States
made by the
the United
for rehabilitation
rehabilitation and
work as
as contemplated
and betterment
betterment work
contemplated by
by the
the terms
terms
of the contracts approved
approved by sections 2, 3,
Act, payments
3, and
and 55of
of this Act,
payments
made to the United
United States
States in reduction
reduction of
respective construction
construction
of the respective
charge
charge obligations
obligations thereunder
thereunder shall
shall be
be applied
annually against
against such
applied annually
such
expenditures
expenditures until an amount equal thereto
thereto shall have
have been
been returned
returned
to the
the United States.
States.
SEC. 8. This Act is declared to
SEa
the Federal
Federal reclamation
reclamation
to be a
a part
part of
of the
laws as these are
defined in
Reclamation Project
Project Act
of 1939
1939
are defined
in the Reclamation
Act of
(53
(53 Stat.
Stat. 1187).
1187).
Approved
1949.
Approved October
October 27,
27, 1949.
[
CHAPTER 771]
[CHAPTER
771]

ACT
AN ACT

To
authorize certain
certain construction
construction at
at military
military and
naval installations,
and for
for
To authorize
and naval
installations, and
other
other purposes.
purposes.

it enacted
enacted by
by the
th,e Senate
and House
House of
of Representatives
the
Be it
Senate and
Representatives of
of the
United
States of
of America
Congress assembled,
assembled,
United States
America in
in Congress

Return of
of expendiexpendiReturn
tures
tures made
U. S.
S.
made by
by U.
Ante,
942.
Ante, p.
p. 942.

43 U.
U. S.
S. C.
C. §
485k;
43
§ 485k;
Supp. II,
II, §
note.
Supp.
§ 485a
485a note.

October
1949
October 27,
27, 1949
6303]
[H. R. 63031
[Public Law
[Public
Law 4201
420]

Construction
at milConstruction at
milItary and naval
naval instalitary
Ilstal.
lations.
latlons.

TITLE II
SEC. 101.
101. The
Secretary of
of the
the Army,
direction of
SEC.
The Secretary
Army, under
under the
the direction
of the
the
Secretary
of Defense,
is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to
to establish
establish or
or develop
develop miliSecretary of
Defense, is
military installations
the construction,
construction, installation,
installation, or
tary
installations and
and facilities
facilities by
by the
or
equipment of
or permanent
permanent public
works, including
including buildequipment
of temporary
temporary or
public works,
buildings, facilities,
utilities, as
ings,
facilities, appurtenances,
appurtenances, and
and utilities,
as follows:
follows:
OUTSIDE
CONTINENTAL UNITED
UNILED STATES
OUTSIDE CONTINENTAL
STATES
Alaska: Survey
Survey Valdez
Valdez pipe
line $315,000.
$315,000.
Alaska:
pipe line,
Eielson
Air Force
Force Base,
Base, Alaska:
terminal storage,
Eielson Air
Alaska: Petroleum
Petroleum terminal
storage,
$2,000,000.
$2,000,000.
Fort
Ordnance shops,
shops, water
Fort Richardson,
Richardson, Alaska:
Alaska: Ordnance
water intake,
intake, petroleum
petroleum
terminal storage
storage and
and dock,
dock, design
design of
four-hundred-bed station
terminal
of four-hundred-bed
station hoshospital, water
supply, warehouses,
warehouses heat
heat and
and power
treatpital,
water supply,
power plant,
plant, water
water treatment, enlisted
enlisted men's
service club,
utilities ' bachelor
ment,
men's service
club, outside
outside utilities,
bachelor officers'
officers'
quarters, barracks,
barracks, family
and utilities,
quarters,
family housing
housing and
utilities, $34,253,655.
$34,253,655.
Whittier, Alaska:
Alaska: Outside
Outside utilities,
utilities, central
central heat
heat and
power plant,
Whittier,
and power
plant,
composite bachelor
bachelor housing,
recreation building,
composite
housing, service
service and
and recreation
building,
$9,514,700.
$9,514,700.

Army.
Army.

944
944
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Okinawa: General
General depot
facilities, road
net, water-supply
Okinawa:
depot facilities,
road net,
water-supply system,
system,
family
halls, bachelor
quarters, shop
family quarters,
quarters, barracks,
barracks, mess
mess halls,
bachelor officer
officer quarters,
shop
buildings,
sheds, warehouses,
administration buildings,
buildings,
buildings, equipment
equipment sheds,
warehouses, administration
refrigeration
facilities, fuel
refrigeration plants,
plants, harbor
harbor facilities,
facilities, communications
communications facilities,
fuel
storage facilities,
training and
and recreation
recreation facilities,
facilities,
storage
facilities, medical
medical facilities,
facilities, training
operations facilities,
facilities, site
utilities, $22,256,000.
operations
site development
development and
and utilities,
$22,256,000.
Naha, Okinawa:
Okinawa: Sewers,
Sewers, including
sewers at
at Machinato,
Machinato, ship
ship basin,
basin,
Naha,
including sewers
$1,139,000.
$1,139,000.
Sukiran, Okinawa:
Okinawa: Signal
Signal and
and telephone
telephone system,
system, utilities,
utilities, roads,
roads,
Sukiran,
site
and utilities,
utilities, $11,305,000.
site preparation,
preparation, family
family quarters,
quarters, and
$11,305,000.
TITLE
II
TITLE II
Navy.

The Secretary
Secretary of the Navy, under
under the direction
direction of the Secretary
Secretary of
of
Defense,
hereby authorized
authorized to
to establish
establish or
installanaval installaor develop
develop naval
Defense, is
is hereby
tions and
by the
the construction,
installation, or
or equipment
of
construction, installation,
equipment of
tions
and facilities
facilities by
temporary or
or permanent
permanent public
works, including
including buildings,
buildings, facilities,
facilities,
temporary
public works,
appurtenances,
utilities, as
and utilities,
as follows:
follows:
appurtenances, and
UNITED STATES
OUTSIDE CONTINENTAL
CONTINENTAL UNITED
OUTSIDE

Permanent communication
including buildcommunication facility, including
buildAdak, Alaska: Permanent
collateral equipment,
equipment, and accessory
construction, magazine
ings, collateral
accessory construction,
magazine buildbuildings
and accessory
accessory construction,
permanent facilities
ings and
construction, permanent
facilities including
including buildbuildconstruction of communicaings,
equipment and accessory
accessory construction
communicaings, collateral
collateral equipment
tion supplemental
supplemental activity, family
family quarters
quarters and utilities,
utilities, $22,616,000.
$22,616,000.
operating base,
Alaska: Extension
family
Naval operating
base, Kodiak,
Kodiak, Alaska:
Extension of
of runway,
runway, family
quarters
utilities, $2,548,000.
quarters and utilities,
$2,548,000.
Various locations:
locations: Aviation
Aviation gasoline
gasoline station,
station, $250,000.
Various
$250,000.

Air
force.
Air force.

TITLE III
TITLE
III
The Secretary of the Air Force, under
under the direction
direction of the Secretary
Secretary
of
Defense, is
is hereby
to establish
establish or
or develop
develop installations
installations
of Defense,
hereby authorized
authorized to
and
facilities by
installation, or
or equipment
equipment of
of temtemand facilities
by the
the construction,
construction, installation,
porary
porary or
or permanent
permanent public works,
works, including
including buildings,
buildings, facilities,
facilities,
appurtenances,
follows:
utilities, as
as follows:
appurtenances, and utilities,
CONTINENTAL UNITED STATES
OUTSIDE CONTINENTAL

for aircraft, $300,000.
$300,000.
Warm-up shelters
shelters for
Alaska: Warm-up
Eielson
Air Force
Force Base,
Alaska: Theater,
utiliBase, Alaska:
Theater, maintenance
maintenance docks,
docks, utiliEielson Air
power plant, refrigeration
refrigeration building,
building,
ties, utilidor
utilidor and tie-in
tie-in to
to new
new power
power and
and steam
truck fill
fill stands,
barracks,
power
steam plant,
plant, telephone
telephone exchange,
exchange, truck
stands, barracks,
bachelor officers'
officers' quarters,
and utilities,
utilities, $19,292,880.
bachelor
quarters, family
family quarters
quarters and
$19,292,880.
Elmendorf
Richardson, Alaska:
Telephone
Elmendorf Air Force
Force Base, Fort
Fort Richardson,
Alaska: Telephone
system, outside utilities, warm storage for vehicles,
vehicles, $2,472,854.
Kadena Air
Air Force
Force Base,
Kadena, Okinawa:
Okinawa: Sewage
Sewage system,
Kadena
Base, Kadena,
system,
$2,825,000.
$2,825,000.
Okinawa: Various
locations: Family
Family quarters,
quarters, barracks,
mess halls,
Okinawa:
Various locations:
barracks, mess
halls,
bachelor quarters,
quarters, shop
buildings, equipment
equipment sheds,
adbachelor
shop buildings,
sheds, warehouses,
warehouses, administration buildings, refrigeration
communications facilities,
ministration
refrigeration plants,
plants, communications
facilities,
fuel storage facilities,
facilities, medical
medical facilities, religious
religious and
recreation faciliand recreation
faciliutilities, $28,518,208.
$28,518,208.
ties, operations
operations facilities,
facilities, site
site development
development and
and utilities,
Various locations: Weather broadcast
broadcast point-to-point
point-to-point communicaconununication
approach facilities,
don facilities, $393,887;
$393,887; ground control
control approach
facilities, $289,174;
$289,174;
air to ground radio station, $519,145;
$519,145; multichannel
multichannel single side band
station,
family
station, $1,247,061; radar set facilities, $174,566; low cost family
housing
$3,200,000.
housing units, $3,200,000.
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IV
TITLE IV
TITLE
PROVISIONS
GENERAL
GENERAL PROVISIONS

construction the
S
EC. 401. To accomplish
accomplish the above-authorized
above-authorized construction
SEC.
Secretary
Secretary of the Navy, and the Secretary
Secretary
of the
the Army, the Secretary
Secretary of
of
Air Force, under the direction
direction of the Secretary of Defense,
Defense, are
the Air
of the
authorized
other
lands and rights pertaining thereto, or other
acquire lands
to acquire
authorized to
interests
including the temporary use thereof, by donation,
therein, including
interests therein,
without
purchase, exchange
exchange of Government-owned
otherwise, without
Government-owned lands, or otherwise,
purchase,
regard to
to section 3648, Revised Statutes, as amended.
regard
appropriated, out of any
authorized to be appropriated,
SEC. 402.
There is hereby authorized
402. There
SEC.
money in
of the
States not otherwise approUnited States
the United
Treasury of
in the
the Treasury
money
priated, such
such sums
of money
money as
as may
necessary for the purposes of
may be necessary
sums of
priated,
Act.
this Act.
enumerated and
S
EC. 403.
403. The
The approximate
approximate cost of
each project
project enumerated
of each
SEC.
II, and III of this Act may, in the discretion
authorized
I, II,
discretion of
authorized by titles I,
the Secretary
Secretary concerned,
concerned, be
upward 5
5 per centum.
varied upward
be varied
the
S
EC. 404.
family quarters
quarters shall
shall be constructed
constructed under the
No family
404. No
SEC.
a net floor area
authority
this Act
Act which
which are in excess of a
area of one
of this
authority of
thousand and
and eighty square feet per unit.
thousand
S
EC. 405.
made to carry
carry out the purposes
purposes of this
Appropriations made
405. Appropriations
SEC.
Act shall
shall be
be available
for expenses
to construction,
construction, including
incident to
expenses incident
available for
Act
administration,
and surveys, and shall be available
planning and
overhead planning
administration, overhead
appropriation Act.
until
when specifically
provided in the appropriation
specifically provided
expended when
until expended
SEC. 406.
under
may be prosecuted under
herein may
authorized herein
projects authorized
Any projects
406. Any
SEC.
direct
authority to enter into contracts
contracts in lieu of
or authority
appropriations, or
direct appropriations,
such
appropriations.
such appropriations.
Approved
October 27, 1949.
Approved October

of land.
Acquisition
Acquisition of

31
S. C.. §§529.
529.
31 U.
U. S.

auAppropriation
Appropriation authorized.
thorized.
Post,
pp. 979,
980.
979, 980.
Post, pp.

Approximate
cost.
Approximate cost.
Ante, pp.
pp. 943.
944.
943. 944.
Ante,
Family
quarters.
Family quarters.

Availability of
apof apAvailability
propriations.
propriations.

[CHAPTER
772]
[CHAPTER 772]

AN ACT
ACT
To
give
effect
to
the
International
Wheat
Agreement
States
Agreement signed by the United States
Wheat
To give effect to the International
and
countries relating
relating to
to the
the stabilization
and prices
prices in the
supplies and
of supplies
stabilization of
other countries
and other
international
market.
wheat market.
international wheat
Be
enacted by
by the
the Senate
the
Representatives of the
of Representatives
House of
and House
Senate and
it enacted
Be it
United
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That this
Act shall
shall
this Act
America in
of America
States of
United States
be
known as
as the
the "International
Wheat Agreement
Act of 1949".
Agreement Act
"International Wheat
be known
SEC. 2.
2. The
hereby authorized,
authorized, acting
Comacting through the Comis hereby
President is
The President
SEC.
modity Credit
Corporation, to
to snake
cause to
made
be made
to be
or cause
available or
make available
Credit Corporation,
modity
available, notwithstanding
notwithstanding the
the provisions
of any
any other
other law, such
provisions of
available,
quantities of
of wheat
wheat and
wheat-flour and
and at
at such
prices as
necessary
are necessary
as are
such prices
and wheat-flour
quantities
to
exercise the
rights, obtain
the benefits,
benefits, and
and fulfill
fulfill the
the obligations
obligations of
of
obtain the
the rights,
to exercise
the United
States under
Wheat Agreement
Agreement of 1949
International Wheat
the International
under the
United States
the
signed
by Australia,
Canada, France,
the United
United States,
Uruguay,
and Uruguay,
States, and
France, the
Australia, Canada,
signed by
and
certain
wheat
importing
countries
(hereinafter
called
"Interna"Internacalled
(hereinafter
countries
importing
wheat
and certain
tional Wheat
Wheat Agreement").
Agreement"). Nothing
Nothing herein
be construed
construed to
shall be
herein shall
tional
preclude the
of Agriculture,
Agriculture, in
carrying out
programs to
out programs
in carrying
Secretary of
the Secretary
preclude
encourage the
the exportation
exportation of
agricultural commodities
commodities and
and products
products
of agricultural
encourage
thereof pursuant
to section
32 of
of Public
Public Law
Law 320,
Seventy-fourth
320, Seventy-fourth
section 32
pursuant to
thereof
Congress, as
as amended,
from utilizing
utilizing funds
available for
for such
such profunds available
amended, from
Congress,
grams in
such manner
as, either
separately or jointly with the Comeither separately
manner as,
in such
grams
modity Credit
to exercise
the rights,
rights, obtain the benefits,
exercise the
Corporation, to
Credit Corporation,
modity
and fulfill
fulfill all
all or
or any
part of
of the
the obligations
the United States under
of the
obligations of
any part
and
the International
International Wheat
Commodity
the Commodity
preclude the
to preclude
or to
Agreement or
Wheat Agreement
the
Credit
Corporation in
in otherwise
otherwise carrying
carrying out
and wheat-flour
wheat-flour
wheat and
out wheat
Credit Corporation
export programs
as authorized
Nothing contained
contained herein
herein
law. Nothing
by law.
authorized by
programs as
export
shall limit
duty of
the Commodity
Commodity Credit
Corporation to the
Credit Corporation
of the
the duty
limit the
shall
0

81939 °-30—PT.
---- 60
-O--PT. x-60
81989

October 27,
27, 1949
1949
October
[H. R. 6305]
[H. R. 6305]

[Public Law
[Public
Law 4211
421]

International
Wheat
International Wheat
of
Agreement Act
Act of
Agreement
1949.
1949.
W heat and
and wheatwheatWheat
flour.
flour.

Export
programs.
Export programs.

49
Stat. 774.
774.
49 Stat.
7
U. S.
C. §§ 612e;
S. C.
612c;
7 U.
Supp.
II, §
612c.
5 612c.
Supp. II,
Post,
p. 1057.
1057.
Post, p.
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1949
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62 Stat. 147.
147.
22 U. S.
C., Supp.
S. C.,
(e).
II, §
§ 1510 (e).
15
U.
S.
C.
713a-9.
15 U. S. C. §
§ 713a-9.

Reimbursement
Reimbursement to
EC A.
ECA.

Appropriation
Appropriation

thorized.
thorized.

au-

Rules and regulaRules

tions.
tions.

Report to President.
President.

Failure to make report.

Forfeiture to U. S.
Forfeiture
S.

[63 S
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[63
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maximum extent practicable
consistent with
fulfillment of
of the
the
practicable consistent
with the
the fulfillment
Corporation's
Corporation's purposes
purposes and
and the
the effective
and efficient
of its
effective and
efficient conduct
conduct of
its
utilize the
customary channels,
and
business to
to utilize
the usual
usual and
and customary
channels, facilities,
facilities, and
arrangements of
of trade
commerce in
causing
arrangements
trade and
and commerce
in making
making available
available or
or causing
to
hereunder. The
The pricing
to be
be made
made available
available wheat
wheat and
and wheat-flour
wheat-flour hereunder.
pricing
provisions of section
112 (e)
(e) of
the Economic
Act of
of 1948
1948
section 112
of the
Economic Cooperation
Cooperation Act
and section 4
July 16,
(57 Stat.
Stat. 566),
566), shall
4 of the
the Act of
of July
16, 1943
1943 (57
shall not
not be
be
applicable
applicable to domestic wheat
wheat-flour supplied
supplied to
countries
wheat and wheat-flour
to countries
which
parties to
International Wheat
Agreement and
credited
which are
are parties
to the
the International
Wheat Agreement
and credited
to
thereunder on
on and
and after
after August
August 1,
to their
their guaranteed
guaranteed purchases
purchases thereunder
1,
1949, and up
and including
June 30,
1950. Where
Where prices
prices in
in excess
excess
up to
to and
including June
30, 1950.
of the International
International Wheat Agreement
prices have
have been
Agreement prices
been paid
paid for
for such
such
wheat and wheat-flour
wheat-flour financed
financed by the
Cooperation Adminthe Economic Cooperation
Administration on or after August 1, 1949,
1949, and
including June
30,
and up
up to
to and
and including
June 30,
1950, the Secretary of Agriculture
Agriculture or
or Commodity
Commodity Credit
Credit Corporation
Corporation
is authorized
authorized to reimburse the
Administration
the Economic
Economic Cooperation
Cooperation Administration
for such excess amounts. Funds realized
realized from such
such reimbursement
reimbursement
shall revert
revert to the respective
respective appropriation
or appropriations
appropriation or
appropriations from
from
which funds
were expended
funds were
expended for
procurement of
wheat and
for the
the procurement
of such
such wheat
and
wheat-flour.
are hereby
hereby authorized
wheat-flour. There
There are
authorized to
to be
be appropriated
appropriated such
such
sums as may be necessary
necessary to
to make
to the
Commodity Credit
make payments
payments to
the Commodity
Credit
Corporation
Corporation of its estimated
estimated or
of carrying
out its
its
or actual net
net costs
costs of
carrying out
functions hereunder. The Commodity Credit
Corporation is
hereby
Credit Corporation
is hereby
authorized in carrying
authorized
its functions
functions hereunder
to utilize,
in
carrying out
out its
hereunder to
utilize, in
advance
advance of such appropriations
appropriations or
assets available
available to
or payments,
payments, any
any assets
to it.
it.
SEC.
S
EC. 3. (a)
(a) The President
further authorized
President is
is hereby
hereby further
authorized to
to take
take such
such
other action,
action, including
prohibiting or
the importation
including prohibiting
or restricting
restricting the
importation or
or
exportation of wheat or wheat-flour and
and to
to issue
such rules
regulaissue such
rules or
or regulations which shall have the force and effect of law, as
may be
as may
be necessary
necessary
in his judgment in the implementation
implementation of
of the
International Wheat
the International
Wheat
Agreement.
Agreement.
(b)
(b) All persons exporting
exporting or importing wheat
wheat or wheat-flour
wheat-flour or
or
selling wheat
wheat or wheat-flour for export shall report to
to the
the President
President
such information
information as he may from time
time require
require and
keep such
such
time to
to time
and keep
records
records as he finds to be necessary
necessary to
him to
to carry
the purto enable him
carry out
out the
purposes of this Act. Such information shall be reported and
records
and such records
shall be kept in accordance
accordance with
such regulations
as the
the President
President may
with such
regulations as
may
prescribe. For the purposes of
ascertaining the
the correctness
of ascertaining
correctness of
of any
any
report made
made or
or record
record kept,
information required
report
kept, or
or of
of obtaining
obtaining information
required to
to
be furnished
so furnished, the
furnished in any report, but not so
President is
is hereby
hereby
the President
authorized to examine such books, papers, records, accounts, correauthorized
spondence, contracts, documents,
and memoranda
as are
are relevant
relevant to
to
documents, and
memoranda as
transactions under the International
transactions
International Wheat
Agreement and
and are
Wheat Agreement
are within
within
control of
any such
the control
of any
such person.
person.
(c)
make any
(c) Any person failing
failing to make
keep any
any record
record as
any report
report or
or keep
as
required by
pursuant to
to this
or making
any false
report
by or
or pursuant
this section
section 3,
3, or
making any
false report
or knowingly
knowingly violating
any rule
or regulation
the PresiPresior record
record or
violating any
rule or
regulation of
of the
dent issued pursuant to this section
deemed guilty
guilty of
section 33shall
shall be
be deemed
of a
a mismisdemeanor
demeanor and upon conviction
conviction thereof
thereof shall
subject to
to a
shall be
be subject
a fine
fine of
of not
not
more than
than $1,000
each violation.
violation.
$1,000 for
for each
(d)
(d) Any person who knowingly and
willfully, exports
wheat or
or
and willfully
exports wheat
wheat-flour
wheat-flour from the United States, or who
knowingly and
and willfully
who knowingly
willfully
imports wheat or wheat-flour
wheat-flour into the United States
States for consumption
consumption
in excess
excess of
the quantity
quantity of
therein, in
of the
of wheat
wheat or
or wheat-flour
wheat-flour permitted
permitted to
to
be exported
or imported,
as the
case may
may be,
regulations issued
be
exported or
imported, as
the case
be, under
under regulations
issued
by the President shall forfeit to the United States aasum
two
sum equal to
to two
times the market value at the time of the commission of
any such
such act,
act,
of any
of the quantity of wheat or wheat-flour
wheat-flour by
by which
which any
any such
such exportation
exportation
or importation exceeds the authorized amount
which forfeiture
shall
amount which
forfeiture shall
be recoverable in a
a civil
of the
States.
civil suit
suit brought
brought in
in the
the name
name of
the United
United States.
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(e) The district courts of the United States
(e)
States and the District Court
Court
of the United States for the District of Columbia shall have
have jurisdiction of violations of this Act or the rules and regulations thereunder,
thereunder,
enforce any
and of all
all suits in
in equity
equity and actions
actions at law brought to enforce
created by this Act or the rules and regulations thereliability or duty created
under.
under.. Any criminal proceeding
proceeding may be brought
brought in the district
district
wherein any act or transaction
transaction constituting the violation occurred.
Act
Any suit or action to
to enforce
enforce any
any liability or
or duty
duty created
created by this Act
or rules and regulations thereunder, or to enjoin any violation of such
district
Act or
or rules and regulations, may
may be brought
brought in any such district
wherein the
wherein
the defendant
defendant is found
found or is aaresident
resident or
or transacts
transacts business.
business.
remedies, fines, and forfeitures provided
provided for in this Act shall
The remedies,
be in
exclusive of,
not exclusive
of, any
any of the
the remedies,
remedies, fines,
fines,
be
in addition
addition to, and not
forfeitures under
and forfeitures
under existing law.
(f) Any power, authority,
authority, or discretion conferred
conferred on the President
President
(f)
by this Act may be exercised
exercised through such department,
department, agency, or
officer
direct, and shall be
Government as the President
President may direct,
officer of
of the Government
exercised in conformity
conformity with such rules
rules or
or regulations
regulations as
as he may
may
exercised
prescribe.
(g) There
are hereby
hereby authorized
appropriated such sums as
authorized to be appropriated
(g)
There are
may be
out the
the provisions
including
of this section, including
provisions of
to carry
carry out
may
be necessary
necessary to
expenses and contributions
States in concontributions of the United States
the necessary
necessary expenses
nection with
the administration
administration of
of the
the International Wheat Agreewith the
nection
ment.
(h)
authority of
used
be used
of this
this Act
Act may be
under authority
appropriated under
(h) Funds
Funds appropriated
for the
the purchase
purchase or
or hire
of passenger
vehicles, for
and
for printing
printing and
motor vehicles,
passenger motor
hire of
for
binding,
rent and
personal services in the District of Columbia
Columbia
and personal
for rent
binding, for
and elsewhere
elsewhere without
without regard
regard to
limitation contained
contained in
section
in section
to the
the limitation
and
607 (g)
(g) of
of the
Pay Act
and
1945, as
as amended,
amended, and
Act of
of 1945,
Employees Pay
the Federal
Federal Employees
607
for the
the employment
consultants or organization
thereof,
organization thereof,
or consultants
experts or
of experts
employment of
for
on a
basis, by
regard to the
the
without regard
otherwise, without
contract or
or otherwise,
by contract
temporary basis,
on
a temporary
Classification
Act, at
at rates
of $50
per diem.
diem.
$50 per
excess of
not in
in excess
rates not
Classification Act,
(i)
The functions
functions exercised
of this
be
Act shall
shall be
this Act
authority of
under authority
exercised under
(i) The
excluded from
from the
operation of
the Administrative
Administrative Procedure
Procedure Act
Act
of the
the operation
excluded
(60 Stat.
Stat. 237)
to the
of sections
sections 3
and 10
10
3 and
the requirements
requirements of
as to
except as
237) except
(60
thereof.
thereof.
(j) The
this section
section shall include the
in this
used in
as used
"person" as
The term
term "person"
(j)
singular and
and the
and any individual,
corporation,
partnership, corporation,
individual, partnership,
the plural
plural and
singular
association,
any other
group of
of persons.
organized group
other organized
or any
association, or
Approved October
1949.
27, 1949.
October 27,
Approved
[CHAPTER 775]
775]
[CHAPTER

AN
AN ACT
ACT

To
the Independent
Offices Appropriation
Appropriation Act
Act for
fiscal year
year 1950.
1950.
the fiscal
for the
Independent Offices
amend the
To amend

Be it
enacted by
and House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
Senate and
by the
the Senate
it enacted
Be
United
States of
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
the sentence
sentence
That the
in Congress
of America
America in
United States
in
title I,
I, Public
266, Eighty-first
to approappropertaining to
Congress, pertaining
Eighty-first Congress,
Law 266,
Public Law
in title
priations for
for the
use of
of the
Energy Commission
Commission is
is hereby
hereby
Atomic Energy
the Atomic
the use
priations
amended by
by striking
striking out
out the
period at
the end
thereof, inserting
inserting aa
at the
end thereof,
the period
amended
colon,
and adding
following new
new clause:
"Provided further,
That
further, That
clause: "Provided
the following
adding the
colon, and
the two
provisos shall
shall have
have no
to
respect to
with respect
application with
no application
foregoing provisos
the
two foregoing
technical and
and production
production facilities
if the
Commission certifies
to
certifies to
the Commission
(1) if
facilities (1)
technical
the Director
the Bureau
Bureau of
the Budget
Budget that
that immediate
immediate construction
construction
of the
of the
Director of
the
or immediate
continuation of
construction is
is necessary
necessary to
to the
the national
national
of construction
or
immediate continuation
defense and
and security,
security, and
and (2)
if the
the Director
Director agrees
that such
such certificacertificaagrees that
(2) if
defense
tion is
is justified."
justified."
tion
Approved
1949.
28, 1949.
October 28,
Approved October

Jurisdiction
Jurisdiction
courts.

of
of

Delegationof power,
etc.

Appropriation
Appropriation
thorized.

au-

Use of funds.

Stat. 219.
60 Stat.
6
C. §947 (g).
5 U. S. C.

60 Stat. 238, 243.

U. S.
S. C.
C. §§
100155 U.
§§ 10011011, 1002,
1002, 1009; Supp.
1011,

II, §
11,
§ 1001.
1001.
"Person."
"Person."

October
October 28,
28, 1949
1949
[S. 2668]

[Public Law 422]
422]
Independent Offices
Independent
Offices
Appropriation Act,
Appropriation
Act,
1950, amendment.
1950,
amendment.
Ante,
Ante, p. 633.
633.
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AN ACT

AN ACT

Electrification Act to provide for rural telephones,
To amend the Rural Electrification
telephones, and for
for
other purposes.
purposes.

Be it
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
it enacted
and House
of the
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
the
United States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled, That
United
That it
is hereby
it is
hereby
declared to be the policy of the Congress
Congress that adequate
adequate telephone
telephone
service be
service
be made generally
generally available
available in rural areas through the improvement and expansion
expansion of existing telephone
telephone facilities
facilities and
and the
the
construction
construction and operation
operation of such additional
additional facilities
facilities as
as are
are required
required
to assure the availability
availability of adequate telephone service
service to
to the
the widest
widest
practicable
practicable number of rural users of such service.
In order
order to
effectuate
service. In
to effectuate
49 Stat. 1363.9
1363.
49Sta.
this policy, the Rural Electrification
Electrification Act of 1936 is
is amended as
as
7 U.
U.s.
7
S. C.
c. §§ 901901t914; Supp. II,
II, ¢§
§§ 903,
903, hereinafter
hereinafter
provided.
90
904.
.
SEC.
Electrification Act of 1936 is amended
S
EC. 2. The Rural Electrification
amended by insertinserting at the beginning
beginning thereof the caption:
caption: "TITLE
I".
"TITLE I".
49 Stat.
Stat. 1363.
1363.
49
SEC.
3. Section
Section 2
2 of the Rural Electrification
Electrification Act of 1936 is amended
amended
S
EC. 3.
7 U. S. C. §902.
by inserting
inserting after
after the
the word
"service" the
word "service"
the words
"and for
for the
words "and
the purpose
purpose
of furnishing and improving
improving telephone service
rural areas";
areas"; and
and
service in
in rural
words "electrification
by inserting
inserting after the words
"electrification of"
"and the
of" the
the words
words "and
the
furnishing of adequate
adequate telephone
telephone service
service in".
in".
SEc.
S
EC. 4. (a)
(a) Subsection
Subsection (a)
(a) of section 33of the Rural
Rural Electrification
Electrification
49 Stat. 1364.
49
Stat. 1364.
by inserting
inserting after
after the
the words
words "or
systems" the
"or systems"
the
7U.S.
U. S. C.,
C., Supp. II,
ii, Act of 1936 is amended by
§903 (a).
(a).
words "and for the purpose
purpose of financing
financing the
improvement, expansion,
expansion,
the improvement,
construction, acquisition,
construction,
and operation
operation of
of facilities
to render
acquisition, and
facilities to
render teletelephone
service".
phone service".
49 Stat. 1364.
(b)
Subsection (c)
(c) of
section 33of
of the
the Rural
Rural Electrification
Act of
of
Electrification Act
of section
c3.§§903 (e).
(c).
(b) Subsection
U. S. C.
77U.t.
1936 is amended by striking out
words "for
the purposes
of this
this
out the
the words
"for the
purposes of
Act" and by inserting
thereof the
inserting in lieu thereof
"for loans
the words
words "for
loans for
for rural
rural
electrification pursuant
electrification
pursuant to
sections 4
4 and
and 5
5 of
of this
this title".
title".
to sections
49 Stat. 1364.
(c)
Subsection (d)
(d) of
section 3
3 of
the Rural
Act
7 U. S...C. §903 (d).
(c) Subsection
of section
of the
Rural Electrification
Electrification Act
7
of 1936 is amended
amended by inserting
inserting after the
the
the words
words "available
"available for"
for" the
words
"rural electrification".
electrification".
words "rural
49 Stat. 1364.
(d)
Subsection
of section
of the
the Rural
Rural Electrification
Act of
7 U.SC.
(e).
(d)
Subsection (e)
(e) of
section 33of
7
U. S. C.103
§903 (e).
Electrification Act
of
1936 is amended by inserting
the word
word "sums"
proviso
inserting after
after the
"sums" in
in the
the proviso
the
electrification loans".
loans".
the words "for
"for rural
rural electrification
49 Stat. 136.5.
"49
Stc'3t
13.
p
(e)
(e)
Section
4
of
the
Rural
Electrification
Act
of 1936
amended
Section
4
of
the
Rural
Electrification
Act of
1936 is
is amended
7U. S. C., Supp. II,
§901.
SM.
by inserting after the words "to make
the words
"for rural
rural
make loans"
loans" the
words "for
electrification".
electrificat
ion".
49
Stat.
1366.
Stat. 1365,
(f) Sections
7 and 12
of the
Rural Electrification
Electrification Act
(f)
Sections 7
12 of
the Rural
Act of
of 1936
1936 are
are
749 U.
7
S.
S.1365,166.
C. §§
§ 907,
912.
912.
amended
4" A,wherever
amended by inserting after the words "section
"section 4"
wherever they
they
appear
therein the
the words
appear therein
words "or
"or section
section 201".
201".
49 Stat. 1363.
479.
1363. 901
SEC.
Act of
SEC. 5. The Rural Electrification
Electrification Act
1936 is
amended
of 1936
is further
further amended
7 U. S. C. §§ 901914; Supp. H,
914;
1I, §§ 903,
903, by
by adding
the
following
adding
the
following
new
title:
new
title:
904.
904.
Rural ElectrificaElectrificaRural
tion Act of 193 6,
amendments.
amendments.
Telephones.
Telephones.

"TITLE II
II
such sums as are from time to time made available
the Administrator
Administrator for such purpose, pursuant
to
pursuant to
49 Stat. 1364.
1364.
49Stat
section
3
Electrification Act of
as amended,
3
of
the
Rural
Electrification
of 1936,
1936, as
amended, the
the
77 u.
U. S.
S. C.
C. §
§ 903;
Supp.
903.
Supp. II,
I, §903.
Administrator is authorized
authorized and empowered
Administrator
empowered to make
loans to
to persons
make loans
persons
Supra.
Supra.
telephone service in
now providing
providing or who may hereafter
hereafter provide
provide telephone
rural areas and to cooperative,
cooperative, nonprofit,
nonprofit, limited
dividend, or
or mutual
limited dividend,
mutual
associations.
associations. Except
Except as otherwise provided
title, such
such loans
loans
provided by this
this title,
shall be made under the same terms and conditions as are provided
provided
49 Stat. 1364.
9Sat. 3c; supp. in
in section 4
4 of said
purpose of
said Act,
Act, for
for the
the purpose
of financing
financing the
imp ro vement,
the improvement,
7 U. S. C., Supp.
H,
904.
in, §
i 90.
expansion,
telephone lines,
expansion, construction,
construction, acquisition, and operation of telephone
lines,
Supra.
Supr.
facilities, or systems to furnish and improve
improve telephone
telephone service
service in
in rural
rural
Loans.
Loans.

"SEC.
"SEc. 201.
201. From
From
by the Congress to
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Preference.
Preference.
areas: Provided,
Provided, however, That the Administrator, in making such
loans, shall give preference
preference to persons providing
telephone service
providing telephone
service in
in
rural areas, and to cooperative,
cooperative, nonprofit,
or mutual
mutual
nonprofit, limited dividend,
dividend, or
Applications
associations: And provided
further, That for a
a period
Applications for
for
associations:
provided further,
period of one year
year
loans.
from and after the effective date of this title applications
applications for loans
Administrator from persons who on the effective date
received by the Administrator
of this title are engaged
engaged in the operation of existing telephone
telephone service in
in
rural areas shall be considered and acted upon before
before action is taken
upon any application received from any
any other person
person for any
any loan to
to
improvement of
of telephone
telephone service
service to
to substanfinance the furnishing
furnishing or
or improvement
substantially the same subscribers. The Administrator
Administrator in making such loans
shall, insofar as possible, obtain assurance
telephone service to
assurance that the telephone
to
be furnished or improved thereby will be made available
available to the widest
widest
practical number of rural users. When
practical
When it
it is determined
determined by
by the AdminAdministrator to be necessary in order
telephone
order to furnish or
or improve telephone
service
in rural
rural areas,
areas, such
be made
the improvement,
i
m pro
ve
men t,
service in
such loans
loans may
may be
made for
for the
expansion, construction,
acquisition, and operation
of telephone
lines,
construction, acquisition,
operation of
telephone lines,
facilities, or systems without regard
regard to their geographical
geographical location.
location.
Refinancing
indebtThe
is further
further authorized
authorized and
empowered to
make
RefinancingindebtThe Administrator
Administrator is
and empowered
to make
edness.
loans for the purpose
purpose of refinancing
outstanding indebtedness
of
refinancing outstanding
indebtedness of
furnishing telephone
service in
in rural
rural areas:
Provided, That
persons furnishing
telephone service
areas: Provided,
That
such refinancing
refinancing shall
determined by
to be
shall be determined
by the Administrator
Administrator to
be
necessary
necessary in order to furnish and improve telephone
telephone service
service in rural
areas: And provided
further, That such refinancing
provided further,
refinancing shall constitute
Adequate security.
Adequate
security.
not more than 40 per centum of any loan made under this title. Loans
under this section shall not be made unless the Administrator
finds
Administrator finds
and
reasonably
and certifies
certifies that in his
his judgment
judgment the
the security therefor
therefor is
is reasonably
adequate and such loan will be repaid within the time
time agreed,
agreed, nor
nor
shall such loan be made in
in any
any State
State which now has or may hereafter
hereafter
having authority
authority to
to regulate
regulate telephone
have a
a State
State regulatory
regulatory body
body having
telephone
certificates of
of convenience
convenience and
and necessity
the
service and to require certificates
necessity to
to the
applicant unless such certificate
agency is
applicant
certificate from
from such
such agency
is first
first obtained.
obtained.
Restriction.
Restriction.
such agency
regulatory body
In aaState
State in
agency or
or regulatory
body legally
legally
In
in which
which there
there is
is no
no such
authorized
certificates to the applicant, no loan shall be
authorized to issue such certificates
be
made
section unless
the Administrator
determine (and
made under
under this
this section
unless the
Administrator shall
shall determine
(and
set
his reasons
in writing)
writing) that
duplication of
of lines,
lines,
set forth
forth his
reasons therefor
therefor in
that no
no duplication
facilities,
or systems,
providing reasonably
reasonably adequate
facilities, or
systems, providing
adequate services
services will
will
result therefrom.
therefrom.
"SEc. 202. Nothing
shall be
"SEC.
Nothing contained
contained in
in this
this Act
Act shall
be construed
construed to
to deprive
deprive
commission, board,
board, or
other agency
jurisdiction, under
any State commission,
or other
agency of
of jurisdiction,
under
any State law, now or hereafter
hereafter effective, to regulate
regulate telephone
telephone
service which is
Communicais not subject to regulation
regulation by the Federal
Federal Communica48 stat.
Stat. 1064.
1064.
4s
including
tions
Commission, under
under the
the Communications
Communications Act
Act of
of 1934,
1934, including
tions Commission,
47 U. S. C. § 151 et
the
such service.
service.
the rates
rates for
for such
*eq.:
upp. iII §§ 151
Seq.; Supp.
seq.
"SEC. 203.
"SEc.
203. (a)
(a) As
used in
'telephone service'
service' et'tAn
As used
in this
this title,
title, the
the term
term 'telephone
p. 1108.
Ante, p.
"Telephone
servshall
be
deemed
to
mean
any
communication
service
whereby
voice
shall be deemed to mean any communication service whereby voice ice."
"Telephone servcommunication
communication through
through the use
use of electricity
electricity between
between the
the transmitting and
and receiving
is the
the principal
intended use
use thereof,
mitting
receiving apparatus,
apparatus, is
principal intended
thereof,
used in
lines, facilities,
facilities, or
or systems used
and shall
shall include
include all telephone
telephone lines,
the
of such
service; but
deemed to
to mean
mean teletelethe rendition
rendition of
such service;
but shall
shall not
not be
be deemed
graph services
services or
graph
services or
or facilities,
facilities, or radio broadcasting
broadcasting services
or facilities
facilities
48 Stat.
1066.
tat. 1066.
4s
Act of
of
within
the meaning
of section
the Communications
Communications Act
(o) of
of the
3 (o)
section 3
meaning of
within the
47 U. S. C. §153
(0)•
153(0
1934, as
as amended.
).
47 . S. C.
amended.
1934,
"(b) As
As used
this title,
title, the
area' shall
"Rural area."
"Rural
area."
deemed
shall be
be deemed
'rural area'
the term
term 'rural
used in
in this
"(b)
to mean
any area
area of
the United
United States
States not
within the
the
to
mean any
of the
not included
included within
boundaries of
incorporated or
or unincorporated
city, village,
village, or
boundaries
of any
any incorporated
unincorporated city,
or
borough
having aapopulation
in excess
one thousand
five hundred
hundred
borough having
population in
excess of
of one
thousand five
inhabitants."
inhabitants."
Approved
October 28, 1949.
Approved October
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ACT
AN ACT

To authorize
authorize the construction
construction of a
research laboratory
the Quartermaster
a research
laboratory for
for the
Quartermaster
Corps, United States Army, at a
a location to be selected
Secretary of
of
selected by
by the Secretary
Defense.
Defense.

Army Quartermaster
master Corps.
Research laboratory.

Be it
enacted by the Senate
Senate and House
it enacted
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
United States
States of America
United
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That there
there is
hereby
America in
is hereby
authorized
appropriated not
authorized to be appropriated
not to
exceed $11,000,000
for the
acquito exceed
$11,000,000 for
the acquisition of land and for the construction
construction thereon
thereon of
of a
research laboratory
laboratory
a research
for the Quartermaster
Quartermaster Corps,
at aalocation
location to
to be
be
Corps, United States
States Army,
Army, at
selected by the Secretary of Defense,
utilities and
appurDefense, and
and for
for such
such utilities
and appurtenances thereto
thereto as, in the judgment
judgment of
of the
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Army,
Army,
may be necessary
necessary in connection
therewith. The
be chosen
connection therewith.
The site
site shall
shall be
chosen
on the basis of recommendations
recommendations of
an impartial
ad hoc
of
of an
impartial ad
hoc committee
committee of
by the
experts to be appointed by
and Development
Development Board.
the Research
Research and
Board.
Approved October 28,
28, 1949.
1949.
[CHAPTER 778]
778]

ACT
AN ACT
To amend the Act of January
January 16, 1883, an Act to regulate and improve the civil
service of the United States.
States.

October 28, 1949
1949
[H. R. 3826]
[Public Law 425]
[Public

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
and House
House of
ActntUnited
United States of
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
the third
paraof America
America in
in Congress
That the
third paragraph of the second clause
section 2
2 of
Act of
of January
clause of
of section
of the
the Act
January .16,
16,
1883, an Act to regulate
improve the civil
regulate and improve
civil service
the United
service of
of the
United
C. 633),
States (22 Stat. 403; 55 U. S.
S.C.
633), is
hereby amended
to read
is hereby
amended to
read as
as
follows:
follows:
Apportionment of
appoinrtit'sment
o
"Third, appointments
"Third,
to the
public service
service aforesaid
aforesaid in
in the
the departdepartappointments to
the public
appointments.
ments
Washington shall be apportioned
ments at Washington
apportioned among
among the
the several
States
several States
and Territories
Territories and the District of
of
upon
the basis
of
popuColumbia
upon
the
basis
of
popuApplication for exex
Civil Service Act,
amendment.

Caeniee

amincation for

amination.

Repeal.
Repeal.

U. S. C. 643.
65U.s.
c. .
3

-

lation as
lation
as ascertained
at the
ascertained at
the last
last preceding
preceding census.
census. Hereafter
Hereafter every
every
application for examination before the Civil Service
Service Commission
Commission for
for
appointment in
appointment
in the
the departmental
departmental service
in the
the District
District of
of Columbia
service in
Columbia
shall be accompanied
accompanied by
official seal
by aacertificate
certificate of
of an
an officer,
officer, with
with his
his official
seal
attached, of the county
county and State of
of which
the applicant
applicant claims
claims to
to be
which the
be
aacitizen, that such applicant was,
of making
such applicaapplicawas, at
at the
the time
time of
making such
tion, a
a legal or voting resident
said State, and
resident of said
and had
such
had been
been such
resident for aa period
of not
one year
year next
next preceding,
or a
period of
not less
less than
than one
preceding, or
a
statement
statement under oath setting forth his
or her
her legal
voting residence
residence
his or
legal voting
for one year
year next preceding
preceding the time
of making
making such
time of
such application,
application,
and such statement
accompanied by letters
statement shall be accompanied
from three
three repletters from
reputable citizens of the State in which residence is claimed, corroborating
corroborating
such statement,
to persons who
such
statement, but this provision shall not apply to
who
may be in the service with
status and
seek promotion
with civil-service
civil-service status
and seek
promotion
or appointment
appointment in other
Government.
other branches
branches of
of the
the Government.
SEC.
2. The
the second
under the
the caption
caption
S
EC. 2.
The proviso
proviso of
of the
second paragraph
paragraph under
"Civil Service Commission"
"Civil
Commission" in the Act entitled "An
making
"An Act
Act making
appropriations for the legislative, executive,
appropriations
executive, and
judicial expenses
and judicial
expenses
Government for the fiscal year ending
of the Government
June thirtieth,
thirtieth, eighteen
eighteen
ending June
hundred and ninety-one,
ninety-one, and for
approved July
July 11,
11,
for other
other purposes",
purposes", approved
1890
Stat. 235),
235), and
the Act
Act of
May 15, 1937 (50
Stat. 168),
168), are
1890 (26
(26 Stat.
and the
of May
(50 Stat.
are
hereby repealed.
repealed.
Approved October 28, 1949.
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[CHAPTER 779]
[CHAPTER
779]
JOINT RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION
To amend the Act of June 30, 1949, which
which increased
increased the compensation
compensation of certain
employees of the District of Columbia, so as to clarify the provisions relating
policemen and firemen.
to retired policemen

Resolved by the Senate and House
Representatives of
the United
United
House of Representatives
of the
States of America in
assembled, That the first sentence
States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
sentence of
section 55 of the Act entitled "An Act to increase the compensation
compensation
of certain employees of the municipal
municipal government
government of the District of
Columbia,
1949, is hereby
Columbia, and for other purposes", approved June 30, 1949,
hereby
amended to read as follows: "No
"No additional
additional compensation
compensation shall
shall be
be
amended
payable by reason of the enactment
payable
any period
prior
enactment of this Act
Act for
for any
period prior
to June
June 30, 1949, in the case of any person who was not an employee
employee
in or under the municipal
government of the District of Columbia
municipal government
Columbia
on June 30, 1949, except
additional compensation
compensation shall
except that (1)
(1) such
such additional
shall
be paid to a
a retired
retired employee
employee for services rendered
rendered between
first
between the first
June 30,
1948, and
day of the first pay
pay period which began
began after
after June
30, 1948,
and the
the
date of
and (2)
(2) a
a retired
retired officer
member of
the
date
of his
his retirement,
retirement, and
officer or
or member
of the
Metropolitan Police, the United
Metropolitan
United States Park Police,
White House
House
Police, the
the White
of Columbia
Columbia who
is
Police, or the
the Fire
Fire Department
Department of the
the District
District of
who is
entitled to retirement
retirement compensation
compensation from
from the policemen
policemen and
and firemen's
firemen's
relief fund shall be entitled, without
without application
application therefor,
therefor, as
of July
July
as of
1, 1948, or the day
became entitled to
such compensation,
compensation,
day on
on which
which he became
to such
whichever is later, to the pension
whichever
pension benefit resulting
increase
resulting from the increase
in
section."
in pay
pay made by
by the
the first
first section."
Approved
October 28,
28, 1949.
1949.
Approved October
[CHAPTER 780]
[CHAPTER

JOINT RESOLUTION
JOINT
RESOLUTION

Relating to the
shipyard facilities
Orange, Texas.
Relating
the sale
sale of certain
certain shipyard
facilities at
at Orange,
Texas.

Whereas the
Administration now
disposiWhereas
the General
General Services
Services Administration
now holds
holds for
for disposition certain shipyard
shipyard facilities
facilities at Orange,
Texas, declared
declared surplus
Orange, Texas,
surplus
Department; which facilities
by the Navy Department;
facilities were constructed
constructed during
during
the war on land belonging
belonginc, to the Consolidated
Consolidated Steel Corporation
Corporation
at aa total
facilities were
operated during
during
at
total cost
cost of
of $8,235,00(1;
$8,235,000; which
which facilities
were operated
the war by Consolidated
Consolidated Steel
Corporation in
construction of
Steel Corporation
in the construction
of
naval
which facilities
were closed
closed down
down at
at the
end of
of the
naval vessels;
vessels; which
facilities were
the end
the
war
remained idle;
and
war and
and have
have since remained
idle; and
'Whereas Consolidated
Steel Corporation,
successor to
Whereas
Consolidated Western
Western Steel
Corporation, successor
to the
the
Consolidated
Corporation, is
the owner
owner of
of the
upon
Consolidated Steel
Steel Corporation,
is now
now the
the lands
lands upon
which
and has
has the
right, under
the contract
which said
said facilities
facilities are
are located
located and
the right,
under the
contract
with
Government under
which said
were constructed,
constructed, to
to
with the
the Government
under which
said facilities
facilities were
require
their removal
removal upon
upon sixty
sixty days'
days' notice;
notice; and
and
require their
Whereas it
it is
vital to
national defense
that the
the facilities
be mainmainWhereas
is vital
to the
the national
defense that
facilities be
tained
and to
to the
the extent
operated and
tained and
extent practicable
practicable operated
and kept
kept in
in good
good concondition;
dition; and
and
Whereas Consolidated
Consolidated Western
Western Steel
in aa written
Whereas
Steel Corporation
Corporation in
written offer
offer
dated May
1949, submitted
to War
Assets Administration
its
War Assets
Administration its
dated
May 18,
18, 1949,
submitted to
offer to
to purchase
purchase the
facilities for
for a
acash
price
offer
the Government-owned
Government-owned facilities
cash price
of
$1,001,000; and
of $1,001,000;
Whereas the
Board in
in connection
sale
Whereas
the Munitions
Munitions Board
connection with
with said
said proposed
proposed sale
has imposed
imposed a
"national security
security clause"
the facility,
under the
has
a "national
clause" on
on the
facility, under
the
terms of
maintained for
for the
the purposes
purposes of
of
terms
of which
which the
the facility
facility will
will be
be maintained
national defense
the proposed
purchaser for
for a
period of
of five
five years
national
defense by
by the
proposed purchaser
a period
years
without cost
the Government;
Government; and
without
cost to
to the
and

October
1949
October 28,
28, 1949
[H.
J. Res.
[H. J.
Res. 302]
302]
[Public
Law 426]
426]
[Public Law

D.
and
D. C.
C. policemen
policemen and
firemen.
firemen.

Ante, p.
p. 377.
Ante,
377.

Restriction.
Restriction.

Ante,
p. 376.
Ante, p.
376.

October 28,
28, 1949
1949
October
[71. J.
Res. 373]
373]
[H.
J. Res.
[Public
Law 427]
427]
[Public Law

952
952

PUBLIC
LAWS-CHS.
PUBLIC LAWS—
CHS.780,
780, 781—OCT.
28, 1949
781-OCT. 28,
1949

[63
TAT.
[63 S
STAT.

if the proposed
Whereas if
proposed sale
not consummated
facility will
have
sale is
is not
consummated the
the facility
will have
to be scrapped
scrapped at a
loss to
to the
the Government
in excess
a possible loss
Government in
excess of
of
$500,000 and in addition will destroy the facility
$500,000
needed
facility so
so vitally
vitally needed
for
and
for national
national defense;
defense; and
Whereas
Whereas the proposed sale will result in
the employment
in excess
of
in the
employment in
excess of
one thousand workers in the operation
operation thereof by
proposed purpurby the proposed
chaser; and
and
chaser;
Whereas
Whereas the War Assets Administration
Administration has
has strongly
recommended
strongly recommended
aa consummation of such
the Consolidated
Consolidated Western
Western Steel
such sale
sale to
to the
Steel
Corporation; and
and
Whereas under
under the provision of section
of the
Federal Property
section 207
207 of
the Federal
Property
Ante, p.391.
p. 391.
and Administrative Services Act of
1949, the
the Attorney
General is
is
of 1949,
Attorney General
required to give an opinion as to
or not,
so far
as he
to whether
whether or
not, so
far as
he can
can
determine, the disposition of property
property would
tend to
create a
situawould tend
to create
a situation in violation of the
the antitrust
antitrust laws;
laws; and
and
Whereas
Whereas said provision may
may have
have the
the effect
effect of
of preventing
preventing the
the consumconsummation
mation of
sale; and
and
of said
said proposed
proposed sale;
it is in the public interest and in the
Whereas it
national
the interest
interest of
of the
the national
security and the national economy that
that said
said sale
sale be
be consummated;
consummated;
and
and
Whereas
Whereas every effort has already been made to dispose
dispose of the
the facilities
in
m place
place without success,
success, and it
it will
be necessary
necessary to
to certify
certify
will therefore
therefore be
such facilities as undisposable
undisposable in
place pursuant
pursuant to
to Public
Law Numin place
Public Law
Num62 Stat. 1225.
bered 883, Eightieth
Eightieth Congress, unless the proposed
sale is
proposed sale
is consumconsum50 U. S.
S. C., Stipp.
Supp.
II, §§ 451-462.
mated:
mated: Now, therefore,
therefore, be
be it
it
Resolved by the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
Representatives of
of Representatives
of the
the United
United
Orange, Tex.
Orange,
States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That, notwithstanding
notwithstanding any
any
Sale
Sale of shipyard
shipyard States
facilities.
other provision of law, the Administrator
Administrator of
hereby
of General
General Services
Services is
is hereby
authorized
consummate, on behalf
authorized and directed to consummate,
behalf of the
the United
States,
United States,
the sale of said facilities
facilities to
to the
Consolidated Western
Western Steel
Corporathe Consolidated
Steel Corporation in accordance
accordance with its
May 18,
18, 1949,
1949, and
and in
in accordance
its offer of
of May
accordance
with the national security clause imposed with respect to
facilities
to said facilities
by the
Munitions Board.
the Munitions
Board.
Approved
Approved October 28, 1949.
1949.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 781]
781]

October 28, 1949
October
1949
44951
[H. R. 4495]
[Public Law 428]
428]

ANT ACT
AC0'T
AN
To provide
additional compensation
To
provide additional
compensation and other benefits for postmasters,
postmasters, officers,
officers,
and
and employees
employees in the postal field
field service.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
the
and House
of the
United States of America
America in
in Congress
assembled, That
United
Congress assembled,
That (a)
(a) in
in the
the case
case
of employees (except
(except employees paid on an hourly
hourly basis)
basis) for
for whom
whom
additional grades for faithful and meritorious
meritorious service
are not
not provided
provided
service
are
59 Stat. 435.
6,1945,
1945, as amended (Public
(Public Law 134,
134, Seventy-ninth
Seventy-ninth
39 U. S. 0.
C. §1
i§ 56, in the Act of July 6,
851-876;
Supp.
II, Congress),
Congress), there are hereby
hereby established
three additional
grades. Each
established three
additional grades.
Each
*853
seq.
§ 853 et sel.
Ante, pp. 622, 690,
Ante,
employee promoted
promoted to
to
such employee
each
such additional
grade
shall
receive
an
each
such
additional
grade
shall
receive an
902; pot,
p. 984
984.pod. P.
increase in compensation
compensation of $100 per annum. Each such employee
employee
shall be promoted
promoted (1)
(1) to the first such additional grade
after three
three
grade after
years of faithful
faithful and meritorious service in the
the highest
highest automatic
automatic grade,
grade,
(2)
additional grade after
(2) to the second such additional
after five
such service
service
five years
years of
of such
in the first additional
additional grade, and (3)
(3) to
to the
third such
grade
the third
such additional
additional grade
after seven years of such service
the second
second additional
additional grade.
grade. No
No
service in
in the
such employee shall be promoted
the first such
promoted to the
additional grade
grade
such additional
unless he has rendered
unless
rendered not less than thirteen years of
of service
in the
service in
the
postal
postal field service.
service.
(b) In
employees for whom only two
In the case of employees
additional grades
two additional
grades
for faithful and meritorious
provided in such Act
meritorious service
service are provided
of July
Act of
July 6,
6,
Postal officers
officers and
and
employees.
employees.
Additional grades
grades
Additional
compensation.
and compensation.

63
TAT.]
63 S
STAT.]

81sT CONG.,
CONG ., 1sT
SESS.-CH.781-OCT.
781-OCT.28,
81sT
1ST SESS.-CH.
28, 1949
1949
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953

599 Stat.
Stat 435.
435.
a third
third additional
established a
hereby established
1945,
as amended,
amended, there
there is
is hereby
additional grade.
1945, as
39 U. S. C. §§ 56,
supp. II, 1853
third additional
additional grade
promoted to
to such
§853
such employee
Each such
Each
employee promoted
such third
grade shall 851-876; Supp.
et seq.
receive an increase
of $100
increase in compensation
compensation of
$100 per
per annum.
annum. Each
Each such
such etAe,
Ante, pp. 622,
622, 690,
t
p 984
9
po p.- 984.02; post,
and meritorious
meritorious service for seven 902;
employee
who performs
performs faithful
faithful and
employee who
Compensation inCompensation
ingrade provided in such Act of July 6, crease.
in the higher additional
additional grade
years in
grade.
third
additional
to
such
shall
be
promoted
1945, as amended,
promoted
No
such employee
additional grade
employee shall be promoted to such third additional
No such
twenty-five years of service in the
rendered not
not less than twenty-five
unless he has rendered
postal
postal field service.
Longevity increase.
increase.
Longevity
(c)
In recognition
recognition of
of longevity
of serviceservicelongevity of
(c) In
(1) the
the basic
basic annual
compensation of (A)
p_ostmaster at a
a
(A) each
each postmaster
annual compensation
(1)
post office
office of
first, second,
officer
class, and
and (B)
(B) each officer
second, or third class,
of the
the first,
post
59 Stat. 435.
or
to whom
Act of
July 6,
6, 1945,
amended, applies,
9 Stat'.c
applies,
whom such
such Act
of July
1945, as
as amended,
or employee
employee to
39
U. S.4 C. 5§§ 56,
851-87 6; Supp. II,
II,
for automatic
provisions for
who is
grade with
with no
no provisions
automatic 851-876;
salary grade
single salary
who
is in
in aasingle
seq.
§ 853
853 et seq.
§
promotion, shall
shall be
by $100,
$100, and
Ante, pp. 622,
622, 690,
690,
promotion,
be increased
increased by
and
post, p. 984.
p. 984
902; post,
at aapost
postmaster at
(2) the
compensation of
of each
each postmaster
post 902;
basic annual
annual compensation
(2)
the basic
centum,'
office of the
class shall be increased
increased by 55per centum
office
the fourth class
upon
officer, or employee of thirteen,
thirteen,
postmaster, officer,
upon completion
completion by such postmaster,
eighteen,
respectively. Such increases
years of service, respectively.
and twenty-five
twenty-five years
eighteen, and
in
be in
addition to all
compensation to which
which
all other
other compensation
in addition
shall be
in compensation
compensation shall
Crediting of service.
such
or employee
may be
be entitled.
of service.
Crediting
For the purposes
entitled. For
employee may
officer, or
such postmaster,
postmaster, officer,
of
hereafter rendered in the
all service heretofore or hereafter
subsection, all
of this subsection,
officer, or employee
postal
field service
employee shall be
by such postmaster, officer,
service by
postal field
credited.
Eligibility for
fer
SEC. 2.
(a) Each employee
employee in the postal field service on the day grae'ibl'ity
2. (a)
SEC.
grade 3.
before
takes effect, whose original appointwhich this Act takes
before the
the day on which
3 under
under
ment
position was
a grade lower than grade 3
to a
was to
a regular
regular position
to a
ment to
59 Stat.4435.
such
of July
July 6,
6, 1945,
1945, as
not progressed
such Act
Act of
as amended,
amended, and
and who
who has
has not
progressed to
to 39
at' S. C.
6. §§56,
39S U.
56,
851-876;
II, §853
8
Supp. II,
851-s76; Supp.
grade 3. et
be placed
Act, be
grade 3,
shall, as
the effective
this Act,
placed in
in grade
of this
date of
effective date
of the
as of
3, shall,
grade
seq.
Ante,
622, 690,
690,
a ntc, pp. 622,
(b) Each
whose original
original appointment
to a
regular position
position
a regular
appointment to
person whose
Each person
(b)
902; post, p. 984.
in the
the postal
effective date of this 0 post, p.984is made on or after the effective
service is
field service
postal field
in
Act
shall be
in grade
grade 3
the time
time of
of such
such appointment.
appointment.
3 at
at the
be placed
placed in
Act shall
(c) Each
substitute or
or temporary
temporary employee
postal field service
in the
the postal
employee in
Each substitute
(c)
original
on
the day
day before
before the
day on
this Act
takes effect, whose original
Act takes
which this
on which
the day
on the
appointment
to a
grade lower
lower than
of
3 under such Act of
grade 3
than grade
a grade
was to
appointment was
59 Stat. 435.
July
6, 1945,
as amended,
amended, and
has not
progressed to
to grade
3,
U. s3.
S. c.
C. §§ s,
56,
July 6,
1945, as
and who
who has
not progressed
grade 3,
339 u.
851-876;
Supp. II,
853
1 I
853
87;supp.,
shall
grade 33as of the effective date of this Act or as of et851seq.
placed in grade
shall be placed
Ante,
pp. 622,
690,
the
he shall
roll for
aggregate period
period of
one
62, O90,
Anis pp.
of one
for an
an aggregate
the roll
on the
been on
shall have
have been
the date
date he
902; post, p. 984.
W2; post, ). 984.
year, whichever
date is
later.
the later.
is the
whichever date
year,
(41) Each
Each person
person whose
whose appointment
appointment to aasubstitute
substitute or temporary
(d)
position
the postal
effective date
date
is made on or after the effective
service is
field service
postal field
in the
position in
of
this Act
Act shall
be placed
placed in
in grade
appointment
date of his appointment
as of
of the date
3 as
grade 3
shall be
of this
aggregate period
or
date he
have been
on the
the roll for an aggregate
been on
shall have
he shall
the date
as of
of the
or as
of
whichever date
nserice
the later.
date is
is the
of one
one year,
year, whichever
Crediting
of service.
Crediti
employee in the postal field service
(e) Each
officer or employee
service shall have
Each officer
(e)
credited
to him,
promotion to
to any
of the
the meritorious
meritorious
any of
of promotion
purposes of
for purposes
him, for
credited to
or longevity
grades of
of his
position established
established under
under this
this Act
Act
his position
salary grades
longevity salary
or
59 Stat.
3 435.
per- 85-869
59 Stt
or
Act of
of July
6, 1945,
1945, as
amended, all
periods of
service per.S.4 C.
of service
all periods
as amended,
July 6,
or such
such Act
39
U.u.s.
C.5. 91
¢¢ 8,56,
851-876;
II, §853
853
85-76;Supp.
heretofore
not
he
has
for which
which he has not heretofore et seq. Supp. I,§
formed
by him
prior to
to July
July 1,
1, 1945,
1945, for
him prior
formed by
Ante, pp. 622,
690,
622, 60,
Ate,
received
credit for
purposes of promotion.
promotion.
for purposes
received credit
902; post, p. 984.
SEC.
SEC. 3.
All postmasters,
postmasters, officers,
the postal
3. (a)
(a) All
officers, and
and employees
employees in
d iopa
p.o compenin the
postal 902p,
Additional
sation.
field service
whose rates
rates of
prescribed by such Act of sation.
compensation are prescribed
of compensation
service whose
field
59
59 Stat.
Stat.3435.
435.
July
6, 1945,
as amended,
shall receive
additional compensation
compensation at
the 3939SU.
U. S.. C..§ §§ 56,
56,
July 6,
1945, as
amended, shall
receive additional
at the
851-876;
Supp.
II, §853
rate
of $120
$120 per
annum: Provided,
Provided, That
on an
Supp. 1, §853
an hourly
hourly et851-86;
paid on
employees paid
That employees
per annum:
rate of
seq.
Ante,
pp. 622,
622, 60,
690,
or part-time
basis shall
shall receive
compensation at
at the
the rate
rate of
of
Atne, pp.
additional compensation
receive additional
or
part-time basis
902; post, p. 984.
2
/ cents
2
1
cents per
per hour:
That postmasters
postmasters at
post offices
offices 902 pot p. 984
at post
further, That
Providedfurther,
hour: Provided
21/2
of
shall receive
additional compensation
compensation at
at the
the
receive additional
class shall
fourth class
the fourth
of the
rate
equal to
to 5
per centum of their basic annual
5 per
annum equal
per annum
sum per
of aasum
rate of
compensation.
compensation.
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1949

Nonapplicability.
Ante, p. 953.

Aontepplicbty.

date.
Effective date.

(b) Subsection
Subsection (a)
shall not
not apply
apply to
(a) shall
to skilled-trades
skilled-trades employees
employees of
of the
the
mail-equipment shops, job cleaners in first- and second-class
mail-equipment
post offices,
offices,
second-class post
and employees
employees who are paid on a
a fee or contract basis.
SEC.
4. This
S
EC. 4.
This Act
Act shall
shall take effect on the first day of the first pay
period
period which begins after the date of its enactment.
enactment.
Approved October 28, 1949.
[CHAPTER 782]
782]

October 28, 1949
October
1949
[H. it.
5931]
[H.
R. 5931]
[Public Law
Law 429]
429]

Classification Act
Classification
1949.

[63
STAT.
[63 STAT.

AN ACT
ACT

To
establish a
To establish
a standard schedule of rates
rates of
of basic
for certain
basic compensation
compensation for
certain
employees
employees of the Federal Government;
Government; to
an equitable
for
to provide
provide an
equitable system
system for
fixing and adjusting the rates of
of basic
of individual
individual employees;
employees;
basic compensation
compensation of
to repeal the Classification
Classification Act
of 1923,
1923, as
amended; and
other purposes.
Act of
as amended;
and for
for other
purposes.
of
of

Be it
enacted by the Senate and
it enacted
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
and House
House of
the
United
States of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
United States
assembled, That
may
That this
this Act
Act may

be cited as the "Classification
"Classification Act of 1949".
1949".

TITLE
TITLE I-DECLARATION
I—DECLARATION OF POLICY
POLICY
SEC.
S
EC. 101. It
It is the purpose of this Act to provide a
plan for
for classifia plan
classifi-

cation of positions and for rates of basic compensation
compensation wherebywhereby—
(1) in determining
determining the rate of
which an
of basic
basic compensation
compensation which
an
officer or employee
employee shall receive,
receive, (A) the
principle of
of equal
equal pay
the principle
pay
for substantially equal work shall be followed,
followed, and
and (B)
(B) variations
variations
compensation paid to different
in rates of basic compensation
different officers
officers and
and
employees
employees shall be in proportion to
substantial differences
differences in
in the
the
to substantial
difficulty,
difficulty, responsibility, and qualification
qualification requirements
requirements of
of the
the
work performed
performed and to the contributions
employees
contributions of
of officers
officers and
and employees
to efficiency
efficiency and economy in the service;
and
service; and
(2) individual positions shall, in accordance
(2)
accordance with
with their
their duties,
duties,
responsibilities,
responsibilities, and qualification
qualification requirements, be so
so grouped
grouped and
and
identified by classes and grades, as defined in section 301,
identified
301, and
and the
the
various classes shall be so described in published standards, as
as
provided for in title IV, that the resulting position-classification
position-classification
system can be used in all phases of personnel
personnel administration.
administration.

Post, p. 957.
957.
Post,
957.
Post, p.
p. 957.

TITLE II-COVERAGE
II—COVERAGE AND EXEMPTIONS
EXEMPTIONS
"Department."
"Department."

Post, p. 957.
Post,
957.
Post, p. 972.
Poet,
972.
Postal field service.
service.

59 Stat. 435.

39 U.
S. C.. §§
39
U.. S
1. 56,
56,

851-876;
Supp.
§
§ 853 et seq.

II,
II,

Ante, pp.
pp. 622,
622, 690,
690,

902; post, p. 984.
60 Stat. 999.
22 U. S. C.
C. §
§ 801
815
et seq.; Snpp.
Supp. H,
II, i 815
et seq.
te,
pp.
,
7.
Ante,
pp. 111,
Ante, pp.
407.
111, 407.

SEC.
SEC. 201. (a)
(a) For the purposes of this Act, the term "department"
"department"
includes (1)
(1) the executive
executive departments,
departments, (2)
(2) the independent
establishindependent establishments and agencies in the executive branch,
corporations
branch, including
including corporations
wholly owned by the United States, (3)
Office of
(3) the
the Administrative
Administrative Office
of
the United States Courts, (4)
(4) the Library of Congress, (5)
(5) the
Botanic
the Botanic
Garden, (6)
(6) the Government
Government Printing Office,
Office, (7)
(7) the
General AccountAccountthe General
ing Office,
Office, (8) the Office
Office of the Architect
Architect of the Capitol, and
(9) the
and (9)
the
municipal government
government of the District of Columbia.
(b) Subject
Subject to the exemptions specified in section
202, and
section 202,
and except
except as
as
provided in sections
sections 204 and 205, this
shall apply
all civilian
civilian
this Act
Act shall
apply to
to all
positions, officers, and employees
employees in or under
under the departments.
departments.
SEC.
S
EC. 202. This Act (except
(except title XII) shall not apply toto—
(1)
(1) the field service of the Post Office Department,
Department, for
for which
which
the salary rates are fixed by Public Law
Seventy-ninth ConConLaw 134, Seventy-ninth
gress, approved July 6, 1945, as amended
amended and
and supplemented;
supplemented;
(2)
(2) the Foreign
Foreign Service of the United States under the
the
Department of State, for which the salary rates are fixed by
by the
the
Foreign Service
Service Act of 1946, as supplemented
supplemented by Public Law 160,
Foreign
Eighty-first Congress, approved
approved July 6, 1949; and
positions in
in .or
and positions
or
under the Department
Department of State which
which are (A) connected
connected with
with
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representation of
to international
international org
an i
za the representation
of the
the United
United States
States to
organizations; or (B)
by law
(B) specifically exempted by
law from
from the
the Classification
Classification
amended, or
classification or
or compencompenAct of
of 1923,
1923, as amended,
or any
any other
other classification
sation
law;
sation law;

in the
the
(3) physicians,
physicians, dentists,
dentists, nurses,
and other
other employees
employees in
(3)
nurses, and
Department
Medicine and Surgery
in the
the Veterans'
Department of
of Medicine
Surgery in
Veterans' AdminisAdministration, whose compensation
compensation is fixed
tration,
fixed under
under Public
Public Law
Law 293,
Seventy-ninth
Congress, approved
January 3,
3, 1946;
1946;
Seventy-ninth Congress,
approved January
(4)
teachers, school
school officers,
and employees
of the
the Board
(4) teachers,
officers, and
employees of
Board of
of
Education
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, whose
whose compensation
Education of
of the
the District
compensation is
is
fixed
the District
of Columbia
Columbia Teachers'
Salary Act
fixed under
under the
District of
Teachers' Salary
Act of
of
1947,
1947, as supplemented
supplemented by Public Law 161,
151, Eighty-first
Eighty-first Congress,
Congress,
associate
30, 1949;
and the
judge and
and the
approved June
approved
June 30,
1949; and
the chief
chief judge
the associate
judges
of the
of Appeals
for the
of
judges of
the Municipal
Municipal Court
Court of
Appeals for
the District
District of
Columbia, and of the Municipal
Municipal Court for
of
for the
the District
District of
Columbia;
Columbia;
(5) officers
(5)
officers and members
members of the Metropolitan
Metropolitan Police, the Fire
Department of the District of Columbia, the United
United States
States Park
Park
Police, and
and the
the White
White House
House Police;
Police,
Police;
(6)
lighthouse keepers
civilian employees
lightships and
(6) lighthouse
keepers and
and civilian
employees on
on lightships
and
vessels
compensation is
is fixed
fixed under
under
vessels of the
the Coast
Coast Guard,
Guard, whose compensation
authority of section
section 432 (f)
(f) and (g) of
of title
title 14 of the United
United
authority
States
Code;
States Code;
(7) employees
in recognized
recognized trades
trades or crafts, or other
other skilled
(7)
employees in
mechanical crafts,
semiskilled, or
skilled manualmechanical
crafts, or
or in
in unskilled,
unskilled, semiskilled,
or skilled
manuallabor occupations
occupations (except
(except such
such employees
to which
which the
labor
employees in
in positions
positions to
the
Classification
Act of
amended, now
applies, the
duties of
Classification Act
of 1923,
1923, as
as amended,
now applies,
the duties
of
which involve
the maintenance
of public
buildings
public buildings
maintenance and
and operation
operation of
which
involve the
and associated
equipment or
work in scientific
scientific
and
associated equipment
or the
the performance
performance of work
or engineering
engineering laboratories
laboratories as
as aides
scientists or
engineers), and
or
aides to
to scientists
or engineers),
and
employees
the Bureau
Bureau of
of Engraving
and Printing
Printing the
duties of
of
employees in
in the
Engraving and
the duties
whom are
are to
perform or
manual or
or machine
machine operations
whom
to perform
or to
to direct
direct manual
operations
requiring special
special skill
skill or
experience, or
or to
to perform
perform or
or direct
requiring
or experience,
direct the
the
counting,
sorting, or
other verification
verification of
of the
product
counting, examining,
examining, sorting,
or other
the product
of manual
manual or
whose compensation
shall be
of
or machine
machine operations,
operations, whose
compensation shall
be
fixed and
and adjusted
from time
time as
nearly as
as is
fixed
adjusted from
time to
to time
as nearly
is consistent
consistent
with the
the public
interest in
accordance with
prevailing rates;
with
public interest
in accordance
with prevailing
rates;
(8) officers
officers and
and members
members of
crews of
vessels, whose
whose compensacompensaof crews
of vessels,
(8)
tion shall be fixed and adjusted
adjusted from time
time to time
time as
as nearly as is
is
consistent
with the
interest in
in accordance
with prevailing
prevailing
consistent with
the public
public interest
accordance with
rates
industry;
rates and
and practices
practices in the maritime industry;
(9) employees
the Government
Government Printing
Printing Office
com(9)
employees of
of the
Office whose
whose cornpensation is fixed under Public, Numbered
pensation
Numbered 276, Sixty-eighth
Sixty-eighth
Congress 2approved
1924;
Congress
approved June 7, 1924;
(10) civilian
(10)
clvilian professors,
professors, lecturers,
lecturers, and
and instructors
instructors at
at the
the Naval
Naval
War
and the
Academy whose
compensation is
fixed
War College
College and
the Naval
Naval Academy
whose compensation
is fixed
under Public
Public Law
Law 604,
604, Seventy-ninth
under
Seventy-ninth Congress,
Congress, approved
approved August
August
2, 1946,
senior professors,
professors, professors,
professors, associate
and assistant
2,
1946, senior
associate and
assistant proprofessors, and
fessors,
instructors at
the Naval
School whose
and instructors
at the
Naval Postgraduate
Postgraduate School
whose
compensation is fixed under
compensation
under Public Law
Law 303, Eightieth
Eightieth Congress,
Congress,
approved
July 31,
31, 1947; and the
approved July
the Academic
Academic Dean
Dean of
of the
the PostgradPostgraduate
School of
the Naval
Academy whose
is fixed
uate School
of the
Naval Academy
whose compensation
compensation is
fixed
under Public Law 402, Seventy-ninth Congress, approved June 10,
1946;
citizens of the United
(11) aliens or
United States who
(11)
or persons
persons not citizens
occupy
outside the
the several
States and
and the
District of
of
several States
the District
occupy positions
positions outside
Columbia;
Columbia;
(12) the
Tennessee Valley
Valley Authority;
Authority
(12)
the Tennessee
(13) the Inland
Corporation;
Inland Waterways
Waterways Corporation;
(13)

VA
A Department of

Department of

Medicine and SurgMedicine

ery.

59
50 Stat.
sat. 675.
675.
38 II. S. C. 1§¢
5 15-15n;
II, §15m.
Supp. II,
s
Ante, p. 764.
D.C.
teachers,etc.
D. C. teachers,
etc.

Stat. 2.
248.
661 Stat.
Ante, p. 706.

D.C.

D. C. Judges.
udges.

D.
C. tpolicemen,
policemen,
D- C.
firemen, etc.

men, etc.
L
°
Lighthouse
keepers,
hth
etc
e keepers,
etc.

Ante, p.
27.
p.527.

Ant,

Certain trades or
crafts.

crSrti trades or

42 Stat. 1488.
U.s.
J 661-674;
061-674;
5U.
S. C. §§
Supp.
seq.
s8pp. II,, §682
662 ett seq.
Po*, p.
972.
'P 972

Ct.

d'

Bureau of Engraving and Printing.

inBaneu ongPrnv-

crewa of vssels.

crews of vessels.

Government
Government PrintPrint.
ing Office.

'ng
Oice.

43 Stat. 658.
44 U. S. C. §40.
Naval War
Naval
War College,
Naval Academy, etc.

3 Stat. 6M.

College,

Naval Academy, etc.
60 Stat. 854.
60
Stat. 84.
34 U. S. C. §1071.

34 U.

C

61
61 Stat. 706.
70
34 U. S. C., Supp.
II, iS.
I1076b. CS npp

stat.

u,

.

60
6.
Stat. 236.
60 Stat.
34 U.
S. C.
C. i 1074.
U. S.
Miens outside U. S.

Aies outside.

.

956
956
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Panamanian emPanamanian
ployees.
ployees.

Veterans'
Veterans'
Service.

Canteen
Canteen

42 Stat. 1488; 60 Stat.
887.
5
13. S. C. §§ 661-674;
661-674;
5 U.S.C.

Supp. II,
II, §
§662
Supp.
662 et
et seq.;
seq.;
38 U. S. C.
C. §§ 13-13g;
II, §
Supp. II,
§ 13c note.
Post, p.
Post,
972; ante,
p. 972;
ante,
p. 73.
Cooperative agreement.

Hospital,
Hospital, etc.,
eto., stu-

dents.
dents.

61
fi Stat. 727; 59 Stat.
679; 62 Stat. 836.
536.
5
5 U. S. C., Supp. II,
II,
§§ 902, 1051-1058;
1051-1058; 38
5§
S. C. §§15m; Supp.
U. S.
II, §
§15m.
15m.
Inmates, etc.

Experts or consultExperts
ants.
ants.
60 Stat. 810.
55 U. S.
S. C.
C. §§5.5a.
55a.
Emergency or seasonal
employees.
sonal employees.

Part-time
ees.

employ-

Individually fixed
Individually
fixed
rates.
rates.

Finality of decision.

Finality of decision.
Ante, p. 954.
Ante,
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(14)
the Alaska
(14) the
Alaska Railroad;
Railroad;
(15)
(15) the
Corporation;
the Virgin Islands
Islands Corporation;
(16) the
(16)
the Central
Central Intelligence
Intelligence Agency;
Agency;
(17) the Atomic Energy
Energy Commission;
Commission;
(18)
(18) Production Credit
Credit Corporations;
Corporations;
(19)
(19) Federal Intermediate
Intermediate Credit
Credit Banks;
Banks;
(20)
(20) the Panama
Panama Railroad
Railroad Company;
Company;
(21) teachers,
(21)
teachers school officers,
officers, and
members of
the Police
Police and
and
and members
of the
Fire Departments
Departments of
Panama Canal
Canal whose
whose rates
compenof the Panama
rates of
of compensation are fixed by the Governor
Governor of the
the Panama
Panama Canal
Canal with
with referrefercompensation for similar positions
ence to the rates of compensation
positions in
in the
the
municipal
municipal government of
District of
of Columbia;
Columbia;
of the
the District
(22) employees who serve without compensation
(22)
compensation or
or at
at nominal
nominal
of compensation;
rates of
compensation;
(23)
(23) employees none
or only
part of
compensation is
is
none or
only part
of whose
whose compensation
paid from appropriated
of the
United States:
appropriated funds
funds of
the United
States: Provided,
Provided,
That with respect to the
Veterans' Canteen
Canteen Service
Service in
in the
the Veterans'
the VetVeterans' Administration, the
erans'
of this
paragraph shall
shall
the provisions
provisions of
this paragraph
be applicable
applicable only to those positions
which are
are exempt
from the
positions which
exempt from
the
Classification
Classification Act
amended, pursuant
to Public
Law
Act of
of 1923,
1923, as
as amended,
pursuant to
Public Law
636, Seventy-ninth Congress,
Congress, approved August 7,
7, 1946,
1946, as
as
amended;
amended;
(24) employees whose compensation
(24)
compensation is
coopis fixed
fixed under
under a
a coopagreement between the United
erative agreement
United States
States and
State,
and (A)
(A) aa State,
Territory, or possession
of the
United States,
political subsubpossession of
the United
States, or
or political
division thereof, or
(B) a
or organization
organization outside
the
or (B)
a person
person or
outside the
service of
the Federal
service
of the
Federal Government;
Government;
(25)
(25) student nurses,
or dental
residents-innurses, medical
medical or
dental interns,
interns, residents-intraining, student dietitians, student physical
physical therapists,
therapists, student
student
occupational therapists, and
and other
student employees,
other student
employees, assigned
assigned
or attached to
hospital, clinic,
for
to aa hospital,
clinic, or
or laboratory
laboratory primarily
primarily for
training purposes, whose compensation
fixed under
Public Law
Law
compensation is
is fixed
under Public
330, Eightieth Congress, approved
4, 1947,
or section
14
approved August
August 4,
1947, or
section 14
(b) of Public Law 293,
Seventy-ninth Congress,
Congress, approved
approved Janu293, Seventy-ninth
January 3, 1946, as amended
amended by Public Law 722, Eightieth
Eightieth Congress,
Congress,
approved June
June 19,
approved
19, 1948;
1948;
(26) inmates, patients, or beneficiaries
beneficiaries receiving care or treat(26)
treatmenit or
ment
in (overniullet
Government agencies
or institutions;
or living in
agencies or
institutions;
(27) experts
experts or consultants,
consultants, whenl
(27)
when employed
employed temporarily
temporarily or
or
intermittently in accordance
accordance with section 15
15 of Public
intermittently
Public Law'600,
Law 600,
Seventy-ninth
Seventy-ninth Congress,
approved August
August 2,
Congress, approved
2, 1946;
1946;
(28)
(28) emergency
emergency or seasonal
seasonal employees
employees whose
is of
whose employment
employment is
of
uncertain
uncertain or purely temporary duration,
or who
who are
are employed
duration, or
employed
for
brief periods
periods at
at intervals;
for brief
intervals;
(29)
(29) persons employed
employed on a
a fee, contract,
or piece
contract, or
piece work
work basis;
basis;
(30)
persons who may lawfully perform their duties concur(30) persons
rently with their private
profession, business,
business, or
other employemployprivate profession,
or other
ment, and whose duties require
require only a
of their
time,
a portion
portion of
their time,
impracticable to ascertain
where it is impracticable
ascertain or anticipate
anticipate the
the proportion
proportion
of time devoted
devoted to the service
service of the Federal
Federal Government;
Government;
(31)
(31) positions for which rates of basic compensation are
are indiindividually fixed, or expressly
expressly authorized
fixed, by
any other
authorized to
to be
be fixed,
by any
other
the maximum
law, at or in excess of the
maximum scheduled
s
chedul edrate
ra t
eo
th e 'highest
offthe
highest
established by this Act.
grade established
SEC.
S
EC. 203.
Service Commission,
Commission, hereinafter
referred to
as
203. The
The Civil
Civil Service
hereinafter referred
to as
the "Commission",
"Commission", is authorized
authorized and directed
directed to determine
the
determine finally
finally the
applicability
applicability of sections 201 and 202 to specific
positions, officers,
officers, and
and
specific positions,
employees.
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SEC.
SEc. 204. (a)
(a) The classes of employees whose compensation
compensation is
authorized by section
authorized
section 33of the Legislative Pay Act of 1929,
1929, as amended
amended
(46 Stat. 38; 55 Stat. 615),
615), to be fixed by the Architect
Architect of
of the Capitol
Capitol
without
without regard to the Classification Act of 1923, as amended,
amended, are
authorized to be compensated
compensated without regard to this Act.
(b)
(b) This Act shall not apply to any officer or employee
employee of the Office
of the Architect
Architect of the Capitol whose compensation
compensation is
fixed by
by any
is fixed
any
other law.
law.
other
(c)
Architect
(c) Sections
Sections 202 and 203 shall not apply to the Office of the Architect
of the Capitol.
SEc. 205. Title X
X of
apply to
to (1)
(1) the
the AdministraAdministraof this
this Act shall
shall not
not apply
tive Office of the United States Courts, (2)
(2) the
the Library
Library of
of Congress,
Congress,
(3)
(3) the Botanic Garden, (4)
(5) the
(4) the
the Government
Government Printing
Printing Office,
Office, (5)
the
Office of the Architect of the Capitol, and (6)
(6) the
governthe municipal
municipal government
ment of
of the
the District
District of
of Columbia.
Columbia.

957
957
Nonapplicability.
Nonapplicability.

5
U. S.
S. C.
C. §
§ 662;
5 U.
662;
note.
Supp. II,
II, §§ 662 note.
42 Stat.
1488.
42
Stat. 1488.
S. C.
C. §§
661-674;
55 U.
U.S.
§§661-674;
Supp.
et seq.
seq.
Supp. II,
II, §
§ 662
662 et
Pod, p.
p. 972.
Post,
972.

Ante, pp.
pp. 954,
Ante,
954, 956.
956.
Pod,
p. 971.
Post, p.
971.

TITLE III-BASIS
III—BASIS FOR
POSITIONS
FOR CLASSIFYING
CLASSIFYING POSITIONS
SEC. 301.
301. For the purposes
purposes of this
term—
this Act, the term(1) "position" means the work,
duties and
(1)
work, consisting of
of the
the duties
and
responsibilities, assignable
responsibilities,
assignable to
officer or
employee;
to an
an officer
or employee;
(2)
(2) "class"
"class" or "class of positions" includes
includes all
all positions
positions which
which
are
sufficiently similar,
similar, as
as to
(A) kind
subject-matter of
of work,
are sufficiently
to (A)
kind or
or subject-matter
work,
(B) level of
difficulty and
and responsibility,
(C) the
(B)
of difficulty
responsibility, and
and (C)
the qualificaqualification requirements
requirements of the work, to warrant similar
similar treatment
treatment in
in
personnel
and pay
pay administration;
and
personnel and
administration; and
(3)
all classes
of positions
which (although
(3) "grade"
"grade" includes
includes all
classes of
positions which
(although
different with respect
kind or
or subject-matter
work) are
different
respect to
to kind
subject-matter of
of work)
are
sufficiently equivalent
equivalent as
difficulty and
sufficiently
as to
to (A) level
level of
of difficulty
and responsiresponsibility, and (B)
requirements of
of the
work,
(B) level
level of
of qualification
qualification requirements
the work,
to
of such
such classes
within one
one
to warrant
warrant the inclusion
inclusion of
classes of
of positions
positions within
range
basic compensation,
title VI.
range of
of rates
rates of
of basic
compensation, as
as specified
specified in
in title
VI.
S
EC. 302. (a)
position shall be
in its
SEC.
(a) Each
Each position
be placed
placed in
its appropriate
appropriate class.
class.
The
determining the
the class
in which
each position
shall be
The basis
basis for
for determining
class in
which each
position shall
be
placed shall be the
duties and
and responsibilities
responsibilities of
of such
the
placed
the duties
such position
position and
and the
qualifications required
required by
responsibilities.
qualifications
by such
such duties
duties and
and responsibilities.
(b)
(b) Each class shall be placed
placed in its
its appropriate
appropriate grade.
grade. The
The basis
basis
for determining
determining the grade
each class
grade in
in which each
class shall
shall be
be placed
placed shall
shall
be the level of difficulty,
responsibility, and
qualification requirements
requirements
difficulty, responsibility,
and qualification
of
of the
the work of such class.
class.
SEC.
S
EC. 303. No appropriated
appropriated funds
funds shall
pay the
the compensashall be
be used
used to
to pay
compensaemployee who
who places
places a
supervisory position
position in
tion of
of any
any officer
officer or employee
a supervisory
in a
a
class and grade
grade solely on the basis of the
group, section,
the size of the
the group,
section,
bureau, or other
unit or
or the
of subordinates
subordinates
bureau,
other organization
organization unit
the number
number of
supervised. Such
factors may
may be
be given
given effect
effect only
the extent
extent warwarsupervised.
Such factors
only to
to the
ranted by
by the
the work
load of
of the
unit and
and then
then only
ranted
work load
the organization
organization unit
only in
in
such as
the kind,
and comcombination with other
other factors, such
as the
kind, difficulty,
difficulty, and
complexity of
work supervised,
supervised, the
and scope
scope of
responsibility
plexity
of work
the degree
degree and
of responsibility
delegated to
to the
supervisor, and
and the
character of
delegated
the supervisor,
the kind,
kind, degree,
degree, and
and character
of
the
supervision actually
exercised.
the supervision
actually exercised.
SEC.

"Position."
"Position."

"Class";
"Class"; "class
"class of
of
positions."
positions."

"Grade."
"Grade."

Basis
Basis for
for classificaclassification.
tion.

Rlitrlctlon on use
Restriction
funds.
of funds.

TITLE
IV—PREPARATION AND
AND PUBLICATION
OF
TITLE IV-PREPARATION
PUBLICATION OF
STANDARDS
STANDARDS
SEc. 401.
(a) The Commission,
Commission, after
departSEC.
401. (a)
after consultation
consultation with
with the
the departments,
shall prepare
prepare standards
in their
their proper
ments, shall
standards for
for placing
placing positions
positions in
proper
classes
is authorized
make such
such
classes and
and grades. The Commission is
authorized to
to make
inquiries
investigations of
responsibilities, and
and qualificainquiries or investigations
of the
the duties,
duties, responsibilities,
qualification
requirements of
it deems
necessary for
for this
tion requirements
of positions
positions as
as it
deems necessary
this purpose.
purpose.

Inquiries or
or investiinvest!•Inquiries
rations.
gtions.
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Revision,
etc., of
of
Revision, etc.,
standards.
standards.

Use of official class
titles.

Certification
Certification
action.

of

Employee request.
Employee

Position
Position placement.
placement.

Review of positions.

Erroneous classificaErroneous
classification.
tion.
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In such
such standards
the Commission
shall (1)
various classes
classes
(1) define
define the
the various
standards the
Commission shall
In
of positions
in the
the service
service in
of duties,
duties, responsibilities,
responsibilities,
in terms
terms of
positions that
that exist
exist in
of
and qualification
qualification requirements;
requirements; (2)
class titles;
titles;
establish the
the official
official class
and
(2) establish
and
set forth
in which
which such
such classes
classes have
have been
been placed
placed
grades in
and (3)
(3) set
forth the
the grades
by the
Commission. At
At the
request of
of the
Commission, the
departthe departthe request
the Commission,
by
the Commission.
ments
shall furnish
information for
and cooperate
cooperate in
in the
the preparation
preparation
furnish information
for and
ments shall
of such
standards. Such
published in
such form
form
shall be
be published
in such
of
such standards.
Such standards
standards shall
as the
may determine.
determine.
as
the Commission
Commission may
(b)
Commission shall
up to
to date.
date. From
From
shall keep
keep such
such standards
standards up
(b) The
The Commission
time
to time,
with the
to the
the extent
extent
after consultation
consultation with
the departments
departments to
time to
time, after
deemed
the Commission,
Commission, it
revise, supplement,
supplement, or
or
it may
may revise,
by the
deemed necessary
necessary by
abolish existing
existing standards,
standards, so
as
so that,
that, as
or prepare
prepare new
new standards,
abolish
standards, or
nearly
as may
may be
be practicable,
existing at
at any
any given
given time
time
positions existing
nearly as
practicable, positions
within the
will be
be covered
by current
current published
published standards.
standards.
within
the service
service will
covered by
(c)
titles so
so established
established shall
shall be
used for
for personnel,
personnel,
(c) The
The official
official class
class titles
be used
budget,
but this
this requirement
requirement shall
shall not
budget, and
and fiscal
fiscal purposes,
purposes, but
not prevent
prevent the
the
use of
of organizational
organizational or
other titles
for internal
public
use
or other
titles for
internal administration,
administration, public
convenience, law
or similar
purposes.
convenience,
law enforcement,
enforcement, or
similar purposes.

TITLE V—AUTHORITY
V-AUTHORITY AND PROCEDURE
PROCEDURE
SEC. 501. (a) Notwithstanding
Notwithstanding section 502, the Commission
Commission shall
SEC.
have authority, which may be exercised at any time in its discretion,
to—
to(1)
responsibil(1) ascertain
ascertain currently
currently the facts as to the duties, responsibilities, and qualification
qualification requirements
requirements of any position;
position;
(2)
appropriate class and grade
created
grade any newly created
in an appropriate
(2) place
place in
position or any position coming
coming initially under this Act;
Act;
(3)
(3) decide whether any position is in its appropriate
appropriate class and
grade; and
another
(4) change any position from one class or grade to another
class or grade whenever the facts warrant.
department concerned
concerned action
action taken
The Commission
Commission shall
shall certify
certify to
to the
the department
(2) or
(4). The
by the Commission
Commission under
under paragraph
paragraph (2)
or (4).
The department
department
shall take action in accordance
accordance with such certificate,
certificate, and
and such certificate
certificate
binding on
shall be
be binding
on all administrative,
administrative, certifying,
certifying, pay
pay roll, disbursing,
disbursing,
Government.
the Government.
and accounting
accounting officers
officers of
of the
(b) Any employee
employee or employees (including any officer or officers)
(b)
affected or
or any
department may
at any
time that
that the
Comaffected
any department
may request
request at
any time
the Comgranted to
(a) and
mission exercise
exercise the
the authority
authority granted
to it under
under subsection (a)
the Commission
shall act
act upon
upon such
such request.
the
Commission shall
SEC. 502.
(a) Except
departSEC.
502. (a)
Except as otherwise
otherwise provided
provided in this
this title, each
each department
ment shall
shall place
place each position
position under its jurisdiction and to which this
Act
appropriate class and grade in
in conformance
conformance with
Act applies in its appropriate
standards published by the Commission
Commission or, if no published standards
directly
A department
department
directly apply, consistently
consistently with published
published standards.
standards. A
may,
whenever the facts warrant,
change any position which
which it
it has
has
may, whenever
warrant, change
under this subsection from such class or grade
placed in aaclass or grade under
to another
another class or grade. Such actions of the departments
departments shall be
compensation and for personnel transthe basis for the payment of compensation
actions until changed
changed by certificate
certificate of the Commission.
(b) The Commission shall, from time to time, review such number
number
of positions in each department
department as will enable the Commission to determine whether such department is placing positions in classes and
and
conformance with or consistently
consistently with published standards.
grades in conformance
S
EC. 503. Whenever
Whenever the Commission finds under section 502 (b) that
that
SEc.
aaposition to which this Act applies is not placed in its proper class and
for
grade in conformance
conformance with published standards or that positions for
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which no standards have been published are not
placed in
not placed
in classes
classes and
and
grades consistently
consistently with published standards, it shall, after consultaconsultation with appropriate
appropriate officers or employees
employees of the department
condepartment concerned, place
place each such position in
its appropriate
appropriate class
and grade
in its
class and
grade
and shall certify such action to the department.
department. The
shall
The department
department shall
take action in accordance
accordance with such
certificate, and
such certificate,
and such
such certificate
certificate
shall be binding on all administrative,
administrative, certifying,
certifying, pay
pay roll,
disbursing,
roll, disbursing,
and accounting
officers of
of the
accounting officers
the Government.
Government.
Revocation or sussusSEC. 504. (a)
(a) Whenever
department pension
Sec.
Whenever the Commission
Commission finds that any department
of departclasses and
is not placing
placing positions in classes
grades in
conformance with
and grades
in conformance
with or
or mental
mental authority.
it may revoke or
consistently with published
published standards, it
or suspend in
in
whole or in part the authority granted
granted to
under section
to the
the department
department under
section
Ante, p. 958.
502 and require that prior approval
be secured
secured
approval of
of the
the Commission
Commission be
a position in a
a class
before an action placing a
grade becomes
becomes effecclass and
and grade
effective for pay roll and other personnel
personnel purposes.
purposes. Such
Such revocations
revocations or
or Limitation.
suspensions may be
be limited,
in the
the discretion
the Commission,
Commission, to
limited, in
discretion of
of the
to
(1) the departmental
departmental or field service,
(1)
or any
any part
part thereof;
service, or
thereof; (2)
(2) any
any
geographic area; (3)
geographic
(3) any organization
organization unit
unit or
of organization
or group
group of
organization
(4) certain types of classification
units; (4)
classification actions;
classes in
in particparticactions; (5)
(5) classes
occupational groups
ular occupational
or (6)
which standards
groups or
or grades;
grades; or
(6) classes
classes for
for which
standards
have not been
been published.
published.
Restoration of au(b)
(b) After all or part of the authority of the department
department has
been thority.
has been
revoked or suspended,
suspended, the Commission
Commission may at any
time restore
restore such
any time
such
authority to the extent
extent that it
is satisfied
satisfied that
subsequent actions
actions placplacit is
that subsequent
ing positions in classes
classes and grades will
will be
taken in
in conformance
conformance with
be taken
with
or consistently
consistently with
standards.
or
with published
published standards.
17 and
18.
Grades 16,
16,17
and 18.
SEC.
(a) No position shall be placed in
S
EC. 505. (a)
16 or
or 17
17 of
of the
the
in Grade
Grade 16
Limitation.
General
Schedule
except
General
except by
of, or
prior approval
the
by action of,
or after
after prior
approval by,
by, the
Commission. At any one
time there
there shall
shall not
not be
more than
than three
three
one time
be more
hundred positions in
hundred
in Grade
Grade 16
of the
the General
and not
16 of
General Schedule
Schedule and
not more
more
than seventy-five
than
seventy-five positions in
in Grade
17 of
of the
General Schedule.
Schedule.
Grade 17
the General
(b) No position shall be placed
placed in
in or
or removed
removed from
Grade 18
18 of
from Grade
of the
the
General Schedule
by the
President upon
of the
Schedule except
except by
the President
upon recommendation
recommendation of
the
Commission. There shall not
twenty-five positions
positions in
not be
be more
more than twenty-five
in
such
at any
any one
such grade
grade at
one time.
time.
Records, etc..
Records,
etc.
SEC. 506.
506. The
Commission may
prescribe the
the form
in which
each
SEC.
The Commission
may (1)
(1) prescribe
form in
which each
department shall record
department
record the
of positions
the duties and
and responsibilities
responsibilities of
positions to
to
which
applies and
the places
places where
where such
shall be
which this Act
Act applies
and the
such records
records shall
be
maintained, (2)
maintained,
(2) examine
these or
any other
records of
of the
examine these
or any
other pertinent
pertinent records
the
department,
(3) interview
any officers
officers or
employees of
departdepartment, and (3)
interview any
or employees
of the
the department who have
knowledge of
the duties
duties and
and responsibilities
have knowledge
of the
responsibilities of
of such
such
positions and
information as
the reasons
reasons for
placing a
position in
and information
as to
to the
for placing
a position
in
any
grade.
any class
class or
or grade.
TITLE VI-BASIC
VI—BASIC COMPENSATION
COMPENSATION SCHEDULES
SCHEDULES
SEC.
There are hereby
S
EC. 601. There
the following
basic comcomhereby established
established the
following basic
pensation
schedules for positions
pensation schedules
to which
this Act
applies:
positions to
which this
Act applies:
(1) A "General
"General Schedule", the symbol for which shall
(1)
be "GS",
shall be
"GS",
clerical,
in lieu of the
the professional
professional and
and scientific
scientific service,
service, the
the clerical,
administrative,
administrative, and fiscal service, and
and the
the subprofessional
subprofessional service
service
specified in section 13 of
of the Classification
specified
Classification Act
of 1923,
as
Act of
1923, as
amended;
amended; and
and
(2)
"Crafts, Protective,
Custodial Schedule",
Schedule", the
symbol
(2) A "Crafts,
Protective, and
and Custodial
the symbol
be "CPC",
in lieu
the crafts,
and
for which
which shall
shall be
"CPC", in
lieu of
of the
crafts, protective,
protective, and
custodial service
service specified in such
such section.
section.
S
EC. 602.
(a) The
Schedule shall
shall be
divided into
into eighteen
SEC.
602. (a)
The General
General Schedule
be divided
eighteen
grades
difficulty and
responsibility of
follows:
grades of
of difficulty
and responsibility
of work,
work, as
as follows:

"General
Sched"General Schedule."
nle."

Stat. 1491.
42 Stat.
1491.
55 U.
U. S.
8. C. §§673; 38
38
U. 8.
S. C. §
§74.
U.
Post, p.
p. 972.
Pod,
972.

"Crafts, Protective,
Protective,
and Custodial Schedule."
ule."
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OS-1.
os-1.

GS-2.
G-2.

GS-3.
Gs-3.

08-4.
as-

GS-5.
os5.

GS-6.
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SCHEDULE

Grade
GS-1 includes
includes all classes
Grade GS-1
classes of positions the duties of which are

to perform, under immediate supervision, with little or no latitude
for the exercise
exercise of independent
independent judgment, (1) the simplest routine
work in office, business, or fiscal operations, or (2)
(2) elementary
elementary work
technical character
of a
a subordinate
subordinate technical
professional, scientific, or
or
character in aa professional,
technical field.

Grade GS-2 includes all classes of positions the duties of which are
are
(1)
immediate supervision, with limited latitude
(1) to perform, under immediate
latitude
for the exercise of independent
independent judgment, routine work in office,
business, or fiscal operations, or comparable subordinate
technical
subordinate technical
work of limited scope in aa professional,
professional, scientific, or technical field,
requiring some training or experience;
experience; or (2) to perform other work
of equal importance,
importance, difficulty, and responsibility, and requiring comparable qualifications.
qualifications.
Grade
Grade GS-3 includes all classes of positions the duties of which are
(1)
immediate or general supervision,
(1) to perform, under immediate
supervision, somewhat
somewhat
difficult and responsible work in office, business, or fiscal operations,
or comparable
comparable subordinate
subordinate technical work of limited scope in a
a professional,
scientific, or technical
fessional, scientific,
technical field, requiring
requiring in either case (A)
some training or experience, (B)
(B) working knowledge
knowledge of a
a special
special
subject matter, or (C)
(C) to some extent the exercise of independent
independent
judgment in accordance
accordance with well-established
well-established policies, procedures,
procedures,
techniques; or (2)
(2) to perform other work of equal importance,
and techniques;
importance,
difficulty, and responsibility,
requiring comparable
qualifications.
responsibility, and
and requiring
comparable qualifications.
Grade
Grade GS-4
GS tincludes all classes of positions the duties of which
are (1)
supervision, modermoder(1) to perform, under immediate
immediate or general supervision,
ately difficult and responsible work in office,
office, business, or fiscal operations, or comparable
subordinate technical work in aa professional,
comparable subordinate
professional,
scientific, or technical field, requiring in either case (A)
(A) a
a moderate
amount of training and minor supervisory
supervisory or other experience,
experience, (B)
(B)
good working
working knowledge of a
aspecial subject matter or a
a limited field
field
of office, laboratory, engineering,
engineering, scientific, or other procedure and
and
exercise of independent
practice, and (C) the exercise
independent judgment in accordaccordance with well-established
well-established policies,
policies, procedures,
procedures, and techniques; or
or
(2)
(2) to perform other work of equal importance,
difficulty, and responresponimportance, difficulty,
sibility, and requiring
requiring comparable
comparable qualifications.
qualifications.
Grade GS-5
GS-5 includes all classes of positions the duties of which are
Grade
(1) to perform, under general supervision,
supervision, difficult
difficult and responsible
responsible
work in office,
office, business, or fiscal administration,
administration, or comparable
comparable subordinate technical work in aaprofessional,
ordinate
professional, scientific, or technical
technical field,
requiring in either case (A)
(A) considerable
or
considerable training and supervisory or
other experience, (B)
(B) broad working knowledge of a
a special subject
subject
matter or of office, laboratory, engineering,
scientific, or other proengineering, scientific,
cedure and practice, and (C)
exercise of independent judgment
judgment
(C) the exercise
in a
a limited field; (2)
(2) to perform, under immediate supervision,
supervision, and
and
with little opportunity
opportunity for the exercise of independent
independent judgment,
simple and elementary
elementary work requiring professional,
professional, scientific,
scientific, or
or
technical training equivalent to that represented
represented by graduation
graduation from
aa college or university of recognized
recognized standing but requiring little or
no experience;
experience; or (3)
(3) to perform other work of equal importance,
difficulty,
difficulty, and responsibility, and requiring comparable
comparable qualifications.
Grade GS-6 includes all classes of positions the duties of which
which are
are
(1) to perform, under general supervision, difficult and responsible
work in office, business, or fiscal administration, or comparable
comparable subordinate technical
professional, scientific, or technical field,
technical work in a
aprofessional,
requiring
requiring in either case (A) considerable
considerable training and supervisory
supervisory
or other experience,
experience, (B) broad working knowledge of a
a special and
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procedure, or practice, or of the principles
complex subject matter, procedure,
of the profession,
profession, art, or science involved,
(C) to a
a considerable
involved, and (C)
extent the exercise
exercise of independent
(2) to perform
independent judgment;
judgment; or (2)
other work of equal importance, difficulty, and responsibility, and
requiring
requiring comparable qualifications.
Grade GS-7 includes
includes all classes of positions the duties of which are
supervision, work of considerable
(1) to perform, under general supervision
considerable difficulty
fculty and responsibility along special
special technical
technical or supervisory
supervisory lines
in office, business, or fiscal administration,
administration, or comparable
comparable subordinate
technical
technical work in aaprofessional, scientific, or technical field, requiring
in either
supervisory training
either case (A) considerable specialized
specialized or supervisory
and experience,
knowledge of a
a special
special
experience, (B)
(B) comprehensive
comprehensive working knowledge
and complex
complex subject matter,
matter,. procedure,
procedure, or practice,
practice or of the principles
principles
of the profession, art, or science, involved, and (C)
o) to a
a considerable
extent the exercise of independent
in
todependent judgment; (2)
2) under immediate
or general supervision, to perform
perform somewhat difficult
• cult work requiring
requiring
(A)
(A) professional,
professional, scientific, or technical training equivalent
equivalent to that
represented
represented by graduation from a
acollege or university
recognized
university of recognized
(C) to a
a limited extent, the
standing, (B) previous experience,
experience, and (C)
exercise
exercise of independent
independent technical judgment; or (3)
(3) to perform other
work of equal importance,
importance, difficulty,
difficulty, and responsibility,
responsibility, and
and requiring
requiring

961

08-7.
G(-7.

di

comparable qualifications.
comparable
qualifications.

Grade GS-8 includes all classes of positions the duties of which
(1) to perform, under general
general supervision,
are (1)
supervision, very difficult and
responsible work along special
responsible
special technical or supervisory
supervisory lines in office,
business, or fiscal
fiscal administration,
administration requiring (A) considerable
business,
considerable specialized or supervisory
supervisory training and
experience, (B) comprehensive
comprehensive and
and experience,
thorough
specialized and complex
complex subject
subject
thorough working knowledge
knowledge of a
a specialized
matter,
matter, procedure,
procedure, or
or practice, or
or of the
the principles
principles of the
the profession,
profession,
exercise
art, or science involved,
involved, and (C) to aaconsiderable
considerable extent the exercise
of
judgment; or (2)
(2) to perform other work of equal
of independent
independent judgment;
importance, difficulty,
difficulty, and responsibility,
responsibility, and requiring comparable
qualifications.
qualifications.
Grade GS-9 includes all classes of positions the duties of which
Grade
are (1)
(1) to
to perform,
supervision, very
very difficult
difficult and
and
perform, under
under general
general supervision,
are
responsible
or administraadministratechnical, supervisory,
supervisory, or
along special
special technical,
work along
responsible work
tive lines
lines in
in office,
fiscal administration,
administration, requiring
(A)
tive
office, business,
business, or
or fiscal
requiring (A)
somewhat extended
extended specialized
considerable specialized
specialized,
specialized training and considerable
supervisory, or administrative experience
experience which has demonstrated
demonstrated
supervisory,
capacity for
independent work, (B)
thorough and
(B) thorough
and fundamental
fundamental
capacity
for sound
sound independent
knowledge
matter, or
or of the profescomplex subject
subject matter,
a special and
and complex
knowledge of a
considerable latitude
the
latitude for the
(C) considerable
involved, and (C)
sion, art,
art, or science involved,
considerable latitude for
exercise of independent
in
(2) with considerable
for
judgment; (2)
independent
exercise
exercise of independent
dependent judgment,
difficult
perform moderately
moderately difficult
judgment, to
to perform
the exercise
scientific, or technirequiring (A)
(A) professional,
professional, scientific,
techniand responsible
responsible work, requiring
cal
training equivalent
that represented
by graduation
graduation from
represented by
from a
a colcolcal training
equivalent to
to that
lege
or university
recognized standing,
considerable addiaddiand (B)
(B) considerable
standing, and
university of
of recognized
lege or
tional
professional, scientific,
scientific, or
experience
or experience
or technical
technical training
training or
tional professional,
which has
has demonstrated
demonstrated capacity
for sound
sound independent
work; or
or
independent work;
capacity for
which
(3) to
perform other
other work
equal importance,
respon(3)
to perform
work of
of equal
importance, difficulty,
difficulty, and
and responsibility,
and requiring
comparable qualifications.
qualifications.
sibility, and
requiring comparable
Grade GS-10
GS-10 includes
all classes
of positions
the duties
are
positions the
duties of which are
classes of
Grade
includes all
(1)
to perform,
perform, under
under general
supervision, highly
(1) to
general supervision,
highly difficult
difficult and
and responresponsible work
work along
special technical,
or administrative
sible
along special
technical, supervisory,
supervisory, or
administrative lines
lines
in office,
office, business,
business, or
or fiscal
requiring (A)
(A) somewhat
somewhat
fiscal administration,
administration, requiring
in
extended specialized,
or administrative
administrative training
training and
and expeexpe
specialized, supervisory,
supervisory, or
extended
independent work,
demonstrated capacity
capacity for sound independent
rience which has demonstrated
(B)
and comcoma specialized
specialized and
knowledge of a
and fundamental
fundamental knowledge
(B) thorough
thorough and
plex subject
subject matter,
or of
of the
the profession,
profession, art,
or science
involved, and
and
science involved,
art, or
plex
matter, or
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(C)
latitude for the
exercise of
judgment;
independent judgment;
of independent
the exercise
considerable latitude
(C) considerable
or (2)
to perform
work of
of equal
equal importance,
importance, difficulty,
difficulty, and
other work
perform other
or
(2) to
responsibility, and
requiring comparable qualifications.
qualifications.
and requiring
responsibility,
Grade
GS-11 includes
includes all classes of positions the duties of which are
Grade GS-11
(1)
to perform,
administrative supervision and with
general administrative
under general
perform, under
(1) to
marked
wide
latitude for the exercise of independent
independent judgment, work of marked
wide latitude
difficulty and
special technical, supervisory, or
or
responsibility along special
and responsibility
difficulty
administrative
office, business, or fiscal administration,
administration, requiradministrative lines in office,
administrative training
supervisory, or administrative
specialized, supervisory,
extended specialized,
ing (A) extended
and
attainments and
important attainments
experience which has demonstrated
demonstrated important
and experience
capacity for sound independent
independent action or decision, and (B)
(B)
marked capacity
intimate grasp of a
aspecialized
specialized and complex subject matter, or of the
administrative work of
profession
of
profession, art, or science involved, or of administrative
(2) with wide latitude for the exercise of indemarked difficulty;
difficulty; (2)
pendent judgment, to perform responsible
responsible work of considerable
difficulty
extended professional, scientific,
scientific, or techdifficulty requiring somewhat extended
nical training
training and experience
experience which has demonstrated
important
demonstrated important
(3) to
attainments and marked capacity for independent
independent work; or (3)
perform other work of equal importance, difficulty,
responsibility,
difficulty, and responsibility,
and requiring comparable
comparable qualifications.
GS-12 includes all classes of positions the duties of which are
Grade GS—I2
(1) to perform, under general
general administrative supervision, with wide
(1)
judgment, work of aavery high
independent judgment,
exercise of independent
latitude for the exercise
technical, superdifficulty and responsibility
responsibility along special technical,
order of difficulty
fiscal administrabusiness, or fiscal
administrative lines in office, business,
visory, or administrative
administraspecialized, supervisory,
tion, requiring (A)
(A) extended
extended specialized,
supervisory, or administraleadership and
experience which has demonstrated
demonstrated leadership
and
tive training and experience
attainments of a
in. specialized
specialized or administrative
administrative work,
a high order in
attainments
intimate grasp of a
aspecialized
matter
specialized and complex subject matter
(B) intimate
and (B)
or
of the
involved; (2)
(2) under general
art, or science involved;
profession, art,
or of
the profession,
administrative
administrative supervision, and with wide latitude for the exercise
of independent
professional, scientific, or techindependent judgment, to perform professional,
extended
responsibility requiring extended
nical work of marked difficulty and responsibility
professional, scientific, or technical training and experience
experience which
attainments of aahigh order in prohas
as demonstrated leadership and attainments
fessional, scientific, or technical
administration;
technical research, practice, or administration;
or (3)
(3) to
to perform other work of equal importance, difficulty, and
responsibility,
requiring comparable
comparable qualifications.
responsibility, and requiring
Grade GS-13 includes
includes all
all classes of positions the duties of which
are (1) to perform, under administrative
administrative direction, with wide latitude
for
independent judgment, work of unusual difficulty
for the
the exercise of independent
and responsibility
responsibility along special technical,
technical, supervisory,
supervisory, or administrarequiring extended
specialized, supervisory,
supervisory, or adminisextended specialized,
tive lines, requiring
leadership
trative training and experience
experience which
which has demonstrated
demonstrated leadership
and marked attainments; (2) to serve as assistant head of aa major
organization involving work of comparable
comparable level within a
bureau;
a bureau;
organization
(3) to perform,
perform, under administrative
administrative direction, with wide latitude
latitude for
(3)
the exercise of independent
independent judgment, work of unusual
unusual difficulty and
responsibility
extended professional,
professional, scientific, or technical
technical
responsibility requiring extended
leadership and
demonstrated leadership
experience which has demonstrated
training and experience
attainments in professional,
professional, scientific, or technical
technical research,
marked attainments
administration; or (4)
(4) to perform other work of equal
practice, or administration;
difficulty, and responsibility, and requiring comparable
comparable
importance, difficulty,

GS-11.
GS-Ii.

GB-12.
8-i2.

os-13
G
8-13.

013-14.
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qualifications.
qualifications.

Grade GS-14 includes all classes of positions the duties of which are
(1)
administrative direction, with wide
(1) to perform, under general administrative
independent judgment, work of exceptional
latitude
exceptional
latitude for the exercise of independent
difficulty and responsibility
responsibility along special technical, supervisory, or
['difficulty
administrative lines which has demonstrated
demonstrated leadership
leadership and unusual
administrative
a major organization
organization within aa
attainments; (2)
(2) to serve as head of a
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comparable level; (3)
to
bureau involving
involving work of comparable
(3) to plan and direct or to
plan and execute
professional, scientific,
execute major professional,
technical, administraadministrascientific, technical,
tive, fiscal,
specialized programs,
fiscal, or other specialized
programs, requiring extended training
and experience
experience which has demonstrated
demonstrated leadership
leadership and unusual
unusual attainattaintechnical research,
research, practice,
practice, or
ments in
in professional,
professional, scientific
scientific, . or
or technical
or
administration, or in administrative,
administrative, fiscal,
administration
fiscal, or
other specialized
or other
specialized activiactivities;
ties •or (4) to perform
perform consulting
or other
consulting or
other professional,
professional, scientific,
scientific,
technical,
administrative, fiscal, or other specialized
specialized work
technical, administrative
work of
of equal
equal
importance,
responsibility, and requiring
importance, difficulty,
difficulty, and responsibility,
requiring comparable
comparable
qualifications.
qualifications.
Grade
Grade GS-15 includes all classes of positions the duties of which are
(1)
administrative direction,
(1) to perform, under
under general
general administrative
very
direction, with
with very
wide latitude for the exercise
exercise of independent
independent judgment,
of outoutjudgment, work
work of
standing
standing difficulty
difficulty and responsibility
responsibility along special
superspecial technical,
technical, supervisory, or administrative
administrative lines which has demonstrated
leadership and
demonstrated leadership
and
exceptional
exceptional attainments;
attainments; (2)
(2) to
as head
head of
major organization
organization
to serve
serve as
of aamajor
within a
a bureau
bureau involving work of comparable
(3) to
and
comparable level; (3)
to plan
plan and
direct
programs of marked diffidirect or to plan and execute
execute specialized programs
difficulty, responsibility, and national
along professional,
national significance,
significance, along
professional,
scientific,
administrative, fiscal, or
scientific, technical, administrative
other lines,
lines, requiring
or other
requiring
extended
experience which has demonstrated
demonstrated leadership
extended training and experience
leadership
professional, scientific, or
and unusual
unusual attainments in professional,
technical
or technical
research, practice, or administration,
administration or
or in
in administrative,
administrative, fiscal,
or
fiscal, or
other specialized
specialized activities
other
activities; or
or (4)
(4) to
to perform
perform consulting
consulting or
or other
professional, scientific,
professional,
scientific, technical,
technical, administrative,
other specialadministrative, fiscal,
fiscal, or
or other
specialized
of equal
and responsibility,
ized work
work of
equal importance,
importance, difficulty,
difficulty, and
responsibility, and
and
requiring
comparable qualifications.
qualifications.
requiring comparable
Grade GS-16 includes
includes all classes
positions the
the duties
duties of
are
classes of
of positions
of which
which are
(1)
(1) to perform, under
under general
general administrative
administrative direction,
direction, with
with unusual
unusual
latitude for the exercise of independent
independent judgment,
outstanding
judgment, work
work of
of outstanding
difficulty
responsibility along special
difficulty and responsibility
technical, supervisory,
special technical,
supervisory, or
or
administrative
administrative lines which
which has
has demonstrated
demonstrated leadership
and excepleadership and
excepattainments; (2)
(2) to
serve as
as the
major organization
organization
tional attainments;
to serve
the head
head of
of a
a major
involving work of comparable
comparable level;
level; (3)
(3) to
or to
to plan
plan and
and direct
direct or
to plan
plan
and
execute professional,
administrative, fiscal,
and execute
professional, scientific,
scientific, technical,
technical, administrative,
fiscal,
other specialized
or other
specialized programs
programs of
of unusual
difficulty, responsibility,
unusual difficulty,
responsibility, and
and
national significance,
training and
and experience
experience
significance, requiring
requiring extended
extended training
which
has demonstrated
demonstrated leadership
and exceptional
exceptional attainments
in
which has
leadership and
attainments in
professional,
research, practice,
or administraprofessional, scientific,
scientific, or
or technical
technical research,
practice, or
administration, or
or in administrative,
other specialized
specialized activities;
or (4)
administrative, fiscal,
fiscal, or
or other
activities; or
(4)
to perform
perform consulting
other professional,
professional, scientific,
to
consulting or
or other
scientific, technical,
technical, adminadministrative, fiscal, or other specialized
equal importance,
specialized work of
of equal
importance, diffidifficulty, and responsibility, and
comparable qualifications.
and requiring
requiring comparable
qualifications.
includes all classes
Grade GS-17 includes
the duties
duties of
which are
are
classes of
of positions
positions the
of which
(1) to serve
as the
head of
of aabureau
the position,
considering the
(1)
serve as
the head
bureau where
where the
position, considering
the
kind and
and extent
and responsibilities
vested in
and
kind
extent of
of the
the authorities
authorities and
responsibilities vested
in it,
it, and
the
complexity, and
difficulty of
the activities
carried
the scope, complexity,
and degree
degree of
of difficulty
of the
activities carried
on, is
is of
of a
ahigh
high order
whole group
group of
of positions
positions of
heads of
on,
order among
among the
the whole
of heads
of
bureaus; (2)
(2) to
plan and
direct or
execute professional,
bureaus;
to plan
and direct
or to
to plan
plan and
and execute
professional,
scientific, technical,
administrative, fiscal,
or other
programs
scientific,
technical, administrative,
fiscal, or
other specialized
specialized programs
of
of exceptional
exceptional difficulty,
difficulty, responsibility,
responsibility, and
and national
national significance,
significance,
requiring
training and
experience which
demonstrated
requiring extended
extended training
and experience
which has
has demonstrated
exceptional
and attainments
in professional,
professional, scientific,
scientific, or
exceptional leadership
leadership and
attainments in
or
technical research,
practice, or
in administrative,
administrative,
technical
research, practice,
or administration,
administration, or
or in
fiscal, or
or other
other specialized
activities; or
(3) to
to perform
or
fiscal,
specialized activities;
or (3)
perform consulting
consulting or
other professional,
professional, scientific,
technical, administrative,
or other
other
other
scientific, technical,
administrative, fiscal,
fiscal, or
specialized
of equal
and responsibility,
responsibility,
specialized work
work of
equal importance,
importance, difficulty,
difficulty, and
and
requiring comparable
comparable qualifications.
qualifications.
and requiring
Grade
classes of
of positions
positions the
the duties
are
Grade GS-18
GS-18 includes
includes all
all classes
duties of
of which
which are
,(1)
serve as
as the
the head
head of
of a
abureau
bureau where
the position,
(1) to
to serve
where the
position, considering
considering the
the
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kind and
and extent
extent of
of the
the authorities
and responsibilities
vested in
and
in it,
it, and
authorities and
responsibilities vested
kind
the
degree of
of difficulty
difficulty of
of the
the activities
carried
the scope, complexity,
complexity, and
and degree
activities carried
on, is
is exceptional
exceptional and
and outstanding
among the
the whole
whole group
positions
on,
outstanding among
group of
of positions
of heads
heads of
bureaus; (2)
(2) to
to plan
direct or
or to
to plan
execute
of bureaus;
plan and
and direct
plan and
and execute
of
frontier or
unprecedented professional,
frontier
or unprecedented
professional, scientific, technical,
technical, adminisadministrative,
of outstanding difficulty,
difficulty,
specialized programs
programs of
trative, fiscal, or other specialized
responsibility,
significance, requiring
training
responsibility, and
and national
national significance,
requiring extended
extended training
and
experience which
has demonstrated
demonstrated outstanding
and experience
which has
outstanding leadership
leadership and
and
attainments
technical research,
research, practice,
practice,
attainments in professional,
professional, scientific,
scientific, or
or technical
or
or administration,
administration, or in administrative,
administrative, fiscal, or other specialized
specialized
activities; or
(3) to
or other
activities;
or (3)
to perform
perform consulting
consulting or
other professional,
professional, scienscientific, technical,
technical, administrative,
administrative, fiscal,
fiscal, or other
other specialized
specialized work
work of
responsibility, and requiring
equal importance, difficulty, and responsibility,
requiring comcomparable
qualifications.
parable qualifications.
(b)
Schedule shall be divided
(b) The
The Crafts,
Crafts, Protective, and Custodial
Custodial Schedule
into ten grades
grades of difficulty and responsibility
responsibility of
of work, as follows:
follows:
CRAFTS,PROTECTIVE,
PROTECTI VE, AND
CUSTODIAL SCHEDULE
SCHEDULE
CRAFTS,
AND CUSTODIAL

OPC-L

OPC-L

crPo-

CPC-2.

OPC-8.

Po-a

cPo-.

oaPa

Grade CPC-1 includes all classes of positions the duties of which
which
are
run errands,
errands, to
or to
to perform
other light
light manual
are to
to run
to check
check parcels,
parcels, or
perform other
manual
with little
little or no
no responsibility.
responsibility.
tasks with
Grade CPC-2 includes all classes of positions the duties of which
which
are
are to
to handle
handle desks,
desks, mail sacks,
sacks, and other heavy objects,
objects, and to perform similar
ordinarily required
required of
of unskilled
laborers; to
form
similar work
work ordinarily
unskilled laborers;
to pass
pass
coal;
perform regular
coal; to clean office rooms; to perform
regular messenger
messenger work
work with
to perform
work of
equal difficulty
difficulty and
and
little res_ponsibility;
responsibility; or
or to
perform other
other work
of equal
responsibility and
requiring comparable
responsibility
and requiring
comparable qualifications.
qualifications.
Grade CPC-3 includes all classes of positions the duties of which
which
are to
supervision, custodial,
are
to perform,
perform, under
under immediate
immediate supervision,
custodial, or
or office
office labor
labor
work with
with some degree of
of responsibility;
responsibility; to
to operate
operate paper-cutting,
envelope-sealing machines;
machines; to
and
canceling, envelope-opening,
envelope-opening, or
or envelope-sealing
to fire
fire and
keep up
up steam in low-pressure
low-pressure boilers
boilers used for heating
heating purposes,
purposes, and
and
apparatus •to
to clean boilers and oil machinery
machinery and related apparatus;
to operate
operate
passenger
automobiles or
trucks; to
for shippassenger automobiles
or light-duty
light-duty trucks;
to pack
pack goods
goods for
shipment;
charwomen; to
ment; to work
work as leader
leader of aa group of charwomen;
to perform
perform
messenger
manual or office-labor
office-labor tasks with some
messenger work and do light manual
responsibility;
important documents
from one
to
responsibility; to carry
carry important
documents from
one office
office to
another, or attend
private office of a
attend the door and private
a public officer;
officer; or
or to
perform
other work
of equal
difficulty and
and requirrequirperform other
work of
equal difficulty
and responsibility
responsibility and
mg
ing comparable
comparable qualifications.
qualifications.
Grade CPC-4 includes all classes of positions the duties of which
which
are
general supervision,
responare to perform, under
under general
supervision, custodial
custodial work of
of aaresponcharacter; to guard office or storage buildings;
buildings; to
supervise and
sible character;
to supervise
direct a
in
a force of unskilled laborers; to fire and to keep
keep up steam in
high-pressure boilers and to operate other equipment used in connecconnecperform general,
general, semimechanical,
sembnechanical, new,
or
tion with
with such
such boilers; to
to perform
new, or
repair work requiring some skill with hand tools; to work as craft
or trade helper; to operate heavy-duty
heavy-duty trucks, semitrailers,
tractor
semitrailers, or tractor
trailers; to operate
operate a
apassenger automobile
automobile for aadepartment
department head
head or
or
officer of comparable
comparable rank; to attend the door of a
aprivate office of a
a
department head or officer of comparable
department
comparable rank; or to perform other
other
requiring comparable
comparable
work of equal difficulty and responsibility
responsibility and requiring
qualifications.
Grade CPC-5 includes all classes of positions the duties of which are
are
great value while in transit; to supervise
supervise the operto guard property of great
ation and maintenance
maintenance of a
a low-capacity
low-capacity heating plant and its auxiliary
equipment; or to perform other work of equal difficulty
difficulty and responsiequipment;
requiring comparable
comparable qualifications.
qualifications.
bility and requiring
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OPC-6.
cPO-&
Grade CPC-6 includes all classes of positions the duties of
of which
which are
are
to have immediate
immediate direction of a
detachment of building guards;
guards; to
a detachment
to
appliances; or
perform the work of aaskilled mechanic; to repair
repair office appliances;
or
to perform
perform other work of
responsibility and
and requirof equal
equal difficulty
difficulty and
and responsibility
requiring comparable
comparable qualifications.
qualifications.
Grade CPC-7 includes all classes of positions the
which are
the duties of
of which
are CPC-7.
to assist in the general
general supervision
supervision of aaforce
of building
guards; to
force of
building guardsto
mechanics; or to
work as leader of a
agroup of skilled mechanics;
perform other
to perform
other
work of equal difficulty and responsibility
responsibility and
requiring comparable
comparable
and requiring
qualifications.
qualifications.
Grade CPC-8 includes all
duties of
of which
which are
all classes
classes of
of positions
positions the
the duties
are CPC-P
general supervision over a
a force of building guards;
to have general
guards; to
to supersupervise the operation of aamechanical
mechanical shop;
shop; to
skilled mechanics
to direct skilled
mechanics
and other employees
employees engaged in the operation and
and maintenance
maintenance of
of
equipment providing heating, ventilating.,
conditioning, power,
power,
ventilating, air conditioning,
and sanitation
sanitation in one or more public
buildings; or
to perform
other
public buildings;
or to
perform other
work of equal difficulty
difficulty and responsibility
responsibility and
and. requiring
requiring comparable
comparable
qualifications.
qualifications.
CPC-9.
CPO-9.
Grade CPC-9 includes all classes of positions
which
positions the
the duties
duties of
of which
are to direct supervisory
supervisory and office
office assistants,
assistants, mechanics,
mechanics, guards,
guards, eleelevator operators,
operators laborers, janitors, and
other employees
employees engaged
engaged in
the
and other
in the
custody, maintenance,
and protection
building; or
to assist
assist
custody,
maintenance, and
protection of
of a
a public
public building;
or to
in the direction
in
of such
such employees
in similar
duties in
direction of
employees when
when engaged
engaged in
similar duties
in
a group of buildings; or to perform
a
perform other
other work
equal difficulty
and
work of
of equal
difficulty and
responsibility and
and requiring
comparable qualifications.
responsibility
requiring comparable
qualifications.
CPC-10.
Grade CPC-10
includes all
positions the
CPC-10 includes
all classes
classes of
of positions
the duties
duties of
of which
which
are to direct supervisory and
assistants, mechanics,
and office
office assistants,
mechanics, guards,
guards, elevelevator operators,
operators, laborers,
janitors, and
and other
other employees
ator
laborers, janitors,
employees engaged
engaged in
in the
the
custody, maintenance,
maintenance, and
of a
agroup
buildings;
and protection
protection of
group of
of public
public buildings;
or to
to perform
of equal
equal difficulty
or
perform other
other work
work of
difficulty and
and responsibility
responsibility and
and
requiring
requiring comparable
comparable qualifications.
qualifications.
Poe, p.
p. 966.
96.
SEC.
S
EC. 603. (a) Except as
subsection (c)
(c) (2),
as provided
provided in
in subsection
(2), the
the rates
rates Pot,
with respect
employees, and
and positions
positions
of basic compensation
compensation with
respect to
to officers,
officers, employees,
to which this Act applies
applies shall
accordance with
the schedules
shall be in accordance
with the
schedules of
of
per annum rates
contained in
in subsections
subsections (b)
(b) and
and (c)
(c) (1).
rates contained
(1).
OS
GS
compensation
compensatlon
(b) The compensation
compensation schedule for the General
General Schedule
shall be
be schedule.
Schedule shall
schedule.
as
follows:
as follows:
Grade
F-1....
---....-...........
GS-1
0 S-2
OS-3
---0
6-3 ----------08------.......................------G
S-4
OS-5
0-6
51 .-.-....
G8-..------...--------0
8-7
08-7-----...........
...............
GS-8-...-...-..............
GS-8
GS-9
-9----.......................-------GS-10
OS-10--------------......................

GS-11---.
..----------------08-11
GS-12
GS-12---------------------08-13--..
--....................
GS-13
GS-14 --......-------------GS-14
GS-15
GS-15 -----......................---------GS-16
GS-16--------------------------

OS-17
GS-17 ----------...... ------------

08-18 ---------......
GS-18

--------------.

Per annum
Per
annum rates
rates

$2,$2,3
200

$2, 280
$2280

$2, 360
$2,3o0

$2,450
$2,530
$2,610
$2, 450
$2,
530
$2, 610
$2,
650
$2, 730
$2, 810
2650
730
$2,810
$2,875
$2,
875
$2, 955
955
$3, 035
$3,035
$3,100
3,a2225
330
$3,
100
13,
$3,
350
$3, 450 ,575
$3, 575
$
3,,700
700
$3,450
0,825
$3, 8,0
NO
,
075
3,825
075
4,200
2 4,S $4,
450
$4,
200
$4, 325
450
$4,
600
$4, 72
725
$4, 850
4,600
80
$5,
000
$5,
125
$5, 250
$3,000
3,125
250
$S,4400 00$5,
O,
800
$6,
$5,
$6, 600
$5, 800
$6,
SC,400
3,6o00
$,800
$7,00
$7,800
$8,000
$7,
eoio
$7, 800
$8,
000
$,800
$8,
800
$2, 000
000
$9,
200
$9
$9,200

$10,00
$10,
000

$11,200
$11, 200
$12, 200
$1S
200
$14000
$14, 000

5
$10, 00
250

$11,
1400
1, 400
$12, 400
$12,400

$10,00
Uo,
too

$11,
600
$11,600
$12,
600
$1600

$2, 440
440

$2,690
$2, 690
$$2, 111
o,880
SI,,115
$3,
3,5475
825
825
200
5O
575
575
7
975

$2,
$, 52)
$Z
770
$2,770

01
92,
2, 7

$3195
$3, 6
923
$3,600
$3,,5 o

$4, 325
$4, 700
700

375

,100
100
00

$5,000
$6,000
$7,000

$7,
$6,,200
200

7,000
$ ,200
$8,
200
$9, 400
400
$,

$10,70
Uo,
M

$11, 800
$11,800
$12, 800
$12,800

$7,
$8, 400
$8,400
$$9, 600
00
0,

ill,,o000
000
$12.
000
$12000
613,
000
13,000

$2, 600
$2,
00
$, 680
80
850
930
$,850
9S,30
1050
130
3,050
$3,130
275
$3,355
3276
85
E,
725
a g3
850
3,72
0
,075
075 s , 200
,4500$4 $4,14,875
575
825
$4,
825
4 950
950

l 225
225
625
5,625
400O
K,
$7,400

3s50
$5, 350
$5,
750
3, 75

400
SS.
600
$a,600
$9, 800
$0,800

(c) (1)
(c)
(1) The compensation
schedule for the
Protective, and
and
compensation schedule
the Crafts,
Crafts, Protective,
Custodial Schedule
Schedule shall
as follows:
follows:
Custodial
shall be
be as
Grade
CPC-1
CPC-1--.....------------..
CPC-2
CPC-2
..--.-----------CPC-3
CPC-3---------------------CPC-4 --------------------OPO-4
CPC-5
OPC-------------------------

CPC-6
CPC-7
CPC-8.--...-.
..-...--------------.-----------------------...
CPC-8
COPcO ---------...... ------------CPC-----------------------CPC-9
CPC-10
OPO-10---------------------

$,
510
KM
$2,12
m
um
$2,252
u(2,450
450
$2,674
um
$2,900
$3,125
um
$3,400
um
um
3,775
Km
$4,160

3225
Km

Per annum rates
$1,630o
$1,60
$KM1,75KM
810
KM
Um
U
m
Am
Am
$2,260
$2,330
$2,400
2,470
um
Um
$2, 572
um
$2,412
$2,492
$2,572
2652
$2,610um
$ 600
KM
$um
770
Am
$2,850
$2,834
2,914
S,994
$3,074
um
Am
um
um
um
am
$3060
140
$3,220
3300
$3,325
425
3525
KM
KM
KM
$3,
m
$3,825

Km
$4,275

KM
$4,025
KM
$4,400

$1,570
KM

$2,190
um
um
$2,332
2, 530
$11,
$2,754
um
Am
290
3,526
um
um
$3,900

$3650
um

775
$3900
um
um
KM
KM
$4,150
$4,275
KM
KM
54,525 $4,6650

,025
um
KM
$4,400
KM
$4,75

$1,870
KM
U mo
$2,540
um
2, 732
um
2,930
$3,154
um
$3,154
$380

um
3,725
$4,150
um
KM
$4,526
Km
$490

CPO compensaties
schedule.

cr"' omPl tm

966
966
Charwomen.
Charwomen.

Daily,
hourly, etc.,
etc.,
Daily, hourly,
rates.
rates.
Ante, p.
Ante,
p. 965.
965.
Post,
973.
Post, p.
p. 973.
Grade
Grade adjustments.
adjustments.

42 Stat.
Stat. 1488.
1488.
U. S. C.
661-674;
55U.S.
C. §§
§§661-674;
Supp. II,
662 et
seq.
d seq.
Supp.
II, §§662
Post, p.
p. 972.
972.
Post,
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(2)
be paid
of
rate of
at the
the rate
paid at
time shall
shall be
part time
working part
Charwomen working
(2) Charwomen
$2,400
and head
charwomen working
working part
at the
the rate
rate
part time
time at
head charwomen
per annum,
annum, and
$2,400 per
of $2,540
$2,540 per
per annum.
annum.
of
(d) Whenever
Whenever payment
payment is
on the
a daily,
daily, hourly,
hourly,
basis of
of a
the basis
is made
made on
(d)
weekly, biweekly,
rate shall
from
computed from
shall be
be computed
rate, such
such rate
monthly rate,
or monthly
biweekly, or
weekly,
the
rate specified
specified in
subsection (b)
the
by the
or (c)
(c) by
(b) or
in subsection
annual rate
appropriate annual
the appropriate
method prescribed
prescribed in
604 (d)
the Federal
Federal Employees
Pay
Employees Pay
of the
(d) of
in section
section 604
method
Act
Act of 1945.
1945.
SW. 604.
604. (a)
(a) For
the purpose
of making
adjustments to
to the
initial adjustments
making initial
purpose of
For the
SEC.
classification
grades provided
provided in
which are
required
are required
Act, positions
positions which
in this
this Act,
classification grades
to be
be compensated
accordance with
with this
this Act
immewere immewhich were
Act and which
in accordance
compensated in
to
diately
the effective
of this
this title
title in
in the
the professional
professional and
and
date of
effective date
to the
prior to
diately prior
scientific service,
service, the
the clerical,
administraclerical, administrasubprofessional service,
service, the
the subprofessional
scientific
tive, and
and fiscal
protective, and
and custodial
custodial service
or the
the crafts,
crafts, protective,
service, or
fiscal service,
tive,
to
of 1923, as amended,
of
amended, are hereby allocated to
Classification Act of
of the
the Classification
corresponding grades
grades of
Schedule or
Protecor the
the Crafts,
Crafts, Protecof the
the General
General Schedule
corresponding
Schedule as set forth below:
Custodial Schedule
tive, and
and Custodial
Service and
Classification Act
Act of
of 1923,
Service
and grade of the Classification
as amended

Professional and
scientific

scientific
service

1
---- *--3--1
-

----

3-8

-------- 2
(33
44

66

66
77
88

42
Stat. 1488.
1488.
42 Stat.
5
§§ 661-674;
661-674;
5 IJ.
U. S.
S. C..§§
Supp. II,
II, §
§ 662
662 et
et se.
Supp.
seq.
Post, p.
p. 972.
Post,
972.
Post, p.
p. 967.
Post,
967.

Corresponding
Corresponding new
grade

Clerical,
Clerical,

Crofts, pro_
Crafts, proadminis- tective,
and General
trative,
trative,
custodial
schedule
custodial
and fiscal
service
service

SubproSuhprofessional
fessional
service

admI
nis-

1
1
2
2
3
3
44
55
66
77
88

--------

f1
1

2
2
33
4
4
5
5
6
6
7
7
8
8
99
10
10
11
11
12
12
13
13
14
14
15
15

1

22
33
44
5
5
66
7
7
88
99
10
10
Basic compensation
compensation
adjustments.
adjustments.
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GB-1
GS-1
GS-1
G8-1
GS-2
GS-3
GS-4
GoB
GS-5
GS-6
GS-6
GS-7
GS-8
GS-8
GS-9
G"BCIS-10
GS-10
OS-9ll
GS-11
GS-12
0G-12
0S-13
GS-14
OS-14
GS-15
OS-16

Crafts, pro.
Crafts,
pro-

tective, and
and
custodial
custodial
schedule

CP---3---Crc------CPC-1
CPC-I
CPC-2
CPC-2
CPC-3

CPC-4
CPC-5
CPoCC PC-6
CPC-CPC-7
CPC-8
CPC-8
CPC-9
CPC-l
CPC-10
OPO-10

(b) The rates of basic compensation
compensation of officers and employees to
to
whom this Act applies shall be initially adjusted as follows:
follows:
(1)
(1) In all cases where the number of pay rates within aagrade
specified in this Act is the same as in the corresponding
corresponding grade of
specified
Classification Act of 1923, as amended, employees shall have
the Classification
except as provided in
the same relative pay rate of the new grade, except
paragraphs
(11) of this subsection.
paragraphs (2), (3), and (11)
(2) Employees in grade 1
1 of the subprofessional
subprofession al service
(2)
immediately
immediately prior to the effective date of this title, at the first,
second, third, fourth, fifth, sixth, and seventh rate shall have
the first, first, second, third, fourth, fifth, and sixth rate, respecrespectively, of grade 1
General Schedule.
Schedule.
1 of the General
subprofessional service
2 of the subprofessional
(3) Employees in grade 2
(3)
immediately
effective date of this title, at the first,
immediately prior to the effective
second, third, fourth, fifth, sixth, and seventh rate shall have the
second, third, fourth, fifth, sixth, seventh, and seventh rate,
respectively,
General Schedule.
Schedule.
respectively, of grade 11of the General
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(4)
1 of the crafts, protective,
(4) Employees
Employees in grade 1
and cuscusprotective, and
todial service immediately
immediately prior to the effective
effective date of
of this
this title,
title,
at the first, second, third, fourth,
fourth, and
rate shall
shall have
have the
the
and fifth
fifth rate
first, third, fourth, sixth?
sixth?and
and seventh
rate, respectively,
of grade
grade
seventh rate,
respectively, of
1 of the Crafts, Protective,
1
Custodial Schedule.
Protective, and
and Custodial
Schedule.
(5) Employees
Employees in grades 2
2 and 3
3 of the crafts,
(5)
crafts, protective,
protective, and
and
custodial service
service immediately
to the
effective date
date of
of this
this
immediately prior
prior to
the effective
same relative
title, shall have the same
the first
of
relative pay
pay rate
rate of
of the
first six
six rates
rates of
grades 2
2 and 3, respectively,
respectively, of
and
of the
the Crafts,
Crafts, Protective,
Protective, and
Custodial
Schedule.
Custodial Schedule.
(6) Employees in grade 44 of the professional and
(6)
scientific
and scientific
the clerical,
service and grade
grade 11 of the
administrative, and
fiscal
clerical, administrative,
and fiscal
service
service immediately prior to the effective date of this
the
this title,
title, at
at the
first, second, third, fourth,
fifth rate
have the
fourth, and
and fifth
rate shall
shall have
the first,
first,
second, third, fourth, and sixth
sixth rate, respectively,
respectively, of
grade 11
of
of grade
11 of
the
General Schedule.
Schedule.
the General
(7)
professional and
(7) Employees in grade 55 of the professional
and scientific
scientific
service and grade 12 of the clerical,
clerical, administrative,
fiscal
administrative, and
and fiscal
service
service immediately
immediately prior to the effective
of this
title, at
at the
effective date
date of
this title,
the
first, second, third, fourth, and fifth rate shall
shall have
have the
the first,
first,
second,
second, third, fourth, and fifth rate,
of grade
grade 12
of
rate, respectively,
respectively, of
12 of
the
Schedule.
the General
General Schedule.
(8) Employees
Employees in grade
grade 66 of the
(8)
scientific
the professional
professional and
and scientific
service and grade 13 of the clerical,
and fiscal
clerical, administrative,
administrative, and
fiscal
service
immediately prior to the effective
effective date of this
service immediately
this title,
at the
the
title, at
fourth and
first, second,
second, third, fourth,
fifth rate
have the
the first,
and fifth
rate shall
shall have
first,
second,
third fourth,
fourth, and
and fifth
fifth rate,
rate, respectively,
respectively, of
of
second, third,
of grade
grade 13
13 of
the General
third,
the
General
Schedule.
(9) Employees
Employees in
of the
professional and
and scientific
in grade
grade 77 of
the professional
scientific
service and grade 14 of the clerical,
administrative, and
clerical, administrative,
and fiscal
fiscal
service immediately
immediately prior
effective date
of this
this title,
title at
prior to
to the
the effective
date of
at the
the
fourth, and
rate shall
shall have
have the
first, second,
second, third,
third, fourth,
and fifth
fifth rate
the first,
first, secsecand sixth
respectively, of
grade 14
ond, third,
third, fifth,
fifth, and
sixth rate,
rate, respectively,
of grade
14 of
of the
the
General Schedule.
Schedule.
General
(10) Employees
Employees in
(10)
grade 88 of
professional and
in grade
of the
the professional
and scientific
scientific
service and
and grade 15
15 of
the clerical,
administrative, and
and fiscal
servof the
clerical, administrative,
fiscal service immediately
immediately prior
date of
the first
prior to
to the
the effective
effective date
of this
this title,
title, at
at the
first
and second rate of
of the grade
have the
the third
rate of
grade 15
15
grade shall
shall have
third rate
of grade
of
the General
General Schedule.
Schedule.
of the
(11)
(11) Employees receiving
receiving a
rate of
of basic
basic compensation,
compensation auaua rate
thorized by
immediately prior
prior to
the effective
effective date
of this
this
thorized
by law,
law, immediately
to the
date of
title, in excess
of the
the appropriate
grade as
excess of
appropriate new
new rate
rate of
of the
the grade
as deterdetermined
(1) to
to (10),
(10), inclusive,
inclusive, may
continue to
mined under
under paragraphs
paragraphs (1)
may continue
to
receive such rate so long
remain in
in the
same position
long as
as they
they remain
the same
position and
and
grade, but
vacant, the
the rate
basic
but when
when any
any such
such position
position becomes
becomes vacant,
rate of
of basic
compensation of any subsequent
compensation
appointee shall
shall be
fixed in
subsequent appointee
be fixed
in accordaccordwith this
this Act.
Act.
ance with
SEC.
S
EC. 605. Any increase in
by reason
in rate of
of basic
basic compensation
compensation by
reason of
of
of this
this title
be regarded
as an
the enactment
enactment of
title shall
shall not
not be
regarded as
an "equivalent
"equivalent inincrease" in
within the
meaning of
of section
crease"
in compensation
compensation within
the meaning
section 701.
701.
TITLE VII-STEP-INCREASES
Vll—STEP-INCREASES
SEC. 701.
(a) Each
officer or
compensated on
on a
per annum
SEC.
701. (a)
Each officer
or employee
employee compensated
a per
annum
basis,
and occupying
occupying a
a permanent
permanent position
within the
the scope
basis, and
position within
scope of
of the
the
compensation
compensation schedules
fixed by
by this
Act, who
has not
attained the
schedules fixed
this Act,
who has
not attained
the
maximum scheduled
scheduled rate
of compensation
compensation for
in which
which his
rate of
for the
the grade
grade in
his
position
placed, shall
be advanced
position is
is placed,
shall be
advanced in
in compensation
compensation succ=ively
successively to
to
the
within the
the grade
at the
the next
the next
next higher rate
rate within
grade at
the beginning
beginning of
of the
next
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pay period
the completion
completion of
of (1)
calendar
fifty-two .calendar
(1) each
each fifty-two
period following
following the
pay
weeks
grade in
which the
the step-increases
step-increases
weeks of
of service
service if
if his
his position
position is
is in
in a
a grade
in which
are less
than $200,
$200, or
or (2)
each seventy-eight
of service
service
are
less than
(2) each
seventy-eight calendar
calendar weeks
weeks of
if his
his position
position is
in which
the step-increases
step-increases are
if
is in
in aa grade
grade in
which the
are $200
$200 or
or
more, subject
the following
following conditions:
conditions:
more,
subject to
to the
(A) That
That no
no equivalent
increase in
compensation from
from any
(A)
equivalent increase
in compensation
any
cause
during such
cause was received
received during
such period,
period, except increase
increase made
made
pursuant to
to section
702 or
1002;
pursuant
section 702
or 1002;
(B)
That his
his current
current efficiency
efficiency rating
or better
better than
than
rating is
is "good"
"good" or
(B) That
"good";
"good";
(C) That
That the
the service
and conduct
of such
such officer
officer or
or employee
employee are
(C)
service and
conduct of
are
certified as
satisfactory by
by the
the department;
certified
as being
being otherwise
otherwise satisfactory
department; and
and
(D) That the benefit of successive
step-increases shall be
(D)
successive step-increases
be preserved, under
under regulations
issued by
by the
for officers
served,
regulations issued
the Commission,
Commission, for
officers
and employees
employees whose continuous
continuous service
service is
is interrupted
interrupted in
in the
the
public interest
service with
with the
armed forces
forces or
or by
service in
public
interest by
by service
the armed
by service
in
essential
during a
a period
period
essential non-Government
non-Government civilian
civilian employment
employment during
of
of war or national
national emergency.
emergency.
(b)
term "good"
as used
used in
in this
shall have
have the
the same
(b) The
The term
"good" as
this title
title shall
same
meaning
efficiency rating
established
meaning as
as when used in
in the
the systems of efficiency
rating established
pursuant
IX of
Act.
pursuant to
to title
title IX
of this
this Act.
S
EC. 702.
SEC.
702. (a)
(a) Within
Within the
the limit of
of available
available appropriations
appropriations and
and in
in
accordance
accordance with standards
standards promulgated
promulgated by
by the Commission,
Commission, each
each
department is
is authorized,
authorized, subject
to prior
prior approval
approval by
department
subject to
by the
the CommisCommission (except as provided
provided in subsection
subsection (b)),
(b) ), to make additional
additional stepincreases as
as a
a reward
reward for
for superior
superior accomplishment,
accomplishment, but
but no
no officer
increases
officer
employee shall
eligible for
additional step.
or employee
shall be eligible
for more
more than one such additional
stepincrease
periods specified
in section
section 701 (a).
increase within each of the time periods
specified in
(a).
(b) The
The Commission
authorized to
delegate to
department
(b)
Commission is
is authorized
to delegate
to any
any department
authority to make the
step-increases provided
provided for
for in
the authority
the additional
additional step-increases
in
this section,
section, without
approval in
in individual
individual cases
the Comthis
without prior
prior approval
cases by
by the
Commission.
suspend such
authority
mission. The
The Commission
Commission may
may withdraw
withdraw or
or suspend
such authority
whenever review
whenever
review of such actions
actions by
by the
the Commission
Commission indicates
indicates that
that
promulgated by the Commission
standards promulgated
observed,
Commission have
have not been
been observed,
and may restore such authority
it is satisfied that subsequent
authority whenever
whenever it
subsequent
actions will
will be
with such
actions
be taken
taken in
in conformance
conformance with
such standards.
standards.
(c) Each department
department shall report
(c)
report to the Commission
Commission all
all actions
actions
taken under
under this
this section,
together with
reasons therefor.
Comtaken
section, together
with the
the reasons
therefor. The
The Commission shall
shall submit
submit an
nummission
an annual
annual report
report to
to Congress
Congress covering
covering the
the numbers and types of actions taken
taken under this section.
S
Ec. 703.
reward for
for long
SEC.
703. (a)
(a) Subject to subsection
subsection (b),
(b), and
and as
as a
a reward
long
and faithful service,
service, each department
department shall
shall grant
grant an additional stepstepincrease (to
be known
the maximaxiincrease
(to be
known as
as a
a longevity
longevity step-increase)
step-increase) beyond
beyond the
mum scheduled
scheduled rate
rate of
of the
the grade
in which
which his
his position
position is
is placed,
placed, to
to
mum
grade in
each officer
officer or
or employee
employee for
years of
of continuous
each
for each
each three
three years
continuous service
service
completed
him at
at such
maximum rate
rate or
or at
at a
arate
rate in
in excess
excess thereof
thereof
completed by
by him
such maximum
authorized
authorized by
change of
grade or
rate of
basic
by this
this section
section without
without change
of grade
or rate
of basic
compensation except
as may
prescribed by
by any
compensation
except such
such change
change as
may be
be prescribed
any proprovision of
law of
vision
of law
of general
general application.
application.
(b) (1)
officer or
or employee
employee shall
shall be
be entitled
to a
step(b)
(1) No
No officer
entitled to
a longevity
longevity stepincrease
holding a
any grade
grade 10
of the
increase while holding
a position in any
grade above
above grade
10 of
the
General Schedule.
(2)
(2) No officer or employee
employee shall receive
receive aa longevity
longevity step-increase
unless his current
efficiency rating is
unlePs
current efficiency
"good",
is "good"
"good" or
or better
better than "good",
certified as
as being otherwise
otherwise satisfactory
and his service and conduct are certified
satisfactory
by the
the department.
(3)
No officer
officer or
shall receive
one longevity
(3) No
or employee
employee shall
receive more
more than
than one
longevity
step-increase for any three years of continuous
step-increase
continuous service.
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(4) Each longevity step-increase
(4)
step-increase shall
one step-increase
step-increase
i
shall be equal
equal to
to one
of the grade in which
of the
or em
pl oyee issplaced.
placed.
which the
the position
position of
the office
officerr or
employee
(5) Not more than three
three successive
successive longevity
longevity step-increases
step-increases may
may be
be
granted
to any
officer or
employee.
granted to
any officer
or employee.
(6) The officer
(6)
officer or employee
employee shall have had, in the aggregate,
aggregate, not
not less
less
than ten years of service
service in the position which
occupies, or
or in
which he
he then occupies,
in
positions of equivalent or higher
grade.
higher class
class or
or grade.
(c) When an officer
(c)
officer or employee, receiving
receiving basic
compensation at
at a
a
basic compensation
scheduled rate for his grade under
rate in excess of the maximum scheduled
under secsecAnte,
Ante, p.
967; post,
pot,
p. 967;
tion 604 (b)
(b) (11),
(11), section
section 1105 (b),
(b), or any other provision of law, is p.
p. 972.
972.
longevity step-increase
beyond the
rate
eligible for
for his
his first
first longevity
step-increase beyond
the maximum
maximum rate
of such grade he shallshall—
(1)
receive total basic compensation
to the
basic
(1) receive
compensation which
which is
is equal
equal to
the basic
compensation at the maximum
maximum scheduled
compensation
scheduled rate for his grade
grade plus
plus
longevity step-increase,
step-increase, or
such first longevity
or
(2)
(2) continue to receive compensation
in excess
compensation at
at such
such rate
rate in
excess of
of
the maximum
maximum scheduled rate
if the
rate for his
his grade,
grade, if
the compensation
compensation at
at
such rate is higher than the total basic compensation
compensation specified
specified in
paragraph (1).
(1).
paragraph
In case any such
In
employee receiving
receiving compensation
under
such officer or
or employee
compensation under
paragraph (2) is eligible for aasubsequent
paragraph
subsequent successive
successive longevity
longevity stepstepincrease
shall—
increase, he
he shall(A) receive the same total basic compensation
compensation which
which he would
would
be entitled to receive
after such
longevity step-increase,
step-increase,
receive after
such subsequent
subsequent longevity
if his
his total
compensation had,
had, at
at the
time he
he was
was eligible
eligible for
for
if
total basic
basic compensation
the time
his first longevity step-increase,
step-increase, been determined
under paragraph
determined under
paragraph
(1), or
(1),or
(B) continue
receive compensation
under paragraph
(2) if
(B)
continue to
to receive
compensation under
paragraph (2)
if
such compensation
compensation is higher than the
the total
total basic compensation
compensation
specified
in paragraph
paragraph (A).
(A).
specified in
Computation
Computation of
of
SEC.
SEC. 704. In
In computing
computing length
purposes of
of this
length of service for the
the purposes
this length
of service.
title, service immediately
immediately preceding
effective
date
of
this
title
shall
preceding the
the effective date of this title shall
Ante, p.
p. 967.
967.
be counted toward (1)
step-increase under section 701 and one Ante,
(1) one step-increase
Ante,
Ante, p.
p. 968.
968.
additional step-increase
step-increase under
under section
or (2)
longevity stepadditional
section 702,
702, or
(2) longevity
step- Ante,
Ante, p.
p. 968.
968.
increases under section
section 703,
may be.
be.
increases
703, as
as the
the case
case may
Nonapplieability.
Nonapplicability.
SEC.
S
EC. 705. This title shall not apply to the
the compensation
compensation of
of persons
persons
appointed by
by and
and with
with the
the advice
advice and
and consent
the
appointed
by the
the President,
President, by
consent of
of the
Senate.
Senate.
TITLE
TITLE VIII—GENERAL
VIII-GENERAL COMPENSATION
COMPENSATION RULES
RULES
appointments.
SEC.
SEC. 801. All new appointments
appointments shall
shall be made at the
the minimum rate
rate New appointments.
of
of the
the appropriate
appropriate grade.
Regulations.
SEC. 802. (a)
a) The rate of
compensation to
SEC.
of basic compensation
to be
be received
received by
by any
any
officer
employee to
to whom
whom this
be governed
reguofficer or employee
this Act
Act applies
applies shall
shall be
governed by
by regulations
issued by
by the
Commission in
when—
lations issued
the Commission
in conformity
conformity with
with this
this Act
Act when(1) he
he is
to which
which this
this Act
Act does
(1)
is transferred
transferred from
from aa position
position to
does
apply;
not apply;
(2) he
is transferred
transferred from
position to
this Act
(2)
he is
from any
any position
to which
which this
Act
applies to
to another
another such
position;
applies
such position;
(3)
to a
position in
in a
alower
grade;
(3) he
he is
is demoted
demoted to
a position
lower grade;
(4) he
is reinstated,
reappointed, or
reemployed;
(4)
he is
reinstated, reappointed,
or reemployed;
(5) his type of
changed;
(5)
of appointment
appointment is
is changed;
(6)
his employment
status is
otherwise changed;
changed; or
or
(6) his
employment status
is otherwise
(7)
from one
grade to
grade.
(7) his position
position is
is changed
changed from
one grade
to another
another grade.
Promoted or trans
trans.
Promoted
(b) Any
officer or
or employee
who is
is promoted
promoted or
or transferred
transferred to
to aa ferred
(b)
Any officer
employee who
(erred employee.
employee.
position
higher grade
grade shall
receive basic
basic compensation
position in
in a
a higher
shall receive
compensation at
at the
the
lowest rate
rate of
of such
grade which
his existing
lowest
such higher
higher grade
which exceeds
exceeds his
existing rate
rate of
of
basic compensation
compensation by
by not
not less
than one
the grade
basic
less than
one step-increase
step-increase of
of the
grade
from which
he is
is promoted
promoted or
in the
of any
from
which he
or transferred.
transferred. If,
If, in
the case
case of
any
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officer or employee
employee so promoted or transferred
receiving (1)
(1)
transferred who is receiving
one or more longevity
longevity step-increases
or (2)
(2) basic
basic
step-increases under
under section
section 703,
703, or
compensation
compensation at a
maximum scheduled
scheduled rate for
a rate in excess of the maximum
for
his grade under
under section 604 (b)
(b) (11),
(11), section 1105 (b),
(b), or any other
other
provision of law, there is no rate in such higher grade which
provision
which is
is at
at
least one step-increase
step-increase above his existing rate of basic compensation,
he shall receive (A) the maximum scheduled
scheduled rate of such higher
higher
grade, or (B) his existing rate of basic compensation, if
if such existing
rate is the higher.
SEC.
Sm. 803. The Commission shall make a
problem of
a study of the problem
of
additional
additional compensation
compensation for hazardous
hazardous employments
employments and submit a
a
report to Congress not later than one year from the date of enactment
enactment
of this Act, setting forth its findings and such recommendations
recommendations as
as it
it
may deem advisable
advisable for a
to
a future policy
policy and plan
plan with
with respect
respect to
additional compensation
compensation for
for hazardous
hazardous employments.
employments.
TITLE IX—EFFICIENCY
RATINGS
IX-EFFICIENCY RATINGS

Establishment
Establishment
uniform systems.

of

Inspection ofratInspection
lugs.
ings.

Reductions in compensation,
pensation, etc.

Boards of review.
review.
Composition.

Alternate member:.
members.

Hearing.
Hearing.

Adjustments,
Adjustments

S
EC. 901. (a) The Commission shall establish and may
revive uniSEC.
may revive
uniform systems of efficiency rating for the appraisal of the service of
officers and employees in positions in the classes and grades provided by
this Act. Such systems shall set forth degrees of efficiency which shall
constitute
constitute ground for (1) the recognition of outstanding
performance,
outstanding performance,
(2)
granting of increases in the rate
(2) the granting
rate of
of compensation,
compensation, (3)
(3) continuance
tinuance at the existing rate of compensation,
compensation, (4)
(4) decrease
decrease in the rate
employees who at the time are above
of compensation
compensation of officers and employees
the middle rate for the grade in which
which their
their positions are
are placed,
placed, and
(5) removal
(5)
removal from the position or dismissal from the service.
(b) Each department
accordance with such systems
(b)
department shall rate in accordance
the efficiency
efficiency of each officer
officer or employee
employee under its jurisdiction. Ratings shall be open to inspection by representatives
representatives of the Commission
Commission
and by officers and employees
employees of the department
department in accordance
with.
accordance witb
employee shall
shall
regulations issued
issued by the Commission. Each
Each officer or employee
detailed report of his
have the right to inspect the detailed
his own rating.
rating.
(c)
(c) Reductions
Reductions in compensation, removals from positions, or disdismissals from the service shall be made by the departments
departments whenever
whenever
efficiency ratings warrant.
the efficiency
SEC.
S
EC. 902. (a) There shall be established in each department
department one
or more boards of review
review each of which shall be composed
composed of three
members. One member, who shall serve as chairman,
chairman, shall be
be desigdesignated by the Commission; one member shall be designated
nated
designated by
by the
the
department concerned;
concerned; and
and one member
member shall
shall be designated
designated by
by the
the
officers and employees
employees of the department
department concerned
manner
concerned in such manner
as may be determined
determined by the Commission.
(b)
(b) Alternate
Alternate members shall be designated in the same manner
manner
as their respective
respective principal members. The boards of
of review shall
meet at the call of their respective
respective chairmen for
for the purpose
purpose of
of
considering and passing upon the merits of
of such
such efficiency
efficiency ratings
ratings
assigned to officers and employees as may be submitted to such boards
of review as hereinafter
hereinafter provided.
(c) Any officer or employee shall, upon written request to the chair(c)
man of the appropriate
appropriate board of review
review of his department,
department, be entitled
as aamatter of right to aahearing and aareview
review by such board of review
of his efficiency rating. At the hearing
hearing the officer or employee,
employee, and
and
such representative as he may designate, and such representatives
of
representatives of
designated by the department, shall be
the department
department as may be designated
afforded an opportunity
opportunity (1)
(1) to submit orally or in writing any information deemed by the board of review
review to be pertinent
pertinent to the case, and
and
(2) to hear or examine,
examine, and reply to, any such information submitted
(2)
to such board by other parties
parties. After any such hearing
hearing the board may
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make
any such
make such adjustment in any
rating as
as it
it may
may find
find to
to be
such efficiency
efficiency rating
be
proper.
proper.
SEC.
SEC. 903. The Commission shall make a
rating
a study
study of
of efficiency
efficiency rating
systems
systems in the Federal service and submit a
to Congress
Congress on
or
a report
report to
on or
before February 1, 1950, setting
setting forth its
its findings
to the
findings as
as to
the operation
operation
and administration
administration of such systems
and such
such recommendations
systems and
recommendations
(including specific
recommendations for legislation) as it
(including
specific recommendations
it may
may deem
deem
advisable.
advisable.
TITLE
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Study
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systems.
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X-MANAGEMENT
IMPROVEMENT PLAN AND
X—MANAGEMENT IMPROVEMENT
AND
AWARDS
AWARDS

SEC.
In accordance
Review
regulations issued and adminisReview 'of
S
EC. 1001. (a) In
accordance with regulations
of operatered by the Director
Director of the Bureau of the Budget,
Budget, each
each department
department tions, etc.
shall make systematic
systematic reviews of the operations of each of its activities,
activities,
functions,
functions or organization
organization units,
continuing basis.
basis.
units, on
on aacontinuing
Purposes.
(b) The purposes of such reviews
(b)
reviews shall include, among
other things,
among other
things, Poposes.
(1)
determining the degree of efficiency
(1) determining
efficiency and economy
economy in
in the
the operation
operation
of the department's
department's activities,
activities, functions, or
or organization
organization units,
units, (2)
(2)
identifying the units that are outstanding in those
those respects,
respects, and
and (3)
(3)
identifying
identifying the supervisors
supervisors and employees
efforts have
have
employees whose
whose personal
personal efforts
caused
efficiency and economy
caused their units to be outstanding
outstanding in efficiency
of
economy of
operations.
operations.
SEC.
SEC. 1002. (a)
(a) In
In each department
department there shall
shall be
be established
established an
an
Efficiency Awards
Awards
Eficiency
Efficiency Awards Committee, the membership
membership of which shall be Committee.
ommittee.
Efficiency
designated by
by the
the head
of the
the department.
designated
head of
department.
(b) It
It shall be the duty of the Efficiency Awards
Awards Committee
Committee (1)
(1)
Duties.
to identify those supervisors
supervisors and
and employees
employees within
the department
department
within the
accomplishments have
whose superior accomplishments
outstanding effihave contributed
contributed to
to outstanding
effi(2) to award to such
ciency and economy
economy in administration,
administration, and (2)
such
supervisors and employees,
supervisors
subject to
to the
approval of
of the
of the
employees, subject
the approval
the head
head of
the
department and to the limitations
department
limitations of subsection
subsection (c),
cash awards
awards or
(c), cash
or
increases in rates of
compensation which,
which, in
of basic compensation
in the
the judgment
judgment of
of the
the
commensurate with
Committee, are commensurate
demonstrated superior
superior accomaccomwith their demonstrated
plishments: Provided,
Provided,however, That
That the
the total
plishments:
amount of
Total amount
total amount
of such
such awards
awards awards.
amlount of
shall not
or increases
increases to any group of supervisors and employees shall
not exceed
exceed awds.
25 per centum of the estimated
estimated saving to the Government
due to
to their
Government due
their
superior accomplishments.
accomplishments.
superior
Limitation.
Limitation
(c) Any such
increase in rate of basic corncom(c)
such cash
cash award or any such increase
pensation
not exceed
exceed an
amount equal
to three
three times
times the
pensation shall
shall not
an amount
equal to
the stepstepincrease
increase of the
such increase
in rate
rate of
basic
the applicable
applicable grade.
grade. Any
Any such
increase in
of basic
compensation shall be at one, two,
compensation
three times
times the
two, or
or three
the step-increase
step-increase of
of
the applicable
applicable grade
grade and
i
n lieu
additional compensaand shall be
be in
lieu of
of any
any additional
compensaAnte,
i.
tion as aareward
reward for superior
superior accomplishment
section 702.
702.
accomplishment under
under section
Ae, p.
p. 968.
N9
(d)
under this
this title
shall be
be given
due weight
weight in
(d) An
An award
award under
title shall
given due
in qualiqualifying
and selecting
employees for
for promotion
positions in
higher
fying and
selecting employees
promotion to
to positions
in higher
grades.
grades.
Report
to (Congress.
SEC.
S
EC. 1003. The
control of
the
The Bureau
Bureau of the
the Budget shall
shall maintain
)ongres
maintain control
of the
Report to
program set forth in this title and shall
the results
results of
shall annually
annually report
report the
of
as it
may deem
deem
such program
program to
to Congress,
Congress, with
with such
such recommendations
recommendations as
it may
advisable.
TITLE XI—GENERAL
PROVISIONS
XI-GENERAL PROVISIONS
S
EC. 1101.
1101. The
The Commission
authorized to
such regureguSEC.
Commission is
is hereby
hereby authorized
to issue
issue such
lations as
as may
may be
be necessary
administration of
of this
lations
necessary for
for the
the administration
this Act.
Act.
S
EC. 1102.
1102. The
Commission shall
shall prepare
prepare and
and submit
SEC.
The Commission
submit to
to the
the PresiPresident
annual report
with respect
respect to
to the
of compensation
compensation under,
dent an
an annual
report with
the rates
rates of
under,
and
administration of,
Act. The
The President
President shall
shall submit
an
and the
the administration
of, this
this Act.
submit an
annual
which shall
shall contain,
among other
other matters,
matters,
annual report to
to Congress
Congress which
contain, among

Regulations.
Regulations.
Reports.
Reports.
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such recommendations,
based upon the
recommendations, based
the report of
of the Commission, as
as
he
he may
may deem advisable.
advisable.
Nondiscrimination.
Nondiscrimination.
SEC. 1103.
of this
this Act,
shall be
no dis1103. In the
SEC.
the administration
administration of
Act, there
there shall
be no
discrimination with respect to any person, or with respect to the
position
the position
held
on account
account of
marital status,
status, race,
creed, or
or
held by any
any person, on
of sex,
sex, marital
race, creed,
color.
SEC.
SEC. 1104. Nothing
Nothing in this Act shall be construed
construed to affect the application
officers and
and employees
whom this
this Act
Act applies
applies of
the
cation to
to officers
employees to
to whom
of the
veteran-preference
the Civil
Civil Service
Act, as
amended,
veteran-preference provisions
provisions in
in the
Service Act,
as amended,
22 S
tat. 403;
403; 58
22
Stat.
58 Stat.
Stat. and the Veterans' Preference Act of 1944, as amended.
and the Veterans' Preference Act of 1944, as amended.
387.
387.
IT. S.
S. C.
§§ 632
55U.
C. I§
632 et
SEc. 1105.
1105. (a)
(a) Except
Except as
subsection (b)
SEC.
as provided
provided in
in subsection
(b)-—
851-869; Supp.
H,
seq., 851-869;
Supp. II,
(1
take effect
effect on
H 633
(1)) titles
titles VI,
VI, VII,
VII, VIII,
VIII, and
and XII
XII shall
shall take
on the
the first
first
633 et seq., 851
851 et seq.;
seq.
40 U.
S. C.
§42.
40
U. S.
C. 542.
day of
of the
the first
period which
the date
date of
day
first pay
pay period
which begins
begins after
after the
of enactenactAnte, pp. 666,
666, 950.
950.
Effective
date.
Effective date.
ment of
this Act;
Act;
ment
of this
959, 967
Ante, pp. 959,
967,6
(2) all
all other
of this
this Act
Act shall
shall take
effect upon
969; infra.
(2)
other provisions
provisions of
969;
take effect
upon
enactment.
enactment.
(b)
respect to
to any
any position
position which,
which, immediately
immediately prior
prior to
to the
the
(b) With
With respect
date
of enactment
enactment of
is not
not subject
to the
the Classification
of
date of
of this
this Act,
Act, is
subject to
Classification Act
Act of
42
Stat. 1488.
1488.
42 Stat.
1923,
as
amended
1923,
as
amended
(including
positions
in
grade
9
of
the
professional
(including
positions
in
grade
9
of
the
professional
5 II.
U. S.
S.C.
5
C.ft
661-674;
I§661-674;
Sapp.
662 et seq. and
II, I 662
Supp. II,
in grade
grade 16
of the
administrative, and
and scientific
scientific service
service or
or in
16 of
the clerical,
clerical, administrative,
and
Infra.
Infra.
42 Stat.
Stat. 1491.
1491.
42
fiscal
service referred
referred to
to in
section 13
such Act)
but to
to which
which this
fiscal service
in section
13 of
of such
Act),,but
this
5
U.
S.
C.
673;
38
6 U. S. C. 673; 38
Act
Act applies,
this Act
shall take
take effect
effect on
on a
Comapplies, this
Act shall
a date
date specified
specified by
by the
the ComU.
S.C.
C.1 74.
U. S.
74.
mission, but
not later
the first
first day
day of
first pay
pay period
which
mission,
but not
later than
than the
of the
the first
period which
begins
six months
months following
the date
this Act.
Act.
begins after
after six
following the
date of
of enactment
enactment of
of this
An officer
officer or
or employee
employee occupying
occupying any
any such
position on
such effective
effective
An
such position
on such
date, and
and receiving
at a
arate
in excess
excess of
the approdate,
receiving basic
basic compensation
compensation at
rate in
of the
appropriate
rate of
of the
grade in
priate rate
the grade
in which
which such
such position
position is
is placed,
placed, shall
shall continue
continue
to
receive basic
without change
in rate
rate until
leaves
to receive
basic compensation
compensation without
change in
until (1)
(1) he
he leaves
such
receive basic
compensation at
such position,
position, or
or (2)
(2) he
he is
is entitled
entitled to
to receive
basic compensation
at a
a
Ante, pp. 958,
Ante,
958, 967.
967.
higher
rate by
reason of
of the
the operation
operation of
of title
title V
When such
higher rate
by reason
V or
or VII.
VI.
When
such
position is
by such
such officer
or employee,
employee, the
rate of
position
is vacated
vacated by
officer or
the rate
of basic
basic comcompensation of
any subsequent.
subsequent appointee
appointee shall
shall be
be fixed
fixed in
accordance
pensation
of any
in accordance
with
this Act.
Act.
with this
(c) Employees
Employees of
Bureau of
Printing to
(c)
of the
the Bureau
of Engraving
Engraving and
and Printing
to whom
whom
Ante, p.
p. 955.
Ante,
955.
section
(7) applies
shall continue
continue to
to receive
receive compensation
the
section 202
202 (7)
applies shall
compensation at
at the
rates
prescribed for
the Clerical-Mechanical
Service by
the ClassificaClassificarates prescribed
for the
Clerical-Mechanical Service
by the
42 Stat.
42
Stat. 1488.
1488.
tion Act
of 1923,
until their
their compensation
shall have
have been
been
tion
Act of
1923, as
as amended,
amended, until
compensation shall
51
J.S..C.
5U
. C.
. §¢ 661-674;
661-674;
fixed
in accordance
with the
the provisions
of such
such section.
section.
Sapp. II,
dseq.
fixed in
accordance with
provisions of
II, §062
662 et
Supp.
Infra.
Infra.
SEC. 1106.
is made
made in
in any
other law
law to
SEC.
1106. (a)
(a) Whenever
Whenever reference
reference is
any other
to the
the
Classification Act
of 1923,
1923, as
as amended,
such reference
reference shall
be held
Classification
Act of
amended, such
shall be
held
and considered
to mean
mean this
this Act.
Act. Whenever
made in
any
and
considered to
Whenever reference
reference is
is made
in any
42 S
tat. 1488.
42
Stat.
1488.
other law
law to
to a
grade of
the Classification
Classification Act
Act of
1923, as
other
a grade
of the
of 1923,
as amended.,
amended,
5
IT. S.
C. II661-674;
VI 661-674;
5U.
S.C.
S
app. II,
H, 11662
et sq.
seq.
Supp.
662et
such
reference shall
shall be
held and
and considered
to mean
mean the
such reference
be held
considered to
the corresponding
corresponding
Infra.
Infra.
grade shown
604 of
of this
grade
shown in
in section
section 604
this Act.
Act.
966.
Ante, p. 966.
(b)
of this
this Act
Act to
or employee
employee
(b) The
The application
application of
to any
any position,
position, officer,
officer, or
shall
not be
be affected
by reason
reason of
of the
the enactment
enactment of
of subsection
subsection (a).
a).
shall not
affected by
Appropriation
uAppropriation a
auSEc.
1107.
There
are
hereby
authorized
to
be
appropriated
such
SEC.
1107.
There
are
hereby
authorized
to
be
appropriated
such
thorized.
thorized.
sums as
as may
may be
necessary to
carry out
out the
provisions of
of this
this Act.
Act.
sums
be necessary
to carry
the provisions

TITLE XII-MISCELLANEOUS
PROVISIONS
XII—MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS
12
S. C.
1138/.
12 U.
U. S.
. §§1138t.

Limitation.
L
imitation.

Repeals.
Repeals.
42
tat. 1488.
42 S
Stat.
1488.
5U.
S. C..1i 661-674;
661-674;
U. S.
Sapp. II, 662
et seq.
Bupp.
662 de
g.
513.8.0.
§6711.
U. S.
17.
I.

SEc.
1201. Section
the Farm
(48 Stat.
SEC. 1201.
Section 66
66 of
of the
Farm Credit
Credit Act
Act of
of 1933
1933 (48
Stat. 269)
269)
is
is hereby
hereby amended
amended to
read as
as follows:
to read
follows:
"SEc.
No director,
officer, or
or employee
employee of
the Central
Bank for
for
"SEC. 66.
66. No
director, officer,
of the
Central Bank
Cooperatives,
of any
Cooperatives, or
or of
any Production
Production Credit
Credit Corporation,
Corporation, Production
Production
Credit
Association, or
or Bank
for Cooperatives
be paid
Credit Association,
Bank for
Cooperatives shall
shall be
paid compensacompensation
rate in
of $13,000
per annum."
annum."
tion at
at a
a rate
in excess
excess of
$13,000 per
SEO. 1202.
1202. The
following laws
laws and
and parts
of laws
hereby repealed:
repealed:
SEC.
The following
parts of
laws are
are hereby
(1)
(1) The
The Classification
Act of
1923, as
as amended;
Classification Act
of 1923,
amended;
(2) Public
Public Resolution
Numbered 36,
Sixty-eighth Congress,
(2)
Resolution Numbered
36, Sixty-eighth
Congress,
approved
1924 (43
Stat. 669)
approved June
June 7,
7, 1924
(43 Stat.
669);;
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(3)
Public,'Numbered
(3) Public
Numbered 555,
555, Seventieth
Seventieth Congress,
Congress, a
pp roved M
ay 28 ,
approved
May
28,
1928
(45 Stat.
Stat. 776),
1928 (45
776), as
amended;
as amended;

(4) Public, Numbered 523, Seventy-first
Seventy-first Congress, approved
approved July
July 3,
3,
1930 (46
(46 Stat. 1003),
1003), as amended;
amended;
(5) Sections 505, 506, 507, 508,
(5)
508, and
and 509
of the
Economy Act,
509 of
the Economy
Act,
approved June
approved
June 30,
30, 1932
1932 (47
(47 Stat.
Stat. 416)
416);;
(6) Sections 3, 4, 5, 6, and 77 of
of Public,
Public, Numbered
(6)
Numbered 880,
880, SeventySeventysixth Congress, approved November 26,
26, 1940
as
1940 (54
(54 Stat.
Stat. 1212),
1212), as
amended;
amended;
(7) Public Law 200 (except
(7)
section 6
6 thereof),
thereof), Seventy-seventh
Seventy-seventh
(except section
1,1941
Stat. 613)
613);;
Congress, approved
approved August 1,
1941 (55
(55 Stat.
(8) Public Law 694, Beventy-seventh
Congress, approved
Seventy-seventh Congress,
August 1,
approved August
1,
1942 (56
1942
(56 Stat.
Stat. 733);
733) ;
(9) Title IV of the Federal Employees
(9)
Employees Pay Act of 1945, approved
approved
June 30, 1945 (59
298);;and
(59 Stat. 298)
and
(10) Sections 22and 12 of the Federal Employees
(10)
Act of
of 1946,
1946,
Employees Pay
Pay Act
approved May 24, 1946
1946 (60
(60 Stat.
Stat. 216,
216, 219).
219).
SEC.
SEc. 1203. Section 604 (d) of the Federal Employees
Employees Pay
Pay Act
Act of
of
1945, as amended, is amended
to read
read as
as follows:
amended to
follows:
"(d) (1)
(1) Hereafter,
pay computation
"(d)
Hereafter, for
for all
all pay
purposes affectin
affecting
computation purposes
officers
officers or employees
employees in or under the executive branch,
the judicia
judicial
branch, the
branch,
branch, or the District
District of Columbia municipal
municipal government,
government, basic
basic per
per
annum
compensation established
annum rates of compensation
established by
or pursuant
pursuant to
to law
shall
by or
law shall
be regarded
regarded as payment for
employment during
for employment
during fifty-two
fifty-two basic
basic adminadministrative workweeks
of forty
forty hours.
workweeks of
hours.
"(2) Whenever for any
necessary to
any such
such purpose
purpose it
it is
is necessary
to convert
convert aa
basic monthly
monthly or annual rate to a
weekly, daily,
daily, or
a basic biweekly,
biweekly, weekly,
or
hourly rate, the following rules shall
shall govern:
govern:
"(A)
"(A) A monthly rate
be multiplied
multiplied by
by twelve
twelve to
derive
rate shall
shall be
to derive
an
annual rate;
rate;
an annual
"(B) An annual rate shall
"(B)
divided by
by fifty-two
fifty-two or
shall be divided
or twentytwentysix, as the case
be, to
to derive
weekly or
case may be,
derive aaweekly
or biweekly
biweekly rate;
rate;
"(C) A weekly
"(C)
weekly or
biweekly rate
rate shall
be divided
divided by
forty or
or
or biweekly
shall be
by forty
eighty, as the case may
to derive
derive an
hourly rate;
and
may be,
be, to
an hourly
rate; and
"(D) A daily rate shall
"(D)
by multiplying
multiplying an
an hourly
shall be derived
derived by
hourly
rate by the number of daily hours
of service
hours of
service required.
required.
"(3)
"(3) All rates shall be computed
computed to the nearest
onenearest cent,
cent, counting
counting onehalf cent and over
whole cent."
over as aawhole
cent."
SEC.
SEC. 1204. All laws or parts of laws inconsistent
inconsistent with
this Act
Act are
with this
are
hereby
hereby repealed
repealed to the extent
inconsistency.
extent of
of such
such inconsistency.
Approved October
28, 1949.
October 28,
1949.
[
CHAPTER 783]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT

Making supplemental
supplemental appropriations
appropriations for the fiscal year
ending June
June 30,
30, 1950,
1950,
year ending
and for other purposes.

973
5 U..
673a,

S. 0. §§ 6
673,
673a, 678.

a.o

U. 8. a.

5
6bU. S. C. If 673,
673
673b, 6788, 663; Supp.
i, §§ 663,
663, 678a notes
notes.
5 U. S.
S. C. §§ 633c,
633c,
662-664, 669, 672, 673b;
6upp.,
Supp. II, Winote.
§663 note.
5
5 U. S..o0.. §§681-684,
669.

5 u.

. O
II
u.s. §§681,

5II. 69
S. C.
667 and
and
nte.
673§§ 681
note, 669, 673, 681 and

note, 6627361
662.
673,,678
678,
6a5II.
s.S. C.. I§§ 673
681 and notes.

s do t

5II. S. C. if 883,
687,
6v.s.c.
663,67,
672a, 673; Supp.
p
§
note.
I 663 note.
5 U. c.
8. C. ft 672b,
6'72J
672c, 673.

n

.

672b,

59 Stat. 304.
5
5D.Stat.30.
S.C. §944.
Basic
Basic per
per annum

rates.

rat

Conversion ot compensation rates.

conversion orm-

28, 1919
October 28,1949
[H. E.
R. 64271
6427
[Public Law 430]
[Public

Be it
enacted by the Senate
and House
House of Representatives
it enacted
Senate and
the
Representatives of
of the
United States of America
America in
Second Suppleme.
Supplemen.
following talSeeond
United
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the following
Appropriation Act,
sums are appropriated
appropriated out
of any
money in
in the
Treasury not
not otherout of
any money
the Treasury
1950.
other- i0.
Ante, 869.
supplemental appropriations
wise appropriated, to supply supplemental
for the
the
appropriations for
Ante,869.
fiscal year ending June 30, 1950,
for
other
purposes,
namely:
1950, and
and for other purposes, namely:
TITLE II
TITLE

LEGISLATIVE
LEGISLATIVE BRANCH
BRANCH
SENATE
SENATE

For payment to Carolin H. Miller,
widow of
of Bert
Miller, late
Miller, widow
Bert H.
H. Miller,
late
a
from the
the State
of Idaho,
a Senator
Senator from
State of
Idaho, $12,500.
$12,500.
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CONTINGENT
OF THE
THE SENATE
SENATE
CONTINGENT EXPENSES
EXPENSES OF
Joint
the Economic
Economic Report:
an additional
additional
For an
Report: For
on the
Joint Committee
Committee on
Committee on the
amount for salaries and expenses
expenses of the Joint
Joint Committee
Economic Report, $10,000.
$10,000.

Ante, p.
Ane,
p. 218.

HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES
OF REPRESENTATIVES
HOUSE
Sarah O'Connor Welch,
Welch, widow of Richard J.
J.
For payment to Sarah
Welch, late
late a
a Representative
Representative from
$12,500.
the State
State of California,
California, $12,500.
from the
Welch,
SALARIES,
OFEWERS AND
AND EMPLOYEES
EMPLOYEES
SALARIES, OFFICERS
For the employment of an additional administrative
administrative assistant, Office
per
of the Clerk, from October 1, 1949, at the basic rate of $4,000 per
annum, $4,500.
INCREASED
LEGISLATIVE EMPLOYEES
EMPLOYERS
PAY FOR
FOR LEGISLATIVE
INCREASED PAY

60 Stat. 217.
21.7.
5
U. S. C. §§931,
§931, 932.
5 U.S.
265.
Ante, p.
p. 265.

59 Stat. 301.
S. C. §§
§§ 931,
932.
55U.
U.s.c.
931,932.
Ante, p. 265.
62 Stat. 1267.
5
5 U. S. C.,
C., Stipp.
Supp. II,
§955.
§955.
59 Stat. 303.
5
6 U. S. C., Supp. II,
§9943
43 (b).
(b).
60 Stat. 218.
5
S. C., Supp. II,
5 U.
U.S.
943a.
j943a.
62 Stat. 1268.
5
5 U. S. C.,
., Supp. II,
957.
Limitation on sallimitation
ary.

Administrative asAdministrative
sistant to Senator.

assistance,
Clerical assistance,
etc.
etc.

2
2 U.
U. S. C.,
C., Supp.

§ 60f
60 note.

II,

Salary limitation.

officers of
Elected officers
Congress.
Congress.

That (a) each officer or employee
employee in or under the legislative
legislative branch
branch
the Government
Government (other than an employee in the office of aaSenator)
of the
Federal.
compensation is increased by section 55of the Federal
whose rate of compensation
Employees
additional compensation
at
compensation at
Employees Pay Act of 1946 shall be paid additional
the rate of 55per centum of the aggregate
compensaaggregate rate of his basic compensation and the rate of the additional compensation
compensation received by him under
under
sections 501 and 502 of the Federal Employees
Employees Pay Act of 1945, as
amended,
Revision and Federal
Federal
amended, and section 301 of
of the Postal Rate Revision
Employees Salary Act of 1948.
Employees
(b)
Employees
(b) The provisions of section 603 (b) of the Federal Employees
Pay Act of 1945, as amended, section
section 7
7 (b) of the Federal Employees
Pay Act of 1946, as amended, and section 303 (c) of the Postal Rate
Revision and Federal
Revision
Federal Employees
Employees Salary
Salary Act of 1948
1948 shall
shall not
not apply
apply
to
provisions of
of this section or to
subject to
to the provisions
and employees
employees subject
to officers
officers and
employees
Senators but (except as provided in subin the
the offices of Senators,
employees in
section
(d)))no such officer or employee shall, by reason of any prosection (d)
vision of such Acts or of this section be
be paid
paid with
with respect
respect to
to any
any pay
pay
period basic compensation,
additional
compensation plus additional
compensation, or basic compensation
compensation,
$10,846 per annum.
annum.
compensation, at aarate in excess of $10,846
(c)
basic compensation
compensation of
of the
the administrative
administrative assistant to
(c) (1)
(1) The
The basic
Senator shall
aaSenator
shall be charged against the aggregate amount authorized
to
messenger service in the office
for clerical
clerical assistance
assistance and messenger
to be paid
paid for
of such Senator.
Senator.
(2)
compensation authorized
authorized to
(2) The
The aggregate
aggregate amount of the basic compensation
be
messenger service in the office of each
clerical assistance
assistance and messenger
be paid for clerical
Senator
hereby increased
increased by
by $11,520.
$11,520.
is hereby
Senator is
(3) The second proviso in the paragraph
paragraph relating
authority
relating to the authority
(3)
of Senators to rearrange
rearrange the basic salaries of employees in their
their
respective
heading "Clerical
"Clerical Assistrespective offices, which appears under the heading
Legislative Branch Appropriation
Appropriation Act, 1947
ance to
to Senators"
Senators" in the Legislative
(60
follows:
amended to read as follows:
60f), is amended
(60 Stat. 390; U. S. C., title 2, sec. 60f),
"Provided
further,That no salary shall be fixed under this paragraph
"Provided further,
paragraph
at a
abasic rate
rate of more than $5,280
$5,280 per annum, except that the salary
administrative assistant, in the office
of one employee, other than the administrative
of each Senator may be fixed at a
a basic rate of not more than $6,720
administrative assistant to each
per annum and the salary of the administrative
Senator may be fixed at a
a basic rate of not more than $8,400
$8,400 per
annum".
compensation of each of the elected officers of
(d)
(d) The rates of basic compensation
the Senate and the House
House of Representatives
Representatives (not including
including the
presiding officers of the two Houses)
Houses) are hereby increased
increased by 5
5 per
centuni.
centum.
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(e) This section shall take effect on the first day of the first month
(e)
which begins after the
the date
date of
of its
its enactment.
enactment.

Effective date.

ARCHITECT
THE CAPITOL
ARCHITECT OF
OF THE
CAPITOL
CAPITOL BUILDINGS
CAPITOL
BUILDINGS AND
GROUNDS
AND GROUNDS

Changes and improvements,
improvements, Capitol Power Plant: Toward carrying
carrying
out the changes
changes and improvements
improvements authorized
authorized by H. R. 6281,
6281, $950,000,
to be expended
expended by the Architect of the Capitol
Capitol under
of
under the
the direction
direction of
the House Office
Office Building
Building Commission:
Commission: Provided,
availProvided, That the availability
appropriation is contingent
ability of this appropriation
contingent upon the enactment
enactment into law
of
H. R. 6281.
of said
said H.
6281.

Ante, p.
p. 933.
Ante,
33.

THE JUDICIARY
JUDICIARY
OTHER
COURTS AND
OTHER COURTS
AND S
ERVICES
SERVICES
FEES
OF J
URORS
FEES OF
JURORS
For
for "Fees
"Fees of
of jurors",
jurors", $816,500.
$816,500.
For an
an additional
additional amount
amount for

Ante, p.
p. 472.
Ante,
472.

MISCELLANEOUS EXPENSES
MISCELLANEOUS
EXPENSES

For an additional
additional amount for "Miscellaneous
"Miscellaneous expenses", including
including
rent in
in the
the District
$245,000.
rent
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, $245,000.

Ante, p.
Ante,
p. 472.
472.

FUNDS APPROPRIATED
THE PRESIDENT
APPROPRIATED TO
TO THE
PRESIDENT
M
UTUAL DEFENSE
MUTUrAL
DEFENSE ASSISTANCE
ASSISTANCE
For
expenses necessary
necessary to
enable the
carry out
out the
For expenses
to enable
the President
President to
to carry
the proproDefense Assistance
Assistance Act
of 1949
for the
visions of the Mutual
Mutual Defense
Act of
1949 for
the period
period
through June
$814,010,000, of
of which
$500,000,000 shall
shall
June 30,
30, 1950,
1950, $814,010,000,
which (a)
(a) $500,000,000
be available,
available, in accordance
accordance with section
section 102,
for carrying
carrying out
the
102, for
out the
provisions of title I,
I, including
including expenses, as authorized
authorized by
section 408
408
by section
(b), of administering
administering the provisions of said Act and the Act of
of May
May
as amended
amended (in
(in addition
addition to
hereto22, 1947 (61
(61 Stat.
Stat. 103),
103), as
to amounts
amounts heretofore appropriated
appropriated for such expenses
expenses under the latter
Act) ;(b)
(b) $211,latter Act);
$211,370,000 shall
shall be
be available
available in
in accordance
with title
for carrying
carrying out
out
370,000
accordance with
title II
II for
the
provisions of
the Act
May 22,
22, 1947,
1947, as
and (c)
the provisions
of the
Act of
of May
as amended;
amended; and
(c) $102,$102,640,000 shall be available
available for carrying out
provisions of title III,
out the
the provisions
including
by section
302 and
including $27,640,000
$27,640,000 as
as authorized
authorized by
section 302
and $75,000,000
$75,000,000 as
as
authorized
303. In
In addition
authorized by
by section 303.
addition to
to the
the foregoing
foregoing appropriation,
appropriation,
hereby specifically
in accordance
accordance with
the President
President is
is hereby
specifically authorized,
authorized, in
with
contracts for
carrying out
of
section 103, to enter into
into contracts
for carrying
out the
the provisions
provisions of
title
in amounts
amounts not
not exceeding
exceeding in
aggregate $500,000,000
during
title IIin
in the
the aggregate
$500,000,000 during
period ending
ending June
June 30,
1950.
the period
30,1950.

Ante, p. 714.
Ante,
714.

Ante, p. 715.
Ante, p. 719.
22 U. S. C.,
C., Supp.
1401-1408.
II, §§ 1401-1408.
Ante,
716.
Ante, p.
p. 716.
01
61 Stat. 103.
22 U. S.
8. C.,., Supp.
II, ft
II,
§ 1401-1408.
1401-1408.
Ante,
p. 716.
Ante, p.
716.
Ante, p.
p. 716.
Ante,
716.
Ante, p.
p. 716.
Ante,
716.
Anti,
715.
Ante, p.
p. 716.

ASSISTANCE
TO THE
int. REPUBLIC
ASSISTANCE TO
REPUBLIC OF
OF KOREA
KOREA
For
necessary to
assistance to
of
For expenses
expenses necessary
to continue
continue assistance
to the
the Republic
Republic of
Korea during
the period
period October
October 15,
15, 1949,
1949, to
to February
February 15,
1950, at
Korea
during the
15, 1950,
at the
the
same
under the
terms and
and conditions
conditions as
as in
the fiscal
fiscal year
year
same rate
rate and
and under
the same
same terms
in the
1949, pending
of legislation
terms and
and
1949,
pending the
the enactment
enactment of
legislation outlining
outlining the
the terms
conditions
under which
which further
further assistance
assistance is
$30,000,conditions under
is to
to be
be rendered,
rendered, $30,000,000: Provided,
all obligations
obligations incurred
incurred during
during the
period between
between
000:
Provided,That
That all
the period
October 15,
1949, and
October
15, 1949,
and the
the date
date of enactment
enactment of
of this Act
Act in
in anticipation
anticipation
of
authority are
hereby ratified
and confirmed
of such
such appropriation
appropriation and
and authority
are hereby
ratified and
confirmed
if
in accordance
accordance with
the terms
thereof: Provided
Provided further,
this
if in
with the
terms thereof:
further, That
That this
appropriation
shall be
be consolidated
merged with
appropriaappropriation shall
consolidated and
and merged
with the
the appropriation
to the
the Republic
Republic of
Korea made
made by
Public
tion for
for economic
economic assistance
assistance to
of Korea
by Public

Ratification and
Ratification
and
confirmation of obligaconfirmation
obligations.
Consolidation of apConsolidation
ranpriations.
propriations.
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Law 343, approved October 10,
consolidated approappro10, 1949, and
and such consolidated
priation may
be used
the period
period October
15, 1949,
1949, to
to February
February
priation
may be
used during
during the
October 15,
Administrative exAdministrative
ex- 15, 1950: Provided
exceed $675,000
of such
Provided further,
further, That not
not to
to exceed
$675,000 of
such conconpenses.
solidated appropriation
shall be
administrative expenses
appropriation shall
be available
available for
for administrative
expenses
during such period.
period.
Ante,
p. 739.
739.
Ante. p.

INDEPENDENT
INDEPENDENT OFFICES
COMMISSION
THE EXECUTIVE
EXECUTIVE M
ANSION
COMMISSION ON
ON RENOVATION
RENOVATION OF
OF THE
MANSION
Ante, pp.
pp. 45, 235,

740, 891.
891.
740,

For an additional
additional amount for "Commission on Renovation of the
Executive
$50,000.
Executive Mansion", $50,000.
FEDERAL S
ECURITY AGENCY
AGENCY
FEDERAL
SECURITY
BUREAU
OF EMPLOYEES'
EMPLOYEES' COMPENSATION
BUREAU OF
COMPENSATION

Ante,
Ante, p.
p. 285.
285.

For an additional amount for "Salaries and expenses",
expenses", $225,000.
EMPLOYEES'
EMPLOYEES' COMPENSATION
COMPENSATION FUND
FUND

Ante, p. 285.

For an additional
additional amount for "Employees'
"Employees' compensation
compensation fund",
$10,000,000.
$10,000,000.
PUBLIC HEALTH
HEALTH SERVICE
SERVICE
PUBLIC
GRANTS
GRANTS FOR
HOSPITAL CONSTRUCTION
FOR HOSPITAL
CONSTRUCTION

Ante, pp. 289, 898.

For an additional
additional amount for "Grants for hospital construction",
construction",
$25,000,000, to remain available
available until
until expended.
COMMISSIONED OFFICERS,
SO FORTH
COMMISSIONED
OFFICERS, PAY,
PAY, AND
AND SO
FORTH

56 Stat. 581.
581.

For an additional
additional amount,
fiscal year
1943, for
amount, fiscal
year 1943,
for "Commissioned
"Commissioned
officers, pay, and so
so forth",
forth", $2,429.57
$2,429.57
GENERAL S
GENERAL
ERVICES ADMINISTRATION
SERVICES
ADMINISTRATION

PUBLIC
PUBLIC BUILDINGS
BUILDINGS ADMINISTRATION
ADMINISTRATION
For expenses necessary for the renovation and improvement
improvement of
federally owned
owned buildings outside the District of Columbia, for
which
for which
funds are not otherwise
otherwise available,
available, including appurtenances
appurtenances and
and
approaches thereto, that are under the control of the Public Buildings
approaches
Administration
preservation, as
as authorized
authorized by
by title
title III
III
Administration for repair and
and preservation,
Ante, p. 198.
196.
Ante,
of the Act of June 16,
including personal
16 1949 (Public Law 105),
105), including
personal services in the District of Columbia, $10,000,000,
$10,000,000, to remain available
available until
Administrative exexProvided,
expended:
Provided, That not to exceed
exceed $500,000 of the foregoing
foregoing
penses.
appropriation shall be available for administrative
administrative expenses.
expenses.
necessary for the acquisition
For expenses
expenses necessary
acquisition of sites and the preparapreparation of drawings and specifications
specifications for Federal
Federal public building projects outside the District of Columbia, as authorized
authorized and provided for
for
Ante, p. 176.
I of the Act of June 16, 1949 (Public Law 105),
by title I
105), and by the
40 U. S.. C.
§§ 341341C. §C
Act of May 25, 1926 (44 Stat. 630),
630), as amended, including personal
personal
347.
Ante,
Ante, p. 199.
services in the District of Columbia,
Columbia, $12,000,000,
to remain
remain available
$12,000,000,
to
available
Administrative exAdministrative
exuntil expended:
expended: Provided,
Provided, That not to exceed $600,000
$600,000 of the forepenses.
penses.
appropriation shall be available
going appropriation
available for administrative
administrative expenses.
expenses.
For an additional
additional amount for "Improvement
"Improvement of post office facilities,
Los Angeles, California", as authorized by the Act of June 29, 1948
1104.
62 Stat. 1104.
(Public Law 832),
832), and the Act of August 17, 1949 (Public
Ante, p. 610.
Ante,
(Public Law 238),
238),
$760,000,
$760,000,
to remain available until expended.
Ante, p.
Ante.
D.640.
640.
Salaries and expenses,
expenses, public buildings and grounds outside the
District of Columbia: For an additional
additional amount for "Salaries and
and
expenses, public buildings and grounds outside the District of Columbia", without regard to section 322 of the Act of June 30, 1932 (40
tat. 412.
47 Stat.
U. S. C. 278a),
27 8a), as amended, $870,000.
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For an additional amount for "Salaries
"Salaries and
expenses, public
and expenses,
public buildbuildings and grounds in the District of Columbia and adjacent
adjacent area",
area",
$260,000.
BUREAU
OF COMMUNIY
COMMUNITY FACILITIES
FACILITIES
BUREAU OF

For expenses
provisions of the Act
expenses necessary for carrying out the provisions
Act
of August
264), relating
August 24, 1949 (Public Law 264),
relating to the
development of
the development
of
the Territory
Territory of Alaska,
Alaska ' to remain
remain available
available until
until June
June 30,
30, 1955,
1955,
$1,000,000,
$1,000,000, of which not to exceed
$125,000 shall
available for
exceed $125,000
shall be
be available
for
administrative
administrative expenses,
expenses including
including the
the purchase
purchase of
to exceed
of not
not to
exceed two
two
passenger motor vehicles; and, in addition,
passenger
addition the
General Services
the General
Services
Administration is authorized
Administration
enter into
into contracts
in an
an amount
amount not
authorized to enter
contracts in
not
to exceed $4,000,000
$4,000,000 for the purposes
purposes of this appropriation.
appropriation.
For expenses necessary for carrying
carrying out the provisions
provisions of S. 2116,
Eighty-first Congress,
Eighty-first
the advance
planning of
public
Congress, relating
relating to
to the
advance planning
of public
works, to remain available until expended, $8,000,000,
$8,000,000, of which
not
which not
administrative expenses,
to exceed $750,000 shall be available for administrative
expenses, including personal
personal services in the District of Columbia; and.,
and, in addiServices Administration
is authorized
authorized to
t
o enter
ent
er into
tion, the
the General
General Services
Administration is
into
contracts,
contracts, in an amount not
$17,000,000, for
for the
the purposes
purposes of
of
not to
to exceed
exceed $17,000,000,
this appropriation:
Provided, That funds
appropriation: Provided,
to the
Bureau of
funds available
available to
the Bureau
of
Community
Community Facilities
Facilities during the
year 1950
1950 shall
shall not
not be
availthe fiscal
fiscal year
be available for the operation of
of sixty
sixty passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying motor
of in excess of
motor
vehicles:
Providedfurther,
vehicles :Provided
further, That
this paragraph
paragraph shall
be effective
only
That this
shall be
effective only
upon enactment into law of S. 2116 during
during the first session of the
Eighty-first Congress.
Congress.
Eighty-first
For expenses
expenses necessary
necessary to carry
carry out the provisions of the Act
Act of
of
September
September 10, 1949 (Public
(Public Law 306)
to certain
certain
306), relating
relating to assistance to
local school agencies,
agencies, $7,250,000,
$7,250,000, of which
which (a)
exceed $125,000
$125,000
(a) not
not to
to exceed
shall be available
available for administrative
administrative expenses
thereunder, including
including
expenses thereunder,
personal services in the District
personal
District of
Columbia until
of Columbia
until June
June 30,
30, 1950;
1950;
(b) not to exceed $25,000 shall be available
similar administrative
available for
for similar
administrative
expenses during the period July
September 30,
30, 1950,
1950, inciJuly 1
1 through
through September
incident to the liquidation of obligations incurred
1950;
incurred prior
prior to July
July 1,
1, 1950;
and
(c) $50,000
be available
exclusively for
payment of
of
and (c)
$50,000 shall
shall be
available exclusively
for the
the payment
accumulated
and accrued
until December
1950.
accumulated and
accrued leave,
leave, until
December 31,
31, 1950.

977
977
Ante, p. 639.

Ante, p.
p. 627.

Contract authority.

Ante, p. Si1.
841.

Contract
authority.
Contract authority.

Restriction
Restriction on use of
funds.

Ante, p. 697.
Limitations.
Limitations.

Accumulated
Accumulated and
accrued leave.
accrued

HOUSING AND
AND HOME
HOME FINANCE
FINANCE AGENCY
HOUSING
AGENOc

Finance Administrator
The Housing
Housing and Home Finance
Administrator is hereby
hereby authorauthorappropriated pursuant
pursuant to
to section
of
ized to purchase,
purchase, with
with funds
funds appropriated
section 3
3 of
Public Law 52,
Eighty-first Congress,
or other
obligations
Public
52, Eighty-first
Congress, notes
notes or
other obligations
issued
Authority to
to obtain
obtain funds
funds for
for its
its general
issued by
by the Alaska
Alaska Housing
Housing Authority
general
overhead
of a
a program
program pursuant
pursuant to
the
overhead expenses in
in the
the development
development of
to the
authority conferred
section: Provided,
Provided, That
That the
total
conferred under
under said
said section:
the total
amount
other obligations
amount of such
such notes
notes or
or other
obligations shall
shall not
not exceed
exceed one-half
one-half
of
per centum
centum of
of 11per
of such
such appropriated.
appropriated funds.
funds.

Ante, p. 58.
Ante,
8.

FEDERAL HOUSING
ADMINISTRATION
FEDERAL
HOUSING ADMINISTRATION
The
in the
the Independent
Independent
The amount
amount made
made available
available under
under this
this head
head in
Offices Appropriation
Appropriation Act,
1950, as
as increased
by the
the Supplemental
Offices
Act, 1950,
increased by
Supplemental
Appropriation Act,
the Federal
Appropriation
Act, 1950, for
for administrative
administrative expenses
expenses of
of the
Federal
Housing
Administration, is
further increased
by $550,000.
$550,000.
Housing Administration,
is further
increased by

Ante, p.8
p. 658..
Ante,
Ant, p. 871.
871.

NATIONAL MEDIATION
NATIONAL
M EDIATION BOARD
BOARD
ARBITrATION AND
AND EMERGENCY
ARBITRATION
EMERGENCY BOADs
BOARDS

For an
an additional
additional amount
"Arbitration and
and emergency
For
amount for
for "Arbitration
emergency boards",
boards",
$75,000.
$75,000.
81939*--50--PT.1
81939°-50-PT. ---

62
2

Ante,
7.
Aa, p. 27.
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UNITED STATES
UNITED
STATES MARITIME
MARITIME CommissioN
COMMISSION
WAR SHIPPING
ADMINISTRATION LIQUIDATION
LIQUIDATION
SHIPPING ADMINISTRATION

p. 651.
Ante, p.
651.
61 Stat.
697.
61
Stat. 697.

Notwithstanding
Notwithstanding the limitation under this head
Independent
head in the
the Independent
Offices
Appropriation Act, 1950,
Offices Appropriation
1950, on the amount available from the
unexpended
unexpended balance
balance of the appropriation
appropriation to the Secretary
Secretary of the
the
Treasury
Treasury in the Second Supplemental Appropriation
Appropriation Act,
Act, 1948, for
for
liquidation of obligations approved
General Accounting
approved by the General
Accounting Office
Office
as properly incurred
incurred against
Administraagainst funds of
of the
the War
War Shipping
Shipping Administration prior to January 1, 1947,
unexpended balance
balance of
1947, the
the entire
entire unexpended
of said
said
appropriation shall remain available during the fiscal year
appropriation
1950 for
for
year 1950
liquidation of such obligations.
obligations.
liquidation
VETERANS'
VETERANS' ADMINISTRATION
ADMINISTRATION
ADMINISTRATION,
MEDICAL, HOSPITAL,
HOSPITAL, AND
AND DOMICILIARY
DOMICILIARY SERVICES
SERVICES
ADMINISTRATION, MEDICAL,

For an additional
additional amount for "Administration,
"Administration, medical,
medical, hospital,
and domiciliary services", not exceeding
exceeding $15,000,000
$15,000,000 of
of the
the unobligated
unobligated
balance of funds appropriated
appropriated for such
purposes for
the fiscal
fiscal year
such purposes
for the
year
61 Stat.
Stat. 604.
604.
61
appropriation: Provided,
Provided, That not
Board
Veterans 1949, to be transferred to this appropriation:
Board of
of Veterans
Appeals.
Appeals.
exceeding $1,725,211
$1,725,211 of funds available
available for such purposes
purposes during
during the
the
fiscal year 1950 may be used for the Board of Veterans Appeals.
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
AGRICULTURE
DEPARTMENT
AGRICULTURAL
RESEARCH ADMINISTRATION
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH
ADMINISTRATION
OFFICE OF
OFFICE
OF ADMINISTRATOR
ADMINISTRATOR
Buildings and
and Facilities
Facilities

For replacement
replacement of a
a granary building, equipment, and
and inventory
inventory
at the Agricultural
Agricultural Research
including architectural
architectural and
and other
other
Research Center, including
connection therewith,
therewith, $150,000.
$150,000.
costs in connection
RURAL
ADMINISTRATION
RURAL ELECTRIFICATION
ELECTRIIrCATION ADMINISTRATION
SALARIES AND
SALARIES
AND EXPENSES
EXPENSES
Ante, pp. 345,
Ante,
34, 874,
874.

For an additional amount for "Salaries
expenses", $650,000.
$650,000.
"Salaries and expenses",
FEDERAL
FEDERAL C
ROP INSURANCE
CORPORATION
CROP
INSURANCE CORPORATION

Ante,
Ante, p.
p. 346.
346.

ADMINISTRATION
ADMINISTRATION OF
OF FEDERAL
FEDERAL CROP
CROP INSURANCE
INSURANCE ACT
ACT

For an additional
additional amount for "Operating
expenses", $1,000,000.
"Operating expenses",
$1,000,000.

CoMMoDrrr C
CREDIT
COMMODITY
REDIT CORPORATION
CORPORATION
ADMINISTRATIVE
ADMINISTRA
1
1
VL EXPENSES
EXPENSES
Ante,
p. 346.
346.
Ante, p.

The limitation under this head in the Department of Agriculture
Appropriation Act, 1950, on the amount available
available for administrative
Appropriation
administrative
Corporation, is increased
"$12,000,000" to
expenses of the Corporation,
increased from "$12,000,000"
"$15,000,000".
"$15,000,000".
DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
DEPARTMENT
COMMERCE

60 Stat.
Stat. 170.
170.
60

49 U.
U. S.
S. C.
110149
C. 1§ 11011119;
1119; Supp.
Stipp. II, i 1101
1101
et seq.
et
eq.
Ante, pp.
Arte,
pp. 478,
478, 460,
480,
603,
605, 903, 926.
925.
3,605,

CIVIL AERONAUTICS
CIVIL
ADMINISTRATION
AERoNAUTIcs ADMINISTRATION

Airport Act",
For an additional
additional amount for "Claims, Federal Airport
$476,875,
$476,875, to remain available
available until June 30,
30 1953, as follows:
follows: Los
Los
Angeles
Angeles Municipal Airp
ort, L
os Angeles,
Airport,
Los
Angeles, California,
California, $261,528;
$261,528; PorterPortervile Municipal
Porterville,, California, $44,279;
Municipal Airport,
Airport, Porterville
$44,279; Pinellas
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County International
International Airport,
Airport, Pinellas
Pinellas County, Florida,
Florida, $47,308;
$47,308;
Millville
Municipal Airport,
Millville Municipal
Airport, Millville,
Millville, New
New Jersey,
Jersey, $34,230;
$34,230; Alice
Alice
Municipal Airport, Alice,
Milford Municipal
Municipal
Municipal
Alice, Texas,
Texas, $84,580;
$84,580; and
and Milford
Airport,
Milford, Utah,
Airport, Milford,
Utah, $4,950.
$4,950.
DEPARTMENT OF
OF DEFENSE
DEPARTMENT
DEFENSE
DEPARTMENT
OF THE
ARMY
DEPARTMENT OF
THE ARMY
MILITARY
CTIONS
MIVrTTAY FUN
FUACTIONS
CORPS OF
OF ENGINEERS
CORPS
ENGINEERS
Military Construction,
Construction, Army
Army
Military
Not to
exceed $600,000
$600,000 of
of funds
funds appropriated
appropriated under
Not
to exceed
under this
this heading
heading
in the
the Military
are hereby
hereby made
in
Military Functions
Functions Appropriation
Appropriation Act,
Act, 1949,
1949, are
made
available for
for transfer
transfer to
the Bureau
Bureau of
of Reclamation,
Reclamation, Department
of
available
to the
Department of
Interior, to
be available
until expended,
for the
the repair
repair and
and reconreconthe Interior,
to be
available until
expended, for
struction
of the
struction of
appurtenant works
works of
of the
the Gila
Gila
the desilting
desilting basin and appurtenant
project,
Arizona, at
Dam.
project, Arizona,
at Imperial
Imperial Dam.
For
an additional
additional amount
amount for
for "Military
"Military construction,
for
For an
construction, Army",
Army", for
carrying out
out the
the purposes
purpoce-s of
R. 6303,
6303, Eighty-first
to
carrying
of H.
H. R.
Eighty-first Congress,
Congress, to
remain available until expended,
expended, $32,000,000,
$32,000,000, of
of which $1,545,000
$1,545,000
shall be
available for
transfer to
Servshall
be available
for transfer
to the
the appropriation
appropriation "Engineer
"Engineer Service, Army",
1950; and,
in addition,
addition, the
Secretary of
ice,
Army", fiscal
fiscal year
year 1950;
and, in
the Secretary
of the
the
Army is authorized to enter
enter into
into contracts
contracts for the
the purposes
purposes of this
this
appropriation
not to
$48,363,700: Provided,
Provided,That
That
appropriation in
in an
an amount
amount not
to exceed
exceed $48,363,700:
the same
applicable to
to this
this appropriation
appropriation as
as contained
the
same purposes
purposes applicable
contained in
in
the National
National Military
Establishment Appropriation
Appropriation Act,
Act, 1950,
shall
the
Military Establishment
1950, shall
apply: Provided
That this
paragraph shall
be effective
only
shall be
effective only
this paragraph
further, That
apply:
Provided further,
upon enactment
enactment into
into law,
during the
the first
first session
the Eighty-first
Eighty-first
upon
law, during
session of
of the
Congress,
H. R.
6303.
of H.
R. 6303.
Congress, of

Transfer of funds.
Transfer
659.
62 Stat. 659.
Gila project,
project, Ariz.
Ariz.

Post, p. 996.
Post,
Ante,
Ante, p. 943.

Post, p. 995.
Pot,
996.
Contract authority.
Contract

PoEt, p.
Post,
987.
p. 987.

Ante, p. 943.

DEPARTMENT or
THE NAVY
NAVY
DEPARToENT
OF THE
OFFICE OF
OF THE
OFFICE
THE SECRETARY
SECRETARY
Operation and
and Conservation
Conservation of
of Naval
Operation
Naval Petroleum
Petroleum Reserves
Reserves
Naval
Petroleum Reserve
Reserve Numbered
Alaska: For
For an
an additional
additional
Naval Petroleum
Numbered 4,
4, Alaska:
amount for
"Naval Petroleum
Petroleum Reserve
Reserve Numbered
4, Alaska",
Alaska", $3,000,$3,000,amount
for "Naval
Numbered 4,
000, to
to remain
remain available
available until
30, 1951.
until June
June 30,
1951.
000,
SHIPBUILDING
SHIPBUILDING
Increase
Replacement of
Increase and Replacement
of Naval Vessels
For an
amount for
"Construction and
and machinery",
machinery",
For
an additional
additional amount
for "Construction
$30,000,000.
$30,000,000.

Post,
p.1009.
Pod, p.
1009.

REPAIR FACILITIES,
NAVY
REPAIR
FACILITIES, NAVY
The amount
amount of
the reduction
reduction in
in the
Facili"Repair Facilithe appropriation
appropriation "Repair
of the
The
ties,
provided for
VII of
the National
EstabNational Military
Military Estabfor in
in title
title VII
of the
ties, Navy",
Navy", provided
lishment
1950, is
changed to
to $18,448,439.
$18,448,439.
is hereby
hereby changed
Appropriation Act,
Act, 1950,
lishment Appropriation
Appropriations under
under the
"Repair Facilities,
Facilities, Navy",
Navy", shall
shall not
not
the head
head "Repair
Appropriations
be
available for
for expenditure
expenditure after
after June
30, 1950,
1950, except
except for
for payment
payment of
of
June 30,
be available
claims certified
certified under
under the
the Surplus
Fund—Certified Claims
Claims Act
Act of
of
Surplus Fund-Certified
claims
1949.
remaining on
said date
shall revert
revert to
to
on said
date shall
balances remaining
1949. Any
Any unexpended
unexpended balances
the Treasury
in the
the manner
provided by
Act for
lapsed approfor lapsed
approby said
said Act
manner provided
the
Treasury in
priations and
and the
the account
account shall
be abolished.
abolished.
shall be
priations

Post,
p. 1024.
1024.
Pat.p.
Restriction.
Restriction.

Ante, p.
p. 407.
407.
Ante,
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STAT.

BUREAU OF YARDS AND DOCKS

BuREAU OF YARDS AND DOCKS

rueLlo WORKS
PUBLIO
Post,
Post, p. 1011.
1011.
Ante, p. 943.
943.
Contract authority.
authority.
Contract

987.
Post, p. 987.

For an additional
additional amount for "Public works", for carrying out the
purposes of H. R. 6303, Eighty-first Congress, to remain available
available
until expended,
expended, $10,000,000;
Secretary of
of the
$10,000,000; and, in addition, the
the Secretary
the
purposes of
Navy is authorized to enter into contracts
contracts for
for the purposes
of this
appropriation in an amount
amount not to exceed
exceed $15,414,000:
appropriation
$15,414,000: Provided,
Provided,That
That
the same purposes applicable to this appropriation
appropriation as
as contained
contained in
in
the National
National Military Establishment
Establishment Appropriation
Appropriation Act, 1950,
1950, shall
shall
Provided further,
apply: Provided
further, That this paragraph
paragraph shall be effective only
enactment into law, during the first session of the Eighty-first
upon enactment
Eighty-first
Congress, of H. R. 6303.
AIR FORCE
FORCE
DEPARTMENT OF THE Am

DEPARTMENT OF 1.13E

Ante,
p. 876;
os,
876; ppost,
Ante, p.

p. 1014.
Ante, p. 943.

Ante, p. 943.

Contract
authority.
Contract authority.

Post, p.987.
p. 987.
Pot,

Ante,
p. 936.
Antc,p.
93.
Ante, p.
Ante.
p.
p. 1014.

876;

post,

Acquisition and Construction of Real Property
For an additional amount for "acquisition
construction of real
"acquisition and construction

property", for carrying
carrying out the purposes of H.
II. R. 6303,
6303, Eighty-first
Eighty-first

Congress,
available until expended,
Congress, to remain available
expended, $20,000,000; and, in
addition, the Secretary
Secretary of the Air Force is authorized
authorized to
to enter
enter into
into
contracts for the purposes of this
appropriation in
in an
an amount
not to
to
this appropriation
amount not
exceed
Provided, That the same purposes applicable
exceed $28,834,770: Provided,
applicable to
this appropriation
appropriation as contained in the National Military
EstablishMilitary Establishment Appropriation
Provided further,
Appropriation Act, 1950, shall apply: Provided
further, That
That
paragraph shall be effective only upon enactment
enactment into law, during
during
this paragraph
the first session
Eighty-first Congress, of H. R. 6303.
session of the Eighty-first
For an
For
an additional
additional amount, subject
subject to the enactment of S. 1267,

st, Eighty-first
Eighty-first Congress, for "acquisition
"acquisition and
of real
real proppropand construction
construction of
erty", to enable the Secretary
Secretary of the Air Force, subject
subject to the approval
approval
of the Secretary
Secretary of Defense,
Defense, to carry out the purposes of S. 1267,
Contract
authority.
Contract authority.
Eighty-first Congress,
Congress, $6,000,000, to be available until expended,
expended, and
and
in addition thereto, the Secretary
Secretary of the Air Force is authorized
authorized to
amount not
not to
to
enter into contracts
contracts for the purposes of S.
S. 1267,
1267, in
in an
an amount
exceed $24,000,000.
exceed

876;

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
DEPARTMENT
BUREAU OF RECLAMATION
RECLAMATION

BUREAU OF

RECLAMATION
RECLAMATION FUND
FUND
32 Stat. 388.
43 U.
U. S.. C.
0. §391.

appropriated out of the reclamation fund
The following sums are appropriated
created
created by the Act of June 17, 1902, as follows:
follows:

62 Stat. 1125.

General Offices
Offices
Salaries and expenses
expenses (other than project offices)
offices)::For an additional
amount, fiscal year 1949, for "Salaries
"Salaries and expenses (other than
project
project offices)", for obligations legally incurred but not otherwise
otherwise
provided for, $8,581.68.
provided
$8,581.68.

Ante, p. 724.

Rehabilitation
Rehabilitation and Betterment
Betterment
For rehabilitation and betterment of existing projects
projects in accordance with Public Law 335, approved October 7, 1949,
1949, $2,500,000,
$2,500,000, to
reclamation fund and to remain available
be derived from the reclamation
available until
expended.
expended.

Ante, p. 8.5.
85.

NATIONAL PARK
PARK SERVICE
SERVICE
NATIONAL

MISSISSIPPI RIVER
MISSISSIPPI
PARKWAY
RIVER PARKWAY

For expenses
expenses necessary
necessary for a
determine the feasibility
feasibility of
of
a survey to determine
constructing
constructing a
a national parkway along the route of the Mississippi
Mississippi

STAT.]
63 S
TAT.]

81ST CONG., IST
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1949
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River, as authorized
authorized by the Act approved
approved August 24, 1949 (Public
(Public

Law 262),
262), including
including personal
personal services
services in
in the
the District
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia,
purchase of not to exceed
purchase
exceed five passenger
passenger motor vehicles,
vehicles, and
and printing
printing
and binding, $150,000,
$150,000, to remain available
available until
June 30,
until June
30, 1951.
1951.
Appropriations available to the National Park Service
Appropriations
Service for the
the fiscal
fiscal
year 1950 shall be available
available for the purchase
purchase of five passenger
passenger motor
motor
vehicles in addition to the number
number specified in the Interior
Interior Department
Department
Appropriation
1950.
Appropriation Act,
Act, 1950.

Ante, p.
p. 626.
An,
626.

Vehicles.
veBcles.
Ante,
Ane,

p.
p. 795.
795.

FISH AND
FISH
AND WILDLIFE
W ILDLIFE S
ERVICE
SERVICE
SALARIES AND
AND EXPENSES
SALARIES
EXPENSES

For an additional amount for "Propagation
of food
fishes", to
"Propagation of
food fishes",
to

remain
remain available
available until
$706,000, including
including acquisition
of
until June 30,
30, 1951,
1951, $706,000,
acquisition of
connection with certain fish
lands needed
needed in connection
cultural stations,
fish cultural
stations, as
as
authorized by the
the Act
Act of
of August
18, 1949
authorized
August 18,
1949 (Public
(Public Law
Law 249).
2,49).
For an additional
additional amount for "Investigations
"Investigations respecting
respecting food
food

fishes",
fishes", $101,000.
$101,000.
For
For an
an additional
amount for
"Commercial fisheries",
additional amount
for "Commercial
fisheries", $83,000.
$83,000.

Ante, p.S.
785.
Ante.p.

Ante,
Ante, p. 615.
615.
Ante,
p. 795.
Ante,p.795.
Ante,
Ante, p.
p. 795.
79.

DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
JUSTICE
LEGAL AcTIrvmEs
AND GENERAL
LEGAL
Amyl-rims AND
ADMINISTRATION
GENERAL ADMINIsTA
ATRON

DAMAGE
DAMAGE CLAIMS
CLAIS

year 1949,
1949, for
"Damage claims",
For an additional
additional amount, fiscal year
for "Damage
claims",
$752.74.
$752.74
BUREAU
or PRISONS
PRISONS
BUREAU OF

62
Stat. 316.
2Stat.s316.

SUPPORT
SUPPORT OF
OF UNITED
UNITED STATES
STATES PRISONERS
PRISONERS

For an
an additional
additional amount,
For
amount, fiscal
the "Support
"Support of
of
fiscal year
year 1949,
1949, for
for the
United
States prisoners",
United States
prisoners", $110,000.
$110,000.

62 Stat. 320.
Ante, p. 244.

2*tat 320.
p. 2.

DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT OF LABOR
LABOR
OFFICE
OF THE
OFFICE OF
THE S
ECRETARY
SECRETARY
SALARIES AND
SALARIES
AND EXPENSES,
EXPENSES, OFFICE
OFFICE OF
SOLICITOR
OF THE
THE SOLICITOR

For an additional
for "Salaries
additional amount
amount for
"Salaries and
and expenses,
expenses, Office
Office of
of the
the
Solicitor",
Solicitor", $11,000.
$11,000.

Ants, p.
pp. 283,
876.
A*,
83, 876.

WAGE
W
AGE AND
AND HOU
HOUR DIVIsION
DIVISION
SALARIES
SALARIES AND
AND EXPENSES
EXPENSES

amount for
For an additional amount
for "Salaries
"Salaries and
and expenses",
expenses", $84,000.
$84,000.

pp. 2
284, 876.
876.
Au pp.

Ask

POST OFFICE DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT
of the
postal revenues)
(Out of
the postal
revenues)
DEPARTMENTAL S
DEPARTMENTAL
ERVICE
SERVICE

SALARIES
SALARIES

For an
For
an additional
additional amount
of the
Postmaster General",
General",
amount for
for "Office
"Office of
the Postmaster
$17,000.
$17,000.
ADVISORY BOARD
ADVISORY
BOABD

For per diem compensation
compensation and travel
of the
the "Advisory
"Advisory
travel expenses
expenses of
Board", $15,000.
Board",
$15,000.

367.
Ate, p.
p. 37.

Ante,

982
982

28, 1949
PUBLIC
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RESEARCH AND
DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
PROGRAM
AND DEVELOPMENT
RESEARCH

Ante, p. 608.
60 Stat.
Stat. 810.

For personal
expenses necessary
miscellaneous expenses
travel, and miscellaneous
services, travel,
personal services,
For
for
the establishment
and operation
operation of
development
the research
research and development
of the
establishment and
for the
program
Act of August 16, 1949 (Public Law 231),
by the Act
authorized by
program authorized
including
services as
as authorized
by section
section 15 of the Act of August 2,
authorized by
including services
(5 U.
$74,000.
55a),,$74,000.
U. S. C. 55a)
1946 (5

FIELD S
ERVICE
SERVIcO
FIELD
OFFICE OF
TH NPOSTMASTER
GENERAL
OF THE
POSTMASTER GENERAL
OFFICE
Ante, p.
368.
Ante,
p. 368.

amount for "Travel and miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses",
expenses",
an additional amount
For an
$1,000;
shall
appropriations under this head for the fiscal year 1950 shall
$1,000; and appropriations
Postmaster General.
expenses of the Deputy Postmaster
travel expenses
available for travel
be available
Damage Claims

Ante, p.
Ante,
p. 368.
368.

$90,000.
"Damage claims", $90,000.
For an additional amount for "Damage
Ot 10E OF
OF Int.
CHIEF INSPECTOR
INSPECTOR
OFFICE
THE CHIEF

Ante,
368.
Ante, p.
p. 368.

Inspection
expenses, Inspection
For an additional
"Miscellaneous expenses,
additional amount for "Miscellaneous
Service", $200,000.
Service",
GENERAL
0.6FICE OF
IHE SECOND
ASSISTANT POSTMASTER
POSTMASELR GENERAL
SECOND ASSISTANT
OF THE
OFFICE

Ante,
p. 371.
371.
Ante, p.
Ante,
p. 371.
Ante, p.
371.
Ante,
pp. 371,
371, 746.
746.
Ante, pp.

additional amount for "Electric
"Electric car service", $112,000.
For an additional
For
additional amount for "Foreign air mail service", $15,692,000.
For an additional
For an additional
additional amount for "Domestic
"Domestic air mail service",
$22,564,000.
$22,564,000.
GENERAL
OFEICE OF
OF THE
FOUKT.u. ASSISTANT
ASSISTANT POSTMASTER
POSTMASTER GENERAL
THE FOURTH
OFFICE

Ante, p. 372.

For
an additional amount
amount for "Vehicle
"Vehicle service", $5,500,000.
For an
STATE DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT

For
Government of Finland in settlement of claims
For payment to the Government
arising out of the requisitioning
requisitioning of Finnish vessels by the United
States,
$5,500,000, together with interest thereon
thereon at 4
4per centum per
per
States, $5,500,000,
Agreement
Fin- annum from June 30, 1949,
Agreement by Fin.
Provided, That the
1949 to the date of payment: Provided,
land.
funds made available
available by this paragraph
paragraph shall be subject to the agreeGovernment of Finland that such payment shall constitute
ment of the Government
full satisfaction of obligations
obligations of the United States incident to the
requisitioning of the following-named
following-named Finnish vessels in 1941 and 1942:
1942:
requisitioning
II, Aurora, Delaware,
Aagot, Advance,
Advance, Anja, Asta, Atlas II,
Delaware, Koura,
Aagot,
Kurikka, Kuurtanes,
Kuurtanes, Marisa Thorden, Olivia, Pandia, Saimaa,
Saimaa, and
Wipurien.
Wipunen.
CLAIMS,
II-CLAIMS FOR DAMAGES, AUDITED CLAIMS,
TITLE II—CLAIMS
AND JUDGMENTS
JUDGMENTS
determined by
For payment of claims for damages as settled and determined
departments and agencies in accord with law, audited
audited claims certified
departments
rendered
Accounting Office, and judgments rendered
due by the General Accounting
to be due
against
United States by United States district courts and the
the United
against the
United States Court of Claims, as set forth in House Document Numbered 366, Eighty-first
Eighty-first Congress, $733,241.42,
$733,241.42, together with such
?mounts as may be necessary
necessary to pay interest (as and when specified
specified
amounts
settlements of the General
judgments or in certain
certain of the settlements
in such judgments
Accounting Office or provided
provided by law) and such additional sums due
Accounting

63 STAT.]
STAT.]
63
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exchange as may be
to increases
increases in rates of exchange
pay claims
claims
be necessary
necessary to
to pay
in foreign currency:
currency: Provided,
Provided, That
That no
herein appropriated
no judgment
judgment herein
appropriated
become final
final and
and conclusive
conclusive against
against
for shall be
be paid until it
it shall have become
the United States
States by failure of the
to appeal
appeal or
otherwise:
the parties
parties to
or otherwise:
Provided further,
further, That, unless otherwise specifically
Provided
specifically required
required by law
law
or by the judgment,
judgment, payment
payment of interest wherever
wherever appropriated
for
appropriated for
herein shall not continue for more than
than thirty
thirty days
days after
after the date
date of
of
approval of
of this
Act.
approval
this Act.
TITLE
APPROPRIATIONS
TITLE III-REDUCTIONS
III—REDUCTIONS IN APPROPRIATIONS
Urii.r.ta, STATES
STATES M
ARITEKE COMMISSION
COM1SIISSION
UNITED
MABRITME
Funds available
available under the title "Working
"Working Fund, United States
States
Maritime
Maritime Commission (Navy
(Navy and War Departments)", are
are hereby
hereby
reduced in the amount
and funds
amount of
of $30,500,000,
$30,500,000, and
funds available
available under
under the
the
title "Working
"Working Fund, United States Maritime
Maritime Commission,
Commission, War
War
Shipping Administration
Administration Functions,
Functions, December
December 31,
31, 1946",
1946", are
are hereby
hereby
reduced
reduced in the amount of $800,000,
$800,000, such
such amounts
amounts to
to be
to the
the
be carried
carried to
surplus fund and covered into the Treasury
immediately upon
upon
Treasury immediately
approval
approval of this Act:
Provided, That
United States
States Maritime
Maritime
Act: Provided,
That the United
Commission,
Commission, the Department
Department of
Department of
the
of the Navy,
Navy, and
and the Department
of the
Army shall not be required to effect
effect further
inter-agency or
or intrafurther inter-agency
intraagency transfers of funds on account
obligations for ship construcaccount of obligations
tion, acquisition,
acquisition, conversion,
conversion, reconversion, repair, or
or similar work
work
ordered and performed
performed under said titles prior to the
the fiscal
fiscal year
year 1949:
1949:
Provided
further, That balances
remaining under
under said
said titles
titles shall
be
Provided further,
balances remaining
shall be
available
available until June 30, 1950, for payments
payments to
governmental
to other than
than governmental
agencies on account
account of
obligations properly
incurred under
under said
said titles.
of obligations
properly incurred
titles.
VETERANS' ADMINISTRATION
VETEANS'
ADMINISTRATION

The sum of $1,000,000 of the unobligated
unobligated balance
balance of funds appropriated
the fiscal
fiscal year
year 1949,
1949, for
for
priated to the
the Veterans'
Veterans' Administration
Administration for
for the
Administration, medical, hospital, and
"Administration,
and domiciliary
domiciliary services",
services", is
is
hereby carried to
the Treasury
to the
the surplus fund
fund and covered
covered into
into the
Treasury
immediately upon
upon approval
approval of this
this Act.
Act.

62 Stat.
62
Stat. 1200.
1200.

TITLE IV—GENERAL
IV-GENERAL PROVISIONS
PROVISIONS
S
EC. 401.
appropriation contained
in this
this Act,
or of
of
SEC.
401. No
No part
part of
of any
any appropriation
contained in
Act, or
funds
available for expenditure
expenditure by any
any corporation
funds made
made available
corporation included
included in
in
salary or
wages of
of any
this Act, shall be
be used to pay
pay the salary
or wages
any person
person who
who
engages in
strike against
against the
the Government
Government of
the United
United States
States or
or
engages
in aastrike
of the
who is a
a member of an organization
organization of
that
of Government
Government employees
employees that
asserts the
strike against
against the
the Government
of the
the United
asserts
the right
right to
to strike
Government of
United States,
States,
member of
of an
an organization
that advocates,
the
or who advocates, or is aamember
organization that
advocates, the
overthrow
overthrow of the Government
Government of the
the United
United States
States by force
force or
or viovioProvided, That
the purposes
hereof an
an affidavit
shall be
be
lence: Provided,
That for
for the
purposes hereof
affidavit shall
considered
prima facie
facie evidence
person making
the affidavit
affidavit
considered prima
evidence that
that the
the person
making the
has
of this
this section
section engaged
engaged in
in a
has not
not contrary
contrary to the
the provisions
provisions of
a strike
strike
against
of the
the United
States, is
is not
of an
an
against the
the Government
Government of
United States,
not aamember
member of
organization
Government employees
that asserts
organization of
of Government
employees that
asserts the
the right
right to
to strike
strike
against
of the
the United
United States,
or that
that such
person does
does
against the
the Government
Government of
States, or
such person
not
advocate, and
and is
not a
amember
of an
that advocates,
not advocate,
is not
member of
an organization
organization that
advocates,
the
overthrow of
the United
States by
force or
or
the overthrow
of the
the Government
Government of
of the
United States
by force
violence: Provided
further, That
who engages
engages in
violence:
Provided further,
That any
any person
person who
in aastrike
strike
against the
the Government
Government of
States or
or who
who is
is a
member of
of
against
of the
the United
United States
a member
an
organization of
that asserts
asserts the
right to
an organization
of Government
Government employees
employees that
the right
to
strike against
against the
the Government
Government of
United States,
States, or
who advocates,
advocates,
strike
of the
the United
or who
or who
who is
is a
advocates, the
the overthrow
or
a member
member of
of an
an organi7ation
organization that
that advocates,
overthrow

Person
engaging,
Personssengaling,
etc.,
etc., in
against
In strikes against
or advocating overthrow of U. S. Gov0.0overnment.
ernment.

Affdavit.
Affidavit.

Renalty.
Benalty.
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Ratification
Ratification and
confirmation
confirmation of obligations.
gations.
Ante, pp. 738, 869.
869.
Ante, p. 973.
973.

Short title.

violence and
and
of the Government
Government of the United States by force or violence
accepts employment
employment the
the salary
or wages
wages for
are paid
paid from
from any
salary or
for which are
accepts
appropriation or
or fund
fund contained
contained in
in this
Act shall
a felony
felony
shall be
be guilty of a
this Act
appropriation
imprisoned
than $1,000
$1,000 or imprisoned
be fined not more than
and, upon conviction, shall be
Providedfurther,
further, That the above
for not more than one year, or both: Provided
substitution for, any
penalty clause shall be in addition to, and not in substitution
other provisions of existing law.
Svc. 402.
incurred during
between June
June
period between
during the period
402. All
All obligations
obligations incurred
SEC.
30,
annual appropriaof enactment
enactment of any regular annual
30, 1949, and the date of
tion
Appropriation
Deficiency Appropriation
the "Third
"Third Deficiency
Act for
for the
the fiscal year 1950, the
tion Act
Act, 1949", the "Supplemental
"Supplemental Appropriation
Appropriation Act, 1950", or the "Second
the
Act, 1950", in anticipation of the
Appropriation Act,
ond Supplemental
Supplemental Appropriation
appropriations
or authority
contained in
in any
any such
are hereby
hereby ratiratiAct are
such Act
authority contained
appropriations or
Act
confirmed if in accordance
accordance with the provisions of such Act
fied and confirmed
when enacted
enacted into law.
SEC. 403. This Act may be cited as the "Second
"Second Supplemental
Supplemental
SEC.
Appropriation Act, 1950".
1950".
Appropriation
Approved October 28, 1949.
[CHAPTER 784]
784]
[CHAPTER

October 29, 1949
[8.
[S. 1479]
[Public Law 431]
431]
[Public

Village delivery
service.

[63
STAT.
[63 STAT.

AN ACT

To discontinue
discontinue the
of village
village delivery
post
delivery service
service in
in second-class
second-class post
operation of
To
the operation
offices, to
to transfer
carriers in
in such
to the
the city
city delivery
delivery service,
service,
such offices
offices to
transfer village
village carriers
offices,
purposes.
and for other purposes.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
Be
the Senate
House of

Vilcage delivery United
UnitedStates of America in
in Congress
9 of the
Congress assembled,
assembled, That section 9
appropriations for the service of the
Act entitled "An Act making appropriations
Department for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1913,
1913, and
Post Office
Office Department
for
approved
August 24, 1912 (U. S. C., title 39, sec.
for
other
purposes",
approved
37 Stat. 559.

378 tat. 559.

Discontinuance of
delivery
service in
deliveryservice
second-class
post
post
second
offices.

153),
striking out the words
153), is
is amended
amended by striking
words "second or".
SEC. 2.
Office Department
of village
village
Department of
the Post
Post Office
operation by
by the
SEC.
2. The
The operation
be discontinued.
delivery
delivery service
service in
in second-class
second-class post offices
offices shall be
discontinued. All

0ass
oces.
such post offices,
offices, which on the effective
effective date of this Act have village
City delivery
and all carservice, shall
shall hereafter
hereafter have
have city delivery service
servity
delivery service,
service and
delivery delivery
service.

Salary grades.
Balary
grade.

Leave credit.

Lve
credit

Restriction.

Resticti

Effective date.
Effective
date

service in such offices shall be classified as
riers of the village delivery service
carriers
delivery service
service in accordance
accordance with the provisions
carriers in the city delivery
provisions
of this Act.
SEC.
assigning carriers
delivery,service to
SEc. 3. (a) In assigning
carriers in the village delivery
salary
salary grades
grades in the
the city delivery
delivery service,
service, each
each village carrier
carrier shall
shall be
assigned to
grade provided
provided for
for regular
regular positions
positions in
assigned
to the
the lowest
lowest grade
in the
the city
city
delivery service. Each such carrier
carrier shall retain credit in his position
annual and sick
which he
in the city delivery
delivery service for all annual
sick leave which
he has
has
accrued
for compensatory
off due
due for
for service
service performed.
accrued and
and for
compensatory time
time off
performed.
b) No village carrier transferred
(b)
transferred to the city delivery
delivery service by
this Act shall, by reason of such transfer, be entitled
entitled to any additional
additional
compensation for services performed
compensation
performed prior to the effective date of this
Act.
SEC.
S
EC. 4. This Act shall take effect on the first day of the first calendar
calendar
month following the date of enactment.
Approved October 29, 1949.
Approved
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 785]

AN ACT
ACT

October
1949
October 29, 1949
[S.
[s. 1825]
1825]
[Public Law 432]
[Public

To amend
amend the Postal
Postal Pay Act
Act of 1945, approved
approved July
July 6,
6, 1945,
1945, so as
as to provide
provide
promotions
for temporary
the mail
mail equipment
equipment shops.
shops.
promotions for
temporary employees
employees of
of the

Postal Pay
Pay Act of
194,
1945, amendment.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
Representatives of the
'he
and House of Representatives
subsection
Congress assembled, That subsection
United
in Congress
United States of America in
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(f)
(f) of section 18 of the Act entitled "An Act to reclassify the
salaries
the salaries
of postmasters, officers, and employees
employees of
of the
the Postal
Postal Service;
Service; to
to estabestablish uniform procedures for
for computing compensation;
for other
other
compensation; and
and for
59 Stat. 458.
468.
1945, as amended,
purposes", approved
approved July 6, 1945,
is amended
to read
amended, is
amended to
read 39
II.
(0.
U. S. C.. 588688(0.
as
follows:
as follows:
Mail
equipment
Mailequipment
temporary employee
employee in the mail equipment shops
"(f) Each temporary
shops paid
paid shops.
on an
on
be paid
at the
of the
grade
an annual basis
basis shall
shall be
paid at
Promotion of temthe rate
rate of
of pay
pay of
the lowest
lowest grade
employee.
provided for a
aregular employee
employee in the same type
type of
position in
of position
in which
which porary employee.
such temporary employee
employee is employed,
shall, at
employed, and
and shall,
at the
the beginning
beginning
of the quarter following the completion
completion of one year's
satisfactory
year's satisfactory
service in each pay status, be advanced
successively to
the rates
advanced successively
to the
rates of
of
Limitation.
Limitation.
pay of the next higher grade of such position:
position: Provided,
no
Provided, That no
temporary employee
temporary
at a
arate
than that
that provided
provided
employee shall be
be paid
paid at
rate higher
higher than
herein for
automatic grade
grade of
the position
position in
which he
for the highest automatic
of the
in which
he is
is
Appointment
to regAppointmenttoregfurther, That
employed: Provided
Provided further,
temporary employee
That when a
a temporary
employee is
is ular
nlar position.
position.
appointed to aa regular
appointed
regular position in
equipment shops,
in the mail
mail equipment
shops, the
the
a salary grade
employee shall be assigned to a
corresponding to
grade corresponding
to his
his
a temporary
salary as a
temporary employee
employee at
of such
appointment.
at the
the time
time of
such appointment.
Any fractional
fractional part
year's temporary
accumulated since
part of aayear's
temporary service
service accumulated
since
the
increase as
included with
with
the last
last compensation
compensation increase
as aatemporary
temporary shall
shall be
be included
the regular
regular service
service of
of a
a regular
employee in
in determining
determining eligibility
eligibility
the
regular employee
for
promotion to
the next
next higher
appointment to
for promotion
to the
higher grade
grade following
following appointment
to
aaregular
regular position."
position."
Creditable service.
Oreditable
service.
SEa.
S
EO. 2. Any period
period of continuous
continuous satisfactory
satisfactory service as a
atemporary employee
m the
mail equipment
performed by
any such
such
rary
employee in
the mail
equipment shops
shops performed
by any
temporary employee
employee prior
to the
effective date
date of
this Act
Act shall
shall be
be
temporary
prior to
the effective
of this
creditable for
the rate
rate of
of pay
the second
second grade
creditable
for aa promotion
promotion to
to the
pay of
of the
grade
provided
provided for a
aregular
regular employee
employee in
position in
in which
which
in the
the same
same type
type of
of position
such temporary
temporary employee
employee is
employed.
such
is employed.
Effective
Effective dater
date;
SEC. 3. This
This Act
Act shall
shall become
beginning of
of the
the
SEC.
become effective
effective at
at the
the beginning
quarter
following the
date
of
enactment.
quarter following
the date of enactment.
Approved October
October 29,
Approved
29, 1949.
[CHAPTER 7861
[CHAPTER
786]

AN ACT
ACT

To
Federal Farm
Farm Loan
Loan Act,
amended, to
to authorize
loans through
To amend
amend the
the Federal
Act, as
as amended,
authorize loans
through
national
farm-loan associations
associations in
in Puerto
limitations on
on
national farm-loan
Puerto Rico;
Rico; to
to modify
modify the
the limitations
Federal
land-bank loans
to any
any one
borrower; to
for subscripsubscripFederal land-bank
loans to
one borrower;
to repeal
repeal provisions
provisions for
tions
to paid-in
land banks
cover the
amount
tions to
paid-in surplus
surplus of
of Federal
Federal land
banks and
and cover
the entire
entire amount
appropriated therefor
therefor into
into the
of the
the Treasury;
certain
appropriated
the surplus
surplus fund
fund of
Treasury; to
to effect
effect certain
economies
in reporting
reporting and
recording
payments
on
mortgages
deposited
with
economies in
and recording payments on mortgages deposited with
the registrars as
bond collateral,
the mortgage
mortgage and
as bond
collateral, and
and canceling
canceling the
and satisfying
satisfying
and
discharging the
the lien
lien of
of record;
and for
for other
other purposes.
purposes.
and discharging
record; and

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
by the Senate and
House of
United States
States of
of America
America in
That (a)
(a) section
United
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
section 4
4
of the
the Federal
Farm Loan
Loan Act,
amended (title
(title 12,
12, U.
U. S.
S. C.
C. 672),
672), is
of
Federal Farm
Act, as
as amended
is
hereby
amended by
paragraph to
said section
hereby further
further amended
by adding
adding aa new
new paragraph
to said
section
immediately following
following the
second paragraph
read as
as follows:
follows:
immediately
the second
paragraph thereof
thereof to
to read
"Notwithstanding
the provisions
this section,
section, loans
may be
made
"Notwithstanding the
provisions of
of this
loans may
be made
in Puerto
Rico and
through national
farm-loan associations,
associations,
in
Puerto Rico
and Alaska
Alaska through
national farm-loan
and the
the interest
interest rate
rate applicable
applicable to
to such
shall be
be as
provided in
and
such loans
loans shall
as provided
in
section 12
12 of
Said associations
shall be
be organized
pursuant
section
of this
this Act.
Act. Said
associations shall
organized pursuant
to
of this
except that,
the
to section
section 77of
this Act,
Act, except
that, upon
upon the
the recommendation
recommendation of
of the
Federal land
concerned, any
any such
national farm-loan
association
Federal
land bank
bank concerned,
such national
farm-loan association
may
ten or
more borrowers
borrowers who
who have
may be
be organized
organized by
by ten
or more
have obtained
obtained direct
direct
loans
through a
bank which
which aggregate
aggregate not
less than
$20,000,
loans through
a branch
branch bank
not less
than $20,000,
and
which may
be covered
served conand who
who reside
reside in
in aa locality
locality which
may be
covered and
and served
conveniently by
the charter
charter of
national farm-loan
association and
and any
veniently
by the
of a
a national
farm-loan association
any

October ?A,
October
29, 1946
194(
[H. R. 3699]
3699]
[H.
[Public Law 4331

Federal
Federal Farm Loan
Loan
Act, amendments.
89 Stat. 362.
39

Loans in
In Puerto
Rico and Alaska.
39 Stat. 370.
12 U. S.
S. C. iif 77,
771,

772.
772.
Post,
p. 986.
Pos, p.
986.
39
Stat. 365.
365.
39 Stat.

12 U. 8.. C.
723.
73.

Post, p.
p. 986.
Post,
986.

§§ nl7711-

986
986
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CH.786-OCT.
786—OCT.29,
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1949
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national farm-loan
farm-loan association after
organized may
may
after it
it has
has become organized
permit any direct-loan
direct-loan borrower through
branch bank
bank to
to join
through a
a branch
join the
the
association. As to any direct-loan
direct-loan borrower
borrower through
through a
abranch
branch bank
bank
participates in the
farm-loan associ
awho participates
the organization
organization of
of a
a national
national farm-loan
association or joins aa national farm-loan
association after
after it
it has
has become
farm-loan association
become
organized (1)
(1) the association shall endorse,
endorse, and
and thereby
thereby become
become liable
liable
for the payment
payment of, his mortgage
mortgage loan held by the Federal
Federal land
land bank;
bank;
(2) the stock in the Federal land bank
shall be
exchanged
bank held
held by him shall
be exchanged
a like amount of stock in said bank
for a
in the
the name
name of
of the
the
bank issued
issued in
association
association and the association
association shall issue
issue a
like amount
amount of
stock
a like
of its
its stock
to him, all in the manner and subject to the
prothe terms
terms and
and conditions
conditions provided in the fifteenth
fifteenth paragraph
paragraph of section 7
(title 12,
7 of this
this Act
Act (title
12,
48 Stat. 45.
45.
U. S. C. 723 (d)
(d)));;and (3)
(3) the interest rate payable
payable by him, beginning
beginning
with the next regular
regular installment date following the
endorsement of
of
the endorsement
his loan, shall be reduced
reduced to
one-half of
of 1
1per
centum per
per annum
annum
to aarate one-half
per centum
less than the rate paid by him prior to such endorsement."
endorsement."
47 Stat. 1547.
1547
(b) The first sentence
(b)
sentence of
paragraph of
of
of the twelfth paragraph
of section
section 7
7 of
the Federal Farm Loan Act, as amended (title 12
S. C.
C. 723
723 (a)
),
12 U. S.
(a)),
is further amended
amended by striking the words "in the continental
continental United
United
States".
SEC.
S
EC. 2. Paragraph "Seventh"
the Federal
Federal Farm
Farm
"Seventh" of section 12
12 of
of the
39 Stat. 371.
Loan Act (title 12, U. S. C. 771)
771) is
to read
read as
follows:
is hereby amended
amended
to
as
follows:
Maximum
Maximum amount
amount
"Seventh.
"Seventh. The amount of loans to any one borrower
borrower shall
in no
no case
case
shall in
of loan.
maximum of $100,000, but loans to
exceed a
amaximum
to any
any one
one borrower
borrower shall
shall not
not
exceed
exceed $25,000 unless approved by the Land Bank Commissioner
Commissioner,'nor
nor
shall any one loan be for
utpreference
preference shall
shall be
be
for aaless
less sum
sum than
than $100,
$100, b
but
given to applications
applications for loans
$10,000 and
under."
loans of
of $10,000
and
under."
Repeal.
SEC.
S
EC. 3. All of paragraph "Tenth"
"Tenth" of section 13
Farm
13 of the Federal
Federal Farm
47 Stat. 14.
Loan Act, as amended
amended. (title 12, U.
C.
'781, Tenth),
except
the
first
U.
S.
C.
781,
Tenth),
except
the
first
Surplus
Surplus fund
fund.
L
and third sentences
sentences thereof
thereof is hereby
Secretary of
the
hereby repealed.
repealed. The
The Secretary
of the
Treasury shall cause to be carried
carried to the surplus fund and
and covered
into
covered into
the Treasury
Treasury the total amount appropriated
appropriated for subscriptions
subscriptions to
paidto paidin surplus of the Federal
Federal land banks and now
in the
the revolving
revolving
now held
held in
created pursuant to the provisions of law hereby
fund created
hereby repealed.
repealed.
SEC.
S
EC. 4. The first paragraph
paragraph of section 22 of the
Federal Farm
Farm Loan
Loan
the
Federal
39 Stat. 378.
378.
Act, as amended
891), is hereby amended
amended (title 12, U. S. C. 891),
amended to
read as
as
to read
follows:
follows:
Reporting and re-

Reporting i
ortga
of m
mortgage
cording of
payments.

"Whenever any
"Whenever
any Federal
land bank,
or joint-sto
ck land
l
an d b
ank, shall
shall
Federal land
bank, or
joint-stock
bank,

receive any principal
principal payments upon any first mortgage or
or bond
bond
pledged as collateral security
security for the issue
bonds, it
shall
issue of
of farm-loan
farm-loan bonds,
it shall
forthwith
forthwith notify the farm-loan
farm-loan registrar thereof
thereof as may
required
may be
be required
by the Farm Credit Administration. Said
Said registrar shall
shall reflect
reflect such
such
payment on his records in
as may
may be
prescribed by
by the
in such
such manner as
be prescribed
the
Cancellation
Oancellat ton of
of Farm Credit Administration. Upon notice from the bank that
that any
any
mortgage.
mortgage.
such mortgage is paid in full, said registrar
registrar shall cause
to be
cause the same
same to
be
delivered to the proper land bank, which shall
said
shall promptly
promptly cancel
cancel said
mortgage and transmit such canceled mortgage, together with
with aarelease
release
or satisfaction thereof as may be required
required to satisfy and
the
and discharge
discharge the
lien of record, to the original maker
maker thereof, or his heirs, adminis-

Farm Credit
DisCred it DiS
tricts.
50 Stat. 704.
12 U.
II. S. C. §
5640a.

64.

trators, executors,
trators,
or assigns."
assigns."
executors, or
SEc.
The first sentence of section 55(a) of the
S
EO. 5.
5. The
the Farm
Farm Credit
Credit Act
Act of
of
1937 (50
(50 Stat. 703) is amended
amended to read as follows: "There shall
shall be
twelve districts in the United
including Alaska
Alaska, Puerto Rico,
United States, including
Rico,
and Hawaii, which shall be known
known as Farm Credit Districts
and may
may
Districts and
be designated by number."
Approved October 29, 1949.
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[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 787]

AN
AN ACT
ACT

Making appropriations
appropriations for the National Security Council, the National
National Security
Resources Board, and for military functions
functions administered by the National
Military Establishment
Establishment for the fiscal year ending June
June 30, 1950,
1950, and for other
purposes.
purposes.

Be it
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and House
it enacted
Representatives of the
House of Representatives
United States
Congress assembled,
following
United
States of America in Congress
assembled, That the
the following
sums are appropriated,
appropriated, out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
year ending
ending June 30, 1950, for the
the
National Security Council,
Council, the National Security Resources
Resources Board,
National
and for military functions administered by the National Military
Establishment, and for other purposes, namely:
namely:

October 29, 1949
[H.
[H. R. 4146]
4146]
[Public Law 434]
[Public

National Military
Military
National
Establishment
ApproEstablishment Appropriation Act, 1950.
Ante,
pp. 876,
876, 979.
979.
Ante, pp.

TITLE I•
I
NATIONAL SECURITY
SECurrTY COUNCIL
cOUNCIL
NATIONAL

Salaries and expenses: For expenses necessary
necessary for the National
Salaries
National
Security Council, including personal services
services in the District of ColumSecurity
bia
services as authorized
bia;•services
authorized by section 15 of the Act of August 22, 1946
(5 t.
55a), at rates not in excess of $50
$50 per diem for individuals;
U. S. C. 55a),
individuals;
printing
payment of
of claims
printing and
and binding;
binding; payment
claims _pursuant
pursuant to
to section
section 403
403
of the Federal Tort Claims Act (28 U. S. C. 2672); acceptance and
utilization of voluntary and uncompensated
uncompensated services
services;' and expenses
of attendance
attendance at meetings concerned
concerned with work related to the activity
of the Council; $200,000.
$200,000.

60 Stat. 810.
60 Stat. 843; 62 Stat.
1008.
28 U. S. C.,
C., Snpp.
supp.
11, §I2672.
n,
Ante,
106.
62, 106.
Ante, pp.
pp. 62,

NATIONAL
RESOURCES BOARD
NATIONAL SECURITY RESOURCES
BOARD

Salaries and expenses: For expenses necessary
necessary for the National
Salaries
Security Resources Board, including personal
Security
personal services in the District
District
authorized by section 15 of the Act of August
of Columbia;
Columbia; services as authorized
60 Stat. 810.
excess of $50
$50
2, 1946 (5 U. S. C. 55a), at rates for individuals not in excess
per diem; expenses
expenses of attendance at meetings
meetings of organizations
organizations concerned with the work
work of the National Security Resources
Resources Board;
Board;
cerned
printing and binding;
binding; travel
travel expenses;
expenses; the services of domestic and
organizations by contract
contract without regard to section 3709,
foreign organizations
O. §5.
41 U.
U. S. O.
I5.
Revised
amended; purchase
purchase (not
(not to exceed two for replaceStatutes, as
as amended;
Revised Statutes,
Ante, p. 403.
403.
ment
payment of
of claims
claims
vehicles; payment
hire of
of passenger
passenger motor vehicles;
ment only)
only) and hire
pursuant to section 403 of the Federal
Federal Tort Claims Act (28
(28 U. S. C.
pursuant
60 Stat. 843:
843; 62 Stat.
2672) ;a
ahealth
service program
(5 U.
150) ; 1008.
by law (5
U. S.
S. C. 150);
as authorized
authorized by
program as
2672);
health service
O., Supp.
and not
not to
to exceed
$5,000 for
for emergency
and extraordinary
expenses, II,28§U. S. C.,
emergency and
extraordinary expenses,
and
exceed $5,000
I, § 2672.
Ante, pp. 62, 106.
expended under
direction of
Chairman for such
the Chairman
such purposes
purposes 60
under the direction
of the
to be expended
903.
0 Stat.
stat. 903.
determination thereon shall be final and
as he deems proper, and his determination
conclusive; $3,500,000.
conclusive;
$3,500,000.
TITLE II—NATIONAL
MILITARY ESTABLISHMENT
ESTABLISHMENT
TITLE
II-NATIONAL MILITARY
OFFICE OF
THE S
ECRETARY OF
OF DEFENSE
DEFENSE
OFFICE
OF THE
SECRETARY
Salaries
expenses: For expenses necessary
necessary for
for the Office of the
Salaries and expenses:
Secretary of
War Council,
Council, the
Joint Chiefs
Staff and
of Staff
and
the Joint
Chiefs of
the War
of Defense,
Defense, the
Secretary
the
Staff, the
Board, and
and the
the Research
DevelopResearch and
and Developthe Munitions
Munitions Board,
the Joint
Joint Staff,
including personal services
Columbia;
services in
in the District
District of Columbia;
ment Board,
Board, including
purchase (not to exceed
exceed five, including one at not to exceed $3,000)
and hire
hire of
vehicles; not
to exceed
$20,000 for
for payment
payment
not to
exceed $20,000
and
of passenger
passenger motor
motor vehicles;
of
Tort Claims Act (28
Federal Tort
of claims pursuant to section 403 of the Federal
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U.
not to
$50,000 for
for emergency
and extraordiextraordiU. S.
S. C.
C. 2672)
2672);;and
and not
to exceed
exceed $50,000
emergency and
nary
expended under
under the
direction
Secretary
nary
expenses,
to
be
expended
the
direction
of
the
Secretary
II, S 2672.
2672.
11,
of Defense for
purposes as
as he
determination
for such
such purposes
he deems
deems proper,
proper, and
and his
his determination
106.
Ante, lig,.
pp. 62,
62,106.
Transfer of
funds thereon shall be final and conclusive; $11,450,000: Provided, That,
Transfer
of funds
thereon shall be final and conclusive; $11,450,000: Provided, That,
and functions.
during
current fiscal
fiscal year,
year, whenever
under authority
authority of
of law,
law, any
during the
the current
whenever under
any
function
assigned from
from the
function or activity
activity is
is transferred
transferred or
or assigned
the Departments
Departments
of the Army,
Army, Navy, or Air Force
Force to an
an agency
agency for which
which funds
funds are
provided under this appropriation,
appropriation, such amounts
amounts as may be approved
approved
Director of
the Bureau
Bureau of
of the
be transferred
transferred to
to
byy the
the Director
of the
the Budget
Budget may
may be
appropriation or appropriations
this appropriation
appropriation from the current appropriation
appropriations
available to
those Departments
Departments for
activity so
so
available
to those
for the
the function
function or
or activity
transferred.
transferred.
60 Stat. 343;
843; 62 Stat.
Stat.

1008.
1008.

Supp.
28 U.
U. S. C.,
C., Supp.

RETIRED
RETIRED PAY
PAY

Retired Pay,
Pay, Army, Navy,
Navy, Marine Corps,
Corps, and
and Air Force: For pay,
pay,
as authorized
law and
and not
otherwise provided
of military
military
as
authorized by
by law
not otherwise
provided for,
for, of
personnel on the retired lists of the Army, Navy,
Navy, Marine
Marine Corps,
and
personnel
Corps, and
the
$180,000,000.
the Air
Air Force,
Force, $180,000,000.

TITLE
THE ARMY
ARMY
TITLE III—DEPARTMENT
III-DEPARTMENT OF THE
OFFICE or
SECRETARY OF
OF THE
THE ARMY
OFFICE
OF TILE
THE SECRETARY
ARMII
CONTINGENCIES OF
OF TTTE
CONTINGENCIES
THE ARMY
ARMY

Special duty in foreign countries.
countries.

For emergencies
emergencies and extraordinary
extraordinary expenses
expenses arising in
in the Departsubordinate bureaus
bureaus or
ment of
of the
the ArmyArmy or any
any of its
its subordinate
or offices
offices in
in the
District
Columbia, or in the Army at large, but
to be
District of Columbia,
but impossible
impossible to
be
anticipated or
or classified,
personal services;
actual and
anticipated
classified, including
including personal
services; the
the actual
and
necessary
necessary expenses or per diem in lieu thereof, as
as may be
be determined
determined
and approved
approved by the
the Secretary
Secretary of the
the Army,
Army, of military and
and civilian
civilian
personnel in and under the Department of the Army on special duty
examination of
in foreign
foreign countries;
countries; and for
for examination
of estimates of
of appropriappropriations
and of
of military
activities in
the field,
to be
on the
the
ations and
military activities
in the
field, to
be expended
expended on
approval
Secretary of the
for such
such
approval or authority
authority of
of the Secretary
the Army, and for
purposes
purposes as he may deem proper, and his
his determination
determination thereon
thereon shall
shall
bee final and
the Government
Government
and conclusive
conclusive upon the accounting
accounting officers
officers of
of the
and payments from this appropriation
appropriation may, in the discretion of the
Secretary of the Army, be
certificate that
be made
made on
on his certificate
that the expenditures
expenditures
were necessary
confidential military purposes;
$44,168,700.
necessary for
for confidential
purposes; $44,168,700.
GENERAL S
TAFF CORPS
CORPS
GENERAL
STAFF
FIELD EXERCISES
EXERCISES
FIELD

Participation
Participation by
by
National Guard, etc.

Rental of land,
land, etc.
etc.
C.
31 U. S. C.

529.
529.

57 Stat. 372.
67
60 Stat. 843; 62
62 Stat.
Stat.
1008.
Supp.
28 U.
U. 8.
S. C., Sapp.
, i 2672.
672.
Ante,
62, 106.
Ante, pp. 62,
10

For expenses required
required for the conduct of special
exercises,
special field exercises,
including
participation therein
including participation
therein by the National Guard and the Organized Reserves, and including pay and
temporary employees
and travel of temporary
and officers and enlisted men of the National Guard and the Organized
Organized
Reserves, not otherwise provided
provided for, allowances for enlisted men for
Reserves,
quarters
quarters and rations, troop movements and travel of personnel
personnel of the
Regular Army, in connection
connection with special field exercises, including
including
Regular
special combat training for small
small units,
units, movement of
of materiel,
materiel, maintenance
tenance and operation of structures and utilities, rental
rental of land or
purchase
purchase of options to rent land without reference
reference to section 3648,
Revised Statutes, use or repair of private
private property,
property, and any other
other
requisite
requisite supplies and services, and for settlement
resulting
settlement of claims resulting
from such exercises,
exercises, under the provisions of the Act of July 3, 1943
(31 U. S. C. 223b), as amended,
amended, and under section 403 of the Federal
Tort Claims Act (28 U. S. C. 2672),
2672), $6,000,000.
$6,000,000.
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NATIONAL
COLLEGE'•
NATIONAL WAR
WAR COLLEGE

For expenses,
provided for,
for, of
of the
expenses, not otherwise
otherwise provided
National War
the National
War
College, including
the purchase
purchase of
of the
the necessary
College,
including the
necessary special
special stationery;
stationery;
textbooks,
textbooks, books
scientific and
and professional
books of reference,
reference, scientific
professional papers;
papers; maps,
maps,
expenses of
lectures; contingencies
contingencies for
police utensils;
utensils; expenses
of special
special lectures;
for the
the
Commandant of
of the
the National
National War
expended in
Commandant
War College
College to
to be
be expended
in his
his
discretion (not exceeding
exceeding $1,000);
$1,000) ;purchase,
of
purchase, repair,
repair, and
and cleaning
cleaning of
uniforms for
employees; $330,000.
$330,000.
uniforms
for guards;
guards; pay
pay of
of employees;
INTER-AMERICAN RELATIONS,
RELATIONS, DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT OF
OE THE
.t.H.E ARMY
INTER-AMERICAN
ARMY
For expenses
expenses necessary
enable the
Secretary of
Armyto
t
o adopt
ad
opt
For
necessary to
to enable
the Secretary
of the
the Army
such measures,
measures, appropriate
to the
and activities
of the
the
such
appropriate to
the functions
functions and
activities of
Department of
Department
he may
may deem
advisable, to
promote
of the
the Army,
Army, as
as he
deem advisable
to promote
better
with the
other American
Ameri
can countries,
count
ri
es ,including
better relations
relations with
the other
including transtranssubsistence expenses,
portation and subsistence
expenses, while
while traveling
traveling in
in the
the Western
Western
Hemisphere,
of Army
officers an
military students
students of
of the
Hemisphere, of
Army officers
and military
the other
other
American
countries and
and Army
Army officers
of the
United States,
States $565,000.
American countries
officers of
the United
$565,000.

FINANCE DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT
FINANCE
FINANCE
FINANCE SERVICE,
SERVICE, ARMY
ARMY

For Finance Service, Army, to be accounted
accounted for
for as
as one
one fund,
fund, as
as
follows—
followsPay
the Army:
Army: For
Pay of
of the
and allowances
the Army
For pay
pay and
allowances of
of the
Army of
of the
the
United
United States,
States, including pay of
of Reserve
Reserve officers
officers and
and officers
officers of
of the
the
National
National Guard of the United States ordered
ordered to active
active duty under
under
the provisions of section 515d of the Officer
Officer Personnel
Personnel Act of 1947,
of section
section 38 of the National
37a and the fourth
paragraph of
National
and section
section 37a
fourth paragraph
Defense Act,
as amended;
amended; pay
at military
military headheadDefense
Act, as
pay of
of civilian
civilian employees
employees at
quarters;
where
quarters; allowances
allowances for
for quarters
quarters for
for enlisted
enlisted men
men on
on duty
duty where
public quarters
are not
not available;
deposits; paypaypublic
quarters are
available; interest
interest on
on soldiers'
soldiers' deposits;
by law;
payment of
of life
insurance premiums
premiums authorized
ment of
ment
life insurance
authorized by
law; payment
of
exchange
exchange fees and exchange losses
losses incurred
incurred by disbursing
disbursing officers
officers or
or
their
their agents;
agents; repayment
repayment of
determined by the Secretary
Secretary of
of
of amounts
amounts determined
by him,
to have
have been
been erroneously
the Army,
Army, or
or officers designated
designated by
him, to
erroneously

Reserve and Nation
Noc
1Oareand
tional
Guard officers.

61
61 Stat.
tst. 907.

t07.

10 U. S. C.,
H,
o6d (d).
II,§ 506d
391 1Stat.

Stipp.
p

41 Stat. 776;
776; 49
4

Stat.

stat.
364,
32
. I'S361;
.s.S$2.138Lac.
rii..
1361;
Atue,p.isau.
A,
p. 836.

10v.U.s.s. .so.

lo

11 364,

Repayments
Repayments of
of
amounts erroneously
collected.
oollected.

collected from
military
and
personnel
in
and
under
the
collected
Department
from
of the
military
Army;
and
andcivilian
civilian
losses i
personnel
n the accounts
in and
of Army
under disthe
Department of the Army; and losses in the accounts of Army dis-

bursing
accordance with
with the
Acts of
of December
13, 1944
(31
bursing officers
officers in
in accordance
the Acts
December 13,
1944 (31
58 Stat. 800, 921.
U.
S. C.
December 23,
1944 (50
(50 U.
C. 1705-1707),
and July
U. S.
C. 95a),
95a), December
23, 1944
U. S.
S. C.
1705-1707), and
July 31
31 U.S. C., Supp
ipa notes;
notes; 50
au
26,
Law 248);
248) ;$1,448,350,000,
$1,448,350,000, of
which not to exceed U:
t9.a9
of which
26, 1947
1947 (Public
(Public Law
U
r .app. §1 1705.' 8
1707.
$47,000,000 may
be transferred
transferred to
the appropriation
appropriation "Finance
"Finance Service,
Service, iup.
i
may be
to the
$47,000,000
311 Stat.
493.
Army,
1949", and
and which
also be
Army, 1949",
which shall
shall also
be available
available to
to pay
pay mustering-out
mustering-out 31
U. I.a.
C., supp.
U.
C.,
Supp.
II, 9864 n0te.
payments, as
as authorized
the "Mustering-Out
"Mustering-Out Payment
Act of
of 1944",
1944", n,9ite.
I
payments,
authorized by
by the
Payment Act
62 Stat. 650.
58 Stat. 8. S.
5astat8.
as amended
amended (38 U. S. C. 691-691g),
as
691-691g), to persons who were or may be
a pp
su
usias,
such payments because
because they were discharged
discharged from
from the Army ni
denied such
I1r9 8
3
91a% w. "PP.
to
enter the
the United
United States
Military Academy
Academy or
United States
States
or the
the United
States Military
to enter
Naval Academy
Academy and
subsequently were
were discharged
from either
either acadacaddischarged from
and subsequently
Naval
emy
because of
of physical
disability: Provided,
Provided, That
That section
section 212 of
of the
physical disability:
emy because
47 Stat. 406.
Act of
59a), shall
shall not
not apply
47 tt.406.
to retired
retired
apply to
C. 59a),
1932 (5
(5 U.
U. S.
S. C.
of June
June 30,
30, 1932
Act
military
Soldiers' Home:
Home: ProProon duty at the
the United
United States
States Soldiers'
military personnel
personnel on
vided
That hereafter
hereafter no
no officer
of the
the Army
shall be entitled
entitled
Army shall
officer of
vided further,
further,That
to
his pay
pay in
of
of the provisions
provisions of
in consequence
consequence of
to his
an addition
addition to
to receive
receive an
35 Stat. 108.
the Act
May 11,1908
11, 1908 (10
C. 803).
803).
the
Act approved
approved May
(10 U.
U. S.
S. C.
10
U. S. C,
C., Supp.
0 U.S.
pp.
II,
1
803 note.
I,
i803note.
Act
in
this
appropriated
money
from
No
payment
shall
be
made
from
money
appropriated
in
this
Act
made
shall
be
payment
No
Ante, p. 838.
to any
any officer
officer on
list of
the Army
for himself
Retired offiers
officers en-or Retad
himself or
who, for
of the
Army who,
on the
the retired
retired list
to
gaged in selling suPo p
for
in the
selling of,
of, contracting
for the
sale of,
of,tdtO^rmI
sthe sale
contracting for
engaged in
the selling
others, is
is engaged
for others,
plies to Army.
or
sale of,
of, to
to the
the Department
of the
Army, any
any
Department of
the Army,
or negotiating
negotiating for
for the
the sale
war
materials or
or supplies;
supplies;
war materials

990
990
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TRAVEL OF
THJS ARMY
ARMY
OF THE
*• TRAVEL

Travel charges
Travel ohargeS
against
against other approappropriations.
priations.

Ante, p.
p. 988;
post,
Ante,
988002.
:Poe,
pp.
995, 999-1002.
999-1
pp. 998,

Ante, pp. 988,
Ante,
988, 989.
989.

travel in
kind, as
as authorized
authorized by
law, for
for
For travel allowances
allowances and
and travel
in kind,
by law,
traveling in connection
military activities
the
persons traveling
connection with
with the
the military
activities of
of the
Department of
Department
of the Army, including
including mileage,
mileage, transportation,
transportation, reimreimbursement of actual
allowances, to
to officers,
bursement
actual expenses, or
or per
per diem
diem allowances,
officers,
contract surgeons, and others whose
are
whose rank, pay
pay and
and allowances
allowances are
assimilated
officers; transportation
of troops;
troops; transportation,
assimilated to officers;
transportation of
transportation, or
or
reimbursement
enlisted men,
men, recruits,
recruits, recruiting
reimbursement therefor,
therefor, of
of cadets, enlisted
recruiting
parties, applicants
of acceptance
acceptance for
for
applicants for enlistment
enlistment between
between places
places of
enlistment and recruiting
rejected applicants
enlistment,
recruiting stations,
stations, rejected
applicants for
for enlistment,
general
general prisoners, cadets and accepted cadets
cadets from
from their homes .to
the Military
Military Academy,
Academy, discharged
discharged cadets,
employees, civilian
cadets, civilian
civilian employees,
civilian
witnesses before courts martial,
martial, and dependents
dependents of civilian
civilian and military personnel;
discharged military
personnel; transtranspersonnel; travel pay to discharged
military personnel;
portation of discharged
discharged or paroled
paroled prisoners
persons discharged
discharged
prisoners and
and persons
from Saint Elizabeths
Elizabeths Hospital after transfer
transfer thereto from the
the militransportation of
tary service; transportation
of persons discharged
discharged other
other than
than honorhonorably; monetary allowances
allowances for liquid coffee for troops traveling when
when
supplied with cooked or travel rations; commutation
quarters and
commutation of quarters
and
rations to enlisted men traveling on detached
detached duty when it is impracticable to carry rations, and to applicants
for enlistment
enlistment and
general
applicants for
and general
prisoners traveling under orders; per diem allowances
cost
allowances or
or actual
actual cost
of subsistence
a travel status, to civilian employees and civilian
subsistence while in a
civilian
witnesses before courts martial; for rental of camp sites and the local
procurement
communication service, fuel, light, water service, and
procurement of communication
other necessary
necessary supplies and services incident to
individual or
troop
to individual
or troop
movements. including transportation
movements,
transportation of organizational
organizational equipment
equipment
and impedimenta; and for transportation
transportation of
authorized baggage of
of authorized
of
military and civilian personnel,
personnel, including packing
unpacking;
packing and
and unpacking;
$80,000,000: Provided,
Provided, That other appropriations
for the
Department
appropriations for
the Department
of the Army shall be charged
charged with such amounts as may be required
required
for travel in connection
development, procurement,
production,
connection with
with development,
procurement, production,
maintenance, or
and, with
exception, no
no
maintenance,
or construction
construction activities;
activities; and,
with such
such exception,
other Army appropriation
appropriation in this Act shall be available
available for any
any
expense for or incident to travel of personnel of the Regular Army
Army
or civilian employees under the Department of the Army, except
except the
the
appropriation
of the
nd the
the appropriations
app ro p
ri
ati ons
appropriation "Contingencies
"Contingencies of
the Army"
Army" a
and
for Engineer
Engineer Service, Army, the Army National Guard,
Guard, the
the OrganOrganized Reserves,
Reserves, the Reserve
Reserve Officers'
Officers' Training Corps, and the
the National
National
Board for the Promotion of Rifle Practice,
except as
Practice, and
and except
as may
may be
be
provided for in the appropriations
"Special Field
Field Exercises",
and
appropriations "Special
Exercises", and
"Inter-American Relations, Department of the Army";
"Inter-American
Army";
EXPENSES
EXPENSES OF COURTS
COURTS MARTIAL
MARTIAL

For expenses of courts martial,
martial, courts
inquiry, military
military commiscourts of
of inquiry,
commissions, retiring boards, and compensation
compensation of reporters
witnesses
reporters and
and witnesses
attending same, contract stenographic reporting services, and expenses
of taking depositions
depositions and securing
securing other evidence
evidence for use before the
same, $65,000;
$65,000;
APPREHENSION
APPREHENSION OF DESERTERS

For the apprehension,
apprehension, securing, and delivering of soldiers absent
absent
without leave and of deserters,
deserters, including escaped
escaped military prisoners,
prisoners,
and the expenses incident to their pursuit; and no greater sum than
than
$25
$25 for each deserter
deserter or escaped military prisoner shall, in the discretion
of the Secretary
Secretary of the Army, be paid to any civil officer
officer or citizen for
for
such services
services and expenses; for expenses
incident to
to confinement
confinement of
expenses incident
of
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military prisoners in nonmilitary facilities;
facilities; for
for a
of not
not to
a donation
donation of
to
exceed $10 to each civilian prisoner
prisoner upon
each release
release from
from an
an Army
Army
upon each
prison and each soldier discharged otherwise
than honorably
each
otherwise than
honorably upon
upon each
release from confinement under
under court-martial
court-martial sentence;
sentence; and
and for
for aa
donation
$10 to each person
donation of not to exceed $10
person discharged
discharged for
for fraudulent
fraudulent
enlistment as authorized
authorized by
by law,
law, $200,000;
$200,000;

Dishonorable
Dishonorable
discharge.
discharge.

Discharge for
fraudfor fraudulent enlistment.

FINANCE
FINANCE SERVICE
SERVICE
For compensation
compensation of clerks and other employees
employees of
the Finance
Finance
of the
Department, $28,500,000;
$28,500,000;
Department,
Claims for damage to or loss or destruction of
property, or
or personal
of property,
personal
injury, or death:
death: For payment
payment of
of claims
under the
the Act
approved
claims under
Act approved
July 3, 1943 (31 U. S. C. 223b),
223b), as amended, and under section
403
section 403

of the Federal Tort
Act (28
Tort Claims
Claims Act
(28 U.
U. S.
2672), not
otherwise
S. C.
C. 2672),
not otherwise
provided
for, $1,250,000;
provided for,
$1,250,000;
Claims
Claims of
of military
military and
and civilian
of the
civilian personnel
personnel of
of the
the Department
Department of
the
Army for destruction
destruction of private
private property: For
payment of
claims
For the
the payment
of claims
property lost,
for private property
captured, abandoned,
abandoned, or
damlost, destroyed,
destroyed, captured,
or damaged in
United States,
the provisions
provisions
in the military
military service
service of
of the
the United
States, under
under the
of the
Act of
of 1945,
of
the Military
Military Personnel
Personnel Claims
Claims Act
1945, $1,250,000;
$1,250,000;
QUARTERMASTER
Q
UARTERMAsTER CORPs
CORPS

57 Stat.
372.
57
tat.72.
60 Stat. 843; 62 Stat.
Stat.
1008.
2s
U. S. C.,
28 U.
C., Supp.
§2672.
AIIpp.
Ante,
pp. 62,
62, 106.

o0
stats43; 62
.
supp.
106.

59 Stat. 225.
931
U.Sat.
225.§
3.
0Z
31 U. 5.
S. C.
222d, 223b.

dza,
23b.

2Z1c,

QUARTERMASTER
QUARTERMASTER SERVICE,
ARMY
SERVICE, ARMY

For Quartermaster
Quartermaster Service,
Army, to
to be
be accounted
one fund,
fund,
Service, Army,
accounted for
for as
as one
as follows—
followsWelfare
Wolfare of enlisted men: For the equipment
and conduct
of school,
equipment and
conduct of
school,
reading,
reading, lunch,
lunch,. and amusement
amusement rooms,
rooms service
clubs, chapels,
chapels, gymservice clubs,
gymnasiums, and libraries, including
including periodicals
periodicals and other
other publications
and subscriptions for
for newspapers, transportation
transportation of
of books
books and
and equipequipment for these services,
rental of
of slides
and
services, rental
of films,
films, purchase
purchase of
slides for
for and
making repairs to moving-picture
moving-picture outfits,
outfits, and
for similar
and for
similar and
and other
other
recreational purposes
recreational
purposes at training and
and mobilization
camps now
estabmobilization camps
now established
established, including
lished or which may be hereafter
hereafter established,
including expenses
expenses for
for
the entertainment
entertainment and instruction of enlisted
$6,700,000:
enlisted personnel,
personnel, $6,700,000:

Recreational facilities, etc.

Receatonal faa

Provided, That
shall be
avail able for
for th
i
n struc Instruction
of
Provided,
That this
this appropriation
appropriation shall
be available
thee instrucInstruction of
cera

tion of officers
officers on
on the same
same basis
basis as
as enlisted
enlisted men.
men.

of&
off

SUBSISTENCE OF
OF THE
SUBSISTENCE
THE ARMY
ARMY
of subsistence
issue as
as rations
rations to
to troops,
For purchase
purchase of
subsistence supplies
supplies for
for issue
troops,
including retired enlisted men when
when ordered to
to active
active duty,
duty, civil
civil
employees when entitled
employees
entitled thereto, hospital matrons, applicants
applicants for
for
observation, general
enlistment while held under observation,
prisoners of
of war,
war, and
general prisoners
and
prisoners at posts; ice
general prisoners
to organizations
ice for
for issue
issue to
organizations of
of enlisted
enlisted
men and for cooling drinking water
water at
places as
Secretary
at such
such places
as the
the Secretary
preservation of stores;
of the Army may determine,
determine, and for preservation
stores; subsissubsistence of the masters, officers, crews,
crews, and
and employees
of
employees of
of the
the vessels
vessels of
the Army Transport
Transport Service;
meals for
for recruiting
parties and
appliService; meals
recruiting parties
and applicants
for enlistment
enlistment while
under observation;
observation; sales
officers, includincludcants for
while under
sales to
to officers,
ing
members of
the Officers'
Officers' Reserve
Reserve Corps
Corps while
active duty,
and
ing members
of the
while on
on active
duty, and
enlisted men of the Army;
Army; payment
the regulation
regulation allowances
allowances of
of
payment of
of the
commutation
commutation in
of rations
rations to
to enlisted
men on
on furlough
to
in lieu
lieu of
enlisted men
furlough and
and to
enlisted men when
places where
when stationed at places
in kind
kind cannot
cannot
where rations
rations in
be economically
economically issued, including
including retired
men when
retired enlisted
enlisted men
when ordered
ordered
to
payment of
of the
the regulation
of commutation
to active duty;
duty; payment
regulation allowance
allowance of
commutation
in lieu of rations for enlisted men, applicants
applicants for
for enlistment
enlistment while
while
held
observation, civilian
entitled to
subsisheld under
under observation,
civilian employees
employees who
who are
are entitled
to subsistence at
at public
expense, and
while sick
in hospitals,
tence
public expense,
and general
general prisoners
prisoners while
sick in
hospitals,

Army Transport
Transport

Service.

Sales to officers,
officers,
Allowances.
Allowances

etc.
etc.
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advertising; for
to be paid to
to the surgeon
surgeon in
in charge;
charge; advertising;
for subsistence
subsistence of
of
supernumeraries necessitated
necessitated by
by emergent
military circumstances;
circumstances;
supernumeraries
emergent military
established by the
Secretary of
of the
for enlisted
prizes to
to be established
the Secretary
the Army
Army for
enlisted men
men
graduate from
the Army
Army schools
schools for
bakers and
of the Army
Army who
who graduate
from the
for bakers
and
cooks; and for other necessary
to the
necessary expenses
expenses incident
incident to
the purchase,
purchase,
testing, care, preservation,
sale and
subsistence
preservation, issue,
issue, safe,
and accounting
accounting for
for subsistence

Payment of subPayment of sub.
sidies.

supplies for
for the
Army; in
in all,
$255,d00,000 :Provided,
That none
supplies
the Army;
all, $255,000,000:
Provided, That
none of
of

Procurement of food
of fod
clothing
proor Procurement
clothing not
duced in
in U.
U. B.
s.

any subsidy
or
other products:
Provided
further, That
any
on agricultural
agricultural
subsidy on
or other
products:
Providedfurther,
That
..
.
...
no part of this or any other appropriation
this Act
appropriation contained
contained in
in this
Act shall
shall

dnced

the funds appropriated
appropriated in
be used
used for
the payment
in this title
title shall
shall be
for the
payment of
of

be available for the procurement
procurement of any article
article of
or clothing
clothing not
of food
food or
not
grown or produced in the United States or its possessions,
possessions 2except
to
except to
the extent that the Secretary
Secretary of the Army
that aa
Army shall
shall determine
determine that
satisfactory quality and sufficient quantity of
of any
any articles of
of food
food or
or
clothing grown or produced in the United States
or its
its possessions
possessions
States or
cannot be procured
procured as and when needed
needed at United
prices
United States market prices
and without unduly increasing future
prices
future United
United States
States market
market prices
and except procurements
in foreign
foreign waters
waters and
and emergency
emergency
procurements by vessels in
procurements or procurements
foods by
by estabprocurements
procurements of
of highly
highly perishable
perishable foods
establishments located
located outside the continental United States,
States, except
except the
the
Territories of Hawaii
Territories
Hawaii and Alaska, for
personnel attached
attached thereto:
for the
the personnel
thereto:
Purchase of food
Provided further,
further, That
the provisions
Purchase
h from oCOO.
food Provided
That notwithstanding
notwithstanding the
provisions of
of the
the foreforeproducts
authorized to purchase
going proviso, the Secretary
Secretary of the Army is authorized
from the Commodity Credit Corporation
Corporation any food products
products owned
owned
and stored by such Corporation
Corporation which the Secretary
Secretary determines
determines to be
be
of a
a satisfactory quality for the use of the
Military Establishment,
the Military
Establishment,
or for civilian feeding in occupied
occupied areas;
areas;
REGULAR
SUPPLIES OF
REGULAR SUPPLES
OF THE
THE ARMY
ARML

For supplies, services, and other expenses, not otherwise provided
for, incident to the
manufacture,
the design, development,
development, procurement,
procurement, manufacture,

care, protection, alteration, repair, maintenance, installation, storage,
care,
andissue
protection,
of Quartermaster
alteration, repair,
Corps supplies,
maintenance
materials,
installation,
and equipment
storage,
and issue
of Quartermaster
Corps
supplies,
materials, and equipment
(exclusive
(exclusive of fixed installations in buildings otherwise
otherwise provided
provided for),
for),
including
including petroleum and other products,
products, market reports and personal
personal
services;
services; for supplies and equipment
general service
equipment for
for troops and general
service
schools;
schools; for operation of field printing
printing plants not otherwise
otherwise provided
provided
for and contract
contract printing and binding;
purchase, subsistence,
and
binding; for
for purchase,
subsistence, and
care of animals required
required in connection with Army training and other
other
activities;
soldiers' bedding; for expenses incident
activities; for straw for soldiers'
incident to
raising and harvesting
harvesting forage on military reservations, including,
when specifically authorized by the Secretary
Secretary of the Army, the cost
cost
of
of irrigation;
irrigation; $115,000,000;
$115,000,000;
CLOTHING AND
AND EQUPAGB
EQUIPAGE
CLOTHING

For cloth, woolens, materials, and for the purchase and manufacture
of
retired enlisted
enlisted men
ordered
of clothing for
for the
the Army,
Army, including
including retired
men when
when ordered
to active duty, for issue and for sale; for payment of commutation
commutation of
clothing due to warrant officers of the mine-planter
mine-planter service and
to enand to
enlisted men; for altering and fitting clothing and washing
washing and
and cleaning
cleaning
when necessary,
necessary, including laundry
laundry work for enlisted
enlisted men
patients
men while patients
a hospital; for operation of laundries, existing or now under
in a
under conconstruction, including
including purchase
purchase and repair of laundry machinery
machinery therefor; for the authorized issues of articles for use of general prisoners
confined at military posts
confined
posts without pay or allowances, and for
for appliapplicants for enlistment
enlistment while held under observation; for equipment and
repair of equipment
equipment of existing
existing dry-cleaning
dry-cleaning plants, salvage and
and sorting
sorting
storehouses, hat-repairing
clothing-repair
hat-repairing shops, shoe-repair shops, clothing-repair
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equipage, including
shops, and garbage-reduction
garbage-reduction works; for equipage,
including animalanimalpassenger-carrying vehicles;
drawn passenger-carrying
issue of
of toilet
to recruits
recruits upon
upon
vehicles; issue
toilet kits
kits to
their first enlistment; for expenses of
packing and
handling and
and
of packing
and handling
necessaries; for a
a suit of citizens'
citizens' outer clothing and
similar necessaries;
overcoat,
and an
an overcoat,
when necessary,
necessary, the cost of all not to exceed $30, to be issued each
person
each person
upon each release
release from an Army prison, each soldier
soldier discharged
discharged otherotherwise than honorably,
honorably, to each
each enlisted man convicted
convicted by
court for
by civil
civil court
for
an offense
penitentiary or
offense resulting in confinement
confinement in aa penitentiary
or other
other civil
civil
prison, and to each enlisted man ordered interned
an alien
alien enemy,
enemy,
interned as an
or, for the same reason, discharged
discharged without internment;
internment; $192,000,000,
$192,000,000,
of which $25,000,000
$25,000,000 is for payment
payment of obligations
obligations incurred
incurred pursuant
pursuant
to authority granted
granted under
under this
in the
Military Functions
Approthis head
head in
the Military
Functions Appropriation Act,
priation
Act, 1949;
1949;

993
993

62 Stat.
62
Stat. M.
655.

INCIDENTAL
EXPENSES OF
THE ARMY
ARMY
INCIDENTAL EXPENSES
OF THE
Postage; hire of laborers in the Quartermaster
Quartermaster Corps,
Corps, including
including
officers' mounts when the same are
the care of officers'
furnished by
the Govare furnished
by the
Government;
compensation of clerks and other employees of the Quarterernment; compensation
master Corps, and clerks, foremen, watchmen,
the
watchmen, and
and organist
organist for
for the
United States Disciplinary Barracks; incidental
expenses of
of recruitincidental expenses
recruiting; for activities of chaplains
(excluding ritual
ritual garments
chaplains (excluding
garments and
and
personal
of coffee-roasting
personal services);
services) ;for the operation
operation of
coffee-roasting plants;
for
plants; for
maintenance of Quartermaster
Quartermaster branch
maintenance
branch depots,
depots, including
including utilities;
utilities; for
for
tests and experimental and development work
work and
and scientific
scientific research,
research,
otherwise provided
not otherwise
provided for, including that to
by the
to be performed
performed by
the
Bureau of Standards for
for the
the Quartermaster
Quartermaster Corps;
inspection
Corps; for
for inspection
furnished by the Department
service and instruction furnished
Department of
of Agriculture
Agriculture
which may
may be
be transferred
advance; for
which
transferred in
in advance;
for such
such additional
additional -expendiexpenditures as are necessary
necessary and
in the
the movements
movements and
and
and authorized
authorized by
by law
law in
operation
Army and
and at
at military
posts, and
and not
expressly
operation of
of the Army
military posts,
not expressly
assigned to any other departments;
departments; for supplies,
supplies, services,
and other
other
services, and
expenses
expenses essential in conducting instruction
of the
the Army
Army in
in tactical
tactical
instruction of
or special activities
activities and in the
and Service
the operation
operation of
of Arm
Arm and
Service Boards
Boards
not
otherwise provided
for burial
of the
the dead
dead as
as authorized
by
not otherwise
provided for;
for; for
burial of
authorized by
Acts of May 17, 1938 (10
(10 U. S.
July 8,
S. C.
C. 916-916d),
916-916d), and
and July
8, 1940
1940
(5
remains of
of personnel
personnel of
the Army
Army of
of
(5 U.
U. S.
S. C.
C. 103a),
103a), including
including remains
of the
the
on active
including travel
travel allowallowthe United
United States
States who
who die
die while
while on
active duty,
duty, including
ances
remains, communication
communication service,
ances of
of attendants
attendants accompanying
accompanying remains,
service
transportation of
remains, and
acquisition by
by lease
lease or
transportation
of remains,
and acquisition
or otherwise
otherwise of
of
temporary
burial sites;
sites; $104,900,000.
$104,900,000.
temporary burial

Recruiting.
Recruitldn

Tests,
research, etc.
etc.
Tests, research,

Burial expenses
expenses.

52 Stat. 398.
62
39.
64 Stat. 743.
54

TRANSPORTATION
TRANSPORTATION CORPS
CORPS
TRANSPORTATION SERVICE,
TRANSPORTATION
SERVICE, ARMY
ARMY
For expenses
expenses necessary
for the
transportation of
of Army
For
necessary for
the transportation
Army supplies,
supplies,
equipment,
Army, including
including packing,
and
equipment, funds
funds of
of the
the Army,
packing, crating,
crating, and
unpacking;
of transportation
transportation facilities
unpacking; maintenance
maintenance and
and operation
operation of
facilities
and installations,
installations, including
purchase, construction,
and
including the
the purchase,
construction, alteration,
alteration,
operation,
repair, development,
development, and
operation, lease,
lease, repair,
and maintenance
maintenance of
of and
and research
research
in transportation
equipment, including
vessels, and
railroad
in
transportation equipment,
including boats,
boats, vessels,
and railroad
equipment; personal
in the
the District
District of
of Columbia;
Columbia; procurement
equipment;
personal services
services in
procurement
of supplies
and equipment;
printing and
and binding;
of
supplies and
equipment; printing
binding; communication
communication
service;
tolls, ferriage,
ferriage, drayage,
service; maps,
maps, wharfage,
wharfage, tolls,
drayage, and
and cartage;
cartage; conconducting instruction
instruction in
in Army
ducting
Army transportation
transportation activities;
activities; $332,000,000:
$332,000,000:
Availability of
Availability
of
Provided,
$32,000,000 of
of the
the unexpended
unexpended balance
the approappro- funds.
Provided, That
That $32,000,000
balance of
of the
fonds.
Stat. 656.
priation
"Transportation service,
1949", shall
shall remain
remain available
priation "Transportation
service, Army,
Army, 1949",
available 62 Stat.
until
1950, and
and shall
be merged
merged .with
with the
the appropriation
until June
June 30,
30, 1950,
shall be
appropriation
"Transportation
by this
Act: Provided
Prowled further,
"Transportation service,
service, Army",
Army", made
made by
this Act:
further,
81939°-50—Pr.
81939'-50-PT. x-63
--- 63
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Charges against
against
Charges
other appropriations.

Transfer of vessels.

[63 STAT.
STAT.
[63

That during the current fiscal year the cost of
of transportation
transportation from
from
of storage
point of origin to the first point of
storage or
consumption of
of supplies,
supplies,
or consumption
equipment, and
and material
material in
connection with
with the
and
in connection
the manufacturing
manufacturing and
purchasing
activities of
purchasing activities
of the
Quartermaster Corps
may be
to
the Quartermaster
Corps may
be charged
charged to
from which
the appropriations
appropriations from
such supplies,
supplies, equipment,
equipment, and
material
which such
and material
are procured:
Providedfurther, That vessels under the jurisdiction
procured: Provided
jurisdiction of
of
Commission, the
the Maritime
Maritime Commission,
the Department
Department of
of the
Army, or
or the
the Departthe Army,
Department of the Navy may be
be transferred
transferred or
or otherwise
otherwise made
made available
available
without reimbursement
reimbursement to
to any
of such
such agencies
of
any of
agencies upon
upon the
the request
request of
the head of one agency
agency and the approval of the
juristhe agency
agency having
having jurisdiction of the vessels concerned.
concerned.
SIGNAL CORPS
CORPS
SIGNAL
SIGNAL SERVICE
SIGNAL
SERVICE OF
OF THE
THE AR]r
ARMY

Telegraph systems,
Telegraph
systems,

etc.

Vehieleg
Vehicles

Telephone
tus.

Telephone

apparaappar-

Telegraph lines.
Telegraph
nes.

Purchase,
equipment, operation, and repair of military telegraph,
Purchase, equipment,
telegraph,

telephone, radio, cable, and signaling systems; signal
signal equipment
equipment and
and
stores, heliographs,
signal lanterns,
heliographs, signal
lanterns, flags,
necessary instruflags, and
and other
other necessary
instruanemometers, thermometers,
ments; wind vanes, barometers,
barometers, anemometers,
thermometers, and
other
and other
meteorological
meteorological instruments;
instruments; photographic
photographic and
and cinematographic
cinematographic work
work
performed for
for the
the Army
Army by
by the Signal Corps; motorcycles,
performed
motorcycles, motormotordriven
technical and official purposes
purposes in
driven and other vehicles for technical
in conconnection with the construction,
maintenance of
nection
construction, operation, and maintenance
comof communication or signaling systems, and supplies
supplies for
their operation
operation and
for their
and
the Signal Corps
maintenance; maps for use of the
Corps and
and in
the office
office of
in the
of
the Chief Signal Officer;
Officer; telephone
telephone apparatus,
apparatus, including
and
including rental
rental and
payment
long-distance,
payment for commercial,
commercial, exchange,
exchange, message, trunk-line, long-distance,
and leased-line
leased-line telephone
telephone service
service at or connecting
connecting any
any post,
camp, canpost, camp,
cantonment, depot, arsenal, headquarters, hospital,
aviation station,
hospitar, aviation
station, or
or
other office or station of the
the Army,
Army, excepting
service for
excepting telephone
telephone service
for
of Columbia;
Columbia; electric
the various bureaus
bureaus in the District of
electric time
time service;
service;
the rental of commercial
telegraph lines and
commercial telegraph
and equipment,
equipment, and
and their
their
operation
cantonment, depot,
operation at or connecting any post, camp, cantonment,
depot, arsenal,
arsenal,
headquarters,
headquarters, hospital, aviation station, or other
other office
of
office or
or station
station of
the Army, including payment for official individual
individual telegraph
telegTaph mesmes-

sages
and
sages transmitted over commercial
commercial lines;
lines ; electrical
electrical instaltations
installations and
maintenance thereof
thereof at military
military posts,
maintenance
posts, cantonments,
and stastacantonments, camps,
camps, and
control and
tions of the Army, fire control
direction apparatus,
apparatus, and
and direction
and materiel
materiel
Salaries of civilian
eemployees.
is.
of civilian for Field Artillery; salaries of civilian
employees, including
civilian employees,
including those
those
necessary as instructors
instructors at vocational
vocational schools; supplies, general repairs,
necessary
repairs,
reserve supplies,
supplies, and
and other
other expenses
expenses connected
connected with
with the
the collection
collection and
and
transmitting of information
information for
for the Army
Army by
transmitting
by telegraph
or otherwise;
otherwise;
telegraph or
Experimental inves- experimental investigation, research,
txperimentalinves
experimental investigation, research, purchase, and development,
development, or
tigation, etc.
tgaton
e.
improvements in apparatus,
improvements
apparatus, and
maintenance of
signaling and
and maintenance
of signaling
and accesaccesincluding machines,
sories thereto, including
machines, instruments,
and other
instruments, and
other equipment
equipment
and repair
repair purposes;
for laboratory and
purposes; lease,
alteration, and
and repair
of such
such
lease, alteration,
repair of
guarding Signal
buildings required for storing or guarding
Signal Corps
Corps supplies,
supplies,
equipment, and personnel
personnel when
when not
provided for,
not otherwise
otherwise provided
for, including
including
the introduction of water,
water, electric
electric light
and power,
power, sewerage,
grading,
light and
sewerage, grading,
Aircraft
warning roads and walks, and other equipment
Aircraft warning
requiredi;for
for all
all expenses,
equipment required
expenses, not
not
service systems.
otherwise provided for, incident
plans, and
otherwise
incident to the preparation
preparation of plans,
and conconstruction, purchase, installation, equipment,
equipment, maintenance,
maintenance, repair,
and
repair, and
operation of aircraft warning
warning service
systems, and
and their
their accessories,
accessories,
service systems,
including purchase of
of lands
and rights-of-way,
rights-of-way, acquisition
leaselands and
acquisition of
of leaseholds and other interests therein,
therein, and
thereof;
and temporary
temporary use
use thereof;
Liquidation
Liquidation of
of obliobli $200,000,000,
is for liquidation
$200,000,000, of which $50,000,000 is
liquidation of
obligations
of obligations
gations.
incurred
incurred pursuant to authority granted under this head in the Military
62 Stat.
Stat.s666.
Functions
Appropriations Act, 1949: Provided,
That the
Functions Appropriations
Provided, That
the sum
sum of
of
Electrical
Electrical
tions.

installainstalla-

63 STAT.]
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$402,000 of the appropriation
appropriation "Signal Service of the Army",
Army", 19421942appropriation "Signal Service
1946, and $3,520,000 of the appropriation
of the
the Army",
Army",
Service of
1947,
remain available
available until June
1947, shall remain
June 30, 1950, for
for the
the payment
payment of
of
obligations incurred
executed thereunder
obligations
incurred under contracts
contracts executed
thereunder prior
prior to
to
July 1, 1946, and July 1,
1, 1947, respectively.
respectively.

60
60 Stat.
Stat. 549.
549.

MEDICAL
DEPARTMENT
MEDICAL DEPARTMENT
MEDICAL
MEDICAL AND HOSPITAL
HOSPITAL DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT

For the manufacture
manufacture and purchase
purchase of
medical and
and hospital
hospital supplies
of medical
supplies
for military posts, camps, hospitals, hospital ships and
and transports,
and supplies required for mosquito
mosquito destruction
destruction in
and about
in and
about military
military
posts in the Canal Zone; operation of the Army
Medical Library
Library and
and
Army Medical
Museum under the direct
direct supervision
the Surgeon
supervision of
of the
Surgeon General;
General; purchase
purchase
of veterinary
veterinary supplies and hire of veterinary
veterinary surgeons;
surgeons; expenses
expenses of
of
maintenance of
medical supply depots and maintenance
depots; medical
of branch
branch depots;
medical care
care
and treatment
treatment of patients
patients when
entitled thereto
thereto by
law, regulation,
when entitled
by law,
regulation, or
or
contract, including their care, treatment,
treatment, and subsistence
subsistence in private
contract,
private
hospitals, whether
whether on
duty or
or on
or on
of absence
absence
on duty
on furlough
furlough or
on leave
leave of
except when elective
elective medical
has been
been obtained
obtained by
by such
such
medical treatment
treatment has
personnel
personnel in civilian
civilian hospitals
physicians or
dentists;
hospitals or
or from civilian
civilian physicians
or dentists;
medical
authorized personnel of
medical care and treatment
treatment of authorized
any country
of any
country
whose defense
defense the President
President deems
the defense
of the
the United
deems vital
vital to
to the
defense of
United
States when such care and treatment
treatment cannot
cannot be
from medical
medical
be obtained
obtained from
units of their own country;
country; care and treatment of epidemic
epidemic and
and concontagious diseases in the Army or
posts or
or at military posts
or stations,
stations, including
including
measures to prevent the spread
spread thereof, and the
payment of
the payment
of reasonable
reasonable
damages, not otherwise provided for, for
for bedding and
clothing
and clothing
injured or
injured
destroyed in
in such
such prevention;
prevention; pay
pay of
of male
and female
nurses,
or destroyed
male and
female nurses,
not including the Army Nurse Corps,
other civilians
civilians
Corps, and
and of
of cooks
cooks and
and other
employed for the proper care
under such
regulations fixing
care of
of patients,
patients, under
such regulations
fixing
their number, qualifications,
qualifications, assignments,
assignments, pay, and allowances
allowances as
as shall
shall
prescribed by the
have been or shall be prescribed
Secretary of
the Army;
Army; pay
pay
the Secretary
of the
of internes;
internes; pay
physicians employed
employed to
to examine
examine physically
pay of civilian
civilian physicians
physically
applicants for enlistment and enlisted
enlisted men and to render other
other professional services from time to time under proper authority;
authority; pay
other
pay of
of other
employees
Department; payment
employees of the Medical Department;
payment of
of express
companies
express companies
and local transfers
transfers employed
directly by
by the
Department for
employed directly
the Medical
Medical Department
for
transportation of medical
the transportation
medical and hospital supplies,
supplies, including
including bidders'
bidders'
samples and water
for analysis;
analysis; supply
supply of
of Army
Army and
Hospital
water for
and Navy
Navy Hospital
at Hot Springs, Arkansas;
Arkansas; advertising,
misceladvertising, and
and other
other necessary
necessary miscellaneous
of the
the Medical
Medical Department;
laneous expenses
expenses of
Department; $68,031,000.
$68,031,000.

Care and treatment
treatment
of patients.
patients.
of

Epidemic and contagious diseases.
dimwes.

Internes.
Civilian physicians.
physicians

Army and Navy
Hospital, Hot Springs,
prings,
Ark.

CORPS
CORPS OF
OF' ENGINEERS
ENGINEER SERVICE, ARMY
ENGINEER
ARMY

For Engineer
Engineer Service,
Army, to
for as
as
Service, Army,
to be
be accounted
accounted for
as one
one fund,
fund, as
followsfollows—
Engineer Service: For
Engineer
design, development,
procurement,
For the design,
development, procurement,
manufacture,
alteration, repair, installation,
manufacture, maintenance,
maintenance, alteration,
installation, storage,
storage,
and issue of engineer
engineer equipment,
instruments, appliances,
appliances, supplies,
supplies,
equipment, instruments,
materials, tools
machinery required
the equipment
equipment and
training
materials,
tools and
and machinery
required in
in the
and training
of troops and in military
military operations,
operations, including
military surveys;
including military
surveys;
operation and maintenance
maintenance of the Engineer School,
School, including
including compencompensation of civilian lecturers,
lecturers, and
binding of
of scientific
and
and purchase
purchase and
and binding
scientific and
professional
books, pamphlets,
papers, and
and periodicals;
procurement,
professional books,
pamphlets, papers,
periodicals; procurement,
preparation,
and reproduction
of maps
maps and
for military
preparation, and
reproduction of
and similar
similar data
data for
military
purposes;
to the
Service in
military and
and
purposes; expenses
expenses incident
incident to
the Engineer
Engineer Service
in military
training
operations, including
including military
surveys, engineering
engineering planning,
training operations,
military surveys,
planning,

Equipment, instruments, etc.

Engineer School.
Engineer
School.

traiMilitary and training operations.
operation
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996

Railroad
tion.

PUBLIC LAWS-CH.
LAWS- CH.787-OCT.
787-OCT.29,
1949
PUBLIC
29, 1949

construc-

administration of real estate, and research
research
investigation and design, administration
development of
methods in such operations,
rental
and development
of improved
improved methods
operations, rental
storehouses and grounds, and repair and alteration of buildings,
of storehouses
including heat, light, power, water,
water, and
communication service, not
including
and communication
not
otherwise
provided for
and expenses
includotherwise provided
for and
expenses of
of railroad
railroad construction,
construction, includpurchase or lease of equipment
equipment and materials;
materials; and the acquisition
acquisition
ing purchase
of lands, rights-of-way
rights-of-way thereon, and other interests therein and
temporary use thereof; payment of deficiency
temporary
deficiency judgments and interest
interest
condemnation proceedings heretofore
heretofore instituted,
thereon arising out of condemnation
and expenses of utilities relocation
relocation not otherwise provided for;
$125,000,000;
$125,000,000;
BARRACKS
QUARTERS,
BARRACKS AND QUARTERS,

32 Stat. 282.

Fort Monroe Military Reservation,
Reservation, Va.

Advance
Advance rental
rental payments.
56 Stat. 654.
S. C., Supp.
Stipp.
43 U. S.
i 315q.
II, §
conLimitations on construction costs.
Ante,
Ante, p. 988,
988, infra.
infra.
Post,
Post, pp. 999, 1000.

Stabling.
Payment of obligations.
60 Stat.
Stat. 552.

[63
STAT.
[63 STAT.

ARMY
ARMY

necessary for the maintenance,
installation, repair,
For expenses necessary
maintenance, installation,
repair,
operation,
operation, protection, and
and rental
rental of
of buildings, structures, grounds,
or
utilities, flying fields, fortifications, and
and appurtenances
appurtenances thereto,
thereto, or
procurement of
of
other facilities required for military use including the procurement
supplies, equipment, fuel, printing, binding, communication
communication services,
at the seat of government
government and elsewhere; manufacture,
manufacture, procurement,
procurement,
transportation (including
(including research,
research, planpurchase, storage, issue, and transportation
ning, design, development,
development inspection, tests, and the handling) of
equipment; conwater, gas, electricity, fuel, tools, machinery, and equipment;
struction of additions and extensions to and alterations,
alterations, improvements,
improvements,
and rehabilitations
facilities; the furnishing of heat and
rehabilitations of existing facilities;
operation of the
light for buildings erected at private cost, in the operation
Act approved
approved May 31, 1902
1346), and buildings on
on
1902 (10
(10 U.
U. S. C. 1346),
military reservations, authorized
authorized by Department
Department of the Army regulations to be used for a
purpose; and expenses
a similar purpose;
expenses of
of packing and
crating and unpacking and uncrating of equipment, material, supplies, baggage, and goods not otherwise
otherwise provided for, $187,732,269:
$187,732,269:
Provided,
amounts to be' assessed
assessed and collected from nonProvided, That the amounts
military interests
interests on the Fort Monroe Military Reservation,
Reservation, Virginia,
for expenditure
expenditure in the maintenance,
maintenance, repair,
repair, and
and operation
operation of wharves,
wharves,
roads, sewerage systems, and other utilities at said reservation
reservation shall
current fiscal year,
be fixed by the Secretary of the Army during the current
in proportion to the service rendered
rendered to such nonmilitary interests:
interests:
Providedfurther
Provided
further, That in administering
administering the provisions of 43 U. S. C.
315q, payments of
arentals may be made in advance:
further,
advance: Provided
Providedfurther,
That no part of the funds appropriated
appropriated in this Act for
for the Army,
Army,
except for "Contingencies
"Military Construction",
"Contingencies of the Army", "Military
Construction ' ,
"Army National Guard" and "Organized
"Organized Reserves", shall be available
construction of aapermanent
permanent nature of an additional
additional building or
for construction
an extension
extension or
or addition to an existing
existing building, the
the cost
cost of which
which
in any case exceeds $30,000: Provided
Provided further, That none of the Army
appropriations in this Act, except for "Contingencies
Army",
"Contingencies of the Army"
appropriations
"Engineer Service, Army", "Military
"Military Construction", "Army National
"Engineer
"Organized Reserves"
Reserves" shall be
construction
Guard" and "Organized
be available
available for
for construction
of aa temporary nature of an additional building or an extension or
or
addition to an existing building, the cost of which in any case exceeds
$30,000: Provided
Provided further,
further, That the monthly rental rate to be paid
out of this appropriation
appropriation for stabling any animal shall not exceed
exceed
$15:
Provided
further,That the sum of $9,300,000 of the appropriation
appropriation
$15 :
Provided further,
"Engineer Service,
"Engineer
Service, Army", fiscal year 1947,
1947, shall remain
remain available
June 30, 1950, for the payment of obligations
obligations incurred under
under
until June
contracts executed
executed thereunder
thereunder prior to July 1,
1947.
1,1947.
MILrARY
MILITARY CONSTRUCTION,
CONSTRUCTION, ARMY
ARMY

Ante, p. 979.
79.

62 Stat. 375.
37.
65U. El.
8. C.,
C., Supp. D,
I1 626p;
626p; 10 T.
tY. S.
g. C.,
O.,
133
It 18,
listtste- II, 0
MM,

construction, installations, and equipment of temporary
temporary or
For construction,
permanent public works, military installations and facilities, as
authorized
(Public Law 626),
authorized by the Act of June 12, 1948 (Public
626), without
without

STAT.]
63 S
TAT.]
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10 U.
U.. S. 0.,
., Stipp.
Supp
regard to sections 1136 and 3734, Revised Statutes, as amended,
n, §
§1339; 40
40 II.
i. S.
B..C,
including
including hire of passenger
passenger motor vehicles; payment of claims under
under §§
259, 267.
259,
267.
57 Stat.
Stat. 372.
372.
the Act of July 3, 1943 (31 U. S. C. 223b),
223b), and pursuant
pursuant to
to section
section 67
403 of the Federal
Federal Tort Claims Act of August 2, 1946 (28
(28 U. S. C.
60 Stat. 843; 62 Stat.
2672) ;$85,706,120,
$85,706,120, of
which $75,000,000
$75,000,000 is
is for
for payment
payment of
of obligations
2672);
of which
obligations 1008.
incurred
incurred pursuant to
authority granted
under this
Military
to authority
granted under
this head
head in
in the
the Military
28 U. S. C.,
C., Supp.
2672.
II, §2672.
Functions Appropriation
Appropriation Act, 1949, to remain available
available until II,
Ante,
62, 106.
106.
Ante, pp.
pp. 62,
62 Stat. 659.
669.
expended.
expended.

ORDNANCE
ORDNANCE DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT

ORDNANCE SERVICE
AND SUPPLIES,
SUPPLIES, ARMY
ORDNANCE
SERVICE AND
ARY
For manufacture, procurement,
procurement, storage,
and issue,
issue, including
including
storage, and
research,
planning, design, development,
research, planning,
test, alteration,
development, inspection,
inspection, test,
alteration,
maintenance,
of ordnance
maintenance, repair, and handling of
ordnance material
material and
and aircraft,
aircraft,
together with the machinery,
machinery, supplies,
services necessary
necessary thereto;
supplies, and
and services
thereto;
supplies and services in connection
connection with
general work
the
with the
the general
work of
of the
Ordnance
Ordnance Department, comprising police
office duties,
police and
and office
duties, rents,
rents, tolls,
tolls,
typewriting and
fuel, light, water, advertising, stationery, typewriting
computing
and computing
machines, including their
machines,
furniture, tools,
tools, and
instrutheir exchange,
exchange, and
and furniture,
and instruments of service; instruction,
expenses
instruction, training,
training, and
and other
other incidental
incidental expenses
purchase and
of passenger
motor vehicles;
vehicles;
of the ordnance
ordnance service;
service; purchase
and hire
hire of
passenger motor
ammunition for military
ammunition
salutes at
Government establishments
military salutes
at Government
establishments and
and
for salutes are
institutions to which the issues of arms for
authorized;
are authorized;
services,
services, material, tools,
appliances for
for operation
the testing
tools, and appliances
operation of
of the
testing
machines and chemical
chemical laboratory
connection therewith;
laboratory in connection
therewith; publicapublications for libraries of the Ordnance
Ordnance Department,
Department, including
including the
the
Ordnance Office:
Provided, That,
That, notwithstanding
provisions of
of
Office: Provided,
notwithstanding the
the provisions
any other law not
any
than $22,500,000
amounts received
received by
by
not more
more than
$22,500,000 of
of the
the amounts
the Department
of the
the Army during
Department of
during the current
fiscal year
year as
current fiscal
as proproceeds from the sale of
of scrap
be available
available for
scrap or salvage
salvage material
material shall
shall be
for
expenses
expenses of transportation,
transportation, demilitarization,
preparation
demilitarization, and
and other
other preparation
for sale or salvage of military
military supplies,
equipment, and
materiel:
supplies, equipment,
and materiel:
Provided further,
Provided
further, That
report of
disbursements under
under
That a
a report
of receipts
receipts and
and disbursements
be made quarterly
this limitation
limitation shall be
quarterly to
to the
Ap-iropriation Comthe Appropriation
Committees of the Congress;
Congress; $730,000,000,
of which
is for
for
$730,000,000, of
which 870,000,000
$70,000,000 is
liquidation of obligations incurred
authority granted
granted
incurred pursuant
pursuant to
to authority
under this head in the
the Military
Military Functions
Functions Appropriation
Appropriation Act,
Act, 1949:
1949:
Provided
further, That the sum of $5,000,000
Provided further,
appropriation
$5,000,000 of the appropriation
"Ordnance service
1942-1946, shall
remain
"Ordnance
service and supplies,
supplies, Army",
Army", 1942-1946,
shall remain
available
available until June
the payment
obligations incurred
June 30, 1950, for
for the
payment of
of obligations
incurred
under contracts
contracts executed
executed thereunder
1946.
thereunder prior to July 1,
1, 1946.

Instruction, etc.

Publications.
Publications.
Sale of scrap or salvage material.

Report
Report of receipts
and disbursements.
disbursements.

62 Stat. 659.

Payment of obligaobligations.

CHEMICAL
CORPS
CHEMICAM Coin's
CHEMICAL SERVICE,
CHEMICAL
SERVICE, ARMY
ARMY

For purchase,
manufacture, and
test of
chemical agents
agents and
toxic
For
purchase, manufacture,
and test
of chemical
and toxic
substances, incendiary
and munitions,
or other
other
substances,
incendiary materials
materials and
munitions, gas
gas masks,
masks, or
offensive
or defensive
materials or
required for
for chemical
chemical
offensive or
defensive materials
or appliances
appliances required
purposes,
design, experimentation,
experimentation, and
operapurposes, investigations,
investigations, research,
research, design,
and operation, purchase
purchase of
apparatus
tion,
of chemicals,
chemicals, special
special scientific
scientific and
and technical
technical apparatus
and instruments,
services connected
therewith; construction,
construction,
and
instruments, including
including services
connected therewith;
maintenance,
repair of
plants, buildings,
buildings, and
and the
maintenance, and
and repair
of plants,
and equipment,
equipment, and
the
machinery
receiving, storing,
and issuing
of supplies,
supplies, commachinery therefor;
therefor; receiving,
storing, and
issuing of
comprising
duties, rents,
rents, tolls,
gasoline, lubricants,
lubricants,
prising police
police and
and office
office duties,
tolls, fuels,
fuels, gasoline,
paints
and cordage,
cordage, light,
light, water,
advertising, stationery,
stationery,
paints and
and oils,
oils, rope
rope and
water, advertising,
typewriting
and computing
computing machines
machines including
including their
exchange, office
office
typewriting and
their exchange,
furniture, tools,
instruments; incidental
furniture,
tools, and
and instruments;
incidental expenses;
expenses; civilian
civilian
employees; libraries
libraries of
of the
Chemical Corps;
expenses incidental
to
employees;
the Chemical
Corps; expenses
incidental to
the organization,
organization, training,
training, and
of special
special gas
not
gas troops
troops not
the
and equipment
equipment of

Chemical
Chemical agents,
etc.

Construction
Construction
buildings, etc.
etc.

of

Special
Special gas troops.

998
998
Chemical Corps acactivities.
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otherwise provided for, including the
the Army
in Chemical
Chemical
the training of
of the
Army in
Corps activities, both offensive
the necesoffensive and
and defensive,
defensive, together
together with
with the
necessary schools, tactical demonstrations, and maneuvers;
of
maneuvers; expenses
expenses of
chemical projectile filling plants and
grounds, including
including conconand proving
proving grounds,
struction and maintenance of rail
transportation, repairs,
repairs, alterations,
alterations,
rail transportation,
accessories,
accessories, building and repairing
repairing butts and
and
and targets,
targets, clearing
clearing and
grading ranges; $35,000,000.

ARMY
ARMY FIELD
FIELD FORCES
FORCES
TRAINING AND
TRAINING
AND OPERATION,
FIELD FORCES
OPERATION, ARMY
ARMY FIELD
FORCES

For miscellaneous
miscellaneous supplies, material, equipment,
equipment, personal
personal and
and other
other
services, tuition and other incidental
incidental expenses essential
essential in
in conducting
conducting
instruction in Army Field Forces and related activities
activities at
Army Field
at Army
Field
Forces service schools and elsewhere
elsewhere and for
Army Field
for operation
operation of
of Army
Field
Forces Headquarters,
subordinate commands,
Headquarters, subordinate
commands, installations,
installations, and
and
boards, not otherwise
otherwise provided
provided for,
$4,000,000.
for, $4,000,000.
COMMAND AND
AND GENERAL
COMMAND
GENERAL STAFF
STAFF COLLEGE
COLLEGE

For the purchase of textbooks, books of reference,
reference, scientific
scientific and
and
professional papers, instruments,
instruments, and material for
instruction;
for instruction;
expenses
expenses of special lectures;
lectures; and for other necessary
necessary expenses
expenses of
of
instruction, at the Command
Command and General
General Staff College, Fort
LeavenFort LeavenKansas; $457,000.
worth, Kansas;
$457,000.
UNITED
STATES
MILITARY
UNITED S
TATES M
ILITARY ACADEMY
ACADEMY
PAY OF
OF MILITARY
PAY
MILITARY ACADEMY
ACADEMY
Army
Army officers
officers on
on dedetail, pay restriction.
restriction.

Retired
Retired officer
officer as
as
librarian.
librarian.

10
U.S.
10 U.
S. C.
C. § 933.
933.
Ante,
p. 838.
Ante, p.
838.

Cadets: For pay of cadets, $2,244,000:
$2,244,000: Provided,
hereafter
Provided, That
That hereafter
no officer
officer of the .Army
to receive
receive any
increase in
in pay
pay
Army shall be
be entitled
entitled to
any increase
or allowances
allowances because of detail or assignment to duty in
in any
any capacity
capacity
at the Military Academy:
Academy: Provided
Provided further,
further, That the
the duties
duties of
of
librarian of the United States Military
Military Academy may
be performed
performed
may be
by an officer of the Regular
Regular Army retired from active
active service
service under
the
under the
provisions of section 1251,
1251, Revised
Revised Statutes, and
active
and detailed
detailed on
on active
duty for that purpose.
MAINTENANCE AND
AND OPERATION,
MAINTENANCE
OPERATION, UNITED
UNITED STATES
STATES MILITARY
MILITARY ACADEMY
ACADEMY

Contingent fund.

For text and reference
reference books for instruction; increase and
expense
and expense
of library; office equipment
equipment and supplies;
supplies; stationery,
blank books
books,
stationery, blank
forms, printing and binding; diplomas for graduates;
graduates; expense
of
expense of
lectures; apparatus,
apparatus, equipment, supplies,
materials for
for purpose
purpose
supplies, and
and materials
of instruction and athletics,
maintenance and
athletics, and maintenance
repair thereof;
thereof;
and repair
musical instruments and maintenance
maintenance of band; care and
and maintenance
maintenance
of organ; equipment
equipment for cadet mess; postage, telephones,
telephones, and
and teletelegrams; freight and expressage; for commutation
commutation of rations for
for cadets
cadets
in lieu of the regular established
in
established ration; for commutation
commutation of
of rations
rations
for
for civilians employed
employed at cadet mess in the same amount as deducted
deducted
from each civilian's pay for said rations; maintenance
maintenance of
of children's
children's
school (not exceeding $12,200);
$12,200) ;contingencies
contingencies for
for Superintendent
Superintendent of
of
the Military Academy
Academy (not exceeding
exceeding $5,200)
$5,200) and
and for
the Comfor the
Commandant of Cadets (not exceeding
exceeding $1,200),
expended in
in their
their
$1,200), to be
be expended
respective discretions;
discretions; expenses
expenses of the members of the Board of
of
Visitors (not
(not exceeding
exceeding $1,500);
Visitors
$1,500) ;contingent
contingent fund, to be expended
expended
under the direction of the Academic Board (not exceeding $1,000);
under
$1,000) ;
improvement, repair,
repair and maintenance
of b
uildi ngs and
an d groun
ds
maintenance of
buildings
grounds
(including
(including roads, walls, and fences);
fences) ;shooting galleries and ranges;
ranges;
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cooking,
and lighting
lighting apparatus
operation
cooking, heating,
heating, and
apparatus and
and fixtures
fixtures and
and operation
maintenance thereof;
thereof; maintenance
maintenance of
and maintenance
of water, sewer, and
and plumbing
plumbing
systems; maintenance
maintenance of and repairs
repairs to cadet camp; fire-extinguishing
fire-extinguishing
apparatus; machinery and tools and repairs of same; policing buildapparatus;
ings and grounds;
refrigerators, and lockers for Governgrounds; furniture,
furniture, refrigerators,
ment-owned
Academy and repair
ment-owned buildings at the Academy
repair and
and maintenance
maintenance
thereof; fuel
fuel for
for heat,
and power;
employees; and
other
thereof;
heat, light,
light, and
power; pay
pay of
of employees;
and other
necessary
incidental expenses in the discretion of the superintendent;
necessary incidental
superintendent;
Liquidation of
of inin all, $6,280,000:
$6,280,000: Provided,
not to
exceed $3,750
$3,750 of
amount
Provided, That
That not
to exceed
of this
this amount
debtedness of certain
shall be available
available to liquidate
liquidate the indebtedness of cadets separated
separated cadets.
service for
who at
at the
the
from the service
for any
any reason during
during their
their first
first year,
year, who
time of their separation
separation are in debt to the Treasurer of the United
States
States Military
Military Academy.
Academy.
CIVILIAN
OMPONENTS
CIVLIAN C
COMPONENTS
ARMY
GUARD
ARMY NATIONAL
NATIONAL GUARD
Training, etc.
For expenses
For
expenses necessary
operating and
and
necessary for
for equipping,
equipping, maintaining,
maintaining, operating
training
uard, including
expenses
of
camps,
training the Army
Army National
National Guard,
including expenses of camps,
airfields,
storage facilities
facilities and
alterations andi
additions to
to present
present
airfields, storage
and alterations
and additions
structures, transportation
structures,
erection of
temporary structures,
structures, either
transportation and
and erection
of temporary
either
on Government-owned
Government-owned or State-owned
State-owned land, or
made availor on
on land
land made
available by lease or loan from any
subdivision of
of a
or any
any
any political
political subdivision
a State
State or
individual,
or organization
for a
period of
of hot
hot less
less than
than
individual, corporation,
corporation, or
organization for
a period
ten years,
years, construction
construction and maintenance
maintenance of
of buildings,
buildings, structures,
structures, rifle
rifle
ranges, and facilities,
purchase (not to
to exceed
one hundred)
hundred) and
facilities, the
the purchase
exceed one
and
only, and
and the
the modifihire of passenger
passenger motor
motor vehicles
vehicles for official
official use
use only,
modification, repair, maintenance
maintenance and operation
operation of airplanes;
airplanes; transportation
transportation
services at
at the
seat of
of things;
things; personal
personal services
the seat
of government
government or
or elsewhere
elsewhere
(including services
(including
services of
Guard
of personnel
personnel of
of the .Army
Army National
National Guard
employed
as civilians,
civilians zwithout
without regard
to their
their military
rank) necesemployed as
regard to
military rank)
necessary for
for the
the care,
care, maintenance,
and repair
of materials
materials
sary
maintenance, modification
modification and
repair of
and
Federal property
property and
and custodial
custodial accounting
work,
and equipment,
equipment, for
for Federal
accounting work,
and
administrative and
such other
other duties
may be
be required;
and for
for administrative
and such
duties as
as may
required;
medical
and hospital
hospital treatment
treatment of
members of
Army National
medical and
of members
of the
the Army
National
Guard who
who suffer injury or contract disease
disease in
in line of
of duty
duty and
and other
other
expenses
expenses connected
connected therewith as authorized
authorized by the
the Act of June 15,
107.
49 Stat. 1607.
a—d) •pay at aa rate not less than $2,400 per
per
1936 (10 U. S. C. 455 a-d);
annum
of property
properly and
disbursing officers
the United
annum and
and travel
travel of
and disbursing
officers for
for the
United
States; travel expenses
expenses (other than mileage),
mileage), at the same rates as
authorized by
by law
Army National
personnel on
on active
authorized
law for
for Army
National Guard
Guard personnel
active
Federal duty,
of Army
Guard division
division and
and regimental
regimental comcomNational Guard
Federal
duty, of
Army National
manders while
inspecting units
units in
compliance with
Guard
in compliance
with National
National Guard
manders
while inspecting
regulations when
specifically authorized
by the
the Chief,
National Guard
Guard
authorized by
Chief, National
regulations
when specifically
Attendance at milimiliAttendance
Bureau;
Bureau; attendance
attendance of Army National Guard
Guard personnel at military tary
service schools.
schools
service schools
and expenses
enlisted men
men of
of the
the Regular
Regular Army
Army on
on
expenses of
of enlisted
service
schools and
duty
Army National
National Guard,
including allowances
allowances for
for
the Army
Guard, including
duty with
with the
quarters and
pay of
of the
the Army
Army National
National Guard;
Guard;
subsistence; drill
drill pay
quarters
and subsistence;
travel of
of personnel
personnel of
of the
Regular Army
detailed to
to or
on duty
with
duty with
or on
the Regular
Army detailed
travel
the Army
Guard, including
mileage, transportation
transportation of
of
including mileage,
the
Army National
National Guard,
dependents, and
transportation, packing,
packing, crating
unpacking of
of
crating and
and unpacking
dependents,
and transportation,
household goods
procurement and issue to the Army
Army
effects; procurement
goods and
and effects;
household
National Guard
Guard of
several States,
States, Territories,
Territories, and the District
of
District of
of the
the several
National
Columbia of
of military
provided by
military equipment
equipment and
and supplies,
supplies, as
as provided
by law,
law,
Columbia
including
motor-propelled vehicles
and airplanes,
airplanes and
repair and
and
and repair
vehicles and
including motor-propelled
Surplus
Surplus supplies
supplies of
modification
equipment and
and supplies;
supplies; $216,000,000:
$2162600,000: Provided,
of such
such equipment
Provided, Army.
modification of
That
the Secretary
of the
hereby authorized
authorized to
issue to
to the
the
to issue
the Army
Army is
is hereby
Secretary of
That the
Army
National Guard
Guard without
charge against
against this
appropriation
this appropriation
without charge
Army National

1000
1000

Caretakers.
Caretakers.
39 Stat. 205.
32 U. S. C. §
§ 42;
Supp. II,
II, §§42 note.
note.
Settlement
Settlement of
claims.
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except for actual expenses
expenses incident
incident to
to such
supplies and
and equipequipsuch issue,
issue, supplies
ment from surplus or excess supplies or
the
or equipment
equipment purchased
purchased for
for the
Army:
Army: Provided
Provided further,
further, That
caretakers authorized
authorized
That the number
number of
of caretakers
employed for any one unit or pool under the
to be employed
provisions of
section
the provisions
of section
90 of the National
National Defense Act
Act of
June 3,
3, 1916,
as amended,
may be
of June
1916, as
amended, may
be
such as is deemed
deemed necessary
necessary by
by the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Army:
Army: Provided
Provided
further, That this appropriation
further,
appropriation shall be available
available for
settlement
for the
the settlement
of claims (not exceeding $500
for damages
to or
$500 in any one case)
case) for
damages to
or loss
loss
of private property
property incident
incident to
of camps
camps of
instruction,
to the operation
operation of
of instruction,
either
either during the stay of Army National Guard
in such
such camps
Guard units
units in
camps
or while en route thereto or therefrom.
therefrom.
ORGANIZED RESERVES
ORGANIZED
RESERVES

Medical and hos
hospital treatment.
49 Stat. 1507.

Restriction
Restriction on use
of funds.

For pay and allowances,
allowances, not otherwise provided for, of members
members of
of
the Organized
Organized Reserve
Reserve Corps on duty in accordance
law; mileage,
accordance with
with law;
mileage,
actual and necessary expenses,
expenses, or per diem
thereof, at
diem in
in lieu
lieu thereof,
at rates
rates
authorized by law, and transportation of
of temporary
temporary change
change of
of station
station
baggage incurred by officers and enlisted men ,of the Regular
baggage
Army
Regular Army
and Organized
Organized Reserve Corps personnel
personnel traveling
on duty
connectraveling on
duty in
in connection with the Organized
Organized Reserve
Reserve Corps and
for travel
travel of
of dependents,
and for
dependents,
and transportation of other effects as authorized
by law
of such
such
authorized by
law of
personnel ordered to make a
a permanent
personnel
permanent change
change of
of station
station for
for duty
duty
in connection with the Organized
Organized Reserve Corps; personal
personal services;
services;
pay, transportation, subsistence, clothing, and medical and hospital
hospital
treatment of enlisted members of the Organized
Organized Reserve Corps;
conCorps; conducting correspondence
correspondence or extension courses for instruction
ducting
instruction of memmembers of the Organized
Organized Reserve Corps, including
bers
including necessary
necessary supplies,
supplies,
procurement of maps and textbooks; transportation
procurement
and traveling
transportation and
traveling
expenses of employees; purchase of training manuals,
manuals, including
including
Government publications and blank forms; establishment,
Government
establishment, maintemaintenance, and operation of Organized Reserve Corps
headquarters, instalinstalCorps headquarters,
lations, aviation facilities
lations,
facilities and camps for training
training of
of the
the Organized
Organized
Reserve Corps; alterations
alterations and additions to present
present structures;
structures; transtransportation and erection
erection of temporary
temporary structures;
construction and
and
structures; construction
maintenance of buildings
buildings, ?structures
structures22rifle ranges and facilities,
includfacilities, including acquisition
acquisition of land, rights pertaining
ing
pertaining thereto, leasehold
other
leasehold and
and other
interests
temporary use thereof;
interests therein
therein and temporary
thereof; arms, equipment,
equipment, supplies,
and materiel
materiel (not otherwise provided
provided for) required
required to arm
arm and
equip
and equip
Organized
Reserve Corps organizations;
Organized Reserve
organizations; purchase
purchase (not to
exceed
to exceed
hundred) and hire of
two hundred)
passenger motor
mo t
or ve
hi cl
es and
an d hi
re and
of passenger
vehicles
hire
and
purchase
purchase of aircraft;
aircraft; miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses incident
incident to
to the
the adminisadministration of .the Organized
Organized Reserve Corps; expenses incident
tration
incident to
to the
the
use, including upkeep costs, of supplies, equipment, and
use,
and materiel
materiel furfurnished from stocks under the control of the Department of
nished
the Army;
Army;
of the
medical
and hospital
hospital treatment of members of the Organized
medical and
Reserve
Organized Reserve
Corps
Corps who
who suffer
suffer injury or contract disease in line of duty, as provided
provided
by
a-d), and such
by the
the Act
Act of
of June 15, 1936 (10 U. S. C. 455 a—d),
such other
other purpurposes
authorized by the
poses in connection therewith as are authorized
the said
Act,
said Act,
including
subsistence, transportation, and
including pay and allowances,
allowances, subsistence,
and burial
burial
expenses; in all, $115,000,000.
$115,000,000.
None of
of the
appropriated elsewhere
None
the funds
funds appropriated
elsewhere in this Act.
Act, except for
printing and binding, field exercises,
exercises, and for pay and
of
and allowances
allowances of
officers
officers and enlisted
enlisted men of the Army of the
th e United
United States,
States, and
an d f
or
for
mileage,
reimbursement of actual traveling
mileage, reimbursement
traveling expenses,
expenses, or per diem
allowances
reimbursement
allowances in
in lieu
lieu thereof,
thereof, and travel of dependents or reimbursement
therefor,
Reserve officers on extended
therefor, as
as authorized
authorized by law, to Reserve
extended active
active
duty,
duty, shall be used for expenses
expenses in connection
with the
the Organized
Organized
connection with
Reserve
available supplies and existing facilities
Reserve Corps, but available
facilities at
at milimilitary posts
posts shall
shall be utilized
tary
utilized to the fullest extent
extent practicable.
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allowances of such additional
additional officers
The pay and allowances
officers and nurses
nurses of
of
the Medical
Medical Reserve Corps as are required
required to supplement
supplement the
the like
like
officers and nurses of the Regular
officers
Regular Army
Army in the care of beneficiaries
beneficiaries of
of
the United States Veterans'
Veterans' Administration
Administration treated
treated in Army hospitals
hospitals
may be paid from the funds allotted
allotted to the Department
the Army
Army
Department of the
by that Administration
existing law.
Administration under existing

Medical Reserve
Reserve
Medical
Corps.
Pay, etc., of certain
certain
officers and nurses.

RESERVE
RESERVE OECERS'
OFFICERS / TRAINING
TRAINING CORPS
CORPS

For the procurement,
procurement, maintenance,
maintenance, and
regulations
and issue,
issue, under
under such
such regulations
as may
be prescribed
as
may be
prescribed by the Secretary
Secretary of the Army to institutions at
at
which one or more units of the Reserve
Officers' Training
which
Reserve Officers'
Training Corps
are
Corps are
maintained,
maintained, of such public animals, means of transportation,
transportation, supplies,
supplies,
tentage,
tentage, equipment,
equipment, and uniforms as he may
may deem
deem necessary,
necessary, including
including
cleaning
cleaning and laundering
laundering of uniforms and
clothing at
at camps;
camps; and
and to
and clothing
to
forage, at the expense of the United States, public animals
animals so issued,
and to pay commutation
a rate to
commutation in lieu of uniforms
uniforms at a
to be fixed annuannuSecretary of
ally by the Secretary
transporting said
animals and
and oth
er
of the
the Army;
Army; transporting
said animals
other
equipment from place
authorized supplies and equipment
issue to
to the
the several
several
place of issue
institutions
institutions and training camps and return of same to place of
issue
of issue
when necessary;
necessary; purchase of training
training manuals, including Government
Government
publications and blank forms; for the
establishment and
and maintenance
the establishment
maintenance
of camps for the further practical instruction
instruction of the members
members of
of the
the
Officers' Training
Reserve Officers'
Training Corps, and for transporting
members of
of
transporting members
such corps to and from such camps
camps or other places designated
designated by the
Secretary of the Army, and to subsist them while
Secretary
traveling to
and
while traveling
to and
from such camps and while remaining therein so far as appropriations
appropriations
will permit, or, in lieu of transporting
transporting them
them to and
and from
from such camps
camps
and subsisting them while en route, to pay them
them travel
travel allowance
allowance at
at
the rate of 55 cents per mile for the distance
distance by
the shortest
by the
shortest usually
usually
traveled
traveled route from the places from which
are authorized
authorized to
to
which they
they are
proceed to the camp and for the return travel thereto, and
and to pay the
return travel pay
advance of
actual performance
of the
travel,
pay in
in advance
of the
the actual
performance of
the travel,
or to pay commutation in lieu of subsistence
subsistence at camps
camps at
at rates
fixed by
by
rates fixed
the Secretary of the Army.;
Army; expenses
expenses incident
incident to
to the
the use,
use, including
including
upkeep costs, of supplies, equipment, and
and materiel
materiel furnished
in accordfurnished in
accordance with law from stocks under the control of the Department
Department of
of
the Army; pay for students attending
attending advanced
at the
advanced camps
camps at
the rate
rate
payment of commutation
subsistence to members
authorized by law; payment
commutation of subsistence
members
of the senior division of
Reserve Officers'
Training Corps,
Corps, at
at a
rate
of the Reserve
Officers' Training
a rate
not exceeding
exceeding the cost of the garrison ration
prescribed for
for the
the Army,
Army,
ration prescribed
as authorized
approved June
authorized in the Act approved
June 3,1916,
3, 1916, as amended
amended by the Act
Act
approved
approved June
June 4, 1920 (10
(10 U. S. C. 387);
387) ;medical
medical and
and hospital
hospital treattreatment of members of the Reserve
Reserve Officers'
Officers' Training
suffer
Training Corps, who
who suffer
personal injury or contract
contract disease
and for
for other
other
disease in
in line of duty,
duty, and
expenses
connection therewith, including
including pay and allowances,
expenses in connection
suballowances, subsistence, transportation,
transportation, and burial
as authorized
by the
the Act
Act
burial expenses,
expenses, as
authorized by
of June 15, 1936 (10
(10 U. S. C. 455a-d);
455a—d) ;mileage,
mileage, traveling
traveling expenses,
expenses,
transportation, for transportation
or transportation,
transportation of
of dependents
(including
dependents (including
dependents
dependents of retired officers, warrant
warrant officers,
officers, and enlisted men of
the first three grades, and
enlisted men
men of
and enlisted
of the
the first
first three
three grades
grades of
of the
the
Regular
Regular Army Reserve,
Reserve, ordered
ordered to active
duty and
relief therethereactive duty
and upon
upon relief
from),
from), and for packing, crating
crating and
unpacking, and
and transportation
transportation of
of
and unpacking,
baggage (including
baggage
(including baggage of retired officers,
officers, warrant
officers, and
and
warrant officers,
enlisted men of the first three grades, and enlisted
enlisted men of the first
first
three grades of the Regular
Regular Army Reserve
Reserve ordered
duty and
and
ordered to
to active duty
therefrom) for
for officers,
officers, warrant
and enlisted
enlisted men
upon relief
relief therefrom)
warrant officers,
officers, and
men
traveling
traveling on duty pertaining
on detail
relief from
duty
pertaining to
to or on
detail to
to or
or relief
from duty
Reserve Officers'
Officers' Training
Training Corps;
to exceed
exceed
with the
the Reserve
Corps; purchase
purchase (not
(not to
motor vehicles;
vehicles; procurement
procurement and
and issue
thirty) and
and hire of
of passenger
passenger motor
issue

Supplies, etc.

Training camps.

Travel allowance.
allowance.

Students attending
attending
Students
advanced camps.
camps.
advanced
Senior division
Senior
division of
ROTC.
ROTC.
Subsistence,
Subsistence.

41 Stat. 778.
778.
41
Medical
and hospiMedical and
tal treatment.
treatment.

15137.
49 Stat. 1507.

1002
41 Stat. 780.
41
Stas.
C
82.
10 U. S. C. §1182a.
41 Stat.
41
Stat. 776.
776.
10 U. S. C. §381.

Surplus supplies,
etuplus
sepplient
etc.,
from
Department
of the Army.
Army.

the

ri ce.
Price.
P

Mounted units.

Restriction on use of
Restricton
other
funds. on use of

PUBLIC LAWS-CH.
PUBLIC
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as provided
provided in section 55c of the Act approved June 4,1920
4, 1920 (10
(10 U. S.
S. C.
1180),
in section
section 1225,
Revised Statutes,
Statutes, as
amended, under
under such
such
1180), and
and in
1225, Revised
as amended,
regulations as
as may
may be
be prescribed
prescribed by
regulations
of the
the Army,
Army, to
to
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of
schools and colleges,
those provided
schools
colleges, other
other than
than those
provided for
for in
in section
section 40
of
40 of
the Act above referred
referred to, of such arms, tentage,
and
tentage, and
and equipment,
equipment, and
of ammunition,
ammunition, targets,
targets, and
and target materials,
materials, including
including the transtransporting of the same, and the overhauling
issued
overhauling and repair
repair of articles
articles issued
as the Secretary
Secretary of the Army shall deem
deem necessary
necessary for
for proper
proper military
military
colleges; $25,000,000:
$25,000,000: Provided,
That unitraining in said schools
schools and colleges;
Provided,That
uniother equipment
equipment or
forms and other
material issued
issued to
to the
Officers'
or material
the Reserve
Reserve Officers'
Training Corps in accordance
Training
accordance with law shall
shall be furnished
furnished from surplus
or excess stocks of
of the
the Department
Department of
of the
Army without
without payment
payment from
from
the Army
this appropriation,
appropriation, except
for actual
actual expense
expense incurred
in the
except for
incurred in
the manumanufacture or issue: Provided
Provided further,
amount
further, That in
in no case shall the
the amount
paid from this appropriation
appropriation for uniforms, equipment, or material
material
furnished to the Reserve Officers'
Officers' Training
Training Corps from
from stocks
stocks under
under
the control of the Department
Department of the Army be in excess
excess of
price
of the price
current at the time the issue is made
made::Provided
Providedfurther,
further, That hereafter
hereafter
no appropriation
appropriation shall
shall be used for the organization
or maintenance
maintenance
organization or
of aagreater number
number of mounted units in the Reserve
Reserve Officers'
Officers' Training
Corps
were in
January 1,
Provided further,
further,
Corps than
than were
in existence
existence on
on January
1, 1928:
1928: Provided
elsewhere in
in this
That none of the funds appropriated
appropriated elsewhere
this Act,
Act, except
except for
for
printing and binding
allowances of officers
binding and pay and allowances
officers and enlisted
men, shall be used for expenses in connection
connection with
with the
the Reserve
Reserve Officers'
Officers'
Training Corps.
NATIONAL BOARD FOR
FOR PROMOTION
NATIONAL
PROMOTION OF
OF RIFLE
ARMY
RFLUE PRACTICE,
PRACTIC, ARMY

Supplies, etc.

39 Stat. 211; 43 Stat.
510.
510.
32 U. 8.
S. C. §§
§§ 183,
188, 181.
18,
181.
National
matches.
National matches.

International
International
matches,
matches, Argentina.
Argentina.

Mileage
Board
Mileage for Board
members.
members.
Maintenance of
Maintenance
Board.
Board.

45 Stat. 786.
32 U. S.
S. C. 5
§ 181c.
Volunteer
Volunteer competitors or range officers.
officers.

Promotion
Promotion of rifle practice:
practice: For construction,
construction, equipment,
equipment, and
maintenance of rifle ranges,
maintenance
ranges, the instruction
instruction of citizens in marksmanship; and promotion
promotion of practice
practice in the use of rifled arms, for arms,
ammunition,
ammunition, targets, and other accessories
accessories for target
target practice,
for
practice, for
issue and sale in accordance
accordance with rules and regulations
regulations prescribed
prescribed by
by
the National Board for the Promotion of Rifle Practice and
and approved
approved
by the Secretary
Secretary of the Army; clerical
clerical services,
services, including not exceedexceeding $91,427
Columbia; procurement
$91,427 in the District of Columbia;
procurement of
materials,
of materials,
supplies, trophies, prizes, badges,
badges, services, and such
such other items as
as
are authorized
authorized in section 113, Act of June
June 3, 1916, and under this
this head
head
in War Department
Department Appropriation
Appropriation Act of June 7, 1924; conduct
conduct of
of
the national matches, including incidental travel of
teams a
nd
of rifle
rifle teams
and
of individuals and of Marine
detachments required
Marine Corps and other detachments
required
in the operation
operation of the matches
matches and including
including incidental travel
travel of
of
rifle teams and individuals attending
attending regional,
regional, national,
national, and international competitions (no more than $10,000
$10,000 of which shall
shall be
be availavailable for incidental
incidental expenses, including
including travel of aateam representing
representing
the United States at the international
matches to be held in Argentina
international matches
Argentina
in the calendar
calendar year 1949),
1949), and for the purchase of medals
medals and badges
for use in National
Association competitions,
National Rifle Association
competitions, including
including those
a part of the national matches;
fired as a
matches; mileage
mileage at 88cents
cents per
mile
per mile
for members of the National
National Board for the Promotion
Promotion of Rifle
Rifle Practice
when authorized by the Secretary
Secretary of the Army, any provision
provision of law
notwithstanding; and maintenance
maintenance of the National
to the contrary notwithstanding;
National
Board for the Promotion
Promotion of Rifle Practice, including
including not to exceed
exceed
$10,500
$10,500 for incidental expenses
expenses in addition
addition to the amount authorized
authorized
by Act of May 28, 1928; to be expended under the direction
direction of the
Secretary
Provided, That officers,
Secretary of the Army; $272,500:
$272,500: Provided,
officers, warrant
warrant
officers, and enlisted
enlisted men of the National Guard
Guard and Organized
Organized
prescribed by the Secretary of the
Reserves, who, under regulations
regulations prescribed
Army, volunteer
participate without pay as competitors
volunteer to participate
competitors or range
national matches to be held during the current
officers in the national
current fiscal
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year, may attend such matches
matches without pay, notwithstanding
notwithstanding any
provision of law to the contrary, but shall
entitled to
to travel
and
shall be entitled
travel and
subsistence
subsistence allowances
allowances at the same rates
rates as are provided
provided for civilians
who attend and participate in said matches,
matches, but this
shall not
not
this proviso
proviso shall
operate
operate to prohibit the pay of such competitors or range
range officers,
officers, proprovided funds for such payment
payment are available
available from
from this appropriation,
provision in this Act operate to deprive
nor shall any provision
deprive aaReserve
Reserve officer
officer
ordered
ordered to active duty incident to the national matches of pay for
for
provided funds for
the full period of such active
active duty, provided
for such
such payment
payment
appropriation: Provided
are available from this appropriation:
Provided further,
officers,
further, That officers,
warrant officers, and enlisted men of the National
National Guard
Guard and
and OrganOrganized Reserves
Reserves may be ordered
ordered to duty, with
for the
the care,
care,
with their consent,
consent, for
maintenance,
operation of the ranges used in the conduct
maintenance, and operation
conduct of
the
of the
national
officers, warrant
national matches, and such officers,
warrant officers, and enlisted
enlisted men
men
while so engaged
engaged shall be entitled to the same pay, subsistence,
and
subsistence, and
transportation as officers, warrant
transportation
and enlisted
enlisted men
men of
of correcorrewarrant officers,
officers, and
sponding grades
grades of the Regular Army
Army are entitled by
by law,
law, which
which
expense shall be provided
provided by
"Promotion of
of rifle
by the
the appropriation
appropriation "Promotion
rifle
practice"; and after being duly
practice";
mustered may
be paid
paid for
for the
the period
duly mustered
may be
period
from the date of leaving home rendezvous
rendezvous to
return thereto
to date
date of
of return
thereto
both dates
inclusive.
as determined
determined in advance, both
dates inclusive.

Travel
Travel and subsistence allowances.
allowances.
ence

etc., of ranges.
Care, etc.,
ranges.

DEPARTMENTAL
SALARIES AND
AND EXPENSES
EXPENSES
DEPARTMENTAL SALARIES
SALARIES, DEPARTMENT
SALARIES,
DEPARTMENT OF
THE ARMY
OF THE
ARMY

For compensation
compensation for personal
personal services in the
Department of
of the
the Department
the
Army proper, to be accounted
accounted for as one fund,
follows:
fund, as
as follows:
Office
Office of Secretary
Secretary of the Army: Secretary
Army, Under
Under
Secretary of the
the Army,
Secretary
Secretary of the Army, Assistant Secretaries
Secretaries of
Army and
and other
other
of the
the Army
personal services,
services, $3,214,000.
$3,214,000.
Office of Chief of Staff, $7,698.000;
$7,698,000;
Adjutant General's
General's Office,
$10,300,000;
Adjutant
Office, $10.300,000;
Office of the Inspector General, $212,000;
$212,000;
Office of the Judge
General, $600,000;
$600,000;
Judge Advocate
Advocate General,
Office of the Chief of Finance, $1,500,000
$1,500,000; ;
General, $7,200,000;
Office of the
the Quartermaster
Quartermaster General,
$7,200,000;
Office of the Chief
Transportation, $3,000,000;
$3,000,000;
Chief of Transportation,
Office of the Chief Signal Officer,
Officer, $2,485,000;
$2,485,000;
Office of Chief
Special Services,
Chief of Special
Services, $50,000;
$50,000;
(ffice of the Provost
Office
Provost Marshal
Marshal General,
General, $148,000;
$148,000;
Office of the Surgeon General, $2,370,000;
$2,370,000;
Office of Chief of Engineers,
$4,000,000;
Engineers, $4,000,000;
Office of
Office
of Chief of Ordnance,
Ordnance, $4,300,000;
$4,300,000;
Chemical Corps, $883,000;
$883,000;
Office of
of Chief,
Chief, Chemical
Chaplains, $124,675;
Office of
of Chief
Chief of Chaplains,
$124,675;
National Guard
Bureau, $775,000.
National
Guard Bureau,
$775,000.
CONTINGENT
OON'FINGENT EXPENSES,
EXPENSES, DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT OF
OF THE
THE ARMT
ARMY

For miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses at the seat
seat of government,
government, $9,000,000.
$9,000,000.
TITLE
TITLE IV-DEPARTMENT
IV—DEPARTMENT OF
OF THE
THE NAVY
NAVY
OFFICE OF THE
SECRETARY
OFFICE
THE SECRETARY
MISCELANEOUrS Exer..Nsss
EXPENSES
miscia.t.ANEous

For physical
physical examinations
examinations by
civilian physicians
physicians of
civilian
by civilian
of civilian
employees in accordance
employees
accordance with section 2
Act of August
August 2,
2, 1946
2 of the
the Act
1946
(5 U. S. C. 415c);
415c) ;expenses
expenses of courts
and
courts and
and boards;
boards; newspapers
newspapers and

60 Stat.
Stat. 8.
853.
60
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60 Stat.
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60
Stat. 858.
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periodicals
naval service;
advertising of
of the
the Department
Department
periodicals for
for the naval
service; all advertising
of
the Navy
and its
its bureaus
(except advertising
recruits for
for the
of the
Navy and
bureaus (except
advertising for
for recruits
the
Bureau of Naval Personnel)
authorized by
Personnel);;costs
costs of suits;
suits; expenses
expenses authorized
by
section 38
(5 U.
U. S.
S. C.
C. 421f),
421f), for
Latin38 of the
the Act
Act of August
August 2,
2, 1946
1946 (5
for LatinAmerican cooperation;
cooperation; postage, foreign
foreign and
American
and domestic
domestic and
and post-office
post-office
rentals; microphotographic
microphotographic services;
and other
other necessary
necessary and
and
box rentals;
services; and
incidental expenses, $4,300,000.
incidental
CONTINGENCIES
THE NAVY
CONTINGENCIES OF THE
NAVY

80 Stat.
8.53.
60
Stat. 853.

emergencies and
by
For all emergencies
and extraordinary
extraordinary expenses,
expenses, authorized
authorized by
1946 (5 U.
C. 419c),
to be
section 6
6 of the Act of August 2, 1946
U. S.
S. C.
419c), to
be expended
expended
Secretary, and
and his
his determination
determination
on the approval
approval and authority
authority of the
the Secretary,
accounting officers
officers of the Governshall be final and conclusive
conclusive upon the accounting
examination of
appropriations and
and of
ment, and for examination
of estimates
estimates for appropriations
of
branch of the
service,
naval activities in the field for any
any branch
the naval service,

$17,500,000.
$17,500,000.

OPERATION
CONSERVATION OF
RESERVES
OPERATION AND CONSERVATION
OF NAVAL
NAVAL PETROLEUM
PETROLEUM RESERVES

41 Stat.
Stat. 813.
813.
Naval
Naval Petroleum
Petroleum
Reserve
Reserve Numbered
Numbered 1.
1.

Agreements
with
Agreements with
landowners.
landowners.

To enable the Secretary
Secretary to carry
carry out the provisions contained
in
contained in
the Act approved
approved June 4, 1920, as amended
amended (34 U. S. C. 524),
524) ,requiring
requiring
him to explore, prospect, conserve, develop, use and operate
operate the naval
naval
petroleum reserves, $9,500,000:
petroleum
Provided, That out of any
any sums
$9,500,000: Provided,
sums
appropriated
appropriated for naval purposes by this title, any portion thereof, not
not
to exceed $5,000,000,
$5,000,000, shall be available
available to enable the
Secretary to
to
the Secretary
protect
protect Naval Petroleum
Petroleum Reserve
Reserve Numbered
Numbered 1, by drilling wells and
performing
performing any work incident thereto:
thereto: Provided
Provided further,
further, That no
no
part of the sum made
available in the foregoing
made available
foregoing provision
provision for
for the
the
protection of Naval Petroleum
Petroleum Reserve Numbered 11shall be expended
expended
if satisfactory
satisfactory agreement
agreement or agreements
agreements can be
be made
made with owners
of land within or adjoining
Reserve Numbered
to drill
drill wells
wells
adjoining said Reserve
Numbered 11not to
for the purpose of producing oil or gas.
CONTINGENT
CONTINGENT EXPENSES
EXPENSES

Use of naval service
service
funds.

For technical reference
lawbooks periodicals, and photostating
reference and lawbooks,
photostating
for Department
Department library; purchase
purchase of photographs,
maps, documents,
photographs, maps,
documents,
and pictorial records
furniture, newspapers,
records of the Navy; stationery,
stationery, furniture,
newspapers,
drawing materials;
purchase, maintenance,
plans, drawings, and drawing
materials; purchase,
maintenance
repair, and operation of motortrucks and other necessary
necessary expenses
of
expenses of
the Department
bureaus and offices,
offices,
Department of the Navy and its various bureaus
$1,635,000: Provided,
Provided, That it shall not be lawful
$1,635,000:
lawful to expend, unless
unless
otherwise
specifically provided by law, for any of
otherwise specifically
of the
the offices
offices or
or bureaus
bureaus
of the Department
Department of the Navy in the District of Columbia,
Columbia, any sum
out of appropriations
appropriations made for the naval service for any of
athe purposes mentioned or authorized
authorized in this paragraph.
SALARIES
SALARIES

services at the seat of government
For personal services
government for the Office
Office of
of
Secretary of the Navy, $4,400,000.
the Secretary
$4,100,000.
OFFICE OF CHIEF
CHIEF OF NAVAL
NAVAL OPERATIONS
OPERATIONS
ISLAND
ISLAND GOVERNMENTS
GOVERNMENTS

Expenses
administration of island governments,
Expenses incident to the administration
including
including liberated and occupied
occupied areas
areas and the Trust Territory
Territory of
of
the Pacific Islands, $1,300,000.
$1,300,000.
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NAVAL OBSERVATORY
OBSERVATORY

For expenses
expenses necessary
necessary for the operation
operation and
maintenance of
of the
the
and maintenance
Naval Observatory
Naval
Observatory and its observation
observation stations, including
including pay
pay of
of
employees, $504,400.
HYDROGRAPHIC
OFFICE
HYDROGRAPHIC OFFICE

For expenses
expenses necessary
necessary for the maintenance
For
maintenance and
and operation
of the
the
operation of
Hydrographic Office and of the branch hydrographic
Hydrographic
hydrographic offices,
offices, including
including
pay of employees; hydrographic
hydrographic surveys;
pay
surveys; and
and purchase
of nautical
nautical
purchase of
and aeronautical
aeronautical charts and publications,
publications, $4,466,000.
$4,466,000.
SALARIES,
SALARIES, OFFICE OF
OF NAVAL
NAVAL OPERATIONS
OF CHIEF OF
OPERATIONS

For personal services at the seat
seat of
the government
government for
of the
for the
the Office
Office
of Chief of Naval Operations,
Operations, $1,177,500.
$1,477,500.
SALARIES, OFFICE
SALARIES,
OFFICE OF CHIEF
CHEEP OF NAVAL
NAVAL COMMUNICATIONS
COMMUNIOATIONS

For personal services at the seat of government
government for
for the
Office of
of
the Office
Chief of Naval
Naval Communications,
Communications, $608,000.
$608,000.
OFFICE OF JUDGE
JUDGE ADVOCATE
GENERAL
ADVOCATE GENERAL
CLAIMS

For payment of claims
provided in the
claims as provided
Act of
of July
July 11,
11, 1919
1919
the Act
(34 U. S. C. 600), the Act of
U. S.
C. 224d),
the
of January
January 2,
2, 1942
1942 (31
(31 U.
S. C.
224d), the
Act of July 3, 1944 (46 U. S. C. 797),
797), the
Act of
of November
15, 1945
the Act
November 15,
1945
(59
582), the Act of
(59 Stat. 582),
of December
(31 U.
S. C.
222e, 223d),
223d),
December 28,
28, 1945
1945 (31
U. S.
C. 222e,
the Act of August 2, 1946 (28 U. S.
S. C.
C. 2672),
2672), and
and the
of June
the Act
Act of
June
17, 1948 (Public Law 664, Eightieth Congress),
Congress), $1,194,000.
$1,194,000.
SALARTF8
SALARIES

For personal services at the seat of the
For
the government
government for
for the
the Office
Office of
of
Judge Advocate
Advocate General,
General, $335,700.
$335,700.

41 Stat. 132; 66
55 Stat.

880.
880.
34 U.
U. S.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
Stipp.

§600.
II, §600.
68
Stat. 726;
68 Stat.
726; 69
69 Stat.
Stat.
662.
60
60 Stat.
Stat. 843;
843; 62
62 Stat.
Stat.
983.
983.
28 U. S. C.,
C., Supp.
Stipp.
II, §2672.
II,
2672.
Ante, pp.
Ante,
pp. 62,
106.
62,106.
62 Stat.
62
Stat. 474.
474.
39
39 U.
U. S.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
Supp.
136.
II, §§136.

OFFICE OF NAVAL RESEARCH
RESEARCH
RESEARCH
RESEARCH

For expenses, not otherwise provided for,
for, necessary
in carrying
carrying out
out
necessary in
the Act of August 1, 1946 (5
(5 U. S. C.
475), establishing
establishing the
the Office
Office of
of
C. 475),
Naval Research,
Research, $43,100,000:
$43,100,000 :Provided,
Th atno
t
o exceed
excee d$1,000,000
$1,000,000
Provided,That
nottto
of the unexpended
unexpended balance of the funds
funds made
availabl e wider
made available
under this
this
head in the Naval Appropriation
Act, 1947,
remain available
available
Appropriation Act,
1947, shall
shall remain
until June 30, 1950, for liquidation
liquidation of
of obligations
incurred thereunder
thereunder
obligations incurred
during the fiscal year 1947.
1947.
SALARIES
SALARIES

For personal services
services at the seat
government for
for the
the Office
Office of
of
seat of
of government
Naval
Research, $1,336,000.
Naval Research,
$1,336,000.
BUREAU OF NAVAL
NAVAL PERSONNEL
BUREAU
PERSONNEL
PAY AND
1.311) ALLOWANCES
ALLOWANCES

For pay, allowances, and
and quarters
quarters prescribed
prescribed by
law for
for naval
by law
naval
personnel,
personnel, including reserves
on active
active duty
duty as
as follows:
reserves on
follows:
Officers, active duty; midshipmen;
midshipmen; enlisted
enlisted personnel,
active, includpersonnel, active,
including cash
cash prizes for men
excellence in
gunnery, target
target practice,
men for
for excellence
in gunnery,
practice,
communication,
communication, and engineering
engineering competition;
men of
of the
the Fleet
competition; men
Fleet
Reserve, inactive;
Reserve,
inactive; nurses, female,
female, active;
six months'
death gratuity,
gratuity,
active; six
months' death
officers, nurses, and enlisted personnel; cash
cash allowances
for uniforms
allowances for
uniforms

60
60 Stat.
Stat. 779.
779.

Liquidation of obLtquIdatIon
obligatlons.
ligations.
60 Stat.
Stat. 482.
60
482.
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Enlisted person or
or
civil employees as
as
household
servants.
household servants.
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for
furnished annually
to enlisted
personnel or
cash
for officers;
officers; clothing
clothing furnished
annually to
enlisted personnel
or cash
in
lieu thereof;
thereof; civilian
civilian clothing,
including an
an overcoat
when necesnecesin lieu
clothing, including
overcoat when
sary,
the cost
cost of
of all
all not
not to
exceed $30
$30 per
person to
to enlisted
enlisted personnel
personnel
sary, the
to exceed
per person
given discharges
discharges for
for bad
undesirability, unsuitability,
unsuitability, or
or
given
bad conduct,
conduct, undesirability,
inaptitude; purchase
purchase of
of medals,
medals, crosses,
and other
inaptitude;
crosses, bars,
bars, emblems,
emblems, and
other
insignia; miscellaneous
items, including
including interest
interest on
on deposits
deposits by
insignia;
miscellaneous items,
by
enlisted personnel;
personnel; commuted
rations; money
money allowances
enlisted
commuted rations;
allowances for
for subsistsubsistence and
and quarters
quarters of
of enlisted
enlisted personnel
personnel when
when not
not furnished
quarters
ence
furnished quarters
or
subsistence in
in kind,
kind, and
for enlisted
enlisted personnel
personnel absent
absent from
messes
or subsistence
and for
from messes
on
temporary duty
duty not
travel (during
(during which
which time
all other
other
on temporary
not involving
involving travel
time all
subsistence
shall be
stopped), $1,076,629,000:
$1,076,629,000: Provided,
Provided, That,
That, except
subsistence shall
be stopped),
except
in
the case
of those
those who
who have
have specifically
duty, those
those
in the
case of
specifically enlisted
enlisted for
for such
such duty,
performing
service in
the quarters
of female
female officers,
officers, and
and those
those perperperforming service
in the
quarters of
forming
service in
in the
residence or
or quarters
quarters of
of naval
naval attaches
attaches abroad
abroad
forming service
the residence
as
authorized by
the Secretary,
no appropriation
appropriation contained
contained in
in this
as authorized
by the
Secretary, no
this
title shall
available for
the pay,
other expenses
expenses of
of
title
shall be
be available
for the
pay, allowances,
allowances, or
or other
any enlisted
enlisted person
or civilian
employee performing
performing service
in the
any
person or
civilian employee
service in
the
residence or
or quarters
quarters of
or officers
officers on
on shore
shore as
as aacook,
residence
of an
an officer
officer or
cook, waiter,
waiter,
or
other work
work of
of aacharacter
character performed
performed by
by aahousehold
household servant,
servant, but
but
or other
nothing
as preventing
preventing the
the voluntary
employnothing herein
herein shall
shall be
be construed
construed as
voluntary employment
such capacity
of aaretired
retired enlisted
enlisted man
or a
atransferred
transferred
ment in
in any
any such
capacity of
man or
member
of the
Fleet Reserve
Reserve without
expense to
to the
the Govmember of
the Fleet
without additional
additional expense
Government,
nor the
meals to
to officers
by general
general messes
messes on
on shore
shore
ernment, nor
the sale
sale of
of meals
officers by
as regulated
by detailed
detailed instructions
instructions from
the Department
Department of
Navy.
as
regulated by
from the
of the
the Navy.
TRANSPORTATION
AND RECRUITING
TRANSPORTATION AND
RECRUITING

For mileage
mileage and
and actual
expenses and
and per
per diem
in lieu
lieu
For
actual and
and necessary
necessary expenses
diem in
of subsistence
as authorized
by law
law to
to officers,
officers, nurses,
midshipmen
of
subsistence as
authorized by
nurses, and
and midshipmen
ecret documents.
while traveling
under orders,
Secret
traveling under
orders, and
and the
compartment or
or such
such
the cost
cost of
of aacompartment
other accommodations
as may
be authorized
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the
other
accommodations as
may be
authorized by
Navy for
for security
security when
are transferred
transferred by
by officer
officer
Navy
when secret
secret documents
documents are
messenger or
when valuable
valuable naval
naval property
property is
transported as
as hand
hand
messenger
or when
is transported
baggage by
by personnel
Naval Establishment,
transportation of
baggage
personnel of
of the
the Naval
Establishment, transportation
of
enlisted
personnel and
and applicants
enlisted personnel
applicants for
for enlistment
enlistment at
at home
home and
and abroad,
abroad,
transportation
and insane
insane supernumerary
supernumerary patients
to
transportation of
of prisoners,
prisoners, and
patients to
and transfers
transfers en
route or
hospitals, all with subsistence
subsistence and
en route
in lieu
lieu
or cash
cash in
thereof,•
of funeral
funeral escorts
escorts of
of naval
naval personnel
personnel and
apprehenthereof- expenses
expenses of
and apprehension and
sion
delivery of
of deserters
and stragglers,
and for
for railway,
railway, steamsteamand delivery
deserters and
stragglers, and
Transportation of
of ship, and airway guides and expenses
transportation;
transTransportation
expenses incident
incident to transportation;
transdependents.
dpendents.
portation of
dependents of
officers and enlisted personnel
portation
of dependents
of officers
personnel of the Navy
Navy,
including
those of
of retired
retired and
and Reserve
Reserve officers
officers and
and of
of retired
retired and
including those
and
Reserve
personnel of
of grades
entitled to
to transportation
Reserve enlisted
enlisted personnel
grades entitled
transportation of
of
dependents in the Regular
when ordered
ordered to
to active
dependents
Regular Navy
Navy when
active duty
duty
(other
training) and
and upon
(other than training)
upon release
release therefrom;
therefrom; for
actual
for actual
midshipmen while
expenses of officers and midshipmen
while on shore-patrol
shore-patrol duty,
duty,
including the hire
hire of
of automobiles
automobiles when
necessary for
for the
the use
use of
of the
the
when necessary
shore-patrol
necessary expenses for recruiting
recruiting
shore-patrol detachment;
detachment; for all necessary
for the
the naval
naval service,
service, including
including lodging
lodging and
subsistence of
of applicants,
applicants,
and subsistence
rent of
and expenses
same, an
dadverad
ve
rrent
of rendezvous
rendezvous and
expenses of
of maintaining
maintaining the
the same,
and
tising for
for and
and obtaining
of field
field employees
employees
obtaining men;
men; and
and personal
personal services
services of
necessary
necessary for
for recruiting
purposes, $32,000,000.
'32,000,000.
recruiting purposes,
TRAINING
AND EDUCATION
TRAINING AND
EDUCATION

49
Stat. 1092.
49 Sst.

1092

operation of
of naval
naval training
For maintenance
maintenance and operation
training and
and educational
educational
activities; including rent and pay of employees
employees in
the field
field service,
in the
service,
professors, instructors, and lecturers;
lecturers; annuity premiums
premiums under the
U. S. C. 10M);
1073); postgraduate
postgraduate instruction
Act of January 16, 1936
1936 (34
(34 U.
instruction
individual training
of officers
officers and
and enlisted
of officers; individual
training of
enlisted personnel
personnel at
at
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home and abroad;
expenses of training
abroad; and other necessary
necessary expenses
training and educating
personnel not otherwise
cating naval personnel
otherwise provided
provided for,
$13,200,000.
for, $13,200,000.
WELFARE
WELFARE

For libraries and library expenses
expenses for ships and
and shore stations
stations not
not
otherwise
otherwise provided
provided for; and welfare
welfare and recreation
recreation of the
Navy (to
(to
the Navy
be expended in the discretion
discretion of the Secretary),
Secretary), $1,750,000.
$1,750,000.
OFFICER CANDIDATE
CANDIDATE TRAINING
TRAINING

For expenses incident to the conduct
candidate training,
conduct of officer candidate
training,
as authorized
authorized by the Act of August
August 13, 1946 (34
(34 U. S. C. 1020),
1020), and of
of
Officers' Training Corps
the Naval Reserve
Reserve Officers'
regulations as
as
Corps under
under such regulations
the President
President may prescribe under the provisions of section 22 of the
Act approved
approved March 4, 1925, as amended
amended (34
S. C.
821), and
(34 U. S.
C. 821),
and for
for
expenses
expenses incident
incident to active duty training, as officer
officer candidates, of members of the Naval Reserve (other
(other than
aviation cadets),
cadets), $14,700,000:
than aviation
$14,700,000:
Provided,
Provided, That during the
the current
current fiscal year aacash
of not
cash allowance
allowance of
not
to exceed
exceed fifty dollars may be paid to each
regular Naval
Naval Reserve
each regular
Reserve
Officers' Training
Officers'
Training Corps midshipman
midshipman for
books.
for required
required books.

60 Stat. 1057.
0. §f
*I102°34 U. S. 0.
102010201; Supp. II,
H, §1020a
1020a
et
eeq.
et seq.
43 Stat. 1276.

Cash allowance.

GENERAL EXPENSES
GENERAL

For necessary
necessary expenses
expenses of the Bureau
Bureau of Naval Personnel not otherotherwise provided
provided for, including pay of employees
employees in the field service,
rent of buildings and
offices, expenses
expenses of
prisoners, maintenance
and
and offices,
of prisoners,
maintenance and
operation of prisons, disciplinary
disciplinary barracks
barracks and
and retraining
commands,
retraining commands,
trophies, badges,
badges, medals, and engraving
engraving of medals, $2,070,000.
$2,070,000.
NAVAL
RESERVE
NAVAL RESERVE

expenses not otherwise provided
For all expenses
provided for, authorized
by the
the Naval
Naval
authorized by
Reserve
Act of
of 1938,
as amended
(34 U.
S. C.
C. 852),
852), and
and the
the Naval
Naval AviaAvia52 Stat.
Stat. 1175.
1175.
Reserve Act
1938, as
amended (34
U. S.
56
tion Cadet Act of 1942,
amended (34
(34 U.
C. 850a),
850a), in
in connection
connection
58 Stat.
Stat. 737.
737.
1942, as amended
U. S.
S. C.
with organizin3-,
organizing, administering,
training, and
and
administering, recruiting,
recruiting, instructing,
instructing, training,
Naval
Reserve, including designing,
drilling the N
aval Reserve,
purchasing, and
designing, purchasing,
and
engraving
engraving of medals and trophies,
trophies; and rental, maintenance,
maintenance, and
and operaoperation of such shore stations as may be required
required in
connection with
in connection
with Naval
Naval
Availability of apAvailability
Reserve
Provided, That
That this
this appropriation
Reserve Activities, $127,000,000:
$127,000,000: Provided,
appropriation propriation.
propriation.
also shall be
available for such
objects and
specified
be available
such of
of the objects
and purposes
purposes specified
under the appropriations
"Subsistence", and
and
appropriations "Pay and
and allowances",
allowances", "Subsistence",
Ante, pp. 100,
Ante,
1005, 1006;
"Transportation and recruiting", as are
"Transportation
are authorized
authorized by law for
for per- port,
pod, p.
p. 1010.
1010.
sonnel of the Naval
inactive duty in
connection
Naval Reserve
Reserve on active
active or
or inactive
in connection
with organizing, administering,
administering, recruiting,
recruiting, instructing,
instructing, training,
training, and
and
drilling
Naval Reserve.
drilling the
the Naval
Reserve.
NAVAL ACADEMY
AOADEMY
NAVAL

of the
For expenses necessary
necessary for maintenance
maintenance and operation
operation of
the Naval
Naval
Academy, including
otherwise provided
may
including such amounts,
amounts, not
not otherwise
provided for,
for, as
as may
the Act
Act of
January 16,
16,
be necessary
necessary to carry
carry out the provisions
provisions of the
of January
1936
(34 U.
expenses of
of the
Board of
of Visitors
Visitors to
1936 (34
U. S.
S. C. 1073)
1073);;and
and expenses
the Board
to
of which
$2,000 shall
shall be
the Naval
Naval Academy, $5,190,000,
$5,190,000, of
which amount
amount $2,000
be
available exclusively
exclusively for
for the
the care
care of
collection of
available
of aacollection
of ship
ship models.
models.

49
49 Stat. 1092.

NAVAL
NAVAL HOMIE
HOME

For all salaries and
authorized by
C.
and expenses
expenses as
as authorized
by law
law (31
(31 U. S. C.
48 Stat. 1229;
129, 60 Stat.
725h,
S. C.
the maintenance
725h, 24
24 U.
U. S.
C. 21a),
21a), necessary
necessary for
for the
maintenance and
and operation
operation 854.
854.
$397,000.
of the
the Naval Home,
Home, $397,000.

1008
1008
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SALARIES
SALARIES

For personal
services at the seat
for the
the Bureau
of
personal services
seat of government
government for
Bureau of
Naval Personnel, $5,825,000,
compensation of
of the
the employee
employee
$5,825,000, and
and the
the compensation
in charge of the Naval Academy
Academy Section
Section shall be as
as to
to base
base in accordaccordance with the
of the
clerical, administraadministrathe rates applying
applying to
to grade 14
14 of
the clerical,
tive, and fiscal
fiscal services
position is held by
by the
services so
so long as the position
the present
present
incumbent.
incumbent.
BUREAU OF SHIPS
BUREAU
MAINTENANOE
MAINTENANCE

Antiaircraft
defense
Antiaircraft defense
at shore
shore stations.
stations,

Machine tools,
Machine
tools, plant
plant
appliances,
appliances, etc.

Tableware,
etc., in
In
Tableware, etc.,
°dicers'
offcers' quarters.

Liquidation of obliLiquidation of
obligations.
gauons.
60 Stat. 486.
60 Stat. 485.

For designing hulls, machinery,
machinery, and equipment of naval
naval vessels,
experimental, developmental,
research work;
work;
except armament;
armament; experimental,
developmental, and research
maintenance,
maintenance, repair, renewal, and alteration
alteration of hulls, machinery,
machinery, and
equipment
equipment of naval vessels, nonnaval vessels operated
operated for naval
naval
requirements,
requirements, and yard and district craft
craft except
except machinery
and
machinery and
bureaus; docking
docking of
equipment under the cognizance
cognizance of other bureaus;
of vessels;
vessels;
laying-up facilities and docks;
leasing of laying-up
docks; maritime salvage
salvage services
services
and other purposes in connection
therewith authorized
authorized by law;
relief
connection therewith
law; relief
of vessels in distress; hire
hire of lighters, tugs, and small craft;
craft; charter
charter
considered necessary
and hire of vessels for auxiliary purposes
purposes where considered
necessary
Secretary of the Navy; pay, subsistence,
by the Secretary
subsistence, and incidental
incidental expenses
temporarily employed
employed on naval vessels; equipage,
equipage,
of civilian crews temporarily
appliances,
appliances, supplies, materials,
materials, and services,
services, at home
home and abroad,
abroad,
under the cognizance
cognizance of the Bureau of Ships;
Ships; searchlights
searchlights and firecontrol equipment
equipment for antiaircraft
antiaircraft defense
defense at shore
shore stations;
stations; maintemaintenance
nance and operation, including maintenance
of
maintenance and
and equipment
equipment of
buildings and grounds
grounds and appurtenances,
appurtenances, of the experimental,
experimental,
developmental, and research
research activities
activities under
under the
the cognizance
of the
cognizance of
the
Bureau of Ships; maintenance
maintenance and operation
operation of the Naval
Naval Communication
cation Service, including
including telephone,
telephone, telegraph,
telegraph, and teletype
rentals
teletype rentals
and tolls for the Department of the Navy and the Naval Establishmaintenance and equipment
ment; maintenance
equipment of buildings, grounds,
grounds, and appurappurtenances of the Naval Communication
Communication Service
Service at the seat of
of
government
elsewhere; purchase,
purchase, installation,
installation, repair,
repair, and
and preserpresergovernment and
and elsewhere;
vation of machine
appliances, and equipment
equipment (including
machine tools, plant appliances,
(including
furniture
furniture in industrial activities)
activities) in naval establishments
establishments or private
plants; pay of employees
employees in the field service;
service; accident
accident prevention;
prevention;
incidental expenses
expenses for naval vessels, naval shipyards and stations,
stations,
and other activities under the cognizance
cognizance of the Bureau
Bureau of Ships,
such as photographing,
photographing, plans, stationery, drafting
drafting instruments, and
materials; and technical
technical books
books and
publications for
for said
said Bureau:
Bureau:
other materials;
and publications
Provided,
of this
this or
or any
any other
other appropriation
appropriation contained
Provided, That no
no part
part of
contained
in this title shall be available
available for or on
account of
supply or
or
on account
of the
the supply
replacement of table
table linen, dishes,
dishes, glassware, silver, and
and kitchen
kitchen
utensils for use in the residences
residences or quarters
quarters of officers
officers on shore, except
except
temporarily set up on shore
for messes temporarily
shore for bachelor
bachelor officers
officers and officers
officers
attached to seagoing or district defense vessels, to aviation units based
based
on seagoing vessels, to the fleet air bases, to the submarine bases, or to
to
$357,500,000: Provided,
Provided, That not
landing forces and expeditions, $357,500,000:
not to
exceed $30,000,000 of the unexpended
unexpended balance of the funds made available under this head in the Naval Appropriation
1947, shall
Appropriation Act, 1947,
remain available until June 30, 1950, for the liquidation of obligations
incurred thereunder
thereunder during the fiscal year
year 1947.
1947.
CONSTRUCTION OP
CONSTRUCrTIO
OF SHIPS

For expenses,
expenses, not otherwise
otherwise provided
provided for, necessary for the construcconstruction and procurement
procurement of hulls, machinery,
machinery, and
and equipment of vessels
authorized by law
law and approved after
July 17,
1947, in
in accordance
accordance
after July
17, 1947,
therewith, including conversions
conversions and replacements,
replacements, and tools
tools and
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equipment for such construction
construction in public
equipment
public and
private plants,
plants, and
and
and private
personnel in the Bureau
Bureau of Ships necessary
necessary for the purposes
personnel
purposes of
of this
this
appropriation, $157,104,000
$157,104,000 to remain
remain available
available until
until expended;
expended; and,
and,
in addition, the Secretary
Secretary is authorized
authorized to enter into contracts
contracts for
for the
the
purposes
purposes of this appropriation
appropriation for vessels
vessels approved
the current
current
approved during
during the
fscal
fiscal year in an amount not to exceed $85,748,000,
$85,748,000, of
which $70,748,000
$70,748,000
of which
represents
represents a
atransfer
transfer of contract
contract authority
authority granted
granted under
this head
head
under this
in the 1949 Department of the Navy Appropriation
Appropriation Act:
Act: Provided,
Provided,
That the total of obligations
obligations incurred
for construction,
construction, conversion,
conversion, or
or
incurred for
replacement
replacement approved during the
current fiscal
fiscal year
shall not
not exceed
exceed
the current
year shall
$101,732,000.
$101,732,000.

1009
1009

62
Stat. 592.
592.
62 Stat.
Limitation on
on obliobliLimitation
gations.
gations.

INCREASE
INCREASE AND
AND REPLACEMENT
REPLACEMENT OF
NAVAL VESSELS
OF NAVAL
VESSELS
CONSTRUCTION AND
CONSTRUCTION
AND MACHINERY
MACHINERY

For an additional amount
"Construction and
amount for "Construction
machinery",
and machinery",
including, during the current fiscal year, personal
personal services
in the
the
services in
Bureau
Bureau of Ships necessary
necessary for the purposes
purposes of
of this
appropriation,
this appropriation,
$38,000,000.
$38,000,000.

Ante,
AnW, p. 879.
79

SALARIES
SALARIES

government for the Bureau of
For personal services
serviePs at the seat of government
of
Ships, $6,700,000.
BUREAU
BUREAU OF ORDNANCE
ORDNANCE
ORDNANCE
O
RDNANCE AND
AND ORDNANCE
ORDNANCE STORES
STORES

For necessary
necessary expenses
expenses of developing
developing (and for research
research incidental
incidental
thereto), procuring, producing, preserving, and
thereto),
handling ordnance
ordnance
and handling
supplies, material,
material, and equipment
equipment for naval purposes;
for essential
purposes; for
essential
machine tools, replacements,
equipment, machine
at naval
replacements, and
and services
services at
naval or
or
private establishments;
establishments; maintenance,
operation, and
maintenance, operation,
necessary
and other
other necessary
expenses
expenses of naval ordnance
ordnance shore
technical books
books and
perishore activities;
activities; technical
and periodicals; maintenance, repair, and operation
operation of
motor-propelled and
and
of motor-propelled
other freight
freight and passenger-carrytng
passenger-carrying vehicles
vehicles at
at such
and
such activities;
activities; and
target practice, $220,000,000.
target
$220,000,000.
ORDNANCE FOR
ORDNANCE
FOR NEW
NEW CONSTRUCTION
CONSTRUCTION

For expenses, not otherwise
otherwise provided
provided for,
for the
the conconfor, necessary
necessary for
procurement of armor, armament,
struction and procurement
armament, and ammunition
ammunition for
for
vessels provided for in the
appropriation "Construction
of ships",
ships",
the appropriation
"Construction of
including
equipment in
in public
including tools and equipment
perpublic and
and private
private plants
plants and
and personnel in the Bureau
necessary for the purpose
Bureau of Ordnance
Ordnance necessary
of this
this
purpose of
appropriation,
appropriation, $62,657,000,
$62,657,000, to
to remain
until expended;
and, in
in
remain available
available until
expended; and,
addition,
addition, the Secretary
Secretary is authorized
authorized to
enter into
into contracts
for the
the
to enter
contracts for
purposes of this appropriation
appropriation for vessels
purposes
vessels approved
during the
current
approved during
the current
fscal year in an amount not to exceed $76,571,000,
fiscal
which $44,571,000
$44,571,000
$76,571,000, of which
represents a
a transfer
transfer of contract authority
authority granted
under this
this head
head
granted under
in the 1949 Department
Department of the Navy Appropriation
Appropriation Act:
Provided,
Act: Provided,
That the total of obligations incurred
incurred for
and
for armor,
armor, armament,
armament, and
conversion, or
ammunition, for construction,
construction, conversion,
replacement approved
or replacement
approved
shall not
during the current fiscal year shall
exceed $80,348,000.
$80,348,000.
not exceed
INCREASE
AND REPLACEMENT
INCREASE AND
REPLACEMENT OF
OF NAVAL
VESSF1S
NAVAL VESSELS
ARMOR,
AND AMMUNITION
ARMOR, ARMAMENT,
ARMAMENT, AND
AMMUNITION

For an additional amount
for "Armor,
"Armor, armament,
armament, and
and ammuniammuniamount for
tion", including,
including, during the current
current fiscal
personal services
fiscal year,
year, personal
services in
in
the Bureau of Ordnance
Ordnance necessary
necessary for
for the
of this
this appropriaappropriathe purposes
purposes of
tion, $70,000,000.
$70,000,000.
81939°50-.---64
81939*-50--Pm
1-64

Ante,
Ante, p. 100k
1006.

62
Stat.592
62 Stat.
592.
Limitation
Limitation on obligation&
ations.

1010
Ante, p. 979.
Ante,
979
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Appropriations under
under the
"Increase and
replacement of
of naval
naval
Appropriations
the head "Increase
and replacement
vessels"
not be
obligation after
after June
June 30,
1951, nor
nor
vessels" shall
shall not
be available
available for
for obligation
30, 1951,
available for expenditure
after June
June 30,
1952, and
and any
any unexpended
unexpended
available
expenditure after
30, 1952,
balances remaining
remaining on the
latter date
carried to
to the
the surplus
surplus
balances
the latter
date shall
shall be
be carried
be abolished.
fund of
of the Treasury
Treasury and
and the
the account
account shall
shall be
abolished.
SALARIES

For personal
personal services
services at the seat
government for
Bureau of
of
seat of government
for the
the Bureau
ordnance,
Ordnance, $3,250,000.
$3,250,000.

BUREAU
BUREAU OF SUPPLIES
SUPPLIES AND
ACCOUNTS
AND ACCOUNTS
SUBSISTENCE
SUBSISTENCE

Transfer of funds;
Transferoffunds

p.

Ante, p. 1005
1005.

'For
For provisions for messes, subsistence
subsistence in messes,
messes, and
and other
subother sub$102,000,000: Provided,
sistence in kind as authorized by law, $102,000,000:
Provided, That
That
there is hereby authorized
authorized to be transferred
transferred between
between this appropriaappropriaappropriation for "Pay and allowances"
for the
the current
tion and the appropriation
allowances" for
current
fiscal year such sums as may be determined
determined to be necessary
necessary by the
Secretary.
MAINTENANCE
MAINTENANCE

41 Stat. 132.
42 Stat. 24; 58 Stat.
921.
61 Stat. 493.
81
31 U. S. C.,
C., Supp.
II,
II, i§95a note.
Availability of net
Availability
net
proceeds.
proceeds.

For equipage, supplies, and services
services under the cognizance
cognizance of the
the
Bureau of Supplies
scientific investigations,
Supplies and Accounts, including scientific
investigations,
commissions,
commissions, interest,
interest, and exchange;
exchange; ferriage
ferriage and bridge
bridge tolls, includincluding streetcar fares; rent of buildings
buildings and offices
offices not
not in
in navy
yarcl.s for
for
navy yards
provided for; services of civilian
naval purposes, not otherwise
otherwise provided
civilian
employees under
employees
under the cognizance
cognizance of the Bureau of Supplies and
Accounts; packing, unpacking, and local handling,
authorized by
handling, as
as authorized
by
law, of household
household goods and effects of civilian and naval personnel
personnel of
of
the Naval Establishment
Establishment (except
(except the Marine
Marine Corps);
Corps) ;ice and mechan(except at naval
ical devices for cooling drinking water on shore (except
hospitals and shops at industrial navy yards);
yards) ;and
losses in
in the
and for losses
the
accounts
certified under
accounts of Navy
Navy and Marine
Marine Corps officers certified
under the Act
Act
of July 11, 1919 (31
(31 U. S. C. 105),
105), the Act of June 10, 1921
S. C.
C.
1921 (31
(31 U. S.
104), the Act of December
1705, 1706),
104),
December 23, 1944 (50 U. S. C. App. 1705,
1706),
and the Act of July 26, 1947 (Public Law 248),
248), $217,384,000:
$217,384,000: Provided,
Provided,
That after enactment
enactment of this Act and notwithstanding
provisions
notwithstanding the provisions
of any other law, not to exceed $30,000,000
$30,000,000 of the net proceeds
proceeds (after
(after
deduction
deduction of expenses
expenses of sale) now or hereafter
the sale
sale
hereafter available
available from
from the
of old material, condemned
condemned and surplus stores, supplies,
supplies, or other public
property
available for obligation until June 30,
property of any kind shall be available
30
1951, for any expenses of indentification,
segregation, preservation,
indentification, segregation,
and
preservation, and
cataloging
cataloging of stocks of materials,
materials, stores, supplies,
supplies, or other public
property
property under the jurisdiction
jurisdiction of the Department
Department of the Navy.
TRANSPORTATION
TRANSPORTATION OF THINGS

For transportation
transportation of things (as defined by Budget-Treasury
Budget-Treasury RegRegulation Numbered
Numbered 1) pertaining
pertaining to the Navy
Navy (excluding
(excluding Marine
Marine
Corps),
Corps), $75,000,000.
$75,000,000.
kut.L,
FUEL

For fuel, water, and other utilities for submarine
submarine bases and naval
naval
vessels, including expenses
expenses of storage and handling; removal
removal of
of fuel
fuel
refuse
maintenance and general operation
refuse from ships and maintenance
operation of fleet
fleet
fueling facilities, $65,000,000.
$65,000,000.
SALARIES
SALARIES

personal services at the seat of government
For personal
government for the Bureau of
of
Supplies and Accounts, $4,874,000.
$4,874,000.
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1011

BUREAU OF MEDICINE
AND SURGERY
SURGERY
BUREAU
MEDICINE AND
MEDICAL DEPARTMENT
MEDICAL
DEPARTMENT

For equipment, supplies, maintenance,
maintenance, and operation of Medical
Medical
Department activities ashore and
Department
compensation of
of
and afloat
afloat,2 and
and compensation
employees; tolls and ferriage;
personnel,
ferriage; necessary
necessary instruction of personnel,
including
including equipment;
equipment; issuance
issuance of
and information;
of medical
medical bulletins
bulletins and
information;
laundry
laundry supplies
supplies and services; care
care of the dead
dead as authorized
authorized by law,
including transportation;
transportation; purchase
purchase of technical
periodicals;
technical books and periodicals;
optical supplies for naval personnel
personnel under
under regulations
regulations prescribed
prescribed by
by
necessary expenses,
expenses, including
including care,
care, maintethe Secretary;
Secretary; and other
other necessary
maintetreatment of
naval and
and other
other hospitals,
hospitals, as
as
nance, and
and treatment
of patients
patients in
in naval
provided by regulation,
provided
regulation, $39,692,000.
$39,692,000.
SALARIES
SALARIES

personal services
for the
the Bureau
Bureau of
of
For personal
services at
at the seat of
of government
government for
Medicine
Medicine and
and Surgery,
Surgery, $1,280,000.
$1,280,000.
BUREAU OF YARDS AND DOCKS
DOCKS
MANLTENANCE
MAINTENANCE

pay of
For the pay
service, materials,
supplies,
of employees
employees in
in the field
field service,
materials, supplies
facilities necessary
and facilities
and general
general maintenance
of
necessary for the operation
operation and
maintenance of
and properties
activities and
properties under
of Yards
Yards
under the
the cognizance
cognizance of
of the
the Bureau
Bureau of
and Docks; purchase for replacement
two at
at a
a cost
replacement only (including
(including two
cost
not exceeding
passenger motor
exceeding $3,000 each)
each) and hire of passenger
motor vehicles,
$153,000,000,
of which $5,113,000
$153,000,000, of
for expenses
expenses of
of operation
operation and
$5,113,000 is for
and
maintenance of
of housing
maintenance
operated as
as such
housing projects
projects maintained
maintained and
and operated
such
by the Department
Department of
by
developed under
under the
the provisions
provisions of
of
of the Navy
Navy and developed
54 Stat. e6.
e81.
the Acts
Acts of
28, 1940
June 28,
(42 U.
S. C.
C. 1501-1505);
the
of June
1940 (42
U. S.
1501-1505) ;September
September 9,
9,
54stat.
42 U.S. C., Sapp.
1940 (54 Stat. 872)
872);;October 14, 1940 (42
1541- iI,
soi
0115
noS
II, §¢ 1501-1505
notes.
(42 U. S. C. 1521-1524, 1541—
54 Stat. 1125.
1553, 1571-1574);
1553,
1571-1574) ;March
March 1,
1, 1941
1941 (55
(55 Stat.
14) ;and
and December
17,
Stat. 14);
December 17,
452S
s.tC.
42 U.
S.C.,, Supp.
Supp.
1521 et
et seq.
q.
i1521
1941 (55
(55 Stat. 810),
810), including utilities, roads, walks, and accessories,
accessories, II,, §
Ante •p
P. 906 .
and expenses
expenses found
found necessary
necessary in
the disposition
such property
property
and
in the
disposition of
of any
any such
Restriction on use of
Resictioonnuseof
of temporary
or
the removal
or the
removal of
temporary housing:
housing: Provided,
Provided, That
That none
none of
of these
these funds.
funds shall be used to pay
any
pay for
for the
the maintenance
maintenance or operation
operation of
of any
defense housing
Department of
of
defense
housing unit
unit for
for any
any civilian employees
employees of
of the
the Department
the Navy
unless the
the rental
rental rate
rate charged
for the
civilian occupancy
the
Navy unless
charged for
the civilian
occupancy
of
defense housing
unit shall
be at
at such
such rate
of any such
such defense
housing unit
shall be
rate as
as may
may be
be
prescribed by law or
housing of
similar charcharprescribed
or in
in pursuance
pursuance of
of law for
for housing
of similar
acter and
the general
general geographical
area where
where such
such defense
defense
acter
and size
size in
in the
geographical area
Transfer ofoffl
of offices.
Transftr
housing
may be
be located:
located: Provided
further, That
That this
this appropriation
appropriation
Provided further,
housing may
shall
for any
any expenses
incident to
to transferring
offices of
of
shall be
be available
available for
expenses incident
transferring offices
the
Department of
the Navy
Navy between
between buildings
at the
the seat
seat of
of
the Department
of the
buildings at
government.
government.
PUBLIC WORKS
WORKS
PUBLIC

For
construction, installation,
or
temporary or
of temporary
and equipment
equipment of
installation, and
For construction,

permanent public
public works,
works, including
public utilities
utilities and
and appurtenances,
permanent
including public
appurtenances,
and necessary
necessary lands
interests therein,
as authorized
authorized by
by the
the Act
Act
and
lands and
and interests
therein, as

Ante, p.
geo.
p. O.
An,

55 Stat.
260.
of
Law 109),
109), as
as modified
by the
the Act
Act of
of June
June 25,
of June
June 10,
10, 1941
1941 (Public
(Public Law
modified by
Stat. 250
25, 55
62 Stat. 1015.
1948 (Public
Law 778),
778), the
of February
February 6,
6, 1942
(Public Law
Law
62tat.
1015.
1948
(Public Law
the Act
Act of
1942 (Public
56
Stat. 51;; 62 Stat.
Stat.
438),
of June
16, 1948
(Public Law
Law 653),
including 459.
6 Stat.
653), including
438), and
and the
the Act
Act of
June 16,
1948 (Public
personnel
the Bureau
and Docks
other personal
34 U... S. C.
C. 1557;
557;
personal
34
O
of Yards
Yards and
Docks and
and other
personnel in
in the
Bureau of
Supp. U, CI 911b-911d.
9 11
services necessary
for the
the purposes
of this
this appropriation;
engineering Supp.
services
necessary for
purposes of
appropriation; engineering
911b L
and
by section
section 33 of
of the
the Act
of
Act of
services as
as authorized
authorized by
and architectural
architectural services
53 B
Stat. 591.
April
25, 1939
(34 U.
S. C.
expenses; to
remain
April 25,
1939 (34
U. S.
C. 556)
556) ;
other necessary
necessary expenses;
; other
to remain
53 tat. 5.
Liquidation of obliavailable
until
expended,
$52,000,000,
of
which
$35,000,000
is
for
liquiavailable until expended, $52,000,000, of which $35,000,000 is for liqui- gations.
Ludad ofatobidation of
of obligations
obligations incurred
granta:• to
to
dation
incurred under
under authority
authority heretofore
heretofore granted
enter
into contracts
contracts for
for the
purposes; and
in addition,
the
the foregoing
foregoing purposes;
and in
addition, the
enter into
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STAT.
[63 STAT.

Secretary of the Navy is authorized
Secretary
authorized to
enter into
into contracts
contracts for
the purpurto enter
for the
appropriation in an amount
poses of this appropriation
amount not exceeding
exceeding $20,000,000:
$20,000,000:
Contractor's
contractor's fee.
Provided,
the contractor
Provided, That the fixed
fixed fee to be paid
paid the
contractor as
as a
aresult
result of
of
any construction
contract entered
construction contract
entered into
under this
this appropriation
appropriation shall
shall
into under
not exceed 44 per centum of the estimated
estimated cost of the
the construction
construction
contract, exclusive
exclusive of the fee, as determined
determined by
the Secretary
Secretary of
the
by the
of the
Projects outside Navy:
Navy: Provided
further, That this appropriation
appropriation and
Provided further,
appropriand the appropriU. S.
ation under this head in the Second Deficiency
Appropriation Act,
Act,
Deficiency Appropriation
62
62 Stat. 1042.
1042.
1948,
be available
hereafter for projects
projects outside
1948, shall
shall be
available hereafter
outside the continental
continental
62 stat.
Stat. 459.
United
authorized by the aforesaid
aforesaid Act of
of June
United States
States as
as authorized
June 16,
16, 1948,
1948,
without regard
regard to the projects specified
specified in,
limitations of
in, or
or the limitations
of cost
cost
imposed thereon by, the Second Deficiency
Deficiency Appropriation
Appropriation Act,
1948.
Act, 1948.
SALARIES
SALARIES

For personal services at the seat of government
government for the
the Bureau
Bureau
of Yards and
$2,265,000.
and Docks,
Docks, $2,265,000.
BUREAU OF AERONAUTICS
BUREAU
AERONAUTICS
AVIATION
AVIATION

Transfer of funds.
funds.

Experiments. etc.
Experiments.
Liquidation of contractual
tractual obligations.
obligations.

59 Stat. 212; 60 Stat.
Stat.
491.
491.

For replacement
navigational and radio equipment for
replacement of navigational
aircraft
for aircraft
in service,
service, aerological,
aerological, photographic,
photographic, and miscellaneous
miscellaneous equipment,
equipment,
including repairs
including
repairs thereto, $25,000,000, and, in addition, not
not to exceed
exceed
$20,000,000 of the appropriations
appropriations for the Department
of the
Department of
the Navy
Navy
made by this Act shall be transferred
transferred from
from such appropriations
this
appropriations in
in this
Act
as the Secretary
Secretary of Defense may determine
determine and be merged
Act as
with
merged with
this appropriation
appropriation for the purposes of this appropriation;
appropriation; for
for maintemaintenance,
repair, and operation
aircraft factory, air
nance, repair,
operation of aircraft, aircraft
air stations,
stations,
testing laboratories,
testing
laboratories, fleet
fleet and all other
other aviation
aviation activities,
activities, technical
technical
books and
and periodicals for use in the Bureau of Aeronautics
Aeronautics and the
books
the
field, outfits for aviation
aviation messes, the purchase
purchase for
for aviation
aviation purposes
purposes
only of special
wearing apparel,
only
special clothing, wearing
apparel, and special equipment,
equipment,
$410,585,000;
experiments, development,
$410,585,000; for continuing
continuing experiments,
development, and
and research
research
on all types of aircraft, $80,000,000;
$80,000,000; in all, $515,585,000:
$515,585,000: Provided,
Provided,
That the unexpended
unexpended balances
balances of the appropriations
appropriations for
"Aviation,
for "Aviation,
Navy," in the Naval Appropriation
Navy,"
Appropriation Acts 1946 and 1947 shall remain
remain
available
available during the fiscal year 1950, in such amount
amount as
as may
be necesnecesmay be
sary for the liquidation of contractual
contractual obligations
during the
the
obligations incurred
incurred during
fiscal
fiscal years 1946 and 1947 for aircraft, aircraft equipment,
and conconequipment, and
tinuing experimental
experimental and developmental
developmental procurement.
procurement.
CONSTRUCTION OF AIRCRAFT
CONSTRUCTION
AIRCRAFT AND RELATED PROCUREMENT
PROCUREMENT

Contract authority.

For new construction and procurement
procurement of aircraft and
equipment,
and equipment,
spare parts and accessories
accessories therefor,
spare
therefor, including
including expansion
expansion of
of public
public
plants or
private plants (not
plants
or private
(not to exceed
exceed $500,000),
$500,000), and governmentowned equipment
owned
equipment and installation thereof
thereof in public or private plants,
plants,
employment of personnel
and for the employment
personnel in
in the
the Bureau
of Aeronautics
Aeronautics
Bureau of
necessary for the purposes of this appropriation,
necessary
appropriation, to
available
to remain
remain available
until expended,
expended, $523,070,000,
$523,070,000, of which
$418,000,000 is for liquidation
until
which $418,000,000
liquidation
of obligations
obligations incurred under
authority heretofore
of
under authority
heretofore granted
granted to
to enter
enter
into contracts for the foregoing
foregoing purposes;
purposes; and in
in addition,
the SecreSecreaddition, the
tary of
the Navy
Navy is
is authorized
tary
of the
authorized to enter into contracts
contracts for the purposes
purposes
of this
this appropriation
of
appropriation in an amount
amount not to exceed
exceed $576,546,000.
$576,546,000.
sAirAhres
SALARIES

For personal
government for the Bureau
For
personal services at the seat
seat of government
Bureau of
of
Aeronautics,
Aeronautics, $3,466,000.
$3,466,000.
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MARINE
MARINE CORPS
PAY

For pay, additional pay, additional
additional compensation,
compensation, allowances,
allowances,
interest on deposits by enlisted
enlisted personnel,
personnel, and gratuities, as authorized
authorized
by law for all personnel (including
(including the Marine
Marine Band),
the United
United
Band), of
of the
States Marine Corps, including
including the Reserve
components thereof,
thereof,
Reserve components
$190,300,000.
$190,300,000.
GENERAL EXPENSES
EXPENSES

necessary for the Marine
For expenses
expenses necessary
Marine Corps not otherwise
provided
otherwise provided
for, including
including subsistence
subsistence in kind and
for enlisted
enlisted personnel;
and clothing for
personnel;
civilian
civilian clothing for enlisted
enlisted personnel
personnel discharged
for bad
bad conduct,
discharged for
conduct,
undesirability, unsuitability, or inaptitude;
inaptitude; medals,
and
medals, emblems,
emblems, and
other insignia; recruiting; allowances
allowances for
for transportation
transportation and
and subsistsubsistence authorized
authorized by law to applicants
applicants for enlistment,
rejected
enlistment, including
including rejected
applicants; training; welfare
welfare and recreation;
recreation; transportation
transportation of
of troops,
troops,
procurement, maintenance
maintenance and
including subsistence;
subsistence; procurement,
repair of
and repair
of milimilitary supplies and equipment;
purchase (for
equipment; purchase
(for replacement
only) and
and
replacement only)
hire of passenger
passenger motor vehicles;
vehicles; care of the dead as
authorized by
by
as authorized
law, including
transportation; operation
including transportation;
and maintenance
launoperation and
maintenance of
of laundries; rental of buildings; operation, maintenance,
of posts,
posts,
maintenance, and
and repair
repair of
stations, and other activities;
activities; expenses
expenses of Marine
Marine Corps
headquarters;
Corps headquarters;
and expenses of the Marine Corps Reserve,
construction of
a
Reserve, including
including construction
facilities, $125,200,000.
$125,200,000.
SALARIES
SALARIES

For personal
personal services at the seat of government
government for the
the Marine
Marine
Corps, $3,505,000.
V-DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR
TITLE V--DEPARTMENT
AIR FORCE
FORCE
CONSTRUCTION
AIRCRAFT AND RELATED PROCUREMENT
CONSTRUCTION OF AIRCRAFT'
PROCUREMENT

For construction,
construction, procurement,
procurement, and contract
contract modification
modification of
of aircraft
aircraft
and equipment, armor and armament,
armament, spare
accessories
spare parts
parts and
and accessories
therefor;
electronic and communication
therefor; electronic
communication equipment,
equipment, detection
and
detection and
specialized equipment;
warning systems, and specialized
equipment; expansion
public
expansion of
of public
plants, and Government-owned
Government-owned equipment
and installation
thereof
equipment and
installation thereof
in public or private plants for the
industrial
the foregoing
foregoing purposes;
purposes- industrial
mobilization, including maintenance
mobilization,
maintenance of reserve
reserve plants and
and equipment
equipment
procurement planning; transportation
and procurement
transportation of
things and
and personal
personal
of things
services in the field; to remain available
$1,100,000,000,
available until
until expended,
expended, $1,100,000,000,
Payment of
obligaof
$875,000,000 is
is for
for payment
of obligations
obligations incurred
incurred under
of which
Payment
of obigawhich $875,000,000
payment of
under tlons.
tions.
authority heretofore
heretofore granted
granted to
the foregoing
foregoing
to enter
enter into
into contracts
contracts for
for the
purposes
purposes including not to exceed
exceed $75,000,000
the
$75,000,000 for
for payment,
payment, during the
current
current fiscal year,
obligations incurred
incurred prior
prior to
to June
June 30,
30, 1946,
year, of obligations
1946,
Contract authority.
authority.
against
against the appropriation
appropriation "Air Corps,
Corps, Army,"
1942-1946; and,
and, in
Army," 1942-1946;
in
addition,
Secretary of the Air Force is authorized
addition, the Secretary
enter into
authorized to enter
contracts
contracts for the foregoing
foregoing purposes
purposes in an
amount not
not to
to exceed
an amount
exceed
Payment of
of obligaPayment
$1,992,755,000: Provided,
$4992,755,000:
Provided, That
That the
unexpended balance
the unexpended
balance of
of the
the approappro- tions.
tions.
priation
priation "Air Corps,
until June
June
Corps, Army,"
60 Stat. 550.
Army," 1947, shall
shall remain
remain available
available until
30,
the payment
payment of
of obligations
incurred thereunder
prior
30, 1950,
1950, for
for the
obligations incurred
thereunder prior
to
1, 1947.
1947.
to July
July 1,
SPECIAL PROCUREMENT
PROCUREMENT

For the procurement
procurement of ordnance
materials, and
equipordnance supplies, materials,
and equipment,
spare parts
purchase of
passenger motor
motor vehicles;
ment, and
and spare
parts therefor;
therefor; purchase
of passenger
vehicles;
and supplies, materials,
materials, and equipment,
otherwise provided
provided for,
for,
equipment, not
not otherwise
$134,477,000.
$134,477,000.
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ACQUISITION
CONS1RUCTION OF REAL
ACQUISITION AND CONSTRUCTION
REAL PROPERTY

Ante,

Ante, pp.
980.
76,980.
pp. 876,

62
62 Stat.
Stat. 375.
375.
5U.S.
U. S. C., Supp. II,
§626p;
626p; 10 U. S. C.,
Supp. II, §§ I337b,
1339.
Ante, p. 17.
Aio,U. S. 17Sup.
10
C., Supp.
II,
§1339;
1I, §
339; 40
40. U. S. C.
§§ 259, 267.
Transfer
Trasfer of funds.

5

For construction,
construction, installation, and equipment
equipment of temporary
temporary or
permanent
permanent public
public works and military installations
installations and facilities
facilities for
for
the Air Force, as authorized
authorized by the Act
the
Act, of June
June 12, 1948 (Public
(Public Law

o10
U. . c. 626),
626), and the Act of March
March 30,
30, 1949 (Public Law
30), without
without regard
regard
Law 30),
sections 1136
3734, Revised
Revised Statutes,
Statutes, as
amended, including
including
1136 and
and 3734,
as amended,
1337b to
i339gp.
to sections
hire
available until expended,
hire of passenger
passenger motor
motor vehicles;
vehicles; to
to remain available

.S. . $5,445,000;
$5,445,000; and, in addition, not to exceed $50,000,000
$50,000,000 of the appropriations for
the Department
Department of
of the
Air Force
made by
this Act
Act may,
of funds. priations
for the
the Air
Force made
by this
may,

in the discretion of the Secretary
Secretary of Defense, be transferred
transferred to and
and
merged with this appropriation,
appropriation, to be available
expended for the
available until expended
foregoing
foregoing purposes, or in lieu of any part thereof, contract
contract authorappropriations may
utilized for the
the
izations contained
contained in such appropriations
may be utilized
purpose hereof.
hereof.
MAINTENANCE AND OPERATIONS

MAINTENANCE AND OPERATIONS

56 Stat. 654.

npp
3 Sats.
., Sapp.
43
U. S. C.,
II, §315q.
Training and inin-

struction.

struction.
32
32 Stat.
tat. 282.
22.
Rental
Rental

of land,
land, etc.
629.

31 U.S.
U. S. C. §529.

Exchange
fees and
and
Exchange fees
losses.

ss.

58
800, 921.
38 Stat.
Sa.s0
31 U. S. C., Stipp.
II, U95a
§95a noest.50
notes; 50
U. S. C. app. §§ 17051s.
§§ 7051707.
61 Stat. 493.
1
Sat.9,
31 U. S. C., Supp.
II, §95a
notes.
5a notes.
52 Stat. 398; 54 Stat.
7423.
743.

u

n,

c. app.

sBpp.

II, J

; 5a

60
Stat. 868.
858.
60 Stat.

necessary for the maintenance,
maintenance, operation,
For expenses
expenses necessary
operation, and modification of aircraft, and for maintenance,
operation, repair, and
and other
other
maintenance, operation,
expenses necessary
transportation
necessary for Air Force facilities, including transportation
of things; rents at the seat of government
government and elsewhere, and in administering
315q payments
rents may
be
istering the provisions
provisions of
of 43
43 U.
U. S.
S. C.
payments of
of rents
may be
C. 315q

made in advance;
advance; field printing
printing plants;
hire of
of passenger
passenger motor
vehiplants; hire
motor vehicles; training and instruction of military
military and civilian personnel of
the Air Force, including
including tuition and related
related expenses;
expenses; pay, allowances
allowances
and travel expenses of contract
contract surgeons; utility services for buildings
erected at private cost as authorized
authorized by law (10
(10 U. S. C. 1346),
1346), and
buildings on military reservations
reservations authorized
Force regulations
regulations
authorized by Air Force
to be used for welfare
welfare and recreational
recreational purposes; rental
land or
or
rental of land
purchase
purchase of options to rent land without reference
reference to section 3648,
3648,
Revised
amended, use or repair
Revised Statutes, as amended,
repair of private
private property,
and
property, and
other necessary
necessary expenses
expenses of combat
combat maneuvers;
maneuvers; expenses of courts,
courts,
boards, and commissions; civilian
civilian clothing and when
when necessary
necessary an
overcoat, the cost of
all not
not to
exceed $30,
$30, for
persons discharged
discharged from
of all
to exceed
for persons
from
military
military prisons, enlisted
enlisted men discharged
discharged otherwise than
than honorably,
honorably,
enlisted men convicted
convicted by civil courts for offenses resulting
confineresulting in confinement in civil prisons, and enlisted men interned, or discharged
discharged without
without
payment of exchange
internment, as alien enemies; payment
exchange fees and
and exchange
losses incurred
incurred by Air Force
Force disbursing
disbursing officers
officers or their agents,
agents losses
in the accounts of Air Force disbursing
disbursing officers
officers as authorized
authorized by law
law
31 U. S. C. 95a; 50 U. S. C. 1705-1707;
(31
1705-1707; Act of July 26, 1947, Public
248);;burial of the dead as authorized
Law 248)
authorized by law (10
(10 U. S. C. 916916916d; 5
5 U. S. C. 103a), including
including remains of personnel of the Air Force
of the
who die
die while
travel allowances
allowances
of
the United
United States
States who
while on
on active
active duty,
duty, travel
of attendants accompanying
remains, and
acquisition by
lease or
accompanying remains,
and acquisition
by lease
or otherotherburial sites; conduct
service clubs,
wise of temporary
temporary burial
conduct of schoolrooms, service
clubs,
chapels, and other instructional,
instructional, entertainment,
entertainment, and welfare
welfare expenses
for enlisted men; expenses for Inter-American
authorInter-American cooperation
cooperation as author421f),,for
ized for the Navy by the Act of August 2, 1946 (5 U. S. C. 421f)
for
Latin-American
Latin-American cooperation;
cooperation; payments
payments of deficiency
deficiency judgments and
and
interests
interests thereon arising
arising out
out of
of condemnation
condemnation proceedings
proceedings heretofore
heretofore
instituted; and special
special services
services by contract
contract or
or otherwise,
otherwise, $1,199,792,000.
$1,199,792,000.
MILITARY
MILITARY PERSONNEL
PERSONNEL REQUIREMENTS
REQUIREMENTS

transportation, interest
For pay, allowances, clothing, subsistence, transportation,
interest
insurance premiums,
premiums,
on deposits of enlisted personnel,
personnel, payment
payment of life insurance
and travel in kind for cadets and all other
other personnel of the Air Force
of the United States on active duty (other than personnel
personnel of the
Reserve components, including
including the Air National
National Guard, on active
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duty
including mileage,
diem allowallowduty while undergoing
undergoing training),
training), including
mileage, per
per diem
of travel,
of
ances, reimbursement
reimbursement of actual
actual expenses
expenses of
travel, transportation
transportation of
troops, commutation
commutation of quarters, subsistence
subsistence supplies for issue as
clothing for
rations to enlisted
enlisted personnel,
personnel, cloth
cloth and materials
materials and
and clothing
for
Expenses of individclothing allowances,
as authorized
and, in
issue and sale,
sale, and clothing
allowances, as
authorized by
by law;
law; and,
in ual
ual or troop movements.
connection with personnel
connection
personnel paid from this appropriation,
appropriation, for
of ments.
for rental
rental of
camp sites and local procurement
services and other necesnecesprocurement of
of utility
utility services
(including
sary .expenses
expenses incident to individual
individual or troop movements (including
packing ,and unpacking and transportation
transportation of organizational
organizational equipment), ice, meals for recruiting
ment),
recruiting parties, monetary
monetary allowances
allowances for
for
liquid
supplied cooked
or travel
altering
liquid coffee for
for troops
troops when
when supplied
cooked or
travel rations,
rations, altering
and fitting clothing, and
authorized by
and commutation
commutation of rations,
rations, as authorized
law, to enlisted
enlisted personnel, including those sick
paid
sick in
in hospitals (to
(to be
be paid
to the surgeon
surgeon in charge);
charge) ;transportation,
authorized by
transportation, as
as authorized
by law, of
dependents,
dependents, baggage, and
and household
household effects of personnel
personnel paid from
Transportation of
of
Transportation
this appropriation;
appropriation; transportation,
reimbursement therefor,
therefor, of
this
transportation, or
or reimbursement
of dependents,
dependents, etc.
etc.
applicants for enlistment
acceptance for enlistment
enlistment
enlistment between
between places
places of acceptance
general
and recruiting
recruiting stations,
stations, rejected
rejected applicants
applicants for
for enlistment,
enlistment, general
prisoners,
discharged cadets; travel
discharged military
prisoners, and discharged
travel pay to discharged
personnel; transportation
persons discharged
otherwise than
personnel;
transportation of persons
discharged otherwise
than
honorably, prisoners upon each termination
termination of confinement,
confinement, and perhonorably,
discharged from
Saint Elizabeths
transfer thereto
thereto
sons discharged
from Saint
Elizabeths Hospital
Hospital after
after transfer
from
service; commutation
quarters and rations
rations to
to
commutation of
of quarters
from the military
military service;
applicants for
general prisoners
prisoners traveling
traveling under
under
and general
applicants
for enlistment
enlistment and
civilian
Rations for civilian
employees when
entitled thereto, applicants
applicants employees.
when entitled
orders; rations
rations for civilian
civilian employees
employees.
prisoners of
prisoners; subsistence
subsistence
of war,
war, and
and general prisoners;
for enlistment,
enlistment, prisoners
commutation of rations,
supplies for resale, as authorized by law; commutation
rations, as
authorized by regulations,
regulations, to
civilian
authorized
to applicants
applicants for enlistment, civilian
employees entitled to subsistence
subsistence at public expense,
expense, and general
general
employees
prisoners, while
in hospitals
paid to
to the
the surgeon
surgeon in
charge) ;
in charge);
sick in
hospitals (to
(to be
be paid
prisoners,
while sick
subsistence of
necessitated by emergent
emergent military
of supernumeraries
supernumeraries necessitated
subsistence
circumstances; issues
issues of
toilet articles
material
barbers' and tailors'
tailors' material
of toilet
articles and barbers'
circumstances;
to
prisoners confined
confined at
at military
without pay and
allowand allowposts without
military posts
to general
general prisoners
ances,
for enlistment,
enlistment, and
upon first
first enlistment;
enlistment;
and recruits
recruits upon
ances, applicants
applicants for
expenses
apprehension and
and delivery
delivery of
of deserters,
stragglers, and
and
deserters, stragglers,
expenses of
of apprehension
Rewards.
Rewards.
escaped military
military prisoners;
prisoners; payment,
in the
the discretion
of the
the Secretary,
Secretary,
discretion of
payment, in
escaped
of
rewards
(not
to
exceed
$25
in
any
one
case)
for
the
apprehension
for
the
apprehension
any
one
case)
of rewards (not to exceed $25 in
of
deserters; confinement
military prisoners
prisoners in nonmilitary
nonmilitary faciliconfinement of military
of deserters;
Dishonorable
Dishonorable disties; donations
exceed $10
$10 to
prisoner upon charge.
to each
each civilian
civilian prisoner
of not
not to
to exceed
ties;
donations of
charge.
each release
prison, to
each enlisted
discharged
to each
enlisted man discharged
release from
from aa military prison,
each
otherwise than
than honorably
upon each
release from
from confinement
confinement under
under
each release
honorably upon
otherwise
court-martial sentence,
sentence, and
to each
each person
person discharged
for fraudulent
fraudulent
discharged for
and to
court-martial
enlistment, $1,201,000,000.
$1,201,000,000.
enlistment,
CLAIMS
CLAIMS

(31 U. S. C. 222c, 223b,
For
payment of claims as authorized
authorized by law
law (31
For payment
224d; 28
28 U.
U. S.
for payment
payment of
of claims
claims (not
(not to
to exceed
exceed $500
$500
C. 2672)
2672);;for
S. C.
224d;
in
any one
case) for
for damages
damages to
or loss
loss of
of private
incident
property incident
private property
to or
one case)
in any
to
operation of
Guard camps
camps of instruction,
instruction,
Air National
National Guard
of the
the Air
the operation
to the
either
during the
stay of
of Air
National Guard
Guard Units
Units at
at such
or
such camps
camps or
the stay
Air National
either during
while
route thereto
or therefrom;
therefrom; and
and for
for repayment
of amounts
amounts
repayment of
thereto or
while en
en route
determined by
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Air
Air Force,
or officers
officers designated
designated
Force, or
determined
by
to have
erroneously collected
from military
military and
and civilian
civilian
collected from
have been
been erroneously
by him,
him, to
personnel
$2,847,000.
Air Force,
Force, $2,847,000.
of the Air
personnel of

59 Stat. 225; 57
57 Stat.

372; 55 Stat. 880; 62
Stat.
Stat. 983.
983.
28
II. S. 0,
H,
28 U.s.
., Supp.
Supp. II,
2672.
2672.
Ante, pp. 62, 106.
106.

RESEARCH
DEVELOPMENT
AND DEVELOPMENT
RESEARCH AND

For expenses
expenses necessary
necessary for
for basic
and applied
scientific research
research and
and
applied scientific
basic and
For
development, by
by contract
contract or
otherwise, and
and transportation
of things,
things,
transportation of
or otherwise,
development,
to remain
$233,000,000.
until expended,
expended, $233,000,000.
available until
to
remain available

Ante, p. 878.

Ante P.87.
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RESERVE
RESERVE

subsistence, transportation
transportation (includFor pay, allowances,
allowances, clothing, subsistence,
(including mileage, actual and necessary expenses,
expenses, or
thereof) ,
or per diem in lieu thereof),
and medical and hospital treatment
treatment and
related expenses,
expenses, as
as authorauthorand related
ized by law, for personnel
on active
personnel of
of the Air
Air Force
Force Reserve
Reserve while
while on
active
duty undergoing
undergoing training
training or while
performing drills
or equivalent
equivalent
while performing
drills or
duty; maintenance,
operation, repair,
other necessary
expenses
maintenance, operation,
repair, and
and other
necessary expenses
of facilities
facilities for the training and administration
of the
the Air
Air Force
Force
administration of
Reserve;
maintenance, operation,
Reserve; maintenance,
modification of aircraft;
peroperation, and modification
aircraft; personal services at the seat of the Government
Government and
and elsewhere;
transporelsewhere; transportation of things; purchase
purchase (not
(not to exceed
exceed fifteen)
passenger
fifteen) and hire of passenger
motor vehicles; supplies, materials,
materials, and equipment,
equipment, not otherwise
otherwise
provided
necessary to train and equip Air Force
provided for, necessary
Force Reserve
Reserve organorganizations; and expenses
incident to the maintenance
expenses incident
supplies,
maintenance and use of
of supplies,
equipment furnished
materials, and equipment
furnished from stocks under the control of
of
the Air Force, $82,000,000.
$82,000,000.
OFFICERS' TRAINING
TRAINING CORPS
AIR RESERVE
RESERVE OFFICERS
CORPS

subsistence, transportation, and allowances, including
For pay, subsistence,
including
travel allowances, commutation
commutation of subsistence
subsistence and uniforms, medical
medical
and hospital treatment and related expenses,
expenses, as authorized
authorized by law, for
for
the Air Reserve
Reserve Officers'
necessary expenses,
Officers' Training
Training Corps; and for necessary
not otherwise provided for, of training
training and instruction
instruction of the Air
Air
Reserve Officers'
Officers' Training Corps, including
including maintenance
maintenance and
and operaoperatransportation of things; hire of passenger
tion of facilities; transportation
passenger motor
motor
vehicles; procurement
procurement and issue to institutions
institutions of supplies, materials,
materials,
and equipment, including uniforms,
uniforms, necessary
necessary for the training and
and
Training Corps, as authorized
instruction of the Air Reserve
Reserve Officers'
Officers' Training
authorized
by law; and expenses incident to the maintenance
use of
of supplies,
supplies,
maintenance and use
materials, and equipment
equipment furnished
furnished from stocks under the control of
of
the Air Force, $11,700,000.
$11,700,000.
AIR NATIONAL
NATIONAL GUARD
GUARD

For pay, allowances,
allowances, clothing, subsistence, transportation
transportation (including mileage, actual and necessary expenses, or per diem in lieu thereof),
thereof) ,
medical
medical and hospital treatment and related
related expenses, for
members of
for members
of
the Air National
National Guard while undergoing
undergoing training
training or while performing drills or equivalent
equivalent duty, as authorized
travel expenses
expenses
authorized by law; travel
(other than mileage),
mileage), on the same basis
authorized by
by law
law for
Air
basis as
as authorized
for Air
National
personnel on active Federal
National Guard
Guard personnel
Federal duty,
duty, of Air National
National
Guard commanders
commanders while inspecting units in compliance
compliance with National
National
Training, etc.

Tg,ec.

Supplies,
Supplies, etc.
etc.

Guard regulations
regulations when
when specifically
specifically authorized
by the
the Chief,
National
authorized by
Chief, National

Guard Bureau; establishment,
establishment, maintenance,
maintenance, operation, repair, and
and
other necessary
necessary expenses of facilities
facilities for the training and administraadministration of the Air National Guard, either on Government-owned
land
Government-owned land
or on land made available by,lease or loan from any State
political
State or
or political
subdivision thereof or any
any individual, corporation,
corporation, or organization.
organization,
for a
a period of not less than ten years, including
including construction of
of
facilities, and additions, extensions, alterations, improvements,
improvements, and
and
rehabilitation
maintenance, operation, and
rehabilitation of existing facilities; maintenance,
and
modification
modification of aircraft;
aircraft; personal
personal services at the seat of government
government
and elsewhere; transportation
transportation of things; purchase
purchase (not
(not to exceed
exceed
thirty-nine)
and hire
of passenger
passenger motor vehicles; procurement
thirty-nine) and
hire of
procurement and
and
issue to the Air National Guard of the several States, Territories,
Territories, and
the District of Columbia
equipment, as
Columbia of supplies, materials, and equipment,
authorized by law; and expenses
expenses incident
incident to the maintenance
maintenance and
use of supplies, materials, and equipment,
equipment, including
including such as may
may be
be
furnished from stocks under the control of agencies
the National
National
agencies of the
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Military
Establishment, $115,000,000:
Provided, That the number
Military Establishment,
$115,000,000: Provided,
number of
caretakers
authorized to be employed
caretakers authorized
employed under the provisions
provisions of law
(32
necessary by the Secretary
(32 U. S. C. 42)
42) may be such
such as is deemed necessary
Air Force.
of the
the Air
Force.

1017
1017
Caretakers.
Caretakers.
39 Stat. 205.
205.
32 U.S.
U. S. C., Supp.
Supp. II,

42 note.
note.
§§42

SALARIES AND
EXPENSES, ADMINISTRATION
SALARIES
AND EXPENSES,
ADMINISTRATION

For expenses necessary
necessary for the administration
administration of the
the Air
Air Force
Force
government and at headquarters
at the seat of government
headquarters of major commands,
commands,
including
including personal
personal services; transportation
transportation of things; hire of passenger motor vehicles; and travel expenses,
transportation of dependents,
expenses, transportation
dependents,
baggage, and household
household effects of civilian
civilian employees
employees upon permanent
permanent
change
change of station, $58,425,000.
$58,425,000.
CONTINGENCIES
CONTINGENCIES

For emergencies
emergencies and extraordinary
extraordinary expenses, including
personal
including personal
services
government and
elsewhere, to
to be
expended on
on
services at the seat
seat of
of government
and elsewhere,
be expended
the authority
Secretary of the Air Force, and
authority or approval of the Secretary
and such
expenses
accounted for solely
expenses may be accounted
certificate, $15,200,000.
solely on his certificate,
$15,200,000.
TITLE VI
GENERAL
GENERAL PROVISIONS
PROVISIONS
SEc.
year, the
the Secretary
SEC. 601.
601. During the
the current
current fiscal
fiscal year,
Secretary of
of Defense
Defense
and the Secretaries
Secretaries of the Air Force, Army,
Navy, respectively,
Army, and Navy,
respectively,
if they should
it advantageous
advantageous to
to the
the national
defense, and
and if
if
if
should deem
deem it
national defense,
in their opinions the existing facilities
Military Estabfacilities of
of the
the National
National Military
lishment
Department concerned
inadequate, are
are authorized
lishment or the Department
concerned are
are inadequate,
authorized
to procure services
services in
accordance with
section 15
15 of
August
in accordance
with section
of the
the Act
Act of
of August
U. S. C. 55a)
55a),,but at rates
2, 1946 (5
(5 U.
rates for individuals
individuals not in excess of
of
$50 per day, and to pay in connection
travel expenses
of
connection therewith
therewith travel
expenses of
individuals, including actual
and per
of
actual transportation
transportation and
per diem
diem in
in lieu
lieu of
subsistence while
homes or
or places
places of
of business
to
subsistence
while traveling
traveling from
from their
their homes
business to
official duty station and return as
authorized in travel
as may be
be authorized
travel orders
orders
or letters of appointment.
SEC.
Revised Statutes, shall not apply
S
EC. 602. Section 3648, Revised
apply, in
the
in the
ease
payments made
appropriations contained
in this
this Act,
Act, (1)
(1)
case of payments
made from appropriations
contained in
to
payments made in
in compliance
with the
laws of
countries
to payments
compliance with
the laws
of foreign
foreign countries
or
(2) to
to payments
payments for
for rent
rent in
or their ministerial
ministerial regulations,
regulations, (2)
in such
such
countries for such periods as may be necessary
necessary to accord
accord with local
custom,
(3) to
to payments
tuition.
custom, or (3)
payments made
made for
for tuition.
SEc. 603. During
current fiscal
provisions of
law prohibitprohibitSEC.
During the
the current
fiscal year, provisions
of law
to, or
of, any
any person
ing the payment of compensation
compensation to,
or employment
employment of,
person not
not
a
States shall
to personnel
personnel of
of the
the
a citizen of the United
United States
shall not
not apply
apply to
National Military
Military Establishment.
SEC.
S
EC. 604. The appropriations
appropriations contained
contained in this
shall not
be
this Act
Act shall
not be
nonflying officers
officers at
rate
available for increased
increased pay
pay for
for flights
flights by
by nonflying
at a
a rate
in
excess of
of $720
per annum,
shall be
the legal
maximum rate
rate
in excess
$720 per
annum, which
which shall
be the
legal maximum
as
such officers,
and such
such nonflying
be entitled
entitled to
to such
such
as to
to such
officers, and
nonflying officers
officers shall
shall be
rate
by performing
performing three
three or
of aatotal
duration
rate of
of increase
increase by
or more
more flights
flights of
total duration
of
each ninety-day
pursuant
of not
not less than
than four
four hours
hours within
within each
ninety-day period,
period, pursuant
competent authority,
without regard
to the
the duration
duration of
of
to orders
orders of
of competent
authority, without
regard to
each flight.
S
EC. 605. The
appropriations in
SEC.
The appropriations
in this
this Act
Act otherwise
otherwise available
available for
for
transportation which
which are
of relief
relief from
from
travel or
or transportation
are current
current on
on date
date of
personnel traveling
duty station of
of personnel
traveling under
under orders
orders may be
be charged
charged with
all expenses
connection with
with such
all
expenses in
in connection
such travel
travel including
including transportation
transportation of
of
dependents and
and household
goods, regardless
regardless of
of time
arrival at
at
dependents
household goods,
time of
of arrival
destination of
destination
of such
such personnel.
personnel.

Temporary
Temporary services
services
by
by contract.
contract.

60 Stat.
Stat. 810.
810.
60

31 U.
S. C.
C. I
629.
31
U. S.
529.
Advances of
public
Advances
of public
moneys.
moneys.

Compensation
Compensation
noncitliens.
noncitizens.

to
to

Flights
by nonflying
Flights by
nordlying
officers.
officers.

Personnel
traveling
Personnel traveling
under
under orders.
orders.

1018
Personnel
Personnel outside
U.
S.
U.S.
Moving of dependents and effects.
effects.

Attendance at meetings.

Commissions on
Commissions
on
land
land purchase contracts.

Persons
engaging,
Persons engaging,
against
etc., in strikes against
advocating overor advocating
throw of U. S. Govthrow
ernment.

Affidavit.

Penalty.
Penalty.

Pay and expenses,
expenses,
restriction.
restriction.
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Snc.
606. During
the current
year the
dependents and
SEC. 606.
During the
current fiscal
fiscal year
the dependents
and household
household
effects
of such
and civilian
civilian personnel
(without regard
regard to
to rank
effects of
such military
military and
personnel (without
rank
or grade)
grade) of
of the
the Air
Force or
on duty
at stations
stations outside
Air Force
or Army
Army on
duty at
outside the
the
continental
continental limits
of the
States, or
or in
in Alaska,
Alaska, as
may be
be deterdeterlimits of
the United
United States,
as may
mined upon
upon by
the Secretary
may, prior
prior or
or subsequent
subsequent to
to
by the
Secretary concerned,
concerned, may,
the issuance
for the
the relief
relief of
from their
their stastathe
issuance of
of orders
orders for
of such
such personnel
personnel from
subsequent to
tions, or subsequent
to the
the discharge
discharge or
or release
of such
such personnel
personnel from
from
release of
active military
military service,
active
service, be
be moved
(including packing
packing and
moved (including
and unpacking
unpacking
household effects)
of household
effects) from
such stations
stations outside
outside the
continental limits
from such
the continental
limits
United States, or
of the United
or in
to such
may be
be desigdesigin Alaska,
Alaska, to
such locations
locations as
as may
(subject to
nated by such personnel
personnel (subject
the approval
approval of
the Secretary
Secretary
to the
of the
concerned), by
concerned),
by the
Government or
or commercial
means of
the use
use of
of either
either Government
commercial means
of
and later
later from
transportation, and
from such
such locations
to the
the duty
duty stations
stations to
to
locations to
which such
such personnel
personnel may
which
be ordered,
ordered, and
and current
current appropriations
appropriations
may be
for travel
and transportation
available for
travel and
transportation may
this purpose,
purpose,
may be
be used
used for
for this
the Secretary
the decision of the
Secretary concerned
final as
to the
the dependency
dependency
concerned to
to be
be final
as to
of any individual
individual sought
sought to be affected
affected by this provision
provision except
except as
as to
to
travel
travel performed
performed subsequent
arrival in
United States.
subsequent to
to arrival
in the
the United
States.
SEC.
Appropriations contained
S
EC. 607. Appropriations
contained in this Act
Act available
available for
for travel
travel
shall be available for
for all
all expenses
expenses incident
to attendance
attendance at
at meetings
meetings
incident to
technical, scientific, professional,
of technical,
professional, or
or other
other similar
similar organizations.
organizations.
SEC.
part of
of any
SEC. 608. No part
any money
herein or
or included
money appropriated
appropriated herein
included
under any contract authority herein
herein granted
granted shall be expended
expended for
for the
the
payment
commission on any land purchase
purchase contract
contract in
payment of any commission
in excess
excess
per centum
of the
the purchase
purchase price.
of 22per
centum of
price.
SEC.
609. No part
part of
S
EC. 609.
of any
appropriation contained
contained in
in this
this Act
Act shall
shall
any appropriation
be used to pay the salary or wages of
of any person
person who
who engages
engages in
in aa
strike against the Government
Government of the United States
States or
or who
who is
is a
amemmember of an organization of Government employees that asserts
asserts the
the right
right
to strike against
the Government
Government of
against the
the United
United States,
States, or
who advoof the
or who
advocates, or who is a
a member of an organization
organization that advocates,
advocates, the
overthrow of the Government
Government of the United States by
by force
force or
or viovioProvided, That for the
the purposes
purposes hereof
lence: Provided,
hereof an
an affidavit
affidavit shall
shall be
be
considered prima facie evidence
evidence that
the person
person making
making the
the affidavit
affidavit
that the
contrary to the provisions
in aa
has not, contrary
provisions of this section,
section, engaged
engaged in
strike against
United States, is
against the Government
Government of the United
is not
not a
member
a member
of an organization
organization of Government
Government employees
employees that
that asserts
asserts the
the right
right to
to
strike against
against the Government
Government of
of the
States, or
or that
the United
United States,
that such
such
person
advocate, and is not
not aamember
person does not advocate,
of an
an organization
organization that
that
member of
advocates,
overthrow of the Government
advocates, the overthrow
Government of
of the
United States
the United
States by
by
force or violence:
Provided further,
further, That
That any
any person
violence: Provided
person who
who engages
engages in
in
a strike against the Government
a
Government of the United States or who is aa
member of an organization of Government
employees that asserts
Government employees
against the Government
the right to strike against
Government of the United States, or
or
who advocates,
advocates, or who
who is
is a
member of
of an
an organization
that advoa member
organization that
advocates, the overthrow
the United
overthrow of the
the Government
Government of the
United States
States by
by
force
or wages
force or violence and accepts
accepts employment
employment the
the salary
salary or
wages for
for
which are paid from any appropriation
Act shall
appropriation in this Act
shall be
guilty of
of
be guilty
a felony and, upon conviction,
conviction, shall be
a
not more
more than
than $1,000
or
be fined
fined not
$1,000 or
imprisoned
And provided
imprisoned for not more than
than one year, or both: And
provided furfurther,
ther, That the above
above penalty clause shall be in addition
addition to, and not in
substitution
substitution for, any other
other provisions
provisions of existing
existing law.
law.
SEC. 610.
610. The appropriations
for
SEio.
appropriations in this Act shall not be available
available for
the pay, allowances,
allowances, or travel
member of
travel of any member
of the
National
the Air
Air National
Guard,
National Guard,
the Organized
Guard, Air
Air Force
Force Reserve,
Reserve, Army National
Guard, or the
Organized
Reserve
Reserve Corps, for periods of active
active duty,
duty, drills,
training, instruction,
instruction,
drills, training,
be entitled
entitled to
or other duty for which he
he may
may be
to receive
compensation
receive compensation
pursuant to any provisions
provisions of
of law, who may be drawing aa pension,
disability compensation,
retirement pay, disability
disability allowance,
allowance, diRability
compensation, or
or
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1019
1019
retired
retired pay (where
(where retirement has been made
on account
account of
of physical
made on
physical
Government of
disability or age) from the Government
of the
Prothe United
United States:
States: Provided,
vided, That nothing in this section or any other
of law
law shall
shall
other provision
provision of
be so construed
be
construed as to prevent
prevent the application
application of
of funds
funds to
the pay,
pay,
to the
allowances, or travel of any member
member of the Air
National Guard,
Guard,
Air National
Air Force
Force Reserve, Army National
Air
National Guard, Organized
Organized Reserve
Reserve Corps,
Corps,
Naval Reserve, or Marine Corps Reserve,
or relinquish
relinquish
Reserve, who
who may
may waive
waive or
said pension, retirement
said
retirement pay, disability
disability allowance, or
disability comcomor disability
pensation (where such disability is
is of
of such
to prevent
such degree
degree as
as not
not to
prevent
acceptance
acceptance for active Federal duty) for
periods of
active duty,
duty,
for the
the periods
of active
field training, instruction, other duty, or
or drill,
drill, for
he may
for which
which he
may be
be
entitled
receive compensation
Status of
of adjutants
adjutants
Status
compensation pursuant
pursuant to
entitled to receive
law: Provided
Provided further,
to law:
further, general.
general.
That adjutants general who may be drawing
drawing such
such emoluments
may be
be
emoluments may
continued in a
a federally
federally recognized
recognized status
without pay
pay under
this
status without
under this
Act.
SEC.
Allowanceeforrental
SEc. 611. After
After June 30, 1949, paid occupancy
occupancy of
the hotel
on the
of the
hotel on
the ofAllowancesforrental
quarters.
grounds of the United States Military
on a
rental basis
basis by
by
Military Academy
Academy on
a rental
personnel
mentioned in
personnel of the services mentioned
in the
the title
title of
of the
the Pay
ReadjustPay ReadjustStat. 359.
ment Act of 1942 or by their dependents
deprive such
dependents shall
shall not
not deprive
such 56
0, «0
f$ 101101.37 U. S. a.
personnel
personnel of money allowances
allowances for rental
rental of
of quarters.
120;
quarters.
120; Supp. II,
II, §lOlb
101b
et
seq.
The
Act
The Act of June 302
302 1949 (Public
(Public Law 154),
154), as amended,
making
amended, making
Ante, pp. 839,
839, 840.
840.
temporary
Ante,
p. 404.
404.
Ante, p.
temporary appropriations
appropriations for the fiscal
fiscal year 1950
shall not
not be
be concon1950 shall
strued to have in any manner suspended
suspended the
operation of
of the
Act of
of
the operation
the Act
July 2, 1945 (Public Law
59 Stat. 316.
316.
Law 120, Seventy-ninth
Seventy-ninth Congress),
Congress), authorizing
authorizing
37 U. S.
S. C.
0. §§lla.
111a.
37
military
military personnel
personnel to occupy certain Government
housing facilities
facilities on
on
Government housing
aarental basis without loss of rental or
or quarters
quarters allowance.
allowance.
SEC.
Detail of
of personnel
personneL
S
FX. 612. Such military and naval
naval personnel
personnel as
as may
be detailed
detailed for
may be
for Detail
duty with agencies
a part of the National
agencies not a
Military Establishment
Establishment
National Military
on aareimbursement
reimbursement basis may be
be employed
in addition
addition to
to the
the numbers
numbers
employed in
otherwise
authorized and
otherwise authorized
for.
and appropriated
appropriated for.
SEC.
reclamation shall be made
Reclamation of cerReclamation
SEC. 613. No collection
collection or reclamation
made by the United
United tain
tain payments, restricStates on
on account
States
account of any money paid to assignees, transferees,
or tion.
transferees, or
allottees,
allottees, or to others for
under assignments,
or
for them,
them, under
assignments, transfers,
transfers, or
allotments of pay and allowances
made under
under authority
law where
where
allowances made
authority of
of law
liability might exist with respect to
liability
assignments, transfers,
to such
such assignments,
transfers, or
or
allotments or the use of such moneys, because
of the
of assignors,
assignors,
because of
the death
death of
transferors,
transferors, or
or allotters.
allotters.
SEC. 614. Appropriations
Availability
Availability of apSEc.
Appropriations contained
contained in this Act
shall be
be available
available propriatlons.
Act shall
propriations.
for insurance
insurance of official motor vehicles in
foreign countries,
countries, when
in foreign
when
required by laws of such countries;
countries; payments in
in advance
of expenses
expenses
advance of
determined by the investigating
investigating officer
determined
be necessary
in accord
officer to
to be
necessary and
and in
accord
with local custom for conducting
investigations in
conducting investigations
in foreign
foreign countries
countries
incident
incident to matters relating to the activities
of the
the department
department conactivities of
concerned;
cerned; and all necessary
necessary expenses,
expenses, at
the seat
seat of
of government
government of
of the
the
at the
United
elsewhere, in connection
United States of America
America or elsewhere,
(1) instrucinstrucconnection with
with (1)
tion and training, including tuition, not
provided for,
of
not otherwise
otherwise provided
for, of
civilian employees, (2)
(2) printing and
and
and binding,
binding, communication
communication and
other services
services and supplies as may be necessary
necessary to carry
carry out
out the
the purpurposes
of this Act, and (3)
programs as authorized
poses of
(3) health programs
authorized by
law
by law
(5 U. S. C. 150).
150).
60 Stat.
Stat. 903.
SEC.
SRO. 615. The appropriations
appropriations contained
Air Force,
Force,
contained in
Gages,
in this
this Act
Act for
Gages, dies, jigs,
jigs, etc.
for the
the Air
Navy, and for the Army,
Army, which are available
for the
the procurement
procurement or
available for
or
manufacture
manufacture of supplies, materials, and
and equipment
equipment of
of special
special or
techor technical design may be used for the development
and procurement
of
development and
procurement of
gages, dies, jigs, and other special
special aids and
and appliances
appliances,.,production
production
studies, factory plans, and other production
production data,
specificadata, including
including specifications and detailed drawings, and for the
of copyrights
copyrights and
and
the purchase
purchase of
letters patent, applications
applications therefor,
and licenses
licenses thereunder
thereunder pertaining
pertaining
therefor, and
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to such supplies, equipment,
for which
which the
the appropriations
equipment, and
and materials
materials for
appropriations
are made.
Maintenance of
roMaintenance
of
SEC.
appropriation available
S
Ec. 616. Any appropriation
available to
to the
Air Force,
or
the Air
Force, Army,
Army, or
prisoners of war, etc.
the Navy
the
Navy may,
may, under
under such
such regulations
as the
the Secretary
Secretary concerned
concerned may
may
regulations as
prescribe, be used for expenses
expenses incident to the maintenance,
maintenance, pay,
pay, and
and
allowances
allowances of prisoners
prisoners of war, other persons in Air
Force, Army,
Army, or
or
Air Force,
Navy custody
custody whose status is determined
by the
the Secretary
concerned
determined by
Secretary concerned
to be similar to prisoners of war, and
persons detained in
custody
and persons
in such
such custody
pursuant to Presidential
pursuant
Presidential proclamation.
proclamation.
Transportation of
Transportation
SEC.
SEc. 617. When
When personnel
personnel of the Air Force or Army
Army are ordered to
to
personal
motor vepersonal motor
hicles.
permanent change of station, motor vehicles
make any permanent
owned by them
vehicles owned
exceed one vehicle
for their personal
personal use (not to exceed
vehicle per person)
person) may
transported to their new posts of duty on Government-owned
be transported
Government-owned vessels.
vessel.
Use
Use of
of receipts
receipts from
from
SEC.
current fiscal year, without
SEc. 618. During the current
without deposit to the credit
credit
sales, etc.
the United
United States
of the Treasurer
Treasurer of the
States and
withdrawal on
on money
money requirequiand withdrawal
sitions, receipts
receipts of public moneys
moneys from sales or other
sources by officers
officers
other sources
of the Air Force or the Army on disbursing duty and charged in their
their
official
receipts to be credited
official accounts, except receipts
and harbor
credited to river and
harbor and
flood-control
flood-control appropriations,
appropriations, may be used by them as required
for
required for
necessary bookkeeping
current expenditures,
expenditures, all necessary
bookkeeping adjustments
adjustments of appropriations, funds, and accounts
accounts to be made
made in the settlement of their
their
disbursing accounts.
accounts.
Minor construction,
Minorconstrction,
SEC.
and the
SEC. 619. The Secretary of the Air Force
Force and
Secretary of
of the
the
the Secretary
etc.
Navy are authorized to expend out of Air Force or Navy appropriaappropriations available for construction or maintenance
maintenance such amounts
amounts as may
be required
required for minor construction
construction (except living quarters),
quarters), extensions to existing structures
structures and improvements
improvements at facilities
facilities of the
Cost
ost limitation.
department concerned,
department
concerned, but the cost of any project authorized under
under
otherwise authorized
authorized shall not exceed
this section which is not otherwise
exceed $30,000
except that, whenever
except
whenever in the judgment of the
Secretary of
Defense
the Secretary
of Defense
the interests of national defense so require,
require, such appropriations
shall
appropriations shall
construction projects
be available
available for construction
projects of a
atemporary
temporary nature
nature without
without
regard to such limitation, and the cost of any such temporary
temporary project
project
authorized
authorized under this section which is not otherwise authorized
shall
authorized shall
not exceed $100,000.
Construction of
of
Construction
SEC.
S
EC. 620. During the current fiscal year, appropriations
appropriations contained
contained
quarters, limitation.
in this Act (except those for liquidation
liquidation of prior
contract authorizaauthorizaprior contract
tions) shall not be obligated for construction
for
construction of
of family
family quarters for
personnel at a
of $14,040
$14,040 on
housing
a cost per family
family unit in
in excess
excess of
on housing
units for generals; $12,040
$12,040 on housing units for majors,
majors, lieutenant
lieutenant
colonels and colonels, or equivalent;
equivalent; $11,040 on housing units for second lieutenants,
lieutenants, lieutenants,
lieutenants, captains, and
warrant officers,
officers, or
or equivaequivaand warrant
lent; or $10,040 on housing
housing units for enlisted personnel,
personnel, except
except that
that
when such units are constructed
constructed outside the continental
continental United States
average cost per unit of all such units
or in Alaska, the average
units shall
shall not
exceed
not exceed
$25,850 and in no event
event shall the individual cost exceed
exceed $35,000. The
The
62 Stat. 379.
62UtS
np
alast proviso of section
section 3
the Act
Act of
of June
June 12,
12, 1948
1948 (Public
(Public Law
Law 626),
626),
3 of
of the
5II. S. C., Bopp. LI,
§ 626p; 10 ' U. S.s. C.,
c. and
and the last
last proviso
proviso in the next to last paragraph
paragraph of section
section 3
3of the
Supp. II, §1337b.
p2tat.
462.33
Act of June 16, 1948 (Public Law
653), shall not be applicable
applicable to
to
Law 653),
62
Stat. 462.
34
U. S.
C., Supp.
4ItU.
si. C.,
upp. appropriations
contained in this Act, in the
the Military
appropriations contained
Military Functions
Functions
IL §§
911b-911d.
911b-911d.
62 stat.
Stat. 647.
Appropriation Act, 1949,
Deficiency Appropriation
Appropriation
1949, or in the Second
Second Deficiency
Appropriation
62 Stat. 1027.
Act,
where the
the Secretary
Act, 1948,
1948, in
in cases
cases where
Secretary of the Department
Department concerned
concerned
determines
determines that the erection
erection of prefabricated
family quarters
be
prefabricated family
quarters will
will be
more advantageous
advantageous to the United States than multiple type dwellings
of conventional
conventional construction.
construction.
Transfer
of supplies,
nerofsppies,
SEC.
SEC. 621. After June 30, 1949,
1949, in the discretion
discretion of the head
head of
of the
the
etc.
department or organization
department
organization concerned,
concerned, (1)
(1) services, work, supplies,
materials, and equipment may be rendered
rendered or supplied
supplied by one department or organization
organization within
National Military
within the National
Military Establishment
Establishment to
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organization without reimbursement
another such department
department or organization
reimbursement or
or
Pay
and alloance
allowance
transfer of
of funds;
the pay
and allowances,
transayand
transfer
funds; and
and (2)
(2) the
pay and
allowances, including
including trans-.
charges against other
other
portation of dependents
dependents and household
household goods on aa reimbursable
reimbursable or appropriatins
appropriations.
authorized by law, of military,
other basis, as authorized
military, naval,
naval, or civilian
civilian perperdepartment or organization
sonnel of one department
organization of
of such
such establishment
establishment
to duty with
detailed or assigned to
with another
another such department
department or
or organorganotherwise available
ization, may be charged to the appropriations
appropriations otherwise
for
available for
such purposes
department or organization
purposes to the department
organization to which
which detailed or
or
assigned.
assigned.
Contracts and
subcontract
and sub
SEC.
S
EC. 622. (a)
(a) All negotiated
negotiated contracts
contracts for procurement
procurement in excess of contracts
in excess of
$1,000 entered
fiscal year
year 1950
$1,000
entered into
into during
during the
the fiscal
1950 by
by or on behalf
behalf of the $,00i.
$1,000.
Department of Defense
Department
Defense (including
of the
the Army
Army,
(including the Department
Department of
of the
the Navy,
Department of
Navy,. and
of the
the Air
Air Force),
Force), and
and all
and Department
Department of
all
subcontracts
thereunder in excess of
subcontracts thereunder
of $1,000,
$1,000, are
made subject
subject
are hereby
hereby made
62 stat.
Stat. 259.
C2.
62
to the Renegotiation
Renegotiation Act of 1948 in the same manner
manner and to the same
same
50 U.
U. S. C.,
0., Supp.
Supp.
II, app. §1193.
1193.
as if
such contracts
extent
extent as
if such
contracts and
and subcontracts
subcontracts were
were required
required by
by such
such n,
Act to contain
in subsection
subsection (a)
contain the renegotiation
renegotiation article prescribed
prescribed in
(a)
of such Act.
Act. Each contract
contract and
subcontract made
made subject
to the
and subcontract
subject to
the
Renegotiation
Renegotiation Act of 1948 by this section shall contain
article statcontain an
an article
ing
it is
to the
the Renegotiation
of 1948.
1948. In
determining
ing that it
is subject
subject to
Renegotiation Act
Act of
In determining
whether
a contractor
contractor or
subconwhether the amounts
amounts received
received or
or accrued
accrued to
to a
or subcontractor
during his
his fiscal
fiscal year
from contracts
subject
tractor during
year from
contracts and
and subcontracts
subcontracts subject
to the Renegotiation
amount in the aggregate
$100,000,
Renegotiation Act of 1948 amount
aggregate to $100,000,
receipts
accruals from contracts
contracts and subcontracts
subcontracts made subject
receipts or accruals
to
subject to
such Act by this section shall be added to receipts
receipts or accruals
accruals from all
other
and subcontracts
subcontracts subject to such
such Act.
Act.
other contracts
contracts and
(b) Notwithstanding
agreement to
to the contrary, the
Notwithstanding any agreement
profit
the profit
34II. s.
S.C.C.. 496.
496.
34
1934 (48 Stat.
March 27,
27, 1934
provisions of
of the
limitation
limitation provisions
the Act
Act of
of March
Stat. 503,
503, 505),
505),
amended and supplemented,
contract or
as amended
supplemented, shall
shall not apply to any contract
or
subcontract
subject to
Renegotiation Act
Act of 1948.
to the
the Renegotiation
subcontract which
which is subject
Research, etc.
etc.
Researh,
department or agency
by any department
be obligated
shall be
No funds
SEC. 623.
623. No
funds shall
obligated by
agency
SEC.
of the National Military
for research
research and
and development
development
Military Establishment
Establishment for
or for
industrial mobilization
except in
accordance with
with such
such regularegulaor
for industrial
mobilization except
in accordance
tions as
as may
may be
by the
of Defense,
Defense, and such
such
Secretary of
prescribed by
the Secretary
tions
be prescribed
regulations
provide for
for modification
termination of
existing
regulations may
may provide
modification or
or termination
of existing
in accordance
accordance with the terms of such
contracts
purposes in
such
contracts for
for such
such purposes
contracts.
andallowances
allowances
and
headings of Pay
SEC.
SEC. 624. The appropriations
appropriations in this Act under the headings
Reserve Officers on
duty.
Service of the Army,
"Signal Service
"Quartermaster
"Quartermaster Service, Army", "Signal
Army", active
active duty.
"Medical
and Hospital
Department", "Engineer
"Engineer Service,
Army",
"Medical and
Hospital Department",
Service, Army",
pppp. 901, 994.
991. 99..
Army",4 995,Ante,
"Ordnance Service
"Ordnance
Service and Supplies", and
an "Chemical
"Chemical Service,
Service, Army",
997.
shall
available for the pay and allowances,
allowances, including travel
travel
shall each
each be available
allowances,
Reserve officers
officers as the President
President may, with their
their
of such
such Reserve
allowances, of
consent, order to active duty for suchi
periods, not in excess of two
years as
their service
may be
required in
n the
the procurement
or producproducprocurement or
service may
be required
years,
as their
tion
years,
therein appropriated
for.
appropriated for.
tion of equipment therein
Financing war
Financing
conwar conForce and
and the
the Army
for the
SEC.
SEC. 625.
625. Appropriations
Appropriations for
the Air
Air Force
Army for the tracts,
etc.
current
carrying out the
etc.
of t
the purposes of
fiscal year shall
shall be
be available
available for carrying
current fiscal
50
U.s.c.app.§611
S. C. app. §611
50U.
expenses in
26, 1942;
March 26,
9112 of
of March
Order 9112
Executive
Executive Order
1942; for
for expenses
in connection note.
with
the administration
administration of
of occupied
areas; for
of trophies
trophies
for distribution
distribution of
occupied areas;
with the
and devices
devices as
as authorized
authorized by
actual and
and necessary
expenses
necessary expenses
by law;
law; for
for actual
and
or
authorized by section
section 12 of the Pay Readin lieu
lieu thereof
thereof authorized
or per
per diem
diem in
56 st.t
Stat. 362.
364.
justment Act
of 1942,
1942, as
as amended;
and for
primary and
secondary
56
amended; and
for primary
and secondary
justment
Act of
37 U. S. C. §112.
Ante, pp. 839, 80.
840.
Ante,
personnel of the
of military
dependents of
for dependents
schooling for
military and
and civilian
civilian personnel
the
schooling
National Military
Military Establishment
installations in
in
on military
military installations
residing on
Establishment residing
National
Secretary of the
amounts not exceeding
exceeding $140
$140 per child when the Secretary
localdepartment concerned
concerned finds that schools, if any, available
available in the localdepartment
ity,
provide adequately
adequately for
for the
the education
education of
such
of such
to provide
unable to
ity, are
are unable
dependents;
appropriations for
current
Air Force
Force for the current
for the
the Air
and appropriations
dependents; and
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fiscal year shall be available for
for expenses
expenses of
of temporary
temporary
..
duty travel
travel
duty
of military personnel and
and for
travelex
penses of
of civilians (other
(other than
than
for travel
expenses
permanent change
on permanent
change of
of station)
station) t
raveli ng in
n connection
connection with
the
i
traveling
with the
activities of
activities
of the
the Air
Air Force.
Force.
Post exchanges, etc.
etc.
SEC.
SEC. 626.
626. No
No part of any Air Force or Army appropriation
appropriation made
ma de
by this Act shall be used in
in any
any wa
yt
o p
ayany
an yexpense
nconnection
connection
way
to
pay
expense in
i
with
with the conduct, operation,
operation, or management
management of
of any
post exchange,
exchange,
any post
branch exchange, or subexchange
subexchange within
State, Territory,
Territory, or
the
within any
any State,
or the
District of Columbia, save and except for
District
for real
real assistance
and conconassistance and
venience under such regulations
regulations as
venience
as the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the department
department
concerned may prescribe,
concerned
prescribe, to
personnel as
are now
now or
or may
to such
such personnel
as are
may be
be
hereafter authorized
law and
and regulation
authorized by law
to purchase
purchase subsistence
subsistence
regulation to
stores
stores or other supplies and to civilians employed
or serving
at military
military
employed or
serving at
posts in supplying
supplying them with
with articles
of small
small personal
personal needs,
not
articles of
needs, not
Certification
on
Certification on similar to those furnished
furnished by the
the Government:
Government: Provided,
Provided, That
That the
the
monthly reports.
commanding
the post
at which
which any such exchange
commanding officer
officer of
of the
post at
exchange is situated
situated
shall certify
shall
certify on the monthly report of
that
of the
the post-exchange
post-exchange council
council that
such exchange
exchange was, during
during the
the period
period covered
covered by
by such
such report,
operated
report,
operated
Isolated
Isolated posts.
pots.
in compliance
compliance with
with this
Providedfurther, That at posts isoin
this section:
section: Provided
isolated from
from aa convenient
convenient market
lated
market the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the department
department
concerned may broaden the
the nature
nature of
of the
to be
be sold.
sold.
the articles
articles to
SEC.
SEC. 627.
627. Provisions
Provisions of this Act granting authority
authority to
to the
the DepartDepartment
of the
or the Secretary
Secretary of the Army, or
ment of
the Army
Army or
to milior referring
referring to
military
or civilian personnel of the Department
tary or
Department of
the Army,
Army, shall
shall be
be
of the
applicable
Department of the Air
applicable to the
the Department
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the
Air Force,
Force, the
Air Force,
Force, and
personnel of
Air
and military
military or civilian personnel
of the
the Department
Department of
of
the Air
Air Force
the
Force with respect to funds allocated
allocated or
otherwise made
made availavailor otherwise
able from
from Army
Army appropriations
the Department
able
appropriations to or for the
Department of
of the
the Air
Air
Transfer
Transfer of funds.
funds.
Force
or personnel
thereof: Provided,
Provided, That
Force or
personnel thereof:
That amounts
amounts transferred
transferred to
to
the
Force under
the Department
Department of the Air Force
under section
306
of the
the National
section
306
of
National
61
61 Stat.
Stat. 509.
upp. Security
Security Act
Act of
of 1947
1947 (Public
(Public Law 253, approved
approved July
July 26,
1947) shall
shall
5 U. S. C., Supp.
26, 1947)
II,5UC,
§626d.
u626d. be available for personal services
services at
at the
the seat
seat of
Government without
without
of Government
regard
availability of such funds for that purpose
regard to
to the
the availability
applipurpose under
under applicable provisions
provisions and restrictions
restrictions of
of this
this Act.
Act.
Transfer
of
foreign
Transer of foreign
SEC.
628. Appropriations
Appropriations for the Navy for the
SEC. 628.
current fiscal
fiscal year
year
the current
vessels, etc.
shall
be available
connection with
shall be
available for expenses in connection
the transfer
to the
the
with the
transfer to
United States
States of foreign vessels,
vessels, including
United
including pay,
pay, subsistence,
subsistence, transtransportation, and
and repatriation
repatriation of alien crews;
portation,
crews ; expenses
expenses including
including those
those
heretofore incurred
to the
the operation
heretofore
incurred incident
incident to
operation by
by the
the Navy
Navy of
of private
private
plants taken
taken over at the direction
plants
direction of the
the President,
President, and
and the
the Secretary
Secretary
of the
designate any naval
of
the Navy may designate
appropriation to
to be
be charged
charged
naval appropriation
with such
expenses, proper adjustment
with
such expenses,
adjustment to
made on
on the
the basis
final
to be
be made
basis of
of final
costs
appropriations; payment
costs between
between applicable
applicable appropriations;
payment of
of rewards,
rewards, as
as
authorized
authorized by law, for information
information leading
leading to
to the
discovery of
of missing
missing
the discovery
naval
recovery thereof
naval property or the recovery
thereof, and
contributions for
the
and contributions
for the
support of
of schools
schools for dependents
dependents of military
support
military and
and civilian
civilian personnel
personnel
of the
the National
Establishment as
of
National Military
Military Establishment
as authorized
authorized by
by section
section 13
13 of
of
60 Stat.
60
Stat. 854.
85.
the Act of August
(5 U.
U.
S.
the
August 2, 1946 (5
C. 421d).
421d).
Canal Zone.
Canal
oiprequire
SEC.
629. No
No part
any appropriation
Citizenship requireSEC. 629.
part of
of any
appropriation contained
contained in
in this
this Act
Act shall
shall
ment.
ment.
be
directly or
indirectly, except for temporary
be used
used directly
or indirectly,
temporary employment
in
employment in
case of
emergency, for the payment of any
case
of emergency,
any civilian
civilian for
for services
services renrendered
while occupying
dered by
by him on the Canal Zone while
occupying aaskilled,
skilled, technical,
technical,
clerical,
clerical, administrative, executive, or
or supervisory
unless such
supervisory position
position unless
such
person
of America
America or
person is
is a
acitizen
citizen of the United
United States
States of
or of
of the
Republic
the Republic
Employment of
pana
an citizen.
Panamanian
citizens.
of Panama: Provided,
Provided, however, (1)
That, notwithstanding
notwithstanding the
the propro(1) That,
48 U.
C. §1307
1307
48
u. S.. c.
vision in
in the
the Act
Act approved
11, 1939 (53
note.
vision
approved August 11,
(53 Stat. 1409),
1409), limiting
limiting
employment
the above-mentioned
above-mentioned positions to
to citizens
citizens of
employment in
in the
of the
United
the United
States from
and
after
States
from
and
after
the date of approval
approval of
said Act,
Act, citizens
citizens of
of
of said
Limitation on numbLitatlononnum
Panama may
ber.
Panama
may be employed in such positions;
positions; M
that at
at no
no time
time shall
shall
(2) that
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the number of Panamanian
Panamanian citizens
citiz ens employed
emp l
oye di
n t
he above-mentioned
above-mentioned
in
the
positions
exceed the
the number of citizens
positions exceed
citizens of the United
United States
States so
so
employed, if
if United
States citizens are
continental United
employed,
United States
are available
available in continental
United
States
or on
the Canal
States or
on the
Canal Zone;
Zone; (3)
(3) that
that nothing in this Act shall prohibit
prohibit Employees
Employees with
with 15
15
the continued
more years
of servmore
years of
employment of any person
servperson who shall have
the
continued employment
have rendered
rendered or
ice.
ice.
fifteen or
years of
of faithful
fifteen
or more
more years
faithful and honorable service
service on the Canal
Canal
Zone;
(4) that
in the
selection of personnel
Zon; .(4)
that in
the selection
personnel for skilled, technical,
Selection
Selection of
personof personnel.
administrative,
administrative, clerical,
clerical, supervisory, or executive
executive positions,
positions, the concon- nel.
trolling factors
trolling
factors in
in filling
filling these
these positions shall
shall be efficiency,
efficiency, experience
experience,
training, and
and education;
education; (5)
(5) that
training,
that all citizens of Panama
the
Panama and
and the
Hours
Hours of
of employemployment; pay rates.
rates.
United
United States rendering skilled, technical, clerical,
clerical, administrative
administrative, ment;
executive,
supervisory service
service on the Canal
executive, or
or supervisory
Canal Zone under
under the
the terms
of
this Act
Act (a)
shall normally
employed not more than
of this
(a) shall
normally be employed
than forty hours
hours
per week,
(b) .may
receive as
as compensation
per
week, (b)
may receive
compensation equal
equal rates of pay based
based
upon rates
paid for
for similar
similar employment
employment in continental
continental United
upon
rates paid
United States
plus
25 per
per centum;
Applicability of
of seosee.
plus 25
centum; (6)
(6) this entire
entire section shall apply only to persons
persons Applicability
employed in
employed
in skilled,
skilled, technical,
technical, clerical,
clerical, administrative,
administrative, executive,
executive, or
or tion.
supervisory
supervisory positions
positions on the Canal Zone directly or indirectly
indirectly by any
any
branch
of
the
United States
States Government
Government or by any
branch of the United
any corporation or
or
company whose
company
whose stock
stock is owned wholly or in
in part
part by the United
United States
States
Government: Provided
Suspension
Government:
Provided further, That the President
President may
from
Suspension of
of comcommay suspend
suspend from
pliance.
pliance.
time
to time in whole or in part compliance
time to
compliance with this section
section if
if he
he
should deem such course to be in the public interest.
should
interest.
SEC.
630. The
Secretaries of
SEo. 630.
The powers and duties vested in the Secretaries
of the
the
Civil-service emCivil-service
employees.
Army
civil-service employees
Army and the Navy with respect to civil-service
employees of
of their
their ployees.
Departments
by section
section 3
3 of the Act of December 17, 1942 (56
Departments by
(56 Stat.
1053), shall,
shall, during the current
current fiscal
fiscal year, be vested also
5
TJ.S.C.
S. C. § 662
note.
6 U.
662 note.
1053),
the
also in
in the
Secretary
civil-service employees
Secretary of Defense with respect
respect to civil-service
employees of
of all
all
agencies
the National
agencies of
of the
National Military Establishment other than the
Departthe Department of the Army, Navy, and Air
ment
Air Force, and in the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the
Air
Force with respect
Air Force
respect to civil-service
civil-service employees
employees of the
the Department
Department
of
of the
the Air Force. The provisions
provisions of section 6
Act of
of August
August 24,
24,
6 of the
the Act
1912 (37
(37 Stat.
Stat. 555),
555), shall not
6 U. S.
S. C.
C., Supp.
Sapp. II,
II,
civil-service employees
1912
not apply to any civil-service
employees with
with §eU
652. r.
regard to whom the powers
powers granted in this
this section
section are
are exercised:
exercised:
Provided, That
That nothing
Provided,
nothing in this section shall repeal or modify any
any
existing powers and duties
duties of the Secretary of Defense,
Defense, the
the Secretary
Secretary
of the
the Navy,
Navy, the Secretary
Army or the Secretary
of
Secretary of the Army
of the
the Air
Air
Secretary of
Force under section
3 of the Act of December
section 3
December 17,
1942 (56
(56 Stat.
Stat.
17, 1942
1053).
1053).
SEC.
One-year enlistenlistOne-year
631. No funds
SEC. 631.
funds herein
herein appropriated
appropriated shall be available
to pay
pay ments.
available to
ments.
for
services or support of personnel
for the
the services
personnel enlisted
enlisted after
after enactment
of
enactment of
this Appropriation
this
Appropriation Act under
under the provisions
provisions of section
of the
the
section 44 (g)
(g) of
Selective Service Act of 1948 (Public
Stat. 608.
62 Stat.
606.
Selective
(Public Law 759,
759, Eightieth
Eightieth Congress).
Congress).
50U.
S. C., Supp.
Supp. II,
50 U.S.C.
II
SEC.
Sm. 632. (a)
(a) Insofar as practicable, the Secretary
Secretary of
of Defense
shall app. 44 (4g.
Defense shall
tsis tanTio
AmeriAssstance
to
Ameriassist
American small business to participate
participate equitably in
assist American
in the
the furfur- can
can small
small business.
business.
nishing of commodities and services
nishing
services financed
financed with funds
appropriated
funds appropriated
under this
this Act
Act by making
making available
available or causing to be made available
under
to suppliers in the United States, and particularly
to
particularly to
to small
small independindependent enterprises, information, as far in
in advance
possible, with
with
advance as
as possible,
respect to purchases proposed
respect
proposed to be financed
financed with
appropriated
with funds
funds appropriated
under
Act, and by making
available or causing
under this .Act,
making available
causing to
to be
made availbe made
available
purchasing and contracting
able to purchasing
contracting agencies
agencies of the
National Military
the National
Military
Establishment
information as to commodities
Establishment information
commodities and
and services
services produced
produced
and furnished
furnished by small independent
and
independent enterprises
enterprises in the United
States,
United States,
and by otherwise helping to give
give small business
an opportunity
to
business an
opportunity to
participate
commodities and
participate in the furnishing of commodities
and services
financed with
services financed
with
funds appropriated
by this
this Act.
appropriated by
Act.
(b) The Secretary
Secretary shall appoint or assign a
Special assistant to
to
to a Spedal
a special
special assistant
assistant to
Secretary.
Bertary.
advise
and assist
assist him
him in carrying out the foreging subsection
subsection (a).
advise and
(a).
app.
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[63 STAT.
STAT.
[63

Report to
to Congress.
Report
Congress.

A report of all activities under this section shall
be prepared
prepared and
shall be
and
transmitted to the Congress as soon as practicable
practicable after
after June
June 30,
30,
1950.
Purchase of
Purchase
of materimateriSEC. 633. In order to clarify the original intent of
SEc.
of Congress,
Congress, herehereals for
for public
public use,
als
use, etc.
etc.
after, section 2
of section
section 33 (a)
the words
2 and that part
part of
(a) preceding
preceding the
words
"Provided
"Provided, however," of title III of the Act of March
(47
March 3,
3, 1933
1933 (47
41 U.
41
U. S.
. C.
C. §§
i. 10a,
10a, Stat. 1520),
1520), shall be regarded
regarded as
requiring the
purchase, for
as requiring
the purchase,
for public
public
10b.
10b.
use within the United States, of articles, materials, or supplies
supplies manumanufactured in the United States in sufficient
sufficient and
reasonably available
and reasonably
available
commercial
quantities and of a
commercial quantities
satisfactory quality,
the head
head
a satisfactory
quality, unless
unless the
of the department
department or independent
independent establishment concerned
deterconcerned shall
shall determine their purchase to be inconsistent with the public interest
interest or their
their
to be unreasonable.
unreasonable.
cost
Short
title.
Short title.
SEC.
SEc. 634. This Act may be cited as
Military EstabEstabas the
the "National
"National Military
lishment Appropriation
Appropriation Act, 1950".
1950".
TITLE VII
VII

REDUCTION
REDUCTION IN APPROPRIATIONS
APPROPRIATIONS
SEC. 701. Amounts available
SEc.
available from appropriations
funds,
appropriations and
and other funds,
and contract authority, are hereby reduced
reduced in the sums hereinafter
hereinafter set
set
forth, such sums (except contract
contract authority) to be carried
carried to
to the sursurplus fund and covered into the Treasury immediately upon the approapproval of this Act, except as otherwise indicated:
indicated:
DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENPT OF
OF T.LIE
THE NAVY
NAVY
Ante, p.
p. 979.
979.
Ante,

58 Stat.
Stat. 649.
649.
68
41 U.S.
41
U.S. C.
§§ 101-125;
C. §§101-125;
Supp. II,
§102 et seq.
seg.
Supp.
II, §102

Repair
Repair facilities, Navy, $21,448,439;
$21,448,439;
Naval procurement
procurement fund, $150,000,000
$150,000,000 to
be derived
to be
derived from
from amounts
amounts
advanced
advanced to such fund for the purpose of settlement of war contracts
contracts
under the Contract Settlement
Settlement Act of
1944.
of 1944.
TREASUnY DEPARTMENT
TREASURY
DEPARTMENT

p. 231.
231.
p.
Ante,
p. 36.
366.
Ante, p.
Ante,

Ante,
pp. 987,
987, 988,
988,
Ante, pp.
1003,
1003, 1013.
1013.

Strategic
Strategic and critical materials (unfinanced
contract authority),
authority),
(unfinanced contract
$100,000,000. (Second Deficiency Appropriation
Appropriation Act, 1949;
1949; Treasury
Treasury
and Post Office Departments
Departments Appropriation
Appropriation Act,
1950.)
Act, 1950.)
SEC. 702. The amounts to be obligated or expended
SEc.
expended from
from certain
certain
appropriation items contained
contained in titles II,
appropriation
II, III, IV, and
V of
and V
of this
this Act
Act
shall not exceed the following:
following:
DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT OF THE
THE ARMY
ARMY

Pay of
of the
the Army--------------------Pay
Army
$1, 440, 778, 178
$1,440,778,178
Welfare of enlisted men-----_____
Welfare
men
6, 566,
688
--------------6.
566, 688
Subsistence of the Army
Army-------------------------Subsistence
242,
372,
242, 372, 534
534
Regular
Army------________________
Regular supplies of the Army
109,
254, 420
420
109,
254,
Clothing and equipage-------------------------equipage
175,
097,252
175,097,252
Incidental
Incidental expenses of the Army----------------Army
99,
586,
215
99,
586,
215
Transportation Corps: Transportation
Transportation service-__--Transportation
service
305,
602,
009
305,
602,
009
Signal Corps: Signal service of the Army -- _____-197,
062, 137
197,062,137
Medical
Medical Department:
Department: Medical
Medical and Hospital
Hospital Department____________________
-ment
65, 048,
65,
048, 856
856
Engineer
Engineer service--------------------------service
116, 7C
P2, 830
116,702,
830
Barracks and quarters
quarters----------------------184, 976,037
184,976,037
Military
construction
-------------------Military construction
85,
85, 177,044
177,044
Training
Training and operation------------------------_
operation
3,
814,243
3,
814,243
Maintenance
operation, United States Military
Maintenance and operation,
Academy
Academy------------------------5,
964, 533
5,964,
533
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Salaries:
Salaries:
Secretary of the Army
Army _________
Secretary
--_----Chief of Staff ---------------__-------___
Judge Advocate General
General ------Chief of Finance
Finance -----..----..-- _-----_
Quartermaster General
Quartermaster
General -_______________
----Transportation --------Chief of
of Transportation
___________
Chief Signal Officer
---------________
Officer ---Provost
Marshal General
Provost Marshal
General -----------_____-Chief of Engineers
Engineers -------------------- _____
Chief of Ordnance
Ordnance -_-- _---____
-------Corps
Chief of
of Chemical Corps---_-_-_______
-Contingent expenses,
expenses, Department
Department of
of the Army
Army -----

$3, 141,639
$3,
141,639
7, 450, 965
7,450,965
579,426
579,426
1, 455,
399
1,
455, 399
6, 808,
808, 340
6,
340
2, 935,
935, 930
930
2,
2, 471, 176
2,471,
176
134,
852
134, 852
3, 789,
789, 316
316
3,
4, 040, 904
4,040,
750, 000
000
750,
8, 949, 500
8,949,500

DEPARTMENT
OF THE
DEPARTMENT OF
THE NAVY
NAVY

Miscellaneous
Miscellaneous expenses-----------expenses
$4,
283, 000
_________ ----$4, 283,000
Salaries,
of the
Secretary
4,
Salaries, Office
Office of
the Secretary-----_-___-------4, 321,
321, 000
000
Research ----------------___-------------Research
42, 697, 000
42,697,000
Pay and allowances
1,
871,000
allowances---_-----_------_--------000
1, 039,
039, 871,
Transportation
recruiting
31,
804, 000
Transportation and recruiting-------------- _--31,804,000
General expenses.----.--------------------.
expenses
2, 040,
040, 000
000
2,
Naval Reserve---------------Reserve
126, 117,000
126,
117,000
Naval
------------------------------Naval Academy-Academy
5, 130, 000
5,130,000
390,
Naval Home
Home -- _------------_-------------___
390, 000
000
Construction of shipsships _---------------156, 996, 000
Construction
156,996,000
IRNV-Construction
---IRNV-Construction and machinery-machinery ________
37,
787, 000
000
37,787,
Ordnance and
and ordnance
stores
219,
000, 000
Ordnance
ordnance stores-------------219,000,000
Ordnance for
62,
000
Ordnance
for new construction
construction----__---_-------62, 128,
128,000
IRNV-Armor,
69,
379, 000
000
IRNV-Armor, armament,
armament, and
and ammunition
ammunition -_____
69, 379,
Maintenance,
Bureau of Supplies and Accounts---Accounts
207,
331, 000
Maintenance, Bureau
207,331,000
Fuel -------------------------58,654,000
58,
654, 000
Accounts
4,
Salaries, Bureau
Bureau of Supplies
Supplies and Accounts----__4, 676,
676, 000
000
Medical Department
Department ----------38,
686, 000
Medical
_-------38, 686,
000
Maintenance,
Yards and
151,
282, 000
Maintenance, Bureau
Bureau of Yards
and Docks
Docks ------151,282,000
Public
Public Works
Works-------------------------_51, 876,000
Salaries,
2, 257, 600
600
Salaries, Bureau of Yards
Yards and Docks
Docks .-------2,257,
Aviation --------------------------511,
604, 000
___
511, 604,000
Corps
185,
818, 000
185,818,000
Pay, Marine
Marine Corps--------------------------General
expenses, Marine
Corps
121, 182, 000
General expenses,
Marine Corps-_-----------_
121,182,000
2,475,000
Salaries,
Headquarters, Marine
2, 475, 000
Corps-----Salaries, Headquarters,
Marine Corps
DEPARTMENT
OF THE
THE Am
AIR FORCE
FORCE
DEPARTMENT OF
Special
procurement
Special procurement----.---- ---Maintenance and operations-------------------operations
Maintenance
Air
Reserve
Force Reserve-----------------------Air Force
Air Reserve
Officers' Training
Corps ---------Training Corps
Air
Reserve Officers'
Air
Guard
-----------------Air National
National Guard-----Salaries and
expenses, administration------------administration
Salaries
and expenses,

$125,797,
$125, 797, 000
1, 143, 858,000
858, 000
77, 630,000
11,
677,000
11,677,000
114, 690,000
690,000
57,242,000
57,
242, 000

Determination
and
Determination
and
determine certification
The Secretary
Secretary of
of Defense
Defense is
authorized and
directed to
to determine
is authorized
and directed
The
to ComComcertification to
mittees
on
Appropriaand
certify
to
the
Committees
on
Appropriations
of
the
Senate
and
mittees on Appropriaand certify to the Committees on Appropriations of the Senate and tions.
January 1, 1950, from any tlo s.
the
Representatives, on or before January
the House
House of Representatives,
appropriation
this Act
which he
he finds
finds may
may be
be reduced
reduced
Act which
in this
provided in
appropriation provided
without
prejudice to
the national
national security,
security, any
amount which
which may
may be
be
any amount
without prejudice
to the
reason for
for such reduction.
stating the
the reason
reduced, stating
Approved October 29, 1949.
Approved
81939°--50--FT.
81939°-50-PT. 1----15
I---65
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[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 788]
788]

October 29, 1949
1949
[H. R. 5305]
5305]
[Public Law
Law 435]
Lighthouse
Lighthouse Service.
Retired pay.
Retired
40 Stat. 608.
608.

[63 S
TAT.
[63
STAT.

AN ACT

To increase
increase the retired pay of certain members
members of
of the
Service.
the former
former Lighthouse
Lighthouse Service.

Be it enacted by the Senate
of Representatives
Representatives of
the
Senate and House
House of
of the
United States of America in Congress
assembled, That
the annual
Congress assembled,
That the
annual
rate of retired pay received
received by any person
person who was
retired on
on or
or before
was retired
before
June 29, 1949, under section 66of the Act of
1918, as
amended
of June
June 20,
20, 1918,
as amended
and supplemented
supplemented (33
U. S. C., 1946
(33 U.
shall be
be
1946 edition,
edition, 763-765),
763-765) shall
increased by $360 effective on the first day of the
increased
calendar month
month
the calendar
following enactment
of this
Act.
enactment of
this Act.
Approved October
Approved
October 29, 1949.
[CHAPTER 789]
[CHAPTER
789]

October 29,1949
29,1949
[H.
6301]
[H. R. 6301]

[Public Law
[Public
Law 436]

Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
of Representatives
Representatives of
and House
House of
of the

the
copen- United
United States
States of America in
in. Congress
Congress assembled, That
That any
any person
person
otherwise
eligible for
for disability
disability compensation
compensation under the
the World
otherwise eligible
World War
War
s.t. §
Veterans'
as restored
restored with
Veterans' Act, 1924, as
with limitations
by Public
Public Law
Law Numlimitations by
Numtt. 6q24.
bered 141, Seventy-third
Seventy-third Congress,
1934, as
amended, shall
Congress, March
March 28,
28, 1934,
as amended,
shall
et be entitled to monthly compensation
compensation of
if and
and while
the disability
of $150 if
while the
disability

Veterans.
Disability
Disability compensation.
sation.
43 Stat. 607.
38
U. S. C.
421
3$ U.
et seq.
48 Stat. 524.
38 U. S.. C. §
§366 et

8q

AN
ACT
AN ACT
To provide for parity in awards of disability compensation.
compensation.

'

Effective
date.
Effective date.

is rated as total, and if and while partially disabled
an amount
having
disabled an
amount having
the same
the
same ratio to $150 as the degree of his disability bears
the total
bears to
to the
total
disability.
disability.
disability.
SEc.
2. The
increases provided
provided by this Act shall be effective
effective December
SEC. 2.
The increases
December
1,
1, 1949.
Approved
Approved October
29, 1949.
October 29,
1949.

[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 790]
October 29,
29, 1949
October
[H. J. Res. 33]
[Public Law 437]

Fort Berthold Reservation,
ervation, N. Dak.
Title to certain
certain
lands.

Post, p. 1028.
Poet,

Availability
Availability of
of
fund.
fund.
61 Stat.
Stat. 690.

Purposes.

JOINT
RESOLUTION
JOINT RESOLUTION
To
vest
title
to
certain
lands
of the Three Affiliated Tribes
To
Tribes of
of the
the Fort
Fort Berthold
Berthold
Reservation,
Reservation, North
North Dakota, in the United States, and
compensation
and to
to provide
provide compensation
therefor.

Resolved
and House
House of Representatives
Resolved by the Senate and
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
States
of America in Congress
States of
Congress assembled,
assembled, That, if
if within
within six
six
months from
the date of its enactment
months
from the
enactment the Three Affiliated
Affiliated Tribes
Tribes of
of
the
Fort Berthold
Berthold Reservation
Reservation accept the provisions of this Act by
the Fort
by an
an
affirmative
vote of aamajority
affirmative vote
majority of the adult members, the
the sums
sums herein
herein
provided
shall be made available
provided for
for shall
available as herein specified;
specified; and all
all right,
right,
title and
title
and interest
interest of said tribes, allottees and heirs of
allottees in
in and
of allottees
and
to
lands constituting
constituting the Taking Area described in section
to the
the lands
section 15
15
(including
(including all elements of value above
above or
or below
below the
the surface)
shall
surface) shall
vest in the United
United States of America.
America.
SEC.
SEC. 2. The fund of $5,105,625
$5,105,625 appropriated
appropriated by
by the
Departthe War
War Department Civil Appropriation
Appropriation Act, 1948 (Public Law
ment
Law 296,
296, Eightieth
Eightieth ConCongress),
gress), shall not lapse into the Treasury as
as provided
therein, but
provided therein,
but
shall
be
available
disbursement under the direction
shall be available for disbursement
direction of
Comof the
the Commissioner
of Indian
Indian Affairs, Bureau
missioner of
Bureau of Indian
Indian Affairs, United States
States
Department
the Interior
Interior (hereinafter
"Commissioner")
Department of
of the
(hereinafter called the "Commissioner")
for the following
following purposes:
purposes:
(a) Payment
Payment for tribal and allotted Indian
Indian lands
lands and
and improveimprovements, including heirship interests, and
values above
above and
below the
and values
and below
the
surface, within the Taking Area;
Area;
(b) Costs of relocating
relocating and reestablishing
the members
members of
the
reestablishing the
of the
tribes who reside
reside w
ithin the
Taking Area;
Area; and
and
within
the Taking
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(c)
Costs of
relocating and
and reestablishing
cemete ri
es ,
(c) Costs
of relocating
reestablishing Indian
Indian cemeteries,
tribal
within the
the Taking
Taking Area.
Area.
tribal monuments,
monuments, and
and shrines
shrines within
Any
unexpended balance
balance remaining
the said
said fund
of $5,105,625
Any unexpended
remaining from
from the
fund of
$5,105,625
after
completion of
forth in
in subsections
subsections (a),
(a), (b),
after the
the completion
of the purposes
purposes set
set forth
(b),
and
shall remain
Treasury to
to the
the credit
of the
and (c)
(c) shall
remain in
in the
the Treasury
credit of
the tribes.
tribes.
S
EC. 3.
3. There
hereby established
established aaboard
board of
of appraisal
SEC.
There is
is hereby
appraisal which
which shall
shall Board of appraisal.
consist
of one
member designated
designated by
the Secretary
Secretary of
consist of
one member
by the
of Agriculture,
Agriculture, one
one
member
designated by
the Interior,
and one
one member
member designated
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
Interior, and
member
Duty.
Duty.
designated
by the
the Chief
Chief of
Engineers. It
It shall
be the
of the
the
designated by
of Engineers.
shall be
the duty
duty of
board
to prepare
individual
board to
prepare an
an appraisal
appraisal schedule
schedule of
of the
the tribal
tribal and
and individual
allotted
located
allotted lands and improvements,
improvements, including heirship
heirship interests,
interests, located
within
the Taking
Taking Area.
In the
preparation thereof,
thereof, the
board shall
within the
Area. In
the preparation
the board
shall
determine
land and
and improvements,
determine the
the fair
fair value
value of
of the
the land
improvements, giving
giving full
full
and
weight to
to the
the following
following elements
elements of
of appraisal:
of
and proper
proper weight
appraisal: Value
Value of
any
tract of
of land,
whether full
full interest
or partial
interest, including
any tract
land, whether
interest or
partial interest,
including
value of
of standing
mineral rights,
and the
the uses
uses to
value
standing timber,
timber, mineral
rights, and
to which
which the
the
lands are
reasonably adapted.
adapted. Upon
Upon completion
of the
the said
lands
are reasonably
completion of
said schedule
schedule
of appraisal
shall be
be submitted
Chief of
of Engineers.
of
appraisal it
it shall
submitted to
to the
the Chief
Engineers.
Transmittal
Transmittal of
of
S
EC. 4.
Upon receipt
schedule of
of appraisal
by the
the Chief
Chief schedule
SEC.
4. Upon
receipt of
of such
such schedule
appraisal by
tribal
schedule to
to tribal
council.
of Engineers,
Engineers, he
shall transmit
transmit to
to the
the tribal
tribal council
the schedule
of
he shall
council the
schedule of
of council.
appraisal in
its entirety
entirety and
and such
of the
to
appraisal
in its
such portions
portions of
the said
said schedule
schedule to
individual Indians
Indians as
to their
interests. The
The tribal
respective interests.
tribal
individual
as relate
relate to
their respective
council and
the interested
interested individual
individual Indians
Indians shall
shall have
have ninety
ninety days
days
council
and the
from
date of
schedule of
appraisal in
which to
to
of appraisal
in which
of receipt
receipt of
of such
such schedule
from the
the date
present to
to the
the Commissioner
their objections,
objections, if
any, for
for consideration
consideration
if any,
present
Commissioner their
and action
action thereon.
thereon.
and
Tribal, etc.,
rights.
etc., rights.
SEc.
5. The
right of
of the
the tribes
tribes and
and of
allottees and heirs of
of Tribal,
of the allottees
The right
SEC. 5.
allottees to
reject the
the appraisal
covering their
respective
their respective
appraisal covering
to accept
accept or
or reject
allottees
proceedings.
Judicial proceedings.
property is
is reserved
reserved to
to them.
property
them. Upon
Upon the
the rejection
rejection of
of the
the appraisal
appraisal Judicial
affecting the
the respective
Department of
of the
the
the Department
interests, the
or the
respective interests,
the lands
lands or
affecting
Army shall
institute proceedings
proceedings in
District Court
Court
United States
States District
in the
the United
Army
shall institute
for North
North Dakota
Dakota for
for the
purpose of
having the
just compensation
compensation
the just
of having
the purpose
for
for such
judicially determined.
Any judgment
judgment entered
entered
determined. Any
property judicially
for
such property
against the
United States
in such
such proceedings
charged against
against
be charged
shall be
proceedings shall
States in
the United
against
the said
said fund
of $5,105,625:
$5,105,625: Provided,
That if
said sum
sum should
should be
be
if said
Provided, That
fund of
the
Ante,
Ante, p.
p. 1026.
1026.
inadequate to
the purposes
for in
in section
section 2
inadequate
to cover
cover the
purposes provided
provided for
2 (a),
(a), (b)
(b)
and (c)
(c) hereof,
hereof, and
such judgments
judgments as
as may
be obtained
in such
prosuch promay be
obtained in
and such
and
ceedings, then
amount in
in excess
the said
said fund
fund of
shall
$5,105,625 shall
of $5,105,625
excess of
of the
the amount
then the
ceedings,
Poat, p.
Pot,
p. 1025.
1028.
be
the $7,500,000
in section 12 hereof.
provided for in
$7,500,000 provided
out of
of the
be paid
paid out
SEC.
6. In
In all
all proceedings
accordance with
section 5
5
with section
in accordance
instituted in
proceedings instituted
SEC. 6.
of this
this Act,
members of
of the
the tribes
may request
request the
Comthe Comtribes may
individual members
of
Act, individual
missioner of
of Indian
Indian Affairs
Affairs to
to designate
designate attorneys
of the
of
the Bureau
Bureau of
attorneys of
missioner
Indian Affairs
represent them.
them.
to represent
Indian
Affairs to
to individSEC. 7.
amount determined
individual allottees
allottees ualCredit
the individual
to be
be due
due the
determined to
SEC.
7. The
The amount
accounts.
and
other
individual
Indians
shall
be
deposited
to
the
credit
of
such
and other individual Indians shall be deposited to the credit of such
individual Indians
Indians in
in their
Indian money
money accounts.
accounts.
individual Indian
their individual
individual
Disposition of imS
EC. 8.
tribes and
and the
members thereof
thereof may
remove, provements.
may salvage,
salvage, remove,
the members
8. The
The tribes
SEC.
reuse, sell,
sell, or
or otherwise
dispose of
of all
or any
part of
of their
improvetheir improveall or
any part
otherwise dispose
reuse,
ments
within the
Taking Area
Area without
without any
any deduction
in the
the
therefor in
deduction therefor
the Taking
ments within
Conditions.
appraisal
be prepared
by the
the Commissioner,
Commissioner, subject
subject to
to
to be
prepared by
schedule to
appraisal schedule
the
condition
that
the
district
engineer,
Garrison
district,
may
not
not
may
district,
engineer,
Garrison
the
district
that
the condition
enter
for the
the purpose
purpose of
the said
until at
at least
least
improvements until
said improvements
of clearing
clearing the
enter for
October 1,
1, 1952,
and subject
to the
the condition
condition that
that the
the district
district
further to
1952, and
subject further
October
engineer
notice of
of such
purpose at
least three
three months
months prior
prior
at least
such purpose
shall serve
serve notice
engineer shall
thereto.
thereto.
Removal
Removal of
of timber,
timber,
SEC. 9.
9. The
tribes and
thereof shall
have the
the privilege
privilege sand,
shall have
the members
members thereof
and the
The tribes
SEC.
gravel.
and gravel.
of
all forest
forest products
and removing
sand and
and
removing sand
products and
and all
timber and
cutting timber
of cutting
gravel,
and may
use, sell,
or otherwise
the same
at
until at
same until
of the
dispose of
otherwise dispose
sell, or
may use,
gravel, and
least
1, 1950,
any deduction
therefor in
in the
the appraisal
appraisal
deduction therefor
without any
1950, without
October 1,
east October
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Conditions.
Conditions

schedule to be prepared by the Commissioner, subject to the condition
condition
that the said date may be adjusted to aa later date by
by the
Chief of
of
the Chief
Engineers on the request of the Commissioner, and subject
to the
subject to
the
further conditions
conditions that the district engineer, Garrison
Garrison district,
district, shall
shall
serve notice of clearing
clearing at least three months
prior thereto.
thereto.
months
prior
Removal, etc..
etc., of
of
iemoval
SEC.
S
EC. 10.
10. The tribes and the members
members thereof may
may remove,
remove, sell,
lignite.
sell, or
or
otherwise dispose of lignite until such date as the district
otherwise
district engineer,
engineer,
Garrison district, fixes for the impoundment
impoundment of
waters.
of waters.
Notice of impoundmNotit
of
dSEC.
SEC. 11.
11. The
district engineer,
engineer, Garrison
Garrison district,
will give
give notice
at
The district
ment of wtnO
waters.
district, will
notice at
least six months in advance of the date on or after which impoundment
impoundment
of waters may begin, and no damage for loss of life
life or property
property due
due to
to
impoundment of waters on or after the date specified in
in said
said notice
notice
may be claimed. The date established by
will not
by such
such notification
notification will
not
be earlier than October
1,
1952.
October
1,
1952.
Crediting of addiCrditing
SEC.
SEC. 12. In addition
addition to the $5,105,625
appropriated by
by the
$5,105,625 appropriated
tional funds. of addithe War
War
61 Stat. 600.
600.
Department Civil
Appropriation Act, 1948 (Public
Department
Civil Appropriation
(Public Law 296, Eightieth
Eightieth
Congress), the further
Congress),
further sum of $7,500,000 less any part
part thereof
thereof that
that
may be required to cover balance due said tribes
or
allottees or
heirs
tribes
or
allottees
or
heirs
Ante,
p. 1027.
1027.
A*te, p.
as
provided for
for in
5 hereof
acceptance of the proas provided
in section
section 5
hereof shall, upon acceptance
visions of this Act by the tribes, be placed to the
the tribes
tribes
the credit of
of the
in the
the Treasury
Treasury of the United States, which sums notwithstanding
in
notwithstanding
anything contained
contained in this Act to the contrary
contrary shall be
in full
be in
full satissatisfaction
(1) all claims, rights, demands and judgments
faction of: (1)
of said
said
judgments of
tribes
tribes or allottees
allottees or heirs thereof arising out of this Act and
comand not
not compensated for
for out of the said $5,105,625; (2) and of all other rights,
pensated
rights,
claims, demands and judgments of said tribes, individual
allottees or
or
individual allottees
heirs thereof, of any nature whatsoever
heirs
whatsoever existing
on the
of enactenactexisting on
the date
date of
ment of this
this Act, whether of tangible or intangible
ment
intangible nature and
and whether
whether
or not cognizable in law or equity in connection
or
connection with
with the
taking of
of said
the taking
said
land and the construction
construction of said Garrison
Garrison Dam project.
Interest.
SEC.
The fund
fund of
S
EC. 13.
13. The
of $5,105,625,
$5,105,625, appropriated
appropriated by the War
War Depart61 Stat.
stat. NO.
00w.
ment Civil
Appropriation Act,
296,2 Eightieth Conment
Civil Appropriation
Act, 1948 (Public Law 296
gress),
gress) ,and the
the fund provided for by section 12 of this Act shall
shall bear
bear
interest
at 44 per
per centum per annum from the date of acceptance
interest
acceptance of
of
Reetriotion.
Restriotlon.
this Act
this
Act until disbursed. No part of either of such funds shall
shall be used
for
of the fees or expenses of any agent, attorney,
for payment
payment of
attorney, or other
other
representative
representative
of any individual
Indian or
tribe.
individual Indian
or tribe.
Electric power
rights.Ctr° power
SEC.
rights.
is available
available from
SEC. 14. When electric
electric power is
from Garrison
projGarrison Dam
Dam project, the said Three Affiliated
Affiliated Tribes and the members thereof
shall
thereof shall
have equal rights and privileges on an equal basis which are
are accorded
accorded
the persons,
persons, cooperative
cooperative associations
associations and others by the Rural ElectriElectri49 Stat. 1363.
7U. S.
S.C.
o-01414;
7
C. H
901-914; fication
all Acts
Acts amendatory
fication Act of 1936 and
and all
amendatory thereof
or
supplemental
thereof
or
supplemental
Supp.
II,
SuPp.
I08I903 eet seq.
e. thereto
thereto as fully as if said tribes and members thereof
thereof were
named
were named
Ante, p. 948.
.
in said Rural
Rural Electrification
Electrification Act of 1936.
SEC.
described as follows:
SEC. 15. The Taking Area is described
follows:
PART A-WITHIN
A— W rrnmsr RESERVATION
RESERVATION BOUNDARIES
BOUNDARIES

Beginning
Beginning at the Northwest
Northwest corner of Section 6,
6, Township
Township 150
North,
150 North,
Range 93 West of the 5th P. M.; thence East to the West sixteenth
Range
sixteenth line;
line;
thence
thence South to the East and West quarter line; thence East
East to center
center
of said Section; thence
thence South to South quarter
quarter corner; thence
East to
to
thence East
the West line of the East half of the Southwest
quarter of
SouthSouthwest quarter
of the
the Southeast quarter (EY
(EY2SW/SE
) ; thence North to South sixteenth
2SW 1
/
4SE 1
/
line;
sixteenth line;
44 );
thence East
East Section line; thence South to Southeast corner of
thence
East to East
of
said Section 6; thence West to West line of the East half of the East
East
half of the Northeast
(EY22Ey
half
Northeast quarter (EY
Ey22NE14)
NE%) of Section 7;
7; thence
thence
South to East and West quarter line; thence
thence East to the
East line
line of
of
the East
Northwest quarter of the
the West half of the Northwest
quarter of
of
the Southwest
Southwest quarter
Section 8; thence South to South sixteenth line; thence East
the
East to
to the
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North
quarter line;
line; thence
North to
to center
center of
of said
North and
and South
South quarter
thence North
said Section;
Section;
thence
East Section
line; thence
thence South
South to
to South
South sixteenth
thence East
East to
to East
Section line;
sixteenth line;
line;
thence West
to the
East sixteenth
sixteenth line;
line; thence
South to
North sixteenth
thence
West to
the East
thence South
to North
sixteenth
line
of Section
thence East
East to
to the
line of
Section
line of
Section 17;
17; thence
the West
West sixteenth
sixteenth line
of Section
16;
to North
Section line;
line; thence
quarter
16; thence
thence North
North to
North Section
thence East
East to
to North
North quarter
corner;
thence South
South to
to center
center of
thence East
East to
sixcorner; thence
of said
said Section;
Section; thence
to East
East sixteenth line
Section 15;
15; thence
sixteenth line;
teenth
line of
of Section
thence South
South to
to South
South sixteenth
line; thence
thence
West
and South
line; thence
thence South
South to
North line
West to
to North
North and
South quarter
quarter line;
to North
line of
of
the
South half
half of
of the
quarter of
of the
the Southwest
quarter (SM
the South
the Southeast
Southeast quarter
Southwest quarter
(SjY
SE 1/
4SW 1
/
4 );;
thence West
West to
to West
South to
the
to the
SE/4SW/4)
thence
West sixteenth
sixteenth line;
line; thence
thence South
South Section
thence West
West to
Southwest corner
corner of
of Section
15;
to the
the Southwest
Section 15;
South
Section line;
line; thence
thence South
North sixteenth
sixteenth line
Section 22;
East to
to North
North
to North
line of
of Section
22; thence
thence East
thence
South to
and South
to the
South
North to
the North
North line
line of
of the
the South
and
South quarter
quarter line;
line; thence
thence North
half of
of the
the Northwest
Northwest quarter
quarter of
of the
the Northeast
Northeast quarter
(S 1/
2
NWI/
4
quarter (S1/
NWy4
half
2
NE
1
4), thence
thence East
East to
East sixteenth
the North
North
thence North
North to
to the
sixteenth line;
line; thence
to East
NE1/),
line
of Section
Section 22;
East to
to West
East half
half of
of the
West line
line of
of the
the East
the
line of
22; thence
thence East
Southeast
quarter of
the Southeast
Southeast quarter
(EMSEIASE14-)
quarter (Ey2SE1/
of SecSecSoutheast quarter
of the
4 SE1/ 4 ) of
tion
to the
South sixteenth
East to
to West
tion 15;
15; thence
thence North
North to
the South
sixteenth line;
line; thence
thence East
West
sixteenth
14; thence
to the
South Section
sixteenth line
line of
of Section
Section 14;
thence South
South to
the South
Section line;
line;
thence
Southwest corner
corner of
said Section
14; thence
thence South
South
to the
the Southwest
of said
Section 14;
thence West
West to
to
North sixteenth
line of
of Section
23; thence
thence East
West sixsixEast to
to the
the West
sixteenth line
Section 23;
to the
the North
teenth
line; thence
thence South
East to
to the
the
South to
to the
the South
South sixteenth
sixteenth line;
line; thence
thence East
teenth line;
East sixteenth
North to
North sixteenth
sixteenth line;
thence
to the
the North
line; thence
East
sixteenth line;
line; thence
thence North
East to
East Section
Section line;
thence North
to the
the Northeast
of
Northeast corner
corner of
line; thence
North to
East
to the
the East
Section 23;
thence East
to the
East line
line of
of the
the West
half of
of the
the East
East
the East
West half
Section
23; thence
East to
half
of the
quarter of
of Section
South to
and
to East
East and
Section 24;
24; thence
thence South
half of
the Northwest
Northwest quarter
West
West to
the East
East line
of the
of the
the
West half
half of
line of
the West
to the
thence West
line; thence
West quarter
quarter line;
West
the Southwest
quarter; thence
South Section
Section
to South
thence South
South to
half of
of the
Southwest quarter;
West half
line;
to East
East sixteenth
to East
East and
and
line; thence
thence North
North to
sixteenth line;
line; thence
thence East
East to
West
line; thence
thence East
East to
the East
East quarter
Section
corner of
of Section
quarter corner
to the
West quarter
quarter line;
24,
North, Range
West of
of the
the 5th
5th P.
P. M.;
M.; thence
thence East
Range 93
93 West
Township 150
150 North,
24, Township
to
sixteenth line
Section 19,
19, Township
Township 150
150 North,
North, Range
92
Range 92
line of
of Section
to West
West sixteenth
West
the 5th
5th P.
P. M.;
M.; thence
thence South
South to
to North
North sixteenth
sixteenth line
of Section
Section
line of
of the
West of
30;
East to
to East
line of
of Section
Section 30;
30; thence
to the
the North
South to
North
thence South
East line
30; thence
thence East
line of
of the
the South
South half
Southwest quarter
quarter of
Northwest quarquarof the
the Northwest
half of
of the
the Southwest
line
ter
(SMSW
1
ANW 1
/') of Section
4
Section 29; thence East to the West sixteenth
ter (S1/
2 SW1iNW1/4)
line; thence
thence North
to the
line of
of the
half of
Northwest
of the
the Northwest
the North
North half
South line
North to
the South
line;
quarter
the Northwest
Northwest quarter
quarter (Ny
(NY22NW1'/NW1/4);
NW 1ANW 1/
4 ); thence
thence West
West
quarter of
of the
to
West Section
line; thence
South sixteenth
Secof Secsixteenth line
line of
to South
thence North
North to
the West
Section line;
to the
tion
thence East
East to
West sixteenth
sixteenth line;
line; thence
thence South
to South
South
South to
to the
the West
20; thence
tion 20;
Section line;
East sixteenth
sixteenth line;
line; thence
thence North
North to
to the
the
thence East
East to
to the
the East
Section
line; thence
East
and West
quarter line;
to the
East quarter
quarter corner
of
corner of
the East
East to
line; thence
thence East
West quarter
East and
Section 20;
South to
to the
the West
West quarter
corner of
of Section
Section 28;
28;
quarter corner
thence South
20; thence
Section
thence
East to
of said
said Section;
thence South
to South
South sixteenth
sixteenth
South to
Section; thence
to center
center of
thence East
line;
East to
to the
the East
Section line;
thence South
to the
the SouthSouthSouth to
line; thence
East Section
line; thence
thence East
east
of Section
28; thence
thence East
East sixteenth
line of
of
sixteenth line
to the
the East
East to
Section 28;
east corner
corner of
Section 34;
to the
the North
sixteenth line;
line; thence
thence East
East to
to
North sixteenth
34; thence
thence South
South to
Section
West
line of
thence North
North to
Section
to the
the North
North Section
35; thence
Section 35;
of Section
sixteenth line
West sixteenth
line;
East to
North quarter
corner of
of Section
Section 35;
35; thence
thence
quarter corner
the North
to the
thence East
line; thence
North
to the
center of
Section 26;
thence East
East to
the East
sixteenth
to the
East sixteenth
26; thence
of Section
the center
North to
line;
North to
sixteenth line
line of
Section 23;
23; thence
West
thence West
of Section
to South
South sixteenth
line; thence
thence North
to the
the North
North and
South quarter
thence North
North to
the North
sixNorth sixto the
line; thence
quarter line;
and South
to
teenth
line; thence
half of
of the
the
East half
line of
of the
the East
West line
to the
the West
West to
thence West
teenth line;
Northwest
quarter of
quarter (EMNWy
yvv%);
(Ey2 NW/ 4
of the
the Northwest
Northwest quarter
Northwest quarter
4 NW1/4);
thence
line of
14; thence
East to
the
to the
thence East
of Section
Section 14;
sixteenth line
to South
South sixteenth
North to
thence North
North
South quarter
thence South
South to
to South
South Section
line;
Section line;
line; thence
quarter line;
and South
North and
thence East
East to
to
North to
thence North
13; thence
Section 13;
line of
of Section
sixteenth line
to West
West sixteenth
thence
South
sixteenth line;
to North
North and
South quarter
line;
quarter line;
and South
East to
thence East
line; thence
South sixteenth
thence South
South to
South quarter
corner; thence
to the
East
the East
East to
thence East
quarter corner;
to South
thence
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sixteenth line; thence North to South sixteenth
sixteenth line;
thence East
East
line; thence
to East line of Section 13, Township
Township 150
92 West
150 North,
North, Range
Range 92
West
of the 5th P.
P. M.; thence North to
quarter corner
to the West
West quarter
corner of
of
Section 18, Township 150 North, Range 91 West;
thence East
East to
to
West; thence
the West sixteenth line; thence North to
line; thence
to North sixteenth
sixteenth line;
thence
East to East sixteenth line; thence North to the
Section line;
the North
North Section
line;
thence West to the North quarter corner
corner of
North
of Section 18;
18; thence
thence North
to South sixteenth line of Section 7; thence
thence East
East Section
Section
East to the East
line; thence North to the Northeast
Northeast corner of
of Section
Section 7;
7; thence
thence
West to South quarter corner of Section 6; thence
thence North to
to center
center of
of
Section
Section 6; thence West to West sixteenth
sixteenth line; thence North
to North
North to
North
line of Section 6; thence East along Township line between
between Townships
Townships
150 & 151 North to the Northwest corner of Section 1; thence South
South
to West quarter corner; thence East to West
thence
West sixteenth
sixteenth line;
line; thence
South to South sixteenth line; thence East to North
North and South
South
quarter line; thence South to South Section line; thence
thence East
East to
to
Southeast
Southeast corner of Section 1,
Range 91
91 West
West of
of
1, Township 150
150 North,
North, Range
5th P. M.; thence South to the North line of
of Lot
of the South
South half
half of
Lot 22
of Section 7, Township 150 North, Range 90
of the
M.;
90 West
West of
the 5th
5th P.
P. M.;
thence East to the West line of the East 20 acres
acres of
Lot 2;
2; thence
thence South
of Lot
South
to the East and West quarter line; thence West to the
quarter
the West
West quarter
corner; thence South to the Southwest corner
corner of Section
7; thence
Section 7;
thence
East to the West line of the East 20 acres of Lot 11 of
18;
of Section
Section 18;
thence South to South line of said Section 18; thence
East to
thence East
to
the West sixteenth line of Section
the
Section 19; thence South to North
North sixsixteenth line; thence West to West Section
Section line; thence
thence South
South to
to
Southwest corner; thence East to the South quarter
quarter corner;
corner; thence
thence
North to center of Section; thence East to East quarter corner;
corner; thence
thence
South to North sixteenth
sixteenth line of Section 29; thence East to North
and
North and
South quarter line; thence South to center of Section; thence
thence West
West
to West quarter
quarter corner of Section 29; thence
thence South
South sixteenth
South to South
sixteenth
line of Section 30; thence West to West sixteenth line; thence South
to the South line of Section 31, Township 150 North, Range 90
West
90 West
of the
the 5th P. M.; thence South along the West sixteenth line of
of SecSection 6, Township 149 North, Range 90 West of the 5th P.
to the
P. M.
M. to
the
South
line of
of said Section 6; thence East to North quarter
South line
quarter corner of
of
Section 7; thence South to South sixteenth line; thence East to
the
to the
West
West
West sixteenth
sixteenth line of Section
Section 8; thence North to East and
and West
quarter line; thence
thence West to West line of the East half of the
the SouthSouthwest quarter of the Northwest
Northwest quarter (E½/SWI/NW1/);
(D/2SW 1ANW 1/
4 ); thence
North to
line of
of the
the Southeast
Northwest
North
to the
the North
North line
Southeast quarter of the Northwest
quarter of the Northwest
Northwest quarter
quarter (SEI/4NW/4NN
(SDANWIANW1/.
1
/
4 );
); thence East
to the East line of the Southwest
to
Southwest quarter
quarter of the Northeast
Northeast quarter
quarter of
of
the Northwest quarter
quarter (SW
(SW1/
1
ANDANW
1
/
4); thence South
South to
to North
North
4 NE/4NW/4);
sixteenth line; thence East to the West
sixteenth
West line of the East half of
of the
the
Northwest quarter
Northwest
quarter of the Northeast
Northeast quarter
quarter (El/AMANDA)
thence
(E1/2NWl/NE)/4 ;;thence
North to the North Section line; thence East
to the
East to
the Northeast
Northeast corner
corner
of Section
of
Section 8; thence North to South sixteenth
sixteenth line of Section 4; thence
East to
to West sixteenth line; thence North to East and West quarter
East
quarter
line; thence East to center of Section; thence South to South sixteenth
sixteenth
line; thence
line;
thence East to East sixteenth
sixteenth line; thence
thence South to North
North sixteenth line of
of Section 9; thence
thence East to East line of Section 9;
teenth
9;
thence South to South sixteenth line of Section 10; thence East to West
thence
West
sixteenth line; thence North to North Section line;
thence East
East to
to
line; thence
East sixteenth
sixteenth line; thence South to East and West quarter
quarter line;
line;
thence
East to
to East
East quarter corner of Section
thence East
Section 10; thence South to
South
South sixteenth
sixteenth line of Section
Section 11; thence East to West sixteenth
line
of Section
11; thence
thence South
South to South Section line; thence East to
line of
Section 11;
East
sixteenth line;
line; thence North to East and West quarter line; thence
East sixteenth
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East to East quarter corner
corner of Section 11; thence
South to
thence South
to South
South
sixteenth line of Section 12; thence East to
line; thence
to East
East Section
Section line;
thence
North sixteenth
sixteenth line
of Section
Section 13;
13; thence
thence W
es tt
o th
as t
South to
to North
line of
West
to
thee E
East
line of the West half of the Southeast quarter of the Northeast
Northeast quarter
quarter
(W/
(WIASEIANE
1
/1); thence
thence South to the East and West quarter line;
line;
2 SEi/4 NE/4);
thence
West to
the East
thence South
South to
to South
ne of
of
thence West
to the
East sixteenth
sixteenth line;
line; thence
South li
line
thence East to
Section 13; thence
East line
line of
of the
the West
half of
the NorthNorthto the
the East
West half
of the
east quarter
quarter of the
quarter (W
1
4-NE
1
/
Section 24;
24;
the Northeast
Northeast quarter
(W1/1/
NE1/
) of
of Section
22NE
4 NE1/
44)
thence
thence South to
the West
to the North sixteenth
sixteenth line;
line; thence
thence West
West to
to the
West
sixteenth
sixteenth line; thence North to the
North Section
Section line;
line; thence
the North
thence West
West to
to
the Northwest
Northwest corner
corner of
of Section
thence South
sixSection 24;
24; thence
South to
to the
the North
North sixteenth line of Section
Section 23; thence West to North
South quarter
quarter line;
line;
North and South
thence North to the North
North line of the South half of the North half of
of
(S/ 22N/
NW/4) ;
the Northwest quarter (Sy
Ny22NW14)
West to
to the
the North
; thence West
North and
and
South quarter line of Section
Section 22; thence South
South to
to center
center of
of Section;
Section;
thence West to the East
East line of the
of the
the Southeast
Southeast quarter
the West
West half
half of
quarter
of the Northwest
(Wl/22SE/4NW1/4);
Northwest quarter
quarter (Wy
SE14NWIA) ;thence North to North
North
West to
to East
sixteenth line
line of
21;
sixteenth line;
line; thence
thence West
East sixteenth
of Section
Section 21;
thence South to East and West quarter
quarter line; thence West
West to
to
the East line of the West half of the West half of the
the Southeast
Southeast
1
/
2SE%); thence
South Section
Section line;
line; thence
quarter (W
(W1/
Wi/2SE/4);
thence South
South to
to South
thence
22Wy
East to Southeast
of Section
Section 21;
21; thence
thence South
South to
sixSoutheast corner
corner of
to North
North sixteenth
line of
of Section
Section 27;
East to
to West
West sixteenth
line; thence
teenth line
27; thence
thence East
sixteenth line,
thence
West quarter
South to East and West
line; thence
to center
center of
of Section;
Section;
quarter line;
thence East
East to
thence South
South to
to South
South sixteenth
sixteenth line;
North and
and
thence
line; thence
thence West
West to
to North
quarter line
South quarter
Section 28;
28; thence
thence North
North to
to center
Section;
line of
of Section
center of
of Section;
thence
thence West to West sixteenth line; thence South
South to
to South
South sixteenth
sixteenth
Section line;
line; thence
West quarter
line; thence
thence West
West to
to West
West Section
thence South
South to
to West
quarter
corner
corner of Section 33;
33; thence
to West
line; thence
thence South
thence East
East to
West sixteenth
sixteenth line;
South
to South
of Section
Section 33,
33, Township
North, Range
Range 90
90 West
of
to
South line
line of
Township 149
149 North,
West of
the 5th
P. M.;
M.; thence
line of
of Section
1, Township
Township
the
5th P.
thence East
East along
along North
North line
Section 1,
148
91 West
the 5th
to the
Northeast corner;
148 North,
North, Range
Range 91
West of
of the
5th P.
P. M.
M. to
the Northeast
corner;
thence
South to
to South
sixteenth line;
West to
thence South
South sixteenth
line; thence
thence West
to East
East sixteenth
sixteenth
line; thence
thence South to East and West
of Section
thence
West quarter
quarter line
line of
Section 12;
12; thence
West
to center
Section; thence
to South
thence
West to
center of
of Section;
thence South
South to
South Section
Section line;
line; thence
West to
to East
East sixteenth
sixteenth line
line of
of Section
14; thence
thence South
West
Section 14;
South to
to East
East and
and
West quarter
quarter line;
thence West
West to
of the
the West
West half
of the
the
West
line; thence
to East
East line
line of
half of
Northwest quarter
Southeast quarter
1
/
4SE 1
/
4 );;
thence
Northwest
quarter of
of the
the Southeast
quarter (WIANW
(W/NWl/SE/4)
thence
West to
South
South to South sixteenth
sixteenth line;
line; thence
thence West
to North
North and
and South
quarter
line; thence
thence South
South to
to South
quarter corner;
to
quarter line;
South quarter
corner; thence
thence East
East to
Southeast
corner of
of Section
Section 14;
14; thence
thence South
South to
North sixteenth
sixteenth line
outheast corner
to North
line
of
Section 24;
24; thence
thence East
West sixteenth
South to
to
of Section
East to
to West
sixteenth line;
line; thence
thence South
East and
West quarter
quarter line;
line; thence
thence East
to East
East sixteenth
thence
East
and West
East to
sixteenth line;
line; thence
North
to North
thence East
of Section
Section
North to
North Section
Section line;
line; thence
East to
to Northeast
Northeast corner
corner of
24,
West of
P. M.;
thence South
South
24, Township
Township 148
148 North,
North, Range
Range 91
91 West
of the
the 5th
5th P.
M.; thence
to West
Section 19,
19, Township
Township 148
148 North,
to
West quarter
quarter corner
corner of
of Section
North, Range
Range 90
90
West of
the 5th
5th P.
thence East
to center
center of
of Section;
Section; thence
West
of the
P. M.;
M.; thence
East to
thence South
South
to
South sixteenth
thence East
East to
to East
East line
line of
of Section
19; thence
thence
to South
sixteenth line;
line; thence
Section 19;
North
sixteenth line
of Section
Section 20;
North
North to
to North
North sixteenth
line of
20; thence
thence East
East to
to North
and South
quarter line;
line; thence
to South
sixteenth line;
line; thence
and
South quarter
thence South
South to
South sixteenth
thence
East
East sixteenth
line; thence
South to
South Section
Section line;
East to
to East
sixteenth line;
thence South
to South
line; thence
thence
East
to the
the East
East line
line of
of the
the West
West half
half of
of the
the Northwest
quarter of
East to
Northwest quarter
of the
the
Northwest quarter
(WV2NWY4NW 1
4') of
/
Section 28;
28; thence
thence South
Northwest
quarter (W½/2NW/4NW'/)
of Section
South
to North
East to
to the
the North
North and
and South
to
North sixteenth
sixteenth line;
line; thence
thence East
South quarter
quarter
line; thence
North to
to the
the South
sixteenth line
line of
of Section
21; thence
thence
line;
thence North
South sixteenth
Section 21;
East to
West line
line of
the Northwest
the
East
to West
of the
the East
East half
half of
of the
Northwest quarter
quarter of
of the
Southeast quarter
quarter (E/2NW/4SE/
(E.1/
2NWIASE 1
/
thence North
sixteenth
Southeast
),;thence
North to
to North
North sixteenth
44)
line; thence
thence East
the East
sixteenth line;
line; thence
to East
East and
and
line;
East to
to the
East sixteenth
thence South
South to
West
to the
the East
East quarter
corner; thence
West quarter
quarter line;
line; thence
thence East
East to
quarter corner;
thence South
South
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to
sixteenth line
of Section
Section 27;
East to
sixto the
the North
North sixteenth
line of
27; thence
thence East
to the
the West
West sixteenth
South to
line; thence
teenth line;
line; thence
thence South
to East
East and
and West
West quarter
quarter line;
thence East
East
to East quarter corner;
North sixteenth
sixteenth line;
thence
corner; thence
thence North to
to North
line; thence
sixteenth line;
section line;
thence
West to East
East sixteenth
line; thence
thence North
North to
to North
North section
line; thence
East to West sixteenth line of
East and
and
of Section
Section 26; thence
thence South to
to East
West
line; thence
East to
East line
line of
the West
West quarter
quarter line;
thence East
to East
of the
West half
half of
of the
the
East half of the Southwest
Southwest quarter
quarter (Wy
2E1
/
2SWI/4); thence
(W1/2E/2SW/4);
thence South
South
to Southeast
corner of
Section 26;
to South Section line; thence East
East to
Southeast corner
of Section
26;
corner of
25; thence
thence East
to
thence North to the West quarter
quarter corner
of Section
Section 25;
East to
West sixteenth
thence South
South to
South sixteenth
sixteenth line; thence
to South
sixteenth line;
line; thence
thence
Section line;
line; thence
thence
East to East sixteenth line; thence South to South Section
Southeast corner of
25, Township
Township 148
East to Southeast
of Section
Section 25,
148 North,
North, Range
Range
thence North to
of
90 West of the 5th P. M.; thence
to South
South sixteenth
sixteenth line
line of
Section 30, Township 148
the 5th
M.;
148 North,
North, Range
Range 89 West
West of
of the
5th P.
P. M.;
thence East to West sixteenth
South to
North sixteenth
sixteenth
sixteenth line;
line; thence
thence South
to North
line; thence
South
line of Section 31; thence West to
to West
West Section
Section line;
thence South
to
sixteenth line;
thence North
North
to Southwest
Southwest corner;
corner; thence
thence East
East to
to West
West sixteenth
line; thence
to East and West quarter line;
sixteenth line;
line; thence East
East to East
East sixteenth
line;
thence North to North sixteenth
line; thence
thence East
to the
the East
thence
sixteenth line;
East to
East line
line of
of
Section 31; thence
thence South to South sixteenth
sixteenth line of
thence
of Section
Section 32; thence
East to North and South quarter line; thence South to South quarter
quarter
corner; thence East to East sixteenth
sixteenth line; thence North to
to South
South
corner;
sixteenth
sixteenth line; thence East to East Section line; thence South to Southeast corner of Section 32, Township 148 North, Range 89 West of the
the
5th P. M.; thence West to the West line of the East half
half of Lot
Lot 1
1
of Section 5, Township 147 North, Range 89 West of the 5th P. M.;
M.;
thence South to East and West quarter line;
thence East
line; thence
East to West
West
sixteenth line of Section 4; thence North
North sixteenth
thence
North to
to North
sixteenth line;
line; thence
thence South
sixteenth line
East to East line of Section 4;
4; thence
South to South
South sixteenth
line
of Section 3; thence East to West sixteenth
sixteenth line;
to
line; thence
thence South
South to
South line of
East line
of the
West half
half
of Section
Section 3; thence East to
to the
the East
line of
the West
of the Northwest quarter of the Northeast
Northeast quarter
quarter of Section 10; thence
South to North sixteenth line; thence East
line;
East to the
the East
East sixteenth line;
thence South to the East and West quarter
quarter line; thence East
East
East to
to East
quarter
quarter corner of Section 10; thence South to South sixteenth line of
of
Section 11; thence East to North and South quarter line of Section
Section
12; thence North to North sixteenth
sixteenth line; thence West to West Section
Section
line; thence North to Northwest
Northwest corner of Section 12; thence East
East to
to
West sixteenth line of Section 1;
1; thence
thence North
North to
to South
South sixteenth
sixteenth
line; thence West to West section line; thence North
North to North line
of the South half of the Southwest quarter
quarter of the Northwest quarter
quarter
(S1/
SWy4NW1/4);
(S
1
/
4NW 1
/
4); thence East to West sixteenth
sixteenth line;
line; thence South
22SWY
to East and West quarter
quarter line; thence East to center of
Section;
of Section;
thence
thence South to South quarter corner; thence East
East to Southeast
Southeast
corner of Section 1, Township 147 North, Range
Range 89 West of
of the
the 5th
5th
P.
P. M.; thence South to the North line of the South
South half
half of Lot
Lot 11of
of
Section 7, Township 147 North, Range 88 West of the 5th P. M.; thence
thence
East to the West sixteenth line; thence North to the North line of
of
Section 7; thence
thence East to the South quarter corner of Section 6; thence
North to the North line of the South half of the Southwest quarter of
of
the Southeast
(S1/SWySE/4)
Southeast quarter (S
/ SWIASE 14) ;;thence East to the East six2
1
teenth
teenth line; thence
thence South to the South
South line of the
the North
North half
half of
of the
the
Northwest quarter
NW1/NE14)
Northwest
quarter of the Northeast
Northeast quarter
quarter (N/
(Ny
2
NWIANE14)
of
Sec2
tion 7; thence
thence West
West to North
North and
and South quarter line; thence South to
North line of the South half
the North
half of the North
North half
Southeast
half of the
the Southeast
quarter (Sy
N/1/22 SE
SEy
quarter
(Sy2
1
/
);thence East to the East Section line; thence
2N
44);
North to the East
East quarter corner of Section 7; thence East to the West
West
line of the East half of the Southwest
Northwest quarter
quarter
Southwest quarter of the Northwest
(E/2SW14NWy
(Ey2SWy4NWy44))of Section 8; thence North to the North sixteenth
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line; thence
thence East
to the
and South
South quarter
quarter line; thence North to
North and
the North
East to
line;
the
North quarter
East to
to the
Northeast corner;
corner; thence
the Northeast
thence East
corner; thence
quarter corner;
the North
South to
to the
line of
the North
North half
half of
Northeast quarter of
of the Northeast
of the
South line
the South
South
the
Northeast quarter
1
/
4NEY
4
thence West
West to East sixteenth
sixteenth
; thence
NE/4NEy
(N1/22NE
quarter (NY
the Northeast
4 ));
line; thence
thence South
South to
the South
North half
the Southwest
Southwest
half of the
of the
the North
line of
South line
to the
line;
quarter of
the Northeast
(NY2
1
/
4 ); thence
thence West to
SW/4NE1/);
quarter (N1/
Northeast quarter
of the
quarter
2 SWIANE
North and
and South
South quarter
quarter line;
line; thence
thence South
center of Section;
Section; thence
thence
South to center
North
West
the East
East line
line of
West half of the East half of the Souththe West
of the
to the
West to
west
(wy2
Ey2
4 ); thence
/
3
thence South to the South line of SecSW1/));
quarter (W/
west quarter
2 sw
2 E1/
tion
thence West
to West
of Section 17; thence South
line of
sixteenth line
West sixteenth
West to
8; thence
tion 8;
to
North line
line of
of the
the South
half of
of the
quarter of the
Northeast quarter
the Northeast
South half
the North
to the
Northwest
quarter (Sy
2NEIANW 1
/
4 ); thence
thence East
East to
to East sixteenth
(S1/2NE1/4NW1/4);
Northwest quarter
line;
North to
of Section
thence East to West
West
17; thence
Section 17;
line of
North line
to North
thence North
line; thence
line of
the East
of the
quarter
quarter of the Southeast quarter
Southeast quarter
the Southeast
half of
East half
of the
line
Section 8; thence North to South sixteenth
(E1/
SEIASEY4 )of
sixteenth line;
line;
of Section
(E1/
22SE1/4SE41)
line of the
North
thence
East
to
East
line
of
Section
8;
thence
South
to
South
thence
8;
Section
of
line
East
to
East
thence
South half
Southwest quarter
quarter (S/2S12SW14)
(SV2S1
/ SW 1/
2
4)
the Southwest
of the
half of
South half
of the
the South
half of
South
of
to North
and South
quarter line; thence South
South quarter
North and
East to
thence East
9; thence
Section 9;
of Section
sixteenth
to
quarter corner
of Section
thence West
West sixteenth
West to West
9; thence
Section 9;
corner of
South quarter
to South
line of
of Section
Section 16;
16; thence
South to
to North
of the South half of the
line of
North line
thence South
line
Northwest
quarter of
the Northwest
Northwest quarter
quarter (S1/
(SIANWIANW
1
/
4 );
thence
of the
2 NWY4NWY4);
Northwest quarter
West to
Section line;
line; thence
South to
to North line of the South
thence South
West Section
to West
West
SW/4half of
of the
quarter of
of the
Northwest quarter
quarter (SY
(SY22SW
1
/
4the Northwest
Southwest quarter
the Southwest
half
NW 1/
4 );
thence
to West
West sixteenth
sixteenth line;
thence South to East and
line; thence
East to
thence East
NW1/4);
West quarter
thence East
center of Section;
Section; thence South
to center
East to
line; thence
quarter line;
West
sixteenth line; thence
to South
West to West sixteenth
thence West
line; thence
sixteenth line;
South sixteenth
to
South to
to South
South Section
thence East
East to
to Southeast
Southeast corner of Secline; thence
Section line;
South
tion
16; thence
North to
sixteenth line of Section 15; thence
South sixteenth
to South
thence North
tion 16;
East to
to East
sixteenth line;
line; thence North to North Section line; thence
East sixteenth
East
South to North sixEast to
to Northeast
corner of
of Section
Section 15;
thence South
15; thence
Northeast corner
East
teenth
line of
14; thence
thence East
quarter line;
North and South quarter
East to North
Section 14;
of Section
teenth line
thence South
East quarter
corner
quarter corner
to East
East to
thence East
Section; thence
of Section;
center of
to center
South to
thence
of Section
14; thence
thence North
to North
North line
of the South
South half of the
line of
North to
Section 14;
of
13;
North half
half of
of the
quarter (S1/
(S1/
2
1NPANW 14) of Section
Section 13;
Northwest quarter
the Northwest
2 NI/NW/4)
North
thence East
North and
South quarter
quarter line;
thence South to North
line; thence
and South
to North
East to
thence
sixteenth
sixteenth line;
line; thence North to
to
East sixteenth
to East
East to
thence East
line; thence
sixteenth line;
North
half of
Northeast
of the Northeast
quarter of
Northeast quarter
the Northeast
of the
South half
the South
of the
line of
North line
quarter
(Sy2NEA/NE/4)
NE 1/
4NE 1
/
4 );
thence East
East to
East line
Section 13,
of Section
line of
to East
; thence
quarter (S1/
2
Township 147
88 West
West of
the 5th
5th P.
P. M.;
M.; thence
thence North
to
North to
of the
Range 88
North, Range
147 North,
Township
West
West
of Section
Township 147
147 North,
Range 87 West
North, Range
7, Township
Section 7,
corner of
quarter corner
West quarter
of the
5th P.
M.; thence
East to
Section; thence North to
of Section;
center of
to center
thence East
P. M.;
the 5th
of
North quarter
thence East
East sixteenth
sixteenth line; thence
to East
East to
corner thence
quarter corner;
North
quarter
South to
quarter line;
line; thence
East to
to East
East quarter
thence East
West quarter
and West
East and
to East
South
corner of
of Section
7; thence
North to
to North
line of the South half of the
North line
thence North
Section 7;
corner
8; thence
Southwest quarter
quarter of
the Northwest
Northwest quarter
of Section
thence East to
Section 8;
quarter of
of the
Southwest
West sixteenth
sixteenth line;
to North
North sixteenth
sixteenth line;
line; thence
thence East
East
North to
thence North
line; thence
West
Northwest
the
of
to
West
line
of
the
East
half
of
the
Northeast
quarter
Northwest
quarter
Northeast
the
of
half
East
the
of
to West line
quarter (E
1
/
2NEIANW 1
/
4));;
thence
North to
to North
Section line; thence
North Section
thence North
(E/2NE/4NWl/
quarter
quarter of the
East
East line
of the
West half
half of
of the
Northwest quarter
the Northwest
the West
line of
to East
East to
Northeast
quarter
(W
1
/
2
NWIANE
1
/
4
)
;
thence
South
to
North
sixteenth
sixteenth
North
to
South
thence
;
)
NEY
WV1/4
Northeast quarter (W/2
4
line;
thence West
West to
North and
quarter line;
thence South
South
line; thence
South quarter
and South
to North
line; thence
the
to center
center of
of Section;
Section; thence
to East
the West
West half of the
of the
line of
East line
West to
thence West
to
East half
Southwest quarter
2E1
/
2SW%); thence
to
thence South to
(W/2Ei/
quarter (WI/
the Southwest
of the
2SW1/4);
half of
East
South Section
Section line;
line; thence
East to
East sixteenth
North
line; thence North
sixteenth line;
to East
thence East
South
to North
line of
of the
the South
half of
Southeast quarter
of the
the Northquarter of
the Southeast
of the
South half
North line
to
line;
east
quarter
(SY
2
SEIANE
1
/
4
)
;
thence
East
to
East
Section
thence
Section
East
to
East
thence
);
NEN/
SE14
east quarter (SI 2
South to
Southeast corner
Section 8;
quarter
South quarter
to South
East to
thence East
8; thence
of Section
corner of
to Southeast
South
corner of
of Section
Section 9;
thence North
to North
North line
line of
of the
the South
South half
half
North to
9; thence
corner
; thence East
of
North half
half of
1
/
2
NY2SE 1
/
4
East
(Si/
quarter (S
Southeast quarter
the Southeast
4 ));
of the
2 NySE
the North
of the
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to the East line of Section 9; thence
thence South
line of
of
South to
to South
South sixteenth
sixteenth line
Section 10; thence East to the East line
the Northwest
line of the
Northwest quarter
quarter of
of the
the
Southeast quarter of the Southwest quarter (NW1/ISE1/
(NW 1
4 SEIAISWA/);
/
4 SW 14);
thence South to the North line of the Southeast
Southeast quarter
of the
the SouthSouthquarter of
east quarter of the Southwest quarter (SE
1
/
SE 1
4 SW 1
/
/
4)
);
thence East
East
(SE1/
; thence
44SE1/SW1/
to East sixteenth line; thence North
to South
South sixteenth
sixteenth line;
line;
North to
thence East to the East line of the
West half
of the
Southwest
the West
half of
the Southwest
quarter
quarter of the Southwest
Southwest quarter (W
2 SW 1
/
1
/
4SW 1
/
4)) of
of Section
(W½/2SSW1/4SW
Section 11;
11;
thence
thence South to the South line of the Northwest
Northwest quarter
quarter of
of the
the
Northwest quarter
Northwest
quarter of the Northwest quarter (NWl/
(NW 1/
NW 14NW14/
4))
44NW1/4NW/
of Section 14; thence West to the East line of
of
of the Southwest
Southwest quarter
quarter
of the Northeast
Northeast quarter
quarter of the Northeast
Northeast quarter
1
4NE 14-)
quarter (SWIANE
(SWl/ 4 NE/4NE/4)
of Section
Section 15;
15; thence
of
thence South to the East and West quarter
quarter line;
line;
thence East to East quarter corner of Section 15;
15; thence
thence South
South
to the
the North
to
North line of the South half of the North half
of the
the
half of
Southwest quarter
SW/4)
quarter (Sl/
(Sy22Nl/
Ny22SW
1
/
4 )of Section 14;
14; thence
to North
North
thence East
East to
and South quarter line; thence South to the North line
and
of the
line of
the South
South
half of
of the
the South half of the Southeast quarter (S
half
1
/
2SY2SE%) ;;
thence
(Sl/2Sy2SE/4)
thence
East
to the
East to
the East line of Section 14; thence North to the
sixteenth
the South
South sixteenth
line
of Section
Section 13; thence East to the West line of the East half
line of
of the
half of
the
Northwest quarter of the Southwest quarter
quarter (EyNW1/4SW1/4);
Northwest
(DANT/VI/4SW%);
thence North to East and West quarter line; thence East
thence
an interinterEast to
to an
section
boundary of the Fort Berthold Indian
section with the East boundary
ReservaIndian Reservation,
as surveyed,
surveyed, at a
a point 2,321 feet West of the East quarter
tion, as
corner
quarter corner
of Section 13,
13, Township
of
Township 147 North, Range
Range 87 West
the 5th
P. M.;
M.;
West of
of the
5th P.
thence South
25° West along said Reservation
thence
South 25°
Reservation Boundary Line,
Line, as
as sursurveyed, to
low water
water line of the right bank of the Missouri River;
veyed,
to the
the low
River;
thence upstream
thence
upstream along said low water line of the right bank
bank of
of the
the
Missouri
Missouri River to a
apoint 1,663 feet North and 1,305 feet West
West of
the
of the
East quarter
quarter corner
corner of
of Section
Section 1,
East
1, Township
Township 146 North, Range 88 West
West
P. M.
M., said point being on
of the 5th P.
on the
Eastb
oun d
ary o
he Ft.
Ft.
the East
boundary
offt
the
Berthold Indian
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, as surveyed;
surveyed; thence South 53°
Berthold
53° 09'
West
09' West
along said
said Reservation
Reservation Boundary, as surveyed, to the
along
of
the East
East line
line of
Section 16;
thence North
North to the South sixteenth line of Section
Section
16; thence
Section 10;
10;
thence
thence East
East to West sixteenth line; thence
thence North to East
West
East and
and West
quarter
West to West quarter corner of Section 10; thence
quarter line;
line; thence
thence West
North
North to
to North
North sixteenth line of Section 9; thence West to
North and
to North
and
South
line; thence
thence South to center of Section; thence West to
South quarter
quarter line;
to
West
quarter corner;
corner; thence North to Northeast corner of Section
West quarter
Section 8;
8;
thence West to East sixteenth
thence
sixteenth line of Section 8; thence
thence South
to South
South to
South
line of
Section; thence
line
of Section;
thence East to Southeast corner of Section 8; thence
thence
South to
sixteenth line of Section 16; thence East to
South
to North
North sixteenth
to West
sixWest sixteenth
teenth line; thence
thence South to East and West quarter line;
East to
to
line; thence
thence East
center of
of Section;
center
Section; thence South on North and South quarter
the
quarter line
line to
to the
Ft. Berthold
Berthold Indian
Boundary Line; thence South
Ft.
Indian Reservation
Reservation Boundary
53° 09'
09'
South 53°
West
along said Boundary line to the Southeast corner
West along
of Section
corner of
Section 17;
17;
thence West
West to the East sixteenth
thence
sixteenth line of Section 18; thence
thence North
North to
to
the
North
line of
of Section
Section 18; thence West to the West sixteenth
the North line
sixteenth line of
of
Section
thence North to South sixteenth line; thence East to
Section 7;
7; thence
North
to North
and
South quarter
and South
quarter line; thence
thence North to center of Section; thence
thence West
West
to West sixteenth
thence North
North to
to North sixteenth line; thence
to West
sixteenth line;
line; thence
West to
to the
the West
of Section
West
West line
line of
Section 7, Township 146 North, Range 88 West
West
of the
the 5th
5th P. M.; thence
thence West on North sixteenth
of
sixteenth line of
of Section
Section 12,
12,
Township 146
146 North, Range 89 West of the 5th P. M.
Township
North and
M. to the
the North
and
South
line thence
South quarter
quarter line;
thence South
South to South sixteenth
sixteenth line; thence
thence East
East
to West
Southwest quarter of the
to
West line
line of
of the
the East
East half of the Southwest
Southeast
the Southeast
quarter
);
; thence South to South Section
4)
Section line; thence
quarter (E/2SW/4SE
(EY2SWY4SEY4
West to East
East line
line of
West half
half of the Southeast quarter
West to
of the
the West
quarter of the
the
Southwest quarter
(WY2 SE44SWY4);
thence North to South sixteenth
Southwest
quarter (w%sEy
4swy4)
;
sixteenth
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line; thence
thence West
line;
line; thence
thence North
North to
to East
and
West to
to West
West sixteenth
sixteenth line;
East and
West
quarter line;
West to
to center
of Section
11; thence
West quarter
line; thence West
center of
Section 11;
thence South
South
to
South half
of the
half of
of the
to North line
line of
of the
the South
half of
the North
North half
the Southwest
Southwest
quarter
(SY2N1/
4 );
/
3
thence
West to
to West
quarter (Sl/2N'/
SW/4);
thence West
West Section
Section line;
line;
22SW
thence
North to
to West
West quarter
corner of
of Section
Section 11;
thence West
thence North
quarter corner
11; thence
West to
to
East
sixteenth line
East sixteenth
line of
of Section
Section 10;
10; thence
thence North
North to
to North
North sixteenth
sixteenth line;
line;
thence
East to
to East
Section line;
line; thence
thence North
to Northeast
corner
thence East
East Section
North to
Northeast corner
of
Section 10;
10; thence
East to
to South
quarter corner
corner of
of Section
2; thence
thence
of Section
thence East
South quarter
Section 2;
North
line; thence
thence
North to
to center
center of
of Section;
Section; thence
thence West
West to
to West
West sixteenth
sixteenth line;
North
sixteenth line;
to East
East section
section line;
line; thence
thence
North to
to North
North sixteenth
line; thence
thence East
East to
North
East to
to West
West sixteenth
sixteenth
North to
to Northeast
Northeast corner
corner of
of Section 2;
2; thence
thence East
line of
of Section
1; thence
thence South
North sixteenth
line; thence
East to
to
line
Section 1;
South to
to North
sixteenth line;
thence East
North and
and South
quarter line;
thence South
the South
South line
line of
North
South quarter
line; thence
South to
to the
of the
the
North half
half of
the South
South half
half of
of the
Northeast quarter
(Ny2Sy2NE 1/
4 );
North
of the
the Northeast
quarter (N1/2S1/NEIA);
thence East
to East
line of
Section 1,
1, Township
146 North,
thence
East to
East line
of Section
Township 146
North, Range
Range 89
89
West of
P. M.;
thence North
North to
to the
the South
sixteenth line
West
of the
the 5th
5th P.
M.; thence
South sixteenth
line of
of
Section 36,
Township 147
147 North,
Range 89
5th P.
Section
36, Township
North, Range
89 West
West of
of the
the 5th
P. M.;
M.;
thence
West to
to East
thence North
East and
West
thence West
East sixteenth
sixteenth line;
line; thence
North to
to East
and West
quarter corner
of Section
Section 36;
quarter line; thence
thence West to
to West
West quarter
corner of
36; thence
thence
North
North sixteenth
to West
West sixsixNorth to
to North
sixteenth line
line of
of Section
Section 35;
35; thence
thence West
West to
teenth line;
line; thence
thence North
to North
line; thence
West to
Southteenth
North to
North Section
Section line;
thence West
to Southeast corner
corner of
Section 28;
North to
to East
East quarter
quarter corner;
corner; thence
east
of Section
28; thence
thence North
thence
West to
to the
West line
line of
of the
the East
East half
of the
the Northwest
Northwest quarter
of the
the
West
the West
half of
quarter of
Southeast
(EV2
NWIASEV4); thence
thence South
South to
Southeast quarter
quarter (E1/
to South
South sixsix2 NW/4SEY4);
teenth
line; thence
West to
to East
East line
of the
the West
half of
teenth line;
thence West
line of
West half
of the
the NorthNortheast quarter
the Southwest
Southwest quarter
(WY22NE/4SW/
NEV4SW1/
4 );
east
quarter of
of the
quarter (W/
thence
4 ); thence
North
East and
quarter line;
thence West
North to
to East
and West
West quarter
line; thence
West to
to West
West quarter
quarter
corner
Section 28;
North to
North sixteenth
sixteenth line
line of
of Seccorner of
of Section
28; thence
thence North
to North
Section
thence West
West to
line; thence
South to
tion 29;
29; thence
to East
East sixteenth
sixteenth line;
thence South
to East
East
and
West quarter
line; thence
West to
center of
of Section;
thence
thence West
to center
Section; thence
and West
quarter line;
North
North sixteenth
sixteenth line;
thence West
West to
to West
sixteenth line;
North to
to North
line- thence
West sixteenth
line;
thence
North to
to North
North line
line of
East to
to South
South quarthence North
of Section
Section 29;
29; thence
thence East
quarter
Section 20;
20; thence
thence North
North to
to center
center of
Section; thence
thence West
ter corner
corner of
of Section
of Section;
West
to West
line; thence
thence South
sixteenth line;
line; thence
thence
sixteenth line;
South to
to South
South sixteenth
to
West sixteenth
West
the East
the Northwest
quarter of
West line
line of
of the
East half
half of
of the
Northwest quarter
of
West to
to the
the West
the
1
4) of
of Section
19; thence
North
the Southeast
Southeast quarter
quarter (EV
(E1/22NWY
NWl/ 44 SE
SE1/4)
Section 19;
thence North
to
East and
quarter line;
line; thence
thence West
West to
thence
to East
and West
West quarter
to center
center of
of Section;
Section; thence
South to
sixteenth line;
line; thence
to the
East line
South
to South
South sixteenth
thence West
West to
the East
line of
of the
the
West half
Southwest quarter
quarter
West
half of
of the
the Southeast
Southeast quarter
quarter of
of the
the Southwest
(W 1/
2SEIASW 1
4); thence
thence South
South to
South Section
Section line;
line; thence
thence West
West
to South
(Wi/2SE1/4SW/4);
to the
Southwest corner
corner of
Section 19,
147 North,
North, Range
Range 89
89
of Section
19, Township
Township 147
to
the Southwest
West
the 5th
North quarter
quarter corner
corner of
of Section
Section
of the
5th P.
P. M.;
M.; thence
thence West
West to
to North
West of
25, Township
Township 147
90 West
West of
the 5th
P. M.;
M.; thence
thence South
South
147 North,
North, Range
Range 90
of the
5th P.
25,
to
line; thence
thence East
East to
to East
Section line;
thence South
South
line; thence
Sixteenth line;
East Section
to North
North Sixteenth
to
East quarter
quarter corner;
East line
line of
the East
of the
the West
West half
half
corner; thence
thence West
West to
to the
to East
of
half of
of the
the Southwest
quarter (Wy
(Wy22EY
2SWIA); thence
thence
E/2SW1/);
Southwest quarter
of the
the East
East half
South
to South
Section line;
line; thence
thence West
West to
South quarter
quarter corner
of
corner of
to South
South to
South Section
Section 26;
26; thence
North to
South sixteenth
thence West
West to
the
to the
sixteenth line;
line; thence
thence North
to South
Section
West Section
Section line;
thence South
South to
to Southwest
Southwest corner
of Section
26;
corner of
Section 26;
West
line; thence
thence West
West to
of Section
Section 27;
thence North
North to
to
27; thence
to South
South quarter
quarter corner
corner of
thence
center
thence East
quarter corner
corner of
of Section
27;
Section 27;
East to
to East
East quarter
center of
of Section;
Section; thence
thence
North sixteenth
sixteenth line
Section 26;
26; thence
thence East
East to
to
line of
of Section
thence North
North to
to North
North
and South
South quarter
quarter line;
line; thence
thence North
North to
Section 23;
23;
to center
center of
of Section
North and
thence West
West to
to West
line; thence
North to
to North
sixteenth
North sixteenth
thence North
West sixteenth
sixteenth line;
thence
line;
thence East
thence North
to North
line of
of
North line
line; thence
North to
East to
to East
East sixteenth
sixteenth line;
line; thence
Section
23; thence
thence East
East to
Southeast corner
of Section
14; thence
thence
corner of
Section 14;
to Southeast
Section 23;
North to
to East
East quarter
sixteenth line;
line;
West to
to East
East sixteenth
corner; thence
thence West
quarter corner;
North
thence North
North to
North sixteenth
sixteenth line;
thence West
and South
South
to North
North and
line; thence
West to
to North
thence
quarter line;
line; thence
South to
center of
West to
to West
West
of Section;
Section; thence
thence West
to center
thence South
quarter
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quarter
of Section
Section 14;
thence North
to North
North sixteenth
quarter corner
corner of
14; thence
North to
sixteenth
line
15; thence
West to
East sixteenth
line; thence
line of
of Section
Section 15;
thence West
to East
sixteenth line;
thence
South to
to East
and West
West quarter
line; thence
West to
to center
center of
of SecSouth
East and
quarter line;
thence West
Section;
North to
to North
line; thence
thence West
West to
to West
tion; thence
thence North
North sixteenth
sixteenth line;
West line
line
of
South to
of Section
of Section
Section 15;
15; thence
thence South
to South
South sixteenth
sixteenth line
line of
Section 16;
16;
thence West
sixteenth line;
thence South
South to
line;
thence
West to
to East
East sixteenth
line; thence
to South
South Section
Section line;
thence West
to South
South quarter
quarter corner;
corner; thence
North to
to North
thence
West to
thence North
North quarter
quarter
corner; thence
to West
sixteenth line;
South to
to East
East and
and
corner;
thence West
West to
West sixteenth
line; thence
thence South
West
line; thence
thence West
to West
Section 16;
West quarter
quarter line;
West to
West quarter
quarter corner
corner of
of Section
16;
thence
South to
North sixteenth
sixteenth line
line of
20; thence
thence West
West to
East
thence South
to North
of Section
Section 20;
to East
sixteenth
thence North
North to
line; thence
West to
to
sixteenth line;
line; thence
to North
North Section
Section line;
thence West
North
quarter corner;
thence South
South to
sixteenth line;
thence
North quarter
corner; thence
to North
North sixteenth
line; thence
West to
West
to West
West sixteenth
sixteenth line;
line; thence
to East
and West
quarter line
line
thence North
North to
East and
West quarter
of Section
Section 17;
17; thence
West to
corner of
of said
said Section
Section 17;
thence West
to West
West quarter
quarter corner
17;
thence North
North to
of the
half of
of the
the North
North half
half of
to North
North line
line of
the South
South half
of the
the
Northeast quarter
quarter (SY2NY2NE
1
/
4)of
thence West
North
Northeast
(SY2NY2NE14)
of Section
Section 18;
18; thence
West to
to North
and South
line; thence
thence North
North to
to North
North quarter
corner; thence
and
South quarter
quarter line;
quarter corner;
thence
East
corner of
North to
sixteenth
East to
to Northeast
Northeast corner
of Section
Section 18;
18; thence
thence North
to South
South sixteenth
line of Section 7;
7; thence
thence West
North and
quarter line;
thence
West to
to North
and South
South quarter
line; thence
North
North to
to center
center of
thence West
line of
of the
the East
acres
of Section;
Section; thence
West to
to West
West line
East 20
20 acres
of Lot
Lot 5;
5; thence
thence South
to South
South section
line; thence
to Southwest
of
South to
section line;
thence West
West to
Southwest
corner of
of Section
Section 7,
Township 147
North, Range
Range 90
West of
of the
the 5th
5th P.
P.
7, Township
147 North,
90 West
M.; thence
thence West
M.;
West along
along South
line of
Section 12,
South line
of Section
12, Township
Township 147
147 North,
North,
Range
91 West
of the
the 5th
P. M.
the West
West line
line of
East half
half of
of the
Range 91
West of
5th P.
M. to
to the
of the
the East
the
Southeast
quarter of
Southeast quarter
Southwest quarter
E%SE 3
/SWYA );thence
4
of the
the Southwest
quarter (
(ESEY4SWY4);
thence
North to
to South sixteenth line;
thence East
East to
to North
and South
line; thence
North and
South
of Section;
quarter line; thence
thence North
North to center of
Section; thence
thence West
to the
West to
the
East line
line of
of the
the West
West half
the Northwest
Northwest quarter
quarter of
of the
the Southwest
Southwest
half of
of the
quarter (W
(W½/2NW/4SW/
quarter
1
/
2NWIASW1
/
); thence
thence South
South to
to South
South sixteenth
sixteenth line;
line;
44);
to the West line of
of the
the East
thence West to
East half
half of
the Northwest
Northwest quarter
of the
quarter
of the
the Southeast
Southeast quarter
quarter (EIANWIASE
1
/
4 )of
thence North
North
(E1/2NW1/4 SE1/4)
of Section
Section 11;
11; thence
to East and West
West quarter
thence East
to East
East sixteenth
sixteenth line;
quarter line;
line; thence
East to
line;
thence East
East to
to East
East Section
thence North to North sixteenth line; thence
Section line;
line;
thence
North to
Northeast corner
of Section
to the
West
thence North
to Northeast
corner of
Section 11
11;;thence
thence West
West to
the West
line of
line
the East
East half
the Southeast
quarter of
the Southeast
of the
half of
of the
Southeast quarter
of the
Southeast quarter
quarter
(E
1
/
2SEIASE
1
/
4 )of
of Section
Section 2;
thence North
North to
South sixteenth
sixteenth line;
line;
(E1/2SE1/
2; thence
to South
4SE1/4)
thence West to
thence
East sixteenth
sixteenth line;
line; thence
thence North
East and
West quarto East
North to
to East
and West
quarter line;
line; thence
West to
to East
East sixteenth
line of
of Section
thence North
to
ter
thence West
sixteenth line
Section 3;
3; thence
North to
North sixteenth
sixteenth line; thence West
West to
to North
North and
and South
South quarter
line;
quarter line;
thence
North quarter
thence North to North
quarter corner;
thence West
Northwest corcorner; thence
West to
to Northwest
corner; thence South to West
quarter corner;
thence East
to West
West quarter
corner; thence
East to
West sixteenth
sixteenth
line;
thence South
South to
South sixteenth
sixteenth line
said Section;
thence West
line; thence
to South
line of
of said
Section; thence
West
to North and South quarter
quarter line
thence North
North to
to North
North sixline of
of Section
Section 4;
4; thence
sixteenth line; thence
thence West
West to
to West
West Section
South to
to West
Section line;
line; thence
thence South
West
quarter
corner of
quarter corner
of Section
4; thence
thence West
to center
center of
of Section
Section 5;
5; thence
Section 4;
West to
thence
to South
South sixteenth line;
South to
line; thence
thence West
to West
West sixteenth
West to
sixteenth line;
line;
thence
thence North to North sixteenth
sixteenth line; thence
West to
West line
line of
of SecSecthence West
to West
corner of
of Section
tion 5; thence
thence South to East quarter corner
Section 6;
6; thence
thence West
to
West to
line; thence
thence North
East sixteenth
sixteenth line;
North to
to North
line of
of said
said Section
6, TownNorth line
Section 6,
Town91 West
West of the
the 5th P.
ship 147 North, Range 91
North on
P. M.;
M.; thence
thence North
on East
East
sixteenth line of
of Section
sixteenth
Section 31,
31, Township
North, Range
Range 91
91 West
West of
Township 148
148 North,
of the
the
5th P.
P. M. to East and West quarter line; thence West to West quarter
quarter
corner; thence South to
to South sixteenth
sixteenth line;
line; thence
East to
to West
West
thence East
sixteenth line; thence
South to
thence South
South line
Township 148
148
to South
line of
of Section
Section 31,
31, Township
North, Range 91 West
P. M.; thence East
East to
to North
West of the 5th P.
North quarter
quarter
corner
6, Township
corner of Section 6,
Township 147
147 North,
North, Range
91 West
West of
of the
5th
Range 91
the 5th
P.
North sixteenth
sixteenth line;
P. M.; thence South
South to North
line; thence
West secsecthence West
West to
to West
tion line; thence
thence South to West quarter
quarter corner; thence East to the
West line of the East 20 acres of Lot
Lot 6; thence
thence South
South to
South line
line of
to South
of
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Section 6;
6; thence
thence East
East to
West sixteenth
sixteenth line
line of
of Section 7; thence
to West
Section
South to
East and
Section;
to center of Section;
East to
thence East
line; thence
quarter line;
West quarter
and West
to East
South
thence
South to
quarter corner;
corner; thence
thence West to Southwest
South quarter
to South
thence South
corner
of Section
Section 7,
7, Township
Township 147
147 North,
North, Range
Range 91 West of the 5th
corner of
P. M.;
thence West
on North
North line
Section 13,
13, Township 147 North,
of Section
line of
West on
M.; thence
P.
Range
92 West
of the
the East sixteenth line; thence South
to the
M. to
P. M.
5th P.
the 5th
West of
Range 92
to East
West quarter
quarter line;
line; thence
thence West
West to West quarter
quarter corner;
corner;
and West
East and
to
thence
North West
Section 13; thence East to West
West
of Section
corner of
West corner
to North
North to
thence North
line;
sixteenth
of Section
Section 12;
North to North Section line;
thence North
12; thence
line of
sixteenth line
to
thence
West
to
Southeast
corner
of
Section
3;
thence
North
East
North
thence
3;
Section
of
corner
Southeast
to
West
thence
to the West line of the East half of the
quarter
corner; thence
West to
thence West
quarter corner;
Southwest quarter
quarter of
the Northeast
Northeast quarter
(Ey22SW1/4NE1/);
SW1/
4NEy4 );
thence
quarter (E1/
of the
Southwest
North to
to North
sixteenth line;
thence West to
West
to the
the East line of the West
line; thence
North sixteenth
North
(WJ/1/
half of
the Southeast
quarter of
Northwest quarter
quarter (W
SEI4
the Northwest
of the
Southeast quarter
4
22SE1/
of the
half
to
NW
1
/
4 );thence
South to
to East
and West
line; thence
thence West
West to
quarter line;
West quarter
East and
thence South
NW1/4);
West
West sixteenth
sixteenth line;
line; thence
South sixteenth line; thence West
to South
South to
thence South
West
North to North sixteenth
to East
sixteenth line
line of
of Section
Section 4;
thence North
sixteenth
4; thence
East sixteenth
to
West half of the Southeast quarter
line;
thence West
to East
of the
the West
line of
East line
West to
line; thence
South to South
of the
the Northwest
Northwest quarter
quarter (Wy
2SE 1
4NW1
4 );
/
); thence
thence South
(WY1SE1/4NWY
of
sixteenth line;
line; thence
thence West
to West
to
line; thence South to
sixteenth line;
West sixteenth
West to
sixteenth
4;
South
thence East
corner of Section 4;
quarter corner
South quarter
to South
East to
line; thence
Section line;
South Section
thence
to North
Section 9; thence West to West
of Section
line of
sixteenth line
North sixteenth
South to
thence South
sixteenth line;
line; thence
thence South
South to
North line
line of the South half of the
to North
sixteenth
NEySWV
Northeast quarter
of the
Southwest quarter
(Sy22NEy
4SWy
);thence
quarter (SV
the Southwest
44);
quarter of
Northeast
East to
to North
quarter line;
thence South to South quarter
quarter
line; thence
South quarter
and South
North and
East
corner
Section 9;
West to
to West
sixteenth line of Section 16;
16;
West sixteenth
thence West
9; thence
of Section
corner of
thence
South to
East and
West quarter
line; thence West to the West
quarter line;
and West
to East
thence South
quarter
line
the East
East half
half of
the Southeast
Southeast quarter of the Northeast
Northeast quarter
of the
of the
line of
of
said Section
Section 17; thence
of said
line of
North line
to North
North to
thence North
17; thence
Section 17;
of Section
West
to East
East sixteenth
of Section
North to South sixthence North
8; thence
Section 8;
line of
sixteenth line
West to
teenth
thence West
to West
line of
Northwest
of the East half of the Northwest
West line
West to
line; thence
teenth line;
quarter
the Southeast
(Ey2NW 1/
SEY
);thence
thence North to
quarter (E/2NWy
Southeast quarter
of the
4 4);
44SE/
quarter of
East and
and West
quarter line;
line; thence
center of
Section; thence
of Section,.
to center
West to
thence West
West quarter
East
South
to
South
sixteenth
line
of
Section
17;
thence
East
to East sixEast
thence
17;
Section
of
line
sixteenth
South
to
South
teenth line;
line; thence
to North
North line
of the
the South
South half
of the
the Southhalf of
line of
South to
thence South
teenth
east quarter
Southeast quarter
quarter (Sy
1
4) ;thence East to
to
SE4SE1/4);
(S1/
the Southeast
of the
22SDASE
quarter of
east
East
line; thence
thence South
corner; thence
thence West
West to
Southeast corner;
to Southeast
South to
Section line;
East Section
South quarter
Section 17;
thence South
to North
sixteenth
North sixteenth
South to
17; thence
of Section
corner of
quarter corner
South
to
line
of
Section
20;
thence
East
to
East
sixteenth
line;
thence
South to
thence
line;
sixteenth
East
to
East
line of Section 20; thence
East and
quarter line;
line; thence
to center
Section; thence
of Section;
center of
West to
thence West
West quarter
and West
East
South to
South quarter
quarter corner
corner of
of Section
Section 20;
20; thence
of
thence East to East line of
to South
South
the West
half of
the Northwest
Northwest quarter
of the
Northeast quarter
quarter (WI/
(W 1
22 /
the Northeast
quarter of
of the
West half
the
NW
1
4NE
1
4
)
of
Section
29
;
thence
South
to
South
line
of
the
NorthNorththe
of
line
South
to
South
thence
29;
Section
of
)
NW/4NEA/
(NW/41/
west
quarter of
of the
of the
the Northeast
quarter (NW
4
Northeast quarter
quarter of
Southwest quarter
the Southwest
west quarter
thence
line;
quarter
SW
-1
4ND%);
thence
West
to
North
and
South
thence
South
and
North
to
West
thence
);
SW/4NEI/4
South
to South
South sixteenth
thence East
East to
East line
line of
the West
West half
half
of the
to East
line; thence
sixteenth line;
South to
of
the
Southwest
quarter
of
the
Southeast
quarter
(W
1
/
2SWY/
SW
1
4SE
1
%);
);
SE1/
(W/
quarter
Southeast
the
of
4
quarter
2
Southwest
the
of
Southeast
thence
South to
Section line;
thence East
East to
to the Southeast
line; thence
South Section
to South
thence South
corner
of Section
Section 29;
29; thence
South to
to West
West quarter
corner of Section
Section
quarter corner
thence South
corner of
33; thence
thence East
East to
to West
West sixteenth
line; thence
to South
South sixSouth to
thence South
sixteenth line;
33;
teenth
East to
to North
North and
South quarter
quarter line; thence
and South
thence East
line; thence
teenth line;
of the West
North to
to center
center of
of Section;
Section; thence
thence East
to the
East line
West
line of
the East
East to
North
half
of the
the West
West half
half of
Southeast quarter
(Wy2W 1/
2SE 1
4);
quarter (Wi/W1/
the Southeast
of the
2SEY4);
half of
Range
thence
South
to
South
line
of
Section
33,
Township
147
North,
North,
147
Township
33,
Section
of
line
South
to
thence South
92 West
West of
5th P.
East to
corner of Section
Northwest corner
to Northwest
thence East
M.; thence
P. M.;
the 5th
of the
92
3,
Township
146
North,
Range
92
West
of
the
5th
P. M.; thence
thence
P.
5th
the
of
West
92
Range
North,
146
3, Township
South to
line of
of the
half of
of the
the South
half of
of the
North
the North
South half
South half
the South
North line
to North
South
South
half
(S
1
/
2S1
2 N1
/
/
2),
),
thence
East
to
East
Section
line;
thence
South
thence
line;
Section
East
to
East
thence
half (SY2ShN1)
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to East quarter corner of said
3; thence
East to
West sixsixsaid Section
Section 3;
thence East
to.West
teenth line of Section
Section 2; thence
thence South
South to
sixteenth line;
line; thence
thence
to South
South sixteenth
East to West line of the East half of the
the Southeast
Southeast quarter
quarter of
of the
the
(El/2SE/4SWl/)
Southwest quarter (EV
2SE 1
/
4SW%) ;
;thence
the North
line of
thence South
South to
to the
North line
of
the Southwest quarter
quarter of the Northeast
Northeast quarter
quarter of
the Northwest
Northwest
of the
quarter
quarter (SW/4NE/1/
(SWIANE 14-NW
1
/
4 )of Section 11; thence West
West SecSec/4)
West to
to West
4
tion line; thence
thence North to South line of the North
of the
North half of
the South
South
half of the South half (NY
2SV
/
2
thence West
West to
to West
West
(N/S1S/
Sl/
Section 3;
3; thence
22S1
2 ))of Section
line of said Section 3; thence
thence North
sixteenth line
line of
of Section
North to South
South sixteenth
Section
4; thence
thence West to North and South quarter line; thence
thence North to
to cencenter of Section; thence
thence West to West sixteenth line; thence
South
thence South
to South sixteenth
sixteenth line; thence West to West
West Section
line; thence
thence South
Section line;
South
to Southwest corner of Section 4; thence West to
line of
of the
East
to West
West line
the East
half of the Southwest
Southwest quarter
quarter of the Southeast quarter (EY
2SW%(E½1/SWi4SE/4)
SE 1/
4 )of Section 5; thence
thence North to South sixteenth
line; thence
East
sixteenth line;
thence East
to West line of the East half of the Northeast
Northeast quarter
the Southeast
Southeast
quarter of
of the
quarter (E1/
quarter
(E 1/
NE 1/
SE 1/
4 );
;thence North to East and West quarter line;
line;
22NE1/
44SE1/4)
thence East to East quarter corner; thence North to North
North sixteenth
sixteenth
line; thence
thence West to East sixteenth
sixteenth line; thence
North to
to North
North Section
thence North
Section
line; thence West to Northwest
Northwest corner of Section
Section 5, Township
Township 146
146
North, Range 92 West of the 5th P. M.;
K; thence North to the South line
of the North
North half of the South half of the Southeast
Southeast quarter (N1/2S/2(N 1
/ Sy22
SE1/)
of Section 31, Township 147 North, Range
SE%)
West of
5th
Range 92
92 West
of the
the 5th
P. M.; thence West to North and South quarter
quarter line; thence South to
to
South quarter corner; thence West to Southwest corner
corner of Section;
Section;
thence North on the West line of said Section
Section 31, Township 147 North,
Range 92 West of the 5th P. M. to an intersection
intersection with the low
water
low water
line of the Little Missouri
Missouri River at the left or North
North bank
bank of
of said
said
stream;
Northwesterly direction
stream; thence
thence upstream
upstream in a
a Northwesterly
direction with said low
water line of the left bank, aadistance of approximately
miles to
an
approximately 23 miles
to an
intersection
intersection with the North and South quarter
quarter line
of Section
34,
line of
Section 34,
Township 148 North, Range 95 West of the 5th P. K;
M.; thence North
along said quarter
quarter line to the North quarter corner
corner of said section;
section;
thence East to Northeast corner of Section
Section 34; thence South to North
North
sixteenth
sixteenth line of Section 35; thence East to North and South quarter
quarter
line; thence South to center of Section; thence East to
to East quarter
quarter
corner; thence South to Southeast corner of Section 35, Township 148
148
North, Range 95 West of the 5th P. M.; thence
North quarter
thence East to
to North
quarter
corner
corner of Section 1, Township 147 North, Range 95 West of the 5th
5th
P. M.; thence
P.
thence South to center of Section;
Section; thence East to East
quarter
East quarter
corner of and Section 1, Township 147 North,
North, Range 95 West of
of the
the
5th P.
P. M.;
Township
5th
K; thence
thence East to West sixteenth line of Section 5, Township
147 North, Range
Range 94 West of the 5th P. M.; thence
South sixsixthence South
South to
to South
teenth line; thence
thence East to East sixteenth line; thence
thence South
South to
to South
South
thence East to Southeast corner of Section 5; thence South
Section line; thence
to North sixteenth
sixteenth line of Section 17; thence
to East
sixteenth
thence West
West to
East sixteenth
line; thence South to South
South Section line; thence East to
to Southeast corcorner of said Section 17; thence South to West quarter
quarter corner of Section
Section
21; thence East to center
center of Section; thence North to North sixteenth
sixteenth
line; thence
thence East to East sixteenth line; thence North to North Section
Section
line of Section
line
Section 21; thence East to South quarter
quarter corner of Section 14;
14;
thence North to South line of the North half of the Northeast quarter
quarter
thence
(N1/2NE4SW/4)
; thence West to
of the Southwest quarter
quarter (NIANEy
4SW14) ;
to West sixsixteenth line; thence North to North line of the South half
Southhalf of
of the Southeast quarter
quarter of the Northwest
(S/2SE/4NW14)
Northwest quarter
quarter (S
1
/
2SEIANW14) ;;
thence East
thence
to North and South quarter line; thence
thence South to center of Section;
Section;
thence
thence East to East sixteenth line of Section 13; thence
thence South to
to South
sixteenth
sixteenth line; thence
thence East to East section line; thence South to
to SouthSoutheast corner
corner of said Section 13, Township 147 North, Range 94
94 West
West of
of
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corner of Section 18, Townthe 5th
P. M.;
M.; thence
East to
quarter corner
to South quarter
thence East
5th P.
the
ship 147
Range 93
93 West
P. M.; thence North to South
the 5th P.
West of the
North, Range
147 North,
ship
the West half of the Southsixteenth
thence East
East to
line of the
East line
to East
line; thence
sixteenth line;
west quarter
of the
the Southeast
Southeast quarter
2SWIASE 1
/
4 );
thence South
(W/2SW/4SEl/4);
quarter (WY
quarter of
west
to
South Section
Section line;
thence East
to Southeast
Southeast corner of said Section
East to
line; thence
to South
Section 20; thence East
18; thence
thence South
South to
sixteenth line
of Section
line of
South sixteenth
to South
18;
to
East Section
Section line;
South to
North line of the South half
to the North
thence South
line; thence
to East
N2NW'/4)
of
of the
the Northwest
quarter (SY/
(S 1/
2NW 3
4 )of Section
/
Northwest quarter
half of
North half
the North
of the
22NY
28;
East to
North and South quarter
quarter line; thence South to
to North
thence East
28; thence
of
North
line; thence
thence East
to the
the East
East line of the West half of
East to
sixteenth line;
North sixteenth
the
of the
Northeast quarter
quarter (W1/
(Wy22SE14NE14);
SEY4NEy4 );
the Northeast
quarter of
Southeast quarter
the Southeast
thence
South to
East and West quarter
quarter line; thence East to West sixto East
thence South
line- thence
teenth
Section line;
to North Section
North to
thence North
27; thence
Section 27;
of Section
line of
teenth line
East to
to North
Section;
center of Section;
to center
South to
thence South
corner; thence
quarter corner;
North quarter
East
thence
East to
sixteenth line;
sixteenth
South to South sixteenth
thence South
line; thence
East sixteenth
to East
thence East
line; thence
quarter line of Section 26; thence
South quarter
and South
to North
North and
East to
thence East
line;
North
Section; thence
to East sixteenth line; thence
East to
thence East
of Section;
center of
to center
North to
Section
North to
to North
North sixteenth
line; thence
thence East to East line of said Section
sixteenth line;
North
26;
South to
Section 25; thence East
East
line of Section
sixteenth line
South sixteenth
to South
thence South
26; thence
West
to East
line of
Section 25,
25, Township
Township 147 North, Range 93 West
said Section
of said
East line
to
of the
P. M.;
thence East
sixteenth line of Section
Section
East along the South sixteenth
M.; thence
5th P.
the 5th
of
P. M. to the North
30,
147 North,
Range 92
of the 5th P.
West of
92 West
North, Range
Township 147
30, Township
and South
South quarter
quarter line;
line; thence
North to
of Section
Section 19; thence
center of
to center
thence North
and
East
East sixteenth
line;
sixteenth line; thence North to North Section line;
to East
East to
thence West
to Northwest
Township
Northwest corner of said Section 19, Township
West to
thence
147
92 West
West of
P. M.; thence West to South
5th P.
the 5th
of the
Range 92
North, Range
147 North,
quarter corner
corner of
of Section
Section 13,
13, Township 147 North, Range
quarter
93
the 5th
5th P.
P. M.;
M.; thence
thence North
center of SecNorth to center
of the
West of
93 West
tion; thence
thence East
to East
quarter corner
corner of
of said Section 13, Township
East quarter
East to
tion;
147
North, Range
Range 93
West of
of the
the 5th P.
P. M.; thence North to North six93 West
147 North,
teenth line
line of
Range 92 West of 5th
North, Range
147 North,
Township 147
7, Township
Section 7,
of Section
teenth
North to South sixthence
P.
M.;
thence
East
to
West
sixteenth
line;
line;
sixteenth
West
to
P. M.; thence East
teenth
line of
Section 6;
6; thence
thence East
to East
sixteenth line; thence
East sixteenth
East to
of Section
teenth line
North
West quarter
Quarter line; thence West to West
West line of said
said
and West
East and
to East
North to
P. M.; thence
Section 6,
Range 92
92 West
West of the
the 5th P.
North, Range
147 North,
Township 147
6, Township
Section
South to
to South
sixteenth line
line of
Section 1,
Township 147 North, Range
1, Township
of Section
South sixteenth
South
93
West of
of the
P. M.;
thence West
West to
to North
quarter line;
line;
North and South quarter
M.; thence
5th P.
the 5th
93 West
West sixteenth
thence
to South
thence West
sixteenth
to West
West to
corner; thence
quarter corner;
South quarter
South to
thence South
line; thence
to South
sixteenth line;
line; thence West to West line of
of
South sixteenth
North to
thence North
line;
said Section
Section 1;
North to
line of
of the North half of the
South line
to South
thence North
1; thence
said
Northeast quarter
Southeast quarter
1
4) of SecNE1/SE/4)
(Ny1/
quarter (N
the Southeast
of the
quarter of
22NEIASE
Northeast
tion 2;
2; thence
East sixteenth
line; thence North to North line
sixteenth line;
to East
West to
thence West
tion
of
the South
half of
of the
Southeast quarter
Northeast quarter
quarter
quarter of the Northeast
the Southeast
South half
of the
(S 1/
2SEIANE
1
/
4 ); thence
East to
to East
East Section
thence North
North to
Line; thence
Section Line;
thence East
NE/4);
(S1/2SE1/
Northeast
corner of
of said
Range 93
North, Range
147 North,
Township 147
2, Township
Section 2,
said Section
Northeast corner
West
the 5th
5th P.
West to
quarter corner of SecSouth quarter
to South
thence West
M.; thence
P. M.;
of the
West of
P. M.; thence
tion 35,
Township 148
North, Range
Range 93
93 West
the 5th P.
of the
West of
148 North,
35, Township
tion
North
to South
South sixteenth
sixteenth line;
line; thence
West to
to West
West Section line;
line;
thence West
North to
thence
North to
to West
quarter corner
thence West
35; thence
Section 35;
said Section
of said
corner of
West quarter
thence North
to
thence North
North to
to North quarter corner; thence
34; thence
Section 34;
of Section
center of
to center
East to
North quarter
quarter corner
Section 35;
thence South to center of
35; thence
of Section
corner of
to North
East
thence South
Section;
thence
East
to
West
sixteenth
line
of
Section 36;
36; thence
Section
of
line
sixteenth
West
to
East
thence
Section;
to South
South Section
Section line;
line; thence
thence East
East to
to Southeast
corner of
Section
said Section
of said
Southeast corner
to
36, Township
148 North,
North, Range
P. M.; thence North
North
the 5th P.
West of the
93 West
Range 93
Township 148
36,
half of the Southwest
to
line of
of the
the South
Southwest
South half
the South
of the
half of
South half
North line
the North
to the
quarter
(sy22
sy2swy,) of
Section 31,
31, Township
148 North, Range 92
Township 148
of Section
SYSWI4)
quarter (S1/
line;
West of
quarter line;
P. M.; thence East to North and South quarter
5th P.
the 5th
of the
West
thence South
South to
to South
South quarter
East to
South quarter
quarter
to South
thence East
corner; thence
quarter corner;
thence
corner
of Section
Section 32;
32; thence
North to
sixteenth line; thence
South sixteenth
to South
thence North
corner of
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sixteenth line
Section 31;
thence North
North to
East and
West to East sixteenth
line of
of Section
31; thence
to .East
and
West quarter line; thence East
corner of
East to East quarter
quarter corner
of said
said Section
Section
31; thence North to North line of
the South
South half
half of
South
of the
of the
the South
half of the North half
(5 1/
251
/
2
1
/
2)of
of Section
Section 32;
half (S1/2SN/
N/2)
32; thence
thence East
East to
to East
East
2N
Section line; thence
thence North to
of the
the North
North half
half of
of the
the North
to South
South line
line of
North
(N1/1/
N1/22N1/
half of the North half (N
N1/
); thence West to
to East sixteenth
sixteenth
22Ny
22);
line of Section 31; thence North to
to North
North Section
Section line;
line; thence
thence West
West to
to
Northwest
Northwest corner of said Section 31,
31, Township
Township 148
148 North,
North, Range
Range
92 West of the 5th P.
P. M.; thence North to South sixteenth line
line of
of
Section
Section 25, Township 14 North, Range 93 West of
of the
5th P.
P. M.;
the 5th
M.;
thence West to East sixteenth line;
line; thence
thence North
North to
to East
East and
and
West quarter line; thence West to center of Section; thence
thence North to
to
North quarter corner of said Section 25; thence West
sixteenth
West to West
West sixteenth
line of Section 24,
21, thence North to North line of
of the
the South
South half
half of
of
Northeast quarter of the
the Northeast
Southwest quarter
SY2
4)
the Southwest
quarter (
(S1/
NE1/SW1/1/
2NEIASW
4 );;
thence East to East Sixteenth line; thence South to
to South Section
Section
line; thence East to Southeast
Southeast corner
corner of said Section 24,
Township 148
24, Township
148
North, Range 93 West of the 5th P.
P. M.; thence South to
to the North
North
line of the South half of Lot 2, Section 30,
30, Township
Township 148
148
North, Range 92 West of the 5th P. M.; thence East to North
South
North and South
quarter line; thence
thence South to center of Section; thence
East to
to East
thence East
East
quarter corner; thence North to Northeast
Northeast corner of said Section
Section 30;
30;
thence East to East line of the West half of the East half of the Northwest quarter (WV
(W2E1/2NW1/)
2Ey2NW 1
/
4 ) of Section 29; thence South to
to East
East
and West quarter
quarter line; thence East to East
of Section
Section
East sixteenth
sixteenth line
line of
28; thence South to South sixteenth line; thence
West sixteenth
sixteenth
thence East to
to West
line of Section 27; thence North to East and West quarter line;
line; thence
thence
West to West quarter
quarter corner; thence North to
to Northwest
Northwest corner
corner of
of
said Section 2; thence West to East sixteenth line of Section
Section 21;
21; thence
thence
North to East and West quarter line; thence East to West sixteenth
line of Section 22; thence South to South sixteenth line; thence East
line
East
to East line of the West half of the Southeast quarter of
Southwest
of the Southwest
W1/2SE;4SW4)
; thence South
quarter (W
1
/
2SEV4SW 1
/
4 );
line; thence
South to South
South Section
Section line;
thence
thence
East to South quarter corner of said Section 22;
to North
North
22; thence South
South to
line of the South half of the North half of the Northeast quarter
quarter
(S1/
(SIANIANEY
Section 27; thence
thence East
East to
to East
East line
line of
of said
said Section
ection;
Section
2NyNE/) 4 )of Sd
27; thence South to North sixteenth line of Section 26; thence
thence
East to West line of the East half of the Southeast
Southeast quarter of the
Northwest quarter; thence
thence South to South sixteenth line;
line; thence
thence
West to the West sixteenth
sixteenth line;
to South
line; thence
thence South
South to
South Section
Section
line; thence East to East sixteenth line; thence
South
thence North
North to
to South
sixteenth line; thence East to East Section line; thence North
North
to Northeast
Northeast corner of said Section 26; thence East to
to NorthNortheast corner of Section 25; thence
thence North to South sixteenth line
line
of Section 24; thence West to East sixteenth
sixteenth line;
thence North
North
line; thence
North to
to North
Section line; thence East to Northeast corner of
24, Townof said Section 24,
Township 148 North, Range 92 West of the 5th P. M.; thence South to North
North
sixteenth line of Section 19, Township
Township 148 North, Range 91
West of
of
91 West
the 5th P.
P. M.; thence
thence East to West sixteenth
sixteenth line ,• thence South
to East
East
South to
and West quarter line; thence
thence East to center
of Section;
center of
Section; thence
thence South
South
to South sixteenth line; thence East to the East Section
Section line; thence
thence
South to the Southeast corner of said Section 19; thence East to South
South
quarter corner of Section 20; thence North to North sixteenth line;
line;
thence West to West sixteenth line; thence
thence North to South sixteenth
sixteenth
line of Section
Section 17; thence West to West Section line; thence North
to North sixteenth line; thence East to West sixteenth line; thence
North to North line of said Section 17; thence West to the West
West
line of the East half of the West half of the Southwest quarter
quarter
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(E
1
/
2W 1
/
SW14) of
of Section
Section 8;
8; thence
thence North to East and West quar(E1/2W/
22SWl/)
ter
line; thence
to center
center of Section; thence North to South
East to
thence East
ter line;
Northwest
line
of the
the North
North half
the Southeast
Southeast quarter of the Northwest
of the
half of
line of
quarter
SE 1/
4NWY
4 ); thence
West to
to West
West sixteenth
sixteenth line;
thence West
(NI/22SE1/4NWY4);
quarter (NV
thence
North to
to North
sixteenth line;
line; thence West to West Section
Section
North sixteenth
thence North
line; thence
to Northwest
Northwest corner of said Section 8; thence
North to
thence North
line;
West
South
Section 6; thence North to South
of Section
corner of
quarter corner
South quarter
to South
West to
sixteenth
line
•
thence
West
to
West
sixteenth line; thence North
sixteenth
West
to
West
thence
sixteenth line;
to East
and
line;
quarter line;
line; thence
thence East to East quarter corWest quarter
East and
to
ner
of
said
Section
6;
thence
South
sixteenth line of
of
to South sixteenth
South
thence
6;
Section
said
of
ner
Section
5; thence
East to North and South quarter line;
thence East
Section 5;
thence
North to
to North
North sixteenth
sixteenth line;
sixteenth
line; thence West to West sixteenth
thence North
said Section 5, Township 148 North,
line;
North to
North line
of said
line of
to North
thence North
line; thence
Range
91 West
West of
the 5th
P. M.;
of
M.; thence East to East sixteenth line of
5th P.
of the
Range 91
Section 34,
34, Township
Range 91 West of the 5th P. M.;
North, Range
149 North,
Township 149
Section
thence
North to
South sixteenth
sixteenth line;
thence West
West to
West line of the
to West
line; thence
to South
thence North
East half
the Northwest
Northwest quarter
the Southeast
Southeast quarter
quarter (E2(Ey2of the
quarter of
of the
half of
East
East
NW 1/
4SEY4);
thence North
North to East and West quarter line; thence East
; thence
NW/4SE/4)
South
to
East
quarter
corner
of
said
Section
thence
South
to
six34;
Section
said
of
to East quarter corner
teenth line
35; thence
to East line of the West half of
East to
thence East
Section 35;
of Section
line of
teenth
the
Southeast quarter
quarter of
the Southwest
Southwest quarter
quarter (Wy2SEy4SW1/4);
(WY2SEY4SW14);
of the
the Southeast
thence South
South to
to South
Section line;
South quarter
quarter corto South
East to
thence East
line; thence
South Section
thence
West sixto
ner
•
thence
North
to
North
sixteenth
line;
thence
West
thence
line;
sixteenth
North
to
North
ner; thence
teenth
line; thence
thence North
North to
Section line; thence East to North
North Section
to North
teenth line;
26;
quarter corner
corner of
Section 35
thence North
North to center of Section 26;
35; thence
said Section
of said
quarter
thence North to North Section
thence
East to
to East
East sixteenth
sixteenth line;
line 'thence
thence East
line;
thence West
corner of said Section 26; thence
quarter corner
North quarter
to North
West to
line; thence
North to
sixteenth line
line of
Section 23;
23; thence
thence West to West
West
of Section
South sixteenth
to South
North
quarter of the Southwest
line of
of the
half of
of the
Southwest
Northeast quarter
the Northeast
East half
the East
line
quarter
quarter (E/
(Ey2
NEy4SW 14) '
•thence North to East and
and West quarter
quarter
2 NEY4SWA4); thence North to East
line; thence
thence West
West to
to West
line; thence
thence North to North
sixteenth line;
West sixteenth
line;
sixteenth line;
line; thence
thence West
West to
to West
West Section
Section line;
to
line; thence North to
sixteenth
Northwest corner
corner of
said Section
Section 23;
23; thence
West to
to East sixteenth
thence West
of said
Northwest
line of
of Section
Section 15;
North to
quarter line;
line;
and West quarter
East and
to East
thence North
15; thence
line
half
thence West
line of
of the
East half
half of the West half
the East
West line
to West
West to
thence
to
); thence North to
of
the Northeast
Northeast quarter
(E 1/
W 1/
2
NE 1/
4
2NE1/
quarter (E1/
4 );
of the
22W
said
corner of said
North Section
Section line;
line '
•thence
to North
quarter corner
North quarter
West to
thence West
North
Section 15;
15; thence
of Section 10; thence West to
center of
to center
North to
thence North
Section
West
sixteenth line; thence West
North
West
sixteenth
line;
thence
North
to
sixteenth
North
West sixteenth line; thence
to
thence North to South sixteenth
9;;thence
Section 9
of Section
line of
sixteenth line
East sixteenth
to East
North
line
Section 4;
thence West
West sixteenth
sixteenth line; thence North
West to West
4; thence
of Section
line of
to
West to
to Northwest
Northwest corner
corner of said Secthence West
line; thence
Section line;
North Section
to North
M.;•thence
P. M.
5th P.
tion
4, Township
149 North,
North, Range
Range 91
of the
the 5th
West of
91 West
Township 149
tion 4,
North,
150 North,
North
32 ,Township 150'
to East quarter corner of Section 32,
North to
corner;
Range 91
91 West
West of
of the
the 5th
P. M.;
M.; thence
thence West to West quarter corner;
5th P.
Range
150
thence
Southwest corner
of said Section 32, Township 150
corner of
to Southwest
South to
thence South
North, Range
Range 91
91 West
P. M.; thence West to East six5th P.
the 5th
of the
West of
North,
teenth line
line of
6, Township
Township 149
149 North,
North, Range
Range 91 West of the
Section 6,
of Section
teenth
5th
P.
M.
•
'
thence
South
to
North
sixteenth
line
to
line;•thence West to
sixteenth
North
to
South
thence
M.;
P.
5th
line;
West sixteenth
line; thence
thence South
South to
to East
East and
and
line;
West quarter linesixteenth line;
West
thence West
line; thence
thence South to North line of
Section line;
West Section
to West
West to
thence
the
South half
half of
of Lot
thence East to West sixteenth
sixteenth
section; thence
said section;
of said
Lot 66of
the South
line; thence
thence South
South to
to South
South sixteenth
sixteenth line;
line; thence East to East line
line;
quarter
of
the West
half of
of the
the Southeast
Southeast quarter
quarter of
Southwest quarter
the Southwest
of the
West half
of the
(W1/2SEY4SWY4)
to South
South Section
Section line; thence West to
South to
thence South
(W1/2SE1/4SW'/));;thence
Southwest
of said
6, Township
West
91 West
Range 91
North, Range
149 North,
Township 149
Section 6,
said Section
corner of
Southwest corner
of
the
5th
P.
M.
;
thence
West
to
East
sixteenth
line
of
Section
1,
TownTown1,
Section
of
line
sixteenth
East
to
West
*
thence
M.
P.
5th
the
of
ship 149
149 North,
of the
the 5th
5th P.
North to South
thence North
M.;;thence
P. M.
West of
92 West
Range 92
North, Range
ship
'
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sixteenth line; thence West to
to the
line of
quarter of
of
the East
East line
of the
the Northwest
Northwest quarter
the Southeast quarter of the Southwest quarter
1
/
4SW% );
quarter (NWI4SE
(NW/4SEl/4SWl);
thence South to South line of the
quarter of
the Souththe Northwest
Northwest quarter
of the
Southeast quarter
quarter of the Southwest quarter (NW1/
(NW 1ASE
1
/
thence
SW1/4 ); thence
4 SE1/
44SW14);
West to West Section line; thence South
Southwest corner
corner of
said
South to Southwest
of said
Section 1; thence
thence West to West sixteenth
sixteenth line
line of
Section 11;
11; thence
of Section
thence
South to North line of the South half of the Northeast quarter of
the
of the
(S1/22NEIANWIA)
NE/4NW1/4 );;thence
Northwest quarter (Sy
thence East
to the
the East
East line
of
East to
line of
Southwest quarter of the Northwest
the Southwest
Northwest quarter
quarter of the Northeast
Northeast quarquarter (SW
(SW/NW/
1
/
4NWIANE
4);
line; thence
thence
sixteenth line;
4 NE/1
4 ); thence South to North sixteenth
East to East sixteenth line; thence South
North line
SouthSouth to
to North
line of
of the
the Southwest quarter of the Southeast quarter
quarter of the
Northeast quarter
the Northeast
quarter
(SW/
(SWIASEI/
INE 1
4);
thence East to East line of
the Southwest
Southwest
of the
4 SE1/4NEI/
4 ); thence
quarter of the Southeast quarter of the Northeast
quarter
quarter (SW/4(SW1/
4Northeast quarter
SElNE/4);
SEIANE14); thence South to East and West quarter line; thence
thence
East to East quarter
quarter corner; thence
thence South to Southeast corner
corner
of said Section; thence
thence West to East sixteenth
sixteenth line; thence
thence North
to South sixteenth line; thence West
West to North
North and
and South
South
quarter line of Section 11; thence South to North sixteenth
sixteenth
line of Section 14; thence West to East line
of the
the West
line of
West
half of the Southwest
Southwest quarter
quarter of the Northwest quarter
(W 1/
2SW 1
4-quarter (W/2SW'/
4NW/
NW1/
4
thence West
West to
to
West quarter
quarter line;
line; thence
4 ));; thence South to East and West
West quarter corner; thence South to Southwest corner
corner of said
said Section
Section
14; thence West to East sixteenth line of Section
15; thence
thence North
Section 15;
North to
to
East and West quarter line; thence
thence West to the
the West
West line
line of
of the
the East
East
half of the Southeast quarter of the Northeast
Northeast quarter (E
1
/
2
4NEy
4)
(E1/
SE/4NE14)
2 SEY
of Section 16; thence
thence North to the North line of
quarter
of the
the Southeast
Southeast quarter
of the Northeast quarter of the Northeast quarter (SE/
(SEIANE
1
/
4NEy4 );
4 NE/NEl/
4 ),•
thence East to East Section line; thence North to Northeast
Northeast corner
of
corner of
said Section 16; thence East to the South quarter
corner of
of Section
quarter corner
Section
10; thence North to South sixteenth line;
to East
East sixteenth
sixteenth
line; thence East
East to
of said
Section 10;
thence West
West to
line; thence North
North to
to North
North line
line of
said Section
10; thence
to
East line of the West half of
Southeast quarter
Southof the Southeast
quarter of
of the
the South(W%SE%SW
3
/
4 )of
of Section
3; thence
North to
to South
South
west quarter (Wi/
SE/4SW4)
Section 3;
thence North
2
sixteenth line; thence West to
to West
West Section
Section line;
line; thence
thence North
North
to West quarter corner of said Section
Section 3;
3; thence
thence West
to center
center
West to
of Section 4; thence
thence South to South quarter corner; thence West
West
to West sixteenth line; thence
thence North to
line of
of the
North half
half
to South line
the North
of the Northwest quarter of the Southwest quarter
quarter (Ny
2NW 1
4 4/
(N2NW
SW.4);
SW1/
4 ); thence West to West line of said
North to
to
said Section
Section 4; thence
thence North
South line of the North half of
the South
of the
of the
South half
half of
the Northeast
Northeast
quarter (Ny
(N1/
2
Sy2NE 1
44 )
/
)of Section 5; thence West to
South
to North and South
2Sy2NEy
quarter line; thence North to North quarter corner; thence
thence West
West to
to
Northwest
Northwest corner of said Section 5; thence South to
sixteenth
to North
North sixteenth
line of
of Section 6; thence West to West sixteenth line; thence
North
thence North
to North line of said Section 6, Township 149 North, Range 92 West
West
of the 5th P.
of
P. M.; thence East to the West line of
of the
East half
half
the East
of the Southeast quarter of the
2SEV
4the Southwest quarter
quarter (EV
(Ey2SE/4swy
4)of Section
Township 150
North, Range
Range 92
SWY4)
Section 31,
31, Township
150 North,
92 West
West
of the 5th P.
P. M.; thence North to South sixteenth line;
line; thence
thence
West t,o
to West Section line; thence South to Southwest corner
corner
of said Section 31, Township 150
North, Range
West of
150 North,
Range 92
92 West
of
the 5th P.
P. M.; thence West to East sixteenth
sixteenth line
line of
of Section
Section
36,
150 North, Range 93 West of the 5th P. M.; thence
36, Township
Township 150
North to East and West quarter
quarter line; thence West to
to center
center of SecSection; thence South to South quarter corner of said Section 36,
36, TownTownship 150 North, Range 93
5th P.
P. M.;
M.; thence
thence West
West to
93 West
West of the
the 5th
to the
the
East line of the West half of the East half of
of the Northwest
Northwest quarter
quarter
of Section 1, Township 149 North, Range 93 West of the 5th P.
M.;
P. M.;
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West to
to West
West
thence South to East and
thence West
thence
and West quarter
quarter line;
line; thence
Northwest
quarter of the Northwest
line of the East half of the Southwest
Southwest quarter
quarter (El/
(EY2
SWIANW 1/
4 ); thence
sixteenth line;
lineto North sixteenth
thence North to
quarter
2 SW1/NW14);
thence East
East to
to West
West sixteenth
line; thence
thence North
of said
sixteenth line;
North to
to North
North line
line of
said
thence
Section
Range 93
93 West
5th P.
M.;
West of
of the
the 5th
P. M.;
Section 1,
1, Township
Township 149
149 North,
North, Range
thence
Southeast corner
corner of
of Section
150 North,
North,
Section 35,
35, Township
Township 150
West to
to Southeast
thence West
Range
West of
of the
P. M.;
M.; thence
thence North
to South
South sixteenth
sixteenth
North to
the 5th
5th P.
Range 93
93 West
sixteenth line; thence South to South Secline; thence West to East sixteenth
tion line; thence
thence West to West sixteenth line; thence
thence North to South
sixteenth
thence East to North and South quarter
sixteenth line; thence
quarter line; thence
North to
to North
North sixteenth
to West
West sixteenth
sixteenth line;
line;
West to
sixteenth line;
line; thence
thence West
North
West
quarter line
West quarter
line of
of Section
Section 35; thence West
thence South
South to East and West
to
Northeast quarter
quarter
the East half
half of the Northeast
to West line
line of the
the East
East half of the
line;
(Ey
2E1
22 NE/4)
/
NE 1/
4 ) of
of Section
Section 34;
thence North to North
Section line;
North Section
34; thence
(Ey2E1/
thence West
West to
corner; thence
to North
North sixteenth
sixteenth
quarter corner;
thence South to
thence
to North
North quarter
line;
West to
to East
sixteenth line
of Section
to
Section 33; thence North
North to
thence West
East sixteenth
line of
line; thence
33;
North Section
Northeast corner
corner of said
said Section
Section 33;
thence East
East to Northeast
North
Section line;
line; thence
thence North
quarter corner
thence West to West
Section 28;
28; thence
East quarter
corner of Section
thence
North to
to East
sixteenth
line; thence
thence North
North to
sixteenth line;
thence West to
line; thence
to North sixteenth
sixteenth line;
Section 29; thence South to East and West quarEast
sixteenth line
line of Section
East sixteenth
ter
line; thence
thence West
the West half of
of
West half
half of the
to East line of the West
West to
ter line;
of
thence South to South line of
the
Southeast quarter
1
/
2Wy
1
/
4 );;
SE14)
(W1/W1/
quarter (W
the Southeast
2 2SE
said
thence West
West to
West sixteenth
sixteenth line
line of
of Section
32;
Section 32;
to West
29; thence
said Section
Section 29;
Section
thence
thence South to North sixteenth line; thence West to West Section
line;
thence South
quarter corner of said Section 32; thence
South to West quarter
line; thence
West
sixteenth line
line of
31; thence
thence North to North
of Section
Section 31;
to East
East sixteenth
West to
31;
thence East to Northeast corner
Section
corner of said Section 31;
line; thence
Section line;
thence
thence East to
to West quarter corner of Section 29; thence
thence North to
thence North to East and West quarter
West
sixteenth line; thence
quarter
West sixteenth
West quarter corner
corner of said
line of Section 20; thence West to West
19;
Section 20;
20; thence
sixteenth line of Section 19;
thence North to North sixteenth
Section
150 North,
thence
West to
to West
West line
line of
of said
said Section
Section 19,
19, Township
Township 150
thence West
Range
93 West
West of
the 5th
5th P.
thence South
quarter corSouth to East quarter
M.; thence
P. M.;
of the
Range 93
5th
ner
of Section
24, Township
Range 94 West
West of the 5th
150 North,
North, Range
Township 150
Section 24,
ner of
P.
M.; thence
thence West
the East half of the Southwest
Southwest
of the
to West
West line of
West to
P. M.;
to
quarter
the Northeast
(EV2SWIANEY4); thence
thence North
North to
quarter (E1/SW1/4NEY4));
Northeast quarter
of the
quarter of
North
sixteenth line;
line; thence
to East
East sixteenth line; thence North
East to
thence East
North sixteenth
Southeast corto North
North line
line of
of said
Section 24; thence
thence West to Southeast
said Section
to
ner
of Section
Section 14;
thence North
North to
to South
West
line; thence West
South sixteenth line;
14; thence
ner of
to
West line
of said
said Section
Section 14;
14; thence
South to Southeast
Southeast corner
corner of
of
thence South
line of
to West
15;
Section 15;
thence West
West to
Section 15;
said Section
corner of said
Southwest corner
to Southwest
15; thence
Section
thence North
North to
line of
of Section
16; thence West to
Section 16;
sixteenth line
South sixteenth
to South
thence
North
South quarter
line; thence
thence North to North sixteenth
sixteenth
quarter lineand South
North and
15;
line;
East to
quarter line of Section 15;
South quarter
to North
North and South
thence East
line; thence
thence
South to
to center
center of
of Section;
Section; thence
to East
quarter corner
corner
East quarter
East to
thence East
thence South
of said
said Section
Section 15;
15; thence
North to
of Section
corner of
Northwest corner
to Northwest
thence North
of
to
14; thence
East to
to North
North quarter
quarter corner
Section 13; thence South to
corner of Section
thence East
14;
North
sixteenth line;
line; thence
thence East
East Section
thence North
Section line; thence
to East
East to
North sixteenth
to Northeast
of said
thence West
to East sixteenth
West to
13 ;thence
Section 13
said Section
corner of
to
Northeast corner
line of
of Section
Section 12;
12; thence
to South
South sixteenth
sixteenth line;
thence West to
to
line; thence
North to
thence North
line
North and
South quarter
line; thence North
Section;
North to center of Section;
quarter line;
and South
North
of
thence
to West
West line
the East
East half
quarter of
of the Southeast quarter
half of
of the
line of
West to
thence West
the
quarter (Ey
2SE1ANWIA)
thence North to North six) ;;thence
(E1/2SE/4NWT
Northwest quarter
the Northwest
teenth
thence West
to West
line of
12; thence North to
of Section 12;
West line
West to
line; thence
teenth line;
line;
North
Section 2; thence West to East sixteenth line;
line of Section
sixteenth line
North sixteenth
thence
to North
line of
said Section
Section 2,
2, Township
Township 150
150 North,
North,
of said
North line
North to
thence North
Range
West of
the 5th
thence North
on East
sixteenth
East sixteenth
North on
M.; thence
P. M.;
5th P.
of the
94 West
Range 94
line of
of Section
Section 35,
Township 151
North, Range
94 West of the 5th
Range 94
151 North,
35, Township
line
P.
M. to
the East
and West
quarter line;
line; thence
quarter
thence East to East quarter
West quarter
East and
to the
P. M.
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corner; thence
line; thence
East
corner;
thence North
North to North sixteenth line;
thence West
West to
to East
South sixteenth
sixteenth line
sixteenth line;
line; thence
thence North
North to
to South
line of
of Section
Section 26;
26;
thence West to North and South quarter line; thence
thence North to
center
to center
of Section; thence
thence East to East quarter
26;
quarter corner
corner of
of said Section
Section 26;
thence North to Southwest
24; thence
Southwest corner of Section
Section 24;
thence East
East
to West sixteenth line; thence North
North to
to South
sixteenth line
line of
of
South sixteenth
Section 13; thence
thence West to West Section line;
line; thence South to
to
Southwest corner of said Section 13;
East sixteenth
13; thence West
West to
to East
sixteenth
line of Section 14; thence North to East and West quarter line;
line;
thence West to West line of the East half of the West half of the
the
Northeast
(E/2W1/2NE1/4);
Northeast quarter (E
1
/
2W 1
/
2NE 1
/
4 );
thence North
said
North to North
North line
line of
of said
Section 14; thence East to East sixteenth line
11; thence
thence
line of Section
Section 11;
North to South sixteenth line; thence
Section line;
line;
thence West to West Section
thence South to Southwest corner
11; thence
thence West
West to
to
corner of
of said Section 11;
East sixteenth line of Section 10; thence North to East and West quarquarter line; thence East to East quarter corner;
corner; thence North to Northeast
Northeast
corner
South quarter
corner of said Section 10; thence West to South
quarter corner
corner of Section 3; thence
thence North to North line of the South half
half of
of the
the NorthNorthwest quarter
quarter of the Southeast quarter
quarter (S/2NW/4SE1/);
(S 1/
2NWIASE 1
/
4 ); thence East
to the East line of the Southwest quarter
Northeast quarter
quarter of the Northeast
quarter
Southeast quarter (SW
(SW/4NE/
of the Southeast
1
/
4NEIASEY
4); thence South to
to South
4SE1/4);
sixteenth line of Section 3; thence East to West sixteenth
line of
of Secsixteenth line
Section 2; thence
thence South to South Section line; thence East to South
quarter corner of said Section 2; thence South on North and South
South
quarter line of Section 11 to North sixteenth
sixteenth line; thence East to
East sixteenth
sixteenth line; thence North to North Section line;
line; thence
thence
East to Northeast
Northeast corner of said Section 11; thence South to North
sixteenth line of Section 12; thence East to North and South quarter line; thence
thence North to North sixteenth line of Section
Section 1; thence
West to West sixteenth line; thence
thence North to North line
line of
of Section
Section 1,
Township 151 North, Range
Range 94 West of the 5th P.
P. M.; thence North
on the West sixteenth
sixteenth line of Section 36, Township 152
152 North,
Range 94 West of the 5th P.
P. M. to the South sixteenth line;
thence
thence East to North and South quarter line; thence North to North
quarter
quarter corner; thence
thence East to Northeast corner of said Section 36,
Township 152 North, Range 94 West of the 5th P. M.; thence East to
the South quarter
quarter corner of Section 30, Township 152 North, Range
93 West of the 5th P. M.; thence
t
o South
South sixteenth
thence North to
sixteenth
line;• thence North to
line; thence East to the East
East Section lin_
Northeast corner of said Section 30; thence
thence East
East to South quarquarter corner of Section 20; thence
thence North to South sixteenth line; thence
thence
quarter
East to West line of the East half of the Northwest quarter
of the Southeast quarter (Ey
(Ei/22NW/4SE/4);
NWIA-SE 14); thence
thence North
North to East
East
and West quarter line; thence East to East quarter corner; thence
North to West quarter corner of Section 16; thence East to West
sixteenth line; thence South to South sixteenth line; thence
thence East
to East sixteenth line; thence South to South Section line;
line •thence
thence
East to Southeast corner
said Section
Secti on 16
ence North
North to
to:SouthSouthcorner of
of said
16;; th
thence
east corner of Section 9; thence West to South quarter corner; thence
North 2,441.3 feet along the North and South quarter line to the North
boundary of the Ft. Berthold
Reservation line as surveyed;
surveyed;
boundary
Berthold Indian Reservation
thence
Reservation line approximately
approximately two (2) miles
thence East with said Reservation
to the low water line of the Missouri
River at the left bank of said
said
Missouri River
stream; thence downstream with said low water line approximately
approximately
seven (7)
(7) miles to the East and West quarter line of Section 7, Township 151 North, Range 93 West of the 5th P. M.; thence East to center
center
of
Section;•thence
of Section
thence South
South to South quarter
quarter corner of said Section
West to the West
7; thence
thence 'West
West sixteenth
sixteenth line of Section 18;
thence
18; thence
South to South
South Section
Section line; thence East to South quarter
quarter
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sixteenth line of
to North sixteenth
corner of said Section 18; thence South to
thence West
South
West to
to West sixteenth
sixteenth line;
line; thence South to South
Section 30; thence
sixteenth
line; thence
thence West
West to
the West
thence South
to the
West Section
Section line; thence
sixteenth line;
151 North, Range
Range
of Section
Section 31,
31, Township
Township 151
to the Southwest
Southwest corner
corner of
the point
point of
of begin5th P.
P. M.,
M., being
being the same
same point as the
93 West of the 5th
quarter of the
Southeast quarter
quarter of the Northeast
Northeast quarter
ning; also Lot 2, Southeast
Southeast
/ ), Southeast
quarter of
of the SouthSoutheast quarter
quarter (SDANDASE
(SE1/4NE1/4 SE14),
Southeast quarter
quarter of
(SDASW
/ SE 4)
Section
the Southeast quarter (SE1/
west quarter
of the
4 SW1/SE1/
4 ) of Section
12,
of Section
Section 13
13 bounded
bounded on the North by
12, and that portion of Lot 55 of
Berthold Indian
Indian ReserEast by
by the Ft.
Ft. Berthold
on the
the East
North Section
Section line, on
the North
to the
the
parallel to
South by
by a line 660 feet South and parallel
vation Line,
Line, on
on the
the South
East and
and parallel
by a
a line 660
660 feet East
Section line and on
parallel
on the West
West by
North Section
to
quarter line
line of said
said Section
Section 13, Township 147
to the
the North and South quarter
in the aggregate,
M., containing
containing in
North, Range
West of
of the
P. M.,
aggregate,
the 5th
5th P.
87 West
North,
Range 87
or less,
less, EXCEPTING
acres, more
more or
175,716.44 acres,
EXCEPTING
water surface, 175,716.44
less water
therefrom
following described
described lands:
lands:
therefrom the
the following

corner of said Section 18; thence

14

14

1

DUNN
DUNN COUNTY
COUNTY
Township
Township

Range
Range

146
N.
146N
147
147 N
N....
147
N147N

92
W -92W
91
91 W
W ..
92
W
92 W-.

147
147 N
N---.

94 W-94
W

148 N
148
N--

91
W
91W

148 N
N ---149
149 N
N-

92 W--W
92
91 W
W N91

150 N.-N

W
91 W

Section
Section
5
5
2
2
4
4
5
5
32
32
14
22
22
23
23
17
17
33
33
32
32
11
111
14
14
15
15
23
23
34

Description
Description

Acres
Acres

40.10
40.10
Lot
Lot 11---------------------------------158.20
Lots
3, 4, SXNWX,
- 158.20
S}NWY ------------.--------------------Lots3,4,
71.60
71.60
Lots
3, 4
4&
&5
5---------------------------------------------Lots 3,
75.62
75.62
Lots
2, 3
Lots1,
12,
3 -----------------------------------------------149.36
149.36
---Lot
7, NEXSEX, SXSEX'
SNESE -..--.-----------------------Lot 7,NEJ3SE,,
ft.80.00
00
WX,
S---------------------------------------------'
W XSE
102.45
102.45
-------------------Lots
7, 8,
11
9,11
------Lots 7,
8, 9,
209.81
209.81
Lots
6, 7, 8,
.-------------- -----SW}<NW Lots 55 6,7,
8, NXNWX,
NNWY, SWXNWX
40.00
NVONEX
40.00
----------------------]
NW NE
45.00
45.00
------W
WXNWXNWX,, SE
SEXNEX
3NE
WNWYNWJ3NWJS
66.03
Lots
& 65
66.03
----5-----------.....-------Lots 44&
40.00
40.00
NW
NW
---------------------. --------------------NWYNW'
80.00
80.00
S
W
-------------------------------------..------S3NWY4
40.00
E(SE -------------- ---------------------------------- 40.00
NE.SE
40.00
40.00
-----------------------------NW4NE31
NW31N
10.00
10.00
--SEX,NEXSEX
SE3NESE3---------------------------MOCENZIE COUNTY
COUNTY
McKENZIE

152 N.
N-

93 W -93W

N..-152 N

94 W
94
W--

160.00
SW X
--------------------15
15SWX-------------------------62.91
62.91
Lot
less erosions
erosions-----------------------------23
28
Lot 1,
1, SWXNEX
SWiNEX less
480.00
480.00
29
SW.-.-.-----------------....
N~, SWX
29 NX,
308.88
308.88
Lots
1,
2,
EXNWX,
NE
s------.--e--------.
--Lots 12, E2, NW4, NEj
31
324.54
324.54
Lots1,2,3,5,
1, 2,3, 5, WHNWY,
WXNWX,EXNWX,
NWXNEX pls
plus accreaccreENWNWNEH
Lots
32
tions.
18.91
18.91
-----------Lot 2,
accretions
Lot
2 plus
plus accretions....
33
160. 00
160.00
NEX
----------------------------NE
--36

:!

McLEAN COUNTY
COUNTY
McLEAN
147 N
147
N----

147
N
147N

W ..--87 W
87

88 W --.---- 88W

13
13

17
18
18
19
20
21
22
23
30
30
14
14
17
19
19
20
20
21

24

28
28

29
29
36
36

That portion
of Section
Section 13
on the
by
the North
North by
bounded on
13 bounded
5 of
of Lot
Lot 5
portion of
That
the North
North Section
line, on
the East
Ft. Berthold
Berthold
by the
the Ft.
on the
East by
Section line,
the
a line 660 feet
Indian
the South
on the
South by a
Line, on
Reservation Line,
Indian Reservation
South
to the
line and
West
and on
on the
the West
the North
North Section
Section line
parallel to
South and
and parallel
and parallel
by
line 660
660 feet
feet East
East and
parallel to the North and South
a line
by a
line of Section 13.
quarter
13.
quarter line
-----NWX ------NW
Lots
2, EXNWX
--------------------Lots 1,
1, 2,
EhNW --Lots
4, EASW
E3SW3 , SEY.....
SEX
.----Lots 3,
3, 4,
NAN
xswviswx
-SW
}
------------------SW-W-SW
NNEY,EX, SWX,
----------------------NEX„
SEX
SE.---NE-,
-------- -----------Lots
2, N3SEh
NASEX less
erosions less erosions
1, 2,
Lots 1,
-----------Lots 33&
Lots
dr 44less erosions-.----------erosions
Lots 1
(Sr 2,
2, EXNWX,
NXSEX.
--------NEJ, NSE
ENWX, NEX,
Lots
1&
WXWXSWXSEX
---------------WMWMSWySE
-----------SANWX,
NEYNE4 --SyNWY, NEX,NEX'
------------------------- ---- -------SWXNEX
SWINEh
SEXSEX, SEYSWWY4
SEXSWX
.
SEYSE,,
NExsEx, SW4NW
swwwy, ----------------------------------------NESE,

.....------------------------W E ---------------------------.
WXEX
------------EjEyNWVY"
EekEANNYX Tract
of
land
described
as
follows:
Begiruaing
at
on the
the
at aastake
stake on
Beginning
as
follows:
described
Tract of land
Section line
line between
Sections 21
21 &
& 28
which is
chains West
West
is 13
13 chains
28 which
between Sections
Section
of
NE Section
Section corner
Section 28;
28; thence
running
thence running
corner of
of Section
of the
the NE
5 chains;
N 89°-44'
89*--44' W
distance of
of 4
4chains;
chains; thence
thence South
South 5
W aa distance
N
thence N
89°-44' E
distance of
of 4
North
thence North
and thence
chains and
4 chains
E aadistance
N 89°144'
thence
to the
of beginning,
beginning, the
the land
land described
being embraced
embraced
described being
the place
place of
to
88 West
West of the
in
Township 147
147 North,
Range 88
North, Range
28, Township
in Section
Section 28,
5th
P. M.
M. containing
acres.
5th P.
containing 22acres.
SE XNEM--------------------------------------SEyNE
.
------------------------------------.
1. 2 & 3Lots 1.2&3

11.58
11.51

160.00
160.00
150.
150.28
28
310.88
82.50
82.5C
320.00
320.01
111.41
111.42
67.79
67.74
391.19
391.11
1. a
121 0(
120.00
40.00
40.0(
80.00
80. 0(
80.00
80. Of
160.00
160.0(
40.00
40. 0(
2.00
2. Of

40.00
40. 0(
51
0(
5300
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McLEAN COUNTY-Continued
COUNTY-Continued
McLEAN
-

-

Township
Township

Range

147 N
N ---.-

Section
Sectioi

89 W
W_.

147
N
147 N_

SYSW
YNW Y ........................................
SIXSWWNWX
Lot 4
4---...- .. .--........ -..........
....-. ....-. . ...
.. .... ....
NEW,
NE4, NWWNWX
NWX4NW
-...--......
Lot 2, SW,'NEh,
SWWNEW, NWYSEY
NWWSEW
SEyNEy, EyEMEV2SWYNE-..................
44 SEWNEW,
EXEXE 34SWXNEX
5
and S3NEX
SXNEW, ........ _........
4 and
5 Lots 1, 2, 4
30 Lot 44- ...- - - ..-- - -- -- - - - - - 19
19 Lot 4,
SEy4SWX,
4, SEWSW
3i, SW4SE
swhsEx ..
20 SWWNWW,
SWYNWX, SWWSEX',
SW]4SEY
---------------NEXSEX,, S1,0E31.'
S SE
21 NEy4SE
------------------------------25 SASWW,
S/SW,, NW
NWVASWX,
SW 4 , SWWSEX
SWXSEY ---------'----26 W½SWY4,
WXSWW, W34E34SWX
26
W/E 2 SW....
27 SWY4,
SWW, SWXNW4,
SWWNWW, NEYNE
NEWNEW -----------------27
28 SEWNEW,
SEY4NEY, SASE,
NXNEW -....-...
SY/SEY4, N/NE
---NWWNEW, SWW,
SEX .
29 NW4NEX,
SWX, SE
-........................---30
30 Lots
Lots 3
3&
di 4, ESWY4,
EXSWX, SEY
SEX----Lots 11& 2, EANW,,
31
EXNWW, NEW
NEY
32
SWW------...............
SWy
------.----- .
33 SW(,
SWy4, SMSEW,
SSEY, NWXNE.
NWWNEW -----------------------33
34
SEXNW
SEX'SEW ------SE4NWY,4, WWER4
W4SEY,.,SEXSEY.
35
35
NXNE
NY 2 NE 4 ---------36 WANWW,
Wy2NWY, NEWNWW,
NEIYNWY, NXNEW
N4NE -------------1 SWySEy,
SWY, Lot 4, SWWNWW
SWWSEX, SWX,
SWy4NWY4
------12
2 Lots 1
1&
& 2, SEXNEX,
SEWNEW, SEX,
SEX, SASWX,
SESWY, NWWSWX
NW/SW .-...-..--.
12
12
NWWNWW
12 NWVNW
-............--------------------..
23
NEWNWW--.............-................-----------23 NEhNW
24
SEXSEX, W'SE
WASEV..........
NEYj, SEX, SWW
25 NEX,
sw -..............---------------------------------.
4 & 55plus accretions
26
. . .. .......Lots 4
accretions ---------36 NNEX
36
Ey
----------------------- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -----:------------ -----88 SEy4EySWY,
SEWEAswx, SWySWy
swwww,-------10
10
SEY4, W
SEX,
WXNEX
/NE ------......- ..--....----------------12 133034
13
13
NXNX,
W
SEX
N
N ,
SE
---------------------------------14
14 NENWY,
SE.............................
-NEWNW, NEXY,
NEX,N
NASEW
15
15 NEW
lo
W SWY4,'SS8WY
16 NWWNEX,
MNE , NWXSWX
S SWM ---------------------17
17 NWSWX
NWWSWX, SWXNWX,
SW NWX, NEXSW3,
EWSWX, SEX8ESEXNWX_
SEXSEWSEXNWX..
S
18
18 Lots 1
1 & 2,
E~NWj,
WN
2, EMN
X,WNE,
W%NE3i,
SEXNEX
SEY4NE -..............
19
19 NEW
20
20 WNW X
21
SX8WW, NEXNEX
S%-SW,
-NE-NE
...............
....
---22 NNW,,
22
NW NW , EXSEWNWX
------------------23
23
NXNXNWX
24
24
LtNE4NW NWXNE,
NEXNW
NWNEX, WXNEXNEW
W--NE-NE---_--_----27
27
NWWSW
.NoSW
s2... NE..
..
--.--28 NWXNE 4, NMSEY4, NWVASWX
29
SEW, W
NEVA
29
31 NEVASE
--_------Nw,---------Lot 4],
E
32 S34
33
WXSWX
33
W SW ...
:::
:::::::::::::::
.......-.......------.
13
13
Lot 1
1 WSW X
1
-------X,
SE SEX ........
8w NW,
2
NW
2 Lot
NLot
4, SWX
. ....--...... ----------------.
.
N E
&22anddSSXNEX
Lots11&
44 Lots
68 Lots 1& 2, SXNEW,
1
SEW
- -- - - - - -- 't-- - -- - -- -- - -- - -- -- - ----NV -K- N34Nwy,,,
99 ^SEXNWW,
NXNEW, I acre In the extreme SE
corner of NEXSWW.
10
10
NEW,
Lots
I,
2,
3
and
SW
X
SW
X
..
N-8.---. . . . . . --- --------Lots
. 1,. 2, 3,. S-N,11
11
NERiNwg, sy,sEx
12 WXNEW, NWX, SWW, SEW
13
NW,
SEX'
13
Lots 12,NEW,
3,SWYNWYS,
wy'-----------_"-_
-14
14 Lots
1, 2, 3, swhNwx, nvy,
E16 N
Towship
No 150
Rang
rth, 91 West of threme
e 5th PM
15 Lots
I, 2, 3, SXN34,
N3034
ares.
containing 4
16 SXNEW,
SLotNE4,
WNWXN
WNW,
also the following de~N, Lots WXNWWNWWNWW,
NE
, 2,3 and SW
SEX-. "aEsothehowigde....................
scribed tract; Beginning at a stake on the Section line between Sections
Sections 99and
and 16:
thence
running
a distance
tween
16: thence
running due West
West a
of 4 chains; thence due South 10 chains; thence due East 4
chains; thence due North to place of beginning, in Section
16 in
Township 150
North, Range 91 West of the 5th P. M.,
. NESW.............
1, SW4NW3
Lot
containing 4acres.
4 acres.-17
17
NEXNEX,containing
NEWNEWNWWSEW'
18
18
SWWNEW
WSWNE3{NEI 4 NE-----N--NE--W-S--N-------19
19
Lot 3
.........---------------.
Lot3
.
------23 N
23
24MWy4
NXNWW_
24
Lot 1, SWWNWW, NEXSWW, EXSEW

90 W .--.
90W
-

89
W
8989W'
W
90 W

148 N
148
N -----

90
W
90 W

148 N
N......

90
W
90W

148N
148N.---

91 W
W ......

148 N.
N

W
91 W......

149
149 N
N......

90 W
W......

148 N

...

149 N
N-..HO N
150
N.----

...

91
D1 W
W.
911 W
W-..

150 N
N..-

Acres
Acres

11
6
6
12
12
33

-

148 N ---.
148N

Description
Description

91
W
91W......

.----- ---------------

...-

.

t

l-

-----

-------------.-.-.-.-

I

20.00
20.00
35.90
200.00
119.94
45.00
45.00
198.26
198.
26
35.14
115.52
115.
52
80.00
80.00
120.00
160.00
160.
00
120.00
120.
00
240.00
200.00
200.00
360.00
311.47
311.81
311.81
160.00
280.00
160.00
80.00
80.00
200.00
268.44
268.44
377.35
40.00
40. 00
40.00
120.00
120.00
480.00
74.88
160.00
160.00
280.00
240.00
240.00
160.00
160.00
240.00
240.00
280.00
160.00
160.00
160.
00
160.00
122.50
278.87
160.00
80.00
120. 00
120.00
100.00
100.00
40.00
40.00
100.00
100.00
40.00
40.00
160.00
240.00
40.00
320.00
80.00
45.78
45.78
80.00
239.36
239.36
158.44
158.44
319.21
319. 21
201.00
201.00
2159.60
259.60
120.00
120.00
560.00
560.00
480.00
480.00
259.00
259.00
397.30
397.30
89.00
89.00

42.50
40.00
40.00
33.83
80.00
248.05
248.05

MERCER COUNTY
MERCER
COUNTY
-

- -

-

-

N......
146 N

88 W
W......

146 N
146
N.....

89
W
89W.....

N......
147 N

89
W
89W..------

147 N.....
N

90
W
ow-----......

44
5
5
88
99
22
11
11
18
18
19
19
27
28
28
29
25
-

Lots 1,
Lots
1, 2,
2, 3
dr 4
3&4--.......
Lots
NEWSWW
Lots 1
1&
& 2,
2, NE4S8W.
---------------.--............
WiNEX,
SEYSWN, WSEY,
WXNEX, SEWSWX,
WXSEX, NWySWNWXSWX -.......
NW W
NW
4 -... __.. . ........
...--. :
...... ._'-......:
:
- SWWNEX
SW'NE'
----------SE~SW~j--------.......
N34, NXNXSWX
NM,
NSNt-SW
_......
............
SEXSWX
SW % N E I -------------------SWXNEW
__
-------------------- - -----SWNNE%_
SWWNEX
--------------..-....
SKNE%,
NWIA
SINE4, NW..--.....................------SWhNEX--..-.........----------SX'NE
E'NW
EANWU ....................--------------

SE]4SW]4 ......................----------------------------...
E5NX_.......-i'.'Z~~ii~i-i~iii

3,56.11
356.11
288.29
288.29
210.00
240.00
160.00
160.00
40.00
40.00
360.00
360.00
40.00
40.00
40.00
240.00
240.
00
40.00
80.00
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MOUNTRAIL
MOUNTRAIL COUNTY
COUNTY
Township
Township

Range
Range

150
N ....
150 N

92 W--W
92

150 N

93 W

Section
Section
20
23
23
26
26
28
28
29
29
33
34
35
35
36
14
15
15
16
17
22
2223
25
25
26
26

Description
Description

Acres
Acres

NE SE
NEKSEK
---------------------------------------40.00
40.00
NWXSEW,
40.0
NW SE_ .- -------------------------------------------40. 00
WMSEY4', SEYSEM,
SEMSEX, SEXNEX
W3SEY,
SEYNEY ---------------------------160.00
SMSEW,
SSE--------------------------------------------------80.00
80.00
E/4
S----------------------------------------------------.
0.00
320.00
SE '
, NE X
40.00
SW 4NW
', 13;iNEX
35 V ,4Nk
120.00
N
SE3i
NNSEN
-1
---------------E--------------------------------.-80.00
0.00
SMSM
160.00
SNMSW 4
40.00
N
SWa,
Nh'SW
4, NWXSEX
NWXSE
..--------------------------.------120.00
Lot 1and SniSW% plus accretions
79.97
NEUNWW,
40.00
/%13,iS3iSE
40.00
SW%NW
NWy,SWX
SW
NW 4,, SMSWX,
SSw
, NW
SW
... ..
....................
160.
00
160.00
Lots
Lots 1, 2, 3,
3, NEXNEM, NE
Ny
NWX plus
plus accretions-----------accretions
, 2NW3Y
178. 26
178.26
NMNEX,NRX
N4NE
NE -------------------------------------------20.00

36 sM sM ------------------------------------

-_-----_
- - - - - - - 160.00

said exceptions, as tabulated above,
containing 20,804.83
above, containing
20,804.83 acres,
acres, more
more
or less.
or
less.
Total area of lands held by the Three
Affiliated Tribes within
Three Affiliated
within the
the
Reservation Boundaries and within the Taking Line of the
Reservation
the Garrison
Garrison
Reservoir is
154,911.61 acres, more
more or
less.
is 154,911.61
or less.
PART
PART B-RURAL
B—RURAL AREAS
MOUNTR.A.IL
COUNTY
MOUNTRAIL COUNTY
Township
Township
151 N
N151
151 N
161N...
152 N -.....
152N

.

Range
Range

Section
Section

92 W
W ---92
93
93 W
W93
W ---93W

24
24
6
6
7 I
7
8
8
22
22
23
23
27
27
32

Description
Description

Acres
Acres

W3iNW3i
W
3NW -------------------80.00
Lot
Lot 55---------------------------------------------------32.11
Lot
Lot 22----------------------------------------------------10.69
NW U--------------------------------------------------- 160.00
NW
160.00
Lot
Lot33
--------------------------29.24
29.24
Lots
& 2-----------------------------------------------2
Lots I&
.76
65.76
Lot 4,
4, SWy4NE
SWUNEX ------------------------ ----------------- 67
Lot
97
67.97
Lots
4, 6,
Lots 4,
6, SE
SEMS115i
SE
----- ----------------------------------98.12
98.12

Total --------Total

-------------------------------------

543.89

PART C--IN
TOWNSITES OF
PART
C— IN TOWNSITES
OF VAN
VAN HOOK
SANISH, NORTH
NORTH DAKOTA
AND SANISH,
HOOK AND
DAKOTA
VAN HOOK
HOOK
VAN
(All
(All numbers
numbers inclusive)
inclusive)
Lots
Lots

Block
Block
8&9
8
& 9-----------------------10-------------------------10
15 -------------------16 ---17 -------------------------17
18 -------------------------18
19
-------20 to 26---------------------26
27--------------------------

Block
Block

AU.
All.
3,
3, 5
6 to
to 16.
16.
6, 15,16.
6,
15, 16.
9,10,16.
9,
10, 16.
8,
to 15.
15.
8, 9,
9, 10,
10, 12
12 to

Lots

28 to 29
28to29----......................
30
30-------------------------31-------------------------31
33
36 ------------- --------...
33 to
to 36
37
37-..------------------------38
to 40
40 -------------------38 to
41
41 -------------------------42
42-------------.-------------

All.
All.

2
to 9.
2to9.
All.
All.
1
to 8.
lto8.

All.
All.
9 to
to 16.
9
All.
All.
All.
All.
to 16.
16.
55to
All.
All.
I, 2,
2, 9
1,
9 to
to 16.
16.
All..

SANISH
SANIS/I
l

Block
Block
Il1to14-.----.....---------------to
. ...
. . . ..
to 14....
14
15
16 dr
& 17
...----------.-----18 .-------------.-------------& 20
------------19 dr
21..
-----------------------21
22------------------------22
23 &
-----------dr 2.1
21
25----------------------25
-26--------------------26
27--------------------------27
28------------- ----------2s
29&
22
& 30 --------------------

Lots
Lots

All.
11to 17, 19,
19, 20.
20.
All.
AU.
IIto
to 6,
6, 9,
9, 10,
10, 12.
12.
All.
All.
11to
to9.
9.
1Ito
to 6,
6, 10.
10.
AU.
All.
1,
2, 3.
3.
1, 2,
1
to 6,
6, 8,
11, 12.
1 to
8, 11,
12.
1,
2, 12,, 11.
11.
1, 2,,
2,
2, 11,
1, 12.
12.
AJL
A.U.

Block
Block

I

Lots
Lots

32------------------------ 11to
32
to 6,
6, 11.
11.
33------------------------ 1Ito6.
33
to 6.
34
34------------------------ 22to8,
to 8, 12
to 20.
12 to
20.
35 dr
& 36
35
All.
36 ------------.----AU.
37
37_
.-------------------.--....
1
to12.
12.
I to
to 7,
7, 10
10 to
39
39----------------------11to
to 6,
6, 12.
12.
40------------------------ All.
40
All.
41-------------41
11to
to 14,
14, 19,
19, 20.
20.
42--------------42
2,4,8.
2,
4,8.
44_------------------------- 2
7.
44
2 to
to7.
46
46........................-------------1 to
to 3, 9, 10, 12.
1
12.
47
2
6, 9.
9.
47-----------------------2 to
to 6,
48- -------------1
6, 8
to 12.
1 to
to 6,
8 to
12.

Total
area.
Total area.
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SANISH-Continued
SANISH—Continued
Block

Lots

49
49.......
...----------------50 ------------------------------................
51 dr
& 52 ..--------------------.
53 ....-----------------------54
---------------------55 . ................--.... .
56 -..--.--.-----------------.
57--.
57
---------------.-----....
58
58 - -----------------------................
59
59-..-....--.------------o
60

61
60 -1-62
62--..

Block

1,
1, 4
4 to 12.
7to 12.
12.
7to
All.
11to 6, 99to 12.
8, 9, 10,12.
10, 12.
7, 8.
10, 11, 12.
10,11,12.

Lots

65
65.........................
3to 6.
3to6.
66 -.-----------------------.....................
1to 4, 6.
lto4,6.
67
.---....-----.....----1to 15.
..
68
-----------------------............................
11to
too 6, 8
8 too 12.
69..-..............-..69
5,
6, 7.
5,6,7.
70--- ----------------------- 1,2,4.
70
1, 2, 4.
71 de 72
71&72..------------------All.
All
73
73..------..................--..
3,
12.
3, 7
7 to
to 12.
74
----------------------.................
59°'173___~~_
All.
All.
75 ---------1, 2,
10.
75
2, 77to
to
10.
76 to 81
All.
82
76
to 81 ------------------All.
1, 2, 3.
82---------1,2,3.
84
84....:::
::::::::::::
.........
3
3.

10, 11.
11.
10,
9
9 to 12.
5,
5, 6.
6.
Ito 6.
----_
_
1, 2, 3, 9to 20.
lto6.
61-----------------------------1,-2,-3,--20.
...
.....................-..
IIto
to .5,
5, 8.
8.

PART D—
D--PUBIC
IN TOWNSITES
TOWNSITES OF
PART
PUBLIC RESERVES
RESERVES IN
SANISH AND
VAN HOOK,
HOOK,
OF SANISII
AND VAN
NORTH DAKOTA
NORTH
DAKOTA
VAN HOOK
HOOK

Block
Block
32

-

Lots

-----------------------..-----

-

A. .---All

SANISH
SANISH
31
3142
43 --

-----

..-

.

.......

..

.........

------------------------------------------------------------------------------..-..-

_.........-._

All.
6, 7.

:-----.--.Z------ All.
A._
A---6
„All.

Part E,
E, all rights in coal heretofore
heretofore reserved
to the
reserved to
the Tribes
Tribes in
in the
the
following
following described
described lands:
lands:
DUNN COUNTY
Township
Township
146
146 N
N --.
N -----147
147 N
147 N
147
N

-..

148 N .-..

149 N
N -..
149

Range
Range
92
92 W
W92
92 W
W .....

W.....
94 W

92 W
W ...

91 W
91
W ......

Section
Section

Description
Description

55 Lot 1
1..
-------------------*-------------- ------,4A 6'
44 Lots
Lots 3, 4
de 5
4&
5
5
5 Lots 1,
1, 2
2 & 33.
......
32
NE
E, SS34SEX
Lot 7, NEXSEq,
E .........................------------------------------22
11
Lots 7, 8, 99 de
& 11...
23
7 de
Lots 5, 6, 7
swhivw34-'-.--........-------_--& 8, Nueprwm,
NY2NWV4, SWXNW
32
de 5, SSW--...3........
sAswg
Lots 4
4&
..........----------14
63.5NWX --.......S4NW
_........................................

Acres
40.
40.10
10
71.
60
71.60
75.
62
75.62
149. 36
140
102.45
102. 45
209. 81
209.81
146.03
80.00

McKENZIE
McKENZIE COUNTY
COUNTY
152 N
N_.

93 W
W ----.

152
12 N
N

94
W
94W......

29
31
31
36

N3j, SW
...-............-N34,
SWX
LoEtsX 1&
& 2,
2, E3iNWX
Lots1
E*NW. -------------------NE------------------------------------------N

480.00
480.00
148.88
160.00
160.00

McLE
AN COUNTY
McLEAN
147
N
147 N

--.

87 W---.
87
W

N .147 N

88W
88
W -...

148 N
N 148
149
N --.
149 N

90 W -90
90
W ....
90W

W

150 N......
N
91 W
W..-

13
13

17
30
30
19
21
21
21
21
12
12
13
16
16
17
17
99
14
14
18
18

That portion
of Lot
That
portion of
Lot 55 bounded on the North
North Section line,
line, on
on
the East
East by the Fort Berthold
the
Berthold Indian
Indian Reservation
Reservation Line,
Line, on
on
the South by a
a line 600 feet South and
and parallel
to the
parallel to
the North
North
Section line and on the
Section
the West
West by a
a line
line 600
feet East
600 feet
East and
and
parallel to
to the
North dr
South quarter
quarter line
Section 13.
Narallel
the North
& South
line of
of Section
13.
Nwq
N3iSEX,
N
,LiSE --------------"--------------- -----------SW34,NEX
SW7iNE4 ----.-----.----------------SW3iNWX
SW NW
-- - -----------------_--------------S%SE31
S' SE'E''-_- -------------------------------------------- - -----SI
,
AEX
S'SE......
Ny
2
NWX
N
YN
WY4---------------------------------------------------NWWWW,
SWWIWX
WNWSW4
..------------------NW- --------------------------------------------SW'
SEXNWX _ ..
SENW
.--.------ ..-----NSW%
NMSWX --..-.....-... -------------SWXNEX
SW
WNE4 -............--------------------------------------

SYSEY4..........................------------..................

11.58
11. 5E

160.00
160. 0(

80.00
80. 0(

40.0(
40.00
40.
SC
40. 00
80.00
80.
OC
80.
OC
80.00
80.00
80.00
40.00
40.02
40. 0€
40.00
40.00
40.00
80.00
40.00
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81ST CONG.,
SESS.-CHS.
791-OCT. 29, 31, 1949
CONG., 1ST SESS
.—CHS.790,
790, 791—OCT.
1949
MERCER COUNTY
CO UNTY
MERCER

Township
Township

Range
Range

146
N
146N--147
147 N
N.__. -

88 W
W -89 W
89
W.-

Section
Section

Description
Description

Lots 1
1 & 22---44 Lots
NW X-- ---.
SXINEj, NW
28 SANEk',

29

Acres

8. 90
-------------- 85.9D
--------------240 00
---------------------------240.00

S
WRN EX
SW34NE.---------------------------------------

40.00

MOUNTRAIL
COUNTY
MOUNTRAIL COUNTY
150N
15N

93 W
93
W ----

17

NEjRNWYj------------------------------------NEk:NWX

40.00

Grand
rand total
total----------------------------------2,881.33
2, 881. 33

Together with all rights in coal reserved to the Tribes in patents
issued
for other
lands within
the Garrison
Garrison Reservoir.
Reservoir.
within the
issued for
other lands
Approved
1949.
Approved October
October 29, 1949.
[CHAPTER 791]
[CHAPTER

AN
AN ACT
ACT

extension, and improvement
Authorizing
appropriation for the construction,
construction, extension,
improvement
an appropriation
Authorizing an
the
of
county hospital
at Albuquerque,
Albuquerque, New Mexico,
Mexico, to
facilities for the
to provide
provide facilities
hospital at
of a
a county
treatment
of Indians.
treatment of

Representatives of the
and House of Representatives
Be
it enacted
the
the Senate
Senate and
enacted by the
Be it
(a) there is
United States
States of
in, Congress
assembled, That (a)
Congress assembled,
America in
of America
United
hereby authorized
appropriated, out of
money in the Treasof any money
authorized to be appropriated,
hereby
ury not
not otherwise
$1,500,000 for the purpose
appropriated, the sum of $1,500,000
otherwise appropriated,
ury
of cooperating
the county
county of
Bernalillo, State
State of
of New Mexico,
of Bernalillo,
with the
of
cooperating with
in the
the construction
construction of
at Albuquerque,
Albuquerque, New Mexico,
general hospital at
of a
a general
in
on
land conveyed
to be
conveyed to said county by the United
be conveyed
or to
conveyed or
on land
States,
raa_re available
required not
not less
less
when required
available when
and make
provide and
will provide
which will
States, which
than
one hundred
of any
moneys
any moneys
expenditure of
The expenditure
for Indians.
Indians. The
beds for
hundred beds
than one
authorized to
to be
be appropriated
hereunder shall be subject to the conappropriated hereunder
authorized
dition that
the proper
Bernalillo County,
County, State
of New
State of
of Bernalillo
authorities of
proper authorities
that the
dition
Mexico, promptly
promptly take
take the necessary
necessary steps under the laws of said
Mexico,
State to
as may
required to complete
complete
be required
may be
funds as
additional funds
such additional
to provide
provide such
State
the construction
of such
provision of
regulation
of regulation
the provision
including the
hospital, including
such hospital,
construction of
the
equipment in
such hospita.
hospital. Proof
Proof of
with such condicompliance with
of compliance
in such
equipment
tion shall
shall be
be submitted
submitted to
the Commissioner
Indian Affairs,
who
Affairs who
of Indian
Commissioner of
to the
tion
may enter
enter into
into such
contract or
or contracts
contracts with
authorities relating
said authorities
with said
such contract
may
to
such hospital
hospital as
shall be
necessary to
to carry
carry out
out the
provisions of
of
the provisions
be necessary
as shall
to such
this
Act.
this Act.
(b)
work on
on such
such hospital
direction
proceed under the direction
hospital shall proceed
Actual work
(b) Actual
of the
the officials
of the
the county
of Bernalillo, State of New Mexico, and
county of
officials of
of
payment
in place
place shall
shall be
be made
monthly on
on vouchers
made monthly
work in
for such
such work
payment for
properly certified
certified by
by said
said officials
to the
Commissioner of Indian
the Commissioner
officials to
properly
Affairs, whose
and approval
approval of
of the
proper amount
amount
the proper
determination and
whose determination
Affairs,
chargeable
to any
appropriation authorized
authorized hereunder
hereunder shall be final
any appropriation
chargeable to
and sufficient
for payment
Provided, That
such hospital
shall
hospital shall
That such
thereof: Provided,
payment thereof:
sufficient for
and
be
and maintained
by the
the county
Bernalillo,
of Bernalillo,
county of
maintained by
operated, and
constructed, operated,
be constructed,
State
of New
New Mexico
or its
its successor
successor operator,
operator, in
in accordance
accordance with
with
Mexico, or
State of
standards
acceptable to
to the
State of
New Mexico
Mexico and shall be availof New
the State
standards acceptable
able
to all
all Indians:
Indians: Provided
the Commissioner
Commissioner of
of
That the
further, That
Provided further,
able to
Indian
reimburse the
county of
of Bernalillo,
Bernalillo, or
sucor any
any sucthe county
shall reimburse
Affairs shall
Indian Affairs
cessor operator
of such
such hospital,
hospital, for
for the
care and
of Indians
Indians
treatment of
and treatment
the care
operator of
cessor
eligible under
regulations of
Secretary of
for hosInterior for
of the
the Interior
of the
the Secretary
the regulations
under the
eligible
pital
and medical
who may
admitted to
or treated
treated in
said
in said
to or
be admitted
may be
services who
medical services
pital and
hospital under
under the
the provisions
of the
Act of
April 16,
1934, as
amended
as amended
16, 1934,
of April
the Act
provisions of
hospital
(U.
S. C.,
C., title
title 25,
25, secs.
452 154), at
at rates
rates not
of the
the average
average
in excess
excess of
not in
secs. 452-454),
(U. S.
annual
per diem
of operation
operation and
maintenance for
for the
the entire
entire
and maintenance
cost of
diem cost
annual per
hospital, but
but in
no event
event shall
shall the
by the
the
payment by
such payment
of such
amount of
the amount
in no
hospital,

October 31,
31, 1949
1949
October
[S.
2404]
[S. 2404
[Public Law 438]

Hospital,
Hospital AlbuAlbnquerque,
N. Mex.
querque, N.
Mex.
Appropriation
anthor
Appropriation
ized.
au-

thorized.

Provision
addiProvision of
of additional
funds
funds by
by
tional
County.
County.

Proof of
of compliance.
compliance.

Direction
and payDirection and
payment
of actual
actual work.
work.
ment of

Construction, operConstruction,
operation, etc.
ation,
etc.

Reimbursement for
for
Reimbursement
care
care and
and treatment
treatment of
Indian.
Indians.

48
48 Stat.
Stat. 596.
596.
Limitation.
Limitation.

1050
1050

Etpiration
Expiration
thority.

PUBLIC LAWS-CH.
LAWS— CH.791-OCT.
791—OCT.31,
31, 1949

of au-

Report to Congress.
Report

Waiver of
maiver
of requirerequirements.

Operation
Operation by State.

Administration
Administration by
Commissioner
Commissioner ofIdiIndia Affmairs.
an
Affairs.

Reimbursement
Reimbursement to
U. S.

Return
adminiseturn
of of adninistration to County.

[63
TAT.
[63 S
STAT.

Commissioner of Indian
Indian Affairs be less
less than
than the
the average
average annual
annual per
per
diem cost of operation and maintenance
maintenance for
80 per
of the
the
for 80
per centum
centum of
beds required
required to be made available. The method of determining
averdetermining average annual per diem cost of operation and maintenance
agreed
maintenance shall
shall be
be agreed
upon between the county of Bernalillo
Bernalillo and the
Indian
the Commissioner
Commissioner of
of Indian
Affairs in
in the contract between them relating to such hospital.
Affairs
hospital. .Such
Such
payments
payments shall be made by the Commissioner of
Indian Affairs
Affairs in
of Indian
in
the
manner
at the times agreed upon in said contract: Provided
the manner and
and at
Provided

further, That
That the
further,
the authority
authority of the Commissioner
Commissioner of Indian
Indian Affairs
Affairs
to
such payments
Provided furto make
make such
payments shall
shall expire
expire on June 30, 1954: Provided
fivrther,
That on
on or
or before December
December 31, 1953, the Secretary of
then That
of the
the
Interior is
is authorized
authorized and directed to report to the Congress his recInterior
ommendations
ommendations with respect to the amounts (together
(together with
with the
the forformula
mula used in arriving at such amounts) to be paid for such
purposes
such purposes
after June
30, 1964:
1954: And provided
after
June 30,
provided further, That
That the
the Commissioner
Commissioner
of
Affairs may for temporary
of Indian
Indian Affairs
temporary periods waive the requirements
that one
one hundred beds always be available
available for Indians, if
that
if for
for any
any
temporary period such a
a number is not needed or required,
temporary
if
required, and
and if
in return
in
return the operator agrees
agrees that the minimum charge
charge should
should be
be
proportionately reduced.
proportionately
reduced.
SEC.
2. The
county of
SEC. 2.
The county
of Bernalillo
Bernalillo may, with the consent of the Commissioner
missioner of
of Indian
Indian Affairs, permit such hospital
hospital to be operated by
by
the
State of
of New Mexico, or any subdivision thereof, if
the State
laws of
of
if the laws
said State
State permit
permit such
said
such operation.
operation. The financial cooperation provided for
herein shall be conditioned upon
upon the
vided
for herein
the inclusion
the conconinclusion in
in the
tract to
to be
be entered
into between
between the Commissioner of Indian Affairs
tract
entered into
and
the proper authorities
Bernalillo County (relating
and the
authorities of Bernalillo
(relating to
to the
conthe construction, operation,
operation, and maintenance
struction,
maintenance of such hospital.)
of a
hospital) of
a rerequirement
in the
event the county of Bernalillo,
Bernalillo, or any of the
quirement that
that in
the event
the
successor
successor operators
operators of such hospital, shall at any time
time cease
cease or sussuspend,
about to cease
cease or suspend, the operation
operation of such hospital,
pend, or
or be
be about
or
that the Secretary
or in
in the
the event
event that
Secretary of the Interior, after such notice and
hearing
shall be specified in such contract,
hearing as
as shall
contract, shall find
find that there has
has
been
continuous violation
been aa willful
willful and
and continuous
violation of any of the conditions of
of
section
2 of
this Act,
Act, the
the Commissioner
section 2
of this
Commissioner of Indian Affairs shall enter
enter
and
the administration
administration of such hospital and of all of
and take
take over
over the
of its
its
equipment
and
facilities
equipment and facilities and
and operate and maintain the same. In the
event
the Commissioner
event the
Commissioner of Indian Affairs shall take over the
the adadministration
of such
hospital as hereinbefore
hereinbefore provided, the Bureau
ministration of
such hospital
of
Indian Affairs
Affairs shall furnish
furnish hospitalization,
of Indian
hospitalization, treatment,
treatment, and medmedical
service
non-Indians who are qualified
ical service to
to non-Indians
qualified to enter and receive
services at such hospital under
the laws
services at such hospital
under the
laws or
or regulations
regulations of the county
of
State of
of New
New Mexico,
Mexico, or the applicable
of Bernalillo,
Bernalillo, the
the State
applicable local subdivision of said State:
the county
of Bernalillo,
division of said State: Provided,
Provided, That
That the
county of
the
State of New Mexico,
the State of New
Mexico, or
or subdivision
subdivision thereof, or the patient, as
the
may be,
be, shall reimburse the United States for such services,
the case
case may
services,
care,
care, and treatment at rates not in excess of th
lper
thee average
average annua
annual
per
diem
cost of
of operation
diem cost
operation for
for the
the entire hospital. Such sums as shall
be
to the
United States
States shall be covered
be reimbursed
reimbursed to
the United
covered into the Treasury
Treasury
of
of the
the United
United States
States to the credit of the appropriation from which
which
the .hospitalization
hospitalization or medical services are provided, and
and shall
be
shall be
available
the operation
available for
for the
operation and maintenance of the institution. If
If
at
any time after the
the taking
taking over
over of
of the
the administration
at any time after
administration of such hospital by
pital
by the
the Commissioner
Commissioner of Indian Affairs, the Board
Board of County
Commissioners
Commissioners of
of Bernalillo
Bernalillo County, or the Board of Trustees
Trustees of
the Bernalillo
the
Bernalillo County
County Hospital, or their successors, shall establish
establish to
to
the satisfaction
satisfaction of
their willingness and
the
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior their
and
ability
to operate
operate and
and maintain
accordance with
ability to
maintain such hospital in accordance
with
this
Act
and
the
contract
with the
this Act and the contract with
the Commissioner
Commissioner of Indian Affairs,
Affairs,
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the Commissioner of Indian Affairs shall return the
the administration
administration
of said hospital, equipment,
equipment, and facilities
facilities to said Board
Board of
of County
County
Commissioners
Commissioners of Bernalillo
Bernalillo County
County or
Board of
of the
or the
the Board
of Trustees
Trustees of
the
Bernalillo County Hospital, or their successors, as the
may be,
the case
case may
be,
for operation
operation pursuant to the provisions
provisions of
Act and
erms
of this
this Act
and th
thee t
terms
of the contract with the Commissioner
of Indian
Indian Affairs.
Affairs.
Commissioner of
SEC.
SEC. 3. In
In the event that the Bureau of Indian Affairs at the
request
the request
of the Board of County Commissioners
Commissioners of Bernalillo
County, or
or the
the
Bernalillo County,
Board of Trustees of the Bernalillo
Bernalillo County Hospital, or their sucsuccessors, shall supply any personnel,
personnel, materials, or other resources
for
resources for
the operation
operation of such hospital, the cost thereof,
agreed upon
upon by
thereof, as
as agreed
by
the Commissioner
Commissioner of Indian
Indian Affairs and the county of Bernalillo, or
or
the State of New Mexico, or any of its subdivisions then operating
operating
such hospital, shall be deducted from the
and payable
payable
the amount
amount due
due and
by the Bureau
Bureau of Indian Affairs.
Approved
Approved October
31, 1949.
1949.
October 31,

Cost of personnel,
personnel,
etc.,
Buetc., supplied
supplied by
by Bureau of Idian
Indian Affairs.
Affairs.

[
CHAPTER 792]
[CHAPTER
792]

AN ACT
To stabilize prices of agricultural
agricultural commodities.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the
and House
House of
of Representatives
the
the Senate and
Representatives of
of the
United
America in
United States of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
this Act
Act may
That this
may
be cited as the "Agricultural
of 1949".
"Agricultural Act of
1949".
TITLE I-BASIC
I—BASIC AGRICULTURAL
AGRICULTURAL COMMODITIES
COMMODITIES
SEC. 101. The Secretary of Agriculture
Sac.
the
Agriculture (hereinafter
(hereinafter called
called the
"Secretary") is authorized
authorized and directed
"Secretary")
directed to
to make
through
make available
available through
loans, purchases,
purchases, or other operations,
operations, price support
to cooperators
support to
cooperators for
for
agricultural commodity,
any crop of any basic
basic agricultural
commodity, if
producers have
have not
not
if producers
disapproved
disapproved marketing quotas for
at a
alevel
not in
excess
for such
such crop, at
level not
in excess
of 90 per centum
centum of the parity price of the commodity
commodity nor less
less than
than
the level provided in subsections
(a), (b),
and (c)
(c) as
as follows:
follows:
subsections (a),
(b), and
(a) For tobacco (except
(except as otherwise provided herein),
herein), corn,
wheat, and rice, if the supply percentage
percentage as of the beginning
ning of the marketing year is:

The level
level of support
shall be not less
less
than the
followthan
the following percentage of
of
the parity
price:
parity price:

Not
than 102----------------------------------------102
Not more
more than
More than 102 but
more than
than 104
but not more
104-----------------------------___
More than 104 but not
than 106
not more than
106----------------------------- - ---More
More than 106
but not
not more
108
106 but
more than
than 108--_---------------------------------

90
90
89
88
87
87
86
85
85

More than 108 but not
than 110
not more than
110------------------.--------_
More than 110 but
112
but not more
more than
than 112_----------------_-------------____
More than 112 but
114
but not more
more than
than 114____----------------------------84
more than
More than
than 114 but not
not more
than 116
116------------------------------------_
83
More than 116 but not
more than
than 118
not more
118------------_-----------_--------82
More than 118 but not more than
than 120
120--------------------------------_
81
More than
than 120 but
122
but not more
more than
than 122________--------------------------_
-80
80
More than 122 but
but not
124
More
not more
more than
than 124_-----------------------------------_
79
More than
than 124
not more
126
124 but
but not
more than
than 126-------- __-----_------------__ 78
More than 126 but not more than 128
128------------------------------- -___ 77
More than 128 but not more
than 130
more than
130--------------------------_
_---_ --76
More than
than 130
130--------------------_--- ------- - --------------------- 75
75
The level of support
shall be not less
less
than the followthan
follow(b) For cotton and peanuts,
(b)
peanuts, if the supply percentage
the
percentage as of the
tg percentage
ing
percentage of
of
beginning of the marketing
marketing year is:
the parity
parity price:
price:
Not more than 108
90
108----------------------------90
More than 108 but not more than 110
59
110----------- -__-------______
89
More than 110 but not more than
112 --88
than 112
_-- ------------------ - -___
88

October 31,
31, 1949
1949
October
[H. R.
5345]
[H.
R. 6345]
[Public
Law 439]
[Public Law
439]
Agricultural Act of
1949.
1949.

Price support
support to
to cocooperators.

1052
1052

[63 STAT.
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792—OCT.31,
1949
PUBLIC LAWS-CH.
31,1949

The
support
The level of support
shall be
be not less
than the followfollowing
of
ing percentage
percentage of
the parity
parity price:
price:
the

(b) For
cotton and
peanuts, if
percentage as
of the
the
as of
If the
the supply
supply percentage
For cotton
and peanuts,
(b)
beginning of
marketing year
year is:
is:
of the
the marketing
beginning
More
114
than 114-----------------------------than 112
112 but
but not
not more
more than
More than

-

116----------------------------------More than 114 but not more than 116
More
but not
not more
more than 118
118-----------------------------------More than
than 116
116 but
More than
more than 120
not more
120--------------------------------More
than 118
118 but not
-More than
122---------------------------but not
not more
more than 122
More
than 120
120 but
-More
More than 122 but not more than
than 124----------------------------124
-125-----------------------------More than 124 but not more than 125
More
More than
126
than 126-----------------------------------More
than 125 but
but not more than
More than
127
More
than 126
126 but not more than
than 127--------------------------------More than
More
than 127
127 but
but not more than
than 128
128-----------------------------------More
-More than 128 but not more than 129-----------------------------129
More
---More than 129 but not more than 130--------------------------130
More than
130
More
than 130-------------------------------------------------Tobacco.
Tobacco.

Corn.

7U. S.C.
S.C. §1312
note.
7U.
§1312note.

Pbt, p.
p. 10E3.
10X3.
Post,

Wool.

87
86
85
84
83
82
82
81
80
80
79
79
78
78
77
76
76
75
75

(c) For
quotas are
are in
in effect,
the level
(c)
For tobacco,
tobacco, if
if marketing
marketing quotas
effect, the
level of
of supsupport shall be 90 per centum of the parity price.
(d) Notwithstanding
foregoing provisions
section—
(d)
Notwithstanding the
the foregoing
provisions of
of this
this section(1) if producers have not disapproved
(1)
disapproved marketing quotas for
per
such crop, the level of support to cooperators
cooperators shall be 90 .per
centum of the parity price for the 1950 crop of any
centum
any basic
basic agricultural commodity
commodity for
marketing quotas
quotas or
or acreage
acreage allotallottural
for which
which marketing
ments are in effect;
effect;
(2) if producers
disapproved marketing quotas for
for
(2)
producers have not disapproved
such crop, the level of support to cooperators shall be not less than
80 per centum of the parity price for the 1951 crop of any basic
agricultural commodity for which marketing
marketing quotas or
agricultural
or acreage
allotments
effect;
allotments are in effect;
(3) the level of price support to cooperators
(3)
cooperators for any
any crop of aa
basic agricultural
agricultural commodity,
commodity, except
except tobacco, for which marketing quotas have been disapproved by producers shall be 50 per
per
commodity; and no price
centum of the parity price of such commodity;
support shall be made available for any crop of tobacco
tobacco for which
which
marketing quotas have been disapproved
disapproved by producers;
producers;
(4) the level of price support for corn to cooperators
(4)
cooperators outside
outside
the commercial
commercial corn-producing
corn-producing area shall be 75 per centum of the
level of price support to cooperators
commercial corncooperators in the commercial
producing
area;
producing area;
(5) price support may be made available
available to noncooperators
noncooperators at
such levels, not in excess of the level of price support to cooperators, as the Secretary determines
determines will facilitate the effective
operation of the program.
operation
(e) Notwithstanding
Notwithstanding any
provisions of this Act,
of
any of
of the
the provisions
Act, section
section 22of
the
(59 Stat.
506) shall
the Act of
of July
July 28,
28, 1945
1945 (59
Stat. 506)
shall continue
continue in effect.

TITLE II-DESIGNATED
II—DESIGNATED NONBASIC
NONBASIC AGRICULTURAL
AGRICULTURAL
COMMODITIES
COMMODITIES
SEC.
SEC. 201. The Secretary is authorized
authorized and directed
directed to make available (without regard
regard to the provisions
provisions of title III) price support
support to
producers for
(including mohair),
producers
for wool
wool (including
mohair), tung nuts, honey, Irish
Irish potapotatoes, milk, butterfat, and the products
products of milk and butterfat as follows:
follows:
(a) The price of wool (including mohair)
mohair) shall be supported
supported
through
through loans, purchases, or other operations at such level, not in
excess of 90 per centum
centum nor less than 60 per centum of the parity price
therefor, as the Secretary
Secretary determines
determines necessary
necessary in
in order
order to
to encourage
encourage
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production of approximately
an annual production
approximately three
three hundred
million
hundred sixty
sixty million
pounds of shorn
shorn wool;
wool;
(b)
(b) The price of tung nuts, honey, and early, intermediate,
intermediate, and late
Irish potatoes,
potatoes, respectively, shall be supported through
through loans,
purloans, purchases, or other operations
operations at a
a level not in excess of 90 per centum
nor less than 60 per centum of the parity price therefor;
therefor;
(c)
(c) The price
price of
such
of whole milk,
milk, butterfat,
butterfat, and
and the products
products of
of such
commodities, respectively, shall be supported
commodities,
supported at such
such level
level not
not in
in
excess of 90 per
per centum nor
nor less
less than
than 75
75 per centum
centum of
of the
the parity
parity price
therefor
Secretary determines
determines necessary
necessary in order to assure an
therefor as the Secretary
an
adequate supply. Such price support shall be provided
provided through
through loans
loans
of, the
of milk
milk and
butterfat.
on, or
or purchases
purchases of,
the products
products of
and butterfat.

Tung nuts,
Tuna
nuts, honey,
honey,
and Irish
potatoes.
and
Irish potatoes.

Whole
Whole milk,
milk, butterbutterfat,
etc.
fat, etc.

TITLE III-OTHER
III—OTHER NONBASIC
NONBA SIC AGRICULTURAL
AGRICULTURAL
COMMODITIES
COMMODITIES
SEC.
SEC. 301. The Secretary is authorized to make available
available through
loans, purchases, or other operations
operations price support
producers for
for
support to producers
any nonbasic agricultural commodity not
not designated
designated in
in title
title II
II at aa
level not in excess of 90 per
per centum
centum of
of the parity
parity price for the
commodity.
commodity.
SEC. 302.
for
SEC.
302. Without restricting
restricting price
price support
support to those commodities
commodities for
which a
a marketing quota or marketing agreement
agreement or order program
is in effect, price support shall, insofar as feasible, be made available
available to
producers
agricultural commodity
commodity for
which
storable nonbasic
nonbasic agricultural
for which
producers of any storable
such
program is in effect
effect and who are complying
complying with such program.
such aaprogram
The
centum of the
such support
support shall
shall not be in excess of 90 per centum
The level of
of such
provided in
parity price
price of such commodity
commodity nor less than the level provided
the following
following table:
table:

Ante,
p. 1052.
Ante, p.
1052.

Price support
levels.
Price
support levels.

The level of support
shall be not less
less
If the supply
supply perthan the followfollowthan
centage as of the
ing percentage of
of
beginning of the
the parity price:
price:
marketing year is:
marketing
90
----------------------102------80
Not more than 102
More
More than 102 but not more than 104---------------------------89
88
More
More than 104 but not more than 106----------------------------88
108----------------------------More than 106 but not more than 108
--More
More than 108 but not more
more than 110---------------.---------112--------------------------More
More than 110 but not more than 112
More than 112 but not more than
than 114----------------------------More than 114 but not more
more than 116------------------------More
-82
More
More than 116 but not more than 118 -------------------------120---------------------------More than 118 but not more than
than 120
-More than 120 but not more than 122 -------------------------More than 122 but not more than
than 124 ----------------------------126----------------------------More than 124 but not more than 126
More
More than 126 but not more than 128----------------------------128
More than 128 but not more than 130---------------------------More
More than 130------------------------------------------130

87
86
85

84
83
82

81
80
79
79
78
78
77
77
76
76
75

Less than
Less
than minimum
minimum
Provided,
level of price support may be less than the mini- level.
Provided, That the level
level.
mum
level
provided
in
the
foregoing
table
if
the
Secretary,
after
after
mum level provided in the foregoing table if the Secretary,
examination
the availability
of funds
mandatory price
price support
support
for mandatory
funds for
availability of
of the
examination of
consideration of the other factors
programs and consideration
factors specified in section
Post,
p. 1054.
1054.
Post, p.
desirable and proper.
that such lower level is desirable
401 (b)
(b),,determines that
Determination
Determination of
of
S
EC. 303.
303. In
the level of price support for any nonbasic level.
In determining
determining the
SEC.
level.
agricultural commodity under this title,
title, particular
particular consideration
consideration shall
shall
agricultural
be given
given to
to the
the levels
which the
the prices
prices of
of competing
agricultural
competing agricultural
at which
levels at
be
commodities
commodities are being supported.
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TITLE IV—MISCELLANEOUS
IV-MISCELLANEOUS
SEC. 401. (a)
Sec.
Secretary shall provide
the price
support author(a) The Secretary
provide the
price support
authorized or required herein through
through the Commodity
Commodity Credit Corporation
Corporation
him.
and other means available
available to
to him.
(b)
(b) Except as otherwise provided in this Act, the
the amounts,
amounts, terms,
terms,
and conditions of price support operations and the
to which
which
the extent
extent to
such operations
operations are carried
carried out, shall be
determined
or
approved
be
determined
or
approved
Determining factors
following factors
factors shall
shall be
taken into
considu rtfators by the Secretary.
Secretary. The
The following
be taken
into considin Determg
price support.
eration
eration in determining, in the case of any
which price
any commodity
commodity for
for which
price
support is discretionary, whether a
price-support operation
operation shall
shall be
be
a price-support
undertaken and the level of
undertaken
and, in
in the
case of
of any
any comcomof such support
support and,
the case
modity for which price support is mandatory, the level of support in
in
excess of the minimum level prescribed
prescribed for such commodity:
the
commodity: (1)
(1) the
supply of the commodity in relation to the demand
demand therefor,
therefor, (2)
(2) the
the
price levels at which other commodities
commodities are
in
are being supported
supported and,
and, in
the case of feed grains, the feed values of such grains in relation
relation to
to
corn, (3)
(3) the availability of funds, (4) the
perishability of
the comthe perishability
of the
commodity, (5) the importance of the commodity to agriculture and
and the
(6) the ability to dispose of
national economy, (6)
stocks acquired
acquired through
of stocks
through
a price-support
a
price-support operation, (7)
(7) the need for
for offsetting
offsetting temporary
temporary losses
losses
of export markets, and (8)
(8) the ability and willingness
willingness of producers
producers
to
in line
line with
with demand.
to keep
keep supplies in
demand.
Compliance by
produmriance by
(C) Compliance
Compliance by the producer with acreage
producers.
(c)
acreage allotments, producproduction goals and marketing
marketing practices (including
marketing quotas
(including marketing
quotas when
when
law), prescribed by the Secretary, may
authorized by law),
required as
as a
a
may be
be required
condition of
of eligibility
condition
eligibility for
for price
price support.
support.
Determination of
support for
for any
any commodity
commodity shall
shall be
be deterprice support level.
level.
(d) The
The level
level of price support
determined upon the basis of its parity price as of
of the
of the
the marmarthe beginning
beginning of
keting year or season in the case of any commodity
marketed on
commodity marketed
on a
a
marketing year or season basis and as of January
marketing
January 1
1 in the
the case
case of
of any
any
other commodity.
Price support at
increased
levels.
S
EC. 402.
Notwithstanding any
other provision
provision of
of this
rice supporte
at
SEC.
402. Notwithstanding
any other
this Act,
Act, price
price
support at a
a level in excess of the maximum level
price support
support
level of price
otherwise prescribed in this Act may
made available
for any
any agrimay be
be made
available for
agricultural commodity
commodity if the Secretary determines, after a
public heara public
hearing of which
reasonable notice
which reasonable
notice has been
that price
price support
at
been given, that
support at
such increased
increased level is necessary in order to prevent
prevent or alleviate
alleviate aa
shortage in the supply of any agricultural
agricultural commodity
commodity essential to
to the
the
national welfare or in order to increase
increase or
or maintain
maintain the
the production
production of
of
commodity in the interest
any agricultural commodity
interest of national
national security.
security. The
The
Secretary's determination
determination and the record of the hearing
be availavailhearing shall be
able
to
the public.
able
to the
public.
Adjustments.
Adjustments.
SEC.
403. Appropriate
Appropriate adjustments may be made in the support
SEC. 403.
price for any commodity
commodity for differences
differences in grade, type, staple, quality,
location, and other factors. Such adjustments
as pracadjustments shall, so far as
practicable, be made in such manner that the average
average support price
price for
for
such commodity will, on the basis of the anticipated
anticipated incidence
incidence of such
such
factors, be equal to the level of support determined
determined as
as provided
provided in
this
in this
Act. Middling
Midclling seven-eighths
seven-eighths inch cotton shall be
standard grade
be the
the standard
grade
for purposes of parity and price
support.
price support.
SEC. 404.
40.4. The
Secretary, in
i
n carrying
carryi ng ou
programs under
under section
section 32
32
SEC.
The Secretary,
outtprograms
of
Public
Numbered
Law
320,
Seventy-fourth
Congress,
approved
Congress,
approved
49 Stat. 774.
49 S. C. §sta.
da; August 24, 1935, as amended, and section 6
7II.
612c;
6 of the National School
School
Supp. Ii, §612c.
Su.II,
§612c.
Lunch Act may utilize the services
services and facilities of the
the Commodity
Commodity
Post, p. 1067.
60
Stat. 231.
0Stat.
23.
Credit Corporation
Corporation (including
(including but
but not
not limited
Credit
limited to
to procurement
procurement by
by
42 IT. S. C. §175.5.
42U. S. C.
155.
contract),
contract),
and make advance
advance payments
to it.
payments
to
it.
Liability for defidLebibty for defciencies.
SEC. 405. No producer
personally liable for any deficiency
Sec.
producer shall be personally
deficiency
arising from the sale of the collateral securing any loan made under
under
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authority of this Act unless such loan
obtained through
frauduloan was
was obtained
through fraudulent representations
representations by
by the
the producer.
producer. This
Deficiencies in
This provision
provision shall
shall not,
not
in
however,
Corporation grade, etc.
however, be construed to prevent
prevent the Commodity
Commodity Credit Corporation
or the Secretary
Secretary from requiring
requiring producers
producers to assume
assume liability
for
liability for
deficiencies
deficiencies in the grade, quality, or quantity of commodities
commodities stored
stored on
on
delivered by them, for failure properly
properly to
the farm or delivered
and
to care
care for
for and
preserve commodities,
preserve
commodities, or
failure or
refusal to
commodities
or for
for failure
or refusal
to deliver
deliver commodities
in accordance
accordance with the requirements
requirements of the program.
SEC.
Announcement
of
Announcement of
S
EC. 406. The Secretary
Secretary shall, insofar as practicable, announce
announce the
support levels.
level
season
level of price support
support for
for field
field crops
crops in
in advance
advance of
of the
the planting
planting season
and for other agricultural commodities in
the beginning
in advance
advance of the
beginning of
of
the marketing year
(January 11in
the case
year or
or season (January
in the
case of
of commodities
commodities
not marketed on a
a marketing year or
season basis),
basis), but
level of
or season
but the
the level
of
support so
so announced
announced shall
exceed the
the estimated
estimated maximum
price support
shall not
not exceed
maximum
in this Act,
Act, based upon the
level of price support
support specified in
the latest
latest inforinforavailable to the Secretary
mation and statistics available
Secretary when
of
when such
such level
level of
price support
support is announced;
announced; and the
support so
the level
level of price
price support
so
announced shall not be reduced
if the
the maximum
level of
of price
support
reduced if
maximum level
price support
when
less than
the level
level so
so announced.
when determined,
determined, is
is less
than the
announced.
Sale
of agrieultural
agricultural
SEC.
SEC. 407. The Commodity
Commodity Credit Corporation
Corporation may sell
sell any
any farm
farm commodities
scl of
Corncommodities by
by Comcommodity owned
by it
at any
commodity
owned or
or controlled
controlled by
it at
any price
price not
not prohibited
prohibited by
by modity Credit CorpoCorp
ration.
ra
this
section. In
determining sales
sales policies
for basic
basic agricultural
com- ton
this section.
In determining
policies for
agricultural comnonbasic commodities, the
modities or storable nonbasie
the Corporation
Corporation should
should
consideration to the establishing
establishing of such policies
give consideration
with respect
respect
policies with
to prices, terms, and conditions as it
it determines
will not
not discourage
discourage
determines will
manufacturers, processors,
or deter manufacturers
from acquiring
processors, and
and dealers
dealers from
acquiring and
and
carrying
the current
carrying normal
normal inventories of the commodity
commodity of the
current crop.
crop.
Restriction.
The Corporation
RetrctionCorporation shall not sell any basic agricultural commodity or
storable
5 per centum above
storable nonbasic commodity at less than 5
above the
the
current support
price for
for such
such commodity,
commodity, plus
reasonable carrying
carrying
support price
plus reasonable
charges. The foregoing
foregoing restrictions
restrictions shall not apply to (A)
(A) sales
sales for
for
new or byproduct
new
byproduct uses;
(B) sales
sales of
of peanuts
and oilseeds
the
uses; (B)
peanuts and
oilseeds for
for the
extraction of
of oil;
(C) sales
sales for
seed or
or feed
if such
sales will
extraction
oil; (C)
for seed
feed if
such sales
will not
not
substantially impair any
substantially
any price-support
sales of
of comprice-support program;
program;i (D)
(D) sales
commodities which
which have
substantially deteriorated
n quality
quality or
or as
have substantially
deteriorated in
as to
to
there is aa danger
which there
danger of loss
loss or
waste through
through deterioration
deterioration or
or
or waste
spoilage;
spoilage; (E) sales for the purpose
of establishing
arising out
out
purpose of
establishing claims
claims arising
of contract or against persons who have
have committed
misreprecommitted fraud,
fraud, misrepresentation, or other
other wrongful
wrongful acts
acts with
to the
the commodity;
sentation,
with respect
respect to
commodity;
(F) sales for export; (G)
(F)
(G) sales of
(11) sales
sales for
other
of wool; and (H)
for other
than primary
primary uses.
than
uses.
Sec. 408.
408. For
purposes of
of this
this Act—
Sec.
For the
the purposes
Act(a) A
A commodity
commodity shall
shall be
upon determination
determination
Storable commodstorable upon
be considered
considered storable
(a)
ity.
by
Secretary that,
practice, it
it is
is stored
stored for
by the Secretary
that, in
in normal
normal trade
trade practice,
for subsub- lty'
stantial
periods of
of time
and that
can be
be stored
the pricestantial periods
time and
that it
it can
stored under
under the
pricesupport
program without
without excessive
loss through
deterioration or
spoilsupport program
excessive loss
through deterioration
or spoilage
excessive cost
cost for
for storage
storage for
for such
such periods
periods as
as will
age or
or without
without excessive
will perpermit its
disposition without
of the
effectiveness
mit
its disposition
without substantial
substantial impairment
impairment of
the effectiveness
of the price-support program.
"Cooperator."
combasic agricultural
with respect
respect to
"cooperator" with
(b) A "cooperator"
to any
any basic
agricultural commodity shall
be a
aproducer
producer on
on whose
the acreage
modity
shall be
whose farm
farm the
acreage planted
planted to
to the
the
commodity
exceed the
the farm
farm acreage
for the
commodity does
does not
not exceed
acreage allotment
allotment for
the comcom52
modity
under title
III of
the Agricultural
Adjustment Act
Act of
of 1938.
1938.
modity under
title III
of the
Agricultural Adjustment
52 Stat.
Stat. 38.
38.
7 U. S. C.
1301as
amended, or
in the
of price
price support
support for
for corn
Supp. II,
as amended,
or in
the case
case of
corn to
to a
a producer
producer et1393;
I13s
s;upp.
II, § 1301
seq.
outside
outside the
the commercial
area, a
com- 'agq
commercial corn-producing
corn-producing area,
a producer
producer who
who corn60; pst
p 670;
Ante, p.
post,
pp. 1058, 1059, 1062.
plies with
with conditions
eligibility prescribed
by the
For PP.
plies
conditions of
of eligibility
prescribed by
the Secretary.
Secretary. For
10os1059, 1062.
the purpose
producer shall
shall not
to have
have
the
purpose of
of this
this subsection,
subsection, aaproducer
not be
be deemed
deemed to
exceeded his
his farm
farm acreage
acreage allotment
unless such
such producer
producer knowingly
knowingly
exceeded
allotment unless
exceeded such
allotment.
exceeded
such allotment.
u
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(C) A "basic
g
(c)
agricultural
commodity" shall
corn, cotton,
cotton,
gricultural
ricultural commodity"
shall mean
mean corn,
peanuts, rice, tobacco,
tobacco, and wheat,
respectively.
wheat, respectively.
"Nonbasic agricul
"onbrasio
agriul(d) A
A "nonbasic
commodity" shall
mean any
"nonbasic agricultural
agricultural commodity"
shall mean
any agriculagricultural commodity."
tural commodity
commodity other than aa basic
agricultural commodity.
commodity.
basic agricultural
"Supply
percent"Supply percent(e)
percentage" as to any commodity shall
(e) The "supply
"supply percentage"
the pershall be
be the
perage."
centage which the estimated total supply
of the
supply as
supply is
is of
the normal
normal supply
as
determined
determined by the Secretary from
from the
available statistics
statistics of
of the
the
the latest
latest available
Department
Department of Agriculture
Agriculture as
the beginning
of the
the marketing
year
as of
of the
beginning of
marketing year
the commodity.
for the
commodity.
"Toal supply."
"Total
supply."
(f) "Total supply"
supply" of any nonbasic agricultural
agricultural commodity
for any
commodity for
any
marketing year shall be the carry-over
carry-over at
at the
of such
suchimarmarthe beginning
beginning of
keting year, plus the
production of
ofthe
th e commodity
commo d
ity in
n the
the
the estimated
estimated production
United States during
during the calendar year in which such
marketing year
year
such marketing
begins and the estimated imports of the commodity into
the United
United
into the
States during such marketing
marketing year.
year.
"Basic agricultural
"Baoim
agricultural
commodity."

-

"Carry-over."

(g) "Carry-over"
"Carry-over" of any nonbasic agricultural
agricultural commodity
(g)
commodity for
for any
any
marketing year shall be the quantity of
marketing
on hand
in the
of the
the commodity
commodity on
hand in
the
United States at the beginning of such
year, not
not including
such marketing
marketing year,
including
any part of the crop or production
of such
such commodity
production of
commodity which
which was
was proproduced in the United States during the calendar year
current. The
year then
then current.
The
carry-over
carry-over of any such commodity may also include
of
include the
the quantity
quantity of
commodity in processed form on hand in the United
such commodity
the
United States
States at
at the
marketing year,
beginning of such marketing
year, if
if the
the Secretary
Secretary determines
determines that
that
the inclusion of such processed
processed quantity of
the commodity
is necessary
of the
commodity is
necessary
to effectuate
effectuate the purposes of
Act.
of this
this Act.
"Normalsupply."
"Normal
supply."
(h) "Normal
"Normal supply"
supply" of
of any
any nonbasic
nonbasic agricultural
(h)
agricultural commodity for
for
any marketing
marketing year shall be (1) the estimated domestic
domestic consumption
consumption
of the commodity for the marketing year for
for which
which such
such normal
normal supply
supply
is being determined, plus (2)
(2) the estimated exports of
of the
the commodity
commodity
for such marketing
marketing year, plus (3)
an allowance
allowance for
(3) an
for carry-over.
carry-over. The
The
allowance
allowance for carry-over
carry-over shall be the average carry-over
carry-over of
the comcomof the
modity for the five marketing
marketing years immediately
the marimmediately preceding
preceding the
marketing year in which
which such normal supply is determined,
determined, adjusted
adjusted for
for
surpluses or deficiencies
deficiencies caused by abnormal
conditions, changes
changes in
in
abnormal conditions,
marketing
conditions, or the operation of any agricultural
marketing conditions,
agricultural program.
program.
In determining
determining normal
normal supply, the Secretary
Secretary shall make
make such
such adjustadjustments
for current
current trends in consumption
ments for
consumption and for unusual conditions
conditions
as he may deem necessary.
"Marketing
"Marketing year."
year."
(i)
agricultural
(i) "Marketing
"Marketing year'
year" for any nonbasic ag
ric ult ura l commo
dity
commodity
means any period determined by the Secretary
means
Secretary during which
which substansubstantially all of aa crop or production of such commodity
commodity is
is normally
normally
marketed
producers thereof.
marketed by the producers
thereof.
52 Stat. 31.
7 U.
U. ".S. C. §
§.1281
(j)
defined in
(j) Any term defined
the Agricultural
of 1938,
1938,
in the
7
1281 rd
Agricultural Adjustment
Adjustment Act
Act of
II, §
1282 shall
seq.; Supp.
Supp. II,
§ 1282
have the same meaning when used in this Act.
Act.
et seq.
Ae,
po,
Ante, p. 670;
670; post,
SE.
409. (a) Section 301 (a)
S
EC. 409.
(a) (1)
(1) (B)
(B) of the Agricultural
Agricultural Adjust2 1062.
pp.. 1058,
1059,
10tat.
10
59
0.
ment Act of 1938, as amended by the :Agricultural
Agricultural Act of
1948 (defin(defin62 Stat. 1250.
of 1948
77U...8. C.,
C., Supp
Supp. H,
II, ing
ig
"adjusted
base
is
amended
price"),
amended
adding
at
the
end
thereof
by
at
the
end
thereof
1301
(a)
(1)
§
(I) (B).
(B).
rices."
"Prices."
thee following:
subparagraph, the term 'prices'
following: "As used in this subparagraph,
shall
'prices' shall
include
include wartime
wartime subsidy payments made to producers under
under programs
programs
designed
designed to maintain
maintain maximum
maximum prices established
established under
the EmerEmerunder the
56 Stat. 23.
50
Price Control
Act of
of 1942."
1942."
C app.
app. gency
gency Price
Control Act
50SU.
U. S. . C.
§901
901 et
seq.; Supp.
etseq.;
upp. H,
I,
(b) Section
(1) (C)
amended (defining
(b)
Section 301 (a) (1)
(C) of such Act, as so amended
(defining
§902 et seq.
tt. 1.
62 Stat.
1250.
parity
index"),
is
amended
(1) by inserting after the word
"parity
index"),
amended
word "buy"
"buy" a
a
7
S. C., Supp.
7 U.
U. S.
Supp.
comma and
the following:
paid hired
hi re dfarm
farm labor",
l
ab
or "
,an d (
2) b
y
II § 1301 (a) (1)
(i)()(C). comma
and the
following: "wages
"wages paid
and (2)
by
after "such
inserting after
"such prices"
prices" a
comma an
dthe
th e wor
d "wages".
a comma
and
word
"wages".
62 Stat. 1250.
8
62 U.
sta.S. C.,
S11.
(c) Section 301 (a)
(1) of
7
Supp.
of such
(a) (1)
Act, as
as so
amended, is
is amended
by
such Act,
so
amended,
amended by
§1301
1301 (a)
,§
(a) (1).
(1).
the end thereof
adding at the
following new
subparagraph:
thereof the following
new subparagraph:
Minimum parity
Mprimum parity
"(G) Notwithstanding
Notwithstanding the foregoing
price.
"(G)
foregoing provisions
provisions of this section,
section, the
the
parity
price
basic agricultural
parity price for
for any
any basic
agricultural commodity,
commodity, as of any date dur"Carry-over."
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ing
the four-year
four-year period beginning
ing the
beginning January
January 1,
1, 1950, shall
be less
shall not be
less
than
parity price
than its
its parity
price computed
computed in the manner used prior to the enactenactment of the Agricultural
Agricultural Act of 1949."
1949."
(d)
(d) Section 301 (b)
(b) (10)
(10) (A) of such Act, as so amended
(defining
amended (defining
52 Stat. 41; 62
62 Stat.
Stat.
1251.
"normal supply"),
supply"), is amended
"normal
amended by striking,out "7
in th
"7 per
per centum
centum in
thee 1251.
U. S.
S. C.,
Supp. II,
77U.
C., Supp.
II,
case
(10) (A).
(A).
thereof
1301 (b)
(b) (10)
case of corn
corn" and inserting
inserting in lieu
li eu th
ereo f"10 per centum
in the
case §1301
centum in
the case
Ante, p.
p. 676.
Ante,
676.
of corn".
corn".
(e) Section
(e)
Section 322 (a)
(a) of such Act, as so
to corn
so amended
amended (relating
52 Stat.
Stat. 49;
62 Stat.
Stat.
(relating to
52
corn 1255.
49; 62
marketing quotas),
quotas), is amended by adding at the end
follow- 1255.
end thereof
thereof the
the follow7 U. S.
7
S. C.,
C., Supp.
Supp.
ing: "With
II, §i 1322
1322 (a).
(a).
"With respect
ing:
respect to the 1950 crop of corn the determination
determination and
and II,
proclamation required by this section may be made,
notwithstanding
made, notwithstanding
the foregoing,
foregoing, at any
ri
or to
t
o February
February 1,
1, 1950,
i
ng 1949
any time
time p
prior
1950, us
using
1949 as
as
such calendar
calendar year'
'such
year' for the purposes
purposes of (1)
(1) and (2)
(2) of the preceding
preceding
sentence."
sentence."
(f)
(f) Section 328 of such Act, as so
amended (relating
to corn
corn acreacreso amended
relating to
52 Stat.
62 Stat.
Stat.
52
Stat. 52;
52; 62
1257.
allotments), is amended by striking out 'reserve
age allotments),
"reserve supply
supply level"
level" 1257.
7 U.
7
S. C.,
C., Supp.
U. S.
Supp.
and inserting in lieu thereof
II, §
1328.
thereof "normal
"normal supply".
II,
§ 1328.
supply".
SEc.
4 of the Act of March 8, 1938,
S
EC, 410. Section 4
1938, as
as amended
amended (15
(15
U. S. C., 1946 edition,
713a-4), is
is amended
amen d
ed by
by substituting
su b
sti tut i
ng a
a colon
co l
on for
edition, 713a-4),
108.
for 52 Stat. 108.
15 U.
C., Supp.
Supp.
U. S.
S. C.,
the period at the end of the next to the last sentence
the
sentence thereof
thereof and
and II,
note.
II, i 713a-4
713a-4 note.
"Provided, That this sentence
adding the following: "Provided,
shall not
not limit
limit
sentence shall
the authority
authority of the Corporation
Corporation to
obligations for
for the
to issue
issue obligations
the purpose
purpose
of carrying
carrying out its annual budget programs
programs submitted
submitted to and approved
approved
by the Congress pursuant to the Government Corporation Control
Act
Control Act
(31
(31 U.
841)."
U. S. C., 1946 edition,
edition, sec.
sec. 841)."
69
Stat. 597.
597.
59 Stat.
U. S. C.,
C., Supp.
Supp.
SEC.
S
EC. 411. Section 32, as amended, of
"An Act
Act to
to II,31§
of the Act
Act entitled
entitled "An
1 846 dt seq.
seq.
Agricultural Adjustment Act, and for
amend the Agricultural
for other
other purposes",
purposes",
approved
49
49 Stat.
Stat. 774.
774.
612c), is
approved August 24, 1935 (U. S. C., title 7, sec. 612c)
by
is amended
amended by
7 U. S.
7
S. C.,
C., Supp.
Supp.
inserting
inserting; before the last sentence thereof
the following:
"The sums
sums II,
thereof the
following: "The
II, §
§612c.
612c.
appropriated under this section shall be devoted
appropriated
devoted principally
to
perishprincipally to perishable nonbasic agricultural
commodities (
oth er th
an those
agricultural commodities
(other
than
those designated
designated
II of the Agricultural
Ante, p.
p. 1052.
1052.
Ante,
in title II
Agricultural Act of
1949) and
and their
their products."
of 1949)
products."
SEC.
Determinations made by the Secretary
Secretary under
S
EC. 412. Determinations
under this
this Act
Act
shall be final and conclusive:
conclusive: Provided,
Provided, That the scope and
nature of
and nature
of
such determinations shall not
with the
the provisions
of
not be
be inconsistent
inconsistent with
provisions of
the Commodity
Commodity Credit Corporation
62
Stat. 1070.
Corporation Charter
62 Stat.
Charter Act.
1070.
Act.
S. C.,
15 U.
U. S.
C., Supp.
Supp.
SEC. 413. This Act shall not be effective
Sue.
effective with respect
respect to price
price supsup- II,15
§§
§§ 714
714 -714o.
714o.
Ante,
p.
154.
154.
port operations
operations for any agricultural
commodity for
for any
marketing
agricultural commodity
any marketing
Price support
Price
support for
for
year or season commencing
commencing prior to January
1950, except
except to
the prior years.
January 1,
1, 1950,
to the
extent that the Secretary
Secretary of Agriculture
Agriculture shall,
without reducing
reducing price
price
shall, without
support theretofore
or announced,
elect to
to a
pply the
the propro support
theretofore undertaken
undertaken or
announced, elect
apply
visions of this Act.
Act.
SEC. 414. Section 302 of the Agricultural
Sue.
Agricultural Adjustment
Adjustment Act
1938,
52 Stat. 43.
43.
Act of
of 1938,
77 U. S. C.,
C., Supp.
as amended, and any provision of law in conflict with the
the provisions
provisions II,
§1302.
1302.
[I, 1
of
are hereby
hereby repealed.
of this
this Act are
repealed.
SEC.
S
Ec. 415. (a)
(a) Except as modified by this Act or
Law 272,
or by
by Public
Public Law
272.
Eighty-first
Congress,
Eighty-first Con
g ress , sections
(b), 201 (d),
201 (e),
(e), 203,
a ),
Ante, p.
670.
sections 201
Ante,
201 (b),201
p. 670.
(d),201
203, 207
207 (
(a),
1251, 1255,
62 Stat.
Stat. 1251,
and 208 of the Agricultural
Agricultural Act of 1948 shall
be effective
for the
shall be
1255,
effective for
the purpur- 1257.
1257.
pose of taking any action with respect to the 1950 and subsequent
subsequent
7
S. C.,
C., Supp.
Supp.
7 U. S.
(b), 1322,
1322,
II, §§
§§ 1301
1301 (b),
crops upon the
enactment of
this Act.
If the
which any
the enactment
of this
Act. If
the time
time within
within which
any II,
1328,
328, 1312.
1312.
such action
action is required to be taken shall have elapsed
enactelapsed prior
prior to
to the
the enactment of this Act, such action shall be
after the
be taken within thirty
thirty days
days after
the
enactment of this Act.
62 Stat.
(b)
Stat. 1247.
1247.
(b) No provision of the Agricultural
Agricultural Act of 1948 shall be deemed
deemed 762
7 U. S.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
Supp.
to supersede any provision of Public Law
272, Eighty-first
Eighty-first Congress.
Law 272,
note.
Congress. III,I, §§ 1301
1301 note.
Ante, p.
670.
Ante,
p.
670.
(c) Section 301 (b) (10) of the Agricultural
(c)
of
Agricultural Adjustment
Adjustment Act
Act of
52 Stat.
41; 62
Stat.
52
Stat. 41;
62 Stat.
1938, as amended, by section 201 (d)
(d) of the Agricultural
Agricultural Act
of 1948,
Act of
1948, 1251.
251.
is amended (1)
(1) by striking out of subparagraph
(A) the
following:
77 U. S. C.,
subparagraph (A)
Supp.
C., Supp.
the following::
§
(b) (10).
1 1301
1301 (b)
(10).
(2) by striking out
"cotton,", (2)
subparagraph -(A)
(A) the
following: It,I,Ante,
out of
of subparagraph
the following:
Ante, p.
p. 676.
81939°-50-PT.
-81939°-50—PT. 1-67
67
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"Normal supply,"
supply,"
cotton.
cotton.

52 Stat. 42; 62 Stat.
1251.
1251.
7U.S.
7
U. S. C.,
Supp. II,
C.,Supp.II,
(16).
§§1301 (b) (16).
Ante, p. 676.
"Total supply,"
supply,"
cotton.
cotton.

Repeals.
62 Stat. 1251,
1251, 1256,
1256,
1257.
7 U.
7
U. S.. C., Supp. II,
§§
(3) (B),
(B),
i§ 1301 (b)
(b) (3)
1345,1355,
1345,
1355, 1343.
Ante, pp. 674,
674, 670.
Prevention of waste
of food commodities.
commodities.

48 Stat. 264.
Loans for storage
construction.
construction.
46 Stat. 11.
12 U. S.. C.
c..
11413.
1141j.

1141if 1141-

Commitment
Commitment from
Commodity Credit
Corporation.

[63 STAT.
STAT.
[63

"30
"30 per centum in the case of cotton
;", and
and (3)
(3) by
by adding
adding at
cotton;",
at the
the end
end
thereof the following subparagraph:
subparagraph:
"(C) The 'normal supply'
supply' of
of cotton
cotton for
any marketing
marketing year
year shall
shall
for any
be the estimated domestic
domestic consumption
for the
consumption of
of cotton
cotton for
the marketing
marketing
year for which such normal supply is being determined,
the estidetermined, plus
plus the
estimated exports
exports of cotton for such marketing year, plus 30 per
per centum
centum
of the sum of such consumption
consumption and exports as
allowance for
as an allowance
for
carry-over."
carry-over."
(d) Section 301 (b) (16)
(16) of the Agricultural
of
Agricultural Adjustment
Adjustment Act
Act of
1938, as amended by section 201 (e) of the Agricultural
1948
Agricultural Act
Act of
of 1948
is amended
amended (1)
(1) by striking out of subparagraph
subparagraph (A)
(A) the
the following:
following:
"cotton,", and (2)
"cotton,",
(2) by adding
adding the following subparagraph:
subparagraph:
"(C)
"(C) 'Total supply'
supply' of cotton for any marketing
marketing year
shall ,be
be the
the
year shall
carry-over at the beginning of such marketing
marketing year, plus
plus the
the estimated
estimated
production of cotton in the United States during the
calendar year
year in
in
the calendar
which such marketing year begins and the estimated
of cotton
estimated imports of
cotton
into the United States during such marketing
marketing year."
year."
(e) Sections 201 (c),
(c), 205, 206, and 207 (c)
(c) of the Agricultural
Agricultural Act
Act
of 1948 are hereby
hereby repealed.
repealed.
SEO.
SEC. 416. In order to prevent the waste of food commodities
acquired
commodities acquired
through price support operations
operations which
which are found
found to
danger of
to be
be in
in danger
of
loss through deterioration
deterioration or spoilage before they can
can be
disposed of
be disposed
of
in normal domestic channels without impairment
support
impairment of
of the
the price
price support
program, the Secretary
Secretary of Agriculture
Agriculture and the Commodity Credit
Credit
Corporation are authorized,
Corporation
authorized, upon application
application by
Munitions Board
by the Munitions
Board
or any other Federal
Federal agency and on
under such
regulaon such terms
terms and
and under
such regulations as may be deemed in the public interest
interest,2to make such
such commodicommodiavailable to any such agency for use in making payment
ties available
for
payment for
commodities not produced in the United States. Any
Any such commodicommodities which are not disposed of pursuant to the foregoing
foregoing sentence
sentence may
may
be made available by the Secretary
Secretary and the Commodity Credit
Credit CorCorporation at the point of storage at no cost, save handling and
and transportransportation costs incurred
incurred in making delivery
delivery from the
the point
as
point of
of storage,
storage, as
follows in the order of priority set forth: First, to school-lunch
school-lunch proprograms; and to the Bureau of Indian Affairs and Federal,
and
Federal, State,
State, and
local public welfare organizations for the assistance of
Indians
of needy
needy Indians
and other needy persons; second, to private welfare organizations
organizations for
for
the assistance of needy persons within the United States;
States; third,
third, to
to
organizations for the assistance of needy
private welfare organizations
persons outoutneedy persons
side the United States.
SEC.
S
EC. 417. (a) Section 41 of the Farm Credit Act of 1933 (U.
(U. S.
S. C.,
C.,
title 12, sec. 1134c)
amended by adding at
1134c) is amended
at the
the
the end
end thereof
thereof the
following:
following:
"Notwithstanding any limitations
imposed by law, but
"Notwithstanding
limitations or conditions imposed
but
subject to the availability of funds, each Bank for Cooperatives
Cooperatives shall
shall
have power and authority to make separate
have
separate loans to cooperative
cooperative assoassociations as defined
ciations
defined in the Agricultural Marketing Act, as amended, for
financing the construction
the purpose of financing
construction of structures
structures for
for the
the storage
storage
of agricultural
agricultural commodities
commodities (other than
provide refrigrefrigthan structures
structures to
to provide
erated cold storage or structures
structures in areas in
in which
which existing
existing privately
privately
owned storage facilities for the commodity
commodity concerned
owned
concerned are adequate)
adequate) in
in
amounts
amounts up to a
amaximum of 80 per centum of the cost
cost of
of such
such strucstructures, as approved
approved by the Bank for Cooperatives
whom application
application
Cooperatives to whom
is
made for
the loan
loan::Provided,
is made
for the
Provided, That the cooperative
cooperative association which
which
has applied for any loan shall have furnished to the Bank for Cooperatives
tives an appropriate commitment
commitment from the Commodity
Commodity Credit
Credit
Corporation that the Commodity Credit Corporation will
lease or
will lease
or
guarantee utilization of
less than 75 per centum of
of not less
of the storage space
space
contained in such structures
structures when
a period of
when completed
completed for a
of at
at least
least
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three years if such structures
structures are not additions to existing structures,
structures, or
two years if such structures are additions to existing structures."
structures."
(b)
Act of
(b) Section 34 of the Farm Credit
Credit Act
title 12,
of 1933
1933 (U. S.
S. C.,
C., title
12,
48
sec.
1134j))is
is amended
by adding
the end
end thereof
thereof the
262.
48 Stat.
stat. 262.
sec. 1134j
amended by
adding at
at the
the following:
following:
Loans fstorage
for storage
"Notwithstanding any limitations or
or conditions
conditions imposed
imposed by
law, but
Loans
"Notwithstanding
by law,
but
construction.
tructon
subject to the availability
availability of funds, the Central Bank for Cooperatives
shall have power and authority to make separate
separate loans
cooperative
loans to cooperative
Stat.
associations
Agricultural Marketing
associations as defined in the Agricultural
Marketing Act, as amended,
amended, 46
s ta t 11. 114112 U. S. C. §I 1141for the purpose of financing the
structures for
the 1141j.
the construction
construction of
of structures
for the
1141.
storage of agricultural
agricultural commodities
commodities (other
than structures
structures to
(other than
to provide
provide
refrigerated cold storage
storage or
refrigerated
in areas
or structures
structures located
located in
areas in
in which
which existexisting privately
privately owned storage facilities
facilities for
concerned
for the commodity
commodity concerned
adequate) in amounts up to
to aamaximum of
are adequate)
per centum
of 80
80 per
centum of
of the
the
Commitment from
cost of such structures,
Provided, That
structures, as approved
approved by such bank: Provided,
That the
the Commodity
Commitment
from
Credit
cooperative
association
which
has
applied
for
any
Corporation.
loan
shall
have
corporation.
cooperative association
applied
loan shall have
furnished
furnished to such bank an appropriate
appropriate commitment from
from the ComComCredit Corporation
modity Credit Corporation
Corporation that the Commodity
Commodity Credit
Corporation
will lease or guarantee
guarantee utilization of not less than 75 per centum
centum of the
the
storage space contained in such structures
structures when completed for
period
for aaperiod
of at least three years if
if such
structures are
additions to
to existing
such structures
are not
not additions
existing
or two
structures, or
if such
structures are
additions to
two years
years if
such structures
are additions
to existing
existing
structures."
structures."
SEC.
355, and
and 356
S
EC. 418. (a)
(a) Sections 353, 354, 355,
356 of the
the Agricultural
Agricultural
52 Stat.
1 61.
Adjustment
Adjustment Act
1938, as
amended, are
read as
follows:
Act of
of 1938,
as amended,
are amended
amended to
to read
as follows:
52
Sta.R
i
. 13537 U.
S. 61
C. §5
/356; Supp.
51335.
1356;
Supp. II,
II, §1365.

"APPORTIONMENT
ALLOTMENT
iCAPPORTIONMENT OF NATIONAL ACREAGE
ACREAGE ALLOTMENT

"SEc.
acreage allotment
rice for
for each
each
"SEC. 353.
353. (a)
(a) The national
national acreage
allotment of
of rice
calendar year shall
by the
the Secretary
Secretary among
among the
shall be apportioned
apportioned by
the several
several
rice is produced
produced in
States in which rice
proportion to
average number
in proportion
to the
the average
number
of
of rice
in each
State during
during the
five-year period
period immediately
of acres
acres of
rice in
each State
the five-year
immediately
preceding
preceding the calendar year for which such national acreage
acreage allotment
allotment
of rice is determined
applicable years,
years, the
the acreage
acreage diverted
determined (plus,
(plus, in applicable
diverted
agricultural adjustment
under previous agricultural
adjustment and
and conservation
conservation programs)
programs)
with adjustments
acreage during
during the
applicable period.
adjustments for trends
trends in
in acreage
the applicable
period.
"(b)
farms
"(b) The
The State acreage
acreage allotment
allotment shall be
be apportioned
apportioned to
to farms
owned
owned or operated by persons who have produced
produced rice in any one
one of
of
the five
five calendar
years immediately
preceding the
for which
such
the
calendar years
immediately preceding
the year
year for
which such
apportionment is
made on
on the
basis of
of rice
rice by
apportionment
is made
the basis
of past
past production
production of
by the
the
producer on
producer
into consideration
on the farm taking
taking into
consideration the
the acreage
acreage allotments
allotments
previously established
established for
for such
such owners
or operators;
operators; abnormal
abnormal condicondipreviously
owners or
tions
affecting acreage;
for the
tions affecting
acreage; land,
land, labor,
labor, and
and equipment
equipment available
available for
the
production
rice; crop
crop rotation
practices; and
and the
the soil
soil and
and other
other
production of
of rice;
rotation practices;
physical
production of
Provided, That
if
physical factors
factors affecting
affecting the
the production
of rice:
rice: Provided,
That if
the State
State committee
recommends such
action and
the Secretary
the
committee recommends
such action
and the
Secretary deterdetermines that
that such
such action will
administration of
will facilitate
facilitate the effective
effective administration
of
the Act, he may provide for the apportionment
apportionment of
acreage
of the
the State
State acreage
allotment
to farms
farms on
which rice
rice has
been produced
produced during
any one
one
allotment to
on which
has been
during any
of such
such period
period of
of years
basis of
the foregoing
foregoing factors,
factors, using
of
years on
on the
the basis
of the
using
past
production of
of rice
on the
farm and
the acreage
acreage allotments
past production
rice on
the farm
and the
allotments prepreviously
established for
the farm
farm in
lieu of
of past
past production
of rice
rice by
viously established
for the
in lieu
production of
by
the
producer and
and the
the acreage
allotments previously
previously established
for such
such
the producer
acreage allotments
established for
owners
or operators.
operators. Not
Not more
more than
than 3
per centum
owners or
3 per
centum of
of the
the State
State acreage
acreage
allotment
shall be
among farms
operated by
who
allotment shall
be apportioned
apportioned among
farms operated
by persons
persons who
will
produce rice
rice during
during the
the calendar
year for
allotment is
is
will produce
calendar year
for which
which the
the allotment
made but
but who
have not
not produced
rice in
in any
any one
of the
years,
made
who have
produced rice
one of
the past
past five
five years,
on the
the basis
of the
applicable apportionment
forth herein:
on
basis of
the applicable
apportionment factors
factors set
set forth
herein:
Provided,
in any
any State
in which
are established
established for
Provided, That
That in
State in
which allotments
allotments are
for

Rice.

Apportionment
Apportionment of
State acreage allotallot.
ments.
meats.

Apportionment
Apportionment to
to
farms producing rice
in any one
one of
of periods.

Acreage
Acreage restriction.
restriction.
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Ante,
Ante, p. 1059.
Adjustments.
Adjustments.

farms on the basis of past production
farm such
such perperproduction of
of rice on the farm
centage of the State acreage allotment
allotment shall be
among
be apportioned
apportioned among
the farms on which rice is to be planted
for
planted during
during the
the calendar
calendar year
year for
apportionment is made but on which rice
which the apportionment
rice was
was not
not planted
planted
during any of the past five years, on the basis of the
applicable apporapporthe applicable
tionment factors set forth herein.
"(c) Notwithstanding
"(c)
Notwithstanding any other provisions
of this
Act—
provisions of
this Act"(1) if farm acreage
allotments are established
using past
acreage allotments
established by
by using
past
production
production of rice on the farm and
acreage allotments
allotments previpreviand the
the acreage
ously established for the farm in lieu of
production of
by
of past production
of rice
rice by
the producer and the acreage
acreage allotments
established
allotments previously
previously established
for owners or operators, the
the State
acreage allotment
be
State acreage
allotment shall
shall be
apportioned
apportioned among counties in the State
basis as
State on the
the same basis
as the
the
national acreage
acreage allotment is apportioned
apportioned among the
the States and
and
the county acreage allotments shall be apportioned
apportioned to
to farms
farms on
on
the basis of the applicable
applicable factors set forth in subsection
(b) of
of
subsection (b)
this section: Provided,
Provided, That the State committee
may reserve
reserve not
committee may
not
to exceed
5 per centum
exceed 5
centum of the State allotment, which shall be used
used
adjustments in county allotments
allotments for trends
to make adjustments
trends in
in acreage
acreage
and for abnormal
abnormal conditions affecting plantings;
plantings;
"(2) any acreage
"(2)
acreage planted to rice in excess of the farm acreage
allotment
allotment shall not be taken into account in establishing
establishing State,
State,
county, and farm acreage
acreage allotments.
allotments.
"MARKETING
“
MARICETLIsTO

Proclamation by
Proclamation
Secretary.
Secretary.

Referendum.
Referendum.

[63
STAT.
[63 STAT.

QUOTAS
QUOTAS

"SEC.
Whenever in any calendar
calendar year the
"SEc. 354.
351. (a) Whenever
the Secretary
Secretary deterdetermines that the total supply of rice for
for the marketing
marketing year
year beginning
beginning in
in
such calendar year will exceed the normal supply
supply for
such marketing
for such
marketing
year by more than 10 per centum, the Secretary shall not later
later than
than
December 31 of such calendar
calendar year proclaim such fact and
and marketing
marketing
quotas shall be in effect for the crop of rice produced
quotas
produced in the next
next
calendar year.
"(b) Within thirty days after the date of the issuance of the
"(b)
the proclaproclamation specified in subsection (a)
this section,
section, the
the Secretary
(a) of
of this
Secretary shall
shall
conduct
referendum by secret
conduct a
a referendum
secret ballot of farmers
farmers engaged
engaged in
in the
the
production
immediately preceding
production of the immediately
preceding crop of
to determine
determine
of rice to
whether such farmers are in favor of or opposed to such quotas.
If
quotas. If
more than one-third
one-third of the farmers voting in the referendum
referendum oppose
oppose
such quotas the Secretary shall, prior to the 15th day of February,
February,
proclaim the result of
referendum and such quotas shall become
proclaim
of the referendum
become
ineffective.
ineffective.
"AMBOUNT OF
OF FARM
FARM MARKETING
"AMOUNT
MARKETING QUOTA
QUOTA

"Farm marketing
"Farm
excess."
excess."
Maximum.
Maximum.

"SEC.
"
SEC. 355. The farm marketing
marketing quota for any crop of rice shall be
the actual production
production of rice on the farm less the normal production
production
of the acreage
acreage planted
planted to rice on the farm in excess of the farm acreacreage allotment. The normal production
production from such excess acreage
shall
acreage shall
be known as the 'farm marketing
marketing excess':
excess': Provided,
That the
Provided, That
the farm
farm
marketing excess
marketing
excess shall not be larger
larger than the amount by which the
the
actual
actual production of rice on the farm exceeds the normal production
production
of the
the farm acreage
acreage allotment if the producer establishes such actual
actual
production
production to the satisfaction
satisfaction of the Secretary.
Secretary.
"PENALTIES AND
"PENALTIES
AND STORAGE
STORAGE

"SEC.
"SEC. 356. (a) Whenever
Whenever farm marketing quotas are in effect with
respect
any crop of rice, the producer shall be subject to a
respect to any
a penalty
on the farm marketing
marketing excess at a
a rate per pound equal to 50
60 per
per
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centum
centum of the parity
of June
of the
the
parity price per
per pound
pound for
for rice
rice as
as of
June 15
15 of
calendar year in
produced.
calendar
in which such
such crop
crop is
is produced.
marketing excess
excess of
rice shall
as availavail"(b) The
The farm
farm marketing
of rice
shall be
be regarded
regarded as
able for marketing
marketing and the
penalty shall
shall be
be computed
the amount
amount of penalty
computed upon
upon
production of the acreage
the normal production
acreage on the
to rice
rice in
in
the farm
farm planted
planted to
acreage allotment. If
a downward
excess of the farm acreage
If a
downward adjustment
in
adjustment in
the amount
the
farm marketing
is made
made pursuant
to the
the proamount of the farm
marketing excess
excess is
pursuant to
proviso in section 355,
difference between
between the
the amount
amount of
the penalty
penalty
355, the difference
of the
computed
farm marketing
marketing excess
such adjustment
adjustment
computed upon
upon the
the farm
excess before
before such
and as computed upon
marketing excess
upon the adjusted
adjusted marketing
excess shall
shall be
be returned
returned
to
producer.
to or
or allowed
allowed the
the producer.
"(c)
The person
liable for
for payment
payment or
or collection
of the
penalty
"(c) The
person liable
collection of
the penalty
liable also
shall be liable
thereon at
at the
rate of
per centum
per
also for interest thereon
the rate
of 6
6 per
centum per
annum from the date
date the penalty becomes
due until
date of
becomes due
until the
the date
of paypayment
such penalty.
penalty.
ment of
of such
"(d)
"
(d) Until the penalty
penalty on the farm marketing excess
excess is paid,
paid, postpostas provided
poned, or avoided, as
rice produced
produced on
on the
provided herein, all
all rice
the farm
farm
and marketed
marketed by the producer shall be subject to the
provided
the penalty
penalty provided
by this section and a
a lien on the
the entire
entire crop of rice produced
produced on the
the
farm shall be in effect
in favor
favor of
United. States.
States.
effect in
of the
the United
"(e) The penalty
penalty on
farm marketing
marketing excess
any crop
rice
"(e)
on the
the farm
excess on
on any
crop of
of rice
may be avoided or postponed
postponed by storage or by
by disposing
disposing of
of the
the comcommodity in such other manner, not inconsistent
inconsistent with
the purposes
purposes of
with the
of this
this
shall prescribe,
including, in
in the
discretion of
of the
the
Act, as the
the Secretary
Secretary shall
prescribe, including,
the discretion
Secretary, delivery to Commodity Credit Corporation or
other
or any, other
agency
within the
the Department.
The Secretary
shall issue
issue regulations
regulations
agency within
Department. The
Secretary shall
governing such
such storage
storage or
other disposition.
disposition. Unless
governing
or other
Unless otherwise
otherwise specispecied by the Secretary in such regulations,
fied
of rice
rice so
so stored
regulations, any
any quantity of
stored
or otherwise
otherwise disposed of shall be of those types and grades
grades which
which are
representative
representative of the entire quantity
quantity of rice produced
produced on
on the
the farm.
farm.
Upon failure so to store or otherwise dispose of the
the farm
farm marketing
marketing
excess of rice within
may be
regulations
within such
such time as
as may
be determined
determined under
under regulations
prescribed
prescribed by the Secretary, the
shall become
become
the penalty on
on such excess
excess shall
rice delivered
delivered to
agency of
of the
due and payable.
payable. Any
Any rice
to any
any agency
the Department
Department
pursuant to this subsection shall
become the property
property of
the agency
shall become
of the
agency
to which delivered
delivered and shall be disposed of at the
the direction
direction of
of the
the
inconsistent with the purposes
Secretary in aamanner
manner not inconsistent
purposes of
of this
this Act.
Act.
"(f)
"(f) Subject
Subject to
this section,
section 'the
the
to the
the provisions of subsection
subsection (g)
(g) of
of this
marketing excess
penalty upon the farm marketing
pursuant to
section
excess stored
stored pursuant
to this
this section
shall be paid by the producer
producer at the time and
and to
to the
the extent of any
any
depletion
the amount
stored except
except depletion
deplet ion resulting
resulting from
some
depletion in
in the
amount so
so stored
from some
cause beyond the control of the producer
producer or
substitution of
the
or from
from substitution
of the
commodity authorized
authorized by
by the
the Secretary.
Secretary.
"(g) (1)
(1) If
If the
acreage of
then current
current crop of
of rice
for
rice for
planted acreage
of the
the then
"(g)
the planted
acreage allotment,
any farm is less than the farm acreage
allotment, the
the amount
amount of
of the
the
commodity
commodity from
previous crop
crop of
rice stored
or avoid
from any
any previous
of rice
stored to
to postpone
postpone or
avoid
payment of
of the
shall be
reduced by
equal to
payment
the penalty
penalty shall
be reduced
by an
an amount
amount equal
to the
the
normal production of the number of acres
acres by which the farm acreage
allotment
exceeds the acreage
allotment exceeds
acreage planted to
to rice.
"(2) If
production of the acreage
"(2)
If the actual
actual production
acreage of
farm on
on
of rice on
on any
any farm
which the acreage
acreage allotment
allotment is
acreage of rice is within the farm acreage
is less
less
than the normal
normal production
production of
allotment, the
the amount
of the
the farm
farm acreage
acreage allotment,
amount
of rice from
from any previous
postpone or
or avoid
previous crop
crop stored
stored to
to postpone
avoid payment
payment
of the penalty
penalty shall be reduced by an amount which, together with
with the
the
actual production of the then current
current crop
crop will equal
equal the
the normal
normal proproduction of
of the
the farm acreage
acreage allotment:
allotment: Provided,
That the
the reduction
Provided,That
reduction
under this paragraph
paragraph shall not exceed the amount by which the
the normal
normal
production of the farm acreage
acreage allotment less any reduction made

Computation of
of
Computation
excess.
excess.

Ante, p. 1060.

Liability.

Lien.

Storage.

Regulations.
Regulations.

Payment of
of penalty
Payment
by producer.

Reduction in
Reduction
in
amount previously
previously
stored.

Reduction limiReduction
tation.

1062
1062

Oct. 31,
1949
PUBLIC LAWS--CHS.
LAWS--CHS .792,
792, 793—Oct.
31, 194
1949
PUBLIC
793- Nov.
Nov.,
Nov. 1,
1, 1949
1949

52 Stat. 39.
77U.S.
(b)
U. S. C.
C.§§1301 (b)

(1)
(B).
(
1)(
11 ).

52 Stat. 41.

U. s.
S. C.
C. §
1301 (b)
(b)
77U.
§ 1301
(9).
(9).

Ante,
Ante, p.
p. 672.
672.
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under
(1) of
excess of
proin excess
of the
the actual
actual proof this
this subsection
subsection is
is in
paragraph (1)
under paragraph
duction
of the
acreage planted
rice on
on the
the farm."
planted to
to rice
farm."
duction of
the acreage
(b) Section
Section 301
301 (b)
(b) (1)
(1) (B)
of the
Act
Adjustment Act
(B) of
the Agricultural
Agricultural Adjustment
(b)
of 1938,
amended, is
by inserting
inserting after
word "cotton"
"cotton"
the word
after the
is amended
amended by
of
1938, as
as amended,
comma and
and the
the word
"rice".
word "rice".
aacomma
(c)
(b) (9)
of the
the Agricultural
Agricultural Adjustment
Adjustment Act
Act of
of
(9) of
(c) Section
Section 301
301 (b)
1938, as
amended, is
is amended
amended by
by inserting
inserting after
following
after the
the comma
comma following
1938,
as amended,
the word
"cotton" the
the word
word "rice".
"rice".
the
word "cotton"
Adjustment Act
Act
SEc. 419.
419. Section
344 (f)
(3) of
of the
the Agricultural
Agricultural Adjustment
SEC.
Section 344
(f) (3)
of
by Public
Public Law
Eighty-first Congress,
Congress, is
is
of 1938,
1938, as
as amended
amended by
Law 272,
272, Eighty-first
amended (i)
by striking
the figure
figure "10"
"10" in
sentence and
and insertinsertin the
the first
first sentence
striking the
amended
(i) by
figure "30"
"30" in
in
striking the
the figure
ing
therefor the
the figure
"15", and
and (ii)
(ii) by
by striking
figure "15",
ing therefor
"20".
the
therefor the
the figure
figure "20".
the proviso
proviso and
and inserting
inserting therefor
Approved
31, 1949.
1949.
Approved October
October 31,
[CHAPTER 7931
[CHAPTER
793]

November
November 1,
1, 1949
[H. R. 219]
219]
[Public Law 440]

The Alaska
Alaska Railroad, claims.

5U. S. C.
5U.S.C.

673e.
673c.

AN ACT
ACT
jurisdiction upon the Court of Claims to determine the amounts
amounts due
To confer jurisdiction
to
claims of the employees
employees of The
Alaska
to and
and render
render judgment
judgment upon the
the claims
The Alaska
Railroad for overtime work performed.

Be it
enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
it enacted
Representatives of the
respect
assembled, That with respect
America in Congress
Congress assembled,
United States of America
United
to all claims which have been filed in or which within one year of the
the
effective date of this Act shall be filed in the Court of Claims of the
United States, and notwithstanding
notwithstanding any other provision of law, jurisdiction is hereby
hereby conferred
conferred upon said court to determine the full
present or former employees
employees of
of
amounts which are due and owing to present
Alaska Railroad for overtime
overtime work performed,
performed, under the proThe Alaska
visions of section 23 of the Act of March 28, 1934 (48 Stat. 522), from
the effective date thereof, and render judgment
for
judgment upon such claims for
determined to be due
clue and owing to
the full amounts thus determined
to any
any and
and
all of said claimants.
Approved November 1,
1, 1949.
Approved
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REORGANIZATION
REORGANIZATION
REORGANIZATION PLAN NO. 2
2 OF 1949'
19491
Prepared
Prepared by the President and transmitted
of
transmitted to the Senate
Senate and
and the
the House
House of
Representatives
Representatives in Congress assembled, June 20, 1949, pursuant
pursuant to the
the provisions of the Reorganization
Reorganization Act of 1949, approved
approved June
June 20,
20, 1949.
1949.

D EPARTMENT OF
OF LABOR
DEPARTMENT
LABOR

Section 1.
1. Bureau
Bureau of Employment Security.—The
Bureau of
Security.-The Bureau
of EmployEmployment Security of the Federal
Federal Security
the United
United
Security Agency, including
including the
Unemployment Insurance
Insurance
States Employment
Employment Service
Service and the Unemployment
together with the functions
is transferred
as an
Service, together
functions thereof,
thereof, is
transferred as
an organiorganizational
zational entity to the Department
Department of Labor. The functions of the
to employment
employment services,
services,
Federal Security
Security Administrator
Administrator with
with respect
respect to
unemployment compensation,
compensation, and
the Bureau
Bureau of
unemployment
and the
of Employment
Employment
the Federal
UnemploySecurity, together
together with
with his
his functions
functions under
under the
Federal Unemployment Tax Act (as amended, and
affected by
and as
as affected
by the provisions
provisions of
of
Reorganization
tat. 1095,
1095, 26
26 U.
U. S.
C.16001600Reorganization Plan
Plan No.
No. 22 of
of 1946, 60
60 S
Stat.
S. C.
1611), are transferred
transferred to the Secretary of Labor. The
The functions transferred
of this
section shall
performed by
ferred by
by the provisions of
this section
shall be
be performed
by the
the
Secretary of Labor or, subject to his direction
Secretary
such
direction and
and control,
control, by
by such
officers, agencies, and employees
employees of
as he
he
of the Department
Department of
of Labor
Labor as
shall designate.
designate.
Placement Service Board.—The
Sec. 2.
2. Veterans'
Veterans' Placement
Board.-The functions
functions of
of the
the
Veterans' Placement
Placement Service Board under Title IV of the
Veterans'
Servicemen's
the Servicemen's
Readjustment Act of 1944 (58 S
Readjustment
tat. 284, as amended;
amended; 38 U. S.
S.C.
Stat.
C.
695-6950 are
transferred to
performed by
Secretary
695-695f)
are transferred
to and shall
shall be performed
by the
the Secretary
of
functions of
of the
the said
Veterans' Placeof Labor. The
The functions
of the Chairman
Chairman of
said Veterans'
Placetransferred to the Secretary
Labor and
shall
ment Service Board are transferred
Secretary of
of Labor
and shall
be
Secretary or, subject
subject to
direction and
be performed
performed by the
the Secretary
to his
his direction
and control,
control,
by the Chief of the Veterans'
Veterans'
Veterans' Employment
Employment Service. The Veterans'
Placement Service Board is abolished.
Sec. 3. Federal
Federal Advisory Council.-The
Council.—The Federal Advisory
Advisory Council
Council
established
established pursuant to section 11
11 (a)
(a) of the Act
Act of
of June
June 6,
6, 1933 (48
(48
Stat. 116, as amended,
amended, 29 U. S. C. 49j (a)),
(a)), is hereby transferred
transferred to
the Department
Department of
of Labor
and shall,
addition to
duties under
the
Labor and
shall, in
in addition
to its
its duties
under
the
Secretary of
the aforesaid
aforesaid Act,
Act, advise
advise the
the Secretary
of Labor and
and the Director
Director of
Employment Security
administration
the Bureau
Bureau of
of Employment
Security with respect
respect to the
the administration
coordination of the functions
and coordination
functions transferred
transferred by the provisions
provisions of this
reorganization plan.
reorganization
plan.
Sec. 4.
Personnel, records,
records, property,
and funds.-There
funds.—There are
are transSec.
4. Personnel,
property, and
transferred to the Department of Labor,
Labor, for use
use in
in connection
connection with the
the
functions transferred
transferred by the provisions
provisions of this reorganization
reorganization plan,
plan,
balances of
approthe personnel,
personnel, property, records,
records, and unexpended
unexpended balances
of appropriations, allocations, and other funds (available or to be made
1 Reorganization

disapproved by the Senate August
Reorganization Plan No. 11 of 1949 disapproved
August 16,
16,

147).
1949 (S. Res. 147).
Reorganization
Reorganization Plan No. 8
8of 1949 disapproved
disapproved by See.
Sec. 12 (i) of Public Law 216,
81st Cong.,
Cong., 1st
let Sess.,
August 10, 1949, ante, p.
Seas., approved
approved August
p. 592.
1065
1065

Transmitted Jane
June
Transmitted
20,
1949.
20,1949.
Effective August 20,
20,
1949.
1949.
Ante, p. 203.
Ante,

183.
53 Stat. 183.
26
S. C.
§§ 1600160026 U.
U. S.
C. I§
1611; Stipp.
1602
1611;
Supp. II,
II, §§ 1602
et seq.
et
eq.
60 Stat. 1095.
1095.
5
U. S. C.
C.. §133y-16
133y-16
5 U..
note.

58
58 Stat.
Stat. 293.
293.
38
U. S.
38 U.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
Supp.
II, §
695.
§ 695.
II.

29
C., Supp.
Supp.
29 U.
U. S. C..
II, if49j.
II,
49J.

1066
1066
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available) of the Bureau
Bureau of Employment Security,
together with
with so
so
Security, together
much as the Director of the Bureau of the Budget shall
shall determine
of
determine of
other personnel, property, records, and unexpended balances
approbalances of
of appropriations, allocations, and funds (available or
made available)
available)
or to
to be
be made
of the Federal Security
Security Agency which relate to
functions transferred
transferred
to functions
by the provisions of this reorganization
reorganization plan.

REORGANIZATION PLAN NO. 33 OF
REORGANIZATION
OF 1949
1949
Transmitted
Transmitted June
20, 1949.
20,1ive
ugst. 0
Effective August 20,
1949.
Ante, p.
p. 203.
203.

Prepared by the President and transmitted to
Prepared
the House
House of
of
to the
the Senate
Senate and
and the
Representatives in
Representatives
Congress assembled,
assembled, June
20, 1949,
the proin Congress
June 20,
1949, pursuant
pursuant to
to the
provisions
of the
Reorganization Act
Act of
of 1949,
June 20,
20, 1949.
visions of
the Reorganization
1949, approved
approved June
1949.

POST
DEPARTMENT
POST OFFICE
OFFICE DEPARTMENT

Postmaster General.-(a)
Section 1. Functions
Functions of the Postmaster
General. —(a) There
There are
are
hereby transferred to the Postmaster
Postmaster General the functions
functions of
of all
all
subordinate
subordinate officers and agencies
agencies of the
Department,
the Post Office
Office Department,
including
including the functions of each Assistant Postmaster General,
General, the
the
Purchasing
Purchasing Agent for the Post Office
Office Department, the
the Comptroller,
Comptroller,
and the Bureau of Accounts.
Accounts.
(b) The Postmaster General
General is hereby authorized
authorized to
to delegate
delegate to
to
any officer, employee, or agency of the Post Office Department
Department desigdesignated
nated by him such of his functions
functions as he
he deems
appropriate.
deems appropriate.
Sec. 2. Deputy Postmaster
Postmaster General.-There
General.—There shall
shall be
in the
Post
be in
the Post
Office Department a
a Deputy Postmaster
Postmaster General who
apwho shall
shall be
be appointed by the President
President by and with
of the
the
with the
the advice
advice and
and consent
consent of
Senate, shall perform such duties as the Postmaster
General may
may
Postmaster General
designate,
designate, and shall receive compensation
compensation at
of $10,330
$10,330 per
per
at the
the rate of
annum or such other compensation
compensation as may be provided
provided by
law for
for
by law
the Under Secretaries of Executive
Executive departments
departments after
date of
of
after the date
transmittal of this reorganization
reorganization plan to
Congress.
to the Congress.
Sec. 3. Assistant Postmasters
Postmasters General.-There
General.—There shall
shall be
be in
in the
the Post
Post
Office Department
Department four Assistant Postmasters
Postmasters General
General who
who shall
shall be
be
appointed by the President by and with the advice
and consent
consent of
advice and
of
the Senate,
Senate, shall perform such duties as
Postmaster General
as the Postmaster
General
may designate,
designate, and shall receive compensation
compensation at
the rate
rate of
of $10,330
$10,330
at the
per annum or such other compensation as may be provided
provided by
by law
law
for the Assistant Secretaries
of Executive
departments after
after the
Secretaries of
Executive departments
the
date of transmittal of this reorganization
reorganization plan
the Congress.
Congress.
plan to
to the
Sec. 4. Advisory Board.-There
Board.—There is hereby established
Advisory
established an
an Advisory
Board for the Post Office Department of
of which
which the
the Postmaster
Postmaster
General shall be chairman and the Deputy Postmaster
Postmaster Generalthe
General the
vice chairman.
chairman. The Board shall have seven additional
additional members,
representative
representative of the public, who shall be appointed
appointed by
by the
President
the President
by and with the advice and consent of
The members
members so
so
of the
the Senate.
Senate. The
appointed
compensation of
appointed shall each receive
receive compensation
of $50
$50 per
per diem
diem when
when
engaged in duties as members
members of the Board (including travel
time to
to
travel time
and from their homes or regular
regular places of
reasonable
of business)
business) and
and reasonable
subsistence and travel expense as determined
determined by the
Postmaster
the Postmaster
General. The Board shall meet quarterly
quarterly at the seat of
governof the
the government in
in the District of Columbia, or at such other time and
ment
and place
place as
as
the Postmaster
Postmaster General shall determine,
determine, for the purpose of
of considerconsidering methods
methods and policies for the improvement
the postal
improvement of
of the
postal service
service
and shall advise and make recommendations
to the
Postmaster Genrecommendations to
the Postmaster
General with respect to such methods
methods and
and policies.
policies.
Sec. 5. Agencies abolished.-(a)
abolished.—(a) There are hereby abolished
the
abolished the
Bureau of
Accounts in the Post Office Department (including
Bureau
of Accounts
(including the
the

STAT.]
63 STAT.]
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office of Comptroller)
Comptroller) and the
Purchasing Agent
the Post
Post
office
the office
office of
of Purchasing
Agent for
for the
Office Department.
Department.
Office
(b)
of First
First Assistant
Assistant Postmaster
Postmaster General,
Second
(b) The
The offices
offices of
General, Second
General, Third
Third Assistant
General,
Assistant Postmaster
Postmaster General,
Assistant Postmaster
Postmaster General,

(5 U.
U. S.
S. C.
C. 363)
363) are
Fourth Assistant
General (5
and Fourth
Assistant Postmaster
Postmaster General
are hereby
hereby
and
abolished; but
the incumbents
thereof immediately
the takabolished;
but the
incumbents thereof
immediately prior
prior to
to the
taking of
provisions of
of this
this reorganization
without
ing
of effect
effect of
of the
the provisions
reorganization plan
plan shall
shall without
reappointment be
Assistant Postmasters
Postmasters General
reappointment
be the
the first
first Assistant
General in
in office
office
under
provisions of
under the
the provisions
of section
section 33hereof.
hereof.
Sec.
records, property,
Sec. 6. Employees, records,
property, and funds.—The
funds.-The employees
now
the records
records and
and property
property now
now being
being used
now being employed,
employed, and
and the
used or
or
transferred by the provisions
provisions
held, in connection
connection with any
any functions
functions transferred
of this
plan are
are hereby
hereby transferred
to such
of
of
this reorganization
reorganization plan
transferred to
such agencies
agencies of
Department as
the Post Office Department
as the
the Postmaster
Postmaster General
General shall designate.
designate.
The unexpended
unexpended balances
balances of
of appropriations,
appropriations, allocations,
allocations, and
and other
other
The
funds
available for use
funds available
available or to
to be
be made available
use in
in connection
connection with
with
shall remain
remain so
so available.
available.
such functions
functions shall

Ustat.
Stat. 284.
254.
17

REORGANIZATION
REORGANIZATION PLAN NO. 4
4 OF 1949
Prepared by the President
President and transmitted
transmitted to the Senate and the House of
Representatives in Congress assembled,
Representatives
assembled, June 20, 1949, pursuant
pursuant to the provisions of the Reorganization
Reorganization Act of 1949, approved June 20, 1949.

OFFICE OF
OF THE
THE PRESIDENT
EXECUTIVE
EXECUTIVE OFFICE
PRESIDENT

Transmitted
June
Transmitted June
20, feve
1949.
August20
Effective August 20,
1949.
Ante, p.
203.
Ante,
p. 203.

The
and the
the National
Security Resources
Resources
Council and
National Security
The National
National Security
Security Council
Board,
respective functions, records, property,
property,
Board, together with
with their
their respective
personnel, and
balances of
of appropriations,
appropriations, allocations,
allocations,
personnel,
and unexpended
unexpended balances
and other
hereby transother funds
funds (available
(available or
or to be
be made available),
available), are hereby
and
ferred
ferred to the
the Executive Office
Office of the
the President.

5 OF 1949
REORGANIZATION PLAN NO. 5
REORGANIZATION
Prepared by the
President and transmitted
Prepared
the President
transmitted to
to the Senate
Senate and the House
House of
Representatives
assembled, June
20, 1949,
Representatives in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
June 20,
1949, pursuant
pursuant to
to the
the proproJune
20,
1949.
visions of the Reorganization
Reorganization Act of 1949, approved
approved

CIVIL
ERVICE COMMISSION
SERVICE
COMMISSION
CIVIL S

Commission.Section
Chairman, United
United States Civil Service Commission.—
1. Chairman,
Section 1.
The President
President of
the United
shall from
from time
time to time
time designate
of the
United States
States shall
The
commissioners constituting the United States
one of the civil service commissioners
Civil
to as the Commission)
Civil Service
Service Commission
Commission (hereinafter referred to
as
presiding head of the
Commission with the
the title of
of "Chairman,
"Chairman,
as the presiding
the Commission
United
Commission."
United States
States Civil
Civil Service
Service Commission."
Sec.
2. Functions
Functions of
Chairman.—(a) In
In order
to facilitate
facilitate the
most
the most
order to
of Chairman.-(a)
Sec. 2.
effective
and expeditious
expeditious administration
administration of
matters and
and
of civil
civil service
service matters
effective and
transferred to the Chairman, United
related affairs, there are hereby transferred
to as the
the ChairStates
hereinafter referred
referred to
States Civil
Civil Service
Service Commission,
Commission, hereinafter
man,
administrative officer
officer of the
executive and administrative
man, who
who shall be
be the
the chief executive
Commission:
Commission:
(1)
functions of
of the
the President
Commission;
of the
the Commission;
President of
(1) the
the functions
(2)
functions of
of the
Executive Director
Director and Chief
Chief Examiner
Examiner
the Executive
the functions
(2) the
of
the Commission
Commission and
Secretary thereof;
the Secretary
thereof;
of the
and of
of the

Transmitted June
Transmitted
June
1949.
220,Effective
1949. August 20,
1949.ti
1949.
Ante, p. 903.
Ante,
20.
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S. C.
OM;
55 U
C. § 633;

Supp.
Supp. II,
II, §
§ 633.
633.
Ante,
p. 950.
950.
Ante, p.

5 U. S.. C., Supp. II,
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I
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functions of
(3) the functions
Commission with
respect to
to the
appointof the
the Commission
with respect
the appointment of personnel employed
employed under
Commission: Provided,
under the
the Commission:
Provided,
That employees who are
are engaged
engaged regularly
full time
time in
regularly and
and full
in
assisting the Commission
Commission in the performance
performance of
functions
of the
the functions
reserved to it under sections
sections 2
reserved
(i) to
(6) (vii), inin2 (a)
(a) (6)
(6) (i)
to 2
2 (a)
(a) .(6)
clusive, of this reorganization
reorganization plan
plan shall
be appointed
shall be
appointed by
by the
the
Providedfurther,
Commission; and Provided
further, That
That the
the regional
regional directors,
directors,
and the heads of
of the
the major
administrative units
units reporting
reporting
major administrative
directly to the Chairman or
or to the
Executive Director,
Director, shall
shall be
the Executive
be
appointed
appointed by the Chairman only
only after
with the
after consultation
consultation with
the
other
civil service
other civil
service commissioners;
commissioners;
(4) the functions
functions of the Commission with
to the
with respect
respect to
the direction
direction of
of
employees
the Commission,
Commission, the
employees of the
all activities
the supervision
supervision of
of all
activities
of such
such employees,
employees, the
the distribution
distribution of
emof business
business among
among employees and organizational
organizational units
of the
the Commission,
Commission, and
units of
and the
the
management of
direction of the internal management
of the
Commission's
the Commission's
Provided, That
affairs: Provided,
the proviproviThat there
there are
are not
not transferred
transferred by
by the
sions of this section 22 (a) (4)
(4) any
any functions
with respect
to ememfunctions with
respect to
ployees whose appointment
appointment remains vested
vested in
in the
Commission
the Commission
under the first proviso of section
(3), above;
section 2
2 (a)
(a) (3),
above;
(5)
(5) the functions
functions of the Commission with
with respect
to directing
directing the
the
respect to
preparation
preparation of budget estimates and
to the
use
and with respect
respect to
the use
and expenditure
expenditure of funds; and
and
(6) the functions of the Commission
Commission with respect
respect to
to executing,
executing, adadministering and enforcing (A)
rules and
and regu(A) the civil
civil service
service rules
regulations of the President of the United States and
of the
the ComComand of
mission and the laws governing
governing the
the same,
(B) the
the other
other
same, and
and (B)
activities of the Commission, including retirement
and classificlassifiretirement and
cation activities:
activities: Provided,
Provided, That there are not transferred
transferred by
by
the provisions
provisions of this section
(6) the
of the
the
section 22 (a)
(a) (6)
the functions
functions of
Commission with respect
to:
respect to:
(i) the preparation of suitable rules in accordance
accordance with
with the
the
provisions
provisions of the first subsection of section 2
2 of
of the
the Act
Act
of January 16, 1883, ch. 27, 22 Stat. 403, and the
the
making
making of an annual report under
under the fifth subsection
subsection
of said section 2;
(ii) the promulgation
(ii)
promulgation of any rules, regulations or similar
similar
policy directives, now vested in the Commission;
Commission;
pernicious political activities, including
(iii) the prevention
prevention of pernicious
including
such functions under the Act of July 19, 1940, 54 Stat.
767, as
as amended;
amended;
(iv) the
the hearing or providing for the hearing of appeals,
(iv)
appeals,
including
including appeals with respect to examination
examination ratings,
ratings,
veterans'
veterans' preference, racial and religious
discrimination,
religious discrimination,
disciplinary
disciplinary action, efficiency
efficiency ratings, and
and dismissals,
dismissals,
and the taking of such final action on such appeals
as
appeals as
is now authorized to be taken by the Commission;
Commission;
(v) the recommendation
recommendation to the President
(v)
for transmission
transmission
President for
to the Congress of such legislative
legislative or
measures as
or other
other measures
as
will promote an efficient
efficient Federal
Federal service and a
a, systematic
systematic
application of merit system principles,
application
principles, including measmeasures relating to the selection, promotion, transfer, performance, pay, conditions of service, tenure, and
and
separation of Federal employees;
employees;
(vi) the investigation of matters pertaining to the
the administration of functions of the Commission
Commission or Chairman;
Chairman; nor
nor
(vii) the revision and submission
submission to
Bureau of
of the
the
to the
the Bureau
Budget of budget estimates.
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(b) The functions
functions transferred
transferred by the provisions
provisions of sections 22(a) (2)
(2)
to 2
2 (a) (6),
(6), inclusive, of this reorganization
reorganization plan shall
performed
shall be performed
by the Chairman
Chairman or, subject
subject to his direction
direction and
such
and control,
control, by
by such
officers and employees
employees under his jurisdiction as he shall designate.
designate.
(c) Each civil service commissioner,
commissioner, including
including the
the Chairman,
Chairman, and
and
representatives of the Commission
duly authorized representatives
Commission or
shall
or Chairman, shall
section 1
1 of the Act
have authority to administer oaths pursuant to section
Act
of August 23, 1912,
1912, ch. 350 (37 Stat. 372).
372).
Sec. 3.
3. Executive Director.-There
Director.—There shall be under
under the
Chairman an
an
the Chairman
Executive
Executive Director who shall be appointed
appointed by the Chairman
Chairman under
under
the classified civil service. During the absence or disability
disability of
of the
the
Chairman,
Chairman, or in the event
event of a
the office
of Chairman,
a vacancy
vacancy in the
office of
Chairman, the
the
Executive
Executive Director
Director shall perform those functions of
Chairman
of the Chairman
transferred to the Chairman
which are transferred
Chairman by the provisions of sections
sections
2 (a) (2) to 2
2 (a) (6), inclusive, of this reorganization
reorganization plan unless the
2
President shall designate
designate another
so to
to perform
perform said
said functions:
functions:
another person
person so
Provided, That the Executive
Provided,
Executive Director shall at no time sit as
member
as a
a member
the Commission.
or acting
acting member
member of
of the
Commission.
Sec. 4. Offices abolished.-The
abolished.—The heretofore
heretofore existing office of Executive
Executive
Director
Director and Chief Examiner, and the office
Secretary of
of the
the Comoffice of
of Secretary
Commission
mission and the title of "President
"President of the United
United States Civil Service
Service
Commission," are hereby abolished.
Commission,"

51.7. S.
s..C. 634.
634.
5U.
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transmitted to the Senate and the House of RepreTransmitted June
June
2 0 1949.
sentatives in Congress assembled,
assembled, June 20, 1949, pursuant to
of 20, 1949.
to the
the provisions of
V,
Effective August 20,
20,1949.
the Reorganization
Reorgani7A tion Act of 1949, approved June
June 20,
1949.
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UNITED S
TATES MARITIME
M ARITIME COMMISSION
COMMISSION
UNITED
STATES
Administration of
of Commission.—The
Section 1.
1. Administration
of functions of
Commission.-The ChairChairman of the United States Maritime
the chief
chief
Maritime Commission shall be
be the
executive
executive and administrative
administrative officer
officer of the United
United States Maritime
Maritime
Commission. In
In executing
executing and
and administering
administering on
on behalf
behalf of
ComCommission.
of the
the Commission its functions
functions (exclusive
transferred by
(exclusive of
of functions transferred
by the proproChairman shall
shall
visions of section 22 of this
this reorganization
reorganization plan) the
the Chairman
be governed
governed by the policies, regulatory
decisions, findings, and
regulatory decisions,
and deterdeterminations
minations of the Commission.
Commission.
Sec. 2. Transfer
transferred from
from
Transfer of
of functions.—There
functions.-There are hereby
hereby transferred
Maritime Commission to the
Comthe United States Maritime
the Chairman of
of the
the Commission the functions
functions of the
to (1)
the Commission
Commission with respect
respect to
(1) the
the apappointment
employed under
under the
pointment and supervision
supervision of all personnel
personnel employed
the ComCommission, (2)
distribution of
of business
among such
such personnel
personnel and
mission,
(2) the distribution
business among
and
among
the Commission,
and (3)
(3) the
the use
among organizational
organizational units
units of
of the
Commission, and
use and
and
expenditure
funds for
for administrative
administrative purposes:
purposes: Provided,
That the
the
expenditure of
of funds
Provided, That
provisions of this section do not extend to personnel
personnel employed
employed reguregularly
of the
larly and full
full time in the
the offices of
of members
members of
the Commission
Commission other
other
than the Chairman:
Chairman: Provided
further, That the
heads of
major adminProvidedfurther,
the heads
of major
adminappointed by the Chairman only after consulistrative units shall be appointed
tation
the Commission.
tation with
with the
the other members of the
Commission.
Sec. 3. Performance
Performance of
of transferred
transferredfunctions.—The
functions.-The functions
functions of
of the
the
Chairman under the provisions
provisions of
be
Chairman
of this
this reorganization
reorganization plan
plan shall
shall be
performed by him
to his
his supervision
supervision and
and direction,
by
performed
him or,
or, subject to
direction, by
employees under
under his
jurisdiction as
as he
shall designate.
designate.
such officers
officers arid
and employees
his jurisdiction
he shall

1070
1070
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REORGANIZATION PLAN NO. 7
7 OF 1949
1949
Transmitted June
20, 1949.
Effective August 20,
1949.
Ante,
203.
Ante, p. 203.

Effective August20,
1049.

Prepared
by the President
Prepared by
and transmitted
to the
the Senate
and the
House of
ReprePresident and
transmitted to
Senate and
the House
of Representatives in Congress assembled, June
June 20,
20, 1949,
1949, pursuant
pursuant to
to the
the provisions
provisions of
of
the Reorganization
Reorganization Act of 1949, approved
approved June
June 20,
20, 1949.
1949.

PUBLIC
PUBLIC ROADS
ROADS ADMINISTRATION
ADMINISTRATION

Section 1.
Transfer of Public
1. Transfer
Public Roads Administration.-The
Administration.—The Public
Public
Roads Administration,
Administration, together with its functions,
functions, including the funcfunctions of the Commissioner of Public Roads, is hereby transferred
to
transferred to
Commerce and shall be administered
the Department
Department of Commerce
administered by
by the ComCommissioner of Public Roads subject to the direction
of the
the
direction and
and control
control of
Secretary of Commerce.
Sec. 2.
2. Transfer
certainfunctions
functions of Federal
Transfer of certain
Federal Works AdministraAdministrator.-All functions of the Federal
tor.—A]l
Federal Works Administrator
Administrator with respect
respect
to the agency and functions
functions transferred by
provisions of
of section
by the provisions
section 1
1
hereof are hereby transferred
the Secretary
Secretary of
and shall
shall
transferred to the
of Commerce
Commerce and
be performed by the Secretary or, subject to his direction
direction and
and control,
control,
by such officers,
officers, employees, and agencies
agencies of the Department
Department of
of ComCommerce as the Secretary shall designate.
Sec. 3. Records, property,
property, personnel,
personnel, andfunds.-There
and funds.—There are
are hereby
hereby
transferred to the Department
Commerce, to
to be
be used,
used, employed,
employed,
Department of Commerce,
and expended in connection
connection with the functions
functions transferred
transferred by
by the
the
provisions of this reorganization
reorganization plan, the records
records and
property now
now
and property
being used or held in connection
connection with such functions,
functions, the personnel
personnel
employed in connection with such functions, together
together with
Comwith the
the Commissioner
missioner of Public Roads,
Roads, and the unexpended
unexpended balances
balances of
of appropriaappropriations, allocations,
allocations, and other funds available
available
available or to be
be made
made available
for use in connection
connection with such functions.
further measures
functions. Such further
measures
and dispositions as the Director
of the
Director of the Bureau
Bureau of
the Budget
Budget shall
shall
determine to be necessary
necessary in order to effectuate
provided
effectuate the transfers provided
for in this section shall be carried
carried out in such manner
manner as the Director
Director
shall direct and by such agencies
agencies as
designate.
as he
he shall designate.
Sec. 4. Effect of reorganization
plan.-The provisions of
reorganization plan.—The
of this
this reorreorganization
ganization plan shall become effective
effective notwithstanding
status of
notwithstanding the status
of
Administration within the Federal Works
the Public Roads Administration
Works Agency
Agency
or within any other agency immediately
the effective
effective date
date of
immediately prior
prior to
to the
of
this reorganization
reorganization plan.

PRIVATE LAWS
PRIVATE

PRIVATE LAWS

EIGHTY-FIRST CONGRESS
FIRST SESSION, EIGHTY-FIRST

[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 16]

AN ACT
Af(T
AN
- -March

McDermott,
To
authorize the
the advance
the retired
Lieutenant John T. McDermott,
list of Lieutenant
on the
retired list
advance on
To authorize
United
States Navy
Navy (retired),
to the
the grade
grade of
lieutenant commander.
commander.
of lieutenant
(retired), to
United States

Be it
enacted by
by the
House of
of Representatives
of the
the
Senate and
and House
Representatives of
Be
it enacted
the Senate
notwithstandin Congress
assembled That,
United States
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
That, notwithstandUnited
States of
T. McDermott,
law, Lieutenant
Lieutenant John
ing
any other
other provision
of law,
John T.
McDermott,
provision of
ing .any
advanced to
grade of
of lieuNavy (retired),
shall be
United
States Navy
(retired), shall
be advanced
to the
the grade
lieuUnited States
tenant
commander on
the retired
all purposes
from
on the
retired list
list effective
effective for
for all
purposes from
tenant commander
the date
of his
the
date of
his retirement.
retirement.
Approved March
March 10,
10, 1949.
Approved
1949.
[CHAPTER 17]
[CHAPTER
17]

AN ACT
ACT
For the
of Engebert
Axer.
For
the relief
relief of
Engebert Axer.

AN ACT
ACT
For the
of Doctor
Kwai Lui.
Lui.
Doctor Chung
Chung Kwai
For
the relief
relief of

Rev.Engebert
Axer.
Rev.Engebert Axer.

March 19, 1949
1949
March
[S.
3151
IS. 315]
[Private
3]
[Private Law
Law 3]

Be it
it enacted
the Senate
Senate and
of the
the
of Representatives
Representatives of
and House
House of
enacted by
by the
Be
United
in Congress
assembled, That,
That, in
in the
the adminadminCongress assembled,
States of
of America
America in
United States
istration of
of the
the immigration
immigration and
and naturalization
laws, the
the Attorney
Attorney
naturalization laws,
istration
81939°-50—rmr--68
8
81939°-50-PT. I-

Lt.
John T. McDerLt. John
McDermott.

March 10, 1949
1949
March
[S. 307)
3071
(S.
[Private
[Private Law
Law 2]
2]

House of
of Representatives
and House
Be
it enacted
the Senate
Senate and
Representatives of
of the
by the
enacted by
Be it
adminin the
the adminassembled, That in
Congress assembled,
of America
States of
United
America in
in Congress
United States
istration of
of the
naturalization laws
laws the
the Attorney
Attorney
and naturalization
istration
the immigration
immigration and
for
record the
the lawful
of the
United States
General of
the United
States shall
shall record
lawful admission
admission for
General
permanent residence
residence of
Reverend Engebert
Society of
of Jesus,
Jesus,
Axer, Society
Engebert Axer,
of Reverend
permanent
as
1937, the
which he
admitted
originally admitted
on which
he was
was originally
the date
date on
September 26,
26, 1937,
as of
of September
to
the United
United States
States as
to the
as aastudent.
student.
1949.
Approved March
March 10,
10, 1949.
Approved
[CHAPTER 24]
[CHAPTER
24]

March 10,1949
10, 1949

Is. 279]
[S.
1]
Law 1]
[Private Law

1073
1073

Dr. Chung Kwai
Kwai
Lui.
Luo

1074
1074

Quota deduction.
deduction.
Quota

PRIVATE
LAWS— CHS.24-26-MAR.
24-26—MAR.19,
19, 21,
22, 1949
1949
21, 22,
PRIVATE LAWS-CHS.

General is
is authorized
and directed
to record
record Doctor
Chung Kwai
Kwai Lui
Lui
Doctor Chung
directed to
authorized and
General
as having
the United
States in
1936 for
for permanent
permanent residence,
residence,
in 1936
United States
entered the
having entered
as
upon the
of the
visa fee
head tax.
tax.
and head
fee and
the visa
by her
her of
payment by
upon
the payment
SEC. 2.
2. The
The Attorney General is
authorized and directed to cancel
is authorized
SEC.
any warrants
of arrest
arrest or
or orders
been
have been
may have
which may
deportation which
of deportation
orders of
warrants of
any
issued, and
and to
to discontinue
discontinue any
proceedings which may
deportation proceedings
any deportation
issued,
have
in the
the case
of Doctor
Chung Kwai Lui. The
Doctor Chung
case of
commenced, in
been commenced,
have been
Secretary of
State shall
to
officer to
quota-control officer
proper quota-control
the proper
instruct the
shall instruct
of State
Secretary
deduct
from the
the Chinese
Chinese quota
quota for
for the
first year
year that
that a
a
the first
number from
one number
deduct one
available.
number is available.
quota number
March 19, 1949.
Approved March
[CHAPTER 25]
25]
[CHAPTER

March
21 1949
March 21,
1949
[S.
3331
[S. 335]
[Private Law 43
[Private
4]
Claris U.
Yeadon.
Claris
U. Yeadon.

39 Stat. 876.
875.
U. S. C.
C. §
;1136
136 (e).
(e).
88U.S.

AN ACT
Yeadon.
For the
the relief of Claris U. Yeadon.

the
and House of Representatives
Senate and
Representatives of the
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Be it
United States
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
adminassembled, That in the adminAmerica in
States of
United
istration of
of the
immigration laws,
issuance of immito the issuance
relating to
laws, relating
the immigration
istration
gration
visas for
for admission
admission to the United States for permanent
permanent
gration visas
and relating to admissions at ports of entry of aliens as
residence and
immigrants for
residence in the United
United States, that propermanent residence
for permanent
immigrants
vision
Immigration Act of 1917, as amended (U. S.
of the Immigration
3 of
section 3
vision of section
C.,
title 8,
8, sec.
sec. 136
136 (c)
(c) ), which excludes from admission into the United
United
C., title
"persons who have been convicted of or admit having comStates "persons
mitted a
felony or
or other
other crime
misdemeanor involving moral
moral
crime or misdemeanor
a felony
mitted
Yeadon
turpitude",
hereafter be held to apply to Claris U. Yeadon
turpitude", shall not hereafter
American
Davis), the wife of Cecil S. Yeadon, an American
(nee Claris
Claris U. Davis),
citizen.
If she
under the immigration
immigration
she is found otherwise admissible under
citizen. If
to
laws,
granted to
immigration visa may be issued and admission granted
laws, an
an immigration
hereafter
application hereafter
the said Claris U. Yeadon
Yeadon under this Act upon application
the
filed.
March 21, 1949.
Approved March
[CHAPTER 26]

March 22, 1949
1949
March
[S.
[s. 594]
594]
[Private
[Private Law 51
5]

John I. Malarin.
Malarin.

[63
STAT.
[63 STAT.

AN ACT
ACT

a branch
For
I. Malarin,
Malarin, former Army mail clerk at APO 932, a
of John I.
For the relief
relief of
of
office, relative to a
shortage in his fixed
fixed
a shortage
California, post office,
Francisco, California,
of the San Francisco,
credit account.

the
of the
Representatives of
Be it
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
and Home
by the
it enacted
Be
United States
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the
Secretary
the Secretary
assembled, That
of America
States of
United
of any money
and directed to pay, out of
of
the Treasury
Treasury is
authorized and
is authorized
of the
in
Treasury not
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
to John
I. Malarin,
Malarin,
John I.
appropriated, to
in the
the Treasury
Francisco,
San Francisco,
former
Army mail
APO 932,
932, aabranch
branch of the San
clerk at
at APO
mail clerk
former Army
to
refunded to
the amount
amount refunded
$916.78, the
California,
the sum
sum of
of $916.78,
office, the
post office,
California, post
the United
United States
States by
by the
said John
I. Malarin
as a
result of
of aa defidefia result
Malarin as
John I.
the said
the
ciency
that developed
developed during
during February
1943 in
in his
his fixed
credit account
account
fixed credit
February 1943
ciency that
Provided, That no part
at APO
APO 932:
932: Provided,
while he
he was
clerk at
was Army
Army mail
mail clerk
while
of the
amount appropriated
in excess
excess of
10 per
centum
of 10
per centum
Act in
in this
this Act
appropriated in
of
the amount
attorby any
any agent or
or attorthereof shall
paid or
or delivered
delivered to
to or
or received
received by
thereof
shall be
be paid
this claim,
ney on
account of
of services
services rendered
connection with this
in connection
rendered in
ney
on account
and
same shall
shall be
be unlawful,
unlawful, any
contract to
the contrary
contrary notwithnotwithto the
any contract
and the
the same
standing.
person violating
violating the
provisions of
of this
this Act
Act shall
shall be
the provisions
standing. Any
Any person
thereof shall
deemed
guilty of
and upon
conviction thereof
upon conviction
of aa misdemeanor,
misdemeanor, and
deemed guilty
be fined in
in any sum not
not exceeding
be
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
Approved March 22, 1949.
Approved

63
STAT.]
63 STAT.]

81ST
CONG., 1sr
SESS.—CHS.27,
27, 29-MAR.
29—MAR.22,
22, 23,
23, 1949
1949
lST SESS.-CHS.
81ST CONG.,

[CHAPTER
27]
[CHAPTER 27]

AN
ACT
AN ACT
For the
relief of
of Rachel
Rachel D.
D. Gattegno.
Gattegno.
For
the relief

the
Be it
it enacted
by the
Representatives of the
of Representatives
and House
House of
the Senate
Senate and
Be
enacted by
United
of America
Congress assembled,
the SecreThat the
assembled, That
in Congress
America in
States of
United States
tary of
of the
Treasury be,
be, and
and he
he is
is hereby,
authorized and
directed to
and directed
hereby, authorized
the Treasury
tary
pay,
out of
of any
any money
Treasury not
appropriated,
not otherwise appropriated,
in the
the Treasury
money in
pay, out
to
Salonika, Greece,
Greece, the
sum of
$3,000, in full
full
of $3,000,
the sum
of Salonika,
D. Gattegno,
Gattegno, of
Rachel D.
to Rachel
settlement
of all
all claims
the United
of the
account of
States on account
United States
against the
claims against
settlement of
death
of her
her husband,
husband, David
David Gattegno,
Gattegno, who
died on
5,
about July
July 5,
on or
or about
who died
death of
1944, as
as the
the result of
wound caused
caused by a
a rifle bullet accidentally
accidentally
of aa wound
1944,
fired
by a
States Army military camp at Fedhala,
United States
a guard at aaUnited
fired by
Provided, That no part
French
about July 4, 1944: Provided,
Morocco, on or about
French Morocco,
of
appropriated in
in this Act in excess of 10 per centum
the amount
amount appropriated
of the
thereof
be paid
or delivered
delivered to
received by any agent or
to or received
paid or
shall be
thereof shall
attorney on
account of
of services
claim,
this claim,
with this
in connection
connection with
rendered in
services rendered
on account
attorney
and the
the same
same shall
shall be
contract to the contrary
contrary notwithany contract
be unlawful,
unlawful, any
and
standing. Any
violating the provisions of this Act shall be
person violating
Any person
standing.
deemed guilty
guilty of
and upon
upon conviction
conviction thereof shall
misdemeanor and
of aa misdemeanor
deemed
be fined
fined in
in any
exceeding $1,000.
any sum not exceeding
be
Approved March
22, 1949.
March 22,
Approved
[CHAPTER
29]
[CHAPTER 29]

OUST A trri

AN ACT
AIN
AJi

To
of certain
certain claims
destruction of
claims for damage to or loss or destruction
payment of
To authorize
authorize payment
property and
and personal
from activities of the Army.
arising from
injury arising
personal injury
property

Representatives of the
Be
enacted by
by the
House of Representatives
and House
Senate and
the Senate
it enacted
Be it
Secretary
assembled, That the Secretary
United
States of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
America in
of America
United States
pay,
of the
the Treasury
Treasury be,
authorized and directed to 'Day,
hereby, authorized
he is
is hereby,
be, and
and he
of
out
any money
Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to
to
the Treasury
money in the
of any
out of
Henry W. Brooks,
Warren, Vermont, $360; to T. N. Carlton, Rural
Brooks, Warren,
Henry
Free Delivery
Delivery Numbered
Wauchula, Florida, $250; to Melvin B.
Numbered 1, Wauchula,
Free
Clark, Mankato,
Minnesota, $32;
A. Davis,
Davis, Rural
DelivRural Free DelivPaul A.
to Paul
$32; to
Mankato, Minnesota,
Clark,
ery Numbered
Hills, North
$255;
North Little Rock, Arkansas, $255;
Sylvan Hills,
3, Sylvan
Numbered 3,
ery
to Albert
Illinois, $63.25;
$63.25; to E. H. Ferguson,
Libertyville, Illinois,
Drecoll, Libertyville,
E. Drecoll,
Albert E.
to
L. Gavan, 229 Anderson Street,
Rantoul, Illinois, $64.68; to Harold L.
E. Geagan,
Geagan, Hotel Vereen,
Hackensack, New
Jersey, $24.79;
$24.79; to Francis E.
Vereen,
New Jersey,
Hackensack,
Miami, Florida,
Florida, $50;
$50; to
to John
John F.
Gibbons, Junior,
Junior, 1507 Robert Street,
F. Gibbons,
Miami,
J. Kutch, 7212 Harrow
New
$155.30; to John J.
Louisiana, $155.30;
Orleans, Louisiana,
New Orleans,
Street,
Hills, Long
$34.57; to Mrs. Blanche
Blanche
York, $34.57;
Island, New York,
Long Island,
Forest Hills,
Street, Forest
Lebwith,
New York,
Quinones Lopez,
to Joaquin
Joaquin Quinones
$189.50; to
York, $189.50;
Wyandanch, New
Lebwith, Wyandanch,
Santurce, Puerto
Puerto Rico,
Rico, $600;
$600; to
Georgetown,
Nesmith, Georgetown,
D. Nesmith,
to Mason
Mason D.
Santurce,
South
$40.64; to
Fifty-fourth
Rosinsky, 1820 North Fifty-fourth
Isadore Rosinsky,
to Isadore
Carolina, $40.64;
South Carolina,
Street, Omaha,
Omaha, Nebraska,
to A.
Rural Free
M. Smith,
Smith, Rural
A. M.
$706.50; to
Nebraska, $706.50;
Street,
Delivery
Numbered 2,
2, Columbia,
Carolina, $440;
to Mrs. May
$440; to
South Carolina,
Columbia, South
Delivery Numbered
V.
Georgia, $35;
Herbert Grillmaier, care of
$35; to Herbert
Montezuma, Georgia,
Walsh, Montezuma,
V. Walsh,
Hermann
Products Company, Panama, Republic
Republic of
Clay Products
Reitboeck, Clay
Hermann Reitboeck,
Panama, $190.31;
and to
L. Feller,
Sixteenth Street,
125 West Sixteenth
Feller, 125
Peter L.
to Peter
$190.31; and
Panama,
New
York, New
New York,
York, $227.
payment of
sums shall
shall be in
said sums
of said
The payment
$227. The
New York,
full settlement
of all
all claims
of the
the above-named
above-named claimants
claimants against
claims of
settlement of
full
the United
damage to
to or
destruction of property
or destruction
loss or
or loss
for damage
States for
United States
the
and personal
personal injury
caused by
military personnel
personnel or civilian
civilian employees
employees
by military
injury caused
and
of the
the Army,
Army, or
or otherwise
otherwise incident
incident to noncombat
noncombat activities of the
of
Army, and
by the
meriDepartment of the Army to be merithe Department
determined by
and determined
Army,
torious, which
not payable
the provisions
of the
the Act
provisions of
under the
either under
payable either
are not
which are
torious,
of
1943 (57
(57 Stat.
31 U.
C. 223
entitled "An Act to
to
b), entitled
223 b),
S. C.
U. S.
372; 31
Stat. 372;
3, 1943
July 3,
of July

1075
March 22,
1049
March
22, 1949
[8. 633]
[S.
633]
[Private
[Private Law
Law 6]
6]
Rachel D.Gattegno.
D.Gattegno.
Rachel

March
23,1949
March 23,
1949
[8. 634]
634]
[s8.
[Private
Law
7]
[Private Law 7]

Payment of
of claims
claims
Payment
for
incident
damages incident
for damages
to activities
activities of
Army
of Army
to

1076
1076

Ante, pp. 62, 106.

PRIVATE LAWS-CHS.
LAWS— CHS.29,
29, 31-MAR.
31—MAR .23,
23, 24,
PRIVATE
24, 1949
1949

provide for the settlement of claims for damage
damage to or
destrucor loss
loss or
or destruction of property or personal injury or death caused by military perpersonnel or civilian employees, or otherwise
otherwise incident to activities,
activities, of
of
the War Department or of the Army", as amended,
amended, or
or under
the
under the
"Federal
"Federal Tort Claims Act", as codified
codified by the Act of June 25, 1948
1948
(62 Stat. 983; 28 U. S. C. 2672):
2672) :Provided,
Provided, That
That no
no part
the
part of
of the
amounts appropriated
appropriated in this Act in excess of 10
centum of any
10 per centum
any
claim shall be paid or delivered
delivered to or received
received by any agent or agents,
attorney
account of services rendered in connection
attorney or attorneys, on account
connection
with such claim, any contract
contract to the contrary notwithstanding.
Any
notwithstanding. Any
person violating any of the provisions of this Act shall be deemed
deemed
guilty of aa misdemeanor
be fined
fined
misdemeanor and upon conviction
conviction thereof
thereof shall
shall be
in any sum not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
Approved March 23, 1949.
1949.
Approved
[CHAPTER 31]
31]
[CHAPTER

March
March 24, 1949
1949

[S. 632]
[S.
632]

[Private
8]
[Private Law
Law 8]

Naval personnel and
and
former naval personnel,
nel.
Acceptance of gifts,
etc.
etc.

[63 S
TAT.
[63
STAT.

AN ACT
ACT

To authorize certain personnel
personnel and former
former personnel
Establishment
personnel of
of the
the Naval
Naval Establishment
to accept certain gifts and a
a foreign
foreign decoration
decoration tendered
foreign governtendered by
by foreign
governments.

Be it
Senate and House
Representatives of the
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Howse of Representatives
United States
States of America
America in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the followingfollowingnamed members and former members of the naval service are hereby
authorized to accept such gifts as have been tendered
tendered them
them by
by foreign
foreign
governments
governments as of the date of approval
approval of this
this Act: Rear
Rear Admiral
Harold M. Martin, United States Navy; Captain William R. Brust,
United States Naval Reserve;
United
Reserve; Captain Bennett W. Wright,
Wright, United
States Navy; Captain George C. Wright, United States Navy; CapCaptain Richard W. Ruble, United States Navy; Commander Robert
Robert F.
F.
Carmody,
Carmody, United States Navy; Commander
Commander James I.
I. Cone,
United
Cone, United
States Navy; Commander
ComCommander Jack Dean, United
United States
States Navy;
Navy; Commander Gordon
Gordon Fowler, United States Navy; Commander
Commander Richard
Richard
L. Fowler, United States Navy; Commander
Commander John E. Hausman,
Hausman,
United States Navy; Commander
Kauffman, United
Commander Draper L. Kauffman,
United States
States
Navy; Commander James A. Knowlton, United States Naval Reserve;
Reserve;
Commander John P.
P. Lunger, United States Navy; Commander
Commander
Commander RobRobert M. Milner, United States Navy;
Navy; Commander
Commander Frank G. Raysbrook,
Raysbrook,
United States
Commander Frederick
States Navy; Commander
Frederick M. Stiesberg,
Stiesberg, United
States Navy; Commander
Commander William A. Stuart, United
Navy;
United States Navy;
Commander Richard S. Rogers, United States Navy;
Navy; Commander
Commander
George R. Lee, United States Navy; Lieutenant
Lieutenant Commander
Commander Raymond
Raymond
A. Boyd, United States Navy; Lieutenant
Lieutenant Commander
Laurenca B.
Commander Laurenca
B.
Green, United States Navy; Lieutenant Commander
Commander Melvin
Melvin C. HoffHoffman, United States Navy; Lieutenant
Lieutenant Commander Victor A. Moitoret,
United States Navy; Lieutenant
Lieutenant Commander
Commander John C. O'Connor,
United States Navy; Lieutenant
Lieutenant Commander
Commander Henry Nelson, United
States Naval Reserve; Lieutenant
Lieutenant Commander
Commander Norman L. Paxton,
Paxton,
United States Navy; Lieutenant Commander
Commander Byron G. Shepple,
United States Navy; Captain James J.
J. Bott, United States Marine
Corps; Lieutenant
Lieutenant Irwin J.
J. Vanderswag,
Vanderswag, United States
Marine
States Marine
Lieutenant George H. Belk, United States Navy;
Corps; Lieutenant
Navy; Lieutenant
Lieutenant
Samuel Hopkins, Junior, United States Navy; Lieutenant
Jack Scott,
Lieutenant Jack
Scott,
United States Navy; Lieutenant
Lieutenant (junior grade)
grade) La Verne W. Brown,
Junior, United States Navy;
Navy; Lieutenant (junior
(junior grade) Leonard B.
Di Napoli, United States Navy; Lieutenant (junior
(junior grade)
grade) Thomas
Thomas
L. Neilson, United States Navy; Lieutenant
Lieutenant (junior grade) Horace
A. Thomsen, United States Navy; Ensign Robert P. Armstrong,
United States Navy; Chief Boatswain Anthony S. Ciccone,
Ciccone, United
United
States Navy; Boatswain
Boatswain Earl L. Hause, United States Navy; Joseph
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G. Pardovich, chief boatswain's
boatswain's mate, United
United States
States Navy;
Robert D.
Navy; Robert
D.
Clendenon, chief musician,
Clendenon,
musician, United States Navy;
Navy; Carl
Carl F.
chief
F. Heine,
Heine, chief
machinist's mate, United States Navy;
Navy; Gilbert
phoGilbert H.
H. Dobler,
Dobler, chief
chief photographer's mate, United States
States Navy;
Navy; Myrl A.
photogA. Yuman,
Yeaman, chief
chief photographer's
rapher's mate, United States Navy; Crisanto Dolor, chief
chief cook,
cook, United
United
States Navy; Master
Master Sergeant Lionel
E. Simmons,
Simmons, United
United States
Lionel E.
States
Marine
F. Maguire,
Marine Corps; Willie F.
signalman, United
United States
States
Maguire, chief
chief signalman,
Navy; Donald K. Lobdell, chief radioman, United
States Navy;
United States
Navy;
Gorman "T" Perry, motor machinist's mate, first
class, United
first class,
United States
States
Navy; Jack 0.
O. Montgomery,
Montgomery, boatswain's
second class,
class, United
boatswain's mate,
mate, second
United
States Navy; Charles R. Dickinson,
Dickinson, boatswain's
third class,
boatswain's mate,
mate, third
class,
United
United States Navy; Lawrence
Lawrence H. Wasser, musician,
musician, third
third class,
class,
United States Navy; Gordon
Gordon C. Wyman,
Wyman, fire
controlman, third
fire controlman,
third class,
class,
United States Navy; Robert Charles
Charles Vail, shipfitter,
third class,
class,
shipfitter, third
United States Navy;
Navy; Delmere B.
Blackburn, private,
private, first
first class,
class, United
B. Blackburn,
United
States Marine Corps; Paul Hermann,
Hermann, seaman,
seaman, first
first class,
class, United
United
States Navy; James
James E. McCall,
class, United
McCall, seaman,
seaman, first
first class,
United States
States
Navy; Charles H. Kilpatrick, seaman, first class,
class, United
States Navy;
United States
Navy;
Clifford
E. Kintner,
Clifford E.
Kintner, seaman, first class, United
United States Navy;
Bernard
Navy; Bernard
Landau, seaman, first class, United States
I. Landau,
Navy; Harold
Harold A.
A. Masters,
Masters,
States Navy;
seaman,
seaman, first class, United States NavyNavy; Kenneth
Kenneth Karl
Karl Hrabal,
Hrabal, seaseaman, first class, United States
States Navy;
Navy; Nicholas
Nicholas Vignovich,
Vignovich, seaman,
seaman,
first class, United States
States Naval Reserve; Leonard
Leonard Stanley Tur,
Tur, firefireman, first class, United States Naval Reserve;
Reserve; L.
L. R.
Weedle, fireman,
fireman,
R. Weedle,
first class, United
United States Navy; R. N. Young, fireman,
fireman, first
class,
first class,
United States Navy;
Navy; and Michael Strusinski, coxswain,
coxswain, United
United States
States
Naval Reserve.
SEc.
Sic. 2. The following-named
following-named members
members of
the naval
service are
are
of the
naval service
hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to accept
accept such awards as
as have
have been
been tendered
tendered them
them
by foreign
foreign governments
governments as of the date of the
approval of
Act;
the approval
of the
the Act;
Rear Admiral Edward
Edward W. Hansen, United States
States Navy;
Navy; Captain
Captain
Albert E. Fitzwilliam, United States Navy;
Navy; and Lieutenant
(junior
Lieutenant (junior
grade)
grade) John E. Nichols,
Nichols, United States
States Navy.
Navy.
SEC.
S
EC. 3. Doctor Mina S. Rees,
Rees, a
employee of
of the
Navy
a civilian
civilian employee
the Navy
Department, is hereby
hereby authorized to accept
accept and
King's Medal
and wear
wear the
the King's
Medal
for Service in the Cause of Freedom
Freedom which
has been
tendered her
which has
been tendered
her by
by
the Government
Government of Great
Great Britain.
Approved March 24,
24, 1949.
1949.
[CHAPTER
34]
[CHAPTER 34]

AN ACT
For the relief
relief of
B. Anderson.
Anderson.
of Edwin
Edwin B.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
of Representatives
Representatives of
and House
House of
of the
the
United States
States of America in
United
in Congress
Congress assembled,
Edwin B.
B.
assembled, That
That Edwin
Anderson,
Anderson, aa city letter
letter carrier in the post office
office at
at Newton,
Iowa, is
is
Newton, Iowa,
hereby relieved of all liability to make
to the
the United
States
make refund
refund to
United States
of any amount
amount received by him as a
a result
result of
of overpayment
salary
overpayment of
of salary
from May 1, 1945, the date he was promoted
promoted from substitute postal
postal
employee
employee to the position of regular city letter
by the
the postpostletter carrier
carrier by
master at Newton, Iowa, to October 16, 1946, the
effective date
of his
the effective
date of
his
promotion to regular
regular city letter carrier as authorized
by the
the Post
authorized by
Post
Office Department.
Department.
Any amount heretofore
heretofore refunded
refunded to
to the United
United States
States by
by Edwin
Edwin
B. Anderson,
Anderson, or by any other
person or
persons on
account of
of such
other person
or persons
on account
such
overpayment of salary to Edwin B. Anderson,
overpayment
Anderson, shall be refunded
refunded to
to
him, or to such other person or persons, out
out of
any money
money available
available
of any
city-delivery carriers.
for the payment of salaries
salaries to city-delivery
and
carriers. In
In the
the audit
audit and
settlement of the accounts of any
postmaster or
other designated
designated disdisany postmaster
or other
bursing officer
officer of the Post Office
Office Department or
service, the
or postal
postal service,
the
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Mina S.
S. Rees.
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salary payments
payments to Edwin B. Anderson
to October
October
Anderson from May 1,
1, 1945,
1945, to
16, 1946, for service
service as regular city letter carrier
be considered
carrier shall
shall be
considered
authorized: Provided,
Provided, That
to have been authorized:
That no part of
of the
the amount
amount approappropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof
thereof shall
be paid
shall be
paid or
or
delivered to or received
received by any agent or attorney
attorney on
account of
services
on account
of services
connection with this claim, and the same shall
rendered in connection
shall be
unlawful,
be unlawful,
contrary notwithstanding. Any
any contract to the contrary
person violating
violating
Any person
the provisions of this Act shall be deemed
deemed guilty of
misdemeanor
of a
a misdemeanor
and upon conviction
conviction thereof
thereof shall be
not exceeding
exceeding
be fined in
in any sum
sum not

$1,000.
$1,000.

Approved March 25, 1949.
[CHAPTER 35]
35]
[CHAPTER
March
March 26, 11949
949
[H. R. 1870]
[Private Law
Law 10]
10]
[Private
Doris Marie
Richard.
Richard.

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of Doris Marie Richard.
Richard.

it enacted
Senate and
and House of Representatives
Be it
enacted by the Senate
Representatives of
of the
the
United
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled, That the Secretary
United States of America
Secretary
of the Treasury is authorized
authorized and directed to pay, out
out of
of any
any money
money
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to Doris Marie
Marie Richard,
Richard
of Dorchester, Massachusetts,
Massachusetts, the sum of $904, in full satisfaction
satisfaction of
of
her claim against the United States for compensation
compensation for personal
personal
injuries, property
property damage, and loss of earnings sustained by her and
and
for reimbursement
reimbursement of hospital, medical, and other expenses incurred
incurred
by her as a
a result of an accident which occurred when the automobile
automobile
in which she was riding was struck by aaUnited States Army
Army vehicle
vehicle
at the intersection of Beach Street and Billings
Road, in
Billings Road,
in Quincy,
Quincy,
Massachusetts,
Massachusetts, on June 10, 1942: Provided,
Provided, That no part
of the
part of
the
amount appropriated
appropriated in this Act in excess
excess of 10 per centum
centum thereof
thereof
shall be paid or delivered
delivered to or received
received by any agent or
or attorney
on
attorney on
account of services
services rendered
rendered in connection with this claim,
claim, and
and the
the
contract to the contrary notwithstanding.
same shall be unlawful,
unlawful, any contract
Any person violating the provisions of this Act shall be
guilty
be deemed
deemed guilty
of a
a misdemeanor and upon conviction
conviction thereof shall be
any
be fined in any
sum not exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
Approved March
March 26, 1949.
[CHAPTER 40]
[CHAPTER

March 29, 1949
1949
March
[8. 90]
90]
[Private Law 11]
[Private

Richard Kim.

Quota deduction.

AN ACT
To provide for permanent
of Richard
Kim.
permanent residence
residence status
status of
Richard Kim.

Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and House
Representatives of
of the
House of Representatives
the
United States
States of America in Congress
Congress assembled,
United
assembled, That in the
the adminadministration of the immigration and naturalization
naturalization laws
Kim,
laws Richard
Richard Kim,
who served as a
a member of the armed forces of
of the
the United
United States,
States, shall
shall
be considered
considered to have been lawfully
for permanent
lawfully admitted
admitted for
permanent residence
residence
as of the date of his last entry into the
the United
the payUnited States,
States, upon
upon the
payment of the visa fee of $10 and the head
ment
head tax of
of $8.
$8. The
The Secretary
Secretary of
of
State is directed to instruct the proper quota-control
quota-control officer
officer to
to deduct
deduct
one number from the appropriate
one
appropriate quota for the first year that
said
that said
is available.
quota is
available.
Approved
Approved March
March 29,
29, 1949.
1949.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 53]

April 14, 1949
[8. 26]
[S.
[Private Law 121
12]
Jose Babace
Babace (Irigoyen).
Yen).

ACT
AN ACT

For the relief of Jose Babace.
Babace.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
Representatives of
the
and House of Representatives
of the
United
States of America in
United States
in Congress
Congress assembled, That
Attorney
That the
the Attorney
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General
United States
States is
hereby authorized
to
and directed
directed to
is hereby
authorized and
of the
the United
General of
cancel any
any deportation
deportation proceedings
which might
arise in
in the
the case
case of
of
might arise
proceedings which
cancel
Jose
Babace (Irigoyen),
(Irigoyen), Minden,
Nevada, legally
but who
who
legally admitted
admitted but
Minden, Nevada,
Jose Babace
has remained
in the
United States
than permitted
permitted by
law and
and
by law
has
remained in
the United
States longer
longer than
regulations,
been
this alien shall
shall be considered
considered as having been
regulations, and
and that
that this
admitted
permanent entry as
actual entry
on
for permanent
as of the
the date
date of his
his actual
entry on
admitted for
the payment
visa fee
fee of
of $10
$10 and
and the
$8.
the head tax of
of $8.
of the
the visa
the
payment of
Upon
this Act
Act the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of State shall instruct the
Upon enactment
enactment of
of this
proper quota-control
the Spanish
deduct one
one number from the
quota-control officer to deduct
proper
quota
year that
available.
quota is available.
first year
that the
the said
said Spanish
Spanish quota
quota for
for the
the first
Approved April 14, 1949.
1949.
Approved
[CHAPTER
54]
[CHAPTER 54]

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of certain
certain Basque aliens.

Be
it enacted
the
of Representatives
Representatives of the
the Senate
Senate and House of
Be it
enacted by the
assembled, That in the adminisCongressassembled,
in Congress
United States
States of America in
tration
the immigration
immigration and
and naturalization
the Attorney
Attorney
naturalization laws
laws the
of the
tration of
General
be, and
hereby, authorized
and directed
directed to
to record the
the
authorized and
and he
he is
is hereby,
General be,
lawful
admission for
for permanent
permanent residence of Jose S. Algarra de
lawful admission
Carlos, Domingo
Domingo Asiain Hualde, Patricio Asiain Hualde,
Hualde, Cipriano
Aznarren Udi, Gracian
Gracian Azparren Gazcue, Pedro Aspiroz
Aspiroz Echechuri,
Echechuri,
Aznarren
Anastasio Barbarena
Barbarena Elizegaray,
Elizegaray, Melchor
Melchor Burusco
Pedro
Burusco Domench, Pedro
Anastasio
Dufur
C.
Cemborain Garmendia,
Iturri, Bernardo
Bernardo Dufur
Garmendia, Angel Dufur Iturri,
C. Cemborain
Rum, Primitivo Egozcue Seminario, Modesto Elgorriaga
Elgorriaga Exposito,
Iturri,
Felipe
Felipe Errea Huarte, Esteban Erro Inda, Ambrosio Esnoz Recalde,
Recalde,
Lino Goicoa
Ibarregui Iriberri,
Iriberri, Pablo Inda
Goicoa Arozerena,
Arozerena, Alberto Ibarregui
Lino
Sagardoy, Telipe
'Felipe Itturri
Francisco Jorajuria
Jorajuria Andiaarena,
Andiaarena,
Castilla, Francisco
Itturri Castilla,
Sagardoy,
Manuel
Joaquin Juanarena
Juanarena Dufur,
Francisco Larrea Ibarrola,
Ibarrola, Manuel
Dufur, Francisco
Joaquin
Lecumberri
Mendiguia
Exposito, Serpio Mendiguia
Martinex Exposit°,
Silvestro Martinex
Barber, Silvestro
Lecumberri Barber,
Narvarez Berendiain, Antonio
Lerumbe, Jose Moulian
Mendia, Jose Narvarez
Moulian Mendia,
Lerumbe,
Petricorena, Jose M. OchandoExposit°, Jose
Ochandorena Petricorena,
Jose Ochandorena
B. Nuin Exposito,
rena Petricorena,
Echeverria, Mateo Pedroarena
Pedroarena
Primitivo Olondriz Echeverria,
rena
Petricorena, Primitivo
Barberena, Leandro
Leandro Urrutia
Urrutia Villanueva, Pedro
Valencia Llorente,
Llorente,
Pedro Valencia
Barberena,
Salvador
Marcelino Villanueva Urrutia, Salvador
Montoya, Marcelino
Villanueva Montoya,
Prisco Villanueva
Viscay Oroz,
Oroz, Demetrio
Demetrio Zubiri
Zubiri Uriz, Pedro M. Recalde Iribarren,
Viscay
Celestino Arozarena
Elizagaray, Jose Betelu Zubiriaga, Dionisio
Arozarena Elizagaray,
Celestino
Betelu Zubiriaga,
Zubiriaga, Fermin
Fermin Jorajuria
Iriarte
Tomas Iriarte
Andiaarena, Tomas
Jorajuria Andiaarena,
Betelu
Lerindegui,
Juandeaburre, and
Equiza, Miguel Inda Juandeaburre,
Miguel Redin
Redin Equiza,
Lerindegui, Miguel
Jose
Zubiri Coni,
the respective
respective dates of their lawful temporary
as of
of the
Coni, as
Jose Zibiri
entry into
if they
they are
to be admissible
admissible
are found
found to
in 1944,
1944, if
United States
States in
into the
the United
entry
under
immigration laws other than those relating
relating
the provisions of the immigration
under the
to
General finds that Cipriano
Attorney General
Provided,That if the Attorney
to quotas:
quotas: Provided,
Aznarren
is otherwise
entitled to
the benefits
benefits of
of this
is
he is
this Act,
Act, he
to the
otherwise entitled
Udi is
Aznarren Udi
authorized
and directed
directed to
to accord
him such
notwithstanding
such benefits, notwithstanding
accord him
authorized and
the
provisions of section
section 3
Immigration Act of 1917, insofar
insofar
3 of the Immigration
the provisions
as
illiteracy. Upon
Upon the
Secretary
the Secretary
of this Act
Act the
enactment of
the enactment
it relates
relates to
to illiteracy.
as it
of
State shall
shall instruct
instruct the
quota-control officer
officer to deduct
deduct one
proper quota-control
the proper
of State
number
for each
named herein
from the
the quota of the appropriate
herein from
each alien named
number for
country
first year that the said quota is available.
country of the first
Approved April 14, 1949.
[CHAPTER
55]
[CHAPTER 55]

AN ACT
ACT
For
the relief
relief of Ella L. Browning.
For the

Be
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
Representatives of
the
of the
of Representatives
by the
it enacted
Be it
United States
States of
That the
the Secretary
Secretary
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
in Congress
of America
America in
United
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[Private
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of
the Treasury
Treasury is
is authorized
authorized and
out of
money
of the
and directed
directed to
to pay,
pay, out
of any
any money
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to Ella
Ella L.
L. Browning,
in the Treasury
Treasury not
not otherwise
Bar
Maine, the sum of
Bar Harbor,
Harbor, Maine,
of $3,552.50,
$3,552.50, in full satisfaction
satisfaction of
of her
her
claim against
against the
States for
claim
the United
United States
for compensation
compensation for
for damages
damages to
to a
a
swimming pool
pool and
stone terrace
terrace wall
wall situated
at Pointe
d'Acadie,
swimming
and stone
situated at
Pointe d'Acadie,
on
Desert Island,
Island, in
connection with
work with
with
on Mount
Mount Desert
in connection
with experimental
experimental work
ordnance materials
materials conducted
Bald
ordnance
conducted by the United States Navy at Bald
Porcupine Island, Hancock County, Maine, in and after 1943, while
Porcupine
such
Establishment
by the Naval
Naval Establishment
such Bald
Bald Porcupine Island
Island was occupied by
(R)-33877) executed
executed by said Ella L. Browning, on
under lease (NOy (R)-33877)
September 15, 1943:
September
1943: Provided,
Provided, That
That no part of the
the amount approappropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid
priated
delivered to or received
received by any agent or attorney on account of
or delivered
of
rendered in connection with this claim, and the same shall
services rendered
be unlawful, any contract
contract to the contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any
Any
person violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed
deemed guilty of
a
a misdemeanor
misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any
any
sum not exceeding $1,000.
Approved April 14, 1949.
Approved
1949.
[CHAPTER 56]
[CHAPTER
April 14, 1949
[S.
IS. 748]
[Private
[Private Law 15]
Charles L. Bishop.
Charles

Be it enacted by the Senate
Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of the
United States
States of America in
United
in Congress
Congress assembled,
Postmaster
assembled, That the Postmaster
General is authorized
against
authorized and directed (1)
(1) to cancel all claims against
Charles L. Bishop for payment of the sum of $350 representing
Charles
representing the
aggregate
erroneously paid by the said
aggregate amount of money orders erroneously
Charles
Charles L.
assistant Navy mail clerk
L. Bishop in 1944 while acting as assistant
at the naval air station, Alameda, California, to aaperson
person then
then in the
armed forces of the United States who had stolen such money orders
armed
and fraudulently
fraudulently endorsed them in his own favor; and (2)
(2) to pay
to the said Charles L. Bishop,
Bishop, out of any money available
available for the
the
pay of employees
employees in the postal service, an amount equal to any portion
heretofore paid by him pursuant to such claims.
of such sum heretofore
Approved April 14, 1949.
[CHAPTER 59]
[CHAPTER

April
16, 1949
Aril 16,
149
[[R. R. 15011
1501]
[Private Law 16]
161

Guardian of Rose
Mary
Mary Ammirato.

ACT
AN ACT
For the relief
relief of Charles L. Bishop.

AN ACT
ACT

For the relief of the legal guardian
guardian of Rose Mary Ammirato,
minor.
Ammirato, aa minor.

it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of the
the
Be it
United States
States of
United
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
of
authorized to
to pay,
of any
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby,
hereby, authorized
pay, out
out of
any
money in
in the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the
the sum
sum of
of $3,500
$3,500
to the legal guardian
guardian of Rose Mary
Mary Ammirato.
Ammirato. a
aminor, of Brooklyn,
Brooklyn,
New York, in full settlement
against the United States
settlement of all claims against
medical, hospital,
hospital, and
and other
expenses sustained
sustained
for personal
personal injuries,
injuries, medical,
other expenses
as
of an
an accident
accident involving
involving a
a United
United States
States mail
truck, at
as a
a result of
mail truck,
at
the intersection
intersection of Fourteenth Avenue
Sixty-first Street, BrookAvenue and Sixty-first
BrookYork. on August 20,
lyn, New
New York,
20, 1944: Provided,
of the
the
Provided, That no
no part
part of
amount
appropriated in
Act in
in excess
10 per
thereof
amount appropriated
in this
this Act
excess of
of 10
per centum
centum thereof
shall be paid or delivered
delivered to or received by any
any agent
agent or
or attorney
attorney on
on
account
rendered in
connection with
the
account of
of services rendered
in connection
with this
this claim,
claim, and
and .the
same
shall be
be unlawful,
unlawful, any
contract to
to the
contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding.
same shall
any contract
the contrary
Any person violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed
deemed guilty
guilty
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of aamisdemeanor
misdemeanor and upon
upon conviction thereof shall be fined in
in any
any
sum not
not exceeding
$1,000. -—
sum
exceeding $1,000.
SEC.
S
EC. 2. Private Law 447, Eightieth Congress, is hereby repealed.
Approved
Approved April 16, 1949.
1949.
[CHAPTER
60]
[CHAPTER 60]

AN ACT
AN
ACT
For the
Arthur G.
G. Robinson.
Robinson.
For
the relief
relief of
of Arthur

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the
Representatives of the
the Senate
Senate and House of
of Representatives
United States
States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the
Secretary
the Secretary
of
and directed
of the
the Treasury be, and he
he is hereby, authorized
authorized and
directed to
to pay,
pay,
out of any money in the Treasury
Treasury not
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the
the
sum of $3,000 to Arthur
Arthur G. Robinson, of Keansburg, New Jersey.
The payment of such sum shall be in full settlement
settlement of all claims
medical
against the United States on account
account of personal injuries, medical
services, loss of earnings,
future loss
loss of
of earnings
sustained when
when
services,
earnings, and
and future
earnings sustained
the bakery truck driven by Mr. Robinson was involved in aacollision
collision
with an Army truck on Route
Route 35, in Middletown
Middletown Township,
Township, New
Jersey,
Jersey, on August
August 18, 1944: Provided,
Provided, That no part of the amount
amount
appropriated
centum thereof
excess of 10 per centum
thereof shall be
appropriated in this Act in
in excess
delivered to or
paid or
or delivered
or received
received by any
any agent or attorney
attorney on account
account
services rendered
rendered in connection
of services
connection with this claim,
claim, and the
the same shall
be unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any
Any
person violating
violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a
a
misdemeanor
sum
misdemeanor and upon
upon conviction
conviction thereof shall
shall be fined
fined in
in any
any sum
not exceeding
exceeding $1.000.
$1,000.
Approved
Approved April
April 18,
18, 1949.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 61]
61]

AN
ACT
AN ACT
For the
relief of
of Mrs.
Mrs. Lucille
Davidson.
For
the relief
Lucille Davidson.

the
Representatives of the
enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
Be it
it enacted
United States
States of
of America
America in
in Congress
Secretary
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary
United
of
Treasury be,
and he
is hereby,
authorized and
to pay,
pay,
of the
the Treasury
be, and
he is
hereby, authorized
and directed
directed to
out of any money
money in the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the
sum
$2,075.40 to
Lucille Davidson,
Davidson, Morrison,
in full
full
sum of
of $2,075.40
to Mrs.
Mrs. Lucille
Morrison, Virginia,
irginia, in
settlement of all claims against the United
United States for personal
personal injuries

Stat. 1416.
62 Stat.

April 18,
1949
April
18,1949
[H.·. R.
R. 576]
576]
[Private
17]
[Private Law
Law 17]
Arthur
Arthur
son.
son.

G.
0.

Robin-

1949
April 18,
18, 1949
[H.·. R.
5911
R. 591]
[Private
[Private Law 18]

Mrs. Lucille Davidson.
son.

sustained
and hospital
hospital expenses
incurred as
as the
result of
of
and medical
medical and
expenses incurred
the result
sustained and

an accident
involving a
Army vehicle
vehicle which
which occurred
occurred
States Army
a United
United States
an
accident involving
on
March 14,
Provided, That no
Newport News,
News, Virginia:
Virginia: Provided,
on March
14, 1944,
1944, in Newport
per
in this Act
Act in
in excess of 10 per
appropriated in
part of the amount appropriated
centum thereof shall be
agent
or delivered
delivered to
to or received
received by any agent
centum
be paid or
or attorney on account
account of services rendered
rendered in connection with this
contrary
contract to
to the contrary
claim, and the
the same shall
shall be unlawful,
unlawful, any contract
notwithstanding. Any
Any person
violating the
the provisions
provisions of
of this
this Act
Act
person violating
notwithstanding.
shall be
guilty of
and upon
conviction thereof
ofaamisdemeanor
misdemeanor and
upon conviction
thereof
shall
be deemed
deemed guilty
$1,000.
shall be
be fined
fined in
in any sum
sum not
not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
Approved
Approved April
April 18,
18, 1949.
[CHAPTER 62]
62]
[CHAPTER

AN
ACT
AN ACT
For
the relief
of Eugene
J. Bearman.
Bearman.
Eugene J.
For the
relief of

Be it
by the
and House
House of
of Representatives
Be
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
Representatives of
of the
the
United States
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary
United
America in
States of

April 18, 1949
April
1949
[H.
R. 616]
61S]
[H. R.
[Private
[Private Law 19]
Eugene J. Boorman.

EueneJ.

earman
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[63 STAT.
STAT.
[63

of the Treasury is authorized
to pay,
pay, out
out of
of any
money
authorized and
and directed
directed to
any money
of the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
J. Bearman,
appropriated, to Eugene
Eugene J.
Bearman,
of Memphis, Tennessee, the sum of $642.60.
such
$642.60. The
The payment
payment of
of such
sum constitutes
constitutes a
refund of payments heretofore
heretofore made by the said
a refund
said
Eugene
Eugene J.
J. Bearman
Bearman to the United States on
by
on account
account of
of the loss
loss by
theft of aaUnited States Army vehicle on
10, 1944,
in Rome,
on August 10,
1944, in
Rome,
Italy, while said vehicle was in his custody and control as
as an officer
officer
in the United States Army and the said Eugene
Eugene J.
hereby
J. Bearman
Bearman is
is hereby
relieved of all liability to the United States by reason of
of
of the loss
loss of
said vehicle
vehicle by theft: Provided,
Provided, That no part of the amount approappropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid
paid or
or
delivered
delivered to or received
received by any agent or attorney on account of services
services
rendered in connection with this claim, and
be unlawful,
and the same shall be
unlawful,
any contract
contract to the contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any person violating
violating
the provisions
provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of aamisdemeanor
misdemeanor and
upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not
not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
Approved
Approved April 18,
18, 1949.
[CHAPTER 63]
63]
[CHAPTER
April
April 18, 1949
[H. R. 739]
[Private Law 20]
[Private
Mary Jane Harris.

enacted by the Senate and House
Be it
it enacted
Representatives of
of the
the
House of Representatives
United
States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled, That the Secretary
United States
Secretary
of the Treasury is authorized
authorized and directed to pay, out
out of any
any money
money
in the Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated, to
Jane Harris,
to Mary Jane
Harris,
the widow of Richmond Glenn Harris,
sum of
Harris, Senior, the
the sum
of $5,000,
$5,000, in
in
full settlement
settlement of all claims against the United States for
for compensacompensation for the death of her husband, Richmond
Glenn Harris,
Harris, Senior,
as
Richmond Glenn
Senior, as
aa result of an accident involving aa United
vehicle, on
on
United States Army
Army vehicle,
December
1943, about ten miles west of Cookeville,
December 11, 1943,
Cookeville, Putnam
Putnam
County, Tennessee, on United States Highway
Provided,
Highway 70, North: Provided,
That no part of the amount appropriated
appropriated in this Act in excess
excess of 10
10
per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered
delivered to or received
received by any
account of services rendered in connection
agent or attorney on account
connection with
this claim, and the same shall be unlawful,
unlawful, any contract to the concontrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions
provisions of
of this
this
Act shall be deemed guilty of aa misdemeanor
misdemeanor and upon conviction
conviction
thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
Approved April 18, 1949.
[CHAPTER 64]
[CHAPTER

April 18, 1949
1949
[H.
R. 1061]
[H R.
1061]
[Private Law 21]
21]
[Private
Mrs. Bernice Green.
Green.

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief
relief of Mary Jane
Harris.
Jane Harris.

AN ACT
ACT
AN

Bernice Green.
For the relief of Bernice

Be it enacted by the Senate and
the
and House of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
United
United States of America in Congress
Secretary
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary
Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized and directed
of the Treasury
directed to pay,
pay,
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
to
Mrs. Bernice
Bernice Green, the sum of $2,000, in full settlement
settlement of all claims
against the United States for personal
personal injuries, medical, hospital, and
and
other expenses, and losses sustained
sustained by her as a
Army truck
truck
a result of an Armv
automobile in which she was riding at the intersection
intersection of
striking the automobile
Pico and Sepulveda
Boulevard in the city of Los Angeles, California,
Sepulveda Boulevard
Provided, That no part of the amount approon January 24, 1943: Provided,
priated in this Act in excess of
a 10 per centum thereof
paid
thereof shall be paid
or delivered to or received
received by any agent or attorney on account
account of
of
connection with this claim, and the same shall
services rendered
rendered in connection

63 STAT.]
STAT.]
63
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be unlawful,
contract to the contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any
unlawful, any contract
person
provisions of this Act
Act shall be
be deemed guilty of
of
person violating
violating the provisions
a
misdemeanor and
upon conviction
fined in
in any
conviction thereof shall be fined
a misdemeanor
and upon
sum not
to exceed
exceed $1,000.
sum
not to
Approved April
1949.
April 18, 1949.
Approved
[
CHAPTER 65]
65]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT

April
April 18, 1949
R. 1066]
[H. R.
10661
[Private Law 22]
[Private

James Leon
Leon Keaton.
For the
Keaton.
of James
For
the relief of

Representatives of the
Be
enacted by the
and House
House of Representatives
Senate and
the Senate
Be it
it enacted
United States
Congress assembled,
Secretary
in Congress
assembled, That the Secretary
States of America
America in
United
of
Treasury is
authorized and directed to pay, out of any money
the Treasury
is authorized
of the
James Leon Keaton,
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated, to James
in the Treasury not
Louisiana, the sum of $500. The payment of such sum shall
shall
Angie, Louisiana,
be
claims of the said James Leon Keaton
Keaton
settlement of all claims
be in
in full settlement
against the
personal injuries
sustained
injuries sustained
States on account
account of personal
the United
United States
against
a
accident involving
involving a
Mississippi, in an accident
1942, at
at Biloxi, Mississippi,
on August
August 29, 1942,
United States
States Army
service car: Provided,
Provided, That no part of the amount
amount
Army service
United
appropriated in
of 10 per centum thereof shall be
Act in excess of
in this
this Act
appropriated
delivered to or received by any agent or attorney on account
account
paid or delivered
of services
services rendered
rendered in
in connection
this claim, and the same shall
with this
connection with
of
be
any contract
to the
the contrary notwithstanding. Any percontract to
unlawful, any
be unlawful,
son violating
the provisions
provisions of this Act shall
be deemed
deemed guilty of aa
shall be
son
violating the
misdemeanor
thereof shall be fined in any sum
and upon conviction thereof
misdemeanor and
not
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
not exceeding
1949.
Approved
April 18, 1949.
Approved April
[
CHAPTER 66]
[CHAPTER
66]

AN
AN ACT
ACT

Leon Keaton.
James Leon

April 18, 1949
[Et. R.
R. 1094]
[H.
10941

For
the relief
M. Clark.
Clark.
of Nellie
Nellie M.
relief of
For the

[Private Law 23]
[Private

Be it
it enacted
and House of Representatives
Representatives of the
by the Senate and
enacted by
Be
United States
States of
Secretary
Congress assembled, That the Secretary
in Congress
of America
America in
United
of
the Treasury
Treasury be,
hereby, authorized
and directed
directed to pay,
authorized and
is hereby,
and he
he is
be, and
of the
the
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise
sum
of $2,000,
$2,000, to
full
of Lyndhurst,
Lyndhurst, New Jersey, in full
M. Clark,
Clark, of
to Nellie
Nellie M.
sum of
settlement of all claims against the United States for personal injuries,
medical
hospital expenses,
earnings sustained as the
of earnings
and loss of
expenses, and
and hospital
medical and
result of
accident involving
United States
at the
Army vehicle at
States Army
involving aa United
an accident
of an
result
intersection
Jersey,
and Passaic Avenues, East Newark, New Jersey,
of Central and
intersection of
on July
July 17, 1943: Provided,
Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated
appropriated
on
delivered
in
of 10
10 per
per centum
centum thereof
thereof shall be paid or delivered
in excess
excess of
Act in
in this
this Act
to
received by
by any
agent or
on account
services rendered
rendered
account of services
or attorney
attorney on
any agent
or received
to or
in
claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any
in connection
connection with this claim,
contract
to the
contrary notwithstanding.
the
violating the
person violating
Any person
notwithstanding. Any
the contrary
contract to
provisions
of this
this Act
be deemed
deemed guilty
guilty of
of a
and
misdemeanor and
a misdemeanor
shall be
Act shall
provisions of
upon conviction
conviction thereof
shall be
be fined
in any
exceeding $1,000.
sum not exceeding
any sum
fined in
thereof shall
upon
Approved
April
18,
1949.
Approved April 18, 1949.

Nellie M.
M. Clark.
Nellie

[
CHAPTER 671
67]
[CHAPTER

AN
AN ACT
ACT
For the
the relief
relief of
of James
Ruth Burk,
and Mildred
Mildred Ovren,
Ovren,
Burk, and
Stapleton, Ruth
A. Stapleton,
James A.
For
doing
under the
the name
and style
style of
Stapleton Lumber
Lumber
of Stapleton
name and
business under
doing business
Company.
Company.

copartners
copartners
and Piling
Piling
and

April 18,
18, 1949
[H. R. 1113]
[Private Law 24]

Be it
enacted by
by the
and House
Representatives of
the
of the
of Representatives
House of
Senate and
the Senate
Be
it enacted
James A.
A. Stapleton,
United
States of
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That James A. Ruth
America in
Ruth Burt,
United States
Burk, and Mildred Ovren.
dred
Ovre.
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TAT.
[63 S
STAT.

Stapleton,
Ruth Burk,
Mildred Ovren,
Ovren, copartners
doing business
Stapleton, Ruth
Burk, and
and Mildred
copartners doing
business
under the
the name
name and
style of
Company
under
and style
of Stapleton
Stapleton Lumber
Lumber and
and Piling
Piling Company
be,
released of
from all
all liability
liability and
be, and
and they
they are
are hereby,
hereby, released
of and
and from
and responresponto the
the United
States of
of America
America under
certain renegotiation
sibility to
United States
under a
a certain
renegotiation
agreement,
agreement, dated
dated May 14, 1943 (W.
between them
them
(W. 3460—eng—PAS
3460-eng-PAS 42),
42), between
and the Secretary
Secretary of
the Secretary
Army), in
the
of War
War (now
(now the
Secretary of
of the
the Army),
in the
amount of $20,187.40
$20,187.40 with any
thereon, which
which is
is the
any accrued
accrued interest
interest thereon,
the
unpaid portion of
named in
in said
said renegotiation
renegotiation agreement;
of the amount
amount named
agreement;
and
States of
of America
America shall
shall forthwith
forthwith release
release from
and the
the United
United States
from
impound or
attachment all
or credits
due and
payable to
or attachment
all funds
funds or
credits due
and payable
to
Stapleton
Stapleton Lumber and
Piling Company
by its
its customers
customers which
which said
said
and Piling
Company by
or credits
were and
and are
and withheld
funds or
credits were
are impounded
impounded and
withheld by
by said
said cuscustomers upon orders of the United
issued in
connecUnited States
States of
of America
America issued
in connection with said renegotiation
renegotiation agreement:
That no
of
agreement: Provided,
Provided, That
no part
part of
the amount remitted by this Act
Act in
in excess of
of 10
10 per
per centum
centum shall
shall be
be
paid or delivered to
received by
by any
agent or
to or
or received
any agent
or attorney
attorney on
on account
account
rendered in
in connection
and the
same shall
of services
services rendered
connection with
with this
this claim,
claim, and
the same
shall
be unlawful,
to the
unlawful, any contract
contract to
perthe contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any
Any person violating the provisions
provisions of this Act
Act shall
shall be
deemed guilty
guilty of
be deemed
of a
a
misdemeanor and
and upon
upon conviction
misdemeanor
conviction thereof
fined in
sum not
thereof shall
shall be
be fined
in any
any sum
not
exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
Approved
Approved April
April 18,
18, 1949.
1949.

[CHAPTER
[
CHAPTER 68]
April 18,
18, 1949
1949
April

[H. R. 1164]

[Private
25]
[Private Law
Law 25]
H.
McCorvey,
H. M.
M. McCorvey,
estate.
estate.

AN ACT
ACT
For
relief of
of H.
For the
the relief
of the
the estate
estate of
H. M.
M. McCorvey.
McCorvey.

Be it
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and House of Representatives
it enacted
Representatives of
of the
the
United
States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled, That
United States
the Secretary
Secretary
That the
authorized and
of the Treasury
Treasury is authorized
to pay,
out of
money in
in
and directed
directed to
pay, out
of any
any money
to the legal
the Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
legal representative
representative of
of
the estate of H. M. McCorvey,
McCorvey, deceased, late of
of Moultrie, Georgia,
Georgia,
the sum of $836.59. The payment of such
settlesuch sum
sum shall be
be in
in full
full settlement of all claims of such estate
estate against the
States on
account
the United
United States
on account
of personal injuries, property
sustained
property damage
damage and loss of wages sustained
by the said H.
McCorvey as
result of
on April
16,
H. M.
M. McCorvey
as the
the result
of a
a collision
collision on
April 16,
1944, between the automobile
automobile owned and
operated by
said H.
H. M.
and operated
by the
the said
M.
McCorvey and a
truck, approximately
a United
United States Army
Army truck,
approximately one
one mile
mile
from Spence Field near Moultrie, Georgia:
Georgia: Provided,
Provided, That
That no
no part
of
part of
per centum
the amount appropriated
appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per
centum thereof
thereof
by any
any agent
shall be paid or delivered to or received by
or attorney
attorney
agent or
on account of services rendered in connection
with this
claim, and
and
connection with
this claim,
the same shall be unlawful, any contract
contract to the contrary notwithstandnotwithstanding.
provisions of
of this
this Act
Act shall
shall be
be deemed
ing. Any
Any person
person violating
violating the
the provisions
deemed
guilty of a
a misdemeanor
misdemeanor and
upon conviction
shall be
fined
and upon
conviction thereof
thereof shall
be fined
in
exceeding $1,000.
in any
any sum
sum not
not exceeding
$1,000.
Approved April
1949.
April 18,
18, 1949.
[
CHAPTER 69]
69]
[CHAPTER

April
1949
April 18,
18, 1949
[H.
R. 1176]
[H. R.
1176]

[Private
Law 26]
[Private Law
26]
Leroy
Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Leroy
Hann.
Hann.

AN ACT
ACT

Mr. and
and Mrs.
For the relief of Mr.
Mrs. Leroy
Hann.
Leroy Hann.

enacted by the
the Senate and
Be it
it enacted
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
United States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled, That the Secretary
Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized
directed to
to pay,
pay,
authorized and
and directed
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
to
appropriated, to
aggregate sum of $2,500,
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Hann the aggregate
$2,500, in full settlesettlement of all claims against the United
United States
the personal
personal injuries
States for
for the
injuries

63 STAT.]
STAT.]
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incurred
incurred by reason of the injuries
injuries and the property
property damage
sustained
damage sustained
by them as a
a result of being struck by an Army
vehicle operated
Army vehicle
operated by
by
Army personnel on Route 40, one-half mile
New
mile north of
of Pennsville,
Pennsville, New
Jersey, on March 3, 1943, and said injuries and
damage having
been
and damage
having been
caused by the negligent operation of said Army
so as
Army vehicle
vehicle so
as to
to cause
cause
it to turn into the vehicle in which said
and Mrs.
Mrs. Leroy
Leroy Hann
Hann
said Mr.
Mr. and
Provided, That no part of
were riding: Provided,
amount appropriated
appropriated in
of the amount
in
this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof
be paid
or delivered
delivered
thereof shall
shall be
paid or
to or received
received by any agent or attorney
attorney on account
services rendered
account of
of services
rendered
in connection
connection with this claim, and the same shall be
be unlawful,
unlawful, any
any
contract
contract to the
notwithstanding. Any
Any person
person violating
the contrary
contrary notwithstanding.
violating the
the
provisions
provisions of this Act shall be deemed
deemed guilty
guilty of
of a
a misdemeanor
misdemeanor and
and
upon conviction
conviction thereof shall be
any sum
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
be fined in
in any
sum not
not exceeding
Approved
Approved April
April 18, 1949.
1949.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 70]
70]

ACT
AN ACT
For the relief
relief of
Judge E.
Estes.
of Mrs.
Mrs. Judge
E. Estes.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
and House
House of
of Representatives
the
by the Senate
Senate and
Representatives of
of the
United States of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
Secretary
the Secretary
of the Treasury is authorized
authorized and directed to pay, out of any
any money
money
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
E. Estes,
Estes,
to Mrs. Judge E.
the sum of $1,000. The payment of such sum
settlesum shall
shall be
be in
in full
full settlement of all claims against the United States on account
account of
personal
of personal
injuries sustained by Mrs. Estes when the automobile
automobile in
which she
she
in which
was riding was struck
struck by an
vehicle on
Provided,
an Army vehicle
on June
June 16,
16, 1944:
1944: Provided
That no part of the amount appropriated
appropriated in this
Act in
in excess
excess of
this Act
of
10 per centum thereof shall be paid or
received by
or delivered
delivered to
to or
or received
by any
any
agent or attorney on account of services rendered
rendered in
in connection
connection with
with
this claim, and the same
shall be
be unlawful,
to the
contrary
same shall
unlawful, any
any contract
contract to
the contrary
notwithstanding. Any person violating the
notwithstanding.
this Act
the provisions
provisions of
of this
Act
shall be deemed
deemed guilty of a
amisdemeanor
misdemeanor and
upon conviction
and upon
conviction thereof
thereof
shall be fined in any sum
sum not
not exceeding
$7,500.
exceeding $7,500.
Approved
Approved April
1949.
April 18,
18, 1949.
[CHAPTER 71]
[CHAPTER
71]

AN ACT
ACT

For the relief
relief of
of Elizabeth
Elizabeth Rowland.
Rowland.

Be it
enacted by the Senate and
House of Representatives
it enacted
and House
Representatives of
of the
the
United States
States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
United
assembled, That the
the Secretary
Secretary
Treasury is authorized
authorized and
of the Treasury
pay, out
of any
any money
money
and directed
directed to
to pay,
out of
in the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
to Elizabeth
Rowland,
Elizabeth Rowland,
of route 1, Fosterville, Tennessee,
Tennessee the
of $2,212.50,
in full
full settlesettlethe sum
sum of
$2,212.50, in
ment of
all claims
claims against
Tennessee,
the United States
States on
on account
of loss
loss of
of
ment
of all
against
the
account of
wages and personal
personal injuries
injuries sustained
sustained by
by the
the said
said Elizabeth
Elizabeth Rowland
Rowland
when the car in which she
riding was
was struck
by a
States
she was
was riding
struck by
a United
United States
Army ambulance on United States Highway Numbered
Numbered 241,
241, one mile
south of Murfreesboro,
Murfreesboro, Tennessee,
Tennessee on December
December 24,
part of
of
24, 1943.
1943. No
No part
the amount appropriated
appropriated in this Act in excess
excess of
per centum
centum thereof
of 10 per
thereof
shall be paid or delivered
delivered to or received by
attorney on
on
by any agent or attorney
account of services
services rendered in connection
connection with
this claim,
with this
claim, and
and the
the
same shall be unlawful, any
the contrary
contrary notwithstanding.
any contract
contract to
to the
notwithstanding.
Any person violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed
deemed guilty
guilty
of aa misdemeanor and upon conviction
conviction thereof shall
in any
any
shall be fined in
sum not exceeding $1,000.
Approved
Approved April 18, 1949.
1949.

April
1949
April 18,
18, 1949
[H.
It. 1280]
1280]
[H. R.
[Private Law
[Private
Law 27]
27]

Mrs.
Mrs.
Estes.
Estes.

Judge
Judge

E.
E.

April 18,
1949
April
18, 194
It. 1286]
12861
_ IR.H.I.
]Private
Law 28]
[ 'rlvate Law
281

Elizabeth Rowland.
Elizabeth
Rowland.
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[CHAPTER
75]
[CHAPTER 75]

1949
April 19, 1949
[H. R. 729]
729]
[Private Law 29]
John J.
John
J. O'Neil.
O'Neil.

[63
TAT.
[63 S
STAT.

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of John
John J. O'Neil.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
and House
of Representatives
Senate and
House of
Representatives of
of the
the
United States
States of America
America in
Congress assembled,
United
in Congress
assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury is authorized
authorized and directed to
to pay,
pay, out
out of
of any
any money
money
in the Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
J. O'Neil,
O'Neil, 16
appropriated, to John J.
16
Arlington
Leominster, Massachusetts,
Arlington Street, Leominster,
Massachusetts, the sum of $2,344. The
The
payment of such sum shall be in full settlement
settlement of all claims of
of the
the
said John J.
J. O'Neil against the United States on account of
personal
of personal
injuries sustained by him on February
February 5,
1944, when
when the
5, 1944,
the automobile
automobile
he was driving was struck by aa United States Army
truck, vehicle
Army truck,
vehicle
numbered W-254973,
W-254973, at Washington
Washington Street and
and Merriam
Merriam Avenue,
Avenue,
Leominster,
Provided, That
Leominster, Massachusetts:
Massachusetts: Provided,
That no
amount
no part
part of
of the
the amount
appropriated
appropriated in this Act in excess of
of 10
10 per
centum thereof
be
per centum
thereof shall
shall be
paid or delivered to or received
received by any
any agent
agent or
attorney on
on account
or attorney
account
of services
services rendered
rendered in connection
connection with this
and the
the same
same shall
shall
this claim,
claim, and
be unlawful, any contract
contract to the contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any
Any
person
person violating the provisions of
Act shall
be deemed
of this
this Act
shall be
deemed guilty
guilty
of
of aamisdemeanor
misdemeanor and upon conviction
conviction thereof
thereof shall
be fined
shall be
fined in
in any
any
sum not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
Approved
Approved April 19,
1949.
19, 1949.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 76]

April 19,1949
19, 1949
[H. R. 1043]

[Private
[Private Law 30]
30]
Mrs.
Mrs. Wesley Berk,
formerly Mrs. Ruth
Cameron.
Cameron.

AN
ACT
AN ACT
For the relief
Berk (formerly
relief of Mrs. Wesley
Wesley Berk
Ruth Cameron).
Cameron).
(formerly Mrs.
Mrs. Ruth

it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
Be it
of Representatives
Representatives of
the
and House
House of
of the
United
States of America in
United States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
the Secretary
Secretary
That the
of the Treasury
of
Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized and
to pay,
pay,
and directed
directed to
out of any money in the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise
appropriated, to
otherwise appropriated,
to
Wesley Berk, formerly Mrs. Ruth
Mrs. Wesley
Cameron, of
Los Angeles,
Angeles,
Ruth Cameron,
of Los
California,
California, the sum of $34,704.49, in
in full
all claims
full settlement
settlement of
of all
claims
against the United States for missing and
against
and damaged
which
damaged equipment
equipment which
she had
had stored
stored at the Los Angeles
she
Angeles County Fairgrounds
at the
the time
time it
Fairgrounds at
it
was occupied
occupied by the United States Army:
Provided, That
part of
of
Army: Provided,
That no
no part
the amount
amount appropriated
the
appropriated in this Act in excess of
of 10
10 per
per centum
centum thereof
thereof
shall be paid or delivered
received by
shall
delivered to or received
by any
attorney
any agent
agent or
or attorney
on account of services
on
services rendered
rendered in connection
with this
this claim,
the
connection with
claim, and
and the
same
shall be
be unlawful, any contract to the contrary
same shall
contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding.
Any person
person violating
violating the provisions
provisions of
Act shall
shall be
of this
this Act
be deemed
deemed guilty
guilty
of
misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof
of aa misdemeanor
thereof shall
shall be
be fined
any
fined in
in any
sum not
$1,000.
not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
Approved
Approved April 19, 1949.
1949.
[CHAPTER 79]
79]
[CHAPTER

April 19, 1949
1949
[H. R. 652]
652]
[Private Law 31]
[Private
31]
Laura Spinnichia.
Spinnichia.

AN
AN ACT
ACT

relief of
For the relief
of Laura
Laura Spinniehia.
Spinnichia.

Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of
Be it
the
of the
United
States
of
America in
in Congress
assembled, That the Secretary
United States of America
Congress assembled,
Secretary
of the
of
the Treasury
Treasury is authorized
authorized and directed
directed to pay, out
out of
of any
any money
money
in
the
Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to Laura Spinnichia,
in the Treasury
of
Spinnichia, of
299 First
First Street,
Street, Rochester,
299
Rochester, New York, the sum of $5,000,
$5,000, m
m full
full settlesettlement of
of all
all claims
ment
claims against
against the United
United States for compensation
compensation for
for
personal
personal injuries sustained
sustained by
and for
medical,
by her
her and
for reimbursement
reimbursement of
of medical,
hospital,
and other
expenses incurred
incurred by her
her as the result
hospital, and
other expenses
her having
result of
of her
having
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slipped and fallen on aa dangerously
slippery floor
MacDonough
dangerously slippery
floor in
in MacDonough
Hall at the United States Naval Academy on
on or about the
the 26th
26th day
of September
Provided, That no part of the amount appropriSeptember 1938: Provided,
appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof
thereof shall be
be paid
paid or
or
delivered to or received by any agent or attorney on account
account of services rendered in connection
connection with this claim, and the same shall be
unlawful,
unlawful, any contract
contract to the contrary
contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any person
person
violating
violating the provisions of this Act shall
shall be deemed
deemed guilty of a
a mismisdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not
not
exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
Approved
Approved April 19,
19, 1949.
[CHAPTER 80]
[CHAPTER
80]

AN ACT
ACT

For
relief of the legal guardian
Joseph DeSouza, Junior.
For the relief
guardian of
of Joseph

April 20, 1949
1949
April
[H. R.
R. 2708]
2708]
[H.

[Private Law
Law 32]
[Private

it enacted
Representatives of
the
Be it
enacted by
by the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
of the
Guardian
Guardian of Joseph
United States
United
States of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the
the Secretary DeSouza,
DeSouza, Jr.
of
and is
authorized and
and directed
directed to
pay,
of the Treasury
Treasury be,
be, and
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
to pay,
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the
out of any
any money in
in the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise
the
sum of $15,000,
$15,000, to the legal guardian
guardian of Joseph DeSouza, Junior, of
of
formerly of
630 Enloe Street,
Street, El
El Monte, California,
California, formerly
of Honolulu,
Honolulu, TerriTerritory of Hawaii,
Hawaii, in full settlement of all
all claims against the United
United
States for
for personal
personal injuries
medical and hospital
injuries and
and medical
hospital expenses
expenses inciinciStates
dent
sustained as the result
result of an
United
dent thereto, sustained
an accident
accident involving
involving aaUnited
airplane on Dillingham Boulevard, Honolulu, Territory
States Army airplane
of
June 8, 1944:
Provided, That no part of the amount
amount
Hawaii, on
on June
1944: Provided,
of Hawaii,
appropriated
thereof shall be
appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof
account
paid
delivered to or received
received by
by any agent
agent or attorney on account
or delivered
paid or
of
connection with this claim, and the same shall
rendered in connection
of services
services rendered
be unlawful,
unlawful, any
contract to
contrary notwithstanding.
the contrary
notwithstanding. Any
any contract
to the
be
person
deemed guilty
of this
this Act
Act shall
shall be deemed
guilty of
violating the
the provisions
provisions of
person violating
a
conviction thereof
shall be fined in any sum
sum
thereof shall
a misdemeanor
misdemeanor and upon conviction
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
not exceeding
Approved
Approved April 20, 1949,
[CHAPTER 83]
83]
[CHAPTER

AN
ACT
AN ACT
For
the relief
James W.
Keith.
relief of
of James
W. Keith.
For the

Be
it enacted
by the
Howe of
of Representatives
Representatives of
the
of the
Senate and
and House
enacted by
the Senate
Be it
United
assembled, That the Secretary
in Congress
Congress assembled,
of America
America in
States of
United States
of
the Treasury
Treasury be,
to pay,
pay,
authorized and
and directed to
be, and he is hereby,
hereby, authorized
of the
out
the Treasury
Treasury not
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the
the
not otherwise
in the
any money
money in
out of
of any
sum
of $337.89,
Mr. James
James W.
Hilton
Avenue, Hilton
212 Hurley
Hurley Avenue,
W. Keith,
Keith, 212
to Mr.
$337.89, to
sum of
Village,
Village, Newport
Newport News, Virginia, in full settlement of all claims
against
property damage
result
damage sustained
sustained as the result
United States for property
against the United
of
involving a
aUnited
States Army
Army vehicle which occurred
occurred
United States
accident involving
of an
an accident
on
November 25,
1943: Provided,
Provided, That no
amount approappropart of
of the amount
no part
25, 1943:
on November
priated
excess of 10 per centum
centum thereof shall be paid
Act in excess
priated in
in this Act
or
delivered to
received by any agent or attorney on account of
of
to or
or received
or delivered
services
rendered in
in connection
connection with
with this
this claim,
claim, and
and the
the same
same shall
shall be
be
services rendered
unlawful,
contract to
notwithstanding.. Any
Any person
person
the contrary
contrary notwithstanding.
to the
unlawful, any
any contract
violating
this Act
of a
a misdeemed guilty of
Act shall
shall be
be deemed
of this
the provisions
provisions of
violating the
demeanor
upon conviction
shall be fined
sum not
not
fined in any sum
thereof shall
conviction thereof
demeanor and
and upon
exceeding $1,000.
exceeding
Approved April 20, 1949.

April 20, 1949
1949
(II.
It. 6921
8921
Ir. R.
[Private Law
33 1
IPrivate
Law 33]
James
W. Keith.
Keith.
James W.
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[CHAPTER
84]
[CHAPTER 84]

April 20
20, 1949
[H. R.
[H
R. 745]
745]
[Private Law
Law 34]
34]
[Private

B. John Hanson.
Hanson.

[63 STAT.
SrAr.
[63

AN ACT
For the relief
relief of B. John Hanson.
Hanson.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House
House of
the
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
United
America in
in Congress
United States of America
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
the Secretary
That the
Secretary
of the
of
the Treasury
Treasury is authorized
authorized and directed to
to pay,
pay, out
out of
of any
any money
money
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
in
appropriated, to
to B.
B. John
Hanson,
John Hanson,
Jamestown,
Jamestown, New York, the sum of $500. The
The payment
payment of
such sum
of such
sum
shall be in full settlement
settlement of all
B. John
all claims
claims of
of the
the said
said B.
John Hanson
Hanson
against the United States on account
account of
of personal
personal injuries
injuries received
received by
by
him on April 19, 1941,
him
1941, when the automobile
automobile in
in which
which he
he was
was riding
riding
was in collision
collision with a
a Civilian Conservation
Corps truck
Conservation Corps
truck on
on HighHighway Route
Numbered 18, two miles
Route Numbered
miles south
of Cattaraugus,
Cattaraugus, New
south of
New York:
York:
Provided,
Provided, That no part of the amount
Act in
amount appropriated
appropriated in
in this
this Act
in
excess
excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be
delivered to
received
be paid
paid or
or delivered
to or
or received
by any agent
agent or attorney
attorney on account of
of services
services rendered
in connection
connection
rendered in
with this claim, and the same
same shall
shall be
be unlawful,
unlawful, any
any contract
contract to
to the
the
contrary
notwithstanding. Any person violating
contrary notwithstanding.
of
violating the
the provisions
provisions of
this Act shall be deemed
this
deemed guilty of a
misdemeanor and
and upon
upon conviction
conviction
a misdemeanor
thereof shall be fined in any sum not
thereof
not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
Approved
Approved April 20,
20, 1949.
1949.

[CHAPTER 86]
[CHAPTER
86]
April 21, 1949
[H. R.
555]
R. 556]
[Private Law 35]

U. S. District Court

foruNorthern
Northern District
t
fe

0offJCalif.
rictionto

ACT
AN ACT

Conferring jurisdiction
jurisdiction upon
Conferring
upon the District Court of the United
States for
the NorthNorthUnited States
for the
ern District of California, Northern Division, to hear,
determine, and
render
hear, determine,
and
render
judgment
claims of all persons for reimbursement for
judgment upon
upon the claims
and
for damages
damages and
losses sustained
losses
sustained as a
aresult of a
a flood which occurred in
December 1937
1937 in
in levee
levee
in December
district
district numbered
numbered 10, Yuba County, California.
California.

Be it
Senate and House
House of Representatives
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Representatives of
of the
the
United
in Congress
United States of America in
assembled, That
That jurisdiction
jurisdiction is
Congress assembled,
is

hear
ereby
Jurisdiction
hereby
hear
Jurisdiction to hear,

tc., certain claims.
claims.
eetc.,

Time limitation.
limitation.

36 Stat. 1093; 62 Stat.
933.
9L
28 U.
S. C.,
U.S.
., Supp.
II, §1346.
I]
A.ente, pp. 62, 101.
"Persons."

stat.;

op62.

"erons."

tat.

conferred upon the District Court of the United States
the
States for
for the
Northern District of California,
Northern
California, Northern Division, to
to hear,
hear, determine,
determine,
and render judgment, respectively,
respectively, upon the claims
all persons
persons
claims of
of all
against the United States for damages
damages alleged to have
against
have been
sustained
been sustained
as
a result of a
a flood which occurred in December 1937
as a
in levee
district
1937 in
levee district
numbered
10, in Yuba County, California, on the easterly
numbered 10,
easterly side of
of the
the
Feather River, when the said Feather River breached
breached the
the district's
district's
river levee at aa point about three miles
from the
end of
of the
miles from
the south
south end
the
district on December 11, 1937, which
district
which damage, if any,
alleged could
could
any, it
it is
is alleged
have been prevented
prevented by the exercise of reasonable care
diligence
care and
and diligence
on the part of the Engineer Department of
the War
Department. In
of the
War Department.
In
the
determination of such claims the United States shall
the determination
held liable
liable
shall be
be held
only to the extent to which a
a private person would be
be liable
liable under
under like
like
circumstances.
circumstances.
SEC. 2. Suits upon
which such
claims, respectively,
respectively. may be instituted
SEC. 2. Suits
upon which
such claims,
instituted
at
at any
any time within one year after the enactment of this Act,
Act, notwithnotwithstanding
standing the lapse of time or any statutes of limitations, and
and proceedproceedings
ings for the determination
determination of such claims, appeals therefrom,
therefrom, and
and
payment
payment of any judgment,
judgment, shall be in the same manner as
as in
in cases
cases
over
which such
court has jurisdiction under the provisions of
over which
such court
of paraparagraph
Judicial Code, as amended
graph twentieth
twentieth of Section 24 of the Judicial
amended
(U.S.C.,
title28,
(U. S. C., title
28, sec. 41 (20)).
(20) ).
SEC.
3.
For the
the purposes
Sac. 3. For
purposes of this Act, the word "persons"
"persons" shall be
interpreted to mean any person
interpreted to mean any
person or
or persons,
persons, individual or individuals,
copartnership, firm, or corporation.
copartnership,
Approved April 21, 1949.
Approved
1949.

63 STAT.]
STAT.]
63

81ST CONG.,
ler SESS.-CHS.
SESS.—CHS. 87,
87, 88,
88, 97
97— Apr.
Apr. 21, 22, 1949
81ST
CONG., 1ST
21 22 1949
May 10, 1949
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1089

May 10, 1949

[
CHAPTER 87]
[CHAPTER
87]

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of Mrs. Elizabeth
Elizabeth B. Murphy.

April 21,
1949
21,1949
[H.
H. R. 659]
659]
[Private Law 36]
[Private

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
of Representatives
and House
House of
Representatives of
of the
the
United States of America
America in
Mrs. Elizabeth
Elizabeth B.
United
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
the CompCompThat the
Murphy.
troller General of the United
United States is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized and
and directed
directed
of Mrs. Elizabeth
to credit
credit the accounts of
Elizabeth B.
B. Murphy,
postmaster at
at
Murphy, postmaster
Beacon,
Beacon, New York, in such amount as will
equal the
deterwill equal
the balance
balance determined by the Comptroller
Comptroller General
General to
to be
be due
due in
in such
as the
such accounts
accounts as
the
embezzlements by Earl
result of various embezzlements
Earl H.
H. Cochrane,
Cochrane, former
former postpostoffice clerk at Beacon, New York, embezzlement
embezzlement taking
taking place
place while
while
Murphy was
Mrs. Elizabeth
Elizabeth B. Murphy
acting postmaster.
was acting
postmaster.
Approved
1949.
Approved April
April 21,
21, 1949.
[
CHAPTER 88]
[CHAPTER
88]
AN ACT
AN
ACT

To confer jurisdiction
To
jurisdiction upon the Court of Claims to
to hear,
hear , determine,
determine and
and render
render
judgment upon aa certain claim of
Sharpley, his heirs,
administrators,
of Harry
Harry W.
W. Sharpley,
heirs, administrators,
or assigns,
assigns, against the United States.

Be it
it enacted
Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
enacted by the Senate
of the
the
Representatives of
United
States of America in
United States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That jurisdiction
jurisdiction
is hereby conferred
conferred upon the Court
Court of Claims
to hear,
Claims to
hear, determine,
determine, and
and
render
judgment upon the
render judgment
claim of
of GreenGreenthe claim
of Harry
Harry W.
W. Sharpley,
Sharpley, of
backville,
backville, Virginia,
Virginia, his heirs, administrators, or assigns, against the
the
United States for alleged
damages caused
sewage emanating
emanating
alleged damages
caused by
by the
the sewage
from the naval auxiliary air station, at Chincoteague,
Chincoteague, Virginia,
Virginia, and
and
the flow of such sewage over and across certain
certain oyster
oyster grounds
grounds located
located
in Mosquito Creek, Virginia,
Virginia, which grounds
had been
leased by
by the
the
grounds had
been leased
said Harry W. Sharpley.
SEC.
Sac. 2. Proceedings
Proceedings for the determination
determination of
of said
claim shall
shall be
be
said claim
had in the same manner as in cases of which said court has
has jurisdiction
jurisdiction
under the provisions
provisions of section 145 of
of the
Code, as
as amended:
amended:
the Judicial
Judicial Code,
Provided,
hereunder shall be instituted within
Provided, That suit hereunder
months
within four
four months
after the enactment of this Act: And provided
further, That
That this
provided further,
this
Act shall be construed
construed only to waive the immunity
immunity from
from suit
suit of
of the
the
Government of the United.
United States
Government
States with respect
respect to
to the
said
the claim
claim of
of said
Harry
administrators, or
Harry W. Sharpley, his heirs, administrators,
assigns, and
and not
or assigns,
not
otherwise
otherwise to affect
any substantive
substantive rights
parties: And
And proproaffect any
rights of
of the
the parties:
vided further,
further, That nothing in this Act shall be
construed as
as an
an inferinferbe construed
ence of liability
liability on the part of
of the
the United
United States.
States.
Approved
Approved April 22,
1949.
22, 1949.

April 22,1949
22„ 1949
April
595]
[H. R.
R. 696]
[Private Law
[Private
Law 37]

Harry W. Sharpley.

36 Stat. 1136; 62 Stat.

940.
940.

28 U.
S. C.,
28
U. S.
C., Supp.
Supp.

II, f1491.
1491.
II,
Time limitation.
limitation.
Time

[
CHAPTER 97]
97)
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
ACT
Conferring
Conferring United States citizenship
citizenship posthumously
posthumously upon
upon Vaso
Vaso B. Benderach.
Benderach.

it enacted
House of
Be it
enacted by the Senate and House
of the
the
of Representatives
Representatives of
United States
States of America
in Congress
assembled, That
Vaso B.
America in
Congress assembled,
That Vaso
B.
Benderach, aaYugoslav flier, who served
Benderach,
served honorably
honorably with
with the
the Fifteenth
Fifteenth
Air Force of the United States, and who died on May
May 7,
7, 1948,
while
1948, while
aa patient
patient at Fitzsimons General
General Hospital, Colorado,
be held
Colorado, shall
shall be
held
and considered to have been
the United
at the
time
been a
a citizen of
of the
United States
States at
the time
of his death.
Approved May 10,
10, 1949.

81939c-50—PT.
1-69
81939°--50-P. I69

10, 1949
May 10.
[S.
1s. 850]
50]
[Private Law
Law 38]
381
Vaso B. Benderach.
Vaso
Benderach.
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LAWS-CHS.
PRIVATE LAWS—
OHS.99,102,103-MAY
99, 102, 103—MAY 12,
1949
12, 13,
13, 1949
[
CHAPTER 99]
[CHAPTER
99]

May 12, 1949
[H. R. 2935]
[H.

AN
ACT
AN ACT
For the relief of Mrs. Benjamin
Benjamin Betts.
Betts.

[Private Law 39]

Benjamin
Mrs. Benjamin
Betts.
Betts.

[63 S
TAT.
[63
STAT.

Senate and
and House
Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
the
House of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
United States
States of America in Congress
Congress assembled,
United
Secretary
assembled, That the
the Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized and
and directed
directed to
to pay,
pay,
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the
the
sum of $50 to Mrs. Benjamin
Benjamin Betts, of 1164 South
South Thomas
Thomas Street,
Street,
Arlington, Virginia, in full settlement of
claims against
the United
United
of all claims
against the
States for the loss of a
aportable Royal typewriter,
typewriter, numbered
numbered 0734638,
0734638,
which was left with an attendant in the Government
Government Publication
Publication
Reading Room and not returned: Provided,
part of
Provided, That no
no part
of the
the
amount
amount appropriated
appropriated in this Act in excess of
per centum
centum thereof
thereof
of 10 per
shall be paid or delivered to or received
received by any
attorney on
any agent
agent or
or attorney
on
account
account of services
services rendered
rendered in connection with
and the
with this claim,
claim, and
the
same shall be unlawful, any contract
contract to the contrary
contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding.
Any person violating the provisions
provisions of
of this
this Act
guilty
Act shall
shall be
be deemed
deemed guilty
of a
a misdemeanor
misdemeanor and upon conviction
conviction thereof
thereof shall be
be fined
any
fined in
in any
sum not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
Approved
Approved May 12,
12, 1949.
1949.
[
CHAPTER 102]
1021
[CHAPTER

13, 1949
1949
May 13,
[S. 227]
[Private Law 40]
Stone and Cooper
Cooper
Coal Co., Inc.

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of Stone and Cooper Coal
Coal Company,
Company, Incorporated.
Incorporated.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
and House of Representatives
of the
the
Representatives of
United States
States of America
America in
in Congress
United
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary
of the Treasury
Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized and
pay,
and directed
directed to
to pay,
out of any money in the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
the
appropriated, the
sum of $2,289.59, to Stone and Cooper
Cooper Coal
Company, Incorporated,
Incorporated,
Coal Company,
of Augusta, Maine,
Maine, in full settlement of
all claims
claims against
of all
against the
the United
United
States for reimbursement
reimbursement of transportation
excess of
of normal
transportation cost
cost in
in excess
normal
rates of transportation
transportation prevailing prior to January
January 1,
1, 1942,
1942, on
on coal
coal
received on and after May 18, 1942, to June
received
June 1,
1, 1944,
in and
and around
1944, in
around
New York Harbor area and in New England, which
period was
was not
which period
not
included in the regulations of the Office
included
Office of Price Administration
Administration on
on
bituminous coal from district
3 in northern
bituminous
district numbered
numbered 3
northern West Virginia:
Virginia:
Provided,
appropriated in
Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated
in this
this Act
Act in
in
excess of 10 per centum thereof
thereof shall be paid or delivered
delivered to
to or
received
or received
by any agent or attorney on account of services rendered
rendered in
in connection
connection
with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful,
any contract
contract to
to the
unlawful, any
the
contrary
contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions
provisions of
of
this Act shall be deemed
a misdemeanor
deemed guilty of a
conviction
misdemeanor and upon
upon conviction
thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
Approved May
Approved
May 13,
1949.
13, 1949.
[
CHAPTER 103]
[CHAPTER

May 13,
13, 1949
[H. R.
[H.
R. 1467]
1467]

[Private
[Private Law 411
41]
Thomas 0.
0. Troth.

AN ACT

For the relief of Thomas
For
Thomas 0.
O. Troth.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of the
Be
United
States
of America in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary
Secretary
United States of
of the Treasury
Treasury is authorized
authorized and directed to
of any
to pay, out of
any money
money
Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
in the Treasury
Thomas 0.
appropriated, to
to Thomas
O. Troth,
Troth,

63 STAT.]
STAT.]

81ST CONG.,
CONG., 1ST SESS.-CHS.
SESS.—CFIS.103-105—MAY
14, 1949
1949
103-105--MAY 13,
13, 14,

1091
1091

of North Wildwood,
Wildwood, New Jersey, the sum
sum of
of $9,950,
$9,950, in
settlein full
full settlement of all claims against
against the
Stat
es for
for losses
losses sustained
the United States
sustained by
by
him as a
a result of the destruction
owned by
destruction by
by fire
fire of
of aa building
building owned
by
him and known as the Troth Garage on North
Street, MillMillNorth Third
Third Street
ville, New Jersey, with its contents, on April 14, 1943, at
at a
a time
time when
when
said building
building was used and occupied
United States
States Army:
Army:
occupied by the
the United
Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated
appropriated in this Act shall
Provided,
shall
provided further,
be paid to any subrogee:
subrogee: And
And provided
That no
no part
part of
of the
further, That
the
amount appropriated
appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per
thereof
per centum
centum thereof
shall be paid or delivered
delivered to or received
received by any agent or attorney
attorney on
on
rendered in connection with this
account of services rendered
this claim,
and the
the
claim, and
same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary
notwithstanding.
contrary notwithstanding.
Any person violating the provisions
provisions of this Act shall
be deemed
deemed
shall be
guilty of a
a misdemeanor
conviction thereof
misdemeanor and upon conviction
fined
thereof shall be
be fined
m
in any sum not exceeding
$1,000.
exceeding $1,000.
Approved May 13,
1949.
13, 1949.
[
CHAPTER 104]
[CHAPTER
104]

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of J
John
ohn C.
C. Nunes.

it enacted
Senate and House
Be it
enacted by the Senate
House of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
United States of America in
Congress assembled,
United
in Congress
the Secretary
assembled, That
That the
Secretary
authorized and directed to pay, out of
of the Treasury be authorized
of any
any money
money
in the Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
John C.
C. Nunes
the
to John
Nunes the
sum of $500, in full settlement of all claims
claims against the
the United
United States
States
for personal
personal injuries,
injuries, medical,
medical, and hospital
hospital expenses
expenses sustained
his
sustained by
by his
minor daughter Virginia
Virginia Nunes when she was struck by aa Navy
vehicle on September
September 21, 1944, in Taunton,
Taunton, Massachusetts:
Provided,
Massachusetts: Provied,
That no part of the amount
amount appropriated
appropriated in
in excess
10
in this Act
Act in
excess of
of 10
per centum
centum shall be paid or delivered
to or
or received
agent or
delivered to
received by
by any
any agent
or
attorney on account of services rendered in connection
connection with
with this
this claim,
claim,
and the same shall be unlawful,
unlawful, any contract to
to the contrary
contrary notwithnotwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of
be
of this Act shall be
a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof
deemed guilty of a
thereof shall
shall
be fined
sum not
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
fined in
in any sum
not exceeding

May 13, 1949
26051
[H. R. 2605]
[Private Law 421
42]
John C. Nunes.

Approved May 13, 1949.
Approved
[
CHAPTER 105]
105]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
For the relief of M
rs. Margaret
M argaret Gregg
Gregg Dilnot.
Mrs.
Dilnot.

Be it
it enacted
Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
enacted by the Senate
Representatives of
of the
the
United
States of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That (a)
United States
(a) Mrs.
Mrs. Margaret Gregg Dilnot, a
a natural-born
natural-born citizen of
United States
born
of the
the United
States born
in .New York, New York, on November
November 19, 1874, who lost citizencitizenship of the United States by voting in
in the British election
election in
in 1945,
1945,
may be naturalized
naturalized by taking, prior to one year from the
the enactment
enactment
of this Act, before any naturalization
naturalization court
court specified
specified in
in subsection
subsection
(a)
(a) of section 301 of the Nationality Act of 1940, as
amended, or
or
as amended,
diplomatic or consular
before any diplomatic
consular officer of the
States abroad,
the United States
abroad,
the oaths prescribed by section 335 of the said Act.
naturalization under this
(b) From and after naturalization
Mrs. Margaret
this Act, Mrs.
Margaret
Gregg Dilnot shall have the same citizenship
citizenship status
status as
as that
which
that which
existed immediately
immediately prior to
to its
its loss.
loss.
Approved
Approved May 14, 1949.
1949.

May 14,
14, 1949
[II. It.
R. 7111
7111
(Private
431
IPrivate Law
Law 43]

[n.

Mrs. Margaret
Mrs.
Margaret
Gregg
regg Minot.
Dilnot.

84 Stat. 1140.
54
8
II. S.. C.
C. j 71.
701.
8 U.
54 Stat. 1157.
8
U. S. C.
8 U.
C.
Supp. II,
SuP17.
H, I735.

! 735;
735;

•
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[CHAPTER 106]
106]
[CHAPTER
AN ACT
May
1949ACT
AN
May 14,
14,1949
[H. R.
R.1029]
Authorizing
Secretary of the Interior to issue aa patent
Authorizing the Secretary
patent in
in fee
fee to
to Howard
Howard C.
C.
44]
[Private Law 44]
Heckenlively.
Heckenlively.
Howard
BeckonHoward C.
C. Heckenlively.
lively.

it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House
Be it
Representatives of
House of
of Representatives
of the
the
United States of America in Congress
United
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
Secretary
the Secretary
of the Interior is authorized
authorized and
directed to
to issue
to Howard
Howard C.
and directed
issue to
C.
Heckenlively, of Livingston,
Heckenlively,
Livingston, Montana, aapatent
the followingfollowingpatent in
in fee
fee to
to the
described lands on the Crow Indian Reservation,
described
Reservation, Montana:
The south
south
Montana: The
half of the southwest quarter
quarter of section 1; the south
southsouth half
half of
of the
the southeast quarter of section 2; the north half of
the northwest
northwest quarter
of the
quarter of
of
section 12; and the north half of the northeast
northeast quarter
11,
quarter of
of section
section 11,
township 9
9 south, range 36 east, Montana principal
meridian, conprincipal meridian,
containing three hundred
hundred and twenty
twenty acres.
acres.
Approved May
Approved
May 14,
14, 1949.
1949.
[CHAPTER 107]
107]

May
14, 1949
May 14,
1949
[H.
R. 10301
[H. R.
1030]
[Private Law
[Private
Law 46]
46]

Francis Howe.
Francis
Howe.

AN ACT
ACT
Authorizing
Secretary of the Interior to issue
Authorizing the Secretary
fee to
issue a
a patent
patent in
in fee
to Francis
Francis
Howe.

it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House
Be it
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
House of
the

United
States of
America in
assembled,That the Secretary of
United States
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
of

the Interior is authorized
authorized and directed to issue to Francis Howe, of
of
Montana, aa patent
following-described lands
Hardin, Montana,
patent in fee to the following-described
lands
allotted to him on the Crow Indian Reservation,
Reservation, Montana: The
The north
north
half, the southwest quarter, and the west half of the west
west half
half of
of the
the
southeast quarter, of section 20, township 8
range 38
38 east,
8 south,
south, range
east,
Montana principal
principal meridian,
meridian, and the northwest quarter,
section 29,
quarter, section
29,
township 8
8 south, range 38 east, Montana
conMontana principal
principal meridian,
meridian, containing six hundred and eighty acres.
Approved May 14,
Approved
14, 1949.
1949.
[CHAPTER 108]
[CHAPTER
May 14,
14, 1949
1949
May
[H.
B. 10411
[H. R.
1041]
[Private
Law 461
46]
[Private Law
Jeannette and Jesus
Jeannette and Jesus
Esteva
and
children.
Nam
and children.

Quota deduction.
Quota deduction.

AN ACT

For the relief of Jeannette
children.
Jeannette and Jesus Esteva
Esteva and
and their
their four
four children.

it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
Be it
the
Representatives of
of the
United States
United
sembled, Th
atth
Attorney
States of America in
in Congress
Congress as
assembled,
That
thee Attorney
General be, and
authorized and directed
and he is hereby, authorized
directed to record
record the
the
lawful admission for permanent residence
residence of Jeannette
and Jesus
Jeannette and
Jesus
Esteva and their four children,
Esteva
children, as of August 13, 1945, the
the date
date on
on
which they arrived at the port of San Francisco,
Francisco, California.
From
California. From
and after the date of the approval of this Act, Jeannette
and Jesus
Jesus
Jeannette and
Esteva and their four children should be deemed to be
be lawfully
admitted residents of the United
United States,
upon payment
payment of
of visa
visa fees
States, upon
fees
and head tax.
S
EC. 2.
Upon the
the enactment
of this
SEC.
2. Upon
enactment of
this Act,
Act, the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of State
State is
is
authorized
authorized and directed to instruct the proper quota-control
quota-control officer
officer to
to
deduct six numbers from the nonpreference
nonpreference category
of the
the first
category of
first availavailable
able immigration
immigration quota of the Philippine Islands.
Approved May 14,
Approved
14, 1949.

63

Sm.]
STAT.]
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[CHAPTER 109]

[CHAPTER 109]
AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of Lawrence G. McCarthy.

For the relief of Lawrence G. McCarthy.

it enacted
enacted by
Representatives of
Be it
by the
the Senate and
and House of
of Representatives
of the
United
Congress assembled,
assembled, That, notwithstandUnitedStates of America in
in Congress
notwithstanding
ing the provisions of
of the
the eleventh
eleventh category
category of section 3
3 of the Immigration Act
amended (8
U. S.
Lawrence G.
G.
gration
Act of
of 1917,
1917, as amended
(8 U.
S. C.
C. 136
136 (e)),
(e)), Lawrence
McCarthy,
citizen of Toronto,
Toronto, Canada,
McCarthy, aa native
native and
and citizen
Canada, whose
whose wife is
a citizen and resident
a
resident of the United States, may be admitted
admitted for permanent
nent residence
residence under the Immigration
Immigration Act of May
May 26, 1924,
1924, if
if he
he is
found
admissible under
provisions of immigration
immigration
found otherwise
otherwise admissible
under the
the provisions
laws.
Approved
May 14,
1949.
Approved May
14, 1949.

[CHAPTER 110]

AN ACT
relief of Maria Veltri Magnone.
Magnone.
For the relief

Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of the
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Be it
United States
States of
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That notwithstandUnited
mg the
the provisions
provisions of
of the second category
category of
of section
section 33of the Immiing
(8 U. S.
(a) ), or
any provisions
provisions
1917 (8
S. C.
C. 136
136 (a)),
or any
gration Act of February
February 5,
5, 1917
of
Act of
of March
March 4,
1929, relating
deportation
to entry after
after deportation
4, 1929,
relating to
of the
the Act
(8
U. S.
C. 180),
180), Maria
Maria Veltri
Magnone, the
the wife
wife of
citizen of
of- the
the
of aacitizen
Veltri Magnone,
(8 U.
S. C.
United
States, and
and the
the mother
States citizen
citizen daughter,
daughter,
of a
a United
United States
mother of
United States,
may be
be admitted
to the
the United
States for
for permanent
permanent residence:
residence: ProProUnited States
may
admitted to
vided,
admissible under
of
under the
the provisions of
otherwise admissible
That she
she is found
found otherwise
vided, That

May 14,
May
14, 1949
1949
[H. R.
R. 1062]
1052]
[Private
Law 47]
47]
[Private Law
Lawrence (.
G. McLawrence
McCarthy.
Carthy.
39
Stat. 875.
875.
39 Stat.

43 Stat. 153.
153.
8
C. f§
201-226,
8 U.
U. S.
S. O.
ii201-226,
166, 167,
179, 145,
146;
166,
167 179,
145, 146;
Stipp. ii §204
d $eg..
Supp.
204 eid

14, 1949
May 14,
[H. R.
B 1079]
[R.
[Private Law
Law 481
48]
[Private

Maria
Maria Veltri MaMagnone.
39 Stat. 875.
45 Stat. 1551.
1551.

the immigration
the
immigration laws.
laws.

Approved
May 14, 1949.
Approved May
1949.

[CHAPTER 111]

[CHAPTER 111]

AN ACT
ACT
Authorizing the Secretary of the Interior to issue a patent in fee to Phena M.

Authorizing the Secretary of the Interior to issue a patent in fee to Phena M.
Anderson.
Anderson.

Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
of the
the
of Representatives
Representatives of
House of
Senate and
and House
the Senate
Be it
That the
Secretary
United States
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
the Secretary
States of
United
of the
Interior is
is hereby
and directed
to issue
to Phena
Phena
directed to
issue to
hereby authorized
authorized and
of
the Interior
M. Anderson,
of Spokane,
Washington, a
patent in
fee to
followthe followin fee
to the
a patent
Spokane, Washington,
M.
Anderson, of
mg-described lands
allotted to
her on
Illackfeet Indian
Reservaon the
theBlackfeet
Indian Reservalands allotted
to her
ing-described
tion, Montana:
Montana: The
The east
east half
the northeast
northeast quarter
30,
quarter of
of section
section 30,
half of
of the
tion,
township 37
north, range
west, Montana
Montana principal
principal meridian,
meridian,
range 10
10 west,
37 north,
township
containing
eighty acres.
acres.
containing eighty
Sac.
Said patent
patent in
when issued
issued shall
shall contain
a reservation
reservation
contain a
fee when
in fee
SEC. 2.
2. Said
to the
United States
States of
of the
the oil,
oil, gas,
gas, and
and all
other mineral
mineral deposits
deposits as
as
all other
to
the United
Stat. 16).
16).
provided
the Act
Act of
of June
30,1919 (41
provided in
in the
June 30,1919
(41 Stat.
Approved
14, 1949.
1949.
Approved May
May 14,

14, 1949
May 14,
(N. R.
It. 1109)
[H.
1109]

[Private
(Private Law
Lew 49]
49)

Phena M. Anderson.
a.

[CHAPTER 112]

[CHAPTER 112]

ACT
AN ACT
Authorizing the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
patent in fee
fee to
to Leslie Paul
Interior to issue a
a patent
Authorizing
Schroeder.
Schroeder.

of the
the
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
Senate and
the Senate
Be
United States
States of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
the Secretary
Secretary
assembled, That
That the
United
of America
America in
of
Interior is
and directed
directed to
to issue
to Leslie
issue to
Leslie Paul
Paul
is authorized
authorized and
of the
the Interior

May 14, 1919
May
1949

[H.
R. 1281]
[H- E.
12E]
[Private Lew
Law 50]
501

Lelie

Panl Shroe-

der
Leslie Paul Behr°e-

der.
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Schroeder, of Lodge Grass, Montana,
Montana, a
apatent
fee to
patent in
in fee
to the
the followingfollowingdescribed
described lands allotted
allotted to him on the Crow
Indian Reservation,
Reservation,
Crow Indian
Montana: The west half of the northwest quarter
Montana:
northwest
quarter and
and the
the northwest
quarter
quarter of the southwest quarter of section 16; the northeast
northeast quarter
quarter
of
southeast quarter
quarter and the south half of the
of the
the southeast
the southeast
quarter
southeast quarter
of section 17; and the north half of
northeast quarter
of section
section
of the
the northeast
quarter of
20, township
township 9
9south, range 34 east, Montana
principal meridian;
and
Montana principal
meridian; and
the
southwest quarter of section 15 and the southeast
the southwest
southeast quarter
quarter of
section
of section
16, township
township 6
6 south, range
range 33 east, Montana
Montana principal
principal meridian,
meridian,
containing six hundred
hundred and forty
forty acres.
acres.
Approved
Approved May 14, 1949.
1949.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 113]
14, 1949
1049
May 14,
[H.
R. 1468]
[H. R.
1468]
[Private Law
Law 51]
[Private
51]

Mrs. Anna
Anna Smolowitz and Mrs. Sylvia
D'Arpe.

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of Mrs. Anna Smolowitz and
and Mrs.
Sylvia D'Arpe.
D'Arpe.
Mrs. Sylvia

Be
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House
House of Representatives
Be it
of the
Representatives of
the
United
in Congress
United States
States of America in
Congress assembled,
Secretary
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized and
and directed
directed to
to pay,
pay,
out of any
any money
Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
out of
money in
in the
the Treasury
the
appropriated, the
sum
of $2,500
$2,500 to Mrs. Anna Smolowitz, of Absecon
sum of
Highlands, New
New
Absecon Highlands,
Jersey, and the sum of $2,500
Jersey,
$2,500 to Mrs. Sylvia
Sylvia D'Arpe,
D'Arpe, of
of Absecon
Absecon
Highlands,
settlement of all claims
Highlands, New Jersey,
Jersey, in full settlement
claims against
against the
the
United States arising out of personal injuries
sustained by
the
said
injuries sustained
by
the
said
Mrs. Anna
Anna Smolowitz
Mrs.
Smolowitz and Mrs. Sylvia D'Arpe as
as the
the result
result of
the
of the
crash of
an Army
crash
of an
Army airplane into their home on Second
Second Avenue,
Absecon
Avenue,
Absecon
Highlands, New Jersey,
Highlands,
Jersey, on April 8, 1944:
1944: Provided,
Provided, That
of
That no
no part
part of
the amount
in this Act in excess of 10 per centum
the
amount appropriated
appropriated in
centura thereof
thereof
shall be paid or delivered to or received by
any agent
agent or
by any
or attorney
attorney on
on
account
rendered in connection
account of services
services rendered
connection with
this claim,
the
with this
claim, and
and
the
same
same shall
shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary
contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding.
Any
person violating
Any person
violating the provisions of
Act shall
shall be
deemed
of this Act
be deemed
guilty
a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof
guilty of
of a
thereof shall
be fined
fined
shall
be
in any sum not exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
Approved May 14, 1949.
1949.
[CHAPTER
114]
[CHAPTER 114]

May 14, 1949
1949
[R.
[H. R. 1508]
[Private Law
52]
Law 52]

Peter Drozd.

Quota deduction.
deduction.
Quota

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of Peter
Peter Drozd.
Drozd.

B o
Be it
it enacted
Be
enacted by the Senate and 11011,86
Representatives of
of the
the
H
se of
of Representaties
United States
States of America in Congress
United
Congress assembled,
for the
purassembled That
That for
the
purposes of the immig
immigration
ra ti on laws Peter Drozd
shall be
Drozd shall
be held
held and
and considconsidered to
to have
been lawfully
lawfully admitted to the United
ered
have been
United States
for
States for
permanent residence
residence on the date on which
permanent
which he entered the United
United States,
States,
upon the
the payment
upon
payment by him of the visa fee and head
head tax.
tax.
SEc. 2.
Attorney General
General is authorized
authorized and directed
Sm.
2. The
The Attorney
to cancel
directed to
cancel
any warrants
warrants of arrest or orders of deportation
deportation which
any
have
been
which may
may
have
been
issued,
and
to discontinue
discontinue any deportation
deportation proceedings
issued, and to
proceedings which
which may
may
have
been commenced, in the case of the said Peter
have been
the
Peter Drozd.
Drozd. Upon
Upon the
enactment
Secretary of State shall
enactment of this Act, the Secretary
shall instruct
proper
instruct the
the
proper
quota-control officer to deduct one number from the
quota-control
the appropriate
appropriate quota
quota
for
for the
the first
first year that said quota is available.
Approved
Approved May 14, 1949.

63
63 STAT.]
STAT.]

81ST
1ST SESS.-CHS.
SESS.—CHS. 115-117—MAY
14,1949
81ST CONG.,
CONG., 1ST
115-117-MAY 14,
1949

[CHAPTER 115]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
ACT

For the relief of Ralph Martin Elzingre,
Elzingre, also known as Ralph Seawell.

Be it
it enacted
Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
enacted by the Senate
Representatives of the
United States
America in
United
States of America
in Congress
Congress assembled, That, for
for the purlaws, the
Ralph
poses of
of the
the immigration
immigration and
and naturalization
naturalization laws,
the alien
alien Ralph
Martin Elzingre, also known as Ralph Seawell,
Seawell, of Mill Valley, Marin
Marin
County, California, shall be held and considered
considered to have been lawfully
admitted at San Pedro, California, on May
May 2, 1945,
1945, to the United
United
States for permanent residence, upon payment
payment of the visa fee and
head
head tax.
SEc. 2.
Upon the
enactment of
this Act,
Secretary of
of State
State shall
shall
2. Upon
SEC.
the enactment
of this
Act, the
the Secretary
authorize the
proper quota-control
quota-control officer
officer to
one number
number from
authorize
the proper
to deduct
deduct one
from
nonpreference category of the first available
the nonpreference
available quota for nationals
of the Philippine
Philippine Islands.
Islands.
Approved May 14, 1949.
Approved
1949.
[CHAPTER 116]
[CHAPTER

ACT
AN ACT
For the relief of Edward
Edward L. Barreras.
Barreras.

Be
enacted by the
House of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
Be it
it enacted
the Senate
Senate and
and House
United States
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary
United
States of America in,
in Congress
Treasury is authorized
authorized and directed to pay, out of any money
of the Treasury
in the Treasury
L. Barreras,
Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
to Edward
Edward L.
Barreras,
Canoga Park,
Park, California,
The payment
of such
such
Canoga
California, the
the sum
sum of
of $6,100.
$6,100. The
payment of
sum shall be in full settlement
Edward L.
settlement of all claims of the said Edward
Barreras
Barreras against
against the United States on account
account of personal injuries
received by him on March 3,
result of a
acollision
between the
3, 1944, as a
a result
collision between
the
received
car
in which
he was
was riding
riding and
and a
aUnited
United States
States Army
Army vehicle
vehicle at
at the
the
car in
which he
intersection
Manchester and Avalon
intersection of Manchester
Avalon Streets, Los Angeles,
Angeles, California: Provided,
Provided, That no
fornia:
no part of the
the amount
amount appropriated
appropriated in
in this
this
Act in
in excess
of 10
10 per
per centum
centum thereof
or
delivered to or
thereof shall
shall be
be paid
paid or delivered
Act
excess of
received
agent or attorney
services rendered
rendered
of services
received by
by any
any agent
attorney on
on account
account of
connection with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any
in connection
contract to
to the
notwithstanding. Any
the
Any person
person violating
violating the
contract
the contrary
contrary notwithstanding.
provisions of
of this
be deemed
deemed guilty
guilty of
of a
and
a misdemeanor
misdemeanor and
provisions
this Act
Act shall
shall be
conviction thereof shall
in any
any sum
sum not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
shall be fined in
upon conviction
Approved
1949.
Approved May
May 14,
14, 1949.
[CHAPTER
117]
[CHAPTER 1171

AN ACT
For the relief of Marie E. Wright.

and House
House of Representatives
it enacted
Representatives of the
Senate and
Be it
enacted by the Senate
Congress assembled,
America in
United
States of America
United States
in Congress
assembled, That the Secretary
of the
the Treasury
Treasury is
is authorized
authorized and
and directed
directed to
pay, out
of any
any money
money
out of
to pay,
of
in
appropriated, to Marie E. Wright, of
the Treasury
Treasury not
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
in.the
Gibson, North Carolina,
Carolina, the sum of
of such
such
of $4,528.83.
$4,528.83. The payment
payment of
Gibson,
sum shall
shall be
in full
settlement of
against the
the United
United States
States
be in
full settlement
of all
all claims
claims against
sum
on account
account of
to person
person and
and property
property and
medical
and future
future medical
on
of injuries
injuries to
expenses sustained
in
United States Army vehicle in
by her
her when the United
expenses
sustained by
which she
she was
was a
passenger was
was struck
Army
United States
States Army
struck by
by another United
a passenger
which
vehicle at
March 19,
19, 1946:
1946: Provided,
Provided, That
That no
on March
at Berlin,
Berlin, Germany,
Germany, on
vehicle
appropriated in this
centum
excess of
of 10
10 per centum
this Act in excess
part of the amount
amount appropriated
thereof shall
be paid
paid or
to or
or received
received by
any agent
or
agent or
delivered to
by any
thereof
shall be
or delivered
attorney
on account
of services
with this
this claim,
claim,
rendered in
in connection
connection with
account of
services rendered
attorney on

1095
May 14,
May
14, 1949
1949
[H. R. 1876]
[Private Law
Law 53]
531
Ralph
Martin ElRalph Martin
Elzingre also
also known
as
singre
known as
Ralph Seawell.
Seawell.
Ralph

Quota
Quota deduction.
deduction.

May
1949
May 14,
14, 1949

[H.
R. 1983]
[H. R.
1983]
[Private Law 941
[Private
54]
Edward
Bar.
Edward L.
L. Bar.
rents.
reras.

1949
May 14.
14, 1949
[H. R. 2231]
aa11]
[Private
551
[Private Law 551
Marie E.
E. Wright.
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[63 STAT.
STAT.
[63

and the same shall be unlawful, any
any contract
contract to
to the
the contrary
contrary notwithnotwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions
standing.
provisions of
this Act
Act shall
be
of this
shall be
deemed guilty of a
a misdemeanor
misdemeanor and
upon conviction
thereof shall
and upon
conviction thereof
shall
be fined in any
exceeding $1,000.
any sum
sum not
not exceeding
$1,000.
Approved
Approved May 14,
14, 1949.
1949.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 118]
118]

May 16,1949
16, 1949
[H. R. 1010]
[Private Law
56]
[Private
Law 56]
Mrs. May K. Y.
Mr.
and so
Mok and sons.

AN
ACT
AN ACT
ACT
For
For the
the relief
relief of Mrs. May K. Y. Mok, Frederick
W. S.
and Vincent
Frederick W.
S. Mok,
Mok, and
Vincent
W. C. Mok.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
Be
Representatives of
the
of the

. Y. United States of America
America in Congress
in the
the adminisCongress assembled,
assembled, That
That in
adminis-

Quota deduction.
deduction.

tration
tration of
of the
the immigration and naturalization
naturalization laws the
aliens Mrs.
Mrs.
the aliens
May
K. Y.
Y. Mok and her two minor sons,
May K.
S. Mok
Mok and
and
sons, Frederick
Frederick W.
W. S.
Vincent W. C. Mok, shall be considered
considered to
to have
lawfully entered
have lawfully
entered
the United
United States
for permanent
the
States for
permanent residence on September
September 21,
21, 1945,
1945,
the
of their actual entry into the United States, upon
the date
date of
payment
upon payment
by them of visa fees
head tax.
fees and head
tax.
SEC. 2. Upon
the enactment
enactment of
of this Act the Secretary
Secretary of State
SEC. 2.
Upon the
State
shall instruct
instruct the proper quota-control
shall
quota-control officer to deduct
deduct three
three numbers
numbers
from the
Chinese racial quota for the first year
from
the Chinese
that such
such quota
is
year that
quota is
available.
Approved
Approved May 16, 1949.
1949.

[CHAPTER 119]
119]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of Mrs.
Ryan.
Mrs. Ada
Ada M.
M. Ryan.

May 18,
1949
16,1949
[H. R.
B. 1035]
[Private
[Private Law 57]
57]
Ada
M. Ryan.
AdaM.

39tat.
39 Stat. 875.
875.

Be it
the Senate
Senate and House
House of
of Representatives
Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
Representatives of
of the
the
United
of America
America in Congress
assembled, That,
That, notwithstandUnited States
States of
Congress assembled,
notwithstanding
the
provisions of
the eleventh category
category of section 3
ing the provisions
of the
the ImmiImmi3 of
of the
gration
Act of February
15,
(e)),
gration Act of February
15, 1917,
1917, as
as amended
amended (8 U. S. C. 136 (e)),
Ada
M.
Ryan,
the
wife
of
a
citizen
of
the
United
Ada M. Ryan, the
a
States who
who served
served
honorably
honorably in the armed forces of the
United States
during World
the United
States during
World
War
II, may be admitted to the United
War II,
United States
permanent residence
States for
for permanent
residence
if
is found otherwise
if she
she is
otherwise admissible under
the provisions
the
under the
provisions of
of the
immigration laws.
laws.
Approved
Approved May 16, 1949.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 120]

May
May 17,1049
17, 1949
in. B.
R. 1101]
[H.
1101]
[Private Law 58]
58]
Anna Malone and
Rita Anderson.
Anderson.

39 Stat. 889.

ACT
AN ACT

For the
relief of
For
the relief
of Anna Malone
Malone and Rita
Rita Anderson.
Anderson.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
and House
Be
of the
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
the
United
States of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
United States
assembled, That
That the
the Attorney
Attorney
General
hereby directed
General is
is hereby
directed to cancel the warrant of
of
of arrest,
arrest, warrant
warrant of
deportation, and
deportation,
and any outstanding bond or bonds in
in connection
connection with
with
existing
deportation proceedings against
existing deportation
Anna Malone
Malone and
and Rita
against Anna
Rita
Anderson, both of San Luis Obispo,
Anderson,
Obispo, California,
of violations
California, because
because of
violations
of section
Immigration Act
of
section 19 (a) of the Immigration
of February
February 1917
Stat.
Act of
1917 (30
(30 Stat.
889-890;
889-890; 56 Stat
Stat. 1044; 8
8 U. S. C.
The Attorney
Attorney General
General is
C. 155).
155). The
is
likewise directed
likewise
directed not to issue any further such warrants of
of arrest
arrest or
or
warrants of
warrants
of deportation
deportation against the said Anna Malone
Malone and
and Rita
Rita
Anderson
the conduct
conduct upon which the present proceedings
Anderson because
because of
of the
proceedings
are founded.
Approved May 17, 1949.
1949.

63 S
STAT.]
81rT CONG., 1T
SESS.-CHS.
TAT.] 81sT
lsr SESS
.--CHS.121, 122, 125, 126—MAY
17, 1949
126-MAY 17,
1949
[CHAPTER
1211
[CHAPTER 121]

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of Mrs. Silvia
Silvia Mapelli.
Mapelli.

1097
May 17,1949
17, 1949
[II. B.
R. 1460]
[H.
Law 59]
59]
[Private Law

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
and House
the
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
United States of America
America in
United
in Congress
That Mrs.
Silvia
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
Mrs. Silvia maxim
Mapell.
Mrs. Silvia
Mapelli, aanaturalized
naturalized citizen
the United
United States,
who lost
citizencitizen of
of the
States, who
lost citizenship by voting in an Italian plebiscite, may
may be
be naturalized
naturalized by
by taking
taking
prior to one year from the enactment
this Act,
Act, before
before any
any diplodiploenactment of
of this
matic or consular officer of the United
States abroad,
the oaths
oaths prepreUnited States
abroad, the
1157.
64 Stat. 1167.
scribed by section 335 of
the Nationality
Nationality Act
of 1940,
as amended.
of the
Act of
1940, as
amended.
8
235;
8 U.
U. S.. 0.§
0..
75;
SEC.
735.
naturalization under
SEC. 2. From and after naturalization
Act Mrs.
Silvia Supp. II,
II, §§736.
under this
this Act
Mrs. Silvia
Mapelli
Mapelli shall have the same citizenship
as
that
which
existed
citizenship status
status as that which existed
immediately prior
its loss.
loss.
immediately
prior to
to its
Approved May
Approved
May 17,
17, 1949.
1949.
[CHAPTER 122]

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of Bram
Brain B. Tellekamp.
Tellekamp.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House
House of
of the
the
of Representatives
Representatives of
United
States of America in
United States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
adminassembled, That,
That, in
in the
the administration
immigration and naturalization
istration of the immigration
naturalization laws,
Bram B.
B. TelleTellelaws, Bram
kamp,
Honolulu, Hawaii, shall be held and
kamp, of Honolulu,
considered to
and considered
to have
have
lawfully entered the United States
States for
permanent residence
residence on
on March
for permanent
March
18, 1947, the date of his actual entry
entry into
into the
the Territory
of Hawaii,
Territory of
Hawaii,
upon payment of the required
required visa fee
fee and
and head
head tax.
tax.
SEC.
2. Upon enactment
SEC. 2.
enactment of
of this
Act the
Secretary of
of State
this Act
the Secretary
State shall
shall
instruct the
the proper quota-control
deduct one
instruct
quota-control officer
officer to deduct
one number
from
number from
the quota for the Netherlands
Netherlands for the
that said
said quota
quota is
the first
first year
year that
is
available.
available.
Approved
Approved May
May 17,
17, 1949.
1949.
[CHAPTER 125]
[CHAPTER

AN
ACT
AN ACT

For the
For
the relief
relief of
of Alex
Alex Bail.
Bail.

Be it
it enacted
Senate and House of Representatives
enacted by the Senate
the
Representatives of
of the
United
States of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled, That
United States
That the
the Attorney
Attorney
General
General is authorized and
to cancel
cancel forthwith
forthwith any
outstandand directed
directed to
any outstanding warrant
warrant of arrest, order of deportation,
deportation, warrant
warrant of
of deportation,
deportation,
and
bond in the case of Alex Bail, and is directed not to
and bond
issue any
to issue
any
further warrants or orders in
in the
the case
the alien
upon such
such
case of
of the
alien based
based upon
alien's membership
membership in the Communist Party
Party prior
to the
the enactment
enactment
prior to
of this
this Act.
Act.
Approved
Approved May
17, 1949.
1949.
May 17,
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 126]
126]

AN ACT
ACT
AN
For the relief
relief of
of James
I. Matthews.
Matthews.
James I.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
House of
and House
Representatives of
of Representatives
of the
the
United States
States of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
United
Secretary
That the
the Secretary
of the Treasury is authorized
authorized and directed
pay, out
out of
of any
any money
money
directed to
to pay
in
m the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise
appropriated, to
James I.
Matthews,
otherwise appropriated,
to James
I. Matthews,
the sum of
New York, New York, the
Such sum
sum represents
of $2,812.65.
$2,812.65. Such
represents
(exclusive of the amo
the amount
amount (exclusive
untwhich
which would
would have
deducted
amount
have been
been deducted

May 17,
May
17, 1949
1949
[H. R.
R. 1591]
1591]
[H.
[Private
Law 60]
60]
[Private Law
Bram
Bram
kamp.
kamp.

B.
B.

TolleTelle-

Quota deduction.
deduction.

May
May 17,
17, 1949
1949
[H. R.
R. 668]
[H.
868)
[Private Law
[Private
Law 611
611
Ales
Bail
Alex Bail.

May 17, 1949
1949
May
IH. R.
R. 1489]
1489]
[Private Law 62]

James I.
L Matthews.
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[63

for subsistence)
subsistence) which
which the
the said
James I.
Matthews would
have received
received
for
said James
I. Matthews
would have
for
the period
period February
February 6,
1946, to
to October
October 19,
1946, both
both dates
dates inclusive,
for the
6,1946,
19,1946,
inclusive,
during such
such period
in an
an active-duty
as
if he
he had been
been continued
continued during
period in
active-duty status
status as
United States Naval
aalieutenant in the United
Naval Reserve. The
The said James I.
I.
Matthews
United States
Saint
Matthews was
was admitted
admitted to
to the United
States Naval
Naval Hospital,
Hospital, Saint
January 29,
1946, while
while on
on terminal
terminal leave
which
Albans, New York,
York, on January
29, 1946,
leave which
expired
on February
February 5,
was discharged
discharged from
from such
such hospital
hospital
expired on
5, 1946,
1946, and
and was
on
October 20,
A dispatch
dispatch of
Secretary of
known
on October
20, 1946.
1946. A
of the
the Secretary
of the
the Navy
Navy known
as
provided for
for the
as Alstacon 222258,
222258, dated
dated March 18,
18, 1946,
1946, provided
the continuance
continuance
leave,
on active duty
duty of
of naval officers
officers hospitalized
hospitalized while
while on
on terminal
terminal leave,
retroactive and,
therefore, did
not
but such dispatch was not made
made retroactive
and, therefore,
did not
include
Provided, That
That no
part of
the
include the said
said James I. Matthews:
Matthews: Provided,
no part
of the
amount
this Act
in excess
excess of
of 10
per centum
thereof
amount appropriated
appropriated in
in this
Act in
10 per
centum thereof
to or
by any
any agent
or attorney
on
shall be paid or delivered
delivered to
or received
received by
agent or
attorney on
account of services
claim, and
services rendered in
in connection
connection with this
this claim,
and the
the
same shall be unlawful, any contract to
contrary notwithstanding.
to the contrary
Any person violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed
deemed guilty
of a
a misdemeanor
misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in
in any
any
sum not
not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
Approved May 17, 1949.
1949.
Approved
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 129]
129]
May
19, 1949
1949
May 19,
[H. R. 679]
6791
[Private Law 63]
IPrivate
63]

Mrs. Julia
Julia Balint.
Balint.

ACT
AN ACT
To authorize
authorize the admission of Mrs. Julia Balint to
to the United
United States.
States.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of the
United
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
for the
the purpurUnited States of America
America in
That for
poses of the immigration
immigration and naturalization
naturalization laws, Mrs. Julia Balint,
who would be entitled to nonquota
nonquota immigration
immigration status
for the
status but
but for
the
death or disappearance
disappearance of her United States citizen husband,
husband, shall,
shall,
if otherwise admissible to the United States under the immigration
immigration
laws, be deemed to be aanonquota
nonquota immigrant.
Approved May 19, 1949.
Approved
[CHAPTER
(CHAPTER 130]
130]

May 19, 1949
1949
May
[H. R. 2360]
2361]
[Private Law
[Private
Law 64]

Theodore
Theodore PapaPapa.
ehristopoulos.
ehristopoulos.

Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
United
States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
United States
assembled, That for the purpurposes of the immigration
immigration and naturalization
naturalization laws, Theodore
Theodore Papaconsidered to be the natural-born
christopoulos shall be considered
natural-born son of his
stepfather,
stepfather, Roland Stanger, a
a citizen of the United States.
Approved May
19, 1949.
1949.
Approved
May 19,
[CHAPTER 131]
131]

May 19, 1949
1949
[H.
R. 1629]
1629]
[H. R.
[Private
[Private Law
Law 65]
65]
Kira and Nina
Grigorieff.

AN
AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of Theodore
Theodore Papachristopoulos.
Papachristopoulos.

AN ACT
AN
ACT
For the relief of Kira and Nina Grigorieff.

it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House
House of Representatives
Be it
Representatives of the
United States
States of America in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That, notwithstandNationality Act of 1940,
ing section 303 of the Nationality
1940. as amended (54
(54 Stat.
Stat.
1140; 88U. S. C. 703, 57 Stat. 600),
600), and section i3
13 (c)
(c) of the Immigration Act of 1924 (43 Stat. 161-162; 50 Stat.
S. C.
C.
Stat. 165;
165; 46 Stat.
Stat. 581;
581; 88U.
U. S.
(c)),
stepchildren of Paul D. Kalv,
213 (c)
), Kira and Nina Grigorieff,
Grigorieff, the stepchildren
a major in the United States Army Reserve, shall be deemed to be ada
missible to the United States for permanent
permanent residence,
provided they
residence, provided
they

63 STAT.]
STAT.]

81ST
I1T
SESS.-CHS.
137-MAY 19,
81sx CONG., M
rSESS
.—CHS.131,
131, 132, 137—MAY
24, 1949
19, 24,
1949

are otherwise admissible under
under the immigration
Under the
the
immigration laws.
laws. Under
enactment of this Act, the Secretary of
shall authorize
authorize the
the
of State
State shall
proper
quota-control office to
proper quota-control
two numbers
the Japanese
to deduct two
numbers from
from the
Japanese
quota for the first year said
is available.
said quota
quota is
available.
Approved May 19,
1949.
19, 1949.
[CHAPTER
1321
[CHAPTER 132]

AN
AN ACT
ACT
For
the relief
of Emma
Armstrong.
For the
relief of
Emma Armstrong.

Be it
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
it enacted
Representatives of
of the
the
United States
States of America in
United
Congress assembled,
the CompCompin Congress
assembled, That
That the
troller General
General of the United States is hereby authorized
authorized and
and directed
directed
to credit
credit the account of Emma Armstrong,
Armstrong, former
former acting
acting postmaster
postmaster
at Maple Shade, New Jersey, in the amount of
of $1,473.86,
$1,473.86, such
such sum
sum
being postal and money-order
money-order funds
in a
aburglary
of the
the Maple
Maple
funds lost
lost in
burglary of
Shade, New Jersey,
Jersey, post office, between closing
closing time
on Saturday,
Saturday,
time on
October
October 30, and opening time Monday
Monday morning,
November 1,
1, 1943,
1943,
morning, November
and she is hereby relieved from
any liability
therefor.
from any
liability therefor.
Approved
May 19,
19, 1949.
Approved May
1949.

1099
1099
Quota deduction.
Quotadeduction.

May
19, 1949
May 19,
1949
[H. R.
R. 2710]
[H.
2710]
[Private Law
Law 66]
[Private
661
Emma Armstrong.
Armstrong.

[CHAPTER 137]
[CHAPTER
137]

AN ACT
ACT
To relieve
To
relieve certain
certain employees of
Administration from
from financial
of the
the Veterans'
Veterans' Administration
financial
liability
liability for
for certain
certain overpayments.
overpayments.

May 24, i949
1949
[8. 683]
18.6831
[Private
[Private Law
Law 67]
67]

Be it
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
House of Representatives
it enacted
and House
Representatives of
of the
the
United States of America
America in
Veterans
Veterans Adminis•
AdminisUnited
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the
the employees
assembled, That
employees tration.
responsible for the excess or erroneous payments
responsible
payments represented
represented by
by the
the Relief
Relief of certain
certain
certifying officers.
officers.
sums herein
herein stated be, and
are hereby,
hereby, relieved
financial liaand they are
relieved of
of financial
lia- certifying
bility therefor
therefor and the Comptroller
Comptroller General
General is
is authorized
and directed
directed
authorized and
to take action to grant the said relief:
relief: Provided,
That this
Provided, That
this Act
Act shall
shall
not be construed
construed to bar recovery
of the
amounts herein
recovery of
the amounts
herein specified
specified from
from
the persons to whom and through whom such
been paid:
such amounts
amounts have
have been
paid:
H. H.
H. Milks, certifying
First: H.
certifying officer at Veterans'
H. H.
H. Milks.
Veterans' Administration,
Administration,
Washington,
Washington, District of Columbia, in the sum of
which amount
amount
of $19.36,
$19.36, which
was expended
expended in August 1944, under
under symbol
symbol 11559.
11559.
Second:
O. Haynes,
Second: G. 0.
Haynes, certifying officer
officer at
at Veterans'
Veterans' AdministraAdministra0. 0.
0.
0. Haynes.
Haynes.
tion, Washington,
Washington, District of Columbia, in the
of $7.58,
the sum
sum of
$7.58, which
which
amount was expended
expended in September 1943,
1943, under
11559.
under symbol
symbol 11559.
Third: M. Meyers,
Meyers 'certifying
officer at
Veterans' Administration,
Administration,
certifying officer
M. Meyers.
at Veterans'
Washington,
Washington, District of Columbia, in
of $10.50,
$10.50, which
which amount
in the sum
sum of
amount
was expended
expended in January
January 1943,
11561.
1943, under symbol
symbol 11561.
Fourth:
H. L. McCoy.
L. McCoy, certifying
MeOoy.
Fourth: H. L.
certifying officer at Veterans'
Veterans' AdministraAdministra- H.
tion, Washington,
Washington, District of Columbia, in the
the sum
of $5.27,
sum of
$5.27, which
which
amount was expended
expended in October
October 1944, under symbol 100-3225.
100-3225.
Fifth: D. M. Wolfe,
D. M. Wolfe.
Wolfe certifying officer at
Veterans' Administration,
Administration,
at Veterans'
Washington, District of
Of Columbia,
Columbia, in
the sum
of $20.47,
$20.47, which
which amount
in the
sum of
amount
was expended in February
February 1946, under symbol 200-3225.
200-3225.
C. J. Reichert.
Reicbert.
Sixth: C. J.
J. Reichert,
Reichert, certifying
certifying officer
officer at
at Veterans'
Veterans' AdministraAdministration, New York branch of central office,
office, in
sum of
of $98.39,
$98.39, which
in the
the sum
which
amount was expended from January
January 11 through
through October
31, 1943,
October 31,
1943,
under symbol
symbol 11564.
E. Head, certifying officer at Veterans'
Seventh: M. E.
Veterans' AdministraAdministra- M. E. Head.
tion, Lyons, New Jersey, in the sum of
of $32.25,
which amount
amount was
was
$32.25, which
expended in September
September 1942,
1942, under
under symbol 11564.
11564.
John H. Ale.
Eighth: John H.
H. Ale
Ale, certifying officer at Veterans'
Veterans' AdministraAdministra- Sohn
tion, Dayton, Ohio, in the sum of $26.56, which
was expended
which amount
amount was
expended

1100
Eugene
Dibble,
Eugene H. Dibble,
1r.
Jr.

R.
R. D. Beer.
Beer.

Guy F.
F. Palmer.
Palmer.
Guy

A. Birmingham.
W. A.
Birmingham.

PRIVATE LAWSCHS .137,
140, 141-MAY
141-MAY 24,
1949
PRIVATE
LAWS-CHS.
137, 140,
24, 1949

in
November 1943
and September
symbols 11568
11568 and
and
in November
1943 and
September 1944,
1944, under
under symbols
104 3225.
104-3225.
Ninth:
Eugene H.
11. Dibble,
Dibble, Junior,
Junior, certifying
Ninth: Eugene
certifying officer
officer at
at Veterans'
Veterans'
Administration,
the sum
of $51.64,
$51.64, which
which
Administration, Tuskegee,
Tuskegee, Alabama,
Alabama, in
in the
sum of
amount was
expended from
June 1
1through
in
amount
was expended
from June
through August
August 31,
31, 1942,
1942, and
and in
1943, under
under symbol
symbol 11569.
June 1943,
11569.
Tenth: R. D.
Veterans' Administration,
Administration,
D. Beer, certifying
certifying officer at
at Veterans'
Ilines, Illinois, in the sum
which amount
was expended
expended in
in
Hines,
sum of
of $14.37,
$14.37, which
amount was
1943, under
December 1943,
under symbol 11571.
11571.
Eleventh: Guy F. Palmer, certifying
certifying officer
officer at
Veterans' AdminAdminEleventh:
at Veterans'
Michigan, in
of $53.48,
$53.48, which
amount
istration, Dearborn,
Dearborn, Michigan,
in the sum
sum of
which amount
was expended
under symbol
symbol
expended in May 1942, October 1942,
1942, and July 1943,
1943, under
11571.
Twelfth: W. A. Birmingham,
Birmingham, certifying
officer at Veterans'
Veterans' Admincertifying officer
istration, Batavia, New York, in
amount was
in the
the sum of
of $56.50,
$56.50, which amount
was
expended
through July
July 31,
31, 1942,
symbol 11564.
11564.
expended from
from April 11through
1942, under
under symbol
Approved
May 24,
1949.
Approved May
24, 1949.
[CHAPTER 140]
[CHAPTER

May 24,
1949
May
24, 1949
[S. 392]
392]
[Private Law
Law 68]
[Private
68]
Thomas A. Pickett.
Pickett.
Thomas

Is.

62 Stat. 996.
28 U. S. C.,
O., Sumo.
Supp.
II,
f§ 1492, 2509.
2609.
II, 111492,

AN ACT

Authorizing the issuance of a
a patent
patent in
in fee to
to Thomas A. Pickett.
Pickett.

Be
House of Representatives
Representatives of
Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House
of the
the
United
America in
in Congress
United States of .America
Congress assembled,
assembled, That upon application in writing, the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior
authorized and
Interior is
is authorized
and
directed to issue to Thomas
Thomas A. Pickett, of Berkeley, California,
California, a
a
following-described allotted lands situated in the
patent in fee to the following-described
Montana: (1)
east half
State of
of Montana:
(1) Lots
Lots 99 and 10 of section
section 3,
3, the
the east
half of
of
section 10, the east half of the northeast quarter,
quarter z and the east
half
east half
of the west
northeast quarter
of section
township 2
2
west half of
of the
the northeast
quarter of
section 15,
15, township
the southsouth, range 30 east, Montana principal
principal meridian,
meridian, and
and (2) the
southwest quarter of the southeast quarter of section 12, and the south half
half
of the southwest
southwest quarter of section 14, township 66south, range 31 east,
Montana principal
principal meridian.
Approved
Approved May 24, 1949.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 141]

24,e 1949
[May 24,1949
R
18
IS. J. Has.
s. 18]
]
[Private Law 69]

[63 S
TAT.
[63
STAT.

JOINT
JOINT RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION

For the
the relief
relief of
of the First-Citizens
Company, administrator
For
First-Citizens Bank
Bank and Trust Company,
administrator of
the
of C. A. Ragland,
the estate
estate of
Ragland, Senior.
Whereas a
Raga bill (S. 961) entitled "A bill for the
the relief of C. A. Ragland,
introduced in
land, Senior", was introduced
in the
the Senate
Senate on
on April
April 6,
6, 1943,
1943, proproviding for the
payment of
$61,198.18 to
to C.
C. A.
the payment
of the sum
sum of
of $61,198.18
A. Ragland,
Ragland,
satisfaction of his claim against the United
Senior, in full satisfaction
United States
for work done by him under two contracts numbered
numbered 1-1P-5554 and
1-1P-5688,
respectively, December 14, 1935,
1-1P-5688, dated, respectively,
1935, and February
February
17,21936,
1936, on projects 1T1 and 2E2, Shenandoah-Great
Shenandoah-Great Smoky Moun17
Parkway; and
and
tains Parkway;
Whereas on March 9, 1941,
1944, such bill was referred,
section
referred, pursuant to section
151 of the Judicial
Judicial Code, to the Court of Claims by Senate Resolution 256, which directed
directed the court to proceed in accordance
accordance with
such section and report to the Senate, irrespective
irrespective of
of any
any statute
statute
of limitations
limitations or any administrative
requirement or contractual
administrative requirement
contractual
provision relative to notice of protest as to filing claim therefor,
therefor,
giving such findings of fact and conclusions thereon as shall be
sufficient to inform Congress of the nature of the claim, legal or
or
equitable,
equitable, of the said C. A. Ragland
Ragland against
against the United States, and
and

TAT.]
63 S
STAT.]

81sT
U r SESS
.—CHS .141, 142,147-MAY
142, 147—MAY 24,
81ST CONG
CONG.,., IST
SESS.-CHS.
24, 25, 27, 1949

amount, if
if any,
any, legally
equitably due
due from
from the
United States
States
the amount,
legally or
or equitably
the United
to the
to
the claimant;
claimant; and
and
Whereas the Court
Claims has
has considered
considered such
pursuant to
Court of Claims
such claim
claim pursuant
to
resolution and
such resolution
on March
to the
Senate
and has certified
certified on
March 2,
2, 1948,
1948, to
the Senate
its findings of fact, conclusions,
conclusions, thereon,
thereon, and
opinion on
on the
and its
its opinion
the
several items
such claim:
claim: Therefore
it
several
items of
of such
Therefore be
be it
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
Resolved by
by the
the Senate
House of
of the
the United
United
in Congress
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
States of America
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
of the
the
Treasury
authorized and
directed to
to pay,
out of
money in
in the
Treasury is
is authorized
and directed
pay, out
of any
any money
the
Treasury
Treasury not
appropriated, to
to the
the First-Citizens
and
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
First-Citizens Bank
Bank and
Trust Company
Company, of Raleigh,
Raleigh, North
Carolina, as
North Carolina,
as administrator
administrator of
of the
the
estate of
A. Ragland,
(1) the
$9,860.35,
estate
of C.
C. A.
Ragland, Senior,
Senior, deceased,
deceased, (1)
the sum
sum of
of $9,860.35,
the amount
of Claims
Claims found
found the
amount to
to which the
the Court
Court of
the said
said First-Citizens
First-Citizens
Bank and
and Trust
entitled, the
the payment
payment of
such sum
being
Bank
Trust Company
Company entitled,
of such
sum being
the claim
of the
Bank and
in full satisfaction
satisfaction of
of the
claim of
the said
said First-Citizens
First-Citizens Bank
and
Trust Company against the
for compensation
compensation for
for work
the United
United States
States for
work
performed
performed by the
Ragland, Senior,
under contracts
contracts numnumthe late
late C.
C. A. Ragland,
Senior, under
bered 1-1P-5554
1-1P-5554 and 1-1P-5688,
projects 1T1
1T1 and
and 2E2,
2E2, Shenan1-1P-5688, on
on projects
Shenandoah-Great
Parkway.
doah-Great Smoky
Smoky Mountains
Mountains Parkway.

1101
1101

First-Citizens Bank
First-Citizens
Bank
and
Trust Co.,
Co.,
and Trust
Raleigh,
N. C.
Raleigh, N.
0.

Approved May
1949.
Approved
May 24,
24, 1949.
[CHAPTER 142]
[CHAPTER

ACT
AN ACT

Authorizing
Secretary of the Interior to sell the land of
Authorizing the Secretary
of George
George Peters
Peters under
under
existing regulations.

it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and H011.80
Be it
Representatives of
of the
the
House of Representatives
United
United States of America
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That upon
filing
America in
in Congress
upon the
the filing
of aawritten application
application by George
Indian allottee
allottee numGeorge Peters, Crow Indian
numbered
bered 1292, the Secretary
Interior is
hereby authorized
authorized to
to sell
Secretary of the
the Interior
is hereby
sell
to aaCrow
Crow Indian,
Indian, under
regulations, the
the homestead
homestead and
and other
other
under existing
existing regulations,
land of said George Peters, described
described as all
all of section
section 20;
20; the
the north
north
half of
of the
the north half; the
half of
south
the north
north half
of the
the north
north half
half of
of the
the south
half of the north half of
township 4
37 east,
of section 29, township
4 south,
south range
range 37
east,
Montana
Montana principal meridian,
eight hundred
hundred and
meridian, containing
containing eight
and forty
forty
acres,
acres, the status of such land with respect
to remain
respect to
to taxability
taxability to
remain
unchanged.
unchanged.
Approved
Approved May
25, 1949.
1949.
May 25,
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 147]

AN ACT
ACT

For the relief of certain officers
High
officers and employees of the Office of United States High
Commissioner to the Philippine Islands who suffered losses of personal property
by reason
reason of war conditions.
conditions.

Be it
by the
Be
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
and House
House of
of Representatives
the
Senate and
Representatives of
of the
United States
of America
America in
assembled, That
That the
United
States of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
the Secretary
Secretary
of
Treasury is
and directed
directed to
pay, out
any money
money
of the
the Treasury
is authorized
authorized and
to pay,
out of
of any
in
Treasury not
not otherwise
appropriated, the
the following
following sums
in the
the Treasury
otherwise appropriated,
sums of
of
money
the following-named
following-named officers
officers and
and employees
the Office
Office of
money to
to the
employees of
of the
of
United
to the
Philippine Islands,
Islands, which
United States
States High
High Commissioner
Commissioner to
the Philippine
which
sums represent
the value
sums
represent the
of reasonable
reasonable and
and necessary
necessary personal
personal property
property
value of
lost by
them, while
while in
course of
lost
by them,
in the
the course
duties, as
of their
their respective
respective duties,
as a
a result
result
of
war conditions:
of war
conditions
Helen
$4,779.16; Claude
Claude Buss,
Buss, $3,355;
$3,355; Donald
Helen Burke,
Burke, $4,779.16;
Donald L.
L. Cochran,
Cochran,
$1,558; William
H. Cropper,
Cropper, $117.50;
Gordon W.
W. Ells,
Ells, $3,119.82;
$3,119.82; Elise
$1,558;
William H.
$117.50; Gordon
Elise
Flahavan, $1,268;
$1,268; Charles
W. Franks,
Flahavan,
Charles W.
Franks, $5,582.50;
$5,582.50; George
George 0.
0. Gray,
Gray, $445;
$445;
Bertha
T. Greusel,
Greusel, $834;
$834; Grace
Bertha T.
$392.50; Ruth
Grace Jurgensen,
Jurgensen, $392.50;
Ruth P.
P. Lovell,
Lovell,

Mav 25,1949
25 1949
Ma

13.
rits]
[8. 7N8]

[Private Law
Law 70]
[Private
701

George
George Peters.
Peters.

May
1949
May 27,
271949
(8.
1152)
I .11621
[Private
Law 71]
[Private Law
711

Office of
of IL
S. High
High
Office
U.S.
Commissioner to
to the
Commissioner
the
Philippine
Philippine Island.
Islands.
Relief of
of certain
Relief
certain offiofficers and employees.
cers
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PRIVATE LAWS-CHS.
LAWS— CHS.147,
148, 150—MAY
27, 1949
1949
147, 148,
150-MAY 27,

[63 STAT.
STAT.
[63

$1,217;
$1,217; Edward L. Mack, $540;
$3,335.97; Anna
Belle
$540; James
James Moses,
Moses, $3,335.97;
Anna Belle
Newcomb,
Newcomb, $790; Frederick
Frederick H.
$265;
I. Noble, $700.50;
$700.50; Margaret
Margaret Pierce,
Pierce, $265;
Mona Raymond, $852; Ervin C. Ross, $3,086; Francis
$2,037;
Francis B.
B. Sayre,
Sayre, $2,037;
J. Stumpf, Junior, $1,251; Woodbury
William J.
$2,434;
Woodbury Willoughby,
Willoughby, $2,434;
Janet D. Wilson, $1,045;
$1,045; Mrs.
F. Wolff,
$1,070.
Mrs. Marie
Marie F.
Wolff, $1,070.
SEO.
S
EC. 2. If
If any of the beneficiaries
beneficiaries under
under this
Act shall
have died
this Act
shall have
died
before the payment herein
herein provided
provided for
for is
is made,
shall
made, said
said payment
payment shall
be made to the estate of
beneficiary.
of such beneficiary.
SEC.
acceptance of any payment
SEC. 3. The acceptance
payment herein
authorized shall
shall conconherein authorized
stitute a
acomplete
complete discharge of the
States of
and
the United
United States
of all
all claims
claims and
demands touching any of the matters involved
in section
section 1
1of
this Act.
involved in
of this
Act.
SEC.
SEC. 4. That no part of the amount appropriated
appropriated in
in this
this Act
Act in
in
excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be
or delivered
delivered to
to or
received
be paid or
or received
by any agent or attorney
attorney on account of
services rendered
in connection
connection
of services
rendered in
with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any
any contract
to the
contract to
the
contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any
person violating
of
Any person
violating the
the provisions
provisions of
this Act shall be deemed guilty of aamisdemeanor
misdemeanor and
and upon
upon conviction
conviction
thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
Approved May 27, 1949.
1949.
[CHAPTER 148]
1481
May 27, 1949
[H.
R. 636]
636]
[H. R.
[Private Law
[Private
Law 72]
B. G. Jones.
Jones.

Be
it enacted by the Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
Be it
Representatives of
of the
the
United States of America in
United
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the
Secretary
the Secretary
of the Treasury
Treasury is authorized
pay, out
money
authorized and
and directed
directed to
to pay,
out of
of any
any money
in the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to Mr.
Mr. B,
B, G.
G. Jones,
Jones, of
of
Walnut
Walnut Ridge, Arkansas, the sum of $2„686,
representing
$2,686, such
such sum
sum representing
the damages
sustained by the said Mr. B.
damages sustained
Jones to
to 1943
crops as
as
B. G.
G. Jones
1943 rice
rice crops
aaresult of malaria-control
malaria-control dusting of rice fields
St at
es
fields by
by the
the United
United States
Service: Provided,
Provided,-That no part
Public Health
Health Service:
part of
of the
approthe amount
amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum
be paid
paid
centum thereof
thereof shall
shall be
received by any agent or
or delivered
delivered to or received
on account
account of
or attorney
attorney on
of
services rendered in connection
connection with this claim,
the same
same shall
shall
claim, and
and the
be
unlawful, any contract
contract to the contrary
be unlawful,
contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any
Any
person violating the provisions of this Act shall
of
shall be
be deemed
deemed guilty
guilty of
aamisdemeanor
misdemeanor and upon conviction
conviction thereof shall
fined in
sum
shall be fined
in any
any sum
not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
Approved May 27, 1949.
[
CHAPTER 150]
150]
[CHAPTER

May 27,
1949
27,1949
[H. R.
[H.
R. 2812]
[Private Law 73]
nj

Russian Orthodox
Greek Catholic
Ohurch of
Church
of North
North
America.
Ameriea.

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of B. G. Jones.
Jones.

AN ACT

To
direct the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior to sell certain
To direct
at South
certain land at
South Naknek
Naknek to
to
the Russian
the
Russian Orthodox Greek Catholic Church of North America.
America.

Be it
Senate and
and House of Representatives
it enacted by the Senate
of the
Representatives of
the
United States of America in
in Congress
United
Congress assembled,
That upon
assembled, That
upon the
the filing
filing
of an application
application and the payment
within one
one year
from the
payment of
of $10
$10 within
year from
the
date of this Act by the Russian Orthodox
Orthodox Greek
of
Greek Catholic
Catholic Church
Church of
North
a corporation
corporation organized
organized under the laws
North America,
America, a
of the
laws of
the State
State
of
Secretary of the Interior shall issue
of Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania, the Secretary
to
issue a
a patent
patent to
said
a tract of land at South Naknek
said corporation
corporation for a
Naknek near
near South
South
Naknek Village
Village on
on the south side Naknek
Naknek
Naknek River, Bristol Bay Area,
Area,
Alaska, described
described as follows:
follows:
Beginning at
at corer
Beginning
corner numbered
numbered 1
1 of United States survey 2875;
2875;
thence
east one
thence east
one hundred
hundred and one and four-tenths
four-tenths feet to corner
corner numbered
United States
States survey 2875 on the west boundary
bered 4
4of
of United
boundary of United
States
States survey
survey 1581; thence south one hundred and ninety
ninety feet along
along

63 STAT.]
STAT.]
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81ST
156, 157-MAY
81sT CONG.,
CONG., 1ST
1sr SESS.-CHS.
SESS.—CHS.150, 156,
157—MAY 27,
31, 1949
27,31,
1949

west boundary
boundary of
to a
west
of United
United States
States survey
survey 1581
1581 to
a point
point from
from which
which
corner
survey 1581
1581 bears
one
corner numbered
numbered 11 of
of United
United States
States survey
bears south
south one
hundred
and fifty-seven
fifty-seven one-hundredths
feet ;thence
hundred and
and eighty
eighty and
one-hundredths feetthence west
west
one
hundred and
thence north
one hundred
and ninety
one hundred
and forty
forty feet;
feet; thence
north one
hundred and
ninety feet;
feet;
thence east
east thirty-eight
and six-tenths
six-tenths feet
point of
of beginning,
beginning,
thence
thirty-eight and
feet to
to the
the point
containing
sixty-one one-hundredths
one-hundredths acre.
containing sixty-one
acre.
SEc. 2. The patent
SEo.
patent issued under
under this Act shall
reservation
shall contain aareservation
to the
the United
United States
and the
right
to
States of
of all
all mineral
mineral deposits
deposits in
in said
said lands
lands and
the right
mine, and
applicable laws
to prospect
prospect for,
for, mine,
and remove
remove the
the same
same under
under applicable
laws and
and
regulations
prescribed by
the Interior.
Interior.
regulations prescribed
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
Approved May
May 27,
Approved
27, 1949.
1949.
[
CHAPTER 156]
[CHAPTER
156]

AN ACT
ACT
AN
For
relief of
of Jeptha
Jeptha R.
R. Macfarlane.
For the
the relief
Macfarlane.

Be
enacted by
by the
Senate and
Howe of
Representatives of
the
Be it
it enacted
the Senate
and House
of Representatives
of the
United
States of America in
United States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
Secretary
assembled, That the
the Secretary
Treasury is
is directed
directed to
to pay,
any money
money
of the
the Treasury
is authorized
authorized and
and is
pay, out
out of
of any
not
otherwise appropriated,
Jeptha R.
formerly a
not otherwise
appropriated, to
to Jeptha
R. Macfarlane,
Macfarlane, formerly
a
lieutenant
Medical Corps
Corps of
United States
Navy, the
the sum
lieutenant in
in the
the Medical
of the
the United
States Navy,
sum
of $420. The payment
payment of such
shall be
be in
all
such sum
sum shall
in full
full settlement
settlement of
of all
claims
Macfarlane against
the United
for per
per diem
diem
claims of
of Jeptha R.
R. Macfarlane
against the
United States
States for
alleged
been due
while he
he was
was on
on temporary
duty
alleged to
to have been
due while
temporary additional
additional duty
at
from September
9, 1944,
1944, to
to May
at New
New York,
York, New York,
York, from
September 9,
May 23,
23, 1945.
1945.
Provision for
this per
per diem
diem was
was omitted
omitted from
from orders
for payment
payment of this
orders issued
issued
to him on September
because of
of clerical
clerical error
error in
the writing
writing
September 8, 1944,
1944, because
in the
thereof: Provided,
That no
the amount
amount appropriated
thereof:
Provided, That
no part
part of
of the
appropriated in
in this
this
Act in
10 per
shall be
paid or
delivered to
to or
Act
in excess
excess of
of 10
per centum
centum thereof
thereof shall
be paid
or delivered
or
received
received by any agent or
of services
services rendered
rendered in
in
or attorney on
on account of
connection with
with this
this claim,
claim, and
and the
the same
same shall
unlawful, any
any
connection
shall be
be unlawful,
contract to
contrary notwithstanding.
Any person
the
contract
to the
the contrary
notwithstanding. Any
person violating
violating the
provisions of
shall be
be deemed
deemed guilty
of a
misdemeanor and
provisions
of this
this Act
Act shall
guilty of
a misdemeanor
and
upon conviction
thereof shall
be fined
fined in
any sum
sum not
exceeding $1,000.
upon
conviction thereof
shall be
in any
not exceeding
$1,000.
Approved May
May 31,
1949.
Approved
31, 1949.
[
CHAPTER 157]
[CHAPTER
157]

ACT
AN ACT
For the relief of John P.
P. Reilly.

May
May 31,
31 1949
1949
[H.
R. e3]
6031
[H. R.1
[Private Law
Law 74]
[Private
74]
Septha R. MacfarJeptha
Macar-

lane.
lane.

May 31, 1949
(H. R.
R. 68s]
6881
(H.
(Private Law 74]
[Private
751

Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
Representatives of
the
Be it
House of
of Representatives
of the
John P. Reilly.
United
States of
of America
America in
That the
Secretary
United States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
the Secretary
Jobn P.Reilly.
of
Treasury is
pay, out
any money
money
of the
the Treasury
is authorized
authorized and
and directed
directed to
to pay,
out of
of any
m the Treasury
Treasury not
otherwise appropriated
appropriated, to John
john P.
Reilly, Revere,
in
not otherwise
P. Reilly,
Revere,
Massachusetts,
sum of
of $2,000,
$2,000, in
full settlement
all claims
claims
Massachusetts, the
the sum
in full
settlement of
of all
against the
the United
States for
for personal
injuries, medical
against
United States
personal injuries,
medical and
and hospital
hospital
expenses,
and loss
loss in
salary sustained
sustained when
when claimant
injured at
or
expenses, and
in salary
claimant was
was injured
at or
near
the Boardman
Boardman Street
East Boston,
Boston, Massachusetts,
when
near the
Street Bridge,
Bridge, East
Massachusetts, when
workmen
employed by
negligently allowed
workmen employed
by the United
United States Navy negligently
allowed
steel
drop from
from the
the bridge
bridge to
the railroad
railroad tracks
upon
steel rods
rods to
to drop
to the
tracks beneath,
beneath, upon
which
the claimant
was operating
operating a
railroad motorcar
April 1,1944:
1, 1944 :
which the
claimant was
a railroad
motorcar on
on April
Provided, That no part of the
Provided,
the amount appropriated
appropriated in this
this Act
Act in
in excess of
per centum
paid or
or delivered
delivered to
to or
or received
received
cess
of 10
10 per
centum thereof
thereof shall
shall be
be paid
by any
agent or
on account
account of
connection
by
any agent
or attorney
attorney on
of services
services rendered
rendered in
in connection
with this
this claim,
same shall
be unlawful,
any contract
to the
with
claim, and
and the
the same
shall be
unlawful, any
contract to
the concontrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any
Any person
person violating
violating the
provisions of
of this
this
trary
the provisions
Act shall
shall be
be deemed
and upon
upon conviction
conviction
Act
deemed guilty
guilty of
of a
a misdemeanor
misdemeanor and
thereof shall
shall be
be fined
fined in
in any sum not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000,
Approved
May 31,
31, 1949.
1949.
Approved May
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OHS .1158-160-June
May 31'
31,
1, 1949
1949
58- 1 6 0-Jay
June 1, 1949
1949
[CHAPTER
158]
[CHAPTER 158]

31, 1949
1949
May 31,
[H.
[H. R.
R. 1031
1037]
[Private Law
Law 761
[Private
76]
Samuel Ensler and
Louis Puccinelli.
Puccinelli.

[63
STAT.
[63 STAT.

AN ACT
ACT

For the relief of Samuel Ensler and Louis Puccinelli.
Puccinelli.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and House
Representatives of
of the
the
House of
of Representatives
United States of America in Congress
That the
the Secretary
Congress assembled, That
Secretary
of the Treasury
Treasury is authorized and directed
to pay,
pay, out
of any
any money
directed to
out of
money
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
Ensler and
and
appropriated, to
to Samuel
Samuel Ensler
Louis Puccinelli,
Puccinelli, jointly,
jointly, of San Francisco,
the sum
sum of
of
Francisco, California,
California, the
$2,500. Such sum represents
represents reimbursement
loss sustained
sustained by
by
reimbursement for
for the
the loss
the said Samuel
Ensle r and
an d Louis
Lou i
s P
ucc i
ne lli on account ofthe forSamuel Ensler
Puccinelli
on account of the forfeiture
the United
feiture to
to the
United States of aabond conditioned
conditioned upon the
the delivery
delivery
in court
of one
one William H. Hutcheson. By reason of
in
court of
of the
the nonappearnonappearance of the said William H. Hutcheson, such
such bond
bond was
declared forwas declared
forfeited in the United States District Court for the
Northern District
the Northern
District
of California, and the amount was paid
Samuel Ensler
paid by
by the
the said
said Samuel
Ensler
and Louis Puccinelli
Puccinelli on November 25, 1946. The
William H.
H.
The said
said William
Hutcheson was apprehended
apprehended within aavery
short time
such paypayvery short
time after
after such
ment through the efforts of the said Samuel Ensler
and Louis
Louis PucPucEnsler and
cinelli; and on October 21, 1947, the United States
cinelli;
States District
District Court
Court for
for
the Northern District of California vacated
vacated such
such forfeiture:
forfeiture: Provided,
Provided,
That no part of the amount appropriated
appropriated in
in this
Act in.
excess of
of 10
10
this Act
in excess
per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered
to or
received by
any
delivered to
or received
by any
agent
agent or attorney on account of services rendered
rendered in
in connection
with
connection with
this claim,
claim, and
and the same shall be unlawful,
this
unlawful, any contract to
contrary
to the
the contrary
notwithstanding.
notwithstandmg. Any person
person violating
the provisions
of this
violating the
provisions of
this Act
Act
shall be
be deemed
a misdemeanor
shall
deemed guilty of a
misdemeanor and upon
upon conviction
thereof
conviction thereof
shall be fined in any sum not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
Approved
Approved May 31,
1949.
31, 1949.
[CHAPTER 159]
159]
AN ACT
ACT

June 1,
1, 1949
1949
[H. R. 2089]
2089]
[Private Law
77]
[Private
Law 77]

William
William Price.

For the relief of William Price.
Price.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and House of
Be
of the
of Representatives
Representatives of
the
United States
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
United
States of .America
in Congress
That the
the CompComptroller General
troller
General of the United States is hereby authorized
authorized and
and directed
directed
to credit the accounts of William
William Price, of River
River Edge,
Edge, New
New Jersey,
Jersey,
in the
$3,280.18,2 in full settlement
settlement of all
in
the sum
sum of $3,280.18
claims against
against the
all claims
the
United States for services rendered as
postmaster at
at River
as acting
acting postmaster
River
Edge, New
Jersey from October
1, 1945,
Edge,
New Jersey,
October 1,
1945, to August 19,
1946: Provided,
Provided,
19, 1946:
That
appropriated in this Act in
That no
no part
part of the amount appropriated
in excess
excess of
of 10
10
per centum thereof shall be paid or
delivered to
or received
by any
any
or delivered
to or
received by
agent
agent or attorney
attorney on account of services rendered
in connection
with
rendered in
connection with
this claim and the same shall be unlawful, any
this
to the
the contrary
any contract
contract to
contrary
notwithstanding. Any person violating
notwithstanding.
violating the provisions
provisions of
of this
this Act
Act
shall be
be deemed
a misdemeanor
shall
deemed guilty of a
misdemeanor and upon conviction
conviction thereof
thereof
shall
be fined in any sum not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
shall be
Approved June 1,
1, 1949.
1949.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 160]

June 1,
1, 1949
1949
June
[H. R.
2268]
[H.
R. 2268]
[Private Law
[Private
Law 78]
78]
Forest L.
L. WeatherWeatherly.
ly.

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of Forest L. Weatherly.

Be it
encted by the Senate
Senate and
it enacted
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
and House of
United States
States of America in
Congress assembled,
United
in Congress
That the
Secretary
assembled, That
the Secretary
of the
of
the Treasury
Treasury is authorized
authorized and directed to pay, out of any money
money
i the
Treasury not otherwise
in
the Treasury
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to Forest L.
L. Weatherly,
Weatherly,

63
63 STAT.]
spAT4

81ST
IST SESS.—CHS.
SESS.-CHS. 160-162—JUNE
81sp CONG.,
CONG., Up
1, 1949
1949
160-162--JUNE 1,

1105
1105

Minneapolis, Minnesota,
Minneapolis,
Minnesota, the sum of $1,000.
$1,000. The
The payment
payment of
of such
such sum
sum
shall be
be in
in full
full settlement
settlement of all claims of the said Forest L.
shall
L. Weatherly
Weatherly
against
the
United
States
against the United States for personal injuries,
injuries, medical
and hospital
hospital
medical and
expenses,
expenses, and loss of earnings
earnings which
result of
of being
which he
he sustained
sustained as
as a
a result
being
struck, on March
March 11
11, 1944,
the intersection
intersecti on o
ourt h Avenue South
1944, at
at the
offF
Fourth
Avenue South
and
Ninth Street South, Minneapolis, Minnesota,
and Ninth
Minnesota, by
by an
automobile
an automobile
operated by
by an employee of the Post Office
operated
Office Department
Department engaged
engaged in
in the
the
performance of his duties as aa special-delivery
performance
carrier for
for the
special-delivery mail
mail carrier
the
United States post office at Minneapolis:
Minneapolis: Provided,
United
Provided, That
no part
of
That no
part of
the amount appropriated
appropriated in this Act
excess of
centum thereof
Act in
in excess
of 10
10 per
per centum
thereof
shall
be paid
paid or delivered
shall be
delivered to or received by
on
by any
any agent
agent or
or attorney
attorney on
account of
of services
account
services rendered in connection
connection with
this claim,
claim, and
with this
and the
the
same shall be unlawful, any contract
same
contract to
to the
contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding.
the contrary
Any
Any person violating the provisions
provisions of
of this
this Act
Act shall
shall be
be deemed
deemed guilty
guilty
of aamisdemeanor
misdemeanor and upon conviction
of
conviction thereof
thereof shall
be fined
shall be
fined in
in any
any
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
sum not
not exceeding
Approved
Approved June
1949.
June 1,
1, 1949.
[CHAPTER
161]
[CHAPTER 161]
ACT
AN ACT
For the relief of the legal guardian
guardian of
George Generazzo.
of George
Generazzo.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
Representatives of
Be
by the
Senate and House of Representatives
of the
the
United States
assembled, That
United
States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
the Secretary
Secretary
That the
of
of the Treasury
Treasury be, and he is hereby,
authorized and
directed to
hereby, authorized
and directed
to pay,
pay,
out
of any moneymoney in the Treasury
out of
Treasury not otherwise
to the
the
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
legal guardian
guardian of George Generazzo,
legal
Generazzo, Revere,
Revere, Massachusetts,
the sum
sum
Massachusetts, the
of $750,
$750, in full settlement of all claims against
of
United States
States for
for
against the
the United
personal
and pain
pain and suffering sustained by the said George
personal injuries
injuries and
George
Generazzo as aa result of his having been
Generazzo
United States
States
been struck
struck by
by aaUnited
Army
ambulance on a
a public highway
Army ambulance
highway in Revere,
Revere, Massachusetts,
Massachusetts, on
on
October 18, 1943: Provided,
Provided, That no
part of
of the
appropriated
no part
the amount
amount appropriated
in this
in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall
in
this Act
Act in
shall be
be paid
paid or
or delivdelivered to or received by any agent
or attorney
attorney on
account of
agent or
on account
of services
services
rendered
in connection
connection with this claim, and
rendered in
same shall
shall be
be unlawful,
unlawful,
and the
the same
any contract to the contrary
contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any
person violating
violating
Any person
the provisions of this Act shall be
guilty of
misdemeanor
be deemed
deemed guilty
of aamisdemeanor
and upon
upon conviction
and
conviction thereof shall be fined in any
sum not
not exceeding
exceeding
any sum
$1,000.
$1,000.

June 1,1,949
1049
June
[H.
R. 681]
[H. R.
681]
[Private
[Private Law
79]
Law 79]
Guardian of
Guardian
of George
George
Generazzo.
Generazo.

Approved
Approved June 1,
1, 1949.
1949.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 162]

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of
Thompson.
of Joseph Thompson.

Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the Senate and House of Repreeentatives
Be it
of the
the
Representatives of
United
States of America
America in
United States
in Congress
the Secretary
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
Secretary
of the Treasury
Treasury is authorized
authorized and
directed to
to pay
pay out
any money
money
and directed
out of
of any
in
the Treasury
otherwise appropriated
appropriated to
in the
Treasury not otherwise
Joseph Thompson,
to Joseph
Thompson,
Oberlin,
Oberlin, Allen Parish, Louisiana, the
payment of
of
the sum
sum of
of $6,000.
$6,000. The
The payment
such sum
sum shall be in full settlement
such
settlement of all
claims of
all claims
of the
the said
said Joseph
Joseph
Thompson against the United States for
Thompson
injuries sustained
result
for injuries
sustained as
as a
a result
of an
an accident
accident involving
involving a
a United States Army truck
of
truck on
on December
December
26, 1944, in Oberlin,
Oberlin Louisiana,
Louisiana, at
gasoline service
servi ce s
t
ati on l
oca t
ed
at aa gasoline
station
located
near
near Highway
Highway 165 where he was employed:
employed: Provided,
That no
no part
part of
of
Provided,That
the amount
amount appropriated
the
appropriated in this Act in excess of 10
10 per
thereof
per centum
centum
thereof
shall be
paid or
or delivered
shall
be paid
delivered to or received
received by any agent or
agents, attorattoror agents,
ney
or
attorneys,
rendered in
ney or attorneys, on account of services
services rendered
in connection
connection with
with
81939'---5-P.

8i939-5O--p.j

70
-- 70

June 1,
1949
June
1, 1949
[H.
R. 692]
[H. R.
692
[Private
Law
[Private Law 801
80]

Joseph Thompson.
Thompson.
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said
any contract
to the
Any person
person
notwithstanding. Any
contrary notwithstanding.
the contrary
contract to
claim, any
said claim,
violating
provisions of
of this
this Act
be deemed
deemed guilty of
a misdeof a
shall be
Act shall
the provisions
violating the
meanor and
thereof shall
be fined
fined in
in any
any sum
sum not
not
shall be
conviction thereof
upon conviction
and upon
meanor
exceeding
$1,000.
exceeding $1,000.
Approved
Approved June 1, 1949.
[CHAPTER 163]
[CHAPTER
June 1,
1949
1, 1949
June
[H. 12.
[H.
R. 1300]
[Private Law
Law 81]
81]
[Private
Mrs. Hope
Hope Irene
Irene
Mrs.
Bliley
Hope
(formerly Hope
Buley (formerly
Irene
Irene Dotseth).
Dotseth).

AN ACT
Irene Buley.
of Mrs. Hope Irene
relief of
the relief
For the

the
Be it
it enacted
the Senate
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of the
and House
by the
enacted by
Be
Secretary
That the Secretary
United
of America
in Congress
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
America in
States of
United States
of the
out of
money in
any money
of any
pay, out
to pay,
directed to
and directed
is authorized
authorized and
Treasury is
the Treasury
of
Buley
the Treasury
not otherwise
Mrs. Hope
Hope Irene
Irene Buley
to Mrs.
appropriated, to
otherwise appropriated,
Treasury not
the
(formerly
Irene Dotseth),
Dotseth), Bozeman,
Montana, the sum of
Bozeman, Montana,
Hope Irene
(formerly Hope
shall be in full settlement
$7,912.50. The
of such
such sum
settlement of
sum shall
payment of
The payment
$7,912.50.
all
the said
said Mrs.
Mrs. Hope
Buley against
against the United
United States
Irene Buley
Hope Irene
of the
claims of
all claims
medical, hospital,
on
personal injuries,
of wages,
and medical,
wages, and
loss of
injuries, loss
of personal
account of
on account
of being wounded, on
a result of
and
other expenses
by her
her as
as a
sustained by
expenses sustained
and other
Montana, by
December 25,
25, 1942,
1942, in
the Oasis
Night Club,
Club, Black
Eagle, Montana,
Black Eagle,
Oasis Night
in the
December
abullet
from the
gun of
of a
member of
of the
the Military
Military Police
Police
a member
the gun
discharged from
bullet discharged
a
who was
acting within
the scope
scope of
his authority
authority with respect to aa
of his
within the
was acting
who
of the amount
disturbance in
club: Provided,
Provided, That
no part
part of
amount
That no
night club:
such night
in such
disturbance
appropriated
10 per
centum thereof shall be
per centum
of 10
excess of
in excess
Act in
this Act
in this
appropriated in
account
on account
paid or
or received
by any
agent or
attorney on
or attorney
any agent
received by
to or
delivered to
or delivered
paid
the same shall
of
services rendered
rendered in
in connection
with this
and the
shall
claim, and
this claim,
connection with
of services
be unlawful,
unlawful, any
any contract
contract to
to the
the contrary
notwithstanding. Any
Any
contrary notwithstanding.
be
of
guilty of
person
the provisions
of this
Act shall
shall be
be deemed
deemed guilty
this Act
provisions of
violating the
person violating
misdemeanor and
and upon
sum
in any
any sum
be fined
fined in
shall be
thereof shall
conviction thereof
upon conviction
aamisdemeanor
not
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
not exceeding
Approved June
1, 1949.
1949.
June 1,
Approved
(CHAPTER 164]
[CHAPTER

June 1, 1949
1949
June
(H. R.
2261]
R. 22611
[H.
[Private Law
Law 821
821
[Private

Eva C.
0. Netzley
Netzley
Ridley and others.

ACT
AN ACT
For the
relief of
Netzley Ridley, William G. Stuff, Lois Stuff, and Harry
of Eva C. Netzley
the relief
For
E.
the estates
estates of Clyde C. Netzley
Netzley and Sarah C. Stuff.
and the
E. Ridley;
Ridley; and

Representatives of the
of Representatives
House of
Be it
by the
Senate and
and House
the Senate
it enacted
enacted by
Be
United
States of
of America
America in
in Congress
assembled, That
That the Secretary
Congress assembled,
United States
pay,
of the
the Treasury
be, and
and he
is hereby,
and directed
directed to
to pay,
hereby, authorized
authorized and
he is
Treasury be,
of
Eva
appropriated, to Eva
out of
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
the Treasury
Treasury not
in the
any money
money in
out
of any
sum of $1,000; to the
the sum
C. Netzley
Netzley Ridley,
Illinois, the
of Naperville,
Naperville, Illinois,
Ridley, of
C.
late of
administrator
estate of
Clyde C.
deceased, late
Netzley, deceased,
C. Netzley,
of Clyde
of the
the estate
administrator of
Stuff, of MercersNaperville, Illinois,
of $5,000;
$5,000; to
G. Stuff,
Mercersto William
William G.
sum of
the sum
Illinois, the
Naperville,
Stuff, as adminG. Stuff,
William G.
burg, Pennsylvania,
the sum
of $1,000,•
to William
$1,000; to
sum of
Pennsylvania, the
burg,
Mercersburg,
deceased, late of Mercersburg,
Stuff, deceased,
istrator
of the
the estate
estate of
Sarah C. Stuff,
of Sarah
istrator of
Stuff, nee Greenawalt,
Pennsylvania,
the sum
sum of
of $2,000;
Lois Stuff,
Greenawalt, of
to Lois
$2,000; to
Pennsylvania, the
to Harry
and to
$3,500; and
Mercersburg,
the sum
sum of
Harry E. Ridley,
of $3,500;
Pennsylvania, the
Mercersburg, Pennsylvania,
full
of Naperville,
the sum
sum of
all, $12,668.85,
in full
$12,668.85, in
in all,
of $168.85;
$168.85; in
Illinois, the
Naperville, Illinois,
of
settlement
all claims
claims against
against the United States for personal
personal injuries,
of all
settlement of
a National
National
collision with a
death,
and property
in a
a collision
sustained in
damage sustained
property damage
death, and
in connection
operated in
Park
Service truck,
connection with the Civilian Consertruck, operated
Park Service
Thirty-first
vation Corps,
on August
24, 1935,
1935, at
at the intersection
intersection of Thirty-first
August 24,
Corps, on
vation
Du
Street
with Illinois
State Highway
Highway Numbered
Hinsdale, Du
54, near
near Hinsdale,
Numbered 54,
Illinois State
Street with
Page County,
County, Illinois:
Illinois: Provided,
part of
of the amount
amount approapprono part
That no
Provided, That
Page
per centum
10 per
priated
in this
Act in
in excess
of 10
centum thereof shall be paid or
excess of
this Act
priated in
delivered to
to or
or received
any agent
agent or attorney on account of services
by any
received by
delivered
the same shall be unlawful,
this claim,
claim, and the
rendered in
in connection
with this
connection with
rendered

83 S
STAT.]
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TAT.]
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81err
SESS.—CHS.164, 165,
165, 167,
1, 2,
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1949
167, 168—JUNE
168-JUNE 1,

any contract to the contrary
contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any
Any person
person violating
violating
the provisions
provisions of this Act shall
shall be
be deemed
guilty of
of a
amisdemeanor
misdemeanor
deemed guilty
shall be
and upon conviction
conviction thereof shall
fined in
any sum
sum not
exceeding
be fined
in any
not exceeding
$1,000.
$1,000.
Approved June
June 1,
1949.
Approved
1, 1949.
[CHAPTER
165]
[CHAPTER 165]

AN ACT
ACT

June
1, 1949
June 1,
1949
[H.
[H. R.
R. 3663]
3663]
[Private Law
[Private
Law 83]
83]

For the relief of
Lawrence Reves.
Reyes.
of Lawrence

enacted by
Be it
it enacted
and House
House of
of Representatives
of the
by the Senate
Senate and
Representatives of
the
United States of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary
of the Treasury
Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized
and directed
to pay,
pay,
authorized and
directed to
otherwise appropriated,
out of any money in the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise
the sum
appropriated, the
sum
of $129.48 to Lawrence
Reves, of Duck Hill,
Lawrence Reyes,
Mississippi, in
full settleHill, Mississippi,
in full
settlement of all claims against the United
United States
for damages
damages sustained
by
States for
sustained by
the said Lawrence Reves
Reyes on the 20th day of
May 1946
of May
1946 as
as the
the result
result of
of
the negligent and wrongful operation of a
United States
States Army
Army vehicle
vehicle
a United
at Camp McCain,
McCain, Mississippi, by
member of
armed forces
the
by aamember
of the
the armed
forces of
of the
and there acting
United States who was not then and
within the
scope of
of
acting within
the scope
his office and employment:
employment: Provided,
Provided, That
That no
no part
of the
the amount
part of
amount
appropriated in this Act in excess of 10
appropriated
shall be
10 per centum
centum thereof
thereof shall
be
paid or delivered
delivered to
received by
any agent
attorney on
on account
account
to or received
by any
agent or
or attorney
of services rendered in connection
connection with
this claim,
claim, and
the same
same shall
with this
and the
shall
be unlawful, any contract
contrary notwithstanding.
contract to
to the
the contrary
notwithstanding. Any
Any
person violating
violating the provisions
provisions of
of this
this Act
deemed guilty
of
Act shall
shall be
be deemed
guilty of
a misdemeanor
a
misdemeanor and upon
thereof shall
shall be
sum
upon conviction
conviction thereof
be fined
fined in
in any
any sum
not
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
not exceeding
Approved June
June 1,
1, 1949.
1949.

Lawrence Reves.
Lawrence
Reyes.

[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 167]

AN
AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of Catherine
A. I.
Lang.
Catherine S.
S. Tremayne
Tremayne and
and A.
I. Lang.

it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
and House of
Be it
of the
of Representatives
Representatives of
the
United States
States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
the Secretary
That the
Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby,
and directed
directed to
to pay,
hereby, authorized
authorized and
pay,
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise
appropriated, the
the
otherwise appropriated,
sum of $500
$500 to Catherine
Catherine S. Tremayne,
Tremayne of Merriam,
Kansas, and
to
Merriam, Kansas,
and to
pay the sum of $2,500
$2,500 to
I. Lang,
Lang, of
of Merriam,
Merriam, Kansas,
full settlesettleto A. I.
Kansas, in
in full
ment of all claims against the United States
for personal
personal injuries,
States for
injuries,
medical and hospital expenses sustained
sustained as aa result
result of
of an
an accident
accident
a United States
involving a
into a
a subStates Army plane,
plane, when
when it
it crashed
crashed into
suburban residential
residential area near Merriam, Kansas,
Kansas, on
July 26,
26, 1944:
1944:
on July
Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated
Provided,
appropriated in
in this
this Act
Act in
in
thereof shall
excess of 10 per centum thereof
or delivered
delivered to
or received
received
shall be
be paid
paid or
to or
by any agent or attorney on account of services
rendered in
in connection
connection
services rendered
with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful,
any contract
the
unlawful, any
contract to
to the
contrary
contrary notwithstanding. Any person
violating the
the provisions
provisions of
person violating
of
this Act shall be deemed guilty
misdemeanor and
and upon
upon conviction
conviction
guilty of
of aamisdemeanor
thereof shall be fined
fined in
in any
any sum
exceeding $1,000.
sum not
not exceeding
$1,000.
Approved June
June 2,
Approved
2, 1949.
1949.
[CHAPTER 168]
[CHAPTER
168]

June 2,
2, 1949
June
1949
[H. R.
R. 761]
761]
[H.
[Private
[Private Law
Law 84]
84]
Catherine
S. TreT reCatherine S.
mayne
A.I. Lang.
Lang.
mayne and
and A.I.

AN
AN ACT
ACT

guardian of Andrew
For the relief of the legal guardian
Andrew Ferdinand DeWitt
DeWitt III, a
a minor.

June
June 2,
2, 1949
1949
[H.
[H. R.
R. 1098]
1098]

[Private Law
Law 85]

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
Guardian of Andrew
United States
States of America in
United
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the
assembled, That
the Secretary
Secretary Ferdinand
Fenrdian'
W
DeWitt
DJ.
m.
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of the
Treasury be,
be, and
and he
he is
is hereby,
and directed
to pay,
pay, out
out
directed to
authorized and
hereby, authorized
the Treasury
of
of any
any money
money in
in the
the Treasury
Treasury not
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
legal
the legal
to the
of
guardian
of Andrew
III, of route
Alexandria,
route 21, Alexandria,
DeWitt III,
Ferdinand DeWitt
Andrew Ferdinand
guardian of
Louisiana, a
minor, the
sum of
of $6,000,
$6,000, in
in full settlement of all claims
the sum
a minor,
Louisiana,
against
the United
United States
death of his father,
of the death
account of
on account
States on
against the
Andrew
Ferdinand
DeWitt,
Junior,
in
an
accident
caused by a
aUnited
United
caused
accident
an
in
Junior,
DeWitt,
Andrew Ferdinand
States
Army vehicle
vehicle near
city of
of Alexandria,
Louisiana, in the
Alexandria, Louisiana,
the city
near the
States Army
parish
State of
of Louisiana,
Louisiana, on
Provided,
15, 1941: Provided,
March 15,
on March
Rapides, State
of Rapides,
parish of
That
the amount
amount appropriated
appropriated in this Act in excess of 10
10
of the
part of
no part
hat no
per
centum thereof
paid or
or delivered
delivered to or received by any
be paid
shall be
thereof shall
per centum
agent
or agents,
attorney or
on account
account of
services rendered
rendered
of services
attorneys, on
or attorneys,
agents, attorney
agent or
or
in
with said
shall be
be unlawful
any agent or
for any
unlawful for
It shall
claim. It
said claim.
connection with
in connection
receive
agents,
attorney
or
attorneys,
to
exact,
collect,
withhold,
receive
or
withhold,
collect,
exact,
to
attorneys,
or
attorney
agents,
any sum
sum of
the amount
amount appropriated
Act in
excess of 10 per
in excess
this Act
in this
appropriated in
of the
any
with said
connection
centum
thereof
on
account
services
rendered
in
connection
services
of
account
on
thereof
centum
claim, any
any contract
to the
notwithstanding. Any person
contrary notwithstanding.
the contrary
contract to
claim,
violating the
provisions of
this Act
deemed guilty of aamisdebe deemed
shall be
Act shall
of this
the provisions
violating
meanor and
and upon
upon conviction
conviction thereof
thereof shall
fined in any sum not
be fined
shall be
meanor
exceeding
$1,000.
exceeding $1,000.
Approved
June 2, 1949.
Approved June
[CHAPTER 169]
169]
[CHAPTER
June
2, 1949
1949
June 2,

[
H.R.
580]
R. 580]
[H.
[Private Law 86]
[Private
Bank
Kodiak,
Bank of Kodiak,
Kodiak,
Alaska.
Kodiak, Alaska.

the
Representatives of the
House of Representatives
Be it
it enacted
enacted by the
the Senate and House
Be
Secretary
That
United
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
the
Secretary
assembled,
Congress
in
America
of
United States
of
Treasury be,
be, and
and he
he is
is hereby,
directed to pay,
and directed
authorized and
hereby, authorized
of the
the Treasury
out
of any
any money
the Treasury
otherwise appropriated, to the
not otherwise
Treasury not
in the
money in
out of
Bank of
Kodiak, Alaska,
Ala.ska, the sum of $3,000,
$3,000, in full settlement
settlement
Kodiak, Kodiak,
of Kodiak,
Bank
of all
claims against
the United
United States
reimbursement in the loss
States for reimbursement
against the
all claims
of
steamship
of mutilated
United States aboard the steamship
the United
currency of the
mutilated currency
of
Yukon
Provided, That no part of the amount
February 4, 1946: Provided,
Yukon on February
appropriated
in this
this Act
in excess
thereof shall be
excess of 10 per centum thereof
Act in
appropriated in
account
paid or
or delivered
to or
received by
attorney on account
agent or attorney
any agent
by any
or received
delivered to
paid
same
of
services
rendered
in
connection
this
claim,
and
the
shall
with
connection
in
rendered
of services
be unlawful,
unlawful, any
any contract
contrary notwithstanding. Any perto the contrary
contract to
be
a
son violating
violating the
deemed guilty of a
provisions of this Act shall be deemed
the provisions
son
misdemeanor and
conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum
upon conviction
and upon
misdemeanor
not exceeding
$1,000.
exceeding $1,000.
not
Approved
Approved June 2, 1949.
[CHAPTER 170]
[CHAPTER

June 3, 1949
1949
June
[H. R.
1076]
[H.
R. 1076]
[Private
87]
[Private Law 87]

Jennie Olsen Anderson.

AN ACT

Kodiak, Alaska.
For the
the relief
relief of
the Bank
of Kodiak,
Kodiak, Kodiak,
Bank of
of the
For

AN ACT
For
For the relief of Jennie Olsen Anderson.

House of Representatives
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate and House
Representatives of the
by the
Be
United
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
That the Secretary
assembled,
Congress
in
America
of
States
United
of
Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized and directed to pay,
of the Treasury
appropriated, to
out of
of any
any money
in the
Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
the Treasury
money in
out
Jennie Olsen
Olsen Anderson,
Brooklyn, New York, the sum of $5,000.
Anderson, of Brooklyn,
Jennie
The
of such
such sum shall be in full settlement of all claims
payment of
The payment
Edward
against
the United
States for the death of her husband, Carl Edward
United States
against the
Anderson, sustained
as the
accident of an elevator
elevator on
the result of an accident
sustained as
Anderson,
December 3,
1943, in
Washington Street, Newark,
in the building at 213 Washington
3, 1943,
December
New Jersey,
which was
occupied by
by and under the control and superwas occupied
Jersey, which
New
vision
of the
Public Building
Administration, Office of Dependency
Dependency
Building Administration,
the Public
vision of
appropriated in this
Benefits:
Provided, That no part
part of the amount appropriated
Benefits: Prowded,

63
TAT.]
63 S
STT.]
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170, 172-174-31TNE
1949
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per centum
centum thereof
shall be
be paid
or delivered
to or
or
Act in
in excess
excess of
of 10
10 per
thereof shall
paid or
delivered to
received
received by any agent or attorney
attorney on account
rendered in
in
account of
of services
services rendered
connection with
unlawful, any
any conconnection
with this claim,
claim, and
and the
the same
same shall
shall be
be unlawful,
contract to
contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any
Any person
person violating
tract
to the
the contrary
violating the
the proprovisions of this Act shall
shall be
deemed guilty
misdemeanor and
be deemed
guilty of aamisdemeanor
and upon
upon
conviction
be fined
in any
any sum
sum not
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
conviction thereof
thereof shall
shall be
fined in
not exceeding
Approved
1949.
Approved June
June 3,
3, 1949.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 172]

AN ACT
ACT

To transfer
transfer the Pomona station
station of the Agriculture
Agriculture Remount
Remount Service, Department
Department
of Agriculture,
Agriculture, at
at Pomona,
Pomona, California.

it enacted
Be it
enacted by
Representatives of
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
of the
the
United States
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
United
States of
America in
That the
the Secretary
Secretary
Agriculture is
authorized and
directed to
and convey
to
of Agriculture
is authorized
and directed
to transfer
transfer and
convey to
Incorporated, without
real
the W. K.
K. Kellogg
Kellogg Foundation,
Foundation, Incorporated,
without cost,
cost, the
the real
property, comprising
hundred and
twelve acres,
property,
comprising eight
eight hundred
and twelve
acres, more
more or
or less,
less,
of the
Agriculture Remount
at Pomona,
Pomona, California,
California, which
which
of
the Agriculture
Remount Station
Station at
originally in the
K. Kellogg,
was conveyed
tract, originally
the ownership
ownership of
of W. K.
Kellogg, was
conveyed
to the
United States
War Department
Departto
the United
States acting
acting through
through the
the War
Department (now
(now Department of
Army) and
subsequently transferred
transferred to
Department
ment
of the
the Army)
and subsequently
to the
the Department
of
pursuant to
the Act
Act of
1948 (62
Stat. 197),
of Agriculture
Agriculture pursuant
to the
of April
April 21,
21, 1948
(62 Stat.
197)
and such
such of
the personal
personal property
property of
of this
this station
station as
be agreed
and
of the
as may
may be
agreed
Secretary of
the W.
W. K.
K.
upon, in
in writing, by
by the
the Secretary
of Agriculture
Agriculture and
and the
Kellogg
Kellogg Foundation, Incorporated.
Incorporated.
Approved June
June 4,
4, 1949.
1949.
Approved
[CHAPTER 173]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
ACT
AN

For
the relief
relief of
the estate
estate of
Minerva C.
of Mrs.
Mrs. Minerva
C. Davis.
For the
of the

Be
Be it
it enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
United States
States of
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
the Secretary
United
America in
That the
Secretary
Treasury is authorized
authorized and directed to pay, out of any
any money
of the
the Treasury
money
in
the Treasury
Treasury not
not otherwise
appropriated, to
to the
Mrs.
in the
otherwise appropriated,
the estate
estate of
of Mrs.
Minerva C.
C. Davis,
Davis, the
the sum
sum of
of $1,654.30,
$1,654.30, in
full settlement
settlement of
of all
all claims
Minerva
in full
claims
against
the United
States for
the amount
amount of
check numbered
numbered 308977
308977,
against the
United States
for the
of check
which was
payable to
which
was made payable
to Mrs.
Mrs. Minerva
Minerva C. Davis
Davis on
on account of
of
pension due,
at the
office of
of the
the addressee
pension
due, but
but arrived
arrived at
the post
post office
addressee after
after her
her
death and
and was
to the
Treasury for
for cancellation:
Provided,
death
was returned
returned to
the Treasury
cancellation: Provided,
That no
appropriated in
this Act
excess of
of 10
10
That
no part
part of
of the
the amount
amount appropriated
in this
Act in
in excess
per centum
paid or
to or
or received
received by
by any
any
shall be
be paid
or delivered
delivered to
per
centum thereof
thereof shall
agent or
on account
in connection
rendered in
connection with
with
agent
or attorney
attorney on
account of
of services
services rendered
this
claim, and
and the
same shall
shall be
unlawful, any
contract to
this claim,
the same
be unlawful,
any contract
to the
the concontrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any
violating the
this
trary
Any person
person violating
the provisions
provisions of
of this
Act shall
be deemed
deemed guilty
guilty of
of a
a misdemeanor
and upon
upon conviction
conviction
misdemeanor and
Act
shall be
thereof
shall be
be fined
fined in
in any
any sum
sum not
$1,000.
not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
thereof shall
Approved June
Approved
June 7, 1949.
[CHAPTER 174]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
AN
ACT
For the
the relief
For
relief of
of John
John Keith.
Keith.

Be
it enacted
the Senate
of Representatives
the
Be it
enacted by
by the
Senate and
and House
House of
Representatives of the
United
in Congress
Congress assembled,
United States of
of America
America in
assembled, That
That the Secretary
Secretary
of the
and directed
directed to
to pay,
of any
of
the Treasury
Treasury is
is authorized
authorized and
pay, out
out of
any money
money
John Keith,
in the
the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
to John
Keith, Los
Los

June
June 4, 1949
1949
[B. 969]
[.
969]
[Private Law 88]

W.
K. Kellogg
Kellogg
W. K.
Foundation, Inc.
Inc.
Conveyance,
Conveyance.

7
8. C., Supp. II
7 U. S.
§
fI436-438.
46-438

June 7,
1940
June
7,1949
[H. R. 7381
738]
[Private Law
[Private
Law 891
891
Minerva C.
C.
Mrs. Minerva
Davis, estate.
estate.

tune
mune
7, 1949

[H.
R. 1067]
1057]
[H. B.
[Private Law
[Private
Law 90]
90]
John
Fobn Keith.
Keith.
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[63 S
TAT.
STAT.
[63

Angeles,
loss
Such sum represents
represents the loss
of $9,000. Such
California, the
the sum of
Angeles, California,
sustained by
by Mr.
Mr. Keith
respect to
into with
with
entered into
Keith with
with respect
to aacontract
contract entered
sustained
the
Works Agency
Agency in
in 1944
for the
the construction
the Frontier
1944 for
construction of
of the
Frontier
the Federal
Federal Works
Elementary School
An error
error in
in transposing
transposing
in San
San Diego,
Diego, California.
California. An
School in
Elementary
estimate figures
figures to
to determine
determine bid
bid resulted
resulted in
in contracts
contracts drawn
drawn up
up for
for a
a
estimate
sum lower
lower than
had been
been intended
intended by
contractor. However,
However, the
the
by the
the contractor.
sum
than had
correct
sum of
the bid
was much
lower than
than that
any
that submitted
submitted by
by any
bid was
much lower
correct sum
of the
other
contractor on
on this
project: Provided,
Provided, That
That no
of the
amount
no part
part of
the amount
this project:
other contractor
appropriated in
in this
in excess
10 per
centum thereof
thereof shall
shall be
be
per centum
excess of
of 10
Act in
this Act
appropriated
paid or
or delivered
delivered to
or received
by any
agent or
attorney on
on account
account
paid
to or
received by
any agent
or attorney
of
services rendered
in connection
with this
and the
claim, and
the same
same shall
shall
connection with
this claim,
of services
rendered in
be
unlawful, any
any contract
the contrary
notwithstanding. Any
contract to
to the
contrary notwithstanding.
be unlawful,
person violating
violating the
the provisions
of this
shall be
of
be deemed
deemed guilty
guilty of
this Act
Act shall
provisions of
person
and upon
upon conviction
thereof shall
shall be
be fined
sum
in any
any sum
fined in
aamisdemeanor
misdemeanor and
conviction thereof
not
exceeding $1,000.
not exceeding
Approved
June 7, 1949.
1949.
Approved June
[CHAPTER 177]
[CHAPTER
June 7,1949
7, 1949
(H. R. 639)
639]
[H.
lFrivate
911
[Private Law 913

B. Craig.
Mark B.

William E. Fitzgerald.

Bernice 0.
G. Hogan.
Hogan.

J. Howard.
Alex I.
Howard.

Narious
Mc.
Narlous A.
A. McHughes.
Hughes.

Marion E.
E. Martin.
Martin.

Earl H. Neely.
EarlH.

Jeff D. Newkirk.
Newkirk.

P. Wood.
David P.

ACT
AN ACT
For the relief of Mark B. Craig and others.

Be
the
Representatives of the
Howse of Representatives
enacted by the
the Senate
Senate and House
Be it
it enacted
United States of America in
Secretary
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary
United
in Congress
of the Treasury is authorized and directed
directed to pay, out of any money in
appropriated, to each of the following
following
the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
employees of the Post Office Department
Department the sum specified
specified with respect
respect
employees
payment
reimbursement for the payment
to such employee, such sum to be in reimbursement
Department
of an equal amount by such employee to the Post Office Department
on account
account of the payment of the post office money order or orders
stolen on July 5,
5, 1946, from the United States post office at Kedron,
Kedron,
Arkansas, and specified
specified with respect to such employee:
Arkansas,
employee:
(1) Mark
Mark B. Craig, United States post office, Russellville,
(1)
Arkansas, post-office
post-office money order numbered
numbered 25985 in the amount
amount
of $100, the sum of $100;
$100;
(2)
E. Fitzgerald, United States post office, Fort
(2) William E.
Smith, Arkansas, post-office
'Post-office money order numbered
in the
amount of $100,
sum of
$100, the
the sum
of $100;
$100;
(3)
Hogan, United
United States post
(3) Bernice G. Hogan,
post office,
office, Conway,
Arkansas, post-office
post-office money orders numbered
nmllbered 25995 and 25996,
each in the amount of $100
$100, the sum of $200;
(4) Alex
Morrilton,
(4)
Alex J.
J. Howard,
Howard, United
United States post office,
office, Morrilton,
Arkansas, post-office
post-office money order numbered
numbered 25988 in the amount
amount
$100;
of $100, the sum of $100;
(5) Narious
Narious A. McHughes, United States post office,
(5)
office, Little
Rock,
Arkansas,
post-office
money
orders
numbered
25000,
Rock,
and 25994,
Arkansas,
each i
post-office
n the amount
money
of $100,
ordersthe
numbered
sum of $300;
25000, 25993,
25993,
and 25994, each in the amount of $100, the sum of $300;
(6) Marion
E. Martin, United States post office, Van Buren,
(6)
Marion E.
Arkansas, post-office money order numbered 25981 in the amount
amount
of $100,
$100, the sum of $100;
$100;
(7)
(7) Earl H. Neely, United States post office, Benton, Arkansas,
post-office money order numbered 25983 in the amount of $100,
$100,
$100;
the sum
sum of $100;
(8) Jeff D. Newkirk, United States post office, Hot Springs
National
National Park, post-office
post-office money
money order
order numbered
numbered 25997 in the
amount of $100, the sum of $100; and
and
amount
(9) David P. Wood, United States post office,
office, North Little
(9)
Rock, Arkansas, post-office
numbered 25980, 25986,
25986,
Rock,
post-office money orders numbered
and 25987,
25987, each in the amount of $100,
$100, the sum of $300:
$300:

63 STAT.]
STAT.]
63
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Provided,
That no
no part
part of
of any
any sum
sum appropriated
this Act
Act shall
shall be
be
Provided,That
appropriated in
in this
paid or
or delivered
delivered to
to or
any,agent
agent or
on account
paid
or received
received by
by any
or attorney
attorney on
account of
of
services
rendered in
in connection
with the
by the
payment
services rendered
connection with
the claim
claim satisfied
satisfied by
the payment
of
sum, and
the same
same shall
unlawful, any
contract to
the
of such
such sum,
and the
shall be
be unlawful,
any contract
to the
contrary
person violating
the provisions
provisions of
contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any
Any person
violating the
of
this
Act shall
shall be
upon conviction
conviction
this Act
be deemed
deemed guilty
guilty of
of aamisdemeanor
misdemeanor and
and upon
thereof shall
shall be
thereof
be fined
not exceeding
$1,000.
fined in
in any
any sum
sum not
exceeding $1,000.
Approved
7, 1949.
1949.
Approved June
June 7,
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 178]
178]

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of Frank J. Patzke and others.

Be
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
of the
the
Be it
it enacted
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
United States
States of
United
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary
of
Treasury is
is authorized
authorized and
pay, out
out of
of any
money
of the
the Treasury
and directed
directed to
to pay,
any money
in the
the Treasury
Treasury not
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
following
in
not otherwise
to each
each of
of the
the following
persons the
the sum
sum specified
specified with
with respect
to such
such person,
persons
respect to
person, in
in full
full settlesettlement
of all
all claims
claims of
of such
such person
States on
ment of
person against
against the
the United
United States
on account
account
of the
the death
death of
of the
the person
or persons
persons indicated
who were
were killed
an
of
person or
indicated who
killed in
in an
explosion of
of aaJapanese
bomb near
Bly, Oregon,
May 5,
5, 1945:
1945:
explosion
Japanese bomb
near Bly,
Oregon, on
on May
Frank J.
Grand Forks,
Dakota, and
and Bertha
Bertha Myrtle
Frank
J. Patzke,
Patzke, Grand
Forks, North
North Dakota,
Myrtle
Patzke,
Bly, Oregon,
total sum
of $6,000
death of
their
Patzke, of
of Bly,
Oregon, the
the total
sum of
$6,000 for
for the
the death
of their
minor
son, Richard
Patzke, and
and their
minor daughter,
Ethel
minor son,
Richard Joe
Joe Patzke,
their minor
daughter, Ethel
Jean Patzke;
Jean
Patzke;
Archie Mitchell,
Mitchell, Bly,
Oregon, the
of $5,000
$5,000 for
for the
of his
his
the death
death of
Bly, Oregon,
the sum
sum of
Archie
wife,
Mrs. Elsie
Mitchell;
Elsie Mitchell;
wife, Mrs.
J.
Shoemaker, Bly,
Bly, Oregon,
the sum
sum of
of $3,000
for the
the death
of
death of
$3,000 for
Oregon, the
J. L.
L. Shoemaker,
his
minor son,
son, Sherman
Sherman Shoemaker;
Shoemaker;
his minor
Einar Engen,
Engen, Bly,
Oregon, the
the sum
sum of
of $3,000
the death
death of
$3,000 for
for the
of his
his
Einar
Bly, Oregon,
minor
son, Edward
Edward Milian
Milian Engen;
minor son,
Engen; and
and
N.
Gifford, Bly,
Oregon, the
sum of
of $3,000
the death
death of
his
of his
$3,000 for
for the
Bly, Oregon,
the sum
N. L.
L. Gifford,
any sum
approThat no
of any
minor son,
Jay Gifford:
Provided, That
no part
part of
sum approGifford: Provided,
minor
son, Jay
priated in
in this
be paid
by any
any
priated
this Act
Act shall
shall be
paid or
or delivered
delivered to
to or
or received
received by
agent
attorney on
of services
rendered in
connection with
with
in connection
services rendered
or attorney
on account
account of
agent or
the claim
by the
payment of
sum, and
and the
shall
the same
same shall
of such
such sum,
satisfied by
the payment
the
claim satisfied
be unlawful,
unlawful, any
any contract
to the
notwithstanding. Any
Any
contract to
the contrary
contrary notwithstanding.
be
person violating
the provisions
provisions of
deemed guilty
guilty of
of
this Act
Act shall
shall be
be deemed
of this
violating the
person
a
misdemeanor and
and upon
conviction thereof
shall be
any sum
sum
fined in
in any
thereof shall
be fined
upon conviction
a misdemeanor
not
not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
Approved June
7, 1949.
1949.
June 7,
Approved
[CHAPTER 179]
170]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
For the relief of Hal W. Cline.

Be
enacted by
by the
and House
Howe of
of Representatives
the
of the
Representatives of
the Senate
Senate and
Be it
it enacted
United States
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
the Secretary
That the
Secretary
assembled, That
States of
United

of
Treasury is
is authorized
and directed
directed to
to pay,
out of
of any
any money
money
pay, out
authorized and
the Treasury
of the
in
the Treasury
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
Hal W.
W. Cline,
Cline, Atlanta
Atlanta
to Hal
not otherwise
in the
Treasury not
Georgia, the
of such sum shall be in full
The payment
payment of
sum of
of $5,000. The
Georgia,
the sum
settlement
of all
of the
the said
against the
the United
United
Hal W.
W. Cline
Cline against
said Hal
all claims
claims of
settlement of
States
on account
account of
personal injuries
sustained by
by him
October 1,
1,
him on
on October
injuries sustained
of personal
States on
1943,
down by
by several
while performing
performing
several soldiers
soldiers while
knocked down
when he
he was
was knocked
1943, when
his duties
as passenger-train
conductor of
of the
the Atlanta
Atlanta and
Point
and West
West Point
passenger-train conductor
his
duties as
Railroad
amount approapprothe amount
That no
no part
part of the
Provided, That
Company: Provided,
Railroad Company:
priated
in this
this Act
Act in
in excess
excess of
per centum
be paid
shall be
paid
thereof shall
of 10
10 per
centum thereof
priated in

dune
anne 7, 1919
1949
R. 1299]
[H. R.12991
[Private
[Private Law 92]
92]

Frank S.. retake
Patzke
and Bertha Myrtle
Patake.
Patzke.

Archie Mitchell.
Mitchell.
J. L. Shoemaker.
Shoemaker.

Einar Engen.
Engen.
Einar
N. L. Gifford.
Gifford.

rune 7,
7, 194
1949
June
[H. R.
R. 171]
1497]
IH.
[Private Law 93]
[Private
931
Hal W. Cline.

HalW. Cline-
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[63 S
STAT.

or delivered to or received
received by any
agent or
on account
account of
of
any agent
or attorney
attorney on
services rendered
rendered in connection with this
this claim,
the same
same shall
shall be
be
claim, and
and the
unlawful, any contract
contract to the contrary
Any person
person
contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any
violating the provisions of this Act shall
violating
be deemed
guilty of
shall be
deemed guilty
of a
a mismisdemeanor
demeanor and upon conviction thereof
thereof shall be
be fined
fined in
in any
not
any sum
sum not
exceeding $1,000.
exceeding
$1,000.
Approved June 7, 1949.
[CHAPTER 186]
186]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
ACT

Tune
June 9, 1949
[H. R.
R. 1062]
1062]
[Private Law
Law 94]
94]
[Private
Lorrayne
Lorrayne E.
E. Grans.
Graus.

For the relief of Lorrayne
Lorrayne E.
Graus.
E. Graus.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
Be
and House
Representatives of
House of
of Representatives
of the
the
United States of America
America in Congress
United
That the
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
the Secretary
Secretary
of the Treasury
Treasury be, and he is hereby,
hereby, authorized
and directed
to pay,
pay,
authorized and
directed to
out of any money in the Treasury not
otherwise appropriated,
to
not otherwise
appropriated, to
Lorrayne
Lorrayne E. Graus, of 1128 West Twenty-eighth
Angeles,
Twenty-eighth Street,
Street, Los
Los Angeles,
California,
California, the sum of $750, in full settlement
settlement of
claims against
of all
all claims
against the
the
United States for personal injuries, medical
United
and other
other expenses,
and
medical and
expenses, and
losses
losses sustained by her as a
a result of a
Navy ambulance
striking the
a Navy
ambulance striking
the
automobile
automobile in
in which she was riding at the intersection
intersection of
of Thirtieth
Thirtieth
Street and Figueroa
Figueroa Street in the city of Los Angeles,
Street
Angeles, California,
California, on
on
December
Provided, That no
December 23, 1943: Provided,
no part
of the
the amount
amount appropart of
appropriated
in this Act in excess
priated in
excess of 10 per centum
centum thereof
shall be
be paid
thereof shall
paid
or delivered
or
delivered to or received
received by any agent or attorney
attorney on
on account
account of
of
services
rendered in connection
services rendered
connection with this claim,
the same
same shall
shall
claim, and
and the
be
unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding.
be unlawful,
Any
notwithstanding. Any
person
violating the provisions
provisions of this Act
person violating
Act shall
shall be
guilty of
of
be deemed
deemed
guilty
aa misdemeanor
misdemeanor and upon conviction
conviction thereof
shall be
any
thereof shall
be fined
fined in
in any
sum not to exceed
exceed $1,000.
$1,000.
Approved June 9,
9, 1949.
1949.
[CHAPTER 188]
[CHAPTER
188]

June 10, 1949
[H.
[R. R. 14971
1497]

[Private Law
(Private
Law 95]
951
Ralph A. Wood.

Ralph A. Wood.

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of
Ralph A.
A. Wood.
Wood.
of Ralph

Be it
it enacted
Senate and
and House of
of Representatives
Be
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Representatives of
the
of the
United States of America in Congress
United
assembled, That
the Secretary
Congress assembled,
That the
Secretary
of
of the
the Treasury is authorized
authorized and directed to
pay, out
out of
of any
any money
to pay,
money
in the
the Treasury
appropriated, to
in
Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
to Ralph
Ralph A.
A. Wood,
Wood, subsubstitute carrier in the United States post
Oakland, California,
post office
office at
at Oakland,
California,
the sum
sum of
of $681.33.
the
$681.33. Such sum represents
represents the amount
which the
amount for
for which
the
said Ralph
Wood was held liable to the United States
said
Ralph A. Wood
on account
account
States on
of the loss on October 7, 1942, of aa registered
of
letter placed
registered letter
placed in
in his
his
custody
and containing
custody and
containing currency
currency and coin in
the amount
amount of
of $681.33,
$681.33,
in the
which
which loss
loss occurred
occurred while
while the said Ralph A. Wood was rendering
rendering first
first
aid to
to aawounded
wounded man on Seventh Street,
Oakland, California.
California. Such
Such
Street, Oakland,
sum shall be paid only on condition that
sum
said Ralph
Ralph A.
A. Wood
Wood shall
that the
the said
shall
use
such sum,
use such
sum, or such part thereof as may be necessary,
necessary, to
to make
make full
full
reimbursement
reimbursement to the Fidelity and Casualty Company
of New
York
Company of
New
York
for
the amount
for the
amount which such company, as surety on the bond
of the
the said
bond of
said
Ralph
Wood, was
was required
required to pay to the United
Ralph A.
A. Wood,
United States
account
States on
on
account
of
such loss:
loss: Provided,
Provided, That no part of the amount
of such
in
amount appropriated
appropriated in
this Act
Act in
in excess
excess of
10 per centum
centum thereof shall be paid or delivered
this
of 10
delivered
to
to or
or received
received by any agent or attorney
attorney on account of
of services
services rendered
rendered
in connection
connection with this claim, and the same shall
in
shall be
be unlawful,
unlawful, any
any
contract to the contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any
contract
violating the
Any person
person violating
the

63
63 STAT.]
STAT.]
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provisions of this Act shall be deemed
deemed guilty
guilty of
of a
and
a misdemeanor
misdemeanor and
upon conviction
conviction thereof
thereof shall be fined in
not exceeding
$1,000.
in any
any sum
sum not
exceeding $1,000.
Approved
Approved June
June 10,
10, 1949.
1949.
[
CHAPTER 189]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
ACT
For the
the relief of Ben Luke Pond, Shao Hung
Hung Pond, and David Yat
Wei Pond.
Yat Wei
Pond.
Be it
it enacted
by the
and House
House of
Representatives of
Be
enacted by
the Senate and
of Representatives
of the
the
United
United States of America in
in Congress
assembled, That
in the
the adminCongress assembled,
That in
administration of the immigration and naturalization
istration
the Attorney
Attorney
naturalization laws
laws the
General
General be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed
directed to
the
to record
record the
lawful admission into the United States for
of
for permanent
permanent residence
residence of
Ben Luke Pond, his wife Mrs. Shao
Hung Pond,
and their
son David
David
Shao Hung
Pond, and
their son
Yat Wei Pond, as of September
September 14,
14, 1946,
date on
which they
1946, the
the date
on which
they last
last
entered the United States,
States, provided
they are
admissible
provided they
are otherwise
otherwise admissible
under the immigration
immigration laws
States.
laws of
of the
the United
United States.
SEC.
S
EC. 2. Upon the
Act the
Secretary of
State shall
shall
the enactment
enactment of
of this
this Act
the Secretary
of State
instruct the proper
quota-control officer
proper quota-control
officer to
deduct three
three numbers
numbers from
from
to deduct
the quota for Chinese
Chinese persons for the first
year that
quota numbers
numbers
first year
that such
such quota
are
available.
are available.
Approved June
Approved
10, 1949.
1949.
June 10,

[CHAPTER 200]

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of William S.
S. Meany.
Meany.

Be
it enacted
and House
House of Representatives
Be it
enacted by the Senate and
Representatives of
the
of the
United States
States of America in
in Congress
That the
the Postmaster
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
Postmaster
authorized and directed
directed to
General is authorized
the accounts
accounts of
of William
to credit
credit the
William
S. Meany, postmaster
postmaster at
at Greenwich,
Connecticut, in
in the
sum of
of
Greenwich, Connecticut,
the sum
$17,573.80,
$17,573.80, representing
representing the amount due
the United
United States
States on
account
due the
on account
of the embezzlement
embezzlement of post-office funds
funds by
W. Delaney,
Delaney, the
by.Joseph
Joseph W.
the
former assistant postmaster
at the
the Greenwich,
post office.
office.
postmaster at
Greenwich, Connecticut,
Connecticut, post
Approved June 13,
13, 1949.
1949.
[
CHAPTER 201]
[CHAPTER
201]

AN ACT
For the relief of Mickey
Mickey Baine.
Baine.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House
of Representatives
of the
House of
Representatives of
the
United States
States of America
America in
in Congress
United
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary
of the Treasury is
sauthorized and
directed to
pay, out
of any
any money
money
and directed
i
to pay,
out of
in the Treasury
Treasury not
Mickey Baine,
Baine, of
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
to Mickey
of
Nashville, Tennessee,
Tennessee, the
the sum
of $4,500,
$4,500, in
full satisfaction
satisfaction of
sum of
in full
of his
his
claim
claim against the United
United States (1)
(1) for
for compensation
compensation for
for personal
personal
injuries,
injuries, property
property damage,
of earnings
earnings suffered
and
damage, and
and loss
loss of
suffered by
by him,
him, and
(2) for reimbursement
reimbursement of medical and hospital
hospital expenses
incurred by
expenses incurred
by
him as a
a result of an automobile accident
accident which occurred
in 1943
in
occurred in
1943 in
Nashville,
Nashville, Tennessee,
Tennessee, when his automobile
automobile was
was struck
by a
a United
United
struck by
States Army vehicle:
Provided,That
vehicle: Provided,
That no
no part
of the
amount approappropart of
the amount
priated in this Act in excess
of 10
per centum
centum thereof
shall be
be paid
paid
excess of
10 per
thereof shall
or delivered to or received
received by any agent
agent or
on account
account of
of
or attorney
attorney on
services rendered
rendered in connection with
with this
claim, and
same shall
shall
this claim,
and the
the same
be unlawful,
be
unlawful, any contract to the contrary
contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any
Any
person
person violating the provisions of this Act shall be
be deemed
deemed guilty
guilty of
of

rune 10, 1949
1949
June
[H.
R. 1878]
[H. R.
1878]
[Private Law
96]
[Private
Law 96]
and
Ben Luke
Luke Pond
Pond and
others.
others.

Quota deduction.
deduction.

June 13,
1949
June
13, 1949
[B.
782]
IS. 782]
[Private Law
Law 97]
97]
[Private

William
William 8.
B. Meany.
Meany.

June 13 1949
1941
18. R98s
I8.

oito

[Private
lPrivate Law
law 98]
98]

Mickey
Mickey Balm.
Baine.
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a
misdemeanor and
be fined
fined in
in any
any sum
a misdemeanor
and upon conviction
conviction thereof
thereof shall
shall be
sum
exceeding $1,000.
not exceeding
$1,000.
Approved June
13, 1949.
June 13,
1949.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 202]
202]
1949
June 13, 1949
[H.
It. 1033]
[H. R.
1053]
[Private Law 99]
[Private
99]
Frank 0.
0. Ward.

AN
AN ACT
ACT
For the relief
relief of
of Frank
Frank 0.
O. Ward.
Ward.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
Representatives of
of the
and House of
of Representatives
the
United States
States of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
the Secretary
That the
Secretary
of the Treasury is authorized
to pay,
any money
money
authorized and
and directed
directed to
pay, out
out of
of any
in the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
Ward, of
of
appropriated, to Frank
Frank 0.
O. Ward,
White City, Georgia, the sum of $3,500. The payment
payment of
sum
of such
such sum
shall be in full settlement of all claims of
Frank 0.
of the
the said Frank
O. Ward
Ward
against
against the United States for the infringement
personal liberty,
infringement of
of personal
liberty,
damage to business, loss of profits, damage
damage to
to personal
personal reputation,
reputation,
impairment of health, and
impairment
medical and personal
personal expense
expense which
resulted
and medical
which resulted
from his arrest on January 31, 1947, and his subsequent imprisonment
imprisonment
at Fort McClellan
McClellan until February
February 11, 1947, on
charge of
on the false charge
of
desertion. Said Frank 0.
O. Ward served honorably
honorably in
in the
the United
United States
States
Army from June 26, 1944,
1911, until his honorable discharge
discharge on May 1,
1946: Provided,
Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated
appropriated in this
Act
this Act
in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or
delivered to or
or
or delivered
received by any agent or attorney on account of services rendered
in
rendered in
connection
connection with this claim, and the same shall be
any conconbe unlawful,
unlawful, any
tract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person
person violating the
the proprovisions of this Act shall be deemed
deemed guilty of
misdemeanor and
of aamisdemeanor
and upon
upon
conviction
conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
Approved June 13, 1949.
1949.
Approved
[CHAPTER
204]
[CHAPTER 204]

June
June 14
14, 1849
1949

[S.
[8. sim
838]

[Private Law 100]
[Private
James Madison
James
Madison
Burton.
Burton.

AN ACT
ACT
Authorizing
Authorizing the issuance
issuance of a
fee to
James Madison
Madison Burton.
a patent
patent in
in fee
to James
Burton.

Be it
House of Representatives
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House
Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress
United
Congress assembled, That, upon applicaapplication in writing, the Secretary
authorized and directed
Secretary of the Interior is authorized
directed
to issue to James Madison Burton, of Kaysville, Utah, a
a patent
patent in
in fee
fee
to the following-described
following-described lands allotted to him on the Crow Indian
Reservation,
numbered 3118, the south half of
Reservation, Montana:
Montana: Allotment numbered
of
section 13, and the south half of section 14,
quarter section
section
14, northeast
northeast quarter
22, and the northwest quarter section 23, township 99south, range
range 36
36
east, Montana
Montana principal
principal meridian.
meridian.
Approved June 14, 1949.
[CHAPTER 205]

June 14,
14, 1949
[S. 836]
[Private
Law 101]
101]
[Private Law

[S. 83]6

Clarence M. Scott.
Scott.

AN ACT
ACT
AN

Authorizing
Authorizing the
the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior to issue a
a patent in fee to Clarence M.
Scott.
Scott.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
and House of Representatives
of the
the
Representatives of
United States
States of America
America in Congress
Congress assembled,
United
assembled, That the
the Secretary
Secretary
of the Interior is authorized
authorized and directed
directed to issue
patent in
in fee
fee to
issue a
a patent
to
Clarence
Clarence M. Scott for the following-described
following-described lands
lands in
in the
the State
of
State of
Montana:
Montana: Lots 3, 4, 5, 6, 11,
in section
section 2,
2, and
lots 1,
1, 2,
2, 7,
7,
11, 12, 13, 14
14 in
and lots
8,9,16
8,
9, 16 in section 3, township 33south, range 28 east, Montana principal
principal
meridian,
meridian, and containing four hundred and forty
and fifty-two
forty and
fifty-two oneonehundredths
hundredths acres.
Approved
Approved June 14, 1949.
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03 STAT.]
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[CHAPTER 206]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
ACT

Authorizing the Secretary
Authorizing
Secretary of the Interior to issue a
a patent in fee to Irene
Irene Scott
Scott
Bassett.
Bassett.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the!
United States
States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the
Secretary
the Secretary
of the Interior
Interior is authorized and directed
directed to issue
issue a
in fee
fee to
toI
a patent
patent in
Irene Scott Bassett
following-described lands in
Bassett for the following-described
the State
in the
State of
of
Montana:
Montana: Northeast quarter of
south half
half of
northwest
of section
section 22;
22; south
of the
the northwest
quarter
quarter and the south half of section 23;
east half
23; east
half of
of the
the northeast
northeast
quarter
quarter of section
section 26, all in township
east, Montana
township 66south,
south, range
range 32
32 east,
Montana
principal
approximately six
principal meridian, containing
containing approximately
six hundred
and forty
hundred and
forty
acres.
acres.
Approved
Approved June 14, 1949.
1949.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 207]

AN
AN ACT
ACT

Authorizing the issuance
Authorizing
issuance of a
fee to Lavantia
Lavantia Pearson.
Pearson.
a patent in fee

Be it
enacted by the Senate and House
House of Representatives
it enacted
Representatives of
the
of the
United States
States of America in
in Congress
United
Congress assembled,
upon applicaassembled, That,
That, upon
application in writing, the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior
Interior is
authorized and
directed
is authorized
and directed
to issue to Lavantia
Lavantia Pearson, Crow
Crow allottee
numbered 183
S. A.,
of
allottee numbered
183 S.
A., of
Phoenix, Arizona,
a patent in fee to the following-described
following-described lands
Arizona, a
lands
allotted to her on the Crow Indian Reservation,
Reservation, Montana:
Montana: The
The south
south
half of section 29, township 2
30 east,
east, Montana
Montana principal
2 south,
south, range
range 30
principal
meridian, containing
containing three hundred
hundred and twenty
twenty acres.
acres.
Approved June 14, 1949.
1949.
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kine
l 14, 1949
[(.
[S. 837]
[Private Law 102]
[Private

Irene
Scott Bassett.
Irene Scott
Bassett.

lune 14,
1949
June
14, 1949
[S. 1036]
1036]
[S.
[Private
Law
103]
[Private Law 103]
Lavantia Pearson.
Lavantia
Pearson.

[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 208]

AN ACT
Authorizing
a patent in fee to Virginia Pearson.
Authorizing the issuance of a

Be it enacted
enacted by the
the Senate and
and House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
United
States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That, upon
United States
upon applicaapplication in writing, the Secretary of the
the Interior
and directed
Interior is
is authorized
authorized and
directed
to issue to Virginia Pearson, Crow allottee numbered
numbered 1328,
of Phoenix,
1328, of
Phoenix,
Arizona, aapatent
patent in fee to the following-described
Arizona,
allotted to
to
following-described lands
lands allotted
her on the Crow Indian Reservation,
Reservation, Montana: Lots
1, 2,
3, 4,
4, and
the
Lots 1,
2, 3,
and the
north half of the northeast quarter, and
and the
of the
the east
east half
half of
the west
west
half of section 30, township
2 south,
south range 30 east, Montana
township 2
prinMontana principal meridian,
meridian, containing three hundred
hundred eighty-two
eighty-two and
oneand twelve
twelve onehundredths acres.
acres.
hundredths
Approved June
1949.
June 14, 1949.

Juno 14,
14, 1949
1949
June
[S. 1037]
1037]
[S.
[Private
Law 104]
104]
[Private Law
Virginia
Virginia Pearson.
Pearson.

[CHAPTER 209]
[CHAPTER
208]

AN ACT
ACT
Authorizing
Authorizing the issuance of a
a patent in fee to Ethel M. Pearson George.

Be it
enacted by the Senate
it enacted
and House
House of
Senate and
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
United States
States of America in Congress
Congress assembled,
upon appliappliassembled, That,
That, upon
cation in writing, the Secretary
Secretary of the
the Interior
is authorized
Interior is
authorized and
and
directed to issue to Ethel M. Pearson
Pearson George,
George, Crow allottee
allottee numbered
numbered
1330, of Phoenix, Arizona, aapatent
patent in fee to
to the following-described
following-described
lands allotted to her on the Crow Indian Reservation,
Montana: The
The
Reservation, Montana:
east half of section
section 25, and the northeast quarter
of section
36, townquarter of
section 36,
township 2
2 south, range 29 east, Montana
Montana principal meridian,
meridian, containing
containing
four hundred and
and eighty acres.
Approved June 14, 1949.
1949.

June
14, 1949
June 14,
1949
[S. 1038]
1038]
[.
[Private Law
106]
[Private
Law 105]

Ethel M.
M. Pearson
Pearson
George.
George.
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[CHAPTER
210]
[CHAPTER 210]
June 14,
14, 1949
1949
June
[S. 1040]
[S.
1040]
[Private
Law
[Private Law 106]
106]
Leah
Pearson
Leah L.
L. Pearson
Louk.
Louk.

AN
AN ACT
ACT
Authorizing the issuance
fee to
to Leah
Leah L.
Pearson Louk.
Authorizing
issuance of
of aa patent
patent in
in fee
L. Pearson
Louk.

Be
it enacted
enacted by
Be it
by the Senate and
and House of
of Representatives
Representatives of the
United
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That,
That, upon
upon applicaUnited States
States of
of America
America in
application in
writing, the
the Interior
tion
in writing,
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
Interior is
is authorized
authorized and
and directed
directed
to
Pearson Louk, Crow
allottee numbered
to issue
issue to
to Leah L.
L. Pearson
Crow allottee
numbered 1331,
1331, of
of
Phoenix,
Arizona, a
following-described lands
Phoenix, Arizona,
a patent
patent in
in fee to the
the following-described
lands
allotted
on the
Crow Indian
Indian Reservation,
The east
allotted to
to her
her on
the Crow
Reservation, Montana:
Montana: The
east
of section
section
half of the southwest
southwest quarter,
quarter, and
and the
the southeast
southeast quarter
quarter of
of the
east
24; the northwest quarter
quarter of
of section 25; and
and the
the east
east half
half of
the east
half of
northeast quarter,
the east
of the
the west
of the
half
of the
the northeast
quarter, and
and the
east half
half of
west half
half of
the
quarter of
east half of the northeast quarter
of section 26, township 2
2 south, range
range
29
Montana principal
containing four hundred
hundred and
and
29 east, Montana
principal meridian,
meridian, containing
sixty acres.
Approved June
June 14, 1949.
[CHAPTER 211]
211]

June 14,
14, 1949
1949
June
[S. 1057]
1067]
[Private
[Private Law 107]

Kathleen
Kathleen Doyle
Dards.
Harris.

AN ACT
ACT
Authorizing the Secretary
Authorizing
Secretary of the Interior
Interior to
to issue a
a patent
patent in
in fee to
to Kathleen
Kathleen
Doyle Harris.

it enacted
enacted by the Senate and H01186
House of Representatives
Representatives of the
Be it
United
United States of America
Secretary
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary
of the Interior is authorized
authorized and directed
directed to issue a
a patent in fee to
to
Kathleen Doyle Harris for the following-described
following-described lands in the State
of Montana: South half of the northeast quarter
quarter and the southeast
quarter of section 20; east half of section 29; lots 3
3 and 4,
4, and northeast
northeast
quarter,
quarter2 and north half of the southeast quarter
quarter of section 32, all
all
township 9
9 south, range 36 east, Montana principal meridian, containing eight hundred
hundred seventy-three
seventy-three and fifty-two one-hundredths
one-hundredths
acres.
Approved June 14, 1949.
Approved
[CHAPTER 212]
[CHAPTER

June 14,
14, 1949
1949
June
[S.
1088]
[S. 1058]
[Private Law 108]
(Private

June Scott Skoog.

AN ACT
ACT
Authorizing
Authorizing the Secretary of the Interior to issue a
a patent in fee to June Scott
Scott
Skoog.

it enacted by the Senate
Representatives of the
Be it
Senate and
and House of Representatives
the
United
assembled, That
United States
States of America
America in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the Secretary
Secretary
of the Interior
a patent in fee to
Interior is authorized
authorized and directed
directed to issue a
June Scott Skoog for the following-described
following-described lands in the State of
of
Montana: Southwest
Montana:
Southwest quarter
quarter of section 15; south half of the south half
half
of section 12; and north half of section 13,
13, all in township
township 6
6 south,
range 32 east, Montana principal meridian, containing
containing approximately
approximately
six hundred
hundred and forty acres.
Approved June 14,
Approved
14, 1949.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 213]
213]

June 14,
14, 1949
June
[S. 1142]
1142]
[S.

[Private Law
Law 109]
[Private
1091

Mrs. Pearl
Scott
Pearl Scott
Loukes.
Loukes.

AN ACT
ACT
Authorizing the Secretary
Interior to issue
Mrs. Pearl
Authorizing
Secretary of
of the Interior
issue a
a patent in
in fee
fee to
to Mrs.
Pearl
Loukes.
Scott Loukes.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
and House of Representatives
Representatives of the
the
United States of America
America in
Congress assembled, That the Secretary
United
in Congress
Secretary
of the Interior is authorized
authorized and directed
a patent in fee to
directed to issue a
following-described lands in the State
Mrs. Pearl Scott Loukes for the following-described

63 S
TAT.]
STAT.]

15, 1949
1ST SESS.-CHS.
213-215-JUNE 14,
81sT OONG.,
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of
The southeast
southeast quarter, section
section 12,
12, township
township 77south, range
range
of Montana:
Montana: The
27 east;
east; lot
lot 4,
7, township
township 7
7south,
south, range
range 28
28 east;
east; the
the northwest
northwest
27
4, section
section 7,
quarter
of the
northeast quarter,
quarter, section
section 11;
half of
quarter of
the northeast
11; the
the west
west half
of the
the
southwest quarter
the northwest
quarter, section
lots 1,
1, 2,
and 3,
3,
2, and
section 16;
16; lots
quarter of
of the
northwequarteruarter,
southwest
northeast quarter,
east half
of the
the northwest
quarter, the
east half
of
northwest quarter,
the east
half of
northeast
quarter, east
half of
the east
east half
half of
half of
northwest quarter,
section 17,
the northwest
quarter, section
17,
the
of the
the west
west half
of the
lots
2, and
and 3,
range 28
east, Montana
Montana
18, township
township 7
7 south,
south, range
28 east,
lots 1
1,22,
3, section
section 18,
principal meridian,
containing approximately
six hundred
approximately six
hundred and
and
principal
meridian, containing
twenty-eight
acres.
twenty-eight acres.
Approved
June 14,
14, 1949.
1949.
Approved June
[CHAPTER
214]
[CHAPTER 214]

AN ACT
ACT

ANACT

For the relief of Ellen Hudson, as administratrix
administratrix of the estate of Walter R.
Hudson.
Hudson.

Be
enacted by
by the
of the
the
Representatives of
the Senate and House of Representatives
it enacted
Be it
United States
That the
the Secretary
Secretary
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
of America
America in
in Congress
United
States of
of the
and directed
pay, out of any money
money
directed to
to pay,
authorized and
Treasury is
is authorized
of
the Treasury
in
not otherwise
Ellen Hudson,
Hudson, of
804
of 804
to Ellen
appropriated, to
otherwise appropriated,
Treasury not
in the
the Treasury
South
Verdugo Road,
Road, Glendale,
as administratrix
administratrix of
of the
the
Glendale, California,
California, as
South Verdugo
estate of
Walter R.
Hudson, deceased,
the sum of $7,500, in full satisdeceased, the
R. Hudson,
of Walter
estate
faction of
of the
the claim
against the United
United States for comof such estate against
claim of
faction
pensation for
for the
of the
said Walter
of
result of
as a
a result
R. Hudson
Hudson as
Walter R.
the said
the death
death of
pensation
the automobile in which he
personal injuries
sustained by him
him when the
injuries sustained
personal
was
was struck
struck by aaUnited States Army vehicle, near Pittman,
was riding
riding was
Nevada, on
on April
April 4,
1943 :Provided,
no part of the amount approProvided,That no
4, 1943:
Nevada,
priated in
in excess
thereof shall be paid
of 10 per centum thereof
excess of
Act in
this Act
in this
priated
or delivered
delivered to
to or
received by
by any
agent or
or attorney
on account
account of
of
attorney on
any agent
or received
or
services rendered
in connection
claim, and the same shall be
with this claim,
connection with
rendered in
services
unlawful, any
any contract
contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any person
to the
the contrary
contract to
unlawful,
violating the
the provisions
of this
this Act shall be deemed guilty of a
amisprovisions of
violating
demeanor and
and upon
conviction thereof
not
thereof shall be fined in any sum not
upon conviction
demeanor
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
exceeding
Approved June 15, 1949.
Approved
[CHAPTER 215]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
ACT

For the
relief of
the legal
Louis J. Waline.
of Louis
guardian of
legal guardian
of the
For
the relief

June 15,
1949
June
15, 1949
[8. 42]
[Private Law
110]
Law 110]
[Private

Is.42

Ellen Hudson.
Ellen

June 15,
15 1949
1949
18.
I41
is. 1911
Law liii
[Private Law
111]

of Representatives
Be it
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
Representatives of the
House of
enacted by
it enacted
Be
Louis
Ouardian of Louls
United
States of
of America
Secretary J. Ouardlan
the Secretary
That the
assembled, That
in Congress
Congress assembled,
America in
United States
Waline.
Wallne.
of
the
Treasury
be,
and
he
is
hereby,
authorized
and
directed
pay,
pay,
to
directed
and
authorized
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby,
out
of any
any money
money in
in the
Treasury not
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to the
the Treasury
out of
legal guardian
of Louis
Waline, of
Lincoln, Nebraska,
Nebraska, the
the sum
of
sum of
of Lincoln,
J. Waline,
Louis J.
guardian of
legal
$2,500,
full settlement
settlement of
against the
the United
United States on
claims against
all claims
of all
in full
$2,500, in
account of
of personal
sustained by
him on
on October
October 28,
1943,
28, 1943,
by him
injuries sustained
personal injuries
account
at the
the Lincoln
Air Field,
Field, Lincoln,
Lincoln, Nebraska,
Nebraska, when
was
he was
when he
Army Air
Lincoln Army
at
struck by
by an
an airplane
airplane operated
by a
member of
of the
the Civil
Air Patrol
Patrol
Civil Air
a member
operated by
struck
on business
business for
the Army
Army Air
Air Forces:
Forces: Provided,
Provided, That
That no
of the
the
part of
no part
for the
on
delivered to or
amount
this Act
shall be paid or dehvered
Act shall
in this
appropriated in
amount appropriated
received by
by any
further, That
That no part of
provided further,
And provided
subrogee: And
any subrogee:
received
the amount
this Act
Act in
excess of
thereof
centum thereof
per centum
of 10 per
in excess
in this
appropriated in
amount appropriated
the
or agents,
agents,
or
shall be
be paid
or delivered
to or
or received
received by any
i
any agent
delivered to
paid or
shall
attorney or
account of
of services
rendered in
connection
in connection
services rendered
on account
or attorneys,
attorneys, on
attorney
with this
this claim,
claim, and
and the
shall be unlawful, any contract to the
same shall
the same
with
contrary notwithstanding.
Any person
person violating
any of
the proviof the
violating any
notwithstanding. Any
contrary
sions of
this Act
Act shall
be deemed
guilty of
misdemeanor and upon
of aamisdemeanor
deemed guilty
shall be
of this
sions
conviction thereof
shall be
be fined
fined in
not exceeding
$1,000.
exceeding $1,000.
sum not
any sum
in any
thereof shall
conviction
15, 1949.
Approved June
June 15,
Approved
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[63
STAT.
[63 STAT.

[
CHAPTER 216]
216]
[CHAPTER
15, 1949
1949
June 16,
[S. 4081
408]
[S.
Law 112]
112]
[Private Law

William E. O'Brien,
O'Brien,
estate.

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of the estate
of William
William E.
E. O'Brien.
O'Brien.
estate of

it enacted by the Senate
Be it
House of
of the
the
Senate and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
United States of America in Congress
United
Congress assembled, That
That the
Secretary
the Secretary
of the Treasury
Treasury be, and he is hereby,
to pay,
hereby, authorized
authorized and
and directed
directed to
pay,
out of any money in the Treasury
Treasury not
to the
the
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
estate of William E. O'Brien, deceased,
of Detroit,
Detroit, Michigan,
the
deceased, late
late of
Michigan, the
sum of $10,232, in full settlement of all
the said
said estate
all claims
claims of
of the
estate against
against
the United States on account of the death of
the said
E.
of the
said William
William E.
November 20, 1943, as aaresult of
O'Brien, on November
of injuries
when
injuries sustained
sustained when
an airplane in which he was sitting was struck
struck by
by an
an Army
Army airplane
airplane
at the Detroit
Detroit City Airport, Detroit, Michigan:
Provided, That
That no
Michigan: Provided,
no
part of the amount appropriated
appropriated in this Act
of 10
10 per
per centum
centum
Act in excess
excess of
thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by
thereof
by any
any agent
agent or
or
agents, attorney or attorneys, on
account of
in conon account
of services
services rendered
rendered in
connection
nection with this claim, and the same shall be
be unlawful,
unlawful, any
any contract
contract
to the
the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating
to
violating the
the provisions
provisions
of this Act shall be deemed
deemed guilty of a
misdemeanor and
and upon
convica misdemeanor
upon conviction thereof shall be fined in
sum not
not exceeding
$1,000.
in any
any sum
exceeding $1,000.
Approved June 15,
15, 1949.
1949.
[CHAPTER 217]
217]

15, 1949
June 15,
1949
[S.
147]
[8.147]
[Private Law
Law 113]
113]
H. Lawrence
Lawrence Hull.
Hull.

ACT
AN ACT
For the relief of
of H.
Lawrence Hull.
Hull.
H. Lawrence

Be it
enacted by the Senate and House
House of Representatives
Be
it enacted
Representatives of
of the
the
United
United States of America in
in, Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
Secretary
That the
the Secretary
of
the Treasury
Treasury is authorized and directed to pay, out
of the
out of
of any
any money
money
in the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
to H.
H. Lawrence
Lawrence Hull,
Hull,
appropriated to
of Newport,
thee sum
sum o
off$551.66,
Newport, Oregon, th
$551 .66 ,i
n full
all claims
claims
in
full settlement
settlement of
of all
against the United States on account of property
property damages
sustained
damages sustained
by
him when
when a
a United
by him
United States Army vehicle struck and destroyed
destroyed two
two
gasoline pumps owned
gasoline
owned by him on December 2,
2, 1943,
1943, at
at Newport,
Newport,
Oregon:
Oregon: Provided,
Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated
this
appropriated in
in this
Act in
Act
in excess
excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or
to
or delivered
delivered to
or
or received
received by any agent or attorney on account
of services
services rendered
rendered
account of
in connection
connection with this claim, and
sh all be
be unlawful,
un l
aw f
ul
, any
and the
the same
same shall
any
contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any
person violating
Any person
violating the
the
provisions of this Act shall be deemed
and
deemed guilty
guilty of
of a
a misdemeanor
misdemeanor and
upon conviction
upon
conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
Approved
Approved June 15, 1949.
1949.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 219]
219]

June 16, 1949
1949
[.[S. 165]

[Private
[Private Law
114]
Law 114]
William F. Thomas.
Thomas.

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief
William F. Thomas.
relief of William

Be it
Senate and
and House of Representatives
Be
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Representatives of
of the
the
United
States
of America in
United
in, Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
Secretary
That the
the Secretary
of the Treasury
of
Treasury is authorized and directed
directed to
out of
of any
any money
to pay,
pay, out
money
in
appropriated, to William
in the
the Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
F. Thomas
William F.
Thomas,:of
of
Orlando,
satisfaction of
Orlando, Florida,
Florida, the sum of $15,000,
$15,000, in full
fall satisfaction
of his
his claims
claims
against
the United States (1)
(1) for compensation
against the
compensation for the
personal
the personal
injuries
suffered when
injuries he
he suffered
when involved in an accident
accident with an Army
Army truck
truck
on August 2,
2 1943, and his disability
disability resulting
resulting from
from said
said injuries;
injuries;
(2)
(2) for
for reimbursement
reimbursement of medical
medical and hospital expenses incurred
incurred by
by

63 STAT.]
STAT.]
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him as a
a result
result of
(3) for
of said injuries; and
and (3)
for compensation
compensation for loss and
and
damage to his personal
result of
such accident:
damage
personal property
property as a
a result
of such
accident: Provided,
Provided,
That no
no part
of the
appropriated in
in this
this Act
Act in
excess of
10
That
part of
the amount
amount appropriated
in excess
of 10
per
be paid
to or
or received
by any
any
per centum
centum thereof
thereof shall
shall be
paid or
or delivered
delivered to
received by
agent or
attorney on
on account
services rendered
rendered in
connection with
with
agent
or attorney
account of
of services
in connection
this
claim, and
and the
same shall
be unlawful,
unlawful, any
any contract
contract to
to the
conthis claim,
the same
shall be
the contrary
violating the
the provisions
provisions of
trary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any
Any person
person violating
of this
this
Act shall
be deemed
of a
misdemeanor and
upon conviction
Act
shall be
deemed guilty
guilty of
a misdemeanor
and upon
conviction
thereof
sum not
not exceeding
$1,000.
thereof shall
shall be fined in any
any sum
exceeding $1,000.
Approved
Approved June
June 16,
16, 1949.
1949.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 222]
222]

AN ACT

Conferring jurisdiction
jurisdiction upon the United States District Court for the District of
Nebraska to hear, determine,
determine, and render
render judgment
judgment upon the claim of Mrs.
Florence Benolken.
Benolkert.
Florence

Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
Be it
Senate and
and House
Congress assembled,
That jurisdiction
United States of
of America
America in
in Congress
assembled, That
jurisdiction
Is
hereby conferred
conferred upon
the United
United States
District Court
is hereby
upon the
States District
Court for
for the
the
District
of Nebraska
Nebraska to
to hear,
hear, determine,
determine, and
judgment upon
upon
District of
and render
render judgment
the
claim of
of Mrs.
Florence Benolken,
of Omaha,
Omaha, Nebraska,
for compenthe claim
Mrs. Florence
Benolken, of
Nebraska, for
compensation
all losses
losses sustained
sustained by
by her
of having
having
sation for
for any
any and
and all
her as
as aa result
result of
been
advised by
that she
she
been advised
by representatives
representatives of
of the
the War
War Department
Department that
was
to have
her household
Government
household goods shipped at
at Government
was not
not entitled
entitled to
have her
expense
Nebraska, subsequent
subsequent
from Seattle, Washington, to Omaha,
Omaha, Nebraska,
expense from
to
the death
October 1942,
of her
her husband,
Lieutenant Francis
John
1942, of
husband, Lieutenant
Francis John
to the
death in
in October
Benolken,
while serving
serving on
on active
the Army of the United
United
Benolken, while
active duty in the
States.
States.
SEc. 2. In
In the determination
shall
determination of such
such claims,
claims, the
the United
United States
States shall
SEC.
be held liable for damages,
damages, and for any negligent or wrongful acts
extent as
to the same extent
or omissions
omissions of any
any of its officers or
or employees,
employees, to
if
the United
States were
person in
accordance with the
if the
United States
were aa private
private person
in accordance
where the acts
acts or omissions
omissions occurred.
occurred.
law of
of the
the place
place where
Sue. 3.
3. Notwithstanding
Notwithstanding any
any statute
of limitations
lapse of
time,
or lapse
of time,
statute of
limitations or
SEC.
suit
may be
instituted by
by the
claimant within
the claimant
within one
one
suit upon
upon such
such claim
claim may
be instituted
year after
the date
date of
of enactment
of this
this Act.
Proceedings for
Act. Proceedings
for the
the
enactment of
year
after the
determination
of such
thereof, and
payment of
of any
any
and payment
such claim
claim and
and review
review thereof,
determination of
judgment thereon,
over which
which
in the case of claims over
judgment
thereon, shall
shall be
be had as in
such court
court has
has jurisdiction
jurisdiction under
under the
the provisions
provisions of
of paragraph
paragraph
such
"Twentieth" of
of section
section 24
24 of
the Judicial
Code, as
of the
Judicial Code,
as amended.
amended.
"Twentieth"
Approved
June 17,
Approved June
17, 1949.
1949.
[CHAPTER 223]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
For
relief of
Frederick W. Lass.
Lass.
of Frederick
For the relief

Be it
it enacted
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
the
of the
House of
the Senate
Senate and
enacted by
by the
Be
United States
assembled, That
That the Secretary
in Congress
Congress assembled,
United
States of
of America
America in
of
Treasury is
money
pay, out
out of any
any money
and directed
directed to pay,
the Treasury
is authorized
authorized and
of the
in
Treasury not
not otherwise
appropriated, to
to Frederick
Frederick W.
Lass,
W. Lass,
otherwise appropriated,
the Treasury
in the
3766
1
/
2 West
West Fifty-fourth
Fifty-fourth Street,
Los Angeles, California,
California, the
the sum
Street, Los
37661/2
of $114.70.
$114.70. Such
loss sustained
sustained by
by Mr.
Lass on
on
Mr. Lass
the loss
Such sum
sum represents
represents the
of
December
when articles
were stolen
while he
was
he was
stolen while
clothing were
articles of
of clothing
8, 1947,
1947, when
December 8,
working as
as a
substitute clerk
the railway
Terservice in the Terrailway mail service
for the
a substitute
clerk for
working
minal Annex
Annex Station
Los Angeles.
Such loss
loss could
could not
have been
been
not have
in Los
Angeles. Such
Station in
minal
incurred had
had the
made provision
extra
provision for
for extra
Department made
the Post
Post Office
Office Department
incurred

June 17, 1949
Tune
1949
[8. 189]
[Private
Law 1151
[Private Law
116]

Mrs. Florence
Florence BenBenMrs.
olken.
olken.

62 Stat.
Stat. 033,
996,
82
933, 99.
28
U. 8.
8. C.,, supp.
Rupp.
28 U.
II, 1346.
AI,
|
.
101.
Ante,
Ante, pp. 62, 101.
101.

June
17, 1949
1949
rune 17
[H. R.
R. 1068]
10681
[H.
[Private
Law
1161
[Private Law 116]
Frederick W.
Lass.
Frederick
W. Lass.
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STAT.
[63 STAT.

help to place belongings
belongings in lockers or in cribs provided
provided for
for this
this purpose: Provided,
Provided, That no part of the amount
amount appropriated
appropriated in
in this
this Act
Act
in excess of 10 per centum
centum thereof shall
delivered to
or
shall be paid
paid or
or delivered
to or
received by any agent or attorney on account
received
rendered in
account of
of services
services rendered
in
connection with this claim, and the same shall be
any conbe unlawful,
unlawful, any
contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person
violating the
the proproperson violating
visions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a
upon
a misdemeanor
misdemeanor and
and upon
conviction thereof shall be fined in any
$1,000.
any sum not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
Approved
Approved June 17, 1949.
[CHAPTER 224]
[CHAPTER
224]
Tune
17, 1949
1949
June 17,
[H.
[H. R.
R. 2249]
2249]
[Private Law
117]
[Private
Law 117]
Al
W. Hosinski.
Hosinski.
Al W.

60 Stat.
842.
60
Stat. 842.
28
U. S.
C., Supp.
28 U.
S. C.,
SupP.
II,
§i 2871-2680.
2671-2680.
II, II
Ante,
Ante, pp.
pp. 62,
62, 106,
106,
107,
107, 444.
44.
39 Stat.
Stat. 742.
742.
39
5 U.
U. S.
8..C.§
751-793.
§§ 751-793.
5
Ante,
Ante, p.
p. 854.
854.

Senate and
Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
and House
Representatives of
of the
House of
of Representatives
the
United
in Congress
United States of America in
Congress assembled,
Secretary
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary

of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized and
to pay,
pay,
and directed
directed to
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the
sum of $4,493.98,
$4,493.98, to Al W. Hosinski,
Hosinski, of South Bend,
Bend, Indiana,
Indiana, in
in full
full
settlement of all claims against the United States for
settlement
injuries
for personal
personal injuries
sustained while transferring
transferring a
aprisoner from
Lake County
County Jail,
from Lake
Jail, Crown
Crown
Point, Indiana,
Indiana, to the National Training School
School for
Washingfor Boys,
Boys, Washington, District of Columbia. Such injuries
injuries were
his
were sustained
sustained when
when his
automobile
automobile skidded and wrecked
wrecked between Upper Sandusky and
and
Bucyrus, Ohio, on October
October 28, 1947. Claimant has
has no remedy
remedy under
under
the Federal Tort Claims Act or the Employees'
Act:
Employees' Compensation
Compensation Act:
Provided,
Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated
appropriated in
in this
this Act
Act in
in
excess of 10 per centum thereof shall
shall be
paid or
or delivered
received
be paid
delivered to
to or
or received
by any agent or attorney on account
account of services
services rendered
rendered in
in connection
connection
with this claim, and the same shall be undawful,
urdawful, any contract to
to the
the
contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any
person violating
violating the
provisions of
of
Any person
the provisions
this Act shall be deemed guilty of a
misdemeanor and upon
conviction
a misdemeanor
upon conviction
thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
Approved June 17, 1949.
[CHAPTER
[CIAPTER 249]

June
June 25,
25, 1949
1949
[H.
R. 717]
[H. R.
717]
[Private Law
(Private
Law 118]
118]
Oroover
Groover O'Connell.
O'Connell.

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of Al
Hosinski.
Al W. Hosinski.

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of Groover
Groover O'Connell.
O'Connell.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
Representatives of
of the
and House of
of Representatives
the

United
America in
in Congress
United States of America
Congress assembled,
Secretary
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary

of the Treasury
Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized and directed
to pay,
pay,
directed to
out of any money in the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise
appropriated., to
otherwise appropriated,
to
Groover
Groover O'Connell, Whittier,
Whittier, California,
$5,455.17. The
California, the sum
sum of $5,455.17.
The
payment of such sum shall be in full settlement
claims of
of the
the
settlement of all claims
said Groover O'Connell against the United States on account
account of propproperty damage sustained by him, on September
September 3, 1943, when aaUnited
United
States Navy airplane crashed
crashed on his stock farm on Pioneer Boulevard,
Boulevard,
Norwalk, California:
California: Provided,
Provided, That no part of the amount
Norwalk,
amount approappropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum
priated
c,entum thereof
thereof shall be
be paid
paid
or delivered
delivered to or received by
agent or
attorney on
on account
account of
of
by any agent
or attorney
services rendered
rendered in connection
services
connection with this claim,
and the
the same
shall
claim, and
same shall
be unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any
Any
person violating the provisions
provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of
a misdemeanor
a
misdemeanor and upon conviction
conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum
not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
Approved
Approved June 25, 1949.
1949.
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[
CHAPTER 250]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of Joel W. Atkinson.
Atkinson.

Be it
it enacted
Senate and House
House of
enacted by the Senate
Representatives of
the
of Representatives
of the
United States of America
America in
assembled, That
United
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the
the Secretary
Secretary
of the Treasury is authorized
pay, out of
authorized and directed
directed to pay,
of any
any money
money
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
to Joel
Joel W.
W. Atkinson,
Atkinson,
Wildwood, Florida, the sum of $2,000. The
sum
The payment
payment of
of such
such sum
shall be in full settlement
settlement of all claims of
said Joel
Joel W.
W. Atkinson
of the
the said
Atkinson
against
against the United States for personal injuries
sustained by
him on
on
injuries sustained
by him
January
while acting as
January 19, 1944, while
as head
on the
Seaboard
head brakeman
brakeman on
the Seaboard
Air Line Railway train designated
south, West
West Palm
designated extra
extra 822
822 south,
Palm BeachBeachHialeah local, as the
the result
between such
and a
result of
of a
a collision
collision between
such train
train and
a
United States Navy
Navy tractor and
and two
two gasoline
gasoline tank
tank trailers
attached
trailers attached
thereto on the Seaboard
Railway crossing
Seaboard Air Line Railway
crossing at
at One
One Hundred
Hundred
and Sixty-seventh
Sixty-seventh Street, Miami
Miami, Florida: Provided,
That no
Provided, That
no part
part
of the amount appropriated
appropriated in this Act in
per centum
in excess of
of 10
10 per
centum
received by
thereof shall be paid or delivered
delivered to or received
by any
agent or
any agent
or
agents, attorney
attorneys, on
account of
in conattorney or
or attorneys,
on account
of services
services rendered
rendered in
connection with said claim. It
It shall be unlawful
any agent
or agents,
unlawful for
for any
agent or
agents,
attorney or attorneys, to
collect, withhold,
withhold, or
or receive
any sum
sum
to exact, collect,
receive any
of the amount appropriated
appropriated in
in excess
of 10
10 per
centum
in this
this Act
Act in
excess of
per centum
thereof on account
account of services
with said
said claim,
services rendered
rendered in
in connection
connection with
claim,
any contract
contract to
to the contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any
Any person
person violating
violating
the provisions of this Act shall be
of aamisdemeanor
be deemed guilty of
misdemeanor
and upon conviction
conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not
not exceeding
exceeding
$1,000.
$1,000.
Approved
June 25,
25, 1949.
Approved June
1949.
[CHAPTER 251]
[CHAPTER

A W ACT
A rT'
AN

Y
1''

For the relief of the estate of the late Anastacio
Anastacio Acosta, and the estate of Domingo
Domingo
Acosta Arizmendi.
Acosta
Arizmendi.

enacted by the Senate
Be it
it enacted
of Representatives
Senate and
and House
House of
Representatives of
of the
the
United States of America
America in
assembled, That
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the Secretary
Secretary
of the Treasury is
authorized and
and directed
pay, out
out of
of any
money
is authorized
directed to
to pay,
any money
in the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated
appropriated the
the sum
sum of
the
of $3,000
$3,000 to
to the
Anastacio Acosta, and to the estate
estate of Anastacio
Domingo Acosta
Acosta
estate of
of Domingo
Arizmendi the
of all
claims against
the sum
sum of
of $1,500,
$1,500, in
in full
full settlement
settlement of
all claims
against
the United
United States for their death sustained
sustained as aaresult
result of
of aabomb
bomb dropdropping by the
ping
Air Forces
Forces which
of Vieques,
the Naval
Naval Air
which exploded
exploded in
in the
the Island
Island of
Vieques,
Puerto Rico, on March
March 19,
Provided, That
no part
part of
the amount
amount
19, 1940:
1940: Provided,
That no
of the
appropriated in
in excess
excess of
per centum
appropriated
in this
this Act
Act in
of 10
10 per
centum thereof
thereof shall
shall be
be
paid or
or delivered
delivered to
or attorney
attorney on
to or received
received by
by any
any agent
agent or
on account
account
of services
services rendered
rendered in
connection with
this claim,
the same
same shall
of
in connection
with this
claim, and
and the
shall
be unlawful,
unlawful, any contract
to the
the contrary
contract to
contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any
Any
person violating
violating the
the provisions
provisions of
of this
deemed guilty
guilty of
person
this Act
Act shall
shall be
be deemed
of
misdemeanor and
thereof shall
shall be
be fined
aamisdemeanor
and upon
upon conviction
conviction thereof
fined m
in any
any sum
sum
not exceeding $1,000.
Approved
Approved June 25,
25, 1949.
1949.

1121
1121

Stine
1949
'nne 25,
2, 1949
Ft. 2353]
[H. R.
[Private
[Private Law
Law 119]
119]
Joel
W. Atkinson.
Atkinson.
Joel W.

June
June 25,
25, 1%49
1949
[H. H. 3324]
R.
[Private Law 120)

[H.

3324]

IPrivate Law 120]

Anastasio
Anastacio Acosta
Acosta
and
Domingo Acosta
and Domingo
Aoota
Arismendi, estates.
Arilmendi,
estates.

[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 252]

ACT
AN ACT
Granting
Granting a
patent numbered
a renewal of patent
numbered 54,296 relating to the badge of
The American Legion_
Legion.

Be it
it unacted
'enacted by
the Senate
and House
House of
of Representatives
of the
by the
Senate and
Representatives of
the
United
Congressassembled,
a certain
United States of America in
in Congress
assentbkd, That a
design
certain design
81939°-50---PT.
81939'-5-PT. a--71
--- 71

June
27, 1949
June 27,1949
[8.
646]
[S. 646]
[Private
121]
[Private Law
Law 1211

The
The Amesimm
Amerin Le.
Lo
gion.
tido
PateatAnmwL
renewaL
Patuet
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[63
TAT.
[63 S
STAT.

Patent Office
Office of date of
patent issued by the United States
States Patent
of December
December
9, 1919, being patent numbered 54,296,
extended
54,296, is
is hereby
hereby renewed
renewed and
and extended
for a
a period of fourteen years from
approval
from and
and after
after the
the date
date of
of approval
of this Act, with
with all
the rights
privileges pertaining
pertaining to
to the
the same,
same,
all the
rights and
and privileges
being generally known as "the badge of The
American Legion".
The American
Approved June 27, 1949.
[CHAPTER 253]
253]
[CHAPTER

June
June 27,
27, 1949
1949
[8.
[8. 6471
647]
[Private Law
1221
[Private
Law 122]

The
The American
American LeLeAuxiliary.
gion Auxiliary.
Patent renewal.
renewal.
Patent

AN ACT
ACT
Granting a
a renewal
patent numbered
numbered 55,398
55,398 relating
the badge
Granting
renewal of patent
relating to
to the
badge of
of
The American
American Legion Auxiliary.
Auxiliary.

it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and House of Representatives
Be it
Representatives of the
United
United States of America
America in Congress
Congressassembled,
assembled,That
That aacertain
certain design
design
patent issued by the United States Patent Office of date
1, 1920,
date of
of June
June 1,
being patent numbered
numbered 55,398,
55,398, is hereby renewed and extended
for a
extended for
a
of approval
of this
this
period of
of fourteen
fourteen years from
from and
and after the
the date
date of
approval of
privileges pertaining
the same
being
Act, with all the rights and privileges
pertaining to
to the
same, being
generally known as
Auxiliary".
generally
as "the
"the badge
badge of The
The American
American Legion
Legion Auxiliary'.
Approved
Approved June 27, 1949.
[CHAPTER 254]

lune 27,
27, 1949
June
1949
[S.
[8. 676]
[Private
[Private Law 1231
123]

of The
The Sons of
American
Legion.
American Legion.
Patent renewal.
renewal.

Representatives of
Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House
House of
of Representatives
of the
the
United
States of America
America in
United States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled,That a
a certain
certain design
patent issued by the United States Patent Office of date of May
May 8,
8, 1934,
1934,
being patent
patent numbered
numbered 92,187, is hereby renewed and extended
extended for a
a
period of fourteen years from and after the date of approval
approval of this
Act, with all the rights and
privileges pertaining
pertaining to
the same,
and privileges
to the
same, being
being
generally
generally known
known as "the badge of The Sons of The American
American Legion".
Legion.
Approved
1949.
Approved June 27, 1949.
[CHAPTER 258]
258]

June 28,
1949
28, 1949
7161
[H. R. 716]
[Private
[Private Law 1241
124]

Mark
Mark H. Potter.

AN ACT
ACT

Granting a
renewal of
92,187 relating
to the
the badge
a renewal
of patent numbered
numbered 92,187
relating to
badge of
of
The Sons of The American
American Legion.
Legion.

ACT
AN ACT
For
For the relief of Mark H. Potter.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House
Representatives of
House of Representatives
of the
United States of America in Congress
Congress assembled,
United
assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury
Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized
directed to
authorized and directed
to pay,
pay,
Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
the sum
out of any money in the
the Treasury
appropriated, the
sum
of $5,000 to Mark H.
CaliH. Potter, of 362
362 Jefferson
Jefferson Street,
Street, Pomona, California, in full settlement
settlement of all claims against the
for
the United States for
personal injuries and expenses incident
incident thereto, sustained
sustained as a
a result
result
of an accident
accident involving a
a United States
States Army vehicle at the intersection of Garey Avenue and Holt Avenue, Pomona,
Pomona, California,
California, on
on
March
Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated
March 3, 1943: Provided,
appropriated
in this Act in excess
excess of 10 per centum
centum thereof
thereof shall be paid or
delivered
or delivered
to or received by any agent or attorney
attorney on account of services
services rendered
rendered
in connection with this claim
any
claim, and the same shall
shall be unlawful, any
contract
contract to the contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any person violating
violating the
a misdemeanor
provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a
misdemeanor and
exceeding $1,000.
upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding
$1,000.
Approved June 28, 1949.
Approved

63 STAT.]
STAT.]

81ST
1ST SESS.-CHS.
81sT CONG., 1sT
SESS.—CHS.259-261—JUNE
259-261-JUNE 28,
28, 1949
1949

[CHAPTER 259]
259]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
For the relief of Mr. and Mrs. James Linzay.

1123
1123
7tme
28, 1949
Jmue 28,1949
[H.
[H. R. 1098]
10961
[Private
125]
[Private Law 125]

enacted by the Senate
and House
House of
of Representatives
Be it
it enacted
Senate and
Representatives of
of the
the
United States of America
America in
Congress assembled,
Mr.
United
in Congress
assembled, That
the Secretary
Mr. and Mrs. James
That the
Secretary
Linzay.
of the Treasury
be, and
hereby, authorized
Treasury be,
and he
he is
is hereby,
authorized and
pay, Linsey.
and directed
directed to
to pay,
out
out of
of any
any money
in the
the Treasury
Treasury not
not otherwise
money in
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the
the
sum of
of $5,922.85,
Mr. and
$5,922.85, to
to Mr.
and Mrs.
Mrs. James
James Linzay,
Linzay, of
Forest Hill,
of Forest
Hill,
claims against
against the
Louisiana, in
in full settlement
settlement of
of all
all claims
United States
the United
States
for the
the death
their son,
son, James
death of
of their
James H.
Linzay, who
who was
the
H. Linzay,
was killed
killed as
as the
result of
an accident
result
of an
accident involving
involving an
Army truck
truck which
which occurred
occurred on
on
an Army
August
8, 1944,
near Camp
Camp Claiborne,
August 8,
1944, near
Louisiana, on
on State
State Highway
Highway
Claiborne, Louisiana,
Numbered 165,
result of
of negligence
of the
Diamond
Numbered
165, as
as the
the result
negligence of
the driver
driver of
of a
a Diamond
T 4-ton Army
truck numbered
T
Army truck
numbered 458850:
458850: Provided,
That no
of the
the
Provided, That
no part
part of
amount appropriated
appropriated in
in this
this Act
Act in
in excess
excess of
of 10
10 per
centum thereof
per centum
thereof
shall
be paid
paid or
delivered to
shall be
or delivered
to or
agent or
or attorney
or received
received by
by any
any agent
attorney on
on
account of
of services
services rendered
rendered in
claim, and
the
in connection
connection with
with this
this claim,
and the
same
shall be
unlawful, any
same shall
be unlawful,
any contract
contract to
to the
notwithstanding.
the contrary
contrary notwithstanding.
Any
violating the
the provisions
provisions of
Any person
person violating
of this
this Act
Act shall
shall be
be deemed
deemed guilty
guilty
of a
a misdemeanor
upon conviction
conviction thereof
misdemeanor and
and upon
shall be
fined in
thereof shall
be fined
in any
any
sum not
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
sum
not exceeding
Approved
June 28,
Approved June
28, 1949.
1949.
[CHAPTER 260]
260]

ACT
AN ACT
For the relief of Mrs. Florence
Florence Mayfield.
Mayfield.

Arne
mune 28,
28, 1949
1949
R. 1123]
[H. R.
[Private
[Private Law
Law 126]
126]

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
HOU80 of
of Representatives
and House
Representatives of
of the
the
Florence MayMrs. Florence
United States
States of America
America in
United
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the
the Secretary
Secretary field.
assembled, That
field.
of the Treasury is authorized
authorized and directed
directed to
to pay,
pay, out
out of
money
of any
any money
Treasury not otherwise
in the Treasury
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
to Mrs.
Mrs. Florence
Florence May-Mayfield, Riverside, California,
California, the sum of $1,000.
$1,000. The
The payment
payment of
of such
such
sum shall be in full settlement
settlement of
of the
said Mrs.
of all
all claims
claims of
the said
Mrs. Florence
Florence
Mayfield against
against the United
United States
States for
for personal
personal injuries
injuries sustained
sustained
as the result of an accident
accident involving
involving an
an Army
Army vehicle
vehicle near
near Indio,
Indio,
California, on December
December 18, 1943: Provided,
Provided, That
no part
part of
of the
That no
the
amount
amount appropriated
in this
this Act
10 per
centum thereof
thereof
appropriated in
Act in
in excess
excess of
of 10
per centum
shall be paid or delivered
delivered to or received
received by any agent
agent or
or attorney
attorney on
on
account of services
services rendered
connection with
with this
this claim,
rendered in
in connection
claim, and
and the
the
same shall be unlawful,
unlawful, any contract to
notwithstanding.
to the
the contrary
contrary notwithstanding.
Any person violating the
provisions of
this Act
shall be
deemed guilty
guilty
the provisions
of this
Act shall
be deemed
of a
a misdemeanor
misdemeanor and upon
conviction thereof
be fined
any
upon conviction
thereof shall
shall be
fined in
in any
sum not
not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
Approved
1949.
Approved June
June 28,
28, 1949.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 261]

AN ACT

For the relief of Ellis C. Wagner
Barbara P. Wagner.
Wagner and Barbara

it enacted
Be it
enacted by the Senate
and House
House of
Representatives of
of the
Senate and
of Representatives
the
United
United States
of America
assembled, That
Secretary
States of
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the
the Secretary
of
of the
the Treasury
Treasury is
is authorized
authorized and
directed to
any money
and directed
to pay,
pay out
out of
of any
money
in
Treasury not
not otherwise
in the
the Treasury
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
to Ellis
Ellis C.
C. Wagner
and
Wagner and
Mrs.
Barbara P.
Santa Ana,
Ana, California,
California, the
sum of
$12,463.69.
Mrs. Barbara
P. Wagner,
Wagner, Santa
the sum
of $12,463.69.
The
The payment
of such
sum shall
shall be
be in
full settlement
all claims
claims of
payment of
such sum
in full
settlement of
of all
of
the said Ellis
Ellis C. Wagner
Wagner and
P. Wagner
the
and Mrs.
Mrs. Barbara
Barbara P.
Wagner against
against the

June
28, 1949
June 28,
1949
[H. R. 1126]
1125]
[Private
[Private Law 1271
1271
and
Ellis C. Wagner
Wagnerand
Mrs. Barbara
Barbara P. Wag-

ner.
ner.
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[63
STAT.
[63 STAT.

United States for personal injuries sustained
as the
an acciaccisustained as
the result
result of
of an
dent involving
involving an Army jeep
jeep on United States
States Highway
Highway 101,
101, three
three
miles north of the city of Oceanside,
California, on
on December
1944:
Oceanside, California,
December 27,
27, 1944:
Provided,
Provided, That no part of the
the amount
appropriated in
in this
in
amount appropriated
this Act
Act in
excess of 10 per centum
centum thereof shall be paid or
delivered to
to or
or
or delivered
received
received by any agent or attorney on
of services
on account of
services rendered
rendered in
in
connection
connection with this claim,
claim and the
be unlawful,
the same shall be
unlawful, any
any concontract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person
person violating
violating the
the
provisions of this Act shall be deemed
of a
deemed guilty
guilty of
a misdemeanor
misdemeanor and
and
upon conviction thereof
thereof shall
sum not
exceeding $1,000.
shall be fined in
in any
any sum
not exceeding
$1,000.
Approved June 28, 1949.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 262]
262]
rune 28,
1949
Yune
28, 100
1981]
[H. R.
R. 12811
[Private
128]
[Private Law
Law 128]
0. McMillan.
V. O.
MeMillan.

Guardian
Guardian of CaroCarolyn McMilan.
McMillan.

it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and House
Be it
of the
the
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
United States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled, That
the Secretary
That the
Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized and
and directed
directed to
to pay,
pay,
out of any money in the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise
appropriated, to
otherwise appropriated,
to
V. 0.
O. McMillan,
McMillan, of Bay Minette, Alabama,
in full
full
Alabama, the
the sum
sum of
of $434.50,
$434.50, in
settlement of all claims against the United
United States
account of
of medical
medical
States on
on account
and hospital expenses paid by him for the treatment
treatment of
injuries sussusof injuries
tained by his minor daughter
daughter,, Carolyn McMillan, on August 5, 1943,
1943,
in an accident involving an Army vehicle
vehicle at Spanish
Spanish Fort, Baldwin
Baldwin
County, Alabama; and to pay to the legal guardian
guardian of
said Carolyn
of the
the said
Carolyn
McMillan
McMillan the sum of $3,000 in full settlement of all
claims against
all claims
against
the United
United States on account
account of personal
sustained by
by the
said
personal injuries sustained
the said
minor in the said accident:
accident: Provided,
no part
part of
of the
Provided, That
That no
the amount
amount
appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall
appropriated
be
shall be
paid or delivered
delivered to or received by any agent
agent or
or attorney
account
attorney on
on account
of services rendered in connection
connection with this claim, and the same
shall
same shall
be unlawful, any contract to the contrary
percontrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any
Any person violating the provisions
provisions of this Act shall be deemed
guilty of
of a
a
deemed guilty
misdemeanor
misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be
sum
be fined
fined in
in any
any sum
not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
Approved
Approved June 28, 1949.
1949.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 263]

June 28, 1949
June
1949
[H. R. 2078]
2078]
[Private
Law 129]
(Private Law
Winston A. BrownWinston
Brownie.

AN ACT
ACT

0. McMillan
For the relief
relief of V. 0.
McMillan and the legal guardian of
McMillan.
of Carolyn
Carolyn McMillan.

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of Winston A.
A. Brownie.
Brownie.

Be it
and House
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
the
House of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
United
States of America in Congress
United States
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
the Secretary
That the
Secretary
authorized and directed
of the Treasury
Treasury is authorized
directed to pay, out of any money
money
Treasury not otherwise
in the Treasury
otherwise appropriated, to
to Winston
Winston A.
A. Brownie,
Brownie,
White Plains, New York, the sum of $95. Such sum represents
represents reimreimbursement to the said Winston A. Brownie for
bursement
for paying
paying out
out of
his own
own
of his
funds a
ajudgment, together with court costs, arising out of
of an
an accident
accident
occurring on December 19,
19, 1945, when the said Winston
Brownie
Winston A.
A. Brownie
a United States mail truck: Provided,
was operating a
Provided, That no
no part
of
part of
the amount appropriated
appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum
thereof
centum thereof
shall be paid or delivered
delivered to or received by any agent or attorney on
on
account of services rendered
rendered in connection
connection with this claim,
claim, and
and the
the
same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding.
Any person violating
violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty
guilty
of a
a misdemeanor and upon conviction
conviction thereof shall be fined in any
sum not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
Approved June 28, 1949.
1949.

STAT.]
63 S
TAT.]
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1125
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[
CHAPTER 264]
264]
[CHAPTER

AN
AN ACT
ACT

For the relief of Carmen Morales, Aida
Morales, and
and Lydia
Lydia Cortes.
Aida Morales,
Cortes.

lime
1919
]Jme 28, 1949

[H. R.
[H.
R. 3311]
33111
[Private Law
Law 1301
[Private
130]

Be it
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
it enacted
and House of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
United States of America
Carmen
America in
in Congress
Carmen
Congress assembled,
That the
Secretary
assembled, That
the Secretary
and others.
of the Treasury
Treasury is
pay, out
out of
of any
any money
is authorized
authorized and
and directed
directed to
to pay,
money and others.
in the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the
the sum
sum of
of $750
$750 to
to
Carmen
Carmen Morales;
pay the
the sum
$1,500 to
to Aida
Morales (Sanches);
(Sanches) ;
Morales; to
to pay
sum of
of $1,500
Aida Morales
to pay the sum of $5,000 to Lydia Cortes, in full settlement
settlement of
of all
all
claims against the United States for personal injuries,
medical and
and
injuries, medical
hospital expenses
expenses sustained as aa result of an accident
accident involving
involving aa
United States Army vehicle
Insular Highway
vehicle on
on Insular
Highway Numbered
Numbered 25,
25,
between Catafio
Santurce, Puerto
Puerto Rico,
Rico, on
June 11,
between
Catano and
and Santurce,
on June
11, 1944:
1944: ProProvided, That no part of
of the amount
appropriated in
in this
in excess
excess
amount appropriated
this Act
Act in
of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid
paid or
delivered to
or received
received by
or delivered
to or
by
any agent or attorney
attorney on
on account
account of services
rendered in
services rendered
in connection
connection
with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any contract
to the
contract to
the
contrary
contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any person
violating the
of
person violating
the provisions
provisions of
this Act shall be deemed
deemed guilty of aamisdemeanor and
and upon
upon conviction
conviction
thereof
be fined
thereof shall be
$1,000.
fined in
in any sum
sum not
not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
Approved June
June 28,
28, 1949.
Approved
1949.
[
CHAPTER 265]
265]
[CHAPTER

ACT
AN ACT
relief of J.
J. L. Hitt.
For the relief

it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
Be it
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
and HOIL8e
House of
United States
States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
Secretary
the Secretary
Treasury is authorized and directed
of the Treasury
to pay,
pay , out
out of
directed to
of any
any money
money
in
the Treasury
Treasury not
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
to J.
J. ,L.
Hitt, Murfreesin the
not otherwise
L. Hitt,
Murfreesboro, Tennessee,
Tennessee, the
sum of
The payment
payment of
of such
shall
boro,
the sum
of $3,500.
$3,500. The
such sum
sum shall
be in full settlement of all
claims of the said J.
the
all claims
J. L.
L. Hitt
Hitt against
against the
United
United States
States for personal injuries
injuries sustained
sustained by
him in
by him
in aa collision
collision
between
automobile in
between the automobile
was riding
and a
United States
in which he
he was
riding and
a United
States
Army
vehicle on
on August
United States
States Highway
Highway NuraArmy vehicle
August 7,
7, 1944,
1944, on
on United
NumMurfreesboro,' Tennessee:
bered 41, about eight miles south of Murfreesboro
Tennessee: ProProvided, That
That no
no part
part of
the amount
Act in
excess
vided,
of the
amount appropriated
appropriated in
in this
this Act
in excess
of 10 per centum
cent= thereof shall be paid or
or delivered
delivered to or
or received
received by
by
account of
connection
any agent
agent or
or attorney
attorney on account
of services
services rendered
rendered in connection
with this claim,
claim, and
shall be
be unlawful,
unlawful, any
any contract
the
and the same shall
contract to
to the
contrary
violating the
the provisions
provisions of
contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any
Any person
person violating
of
this
this Act
Act shall
and upon
shall be
be deemed
deemed guilty
guilty of
of aamisdemeanor
misdemeanor and
upon conviction
conviction
thereof shall be fined
$1,000.
fined in any sum
sum not
not exceeding $1,000.
Approved June 28,
1949.
Approved
28, 1949.
[CHAPTER
[
CHAPTER 269]

ACT
AN ACT
For the relief of Phil H. Hubbard.
Hubbard.

Be
it enacted
the Senate
House of
of Representatives
the
Be it
enacted by
by the
Senate and
and House
Representatives of
of the
United
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
Secretary
United States of America
America in
in Congress
the Secretary
of the
the Treasury
Treasury is
is authorized
authorized and
directed to
pay, out
out of
of any
any money
of
and directed
to pay,
money
in
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
to Phil
Phil H.
H. Hubbard,
in the Treasury
Treasury not
appropriated, to
Hubbard
American
Consulate, Birmingham,
of $939.25.
$939.25. The
The
American Consulate,
Birmingham, England,
England, the
the sum
sum of
payment
sum shall
full settlement
of all
claims of
of the
payment of such
such sum
shall be
be in
in full
settlement of
all claims
the
said Phil H. Hubbard
Hubbard against the United
United States
for reimbursement
reimbursement
States for
of
the expenses
expenses incident
incident to
transportation, during
June 1945,
1945, of
of the
to the
the transportation,
during June
of

Morales
Morales

June 28, 1949
Jne
[H.
IL 3992]
3992]
[H. R.
[Private
[Private Law
Law 1311
I.
3. L. Hitt.

June 28,
28, 1949
June
1949
[IL
736)
IH. R.
R. 7351
[Private Law
132)
[Private
Law 131)
Phil
Hubbard.
Phil H.
H. Hubbard.
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[63 STAT.

States to
Switzerland,
his wife and
and children
children from
from the
the United
United States
to Zurich,
Zurich, Switzerland,
where
where he was stationed as American
American Consul. Although such expenses
expenses
would normally have been paid by the Department
Department of State,
State, the
the said
said
Phil H. Hubbard
expenses because
lack
Hubbard was required to pay
pay such
such expenses
because of
of lack
of funds available
available to the Department of
Proof State
State for
for such purpose:
purpose: Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated
vided,
appropriated in
in this Act in
in excess
excess
of 10 per centum
c,entum thereof shall be
delivered to or
received by
be paid
paid or
or delivered
or received
by
any agent or attorney on account of services rendered
rendered in connection
connection
with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any contract
contract to the
the
contrary
contrary notwithstanding. Any person
person violating the provisions
provisions of
of
this Act shall be deemed guilty of aamisdemeanor
misdemeanor and upon conviction
conviction
thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
Approved June 28,
28, 1949.
[CHAPTER 270]
[CHAPTER
Arne 28, 1949
June
199
[H. IL. 185f]
18681
[Private Law 1331
[Private
133]
Guardian of John
John
Waipa
Walpa Wilson.
Wilson.

ACT
AN ACT
For the relief of the legal guardian
guardian of John Waipa Wilson.

it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
and House of Representatives
Be it
Representatives of the
United States of America in
United
Congress assembled,
That the
the Secretary
Secretary
in Congress
assembled, That
of the Treasury
Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized
directed to pay,
authorized and directed
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise
appropriated, to
otherwise appropriated,
to the
the
legal guardian
guardian of John Waipa Wilson, Honolulu, Territory
Territory of Hawaii,
the sum of $20,000. The payment of such
shall be
in full
full settlesettlesuch sum shall
be in
ment of all claims of the said John Waipa Wilson against the
the United
United
personal injuries sustained when he was struck by aavehicle
States for personal
driven by personnel
personnel of the United States Army
Army on
on the
Island of
Oahu,
the Island
of Oahu,
Territory
Territory of Hawaii,
Hawaii, on February 27, 1943: Provided,
Provided,That no
no part
of the amount
amount appropriated
appropriated in this Act in excess of
centum
of 10
10 per centum
thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received
received by any agent or
or
attorney on account
account of services rendered
rendered in connection with this claim,
unlawful, any contract
and the same shall be unlawful,
contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions
be
provisions of this
this Act
Act shall
shall be
deemed guilty of a
a misdemeanor
misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof
thereof shall
be fined in any sum not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
Approved
Approved June 28, 1949.
[CHAPTER 271]
271]
[CHAPTER

June 28,1949

June 28, 1949
3603]
[H. R.a.as]
[Private Law 134]
(Private
134]
Michael
Michael Palaxotta.
Palmetta.

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of Michael
Michael Palazotts.
Palasotta.

it enacted
Senate and
House of Repesnttatves
Be it
enacted by the Senate
and House
Representatives of tle
the
United States
States of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary
Secretary
Treasury is authorized
of the Treasury
authorized and directed
directed to
pay, out
out of
of any
any money
to pay
money
in the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
Michael Palazotta
Palazotta,
appropriated, to Michael
of Bethpage, New York, the sum of $7,000, in full satisfaction of all
claims against the United States as compensation for his permanent
permanent
disability, as the result of an accident
accident involving
involving a
United States
States
a United
armed car tank, on April 21, 1944, at Babylon,
Babylon, New
New York:
York: Provided,
Provided,
That no part of the amount
amount appropriated
excess of
of
appropriated in this
this Act in
in excess
10 per centum
centrun thereof
thereof shall be paid or delivered to
to or
or received
received by
by any
any
agent or attorney on account of services rendered
rendered in connection
connection with
with
this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of this
Act shall be deemed guilty of aa misdemeanor
misdemeanor and upon conviction
conviction
m any sum not exceeding
thereof shall be fined in
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
Approved June 28, 1949.

63 STAT.]
STAT.]

81ST CONG.,
1ST SESS
SESS.-CHS.
1949
81sT
CONG., 1ax
.—CHS.282, 283-JUNE
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[CHAPTER 282]
282]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
AN
ACT

of Hampton
For the relief
relief of
Hampton Institute.
Institute.

Be it
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
and House
Representatives of
of the
the

United
in Congress
United States of America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That Hampton
Institute, of Hampton,
Hampton, Virginia,
private, nonprofit,
Virginia, aa private,
nonprofit, educational
educational
institution, is hereby relieved
to pay
pay to
to the
the United
relieved of all
all liability to
United
States the balance,
balance, due on and after April 1, 1948, of the purchase
price of certain property
property purchased from the United States
States by HampHamppursuant to Supplement Numbered
ton Institute pursuant
Numbered 6,
6, dated December
December 1,
1,
1945, of contract numbered
numbered NOd 3041, dated August 5, 1942, between
between
the United States of
of America
America and
and Hampton Institute.
Institute. The
The Secretary
Secretary
Treasury is authorized
of the Treasury
authorized and directed to pay, out of any money
money
in the Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to Hampton
Hampton Institute
aggregate of any amounts due and payable
an amount equal to the aggregate
on and after April 1, 1948, under such contract,
contract, as supplemented,
supplemented,
which have been paid by Hampton Institute
States.
Institute to
to the
the United
United States.
The Secretary of the Navy is authorized
authorized and
directed to transfer
and directed
transfer to
to
Hampton Institute all the right, title, and interest of the United States
States
in and to the property purchased under such contract, as supplemented.
supplemented.
Approved
Approved June 29, 1949.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 283]
283]

1127

AN ACT
AN
ACT
For
the relief
relief of
George A.
A. Kirchberger.
Kirehberger.
For the
of George

enacted by the Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
Be it
it enacted
Representatives of the
the
United States
assembled, That
That George
George A.
United
States of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled
A.
liability to
to refund
Kirchberger, of Chicago, Illinois,
Illinois, is relieved
relieved of
of all
all liability
refund
to
as an
employee
to the United
United States amounts
amounts paid
paid to
to him
him for
for services
services as
an employee
of the Department
Department of the
the Treasury,
Treasury, Bureau
Bureau of
of Federal
Federal Supply,
Supply, and
and
as an employee
employee of the Department
Department of War during
during the
the period
period he
he was
was
not eligible, because of citizenship
receive compencitizenship requirements,
requirements, to
to receive
compensation from funds appropriated
appropriated for
Any amounts
amounts
for such Departments.
Departments. Any
heretofore (1)
(1) withheld
George A.
A. Kirchberger
heretofore
withheld from
from the
the said
said George
Kirchberger (includ(includsalary for
for services
services performed
and salary
in lieu
of
ing any accrued
accrued salary
performed and
salary in
lieu of
accrued annual leave,
excluding the
representing
accrued
leave, but excluding
the sum
sum of
of $214.44,
$214.44, representing
retirement
retirement deductions),
deductions), and any sum
withheld or required
required to be
be withwithsum withheld
held pursuant to the provisions of subchapter
subchapter D
chapter IX
D of chapter
IX of
the
(2) refunded
refunded to
the United
the Internal Revenue
Revenue Code,
Code, or
or (2)
to the
United States
States by
by
account of
of such
such unauthorized
payment to
to him,
shall be
be paid
him, on
on account
unauthorized payment
him, shall
paid
to
him out
out of
of any
for the
the payment
payment of
to him
any money
money available
available for
of salaries
salaries of
of
employees of the Department
employees
Department of the Treasury. The Secretary
Secretary of the
Treasury
is authorized
and directed
directed to
to pay,
pay, out
of any
any .money
money in
Treasury is
authorized and
out of
in the
the
Treasury
into the
retirement
Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, into
the civil-service
civil-service retirement
and
provided for in the Civil
and disability fund
fund provided
Civil Service
Service Retirement
Retirement Act
Act
of May
1930, as
as amended,
shall be
be
of
May 29,
29, 1930,
amended, such
such sum
sum of
of $214.44
$214.44 which
which shall
credited to
individual account
of the
the said
credited
to the
the individual
account of
said George
George A.
A. Kirchberger
Kirchberger
who
shall, for
for the
of such
Act, as
amended, be
be held
held and
and
who shall,
the purposes
purposes of
such Act,
as amended,
considered to
States during
to have
have been
been a
a citizen
citizen of
of the United States
during the
the
period of his employment
employment by the
period
the United
United States.
Approved June
1949.
Approved
June 29,
29, 1949.

itme
29, 1949
June 29,1949
[H. R.
R. 593]
593]
[H.
[Private Law
Law 135]
1351
[Private
Hampton Institute,
Institute,
Hampton,
Va.
Hampton. Va.

Rule
79, 1949
Jm
e29,
1949
[H.
R. 650]
[H. R.
650]
[Private
Law 1361
[Private Law
131]
George A.
A. KirchKirchGeorge
berger.
berger.

57 Stat.
Stat. 126.
126.
26
162126 U. 8.
8. 0.
C. It
II 16211627;
Stipp. 11,
II, if
H1621,
1627; Supp.
1621,
1622.
Anis,
Ante, p.
p. 868.
a88.

46 Stat. 468.
468.
8. C.
C. I 691
691 e
et
55 U.
U. S.
II, i 691
seq.: Supp.
Supp. II,
691
det seq.
seq.
266,
Ante, pp. 170,
170 266,
475, 476,
490, 577,
475,
476, 490.
577, 609,
609,
621, 663,
699, 704,
704, 884.
884.
621,
663, 699,
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June
30,
1949
PRIVATE
LAWS— CHS .291,
291, 293,
293, 29.1-June
July 30,
2, 1949
1949
PRIVATE LAWS-CHS.
2 9 4-July 2, 1949
[
CHAPTER 291]
[CHAPTER

June
1949
June 30,
30, 1949
[H. R.
[H.
R. 1136]
1136]
[Private Law
[Private
Law 137]
137]
June
June C
C .Dollar.
.Dollar.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
and House of Representatives
Representatives of
the
of the
United States
States of America
America in Congress
United
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary
Secretary
of the Treasury is authorized
authorized and directed to pay, out of funds of the
the
District of Columbia, to June C. Dollar, Hyattsville,
Hyattsville, Maryland,
Maryland, the
sum of $10,000. The payment of such
settlement
such sum
sum shall
shall be
be in full settlement
of all claims of the said June C. Dollar against
against the District of
of Columbia on account of personal
personal injuries sustained by him on February
February 28,
1942, when he was shot by a
a member of the Metropolitan
Metropolitan Police force
of the District of Columbia: Provided,
amount
Provided, That no part of the amount
appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be
paid or delivered
received by any agent or attorney on account
delivered to or received
account
of services
services rendered in connection with this
this claim,
claim, and the same
same shall
shall
be unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any
Any
person violating the provisions of this
deemed guilty
guilty of
this Act shall
shall be
be deemed
of a
a
misdemeanor and upon conviction
conviction thereof
thereof shall
in any
any sum
sum
misdemeanor
shall be
be fined in
exceeding $1,000.
not exceeding
Approved
Approved June 30, 1949.
[CHAPTER 293]
[CHAPTER
293]

39 Stat.
875.
39
Stat. 875.
8 U.
S. 0.
C. § 136
(a).
8
H. S.
136 (a).

Sadao AokL

AN ACT
For the relief of Lee F. Bertuecioli.
Bertuccioli.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of the
United States
States of America in
United
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the provisions
of the first category of section 33of the Immigration
Immigration Act of 1917, as
amended,
F. Bertuccioli,
amended, shall not hereafter be applicable
applicable to Lee F.
Bertuccioli,
Farnborough, Kent, England, who served in the armed forces of the
the
United States in World War II
II under the name of Lee F.
F. Johnson,
and who, because
because of aaphysical
physical disability arising out
out of
of such
service,
such service,
is unable to obtain an immigration
immigration visa for admission into the
the United
United
States.
Approved July 2, 1949.
Approved

[CHAPTER
[CHA PTE It 294]
July 2, 1949
1949
[H. R. 27091
[Private Law 139]
[Private
1391

ACT
AN ACT
For the relief of June
June C.
C.Dollar.
D ollar.

July 2,
2, 1849
July
1949
[II.
R. 750]
[H. R.
750]
[Private
Law 138]
138]
[Private Law

Lee F.
F. Batumi°11.
Bertuccioli.
Lee

[63 S
TAT.
[63
STAT.

ACT
AN ACT
For the relief of Sadae Aoki.
Aokl.

Be it
it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of the
United
Congress assembled,
United States of America in Congress
assembled, That the provisions
immigration laws relating
of the immigration
relating to the
the exclusion
exclusion of
of aliens
aliens inadmisinadmissible because of race shall not hereafter
hereafter apply
apply to Sadae
Sadae Aoki,
Aoki, the
the
Japanese fiancee of A. George Kato, aa citizen of the United
Japanese
United States
and an honorably
honorably discharged veteran of World War II,
II, and that
Sadae Aoki may be eligible for aavisa as aanonimmigrant
nonimmigrant temporary
visitor for aaperiod of three months: Provided,
Provided,That the administrative authorities find that the said Sadae Aoki is coming to the United
States with a
a bona fide intention
intention of being married to said A. George
Kato, and that she is found otherwise admissible
admissible under the immigration
immigration
laws. In the event the marriage between the above-named
above-named parties
does not occur within three months after the entry of said Sadae
Sadao
Aoki, she shall be required to depart from the United States and
upon failure to do so shall be deported in accordance
accordance with the provisions of sections 19 and 20 of the Immigration Act of February
February 5,

63 STAT.]
STAT.]

81ST CONG
CONG.,., 1sT
1ST SESS.—CHS.
SESS.-CHS. 294, 295, 303—JULY
81sT
303-JU LY 2, 12, 1949
1949
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1917 (U.
(U. S.
S. C.,
C. title
title 8,
secs. 155
155 and
156). I
even tth
marri
age
1917
8, secs.
and 156).
Inn th
thee event
thee marriage
39 Stat. 889, 890.
88U.S.
., Supp.
15II5..
S. 0.,
Stipp. II,
between the above-named
above-named parties shall occur within
within three
three months
months after
after 115.,
the entry of said Sadae Aoki, the Attorney General
General is
authorized and
and
is authorized
directed
directed to record the lawful admission for permanent
residence of
of
permanent residence
said Sadae Aoki as of the date of her entry into
into the
the United
United States,
States,
upon the payment
payment by her
fees and
and head
head tax.
tax.
her of the required
required fees
Approved
Approved July
July 2,
2, 1949.
1949.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 295]
295]

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of Celeste Iris Maeda.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
and House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
United States
States of America in
in Congress
assembled, That
United
Congress assembled,
provisions
That the provisions
of the immigration
immigration laws relating
relating to the exclusion of aliens inadmissible
inadmissible
Celeste Iris
because of race shall not hereafter apply to Celeste
Iris Maeda,
Maeda, the
the
Japanese fiancee
fiancee of
Ara,sim, Junior,
an honorably
honorably discharged
of Stanley
Stanley Arasim,
Junior, an
discharged
veteran of World War II,
II, and that Celeste
Maeda may
eligible
Celeste Iris
Iris Maeda
may be
be eligible
for aavisa as
nonimmigrant temporary
temporary visitor
visitor for
for a
period of
of three
three
as aanonimmigrant
a period
months: Provided,
Provided, That the administrative
administrative authorities find
that the
find that
the
said Celeste Iris Maeda is coming to
States with
with a
a bona
to the
the' United States
bona
fide intention
intention of being married to said Stanley Arasim,
Arasirn, Junior,
and
Junior, and
that she is found otherwise admissible under
under the immigration
laws.
immigration laws.
between the above-named
In the event the marriage between
above-named parties
parties does not
occur within
within three months after the
Celeste Iris
Iris Maeda,
Maeda,
the entry of
of said Celeste
she shall be required to depart from the United States and upon
upon
failure to do so shall be deported
in accordance
deported in
accordance with
provisions
with the provisions
of
sections 19
20 of
of the
Act of
of February
of sections
19 and
and 20
the Immigration
Immigration Act
February 5,
5, 1917
1917
(U. S.
C., title
title 8,
8, sees.
secs. 155
155 and
and 156).
event the
(U.
S. C.,
156). In
In the
the event
the marriage
marriage
above-named parties shall occur
between the above-named
three months
months
occur within three
after the entryentry of said Celeste Iris Maeda,
Maeda, the
General is
the Attorney
Attorney General
is
authorized and directed
directed to record the
admission for
the lawful admission
for permanent
permanent
Maeda, as of the date
date of her entry into
residence of said Celeste
Celeste Iris Maeda,
into
the
United States, upon the
payment by
by her
of the
the United
the payment
her of
the required
required fees
fees and
and
head tax.
tax.
head
Approved July
2, 1949.
1949.
Approved
July 2,
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 303]
303]

AN ACT

For
commander, United
For the relief of
of John W.
W. Crumpacker,
Crumpacker, commander,
United States
States Navy.
Navy.

hily 2, 1949
Inly
194
[H. R. 3458]
3468]
[Private Law 140]
Celeste
Oeleste Iris Maeda.

39
Stat. 8898
889, NO.
39 Stat.
0.
U. 8.
S. 0.,
Stapp. II
II,
88U.
O., Bpp.
I 15.

July 12.
1949
July
121949
(8. Il3I
11381
(I.
(Private
Lew
[1rivate Law 1411
141]

Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
and House
of the
the
Be it
the Senate
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
John W.
W. Orum.
Ornm•
United
of America
That the
United States
States of
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
the Secretary
Secretary packer.
pecker.
of the Treasury
Treasury is authorized
authorized and directed
directed to
to pay,
pay, out
out of money
money in
the Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
to John
John W.
W. Crumpacker,
Crumpacker,
commander, United
United States
Navy, the
$135.60, which
sum
commander,
States Navy,
the sum
sum of
of $135.60,
which sum
represents the amount
it would
have cost
cost had
been
represents
amount which
which it
would have
had shipment
shipment been
made
at Government
Government expense
expense of
of certain
his household
made at
certain of
of his
household effects
effects from
from
Accomac,
City, Indiana,
Indiana, following
following the
the evacuaAccomac, Virginia,
Virginia, to
to Michigan
Michigan City,
evacuation of
his dependents
dependents from
from Tutuila,
Tutuila, American
American Samoa,
Samoa, in
tion
of his
in January
January
1942: Provided,
That no
the amount
1942:
Provided,That
no part
part of
of the
amount appropriated
appropriated in
in this
this Act
Act
in excess
10 per
per centurn
shall be
be paid
paid or
to or
or
in
excess of
of 10
centum thereof
thereof shall
or .delivered
delivered to
received by
by any
any agent
agent or
on account
account of
of services
services rendered
received
or attorney
attorney on
rendered in
in
connection
with this
same shall
shall be
unlawful, any
any contract
contract
connection with
this claim,
claim, and
and the
the same
be unlawful,
to the
Any person
person violating
to
the contrary
contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any
violating the
the provisions
provisions
of this
Act shall
deemed guilty
guilty of
misdemeanor and
and upon
conof
this Act
shall be
be deemed
of aamisdemeanor
upon conviction thereof
in any
sum not
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
viction
thereof shall
shall be
be fined
fined in
any sum
not exceeding
Approved
1949.
Approved July
July 12,
12, 1949.
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PRIVATE LAWS—
OHS .308-310—JULY
13, 1949
1949
PRIVATE
LAWS-CHS.
308-310--JULY 13,
[
CHAPTER 308]
[CHAPTER
308]

July
1949
July 13,
13, 1949
[S.
IS. 113]
[Private
142]
[Private Law
Law 142]
Helen Louise
Louise Oles.
Helen

[CHAPTER 3091
309]
[CHAPTER

43 Stat. lea.
162.
8
U. S. 0.
C. §213 (c).
(e).
8 U.

[8. lin6

[Private Law 144]
Marion
Marion Miller,
tate.

es-

es"

AN ACT'
AcT .
AS
For the relief of Mrs.
Mrs. Sonia Kaye Johnston.
Johnston.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
House of Representatives
and House
Representatives of
of the
the
UnitedStates
States of America in Congress
United
Congress assembled,
adminisassembled That
That in
in the
the administration of the immigration and naturalization
naturalization laws the provision of
of
section 13 (c) of the Immigration Act of 1924, as amended, which
which
excludes from the United States persons who are ineligible
ineligible to citizencitizenship, shall not hereafter apply to Mrs. Sonia
Sonia Kaye
Kap Johnston, a
anative
native
of England
England and citizen of Japan, now residing
England,
residing in
in London,
London, England,
and who is the wife of Thomas F. Johnston, United
a
a citizen of
of the
the United
States. If
If otherwise admissible
admissible under the immigration laws,
laws, said
said
Mrs
Mrs. Sonia Kaye Johnston shall be granted the status of a
anonquota
nonquota
immigrant.
immigrant.
Approved
13, 1949.
Approved July
July 13,
1949.
[CHAPTER 310]
[CHAPTER

July
July 13, 1949
19i
[S. 1187]

AN ACT
ACT
Helen Louise
For the relief of Helen
Louise Oles.
Oles.

Be it
enacted by the Senate
the
it enacted
Senate and House 61
of Representaties
Representaties of
of the
United States of America in
in Congress
Secretary
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
of the Treasury is authorized
authorized and directed to pay, out of any money
money
in the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to Helen Louise
Louise Oles, of
of
Seattle,
Washington, the sum
sum of $5,000,
Seattle Washington,
$5,000, in full satisfaction
her
satisfaction of her
claim, other
Other than for property
property damages
damages and for
medical and
hospital
for medical
and hospital
expenses, against
against the United States for compensation
compensation for
for personal
personal
injuries suffered
suffered and sustained by her as a
a result of an
an automobile
automobile
accident which occurred
occurred on October 26, 1943, when
when the
the automobile
in which she was riding on United States Highway Numbered
Numbered 10
10 in
the State of Washington
Washington was struck by a
tank-trailer being towed by
a tank-trailer
by
a United States Army vehicle: Provided,
Provided, That no part
a
amount
part of
of the
the amount
appropriated in this Act in excess of 10
appropriated
thereof shall
shall
10 per
per eentum
centum thereof
be paid or delivered
delivered to or received
received by any
or attorney
attorney on
on account
account
any agent or
of services rendered in connection with this
and the
the same
same shall
this claim,
claim, and
shall
be unlawful,
unlawful, any contract to the contrary
contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any
Any perperson violating the provisions
provisions of this Act shall
guilty of
shall be deemed
deemed guilty
of a
a
misdemeanor
misdemeanor and upon conviction
conviction thereof shall be
any sum
be fined in any
sum
not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
Approved July
July 13, 1949.
1949.

Duly
IMny 13,
13, 1949
1949
[S.
230]
[8.230]
143]
[Private Law 143]
Mrs.
Mrs. Sonia Kaye
Kaye
Johnston.
Johnston.

TAT.
[63 S
STAT.

ACT
AN ACT
For the relief of the estate of Marion
l!darion Miller.

Be it
it enacted by the Senate
Senate and
House of
of the
the
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
United
States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
United States
assembled, That
That the Comptroller General of the United States be,
be, and
and he is
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized
and directed to settle and adjust the claim or claims for payment
payment of
of
the amount due the estate of Marion Miller
private, first
Miller,' private,
first class,
class,
Army of the United States, deceased,
deceased, incident to his service in the
Army which amount was paid to the United States by the
Canadian Alquy
Government of the Dominion of Canada, February
Government
February 27,
27, 1943,
1943, for
for his
his
credit but which was erroneously paid by a
a United States finance
officer to another
a similar name, and to allow in full
another individual of a
and final settlement
settlement of the claim or claims not to
09.58.
to exceed $59.58.

STAT.]
63 S
TAT.]

81ST CONG
CONG.,., 1sT
1ST SESS
SESS.-CHS.
.—CHS .310-312-JULY
310-312—JULY 13,
13, 1949
1949
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There is hereby appropriated out of
of any moneys
moneys in
in the
the Treasury,
Treasury,
not otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the sum of $59.58,
much thereof
thereof
$59.58, or so
so much
as may be necessary,
necessary, for the payment
payment of
of such
or claims:
such claim
claim or
claims: ProProvided, That no part of the amount
vided,
amount appropriated
appropriated in this
this Act
Act in
in excess
excess
of 10 per centum
centum thereof
thereof shall be paid or delivered
delivered to or received
received by
by
any agent or attorney on account of services rendered
rendered in
in connection
connection
with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful,
unlawful, any
contract to
to the
any contract
the
notwithstanding. Any person
contrary notwithstanding.
violating the
the provisions
of
person violating
provisions of
this Act shall be deemed
a misdemeanor
deemed guilty of a
misdemeanor and
upon conviction
conviction
and upon
thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
Approved
July 13,
13, 1949.
Approved July
1949.
[CHAPTER 311]
AN ACT
For the relief of Murphy
Murphy and Wischmeyer.
Wischmeyer.

July 13, 1949
1949
July
IS. 1296]
1296l
I[.

[Private Law 145]
[Private

Be it
the Senate and
it enacted
enacted by the
and House of
Representatives of
of the
the
of Representatives
Murphy
Murphy and
and
United States
States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary
United
Secretary Wischmeyer.
Wischmeyer.
of the Treasury is authorized
authorized and
to pay,
of any
any money
money in
and directed
directed to
pay, out
out of
in
the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to the firm of
of Murphy
Murphy and
and
Wischmeyer, of 911 Locust Street,
Wischmeyer,
Louis, Missouri,
of
Street, Saint
Saint Louis,
Missouri, the
the sum
sum of
$3,323.90,
$3,323.90, in full satisfaction
satisfaction of its claim against the
for
the United
United States
States for
increased
performance of its architectural-engiincreased costs incurred
incurred in the performance
architectural-engineering contract,
numbered WA-1064,
contract, numbered
WA-1064, dated
January 5,
1942, with
with the
dated January
5,1942,
the
Federal Works Agency, by reason of unavoidable
unavoidable delays
delays on
on the
the _part
part
of other contractors
construction and completion
contractors in the construction
completion of
defense
of the defense
housing project at East Alton, Illinois: Provided,
Provided, That
That no
part of
of the
the
no part
amount appropriated
appropriated in this Act in excess of
of 10
10 per
per centum
centum thereof
thereof
shall be paid or delivered
delivered to or received by
on
by any
any agent
agent or
or attorney
attorney on
account of services rendered in connection
connection with
this claim,
and the
with this
claim, and
the
same shall be unlawful, any
to the
the contrary
any contract
contract to
contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding.
Any person
of this
this Act
shall be
person violating
violating the provisions
provisions of
Act shall
deemed guilty
be deemed
guilty
of aamisdemeanor
misdemeanor and
and upon
of
upon conviction
shall be
fined in
in any
any
conviction thereof
thereof shall
be fined
sum not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
Approved
Approved July 13,
13, 1949.
1949.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 312]
312]

AN ACT
ACT

For the relief of the General
General Engineering and Dry Dock Corporation.

July 13, 1949
1949
Ill. R. 7091
7091
111.
[I'rivate Iaw
(Private
Law 146l
146)

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
and House of
Representatives of
of the
the
of Representatives
EngineerUnited States
States of America in
United
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the
the Navy
Navy ingGeneral
and Dry Dock
Dock
Corp.
Corp.
Department
be,
and
is
hereby,
authorized
Department
hereby, authorized to
by the
to waive
waive compliance
compliance by
the
General Engineering
Engineering and Dry Dock Corporation
Corporation with the requirement
General
requirement
of article 55 (b)
(b) of Navy Department,
Department, Bureau
Bureau of
of Ship
Contract
Ship Contract
NObs-10790, that estimates of
NObs-10790,
performing change
change orders
orders
of the
the cost
cost of
of performing
be submitted
submitted within ten days of the receipt
orders or
receipt of such orders
or within
within
such further time as the
inspector may
allow in
the naval inspector
may allow
in writing
writing within
within
said ten-day
ten-day period:
period: Provided,
Provided, That no
approno part of
of the
the amount
amount appropriated
priated in this Act in excess of
10 per
shall be
be paid
or
of 10
per centum
centum thereof
thereof shall
paid or
delivered
delivered to or received
received by any agent or attorney
attorney on account
account of
of services
services
rendered
rendered in connection
connection with
claims, and
same shall
with these
these claims,
and the
the same
shall be
be unlawunlawful, any contract
contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any
violatAny person
person violating the provisions
provisions of this Act shall be deemed
deemed guilty of aamisdemeanor
misdemeanor
and upon conviction thereof shall
sum not
exceeding
shall be fined
fined in
in any sum
not exceeding
$1,000.
$1,000.
Approved July
13, 1949.
Approved
July 13,
1949.
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PRIVATE
LAWS— CHS .313-315—JULY
1949
PRIVATE LAWS-CHS.
313-315-JULY 13,
13, 1949

[63
TAT.
[63 S
STAT.

[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 313]
313]
1949
July 13, 1949
[H. R.
R. 1009]
[H.
[Private Law 147]

Central Bank, Calif.

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of the Central
Central Bank, a
assignee of
of John
John C.
a California corporation,
corporation, as
as assignee
C.
Williams, an individual operating under the fictitious name
style
name and
and trade
trade style
of Central
Central Machine
Works, of
California.
Machine Works,
of Oakland,
Oakland, California.

Be it
and House
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
of Representatives
l?epresentatives of
of the
the
House of

United
States of America
America in
United States
in Congress
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
That the Navy
Navy
Department
Department be, and is hereby, authorized to waive compliance
the
compliance by the
Central
Central Bank, a
corporation, as
John C.
Wila California corporation,
as assignee of
of John
C. Williams, an individual
individual operating
operating under the
fictitious name
the fictitious
name and
and trade
trade
Machine Works, of Oakland,
style of Central Machine
Oakland, California, with
with the
the
requirement
5 (b) of the Navy Department,
requirement of article 5
Department, Bureau
Bureau of
of
Ships Contract
Contract NObs-10824
NObs-10824 that estimates of the cost of
performing
of performing
change orders be submitted within ten days of the receipt
such
receipt of
of such
orders or within such further time as the naval inspector
inspector may allow
in writing within said ten-day
ten-day period:
Provided, That
the
period: Provided,
That no
no part
part of
of the
amount appropriated
appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per cen
turn thereof
thereof
centum
shall be paid or delivered to or received by any agent or attorney
attorney
on account of services
services rendered in connection with these claims,
and
claims, and
the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary
notwithstandcontrary notwithstanding. Any person violating
violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed
deemed
guilty of a
a misdemeanor
misdemeanor and upon conviction
in
conviction thereof shall be
be fined
fined in
any sum not exceeding $1,000.
Approved July 13, 1949.
Approved
[
CHAPTER 314]
[CHAPTER
314]

July
1949
July 13, 1949
[H. R. 1116]

[Private
[Private Law 148]
Mexican Fibre and
Mexican
and
Twine Co., Inc.

ACT
AN ACT
For the relief of Mexican
Mexican Fibre and Twine Company, Incorporated.
Incorporated.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
Senate and
and House
House of
of the
the
by the
the Senate
of Representatives
Representatives of
United
States of
of America
America in
United States
Congress assembled,
in Congress
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary
of the Treasury
Treasury is authorized
authorized and
to pay,
pay, out
money
and directed
directed to
out of
of any
any money
in the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
to Mexican
Mexican Fibre
Fibre and
and
Twine Company, Incorporated,
Incorporated, San
San Antonio,
Antonio, Texas,
Texas, the
of
the sum
sum of
in full
full settlement
$435.20, in
all claims
claims against
against the
United States
settlement of
of all
the United
States reprerepresenting overcharge
on sisal
overcharge of customs duties on
sisal twine
on entry
twine on
entry numbered
numbered
11 of July 25,
25, 1946,
1946, made
115
made at
Orleans?Louisiana,
Louisiana, resulting
at New
New Orleans,
resulting from
from
certain mathematical
mathematical errors in the liquidation
liquidation of
entry: Provided,
Provided,
of the
the entry:
That no part of the amount appropriated
appropriated in
Act in
in excess
excess of
10
in this
this Act
of 10
per centum thereof shall be paid or
or delivered
to or
or received
received by
delivered to
by any
any
of services
services rendered
agent or attorney on account
account of
rendered in
in connection
connection with
with
this claim,
claim, and
this
and the
the same
shall be
same shall
be unlawful,
unlawful, any
any contract
contract to
to the
the contrary
contrary
notwithstanding. Any person violating
violating the
the provisions
provisions of
of this
this Act
Act
shall be deemed
misdemeanor and
deemed guilty of aamisdemeanor
conviction thereof
thereof
and upon
upon conviction
shall be fined
in any
any sum
fined in
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
sum not
not exceeding
Approved
Approved July
July 13,
13, 1949.
1949.
[CHAPTER 315]
3151

1949
July 13,11949
[11. R. 1173]
[H.
[Private
tPrivate Law 149]
Florence
Florence Bryant
Peters and E. B.
B. Peters.
ters

ACT
AN ACT
For the relief of Florence
Florence Bryant
Peters.
Bryant Peters and
and E.
E. B.
B. Peters.

it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Be it
Representatives of
Senate and
and House of Representatives
of the
the
United States of America in
in Congress
That the
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
the Secretary
Secretary

of the Treasury
Treasury is authorized
authorized and directed
directed to
to pay,
out of
money
pay, out
of any
any money
ia
Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
in the Treasury
to Florence
Florence Bryant
Bryant Peters
Peters
E. B. Peters, of
and E.
of Savannah,
Savannah, Georgia,
sum of
$420. The
Georgia, the
the sum
of $420.
The paypayment of such sum shall be in full settlement
settlement of
of all
all claims
of the
claims of
the said
said
Florence Bryant Peters and E.
E. B.
B. Peters
Peters against
Florence
against the
the United
United States
States

63STAT.]
63
STAT.]
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for losses sustained as the result of the failure of
War Department
Department
of the
the War
to carry out its plans to lease certain
property owned
the said
certain property
owned by
by the
said
E. B. Peters and located
Florence Bryant Peters and E.
Drayton
located at
at 310 Drayton
Street, Savannah,
Savannah, Georgia.
Georgia. A lease
lease providing for the rental
such
rental of
of such
property by the United States at the rate of
per annum
annum was
was
of $420
$420 per
signed on November 3, 1944, by the said Florence
Peters and
and
Florence Bryant
Bryant Peters
E. B. Peters. On October 4, 1945,
1945, the War Department returned
returned such
such
lease unsigned by any representative
representative of the United
States, although
although
United States,
the War Department
Department had had the use of such property
property since
since November
November
3, 1944: Provided,
Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated
appropriated in
in this
this
Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid
to or
paid or delivered
delivered to
or
received by any agent or attorney on account of
received
rendered in
in
of services
services rendered
connection with this claim, and the
connection
unlawful, any
any conconthe same shall
shall be
be unlawful,
contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating
tract to the contrary
violating the
the
provisions
provisions of this Act shall be deemed
deemed guilty
misdemeanor and
and
guilty of aamisdemeanor
upon conviction
conviction thereof
thereof shall be fined in
in any sum not
not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
Approved July
Approved
July 13,
13, 1949.
1949.
[
CHAPTER 316]
[CHAPTER

ACT
AN ACT
For the relief of
of Alvin
Alvin G.
G. Patton.
Patton.

it enacted
Be it
enacted by the Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
United States of America in
assembled, That the Secretary
United
in Congress
Congress assembled,
of the Treasury is authorized
authorized and directed
directed to pay, out
out of any
any money
money
in the Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
Patton, Los
Los
to Alvin
Alvin G.
G. Patton,
California, the sum of $221.13. Such
Angeles, California
Such sum
sum represents
represents paypayment for one hundred
hundred and eighty-nine
eighty-nine hours
hours of accumulated
accumulated annual
annual
leave earned by the said Alvin G. Patton while employed under
under
N244s-37735, dated September 1, 1943, in the
contract N2449-37735,
security
the district security
office, headquarters, Eleventh
Eleventh Naval District, San Diego, California,
for the period
period beginning
beginning September 1, 1943,
and ending
ending June
30, 1944.
1943, and
June 30,
1944.
Funds were not available
available after June 30, 1944,
renew such
such contract,
contract,
1944, to renew
and therefore,
therefore, the services
services of
the said
Alvin G.
terminated
of the
said Alvin
G. Patton
Patton were
were terminated
without an opportunity
opportunity for him to take such accumulated
Proaccumulated leave:
leave: ProThat no
no part
part of
amount appropriated
this Act
Act in
vided, That
of the
the amount
appropriated in
in this
in excess
excess
of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered
received by
delivered to or
or received
by
any agent or attorney
attorney on account
account of services rendered
rendered in connection
connection
with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful,
unlawful, any
the
any contract
contract to
to the
contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any person violating
violating the
provisions of
the provisions
of
this Act shall be deemed guilty of a
a misdemeanor
misdemeanor and
conviction
and upon
upon conviction
thereof shall be fined in any sum not
not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
Approved
Approved July
July 13,
13, 1949.
1949.
[CHAPTER
[
CHAPTER 317]

AN ACT
ACT

For the relief of the estate of James
James F. Delahanty,
Delahanty, deceased.
deceased.

Be it
it enacted
Senate and House of Representatives
enacted by the Senate
Representatives of the
the
United
States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
United States
assembled, That
That the Secretary
Secretary
of the Treasury
Treasury be, and he
hereby, authorized
pay,
he is
is hereby,
authorized and
and directed
directed to
to pay,
out of any money
money in the Treasury
Treasury not
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the
not otherwise
the
sum of $5,000,
$5,000, to the estate
estate of James
F. Delahanty, deceased,
Boston,
James F.
deceased, of
of Boston,
Massachusetts,
Massachusetts, in full
of all
all claims
claims against
the United
full settlement
settlement of
against the
United
compensation for the death
States as compensation
James F.
F. Delahanty
Delahanty
death of the
the said James
who was killed as aa result of an accident
accident involving
involving a
a United
United States
States
Army vehicle
vehicle near Pozzuoli,
May 28,
claim not
Pozzuoli, Italy, on
on May
28, 1945.
1945. Said
Said claim
not
coming
coming within the purview of
Tort Claims
of 1946
1946
of the Federal Tort
Claims Act
Act of
because
a foreign
because the accident occurred in a
foreign country:
country: Provided,
Provided, That
That

July 13, 1949
1949
[H. R. 1297]
1297
[Private
Law
150]
[Private Law 150]
Alvin G.
G. Patton
Patton
Alvia

July 13,
1949
July
13,1949
[H.
1470]
[H. R. 14701

[Private Law
Law 151]
[Private
1511
James F. DelahanDelahan-

ty, estate.
estate.
ty,

60 Stat. 843;
84; 62
62 Stat.
Stat.

1008.
1008.
28
Sapp.
28 U.
U. S.. C.,
C Sapp.
if
2671-2580.
H
i 2n71-2680L

307
-AZ

PP. ea.
106,
Ain pp.r
4 10X
X1W.44W
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no
part of
of the
the amount
this Act in excess of 10 per
appropriated in this
amount appropriated
no part
centum thereof
to or
received by any agent
agent
or received
delivered to
paid or
or delivered
be paid
shall be
thereof shall
centum
or
attorney on
on account
account of
of services
services rendered
rendered in
with this
connection with
in connection
or attorney
claim, and the same
contract to the contrary
be unlawful, any contract
same shall be
claim,
notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions
provisions of this Act
notwithstanding.
shall
deemed guilty
misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof
of aamisdemeanor
guilty of
be deemed
shall be
$1,000.
exceeding $1,000.
be fined in any sum not exceeding
shall be
Approved July 13, 1949.
Approved
[CHAPTER
3181
[CHAPTER 318]
July 13, 1949
1019
[H. R. 1496]
[Private
Law
152]
[Private Law 162]
Mrs. Thelma
Thelma Lee
Rynaard
(formerly
Rynaard (formerly
Thelma
Orwig).
Thelma Lee Orwig).

Be
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
Representatives of the
and House
House of Representatives
Be it
United
Congress assenbled,
assembled, That the Secretary
Secretary
America in Congress
States of
of America
United States
of the Treasury is authorized and directed to pay, out of any money
in
Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to Mrs. Thelma Lee
in the
the Treasury
Rynaard
Orwig), of Martinez,
Martinez, California, the
Lee Orwig),
Thelma Lee
(formerly Thelma
Rynaard (formerly
sum
of $5,000.
payment of
such sum shall be in full settlement
settlement of
of such
The payment
$5,000. The
sum of
United
claims of the said Mrs. Thelma Lee Rynaard against the United
all claims
expenses, and loss
medical and hospital expenses,
injuries, medical
personal injuries,
States for personal
by her as the result of having fallen, on July 4,
incurred by
of earnings
earnings incurred
1942,
Trail 2Multnomah County,
Mountain Trail,
the Larch
Larch Mountain
on the
bridge on
1942, from aabridge
Department
Oregon,
jurisdiction of the Forest Service of the Department
the jurisdiction
Oregon, under the
a
of Agriculture,
Agriculture, such fall
collapse of a
having been caused by the collapse
fall having
of
amount
That no part of the amount
Proed,
brigPridge: Provided,
guard rail of such bridge:
appropriated in
in this
thereof shall be
centum thereof
of 10 per centuni
excess of
Act in excess
this Act
appropriated
account
or received
received by any agent or attorney on account
to or
delivered to
paid or delivered
of
rendered in connection
connection with this claim, and the same shall
of services
services rendered
be
contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any percontract to the contrary
unlawful, any contract
be unlawful,
son
deemed guilty of a
a
Act shall
shall be deemed
provisions of this Act
the provisions
violating the
son violating
misdemeanor
misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum
not
exceeding $1,000.
not exceeding
Approved July 13, 1949.
[CHAPTER
819]
[CHAPTER 319]

July 13, 1949
111. R.
(H.
R. 16761
1676]
(Private
Law 15]3
1331
LPrivate Law
Thomas M. Bate.
Bates.

AN ACT
Thelma Lee Rynaard.
For the relief of Mrs. Thelma

AN ACT
AN
For the
the relief
of Thomas
Thomas M.
Bates.
M. Bates.
relief of
For

Representative of the
Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House
Howe of Representatives
United
Congress assembled, That the Secrein Congress
States of America in
United States
to
tary
Treasury be, and he is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized and directed to
of the Treasury
tary of
pay,
of any
money i
n the
the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated,
in
any money
out of
pay, out
the
$5,000 to Thomas M. Bates, of Miami, Florida, in full
the sum of $5,000
settlement
all claims against the United States for personal injuries,
settlement of all
medical and hospital
hospital expenses, and other losses sustained as result of
being
in a
Seaboard
freight train of the Seaboard
between aa freight
a collision between
injured in
being injured
Railway Company
Company and a
a trailer attached to aaUnited States
Line Railway
Air Line
Navy
intersection of Northwest
Northwest One Hundred and
at the intersection
Navy vehicle,
vehicle, at
Sixty-seventh Street, on the tracks of the said Seaboard
Seaboard Air Line
Sixty-seventh
January 19, 1944:
Railway Company, in Dade County, Florida, on January
1944:
appropriated in this Act in
Provided,
Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated
received
delivered to or received
per centwn
centum thereof shall be paid or delivered
10 per
excess of 10
rendered in connection
connection
services rendered
on account
account of services
or attorney
attorney on
by any
any agent
agent or
claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the
with this claim
provisions of
contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding.. Any person violating
violating the provisions
conviction
this Act shall be deemed
deemed guilty of aamisdemeanor and upon conviction
thereof shall be fined in a
asum not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
July 13, 1949.
Approved
1949.
Approved duty

63 S
STAT.]
SESS.-CHS.
TAT.] 81ST CONG., leT
18T SESS
.—CHS.320-322—JULY
1949
320-322-JULY 13, 1949
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 320]
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AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of Mrs. Rebecca Levy.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
and House
Representatives of
of the
the
United
States of America
America in Congress
United States
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary
of the Treasury is authorized
authorized and directed
directed to
to pay,
pay, out
out of
of any
any money
money
Treasury not otherwise
in the Treasury
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
to Mrs.
Mrs. Rebecca
Rebecca Levy,
Levy,
Seattle,' Washington,
of Seattle
Washington, the sum
$6,500. The
such
sum of
of $6,500.
The payment
payment of
of such
sum shall be in full settlement
settlement of
all claims
claims of
of the
the said
Mrs. Rebecca
Rebecca
of all
said Mrs.
Levy against the United States arising out
of the
the death
her
out of
death of
of her
husband, Isaac Levy, which resulted from
his being
by a
from his
being struck
struck by
a
United
United States Army vehicle in Seattle, Washington,
Washington, on
on September
September
26, 1944: Provided,
Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated
appropriated in
in this
this
Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof
thereof shall be paid or
or delivered
delivered to
to
or received by any agent
agent or attorney
of services
rendered
attorney on
on account
account of
services rendered
in connection
connection with this claim
claim, and
same shall
be unlawful,
any
and the
the same
shall be
unlawful, any
contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any
person violating
violating the
Any person
the
provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty
guilty of
and
of aamisdemeanor
misdemeanor and
upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not
not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
Approved July 13, 1949.
1949.

July 13,
1949
July
13, 1949
[H.
[R. R.
R. 3077]
3077]
[Private Law
Law 154]
154]
[Private

Mrs.
Mrs. Rebecca
Rebecca Levy.
Levy.

[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 321]
321]

AN ACT
For the relief of the estate of the late Manuel
Manuel Graulau Velez.
V6lea.

July 13,
13, 1949
1949
July
[H. R.
3313]
(H.
R. 3313]
[Private
Law
[Private Law 1651
1655

it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
Be it
Representatives of
the
of the
Manuel (Iranian
Manuel
Oraulau
United States of America in
in, Congress
Congress assembled,
assem bled, That the Secretary Velez,
estate.
V1lez, estate.
of the Treasury i
issauthorized
authorized and directed to
to pay,
money
pay, out
out of
of any
any money
in the Treasury not otherwise
sum of
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the
the sum
of $5,000
$5,000 to
to the
the
administrator
administrator of the estate
estate of the late Manuel Graulau
Graulau Velez, who
who was
was
fatally injured on February 19,
19,1943,
1943, when struck in Carolina,
Puerto
Carolina, Puerto
Rico,
a United
Rico ' by a
United States
States truck. The
payment of
of such
such sum
shall be
be
The payment
sum shall
settlement of all claims
in full settlement
claims against the United
States on
account
United States
on account
of such accident:
accident: Provided,
Provided, That
no part
part of
of the
appropriated
That no
the amount
amount appropriated
thereof shall
in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof
be paid
or delivered
delivered
shall be
paid or
to or received
received by any agent
agent or attorney on account of
of services
services rendered
rendered
in connection
connection with this claim, and the
any
the same shall
shall be
be unlawful,
unlawful, any
contract
contract to the contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any person
person violating
violating the
the
provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a
a misdemeanor
misdemeanor and
and
upon conviction
conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
Approved
Approved July 13, 1949.
[CHAPTER 322]

AN ACT
AN
ACT
For the relief
For
relief of
Ignacio Colon
Col6n Cruz.
of Ignacio
Cru.

Be it
it enacted
and House
enacted by the Senate and
House of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
United States of America in
assembled, That the Secretary
United
in Congress
Congress assembled,
Secretary
of the Treasury
Treasury is authorized
of any
authorized and
and directed
directed to
to pay,
pay, out
out of
any money
money
otherwise appropriated, the sum of $3,000
in the Treasury not otherwise
$3,000 to
Ignacio Col6n
Colon Cruz, who was injured on October 17,1941,
17, 1941, by
United
by aaUnited
States Army truck
0, Guayama,
truck in Road Numbered
Numbered 4, kilometer 0,
Guayama, Puerto
Puerto
Rico. The payment
payment of such sum shall
of all
shall be in
in full settlement
settlement of
all
claims against the United States
States on account
accident: ProProaccount of such accident:
appropriated in this Act in
vided, That no part of the amount appropriated
excess
in excess
of 10 per centum
centum thereof shall
paid or
delivered to
or received
received by
shall be
be paid
or delivered
to or
by
any agent or attorney on account
account of services
rendered in
in connection
connection
services rendered

!lily
13, 1949
July 1,

[H.
[H. R.. 33201
320]
[Private Law
Law 1643]
[Private
156
Ignacio Colon
Co6n Cruz.
Cruz.
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13,
13,

1949
1949

[63 STAT.
STAT.
[63

with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any
to the
any contract to
the
contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any person
contrary
person violating the
provisions of
of
the provisions
this Act shall be deemed guilty of a
amisdemeanor
misdemeanor and
upon convicconvicand upon
tion thereof shall
fined in
in any
any sum
sum not
exceeding $1,000.
shall be
be fined
not exceeding
$1,000.
Approved July 13,
13, 1949.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 3231
323]
July 13, 1949
1949
[H.
3321]
[H. R.
R. 3321]
[Private Law 157]
[Private
157]

Oloria
Gloria Esther DIaz
Diaz
and others.

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of Gloria Esther Diaz, Lydia Velez,
Prieto.
Velez, and Gladys Prieto.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House
of the
the
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
United
United States
Congress assembled,
Secretary
States of America in
in Congress
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
i
of the Treasury
Treasury is
sauthorized
authorized and directed
money
directed to
to pay, out
out of
of any
any money
in the Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the
sum of
to Gloria
the sum
of $300,
$300, to
Gloria
Esther Diaz, $1,000
$1,000 to Lydia Velez,
sum of
to Gladys
Gladys
Velez, and
and the
the sum
of $5,000
$5,000 to
Prieto, all of Puerto Rico, in full settlement
settlement of
of all
the
all claims
claims against
against the
United States for personal injuries sustained
of an
an accident
sustained as
as a
a result
result of
accident
involving an Army vehicle on Insular
Highway Numbered
Numbered 25
beInsular Highway
25t2 between Catafio and Santurce,
Santurce, Puerto
Puerto Rico,
Rico on
on June
June 11,
11, 1944:
1944: Provided,
Proided,
That no part of the amount appropriated
excess of
10
appropriated in
in this
this Act
Act in
in excess
of 10
per centum thereof shall be paid or
to or
received by
or delivered
delivered to
or received
by any
any
agent or attorney on account of services
services rendered
rendered in
in connection
connection with
with
this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any contract
contract to the contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any person violating
violating the
of this
this
the provisions
provisions of
Act shall be deemed guilty of
and upon
of aa misdemeanor
misdemeanor and
upon conviction
conviction
thereof shall be fined in any suit
$1,000.
sum not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
Approved July 13,
13, 1949.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 324]

July 13,1949
13, 1949
[H.
3323]
l[. R. 3323]

[Private Law 168]
[Private
158]
Rafael Reboil°,
Rebollo, esRafael
tate.

it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and House of Representatives
Be it
the
Representatives of the
United
in Congress
assembled, That the Secretary
United States of America in
Congress assembled,
Secretary
of the Treasury
Treasury is authorized
authorized and directed
directed to pay, out of any money
in the Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated, the
of $5,000
to the
the sum
sum of
$5,000 to
the
administrator of the estate of the late Rafael Rebollo,
administrator
Rebollo who was
was killed
killed
on August 17, 1943, when struck
Guaynabo, Puerto
Puerto Rico
by aa
struck in Guaynabo,
Rico, by
Government
Government truck operated by
n the
th e work-relief
work-relief
by aaproject employe
employeee o
on
program in Puerto Rico under the Federal
Federal Works Agency. The payment of such sum shall be in full settlement of all claims against
the
against the
Provided,That no part of
United States on account
account of such accident:
accident: Provided,
the amount appropriated
appropriated in this Act in excess of
per centum
centum thereof
thereof
of 10
10 per
shall be paid or delivered
delivered to or received
received by any agent or
attorney on
on
or attorney
account of services rendered
rendered in connection
connection with this
and the
the
this claim
claim, and
same shall be unlawful,
unlawful, any contract
contract to
to the
the contrary
contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding.
Any person violating
violating the provisions of this
shall be
deemed guilty
guilty
this Act
Act shall
be deemed
of a
a misdemeanor
misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in
in any
sum
sum not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
Approved July 13, 1949.
Approved
[CHAPTER 325]

Inly 13,949
13, 1949
rly
tH. R. 37201
[H.

Private Law 159)
(Private
169]
Erwin F. Bari.

t

_

AN ACT
For the relief
of
the
estate of Rafael Rebollo.
relief
Reboil°.

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of Erwin
Erwin F. Earl.

Senate and
Be itt enacted
enacted by the Senate
Representatives of
the
and House
House of
of Representatives
of the

Zn'
ted State
assembled, That the Secretary
United
State; of America
4merica in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
Secretary
of the Teasur
, and he
Treasury,bet
he. is hereby, authorized
authorized and directed to pay,

out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise
appropriated, to
otherwise appropriat4
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F. Earl, of Honolulu, Territory
Territory of Hawaii,
Erwin F.
Hawaii, the sum
of $9,067.42,
sum of
$9,067.42,
in full settlement of all claims against the United
United States
account
States on account
of the total loss on December
December 19, 1941, of his 12-ton sampan, Eldora,
32-B-534, which
Federal Serial Numbered
Numbered 32—B-534,
result of
of
which he
he suffered
suffered as
as a
a result
the activities of the armed forces of the United
United States:
States: Provided,
Provided,That
That
no part of the amount appropriated
appropriated in
excess of
10 per
in this Act in
in excess
of 10
per
centum thereof shall be paid or delivered
delivered to
or received
received by
by any
any agent
to or
agent
or attorney on account of services rendered
in connection
connection with
with this
this
rendered in
claim, and the same shall be unlawful,
unlawful, any contract
contract to the contrary
contrary
notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any person violating the
of this
the provisions
provisions of
this Act
Act
shall be deemed
deemed guilty of a
amisdemeanor
misdemeanor and upon conviction
conviction thereof
thereof
shall be fined in any sum not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
Approved
Approved July 13, 1949.
[
CHAPTER 326]
[CHAPTER
ACT
AN ACT
For the relief of Ray G. Schneyer
Schneyer and Dorothy J.
Schneyer.
J. Schneyer.

Be it
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and House of Representatives
Representatives of the
the
it enacted
United States of America in
United
in Congress
Congress assembled,
the Secretary
assembled, That
That the
Secretary
of the Treasury
Treasury be, and is hereby, authorized
directed to
out
authorized and
and directed
to pay,
pay, out
of any money in the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
sum
appropriated, the
the sum
of $1,500 to Ray G. Schneyer; to pay
tay the sum of $500
$500 to
to Dorothy
Dorothy G.
G.
Schneyer,
California, in full settlement
settlement of
Schneyer, both of Whittier,
Whittier, California,
of all
claims
claims against the United States for personal injuries,
and
injuries, hospital
hospital and
medical
expenses, and property
medical expenses,
damage, and loss
property damage,
loss of
of wages sustained
sustained
as the result of an accident
accident involving
Army vehicle
involving a
a United
United States Army
vehicle
on Rosemead
Rosemead Boulevard, Rosemead,
Rosemead, California,
on September
30,
California, on
September 30,
1944: Provided,
Provided, That no part of the amounts appropriated
appropriated in
in this
this
Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall
or delivered
to
shall be paid
paid or
delivered to
received by
attorney on
account of
of services
services rendered
or received
by any
any agent
agent or attorney
on account
rendered
in connection with these claims, and the same shall
be unlawful,
unlawful,
shall be
any contract to the
contrary notwithstanding. Any
Any person
the contrary
person violating
violating
the provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of
of a
a misdemeanor
misdemeanor
conviction thereof
thereof shall
fined in
any sum
not exceeding
exceeding
and upon conviction
shall be
be fined
in any
sum not
$1,000.
Approved July
1949.
July 13,
13, 1949.

Yttly 13, 1949
July

[H.
R. 4373
4373]
[. R.
[Private Law
160)
[Private
Law 160]

Ray
Ray G. Schneyer.

Dorothy G.
Dorothy
O. Schne-

yer.
yer.

[
CHAPTER 327]
[CHAPTER
327]

AN ACT
For the relief of Louis Brown.

it enacted
Be it
enacted by
by the Senate and House
Representatives of
the
House of
of Representatives
of the
United States of America in.
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary
Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he
hereby, authorized
directed to
to pay,
he is
is hereby,
authorized and
and directed
pay,
out of any money
money in the Treasury
the sum
sum
Treasury not
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the
of $1,000 to Louis Brown, of
of Steelton,
Pennsylvania, in
in full
settlement
Steelton, Pennsylvania
full settlement
of all claims against the United
States for personal
medical
United States
personal injuries,
injuries, medical
and hospital expenses,
expenses, and loss of earnings
sustained as a
earnings sustained
a result of
of
Nome, Texas,
an accident involving
involving aaUnited
United States Army
Army vehicle at
at Nome,
Texas,
on August 12,
Provided, That no
12, 1940: Provided,
no part of the
the amount
amount approappropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per
per centum thereof shall be
be paid
paid or
or
delivered
delivered to or received by
attorney on
on account
by any agent or attorney
account of
of services
services
rendered in connection
connection with this
claim, and
and the
the same
this claim,
same shall
shall be
be unlawful,
unlawful,
any contract
contract to the contrary
Any person
person violating
contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any
violating
the provisions of this Act shall be deemed
misdemeanor and
and
deemed guilty of
of a
a misdemeanor
thereof shall
shall be
be fined
fined in
sum not
upon conviction
conviction thereof
in any
any sum
not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
Approved July 13, 1949.
81939°-O--PT. 1-72
I--72
81939°-50----PT.

lab,
1949
July 13,
13, 1949
[II. R. 45)9
4559]
In.
[Private
[Private Law
1611
Law 1611
Louis Bro
Brown.
Lou
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CHS. 328, 329-JULY
329—JULY 13,
13, 1949
1949
[CHAPTER
[
CHAPTER 328]
July

9

[63
STAT.
[63 STAT.

AN
ACT
AN ACT

July 13, 1949
[S. 322]
[Private Law 162]
162]

[s. 322]

For the relief
Gertrude H. Westaway,
Westaway, legal
relief of Mrs. Gertrude
legal guardian
guardian of Bobby
Bobby Niles
Niles
Johnson, a
a minor

Guardian of Bobby
Niles Johnson.
Niles

United
United States of
of America
in Congress
That the
Secretary
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
the Secretary

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the

of the Treasury
Treasury is authorized and
and directed
out of
of any
any money
directed to
to pay,
pay, out
money
in the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to
to Mrs. Gertrude
Gertrude
Westaway,
Westaway, legal guardian for Bobby Niles Johnson,
Johnson, a
a minor,
minor, of
of
522 South Front Street, Wilmington, North
sum of
North Carolina,
Carolina, the
the sum
of
$7,000.
$7,000. The payment of such sum shall be in full settlement of all
claims against the United States on account of personal injury
sustained
sustained. by Bobby Niles Johnson as
being struck
an
as aa result
result of being
struck by
by an
Army truck at Front and Ann Streets, Wilmington, North Carolina,
Carolina,
on July 9,1942:
Provided, That no part of
9, 1942: Provided,
appropriated
of the amount
amount appropriated
in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid
or delivered
delivered
paid or
to or received
received by any agent
attorney on
on account
account of
services
agent or
or attorney
of services
rendered in connection
connection with this claim, and the
the same shall
shall be
be unlawful,
unlawful,
any contract
contract to the contrary
contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any
Any person
person violating
violating
the provisions
provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a
a misdemeanor
misdemeanor
and upon conviction
conviction thereof shall be fined in any
exceeding
any sum
sum not
not exceeding
$1,000.
Approved July 13, 1949.
329]
[CHAPTER 3291

July
July 13, 19i49
1949
[8.
8. 980]
980]
[Private
[Private Law
Law 163]
163]
Toahie Okutomi.
Toshie
Okatomi.

39 Stat.
889, 890.
stat. 8,
8
8. C.,
0.. Blpp.
Sapp. 11,
II,
8 U. B.
f
156.
OW~.

ACT
AN ACT
For the relief of Toshie
Toshio Okutomi.
Okutomi

Be it
enacted by the Senate
it enacted
HOWE of Representatives
of .the
the
Senate and
and House
Representatives of
United States
States of America in
assembled, That the provisions
United
in Congress
Congress assembled,
of the immigration
immigration laws relating to the exclusion
exclusion of aliens
aliens inadmissible
inadmissible
not hereafter
hereafter apply
apply to
Japabecause of race shall
shall not
to Toshie
Toshie Okutomi,
Okutomi, the
the Japanese fiancee
a citizen of the United
fiancée of Orren J.
J. Lucht, a
and an
United States
States and
an
honorably
discharged veteran of World War II,
honorably discharged
II, and
and that
that Toshie
Toshie
Okutomi may be eligible for aavisa as a
anonimmigrant
nonimmigrant temporary
temporary visivisitor for a
a period of three months:
Provided, That
months: Provided,
That the
the administrative
administrative
authorities find that the said Toshie Okutomi is
is coming
the United
coming to
to the
United
States with a
a bona fide intention of being married
married to said
Orren J.
said Orren
J.
Lucht, and that she is found otherwise admissible
admissible under the
the immigraimmigration laws. In the event the marriage
marriage between
between the above-named
above-named parties
parties
does not occur within three months after the entry
of said
said Toshie
Toshie
entry of
Okutomi, she shall be
required to
depart from
from the
the United
United States
States and
be required
to depart
and
upon failure to do so shall be deported in accordance
accordance with
with the provisions of sections
sections 19 and 20 of the Immigration Act
Act of
5,
of February
February 5,
1917 (U. S. C. title 8, secs. 155 and
In the
the e
ventthe
the marrmage
marriage
and 156).
156). In
event
between the above named parties shall occur within
between
within three
months
three months
after the entry of said Toshie Okutomi,
the Attorney
General is
is
Okutomi, the
Attorney General
authorized and directed to record the lawful admission for permanent
permanent
residence of said Toshie Okutomi as of the date
date of her entry
entry into
into the
the
United States, upon the payment by her of the required fees
fees and head
head
taxtax.
Approved
Approved July
July 13,
13, 1949.
1949.

63 S
STAT.]
TAT.]

CONG.,., 1ST
81ST CONG
1sr SESS.-CHS.
SESS.—CHS .330, 331, 334-JULY
334—JULY 13,
1949
13, 14,
14, 1949

[
CHAPTER 330]
330]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
ACT

upon the Court
To confer jurisdiction upon
Court of
of Claims
Claims to
to hear,
hear, determine,
determine, and
render
and render
a certain claim of John E.
judgment upon a
E.Parker, his
his heirs,
heirs, administrators,
administrators,
or
United States.
States.
or assigns,
assigns, against
against the
the United

Be it
it enacted
Senate and House
House of Representatives
enacted by the Senate
Representatives of the
the
United
States of America in
United States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
jurisdiction is
is
assembled, That jurisdiction
hereby
hereby conferred
conferred upon the
to hear,
hear, determine,
the Court of Claims
Claims to
determine, and
and
render
render judgment upon the claim
John E.
E. Parker,
Parker, of
claim of
of John
of Hilton
Hilton Village,
Village,
Virginia,
Virginia, his heirs, administrators, or assigns, against the United
States for alleged damages caused
caused by the alleged
wrongful allowance
alleged wrongful
allowance
by the United States Army authorities
authorities in charge of
Patrick
of Camp
Camp Patrick
Henry, Virginia,
Virginia, of the flow of sewage from said
and across
across
said camp over and
certain oyster grounds situated in the Warwick River, in
in Warwick
Warwick
County, Virginia, which grounds had been
by the
the said
been leased by
said John
John
E. Parker.
Parker.
SEC.
Proceedings for the determination
Site. 2. Proceedings
be had
determination of said claim shall
shall be
had
in the same manner as in cases of which said court has
jurisdiction
has jurisdiction
under the provisions
section 145
145 of
the Judicial
Judicial Code,
Code, as
amended:
provisions of section
of the
as amended:
Provided,That suit hereunder
Provided,
hereunder shall
instituted within
four months
shall be
be instituted
within four
months
enactment of
after the enactment
That this
this Act
of this Act: And
And provided
provided further,
further, That
Act
shall be construed only to waive the immunity
immunity from
Govfrom suit of the
the Government of the United States with respect to the claim of
of said
said John
John
E. Parker, his heirs, administrators,
administrators, or assigns, and
and not
not otherwise
otherwise to
to
affect any
substantive rights
rights of
the parties.
parties.
affect
any substantive
of the
Approved July 13, 1949.
Approved
[
CHAPTER 331]
331]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
For the relief of Robert A. Atlas.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
of Representatives
of the
the
by the Senate and
and House
House of
Representatives of
United States
States of America in
United
Congress assembled,
That the
Secretary
in Congress
assembled, That
the Secretary
of the Treasury is authorized
authorized and directed to
to pay, out
out of
of any
any money
money
in the Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
Robert A.
A. Atlas,
Atlas, of
to Robert
of
Minneapolis,
Minnesota, the
sum of
of $615.
The payment
payment of
such sum
sum
Minneapolis, Minnesota,
the sum
$615. The
of such
shall be in full settlement
settlement of all
Robert A.
all claims
claims of the
the said
said Robert
A. Atlas
Atlas
against the United States for services
rendered to
War Department
services rendered
to the
the War
Department
during February and March 1946
1946, when he
served as
he served
as civilian optomeoptometrist at Fort Snelling,
Snelling, Minnesota:
no part
part of
of the
amount
Minnesota: Provided,
Provided,That
That no
the amount
appropriated
in excess
10 per
shall be
be
appropriated in
in this
this Act
Act in
excess of
of 10
per centum
centum thereof
thereof shall
delivered to
received by
any agent
account
paid or delivered
to or received
by any
agent or
or attorney
attorney on
on account
of services
services rendered
connection with this
claim, and
and the
rendered in connection
this claim,
the same
same shall
shall
be unlawful, any contract
contract to
the contrary
notwithstanding. Any
Any,
to the
contrary notwithstanding.
of this
this Act
Act shall
shall be
be deemed
of
person violating
violating the
the provisions
provisions of
deemed guilty
guilty of
aamisdemeanor
misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall
shall be fined
fined in
in any sum
sum
not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
Approved July
1949.
July 13,
13, 1949.
[
CHAPTER 334]
334]
[CHAPTER

AN
ACT
AN ACT
For the
of Hoy
by C.
For
the relief
relief of
C. Wong.
Wong.

it enacted
Representatives of
the
Be it
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and House of
of Representatives
of the
United States of America in
United
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That in the adminisimmigration and naturalization
tration of the immigration
naturalization laws the
Hoy C.
C.
the alien
alien Hoy
Wong, who served in the
military forces
of the
the United
United States,
States, shall
shall
the military
forces of

1139
1139

July 13, 1949
(H.
[H. R.
R. 596]
596]
[Private Law
Law 164]
164]
[Private

John E. Parker.
Parker.

36 Stat.
Stat. 1136; 62 Stat.
Stat.

995.
996.

28 U. S. C., Supp.
1491, 1496,
1496, 1501,
1501,
II, § 1491,
1503.
1503.

July 13, 1949
1949
[H.
it. 4807]
[H. R.
4807]
[Private Law 165]
166]
Robert A. Atlas.
Atlas.

July 14, 1949
[H. R.
R. 1042]
[H.
10421
[Private Law
Law 166]
166]
[Private
Hoy C. Wong.
Hoy
o. WOOD
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Quota deduction.
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CHS.334,
337, 339-JULY
339—JULY 14,
15, 1949
334, 337,
14,15,1949

be held and considered
have been
been lawfully
lawfully admitted
admitted to
to the
considered to have
the United
United
States for permanent
permanent residence as
the date
as of November
November 14,
14, 1946,
1946, the
date on
on
which he last entered
entered the United States as
temporary visitor.
visitor.
as a
a temporary
SEc. 2. Upon the enactment
enactment of this
State
this Act
Act the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of State
shall instruct the proper quota-control
one number
number
quota-control officer to deduct one
from the quota for Chinese persons of the first year that such quota
quota
number is available.
available.
Approved July 14, 1949.
Approved
1949.
[CHAPTER
337]
[CHAPTER 337]

1919
July 14, 1949
[H. R.
R. 682]
[H.
682]
[Private
[Private Law
Law 187]
167]
Guardian
Guardian of BMott
Elliott
Hewitt.
Hewitt.

Victor R. Browning
Inc.
and Co., In.

AN ACT
AN
ACT

For the relief of the legal guardian
guardian of
of Elliott
Elliott Hewitt.
Hewitt.

Senate and
Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Representatives of
of the
and House
House of Representatives
the
United States of America
in Congress
the Secretary
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay,
out
of the
of Treasury
any money
i
nand
the he
is hereby,
notauthorized
otherwise appropriated,
and directed totopay,
the
out of
any moneybe,in
the Treasury
Treasury
not otherwise appropriated, to the
legal guardian of Elliott Hewitt, of Peabody, Massachusetts,
the sum
Massachusetts, the
sum
of $1,500,
$1,500, in full settlement
settlement of all claims against the United
United States
States
for personal injuries
injuries incurred
incurred by the said Elliott Hewitt,
Hewitt, and
and for
for
medical and hospital expenses resulting therefrom,
medical
therefrom 'as
as a
aresult
result of
of being
being
a fire carelessly
carelessly and negligently
burned from a
negligently left
by
left unguarded
unguarded by
employees
Administration in February
employees of the Works Progress
Progress Administration
February 1940,
on sidewalk project on Lynn Street, Peabody, Massachusetts:
Massachusetts: ProProvided, That no part of the amount appropriated in this
in excess
this Act
Act in
excess
of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered
delivered to
by
to or
or received
received by
any agent or attorney
attorney on account of serviees
in connection
connection
services rendered
rendered in
with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any
any contract
contract to
to the
the
contrary
notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions
contrary notwithstanding.
provisions of
of
this Act shall be deemed guilty of aamisdemeanor
upon conviction
misdemeanor and
and upon
conviction
thereof
thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding
$1,000.
exceeding $1,000.
Approved July 14, 1949.
[CHAPTER 339]
[CHAPTER
339]

July 15, 1949
[H. R. 599]
[H.
991
[Private Law 188]
[Private
1681

[63
TAT.
[63 S
STAT.

AN ACT
ACT

For the relief of Victor
Victor R. Browning
Browning and Company,
Company, Incorporated.
Incorporated.

Be it
it enacted by the Senate and House of
of the
of Representatives
Representatives of
the
United States of America
America in Congress assembled,
assembled, That the
Secretary
the Secretary
of the
Treasury
be, and
he is
is hereby,
authorized
and
directed
too pay,
pay,
out
of the
any money
be, i
and
n the
heTreasury
hereby,not
authorized
otherwise
and
appropriated,
di
rect
ed t
the
out of
of Treasury
any
money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, the
sum of $15,10,
$15,100, to Victor R. Browning
Browning and Company,
Company, Incorporated,
Incorporated,
of Willoughby,
Willoughby, Ohio, in full satisfaction
satisfaction of its claim against the
United States under contract numbered
numbered NOY-3461,
NOY-3461, entered into
into by
by
Victor R. Browning
Browning and Company,
Company, Incorporated,
United
Incorporated, with
with the
the United
States Government
Government through
through the Chief of the Bureau of Yards and
and
Docks
contracting for and providing
Docks of the Navy Department, contracting
'Providing for
the construction
construction of crane equipment
equipment for delivery
deylery to the Navy
Navy Yard
at Charleston, South Carolina, which was withheld
withheld from payments
payments
otherwise due the Victor R. Browning and Company, Incorporated,
Incorporated,
under contract numbered
NOY-13698: Provided,
numbered NOY-13698:
Provided, That
no part
of the
the
That no
part of
amount appropriated
appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum
thereof
centum thereof
shall be paid or delivered
delivered to or received by any
or attorney
attorney
any agent
agent or
on account of services rendered in connection with this claim, and the
same shallbe
shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary
contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding.
violating the
theprovisions
Any person violating
provisions of this Act
Act shall
shall be
be deemed
deemed guilty
guilty
onviction thereof shall be fined-in
of a
a misdemeanor
misdemeanor and upon conviction
in a
a
sam not exceeding
sum
tow,
exceedingtJly
,.
Approved July
1949.
July 15, 1949.

63 STAT.]
STAT.]

81ST
81er CONG.,

[CHAPTER 344]
[CHAPTER

1sr
344-346—JULY 18,
1ST SESS.—CHS
SESS.-CHS..344-346-JULY
18, 1949
1949
AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of Sadako Takagi.

Be it
enacted by the Senate and House
it enacted
of Representatives
Representatives of
the
House of
of the
United States of America in
United
in Congress
assembled, That
provisions
Congress assembled,
That the
the provisions
of the immigration laws relating
relating to
to the
the exclusion
exclusion of
of aliens
aliens inadmissible
inadmissible
because
because of race shall
shall not
Takagi, the
the JapJapnot hereafter
hereafter apply
apply to
to Sadako
Sadako Takagi,
anese fiancée
fiancee of Lieutenant
Lieutenant William
William M.
Marutani, of
of Chicago,
Chicago, Illinois,
M. Marutani,
Illinois,
presently aatubercular
tubercular patient at the Veterans'
Veterans' Administration
Administration HosHospital in Waukesha,
Waukesha, Wisconsin, and
Army
and aa retired
retired United
United States
States Army
and that
officer of World
World War II,
II, and
Sadako Takagi
Takagi may
may be
eligible
that Sadako
be eligible
for a
avisa as a
anonimmigrant
nonimmigrant temporary
temporary visitor
visitor for
for a
a period
period of
of three
three
months: Provided,
Provided, That the administrative
administrative authorities
authorities find
find that
that the
the
said Sadako
Sadako Takagi is coming to the United
United States with a
bona fide
fide
a bona
intention of being married to said Lieutenant
Marutani,
Lieutenant William
William M.
M. Marutani,
and that she is found
found otherwise
otherwise admissible
under the
the immigration
immigration
admissible under
laws. In
In the event that the marriage
marriage between the
parties
the above-named
above-named parties
does not occur within three months after
after the
the entry
entry of
of said
said Sadako
Sadako
Takagi, she shall be required
required to depart
depart from the
and
the United
United States
States and
upon failure to
to do
deported in
accordance with
with the
do so
so shall
shall be
be deported
in accordance
the proprovisions of sections 19 and 20 of
'immigration Act
February
of the
the Immigration
Act of
of February
5, 1917 (U. S. C., title 8, sections
sections 155
the event
event the
the
155 and
and 156).
156). In
In the
marriage
marriage between
between the above-named parties shall
shall occur
occur within
three
within three
months after
after the entry of said Sadako
Sadako Takagi,
Takagi, the
the Attorney
Attorney General
General
is authorized
authorized and directed to record
record the lawful admission
admission for
permafor permanent residence
residence of said Sadako Takagi as of the
her entry
entry
the date
date of
of her
into the United States, upon
payment by
her of
of the
the required
fees
upon the
the payment
by her
required fees
and head
head tax.
tax.
Approved
Approved July
July 18,
18, 1949.
1949.

1141
1141
July
1949
July 18,
18, 1i49
[H. R.
R. 623]
623]
[H.
[Private
[Private Law
Law 169]
169]
Sadako
Sadako Takagi.
Takagi.

39 fitat.
889, 890.
39
Stat. 889,
80.

8
8 U. 8. C., 8upp.
Supp.

5155.

II,

[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 345]

ACT
AN ACT
For the relief of Colonel Wlodzimierz
Wlodzimierz Onaoewiez.
Onaoewicz.

Be it
Senate and House
House of
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
United
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That in the
United States of America in
adminthe administration of the immigration
immigration and
naturalization laws
and naturalization
laws Wlodzimierz
Wlodzimierz
Onacewicz,
Onacewicz, colonel, Polish
who was
was awarded
awarded by
by the
the
Polish Army,
Army, retired,
retired, who
President of the
Merit, degree
degree of
the United States
States the
the Legion
Legion of
of Merit,
of officer,
officer,
shall be deemed to have been lawfully admitted
to the
the United
United States
admitted to
States
permanent residence
residence as
for permanent
date on
on which
as of
of April 29,
29, 1941,
1941, the
the date
which he
he
was admitted to the United States as the military attaché
Polish
attache of
of the
the Polish
Embassy,
Embassy,
Approved
July 18,
18, 1949.
1949.
Approved July
[CHAPTER
3413]
[CHAPTER 346]

AN ACT
ACT

For the relief
relief of Ramon G. Hunter
Hunter and Arthur Nancett.
Nancett.

Be it
it enacted
and House
Representatives of
of the
enacted by the
the Senate
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
the
United States
States of America in
That the
the Secretary
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
Secretary
of the Treasury
Treasury is authorized and directed
pay, out
directed to
to pay,
out of
of any
any money
money
in the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
Ramon G.
G. Hunter,
Hunter,
to Ramon
Modesto,
California, the
Modesto, California,
the sum
$6,836.67, and
Nancett,
sum of
of $6,836.67,
and to
to Arthur
Arthur Nancett,
Modesto,
Modesto, California,
California, the sum of $1,906.68.
$1,906.68. The
payment of
of such
sums
The payment
such sums
settlement of all claims
shall be in full settlement
claims of the said
Ramon G.
G. Hunter
said Ramon
Hunter
Nancett, respectively,
and the said Arthur Nancett,
respectively, against
the United
against the
United States
States

July
July 18, 1919
1949

[H.
It. 2349]
[H. R.
2349]
[Private
[Private Law 170]
Wlods[mien Omen.
Wlodslmlerz
Onae-

wint.
wics.

July
18, 1919
July 18,
1949
[H.
3017]
[H. It.
R. 3017
[Private
Law 171]
[Private Law
171]

Ramon 0.
Ramon
G. Hunter.
Hunter.

ArthurNancett.
Arthur Nanoett.
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1949

[63
TAT.
[63 S
STAT.

arising
October 27,
arising out
out of
of aa collision
collision on
on October
27, 1944,
1944, in
in Stanislaus
Stanislaus County,
County,
California, between
between the
the automobile
owned and
by the
the said
said
automobile owned
and operated
operated by
Ramon G. Hunter, and in which the
Arthur Nancett
was riding,
riding,
the said
said Arthur
Nancett was
and
truck operated
by an
employee of
of the
and aaUnited States
States Government
Government truck
operated by
an employee
the
War Food Administration.
Administration. The said
Ramon G.
the said
said Ramon
G. Hunter
Hunter and
and the
said
Arthur Nancett
Nancett brought suit
against such employee
in the
suit against
employee in
the Superior
Superior
Court of the State
and for
the county
State of
of California
California in and
for the
county of
of Stanislaus,
Stanislaus,
and obtained judgment on April 2,
respective amounts
2, 1946, in
in the respective
amounts of
of
$6,812 and $1,882, plus court costs of
$49.35, which
is now
of $49.35,
which judgment
judgment is
now
unsatisfied
unsatisfied because of the inability of
to pay
pay such
such
of such employee
employee to
judgment.
judgment. •
Such sums of $6,836.67
$6,836.67 and $1,906.68
$1,906.68 shall
be paid
paid only
Such
shall be
only
upon the assignment by the said Ramon G.
said
G. Hunter
Hunter and
and the
the said
Arthur Nancett
Nancett to
their rights
rights under
Arthur
to the United
United States
States of
of all
all their
under such
such
judgment.
Approved July 18, 1949.
1949.
[
CHAPTER 347]
[CHAPTER
July 19, 1949
[S.
[8. 623]
623]
[Private Law 172]
[Private
172]
George Krinopolis.
Krinopolia.

ACT
AN ACT
For the relief of George
George Krinopolis.
Krinopolis.

it enacted
Be it
enacted by the Senate and
the
and House of 1?epresentatives
Representatives of
of the
United States
States of America in Congress
United
Congress assembled, That the Secretary
Secretary
is authorized
authorized and
of the Treasury
Treasury is
and directed
money
directed to
to pay,
pay, out
out of
of any
any money
in the Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated, to George
George Srinopolis,
Krinopolis, of
of
Waltham,
Massachusetts, the sum of $332.34, in
Waltham, Massachusetts,
in full satisfaction
satisfaction of
of
his claim against the United States for compensation
compensation for accrued
accrued
leave remaining
remaining to his credit at the date of his relief from active duty
as aafirst lieutenant
Marine Corps
Reserve.
lieutenant in
in the Marine
Corps Reserve.
Approved
Approved July 19, 1949.
[CHAPTER 3481
[CHAPTER
348]

July 19, 1949
R. 2848]
[H. R.
[Private Law 173]
173]
Leon Nikolaivieh
Nikolaivfch
Volkov.

40 Stat. 1012.
8
Supp. II
8 U.
U..S. C., Spp.
§
137.
i
stat. 875, 889, 890.
39 Stat.
8 U.
U..S..C.,
8
C., Spp.
Stipp. II,
§
155.
1155.

54 Stat. 1141.
1141.

Quota deduction.
deduction.

AN ACT
ACT
Nikolaivich Volkov.
For the relief of
of Leon
Leon Nikolaivich
Volkov.

Be it
it enacted by the Senate
Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
United
States of America
America in
United States
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the
Attorney
in Congress
the Attorney
General is directed to record
General
record the admission to the United
United States on
on
December 12, 1945, at Burlington, Vermont, of the alien Leon
Leon
Nikolaivich
Nikolaivich Volkov, as a
a lawful admission for permanent
permanent residence.
In the administration
administration of the immigration
said Leon
Leon Nikolaiimmigration laws,
laws, the said
Nikolaivich Volkov shall not be regarded
regarded as
having been at
anytime
prior
as having
at any
time prior
to the enactment
enactment of this Act aa person within the provisions
provisions of
of the
the
Act of October 16, 1918, as amended
(U. S.
S. C.
1940 edition,
edition title
title 8,
8,
amended (U.
C.,' 1940
sec. 137), or those parts of sections 33and 19 (a)
(a) of the Act of February
5, 1917, as amended
amended (U. S. C., 1940 edition
136 and
and 155
edition, title
title 8,
8, secs.
secs. 136
155
(a)), which relate to aliens
or teach
teach the
the unlawful
unlawful
aliens who advocate
advocate or
destruction
destruction of property, or
overthrow by
or anarchy, or
or the
the overthrow
by force
force or
or
violence
violence of the Government
Government of the United States or of all forms
forms of
of
law or the assassination of public officials,
officials, or similar classes, and he
he
may be naturalized, if otherwise
regardless of the provisions
otherwise eligible,
eligible regardless
provisions
of section 305 of the Nationality
as amended
S. C.,
Nationality Act
Act of
of 1940, as
amended (U.
(U. S.
C.,
1940 edition, title 8, sec. 705).
705).
SEC.
Secretary of State
S
EC. 2. Upon the enactment of this Act, the Secretary
shall reduce by one number the quota of the alien's nationality
nationality for the
the
fiscal
fiseal year then current or next following.
Approved
Approved July 19, 1949.

63 S
83
TAT.]
STAT.]
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81sT CONG.,
CONG., 1ST
1sT SESS.—CHS.
81ST
SESS.-CHS. 349,
349, 350,
350, 355—JULY
355-JULY 19,
19, 20,
20, 1949
1949

[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 349]

AN
ACT
AN ACT
Waits.
For the relief of Myrtle Ruth Osborne, Marion Waits, and Jessie A.
A. Walts.

Italy 19, 1949
July
[H. R.
R. 3812]
3812]
[H.
[Private Law 1741
174]

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
and House
of Representatives
Be
the Senate
Senate and
House of
Representatives of
of the
the
Myrtle Ruth OsMyrtle
United
of America
in Congress
assembled, That
the Secretary
United States
States of
America in
Congress assembled,
That the
Secretary borne
borne and others.
of the
the Treasury
be, and
and he
hereby, authorized
to pay,
pay,
of
Treasury be,
he is
is hereby,
authorized and
and directed
directed to
out of
out
of any
in the
to
any money
money in
the Treasury
Treasury not
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
Myrtle
widow of
Osborne, deceased,
Myrtle Ruth
Ruth Osborne,
Osborne, widow
of Levi
Levi Osborne,
deceased, the
the sum
sum of
of
$7,000;
to Marion
Marion Walts
Waits and
and Jessie
father and
$7,000; to
Jessie A.
A. Waits,
Walts, father
and mother
mother of
of
Beverly
deceased, the
the sum
of $2,000;
to pay
to Marion
Marion
Beverly Gale
Gale Waits,
Walts, deceased,
sum of
$2,000; to
pay to
Waits
$1,500, and
A. Waits
$1,000, all
Walts $1,500,
and to
to Jessie
Jessie A.
Waits the
the sum
sum of
of $1,000,
all of
of Louisville,
Louisville,
Kentucky,
in full
full settlement
of all
claims against
against the
the United
United States
Kentucky, in
settlement of
all claims
States
for the
the death
for
death of
of Levi
Levi Osborne
and Beverly
Beverly, Gale
Gale Walts,
Waits, and
and for
for
Osborne and
injuries
sustained by
by Myrtle
Ruth Osborne,
Marion Walts,
Waits, and
Jessie
injuries sustained
Myrtle Ruth
Osborne, Marion
and Jessie
A.
Waits, as
as the
result of
between the
the automobile
in which
which
A. Walts,
the result
of a
a collision
collision between
automobile in
they were
States Army
on State
State Highway
they
were riding
riding and
and a
a United
United States
Army truck
truck on
Highway
Numbered 60,
60, near
near Grahampton
Grahampton Bridge
Bridge in
in Meade
Meade County,
County, Kentucky,
Numbered
Kentucky,
on
on November
November 6,
1943: Provided,
part of
of the
appro6, 1943:
Provided, That
That no
no part
the amount
amount appropriated in
in this
this Act
Act in
in excess
excess of
of 10
10 per
shall be
be paid
paid or
or
priated
per centum
centum thereof
thereof shall
delivered to
to or
or received
received by
agent or
or attorney
attorney on
on account
delivered
by any
any agent
account of
of services
services
rendered in
in connection
with this
claim, and
shall be
rendered
connection with
this claim,
and the
the same
same shall
be unlawful,
unlawful,
notwithstanding. Any
Any person
person violating
violating
any contract
contract to
to the
the contrary
contrary notwithstanding.
provisions of
misdemeanor and
and
the provisions
of this Act shall be
be deemed guilty
guilty of
of a
a misdemeanor
upon conviction
thereof shall
be fined
in any
any sum
sum not
not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
upon
conviction thereof
shall be
fined in
Approved
Approved July 19,
19, 1949.
1949.
[CHAPTER 350]
[CHAPTER
350]

AN ACT
To authorize
a minor.
authorize the admission
admission into the United States of Jacob Gross, a

Be
enacted by
by the
Senate and
of Representatives
the
Representatives of
of the
Be it
it enacted
the Senate
and House
House of
United
States of
United States
of .America
Congress assembled,
the purAmerica in
in Congress
assembled, That
That for
for the
purposes
of the
immigration and
laws Jacob
Jacob Gro.ss,
aminor
poses of
the immigration
and naturalization
naturalization laws
Gross, a
minor
New
orphan grandchild
Solomon Horovitz,
orphan
grandchild of
of Rabbi
Rabbi Solomon
Horovitz, of
of New
New York,
York, New
York, shall
deemed to
the child
child of
of said
York,
shall be
be deemed
to be
be the
said Rabbi
Rabbi Solomon
Solomon Horovitz.
Horovitz.
Approved
Approved July
July 19,
19, 1949.
1949.
[CHAPTER
355]
[CHAPTER 355]

AN ACT

For
relief of
of Carlton
C. Grant
Grant and
and others.
For the
the relief
Carlton C.
others.

Be it
enacted by
by the
and House
House of
Representatives of
of the
the
of Representatives
the Senate
Senate and
Be
it enacted
United States
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That jurisdiction
jurisdiction
United
States of
is
hereby conferred
the United
United States
for the
States District
District Court
Court for
the
is hereby
conferred upon
upon the
Eastern District
of North
North Carolina
and render
render
to hear,
hear, determine,
determine, and
District of
Carolina to
Eastern
judgment upon,
of time
any provision
time or
or any
provision
the lapse
lapse of
judgment
upon, notwithstanding
notwithstanding the
of law
of Carlton
Grant, Rudolph
Hobbs,
C. Grant,
Rudolph Hobbs,
all claims
claims of
Carlton C.
of
law to
to the
the contrary,
contrary, all
Clarence W.
Grant, Gordon
W. Grant,
Margaret S.
S. Grant,
P.
Grant, W.
W. P.
W. Grant,
Gordon W.
Grant, Margaret
Clarence
J. Lewis,
Lewis, Junior,
Grant,
J. Perry
A. Everett,
E. J.
Junior,
Everett, E.
E. J.
J. Lewis,
Lewis, E.
Perry Grant,
Grant, A.
A. A.
Grant, J.
Mrs. E.
J. Stacy
Stacy Grant,
H. L.
Yopp, Murray
Murray
Grant, H.
L. Grant,
Grant, J.
J. Rufus
Rufus Yopp,
Mrs.
E. J.
J. Lewis,
Lewis, J.
of James
B.
Guthrie, Liston
T. Yopp,
Yopp, Lonnie
James B.
T. Everett,
Everett, the
the estate
estate of
Listen T.
Lonnie T.
Guthrie,
Grant, I.
011ie Marine,
Marine, all
of Sneads
Sneads Ferry,
North
Ferry, North
all of
Grant,
I. S.
S. Thompson,
Thompson, Ollie
Carolina; D.
D. T.
T. Millis,
Millis, A.
L. D.
D. Hobbs,
Hobbs, Major
Major
Home, R.
R. E.
E. Sanders,
Sanders, L.
Carolina;
A. T.
T. Horne,
Davis, M.
M. Donald
Donald Davis,
Davis, D.
D. D.
Justice, Wade
Everett, Millie
Millie C.
C.
J. Everett,
D. Justice,
Wade J.
Davis,
Everett, D.
D. V.
V. Justice,
Justice, T.
T. R.
R. Murphy,
Howard, Kater
Howard,
Vance Howard,
Kater Howard,
Murphy, Vance
Everett,

July 19,1949
19, 1949
[11.
3127]
[H. R.. 3127]

[Private
[Private Law 175]
1751
Oros&
Jacob Gros

July
20, 1949
1949
July 20,
[11.
578]
11. It.
R. 578S
!Private
Law 176'
IPrivate Law

ow-

Carlton
C. Grant
Carlton C.
Grant
and othes.
others.
and
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38
62
36 Stat.
Stat. 1136;
1136; 62
Stat.
Stat. 996.
996.
28
U. S.
C., Supp.
28 U.
S. C.,
Supp.
II,
1491, 1496,
1496, 1501,
1501,
II, 1¢
Ji 1491,
1503.
128.
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367, 368—JULY
1949
355, 367,
368-JULY 20,
20, 27,
27, 1949

Moore, G. C. Hansley, Strickland
Strickland Hobbs,
Hobbs, Corbett
R.
Harry Moore,
Corbett Hansley,
Hansley, C.
C. R.
Bush, R. D. Everett, Austin Hobbs, J.
W. Everett,
Everett,
J. W.
Everett, C.
C. S.
S. Everett,
J. R. Hobbs, Sherman
J.
Sherman R.
R Edens,
0. S.
S. Edens,
L. M.
M. Davis,
Edens, 0.
Edens, L.
Davis, Guy
Guy L.
L.
Everett, C. C. Hines,
Hines L. W.
Ridge, North
North Carolina;
Carolina;
W. Bishop,
Bishop, of
of Holly
Holly Ridge,
L. E. Coleburn, of Morehead
Morehead City,
City, North
Mary Shepard,
Shepard,
North Carolina;
Carolina; Mary
numbered 1,
1, Jacksonville,
North Carolina;
Carolina; E.
of
of route numbered
Jacksonville, North
E. B.
B. Smith,
Smith, of
Jacksonville, North Carolina;
Carolina; •W.
Jacksonville
Marine, of
2, Wilmington,
Wilmington,
W. N. Marine,
of route 2,
North Carolina;
Carolina; or the heirs, administrators,
administrators, or executors
of either
executors of
either
or any of said persons who may now be
or hereafter
die, against
against
be dead or
hereafter die,
United States for damages for
the United
resulting, at
for injury
injury to
to property
property resulting,
at
any time on or after May 1,1941,
sewage and
1,1941, from
from dumping of
of sewage
and laundry
laundry
Camp Davis, North Carolina,
waste from Camp.
Carolina, into
Creek, Barlow
Barlow
into Goose
Goose Creek,
Creek,
Creek.
Creek, and King
King Creek.
SEC.
Proceedings for the determination
SEC. 2. Proceedings
shall be
determination of such claims shall
be
had in the same manner as in cases of which said court
jurisdiccourt has
has jurisdiction under the provisions of section 145 of
Judicial Code,
of the Judicial
Code, as
as
amended: Provided,
Provided, That suits hereunder
amended:
shall• be
within
hereunder shall
be instituted
instituted within
enactment of this Act: Provided
four months after the enactment
Provided further,
further, That
That
this Act shall be construed only
to waive
waive immunity
immunity from
of the
the
only to
from suit
suit of
Government
Government of the United States and
jurisdiction upon
upon said
and to
to confer jurisdiction
said
court to hear, determine, and render judgment upon the claims
the
claims of
of the
persons named in section 1
1hereof, and
affect any
and not
not otherwise
otherwise to
to affect
any
substantive
parties.
substantive rights of
of the parties.
Approved
Approved July 20, 1949.
1949.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 367]
3671

;lily
uly 27,
27, 1949
1949
(S.
897]
(8.8971
(Private Iaw
Law 177]
1773
[Private

William Henry
Tickner.
Tickner.
43 Stat.
Stat. 182.
16.

Poon Lim.
Lim.

Quota deduction.
deduction.

AN
AN ACT
ACT

the relief
of William
For the
relief of
William Henry
Tiekner.
Henry Tickner.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House
Representatives of
the
House of Representatives
of the
United
United States of America in Congress
Congress assembled,
the adminadminassembled, That, in
in the
immigration laws of the United States,
istration of the immigration
States, the provisions
provisions
of section 13 (c)
(c) of the Immigration
Immigration Act
Act of
of 1924,
1924 as
as amended
amended (U.
(U. S.
S. C"
C.
title 8, section 213 (c)),
exclude from
to the
United
(c)), which exclude
from admission
admission to
the United
States persons who are ineligible to citizenship,
citizenship, shall
shall not
not hereafter
hereafter
apply to William Henry Tickner,
Ticier, of
of Yokohama
Japan, minor
Yokohama,' Japan,
minor son
son
o the fiancée
fiancee of Arthur L.
of
rior, private,
pri
vat
e,
firstclass,
United States
L. P
Prior,
first
class, United
States
Army, and the said William Henry Tickner shall, for the purposes
of
purposes of
the immigration and naturalization
naturalization laws, be deemed
deemed to be the child
of said Arthur L.
L. Prior.
Approved
Approved July 27, 1949.
1949.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 368]
368] :

July 27, 1949
18. 1405]
[i8.1405]
' (Private
[Private Law 178)
178]

[63 S
TAT.
[63
STAT.

AN
AN ACT
ACT

To
provide for
for the
admission to, and the permanent
permanent residence in,
in, the
the United
To provide
the admission
United States
States
of Poon
Lim.
of
Poon Lim.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House
Bouse of Representatives
Representatives of the
United
States of America in Congress assembled,
United States
assembled, That in the
the a
administration
istration of the Immigration
Immigration and Naturalization
Naturalization laws Poon
Lim shall
shall
Poon Lim
be held and considered
considered to have been lawfully
the United
lawfully admitted
admitted into the
United
States for permanent
permanent residence on November
November 29,
29, 1943,
upon
1943, the
the date
date upon
temporarily admitted
which he was temporarily
admitted into the United
Un ited States,
Stat
es ,
upon
the
upon the
payment
payment by him of the visa fee and head tax. Upon the enactment
enactment
of this Act,
Act, the Secretary of State shall instruct the proper quotaof
control officer to deduct one number from the appropriate
appropriate quota for
the first year in which such quota is
available.
is available.
Approved July 27,
Approved
27, 1949.
1949.

63
63 STAT.]
STAT.]

CO N G., 1ST SESS.—CHS.
370, 373, 374,377
374, 377
81ST CONG.,
SESS.-CHS. 370,373,

[CHAPTER
370]
[CHAPTER 370]

July
Aug. 28,
1, 1949
1949
Juy
1949
2,

Aug. 1, 1949

AN ACT
AN
ACT
For the relief
Lacey C.
Zapf.
relief of
of Lacey
C. Zapf.

it enacted
Be it
enacted by the Senate
House of
of Representatives
Senate and
and House
Representatives of
of the
the
United
States of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
Secretary
United States
assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury is authorized and directed
directed to pay,
of any
pay, out
out of
any money
money
in the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
to Lacey
C. Zapf,
appropriated, to
Lacey C.
Zapf, of
of
Columbia, the sum
sum of $486.56
Washington, District of Columbia,
satisfac$486.56 in
in full
full satisfaction of his claim for transportation
transportation costs and other expenses incident
incident
to the return of his dependent
dependent daughter,
Mrs. Betty
Zapf Prudden,
Prudden,
daughter, Mrs.
Betty Zapf
from Sydney, Australia,
Australia, to Washington,
Washington, District of
in
of Columbia,
Columbia, in
February
February 1940, incurred by the claimant when he
under
he was
was acting
acting under
appointment as American trade commissioner
to Australia
under
commissioner to
Australia under
travel order issued by the United
States Department
United States
Department of
of Commerce.
Commerce.
Approved July
28, 1949.
Approved
July 28,
1949.
[CHAPTER
373]
[CHAPTER 373]

AN ACT
AN
ACT
relief of
Rudolf A.
For the
the relief
of Rudolf
A. V.
V. Raff.
Raff.

Be it
it enacted
the Senate
H Mtge of
of Representatives
enacted by
by the
Senate and
and House
Representatives of
of the
the
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
in the
the admin
United States
States of
of America
assembled, That
That in
admin-istration of the immigration laws Rudolf A. V. Raff
Ralf shall, upon appliapplication at a
a port of entry of
of• the United
United States, be admitted
admitted for perpermanent
residence without an immigration visa, provided
manent residence
meets all
provided he
he meets
all
the other requirements
requirements of the immigration laws. Upon
Upon his
his admission
admission
of State shall deduct one
into the United States, the Secretary
Secretary of
number
one number
Austria for
from the quota for Austria
which the
admission occurs
occurs
for the year
year in
in which
the admission
or from such quota for the
succeeding year.
year.
the first
first succeeding
Approved August 1,
1, 1949.
1949.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 374]
374]

AN ACT

To authorize the sale of certain allotted inherited land on
Winnebago
on the Winnebago
Reservation, Nebraska.
Nebraska.
Reservation,

Be
enacted by
the Senate
of Representatives
of the
Be it
it enacted
by the
Senate and
and House
House of
Representatives of
the
United States
States of America in
United
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the
the Secretary
Secretary
of the Interior
Interior is hereby authorized and directed to
to sell the
the trust allotallotment numbered 322
deceased Winnebago
allottee,
322 of
of Paul Bighead, deceased
Winnebago allottee,
described
of the
quarter? section
section
described as
as the northwest
northwest quarter
quarter of
the southwest
southwest quarter,
east, sixth
sixth principal
Ne25, township
township 26
26 north, range 6
6 east,
principal meridian,
meridian, Nebraska, containing
containing forty
acres, conveyance
conveyance to
to be
be made
made by
by the
the issuance
issuance
braska,
forty acres,
of
in fee
fee to
the purchaser
to distribute
the proceeds
of aapatent
patent in
to the
purchaser and
and to
distribute the
proceeds of
of
such
the heirs
of the
the said
said Paul
Bighead in
in accordance
accordance
such sale
sale among
among the
heirs of
Paul Bighead
their respective
respective interests:
with their
interests: Provided
Provided, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary shall
shall
deduct
the amount
this Act
Act to
to any
such heir
heir a
deduct from
from the
amount payable
payable under
under this
any such
a
equal to
the principal
and accrued
accrued interest
interest on
on any
any unpaid
unpaid loan
sum equal
to the
principal and
loan
charged against such heir.
heir.
Approved
1949.
Approved August
August 1,
1, 1949.
[CHAPTER 377]
[CHAPTER
377]

AN
AN ACT
ACT
For
Gordon.
For the
the relief of James
James A.
A. Gordon.

Be it
enacted by the Senate
it enacted
Representatives of
of the
the
Senate and House of
of Representatives
United
of America
in Congress
That James
James A.
A.
United States
States of
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
Gordon,
Carolina. is
of liability
liability
Gordon, of
of Columbia,
Columbia, South
South Carolina.
is hereby
hereby relieved
relieved of
payment to
to the
War Department
Department of
of $861.25,
for payment
the War
of the
the sum
sum of
$861.25, such
such sum
sum

1145
1145
hily 28,
1949
July
28,1949
[8. 1429]
1429]
[{.
[Private Law
179]
[Private
aw 179]
Lacey
C. Zapf.
Lacey C.
Zapt.

August 1,
1, 1949
[8. 584]
84]
[Private
[Private Law 180]
Rudolf A. V. Raft.
Raft.
Rudolf

deduction.
Quota deduction.

August 1,
1, 1949
[8.
IS. 13301
13301
[Private Law
[Private
Law 1811

Paul Bighead, heirs.
Sale of lands.
lands.

August 1,
I, 1949
1919
[S. 1080]
10801
IS.
[Private Law 182]
James A. Gordon.
Gordon-
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LAWS OHS.377, 388, 389-AUG.
389—AUG.1,
1, 3,
1949
3, 1949

[63 STAT.
STAT.
[63

having been charged
charged against the
James A.
A. Gordon
the War
War
the said James
Gordon by
by the
Department as a
a result of the
funds in
custody,
the theft
theft of
of public
public funds
in his
his custody,
without fault or neglect
neglect on his
his part, while he
he was
was on
on active
active duty
duty as
as aa
lieutenant in the Army of the
second lieutenant
the United
United States.
States.
Approved
Approved August 1,
1, 1949.
1949.
[
CHAPTER 388]
388]
[CHAPTER
August 3, 1949
August
[H.
[H. R. 385]
58]

1831
[Private Law 183]

Jacob A. Johnson.

AN
AN ACT
ACT

For the relief of
of Jacob
Jacob A.
A. Johnson.
Johnson.

enacted by the Senate
Senate and
Be it
it enacted
H011,86 of
Representatives of
the
and House
of Representatives
of the
United States of America in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
the Secretary
That the
Secretary
of the Treasury
Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized and
directed to
to pay,
pay,
and directed
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
to
Jacob
A. Johnson
Johnson, of Kodiak, Alaska,
Jacob A.
sum of
Alaska, the
the sum
of $15,103.94,
$15,103.94, in
in full
full
settlement of all claims against the United States for
heretofore
for losses
losses heretofore
sustained, or which may hereafter be sustained, by
the said
said Jacob
by the
Jacob A.
A.
Johnson,
Johnson, on account of damages
damages heretofore caused, or
or which may
may
hereafter
hereafter be caused to his fox farm, located on
Island, Alaska,
on Crooked
Crooked Island,
Alaska,
by military,
military, naval and air force
force activity
that area:
area: Provided,
Provided, That
activity in
in that
That
no part of the amount appropriated
appropriated in this Act in excess
10 per
excess of 10
per
centum thereof shall be paid or delivered
delivered to or received
by any
any agent
received by
agent
or agents, attorney or attorneys, on account of services
rendered in
services rendered
in
connection
connection with said claim.
cblim. It
It shall be unlawful
unlawful for any
any agent
agent or
or
agents, attorney
attorney or attorneys, to exact, collect, withhold,
receive
withhold, or
or receive
any sum of the amount appropriated
appropriated in this Act in excess
excess of
10 per
tier
of 10
centum thereof
centura
thereof on account
account of services rendered
in connection
with
rendered in
connection with
said claim, any contract to the contrary
contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any
Any perperson violating the provisions
provisions of this Act shall be
fined in
in any
any sum
not
be fined
sum not
exceeding $1,000.
exceeding
$1,000.
Approved August 3, 1949.
Approved
[CHAPTER
[
CHAPTER 389]

Angut
Angraat 3, 1949

[H.
1825]
H. B. 1625]
[Private Law
Law 184]
184]

Christine Sono.
Christine
Kono.

39
3 Stat.
stat. 890,
889, 890.
U. 8. C., Supp. I,
I 158
1U,6.

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of
Kono.
of Christine
Christine Kono.

Be it
Senate and
and House
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
of Representatives
House of
Representative of
of the
he

United States
atthe
the provisions
United
States of
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, Th
That
provisions
of the immigration
immigration laws relating to the exclusion of aliens
aliens inadmisinadmissible because
because of race shall not hereafter
hereafter apply to
to Christine
Kano,
Christine Kono,
the Dutch-Japanese
Dutch-Japanese fiancee
fiancee of Charles Kramer,
Kramer, a
of th
United
a citizen
citizen of
thee United
States and an honorably
honorably discharged veteran of World War
War II,
II, and
and
that Christine
Kono may be
Christine Kano
for a
a visa
visa as
as a
be eligible
eligible for
a nonimmigrant
nonimmigrant
temporary visitor for a
a period of three months: Provided,
the
Proided,That
That the
administrative authorities fi
find
n dth
atth
id Christine
Christine Kono
Kono is
coming
that
thee sa
said
is coming
to the United States with aa bona fide intention of
being married
of being
married to
to
Charles Kramer, and that she is found otherwise
admissible under
the
otherwise admissible
under the
immigration laws. In the event the marriage
immigration
marriage between the aboveabovenamed
named parties does not occur within three months after the entry
entry of
of
said Christine Kono, she shall be required to
to depart
depart from
from the
the United
United
States and upon failure to do so
accordance with
so shall be
be deported
deported in
in accordance
with
the provisions of sections 19 and 20 of the Immigration
Act of
Immigration Act
of
February 5, 1917 (U. S. C., title 8, sections 155 and
the event
and 156).
156). In
In the
event
the marriage between the above-named
above-named parties shall occur within three
three
months after the entry of said Christine Kona
Kono, the Attorney
months
Attorney General
General
is authorized
authorized and directed
directed to record
record the lawful admission
admission for permapermaresidence of said Christine
nent residence
Christine Kono, as of the date of
of her
her entry
entry into
into
the United States, upon the payment
payment by her of the required fees
fees and
and
tax.
head tax.
Approved August 3,
3, 1949.

63
STAT.]
1ST SESS.-CHS.
(i3 S
TAT.] 81ST
81sT CONG., 1sr
SESS.--CHS.390, 391, 395-AUG.
395—AUG.3, 4,1949
4,1949
[
CHAPTER 390]
[CHAPTER
390]

ACT
AN ACT

To authorize the Secretary of the Interior to issue duplicates
duplicates of William
William Gerard's
Gerard's
script certificates
certificates numbered 2, subdivisions
subdivisions 11 and 12, to Blanche H. Weedon
Weedon
and Amos L.
L. Harris, as trustees.

enacted by the Senate and
Be it
it enacted
Representatives of
of the
the
and House
House of
of Representatives
United
in Congress
United States of America in
Congress assembled,
the Secretary
Secretary
assembled, That the
of the Interior
Interior is authorized
authorized to issue to Blanche H.
Weedon and
and Amos
Amos
H. Weedon
L. Harris, as trustees, duplicates
duplicates of William
special certificertifiWilliam Gerard's special
cate numbered
numbered 2, subdivision numbered 11 and subdivision numbered
numbered
12, each originally issued for forty acres of public
pursuant to
public land pursuant
to
the Act of Congress
approved February
satisfactory
Congress approved
February 10,
10, 1855,
1855, upon
upon satisfactory
proof of ownership
ownership and
of a
bond with
with
and loss
loss of same
same and
and the
the execution
execution of
a bond
good and sufficient
sufficient securities,
securities, in double the market
market value of
of the cercertificates
tificates so to be issued, to be approved by the Secretary
Secretary of the
the Interior,
conditioned
conditioned to indemnify the United States against the presentation
presentation
by an innocent
innocent holder of the alleged lost certificates. Such
duplicates
Such duplicates
shall have all the legal
effect of
of the
legal force
force and effect
the original.
original.
Approved
Approved August 3,
3, 1949.
1949.
[
CHAPTER 391]
[CHAPTER
391]

AN ACT
AfCT
AN

Authorizing the Secretary
Authorizing
Secretary of the Interior to issue to L. J. Hand a
a patent in fee
to certain
the State
Mississippi.
to
certain lands
lands in
in the
State of
of Mississippi.

it enacted
enacted by the
Be it
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
of the
United
States of America in
in Congress
United States
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary
Interior be, and
and directed
of the
the Interior
and he is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized and
directed to
to issue
issue
L. J.
to L.
J. Hand, a
apatent
patent in
following-described land,
in fee to
to the
the following-described
land, to
to wit:
wit:
The southwest
southwest quarter
quarter of the southwest quarter,
and the
quarter, section 30,
30, and
the
northwest quarter of the northwest
31, township
township 15
15
northwest quarter,
quarter, section
section 31,
north, range 4
4 east, Choctaw
Choctaw meridian, Holmes
Holmes County,
County, Mississippi,
Mississippi,
containing seventy-nine
seventy-nine and eighty-seven
containing
eighty-seven one-hundredths
one-hundredths acres
acres more
more
or less: Provided,
Provided, however, That the issuance
issuance of such patent
patent shall
shall
conveyance of
the right,
of the
operate only as a
a conveyance
of all
all the
right, title,
title, and
and interest
interest of
the
United States in
but shall
shall not
in and to
to the land described
described herein,
herein, but
not affect
affect
any valid adverse
adverse rights of third parties
parties should
should any such
such rights
rights exist.
3, 1949.
1949.
Approved August 3,
[CHAPTER 3951
395]
(CHAPTER

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of Sirkka Siiri Saarelainen.
Saarelainen.

Be it
it enacted by the Senate and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
United
States of
of America
Congress assembled,
Siiri
United States
America in
in Congress
assembled, That
That Sirkka
Sirkka Siiri
Saarelainen, who arrived
the port
port of
of New
New York,
York, New
Saarelainen,
arrived at
at the
New York,
York, August
August
16, 1946,
1946, shall,
shall, upon
of the
required visa
16,
upon the
the payment
payment of
the required
visa fee
fee and
and head
head
tax, be considered
considered for the purposes
purposes of immigration and
and naturalization
naturalization
laws, to have been lawfully
for permapermalawfully admitted
admitted to the United
United States
States for
Secretary of
nent residence. Upon the enactment of this Act, the Secretary
State shall
shall instruct
instruct the
the proper
quota-control officer
officer to
to deduct
one
State
proper quota-control
deduct one
number
from the
quota for
Finland for
first year
year that
that such
such quota
quota
number from
the quota
for Finland
for the
the first
is available.
is
available.
Approved August
August 4,
1949.
Approved
4, 1949.

1147
August 3, 1949
[H. R.
R. 2863]
[H.
[Private
1801
[Private Law 186]

Blanche H. Weedon
Blanche
Weedon
and Amos L. Harris.
special
Duplicates of special
certincates.
certificates.

10 Stat. 849.

3, 1949
1049
August 3,

[R. R. 42611
[Private
Law 1861
1861
[Priate Law

[H. R. 4261]

L. J. Hand.

August
Auust 4,
4, 1949
1949

[R.
11271
[H. R. 1127]
[Private Law 1871

SirkIa Burl
Sirkka
Saare
liri Saare

aiuota deducti
Quota deduction.
Quota
deduction.
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PRIVATE
PRIVATE LAWS-CHS.
LAWS— CHS.396, 397-AUG.
397—AUG.4,
4, 1949
1949

TAT.
[63 S
STAT.

[CHAPTER 396]
396]
[CHAPTER
August
1049
Angust 4, 1949
[H.
H. 1288]
12881
[H. R.
[Private Law
1881
[Private
Law 188]
John W. E. Warrior
Warrior
and others.
others.

AN ArTC
AN
AM ACT
A"D
For the
the relief of certain
the steamship
For
certain officers
officers and members
members of the crew of the
Taiyuan.
steamship Taiyuan.

it enacted
Senate and
and House
Be it
enacted by the Senate
of the
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
the
United States of America in
in Congress
United
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
the Secretary
That the
Secretary
of the Treasury be
authorized and directed
be22and he is hereby, authorized
pay,
directed to pay,
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
to the
following-named
following-named persons or their estates, in full
compensation for
full compensation
for
service aboard the steamship Taiyuan
Taiyuan and for their subsequent
subsequent
restraint and detention by the Japanese,
Japanese, the amounts set opposite
opposite the
names of such persons:
persons:
John W. E. Warrior, care of Mrs. E. Picton, 10
Road,
10 Cavan
Cavan Road,
Maesteg, England, the sum
$18,900;
Maesteg,
sum of
of $18,900;
K. Coughlin, 28 Main Street, Ayr, Scotland,
John Reid, care of Mrs. K.
the sum of $13.230;
$13,230;
T. G. Terjersen,
Terjersen, care of Mrs. Terjersen,
Terjersen, Drammeuseveien
Drammeuseveien 37,
Oslo,
37, Oslo,
Norway, the sum of $11,970;
$11,970;
Carl 0.
O. Young, of Bellingham,
Bellingham, Washington,
of $18,900;
Washington, the
the sum
sum of
$18,900;
Clifford L. Godfrey, of Seattle,
Seattle, Washington,
Washington, the sum of $5,250;
$5,250;
R. A. Horn, Everett, Washington,
Washington, the
the sum
sum of
of $4,305;
$4,305;
T. A. Fox, care of Barnet Weinstein,
Weinstein, 1239 Avenue S., Brooklyn, New
New
York, the sum of $11,550;
$11,550;
Joseph Cvic, care of Mrs. Michael Cvic, address unknown, the
the sum
sum
of $3,675;
$3,675;
H. Glick, 1237 Avenue S,
Frank Foster, care of Mrs. H.
S, Brooklyn,
New
Brooklyn, New
York, the sum of $2,625;
$2,625;
K. A. Olafssan, care of Mrs. Elin Olsen, Odsbey, Munkedal,
K.
Munkedal, Sweden,
Sweden,
the sum of $3,150;
$3,150;
Gus Arne Fallgren
Fallgren, care of Mrs. Anna Fallgren,
all ef
ors ,
Fallgren, Bo
Boxx 204,
204, H
Hallefors,
Sweden, the sum of
of $3,675;
$3,675; and
and
Vincent Foster, care of J.
J. P. Bowman,
Bowman, Standard
Company of
of
Standard Oil Company
California, Marine Department, San
Francisco, California,
the sum
sum
San Francisco,
California, the
of $2.310:
$2.310:
Provided,
Provided, That no part of the amounts appropriated
in this
this Act
in
appropriated in
Act in
excess
excess of 10 per centum of any claim shall be paid or delivered
delivered to
or
to or
received
agents,
received by any agent or a
o
ents, attorney or attorneys, on accoun
accountto
off
services rendered in connection
connection with such claim, any contract to
the
to the
contrary
contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any person violating
violating any
any of
proviof the
the provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a
a misaemeanor
misdemeanor and
and upon
upon
conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding
$1,000.
exceeding $1,000.
Approved
Approved August 4, 1949.
[CHAPTER 397]
[CHAPTER

1949
August 4,
4,1949
[H.
1303j
Hi.. IL 1.
133
[Private Law
Law 189]
189]

Dr. Elias StavroStavropoulos and
and others.

AN ACT
ACT

For the relief of Doctor Elias Stavropoulos, his wife, and daughter.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
the
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
United States
States of America
Congress assembled,
in the
adminAmerica in
in Congress
assembled, That
That in
the adminand naturalization
istration of the immigration
immigration and
naturalization laws,
laws, Doctor
Doctor Elias
Elias
Stavropoulos,
his daughter,
Stavropoulos, his wife Stavroula, and his
Tina, of
daughter, Tina,
of Niantic,
Niantic,
Connecticut
A-6505922, A-6505923, and
Connecticut (file numbers
numbers A-6505922,
and A-6505924),
A-6505924),
who were admitted into the United
States on
on visitors'
visitors' visas
visas on
on DecemDecemUnited States
ber 16, 1946, shall be held and considered to have been lawfully
ber
lawfully admitadmitted into the United States for permanent
permanent residence
December
residence as
as of
of December
16,
16, 1946, upon payment by them of the required
required head taxes
taxes and
and visa
visa
fees.

63 STAT.]
STAT.]

81ST
SESS.-CHS.
81sT CONG.,
CONG ., 1ST
1sT SESS
.—CHS .397-400—AUG
1949
397-400-AUG..4,
4, 1949

SEC.
S
EC. 2. Upon enactment
enactment of this Act, the Secretary of State is authorized and directed to instruct the proper quota-control
officer to
quota-control officer
to deduct
deduct
three numbers from the nonpreference
category of
nonpreference category
available
of the
the first available
immigration
immigration quota for nationals of Greece.
Greece.
Approved
Approved August
1949.
August 4,
4, 1949.

1149
1149
Quota deduction.
Quota
deduction.

[CHAPTER 398]
3981
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief
relief of Frank E.
E. Blanchard.
Blanchard.

August
1949
August 4,
4,1949

[H. R.
R. 24741
24741
[H.
[Private
[Private Law 1901
190]

enacted by the Senate
Senate and House of Representatives
Be it
it enacted
the
Representatives of
of the
United States of America in
United
in Congress
Congress assembled,
c Frank
Frank E.
E. BlanBlauassembled, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary chard.
of the Treasury
Treasury is authorized
authorized and directed
out of
of any
money
directed to pay,
pay, out
any money
in the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to Frank E.
Blanchard.,
E. Blanchard,
of Fort Pierce, Florida, the su
m o
$5,000, in
n full
full satisfaction
of all
all
sum
off$5,000,
i
satisfaction of
claims against the United
United States on account of personal
personal injuries
injuries resultresult-.
ing from a
a gunshot wound inflicted
inflicted on November
November 2, 1943,
by Gerald
Gerald
1943, by
T. Tansey, seaman, first class
T.
Guard Reserve:
Reserve:
class, United
United States
States Coast
Coast Guard
Provided, That no part of the amount
Provided,
appropriated in
in this
this Act
Act in
in
amount appropriated
excess of 10 per centum thereof
thereof shall be paid or delivered
delivered to or received
received
by any agent or attorney on account
account of services rendered
connection
rendered in
in connection
with this claim, and the same shall be
be unlawful,
unlawful, any
any contract
contract to
to the
the
contrary notwithstanding.
contrary
notwithstanding. Any
violating the
the provisions
provisions of
Any person
person violating
of
a misdemeanor and upon
this Act shall be deemed
deemed guilty of a
conviction
upon conviction
thereof shall be fined in
not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
in any sum not
Approved August
August 4, 1949.
1949.
[CHAPTER
3991
[CHAPTER 399]

AN ACT
ACT
AN
For the relief
Franz Eugene
Laub.
relief of
of Franz
Eugene Laub.

Be it
enacted by the Senate
Senate and House
it enacted
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
United States
States of America
America in
United
in Congress
Congress assembled, That,
notwithstandThat, notwithstanding the provisions of the eleventh category of
section 3
of the
the ImmiImmiof section
3 of
gration Act of 1917, as amended
amended (8
ra
nz Eugene
(8 U. S. C. 136 ()
(e)),:F
Franz
Eugene
Laub, a
a native
native and citizen
wife is
is aa citizen
citizen and
and
citizen of Germany
Germany whose
whose wife
resident of the United States, may be considered
considered as
as having
having been
been lawlawfully admitted for permanent
permanent residence
as of
24, 1935,
the date
residence as
of May
May 24,
1935, the
date
he last entered
entered the United
United States.
States.
Approved August
1949.
Approved
August 4,
4, 1949.
[CHAPTER 400]
4001
[CHAPTER

AN ACT

To record the lawful admission to the United States for permanent
permanent residence
residence of
of
Karl Frederick
Frederick Kucker.
Karl
Kucker.

it enacted
Be it
enacted by the Senate and House
House of
Representatives of
of Representatives
of the
the
United
America in
United States of America
in Congress
That the
Attorney
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
the Attorney
General be, and is hereby,
hereby, authorized
to record
record the
authorized and directed
directed to
the lawful
lawful
admission for permanent
permanent residence
of Karl
Bucker, who
residence of
Karl Frederick
Frederick Kucker,
who
entered
entered the United States at New York,
York, in
in April
April 1925,
1925, and
and that
he
that he
shall, for all purposes
purposes under the immigration
naturalization laws,
laws,
immigration and naturalization
be
be deemed to have
lawfully admitted
admitted for
have been
been lawfully
for permanent
permanent residence
residence
only as of that date and nullifying
nullifying and canceling
canceling all
other departures
all other
departures
and entries which he might
might have
have made thereafter.
thereafter.
Approved
Approved August
August 4,
4, 1949.
1949.

August 4.
1949
August
4,1949
[H.
H. RR. 34671
3467]
[Private Law 1911
1911
[Private
Franz
Eugene Laub.
Franz Eugene
Laub.
39 Stat.
875.
39
Stat. 875.

August 4,
1949
August
4, 1949
[H.
4801)
[H. R.
R. 48041
[Private
Law 1921
[Private Law
192]

Karl
Karl Frederick
Frederick Kuo.
Kuc
ker.
ker.

1150

PRIVATE LAWS—
LAWS--CHS.
PRIVATE
CRS.408-410-AUG.
408-410—AUG.8,1949
8,1949
[
CHAPTER 408]
408]
[CHAPTER

August 8, 1949
1949
[H.
R. 1466]
1466]
[H. R.
[Private Law 193]
193]
Kim.
Daniel Kim.
43 Stat. 162.
8
ii. 8.
(e).
8 U.
S. C. s/213
213 (c).

deduction.
Quota deduction.

[63
STAT.
[63 STAT.

AN ACT
ACT
AN

For the
For
Daniel Kim.
Kim.
the relief
relief of
of Daniel

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Howe of
of the
the
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
United States of America in
United
in Congress
Congress assembled,
the adminadminassembled, That, in
in the
istration of the immigration and naturalization
naturalization laws,
laws, the
the provisions
provisions
(c) of the Immigration
of section 13 (c)
Tmmigration Act of 1924,
which
1924, as amended,
amended, which
exclude
exclude from admission into the United States
persons who
are
States persons
who are
ineligible to citizenship,
hereafter apply to Daniel
citizenship, shall not hereafter
Kim a
a
Daniel Kim,
Korea, Korean race, national
native of Korea
national of
of Japan
Japan (the
or a
dopt ed
(the min
minor
adopted
son of
of Mr.
Mr.Korea,
and Mrs. David C. Kim, citizens of
son
and
citizens
the United
United States, the
the
father being an honorably discharged
discharged veteran of
War II)
11)
of World
World War
who last arrived in the United
at San
United States
States at
San Francisco,
Francisco, California,
California,
on September 1,
1, 1948, and he shall be deemed to have
lawfully
have been lawfully
admitted
admitted for permanent
permanent residence as of the date of his last entry,
entry,
outstanding in his case shall
and any departure
departure bond outstanding
shall be
be canceled.
canceled.
Upon the enactment of this Act the Secretary
Secretary of State
instruct
State shall instruct
the proper
proper quota-control
quota-control officer
officer to
number from
to deduct
deduct one
one number
from the
the quota
quota
for Korea for the first year that such quota is available.
available.
Approved
Approved August 8, 1949.
[
CHAPTER 4091
409]
[CHAPTER

August 8, 1949
[H. R. 2084]
[Private Law 194]
Telko
Take and Yosiiiko
Yoshiko
Horikawa.
43 Stat. 162.
8 U. S.. C. 1213(o).
8
213 (o).

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of Wilco
Teiko Horikawa and Yoshiko
Horikawa.
Yoshiko Horikawa.

it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House
House of Representatives
Be it
1?epresentatives of
the
of the
UnitedStates
States of America
Americain Congress
United
Congress assembled,
in the
adminisassembled, That, in
the administration of the immigration
immigration and naturalization
naturalization laws,
of seclaws, provisions
provisions of
section 13 (c)
(c) of the Immigration
Tmmigration Act of 1924, as amended,
amended, which
which exclude
exclude
from admission to the United
United States persons
who are
ineligible to
to
persons who
are ineligible
citizenship shall not apply to Teiko
citizenship
Teiko and Yoshiko Horikawa,
minor
Horikawa, minor
twin stepdaughters
stepdaughters of David Bailey
Bailey Carpenter,
Carpenter, a
aWorld
II vetvetWorld War
War II
eran who
who married
Horikawa Higo, aaJapanese
Japanese national and the
eran
married Yoshi Horikawa
mother of such minor stepdaughters,
stepdaughters, on August 6,
and for
6, 1947,
1947, and
for the
the
purpose of the immigration and naturalization
naturalization laws,
purpose
laws Teiko and
and
Yoshiko Horikawa,
Horikawa, shall
consideredto
t
o b
na t
ur al-born daughdaughshall be
be considered
bee th
thee natural-born
ters of
Bailey Carpenter.
ters
of their stepfather, David Bailey
Approved August 8, 1949.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 4101

August 8,
1949
August
8, 1949
[H. R.
2850]
[.
R. 280]
[Private
Law
196]
(Private Law 196]

Simen BonDenise Elimaan
Bontent.
tant.

ACT
AN ACT
For the relief of Denise
Denise Simeon Boutant.

Be it
Senate and
and House of Reresentatives
it enacted by the Senate
the
Representatives of
of the
United States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That,
That, notwithstandnotwithstanding the provisions of law which make ineligible for
permanent
for permanent
residence
residence persons who are racially ineligible to citizenship, the
the
Attorney
Attorney General
General shall record the lawful admission
admission for
permanent
for permanent
residence of Denise Simeon Boutant, now Denise
Simeon Boutant
Boutant
Denise Simeon
Peterson,
Peterson, who is the legal wife of William S. Peterson,
Peterson, aa United
United
tates citizen,
States
citizen, as of December
December 1948, at which
which time
was temporarily
time she was
temporarily
admitted into the United States.
States.
Approved August
August 8,
1949.
Approved
8, 1949.

63
63 STAT.]
STAT.]

81ST CONG., leT
1ST SESS.-CHS.
SESS.—CHS.411,
411, 417,
417, 418—AUG.
9, 10,1949
10, 1949
418-AUG. 9,

1151
1151

[
CHAPTER 411]
411]
[CHAPTER
ACT
AN ACT
For the relief of the Olympic Hotel.

August
August 9,
9, 1949
1949
[H. R. 1472]
14721
[Private
Law 196]
196]
(Private Law

Be it
it enacted
House of Representatives
Be
enacted by the Senate and
and House
Representatives of
of the
the
United States
States of America
America in
United
in Congress
Congress assembled,
Secretary
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
Olympic Hotel,
Hotel,
wash.
of
of the Treasury is authorized and directed to
out of
any money
to pay, out
of any
money Seattle, Wash.
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to the
Hotel
the Olympic
Olympic Hotel
(The
(The Olympic
Olympic Incorporated),
Incorporated), Fourth Avenue and Seneca
Street,
Seneca Street,
Seattle, Washington,
Washington, the sum of $5,647.96,
$5,647.96, in
full satisfaction
satisfaction of
of its
in full
its
claim
claim against
against the United States for additional compensation
compensation under
under
contract numbered W04-193—eng.--6426,
WO4-193-eng.-6426, dated
contract
dated January
January 16,
16, 1946,
1946, as
as
modified and extended;
extended; such sum representing
representing the
difference between
the difference
between
the value
value of services and accommodations
accommodations extended
by such
such hotel
extended by
hotel to
to
repatriated
prisoners-of-war and their
repatriated American
American prisoners-of-war
their guests
guests pursuant
pursuant to
to
such contract
contract and the compensation
compensation received
received by
by such
such hotel
hotel under
under such
such
contract:
contract: Provided,
Provided, That no part of the amount
in this
amount appropriated
appropriated in
this
Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be
Act
be paid
paid or
delivered to
to or
or delivered
or
received
on account of
received by any agent or attorney
attorney on.
of services
services rendered
rendered in
in
connection with this claim, and
connection
the same
be unlawful,
any conconand the
same shall
shall be
unlawful, any
tract to the contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any person
person violating
violating the
the proprovisions of this Act shall be deemed
visions
deemed guilty of
misdemeanor and
of a
a misdemeanor
and upon
upon
conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding
conviction
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
Approved August 9,
9, 1949.
1949.
[
CHAPTER 417]
417]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT

For the relief of Mrs. Pearl Shizuko
Okada Pape.
Pape.
Shizuko Okada

Be it
enacted by the Senate
Senate and House of Representatives
Be
it enacted
Representatives of
of the
the
United States of America in
Congress assembled,
United
in Congress
the Attorney
assembled, That
That the
Attorney
General is authorized and directed
directed to discontinue
discontinue any
deportation
any deportation
proceedings
proceedings and to cancel the outstanding
outstanding order
and warrant
warrant of
of
order and
deportation,
deportation, warrant
warrant of arrest, and bond, if
if any, issued
in the
the case
issued in
case
of Mrs. Pearl Shizuko Okada Pape, of
Washington, District
District of
of Washington,
of
Columbia. From and after the date of
of enactment
enactment of
Act, the
the
of this
this Act,
said Mrs. Pearl Shizuko
Shizuko Okada Pape, who
resided in
in the
the United
United
who has
has resided
States since 1927, shall not again be subject to
deportation by
reason
to deportation
by reason
of the same facts upon which such deportation
proceedings were
were comdeportation proceedings
comwarrants and order have
menced or such warrants
have issued.
SEC. 2. Notwithstanding
SEc.
Notwithstanding any provision
immigration laws,
laws,
provision of
of the
the immigration
the said Mrs. Pearl Shizuko Okada Pape shall
considered as
as having
shall be
be considered
having
been lawfully admitted
admitted into the United States
States for
for permanent
permanent resiresidence as of May 23, 1927, upon the payment by
her of
the visa
fee and
by her
of the
visa fee
and
head tax. Upon the enactment
enactment of this
Act, the
State
this Act,
the Secretary
Secretary of
of State
shall instruct the proper quota-control
quota-control officer to deduct
deduct one
one number
number
from the appropriate
appropriate quota for the first year that such
such quota
is
quota is
available.
available.

August
10 1949
1949
August 10
1111
is. 1111
[Private
Law
(Private Law 197]
197]

Mrs. Pearl
Pearl Shizuko
Okada Pape.
Pape.

Quota deduction.
Quota
deduction.

Approved
Approved August 10, 1949.
1949.
[CHAPTER
[
CHAPTER 418]
418]

AN ACT
ACT
AN
For the
relief of
the relief
of Margita
Margita Kofler.
Kofler.

enacted by the Senate
Be it
it enacted
and House
Representatives of
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
of the
the
United States of America in
Congress assembled,
United
in Congress
assemb, That the
the DepartDepartment of Justice be, and is hereby, authorized
authorized and directed
record
directed to
to record

August
August 10, 1949
(S. 317)
(5.
317]
[Private Law
Law 198]
196]
[Private
MargIta Kotler.

Magta Kofer-
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Quota deduction.
deduction.
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LAWS OHS.418,
418, 419,
419, 429,
10, 15,
15, 1949
1949
429, 430—AUG.
430-AUG. 10,

the lawful admission for
for permanent
Margita Kofler,
who
permanent residence
residence of
of Margita
Kofler, who
entered the United States at New
York, September
September 21,
1946, and
New York,
21, 1946,
and that
that
she shall, for all purposes under
under the
the immigration
immigration and
and naturalization
naturalization
laws, be deemed to have been lawfully
as an
an immigrant
immigrant for
for
lawfully admitted
admitted as
permanent
permanent residence,
residence, upon the payment
payment by
of the
fee and
by her
her of
the visa
visa fee
and
head tax. Upon the enactment of this
of State
State
this Act,
Act, the Secretary
Secretary of
shall direct the
quota-control officer
officer to
to deduct
the proper
proper quota-control
deduct one
one number
number
from the Yugoslav quota
first year
said Yugoslav
Yugoslav quota
quota is
is
quota for
for the
the first
year said
available.
available.
Approved August
Approved
1949.
August 10, 1949.
[CHAPTER 4191
419]
[CHAPTER

August 10,
1949
August
10,1949
[0.
8. 905]
906]
[Private Law 199]
[Private
John
John Bowen.
Sewen.

Quota deduction.
deduncton.

Matta.
Harry 0.
C. Metts.

ACT
AN ACT
For the
relief of
of John
Sewen.
the relief
John Sewen.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the

United
America in
United States of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That in
the a
inin the
admin-

istration
istration of the immigration and naturalization laws John
John Sewen
Sewen
(also
(also known as John Seven),
Seven), formerly of ,Williams
Williams County,
North
County, North
Dakota, who was admitted to the United States on a
visa,
is temporary
temporary visa,
considered to have been •
shall be held and considered
lawfully admitted
admitted to the
lawfully
the
United States for permanent
of the
the date
of his'
last entry
entry
permanent residence
residence as
as of
date of
his last
into the United States, upon the payment
payment by
by .him
of the
the. required
required
him of
head tax and
and visa
visa fee.
fee.
SEo. 2. The Secretary
State is authorized
So.
Secretary of &ate
authorized and
directed to
and directed
to
instruct the proper quota-control officer
to deduct
deduct one
one iiumber
number from
from
officer to
the nonpreference
of the proper immigration quota.
nonpreference category a
quota.
Approved
Approved August 10, 1949.
1949.
[CHAPTER 429]
429]
[CHAPTER

August 15, 1949
August
E.
R. 10751
1072]
[H.
R.
[Private Law 200]

[63 S
TAT.
[63
STAT.

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief
relief of
C. Mena.
of Harry
Harry C.
Metta.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House
House of Representatives
the
Representative, of the
United States
States of America in
United
in Congress
the Secretary
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed
to pay,
pay,
directed to
out of any money in the Treasury
Treasury not
the
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the
sum of $2,500 to Harry C. Metts,
Mettslof Summerville,
Summerville 'South Carolina,
Carolina, in
in
full settlement of all claims against the United
United States
States for
for personal
personal
injuries, medical and hospital
hospital expenses, and loss of earnings sustained
sustained
as a
a result
involvin a
a United States Army vehicle near
result of an accident
accident involving
near
Summerville, South Carolina,
Carolina, on September 15, 1941:
Summerville,
1941 Proided,
Provided, That
That
no part of the amount
in this
this Act
in excess
excess of
of 10
10 per
amount appropriated
appropriated in
Act in
per
centum
centum thereof shall be paid or delivered
delivered to or received by
by any
any agent
agent
or attorney on account
rendered in connection
account of services
services rendered
connection with
with this
this
claim, and the
awful, a
ny con
t
ractto
t
o t
he contrary
the same shall
shall be
be unl
unlawful,
any
contract
the
contrary
notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions
provisions of
of this
this Act
Act
shall be deemed
deemed guilty of a
amisdemeanor
misdemeanor and upon conviction
conviction thereof
thereof
shall be fined in any sum not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
Approved
Approved August 15, 1949.
1949.
[CHAPTER 430]
[CHAPTER

August If,
15, 19
1949
IR. R. 1857]
[Private Law Hil]
2m]

[Pivate

Inephble
Jrophare Pereira,
Preir,
estate.
estate.

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of the estate of Josephine Pereira.

Be
it enacted
Ile it
enacted by the Senate and Bouse
House of Representao
Representathes
of the
the
, of

United
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
United States of America in
in Congress
That the
the Secretary
Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized and
of
and directed
directed to
to pay,
pay,

63 S
STAT.]
63
TAT.]

81ST CONG.,
S1TSESS.-CHS.
430-432--AUG. 15,
810T
CONG., 1ST
SESS.—CHS.430-432—AIJG.
15, 1949
1949
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out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
to
appropriated, to
the estate
estate of Josephine
Josephine Pereira, of Honolulu,
Territory of
Honolulu, Territory
of Hawaii,
Hawaii, the
the
sum of $3,945, in full settlement of all claims
against the
United States
States
claims against
the United
for damages on account
account of the death of
Pereira,
of the said
said Josephine
Josephine Pereira,
who was killed by a
a bullet fired by a
at the
the intersection
intersection of
a soldier
soldier at
of
Ashley and Lowela
Lowela Avenues,
Avenues, Pearl City,
of Hawaii,
City, Oahu, Territory
Territory of
Hawaii,
on July 5, 1942: Provided,
Provided, That no
no part of
of the
the amount
amount appropriated
appropriated
in this Act in excess of 10 per centum
centum thereof
thereof shall
be paid
delivered
shall be
paid or
or delivered
to or received by any agent or agents, attorney
attorney or attorneys,
attorneys, on
on account
account
of services rendered in connection
connection with this
claim, and
and the
same shall
shall
this claim,
the same
contract to the
be unlawful, any contract
perthe contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any
Any person violating the provisions
son
provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty
guilty of
of aa
misdemeanor and upon conviction
conviction thereof shall be fined
misdemeanor
any sum
sum
fined in
in any
not exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
Approved August 15,
15, 1949.
1949.
[
CHAPTER 431]
[CHAPTER
431]
AN
AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of the estate
Kenneth N.
Peel.
estate of
of Kenneth
N. Peel.

Be it
enacted by the Senate and
it enacted
and House
of the
the
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
United States of America
America in
in Congress assembled,
United
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized and
to pay,
and directed
directed to
pay,
out of any money
money in the Treasury
Treasury not
otherwise appropriated,
to the
the
not otherwise
appropriated, to
estate of Kenneth N. Peel, deceased,
deceased, the aggregate
$10,000, in
aggregate sum
sum of
of $10,000,
in
full settlement
settlement of all claims against the United States,
States, incident
incident to,
to,
and growing out of, the death of said Kenneth
Kenneth N. Peel,
as a
a result
Peel, as
result
of being struck by by an Army
operated by
personnel
Army vehicle
vehicle operated
by Army
Army personnel
on Old Broadway, near the intersection
intersection of Olive
Olive Street,
Street, in
in the
the borough
borough
of Westville, New Jersey, on December 24, 1941,
and said
death having
having
1941, and
said death
been caused by the negligent
negligent operation
of said
said Army
vehicle so
so as
as
operation of
Army vehicle
to cause
cause it
it to run into the vehicle
vehicle in which said
said Kenneth
Peel
Kenneth N.
N. Peel
Provided, That no part of
was riding: Provided,
of the amount
amount appropriated
appropriated in
in
this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof
be paid
paid or
delivered
thereof shall
shall be
or delivered
to or received
received by any agent or attorney
attorney on account
of services
services rendered
account of
rendered
in connection
connection with this claim, and the same
shall be
any
same shall
be unlawful,
unlawful, any
contract
contract to the contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any person
the
person violating
violating the
provisions of this Act shall be
guilty of
and
be deemed
deemed guilty
of a
a misdemeanor
misdemeanor and
upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any
not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
any sum
sum not
Approved August 15,
1949.
15, 1949.
[CHAPTER 432]
[CHAPTER
432]

ACT
AN ACT

For the relief of the estate of W. M. West.

Be it
enacted by the Senate
it enacted
Representatives of
of the
the
Senate and House
House of
of Representatives
United
in Congress
United States of America in
Congress assembled,
That the
assembled, That
the Secretary
Secretary
of the Treasury
Treasury is authorized
authorized and directed
directed to
any money
to pay,
pay, out
out of
of any
money
in the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
the sum
sum of
of $4,185.90
to
appropriated, the
$4,185.90 to
the estate of W. M. West, deceased,
deceased, of
Lake City,
full
of Lake
City, Tennessee,
Tennessee, in
in full
settlement of all claims against
settlement
against the
the
the United
United States
States arising
arising out
out of
of the
death of the said W. M. West on October
October 20, 1938,
1938, from
personal
from personal
injuries sustained by him on October 19,
when he
was struck
19, 1938, when
he was
struck by
by
a Civilian Conservation Corps truck about one
a
one mile
mile from
from Lake
Lake City,
City,
Tennessee:
Tennessee: Provided,
Provided, That no part of the amount
in this
amount appropriated
appropriated in
this
Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be
be paid
paid or
or delivered
to or
delivered to
or
received
received by any agent or attorney
attorney on
on account
in
account of
of services
services rendered
rendered in
81939'-50-PT.
81939'---50—PT.

I
73
I---73

August 15, 1949
1949

[R.. R.. 2095]
IH.
2095]
[Private
[Private Law
aw 202]
202]
Kenneth N.
estate.
estate.

Peel,
Peel,

August
August 15, 1949
[H. R. 2B]
(R.
2259]
2)31
(Private Law 209
W. M. West,
West. estate.
W.
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432-434-AUG..15, 1949
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CHS .432-434—AUG
1949

[63 S
TAT.
[63
STAT.

connection
connection with this claim, and the
shall be
any conconthe same
same shall
be unlawful,
unlawful, any
tract to the contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any person violating
violating the
the proprovisions of this Act shall be deemed
deemed guilty of
upon
of a
a misdemeanor
misdemeanor and
and upon
conviction thereof
thereof shall be fined in any sum not
not exceeding
$1,000.
exceeding $1,000.
Approved August 15, 1949.
Approved
1949.
[
CHAPTER 433]
[CHAPTER
August 15,
August
15, 1949
1949
[H. R.
R. 2253]
[H.
2253]
[Private Law
Law 204]
[Private
204]
Guardian
Guardian of
of Arthur
Arthur
Earl
Troiel, Jr.
Earl Prole',
Jr.

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of the legal guardian
Earl Troiel, Junior, aa minor.
guardian of Arthur FAIrl
minor.

Be it
Senate and HOU8e
it enacted by the Senate
House of
of Representatives of
of the
the
United
States of America in Congress
United States
That the
Secretary
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
the Secretary
of the Treasury is authorized
authorized and directed
to pay,
out of
any money
money
directed to
pay, out
of any
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
in the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise
legal guardian
guardian of
to the
the legal
of
Arthur Earl Troiel, Junior, a
a minor, of Berkeley,
Arthur
Berkeley,iCalifornia,
California, the
the sum
sum
$5,000. The payment of
of $5,000.
of such
such s
um s
hall be
be in
n full
settlement of
sum
shall
full settlement
of
all claims (except claims for medical, hospital, nursing,
nursing, and
and dental
dental
expenses actually incurred)
incurred) against the United States on
on account
of
account of
personal injuries
injuries sustained by the said Arthur
Arthur Earl
Earl Troiel,
Troiel, Junior,
Junior,
on December
December 9, 1944, as the result of
of flash
flash bombs
of the
the explosion
explosion of
bombs
prepared
Army-Navy war show at the
prepared for an A/guy-Navy
Memorial Stadium,
the Memorial
Stadium,
niversity of California, Berkeley,
Berkeley, California: Provided,
University
Provided, That
That no
no
part of the amount appropriated
appropriated in this Act
of 10
per centum
Act in excess
excess of
10 per
centum
thereof shall be paid or delivered
delivered to or received
received by
by any
any agent
or
agent or
attorney on account of services rendered
rendered in connection
this claim,
connection with this
claim,
unlawful, any contract to
and the same shall be unlawful,
the contrary
contrary notwithnotwithto the
standing. Any person violating
violating the provisions of
this Act
be
of this
Act shall
shall be
deemed guilty of a
a misdemeanor
misdemeanor and upon conviction
conviction thereof
thereof shall
shall
be fined in any sum not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
Approved August 15, 1949.
Approved
[CHAPTER 434]

August15,
18, 1949
Auut
1949
pl.. R.
2456]
fp
R. 2456]
[Private Law
Law 205]
208]
[Private

Charlie Hae.
Charlie
Hales.

AN ACT
For the relief of
Hales.
of Charlie
Charlie Hales.

Be it
it enacted by the Senate
H OWE of
Representatives of
Senate and
and House
of Repesentaties
of the
the

United
Secretary of
United States
States of
of Amerioa
America in
in Congress
Confreas assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary
of

the Treasury
Treasury is authorized
authorized and directed
any money
in the
the
directed to pay,
pay, out of
of any
money in
Treasury
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to Charlie
Treasury not otherwise
Charlie Hales,
Hales, Hattiesburg,
Hattiesburg,
Mississippi
uch sum
t
s compensation
Mississippi, the
the sum
sum of
of $3,011.45.
$3,011.45. S
Such
sum represen
represents
compensation
Charlie Hales for the levy of execution made
to the said 'Charlie
him
made against
against him
pursuant
to a
a default judgment entered without his knowledge
pursuant to
knowledge in favor
favor
of Hattie Warren
Warren (case numbered
numbered 3722, Forest County, Mississippi)
Mississippi)
for the loss of an arm caused to said Hattie
Hattie Warren when
the bus
when the
bus
owned by the said Charlie Hales collided with an Army
owned
Armz truck at
at
Camp Shelby, Mississippi,
Mississippi, on November
November 18,
Provided, That
That
18, 1942:
1942: Provzded,
no part of the amount appropriated
this Act
Act in
in excess
excess of
of 10
10 per
per
appropriated in
in this
centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to
received by
by any
agent
to or received
any agent
or attorney on account of services rendered
rendered in connection
with this
this
connection with
claim,
claim, and the same shall be unlawful,
unlawful, any contract
contract to
contrary
to the
the contrary
notwithstanding. Any person violating
notwithstanding.
violating the provisions of
of this
this Act
Act
shall be deemed guilty of a
a misdemeanor
misdemeanor and upon conviction
conviction thereof
thereof
shall be fined in any sum not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
shall
Approved August 15, 1949.
Approved

STAT.]
63 S
TAT.]

81ST CONG.,
CONG., 1ST
81sT
1sT SESS.-CHS.
SESS.—CHS. 435-437-AUG.
435-437—AUG. 15,
15, 1949
1949

[CHAPTER 435]
[CHAPTER
435]

ACT
AN ACT
For the relief of Paul C.
Juneau.
C. Juneau.

Be it
enacted by the Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
it enacted
Representatives of the
the
United States
States of America in
in Congress
assembled, That the
United
Congress assembled,
Secretary
the Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized and
and directed
directed to
to pay,
pay,
Treasury not otherwise
out of any money in the Treasury
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the
the
sum of $3,000 to Paul C. Juneau, of New Orleans, Louisiana,
full
Louisiana, in
in full
settlement of all claims against
settlement
States for
for person
alinjuries
i
njur i
es
against the
the United
United States
personal
and loss of earnings
earnings sustained as the result
an accident
accident involving
result of an
involving aa
United
United States Army Air Force vehicle, near the intersection
intersection of
of North
North
Saint Patrick
Patrick and Bienville Streets, in New Orleans,
Louisiana, on
on
Orleans, Louisiana,
February
February 18,1943:
18, 1943 :Provided,
Provided, That
part of
the amount
amount appropriated
That no
no part
of the
appropriated
in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be
delivered
be paid
paid or delivered
to or received
received by any agent
agent or attorney
attorney on account
account of
rendered
of services
services rendered
in connection
connection with this claim,
and the
the same
shall be
unlawful, any
claim, and
same shall
be unlawful,
any
contract to the contrary
contrary notwithstanding. Any persons
violating the
persons violating
the
provisions
deemed guilty of a
provisions of this Act shall be deemed
misdemeanor and
and
a misdemeanor
upon conviction
conviction thereof shall be fined in
not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
in any
any sum
sum not
Approved August 15, 1949.
[CHAPTER 436]
[CHAPTER

ACT
AN ACT

For the relief of Opal Hayes and D.
D. A. Hayes.
enacted by the
Senate and
and House
Representatives of
of the
Be it
it enacted
the Senate
House of
of Representatives
the
United States
States of America
America in
United
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
Secretary
That the
the Secretary
Treasury be, and he is
of the Treasury
directed to
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized and
and directed
to pay,
pay,
out of any money in the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the
the sum
sum
of $511 to Opal Hayes
Hayes and to pay the sum of $519.50
A. Hayes,
Hayes,
$519.50 to
to D.
D. A.
in full settlement of all claims against the United States for personal
personal
injuries
injuries and expenses
expenses incident thereto sustained
sustained as
result of
an
as a
a result
of an
accident involving a
a United States Civilian Conservation
Corps truck
truck
Conservation Corps
on Highway Numbered
Numbered 27 near Harriman,
Harriman, Tennessee,
Tennessee, on December
December
24, 1936: Provided,
Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated
appropriated in
in this
this
Act in excess of 10 per centum
centum thereof shall be paid or delivered
or
delivered to
to or
received
received by any agent or attorney
attorney on account of services
services rendered
rendered in
in
connection with this claim, and the same shall
connection
conshall be
be unlawful,
unlawful, any
any contract to the contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any person violating the
the
provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a
and
a misdemeanor
misdemeanor and
upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any
any sum not
not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
Approved
August 15,
Approved August
15, 1949.
1949.

1155
1155
August 15,
15, 1949
1949
August

2808]
[H. R.
R. 2806]
[Private
Law 2061
205J
(Private Law
Paul
Pald O.. Juneau.
JAuma.

August 15,
August
15, 1949
1949
in.
(H. R.
R. 3408]
3408]
(Private Law
Law 207]
[Private
207]
Opal
and D.
D.
Opal Hayes
Hayes and
A.
A. Hayes.
Hayes.

[CHAPTER 437]
[CHAPTER
437]

AN
AN ACT
ACT
To transfer
transfer aa tower located
located on the Lower Souris National Wildlife
Wildlife Refuge
to the
the
Refuge to
International
International Peace Garden, Incorporated,
Incorporated, North
Dakota.
North Dakota.

Be it
enacted by the Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
it enacted
the
Representatives of
of the
United
America in
United States of America
in Congress
assembled, That,
That, notwithstandnotwithstandCongress assembled,
ing any other provision of law, the Secretary of the Interior
pig
Interior is
authoris authorized to donate and transfer
transfer to
Peace Garden,
Garden, Incorto the
the International
International Peace
Incorporated, the steel fire tower located on the
National
the Lower Souris National
Wildlife Refuge
Refuge near Westhope, North Dakota.
Dakota.
Approved August 15,
1949.
15, 1949.

August 18,
1949
August
18, 1949
[H.
R. 3751]
3751]
IH. R.
[Private
Law 2081
208]
[Private Law

International Peace
International
Peace
Garden, Inc.
Garden,
Inc
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OH S. 446
448—AUG.16,
16, 1949
446-448-AUG.
1949

[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER
August 16, 1949
19
[H. R. 579]
[H
579]
[Private Law
Law 209]
Motor vessel FLBFLB5005.
005.

4461

446]

ACT
AN ACT
To permit
permit the motor vessel
vessel FLB-5005 to engage
engage in the
the fisheries.
fisheries.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House
1101486 of
of the
of Representatives
Representatives of
the
UnitedStates of
of America
America in
United
in Congress
That the
motor vessel
vessel
Congressassemb,
assembled,That
the motor
FLB-5005 may be documented
documented as a
a vessel of the
the United
United States
States and
and
engage in the foreign
may engage
foreign and coastwise
coastwise trade
in the
trade and
and in
the fisheries
fisheries as
as
long as such vessel is owned by a
a citizen of the United States.
Approved August 16, 1949.
Approved
[CHAPTER 447]
[CHAPTER

August 16, 1949
1949
[H. R. 1459]
[Private
[Private Law 210]

E. Neill
Neill Raymond.

[63
STAT.
[63 STAT.

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief
relief of E. Neil
Neil Raymond.
Raymond.

it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and House of Representatives
Be it
Representatives of
the
of the
United
States of America in.
in Congress
United States
Congress assembled,
That the
the Secretary
assembled, That
Secretary

of the Treasury
Treasury is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized and
and directed
directed to
to pay,
pay, out
out of
of any
any
money in the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
Neill Rayappropriated, to E.
E. Neill
Raymond, examiner, Farmers Home
Rome Administration,
Denver, Colorado,
Colorado,
Administration, Denver,
the sum of $130.78, which represents
transporting his
his immerepresents the
the cost
cost of transporting
immediate family
family from Washington, District of Columbia, to Denver,
Provided,That no part of the amount
Colorado, on August 21, 1946: Provided,
amount
appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum
appropriated
centum thereof shall be
paid or delivered to or received
any agent
account
received by
by any
agent or
or attorney
attorney on
on account
of services rendered
rendered in connection with this
same shall
shall
this claim,
claim, and the
the same
be unlawful, any contract
contract to the contrary
contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any
Any perperson violating the provisions
provisions of this
guilty of
of a
this Act shall be
be deemed
deemed guilty
a
misdemeanor
misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum
not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
Approved
Approved August
August 16, 1949.
1949.
[CHAPTER 448]
448]
[CHAPTER
August
Agust 16, 1049
1949
[R.
[. R. 2608]
208]
(Private
[Private Law
Law 311]
211]
0...E.. Dutton Co.

AN
AN ACT
ACT
For the
the relief
Dutton Company
For
relief of
of C.
C. H.
H. Dutton
Kalamasoo, Michigan.
Michigan.
Company of
of KEamasoo,

Beeit
enacted by ate
the Senate
Senate and
and House
B
it enacted
Representatives of the
House of Representatives
United States
States of America
Am aia in Congress
Congress assembled,
Secretary
aasembled That the Secretary

of the Treasury is authorized
authorized and directed
directed to pay,
pay, out,
out of
of any
any money
in the Treasury
appropriated, to the C. B.
H, putton
Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
Putton ComKalamazoo, Michigan
pany, of Jtalamazoo,
MiChigan, the sum
sum of $4,200,
representing' the
$4,00, representing'the
amount withheld by the United
Muted States from sums otherwise due
clue the
above company in order to recover
recover an overpayment
overpayment made
wade by the
the United
United
States on contracts
contracts Nobs-1188
Nobs-1188 and Nobs-1414
Nobs-1414 despite the
the fact
fact that
that
the same amount had theretofore been recovered
recovered as
as excessive
profits
excessive
profits
56
de Stat. 946.
28.
Renegotiation Act: Provided,
Provided, That no part of the amount
amount
50 U. 6.
S. 0.
0. app.
pp. under the Renegotiation
upp. I,
1191; Bopp.
H, 1191.
1191 appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per eentum
centum
thereof
be
thereof
shall
Ante,
p.280.
Ante p. 280.
delivered to or received
paid or delivered
received by any agent or
or. attorney on account
account
of services rendered
connection with this
claim and
the same
same shall
rendered in connection
this claim,
and the
shall
be unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any perperson violating the provisions*
provisiors of this Act shall be deemed
deemed guilty
guilty of a
a
misdemeanor and upon conviction
misdemeanor
conviction thereof shall
fined in
in any
any sum
shall be fined
sum
n4ot
exceeding $1,000.
not exceeding
:
A.pProved
1:6, 1949,
Approved August
August 16,
1949. .. ..~~~
... ~ . ..
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[CHAPTER 449]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
ArT
AN

To provide
for the
conveyance by
of
C. Wilson of
the United States to Frank C.
by the
the conveyance
To
provide for
certain lands formerly owned
owned by him.
certain

Be
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House
Representatives of the
the
House of Representatives
Be it
United
of America
assembled, That
Secretary
That the Secretary
in Congress
Congress assembled,
America in
States of
United States
of the
the Interior
is authorized
authorized and
and directed
directed to
to convey,
convey, without
without consideraInterior is
of
tion,
Frank C.
Wilson, of
right, title, and
all the right,
Georgia, all
of Savannah,
Savannah, Georgia,
C. Wilson,
tion, to
to Frank
interest
conveyed
interest of the United States in and to all that tract of land conveyed
to
the United
America by
C. Wilson
Wilson by deed
Frank C.
by the said Frank
States of
of America
United States
to the
dated
recorded on June
June 10, 1940, in book 89, pages
dated June 8, 1940, and recorded
438
records of Effingham County, Georgia.
public records
439, of the public
438 and 439,
Approved
August 16, 1949.
Approved August
[CHAPTER
450]
[CHAPTER 450]

ACT
AN ACT
For
relief of
Herbert L. Hunter.
Hunter.
of Herbert
the relief
For the

it enacted
Representatives of the
House of Representatives
Senate and House
by the
the Senate
enacted by
Be it
assembled, That the Comptroller
General of the United States is hereby authorized and directed to
cancel
indebtedness of Herbert L. Hunter, in the amount
amount of $944.46,
the indebtedness
cancel the
arising
of the transportation
household effects from Cleveof his household
transportation of
out of
arising out
official
land,
transfer of his official
Juan, Puerto Rico, upon transfer
Ohio, to San Juan
land, Ohio,
station, while employed
employed by
Department of Agriculture, extension
extension
by the Department
station,
of
authorization for
transportation not having been approved
approved
for such transportation
of authorization
within
regulations of the Presiwithin the six-month period required by the regulations
dent
States under authority of the Act of October 10,
the United States
dent of the
1940
(54 Stat.
1105). The
The Secretary
is hereby
hereby authorTreasury is
Secretary of the Treasury
Stat. 1105).
1940 (54
ized
to pay to Herbert L. Hunter, out of any money in
directed to
ized and directed
Treasury
not otherwise
amount heretofore
credited
heretofore credited
any amount
appropriated, any
otherwise appropriated,
Treasury not
to
indebtedness or
or refunded
refunded to the United States on account
account of
to such
such indebtedness
such
the audit
and settlement
settlement of the
of any
account of
the account
audit and
In the
indebtedness. In
such indebtedness.
accountable
officer of the United
States, the payment of the amount
United States,
accountable officer
for
transportation expenses
considered to have been
shall be
be considered
expenses shall
such transportation
for such
authorized.
Approved
Approved August 16, 1949.

in
AmericaStates
States
of
United
General
United States
of the
ofUnited
America
in Congress
Congress
i
shereby
assembled,
authorized
That and
the Comptroller
directed to

[CHAPTER
4551
[CHAPTER 455]

AN ACT
For the relief of John Aaron Whitt.

the
House of Representatives
Be
Representatives of the
enacted by the Senate and House
it enacted
Be it
United States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
Secretary
assembled, That the Secretary
of America in
States of
United
of
authorized and directed to pay,
is hereby, authorized
and he
he is
Treasury be, and
of the
the Treasury
out
of any
in the
Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the
the Treasury
money in
any money
out of
sum of
of $10,000
to John
830 South Fifteenth Street,
of 830
Aaron Whitt, of
John Aaron
$10,000 to
sum
Birmingham,
in full settlement of all claims against the
Alabama, in
Birmingham, Alabama,
United
medical and hospital expenses
injuries and medical
personal injuries
for personal
States for
United States
a United States Army
sustained
accident involving a
Army
as the result of an accident
sustained as
vehicle
Numbered 78 near Heflin, Alabama,
Highway Numbered
vehicle on United States Highway
on
November 6, 1943: Provided,
Provided, That
no part
part of the amount appropriThat no
on November
ated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or
delivered
to or
or received
on account
account of servattorney on
or attorney
agent or
by any agent
received by
delivered to
ices
connection with this claim, and the same shall be
rendered in connection
ices rendered
unlawful,
notwithstanding. Any person
person
unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding.

August
18, 1949
August 16,
[H. R. 2931]
[Private Law 212]

[H. R. 29311
[Private Law 212]

Frank
C. Wilson.
Wilson.
Frank C,

August
August

16,, 1,949
1949
[H. R. 4138]
[Private Law 213]
Herbert
Herbert L. Hunter.
Hunter.

August
17, 1949
Autgust 17
1017]
ll. R. l1I7]
[Private
2141
IPrivate Law 214)
Jahn Aaron Whitt.
John
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violating the provisions of this
be deemed
of a
amisthis Act shall be
deemed guilty
guilty of
misdemeanor
demeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be
be fined
fined in
in any
any sum
sum not
not
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
exceeding
Approved August 17, 1949.
1949.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 456]
456]
August 17, 1949
August
[H.
R. 2925]
2925]
[H. R.
[Private Law 215]
215]
Hoheisel.
Ida Hoheisel.

ACT
AN ACT
For the relief of Ida Hoheisel, executrix
executrix of the
John Hoheisel.
the estate
estate of
of John
Hoheisel.

Be it
enacted by the Senate
it enacted
H011,80 of
the
Senate and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
United
States of America in
United States
in Congress
That the
the Secretary
Secretary
Congress assembled, That
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized and
to pay,
pay,
and directed
directed to
out of any money in the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the
the sum
sum
of $2,500 to Ida Hoheisel, executrix of
of John
late
of the
the estate
estate of
John Hoheisel,
Hoheisel, late
of Menasha, Wisconsin. The payment of
such sum
sum shall
be in
in full
of such
shall be
full
settlement of all claims against
settlement
against the
United States
the death
death of
the United
States for
for the
of
John Hoheisel,
Hoheisel, which resulted from an accident
involving a
a United
accident involving
United
States Army vehicle in Menasha,
Wisconsin, on
on September
September 6,
1944:
Menasha, Wisconsin,
6, 1944:
Provided,
Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated
appropriated in
this Act
Act in
in
in this
excess of 10 per centum thereof
thereof shall be paid or delivered
delivered to
to or
received
or received
attorney on account of
by any agent or attorney
rendered in
in connection
connection
of services
services rendered
with this claim, and the same shall be
be unlawful,
any contract
contract to
to the
unlawful, any
the
contrary
contrary notwithstanding. Any person
the provisions
provisions of
this
person violating
violating the
of this

Act shall be deemed
deemed guilty of a
a misdemeanor
misdemeanor and upon conviction
conviction

thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
Approved August 17, 1949.
[CHAPTER 458]
[CHAPTER
458]
August 17,1949
17, 1949
(H.
691]
[H. R.
R. 691]
[Private Law 216]
[Private
216]
Lawrence
Lawrence Fontenot.
Fontenot.

enacted by the Senate
Senate and
Be it
it enacted
Representatives of
the
and House
House of
of Representatives
of the
United
United States of America in Congress
That the
the Secretary
Secretary
Congress assembled, That
of the Treasury
authorized and directed to pay, out
Treasury is authorized
out of
any money
money
of any
in the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
Lawrence Fontenot,
Fontenot,
appropriated, to
to Lawrence
Oberlin, Louisiana,
Louisiana, the sum of $500. The payment
payment of such sum
shall
sum shall
be in full settlement of all claims of
Lawrence Fontenot
of the
the said
said Lawrence
Fontenot
against the United States for property damage
damage caused
his rice
caused to
to his
rice crop
crop
as aaresult of the destruction
destruction on
of a
constructed
on May 25,
25, 1943,
1943 of
a partially
partially constructed
irrigation
irrigation flume across the Oberlin-Oakdale
Oberlin-Oakdale Road in
in Allen
Allen Parish,
Parish,
Louisiana, by aaUnited States Army truck, which
was part
part of
of a
aconwhich was
convoy of Army vehicles:
vehicles: Provided,
Provided, That no part of
of the
the amount
approamount appropriated in this Act
in excess
shall be
paid or
or
Act in
excess of
of 10
10 per
per centinn
centum thereof
thereof shall
be paid
delivered
received by any
delivered to or received
or attorney
attorney on
on account
account of
of servany agent or
services rendered
rendered in connection
connection with this claim, and
be
and the same
same shall
shall be
unlawful, any contract to the contrary
unlawful,
contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any
Any person
person
violating the provisions
violating
provisions of this Act shall be
guilty of
of aamismisbe deemed
deemed guilty
demeanor
demeanor and upon conviction
conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not
not
exceeding $1,000.
exceeding
$1,000.
Approved
Approved August 17,
17, 1949.
[CHAPTER
459]
[CHAPTER 459]

August 17, 1949

[H.
R. 1055]
(H. R.
10551
[Private Law
[Private
Law 217]
217]

Agnese
Agnese B.
R. Mundy.

AN ACT
ACT
AN
For
of Lawrence
Lawrence Fontenot.
For the relief
relief of
Fontenot.

AN
AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of Agnese R. Mundy.

Be
enacted by the Senate and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of the
Be it
it enacted
the
United States
States of America
America in
in Congress
United
Congress assembled,
assembled, That Agnese
Agnese R.
R.
Mundy, postmaster at Rockmart, Georgia,
Georgia, is relieved
relieved of all liability
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to refund to the United States the sum of
repreof $679.25.
$679.25. Such
Such sum
sum represents a
ashortage
shortage in the account
account of the said postmaster caused
caused by
by the
the
theft of postal notes and stamps
stamps on May 21, 1947.
1947. The Comptroller
Comptroller
General
General is authorized
authorized and directed to credit
credit the
the account of said
said post$679.25. The sureties
master in the sum of $679.25.
sureties of the
the said
said postmaster are
are
released
liability to
to refund
refund to
the United
States the
the whole
released from any
any liability
to the
United States
whole
or any part of
of such sum of $679.25.
$679.25.
S
EC. 2. The Secretary
Secretary of the
authorized and
and directed
directed
SEC.
the Treasury is
is authorized
money in
in the
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated,
to pay, out of any
any money
the Treasury
Treasury not
to Agnese R.
It. Mundy an amount equal to any
any sum refunded
refunded to the
the
States by
the said
said Agnese
Agmese R.
R. Mundy
Mundy as
as aaresult
of the
the shortage
United States
by the
result of
shortage
accounts as postmaster
postmaster at
Georgia, caused by
the
in her accounts
at Rockmart,
Rockmart, Georgia,
by the
theft of postal notes
notes and
and stamps on
on May
May 21, 1947.
Approved August 17,
17, 1949.
Approved
1949.
[CHAPTER 460]
460]
[CHAPTER

AN
AN ACT
ACT

For the relief of Saint Elizabeth
Hospital, Yakima, Washington,
Washington, and others.
others.
Elizabeth Hospital,

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
H01146 of
of Representatives
of the
the
Be
by the
Senate and
and House
Representatives of
United
Secretary
United States
States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary
Treasury is authorized
authorized and directed
of the Treasury
directed to pay,
pay, out
out of
of any
any money
money
Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
in the Treasury
to Saint Elizabeth
Elizabeth HosHospital, Yakima,
Yakima, Washington,
Washington, the
the sum
sum of
$1,085.50; Hopkins
Hopkins Mortuary,
Mortuary,
of $1,085.50;
Toppenish, Washington,
Washington, $8; Doctor Guy
Seattle, Washington,
Washington,
Guy Marcy,
Marcy, Seattle,
$250; Doctor Thomas Angland,
Angland, Yakima, Washington,
$100; Emily
Washington, $100.
Emily
Washington, $15; and Brown's
Pursell, Yakima, Washington,
Brown's Pharmacy,
Pharmacy, ToppenWashington, $1.52; aa total of $1,460.02.
ish, Washington,
$1,460.02. The payment of such
sums shall be in full settlement of all claims of the said claimants
against the United States for reimbursement
reimbursement for
for hospital
hospital and other
other
authorization by the Yakima Indian
services rendered
rendered pursuant to authorization
Agency to James
Canadian Indian: Provided,
That no
Agency
James Whitebull,
Whitebull, aaCanadian
Provided,That
no
appropriated in this Act in excess
part of any sum appropriated
excess of
of 10
10 per
per centum
thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received
received by any
thereof
any agent
agent or
attorney on account
account of services rendered in
attorney
in connection
connection with the claim
claim
satisfied by
the payment
of such
sum, and
unlawful,
satisfied
by the
payment of
such sum,
and the
the same
same shall
shall be
be unlawful,
any contract to
to the contrary
contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any person
person violating
violating
deemed guilty
guilty of
the provisions of this Act shall be deemed
of aa misdemeanor
misdemeanor
and
thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding
and upon conviction
conviction thereof
exceeding
$1,000.
$1,000.
Approved
Approved August 17, 1949.
[CHAPTER 461]
461]

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of James B. DeHart.

Be
it enacted
enaoted by
the Senate
Senate and
of Representatives
Be it
by the
and House
House of
Representatives of
of the
the
United
United States
States of
Congress assembled,
Secretary
of America
America in
in Congress
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
of
Treasury is
and directed
of the
the Treasury
is authorized
authorized and
directed to
to pay,
pay, out
out of
of any
any money
money in
in
the
Treasury not
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
to James
B. DeHart,
the Treasury
James B.
DeHart, Tapoco,
Tapoco,
North
Carolina, park
warden in
the Great
Smoky Mountains
Mountains National
National
North Carolina,
park warden
in the
Great Smoky
Park (Twenty-mile
(Twenty-mile District),
the sum
sum of
of $2,002.95.
$2,002.95. Such
sum shall
shall
Park
District), the
Such sum
be reimbursable
for the loss of
of various
various items
reimbursable for
items of
of personal
personal property
property
owned by
by the
James B.
the said
said James
B. DeHart
and destroyed
destroyed on
May 26,
26, 1946,
1946,
DeHart and
on May
when the
the Twenty-mile
station occupied
when
Twenty-mile warden
warden station
occupied by
him was
was destroyed
by him
destroyed
by fire
fire originating
from an
appliance: Provided,
Provided, That
That no
by
originating from
an electrical
electrical appliance:
no
part of
amount appropriated
in this
this Act
Act in
in excess
excess of
per
part
of the
the amount
appropriated in
of 10
10 per
centum thereof F.hall
shall be
paid or
be paid
delivered to
to or
or received
by any
or delivered
received by
any agent
agent

August
1949
August 17,
17949
[H.
[H. B. 1619]
[Private
Law 218]
2181
[Private Law
Saint Elizabeth
Elizabeth
Hospital, Yakima,
Hospital,
Yakima,
Wash., and
others.
Wash.,
and others.

August 17,
1919
August
17,1949
[H. R.
3139]
R. 31391
I[.
[Private
[Private Law 219]

James
James B.
B. DeHart.
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attorney on
or attorney
on account
account of
services rendered
rendered in
in connection
connection with
with this
of services
this
the same
same shall
claim, and the
shall be
be unlawful,
the contrary
contrary
unlawful, any
any contract
contract to
to the
Any person
notwithstanding. Any
violating the
the provisions
provisions of
of this
Act
person violating
this Act
shall be deemed
shall
deemed guilty
guilty of
misdemeanor and
of aamisdemeanor
and upon
upon conviction
conviction thereof
thereof
shall be
shall
be fined
not exceeding
$1,000.
fined in
in any
any sum
sum not
exceeding $1,000.
Approved
August 17,
17, 1949.
1949.
Approved August
[
CHAPTER 462]
[CHAPTER
1949
August 17,
17,1949
[H.
[H. R. 4307]
[Private Law
Law 220]
220]
Ever Ready
Ready Supply
Supply
Co.
Co.

HaroldA.Dahlborg.
HaroldA.Dahlborg.

AN
AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of Ever Ready Supply Company
Company and Harold
A. Dahlborg.
Harold A.
Dahlborg.

Be
Be it
it enacted
by the
the Senate
Senate and
House of
of the
the
enacted by
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
United
of America
United States of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
America in
the Secretary
Secretary
of the Treasury
Treasury be,
and he
is hereby,
authorized and
to pay,
pay,
be, and
he is
hereby, authorized
and directed
directed to
out of
of any
money in
the Treasury
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the
any money
in the
Treasury not
the
sum of $210 to Ever Ready Supply
Company, and
Supply Company,
and to
to pay
pay the
the sum
sum
of $57.60 to Harold A.
A. Dahlborg,
Dahlborg, of
of Brockton,
Massachusetts, in
in full
full
Brockton, Massachusetts,
settlement of
claims against
the United
United St
at
es f
or property
property damage,
settlement
of all
all claims
against the
States
for
damage,
personal injuries, and loss of
of wages
wages sustained
sustained as
result of
as a
a result
of an
an accident
accident
a United States Army ambulance,
involving a
at the
the intersection
of
ambulance, at
intersection of
Washington and Main Streets,
Streets, North
Washington
on July
July
North Easton,
Easton, Massachusetts,
Massachusetts, on
Provided, That
16, 1940: Provided,
the amount
appropriated in
in this
this
That no
no part
part of
of the
amount appropriated
Act in excess of 10 per centurri
centum thereof
shall be
be paid
or delivered
thereof shall
paid or
delivered
to or received
received by any agent or attorney
attorney on
on account
of services
account of
services rendered
rendered
and the
in connection with this claim,
claim2 and
same shall
be unlawful,
the same
shall be
unlawful, any
any
to the
contract to
the contrary
contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any
person violating
violating the
Any person
the
guilty of
provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty
misdemeanor and
and
of a
a misdemeanor
upon conviction
fined in
conviction thereof shall be fined
any sum
not exceeding
in any
sum not
exceeding
$1,000,
$1,000,
Approved August
Approved
August 17,
17, 1949.
1949.
[CHAPTER
463]
[CHAPTER 463]

August
17, 1949
August 17,
1949
[H. R. 4854]
4854]
[H.
[Private Law
221]
[Private
Law 221]

Mrs. Miriam G.
0.
Wornum.
Wornum.

54 Stat. 1140.
8
S. C.
8 U. S.
C. §701 (a).
(a).
54 Stat. 1157.
1167.
8
C.
8 U. S.. C
C.
II, §
Supp. II,
§ 735.
736.

735;
735;

AN ACT
For the relief of Mrs. Miriam
Miriam G. Wornum.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
and House
House of
the
United
United States
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled
assembled, That
States of
America in
That Mrs.
Mrs. Miriam
Miriam
G. Wornum,
Wornum, a
a native-born
native-born former
former citizen
citizen of
of the
the United
United States,
States, born
born
in San Francisco, California, on
March 9,
citizenship
on March
9, 1898,
1898, who
who lost
lost citizenship
of the United States
States by
by voting
voting in
in British
may be
British elections,
elections, may
be naturalized
naturalized
by taking,
to one
taking, prior to
year from
of enactment
enactment of
one year
from the
the date
date of
of this
this Act,
Act,
before
court referred
before any court
referred to
to in
in subsection
(a) of
subsection (a)
of section
section 301
301 of
of the
the
Nationality
as amended,
Nationality Act of 1940, as
amended, the
oaths prescribed
by section
the oaths
prescribed by
section
335 of the said Act. From and after
after naturalization
naturalization under
under this
this Act,
Act,
Mrs. Miriam
Miriam G. Wornum
have the
same citizenship
citizenship status
status which
Wornum shall
shall have
the same
which
she had
had immediately
immediately prior
to its
loss.
prior to
its loss.
Approved
Approved August
August 17,
17, 1949.
1949.
[
CHAPTER 466]
[CHAPTER
466]

August 17, 1949
[H. R.
R. 748]
[Private Law
[Private
Law 222]
222]
Louis Esposito.

Louis Esposito

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of Louis
Louis Esposito.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and House
Howe of Representatives
Representatives of
the
of the
United States
States of America in
assembled, That the Attorney
in Congress
Congress assembled,
Attorney
General
of the United States be, and he is hereby, authorized
General of
authorized and
and
directed to cancel the outstanding
outstanding order
order and
directed
of deportation
and warrant
warrant of
deportation
in
the case
Louis Esposito, any provision
in the
case of
of Louis
provision of existing
existing law to
to the
the
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contrary notwithstanding.
contrary
notwithstanding. From and after
after the date of the approval
approval
of this Act, Louis Esposito shall not again
again be
be subject to deportation
deportation
by reason of the same facts upon which the present
present outstanding proproceedings rest.
Approved August 17, 1949.
Approved
[CHAPTER 467]

ACT
AN ACT
For the relief of Mrs. Skio Takayama
Takayama Hull.

Be it
enacted by the Senate
Senate and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of the
it enacted
the
United
of America in
assembled, That, notwithstandUnited States of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
ing any provision of law excluding from admission
admission to the United
United
States persons of races ineligible
ineligible to citizenship,
citizenship, Mrs. Skio Takayama
Takayama
Hull, Japanese wife of Lovejoy Gordon Hull, a
a citizen of the United
States and a
aveteran of World War I,
I, shall be admitted to the United
States for permanent
permanent residence upon application
application hereafter filed and
without presenting
presenting an immigration visa or other travel documents,
if she is otherwise admissible under the immigration
immigration laws. Upon the
admission of the said Mrs. Skio Takayama
United States
Takayama Hull to the United
for permanent
permanent residence, the Secretary of State shall instruct the
proper quota-control
quota-control officer to deduct one number from the Japanese
quota for the first year such quota is available.
Approved August 17, 1949.
Approved
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 468]

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of Samuel Fadem.

Be it
Representatives of the
the
House of Representatives
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and House
United
States of
Congress assembled, That the Attorney
in Congress
United States
of America in
General be, and he is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized and directed to record the
General
lawful admission
admission for
permanent residence
Samuel Fadem,
Fadem, who
who
of Samuel
for permanent
residence of
lawful
lawfully at the port of New York on Sepentered the United States lawfully
Secretary of
this Act, the
the Secretary
of
tember 27, 1946. Upon
Upon the enactment
enactment of
of this
reduce by one the quota
quota for
shall reduce
for Poland then
then current.
current.
State shall
Approved August 17, 1949.
Approved
[CHAPTER 469]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
ACT

relief of Charles
Charles W. Miles.
For the relief

Representatives of the
it enacted by the Senate
the
and House of Representatives
Senate and
Be it
in Congress
Congress assembled, That the Secretary
United
Secretary
States of America in,
United States
of the
the Treasury
authorized and directed
directed to pay, out of any
is hereby
hereby authorized
of
Treasury is
money
appropriated, the sum of $1,000
not otherwise appropriated,
Treasury not
money in the Treasury
to
of
settlement of
Tennessee, in full
full settlement
of Union City,
City, Tennessee,
to Charles
Charles W.
W. Miles,
Miles, of
a fine paid
reimbursement of a
all claims against
against the United States as reimbursement
by
upon conviction
for which offense
offense he
contempt of court for
conviction of contempt
by him
him upon
subsequently
Provided, That no part of the
pardon: Provided,
subsequently received
received aa full pardon:
amount appropriated
appropriated in this Act in
thereof
per centum
centum thereof
in excess
excess of 10
10 per
amount
shall be paid or delivered
delivered to or received
received by any agent or attorney on
on
account of services rendered in connection
connection with this claim, and the
same shall be unlawful, any contract
contract to the contrary
contrary notwithstanding.
Any
deemed guilty
guilty
this Act
Act shall be deemed
the provisions
provisions of this
violating the
Any person
person violating
of
misdemeanor and
conviction thereof
thereof shall be fined in any
and upon conviction
a misdemeanor
of a
$1,000.
sum not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
Approved
Approved August 17, 1949.

August 17, 1949
1949
[H. R.1679]
[H.
R. 1679]
[Private Law 223]
Mrs.
Ski° TamkaTakaMrs. Skio
yama
yama Hull.
Hull.

Quota deduction.
deduction.

August 17, 1949
August
[H.
[H. R. 1993]
1993]
[Private Law
[Private
Law 224)
2241
Samuel Fadem.

Quota
Quota deduction.
deduction.

t

August
Auus 17,
17 1949
[H. R.
R. 2I4
111441
Ill.
[Private
226]
[Private Law
Law 2261
Charles W.
Miles.
W. Mles.
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[
CHAPTER 470]
[CHAPTER
470]

August 17,
17, 1949
1949
[H. R.
R. 2602]
2602]
[H.
[Private
[Private Law
Law 226]
226]
John B. Boyle.

[63 STAT.
STAT.
[63

AN ACT
ACT
B. Boyle.
For the relief of John
John B.
Boyle.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House
Representatives of
the
House of
of Representatives
of the
United
States of America in Congress
United States
That, notwithstandCongress assembled,
assembled, That,
notwithstanding the provisions
provisions of the eleventh category of section 33of
of the
the ImmiImmigration Act of 1917, as amended
amended (39 Stat.
875-878; 8
S. C.
136) ;
Stat. 875-878;
8 U.
U. S.
C. 136).
a native of Canada, may be admitted into the
John B. Boyle, a
United
the United
States for permanent residence if he is found otherwise admissible
admissible
under the provisions
provisions of
of the
the immigration
immigration laws.
laws.
Approved August 17, 1949.
1949.
[
CHAPTER 471]
[CHAPTER
471]

August 17,
1949
17,1949
[H.
R. 4097]
4997]
[H. H.
[Private Law 227]
227

AN
AN ACT
ACT
For
the relief of
of George M. Beesley, Edward
For the
Edward D. Sexton, and Herman J.
J. Williams.
Williams.

Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
of the
Representatives of
the
United States of America in Congress
Congress assembled,
United
the Secretary
Secretary
assembled, That
That the
of the Treasury is authorized
authorized and directed to pay, out of any money
money
in
the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
George M.
Beesley,
to George
M. Beesley,
Edward D. Sexton.
Edward
Gulfport, Mississippi,
Mississippi, the sum of $238.30;
to Edward
D. Sexton,
Sexton, GulfGulf$238.30; to
Edward D.
Herman J. Williams.
HermauJ.
port, Mississippi, the sum of $494.70; and to Herman J.
J. Williams,
Williams,
Gulfport, Mississippi, the sum of $504.53.
Gulfport,
$504.53. The payment of
such sums
of such
sums
shall be in full settlement
settlement of their claims against
United States
States
against the
the United
for the loss of personal property while on duty at the
the United
United States
States
quarantine
quarantine station, Ship Island, during the hurricane
hurricane of
September
of September
Provided, That no part of
19, 1947: Provided,
this
of the amount
amount appropriated
appropriated in
in this
Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be
or delivered
delivered to
to
be paid
paid or
or received by any agent or attorney
attorney on
services rendered
rendered
on account
account of
of services
in connection
connection with this claim, and the same shall be
unlawful, any
be unlawful,
any
contract
contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any person
contract to the contrary
the
person violating
violating the
provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of aamisdemeanor
provisions
misdemeanor and
and
upon
upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
Approved
Approved August 17, 1949.
1949.
George M.
M. Beesley.
Beesley.

[CHAPTER
[
CHAPTER 474]
August 18,
August
18, 1949
1949
[H.
607]
H. R. 607]

[Private Law
228]
[Private
Law 228]

Harvey M.
Hervey
Liaet.
M. Lifset.

AN ACT
For the relief
relief of Harvey
Harvey M. Lifset, formerly
formerly a
of the
the United
a major in
in the
the Army of
United
States.

it enacted by the Senate and House of
Be it
the
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
United States of America in Congress
Congress assembled,
M.
assembled, That
That Harvey
Harvey M.
Lifset, formerly a
a major in the Army
Army of the United States,
is relieved
States, is
relieved
of
of all liability to pay to the United
United States the sum of $1,497.89.
$1,497.89. Such
Such
sum represents
Government funds stolen from
represents Government
from him
France while
him in
in France
while
he was acting as purchasing and
Eightyand contracting
contracting officer
officer for
for the
the Eightysecond Airborne
Airborne Division, United States Army. The
The Secretary
of
Secretary of
the Treasury
Treasury is authorized
authorized and directed
directed to pay, out of any
any money
in
money in
the Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, an
equal to
an amount equal
to the
the
aggregate
aggregate of any amounts
amounts which have been
by the
the said
said Harvey
Harvey
been paid by
M. Lifset in partial satisfaction of the claim of the United
United States
States
arising by reason of such theft.
theft.
Approved August 18, 1949.
Approved
1949.
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CONG., 1ST
1ST SESS.-CHS.
SESS.—CHS.475,
475, 480,
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1949
481-AUG..18,
81ST

[
CHAPTER 475]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
For the relief of Loretta
Loretta B. Powell.

the
Representatives of the
and House
House of Representatives
Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
United States
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary
in Congress
America in
United
States of America
of the Treasury
Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay,
out
appropriated, to
Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
money in the Treasury
out of
of any money
Loretta B.
B. Powell,
of Oakland,
Oakland, California,
California, the sum of $4,121.75,
$4,121.75, in
Powell, of
Loretta
full settlement
against the United States for the damages
of all
all claims
claims against
full
settlement of
sustained
personal injury on August 24, 1944,
her on account of her personal
sustained by her
a partition in the
when
a wooden brace supporting a
tripped over a
she tripped
when she
Overseas Air Technical Service Command, Oakthe Pacific
Pacific Overseas
office of
of the
appropriated
Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated
land, California: Provided,
delivered
in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered
to or
by any
any agent
agent or agents, or attorney or attorneys, on
received by
to
or received
account
rendered in connection with this claim, and the same
of services rendered
account of
shall be
the contrary
contrary notwithstanding. Any
to the
any contract to
be unlawful,
unlawful, any
shall
person violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of aa
misdemeanor and upon conviction
conviction thereof
thereof shall be fined in any sum
sum
misdemeanor
not
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
not exceeding
Approved August 18, 1949.
Approved
[
CHAPTER 480]
480]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief
relief of Mrs. Dorothy Vicencio.
Vicencio.

the
Be
Representatives of the
House of Representatives
Senate and House
by the
the Senate
it enacted
enacted by
Be it
assembled, That the Secretary
Congress assembled,
United
United States of America in Congress
of the Treasury
Treasury is authorized and directed to pay, out of any money
in
appropriated, to Mrs. Dorothy Vicencio,
the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
in the
Loomis,
California, the
the sum
of $5,456.51.
$5,456.51. Such sum is paid to her
sum of
Loomis, California,
both
for her
benefit and
benefit of her minor child and such
the benefit
for the
and for
her benefit
both for
payment
shall be in full settlement of all claims of the said Mrs.
payment shall
Dorothy
Vicencio, and all claims of her minor child, against the
Dorothy Vicencio,
United
Raymond Vicencio,
husband
Vicencio, husband
of the death of Raymond
account of
on account
States on
United States
of
the said
said Mrs.
Mrs. Dorothy
Dorothy Vicencio
and father
father of such child, as a
a
Vicencio and
of the
Francisco-Oakland
result of aacollision on August 8, 1944, on the San Francisco-Oakland
Raymond Vicencio
Bay
Vicencio
a truck operated by the said Raymond
between a
Bridge between
Bay Bridge
and
Provided, That no part of the
United States Navy truck: Provided,
a United
and a
amount
in this
this Act shall
for
subject to any claim for
shall be subject
for in
provided for
amount provided
reimbursement
to any
insurance company
company or
compensation insurance
or compensation
any insurance
reimbursement to
fund
which may
have paid
paid any
any amount to the
herein by
the claimant herein
may have
fund which
reason
of the
death of
of Raymond
Vicencio: And
further,
provided further,
And provided
Raymond Vicencio:
the death
reason of
That
no part
part of
this Act
excess of 10
10
Act in excess
in this
appropriated in
amount appropriated
of the
the amount
That no
per
centum thereof
or delivered
to or
or received
any
received by any
delivered to
paid or
be paid
shall be
thereof shall
per centum
agent
on account
account of services
rendered in connection
connection with
services rendered
or attorney
attorney on
agent or
this
and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary
claim, and
this claim
notwithstanding.
violating the
the provisions
provisions of
Act
this Act
of this
person violating
Any person
notwithstanding. Any
shall
be deemed
deemed guilty of a
amisdemeanor
misdemeanor and upon conviction
conviction thereof
shall be
shall be
be fined in
sum not exceeding $1,000.
any sum
in any
shall
Approved August 18, 1949.
Approved
[CHAPTER 481]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
relief of Lois E. Lillie.
the relief
For the

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
Representatives of the
House of Representatives
and House
the Senate and
by the
Be

Secretary
assembled, That the Secretary
United States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
of America
America in
States of
United

August 18, 1949
1949
[H. IL
R. 2807]
2807]
[Private
[Private Law 229]
Loretta B. Powell.

August 18, 1949
[B.
[H. R. 631]
Law 230]
[Private Law
Mrs. Dorothy VIVi-

cencio.
mud°.

1949
August 18, 1%49
August
[H. R. 1023]
[Private Law 2311
231]
Lois E.
The.
E. Li-Te.
Lois
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of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized and
and directed
directed to
to pay,
pay,
out of any money in the
Treasury not
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
the
the Treasury
appropriated, the
sum of $1,000 to Lois E. Lillie,
Lillie of
of Dover,
Dover, Delaware,
in full
full settlesettleDelaware, in
ment of
of all
claims against
the
ment
all claims
againstLillie
the ,United States for personal
personal injuries,
injuries,
pain,
pain and suffering sustained as a
a result of
of an
an accident
accident involving
involving aa
United States Army vehicle
States Highway
Highway Numbered
Numbered
vehicle, on United States
301,
301, between Richmond,
Richmond, Virginia,
Virginia and
Washington, District
of
and Washington,
District of
Columbia, on June
Columbia
June 7, 1941: Provided,
amount
Provided, That no
no part
part of
of the
the amount
appropriated
appropriated in this Act in excess
per centum
thereof shall
shall be
excess of 10
10 per
centum thereof
be
paid or delivered to or received by any agent
agent or
attorney on
account
or attorney
on account
rendered in connection with this claim,
of services rendered
and the
same shall
shall
claim, and
the same
be unlawful,
unlawful, any contract
contract to the contrary
contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any
Any perperson violating the provisions of this Act shall be
guilty of
be deemed
deemed guilty
of aa
misdemeanor and upon conviction
conviction thereof shall be
be fined
fined in
in any
any sum
sum
not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
Approved
Approved August 18, 1949.
1949.
[
CHAPTER 482]
482]
[CHAPTER
August 18, 1949
1949
August
[H.
R. 1137]
1137]
[H. R.
[Private
[Private Law 2321
2321

J.W. Greenwood,
Greenwood, Jr.
Jr.

AN ACT
For the relief
relief of J.
J. W. Greenwood,
Greenwood, Junior.
Junior.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
and House
the
House of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
United States
States of America in Congress
United
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the CompComptroller General of the United
United States is hereby authorized
authorized and
and directed
directed
J. W. Greenwood,
to credit the accounts of J.
Greenwood, Junior,
Junior, former
former regional
regional
fiscal officer
officer for the Central Administrative
Administrative Services Division, Office
for
Office for
Management, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania,
Emergency Management,
and he
he is
is hereby
Pennsylvania, and
hereby
relieved
relieved from any liability to refund
refund or pay
to the
the United
pay to
United States
States the
the
sum of $615.41, such sum
sum being vouchers issued to enlisted
personnel
enlisted personnel
for travel expenses
expenses at the same rate as commissioned officers,
officers, whereas
whereas
they were entitled to a
a lower rate under the Army regulations, and
and
for other purposes.
Approved August 18,
Approved
18, 1949.
[
CHAPTER 4891
489]
[CHAPTER

August 19, 1949
R. 837]
[H. R.
637]
(Private Law
[Private
Law 2331
233]
Mrs. Harriett PatPat.
trson
terson Rogers.
Rogers.

For the relief of
For

AN ACT
ACT
Mrs. Harriett
Harriett Patterson
Patterson Rogers.
Mrs.
Rogers.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the Senate and House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
United States of America
America in Congress
Congress assembled, That
the Secretary
Secretary
That the
of
hereby, authorized
authorized and directed
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby,
directed to
pay,
to pay,
out
out of any money in the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
the
appropriated, the
sum of
of $2,800, to Mrs. Harriett
Harriett Patterson Rogers, of Forrest
City,
Forrest City,
Arkansas,
Arkansas, in full settlement of all claims against the United States
States
as reimbursement
reimbursement for a
a judgment
judgment rendered
rendered against her
and in
in favor
of
her and
favor of
Jess L.
L. Bell and others in the Circuit Court
of Pope
Arkansas.
Court of
Pope County
County,zArkansas.
Such claim
claim arising out of an accident on June 14,1941,
Such
14, 1941, while the
the said
said
Mrs.
Mrs. Harriett
Harriett Patterson Rogers was on official business for the United
United
States Agriculture Extension
Extension Service
Service in
State of
of Arkansas:
in the State
Arkansas:
Provided,
Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated
in
appropriated in
in this
this Act
Act in
excess
of 10
per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or
excess of
10 per
or
received
received by
by any agent or attorney on account of services rendered
rendered in
in
connection
with this
connection with
this claim,
claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any contract
contract
to
to the
the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the
the provisions
provisions
of
Act shall be deemed guilty of aamisdemeanor and upon
of this
this Act
upon convicconviction thereof
thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding
tion
exceeding $1,000.
Approved
Approved August 19, 1949.
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[CHAPTER 490]

ACT
AN ACT
For
the relief
relief of
Albert Burns.
Burns.
For the
of Albert

Be it
Senate and
House of Representatives
Representatives of the
the
it enacted by the Senate
and House
United States of America
America in Congress
United
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary
Secretary
of the Treasury is authorized
authorized and directed to pay, out of
of any
any money
money
in
the Treasury
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
Burns, Covin the
Treasury not
to Albert
Albert Burns,
Cov$70.50. The payment of such sum shall
ington, Louisiana,
Louisiana, the sum of $70.50.
be in full settlement of all claims of the said Albert Burns against
against
the United States on account of damage to
to his
automobile sustained
sustained
his automobile
on June 30, 1947, when such automobile
automobile was in collision
collision with a
a United
United
States Army truck on Columbia Street, Covington, Louisiana. The
driver,
driver, an enlisted man of
of the Army, was
was not
not acting within
within his
his scope
scope
of employment
employment when such accident occurred:
occurred: Provided,
Provided, That no part
of the amount appropriated
appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum
received by any agent
thereof shall be paid or
or delivered
delivered to
to or
or received
agent or
or
account of services rendered
rendered in connection
connection with this claim,
attorney on account
and the same
same shall
shall be unlawful,
unlawful, any contract
contract to the
the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of this Act shall be
deemed guilty of a
a misdemeanor
misdemeanor and upon
upon conviction
conviction thereof shall
shall
be fined i
nany sum not exceeding
in
exceeding $1,000.
Approved August 19, 1949.
1949.
Approved
[CHAPTER 491]
491]
[CHAPTER

ACT
AN ACT
For the relief of Nelson Bell.

it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and House of Representatives
Be it
Representatives of the
United States
States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary
Secretary
United
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized and directed to pay,
otherwise appropriated,
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise
appropriated, the
sum
Nelson Bell, of Atlantic City, New Jersey,
Jersey, in full
sum of
of $2,547.61
$2,547.61 to Nelson
settlement of all
against the
settlement
all claims against
the United States
States for
for personal
personal injuries
injuries
and cost of court sustained as a
a result of an accident involving a
a
United States
States Post
Office Department
Department truck, on October
October 29,
29, 1942.
1942.
United
Post Office
S
EC. 2. The Secretary
Secretary of
shall require
require the cancellation
cancellation
of the
the Treasury
Treasury shall
SEC.
against Albert
Albert Worthington, the
the operator
operator of the
the mail
of judgment
judgment against
judgment rendered
District Court,
Court,
rendered in the
the United States District
truck. Such
Such judgment
District of
Jersey, on
before payment
'Payment shall
shall be
23, 1948,
1948, before
be
District
of New
New Jersey,
on March
March 23,
made under
Provided, That
no part
of the
the amount
part of
amount approThat no
made
under this
this Act:
Act: Provided,
priated
in this
excess of
10 per
shall be
be paid
paid or
thereof shall
or
Act in
in excess
of 10
per centum
centum thereof
priated in
this Act
delivered to or received by any agent or
services
delivered
or attorney
attorney on account of
of services
rendered in
with this
this claim, and the same shall be unlawful,
rendered
in connection
connection with
any contract
the contrary
violating
Any person
person violating
contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any
to the
any
contract to
a misdemeanor
misdemeanor
deemed guilty of a
the provisions
provisions of this Act shall be deemed
and
upon conviction
fined in
sum not
not exceeding
exceeding
in any
any sum
thereof shall
shall be
be fined
and upon
conviction thereof
$1,000.
$1,000.
Approved August
19, 1949.
1949.
August 19,
Approved
[CHAPTER 495]
4951

AN ACT
of W.
P. Bartel.
W. P.
For the relief of

Be
enacted by
by the
Senate and
House of
of the
the
of Representatives
Representatives of
the Senate
and House
Be it
it enacted
United States
in Congress assembled,
assembled, That W.
W. P. Bartel,
United
States of
of America
America in

certifying
officer of
Interstate Commerce
Commission, is
is hereby
hereby
Commerce Commission,
certifying officer
of the
the Interstate

August
August 19, 1949
1069]
[H. IL
R. 1069]

[Private Law 234]
Albert Burns.
Albert

August 19, 1949
[H. It.
R. 3501]
[Private Law
Law 235]
Nelson Bell.
Nelson

August 22, 1949
[S.
[S. 2170]
2170]
[Private
[Private Law 235]
23]1
W. P.
P. Bartel.
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relieved
relieved of all liability to the United States incurred
incurred by
reason of
of
by reason
the payment of $67.32
$67.32 to Milford M. Tinsley in March
for
March 1943, for
traveling
traveling and other expenses
expenses incurred
incurred in connection
connection with aachange of
official
headquarters, such payment having been held by the Compofficial headquarters,
Comptroller General of the United States to be erroneous because
because travel
was performed
performed prior to the
the date
date of the travel
travel order.
order.
Approved August 22, 1949.
496]
[CHAPTER 496]
August 22, 1949
2704]
[H. R. 2704]
[Private
237]
[Private Law
Law 2371
Freda Wahler.

AN ACT
ACT
Wahler.
For the relief of
of Freda
Freda Wahler.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Representatives of
Senate and
and House of Representatives
of the
the
United States of America in
United
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the
Civil
the Civil
Service Commission
Commission is authorized
authorized and
of any
and directed to pay,
pay, out
out of
any
money in the civil service retirement and disability
fund, to
to Freda
Freda
disability fund,
Wahler, of Freeport, Illinois,
Illinois, the
the widow
widow of
of William
William F.
F. Wahler,
Wahler,
a railway-mail
formerly a
railway-mail clerk, an annuity equal in
in amount
amount to
the
to the
annuity which she would have been entitled to receive
receive had
had William
William
F. Wahler
Wahler been promptly and properly advised
advised by
by the
the Civil
Civil Service
Commission of
retirement and
and had
receipt of
of his
his rights
rights as
as to
to retirement
had he
he upon
upon receipt
of
the proper information elected in writing
receive a
areduced
reduced annuity
writing to
to receive
annuity
equal to such reduced annuity payable after his death to the said
said
Freda Wahler as surviving beneficiary.
beneficiary.
Approved August 22, 1949.
[CHAPTER 499]
499]
[CHAPTER

August 23,
1949
23,1949
[H. R. 3461]
3461]
[Private Law 238]
[Private
238]
Lester B. McAlMcAlLester
lister.
ister.

Jesse W. Beeman.

Wilis
Willis H. Ooates.
Goatee.

AN ACT
ACT
McAllister and others.
For the relief of Lester B. McAllister

Be it
and House of Representatives
it enacted by the Senate and
the
Representatives of the
United States
United
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
States of America
America in
That the CompComptroller General of the United
United States be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized
and directed
directed to credit the account
McAllister, former
account of Lester
Lester B.
B. McAllister,
former
postmaster
postmaster at Oak Park, Illinois, with the sum of $11,165.20; and
and the
account of Jesse W. Beeman,
Beeman, assistant postmaster,
balance
postmaster, with
with the balance
due on the apportionment
apportionment of $2,791.30; to refund to
to Jesse
Jesse W.
W. Beeman
Beeman
United States
on their
their
and Willis H. Coates
Coates the amounts
amounts paid
paid to
to the
the United
States on
apportionment of the total sum embezzled
apportionment
embezzled by Kenneth
Kenneth T.
T. Barber,
Barber, aa
special clerk employed
employed at
post office.
at said
said post
office.
That the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury
and he
Treasury be,
be, and
he is
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized
and directed
directed to pay, out of any money in
Treasury not
in the
the Treasury
not otherwise
otherwise
appropriated, such amounts which have been refunded
appropriated,
refunded by Jesse W.
W.
Beeman and Willis H. Coates.
Approved August 23, 1949.
Approved
[CHAPTER 502]
[CHAPTER
502]

August 24,
24, 1949
1949
August
[S. 555]
5.55]
[i.
[Private
[Private Law 239]
239]

Eiko Nakamura.
Elko
Nakamura.

AN ACT
ACT
For the
relief of
Eiko Nakamura.
Nakamura.
the relief
of Eiko

Be it
enacted by the Senate
Senate and House of Representatives
it enacted
Representatives of the
United
Congress assembled,
United States of America in
in Congress
assembled, That the provisions
provisions
of the immigration
immigration laws relating to the exclusion of aliens inadmissible
inadmissible
because
because of race shall not hereafter
hereafter apply to Eiko
Nakamura, Tokyo,
Eiko Nakamura,
Japan, the Japanese
a citizen of the United
Japanese fiancee of James L. West, a
II, and
States and an honorably
honorably discharged
discharged veteran of World War II,
that Eiko Nakamura
Nakamura may be eligible for a
a visa as a
nonimmigrant
a nonimmigrant
temporary visitor for a
aperiod
period of three months: Provided,
Provided, That the

63 S
STAT.]
63
TAT.]
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81ST CONG.,
81sT
CONG., 1ST
1sT SESS.—CHS.
503, 507,
507, 508-AUG.
508—AUG.24,
SESS.-CHS. 502,
502, 503,
24, 1949
1949

administrative
administrative authorities find that the said Eiko Nakamura
Nakamura is
is coming
coming
to the United States with a
a bona fide intention of being married to
to
said James L. West, and that she is found otherwise
under
otherwise admissible under
the immigration
immigration laws. In
In the event the marriage
marriage between the abovenamed parties does not occur within three months after
of
after the
the entry
entry of
said Eiko Nakamura,
Nakamura, she shall be required
required to depart from the United
United
States and upon failure to do so shall be deported
deported in
accordance with
in accordance
with
the provisions of sections 19 and 20 of
of the
the Immigration
of
Immigration Act
Act of
sees. 155 and 156). In the event
February 5, 1917 (U. S. C., title 8, secs.
event
the marriage
marriage between the above-named
within
above-named parties
parties shall
shall occur
occur within
three months after the entry of said Eiko Nakamura, the
Attorney
the Attorney
General is authorized and directed to record the lawful admission
admission for
permanent
permanent residence of said Eiko Nakamura
Nakamura as
of her
as of
of the
the date
date of
her
entry into the United States, upon the payment by her of the
required
the required
fees and head taxes.
Approved August 24, 1949.
Approved
[CHAPTER 503]
[CHAPTER
5031

AN ACT
ACT

For
For the
of William
(Vasilios) Kotsakis.
the relief
relief of
William (Vasilios)
Kotsakis.

39
39 Stat. 889, 890.
80.
8
S. O. .,, Supp.
upp.
8 U. 8.
§155.

II,

1949
August 24, 1949
[S. 787]
787]
IS.
[Private
Law 2/10]
[Private Law
2401

Be it
enacted by the Senate
Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of the
it enacted
William
William
United States of America
United
Congress assembled,
America in
in Congress
assembled, That,
That, for
for the
the purpur- Kotsakils.
Botsakis.
poses of immigration
immigration and naturalization
(Vasilios)
naturalization laws,
laws, William (Vasilios)
Kotsakis shall be considered to be the natural-born
natural-born son of Mr. and
and
Mrs. Nick Canelis, of Billings, Montana,
Montana, citizens of the United States.
States
Approved August 24, 1949.

(Vasilios)
(Vasilios)

[CHAPTER 507]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
To authorize and direct
direct the Secretary
Secretary of
Farwell
of the Interior
Interior to issue
issue to
to Leo Farwell

Glenn,
Glenn, aa Crow
Crow allottee,
allottee, aa patent
patent in
to certain
certain lands.
in fee
fee to
lands.

Be it
it enacted
Senate and
enacted by the Senate
and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
United
Congress assembled,
United States of America in
in Congress
assembled, That,
That, upon
upon appliappliSecretary of the Interior
cation in writing, the Secretary
Interior is
is authorized
authorized and
and
directed
directed to issue to Leo Farwell
Farwell Glenn, Crow
Crow allottee
numbered 3234,
allottee numbered
3234,
a patent in fee to the following-described
following-described lands in the State of
a
of MonMontana: West half west
west half,
section 26;
26; east
east half,
half
half, section
east half
half east
half, east
east half
west half east half, east half west half
27;
half west half east
east half
half section 27;
north half northeast quarter, north half south half northeast quarter,
section 34, township 3
3south, range 27
27 east;
east; and the west
west half southeast
southeast
quarter section
section 30, west half northeast quarter, northwest
quarter
quarter
northwest quarter
southeast quarter, lots
lots 6,
8, section
31 7township
6, 7,
7, and
and 8,
section 31,
township 4
4 south,
south, range
range
Montana principal
containing eight
hundred and
27 east, Montana
principal meridian,
meridian, containing
eight hundred
and
Provided, That when
described is
is offered
offered
eighty acres: Provided,
when the land herem
herein described
for
Indian who
member of
said tribe,
for sale, the Crow
Crow Tribe, or any Indian
who is
is aamember
of said
tribe,
preferential rights
rights to
to
shall have ninety days in
in which
which to
to execute
execute preferential
purchase said tract at
to the
the seller
by a
a prospective
purchase
at a
a price
price offered
offered to
seller by
prospective
buyer willing and
and able to purchase.
Approved August
Approved
August 24, 1949.
1949.
[CHAPTER 508]

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of Isaiah
Isaiah Johnson.
Johnson.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
ty the Senate and
and House
of the
the
House of Representatives
Representatives of
United
America in
in Congress
assembled, That the
Secretary
United States
States of Amerioa
Congress assembled,
the Secretary

August
August 24,
1949
24,1949
[S. 520]
[S.
5201
[Private
Law 2411
2411
[Private Law

Leo
Leo Farwell
Farwell Glenn.
Olenn.

August
1949
August 24,
24, 1949
[S.
IS. 622]
622]
[Private Law
242]
Law 242Isaiah Johnson.

'ash Joan-
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46 Stat.
46
Stat. 468.
468.
55 U.
S. C.
C. 691
U. S.
691 ett
seq.;
Supp. II,
691e et
eq4.Supp.
II, 1
§691
deg.
seq.
Ante,
pp. 170,
Ante, pp.
170, 266,
266,
475, 476,
609,
475,
476, 490,
490, 577,
577, 609,
621, 663, 699, 704,884.
704, 884.
621,663,699,

46
Stat. 468.
46 Stat.
468.
5
L S.
et
6 I
U.
S. C.
C. § 691
691 et
691 ett
S691
seq.
ae.
Ante, pp.
170, 266,
Ante,
pp. 170,
266,
475,
475, 476,
476, 490,
490, 577,
577, 609,
609,
621,
663, 699,
699, 704,
621, 663,
704, 884.
884.

Wq.: Stipp.
Seq.;
II,
Supp. n,

LAWS-CHS.
PRIVATE LAWSCHS.508, 509-AUG.
509-AUG .24, 1949

[63 STAT.
STAT.
[63

of the Treasury is authorized and directed
directed to
to pay,
out of
of any
money
pay, out
any money
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
Johnson, of
of
appropriated, to Isaiah Johnson,
the District of Columbia, (1)
to the
the amount
of compen(1) a
a sum
sum equal to
amount of
compensation which would have been payable
payable to
as
to him for service
service rendered
rendered as
an employee
employee of the United States during the
July
the period
period July 11to
to July
18, 1945, had such service been rendered as a
a de
de jure rather
rather than
than a
a
de facto employee, and (2)
(2) a
the lump-sum
lump-sum payment
for
a sum equal to the
payment for
annual leave (a) which had been accumulated by him at the time
of
time of
the termination of his period of service as a
jure employee
of the
the
a de
de jure
employee of
United States on April 30, 1944, and (b)
have been
(b) which would
would have
been
credited
credited to the said Isaiah Johnson
Johnson had his
his period of
of service
service as
as a
a
civilian employee
employee of the Government
Government of the United States during
the
during the
period May 1,
1, 1944, to July 18, 1945,
employment, which
which
1945, been de
de jure
jure employment,
sums, together with the payments authorized
authorized by section
section 2, shall be
be
in full satisfaction
satisfaction of the claims of the
Isaiah Johnson
Johnson for
comthe said Isaiah
for compensation for such service rendered by him and
and for annual leave
leave accuaccumulated by him, both of which were
were unpaid,
because of
failure of
unpaid, because
of the
the failure
of
the employing agency of the Government
Government to
give him
him notice
his autoautoto give
notice of
of his
separation from the service of the United
matic separation
United States upon reaching
the age of seventy under the provisions
provisions of the Civil
Service RetireCivil Service
Retirement Act then in force: Provided,
That no
no part
of the
the amount
amount approProvided, That
part of
appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum
centum thereof shall
be paid
paid
shall be
or delivered to or received
received by any agent or attorney
attorney on
of
on account
account of
services rendered in connection
connection with this claim, and the same shall
shall be
be
unlawful, any contract
contract to the contrary
notwithstanding. Any
contrary notwithstanding.
Any person
person
violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed
deemed guilty
of a
amisdeguilty of
misdemeanor and upon conviction
conviction thereof
thereof shall be fined in
not
in any
any sum
sum not
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
exceeding
SEC.
S
EC. 2. The Civil Service Commission is authorized
authorized and directed to
to
recompute
recompute the annuity of the said Isaiah Johnson, under
under the
the Civil
Civil
Service Retirement
Retirement Act of May 29, 1930, as amended,
amended, as
as of
of the
the date
date
retirement, and, for the purposes of
of his retirement,
recomputation, service
of such
such recomputation,
service
performed by him as aade facto employee of
performed
of the
from
the United
United States
States from
May 1, 1944, to July 18, 1945, shall be considered as creditable
creditable service
service
in the employment
employment of
of the
United States.
the United
States.
Approved
Approved August
August 24, 1949.
[
CHAPTER 509]
[CHAPTER
509]

August 24,
1949
August
24, 1949
I
S. 13611
I8.1361]
(
Private L
aw 2431
[Private
Law
243]

S
ohn Grayeagle.
Grayeagle.
John

AN ACT
ACT
AN
To authorize and direct the Secretary of
of the Interior
Interior to issue to
to John Grayeagle
Grayeagle
a patent in fee
a
fee to certain land.

it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Be it
of the
Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of
the
United States
States of America in
United
Congress assembled, That,
upon appliin Congress
That, upon
application
cation in writing, the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior
authorized and
Interior is authorized
and
directed
directed to issue to John Grayeagle of Bullhead, South
South Dakota, aa
patent in fee to the following-described
following-described lands allotted to
the
to him
him in
in the
State of South Dakota: The southeast quarter of section
23, townsection 23,
township 21,
21, range 25; the west half of section 23, township
21, range
25:
township 21,
range 25:
Provided,
Provided, That when the land herein described
is offered
described is
offered for
for sale,
sale,
the Standing
Standing Rock Sioux Tribe, or any Indian who
who is
is a
of
a member
member of
said tribe, shall have ninety days in which to
preferential
to execute
execute preferential
rights to purchase
purchase said tract at aa price offered to the seller by a
a
prospective
prospective buyer willing and able to purchase.
Approved August 24, 1949.

63
TAT.]
63 S
STAT.]

1169
1169

81sT
.—CHS.510,
514, 515-AUG.
515—AUG.24,
24, 26,
26, 1949
1949
510, 514,
1ST SESS
SESS.-CHS.
CONG., 1ST
81ST CONG.,

[CHAPTER 510]
510]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
AN
ACT

claim
and determine
Conferring
the Court
hear and
determine the claim
to hear
of Claims
Claims to
Court of
upon the
jurisdiction upon
Conferring jurisdiction
of Breinig
Incorporated.
Brothers, Incorporated.
of
Breinig Brothers,

the
it enacted
enacted by
and House
Representatives of the
House of Representatives
Senate and
by the
the Senate
Be it
United States of America
in Congress
assembled, That jurisdiction
Congress assembled,
America in
United
be, and the same hereby is, conferred upon the United States Court of
Claims to
to hear
hear and
and determine,
and render
render judgment
judgment upon
upon,'the claim
determine, and
Claims
Incorporated, against the United States for
for
of Breinig
Breinig Brothers, Incorporated,
alleged damages
caused by the forced eviction by the Navy Departdamages caused
alleged
ment of
claimant from the premises
occupied by Breinig Brothers,
premises occupied
of said claimant
ment
Incorporated, at Hoboken, New Jersey.
Incorporated,
S
EC. 2.
2. Proceedings
Proceedings for the
determination of said claim shall be
the determination
SEC.
had
in the
the same
manner as
as in
jurisdiction
cases of which said court has jurisdiction
in cases
same manner
had in
section 145 of the Judicial
Judicial Code, as amended:
amended:
provisions of section
under the provisions
Provided, That suit hereunder
hereunder shall
shall be instituted within four months
Provided,
after
the enactment
enactment of this Act: Provided
further,That this Act shall
Providedfurther,
after the
be
only to
to waive
Government
immunity from suit of the Government
waive the immunity
be construed
construed only
of
States with respect to the claim of said Breinig Brothers,
United States
the United
of the
Incorporated,
its successors
successors or assigns, and not otherwise to affect any
Incorporated, its
substantive rights of
of the parties.
substantive
Approved August 24, 1949.
Approved
[CHAPTER 514]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
ACT

For the
Anastosia Szymanski.
Szymanski and Anastosia
Roman Szymanski
of Roman
relief of
the relief
For

Be
Representatives of the
House of Representatives
and House
Senate and
the Senate
enacted by the
it enacted
Be it
assembled, That in the adminin Congress
Congress assembled,
United States of America in
United
istration
immigration and naturalization
naturalization laws the Attorney
the immigration
of the
istration of
General
of the
the United
States shall
record the
lawful admission for
the lawful
shall record
United States
General of
permanent
Anastosia Szymanski,
Szymanski,
Szymanski and Anastosia
of Roman Szymanski
residence of
permanent residence
his
spouse, as
as of
December 22,
1947, the date
of their
their last entry into
date of
22, 1947,
of December
his spouse,
the
United States,
States, upon
upon payment
required visa fee and head
the required
payment of the
the United
tax.
Upon the
the enactment
enactment of
Secretary of State shall
of this Act, the Secretary
tax. Upon
instruct
proper quota-control
quota-control officer to deduct two numbers from
instruct the proper
the
appropriate quota for the first year that such quota is available.
the appropriate
Approved
26, 1949.
August 26,
Approved August
[CHAPTER 515]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
For
relief of Harry
Harry Warren.
For the relief

Be it
the Senate
Senate and
the
Representatives of the
and House of Representatives
by the
it enacted
enacted by
Be
United States
of America
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
Secretary
the Secretary
That the
in Congress
America in
States of
United
of
Treasury is
is authorized
authorized and directed to pay, out of any money
of the Treasury
in the
the Treasury
Treasury not
Warren, of
of
appropriated, to Harry Warren,
otherwise appropriated,
not otherwise
in
San Fernando,
Fernando, California,
California, the
the sum
sum of
payment of such sum
sum
of $576. The payment
San
shall
be in
in full
full settlement
settlement of
of all
for
the United States for
all claims
claims against the
shall be
certain
which
sustained by the said Harry Warren in 1942, which
certain losses sustained
losses
the destruction
destruction of certain domesticated game birds,
from the
resulted from
losses resulted
sustained as
as a
aresult
Provided,That no part of
activities: Provided,
military activities:
result of military
sustained
the
appropriated in
thereof
in exeP.s.s
excess of 10 per centum thereof
this Act in
in this
amount appropriated
the amount
shall be
be paid or delivered
delivered to or received by any agent or attorney on
shall
account of services
services rendered in connection
connection with this claim, and the
account
same shall
shall be
unlawful, any
any contract
the contrary notwithstanding.
contract to the
be unlawful,
same
--- 74
81939*
81939'-----PT. 1-74

August 24, 1949

[H. R.
R. 1604]
1604]
[H.
[Private Law 244]

Breinig
Brelnig Brothers,
Inc.

36 Stat.
Stat. 1136; 62 Stat.
940.
26U. S. C., Supp.II,
28U.
§[
1491, 1496, 1601,1503,
§§1491,1496,1601,1503,

2501.
2501.

49

1
August
August 26, 1949
[S.
[8. 1026]
1026]
[Private Law 245]
246]
Roman Szymanski
Szymanski
and
Anastosia Szyand Anastosia
manski.
manski.

deduction.
Quota deduction.

August 26,1949
26, 1949
[H. R. lao]
1506]
[Private Law 2461
2461
Harry Warren.

Warren.

1170
1170

PRIVATE LAWS—
LAWS-CHS.
PRIVATE
OHS.515, 526-528—AUG.
26, 31,
31, 1949
1949
526-528-AUG. 26,

[63
TAT.
[63 S
STAT.

Any person violating the provisions of
shall be
be deemed
deemed guilty
guilty
of this
this Act
Act shall
of a
a misdemeanor
misdemeanor and upon conviction
shall be
fined in
in any
conviction thereof
thereof shall
be fined
any
sum not exceeding $1,000.
Approved August
Approved
26, 1949.
August 26,
1949.
[CHAPTER 5261
[CHAPTER
5261
August 31,
31, 1919
Augst
149
[S. 331]
18.331]
tPrivate Law 247]
(Private
247]

Ohetel Pollak
Ghetel
Pollak Kahan
Eahan
and others.

Quota deduction.
deduction.
Quota

AN ACT
AN

ACT
AN ACT
For
For the relief of Ghetel
Ghetel Pollak Kahan, Magdalena
Magdalena Linda
Kahan (wife),
and
Linda Kahan
(wife), and
Susanna Kahan (daughter, twelve years old).
old).

Be it
it enacted
and House of Representatives
enacted by the Senate and
of the
Representatives of
the
United States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That, in
adminassembled, That,
in the
the administration of the immigration
immigration and naturalization
naturalization laws,
Attorney
laws, the
the Attorney
General is authorized
authorized and directed
General
directed to record Ghetel
Ghetel Pollak
Pollak Kahan,
Kahan,
Magdalena
(wife), and Susanna Kahan
Magdalena Linda Kahan (wife),
(daughter,
Kahan (daughter,
twelve years old),
old), as having entered
entered the United States
August 21,
21,
States on
on August
1945, for permanent residence. The said Ghetel
Ghetel Pollak
Pollak Kahan,
MagKahan, Magdalena Linda Kahan (wife),
(wife), and Susanna
Susanna Kahan
Kahan (daughter,
(daughter, twelve
twelve
years old), shall not be subject to deportation by
such entry.
entry.
by reason
reason of
of such
SEC.
enactment of this Act the Secretary
S
EC. 2. Upon the enactment
Secretary of
State shall
of State
shall
instruct
instruct the proper quota-control
quota-control offcer to
deduct three
from
to deduct
three numbers
numbers from
the quota for Rumania
Rumania of the first year that
numbers are
are
that such
such quota
quota numbers

available.
available.
Approved August 31, 1949.
1949.
[CHAPTER 527]
[CHAPTER
527]
August 31,
31, 1949
[S.
IS. 1565]
1565]
[Private Law 2481
248]

Dr. Ludovit RuhRuhmann.
mann.

Quota deduction.
deduction.

Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate and House of Representatives
Be it
Representatives of the
the
United States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That,
That, in
in the
adminthe administration of the immigration
istration
immigration and naturalization laws,
Ludovit
laws, Doctor
Doctor Ludovit
Ruhmann,
Ruhmann ' of Bethesda, Maryl
an d, shall
sh
all be
be held
held and
an d cons i
dered to
Maryland,
considered
to
have
have been
been lawfully
lawfully admitted to the United States for
permanent resifor permanent
residence as
of the
dence
as of
the date of his last entry into the United States, upon
upon
payment of the required head tax and
payment
and visa fee.
fee.
SEC.
SEC. 2. The Secretary of State is authorized
authorized and directed
directed to
to instruct
instruct
the proper quota-control
quota-control officer to deduct
number from
the nondeduct one
one number
from the
nonpreference
immigration quota
preference category
category of the first available
available immigration
for
quota for
nationals
nationals of Czechoslovakia.
Czechoslovakia.
Approved
Approved August 31, 1949.
1949.
[CHAPTER 528]
5281
[CHAPTER

August
August 31,
31, 1949
[H. R. 1279]
[El.
[Private Law
249]
Law 249]
George Hampton.

AN ACT
For the relief of Doctor Ludovit
Ludovit Ruhmann.
Ruhmann.

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of George Hampton.
Hampton.

Be it
it enacted
the Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
Be
enacted by
by the
Representatives of
of the
the
United
States
of
America
in Congress
United States
in,
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary
of
of the Treasury
Treasury be, and he
he is
hereby, authorized
and directed
directed to
to pay,
is hereby,
authorized and
pay,
out of
money in the Treasury
not otherwise
out
of any
any money
Treasury not
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
to
George
Hampton, 566 Campbell Street,
George Hampton,
Street, Wilkinsburg,
Wilkinsburg, Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh 21,
21,
Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania, the sum of $25,000, in full
full settlement
claims
settlement of
of all
all claims
against
the United
United States
States for
for personal injuries and property
against the
property damage
damage
sustained
when he
from the entrance
the Union
sustained when
he emerged
emerged from
entrance of the
Trust
Union Trust
Building,
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania,
and while
Building, Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania, and
crossing Grant
Grant Street
Street
while crossing
was
a vehicle
vehicle driven
driven by William E.
E. Wagner,
was struck
struck by
by a
Wagner, who
who was
was
employed
by
the
United
States postal service,
service, on
employed by the
1942:
on November
November 24,
24, 1942:
Provided, That
no part
part of the amount appropriated
Provided,
That no
appropriated in
in this
this Act
Act in
in

63
TAT.]
STAT.]
63 S

se
e;if:3
31
7
,
Sept. 3, 7, 1949

81ST CONG.,
1ST SESS.—CHS.
550Aug 31 1949
528, 534,549,
534, 549, 550_,17:9
SESS.-CHS. 528,
ONG., 1ST
81ST
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excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered
delivered to or received
received
by
attorney on account of services
services rendered in connection
connection
or attorney
by any
any agent or
with
with this
this claim, and
and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the
contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any person
person violating the provisions of
this
misdemeanor and
and upon
upon conviction
conviction
Act shall
shall be deemed
deemed guilty of aamisdemeanor
this Act
thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000.
Approved
Approved August 31, 1949.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 534]
534]

JOINT
RESOLUTION
JOINT RESOLUTION

President to
Sidney McCain,
McCain,
issue posthumously
posthumously to the late John Sidney
the President
to issue
To authorize
authorize the
admiral, United States
commission as admiral,
vice admiral, United
United States Navy,
Navy, aa commission
Navy,
purposes.
other purposes.
Navy, and
and for other

.gesob)ed by the Senate
Representatives of the United
United
Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
Resolved
Congress assembled, That the President
President is authorin Congress
America in
States of America
a
posthumously to the late John Sidney McCain, late a
ized to issue
issue posthumously
commission as admiral, United
United
a commission
admiral, United
United States
States Navy, a
vice admiral,
States Navy, as of September
September 6,1945.
6, 1945.
S
EC. 2.
authorized and directed
directed to
of the Navy is authorized
SEC.
2. The Secretary
Secretary of
Department so as to carry the said
of the
the Navy Department
amend the records
records of
John Sidney McCain as an admiral, United States Navy, to rank
from September 6,
1945.
6,1945.
Approved September 3, 1949.
Approved

September
September 3,, 1949
[H. J.
J. Res.
Res. 281]
[Private Law 250]

john Sidney McJohn
Cain.
Posthumous comPosthumous
mission as admiral,
mission
USN.
USN.

[CHAPTER 549]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
For the relief of the estate of James Lander Thomas.

Be it
Representatives of the
and House of Representatives
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
United
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary
America in
in Congress
States of America
United States
of
authorized and directed
directed to pay, out of any money
Treasury is
is authorized
of the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to the estate of James
in the Treasury
Lander
deceased minor
minor son of J.
J. L. Thomas and Viola Wood
Thomas, deceased
Lander Thomas,
Thomas, of Thomas, Louisiana, the sum of $5,000.
$5,000. The payment of
such sum
United
of all claims against the United
settlement of
be in full settlement
sum shall be
such
States on account of the death of the said James Lander
Lander Thomas which
which
gymnasium of
from an
an accident on August 12, 1939, in the gymnasium
resulted from
the Thomas High School, Thomas, Louisiana, while such gymnasium
gymnasium
Prowas under construction
construction by the National Youth Administration: Proappropriated in this Act in excess
vided, That no part of the amount appropriated
of 10 per
per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by
connection
account of services rendered
rendered in connection
or attorney
attorney on account
any agent or
with this
this claim,
claim, and
contract to the
unlawful, any
any contract
shall be unlawful,
and the same shall
with
contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any person
person violating
violating the provisions
provisions of
contrary
misdemeanor and upon conviction
conviction
this Act shall
shall be deemed guilty of aamisdemeanor
thereof shall be
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
be fined
fined in any sum not exceeding
thereof
Approved September 7, 1949.
Approved
[CHAPTER 550]
5501

AN ACT
For
relief of Conrad L. Wirth.
For the relief

Representatives of the
Senate and House of Representatives
the Senate
it enacted by the
Be it
assembled, That the Secretary
in Congress
Congress assembled,
America in
United States of America
United
of
Treasury be,
and he
he is
is hereby,
authorized and
pay,
of the
the Treasury
be, and
hereby, authorized
and directed
directed to
to pay,
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
to
Conrad
L. Wirth,
Wirth, of Chevy Chase, Maryland, the sum of $85.86, in
Conrad L.

September 7,1949
7, 1949
September
R.1095]
[H. R.
1065]

[Private Law 251]
251]
[Private
lames Lander
Lander
James
Thomas,
Thomas, estate.

September
September 7, 1949
[H. B.
R. 1446]
[Private Law
Law 2521
2521
Conrad L. Wirth.
Conrad
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TAT.
[63 S
STAT.

full satisfaction of all claims against the United
United States for
for reimbursereimbursement of expenses
expenses incident to the transfer of
of his
his household
household goods
goods
from Glencoe, Illinois, to Chevy Chase, Maryland,
Maryland, in
in connection
connection with
with
the change of his official station from Chicago, Illinois,
Washington,
Illinois, to Washington,
District of Columbia: Provided,
Provided, That no part of the
amount approapprothe amount
priated
priated in this Act in excess of 10
centum thereof
shall be
be paid
paid
10 per
per centum
thereof shall
or delivered to or received by any agent or attorney
on account
of
attorney on
account of
services
services rendered in connection with this claim, and
the same
shall
and the
same shall
be unlawful, any contract
contrary notwithstanding.
Any percontract to the
the contrary
notwithstanding. Any
person violating the provisions of this Act
be deemed
deemed guilty
Act shall be
guilty of
of a
a
misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be
be fined
sum
fined in
in any
any sum
not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
Approved
Approved September
September 7,
7, 1949.
[CHAPTER
551]
[CHAPTER 551]
September
7, 1919
SeDtember 7,1949
[EL.
H. R. 1631]
[Private Law
Law 263]
253]
John J. O'Mara.
O'Mara.

AN ACT
ACT
O'Mara.
For the relief of John
John J.
J. O'Mara.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
United
States of America in
in Congress
United States
Congress assembled,
That the
assembled, That
the Secretary
Secretary
of the Treasury
authorized and directed to pay,
Treasury is hereby authorized
of any
pay, out
out of
any
money in the Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
to John
John J.
J. O'Mara,
O'Mara,
Dublin, Eire, the sum of $1,000. The payment of
of such
be
such sum
sum shall
shall be
in full settlement of all claims of the said John J.
J. O'Mara
O'Mara against
against the
the
United States arising from an attack made upon him
Dublin on
on
him in Dublin
January 27, 1944, by a
a citizen of the United States who
under
who was
was under
prison sentence
sentence as the result of a
martial and
and who
who had
had
a general
general court
court martial
escaped
escaped from the custody of the United States Army: Provided,
Provided, That
That
no part of the amount
appropriated in this Act in excess
amount appropriated
of 10
per
excess of
10 per
centum
centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received
received by any
any agent
agent
or attorney on account of services rendered
rendered in
in connection
connection with
with this
this
claim, and the same shall be
the contrary
contrary
be unlawful, any
any contract
contract to
to the
notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of this Act
Act
shall be deemed guilty of a
amisdemeanor
misdemeanor and
and upon
upon conviction
conviction thereof
thereof
shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000.
Approved
September 7, 1949.
Approved September
[CHAPTER 552]
552]
[CHAPTER

September
September 7, 1949
1949
[H. R.
[H.
R. 1701]
1701]
[Private Law
-[Privae
Law 254]
21-5

Mrs. Vesta
Min.
Vesta Mein.
Menu.

WilMrs. Bdns
Edns Wil.
HIMa
liams.

AN ACT
For the relief of Mrs. Vesta Meinn and Mrs. Edna Williams.

it enacted
Senate and 1101496
Be it
enacted by the Senate
Representatives of
the
Bouse of Representatives
of the
United
Congress assembled, That the
United States of America in Congreas
the Secretary
Secretary
of
authorized and directed to pay, out of
of the Treasury
Treasury is authorized
of any
any money
money
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
in
appropriated, to Mrs. Vesta
Vesta Meinn,
Meinn,
Concord, California, the sum of $1,000,
$1,000, and to Mrs. Edna Williams,
San Francisco, California, the sum of $630. The payment of
such sums
sums
of such
shall be in full settlement
settlement of all claims
claims against
States
against the
the United
United States
injuries sustained by the
on account
account of personal injuries
Mrs. Vesta
Vesta
the said Mrs.
Meinn and Mrs. Edna Williams,
Williams and on
on account
ge t
the
account of
of dama
damage
too the
automobile owned by th
thee sa
said
id Mrs. Vesta Meinn and her
husband,
her husband,
Louis Meinn,
Meinn, when such automobile which the said
Mrs. Vesta
said Mrs.
Vesta Meinn
Meinn
was
was driving and in which the said Mrs. Edna Williams was
was aapassenger
passenger
was involved
on July 27, 1944, in a
a collision with aa United States
was
involved on
States
Marine
Cors
truck
Corps
truck
on
Third
Street
about
China
Basin
in the
Third
at
or
about
China
Basin
in
the
cl t y of San Francisco, California. At the time of
city
collision the
of such
such collision
the
said Mrs.
Mrs Edna Williams
Williams was an unmarried
unmarried woman known as
as Edna
Edna

That no part
part of either of the sums appropriated
Rosen: Proide,
Provided, That
appropriated in
in.

63
TAT.]
63 S
STAT.]
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this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof
thereof shall be paid or delivered
delivered
to
rendered
attorney on account
account of services rendered
by any
any agent or
or attorney
to or
or received
received by
in
connection with
by the payment
payment of such sums,
with these
these claims
claims settled by
in connection
and
and the
the same
same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of this Act shall be
deemed
misdemeanor and
and upon conviction
conviction thereof
thereof shall
deemed guilty of aa misdemeanor
be
exceeding $1,000.
be fined in any sum not exceeding
Approved September
September 7, 1949.
[CHAPTER 553]

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of Charles E. Ader.

Be it
enacted by the Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of the
it enacted
United States
in Congress
assembled, That the Secretary
Secretary
United
States of America in
Congress assembled,
Treasury is authorized
authorized and directed
directed to pay-,
pay, out of any money
of the Treasury
in the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to Charles E. Ader, of
of
Winston-Salem, North Carolina,
Carolina,, the
the sum of $189.75. The payment of
Winston-Salem,
such sum shall be in full settlement of all claims of the said Charles E.
compensation for services perAder against the United States for compensation
formed between June 12, 1948, and July 22, 1948 (both dates inclusive), as United States Commissioner
Commissioner for the Middle District of
Although the said Charles E. Ader performed the
North Carolina. Although
occupied such office
office during such period, and had occupied
duties of such office
reappointment to such
a four-year
four-year term
term ending June 11, 1948, his reappointment
for a
Provided,
office was
was delayed
delayed by an oversight until July 23, 1948: Provided,
10
appropriated in this Act in excess of 10
That no part of the amount appropriated
per
centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received
received by any
any
per centum
services rendered
rendered in connection with
or attorney
attorney on account of services
agent or
this
unlawful, any contract to the conand the same shall be unlawful,
this claim, and
person violating the provisions of this
Any person
trary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any
Act shall
deemed guilty of a
misdemeanor and upon conviction
conviction
a misdemeanor
shall be
be deemed
Act
$1,000.
thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000.
Approved September
September 7, 1949.
Approved
[CHAPTER 554]
554]
[CHAPTER

AN
AN ACT
For the
relief of
of Jack
Jack McCollum.
McCollum.
For
the relief

Be
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
the
Representatives of the
of Representatives
and Howse
House of
Be it
it enacted
Secretary
United
in Oongress
Congress assembled, That the Secretary
States of America in
United States
of
Treasury is authorized
authorized and directed to pay, out of any money
money
of the Treasury
in
Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
Jack McCollum,
McCollum, of Van
appropriated, to Jack
in the Treasury
Alstyne,
payment of such sum shall be
$5,995. The payment
the sum of $5,995.
Texas, the
Alstyne, Texas,
in
full settlement
in full
settlement of all claims of the said Jack McCollum against the
United
States for
for personal
personal injuries
injuries (including
and suffering)
suffering) and
and
pain and
(including pain
United States
loss
June 12,
loss of earnings
earnings sustained by him as aaresult of aacollision on June
in which he was aapassenger and an Army
taxicab in
between the taxicab
1944, between
Street
truck
truck at the intersection of Perrin Field Road and North Travis Street
Road, near
near Perrin
Field, Sherman
Texas. No
amount
No part of the amount
Sherman, Texas.
Perrin Field,
Road,
appropriated in
this Act
Act in
centum thereof shall be
of 10 per centum
in excess Of
in this
appropriated
paid
delivered to
attorney on account
account
or received
received by any agent or attorney
to or
or delivered
paid or
of services
services rendered
rendered in
claim, and the same shall
with this claim
in connection
connection with
of
be
contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any
the contrary
any contract
contract to the
be unlawful,
unlawful, any
person
provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of
violating the provisions
person violating
misdemeanor and upon conviction
Rhall be fined in any sum
conviction thereof shall
aamisdemeanor
not exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
Approved September 7, 1949.

7, 199
September 7,
1949
1792]
[H. R. 1792]
[Private
2551
Prrivate Law 256

CharleB

Charles E. Ader.

7 1949
September
1949
September 7,
[H.
2f11
[H. R. 20911
[Private
(Private Law
I 2561

Jack MoOolum.

Jack MoOollum.
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1949
[CHAPTER
555]
[CHAPTER 555]

September
September 7,
7, 1949
1949
[H.
2471]
[H. R.
R. 2471]
[Private Law
[Private
Law 257]
267]
Walt W. Rostow.

Albert
Albert M. Lewis,
Lewis, Jr.
Jr.

ACT
AN ACT
Walt W.
W. Rostow.
Rostow.
For the relief of
of Walt

Be it
House of Representatives
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House
Representatives of
of the
the
United States of America in Congress
Congress assembled,
United
That the
the Secretary
Secretary
assembled, That
of the Treasury is authorized
authorized and directed
directed to
to pay,
pay, out
out of
any money
in
of any
money in
the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to Walt W.
W. Rostow,
Rostow, New
New
Haven, Connecticut, the sum of $468.40.
S468.40. Such sum represents
represents reimreimbursement
bursement for certain items of personal property
owned by
said
property owned
by the
the said
Walt W. Rostow and lost at sea while being transported
transported on
on the
the
Empire
Empire Mersey from New York, New York,
the said
Walt W.
York, to the
said Walt
W.
Rostow in London, England, where
where he was
assigned to
to duty
duty as
as a
a
was assigned
civilian employee
employee with the Office of Strategic
Strategic Services.
steamship
Services. The
The steamship
Empire Mersey, a
a tanker of British registry, was
was lost
result of
lost as
as a
a result
of
enemy action on October 13, 1942: Provided,
Provided, That
of the
the
That no
no part
part of
amount appropriated
appropriated in this Act in excess of 10
per centum
centum thereof
thereof
10 per
shall be paid or delivered
delivered to or received
of attorney
attorney on
received by
by any
any agent
agent of
on
account of services rendered
rendered in connection
connection with
and the
the
with this
this claim,
claim, and
same shall be unlawful, any contract to
to the
the contrary
contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding.
Any person violating the provisions of this Act
shall be
be deemed
deemed guilty
Act shall
guilty
of aa misdemeanor
misdemeanor and upon conviction
conviction thereof
thereof shall
shall be
fined in
in any
any
be fined
sum not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
Approved
Approved September
September 7,
1949.
7, 1949.
[CHAPTER 556]
556]
[CHAPTER

September 7,1949
7, 1949
September
[H. R. 2475]
[H.
2475]
[Private
Law 258]
258]
[Private Law

[63 STAT.
STAT.
[63

AN ACT
ACT

To authorize
To
authorize and direct the Secretary of the Interior to
sell to
to Albert
Albert M.
M. Lewis,
Lewis,
to sell
Junior, certain
certain land in the State of
Florida.
of Florida.

enacted by the Senate and House of
Be it
it enacted
the
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
United
States of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
United States
assembled, That the Secretary
Secretary
of the Interior, upon application in writing
months
writing filed
filed within
within six
six months
after the effective
effective date of this Act, is authorized
authorized and
to convey
convey
and directed
directed to
to Albert M. Lewis, Junior,
Junior, of Panama
Panama City,
that part
part of
City, Florida,
Florida, that
of
fractional section 34, township 3
fractional
16 west,
west, Tallahassee
Tallahassee
3 south, range
range 16
meridian, Florida, not to exceed two and one-half
which is
is
one-half acres,
acres, upon
upon which
situated the house now held by the
said Albert
Lewis, Junior.
Junior. Such
the said
Albert M.
M. Lewis,
Such
conveyance
conveyance shall be made upon the payment, within
year after
within one
one year
after the
the
effective
a price to be fixed
effective date of this Act, of a
by the
at not
fixed by
the Secretary
Secretary at
not
less
the fair
fair value,
value, as determined
determined by the Secretary,
less than
than the
Secretary, of the land
land to
to
be conveyed.
The conveyance
conveyance shall contain a
a reservation to the United
be
conveyed. The
United
States of (1)
(1) all oil, gas, and other mineral deposits,
deposits, together
together with
with the
the
right to
prospect for, mine, and remove
right
to prospect
remove the same under
applicable
under applicable
laws and
and such
such regulations
regulations as the Secretary
laws
Secretary of the Interior may
may
prescribe.
prescribe.
Approved
Approved September
September 7, 1949.
1949.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 557]

7, 1949
September 7,
[H. R. 2628]
2628]
Private Law 259]
[Private
259]
Auldon
Auldon Albert
Albert
Aiken.

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of Auldon Albert Aiken.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and House
Be
of the
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
the
United
of Am.erica
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary
United States
States of
America in
Secretary
of
the Treasury
of the
Treasury is authorized
authorized and directed to pay, out of
money
of any
any money
in
the
Treasury
Albert Aiken,
in the Treasury not
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to Auldon Albert
of
Hampton, Virginia,
of Hampton,
Virginia, the sum of $5,000. The payment of
such sum
of such
sum
shall be
full settlement
settlement of all claims of the said
shall
be in
in full
Albert
said Auldon
Auldon Albert

63 S
STAT.]
TAT.]

81ST CONG.,
CONG., 1sT
.—CHS.557-559—
SEPT.7, 1949
1ST SESS
SESS.-CHS.
557-559--SEPT.
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Aiken against the United States on account
account of personal injuries
(including
(including medical and hospital expenses)
expenses),,property damage, and loss
a result of gunfire by an Army sentry
of earnings
earnings sustained
sustained by him as a
on January
January 5, 1942, at the airport
airport of
of the
the College
College of
William and
of William
and Mary,
Mary,
Highway near
Virginia :
Provided,
on the old
old Richmond
Richmond Highway
near Williamsburg, Virginia:
Provided,
That no part of the amount appropriated
appropriated in this Act in excess of 10
10
per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by any
agent or attorney on account of services rendered
rendered in connection
connection with
this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary
contrary
notwithstanding. Any person violating the
shall
notwithstanding.
the provisions of
of this
this Act
Act shall
misdemeanor and upon conviction
be deemed guilty of a
a misdemeanor
conviction thereof
thereof shall
exceeding $1,000.
be fined
fined in any
any sum not exceeding
Approved
September 7, 1949.
Approved September
1949.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 558]
558]

AN ACT
ACT

For the relief of Mrs. Josephine Wagnon
Wagnon Walker.
Walker.

Be it
Senate and
and House
it enacted by the Senate
110'We of Representatives
Representatives of the
the
United States of America in
in Congress
assembled, That the
United
Congress assembled,
the Secretary
Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized and directed to
to pay,
pay,
out of any money in the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the sum
$5,000, to Mrs. Josephine
of $5,000,
Josephine Wagnon Walker, of Harlingen, Texas,
account of
of
in full settlement of all claims against the United States on account
the death of her husband,
husband. David
David E. Walker, who
who was killed in
in a
a
collision with aa United States Army truck which occurred
occurred near
near
Harlingen, Texas, on March 13, 1944: Provided,
Provided, That no part of the
Harlingen,
appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof
amount appropriated
thereof
shall be paid or delivered
delivered to or received by any agent or attorney
account of services
services rendered
and
on account
rendered in connection with this claim, and
contrary notwiththe same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary
Act shall be
be
standing. Any person
person violating
violating the provisions of this Act
conviction thereof
a misdemeanor
misdemeanor and upon
upon conviction
thereof shall
deemed guilty
guilty of a
be fined
any sum
exceeding $1,000.
be
fined in
in any
sum not
not exceeding
$1,000.
Approved
Approved September
September 7, 1949.
[CHAPTER 559]
[CHAPTER
559]

AN ACT
For
the relief
of Mrs.
Mary L.
Dawson.
L. W.
W. Dawson.
relief of
Mrs. Mary
For the

Be it
the
House of Representatives
Representatives of the
Senate and
and House
it enacted
enacted by
by the Senate
United States
States of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the Secretary
United
America in
assembled, That
Secretary
of the Treasury is authorized and directed
directed to pay, out of any money
in the Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to Mrs. Mary L. W.
Dawson, of Athens,
Athens, Georgia,
Georgia, the sum of $1,740. Payment of such
sum shall be in full settlement of all claims of the said Mrs. Mary
L.
Dawson against the United States for payment
payment of a
asix months'
months'
L. W. Dawson
death gratuity of which she was deprived
deprived by reason of an error in
the naval
of her
grade) Cosby
Cosby
her husband,
husband, Lieutenant
Lieutenant (junior
(junior grade)
the
naval record
record of
Homer Dawson,
deceased. Such
has been
been corrected
by
error has
corrected by
Homer
Dawson, now
now deceased.
Such error
Correction of
Secretary of the
the
Board for
for Correction
of Naval
Naval Records and the Secretary
the Board
Navy
Legislative ReorganizaReorganizato section
section 207
207 of the
the Legislative
Navy acting pursuant to
Provided, That no
part of the
the amount appropriated
appropriated
no part
tion Act
Act of
of 1946: Provided,
in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivreceived by any agent or attorney
attorney on account of services
services
ered to or received
rendered in connection
connection with this
claim, and the same
unlawful,
rendered
this claim,
same shall be unlawful,
any
contract to the
contrary notwithstanding.
violating
notwithstanding. Any person violating
the contrary
any contract

September
September 7,
1949
7,1949
[H. R. 3665]
36661
[Private
[Private Law 2601
260]
Mrs. Josephine
Josephine
Mrs.
Wagnon Walker.
Walker.

September 7,
1949
September
7, 1949
[U.
R. 38031
[HI.a.
3s01
6
1T—
[Private Law- 2
261

Mrs. Mary L. W.
Dawson.

60 Stat. 837.
5 U. S. C. if
U 1ma,
1938,
275, 456a.
275,456a
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[63 STAT.
STAT.
[63

the provisions
provisions of this Act shall be
deemed guilty
be deemed
guilty of
of a
a misdemeanor
misdemeanor
and upon conviction
conviction thereof shall be fined
fined in
exceeding
in any
any sum
sum not
not exceeding
$1,000.
$1,000.
Approved September
September 7,
7, 1949.
1949.
[CHAPTER 560]
560]
t

September
7, 1949
Sep
ember 7,1949

[H. R. 3837]

AN ACT
For the relief of
Balaz.
of Annie
Annie Balaz.

2621
[Private Law 262]

Be it
Senate and
and House of Representatives
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Representatives of
of the
the
United States of America in
in Congress
United
Congress assembled,
That for
for the
purassembled, That
the purposes of the immigration and naturalization
naturalization laws
laws Annie
Annie Balaz
Balaz shall
shall
be considered
considered to be the natural-born
and Mrs.
Mrs. Andrej
Andrej
natural-born daughter
daughter of
of Mr.
Mr. and
States citizens.
Balaz, United States
citizens.
Approved September
Approved
September 7,
7, 1949.

Annie
Annie Balaz.
Baku.

[CHAPTER 561]
561]
[CHAPTER

ACT
AN ACT
For the relief of Francesca
Francesca Lucareni,
Lucareni, a
a minor.
minor.

September
September 7, 1949
H. R.
R. 5155]
[H.
5155]
[Private Law 263/
263a
FranescaLucareni.
Francesca
Lueareni.

it enacted
Senate and
Be it
enacted by the Senate
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
and House
House of
the
United
States of America in
United States
That, for
for the
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That,
the purpurposes of the immigration
immigration and naturalization
naturalization laws,
laws, William
William F.
F.
Kretzinger,
Kretzinger, now Chief Warrant Officer, United States Army,
Army,
Mildred Cole Kretzinger,
Kretzinger, are hereby declared
W-2103110, and his wife, Mildred
declared
to be the natural parents of the
infant Francesca
Francesca Lucareni,
the custody
the infant
Lucareni, the
custody
of such infant having been granted to them
the Provincial
Provincial InstituInstituthem by
by the
tion for the Protection and Assistance
Assistance of Infancy, of
of the
city of
the city
of
Leghorn, Italy, under order numbered
Leghorn,
numbered 131, dated
January 17,
17, 1948,
dated January
1948,
signed by its director,
director, Doctor
ITlisse Foresi.
Foresi.
Doctor Ulisse
Approved
Approved September
September 7, 1949.
1949.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 562]
562]

September 7,1949
7, 1949
September
[H. R.
R. 5160]
[Private
[Private Law
Law 2641
264]
Mrs. ()Justine
Olustina
ano Lomoriello.

Schl-

54 Stat. 1157.
8
8 U. S.. C.
c. § 735;
Supp. II,
Stipp.
LI, i§735.

AN ACT
ACT

For the relief
relief of Mrs. Giustina Schiano Lomoriello.
Lomoriello.

Be it
Be
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
United
States of Aerica
United States
America in Congress
Congress assembled,
That Mrs.
Mrs.
assembled, That
Lomoriello, aacitizen of
Giustina Schiano Lomoriello,
United States,
States, who
who lost
lost
of the United
citizenship
citizenship by voting in an Italian election,
election, may be
naturalized by
be naturalized
by
taking prior to one year from the enactment
enactment of
of this
this Act,
any
Act, before
before any
diplomatic
diplomatic or consular
consular officer of the United
States abroad,
the oaths
United States
abroad, the
oaths
prescribed
prescribed by section 335 of the Nationality Act of 1940,
1940, as
as amended.
amended.
SEC. 2. From and after naturalization
SEc.
naturalization under
under this
this Act
Act Mrs.
Mrs. LomoLomoriello shall have the same citizenship status as that which existed
existed
immediately prior to its loss.
immediately
Approved September
7, 1949.
September 7,
1949.
[CHAPTER
563]
[CHAPTER 563]

September
September 7,
1949
7,1949
[H.
R. 6205]
5205]
[H. R.
[Private
[Private Law 2681
2651

B. B.
B. Bass.
Bass.
H.

AN ACT

To quitclaim certain property
To
property in Enid, Oklahoma, to H. B. Bass.
Bass.

Be it
and House of Representatives
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
Representatives of
the
of tha
United States of America in
United
in Congress
Congress assembled,
the Secretary
assembled, That the
Secretary
of
the Interior be, and he hereby is, authorized
authorized and directed to
of the
to make
make
and deliver
deliver aaquitclaim
quitclaim deed to H.
H. B. Bass in fee simple, insofar
and
insofar as
as any
any
right,
right, title,
title, and interest
interest of the United States is concerned,
concerned, in and
and to

63
TAT.]
63 S
STAT.]

81sT
CONG., 1sT
SESS.—CHS.563,
7, 1949
569-SEPT. '7,1949
563, 568,
568, 569—SEPT.
1ST SESS.-CHS.
81ST CONG.,

1177
1177

certain
areas, hereinafter
contiguous to
particularly described, contiguous
more particularly
hereinafter more
certain areas,
the west
addition to the city of Enid,
7 in Jonesville, an addition
block 7
west half of block
the
Oklahoma, which
which latter
was conveyed by letters patent on
latter property was
Oklahoma,
United
March
numbered 1121956, by the United
recorded patent numbered
17, 1947,
1947, recorded
March 17,
States
Numbered 57, Enid, Oklahoma,
School District Numbered
of School
to the trustees of
States to
and their
their successors
successors in interest, pursuant
pursuant to the Act of April 13, 1946,
and
entitled "An
school-district property in
to quiet
quiet title to certain school-district
"An Act to
entitled
Enid,
88). Said areas are more particularly
Oklahoma" (60 Stat. 88).
Enid, Oklahoma"
described
follows, according
official plat of survey
survey on file in
to the
the official
according to
as follows,
described as
the
Bureau of
of Land
Land Management
Management for
for the town site of Jonesville, Oklathe Bureau
homa,
Seventeen feet abutting said
to wit: Seventeen
1898, to
2, 1898,
September 2,
dated September
homa, dated
west half
of block
block 77on
on the
the east
seventeen feet of the
west seventeen
being the west
and being
east and
half of
west
Oklahoma) ;;fourteen and
alley in
and
in block 77 (vacated by the city of Enid, Oklahoma)
alley
abutting said west half of block 7
7on the north and being
feet abutting
one-half feet
the south
fourteen and one-half
L Street between the west half
one-half feet of L
south fourteen
the
of block
block 7
the west
(vacated under the name of
half of block 44 (vacated
west half
7 and
and the
of
Walnut
Street by
by the
Enid, Oklahoma)
Oklahoma);;and twelve and oneof Enid,
city of
the city
Walnut Street
half
abutting said
said west half of block 77on the south and being the
feet abutting
half feet
north
one-half feet of K Street between the west half of
twelve and one-half
north twelve
block 7
west half of block 14 (vacated under the name of Oak
7 and the west
block
Street
by the
Oklahoma) .
city of Enid, Oklahoma).
the city
Street by
Approved September
September 7, 1949.
Approved
[CHAPTER
568]
[CHAPTER 568]

AN ACT
ACT
For
relief of Soo Hoo Yet Tuck.
For the relief

the
House of Representatives
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Representatives of the
Senate and House
Be it
United
of America in
assembled, That in the adminCongress assembled,
in Congress
States of
United States
istration
naturalization laws the alien Soo
and naturalization
immigration and
of the
the immigration
istration of
Hoo
Yet Tuck,
You Toy, aacitizen
Soo Hou You
of Soo
son of
minor son
Chinese minor
the Chinese
Tuck, the
Hoo Yet
of the
the United
United States
and an
discharged veteran
veteran of World
honorably discharged
an honorably
States and
of
War II,
II, shall
be deemed
nonquota immigrant, if otherwise
a nonquota
be a
to be
deemed to
shall be
War
admissible
admissible into the United States.
Approved
September 7, 1949.
Approved September

September
1949
7,1949
September 7,
[H.
19791
[H. R. 1979]
[Private Law 2661
266]
[Private
Soo Hoo Yet Tuck.

[CHAPTER 569]
[CHAPTER

ACT
AN ACT
To authorize
the Secretary
of the
Army to
to convey
certain
deed certain
quitclaim deed
by quitclaim
convey by
the Army
Secretary of
authorize the
To
mineral rights
rights in
lands situated
the State
of Oklahoma
Oklahoma to
Alfred A.
to Alfred
State of
in the
situated in
in certain
certain lands
mineral
Drummond and Addie G. Drummond.
Drummond

September 7, 1949
1949
September7
[II.
[H. R. 27021
7021
(Private
2671
[Private Law 21371

the Alfred A.
Be
enacted by
by the
Representatives of the
the Senate and House of Representatives
it enacted
Be it
A. Drum0.
united
Secretary mond and Addle 0.
the Secretary
That the
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
of America
States of
iUnited States
Drummond.
Drummnmd.
of
the Army
Army is
is hereby
hereby authorized
directed to
to convey by quitclaim
and directed
authorized and
of the
Drummond, jointly, such
deed
Drummond and Addie G. Drummond.,
to Alfred A. Drummond
deed to
title
acquired by the United States by virtue of aa quitclaim
as was acquired
title as
deed executed
5, 1942,
Drummond and Addie G.
A. Drummond
Alfred A.
by Alfred
1942, by
on May
May 5,
executed on
deed
Drummond
in and
to all
other minerals, in, on, or under the
oil, or other
gas, oil,
all gas,
and to
Drummond in
following-described
Oklahoma: The west half
half
State of Oklahoma:
the State
in the
lands in
following-described lands
southeast quarter
of
southwest quarter
quarter of
quarter and the southeast
quarter
northwest quarter
of northwest
of southwest
of
southwest quarter
northwest quarter
quarter
northwest quarter
quarter and the northwest
of northwest
quarter of
of southwest
railway
of
southwest quarter
quarter less
one-hundredths acre for railway
thirty-two one-hundredths
less thirty-two
of southwest
7 east, of the Indian
right-of-way,
6 south, range 7
township 6
section 17, township
right-of-way, section
of the Corps
meridian,
and
further
identified
in
files
records
records
and
the
in
identified
further
and
meridian,
of
as tract
tract K-103-7, Denison
Denison Dam and Reservoir.
Engineers as
of Engineers
Approved September
September 7, 1949.
1949.
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PRIVATE LAWS—
OHS .570-572—SEPT.
7, 1949
LAWS-CHS.
570-572-SEPT. 7,
1949
[CHAPTER 570]
570]
[CHAPTER

September 7,
1949
September
7,1949
[H. R.
it. 2706]
[Private Law 268]
268]
[Private

Susie
Susie Larvie
Larvie Dillon.

[63 S
TAT.
STAT.

ACT
AN ACT

Authorizing the issuance
issuance of a
a patent in
fee to
in fee
to Susie
Susie Larvie
Larvie Dillon.
Dillon.

Be it
it enacted by the Senate and Howe
the
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
United States
United
Congress assembled,
the Secretary
States of America in
in Congress
assembled, That
That the
Secretary
of the Interior is authorized
authorized and directed to
Larvie
to issue
issue to
to Susie
Susie Larvie
Dillon of Box Elder, South Dakota, a
a patent in
in fee
fee to
to the followingdescribed
described land situated on the Pine Ridge Indian
Reservation in
Indian Reservation
in the
the
State of South Dakota: Allotment numbered
numbered 7053,
7053, northwest
northwest quarter,
quarter,
section 26, township
township 42 north, range 37
of the
the sixth
37 west,
west, of
sixth principal
principal
meridian
meridian, South Dakota, containing
one hundred
hundred and
and sixty
sixty acres:
acres:
containing one
Provided, That
land herein
herein described
described is
Provided,
That when
when the
the land
is offered
offered for
for sale,
sale,
the Oglala Sioux Tribe, or
or any
any Indian
who is
of said
Indian who
is aa member
member of
said
tribe, shall have ninety days in which to execute preferential
rights
preferential rights
to purchase
purchase said tract at
seller by
prospective
at a
a price
price offered
offered to
to the
the seller
by aaprospective
buyer willing and
able to
to purchase.
and able
purchase.
Approved
Approved September
September 7,
7, 1949.
1949.
[CHAPTER 571]
571]
[CHAPTER

t

September
7, 1949
Sep
ember7,
1949

[H. R. 2920]
[Private
[Private Law
Law 269]
269]
George Swift Horse.
Horse.

AN ACT
ACT
AN
Authorizing
the
issuance
of
a
Authorizing
issuance
a patent in fee to George
George Swift Horse.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
the
Senate and House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
United
States of America
United States
in Congress
Congress assembled, That
the Secretary
Secretary
America in
That the
of the Interior is authorized
authorized and directed to issue to George
George Swift
Swift
a patent in fee to the followingHorse, of White Horse,
Horse, South Dakota,
Dakota, a
followingdescribed
described land situated
in
situated on the Cheyenne
Cheyenne River
River Indian
Indian Reservation
Reservation in
the State of South Dakota: Allotment
Allotment numbered
480, southwest
southwest
numbered 480,
quarter, section 29, township 17 north, range 26 east, of the Black
Black
Hills principal meridian, South Dakota,
one hundred
Dakota, containing
containing one
hundred and
and
Provided,That when the land herein described
sixty acres: Provided,
described is
is offered
for sale, the Cheyenne
Cheyenne River Sioux Tribe, or
who is
is a
or any
any Indian
Indian who
a
member
member of said tribe, shall have ninety days in which to execute
preferential rights to purchase
preferential
purchase said tract at a
a price
the
price offered
offered to
to the
a prospective buyer willing and able to
seller by a
to purchase.
purchase.
Approved
Approved September 7,
7, 1949.
[CHAPTER 572]
572]
[CHAPTER

September 7,1949
7,1049
EH,
[H. IL
R. 3667]
671
[Private Law
Law 2701
2701

Lenora Farwell
Farwell
ritzlettr.
Frillier.

AN ACT
Authorizing the Secretary of the Interior to issue
patent in
Lenora Farwell
issue aapatent
in fee
fee to
to Lenora
Farwell
Fritsler.
Fritzler.

enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and H01486
Be it
it enacted
Representatives of
House of
of Representatives
of the
the
United
United States
assembled, That
the Secretary
Secretary
States ot
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the
of the Interior is authorized and directed
to Lenora
Lenora Farwell
directed to
to issue to
Farwell
Fritzler, of Billings,
Montana, aapatent in fee to the following-described
Fritzler,
Billings, Montana,
following-described
lands on the Crow Indian
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, Montana:
Montana: The
northwest
The northwest
quarter, the east half of the southwest
quarter, and
of
southwest quarter,
and the
the west
west half
half of
the west half of the southeast
southeast quarter
quarter in
m section 35; the west half,
and the north half of the northeast
northeast quarter of section
26; the
the north
section 26;
north
half of the northwest
northwest quarter of section 25; the south half of the south
half of section 23; and the south half of the southwest quarter
quarter of
of
section
5 south, range 37 east, Montana principal meridian,
section 24, township 5
containing
containing one thousand
thousand acres: Provided,
Provided, That when the land
herein
land herein
described is offered
offered for sale, the Crow Tribe, or any Indian
is
Indian who is
a member of said tribe, shall have ninety days in which to execute
a
execute
preferential rights to purchase
preferential
purchase said tract at a
offered to
to the
the seller
seller
a price offered
a prospective buyer willing and able to purchase.
by a
purchase.
Approved
Approved September
September 7, 1949.
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[CHAPTER 573]
[CHAPTER

AN
AN ACT
ACT

Helen de Guido, Mulia de Guido,
For the relief of Mrs. Justa G. Vda. de Guido, Belen
and Oscar de Guido.
Guido.

it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Representatives of the
Senate and
and House of Representatives
Be it
in Congress
assembled, That in the adminCongress assembled,
America in
of America
United States of
naturalization laws the Attorney
istration of the immigration and naturalization
General is hereby authorized and directed
directed to record the last lawful
admission into the United States of Mrs. Justa G. Vda. de Guido,
Belen
de Guido,
Guido, Mulia
de Guido,
Mulia de
Guido, and Oscar de Guido, as aa lawful
Belen de
admission for permanent residence.
S
EC. 2. Upon the enactment of this Act, Mrs. Justa G. Vda. de Guido
SEC.
and
and Mulia
Mulia de Guido shall be held to be subject to the provisions of
amended;
section 4
Immigration Act of May 26, 1924, as amended;
4 (b) of the Immigration
and the Secretary of State shall instruct
instruct the proper quota-control
quota-control
officer to deduct four numbers
numbers from the quota for the Philippine
numbers are available.
available.
Islands of the first year that such quota numbers
Approved
September 7, 1949.
Approved September
[CHAPTER 577]

AN ACT

To restore
restore certain
certain land
in Alaska
authorize its sale
to the
the public domain and to authorize
Alaska to
land in
To
J. Dale,
Dale, of Fairbanks, Alaska.
to Ford J.

Be
the Senate and House
Representatives of the
House of Representatives
it enacted
enacted by the
Be it
assembled, That Ford J. Dale,
in Congress
Congress assembled,
of America
America in
United States of
year
of
Alaska, is hereby authorized, for aa period of one year
of Fairbanks, Alaska,
from
date of
of this Act, to apply for the purchase
the effective
effective date
after the
from and after
authorized and directed
of,
Secretary of the Interior
Interior is hereby authorized
directed
of, and the Secretary
to
restore to
to the
the public
J. Dale for trade
convey to Ford J.
public domain and convey
to restore
and
situated in
following-described land situated
the following-described
purposes the
manufacturing purposes
and manufacturing
Alaska:
Alaska:
Beginning
numbered 1, which is located on the west rightat post numbered
Beginning at
of-way line
line of
Highway, approximately
approximately two oneRichardson Highway,
the Richardson
of the
of-way
hundredth
miles north
thence northerly along said
of post 183; thence
north of
hundredth miles
right-of-way
approximately six hundred feet to
a distance of approximately
line, a
right-of-way line,
post
westerly at right angles approximately
approximately two
2; thence westerly
numbered 2;
post numbered
hundred
feet to
to post
3, which
which is
located on
on the
of
east shore of
the east
is located
numbered 3,
post numbered
hundred feet
Paxon
southerly along
shore of the lake approxialong the shore
thence southerly
Lake; thence
Paxon Lake;
mately
hundred and
fifty feet
feet to
numbered 4; thence due east
to post
post numbered
and fifty
six hundred
mately six
distance of
of approximately
two hundred
numbered 11and
to post numbered
hundred feet to
approximately two
aadistance
point
of beginning,
beginning, said
embrace approximately
approximately five acres
to embrace
said tract to
point of
located
approximate latitude
62 degrees
50 feet
longitude
feet north and longitude
degrees 50
latitude 62
in approximate
located in
145 degrees
degrees 30
30 feet
feet west:
cost of
necesany survey necesof any
the cost
That the
Provided,That
west: Provided,
145
sary
patent shall be paid by Ford J. Dale prior to
of patent
sary to the issuance of
the commencement
commencement of such survey.
S
EC. 2.
the conveyance
conveyance shall
shall be
upon the
by said
payment by
the payment
be made
made upon
That the
SEC.
2. That
Ford J.
Dale for
its reasonable
price of
of not
not less
less
appraised price
reasonable appraised
at its
land at
the land
for the
J. Dale
Ford
than $1.25
acre, to
fixed by
Secretary of the Interior: ProProby the
the Secretary
be fixed
to be
per acre,
$1.25 per
than
vided, That
the conveyance
conveyance hereby
hereby authorized
not include
include any
authorized shall not
That the
vided,
land
covered by
valid existing
land
existing right initiated under the public land
a valid
by a
land covered
laws:
the coal
coal and
deposits in
mineral deposits
other mineral
and other
That the
further, That
Provided further,
laws: Provided
the land
land shall
shall be
be reserved
reserved to
together with the right
States, together
to the
the United States,
the
to prospect
for, mine,
and remove
under applicable
and
laws and
applicable laws
the same
same under
remove the
mine, and
to
prospect for,
regulations to
prescribed by
the Secretary
Interior.
the Interior.
Secretary of the
by the
to be
be prescribed
regulations
Approved September
September 8, 1949.
Approved

1179
1179
September
1949
September 7,
7,1949

[H. R.
R. 3768]
[H.
3768]
[Private Law 271]
271]
[Private

Mrs. Justa G. Vda.

Guido and
and others.
de Guido

Stat. 155.
43 Stat.
S.C.. §204 (b).
88U.
U.S..
Quota
deduction.
Quota deduction.

September 8,1949
8, 1949
September
DEL
[H. R.
R. 1790]
1790]
[Private Law
272]
[Private
Law 2721
Ford J.
J. Dale.
Ford
Dale.
Purchase
Purchase of
of land.
land.

1180
1180

PRIVATE
LAWS-CHS.
PRIVATE LAWS—
CHS .578-580—SEPT.
8,9,1949
578-580-SEPT. 8,
9, 1949

[63
TAT.
[63 S
STAT.

[CHAPTER 578]
578]
[CHAPTER
September 8,
8, 1949
September
1949
[H. R.
R. 4254]
4254]
[H.
[Private Law
Law 273]

Sidney
Blackhair.
Sidney Blackbair.

ACT
AN ACT
Authorizing
Authorizing the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior to issue
issue a
apatent
fee to
Sidney Blackpatent in
in fee
to Sidney
Blackhair.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
the
and House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
United States
States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
United
assembled, That
the Secretary
That the
Secretary
of the Interior is authorized
authorized and directed to
to Sidney
to issue
issue to
Sidney Blackhair,
Blackhair,
of the Crow Indian Reservation, Montana, a
in fee
a patent in
fee to
to the
the followfollowing-described lands allotted to him on the Crow
ing-described
Crow Indian
Indian Reservation,
Reservation,
Montana:
Montana: The southwest quarter
quarter of the southwest quarter
quarter of
section
of section
10, township 2
2south, range 33 east, Montana
Montana principal
principal meridian,
meridian, concontaining forty acres.
acres.
Approved
September 8, 1949.
Approved September
[CHAPTER 579]
[CHAPTER
579]

September 8,
8, 1949
1949
[R. R.
R. 632]
[H.
632]
[Private Law
274]
[Private
Law 274]
Tobn E. Bums.
Iohn
E. Burns.

BBe it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
Be
Representatives of
of the
the
United States of America in
in Congress
assembled, That
United
Congress assembled,
the Secretary
Secretary
That the
of
the Treasury is authorized
authorized and directed to
of the
pay, out
out of
of any
any money
money
to pay,
in the Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
to John
John E.
E. Burns,
Redappropriated, to
Burns, Redding, California,
California, the sum of $232.80.
$232.80. Such sum
sum represents
the amount
represents the
amount
to
said John E. Burns was entitled on the
to which
which the said
the date
date of
of separaseparation
employment with the Corps of Engineers,
tion from
from his
his employment
Engineers, Department
Department
of War, Honolulu
of
Honolulu District, Territory
Territory of Hawaii,
for annual
annual leave
Hawaii, for
leave
which he
he accumulated
which
accumulated during the period beginning
July 2,
2, 1942,
1942,
beginning July
and ending July 23, 1943, but which
and
which he did not
receive on
such
sepanot receive
on
such
separation
date because
because of erroneous information
ration date
information given him
him by
by the
the Corps
Corps
of
Engineers,
of Engineers, Honolulu
Honolulu District, that he would
be paid
paid for
such
would be
for
such
leave
his return to the continental United States,
leave upon
upon his
States, where
where such
such
payment
was later refused: Provided,
Provided, That no part
payment was
the amount
part of
of the
amount
appropriated
appropriated in
in this
this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall
shall be
be
paid
paid or
or delivered
delivered to or received by any agent or attorney on
account
on account
of
of services
services rendered in connection with this claim, and
and the
shall
the same
same shall
be
unlawful, any
any contract
contract to the contrary
notwithstanding. Any
be unlawful,
contrary notwithstanding.
Any
person
person violating
violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed
guilty of
of
deemed guilty
aa misdemeanor
upon conviction thereof
misdemeanor and upon
thereof shall be
fined in
any
be fined
in any
sum not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
Approved
Approved September
September 8,
8, 1949.
1949.
[CHAPTER 5801
[CHAPTER
5801

September 9, 1949
September
1949
[I.
tH. R. 1132]
[Private Law
[Private
Law 275]
Mabel H. Slocum.

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of John
John E. Burns.
Burns.

AN ACT
ACT
AN
For the relief of Mabel H. Slocum.

Be
by the
and House
House of Representatives
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
Representatives of the
the
United
in Congress
Congress assembled,
United States of America in.
assembled, That
That the
Civil
the
Civil
Service
authorized and directed to pay, out of
Service Commission
Commission is authorized
of any
any
money
retirement and disability
money in the civil service
service retirement
to Mabel
disability fund,
fund, to
Mabel
H. Slocum,
Maryland, the widow
H.
Slocum, of Hyattsville, Maryland,
of Rob
Slocum,
widow of
Rob R.
R. Slocum,
formerly an employee
employee of the United
formerly
United States Department
Department of
Agriculof Agriculture, an
ture,
an annuity
annuity equal in amount
amount to the annuity which she
she would
have
would have
been
entitled
to receive
receive had the retirement
been entitled to
retirement of the said Rob R.
Slocum
R. Slocum
become
become effective
effective on
on January
January 31, 1944, and had he elected in
in writing,
writing, at
at
the
time of such retirement, to receive
the time
receive a
a reduced
reduced annuity
payable
annuity
payable
after
his
death
to said Mable IL
H. Slocum, as surviving
after his death to
surviving beneficiary.
beneficiary.
Approved September 9, 1949.
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1-5, 1949
1949

[CHAPTER 581]
[CHAPTER
581]

AN ACT
Grace L. Elser.
Eisen
For the mild
refief of Grace

it enacted
Senate and House of Representatives
the
Be it
enacted by the Senate
Representatives of the
United States
States of America in,
in Congress
assembled, That the Civil
United
Congress assembled,
Civil
Service Commission
Commission is
directed to
pay, out
any
Service
is authorized
authorized and
and directed
to pay,
out of
of any
retirement and
fund, to
Grace L.
money in the civil-service
civil-service retirement
and disability
disability fund,
to Grace
L.
Elser, the widow of Wilbur L. Elser, formerly a
asoil conservationist
conservationist
with the United
United States Department
annuity equal
Department of Agriculture,
Agriculture, an annuity
equal
in amount to the annuity which she would have been entitled to receive
had the retirement of the said Wilbur L.
effective on
L. Elser become effective
May 15, 1947, and had he elected
elected in writing, at the time of such
retirement, to receive
receive a
annuity equal to such reduced annuity
a reduced annuity
payable after his death to the said Grace Elser, as surviving benebeneficiary.
ficiary.
Approved September
1949.
Approved
September 9, 1949.

1181
September 9, 1949
1949
September
[H. R.
2694]
[H.
R. 2594]
276]
[Private Law
Law 278]
Grace L. Elser.
Riser.
Grace

[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 583]

AN ACT
ACT
Owen, R. C. Owen, Junior, and Roy Owen.
Owen.
For the relief of R. C. Owen,

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and House of Representatives
the
Representatives of the
United States of America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary
United
in Congress
Treasury is authorized
authorized and directed
directed to pay, out of any money
money
of the Treasury
in the Treasury
appropriated, to R. C. Owen,
Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
Owen, R. C.
Owen, Junior, and Roy Owen, former partners doing business as
R. C. Owen, of Gallatin, Tennessee, the sum of $8,437.98. This sum
represents
United States for
represents the amount which they paid to the United
internal revenue tobacco stamps, which stamps were completely
completely
a fire destroyed
December 24, 1945, when a
destroyed
destroyed the said tobacco
destroyed on December
(registered as "Tobacco
factory of said partners (registered
"Tobacco Factory Number 102,
District of Tennessee"),
Tennessee"), together with the equipment, tobacco, and
tobacco stamps therein: Provided,
Provided, That no part of the amount approtobacco
priated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum
centum thereof shall be paid
or
received by any, agent or attorney on account of
of
or delivered
delivered to or received
services rendered
rendered in connection
connection with this claim, and the same shall be
unlawful, any contract
contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person
a misdeviolating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a
meanor and upon conviction
thereof shall be fined in any sum not
conviction thereof
meanor
exceeding $1,000.
exceeding
$1,000.

SAM
S
AM RAYBwRN
RAYBURN
Speaker
Howe of Representatives.
Representative&
Speaker of the House
KENNETH McKELLAi.
KENNETH
M CKELLAR.
President of the Senate pro
pro tempore.
tempore.
President

I
N THE
OUSE OF
OF REPRESENTATIVES,
S.,
U. S.,
REPBESENTATrVES, U.
HOUSE
IN
THE H
1949.
May 18,
18,1949.
having proceeded
proceeded to reconsider
reconsider the
the
Representatives having
The House of Representatives
1036) entitled "An
"An Act for the relief
relief of R. C. Owen, R. C.
bill (H. R. 1036)
Owen,
returned by the
the President
President of the
Owen," returned
Junior, and
and Roy Owen,"
Owen, Junior,
objections, to the
Representatives, in
the House of
of Representatives,
his objections,
United States with
with his
it was
which
it originated,
which it
originated, it

September 16, 1949
1949
September
[H. R.
1036]
[H.
B. 1036]
[Private Law 277]
2771
[Private
R. 0.
0. Owen
Owen and
and
B.
others.
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CHS.583,
584, 590-8V
5i
,
19
1X"
583, 584,
590-ept.
Oct.1 19,1949
1, 1949

[63
STAT.
[63 STAT.

Resolved, That the said bill pass, two-thirds
two-thirds of
of the
the House
House of
of RepreRepresentatives agreeing
agreeing to
to pass
pass the
the same.
same.
Attest:
RALPH
R.ROBERTS
RALPH R.
ROBERTS
Clerk.
Clerk.
IIcertify that this Act originated
originated in
House of
Representatives.
in the
the House
of Representatives.
RALPH
RALPH R.
ROBERTS
R. ROBERTS
Clerk.
Clerk.
INNTHE
THE S
SENATE
I
ENATE OF
HE UNITED
STATES,
OF 1
THE
UNITED STATES,

September 15 (legislative
(legislative day, September
September 3),
3), 1949.
1949.
The Senate having proceeded
proceeded to reconsider
R. 1036)
1036)
reconsider the
the bill
bill (H.
(H. R.
entitled "An Act for the relief of R.
entitled
R.C.
C.Owen, R.
Owen, Junior,
R. C.
C. Owen,
Junior,
and Roy Owen", returned
returned by the President of
United States
States with
with
of the
the United
his objections, to the House of Representatives,
which it
it originated,
Representatives, in
in which
originated,
and passed by the House of Representatives
Representatives on
on reconsideration
reconsideration of
of the
the
was
same, it
it was
Resolved, That the said bill pass, two-thirds of
Senators present
of the
the Senators
present
having
having voted in
in the
the affirmative.
affirmative.
Attest:
Attest:

LESLIE L
L BIFFLE
B1FFLE
Secretary.
Secretary.

By EMERY
By
FRAziER,
EIERY L.
L. FRAZIER,
Chief
Clerk
Chief Clerk
September
September 19,
19, 1949
1949
[11. R.
R. 4040]
4040]
[H.
[Private Law
278]
[Private
Law 278]
Agnes Tarjani.
Agnes
Tarlani.

[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 5841
584]

AN ACT
For the relief of Agnes Tarjani.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of
the
of the
United
States of
America in
assembled, That for the purUnited States
of .America
in Congress
Congress assembled,

pose of
of the
the immigration
immigration and naturalization
pose
naturalization laws Agnes
Agnes Tarjani,
Tarjani, a
a
native
native of Hungary, shall be considered the natural-born
natural-born daughter
of
daughter of
her
her adoptive
adoptive parents, Mr. and Mrs. Dezidir Ziegler,
citizens of
of the
Ziegler, citizens
the
United States.
Approved September 19, 1949.
1949.
[CHAPTER 590]

October
1949
October 1,, 1949
[H.
[H. R.
R. 1976]
1976]
[Private
Law 279]
[Private Law
279]

AN ACT
ACT

To
To authorize
authorize the
the sale
sale of certain allotted inherited
inherited land on the
the Flathead
Flathead Indian
Indian
Reservation,
Reservation, Montana.
Montana.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the Senate
Senate and
and House of Representatives
Representatives of
Be
of the
the
Angelic Micel,
Angelic
Michel, eses- United States
tate.
assembled, That
tate.
United States of America in Congress
Congress assembled,
Secretary
That the
the
Secretary
Sale of
land.
Sale
of land.
of the Interior is hereby authorized
authorized and directed
of
directed to
sell eighty
to sell
eighty acres
acres
of the trust allotment of Angelic
of
Angelic Michel,
Michel, deceased
deceased Flathead
Flathead allottee
allottee
numbered 894,
894, described
numbered
described as the west half of the northeast
northeast quarter
quarter
of section
13, township
township 24 north, range 21 west, Montana
of
section 13,
Montana principal
principal
meridian,
meridian, now owned through inheritance by Joseph
Joseph Finley
Finley and
and
Joseph
consideration to be
Joseph Martin
Martin Finley, for a
aconsideration
agreed upon
between
be agreed
upon
between
said
purchaser and approved by the Secretary
Secretary of the
said owners
owners and
and the
the purchaser
the
Interior
the tribal
tribal council of the Consolidated
Consolidated Salish and
Interior and
and the
Kootenai
and Kootenai
Tribes of
the Flathead
Reservation, conveyance
Tribes
of the
Flathead Reservation,
conveyance to be made by the
issuance of a
apatent in fee to the purchaser.
Approved
Approved October 1, 1949.

63 S
STAT.]
TAT.]
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81ST CONG.,
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[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 591]
591]

AN ACT
ACT
Authorizing
the
issuance
of
a
patent
in fee to Lulu Two Spears Iron Bird.
Authorizing
a

Be it
enacted by the Senate
Senate and House of
it enacted
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
United
States of America in Congress
United States
Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Interior is authorized and directed
directed to issue to Lulu
Lulu Two
Two Spears
Iron Bird, of Cheyenne
Cheyenne Agency, South Dakota, a
in fee
fee to
to the
a patent
patent in
the
following-described land situated on the Cheyenne River Indian
following-described
Indian
Reservation
Reservation in the State of South Dakota:
Dakota: Allotment numbered
254,
numbered 254,
east half of the southwest quarter, lots 3
section 7,
3 and 4, section
7, township
township 17
17
north, range 28 east, of the Black Hills
South
Hills principal meridian,
meridian, South
Dakota, containing one hundred
hundred and fifty-seven and
six one-hunand six
one-hundredths acres:
Provided,That when the land herein described
acres :
Provided,
described is
offered
is offered
for sale, the Cheyenne
Cheyenne River Sioux Tribe,
memTribe, or any
any Indian
Indian who
who is
is a
a member of said tribe, shall have thirty days in which to execute
execute preferential
preferential
rights to purchase said tract at a
price offered
to the
the seller
a price
offered to
seller by
by aa
prospective
prospective buyer
and able
able to
buyer willing and
to purchase.
purchase.
Approved October 1, 1949.
[CHAPTER
592]
[CHAPTER 592]

AN ACT
AN
ACT

Authorizing the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior to issue a
a patent in fee to Jeanette
Jeanette
Pearl Burns.
Pearl
Burs.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
the
Representatives of
of the
United States
States of America in Congress
Congress assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary
authorized and directed
of the Interior is authorized
directed to
to Jeanette
to issue
issue to
Jeanette Pearl
Pearl
Burns, of Hardin,
Hardin, Montana,
Montana, aapatent in fee to the following-described
following-described
lands allotted
allotted to her on the Crow Indian Reservation,
Lots
Reservation, Montana:
Montana: Lots
1, 2, 3, and 4
4 and the south half south half section
1,
section 5, township
township 66
south, range 38 east, Montana principal meridian, containing
containing two
two
hundred ninety-nine
ninety-nine and eight one-hundredths
acres: Provided,
Provided, That
one-hundredths acres:
That
when the land herein described
described is offered
offered for
for sale,
sale, the
Crow Tribe
the Crow
Tribe
or any Indian who is a
a member of said
have six
months
said tribe shall
shall have
six months
in which to exercise preferential
preferential rights to purchase said tract of land,
at aaprice offered to the seller by aaprospective
willing and
prospective buyer
buyer willing
and able
able
to purchase.
Approved October 1, 1949.
[CHAPTER 594]
594]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of Anthony
Anthony Charles Bartley.
Bartley.

it enacted by the Senate and Howe
House of Representatives
Be it
Representatives of
of the
United States of America in
United
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Attorney
Attorney
General be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to record
record the
the
residence of Anthony Charles Bartley
lawful admission
admission for permanent residence
Bartley
as of September
September 1, 1948,
1948, the date
admission into
the
date of
of his lawful admission
into the
United States.
Upon the enactment
enactment of this Act the Secretary
Secretary of State
instruct
State shall instruct
the proper quota-control
quota-control officer to deduct one number from
from the quota
quota
for India of the first year that such quota number
number is
is available.
Approved
Approved October 5,
5, 1949.
1949.

October 1, 1949
October
[11. R.
[H.
B. 3616]
[Private Law 280]
280]
Lulu Two Spears
Spears
Lulu
Bird.
Iron Bird.

October 1, 1949
October
[H. R. 3886]
[Private
281]
[Private Law 281]

[H. R.

Jeanette Pearl
Jeanette
Pearl
Bums.
Burns.

October 6,, 1949
1949
October
[H. R.
R. 6006]
6006]
[H.
[Private
Law
282]
[Private Law 282]

Anthony
Anthony Charles
Bartley.

Quota deduction.
deduction.
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1949
PRIVATE
606-608-OCT. 5,
[CHAPTER 606]
[CHAPTER
606]

October
1949
October 5, 1949
[H. R.
584]
R. 584]
[H.
[Private Law
[Private
Law 283]
283]
Mike Clipper.

[63 STAT.
STAT.
[63

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of Mike Clipper.

of Representatives
Representatives of
the
Be it
it enacted by the
the Senate
Senate and House
House of
of the
United
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the
the Secretary
United States of
America in
assembled, That
Secretary
hereby, authorized
authorized and
directed to
of the
the Treasury
Treasury be,
be, and
and he
he is
is hereby,
and directed
to pay,
pay,
in the
the Treasury
Treasury not
appropriated, to
Mike
out of
of any
any money in
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
to Mike
of King
Cove, Alaska,
Alaska, the
the sum
of $3,700,
settlement of
of
Clipper, of
King Cove,
sum of
$3,700, in
in full
full settlement
Government of
States as
all claims
claims against
against the
the Government
of the
the United
United States
as reimbursereimburseAlaska, on
September
ment for loss
loss of his
his boat, Dora, at Cold Bay, Alaska,
on September
20-21,
1942, while
while being
being towed
towed by
by the
the BSP-138
BSP-138 of
Army Transport
20-21,1942,
of the
the Army
Transport
part of
of the
the amount
in this
Service: Provided,
Provided,That no
no part
amount appropriated
appropriated in
this
Act in excess of 10
centum thereof
be paid
paid or
to or
or
10 per centum
thereof shall
shall be
or delivered
delivered to
received by any agent or attorney on account
account of
received
of services
services rendered
rendered in
in
connection
conconnection with this claim,
claim, and the
the same shall be
be unlawful,
unlawful, any
any contract to the contrary
contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any
violating the
the proproAny person violating
visions of this Act shall
misdemeanor and
upon
shall be
be deemed guilty
guilty of aamisdemeanor
and upon
conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not
exceeding $1,000.
not exceeding
$1,000.
Approved October 5, 1949.
Approved
[CHAPTER 607]
[CHAPTER
607]

October
October 5, 1949
1949
[H.
[H. R. 588]
588]
[Private Law
Law 284]
CoL
Col. David R. WolWolverton.
verton.

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of Colonel David R. Wolverton, United
retired.
United States Army,
Army, retired.

it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of the
Be it
the
United
United States of America in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That Colonel David
David
R. Wolverton,
Wolverton, United States Army,
hereby relieved
relieved of
of any
any
Army, retired, is hereby
and all alleged
indebtedness due the United States
alleged indebtedness
States as stated, or on
on
transactions referred to, in Certificate of
account of any transactions
Settlement
of Settlement
Numbered US-15292, issued by the General Accounting
Office under
under
Accounting Office
date of July 22, 1946, plus interest, or in any
of
any other
other statement of
account against the said Colonel Wolverton for or on account
account of transactions forming the basis of indebtedness
indebtedness growing
growing out of
transactions
of transactions
referred to in said settlement of July 22,
1946.
22,1946.
Approved
1949.
Approved October
October 5,
5, 1949.
[CHAPTER 608]
608]
[CHAPTER

October 5, 1949
[H.
[H. R. 1097]
1097]
[Private Law 285]
286]

Edgar Barbre.
Barbra.
Edar

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of Edgar Barbre.

Be it
Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
it enacted
enacted by
by the Senate
Representatives of the
the
United States
States of America in
Congress assembled,
Secretary
United
in Congress
assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby,
authorized and directed to
hereby, authorized
to pay,
out of any money
money in the Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
Edgar Barbre, Fields, Louisiana, the sum of $3,122.50,
$3,122.50, for damages,
burial expenses, and hospital expenses, on account of the death of
of
his minor son, Joseph Lee Barbre, resulting from an accident involving an
an Army
Army ambulance
ambulance which occurred
ing
occurred on September 14, 1944, on
Highway Numbered 171, near Newllano, Louisiana. Such sum is in
full settlement
settlement of all claims against
agamst the United
United States resulting
from said accident:
accident: Provided,
Provided, That no part of the amount approappropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum
centum thereof shall be paid
or delivered
attorney or
delivered to or received
received by any agent
agent or agents,
agents, attorney
or
attorneys,
attorneys, on account of services
services rendered in connection
connection with said
claim. It
be unlawful
agent or agents, attorney
attorney or
or
claim.
It shall
shall be
unlawful for
for any
any agent
attorneys,
attorneys, to exact, collect,
collect, withhold,
withhold, or receive any sum of the amount
amount
appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof
appropriated
thereof on account
account

63 STAT.]
63
STAT.]

81ST
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of services rendered in connection
connection with said claim, any
any contract
contract to
to
the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions
of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a
a misdemeanor
misdemeanor and
and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
Approved October
October 5, 1949.
[
CHAPTER 609]
[CHAPTER
609]

AN
AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of Robert E.
E. Bridge and
and Leslie E. Ensign.
Ensign.

Be it
it enacted by the Senate
Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of the
the
United States of America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary
in Congress
of the Treasury
Treasury is authorized and directed to pay, out of any money
in the Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated, to Robert E.
of
E. Bridge,
Bridge, of
Hamilton,
Hamilton Washington
$258.08, and
and to Leslie E.
Washington,'the sum of $258.08,
E. Ensign,
Ensign,
of
the sum
sum of
The payment
of such
of Hamilton
Hamilton,, Washington,
Washington, the
of $222.56.
$222.56. The
payment of
such
sums shall be in full settlement of all claims of the said Robert E.
Bridge
United States for
for
Bridge and the said
said Leslie
Leslie E.
E. Ensign
Ensign against
against the United
reimbursement
reimbursement for property lost when the boat they were using in
in.
the
Fish and
the course of
of their
their duties as employees
employees of the Fish
and Wildlife
Wildlife Service
Service
capsized in Alaska
Alaska on August 22, 1947, without fault on their part:
part:
Provided,
either of the sums appropriated
appropriated in
Provided, That no part of either
in this
this
Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered
delivered to
or received by any agent or attorney-on account of
services rendered
rendered
of services
in connection
payment of such sum,
connection with the claim settled by the payment
and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary
contrary notwithstanding. Any person
person violating the provisions
provisions of this Act shall
conviction thereof
thereof shall
be deemed guilty of aamisdemeanor
misdemeanor and upon conviction
be fined in any sum not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
Approved October 5, 1949.
1949.
[CHAPTER 610]
610]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of Howard
Howard E. Giroux.

it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of the
Be it
United States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary
States of America in
United
of the Treasury is authorized
authorized and directed
directed to pay, out of any money
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to Howard
Howard E. Giroux, of
Medford, Massachusetts,
of $76. The payment of such sum
Medford,
Massachusetts, the sum of
shall be in full settlement of all claims of the said Howard
Howard E. Giroux
against
personal injury
against the
the United
United States
States for property
property damage and
and personal
injury
sustained in assisting on June 28, 1946, in the capture
capture of an
an escaped
escaped
naval
prisoner: Provided,
no part
of the
amount appropriated
appropriated
naval prisoner:
Provided,That
That no
part of
the amount
in
delivered
in this Act in
in excess
excess of 10 per centum
centum thereof
thereof shall be paid
paid or delivered
to or received by any agent or attorney on account of services rendered
rendered
in connection with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful,
unlawful, any
contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the
provisions of this Act shall be deemed
deemed guilty of a
a misdemeanor and
upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
Approved October 5, 1949.
[CHAPTER
611)
(CHAPTER 611]

AN
AN ACT
ACT
For the relief
relief of
of Frank G. Moore.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the Senate mid
Be
nd House of Representatives
Representatives of the
United States
States of America
in Congress assembled,
America in
assembled, That the Secretary
Secretary
--- 7
81939'--60-P-r.
81.939'-50---4-r. 1-76

October
October 5, 1049
1949
[H.
[H. R. 16201
1620]
[Private Law
286]
[Private
Law 286]
Robert E. Bridge.
Bridge.
Robert

Leslie E.
E. Ensign.
Leslie
Ensign.

October
1949
October 5, 1049
[H.
R..18001
[H. R.
1800]
[Private
[Private Law 287]
Howard E. Giroux.
Howard
Olroux.

October 5, 1919
1949
M.IL. 2076]
2075]
[H.
[Private Law
[Private
La 288]
2881

n G. Moore.
Frank

ko. MGoo
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[63 STAT.
STAT.
[63

of
be, and
he is
authorized and
and directed
directed to
to pay,
of the
the Treasury
Treasury be,
and he
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
pay,
out of any money in the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
the
appropriated, the
sum of $5,000 to Frank
Georgia, in
full settlesettleFrank G. Moore,
Moore, of
of Atlanta, Georgia,
in full
ment of all claims
States for
claims against the
the United
United States
for personal
personal injuries,
injuries,
medical and hospital expenses,
loss of
wages sustained
as a
expenses, and
and loss
of wages
sustained as
a result
result
accident involving
States Marine
at the
of an accident
involving aaUnited
United States
Marine Corps
Corps vehicle
vehicle at
the
intersection of Sulphur
Springs Road,
Road, Halethorpe,
Halethorpe, Maryland,
and
intersection
Sulphur Springs
Maryland, and
Washington-Baltimore
Washington-Baltimore Boulevard, on
That
on July
July 21,
21, 1943: Provided,
Provided, That
no part of the amount appropriated
appropriated in this Act in excess of
of 10 per
per
centum thereof shall be paid or delivered
delivered to
any agent
agent
to or
or received by any
or attorney
attorney on account
account of services
services rendered
rendered in connection
connection with
with this
this
claim, and the same shall be unlawful,
unlawful, any
contract to
to the
any contract
the contrary
contrary
notwithstanding. Any person violating the
Act
the provisions
provisions of
of this
this Act
shall be deemed guilty of a
amisdemeanor
misdemeanor and
and upon conviction
conviction thereof
thereof
shall be fined in any sum
sum not
not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
October 5, 1949.
1949.
Approved October
[CHAPTER
612]
[CHAPTER 612]
October 5,
5, 1949
October
1949
[H. R.
[H.
R. 3405]
34051

[Private Law
289)
Law 289]
Vivian Newell
Newell
Price.

Be it
and House of Representatives
it enacted by the Senate and
Representatives of
of the
the
United States
States of America
America in Congress
United
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the
the Secretary
Secretary
of the Treasury is authorized
authorized and directed to pay, out of
of any
any money
money
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to Vivian Newell Price,
Franklin County, North Carolina, the sum of $1,000. The
The payment
payment of
of
such sum shall be in full settlement
settlement of all claims of
Vivian
of the
the said Vivian
Newell Price against the United States for personal
personal injuries and
property damage
damage sustained
sustained by her on September 13, 1941,
1941, when the
the
automobile
automobile which she was driving was struck by a
United States Army
Army
a United
truck near the intersection
intersection of the old Rockingham-Ellerbe
Rockingham-Ellerbe Road
Road and
and
Ellerbe Road in Richmond
Richmond County, North Carolina: Provided,
Provided, That
That
no part of the amount appropriated
appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per
per
centum
delivered to or received
centum thereof shall be paid or delivered
received by any agent
agent
or attorney
attorney on account of services rendered in connection
connection with
with this
this
claim, and the same shall be unlawful,
unlawful, any contract to the contrary
contrary
notwithstanding.
Any person violating the provisions
notwithstanding. Any
provisions of
of this
this Act
Act
shall be deemed guilty of a
amisdemeanor and upon conviction thereof
thereof
shall be fined in any sum not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
Approved October 5, 1949.
1949.
[CHAPTER 613]
[CHAPTER

5, 1949
1949
October 5,

[H. R. 3534]
3534]
[Private Law
Law 2901
[Private

SimEleanor P.
P. Shnmonds.

ACT
AN ACT
For the relief of Vivian Newell Price.
Price.

AN ACT
ACT

For the relief of Eleanor P. Simmonds, as administratrix
For
administratrix of the estate of Norman
Norman
B. Simmonds,
Simmondsi deceased.
deceased.

Be it
Senate and
and House of Representatives
it enacted by the Senate
Representatives of
of the
the
United
America in
Congress assembled,
United States of America
in Congress
assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury
authorized and directed to pay,
of
Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
out
appropriated, the
Massachusetts,
sum of $424 to Eleanor P. Simmonds, of Needham,
Needham, Massachusetts,
as administratrix
administratrix of the estate of Norman B. Simmonds, deceased,
deceased,
in full settlement
settlement for all claims against the United States as reimbursement for storage for automobile
commercial storage
automobile placed
placed in commercial
storage
by the War Department
Department from January 23, 1942, to November
November 12,
1946, in
San Francisco,
Francisco, California:
California: Provided,
1946,
in San
Provided, That no part of the
amount appropriated
appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof
thereof
shall be
be paid
paid or delivered
delivered to or received by any agent or attorney on

STAT.]
63 S
TAT.]
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account
account of
of services
services rendered
rendered in
in connection
with this
claim, and
and the
connection with
this claim,
the
same shall
shall be
unlawful, any
any contract
to the
contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding.
be unlawful,
contract to
the contrary
Any person violating
violating the provisions of
of this
this Act
Act shall
shall be
guilty
be deemed
deemed guilty
of a
a misdemeanor
misdemeanor and
and upon
upon conviction
shall be
be fined
any
conviction thereof
thereof shall
fined in
in any
sum not
not exceeding
sum
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
Approved October
5, 1949.
1949.
Approved
October 5,
[CHAPTER 614]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
For the relief of
of Cecil E.
E. Gordon.

Be it
it enacted
by the
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
United States of America in
Congress assembled,
United
in Congress
assembled, That
the Secretary
Secretary
That the
of the
the Treasury
Treasury is
is authorized
and directed
directed to
to pay
money
of
authorized and
pay,.,out
out of
of any
any money
in the Treasury
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
Treasury not
appropriated, to
Gordon, of
to Cecil
Cecil E.
E. Gordon,
of
Port Angeles,
Angeles, Washington,
Washington, the
sum of
$394.83. Payment
Payment of
such
the sum
of $394.83.
of such
sum shall be in
in full
full settlement
settlement of
of all
all claims
claims against
the United
United States
States
against the
arising
of the
the household
household goods
arising out
out of
of the
the transportation
transportation of
goods of
of the
the said
said
Cecil
Gordon, a
the Department
of War,
War, from
from
Cecil E.
E. Gordon,
a civilian
civilian employee
employee of
of the
Department of
Fort Douglas,
Douglas, Utah,
Utah, to
to Fort
Worden, Washington,
on June
June 25,
Fort Worden,
Washington, on
25, 1943
1943:
Provided,
Provided, That
That no
no part
part of
of the
amount appropriated
this Act
Act in
in
the amount
appropriated in
in this
excess of 10 per centum thereof
or
thereof shall be paid or delivered
delivered to
to or
received
any agent
account of
of services
received by
by any
agent or
or attorney
attorney on
on account
services rendered
rendered in
in
connection
with this
connection with
this claim,
claim, and
and the
same shall
the same
shall be
be unlawful,
unlawful, any
any concontract to
to the
the contrary
contrary notwithstanding.
Any person
the
notwithstanding. Any
person violating
violating the
provisions
this Act
Act shall
provisions of this
deemed guilty
guilty of
of a
amisdemeanor
shall be
be deemed
misdemeanor and
and
upon conviction thereof
any sum
sum not
thereof shall be fined in
m any
not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
Approved October 5,
5, 1949.
1949.
Approved
[CHAPTER 615]
[CHAPTER
615]

AN ACT

To convey certain lands taken from W. W. Stewart by the United States.

Be it
and House
House of
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
of Representatives
the
Representatives of
of the
United
States of
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
United States
in Congress
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary
of the
of
the Air
Air Force
Force is
is authorized
and directed
to convey
on behalf
authorized and
directed to
convey on
behalf of
of the
the
United
to the
for a
a fair
United States
States to
the estate
estate of
of W.
W. W.
W. Stewart
Stewart for
fair value
be
value to
to be
determined by
by the
the Secretary
Secretary all the
the right,
determined
of the
right, title,
title, and
and interest
interest of
the
United States
States in
in and to
to all
all that
that tract
tract of
of land
land lying
to the
of
lying to
the north
north of
relocated State route
route 337 consisting of
acres, more
more or
less, which
which
of eight
eight acres,
or less,
was
was formerly
formerly owned
owned by
the said
W. W.
Stewart and
and which
portion
by the
said W.
W. Stewart
which is
is aaportion
of
of the
the land
land taken
taken from
Taking Numbered
3,
from him
him by
by Declaration
Declaration of
of Taking
Numbered 3,
Civil Numbered
1717, which
was filed
filed on
7, 1942,
1942, in
in the
the
Civil
Numbered 1717,
which was
on November
November 7,
United
States District
District Court
Court for
for the
the District
District of
Maryland under
under the
the
United States
of Maryland
title of United States
States against
title
against 3250
3250 acres
of land,
land, more
more or
leAs, in
in Prince
Prince
acres of
or less,
Georges County,
Georges
County, State
State of
Hart et
of Maryland,
Maryland, and
and J.
J. D.
D. Hart
et al.
al.
Approved October
October 5,
1949.
Approved
5, 1949.

October
1949
October 5,, 1949
[H. R.
3810]
[H.
R. 3810]
[Private Law 291]

Cecil E. Gordon.

October 5, 1949
October
[H. R. 3864]
292]
[Private Law 292]

W.
W. W. Stewart,
Stewart, estate.
Conveyance.

[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 616]
616]

AN ACT
ACT
For the
the relief
relief of
estate of
Sode glen.
For
of the
the estate
of Elmo
Elmo Sodergren.

Be
by the
Senate and
Representatives of
of the
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
and House
House of
of Representatives
the
United
of America
in Congress
assembled, That
United States
States of
America in
Congress assembled,
That the
the Secretary
Secretary
of the Treasury
Treasury is
is authorized
authorized and
and directed
directed to
any money
money
to pay,
pay, out
out of
of any
in the
the Treasury
Treasury not
not otherwise
in
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
of Elmo
Elmo
to the
the estate
estate of
Sodergren, late
late of
Stockholm, Maine,
Maine, the
the sum
sum of
of $686.62.
Sodergren,
of Stockholm,
$686.62. The
The paypayment of
of such
such sum
sum shall
ment
shall be
be in
full settlement
claims of
in full
settlement of
of all
all claims
of such
such

October 5, 1949
[H. R. 4556]
[H.
[Private Law 293]

Emno Sodergren, esElmo
tate.
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OHS.616,
617, 623-OCT.
623—OCT.5,
5, 6,
LAWS-CHS.
616, 617,
6, 1949
1949

[63
STAT.
[63 STAT.

for payment,
under the
the price-support
price-support
estate against the
the United
United States
States for
payment, under
Elmo Sodergren:
Proprogram, for the
the 1946
1946 potato
potato crop of
of the
the said
said Elmo
Sodergren: Provided,
part of
amount appropriated
in this
excess
vided, That
That no
no part
of the
the amount
appropriated in
this Act
Act in
in excess
centum thereof
be paid
or delivered
to or
or received
by
of 10 per centum
thereof shall be
paid or
delivered to
received by
any agent or attorney
attorney on
account of
rendered in
in connection
on account
of services
services rendered
connection
with this claim, and the
any contract
to the
the same
same shall be unlawful, any
contract to
the
contrary notwithstanding. Any
violating the
provisions of
Any person violating
the provisions
of this
this
Act shall be deemed
deemed guilty
guilty of
of a
a misdemeanor
and upon
upon conviction
conviction
misdemeanor and
thereof
thereof shall be fined in any
exceeding $1,000.
any sum
sum not
not exceeding
$1,000.
Approved
Approved October
October 5, 1949.

[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 617]
October 5, 1949
1949
5356]
[H. R.
R. 5356]
[Private Law
Law 294]

Norfolk County
County
Trust
Trust Co.
Conveyance.

it enacted
Be it
enacted by the Senate and
and House of Representatives
Representatives of the
United States
States of America
America in,
in Congress
Congress assembled, That, notwithstandnotwithstanding any other provision
provision of law, the Administrator
Administrator of General
General Services
Services
is authorized
authorized to sell at an appraised
appraised fair market
market value
value and convey by
quitclaim
quitclaim deed to the Norfolk County Trust
in .Stoughton,
Stoughton,
Trust Company in
Massachusetts, upon such terms and conditions as
as in
in his
his discretion
discretion he
he
deems to be in the best interest of the United States, a
parcel
a triangular parcel
of land off the northerly
northerly side of the United
United States post-office
at
post-office site at
Massachusetts, particularly
Stoughton, Massachusetts,
particularly described
follows:
described as follows:
Beginning at aa point marked by a
a stone bound at
northwest
at the northwest
corner of the post-office site, said point also being the intersection
intersection
of the east side of Washington
Washington Street with the north
north side
side of
of the
the rightrightof-way nine feet wide, more or less; running thence eastwardly
eastwardly along
along
the north side of said right-of-way
right-of-way a
a distance of
and two
of eighty-six and
two
one-hundredths
a point in the west side of Park Street marked
one-hundredths feet to a
marked
by a
astone bound at the northeast corner of the post-office site;
site; thence
thence
southwardly
southwardly along the west side of Park Street a
eight
a distance
distance of eight
and forty-one one-hundredths feet to aapoint in the
the
the south
south side
side of
of the
said right-of-way;
right-of-way; thence continuing southwardly along the west
west side
side
of Park Street
Street a
adistance
distance of six and eight
one-hundredths feet
eight one-hundredths
feet to
to aa
point; thence northwestwardly
a distance
northwestwardly a
distance of eighty-eight
eighty-eight and
sixteen
and sixteen
one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet to the point or place of beginning,
containing six
six
beginning, containing
hundred
hundred and ten square feet,
less.
feet, more
more or less.
Approved October 5, 1949.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 623]
623]

October
October 5,, 1949
1949
[H.
[H. R. 695]
[Private Law 295]
Mrs.
Bailey.
Bailey.

Mary

A.
A.

AN ACT
ACT

To provide for the conveyance
conveyance of land to the Norfolk County Trust Company in
Stoughton, Massachusetts.
Massachusetts.

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of Mrs. Mary A.
A. Bailey.
Bailey.

Be it
enacted by the Senate and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of the
the
it enacted
United
States
of America
America in Congress
assembled, That the Secretary
Secretary
United
Congress assembled,
of the Treasury
Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized and directed to pay,
out of any money in the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the
the
$5,250 to Mrs. Mary A. Bailey,
sum of $5,250
Bailey ? of Roswell,
Roswell, Texas, in
full
in full
settlement of all claims against the United States for
death of
for the
the death
of
her
a result of an accident
her son,
son, Malcom
Malcom Joe Bailey, who was killed as a
accident
involving a
a United States Army
Army truck, in the town of Nash, Texas,
Texas,
on July 7, 1943: Provided,
Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated
appropriated
in this
this Act
Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered
delivered
to or received
received by any agent or attorney on account
account of services
services rendered
rendered
in connection
connection with this claim
claim, and the same
in
same shall be unlawful, any
contract to
to the
contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any person violating
contract
the contrary
violating the

63
STAT.]
63 STAT.]

8iST
81ST

CONG
1sr SESS.-CHS.
SESS .—CHS .623-625--OCT.
623-625—OCT.6,
6, 1949
CONG.,., 1ST
1949
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provisions
deemed guilty of a
amisdemeanor
and
provisions of
of this Act
Act shall be
be deemed
misdemeanor and
upon conviction
conviction thereof shall be
be fined
fined in
in any sum not
not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
Approved
Approved October
October 6,
6, 1949.
1949.
[CHAPTER 624]
[CHAPTER
624]

AN
AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of Alfred Baumgarts.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House of Representatives
Representatives of the
the
United States
States of Am
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That in the adminisUnited
Am erica
erica in
tration of the immigration
naturalization laws
tration
immigration and
and naturalization
laws the
the Attorney
Attorney
General be,
and he
he is
is hereby,
authorized and
and directed
the
General
be, and
hereby, authorized
directed to
to record
record the
of
lawful admission
admission for permanent residence
residence of
of Alfred
Alfred Baumgarts
Baumgarts as of
February 24, 1949, at the port of New York, New York,
on
York, the
the date on
which he
he entered
entered the
the United
United States.
SEC. 2. Upon the enactment
SEc.
enactment of this Act the Secretary
Secretary of
of State shall
shall
officer to
from
instruct the proper
proper quota-control
quota-control officer
to deduct one
one number from
the quota for Latvia
Latvia of the first year that such quota number is
available.
available.
Approved
Approved October 6, 1949.

October 6,
6, 1949
[H.
R. 3413]
3413]
[H. R.
[Private Law
Law 296]
[Private
296]
Alfred
Alfred Baumgarts.

deduction.
Quota deduction.

[CHAPTER 625]
6251

•
AN ACT
ACT
representative of the
To authorize
authorize the President to appoint
appoint Paul A. Smith as representative
United States
States to
to the Council
International Civil
Organization
Civil Aviation
Aviation Organization
Council of the
the International
United
a commissioned officer
affecting his
his status and perquisites
perquisites as a
without affecting
officer of the
without
Coast and Geodetic Survey.

bHouse of Representatives
Senate and Hawse
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Be it
Representatives of the
Congress assembled,
States of America in
United
United States
in Congress
assembled, That, notwithstandregulations issued
provisions of law or any rules or regulations
ing the existing provisions
issued
thereunder, the President is authorized to appoint Paul A. Smith,
a
a commissioned
commissioned officer in the Coast and Geodetic Survey, as representative of the United States to the Council of the International
International Civil
Aviation Organization,
Organization, and his
acceptance, and
and
his appointment to, acceptance,
Aviation
service as such representative
representative shall in no way affect any status, office,
rank, or grade he may occupy or hold in the Coast and Geodetic Survey
right, privilege,
perquisite, right.,
of the
the United
United States
States or any emolument, perquisite,
incident
eligibility for promotion or retirement, or other benefits incident
to or arising out of any such status, office, rank, or grade: Provided,
Provided,
That during
of representative
representative of the
he holds the office of
the time
time he
That
during the
United
States to
the Council
Council of
the International
Aviation
of the
International Civil
Civil Aviation
United States
to the
Organization he
(lower half)
admiral (lower
the rank
rank of rear admiral
he shall
shall have
have the
Organization
of the
Geodetic Survey,
shall in
in lieu
lieu of
of his
his pay
as a
a
pay as
and shall
and Geodetic
Survey, and
of
the Coast
Coast and
commissioned
officer in
in the
receive such
such
Geodetic Survey
Survey receive
Coast and
and Geodetic
the Coast
commissioned officer
compensation
allowances as the Secretary
Secretary of State shall prescribe
compensation and allowances
payable from appropriations
appropriations made by law for the Department
Department of
Provided further,
further, That
representative
That so
so long as he remains representative
State: Provided
of the United States to the Council of the International
International Civil Aviation
Organization he
he shall
rank and grade
grade or such
permanent rank
shall retain
retain his permanent
Organization
rank and
and grade
grade to
which he may be
of his position
position
by reason of
be promoted by
to which
rank
on the lineal list of the Coast and Geodetic Survey.
SEC. 2.
2. In
In the
the performance
performance of
duties as
the
of the
as representative
representative of
of his
his duties
SEC.
International Civil Aviation
United
Council of the International
United States to the Council
Organization
Organization he shall be subject to no supervision, control, restriction,
or prohibition
other than
him if
if
respect to
to him
operative with
with respect
than would
would be operative
or
prohibition other
he
connected with the
Geodetic Survey.
the Coast and Geodetic
no way connected
he were in no
Approved October 6, 1949.

October 6,1949
6, 1949
[H.
R. 4829]
4829]
[H. R.
[Private
[Private Law 297]

Paul A.
A. Smith.
Designated appointDesignated
appointauthorized.
ment authorized.

Rank, compensacompensation and allowances.
allowanes.
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[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 631]
631]

October 6,
6, 1049
October
1949
[H.
R. 6148]
[H. R.
5148]
[Private Law 298]
2081

Hilda Links and
and
Hilda
others.

Time limitation.
limitation.

Guardian of Moody
Moody
L. Smitherman,
Smitherman, Jr.

Moody L. Smither.
man.
man.

ACT
AN ACT

To
jurisdiction upon
upon the
the District
District Court
Court for
for the
Territory of
Alaska to
to
To confer
confer jurisdiction
the Territory
of Alaska
hear, determine, and render judgment
claim or
or claims,
Hilda Links
Links
judgment upon the
the claim
claims, of
of Hilda
and E.
Ohman, partners,
L. Kroesing,
Anchorage, Alaska.
Alaska.
E. J.
J. Ohman,
partners, and Fred L.
Kroesing, all
all of
of Anchorage,

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
United States
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That jurisdiction
is
United
States of America in Congress
jurisdiction is
hereby
conferred upon the District
hereby conferred
District Court
Court for
for the
of Alaska
Alaska
the Territory
Territory of
render judgment
in the
the same
same manner
manner and
and to
to hear, determine,
determine, and
and render
judgment in
to
the same extent as against a
private individual
like circuma private
individual under
under like
circumstances, except that the United States shall not be
be liable for
for interests
interests
or costs, upon
upon the claim, or claims, of
J. Ohman,
of Hilda Links
Links and
and E.
E. J.
Ohman,
partners, and
Kroesing, for
any losses
losses and
and Fred
Fred L.
L. Kroesing,
for any
and damages
damages sustained
sustained
by. Hilda
E. J.
and Fred
Fred L.
L. Kroesing,
by
Hilda Links and
and E.
J. Ohman,
Ohman, partners,
partners, and
Kroesing,
arising out of air flights or maneuvers
maneuvers of
of the
United States
the United
States armed
armed
forces occurring
occurring over or in the vicinity of the mink ranches
ranches conducted
conducted
by the said Hilda
Hilda Links and E. J.
J. Ohman, partners, and Fred
Fred L.
L.
Kroesing, at Anchorage,
Anchorage, Alaska, or by virtue of any
of
any acts
acts or
or actions
actions of
any and all officers, agents, or employees of the
the United States
States in
in
connection
connection with the operation
operation of military
military aircraft or with the establishestablishment and maintenance
maintenance of military posts or bases in
in Alaska, or by all
of said flights, maneuvers, acts, or actions: Provided,
action
Provided, That the action
in the District Court for the Territory
Territory of
establish such
of Alaska to establish
such
losses and damages may be instituted within one year from the date
of the approval of this Act, and the same right of appeal to the
the United
United
States Circuit Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit from the judgjudgment of the District Court for the Territory
Territory of Alaska shall be had
as in other causes in that court: Provided,
Provided, That the
this
the passage
passage of this
Act shall not be construed
inference of liability on the part of
construed as an inference
of
the Government
Government of the United States.
Approved
Approved October 6, 1949.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 633]

October
October 7,1949
7, 1440
[H. R. 1020]1020]
[H.
[Private Law 299]
2991

[63
TAT.
[63 S
STAT.

AN ACT
AN
ACT

For the relief of the legal guardian of Moody L. Smitherman,
Smitherman, Junior, a
a minor,
Smitherman.
and Moody
Moody L. Smitherman.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
United States of America in Congress
Congress assembled,
the Secretary
Secretary
assembled, That the
Treasury is authorized
authorized and directed
of the Treasury
directed to pay, out of any money
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the sum of $750 to the
L. Smitherman,
a minor, of Birmlegal guardian
guardian of Moody L.
Smitherman, Junior, a
ingham, Alabama, and the sum of $245 to Moody L.
L. Smitherman,
Smitherman, of
Birmingham,
Birmingham, Alabama. The payment of such sum to the legal
guardian
of
guardian of said minor shall be in full settlement of all claims of
said minor against the United States arising out of
injuries
of personal
personal injuries
sustained
sustained by said minor on April 17, 1944,
was struck
struck by
by a
1944, when
when he
he was
a
United
United States mail truck at the intersection
intersection of Georgia
Georgia Road and
and
Forty-eighth Street in Birmingham,
Forty-eighth
Birmingham, Alabama.
Alabama. The payment of
of
such sum to Moody L.
L. Smitherman,
Smitherman, the father of said minor, shall be
in full settlement
settlement of all claims of said individual against the United
in
States arising out of medical .expenses
expenses incurred
incurred by him on account
account
of such personal injuries sustained by said minor: Provided,
Provided, That no
part of either of the sums appropriated
appropriated in this Act in excess
excess of 10
10
per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received
received by any
agent or attorney
attorney on account of services rendered
rendered in connection
connection with
with
the
the claim settled by the payment of such sum, and the same shall

63 STAT.]
STAT.]
63

81ST
SESS .—CHS .633-635—OCT
7, 1949
1949
633-635-OCT..7,
CONG., 1ST
1ST SESS.-CHS.
81ST CONG.,
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be
notwithstanding. Any
contract to
to the contrary notwithstanding.
be unlawful,
unlawful, any contract
person violating
violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty
person
of
conviction thereof
thereof shall be fined in any
a misdemeanor
misdemeanor and upon conviction
of a
sum not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
Approved
Approved October
October 7, 1949.
[CHAPTER 634]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
For the relief of King V. Clark.
Clark.

the
Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Representatives of the
House of Representatives
Senate and House
United
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary
Secretary
America in
United States
States of America
of
the Treasury
and he
is hereby,
directed to pay,
authorized and directed
be, and
he is
hereby, authorized
of the
Treasury be,
appropriated, the
otherwise appropriated,
Treasury not otherwise
out of
of any money in the Treasury
sum of $3,500 to King V. Clark, of Horse Cave, Kentucky,
Kentucky, in full
settlement
all claims against the United States for personal injuries,
settlement of all
accident
a result of an accident
medical and hospital
hospital expenses sustained
sustained as a
medical
involving a
a United States Army vehicle on the Fort Knox, Kentucky,
Reservation,
Provided,That no part of the
about July 13, 1941: Provided,
on or about
Reservation, on
amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof
thereof
shall
attorney , on
shall be paid or delivered to or received by any agent or attorney
account
services rendered
connection with this claim, and the
rendered in connection
account of services
contract to the contrary notwithstanding.
be unlawful, any contract
same shall be
Any person
violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed
deemed guilty
person violating
Any
of a
amisdemeanor
misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any
stun not exceeding
$1,000.
exceeding $1,000.
sum
Approved
Approved October 7, 1949.

October 7,
1949
October
7, 1949
[H.
H. 1106
1106]
[H. R.
[Private
[Private Law
Law 300]
3001
King
V. Clark.
Clark.
King V.

[CHAPTER 635]
[CHAPTER
635]

AN ACT
ACT
Capodanno, and the legal guardian of
For the
the relief of Mrs. Mary Capodanno,
Vincent Capodanno.

Be
by the Senate
Representatives of the
House of Representatives
and House
Senate and
enacted by
it enacted
Be it
assembled, That the Secretary
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
United States of America
of
Treasury is
authorized and
directed to
to pay, out of any money
and directed
is authorized
the Treasury
of the
in
appropriated, to Mrs. Mary Capodanno,
Capodanno,
Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
in the Treasury
of
Massachusetts, the sum of $884.84, and to the legal
legal
Somerville, Massachusetts,
of Somerville,
guardian of Vincent Capodanno, of Somerville, Massachusetts,
Massachusetts, the
guardian
settlement
sum
sum of $354.93. The payment of such sums shall be in full settlement
of
all claims
claims against
against the
States and against Francis M. Regan,
the United
United States
of all
an
employee of the United States, of the said Mrs. Mary Capodanno
an employee
and
on behalf
of the
the said Vincent Capodanno
Capodanno for personal injuries
behalf of
and on
sustained
accident which occurred
occurred on
from an accident
resulting from
sustained by them, resulting
Capodanno
April
when the car in which the said Mrs. Mary Capodanno
1944, when
April 8, 1944,
and
Vincent Capodanno
struck by aaUnited
Capodanno were riding, was struck
said Vincent
the said
and the
States
truck at
intersection of Webster
Webster Avenue
Avenue and Prospect
Prospect
the intersection
at the
Navy truck
States Navy
Provided, That no part of the
Massachusetts: Provided,
Street, Somerville, Massachusetts:
thereof
amount appropriated
appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof
received by any agent or attorney on
shall
on
shall be paid or delivered to or received
account
of services
connection with this claim, and the
rendered in connection
services rendered
account of
notwithstanding.
same
contrary notwithstanding.
be unlawful,
unlawful, any contract to the contrary
same shall be
Any
the provisions
Act shall be deemed guilty
this Act
provisions of this
violating the
person violating
Any person
of
misdemeanor and
and upon
conviction thereof
thereof shall be fined in any
upon conviction
of a
a misdemeanor
exceeding $1,000.
sum not exceeding
$1,000.
Approved October
October 7, 1949.

October 7,
1949
October
7, 1949
[H.
H. 1484]
1484]
[H. R.
[Private
[Private Law
Law 3011
3011

Mrs.
Mary Capo.
CapoMrs. Mary
danno.
danno.

Guardlanof
Guardian
of Vincent
Vincent
Capodanno.
Capodanno.
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1949
[
CHAPTER 636]
636]
[CHAPTER

October 7,
October
7, 1949

[H. R.
It. 1666]
Law 302]
[Private Law

Maurice
Maurice J.
J. Symms.
Symms.

58 Stat. 257.

48 U.
1373U. S.. C.
C. §§1 13731373g;Supp.
1373g;Supp.II,
II, I1373d.
§1373d.

Sack
lack Phillips.

AN ACT
For the relief of Maurice
Maurice J. Symms.
Symms.

it enacted by the Senate
Senate and
Be it
Representatives of
the
and House of
of Representatives
of the
United States of America in Congress
United
Congress assembled,
That in
the adminisassembled, That
in the
administration of the Act entitled "An Act
to provide
for the
the recognition
recognition of
of
Act to
provide for
the services of the civilian officials and employees,
employees, citizens of
of the
the
United States, engaged in and about the construction
construction of
the Panama
of the
Panama
Canal", approved May 29, 1944, Maurice
Symms, New
New Orleans,
Maurice J.
J. Symms,
Orleans,
Louisiana, shall be held and considered
employed for
considered to have
have been
been employed
for
three years by the Isthmian Canal Commission
on the
the Isthmus
Isthmus of
Commission on
of
Panama during the construction
construction period
of the
Panama Canal,
period of
the Panama
Canal, from
from
May 4, 1904, to March
March 31, 1914, inclusive. The
J. Symms
The said Maurice
Maurice J.
Symms
was compelled
compelled to leave
leave such employment
employment after
after two
years eleven
months
two years
eleven months
and twenty-three
twenty-three days because of illness.
Approved
Approved October
October 7,
1949.
7, 1949.
[
CHAPTER 637]
[CHAPTER
637]

October 7,
7, 1949
1949
[H. It.
1672)
[H.
R. 1672]
[Private Law
303]
[Private
Law 303]

[63 STAT.
STAT.
[63

ACT
AN ACT
For the relief of Jack
Jack Phillips.

Be it
enacted by the
it enacted
and House
Representatives of
the Senate and
House of
of Representatives
of the
the
United States of America in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the
United
the Secretary
Secretary
of the Treasury is authorized
of
authorized and directed
directed to pay, out of funds
the
funds of the
District of Columbia, to Jack Phillips, District of
Columbia, the
the sum
of Columbia,
sum
of $337.15. Such sum represents
reimbursement to the
represents reimbursement
the said
said Jack
Jack
Phillips for repairing, at his own cost, his automobile struck
by a
fire
struck by
a fire
truck while parked
parked on Fourteenth Street
Southeast, on
on January
Street Southeast,
January 23,
23,
1948: Provided,
Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated
appropriated in
this Act
in this
Act
in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall
shall be
be paid
paid or
or delivered
delivered to
to or
or
received
received by any agent or attorney
attorney on account
services rendered
rendered in
account of
of services
in
connection with this claim, and the same shall
any conshall be
be unlawful,
unlawful, any
contract to the contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any person violating the
the proprovisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of aamisdemeanor
upon
misdemeanor and
and upon
conviction
conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
Approved
1949.
Approved October
October 7,
7, 1949.
[
CHAPTER 838]
[CHAPTER
638]

October 7, 1949
1949
[H. R. 1864)
[H.
18641
[Private Law
Law 304]
301]
Mitsuo
Mltmo Riga.
Higa.

UoSugar Co.

Hilo Sugar Co.

AN ACT
ACT

For the relief of Mitsuo
Mitsuo Higa and Hilo Sugar Company.
Company.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
United
States of
of America
in Congress
assembled, That the Secretary
United States
America in
Congress assembled,
Secretary
of the Treasury
Treasury be, and he is
pay,
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized and
and directed
directed to
to pay,
out of any money in the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the
the
sum of $5,000 to Mitsuo Higa, of Wainaku, Hilo, Territory
sum
of Hawaii,
Hawaii,
Territory
of
and the sum
sum of
to Hilo
Sugar Company in full settlement
and the
of $247.10
$247.10 to
Hilo Sugar
settlement of
of
all claims against
against the United States for
personal injuries,
for personal
injuries, hospital
hospital
and medical expenses
expenses for Mitsuo Higa sustained
sustained as the result
result of
of an
an
explosion of a
a detonator, on December
explosion
December 21, 1944, which
left
which had
had been
been left
by forces of the United States Marine
Marine Corps: Provided,
Provided, That
no part
That no
part
of the
the amount
of
amount appropriated
appropriated in this Act in excess
excess of 10 per centum
centum
thereof shall
shall be
be paid
paid or delivered
delivered to or received by any agent or agents,
thereof
attorney
or
attorneys,
on account of services rendered in connection
attorney
connection
with said claim,
claim, any contract
contract to the contrary
contrary notwithstanding.
Any
notwithstanding. Any
person violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed
deemed guilty
guilty of
of
a misdemeanor
a
misdemeanor and upon conviction
conviction thereof shall
fined in
in any
any sum
shall be
be fined
sum
exceeding $1,000.
not exceeding
Approved
Approved October
October 7, 1949.
1949.
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[CHAPTER
639]
[CHAPTER 639]

ACT
AN ACT
Nicholas C. Kalcoutsakis.
For the relief of Nicholas

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of the
United States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Attorney
States of America in

General
and he
he is
directed to
General be,
be, and
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized and
and directed
to record
record the
the
lawful
permanent residence
of Nicholas
Nicholas C.
Kalcoutsakis
lawful admission
admission for
for permanent
residence of
C. Kalcoutsakis
as
of November
November 16,
date on
on which
which he
he was
lawfully admitted
as of
16, 1947,
1947, the
the date
was lawfully
admitted
into the United States at the port of New York, New York. From
and after
of
after the date
date of
of the approval
approval of this
this Act, and upon payment of
Kalcoutsakis shall be
visa fee and head tax, Nicholas C. Kalcoutsakis
be deemed
deemed to
to
admitted permanent
permanent resident of the United
United States.
be aalawfully admitted
S
EC. 2..
enactment of
Secretary of State
SEC.
2. Upon the enactment
of this Act, the Secretary
State shall
shall
instruct the proper quota-control
quota-control officer to deduct one number from
Greece for the first year that such quota number
number is
the quota for Greece
available.
Approved
Approved October 7, 1949.
[CHAPTER 640]

AN ACT

For the relief of the legal guardian
guardian of Marcia Moss Carroll, a
a minor, and Charles
P. Carroll.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
and House of Representatimes
Representatives of the
Secretary
United
in Congress
assembled, That the Secretary
United States
States of America in
Congress assembled,
of the Treasury
authorized and directed
directed to
pay,
Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized
to pay,
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the
Marcia Moss Carroll, a
a minor,
sum of $5,000 to the legal guardian of Marcia
and to pay the sum of $15,202.24
$15,202.24 to Charles P.
P. Carroll in full settlement of all claims against the United States for the death of Mrs.
Frances M. Carroll and for personal
personal injuries, medical and hospital
expenses, and future expenses sustained by Charles P. Carroll as a
a
result
an accident
a United
States Army
Army vehicle
vehicle near
near
of an
accident involving
involving a
United States
result of
Giessen,
Germany, on
November 10,
10, 1948:
1948: Provided,
That no
on November
Provided, That
no part
part
Giessen, Germany,
of
the amount
in this
this Act
Act in
in excess
excess of
of 10
10 per
per centum
centum
appropriated in
of the
amount appropriated
thereof
shall be
be paid
paid or
received by
any agent
or
by any
agent or
or delivered
delivered to
to or
or received
thereof shall
attorney
on account
account of
services rendered
in connection
with this
this
connection with
rendered in
of services
attorney on
claim,
unlawful, any contract
contract to
to the contrary
be unlawful,
and the same shall
shall be
claim, and
notwithstanding. Any
Any person
violating the provisions
this Act
Act
provisions of
of this
person violating
notwithstanding.
shall be
of a
amisdemeanor
thereof
conviction thereof
guilty of
misdemeanor and upon conviction
shall
be deemed
deemed guilty
shall be
be lined
sum not
not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
in any
any sum
shall
fined in
Approved October 7, 1949.
Approved
[CHAPTER
641]
[CHAPTER 641]

AN ACT
Ballard.
Carl C. Ballard.
relief of Carl
For the relief

Be
it enacted
enacted ly
Representatives of the
the
by the
the Senate
Senate and House of Representatives
Be it
United States
America in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary
United
States of America
of
authorized and directed
directed to pay, out of any money
of the Treasury is authorized
in the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to Carl C. Ballard,
Oklahoma, the sum of $15,000. The payment of such sum shall
shall
Hugo, Oklahoma,
settlement of all
against
said Carl
Carl C.
C. Ballard against
claims of the said
all claims
be in full settlement
the United
United States
on account
account of total
permanent disability
arising
disability arising
total and permanent
the
States on
from injuries
injuries to his right ankle and leg, and to his back and neck,
incurred on January 27, 1944, when
when the automobile which
which he was
incurred
ambulance on United States Highoperating was struck by an Army ambulance
operating
Leesville, Louisiana:
Provided, That no
Louisiana: Provided,
171 three miles north of Leesville,
way 171

1193
October
7, 1949
October 7,1949
[H. R. 2921]
[Private Law 306]
305]
[Private
Nicholas C. Kalcoutsakis.

Quota
Quota deduction.
deduction.

October 7,
1949
October
7,1949
[H. R.
R. 3618]
3618]
[H.
[Private Law
Law 306]
3061

Guardian of Marcla
Marcia
Moss
Moss Carroll.

Charles P.
P. Carroll.
aarroll.

October 7,1949
7, 1919
October
[H. R.
[H.
B. 3863]
3863

[Private Law
[Private
Law 307]
307]
Carl
Carl C.
C. Ballard.
Ballard.
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part of the amount appropriated
in excess
of 10
10 per
per
appropriated in
in this
this Act
Act in
excess of
centum thereof
centtun
thereof shall be paid or delivered
to or
by any
any agent
agent
delivered to
or received
received by
or attorney
attorney on account of services
services rendered
rendered in
in connection
connection with
with this
this
claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any
to the
contrary
any contract
contract to
the contrary
notwithstanding. Any person violating
of this
this Act
Act
violating the
the provisions
provisions of
shall be deemed guilty of aamisdemeanor
misdemeanor and
thereof
and upon
upon conviction
conviction thereof
shall be fined in any sum
$1,000.
sum not
not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
Approved October 7,
7, 1949.
1949.
[CHAPTER 642]
[CHAPTER
642]
October 7,
7, 1949
[H. R.
4165]
[H.
R. 4165]
(Private Law 308)
[Private
308

Katherine H. OlagKatherine
Clagett.

Senate and House of Representatives
Be it
it enacted by the Senate
Representatives of
the
of the
United
States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
United States
assembled, That the
the Secretary
Secretary
of the Treasury is authorized
authorized and directed to pay, out of
of any
any money
money in
in
the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise
to Katherine
H. Clagett,
Clagett, of
of
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
Katherine H.
Harwood,
Harwood, Maryland,
Maryland, the sum of $675. The
The payment
payment of
such sum
of such
sum shall
shall
be in full settlement of all claims of the
said Katherine
Katherine H.
H. Clagett
the said
Clagett
against the United
United States arising out of
her to
of services
services rendered
rendered by
by her
to
Bicentennial Commission, between
the George Washington
Washington Bicentennial
30,
between June
June 30,
1940, and November 15, 1940, both dates inclusive,
in connection
inclusive, in
connection with
with
the compilation of the
the definitive
definitive writings
writings of
of George
George Washington:
Washington:
Provided,
Provided, That no part of the amount
appropriated in
in this
Act in
in
amount appropriated
this Act
excess of 10 per centum
centurn thereof
thereof shall be paid or
delivered to
received
or delivered
to or
or received
rendered in connection
by any agent or attorney on account
account of services rendered
connection
with this claim, and the same shall
shall be
unlawful, any
the
be unlawful,
any contract
contract to
to the
contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating
the provisions
violating the
provisions of
of
a misdemeanor
misdemeanor and upon
this Act shall be deemed guilty of a
upon conviction
conviction
thereof shall be fined
not exceeding
$1,000.
fined in any
any sum
sum not
exceeding $1,000.
Approved
Approved October 7,
1949.
7, 1949.
[CHAPTER 643]
[CHAPTER
643]

October 7,
1949
7, 1949
(H.
[H. R.. 4186)
4186]
[Private
3091
[Private Law 3091

Jan Liga.

i

43 Stat. 155.
156.
88U. 8.. C., Supp.
8upp. II,
II,
204
(a).
204 (a).
Quota deduction.
deduction.

Mrs. Zora
Zara
Itch.
lich.

B. VuB.
Vu-

AN ACT
ACT

For the relief
relief of Jan Liga.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
and House
the
House of Representatives
Representaties of
of the
United States
States of America in
United
in Congress
Congress assembled,
the alien
assembled, That
That the
alien
Jan Liga who arrived
arrived at the port of New York, New York,
York, on
on January
January
24, 1949, with aa nonquota immigration
immigration visa issued under section 44
(a) of the Immigration
Immigration Act
1924, as
as amended,
amended, shall
shall be
be admitted
admitted
Act of
of 1924,
for permanent
permanent residence
residence in
in the
the United
United States.
States.
SEC.
S
EC. 2. Upon the enactment
enactment of this Act the Secretary
Secretary of
of State
State
shall instruct the proper
proper quota-control
to deduct
deduct one
one number
number
quota-control officer
officer to
from the quota for Czechoslovakia
Czechoslovakia for the
year that
such quota
the first year
that such
quota
number is available.
Approved
Approved October 7,
7, 1949.
1949.
[CHAPTER 644]
[CHAPTER

October
October 7,
7,1949
1949
[H.
4306]
[H. R. 4306]
Private Law 310]
(Private

ACT
AN ACT
For the relief
relief of Katherine
Katherine H.
H. Clagett.

ACT
AN ACT
For the relief of Zora B. Vulich.
Vulieh.

Be it
it enacted by the Senate and House of
the
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
United States of America in Congress
United
Congress assembled
assembled, That, for
for the
purthe purposes
of the immigration and naturalization
naturalization laws,
posesf.of
Zora B.
B. Vulich,
Yulich,
laws, Mrs.
Mrs Zora
the widow of Captain Borivoje Vulich, who was killed in
in action
action on
on
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August 22, 1944, while serving with the United
United States Army
Army Air
Air
Forces, who would be entitled to nonquota
but for
for
nonquota immigration
immigration status but
the death of her husband, shall, if otherwise
admissible to
otherwise found
found admissible
to the
the
United States,
States, be deemed
deemed to
nonquota immigrant.
to be aanonquota
immigrant.
Approved October 7, 1949.
[CHAPTER 645]

AN
ACT
AN ACT
For the relief of
Fuchs.
of Harry Fuchs.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
and House of Representatives
Representatives of the
the
UnitedStates of America
America in
in Congress
assembled, That the Comptroller
United
Congress assembled,
Comptroller
General of the United States be,
hereby, authorized
be, and he
he is hereby,
authorized and
and
directed to settle and adjust the claim of }Tarry
Harry Fuchs for refund
refund
of certain
certain amounts paid for property
property purchased
purchased from the United
United
States Marine Detachment, Tientsin, China, on
5,
on or
or about
about December
December 5,
1941, but which property was never delivered
delivered to
by the
the
to Mr.
Mr. Fuchs
Fuchs by
Government
Government and to allow in full and final settlement of the claim
claim
the amount of not to exceed
exceed $859. There
There is
appropriated
is hereby
hereby appropriated
the sum of $859, or so much thereof
thereof as may be necessary
necessary for
for the
the paypayment of the said claim.
Approved October
October 7,
7, 1949.
1949.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 646]
646]

AN ACT
For the relief of Mrs. Jack
Jack J.
J. O'Connell.

Be it
Senate and House
House of Representatives
it enacted by the Senate
Representatives of
of the
the
United States of America in
United
in Congress
Congress assembled, That in the payment
payment
of the six months' gratuity under
December 17,
17, 1919
(41
under the Act of December
1919 (41
Stat. 367),
367), Captain Jack J.
J. O'Connell,
O'Connell, late of
of the
the Air
Air Corps,
Corps, United
United
States Army, who died on December 2, 1934, shall
to
shall be considered
considered to
have been qualified
examination for and to have accepted
qualified by examination
accepted appointappointment to the grade of captain
captain on October
October 1, 1934, the date upon
upon which
which
he was promoted to the grade of captain:
captain: Provided,
Provided, That the
amount
the amount
of any gratuity already paid to the widow of Captain O'Connell
O'Connell shall
be deducted
deducted from the gratuity paid under the provisions of this Act.
Act.
Approved
Approved October
October 7,
7, 1949.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 647]

AN ACT

For the relief
relief of Mrs. Giovanna Folio Discepolo.

Be it
it enacted
Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
enacted by the Senate
Representatives of
of the
the
United States of America in
in Congress
assembled That (a) Mrs.
United
Congress assembled,
Giovanna Folio Discepolo, a
anatural-born
natural-born citizen
citizen of
of the
the United
United States,
States,
born in Bridgeport, Connecticut,
Connecticut, on January 16
16, 1909,
1909, who lost
lost citicitizenship of the United States by voting in an Italian election in 1946,
1946,
may be naturalized
naturalized by taking, prior to one year from the
enactment
the enactment
of this Act, before any diplomatic or consular officer
officer of the
the United
United
States abroad, the oaths prescribed by section 335 of the Nationality
Nationality
Act of 1940, as amended.
(b) From and after naturalization
naturalization under this Act, Mrs. Giovanna
Giovanna
Folio Discepolo shall have the same citizenship status as
that which
which
as that
existed immediately
immediately prior to
to its loss.
loss.
Approved October 7,
7, 1949.

October 7,
1949
7,1949
[H. R. 4792]
[R.
[Private
311]
[Private Law 311]
Harry
Harry Fuchs.

October
1949
October 7,
7, 1949
[H.
R. 4889]
[H. R.
4889]
[Private Law
Law 312]
312]
[Private
Jack J. O'ConMrs. Jack
O'Connell.
nell.
13. s.
S. o.
C.0 §903.
10 U.

October 7,
7, 1949
1949
[H.
[H. R. 5299]
6299]
[Private
[Private Law
Law 313]
313]
Mrs. Giovanna
Mrs.
Oiovanna
Folio Disoepolo.
Discepolo.

54 Stat. 1157.
1/57.
8
C. s
I735;
735;
8 U.
U. S.
S. 0.

H, 5
Supp. II,
§ 735.
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1949
[CHAPTER 648]
648]
[CHAPTER

October 7, 1949
1949

[H. R. 5353]
5353]
[Private Law 314]
[Private

Max
Max Schlederer.

[CHAPTER 649]
649]
[CHAPTER

James B.
B. Stirling,
estate.

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of Joe D. Dutton.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of
the
of the
United States of America
America in
in Congress
assembled, That
Secretary
Congress assembled,
That the Secretary
of the Treasury
Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized
directed to
to pay,
pay,
authorized and directed
Treasury not
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the
out of
of any
any money in
in the Treasury
the
sum of $90, to Joe D. Dutton, of Griffin, Georgia.
Such sum
is reimreimGeorgia. Such
sum is
bursement for
post office
order
for the amount
amount of
of aacertain
certain forged
forged post
office money
money order
numbered 15746, cashed by him while serving
serving as
as Army mail clerk at
at
Army post office 584, Trier, Germany, on June
June 16, 1945,
1945, for
for which
which he
he
accountable: Provided,
was held accountable:
Provided, That no
no part of the amount
amount approappropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or
or
delivered to or received
received by any agent or attorney on account of services
services
rendered in connection
connection with this claim, and
the same
same shall
unlawful,
and the
shall be
be unlawful,
any contract to the contrary
violating
contrary notwithstanding. Any person
person violating
the provisions
provisions of this Act shall be deemed
deemed guilty
of a
misdemeanor
guilty of
a misdemeanor
and upon conviction thereof
thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding
exceeding
$1,000.
Approved October 7, 1949.
Approved
[CHAPTER 655]
[CHAPTER
655]

October 10, 1949
1949
[H.
605]
[H. R. 606]
[Private
[Private Law 3161
316]

ACT
AN ACT
Schlederer.
For the
the relief
relief of Max
Max Schlederer.

of the
the
Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
United
in Congress
Congress assembled, That Max
Schlederer,
UnitedStates of America in
Max Schlederer,
of all
all liability
to refund
the United
United
Arlight, California, is relieved of
liability to
refund to
to the
States amounts paid to him
him for services as postmaster
postmaster at the
Concepcion (California)
post office,
during the
when he
he was
was
Concepcion
(California) post
office, during
the period
period when
not eligible to receive compensation
compensation from funds appropriated
appropriated for the
Post
Department because
of his
Post Office Department
because the
the combined
combined amount of
his salary
salary as
as
postmaster and
of the
the United
States Coast
Coast
postmaster
and his
his salary
salary as
as an employee
employee of
United States
Guard at the Point Concepcion
Concepcion Light Station
Station exceeded
exceeded the sum of
of
credited to
him or
$2,000 per
per annum.
annum. Any
Any amounts heretofore
heretofore credited
to him
or
refunded to the United States by him on account of
refunded
of such
such unauthorized
unauthorized
payment to
shall be
be repaid
repaid to
to him
money available
available for
for
payment
to him
him shall
him out
out of
of any
any money
the payment of postmasters'
settlement of
of
postmasters' salaries. In
In the audit
audit and settlement
the
payment
the accounts
accounts of any
any disbursing officer
officer of
of the
the United
United States
States the
the payment
shall be
be considered
have
of such
such amounts
amounts for
for services as
as postmaster
postmaster shall
considered to
to have
been authorized.
Approved October 7, 1949.
Approved

October 7, 1949
1949
October
[H. R.
5777]
[H.
R. 5777]
[Private
[Private Law
Law 315]
315]
Joe D.
Dutton.
Joe
D. Dutton.

[63 STAT.
STAT.
[63

ACT
AN ACT

For the relief of the estate of James B. Stirling, deceased.
deceased.

Senate and
and House
Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
House of Representatives
Representatives of the
United States
States of America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That jurisdiction
United
in Congress
jurisdiction
is hereby conferred
conferred upon the United States District Court for the
the
Northern District of New
New York, to hear, determine,
determine, and render judgment upon the claim of Robina Stirling, as administratrix of the
the
goods, chattels, and credits of James B. Stirling, deceased, for compensation for the death of the said James B. Stirling, which resulted
resulted
from being struck by a
a Department
Department of Justice automobile on New
York State Route 5, Albany-Schenectady
Albany-Schenectady Road, Albany County, New
York, on September
September 8,1944.
8, 1944.
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1949

SEC. 2. Suit upon such claim shall be instituted within six months
SEC.
after
notwithstanding the lapse of
or
after enactment
enactment of
of this
this Act, notwithstanding
of time or
any statute
statute of limitations. Proceedings
Proceedings for
the determination
of
for the
determination of
such claim, and appeals
appeals from and payment of any judgment thereon,
shall be in the same manner as in the case of claims over which such
jurisdiction under
under the provision of section 1346 of title 28
court has jurisdiction
of the United States Code.
Approved
October 10, 1949.
Approved October
[CHAPTER 656]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of Curtis R. Enos.

enacted by
Representatives of the
Be it enacted
by the
the Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
United
States of America in
Congress assembled,
United States
in Congress
assembled, That jurisdiction
jurisdiction is
is
conferred upon the United States District
Eastern
hereby conferred
District Court
Court for
for the Eastern
determine, and render judgment
District of Texas to hear
hear,, determine,
judgment upon, notnotwithstanding the lapse Of
provision of law to the conwithstanding
of time or any provision
trary, the claim of Curtis R. Enos against the United
United States,
States, for
for title
and possession
possession of that certain tract or parcel of land in Houston
County, Texas, described as "Tract Klq" in deed from Houston
United States of America, dated
County Timber Company to the United
July 1,
1, 1935, and recorded in volume 172, pages 11and the following,
of the Deed Records
Records of Houston County, Texas, said tract being out
out
a part of the R. S. Patton Survey, Abstract
805, in
of and a
Abstract Numbered 805,
Houston County, Texas, and being more particularly described as
follows:
identical with
Beginning at corner 11within the R. S. Patton Survey identical
northwest corner
thirteen-acre tract
the northwest
corner of
of the Alcy
Alcy Moore
Moore thirteen-acre
tract and the
the
east corner
corner of the Dave Franklin
Franklin et al.
al. tract
tract a
a one-and-three-quarter
one-and-three-quarter
corner from which a
a ten-inch hickory marked X
inch iron axle for corner
bears
degrees east thirty-one one-hundredths
one-hundredths chain di7
disbears north forty degrees
J. Sanchez
tant, from this corner the fourth corner of the Maria J.
Survey,
degrees thirty
forty-three degrees
dated August
August 15,
15, 1835, bears north forty-three
Survey, dated
minutes
forty-nine chains distance;
seven
thence south seven
distance; thence
exactly forty-nine
minutes west
west exactly
degrees
Moore, eighteen and
east with the
the lands of Alcy Moore,
degrees thirty
thirty minutes
minutes east
forty one-hundredths
one-hundredths chains to corner 2, the southwest corner of the
Alcy
thirteen-acre tract and aa northwest corner of the S. M.
Alcy Moore thirteen-acre
Holcomb
trees;
bearing trees;
witnessed by old bearing
in an
an old
old road, witnessed
a stake
stake in
Holcomb land, a
pine snag
bears south
forty-six degrees east
X bears
south forty-six
snag marked
marked X
aa double
double pine
twenty-four
sixteen-inch pine
chain distant and aa sixteen-inch
one-hundredths cTiain
twenty-four one-hundredths
marked
seventy-three degrees
degrees west twenty-eight
twenty-eight oneX bears south seventy-three
marked X
hundreds chain
south ten
ten degrees
degrees thirty minutes
thence south
distant; thence
chain distant;
hundredths
east with
with the
the lands
S. M.
M. Holcomb
twenty-five and fifty
fifty one-hunof S.
Holcomb twenty-five
lands of
east
dredths
a water elm or
a marked tree known as a
dredths chains to corner 33 a
ironwood for
marked bearing
bearing trees on the left
ironwood
for corner,
corner, witnessed by marked
bank of
westerly up
the meanders
meanders
up and
and with
with the
Hickory Creek;
Creek; thence
thence westerly
bank
of Hickory
of Hickory
common to
to the lands
Holcomb, exactly
exactly
lands of S. M.
M. Holcomb,
Creek common
of
Hickory Creek
seventy-two chains
chains to corner 4
4a
a stake on the left bank of Hickory
Hickory
seventy-two
Creek,
by marked
trees; thence
one degree
degree
north one
thence north
marked bearing
bearing trees;
witnessed by
Creek, witnessed
Ned Franklin
Franklin and in part with
the lands of Ned
minutes west with the
thirty minutes
Franklin et al. common to the R. S. Patton Survey
the lands
lands of Dave Franklin
and the
March 14,
14, 1835, twentySurvey dated
dated March
B. Conner
Conner Survey
the Francis
Francis B.
and
seven
corner 5, a
astake witnessed
one-hundredths chains to corner
seven and ninety one-hundredths
thence north fifty-nine
fifty-nine degrees east with
bearing trees
trees;•thence
by two pine
pine bearing
the lands
Franklin et
Survey
R. S.
S. Patton
Patton Survey
within the
the R.
et al.
al. within
of Dave
Dave Franklin
the
lands of

1197
Time
limitation.
Time limitation.

82
62 Stat. 933.
933.
28 U.
U. S.
Stipp.
8. 0., Supp.
U, 1348.
1346.
Ante,
101.
Ante, pp.
pp. 82,
62, 101.

October 10, 1949
1949
[H. R. 734]
[Private
[Private Law
Law 317]

Curtis R.
B. Enos.

1198
1198

Time limitation.

Timelimitation.
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CHS.656-658-OCT.
656-658—OCT.10, 1949
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LAWS-CHS.

STAT.
[63 STAT.

twenty-eight and
and seventy
seventy one-hundredths
one-hundredths chains
place of
of begintwenty-eight
chains to
to the
the place
begineighty-nine acres
or less;
ning, containing
containing eighty-nine
acres of
of land, more
more or
less; and
and the
the
Eastern District
District of
Texas, Tyler
Tyler
United States District Court for the Eastern
of Texas,
hereby given
given jurisdiction
jurisdiction to
hear and
and determine
determine such
Division, is
is hereby
to hear
such
be filed,
filed, service
service of
citation or
or any
cause; and,
and, in
in case such
such suit
suit be
of citation
any other
other
necessary
district
necessary processes
processes shall be had
had upon the United States
States district
answer and defend
said
attorney for said district, who
who shall file an
an answer
defend said
suit; such service shall have
have the
the same
same force and effect
effect as made
made and
and
provided
and rules
rules governing
governing the
the trial
trial
provided in
in civil
civil actions, and the
the laws and
of civil actions
shall apply
actions in the
the United
United States District
District Courts
Courts shall
apply to
to
the trial of all matters involved in
in said suit, and either of
of the parties
parties
shall have the right of appeal;
appeal; and should the
the said Curtis
Curtis R. Enos die
prior to the filing of
after said
said suit
suit is
is filed
filed but
prior to
of such
such suit or after
but prior
to
final judgment therein
therein his
cause of
of action
action and
prosehis said
said cause
and the
the right
right to
to prosecute the same shall survive and pass to his heirs: Provided,
Provided, That any
suit brought under the authority
instituted
authority granted herein shall be instituted
within six months from the date of enactment
enactment of
of this Act.
Approved October 10, 1949.
Approved
[CHAPTER 657]
657]
[CHAPTER

October 10, 1949
[H. R.
3499]
[H.
R. 3499]
[Private Law 318]
[Private

AN ACT
ACT
To confer
confer jurisdiction
upon the
Court for
the Central
To
jurisdiction upon
the United
United States
States District
District Court
for the
Central
Division of the Southern District of California to hear,
hear, determine,
render
determine, and
and render
judgment upon the claim of Mabel
Mabel Colliver.

it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of the
Be it
the
United States
States of America in Congress
United
Congress assembled,
assembled, That jurisdiction
conferred upon the United States District Court for
is hereby conferred
for the
the
Central Division of the Southern
Southern District of California
California to
to hear, determine, and render judgment upon the claim of Mabel Colliver, of
of Long
Beach, California, for damages allegedly
allegedly sustained as
an
as the result of an
accident
accident involving an ambulance
ambulance owned by the United States Veterans'
Veterans'
Administration
Administration at or near the intersection
Twenty-fourth
intersection of West Twenty-fourth
Street and Blaisdell Avenue
Avenue South, Minneapolis,
Minneapolis, Minnesota,
Minnesota, on March
March
25, 1944.
25,
1944.
Time limitation.
Time
limitation
SEC.
Sze. 2. Suit upon such claim may be instituted at
any time
time within
at any
within
one year after the enactment
enactment of this Act, notwithstanding
notwithstanding the
the lapse
lapse
of time or any statute
Proceedings for
statute of
of limitations.
limitations. Proceedings
for the
the determinadeterminatherefrom, and payment of any judgment
tion of such claim, appeals
appeals therefrom,
judgment
thereon
in
the
manner
in cases
which such
such court
court
thereon,?shall
shall
be
in
the
same
manner as
as in
cases over
over which
62 Stat. 933.
jurisdiction under
under the
the provisions
section 1346
of Title
28 of
of
1346 of
Title 28
has jurisdiction
provisions of
of section
Us.
supp. has
8 U.
28
S.a.,
C., Supp.
II, 1346.
the
States Code.
Code.
United States
the United
134.W
1,Ante,
pp. 62, 101.
Approved October 10, 1949.
1949.
Mabel Colliver.
Colliver.
Mabel

[CHAPTER 658]
October 10, 1949
1949
October
[H. R. 4777]
Private
Private Law 319]
I. D. Lecky.
Lecky.
J.

AN ACT
For the relief of J. D. Lecky.
Lecky.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
Senate and
of the
the
United States of America in
Congress assembled, That the Secretary
United
in Congress
Secretary
of the Treasury
Treasury is hereby authorized
and directed
to pay,
of any
any
authorized and
directed to
pay, out
out of
money in the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to J.
J. D. Lecky,
Richmond,
$1,000. The payment of such sum
Richmond, Virginia, the sum of $1,000.
shall be in full settlement
settlement of all claims of the said J. D. Lecky
Lecky against
against
the United States for the assistance
assistance which he rendered
rendered in connection
connection
with the recovery
recovery by the United States of $6,810
$6,810 on account of certain
fire insurance premiums:
premiums: Provided,
Provided, That no part of the amount approappropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof
thereof shall be paid or
or
received by any agent or attorney on account of services
delivered to or received
services
rendered
rendered in connection
connection with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful,

63 STAT.]
STAT.]
63

1199
1199

81ST CONG.,
SESS.—CHS.658,
10, 1949
81ST
CONG., 1.sT
1ST SESS.-CHS.
658, 664-666--OCT.
664-666-OCT. 10,
1949

any
contract to
any contract
to the
the contrary
contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any
Any person
person violating
violating
the provisions
provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of aamisdemeanor
misdemeanor and
upon conviction
conviction thereof
thereof shall be fined in any
any sum
sum not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
Approved
October 10,
10, 1949.
1949.
Approved October
[CHAPTER 664]

AN ACT
For the relief of Mrs. Ethel Barrington
Barrington MacDonald.

Be
it enacted
enacted by
and House
House of
of Representatives
of the
the
Be it
by the
the Senate
Senate and
Representatives of
United States
in Congress
That Mrs.
Mrs. Ethel
United
States of
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
Ethel
Barrington
Barrington MacDonald,
who was
was naturalized
naturalized as
citizen of
the United
United
MacDonald, who
as a
a citizen
of the
States
through the
the naturalization
naturalization as
citizen of
her father
States through
as an
an American
American citizen
of her
father
at Grand
Forks, North
Dakota, on
on November
November 4,
4, 1890,
1890, and
who lost
lost
at
Grand Forks,
North Dakota,
and who
citizenship of
the United
States by
Colombia,
citizenship
of the
United States
by residing
residing at
at Bogota,
Bogota, Colombia,
since 1929,
naturalized by
by taking,
one year
from the
the
since
1929, may
may be
be naturalized
taking, prior
prior to
to one
year from
enactment
of this
this Act,
Act, before
before any
enactment of
any naturalization
specified in
in
naturalization court
court specified
subsection (a)
(a) of
of section
section 301
301 of
of the
the Nationality
of 1940,
amended,
Act of
1940, as
as amended,
Nationality Act
subsection
or before
before any
any diplomatic
diplomatic or
or consular
consular officer
of the
United States
States
officer of
the United
or
abroad, the
the oaths
oaths prescribed
335 of
of the
the said
said Act.
Act.
prescribed by
by section
section 335
abroad,
SEC. 2.
2. From
From and
under this
this Act,
Act, Mrs.
Mrs. Ethel
Ethel
and after
after naturalization
naturalization under
Barrington
MacDonald shall
shall have
the same
citizenship status
status as
as that
that
Barrington MacDonald
have the
same citizenship
which
to its
its loss.
loss.
which existed
existed immediately
immediately prior
prior to
Approved October
October 10,
10, 1949.
1949.
Approved
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 665]

AN ACT
For the relief of Ethel Roth.

the
Representatives of the
of Representatives
Senate and
and House of
Be it
the Senate
by the
Be
it enacted
enacted by
United
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
in the
the adminadminThat in
America in
States of
of America
United States
national
a Hungarian
Hungarian national
istration of
of the
laws Ethel
Ethel Roth, a
the immigration
immigration laws
istration
residing
in Canada,
application at
of entry
into
a port
port of
entry into
at a
shall, upon
upon application
Canada, shall,
residing in
permanent residence
for permanent
the United
the
United States,
States, be admitted
admitted for
residence as aareturning
she meets all
all the
visa, provided
provided she
immigrant
without an
an immigration
immigration visa,
immigrant without
other
requirements of
of the
the immigration
immigration laws.
laws.
other requirements
Approved October
October 10,
10, 1949.
1949.
Approved

October
October 10, 1949
[H. R. 1033]
[Private Law 320]

Mrs. Ethel Barrington MacDonald.

54 Stat. 1140.
88U. S. O.
0. §701 (a).
54 Stat. 1157.
88 U. S.. 0.
0. § 735;
Supp.
736.
SuPP. II, §735.

October 10,
1949
October
10, 1949
[H. R. 14471
1447]
[Private
Law
3211
[Private Law 321

Ethel Roth.

[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 666]

AN ACT
Incorporated.
For the relief of Cohen, Goldman and Company, Incorporated.

October 10
10, 1949
October
111.
{H. R. 1794]
[Private
322]
IPrivate Law 3221

the
of Representatives
Representatives of the
the Senate
Senate and House of
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
Be
Cohen, Goldman
Oohen,
United
States of
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary and
United States
Co., Inc.
Co.,
of
Treasury be,
be, and
and he
to pay
pay
and directed
directed to
authorized and
he is
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
of the
the Treasury
and Company,
Company, Incorporated,
to
Cohen, Goldman
Goldman and
Incorporated, out of any money in
to Cohen,
the
Treasury not
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the
the sum
sum of
of $19,030.20,
$19,030.20, in
in
the Treasury
full
settlement of
all claims
claims against
the Government
of
growing out of
Government growing
against the
of all
full settlement
contracts
numbered 1325,
2299, 3220,
4519N, and
and contracts
contracts
3220, and
and 4519N,
1645, 2299,
1325, 1645,
contracts numbered
manufacture during 1917 and 1918 of
supplementary
thereto, for
the manufacture
for the
supplementary thereto,
overcoats
and uniforms
uniforms for
United States
States Army:
Army: Provided,
Provided, That
That
for the
the United
overcoats and
no
in excess
excess of
10 per
per
of 10
Act in
in this
this Act
appropriated in
of the
the amount
amount appropriated
no part
part of
any agent
by any
centum
thereof shall
paid or
to or
agent
or received
received by
delivered to
or delivered
shall be
be paid
centum thereof
or
on account
account of
of services
connection with
this
with this
in connection
rendered in
services rendered
attorney on
or attorney
claim, and
the same
shall be
to the
contrary
the contrary
any contract
contract to
unlawful, any
be unlawful,
same shall
and the
claim,
notwithstanding.
Any person
person violating
the provisions
provisions of
of this
this Act
Act
violating the
notwithstanding. Any
thereof
shall be
and upon
upon conviction
conviction thereof
misdemeanor and
of a
a misdemeanor
deemed guilty
guilty of
shall
be deemed
shall
any sum
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
not exceeding
sum not
fined in
in any
shall be
be fined
Approved October
1949.
10, 1949.
October 10,
Approved

1200
1200

PRIVATE LAWS—
PRIVATE
CHS.667-669—OCT.
10, 1949
1949
LAWS-CHS.
667-669-OCT. 10,
[CHAPTER 667]
[CHAPTER
667]

October 10,
October
10, 1949
1949
[H. R.
2457]
[H.
R. 2457]
[Private Law 323]
[Private

Miss Helen Morren.

[63 S
TAT.
STAT.

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of Helen Morren.

Senate and
Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
of the
the
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
United States of America in
United
Congress assembled,
Secretary
in Congress
assembled, That
That the Secretary
of the Treasury
Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized and directed to
to pay,
pay,
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise
appropriated, the
the
otherwise appropriated,
sum of $5,711.35 to Miss Helen Morren, of
in
of Richton, Mississippi,
Mississippi, in
settlement of all claims against the United States
full settlement
personal
States for
for personal
injuries, medical and hospital expenses,
property damage
damage susexpenses, and
and property
sustained
tained as the result of an accident involving aa United
United States
States Army
Army
vehicle on the old United States Highway
Numbered 24,
Highway Numbered
24, near
near Camp
Camp
Shelby, Mississippi, on November 4, 1944: Provided,
of
Provided,That no part of
the amount appropriated
appropriated in this Act
10 per
thereof
Act in excess
excess of
of 10
per centum
centum thereof
shall be paid or delivered to or received
received by any agent or attorney
on
attorney on
account of services rendered in
and the
in connection
connection with
with this
this claim,
claim, and
the
same shall be unlawful, any
contract to the
contrary notwithstanding.
any contract
the contrary
notwithstanding.
Any person violating
violating the provisions
provisions of
shall be
be deemed
of this
this Act
Act shall
deemed guilty
guilty
of a
a misdemeanor
misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof
shall be
be fined
fined in
thereof shall
in any
any
sum not exceeding
$1,000.
exceeding $1,000.
Approved
Approved October
October 10, 1949.
1949.
[CHAPTER 668]
668]
[CHAPTER

October 10,
10, 1949
1949
[H. R. 3081]
[Private Law 324]

Maurice
Maurice G. Evans,
estate.

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of the estate of Maurice
Maurice G.
G. Evans.
Evans.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
of the
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
the
United States
States of America in..
in Congress
United
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary
Secretary
of the Treasury
Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized and directed
directed to
to pay,
pay,
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
to the
the
estate of Maurice G. Evans, deceased,
Bakersfield, California,
California, the
the
deceased, of Bakersfield,
sum of $6,500, in full settlement of all claims against the
the United
United States
States
for the personal
personal injury and death of the said
G. Evans
as a
a
said Maurice
Maurice G.
Evans as
result of an accident
accident involving an Army vehicle which
occurred at
which occurred
at the
the
intersection of Kern Island Road and Taft
Kern County,
Taft Highway,
Highway, Kern
County,
California, on October 24, 1944: Provided,
Provided, That no
part of
amount
no part
of the
the amount
appropriated in
in this
this Act
shall be
be paid
paid or
or delivered
delivered to
to or
or received
received by
by
appropriated
Act shall
any subrogee:
subrogee: And provided
provided further,
the amount
amount
further, That no part
part of the
appropriated
appropriated in this Act in excess of
of 10
be
10 per
per centum
centum thereof
thereof shall
shall be
paid or delivered to or received
received by any agent or agents, attorney
attorney or
or
attorneys, on account of services
services rendered
rendered in connection
connection with this claim,
claim,
and the same shall be unlawful, any contract
contract to the contrary
contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions
of this
this Act
provisions of
Act shall
shall
a misdemeanor
be deemed
deemed guilty of a
misdemeanor and upon conviction
thereof shall
shall
conviction thereof
be fined in any sum
$1,000.
sum not
not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
Approved October
October 10, 1949.

[CHAPTER 6691
[CHAPTER
669]
October 10, 1949
October
[H. R. 3598]
[H.

[Private
[Private Law 325)
325]
Mrs. Katherine
Mrs.
Gehringer.
Oehrner.

AN ACT
For the relief of Mrs. Katherine
Katherine Gehringer.
Gehringer.

Be it
the
Be
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of the
UnitedStates of America in
in Congress
Congressassembled,
Secretary of
United
assembled, That the Secretary
Treasury is authorized and directed to
the Treasury
to pay,
pay, out
in the
out of
of any
any money
money in
the
reasury not otherwise appropriated,
Treasury
appropriated, to Mrs.
Mrs. Katherine
Katherine Gehringer,
Gehringer,
Egg Harbor City, New Jersey,
Egg
Jersey, the sum of $1,021.45.
payment of
$1,021.45. The
The payment
of
such sum shall be in full settlement
settlement of all claims of the said
Kathsaid Mrs.
Mrs. Katherine Gehringer against
erine
against the United States on account
account of personal
personal

63 STAT.]
STAT.]

81ST
SESS.-CHS. 669,
669, 670,
670, 675-OCT.
81sT CONG.,
CONG., 1ST
1sT SESS.—CHB.
675—OCT. 10,
10, 11,
11, 1949
1949
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injuries and property
property damage sustained on August 12, 1940, when
when an
automobile owned by her husband, John Gehringer, Senior, now
deceased, and which she was then driving, was struck by.a
a Work
Work
Projects
Administration truck at the intersection
Projects Administration
intersection of
of Claudius
Claudius Street
Street
and San Francisco
Francisco Avenue, Egg Harbor City, New
Jersey: Provided,
Provided,
New Jersey:
That no part of the amount
amount appropriated
appropriated in this Act in excess of 10
10
per centum thereof
delivered to or received
thereof shall be paid or delivered
received by any
agent or attorney on account of services
services rendered
rendered in connection
connection with
with
this claim, and the same shall be unlawful,
unlawful, any contract
contract to the
the contrary
notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of this
notwithstanding.
Act
this Act
shall be deemed
deemed guilty of a
amisdemeanor
thereof
misdemeanor and upon conviction
conviction thereof
shall be fined in
in any
any sum
sum not
not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
Approved
Approved October 10, 1949.
[CHAPTER 670]
[CHAPTER
670]

AN ACT

For the
the relief of
of the
the Belle
Incorporated.
Belle Isle
Isle Cab
Cab Company,
Company, Incorporated.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
the
Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
United States of America
America in
Congress assembled,
United
in Congress
assembled, That the Secretary
Secretary
of the Treasury
Treasury is authorized
authorized and
directed to
pay, out
and directed
to pay,
out of
of any
any money
money
in the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated, to the
the Belle
Belle Isle
Isle Cab
Cab
Company, Incorporated,
Incorporated, of
of Baltimore,
sum of
Baltimore, Maryland,
Maryland, the
the sum
of $1,773.37.
$1,773.37.
The payment
payment of such sum shall be
be in full
full settlement
settlement of
of all claims of
of
such company against the United States arising from a
a collision, on
on
September 12, 1944, in Baltimore,
Maryland, involving a
a taxicab,
taxicab,
Baltimore, Maryland,
owned
owned by such company
company and operated
operated by its agent, and a
a United
United
States Maritime
Maritime Commission truck, and also in full settlement of all
judgments held by the Belle Isle Cab Company, Incorporated,
Incorporated, against
Doctor Pleasant, the truck driver employed
employed by
Shipping AdminAdminby War
War Shipping
the colistration. A passenger
passenger in such
such taxicab,
taxicab, who
who was injured in
in the
collision, brought suit in the Superior Court of Baltimore City against
such company and the driver of the Government
Government truck. Judgment
Judgment
was rendered
defendants in the amount of $3,500, plus
rendered against both defendants
court costs of $46.75. Due to the inability of the
the driver
driver of the
the truck
to pay his part of the judgment, such company was compelled
compelled to
to pay
the entire sum of $3,546.75. Later such company reduced
reduced to judgment
judgment
against such driver one-half
one-half of such amount, or $1,773.37,
$1,773.37, which
which
judgment is unsatisfied:
judgment
Provided, That no part
part of
approunsatisfied: Provided,
of the
the amount
amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof
thereof shall be paid
or delivered
delivered to or received
received by any agent or attorney on account
account of
services rendered
and the
the same
rendered in
in connection
connection with
with this claim,
claim, and
same shall
shall
be unlawful, any contract to the contrary
contrary notwithstanding. Any
Any
person violating
violating the provisions of this Act
of
Act shall be deemed
deemed guilty
guilty of
a misdemeanor
misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined
a
fined in
in any
any sum
exceeding $1,000.
not exceeding
$1,000.
Approved October 10, 1949.
[CHAPTER 6751
675]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
ACT

Conferring jurisdiction
jurisdiction upon the United
Court for
United States District
District Court
for the Eastern
Eastern
District of Michigan
Michigan to hear, determine, and render judgment
judgment upon
upon the
claim
the claim
of Edward Gray, Senior;
Senior. Edward
Junior; Bertha Mae Gray;
Edward Gray,
Gray, Junior;
Gray; Bertha PatPatmon; and Lindsay
Lindsay Gardner, all of the city of Hamtramck,
Wayne County,
Hamtramck, Wayne
Michigan
Michigan

and Howse
House of Representatives
the
•Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
Representatives of the
United States
States of America in
in Congress
United
Congress assembled, That jurisdiction is
hereby conferred upon the United States District
Court for
for the
the Eastern
Eastern
District Court
8198V-60—TT.
81939-50--PT.

it
I-76

76

October
10, 1949
October 10,1949
[H. R.
B.. 5582]
[H.
5682]
Law 3261
[Private Law
326]
Belle Isle
Cab Co.,
Co.,
Belle
Isle Cab
Inc.

October 11,
11, 1949
[H.
R.. 752]
[H. R.
752]
[Private
327]
[Private Law
Law 327]

Edward Gray,
Sr.,
Gray, Sr,
and others.
others
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PRIVATE
PRIVATE LAWS-CHS.
LAWS— OHS.675-677-OCT.
675-677—OCT.11,
11, 1949
1949

Time limitation.
limitation.

36 Stat. 1093; 62
1093;
Stat. 933.
28
28 U. S. C.,
., Supp.
upp. H,
II
§1346.
Ante, pp. 62,101.
62, 101.

tat39.
U.s.
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[63 S
TAT.
[63
STAT.

District of Michigan to hear, determine,
judgment, as
as if
determine, and
and render
render judgment,
if
the United States were suable in court, upon the claim
of Edward
claim of
Edward Gray,
Gray,
Edward Gray, Junior;
Senior; Edward
Gray; Bertha
Bertha Patmon;
Patmon;
Junior; Bertha Mae Gray;
and Lindsay Gardner, all of the city of
Wayne County,
of Hamtramck,
Hamtramck, Wayne
County,
Michigan,
Michigan, against the United States for loss
loss and damage
damage sustained
sustained
when the automobile
automobile of Edward Gray, Senior, was struck by
truck
by aatruck
owned by the United States at Camp Custer
Military Reservation,
at
Custer Military
Reservation, at
the corner of Gallagher
Gallagher and Jacob Avenues
Avenues in the city
city of Hamtramck,
Hamtramck,
on the 28th day of June, 1942.
SEC. 2.
2. Suit
Suit upon such claim may be instituted at
Site.
at any
any time
time within
within
enactment of this Act, notwithstanding
one year after the enactment
notwithstanding the lapse of
time or any statute of limitations. Proceedings
Proceedings for the
the determination
determination
of such claim, appeals
appeals therefrom,
payment of
of any
therefrom, and payment
any judgment
judgment
thereon,
thereon, shall be in the same manner
manner as in the cases over which such
such
court has jurisdiction
jurisdiction under the provisions
provisions of
of paragraph
paragraph twentieth
twentieth of
of
section 24 of the Judicial
Judicial Code,
as amended:
amended: Provided,
the paspasCode, as
Provided, That
That the
sage of this Act shall not be construed
construed as
as an
an inference
inference of
of liability
liability on
on
Government of the United States.
the part of the Government
States.
Approved
Approved October 11, 1949.

[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 6761
676]
October 11,
1949
11, 1949
[H. It.
[H.
R. 4564]
[Private Law
Law 328]
[Private
328]

Eunice Hayes
Hayes and
and
Eunice
others.

Time limitation.
limitation.

62 Stat. 933.
28 U. 8.
El. C., Supp.
Supp.
II,
1346.
II, §§1346.
Ante,
62, 101.
Ante, pp. 62,
101.

AN ACT
ACT
To confer jurisdiction
jurisdiction upon the United States District
District Court
for the
Court for
the Central
Central
Division
Division of the Southern District of California to hear,
and render
hear, determine,
determine, and
render
judgment
upon the claim of Eunice Hayes,
judgment upon
Hayes, Kathryn
Kathryn Hayes, and Florence
Florence
Hayes
Hayes Gaines.
Gaines.

Be it
enacted by the Senate and
and House of Representatives
it enacted
Representatives of
the
of the
United
United States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That jurisdiction
jurisdiction
is hereby conferred
conferred upon the United States District Court
for the
Court for
the
Central Division of the Southern District of
to hear,
deterof California
California to
hear, determine, and render judgment upon the claim of
of Eunice
Eunice Hayes,
Hayes, Kathryn
Kathryn
Hayes, and Florence Hayes
Hayes Gaines, of Los Angeles,
for
Angeles, California,
California, for
alleged damages
damages sustained to their property at the
corner
the southeast
southeast corner
of Exposition
Exposition Boulevard
Boulevard and Overland Boulevard,
Boulevard, county
county of
of Los
Los
Angeles, California,
California, as the result of the activities
Angeles,
activities of the United
United States
States
Army, in acquiring
acquiring the property for military
uses in
in June
June of
of 1942.
military uses
1942.
SEC.
instituted at any
SEC. 2. Suit
Sint upon such claim may be instituted
within
any time within
one year after the enactment
notwithstanding the
enactment of
of this
this Act,
Act, notwithstanding
the lapse
lapse
of time or any statute of limitations. Proceedings
the determinadeterminaProceedings for
for the
tion of such claim, appeals therefrom, and payment of any judgment
judgment
thereon, shall be in the same manner
manner as
in the
cases over
such
as in
the cases
over which
which such
court has jurisdiction under the provisions of
1346 of
of section 1346
of title
title 28
28
of the United States Code.
Code.
Approved October 11,
Approved
1949.
11, 1949.
[CHAPTER
677]
[CHAPTER 677]

October
1949
October 11,
11, 1949
[H.
[H. It.
R. 5375]
5375]
[Private Law
[Private
Law 329]
329]

Mrs.
Mrs.Hilda
Hilda De
Silva.
39 Stat. 875.
875.
8
U. S.
8. C.
C. 136.
136.
8 U.

ACT
AN ACT

For the relief of Mrs. Hilda De
Silva.
De Silva.

Be
by the
the Senate
Senate and
House of Representatives
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
and House
Representatives of the
United States of America
America in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That notwithstandnotwithstanding the
the provisions
provisions relating to illiteracy in section 33of the Immigration
ing
Immigration
Act of 1917, as amended, Mrs. Hilda De Silva, of Bermuda, four of
of
whose children are residents and citizens of the United
United States,
States, may
may
be admitted
admitted to the United States for permanent residence,
be
residence, if she is
otherwise admissible under the immigration
immigration laws.
Approved October 11, 1949.

63 S
TAT.]
STAT.]

SiST CONG., 1ST
1sT SESS.-CHS.
SESS.—CHS.679, 682, 683—OCT.
81ST
683-OCT. 12, 1949

[
CHAPTER 679]
679]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
For the relief of Doctor Leon
Konchegul.
Leon L. Konchegul.

the
enacted by the Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of the
Be it
it enacted
United
in Congress
United States
States of America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That in the administration of the immigration laws Doctor Leon L.
Konchegul, of WashL. Konchegul,
ington, District of Columbia, who was admitted into the United States
on
student's visa, shall be held and considered
lawfully
considered to have been lawfully
on aastudent's
admitted to the United States for permanent
permanent residence
residence as of the date
of his actual entry into the United
United States, upon the payment by him of
of
the visa fee of $10 and the head tax of $8.
$8.
S
EC. 2. The Secretary
Secretary of State is authorized and directed to instruct
SEC.
the
proper quota-control
officer to
the nonto deduct
deduct one number from
from the
quota-control officer
the proper
preference category
category of the first available
available immigration
immigration quota for
preference
nationals of Turkey.
nationals
Approved
October 12,
12, 1949.
1949.
Approved October
[CHAPTER 682]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of Joseph R. Gregory.

Representatives of the
House of Representatives
it enacted
and House
Be it
enacted by the Senate and
Congress assembled,
in Congress
assembled, That the Secretary
United States of America in
of
Treasury is authorized
authorized and
pay, out of any money
to pay,
and directed to
of the
the Treasury
R. Gregory,
Grego
appropriated, to Joseph R.
otherwise appropriated,
the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise
in the
of
Alabama, the sum of $1,811.79.
represents addi$1,811.79. Such sum represents
of Mobile,
Mobile, Alabama,
tional
R. Gregory in the perexpenses incurred by the said Joseph R.
tional expenses
formance of a
a contract entered into by him with the United States
formance
transport the
the mails on route numbered 449001 at the city of New
to transport
1938, to June 30, 1942,
Louisiana, for the period July 1, 1938,
Orleans, Louisiana,
regulation panel or screen-body
motor
screen-body motor
transportation regulation
using for such transportation
vehicles. Such
Such additional
necessarily incurred
incurred by the
were necessarily
additional expenses were
vehicles.
said
increased volume of
R. Gregory
Gregory in order to handle the increased
Joseph R.
said Joseph
mail
occasioned by
Such
wartime conditions prevailing in 1942. Such
by wartime
mail occasioned
circumstances
unforeseeable at the time conin 1942 were unforeseeable
prevailing in
circumstances prevailing
tract was
was entered
entered into:
amount appropart of
of the amount
That no part
into: Provided,
Provided,That
tract
priated
excess of 10 per centum thereof
paid
thereof shall be paid
in excess
Act in
in this Act
priated in
or
to or
by any
any agent
attorney on
of
on account
account of
agent or attorney
received by
or received
delivered to
or delivered
services
rendered in
in connection
connection with this claim, and the same shall be
services rendered
unlawful, any
contract to
to the
Any person
person
notwithstanding. Any
the contrary
contrary notwithstanding.
any contract
unlawful,
violating the
the provisions
of this
this Act
of aamisdeemed guilty of
Act shall
shall be deemed
provisions of
violating
demeanor
conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not
and upon conviction
demeanor and
exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
Approved October 12, 1949.
Approved
[
CHAPTER 683]
[CHAPTER
683]

AN ACT
For
the relief of
Claudia Weitlanner.
Weitlaimer.
of Mrs. Claudia
For the

Representatives of the
Senate and House of Representatives
Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
assembled, That the Attorney
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
States of America
United States
General be, and he is hereby,
hereby, authorized and directed to record the
General
lawful admission
admission for
for permanent
permanent residence
Mrs. Claudia
Claudia Weitlanner
Weitlanner
of Mrs.
residence of
lawful
as
of March
which she was originally admitted
date on which
the date
1949, the
March 24, 1949,
as of
as a
a student.

1203
October 12,
1949
12,1949
[H. R. 2928]
[Private
[Private Law
Law 330]

Dr. Leon L. Konchegul.
chegul.

Quota deduction.
Quota

October 12,1949
12, 1919
[H. R.
R.14381
1458]
[Private
Law 331]
[Private Law
331]
losepb
It. Gregory.
Joseph R.

October 12,
12, 1949
1949
[H.
5539]
[H. R. 5639]
[Private Law 332]

Mrs. Claudia Weitlanner.

1204
Quota deduction.
Quota
deduction.

PRIVATE LAWS-CHS.
PRIVATE
LAWS— OHS .683, 684, 689, 692—OCT.
1949
692-OCT. 12, 13,
13, 14,
14, 1949

SEC.
enactment of this
S
EG. 2. Upon the enactment
this Act the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of State
State
shall instruct the proper quota-control officer
number
officer to
to deduct
deduct one
one number
from the quota for Austria for the first year that said
available.
said quota
quota is
is available.
Approved October
October 12,
12, 1949.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 684]
684]

October
October 12,
12, 1949
1949
[H. R.
1851]
[H.
R. 5851]
[Private Law
[Private
Law 333]
Mrs. Toshiko KeySer.
ser.
43 Stat.
162.
Stat. 162.
U. EL 0.
O.§213(c).
§213 (c).
88U.S.

[63
TAT.
[63 S
STAT.

AN ACT
For the relief of
Toshiko Keyser.
Keyser.
of Mrs. Toshiko

Be it
House of Representatives
it enacted by the Senate and
and House
the
Representatives of
of the
United States of America in Congress
United
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That notwithstandnotwithstanding the provisions
provisions of section 13 (c) of the Immigration
of 1924,
1924,
Immigration Act
Act of
as amended, Mrs. Toshiko Keyser, aa Canadian citizen of
of Japanese
Japanese
descent, who is the spouse of Donald E. Keyser, aaUnited
descent,
States citiUnited States
citizen and an honorably discharged veteran of
War II,
of World
World War
II, shall
shall be
be
admitted to the United
admitted
United States for permanent residence
residence upon
appliupon applihereafter filed if she is otherwise
cation hereafter
under the
otherwise admissible
admissible under
the
immigration laws.
immigration
laws.
Approved
Approved October
October 12,
12, 1949.
1949.
[CHAPTER 689]
689]

October 13,
13, 1949
October
1949
[S. 1834]
[8.
[Private Law 334]
334]
Widow of
of Robert
Robert V.
V.
Holland.
Holland.

387.
41 Stat. 367.

AN ACT
ACT
of Robert
Robert V.
Holland.
For the relief of the widow of
V. Holland.

it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
Be it
and House
Representatives of
the
House of Representatives
of the
United
assembled, That the
United States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
the Secretary
Secretary
of the Air Force shall cause to be paid,
of funds
appropriated for
for
paid, out
out of
funds appropriated
pay of the Air Force current at the time of payment, to
to the
the widow
widow of
of
Robert V. Holland (ASN 0-32325),
0-32325), late a
amajor in
United States
in the
the United
States
Air Force, who died on December 5, 1947, such sum
sum as
as would
would otherwise
otherwise
have
have been paid to said widow as
as a
death gratuity
under the
a death
gratuity under
the Act
Act of
of

December
December 17, 1919, as amended (U. S. C., title 10, sec.
had the
sec. 903),
903), had
the
said Robert V. Holland died while in aapay
and while
while holding
pay status
status and
holding
the rank of major on the date of his death.
Approved October 13, 1949.
1949.
[CHAPTER 692]
692)
[CHAPTER

October 14,
14, 1949
1949
[H. R.
R. 733]
733]
[H.
[Private Law
Law 338]
335]

Frank Haegele.
FrankHaegele.

Timemitation.
Time
limitation.

ACT
AN ACT
To
To confer
confer jurisdiction
jurisdiction upon the United States District Court
for the
the Central
Central
Court for
Division of the Southern District of California
to hear,
determine, and
render
California to
hear, determine,
and render
judgment upon the claim of Frank Haegele.
Haegele.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House
Howe of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
United
States of
of America
in Congress
jurisdiction
United States
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That jurisdiction
is hereby conferred
conferred upon the United States District
District Court
Court for
for the
the
Central Division of the Southern
Southern District of
of California
California to
to hear,
hear, deterdetermine, and render judgment upon the claim of Frank
of Seal
Seal
Frank Haegele,
Haegele, of
Beach,
California, for damages sustained
Beach, California,
sustained as the result of the alleged
alleged
destruction
destruction of oyster beds destroyed by the acquisition and relocation
relocation
of the sloughs by the ammunition
ammunition depot of the Navy
Navy at
Landat Anaheim
Anaheim Landing, county of Orange, California, dredging
dredging for which
April
which started
started April
28, 1944.
1944.
SEo. 2. Suit
Suit upon
such claim
claim of
instituted
So. 2.
upon such
of Frank Haegele may be instituted
at any time within one year after the enactment
enactment of
this Act,
notwithof this
Act, notwithstanding
limitation. Proceedings
Proceedings
standing the
the lapse of time or any statute of limitation.
for
the determination
determination of such claim, appeals therefrom, and payment
for the
payment
of
any judgment
judgment thereon, shall be in the same manner
manner as in the cases
of any
cases
over which such court has jurisdiction
jurisdiction under the provisions
of section
provisions of
section

63
TAT.]
63 S
STAT.]

1205

25, 1949
1949
693, 700,
700, 715-OCT.
818T
CONG., 1ST
1sT SESS.—CHS.
715—OCT .14, 19, 25,
SESS.-CHS. 692,
692, 693,
81ST CONG.,

1346
Provided,That nothing in
of the
the United
United States Code: Provided,
title 28 of
1346 of title
be construed as an inference of liability on the part of
Act shall
shall be
this Act
the United States.
the Government
Government of the
Approved
October 14, 1949.
Approved October

62 Stat. 933.
933.

28 U. S.

a.,
C.,

Supp.
SupP.

II, § 1346.
1346.
II,
101.
Ante, pp. 62, 101.

[CHAPTER
693]
[CHAPTER 693]

AN ACT
AN
ACT
States District Court for the Southern
To confer
confer jurisdiction
upon the
the United
United States
jurisdiction upon
To
upon the
render judgment
District of
to hear,
judgment upon
the claim
claim
and render
hear, determine,
determine, and
New York
York to
District
of New
of
Miguel A.
A. Viera
Viera for
for damages
as the
result of
of an
accident involving
involving
an accident
the result
damages sustained
sustained as
of Miguel
a
United States
States Army
truck at
at Leghorn,
Italy, on
on January
January 11,
11, 1946.
1946.
Leghorn, Italy,
Army truck
a United

Representatives of the
and House of Representatives
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
Be it
assembled, That jurisdiction
Congress assembled,
United States of America in
in Congress
jurisdiction
United
is hereby
upon the
the United States District Court for the
conferred upon
is
hereby conferred
Southern District of New York to hear, determine,
determine, and render judgment upon
damages sustained as
the claim
claim of Miguel A. Viera for damages
upon the
ment
allegedly involving a
a United States Army
accident allegedly
an accident
the result of an
Leghorn, Italy, on January
January 11, 1946.
truck at Leghorn,
within
S
EC. 2.
SEC.
2. Suit upon such claim may be instituted at any time within
notwithstanding the lapse
enactment of this Act, notwithstanding
after the enactment
one year
year after
of
statute of limitations. Proceedings
Proceedings for the determinaany statute
or any
of time
time or
tion
of such
claim, appeals
judgment
payment of any judgment
therefrom, and payment
appeals therefrom,
such claim,
tion of
thereon, shall
shall be
be in
in the
the same
same manner
manner as
as in
in the
the cases
cases over
over which such
such
thereon,
court
under the provisions
provisions of
twentieth
of paragraph
paragraph twentieth
jurisdiction under
has jurisdiction
court has
Provided, That the
of
the Judicial Code, as amended: Provided,
24 of the
section 24
of section
passage
this Act shall not be construed as an inference of liability
passage of this
on
Government of the United States.
the part
part of the Government
on the
Approved October
October 14, 1949.
1949.
[CHAPTER 700]

AN ACT
ACT
For
relief of Leon Moore.
For the relief

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the Senate and
Representatives of the
House of Representatives
and House
Be
United States
assembled, That, in the adminCongress assembled,
in Congress
of America
America in
States of
United
istration of
of the
the immigration
immigration and
naturalization laws, the Attorney
and naturalization
istration
General shall
shall not
consider as
as applicable
to Leon
Moore (a)
the propro(a) the
Leon Moore
applicable to
not consider
General
visions of (1)
aliens
excludable classes of aliens
to certain excludable
relating to
(1) the Act relating
visions
approved October
October 16,1918,
16, 1918, as amended (U. S. C.
C.,'1940 edition, title 8,
approved
sec. 137),
(2) sections
Immigration Act of
3 and 19 (a) of the Immigration
sections 3
and (2)
137), and
sec
February 5
5, 1917,
1917, as
as amended
amended (U. S.
secs. 136
136
S. C.,
C., 1940 edition, title 8, sees.
February
and 155
155 (a);
155);;and (b) the provisions of
sec. 155)
Supp. V, title 8, sec.
(a); Supp.
and
section
305 of
,ality A
A
Acttof 1940 (U. S. C., 1940 edition, title
Natiorality
of the
the Nation
section 305
8, sec. 705).
705).
Approved
Approved October 19, 1949.
[CHAPTER 715]

AN ACT
ACT

To
authorize the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the Interior to convey aa certain tract of land in the
To authorize
State of
Arizona to
Anderson.
I. Anderson.
to Lillian
Lillian I.
of Arizona
State

Be it
it enacted
the Senate
Senate and
of Representatives
of the
Representatives of
House of
and House
by the
enacted by
Be
United
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
Secretary
That the Secretary
of America
States of
United States
deed
of the
the Interior
is authorized
authorized and directed
quitclaim deed
directed to convey by quitclaim
Interior is
of
to Lillian
Anderson, of
Arizona, without
consideration,
without consideration,
Valentine, Arizona,
of Valentine,
I. Anderson,
Lillian I.
to
the
tract of
nualapai Indian School
the Hualapai
in the
land in
of land
following-described tract
the following-described
hundred
Reserve,
Mohave County,
Arizona: That tract of land, seven hundred
County, Arizona:
Reserve, Mohave
and
thirty feet
long and
three hundred
hundred feet wide,
wide, lying along and
and three
feet long
and thirty

October 14,
1949
14,1949
[H.
1474]
[H. R. 14741
[Private Law
[Private
Law 336]

Miguel A. Viera.
Viera.

Time
Time limitation.
limitation.

38 Stat.
36
8tat. 1093; 62 Stat.
933.
933.
28 U.
U. S. 0., Supp.
Stipp.

II, §I1346.
ATitt,
62, 101.
Ante, pp. 62,101.

October 19,
19 1949
October
627]
[8. 6271
[Private Law 337]
337]
(Private
Leon Moore.
Moore.

40 Rat.
8tat. 1012.
1012.
8
S. C.,
supp.
8 U. 8.
., Supp.
137.
1137.
39 Stat. 875, 889.

II,

54
5 Stat. 1141.
1141.

October 25, 1949
October25
[S. 76]
[8.
[Private Law 338]
[Private

Lillian I. Anderson.
Anderson.
Conveyance.
Conveyance.
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PRIVATE LAWS—
LAWS-CHS.
CHS.715, 716-OCT.
716—OCT.25,1949

[63
STAT.
[63 STAT.

adjacent
adjacent to the southeasterly
southeasterly boundary line of the
the Atchison, Topeka,
Topeka,
and Santa Fe Railway in the southeast
and
southeast quarter of section
section 10,
10, towntownship 23 north, range 13 west, Gila and Salt
River Meridian,
conSalt River
Meridian, containing five and five one-hundredths
one-hundredths acres more or less,
taining
less, which
tract
which tract
is more particularly
particularly described
follows:
described as
as follows:
Beginning at aa heavy steel railroad rail embedded
Beginning
embedded in
in the
the ground
ground
along the
along
the southeasterly
southeasterly two hundred
hundred foot right-of-way
right-of-way boundary
line
boundary line
of
of the Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway, from
the
from which,
which, the
southeast corner of section 10, township 23 north, range 13
southeast
13 west,
west, Gila
Gila
and Salt
Salt River
and
River Meridian, Mohave
Mohave County, Arizona, bears north
thirtynorth thirtyfour degrees
four
degrees fifty-five
fifty-five minutes
minutes east four thousand two
hundred and
and
two hundred
fifty feet more or less
the four
by f
our i
nches
less, and
and from which,
which, the
four inches
inches by
four
inches
wood
wood marker for United States 66 Highway station
station 1406
45A on
on the
1406-45A
the
northwesterly
northwesterly boundary
boundary of the State highway right-of-way
bears
right-of-way bears
south
seventy-one degrees
south seventy-one
degrees thirty-seven minutes west, a
a distance
distance of
of
three
hundred seventy
seventy and two-tenths
three hundred
two-tenths feet;
feet; thence south twenty-four
twenty-four
degrees fifty-eight
degrees
fifty-eight minutes west along the said southeasterly
right-ofsoutheasterly right-ofway boundary
boundary of the Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe
way
Fe Railway,
Railway, aadisdistance of
of two
two hundred and ninety feet to aa point marked by
tance
an iron
iron
by an
pipe,
pipe, and
and thence
thence two hundred and ninety feet more along this
this same
same
course being
being a
a total of five hundred and eighty feet from
course
place
from the
the place
of beginning
beginning to
the southwest corner
of
to the
corner of the parcel of land being dedescribed
marked by an iron pipe; thence, at right
scribed marked
to the
first
right angle
angle to
the first
course, south sixty-five degrees
course,
degrees two minutes east a
a distance
three
distance of
of three
hundred
feet to
to the southeast
hundred feet
southeast corner
corner of the parcel
parcel of
of land
marked by
by
land marked
an iron
iron pipe; thence
an
thence north twenty-four
twenty-four degrees
degrees fifty-eight
fifty-eight minutes
minutes
east,
and parallel to the first course, aadistance
east, and
distance of seven
seven hundred
hundred and
and
thirty
feet to the
the northeast corner
thirty feet
corner of the parcel
parcel of
marked by
of land
land marked
by
an iron
iron pipe; thence, north sixty-five
an
sixty-five degrees
degrees two minutes west,
west, aadisdistance
of three
three hundred
hundred feet to the northwest corner of the
tance of
the parcel
parcel of
of
land marked by an iron pipe, being aapoint of
intersection with
with the
the
of intersection
southeasterly
southeasterly boundary
boundary of the Atchison,
Atchison, Topeka, and
and Santa
Santa Fe
Fe RailRailway
right-of-way; thence south twenty-four
way right-of-way;
twenty-four degrees
degrees fifty-eight
fifty-eight
minutes
along the
the southeasterly
southeasterly right-of-way,
a distance
distance of one
minutes west,
west, along
right-of-way, a
hundred
hundred and fifty feet to the place of
of beginning.
beginning.
SEC.
Hualapai Tribe of the Hualapai
Hualapai Reservation,
S
EC. 2.
2. The
The Hualapai
Reservation, Arizona,
Arizona,
acting through its tribal council,
council, is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to
release to
to release
to
the
United States
States any claim which it
it may have to the above-described
the United
above-described
tract of land,
land or on account
account of the holding
tract
holdi ng or
or di
spos i
ti
on thereof
thereof
disposition
by the
the United
United States.
States. In the absence of such aarelease, the
by
the quitclaim
quitclaim
deed provided
provided for
for in
in this
this Act shall not convey any interest in
deed
in said
said
tract of
land which
which is
is held by the United States in trust for
tract
of land
for said
said
tribe, or
or the
the disposition
prejudice the rights of
tribe,
disposition of which would prejudice
of the
the
United States or said tribe as against each
each other.
other.
Approved
Approved October 25, 1949.
[CHAPTER 716]
[CHAPTER
October
25,1
9i1949
October 25,

AN ACT
AN
ACT

[Private Law 339]

For the relief of
of Mrs. Dora Fruman.
Fruman.

[H. R. 16.37]
[Piate
w.
163

Mrs.
Dora
Mr. Dora
F Truman.
man.

Be

it enacted
Senate and
and House
House of Representatives of the
Be it
enacted by
by the
the Senate
the
United
of America
assembled, That the Secretary
United States
States of
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
Secretary
of the
of
the Treasury
Treasury is
is authorized
authorized and directed
directed to pay, out of any money
money
in the
the Treasury
in
Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to Mrs. Dora
Fruman,
Dora Fruman,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania,
Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania, the sum of $25,000. The payment
payment of
of
such sum shall
in full
settlement of all claims of the said Mrs. Dora
such sum
shall be
be in
full settlement
Fruman against the United States on account of personal injuries,
Fruman against the United States
on account of personal
pain and suffering,
suffering, loss
loss of
pain and
of earnings,
earnings, and medical, hospital, and other

63 STAT.]
STAT.]
63

1949
81ST
CONG., 1sT
.—CHS.716-718—OCT.
25, 1949
716-718-OCT. 25,
IST SESS
SESS.-CHS.
81ST CONG.,

1207
1207

expenses sustained
sustained by
August
falling on August
and falling
of slipping and
result of
a result
as a
by her
her as
expenses
14,
of the
the William Penn Annex, United States post
the steps of
1942, on the
14 1942,
the
office,
Provided, That no part of the
Pennsylvania: Provided,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania:
office, Philadelphia,
appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof
thereof
amount appropriated
shall be
or delivered
delivered to or
received by any agent or attorney
attorney on
on
or received
be paid
paid or
shall
account of
services rendered
rendered in connection
connection with this claim, and the
of services
account
same shall
be unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding.
shall be
same
Any person
provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty
violating the provisions
person violating
Any
of aamisdemeanor
misdemeanor and
thereof shall
fined in any sum
shall be fined
conviction thereof
upon conviction
and upon
of
exceeding $1,000.
not exceeding
Approved October 25, 1949.
[CHAPTER 717]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
For the
the relief
relief of Dora M. Barton.
For

the
Be
Representatives of the
House of Representatives
and House
Senate and
the Senate
by the
enacted by
it enacted
Be it
assembled, That the Secretary
United
in Congress
Congress assembled,
America in
of America
States of
United States
of the
the Treasury
Treasury be,
be, and
hereby is,
authorized and directed to pay,
is, authorized
he hereby
and he
of
out of
any money in
appropriated, the
the Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
in the
of any
out
sum
Saunderstown, in the town
$11,861.66, to Dora M. Barton, of Saunderstown,
sum of $11,861.66,
of
Kingstown, Rhode
Rhode Island, in full satisfaction
satisfaction for all claims
North Kingstown,
of North
against the United
compensation for damages
damages sustained as
United States for compensation
against
the
of an
accident which occurred when her home was struck
an accident
result of
the result
by
plane operating
operating out
out of
of the United States naval air station, Quonby aaplane
set
Rhode Island
1944: Provided,
Provided,That no part
21,1944:
August 21,
on August
Island,?on
Point, Rhode
set Point,
of the
the amount
in this Act
Act in excess of 10 per centum
appropriated in
amount appropriated
of
thereof shall
shall be
be paid
delivered to or received
received by any agent or attoror delivered
paid or
thereof
ney on
account of
of services
services rendered
connection with this claim, and
in connection
rendered in
on account
ney
the same
shall be
be unlawful,
contrary notwithstandunlawful, any contract to the contrary
same shall
the
ing.
Any person
person violating
violating the
the provisions
provisions of this Act shall be deemed
ing. Any
guilty
misdemeanor and
conviction thereof
thereof shall be fined
and upon conviction
a misdemeanor
of a
guilty of
in
any sum
not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
sum not
in any
Approved
Approved October 25, 1949.
[CHAPTER 718]N
718]
[CHAPTER

ACT

AN ACT

To provide
provide for
of
chiropractic in the District of
the issuance of aa license to practice chiropractic
for the
To
Columbia to Abraham J. Ehrlich.

October
October 25, 1949
[H.
[H. R. 4414]
[Private
[Private Law 340]
Dora
Dora M. Barton.

October
1949
25, 1949
October 25,
111.
47891
R. 4789]
Il. R.
(Private
Law 341)
341]
Private Law

Be it
the Senate
Senate and
Representatives of the
the Abraham J.I. Ehrof Representatives
House of
and House
by the
enacted by
it enacted
Be
United
States of
of America
America in
assembled, That, notwithstandnotwithstand- llch.
lich.
Congress assembled,
in Congress
United States
ing any
any limitation
relating to
to the time within
within which an application
limitation relating
ing
for a
alicense
license must
and notwithstanding
requirement that
notwithstanding any requirement
filed, and
be filed,
must be
for
the applicant
applicant shall
shall have
have been
been actually
actually engaged
engaged in the practice of
the
1, 1928, the
chiropractic
January 1,
chiropractic in the District of Columbia on January
Commission
Healing Art in the District
Licensure to Practice the Healing
on Licensure
Commission on
of
Columbia is
directed to
to issue aalicense to practice
and directed
authorized and
is authorized
of Columbia
chiropractic
in the
District of
of Columbia
Columbia to Abraham
Abraham J.
J. Ehrlich in
the District
chiropractic in
"An
accordance
the provisions
provisions of the
Act of Congress entitled "An
the Act
with the
accordance with
Act
regulate the
the practice
practice of
art to protect the public 45
the healing art
of the
to regulate
Act to
1326.
45 Stat. 1326.
health
the District
District of
Columbia", approved
approved February
2-101February 27, 1929, and D. C. Code §§ft 2-101of Columbia",
in the
health in
VII,
2-140; Stipp.
VII,
Supp.
on condition
Abraham J.
J. Ehrlich shall be found by said 2-104 det seq.
said Abraham
the said
that the
condition that
wq.
on
chiroof
practice
the
Commission to
to have
have been actually
engaged in
actually engaged
Commission
practic in
in the
of Columbia
Columbia on
1, 1927, and to be
on October 1,
District of
the District
practic
otherwise qualified
Act.
qualified to practice under the provisions of said Act.
otherwise
Approved October
October 25, 1949.
Approved
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[CHAPTER 719]
719]
[CHAPTER

October 25,
25, 1949
October
1949
337]
[H. J. Res.
Res. 337]
[Private Law 342]
[Private

District of Columbia.
Relief of certain
certain
property owners.
owners.
property

62 Stat. 1379.
1379.

the relief
of the
the
relief of
the
the
the District
District of
of

Resolved by the Senate
Senate and
and House of Representatives
of the
United
Representatives of
the United
States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That section
the Act
Act
assembled, That
section 44 of
of the
entitled
entitled "An Act for the relief of the owners of certain
certain properties
properties
abutting Eastern
Eastern Avenue in the District
District of
of Columbia",
approved June
June
Columbia", approved
19, 1948 (Private Law 363, Eightieth Congress),
by strikstrikCongress), is
is amended
amended by
ing therefrom
"one year after the date of enactment
ing
therefrom "one
enactment of
of this
this Act"
Act" and
and
inserting in lieu thereof "ninety days after
after the
the date
date of
of enactment
enactment of
of
this amended
amended section", so that such section
will read:
read:
section will
"SEC. 4. The authority to pay the sums authorized
"Szo.
authorized by
this Act
Act shall
shall
by this
expire
expire ninety days after the date of enactment
enactment of
of this
this amended
amended
section.".
section.".
Approved
Approved October
October 25,
25, 1949.
1949.
[CHAPTER
732]
[CHAPTER 732]

Quota deduction.

JOINT
JOINT RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION

Extending the time for payment
Extending
payment of
of the
authorized for
for
the sums
sums authorized
owners
of certain
owners of
certain properties
properties abutting
abutting Eastern
Eastern Avenue
Avenue in
in
Columbia.
Columbia.

October
October 25, 1949
1949
3816]
[H. R.
R. 3816]
Wrivate
Private Law 3431
343]
Alexis
Alexis Leger.

[63 S
TAT.
[63
STAT.

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of Alexis Leger.
Leger.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House
Representatives a
House of Representatives
of the

United
States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
United States
That, in
in the
the adminadm inassembled, That,

istration
of the immigration
immigration and naturalization
istration of
naturalization laws, the
the Attorney
Attorney
General
General is authorized
authorized and directed to record the
admission for
the lawful
lawful admission
for
permanent residence of Alexis Leger, of Washington,
permanent
District of
of
Washington, District
Columbia, as of July 14, 1940, the date on which he entered
Columbia,
entered the
the United
United
States in a
a diplomatic status, if
he is
is otherwise
if he
otherwise admissible
admissible under
under the
the
provisions of the immigration laws. Upon the
provisions
enactment of
this Act
Act
the enactment
of this
Secretary of State shall instruct
the Secretary
instruct the
officer
the proper
proper quota-control
quota-control officer
to
deduct one number
to deduct
number from the quota for France
France for
the
first
year
for the first year such
such
quota is available.
available.
Approved October
October 25, 1949.
1949.
[CHAPTER
738]
[CHAPTER 738]

October 26, 149
1949
[S. 16601
[8.
1660 l

Prtvate
'Private Law 34
3441

Franciscan Fathers
Fathers
of California.
California.
Of
Conveyance.

AN ACT
ACT
Providing
for the conveyance
Franciscan Fathers
Providing for
conveyance to the Franciscan
of California
of approxiFathers of
California of
approximately forty
forty acres
acres of land located on the Hunter-Liggett
Hunter-Liggett Military
mately
Military Reservation
Reservation4 i
Monterey
Monterey County,
County, California.
California.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the Senate and
and House of Representatives
Be
Representatives of
the
of the
United
United States of America in Congress
Congress assembled,
Secretary
assembled, That
That the
the Secretarv
of
of the
the Army
Army is authorized and directed
directed to convey by quitclaim
deed,
quitclaim deed
to
the Franciscan
to the
Franciscan Fathers of California, a
abody corporate,
subject to
corporate, subject
to
the conditions provided for in section 2
of this
this Act,
tract of
of land
2 of
Act, the
the tract
land
lying within the Hunter-Liggett
Hunter-Liggett Military
Military Reservation,
in the
county
Reservation, in
the county
of
of Monterey, State of California, containing forty acres more
less,
more
or
less,
described
substantially as follows:
described substantially
Beginning
Beginning at station 16 of the Mission San Antonio
Antonio de
de Padua
Grant
Padua Grant
recorded
in book
book A
recorded in
A of patents on pages 416 and the following,
the
following, in
in the
office
recorder, Monterey
office of
of the
the county
county recorder,
Monterey County, California;
California; thence
thence
north thirty-seven
thirty-seven degrees
north
degrees thirty minutes west six
hundred feet,
feet, more
six hundred
more
or less,
less, to the center
or
center line of the bed of the Mission
Mission Creek;
Creek; thence
thence
following the center
following
center line of the bed of said creek in
generally southin aagenerally
southwesterly direction approximately
approximately three
and two
hundred
three thousand
thousand and
two
hundred
feet
to the
feet to
the point where
where the center line of the bed of said
creek intersects
intersects
said creek

63 S
TAT.]
STAT.]
63
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with the north side of the bridge over said creek; thence south fiftyeast seven hundred and ten feet, more or
minutes east
seven degrees
degrees no minutes
less, to
old
referred to patent; thence along the old
the above
above referred
less,
to station
station 66of the
boundaries fifty-seven
fifty-seven degrees no minutes east three hundred and
boundaries
numbered 77of said patent; thence north seventythirty feet to station numbered
approximately eight hundred and
seven degrees forty minutes east approximately
seventy-five
9 of said patent; thence along old boundseventy-five feet to station 9
eighty-nine and
fifteen minutes east eighty-nine
degrees fifteen
north forty-nine
forty-nine degrees
aries north
one-tenth feet to station
station 10
patent; thence continuing
continuing said
of said
said patent;
10 of
one-tenth
course six
six hundred
and forty-five
a point desigforty-five feet, more or less, to a
hundred and
course
nineteen degrees
degrees thirty-four
thirty-four
station 10A; thence north nineteen
nated as station
minutes west one thousand
thousand four hundred and seventy feet, more or
patent; thence continuing
continuing along same course
of said
said patent;
to station
station 15 of
less, to
boundaries nineteen
nineteen degrees thirty-four
thirty-four minutes west a
a
old boundaries
the old
along the
distance of
hundred eighty and
feet to station 16 of
and five-tenths
five-tenths feet
of five
five hundred
distance
said
excepting therefrom the
beginning, excepting
patent, the true point of beginning,
said patent,
commonly known
thirty-three
nineteen one-hundredths
one-hundredths acre tract commonly
and nineteen
thirty-three and
as
the Mission
Mission San
Franciscan Fathers
San Antonio now owned by the Franciscan
as the
described in the patent from the United
United States of America to
and as described
Joseph
Monterey, dated May 1, 1862, and
Alemany, Bishop of Monterey,
Joseph S. Alemany,
recorded
June 29,
29, 1874,
1874, in
volume A
A of patents,
patents, Monterey
Monterey County
County
in volume
recorded June
Records,
Records, at page 416.
Sc.
transferred by the first
first
authorized to be transferred
SEC. 2. The tract of land authorized
a consideration
consideration to be deterAct shall
shall be conveyed for a
this Act
section of this
mined
Secretary of the Army, which shall be not less than the
mined by the Secretary
conveyance
appraised fair market value of such land; and the deed of conveyance
appraised
a permanent
shall
permanent easeexcept and reserve to the United States a
(1) except
shall (1)
ment for the existing water main which traverses
traverses such land and the
convenience of
right
to keep,
maintain, and enlarge
enlarge the same for the convenience
of
keep, maintain,
right to
the
United States;
and (2)
contain such
re,servations,
terms, reservations,
additional terms,
such additional
(2) contain
States; and
the United
Secretary of
exceptions,
conditions as
determined by the Secretary
as may be determined
and conditions
exceptions, and
safeguard the interests of the United
the Army to be necessary
United
necessary to safeguard
States, and
and any
leasehold interests in such land.
any leasehold
States,
Approved October 26, 1949.
[CHAPTER 748]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
For
relief of
Seeman Jensen.
of George Seeman
the relief
For the

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
Senate and
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
House of
and House
the Senate
Be
United States
States of
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assenmbled That in the adminisUnited
naturalization laws, George
immigration and naturalization
George Seeman
Seeman
the immigration
tration of the
Jensen,
be admitted into the United States
of Denmark,
Denmark, shall be
native of
Jensen, aanative
upon application
made notwithstanding
of
the provisions of the Act of
notwithstanding the
application made
upon
March 4,
4, 1929,
to entry
entry after
deportation (8 U. S. C. 180).
180).
after deportation
relating to
1929, relating
March
Approved
October 26, 1949.
Approved October
[CHAPTER
(CHAPTER 749]
749

A A
ACT
AN ACT
For the
the relief
Konstantinos Yannopoulos.
Yannopoulos.
of Konstantinos
relief of
For

Be
the Senate
of Representatives
Representatives of the
House of
and House
Senate and
by the
it enacted
enacted by
Be it
United
of America in
assembled, That, in the adminCongress assembled,
in Congress
States of
United States
istration
of the
naturalization laws,
Konstantinos
laws, Konstantinos
and naturalization
immigration and
the immigration
istration of
Yannopoulos, of
of New
York City,
New York,
York, shall be held
conheld and conCity, New
York
New Yannopoulos,
sidered to
lawfully admitted
admitted to the United States for perbeen lawfully
have been
to have
sidered
manent
of his
residence on the 15th day of August 1947, the date of
manent residence
actual
into the United States, upon the payment by him of a
a
entry into
actual entry
a head tax of $8.
visa fee of $10
$10 and a

October 26,
1949
3 194
October

(H.
It. 3718]
S718
tH. R.
(Private
IPrivate Law 3451]34
George Beeman
Seeman JenGeoro
sen.

4 Sn.

1

45 stat.
Stat. 1551.

October
1949
2, 1949
October 26,
[H.
[H. R. 4042]
402]
[Private Law 346]
346]
[Private
Konstantinos
YanKonstantinos Yannopoulos.
nopoulos.
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[63 STAT.
STAT.
[63

SEC.
S
EC. 2. Upon the enactment
enactment of
this Act,
the Secretary
of State
State is
is
of this
Act, the
Secretary of
authorized
authorized and directed
directed to instruct
instruct the
quota-control officer
officer to
the proper
proper quota-control
to
deduct one number from the
nonpreference category
from the
the first
first
the nonpreference
category from
available Greek immigration
quota.
immigration quota.
Approved
26, 1949.
Approved October
October 26,
1949.
[CHAPTER 750]
[CHAPTER

October
26, 1949
1949
[
[Et.
l. R. 6106]
61051]
[Private Law 347]
347]

Returns Warrior,
Returns
Warrior,
estate.
Sale of land.
land.

AN ACT
AN ACT
To
authorize the sale of certain allotted inherited
To authorize
inherited land
land on
Pine Ridge
Ridge ReserReseron the
the Pine
vation, South Dakota.

it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
Be it
and House
of the
the
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
United
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
United States of America
in Congress
That the
Secretary
the Secretary
of the Interior
of
Interior is hereby authorized
authorized and
and directed
to sell
sell the
the trust
directed to
trust allotallotment numbered
Returns Warrior,
numbered 645 of Returns
deceased Pine
allottee,
Warrior, deceased
Pine Ridge
Ridge allottee,
described
described as the south half
half of
of section
2, township
37 north,
41
section 2,
township 37
north, range
range 41
west, sixth principal meridian,
meridian, South
South Dakota,
Dakota, containing
containing three
three hunhundred and twenty
conveyance to
twenty acres, conveyance
to be
be made
deed or
made by
by deed
or the
the issuance
issuance
the purchaser
of a
apatent in fee to the
to disburse
the proceeds
proceeds of
such
purchaser and
and to
disburse the
of such
sale to Jessie
Jessie American
American Horse
Horse for
for her
her benefit.
benefit.
Approved October
Approved
26, 1949.
1949.
October 26,
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 761]
761]

October 26, 1949
[H. R. 10251]
1028]
[Private Law
348]
[Private
Law 348]

Edmea Pacho.
Edmea

deduction.

Quota deduction.

Be
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
Be it
it enacted
of the
of Representatives
Representatives of
the
United States
States of
of America
United
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled, That the Attorney
Attorney
General
to record
General is hereby directed
directed to
record the
entry into
into the
the United
the entry
United States
States
of Edmea
New York,
of
Edmea Pacho
Pacho at New York, New
York, on
November 5,
5, 1947,
as
on November
1947, as
aalawful admission
admission to the United
for permanent
for
United States
States for
permanent residence
residence
for
the
the purposes
purpose of the
the immigration
immigration and naturalization
the
naturalization laws. The
The SecSecretary
of
State
retary
shall thereupon reduce
by one
immigration quota
quota
reduce by
one the
the immigration
for Italy
year that
Italy for the first year
such quota
may be
be available.
that such
quota may
available. •
Approved October
Approved
October 26,
26, 1949.
1949.
[CHAPTER
762]
[CHAPTER 7621

October 26, 1949
1949
[H. R. 3300]
3300]
[Private Law 349]
349]

Mary
Mary Thomas
Schlek.

ACT
AN ACT

To legalize the admission into the United States of Edmea Pacho.
Pacho.

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of Mary Thomas Schiek.
Schick.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
Be
Representatives of
of the
the
United
America in
in Congress
United States of America
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
Secretary
the Secretary
of the Treasury
authorized and
Treasury is authorized
and directed
directed to
pay, out
out of
to pay,
of any
any money
money
in
the Treasury
in the
Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the
the sum
sum of
of $35,000
$35,000 to
to
Mary
Schiek, of Milwaukee,
Milwaukee, Wisconsin,
Mary Thomas
Thomas Schick,
Wisconsin, in
in full
full settlement
settlement of
of
all claims against
States for
against the United
United States
for personal
injuries, pain
pain and
and
personal injuries,
suffering, permanent disability, and
and loss
suffering,
of earnings
sustained by
by her
loss of
earnings sustained
her
and
and arising out of an accident
accident which
occurred in
which occurred
in Bengal
Bengal Province,
Province,
India, on
May 27, 1945, while she was riding
riding in
India,
on May
Army truck,
in an
an Army
truck, and
and
against all officers, agents, or employees
against
employees of
of the
the United
United States
States whose
whose
acts or
or omissions
omissions caused
acts
c-aused or contributed to the personal injuries,
injuries, pain
pain
and suffering,
suffering, permanent
loss of
and
permanent disability, and loss
earnings sustained
sustained by
of earnings
by
the said Mary Thomas Schiek: Provided,
Provided, That
the
That no
no part
part of
of the
the amount
amount
appropriated in this Act in excess
appropriated
excess of
of 10
10 per
per centurn
centum thereof
thereof shall
shall be
be
paid
by any
paid or
or delivered to or received
received by
any agent
agent or
or attorney
attorney on
on account
account
of services
services rendered
of
rendered in connection
connection with this claim, and
and the
the same
shall
same shall
be unlawful,
unlawful, any contract
contrary notwithstanding.
be
contract to the contrary
notwithstanding. Any
Any
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person violating the provisions of this Act shall be
deemed guilty
of a
a
be deemed
guilty of
misdemeanor
misdemeanor and upon conviction
conviction thereof shall be
in any
any sum
sum
be fined
fined in
not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
Approved October 26, 1949.
Approved
1949.
[CHAPTER 763]
ACT
AN ACT
For the relief of Itzchak
Itzehak Shafer.

Be it
enacted by the Senate
it enacted
Senate and
Representatives of
and House
House of
of Representatives
of the
the
United States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
purassembled, That
That for
for the
the purposes of subsection (a),
(a), section 12, of
of the
the Immigration
Immigration Act
Act of
of 1_924,
1924,
as amended, Itzchak
Shafer, of
Itzchak Shafer,
recently domiciled
in
of unknown
unknown origin,
origin, recently
domiciled in
an orphanage
orphanage in France,
France, shall be deemed to
born in
to have
have been
been born
in France.
France.
October 26,
Approved October
26, 1949.
1949.

October 26,
1949
October
26, 1949
5364]
[H. R.
R. 5354]
[Private Law
Law 350]
[Private
3501

43 Stat.
stat. 160.
C. §.212 (a).

88U.S.
U..s.

[CHAPTER
765]
[CHAPTER 765]

ACT
AN ACT
To provide for the advancement
advancement of commissioned
Warrant Officer
Officer Chester
A.
commissioned Warrant
Chester A.
Davis, United States Marine
Marine Corps (retired)
(retired) to the rank of lieutenant
lieutenant colonel
colonel
on the retired list.
list.

enacted by the Senate
Senate and
Be it
it enacted
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
House of
United States
States of America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
United
in Congress
That commissioned
commissioned
A. Davis,
Davis, United
Warrant Officer Chester A.
States Marine
United States
Marine Corps
Corps
(retired), is hereby advanced
advanced on
(retired),
on the
list of
of the
the United
States
the retired
retired list
United States
Marine
lieutenant colonel,
Marine Corps to the grade of lieutenant
colonel, the
the highest
highest grade
held
grade held
by him during World War
War I:
I: Provided,
That no
no increase
active or
or
Provided, That
increase of
of active
retired pay or allowances shall
shall result
result from
from the
the passage
passage of
of this
this Act.
Act.
Approved October
October 27,
1949.
27, 1949.
[CHAPTER 773]
[CHAPTER
773]

ACT
AN ACT

appointment of Colonel Kenneth
To authorize
authorize the appointment
Kenneth D.
D. Nichols,
Nichols, 0-17498,
0-17498, professor
professor
of the United States Military Academy, in the permanent
permanent grade
grade of
of colonel,
colonel,
Regular Army, and for other purposes.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
and House
House of
of the
the
Senate and
of Representatives
Representatives of
United States of America in
in Congress
United
Congress assembled,
the President
President is
is
assembled, That
That the
authorized,
the advice
authorized, by and with the
advice and
of the
the Senate,
and consent
consent of
Senate, to
to
appoint Colonel Kenneth D. Nichols, 0-17498,
professor of
the United
0-17498, professor
of the
United
in the
the permanent
States Military
Military Academy,
Academy, in
permanent grade
Regular
grade of
of colonel,
colonel, Regular
Army, and to enter his name
name upon the
Army,
Army promotion
in the
the
the Army
promotion list
list in
place
it not been removed therefrom
place it
it would occupy
occupy had it
by virtue
virtue of
therefrom by
of
his appointment
appointment as professor
professor of the United States
Military Academy
States Military
Academy
and had he
he been
been selected
for promotion
to the
the permanent
permanent grade
grade of
of
selected for
promotion to
colonel, Regular Army, at
at the
same time
as those
those officers
officers who
who were
were
the same
time as
selected for promotion to such grade and
and whose
whose names
names were
were listed
listed in
in
Numbered 11,
General Orders Numbered
11, Department
Department of
of the
the Army,
Army, promulgated
promulgated
February
2, 1948:
1948: Provided,
February 2,
Provided, That
service performed
performed by
the said
said
That all
all service
by the
Kenneth D. Nichols in
capacity of
of professor
in the
the capacity
professor (lieutenant
(lieutenant colonel)
colonel)
Military Academy
of the United States Military
Academy shall
be deemed
deemed to
to have
have been
been
shall be
in the permanent
permanent grade of
of lieutenant
service in
Army,
lieutenant colonel,
colonel, Regular
Regular Army,
and that
for all purposes, and
all service
service performed
by the
the said
that all
performed by
said Kenneth
Kenneth
D. Nichols, in
in the capacity of professor (colonel)
(colonel) of
of the
United States
the United
States
Military
have been
Military Academy shall be deemed
deemed to have
service in
been service
in the
the permapermanent grade of colonel,
colonel, Regular
Regular Army,
Army, for
for all
purposes.
all purposes
Approved
Approved October
1949.
October 27,
27, 1949.

October 27 1949
October
1949
[s.
[S. 5o9]
509]
[Private Law
351]
[Private
Law 351]

Warrant Officer
Warrant
Officer
Chester A. Davis,
Davis,
USW/.
USMO.
Advancement on reAdvancement
tired list.

1949
October 27,
27, 1949
[S. 1560]
[S.
1560]
[Private Law
352]
[Private
Law 3521

Col. Kenneth
Kennoth I).
D.
Nichols.
Nichols.
DesignatedappointDesignated appointment authorized.
meat

1212
1212

PRIVATE LAWS
CH.774-OCT.
774—OCT.27, 1949
1949
LAWS-CH.
[CHAPTER 774]

October 27, 1949
1949
October
[H.
R. 6007]
[H. R.
6007]
[Private Law 353]
[Private
353]
Herminia Ricart.
Herminia

[63
TAT.
[63 S
STAT.

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of Herminia Ricart.
Itioart.

it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Be it
Representatives of
of the
th,e
Senate and
and House of Representatives
United
Congress assembled,
assembled, That,
for the
United States of America in
in Congress
That, for
the purpurposes of the immigration
immigration and naturalization
Herminia Ricart
naturalization laws,
laws, Herminia
Ricart
shall be deemed
deemed to have been born in Spain and shall be considered
considered
natural-born daughter
to be the natural-born
daughter of Professor and
and Mrs.
Mrs. Domingo
Ricart
Ricart who were admitted to the
October 1947
1947 as
the United States in October
as
nonquota immigrants.
nonquota
immigrants.
Approved October
October 27, 1949.
Approved

CONCURRENT
RESOLUTIONS
CONCURRENT RESOLUTIONS

CONCURRENT RESOLUTIONS
CONCURRENT

FIRST SESSION, EIGHTY-FIRST
EIGHTY-FIRST CONGRESS
CONGRESS

JOINT MEETING
MEETING
JOINT

Representatives (the Senate concurring),
Resolved by the House
House of Representatives
concurring),
Houses of Congress assemble
That the two Houses
assemble in the Hall of the House
Wednesday, the 5th day of January
of Representatives
Representatives on Wednesday,
January 1949, at
1 o'clock postmeridian
1
postmeridian for the purpose of receiving such communicacommunications as the President of the United States shall be pleased to make
to them.
January 5, 1949.
Passed January
ASCERTAINMENT AND COUNTING
ELECTORAL VOTES
ASCERTAINMENT
COUNTING OF
OF ELECTORAL
VOTES

Resolved by the
the House
of Representatives
Representatives (the
House of
(the Senate
Senate concurring),
concurring),
That the
the two
two Houses
Houses of
of Congress
meet in
Congress shall
shall meet
in the
the Hall
Hall of
of the
the House
House
of
Representatives on
on Thursday,
Thursday, the
the 6th
6th day
day of
of January
1949, at
at 1
of Representatives
January 1949,
1
o'clock
postmeridian, pursuant
requirements of
of the
the Constitution
o'clock postmeridian,
pursuant to
to the
the requirements
Constitution
and
laws relating
relating to
President and
of
and laws
to the
the election
election of
of President
and Vice
Vice President
President of
the
United States,
States, and
the President
President pro
Senate shall
the United
and the
pro tempore
tempore of
of the
the Senate
shall
be
be their
their presiding
that two
two tellers
be previously
appointed
presiding officer;
o.fficer; that
tellers shall
shall be
previously appointed
by the
President pro
Senate on
on the
part of
by
the President
pro tempore
tempore of
of the
the Senate
the part
of the
the Senate
Senate
and two
two by
by the
on the
the part
of the
the House
of Representatives,
and
the Speaker
Speaker on
part of
House of
Representatives,
to whom
whom shall
shall be
handed, as
as they
by the
President pro
pro
to
be handed,
they are
are opened
opened by
the President
tempore of
of the
Senate, all
all certificates
and papers
be
tempore
the Senate,
certificates and
papers purporting
purporting to
to be
certificates of
electoral votes,
which certificates
certificates and
papers shall
shall
certificates
of the
the electoral
votes, which
and papers
be
acted upon
upon in
alphabetical order
be opened,
opened, presented,
presented, and
and acted
in the
the alphabetical
order of
of the
the
States,
beginning with
letter A;
A; and
having then
then read
States, beginning
with the
the letter
and said
said tellers,
tellers, having
read
the same
same in
presence and
and hearing
two Houses,
the
in the
the presence
hearing of
of the
the two
Houses, shall
shall make
make aa
list
the votes
as they
they shall
shall appear
appear from
said certificates;
and
list of
of the
votes as
from the
the said
certificates; and
the
votes having
having been
ascertained and
counted in
in the
and
the votes
been ascertained
and counted
the manner
manner and
according
to the
the rules
rules by
by law
according to
law provided,
provided, the
the result
result of
of the
the same
same shall
shall
be
President pro
pro tempore
tempore of
of the
the Senate,
shall
be delivered
delivered to
to the
the President
Senate, who
who shall
thereupon
of the
vote, which
announcement shall
thereupon announce
announce the
the state
state of
the vote,
which announcement
shall
be deemed
deemed a
sufficient declaration
persons, if
if any,
any, elected
Presibe
a sufficient
declaration of
of the
the persons,
elected President and
and Vice
of the
the United
United States,
States, and,
and, together
together with
President of
with a
a
dent
Vice President
list
list of
of the
the votes,
be entered
on the
Journals of
of the
two Houses.
votes, be
entered on
the Journals
the two
Houses.
Passed January
January 5,
Passed
5, 1949.
1949.

January 5,
5, 1949
1949
[H.
Con. Res.
1]
[H. Oon.
Res. 1]
Communications
Ofommunications
from the President.

January
January 5, 1949
[H. Con.
Con. Res.
Res. 2]
2]
Joint meeting;
meeting; organization;
procedure.
ganization; procedure.

February 10, 1949
February
1949
1H.
Con, Res.
Res. 22]
[H. Con.

LEGISLATIVE BUDGET
BUDGET
LEGISLATIVE

Resolved by
of Representatives
Representatives (the
concurring),
(the Senate
Senate concurring),
Resolved
by the
the House
House of
That
date of
of reporting
reporting the
the legislative
budget, as
forth in
in
That the
the date
legislative budget,
as set
set forth
section
the Legislative
Act of
of 1946,
as
section 138
138 (a)
(a) of
of the
Legislative Reorganization
Reorganization Act
1946, as
it
the fiscal
ending June
June 30,
it may
may apply
apply to
to the
the budget
budget for
for the
fiscal year
year ending
30, 1950,
1950,
is hereby
hereby postponed
postponed until
until May
May 1,
1, 1949.
1949.
is
Passed February
1949.
Passed
February 10,
10, 1949.
1215

Date
reporting.
Date of
ofreporting.
60
60 Stat.
Stat. 832.
832.

1216
22, 1949
1949
March 22,
[H. Con.
Res. 181
181
[H.
Con. Res.

Mar. 22, Apr. 14, 1949

RESOLUTIONS-— Mar. 22, Apr. 14, 1949
CONCURRENT RESOLUTIONS
May 12, 1949
1949
May
-

Printing
report as
Printing of
ofreport
as
a House document;
a
document
additional
additional copies.

"THE STRATEGY
"THE
STRATEGY AND TACTICS
TACTICS OF
OF WORLD
WORLD COMMUNISM"
COMMUNISM"

Resolved by the House
House of Representatives
(the Senate
Representatives (the
Senate concurring),
concurring),
That there be printed
printed as a
aHouse document and
there be
be printed
and that
that there
printed
in addition fifteen thousand copies of
Supplement III
III (Country
of Supplement
(Country
Studies A, B, and C) of the report of the
the Subcommittee
on National
National
Subcommittee on
and International
International Movements
Movements of the Committee
Foreign Affairs
Affairs
Committee on
on Foreign
entitled "The
"The Strategy
Strategy and Tactics of World
Communism" for
for the
the
World Communism"
use of the Committee on
on Foreign
Foreign Affairs.
Affairs.
Passed March
March 22,
22, 1949.
1949.

March
March 22,
22, 1949
1949
[H. Con.
Con. Res.
Res. 44]
[H.
441

Printing
Printing of
adof additional copies
ditional
copies of
of
House document.
document.

Aprjl 14, 1949
April
1849
[S. Con.
IS.
Con. Res.
Res. 10]
10]
Authorization to
Authorization
to ininexpilpscs.
cur expenses.
61 Stat. 160.
160.
29 U. 8.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
Supp.
II,
II,
1 j, 191-197.
191-197.

[63
TAT.
[63 S
STAT.

" FASCISM IN
IN ACTION"
"FASCISM
ACTION"

Resolved by the House
House of Representatives
Representatives (the Senate concurring),
concurring),
That there shall be printed one hundred
hundred thousand
thousand additional
additional copies
copies
of
House Document Numbered
Numbered 401,
401, Eightieth Congress, entitled
of House
entitled
"Fascism in Action",
"Fascism
Action", of which eighty-four
eighty-four thousand
thousand copies
copies shall
shall be
be
for the use of the House of Representatives
Representatives and
sixteen thousand
copies
and sixteen
thousand copies
shall be for the use of
of the
the Senate.
Passed March
March 22, 1949.
1949.
JOINT
JOINT COMMITTEE
COMMITTEE ON
ON LABOR-MANAGEMENT
LABOR -MANAGEMENT RELATIONS
RELATIONS

Resolved by the Senate
Senate (the
(the House of Representatives
Representatives concurring),
concurring),
That the
the Joint
Committee on Labor-Management
Labor-Management Relations,
That
Joint Committee
Relations, created
created
by title IV of the Labor-Management
Labor-Management Relations
by
Act, 1947,
authorRelations Act,
1947, is
is authorized after
ized
after December
December 31,
31, 1948, and for a
aperiod not to exceed
exceed one
one month
month
following the date this resolution
following
resolution is
to to
es not
is agreed
agreed to,
to incur
incur expens
expenses
not
to
$13,975.80, whi
which
to exceed $13,975.80,
ch shall be paid one-half from
from the
the contingent
contingent
fund of the Senate and one-half from the contingent
fund
of the
contingent fund
fund of
the
House of
of Representatives
Representatives on vouchers
House
vouchers signed by the chairman.
chairman. DisDisbursements to pay such expenses shall be made
bursements
the Secretary
of
made by
by the
Secretary of
the Senate
Senate out
out of
the contingent
the
of the
contingent fund of the Senate, such contingent
contingent
fund to be reimbursed
reimbursed from the contingent fund
fund of
of the
House of
of
the House
Representatives
one-half of
Representatives in the amount of one-half
of the disbursements
disbursements so
so
made.
made.
Agreed to April 14, 1949.
1949.

April 14,
14, 1949
1949
(H. Con. Res. 563
[H.
66]

ADJOURNMENT
ADJOURNMENT

Resolved
by the
the House of Representatives
Representatives (the Senate
Resolved by
Senate concurring)
concurring),
That when the House adj
adjourns
on Thursday,
That
ourns on
Thursday, April
April 14,
1949, it
stan d
14, 1949,
it stand
adjourned until
until 12 o'clock
adjourned
o'clock meridian
meridian Monday, April 25, 1949.
1949.
Passed April 14, 1949.
May
May 12, 1949
1949
[H. Con. Res.
Res. 59]
Address
Address by President of
Brazil
of Brazil

JOINT MEETING
MEETING

Resolved by
by the House
House of Representatives
Representatives (the
(the Senate
Senate concurring),
concurring),
That
That the
the two
two Houses
Houses of Congress
Congress assemble in the Hall of the House
House of
of
Representatives on
Thursday, the
the 19th day of May 1949,
1949 at 12:30
Representatives
on Thursday,
o'clock postmeridian,
postmeridian, for the purpose of hearing an address
o'clock
address by
by His
His
Excellency Eurico
Gaspar Dutra,
Dutra, President
Excellency
Eurico Gaspar
President of the United States
States of
of
Brazil.
Passed May 12, 1949.
1949.

63 STAT.]
STAT.]
63

81sT CONG.,
CONG., 1sT
May
24, 1949
81sT
IST SESS.
SESS.1949
May
24,
June 8, 1949

PROBLEMS
PROBLEMS OF THE ECONOMY
ECONOMY

1217
1217
May 24,
1949
May
24,1949
W.Con. Res.
Rea. 26]
261
[S.

Resolved by the Senate (the House of Representatives
Representatives concurring),
concurring),
That the Joint Committee on the Economic Report,
Joint Committee on
That
Report, or
any duly
duly theEcomitteepot.
or any
the Economic Report.
authorized
subcommittee thereof, is authorized
authorized and
authorized subcommittee
and directed
directed to
conduct
to conduct
Study and investinvestiaa full
full and complete study and investigation
investigation into the following
following prob- gation.
gation.
lems of the economy:
economy:
(1)
(1) The problem of investment, including, but
but not
not limited
to,
limited to,
(A) the role of investment institutions
institutions in
markets, in
in
in the investment markets,
industry, and in the economy
economy generally; (B)
sources of
of
(B) changes
changes in
in sources
investment
investment funds and the reason therefor;
(C) availability
availability and
therefor; (C)
and
character
character of investment funds for national, local, and
and independent
independent
enterprise
enterprise and the effect of such investment
or lack
lack of
investment
investment or
of investment
upon different classes or size groups
groups in industry;
industry; (D)
(D) and
and needs,
needs, by
by
industry, for various types of
capital.
of capital.
(2) The problem of the effectiveness
effectiveness and coordination
coordination of
of monetary,
monetary,
credit, and fiscal policies in dealing with
general economic
economic policy.
with general
policy.
(3) The problem
low-income families in relation
problem of low-income
to economic
relation to
economic
instability.
instability.
unemployment trends
(4) The problem of unemployment
their significance
significance
trends and
and their
in current
current economic
economic analysis.
SEC.
SEC. 2. The joint committee shall report to the Senate and
and the
the Report.
Repot
Representatives not later
House of Representatives
later than
than December
December 31,
the results
results
31, 1949,
1949, the
of its study and investigation, together with
with such
such recommendations
recommendations as
as
it may deem advisable.
SEC. 3.
For the
the purposes
Employment and
SEC.
3. For
purposes of this resolution, the joint committee, or
or compensation
Employment
and
of perany duly
duly authorized
authorized subcommittee
subcommittee thereof,
thereof, anyduly
is
authorized
(1) to
to ap-sonne.
ap- sonnel.
som ero
any
is authorized
authorized
point and fix the compensation
point
compensation of such experts,
experts, consultants,
consultants, and
and
clerical and stenographic
clerical
stenographic assistants as it deems
deems necessary and
and adadvisable,
compensation so fixed shall not
visable, but the compensation
not exceed
compensaexceed the
the compensation prescribed under the Classification
Stat. 1488.
Classification Act of
1923, as
amended, for
of 1923,
as amended,
for 542
-74.
5U.^taf.
S. 0. §§661-674;
comparable
comparable duties; and (2) to hold such hearings; to
sit
and
act
at
to sit and act at supp.
Supp. II,
662
d *eq.
i,p. §itt
=d.
Ante,
972.
such
and places
places during the sessions, recesses, and
and adjourned
adjourned Ane, p. 72
such times
times and
periods of the Eighty-first Congress prior
prior to
to January
to rereJanuary 1,
1, 1950;
1950; to
quire by subpena
quire
subpena or otherwise
otherwise the attendance of such witnesses
and
witnesses and
the production of such books, papers, and
documents; to
and documentsto administer
administer
oaths; to take such testimony, to have such
and binding
binding done;
done;
such printing and
and to make such expenditures as it
of
it deems
deems advisable.
advisable. The
The cost
cost of
stenographic
stenographic services m reporting
reporting hearings
hearings shall not
not be
excess of
25
be in
in excess
of 25
cents per one hundred words. Subpenas shall be issued under
the
under the
signature of the chairman or vice
the joint
committee
vice chairman of
of the
joint committee
and shall be served
served by any person designated
designated by
by them.
them.
SEC.
Payment
of ex.
SEC. 4. The expenses of the joint committee
committee under
under this
this resolution,
resolution, penses
Payoment
o
f emm
of committee.
which
shall be
which shall not exceed $30,000, shall
be paid
paid one-half
one-half from
from the
the conconofmm
tingent fund of the Senate and one-half from the contingent
contingent fund
fund of
of
the House
House of
of Representatives
the
Representatives upon vouchers signed by the chairman.
chairman.
Disbursements
Disbursements to pay such expenses
expenses shall be
by the
Secretary of
be made
made by
the Secretary
of
the Senate out of the contingent
contingent fund of
of the
the Senate,
Senate, such
such contingent
contingent
fund to be reimbursed from the contingent
contingent fund
fund of
of the
House of
the House
of
Representatives in the amount of one-half
Representatives
one-half of disbursements
disbursements so
so made.
made.
Passed May 24
24,4 1949.
FEDERAL
FEDERAL BUILDING
BUILDING PROJECTS,
PROJECTS, ETC.
ETC.

June 8,
8, 1949
PK Con.
18.
Con. Res.
Bes. 46]
46]

Resolved by the Senate (the House
House of
Resolved
of Representatives
Representatives concurring),
concurring),
That the
Changes in emrol
Change
the Secretary
Secretary of the Senate
he is
That
Senate be, and he
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized ment
714).
of bill (S.
(8. 714).
and directed, in the enrollment of
the bill
(S.
714)
entitled
"An
Act
of the
Ante,
176.
bill (S. 714) entitled "An Act Ante, p. 17&
to
provide
comprehensive planning,
to provide for
for comprehensive
planning, for site
site acquisition
acquisition in
in and
and
81939°-50--T.
81939*-50----PT.

---
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CO
N CURRENT RESOLUTIONS-JUNE
RES OLUTION S—JUNE 8, 15, 17, 1949
CONCURRENT
1949

[63
[63 STAT.
STAT.

outside of the District of Columbia, and for the
the design
design of
Federal
of Federal
building projects outside of the District of Columbia;
Columbia; to authorize
authorize
the transfer of jurisdiction over certain
certain lands
departlands between certain departments and agencies of the United States;
and to
provide certain
certain
States; and
to provide
additional authority needed
needed in connection
connection with
with the construction,
construction, manmanagement, and operation of Federal
Federal public buildings; and
and for
for other
other
purposes", to make the following corrections in the House engrossed
engrossed
amendment, namely:
On page 38 of the said engrossed
engrossed amendment,
amendment, in lines 21
21 and 22,
22,
respectively,
respectively, strike out the word "Kaeser"
"Kaczor"; on
"Kaeser" and insert "Kaczor";
page 43, in lines 20 and 24, respectively,
line 1,
respectively, and on
on page
page 44,
44, in line
1,
strike out the word "Marie"
"Marie" and insert "Mari"; and
44,
and on
on said
said page 44,
in line 12, strike out the word "Kaczar"
"Kaczar" and insert "Kaczor".
"Kaczor".
Agreed to June 8, 1949.
June 15, 1949
June
1949
[S.
IS. Con.
Con. Res. 19]
19]

Printing of
of prayers,
prayers,
etc.,
as Senate
etc., as
Senate docudocument.

June 17,
17, 1949
45]
[H. Con. Has.
Res. 46]
Printing of addiPrintingofadditional
heartional copies
copies of
of hearings.
34 Stat. 1012.
44 U.S..
U. S.. 0. I164.
1
,
54.

June
1949
June 17,
17, 1949
[H. Con.
[l.
Con. Res. 57]
Printing of addiPrintingof
additional copies of
of House
House
committee
committee hearings.
hearings.
34
34 Stat 1012.
44 U.
U. S.
S. O.
154.
44
0. fg154.

REVEREND
REVEREND PETER MARSHALL
MARSHALL

Senate (the
Resolved by the Senate
Representatives concurring),
concurring),
(the House of Representatives
That there be printed as a
prayers offered
offered by
the
a Senate document
document the prayers
by the
Chaplain, the Reverend
Reverend Peter Marshall,
Marshall, doctor of divinity, at
at the
opening of the daily sessions
sessions of the
during
the Senate
Senate of the
the United
United States
States during
the Eightieth Congress, 1947-1948, and at the
the opening of the first ten
daily sessions of the Senate of the United States, Eighty-first
Eighty-first Congress,
Congress,
1949, together with excerpts from the
Congressional Record
Record relative
the Congressional
relative
to Doctor Marshall's
Marshall's death; and that six
thousand additional
additional copies
six thousand
copies
be printed and bound, of which five thousand shall
use of
of
shall be for the use
the Senate and one thousand
thousand shall be for the use of the Joint Committee
Committee
on Printing.
Agreed to June 15, 1949.

ECONOMIC
ECONOMIC

COOPERATION
COOPERATION

ACT
1948
ACT OF 1948

Resolved by the House of Representatives
Representatives (the Senate concurring),
concurring),
That, in accordance
accordance with paragraph
paragraph 3
section 2
2of
the Printing
Printing Act,
Act,
3 of section
of the
approved
approved March 1
I., 1907,
1907, the Committee
Affairs be,
be, and
an d is
i
s
Committee on Foreign
Foreign Affairs
hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized and empowered
empowered to have printed for its use two
additional copies of part I
I and subsequent
subsequent parts of the hearthousand additional
ingssheld
held before said committee
committee during the current
the bill
bill
current session
session on the
(H.. R. 2362) to amend an Act entitled "The
"The Economic Cooperation
Cooperation
Act of 1948", approved
approved April 3, 1948.
Passed June
June 17, 1949.
1949.

PROPOSED

AMENDMENT TO THE
AMENDMENT

CONSTITUTION
CONSTITUTION

Resolved by the House of Representatives
Representatives (the Senate
concurring),
Senate concurring),
That, in accordance
accordance with paragraph
paragraph 3
3 of section 2
2 of the Printing
Printing Act,
Act,
1, 1907, the Committee on the Judiciary
approved March 1,
Judiciary of the House
of Representatives
authorized and empowered
Representatives be, and is hereby, authorized
empowered to
to
have printed for its use five thousand
thousand additional
additional copies
copies of the hearings,
hearings,
held before
resolutions entitled "Proposing an
before said committee,
committee, on the resolutions
an
amendment to the Constitution of the United States providing for the
amendment
election of President
President and Vice President".
President".
Passed June 17, 1949.
1949.

63
SPAT.]
63 STAT.]

81sr CONG.,
SESS . June
23, 1949
81ST
CONG., 1sT
1ST SESS.June 28,
1949

1219
1219

July
July 6,
6, 1949

NATIONAL
NATIONAL BANK ACT AND
AND BRETTON WOODS
WOODS AGREEMENTS
ACT,
AGREEMENTS ACT,
AMENDMENT
AMENDMENT

Resolved
House of Representatives
Representatives (the
Resolved by the House
concurring),
(the Senate
Senate concurring),
That
the Clerk of the House of Representatives,
That the
Representatives, in
of
in the
the enrollment
enrollment
of
the bill
bill (H.
(H. R. 4332) entitled "An Act to amend
the
Bank
amend the
the National
National
Bank
Act
and the
the Bretton Woods Agreements
Act and
Agreements Act, and
purposes",
and for other
other purposes",
is
is authorized
authorized and directed, in the second sentence
of section
section 3
of the
sentence of
3 of
the
Act, after the word "Act"
"Act" to insert
insert the
the word
word "and".
"and".
Passed
Passed June 23, 1949.

DEPORTATION
DEPORTATION SUSPENSIONS
SUSPENSIONS

Resolved by the Senate (the House
Resolved
House of
of Representatives
Representatives concurring),
concurring)
That the Congress favors the suspension
That
suspension of
in the
case of
of
of deportation
deportation in
the case
each
each person hereinafter named, in which case
the Attorney
General
case the
Attorney General
deportation for more than
has suspended deportation
than six
six months:
months:
A-2185102, Acquavella, Antonio.
A-2185102,
Antonio.
A-4011166, Aiello, Vincent.
A-4011166,
Vincent.
A-4011184, Aiello,
A-4011184,
Aiello, Lucia.
Lucia.
A-4453010, Aloia, Salvatore.
A-7740785,
A-7740785, d'Amonville,
d'Amonville, Emanuel Marie Joseph
Joseph Jean Francois.
Francois.
A-7740786,
A-7740786, d'Amonville, Christian.
Christian.
A-4644994, Amoruso, Grazia
A-4644994,
Grazia (nee Grazia
Grazia Pasqua di
Bisceglie).
di Bisceglie).
A-3722899, Anderson, Asta Emily Regine, or Asta Emilie
A-3722899,
Emilie Andresen
Andresen
(nee Ruud),
Ruud), or Asta Olafsen or Asta
Andresson.
Asta Andresson.
A-1648169,
A-1648169, Assuncao, Manuel
Manuel Joao.
Joao.
A-5357948,
A-5357948, Atha, Miles Milton.
A-6664398, Baquera,
A-6664398,
Baquera, Ernesto, or Ernesto
Ernesto Vacquera
Vacquera or
or Ernesto
Ernesto
Baquera
Lozano.
Baquera Lozano.
A-6669933, Becerra-Gonzales,
A-6669933,
Becerra-Gonzales, Jesus
Jesus Ceriaco.
Ceriaco.
A-6727087,
Becerra-Luna, Maria de
A-6727087, Becerra-Luna,
Paz.
de la
la Paz.
A-6264273, Bileca, Fanica
A-6264273,
Fanica (nee Shunda).
Shunda).
A-6670872, Castaneda, Maria
A-6670872,
Maria Dolores.
A-6670871, Castaneda, Maria del Socorro.
A-6670871,
Socorro.
A-2574948, Castellanos, Eduardo, or Eduardo Lara-Castellanos
A-2574948,
Lara-Castellanos aka
aka
Eduardo Lopez.
A-4815632,
A-4815632, Cutaia, Antonio, or Tony
Tony Romano
Romano or
Signor Cortez.
or Signor
Cortez.
A-5142007, Dahl, Albert Guy.
A-4681069, De Oliveira, Manuel.
A-9767908,
A-9767908, Didyk, Eugeniusz,
Eugeniusz : or
or Eugene Didyk.
Didyk.
A-2032071,
Georgias, or Georgias Dimitrios
A-2032071, Dimitrakis,
Dimitrakis, Georgias,
Dimitrios Dimitrakis
Dimitrakis
or George D. Dimitrakis.
A-6317358, Dix,
Dix, Joan Nicolae
A-6317358,
Nicolae (alias loan
Joan Nicolae
Nicolae Dix).
Dix).
A-3120753, Donakis, Angelo, or Evangelos
A-3120753,
Evangelos Helidonakis.
Helidonakis.
A-4295490,
A-4295490, Effrof,
Effrof, Edla Johanna
Johanna Karjuner,
Karjuner, or
Edith Kari
Kari (nee
or Edith
(nee
Edla
Johanna Virtanen or
Edla Johanna
Johanna Karjunen) or Edla Johanna
Virta or
or
or Virta
Stream.
A-7575699, Embiricos, Leonidas
A-7575699,
Leonidas Nicholas.
Nicholas.
A-7750757, Engvik,
Engvik, Hans.
A-4929077, Erdmann, Ernest August (alias Ernst Erdmann).
A-4929077,
Erdmann)
A-1330623,
A-1330623, Fraser, Walter Frederick (alias Walter
Walter Fraser,
Fraser, alias
alias
Walter Frazar).
Frazar).
A-3176332, Fuchs, Fannie,
Fannie, or Fay (nee Kalichman).
A-3176332,
Kalichman).
A-1840024, Garza, Santiago.
A-3634312, Gerardes, James A., or Demetrios
A-3634312,
Demetrios Antoniou
Antoniou Gerardes.
Gerardes.
A-4795400,
A-4795400, Glick, Simon Isaac (alias Simon Gleek
Gleek or
or Simon
Simon John
John
Gleek).

June 23, 1949
1949
[HI. Con. Res. 96]
[H.
96]

Change in enrollenroll(H. R.
R.
ment of bill (H.
4332).
4332).
Ante, p.
Ante,
p. 298.
298.
2

Ante, p.
Ante,
p. 299.
99.

July 6,1949
6, 1949
July
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A-4457666, Goldman,
A-4457666,
Goldman, Annie.
Annie.
A-6758100, Gonzalez,
A-6758100,
Gonzalez, Juanita.
Juanita.
A-6758101, Gonzalez, Tomas.
A-6758101,
A-6758102, Gonzalez,
A-6758102,
Gonzalez, Rosaura.
Rosaura.
A-5679140,
A-5679140, Guerrero,
Guerrero, Gloria Maria (nee Jiminez
Jiminez yy Jansen).
Jansen).
A-5969421,
A-5969421, Gurcke, Werner.
A-2181722,
A-2181722, Hall, Henry Ellis.
A-4535822, Heffron, Pearl (nee Pearl Sheppard,
A-4535822,
Sheppard, alias Pearl
Pearl Loftus,
Loftus,
alias Pearl Venn).
Venn).
A-5655944, Hiltunen, Muisto
A-5655944,
Muisto Olavi (alias Muisto Olavi
Olavi Vihko).
Vihko).
A-3220432, Hoke,
A-3220432,
Hoke, Abdul, or Abdul Hogue.
Hoque.
A-6171122, Imperato,
Imperato, Annunziata (nee Brune11i).
Brunelli).
A-4365425,
A-4365425, Isaac, Adolphus, or Sam Dolly.
A-5568523,
A-5568523, Johnk, William Hans, or Willi Johnk.
Johnk.
A-6375521,
A-6375521, Kelsey, Alison Mary, formerly Beaton.
Beaton.
A-1505330, Kinnersley,
Kinnersley, Edward;
Edward; Edward
Edward Kinley.
A-5927617, Kitchens,
A-5927617,
Kitchens, Eileen
Eileen Patricia
Patricia Camacho,
or Ryder
Rider.
Camacho, or
Ryder or
or Rider.
A-9797134, Kourkoumelis,
Kourkoumelis, Gerasimos Andreas.
A-4745297,
A-4745297, Kozigian,
Kozigian, Shenorig (nee Hagopian
Hagopian Shenorig
Shenorig Baboian,
Baboian,
alias Siran Kozigian).
Kozigian).
A-3578205, Kramer,
A-3578205,
Kramer, Heinrich
Heinrich Emil,
Emil, or
Kramer.
or Henry
Henry Kramer.
A-3482730, Kwan, Shih Tsun (alias Kwan Shih Tsum
Steve
Tsum or
or Steve
Kwan).
A-5719776,
A-5719776, Levinoff, Libby, or Libby Lee (nee Libby Feinbrook).
A-5719573, Levinoff, Elliott Ross
A-5719573,
Ross (alias
(alias Elliott
Elliott Rose
Rose Lee).
Lee).
A-4197995, Madianitti,
A-4197995,
Madianitti, Guiseppe (alias Joseph
Joseph Madianitti).
Madianitti).
A-2366729, Mahler, Julius Arthur.
A-2366729,
Arthur.
A-5686325, Marek, Karel Antonio,
A-5686325,
Antonio, or
Charles Antonio
or
or Charles
Antonio Marek
Marek or
Karel Marek
Marek or Karel Demarchi.
A-1901066,
A-1901066, Martinez,
Martinez, John Antonio, Juan Martinez;
Martinez; Jose
Jose Antonio
Martinez.
Martinez.

55995/867,
55995/867, McKellar,
Nettie Banks.
Banks.
McKellar, Nettie
A-2582942,
A-2582942, Mendoza, Juan.
Juan.
A-2713177,
A-2713177, Miah, Babu.
A-5483484,
A-5483484, Minatos, Magda, or
Magda (Magdalena) Bodnar
or Magda
Bodnar
(alias Katzarzyna
Katzarzyna Hirman).
A-3716761,
Muehl, George Paul, or George Muhl.
A-3716761, Much!,
Muhl.
A-4792616,
Muzumdar, Natverlal
A-4792616, Muzumdar,
Natverlal Thakordas.
A-1648893,
Schwartz), or Dina Myers
A-1648893, Myrovitch, Dina (nee Schwartz),
Myers or
or

Ciubotarin.
Ciubotarin.

A-1473785,
A-1473785,
A-3993212,
A-3993212,
Thomas).
Thomas).
A-4297753,
A-4297753,
A-6261585,
A-6261585,
A-6245752,
A-6245752,
Evlogimenou.
Evlogimenou.

Myrovitch, Sol, or Myrowitch
Myers.
Myrowitch or
or Myers.
O'Connor, Margaret
Margaret Blanch, or Margaret
Margaret Miller
(nee
Miller (nee
O'Neill, Ruby Florence
Florence (nee Rollins).
Papademetriou, Vasiliki (nee Lykomatis).
Papademetriou,
Lykomatis).
Papageorge,
Papageorge, Alexandra,
Alexandra
Alexandra, or
or Alexandra

Valasiou
Valasiou

A-2443286,
A-2443286, Pare, Lorenzo Joseph, or Lorenzo
Lorenzo Joseph
Joseph Perry.
Perry.
A-2704508, Pasternak, Sophie, or Sophie Gorzelany
A-2704508,
Gorzelany or
or Catherine
Catherine
Gorzelany.
A-3171910,
A-3171910, Patselas,
Patselas, Jacovos Pantelis, or Jacob Patseias or Jacob
Jacob
Loizos.
Loizos.
A-5542627, Pavlinik, Milan, or John Pauer (alias Pavlinic).
A-5542627,
A-9632212,
A-9632212, Pelcic, Nikola.
A-5513435, Pereira, Jose Dias, or Jose or
A-5513435,
Dias.
or Joe Dias.
A-6684136, Peroulas, Demetrious
Demetrious Ioannou (alias Demetrious John
John
Peroulas).
Francesco, or Frank.
A-4284336, Petrolo, Francesco,
A-4661066, Pisani, Clemente
A-4661066,
Clemente Salvatore
Salvatore Pisani or
Salvatore (alias Salvatore
Salvatore Clemente Pisani).
Salvatore
Pisani).
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A-4903760,
A-4903760, Poulsen, Poul Borge
Borge (alias
Poulsen).
(alias Paul
Paul Poulsen).
A-6343693,
A-6343693, Procopis, Vasiliki
Vasiliki (nee
Vasilike Dountas).
(nee Vasilike
Dountas).
A-4363045,
A-4363045, Quintana,
Quintana, Benito,
Benito, or Benito
Benito Quintana
Seara.
Quintana Seara.
A-6180043,
A-6180043, Quintana,
Quintana, Enrique.
Enrique.
A-6180042, Quintana,
Quintana, Belia.
Bella.
A-9512159, Rahaman,
Rahaman, Abdul.
Abdul.
A-5068980,
A-5068980, Rizzardi, Giovanni
Giovanni Lugi, or
Rizzardi.
or John
John Louis
Louis Rizzardi.
A-6505643,
A-6505643, Roberts, Patrick
Patrick Francis
Francis William,
or Mickey
Mickey Roberts.
William, or
Roberts.
A-9610837, Roco,
A-9610837,
Roco, Alvaro.
Alvaro.
A-6459201, Rosa, Jorge
A-6459201,
de la.
la.
Jorge Antonio
Antonio de
A-6610928 Salina, Isabel Maud
Maud (nee
A-6610928,
(nee Isabel
Isabel Maud
Maud Greenough).
Greenough).
A-4949886,
A-4949886, Sanseverino,
Sanseverino, Guiseppe, or Joseph
Sanseverino.
Joseph Sanseverino.
A-4428632,
Scheinbaum, Abraham
A-4428632, Scheinbaum,
Abraham Louis,
English.
Louis, or
or Abe
Abe English.
A-5105914, Schjenken,
Schjenken, Helen,
A-5105914,
Helen, or
Nellie Rogers.
Rogers.
or Nellie
A-3761910, Schwartz, Edith Mary,
A-3761910,
Mary, or
Warry (nee
(nee
or Edith
Edith Mary
Mary Warry
Teams).
A-5953442,
A-5953442, Scognamiglio,
Scognamiglio, Ciro.
Ciro.
A-4627147, Scott, Walter
A-4627147,
Walter Clarence.
Clarence.
A-4002534, Semiaria,
Semiaria, Charles, or
A-4002534,
Simaria (alias
(alias Sabatai
Semaria,
or Simaria
Sabatai Semaria,
alias Januarez
Januarez Bennito or Juan
Suarez).
Juan Suarez).
A-5261007,
A-5261007, Shever, Hanna Weston,
or Anna
Anna Weston.
Weston.
Weston, or
A-3385679,
A-3385679, Shu, Enid
Enid Alicia.
Alicia.
A-6409906, Siewierski, Michael,
A-6409906,
Sedeski.
Michael, or
or Michael
Michael Sedeski.
A-6437559, Siewierski,
A-6437559,
Siewierski, Vera,
Vera, or
or Vera
Vera Sedeski.
Sedeski.
A-6437558,
A-6437558, Siewierski, Anne Justine
aka Sedeski.
Justine aka
Sedeski.
A-6437557,
Siewierski, Angeline Mary
A-6437557, Siewierski
Mary Siewierski
Siewi erski aka
aka Sedeski.
Sedeski.
A-4587423, Simms, Arthur
A-4587423,
Arthur Primrose.
Primrose.
A-3639654, Su1,
A-3639654,
Rita (nee
(nee P
eni
na Rit
ohen )
.
Sugal, Penina
Penina Rita
Penina
Ritaa C
Cohen).
A-6552969, Sui
Sullivan,
llivan, Wendy
Wendy Kay.
Bay.
A-4368591,
A-4368591, Tamm,
Salme Alice.
Alice.
Tamm, Salme
A-4076861,
Tsangaris, Anthony or
A-4076861, Tsangaris,
or Antonios.
Antonios.
A-2713770,
Barbara or
A-2713770, Tschudi, Barbara
or Tschudy
(nee Treumpy)
Tschudy (nee
Treumpy) or
or Babette
Babette
Tschudi.
Tschudi.
A-5138276, Tursich, Erminio (alias
A-5I38276,
Yursich).
(alias Herman
Herman Yursich).
A-2159905, Ulluh, Tomiz (alias Wasil
A-2159905,
Wasil Ali).
Ali).
A-2734013,
A-2734013, Vagianos, Angelos Michael.
Michael.
A-6690302,
Valenzuela, Aurelio, or
A-6690302, Valenzuela,
Valensuella.
or Aurelio
Aurelio Valensuella.
A-6690304,
A-6690304 zValenzuela,
Valenzuela, Tiburcio, Benjamin, or
or Benjamin
ValenzueBenjamin Valenzuela or Benjamin
Valensuella or
Benjamin Valensuella
Valesuella.
or Benjamin
Benjamin Valesuella.
A-6690303, Valenzuela,
Jesus Valensuella.
Valenzuela, Jesus, or Jesus
Valensuella.
A-6409902,
A-6409902, Vanderweerd,
John.
Vanderweerd, John.
A-6331341,
A-6331341, Wajntal, Mojzesz
Mojzesz (alias
(alias Mark
Mark Wein).
Wein).
A-7522626,
A-7522626, Wing, Laura
Mei-Lan Yee.
Laura Mei-Lan
Yee.
A-7632267, Wong, Lin You, or
or Lin
Lin Yao
Huang.
Yao Huang.
A-6446635, Wong, Helen (alias Quong Tung
Tung (Tong)
(Tong) Marr
Marr or
Mah
or Mah
or Helen Marr or
or Mar).
Mar).
A-1379566,
A-1379566, Zamudio-Lemos,
Zamudio-Lemos, Hilario.
Hilario.
A-6239400,
Zamudio-Soto, Ramon.
A-6239400, Zamudio-Soto,
Ramon.
A-5397099,
A-5397099, Zeid, Fanny.
Fanny.
A-5316226, Zeid, Max, formerly
A-5316226,
Zagdenwar.
formerly Zagdenwar.
A-7501012, Zetting, Mary Theresa, or Robertson,
A-7501012,
Smith.
Robertson, Robinson,
Robinson, Smith.
Agreed to July 6, 1949.
1949.

DEPORTATION
SUSPENSIONS
DEPORTATION SUS
PENSIONS

Resolved
(the House of Representatives
Resolved by the Senate (the
Representatives concurring),
concurring),
That
That the Congress
Congress favors
favors the suspension
suspension of
of deportation
in the
deportation in
the case
case of
of

July 6,
6, 1949
1949
July

(8. Con.
22)
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Con. Res.
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each person
hereinafter named,
General
the Attorney
Attorney General
in which
which case the
named, in
person hereinafter
each
deportation for more
more than six
six months:
months:
has suspended
suspended deportation
A-9771331,
A-9771331, Aase, Aksel.
A-1609228,
Jean Hartley.
Hartley.
A-1609228, Arline, Mary
Mary Jean
Jean Hartley,
Hartley, or Jean
A-1219242,
Athansiu, George
George John, or Georgios
Athanasiu or
or
Georgios Athanasiu
A-1219242, Athansiu,
Athanasiou.
Athanasiou.
A-4854961,
Attard, Emmanuele.
A-4854961, Attard,
A-3520682,
Barreiros, Manuel
Manuel Lopes,
Manuel Lopes.
Lopes.
Lopes, or
or Manuel
A-3520682, Barreiros,
A-9658310,
Blackstone, Harry Hyman.
A-9658310, Blackstone,
A-2914281,
A-2914281, Blohme, Christian.
A-5439241,
Charlotte (nee Grosz).
A-5439241, Bruck, Charlotte
A-4523939, Buras, Kyriaki, or Kyreaki
Kyreaki or Kyreai
Kyreai Buras or Moskos
or Prokopios
Prokopios (nee Panagaki).
Panagaki).
A-9545512,
Jos6 Davila.
A-9545512, Canoura, Jose
A-3998473,
A-3998473, Carreon, Juan.
A-6619105,
A-6619105, Carrillo, Ramiro, or Ramiro Carrillo Ceniceros.
A-3767452,
Maria Del Refugio.
A-3767452, Astorga, Maria
A-4608943, Cavanna, Santo.
A-4608943,
A-6261650, Cortis, Maria (nee Papapangiotou),
Athansiou
Papapangiotou), or Maria Athansiou
A-6261650,
Papapangiotou.
Papapangiotou.
A-59I6075,
A-5916075, Donaghy, Patrick.
A-4439870,
Copping).
A-4439870, Collins, Alice Mildred
Mildred Eileen (nee Copping).
A-6690300,
Stephen.
A-6690300, Farkas, Stephen.
A-6690301,
Tamasay-Czepan).
A-6690301, Farkas, Edith (nee Edith Tamasay-Czepan).
A-2970268, Franceschi,
Constantino.
A-2970268,
Franceschi, Sergio Constantino.
A-7655442, Geerts, Arjen
Arjen Johan.
Johan.
A-7655442,
A-2801732, Granberg,
A-2801732,
Granberg, Oscar Herbert.
A-4121781,
A-4121781, Gregorio, Giovanni.
A-4103261,
Leelabati, or Leela Rodman
Rodman or Ranu
A-4103261, Guha-Thakurta,
Guha-Thakurta, Leelabati,
Devi.
A-6214495,
A-6214495, Gunn, Maria Lok.
A-5796741, Hall, Ida Ruth (nee Dorfman).
Dorfman).
A-5796741,
A-9706110, Hansen,
Hansen, Bjarne.
A-9706110,
A-6261538,
Papakostantinu aka Marika
A-6261538, Jianakas, Marika
Marika (nee Papakostantinu
Giannakos) (nee Mary
Mary Johnson).
Johnson).
A-4226353, Johnson, Albert Nathan.
A-4226353,
A-5780662, Jones, Edgar Robert.
A-5780662,
A-3469233,
Kaminski, Stanley
Stanley George (alias Stanislaus Wladislaw
Wladislaw
A-3469233, Kaminski,
Kaminski).
Kaminski).
A-3269191,
A-3269191, Lausch, Edward.
A-6249442, Lekas, Alexandra
Alexandra or Alexandra
Alexandra Lekkas (nee Bargi).
A-6249442,
A-6425302,
A-6425302, Lopez-Garcia,
Lopez-Garcia, Alfredo.
A-6192538,
A-6192538, Majia, Evangelina.
A-6054209, Maletis, Mary, or Mary Maletiou
Maletiou or Maria Pantelis or
Cholakedes.
Maria S. Cholakedes.
A-5172340, Marmorato,
Marmorato, Pasquale or Patsy.
A-6475719,
Simpson).
A-6475719, Mary, Dorothy (nee Taylor Simpson).
A-5506972, McClave,
McClave, Mary
Mary Agnes (nee Spence).
Spence).
A-9632483, Miettinen, Kaarlo Vilho.
A-9632483,
A-6246458,
A-6246458, Nazaretian,
Nazaretian, Felice.
A-6070328, Newgord,
A-6070328,
Newgord, Esther (nee Goldstein),
Goldstein), alias Esther Haimovitch alias Esther Katz.
A-5414622,
A-5414622, Nimeth, Margaret
Margaret (nee Margaret Barta),
Barta), alias Margaret Semon.
A-9740975, Olsen, Arnold Emmanuel
Emmanuel (alias Arnold
Olsen).
Arnold E. Olsen).
A-4552326, Parsons, Robert
Robert Joseph, or Robert Parsons.
A-4264159, Perivolaris Nicolaos or Lignos or Nick Peris
A-4264159,
Penis or Pares
or Nick John Peres.
A-3334747, Philpin, Bridget, or Bessie or Bridget Gallagher.
A-3334747,
Gallagher.
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A-2970069, Pina, Francisco,
A-2970069,
Francisco, or
Joao Andrade.
or Joao
Andrade.
A-6285765,
A-6285765, Plevritis, Constantine
Constantine Elias.
Elias.
A-6040048,
A-6040048, Provo, Rose Marie,
Marie, or Mary
or MarMary Margaret
Margaret French
French or
Margaret Franche.
Franche.
A-1670564, Reifenkugel,
Reifenkugel, Helene,
A-1670564,
Helene, or Helene
Helene Bergstraesser.
Bergstraesser.
A-2493860, Roberts,
Roberts, Irene,
A-2493860,
Irene, or
or Irene
Irene Gluck.
Gluck.
A-1446003,
A-1446003, Rodrigues, Joaquim, or
or Joaquim
Joaquim Rodriguez.
Rodriguez.
A-3183742,
A-3183742, Rousku
Terho Otto.
Otto.
Rousku, Terho
A-4873047,
A-4873047, San, Wong Siu,
Siu or
Mrs. Mary
Wong Shee
Shoe
or Mrs.
Mary Wong,
Wong, or
or Wong
or Mrs.
or
(Cheung)or
or Wah
Mrs. Chong
Chong (Cheung)
Wah Chuen.
Chuen.
A-2087806,
or Louis
A-2087806, Scialpi, Luigi,
Luigi, or
Louis Scalpi.
Scalpi.
A-9513664, Sobkowiak,
Sobkowiak, Jan.
Jan.
A-6645635, Spitzer, Blima
Blima (nee
(nee Hers).
Hers).
A-5368957, Tabah, Jacob
A-5368957,
(alias Charles
Jacob (alias
Charles Belmonte).
Belmonte).
A-4875571,
A-4875571, Tabah, Esther
Esther or Belmonte
Belmonte (nee
(nee Mitrani).
Mitrani).
A-4677697,
Tabah), or
A-4677697, Hecht, Dora or Donna (nee Tabah),
Belmonte.
or Belmonte.
A-9561362,
A-9561362, Tellefsen,
Tellefsen ' Harold
Harold Stefanus.
Stefanus.
A-5406230,
A-5406230, Thomopoulos,
Thomopoulos, Demetrios
Demetrios or
or James
or James,
James, or
James Moskos
Moskos or
or
James
James Thomas.
Thomas.
A-6151164, Tracy, Maria
A-6151164,
Maria Pacita.
Pacita.
A-2755717, Tranoris,
Tranoris, Eleftheri
Eleftheri Constantinos.
Constantinos.
A-6345270,
A-6345270, Tushinis,
Tushinis, Maria.
Maria.
A-6659024, Vafias, Apostolos.
Apostolos.
A-6057885,
Vincencio-Abogado, Antonio
A-6057885, Vincencio-Abogado,
Antonio or
Antonio Abogado
or Antonio
Abogado
Vic,encio.
Vicencio.
A-9568998,
A-9568998, Vlachos, Theodore,
Theodore, or
or Theodore
Theodore J.
Blahos or
J. Blahos
or Theodoros
Theodoros
Vlachos.
A-4587936, Weiss, Hilda Edith (nee Billing).
A-4587936,
Billing).
A-5064038, Wheeler, Estefania
A-5064038,
Estefania (nee
Bondad).
(nee Bondad).
A-6360238, Whittle, Robert Albert (formerly Anderson).
Anderson).
A-6174003,
A-6174003, Wojciecla,
Thaddeus.
Wojciech, Thaddeus.
A-6174056,
A-6174056, Kowalski,
Kowalski, Stanley Hubert.
Hubert.
A-7782660,
A-7782660, Woodman,
Woodman, Flora Eileen
Kathrine (nee
Eileen Kathrine
(nee McDonald).
McDonald).
A-4928605,
A-4928605, Zarate,
Zarate, Jacoba
(nee Fruin).
Jacoba Petronella
Petronella (nee
Fruin).
Agreed to July
1949.
July 6,
6, 1949.

DEPORTATION SUSPENSIONS
SUSPENSIONS

the Senate (the
Resolved by the
(the House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives concurring),
concurring)
That the Congress favors the suspension
suspension of
in the
the case
case of
of deportation
deportation in
of
each alien hereinafter named, in which case the
each
the Attorney
General
Attorney General
has suspended
deportation for more than
suspended deportation
than six
six months.
months.
A-5348029, Adamiszyn,
A-5348029,
Adamiszyn, Mary (nee Grazio Maria
Maria Mitola
Mitola alias
alias
Mitale).
Mitale).
A-4476899,
A-4476899, Ali, Wahed
Wahed Mohamed,
Mohamed, or
Mohamed Ali
Ali or
Wahed or
or Mohamed
or Wahed
or
Wohaed
Wohaed Ali.
Ali.
A-2771648, Amezcua, Guadalupe, or
Chavez De
De
or Guadalupe
Guadalupe Chavez
Samaniego.
Samaniego.
A-6581279, Andavazo,
Felix.
Andavazo, Felix.
A-9728106, Andresen,
Hans Kristian.
Andresen, Hans
Kristian.
A-6314071,
Arabanos, Georgia.
A-6314071, Arabanos,
Georgia.
A-5007171,
A-5007171, Arena,
Francesco.
Arena, Francesco.
A-6712870,
A-6712870, Avalos, Tomasa, or
Avalos de
de Urquiza.
or Tomasa
Tomasa Avalos
Urquiza.
A-6199320,
A-6199320, Balletti, Cecelia
Cecelia Margaret
(nee de
Margaret (nee
de Cruz).
Cruz).
A-5431512,
A-5431512, Bardi, Massimo,
Massimo, or
or Sam
Sam Barth.
Bardi.
A-4699363, Bevilacqua, Anna
A-4699363,
Anna (nee
(nee Maldera).
Maldera).
A-6142598, Breslin, Pacita
Pacita Blanch
A-6142598,
Blanch (nee
(nee Pacita
Pacita Mercedes
Mercedes Blanch).
Blanch).
A-6240752, Bryant, Lila Rachael
Weingarten or
Rachael (nee Weingarten
or Hays).
Hays).
A-3874697, Burghen, Anna
A-3874697,
Anna Maria
Maria (nee
(nee Andrews).
Andrews).
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A-6455114,
Cabrales-Flores, Rafael.
A-6455114, Cabrales-Flores,
Rafael.
A-4374492, Cocolis,
Cocolis, Gerassimos
Gerassimos Demetrios.
A-4374492,
Demetrios.
A-6539706, Cusenza,
Matilde (alias
Violetta Matilde
Bileci).
A-6539706,
Cusenza, Violet
Violet Matilde
(alias Violetta
Matilde Bileci).
A-9500533, Da
Vincente St.
St. Aubyn
Aubyn (alias
(alias Vincent
Silva).
A-9500533,
Da Silva,
Silva, Vincente
Vincent Da
Da Silva).
A-6618909, De
Olga Encinas,
Encinas, or
or Olga
Olga
A-6618909,
De Chaides,
Chaides, Olga
or Olga
Olga Encinas
Encinas or
Encinas
Encinas De
De Chairez.
Chairez.
A-6088306,
De Guzman,
Guzman, Manuel
Fenix.
A-6088306, De
Manuel Fenix.
A-6088305,
De Guzman,
Schaefer.
A-6088305, De
Guzman, Nancy
Nancy Schaefer.
A-6088309,
De Guzman,
Lillian Schaefer.
Schaefer.
A-6088309, De
Guzman, Lillian
A-2085545,
De Marquez,
Josefa Aguilar
(VDA) (alias
Josefa
A-2085545, De
Marquez, Josefa
Aguilar (VDA)
(alias Josefa
Aguilar De
Marquez alias
Josefa Aguilar).
Aguilar).
Aguilar
De Marquez
alias Josefa
A-4323280,
Demidovich, Mike
Mike or
Michailo, or
or Michail
Michail Dimidovich.
Dimidovich.
A-4323280, Demidovich,
or Michailo,
A-6336480,
or Chiang
Dai.
A-6336480, Eney,
Eney, Richard
Richard John,
John, or
Chiang Sheng
Sheng Dai.
A-3644552,
Jean, or
or Jan
Jan Gluckman
Glicman.
A-3644552, Ernest,
Ernest, Jean,
Gluckman or
or Glicman.
A-4771499,
Fantuz, Richard
Joseph, or
or Richardo
Richardo Joseph
Fantuz.
A-4771499, Fantuz,
Richard Joseph,
Joseph Fantuz.
A-5457910,
Fine, or
Shiu John
Fung or
Shiu John.
A-5457910, Fung,
Fung, Shiu
Shiu Fine,
or Shin
John Fung
or Shiu
John.
A-5804059, Giessler,
Alwin, or
A-5804059,
Giessler, Otto
Otto Alwin,
or Otto
Otto Giessler.
Giessler.
A-7738794,
A-7738794, Gonzalez,
Gonzalez, Maria
Maria Del
Del Carmen
Carmen Uribe
Uribe Echevarria.
Echevarria.
A-9539472, Gonzales, Heladio.
A-9539472,
Heladio.
A-6251915,
A-6251915, Gonzalez,
Gonzalez, Miguel.
A-6261916, Gonzalez,
Gonzalez, Ruben.
A-6261916,
Ruben.
A-6666785, Gonzalez,
Gonzalez, Simon,
A-6666785,
Gonzalez-Villanueva.
Simon, or
or Simon
Simon Gonzalez-Villanueva.
A-6665517, Mendiola,
Mendiola, Paula, or Pauld Mendiola
Mendiola de Gonzales
or
Gonzales or
Pauline Mendiola.
A-5697168,
A-5697168, Gronwoldt,
Gronwoldt, Walter
Walter George.
George.
A-6551423,
A-6551423, Haberer,
Haberer, Florentina,
Florentina, or
or Florentine,
Florentina Nuguid.
Nuguid.
A-9664258,
A-9664258, Hadjipetros,
Steve Hadjipetros.
Hadjipetros.
Hadjipetros, Sotirios, or
or Sordi
Sordi or
or Steve
A-5020056,
A-5020056, Haller, Gottlieb Heinrich
Gustav Haller.
Haller.
Heinrich Gustav,
Gustav, or
or Gustav
A-3565724,
A-3565724, Hamilton, Anna
Buczma).
Anna (nee
(nee Buczma).
A-6172375,
Flamm, Juliana
Juliana Rodil.
Rodil.
A-6172375, Hamm,
A-2663801, Haro, Jose
A-266380I,
Flores (alias
Flores).
Jose Ysabel
Ysabel Flores
(alias Jose
Jose Flores).
A-6679233,
Benign°.
A-6679233, Hernandez,
Hernandez, Benigno.
A-6679234, Hernandez,
A-6679234,
Francisco.
Hernandez, Francisco.
A-4715960,
A-4715960, Hermandez,
Hermandez, Francisco.
Francisco.
A-6639350, Hernandez,
Roberto (alias
(alias Norberto
A-6639350,
Hernandez, Norberto
Norberto Roberto
Norberto HernanHernandez alias Roberto
Roberto Hernandez
Hernandez alias
Robert Hernandez).
alias Robert
Hernandez).
A-6639351,
Hernandez, Roberto.
A-6639351, Hernandez,
Roberto.
A-6382878,
A-6382878, Holsman, Marta
Marta Hugentobler
(nee Marta
Hugentobler (nee
Marta Hugentobler).
Hugentobler).
A-5786464,
A-5786464, Hoon,
loon, Chan Ngon
Mrs. Davis
Davis Owyang).
Ngon (alias
(alias Mrs.
Owyang).
A-2038760, Hoyer,
Hoyer, Kurt
Kurt Emil.
Emil.
A-2038760,
A-3602671, Hunt,
Henry.
A-3602671,
Hunt, Henry.
A-6301859, Hyatt,
Hyatt, Lewis.
Lewis.
A-6301859,
A-6045907, Ichak,
Ichak, Ali,
or Ichak
A-6045907,
Ali, or
Ichak Ali.
Ali.
A-5599244,
A-5599244, Illich,
Mich, Yova,
or John
John Illich.
Mich.
Yova, or
A-5573460,
A-5573460, Jacob,
Jacob, Sandor,
Sandor, or
or Alexander
Alexander Jacob
Jacob or
or Jacobs.
Jacobs.
A-3148155,
Soe Siong,
Siong, or Su
A-3148155, Joeng, Soe
Su Siong, Jung.
Jung.
56208/196, Joyner,
Harry.
56208/196,
Joyner, William
William Harry.
A-2086707,
A-2086707, Karavolos,
Karavolos, Stephanos
Stephanos Theodore.
Theodore.
A-5448558,
A-5448558, Kennett,
Kennett, Eunice Lorraine (nee Hultgreen).
Hultgreen).
A-5334990, Kent,
Kent, Walter.
Walter.
A-5334990,
A-3192801,
A-3192801, Khan, Aziz.
A-5019347,
A-5019347, Klevers,
Klevers, Eric
Joseph, or
or Erich
Erich Klevers.
Eric Joseph,
Klevers.
A-5654893,
A-5654893, Knowlton,
Knowlton, Jessie Marie (alias Jessie Marie Aspden
nee
Aspden nee
Lawrence).
Lawrence).
A-2855065,
A-2855065, Koludrovich,
Koludrovich, Vladimir
Vladimir Ludovicco.
Ludovicco.
A-4776975,
A-4776975, Laggan, Catherine
Catherine Feeney.
Feeney.
A-1030731,
A-1030731, Lazarich,
Lazarich, Mirko.
A-5584293,
Josephine (alias Josephine
A-5584293, Leon, Josephine
Josephine Leon Vicochea
Vicochea or
or
Dicochea alias
Dicochea
alias Josephine
Josephine Garcia).
Garcia).
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A-6300095, Liddicoat,
Liddicoat, Harold
Harold Raymond.
Raymond.
A-2162658,
A-2162658, Lombardo, Francesco.
Francesco.
A-5610107,
A-5610107, Lopez, Luis, or Louis Lopez or Luis Lopez
Lopez Garcia.
Garcia.
A-6400801,
Lopez-Cabrera, Ezequiel.
A-6400801, Lopez-Cabrera,
A-9553892, Loucas, George Anthony
A-9553892,
Anthony (alias Georgios Antonios
Antonios
Loucas).
A-1598756, Madonna,
A-1598756,
Madonna, Giuseppe
Giuseppe (alias Giuseppe Clemente).
Clemente).
A-4555403,
A-4555403, Magner, James
James Thomas.
Thomas.
A-4067230,
A-4067230, Mancini,
Mancini, Adelio.
A-5825606,
A-5825606, Mandel, Margaret Fanny (alias Margaret
Margaret Sanders
or
Sanders or
Margaret Schoene or Margaret
Margaret Barozzi).
Barozzi).
A-5261900, Masu, John (alias Giovanni
Giovanni Masu).
A-5010273,
A-5010273, De Mendoza, Marcelina
Marcelina Rivera.
Rivera.
A-6208054,
A-6208054, Menzies,
Menzies, Colin
Colin John.
John.
A-4136618,
A-4136618, Miller, Fred, or Frederich
Frederich Moller or
or Friedrich
Friedrich Karl
Karl
Ernst Moller.
A-5107301, Mi-Loffe,
A-5107301,
Goffe.
Mi-Loffe, Eric Goffe.
A-4066323, Mitola, Antonio,
A-4066323,
Antonio, or Anthony
Mitola.
Anthony Patrick Mitola.
A-3382835,
A-3382835, Mitola, Maria Rosa, or Rose Mitola (nee Del Vecchio).
Vecchio).
A-1274580,
A-1274580, Monte, Caroline, or Caroline
Caroline Demallos (nee
(nee Caroline
Caroline
Lannutti).
Lannutti).
A-6251165, Monterrubio,
Monterrubio, Bienvenida (nee Bienvenida
A-6251165,
Bienvenida Vasquez
Vasquez

Tirado).
Tirado).

A-4289029, Montes-Lopez,
Montes-Lopez, Andres, or Andres
A-4289029,
Andres Montes.
Montes.
A-1627591,
A-1627591, Morales, Maria
Maria de Jesus
Jesus,'or Mary
Mary Morales.
Morales.
A-6240784,
A-6240784, Morden, Sarra
Sarra,' or Sarra Mesh.
A-4363956,
A-4363956, Mueller, Hans Heinrich
Alfred.
Heinrich Alfred.
A-2862095,
A-2862095, Mueller, John Hans, or
Otto Eugen
or Hans
Hans Otto
Eugen Mueller
Mueller or
or
Hans Mueller.
A-7583119, Naef, Emil Joseph.
A-7583119,
Joseph.
A-6815661, Ngai, Shun Him.
A-6815661,
A-6815662,
A-6815662, Ngai, Siu Kum.
A-2146542,
A-2146542, O'Donnell, Francis Albert, or Frank Albert O'Donnell
or "Inky".
"Inky".
A-3407260, Olivieri, Anthony
Anthony (Antonio) (alias Francesco Porro).
A-3407260,
Porro).
A-6302145, Ossin, Sarah (alias Sarah Kovtun Ossin).
Ossin).
A-5942218,
Osterlund, Holger Torvald.
A-5942218, Osterltuad,
Torvald.
A-4123010,
A-4123010, Palomba, Giovanni,
Giovanni, or Palombo
Palombo (alias
Palombo).
(alias John
John Palombo).
A-6563748,
A-6563748, Palomino,
Palomino, Julian, or JuPalomPalomino
Julian Palomino Quinones.
Quinones.
A-1888219, Parenteau,
A-1888219,
Parenteau, Narcisse (alias Joseph Exidas
Narcisse
Exidas Narcisse
Parenteau).
Parenteau).
Pasatiempo, Remedios
A-6153664, Pasatiempo,
Remedios Navarra.
A-1011989, Pera
A-1011989,
Pera, Anna.
A-6245339,
A-6245339, Pericharos,
Periclaros, Christos (alias Christ Pericharos).
Pericharos).
A-6090963,
A-6090963, Pick, Charles Robert.
Robert.
A-2795198,
A-2795198, Pitsiladis, Efstratios, or Charles Peterson
Peterson or
or Charles
Charles
Pitsiladis.
A-3176245, Porvari, Olavi Veli.
A-3176245,
Veli.
A-4384519,
A-4384519, Ramos, Juan Jose, or John Joe
(alias Jose
Jose
Joe Ramos
Ramos (alias
Aguilar).
A-6357059,
A-6357059, Rodriguez,
Rothiguez, Sabino, or Sabino Lozoya
RodriLozoya or Sabino
Sabino Rodriguez Lozoya.
Lozoya.
A-3146287,
A-3146287, Rogga, John, or John Rouga.
A-5097023, Romej,
A-5097023,
Romej, Jan Ludwik, or John Ludwik Romej.
Romej.
A-6047568, Rost, Harry (alias Harry
A-6047568,
Harry Hyman
Hyman Rashback).
Rashback).
A-2514884,
A-2514884, Sabbe, Margaret
Marie (alias Margaret
Margaret Marie
Marie Rosselle
Margaret Marie
Rosselle
Margaret Marie
or Margaret
Marie Billiet).
A-2750510,
A-2750510, Sainz-Gutierrez,
Sainz-Gutierrez, Santiago.
A-6704617, Sallin, Catherine.
A-6704617,
Catherine.
A-5936582, Samuels, Jen,sena
A-5936582,
Jensena Irene.
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A-3477565, Santoro, Emilia (alias Emilia
Zanone).
A-3477565,
Emilia Zanone).
A-5249171, Sarkissian,
A-5249171,
Sarkissian, George
George (alias George
George Sarkisian alias Hachig
Hachig
or Hatchig Sarkissian or Sarkisian).
A-397443, Sharkey, Mary Jane (nee Mary Jane Ramsey).
Ramsey).
A-397443,
A-5452595, Silbert, Mary (nee Finegood).
A-5452595,
A-3444818, Silva, Manuel Y Cruces, or Manuel
Manuel Silva.
A-3444818,
A-6075260,
A-6075260, Simmons, Pearl Salud (nee Tibig).
A-9769910,
Rampersaud.
A-9769910, Singh, Mahadeo Javert Rampersaud.
A-3678239, Sokolow, Sol, or Zyskind Sokolow
Sokolow or Sokol or Zyskind
Janowitz or Yanowicz.
Sokolow, or Janowicz
Janowicz or Janowitz
Yanowicz.
A-3930421,
A-3930421, Speis, Stelios Napoleon, or Steve Napoleon Speis.
A-6517996, Sporup, John Soren Nielsen, or John Nielsen.
A-7703588, Soroosh,
Soroosh, Gholam Hossein.
A-4761287,
Gertrud Mae, or Seiweh (nee French alias
A-4761287, Soulvie, Gertrud
Schultz).
A-3776190,
A-3776190, Sousa, Mary Agnes.
A-6551396, Squires, Elizabeth
Elizabeth Oonagh (alias Elizabeth Perdue).
Perdue).
A-6551396,
A-6551397, Squires, Penelope
Penelope Oonagh (alias Penelope Perdue).
A-6551397,
A-6261575, Stamatiades,
A-6261575,
Stamatiades, Nefelia (nee Valasi).
Valasi).
A-3174351, St. Hilaire, Melvin, or Melville or Joe St. Hilaire.
A-3174351,
A-6277447,
Taylor, Beth (alias Beth Engeisen).
Engeisen).
A-6277447, Taylor,
A-4491271,
Herman, or Walter Smith or
A-4491271, Thederahn,
Thederahn, Walter Herman,
Schmidt.
A-5378679, Uusmaa, Vladimer
Vladimer (alias
Uusmaa).
A-5378679,
(alias Vladimer
Vladimer Vel
Vel Uusmaa).
A-7798513,
Baudelica Valencia Gonzaliz).
Gonzaliz).
A-7798513, Valencia, Baudelio (alias Baudelica
A-3716183,
A-3716183, Wang, James Shu Woo, or Wang Shu Woo or James
Wang.
A-6458405, Wands, Laraine Fay, or Loraine Fay Wands.
A-6458405,
A-3497722, Whitaker,
Whitaker, Laura
Laura Myrtle
Myrtle (nee Owen).
A-3497722,
A-1275082,
A-1275082, Williamson,
Williamson, Willianaina,
Williamina, or Mina Williamson.
Williamson.
A-4495642,
Wolinsky, Abraham.
A-4495642, Wolinsky,
A-6364147,
Wright, Graham Patrick.
Patrick.
A-6364147, Wright,
A-6292364,
Zakrzewski, Genowefa,
Genowefa, or Genowefa
Genowefa Szczepanska.
Szczepanska.
A-6292364, Zakrzewski,
A-6292365, Zakrzewski,
A-6292365,
Zakrzewski, Jadwiga.
A-3154916,
Christos.
A-3154916, Zannis, Christos.
Agreed to July 6, 1949.

July 6, 1949
o. Res.
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(8.
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DEPORTATION
DEPORTATION SUSPENSIONS
SUSPENSIONS

concurring),
Resolved by the Senate (the
(the House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives concurring),
That the Congress favors the suspension of deportation
deportation in the case of
hereinafter named, in which case the Attorney General has
each alien hereinafter
has
suspended deportation
suspended
deportation for more than six months:
A-6749936,
Martinez or
A-6749936, Alcala-Martinez,
Alcala-Martinez, Jesus, or Jesus Martinez
or Jesus
Jesus
Alcala.
A-6313380, Ayala-Serrano,
A-6313380,
Ayala-Serrano, Irene.
A-6449001, Alexander, Chi Ngo, or Chen Chi Ngo.
A-6449001,
A-6373549,
A-6373549, Ayala, Juan Hernandez,
Hernandez
Hernandez, or Juan Ayala Hernandez
Hancock alias M. C. Stokes).
(alias Dan Hancock
A-9579672, Bacich, Anton Sime.
A-9579672,
A-2879588,
A-2879588, Battaglini, Quirino Gene.
A-5652053,
A-5652053, Beda, Sabetay.
A-6249257,
A-6249257, Bellios, Paraskevi Costalia.
A-5166885,
August Johannes.
A-5166885, Bendfeldt, August
A-6326675, Berliner,
Berliner, Kenneth
Kenneth Michael (alias Kenneth
Kenneth Michael
A-6326675,
Michael
Hovde).
Hovde).
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A-3563940,
A-3563940, Binicos, Ioannis Simeon,
Simeon, or
or John
John Sam
Sam Binicos.
Binicos.
A-3158850,
Blake, Clara,
A-3158850, Blake,
Clara, formerly
formerly Sinclair
(nee
Sinclair formerly
formerly Bott
Bott (nee
Brewster).
Brewster).
A-6745477,
A-6745477, Bohn, Cecilia Sophia, or Cecelia
Sophia Syre.
Cecelia Sophia
Syre.
A-6428294,
A-6428294, Boone,
Boone, Patricia
Patricia B., or Patricia
Patricia Imelda
Imelda Boone
Boone (nee
(nee
Bibby).
Bibby).
A-9574254, Boonstoppel,
Boonstoppel, Johannes, or John
A-9574254,
Jacob Boonstoppel.
John Jacob
Boonstoppel.
A-6441010, Booth,
Booth, Margaret
Margaret Kato
Kato Walker.
Walker.
A-5134452,
A-5134452, Bosi, Enrico,
Enrico, or
or Henry
Peter Bosi.
Henry Peter
Bosi.
A-9810588,
Bruggencate, Albertus
A-9810588, Bruggencate,
Albertus Ten.
Ten.
A-3726769, Callejas,
Callejas, Manuel
Manuel Peidro.
Peidro.
A-6754664, Changeux, Daniel
Robert.
Daniel Robert.
A-5763706,
A-5763706, Chau,
Chau, Shing Leung,
Leung, or
or Spaulding
Spaulding Chau.
Chau.
A-6256341,
A-6256341, Cirincione,
Cirincione, Maria
Teresa.
Maria Teresa.
A-6256342, Cirincione,
Cirincione, Carmela
A-6256342,
Marie.
Carmela Marie.
A-6790777, Corazza,
A-6790777,
Corazza, Gilberto Leo (alias
Corazza or
or CorCor(alias Gilberto
Gilberto Corazza
razza or Gilbert Lee Corazza).
Corazza).
A-6092372, Cortes, Caroline Napoleon,
Napoleon, formerly
A-6092372,
Napoleon
formerly Caroline
Caroline Napoleon
Denard.
Denard.
A-1370087,
A-1370087, Costas,
Costa,s, Juan Antonio
Antonio Lopez,
Lopez, or
Costas or
or
or Juan
Juan Lopez
Lopez Costas
Juan Lopez.
A-6172681, Cotsonis, Potoula George,
A-6172681,
George, or
or Potoula
Potoula Laloussis.
Laloussis.
A-4851448
A-4851448, D'Agostino, Arcangelo,
Arcangelo, or
or Angelo
D'Agostino.
Angelo D'Agostino.
A-6218566,
A-6218566, Dantes, John, or Ioannes
Yusel Dantes.
Dantes.
Ioannes Yusel
A-7589086,
A-7589086, Davis, John
John Champneys.
Champneys.
A-6371776, Derro, Giovanna
A-6371776,
Totino).
Giovanna (nee
(nee Totino).
A-6391245, D'Orsogna, Marcell°.
A-6391245,
Marcello.
A-6427491, Estridge, Edward
A-6427491,
Nathaniel.
Edward Nathaniel.
A-3442924,
A-3442924, Farese, Biagio.
Biagio.
A-4135957,
Faustini, Sebastiana,
A-4135957, Faustini,
Sebastiana, or Benny or
or Beniamino
Beniamino Faustino.
Faustino.
A-4173534,
A-4173534, Fook, Ling Bing, or
Bing Fook
Fook Ling.
or Bing
Ling.
A-6075351, Francisco,
Francisco, Rogelio
A-6075351,
Ragelio Chumbuque.
Chumbuque.
A-9770636,
A-9770636, Furman, Franciszek
Franciszek Furman
Furman or
or
Franciszek Felix,
Felix, or
or Franciszek
Frank Furman.
A-9659926,
A-9659926, Galanos,
Galanos, Nocolaos.
Nocolaos.
A-5929794,
A-5929794, George,
George, Eileen.
Eileen.
A-4669615, Gessner,
A-4669615,
Gessner, Friedrich
Friedrich Albert
Albert Heinrich
Robert, or
Heinrich Robert,
or Fred
Fred
Horn.
Horn.
A-5146721,
A-5146721, Glick, Dorothy, or
Bloom or
or Debora
Blimor Dorothy
Dorothy Bloom
Debora Blimbaum.
A-3323609, Goffredo,
Goffredo, Pantaleo,
Pantaleo, or
A-3323609,
Goffredo.
or Leo
Leo Goffredo.
A-7653000, Goldstein, Katherine
Katherine Doris
Doris (nee
Katherine Doris
Doris
(nee Katherine
Victorsen).
Victorsen).
A-6517959,
Esperanza Eroles
A-6517959, Gunther, Esperanza
Eroles).
Eroles (nee
(nee Esperanza
Esperanza Eroles).
A-7592298, Hansen, Marjorie
A-7592298,
Marjorie McGuire.
McGuire.
A-1074698, Heiloo,
Vartanoush (nee Markarian
A-1074698,
Heiloo, Vartanoush
Rose or
Markarian Rose
or Vartanoush
Vartanoush
Krikorian).
Krikorian).
A-6040369,
A-6040369, Hodge, Lawrence.
Lawrence.
A-6024985,
A-6024985, Hodge, Maude
Iola.
Maude Iola.
A-5878163, Hsueh, Wei Fan (alias Wilfred
A-5878163,
Wilfred Hsueh).
Hsueh).
A-6590350, Huggins, Frederick
Oscar.
Frederick Oscar.
A-4833110,
A-4833110, Hantwarg,
Hantwarg, Rubin or
or Huntverg
Huntverg or
Reubin Hunter
or Reubin
Hunter or
or
Robert Miller.
Miller.
A-2898572,
A-2898572, Ionno, Pellegrino.
Pellegrino.
A-6428323, Jacobs, Margaret
A-6428323,
Margaret Genevieve
Genevieve (nee
Bibby alias
(nee Bibby
alias Genevieve
Genevieve
Jacobs).
Jacobs).
A-4301234, Jaeger, George Friedrich Willy (alias
A-4301234,
(alias George
Waldo).
George Waldo).
A-6249467,
A-6249467, Jarrin, Fanny Lucila
Lucila or
or Mosquera.
Mosquera.
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A-6060836, Jarrin, Nelson
A-6060836,
Nelson Anibal,
Anibal, M.
M. D.
D.
A-6291689,
Michael.
A-6291689, Jarrold, James Michael.
A-5922766,
A-5922766, Kellgren, Adam.
A-6755482,
A-6755482, Kerketzes,
S.
Kerketzes, Ioannis, or Josnis
Joanis Stilianos or
or John
John S.
Kerkentzes.
Kerkentzes.
A-4699864, Klapprat, Robert, or Klaprat
A-4699864,
Klaprat or Klappert
Kappert.
Klappert or
or Kappert.
A-7558796,
Elizabeth.
A-7558796, Klasson, Joanna
Joanna Elizabeth.
A-9776542, Kritikos,
A-9776542,
Kritikos 'Ioannis
Ioannis Stavros
Stavros (alias John
John Steve
Steve Kritikos).
Kritikos).
A-5946937, Kuzemka, Nikolaj or Nikolaj or Nick Kuzema
A-5946937,
Kuzema or
or
Joseph Meski.
Meski.
A-6530589, Kuzninska,
Jacek Richard.
Kuzninska, Jacek
Richard.
A-6277981, Kyriazis, Christ Constantine.
A-6277981,
Constantine.
A-6414794, Lamer,
Lamer, Mirko.
Mirko.
A-6251150, Lamer,
Lamer, Leonore.
Leonore.
A-6281356, Lara-Medrano,
Lara-Medrano, Jose.
A-6281356,
Jose.
A-7686310,
A-7686310, Larson, Alice Mary Margaret
Margaret (nee Seyer).
Seyer).
A-5234163,
A-5234163, Laufer, Edith (nee Luberoff).
A-5886897,
A-5886897, Leer, Cornelius.
A-2794013, Lemanis,
A-2794013,
Lemanis, Konstantine
Konstantine George, or Costas
Costas Lemanis.
Lemanis.
A-6526015, Leni, Nunziata.
A-4882931,
A-4882931, Leshley, William Alexander.
A-6633954, Leung, Vicente.
Vicente.
A-6300096, Liddicoat, Doreen Violet.
A-6300096,
A-4441129, Lundsteen,
A-4441129,
Lundsteen, Ernst Hubert.
Hubert.
A-3837986, Lyons,
Lyons, Thomas Joseph.
Joseph.
A-4535362, Madsen,
Madsen, Charles
Charles Marinus.
Marinus.
A-5668197, Majka, Jan or John Majka.
Majka.
A-4940423,
A-4940423, Majka,
Majka, Katarzyna
Katarzyna Rose (nee Banek).
Banek).
A-6810821, Maldonado,
A-6810821,
Maldonado, Petra, or Petra Maldonado
Maldonado de
de Montes.
Montes.
A-4947209, Mancusi, Mario, or Mike
A-4947209,
Mike Mancusi.
Mancusi.
A-6075160, Martin, Gladys Constance.
A-6075160,
Constance.
A-6108461, Medina, Jose Julio Juil Renteria, or Luis Medina
A-6108461,
Medina RenRenteria or Jose Luis Renteria
Renteria Medina.
A-5765526, Melanoff,
A-5765526,
Melanoff, Rose or Loza (nee Vassiloff or
Vassideva).
or Vassideva).
A-6245144, Mobille,
Catherine Z., or Catherine
A-6245144,
Mobille, Catherine
Catherine Vomvila
Vomvila or AitkerAitkermis Mombilin.
A-3691575, Mohamed,
A-3691575,
or Johnnie
Johnnie Mohamed.
Mohamed.
Mohamed, Dost,
Dost, or
A-9552718, Monterroso,
A-9552718,
Herman, or
or Herman
Mon terrossa.
Monterroso, Herman,
Herman Monterrossa.
A-1858603, Morze,
A-1858603,
Morze, Charity
Charity Alma, or Charity Alma
Fifield.
Alma Fifield.
A-3640890, Mulkern,
Mulkern, Joseph or Mulkerinus.
Mulkerinus.
A-1231306,
A-1231306, Napoli, Antonio.
A-9701787,
A-9701787, Olsen, Ingolf.
A-9550196,
A-9550196, Olsen, Rolf.
A-6624314,
A-6624314, O'Neal, Etienne
Etienne Emerson.
Emerson.
A-6239403,
A-6239403, Paille, Jack Jean Paul, or Jack
Paine.
Jack Paille.
A-1029502,
Nechemia, or Norman
A-1029502, Perel, Nechemia,
Norman Earnest Pearl.
A-5105586, Petibon, Yves, or Maurice
A-5105586,
Maurice Petibon.
A-6701961,
A-6701961, Pfeifer, Karoline Maria (alias Karoline Mary
Mary Pfeifer).
A-6594725,
A-6594725, Papandreopoulos,
Papandreopoulos, Elias
Elias Polybios.
Polybios.
A-7041843,
A-7041843, Pun, Chin Yuen, or Chin Yuen Pon, Pon Yuen
Yuen Chinn.
Chinn.
A-6300094,
A-6300094, Rankin, Jillian Kay.
A-6252336,
A-6252336, Renteria, Manuel,
Manuel, or Manuel
Manuel Renteria
Renteria Portilla.
Henrietta Pauline (nee Adams).
A-5712529, Reynolds,
Reynolds, Henrietta
A-7010074, Richter, Rolf Hans.
A-7010073,
A-7010073, Richter, Lucie Gertrud, or Gertrud Lucie Richter.
A-6650790,
Charles.
A-6650790, Robertson,
Robertson, Clifford James Charles
A-7528781,
A-7528781, Roehmann,
Roehmann, Dagobert (alias Dagobert Waldow).
Waldow).
56169/182,
Ruello, Antonio.
5616
9/
182, Ruello,
Antonio.
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A-4005355,
A-4005355, Samad, Iris Daphne
Daphne (nee
(nee Vanputten).
Vanputten).
A-6125773,
Sanchez-Barcenas, Jose Inez (alias Inez
A-6125773, Sanchez-Barcenas,
SanchezInez SanchezBarcenas).
Barcenas).
A-6077519, Schaefer, Adelaida
Santos.
Adelaida Santos.
A-6077574,
A-6077574, Schaefer,
Schaefer, Junior,
John Santos.
Santos.
Junior, John
A-4984498,
A-4984498, Sartuche,
Sartuche, Bertha
Bertha Reyes (alias
(alias Bertha
Bertha Sanchez
Sanchez Sartuche,
Sartuche,
alias Bertha Reyes
Reyes alias
Sanchez).
alias Bertha
Bertha Sanchez).
A-1707593, Sauter, Anna, or Anna
A-1707593,
Manderscheidt or
or Anna
Jetter.
Anna Manderscheidt
Anna Jetter.
56112/24,
56112/24, Scordilis, Panagiotis
Panagiotis Stylianos.
Stylianos.
A-2298613, Seiter, Christian Joseph, or
A-2298613,
Chris or
or Christ
or Chris
Christ Seiter.
Seiter.
A-6633431,
Serrano-Berrera, Jose
A-6633431, Serrano-Berrera,
Jose Mauricio.
Mauricio.
A-1384811,
Malvina E.
E. (nee
A-1384811, Simon, Malvina
(nee Abraham,
alias Malvina
Ester
Abraham, alias
Malvina Ester
Bsch, alias
alias Malvina
Bsch,
Malvina Schwartz and Malvina
Malvina Eisenbach).
Eisenbach).
A-2700886, Skuza, Frank,
A-2700886,
Frank, or
Franciszek Skuza.
Skuza.
or Franciszek
A-1545593, Spencer, Charles
A-1545593,
Charles Joseph.
Joseph.
A-7001121,
A-7001121, Spencer, Mildred Vivian
Vivian Margaret.
Margaret.
A-5139588,
Stankiewicz, Jozef,
A-5139588, Stankiewicz
or Joseph
Stank.
Jozef, or
Joseph Stank.
A-6233624,
A-6233624, Stevenson,
Stevenson, Walter George.
George.
A-6239754, Stolz, Chen Li
A-6239754,
Li Ying
(nee Chen
Chen Li
Li Ying).
Ying (nee
Ying).
A-6345672,
A-6345672, Stoyas, Athena,
Athena, or
Athena Moonos
or Athena
Moonos or
or Athena
Athena PapangPapanghehlidau.
helidau.
A-7791546, Stroud
Stroud (de),
A-7791546,
Maria Voltas.
Voltas.
(de), Maria
A-6494368, Tedesco, Saviour.
Saviour.
A-6296116,
A-6296116, Thomasson,
Thomasson, Ivan
Ivan Samuel.
Samuel.
A-5593901,
A-5593901, Tietge, Paul (alias Paul
Paul Klein).
Klein).
A-5629597, Trapani, Gaetano.
A-5629597,
Gaetano.
A-6357984, Tratarou,
A-6357984,
Pantelis John.
John.
Tratarou, Pantelis
A-6350818, Tratarou, Athenoula.
A-6350818,
Athenoula.
A-3073862, Traynor, Harry
Harry Joseph.
Joseph.
A-6692815,
A-6692815, Trilling,
Trilling, Erin, or
or Erin
Erin Shikallof.
Shikallof.
A-3428895,
A-3428895, Tuerk, Arthur
Arthur Erdmann.
Erdmann.
A-6020295, Turnbull,
Turnbull, Idalia Constancia
"Daly".
Constancia "Dally".
A-1164142, Tye,
A-1164142,
Tye, Ong
Ong flee.
Hee.
A-4973977, Valiant,
Valiant, John
John Peden.
Peden.
A-6709145, Vanskike,
Vanskike, Verla Cora, formerly
A-6709145,
formerly Strickland
Strickland (nee
(nee
Thomas).
A-6754859,
A-6754859, Vanskike,
Vanskike, Lois Isable Gladys, formerly
formerly Strickland.
Strickland.
A-6755531,
A-6755531, Vanskike, Allan Robert,
Robert, formerly
formerly Strickland.
Strickland.
A-5870852, Vanterpool,
A-5870852,
Vanterpool, Viola Anastacia, or
Anastacia Fahir
Fahir
or Viola
Viola Anastacia
or Viola Anastacia Foy.
Foy.
A-2830324, Vasilios,
Vasilios, Christos.
Christos.
A-4036671,
A-4036671, Vassura, Anthony or
or Antonio.
Antonio.
A-3182536,
Josephine (nee
A-3182536, Vassura, Josephine
(nee Girolimini).
Girolimini).
A-6007554, Vieira,
A-6007554,
Vieira, Joao.
Joao.
A-5546430, Villanova,
Villanova, Manuel
Manuel (alias Manuel
A-5546430,
Manuel Villanova
Villanova Dominguez
Dominquez
or Manuel
Manuel Ribas).
Ribas).
A-4328843, Vogt, Gustav (alias Augusta
A-4328843,
Augusta Conrad,
Conrad, alias
alias Paul
Paul G.
G.
Leonard).
Leonard).
A-2632561,
A-2632561, Wang, Mabel Chih-Lan
Chih-Lan Chen,
or Mabel
Gee Lan
Chan.
Chen, or
Mabel Gee
Lan Chan.
A-5748097,
Margaret (nee
A-5748097, Werner, Margaret
Carmichael), or
Mrs. Howard
(nee Carmichael),
or Mrs.
Howard
Charles Werner.
Werner.
A-5100607, Wexelman,
Wexelman, Sarah, or Sarah
A-5100607,
Sarah Dvora
Dvora Wexelman.
Wexelman.
A-7022757,
A-7022757, Wexelman,
Mortimer.
Wexelman, Mortimer.
A-6433846,
A-6433846, Wiesner,
Wiesner Lucille
Lucille M. (nee
(nee Bibby).
Bibby).
A-2454595,
A-2454595, Wing, Edward Yee;
Yee On
Woon.
Yee; Yee
On Woon.
A-6720886, Yankopoulos,
Yankopoulos, Alexander
Anastasiou.
Alexander Anastasiou.
Agreed to July 6,
6, 1949.
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DEPORTATION SUSPENSIONS
DEPORTATION

Resolved by the Senate
concurring),
Senate (the
(the House of Representatives
Representatives concurring),
n the
of
That the Congress favors the suspension of deportation i
in
the case of
General has
each alien hereinafter
hereinafter named, in which case
case the
the Attorney
Attorney General
suspended deportation for more than six months:
A-9743510, Aasmo, Kristian
Kristian Ingvard.
A-9743510,
A-1537001, Anderson,
Anderson, Mary Elvera (nee Soderman, formerly
formerly
A-1537001,
Sjoblom).
Sjoblom).
A-3734119,
A-3734119, Araya, Luis Alberto y
y Franc,
Franc, or Luis
Luis Alberto
Alberto Araya.
Araya.
A-5987595,
A-5987595, Arias-Perez,
Arias-Perez, Jose Angel.
A-1901927,
A-1901927, Augustatos, Panagis, or Peter Statos.
A-7028110,
A-7028110, Ballester, Amparo Teresa Asela (alias Amparo Iturbi
Ballester).
A-3172055, Bartkowiak, Peter (alias Hans Halbe).
Halbe).
A-5220001,
Bausback, Robert; Robert Hill.
A-5220001, Bausback,
A-9575542,
A-9575542, Berkhout, Willem.
A-2588586, Bogdanovic, Savo, or Nicholas Pechar.
A-2588586,
A-3793346, Borgwardt, Hans Karl.
A-3793346,
A-2890486, Borrell, Teresa Adell
Ade11 (nee Gelma).
Gelma).
A-2890486,
A-6451024, Black, Cristeta
A-6451024,
Cristeta Bracamonte.
Bracamonte.
A-4451159, Braxton, Bedena Mae (nee Jackson).
A-4451159,
A-5277574,
A-5277574, Breed, Lois Hannah
Hannah (nee Lois Hannah Carson).
Carson).
A-6010603, Browne, Wolsely, or Woseley Browne.
A-6010603,
Browne.
A-5911494, Bubaris, Gus, or Constantine Bubaris.
A-5911494,
A-6635469, Castillo, Margarita
A-6635469,
Margarita de Nino, or Margarita
Margarita CastilloGuzman.
Guzman.
A-6645953,
(Nino-Castillo), Maria
A-6645953, Castillo-Nino (Nino-Castillo),
Maria Teresa.
A-6732046, Caudillo, Tula Bonnie or Buenaventura.
A-6732046,
Buenaventura.
A-4196469, Chai, Yung Shu, or Ashun Yung.
A-4196469,
A-5780020, Chairman, Imre Von Csernyak, or Irving Chairman.
Chairman.
A-5780020,
A-5553362,
A-5553362, Chiampi, Vincenzo,
Vincenzo, or James Chiampi.
A-4314275,
A-4314275, Chaitowich,
Chaitowich, Louis, or Louis Kaplan.
Kaplan.
A-6244381,
A-6244381, Constantinidis, Aristides (alias Aris Contis).
Contis).
A-6221542, Cooper, Prisca Edrozo.
A-6221542,
Edrozo.
A-1405762, Dadines, Gustus or Gus or Constantinos.
A-1405762,
Constantinos.
A-4859572, Dalsass, Vigilio.
A-4859572,
A-5696856, De Garcia, Reina Flores,
A-5696856,
Flores, or Reina Flores or Reina V.
Florez or Reina Flores Garcia.
A-1319885,
George.
A-1319885, Dove, Alec George.
A-4479978, Dumo, Caridad Inigo, or Caridad Inigo.
A-6458415,
A-6458415, Fenner,
Fenner, Edward George.
A-6458414,
James.
A-6458414, Fenner, Ronald James.
A-2383471, Freitas (de),
A-2383471,
(de), Robert Montello.
A-4641707, Gabriel,
A-4641707,
Gabriel, John Riaza, or John Riaza.
A-6289030, Galocky,
A-6289030,
Galocky, Peter, or Peter Galocki or Szalaky.
A-6682329, Gallant,
A-6682329,
Gallant, Marie
Marie Doris.
A-6682330,
A-6682330, Gallant, Marie
Marie Aline.
Mine.
A-5078290, Gaug, Elizabeth (nee Bergman).
A-5078290,
A-4899082, Gobel, Andrew, or Andreas Hupka.
A-4899082,
A-4266209, Goldscbmidt,
Goldschmidt, Paul Andrew.
A-4266209,
A-2984527,
A-2984527, Gonzales, Juan Cruz.
A-5965015, Goster, Anton, or Anton Goester.
A-5965015,
A-6339993,
A-6339993, Gutierrez-Telleria,
Gutierrez-Telleria, Joaquin.
A-6057291, Henning, Charlotte
A-6057291,
Charlotte (nee Meskewitz
Meskewitz or Moskowitz).
Moskowitz).
A-3622165,
A-3622165, Fling,
Hing, Frank, or Fon
Fon fling.
Hing.
A-9527867, Hinojosa, Salvador
A-9527867,
Salvador De La Rosa.
A-4740106,
A-4740106, Hodge, James Milton.
A-2744180,
A-2744180, Horque, Abdul, or Abdul Ali or Michael Banali.
A-5789523,
A-5789523, Ippolito, Lorenzo
Lorenzo or Lawrence.
Lawrence.
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A-3009283, Karayiannis,
A-3009283,
Karayiannis, Athanasios
Athanasios Joamis,
Joamis,_or
Karras.
or Thomas Karras.
A-4790517, Karlsen,
Karlsen, Gustave
Gustave Ad
olf, or
or G
us Karlsen.
Adolf,
Gus
Karlsen.
A-4385826,
A-4385826, Khan, Mohammed
Mohammed Yousaf, or Mohammed
Khan or
or
Mohammed Khan
Joseph Martin.
A-6163659, King, Socorro Salvador.
A-6163659,
A-6537545, Lambert,
A-6537545,
Lambert, Peter William.
William.
A-3244422, Larsen,
Larsen, Harry
Harry William.
William.
A-5279913,
A-5279913, Lazarowitz,
Lazarowitz, Liza, or Liza Pollack or
or Liza
Liza Spector.
A-5341670, Liu, Pin Pin
(nee T'an).
T'an).
A-5341670,
Pin or
or Lau
Lau (nee
A-5946657, Macris, Demetrios
A-5946657,
Demetrios (Demitrios) George, or James
Demetrios
Demetrios (Dimitrios Macris
Macris or James Morris or James Makeras).
Makeras).
A-1293850, Mair, Esther Julia (nee Arlain formerly Beaubrun).
A-1293850,
Beaubrun).
A-6756642, Martinez-Cuellar,
Martinez-Cuellar, Joel.
Joel.
A-6342234,
A-6342234, Mecham,
Mecham, Elisha
Elisha James.
A-6199462,
A-6199462, Mecham,
Mecham, Peggy Lynn.
A-6199463, Mecham,
A-6199463,
Mecham, Eldon James.
A-6290925, Morris Edward
A-6290925,
Edward Nemiah,
Nemiah, or Edward
Morris or
Edward Samuel
Samuel Morris
or
Vincent Lawrence.
A-4648305,
A-4648305, Moy, Mabel Mary, or Mabel Chung Moy or
or Mabel
Mabel
Mary Song or Geung Keu Sing.
A-5348214, Munoz-Melendez,
A-5348214,
Munoz-Melendez, Lorenzo.
A-6528174, Nino-Arroyo,
A-6528174,
Nino-Arroyo, Felipe.
A-5670657, Noffi,
Nicola Mario.
Nolfi, Nicola
Mario.
A-6069739, Nunez, Nicolas, or Nicolas
A-6069739,
Nicolas Nunez
Nunez Valencia.
Valencia.
A-6516676,
A-6516676, O'Dwyer, Elizabeth (nee Semevsky or
or Elizabeth
Elizabeth
Semevsky Roberts).
Roberts).
A-6145883,
A-6145883, Ortaliz, Jose Montilla.
A-6145884,
A-6145884, Ortaliz, June Ann.
Ann.
A-6145891, Ortaliz, Rosina
A-6145891,
Rosina Lou.
A-6047308, Pedroza, Gilberto.
A-6047308,
Gilberto.
A-6047309, Pedroza,
A-6047309,
Pedroza, Francisca.
Francisca.
A-5322856, Phillips, Clarence
A-5322856,
Clarence Daniel.
A-3138310,
A-3138310, Pratelli, Gino.
A-6056513,
A-6056513, Ramirez-Mendoza,
Ramirez-Mendoza, David.
A-6243348,
A-6243348, Rebollar, Jesus Garcia, or Jessie
Jessie Rebollar
Rebollar or
or Jesus
Jesus
Rebollar Y Garcia.
A-5648666, Reno, Mildred Agnes (nee Deneau).
A-5648666,
A-6087331, Rivera, Maria Lorenza
A-6087331,
Lorenza Gonzalez
Gonzalez (nee Mejia).
Mejia).
A-3610681,
A-3610681, Rodriguez, Antonio Manuel Ruiz.
A-6581448,
A-6581448, Rodriguez,
Socorro ' or
Rodriguez, Lucio Socorro,
or Lucio Rodriguez-Velo.
Rodriguez-Velo.
A-6187293,
A-6187293, Roesler,
Roesler, Norbert
Norbert Leonhard
Leonhard Hugo.
A-5377064,
A-5377064, Rohan Shelia (nee McLaughlin).
McLaughlin).
A-5840169, Rose, Frederick
A-5840169,
Frederick Winston, or
or Winston Rose.
Rose.
A-9530108, Rubin, Tore Gustaf Borje.
A-9530108,
A-5290628, Saklias, Stavros, or Steve Saklias.
A-5290628,
A-9706709, Schoneveld,
A-9706709,
Schoneveld, Willem.
A-2851871, Shall, Mary Raffaela
A-2851871,
Raffaela (nee Zaffino).
Zaffino).
A-1748967, Shaher, Arlued.
A-1748967,
Armed.
A-1253293, Shifriss, Oved.
A-1253293,
A-1521407,
A-1521407, Shifriss, Shoshana (nee Shoshana Zelmans).
Zelmans).
A-6185203,
Soriano,'Vera Semenova (nee
A-6185203, Soriano
Doroshenko).
(nee Doroshenko).
A-6346405,
A-6346405, Stocks, Alexander
Alexander Albert.
A-2593026, Strupp, Adele (nee Eckstein alias Adele Elizabeth
A-2593026,
Elizabeth
Strupp).
Strupp).
A-6378219, Tischner, Kenneth
A-6378219,
Kenneth James, formerly
Kenneth James
formerly Kenneth
James
Quigly.
A-9607272, Valantasis, Georgios and George Kosti
A-9607272,
Kosti Valantasis,
Valantasis, or
or
Valantassis.
Valantassis.
A-6249025,
A-6249025, Van Dillen, Mathilde Alexandrine (nee
Schoorel).
(nee Schoorel).
A-6177707,
A-6177707, Van Dillen, Paul.
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A-6145980, Vasquez, Jose Garcia.
Garcia.
A-6145980,
A-6145981, Vasquez, Elizabeth
Elizabeth Beedle.
Beedle.
A-6145981,
A-5553142, Von
Constantine (alias
Alexander
A-5553142,
Von Rabenau,
Rabenau, Alexander
Alexander Constantine
(alias Alexander
Olvera alias Alexander
Rabenau).
Alexander A.
A. Rabenau).
A-4205188, Wang,
A-4205188,
Wang, Hsi,
Hsi, or
or Harry Wang.
Wang.
A-4205176, Wang,
A-4205176,
Wang, Djao
Djao Szi, or Lily Wang.
A-6099150,
Maria Antonietta.
Antonietta.
A-6099150, Widerynski, Maria
A-6551114,
A-6551114, Zerda,
Zerda, Dolores Phyllis.
Phyllis.
A-6551115,
A-6551115, Zerda, Dale Melford
Melford Aldeous.
Agreed to July 6, 1949.
1949.

July 6,
6,1949
1949
[S. Con. Res. 40]
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Representatives concurring),
Resolved by the Senate (the House
House of Representatives
concurring),
That the Congress favors the suspension of deportation
deportation in
in the case
case
of each alien hereinafter
hereinafter named,
named, in which case the Attorney
General
Attorney General
has suspended
deportation for more than six months.
suspended deportation
A-5912573, Buschbell, Hans George Albert or Thomas Bell or
A-5912573,
or
Tommy Bell.
Tommy
A-9670171, Elgesem, Olav Asbjorn or Elgesen.
A-9670171,
A-9836680,
A-9836680, Fox, William.
A-6334051,
A-6334051, Katsimpas,
Katsimpas, Fokion (alias Fokion Intzes alias Frank
Katsimpas).
Katsimpas).
A-9644210, Nilson, Ragnar.
A-9644210,
A-9831301, Paps, Jan.
A-9831301,
A-6454899, Sarkiss, Marie
Marie (nee Marie Takessian).
Takessian).
A-6454899,
A-6049961, Chavolla,
Chavolla, Jesus.
A-6049961,
A-6703246, Christie,
Christie, Lewis George.
George.
A-6703246,
A-5886536,
Ricardo.
A-5886536, Costa-Ferrandiz,
Costa-Ferrandiz, Ricardo.
A-9541562,
A-9541562, Gregorio, Jose Gomes.
A-9777524,
Michele Antonio
A-9777524, Intartaglia, Michele
A-9632484,
A-9632484, Kugis, Janis Osvalds.
A-6709421,
Horace Josiah.
A-6709421, McLean, Horace
A-9769285,
A-9769285, Micouleau, Guy Jacques,
Jacques, or Guy Micouleau.
Micouleau.
A-6374360, Salomonsen,
A-6374360,
Salomonsen, Frede Therp, or Ole Frede Therp Salomonsen.
A-6746111,
Theodoraids, James, or Dimitrios
Dimitrios Michael.
Michael.
A-6746111, Theodorakis,
A-6491799, Tsitsinopoulos,
Tsitsinopoulos, Roula (nee Harismagoglou
Harismagoglou formerly
A-6491799,
formerly
Bo11a).
Bolla).
A-6151590, Andersen,
Andersen, Helge Viggo.
A-6702832, Delgado, Manuel,
A-6702832,
Manuel, or Manuel Delgado
Delgado Hernandez.
A-5719288, Di Filippo,
Guiseppe
A-5719288,
Filippo, Attilio Guiseppe
Guiseppe (alias Attilio Guiseppe
Difilippo alias Jack Di Filippo alias Di Filippo).
Filippo).
A-6063721, Espinoza,
A-6063721,
Espinoza, Nicolas.
A-6764661, Garbin, Stanko.
A-6764661,
A-9706006, Hamon,
A-9706006,
Hamon, Albert Noel.
A-7552259, Ignotus-Veigelsberg,
A-7552259,
Ignotus-Veigelsberg, Lily, or Lily Ignotus
Ignotus (nee
Berenyi).
Berenyi).
A-9566153, Kamstra, Gerardus
A-9566153,
Gerardus Andreas.
Andreas.
A-6703255, Lafayette,
A-6703255,
Lafayette, Benedict Wilberth.
A-6294498, Lianopoulos,
A-6294498,
Lianopoulos, Georgios, or George Anastase Lianopoulos.
Lianopoulos.
A-9745492, Matisons, Dimitrius, or Dimitrius
A-9745492,
Dimitrius Matisons or Mike
Mike
Mijta Matisons.
Matisons or Mijta
A-6642394, Mesa, Jesus.
A-6642394,
A-6642393,
Ysidra Morales,
A-6642393, Mesa (de) Ysidra
Morales, or Ysidra Morales.
A-6315317, Mora, Jesus Antonio Beltran, or Jesus Antonio Beltran
A-6315317,
Beltran
Mora.
or Francisco Beltran Mora.
A-9552697, Nilsson, Nils Erik Gunnar.
A-9552697,
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A-9573925, Paap, Gijsbertus
Gijsbertus Eilheimus.
Eilheimus.
A-1607205, Pajaczkowski,
A-1607205,
Pajaczkowski, Theodore
Theodore Nikodem.
Nikodem.
A-6267890,
A-6267890, Pang, George (alias
Pang Wing).
(alias Pang
Wing).
A-6639459,
A-6639459, Philipou, Dimitrios (alias James
James Phillips).
Phillips).
A-9696268,
A-9696268, Ricaux,
Fernand.
Ricaux, Lionel
Lionel Fernand.
A-9610538,
A-9610538, Ronning, Kristian
Alf.
Kristian Alf.
A-9526246, Rosand,
Rosand, Ole Martinsen,
A-9526246,
Martinsen, or Ole
Ole Anskar
Anskar Martinsen
Martinsen
Rosand.
Rosand.
A-6255942, Schneider,
Abraham, or Abraham
A-6255942,
Schneider, Abraham,
Abraham Schneider
Schneider Feldman.
Feldman.
A-9759876, Sibilo,
Sibilo, Johan
A-9759876,
Johan Cesar.
Cesar.
A-6704359,
Tolias, Elias
A-6704359, Tolias,
Peter.
Elias Peter.
A-6743673,
A-6743673, De Torres, Maria Luisa Palos,
Palos or
Severa Palos.
or Severa
Palos.
A-5881523,
A-5881523, Drakopoulos, Ioannes,
oh
n Drakopulos.
loannes, o
orrJ
John
Drakopulos.
A-9836988, Fook, Cheng,
Tom Fook
Cheng Fu.
Cheng, or
or Tom
Fook or
or Cheng
Fu.
A-6364440,
A-6364440, Friedenbach,
Friedenbach, Marcus.
Marcus.
A-5971016, Herpmann,
A-5971016,
Herpmann, Eric
Eric Alfonse.
Alfonse.
A-6345769, Jassimides,
Jassimides, Georgia
A-6345769,
Georgia (nee
(nee Voyadjoglou).
Voyadjoglou).
A-6311453, Lissauer, Nanette Elisabeth, or
A-6311453,
Elenbaas.
or Elisabeth
Elisabeth Elenbaas.
A-6307257,
A-6307257, Medina-Uriarte,
Medina-Uriarte, Francisco.
Francisco.
A-6171959,
A-6171959, Mooney Eftychia
Eftychia Toutoulys,
or Eftychia
Petrou
Toutoulys, or
Eftychia Petrou
Modinos
or Effie
Modinos or
Effie Mooney.
Mooney.
A-6758541, Nanez, Everardo, or
A-6758541,
or Everardo
Everardo Nanez-Gallardo.
Nanez-Gallardo.
A-6758540, Nanez,
Nanez, Mericia, or Mericia
Nanez-Ontiveros.
Mericia Nanez-Ontiveros.
A-6732250, Sallown,
Salloum, Hanna
A-6732250,
Elias Salloum).
Salloum..
Hanna Elias
Elias (alias
(alias John
John Elias
A-6658774,
A-6658774, Shields,
Hard Winston.
Winston.
Shields, Hazel
A-5919526,
A-5919526, Sjogren,
Leo Allan.
Sjogren, Leo
Allan.
A-1231356, Vakirdsis,
Vakirdsis ' Emanuel
or Mike
A-1231356,
Emanuel or
Mike Varkis.
Varkis.
A-6090971,
A-6090971, Vodarek,
Vodarek, Anton.
Anton.
A-9581661, Wick, Hjordes
A-9581661,
Hjordes Elise
Elise Olsen.
Olsen.
A-6611814, Blanco,
A-6611814,
Refugio.
Blanco, Refugio.
A-5877886, Brackies, Elsie Alice Verna
A-5877886,
Hupchuk or
or
Verna (nee
(nee Elsie
Elsie Hupchuk
Elsie Hipkins).
Hipkins).
A-4769437,
A-4769437, Christopher,
Christopher, Norval.
Norval.
A-6379881,
A-6379881, Dabbiero, Sara
Sara De
De Honestis
Honestis Caggiono
Caggiono (nee
(nee De
De
Honestis).
Honestis).
A-6341304,
A-6341304, Harris, Neil Guy Ridgway, or Neill
Neill Harris
Harris or
John
or John
Harris.
A-9520275, Johnson,
A-9520275,
Johnson, Albert.
Albert.
A-9799882, Leushkanoff,
A-9799882,
Leushkanoff, Alexander
Alexander Alexaich.
Alexaich.
A-5524752, Levin, Floresa.
A-6569122,
Mears, Wilfred Anthony
Anthony (alias Willie
A-6569122, Mears,
Willie Mears).
Mears).
A-6286426,
A-6286426, Ornest, Saul
Saul Stanley.
Stanley.
A-5870854,
A-5870854, Phipps,
Sarah Rebecca.
Phipps, Sarah
Rebecca.
A-5694935,
A-5694935, Ramirez, Daniel, Daniel Ramirez
Ramirez Reyes.
Reyes.
A-6153759,
A-6153759, Ramos-Suarez,
Ramos-Suarez, Luis,
Luis, or
Ramos-Flores.
or Luis
Luis Ramos-Flores.
A-6075268, Rogers,
Rogers, Constancia
C or Constancia
onstanciastancia Viola
A-6075268,
Constancia Viola,
Robert.
Viola Robert.
A-6596193, Sadez,
A-6596193,
Sadez, Olga
Olga Genoveva.
Genoveva.
A-4436548, Salguero-Martinez,
A-4436548,
Salguero-Martinez, Aristeo.
Aristeo.
A-6435630,
A-6435630, Valenzuela,
Valenzuela, Lino.
Lino.
A-6361178, Westad, Borgild
Borgild Eugenie
A-6361178,
Eugenie Patterson
Patterson Sheipnes.
Sheipnes.
A-6550865,
A-6550865, Collins,
Petronella Iorthea
Dorthea (nee
(nee Le
Le Roux).
Collins, Petronella
Roux).
A-6438487,
A-6438487, Hemmo,
Emile, or
Haviv Flemmo.
Hemmo, Emile,
or Haviv
Hemmo.
A-6407419, 'ovine,
A-6407419,
Iovine, Marcell°.
Marcello.
A-6232120,
A-6232120, Johnson,
Muriel (nee
Muriel Bartlett).
Bartlett).
Johnson, Muriel
(nee Muriel
A-6678271,
A-6678271, Pinedo-Valdez
Pinedo-Valdez,' Julian.
Julian.
A-7695210,
Terboo, Arend
Arend Jan
Hendrikus.
A-7695210, Terboo,
Jan Hendrikus.
A-6639352,
A-6639352, Torres,
Torres, Jesus.
Jesus.
A-6643321,
A-6643321, Torres,
Torres, de
de Luz
Luz Salinas.
Salinas.
A-5017267,
Vigini, Giuseppe,
Giuseppe, or
A-5017267, Vigini,
or Joseph
Joseph Vigini.
Vigini.
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A-6594747,
A-6594747, Alatorre, Amado, or Amado De La Torre
or Amado
Torre or
Amado
Alatorre Munoz.
Munoz.
A-5016270, Rabsatt, Ellice,
A-5016270,
Ellice, Alexander.
Alexander.
A-5932932,
A-5932932, Rasbatt, Esridge
Esridge Minovie (nee
(nee Fahie).
Fahie).
A-6284045, Spica, Giovanni Rosario, or John Spica.
A-6284045,
Spica.
A-6422507, Torres-Espinosa,
Torres-Espinosa, Fidensio.
A-6730881, Torres,
A-6730881,
Torres, Elisia Rojar,
Rojar, or Elisia Rojas De
Torres.
De Torres.
A-9688512, Van Buren, Arend.
A-9688512,
Arend.
A-6151257,
A-6151257, Polo, Larry
Larry Nicholas, or Larry Mitchell
Mitchell or
or Frank
Frank
Wallace.
A-6151395,
A-6151395, Polo, Rubby Anne.
A-6151396,
A-6151396, Polo, Soffee Wallace.
A-6040120, Salinas, Guadalupe
Guadalupe Salinas.
Agreed to July 6, 1949.
7,1949
July 7,
1949

[8.
1[. Con.
Con. Res.
Res. 23]
23]

DEPORTATION
SUSPENSIONS
DEPORTATION SUSPENSIONS

Resolved by the Senate (the House
House of Representatives
Representatives concurring),
concurring),
That the Congress favors the suspension
suspension of deportation
deportation in the
of
the case
case of
each person hereinafter
hereinafter named, in which case the Attorney
Attorney General
General
has suspended deportation
deportation for more than six months.
months.
A-9561344, Abrahamsen,
Abrahamsen, Arne.
A-9561344,
Arne.
A-6233871,
A-6233871, Acriche, Leo Abravanel
Abravanel or Leon Acriche.
Acriche.
A-5984018,
A-5984018, Aguallo, Ofelia, or Ofelia
Ofelia Aguayo.
Aguayo.
A-9748978, Ahmed, Mustafa
A-9748978,
Mustafa Ali
Ali Achmed).
Ali (alias
(alias Mustafa
Mustafa Ali
Achmed).
A-5672802,
A-5672802, Alter, Mollie
Mollie (nee
(nee Malke Rubinstein).
Rubinstein).
A-2457068,
Vites.
A-2457068, Aman, Eigene
Eigene Vites.
A-6195641, Amanatides, Erasmia, or Era,smia
A-6195641,
Erasmia Sonikides.
A-6655514,
A-6655514, Anderson, Albert Lorenzo.
Lorenzo.
A-6536080,
A-6536080, Anjewierden,
Anjewierden, Dirk.
A-6724309,
A-6724309, Aranda, Miguel Angel, or Miguel Aranda
Miguel
Aranda or
or Miguel
Aranda-Tarango.
Aranda-Tarango.
A-3882033,
A-3882033, Arnoso, Louis Varela.
Varela.
A-6526204,
A-6526204, Asher, Vivian Catherine
Catherine (nee
(nee Jones).
Jones).
A-1862941,
A-1862941, Atkinson, Stanley Reid.
A-9559565,
A-9559565, Augustinius, Jose Herman.
Herman.
A-4024370,
A-4024370, Bain, Zacharias, or
Zechariah Bain
Bain (alias
Zachirihi
or Zechariah
(alias Zachirihi
Bain alias Zacirihi
Zacirihi Bain).
Bain).
A-2499593, Bank, John.
A-2499593,
A-7592940,
A-7592940, Baptiste, Emma Josefina
Josefina (nee Lujan Molina).
Molina).
A-4354716,
A-4354716, Baur, Ludwig,
Ludwig, or Ludwig
Ludwig Bauer.
Bauer.
A-4188915,
A-4188915, Bechara,
Bechara, Joseph Charles, or Joseph Bechara or Joseph
Joseph
Charles.
A-2069293,
A-2069293, Beckford, Percival.
Percival.
A-5342459, Bernier, Ann Claudine (nee De Freitas).
A-5342459,
Freitas).
A-3121501, Betz Fred August, or Friedrich
A-3121501,
Friedrich August Betz
FredBetz or
or Frederick August Betz or
Betz.
or Fred
Fred Betz.
A-4826785, Bin, Anita (nee Toppazinni).
A-4826785,
Toppazinni).
A-9666533, Blom, Jan Leendert.
A-9666533,
Leendert.
A-3081497,
A-3081497, Botta,
Boffa, Luciano.
Luciano.
A-5309178,
A-5309178, Bould, James.
A-5971012,
A-5971012, Bousses, Nicolaos
Nicolaos Stamatiou.
A-9769305,
A-9769305, Bradley, John Hubert.
A-5991350,
A-5991350, Brandon, Bertha Emily (nee Field).
Field).
A-1278361, Burrows, John James (alias Jack Burrows).
A-1278361,
Burrows).
A-6489021, Campbell, Alexander.
A-6489021,
Alexander.
A-2817248, Candelora, Francesca (nee Zaffino).
A-2817248,
Zaffino).
A-4743272, Castro, Mercedes,
Mercedes, formerly
formerly Mercedes
Mercedes Alvarez (nee MerA-4743272,
cedes Figueroa).
Figueroa).
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A-2022520, Chang, Mo Poon.
A-2022520,
A-7552570, Chang, Teresa Alay.
A-7552570,
A-5141080,
A-5141080, Chaves, Faustino, or Faustino
Faustino Chavis or Faustino
Chavez or Faustino Chavis Murillo.
Murillo.
A-2229390,
A-2229390, Chinn, Yue Gim, or Gee Yen Gim or Yem Gim Gee or
Yue Gim Gee or Yu Gim Chin.
A-2592334, Cohen, Moe Martin.
A-2592334,
A-1715256, Cohen, Sarah Iroff (alias Sarah Iroff alias Sally
A-1715256,
Sally
Epstein).
A-6246598, Coltras, Marica.
Marica.
A-6246598,
A-6303160, Contreras, Jose, or Jose .Almanza
A-6303160,
Almanza Contreras.
A-5117652,
A-5117652, Corrao, Carlo.
A-6069924,
A-6069924, Cox, Silveria Pana.
A-6663382, Cragg, George Robert.
A-6663382,
A-4377394,
A-4377394, Cremades, Miguel (alias Miguel
Miguel Cermades Villarroya
Villarroya
alias Mike Valencia).
Valencia).
A-4335395, Cucksey, Anna Krebs,
Krebs or Nita Krebs.
A-4335395,
A-1164881,
A-1164881, Daniels, Jean Rene (Las
Daniels
(alias Jean Rene Francois
Francois Daniels
or Gaston Carle).
A-5668032, Darkovich,
A-5668032,
Darkovich, Peter Stoiche.
A-5971753, Davis, Gladys Ovilda Gladys, or Gladys Ovilda
A-5971753,
Ovilda
Georges.
Georges.
A-3860479, Dedis, Pantelis John.
A-5740896, De Flores, Reyes Valenzuela,
Valenzuela, or Reyes Valenzuela
A-5740896,
Valenzuela or
Valenzuela Flores.
Reyes Valenzuela
A-4150561,
Hernandez, Josefa Torres, or Josefa Torres.
A-4150561, De Hernandez,
A-2817560, Delgado,
Delgado, Jesus Maria.
A-2817560,
A-4691015, De Llaverias
lina (nee
A-4691015,
Llaverias, Maria
Maria Cat:
Catalina
(nee Evertsz).
A-2767060,
Manuela Avina, or Manuela
A-2767060, De Lucero, 114anuela
Manuela Avina.
A-6063059,
A-6063059, De Luzuriaga,
Luzuriaga, Enrique Ruiz.
A-6405944,
Luzmiaga, Evelyne
Evelyir Patricia.
A-6405944, Luzuriaga,
A-6405945,
Eugenio.
A-6405945, Luzuriaga,
Luzuriaga, Eugenio.
A-1722409,
Harold Edward.
A-1722409, Deneau, Harold
A-5863272,
Simpson).
A-5863272, De Saine, Adeline (nee Simpson).
A-3802400,
A-3802400, Di Gregorio
Gregorio,t Paola or Pauline (nee Onorato).
Onorato).
A-4840700,
Albert, or Aurelio Domenighini.
Domenighini.
A-4840700, Domenighini,
Domenighini, Albert,
A-6261640, Domosiaris, Kalliopi,
A-6261640,
A-6212801,
A-6212801, Domosiaris, Konstantinos
Konstantinos or Constantinos.
A-5909782, Dos Santos, Joaquim Antonio.
A-5909782,
A-5982057, Doush, Joseph
Joseph Harry.
A-5982057,
A-5296040,
A-5296040, Doyle, Paulette Marie (nee Briand).
A-6755401, Dumitrescu,
Dumitrescui Radu.
A-6755401,
A-5455559,
Rosemburz or Jetta Rosemburz
A-5455559, Duncan, Yeta Rosemburz
Rosemburz De
Rosemburz De Mojica or Yeta Rosemburz.
Rosemburz.
Mojica or Yeta Rosemburz
A-6037097,
Eustace.
A-6037097, Duncanson, Wentworth
Wentworth Eustace.
A-4647266, Erdos, Vincent
Vincent or Vince.
A-9651529,
Magne Taranger
Taranger or Magne
Taranger
A-9651529, Erikseri,
Eriksen, Magne, or Magne
Magne Taranger
Exiksen.
Eriksen.

A-5053925,
A-5053923,
A-5053923,
A-3974381,
A-3974381,
A-5209421,
A-5209421,
A-3720405,
A-3720405,
A-2370108,
A-2370108,
A-3329048,
A-3329048,
A-3788785,
A-3788785,
A-5678327,
A-5678327,
A-5415760,
A-5415761,
A-5415761,
A-1473200,
A-1473200,

Ertman, Einar Leopold
Leopold Konstantin.
Konstantin.
Ertman., Ellen Alice (nee Seppanen
Ertman,
Seppanen or Elli Alisa).
Escudero-Pascual,
Escudero-Pascual, Nicholas, or Nicholas
Nicholas Escudero.
Fagervik, Carl Ingvald.
Fantasia, Salvatore.
Fantin, Teresa (nee Teresa
Teresa Psgura).
Pagura).
Fazio, Pietro (alias Peter Fazio).
Fein, Anna (nee Anna Fishman).
Fisch, Meschulim,
Meschulim, or Manny Fisher.
Flores, Angelina Nieto, or Angelina
Angelina Nieto.
Flores, Eliseo, or Raphael
Raphael Trejo.
Ford, Thomas Francis.
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A-1615234,
Stamatios (alias
A-1615234, Fotenos, Stamatios
(alias Steve
Steve Fotenos).
Fotenos).
A-5180485,
Georgiou.
Fragakis, Stavros Georgiou.
A-5180485, Fragakis,
A-5541925,
Fuentes, Domingo.
A-5541925, Fuentes,
A-6666532,
A-6666532, Galindo, Maria Teresa.
A-5238894, Gansz, Elisabeth
Elizabeth
Elisabeth Anna Helene or Elisabeth or Elizabeth
Gansz (nee Scholz).
Scholz).
A-1216334, Gargiulo, Philippo or Philip.
A-1216334,
A-5220833, Geffke, Fritz
Fritz Herbert.
A-9769263, Gialourakos, Nicholas John (alias Nicolaus Yialourakos
Yialourakos
A-9769263,
or Nick Gialourakos).
Gialourakos).
A-6211352, Gittins,
Loraine (alias Charles Gittens).
A-6211352,
Gittins, Alvin
Alvin Loraine
Gittens).
A-6211350, Gittins, Gwendolen
Gwendolen Mary
Mary Ellis.
A-6211350,
A-1500640, Gloor,
Theresa Koller
A-1500640,
Gloor, Theresa, or Theresa
Koller (nee Schneider).
Schneider).
A-9544853, Gornes,
A-9544853,
Gomes, Raul Fonseca.
A-3767333, Gonzalez,
Gonzalez, Pedro Arambula
Arambula (alias Pedro Arambula
Arambula alias
A-3767333,
Pedro Gonzales
Gonzales alias Pedro Arambula Gonsalez
Gonsalez alias Pedro A.
Gonzalez).
Gonzalez).
A-6199843,
A-6199843, Goodstein, Stella, or Stella Zweig (nee Esther Akselrad).
Akselrad).
A-6757483,
Jeannette Smith.
A-6757483, Goudsmit, Jeannette, or Jeannette
A-3007301,
A-3007301, Graeber, Adolf Paul, or Adolf Graeber.
A-1363182, Grant, Frank.
A-1363182,
A-6458400, Greaves, Gayle Louise, or Gayle Louise Schluter.
A-6458400,
A-4196849, Gripaios, Mabel
Mabel (nee Birch).
Birch).
A-4196849,
A-6277086, Hanvey, Evelyn Maria.
A-6277086,
A-2693302, Haroutunian,
Gazarosian or
or
A-2693302,
Haroutunian, Constance,
Constance, or Knaxig
Knarig Gazarosian
Knarig
Keyaian or
Haroutunian
Knarig Keyaian
or Connie
Connie Haroutunian.
A-2464397,
A-2464397, Harrigan,
Harrigan, Alice Mabel (nee Dickson).
A-6239763, Hermann, Liba Pourova.
A-6239763,
A-4947943,
A-4947943, Hernandez,
Hernandez, Mario Perez (alias Mario Hernandez
Hernandez alias
John Luis Perez Hernandez).
Hernandez).
A-6267143, Holness,
Holness, Gloriana.
A-6267143,
A-4887327, Holscher, Anton Karl.
A-4887327,
A-4963344, Hoogestraat, Herman
A-4963344,
Herman Johann.
A-2766922,
A-2766922, Hopfeld, Heyneman
Heyneman Herman.
Herman.
A-2271554, Horn, Elmer Harry, or Elmar A. Horn.
A-2271554,
A-7529293, Hsiang, Tso Ming, or Hisang Tso Ming.
A-7529293,
A-2486359, Hsiang, Lan Ying Hsu (nee Lan Ying or Lan Ying
Hsu).
A-4686786, Huang, I-Chen, or Huang I-Chen or Chen Huang or
A-4686786,
or
Huang Chen.
Huang
A-6210416,
A-6210416, Iriarte, Blancamadruga.
Blancamadruga.
A-6042302, Janiszewski,
A-6042302,
Janiszewski, Zofia, or Zofia Mizera.
A-1636675, Jimenez
A-1636675,
Jimenez (de),
(de), Esperanza
Esperanza Margarita Moreno,
Moreno, or Esperanza Margarita Jimenez
Jimenez Moreno.
Moreno.
A-3107724, John, Renee (nee Wan Lai Wong or Lai Wan Wong).
A-3107724,
Wong).
A-2559002,
A-2559002, Johnsen, Arnst Henry, or Arnest Johnsen.
A-6167344, Jones, Sheldon William.
A-6167344,
William.
A-7674176,
A-7674176, Kaniel, Alte Feiga Rivka (nee Kaplan).
A-1326265, Karaffa, Joseph.
A-1326265,
A-3443887, Karsch,
Karsch, Gustav Adolf.
A-3443887,
A-4602439,
A-4602439, Karusis, Constantinos, or Gust A. Karousis
Karousis or Constantinos Caroussis.
A-6248971, Katsohi, Vasilike (nee
A-6248971,
(nee Hassope
Hassope or Hassopis).
Hassopis).
A-7606490,
A-7606490, Ke, I-Djen Ho.
A-7606670,
A-7606670, Ke, Ting Su.
A-6406522,
A-6406522, Keating, John Stanley.
A-6193198,
A-6193198, Kelly, Randi Erna Eleanor (nee Nagell).
Nagell).
A-9573408, Kingshott,
Kingshott, John Horace
A-9573408,
Horace Frederick
Frederick Walter, or John
Kingsho tt.
Kingshott.
A-5560625,
A-5560625, Kiss, Louis.
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A-5686338, Kiss, Mary Josephine
A-5686338,
Josephine (nee Kun).
Kun).
A-5952073, Klampfer, Alois, or Louis or Alois Ibitz.
A-5952073,
Ibitz.
A-6576269, Kornoff, Mary Dobrinin, or Mary Dobrinin.
Dobrinin..
A-5969606,
A-5969606, Kraij, Gjuro Nikola (alias George Kra1j).
Kralj).
A-3462421,
A-3462421, Krivec, Mike or Michael.
Michael.
A-4755227,
A-4755227, Laakso,
Laakso, Jalmar
Jalmar Kustaa, or Gust or Gus
Gus Laakso.
Laakso.
A-3136596,
A-3136596, Leandro, Constantino.
Constantino.
A-6186635,
A-6186635, Lee Ellen Sun (nee Ai-Ling Sun).
A-4097955,
A-4097955, Lehman, Ludwig.
Ludwig.
A-5341744,
A-5341744, Lema, Mary Juliana, or Meeri
Meeri Juliana
(nee
Juliana Lema (nee
Lundull).
A-7634421, Lu, Rosabel (nee Hsu).
A-7634421,
A-2867817, Manguso, Guido (alias Guido
A-2867817,
Mancuso).
Guido Mancuso).
A-9540001, Manolakakis,
Manolakakis, Theodoros Emanuel,
A-9540001,
Emanuel, or Theodore
Theodore EmanEmanuel Manolakakis
Manolakakis or Theodore
Theodore Antone Emanuel.
Emanuel.
A-5104652,
A-5104652, Mantione, Rosario (alias Loverdi,
Loverdi, Antonio, alias
alias Colodio Senna alias Antonio Laverde).
Laverde).
A-9517528,
A-9517528, Marmarinos, Grigorios John, or
or Grigorios
Grigorios (Gregory)
(Gregory)
John Marmarinos.
Marmarinos.
A-5955493,
A-5955493, Marmoratos,
Marmoratos, Gregorio
Gregorio Domenico,
or
or Gregorio
Gregorio
Marmorato.
Marmorato.
A-3100503,
A-3100503, Martinez,
Martinez, Ceferino, or Ceferino
Ceferino Martinez
Martinez Garcia.
A-3591468, Mayr, Henry,
Mayr.
A-3591468,
Henry, or Ferdinand
Ferdinand Mayr.
A-3589127, Mazelow,
A-3589127,
Mazelow, Lillian (alias Lily Mazelow, nee
nee Kaplan).
Kaplan).
A-4076891, Mazelow,
A-4076891,
Mazelow, William.
A-6405631,
McCallum, Elsa.
A-6405631, McCallum,
Elsa.
A-5882989, Melis, Isidoros
Isidoros (alias Sederis
Sederis Melis
Melis or Mellis).
Mellis).
A-5990876, Meraz, Jose, or Jose Meraz Andrade or
A-5990876,
Garcia
or Manuel
Manuel Garcia
or Jose Mirass
Mirass or Jose Miras.
A-6365722, Meza, Esiquio,
A-6365722,
Esiquio, alias Exequiel
Exequiel Meza).
Meza).
A-4779627, Mihalka, Artur, or Arthur M. Maroth.
Maroth.
A-4561348,
A-4561348, Milici, Joseph
Joseph Catanese, or Charles Martin.
Martin.
A-5690483,
A-5690483, Moeller, Rudolph Christian.
A-5780774,
A-5780774, Friederichs, Agnes, formerly
formerly Agnes Friederichs
Friederichs Kniffke
Kniffke.•
A-6098940,
A-6098940, Molina, Margarita.
A-6098941,
A-6098941, Molina, Delia.
Delia.
A-6098942,
A-6098942, Molina, Graciela.
A-6098943,
A-6098943, Molina,
Molina, Heriberto.
Heriberto.
A-4818636, Moller, Paul Theodor, or Paul Moller or
A-4818636,
or Paul Miller.
A-5568513, Montion, Juanita (alias Juanita Lozano
A-5568513,
Lozano or Gomez).
Gomez).
A-4881272, Moore, Mary Margaret
A-4881272,
Margaret (nee
Stevens).
(nee Wilton,
Wilton, formerly
formerly Stevens).
A-7724011, Mora (y), Manuel
A-7724011,
Manuel Ramon Garcia.
Garcia.
A-3554834,
A-3554834, Moser, Peter.
A-3489800, Naftis, Matheos
Matheos George (alias Mathaios
Mathaios Georgios
Georgios
Naftis).
A-1686562, Nagel, Erwin.
A-1686562,
A-9769308, Nicola, Primo.
A-9769308,
Primo.
A-6199844,
A-6199844, Nieves, Delia (nee Delia Francisca
Francisca Gonzalez
Gonzalez Trigola
Trigola
y Pugula).
or Delia Gonzalez
Gonzalez y
A-9524302, Nielsen, Svend
A-9524302,
Svend Aage.
Aage.
A-6444886,
A-6444886, Niemeyer, Elzo, or Dick Niemeyer
Niemeyer or Dick Van
Van Hall.
A-2824650,
A-2824650, Onga, John Rodica, or Severino
Severino Rodica.
Rodica.
A-4656663,
A-4656663, Orshingher, Umberto Vittorio (alias
Umberto Victorio
Victorio
(alias Umberto
Orsingher).
Orsingher).
A-6171441, Pamphilis, Isabella
A-6171441,
Isabella (nee Mougannis).
Mouganniq).
A-5414747, Panariello,
A-5414747,
Panariello, Pietro.
A-2036945, Pantring, Otto Wilhelm.
A-2036945,
A-4908373, Pappou, Asthanasios
A-4908373,
Asthanasios (alias Athas Pappou or
or Athos
Athos
Papou).
A-2230076, Pavlis, Apostolos Paraskevas, or Charles
A-2230076,
P. Pavlis.
Pavlis.
Charles P.
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A-6261580,
A-6261580, Paykou, Alexandra nee Galiuri;
Kallis.
Galiuri; Kallis.
A-6313070, Perez,
Perez, Eduardo.
Eduardo.
A-6313070,
A-5294203, Petroutsa, Eleftherios Panayiotou, or
A-5294203,
or Edward
Edward PanPanayioutou Petroutsa.
A-4866498, Philippen, Peter Joseph.
A-5132908,
A-5132908, Pinto, Jacinto, or Jacinto Pinto Riquerme
Riquerme or
or Victorino
Victorino
or Francinto Pinto.
A-3584354, Polatos, Vasilios, or William Polatos or
A-3584354,
Polatos.
or Polatos.
A-6610940, Press, Doris, or Dora nee Herscovitch
A-6610940,
Doris or
or Dora
Herscovitch or
or Doris
Dora
Hearst.
A-6288530,
Quintana-Lopez, Angel, or Antonio Lopez
A-6288530, Quintana-Lopez,
Lopez Chintana.
A-1993852,
A-1993852, Rade, John Paul.
A-6314073,
A-6314073, Raptou, Eleftheria Apostolou
Economidis).
Apostolou (nee
(nee Economidis).
A-5263521,
A-5263521, Rasch, Heinz.
A-9651792,
A-9651792, Redo, Waclaw.
A-2933966, Reichelt,
A-2933966,
Reichelt, Martha Luise.
Luise.
A-5182094, Reiswig, Elsie Ruth, or Elsie
Elsie Ruth
Ruth Kukert.
Kukert.
A-3273271,
A-3273271, Reiter, John, or
Reiter.
or Johann
Johann Reiter.
A-6199573,
A-6199573, Resch, Walter.
A-6698292, Rieger, Ingrid.
A-6041092, Rios-Cardoza,
A-6041092,
Rios-Cardoza, Carmen (alias Carmen Cardoza
Cardoza Rios).
Rios).
A-6051086,
A-6051086, Rios-Cuellar,
Rios-Cuellar, Herminio (alias Herminio or
or Herman
Herman
Guellar Rios).
Rios).
A-6041091,
A-6041091, Rios-Cuellar,
Rios-Cuellar, Juana (alias Juana or Jenny Cuellar
Cuellar
Rios).
Rios).
A-6075212, Robb, Elvira (nee Camara).
A-6075212,
A-6624990,
A-6624990, Rodriguez, Jesus, or Jesus Rodriguez-Hernandez.
Rodriguez-Hernandez.
A-5445641,
A-5445641, Roeben,
Roeben, Richard
Richard Arthur Frederick,
Richard Fred
Frederick, or
or Richard
Fred
Roeben or Rosen.
Rosen.
A-3711643,
A-3711643, Rolla, Felice
Felice Francesco.
Francesco.
A-4175237,
A-4175237, Rollins, John.
A-1490125,
A-1490I25, Rotondo, Giovanni, or
John.
or John.
A-6088182,
A-6088182, Rueda, William Henry, or
or Guillermo
Guillermo Enrique
Enrique Rueda.
Rueda.
A-6083480,
A-6083480, Rueda, Ana Maria.
A-5399553,
A-5399553, Rueger, Oscar, or Oskar Ruger.
Ruger.
A-6220625, Sacorafas, Athanasia
A-6220625,
Athanasia Constantinau
Constantinau (nee Kapnia).
Kapnia).
55860/943,
Salmivaara, Laina Martha Maria, or Martha
55860/943, Salmivaara,
Lake.
Martha Lake.
A-5991510, Samuels,
Samuels, Armon, or Herman Murdock.
A-5991510,
A-3167740, Schilling, Franz Xaver.
A-3167740,
A-6234223, Schou, Svend Aage.
A-6234223,
A-1768899, Scombulis Panagiotis Georgian, or
or
or Peter
Peter Scombul
Scombul or
Panagiotis
Panagiotis G. Schombulis.
A-4405150,
A-4405150, Sejfer, David, or
David Seefer
David Seifer
Kiply
or David
Seefer or
or David
Seifer Y
Y Kiply
or Kipin (alias David Sobol).
A-6093512,
Mohammed Ismail, or Batir Uddin (Udding).
A-6093512, Shaik, Mohammed
(Udding).
A-4255673,
A-4255673, Shannon, William Antonio or
Contort.
or Conton.
A-6436388, Shemroy,
Sheraroy, Margaret.
Margaret.
A-7648407,
A-7648407, Sjoberg, Arne Leonard Ivar, or .Arne
Arne Sjoberg or
or Arne
Arne
Leonard Sjoberg.
A-9769913,
A-9769913, Small, Richard
Richard John.
John.
A-6078132, Snodgrass,
A-6078132,
Snodgrass, Aurelia (nee
(nee Aquino).
Aquino).
A-5947407, Sodergard,
Sodergard, Lars Verner
A-5947407,
Verner Aaron.
A-9552911, Sonneville,
Sonneville, Wilhelmus
A-9552911,
Wilhelmus Johannes.
A-6195011, Sotter,
Stter, Despina, or Despina
A-6195011,
Despina Soteriou.
A-5863250, Stathopoulos,
Stathopoulos, George
A-5863250,
George Constantine (alias George
George C.
C.

Stathis).
Stathis).

A-4567264,
A-4567264,
A-6171438,
A-9502898,
A-9502898,
A-4887710,
A
-4887710,

Stamatopoulos,
Stamatopoulos, Panagiotes
Panagiotes George,
George, or Peter G. Stamos.
Stamos.
Stefanopoulos,
Alexandra (nee Zervos).
Stefanopoulos, Alexandra
Zervos).
Svenson, Sven Bertil, or Sven Bertil or Bertil
Bertil Svenson.
Svenson.
Tachman, Louis,
Louis, or Louis Leib.
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A-1916810,
A-1916810, Tarwater, Ruth Lucille (nee Ruth Lucille Burns).
A-4814027,
A-4814027, Thompson, Jane Kennedy
Kennedy Orr or Jean.
A-9656937,
Einar Gerhard.
A-9656937, Tonseth, Einar
A-3465184, Traikoff, George
George Atanas, or George A. Traikoff.
A-5997606, Tromblay, Brigida Colango.
A-5997606,
A-1020274, Valensuela-Rivera,
Valensuela-Rivera, Nicolas.
A-5953947, Vanterpool, Othelia Zephera, or Othelia Zephera
Maddox.
A-6682322, Vidana, Jose.
A-6682322,
Jose.
A-6268881, Villeneuve,
A-6268881,
Villeneuve, Eleanor Rose
Rose (nee
(nee Perrin).
A-5367655,
A-5367655, Vlattas, Philip Leonidas, or Philipas Vlattas.
A-3317688,
A-3317688, Vrahatis, John Leonidas.
Leonidas.
A-5124778,
A-5124778, Vukmanovich,
Vukmanovich, Dusan (alias Ban Bukas).
Bukas).
A-3782648, Warmbold,
Wambold, Helen Martha,
Winkler,
Martha, or Helen Martha
Martha Winkler,
Helen Altman, Helen Martha
Martha Heckendorf.
Heckendorf.
A-4491798,
A-4491798, Wasmer, Joseph.
A-6669931, Watson,
Watson, Raymond.
Raymond.
A-6669931,
A-1386494, Wilkins, Ivan King.
A-9783055, Wojcicki, Stanislaw.
Stanislaw.
A-9783055,
A-6178542, Yarbrough,
A-6178542,
Yarbrough, Vera Petrovna
Petrovna (nee Vera Petrovna
Shebleva).
Shebleva).
A-4410248,
Joseph or Giuseppe.
A-4410248, Zaffino, Joseph
A-2817247, Zaffino, Raffaela Maria (nee Mannella).
A-2817247,
Mannella).
A-5870857,
A-5870857, Zane, Irene Hsu (nee Irene Kingman
Kingman Hsu).
A-6397729,
A-6397729, Zanotelli, Giuditta Mengoni.
Mengoni.
A-2554473, Zavala, Pedro Reyes, or Pedro Zavala-Reyes.
Zavala-Reyes.
A-2554473,
A-4494003,
A-4494003, Ziccardi, Kay (nee Neamonitis
Neamomtis or
Neamonitis or Katina Neamonitis
Papalambro or Pappalombris
Pappalombris or Pappalombro).
Pappalombro).
A-4782964, Zuluaga, Angel (alias Angel Zuluaga Bidasolo).
A-4782964,
Bidasolo).
Agreed to July 7, 1949.
DISTRICT COURT
ALASKA
DISTRICT
COURT FOR
FOR ALASKA

July 11,
11, 1949
1949
IS.
[8. Con.
Con. Res. 53]
53]

Representatives concurring),
concurring),
Resolved by the Senate (the House
House of Representatives
Change in
enrollChange
In enrollThat the Secretary of the Senate be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized ment
ment of
of bill
70).
bill (S.
(8. 70).
Ante, p. 445.
and directed, in the enrollment of the bill (S. 70) to make effective
effective Ante,
in the District Court for the Territory of Alaska
Alaska rules
rules promulgated
by the Supreme Court of the United States governing
governing pleading,
pleading, practice, and procedure
United States, to make
procedure in the district courts of the United
the following change, namely: In lieu of the language inserted by the
House engrossed amendment,
amendment, insert the following:
following:
Stat. 961.
961.
"Sac. 2. The first paragraph
paragraph of
"SEC.
of section
section 2072 of
of title
title 28, United
United 62
28 U. 8.
B. C.,
C., Supp.
Supp.
II,
2072.
I, 2072.
States Code, is amended
amended to read as follows:
follows :
Ante,
104, 446.
448.
Ante, pp. 104,
The Supreme
to prescribe,
prescribe, by
general
""'The
Supreme Court
Court shall have the power to
by general
rules, the forms of process, writs, pleadings, and motions, and the
practice and procedure
procedure of the district courts of the United States
and of the District Court for the Territory of Alaska
Alaska in civil actions.'"
actions.'"
Agreed to July 11, 1949.

PUBLICATIONS
PUBLICATIONS

ON
ON

COMMUNISM
COMMUNISM

Resolved by the House
Representatives (the Senate concurring),
House of Representatives
concurring),
That there be printed two hundred and fifty thousand additional
copies each of the publications
publications of the Committee on Un-American
Un-American
Activities entitled "100 Things You Should Know About Communism
in the U. S. A.", "100
"100 Things You Should Know About Communism
amended, "100 Things You Should
and Religion", as amended,
Should Know About
About

July
July 20, 1949
RI Con.
Con. Res.
Res. 52]
52]
[H.
Printing of
Printing
of additional copies
copies of publications.
cations.
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Education", "100 Things You Should
Communism and Education",
Know About
About
Should Know
Communism
Communism and Labor",
Labor", and "100
"100 Things
Should Know
Know About
About
Things You
You Should
Communism
Government"; Provided,
Communism and Government";
above-named
Provided, That the
the above-named
publications be printed in one volume, of which
which one hundred and
and
twenty-five
twenty-five thousand copies shall be for
the use
use of
Committee
for the
of the
the Committee
Un-American Activities of the House
on Un-American
House of Representatives
Representatives and
and one
one
hundred and twenty-five thousand copies shall be for the House
House folding
folding
room; be it further resolved
resolved
That there be printed two hundred and fifty thousand additional
additional
copies of the publication of the Committee
Committee on Un-American
Un-American Activities
Activities
entitled "Spotlight
"Spotlight on Spies", of which one hundred and twenty-five
twenty-five
thousand
thousand copies shall be for the use of the Committee
Committee on
on Un-American
Un-American
Activities of the House
Representatives and one hundred
House of Representatives
hundred and
and
twenty-five
twenty-five thousand copies shall be for the House
House folding
folding room.
room.
Passed July 20, 1949.
July
J
uly 20,
1949
20, 1949
[8.
es 29]
Con. ResL
Re,s.
[S. Con.
291

DEPORTATION SUSPENSIONS
DEPORTATION
SUSPENSIONS

Resolved by the Senate
Senate (the House of Representatives
Representatives concurring),
concurring),
That the Congress favors the suspensi
on of
of d
epor t
a ti on in
m the
suspension
deportation
the case
case
of each alien hereinafter named, in which case the Attorney General
General
deportation for more than
has suspended deportation
than six
six months.
months.
A-4455093,
A-4455093, Abbott, Arnold,
Arnold, or Felix Arnold Abbott.
Abbott.
A-4446440,
A-4446440, Acuna-Salcido,
Acuna-Salcido, Francisco.
A-6072837,
Adamopoulos, Georgios Athanasius, or
A-6072837, Adamopoulos,
or George
George Athos
Athos
Adamson, George Athos Adamopoulos.
Adamopoulos.
A-3305353,
A-3305353, Andrianos, Panagiotis Stauros, or Peter Andrianos.
Andrianos.
A-9186071,
A-9186071, Apell, Karin Guborg Dagmar (nee Ericsson or
Karin
or Karin
Apell or Appell).
A-6096785,
A-6096785, Arriaza, Dafne Raquel
Raquel Alvarez.
Alvarez.
A-1416522,
Marguerite Anne or Marguerite
A-1416522, Atkinson, Marguerite
Anne FrankMarguerite Anne
Franklin Cavens or Marguerite
Cavens (nee
Anne
Marguerite Mice
Alice June
June Cavens
(nee Marguerite
Marguerite Anne
Franklin).
A-6248583, Balloff, Sophia (nee Papadoupoulou).
A-6248583,
Papadoupoulou).
A-4391738, Bencivenga,
Bencivenga, Giuseppe,
Giuseppe, or Joseph Bencivenga
or Raffaele
Raffaele
Bencivenga or
Cirillo.
A-4897041, Bennett, Raya.
A-4897041,
A-1385801, Blankenberg,
Frederick Moritz
A-1385801,
Blankenberg, Frederick
Moritz Anst, or Frederick
Frederick
Moritz Ernest Blankenberg
Blankenberg (alias Frederick
Ernest BlankenFrederick Morris Ernest
Blankenberg, alias Fred Blackwell, alias Fred Blankenberg).
Blankenberg).
A-6397588,
A-6397588, Boellaard, Helena.
A-5713565,
A-5713565, Bond, Austin.
A-6314545,
A-6314545, Borg, Carmel Charlie.
A-7000606,
A-7000606, Borza, Guiseppe.
A-7000607,
A-7000607, Borza, Antonia.
A-1387774,
A-1387774, Bushey, Elmer Joseph, or Boucher or
or Bushey
Bushey or
or Dick
Dick
or Richard Bushey.
A-7032447,
A-7032447, Caballero-Bustamante,
Caballero-Bustamante, Alberto Antonio.
A-7032445,
A-7032445, Caballero-Bustamante,
Caballero-Bustamante, Rafael.
A-7032446,
A-7032446, Caballero-Bustamante,
Caballero-Bustamante, Maria Estela.
Estela.
A-6261651,
A-6261651, Caramsaledis,
Caramsaledis, Fotini (nee Dileveu).
A-3725684,
Vincenzo, or Vincent James Castellano
A-3725684, Castellano, Vincenzo,
Castellano or
or
James Castellano.
Castellano.
A-6720039,
A-6720039, Cavallarin, Guerrino.
A-6448302, Chan, Kenneth Ivan, or Kenneth Ivan
Ivan Fling.
Hing.
A-6669678, Chavez-Reyna,
Chavez-Reyna, Alfredo,
A-6669678,
Alfre do Ch
avez. '
Alfredo, or Alfredo
Chavez.
A-6665545, Chew, Kwong Hai, or Harry Kwong (Hai Chew).
A--6665545,
A-6261653, Christake, Merope (nee Kiloni).
A--6261653,
Kiloni).
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A-3289766,
Romano.
A-3289766, Cipolat,
Cipolat, Romano.
A-1235054,
A-1235054, Cohen, Dora
Dora (nee
(nee Rom).
Rom).
A-6798522,
A-6798522, Coutsis, Elias
or Koutsis.
Elias Athanasius
Athanasius or
Koutsis.
A-7005140,
A-7005140, Cristiani, Henrietta Edith, or Henrietta
Cristiani.
Henrietta Cristiani.
A-5343796,
A-5343796, Cybulski, Benjamin, or Robert Gordon
or Manuel
Manuel Solis
Gordon or
Solis
or Josef or Joseph Royer or Emilio Valdez
Valdez or
or Emilio
Emilio Honorato
Valdez
Honorato Valdez
y Ramirez
Ramirez or Myer Bursyn or Burstein or Benumek Subelsky
or
Subelsky or
Zubelsky.
ubelsky.
A-3249572,
A-3249572, DeGarciaduenas,
DeGarciaduenas, Adela
Adela Aguilera.
Aguilera.
A-6429946, DeLeon,
A-6429946,
Manuel Valencia.
Valencia.
DeLeon, Manuel
A-6671577, Del Valle, Raul Rodriguez,
A-6671577,
Rodriguez, or Raul
Raul Del
Valle.
Del Valle.
A-6323500, DePolendo,
DePolendo, Genoveva
A-6323500,
Genoveva Zavala.
Zavala.
A-6297365, Dittner, Pierre Raymond.
A-6297365,
Raymond.
A-6194152, Eng, Winifred,
or Winifred
Winifred Ho
Winifred, or
or Ho
Ho Gum
Gum Lan.
Lan.
Ho Chong
Chong or
A-6440402,
A-6440402, Fischer,
Bela.
Fischer, Bela.
A-2856078,
A-2856078, Fox, Irene (nee Fuchs or Ronia
Ronia Malka
Malka Fuchs).
Fuchs).
56051/858,
Orzaio.
56051/858, Gall.,
Gali, Orzaio.
A-2358225, Gensen, Friedrich
Gensen.
Friedrich Paul,
Paul, or
or Frederick
Frederick Gensen.
A-5942350,
A-5942350, Godinez,
Godinez, Juan.
Juan.
A-6282215,
A-6282215, Griffin, Robin Delmar.
Delmar.
A-9769331, Grizopoulos,
A-9769331,
Grizopoulos, George.
George.
A-7629777, Grove,
A-7629777,
Grove, Marmaduke, or
or Marmaduke
Grove-Valenzuela.
Marmaduke Grove-Valenzuela.
A-6226149, Guillemette,
Guillemette, Dorothy Leslie.
Leslie.
A-4745611, Harb, Salem Abraham
Abraham Esah.
A-4745611,
Esah.
A-5382338, Hobbs, Ernest Frank.
A-4698673, Horvath, Zofia Mary
A-4698673,
Mary Rawicz, or Zofia
Rawiez
Zofia Mary
Mary Rawicz
Oldakowska.
Oldakowska.
A-6707622,
A-6707622, Koenig,
Koenig, Brigitta.
Brigitta.
A-6489133,
Kyriakakis, Constas.
A-6489133, Kyriakakis,
Constas.
A-1972384,
A-1972384, Lawson,
Lawson, Marjorie
Marjorie Ing-Kai
Ing-Kai (alias
(alias Marjorie
Marjorie Naitto).
Naitto).
A-7539114, Lee, Yung
Yung Tsin.
Tsin.
A-4593373, Lee, Joseph Tsu-An,
A-4593373,
or Jew
On Lee
Joseph On
On Lee
Tsu-An, or
Jew On
Lee or
or Joseph
Lee
Lee.
or Lee Jew
Jew On
On or
or Joe
Joe On
On Lee.
Leibovitch, Harold.
A-3454683, Leibovitch,
Harold.
A-6405605,
Paul.
A-6405605, Lorenz,
Lorenz, Kurt
Kurt Paul.
A-6581437, Madrid,
A-6581437,
Madrid, Manuel.
Manuel.
A-6581438,
Madrid, Maria
A-6581438, Madrid,
Maria Elodia.
Elodia.
A-3405450,
A-3405450, Matiatos, Spiros.
Spiros.
A-9533326,
A-9533326, Matthios, Theodoros,
Terry Matthios.
Matthios.
Theodoros, or
or Terry
A-6491875,
A-6491875, Meireles,
Meireles, Domingos
Domingos Amaral.
Amaral.
A-6261594,
A-6261594, Mishas,
Ef thimia (nee
Mishas, Efthimia
(nee Mandicas).
Mandicas).
A-6533340, Nahra,
A-6533340,
Nahra, Gabriel,
Gabriel, or
or Nahara.
Nahara.
A-1788665,
Nemes, Bella,
Bella, or
A-1788665, Nemes,
or Bill
Bill Names.
Names.
A-6450508,
Niethe, Karl
Karl Wilhelm.
Wilhelm.
A-6450508, Niethe,
A-5295304,
Onorati, Umberto,
Umberto, or
or Albert
Albert Onorati.
Onorati.
A-5295304, Onorati,
A-6022600,
La Luz,
or Maria
Maria De
Luz Horta.
A-6022600, Orta,
Orta, Maria
Maria De
De La
Luz, or
De La
La Luz
Horta.
A-6022602,
Filar Horta.
Horta.
A-6022602, Orta,
Orta, Pilar,
Pilar, or
or Pilar
A-6022601, Orta,
A-6022601,
Ramona Horta.
Orta, Ramona,
Ramona, or
or Ramona
Horta.
A-5952938,
A-5952938, Palmisano,
Gaetano.
Palmisano, Gaetano.
A-3491965,
A-3491965, Panoiera,
Panoiera, Mario.
A-6268180,
A-6268180, Pandelaras, Paraskevi
Paraskevi Gregory
ApostoGregory (nee
(nee Paraskevi
Paraskevi Apostolou Pavlou).
lou
Pavlou).
A-3435006,
Gregorious, or
A-3435006, Papadatos,
Papadatos, Evangelos
Evangelos Gregorious,
Angelos Papas.
Papas.
or Angelos
A-6355563,
A-6355563, Perez,
Perez, Antonio,
Antonio, or
or Antonio
Matesanta.
Antonio Perez
Perez Matesanta.
A-6811080, Perez, Virginia
A-6811080,
Virginia Soto,
Soto, or
or Virginia
Soto Lagos
Perez.
Virginia Soto
Lagos Perez.
A-6704624, Pieber,
A-6704624,
Pieber, Gerda,
or Bessie
Gerda, or
Bessie Soukaras.
Soukaras.
A-1324167, Pinto, Alessio.
A-1324167,
Alessio.
A-6339441, Pollett,
A-6339441,
Anderson.
Pollett, Robert
Robert Anderson.
A-5974374,
Jesus, or
or Jesus
Jesus Ramirez-Carraseo.
A-5974374, Ramirez,
Ramirez, Jesus,
Ramirez-Carrasco.
A-6711690, Randolph,
A-6711690,
Randolph, Frank
Frank Charles.
Charles.
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A-1585863, Reichenbach,
A-1585863,
Mary Elaine
Pye, formerly
Reichenbach, Mary
Elaine (nee
(nee Pye,
formerly Beebe).
Beebe).
A-3433637, Richter, John Frank.
A-3433637,
A-6696460,
A-6696460, Rodriguez,
Negrete.
Rodriguez, John Negrete.
A-6451215, Rouse, Peter
A-6451215,
Peter John.
A-9620460, Samuel, George Ryan.
A-6774210, Schlupp, Anna (nee Heiman).
A-6774210,
Heiman).
A-6296216, Sereni, Pier
Dino.
A-6296216,
Pier Dino.
A-4835531,
A-4835531, Sobenko, Mary (nee Maria Kuzmiak).
Kuzmiak).
A-3158427, Sootzmann,
A-3158427,
Sootzmann, Alex Fritz, or Alex Soodsmann.
A-1886212, Staub, Hyman, or Herman
A-1886212,
Herman Staub.
Stewart, Charlotte
A-6492676, Stewart,
Charlotte Rattray.
Rattray.
A-6065478, Stipanovic, Branko, or Branko
Branko Stipanovich.
Stipanovich.
A-6816833, Tarin, Berta Alicia.
A-6816833,
A-3363800, Tavares,
Tavares, Henry
Henry De Amorim Paula.
Paula.
A-6225120,
A-6225120, Theodorides, Georgios Basileios, or Georgios TheoTheo-.
dorides or Michael
Michael Panagiotis Hadjistylianos.
Hadjistylianos.
A-5987833,
A-5987833, Thomas, Eugene Watkin.
A-5916170, Thompson, Oscar
A-5916170,
Oscar Leonard,
Leonard, or Cyril
Wilson.
Cyril Oscar
Oscar Wilson.
A-3672478, Tomaselli, Charles Rudolph.
A-3672478,
A-6245753,
A-6245753, Trepcos, Helene (nee Helene
Helene Kovatsis).
Kovatsis).
A-6260601,
A-6260601, Van Hanen, Toivo Albert.
Albert.
A-6738733, Vargas, Cesar Medrano,
A-6738733,
Medrano, or Cesar Vargas
Vargas Medrano
or
Medrano or
Jesus Maldonado
Maldonado Santiago.
A-6706772,
A-6706772, Vassilaros, Sofia Ilias (formerly Apostolakis).
Apostolakis).
A-1467265,
A-1467265, Vassos, Alfonso Apostolas, or John
Pappas or
or
John Paul
Paul Pappas
Paul P. A. Vassos.
A-4865007,
A-4865007, Vene, Bruno.
Bruno.
A-1770952, Vitiello, Gennaro.
Gennaro.
A-1770952,
A-5336993,
A-5336993, Volksdorff,
Volksdorff, Ernest William.
A-9726040, Vucetic, Henrik Emil.
A-9726040,
A-6081841,
A-6081841, Walters, Junior, Alfred Ernest.
Ernest.
Wineland, Marion
A-1633174, Wineland,
Marion Gladys
Gladys (formerly
(formerly Bundy,
Bundy, nee
nee
Walker).
Walker).
A-7035406, Yee, Gloria.
A-7035406,
Gloria.
A-2727259,
A-2727259, Yue, Yeun Shai.
Shai.
A-2751327,
A-2751327, Ha, Chan (Chow) Min.
A-6724306,
A-6724306, Zarate-Urzua,
Zarate-Urzua, Dionisio; Dionisio Zarate-Covarrubias.
Zarate-Covarrubias.
Agreed to July
July 20, 1949.
1949.
July 20, 1949
(8. Con. Res.
(s.
Bes. 31]

DEPORTATION
DEPORTATION SUSPENSIONS
SUSPENSIONS

Senate (the House of Representatives
Resolved by the Senate
Representatives concurring),
concurring),
That the Congress
Congress favors the suspension of deportation
deportation in the
the case
case of
of
each alien hereinafter named,
named, in which case the Attorney
Attorney General
General has
has
suspended deportation
deportation for more than
six months:
than six
months:
A-3371030, Allegretti, Giovanni.
A-3371030,
Giovanni.
A-6032034, Alvear, Manuel, or Manuel Alvear
A-6032034,
Alvear Rabanal
Rabanal (alias
(alias
Ravenada).
Ravenada).
A-1255106,
A-1255106, Anderson, Neoniella, Ermakova (nee Vasielievna
Vasielievna Tsiba
Tsiba
Ermokova).
Ermokova).
A-2928933,
A-2928933, Barbiani, Giordano, or George Barbiani.
Barbiani,
A-6249264,
A-6249264, Bogikes, Maria.
A-6322600,
A-6322600, Borgman-Brouwer,
Borgman-Brouwer, Peter Willem.
A-9769944, Budicin, Pietro or Peter.
A-7743584, Cambel, All
Ali Bulent.
A-3406806, Canela, Ignacio.
A-5391859, Carson, Donald Frank.
A-5391859,
A-6782691, Cerniglia, Pasquale.
A-6782691,
A-7029166,
A-7029166, Chien, Alan Richard.
Richard.
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A-7029175, Chien,
Chien, Philip
Philip Karl.
Karl.
A-7029175,
A-7029165, Chien,
George David.
David.
A-7029165,
Chien, George
A-7756420, Chow,
or David
Chow.
A-7756420,
Chow, David
David Zai-Chen,
Zai-Chen, or
David Chow.
A-6460377, Churchill,
or Ethel Lightfoot.
Lightfoot.
Churchill, Ethel
Ethel Lightfoot, or
A-6460377,
Amelia
or Josephine
A-5767700,
Josephine Amelia, or
Josephine Amelia
Deighton, Josephine
A-5767700, Deighton,
Deighton (nee
Josephine Amelia
Amelia Suchy
Suchy Deighton.
Deighton.
(nee Suchy);
Suchy); Josephine
Deighton
A-5630032,
De Jimenez,
Ramirez
A-5630032, De
Jimenez, Teresa Ramirez.
A-6777954,
Manuel Del
A-6777954, Del
Del Castillo,
Castillo, Jose Manuel
Manuel Villa,
Villa, or Jose Manuel
Del
Castillo.
A-6248876,
A-6248876, Delinanos, Evangeline (nee Siotka).
A-6288933,
De Luzuriaga,
A-6288933, De
Luzuriaga, Luis
Luis Ruiz.
A-6768501,
Marhta Reyes, or Martha or Marta
Marta Reyes
De Saldana,
Saldana, Marhta
A-6768501, De
de
de Saldana.
Saldana, Elisa, or
or Maria
Elisa Saldana.
A-6768502, Saldana,
Maria Elisa
A-6768502,
A-7544398, Dickson,
Holland.
Mary Lynn
Lynn Holland.
A-7544398,
Dickson, Mary
A-5962202, Eckardt,
(nee Jankwitz).
Jankwitz).
Ruth (nee
Eckardt, Ruth
A-5962202,
A-4745580, Eddy,
Inez (nee Cabanellas).
Cabanellas).
A-4745580,
Eddy, Maria
Maria Inez
A-4263542,
A-4263542, Estrada-Marquez,
Estrada-Marquez, Edmundo
Edmundo Gamaliel, or Edmundo
Edmund()
Gamaliel
Gamaliel Estrada.
Estrada.
A-6702829,
Constance Steele.
Steele.
Fenner, Muriel
Muriel Constance
A-6702829, Fenner,
A-5592138,
(alias Otto
Otto Fiedler).
Fiedler).
Fiedler, Otto
Otto Erich
Erich (alias
A-5592138, Fiedler,
A-6834463,
Benedict Leys.
Charles Leys,
Leys, or Benedict
Florent, Benoit Charles
A-6834463, Florent,
Maria Fourlis.
Fourlis.
A-6357990,
(Maria), or Maria
Mary (Maria),
A-6357990, Forles, Mary
A-6509155,
Ng.
A-6509155, Fung,
Fung, Ng.
A-1316941,
Garcia, Cristobal
or Christobal
Christobal Garcia or
Cristobal Bandera,
Bandera, or
A-1316941, Garcia,
Critobal Garcia.
Garcia.
Critobal
A-6343310,
Garcia, Maria
Jesus.
Maria Jesus.
A-6343310, Garcia,
A-6170348,
Garcia, Maximiano
Macaya, or
Max Macaya
Garcia.
Macaya Garcia.
or Max
Maximiano Macaya,
A-6170348, Garcia,
A-6167326,
Yulo.
Brigida Yulo.
Garcia, Brigida
A-6167326, Garcia,
A-9679152,
Anthony Lennard.
Lennard.
Gerovich, Anthony
A-9679152, Gerovich,
A-6310308,
Gerstein, Joseph;
Joseph Gershon;
Paul GerJoseph Paul
Gershon; Joseph
Joseph; Joseph
A-6310308, Gerstein,
shon;
shon; Joseph Gerstien.
A-6698983,
Gobas, Eudokia
Nicholas (alias
Erdokia Gobas alias
(alias Erdokia
Eudokia Nicholas
A-6698983, Gobas,
Eudokia
Zoidou).
Demetrius Zoidou).
Eudokia Demetrius
A-9571845,
Guldberg, Fleming
Halfdan.
Fleming Halfdan.
A-9571845, Guldberg,
A-9689722,
Arend.
Gundlach, Arend.
A-9689722, Gundlach,
or Chung-Hua
A-7755524,
Hua, Chung
Chung-Ilua Wu.
Chung Wu, or
A-7755524, Hua,
A-7755855,
Wu, Ming-Hua
Ming-Hua Lee
Ming-Hua Lee).
Lee (nee Ming-Hua
A-7755855, Wu,
Jorgen.
A-9731513,
Johannesen, Jorgen.
A-9731513, Johannesen,
Juristo Zabala.
A-4909615,
Juristo, Julius,
Julian Jurist°
Julius, or Julian
A-4909615, Juristo,
A-6439318,
Kolakowski or
Anna Francis Kolakowski
Kolakowski, Anna, or Anna
A-6439318, Kolakowski,
Anna
Franciska Kolakowski
(nee Polanska).
Polanska).
Kolakowski (nee
Anna Franciska
A-6261655,
Alexandra (nee
Coulakotis or
Tzamtha Coulakotis
(nee Tzamtha
Koulakiotis, Alexandra
A-6261655, Koulakiotis,
Colakiotis).
Colakiotis).
A-6693180,
Lehti, Unto
Unto Oskari.
Oskari.
A-6693180, Lehti,
A-2270826,
Leong, Ruth
Yee-Yan Lee).
Lee).
(nee Yee-Yan
Lee (nee
Ruth Lee
A-2270826, Leong,
A-6179704,
Yung Chuen
Chuen or
or Yuan
Yuan Chuen
Chuen
Lee Yung
or Lee
Chuen, or
Yuan Chuen,
Li, Yuan
A-6179704, Li,
Lee.
Lee.
A-6328292,
Limas, Casimiro
Casimir° Sanchez,
or Casimira
Casimira Limas
Limas Sanchez
Sanchez or
or
Sanchez, or
A-6328292, Limas,
Casimira Sanchez Limas.
Casimira
A-3787921,
Iris Isaac
Isaac Ades.
Ades.
Mansour, Iris
A-3787921, Mansour,
Andre Louis.
A-9770907,
Marcellin, Andre
A-9770907, Marcellin,
A-4350535,
A-4350535, Masi,
Masi, Luigi.
Luigi.
A-5948065,
Matts Erik.
Erik.
Mattsson, Matts
A-5948065, Mattsson,
A-5648086,
Paul Frederick.
Frederick.
Mellinger, Paul
A-5648086, Mellinger,
A-6542774,
John, formerly
Rowe.
formerly Rowe.
Raymond John,
Moulton, Raymond
A-6542774, Moulton,
A-6542775, Moulton,
formerly Rowe.
Rowe.
Alice, formerly
Esther Alice,
Lynne Esther
Moulton, Lynne
A-6542775,
A-6430367, Mozzano,
or Valentino.
Valentino.
Lentino or
Mozzano, Lentino
A-6430367,
A-6222124, Muzzin,
Muzzin, Marcellina
Moro (nee
Moro).
(nee Moro).
Marcellina Moro
A-6222124,
A-1434172, Myers,
Myrtle Haley
(nee Skeene).
Skeene).
Haley (nee
Myers, Myrtle
A-1434172,
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A-1189354,
A-1189354,
Henry Nyi.
A-6082644,
A-1958978,
A-1958978,
A-5834601,
A-5834601,
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Nyi, Huai Fen Li, or Gloria Huai
Fen Li
Nyi or
or Mrs.
Mrs.
Huai Fen
Li Nyi
Olivera, Roque Tanada.
Owens, Stanley Jasper.
Jasper.
Penna, Bruno.
Bruno.

A-3545828,
A-3545828, Pineiro, Enrique Hermo,
or Enrique
Enrique Hermo.
Hermo.
Hermo, or

A-6860766,
A-6860766, Pulli, Toivo.
Toivo.
A-6362105, Rivera, Jose.
A-6362105,
Jose.
A-6751755, Rodriguez,
Rodriguez, Eusebio, or Eusebio Rodriguez-Carbajal.
A-6751755,
Rodriguez-Carbajal.
A-6659026, Rodriguez-Hernandez,
Rodriguez-Hernandez, Aurelio (alias
(alias Aurelio
Aurelio Rodriguez,
Rodriguez,
alias Jose Zamora Hernandez).
Hernandez).
A-6594435, Rosen, Harold.
A-6594435,
Harold.
A-6505853,
A-6505853, Roth, Richard John, or Richard
Richard Roth.
Roth.
A-6731254,
Sanchez-Sosa or
A-6731254, Sanchez,
Sanchez, Jesus, or Jesus Sanchez-Sosa
Jesus E.
or Jesus
E.
Sanchez.
Sanchez.
A-6449732,
A-6449732, Sassoon, Frank.
A-1448203, Schwitz, Agnes (nee Adams alias Curtis and Moran).
A-1448203,
Moran).
A-4954930, Simmons, Evelyn Nora.
A-4954930,
A-6261749,
A-6261749, Sisco, James
James Everett, or James
James Everette
Everette Sisco.
Sisco.
A-6304543,
A-6304543, Skenderoglou,
Skenderoglou, Jordan or John or Ioannis
Ioannis Skenderoglou.
Skenderoglou.
A-5277095, Spektor, Izak.
A-5277096,
A-5277096, Spektor, Rebeka (nee Kawenoki).
Kawenoki).
A-4470680,
A-4470680, Steinfeld, Marie
Marie Rose Armanda (nee
Lafond, Rose
Cor(nee Lafond,
Rose Corrin, Rose Vallee).
A-9694266, Strand, Andreas.
A-2536642,
A-2536642, Stronge, Thomas Ranken, or
Strong.
or Strong.
A-5564088,
Tetrick, Margaret
Margaret Elizabeth,
A-5564088, Tetrick,
or Margaret
Elizabeth, or
Margaret Hedwig
Hedwig
Tetrick or Margaret
Margaret Warren
Warren (nee Coyne).
Coyne).
A-5932931, Thomas Gracita.
A-5932931,
A-4513706, Tolmunen, Martha
A-4513706,
Martha (nee Tivanainen).
Tivanainen).
A-3455195, Tuckett, Ebenezer.
A-3455195,
Ebenezer.
A-2224563, Uddin,
A-2224563,
Toraiz.
Uddin, Tomiz.
A-9558677, Van Der Leek, Hendrik.
Hendrik.
A-9660569, Zwart, Jan, or Jan Lawrence
Zwart.
Lawrence Zwart.
Agreed to July 20, 1949.
July
20, 1949
July 20,
1949
IS. uon.
(B.
Con. Res. 32]
32j

DEPORTATION
DEPORTATION SUSPENSIONS
SUSPENSIONS

(the House
Resolved by the Senate (the
Representatives concurring),
House of
of Representatives
concurring),
That
suspension of deportation
That the Congress favors the suspension
in the
the case
case
deportation in
of each
each alien
alien hereinafter
hereinafter named, in which case the Attorney
of
Attorney General
General
has suspended
suspended deportation
deportation for more than
six months:
months:
than six
A-2245432,
A-2245432, Bag, Mufijur Rhoman, or Mufijur
Mufijur Bag
Rohman or
or Beg.
Bag Rohman
Beg.
A-6076552,
A-6076552, Chang, Mavis
Mavis Clare (nee Chen See).
See).
A-6000256,
A-6000256, Davalos, Ernestine
Ernestine Bautista.
Bautista.
A-5895486,
De Corral,
A-5895486, De
Corral, Concepcion
Concepcion Corbala, or Concepcion
Concepcion TalaTalamantes De Corral.
Corral.
A-5882388,
Rafael (alias James Rafael
A-5882388, Corral,
Corral, Jaime Rafael
Corral).
Rafael Corral).
A-5071174, De Delgado, Rafaela
Rafaela Rodriguez
Rodriguez Delgadillo.
Delgadillo.
A-9771218, Ellingsen, Nils Johan.
A-9771218,
A-7754666, Esteves, Nelson Geraldo.
Gerald°.
A-6706961, Folie, Sophie.
A-6706961,
A-3744021, Gazzola, Ernesto.
A-3744021,
Ernesto.
A-1772858, Graske,
A-1772858,
Graske, Kurt Robert, or Lais Christiansen.
A-4929343, Kannewischer,
A-4929343,
Kannewischer, Walter Oswald,
Oswald, or Walter
Walter Brandt
Brandt or
or
Walter
Walter Parker.
A-6245688,
A-6245688, Kastanos,
Kastanos, George C.
A-6245687,
A-6245687, Kastanos, Helen C.
C.
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A-2744895,
Iades or Georgiades).
A-2744895, Kesisoglu, Romylos (alias George lades
Georgiades).
A-9582707,
A-9582707, Kristoffersen,
Kristoffersen, Harald.
Harald.
A-5950003,
A-5950003, Macridis, Elefterios Sava or
Makridis.
or Makridis.
A-6261584,
A-6261584, Pavlis,
Paylis, Ekaterini,
Ekaterini, or
Aikaterini Pavlis
(nee VoidoVoidoor Aikaterini
Pavlis (nee
matis).
matis).
A-6249424, Psaltides, Fotini, or
A-6249424,
or Fotini
Fotini Sotiriades.
Sotiriades.
A-6596905, Renteria, Jesus Jose, or
A-6596905,
Jose Renteria
Macias.
or Jesus
Jesus Jose
Renteria Macias.
A-3018729, Shulman,
Louis.
Shulman, Louis.
A-5779075,
A-5779075, Sklavoonos, Angelo, or
or Evangelos
Evangelos Sclovounos.
Sclovounos.
A-3192396, Vorlop,
Vorlop, Kurt.
Kurt.
A-3192396,
A-4468240,
A-4468240, Waxman,
Waxman, Ethel
(nee Rosenbaum
Rosenbaum or
Ethel (nee
or Rosen).
Rosen).
A-6144178, Aboitiz,
A-6144178,
Aboitiz, Maria
Antonia.
Maria Antonia.
A-6144179,
Isabel.
A-6144179, Aboitiz,
Aboitiz, Teresita
Teresita Isabel.
Aboitiz, Jose Miguel.
A-6144180, Aboitiz,
Miguel.
A-6144181, Aboitiz,
A-6144181,
Xavier.
Aboitiz, Xavier.
A-2838965, Berman,
Samuel or
or Sam.
Berman, Samuel
Sam.
A-4279093,
A-4279093, Broinstein, Sam,
or Schaja
Schaja Broinstein.
Broinstein.
Sam, or
A-6178429,
A-6178429, Calvo,
Caw), Manuel
Manuel Rosello, or
Manuel Calvo
Manuel
or Manuel
Calvo or
or Manuel
Calvo
Rosello.
Calvo y
y Rosello.
A-6178427,
A-6178427, Calvo,
Norma.
Calvo, Norma.
A-6178428,
A-6178428, Calvo,
Calvo, Angelita.
Angelita.
A-6240206,
Chillemi, Agata
A-6240206, Chillemi
(nee Russo).
Agata (nee
Russo).
A-5280371,
Arthur,
A-5280371, Chin, AAhur
, or Chin Git
Chan Git.
Git or
or Chan
Git.
A-4780293,
A-4780293, Coons, Olga Alexandra
Alexandra or Hoffman
Hoffman (nee
(nee Tuovinin).
Tuovinin).
A-1813401, Curiel, Mauricio
A-1813401,
Mauricio Santiago.
Santiago.
A-5911335, Daniel, Emma Ianthe, or
or Emma
Emma Iantha
Iantha Daniel
Daniel (nee
(nee
Emma Ianthe
Ianthe Smith).
Smith, Emma
Smith).
A-6737910,
A-6737910, Santillan
Santillan De,
De, Rufina
Rufina Garcia.
Garcia.
A-6743422,
A-6743422, Santillan, Silvia Garcia.
Garcia.
A-2582183,
Grgas, or John Grgas
A-2582183, Grando, Ive
Lye Grga,s,
Grgas Grand°.
Grando.
A-5151416,
A-5151416, Hackshaw,
Hackqhaw, Mona
Mona May
Cockran).
May (nee
(nee Cockran).
A-5858390,
A-5858390, Jackman, Woodrow
Woodrow Wilson.
Wilson.
A-9520106,
A-9520106, Jorgensen, Petrus
Petrus Kornelius.
Kornelius.
A-2589465, Robberstad,
A-2589465,
Rob berstad, Trygve,
Trygve, or
or Teddy
Robberstad.
Teddy Robberstad.
A-9767518,
Roosekrans, Petrus
Johannes.
A-9767518, Roosekrans,
Petrus Johannes.
A-5995270, Santellan-Lopez,
Santellan-Lopez, Baldomero
A-5995270,
Baldomero (alias
Tempzen(alias Gustavo
Gustavo TempzenLopez
Lopez alias Gustavo
Gustavo Lopez
Lopez Tempzen).
Tempzen).
A-4929003,
A-4929003, Shamarides,
Shamarides, Adonis Arghyrou,
Arghyrou, or
Adonis Shamarides
or Adonis
Shamarides
or George
George Chamer.
or
Chamer.
A-6668113, Soininen,
Paavo.
A-6668113,
Soininen Seppo
Seppo Paavo.
A-4837403, Thordahl, Preben
A-4837403,
Preben Eric,
Eric, or
or Preben
Preben Gustav
Gustav Eric
Eric Thordahl.
Thordahl.
A-4814618,
A-4814618, Tonani,
Tonani, Fred.
Fred.
A-3059166, Uras, Pasquale,
A-3059166,
Pasquale, or
or Patsey
Patsey Uras.
Uras.
A-6591993, Baker, France
A-6591993,
Stella, or
France Stella,
or France
France Stella
Stella Juhel-Renoy.
Juhel-Renoy.
A-2320986,
Cioechi, Luigi.
Luigi.
A-2320986, Ciocchi,
A-6404791,
Battistina Elena
Elena (nee
Vaerini).
A-6404791, Cuni,
Cuni, Battistina
(nee Vaerini).
A-5333650,
A-5333650, Davis, Stanley
Stanley Davis.
Stanley Arundel,
Arundel, or
or Stanley
Davis.
A-6391237, De
De Fonte,
A-6391237,
Fonte, Sallustio.
Sallustio.
A-9520698,
Dollah, William
A-9520698, Dollah,
William Henry.
Henry.
A-6424465, Kenedi,
Kenedi, Tamas
Tamas Klein
or Thomas.
Thomas.
A-6424465,
Klein or
A-6827021,
A-6827021, Malouf, George
or Georges
George Sleiman,
Sleiman, or
Georges Maalouf.
Maalouf.
A-4383150, Percival,
Percival, Norward
Norward Edward.
A-4383150,
Edward.
A-9778306, Spithogiannis,
or Spetogianis.
A-9778306,
Spithogiannis, Stefanos
Stefanos or
Spetogianis.
A-5877274, Antzoulatos, Gerasimos, or
A-5877274,
or Gerry
Gerry or
or Jerry
Jerry Angel.
Angel.
A-9634730,
Massimo.
A-9634730, Ballarin,
Ballarin, Massimo.
A-6246740, Barraza,
A-6246740,
Cecilio, or
Cecilio Alvarado
Alvarado Barraza.
Barraza.
Barraza, Cecilio,
or Cecilio
A-5716466,
Ivan.
A-5716466, Bekavac,
Bekavac, Anton
Anton Ivan.
A-2739693, Boldin, Anthony or Baldin (alias
A-2739693,
Vittorio
(alias Antonio
Antonio Vittorio
Isidoro
alias Antonio
Isidoro Baldini, alias
Baldini, alias
alias Nino
Antonio Nino
Nino Baldini,
Nino or
or Nine
Nine
Baldini).
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A-1514544, Casas, Jose, or Jose Casas Rosales or Jose Covos
Covos or
or
Cobos.
A-6234266,
A-6234266, Edwards, Muriel, or Muriel Daniel or Daneil.
A-4456999,
A-4456999, Ferghina,
Ferghina, Teobald Isaia, or Ubaldo
Ubaldo Isaia Ferghina.
Ferghina.
A-6193663,
Buenaventura Garcia, or Buenaventura
A-6193663, Flores, Buenaventura
Buenaventura Flores
Flores
(alias Joe Garcia).
A-3161313, Francz, Jacob, or Jacob Frantz.
A-3161313,
A-6241948, Gagner, Marie (nee Minard or Mimi).
A-6241948,
A-4947594, Gilcourt, Charles Henry, or Chas. Gilcort or Charles
A-4947594,
Gilcourt or Gilcort.
A-7511447,
A-7511447, Hall, Bertram Carlton.
A-5932958,
A-5932958, Harrigan, Ethel Margery
Margery (nee Peterson).
A-5133402,
A-5133402, Henden, John Hovde.
A-2724762,
A-2724762, Kelly, Joseph Francis.
A-5965000, Krost, Ernst Wilhelm.
A-5965000,
A-4521987, Kruse, William Herbert.
A-4521987,
A-2813449, Leon-Sanchez,
Leon-Sanchez, Jose Gregorio,
Gregorio, or Jose G. Leon.
A-6373564, Lopez, Mauro
A-6373564,
Mauro (alias Mauro Lopez Rodriguez).
Rodriguez).
A-6624960, Morales,
A-6624960,
Morales, Esteban.
A-3478894,
A-3478894, Pavich, Joseph, or Jose Pavic or Yoso Pavic.
A-2883717, Perales, Carmen Dolores Guevara, or Carmen Guevara
Guevara
or Carmen D. Guevara
Guevara or Camoli.
A-5911572, Raymond, Inez Eugenia
Eugenia (nee McKelly or Inez Euvenia
Eueenia
Raymond).
Raymond).
A-6578928, Reasola, Antonio.
A-6578928,
A-6578929,
A-6578929, Reasola, Maria Remedios
Remedios Olvera.
A-2288481,
A-2288481, Sacco, Pietro Vincenzo.
Vincenzo.
A-5331600,
A-5331600, Saia, Carmelo.
A-4704221,
A-4704221, Scarcella, Leonardo
Leonardo Agostino.
Agostino.
A-5985487,
A-5985487, Silano, Carmine Sabin°.
Sabino.
A-5612486,
A-5612486, Smith, Richard (alias Richard Valba).
A-6677956, Stork,
A-6677956,
Storie, William Aitken Stewart.
A-1626396, Tchekowitch,
A-1626396,
Tchekowitch, Alexander
Alexander Borisovich, or Alexis Boris
Alexander.
Alexander.
A-2578314, Von Hoefer, Frederic
A-2578314,
Frederic Joseph, or Fred Von Hoefer.
Agreed to July 20, 1949.
1949.
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BIRTHDAY
HONORABLE HERBERT
HERBERT HOOVER
BIRTHDAY GREETINGS
GREETINGS TO
TO HONORABLE

HOOVER

Resolved by the Senate (the House of Representatives
Representatives concurring),
concurring),
That the Congress
Congress hereby
hereby extends to the Honorable Herbert Hoover,
our only living ex-President, its cordial birthday greetings
his
greetings on
on his
seventy-fifth birthday
birthday and expresses
expresses its admiration and gratitude
gratitude for
for
his devoted service to his country and to the world; and that the
Congress hereby expresses
expresses its hope that he be spared
spared for many
many more
more
years of useful and honorable service; and be it further
further
Resolved, That the Secretary
Secretary of the Senate transmit a
a copy
copy of
of this
this
resolution to Mr. Hoover.
Agreed to August 2, 1949.
August
4, 1949
August 4,194
18. Con- Res. 61]
Change in enrollCange
ment
of bill n(S. enll1323).
Aide,
A.e, p.
p. 604.
W.

CERTAIN INDIAN
INDIAN LANDS
CERTAIN
LANDS HELD IN TRUST BY UNITED
UNITED STATES
STATES

Resolved by the Senate (the House
House of Representatives
Representatives concurring),
concurring),
That, in
i the enrollment
enrollment of the bill (S. 1323) to declare that the
That,
the United
United
States holds certain lands in trust for the Pueblo Indians and
and the
the
Canoncita Navajo group in New Mexico, and for other purposes, the
the
Secretary of the Senate be, and he is hereby,
hereby, authorized
Secretary
authorized and directed
directed
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to strike out the word "Canoncita",
"Canoncita", where it appears on page 2, line 12,
of the Senate
Senate engrossed
engrossed bill and in the title of the bill, respectively,
respectively,
and in lieu thereof insert "Canoncito".
"Canoncito".
Agreed to August 4, 1949.

DEPORTATION SUSPENSIONS
DEPORTATION
SUSPENSIONS

Senate (the House of Representatives
Resolved by the Senate
Representatives concurring),
concurring),
That the Congress favors the suspension of deportation
deportation in the case
case of
each alien hereinafter
hereinafter named, in which case the Attorney
Attorney General has
has
suspended
suspended deportation for more than six months.
A-7793367, Acevedo, Ramona nee Diaz Galetty.
A-7793367,
A-6683184, Adam, Emmanuel Konstantinos
Konstantinos or Emanuel Constantinos Adam.
A-5880692,
A-5880692, Altmann, Anton Frederick (Friedrich).
(Friedrich).
A-6758166,
A-6758166, Alves, Domingos
Domingos Esteves.
A-6115712,
A-6115712, Anguiano-Alcazar,
Anguiano-Alcazar, Felix alias Agustin Valencia
Valencia alias
Agustin Valencia
Valencia Anguiano alias Felix Anguiano alias
Anguaino.
alias Felix
Felix Anguaino.
A-3224363, Andersen, Knud
A-3224363,
Knud Kaspar.
Kaspar.
A-2940833, Anderson, Axel Hjalmar
A-2940833,
Hjalmar alias Axel Hjalmar Carlsson.
A-9577267,
A-9577267, Apessos, Ioannis Pndelis alias John P. Apessos.
A-6679669,
Appelthaler, Katerina.
A-6679669, Appelthaler,
Katerina.
A-6679668,
A-6679668, Appelthaler,
Appelthaler, Kurt Robert.
A-2211955, Arellano,
Arellano, Domingos
A-2211955,
Domingos Ramos.
Ramos.
A-1393347,
A-1393347, Arellano, Soledad Valadez,
Valadez, or
Valadez.
or Soledad
Soledad Maria
Maria Valadez.
A-6071241, Arellano,
Arellano, Innocencio.
Innocencio.
A-6071241,
A-6071239,
Domingo, Junior,
A-6071239, .Arellano,
Arellano, Domingo,
Junior, or
or Dominic
Dominic Arellano.
Arellano.
A-6071240,
A-6071240, Arellano, Juan or John Arellano.
Arellano.
A-3779214, Arlt, Hans Erich Lothar.
A-3779214,
Alexander or Alessandro
A-1153452, Arrighi, Alessandro or Alexander
Alessandro Arrigo.
A-6301280, Bagniewski, Wanda Stanislawa
Stanislawa or Wanda Stanislawa
Stanislawa
Kiernik.
Kiernik.
A-6821666,
A-6821666, Bastide, Genevive Marcelle.
A-2118744,
Siu-Tsung or Marguerite
A-2118744, Bau, Siu-Tsung
Marguerite Janet Bau Chang.
A-3419857,
A-3419857, Baum, Betty.
A-3151534, Baumann, Henrik
A-3151534,
Henrik Chaskiel or Henry Baumann.
Baumann.
A-6026888, Beitelstein,
Beitelstein, Anton, Anton Stein, Tony Stein or Anton
A-6026888,
Beidelstein, Anton Beitelsten.
A-7765476, Berard, Jorge Vandesmet.
A-7765476,
Vandesmet.
A-5920168,
A-5920168, Berlde,
Berkle, Ivera Romalia.
A-6434078
A-6434078 Bernheimer, Ludwig.
A-5153633,
A-5153633, Bianchi, Luigi.
A-5932160
Constancia or
Constancia
A-5932160 Blake, Eulalie Constancia
or Eulalie
Eulalie Constancia
Turnbull.
A-6760216,
Ketruda or Helena Ketruda
A-6760216, Blake, Helena Ketruda
Ketruda Powell.
Powell.
A-3113337, Bober, Maria
A-3113337,
Theresia Gerber.
Maria Theresia
A-6466991, Borraccia, Lorenzo.
Lorenzo.
A-6466991,
A-6288235,
A-6288235, Bronner, Eugenia
Eugenia Michael
Michael formerly Eugenia Gavriloff,
nee Losseff.
A-6288068,
A-6288068, Bronner,
Bronner, Helen Tamara Marianna
Marianna formerly Helen
Helen
Tamara Marianna
Marianna Gavriloff.
A-6316110, Brouwer,
Brouwer, Frans Hieronimus
A-6316110,
Hieronimus Borgman.
Borgman.
A-6625552, Brown,
Brown, Doris nee Singh.
A-6625552,
A-2673048, Brown, Morris
Braunreit.
A-2673048,
Morris Simon
Simon alias Movsa
Movsa Braunreit.
A-6701608, Burgers,
Burgers, Willem
Willem Adolph
A-6701608,
Adolph Johan.
Johan.
A-6645933,
A-6645933, Butterick,
Butterick, Janet Barry or Janet Barry Mack.
A-7651629,
A-7651629, Candia,
Candia, Jose alias Jose Candia Urguidi or
or Jose
Jose Urguidi
or Joe.
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A-9769688,
A-9769688, Carro, Alfredo or Alfred Carro.
Carro.
A-3299176,
Giro Castillo.
A-3299176, Castillo, Geronimo or
or Giro
Castillo.
A-6336616,
Russell Scott.
A-6336616, Chalmers, Bromley Russell
A-6336617,
A-6336617, Chalmers, Jill.
A-7041842,
A-7041842, Chin, Yuen Chew or
or Chin Yuen Chew
Chew or Chew
Chew Yuen
Yuen
Chinn.
A-5138325, Chui, Wan; Chui Wan; Hang Kin Chui; Hankin
Hankin Hunt.
A-5138325,
A-1581731, Ciesla, Ludwik.
A-1581731,
A-5179937, Valdes, Maria Hortensia Clemente
Clemente y
y Sanchez McDonA-5179937,
Hortensia
ald; or Hortensia
Hortensia Clemente Y Sanchez McDonald Valdes nee Hortensia
Clemente Y Sanchez; Maria
Maria Hortensia
Clemente Sanchez
Sanchez or
Clemente
Hortensia Clemente
or Maria
Maria
Hortensia Clementa
Hortensia
Clementa McDonald.
A-5611302, Cohen, Joseph.
A-5611302,
A-4860986, Cohen, Gertie Gertrude.
A-4860986,
A-2554813, Conradt, Ernst Heinrich
Heinrich Wilhelm
Wilhelm or
Henry
A-2554813,
or Ernst
Ernst Henry
Conradt.
A-6262074,
Cucullu ' Francesca
Francesca R.
A-6262074, Cucullu,
A-2113086,
A-2113086, DaGoutis, Louise Emilie nee Masse.
A-6404432,
A-6404432, Davis, Diane May.
A-6404433,
A-6404433, Davis, Eileen Marie.
A-6404431,
A-6404431, Davis, Philip Bennet.
A-2945357,
Harriet Mae or Hattie Mae
Harriet
A-2945357, Dawson, Harriet
Mae Lloyd or
or Harriet
Mae Gibson.
Mae
A-4746398, De Escalante, Alicia Adriana
Adriana Vara or Alicia Adriana
Adriana
A-4746398,
Vara-Solis DeCordero.
A-3197506,
Avena alias
A-3197506, De Gomez, Rita Avena
alias Rita
Rita Avena.
A-6611868,
Diamantopoulos, Sapho.
A-6611868, Diamantopoulos,
A-6079055,
A-6079055, Dimakos, Christos alias Christos Demakos.
Demakos.
A-4665465,
Sebastino or
Pietro Petrillo
Petrillo or
or Grido
Cardella.
A-4665465, DiPietro, Sebastino
or Pietro
Grido Cardella.
A-9836789, Drioli, Salvatore.
A-9671716, Elvir, Cesar Augusto.
Augusto.
A-9671716,
A-4785369, Engles
Huffman.
A-4785369,
Engles,' Elsie Violet nee Elsie Violet Huffman.
A-5906567, Fahie, Adeline
Adeline nee Nibbs.
A-5906567,
A-3481412, Fahie, Joseph
Joseph Alfred.
Alfred.
A-3481412,
A-5832029, Fahie, Rebecca.
A-5832029,
Rebecca.
A-3193626,
Elizabeth nee Pauza now Kourcosk
A-3193626, Fekete, Agnes
Agnes Elizabeth
Kourcosk or
Korscak.
A-6774677,
A-6774677, Frank, Annie or Ann Frank or Ann Burtnik
Burtnik Frank or
Annie Burtnik Frank.
Annie
A-6716135, Frazer
A-6716135,
Frazer, Joseph Wellington.
A-6464484, Frenkel, Mayer.
A-6464484,
A-6020425, Gabriel, Manuel Gimenez.
A-6020425,
Gimenez.
A-6405609, Gallegos, Manuel
Manuel or Manuel Medina.
A-6405609,
Medina.
A-3750703, Garcia, Juan or John Garcia.
A-3750703,
A-6063595, Garcia,
Garcia, William Joseph.
A-6063595,
A-5140522, Garlipp,
Hermann or Frank Herman Garlipp.
A-5140522,
Garlipp, Franz Hermann
A-5048436,
A-5048436, Ghinelli, Germano
Germano or Jerry Ghinelli.
A-6051631, Gobb, Marguerite
known as
A-6051631,
Marguerite Elinor nee Aaron also known
as Marguerite
guerite Elinor Aaron.
A-6500830,
A-6500830, Gomez, Maria Pilar alias Olivia Gomez alias Maria
Olivia Gomez Pedroza
Pedroza or Maria Pilas Gomez Quesada.
A-6288439, Greaves, Anne Marie nee Anne
A-6288439,
Anne Marie
Marie Erneste
Erneste Pierre
Monlouis-Eugene.
Monlouis-Eugene.
A-6630058,
A-6630058, Gson-Nieblivag,
Gson-Niebling, Goesta Bertil.
A-3053878, Hanko, Joseph Ewald or Joseph or Jozef
A-3053878,
Jozef Hanko.
Hanka.
A-6413603, Harvie,
A-6413603,
Haxvie, Meryl Lorraine
Lorraine or Meryl Lorraine
Lorraine Grayson.
A-6369265,
Hernandez-Gutierrez, Jose Maria.
A-6369265, Hernandez-Gutierrez,
Maria.
A-4463931, Haimburger,
A-4463931,
Haimbn er, Rudolf Gustave or Rudolf Haimburger.
Haimburger.
A-6590997,
A-6590997, Hu,
Huggins, William Archibald.
Archibald.
A-6425288,
Olive Jane.
A-6425288, Jacobs, Olive
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A-6446194, Joanta,
Florence Antonescu.
Antonescu.
Joanta, Florence
Florence nee Florence
A-9505156, Johansen, Kristian
Kristian Rudolf.
A-9505156,
A-2776290, Kahn,
Kahn, Akram or Mohamed
Mohamed Akram or John Elk or Chief
Chief
A-2776290,
Running Elk.
Running
A-4624493, Kimbell, Ofelia Aycardi
Aycardi nee Aycardi.
A-4624493,
A-9706894, Kokolis, Jonnes
Jonn es Peter; or Kokolis, John Peter alias John
A-9706894,
Nicholas Kokolis or Ioannis Kokolis or Ioanis Giannaris
Giannaris or Ioannis
Panagiotis Kokolis or Ioanis Koukalis.
A-6489767,
Kostrzak, Lita Foerster
A-6489767, Kostrzak,
Foerster nee Lita Foerster.
A-6440727, Kovar,
Kovar , Anton or Anton Joseph Kovar.
A-6440727,
A-6208118,
Kromliout, Arie Jan.
A-6208118, Kromhout,
A-4549342, Laeske,
formerly Browne
Browne nee Bardeleben.
A-4549342,
Laeske, Hedwig Anna formerly
A-6484122,
A-6484122, Lansford,
Lansford, Ethel Matilda formerly
formerly Ethel Matilda
Matilda Molohon nee MacDonald.
MacDonald.
A-2773539, Lee, Ruth Mo or Ruth Lo-Tak Mo.
A-2773539,
56122/739, Lencovich,
Lencovich, Joseph Peter.
56122/739,
A-1304739, Lepore, Salvatore
A-1304739,
Salvatore alias Samuel or Sam Lepore alias
Samuel Le Poce.
A-4769421,
Edward Letsome.
Letsome.
A-4769421, Lettsome, Edward or Edward
A-1424552, Levitsky, Thomas.
Thomas.
A-6261599,
Longos; Katina.
A-6261599, Longos,
A-1322447, Lopez-Martinez,
Lopez-Martinez, Juan.
A-2365797, de Lopez, Maria
Maria Valadez-Romero.
Valadez-Romero.
A-4388670, Lo Surdo, Sebastiano.
A-2145986, Lucas, Lieselotte
Lieselotte Muenzer
Muenzer or Lotte
Lieselotte or Lieselotte
A-2145986,
Muenzer or Munzer.
Muenzer
A-6706960, Luschnig,
Luschnig, Klaus
Klaus Carnival.
Klaus Oswald or Klaus
A-6706960,
A-4584463, Mac
Mae Clymont, David or Thomas Wood.
A-4584463,
A-5777765, Mahlman,
Mahlman, Bruno William or Bruno William
William Dietrich
Dietrich
A-5777765,
Mahlman.
Mahlman.
A-4052648, Malerba, Domenico
Domenico or Domenick
Domenick Malerba.
A-6095324, Mantzuranis,
Mantzuranis, Evagelia or Evagelia
Evagelia Mantzurani
Mantzurani or
A-6095324,
Evagelia
Stratigakis.
Evagelia Stratigakis.
A-6645782, Mar, Judy alias Judy Muck.
A-6645782,
A-6645783, Mar, James alias James
James Muck.
A-6645783,
A-6566614, Mariades,
Mariades, Helene Agouras formerly Helene Andrea
Andrea
A-6566614,

.Agouras.
Agouras.
A-6612108,
A-6612108,
A-6612107,
A-6612107,
A-6694634,
A-6694634,
A-6689502,
A-6689502,
A-3024922,
A-3024922,
A-6603045,
A-6603045,
A-6608918,
A-6608918,
A-9578104,
A-9578104,
A-5694677,
A-5694677,
A-5694675,
A-5694675,
A-3869778,
A-3869778,
Gegimde.
Gegunde.
-2481845,
A-2481
845 ,
A-9801088,
A-9801088,
A-4651936,
A-4651936,
A-6611843,
A-6611843,
A-9836874,
A-9836874,
A-2201575,
A-2201575,
Palermo.
A-3140422,
A-3140422,
A-3236433,
A-3236433,
A-3140520,
A-3140520,
A-9769360,
A-9769360,

Marquez, Arturo.
Arturo.
Marquez,
Marquez, Maria Del Carmen.
Marquez,
Martinez Cruz.
Martinez,
Joseph Ignatius.
McDougall, Joseph
McGill, John Joseph.
Mendoza, Julio.
Mendoza, Jose Salome.
Montgomery, Clem.
Montgomery,
Muller, Mathias
Mathias or Mathew Muller.
Barbara nee Messner.
Muller, Barbara
Maria
Munoz, Maria Amparo
Amparo Gegunde
Gegwade Gomez nee Maria
Munoz,
Munroe, Harold Bruce.
Bruce.
Newton, Arthur.
Elizabeth Organ.
O'Dwyer, Elizabeth
Ahem alias Elizabeth
Elizabeth nee Ahern
Ottley, Robyn Josephine.
Vincent° Paiceira Perez.
Vincente or Vincente
Paiceira, Vincente
Rosario or Richard Ross Palermo or Ross
Palermo, Rosario
Palermo
Salvatore or Samuel Palermo.
Palermo Salvatore
Vincenzo or James Palermo.
Palermo, Vincenzo
Palermo, Anna.
Pane, Antonin°
Pane or Antonio Pane.
or Anthony Pane
Antonino or
Pane,
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A-6256122, Papadakis, Georgia N.
A-6256122,
N.
A-4642742, Parasiliti, Nicola Sebastiano Collazzo or
A-4642742,
or Nicola
Nicola SebasSebastiano Parasiliti Colazzo or Nicholas Parasi or
tian°
Benny Pernite
or
or Benny
Pernite or
Nicholas Benny
Benny Pernite.
Pernite.
A-6374752, Paul, Alvin Colton Thomas Theophilus.
A-6374752,
Theophilus.
A-3333079, Pirrone, Antonino.
A-3333079,
A-6331342, Piekarz, Hersz.
A-6331342,
A-6633957, Pilostomos, Christos Antonios.
Antonios.
A-7598205,
A-7598205, Questel, Francois
Francois Marie
Edouard, or
Edouard Questel.
Questel.
Marie Edouard,
or Edouard
A-5369159,
A-5369159, Ramos, Anastacio.
Anastacio.
A-3586557,
A-3586557, Ramos, Anacleta.
A-5711339,
A-5711339, Rando, Bartolo.
Bartolo.
A-4798904, de Rangel,
Range!, Rita
Morales or
Rita Arroyo.
A-4798904,
Rita Morales
or Rita
Arroyo.
A-7703612,
A-7703612, Rehen,
Rehen, Estrid Viola Margareta
Margareta or
or Estrid
Estrid Viola MargaMargareta Tengwall nee
Sundberg.
nee Sundberg.
A-9582529, Reinsma, Otte or Otto Reinsma.
A-6290531, Reiter, Fanny nee Diamond
A-6290531,
Diamond or
or Fany
Fany Reiter.
Reiter.
A-4030409, Resch, Frank or Frank Reck or
Resch.
or Franz
Franz Resch.
A-6608814,
A-6608814, Reynolds,
Reynolds, Bernard Douglas.
A-5917858, Robles, Isidro.
A-6001963, Roberts, Norma Elizabeth
A-6001963,
or Norma
Norma E.
Roberts or
Elizabeth or
E. Roberts
or
Norma Roberts.
A-7757524, Roders, Naomi
A-7757524,
Elizabeth.
Naomi Elizabeth.
A-6113669,
A-6113669, Roman-Rodriguez,
Roman-Rodriguez, Antonio.
Antonio.
A-3680851,
A-3680851, Rostar, Victor.
Victor.
A-6373974, Rothstein, Izydor.
A-6373974,
A-6373973, Rothstein, Helena.
A-6373973,
A-6611826, Rudd, James Sidney.
A-6611826,
A-3667351, Ruiz-Carillo
A-3667351,
Ruiz-Carillo De Quintero, Maria
Maria or Dolores CardenasCardenasSoto.
A-2548950, Rullo, Hazel
A-2548950,
Hazel Ann nee
nee DeLisie.
DeLisie.
A-9776541, Russo, Salvatore.
A-9776541,
A-5155756, Sagert, Clarence James.
A-5155756,
James.
A-5573562, Schenk, Otto alias Otto Lehman.
A-5573562,
A-5151143,
A-5151143, Schneider,
Schneider, Richard Georg.
Georg.
A-4728863,
A-4728863, Schoenberg, Wilhelm Heinrich August
or William
August or
William
Schoenberg.
Schoenberg.
A-6376906,
A-6376906, Semega, Maria
Maria nee Maria Palovcik.
A-5314309, Shee,
Shoe, Ong Kwok or Ong Kwock
Kwock Shee or Roy Ong.
Ong.
A-6378087, Shumis, Artemis Troyannou
Troyannou or Artenoula
A-6378087,
Trogiannou
Artenoula Trogiannou
or Artemis Troiannou or Artemis Troyannou.
Troyannou.
A-1963646, Sirianos, George
George or Georgios Theodore
Theodore Sirianos.
Sirianos.
A-6446698, Smedley, Shane
Shane Karen
Karen Douglas.
Douglas.
A-4699538, Sommer, Oscar Felix or Oskar
A--4699538,
Oskar Felix
Felix Sommer
Felix
Sommer or
or Felix
Sommer.
A-5465763,
A-5465763, Stevens, Annie Isabella.
A-6772017,
A-6772017, Sturmer, Gerlinde
Gerlinde Maria.
A-4433087,
A-4433087, Tackolander, Leonard
Leonard Helge alias Leonard
Quire.
Leonard Quire.
A-5880975, Tatem, Edmund Adolphus.
A-5880975,
A-7539649, Tomas-Morelly,
Tomas-Morelly, Jose or
or Jose Tomas,
Tomas, Junior.
Junior.
A-5357499, Tornow, Marie nee Wejnis or Marie Fischer.
A-5357499,
A-6345256, Trapatsa, Chryssoula.
A-6345256,
A-9836782, Ullah, Anfar.
A-6346062, Vafides,
Vafides, Olga nee Rafaeledes.
Rafaeledes.
A-9727432, Valjas, Artemi.
A-6459280, Vasquez,
Vasquez, Jorge Carrion
Carrion alias Robert
Robert Franco.
Franco.
A-1114647, Vestes, Stratos or Ernest Vestes alias Efstiatios Vestis.
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29, 1949
1949
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A-6690309,
A-6690309, Villegas, Ramon alias Ramon Villegas-Ortiz.
Villegas-Ortiz.
A-6785838, Wallace, Ezra.
A-6785838,
A-1052865, Wasserman,
A-1052865,
Wasserman, Benjamin
Benjamin or Bernard
Bernard Wasserman or
Benjamin Waserman.
A-5750607, Wayditch,
Wayditch, Julia alias Julia Bornyaszi Oroszy.
A-5750607,
A-4392874, Whearty, James Patrick or James Wheatley.
A-6431871, Willman, Philip John Archibald.
A-6431871,
Archibald.
A-4777885,
A-4777885, Wilson, Arthur Rutherford.
Rutherford.
A-7799625, Wilson, Walter
Walter Allen.
A-7799625,
A-6078139,
A-6078139, Wright, Lourdes Dizon.
A-6757818, Yang, Chao-Chen.
A-6757818,
.A-6739338, Yang, Dzing-Tsch
A-6739338,
Dzing-Tsch Shun.
A-2963680,
A-2963680, Yuelling, Joseph or Yoesef.
Agreed
Agreed to August 12, 1949.
EIGHTY-THIRD AND
EIGHTY-THIRD
AND FINAL
FINAL NATIONAL
OF THE
THE
NATIONAL ENCAMPMENT
ENCAMPMENT OF
GRAND ARMY
OF THE
THE REPUBLIC
GRAND
ARMY OF
REPUBLIC

Resolved by the House of Representatives
Representatives (the Senate
Senate concurring),
concurring),
That there is hereby
created aajoint committee
committee which shall be composed
hereby created
composed
President of
of
of five Members of the Senate to be appointed by the President
the Senate, and five Members
Members of the House of Representatives
Representatives to be
appointed
appointed by the Speaker of the House of Representatives.
Representatives. The
committee shall select aa chairman
chairman from among its members.
SEC.
S
EC. 2. The joint committee shall represent
represent the Congress at the
Eighty-third
National Encampment
Encampment of the Grand Army
Army
Eighty-third and Final National
of the Republic, to be held at Indianapolis,
Indianapolis, Indiana,
Indiana, from August 28
28
to September
September 1, 1949.
Passed August 25, 1949.
EXPENSES
COMMITTEE
EXPENSES OF
OF JOINT
JOINT COMMITTEE

August 25, 1949
August
[H.
Con. Res.
Res. 102]
[H. Con.
102]

Joint
committee to
Joint committee
represent
Congress.
represent Congress.

August 25, 1949
1949
August
[H.
Con. Res.
[H. Con.
Res. 10.31
103]

Resolved
Resolved by the
the House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives (the Senate concurring),
concurring),
Payment from conPayment
That the expenses
expenses of the joint committee created pursuant to H. Con. tingent
fund of House
House
fund
Representatives.
Representatives.
Res. 102, not to exceed $5,000,
$5,000, shall
shall be
be paid by the Clerk of
of the
the House of Supra.
Supra.
of Representatives
contingent fund of the House of
Representatives out of the contingent
Representatives, such contingent fund to be reimbursed
Representatives,
reimbursed from the
contingent
contingent fund of the Senate in the amount of one-half of the disbursements so made.
Passed August 25, 1949.

SOCIAL SECURITY
OF 1949
1949
SOCIAL
SECURITY ACT
ACT AMENDMENTS
AMENDMENTS OF
Resolved by the
concurring),
the House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives (the
(the Senate
Senate concurring),
accordance with paragraph
paragraph 3
3 of section 22 of the Printing
That, in accordance
approved March 1, 1907, the Committee on Ways and Means
Act, approved
of the
Representatives be,
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized and
and
of
the House
House of
of Representatives
be, and
and is
empowered to have printed for its use one thousand additional
additional copies
each
including an index,
held
each of part 1
1 and
and part
part 2
2 of the hearings,
hearings, including
index, held
before said committee during the current session relative to the Social
Security Act Amendments
1949.
Amendments of 1949.
Passed September
September 29, 1949.
1949.

September
1949
September 29, 1949
[H. Con. Res. 126]
Printing of additional copies of House
committee hearings.
committee
hearings.
34 Stat. 1012.
S. C.,
C., §
154.
44 U.
U.S.
§154.

1252
September
1949
September 29, 1949
[H. Con. Res. 132]
132]
Printing of addicopies of House
tional copies
report.
34 Stat.
Stat. 1012.
44 U.
C. §
§154.
44
U. S.
S. C.
154.

Sept. 29, 1949
CONCURRENT
1949
CONCURRENT RESOLUTIONS
RESOLUTIO NSOct
18, 19,
1949
Oct.
14,
' Oc
t. 114,
4, 18,
119,
9, 1949
4

~18, ~19

REPORT
REPORT

[63 S
TAT.
[63
STAT.

ON
SECURITY
ON SOCIAL
SOCIAL SECURITY

Resolved by the House
Senate concurring),
House of
of Representatives
Representatives (the
(the Senate
concurring),
paragraph 3
the Printing
That, in accordance
accordance with
with paragraph
3 of section
section 22 of
of the
Printing
Act, approved March 1, 1907, the Committee
Committee on
on Ways
of
Ways and
and Means
Means of
the House of Representatives
Representatives be,
be, and is
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized and
and
empowered
empowered to have printed ten thousand
thousand additional
additional copies
copies of
of House
House
Report Numbered
Numbered 1300, current Congress, being
Report
committee report
report
being the committee
on the bill (H. R. 6000) to extend and improve
improve the
Federal Old-Age
the Federal
and Survivors
Survivors Insurance
Insurance System, to amend the public assistance and
and
child welfare
welfare provisions of the Social Security Act, and for
other
for other
purposes, five thousand
thousand of which shall be for the use of the said committee and the remaining
remaining five thousand
thousand of which shall be for the
use of the House of Representatives
Representatives document
document room.
Passed
September 29,
Passed September
29, 1949.
1949.

October
14, 1949
1949
October 14,
[H.
Res. 128]
128]
E[. Con.
Con. Res.
Printing
Printing of
of addiadditional copies
tional
copies of House
committee
committee hearings.
34 Stat. 1012.
44 U.
U. S.
C. §
44
S. C.
§ 154.
154.

October 18,1 1949

[SConber
les 60]
[S. Con.
60]]
[S.
Con. Res.
Res.
Printing
Printing of manumanuscript as Senate document.
ment.

October
October 19, 1949
1949
IH.
[H. Con. Res.
Res. 1461
146]
Printing of
of addiadditional copies
copies of House
committee
hearings.
committee hearings.
34 Stat. 1012.
U. S. C.
154.
44 U.S.
C. §
1154.

PROPOSED AMENDMENT
PROPOSED
AMENDMENT TO THE
CONSTITUTION
THE CONSTITUTION

Resolved by the House
Representatives (the
(the Senate
House of Representatives
Senate concurring),
concurring),
That, in accordance
accordance with paragraph
paragraph 3
3 of section 2
2 of the Printing
Act approved March
March 1,
1, 1907,
1907, the Committee
Committee on the Judiciary
Judiciary of
of the
House
Representatives be, and is hereby, authorized and empowered
House of Representatives
empowered
to have printed for its use five thousand additional
the hearhearadditional copies of
of the
committee, on
resolutions entitled
ings, held before said
said committee,
on the
the resolutions
entitled "Propos"Proposing an amendment
amendment to the Constitution
Constitution of the United States
providing
States providing
President and
Vice President".
for the election
election of
of President
and Vice
President".
Passed October
14, 1949.
October 14,
1949.

"A
DECADE OF
OF AMERICAN
FOREIGN POLICY:
BASIC DOCUMENTS,
DOCUMENTS,
te A DECADE
AMERICAN FOREIGN
POLICY: BASIC

1941
-1949"
1941-1949"

Senate (the House of Representatives
Resolved by the Senate
Representatives concurring),
concurring),
That the manuscript
manuscript entitled "A Decade of American
American Foreign
Foreign Policy:
Policy:
Basic Documents,
Documents, 1941-1949",
1941-1949", prepared
prepared at the request of the
the Senate
Foreign
Foreign Relations
Relations Committee
Committee by the staff of the
the committee
committee and
and the
Department
a Senate document, and that
Department of State, be printed as a
that one
one
thousand additional copies shall
use of
the Comshall be
be printed for the
the use
of the
Committee on Foreign
Foreign Relations of
of the Senate.
Agreed to October 18, 1949.
1949.

"GENERAL FARM PROGRAM"
"GENERAL
PROGRAM" AND
AND OTHER
OTHER

HEARINGS
HEARINGS

House of Representatives
Representatives (the Senate concurring),
Resolved by the House
concurring),
That, in accordance
accordance with paragraph
paragraph 33 of section
section 22 of
the Printing
of the
Printing
Act, approved
approved March 1,
1, 1907,
1907, the Committee on Agriculture
Agriculture of the
House
Representatives be, and is hereby, authorized
House of Representatives
authorized and
and empowered
empowered
to have printed for its use one thousand additional
copies each
each of
additional copies
of the
the
hearings
hearings held before said committee during the Eighty-first
Eighty-first Congress
entitled "General
"General Farm Program,"
3 and part 5, and five hundred
Program," part 3
additional copies each of those entitled "Rural
"Rural Telephones",
Telephones", "For"Forestry", and "1949 Fertilizer
Fertilizer Supplies", and five hundred additional
additional
"General Farm Program", part 1, part 2,
copies each of those entitled "General
part 4, and part 6.
Passed October 19,
19, 1949.
1949.
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1ST SESS.-OCT.
SESS .—OCT.19,
1949
81ST CONG.,
CONG., 1ST
19, 1949
ATOMIC ENERGY
COMMISSION
ATOMIC
ENERGY COMMISSION

concurring),
Resolved by the House of Representatives
Representatives (the
(the Senate
Senate concurring),
That the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy be authorized
authorized to
to have
printed for its use fifty thousand copies of Senate Report 1169, entitled
entitled
"Report on Investigation
"Report
Energy
Investigation into the United States Atomic
Atomic Energy
Commission", and which was
October 13,
Commission",
was introduced
introduced in
in the Senate on
on October
13,
1949.
Passed October
October 19,
1949.
19, 1949.

ADJOURNMENT
ADJOURNMENT SINE DIE

1253
1949
October 19, 1949
[H.
Res. 147]
[H. Con. R.

Printing of Senate
report.
report.

October
October 19, 1949
[H. Con. Res. 148]
148]

Resolved by the
th,e House
House of Representatives
Representatives (the Senate
Senate concurring),
concurring),
adjourn on
That the two Houses of Congress shall adjourn
on Wednesday,
Wednesday, October
October
19, 1949, and that when they adjourn on said day,
stand
day, they stand
adjourned sine die.
Passed October
October 19,
19, 1949.

SIGNING OF ENROLLED
ENROLLED BILLS,
BILLS, ETC.
SIGNING

Resolved by the House
Representatives (the Senate concurring),
House of
of Representatives
concurring),
That notwithstanding
adjournment of the first session of
notwithstanding the adjournment
of the
the
Eighty-first Congress, the Speaker of the House of Representatives
Eighty-first
Representatives
and
and the President
President of
of the
the Senate be, and
and they
they are hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized
to sign enrolled
enrolled bills and joint resolutions
resolutions duly passed by the
the two
two
Houses and found truly enrolled.
Passed October 19, 1949.
Passed

October
October 19,
19, 1949
1949
[H.
Res. 149]
[H. Con. Res.
149]

PROCLAMATIONS
PROCLAMATIONS

PROCLAMATIONS
NATIONAL
FREEDOM DAY
DAY
NATIONAL FREEDOM
BY
PRESIDENT OF
STATES OF
OF AMERICA
AMERICA
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
OF THE
BY THE
THE PRESIDENT
A
A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION

Yanuary
1949
January 25, 1919
[No. 2824]

WHEREAS,
between the Northern
the end of the tragic conflict between
WHEREAS, near the
a joint
joint resolution
resolution proposing
Congress adopted
adopted a
States, the
the Congress
and Southern
Southern States,
amendment to the Constitution which would outlaw slavery in
i
n the
an amendment
jurisdiction; and
United States
States and in every place subject to its jurisdiction;
WHEREAS the
was signed
President Lincoln on
on
signed by President
the resolution
resolution was
WHEREAS
February
1, 1865,
led to
the adoption
adoption of
567.
Thirteenth 13 Stat. 567.
of the
the Thirteenth
to the
1865, and
and thereafter
thereafter led
February 1,
Amendment
Constitution; and
Amendment to the Constitution;
WHEREAS that
Amendment is a
foundation of
stone in
in the foundation
a corner
corner stone
that Amendment
WHEREAS
our
American traditions,
traditions, and
landresolution is aalandthe resolution
and the
the signing
signing of the
our American
mark
Nation's effort
effort to fulfill the principles of freedom and
mark in
in the
the Nation's
amendments to the Constitution;
proclaimed in the first ten amendments
justice proclaimed
and
and
WHEREAS, by
approved June 30, 1948 (62 Stat.
a joint
joint resolution
resolution approved
by a
WHEREAS,
1150), the
the Congress
authorized the President
President to proclaim the first day
Congress authorized
1150),
National Freedom Day in commemoracommemoraof February
February of each year as National
13 Stat. 567.
tion
of the
the signing
resolution of
of February
February 1, 1865; and 567.
of the
the resotionion
signing of
tion of
WHEREAS
Government and
States wholewholeUnited States
and people
people of the United
the Government
WHEREAS the
heartedly support
Declaration of
of Human
Human Rights
Universal Declaration
the Universal
support the
heartedly
approved by
by the
Assembly of the
the United Nations on DeGeneral Assembly
the General
approved
cember 10,
which declares
declares that
that "recognition
of the
the inherent
inherent
"recognition of
1948, which
10, 1948,
cember
dignity and
of the
and inalienable
rights of
the
of the
all members
members of
of all
inalienable rights
the equal
equal and
and of
dignity
human family
justice and
the
peace in the
and peace
of freedom,
freedom, justice
the foundation
foundation of
is the
family is
human
world":
Designation of NaNOW,
HARRY S.
TRUMAN, President
talliactorolmoriza.
of the
the tional
President of
S. TRUMAN,
I, HARRY
THEREFORE, I,
NOW, THEREFORE,
Freedom Day.
United States
America, do
hereby designate
designate February
1, 1949 and
February 1,
do hereby
of America,
States of
United
I call
each succeeding
succeeding February
February 1,
as National
National Freedom Day; and I
1, as
each
upon the
the people
people of
of the United States
States to pause on that day in solemn
upon
contemplation of
the glorious
glorious blessings
humbly
we humbly
which we
freedom which
of freedom
blessings of
of the
contemplation
and thankfully
thankfully enjoy.
and
IN
WITNESS WHEREOF,
have hereunto
hereunto set
hand and
set my
my hand
I have
WHEREOF, I
IN WITNESS
caused the
the Seal
Seal of
the United
America to
be affixed.
affixed.
to be
States of America
United States
of the
caused
DONE
at the
the City
of Washington
Washington this
this 25th
25th day of January
January in
in the
the
City of
DONE at
year of
nineteen hundred
and forty-nine, and
hundred and
Lord nineteen
of our
our Lord
year
[SEAL] of
of the
the Independence
America the
United States of America
Independence of the United
[SEAL]
one hundred
hundred and
and seventy-third.
seventy-third.
one
Y.

By
President:
By the President:
DEAN
ACHESON
DEAN ACHESON
Secretary
of State.
State.
Secretary of

HARRY S
TRUMAN
HARRY
S TRUMAN

1257
1257

1258

PROCLAMATIONSFEB. 9,
PROCLAMATIONS-FEB.
9, 1949
1949
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ENLARGING
CHANNEL ISLANDS
ISLANDS NATIONAL
M ONUMENT, CALIFORNIA
CALIFORNIA
ENLARGING THE
THE CHANNEL
NATIONAL MONUMENT,
February
1949
February 9,
9, 1949
[No.
2s25]
INo. 2825]

BY
OF THE
THE UNITED
BY THE
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF
UNITED STATES
AMERICA
STATES OF
OF AMERICA

A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION

Cbannel Islands
Islands NaNaChannel
tional Monument,
Monument, addition of areas.

1541.
52 Stat.
Stat. 1541.

Warning.

Supervision,
Supervision,
agement. etc.

manman-

WHEREAS
WHEREAS it appears that certain islets and rocks situated near
near
Anacapa
Anacapa and Santa Barbara
Barbara Islands, which for the
form
the most part form
the Channel Islands National
National Monument,
by ProclamaProclamaMonument, established
established by
tion No. 2281 of April 26, 1938 (52 Stat. 1541),
1541), are required for the
proper care, management,
management, and protection of the objects of
of geological
geological
and scientific
scientific interest located on lands within the said
said monument;
monument; and
and
WHEREAS it appears
appears that it would be in the public interest
interest to
extend the boundaries
boundaries of the said monument to
to include
include the
the hereinhereinafter-described areas
after-described
areas adjacent
islands:
adjacent to the
the said
said islands:
NOW, THEREFORE,
THEREFORE, I,
HARRY S.
President of
of the
the
I, HARRY
S. TRUMAN,
TRUMAN, President
America, under and by virtue
United States of America,
virtue of
of the
the authority
authority vested
vested
2 of the act of June 8, 1906,
in me by section 2
1906, 34 Stat. 225
225 (16
(16 U. S.
S. C.
C.
431),
431), do proclaim that, subject to valid existing rights, the
the areas
areas
within one nautical mile of the shoreline of Anacapa
Anacapa and Santa Barbara
Barbara
Islands, as indicated on the diagram hereto
hereto attached
attached and forming a
a
part hereof, are withdrawn from all forms of
appropriation under
under the
the
of appropriation
public-land
public-land laws and added to and reserved as a
apart
part of
of the
the Channel
Channel
Islands National
National Monument.
The reservation
reservation made by this proclamation
proclamation shall not affect
the lands
affect the
lands
included in existing reservations
reservations for lighthouse
lighthouse purposes,
or the
rights
purposes, or
the rights
appertaining thereto,
particularly described
of ingress and egress appertaining
thereto, as particularly
described
in the said Proclamation
2281.
Proclamation No.
No. 2281.
Warning is hereby
hereby expressly given to
unauthorized persons
not
to any unauthorized
persons not
to appropriate,
appropriate, injure, destroy, deface,
deface, or remove
feature of
this
remove any
any feature
of this
monument and not to locate
locate or settle upon any of the
the lands
lands thereof.
thereof.
The Director of the National Park Service, under the
direction of
of
the direction
the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior, shall have the supervision,
supervision, management,
management,
and control of this monument as provided in the act of Congress
entitled "An act to establish a.a National
National Park Service,
other
Service, and
and for
for other
purposes", approved
approved August 25, 1916 (39 Stat. 535; 16 U. S. C. 1
1
and 2), and acts supplementary
supplementary thereto or
thereof.
or amendatory
amendatory thereof.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF,
WHEREO1, II have hereunto
hereunto set my
my hand
hand and
and
caused the seal of the United States to be affixed.
affixed.
DONE at the City of Washington
Washington this 9th day of February
the
February in
in the
year of our Lord nineteen hundred and forty-nine, and
and
of the Independence
Independence of the United States of America
[SEAL]
America the
the
one hundred and seventy-third.
seventy-third.
By the President
By
President
DEAN ACHESON
ACHESON
DEAN
Secretary of State.
Secretary

HARRY S
S TRUMAN
HARRY
TRUMAN

CHANNEL
CHANNEL ISLANDS
NATIONAL MONUMENT
NATIONAL
MONUMENT
CALIFORNIA
CALIFORNIA
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PROCLAMATIONS-FEB.
PROCLAMATIONS- FEB .10,
10, 12, 1949
1949

1259
1259

"I Am
1949
"I
AM AN
AN AMERICAN
AMERICAN DAY,"
DAY," 1949
BY THE
BY
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF
OF THE
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
OF AMERICA
AMERICA

February 10,
10, 1949
1949
February
(No. 2826]
INo.
2826]

A PROCLAMATION
A
PROCLAMATION

WHEREAS
WHEREAS the growth, prosperity, and well-being
well-being of our country
enlightened, and
citizenry; and
depend primarily on
on an alert,
alert, enlightened,
and faithful
faithful citizenry;
and
WHEREAS the
of our
our Nation
the unity
unity of
our
WHEREAS
the strength
strength of
Nation lies
lies in
in the
of all
all our
national origin—a
people, of whatever
whatever race, creed,
creed, culture, or national
origin-a unity
unity
realization of the worth
that can be built only upon full realization
worth and meaning
meaning
of
American citizenship;
citizenship; and
and
of American
WHEREAS it
is necessary
necessary for
for each
WHEREAS
it is
each citizen,
citizen, native-born
native-born and
and
foreign-born
alike, to meet
meet his responsibilities
responsibilities of citizenship
citizenship with
foreign-born alike,
intelligence,
upon
principles upon
intelligence, courage,
courage, and
and unselfish
unselfish devotion to the principles

which this
founded:
which
this Nation
Nation is
is founded:

Designation
"I
Designation of
of "I
HARRY S. TRUMAN,
TRUMAN, President
of the
the Am
President of
I, HARRY
NOW, THEREFORE,
THEREFORE, I,
Am An
An Ameriean
Ameriesn
United
of America,
America, under
under and
authority vested
vested Day."
Day."
and by virtue of
of the authority
United States
States of
Congress by
in me by the
the Congress
by Public
Public Resolution
Resolution 67,
67, approved
approved May
May 3,
54 Stat.
Stat. 178.
178.
54
designate Sunday, May
May 15, 1949,
1949, as "I
"I Am An Ameri- 36
1940, do
do hereby
hereby designate
36 U.
U. S.
152.
oS. C.. I152.
can Day,"
DaLy," and
and do
do set
the
as a
a public occasion
occasion for
for the
set aside
aside that
that day
day as
can
recognition of those of our
our youth who have become of age and
special recognition
foreign-born who have been
naturalized during the past year.
been naturalized
to those foreign-born
And II urge
urge all
on that
faith in
in the
the
reaffirm their
their faith
that day
day to
to reaffirm
all Americans
Americans on
And
principles and
and ideals
Nation is
is dedicated
and more
dedicated and
to which
which this
this Nation
principles
ideals to
discharge in full the solemn obligations of their
firmly resolve
resolve to discharge
citizenship.
citizenship.
I
call upon
Federal, State,
patriotic,
as well as patriotic,
State, and
and local officials, as
upon Federal,
I call
educational organizations,
exercises on or about
about
organizations, to conduct exercises
civic, and educational
May
all our
our people
people may join with those who have newly
15 in which all
May 15
assumed
responsibilities of
American citizenship in dedicating
dedicating
of American
the responsibilities
assumed the
themselves to
pursuit of
peace, security,
security, and happiness
happiness for AmeriAmeriof peace,
to the
the pursuit
themselves
cans and
where.
everywhere.
for people
people every
cans
and for
IN WITNESS
WITNESS WHEREOF,
have hereunto
hereunto set
and
set my hand and
I have
WHEREOF, I
IN
caused
the Seal
America to
to be affixed.
of America
United States of
Seal of the United
caused the
DONE at
at the
the City
of Washington
Washington this
10th day
February in
day of
of February
this 10th
City of
DONE
the year
year of
nineteen hundred
and
and forty-nine,
forty-nine, and
hundred and
Lord nineteen
of our
our Lord
the
[BEAL] of
the Independence
Independence of
United States
of America
America the
the
States of
of the
the United
of the
[SEAL]
one
hundred and
seventy-third.
one hundred
and seventy-third.
HARRY S
S TRUMAN
TRUMAN
HARRY
By the
President:
the President:
By

DEAN ACHESON
ACHESON
DEAN

Secretary of
of State
State
Secretary

RED
CROSS Mown,
1949
MONTH, 1949
RED CROSS
BY
OF THE
OF AMERICA
AMERICA
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
PRESIDENT OF
THE UNITED
BY THE
THE PRESIDENT
A PROCLAMATION
A
PROCLAMATION
WHEREAS the
the American
National Red
Red Cross
serves as
as a
amedium
medium
Cross serves
American National
WHEREAS
effectively
through
through which the people of this Nation can participate effectively
in
alleviation of
whenever and wherever disaster
disaster
of human suffering
suffering whenever
in the
the alleviation
strikes and
strikes,WHEREAS, specifically,
specifically, the
the Red
$12,000,000 durdurCross expended
expended $12,000,000
Red Cross
WHEREAS,
ing
helping 312,000 individuals whose commulast fiscal year in helping
ing the last
disasters;
nities
ravaged by floods, fires, tornadoes, or other disasters;
nities had been ravaged
and
and

February 1,12,1949
February
1949
[No. 2821]
INo.
s28r]

1260
1260

Designation of
of Red
Red
Designation
Cross Month.
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[63 S
STAT.
[63
TAT.

WHEREAS
the Red
Cross stands
stands at
the side
side of
of our
wherever
our troops
troops wherever
at the
Red Cross
WHEREAS the
they are
are stationed
throughout the
the world,
world, and
also provides
provides invaluable
invaluable
and also
stationed throughout
they
assistance
to those
war veterans
veterans who
disabled or
or are malmalwho are still
still disabled
those war
assistance to
adjusted
to civilian
civilian life; and
adjusted to
WHEREAS,
meet a
agrowing
post-war need, which
which
growing post-war
in order
order to
to help
help meet
WHEREAS, in
would
be multiplied
multiplied in
the event
national emergency,
this agency
agency
emergency, this
event of
of aanational
in the
would be
program intended to ensure eventua national
national blood program
inaugurated a
has inaugurated
ally
availability of
of life-saving
life-saving blood to
Nation; and
to the
the entire Nation;
ally the
the availability
WHEREAS the
the American
American National
Red Cross
Cross through
through its 3,746
3,746
National Red
WHEREAS
chapters
contributes immeasurably
to the
and safety
safety
health, welfare,
welfare, and
the health,
immeasurably to
chapters contributes
of our
our people
and, acting
acting in concert with
brings
65 sister
sister societies, brings
with its 65
of
people and,
material comfort
comfort to
and
of other lands; and
to the
the less fortunate
fortunate of
material
WHEREAS for
for the
the continuance
continuance of
of its
its missions
missions of
of mercy
mercy in the next
WHEREAS
appealing for voluntary contributions
fiscal year the Red Cross is appealing
amounting to $60,000,000:
$60,000,000:
NOW,
HARRY S.
TRUMAN, President of the
S. TRUMAN,
I, HARRY
THEREFORE, I,
NOW, THEREFORE,
Honorary Chairman of the American
American
United States of America and Honorary
National Red
Red Cross, do hereby designate and proclaim the month of
National
March 1949
Month; and IIurge every citizen to respond
1949 as Red
Red Cross
Cross Month;
March
during that
as generously
humanitarian
possible to
to the humanitarian
generously as possible
that month
month as
during
appeal of this organization.
organization.
IN
WITNESS WHEREOF, II have hereunto
hereunto set my hand and
IN WITNESS
America to be affixed.
caused the Seal of the United States of America
the
Washington this 12th day of February in the
DONE at the City of Washington
nineteen hundred and forty-nine, and of
year of our Lord nineteen
[SEAL]
[SEAL]

the Independence
Independence of
of the
the one
one
States of
of America
America the
the United
United States
the
seventy-third.
hundred and seventy-third.
HARRY S
HARRY
S TRUMAN
TRUMAN
By the President:
DEAN ACHESON
DEAN
ACHESON
Secretary of State
Secretary

ARMY
DAY, 1949
1949
ARMY DAY,
February 24, 1949
(No.
2828]
(No. 2828]

BY THE
THE PRESIDENT
OF THE
UNITED STATES
OF AMERICA
AMERICA
BY
PRESIDENT OF
THE UNITED
STATES OF
A PROCLAMATION
A
PROCLAMATION
WHEREAS the Army of
of the
the
WHEREAS
of the United States is aa bulwark
bulwark of
Nation's defense in war and a
a faithful servant of the people in time
of peace;
peace; and
WHEREAS, currently, tasks vital to the final
final establishment
establishment of aa
durable peace
peace are entrusted to the
performed at
at
the Army
Army and
and are being performed
home and across the seas; and
WHEREAS Senate Concurrent
Concurrent Resolution 5, 75th Congress,
Congress, 1st
Session, which
which was
was agreed to
to by the House of Representatives
Representatives on
March 16, 1937 (50 Stat. 1108), provides:
March
provides:
"That April 6
6 of each year be recognized
recognized by the Senate and the
House
House of Representatives
Representatives of the United States of America
America as Army
Day, and that the President
President of the United States be requested, as
Commander
military units throughout
throughout the United
United
Commander in Chief, to order
order military
States to assist civic bodies in appropriate
appropriate celebration
celebration to such extent
as he may deem advisable; to issue a
a proclamation each year
declaring
declaring April 6
6as Army Day, and in such proclamations
proclamations to invite
proclamathe Governors of the various States to issue
issue Army
Army Day proclamations: Provided,
Provided, That in the event April 6
6 falls on Sunday,
Sunday, the
Day":
following Monday shall be recognized
recognized as Army Day":

63 STAT.]
STAT.]
63

Feb. 24,
1949
1949
PROCMATIONFeb.
24,
PROCLAMATIONS
PROCLAMATIONSMar.
8,1949
Mar.
M~ar. 8,
8, 1949
1949

1261

Designation of
Designation
o.
NOW, THEREFORE, I, HARRY
HARRY S. TRUMAN,
TRUMAN, President of Army
Army Day.
Day.
the
the United States of America, do hereby proclaim Wednesday,
April 6, 1949, as Army Day; and I
Governors of the various
I invite the Governors
States,
Territories, and
proclamations for the
possessions to issue proclamations
and possessions
States, Territories,
celebration
manner as to render appropriate
honor
appropriate honor
that day
day in such manner
celebration of that
parts-the
to the Army of the United States in all its component parts—the
Organized
National Guard, and the Regular ArmyArmy—
Organized Reserves,
Reserves, the National
and to the millions of Army veterans who have returned
returned to civilian
pursuits.
As Commander
Commander in Chief of the Armed Forces of the United States,
I desire that Army Commands
I
Commands throughout the Nation mark the
designated
ceremonies and cooperate with civil
designated day
day with appropriate ceremonies
authorities and civic bodies in suitable celebration.
celebration.
consideration of my fellow citizens the reflection
reflection
IIcommend to the consideration
that our Army is a
a protector of those values and principles upon
which our society is founded.
fortunes of our Nation and the peace of the world depend
Since the fortunes
devotion
in part upon the skill, the gallantry,
gallantry, and the uncompromising
uncompromising devotion
of
of the
the United States, let us all, on the day appointed,
of the Army of
accord
recognition that it deserves.
Army the
the signal recognition
accord to our
our Army
hereunto set my hand and
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, II have hereunto
caused the Seal of the United States of America to be affixed.
affixed.
DONE at
at the
City of
Washington this
this 24th day of February in the
of Washington
the City
DONE
hundred and forty-nine, and of
nineteen hundred
year of
of our Lord nineteen
[sEAL]
United States of America the one
Independence of the United
[BEAL] the Independence
hundred and seventy-third.
seventy-third.
hundred
HARRY
TRUMAN
HARRY S
S TRUMAN
President:
the President:
By the
DEAN ACHESON
ACHESON
DEAN
Secretary of State
State
Secretary

SUPPLEMENTING
PROCLAMATIONS OF
OF DECEMBER
1947 AND
AND JANUJANU16, 1947
DECEMBER 16,
SUPPLEMENTING PROCLAMATIONS
ON TARIFFS
TARIFFS
ARY 1,
1, 1948,
1948, CARRYING
AGREEMENT ON
OUT GENERAL
GENERAL AGREEMENT
CARRYING OUT
ARY
AND TRADE
AND EXCLUSIVE
TRADE AGREEMENT
AGREEMENT WITH
WITH CUBA,
CUBA,
EXCLUSIVE TRADE
AND
TRADE AND
RESPECTIVELY
RESPECTIVELY
BY THE
OF THE
THE UNITED
STATES OF
OF AMERICA
UNITED STATES
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF
BY

March 8,,140
1949
March
[No. 2629)
INo.
2SJ

A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION
A
WHEREAS
(1), pursuant
President
vested in the President
to the authority vested
pursuant to
WHEREAS (1),
by
the Constitution
350 of the Tariff
including section 360
statutes, including
Constitution and statutes,
by the
Act
of 1930,
amended by
1 of
of the
the Act of June 12, 1934, by
by section 1
as amended
1930, as
Act of
the Joint
approved June
June 7,
sections 2
2 and
3
and 3
and by
by sections
1943, and
7, 1943,
Resolution approved
the
Joint Resolution
of
Stat. 943 and 944, ch. 474, 57 Stat. 125,
Act of
of July 5, 1945 (48 Stat.
of the Act
19 U.
19
U. S.. C.,
C., Supp.
Stipp.
ch.
118, 59
59 Stat.
Stat. 410
410 and
411, ch. 269; 19 U. S. C. (1946)
(1946) 1351),
1351), the II,
and 411,
ch. 118,
II, i§1351
noteF.
1351 notes.
698.
period
for the
the exercise
said authority
authority under section
section 350
350 having been Ante, p. 038.
of said
exercise of
period for
extended
of said
said Act of July 5, 1945 until the expiration
section 11of
by section
extended by
of three years from June 12, 1945 (48 Stat. 944, ch. 474, 59 Stat. 410,
ch.
on October
President entered
trade agreeagreeinto a
a trade
entered into
the President
30, 1947
1947 the
October 30,
ch. 269),
269), on
ment
Governments of
the Commonwealth
Commonwealth of Australia, the
of the
with the
the Governments
ment with
Kingdom
the United
United States
Brazil, Burma,
Burma, Canada,
Canada,
of Brazil,
States of
of Belgium,
Belgium, the
Kingdom of
Ceylon,
Republic of
of Chile,
Chile, the
Republic of
of China,
China, the Republic
the Republic
the Republic
Ceylon, the
of Cuba,
the Czechoslovak
Czechoslovak Republic, the
Republic, India,
French Republic,
the French
of
Cuba, the
Lebanon,
Luxemburg, the Kingdom of the
Duchy of Luxemburg,
Grand Duchy
Lebanon, the Grand
Netherlands,
Kingdom of Norway,
Pakistan,
Norway, Pakistan,
New Zealand, the Kingdom
Netherlands, New
Southern
Syria, the Union of South Africa, and the United
Southern Rhodesia, Syria,
Kingdom
Britain and
and Northern
Northern Ireland,
Ireland, which
which trade agreeof Great
Great Britain
Kingdom of
ment consists
consists of
the General
General Agreement
Agreement on Tariffs and Trade and
of the
ment

1262
1262

PROCLAMATIONSMAR.8,
PROCLAMATIONS-MAR.
8, 1949
1949

61 Stat., Pts.
Pia. 501.
5, 6.

61
Stat. 1103.
61 Stat.

62 Stat.
Stat. 1479.
62 Stat. 1500
1500.
62 Stat. 105.
1505.
62 Stat. 1515.
62 Stat. 1553.
1553.
62 Stat. 1519.
62 Stat. 1520.
1523.
62 Stat. 1528
943.
48 Stat. 943.
19
19 U. S.. C..

§ 1351;
1351;

Supp. II, §§1351 notes.
698.
Ante, p. 698.

61
Stat.,
61 Stat.,
399.
p. 3099.

Pt. 4,
4,

62 Stat. 1465.

62
1479, 1500,
62 Stat. 1479,
1505,
1606, 1515, 1520, 1528.

61 Stat.,
Stat., Pt. 5, p. A7.
A7.
61 Stat.,
Stat., Pt. 5, p. A8.
A8.
1281.
Ante, p. 1261.
61 Stat.,
Stat., Pt. 5,p. A75.
s.75.
7.
61 Stat.,
Stat., Pt.
Pt. 5, p. A7.

Republic
of Chile a
a
Republic of
contracting
contracting party.
party.

[63
TAT.
[63 S
STAT.

Protocol of
Provisional Application
of Provisional
Application thereof, together with
with
the related Protocol
the Final Act Adopted at the Conclusion
Conclusion of
of the Second
Second Session of
of the
Preparatory Committee of the United Nations Conference
Conference on Trade
Employment which authenticated
and Employment
authenticated the texts of said general agreeprotocol;
ment and
and said
said protocol;
WHEREAS (2)
(2) on December 16, 1947 by Proclamation
WHEREAS
Proclamation 2761A the
President proclaimed such modifications
modifications of existing duties and other
other
President
import restrictions of the
the United States of America and such continuance of existing customs or excise treatment of articles imported into
the United States of America as were then found to be required or
or
appropriate
January 1,
agreement on and after January
appropriate to carry out said trade agreement
1948 (3 C. F. R.,
R. 1947 Supp., Proc. 2761A),
2761A), which proclamation
proclamation has
been supplemented
supplemented by Proclamation
January 30, 1948 (13
Proclamation 2769 of January
F. R. 467),
2211),
467), Proclamation 2782 of April 22, 1948 (13 F. R. 2211),
Proclamation 2784 of May 4, 1948 (13 F.
2439), Proclamation 2790
2790
Proclamation
F. R. 2439),
of June 11, 1948 (13
(13 F. R. 3269) (supplemented
(supplemented by Proclamation
Proclamation 2809
of September
September 7, 1948 (13 F. R. 5249)),
5249)), Proclamation
12,
Proclamation 2791 of
of June 12,
Proclamation 2792 of June 25, 1948 (13
(13 F. R.
1948 (13 F. R. 3272),
3272), Proclamation
3597), and Proclamation
Proclamation 2798
3597),
2798 of
of July 15,
15, 1948 (13
(13 F.
F. R.
R. 4057)
4057);;
WHEREAS
(3), pursuant to the authority
authority vested in the President
WHEREAS (3),
President
including said section
by the Constitution
Constitution and
and statutes, including
section 350, the
the period
period
for the exercise
exercise of said authority under section 350 having been so
extended, on October
October 30,
entered into an
extended,
30, 1947
1947 the President
President entered
an exclusive
exclusive
trade agreement
agreement with the Government
Government of the Republic of Cuba
Cuba
(Treaties and Int. Acts Ser. 1703),
agreement
1703), which exclusive trade agreement
includes certain portions of other documents
documents made a
thereof
includes
a part thereof
and provides
provides for the customs treatment in respect of ordinary customs
duties of products
products of
of the
the Republic
Republic of
of Cuba
Cuba imported
imported into
into the
the United
United
States of America;
America;
WHEREAS (4) on January
January 1, 1948 by Proclamation
WHEREAS
Proclamation 2764 the
President proclaimed
modifications of existing
existing duties
proclaimed such modifications
duties and
and other
other
import restrictions of the United States of America
America in respect of
products of the Republic
Republic of
products
of Cuba and such
such continuance
continuance of existing
existing
customs
customs and excise treatment of products
products of the Republic of Cuba
Cuba
imported
imported into the United States of America as were then found to be
required or appropriate
appropriate to carry out said exclusive
exclusive trade agreement
agreement on
on
required
and after January
January 1,
1, 1948 (13 F.
been
F. R. 21),
21), which proclamation
proclamation has been
supplemented
January 30, 1948,
supplemented by
by said proclamations
proclamations of
of January
1948, April 22,
1948, May 4, 1948, June 11, 1948, June 25, 1948, and July 15, 1948;
1948;
WHEREAS (5),
(5), said Protocol of Provisional
Provisional Application not havnig
WHEREAS
having
been signed by all the signatories of said Final Act within the period
period
during which it was open for signature pursuant to paragraph
paragraph 4
4
specified in
the 1st
1st recital
recital of
proclathereof, said trade
trade agreement
agreement specified
in the
of this
this proclamation was, pursuant to article XXXIII, as amended, of said general
general
agreement, supplemented
supplemented on September 14, 1948 by a
a Protocol for
for
the Accession of Signatories of the Final Act of October
a
October 30, 1947, a
copy of which, in the English and French languages, is annexed to this
proclamation; [1]
[9
proclamation;
WHEREAS (6) said protocol for accession having been signed by
WHEREAS
the government of the Republic
Republic of Chile on February 14, 1949, and
of the
governments then
conhaving then been signed
signed by
by two-thirds
two-thirds of
the governments
then contracting parties to said general agreement, the government
government of the

'1[The text of the Protocol for Accession of Signatories of the Final Act of 30
30
October, 1947, signed September 14, 1948, in the English and French
French languages,
is contained
contained in the United Nations publication of January
entitled General
January 1949, entitled
Agreement
Geneva on 14 September
Agreement on Tariffs and Trade,
Trade, Protocols
Protocols signed at Geneva
September
1948]
1948.]

63 S
TAT.]
STAT.]
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party to
to said general
of Chile
Chile will
will become
become a
a contracting
contracting party
Republic of
Republic
agreement on
on March
1949;
16, 1949;
March 16,
agreement
of the
the United
United
WHEREAS (7)
(7) I,
I, Harry
S. Truman,
Truman, President
Harry S.
President of
WHEREAS
of the
the conconapplication of each of
States
America, determine
that the
the application
of America,
determine that
States of
cessions
provided for
for in
part IIof
of schedule
XX of
general agreeagreeof said
said general
in part
schedule XX
cessions provided
ment
which were
were withheld
withheld from
from application
accordance with
with article
article
application in
in accordance
ment which
of December
16,
general agreement
by said
said proclamation
proclamation of
XXVII of
of said
XXVII
said general
agreement by
December 16,
required or
or appropriate
in the
the following
following list
1947 as
as are
are identified
list is
is required
appropriate
1947
identified in
to
carry out,
out, on
March 16,
said trade
trade agreement
agreement
to carry
on and
and after
after March
16, 1949,
1949, said
specified
1st recital
of this
this proclamation:
proclamation:
specified in
in the
the 1st
recital of
Item
Item
(paragraph)
(paragraph)
745 -----------------752 [first]-------------[first]

Determination
Determination of
of
the President.
61
81 Stat.,
Stat.,
p.
p. A1157.

Pt. 5,
5,

61 Stat., pt.
Pt. 5,
6, p. 510.
A70.
61 Stat. 1103.

Ante, p. 1261.

Rates
Rates of duty

%0
lb.
per lb.
Y4 per
17%% ad val. [first such rate].
17f2%
17%%
17Y2% ad val. [second such rate].
765 -per lb.
-----------------20
2¢ per
1%0
10Y per
per lb.
lb. [first such rate].
767
%0
lb.
767 ------------per lb.
Y4 per
770
[first] -------1%34per lb.
--- 1%0
770 [first]
770 [second]
[second] ---------/
4
3
per lb.
340per
Free.
1658 ------------------ Free.
Free.
1698
----------------Free, identified
identified only as to sodium nitrate, crude or
1766 ----- -----------refined.
(section)
312
Exempt from duty and import tax, subject to the
312-------------------provisions of section 312, Tariff Act of 1930.
Rates
import tax
tax
Rates of import
3425 [first]
[first] -----------3425
3425 [second]
3425
[second] -------- 3425 [third]
[third]-----------3425

20 per lb. on the copper
copper contained
contained therein.
2f
1%0per
per lb.
1Y
ad val.
%0 per
whichever is
lower;
is the lower;
per lb.,
lb., whichever
val. or
or %¢
11%2 % ad

WHEREAS
that, in
in view
view of
of the
the determination
set
determination set
determine that,
(8) I
I determine
WHEREAS (8)
of the
in view
forth in
in the
7th recital
recital of
proclamation, and
and in
view of
the proproof this
this proclamation,
the 7th
forth
general
said general
XX of
visions
relating to
to item
745 in
of schedule
schedule XX
of said
part IIof
in part
item 745
visions relating
agreement
which are
are contained
in the
of
Rectifications of
of Rectifications
Protocol of
the Protocol
contained in
agreement which
March
1948 specified
in the
recital of
said proclamation
of
proclamation of
of said
the 7th
7th recital
specified in
24, 1948
March 24,
thereto, the
annexed thereto,
June
of which
is annexed
the deletion
deletion of
of
which is
copy of
11, 1948,
1948, aa copy
June 11,
item
745 from
the list
list set
9th recital
recital of
of said
proclamation
said proclamation
in the
the 9th
forth in
set forth
from the
item 745
of
December 16,
1947, and
and such
existing duties
and
duties and
of existing
modifications of
such modifications
16, 1947,
of December
or
of existing
existing customs
continuance of
other
and such
customs or
such continuance
restrictions and
import restrictions
other import
excise treatment
as are
proclaimed in
subdivision (b)
this
of this
of part
part IIof
(b) of
in subdivision
are proclaimed
treatment as
excise
proclamation,
are required
appropriate to
to carry
carry out,
and after
after
on and
out, on
or appropriate
required or
proclamation, are
March
16, 1949,
1949, said
agreement specified
in the
the 1st
recital of
of
1st recital
specified in
trade agreement
said trade
March 16,
this proclamation;
proclamation;
this
WHEREAS
(9) IIdetermine
determine that,
in view
view of
set
determination set
of the
the determination
that, in
WHEREAS (9)
forth
in the
7th recital
recital of
proclamation, it
it is
required or
or approapprois required
this proclamation,
of this
the 7th
forth in
the
in the
specified in
priate
out said
said exclusive
exclusive trade
agreement specified
trade agreement
carry out
to carry
priate to
3rd
this proclamation
proclamation that
after March
16, 1949
the
1949 the
March 16,
on and
and after
that on
of this
recital of
3rd recital
proclasecond
765 in
list set
forth in
the 9th
9th recital
of said
said proclarecital of
in the
set forth
in the
the list
item 765
second item
mation
1, 1948,
as amended
rectified, be
be amended
to
amended to
and rectified,
amended and
1948, as
of January
January 1,
mation of
read
as follows:
follows:
read as
Tariff Act
of 1930,
paragraph
paragraph

765

Description
of products
products
Description of

Beans, not
provided for, dried, when
specially provided
not specially
Beans,
entered
during the
the period from
consumption during
for consumption
entered for
September 1,
1, in
any year, to
to the
the following
following April
in any
September
30, inclusive,
or when
withdrawn from warewhen withdrawn
inclusive, or
30,
house for consumption
consumption at any time.
house

Rate of
of duty
duty
Rate

2.40 per
Ib.;
per lb.;
2.4¢

62 Stat. 1617.
1517.
1109.
61 Stat. 1109.
Poet. p.
1285.
Post,
p. 1266.

p. 1261.
1261.
Ante,
An*, p.

Ante, p.1262.
p. 1262.
62 Stat. 1468,
1468, 1470.
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Ante, p.
1261.
Ante,
p. 1261.

61 Stat., Pt. 5,
Sta.,
Pt. ,4
pp. A18, e23, A40, e49,
A53,
A69.
A53, A69.

61^ a

61 Stat., Pt. 5,
5, p.74.
p. A74.
61Stat.,Pt.

61 Stat., Pt. 5,
61
SAtaI2., Pt. 5,
pp. Al2, A14, A72.

61
Stat., Pt.
Pt. 5, p. A74.
61Stat.,
74.

5,p.

61 Stat.,
Stat.,
P. 61
A1157.

61
61

Pt.

Pt.

5,

5,

Stat.,
Pt. 5,
5,
Stat., Pt.

pp. A18, A69.

p. A A18,

Supplementary
Supplementary
proclamations.

48 Stat. 943.

1351;
S. O..
9 U.
19
U. S.
1351;
1351 notes.
Supp. II, f
11351
notes.
Ante,
p.
698.
Ane, p. 6
Ante,
Ante, p.
p. 1261.
1261.

61
Stat., Pt.
Pt.
61 Stat.,
p.
P. A1157.
Ante, P.
p. 1263.
1263 .
61
61 Stat.
tat. 1103.
103.

5,
5,

STAT.
[63 STAT.

WHEREAS
WHEREAS (10) said trade
trade agreement
agreement specified
specified in the 1st
1st recital
of this proclamation
supplemented on September 14, 1948 by:
proclamation was also supplemented
(a)
Second Protocol
the General
General Agreement
Agreement on
on
to the
of Rectifications
Rectifications to
(a) a
a Second
Protocol of
Tariffs and Trade, which protocol provides
provides that the
the rectifications
rectifications
included
included therein
therein shall
shall be applied
applied as
as if they
they had formed aa part
part of said
said
general agreement
agreement on October 30,
general
30, 1947, and a
a copy of
of which, in the
and French
French languages,
is annexed
this proclamation,
proclamation, [
1
]
English and
languages, is
annexed to
to this
[']
(b) a
Protocol Modifying
Modifying Part
Part II
XIII, XV, and
and
II (articles
(articles III,
III, VI,
VI, XIII,
(b)
a Protocol
XVIII)
XXVI of the General Agreement
Agreement on
XVIII) and Article
Article XXVI
on Tariffs
Tariffs and
and
the
that the
Trade, numbered
paragraph 5
of which
which protocol
protocol provides
provides that
5 of
numbered paragraph
Trade,
amendment set forth in paragraph
paragraph 1
1 thereof
amendment
thereof shall, upon the
the deposit
deposit
of
of acceptance
acceptance pursuant
pursuant to
to paragraphs
and 4
of the
the instruments
instruments of
paragraphs 3
3 and
4
two-thirds of the governments
governments which
thereof by two-thirds
which are
are at that time
time
accordance with the
provisions
contracting parties, enter
enter into
into force
force in
in accordance
the provisions
a copy of which,
of article XXX of said general agreement, and a
which, in
the English and French
French languages, is annexed to this
this proclamation,
proclamation,
and
Modifying Part
and (c)
(c) a
a Protocol
Protocol Modifying
Part II (articles
(articles I
I and
and II) and Article
numbered
X_XIX
the General
Agreement on
on Tariffs
Tariffs and
and Trade,
Trade, numbered
XXIX of the
General Agreement
paragraph
which protocol
protocol provides
provides that
that the
paragraph 55of
of which
the amendment
amendment set
set forth
forth
in paragraph
paragraph 11thereof
thereof shall, upon the deposit of the instruments
of
instruments of
acceptance pursuant
acceptance
pursuant to paragraphs
paragraphs 3
3 and 4
4 thereof by all of
of the
the
governments
contracting parties, enter into
governments which are
are at that time contracting
article XXX
XXX of said
force in accordance
accordance with the provisions of article
said general
general
agreement,
French languages,
agreement, and
and aacopy
copy of
of which, in
in the
the English
English and
and French
languages,
is annexed
annexed to this proclamation;
proclamation;
WHEREAS
(11) IIdetermine
determine that it is required or appropriate
appropriate to
WHEREAS (11)
to
carry
carry out
out said trade
trade agreement
agreement specified in
in the
the 1st
1st recital
recital of
of this
this
proclamation that
XX of
said general
general agreement
agreement
of said
schedule XX
of schedule
that part
part II of
proclamation
be rectified in the manner provided for in said second protocol
protocol of
rectifications
rectifications specified in the 10th recital
recital of this proclamation;
proclamation;
WHEREAS
(12) the amendment
WHEREAS (12)
amendment contained in said protocol modifying part II
II and article
article XXVI of the general agreement, specified
specified in
in
the 10th recital
been
recital of this proclamation,
proclamation, had on December 14,
14, 1948 been
accepted
accepted by two-thirds
two-thirds of the contracting
contracting parties
general
parties to the
the general
including the United States of America;
agreement, including
America;
NOW,
known that
that I,
I, Harry
S. Truman,
PresiNOW, THEREFORE,
THEREFORE, be
be it
it known
Harry S.
Truman, President
States of
acting pursuant
pursuant to
to the
dent of
of the
the United
United States
of America,
America, acting
the authority
authority
vested in me by
by the
the Constitution and
and statutes,
statutes, including said section
section
350
Tariff Act
Act of
as so
so amended,
amended, do
do proclaim:
proclaim:
of 1930,
1930, as
of the
350 of
the Tariff

Part I
I

To the end that said trade agreement
agreement specified in the 1st recital of
this proclamation may be carried
carried out, that:
(a) Each of the concessions
concessions provided
provided for in part IIof said schedule
schedule
XX which
proclamation shall,
which are identified in the 7th recital
recital of this proclamation
on and after March
March 16, 1949, no longer be identified
identified in the 8th recital
proclamation of December
and on and
and after
after March
March
of said proclamation
December 16, 1947, and
1 [The texts of each
each of the three protocols referred
referred to in the 10th recital,
recital, in
in the
contained in the
Nations publication
publication
English and French languages, are contained
the United Nations
of January, 1949, entitled
entitled General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade, Protocols
signed at Geneva on 14 September 1948.]
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16, 1949
1949 the
rate of
concession identified
representing each such concession
of duty
duty representing
the rate
16,
in
the 7th
recital of
of this proclamation
proclamation shall be applied to articles of aa
7th recital
in the
kind
provided for in the description of products in the column at the
kind provided
rate;
of said rate;
left of
Effective date
date of
of
Effective
list set forth
the list
(b)
Effective on
and after
16, 1949,
1949, the
forth in the amendment.
March 16,
after March
on and
(b) Effective
amended
of December 16, 1947 shall be amended
9th
recital of
of said
proclamation of
said proclamation
9th recital
61
Stat. 1109.
1109.
61Sat.
on and after
by the
deletion therefrom
of item
after March
March 16,
745, and on
item 745,
therefrom of
the deletion
by
the rate of duty representing each concession provided for in
1949 the
item 745
rectified by the provisions
said schedule XX, as rectified
I of said
part I
745 in part
item
March 24, 1948 relating to said
rectifications of March
of rectifications
of said protocol of
item 745,
745, shall
be applied
applied to articles of aa kind provided for in the
shall be
item
description
rate;
products in the column at the left of said rate;
description of products
t. 5,
5,
Pt.
Stat., P
61 Stat.,
(c)
The provisions
provisions of
of part
schedule XX of said general agree- P. 61
I of
of schedule
part I
(c) The
A1157.
in said second protocol P. A57.
ment shall
as if
the rectifications
rectifications in
if the
applied as
be applied
shall be
ment
Ante, p.
p. 1264.
Ande,
recital of this proclamation
10th recital
of
rectifications specified
specified in
in the
proclamation had
the 10th
of rectifications
appeared
October 30, 1947;
1947;
agreement on October
appeared in said general agreement
(d) Effective
and after
after December
December 14, 1948, the
parns
the provisions of pants
on and
Effective on
(d)
61 Stat.,
5,
Pt. 5,
Stat., Pt.
II
and III
III and
agreement shall be applied as pp.61
general agreement
said general
I of
of said
annex I
and annex
II and
A18, A66, A85.
amended
protocol modifying
modifying part II
II and article XXVI of the PP. A18, A66, A85.
said protocol
by said
amended by
Ante, p.
p. 1264.
i26
Ate,
general
agreement specified
specified in the 10th recital
recital of this proclamation;
proclamation;
general agreement
modifying
(e) Effective
on and
and after
protocol modifying
day on which said protocol
the day
after the
Effective on
(e)
61 Stat., Pt.
Pt. 5,
5,
part
article XXIX of the general agreement
agreement specified in the 10th pp.61iStat.,
and article
part IIand
Al2, A72.
Ante,
p.
1264.
recital
of this
this proclamation
proclamation has
accepted by all the contracting
contracting Ante p.1264.
has been accepted
recital of
61 stat.,At.
Stat., Pt. 5,
5,
I and III pp.6pp
parts I
parties
to said
said general
general agreement,
agreement, the
the provisions
of parts
provisions of
parties to
Al2, A66, A85.
5.
A,
amended
and annex
general agreement
agreement shall
be applied
as amended
applied as
shall be
said general
I of
of said
annex I
and
XXIX; and
by
I and article XXIX;
part I
modifying part
protocol modifying
said protocol
by said
(f) The
application of the
rectifications, and amendments
the rates, rectifications,
The application
(f)
provided for
(a), (b), (c), (d), and (e) above shall be
paragraphs (a),
in paragraphs
for in
provided
subject to
applicable terms,
terms, conditions,
qualifications set
Pt. 5,
ta.,
set 61 Stat.,
and qualifications
conditions, and
the applicable
to the
subject
Pt. 5,
forth in
II, and
general agreement,
agreement, pp. A157T,
A1157, A12,
Al2, A18,
of said
said general
III of
and III
I, II,
parts I,
and parts
XX and
schedule XX
in schedule
forth
A66.
in said
said protocol
protocol of
of provisional
provisional application
recital A66.
specified in the 1st recital
application specified
in
Ante, p. 1261.
exception (I) Ante, . 1261.
of this
and in
other than exception
(a), other
subdivision (a),
in subdivision
proclamation, and
this proclamation,
of
Stat. 1103.
thereof, of
of said
proclamation of
of December
December 16,
1947, including
including any
61Stat.1103.
any 61
16, 1947,
said proclamation
thereof,
amendments and
and rectifications
agreement and said
said general agreement
of said
rectifications of
amendments
proclamation which
have been
been proclaimed
and
President; and
the President;
by the
proclaimed by
which have
proclamation

Part II
To the
the end
end that
that said exclusive trade agreement specified in the 3rd
To
recital of
of this
this proclamation
out, that the list set forth
carried out,
may be carried
proclamation may
recital

amended
as amended
in the
of said
said proclamation
of January
January 1,
1, 1948,
1948 as
proclamation of
recital of
9th recital
the 9th
in

and
1949 be further
further amended
amended
rectified, shall on and after March 16, 1949
and rectified,
in
manner indicated
indicated in
in the
the 9th
9th recital
of this
proclamation.
this proclamation.
recital of
the manner
in the
IN WITNESS
WHEREOF, II have hereunto
hereunto set my hand and
WITNESS WHEREOF,
IN
caused
of the
the United
United States of America
America to be affixed.
Seal of
the Seal
caused the
DONE at
at the
the City
City of
of Washington this 8th day of March, in the
DONE
year of
of our
our Lord
hundred and
and of
forty-nine and
and forty-nine
nineteen hundred
Lord nineteen
year
[snaL]
America the one
United States of America
of the United
Independence of
the Independence
[SEAL] the
hundred
hundred and seventy-third.
HARRY S
TRUMAN
S TRUMAN
HARRY
President:
By the President:
DEAN ACHESON
ACHESON
DEAN
Secretary of State
State
Secretary

81939*-5o—pr. --- 80
81939-50--PT.
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CANCER CONTROL MONTH,
MONTH,

March 10,
10, 1949
1949
March
[No. 2830]

[63 S
TAT.
STAT.

1949
1949

BY THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES
STATES OF AMERICA
AMERICA

A PROCLAMATION
A
PROCLAMATION
WHEREAS for many years cancer has
has steadily
steadily increased
increased in
importance as a
a cause of death in this country and now accounts
accounts
for approximately
approximately one death
death in
in every
every eight;
eight; and
and
WHEREAS
WHEREAS according to the best medical opinion a
alarge number
number
of cancer deaths could be prevented
of our
our present
prevented if full use
use were made
made of
present
knowledge concerning
concerning early diagnosis and treatment of
knowledge
of the
the disease;
disease;
and
WHEREAS every citizen should be informed of
WHEREAS
of the
the nature
nature of
of cancer
cancer
available means
combatting it;
it; and
and the available
means of
of combatting
and
WHEREAS
WHEREAS the program of
of cancer
and conconcancer education,
education, research,
research, and
trol undertaken
undertaken by the Federal
Federal and State Governments
Governments and by
by private
organizations
organizations must have the wholehearted
wholehearted support of our
our people
people ifif
we are to make progress against this disease;
disease; and
36 U. S. C. § 150.
WHEREAS by a
a joint resolution approved
approved March
1938 (52
March 28,
28, 1938
(52
authorized and requested the President
Stat. 148), the Congress
Congress authorized
President to
to
issue annually aa proclamation
proclamation setting apart the month of April
April as
Cancer
Cancer Control Month:
Month:
Designation of CanNOW, THEREFORE,
THEREFORE, I, HARRY S.
the
S. TRUMAN, President
President of
of the
cer Control Month.
United States of America,
America, do hereby set apart the month of
of April
1949 as Cancer Control Month; and II invite the Governors
Governors of
of the
the
Territories and possessions of the United
several States and the Territories
United States
States
to issue similar proclamations.
proclamations.
IIalso invite the medical profession, the
radio, the
the press,
press, the
the radio,
the motionmotionpicture industry, and all organizations
organizations and
and individuals interested
interested in
in a
a
program for the control of cancer
national program
cancer by
education and
and other
by education
other
cooperative
cooperative means to unite during the month of April in a
a public
public
dedication to this program
program and
concerted effort
to impress
and in a
a concerted
effort to
impress upon
upon
the people of the Nation the necessity
necessity for such a
program.
a program.
IN WITNESS
WITNESS WHEREOF, II have hereunto
hereunto set my hand and
caused the Seal of the United States
States of
of America
America to
to be
be affixed.
affixed.
DONE at the City of Washington
Washington this 10th day of March in
in the
year of our Lord nineteen
nineteen hundred and forty-nine, and of
of
[SEAL] the Independence
Independence of the United States of America the one
hundred
hundred and seventy-third.
HARRY S
HARRY
S TRUMAN
TRUMAN
By the President:
DEAN ACHESON
ACHESON

Secretary of State
State
Secretary

FURTHER
FURTHER

POSTPONING
POSTPONING

THE

EFFECTIVE
EFFECTIVE

DATE

OF

PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION

No. 2775 OF MARCH
PANAMA
MARCH 26, 1948, PRESCRIBING
PRESCRIBING CHANGES IN PANAMA
CANAL TOLL RATES
March 12, 1949
[No.
INo. 2831]
2831]

BY THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
AMERICA

A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION

WHEREAS section 411 of title 2
2 of the Canal Zone Code, approved
WHEREAS
approved
June 19, 1934, authorizes the President
President to prescribe
prescribe and from time
to time change the tolls that shall be levied by the
the Government
Government of
of
the United States for the use of the Panama Canal, and provides
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that no
no tolls
tolls when
so prescribed
prescribed shall be changed unless six months'
months'
when so
that
notice
thereof is
President by proclamation;
proclamation; and
given by the President
is given
notice thereof
WHEREAS increased
increased tolls for the use of the Panama Canal were
WHEREAS
prescribed
March 26, 1948, the said
Proclamation No. 2775 of March
by Proclamation
prescribed by
on
proclamation
become
effective
October
1, 1948; and
effective
to
proclamation
WHEREAS, by
Proclamation No. 2808 of September 7, 1948, the
by Proclamation
WHEREAS,
Proclamation No. 2775 was postponed
effective date
date of the said Proclamation
postponed until
effective
April
April 1, 1949; and
Congress, 1st
WHEREAS
House Resolution
Resolution 44 of the 81st Congress
by House
WHEREAS by
adopted February 28, 1949, the Committee on Merchant
Merchant
Session, adopted
Marine and
(1) is authorized
authorized to make a
a full and complete
Fisheries (1)
and Fisheries
Marine
study and
financial operation
operation of the Panama Canal
of the financial
and analysis of
study
and to
to recommend
cost
concerning what elements of cost
Congress concerning
the Congress
to the
recommend to
and
should be
properly used in the future as the basis of aa policy to be
be properly
should
followed in
in establishing
establishing and
levying tolls for the use of the Panama
and levying
followed
Canal
for
transit
purposes,
and
(2)
(2) is directed to report its findings,
and
purposes,
Canal for transit
together
with its
it may deem
recommendations for such legislation as it
its recommendations
together with
advisable,
House at
at the earliest practicable
practicable date, but not later
the House
to the
advisable, to
than
than June 30, 1949; and
WHEREAS the
President is requested
requested by the said resolution to
the President
WHEREAS
defer
after submission
of the
Committee's report any change in
the Committee's
submission of
until after
defer until
tolls
tolls currently levied for the use of the Panama Canal; and
WHEREAS it
appears consistent
consistent with the public interest to postit appears
WHEREAS
pone
the effective
effective date
of the
the said
Proclamation No. 2775 until
said Proclamation
date of
pone the
September
1,
1949,
so
as
to
permit
continuance
of the present tolls
continuance
permit
to
as
so
1949,
1,
September
considerauntil
the Congress
shall have
had adequate
opportunity for consideraadequate opportunity
have had
Congress shall
until the
tion
of
the
Committee's
report:
tion of the Committee's
NOW,
TRUMAN, President of
I, HARRY S. TRUMAN,
THEREFORE, I,
NOW, THEREFORE,
the
United
States
of
America,
acting
under
and by virtue of the
under
acting
the United States of America,
authority vested
by the
the aforesaid
aforesaid section
section 411 of title 22 of the
me by
in me
vested in
authority
Canal Zone
Zone Code,
Code, do
do hereby
hereby proclaim
proclaim that
the effective date of the
that the
Canal
said Proclamation
Proclamation No.
No. 2775
2775 of
of March
March 26, 1948, is further postponed
said
be, September 1, 1949.
to,
to, and shall be
IN WITNESS
have hereunto
my hand and
hereunto set my
I have
WHEREOF, I
WITNESS WHEREOF,
IN
caused
the Seal
Seal of
of the
of America
America to be affixed.
States of
United States
the United
caused the
DONE at
the City
City of
of Washington
Washington this 12th day of March
March in the
at the
DONE
year
of our
Lord nineteen
hundred and
and forty-nine,
and of
of
forty-nine, and
nineteen hundred
our Lord
year of
the
America
of
[sEiu,]
the
Independence
of
the
United
States
of
America
one
States
United
the
of
[SEAL] the Independence
hundred
seventy-third.
hundred and seventy-third.
HARRY S
TRUMAN
S TRUMAN
HARRY
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Stat. 1491.
1494.
62 Stat.
62
1653.
62 Stat. 1553.

62 Stat. 1494.

62 Stat. 1494.

Effective date of
Effective
Proclamation
No.
Proclamation No.
2775.

62 Stat. 1494.

By
President:
By the President:
DEAN ACHESON
ACHESON
DEAN

Secretary of State.
Secretary
PAN
AMERICAN DAY,
DAY, 1949
1949
PAN AMERICAN

BY THE
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF
OF THE
THE UNITED
STATES OF
OF AMERICA
AMERICA
UNITED STATES
BY
A
PROCLAMATION
A PROCLAMATION
WHEREAS
Pan American
American Day
has been
been observed
by the
annually by
observed annually
Day has
WHEREAS Pan
American republics
republics since
since 1931
as a
asymbol
symbol of
of their
voluntary union in
their voluntary
1931 as
American
one
community; and
one community;
WHEREAS
the establishment
of the
the Organization
Organization of
American
of American
establishment of
WHEREAS the
States
in
the
past
year
was
a
notable
step
in
strengthening
order
the order
strengthening
in
step
notable
a
was
year
past
the
in
States

March 29,
28, 1949
March
[No. 28321
2832J
[No.

1268

62 Stat. 1681.
1681.

Designation of Pan
Pan
American Day.
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PROCLAMATIONS— MAR.28, 1949
1949

[63 STAT.

peace and justice
among the
republics, and
of peace
justice which exists among
the American
American republics,
and
social, and
in furthering
furthering their economic,
economic, social,
and cultural
cultural development;
development; and
and
WHEREAS
Reciprocal Assistance,
WHEREAS the Inter-American
Inter-American Treaty
Treaty of Reciprocal
Assistance,
which was signed on September
September 2, 1947,
1947, and which entered
entered into
force
into force
in December 1948, has further fortified the solidarity of the American
republics;
republics; and
WHEREAS
WHEREAS the Pan American Union,
Union, founded
founded fifty-nine
fifty-nine years
years
ago, has now been assigned new and important
important responsibilities
responsibilities as the
General Secretariat
General
Secretariat of the Organization
Organization of American
American States:
States:
TRUMAN, President
President of
the
NOW, THEREFORE,
THEREFORE, I,
I, HARRY
HARRY S. TRUMAN,
of the
United States of America, do hereby
hereby proclaim
proclaim Thursday, April 14,
1949, as Pan American Day; and I
I call upon the
the officials
officials of
of the
Government to display the flag
on all
all public
public
Government
flag of the
the United
United States
States on
buildings
buildings on
on that day.
I
Governors of
I also invite the
the Governors
of the
the several States,
States, Territories,
Territories, and
and
possessions
possessions of the United States and the appropriate
appropriate officials of the
various municipalities
municipalities and other political subdivisions
subdivisions to take
take similar
similar
action with respect to Pan American
American Day. And I
I call
call upon the
churches, organizations,
organizations, and people of the United States
schools, churches,
generally to observe
observe the day with appropriate
appropriate ceremonies,
ceremonies, thereby
thereby
giving
giving expression
expression to the cordial and friendly sentiments
sentiments which
which the
the
Government and people of the United States cherish for the GovernGovernment
Governments and peoples
peoples of the other American
American republics.
republics.
IN WITNESS
WITNESS WHEREOF,
WHEREOF, II have hereunto
hereunto set my hand and
and
caused the Seal of the United States
to be
affixed.
caused
States of
of America to
be affixed.
DONE at the City of Washington
Washington this 28th day of March in the
year of our Lord nineteen hundred and forty-nine,
forty-nine, and
and of
[sEAL] the Independence
Independence of
United States
[SEAL]
of the United
States of
of America
America the
the one
one
hundred and seventy-third.
HARRY S
TRUMAN
HARRY
S TRUMAN
By the President:
President:

DEAN ACHESON
ACHESON

Secretary
State
Secretary of State

NATIONAL
NATIONAL FARM
FARM SAFETY WEEK,
WEEK, 1949
1949
March 28,
1849
March
28, 1949
2833]
[No. 2833]

PRESIDENT OF THE
BY THE PRESIDENT

UNITED
STATES OF AMERICA
UNITED STATES
AMERICA

A
PROCLAMATION
A PROCLAMATION

Designation of K'aNaDesignation
tional Farm Safety
Safety

Week.
Week.

WHEREAS
WHEREAS unsafe practices continue to cause needless injuries
and death to
to farm
and
farm people;
people; and
WHEREAS
WHEREAS widespread
widespread adoption of safer ways of working and
living would save thousands
thousands of people from tragic injury or accidental
death:
NOW, THEREFORE,
THEREFORE, I, HARRY S. TRUMAN, President of
of the
the
United States of America, do hereby
hereby call upon the Nation
Nation to
to observe
observe
commencing July 24, 1949, as National Farm Safety Week,
the week
week commencing
Week,
and I
I request
request all organizations and persons interested in farm life and
welfare
welfare to join in a
continuing drive against
against practices
which endanger
a continuing
practices which
endanger

farm people in their homes, in the fields, and on the highways.
highways. IIalso

urge each member of every farm family to study the hazards
hazards associassociated with rural life with a
a view to performing
performing all tasks in the safest
safest
manner possible every day throughout the year.

Mar. 28,
28, 1949
1949
Mar.
1949
16, 1949
PROCLAMATIONSPROCLAMATIONS--Ar.
Apr. 5,
5, 16,
1949
5, 16,
Apr.
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IN WITNESS
WITNESS WHEREOF, II have hereunto
hereunto set my hand and
caused the
the Seal
America to be affixed.
States of America
United States
of the
the United
Seal of
caused
Washington this 28th day of March in the
at the City of Washington
DONE at
year
hundred and forty-nine,
of
forty-nine, and of
nineteen hundred
Lord nineteen
our Lord
year of our
[sEAL] the Independence
Independence of the United States of America
America the one
[SEAL]
hundred
seventy-third.
hundred and seventy-third.
HARRY
S TRUMAN
TRUMAN
HARRY S
By
President:
By the President:
DEAN ACHESON
ACHESON

Secretary
Secretary of State.
WORLD TRADE
WEEK, 1949
1949
TRADE WEEK,
WORLD

BY THE

PRESIDENT OF THE
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
AMERICA
PRESIDENT

A PROCLAMATION
A
PROCLAMATION
WHEREAS international
international trade provides the medium by which the
WHEREAS
nations
products of their resources and
of the world exchange the products
nations of
skills; and
WHEREAS the expansion of import and export trade improves
WHEREAS
standards
employment of labor and proencourages full employment
of living,
living, encourages
standards of
ductive
development of human and natural
ductive facilities, and speeds the development
resources
foundation for
for
throughout the world, thus laying the foundation
resources throughout
lasting
lasting world prosperity and peace; and
WHEREAS the
the United
States advocates
advocates the removal
unnecesremoval of unnecesUnited States
WHEREAS
sary
restrictions and
and discriminations
international trade and
discriminations in international
sary restrictions
accordingly
reciprocal-trade-agreements program and
a reciprocal-trade-agreements
initiated a
has initiated
accordingly has
has
taken steps
steps in
concert with
establishwith other nations toward the establishin concert
has taken
Organization:
ment
International Trade Organization:
an International
ment of an
NOW,
HARRY S. TRUMAN, President of the
I, HARRY
THEREFORE, I,
NOW, THEREFORE,
United
commencing
United States of America, do hereby proclaim the week commencing
I urge the appropriate
May
as World Trade Week; and I
May 22, 1949, as
officials
officials of the several States, Territories, and possessions of the
United States,
States, as
as well
well as
as the
the municipalities
municipalities and other political subUnited
divisions of
of the
country, to cooperate
observance of that week.
cooperate in the observance
the country,
divisions
also invite
educational, and civic groups, and the people
business, educational,
invite business,
IIalso
of
generally, to observe World Trade Week with
States generally,
United States
the United
of the
ceremonies, exhibits,
and other
other appropriate
appropriate activities.
activities.
exhibits, and
ceremonies,
IN
WITNESS WHEREOF
WHEREOF, I
hereunto set my hand and
I have hereunto
IN WITNESS
caused the
Seal of
United States of America to be affixed.
of the United
the Seal
caused
DONE
at the
of Washington
Washington this
year
April in the year
this 5th day of April
City of
the City
DONE at
of our
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and forty-nine,
of the
the
and of
forty-nine, and
Lord nineteen
our Lord
of
NEAL]
United States of America the one
Independence of the United
[SEAL] Independence
hundred and
and seventy-third.
seventy-third.
hundred

April
April 5,
5, 1919
1949
[No.
INo. 28341
2834

Designation
of
Designation of
World Trade Week.
World

HARRY S
TRUMAN
S TRUMAN

By
President:
By the President:
DEAN ACHESON
ACHESON

Secretary of State
State
Secretary
DAY, 1949
1949
CHILD HEALTH DAY,

CHILD HEALTH

BY
AMERICA
PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
BY THE
THE PRESIDENT

1949
April 16,
16, 1919
[No. 2835]
28351
[No.

A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION
A
WHEREAS the
by joint
18, 1928
1928 (45
May 18,
of May
resolution of
joint resolution
Congress, by
the Congress,
WHEREAS
Stat. 617),
617), has
and requested
requested the President
President to issue anauthorized and
has authorized
Stat.
nually a
apart May
1 as
as Child Health Day; and
May 1
setting apart
a proclamation
proclamation setting
nually

36 U. 9.. C.
C.

I 143.

1270
1270

PROCLAMATIONS- APR .16, 27,
1949
27, 1949
PROCLAMATIONS-APR.

[63 S
TAT.
STAT.

WHEREAS every
every citizen
citizen should
toward safeguarding
his utmost
utmost toward
do his
should do
WHEREAS
and
children:
the Nation's children:
of the
the health of
improving the
and improving
Desi gnation of
of
Designation
NOW,
TRUMAN, President
President of the
S. TRUMAN,
HARRY S.
THEREFORE, I, HARRY
NOW, THEREFORE,
Child
Child Health
Health Day.
Day.
designate May 1,
1, 1949, as Child
America, do hereby designate
United States of America,
Health Day;
organizations, and citizens interagencies, organizations,
and IIinvite all agencies,
Day; and
Health
ested in
physical and
children to consider
consider on
on
well-being of children
mental well-being
and mental
the physical
in the
ested
communities during the
that day how best
to promote in their own communities
best to
that
coming
children
definite programs of action designed to help our children
year definite
coming year
to
grow into
into healthy and
responsible individuals
individuals dedicated
dedicated to the
and responsible
to grow
principles of democracy.
I have hereunto set my hand and
IN
WITNESS WHEREOF,
WHEREOF, I
IN WITNESS
affixed.
caused the Seal of the United States of America to be affixed.
DONE
Washington this 16th day of April in the year
the City of Washington
at the
DONE at
the
nineteen hundred
hundred and forty-nine, and of the
of our
our Lord nineteen
[sEAL] Independence
Independence of
America the one
the United States of America
of the
[SEAL]
hundred and seventy-third.
seventy-third.
hundred
By
President:
the President:
By the

S TRUMAN
TRUMAN
HARRY S

DEAN
ACHESON
DEAN ACHESON
Secretary of State
State
Secretary

1949
MOTHER'S DAY,
DAY, 1949
MOTHER'S
1949
April 27,
27, 1919
April
No. 28361
28361
[No.

OF AMERICA
AMERICA
STATES OF
UNITED STATES
THE UNITED
BY THE
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF
OF THE
BY

A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION
A

36 U. S. C.
C.

142.

Designation
Designation
Mother's Day.
Day.
Mother's

of

of

WHEREAS our
our loftiest
loftiest national
from
ideals stem in large measure from
national ideals
WHEREAS
those
American mothers teach by example and
and
which American
principles which
those high principles
devotion in
in their daily lives; and
devotion
WHEREAS the
approved May 8,
a joint resolution approved
the Congress, by a
WHEREAS
1914
(38 Stat.
formalized the
custom of
commemorating
of commemorating
happy custom
the happy
770), formalized
Stat. 770),
1914 (38
motherhood
the second Sunday in May of each year; and
motherhood on the
WHEREAS
in accordance
accordance with
with the
of our
our hearts we have
dictates of
the dictates
WHEREAS in
set
that day
aside for
reverence for all
our love and reverence
manifestations of our
for manifestations
day aside
set that
of the
the land:
mothers of
NOW, THEREFORE,
THEREFORE, I,
HARRY S.
S. TRUMAN,
TRUMAN, President
the
of the
President of
I, HARRY
NOW,
United States
America, do
hereby request the observance
observance of Sunday
Sunday,
do hereby
of America,
States of
United
I direct that the flag of the United
May 8, 1949, as Mother's Day, and I
I also
States
displayed on
all Government
Government buildings on that day. I
on all
be displayed
States be
call
upon the
Nation to display the flag at their homes or
of the Nation
people of
the people
call upon
other
places on Mother's Day,
demonstraa public demonstraDay, 1949, as a
suitable places
other suitable
tion
that
esteem in which we hold our mothers, and II urge that
of the esteem
tion of
renewed
tendered mothers on that day.
of affection
affection be tendered
expressions of
renewed expressions
IN WITNESS
WHEREOF, I
hereunto set my hand and
I have hereunto
WITNESS WHEREOF,
IN
caused the
the Seal
United States of America to be affixed.
Seal of the United
caused
DONE at the City of Washington this 27th day of April in the
forty-nine, and of
Lord nineteen hundred and forty-nine,
of our Lord
year of
NEAL] the
the Independence
Independence of the United States of America the one
[SEAL]
hundred and seventy-third.
seventy-third.
hundred
HARRY S
S TRUMAN
TRUMAN
By the President:
President:
DEAN ACHESON
DEAN
ACHESON
Secretary
State
Secretary of State

63 STAT.]
STAT.]

PROCLAMATIONS— MAY 7,
19, 1949
PROCLAMATIONS-MAY
7,19,
1949

1271
1271

NATIONAL MARITIME
NATIONAL
M ARITIME DAY,
DAY, 1949
1949
BY
OF THE
OF AMERICA
AMERICA
BY THE
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
STATES OF

May
1949
May 77, 1949
1/4o.
[No. 28371
28a3

A PROCLAMATION
A
PROCLAMATION

WHEREAS
WHEREAS the economic welfare
welfare and the national security of the
United States are strengthened
strengthened by our Merchant
Marine; and
Merchant Marine;
WHEREAS
WHEREAS deficiencies
Merchant Marine
Marine are
are now
now being
deficiencies in the Merchant
being
overcome by the construction of the first passenger
passenger vessels to be built
built
in this country
country since the end of hostilities in World War II; and
WHEREAS
WHEREAS the present role of marine transportation
transportation invests with
momentous significance the feat of the steamship Savannah,
Savannah, which
which
successful
sailed from Savannah, Georgia, on May 22, 1819, on the first successful
transoceanic voyage under steam propulsion;
transoceanic
propulsion; and
WHEREAS the Congress, by a
ajoint resolution
resolution approved
approved May 20,
1933
(48 Stat.
Stat. 73),
designated May
May 22
National Maritime
Maritime Day
in
1933 (48
73), designated
22 as
as National
Day in
commemoration
commemoration of that historic achievement
achievement and requested the

issue a
a proclamation
proclamation calling
President to issue
calling for
observance of
of the
for the
the observance
the
day;
day; and
and
WHEREAS
WHEREAS in the present year May
May 22 falls on
on Sunday, it
it is
is fitting
and proper that the celebration
National Maritime Day take place
celebration of National
on Monday,
May 23:
23:
on
Monday, May
NOW, THEREFORE,
TRUMAN, President
THEREFORE, I, HARRY
HARRY S.
S. TRUMAN,
President of the
the
hereby urge
urge the
of the
the United
United
United States
States of America,
America, do hereby
the people
people of
States to honor our Merchant Marine on Monday, May 23, 1949, by
flying the flag of the United States at their homes or other suitable
suitable
places.
places.
I
direct the appropriate
Government to
I also direct
appropriate officials of
of the
the Government
to arrange
arrange
for the display of the flag on all Government
request
Government buildings,
buildings, and I
I request
flag dress
dress ship,
that all ships sailing under the American flag
ship, on
on Monday,
Monday,
May 23, 1949, in honor of National
National Maritime
Maritime Day.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I
hereunto set my hand and
I have hereunto
and
caused the Seal of the United States of America
America to be affixed.
DONE at the City
Washington this 7th day
City of
of Washington
day of
of May
May in
in the
the year
year
of
nineteen hundred
and forty-nine,
forty-nine, and
and of
the
of our
our Lord
Lord nineteen
hundred and
of the
[SEAL] Independence
Independence of
of America
the one
one
[SEAL]
of the
the United
United States
States of
America the
hundred and
hundred
and seventy-third.
seventy-third.
HARRY S TRUMAN
HARRY
S TRUMAN
HARRY S
TRUMAN
By the President:
President:

36 U.
U. S..
1.145.
38
S. C. §
145.

Designation
of Nati Desici
laWal,:
tional Maritime Day.

DEAN ACHESON
DEAN
ACHESON

Secretary
Secretary of
of State
State

UNION
OF SOUTH
SOUTH AFRICA-SUSPENSION
AFRICA—SUSPENSION OF
DUTIES
UNION OF
OF TONNAGE
TONNAGE DUTIEs
BY
THE UNITED
STATES OF
BY THE
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF
OF THE
UNITED STATES
OF AMERICA
AMERICA
A
PROCLAMATION
A PROCLAMATION
WHEREAS section 4228
United
4228 of the Revised
Revised Statutes
Statutes of the
the United
WHEREAS
States, as
amended by
by the
the act
act of
of July 24,
24, 1897, c.
c. 13,
13, 30
30 Stat.
Stat. 214
States,
as amended
(U. S.
title 46,
141), provides
as follows:
follows:
(U.
S. C.,
C., title
46, sec.
sec. 141),
provides in
in past,
part, as

"Upon
satisfactory proof
proof being
being given
by the
"Upon satisfactory
given to
to the
the President,
President, by
the
government of
of any
that no
duties of
of
no discriminating
discriminating duties
government
any foreign
foreign nation,
nation, that
tonnage or
or levied
the ports
ports of
of such
such nation
nation
tonnage
or imposts
imposts are
are imposed or
levied in
in the
upon vessels
vessels wholly
wholly belonging
of the
the United
United States,
States, or
or
upon
belonging to
to citizens
citizens of
upon the produce, manufactures,
manufactures, or merchandise
merchandise imported
imported in
in the
the
same from the United States or from any foreign country,
country, the

May 19,1949
19, 1919
May
[No. 28331
[No.
2838]

1272
1272

Union of
South tfAfiUncn
opeSouth
rrica, suspension of ton-

nage
duties.
E
Iage duties.

Effective
date.
Effectivedate.

PROCLAMATIONS-MAY
PROCLAMATIONS— MAY 19,
19, 1949
1949

[63 S
TAT.
[63
STAT.

President may issue his proclamation,
that the
proclamation, declaring
declaring that
the foreign
foreign
discriminating
discriminating duties of tonnage and impost
impost within
within the
United
the United
States are suspended and discontinued, so far as
as respects
vessels
respects the
the vessels
of such foreign nation, and the produce,
or merchanmerchanproduce, manufactures,
manufactures, or
dise imported into the United States from such
such foreign
or
foreign nation,
nation, or
from any other foreign
foreign country; the suspension
suspension to
take effect
from
to take
effect from
the time of such notification
notification being given to
President, and
and to
to
to the
the President,
continue so long as the reciprocal
reciprocal exemption of
of vessels,
vessels, belonging
belonging
to citizens of the United States, and their cargoes, shall be continued,
continued,
and no
no longer
longer .....
. ";
WHEREAS satisfactory
satisfactory proof was received by
AND WHEREAS
the
by me
me from
from the
Government of the Union of
Government
19, 1949,
1949, that
that no
no
of South
South Africa
Africa on
on April
April 19,
discriminating duties of tonnage or imposts are imposed or levied
discriminating
levied in
in
the ports of the Union of South Africa upon vessels
belonging
vessels wholly
wholly belonging
to citizens of the United States, or upon the produce,
manufactures,
produce, manufactures,
merchandise imported in such vessels, from the
or merchandise
States, or
or
the United States,
from any foreign
foreign country:
country:
NOW,
THEREFORE, I, HARRY S. TRUMAN, President
NOW, THEREFORE,
President of
of the
the

United
United States of America,
America, by virtue of the authority
authority vested
in me
me by
by
vested in
the above-quoted
above-quoted statutory provisions, do hereby declare
prodeclare and
and proforeign discriminating
claim that the foreign
discriminating duties of tonnage
tonnage and
and imposts
imposts
within the United States are suspended
suspended and
and discontinued
discontinued so
so far
far as
as
respects the vessels of the Union of South Africa
Africa and
and the
the produce,
produce,
manufactures, or merchandise
merchandise imported
said vessels
vessels into
United
imported in
in said
into the
the United
States from the Union of South Africa or from any
any other
other foreign
foreign
country; the
suspension to take effect from April 19, 1949, and to
country;
the suspension
continue
continue so long as
reciprocal exemption
exemption of
of vessels
vessels belonging
to
as the
the reciprocal
belonging to
citizens of the United States and their cargoes shall
continued, and
and
shall be
be continued,
no longer.
IN TESTIMONY
WHEREOF I
TESTIMONY WHEREOF
hereunto set
set my
my hand
I have hereunto
hand and
and
caused the seal of the United States of America
affixed.
America to
to be
be affixed.
DONE at the City of Washington this 19th day of
in the
of May,
May, in
the year
year
of our Lord nineteen
nineteen hundred and forty-nine and of the
the
[SEAL]
Independence of the
NEAL] Independence
the United
United States
States of
of America
America the
the one
one
hundred and seventy-third.
seventy-third.
HARRY S
TRUMAN
S TRUMAN
By the President:
President:
DEAN
ACHESON
DEAN ACHESON
Secretary
Secretary of State.
&ate.

ISRAEL-SUSPENSION
OF TONNAGE
TONNAGE DUTIES
ISRAEL—SUSPENSION OF
DUTIES
May 19, 1949
May
[No. 29391
INo.
28391

BY
OF THE
BY THE
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
OF AMERICA
AMERICA

A PROCLAMATION
A
PROCLAMATION

WHEREAS
WHEREAS section 4228 of the Revised
Revised Statutes
Statutes of
United
of the
the United
States, as amended by the act of July 24, 1897, c.
c. 13,
13, 30 Stat.
Stat. 214
214
(U. S. C., title 46, sec. 141), provides,
provides, in part, as follows:
follows:
"Upon
"Upon satisfactory proof being given to
by the
the
to the
the President,
President, by
government of any foreign nation, that no discriminating
government
duties of
discriminating duties
of
tonnage
tonnage or imposts are imposed or levied in the ports of such
such
nation upon vessels wholly belonging to citizens
citizens of
of the
the United
United
States, or upon the produce, manufactures,
manufactures, or
imor merchandise
merchandise imported in the same from the United States or from any foreign
country, the President may issue his proclamation,
proclamation, declaring
declaring that
that
the foreign discriminating
the
discriminating duties of tonnage and impost within
within the

83 STAT.]
63
STAT.]
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22, 1949
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United States are suspended
suspended and discontinued,
discontinued, so far as respects
the vessels of such foreign
foreign nation, and the produce, manufactures,
manufactures,
foreign
or merchandise
merchandise imported into the United States from such foreign
nation, or from any other foreign country; the suspension to take
effect from the time of such notification
notification being given to the President,
and to continue so long as the reciprocal
reciprocal exemption of vessels,
belonging
belonging to citizens of the United States, and their cargoes, shall
be continued,
continued, and
longer .
be
and no
no longer
. .
. .";
AND WHEREAS satisfactory
satisfactory proof was received
received by me from the
Government
Government of Israel
Israel on
on April 18,
18, 1949,
1949, that no
no discriminating
discriminating duties
of tonnage
tonnage or imposts are imposed or levied in the ports of Israel
upon vessels wholly belonging
or
belonging to citizens of the United States, or
upon the produce, manufactures, or merchandise
merchandise imported in such
vessels, from the United States, or from any foreign country:
NOW, THEREFORE,
THEREFORE, I, HARRY
HARRY S. TRUMAN,
TRUMAN, President of the
the
United States of America, by virtue of the authority
authority vested in me by
by
the above-quoted
above-quoted statutory provisions, do hereby
hereby declare and proclaim
proclaim
that
foreign discriminating
of tonnage
and imposts
within
that the foreign
discriminating duties of
tonnage and
imposts within
the United States are suspended and discontinued
discontinued so far as respects
the vessels of Israel and the produce, manufactures,
manufactures, or merchandise
imported in said vessels into the United States from Israel or from
from
suspension to
any other foreign country; the suspension
to take
take effect from
from April
April 18,
18,
1949, and to continue so long as the
reciprocal exemption
exemption of vessels
the reciprocal
vessels
their cargoes
shall be
be
belonging to citizens of the
the United States and
and their
cargoes shall
continued,
continued, and no longer.
IN TESTIMONY
TESTIMONY WHEREOF,
WHEREOF I
hereunto set
my hand
I have hereunto
set my
hand and
and
caused the Seal of the United States of America
America to be affixed.
Washington this 19th day of May, in the
DONE at the City of Washington
the year
year
of
hundred and forty-nine
of our
our Lord
Lord nineteen
nineteen hundred
forty-nine and of the
[sEAL]
Independence of
United States
States of
America the
the one
one
of the
the United
of America
[SEAL] Independence
hundred
hundred and seventy-third.
seventy-third.
HARRY
HARRY S
S TRUMAN
TRUMAN
President:
By the President:
DEAN

Israel, suspension of
tonnage duties.

Effective date.
Effective

ACHESON
ACHESON

Secretary of
State
Secretary
of State

OF J
JAMES
D EATH 01'
AMES FORRESTAL
FORRESTAL
DEATH
BY THE
THE PRESIDENT
OF THE
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
OF AMERICA
AMERICA
BY
PRESIDENT OF

May 22, 1949
1949
May
[No.
2840)
[No. 2840]

A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION

To the People of the United States:
It has
has become
become my
duty to
officially the
death of
the death
of
to announce
announce officially
my sad
sad duty
It

James Forrestal,
Forrestal, formerly
formerly Secretary
Secretary of
of Defense
Defense in
the Government
Government
in the
James
of the
States, who
who died
at the
the Naval
Naval Hospital
Hospital in
in Bethesda,
Bethesda,
died at
United States,
of
the United
1949.
2 a. m. on the 22nd day of May, 1949.
Maryland, at 2
Mr.
served with
devotion and
and great
great distinction
distinction as
as AdminAdminwith devotion
Mr. Forrestal
Forrestal served
istrative
Assistant to
President of
the United
United States,
Under
as Under
of the
States, as
to the
the President
istrative Assistant
Secretary and
and Secretary
Secretary of
of the
as the
the nation's
Navy, and finally
finally as
the Navy,
Secretary
first
He exhausted
his strength
by his
his unremitunremitexhausted his
strength by
first Secretary
Secretary of
of Defense.
Defense. He

ting labors
in the
the burdensome
burdensome duties
of these
these offices
the war
war
offices during
during the
duties of
ting
labors in
and
the critical
critical years
years which
followed the
hostilities. His
His
the end
end of
of hostilities.
which have
have followed
and the
tragic
came as
as a
to his
his friends,
friends, and
and a
loss to
to the
the
a great
great loss
a shock
shock to
tragic death
death came
people
of the
the United
United States,
States, whom
he had
so well
well and
and faithfaithhad served
served so
whom he
people of
fully.
As a
mark of
to Mr.
memory, it
ordered
it is
is hereby
hereby ordered
Mr. Forrestal's
Forrestal's memory,
As
a mark
of respect
respect to
that
national flag
flag be
be displayed
upon all
all public
public buildbuildat half-mast
half-mast upon
displayed at
the national
that the

James Forrestal.
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PROCLAMATIONS— MAY 22,
26, 1949
PROCLAMATIONS-MAY
22, 24,
24, 26,
1949

[63 STAT.
STAT.
[63

ings and at all forts and
and naval
naval stations,
and on
all
and military
military posts
posts and
stations, and
on all
vessels of the United States, until after the
taken
the funeral
funeral shall
shall have
have taken
place.
IN WITNESS
WITNESS WHEREOF,
hereunto set
WHEREOF, I
I have hereunto
set my
my hand
hand and
and
caused the Seal of the United States of
to be
be affixed.
of America to
affixed.
DONE at the City of Washington this twenty-second
twenty-second day
day of
of May,
May,
in the year of our Lord nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred forty-nine,
forty-nine, and
and
[SEAL]

of the
the Independence
Independence of
of the
the United
States of
United States
of America
America the
the
one hundred and seventy-third.
seventy-third.

By the President:

HARRY S
HARRY
S TRUMAN
TRUMAN

JAMES
JAMES E.
E. W
EBB
WEBB

Acting Secretary
Secretary of State.
F
LAG DAY,
DAY, 1949
1949
FLAG

May
24, 1949
May 24,
1949
[No. 2841]
[No.
2841]

BY THE
THE PRESIDENT
OF THE
BY
PRESIDENT OF
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
OF AMERICA
AMERICA

A PROCLAMATION
A
PROCLAMATION

Observance
Observance ot
Flag
of Flag
Day.
Day.

WHEREAS the American
American flag, which has become the symbol
of
symbol of
our freedom,
freedom, was adopted
adopted by the Continental
Continental Congress
Congress on
14,
on June
June 14,
1777; and
WHEREAS it is our custom to observe June 14 each
WHEREAS
each year
year with
with
ceremonies
ceremonies designed not only to commemorate
commemorate the
birth of
of our
our flag
the birth
flag
but also to rededicate
rededicate ourselves
ourselves to the ideals for
it stands;
and
for which
which it
stands; and
WHEREAS this beloved
WHEREAS
beloved emblem, which flies
all our
flies above all
our people
people
of whatever
whatever creed or race, signalizes our respect
respect for
and
for human
human rights
rights and
the protection
protection such rights are afforded
afforded under our form of government:
government:
NOW, THEREFORE,
THEREFORE, I, HARRY
HARRY S.
S. TRUMAN,
TRUMAN, President
of the
President of
the
United States of America,
America, do hereby ask that on Flag
June 14,
Flag Day,
Day, June
14,
1949, the people of the Nation
Nation honor
colors by
them
honor our
our colors
by displaying
displaying them
at their homes or other suitable places
places and
and by
by giving
giving thanks
thanks for
for their
their
privileges as citizens under this flag, as well as
as by engaging
engaging in
in earnest
earnest
contemplation of the obligations
contemplation
obligations inherent in
in citizenship.
also direct
direct
citizenship. I
Ialso
appropriate officials
Government to display the
the appropriate
officials of the Government
the flag
flag of
of the
the
United States on all Government buildings on
Flag Day.
on Flag
ay.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I
I have hereunto set my
my hand
hand and
and
caused
caused the Seal of the United
of America
be affixed.
United States
States of
America to
to be
affixed.
DONE at the City of Washington this
of May
in the
the year
year
this 24th day
day of
May in
of our Lord nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and forty-nine,
of the
the
forty-nine, and
and of
[SEAL]
Independence of the United
United States
[sEAL] Independence
States of
of America
one
America the
the one
hundred
seventy-third.
hundred and seventy-third.
HARRY S
HARRY
S TRUMAN
TRUMAN
By the President:
President:
JAMES E.
E.W
EBB
JAMES
WEBB

Acting Secretary
Secretary of State.
State.
PRAYER FOR
PRAYER
FOR PEACE,
PEACE, M
EMORIAL DAY,
DAY, 1949
MEMORIAL
1949

May 26,
May
26, 1949
1949
[No. 28421
[No.
2842]

BY THE
PRESIDENT OF
OF THE
UNITED STATES
BY
THE PRESIDENT
THE UNITED
OF AMERICA
STATES OF
AMERICA

A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION
On Memorial Day each year it is our custom
custom to
homage to
to pay
pay homage
to our
our
heroic
who have sacrificed
sacrificed their
their lives
heroic dead who
lives in
liberty and
in the cause of
of liberty
and
peace.
peace.

63 STAT.]
63
STAT.]
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PROCLAMATIONSMAY 26,
26, 31,
31, 1949
1949
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This sacred day is aa fitting occasion on which the people of our
our
Nation, all of whom, directly
directly or indirectly, have been bereft by war's
war's
terrible toll, may appeal
appeal to Almighty God for help in turning the
the
steps of the world to the paths of permanent
permanent peace.
peace.
These paths are long and tortuous, and thus far mankind has
not
has not
had the wisdom to find the way to an
enduring peace.
peace.
an enduring
We are humbly aware that only through divine guidance
guidance can
we
can we
hope to attain the understanding
understanding necessary for averting wars
wars and
and
achieving
peaceful world.
achieving a
a peaceful
world.
Observance of
of Me.
MeNOW, THEREFORE,
Observance
THEREFORE, I, HARRY S. TRUMAN, President
President of
of the
the morial
morial Day.
Day.
United States of America, pursuant to a
a resolution of the Congress
Congress
approved
approved May 26, 1949, do hereby call upon
the people
people of
of the
United
upon the
the United
States to observe Memorial
Memorial Day, Monday, May 30, 1949, by praying,
each in accordance
accordance with his religious faith, for a
permanent peace.
a permanent
peace.
I designate the hour beginning at eleven
And I
o'clock in
in the
the morning
morning
eleven o'clock
of that day, Eastern Daylight Saving Time, as a
a period
period in
in which all
all
our people may unite in prayer for a
and for
the
a permanent peace,
peace, and
for the
bestowal of wisdom and patience, to the end that
be instruinstruthat we may
may be
ments of God in achieving and preserving
preserving harmony
harmony on
on earth.
earth.
IIalso request
request the newspapers, radio stations, and
and all other
other media
media of
of
information
information to join in the observance of Memorial
Memorial Day,
as a
Day, 1949,
1949, as
a
day of prayer
prayer for peace,
peace, and in the collective,
on
collective, Nation-wide
Nation-wide prayer
prayer on
the morning of that day.
IN WITNESS
WITNESS WHEREOF,
I have
WHEREOF, I
have hereunto set my hand
hand and
and
caused
caused the Seal of the United States
to be
be affixed.
States of America
America to
affixed.
DONE at the City of Washington
Washington this 26th day of May
May in
the year
year
in the
of our Lord nineteen hundred and forty-nine,
forty-nine, and
and of the
the
[sEALI Independence
United States
States of
America the
the one
one
[SEAL]
Independence of
of the
the United
of America
hundred
hundred and seventy-third.
HARRY S
HARRY
S TRUMAN
TRUMAN
By the President:
President:
JAMES
E. WEBB
JAMES E.
WEBB
Secretary of State.
Acting Secretary
State.

SUPPLEMENTING
SUPPLEMENTING PROCLAMATIONS
PROCLAMATIONS OF
10, 1942
1942 AND
OF NOVEMBER
NOVEMBER 10,
AND
DECEMBER 3,
3, 1942,
1942, PROCLAIMING
PROCLAIMING THE
THE TRADE
WITH
DECEMBER
TRADE AGREEMENT
AGREEMENT WITH

URUGUAY
PROCLAMATIONS OF
OCTOBER 31,
31, 1941
1941 AND
AND DECEMURUGUAY AND
AND PROCLAMATIONS
OF OCTOBER
DECEMBER 11,
11, 1942,
1942, PROCLAIMING
ARGENBER
PROCLAIMING THE
THE TRADE
TRADE AGREEMENT
AGREEMENT WITH
WITH ARGENTINA
TINA
BY THE
BY
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF
OF THE
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
OF AMERICA
AMERICA

May
31, 1949
May 31,
1949
No. 28431
[No.
2843]

A
PROCLAMATION
A PROCLAMATION
WHEREAS
November 10,
1942 (56
(56 Stat
Stat 1624)
as
WHEREAS Proclamation
Proclamation of
of November
10, 1942
1624) as
Proclamation of
of December
supplemented by Proclamation
(56 Stat
1681)
December 3,
3, 1942
1942 (56
Stat 1681)
proclaimed the
proclaimed
of July
with the
the Trade
Trade Agreement
Agreement of
July 21,
21, 1942
1942 with
the Oriental
Oriental
Republic
of Uruguay;
Uruguay; and
and
Republic of
WHEREAS
762 of
annexed to
said Agreement
WHEREAS item
item 762
of Schedule
Schedule II
II annexed
to said
Agreement
provides as
as follows:
follows:
provides

56 Stat. 1670.
56stat.1670.
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PROCLAMATIONS—MAY 31,
31, 1949
PROCLAMATIONS-MAY
1949
United
States
Tariff
Tariff Act
of
1930;
of 1930;
Paragraph
Paragraph

762
762

56 Stat.
Stat. 1730.

48 Stat.
Stat. 943.
C.. § 1351;
1351;
19 U. S.. c.
Supp. II, §1351 notes.
Ante, p. 698.
698.

[63
[63 STAT.
STAT.

Description of article
Description
article

Rate of duty

Oil-bearing seeds
Oil-bearing
seeds and
materials: Flaxseed.
and materials:
Flaxseed.
Provided, That
Provided,
after the
the effective
effective date
That on
on and
and after
date of
of
this Agreement,
Agreement, and
and until
the thirtieth
thirtieth day
until the
day
following aa proclamation
proclamation by the
the President
President of
of
the
the United
United States
States of
of America,
America, after
after consultaconsultation with the
of the
the Oriental
the Government
Government of
Oriental
Republic of Uruguay,
Uruguay, that the
existing ababthe existing
in respect
normal situation in
respect of
of the
the trade
in
trade in
flaxseed has terminated,
terminated, the
duty
the rate
rate of
of duty
under this item shall be

50¢ per
per bu.
bu. of
of 56
lbs.
50¢
56 lbs.

32Y2
per bu.
32%0 per
bu. of
of 56
56
lbs.;
Ibs.;

and
WHEREAS the Trade Agreement
Agreement with
October 14,
14,
with Argentina
Argentina of
of October
1941, as proclaimed
1941,
proclaimed by Proclamation
Proclamation of October 31,
31, 1941
(56 Stat
1941 (56
Stat
1685), as supplemented
1685),
supplemented by Proclamation
Proclamation of December
December 11,
(56
11, 1942
1942 (56
Stat 1752),
1752), contains in the annexed
II thereof,
thereof, an
an item
annexed Schedule II
item 762
762
and a
a proviso to the same effect as that
except that
that above set
set out,
out, except
that
consultation with the Argentine Government
Government is referred to
of
to instead
instead of
Government of the Oriental Republic
with the Government
Republic of
Uruguay; and
of Uruguay;
and
WHEREAS
WHEREAS the aforesaid Trade
Trade Agreements
Agreements are now in
force;
in force;
NOW, THEREFORE,
THEREFORE, with a
a view to making applicable
applicable to
to flaxseed
flaxseed
the rate of duty of 50 cents per bushel of 56 pounds
pounds on the
the thirtieth
thirtieth
day following this proclamation, as
provided for
in said
said Trade
Agreeas provided
for in
Trade AgreeHARRY S. TRUMAN, President of the
ments, I, HARRY
the United
of
United States
States of
America, acting under the authority vested in
the Constitution
in me
me by
by the
Constitution
and statutes, including
including section 350 of
the Tariff
Act of
of the
Tariff Act
of 1930,
1930, as
as
amended, and after consultation
consultation with the Government
Government of
Oriental
of the
the Oriental
Republic of Uruguay
Uruguay and with the
the Argentine
Argentine Government,
Government, do
do proproclaim that the abnormal situation in respect
respect of the trade
in flaxseed
trade in
flaxseed
which is referred to in the aforementioned
trade agreement
aforementioned trade
agreement provisions
provisions
has terminated.
terminated.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF,
WHEREOF, II have hereunto set
my hand
hand and
set my
and
caused the Seal of the United States
of America
America to
affixed.
States of
to be
be affixed.
DONE at the City of Washington
Washington this 31st
of May
31st day
day of
May in
in the
the year
year
of our Lord nineteen
nineteen hundred and forty-nine
forty-nine and
and of
of the
the
[SEAL] Independence
Independence of the United States of America
America the
the one
one
hundred
hundred and seventy-third.
seventy-third.
HARRY S
TRUMAN
S TRUMAN
By the President:
President:
J
AMES E.
E. W
EBB
JAMES
WEBB
Acting Secretary
Secretary of
of State
State

63 S
STAT.]
TAT.]
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PATRICK
EEK, 1949
PATRICK HENRY
HENRY W
WEEK,
1949
BY
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF
OF THE
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
OF AMERICA
BY THE
THE UNITED
AMERICA

June 8. 1949
[No. 2844]
[No.
2844]

A PROCLAMATION
A
PROCLAMATION

WHEREAS
WHEREAS Patrick Henry, with surpassing eloquence, kindled in
countrymen that love of political freedom which burns
many of his countrymen
today
today in the hearts of the American people; and
WHEREAS
WHEREAS his ringing insistence, in the Virginia convention of
1788, on constitutional
constitutional protection
protection for the rights of individuals was
induced the First Congress of the
one of the chief factors which induced
United States
States to
prepare the
Rights and
and submit
it to
Bill of
of Rights
submit it
to the
the States
States
United
to prepare
the Bill
approval; and
for their approval;
WHEREAS June 6, 1949, marks the sesquicentennial
sesquicentennial of the death
independence; and
of this gifted pioneer in our early struggle for independence;
WHEREAS
Congress by a
approved June 8,
a joint resolution approved
WHEREAS the Congress
1949, authorizes and requests
a proclamation
proclamation
requests the President to issue a
celebration of the week in which June 6, 1949, occurs as
calling for the celebration
Patrick Henry Week, in observance
observance of the one hundred and fiftieth
fiftieth
anniversary
anniversary of the death of Patrick Henry:
President of the
THEREFORE, I, HARRY
TRUMAN, President
HARRY S. TRUMAN,
NOW, THEREFORE,
United
people of the United
United States of America, do hereby invite the people
States
to observe
the week
week beginning
beginning Sunday, June 5, 1949, as Patrick
States to
observe the
Henry
religious and
commemorative of
and civic ceremonies commemorative
with religious
Henry Week, with
the achievements
achievements of this great American in the cause of liberty. II
appropriate officials of
Government to
of the
the Federal Government
also direct the appropriate
arrange for
Government buildings during
on all
all Government
the display of the flag on
arrange
for the
reminded of
Week, in order that our citizens may be reminded
Patrick Henry Week,
anniversary and may
significance in the annals of
may reflect
reflect on its significance
this anniversary
freedom-loving country.
our freedom-loving
IN
WITNESS WHEREOF,
WHEREOF, I
hereunto set my hand and
I have hereunto
IN WITNESS
caused the
the Seal
America to be affixed.
of America
United States of
Seal of
of the
the United
caused
DONE
at the
Washington this
this 8th day of June in the year
the City
City of Washington
DONE at
of
our Lord
nineteen hundred
forty-nine, and
and of the
and forty-nine,
hundred and
Lord nineteen
of our
[sEAL] Independence
Independence of
America the one
States of America
the United States
of the
[SEAL]
hundred and
hundred
and seventy-third.
seventy-third.
HARRY
TRUMAN
HARRY SS TRUMAN
By the President:
President:

Ante, p. 169.
Ante,

Observance of
PatObservance
of Patrick Henry Week.

JAMES E.
EBB
WEBB
E. W
JAMES

Acting
State
Secretary of State
Acting Secretary

DESIGNATING
THE COLUMBIA
GIFFORD
THE GIFFORD
AS THE
FOREST AS
NATIONAL FOREST
COLUMBIA NATIONAL
DESIGNATING THE
FINCHOT
NATIONAL FOREST
FOREST
PINCHOT NATIONAL
BY
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF
OF THE
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
OF AMERICA
AMERICA
BY THE
A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION
A
WHEREAS Gifford
Gifford Pinchot,
Pinchot, the
the first
first Chief
Chief of
the Forest
Forest Service,
Service,
of the
WHEREAS
who
served
in
the
Department
of
Agriculture
from
1898
to
was
to 1910,
1910, was
1898
from
of
Agriculture
the
Department
in
who served
primarily responsible
responsible for
for the
of our
national-forest
our national-forest
establishment of
the establishment
primarily
system; and
and
system;
WHEREAS he
of the
policies which guide
guide
basic policies
the basic
many of
he established
established many
WHEREAS
our national-forest
and
today; and
administration today;
national-forest administration
our
WHEREAS
he has
recognized as the foremost forester
has long been recognized
WHEREAS he
and forest
conservationist of
this Nation;
Nation; and
of this
forest conservationist
and
WHEREAS
of the
the
in the service
service of
spent almost
almost wholly in
WHEREAS his life was spent
public; and

1919
June 15, 1949

[No. 2845]
2845]
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June 15,
15, 1949
1949
June
July
July 27,1949
27, 1949
1949
July
27,

[63 STAT.
[63
STAT.

appropriate to pay tribute
WHEREAS it is especially appropriate
to Gifford
tribute to
Gifford
Pinchot by naming one of our great
forests in
in his
honor:
great national
national
forests
his
honor:
Designation of
of GifDesignation
OifNOW, THEREFORE,
THEREFORE, I, HARRY
HARRY S. TRUMAN,
President of
of the
TRUMAN, President
ford
Pinchot National
ford Pinchot
the
National
Forest.
Forest.
United States, under and by virtue of the
authority vested
in me
me by
by
the authority
vested in
the act of June
June 4, 1897, 30 Stat. 11, 36 (16
U. S.
473), do
hereby
(16 U.
S. C.
C. 473),
do hereby
proclaim that the Columbia
Columbia National Forest in
of WashingWashingin the
the State of
Executive Order
ton, as defined by Executive
Order No.
No. 820
820 of
18, 1908,
of June
June 18,
1908, and
and as
as
subsequently
Executive orders and acts
subsequently modified by Executive
of Congress,
Congress, is
acts of
is
hereby
hereby designated and hereafter shall be known as
as the
the Gifford
Gifford Pinchot
Pinchot
National Forest.
National
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, II have hereunto set my
hand and
and
my hand
caused the seal of the United States of
of America
to be
be affixed.
affixed.
America to
DONE at the City of Washington this
of June
the year
this 15th
15th day
day of
June in
in the
year
of our Lord nineteen hundred
hundred and
the
and forty-nine,
forty-nine, and
and of
of the
[SEAL]
[SEAL] Independence
Independence of the
the United
United States
America the
States of
of America
the one
one
hundred and seventy-third.
HARRY S
HARRY
TRUMAN
S TRUMAN
By the President:
President:
JAMES
JAMES E.
W EBB
E. WEBB

Acting Secretary
Secretary of State.
State.
IMMIGRATION Q
UOTAS
IMMIGRATION
QUOTAS

July 27,
27, 1949
1849
July
fNo. 28461
[No.
2846]

BY
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF
BY THE
OF THE
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
OF AMERICA
AMERICA

A
A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION

WHEREAS the Secretary of State, the Secretary
Commerce,
Secretary of Commerce,
and the Attorney
Attorney General
pursuant
General have
have reported
reported to
to the
the President
President that
that pursuant
to the duty imposed and the authority conferred
them by
secconferred upon them
by secImmigration Act of
tions 11 and 12 of the Immigration
approved
May
26,
of
1924,
approved
May
26,
8U. S. C. P211,212.
I
§211, 212. 1924 (43 Stat. 159-161),
8U.s.c.
Reorganization Plan
159-161), and Reorganization
No. V
Plan No.
V (54
(54 Stat.
Stat.
5 U.
U.S.
5
S. C. I 133t
133t
R
note.
note.
1238), they jointly have made the revision provided
1238),
provided for
for in
in section
section 12
12
of the said act and have fixed, in accordance
accordance therewith,
therewith, immigration
immigration
hereinafter set
quotas as hereinafter
set forth:
forth:
Immigraton
Immigration quo.
quo.
NOW,
THEREFORE, I,
HARRY S.
S. TRUMAN,
NOW, THEREFORE,
I, HARRY
TRUMAN, President
President of the
tas.
United
America, acting under and by virtue of
United States of America,
the authority
authority
of the
vested in me by the aforesaid act of Congress,
Congress, do hereby
and
hereby proclaim
proclaim and
make known that the annual quotas of
the nationalities
for
of the
nationalities indicated
indicated for
the remainder
the
remainder of the fiscal year ending June 30, 1950, and
and for
for each
each
fiscal year thereafter
thereafter have been determined in accordance
accordance with
with the
the
law to be, and shall be,
follows:
be, as follows:

Abolition of quota.
Abolitionof
quota

Countr
Country
Greece
.
................
Greece -------------------------------------------....----..
Greece
.
Italy
Italy _-----_________________________________
R um ania -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Rumania
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
Republics-------- ________------------Israel--------------------------------------------------Israel
Jordan
Transjordan)______ _-_-- ___ _
Jordan (formerly Transjordan)
_ __~.~~~_...
Syria
Syria -----------------------.--------------------Lebanon----------------..
Lebanon
----------------------..
------------

Quota
Quota

310
310
310
5799
5799
291
291
2798
2798
100
100
100
100
......
100
100
100
100

The
The combined
combined immigration quota of 123 established for Syria and
the
Lebanon
by
the
Lebanon
by Proclamation
Proclamation No. 2283 of April 28, 1938,
1938, is hereby
hereby
8
U.
S.
C.
211
note.
8 U.S. C. 1 211 note. abolshed.
abolished.
abolished.
Purpose.
Purpose.
The
quotas proclaimed above are designed
The immigration
immigration quotas
designed solely
solely for
for
the
purpose
of
compliance
with the
pertinent provisions
provisions of
said
43s
tat
1
the
purpose
of
compliance
with
the pertinent
43 Stat. 159.
of the
the said
8U.S.C.
8
U. S. C. HI21,21,2.
211, 212. Immigration
and are
Immigration Act of 1924 and
are not
not to
be regarded
as having
to be
regarded as
having any
any
significance
extraneous to
purpose.
Amendment
significance
extraneous
to such
such purpose.
Amendment.
52
Stat. 1544.
a2stat.
lat
Proclamation
Proclamation No. 2283 of April 28,
28, 1938,
1938, is
is amended
amended accordingly.
accordingly.
62 Stat.
62
stat. 1544.
54.

63 STAT.]
63
STAT.]
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IN WITNESS
I have hereunto set my hand and
WITNESS WHEREOF,
WHEREOF, I
caused the Seal of the United States of America to be affixed.
affixed.
Washington this 27th day of July in the year
DONE at the City of Washington
of our Lord nineteen
nineteen hundred and forty-nine,
forty-nine, and of the
Independence of the United States of America the one
[SEAL] Independence
hundred and seventy-fourth.
seventy-fourth.
HARRY
HARRY S
S TRUMAN
TRUMAN
President:
By the President:
DEAN
ACHESON
DEAN ACHESON
Secretary of State
State
Secretary
TERMINATION
OF THE
THE S
USPENSION OF
OF ADDITIONAL
PROCESSING TAX
TERMINATION OF
SUSPENSION
ADDITIONAL PROCESSING
TAX
ON CERTAIN
CERTAIN COCONUT
On
ON
COCONUT OIL
BY
BY THE
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF
OF THE
UNITED STATES
THE UNITED
STATES OF
OF AMERICA
AMERICA

July 27, 1949
July
[No.
[No. 28471
28471

A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION

WHEREAS
WHEREAS section 2470 (a) (2)
(2) of the Internal Revenue
Revenue Code, as
amended (26 U. S. C. (1946) 2470 (a) (2)), provides
provides as follows:
amended
follows:
"Additional rate
coconut oil.
oil. There shall be imposed (in
rate on coconut
addition to the tax imposed by the preceding paragraph) a
a tax of
2
2 cents per pound, to be paid by the processor, upon the first
domestic processing
processing of coconut oil or of any combination
combination or mixture
containing a
a substantial quantity of coconut oil with respect to
domestic processing,
which oil there has been no previous first domestic
except that the tax imposed by this sentence
sentence shall not apply when
established, in accordance
regulations prescribed
prescribed by the
accordance with regulations
it is established,
Commissioner
approval of the Secretary, that such coconut
coconut
Commissioner with the approval
contained in such a
a combination
oil (whether or not contained
combination or mixture),
production of the Philippine
Philippine Islands or any posses(A) is wholly the production
produced wholly from masion of the United States, or (B) was produced
terials the
the growth
or any
growth or production of the
the Philippine
Philippine Islands or
terials
possession of
of the
the United
States
possession
United States

53 Stat.
Stat. 264.

** ** *";
*";

WHEREAS section
Philippine Trade
Trade Act
Act of
of 1946
1946
section 505 (b) of the
the Philippine
WHEREAS

(60 Stat.
157, 22
22 U.
(1946) 1355)
as follows:
follows:
provides as
U. S.
S. C.
C. (1946)
1355) provides
(60
Stat. 157,

"Suspension of
2470 (a)
(a) (2) of Internal
Internal Revenue Code.
of Section
Section £470
"Suspension
Whenever the President, after
consultation with the President of
after consultation
Whenever
the Philippines,
Philippines, finds that adequate supplies of neither copra nor
Philippines, are readily available
for
available for
coconut oil, the product of the Philippines,
processing
United States, he shall so proclaim,
proclaim, and after the
processing in the United
date
such proclamation
proclamation the
provisions of
of section
2470 (a)
(a) (2)
(2)
date of
of such
the provisions
section 2470
of
Internal Revenue
Revenue Code shall be suspended
suspended until the expiraof the Internal
tion of
of 30
30 days
days after
he proclaims
that, after consultation
with the
consultation with
proclaims that,
tion
after he
President
Philippines, he
he has found that
that such adequate supthe Philippines,
President of the
plies are so readily available";
available";
WHEREAS,
after consultation
with the President of the Philipconsultation with
WHEREAS, after
pines, the
Proclamation (No. 2693)
2693) dated
dated June
June 27,
27,
President issued
issued aaProclamation
pines,
the President
1946
(60 Stat.
to the
the said
505 (b)
section 505
(b) of the
said section
1349) pursuant
pursuant to
Stat. 1349)
1946 (60
Philippine Trade
Act of
of 1946
1946 that
of neither
neither copra
copra
supplies of
that adequate
adequate supplies
Trade Act
Philippine
nor
product of
of the
the Philippines, were readily available
nor coconut oil, the product
for
in the United States and the provisions of section 2470
for processing
processing in
(a) (2)
(2) of
Revenue Code
were accordingly
suspended;
accordingly suspended;
Code were
the Internal
Internal Revenue
of the
(a)
AND WHEREAS
WHEREAS II have
with the
of the
the
consulted with
the President
President of
AND
have consulted
Philippines
concerning the
coconut oil, the
of copra and coconut
the supplies
supplies of
Philippines concerning
product
Philippines, which are available for processing
processing in the
product of the Philippines,
United States, and have found that such adequate
supplies are now
adequate supplies
United
readily available:
available:
readily

60
Stat. 157.
60 Stat.
157.
22
U. S. C.
22 U.S.
C. p355.
1365.
53 Stat.
Stat. 264.
26 U. S.
S. C. 12470
2470 (a)
(a)
(2).
(2).
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Findings with reFindings
spect to copra and
and
coconut oil.

Termination date.
53 Stat. 264.
S. C.
00
26 U.
U.S.
C.§§2470
2470 (a)
(2).
(2).

TAT.
[63 S
STAT.

S. TRUMAN,
President of
the
NOW, THEREFORE,
THEREFORE, I,
I, HARRY
HARRY S.
TRUMAN, President
of the
United
America, do
do hereby
that, after
after consultation
consultation
United States
States of
of America,
hereby proclaim
proclaim that,
with the President of the
Philippines, II have found that
adequate
the Philippines,
that adequate
supplies
supplies of
of copra
copra and
and coconut oil,
oil, the
the product of
of the
the Philippines,
Philippines, are
readily
available for
United States. Upon the
the expiexpireadily available
for processing
processing in the United
the suspension
ration of 30 days
days after the date of this proclamation
proclamation the
suspension of
of
the provisions of section 2470 (a) (2)
(2) of
of the
the Internal
Internal Revenue
Revenue Code
Code
effected by said proclamation
terminated so
effected
proclamation of June 27, 1946,
1946, will be terminated
so
that on and after August
August 27,
27, 1949, the processing
processing tax provided
provided for in
that section will be applicable.
WITNESS WHEREOF,
WHEREOF, I
IN WITNESS
I have hereunto
hereunto set
set my hand and
caused the seal of the United States of America to be
be affixed.
DONE at the City of Washington
Washington this 27th day of July in
in the
the year
year
of our Lord nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and forty-nine,
and of
forty-nine, and
of the
the
[sEAL]
of the
States of
of America
one
[SEAL] Independence
Independence of
the United
United States
America the
the one
hundred and seventy-fourth.
seventy-fourth.
HARRY S
S TRUMAN
TRUMAN
President:
By the President:
DEAN
DEAN ACHESON
ACHESON
Secretary of
Secretary
of State.
AMENDMENTS
OF REGULATIONS
REGULATIONS RELATING
M IGRATORY BIRDS
BIRDS AND
AMENDMENTS OF
RELATING TO
TO MIGRATORY
AND
GAME MAMMALS
MAMMALS
GAME

Tuly
1949
July 29, 1949
[No. 2648]
2848]

BY
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
AMERICA
BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED
A PROCLAMATION
A
PROCLAMATION

5
S. 0.
0. fi 1003.
5 U.
U. S.

39 Stat.
Stat.

1702.
1702

50
Stat. 131L
1311.
50 Stat.

WHEREAS the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior
Interior has adopted, after notice
Administrative Proand public procedure
procedure pursuant to section 4
4 of
of the Administrative
cedure Act of June 11, 1946 (60 Stat.
Stat. 238),
238), and
and has
has submitted to me
me
for
the following
following amendments
amendments of
the regulations
regulations relating
relating to
to
for approval
approval the
of the
migratory
migratory birds and game mammals
mammals included in
in the terms of the
the
Convention
United States and Great
Great Britain
Britain for
Convention between
between the United
for the
the
protection of migratory birds concluded August 16, 1916, and the
the
Convention between the United States and
and the
the United Mexican
Mexican
States for the protection
protection of migratory
migratory birds
birds and certain
certain game
game mammals
mammals
concluded February
February 7, 1936:
1936:
AMENDMENTS OF MIGRATORY
MIGRATORY BIRD
AMENDMENTS
REGULATIONS ADOPTED
BIRD TREATY
TREATY ACT
ACT REGULATIONS
BY THE SECRETARY
INTERIOR
SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR

16 U.
C.OIf 70370318
U. S.
S. C.

By virtue of and pursuant to the Migratory
Migratory Bird Treaty
Treaty Act
of
Act of
711; Sapp.
Supp. II,
II, §
§ 704
notes.
July 3, 1918 (40 Stat. 755),
755), and Reorganization
Reorganization Plan II (53 Stat.
notes.
5
5 U.
U. B.. C.
C.. §133t
133t 1431), and
with the
the provisions
provisions of
of the
the Administrative
1431), and in accordance
accordance with
Administrative
note.
note.
60
Stat.
Stat.
237.
60
Procedure
of
June
1946
(60
Stat.
238),
I,
Procedure
Act
11,
(60
Stat.
238),
I, J.
J. A. Krug
55 U. S. C.
C. §
§ 1001
1001
Secretary of
of the
the Interior,
due regard
regard to
of temperatemperanote;
1001.
Interior, having
having due
note; Supp.
Supp. II,
II, §
1001. Secretary
to the
the zones
zones of
ture and to the distribution, abundance,
abundance, economic
value, breeding
economic value,
habits, and times and lines of migratory flight
migratory birds
fight of migratory
included in the
Convention between
between the
the United
the terms
terms of the Convention
United States
States
and Great Britain for the protection
protection of migratory
migratory birds, concluded
concluded
39
Stat. 1702.
1702.
39 Stat.
August 16, 1916, and the Convention
between the United States and
Convention between
the United Mexican
Mexican States for the protection
protection of migratory birds and
50 Stat.
50
Stat. 1311.
1311.
game mammals, concluded
concluded February 7,
when,
7, 1936, have
have determined
determined when,
compatible with the terms of
to what extent, and by what means it is compatible
the said Act and conventions
conventions to allow
allow the
the hunting,
hunting, taking,
capture,
taking, capture,
killing, possession, sale, purchase, shipment, transportation,
transportation, carriage,
exportation, and importation of such birds and parts thereof and

63
63 STAT.]
STAT.]

1281
1281

PROCLAMATIONS-JULY
PROCLAMATIONS- JULY 29,
1949
29, 1949

their nests
nests and
their
and eggs, and in accordance
accordance with such determinations, do
hereby amend as follows the regulations approved by
by Proclamation
Proclamation
No. 2801 of July 29, 1948, as last amended
amended by
Proclamation No.
No. 2822
2822
by Proclamation

62

Stat.

Stat. 1586.
1536.

of November 5, 1948, and do hereby adopt the following
of
following as
as suitable
1572.
suitable 62 Stat.
Stat. 1572.
regulations, permitting
permitting and governing the hunting, taking,
capture,
taking, capture,
killing, possession,
possession, sale, purchase,
purchase, shipment, transportation,
carriage,
transportation, carriage,
exportation, and importation of such migratory birds
and parts,
birds and
parts, nests,
nests,
and eggs thereof:
1. Section 6.4 is amended to read as
as follows:
follows:
§ 6.4 Open seasons, bag limits, and
§
of certain
certain migratory
migratory
and possession
possession of
game birds.
game
birds. During the open seasons prescribed and except as
hereinas hereinafter provided in this section, ducks, geese, brant, and
and coot
coot may
may be
be
taken daily from one-half hour before sunrise
sunrise to
sunset,
to one
one hour
hour before
before sunset,
and rails, gallinules, woodcock,
woodcock, mourning
turtle doves,
mourning or
or turtle
doves, whitewhitewinged doves, and band-tailed pigeons from one-half hour
hour before
before
sunrise to sunset. The hour for
for the
the commencement
commencement of
of hunting
hunting of
of
waterfowl and coot on the first day of the season, including
waterfowl
each first
first
including each
day of the split seasons, shall
shall be
o'clock noon.
be 12
12 o'clock
noon.
A
A person may take in any one day during the
the open
open seasons
seasons preprescribed therefor
therefor not to exceed the numbers of
migratory game
game birds
of migratory
birds
herein
herein permitted, which numbers shall include
include all birds taken
by any
any
taken by
other person who for hire accompanies
accompanies or assists him
in taking
taking such
him in
such
birds. When so taken, such birds may be
possessed in
be possessed
in the
the number
number
specified in this section, except that no
the opening
no person on
on the
opening day
day of
of
the season may possess any migratory
birds in
excess of
of the
the
migratory game
game birds
in excess
applicable daily limits.
applicable
limits.
Nothing
Nothing in this section shall be deemed
deemed to
permit the
the taking
of
to permit
taking of
migratory birds on any reservation
reservation or sanctuary
sanctuary established
under the
established under
the
U. S. C. 715.
Migratory Bird Conservation
Conservation Act of February
February 18,
Migratory
1929 (45
(45 Stat.
18, 1929
Stat. 16
16u.
s. . n
1222),
1222), or on any area of the United
United States
set
aside
under
any
other
States set aside under any other
law,
law , proclamation,
proclamation, or Executive
order for
for use
use as
rd, game,
game ,
or
th er
Executive order
as a
a bi
bird,
or oother
wildlife reservation, breeding
ground, or
or refuge
except so
far as
as may
may be
be
breeding ground,
refuge except
so far
permitted by the Secretary
of the
Interior under
under existing
or on
on
Secretary of
the Interior
existing law,
law, or
40 Stat. 755.
any area
designated as aaclosed
area designated
closed area
the Migratory
Migratory Bird
Treaty
area under
under the
Bird Treaty
416 U.S.pp
170
S. C. if
i§703Act.
Act.
711;
704
711; Bopp.
Supp. II,
i, 704M
note.
The open seasons (dates inclusive)
inclusive) on the following migratory
migratory game no.
birds only, the daily bag and possession
possession limits, and the
exceptions to
the exceptions
to
the hours of hunting heretofore
heretofore stated, shall be
be as
as shown
in the
followshown in
the following schedules:
schedules:

81939*-50—PT.
81939'-0-PT. 1-81
--- 81

(a) Atlantic
Atlantic Flyway
States
Flyway States
Rails and gallinules

Migratory waterfowl and coot

Ducks

bag limits
limits ----Daily bag
Possession limits
Possession
limits-------in:'4
Seasons in:
Connecticut I -------Connecticut
Delaware
Delaware -----------Florida
Florida-------------Georgia
Georgia -------------

Geese (except snow
geese)

2
4
7
4 '----22'----------.
22
7
881---2'-----------

00

Mourning
Mourning or
or turtle
turtle dove

Woodcock
Coot

Sera

Others

15----15
15
15-----

25
25-----------

15
15 3-----------15
'
15'-----------

25.---------25

4
4------

10.
10.

------.

--

8
8---------------

20—Nov. 18
Oct. 20-Nov.
18--.
Nov. 15-Dec.
15—Dec. 14
14_--_
...... Nov. 1-Nov.
1—Nov. 30.

Sept. 1-Oct.
1—Oct. 15---------------15
Nov.
4—Dec. 13 -----------Nov. 4-Dec.
Sept.
Sept. 1—Oct.
30
—Jan. 77._ Sept.
1-Oct. 30-------------23-Jan.
Nov. 4-Nov.
4—Nov. 19
19 and
and Dec. 23
7
1-Nov. 30 6 7-------------Nov.
—Jan. 7
7---------------- Oct. 1—Nov.
Nov. 29
29-Jan.
- - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - do 7
_---do
do ----------------------.-- do

i-2 j- .

-

------

_- _--_-_ _-

Dec. 23—Jan.
23-Jan. 21
21i...

Dec.
15. 699
17-Jan. 15.8
Dec. 17—Jan.
Sept.
30 and Jan.
16-Sept.
Sept. 16—Sept.
9
1-Jan. 15. 0
1—Jan.

Nov. 2323—
30-----and Nov.
Oct. 1-Oct.
1—Oct. 30
22 and
Nov. 2323—
Oct. 7-Oct.
7—Oct. 22 and
and Nov.
7-Oct. 22
Oct. 7—Oct.
Dec. 8.'
8. 7
Dec. 8.
8.
Nov. 15-Dec.
14---.
30.'
1-Sept. 30.°
Sept.
1—Oct. 30---------------30
15—Dec. 14..
_.... Sept. 1—Sept.
Sept. 1-Oct.
—Dee. 27 -------------18-Dec.
Nov. 18
MarylandMaryland ---------20-Nov. 18-do 7- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -Oct. 20—Nov.
18
9-Dec.
5 and Dec. 9
Oct. 21—Nov.
21-Nov. 5
Massachusetts
Massachusetts 6------.
—Dee. 24_.
24_ --- _do
7
30-----1—Oct. 30
3. ----- do 7--------------------- Oct. 1-Oct.
18—Dee. 3_
7—Oct. 22 and Nov. 18-Dec.
Hampshire 6 - - - Oct. 7-Oct.
New HampshireOct. 20-Nov.
20—Nov. 18
18--------- do --------------------—Dee. 27 ------------Nov. 18
18-Dec.
New Jersey
Jersey ---------10
See note:
note: 10 -------5 and Nov. 185
18— See
21-Nov.
Oct. 21—Nov.
18—
5 and Nov. 1821 —Nov. 5
New York 66---------- Oct. 21-Nov.
7
Dec. 3. 7
Dec. 3.
11---12-Jan. 11
16—Sept. 30 and Dec.
Sept. 16-Sept.
1-Nov. 30 77--------------- Dec. 12—Jan.
7.-------------- Oct. 1—Nov.
29—Jan. 7
North Carolina
Carolina------- Nov. 29-Jan.
Maine 6'-.-----------Maine

Vermont ------------Virginia ------------West
West Virginia-------Virginia
Puerto Rico
Rico---------

Oct. 21-Nov.
21—Nov.
Nov. 29-Jan.
29—Jan.
21—Nov.
Oct. 21-Nov.
15-Feb.
Dec. 15—Feb.

.

Sept.
16-Sept. 30
30 and
and Dec.
Sept. 16—Sept.
Dec.
23-Jan. 6.?
23—Jan.
6. 9

30-----Oct. 1-Oct.
1—Oct. 30
18---Nov. 19-Dec.
19—Dec. 18_
_....

1—Oct. 30 7--------------Sept. 1-Oct.
29---------------29
---- do---------------------7--------------7
do. 77.....--------------29_
29 -------------- -_--do.
15-Feb. 12 ------------Dec. 15—Feb.
12--------------12

I No open season on wood duck in Massachusetts
I
Massachusetts and West Virginia. In other States, bag or
or
red-breasted
bag for American
1 wood duck only. Daily beg
possession
possession limit may Include
include 1
American and red-breasted
possession limit after the opening
mergansers 25 singly or in the aggregate
aggregate of both kinds; no possession
mergansers
day of the season.
a day
3 blue geese
2 white-fronted
22Canada geese or its subspecies,
subspecies, or 2
white-fronted geese,
geese, and in addition 3
geese a
or
or in possession.
possession.
Not more than
than 15 in the aggregate
aggregate of rails (other than sora)
sora) and
and gllinules.
gallinules.
birds may be possessed
44 No open season in District of Columbia but migratory game birds
possessed
therein in accordance with § 6.6 (o).
(c).
Scoters
and
elder
ducks
may
be
taken
in
all
areas
in
Connecticut,
Maine,
Massachusetts,
Maine,
Massachusetts,
' Soters and elder ducks may be taken in all areas in Connecticut,
New Hampshire,
Hampshire, New
York, and Rhode Island during the applicable
applicable seasons for other ducks.
New York,
New
waters only, beyond
otherwise may be taken in open coastal
Such birds otherwise
coastal waters
beyond outer harbor
harbor lines, in
Hampshire, New
Massachusetts, New Hampshire,
Connecticut, Maine,
Maine, Massachusetts,
New York, and Rhode
Rhode Island from
Connecticut
7 scoters or eider ducks singly
Dec.
Sept. 17 to D
ec. 17. In these
these States only, the daily bag limit Is
is 7
or in the aggregate,
aggregate, and not exceeding 14 in possession singly or in the aggregate.
aggregate.

31—Jan.
14.°
31-Jan. 14.9
Oct. 10—Nov.
8.
10-Nov. 8.
Oct.

Oct. 10-Nov.
10—Nov. 8-----8
1-Nov. 30
30----Nov. 1—Nov.

1-Oct. 30 77-....-------..
Sept. 1—Oct.
Oct. 21—Nov.
29
21-Nov. 29--------------Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania----------- do ---------------------7
29—Jan. 7---------------Rhode Island'
Island'-------. Nov. 29-Jan.
Oct.
30 7
1-Nov. 30...........-------------..
Oct. 1—Nov.
do---------------------South Carolina
Carolina------- ---- do

- --

.

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

CI

Sept. 16-Oct.
16—Oct. 15.'
15.°
Sept.

-

.

(including sora) and gallinules,
gallinules, daily bag and possession limit 15, singly or in
* Florida: Rails (including
aggregate of all kinds.
rails and
and gallinules
season, they
they may
may
be taken during the waterfowl season,
permitted to be
gallinules are
are permitted
'7 When
When rails
after 1
1hour before sunset.
not be hunted after
I
Mourning doves in Dade, Monroe, and
and Broward
Broward Counties,
Counties, Oct. 1
1to Oct.
Oct. 30.
30.
i Florida: Mourning
' Shooting hours
I
hours for mourning
mourning doves in States
States indicated-12 o'clock noon until sunset.
10
10 New York: North and east
east of the tracks of the branch line of the New York Central
Central R. R.
from Oswego
Oswego to Syracuse,
York Central
Central R. R. from Syracuse
Syracuse to
Syracuse, the main line of the New York
from
Massachusetts
& Albany R. R.
Albany, and the main line of the Boston dr
R. from Albany to the Massachusetts
Albany,
State
State line, Oct. 10 to Nov. 1; west and south
south of the line above
above described (except
(except Long Island),
Oct. 21 to
Nov. 12;
Island, Oct.
Oct. 24 to Nov. 15; from
from
that part of New York known as Long Island,
12; that
Oct.
to Nov.
9
m. until
p. m.
on the
day in
in each
each of
of these
these zones;
zones; and
in all
all of the
the
and thereafter
thereafter in
opening day
the opening
5 p.
m. on
a. m.
until 5
g a.
6 p. m.
aforesaid zones
zones from 77a. m. until 6
aforesaid

0

1

acb

W
co

(b)
Flyway States
(b) Mississippi
MississippiFlyway
States
Rails and gallinules
galltnules

Woodcock

.

4I
Daily bag limits
limits -------- 41----Daily
881------Possession limits------Possession
limits
Seasons in:
in:
Seasons

Geese
Oeese

Coot
Coot

43
4-----4
4--3

10
10-----10
10------

Bora
Sora

25
15 1----------25---------15
15
25
25---5 $------------

44----------------8-----------------

29—Jan. 7
Dec. 1—Dee.
Nov.
29—Jan. 7
Alabama
Dec.
1-Dec. 30
30---7---.---------- - Nov.
Nov. 29-Jan.
7----.---------Alabama ---------Nov. 29-Jan.
Sept.
30 ------------------- do
do -----------Sept. 1—Oct.
1-Oct. 30
Arkansas
18-Dec. 27
27--------------Nov. 18—Dee.
Arkansas ----------- Nov.
13 &
Nov. 4-Dec.
4—Dee. 13
Illinois
do------------------------------------------------------- ---- do
Illinois ------------- Nov.
do_
Indiana
do
Oct.
13
15-Nov. 13------- do---------------------Oct. 15—Nov.
Indiana ----------- --. --- do--------------------Oct. 21—Nov.
Iowa
-.......................................
Iowa---------------Oct.
21-Nov. 29
29-----.-7--------------Nov. 29—Jan.
Sept.
Kentlicky
Sept. 1—Oct.
1-Oct. 30
30 ---------------------------------29-Jan. 7
Kentucky-.-------- -Nov.
27-----.------Nov. 18-Deo.
18—Dec. 27
Dec.
23-Jan. 21----Louisiana
Dec. 23—Jan.
21
Nov.
----- do
do -------------------Louisiana---------Oct. 7—Nov.
Oct.
7—Nov. 15
See note
note 7
7 -------Michigan
Oct. 7-Nov.
15 6--------------See
Michigan-----------Oct.
7-Nov. 15
15 --------------do---------------------Sept. 16-Nov.
16—Nov. 14
Oct.
30
Minnesota
Oct. 1—Oct.
1-Oct. 30---14 66----------.
Sept.
---- do
Minnesota--------Mississippi
Nov.
18—Dec. 27
Oct. 15—Dec.
13 6
6
1—Dec. 30
30 ----Mississippi -------Nov. 18-Dec.
27---------- ---Oct.
15-Dec. 13
------------- Dec.
Dec. 1-Dec.
Missouri
Missouri ---------Ohio
Ohio ------------Tennessee
Tennessee----------Wisconsin
Wisconsin----------

Nov.
Sept. 1—Oct.
4-Dee. 13
13 --------------Sept.
1-Oct. 30
30--------------Nov. 4—Dee.
- - -- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - Oct. 21—Nov.
29 ------------------- do.
do.'
I Oct.
21-Nov. 29
Nov.
Nov. 18—Dee.
18-Dec. 27
27- ----------.
_-___----------.-----------Oct.
14—Nov. 22
Oct. 14—Nov.
22 6--------14-Nov. 22
Oct. 14-Nov.
22----------Oct.

IBag
possession limit may include
include 1
wood duck only.
Daily bag for American and
1 wood
only. Daily
Ba or possession
red-breasted
mergansers 25 singly or In the aggregate
possession limit after
after
red-brested mergansers
aggregat of both kinds; no possession
the opening
day
of
the
season.
opening
in such limit not more than
geese or Its
its subspecies
subspecies or not more than
' Including In
th 2Canada
anada g2ese
white-fronted geese,
22white-ronted
geese or not more than 11of each of these speces.
= elea
sors) and
soa)
and gallinules.
gallinules.
Not more than 15 In the aggregate of rails (other thn

Mourning
Mourning or turtle dove

Others
Others

Nov.
Nov. 10—Dec.
10-Dec. 99--Oct. 8-Nov.
6----Oct.
8—Nov. 6
30 Oct. 1—Oct.
-Oct. 30-_'

10.
10.
10.
10.
Dec.
15. 4
Dec. 17—Jan.
17-Jan. 15.'
Sept.
15. 4
Sept. 16—Oct.
16-Oct. 15.4
Sept. 1—Sept.
30.
1-Sept. 30.
Sept.

Sept. 1—Sept.
1-Sept. 30.4
Sept.
30. 4
Dec.
1—Dee. 30.
Dec. 1-Dec.
30.'4
Sept.
16—Sept. 30
30 and
and Jan.
Jan
Sept. 16-Sept.
4
1—Jan.
1-Jan. 15.
15. 4
Sept.
30.
Sept. 1—Sept.
1-Sept. 30.
Sept.
Sept. 16—Oct.
16-Oct. 15.
15.'4

Shooting hours for mourning
'Shooting
mourning doves in States indicated-12 o'clock noon until sunset.
I
established as closed
closed
I No open season for geese in that part of Alexander County, Illinois, established
6521). 61 Stat. 1689.
1089.
area by Proclamation
Proclamation 2748 of Oct. 1,
1, 1947 (12 F. R. 6521).
When rails and galllnules
gallinules are permitted
permitted to be taken during the waterfowl season, they
they
'When
may
hunted after one hour before sunset.
sunset.
t not be hunted
/Woodcock:
Woodcock: Michigan, Upper Peninsula,
Peninsula, Oct. 1
1 to 20; Lower
Lower Peninsula, Oct. 15 to Nov. 5.
5.
4

xuar--sNouvrivapolia

Ducks

0

I-I

0
ci

z

(,,
t3

t-

`6Z

waterfowl and coot
Migratory waterfowl

(c)
Flyway States
Central Flyway
States
(c) Central
Rails
and gallinules
Rails and
gallinules

Migratory waterfowl and coot

Monrning or turtle dove
Mourning
Geese
Geese

Ducks
Ducks

Coot

Bore
Sora

Others
Others

1
25
10 .-----15
Daily
bag limits---------------limits
15 ,
--------25----------55' -..----------...
'1
44I
Daily bag
5
2
10
8
1
Possession
limits
15 ---25-------------- 15
----10---------- 25
5
5
'---8
Possession limits-------------Seasons
In:
Seasons in:
Oct. 14-Nov.
27 a
----.
.---------------------------------------14-Nov. 27'
Colorado
Colorado-------------------- Oct.
1-Oct. 30
Oct. 21-Dec.
30 6---------------- Sept.
Sept. 1-Oct.
4_---------------------Oct.
21-Dec. 4
Kansas
Kansas -------------------5
4
Nov. 18-Dec.
Oct. 7-Oct.
18-Dec. 5 4 ----... ----....... --------------.....
7-Oct. 24
24 and
and Nov.
Oct.
Montana------------------Montana
Sept.
1-Oct. 30
30 5---------------a
Oct. 21-Dec.
Sept. 1-Oct.
Oct.
21-Dec. 4
4-------------------------Nebraska----------------Nebraska
do.a5--7
--------------Oct. 14-Oct.
14-Oct. 31
Dec. 21-Jan. 7-------------do.
Oct.
31 and
and Dec.
New Mexico 6 7---------------7
5
do.' ------ ----------------20
Oct.
----- do.
Oct. 7-Nov.
7-Nov. 20-------------------------North Dakota-------------Dakota
do.'5 ---.------------.
21-Dec. 4
4------------------------------do.
Oklahoma
Oct. 21-Dec.
Oklahoma 88- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Oct.
do.'5 ..
do
------------South Dakota---Dakota
----------do--------------------------------do.
South
0
do.-----------------------7--------- --Dec. 21-Jan.
4-Nov. 21
Nov. 4-Nov.
21 and
and Dec.
21 -Jan. 7
do.
Texas
Texas 88115 ----------------- ---- - Nov.
1
C
10. 5 ---11 4 ------ ----- do.5
---24 and
and Nov.
24-Dec. 114
Nov. 24-Dec.
Oct. 7-Oct.
7-Oct. 24
Wyoming
Wyoming------------------2

3

5

In. Colorado,
IsNo
NO open season
season on wood duck in.
Colorado, Kansas, Nebraska, North Dakota,
Dakota, South
South
duck
Dakota, and Wyoming. In other States, bag or possession limit may include 11wood duck
In the aggregate
red-breasted mergansers 26
American and red-breasted
only. Daily bag for American
25 singly or in
aggregate of both
kinds; no possession limit after opening day of the season.
2 Canada geese or its subspecies, or not more than
3
IncludWg In
in such limit not more than 2
' Including
1 of each
2
each of these species.
2 white-fronted
white-fronted geese, or not more than 1
sora) and gallnules.
' Not more than 15 in the aggregate
s
aggregate of rails (other than sora)
galllnules.
Beaverhead, Gallatin, and Madison
4
Madison Counties in Montana,
4 No open season on snow geese in Beaverhead,
or in
In the States of Colorado and Wyoming.
or
to be taken during
during the waterfowl
s
' When rails and gallinules are permitted
permitted to
waterfowl season, they may
not be hunted after 1
1 hour before sunset.
highway s6,
16 to Oct. 15;
16; daily limit 10,
' New Mexico: Band-tailed pigeons; south of highway
s
80, Sept. 18
possession
possession limit 10; no open season in rest of State.
Mexico: Shooting
hours for mourning doves and band-tailed pigeons on first day of the
Shooting hours
I New Mexico:
sunset.
season 12 o'clock noon until sunset; thereafter from sunrise to soncPt.
season,
Angelino,
Nacogdoches, Angeline,
1 to 30;
30 Texas, in the counties of Shelby, Nacogdoches,
I Woodcock: Oklahoma, Dec. 1
'Woodcock:
Trinity, San Jacinto, Liberty, Chambers,
Chambers and all counties south and east thereof, Dec. 23 to
In rest of Texas.
4, possession limit 8.
Jan. 2i;
21; no open season in
TIMIS. Daily limit 4,
8.

10.
10.
10.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.

1-Oct. 12.
1-Sept. 30.
1-Sept. 15.
10-Oct. 1.
1.
10-Oct.
-Oct. 12.77
1-Oct.

Sept.
30.
Sept. 1-Sept.
1-Sept. 30.

0

I-I

0

9

See note.'
See
note.

9
Texas: Mourning
;Texas:
Mourning doves in Val Verde, Kinney, Uvalde, Medina,
Medina, Bexar, Comal, Hays,
Nacogdoches, and Shelby
Shelby
Travis, Williamson,
Williamson, Milam, Robertson,
Robertson, Leon, Houston, Cherokee, Nacogdoches,
not
Counties and all counties north and west thereof,
thereof, Sept. 1
1 to Oct. 15; in rest of State (but not
including
Cameron, Hidalgo, Starr,
Starr, Zapata, Webb, Maverick,
Hogg,
Including Cameron,
Maverick, Dimmit, La Salle, Jim Hogg,
Brooks,
Kenedy, and Willacy
Willacy Counties),
latter counties, Sept. 15,
15,
Counties), Oct. 11to Nov. 14;
14; in these latter
Brooks, Kenedy,
1 to Nov. 11 from one-half
4 p. m. until sunset,
17, and
and 19 from 4
sunset, and Oct. 1
one-half hour
hour before sunrise
to
Post, p.
1293.
p. 1293.
to sunset.
sunset. Post,
lo
Texas: White-winged
White-winged doves
Maverick, Kinney,
Cameron, Hidalgo,
Hidalgo, Starr,
Starr, Zapata, Webb, Maverick,
10Texas:
doves in Cameron,
Brewster,
Dimmit,
Salle, Jim Hogg,
Hogg, Brooks,
Willacy, Val Verde,
Verde, Terrell,
Terrell, Brewster,
Brooks, Kenedy, Willacy,
Dimmit, La Salle,
15,
from
Presidio,
Jeff
Davis,
Culberson,
Hudspeth,
El
Counties,
Sept.
17, and 19 from
and
Paso
Hudspeth,
Presidio, Jeff Davis,
4
p. m.
and possession
possession limit for white-winged
not
white-winged or mourning doves is not
bag and
4 p.
m. until sunset; daily bag
Post,
more than
than 10 singly
singly or in the aggregate
aggregate of both kinds;
kinds; no open season in rest
rest of State.
State. Post,
p. 1293.
1293.

pF
WC

5'

(d)
Pacific Flyway
Flyway States
States
(d) Pacific
Migratory waterfowl and coot
Geese and brant
(except Ross's
goose)

Ducks

Rails and gallinules
Mourning or turtle dove
Coot

Daily bag limits.5 1
6
15
Possession limits-----limits
10 1
15
6s -_
-I-o-:
e
J i5
- -_-_- Seasons
Seasons In:
in:
Arizona '---------Nov. 18-Jan.
18-Jan. 6---------------------6
Arizona
Nov.
California.-------See
California
See note
note'-------------------------Idaho
2and
and Dec.
9-Dec. 28
Idaho....-----.... Oct. 14-Nov.
14-Nov. 2
28 7-...
7
Dec. 9-Dec.
Nevada
Oct.
Nevada-----------Oct. 14-Dec.
14-Dec. 2
2----.
...
Oregon-------------Oregon
Oct.
and Dec.
Dec. 19
Oct. 21-Nov.
21-Nov. 9
9 and
19-Jan.
-Jan. 7
7.Utah
2
Utah
:
...........
Oct.
14-Dec. 2-----------------.-.-Oct. 14-Dec.
Washington
Washington, ----.--- Nov. 4-Dee.
4-Deo. 23
23--------------------Alaska ------------- See note
note 100.
---------.3

5

Bora

25

25
25--------~

Band-tailed pigeon

Others

15
15

5

C
3

Sept. 1-Oct.
1-Oct. 30--------_
30
Sept.

5

----:--:--------- - -----

0
§
0

10.
10.
10.

10
v ------.---..-..--------10
10'
-------4

4

Sept.
Sept. 1-Oct.
1-Oct. 15
15--------Sept.
30
Sept. 1-Sept.
1-Sept.
30---8
See
note.'--------See note.
Sept.
30
Sept. 1-Sept.
I-Sept. 30-------Sept.
15
Sept. 1-Sept.
1-Sept. 15--------

Sept. 16-Oct.
16-Oct. 15.
Sept.
15.
6
See note.
note. 6
See

:;iii.:i
oiiiii-ii!!iiii!
Sept.
1-Oct. 30
Sept. l-Oct.
30 9---------

'No
No open season
season on wood
Nevada, and
other Pacific
wood ducks
ducks in
In Arizona,
Arizona, Nevada,
and Utah.
Utah. In
In other
Pacific
Flyway
Flyway States and Alaska, bag or possession
possession limit may
include 1
only. Daily bag
may Include
1 wood
wood duck
duck only.
bag
for American
American and red-breasted
mergansers
25
singly
or
In
the
aggregate
of
both
kinds;
no
red-breasted mergansers
in
possession
after opening
the season.
season.
possession limit after
opening day of te
$In
In any
any combination not exceeding
exceeding 2
2of Canada geese
subspecies, white-fronted
white-fronted geese,
geese or its
Its subspecies,
geese,

or brant.
brattt.
s
$Not more
more than 15 in the aggregate
aggregate of rails (other than soa)
sore) sad
and gallinules.
gallinules.
44 Arizona:
Arirona: White-winged
15. The daily bag and pmsseRsion
White-winged dove, Sept. 11to 16.
possession limit for white,
whiteIn the aggregate
winged or mourning doves is not more than 10 singly or in
aggregate of both kinds.
Riverside and Imperial
Imperial Counties,
$Waterfowl and coot In
in those portions of San Bernardino,
Bernardino, Riverside
Californsia
Highway 95 from the Nevada line south to Blythe and east of the
California, east of U. S. Highway
paved and graded road extending from Blythe to Ripley,
Pals Verde and Ogilby
Ogllby south to Its
Ripley, Pala
its
intersection
S. Highway 80, thence east to Yama,
In rest ofthe
intersection with U. S.
Yuma, Nov. 18 to Jan. 6; in
of the
State, Oct. 21 to Nov. 99and Dec. 19 to Jan. 7.
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Sept. 1-Sept.
1-Sept. 30.
30.
Sept.

Do.

-

* California:
$
California: Band-tailed
Band-tailed pigeons, Sept. 16 to 30 and Dec. 17 to 31.
31.
7
7 Idaho: No open season on snow geese and no open season
season on geese
other species
in
geese of any other
species in
Canyon County except a
astrip 1
1mile wide on
mile
on each
each side
side of
of the Boise
Boise River and aastrip 1
1 mile
wide on the northeast
northeast side of the Snake
Snake River.
River.
88 Idaho: Mourning
Mourning doves in Boundary, Bonner
Kootenal, Shoshone,
Shoshone Benewah, Power, BanBonner, Kootenai,
nock, Franklin,
Frankln, Bear Lake, Caribou,
Bonneville, Clark, Jeferson,
Caribou, Bingham,
Bingham, Bormeville,
Jefferson, Fremont, Madison, Onelda,
Oneida, and Teton Counties, no open season; in rest of State, Sept. 1
1to 10.
$
gallinules are
taken during
the
season, they
' When rails and galllnules
are permitted
permitted to be
be taken
during the waterfowl
waterfowl season,
they
may not be bunted after 1
1hour before sunset.
"10 Alaska: In First Judicial Division
Division, Oct. 1
1 to Nov. 19; In
in Second and Fourth Judicial
Divisions and the entire drainage of Tanana
Tt6sna River
River in the Third Judicial
Judicial Division, Sept. 1
1 to
Oct. 20; In
in the rest of the Third Judicial
Judicial Division, Sept. 15 to Nov. 3.
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Compensatory

ex-
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toensioe
tension or reopem
reopening
of
hunting season.
of hunting
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Provided,
That whenever
the Director
Director of
Fish and
and
the Fish
of the
whenever the
however, That
Provided, however,
prevent
Wildlife Service shall find that emergency
emergency State action to prevent
forest fires
fires in
in any
any extensive
extensive area
area has resulted
shortening of the
resulted in
in the
the shortening
the
forest
season during
during which
which the
the hunting
hunting of
of any
migratory game
game bird
bird is
season
any migratory
is perpermitted and
that a
extension or
of the
hunting
or reopening
reopening of
the hunting
mitted
and that
a compensatory
compensatory extension
season for such birds will not result in a
adiminution of the abundance
of
of birds
birds to
to any greater
greater extent
extent than
than that
that contemplated
contemplated for the original
hunting
season, the
the hunting
season for
the birds
affected may,
may,
hunting season,
hunting season
for the
birds so
so affected
subject
extended or rethis subchapter,
subchapter, be extended
subject to all other
other provisions
provisions of this
opened
request of the
agency
the agency
upon request
the chief officer
officer of
of the
opened by the Director
Director upon
of
State exercising
administration over wildlife resources.
resources. The
The
exercising administration
of the
the State
Director
of the
Wildlife Service
the Fish
Fish and
and Wildlife
Service shall fix the length of the
Director of
extended
reopened season, which in no event shall exceed the
extended or reopened
number
hunting has been
been so prohibited, and he
number of days during which hunting
shall publicly announce
announce the extended
reopened season.
extended or reopened
follows:
2. Section 6.6 subsection (a) is amended to read as follows:
(a)
in or out
Rico, and
and the United
United
out of Alaska, Puerto
Puerto Rico,
(a) Transportation
Transportationin
States.
Migratory game
if dressed
dressed
and parts
parts thereof, which if
States. Migratory
game birds and
have the head, head plumage,
plumage, and feet attached
attached and which have been
lawfully taken, may be transported in or out of Alaska, Puerto Rico,
Rico,
District of Columbia, or any State during
during the open season where taken;
provided,
transported
provided, That the number of such birds permitted to be transported
out of or into any such State, Alaska, Puerto Rico, or the District of
Columbia
any one calendar
calendar week shall
Columbia or
or to
to aaforeign country
country during any
not exceed
permitted by §
§ 6.4 to
to be
be in the
the
exceed for one person the number permitted
possession of one person where taken.
Any
Any such birds or
or parts thereof transported from Alaska, Puerto
Rico,
later than 48 hours following the close of the
Rico, or
or any State not
not later
open season therein may continue in transit for such additional
additional time
immediately
exceed 5
immediately after shipment, not to exceed
5 days, as is necessary to
deliver them to their destination.
package in which such birds or parts thereof are transported
Any package
transported
shall have
name and
and address
the shipper
shipper and
and of
the consignee
consignee
address of
of the
of the
shall
have the
the name
accurate statement
statement of
parts
the numbers
numbers and kinds
kinds of
of birds or
or parts
and an
an accurate
of the
thereof contained
contained therein
marked on the
thereof
therein clearly
clearly and
and conspicuously
conspicuously marked
the
outside thereof.
thereof.
outside
3.
Section 6.6 subsection
follows:
subsection (b)
(b) is amended
amended to read
read as
as follows:
3. Section
(b)
Importations from
from Canada,
Canada, Mexico,
foreign country.
(b) Importations
Mexico, or
or other
other foreign
country.
Migratory
species on
on which
which open seasons
seasons are
are prescribed
prescribed
Migratory game birds of species
by §§ 6.4, and parts thereof, which
which if dressed
dressed have
have the head,
head, head
head
plumage,
which have been lawfully
lawfully taken
and
taken and
attached and which
plumage, and
and feet attached
possessed
transported
possessed in
in and
and exported
exported from
from aaforeign country, may
may be
be transported
into
Alaska, or
into the United
United States,
States, Alaska,
or Puerto
Puerto Rico during the
the open
open
seasons where taken; provided, That shipments from Mexico must be
accompanied
Mexican export
and shipments
shipments from
from Canada
accompanied by
by a
a Mexican
export permit
permit and
Canada
must be accompanied
accompanied by tags or permits if required
required by provincial
provincial or
dominion law; and provided,
further, That the number of such migradominion
provided, further,
game birds permitted
permitted to be
tory game
be so
so imported
imported during
during any
any one calendar
calendar
person the greatest
greatest number of each
each
week shall not exceed for one person
species permitted
permitted to be possessed by one person anywhere
species
anywhere in the
United States.
thereof transported
Any such birds or parts thereof
transported from
from Canada
Canada or
or Mexico
Mexico
immediately following
following the open season
season where
not later than 55 days immediately
taken may continue in transit for such additional time immediately
immediately
after shipment, not to exceed 5
5days, as is
is necessary
necessary to
to deliver them
them
destination. Any package
thereof
to their
their destination.
package in which
which such birds
birds or
or parts thereof
transported shall have the name and address
are transported
address of the
the shipper
shipper and
of the consignee and an accurate statement of the numbers and kinds
of
of birds or parts thereof
thereof therein contained clearly and conspicuously
conspicuously
marked on the outside thereof.
thereof.
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6.6 subsection
4. Section 6.6
subsection (c)
is amended
amended to
to read
follows:
(c) is
read as
as follows:
(c)
Possession. Within the maximum possession limits
limits prescribed
prescribed
(c) Possession.
by §
§ 6.4 migratory game birds lawfully
lawfully taken
taken within aa State
State or
or
transported
transported or
imported in
with the
provisions of
of paraparaor imported
in accordance
accordance with
the provisions
graphs (a)
(a) or (b) of this section, may be
be possessed
in any
any State,
State, DisDispossessed in
trict of Columbia, Alaska,
Alaska, or
or Puerto
Puerto Rico
during the
the open
season
Rico during
open season
taken and for an
an additional
where taken
additional 90
days next
succeeding said
said open
90 days
next succeeding
open
season.
season.
5. Section 6.8
6.8 subsection
subsection (b)
(b) is
is amended
as follows:
amended to
to read
read as
follows:
(b) Special
Special authorization.
(b)
Imports from
from Mexico
must be
authorization. Imports
Mexico must
be accomaccompanied
panied by
State or
municipal
by Mexican
Mexican export
export permits,
permits, but
but otherwise
otherwise State
or municipal
game farms or
or city
game
city parks
parks may
may acquire,
acquire, possess,
possess, dispose
dispose of,
of, and
transand transport lawfully obtained live migratory
migratory waterfowl
waterfowl without
without aa special
special
and societies,
societies, and
permit; and public museums, zoological
zoological parks and
and
scientific and educational
public scientific
educational institutions
institutions may
may acquire
acquire by
by gift,
gift, loan
loan
or purchase
purchase and may possess, dispose
dispose of,
of, and
and transport
lawfully
transport lawfully
obtained
obtained migratory
and their
parts without
without
migratory birds
birds and
their eggs,
eggs, nests,
nests, or
or parts
obtaining
obtaining a
aspecial
special permit.
permit. No
No such
birds may
may be
be sold
sold to,
such birds
to, purchased
purchased
from,
from, or
not authorized
or exchanged
exchanged with
with any
any person
person not
authorized pursuant
pursuant to
to this
this
section
section to
to sell,
sell, purchase,
purchase, or
or exchange
them.
exchange them.
6.
Section 6.8
subsection (c)
is amended
read as
follows:
6. Section
6.8 subsection
(c) is
amended to
to read
as follows:
(c) Special
Permits for
sale,
(c)
Special permits.
permits. Permits
for the
the importation,
importation, taking,
taking, sale,
purchase or
purchase
acquisition, and
and possession
possession of
migratory birds
birds
or other
other acquisition,
of live
live migratory
and their
eggs for
and
their eggs
propagating purposes;
purposes; for
the importation,
for propagating
for the
importation, taking,
taking,
sale,
purchase or
other acquisition,
acquisition, and
birds
sale, purchase
or other
and possession
possession of
of migratory
migratory birds
and their
their eggs,
eggs, nests,
and
nests, or
or parts
parts for
scientific and
and other
other limited
limited purposes;
purposes;
for scientific
and transportation
transportation of
for the disposition and
of such
such birds,
nests, parts,
parts,
birds, eggs,
eggs, nests,
and their
their increase;
for the
mounting or
or other
and
increase; and
and for
the mounting
other preparation
preparation by
by aa
taxidermist
such birds,
birds, eggs,
or nests,
issued by
by the
Director,
taxidermist of
of such
eggs, or
nests, may
may be
be issued
the Director,
Fish and Wildlife
Wildlife Service,
Washington 25,
C., upon
such terms
terms and
and
Service, Washington
25, D.
D. C.,
upon such
conditions as are
consistent with
the protection
protection of
the species
are consistent
with the
of the
species and
and the
the
general
of §§
6.1 to
to 6.12
which terms
terms and
and conditions
conditions may
general purposes
purposes of
§§ 6.1
6.12 which
may
include, among other things, the
of premises
by
the inspection
inspection of
premises and
and records
records by
authorized
employees of
of the
the keeping
records and
and
authorized employees
the Department,
Department, the
keeping of
of records
the
making of
of reports.
Importations from
from Mexico
under this
this subthe making
reports. Importations
Mexico under
subsection must
must be
be accompanied
accompanied by
export permit.
permit.
section
by aa Mexican
Mexican export
To insure
insure the
the preservation
birds, permits
permits to
for
To
preservation of
of migratory
migratory birds,
to take
take for
scientific and
propagating purposes
purposes may
be denied
denied or
or they
they may
limit
scientific
and propagating
may be
may limit
the
species of
of such
birds or
or their
their eggs
eggs to
to be
therethe number
number and
and species
such birds
be taken
taken thereunder, the place
place where
where they
they may
may be
taken, and
and the
the manner
and means
be taken,
manner and
means
of taking.
Migratory birds,
birds, their
eggs, and
and nests
nests may
may not
not be
be sold
sold to,
of
taking. Migratory
their eggs,
to,
purchased from,
or exchanged
by this
purchased
from, or
exchanged with
with any
any person
person not
not authorized
authorized by
this
section
by a
permit issued
issued under
under this
this subsection
to make
make such
section or
or by
a permit
subsection to
such
sale,
or exchange.
sale, purchase
purchase,sor
exchange.
No
permit issued
under this
this subsection
taking,
No permit
issued under
subsection shall
shall authorize
authorize the
the taking,
possession,
sale, purchase,
exchange, or
or transportation
of migratory
possession, sale,
purchase, exchange,
transportation of
migratory
birds
or their
their eggs
tke permittee
permittee also
also possesses
whatbirds or
eggs or
or nests
nests unless
unless the
possesses whatever
be required
for such
such action
to the
the laws
laws and
ever permit
permit may
may be
required for
action pursuant
pursuant to
and
regulations of
of the
the State,
District concerned.
regulations
State, Territory,
Territory, or
or District
concerned.
7.
Section 6.8
6.8 subsections
(d) and
and (e)
are redesignated
sub7. Section
subsections (d)
(e) are
redesignated as
as subsections (e)
new subsection
desigsections
(e) and
and (f),
(f), respectively,
respectively, and
and aa new
subsection to
to be
be designated as
as §
(d) is
is added
added to
read as
nated
§ 6.8
6.8 (d)
to read
as follows:
follows:
(d)
and revocation.
No permit
permit issued
hereunder shall
shall be
(d) Transfer
Transfer and
revocation. No
issued hereunder
be
transferable.
any permit
terminate
transferable. The
The privilege
privilege granted
granted by
by any
permit shall
shall terminate
upon the
the expiration
of the
the period
period named
named therein
therein or
or any
extension
upon
expiration of
any extension
thereof, unless
sooner terminated.
terminated.
thereof,
unless the
the permit
permit is
is sooner
8.
subsection (e),
(e), as
redesignated, is
to read
8. Section
Section 6.8
6.8 subsection
as redesignated,
is amended
amended to
read
as
follows:
as follows:
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Effective date.
Effective
date.

40 Stat.
Stat. 755.
755.
16 U. S.. C.
C. S§
4
1¢ 703703711;
711; Supp.
Supp. II, §
§ 704
notes.
Approval of amendApproval
ments.
ments.
40 Stat. 755.
16 U. S.
C. §
§ 704;
704;
S. C.
Supp. II,
II, § 701
704 notes.
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[63 STAT.

(e) Applications
Applications for permits.
permits. Applications
Applications for
for permits
permits shall
shall be
be
addressed to the Director, Fish and
and Wildlife Service, Washington
Washington 25,
25,
D. C., in such form as he may
may prescribe.
prescribe.
These amendments
amendments shall become
on and
and after
become effective
effective on
September 1,
after September
1,
1949.
1949.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF,
WHEREOF, I
I have
have hereunto
hereunto subscribed
subscribed my
my name
name
and caused the seal of the Department
Department of
to be
affixed,
of the Interior
Interior to
be affixed,
of July,
this 27th day
day of
July, 1949.
1949.
[SEAL]
[sEA 1.1
J
KRUG
J A
A KRUG
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
Interior
Secretary
AND WHEREAS
WHEREAS upon
that approval
of
upon consideration
consideration it
it appears
appears that
approval of
the foregoing
amendments will
will effectuate
the aforeforegoing amendments
effectuate the
the purposes
purposes of
of the
aforesaid Migratory
Migratory Bird Treaty
Treaty Act:
Act:
NOW, THEREFORE,
THEREFORE, I, HARRY S.
TRUMAN, President
the
S. TRUMAN,
President of
of the
United States of America,
America, under and by
virtue of the
vested
by virtue
the authority vested
in me by section 3
3 of the said Migratory
Migratory Bird
Treaty Act of July
Bird Treaty
July 3,
3,
1918, do hereby
hereby approve and proclaim the foregoing amendments.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF,
hereunto set
set my
my hand
WHEREOF, II have
have hereunto
hand and
and
caused the seal of
America to
to be
be affixed.
affixed.
of the
the United
United States
States of
of America
DONE at the City of Washington
of July
in the
year
Washington this
this 29th
29th day
day of
July in
the year
of our Lord nineteen hundred and forty-nine, and of
of the
[SEAL] Independence
[SEAL]
United States
America the
the one
Independence of
of the
the United
States of
of America
one
hundred and seventy-fourth.
hundred
seventy-fourth.
HARRY
TRUMAN
HARRY S
S TRUMAN

President:
By the
the President:

DEAN ACHESON
DEAN
ACHESON
Secretary
State
Secretary of Sate

FIRE
PREVENTION WEEK,
FIRE PREVENTION
WEEK, 1949
1949
August 2, 1049
1949

[No. 2849]

BY
PRESIDENT OF THE
BY THE PRESIDENT
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
STATES OF AMERICA
AMERICA

A
PROCLAMATION
A PROCLAMATION

Designation of Fire
Designation
Prevention Week.
Week.
Prevention

Observance.
Observance.

WHEREAS the lives
of thousands
of our
our fellow
Americans—men,
WHEREAS
lives of
thousands of
fellow Americans-men,
women, and children-are
children—are destroyed each year by fire
fire and
countless
and countless
others suffer permanent
permanent disability from the same
same cause; and
and
WHEREAS
WHEREAS preventable
preventable fires also
also destroy
destroy an
an untoli
untold amount
amount of
of
irreplaceable
irreplaceable natural resources
resources and of private
private and
and public property,
property,
including forests and farms, schools and churches,
churches, hospitals,
hospitals, homes,
homes,
and
and factories;
factories; and
WHEREAS for
the prevention
prevention of
fires is
is of
of the
utmost
WHEREAS
for these reasons
reasons the
of fires
the utmost
concern
every American
American citizen:
concern to
to every
citizen:
NOW, THEREFORE,
THEREFORE, I, HARRY
HARRY S. TRUMAN,
TRUMAN, President
President of
of the
United
America, do hereby
United States of America,
the week
hereby designate the
week beginning
beginning
October
as Fire
Fire Prevention
Prevention Week.
Week.
October 9,
9, 1949,
1949, as
I earnestly
earnestly request that during
I
all of
us undertake
during that week
week all
of us
undertake a
a
year-round campaign
year-round
fires in
and in
campaign against destructive
destructive fires
in our
our homes
homes and
in
our communities.
communities. IIalso request
request that State
and local
local governments,
governments, the
the
State and
American National Red Cross,
American
National Fire
Waste Council,
Council, the
Cross, the
the National
Fire Waste
the
Chamber of Commerce
Commerce of the United States, business,
business, labor,
labor, and
and farm
organizations, churches,
churches, schools, civic groups, and
organizations,
agencies of
and agencies
of public
public
information, including newspapers,
information,
newspapers, magazines, and
and the radio, teletelevision, and motion
motion picture industries, cooperate fully in
in the
the observance
observance
of Fire Prevention
I direct the appropriate
Prevention Week. I
appropriate agencies
agencies of
of the
the
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Federal Government to assist in arousing public awareness
awareness of
of the
participation in this crusade
need for active participation
crusade against the frightful toll
toll
of life and property resulting
fires.
resulting from fires.
WHEREOF, II have hereunto set my hand and
IN WITNESS
WITNESS WHEREOF,
caused the Seal of the United States of America to
be affixed.
affixed.
to be
DONE at the City of Washington
Washington this 2d day
the
day of
of August
August in the
year of our Lord nineteen hundred and forty-nine,
forty-nine, and
and of
of
[SEAL] the Independence
Independence of the United States
[sEAL]
States of America
America the
the one
one
hundred and seventy-fourth.
HARRY S
TRUMAN
HARRY
S TRUMAN
By
the President:
By the
President:
DEAN ACHESON
ACHESON
DEAN

Secretary
Secretary of State.

AMENDMENT
OF PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION No.
AMENDMENT OF
PRESCRIBING REGULATIONS
No. 2523
2523 PRESCRIBING
REGULATIONS
RELATING
TO THE
RELATING TO
THE CONTROL
CONTROL OF
OF PERSONS
ENTERING OR
OR LEAVING
PERSONS ENTERING
LEAVING
THE
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
STATES

BY
PRESIDENT OF
UNITED STATES
BY THE
THE PRESIDENT
OF THE
THE UNITED
STATES OF
OF AMERICA
AMERICA

August 17,
August
17, 1949
1949
[No.
[No. 2850]
2850]

A
PROCLAMATION
A PROCLAMATION

WHEREAS
WHEREAS Proclamation
Proclamation No. 2523 of
November 14, 1941,
of November
1941, issued
issued
under and by virtue of the authority vested in the
the act
the President by the
act
of May 22, 1918, 40 Stat. 559, as amended
amended by the
1941,
the act of
of June 21,
21, 1941,
55 Stat. 252, prescribes
prescribes regulations
regulations which
which impose certain
certain restrictions
restrictions
addition to
provided by
by law,
upon
and prohibitions, in addition
to those otherwise
otherwise provided
law, upon
the departure of persons from and their
the United
United States;
States;
their entry into
into the
and
WHEREAS
United States,
States, within
within
WHEREAS I
I find that the
the interests of the United
the meaning of the said act of June
21, 1941,
of the
conJune 21,
1941, and
and by
by reason
reason of
the continued existence
existence of the conditions set
thereof, rereset forth
forth in
in section
section 1
1 thereof,
quire that the said proclamation
proclamation be amended as hereinafter
hereinafter set forth:
of the
the
NOW, THEREFORE, I,
I, HARRY
HARRY S.
S. TRUMAN,
TRUMAN, President
President of
United States of America,
America, acting under and by virtue
virtue of the authority
authority
mentioned, do
vested in the President by the act
act of
of Congress above
above mentioned,
do
proclaim as follows:
follows:
proclaim
1. The said Proclamation No. 2523 is hereby amended so that
1.
that
paragraph numbered
together with the succeeding
suceeeding unparagraph
numbered (3) thereof, together
numbered paragraph, shall read
follows:
numbered
read as follows:
"(3) (a) After the effective
effective date of
regulations hereinherein"(3)
of the rules and regulations
after authorized, no alien shall enter or
or attempt to
to enter
enter the
the
possession of a
avalid
United States unless he
he is in possession
valid unexpired perpermit to enter issued by the Secretary
Secretary of State, or
or by
by an
an approappropriate officer
officer designated
designated by the Secretary
exempted
Secretary of
of State,
State, or is
is exempted
obtaining a
a permit
permit to
to enter,
enter, in
accordance with
from obtaining
in accordance
with rules
rules and
and
regulations which
which the Secretary
Secretary of State, with
regulations
with the
the concurrence
concurrence
Attorney General,
authorized to prescribe.
of the Attorney
General, is hereby authorized
prescribe.
"(b) No
to an
an alien
alien if
if it
to
"(b)
No permit to
to enter shall
shall be issued
issued to
it appears
appears to
the satisfaction
satisfaction of the issuing officer, or the Secretary
Secretary of
of State,
that the alien's entry would be prejudicial to the
the interests
interests of the
the
United States within the meaning
meaning of
of the
the rules and
and regulations
regulations
hereinbefore
authorized to be prescribed
hereinbefore authorized
prescribed by the Secretary
Secretary of
State with the concurrence
concurrence of
of the Attorney General.
General.
"(c) Notwithstanding
"(c)
Notwithstanding the
paragraphs
the provisions
provisions of the foregoing
foregoing paragraphs
(a) and (b), no alien applying for admission, even with a
a valid
valid
permit to enter, shall enter or be permitted to enter the United
United

55
55 Stat.
Stat. 1696.
1696.
22
S. C. §§
22 U.
U.s..
i. 223223226b.

55
Stat. 252.
252.
66 Stat.
22
U. .S. C.
C. §§
223,
22 U.
i. 223,
225-226b.
225-226b.

Control of persons
entering
entering orpersons
or leavin
leavingg
U.
amendment of
U. S.,
S., amendment
of
proclamation.
proclamation.

55 Stat.
55
Stat. 1697.
1097.
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States if it appears
General
appears to the satisfaction
satisfaction of
of the
the Attorney
Attorney General
that
be prejudicial
prejudicial to
to the
of the
the
that such entry would
would be
the interests
interests of
States."
United States."
2. All existing regulations
promulgated under
pursuant to
to the
the
regulations promulgated
under or
or pursuant
said Proclamation
Proclamation No. 2523 are
hereby ratified
ratified and
confirmed and
are hereby
and confirmed
and
shall be construed
construed to have
the same
effect as
as if
if included
have the
same effect
included in
in such
such
proclamation:
Provided, however, that nothing contained
proclamation: Provided,
contained herein
herein shall
shall
deemed to
be deemed
to limit lawful authority
authority to
to amend
amend or
or modify
modify such
such
regulations.
regulations.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF,
WHEREOF, II have
my hand
hand and
and
have hereunto
hereunto set
set my
caused
caused the Seal of the United States
to be
be affixed.
affixed.
States of America
America to
DONE at the City of Washington
Washington this 17th day of
in the
the
of August
August in
year of our Lord nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and forty-nine,
forty-nine, and
of
and of
[SEAL]
Independence of the
[sEAL] the Independence
of America
the United States
States of
America the
the one
one
hundred
and seventy-fourth.
seventy-fourth.
hundred and
HARRY S
HARRY
S TRUMAN
TRUMAN
By the President:
President:
DEAN ACHESON
ACHESON

Secretary of
Secretary
of State.

DETERMINING
DETERMINING BEMIDONE
BEMIDONE AND
IX OTHER
OPIATES
AND S
SIX
OTHER DRUGS
DRUGS TO
TO BE
BE OPIATES
August
24, 1949
August 24,
1949
(No.
28511
[No. 28561

BY THE

PRESIDENT

OF THE

UNITED STATES
STATES OF AMERICA
UNITED
AMERICA

A
PROCLAMATION
A PROCLAMATION
68
66Stat. 38.
38
26U.
26 U. S. C.
. 13228
3228 (f).
(0.

53
53 Stat. 269.
269.
u.s.
25826 U.
S. .C. §.
ft 25582565.
2565.
52
1040.
52 Stat. 1040.
21
U. S.
21 U.
S. C.
c. II
UI 301301392; Supp. II,
392;
II, 331
331 d
d
seq.

Ante,
Ante, p. 882.

WHEREAS
WHEREAS section
section 3228 (f) of the
Revenue Code
the Internal Revenue
Code proprovides in part as
follows:
as follows:
"OPIATE.-The
"OPIATE.—The word 'opiate'
'opiate' as
used in
this part
subas used
in this
part and
and subchapter A of chapter
chapter 23 shall mean any drug
drug (as
defined in
in the
the
(as defined
Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic
Cosmetic Act) found
of
found by the
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Treasury, after due notice and opportunity
for public
opportunity for
public hearing,
hearing,
to have an addiction-forming
addiction-forming or addiction-sustaining
addiction-sustaining liability
liability
similar to morphine or cocaine, and proclaimed
proclaimed by
President to
by the
the President
to
have
Secretary. *
have been so
so found by
by the
the Secretary.
* ** *";
AND WHEREAS the Secretary of the Treasury, after
after due notice
and opportunity for public hearing,
that each
each of
of the
followhearing, has found
found that
the following named drugs and their salts has addiction-forming
addiction-forming or
addictionor addictionsustaining liability similar to morphine, and that in the public interest
interest
this finding should be
be effective
effective immediately:
immediately:
1. Bemidone--------1.
2. NU-1196
NU-1196---------3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Effectivity of
of findBffectiUvty
find.
ins concerning
concernig ca.
certain drugs.
druSL
III

4-

NU-1779-------NU-1932 -------NU-1932
N. I. H.-2933 --N. I. H.-2953
H.-2953--CB-11
CB-II-------.-

.

1-methyl-4-met
ahy dro x
xyphe
yphe n
nyl-piperidine-4-caryl-piperidine-4-carl-methyl-4-metahydro
boxylic acid ethyl ester.
boxylic
a-1,3-climethy1-4-phenyl-4-propionoxy
piperidine.
a-1,3-dimethyl-4-phenyl-4-propionoxy
piperidine.
(also known as Nisentil).
-l1,3-dimethyl-4-phenyl-4-propionoxy
P-1,3-dimethy1-4-pheny1-4-propionoxy piperidine.
piperidine.
-l-methyl-3-ethyl-4-phenyl-4-propionoxy piperidine.
ft-l-methyl-3-ethyl-4-pheny1-4-propionoxy
piperidine.
6-dimethylamino-4,4-dipheny1-3-heptanol.
6-dimethylamino-4,4-diphenyl-3-heptanol.
6
6Dimethylamino-4,4-dipheny1-3-acetoxyheptane.
-Dimethylamino-4,4-diphenyl-3-acetoxyheptane
6-morpholino-4,4-diphenyl-3-heptanone.
6-morpholino-4,4-dipheny1-3-heptanone.
(also
(also known
known
as Heptazone
Heptazone or Heptalgin).

NOW, THEREFORE,
THEREFORE, I, HARRY
HARRY S.
TRUMAN, President
President of
S. TRUMAN,
of the
the
United States of America, do hereby proclaim
proclaim that the Secretary
Secretary of
of
the Treasury
Treasury has found that each of the aforementioned
aforementioned drugs and
their salts has an addiction-forming
addiction-sustaining liability
addiction-forming and addiction-sustaining
similar to morphine, and that in the public interest
interest this
this finding
finding should
should
be effective
effective immediately.
immediately.

63 STAT.]
STAT.]
63
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IN WITNESS
I have hereunto set my
WITNESS WHEREOF, I
my hand
and
hand and
caused the seal of the United States to
to be
be affixed.
affixed.
DONE at the City of Washington
Washington this 24th day of August in
in the
the
year of our Lord nineteen
hundred and forty-nine, and
nineteen hundred
and of
of
Independence of the United States of America
[SEAL] the Independence
America the
the one
one
hundred and seventy-fourth.
seventy-fourth.
HARRY
HARRY S
TRUMAN
S TRUMAN
By the President:
DEAN ACHESON
ACHESON
DEAN
Secretary of State.
State.
Secretary

FURTHER
FURTHER POSTPONING
POSTPONING THE
THE EFFECTIVE
EFFECTIVE DATE
DATE OF
OF PROCLAMATION
No.
PROCLAMATION No.

PRESCRIBING CHANGES
2775 OF MARCH
M ARCH 26,
26, 1948,
1948, PRESCRIBING
PANAMA
CHANGES IN
IN PANAMA
CANAL
TOLL RATES
RATES
CANAL TOLL
BY THE
THE PRESIDENT
OF THE
BY
PRESIDENT OF
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
OF AMERICA
AMERICA

August 25,
BM
Augst
25, 1949
W
O. 28621
2852]
INo.

A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION

WHEREAS
WHEREAS section
section 411 of title 22of
Canal Zone
Zone Code,
approved
of the
the Canal
Code, approved
June 19, 1934, authorizes
authorizes the President
President to
prescribe and
and from
time to
to
to prescribe
from time
time change the tolls that shall be levied by the Government
of the
Government of
the
United States for the use of the Panama Canal,
provides that
Canal, and
and provides
that no
no
tolls when so prescribed
prescribed shall be changed unless six
months' notice
notice
six months'
thereof is given by the President by proclamation;
proclamation; and
and
WHEREAS
increased tolls for the use of
WHEREAS increased
Panama Canal
were
of the Panama
Canal were
prescribed
prescribed by Proclamation
Proclamation No. 2775 of
the said
said
of March
March 26,
26, 1948,
1948, the
proclamation
proclamation to become effective
effective on
on October
October 1,
1, 1948;
1948; and
and
WHEREAS the effective
effective date of
of the
said Proclamation
No. 2775
2775
the said
Proclamation No.
thereafter postponed
was thereafter
postponed until September
and
September 1,
1, 1949;
1949; and
WHEREAS
WHEREAS it appears consistent with the public interest
interest further
further
to postpone
postpone the effective date of the said Proclamation
Proclamation No.
2775:
No. 2775:
NOW, THEREFORE,
THEREFORE, I, HARRY
HARRY S. TRUMAN,
President of
of the
the
TRUMAN, President
United States of America, acting under and by virtue of the
the authority
authority
vested in me by the aforesaid
aforesaid section 411 of title 2
the Canal
Canal Zone
Zone
2 of
of the
Code, do hereby proclaim
proclaim that the effective
Proclamaeffective date of the
the said Proclamation No. 2775 of March 26, 1948, is further postponed
to, and
and shall
postponed to,
shall
be
be, April 1,
1, 1950.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF
I have hereunto
WHEREOF, I
hereunto set my hand and
caused the seal of the United States of America
America to
to be
be affixed.
affixed.
DONE at the City of Washington
Washington this 25th day of
of August in the
year of our Lord nineteen
nineteen hundred and
forty-rune, and
and of
and forty-nine,
of
[SEAL] the Independence
[SEAL]
Independence of
the one
of the United
United States of
of America
America the
one
hundred and seventy-fourth.
seventy-fourth.
HARRY
HARRY SS TRUMAN
TRUMAN
By the President:

62
Stat. 149.
62 Stat.
1494.
62 Stat.
1494.
62
Stat. 1494.

62
Stat. 1494.
62 Stat.
1494.
Effective
of
Effective date
date of
Proclamation
Proclamation No.
No.
2775.
2775.

62 Stat.
Stat. 144.
1494.
63

DEAN ACHESON
DEAN
ACHESON
Secretary of State.
UNITED NATIONS
NATIONS DAY,
DAY, 1949
1949
UNITED
BY THE
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF
OF THE
UNITED STATES
AMERICA
BY
THE UNITED
STATES OF
OF AMERICA

A PROCLAMATION
A
PROCLAMATION
WHEREAS
WHEREAS throughout the march of civilization mankind
mankind has
yearned
yearned for security, justice, and lasting
peace; and
and
lasting peace;

A
ugust
1949
Auo
st 25,
25, 1M9
(No. 28631
2863)
[No.
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PROCLAMATIONSAUG.25,
25, 26,
PROCLAMATIONS-AUG.
26, 1949
1949

[63
STAT.
[63 STAT.

1031.
103L

WHEREAS
United Nations,
embodies
WHEREAS the
the Charter
Charter of
of the United
Nations, which
which embodies
these aspirations, has instilled in the peoples of the
renewed
the world a
a renewed
faith that by cooperative
international effort
perseverance they
cooperative international
effort and
and perseverance
they
may
and
may succeed
succeed in
in effectuating
effectuating these ideals
ideals among
among men;
men; and
WHEREAS October 24, 1949, marks
completion of
the fourth
fourth
WHEREAS
marks the
the completion
of the
year in
the United
United Nations
has been
been a
living force
solving
in which
which the
Nations has
a living
force for
for solving
the major problems involved in transforming
transforming a
a shattered
shattered world
world into
into
habitation for the human
aa better habitation
human race;
race; and
and
WHEREAS the General Assembly of the United
WHEREAS
its
United Nations,
Nations, by its
resolution of October
October 31,
October 24,
24, the
unanimous resolution
31, 1947,
1947, established
established October
the
anniversary
anniversary of the coming into force of the
Charter of
of the
United
the Charter
the United
59 Stat.
59
Stat. 1031.
1031.
Nations, as "United
"United Nations Day", to be devoted each year
year to
to acquainting all peoples with the aims and achievements
achievements of
of the
the United
Nations and to gaining
gaining their support for
organization:
for the work
work of this
this organization:
Observance of
Observance
of
NOW, THEREFORE,
THEREFORE, I, HARRY
HARRY S.
S. TRUMAN,
TRUMAN, President
President of
of the
the
United
United Nations
Nations Day.
Day.
United States of America, do hereby urge the
the people of the United
States to observe October
October 24, 1949,
United Nations
Nations Day
Day with
with
1949, as
as United
ceremonies designed to affirm our faith in the objectives of
of the
United
the United
Nations, our appreciation of its accomplishments,
to
accomplishments, and our resolve
resolve to
give active support to its principles.
principles.
I
officials of the
the GoverGoverI also call upon
upon the
the officials
the Federal
Federal Government,
Government, the
nors of States, the mayors of cities, and other public officials, as well
well
as civic, educational,
educational, and religious organizations;
organizations; upon
upon the
the agencies
agencies
of the press, radio, and other media of information;
information; and
and upon
upon individual
individual
citizens to cooperate fully in
programs dedicated
dedicated to
strengthenin public
public programs
to strengthening our participation
participation in the work of the
the United
United Nations.
IN WITNESS
WITNESS WHEREOF,
my hand
hand and
and
WHEREOF, I
I have hereunto
hereunto set
set my
caused the Seal of the United States of America
America to
to be affixed.
affixed.
DONE at the City of Washington this 25th day of August
August in
in the
the
year of our Lord nineteen hundred and forty-nine, and of
[SEA] the Independence
[SEAL]
Independence of
of America
America the
the one
one
of the
the United States of
hundred and seventy-fourth.
HARRY S
TRUMAN
HARRY
S TRUMAN
By the President:
By
President:
59 Stat.

DEAN
DEAN ACHESON
ACHESON

Secretary
State
Secretary of State

AMENDMENTS
OF REGULATIONS
REGULATIONS RELATING
AMENDMENTS OF
RELATING TO
M IGRATORY BIRDS
BIRDS AND
TO MIGRATORY
AND
GAME
GAME M
AMMALS
MAMMALS
August 26,
1949
August
28. 1949
(No.
No. 28B64
28641

BY
PRESIDENT OF
STATES OF
BY THE
THE PRESIDENT
OF THE
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
OF AMERICA
AMERICA
A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION
A

39 Stat.
39
1702.
Stat. 1702.

50 Stat.
60
Stat. 1311.
1311

16 U.
U. 8.
8. 0.
16
0. Iff 703703711;; Supp.
Supp. IL f
1 704
704
711
notes.
notes.
5
U. 8.
8. 0.
5 U.
0. 1
i 1334
133t
note.
note.

WHEREAS the Secretary of the Interior has adopted and submitted
to me for approval the following
following amendments
amendments of the regulations
migratory birds and game mammals included in the terms
relating to migratory
terms
of the Convention
Convention between the United States and Great Britain for
for
the protection
protection of migratory
migratory birds concluded
concluded August 16, 1916,
1916, and the
the
Convention between the United States and the United Mexican
Mexican
States for the protection of migratory birds and certain game mammals concluded February 7, 1936:
1936:
AMENDMENTS
AMENDMENTS OF
IGRATORY BIRD
TREATY ACT
OF M
MIGRATORY
BIRD TREATY
ACT
REGULATIONS ADOPTED
REGULATIONS
ADOPTED BY
BY THE
THE SECRETARY
SECRETARY OF
OF THE
NTERIOR
THE I
INTERIOR

By virtue of and pursuant
pursuant to the Migratory
Migratory Bird Treaty Act of
July 3, 1918 (40 Stat. 755),
Reorganization Plan II (53 Stat. 1431),
755), and Reorganization
1431),

63 STAT.]
STAT.]

PROCLAMATIONS-AUG.
PROCLAMATIONS— AITG.26,
30, 1949
1949
26, 30,

and in order to correct certain clerical errors, I,
Krug Secretary
I, J.
J. A.
A. Krug
Secretary
of the
the Interior,
of
Interior, do hereby
hereby amend
amend the regulations
regulations approved by
by ProclaProclamation
mation No. 2848 of July 29, 1949, by changing the dates
September
dates of
of September
15, 17, and 19 where such dates appear in
and 10
in footnotes 9
9 and
10 under
under
schedule
schedule (c) in section 6.4 thereof
thereof (relating to the hunting of
of whitewhitewinged and mourning
mourning doves in Texas) to read September 16,
and
16, 18,
18, and
20.
20.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, IIhave hereunto
hereunto subscribed
my name
name
subscribed my
and caused
caused the seal of the Department
Department of the Interior to be
and
be affixed,
affixed,
this 19th day of August, 1949.
[SEAL]
A KRUG
JJ A
KRUG
Secretary of the
Secretary
the Interior
Interior
AND
WHEREAS
AND WHEREAS the amendments
amendments correct errors in the said
said
Proclamation No. 2848 of July 29,
29, 1949:
1949:
NOW, THEREFORE,
THEREFORE, I, HARRY
HARRY S. TRUMAN,
TRUMAN, President
NOW,
President of
of the
the
United States of America, under and by virtue of
of the
the authority
authority
vested in me by section 33 of the said Migratory
Migratory Bird
vested
Treaty Act
Act of
Bird Treaty
of
July 3, 1918, do hereby approve and proclaim the foregoing
amendforegoing amendments.
IN WITNESS
I have hereunto
WITNESS WHEREOF,
WHEREOF, I
hereunto set
and
set my
my hand
hand and
caused
caused the Seal of the United States of America
America to
be affixed.
affixed.
to be
DONE at the City of Washington
Washington this 26th
day of
August in
in the
26th day
of August
the
year of our Lord nineteen hundred and forty-nine,
forty-rune, and
and of
of
[SEAL] the Independence
NEAL]
Independence of the United States of
the one
of America
America the
one
hundred
seventy-fourth.
hundred and seventy-fourth.
HARRY
HARRY S
TRUMAN
S TRUMAN
By the President:

1293
1293

1280, i264.
Ante, pp. 1280,128

Ante, p.
p. 1280.
Ante,
Approval of amendApproval
ments.

40 Stat. 755.
. C.
16 U. S.
C.. 6704
704;
Stipp. 11.
II. §
8upp.
§ 704
704 notes.
notes.

DEAN ACHESON
ACHESON
DEAN
Secretary
Secretary of State
State

NATIONAL EMPLOY
PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPED
NATIONAL
EMPLOY THE
THE PHYSICALLY
HANDICAPPED WEEK,
W EEK, 1949
1949
BY THE
THE PRESIDENT
BY
PRESIDENT OF
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
OF THE
STATES OF
OF AMERICA
AMERICA

A
PROCLAMATION
A PROCLAMATION
WHEREAS
physically handicapped
WHEREAS physically
handicapped men and women seeking employment should have equality of opportunity
opportunity with others; and
WHEREAS performance
performance records
proved that
handicapped
records have proved
that handicapped
workers,
workers when properly prepared
prepared and placed, can perform their tasks
tasks
creditably
a great variety of fields, including business,
creditably in a
'business, industry,
industry,

farming,'and the
farming
professions; and
the professions;
and
WHEREAS
WHEREAS the continued employment
employment of these workers will
will prove
prove
beneficial not only to them but also to employers and society
society as a
a
whole, and should, therefore,
therefore, be actively encouraged;
encouraged; and
WHEREAS in recognition
recognition of our responsibility
responsibility for citizens
citizens who
have been physically
physically handicapped
handicapped by war or disabled in civilian
pursuits, the Nation
Nation has provided
provided special facilities for the training
training and
and
rehabilitation of these citizens
rehabilitation
citizens and has established placement
services
placement services
for them in our various communities; and
WHEREAS the Congress, by aajoint resolution approved August 11,
1945 (59 Stat. 530), has designated the first week
each
week in
in October
October of
of each
year as National
National Employ the Physically
Physically Handicapped
Handicapped Week,
during
Week, during
which time appropriate
appropriate ceremonies are to be
throughout the
be held
held throughout
the
Nation, and has requested the President
President to issue
issue a
proclamaa suitable
suitable proclamation each year:

August
90, 1949
1949
Augst 30,
[No. 286],
29401
INo.
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A
Ag.
30,
PROCLAMATIONS
Au
g.
30, 1949
PROCLAMATIONS 1949
Sept.
1949
Sept.
3, 1949
Sept. 33,
1949

[63 STAT.
STAT.
[63

Observance of
NaObservance
of NaTHEREFORE, II HARRY
S. TRUMAN,
of the
NOW, THEREFORE,
HARRY S.
TRUMAN, President
President of
the
tional Employ
Employ the
tional
the
Physically HandiHandi- United States
Physically
of
hereby call upon
people
of
the United
United
States
of
America,
do
hereby
upon
the
people
of
the
capped
Week.
capped Week.
States to observe the week beginning October
National EmOctober 2, 1949, as National
ploy the Physically Handicapped
cooperate with the
Handicapped Week,
Week, and to
to cooperate
President's Committee on National Employ the
the Physically HandiHandicapped Week in
the purposes
the joint
capped
in carrying
carrying out
out the
purposes of
of the
joint resolution
resolution
of Congress. I
I also
also call
call upon
upon the Governors
Governors of
of States, the mayors
mayors
officials, as well as upon
of cities, and other public officials,
upon leaders
leaders of industry
industry
and labor, of civic, veterans', farm, women's, and fraternal organizaorganizations, and of other groups representative
representative of our national
national life, to lend
their full support to the observance
observance of the week, in order to enlist
enlist
physically handicapped.
public interest in
in employment
employment of the physically
handicapped.
IN WITNESS
WITNESS WHEREOF, I
hereunto set
set my
my hand
hand and
and
I have hereunto
caused the Seal of the United States of America
America to be affixed.
affixed.
DONE at the City of Washington
Washington this thirtieth day of August in
in
the year of our Lord nineteen hundred
hundred and forty-nine,
forty-nine, and
[sEAL1
of the
Independence of
of the
of America
[SEAL] of
the Independence
the United
United States
States of
America the
the
one hundred and
and seventy-fourth.
seventy-fourth.
HARRY
TRUMAN
HARRY S
S TRUMAN
By the President:
President:
DEAN
ACHESON
DEAN ACHESON
Secretary of State
State

CHANGE IN
QUOTA YEAR
CHANGE
IN QUOTA
FOR IMPORTS
COTTON AND
YEAR FOR
IMPORTS OF
OF LONG-STAPLE
LONG-STAPLE COTTON
AND
FIXING
FIXING OF
UOTA FOR
FOR INTERIM
INTERIM PERIOD
PERIOD
OF Q
QUOTA

September
1949
September 3,
3, 1949
[No.
[No. 2856]
28501

BY
PRESIDENT OF
OF THE
AMERICA
BY THE
THE PRESIDENT
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
OF AMERICA
A PROCLAMATION
A
PROCLAMATION

WHEREAS pursuant to section 22 of the Agricultural
WHEREAS
Agricultural Adjustment
Adjustment
Act of 1933 as amended
amended by section 31 of the act of August 24, 1935,
49 Stat. 750, 773, as amended
amended by section 5
5 of the act of February
February 29,
1936, 49 Stat. 1148, 1152, and as reenacted
reenacted by section
section 11of the act of
of
U. S.
El. 0.,
H, June 3,
77
U.
0., Sapp.
Supp. II,
3, 1937, 50 Stat. 246 (7 U. S. C. 624),
624), the President issued
issued aa
*624.
proclamation on September
proclamation
September 5, 1939 (No. 2351, 54 Stat.
Stat. 2640),
2640), limiting
the quantities
quantities of certain cotton
cotton waste
waste which
might be
be
cotton and
and cotton
which might
entered, or withdrawn
withdrawn from warehouse,
which proclaproclawarehouse, for
for consumption,
consumption, which
suspended in part or modified by proclamations
mation was suspended
proclamations of
of DeDecember 19,
19, 1940 (No.
2769), March
March 31,
1942 (No.
(No. 2450,
2450, 54 Stat.
Stat. 2769),
31, 1942
(No. 2544,
2544,
56 Stat. 1944),
1944), June 29, 1942 (No. 2560, 56 Stat. 1963),
1963), February
February 1,
1,
1049), June
June 9,
(No. 2734,
2734, 61
61 Stat.
1947 (No. 2715, 61 Stat. 1049),
9, 1947
1947 (No.
Stat. 1071),
1071),
62 Stat.
62
Stat. 1534.
1634.
and
and
and July
July 20,
20, 1948
1948 (No. 2800,
2800, 13 F.
F. R.
R. 4176);
4176); and
54 Stat.
54
8ta. 2649.
264
WHEREAS under the said proclamation
proclamation of September 5, 1939, as
suspended in part and modified, the quantity of cotton
cotton having a
a
staple of 1%
1X6 inches
1Y8 inches or more but less than
than 1
l1a
inches in length
length which
may be entered, or withdrawn from warehouse, for consumption
consumption in
any quota year may not exceed 45,656,420
and
45,656,420
pounds;
and
54
54 Stat.
tat. 2601.
240.
WHEREAS
under the
proclamation of
1939,
WHEREAS under
the said proclamation
of September
September 5,
5, 1939,
the quota year for
September
for imports of
of such cotton
cotton commences
commences on
on September
20; and
20WHEREAS
WHEREAS pursuant to section 22 of the Agricultural
Agricultural Adjustment
Adjustment
77
U.
0., Supp.
U.S.. O.,
Supp. IL Act, as further amended
by the acts of January 25, 1940,
1940, 54 Stat. 17,
*624.
162l.
and July 3, 1948, 62 Stat. 1247,
1247, 1248, the United
United States Tariff Cominvestigation to determine
mission has made a
asupplemental
supplemental investigation
determine whether
whether
import quota on cotton having a
the circumstances
circumstances requiring
requiring the said unport
a
staple of 1%
1% inches or more in length continue
continue to exist,
exist, or whether
whether
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changed circumstances
circumstances require
require the modification of the quota or of the
methods of administering it; and
WHEREAS in the course of the said supplemental
supplemental investigation,
a public hearing was held on July 7, 1949, at which
after due notice, a
whick
parties interested were given opportunity to be present, to produce
produce
evidence, and to be heard, and, in addition to the hearing, the Commission made such investigation
deemed necessary for a
investigation as it deemed
a full
full disdisclosure
closure and presentation
presentation of the facts; and
and
WHEREAS the Commission
WHEREAS
Commission has made findings of fact and
and has
has
transmitted
transmitted to me a
areport of such findings and its recommendations
recommendations
based thereon, together with a
a transcript of the evidence submitted
at the hearing, and has also transmitted aacopy of such report
report to
to the
Secretary of Agriculture:
Secretary
Agriculture:
NOW, THEREFORE,
TRUMAN, President of the Modification
THEREFORE, I, HARRY S. TRUMAN,
Modification of
of
United States of
here by find
fi n d an
procl
ai
m, on
on t
he basis
pr
5, oc
193lamation of Sept.
United
of America,
America, d
doo hereby
andd proclaim,
the
basis proclamation
5, 1939.
of the investigation and report of the United States Tariff Commission,
that changed
circumstances require the further modification, as
changed circumstances
as hereinhereinafter indicated, of the said proclamation of September 5, 1939, in
Stat. 2640.
in 54
54 Stat.
2610.
order to carry out the purposes of the said section
section 22,
amended.
22, as
as amended.
Accordingly, pursuant
Accordingly,
pursuant to the authority
authority contained in the said
said section
section 22
22
of the Agricultural
Agricultural Adjustment
Adjustment Act, as amended,
amended, I
ere by further
f
ur th er
49 Stat.
773.
I h
hereby
49
Stat. 773.
77 U.S. C.,
O., Supp.
Supp. 1I,
modify the said proclamation
er 5,
1939, so
th at(1)
(1) the
the §
624.
proclamation of Septemb
September
5, 1939,
so that
624.
quota year in respect of cotton having
having a
staple
of
1%
inches
or
more
a staple of 1 inches or more
but less than 11Y
1 %6 inches in length shall hereafter commence
commence on February 1
1 in lieu of September 20, and (2)
(2) during the period from September 20, 1949, to January
January 31, 1950, inclusive,
inclusive, the quantity
quantity of
of such
cotton which may be entered, or withdrawn
withdrawn from warehouse,
warehouse, for
for conconsumption shall not exceed
exceed 16,487,042 pounds.
IN WITNESS
WITNESS WHEREOF,
WHEREOF, II have hereunto
hereunto set my
hand and
my hand
and
caused the seal of the United States of America to
to be affixed.
affixed.
DONE at the City of Washington
Washington this third day of
of September
September in
in
the year of our Lord nineteen
nineteen hundred
and
hundred and
and forty-nine,
forty-nine, and
NEAL]
of America
[SEAL] of the Independence
Independence of the United States
States of
America the
the
hundred and
one hundred
and seventy-fourth.
seventy-fourth.
HARRY
S TRUMAN
TRUMAN
HARRY S
By the President:
9.

1

DEAN
ACHESON
DEAN ACHESON
Secretary
Secretary of
of State
State

COLUMBUS
COLUMBUS DAY, 1949
1949
BY THE
OF THE
UNITED STATES
BY
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF
THE UNITED
OF AMERICA
STATES OF
AMERICA

A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION

September
22, 1949
September 22,
1949
[No. 2857]
[No.
2857]

WHEREAS
WHEREAS men of good will everywhere
everywhere are
are seeking
seeking the way to
to aa
new world, in which lasting peace
peace will prevail
nations will
prevail and
and all nations
will
and
work and live
live together
together in friendly accord;
accord; and
WHEREAS all who have this hope may draw
WHEREAS
draw inspiration
and
inspiration and
courage from the superb resolution and infinite faith
faith of Christopher
Christopher
Columbus, who found aanew world beyond uncharted seas; and
and
WHEREAS
appreciation of the achievement
WHEREAS in appreciation
achievement of
Columbus in
of Columbus
in
discovering this new world of opportunity, the Congress
discovering
Congress of the
the United
United
C.. I146.
14.
a joint resolution
States, by a
resolution approved
approved April 30,
30, 1934 (48 Stat. 657),
657), 36 U. S.. C.
authorized
authorized and requested
requested the President
proclamation
President to issue
issue a
a proclamation
designating October
October 12 of each year
designating
year as
as Columbus Day:
Day:
Designation of
Deslnatia
of CoCo
NOW,
THEREFORE, I,
HARRY S.
S. TRUMAN,
President of
NOW, THEREFORE,
I, HARRY
TRUMAN, President
of the
the Iambus
Day.
lumbus Day.
Wednesday, October
October
United States of America, do
do hereby
hereby designate Wednesday,

1296
1296

PROCLAMATIONS
PROCAMATION

PROCLAMATIONS

Sept. 22,
22, 1949
1949
Sept.
Oct. 5, 1949
Oct.

[63
TAT.
[63 S
STAT.

12, 1949,
Columbus Day;
the people
the United
12,
1949, as
as Columbus
Day; and I
I invite
invite the
people of
of the
United
observe the day
with ceremonies
commemorative of
of the
the
States to
to observe
day with
ceremonies commemorative
anniversary
anniversary of the sighting of
land by
by Columbus
Columbus and
his crew
crew on
their
of land
and his
on their
westward
westward voyage in 1492. II also direct the
of
the appropriate
appropriate officials
officials of
the Government
Government to arrange
arrange for
United
for the display
display of the
the flag
flag of
of the
the United
States
that day.
day.
States on all
all Government
Government buildings
buildings on
on that
IN WITNESS
WITNESS WHEREOF,
set my
my hand
hand and
and
WHEREOF, I
I have
have hereunto
hereunto set
caused the Seal of
to be
of the United States
States of
of America
America to
be affixed.
affixed.
DONE at the City of Washington
September in
in the
Washington this
this 22d day of
of September
the
hundred and
year of our
our Lord nineteen
nineteen hundred
and forty-nine,
forty-nine, and
and of
of
[sEAL] the Independence
Independence of
the one
one
[SEAL]
of the
the United
United States
States of
of America
America the
seventy-fourth.
hundred and seventy-fourth.
HARRY S
S TRUMAN
HARRY
TRUMAN
By
President:
By the
the President:
JAMES E.
E. WEBB
JAMES
WEBB

Acting Secretary
Secretary of
of State

GENERAL PULASKI'S
GENERAL
PULASKI'S MEMORIAL
MEMORIAL DAY,
DAY, 1949
1949
October 5,
1949
October
5, 1949
[No. 2858]
2858]
[No.

BY
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF
BY THE
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
OF AMERICA
AMERICA
OF THE
THE UNITED

A
PROCLAMATION
A PROCLAMATION

WHEREAS
WHEREAS those foreign patriots who
on American
American soil
who fought
fought on
soil for
for
achievement of our liberty
should live
in our
memories and
the achievement
liberty should
live forever
forever in
our memories
and
our hearts;
hearts; and
be enshrined
enshrined forever
forever in
in our
and
WHEREAS,
WHEREAS, shortly after the
the Declaration
of
the adoption
adoption of
of the
Declaration of
Independence
Independence by the Founding Fathers, valiant Count
Casimir
Count Casimir
Pulaski of Poland journeyed to our shores and
for service
and volunteered
volunteered for
service
in the American
American Revolutionary
Army; and
and
Revolutionary Army;
WHEREAS this
soldier, who
who achieved
achieved the
of BrigaBrigaWHEREAS
this intrepid
intrepid soldier,
the rank
rank of
dier General
General and Chief of Cavalry, made the
the
the supreme sacrifice
sacrifice in
in the
cause of freedom
freedom on October
1779, dying
dying as
result of
of wounds
wounds
October 11,
11, 1779,
as a
a result
received
received two days earlier at Savannah,
Georgia; and
and
Savannah, Georgia;
WHEREAS
WHEREAS it is fitting that
deeds we
we
that in
in recognition
recognition of
of his
his inspiring
inspiring deeds
should pay public tribute to Casimir
one hundred
hundred and
and
Casimir Pulaski
Pulaski on
on the
the one
seventieth
seventieth anniversary
anniversary of his
death:
his death:
Observance
Observance of
Genof GenNOW
THEREFORE, I, HARRY
NOW, THEREFnE,
HARRY S.
S. TRUMAN,
TRUMAN, President
President of
of the
the
eral
Pulaski's MeMeeral Pulaski's
morial
morial Day.
Day.
United States of America,
America, do hereby invite the people of the United
States to observe Tuesday, October 11,
11, 1949,
1949, as
as General Pulaski's
Pulaski's
Memorial Day with appropriate
appropriate ceremonies
ceremonies in
schools and
and churches
in schools
churches
I direct that the flag of the
or other suitable places; and I
the United
United States
States
be displayed on all Government
Government buildings on that day as a
a mark of
of
respect
respect to the memory
memory of General
Pulaski.
General Pulaski.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, II have hereunto
hereunto set my hand and
caused the Seal
United States
States of
America to
Seal of the United
of America
to be
be affixed.
affixed.
DONE at the City of Washington this fifth day of October in the
year of our Lord nineteen
nineteen hundred and
of
and forty-nine, and
and of
[sEAL]
[BEAL] the Independence
Independence of the United States of America
America the one
one
hundred and seventy-fourth.
HARRY
S TRUMAN
HARRY S
TRUMAN
By
the President:
President:
By the
JAMES
JAMES E.
EBB
E. W
WEBB

Secretary of State.
Acting Secretary
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and
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Marketing
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Adjustments
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Amounts,
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conditions of
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for
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operations
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Price support,
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1057
of provisions_
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of _
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Basic agricultural
agricultural commodities
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vision through
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Department
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Nonbasic agricultural
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Agricultural
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of
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by
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---------------_
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See separate
separate title.
Waste, disposal for prevention
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prevention ------Wheat. See separate
separate title.
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of.
See
Economics, Bureau of.
under
under Agriculture, Department of.
Agricultural
appropriation
Agricultural Engineering, appropriation
for
256,
334
256,334
for -------------------------Agricultural
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Stations, approapproAgricultural Experiment
priation for --------------325, 330
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328
_-----------------------tion for
for
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agreements respecting
respecting employForeign, agreements
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ment, funds for cooperation
Social Security
Administration with
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and Naturalization
Immigration
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Service and Secretary of State---State.. _ _
741
Service
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of 1946,
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1946, apapAgricultural Marketing Act
effecting provisions-provisions_ _
325
for effecting
propriation for
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Research Administration. See
See
Agricultural Research
Agriculture, Department
Department of.
under Agriculture,
Agricultural Research
appropriaResearch Center, appropriation for ---------------------- 329, 978
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appropriation for
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Department
of:
Agriculture, Department of:
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allotments. See
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ment Act of 1938.
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Agricultural Act of
title.
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Agricultural and Industrial
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title.
title.
Agricultural
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at
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restriction on pay
Pensioners,
pay and
and
expenses
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Air-Navigation
Facilities. See Civil AeroAeronautics Administration.
Administration.
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authorized
Appropriation authorized--------____
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1014
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Establishment,
Establishment, authority
authority of Department of Air Force ------ _--_----17
Airport Act, Federal. See Federal
Federal Airport
Act.
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tures as industrial
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conveyance,
enforcement authority
authority of Civil Aeroenforcement
Aeronautics Administration
Administration_
.----------700
Airports. See Federal Airport Act.
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construction,
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58
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216
216
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between designated points,
portation between
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supplies and
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545
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under Fair Labor Stand919
ards Amendments
Amendments of 1949 -----919
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certain, promulgated
promulgated by
by U. S.
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Supreme
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of bill
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Change
in enrollment
enrollment of
Temporary
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Employment
for..
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General Services
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Appropriation authorized
697
Appropriation
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Government
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Commission,
International Boundary Commission,
United States
States and Canada and
and
Alaska, appropriation
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appropriation for _----- 250, 453
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Marshals, U. S.,
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Marshals,
appropriation for
for
services in collecting
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458
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Medical services and supplies, emergency,
Government
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furnishing to
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dependents inin - -907
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Messing facilities for Government
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Mineral resources,
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appropriation for
for
Mineral
investigation
investigation 785
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propriation for
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Appropriation for 770
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636, 799
799
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Civil Service
Service Retirement
Retirement Act,
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------------------------ 956
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Contract
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employees, claims,
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advance
diction of Court
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Retired
Retired employees, increase
annuity
476
increase in
in annuity-_
476
Appropriation authorized_________
authorized
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Retirement
Retirement and disability
disability fundfund—
Appropriation
977
Appropriation for
for ----- ________
977
Appropriation
Appropriation for----------------for
636
636
Public Works Act ----------_____.__
627
627
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Transfer to civil service
service retirement
retirement
Appropriation authorized
Appropriation
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629
and disability fund
fund -------475
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800
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De La
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908,
909
908,909
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additional income
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Road Commission,
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799
_ 799
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appropriation for;
for;
contract
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799
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appropriation for
for flood
flood
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Salmon-spawning
Salmon-spawning streams,
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Subsistence supplies for resale
resale to
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Topographic
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for
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Vocational rehabilitation,
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for
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S. courts
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before
in U. S.
and before
U. S. commissioners,
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provisions respecting
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per
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"Alaska", transfer of trawler to
Fish and
and
to Fish
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for
maintenance, etc., authorized
authorized ----maintenance,
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System:
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Appropriation for-----__------_----for
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appropriation authorized
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N. Mex.,
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Alcala-Martinez,
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Ale, John
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Ale,
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deChi Ngo),
Ngo), deportation
portation suspension
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------------- 1226
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Detention, care, and treatment
of pertreatment of
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certain
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in certain
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Two-hundredth anniversary
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foundanniversary of
of founding, amendment of Act respecting
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issuance
issuance of commemorative
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stamp_
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Algarra
for
permanent
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Mohamed (Mohamed
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deportation
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American
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Department of the,
Air Force, Department
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Army, Department
Department of the,
the, appropriaappropriation for inter-American
inter-American relations.
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Department of, transfer of
of funds
State, Department
funds
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cooperation with----....-- -- 262
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282
American
American
River Development,
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Development,
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782
782
in Central
Central Valley
Valley project, Calif
852
Calif ___.
852
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American Samoa,
Samoa, uniform of U. S. armed
applicability of protection
forces, applicability
protection
1242
1242
provisions ----------..............
91
91
Aeronautical Laboratory,
Ames Aeronautical
Laboratory, appropriappropriation for
for-------------------______
646
646
647
647
Amezcna,
Amezcua, Guadalupe (Guadalupe Chavez
Chavez
De Samaniego),
Samaniego), deportation
deportation suspen282
sion
sion-- ----------- __-----_______1223
282
1219 Ammirato,
Ammirato, Rose Mary, payment to
1219
to legal
1234
1234
guardian of; repeal of prior legislalegislation
1080
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1080
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12471 Aniornso,
Graia, deportation
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Government- _
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Anjewierden, Dirk, deportation
Anjewierden,
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building, appropriation
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77:
_...........................
1234
1234
Anchorage, Alaska, construction
construction authorauthorAnnapolis, Md.,
Annapolis,
Md., three-hundredth
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sary, issuance of commemorative
Andavazo,
Andavazo, Felix, deportation
deportation suspension_
suspension_ 1223
stamp
122:
stamp___-----____________.__14
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Viggo, deportation sussusAnniston,
Anniston, Ala.,
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S. District
District
pension
pension _------_-_--____________..
1232
123'
Court, restriction
restriction on
of funds
on use of
funds for
for
Andersen, Knud Kaspar,
Andersen,
Kaspar, deportation
deportation sussusmaintaining
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office of_______________
of
471
pension
pension -_--_------_____________1247 Annotated Constitution
1247
the United
United
of the
Anderson, Albert Lorenzo,
Lorenzo, deportation
deportation
States, appropriation
appropriation for
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revision and
and
suspension-----_-----_______-____
suspension
1234
1234
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Anderson, Asta Emily Regine
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(Asta
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or
Olafsen or
Bureau of, under
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Andresson), deportation sussusment of the.
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Coal Research
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Pa.,
Anderson,
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Aid Hjalmar (Axel
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Hjalmar
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suspension
1247
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_
_
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American Indians and
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of lands
lands
Anderson,
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conveyance to
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Anderson, Mary Elvera,
Rivera, deportation
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-__ _____
---1230
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ity-----. __
.
.......--------623
Ermakova, deportaAnderson, Neoniella, Ermakova,
Appropriation
for ------Appropriation for
_-------___
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tion suspension.
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_______
1242 Antitrust
Antitrust Division.
Division. See under Justice,
DeJustice, DeAnderson,
Anderson, Phena M., issuance of
of patent
patent
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partment of.
in fee to ---.--__________---1093
1093 Antitrust
Laws:
Antitrust Laws:
Anderson, Rita, cancellation
Anderson,
cancellation of
of warrant
warrant of
of
Applicability
Applicability with respect to
certain
to certain
arrest, etc ------------1096
..----__
1096
property transfers under Federal
property
Federal
Anderson Ranch Dam, Idaho, appropriaProperty and Administrative
Administrative ServServconstruction -----------___
tion for construction
780
780
ices Act of 1949
1949-- ------_____
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Andiaarena, Fermin Jorajuria,
Jorajuria, admission
admission
Appropriation for
enforcement --- ___Appropriation
for enforcement
458
458
for permanent residence
1079 Antzoulatos,
residence ___________
Antzoulatos, Gerasimos
1079
Gerasimos (Gerry
(Gerry or
or Jerry
Jerry
Andiaarena, Francisco Jorajuria,
Jorajuria, admisadmisAngel), deportation
Angel),
deportation suspension---__.
suspension
1245
sion for permanent residence-------.
residence
1079 Aoki,
1079
Aoki, Sadae, admission
admission for
permanent
for permanent
Andresen,
Kristian, deportation
Andresen, Hans Kristian,
deportation susresidence ------------------ _-__..
residence
1128
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pension ------------_________.__.
1223 Ape11,
1223
Apell, Karin
Karin Guborg Dagmar, deportation
deportation
Andrianos, Panagiotis Stauros (Peter),
(Peter),
suspension ---------------.-..
suspension
__.
1240
1240
deportation suspension
suspension ----_-_____1240
1240 Apessos,
Apessos, Ioannis Pndelis
Pndelis
(John P.
P.
Angel
conveyance to Federal
Angel Island, Calif.,
Calif., conveyance
Federal
Apessos),
Apessos), deportation suspension_
__ _ 1247
suspension---.
1247
Works Agency
Agency in-------________..
in
183 Appeals,
183
Appeals, Courts
Courts of.
of. See
under United
See under
United
Angeles National Forest, Calif.,
Angeles
acquisiCalif., acquisiStates Courts.
Courts.
tion of land for, appropriation
for.. --.._ 340
340
appropriation for
Appelthaler, Katerina, deportation
Appelthaler,
deportation sussusAngland, Thomas (Dr.),
Angland,
(Dr.), payment to
to..-____ 1159
1159
pension ------------.---___-__-1247
Angostura Unit, Missouri Basin Project,
Appelthaler, Kurt Robert, deportation
Appelthaler,
deportation
completion
completion of land development
development and
suspension ___
--- ______________
-1247
settlement, authorized
authorized ----________
725
725 Apple
Apple Production Other Than
Commercial
Than Commercial
Anguiano-Alcazar,
Valencia
Anguiano-Alcazar, Felix (Agustin
(Agustin Valencia
Crop, estimates, restriction
restriction on
on use
use of
of
or Agustin Valencia
Valencia Anguiano
Anguiano or
or
funds for --______________
----328
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Felix
Felix Anguiano
Anguiano or Felix Anguaino),
Anguaino),
Apprenticeship, Bureau of. See under
Apprenticeship,
deportation suspension
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--..
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Labor, Department of.
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Ammonia, production by DeAnhydrous Ammonia,
Appropriation Acts.
Appropriation
Acts. See also
also AppropriaAppropriapartment of Army, authority
partment
713
authority------713
tions.
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Animal Husbandry, appropriation
appropriation for ininAgriculture, Department
Agriculture,
Department of
of
....---___
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vestigations, etc ---------------- 256,
256, 331
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Army, Department
Department of the, civil
civil funcfuncAnimal
Industry, Bureau of.
Animal Industry,
under
of. See under
tions _______________
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--------845
Agriculture, Department
Agriculture,
of.
Department of.
Commerce, Department of
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of-----___.__
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production facilities
Atomic Energy
Atomic
Energy Commission_
Commission - -_
Insect
Insect pests and plant diseases, control
of emergency
emergency outbreaks
outbreaks __-------_
Inter-American Affairs,
Institute of
Inter-American
Affairs, Institute
of-- _
Interior Department
Interior
Department-------------.-Judiciary
Judiciary--_------------_---------_-
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Appropriations-Continued
Appropriations—Continued
Alaska, extension
extension of agricultural
agricultural exten76
76
sion work, authorized
authorized ----------Alaska Communication
Communication System, concon67
67
struction at stations of, authorizedauthorized_
231
231
Alaska Public Works Act, authorized_
authorized--_
738
738
Appropriation
Appropriation for
for---------------55 Alien enemies,
enemies, claims for loss or damage
damage
303
303
deposited by, authorof property deposited
374
374

474
474
284
709
709
631
631

947
947
578
578
474
765
765
470
457
457
283
216
216
296
987
987

Department of--------------Justice, Department
of
Labor-Federal Security
Security----------Labor-Federal
Legislative
Legislative Branch --------. ------National Mediation
National
Mediation Board
Board-----------National Military
Military Establishment
Establishment_
---.
Personal services,
services, restrictions on
1949
Personal
on 1949
respecting expenditures
funds respecting
expenditures for,
waiver
waiver------------_-----------263
Post Office
Office Department-------------Department
367
Railroad Retirement
Retirement Board ---------Railroad
297
Reconstruction Finance Corporation_
Reconstruction
Corporation__ _
374
Second Supplemental,
Supplemental, 1950
1950----------973
State, Department
Department of-------of
------447
Supplemental, 1950 ----------------Supplemental,
869
Temporary appropriations,
1949
67
Temporary
appropriations, 1949------67
Temporary appropriations
Temporary
appropriations and author1950
404
ity, 1950------------------Amendment,
485, 614,
614, 696
Amendment, time extension_
extension -_ 485,
696
Treasury
Treasury Department
356
Department--------------356
Veterans' readjustment
readjustment benefits
48
Veterans'
benefits------48
Appropriations. See also
also Appropriation
Appropriation
Acts.
Air Engineering
Engineering Development
Development Center
Center
Act of 1949, effectuating, authorized------------------------ized
937
Appropriation for Department
Department of Air
Appropriation
Force for acquisition
acquisition and construction
struction of real property; contract authority
authority -------------- _
980
980
Air Force Management
Management Fund, authorized-------------------------ized
589
589
Air warning and control installations,
installations,
land-based, establishment,
land-based,
establishment, authorauthoriaed -------------------------ized
18
Appropriation for
1014
Appropriation
for_
--------------1014

ized ----------

----------------

Appropriation for------Appropriation
for -----American River development,
development, inclusion
in Central Valley
Valley project, authorauthorized ------------_-----------Army Management
Management Fund, authorized-_
authorized_ _
Astrophysical
mainteAstrophysical
Observatory, maintenance, authorized
authorized -------------Appropriation for --------------

Page
939
939
935
935
629
629
977

13
13
458

854
854
589
623
623
649
649

Barkley,
Barkley, Vice President Alben W.,
medal for distinguished services,
services,
authorized ---------------599
authorized-599
Appropriation
Appropriation for
879
for--------- -------879
Bernslillo
Bernalillo County, N.
N. Mex.,
Mex., hospital,
hospital,
authorized ---- -------.------1049
authorized
1049
Blue Grass Ordnance
Ordnance Depot, Richmond,
improvement in cemetery
Ky., improvement
cemetery
plots, authorized
authorized --------------904
Buffalo Rapids project, Mont., complecompletion, authorized----------------authorized
725
725
Capitol Power Plant, improvements,
improvements,
authorized
934
authorized---------------------934
Appropriation for
975
Appropriation
for----------------.
975
Career Compensation
Compensation Act of 1949, effecting provisions, authorized
841
authorized - - 841
authorized
716
China, assistance to,
to, authorized-----716
Appropriation for
975
Appropriation
for-------..----975
Classification
Classification Act of 1949, carrying out
out
972
provisions, authorized
authorized ---------- _ 972
Commission on Renovation
Renovation of Executive
Executive
Mansion, authorized
authorized ------------.
47
47
Appropriation for --------- 235, 740, 976
Appropriation
Disposition of materials,
materials, use of funds..
891
funds891
Crippled children, services
services and care for,
additional, authorized
authorized ----------.
47
additional,
47
Appropriation
Appropriation for ----------- ---234
234
District of ColumbiaColumbia—
Housing grants-in-aid, cash payments
deficiencies, authorized
of deficiencies,
authorized ----442
Teachers'
effecting
Teachers' Leave Act of
of 1949, effecting
provisions, authorized
provisions,
authorized -------843
Economic
Economic Cooperation
Cooperation Act of 1948,
authorized
53
authorized -----------------53
Appropriation for
for-----___-------_ 709
709
Eden project, Wyo., completion
completion of construction, authorized
authorized-- --------278
278
negotiation
Falcon Dam, Rio Grande,
Grande, negotiation
agreement with Mexico respectrespectof agreement
ing hydroelectric
hydroelectric energy facilities,
facilities,
authorized
701
authorized------------ --------701
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Appropriations-Continued
Appropriations—Continued
Page Appropriations-Continued
Pas
Appropriations—Continued
Farm housing, assistance, loans and
and
International Wheat
Wheat Agreement
Act of
Agreement Act
of
contributions,
contributions, authorized ----- ___
438
43
1949, Commodity Credit
Credit CorporaCorporaAppropriation
874
Appropriation for ________________
87
tion functions,
functions, authorized_____authorized
Federal
Insurance Corporation,
Federal Crop Insurance
Corporation,
Iran, military assistance
assistance to, authorized_
authorized_
subscription to capital
subscription
capital stock, auauAppropriation for __________._.._..
Appropriation
thorized-------_______________.
thorized
665
66
Klamath County, Oreg.,
Oreg., public-school
public-school
Federal Property and
and Administrative
Administrative
facilities, authorized
authorized ---- _______Services Act of 1949, authorized
403
authorized-_
40
Appropriation
Appropriation for ---___________-.
Appropriation
carrying out
out proviAppropriation for carrying
proviKorea, military assistance
assistance to,
to, authorauthorsions relating to surplus property
property
ized
ized_ ----------------._________
disposal -- __----______-___disposal
741
74
Appropriation
Appropriation for
for ------- ________-Fish hatcheries, rearing ponds,
etc.,
ponds, etc.,
Los
Angeles,
Annex Station,
Station,
Terminal
Annex
construction
construction and rehabilitation
rehabilitation in
in
additional sum, authorized
authorized ______
Ga.,
Ga., Mich., N. Y., and
and Colo.,
auColo., auAppropriation
Appropriation for ________________
thorized -----------------thorized
616
__ _ -611
Marine
Band—
Marine
BandAppropriation for acquisition
acquisition of
Appropriation
of
Confederate
Confederate Veterans, Fifty-ninth
Fifty-ninth ananlands ------------------981
___
98:
Rock, Ark.,
Ark.,
nual reunion, Little
Little Rock,
Florida Keys Aqueduct Commission,
Commission,
attendance, authorized
attendance,
authorized -______refund
refund of money
money to, authorized___
authorized__ _ 89;
897
GAR encampment, Indianapolis, Ind.,
Ind.,
Forest-fire prevention, authorized
Forest-fire
909
authorized ---909
attendance,
attendance, authorized
authorized -_______
Appropriation
Appropriation for _______________339
33'
Military Housing
Housing Insurance
Fund, esesInsurance Fund,
Forest
Forest growth, protection,
protection, education
education
tablishment, authorized
authorized -________
respecting,
respecting, authorized
authorized ------910
_-__
91(
Appropriation for
Appropriation
for --------________
Appropriation
Appropriation for ----. ___.___._-339
33'
Mississippi
Forest survey, Department
of AgriculAgriculMississippi River
survey,
River Parkway,
Department of
Parkway, survey,
authorized
271
ture, authorized---__--._______authorized-----------____-___._
authorized
271
Appropriation for ----.. _______
Appropriation
338
Appropriation
for -----___________
Appropriation for
33E
Forest-tree
Forest-tree seeds
seeds and plants,
plants, distribudistribuMutual Defense Assistance
Assistance Act of 1949,
1949,
authorized_
tion, etc.,
etc., authorized
909
_... .....__
authorized____________________
909
authorized
Appropriation
Appropriation for -------________-339
Appropriation for ------ _________339
Appropriation
Forests, national, reforestation and
and rereNational
National Capital Sesquicentennial
ComSesquicentennial Comauthorized ------..-vegetation, authorized
763
763
mission, authorized--------__.__.
authorized
mission,
Freedom Train, acquisition
acquisition and
operaand operaAppropriation for
Appropriation
for ---------. ___._
tion by Archivist of United
United States,
National Guard, disability or death
in
death in
authorized
authorized
11
--..----- ____ .__
11
line of duty, benefits,
benefits, authorize&
authorized_
Fuchs, Harry,
Harry, sum
of
sum for settlement
settlement of
Navy Management
Management Fund, authorized-_
authorized_ _
claim ---------------........ __
claim
1195
1195
North Atlantic Treaty
Treaty countries,
milicountries,
miliGreece,
assistance to, authorized
Greece, assistance
authorized-----716
716
tary assistance to, authorized_
authorized
___
--Appropriation
Appropriation for --------------- 710, 975
Appropriation
Appropriation for --------..---Guided-missile
research
laboratory,
Guided-missile
laboratory,
Nurseries
and
nursery
Nurseries
C.,
schools,
D.
C.,
construction, authorized
construction,
authorized -------- _
905
905
authorized------------authorized
. .....
_
Guided missiles, proving ground,
ground, auauAppropriation
Appropriation
for
for ---------.-..._
thorized
thorized_ .---------------------66
66
Paleontological investigations, areas to
Paleontological
to
Appropriation for ---- _-----------Appropriation
876
876
be flooded by construction
of
construction of
Hoopa, Calif., school buildings,
aubuildings, auGovernment
Government dams, authorized
authorized_ _
__
.-thorized ---------------------722
722
Palestine
Palestine refugees,
relief, special
special conconrefugees, relief,
development for,
Housing, land development
for, capital
capital
authorized -------------grants, authorized
416
tribution to United Nations for,
416
authorized;
authorized; advances
advances by
Housing and Home Finance Agency,
by ReconAgency,
Reconstruction
purchase
Corporation__
purchase of notes from Alaska
Alaska
struction Finance Corporation
Appropriation for ___......__.____
Appropriation
Housing Authority, authorized_
59
authorized -__- _
59
Appropriation
Appropriation for .----_____--743,
977
Penal
and correctional institutions,
. 743, 977
Housing research,
research, authorized
authorized -------432
Federal,
432
Federal, claims of employees for
for
Inter-American
Inter-American Affairs,
Affairs, Institute of,
personal property
property losses,
settlelosses, settleactivities, authorized
authorized ----...---_ 685
685
ment, authorized
authorized --_____________
Appropriation for --____-262, 456,
456, 474
Funds
. 262,
Funds available -..._____._____..
474
International
International Peace Garden, N.
Dak.,
N. Dak.,
Personal services,
services, restrictions on 1949
1949
completion, authorized
888
authorized- --....-.
888
funds respecting expenditures
expenditures for,
for,
Appropriation for
for----------- ----..
Appropriation
875
875
waiver
waiver ---------------------------------

Page
Page

946
946
716
716
975
975
621
621
875
875
716
716
975
975
610
610
976
976

159
159
15
15
571
571
871
871
626
626
980
980
715
715
975
975
143
143
872
872
202
202
589
589
715
715
975
975
279
279
873
873

606
606

16
16
232
232

168
168
876
876

263
263

INDEX

Appropriations-Continued
Appropriations—Continued
Philippines,
Philippines, military
military assistance
to, auassistance to,
authorized-..___--__--_________.._
thorized
Appropriation for --------_________
Appropriation
Poison, Mont., aid of drainage
drainage system,
authorized
authorized..___________________Port-au-Prince
Port-au-Prince Bicentennial
Bicentennial Exposition,
Exposition,
Haiti, U. S. participation,
participation, author-

XV
XV

Appropriations-Continued
Appropriations—Continued
Page
Page
Smithsonian Institution, repairs and
and
716
716
maintenance, authorized-----____
authorized
_ 623
623
975
Statement
Statement of, preparation,
preparation, appropriation for ---- _________--------_
223
223
621
Switzerland,
Switzerland, Government of, payment
payment
of claims for damages by U.
S.
U. S.
armed
armed forces, authorized________
authorized -280
280
ized ------------------ __
ized
-----.
619
619
Appropriation
Appropriation for ------------878
_
_
878
Appropriation
Appropriation for
for ---------------877
Technical Industrial Intelligence
ComIntelligence ComPresident's Committee
Committee on National
mittee, Foreign Economic
Economic AdminAdminEmploy the Physically
Physically HandiHandiistration, payment to certain forcapped Week, authorized
authorized ----__
409
mer employees, authorized_______
authorized
724
724
Appropriation for
Appropriation
for ----------------876
Temporary, 1949 ---- _.------------_
67
67
Public Buildings Act of
of 1949—
1949Temporary, 1950 ------_-----__
--. _ 404
404
Buildings outside District of ColumAmendment, time extension__
extension-_ 485, 614, 696
Amendment,
696
bia, planning
planning of,
of, authorized
authorized --- _ 176
176
Terminal
Terminal leave pay for certain officers
officers
Appropriation for -------------- 976
Appropriation
of Navy and
Corps, authorauthorand Marine
Marine Corps,
Chicago, Ill., construction
construction of superized-----_-------------------_
ized
702
702
highway through post office,
Trawlers Alaska and
Trawlers
mainteand Oregon,
Oregon,
mainteauthorized
authorized-- ---------------200
etc., authorized
nance, etc.,
authorized-----......
409
Improvement
Improvement of existing
existing buildings,
buildings,
Turkey,
authorized
assistance
to,
authorized
_---716
authorized
198
716
authorized------------________
198
Appropriation for
Appropriation
for -.---------_
- 710, 975
976
Appropriation
Appropriation for
for -------------976
Unitary Wind
Wind Tunnel Plan Act
of 1949,
1949,
Public worksworks—
Act of
construction under, authorized
Construction of installations
Construction
installations and
and
construction
___ 937
937
authorized _
--Appropriation
of Air
Air
Appropriation for
for Department
Department of
facilities by Departments
Departments of
of
and conForce for acquisition
acquisition and
Army, Navy, and Air Force,
con945
struction of real property;
property; conconauthorized
authorized------___
--------_
945
authority ------------.-980
tract authority
Appropriation
Appropriation for; contract
contract author980
ity---------_----------ity
979, 980
United NationsNations—
979,980
Non-Federal,
Participation
Participation
Non-Federal, advance
advance planning, auby United States,
thorized
---__---------__-___
842
authorized -----------------736
authorized
842
736
Appropriation
Appropriation for -----------Appropriation for
977
Appropriation
for--------------250
250
Puerto Rico, agricultural
agricultural extension
extension
Waiver of reimbursement
National
reimbursement for
for National
work, authorized
authorized ---926
Military Establishment
Establishment person_-------926
Radio laboratory
laboratory building, National
nel and assistance, authorized
authorized 736
736
Bureau of Standards, authorized-_
authorized_ _
Veterans'
886
Veterans' Canteen
Canteen Service,
authorized_- _
74
Service, authorized
74
Railroad, designated,
Railroad,
designated, from Alaska
Alaska to
Virgin Islands CorporationCorporation—
Canada, location survey, authorauthorActivities of non-revenue-producing
Activities
non-revenue-producing
ized
ized-----_------.-----------.-- 909
909
character,
character, grant for,
__ 354
354
for, authorized
authorized -_
Research
laboratory,
Quartermaster
laboratory, Quartermaster
Emergency activities, authorized_
Emergency
353
authorized - -___ 353
Corps, authorized----------authorized
950
Losses from activities,
activities, grant
grant for,
for,
Reserve
Reserve components
components of armed
armed forces,
authorized
354
authorized-- -----------..---.
354
disability or death in line of
of duty,
duty,
Appropriation
875
Appropriation for
for -------------875
benefits, authorized-----------authorized
202
Revolving
Revolving fund, authorized-------authorized
353
353
Saint Croix Island National
National Monument,
Monument,
Appropriation for -------------875
875
establishment, authorized....
158
Maine, establishment,
authorized-_
158
reclamation project,
Utah,
Weber Basin reclamation
project, Utah,
Saint Lawrence,
Lawrence, Newfoundland,
Newfoundland, prespresconstruction, maintenance,
construction,
maintenance, and
and
entation of hospital or
or dispensary
dispensary
operation, authorized
authorized ----------678
to, authorized
authorized ----907
_----_---Working-capital funds, Department
Working-capital
Department of
of
School agencies,
agencies, local,
local, assistance
assistance by
Defense, authorized
authorized -----------588
General
General Services Administration,
Administration,
Yuma auxiliary
697
auxiliary project,
Ariz., provision
project, Ariz.,
authorized
authorized --------------provision
_----697
authorized ----of water, authorized
Appropriation
for------- -----Appropriation for
_-----977
175
Sea lampreys
lampreys of Great
Great Lakes,
Lakes, eradicaeradicaArabanos, Georgia, deportation
deportation suspensuspention program,
program, authorized
authorized -___--616
616
sion
sion--------------__
__
----- --- _1223
Appropriation
for
795 Aranda, Miguel
Appropriation for------------795
Miguel Angel
Angel (Miguel
(Miguel Aranda
Aramda or
Atlantic Coast,
Shad of Atlantic
Coast, study,
study, authorauthorMiguel Aranda-Tarango),
Aranda-Tarango), deportaMiguel
deportaized ------------.----------616
616
tion suspension
suspension-- ---------.-----.
1234
Page
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INDEX
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Aransas County
County Airport,
Airport, Tex.,
Tex., appropriaappropria- Page
Federal AirAirtion for claim
claim under
under Federal
port Act -----------------------745
Araya,
Araya, Luis
Luis Alberto y
y Franc (Luis Alberto
Araya),
suspension
1230
Araya), deportation
deportation suspension-----_
1230
Arbitration, International,
International, Bureau of
of
Interparliamentary Union for ProInterparliamentary
motion of, appropriation
appropriation for contribution ------------------------449
449
Arbitration, International
International Bureau
Arbitration,
Bureau of
of PerPermanent Court of, appropriation
appropriation for
contribution --------------------450
contribution
Arbitration
Arbitration and Emergency
Emergency Boards, National Mediation Board,
Board, appropriappropri235,
ation for ----------------235, 297,
297, 977
977
Arboretum, National,
National, appropriation
appropriation for
334
for_ 256,
256, 334
Archeological
Remains in River Basins,
Archeological Remains
Basins,
investigations
investigations and studies,
studies, appropriappropriation for ---------------------- 243, 793
Architect
Architect of the Capitol:
Appropriation
Appropriation for
77,
for------------------77,
223, 232, 253, 739, 870,
870, 975
975
Assistant, increase
compensaincrease in basic compensa881
tion -------- _----------------881
building—
Capitol buildingHouse Wing, appropriation
appropriation for
for imimprovements;
provements; contract
contract authority
authority__
77
Senate Wing, appropriation
appropriation for imimprovements
provements---------224
__-----224
Capitol Power Plant—
PlantAppropriation for
for ---------Appropriation

224,
224, 232,
232, 975
975
933
933

Improvements, authority----------authority
Appropriation for --------------Appropriation

975

Claims, Court of, funds for repairs and
improvements------------------improvements
470
Classification
provisions
Classification Act of 1949, provisions
respecting applicability
957
applicability ------954, 957
Compensation, basic, increase
increase in
in------

881
881

District of Columbia, appropriation
appropriation for
for
repairs
repairs and improvements
improvements to U. S.
Courts -----------------------

473

Federal Property
Property and Administrative
Administrative
Services
inclusion of
Services Act of 1949, inclusion
Architect in term
Architect
term "the
"the Senate
Senate and
and
the House
House of
of Representatives"_--Representatives"__

920
920

Printing and binding, appropriation
appropriation for
for_
Supreme Court building
and grounds,
building and
grounds,
funds for care of ---------------Travel expenses, funds for---------for
224,
Archives, National.
National. See National
National ArArchives under
Adunder General Services Administration.
ministration.
Arco,
facilities to
to
Arco, Idaho,
Idaho, transfer of Navy facilities
Atomic Energy Commission -------Arctic Ionosphere Observation
Observation Stations,
Stations,
transfer
transfer of surplus equipment
equipment from
Departments
Departments of Army, Navy, and
Air Force for
for---------------------

229
470
470
232

634
634

468
468

Ardmore,
District
Ardmore, Okla.,
Okla., clerk
clerk of
of U. S.
S. District
Court,
restriction on
on use
of funds
funds for
for
Court, restriction
use of
maintaining
office of--------------of
maintaining office
Arellano,
(Dominic ArelArellano, Domingo,
Domingo, Jr.
Jr. (Dominic
Arellano), deportation
suspension -----lano),
deportation suspension
Arellano, Domingos
Domingos Ramos,
deportation
Ramos, deportation
suspension
suspension 1247
-----------------------

Page
471
471
1247
1247

1247
Arellano, Innocencio,
Innocencio, deportation
deportation suspenArellano,
suspension1
sion247
--------------------------- _ 1247
Arellano,
Arellano, Juan
Juan (John
(John Arellano),
deportaArellano), deportasuspension1247
tion suspension-------------------1247
Arellano, Soledad
Soledad Valadez
Maria
Valadez (Soledad
(Soledad Maria
Valadez),
deportation suspension
suspension_ ___ 1247
1247
Valadez), deportation
Arena, Francesco,
1223
Francesco, deportation
deportation suspension_
suspension_ 1223
Argentina,
agreement, supplemensupplemenArgentina, trade agreement,
proclamation respecting
respecting flaxseed_
1275
tary proclamation
flaxseed- 1275
Arias-Perez, Jose
Jose Angel,
susAngel, deportation
deportation suspension1230
pension-----___---------_---_---_
1230
Arid and Semiarid
Semiarid Areas,
Areas, conservation,
conservation,
increase in limitation on expenditures
expenditures
for any one project---------------project
171
171
Arizmendi, Domingo
Domingo Acosta,
to
Arizmendi,
Acosta, payment
payment to
estate of------------------------of
1121
1121 ,
Arizona:
Arizona:
Camp Verde, public school facilities,
facilities,
availability of funds for
773
availability
for ----_---_
773
Coconino National
National Forest, mining localocations within, rights in connection
connection
75
with; limitations
limitations---------------75
Davis Dam
Dam project, appropriation
782
appropriation for_
for_ 85,
85, 782
Gila project. See separate
separate title.
I
ndians—
IndiansConstruction, etc., of
773
Construction,
of buildings
buildings-----773
Fort Apache
Apache Reservation,
museum,
Reservation, museum,
appropriation
771
appropriation for
for ------------- 771
Navajo Reservation,
Reservation, availability
availability of
funds for use at Tohatchi
Tohatchi and
Kayenta -------------------.
773
Kayenta
773
Irrigation
projects, appropriation
Irrigation projects,
appropriation for
773
for-_
773
project, appropriaParker Dam power project,
appropriation for---for
---- ----- . - 258, 780, 782
Tucson, Sisters of Saint Joseph in
in
Arizona, Inc.,
Inc., sale of certain
certain lands
lands
to
606
to--- -----------------------606
Upper Colorado River Basin Compact,
consent of Congress ----31
___----_
31
Yuma auxiliary project. See separate
separate
title.
Yuma County, funds available for conveyance
veyance in connection with Morelos
Morelos
250
Diversion Dam ---------------250
Yuma project, appropriation for-_
for__ 258,780
258, 780
Arizona-Nevada Constructors,
Arizona-Nevada
Constructors, appropriation for payment to----to
783
---------Arkansas:
Arkansas:
Fort Smith, retention
Works
retention by Federal
Federal Works
Administrator of custody and con181
trol of certain
certain lands -------.----.
181

INDEX
INDEX
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Arkansas—Continued
Arkansas-Continued
Page
Page Army, Department of
of the
Continued
the-Continued
Pae
Page
Rock—
Little RockAdministration by
by Secretary, under
under
Fifty-ninth annual
annual reunion of Condirection,
direction, authority, and control of
federate Veterans,
Veterans, attendance
attendance of
Secretary of Defense-----------Secretary
580
Marine Band, authorized------authorized
Marine
158
Alaska
Communication
SystemAlaska
Appropriation
Communication
for
System
Retention by Federal
Federal Works AdminisAppropriation for -------------846
trator of custody and control of
of
Construction at stations of, authorlands -----------certain lands
..--- 179
ized; appropriation
appropriation authorized.
authorized_ 934, 935
Arkansas River Compact:
Arkansas
Alaska Railroad, transfer of surplus
Consent of
Congress ---..----------.
Consent
of Congress
145
property to,
to, authority
authority ----------800
representsFunds for payment
payment of U. S. representaAlaska Road Commission, transfer
of
transfer of
tive
negotiation and
tive in negotiation
and participaparticipaauthority
surplus property to, authority----799
retired Army officer
officer as U. S.
tion; retired
Anhydrous
manufacture for
Anhydrous ammonia, manufacture
for
representative - -------------representative
786
use in
in occupied
occupied areas
areas and
and Republic
Republic
Arline, Mary
Mary Jean Hartley
Hartley (Jean Hartley),
Hartley),
authority
of South Korea, authority-------713
713
deportation suspension-----------suspension
deportation
1222
Appropriation
ActsAppropriation Acts—
Arlington County,
County, Va.:
functions
Civil functions_------------_
845
Detention, care, and treatment
treatment of perNational Military Establishment
Establishment_--___ 987
National
certain
sons of unsound mind in certain
Appropriation
Appropriation for _ 86, 245, 260, 711, 746, 979
Federal
provision for..
759
reservations, provision
forFederal reservations,
Arctic ionosphere observation stations,
759
Roads and bridges
bridges under jurisdiction of
transfer of surplus equipment to
to
Public Roads Administration,
Administration, apNational Bureau of Standards,
Standards,
643
propriation for maintenance
propriation
maintenance-----authority
authority---------------------_
468
Arlington Farms, Va.,
retention by Federal
Va., retention
Arkansas
officer
Arkansas River compact, retired officer
Administrator of custody and
representative
Works Administrator
as U. S. representative----------786
---- 182
Arlington National Cemetery,
control of certain buildings Cemetery, installa- .
AMVETS; action of carillon by AMVETS;
Arlington Memorial Bridge,
appropriation
Bridge, appropriation
ceptance ---------------------_
ceptance
907
793
for..------.. ---.. ----..------.
Armed
Forces Policy Council,
Council, membermemberArmed Forces
Arlington National Cemetery:
ship of Secretary and Chief of
845
Appropriation
maintenance
Appropriation for maintenance-----Staff, U. S. Army------------Army
581
Carillon, installation by AMVETS,
Forces, funds
funds for
Army Field Forces,
for------- 260, 998
acceptance by U. S. Government_
Government--_ 907
acceptance
Aviation cadets, percentage
percentage of enlisted
Aviation
enlisted
Ant,
deportation susArlt, Hans
Hans Erich Lothar, deportation
men designated as, in time of peace_
175
1247
pension
pension- ------------------------Barracks
and quartersquarters—
Barracks
Armed Forces Leave Act of 1946:
Appropriation for --------.----996
Appropriation
Applicability
of
Applicability to
to commissioned officers of
Limitation
on expenditures and
Limitation
Coast
Survey; funds
Geodetic Survey;
Coast and Geodetic
obligations -----------------1024
obligations
1024
611
available
available---------------------Blue
Grass Ordnance
RichBlue Grass
Ordnance Depot, RichPayments, reduction
reduction in appropriation-appropriation_ _ 663
mond, Ky.,
Ky., improvements
improvements in cemeArmed
of Other
Other Nations, free imArmed Forces
Forces of
appropriation authortery plots,
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residence --------------1079
Arriaza, Dafne Raquel Alvarez, deportadeporta1240
suspension
tion suspension-------------------1240
Arrighi, Alessandro
Alessandro (Alexander
(Alexander or Alessandro Arrigo),
Arrigo) ,deportation suspension_
suspension_ 1247
1247
Art, National Gallery of:
Appropriation for ----------------- 236, 649
Appropriation
649
National Trust for Historic Preservation
National
Preservation
in the
the United States, Director
Director ex
ex
officio as member of board of
trustees --------------------trustees__
928
Artificial Limbs, exemption
exemption from
Artificial
from duty if
imported for personal use
use----------67
Artigas, Jose Gervasio
Gervasio (Gen.),
(Gen.), acceptance
acceptance
of statue of, appropriation for expenses
penses----------.-------243
Astrophysical Observatory,
Astrophysical
Observatory, maintenance,
maintenance,
appropriations authorized
authorized -------appropriations
623
Appropriation for ------------.
649
Asher, Vivian
deportation susVivian Catherine, deportation
suspension
pension--_-----------------1234
1234
Assuncao, Manuel Joao, deportation susAssuncao,
suspension
pension-------.
---------1219
1219
deportation
Astorga, Maria Del
Del Refugio,
Refugio, deportation
suspension ----------------------suspension
1222
1222
Atha, Miles Milton,
Milton, deportation suspensuspension --------_---.----------.--1219
1219
Athanslu,
George
John
Athansiu,
George
(Georgios
(Georglos
Athanaslu, or Athanasiou),
Athanasiu,
Athanasiou), deportasuspension .----.---------tion suspension
1222
1222
Atkinson, Joel W., payment to
to-...--.
Atkinson,
1121
Atkinson,
Atkinson, Marguerite Anne (Marguerlte
(Marguerite
Anne Franklin Cavens or Marguerite
Anne
Alice
Cavens), deportation susAlice June Cavens),
sums
pension ------------------------pension
1240
1240
Atkinson, Stanley
Atkinson,
Stanley Reid,
Reid, deportation 8UBsuspension --.---- _---------___---pension
_ 1234
1234
Atlantic Coast Shad,
Shad, study, authority;
authority;
appropriation authorized
appropriation
authorized ----------616
616
Atlas, Robert A., payment to..
to ---------1139
Atomic Energy, Joint Committee
Committee on:
Atomic
Appropriation
Appropriation for --------------- _ 218, 252
Investigation
Investigation
into
U.
S.
U.
S. Atomic
Energy Commission,
Commission, printing
printing of
of
additional copies of Senate
Senate report
__ 1253
report-Atomic Energy Act of
Atomic
of 1946:
Amendments—
AmendmentsMilitary
Military Application,
Application, Division of,
appointment of Army, Navy, or
appointment
or
officers -.---------Air Force officers
762
Military Liaison Committee, composition; Chairman;
position;
Chairman; duties ----762
Mutual Defense Assistance
Assistance Act of 1949,
nonapplicability
nonapplicability of provisions
provisions ----719
719

Atomic
Energy Commission:
Commission:
Page
Atomic Energy
Appropriation
633
Appropriation for
for---------------_ 233,
233, 633
Classification Act of 1949,
nonappliClassification
1949, nonapplicability ---------------------- _
cability
956
956
Compensation
of personnel,
personnel, limitation..
Compensation of
limitation __ 634
Construction
projects, limitations
__
Construction projects,
limitations---___
634
Technical
production facilities,
Technical and
and production
facilities,
nonapplicability,
947
nonapplicability, conditions
conditions ---947
Contract authorization
authorization -------------Contract
634
634
Fellowships, restriction
restriction on conferring
conferring on
Fellowships,
on
certain persons-----------------persons
656
656
Investigation,
Investigation, printing of
of additional
additional
copies of
1253
of Senate
Senate report
report -__----___ 1253
Los Alamos Project, N. Mex., retroretrocession to State of jurisdiction
jurisdiction over
over
certain lands within
within -----__----.
11
11
Navy,
Navy, Department
Department of the, transfer of
funds for replacement
replacement of
of facilities
at Arco, Idaho
Idaho---------.-------.
634
Report to Congress, construction projprojects in excess
excess of
of estimated
estimated costs,
costs,
explanation
explanation --------------------634
Attard, Emmanuele, deportation suspension -------------_
--- _--------- 1222
Attorney General. See under
under Justice,
Justice,
Department of.
of.
Audited Claims, appropriation
appropriation for
for paypayment ---------- 88,
238, 263,
88,238,
263, 748,
748, 873,
873, 982
982
Augustatos, Panagis (Peter Statos),
Augustatos,
States), deportation suspension
1230
suspension ------------- _
1230
Augustinius, Jose Herman,
Herman, deportation
deportation
suspension ---------------------1234
1234
Aureomycin
Aureomycin and
Derivatives, provision
and Derivatives,
provision
for certification
certification under Federal
Federal Food,
Food,
Drug, and Cosmetic Act ----------.
409
409
Austin Project, Okla.,
Olda., appropriation
appropriation for
for
construction ---------------------780
construction
780
Australia, International
International Wheat
Agreement
Wheat Agreement
Act of 1949
945
1949----------------.......
945
Auto Mileage
Mileage Act of Feb. 14,
14. 1931,
1931, repeal_
repeal__
167
167
Avalos, Tomasa
Arabs,
Tomas* (Tomasa Arabs
de
Avalos de
Urquil), deportation suspension_
suspension - ____ 1223
Urquialt),
Awards. See Rewards.
Rewards.
Axer,
(Rev.), admission for perAzer, Engebert (Rev.),
manent residence
residence ---------.---.-___ - 1073
1073
Ayala, Juan Hernandez (Juan Ayala HerAyala,
nandez or Dan Hancock or
or M. C.
C.
Stokes),
Stokes), deportation
deportation suspension---.
suspension_ ___ 1226
1226
Ayala-Serrano,
deportation susAyala-Serrano, Irene, deportation
pension-----.-------..--------.
pension
1226
._
1226

B
Babace,
(Irigoyen), admission
Babace, Jose (Lrigoyen),
arlmigsion for
permanent residence;
residence; cancellation of
deportation proceedings
deportation
proceedings ...........
Bacich,
Bacich, Anton Sime,
Sime, deportation
deportation suspension
pension -----------..-.
Bacitracin and Derivatives,
Derivatives, provision for
certification under Federal
Federal Food,
Drug, and
and Cosmetic
Cosmetic Act -----------

1078
1226

409

INDEX
INDEX
Bag, Mufijur Rhoman (Mufijur
(Mufijur Bag RohRobman or Beg),
deportation suspension_
Beg), deportation
Bagniewski,
Bagniewski, Wanda
Wanda Stanislawa
Stanislawa (Wanda
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Banks
Banks and Banking-Continued
Banking—Continued
Page
Export-Import Bank of Washington.
Export-Import
Washington.
See separate
separate title.
title.
Stanislawa Riernik),
Kiernik), deportation
deportation susFederal
Federal intermediate
intermediate credit banksbankspension ---------__-___._________
pension
124
1247
Appropriation for
347
Appropriation
for ------------- 257,
257, 347
Bail, Alex, cancellation of warrant
warrant of arClassification
Classification Act of 1949, nonapplinonapplirest, etc -----__---_______________
109
1097
cability ------------------956
956
Bailey, Mrs. Mary
to - --Mary A.,
A., payment
payment to
118
1188
Federal land banks, reduction
reduction in
apin apZacharias (Zechariah
Bain,
Zacharias
(Zechariah Bain or
propriation
propriation -----------------_ 348
348
Zachirihi Bain or Zacirihi Bain),
Bain), dedeFederal ReserveReserveportation suspension
suspension ----------___
123
Current
1234
Current Tax Payment
Payment Act of
of 1943,
1943,
Baine, Mickey,
Mickey, payment
payment to
to --- _-----111.
reimbursement
1113
reimbursement for expenses inciBaker, France
France Stella (France Stella JuhelJuheldent to
368
to......
358
Renoy),
deportation suspension_
Renoy), deportation
suspension---. 1245
124;
Federal Insurance Contributions Act,
Act,
Balaz, Annie,
Annie, consideration
consideration of
Balaz,
of relationship
relationship
funds for reimbursement
reimbursement for exfor purposes of immigration
immigration and
and
penses of deposit of taxes under._
748
under_
748
naturalization
naturalization laws ---- _------_
117i
International Bank for Reconstruction
1176
International
Reconstruction
appropriation for protection of
Bald Eagle,
Eagle, appropriation
of-_ 79(
796
and Development, investment
seinvestment seBalint,
Balint, Mrs. Julia, consideration
as nonnonconsideration as
curities, certain,
certain, nonapplicability
nonapplicability of
of
quota immigrant
..---..---__
109i
1098
restrictions; exemption
exemption from desigdesigBallard,
Ballard, Carl C., payment
payment to
to ---------- 1193
119.
nated provisions of law ---......
298
298
Ballarin, Massimo, deportation
suspension_
deportation suspension_
124'
1245
secured by
amendLoans secured
by real
real estate,
estate, amendBallester, Amparo Teresa
Teresa Asela
Asela (Amparo
ment of
ment
906
of Federal
Federal Reserve
Reserve Act__
Act --- __ 906
Iturbi
Ballester), deportation
Iturbi Ballester),
deportation sussusPublic housing agencies,
local, purchases
purchases
agencies, local,
pension --------pension
--------____
1230
amendment of
Na123(
of obligations, amendment
of NaBalletti,
Balletti, Cecelia Margaret,
Margaret, deportation
deportation
tional Banking Act -----439
___-439
suspension---__----_----_
suspension
------_ 122;
1223 Baptiste, Emma Josefina, deportation
deportation sussusBalloff, Sophia, deportation
deportation suspension_
__ 1240
suspension--pension
124(
pension----________.-__________1234
1234
Baltimore, Md.:
Baquera, Ernesto (Ernesto Vacquera or
Candler Building, appropriation
appropriation for
for
Baquera Lozano),
Lozano), deportation
Ernesto Baquera
deportation
improvements
improvements to -------------- _
294
suspension ------294
suspension
-------1219
1219
Old-Age and Survivors Insurance,
Old-Age
Insurance, BuBuBarber, Manuel Lecumberri,
Barber,
for
Lecumberri, admission
admission for
reau of, funds for improvements
improvements
permanent
permanent residence
residence ----------1079
1079
to buildings occupied
occupied by
741 Barberena,
Mateo Pedroarena,
by -------_ 741
Barberena, Mateo
Pedroarena, admission
admission
Bang's Disease,
appropriation for eradicaDisease, appropriation
for permanent
permanent residence
residence --------1079
1079
tion ----------.. .------------- 331 Barberry
Barberry Eradication, appropriation
appropriation for;
for;
Bank, John, deportation
deportation suspension ----1234
matching
matching of funds - --------335
335
Bank Act,
Act, National,
National, Amendments.
Amendments. See
Barbiana, Giordano (George),
See
Barbiana,
(George), deportation
National
National Bank Act, Amendments.
suspension----..
Amendments.
suspension
.................
1242
1242
Bankhead-Jones Act:
Bankhead-Jones
Act:
Barbre, Edgar, payment to -----.......
Barbre,
1184
1184
extension of benefits respecting
Alaska, extension
respecting
Bardi,
Massimo (Sam
(Sam Bardi),
Bard1), deportation
3ardi, Massimo
deportation
agricultural extension work; apagricultural
suspension
suspension ---------...............
1223
propriation authorized
authorized ----------3arkley, Vice
939 Barkley,
Vice President Alben
W., presen939
Alben W.,
presenAppropriation for effecting
Appropriation
effecting provisions
tation of medal in recognition of
relating to—
toservices, authority
services,
authority ------------ _
599
Agricultural
experiment stations
Agricultural experiment
stations__- 325, 330
Appropriation authorized
authorized ----.......
Appropriation
599
Agricultural extension work, cooperaAppropriation for
Appropriation
for -------------879
tive------------------_---larraza, Cecilio
328 Barraza,
Cecilio (Cecilio
(Cecilio Alvarado BarBarPuerto
Puerto Rico, extension of
of benefits
raza), deportation
deportation suspension
benefits
raza),
suspension -.---1245
respecting agricultural
respecting
agricultural extension
extension
larreiros, Manuel Lopes (Manuel
Barreiros,
(Manuel Lopez),
Lopes),
work; appropriation
appropriation authorized-_authorized__ _
926
deportation
suspension --------deportation suspension
1222
Bankhead-Jones
Farm Tenant Act.
Bankhead-Jones Farm
Act. See
See
larreras, Edward L., payment
Barreras,
payment to
to.---1095
Farm Tenant
Tenant Act.
larro Colorado Island, C. Z., laboratory,
Barro
laboratory,
Banking Act, National,
National, Amendment,
Amendment, purpurappropriation for ----appropriation
-------649
chases of obligations of local public
Bartel,
W. P.,
P., relief
relief from
from liability
Partel, W.
liability ----1165
_
1165
housing agency-------------------_
agency
lartkowiak, Peter (Hans
439 Bartkowiak,
Halbe), deporta(Hans Halbe),
Banks and
and Banking:
tion suspension ----............
1230
1230
District
District of Columbia, stop-payment
stop-payment
lartley, Anthony
Bartley,
Anthony Charles,
Charles, admission for
for
orders, etc., transmittal
transmittal in writing,
writing,
permanent residence
residence ----------1183
requirement
------------------requirement
arton. Dora M..
481
M., nDvmment
to
,
- -- - - - --- - Barton,
-payment
-~r------- tn
1----------- 1207
Pag
Page

124
12447
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Basque
Basque

INDEX
INDEX
admission for
for
Certain, admission
Aliens, Certain,

permanent residence
residence ------------Bass, H.
certain
deed to certain
quitclaim deed
B., quitclaim
H. B.,
Bass,
property -----------------------Bassett,
patent
Scott, issuance of patent
Bassett, Irene Scott,
to
in fee to----------------------Bastide, Genevive
Genevive Marcelle,
Marcelle, deportation
deportation
Bastide,

suspension -------------------Bates,
payment to -----M., payment
Thomas M.,
Bates, Thomas
Bates
Municipal Airport,
Airport,
Field-Mobile Municipal
Bates Field-Mobile
Mobile,
for claim
claim
appropriation for
Ala., appropriation
Mobile, Ala.,
Act
Airport Act--------under Federal
Federal Airport
Battaglini,
Gene, deportation
deportation susBattaglini, Quirino Gene,
pension ---------------------Battery
restriction on use of
Battery Park, N. Y., restriction
funds for---------------------for
Battle Monuments
Commission, AmeriMonuments Commission,
Battle
can,
appropriation for; contract aucan, appropriation
thorization--------------------thorization
Battleground National
National Cemetery,
Cemetery, approBattleground
for
priation for-------------------Ban,
Siu-Tsung (Marguerite
(Marguerite Janet Ban
Bau, Siu-Tsung
- -_
Chang),
deportation suspension_
suspension __
Chang), deportation
Baum,
deportation suspension_
__
suspension- _-Betty, deportation
Baum, Betty,
Baumann,
Henrik Chaskiel (Henry),
(Henry), deBaumann, Henrik
suspension---- --------portation suspension
Banmgarts, Alfred,
Alfred, admission for permaBaumgarts,
residence ----------------nent residence
Baur,
Bauer), deportadeportaBaur, Ludwig (Ludwig Bauer),
tion suspension
suspension ----------------tion
Bansback, Robert
Hill), deportaRobert (Robert Hill),
Bausback,
----------suspension
tion suspension-------Bearman,
Eugene J., payment
payment to
to-------Bearman, Eugene
Ceriaco, deporBecerra-Gonzales, Jesus Ceriaco,
deporBecerra-Gonzales,
tation
suspension
tation suspension-----------------Becerra-Luna, Maria
Paz, deportadeportaMaria de la Paz,
Becerra-Luna,
tion suspension
suspension --------------Bechara, Joseph Charles (Joseph Bechara
Beehara
Charles), deportation
deportation susor Joseph Charles),
pension -----------------------Bechtel
Bros.-McCone Company,
Company, approBechtel Bros.-McCone
priation for payment to -..-------Beckford,
Beckford, Percival, deportation suspension ........-------...
---------Beda, Sabetay,
deportation suspension-suspension_ _
Sabetay, deportation
Beeman, Jesse W., credit in accounts;
accounts;
payment to ---------------------payment
Beer. See Liquors.
Beer, R. D., relief from liability
liability-------payment to-------to
Beesley, George M., payment
Beitelstein, Anton (Anton Stein or Tony
Beitelstein,
Stein or Anton Beidelstein
Beide'stein or Anton
Beitelsten),
suspensionBeitelsten), deportation suspension_
Bekavac, Anton Ivan, deportation
deportation susBekavac,
pension ------ _-----_---_-------Belk, George
George H. (Lt.),
(Lt.), acceptance
acceptance of gift
from foreign government, authorized_
authorizedBelt
payment to--------------to
Bell, Nelson, payment

Page
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1079
1177
1115
1247
1134

745
1226
794

633
793

1247
1247
1247
1189
1234
1234
1230
1081
1081
1219

1219
1234

783
1234
1234
1226

1166
1100
1162
1247

Belle Fourche
Fourche Irrigation
District, S.
Dak.,
S. Dak.,
Irrigation District,
Belle
approval
execution
contract; execution
approval of contract;
authority
of Interior_
Interior___
Secretary of
authority of Secretary
Belle
to_
Company, Inc., payment to_
Cab Company,
Belle Isle Cab
Bellingham
Airport, Whatcom County,
Bellingham Airport,
Wash.,
under
appropriation for claim under
Wash., appropriation
Federal Airport
Act-------------Airport Act
Federal
Bellios,
Paraskevi Costalia, deportation
deportation
Bellios, Paraskevi
suspension
suspension----------------------Beltsville
Research Center, Md.
See
Beltsville Research
Agricultural Research
Center.
Research Center.
Agricultural
Bemidone
Bemidone and Six Other Drugs, determination
opiates, proclamation -__as opiates,
nation as
Bencivenga, Giuseppe
Giuseppe (Joseph Bencivenga
Bencivenga
Bencivenga,
or Raffaele
Cirillo), deportation
deportation susRaffaele Cirillo),
pension
pension----------------------Benderach, Vaso B., posthumously conBenderach,
ferring U. S. citizenship
citizenship upon ----ferring
Bendfeldt, August Johannes,
Johannes, deportation
deportation
Bendfeldt,
-suspension -___---------------suspension
deportation suspension-_
suspension
Bennett, Raya, deportation
jurisdiction of
Florence, jurisdiction
Benolken, Mrs. Florence,
claim
Court to hear claim--------------ill., clerk of U. S. District Court,
Benton, Ill.,
restriction on use of funds for maintaining
office of
of-. ---------------taining office
Berard,
deportation
Berard, Jorge Vandesmet, deportation
suspension
-------suspension--------.---Berendiain,
Berendiain, Jose Narvarez, admission for
permanent residence
residence -------------permanent
payment to
to-------Berk, Mrs. Wesley, payment
Berkhout, Willem,
suspendeportation suspenWillem, deportation
Berkhout,
sion
sion------------ --------------Berkle,
Romans, deportation
deportation susIvera Romalia,
Berkle, Ivera
pension
pension-------------------------Berlin, Germany,
Germany, supply
effort, establishestablishsupply effort,
Berlin,
Humane
ment and award of Medal for Humane
Action
participation in--------in
Action for participation
Berliner, Kenneth
Michael
Michael (Kenneth
Michael
Hovde), deportation
deportation susMichael Hovde),
pension
pension-----------------------Berman,
(Sam), deportation
deportation susBerman, Samuel (Sam),
--------------pension ------pension
Bernalillo
Mex., Hospital:
Bernalillo County, N. Mex.,
Appropriation authorized
authorized --------- _-Appropriation
Conveyance for --_--.--------____
_Conveyance
Bernheimer, Ludwig,
Ludwig, deportation
deportation suspenBernheimer,
.. --- -----------------__sion deportation susBernier, Ann Claudine, deportation
pension
pension --------- ____-_________Bertuccioli, Lee F., nonapplicability
nonapplicability of
Bertuccioli,
certain
Act
certain provisions of Immigration Act
of
to
of 1917 to-.-.--.-. ____-_
Bethel, Alaska,
Alaska, construction
construction authorized
Bethel,
authorized -

1245 Betts,
Betts, Mrs.
Benjamin, payment
payment to
to ----Mrs. Benjamin,
Betz
August (Friedrich
(Friedrich August Betz
Betz, Fred August
1076
Frederick August
or Frederick
August Betz or Fred
Fred
1165
1166
Beta), deportation
deportation suspension------suspension
Betz),

Page

941
941
1201
1201

745
745

1226
1226

1290
1290

1240
1240
1089
1089
1226
1226
1240
1240
1119
1119

471
471
1247
1247

1079
1079
1086
1086
1230
1230
1247
1247

447
447

1226
1226

1245
1245
1049
1049
705
705

1247
1247
1234
1234

1128
1128
935
935
1090
1090

1234

INDEX
Page

Bevilacqua,
Bevilacqua, Anna,
Anna, deportation
deportation suspensionsuspension_ 1223
1223
--_ 1247
suspension- __
Bianchi, Luigi, deportation
deportation suspension_
1247
Big Bend National Park, Tex.,
Tex., addition
addition of
of
lands
679
lands--- --- _------_
_____.......
679
Big
construction authorauthorBig Delta,
Delta, Alaska, construction
ized
___
ized -----.-------------------935
935
Bighead, Paul,
allotment;
Bighead,
Paul, sale of trust allotment;
distribution of proceeds
proceeds -_____....
1145
distribution
1145
Bileca, Fanica, deportation
suspension_ _
Bileca,
deportation suspension
_. __ 1219
1219
Bin,
Bin, Anita, deportation
deportation suspension-----suspension
1234
1234
Binicos, Ioannis Simeon
Binicos,
(John Sam
Binicos),
suspension---.
Binicos), deportation
deportation suspension
1227
1227
Birds:
Birds:
Appropriation forfor—
Appropriation
Bald eagle, protection
protection of----------of
796
Migratory
Treaty Act, enforceenforceMigratory Bird Treaty
ment---------------------- 796, 797
ment
Migratory
___ 259,796
259, 796
Migratory birds,
birds, protection
protection of
of--Reservations,
Reservations, maintenance
maintenance of ---243, 797
Hunting stamps, increase
increase in fees; administration of per centum of cermanagement
tain areas as wildlife management
areas
599
areas------------------------Importation;
permits; specimens
specimens for
Importation; permits;
museums, amendment
amendment of Criminal
museums,
Code
89
provisions respecting
respecting-------Code provisions
Regulations relating to migratory
Regulations
migratory birds,
amendment, proclamation---proclamation__ __ 1280, 1292
1292
Birdsview
Fish Cultural
Birdsview Fish
Cultural Station, Wash.,
exchange of Lake Crescent Hatchery
for, authorized ------------------159
A., relief
relief from liability__
liability
1100
1100
Birmingham, W. A.,
Bishop, Charles L., cancellation
cancellation of claims
against;
to--------------- 1080
payment to
against; payment
Bishop, L. W.,
W., jurisdiction of Court to hear
hear
claim --------------------------1144
approval of
Bitter Root
Root Project, Mont.,
Mont., approval
contract
63
authority.-contract with, execution authority....
Black,
Black, Cristeta Bracamonte, deportation
suspension
1230
suspension----------------------Black
Act, appropriation
appropriation for enforceenforceBlack Bass
Bass Act,
796
ment
ment-------------------------"Black Mallard",
Mallard", transfer to State of
"Black
610
Louisiana
610
Louisiana---------------------B. (Plc),
(Pfc), acceptance
acceptance
Delmere B.
Blackburn, Delmere
of
government,
from foreign
foreign government,
of gift
gift from
1077
authorized ---------------------1077
authorized
Blaekfeet Indian Reservation,
Mont., apReservation, Mont.,
Blackfeet
propriation for irrigation projects
773
projects--propriation
Blackfeet Indians,
Indians, Mont., appropriation
appropriation
Blackfeet
776
assistance-----------for industrial assistance
Blackhair, Sidney, issuance of patent in
fee
1180
1180
fee to
to-------------------------Blackstone, Harry
Harry Hyman, deportation
Blackstone,
suspension
1222
1222
suspension----------------------suspension--Blake,
deportation suspension_
_
1227
Blake. Clara,
Clara. deportation

xx Y
Page

Eulalie Constancia
Blake, Enlalie
Constancia (Eulalie
(Enlalie Constancia Turnbull),
Turnbull), deportation
deportation sussusstancia
pension-_____----__---------_____
pension
Ketruda (Helena
Blake, Helena
Helena Ketruda
(Helena Ketruda
Ketruda
Powell),
Powell), deportation
deportation suspension-----suspension
Blanchard, Frank E., payment to-------to
Blanco, Refugio,
Refugio, deportation
deportation suspension-_
suspension
Blankenberg,
Frederick
Blankenberg,
Frederick
Moritz Anst
Anst
(Frederick Moritz Ernest BlankenBlankenFrederick Morris
Morris Ernest
berg or Frederick
Ernest

1247
1247
1149
1233

Blankenberg
Blankenberg or Fred Blackwell
Blackwell or
or
Fred Blankenberg),
Blankenberg), deportation suspension --------------1240
_--------_
Blind:
Blind:
for-_- _ 227, 253
Books for adult, appropriation
appropriation for....
Braille writers, transportation, postal
rate-------------------------.
rate
690
Grants to States for aid to. See Social
Administration.
Security Administration.
Vending stands, acquisition of, approapproVending
priation for---------------__-for
287
287
Blind, American
American Printing House
House for the,
appropriation for
284
for---------_----284
appropriation
Blohme,
deportation suspension_
suspension
Blohme, Christian,
Christian, deportation
1222
Blom,
Jan Leendert,
Leendert, deportation
Blom, Jan
deportation suspensuspension--------------------------- 1234
sion
Bloom,
Sol, appropriation
payment to
Bloom, Sol,
appropriation for payment
to
----------------daughter of----of
77
Ordnance Depot, Richmond,
Richmond,
Blue Grass Ordnance
Hy., improvements
Ky.,
improvements in cemetery
cemetery plots,
appropriation
appropriation authorized
authorized----------904
Blue Ridge Parkway:
Parkway:
Appropriation
contract authorizaauthorizaAppropriation for; contract
tion
794
tion-------------------------Exchange
of lands for acquisition
acquisition of
Exchange of
suitable
right-of-way property__
suitable right-of-way
property- _
-_
- _ 726
726
Bober, Maria
deportaTheresia Gerber,
Gerber, deportaBober,
Maria Theresia
suspension .
1247
.-----------.--..
1247
tion suspension
Boehm& Helena, deportation suspenBoellaard,
sion
1240
1240
sion----------------.----------Boffa, Luciano,
Luciano, deportation
deportation suspension
suspension_ -__ 1234
Boffh,
Bogdanovic, Savo
Savo (Nicholas
(Nichols Pechar),
Bogdanovic,
deportation suspension------------suspension
1230
1230
deportation
Bogikes, Maria,
Maria, deportation
deportation suspension-_
suspension.. _ 1242
1242
Bogikes,
Balm, Cecilia
Sophia (Cecelia
Sophia
(Cecelia Sophia
Cecilia Sophia
Bohn,
Syre),
deportation suspension
suspension -----1227
Syre), deportation
Boise Project, Idaho,
for.. _
86,
Idaho, appropriation
appropriation for-Boise
258, 780
Bolan, Anthony
Anthony (Baldin
(Baldin or Antonio
Antonio VitVitBoldin,
torio Isidoro Baldini
Baldini or Antonio
Antonio Nino
Baldini
Nine Baldini),
Baldini),
or Nino
Nino or Nine
Baldini or
deportation suspension
deportation
suspension------------- 1245
Bolivar, Simon,
erection of statue in DisSimon, erection
trict
trict of Columbia,
Columbia, authorized
authorized ------406
Bond,
Austin, deportation
deportation suspension
suspension..--_
1240
Bond, Austin,
1240
Bonds,
Etc.:
Bonds, Securities, Etc.:
Alaska Housing Authority,
Authority, powers---powers__
59
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Bonds, Securities,
Securities, Etc.-Continued
Etc.—Continued
Bonds,
Alaska Public
Works Act,
issuance
Act, issuance
Public Works
Alaska
under ----------------------City of
Commission,
Bridge Commission,
of Clinton
Clinton Bridge
City
issuance
of negotiable
negotiable serial
bonds,
serial bonds,
issuance of
authority ---------------------authority
Duluth,
Minn., financing
certain
financing of certain
Duluth, Minn.,
bridges
River,
Louis River,
Saint Louis
across Saint
bridges across
authority ------------issuance authority
Federal
Administrator, servicing
Works Administrator,
Federal Works
of
authority
of securities,
securities, authority___---_---Hawaii—
HawaiiHonolulu—
HonoluluFlood
issuance for, authorcontrol, issuance
Flood control,
ity
ity---------------------Public
improvements, issuance for,
Public improvements,
authority
authority--------------improvements,issuance
Public-park improvements,issuance
for, authority
authority------------Sewerage
Sewerage systems, issuance for,
authority
authority---------------county of, issuance
issuance of publicKauai, county
improvement
authority_ _
bonds, authority
improvement bonds,
Public-improvement bonds, issuance
issuance
Public-improvement
authority;
indebtedness--total indebtedness_
authority; total
Revenue bonds, ratification
ratification of Act
Revenue
relating to
to--- -------------relating
International
Reconstruction
International Bank for Reconstruction
Development, investment seand Development,
curities,
nonapplicability
curities, certain, nonapplicability
of restrictions;
exemption from
of
restrictions; exemption
designated
law---provisions of law
designated provisions
Niagara Falls Bridge Commission,
maintenance,
etc., of bridges
bridges
maintenance, etc.,
Niagara River, bond isacross Niagara
suance, authority
authority------------separate
Second Liberty Bond Act. See separate
title.
title.
issuance for public imVirgin Islands, issuance
authority ---------provements, authority
Bondsmen, Relief
Relief of:
Bondsmen,
Ensler, Samuel, payment to
to---------to-----Puccinelli, Louis, payment to
Bonneville Power Administration. See
Bonneville
under Interior, Department
Department of the.
under
Boone,
Boone, Patricia
Patricia B. (Patricia Imelda
Boone), deportation
suspension_ -- _
deportation suspensionBoonstoppel,
BoonBoonstoppel, Johannes (John Jacob Boonstoppel)
deportation suspension-suspension_ __
-_
stoppel),,deportation
Booth, Margaret
Walker, deportaMargaret Kato Walker,
Booth,
tion suspension -----------------deportation susBorg, Carmel Charlie, deportation
Borg,
pension -____---___
.-___--_----Borgman-Brouwer,
Willem, deBorgman-Bronwer, Peter Willem,
portation suspension
suspension -________-__portation
Borgwardt,
deportation susBorgwardt, Hans
Hans Karl, deportation
pension ----------------------pension
Lorenzo, deportation suspenBorraccia, Lorenzo,
___-__sion ---------------------

INDEX
INDEX
Page
Page

628
628

598
598

885
885
638
638

Borrell,
Borrell,

Teresa Adell,
Ade11, deportation
deportation sussus- Page
Page
Teresa
1230
pension ------------------------Borza,
deportation suspension_
1240
suspension___ 1240
Antonio, deportation
Borza, Antonio,
Borza,
1240
deportation suspension_ 1240
Guiseppe, deportation
Borza, Guiseppe,
Bosi,
(Henry Peter Bosi), deBosi, Enrico (Henry
1227
portation suspension
suspension ------------1227
portation
Massachusetts.
Boston,
under Massachusetts.
Boston, Mass. See under
Garden:
Botanic Garden:
Appropriation
for
225, 253
Appropriation for----------------Restriction
distribution, by Conon distribution,
Restriction on
gressional allotment, of nursery
gressional
stock _---------------------- -225
Bott, James
J. (Capt.),
gift
acceptance of gift
(Capt.), acceptance
James J.
Bott,
from foreign
government, authorized_
1076
foreign government,
from

Bould, James,
James, deportation
deportation suspensionsuspension__-922 Bould,
922
923
923
922
922
921
921
924
924
926
926
686
686

298
298

614
614

940
940
1104
1104
1104
1104

1227
1227
1227
1227
1227
1227
1240
1240
1242
1242
1230
123(
1247
1241

1234
1234

Canyon Project,
Project, appropriation
appropriation
Boulder Canyon
for
259, 782, 784
259,782,784
for----------------------Boulder
Canyon Project Adjustment
Adjustment Act,
Boulder Canyon
appropriation for
for effecting
effecting provisions
appropriation
of
784
of----------------------------Boulder
City School
School District, reimburseBoulder City
784
ment
appropriation for ---------ment to,
to, appropriation
InterBoundary
Commission, InterBoundary and Water Commission,
national,
Mexico.
national, United States and Mexico.
See
International
Boundary
and
Boundary and
See International
Water
Commission, United States
Water Commission,
and
Mexico.
and Mexico.
Boundary
Commission,
International,
International,
Commission,
Boundary
United States
and Alaska,
States and Canada and
United
appropriation
453
appropriation for --------------- 250, 453
Bousses, Nicolaos
deportation
Nicolaos Stamatiou, deportation
Bousses,
1234
suspension
1234
suspension ----------------------Boutant,
Denise Simeon,
Simeon, admission for
Boutant, Denise
permanent
1150
residence -------------- 1150
permanent residence
Boy
America:
of America:
Scouts of
Boy Scouts
to-------Alaska Council, conveyance
216
conveyance to
Sea-Scout
Service, disposal
of certain
certain
disposal of
Sea-Scout Service,
547
to--------Coast Guard material to
Second
National Jamboree,
Jamboree, loan of
Second National
equipment
for, authority of SecreSecreequipment for,
tary
Defense
706
tary of Defense---------------Boyd, Raymond
Raymond A. (Lt. Comdr.),
Comdr.), acBoyd,
ceptance
foreign governceptance of gift from foreign
ment,
authorized
1076
ment, authorized-----------------Boyle,
permanent
John B., admission for permanent
Boyle, John
residence
1162
residence----------------------Brackies,
Alice Verna,
Verna, deportation
Brackies, Elsie Alice
1233
suspension
1233
suspension--- ---------- ____--_--Bradley, John Hubert, deportation
deportation sus1234
pension
1234
pension----------------------___
Braille
transportation, postal
Writers, transportation,
Braille Writers,
rate
690
690
rate----------------------------susdeportation susBrandon, Bertha Emily, deportation
1234
pension -----------_--___-___---pension
Brawley„ Calif.,
Calif., irrigation station, apBrawley,
propriation for ------------------239
propriation
Contract authority
authority _-------------- 333, 334
Braxton,
deportation susBraxton, Bedena Mae, deportation
pension
------------------------- 1230
pension
.

INDEX
INDEX

Breed,
Breed, Lois Hannah, deportation suspension -.......................
Breinig
jurisdiction of
Breinig Brothers,
Brothers, Inc.,
Inc., jurisdiction
Court to hear claim -------------Breslin,
susBreslin, Pacita
Pacita Blanch,
Blanch, deportation
deportation suspension -_-...---___
pension
---.........
Bretton Woods
Woods Agreements
Agreements Act:
Bretton
Amendment,
Amendment, consideration
consideration of securities
International Bank for
issued by International
Reconstruction
Development
Reconstruction and Development
exempted securities
securities ---------as exempted
Change in
enrollment of
of bill
bill -----Change
in enrollment
Breweries. See Liquors.
Liquors.
payment to---------to
Bridge, Robert E., payment
Bridgeport Municipal Airport, Bridgeport,
Conn., appropriation
appropriation for payment of
Conn.,
claim
claim-----------------------Bridges:
Alteration of, appropriation
appropriation for U. S.
share
share of
of expenses
expenses-------------Arlington Memorial
Memorial Bridge, appropriation for----for
------------Mississippi River, Clinton, Iowa-Fulton,
Mississippi
reenactment of
revival and reenactment
Ill., revival
legislation creating City of Clinton
legislation
Bridge Commission
-_------Commission____
Brownville, Nebr.,
at Brownville,
Missouri River, at
time extension for collection of
tolls -----------------------Niagara
mainCommission, mainFalls Bridge
Bridge Commission,
Niagara Falls
tenance,
bridges across
of bridges
tenance, etc.,
etc., of
Niagara River; bond issuance, auNiagara
thority ----------------------certain
financing of certain
Saint Louis River, financing
Minn------bridges by Duluth, Minn
Time
extension for
bridging—
for bridgingTime extension
Mississippi River,
River, Saint
Saint Louis,
Louis, Mo.,
Mississippi
to East Saint Louis, Ill ------Ohio
River, at
or near
at or
near Shawneetown,
Shawneetown,
Ohio River,
Ill.-----------------------Il
GrandeRio Grande—
Tex
Del Rio, Tex-----------------Rio Grande City, Tex----------Tex
Rio
Brigham City, Utah:
Bushnell Army
Hospital, conversion
conversion for
Army Hospital,
Bushnell
school
appropriation forfor..
school purposes, appropriation
Bushnell
General Hospital,
conveyanceHospital, conveyance._
Bushnell General
transfer of
Broadcasting, International, transfer
facilities
-_
State -__
of State_
to Department
Department of
facilities to
Broinstein, Sam (Schaja),
deportation
(Schaja), deportation
Broinstein,
suspension
suspension---------------------Bronner,
(Eugenia
Michael (Eugenia
Eugenia Michael
Bronner, Eugenia
Gavriloff),
deportation suspension
suspension_
Gavriloff), deportation
Bronner,
Helen Tamara
(Helen
Tamara Marianna (Helen
Bronner, Helen
Tamara Marianna
Marianna Gavriloff),
deGavriloff), deTamara
portation suspension---------suspension
portation
Brooks,
Henry W.,
W., payment
to-------payment to
Brooks, Henry
Broughton,
Melville, appropriation
appropriation for
J. Melville,
Broughton, J.
payment to
to widow
widow of ------------payment

Page

1230
1230
1169
1169
1223
1223

298
1219
1219
1185
1185

240
848

793

597

889

613

885
690
592
490
490
84
14
408

1245
1245
1247
1247
1247
1075
76

XXVII
XXVII

Brouwer, Frans
Borgman, Page
Brouwer,
Frans Hieronimus
Hieronimus Borgman,
Page
deportation suspension ---- _-----deportation
1247
Brown, Doris, deportation
deportation suspension
suspension_--.___ 1247
Brown,
acceptBrown, La Verne W., Jr. (Lt. jg),
jg), acceptance of gift from foreign government,
ment, authorized
authorized ---------------1076
Brown,
payment to
Brown, Louis,
Louis, payment
to------------- 1137
Brown, Morris Simon (Movsa
(Movsa Braunreit),
Braunreit),
deportation
deportation suspension -- _-______-- 1247
Browne), deBrowne, Wolsely
Wolsely (Woseley Browne),
portation
suspension -- _---_---portation suspension
1230
1230
Browner, Vincent L., appropriation
appropriation for
payment
contested
payment for expenses
expenses of
of contested
election case
case-------------870
Brownie, Winston A.,
A., payment
payment to
Brownie,
---1124
Browning,
----Browning, Ella L., payment to
1079
Browning,
Browning, Mont.,
Mont., Indian
Indian museum,
museum, appropriation for
for ---_---_- --- _--__
771
Browning, Victor R.,
Co., Inc., payBrowning,
R., and Co.,
-----ment to ---------------.
1140
1140
Brown's Pharmacy, Toppenish,
Toppenish, Wash.,
Brown's
payment
to ---------------1159
payment to
Brownsville, Tex., conveyances
Brownsville,
conveyances of portions
of Fort Brown Military
Military ReservaReservation
182,265
tion-----------------.---- 182,
265
Brownville, Nebr.,
Brownville,
Nebr., bridge across Missouri
River, time extension for collection
collection
tolls
889
of tolls----------------------appropriation for buildings
buildings
Bruceton, Pa., appropriation
grounds, Bureau of Mines ----790
and grounds,
Bruck, Charlotte,
Charlotte, deportation
suspension
1222
deportation suspension-Bruggencate,
deportation
Bruggencate, Albertus Ten, deportation
suspension -_--------------------_ 1227
suspension
Brunswick,
quarters for
Brunswick, Ga., furnishing of quarters
U.
U. S.
S. District Court, Southern District
921
trict--------------------------Brust,
acceptance of
(Capt.), acceptance
Brust, William R. (Capt.),
government, authorgift from foreign government,
ized ------------------------.
1076
1076
Bryant,
Rachael, deportation
deportation suspensuspenBryant, Lila Rachael,
sion
1223
sion---------------------------- 1223
Bryson
District
Bryson City, N. C., clerk of U. S. District
funds for
restriction on use of funds
Court, restriction
471
maintaining office of-------------Bubaris,
Bubaris), deGus (Constantine Bubaris),
Bubaris, Gus
1230
1230
portation suspension
suspension--------------Budget,
Budget, Bureau of the:
Appropriation for
253, 632
for ---------------- 253,632
Appropriation
Director, increase
increase in basic
Assistant Director,
compensation
880
compensation ------------------Director, increase
compensaincrease in basic compensa880
tion
tion--------------------------Field
outside District
District
regional offices
offices outside
Field or regional
632
632
of Columbia, limitation ---------Reports to CongressCongress-Classification Act
Classification
Act of
of 1949,
1949, manageimprovement plan and
ment improvement
971
awards
program
under
program
under--------971
. v
.
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INDEX
INDEX

Page
Page
Page Butter:
Budget, Bureau of the—Continued
Budget,
the-Continued
Import controls,
Reports
Congress—Continued
controls, continuation
continuation of authorImport
Reports to
to Congress-Continued
ity
under Second War Powers Act,
Property transfers
ity under
Act,
Property
transfers or
or reassignments
reassignments
1942
under
and AdAd1942------------- ------------405
under Federal
Federal Property
Property and
renovated, appropriation
appropriation for
for
ministrative
of 1949._
Process or
or renovated,
385
Services Act
Act of
1949ministrative Services
Legislative, date
reporting__ __ 1215
1215
carrying out designated
Acts
333
333
designated Acts-----Budget, Legislative,
date of reporting--_Butterfat,
1053
Butterfat, price
price support
support--------------(Peter), deportation
Budicin, Pietro (Peter),
deportation susJanet Barry
(Janet Barry
1242 Butterick, Janet
pension -----------------------Mack), deportation
deportation suspension
1247
suspension----Buffalo,
Mack),
Buffalo, N.
N. Y.:
Y.:
Buffalo
appropriMunicipal Airport, appropriBuffalo Municipal
C
ation for
for reimbursement
reimbursement for damage
damage
to
83
C.
Dutton
Co.,
payment
to
1156
H.
1156
Co.,
to-------to----------------------------War Assets
Administration disposal
Caballero-Bustamante,
Antonio,
Caballero-Bustamante, Alberto
Alberto Antonio,
disposal
War
Assets Administration
1240
deportation
suspension -------- __
conveyance to Public Builddeportation suspension
center, conveyance
Caballero-Bustamante, Maria Estela,
641 Caballero-Bustamante,
ings Administration
Administration ---------Estela, deBuffalo Rapids
portation suspension _-------1240
Buffalo
Rapids Project,
Project, Mont.,
Mont., irrigation
irrigation
portation
___
Caballero-Bustamante,
deportafacilities, completion authorized;
Caballero-Bustamante, Rafael,
Rafael, deportafacilities,
authorized; ap1240
propriation authorized
725
authorized-----------tion suspension
suspension __---------__---Buley,
Hope Irene (formerly
(formerly Hope
Hope
Cabrales-Flores, Rafael,
deportation susBuley, Mrs. Hope
Rafael, deportation
Irene
to
1106
1224
pension
1224
Dotseth), payment
payment to-------Irene Dotseth),
pension_-_-_------------------Buras,
Burns
Cache National Forest, Utah, acquisition
acquisition
Buras, Kyriaki
Kyriaki (Kyreaki, or Kyreai Buras
Prokopios), deportaof
appropriation for
340
or Moskos
Moskos or
or Prokopios),
340
of land for,
for, appropriation
for----tion suspension ------------------1222 California:
Willem Adolph Johan, deportaAgua
Burgers, Willem
Caliente Indian
Indian Reservation,
Reservation,
Agua Caliente
tion suspension
1247
jurisdiction -------------------suspension-------------705
jurisdiction
Anna Maria,
Maria, deportation susBurghen, Anna
Angel Island, conveyance
conveyance to Federal
pension
1223
pension-----------------------Works Agency
Agency in--------------in
183
Brawley, irrigation
irrigation station, appropriaappropriaBurk, Ruth, release
release from liability _---1084
for
239
tion for-----------------------239
Burke, Helen,
Helen, payment to
1101
to------------1101
Contract authority
334
334
authority
------------333,
Contract
Burns, Albert, payment
to
1165
payment to-----_---_--Central
Central Valley
Valley project—
projectBurns, Jeannette Pearl, issuance of patent
patent
Appropriation
for----------- 258, 780, 782
Appropriation for
in
1183
to-------------------------in fee
fee to
Inclusion of American
American River deBurns, John E., payment
payment to-----------to
1180
velopment; appropriation
velopment;
appropriation auBurrows, John James (Jack
Burrows),
(Jack Burrows),
thorized ------------------ 852,854
852, 854
thorized
deportation suspension ---------1234
deportation
Channel
Monument,
Channel Islands
Islands National
National Monument,
Burton, James Madison,
Madison, issuance
issuance of
enlargement, proclamation
1258
enlargement,
proclamation ------to
1114
1114
patent in fee to------------------Churntown Elementary
Elementary School District,
District,
conveyance
60
conveyance to
to -----------------60
Buschbell,
George Albert (Thomas
Buschbell, Hans George
(Thomas
Del Norte County Airport, appropriaappropriaBell
deportation
Bell or
or Tommy
Tommy Bell),
Bell), deportation
tion for claim under Federal Airsuspension_
1232
suspension-----------------------1232
port Act
Act----------------------_
875
Bush, C. R., jurisdiction
jurisdiction of Court to hear
hear
District judges,
of addiaddijudges, appointment
appointment of
claim ---------------------------1144
1144
tional ------------------------493
Bushey,
(Boucher or
Dick
Bushey, Elmer Joseph (Boucher
or Dick
Hoopa, school buildings, appropriation
appropriation
Hoopa,
or Richard Bushey),
Bushey), deportation
deportation susauthorized -------------------722
authorized
722
pension ----------------pension
_________
1240
industrial assistance,
assistance, appropriaIndians, industrial
Bushfield, Harlan J., appropriation
appropriation for
for
tion for---------------------_
for
776
payment to widow of_______-___of
payment
76
Irrigation projects, appropriation
appropriation for-_
for..
773
773
Bushnell Army Hospital,
Hospital, Brigham City,
Bushnell
Klamath project, appropriation
- _ 242,
Klamath
appropriation for
for. -__
Utah, conversion for school purposes,
259, 780, 781
259,780,781
appropriation for -- ____________84
84
Los Angeles—
AngelesBushnell
Bushnell General Hospital, Brigham City,
City,
Municipal Airport, appropriation for
Municipal
for
Utah, conveyance-------conveyance
14
_----___
14
claim
claim under Federal Airport Act_
Act _ 978
978
Business,
Business, Census
Census of, appropriation
appropriation for.
for-_- _
83
Public lands, certain, rights-of-wayrights-of-way.
749
Buss, Claude, payment
Buss,
payment to _____-_____1101
1101
Terminal Annex Station,
Station, additional
additional
Butler County,
County, Ohio, broadcasting
broadcasting faciliappropriation for, authorized__
610
appropriation
authorized610
ties, transfer by Reconstruction
Reconstruction FiAppropriation for -------------976
Appropriation
976
Corporation to Department
Department of
nance Corporation
Los Angeles County, release
release of title of
State
408
------------------------408
United States to tract of land_
__ 701
United
land ---
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California-Continued
California—Continued
Marine
Marine school, State,

Page
Page

reimbursement
reimbursement

Campbell, Alexander,
Alexander, deportation suspension---------------------pension
Canada:

XXIX
XXIX

Page
1234
1234

for expenses -----------------651
65
Marinship facilities,
facilities, Mann
Marinship
Marin County,
County,
transportation between desigAlaska, transportation
transfer to Department
transfer
Department of the
nated points by Canadian vessels__
vessels
622
622
Army --------------------- 848
841
Insect pests and plant diseases,
diseases, emeremerNevada County, payment
Nevada
412
payment to
to________
-41:
gency
gency outbreaks, appropriation
appropriation for
for
Orange
Orange County,
County, conveyance
conveyance of easecontrol
control of ----------------335
--335
ment by Department
Department of the Navy,
International
Boundary Commission,
Commission,
International Boundary
authority--authority
-----------------276
27(
United States and Canada and
Palm Springs, easement ----_____--705
_
70t
Alaska,
appropriation for------Alaska, appropriation
for
250, 453
453
Parker Dam power
power project,
Parker
project, appropriappropriInternational Fisheries Commission,
International
Commission, apation for ---.----.---_ 258,
258,780,
78
780, 782
propriation
453
propriation for
for ----------------453
Municipal Airport,
Porterville Municipal
Airport, approInternational
International Joint Commission,
Commission, United
United
priation for claim under
under Federal
States and Canada, appropriation
appropriation
Airport
Act---- --------------- _
Airport Act
978
978
for ---------------------250, 453
- 250,453
Riverside, regional
regional salinity laboratory,
laboratory,
International Pacific Salmon Fisheries
International
Fisheries
appropriation
construction of
appropriation for construction
of
Commission, appropriation
appropriation forfor_ __
Commission,
-- _ 454
454
building----------_--_---------building
330
33(
International
Agreement Act
of
International Wheat Agreement
Act of
Sacramento
Sacramento River, appropriation
appropriation for
1949--------------------------1949
945
945
flood control ------------------849
849
Iron ore, transportation
transportation on Great
Great Lakes
Lakes
San Diego, conveyances
conveyances between
between DeDein vessels of Canadian
Canadian registry
partment of the Navy and Federal
partment
16
during designated period
period -------16
Works Agency
Agency in
177
in--------------177
Niagara River, approval requirement
Niagara
requirement
San Francisco—
Franciscorespecting
respecting maintenance,
maintenance, etc., of
Conveyances in
in------------- 185, 477, 844
Conveyances
844
bridges by
Bridge
bridges
by Niagara Falls
Falls Bridge
appropriation for ----------- _
363
Mint, appropriation
363
Commission -------------_----_
614
Commission
614
to--------------------Payment to
12
Railroad, designated,
designated, agreement
agreement respectrespectRailroad,
San Mateo County, conveyance
conveyance to
to
ing location
location survey, authority
authority of
of
Federal Works Agency
Agency in
184
in-------184
President; appropriation
appropriation authorauthorPresident;
Santa Barbara
Barbara County Project, Cachized
908, 909
ized---------------------908,
909
uma Unit, appropriation
appropriation for; reCanal Zone. See also Canal Zone Code,
striction----------------------striction
779
Amendments; Panama
Panama Canal.
Amendments;
Wildlife management
management and control areas,
areas,
Army, Department
Department of
of the—
theacquisition and maintenance
maintenance by
acquisition
by
employment and rates
Hours of employment
rates of
of
Interior
Interior Department, appropriation
appropriation
pay of skilled, etc.,
etc., personnel-_
personnel__
851
851
for ------------------------797
Panamanian citizens,
of;
Panamanian
citizens, employment of;
to
Yuba County, jurisdiction of Court to
restrictions----------------851
restrictions
851
hear claims resulting from flood
Island, laboratory,
flood
Barro Colorado Island,
laboratory, apapdamage -----------------------1088
1088
propriation for ----------------649
propriation
649
Yuma project, appropriation
appropriation for__
for--___ 258, 780
Citizenship
requirements,
employCitizenship
requirements,
employAgency, Calif.,
California Agency,
Calif., irrigation
irrigation projees
851, 1022
ees---------------------851,
1022
appropriation for------------for
773
ects, appropriation
for__ _ 850
Civil government,
government, appropriation
773
appropriation for__850
California Debris Commission,
Commission, appropriDistrict CourtCourt—
ation for
847
for-- ---------------------- 847
Jurisdiction under Fair Labor
Jurisdiction
Labor StandStandCallejas,
Callejas, Manuel
deportation
Manuel Peidro, deportation
ards Amendments
Amendments of 1949
919
1949 -----919
suspension
suspension--- ------------------- 1227
1227
Temporary employees,
employees, nonapplicanonapplicaTemporary
bility of provisions
provisions of
of Civil ServServCalumet Sag Project, Ill.,
Ill., appropriation
appropriation
Retirement Act-----------Act
490
ice Retirement
490
for ------------------------- --246
Employees'
Compensation
Act
Federal
Employees'
Compensation
Act
Calvo,
Angelita,
deportation suspension-_
CaIvo, Angelita, deportation
suspension_ _ 1245
1245
Amendments of
1949, extension
Amendments
of 1949,
extension of
of
Calvo, Manuel
Manuel Rosello,
CaIvo,
Rosello, deportation
deportation suscertain
limitations
under_--866
time
under
866
pension -------------------pension
1245
__---1245
Maintenance, etc.,
appropriation for
__ 849
Maintenance,
etc., appropriation
for-_849
Calvo,
deportation suspension.--CaIvo, Norma, deportation
suspension___ _ 1245
1245
National
Military Establishment,
Establishment, conconNational Military
Cambel,
Carnbel, All Bulent, deportation
deportation suspenditions and limitations on employditions
sion --------------------1242
ment by -----------------1022
--1022
Cameron, Ruth (Mrs. Wesley
Wesley Berk),
Berk), paypayRetirement
Retirement and disability fund—
fundment to -------------1086
Appropriation
636
Appropriation for
for___-----------636
Ariz., public school facilities,
Camp Verde, Ariz.,
Transfer
civil service
retirement
Transfer to
to civil
service retirement
availability
availability of funds for -------773
475
773
and disability
disability fund
fund-----------475

XXX
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Page
Canal Zone—Continued
Zone-Continued
Sanitation, appropriation
appropriation for
for-------850
850
Uniform of U. S. armed forces, applicability of protection
protection provisions
provisions -.__
91
91
Canal Zone Code, Amendments:
Amendments:
Alcoholic beverages, regulations
regulations relaauthority of PresidentPresident_ -___ 594
tive to, authority
594
Boundary
Boundary line between
between Panama Canal
Canal
Zone and Republic of
of Panama, rerepeal of provisions-provisions
---- _______597
597
Building structures, acquisition, construction, etc., authority of Governor _________________________600
600
Business operations;
se/vices;
operations; sales
sales and
and services;
transfers of functions
functions and facilities,
transfers
authority of President --------___
601
Claims for losses of or damages
propdamages to
to property, adjustment
adjustment and settlement,
settlement,
authority of Governor
Governor.
--------__
600
Disaster relief, authority of Governor_
Governor___ 600
Employees injured
Employees
injured prior to Sept. 7,
1916; appliances;
appliances; lump-sum payauthority of Governor_
___
ments, authority
Governor-__
602
disposition without adminisEstates, disposition
administration
tration-----__________________
595
Fire protection regulations,
regulations, authority
authority
of Governor
Governor
-_________________597
Foreign corporations,
corporations, right to
to continue
continue
original license
to do business after original
license
period, requirements
requirements -- __--___595
Lands outside of town sites, revocable
licenses
licenses covering_
covering -------.........
594
accrued, emLeave, accumulated
accumulated or accrued,
employees of Panama
Panama Canal or Panama
Panama
Railroad Company, payment
Railroad
payment upon
death
death---___--------_________..593
Motor vehicle, launch, or
aircraft, inMotor
or aircraft,
injuring or tampering
tampering with
with-------597
Postal Service, nonapplicability
nonapplicability of provisions respecting
respecting business
business operations
to
tions to----------------__
------ 602
Prisoners, discharged, clothing
clothing and
money for, authority
authority of Governor_
602
Repeals—
RepealsSections 91-107 --------_---._Sections
475
Sections 331-333
331-333
Sections
------ __-__---597
597
Sections 1467, 1468
1468--------__----_
597
Reports to President
President and Congress,
receipts and expenditures
expenditures from
Panama Canal business operation&
operations_
602
Special
Special training of employees
employees of Panama
Panama
Canal, authority of Governor
Governor_- -_
602
Street-railway
Street-railway cars, operation,
operation, repeal
repeal of
provisions -----------_-___-___
597
Canal Zone
Zone Retirement Act,
Act, repeal-----repeal
475
Month, 1949,proclamationCancer Control Month,1949,
proclamation _ 1266
1266
National Advisory,
Cancer Council,
Council, National
recomAdvisory, recommendations
mendations respecting
respecting grants-in-aid
grants-in-aid
research and training projects---for research
projects.. --- 290
290

I

--

"

'

Cancer Institute,
National, appropriation
appropriation
Page
Cancer
Institute, National,
Page
for
290
for ---------------------- _- - 290
Candelora, Francesca,
Francesca, deportation
deportation sussusCandelora,
1234
pension ------------------------1234
Candia, Jose (Jose Candia Urguidi
Urguidi or
or
Urguidi or
Joe), deportation
Jose Urguidi
or Joe),
deportation
suspension --------------------- _ 1247
1247
Ignacio, deportation
Canela, Ignacio,
deportation suspension_
suspension___ 1242
1242
Canoncito Navajo
Canoncito
Navajo Indians,
Indians, N. Mex.,
Mex., cerdeclaratain lands held
held in
in trust
trust for,
for, declaration ---------------- _------__- 604
604
Change in
1246
in enrollment
enrollment of
of bill
bill -- _-----1246
Canoura,
Canoura, Jos6
Jose Davila, deportation
deportation suspensuspension----------------------__---sion
1222
1222
Canton Island, facilities,
facilities, funds
funds available
available
for Civil Aeronautics
Aeronautics Administration
Administration
for expenses in connection
connection with-----with
745
745
Canyon Ferry Reservoir,
use
Reservoir, limitation
limitation on
on use
of funds for --------------------784
784
Cape Fanshaw, Alaska,
auAlaska, construction
construction authorized -------------_----------_
935
935
National Seashore
Seashore RecreRecreCape Hatteras
Hatteras National
ational Area Project,
Project, appropriation
appropriation
for maintenance of structures
structures ------792
Cape Spartel and Tangier Light, Coast
Coast of
of
Morocco, appropriation
Morocco,
appropriation for contribucontribution
747
tion-------------------------_ 449,
449,747
Cape Vincent,
Vincent, N. Y.,
cultural station,
station,
Y., fish cultural
rehabilitation
and
rehabilitation of rearing
rearing ponds and
facilities, authority
authority---------------615
615
Appropriation
616
Appropriation authorized
authorized -----------616
Appropriation
for acquisition
of lands_
Appropriation for
acquisition of
lands___ 981
981
Buildings and Grounds:
Capitol Buildings
Grounds:
Appropriation for ------------------Appropriation
77,
77,
224,
232, 253, 739, 870, 975
224,232,253,739,870,975
House Wing of Capitol, appropriation
appropriation
for improvements;
improvements; contract authorauthor77
ity ------------------------77
Police duty, details for----------for
222, 231
222,
231
Reimbursement
Reimbursement for --------------739
739
Senate Wing of Capitol,
Capitol, improvements,
improvements,
appropriation for
appropriation
for---------------- 224
224
Capitol Police:
Police:
Appropriation for
Appropriation
for -------..-_--- 222,
222, 739
739
Capitol Police Board, appropriation
appropriation
for ---------.------------222, 739
Details to Capitol buildings and
grounds---------------.------ 222,
grounds
222, 231
231
Reimbursement for --------------Reimbursement
739
739
Standards
required
230
Standards required----------________
230
Capitol Power Plant:
Appropriation
Appropriation for
224, 232,
for------------ 224,
232, 975
975
Improvements, authority of Architect
Improvements,
Architect
of the Capitol -------933
------ -933
Appropriation
authorized ---------934
Appropriation authorized
934
Appropriation for ----------------Appropriation
975
975
Capodanno, Mrs. Mary,
Mary, payment
payment to---to
1191
1191
Capodanno,
Capodanno, Vincent, payment
payment to legal
legal
guardian of --------------------1191
1191

INDEX
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Capper-Ketcham Act:
Agricultural
Agricultural extension
extension work, extension
extension
benefits to Alaska -----of benefits
_-____
Appropriation to effect provisions
Appropriation
provisions of_
of _
-_
Caramsaledis, Fotini, deportation suspen-

Page

939
939
32E
328

sion -------------. ______------- _ 1240
124C
Carderock, Md., expansion of naval facilities of David W. Taylor Model Basin,
authorized ---------..-----------937
authorized
937
Career Compensation Act of 1949 ---802
802
Allowances—
AllowancesAmendments
Amendments of prior provisions
provisions of
of
law ------------------_- - 836
836
828
Clothing, enlisted personnel
personnel -----828
Marriages,
purported,
Marriages,
purported,
payments
based on -------------------.
827
827
Personal money------------------money
816
816
Quarters -----------------------812
812
Shore patrol duty
828
duty----------------828
Subsistence ---------------------812
Subsistence
812
Travel
Travel and transportation
transportation ----813
_---_
813
Amendments and repeals
Amendments
repeals of prior proprovisions of law
law----------------8834-841
Appropriation
authorization ------_-841
Appropriation authorization
841
Army Aviation
Aviation Cadet Act, amendment,
amendment,
allowances
837
pay and allowances-------------837
Coast and Geodetic
Geodetic Survey,
Survey, active
active
service credit ----------------827
827
Definitions------------------------Definitions
804
Dependents,
Dependents, limitation
limitation on application of
Servicemen's Dependents
Dependents AllowServicemen's
ance Act of 1942 -------832
_-- - 831, 832
date ---------------- ----841
Effective date
841
Incentive
Incentive pay, hazardous
hazardous duty
duty-------809
Lighthouse Service, former, saving
provision---provision
834
-------------- 834
Mail clerks, Navy, amendment
amendment of Act
Act
836
of May 27, 1908 ---------------836
_
833
Marine Band
Band----------------------833
former Bureau of,
Marine Inspection, former
of,
saving provision
834
provision----------------834
Miscellaneous
825
Miscellaneous provisions ------------825
National Guard, Federal recognition
recognition of
National
certain officers ----------------837
837
Aviation Cadet
of 1942,
Naval Aviation
Cadet Act
Act of
1942,
amendment, pay and allowances-allowances
836
Pay and allowances—
allowancesCoast Guard Academy cadets
828
cadets-----Contract surgeons---------------surgeons
827
Contract
827
828
Daily rate ---------------------828
Enlisted men of Philippine
Philippine Scouts and
insular force of the Navy-----Navy
828
Military Academy cadets
Military
cadets---------828
Naval
Naval Academy
Academy midshipmen
828
midshipmen------828
Retired members
members and former
former members serving
serving on active duty._.
831
duty --831
Pay grades, basic---------------basic
805
-805
Public Health
Health Service Act, amendments
amendments
and repealsrepeals -----------834
834
-_--------------

XXXI
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Career Compensation
1949-Con.
Compensation Act of 1949—Con.
Page
Page
Reduction in compensation,
compensation, restriction
Reduction
restriction_
831
Repeals----------------------- -Repeals
838
838
Retired pay—
payIncrease
Increase by active
active duty ---------- _
832
832
Officers
Officers specially
specially commended for perperformance of duty in combat,
formance
combat,
provisions--------repeal of provisions
835
835
Reserve
Reserve components, members and
and
former
former members,
members, computation
computation_
830
830
Saving provision,
provision, members and
and forformer members
members receiving retireretirement pay ----------------834
Warrant officers and enlisted persons
War I,
I,
who served in
in World War
grade ---- _------------830
- 830
Retired personnel, retired
retired and retainer
retainer
pay
- 829
pay -----------------------Retirement, disability
disability --------------816
816
"Active service"
service" ---------------- _ 824
824
Benefits,
Benefits, cessation upon separation
823
separation_
823
Hospitalized members,
Hospitalized
members, election
election of
benefits --------------------825
benefits
825
Intentional misconduct or willful
restriction on benefits_
neglect, restriction
benefits___ 823
Pay-------------------------Pay
818
818
Physical
Physical examinations, periodic__
periodic-_ 819,
819, 821
Travel and transportation
transportation allowance
821
ance--------..-------.. 821
Powers,
Powers, duties, and functions incident to ------------------825
825
retirements, entitlement
of
Prior retirements,
entitlement of
members or former members to
members
to
disability retirement
disability
retirement or severance
severance
pay -----------------------823
Rank or grade in which retired -_-_
823
823
Recovery
disability_ _
__ 821
Recovery from physical
physical disability
- -821
Regulations
824
Regulations for administration
administration-----824
Temporary
Temporary disability
disability retired list—
listEstablishment--------------Establishment
816
816
Officers,
reappointment to active
Officers, reappointment
list ------------------822
_822
Termination
Termination of temporary disability retirement pay
822
pay----------822
Saving provisions
833
provisions-------------------833
Service creditable
creditable in computation
computation of
of
basic pay --------------------807
807
Severance pay for physical
Severance
physical disability_
disability_ _ 820
820
Special paypay—
810
Diving duty --------------------810
Physicians and dentists
809
dentists -----------809
Reenlistment bonus -------------- _
811
Reenlistment
811
Sea and foreign
811
foreign duty -------------811
Surgeons, contract, pay and allowances_
Surgeons,
allowances_
827
Training duty with or
or without pay,
reserve
reserve and National Guard
Guard perpersonnel
825
sonnel-----------------------825
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Caribbean Commission,
Commission, appropriation
appropriation for
Page
for Page
Caribbean
contribution
449
contribution -------------------1075
Carlton, T. N., payment
to-----------payment to
Carlton,
Carmody, Robert
Robert F.
acF. (Commander),
(Commander), acCarmody,
ceptance
from foreign
foreign governgoverngift from
of gift
ceptance of
1076
ment,
authorized
1076
ment, authorized----------------suspension-_Carreon, Juan,
Juan, deportation
_ 1222
deportation suspension__
Carreon,
Carriers. See
See also
also Railroads.
Railroads.
Carriers.
Accounts, records,
records, etc.,
etc., inspection
inspection
Accounts,
487
authority
authority___-----------------designated
location survey for designated
Canada, location
railroad,
President_ --___ 908
908
of President
authority of
railroad, authority
Electric lines,
lines, local,
etc., exemplocal, merger, etc.,
Electric
tion
approval recertain from approval
tion of certain
quirement --------------------486
quirement
Explosives,
regulation of
air transof air
etc., regulation
Explosives, etc.,
portation
480
portation-------------------Express
on dederestriction on
companies, restriction
Express companies,
payment of
livery of freight prior to payment
485
charges
charges -----------------------Joint boards, quorum,
quorum, one member parJoint
ticipating in
in hearing;
hearing; authority-_
authority
479
ticipating
Joint tariff
tariff or
or schedule suspension,
Joint
service
486,
489
486, 487, 489
of notice
notice --------service of
Maritime Commission,
Commission, water carrier
carrier
service, continuation
temporary
continuation of temporary
service,
9,349
authority
9, 349
authority------------------Motor Carrier Claims Commission. See
Motor
separate
title.
separate title.
Overcharges, actions
actions for
for recovery, time
Overcharges,
limitation
280
limitation --------------- --Railroad equipment
equipment from France, free
Railroad
entry
of certain,
certain, extension of proentry of
resolution of June
vision of joint resolution
5
25,
5
1948----------------------25, 1948
Railroads, consolidation
consolidation or merger, disRailroads,
cretion of Interstate
Interstate Commerce
Commerce
cretion
Commission
hearCommission respecting public hear485
ings
ings-------------------------Reports,
carriers,
requirement from carriers,
Reports, requirement
lessors, and associations, author486-489
ity ----------------------Sleeping-car
companies, inclusion in
Sleeping-car companies,
486,487
487
provisions ------------------- 486,
Traffic contracts,
contracts, filing of copies, exTraffic
486
ceptions ----------------------ceptions
Undercharges, actions for recovery,
Undercharges,
280
280
----- __-----time limitation
limitation
Violation of regulations,
regulations, forfeitures
forfeitures recoverable in civil action --- ___-488
CeniCarrillo, Ramiro (Ramiro Carrillo Ceni1222
ceros), deportation
1222
suspension-----deportation suspension
ceros),
Carro,
(Alfred), deportation
deportation susAlfredo (Alfred),
Carro, Alfredo
1248
1248
pension -- _---_----_-----_--Carroll, Charles P., payment
payment to
to_------1193
Moss, payment to legal
Carroll, Marcia Moss,
guardian of ---------------1193
Frank, deportation susCarson, Donald
Donald Frank,
pension
1242
pension..------------_---.--.-.._
1242

--

--

Carson
National Forest, N. Mex.,
Mex., extenCarson National
sion of boundaries
boundaries--------------Casas,
(Jose Casas Rosales
Resales or Jose
Jose (Jose
Casas, Jose
Covos or Cobos),
deportation suspenCobos), deportation
Coves
sion
sion--------------------------Casper,
Wyo., clerk
District Court,
of U.
U. S. District
clerk of
Casper, Wyo.,
restriction on
use of
of funds
funds for
for mainon use
restriction
of----------------office of
taining office
Castaneda, Maria
Maria del Socorro, deportadeportaCastaneda,
suspension
tion suspension-----------------Castaneda, Maria Dolores, deportation
deportation
Castaneda,
suspension --------------------suspension
Castellano,
Vincenzo (Vincent James
James
Castellano, Vincenzo
Castellano), deportation
deportation suspension_
Castellano),
Castellanos,
Eduardo (Eduardo LaraCastellanos, Eduardo
Castellanos or Eduardo
Eduardo Lopez),
Lopez), deCastellanos
portation
suspension------------portation suspension
Itturri, admission for perCastilla, Felipe Itturri,
manent residence
residence ---------------deportation
Castillo,
(Giro), deportation
Geronimo (Giro),
Castillo, Geronimo
suspension
suspension---------------------Nino (Margarita
Castillo,
(Margarita
Margarita de Nino
Castillo, Margarita
Castillo-Guzman), deportation
deportation susCastillo-Guzman),

Page
Page

144
1246

471
1219

1219
1240
1240

1219
1219
1079
1248

1230
1230
pension
pension____--------------------Maria
(Nino-Castillo),
Castillo-Nino
(Nino-Castillo),
Castillo-Nino
1230
1230
Teresa, deportation
suspension ----deportation suspension
Teresa,
Castle
Battery Park, N. Y., reCastle Clinton, Battery
794
striction on use of funds for -----Castro,
Mercedes (Mercedes
Alvarez),
(Mercedes Alvarez),
Castro, Mercedes
1234
deportation suspension ----------deportation
construction
Cathedral
Bluffs, Alaska, construction
Cathedral Bluffs,
935
935
authorized ---------------------authorized
Caudillo, Tula Bonnie (Buenaventura),
(Buenaventura), de1230
1230
portation suspension
suspension-----------portation
Caustic Poison Act,
Act, Federal, appropriaappropriaof--._ 285
provisions of
tion for carrying
carrying out provisions
Cavallarin,
susdeportation susGuerrino, deportation
Cavallarin, Guerrino,
1240
pension
pension------------------------Cavanna,
suspension.. _ 1222
Santo, deportation suspension-Cavanna, Santo,
Cemeteries,
National.
National
National. See National
Cemeteries,
Cemeteries.
Census, Bureau of the. See under ComCensus,
merce,
Department of.
merce, Department
of compliance
compliance
Calif., waiver of
Central Bank, Calif.,
with
with designated
designated contract require1132
ment
ment--------------------------Cooperatives:
Central Bank for Cooperatives:
Agricultural commodities, storage, loans
Agricultural
1059
for construction
structures_ _
1059
construction of structures---Compensation
Compensation rate, maximum, director,
officer, or employee
972
972
officer,
employee------------Agency:
Intelligence Agency:
Central Intelligence
Classification
Classification Act of 1949, nonapplicability ----956
_----------------cability
Director and Deputy Director,
Director, increase
compensation -------880, 881
in basic compensation
Central Intelligence
Intelligence Agency
Agency Act of 1949__
1949_ _ 208
Aliens,
United States
Aliens, entrance
entrance into United
without regard to regulations,
without
authority
212
212
authority---------------------

INDEX
INDEX
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Faze
PaFg
Pa
Pogo
Central Intelligence
Intelligence Agency Act
Central
Act of 1949—
1949Chavolla, Jesus, deportation
deportation suspension._
1232
suspension_ 1232
Continued
Continued
Chemewa Indians, Oreg., appropriation
appropriation
Appropriations,
availability ---------212
Appropriations, availability
212
for construction,
construction, etc., of buildings
-buildings_ ___
773
Education and training of officers and
Chemical Corps. See under
under Army,
Army, DeDe......
_------.
employees -----208
20E
partment of the.
partment
General authorities
211 Cherokee Indians, Eastern Band, exchange
General
authorities-----------------211
exchange
Procurement
Procurement authority -------------208
20E
726
of lands -----------.--.---------- 726
Publication or
disclosure of
of certain
certain inPublication
or disclosure
inChesapeake and Ohio Canal, appropriaChesapeake
appropriaformation, exemption
exemption from retion
tion for
for ----------- ------------793
quirement--------------------quirement
211 Chew, Kwong Hal (Harry
211
(Harry Hwang),
Kwong), deSeparability of provisions
213
provisions _---------213
portation suspension----------.-suspension
1240
1240
Travel, allowances,
exallowances, and related exCheyenne, Wyo., retention
Cheyenne,
retention by Federal
penses, personnel
personnel assigned to perWorks
Works Administrator
Administrator of custody and
manent duty
stations outside
control of certain lands-----------lands
179
179
States
209 Chiampi, Vincenzo (James Chiampi),
United States-----------.---.
20f
Chiampi), deValley Project, Calif.:
Calif.:
Central Valley
portation suspension--------------suspension
1230
Appropriation
Appropriation for------------ 258,
258, 780,
780, 782
782 Chicago, Ill.,
Il., construction
construction of superhighway
superhighway
Inclusion of American River
River developInclusion
agreement with
through post office, agreement
ment; appropriation
authorized_ 852, 854
appropriation authorized854
Administrator------Federal Works
Works Administrator
200
Cereal Rust Control, appropriation
appropriation for__
335 Chickasaw
for-Chickasaw Nation of
of Indians,
Indians, Okla.:
Okla.:
Cerniglia, Pasquale, deportation
deportation suspension
suspension_ 1242
1242
Attorneys, appropriation
expenses
775
appropriation for expenses-775
Certified Claims.
Certified
Claims. See
See Claims.
Per capita payments,
84
payments, appropriation
appropriation for.
for84
Chai, Yung Shu (Ashun
(Ashun Yung),
Yung), deportadeportaChlen,
Chien, Alan Richard,
Richard, deportation sustion suspension
1230
suspension------------------1230
pension-----------.------.-----pension
1242
1242
Chairman,
Chairman, Imre Von Csernyak (Irving
Chien,
susChlen, George
George David,
David, deportation
deportation susChairman),
Chairman), deportation suspensionsuspension_ 1230
1230
pension
1243
pension------------------------1243
Chaitowich, Louis (Louis
Chaitowich,
(Louis Kaplan),
Kaplan), deChien, Philip Karl,
deportation suspenKarl, deportation
suspenportation suspension -----------1230
1230
sion------------- --.----------- 1243
sion
1243
Chalmers, Bromley
Chalmers,
Bromley Russell
Russell Scott, deportaChild Health Day, 1949,
1949, proclamation_
proclamation -_ 1269
1269
1248
tion suspension
suspension-----------------Standards
1248 Child Labor.
Labor. See Fair
Fair Labor
Labor Standards
Chalmers, Jill, deportation
Chalmers,
deportation suspension
1248
suspension_
1248
Amendments of 1949.
Amendments
Chan, Kenneth
Kenneth Ivan (Kenneth Ivan hag),
Hing),
Childhood, American International
International InInChildhood,
deportation
suspension ------------1240
deportation suspension
1240
stitute for the Protection of, approapproChang, Mavis
Mavis Clare, deportation suspenpriation
contribution----------priation for contribution
449
449
sion
sion----------------------------1244 Children,
Crippled, Aid to. See Social
Children, Crippled,
Social
suspension..
1235
Chang, Mo Poon, deportation suspension.
Security Act; Social
1235
Social Security
Security AdTeresa Alay, deportation
Chang, Teresa
ministration.
deportation susministration.
pension
1235 Children and Youth, Conference
pension-------------.----------Conference on,
on. ap1235
apChangeux,
deportation susChangeux, Daniel Robert, deportation
propriation
suspropriation for
...... ... _
255, 295
for..-.....-......
265,
295
pension
1227
-------------------Children's Bureau. See under
1227 Children's
undr Social
Channel Islands National
National Monument,
Security Administration.
Administration.
Calif., enlargement,
proclamation1258
Antietam,
Calif.,
enlargement, proclamation--.
1258 Children's Emergency
Emergency Fund A-sstame
Charleston,
C.:
Charleston, S. C.:
Act of
of 1948, International, provision
for further contributions
Lands conveyed
conveyed to, removal of certain
certain
Lands
contributions to Fund
restrictions
conditions; conconunder; availability
availability of funds ----..restrictions and
and conditions;
_ 412
412
Chillen, Again,
veyance
169, 170 Chillemi,
deportation suspension__ 1245
1245
Agata, deportation
veyance to
to------------------- 169,170
Chillicothe,
District
Porter
Academy, removal of restriction
Chillicothe, Mo., clerk
Porter Academy,
restriction
clerk of
of U. S. District
conveyance----------Court, restriction on
in land conveyance
492
on use of
of funds
funds for
for
maintaining office
Chatham County near Savannah,
Savannah, Ga.,
maintaining
office of
471
of -------------- 471
Chillicothe,
Ohio, conveyance
681
Chikhicothe, Ohio,
retention by Federal Works
Works Adminisconveyance ----------681
custody and
180 Chin,
or Chan
Chan Git),
de180
trator of custody
and control of
of lands_
Chin, Arthur
Arthur (Chin
(Chin Git
Git or
Git), de685
Chattooga
Ga, payment to ----Chattooga County,
County, Ga.,
portation
portation suspension -------------1245
Chau,
Chau),
Chan, Shing
Chin,
(Chin Yuen
or
Shing Leung
Leung (Spaulding
(Spaulding Chan),
Chin, Yuen Chew (Chin
Yuen Chew
Chew or
deportation
1227
1227
deportation suspension ----------Chew
Chew Yuen
Yuen China),
Chinn), deportation
deportation sussusChaves, Faustino
Faustino (Fanstine
or
pension
1248
Chaves,
(Faustino Chavis
pension------------.
Chavis or
------------1248
Fanstine Chavis
Faustino Chavez
Chavez or
or Faustino
China:
China:
Murillo),
Murillo), deportation
deportation suspension---suspension_ ___ 1235
1235
Assistance to
Assistance
to areas not under ComChavez-Reyna, Alo
Alfredo (Alfredo
(Alfredo
Chavez),
Chavez-Reyna,
lfedChavez),
munist domination,
domination, funds availavaildeportation
1240
deportation suspension
suspension------------ 1240
able
able-------------------------65
6
81939'--0--PT.
-- 84
81939
*-50--PT. 1-84
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China—Continued
China-Continued
Assistance under Mutual
Defense AsMutual Defense
Assistance
sistance
of 1949; appropriation
appropriation
sistance Act of
authorized
authorized -------------------Appropriation
Appropriation for --------------Monuments, etc., to American soldiers,
appropriation
for maintenance
maintenance_- __
-_
appropriation for
Students,
allocation of funds for study
Students, allocation
States.---------------.
in United
United States
Chinn,
Yue Gim
Yen Gim or Yem
Yem
Gim (Gee Yen
Chinn, Yue
Gim Gee
Gee or
or Yue
Gim Gee
Yu Gim
Gee or Yu
Yue Gim
Gim
Chin), deportation
suspension -----.
deportation suspension
Chin),
Chippewa Indians, Red Lake Band, per
-----payments --------capita payments
Chippewa National Forest, Minn., acceptance of
authority--_
of land
land within, authority_
ceptance
Chloramphenicol
Derivatives, proviChloramphenicol and Derivatives,
sion
certification under Federal
sion for certification
Cosmetic Act ----Food, Drug,
Drug, and Cosmetic
Choctaw Indians, Miss.,
appropriation for
Miss., appropriation
Choctaw
industrial assistance -----------Choctaw Nation of Indians,
Indians, Okla.:
Choctaw
forPer
appropriation for_
Per capita payments, appropriation
Treaties
appropriation for
for fulwith, appropriation
Treaties with,
filling -----------------------Chow, David Zai-Chen, deportation suspension
_-----------------------pension
deportation suspenChristake, Merope,
Merope, deportation
--.. -------.--.-------.
sion --..
Christie,
Lewis George,
George, deportation susChristie, Lewis
pension __----------------------pension
Christopher,
Norval, deportation
deportation suspensuspenChristopher, Norval,
sion--------------------------sion
Hang Kin Chul
Chui, Wan (Chui Wan or Bang
or Hankin
Rankin Runt),
Hunt), deportation suspension ------------------------pension
Light.
Llghtfoot (Ethel LightChurchill, Ethel Lightfoot
foot), deportation
suspension -----deportation suspension
foot),
School District,
Churntown Elementary School
Calif., conveyance
conveyance to ------------Calif.,
Ciccone, Anthony
Anthony S. (Chief
(Chief Boatswain),
Boatswain),
Ciccone,
acceptance
of gift
gift from foreign
foreign governgovernacceptance of
authorized ------------ment, authorized
Ciesla, Ludwik,
deportation suspension-suspension_ _
Ludwik, deportation
Ciesla,
Act, D.
D. C. See Cigarette
Cigarette Tax Act,
Tax Act under District of Columbia.
Cigarettes, disposal in interstate
interstate commerce, invoice to tobacco tax administrator
ministrator -_--.- -__________--Cincinnati,
maintenance and operaCincinnati, Ohio, maintenance
tion of water and sanitary investigaappropriation for-----for
tions station, appropriation
Ciocchi, Luigi, deportation
suspension__ _
Ciocchi,
deportation suspension--Cipolat, Romano, deportation suspension_
suspensiondeportation
Cirincione, Carmela Marie, deportation
suspension ----------------------suspension
Cirincione, Maria Teresa, deportation
suspension
suspension-----.----.-------.--.--
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716
975
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711

1235
1235
60

702
409
776

84
774
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1243
60
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1248

884

292
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1241
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Page
Citizenship and
Naturalization. See
also
Page
Citizenship
and Naturalization.
See also
Aliens.
Government employees,
employees, citizenship
citizenship reGovernment
quirements.
Citizenship re-,
reSee Citizenship
quirements. See
quirements,
under
quirements, employees, under
Government Departments
Departments and
Government
Agencies.
Agencies.
Housing projects,
citizenship
low-rent, citizenship
projects, low-rent,
Housing
requirements
occurental or occufor rental
requirements for
pancy;
644
exception---------------pancy; exception
Veterans of
of U. S. armed forces, eligiVeterans
bility
naturalization, substitubility for naturalization,
of section
section 334 (c) for 334 (e)
tion of
Nationality Act of
in provisions of Nationality
282
1940
1940--------------------------Citrus Blackfly
Blackfly Control:
Appropriation
745
Appropriation for --_--------------Authority of Secretary
Secretary of Agriculture
respecting control and eradication
respecting
200
operations --------------------200
operations
Office DepartService, Post Office
City Delivery Service,
ment:
2418, 370
Appropriation
Appropriation for ---------------- 248,
249
Transfer of funds from ------------249
Transfer
City of Clinton Bridge Commission, revival
and reenactment of legislation creating
597
ing ----------------------------Civil Aeronautics
Aeronautics Act of 1938,
1938, AmendAmendCivil
ments:
ments:
Alaska,
materials for, inAlaska, supplies and materials
authority - _ 678
curring of obligations, authority__
curring
Explosives,
regulation of air transExplosives, etc., regulation
480
portation
portation--------------------Civil
Aeronautics Administration. See
See
Civil Aeronautics
Aeronautics Act of 1938,
also Civil Aeronautics
Amendments;
Amendments; Federal Airport Act.
Administrator, increase
increase in basic comAdministrator,
pensation
881
pensation-------------Air-navigation facilities, etc.etc.—
Air-navigation
Establishment,
appropriation for --__ _ 464
Establishment, appropriation
Transfer
Departments of Air
Transfer from Departments
Force, Army, and Navy, authority
464
ity-----------Airport traffic control towers, crediting
crediting
of funds from public authorities
464
for operation
operation-----------------Alaska—
AlaskaDistressed persons
persons in remote localities,
localities,
Distressed
469
relief, funds available.........
available
Medical
Medical services and supplies for
employees in, funds available-__
available_ __ 469
469
Subsistence supplies for resale, funds
Subsistence
469
available ---------____-----available
83,
Appropriation for -__---------__----Appropriation
240,
257, 463, 745, 875, 978
240,257,
Claims under Federal Airport Act,
appropriation
for__ _ 83, 240, 745, 875, 978
appropriation for___
Coast
Guard, cooperation
cooperation in mainteCoast Guard,
500, 503
navigation aidsaids_ 500,503
nance, etc., of air navigation
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Administration—Con.
Page Civil Service
Service Commission—Continued
Commission-Continued
Contract authority
authority ----------- 464, 465, 466
Contract
Details from other agencies, restriction_
Emergency repairs and replacements,
replacements,
Emergency
Emergency
Emergency transfers
transfers or details.----..
464
funds
available-----------------1
unds available
requirement reExaminers, affidavit requirement
Wildlife Service, transfer of
Fish and Wildlife
agency proceedings
proceedings ----specting agency
aircraft and other surplus property
property
aircraft
appointment by
Executive
Executive Director, appointment
authority
798
to, authority-------------------Chairman; abolishment
abolishment of existing
Logan International
International Airport, Boston,
office
office
-.....---------------....

Mass., project authority --------Mass.,
appropriation for..
for_ _
increased, appropriation
Pay costs, increased,
Reclamation, Bureau
Bureau of, transfer of
Reclamation,
aircraft, etc., to, authority_
authoritysurplus aircraft,
Surplus aircraft,
aircraft, parts, etc., transfers
Departments of Air Force,
from Departments
Army, and
and Navy,
authority ----Navy, authority
Army,
Surplus property
purposes,
property for airport purposes,
removal of restrictions
restrictions respecting;
respecting;
removal
enforcement of compliance
compliance with
enforcement
authority
terms, authority---------------Transfers
funds
Transfers of funds------------------Wake, Canton,
Midway Islands,
Canton, and Midway
Wake,
available for expenses
expenses in confunds available
nection with facilities-----------facilities
nection
Washington National Airport—
AirportWashington
Appropriation for -------------257,
Appropriation
operation equipment, transfer
transfer
Ground operation
Departments of Air Force,
from Departments
Army,
and Navy,
Navy, authority__
authority---Army, and
Aeronautics Board:
Civil Aeronautics
Alaska—
AlaskaMedical services and supplies for emavailable---in, funds available_
ployees in,
Subsistence supplies
supplies for resale, funds
Subsistence

693
257
785

464
464

700
464

745

465
465
465

469

available -------------------469
Appropriation
Appropriation for ---------------- 258, 466
Compensation of
of members,
___ 880
increase --members, increase_
Compensation
Mail, transportation
on star routes by
transportation on
Mail,

etc_
aircraft, certification
certification functions, etc_
Civil
Aviation Organization, International.
Civil Aviation
See
International
Civil Aviation
International Civil
See
Organization.
Organization.
Civil
Act, 1950-195C_
Appropriation Act,
Civil Functions Appropriation
Civil
Service. See
See
Government
Government EmCivil Service.

ployees.
Commission:
Service Commission:
Civil Service
retirement and disRailroad retirement
Alaska Railroad

ability
for.---__ _
appropriation for
fund, appropriation
ability fund,

680

845

636
636

Appropriation for---------------for
253, 635
Appropriation
retirement and disability
Zone retirement
Canal Zone
fund,
appropriation for
636
for-------- fund, appropriation
Chairman—
ChairmanDesignation
President; functions..
functions- 1067
Designation by President;
Increase
in basic
compensation---basic compensation_
Increase in
Chief
Examiner, office of, abolishment_
Chief Examiner,

880
1069

Civil-service
retirement and disability
disability
Civil-service retirement
for---------appropriation for
fund, appropriation
Classification
separate
See separate
of 1949.
1949. See
Act of
Classification Act

636

Lille.
title.
Compensation
increase-members, increase
of members,
Compensation of

881

Page
635
635
635
635
635

1069
1069
Federal Bureau of Investigation, allocation of funds for investigations
investigations
of applicants
applicants for certain
certain positions 635
Legal Examining Unit, funds not available-_...--..--.----------.....
able
635
appropriation
Loyalty Review Board, appropriation
nonapplicability of designated
designated
for; nonapplicability
provisions of law to --------.---635
Panama Canal construction annuity
appropriation for ---.......
636
fund, appropriation
for-Pay costs, increased,
appropriation for....
increased, appropriation
253
President of U. S. Civil Service Commission, title, abolishment ----...
1069
1069
Reorganization Plan No. 5
5 of 1949----.
1949
1067
1067
Reorganization
Report to President, Classification
Classification Act
Act
administration; recomof 1949, administration;
mendations respecting rates of
mendations
compensation under -_-.-------.
971
compensation
Reports to CongressCongress—
Efficiency rating systems in Federal
Federal
Efficiency
service, findings
findings and recomservice,
mendations.------.---------971
Hazardous employments,
study of
employments, study,
Hazardous
problem of additional compenproblem
sation
970
970
sation....----------------....
Step-increases for superior
superior accomaccomStep-increases
968
plishment..----------------..
Residence requirement, applicants for
for
Residence
950
examinations.----.. ----------..
examinations
- 1069
Secretary of Commission, abolishment_
abolishment- _
Supervisory
compensation of
positions, compensation
Supervisory positions,
personnel allocating, limitations_
-- 636
636
limitations--personnel
Civil Service
Act:
Service Retirement Act:
Amendments—
AmendmentsAlaska, annuity increase for service
476
in -------------------------Alaska Railroad,
Railroad, applicability
of
applicability of
Alaska
provisions to officers and emprovisions
ployees; annuity increase----increase
475, 476
ployees;
compensation",
salary, pay or compensation",
"Basic salary,
maximum, employees
employees paid on
basis
704
fee basis--------------------Columbia Institution for the Deaf,
Columbia
applicability to employees;
credemployees; credapplicability
itable service----------------service
884
itable
Credit for past service for which,
through inadvertence,
inadvertence, no deduc266
made---------------tions are made
Criminal laws, employees
employees engaged in
Criminal
enforcement, computation
computation of anenforcement,
nuity
609
nuity----------------------
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Act—Continued
Page Claims—Continued
Page
Service Retirement Act-Continued
Page
Claims-Continued
Amendments—Continued
Alaska Railroad
employees, overtime
Amendments-Continued
Railroad employees,
Deductions, employees
employees separated
separated subclaims, jurisdiction
work, claims,
jurisdiction of
of Court_
Court_ 1062
1062
sequent to Jan. 23, 1942, with
enemies, loss or damage
Alien enemies,
damage of proppropless than 20 years' service, return,
erty deposited by, payment authorauthorauthority
170
authority
_---_----------_---ized ----------------.--------- _
12
170
12
Disability
Appropriation authorized
13
Disability annuity, disabling condicondiAppropriation
authorized----------13
Appropriation for
458
tions chronic,
chronic, deteriorative,
Appropriation
deteriorative, or
or
for----------------458
for
progressive, time extension for
Allegheny
Allegheny County, Pa., payment
to
55
payment to-..
55
filing application
application ------------577
Army, Department
funds for
Department of
of the,
the, funds
577
for__ 711,
711,
Involuntary retirement before
before age 55
Involuntary
849,
852, 988, 991, 997
849,852,
997
after
after 25
25 years
years of
of service,
service, extenextenArmy National Guard, appropriation
appropriation
sion of annuity benefits
663
benefits-------663
for ----_-----------_-----.-- 1000
1000
Legislative branch officers and emAudited claims,
claims, appropriation
appropriation for
for paypayployees, certain, eligibility for
ment 748, 873,
----- 88, 238, 263,
263, 748,
873, 982
982
benefits
621
benefits---------------------Canal Zone, losses of
to
621
of or damages
damages to
increase for service
Panama, annuity increase
property, adjustment and settlein ------------------------ment by Governor, authority----authority
600
476
600
Panama Canal,
applicability of proCanal, applicability
Coast Guard—
Guardemployees;
visions to officers and employees;
Funds for --------------------- 251,366
annuity increase ------------ 475, 476
Settlement
authority ---------- _ 534,
Settlement authority
534, 547
547
Panama Railroad
Railroad Company, appliPanama
Cowlitz County, Wash., payment
payment to
to
cability of provisions to officers
officers
Public Utility District
District Numbered
Numbered 1_
623
623
employees;
annuity
and employees;
annuity ininDamage claims, judgments,
judgments, and
and audited
audited
crease ------------------475,
475, 476
476
claims, appropriation for payment_
88,
88,
Survivorship benefits,
widows or
263, 748, 879, 982
263,748,879,
widowers of persons retiring
retiring
widowers
District of Columbia,
Columbia, appropriation
appropriation for
for
under Act -------------699
settlement
settlement ----------- 236, 238, 304,
873
304, 873
Temporary employees,
employees, Library
Temporary
Library of
of
Cooperation Administration,
Administration,
Economic Cooperation
Congress and judicial branch
branch of
of
appropriation for---------------for
710
appropriation
710
nonapplicability toGovernment, nonapplicability
to.
490
490
Federal
Federal Airport Act, appropriation
appropriation for
for
Salary increases,
increases, certain officials,
Salary
officials, nonnonpayments under.___
payments
under-__ 83, 240,
240, 745, 875,
875, 978
978
inclusion in computation
computation of deducdeducFederal penal and correctional
correctional instituinstitutions and annuities ---- _.....
.44
employees, loss of personal
personal
tions, employees,
Civil Service
Service Retirement and Disability
property incident
incident to service, settlesettleproperty
Fund:
Fund:
ment -------------------.----.
167
167
Alaska Railroad,
Railroad, retirement
retirement and
Alaska
and disdisAppropriation
authorized
168
Appropriation
authorized
---------168
ability fund, transfer
transfer to--------to
475
475
876
Funds available
available-------.--.....--.
876
Appropriation
Appropriation for --------------..
636
636
Finland, appropriation
appropriation for
for settlement
settlement
Canal Zone retirement
retirement and disability
Department of State
982
by
Department
State---------982
fund,
transfer to------------..to
475
fund, transfer
475
General Services Administration,
Administration, approapprocrediting of funds_
305
District of Columbia, crediting
305
priation for
priation
for --------------------- 742
742
Virgin Islands Corporation, contribuGreat Britain, payment
478
payment to -----------478
tions by
354
by-------------..--_354
Civilian Conservation Corps, medical servImmigration and Naturalization
Immigration
Naturalization Servextra pay for Sunday and
ice, extra
ices, etc.,
etc., furnishing
furnishing by Federal
Federal Seand
holiday
curity Agency, appropriation
for. _
285
holiday services, appropriation
appropriation for.
746
appropriation for--for_
746
285
Civilian Production Administration, approIndian Claims Commission, appropriappropripriation
priation for liquidation
liquidation --____-____745
ation for ---------------------645
745
appropriation for
Civilian War Benefits,
Indians, jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
Court of
of Claims_
102
Benefits, appropriation
for
of Court
Claims_
102
payment ------- __-----__---285
Interior, Department of the, appropriappropri285
Clagett,
Katherine II.;
Clagett, Katherine
to
1194
H., payment to----ation for----------------------for
783
1194
Claims. See dim)
also Federal Tort Claims
International Claims Commission,
International
Commission, apAct.
propriation
877, 878
propriation for; condition------condition
Administrative adjustment by Federal
Japanese
Japanese ancestry, persons of, appropriappropriagencies,
agencies, claims of $1,000 or less,
expenses -------------ation for expenses
458
accruing on and after Jan.
62
accruing
Jan. 1,
1, 1945_
194562
Justice, Department of—
ofAir Force, Department
Department of the, approFunds for ----.---------------- 462,981
462, 981
priation
------------priation for -1015
1015
Payment from appropriation
appropriation curAir National Guard,
for.
1015
Guard, appropriation
appropriation for1015
available
rently available--------------746
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Claims-Continued
Page
Classification Act of 1949—Continued
Page
1949-Continued
Page
Motor Carrier
Carrier Claims
Commission.
Claims Commission.
Classification
positions—
Classification of
of positionsSee separate
separate title.
title.
Authority and procedure
procedure of Civil
Civil
National
National Guard, appropriation
appropriation for --- _
988
98E
Service Commission -- ___--__958
958
Navy, Department
Department of
of the—
theBasis
Basis ------------- _--------957
957
Appropriation
Appropriation for -__------------1005
1005
Departmental actions ---------Departmental
958
958
Reduction
appropriation -------Reduction in appropriation
246
24
Revocation or suspension
Revocation
suspension of
of authorNevada County, Calif.,
Calif., payment to -_
___
412
41
ity by Commission
Commission -----__-_
959
959
Norway, payment
payment to-----__--------to
478
47
Standards, preparation
preparation and
Standards,
and publicapublicaOrganized Reserves,
Reserves, appropriation
for _
988
appropriation for
988
tion -----_----------__957
Panama
Panama Railroad
Railroad Company, exemption
exemption
Supervisory
Supervisory positions, limitations--_
limitations_
957
957
from tort
tort claims
from
claims procedure
procedure proviproviCoverage
Coverage-- -----------------954
sions------------______________
sions
444
444
Commission, final deterdeterCivil Service Commission,
Pensions. See under
under Veterans AdminisAdminismination by -----------956
__
956
tration.
Crafts, Protective,
Protective, and
and Custodial
Custodial SchedSchedCrafts,
Personal property, lost, abandoned,
abandoned, or
or
ule—
uleunclaimed, net proceeds
proceeds from dispodispoDescription of duties ---------964
964
sition by designated
designated agencies, limilimiEstablishment
959
Establishment________________-959
45
tation _-----------------------_
45
Grade allocations,
allocations, initial; basic
basic comcomPost Office Department, appropriation
appropriation
pensation adjustments ________
966
966
__----...
..-.
87,368,982
for --------87, 368, 982
Rates
Rates of compensation
compensation -965
__-----965
Public Health Service,
Service, appropriation
appropriation
Discrimination in administration,
readministration, refor -------------------------234
234
striction.striction
_-------_-972
972
Retired officers
officers of armed
armed forces
forces not on
on
Effective dates of provisions
972
provisions ------972
active duty, prosecution
prosecution of claims
Efficiency
Efficiency Awards
Awards Committees-------Committees
971
971
against
against United States, nonappliEfficiency
Efficiency ratings--------------ratings
970
970
cability of provisions
provisions __-------__
280
_
280
Exemptions
Exemptions ----------954
_------__
954
San Francisco, Calif.,
Calif., payment
payment to
___
to-___
12
Civil Service
Service Commission, final deterState, Department
Department of, appropriation
appropriation for
for
mination
mination by ------------956
956
payment ----------------------448
payment
448
General compensation
compensation rules
969
rules--------969
Surplus Fund—Certified
Fund-Certified Claims
Claims Act
Act of
of
General provisions
971
provisions-------_----___.
971
1949 -------------------------407
General ScheduleSchedule—
407
Switzerland, Government
Switzerland,
Government of, payment
payment
Description
960
Description of duties
duties----------__
960
of claims for damages
damages by U. S.
S.
Establishment
959
Establishment -----------_----959
armed forces, authorized
authorized -------279
Grade allocations,
initial; basic
basic com279
allocations, initial;
comAppropriation for --------Appropriation
878
_------878
pensation
pensation adjustments
adjustments ----.-966
966
Technical Industrial
Technical
Industrial Intelligence
Intelligence ComRates of compensation
965
compensation ---------965
Foreign Economic
mittee, Foreign
Economic AdminisAdminisHazardous
Hazardous employments,
employments, study of
of probtration, settlement
settlement of claims of
lem of additional compensation..-compensation_ ___ 970
970
certain former employees
employees --------724
Management
Management improvement
724
improvement plan
plan and
Treasury
Treasury Department, appropriation
appropriation
awards.-----------------.......
971
for ------------------ 87,357,358,747
87, 357, 358, 747
Nonapplicability to
to designated
Nonapplicability
designated agenagenUnited States, action against, time for;
cies
957
cies--------------------957
jurisdiction
jurisdiction of Courts; settlement
settlement
Miscellaneous
972
Miscellaneous provisions --------.....
972
by agency head _--------_---_--.
Promotions, transfers, etc.,
compen62
Promotions,
etc., compenWar Claims Act of 1948,
1948, Amendments.
Amendments.
War
969
sation rate
rate-------------------969
See separate
separatetitle.
Repeals and amendments
Repeals
amendments of
of prior
prior proWar
Commission, appropriation
War Claims Commission,
appropriation
972
visions of law
law-----------------972
81,
744
for -----------------------.
81, 744
Step-increases
967
Step-increases ------------------967
Claims, Court
Court of. See under
under United States
States
Longevity
Longevity ----------------------968
Courts.
Superior accomplishment;
accomplishment; report
to
Superior
report to
Claims Commission,
Commission, International, apCongress 968
Congress
---------------propriation for; condition -------- 877,
878
Veteran-preference
provisions, applicaapplica877, 878
Veteran-preference provisions,
Clark,
V., payment to ------- ---1191
Clark, King V.,
1191
bility --- -------------------972
972
Clark, Melvin
Clark,
B., payment to ---_----_
1075
Melvin B.,
Clendenon, Robert D. (chief
1075 Clendenon,
musician),
(chief musician),
Clark,
to
1083
Clark, Nellie M., payment to---------1083
acceptance of gift
acceptance
gift from foreign
foreign governgovernClassification
Classification Act
Act of 1923, repeaL
972
repeal -----ment, authorized
authorized ---------------..
972
1077
Classification
Classification Act of 1949-------------1949
954
954 Clerks
Clerks of Courts:
Appointments,
Appointments, new, at minimum rate-rate
969
Restriction
Restriction on use of funds for mainmainApDroDriation
taininn offic
Appropriation
at designated
deianatad places..
authorized-----------nlanit
972
taining
offices
at
471
-s r > - --authorized
--- -v
....
J
....
r-
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Page Coast Guard—Continued
Pag
Guard-Continued
Page
Page
Classification Act
Act of
1949, nonapplinonappliof 1949,
certain employees
955
cability to certain
employees_____
955
Codification, revision,
revision, and
and enactment
enactment
into
of Title
14, United
United States
into law of
Title 14,
States
Code. See Coast Guard,
Guard, Title
Title 14,
14,
United States
States Code.
Code.
Commandant, Office
of, appropriation
Commandant,
Office of,
appropriation
for---------------..for
365
........
_
365
Dependents—
Dependentson hiring_____
hiring
366
Quarters, restriction
restriction on
366
Transportation, appropriation
365
appropriation for _
___ 365
Eastwind,
Eastwind, icebreaker,
icebreaker, appropriation for
for
conversion and repair
252
repair ---------- _ 252
Fish and Wildlife
Wildlife Service,
of
Service, transfer
transfer of
aircraft, vessels, etc.,
authority_
798
etc., to,
to, authority_
798
General
General expenses,
expenses, appropriation
appropriation for---for ___ 366
366
Headquarters, details at,
Headquarters,
366
at, restriction
restriction-..
366
Lighthouse Service, former, retired
Lighthouse
retired
pay—
payAmount for, increase
increase---- -__------_ 252
252
Increase for certain members
members ----Increase
_ 1026
1026
Lighthouses and lightships, civilian
Lighthouses
employees,
and pay
299
employees, hours of
of duty
duty and
pay-299
Military Academy, paid occupancy
Military
of
occupancy of
hotel on grounds, nondeprivation
nondeprivation
of rental allowances
allowances ----------- _ 1019
1019
Navigation
Navigation and vessel-inspection
vessel-inspection laws,
laws,
waiver of compliance
with, time
time
compliance with,
extension
extension----349
_------------___ 9,
9, 349
allowances—
Pay and allowancesAppropriation for ----------- __-- 365
Appropriation
365
Career
Career Compensation
of 1949.
1949.
Compensation Act of
See separate
title.
separate title.
Public Health Service officers
officers on
on detail,
detail,
per diem rates of allowance,
allowance, auauthority
365
thority------------------_-----_
365
Retired
Retired pay, appropriation
appropriation for
for-------_
366
366
Retirement,
Retirement, physical disability.
disability. See
See
in combat, retirement
retirement grade and
Career
Career Compensation
of 1949.
Compensation Act
Act of
1949.
pay--------------pay
560
---.___
560
Salaries and expenses—
expensesRetirement,
Retirement, physical
physical disability.
disability. See
See
Availability
Availability of funds for
payment of
for payment
Career Compensation Act of 1949.
claims
251
claims------------------251
Salaries
Salaries and expenses,
expenses, appropriation
appropriation
Restriction
Restriction on payment of certain
certain___
__
367
for----------------------for
240
- 83,
83, 240
Supply fund, charges and credits
recredits reVehicles, funds available
466
available for
for purchase_
purchase _
466
specting provisions
provisions ------------367
367
also Coast Guard,
Coast Guard. See also
Guard, Title
Transfers of funds, authority-------__
authority
Transfers
_ 367
367
14, United States Code.
Code.
Uniforms
Uniforms and equipment, furnishing
furnishing at
at
Acquisition, construction, and improveAcquisition,
improvecost--------------------------cost
559
559
ments, appropriation
appropriation for -- _____367
367
Vessels. See
See separate
separate title.
title.
Aerial flights, increased pay for, restricVeterans. See separate
separatetitle.
366
tion -_________________________
366 Coast
Coast Guard,
Guard, Title 14, United States
Aircraft, limitation on number
number --_____
367
367
Code
Code ---------------.
496
_ ------__
496
Amendments of certain provisions
Amendments
provisions of law
Academy ---------- ________________
508
508
respecting ---------.--___-____
respecting
558
558
Administration-___-- __- _-Administration
544
-544
Appropriation for ---------Appropriation
____
- 251,
251, 365
365
cooperaAir Force, Department
Department of the, cooperaCareer Compensation
Compensation Act of 1949.
1949. See
See
with ---- __-______.--_506
tion with
506
separate title.
separate
Alaska, appointment of officers as
Civilian employees,
appropriation for__
for-_
employees, appropriation
367
U. S. Deputy
Deputy Marshals or U.
U. S.
S.
for
251,
Claims, funds for-----------------251, 366
366
Commissioners
Commissioners --- _- --_----_--545
545

Salaries, appropriation
appropriation for --------.
253, 471
253,
47
Cleveland, Ohio, conveyance
Federal
Cleveland,
conveyance to
to Federal
Works Agency
Agency in ----186
..--_____
18i
Cleveland National Forest, Calif., acquisition of land for, appropriation
appropriation for _
_
340
-__
341
Cline, Hal W.,
W., payment
payment to ------------1111
111
revival and
reenactment of
of
Clinton, Iowa,
Iowa, revival
and reenactment
legislation creating
creating City of
of Clinton
Clinton
Bridge Commission
Commission-----_--------597
59,
Clipper, Mike,
Mike, payment
payment to --.------_
_ 1184
1184
Coal. See Mines and Mining;
Mining; Mines,
Mines,
Bureau
Bureau of, under
under Interior, Department of the.
Coast and Geodetic
Geodetic Survey:
Survey:
Appropriation for -_----------_ 83,
Appropriation
83, 240,
240, 466
466
Bomber or fathometer reader, approapprocompensation__ _ 466
466
priation for extra
extra compensation-_Career Compensation
Compensation Act of 1949. See
separate
separate title.
title.
Commissioned officers—
Commissioned
officersArmed Forces Leave Act
1946,
Armed
Act of
of 1946,
application to; funds available__
application
611
available-611
Pay—
PayAppropriation
Appropriation forfor -----.------466
466
Transfer of funds from appropriappropri258
ation for -------- ------ _
258
Heat or light, issuance in kind to perperallowance,
sons on rental quarters
quarters allowance,
restriction ------559
restriction
____---_
559
Military Academy,
Academy, paid occupancy
occupancy of
hotel on grounds,
nondeprivation of
grounds, nondeprivation
rental allowances---allowances
1019
---------1019
Motion-picture equipment and
Motion-picture
film,
and film,
provision for recreation
recreation and trainauthority ---..-ing, authority_
908
_____
-908
Pay and allowances. See Career ComCompensation Act of 1949.
pensation
Retired officers
commended for
for conduct
conduct
officers commended
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Coast Guard, Title 14, United
United States
Code—Continued
Code-Continued
Page
Page
Medals, decorations, etc
etc......_______
535
with -------------------------506
_
506
Naval vessels, safety of
of -----__
____
503
Assistant Commandant
Commandant ------------ _
499
499
Navigation aids, maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
Auxiliary—
Auxiliaryauthority -----------authority
500
_______500
General provisions.---------_______
provisions
557
557
Navy Department—
DepartmentLimitation on rights of members---_
members
557
557
Cooperation with--Cooperation
with
506
--__.........
506
Provisions
Provisions relating to
554
to-------------554
Relationship to------------___
Relationship
to
497
_ 496,
496, 497
Aeronautics Administration, coCivil Aeronautics
coOaths -------------.-------545
___
545
operation with ...
operation
..__-------_ 500,
500, 503
503
Ocean stations ------ _____________-502
502
Claims, settlement authority
authority -----534,
547
534,547
Organization ----497
Organization
____-__--_____497
Clothing provisions
provisions -------------- _ 533,
533, 534
534
Pay and allowances-----_-______._.
allowances
529
529
Guard", etc.,
etc., penalty for un"Coast Guard",
Personnel
510
Personnel ---------------__----____
510
authorized use of words --------- _
authorized
546
Post
cooperation
Post Office
Office Department,
Department, cooperation
Codification, revision, and enactment
enactment
with --------_-___-__-_______.
506
Code__
into law of Title 14,
14, U. S.
S. Code.
- -_
496
Powers
Powers-- -----------.-..---___-499
499
Commandant ----------------------Commandant
498
498
Rations,
Rations, provisions respecting---.....
respecting
532
532
Powers, general
general --_-------------__
504
Reduction
Reduction or abolition
abolition of grade,
grade, etc.,
etc.,
Commerce,
cooperation
Commerce, Department
Department of, cooperation
restriction
restriction --- _--------.
..--_
558
with
with--------------------------507
Repeals ------------------.---Repeals
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"Secretary" -......................
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Act
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Act
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Army, appropriation
prosecution of
of claims
990
claims
Coast Guard, provisions
provisions of Title
Title 14,
14,
against United States, nonapU. S. Code --------------------539
plicability of provisions
provisions -------280
539
280
Contsis,
Coutsis, Elias
Technical
Elias Athanasius (lioutsis),
(Koutsis), deTechnical amendments
deamendments------------ 89-99
89-99
suspension -------------1241
portation suspension
Nonapplicability of
provi1241
Nonapplicability
of designated proviCowlitz County,
County, Wash., payment
payment to Public
to—
sions toUtility District Numbered
Numbered 1
623
committees appointed
appointed by
by
1------ _
Advisory committees
623
Cox, Silveria Pana, deportation
deportation suspensuspenHousing and Home Finance Adsion ----__---------------------1235
ministrator
439
1235
ministrator------------------439
Cragg, George Robert, deportation
deportation sussusJoint Committee
Committee on the Economic
Economic
pension --------- ___--_____---. 1235
Report, attorney or expert for.
for___ 721
1110
Craig, Mark B., payment to
to ----------1110
Loyalty Review
Review Board -----------635
Crawford, Nebr.,
Nebr., transfer
transfer of
certain lands
lands
Crawford,
of certain
Mutual
Mutual Defense
Defense Assistance
Assistance Act of
of
within Robinson Remount
Remount Station
to.
Station to171
certain personnel
personnel serving
serving
1949, certain
Federal, Amendment,
Amendment,
Credit Union Act,
Act, Federal,
Under
719
under-----------------------719
890
loan provisions; reserves ---------890
Crimes and Misdemeanors.
Misdemeanors. See
also
Crimes
See
also
Cremades, Miguel
Miguel (Miguel
(Miguel Cermades
Crimes and Criminal
Criminal Procedure,
Procedure, Title
Villarroya or Mike Valencia),
Valencia), depordepor18, United States Code.
tation suspension-----------------suspension
1235
1235
Allegheny County,
Allegheny
County, Pa., excessive
excessive fee
Criers, U. S. Courts:
Courts:
in connection
settlement of
connection with settlement
Appropriation
Appropriation for salaries -----------471
471
claim
55
claim-------------------------55
Transfer of funds from
870
from------------870
fermented
malt
frauduBottled
liquors,
frauduCrime Prevention, interstate compacts for
for
lent removal ------------------625
625
cooperation in, consent
cooperation
consent of Congress-_
Congress
107
Bottling of malt liquors,
liquors, violation
of
violation of
Crimes and Criminal
Criminal Procedure, Title 18,
18,
requirements
624
requirements --------- ----.---624
United States Code;
Code:,
Amendments -_------------- ------.
89
Brewery or
use contrary
Amendments
Brewery
or bottling
bottling house,
house, use
89
contrary
Animals and birds, injurious, importato designated
designated provisions
625.
provisions ---------_
625.
tion; permits; specimens
specimens for
for mumuCanal Zone—
Canal
Zoneseums---------.--_-----------seums
89
'
Alcoholic beverages,
beverages, violation
89
'Alcoholic
violation of
of reguAppeals--------------------------97
Appeals
97
594
lations relative
relative to ---_--------_
594
Criminal procedure, rules of----------of
98
98
Fire protection regulations, violaDistrict Court for District of ColumColuta-.
tions-----_-------------_--tions
597
597
bia, applicability
applicability of designated
designated
Motdr
Motor vehicle, launch, or aircraft,
provisions to ----_----------i 491
491
injuring or tampering
tampering with
with------ 597
597
Farmers' Home Administration,
Administration, inCigarettes, taxes on, violation of proclusion in provisions
provisions ------ 90, 91,
91, 92
92
furnishing of
visions respecting
respecting furnishing
of
Federal Prison Industries; board
board of
of
invoices---------_
invoices
885
_----------885
directors; applicability
applicability of proviCitizenship requirements,
requirements, U. S. emsions to agencies
agencies of National
National
ployees, false affidavit----------661
Military
Military Establishment
98

i: -

Establishment-------Fee agreements
bankruptcy proagreements in bankruptcy

98

ceedings
ceedings ----- _ _
-------.
__
_
Gambling and gambling ships, definipenalties-------tions, penalties
_-----Indians, offenses
offenses relating to --,--..
Medalse
-tc.,
unauthorized Wearing,
Medals)
,
'etc., unauthorized
Wearing,
manufacture
sale,. penalty..—'
penalty
manufacture or sale,

90
90

92
:9494
92
1'.

Coast GuardGuard—
Ensigns and pennants, unauthorized
Ensigns
unauthorized
display
display---------------------

Unauthorized
Unauthorized use of words, etc-----_
etc
Coast Guard Life Saving Service, forformer, excesaive
eneessive fee
connection
fee in connection
- ' with
presentation of certain
ertn
clain
im
with presentation
claim.:

545
546
546
546

526
520

INDEX
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Crimes and Misdemeanors-Continued
Misdemeanors-Continued
Page Crimes and Misdemeanors-Continued
Page
Misdemeanors-Continued
Page
Page
"Commodity Credit Corporation",
Corporation", vio"Cornmodity
vioOverthrow
Government, adOverthrow of U.
U. S.
S. Government,
adlation of prohibition on use of
of
vocacy by
88,
by employees
employees ----------.88,
words-....._._..--___.-__.--.__.
words
157
167
231, 263, 298, 323, 348, 376, 444,
231,
444, 474,
Cowlitz County, Wash., Public Utility
Utility
655, 660, 713, 748, 802,
852, 879,
983,
802, 852,
879, 983,
District Numbered
Numbered 1,
1, excessive
excessive fee
fee
1018.
in connection
settleconnection with claim
claim settlePostal Service, excessive fees
fees in
in conconment ------------.
623
.......... 623
nection
certain
nection with settlement
settlement of certain
District of ColumbiaColumbiaDistrict
claims ------------------------14
14
Cigarette Tax ActActReclamation, Bureau
Reclamation,
Bureau of, obligation
obligation of
of
Counterfeiting
Counterfeiting of stamps-------stamps
137
funds -----------_------785
137
certain funds
785
Violations
139
__.. -----------.-..-San Francisco, Calif.,
139
Calif., excessive fees in
in
Sales Tax ActActconnection
of damconnection with
with settlement
settlement of
damAdvertising of tax absorption
Advertising
absorption by
age claim ----------------.---12
12
vendor -------------.--- __118
118
Strikes against D. C. Government, enenExamination of books,
Examination
books, etc., refusal
gaging in by employees
323
employees _--------_
323
of permission
122
permission -------------Government, en122
Strikes against U.
U. S.
S. Government,
enFiling of return, violation
of rereviolation of
gaging in, etc., by employees
88,
employees ----88,
quirement
quirement ----------------123
123
231, 263, 297, 323,
231,
323, 348, 376,
376, 444,
444, 474,
474,
Registration
certificate, retail
retail estabRegistration certificate,
estab655, 660, 713, 748, 801,
801, 852, 879, 983,
983,
lishment,
lishment, violation of
of requirerequire1018.
ment---------------------ment
123
Supreme Court building and grounds,
grounds,
Secrecy
Secrecy of returns, violation of__
119
of---119
violation of provisions
provisions relative
relative to
to
advertising of tax
Use Tax Act, advertising
policing of
617
tax
policing
of--------------------617
absorption by vendor -------127
127
Tax returns, verification
verification in lieu of oath,
oath,
Tex., excessive
El Paso, Tex.,
excessive fees in connecconnecperjury ----------------------.
667
667
tion with payment
payment to
157
to-----------Tax-stamps
liquors,
167
Tax-stamps for
for fermented
fermented malt
malt liquors,
Explosives,
Explosives, etc., air transportation,
transportation,
counterfeiting, etc ------ _------_
624
counterfeiting,
624
480
Crimes and
violation of regulations
regulations----------Criminal Code. See
480 Criminal
See Crimes
and Criminal
Criminal
Control Act of 1949, violations
Export Control
Procedure, Title 18, United
United States
States
of
8
of----------------------------Code.
8
Federal Employees'
Employees' Compensation
Compensation Act
Act
Criminal Police, International
International Commission
Criminal
Commission
Amendments
Amendments of 19491949of, appropriation
459
appropriation for
for membership__
membership - -__ 459
Benefits under, illegal acceptance__
Cristiani, Henrietta
acceptance- .__ 860
860 Cristiani,
Henrietta Edith,
Edith, deportation
deportation
Fees for representation, improperimproper -865
865
suspension
suspension ---------------.------ _ 1241
1241
Misbehavior, etc.,
proceedings
Misbehavior,
Critical
See Strategic
Strategic and
etc., during proceedings
Critical Materials.
Materials. See
and CritiCritiunder
865
under----___-__----_____----cal Materials.
Materials.
865
Federal Property and Administrative
Administrative
Crop Insurance.
Insurance. See Federal
Federal Crop
InsurCrop InsurServices Act of 1949, fraudulent
fraudulent
ance Act; Federal Crop
Crop Insurance
Insurance
procurement of benefits
procurement
benefits under
under---392
Corporation.
Fellowships conferred
Fellowships
conferred by Atomic
Atomic Energy
Energy
Cropper, William
William H., payment
to
1101
payment to-_._--1101
Commission, acceptance
acceptance by
by certain
certain
Crow Indian Reservation,
municipal water
water
Reservation, municipal
persons --------------------656
supply and sewerage
sewerage system,
system, Lodge
Lodge
Housing and Rent Act of 19491949Grass, Mont., taxation
taxation of Indian land
land
Removal
Removal of tenant from controlled
controlled
holdings for -------613
_____......... 613
accommodations because
because
housing accommodations
Crow Indians, Mont.:
penalty
29
of action under, penalty-------29
Appropriation
etc., of
of
Appropriation for construction,
construction, etc.,
Violations
Violations ---------------------19
19
buildings
buildings ------------ _____--___
773
773
International Wheat Agreement
Agreement Act
International
Act of
of
certain, transfer of title to
Buffalo, certain,
to
1949, violations
provisions
946
violations of
of provisions----946
Tribe----.......--Tribe
904
-- ---.
904
Interstate
to
Interstate Commerce Act,
Act, failure
failure to
Classification, changes
authority 695
changes in, authority
695
keep records and accounts
accounts-------488
Crumpacker, John W.
W. (Commander),
(Commander), paypaynavigable
Lights on bridges, etc., over
over navigable
ment
to
1129
ment
to-------------...-...-1129
maintain
501
waters, failure to maintain------501
Ignacio Col6n,
Cruz, Ignacio
Col6n, payment to-------to
1135
1135
Mutual Defense Assistance
Assistance Act
Act of
of 1949,
Cuba:
commission for procurement
procurement of
materials under -_-----_.__---Monuments, etc., to American soldiers,
721
appropriation
Navigation aids, interference
appropriation for maintenance_
846
maintenance---interference with..
with ---500
846
Nevada County, Calif., excessive
excessive fees
fees
application of, rate of duty;
Tariffs, application
in connection
connection with claim
412
claim-------412
limitation on decrease----..----.
decrease
698
698
81939* - 50- FT. 1
- 85
81939°-5-PT.
I--

L
Cuba—Continued
Cuba-Continued
Trade agreement
agreement with, rectifications
with respect
respect to, proclamation..
__ _
proclamation --Cucksey, Anna
Cucksey,
Anna Krebs
Krebs (Nita
(Nita Krebs),
Krebs),
deportation suspension
suspension -----------Cucullu, Francesea
Francesea R.,
R., deportation sussuspension - - __----__----_
---- ____Culbertson Dam, Republican
Republican River,
River, Nebr.,
Nebr.,
change of name to "Trenton
"Trenton Dam";
Dam";
designation of lake as "Swanson
designation
"Swanson
Lake"
Lake".----------------...__...Cuni, Battistina Elena, deportation
deportation sussuspension -----------_--------____
Cunningham, Paul, appropriation
appropriation for
for paypayment for expenses of contested
contested election case ----------------------Curiel, Mauricio Santiago, deportation
deportation
suspension --------------_____.___
suspension
Cusenza, Violet
Violet Matilde (Violetta
(Violetta Matilde
Matilde
Bileci),
Bileci), deportation
deportation suspension
suspension ----Custer State Park Game
Game Sanctuary, redesignation
Wildlife Predesignation as Norbeck Wildlife
serve; addition of
of lands
lands ------ ____Customs, Bureau of. See under
under Treasury
Treasury
Department.
Customs and Patent Appeals,
Appeals, Court of.
of.
See under United States Courts.
Courts.
Customs Court. See under
under United
United States
States
Courts.
Customs Division.
Division. See
under Justice,
See under
Justice,
Department of.
Department
Customs Duties.
Duties. See Imports.
Imports.
Customs Tariffs,
Customs
Tariffs, International
International Bureau
Bureau for
for
Publication of, appropriation for contribution -- __--_-----______.-___Cutaia,
Romano or
Cutaia, Antonio (Tony Romano
or Signor
Signor
Cortez), deportation
deportation suspension ---Cortez),
Cvic, Joseph, payment to ------------Cvic,
Cybulski,
Cybulski, Benjamin (Robert Gordon or
Manuel
Solis or Josef or Joseph
Manuel Solis
Royer
Royer or Emilio
Emilio Valdez
Valdez or Emilio
Emilio
Honorato Valdez
Valdez y
y Ramirez or Myer
Bursyn or Burstein or Benumek
Benumek Subelsky
Zubelsky), deportation
belsky or Zubelsky),
deportation
suspension
--_---__-_______--_-
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Page
Page

1261
1261
1235
1235
1248
1248

66
66
1245
1245

870
870
1245
1245
1224
1224

708
708

450
450
1219
1219
1148
1148

1241
1241

Dairy Industry, Bureau of.
See under
under Page
Page
of. See
Department of.
Agriculture, Department
of.
conveyance to ----------1179
Dale, Ford J., conveyance
1179
of designated
designated buildDallas, Tex.,
Tex., transfer
transfer of
building and
Federal Works Agency.
Agency..
and site to Federal
183
Da'sass, Vigilio,
Vigilio, deportation
suspension_ _ 1230
1230
Dalsass,
deportation suspension__
Damage Claims. See
See Claims.
Claims.
Damage
D'Amonville,
deportation susD'Amonville, Christian,
Christian, deportation
suspension ------------ ___------____ 1219
1219
D'Amonville,
Jean
D'Amonville, Emanuel Marie
Marie Joseph
Joseph Jean
Francois, deportation
deportation suspension---suspension._ ___
Daniel, Emma Ianthe
Ianthe (Iantha),
(Iantha), deportadeportation suspension
suspension ---------________Daniels,
(Jean Rene
Rene Francois
Francois
Daniels, Jean Rene
Rene (Jean
Daniels or Gaston
Carle), deportaGaston Carle),
deportation suspension
suspension ----------______Dantes, John
(Ioannes Yusel
Dantes), deDantes,
John (Ioannes
Yusel Dantes),
deportation suspension
portation
suspension -------- _____Darkovich,
Darkovich, Peter Stoiche,
Stoiche, deportation
suspension
suspension_______________________
D'Arpe, Mrs. Sylvia,
Sylvia, payment
payment to
to-------Davalos, Ernestine Bautista, deportation
Davalos,
deportation
suspension -----------------_____
suspension
David W.
Model Basin,
Basin, Carderock,
Carderock,
W. Taylor
Taylor Model
Md.,
facilities,
Md., expansion of naval facilities,
authorized
__-_---________.__
Davidson, Mrs. Lucille,
Davidson,
Lucille, payment to---to..
___
Davies, John
Davies,
John C., appropriation
appropriation for
for payment
ment for expenses
expenses of contested election
case
case------------------__________Davis, Chester A. (W. 0.),
Davis,
advancement
O.), advancement
lieutenant
on retired list to grade of
of lieutenant
colonel-----------------__________
colonel
Davis, Diane
Davis,
Diane May,
May, deportation
deportation suspension_
suspension_
Davis, Eileen
Davis,
Eileen Marie, deportation sussuspension -------------_________.__
Davis, Gladys Ovilda Gladys
Gladys (Gladys
(Gladys
OviIda Georges),
deportation sussusOvilda
Georges), deportation
pension -----------___
...-_-Davis, John Champneys,
Champneys, deportation suspensionpension
..-__...____________.
Davis, L. M., jurisdiction
jurisdiction of Court to hear
Davis,
claim ----------- ______________._Davis, M. Donald, jurisdiction
Davis,
jurisdiction of Court to
to
hear
claim
hear claim---__________._______-

1219
1219
1245
1245

1235
1235
1227
1227
1235
1235
1094
1094
1244
1244

937
937
1081

869
869

1211
1211
1248
1248
1248
1248

1235
1235
1227
1227
1144
1144
1143
1143

Davis, Major,
Davis,
Major, jurisdiction
jurisdiction of Court to hear
hear
D
claim --_-----_____._..-.-...---1143
1143
Da Silva, Vincente
Vincente St. Aubyn (Vincent
(Vincent
Davis, Mrs. Minerva C., payment to
Davis,
to
Da Silva),
Silva), deportation
deportation suspension_
__ 1224
suspension___
1224
estate of --------------.-1109
_______
1109
Dabbiero, Sara De
Honestis Caggiono,
De Honestis
Caggiono,
Davis, Paul A.,
Davis,
A., payment to ----- ____._
1075
1075
deportation
suspension -_---------_ 1233 Davis,
deportation suspension
Davis, Philip Bennet, deportation
deportation susDadines,
Dadines, Gustus (Gus or Constantinos),
Constantinos),
pension ------------------------1248
1248
deportation
suspension _______.__deportation suspension
1230
susDavis, Stanley
1230 Davis,
Stanley Arundel,
Arundel, deportation
deportation susD'Agostino,
Arcangelo (Angelo
(Angelo D'AgosD'AgosD'Agostino, Arcangelo
pension- ------------------------ 1245
pension
1245
tino),
tino), deportation suspension
suspension -- __-1227
appropriaDavis Dam Project, Ariz.-Nev.,
1227 Davis
Ariz.-Nev., appropriaDaGoutis, Louise
Louise Emilie,
Emilie, deportation
deportation
tion for -----------------------85, 782
85,782
suspension --------.-____________suspension
Dawson, Harriet
Harriet Mae (Hattie Mae Lloyd
1248 Dawson,
Lloyd
Dahl, Albert Guy, deportation
deportation suspension_
1219
Mae Gibson),
Gibson), deportation
deportation
1219
or Harriet
Harriet Mae
Dahlborg, Harold A.,
to-------Dahlborg,
A., payment to
1160
suspension------------_
19AQ
suspension
__1248
-- - X------
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Dawson,
to_ _
Dawson, Mrs.
Mrs. Mary L. W., payment
payment to--

LI
LI
Page

Adeline, deportation
1175 De Saine, Adeline,
deportation suspenDe Chaides, Olga Encinas (Olga Encinas
sion
235
sion
------------------_________11235
deor Olga Encinas De Chairez),
Chairez), deDe Saldana, Marhta Reyes (Martha or
portation suspension
portation
suspension -_-----____-1224
1224
Marta Reyes
Reyes de Saldana),
Saldana), deportaDe
De Corral, Concepcion Corbala (Concepsuspension1243
tion suspension
-- ___-----------__.
1243
Talamantes De Corral),
deportacion Talamantes
Corral), deportaDe Silva,
Silva, Mrs. Hilda, admission for persuspension --- _---------______
tion suspension
1244
manent residence-----------------residence1202
1202
De Delgado, Raisela
Rodriguez DelRafaela Rodriguez
De Torres, Maria Luisa Palos (Severa
gadillo, deportation suspension----suspension
1244
Palos),
deportation suspension
suspension1233
Palos), deportation
----1233
De
(Alicia
De Escalante,
Escalante, Alicia
Alicia Adriana
Adriana Vara
Vara (Alicia
Deadwood, S. Dak., clerk of U. S. District
Deadwood,
District
Adriana Vara-Solis DeCordero),
DeCordero), deCourt, restriction on use of funds for
for
portation suspension
portation
suspension ------- ______1248
maintaining office of -------------471
471
De Flores, Reyes Valenzuela
Valenzuela (Reyes
(Reyes
De
Deaf, Columbia
Columbia Institution for the:
Valenzuela
Valenzuela
Valenzuela or Reyes Valenzuela
Appropriation for
870
Appropriation
for------------254, 285, 870
Flores),
suspension ---Flores), deportation suspension
1235
Civil Service Retirement
Retirement Act, applicaDe
suspension _ 1245
De Fonte, Sallustio, deportation
deportation suspension
bility to employees;
creditable
De Garcia, Reina Flores (Reina Flores or
service
884
service----------------_-----Reina V. Florez or Reina Flores
Dean, Jack (Commander),
(Commander), acceptance
acceptance of
Garcia),
deportation suspension
1230
Garcia), deportation
suspension_____ 1230
foreign government,
authorgift from foreign
government, authorDe Gomez,
Gomez, Rita Avena, deportation susized ------------------_-------1076
pension ___-1248 Deaver Irrigation
Irrigation District, Wyo.,
Wyo., approval
pension
__-__-------------__
De Guido, Helen,
admission for permanent
contract; execution
execution authority of
Belen, admission
permanent
of contract;
1179
residence ------------------.-.--residence
Secretary of Interior--------------Interior
942
De Guido, Mrs. Justa G. Vda.,
Vda., admission
admission
"Decade
Policy:
"Decade of American Foreign Policy:
1179
permanent residence
Basic Documents,
Documents, 1941-1949", printfor permanent
residence --------document1252
De Guido,
Guido, Mulia, admission for permanent
ing as Senate document-----------permanent
1252
1179 Decontrol
of 1947,
1947, Second:
Second:
residence -----------------------Decontrol Act of
residence
Tin and tin products, time extension
extension of
De Guido, Oscar, admission
admission for permanent
permanent
1179
powers with respect
respect to
404
residence
to----------404
residence__---------------------Appropriation for Bureau of Foreign
De
Guzman, Lillian Schaefer,
Schaefer, deportation
deportation
De Guzman,
1224
and Domestic Commerce------Commerce
875
suspension ---------------------suspension
Decorations.
Decorations. See Medals, Decorations,
Decorations,
De
Manuel Fenix, deportation
deportation
De Guzman, Manuel
1224
Etc.
suspension ----------------------suspension
Dedis,
Dedis, Pantelis John,
John, deportation
deportation suspenDe Guzman,
Guzman, Nancy Schaefer,
Schaefer, deportation
deportation
sion -----------_--------------- 1235
1235
suspension .--__--------------- 1224
suspension_
Defense, Department of.
of. See also
Air
1159 Defense,
also Air
De Hart, James B., payment
payment to
to------Force, Department
Department of the; Army,
De Hernandez,
Josefa Torres (Josefa
Hernandez, Josefa
1235
Department of the; Navy, DepartTorres), deportation
deportation suspension
suspension ---Torres),
ment of the.
De Jimenez, Teresa Ramirez, deportation
deportation
1243
Accounts, adjustment of
of------------589
suspension --------------------Aerial flights,
flights, increased
pay for nonincreased pay
Aerial
De Llaverias, Maria
Maria Catalina, deportation
deportation
flying
1017
1017
flying officers,
officers, limitation
limitation---------1235
suspension
suspension---------------------warning and control
control installations,
installations,
Air warning
De Lopez,
Valadez-Romero, deMaria Valadez-Romero,
De
Lopez, Maria
land-based, authority in connection
land-based,
portation suspension -------------- 1249
portation
with--------------------------18
with
18
De Lucero, Manuela Avina
Avina (Manuela
(Manuela
De
Appropriation
86,
1235
for------------------Appropriation for
Avina), deportation
deportation suspension
suspension ----Avina),
245,
260, 711, 746, 876, 987, 979
245,260,711,
De Luzuriaga,
Luzuriaga, Enrique Ruiz, deportation
Armed
Policy Council,
Council, composicomposi1235
1235
Armed Forces Policy
suspension _---------------------tion, functions
581
functions-----------------Luzuriaga, Luis Ruiz,
Ruiz, deportation
deportation
De Luzuriaga,
Assistant Secretaries—
SecretariesAssistant
1243
1243
suspension ----------------------suspension
Appointment, duties -------------581
Appointment,
De Marquez, Josefa
Josefa Aguilar (Josefa
(Josefa
Compensation ------------------58.5
585
Compensation
1224
1224
Aguilar), deportation suspension---suspension___
Aguilar),
Aviation cadets, percentage
percentage of enAviation
Marcelina Rivera,
Rivera, deportadeportaDe Mendoza, Marcelina
listed men designated as, in time
1225
1225
suspension -__________________
tion suspension
of
peace
175
175
of peace----------------------De
Oliveiria, Manuel,
Manuel, deportation
De Oliveiria,
deportation suspensuspenBoy Scouts
Scouts of
of America,
Second National
America, Second
1219
Boy
sion
1219
sion------------------_-------Jamboree,
Jamboree, loaning
loaning of
of equipment to,
Rangel, Rita Morales (Rita Arroyo),
Arroyo),
De Rangel,
706
706
1250
authority --------------------deportation suspension----------suspension
deportation
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Defense, Department
of—Continued
Department of-Continued
Page Defense,
Defense,
of-Continued
Department of—Continued
Defense, Department
Industrial
mobilization, limitation
limitation on
Industrial mobilization,
Budgetary procedures,
establishment--_ 585
procedures, establishment_
Budgetary
use
of
funds
for
.-------------of
funds
use
Canal
Zone,
employment
conditions
conditions
employment
Zone,
Canal
Joint
Staff—
1022
Joint Chiefs of Staffand
limitations
1022
and limitations-----------------Appropriation for _-__-___---__---Appropriation
Career Compensation
See
of 1949.
1949. See
Act of
Compensation Act
Career
Chairman, membership on Armed
Armed
separate
separate title.
Forces Policy Council------__-Council
Censuses, use
officers and
of officers
use of
of services of
Censuses,
Establishment, composition,
composition, funcenlisted men
Establishment,
of
for enumeration
enumeration of
men for
enlisted
tions ----------------------406
406
personnel of armed forces -------personnel
Joint Staff—
StaffCitizenship
requirements, employees
employees_-_ 1022
1022
Citizenship requirements,
Appropriation for ---------------Appropriation
Nonapplicability to
under
personnel under
to personnel
Nonapplicability
Composition,
1017
Composition, functions - ___--_--1017
National Military Establishment_
Establishment_
Land purchase contracts, limitation on
Civil service
employees, removal
removal for
for
service employees,
Civil
commission ------------.-----commission
national
national security reasons, authority
_--------------Management
Management funds 1023
of
Defense
of Secretary
Secretary of Defense---------Medals,
unauthorized wearing,
wearing,
Medals, etc., unauthorized
Civilian personnel—
personnelmanufacture
penalty_
manufacture or sale, penalty---Appointment
compensation, auAppointment and compensation,
Meetings,
attendance
Meetings, funds available for attendance
581
thority
thority---------------------.-at
at---------------Funds
available for instruction
instruction and
Funds available
1019
Military assistants
assistants to Secretary _--Military
1019
training
training---------------------Military housing
housing insurance.
insurance. See under
Military
Credit Corporation,
Corporation, purCommodity Credit
Housing.
992
Housing.
chase
992
from-----products from
chase of food products
585
Military Liaison Committee, functions_
Department, duties
duties_-__
___
585
Military
of Department,
Comptroller of
Munitions BoardBoard—
Munitions
Deputy
Secretary—
Deputy SecretaryAppropriation for ---------------581
Appointment, duties --------- _---Appropriation
Appointment,
Chairman, increase
compenbasic compen585
in basic
increase in
Compensation ------------------Chairman,
585
Compensation
sation
880
sation---------------------Increase ---------------------Increase
composition,
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(Pauline), deportation
deportation
suspension----------------------suspension
1235
1235
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Di Napoli, Leonard B. (Lt. jg),
acceptance
jg), acceptance
government, auanof gift from
from foreign
foreign government,
thorized-------------_....._.......
t
horized
Di
Sebastino (Pietro
(Pietro Petrillo
Petrillo or
or
Di Pietro,
Pietro, Sebastino
Grido Cardella),
Cardella),
deportation
Grido
deportation sussus-
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Page

1076
1076

pension ----------.- .....1248
-__ .__
1248
Diamantoponlos, Sapho, deportation susDiamantopoulos,
1248
pension --------------_____ ._--1248
Diaz, Gloria Esther, payment
payment to
1136
Diaz,
to-------- 1136
Dibble, Eugene
Eugene H., Jr., relief from liability_
Dibble,
liability_ 1099
1099
Dickinson, Charles
Dickinson,
Charles R.
R. (boatswain's
(boatswain's mate,
third class),
third
class), acceptance
acceptance of gift from
foreign
1077
foreign government,
government, authorized
authorized----1077
Dickson,
Dickson, Mary Lynn Holland, deportation
suspension -------------1243
___---1243
Didyk, Eugeniusz
(Eugene Didyk),
Didyk), deDidyk,
Eugeniusz (Eugene
portation
suspension ------..----1219
portation suspension
1219
Digest
appropriaDigest of General
General Public Bills,
Bills, appropriation for preparation
preparation and
and reproduction
reproduction
of copies
copies -__---------------------_
232
Dillon,
issuance of patent in
Dillon, Susie Larvie, issuance
to
1178
fee to---------------------------1178
Minot, Mrs. Margaret
Gregg, provision
Dilnot,
Margaret Gregg,
for naturalization
naturalization ---------------1091
Dimakos,
(Demakos), deportaDimakos, Christos
Christos (Demakos),
deportation suspension------------------suspension
1248
tion
1248
(Georgias Dimitrios
Dimitrios
Dimitrakis, Georgias (Georgias
Dindtrakis
Ditnitralds),
Dimitrakis or George D. Dimitrakis),
deportation
suspension -----------1219
1219
deportation suspension
Diplomatic Officers.
Officers. See Foreign Service
Diplomatic
under State,
State, Department
Department of.
under
Disaster Loans,
Loans, authority
authority of Secretary
Secretary of
Disaster
Agriculture ---------------------43,
Agriculture
43, 44
44
for
55
Relief, appropriations
appropriations for------Disaster Relief,
Folio, provision
provision
Discepolo, Mrs. Giovanna
Giovanna Folio,
Discepolo,
naturalization
1195
for naturalization-----------------Diseases, Communicable,
Communicable, funds for control
Diseases,
of
254, 289
of--------------------------Displaced Persons Commission:
Displaced
Commission:
Appropriation
for ---------------78,
78, 636
636
Appropriation for
Compensation
increase in..
881
in- members, increase
Compensation of members,
District Attorneys,
Attorneys, appropriation
appropriation for salaries and expenses
expenses--------------- 260,458
District Courts. See under United
United States
Courts.
District of
of Columbia:
Administration, general,
appropriation
general, appropriation
Administration,
236, 303
for ------------------------- 236,303
Advertising
newspapers and legal
Advertising in newspapers
periodicals, appropriation
appropriation for
__
304
for-----Aged
and Infirm,
for, appropriappropriHome for,
Aged and
Infirm, Home
ation
314
ation for
for--------------------- 238, 314
Alcoholic
Control Act,
amendAct, amendAlcoholic Beverage
Beverage Control
ments
133
133
ments-------------------------Beer,
tax on,
on, increase-------------increase
136
Beer, tax
Effective
136
136
Effective date -------------------License
134
133, 134
fees-------------------- 133,
License fees
135
135
beverages
Taxes on beverages----------------
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Alcoholic
Beverage Control
Control Board,
Board,
appropriation for
for ---------305
appropriation
_---305
Alcoholics, rehabilitation,
permanent
rehabilitation, permanent
appropriation for --------------135
appropriation
135
Alley
Alley Dwelling
Dwelling Authority
Authority Act,
Act, approappropriation for maintenance
priation
maintenance and
and operoperation of
647
ation
of properties
properties under
under--------647
Apprenticeship
Council, appropriation
Apprenticeship Council,
appropriation
for members
of
303
for
members of-----------------303
Appropriation
Act
Appropriation Act------------------303
Appropriation
Appropriation for--------------_
- 236, 262
Appropriations,
Appropriations, specified
specified amounts
amounts to
to be
considered maximum
323
considered
maximum ----------_
323
Aqueducts
accessories, appropriappropriAqueducts and accessories,
320
ation for ---------------------320
Asphalt
plant, appropriation
317
Asphalt plant,
appropriation for
for-----317
Assessor's
office, appropriation
appropriation for
for__- 236, 304
304
Assessor's office,
Audited
appropriation for
Audited claims, appropriation
for paypayment
ment--------------.-------. 238,
873
238, 873
Auditor—
AuditorOffice
appropriation for-------for
304
Office of,
of, appropriation
304
Vouchers, audit of
Vouchers,
of----------------322
Automobiles, privately
privately owned,
Automobiles,
owned, allowance for use in performance
of
performance of
official
duties;
on
limitation
on
amount
amount-----------------------.
323
Banks, stop-payment
stop-payment orders, etc., transmittal in writing, requirement---requirement_ ___ 481
Bolivar, Simon, erection
erection of statue,
authority
authority--------------------406
Central
Dispensary and
Central Dispensary
and Emergency
Emergency
Hospital, contractual
Hospital,
contractual services, appropriation for --------------propriation
312, 873
Ceremonies
Ceremonies for visiting dignitaries, apappropriation for-----------------for
310
propriation
310
Chief Clerk, Office of, appropriation
appropriation
for
315
for-------------------------315
Children's Hospital,
Hospital, contractual
contractual services, appropriation
appropriation for ------_ 312, 873
Cigarette Tax Act-----------------Act
136
136
Counterfeiting of stamps, penalty__
penalty
137
Counterfeiting
137
date
139
Effective date----------------139
Imposition
tax
137
Imposition and rate of
of tax---------137
Licenses; fees
138
fees--------------------138
Violations, penalty
penalty --------------139
Citizenship requirements,
Citizenship
requirements, employees_ 322, 323
Claims, appropriation
appropriation for
for settlement-_
settlement
236,
236,
Claims,
238, 304, 873
Classification
separate
Classification Act of 1949. See separate
title.
Collector's
office, appropriation
appropriation for_
Collector's office,
for- 304,
304, 872
872
Columbia
Hospital
and
Lying-in
AsyColumbia Hospital and Lying-in Asylum—
lumAppropriation for ----------------313
Appropriation
313
Contractual services, appropriation
appropriation
Contractual
for
312
312
for-----------------Common-Trust Fund Act, Uniform__
Common-Trust
Uniform--- - 938
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Communication systems,
Communication
Courts—Continued
systems, appropriation
appropriation
I Courts-Continued
316
for operation and maintenance_
Mental
Health, Commission
Commission onon—
maintenance- ___
-.
31(
Mental Health,
Appropriation
262, 311
Compensating-use tax.
Use
Tax
Compensating-use
Appropriation for
tax. See
See Use Tax
for ------------ 262,
311
Residence
in District
of Columbia,
title.
Residence in
Act, this
District of
this title.
Columbia,
removal
requirement
removal of
of requirement----_
_ 889
889
Compensation and retirement fund
Compensation
fund exexTransfer
Administrative
Office,
to
Administrative
Office,
penses, appropriation
appropriation for
236,
304
for------ 236, 304
U. S.
S. Courts,
Courts, for
for budgetary
budgetary
Contracting
officers for
for contracts
Contracting officers
contracts not
not
and
administrative
purposes_
administrative
purposes-_ _ 491
491
exceeding $3,000,
exceeding
$3,000, appointment,
appointment, auauMunicipal
court—
Municipal
courtthority ----------------------607
60'
Appointees,
887
Appointees, qualifications
qualifications -_____-887
Contracts
Contracts for
for construction
construction work,
work, retent
retent
Appropriation for
for ------_______311
Appropriation
311
on --------- __---------------_
493
493
Classification Act
Act of
of 1949,
1949, nonnonClassification
Coroner's office,
office, appropriation
appropriation for
for.___
__
305
305
applicability to
judge and
applicability
to chief
chief judge
and
Corporation
Corporation counsel, office of, appropriaappropriaassociate judges
955
associate
judges -- __-______955
tion for---------------------.
for
236,
236, 304
304
District
of Columbia
Columbia Sales
Tax Act,
District of
Sales Tax
Act,
Corrections,
Corrections, Department of—
ofprosecutions under -- __.__prosecutions
124
124
Advances
Director of
313
Advances to Director
of-_---------Judges—
Judges313
Appropriation for -------------- 237,
Appropriation
237, 313
Additional, appointment author313
Diesel locomotive, transfer
transfer from
Defrom Deized
887
ized-------..___._---_
_
887
partment of
Army --- _237, 313
313
partment
of the
the Army
237,
Salary increase
482
increase --------------482
Courts—
Jury trials,
deposits for
for --------311
Courtstrials, deposits
311
Municipal court
court of appealsappeals—
Municipal
Appeals, Court
Appeals,
Court of—
ofAppointees,
887
Appointees, qualifications
qualifications___
Appropriation
imAppropriation for repairs
----- _ 887
repairs and imAppropriation
311
Appropriation for --- _---------_
provements...............-provements
311
473
Classification
1949, nonnonClassification Act
Act of
of 1949,
Reporter, appointment authority_
109
109
applicability
applicability to
and
to chief
chief judge and
Reports, sale
473
Reports,
sale price limitation
limitation ____
473
associate judges
judges -----------955
associate
955
Circuit judges, appointment
appointment of adJudges,
salary
increase
482
Judges,
increase
-------_482
ditional
ditional -____________________
493
493
Probation
Probation system, appropriation
appropriation for.
262,
311
for_
262,311
Courthouse, appropriation
appropriation for conUnited States courts—
courtstinuation of
construction
641
tinuation
of construction.----__
641
Appropriation for --------___-_ 872
872
District Court of United StatesStates—
Division of expenses
expenses ----------- _ 473
473
Appropriation for repairs and imAppropriation
Reimbursement
to United
United States,
States,
Reimbursement to
provements
473
provements-______________
473
appropriation for
for----------_
311
appropriation
311
Auditors, appointment
appointment authority-_
authority_ _
108
108
Wills, Office of
of Register
Register of—
ofInternational Wheat
International
Wheat Agreement
Agreement
Appropriation for
311
Appropriation
for _____-----. 262,
262, 311
Act of 1949, jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
of
Transfer to Administrative
Administrative Office,
Transfer
Office,
violations --................
violations
947
947
certain purU. S. Courts for
for certain
purJurisdiction;
Jurisdiction; effective
effective date
108
date -.......
108
poses
491
poses
---------------------491
Messengers, appointment
authority_ 108
Messengers,
appointment authority_
Witnesses, depositions of, authority
authority
of, transfer
Probation officer,
officer, office
office of,
transfer
for taking
taking ......
109
...--------- _
109
to Administrative
Administrative Office, U.
U. S.
Day care centers. See Nurseries
and
Nurseries
and
Courts for certain purposes
purposes-_
491
491
nursery schools, this title.
Saint Elizabeths
Elizabeths Hospital,
Hospital, persons
Daylight-saving
Daylight-saving time, establishment,
establishment,
of unsound mind in certain
certain
authority of Commissioners
29
Commissioners______
-29
Federal
Federal reservations,
reservations, committal
Delinquent tax list, advertising
advertising of,
of, apapauthority of Commissioner_
Commissioner____ 760
authority
760
propriation for -- ________------ _
304
304
Wills, Register of, appointment
appointment and
District attorney, U. S.,
S., division
of
division
of
removal
removal authority
authority -.. ___..491
_
491
expenditures for office of --------462
462
District judges, appointment of adBuildings, Office of SuperinDistrict Buildings,
ditional
493
__________
493
tendent,
tendent, appropriation
appropriation for
for..____ 315,
315, 873
873
Juvenile courtcourt—
District Training School, appropriation
appropriation
Absconding
Absconding probationers, advances
advances
for -------------- ----------. 237,
314
237, 314
of_________
to secure
secure return of
311
311
Division
_ 238, 262, 874
Division of expenses -------Appropriation for ______________
Appropriation
311
311
Divorce, separation,
separation, etc.,
etc., cases—
casesJudge, additional, appointment
appointment auauApplications for, procedure
Applications
procedure-------215
215
thorized
thorized
214
_________
214
Maintenance
Maintenance for wife and minor
minor
service, appropriation
Psychiatric service,
appropriation
children, enforcement
enforcement of orders
for...
for
311
_........
311
for payment -------..-------213
213
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Divorce, separation,
separation, etc., cases-Con.
cases—Con.
Florence Crittenton Home,
contractual
Florence
Home, contractual
Publication, substitution for
Publication,
for personal
personal
services, appropriation
appropriation for
314
for ------314
service
process --------.---.
214
service of
of process
214
Freedmen's Hospital.
Federal
See under Federal
Uncontested annulment
annulment or divorce
Uncontested
Security Agency.
Agency.
appointment by court of
of
cases, appointment
Gallinger Municipal
Hospital—
Gallinger
Municipal Hospitalattorney
213
attorney for
for the
the defendant
defendant-----213
Appropriation for--------------Appropriation
for
237, 312
Docket fees,
attorneys, solicitors,
and
fees, attorneys,
solicitors, and
Nonresident insane,
Nonresident
insane, appropriation
appropriation for
for
proctors, taxing of
of--------------109
deportation of---------------of
314
deportation
314
Eastern Avenue, time extension for payGarage, central, appropriation
appropriation for__
Garage,
for-_ 238, 316
ments
ments to owners
owners of certain proppropGarfield Memorial
Hospital, contractual
contractual
Garfield
Memorial Hospital,
erties abutting
1208
erties
abutting------------------ 1208
services, appropriation
312
appropriation for
for-------312
Eastern Dispensary
HosDispensary and Casualty Hosfund—
General fundpital, contractual
contractual services, approSums payable from
from -------238, 262,
262, 303
238,
303
priation for
312,
873
priation
for--- ------------312, 873
investment in,
U. S. securities, investment
Education, Board
Board of.
See Public
Education,
crediting of proceeds
324
proceeds --------324
schools, this
schools,
this title.
title.
General provisions, Appropriation
Appropriation Act_
Act-_ _ 322
322
Electrical Division, appropriation
appropriation for-for
316
Electrical
Washington University
University Hospital,
316
George Washington
Hospital,
Emergency expenses,
expenses, appropriation
appropriation for_
for..
Emergency
contractual
appropriation
304
contractual services, appropriation
Emergency Rent
Emergency
Rent Act—
Actfor
312
for------------------.-----312
Cooperative corporation or associaGeorgetown University
Georgetown
University Hospital,
Hospital, concontion, recovery of possession of
tractual services, appropriation
313
appropriation for..
for313
accommodations, limitation
49
accommodations,
limitation---49
Tuberculosis Sanatorium,
Sanatorium,
Glenn Dale Tuberculosis
Extension
Extension-----------------------30, 48
appropriation for ---------------312
312
"Hotel", definition---------------definition
49
Grade-crossing elimination,
elimination, appropriaappropria49
Grade-crossing
Norlapplicability to certain housing
Nonapplicability
tion for -----.
..__.------------ 318
318
accommodations
49
Health DepartmentDepartment—
accommodations--- ---------Employees—
EmployeesAppropriation for
for------- 237, 311, 312, 872
Appropriation
Postal Rate Revision and Federal
Volunteer services, acceptance
acceptance of---of_ ___ 312
312
Employees Salary Act of
Highway fundfund—
Employees
of 1948,
effective date of additional
additional comAppropriations payable
Appropriations
payable from
303,
from------- 303,
pensation under--------------under
408
316,
318, 319, 873
316,318,319,
increases, policemen,
policemen, firemen,
Reimbursement of other appropriaSalary increases,
Reimbursement
appropriateachers, etc
376
319
etc-----------------tions ----------------------- 319
Employees'
compensation fund, approU. S. securities, investment
investment in, creditEmployees' compensation
priation for----------------for
ing of proceeds
proceeds ---------------324
236, 304
324
Employees'
retirement fund, appropriaEmployees' retirement
House of Mercy, contractual services,
tion for ----------------------304
appropriation
appropriation for _-----_----_-- 314
314
Engineer
appropriation
separate title.
Engineer Commissioner,
Commissioner, appropriation
Housing. See separate
title.
for compensation---------------compensation
Howard University.
303
University. See under
under Federal
Episcopal Eye, Ear, and Throat HosEpiscopal
Security Agency.
Agency.
pital, contractual
contractual services,
Inauguration
day,
services, approInauguration Day and succeeding
succeeding day,
priation for--------------------for
312
312
excuse
duty - _
excuse of employees from duty_
-—
33
Erroneous
collections, appropriation
appropriation for
Erroneous collections,
Industrial
Industrial Home School, appropriation
for
appropriation
refunds ------------------304, 319
304,319
for---for
314
------------ -------314
Limitation --------------------319
319
Industrial Home School
School for Colored
Industrial
Executive office,
office, appropriation
appropriation for -----_ 303
Children,
303
Children, appropriation
appropriation for-----for
314
persons—
Insane personsFire Department—
DepartmentAppropriation for----------------for
310
310
Indigent, appropriation
appropriation for support_
support-_ _ 315
315
Classification Act of 1949, nonNonresident, appropriation
appropriation for deNonresident,
applicability ----------------- 955
portation
of
314
portation of--------_-----...
314
Funeral expenses
expenses of deceased
deceased memInspections, Department
Department of, appropribers, payment
payment --------------566
566
ation for ---------------------315
315
Pensions for widows and children---children
565
Insurance, Department
Department of, appropriRelief fund, increase
increase in deduction for_
for_
566
ation for
566
for----------------------305
Retired members,
members, entitlement
entitlement to penInterstate
Interstate Commission
Commission on Potomac
Potomac
benefit resulting from pay
sion benefit
River Basin, appropriation
appropriation for
for
increase
increase---------------------951
contribution
319
contribution ---------- _______- .
319
increase
376
Salary increase-------------------Judgments, appropriation
appropriation for payment_
238
Judgments,
238
Fiscal
Service.
aDnroDriation
for_
236.
304.
Fiscal
Service,
appropriation
for..
236,
304,
872
Judicial
expenses,
appropriation
for,,
304
Judicial
expenses,
appropriation
for
304
.
r--am
-r
-
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Stadium, retention by Federal
Langston Stadium,
Federal
National Capital Park
Planning
National
Park and
and Planning
Works Administrator
of custody
custody
Administrator of
Commission—
Commissioncertain buildings___
buildings_ __
182
and control of certain
Appropriation for----------for
262, 322,
182
Appropriation
262,
322, 647
647
Leases
authority under
under Public BuildLeases in, authority
National Capital
National
Capital sesquicentennial,
sesquicentennial,
ings Act of 1949
199
1949---_------------19C
approval of
buildings and
approval
of buildings
and landlandappropriation for__for. __ 305,
License Bureau,
Bureau, appropriation
305, 872
872
scaping of sites, etc---------etc
141,
142
141, 142
Marshal, U.
S., division
U. S.,
division of
of expenditures
expenditures
National Capital
Parks, appropriations
National
Capital Parks,
appropriations
462
for office of
of--------------------462
for
243, 262,
875
for------------ 243,
262, 321,
321, 793,
793, 875
available for
Meetings, appropriations
appropriations available
for
National Capital
ComNational
Capital Sesquicentennial
Sesquicentennial Comattendance
at;
limitation
on
attendance
at; limitation
on
mission. See
separate title.
See separate
title.
amount ----------------------323
Conference of
Commissioners
323
National Conference
of Commissioners
Mental
Commission on—
Mental Health, Commission
onon Uniform
Uniform State Laws,
Laws, appropriaappropriaAppropriation
for
262,
Appropriation for--------------262, 311
311
tion for
303
for support
support----------------303
Residence
District of
Columbia,
Residence in District
of Columbia,
National Guard,
appropriation for
for.--__ _
321
Guard, appropriation
321
requirement -------889
removal of requirement
National
appro889
National Safety
Safety Council,
Council, Inc.,
Inc., approTransfer to
to Administrative
Office,
Transfer
Administrative Office,
priation
with -315
315
priation for
for affiliation
affiliation with______
U. S. Courts, for budgetary
budgetary and
National
of Colonial
National Society
Society of
Colonial Dames
Dames of
of
administrative purposes ------- _
491
491
America, taxation
taxation exemption_
exemption ------ 694
694
Metropolitan
Police—
Metropolitan PoliceTraining School
National Training
School for
for Boys, apapAppropriation
Appropriation for -------------237, 309
propriation for -----------------315
propriation
315
Act of
of 1949,
Classification Act
1949, nonnonNational Training
Training School
Girls—
School for
for Girlsapplicability----------------_
955
applicability
Appropriation
314
955
Appropriation for
for----------------314
Detail of members
members for duty to Capitol
Superintendent, salary rate -------Superintendent,
315
315
buildings and
grounds ---- _---.
and grounds
. 222
222
White girls, restriction
restriction on
on use
use of funds
Funeral
Funeral expenses of deceased memfor --------_---315
---------315
payment---------------bers, payment
566
566
Night work, extra compensation
compensation for,
for,
Pensions for widows and children
children -565
computation on
computation
on basis
basis of
of either
either
Reimbursement
739
Reimbursement for
for--------------739
standard or daylight
daylight saving
saving timetime..
690
690
Relief fund, increase in
566
in deduction
deduction for
for_
566
Nurseries and
and nursery
nursery schools,
schools, time
Nurseries
time exexRetired members,
members, entitlement
entitlement to
to
tension for ------------------- _
278
278
pension benefit resulting from
Appropriation authorized
Appropriation
authorized ---------- 279
279
increase
951
pay increase-----------------951
Appropriation for ----------------Appropriation
873
873
Salary and status-----------------status
Salary
Fees, disposition-----------------223
disposition
279
Overthrow of
Government, rereOverthrow
of U.
U. S.
S. Government,
Salary
Salary increase-increase
376
--------------__
376
striction
on
employment
persons
of
persons
Military
insurance. See under
Military housing
housing insurance.
under
advocating ------------------__
advocating
323
323
Housing.
Park Police—
PoliceMilk
Milk program for school children, apapAppropriation
Appropriation for ---------------.
321
propriation for
314
for-----------------314
Classification
Classification Act of 1949, nonapplinonappliMinimum
Minimum Wage
Wage and Industrial
Industrial Safety
Safety
cability --------------------955
cability
955
appropriation for
Board, appropriation
305
for--------305
Retired
members, entitlement
entitlement to
to
Motor vehicles,
vehicles, excise tax
Motor
tax upon issuance
pension benefit resulting from
pension
from
of titles ----------------------128
pay
increase ----------------pay
increase
951
Exemptions
Exemptions from tax-------------129
Salary increase
increase ------------------376
376
Municipal
Architect, Office
Office of—
Municipal Architect,
offees, deposit of-------of
318
Parking meter fees,
318
Apportionments
Apportionments of appropriations
315
appropriations__
315
Parking spaces, Members
319
Members of Congress
Congress_
319
Appropriation for ----------------Appropriation
315
315
Parks, Federal,
Federal, appropriation
appropriation for__
793, 875
875
for-_- 793,
schools, transfer
transfer of
funds for
Public schools,
of funds
for
Parole,
appropriation for -_ 305, 872
Parole, Board of, appropriation
preparation of plans and
preparation
and specificaspecificaPay costs,
casts, increased,
increased, appropriation
appropriation
tions -------------------- 307,
308
307,308
for -------- --------------262,
262, 873
873
Municipal buildings, repairs, use of apWaiver of restrictions
restrictions ------------ _
873
873
propriation for school buildings,
buildings,
"Penny
milk" program
"Penny milk"
program for school chilchiletc., for -------------__.-----_ 306
appropriation for -------dren, appropriation
314
_
314
Municipal Lodging House, appropriaPersonal services, funds for ------- ___
324
tion for ---------------------314
314
Police. See Metropolitan
Metropolitan Police;
Police; Park
National Capital Housing Authority—
Authoritythis title;
Police, this
title; White House Police.
Appropriation for--------------Appropriation
for
80, 647
647
Policemen's and firemen's
Policemen's
firemen's relief—
reliefSites for low-rent
low-rent public housing projAppropriation for ----------------310
310
ects, acquisition authority---authority_ --- 441,443
Increase in deductions
deductions for fund
566
fund----566
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Potomac
schools—Continued
Potomac River Basin, Interstate
Interstate ComComPublic schools-Continued
mission on, appropriation
appropriation for conTeachers' retirement
retirement appropriated
Teachers'
appropriated
tribution ------ _-------------319
appropriation for ------ _
306
319
fund, appropriation
306
Poundmaster's
Poundmaster's office,
office, appropriation
appropriation
Public Utilities CommissionCommission—
305
for --------------------------Appropriation
305
Appropriation for -------------_
binding, funds for ----324
Printing and binding,
General
compensation of
304
General counsel,
counsel, compensation
of --304
Printing and Publications,
Publications, Division of,
Restriction
funds
305
Restriction on
on use of funds--------305
324
printing and binding by --------324
Public Welfare—
WelfareProvidence Hospital,
Hospital, contractual
contractual servAdvances to
315
Advances
to Director of
of---------315
for --313
Appropriation for
ices, appropriation
appropriation for_________
313
Appropriation
for ---------- 237, 313, 873
Public
Library, appropriation
appropriation for
for -----309
Public worksworks—
Public Library,
309
Public schools—
Appropriation
for
schools238, 315, 873
873
Appropriation for----------Administration,
appropriaAdministration, general,
general, appropriaNon-Federal, provision
Non-Federal,
provision for advance
tion for -------------------planning
305
planning --------------------841
Auxiliary
Appropriation authorized
authorized -------842
Auxiliary educational
educational services,
services, apap842
Appropriation
propriation for---------------for
Appropriation
for
977
306
Appropriation for--------------977
Buildings, etc.—
etc.Purchasing Division, appropriation
appropriation for....
for-_
304
Construction,
appropriation
taxation, increase..
139
Construction, appropriation
Real property,
property, rate of
of taxation,
increase.
139
for ------------------ 236, 306
Recorder of Deeds, Office of, appropriappropriRecorder
Contract authorization,
increase__
authorization, increase-_
308
ation for
for----------------------305
Maintenance,
for__
Maintenance, etc., funds for
--- _ 236, 306
Recreation Department, appropriation
appropriation
Recreation
for_-_-__ 236,
outlay, appropriation
appropriation for
236,
Capital outlay,
for -------- ---------------309
306, 872
Redevelopment Act of 1945, amendRedevelopment
Classification Act of 1949, nonapplicaClassification
ment, District of Columbia particiemployees ----------955
bility to employees
pation in benefits under Housing
Longevity
increases,
of
holders of
Longevity
increases, holders
Act of 1949
1949------- ----------441
master's degree-------------degree
707
707
master's
Redevelopment project planning,
planning, approRedevelopment
Nurseries and
and nursery
nursery schools, time
Nurseries
priation for
647
for--------------------extension for
278
extension
for-----------------Regulatory agencies,
agencies, appropriation
appropriation forfor.. 236,
Regulatory
Appropriation authorized
279
authorized -------Appropriation
305, 872
872
Appropriation
873
Appropriation for -------------Rent Act, Emergency.
Emergency. See Emergency
Emergency
Fees, disposition---------------disposition
279
279
Rent Act, this
this title.
title.
Operating expenses, funds for - - - 236, 305
Rent Control, Office of Administrator,
Administrator,
Pages, House, Senate, and Supreme
appropriation for-----------236, 305
appropriation
Court, reimbursement
reimbursement for eduReport to Congress, municipal
municipal buildings,
223
cation ---------------------repairs, use of appropriation
appropriation for
for
repairs,
Placement credit, certain probationPlacement
school
etc., for
for -----306
school buildings,
buildings, etc.,
306
temporary employees,
employees, reary or temporary
Revenue Act of 1947, amendments--..
amendments_ ___
129
129
quirement of master's degree...
707
--_
degree- _
quirement
Applicability of provisions
provisions -------133
Applicability
133
appropriPlans and
and specifications,
specifications, appropriDeductions allowed --------------130
Deductions
ation for
etc
307,
130
307, 308
308
for preparation,
preparation, etc----ation
Dues and initiation fees of clubs, exelementary schools
schools and
Principals in elementary
"gross income"_-__
income"_
_
133
clusion from "gross
in Americanization
Americanization schools, salEstates and trusts, exemption and
706
aries
aries------------------------credit against net income-----income
132
Pupils dwelling
dwelling outside
outside District
District of
Installment
report of income
Columbia,
Installment sales, report
Columbia, limitation on use of
from ---------------------131
funds for free instruction ------309
Overpayments,
interest -----------Retirement, applicability
applicability of desigOverpayments, interest
133
Retirement,
Personal exemptions and credit for
707
nated provisions of law -------dependents -----------------132
employees of Board
increase, employees
Salary increase,
132
Rate of tax --------------------_
132
376
Education
of Education-----------------Supervision
and instruction,
general—
"Resident",
"Resident", definition of----------of
129
instruction, generalSupervision and
Returns ----------------------131
_Appropriation for -------------305
Appropriation
Transfer of funds from ---------236
Unincorporated
business, exemption,
Unincorporated business,
exemption,
236
Transfer
in
decrease in----_---------Teachers,
double-salary restriction,
restriction,
132
Teachers, double-salary
Revenue Act of 1949
Revenue
----..........
nonapplicability
designated
112
nonapplicability for designated
Control Act,
Alcoholic Beverage Control
period
308
period----------------------amend
ments
amendments-----------------Teachers'
1949
842
133
Teachers' Leave Act of 1949-------Cigarette Tax Act
136
Cigarette
Act-------------Appropriation
136
843
Appropriation authorized
authorized --------
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Sewer Division,
319
Revenue Act of 1949—Continued
for----Sewer
Revenue
Division, appropriation
appropriaticon for
1949-Continued
319
Excise
appropriation
for.. _ 315
315
iation for__
tax upon issuance
issuance of titles to
to
Excise tax
Soil investigations,
investigations, appropri
128
Stenographic reporting
services,
rvices, ap128
motor vehicles --------------Stenographic
reporting se:
Real property,
in rate
of taxpropriations
available
324
propriations available-Real
property, increase
increase in
rate of
324
tax139
ation
appro139
ation_ ---------------------Street and
and Bridge
Bridge Divisions,
Divisio>ns, approRevenue Act
Act of
of 1947,
1947, amendments_
129
priation for
316,
for----------- ----- - 31
Revenue
amendments-__ 129
16, 317
317
112
112
improvements ----317,
Sales Tax
Street improvements
Tax Act
Act--------------------------- 31
17, 318
318
Separability
139
316
139
Separability clause
clause -- __----------Street lighting, rates for
for-.-316
Act
124
Strikes
Government
or
Use Tax
Tax Act---------------------124
Strikes against U.
ernment or
U. S.
S. Govi
D. C.
Government, res
restriction
Revised Statutes,
Statutes, sections
771,
Revised
sections 764
764 and 771,
D.
C. Government,
;triction on
on
repeal
110
employment of
323
110
repeal. - ------ _-------___-----employment
of persons
persons engaging
engaging in..
in_
323
Saint
and MaSuitland Parkway, Md.,
Md., consideration
Suitland
Saint Ann's
Ann's Infant
Infant Asylum
Asylum and
Maconsideration as
ternity Hospital,
Hospital, contractual
servextension
ternity
contractual servextension of D. C. park system; ad314
ministration
612
314
ministration ------ices, appropriation
appropriation for ----------_------____-.
612
Saint Elizabeths
Hospital. See
Surveyor's office,
315
Saint
Elizabeths Hospital.
See separate
separate
Surveyor's
office, appropriation
appropriation for
for ---___ 315
Tax Appeals,
Appeals, Board of, appropriation
title.
appropriation
Salary increases,
employees—
for
304
for--------------_----------.Salary
increases, employees304
Policemen, firemen,
teachers, etc---etc.._
376
Policemen,
firemen, teachers,
376
Taxes. See Revenue
Revenue Act of 1949,
1949, this
this
Postal Rate Revision and Federal Emtitle.
ployees Salary Act of 1948, effeceffecTaxicabs, regulations
regulations respecting
meters,
respecting meters,
tive date of additional compenzones, and rates, restriction on use
sation under _---_-__-408
------- 408
of funds ---------------______
305
Act
112
Sales Tax
Tax Act----------------------112
Teachers. See Public schools,
schools, this title.
Teachers.
title.
Appeals from
determination of tax
Appeals
from determination
tax on
on
Teachers' Leave Act of 1949 --------842
Teachers'
842
denial of application
application for
for refund-_
refund
120
denial
Temporary
Home for
120
Temporary Home
for Former Soldiers,
Soldiers,
Assessment or reassessment
reassessment by AsSailors,
Sailors, and
and Marines,
Marines, appropriaappropriaincorrect resessor, false and incorrect
tion for --_----_-____--___--___
314
314
turns
turns -_-_------------------123
Titles and Tags, Registrar of,
of, conconAssessor, additional powers ----- __
121
tinuance in classification--------classification
319
319
Bulk sales ---------------------121
Traffic Act, 1925, amendment,
amendment, excise tax
tax
Collection ----------------------117
117
upon issuance
issuance of
motor
of titles
titles to
to motor
Date
115
115
Date of imposition __----__------vehicles ----------------------128
128
Definitions
112
112
Definitions---------------------Traffic safety
safety education,
education, appropriation
appropriation
Determination of tax ------------119
119
for-------------------------for
318
318
Exemptions
115
of 1949---------1949
166
Exemptions----------------------115
Travel Expense Act of
166
Exemptions
"sales price",
Effective date
date ----.-----..--.
167
Effective
Exemptions from
from terms,
terms, "sales
price",
167
"retail sale", and "sale at retail"
retail".
114
Trees and Parking,
Parking, Division of, approNotices ----..124
--..
..-..--..
124
priation for
319
for-.--.. .
... .....
.
.
319
Penalties and interest.
interest_
123
----------Trust funds,
investments in
U. S.
S. secuTrust
funds, investments
in U.
secuProsecutions
124
Prosecutions --------------------rities; crediting of proceeds --___324
324
Rate
115
Rate----------------------------115
Typewriters, availability
availability of funds; purRefunds ------------------------120
Refunds
chase price --------------.----238
238
Registration of retail establishments_
establishments..
122
Registration
Uniform
Common-Trust Fund Act
Uniform Common-Trust
Act_--___ 938
938
Regulations, authority
authority of CommisRegulations,
Use Tax Act—
Act121
sioners ---------- -_____----Collection of tax
127
tax ----------------127
Reimbursement by purchaser for tax_
115
Reimbursement
tax_
115
Date of imposition
imposition ---------------126
126
Returns and payments of
of tax
tax ------- 118
118
Definitions---------------------- _
124
Definitions
124
Secrecy
returns -------.119
Secrecy of returns
_-----_
119
Exemptions
Exemptions ----------__-__-_____
127
127
Time extensions,
extensions, assessment
assessment of
of adadExemptions
sale",
Exemptions from terms, "retail sale",
ditional tax -------.---------.
124
"sale at retail",
retail", and "sold
"sold at
at
Unlawful advertising
Unlawful
advertising -----118
__----118
retail"--------------.-----.125
retail"
125
Sanitation, Division of, appropriation
Sanitation,
appropriation
Payment of tax by purchaser
purchaser ------127
127
restriction --.-------.-----.for; restriction
319
319
vendor; reimbursePayment of tax by vendor;
reimburseSchools.
Schools. See Public schools,
schools, this title.
title.
ment by purchaser -----------126
126
Secret
forces, appropriation
appropriation for
Secret Service forces,
for
Provisions of D. C. Sales Tax Act
Act
reimbursement for benefit
benefit paypayapplicable ----------------- 126, 128
applicable
ments to ------------------252, 362
252,362
Registration -------------.------Registration
128
128
Securities,
S., investment
Securities, U. S.,
investment of funds
Returns and payments of tax------Returns
tax
127
proceeds
324
in; crediting
crediting of
of proceeds---------324
Unlawful
advertising
Unlawful advertising------------127
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VehiclesTransfer from police
police or fire departrestriction
ments, restriction------------316
_
316
Use; restriction
restriction ----------------Department of,
Vehicles and
and Traffic,
Traffic, Department
appropriation
for-------------- 318, 873
appropriation for
for..
310
310
Veterans, services to, appropriation
appropriation for_
appropriation
War workers, services to, appropriation
for
310
for -------------------------Washington Aqueduct,
appropriation
Washington
Aqueduct, appropriation
for ------------------------238,
320
238,320
Washington
Incurables, conWashington Home for Incurables,
tractual
313
tractual services,
services, appropriation
appropriation for_
for_ 313
Water Division,
Division, appropriation
appropriation for ---320
320
Water fund—
fundAppropriations
payable from ------238,
Appropriations payable
303, 320, 321, 873
U. S. securities—
securitiesInvestment
of proin, crediting
crediting of
Investment in,
ceeds
324
ceeds---------------------Sale
320
Sale authorized
authorized----------------Water
Federal, outside D. C.,
Water mains, Federal,
appropriation for maintenance
maintenance and
appropriation
operation --------------------849
operation
Weights,
Measures, and Markets, DeWeights, Measures,
partment of,
of, appropriation
305, 872
for - 305,
appropriation for__
partment
West
Potomac Park, retention
retention by FedWest Potomac
Administration of cuseral Works
Works Administration
tody and control
control of
certain buildof certain
tody
ings
182
182
ings--------------------------White
House Police.
Police.
White House

See separate
separate title.
title.
See

Wills. See under
Columbia
under District of Columbia
Code, Amendments.
Amendments.
Code,
Wills,
Register ofof—
Wills, Register
Appropriation
262,
Appropriation for Office of -----of
disposition of------------Moneys, disposition
Transfer of Office
to Administrative
Administrative
Office to
Transfer
Office,
budgetary
Courts for budgetary
Office, U. S.
S. Courts
and
purposes ____
administrative purposes---and administrative

311
491
491
491

Workmen's
administracompensation, administraWorkmen's compensation,
tive
for_ _
- -__
appropriation for
expenses, appropriation
tive expenses,

304
304

Zoning
Commission, appropriation
for_ -_
appropriation for..
Zoning Commission,

305

Zoological
appropriaZoological Park, National, appropriation
322
262,322
for ------------------- 262,
tion for
322
Advances
Advances ----------------------District of
Code, Amendments:
Amendments:
of Columbia
Columbia Code,
District
Annulment
cases—
Annulment or divorce casesApplications for,
for, procedure
procedure -------Applications
Publication, substitution
substitution for
for personal
Publication,
service of process ------------Uncontested,
appointment by court
Uncontested, appointment
of attorney for defendant
defendant-----Courts—
Courtsapreporter, apAppeals, U. S. Court of, reporter,
pointment
authority ---------pointment authority
District CourtCourt—
appointment authority-authority
Auditors, appointment
Jurisdiction;
effective date
date------Jurisdiction; effective

215
214
213

109
109

108
108
108
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Messengers, appointment
appointment authority_
108
Messengers,
Witnesses, depositions
depositions of, authority
authority
Witnesses,
for taking
taking ------------------109
Docket fees, attorneys, solicitors, and
proctors, taxing of -_-----------109
Maintenance for wife and minor chilMaintenance
orders for
dren, enforcement
enforcement of orders
payment ----------------------213
213
Technical
amendments ------------ 108, 109
109
Technical amendments
Transfer of certain offices to Adminiscertain
trative Office, U. S. Courts, certain
provisions relating to -----------491
Wills—
Wills268
Caveat, time for filing -----------allowance ----------------269
Family allowance
269
Notice of petition for probate -----267
Notice
267
267
Proof of will, consideration
consideration of
of-----Small estates,
administration of
Small
estates, administration
of _
--- _ 269
269
inventories,
Times for certain claims, inventories,
etc., in connection
connection with
with-----___
_ 268
deportation susPierre Raymond,
Raymond, deportation
Dittner, Pierre
pension
1241
pension------------------------Dix, Joan Nicolae
Nicolae Dix),
Nicolae (loan Nicolae
Dix), deDix,
1219
1219
portation suspension--------------suspension
Dixon, Calif.,
Calif., broadcasting
broadcasting facilities, transDixon,
fer by Reconstruction Finance
Finance Corporation
to Department
Department of
State_ ___ 408
408
of State--poration to
Dobler, Gilbert H. (chief
(chief photographer's
Dobler,
mate), acceptance
acceptance of gift from foreign
foreign
mate),
government,
1077
authorized-----------government, authorized
Dollah, William
William Henry, deportation
deportation susDollah,
1245
pension ------------------------C., payment to-----------to
1128
1128
Dollar, June C.,
cook), acceptance
(chief cook),
Dolor, Crisanto (chief
of gift from foreign
foreign government,
1077
authorized ----------------------admission
Domench, Melchor Burusco,
Burusco, admission
Domench,
1079
for permanent residence ----------Domenighini, Albert (Aurelio),
(Aurelio), deportaDomenighini,
tion suspension------------------suspension
1235
Domestic Air Mail Service:
Service:
Domestic
Appropriation for-----------for
371,747,982
371, 747, 982
Appropriation
746
from--------------Transfer of funds from
Domosiaris,
KalHopi, deportation
deportation suspenDomosiaris, Kalliopi,
- 1235
sion -------------------------Domosiaris,
Konstantinos (Constantinos),
Domosiaris, Konstantinos
deportation suspension
suspension ------------- 1235
deportation
Donaghy,
suspension_
1222
deportation suspensionDonaghy, Patrick, deportation
Donakis, Angelo
Angelo (Evangelos
Helidonakis),
(Evangelos Helidonakis),
1219
1219
deportation suspension -----------deportation
D'Orsogna, Marcell%
Marcello, deportation suspension -----------------------1227
pension
Dos Santos,
Santos, Joaquim Antonio,
Antonio, deportation
1235
1235
suspension
suspension--------------------Dotseth, Hope Irene (Mrs. Hope
Hope Irene
Dotseth,
1106
Buley), payment to
_
to-------------Buley),
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Douglas-Tahoe
Airport, Douglas
Douglas-Tahoe Airport,
Douglas County,
Page
Pag
Nev., appropriation
appropriation for claim under
under
Federal
Federal Airport Act ----------____
745
74,
Doush, Joseph Harry, deportation
deportation sussuspension ------------- _____________
1235
123,
Dove, Alec George, deportation
deportation suspensuspension -----1230
_______................
123(
Doyle,
Doyle, Paulette Marie,
Marie, deportation
deportation sussuspension ___--__-_______________1235
1235
Drakopoulos, Ioannes
Drakopoulos,
Ioannes (John Drakopulos),
Drakopulos),
deportation suspension
deportation
suspension
-___________1233
123.
Drecoll, Albert E., payment
payment to.________.
to
1075
107E
Drioli,
Drioli, Salvatore,
Salvatore, deportation
deportation suspension_
1248
1248
Droyd,
Droyd, Peter, admission for permanent
permanent
residence; cancellation
cancellation of warrants
etce----------____-_____
of arrest, etc
1094
1094
Drummond, Addie
Addle G., quitclaim
quitclaim deed to
to
certain mineral
in certain
certain
mineral rights
rights in
property
property ---1177
__-_---_________._1177
Drummond, Alfred A.,
A., quitclaim
deed to
quitclaim deed
to
certain
certain mineral
mineral rights in certain
certain
property --------property
1177
________________
1177
Dufur, Joaquin Juanarena,
Juanarena, admission for
for
permanent residence
residence ---1079
__________
1079
Duluth, Minn., bridges across Saint
Saint Louis
Louis
River, financing
financing--______________
885
--885
Dumitrescu,
Dumitrescu, Radu, deportation
deportation suspension -_________________
1235
-------1235
Dumo,
Dnmo, Caridad Inigo (Caridad
Inigo),
(Caridad Inigo),
deportation
deportation suspension
1230
suspension --- ________1230
Duncan, Yeta
Yeta Rosemburz (Jetta RosemRosemburz De Mojica
Yeta Rosemburz
Mojica or Yeta
Rosemburz
De Mojica
Mojica or Yeta Rosemburz),
Rosemburz), dedeportation suspension
suspension ------___-__-1235
1235
Duncanson, Wentworth Eustace, deportaDuncanson,
tion suspension
suspension -------________..-- 1235
1235
Durango,
Colo., clerk of U. S. District
Durango, Colo.,
District
Court, restriction on
funds for
on use
use of funds
for
maintaining
maintaining office of----------.-__of
471
471
Durham, N. C., retention
retention by Federal
Works
Works Administrator of
of custody
custody and
and
control of certain lands-control
lands
180
__.___--180
Duties, Customs. See
See Imports.
Imports.
Duties,
Eurico Gaspar,
Dutra, Enrico
Gaspar, President of
of Brazil,
joint meeting of two Houses of
Congress to hear
hear address
address by________
by
1216
1216
Dutton, C. H.,
H., Co.,
Co., payment
to -----1156
payment to_
1156
Dutton, Joe D.,
D., payment to-----_-__-__
to
1196
1196
E
Earl, Erwin F.,
F., payment to_-__.____..
to
East Peoria Sewage
Sewage Project, funds availavailable -----.----- ______.___.--____
East Point, Ga.,
Ga., conveyance to Federal
Works
Works Agency in_________________in
East Saint Louis, Ill.,
IIL, to Saint Louis, Mo.,
Mo.,
time extension for bridging MissisMigsisRiver-------sippi River
_
_-....-__-East Tawas,
Tawas, Mich.,
Mich., exchange
exchange of
of lands__
lands---

1136
1136
638
638
184
184

690
690
925
925

Eastern Avenue,
Avenue, D.
time extension
extension for
for
Page
Eastern
D. C.,
C., time
Page
payments
to owners
payments to
owners of
of certain
certain proppropabutting ---------- ______1208
erties abutting
1208
"Eastwind",
"Eastwind", icebreaker,
icebreaker, appropriation
appropriation for
for
conversion and repair
252
conversion
repair-------------252
Echechuri, Pedro Aspiroz,
admission for
Echechuri,
Aspiroz, admission
for
permanent
1079
permanent residence
residence ------------_
1079
Echeverria, Primitivo
Primitivo Olondriz,
Echeverria,
Olondriz, admission
admission
1079
for permanent residence
residence ---------- _ 1079
Eckardt, Ruth, deportation
Eckardt,
deportation suspension
1243
suspension._
1243
Economic Advisers,
Economic
Advisers, Council
of:
Council of:
Appropriation
for ---.----------253, 632
Appropriation for
_
. 253,
632
Compensation
increase__
880
Compensation of
of members,
members, increase-_
880
Economic Cooperation
Economic
Cooperation Act
Act of
of 1948:
1948:
Amendments—
AmendmentsAdvertisement in
in United
United States
States of
of
Advertisement
foreign products
products or foreign
foreign travel,
travel,
restriction on
on use
use of
of funds
53
funds -----53
Appropriation
53
Appropriation authorized
authorized-------____
_
53
Compensation, maximum,
of EcoEcomaximum, of
nomic Cooperation
Cooperation AdministraAdministration personnel_________________
personnel
50
50
Deputy U. S. Special
Special Representative
Representative
in Europe, appointment,
appointment, comcompensation, and
50
pensation,
and functions
functions----___
_
50
Export Control Act
Act of 1949—
1949exchange of
of informaAction under, exchange
information on -__________________
50
50
Limitation on export
Limitation
export of
of certain
certain
articles, etc.,
insufficient to
to
articles,
etc., insufficient
supply requirements
requirements of
of parparticipating countries
countries ---52
ticipating
_____
52
Refusal of license under authority
Refusal
of---------of
54
......---___ 54
Guaranties
investments, condiGuaranties of investments,
condilimitations_.-tions and limitations
51
51
Hearings,
Hearings, printing of additional
additional copies_
1218
copies_ 1218
Italy, emigration
emigration from, use
U. S.
use of U.
S.
vessels ....
_
55
__....
55
Joint organization
organization of
of participating
participating
countries, encouragement
encouragement of.
__ _
54
of--_54
Local currency accounts,
accounts, special,
special, alallocations
locations for use of United StatesStates_
54
54
Marine
Marine insurance
insurance on certain
certain comcommodities, funds available
53
available_..--53
Notes, additional,
additional, issuance
issuance of
52
of-..___
52
Price limitation on commodity
commodity purpurchases
53
. ___ ...
53
Production by
by participating
participating countries
countries
Production
of materials
materials required
required by United
United
States, stimulation
stimulation of
54
of_________
54
Reconstruction Finance Corporation,
Reconstruction
Corporation,
advances by -_______________53
advances
53
Relief packages,
packages, payment of ocean
ocean
transportation
transportation charges, rate_-__
rate_ __ _
54
54
Small business,
business, American,
aid in
in
American, aid
participation under
participation
52
under --_--_
52
Special
Special accounts,
accounts, deposits by
particiby participating countries, waiver
waiver in
cerin certain cases -----53
-- ____
-53
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Economic Cooperation Act of 1948—Con.
Economic
Amendments—Continued
Amendments-Continued
Special assistant to Administrator,
Administrator,
appointment, duties --------__
52
52
Special ECA missions abroad, comcompensation
allowances of chief_
51
pensation and allowances
51
"Surplus
agricultural commodity",
"Surplus agricultural
commodity",
52
definition------___
extension of definition
52
Termination
Termination of assistance,
assistance, States
against
Nations is
against which
which United
United Nations
taking preventative
preventative or enforcement action-----------------action
55
55
U.
vessels, use
use in transportaU. S. flag
flag vessels,
tion of commodities
commodities ----------51
51
Wheat
wheat flour,
flour, determinadeterminaWheat and
and wheat
tion of grants----------------grants
52
52
Appropriation for
for carrying
carrying out proviAppropriation
sions
709
sions--------------------------.
Occupied areas, expenditures
expenditures by Department of Army
in
712
Army in-----------partment
Wheat and wheat-flour,
wheat-flour, domestic, nonapplicability of
provisions
of pricing provisions
applicability
946
to ---------------------------Economic Cooperation Administration:
Economic
Appropriation
for; provisions
provisions respecting
Appropriation for;
use
availability
710
710
and availability------------use and
International
International Wheat Agreement Act of
1949\.
945
1949-----------------------Local
currency, use
use for
publicity respectrespectfor publicity
Local currency,
ing assistance------------------assistance
710
Notes and obligations,
obligations, issuance
issuance for alExport-Import
location of funds to Export-Import
Bank of
of Washington
Washington ----------710
710
Bank
Reparations
equipment in
in Germany,
Germany,
Reparations equipment
retention, funds
available for
action
for action
funds available
retention,
respecting
710
710
respecting---------------------"Economic
"Economic Indicators", printing of
monthly publication, authority;
authority; dismonthly
tribution___-------------------tribution
264
Economic Report, Joint Committee
Committee on:
Economic
Appropriation
721
721
increase-_
authorization, increase
Appropriation authorization,
Appropriation for-----------for
218, 252, 974
974
Appropriation
Attorney or expert
nonapplicability
expert for, nonapplicability
Attorney
of
of law
law to
provisions of
designated provisions
of designated
service ----------------------721
service
Economic Indicators,
Indicators, printing
printing of monthly
Economic
publication,
authority; distribupublication, authority;
tion
264
tion-------------------------Problems
economy, study and
the economy,
Problems of the
investigation,
authority
1217
investigation, authority---------Economy Act
Act of June 30, 1932:
Economy
Amendment,
international bodies,
bodies, furAmendment, international
nishing
Public Buildnishing of services by Public
ings
continental
ings Administration
Administration in continental
United States------------------States
199
199
Repeal
designated sections
973
sections-------of designated
Repeal of
Eddy, Maria
Maria Inez,
suspendeportation suspenInez, deportation
Eddy,
1243
sion ---------------------------8193V-50—PT. I
I-86
81939'-50-PT.

86
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Eden Project, Wyo.,
completion of conPage
Wyo., completion
struction, authorized;
authorized; allotment of
moneys; appropriation
appropriation authorized_ 277, 278
moneys;
Edens, 0.
jurisdiction of Court to hear
O. S., jurisdiction
claim
1144
claim-----------------------_1144
jurisdiction of Court
Edens, Sherman R., jurisdiction
1144
1144
to hear claim
claim -------------------Federal
Education, Office of.
of. See
See under Federal
Security Agency.
Security
Agency.
Cultural CoopCoopEducational, Scientific,
Scientific, and Cultural
on, apCommission on,
eration, National Commission
propriation
447
propriation for
for expenses
expenses ----------_
447
Exchange. See Information
Information
Educational Exchange.
and Educational
Educational Exchange
Exchange Act of
1948, U. S.
Daniel or
Edwards, Muriel (Muriel Daniel
Danei), deportation
deportation suspension
suspension ____ 1246
Daneil),
1246
Effrof, Edla Johanna
Johanna Karjuner
Karjuner (Edith
Karl or Edla Johanna Virtanen or
Kari
Stream), deportation
deportation suspenVirta or Stream),
sion
1219
sion-------------------------.
1219
Base, Fla., tract of land
Eglin Air Force Base,
recreational facility,
near, operation as recreational
authority
566
authority of Secretary
Secretary of Air Force
Force-566
Fla., provisions
Eglin Field Reservation, Fla.,
relating to wildlife, fish, and game
conservation --------------------759
conservation
appropriation for institutions for
for
Egypt, appropriation
incarcerating
American convicts and
incarcerating American
insane persons
448
persons------------------Ehrlich, Abraham J., issuance
issuance of license
to practice
practice chiropractic
chiropractic in District
District
1207
of Columbia
Columbia --------------------Eielson Air Force Base,
Alaska, conEielson
Base, Alaska,
struction of installations and facilities,
authorization -------------authorization
935, 943, 944
Tex., payment
payment to ---------157
El Paso, Tex.,
Electoral Votes,
proceedings for counting_
1215
Votes, proceedings
1215
Electrification
Electrification Administration, Rural. See
Rural Electrification
Electrification Administration
Administration
Agriculture, Department
Department of.
under Agriculture,
Elgesem,
(Elgesen), deElgesem, Olav Asbjorn (Elgesen),
portation suspension
suspension--------------- 1232
Elizagaray, Celestino
Celestino Arozarena, admission for permanent
permanent residence-----residence
1079
Elizegaray,
Elizegaray, Anastasio Barbarena,
Barbarena, admission for
for permanent
permanent residence
residence ----1079
sion
1079
Ellingsen,
Nils Johan,
deportation susJohan, deportation
Ellingsen, Nils
pension
1244
pension-------------------_--1244
Ells, Gordon
Gordon W., payment to ---------1101
Elmendorf Air Force Base,
Base, Fort
Fort Richardson, Alaska,
Alaska, construction
construction of installason,
__ 944
tions and facilities, authorization_
authorization___
Elser, Grace L., payment to
to------------ 1181
Elvir, Cesar Augusto,
Augusto, deportation
deportation sus1248
pension ------------------------Elzingre, Ralph Martin (Ralph Seawell),
Seawell),
Elzingre,
admission for permanent
permanent residence_
residence-_ _ 1095
Embiricos, Leonidas Nicholas,
Embiricos,
Nicholas, deportation
deportation
suspension --------------------- 1219
1219
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Emergency Boards,
Boards, National
Mediation Page Escudero-Pascual,
Emergency
National Mediation
Escudero -Pascual,
Nicholas
(Nicholas Page
Nicholas (Nicholas
Page
Board, appropriation
appropriation for ----_ 235, 297,
297, 977
977
Escudero),
Escudero), deportation
deportation suspension-_
suspension_ _ 1235
1235
Emergency
President, apapEmergency Fund for
for the
the President,
Espinoza, Nicolas, deportation
deportation suspension_
suspension_ 1232
1232
propriation for; restriction
restriction -------- _
631
cancellation of warrant
631 Esposito, Louis, cancellation
warrant of
of
Emergency
Emergency Management,
Management, Office
Office for:
for:
deportation ------ ___________.___deportation
1160
1160
Appropriation for
632 Estes, Mrs. Judge E.,
Appropriation
for-..-----.
...-----payment to.______
to
1085
.
632
E., payment
1085
Constituent agencies.
agencies. See
Constituent
See individual
individual
Esteva, Jeannette
Jeannette and
and Jesus,
Jesus, and
and Children,
Children,
titles.
permanent residence_
1092
admission for
for permanent
residence-__ 1092
Emergency
Act of
of 1942,
Emergency Price Control Act
1942,
Esteves, Nelson
Geraldo, deportation
deportation
Nelson Geraldo,
designated provision
effective during
designated
provision effective
during
suspension-- --------- ___________suspension
1244
1244
1950 with respect to
to certain
certain functions
functions
Estrada-Marquez, Edmundo
Edmundo Gamaliel
Gamaliel
Estrada-Marquez,
Office of
Expediter -----645
of Office
of Housing
Housing Expediter
645
de(Edmundo Gamaliel
Gamaliel Estrada),
Estrada), deEmployees,
Employees, Government. See
GovernSee Governportation suspension
suspension ------1243
portation
_-_____
1243
ment Employees.
Employees.
Estridge, Edward
Estridge,
Edward Nathaniel,
deportation
Nathaniel, deportation
Employees'
Employees' Compensation, Bureau
Bureau of.
of.
suspension ------------suspension
1227
..-- -____
1227
See under
Federal Security Agency.
under Federal
Ethiopia, appropriation
appropriation for institutions
institutions for
for
Employment
appropriation
Employment Act of
of 1946,
1946, appropriation
incarcerating American
American convicts
and
convicts and
of Economic
for functions of Council
Council of
Economic
insane persons.........___________
persons
448
448
Advisers under
under ---_---_____-----632
.
632 European Fowl
Fowl Pest, appropriation
appropriation for
for
Employment Security, Bureau of.
Employment
of. See
eradication ----------___---___.__332
eradication
332
under
under Social Security Administration.
Administration.
Evans, Maurice
Maurice G., payment
payment to estate
of.. 1200
1200
estate of_
Eney,
Eney, Richard John
Sheng Dai),
Dal),
John (Chiang Sheng
Evanston,
Evanston, Wyo.,
Wyo., clerk of U. S. District
District
deportation suspension
suspension ----------- _ 1224
1224
use of
of funds
funds for
for
Court, restriction
restriction on
on use
Eng, Winifred (Winifred Ho Chong
or
Chong or
maintaining
471
maintaining office
office of
of -- __-_______471
Ho Gum Lan),
Lan), deportation
deportation suspensuspenEver Ready Supply Company,
Company, payment to..
to. 1160
1160
sion ---------------------------1241 Everett,
1241
Everett, A. A.,
A., jurisdiction of Court to hear
hear
Engen, Einar,
Einar, payment
payment to
1111
to-------------- 1111
claim___________________________
claim
1143
1143
Engineer School,
School, Army,
Army, appropriation
appropriation for
Everett, C. S.,
S., jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
Court to
to hear
of Court
hear
maintenance
maintenance----------------._---995
995
claim___________________________
claim
1144
1144
Engineers,
Engineers, Corps of.
Army,
of. See under
under Army,
Everett, Guy L.,
L., jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
Court to
to
of Court
Department
Department of the.
hear claim ------------------___-_
1144
1144
England. See Great
Great Britain.
England.
Britain.
Everett, J. W.,
W., jurisdiction
jurisdiction of Court to hear
hear
Engles,
Engles, Elsie Violet, deportation suspensuspenclaim -------------.- ________
1144
- - -1144
sion ---------------------------1248
1248 Everett,
Everett, Lonnie T., jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
of Court
Court to
to
Printing, Bureau of. See
Engraving and Printing,
See
hear claim -------------- _______._
1143
1143
under Treasury Department.
Department.
under
Everett, Millie
Millie C., jurisdiction
Court to
jurisdiction of
of Court
to
Engvik, Hans, deportation
deportation suspension
1219
suspension--1219
hear claim
1143
claim -------------_________
1143
Enos, Curtis R.,
R., jurisdiction
jurisdiction of Court to
to
Everett,
Everett, R. D.,
D., jurisdiction of
of Court
to
Court to
hear claim ----------------1197
______
1197
claim--hear claim
1144
...... ____________.
1144
Ensign, Leslie
Leslie E.,
to - ----.1185 Everett, Wade
E., payment to- 1185
Wade J.,
jurisdiction of
Court to
to
J., jurisdiction
of Court
Ensler, Samuel,
Easier,
Samuel, payment
payment to-----------to
1104
1104
hear
hear claim--------------_-________
claim
1143
1143
Entomology
Entomology and Plant Quarantine,
Quarantine, Bureau
Bureau
Everglades National Park, Fla.,
Everglades
acquisition
Fla., acquisition
of. See under Agriculture,
Agriculture, Departof.
Departof additional
additional lands for; reservations_
733
733
ment of.
Everglades
Everglades Region, Fla., appropriation
appropriation for
for
Equiza, Miguel
Miguel Redin, admission for perwater regulation; State contribution_
341
contribution341
residence ----------------manent residence
1079
1079 Excise
Taxes. See under
Excise Taxes.
under Taxes.
Taxes.
Erdmann, Ernest August
August (Ernst ErdExecutive
Executive Departments. See Government
Government
mann), deportation
deportation suspension ----1219
1219
Departments
Departments and Agencies;
Agencies; also
inalso in(Vince), deportation
Erdos, Vincent (Vince),
deportation sussusdividual titles.
dividual
pension --.
1235
..........-----------.
1235
Executive Mansion.
Executive
Mansion. See
See under
President
under President
Eriksen, Magne
Magne (Magne
(Magne Taranger or
or
of United States.
States.
Magne Taranger Eriksen),
Eriksen), deportaExecutive Office
Executive
of the
See
Office of
the President.
President. See
tion suspension-----------________
suspension
_ 1235
1235
Executive
under President
Executive Office under
President of
of
(Jan Gluckman or Glicman),
Ernest, Jean (Jan
Glicman),
United States.
United
deportation suspension
deportation
suspension ---------- _ 1224
1224 Experimental Submarines, increase
increase in conErtman, Einar Leopold
Leopold Konstantin,
Honstantin, destruction cost limitation
577
limitation-____......
577
portation
suspension ------------- _ 1235
portation suspension
1235 Explosives,
Explosives, Etc., air transportation,
protransportation, proErtman, Ellen Alice
Alice (ElH
Ertman,
(Bill Alisa),
Allan), deportadeportavision for regulation;
regulation; penalty for
for
tion suspension
suspension---------.--_
--- _ 1235
1235
violation- ------------- ___________
violation
480
480
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Export Control,
Control, appropriation
appropriation for_
___ 83,
for---83, 467
467 Fahie,
Fable, Joseph Alfred,
Alfred, deportation suspenExport
Export Control
of 1949-----------1949
7
sion
1248
Export
Control Act of
7
sion------------.................
I1248
Appropriation
Fable, Rebecca, deportation suspension__ _
_ 11248
for carrying
carrying out proFahie,
Appropriation for
1248
Fair Labor
Labor Standards
Standards Act
of 1938.
visions ------------------------467 Fair
Act of
1938. See
Economic Cooperation
Cooperation Act of 1948,
also
Standards Amendalso Fair Labor Standards
limitation
ments of 1949.
on export of certain
limitation on
articles
insufficient to supply reActions under, certain, time limitationlimitation..
920
Actions
articles insufficient
920
quirements
participating counAmendment, overtime
quirements of participating
overtime compensation
compensation
Amendment,
52
provisions
446
tries -------------------------provisions---------------------Economic
Repeal
920
Cooperation AdministraEconomic Cooperation
Repeal--------------------------tion—
tionor punishment
punishment under, limitaLiability or
Exchange
action-_
tion
920
information on action
50
tion-------------------------Exchange of information
agreements, etc.,
Refusal
Administrator
effec54
etc., under, effecOrders, agreements,
Refusal of license by Administrator__
920
Effective date ---------------------9
9
tiveness ---------------------Effective
8
Wage and Hour Division, Labor De8
Enforcement authority
authority ------------Enforcement
Wage
partment,
Government
departments and agencies,
agencies,
for exexappropriation for
partment, appropriation
Government departments
penses under------------------under
284
exchange of information
penses
information on action
exchange
of
50 Fair Labor Standards
Amendments of
Standards Amendments
under ------------------------under
Reports, quarterly,
quarterly, to
President and
910
910
1949 ------------------------and
to President
Reports,
9
Action by Administrator for recovery
9
Action
Congress ---------------------9
minimum wages or unTermination date------------------date
9
of unpaid minimum
Termination
overtime compensation,
compensation, au8
8
paid overtime
penalty ----------------Violations, penalty
thority_ -----------------------919
919
thority
of Washington:
Bank of
Export-Import Bank
917
Child labor provisions -..--------.
374
Appropriation Act
Act----------------Appropriation
Exemptions
918
Exemptions.----...----------.--.
233
Appropriation for -----------------Appropriation
911
Definitions ----------------------911
Definitions
Directors, Board of,
increase in
basic
in basic
of, increase
Directors,
Effective date -----------------Effective
920
881
compensation
compensation-----------------Exemptions __--------------------917
Exemptions
Chairman,
increase in
compenin basic compenChairman, increase
Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938. See
880
sation --------------------separate title.
title.
separate
Economic Cooperation
Cooperation Administration,
Economic
Homework, industrial, orders and reguHomework,
allocation of funds for
assistance
for assistance
allocation
lations, authority of Administrator_
916
710
on credit
credit terms---------------terms
on
Violation, prohibition
prohibition -----........
919
Violation,
Overthrow of
reS. Government,
Government, reof U.
U. S.
Overthrow
912
Hours, maximum
maximum----------------...
employment of persons
striction on employment
Exemptions
provisions------ 913, 917
917
Exemptions from provisions
375
advocating
advocating-------------------proceedings, jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
Injunction proceedings,
Property, expenses
in connection
connection with,
expenses in
Property,
district courts---------..........
courts
919
919
consideration
nonadministraconsideration as nonadministraLearners, apprentices,
apprentices, and handicapped
handicapped
Learners,
374
tive ------------------------tive-workers
918
workers..--------------........
Strikes against U.
Government, reU. S. Government,
Strikes
Minimum wages .-------..-----.....
912
striction on
employment of persons
on employment
striction
Exemptions
provisions ------917
Exemptions from provisions
375
engaging in
engaging
in------------------Overtime compensation;
compensation; exceptions-exceptions_ - _ 913
Overtime
Portal-to-Portal Act of 1947, provisions
Portal-to-Portal
Exposit°, Antonio B. Nuin, admission
admission for
Exposito,
1079
1079
not affected
920
affected.-----------.......
permanent residence
residence -------------permanent
exception 919
__........
Prohibited acts; exception
919
Exposit°,
Modesto Elgorriaga, admisExposito, Modesto
Puerto Rico—
Rico1079
1079
sion for permanent
residence
permanent residence-----Minimum wages, conditional superMinimum
Exposit°, Silvestro
Silvestro Martine:,
admission
Martinex, admission
Exposito,
seding of provisions
provisions
912
----......
912
1079
1079
residence
for permanent residence-----------Special industry committee
committee for recomExpress
Companies,
restriction
on
deExpress Companies, restriction
mendations
minimum
mendations respecting
respecting minimum
livery of freight prior to payment of
wages—
wages485
charges ----------------------------------Appointment, etc 911
911
Convening;
Convening; recommendations;
recommendations; reF
port
915
port....................--915
permanent
Fadem, Samuel,
Samuel, admission
admission for permanent
Wage orders
orders in-in..
915
----............
915
1161
residence
residence----------------------"Regular rate", exclusions from-----from
913
"Regular
913
Fagervik, Carl
deportation susVirgin Islands—
Ingvald, deportation
Carl Ingvald,
IslandsFagervik,
1235
pension
pension------------------------Minimum wages,
wages, conditional
conditional super1248
Fahie, Adeline,
deportation suspension_
seding of provisions
912
--- 1248
provisions --------suspension 912
Adeline, deportation
Fahie,
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Fair
Standards Amendments
Amendments of
of
Fair Labor
Labor Standards
1949—Continued
1949-Continued
Virgin Islands-Continued
Islands—Continued
Special industry committee
recomcommittee for
for recommendations respecting
mendations
respecting minimum
minimum
wages—
wages-

Appointment,
etc_..-____.__.___
Appointment, etc
Convening; recommendations;
reConvening;
recommendations; report ---- _-------..
......._
Wage orders in --------------.-___
Wage and Hour
Hour Administrator,
Administrator, increase
increase
compensation
in compensation---____.--__.-Fairbanks, Alaska, construction
construction authorFairbanks,
authorized -----------.-____.-__--_____
Fairfax County, Va.,
Va., persons
persons of
unsound
of unsound
mind in certain
Federal reservations,
certain Federal
reservations,
detention, care,
provision for
for detention,
care, etc
etc.._-.
Falcon Dam,
Dam, Rio Grande,
negotiation of
of
Grande, negotiation
agreement with Mexico
agreement
Mexico respecting
respecting
hydroelectric
energy facilities,
facilities, aphydroelectric energy
approval of Congress;
Congress; appropriation
appropriation
authorized
authorized -- _______.._
-..-__..
Fallgren,
Fallgren, Gus Arne, payment to
to_
------Salvatore, deportation suspenFantasia, Salvatore,
suspension------------__.-------------_
sion
Fantin, Teresa, deportation
deportation suspension-_suspension__ _
Fantuz, Richard Joseph, deportation sussus__-----pension ----------------organization for
Far East, creation of joint organization
for
self-help, expression
expression of
of Congress
Congress
respecting
respecting ---------.-_____._____
Farese, Biagio, deportation
deportation suspension..
suspension-____
Farkas, Edith, deportation
Farkas,
deportation suspension
suspension --Farkas, Stephen,
Farkas,
Stephen, deportation
deportation suspension_
suspension_
Farm Commodities.
Commodities.
Farm
See Agricultural
Agricultural
Commodities.
Commodities.
Farm Credit Act of 1933, Amendments:
Amendments:
Agricultural commodities, storage, loans
for construction
structures- 1058,
construction of structures_
Compensation,
Compensation, designated
designated rates of
of_--___
Farm Credit Act of 1937,
Farm
1937, Amendment,
Amendment,
Farm Credit Districts ----__-.--Farm Credit
Credit Administration:
Farm
Appropriation
Appropriation for ----------- _______
Denver, Colo.,
Colo., conveyance
conveyance to Federal
Federal
Works Agency in--------------..
in
Governor, increase in basic compensacompensa_---_------------..
tion ------Regional
Regional Agricultural
Agricultural Credit Corporation of Washington,
Washington, D. C.,
C., functions with respect
respect to,
transfer to
to
to, transfer
Secretary
Secretary of Agriculture-Agriculture _-____Farm Forestry Cooperation, appropriation
Farm
appropriation
for_----------------for
..-- -___Farm Housing. See under
Farm
under Housing.
Farm Labor
Labor Supply Camps, disposition to
Farm
to
agencies or
public or semipublic agencies
nonprofit associations
associations of farmers,
extension---___--------------time extension

INDEX
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Page

I Farm
Farm Loan Act.
Act, Federal.
Federal, Amendments.
See Federal
Federal Farm
Loan Act,
Act, AmendFarm Loan
Amendments.
ments.
Farm Mortgage
Mortgage Corporation,
Corporation, Federal,
apFederal, appropriation for; aggregate
aggregate amount
amount of
of
bonds outstanding
outstanding-___
911
Products. See
See Agricultural
Com91 Farm Products.
Agricultural Com-

915
91,
915
91.

Page
Page

347
347

modities.
modities.

printing of
of additional
Farm Program, printing
additional
copies
copies of House
house committee
1252
committee hearings_
hearings- _ 1252
Farm Safety
Week, 1949,
1949, National,
National, proclaSafety Week,
procla911
91
mation------------_____________
mation
1268
1268
Farm
Tenant Act:
Act:
Farm Tenant
935
93'
Appropriation
for effecting
Appropriation for
effecting provisions
provisions
relating to
and
to land utilization
utilization and
retirement
submarginal land_
__ 341
341
retirement of
of submarginal
land___
759
75'
Homestead
Homestead entries under, loans
loans by
by
Secretary of Agriculture,
Agriculture, authority_
883
authority883
Transfer of
made availavailof funds
funds from fees
fees made
by
345
able by----__________________345
Farmers.
Farmers. See also
also Agriculture,
Agriculture, DepartDepart701
701
ment of.
11148
Flood damage, appropriation
appropriation for
for loans
loans
by Department
Department of Agriculture..
82
Agriculture _
---__
82
11235
Fur farmers, loans to, authority
authority of
of
11235
Secretary of Agriculture
43
Agriculture---------43
Housing assistance.
assistance. See Farm housing
housing
1224
1
under Housing.
Income taxes, returns
returns as
declarations
as declarations
of estimated tax ---------------_ 891
891
714 Farmers'
Farmers' Home
Home Administration:
Administration:
1227
1
Administrator, increase in
Administrator,
in basic
basic comcom1222
1
pensation-----------------_-pensation
881
-881
1222
1
Appropriation for ------..---Appropriation
82, 257,
345
_ 82,
257, 345
provisions, inclusion
Criminal Code provisions,
inclusion in
90,
in_
90,
91,
91. 92
Farm housing, assistance.
assistance. See
See Farm
Farm
housing under Housing.
11059 "Fascism in Action",
Action", printing
printing of
of addiaddi972
tional copies of House document_
document- _--__ 1216
1216
Father Millet Cross National
Father
National Monument,
Monument,
986
conveyance
conveyance to New York State --__
691
691
Fats and Oils:
Oils:
346
Export Control Act of 1949, limitation
on applicability
7
applicability -----------_-__
7
194
Import controls, continuation of authorauthority under Second War
Act,
War Powers
Powers Act,
881
1942 -------------------405
___..
405
Research on, appropriation
Research
appropriation for
for --- __-325
325
Faustini, Sebastiana (Benny
Faustini,
(Benny or
or Beniamino
Beniamino
Faustino),
deportation suspension___
Faustino), deportation
suspension_ __ 1227
1227
43 Fayetteville,
Fayetteville, N. C., retention by Federal
Federal
Works Administrator
Administrator of custody
custody and
339
control of certain lands -----179
_____
179
Fazio, Pietro (Peter),
(Peter), deportation suspenFazio,
suspension _____--___________________
1235
--1235
Feather River,
Feather
River, Calif.,
Calif., flood
jurisflood damage,
damage, jurisdiction of Court to hear claims result144
from-----------------ing from
1088
1088
- -------------------

INDEX
INDEX
Federal Advisory
Council, transfer
transfer to
to
Advisory Council,
Department of Labor
Labor--_______.__Federal Agencies. See Government
Government DeFederal
partments
Agencies; also indipartments and Agencies;
individual
vidual titles.
Federal-Aid
Federal-Aid Highway
Highway Acts.
Acts. See Highways.
ways.
Act:
Federal Airport Act:
Amendments—
AmendmentsagreementsGrant agreements—
Maximum obligation, increase, limMaximum
itation
itation--------------------advance under -----Payments in advance

Page
Page

1065
1065

478
603

Grants to
to States,
apportionment_---_
903
Grants
States, apportionment
903
Lighting,
S. share
share
Lighting, high
high intensity, U. S.
of cost of installation---------installation
605
wage rates,
contracts in
Minimum wage
rates, contracts
excess
_
480
excess of $2,000,
$2,000, specification_
specification--480
Virgin Islands,
Islands, projects in, availVirgin
ability
funds -------------925
ability of funds
Claims
83,
83,
for ----under, appropriation
appropriation for
Claims under,
745, 875, 978
240, 745,875,978
Funds
for carrying
carrying out
out provisions
provisions of_
of- 258,
258, 465
Funds for
Contract authority;
of funds
funds- -_ 465
authority; merger
merger of
Contract
Investigation. See
See
Federal Bureau of Investigation.
under
Department of.
under Justice,
Justice, Department
Federal Caustic Poison
appropriation
Act, appropriation
Poison Act,
Federal
for
carrying out
285
out provisions -------for carrying
Communications Commission:
Commission:
Federal Communications
Appropriation
for
253, 637
Appropriation for----------------Compensation
increase____
880
of members,
members, increase--Compensation of
Federal Credit
Act, Amendment,
Amendment,
Credit Union Act,
loan
provisions; reserves
890
890
reserves ----------loan provisions;
Federal
of. See
Unions, Bureau of.
Credit Unions,
Federal Credit
under Social
Social Security
Security Administration.
Administration.
under
Federal Crop Insurance Act:
Act:
Amend ments—
AmendmentsAdministrative expenses,
expenses, removal
removal of
Administrative
limitation -------------------- 664
Appropriations authorized
authorized for subAppropriations
665
scribing to capital stock ------Cancellation of
of outstanding
outstanding receipts
receipts
Cancellation
payment of stock of CorporaCorporafor payment
tion
665
tion-----------------------payment
665
for indemnity, payment----Claims for
increase -------664
County limitation,
limitation, increase
compensation
Directors, Board of, compensation
665
665
and expenses
expenses----------------Extension of
of crop
insurance
663
crop insurance-------Extension
Multiple crop
insurance --------664
crop insurance
Multiple
Personnel of Corporation,
Corporation, appointPersonnel
ment, duties, etc-------------etc
665
Report
664
Congress --------------Report to Congress
Research
665
Research authority --------------Appropriation
346
for administration
administration -----Appropriation for
Federal Crop
Insurance Corporation:
Crop Insurance
Federal
Appropriation
978
257, 346, 978
for ------------ 257,
Appropriation for
Financing
program ------- 666
of expanded
expanded program
Financing of

Federal Crop Insurance Corporation-Con.
Corporation—Con.
Manager, increase
increase in basic compensation
tion----------------__________
Report
to Congress,
Congress, results
results of
of operaReport to
operainsurance
tions as to crop insurance--------

LXIX
LXIX
Page
Page
881
881

664
664
Deposit Insurance Corporation,
Federal Deposit
Corporation,
increase in basic compensation
compensation of
Directors
880
members of Board of Directors----880
Federal Employees'
Employees' Compensation
Compensation Act
Act
Amendments
of 1949
854
Amendments of
1949---------854
Accident prevention
prevention -865
---------865
Administration of Act -----------864
Administration
864
liberalization
860
Burial payments, liberalization------860
Compromise settlements, limitation on
benefits in case of
of -866
-----866
Computation base where
where injury occurred
occurred
before July
July 1, 1946, increase-----increase
__
861
861
Coverage, extension
860
Coverage,
extension --- _______----_
860
increase
859
Death benefits, increase-------------859
benefits—
Disability benefitsAttendant, necessary,
necessary, additional
Attendant,
additional sum
for
858
for------------.----------858
Maximum,
858
Maximum, elimination of -------858
Minimum, increase
increase in ----------859
859
Partial disability
disability 855
Partial
------------- 855
855
Total disability -----------------855
Vocational rehabilitation, additional
Vocational
compensation for maintenance,
compensation
etc ---------------------859
855
Disability schedule; compensation
compensation----855
Survivor benefits
benefits-----------------857
Effective
-------Effective dates ----------866
Emergency relief workers,
workers, liberalization
liberalization
Emergency
of minimum and maximum
maximum compensation for -------------pensation
868
Exclusiveness
Exclusiveness of remedy --------861
Fees for examinations, representation,
representation,
etc
etc---------------------------865
Initial furnishing of benefits by employ862
ing establishments; reimbursement_
Overpayments --------------------864
864
Pay, computation
computation of -----------862
862
Penalty for illegal acceptance
acceptance of payments - ------------------------ 860
860
Private relief legislation, limitation on
benefits in case of--------------of
866
Seamen, certain,
certain, exclusion ----------868
868
Short title, Federal
Federal Employees'
Employees' Compensation Act ------------865
Substantive
amendments -----------Substantive amendments
854
Technical amendments
amendments -------------861
Time limitations,
extension ---------limitations, extension
866
Transitional
Transitional provisions -------------866
Vocational rehabilitation
rehabilitation requirement,
requirement,
authority of Administrator
862
Administrator------authority
Wage-earning
Wage-earning capacity, computation
computation of
of__ 864
Waiting period
period modification
854
modification--------Women's
Army Auxiliary
benefits_
869
Women's Army
Auxiliary Corps,
Corps, benefits869

LXX
LXX
Federal
Act of
of 1945:
1945:
Pay Act
Federal Employees
Employees Pay
Amendment,
annum rates
Amendment, basic per annum
rates of
of
compensation; governing
governing rules
rules of
compensation;
of
conversion -._____------------conversion
Repeal
Repeal of Title IV ----------------

INDEX
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973
973
973

Federal
Act of
of 1946,
1946, rerePay Act
Federal Employees
Employees Pay
designated sections -------peal of
of designated
Federal
Nonessential, Joint
Federal Expenditures, Nonessential,
Committee
__
on, appropriation
appropriation for_
for---Committee on,

973

77
77
Act, Amendments:
Federal Farm Loan Act,
Amendments:
Alaska,
farmAlaska, loans through national farmassociations
985
loan associations---------------Maximum
borrower_ _ 986
986
loans to any
any one
one borrower-Maximum loans
Mortgages,
and recording
recording of
of
Mortgages, reporting
reporting and
payment and
cancellation
986
and cancellation-------payment
Puerto Rico,
Rico, loans
loans through
through national
national
Puerto
farm-loan associations
985
farm-loan
associations ---------985
Subscriptions to paid-in
paid-in surplus
of
Subscriptions
surplus of
banks, repeal
repeal of
of proFederal land
land banks,
visions
986
visions------------------------Mortgage Corporation,
Federal Farm Mortgage
Corporation, appropriation
aggregate amount
amount of
of
propriation for;
for; aggregate
bonds outstanding
outstanding--- -__----__--- 347
Food, Drug, and
Federal Food,
and Cosmetic
Cosmetic Act:
Amendments—
AmendmentsCertification
of aureomycin,
aureomycin, chlorCertification of
amphenicol, and bacitracin,
bacitracin, and
amphenicol,
derivatives, provision for
409
derivatives,
for-----.
relabeling, etc.,
etc., for
for bringing
bringing
Imports, relabeling,
into compliance with
with Act; payment of expenses ----------- 882, 883
Appropriation for carrying
out proprocarrying out
Appropriation
285, 286
visions ---------------------Federal Highway
Highway Acts.
Acts. See Highways.
Highways.
Federal Housing Administration.
See
under Housing.
Federal Insecticide,
Insecticide, Fungicide,
Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act,
appropriation
for
denticide
Act, appropriation
for
effecting provisions
effecting
provisions of -------------344
Federal Insurance
Act, funds
Insurance Contributions
Contributions Act,
for reimbursement
reimbursement to Federal Reserve banks for expenses
expenses of deposit of
taxes under----------------------under
748
Federal Intermediate Credit Banks:
Banks:
Appropriation for ---------------_
257, 347
Classification
nonappliClassification Act of 1949, nonapplicability
cability ----------------------956
Banks, reduction
Federal Land
Land Banks,
reduction in appropriation------------------------348
Federal Mediation and Conciliation
Conciliation ServService:
ice:
Appropriation
740
Appropriation for -----------__--_
740
Associate
increase in
in basic
basic
Associate Director,
Director, increase
compensation
___.-.--compensation -----.881
881
Director, increase in basic compensacompensation
880
tion-----______________-_____880
Federal National Mortgage Association.
Association.
under Housing.
See under

Federal Old-Age
Survivors Insurance Page
Old-Age and
and Survivors
Federal
Trust
Social SecuTrust Fund. See under
under Social
rity Administration.
rity
Administration.
Power Commission:
Commission:
Federal Power
Appropriation for ---------------253,
253, 637
637
Appropriation
Compensation
of members,
880
Compensation of
members, increase____
increase --880
Reclamation, Bureau
of, cooperation
cooperation in
in
Bureau of,
Reclamation,
investigations
investigations-------------779
Federal
Industries, Inc.:
Inc.:
Prison Industries,
Federal Prison
Applicability of provisions
provisions to
to agencies
agencies
Applicability
comprising National
Military EsEscomprising
National Military
tablishment
98
98
tablishment--------------------Appropriation
Act
474
474
Appropriation Act------------------Appropriation
260
260
for _-----------------Appropriation for
Board of directors -----------------98
Board
System. See under
Federal Prison System.
under Justice, Department
Department of.
of.
Federal Property and Administrative ServServices Act of
1949
377
ices
of 1949------------------377
Accounting standards,
Accounting
standards, examination
examination by
General
Accounting Office
389
389
General Accounting
Office __-----Advertising requirements
requirements -----------395
Antitrust laws, applicability
applicability ---------391
Appropriations
authorized-----------403
403
Appropriations authorized
Appropriation
carrying out provifor carrying
Appropriation for
property
sions relating
relating to surplus
surplus property
disposal
741
disposal---------------------Architect of the Capitol, inclusion
inclusion in
Senate and the House
term "the Senate
Representatives" ----------920
of Representatives"
Civil remedies
remedies and penalties
penalties ---------392
Contract requirements
395
requirements --------------Definitions
378, 397
Definitions----------------------- 378,397
Effective date --------------------403
Foreign excess property,
property, disposal ----397
General provisions
provisions ----------------399
General Services
Services Administration—
AdministrationAccounting standards, examination
General Accounting Office_
389
by General
Office -_
Advisory
390
Advisory committees,
committees, authority
authority ----390
Delegations of authority ------390
___390
Employees, transferred, status -----382
Establishment and administration_
__
379
administration -379
Funds, transfer authority -----382, 390
382,390
General Supply
Supply Fund, establishment,
establishment,
availability, etc ----- __-- __382
Offices,
Offices, functions, etc., transferred
transferred
to
to------------------------ 380, 381
Personnel, employment of, authority
Personnel,
authority__ 391
391
Procurement, warehousing, and reProcurement,
lated activities---------------activities
383
Procurement procedure
procedure ----------- _
393
Procurement
393
383
Property management
management -----------_
383
disposition, authorSurplus property, disposition,
ity -----------------------385
_ 385
Surveys,
standardization and catSurveys, standardization
cataloging
390
aloging---------------------390
establishment,
General Supply Fund, establishment,
availability, etc ------------availability,
___
382
Property
management
383
Property management------------383

INDEX
INDEX

Federal Property and Administrative Services
Act of 1949—Continued
ices Act
1949-Continued
Property
Property transfers or dispositions, disposition of proceeds
proceeds ------------Redistribution
authority.._
Redistribution of functions, authority--__
Repeal and
provisions
and saving
saving provisions-------Reports
Reports to Congress—
CongressContracts with respect
experiContracts
respect to experimental, research,
research, etc., work
work.---.
Foreign
excess property
disposal_ _
Foreign excess
property disposal---General Services
Services Administrator, adGeneral
ministration
ministration of functions; recommendations
mendations ------- _----------General Supply Fund, audit and recommendations
ommendations __-------------Property transfers or reassignments__
reassignments_ _
Records management
activities
management activities-----Separability --- _-------------------Separability
Federal Register:
Administrative Committee,
Committee, transfer
transfer to
to
Administrative
General Services
Services AdministrationAdministration_
Air star routes, proposed, publication of
description by Civil Aeronautics
Aeronautics
description
Board
Board------------------------Director of Division, transfer of funcDirector
tions
Services AdAdGeneral Services
tions to General
ministrator --------------------Fair
Standards Amendments of
Fair Labor Standards
1949, publication
publication of notice of hear1949,
ings on wage orders in Puerto Rico
and
and the Virgin Islands ---------New
descripboundaries and descripMexico, boundaries
New Mexico,
Indian lands and
tions of certain Indian
public lands, publication--------publication
Petersburg National Military
Military Park, Va.,
Petersburg
description-------publication of description
publication
for.
appropriation for..
Printing and binding, appropriation
Reorganization plans, printing
printing in -----Reorganization
Rocky Mountain National
National Park, Colo.,
Rocky
revised boundaries,
publication of
boundaries, publication
revised
---_
order by Secretary
Secretary of Interior
Interior_ __
order
Monument,
Saint Croix Island National Monument,
Maine, establishment,
publication
establishment, publication
Maine,
of notice
notice ----------------------of
of, appropriaappropriaRegulations, Code of,
Federal Regulations,
tion for
for printing
binding-----printing and binding
tion
Federal Reserve
Reserve Act,
Act, Amendment,
Amendment, loans
loans
Federal
secured by real
real estate............------------secured
Reserve Banks:
Federal Reserve
Current
Tax Payment
Payment Act
reAct of 1943, reCurrent Tax
imbursement for expenses
expenses incident
incident
imbursement
to
to----------------------------Federal Insurance
Insurance Contributions
Contributions Act,
Federal
reimbursement for exfor reimbursement
funds for
under___
of deposit of taxes under_
penses of
Federal Reserve
System, increase in basic
Reserve System,
Federal
compensation of members of Board
compensation
Governors --------------------of Governors
Federal Savings
Loan Insurance
and Loan
Savings and
Federal
Corporation,
funds
availability of funds-Corporation, availability

Page
Page

388
381
399
399

394
399

393
383
385
381
403

381
381

680
381

916
916
605
692
692
229
206

627

158
229
906

358

748
880
658
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Federal Security Agency:
Agency:
Page
Administrator—
AdministratorIncrease in basic compensation-------_
compensation
880
880
Office
of, appropriation
_
255, 295
295
Office of,
appropriation for__
- 234,
for -___
234, 255,
American
Printing House
American Printing
House for
for the
the Blind,
Blind,
appropriation for---------------for
284
appropriation
284
Appropriation
Act
284
Appropriation Act-----------------284
Appropriation
for_ 78,
Appropriation for78, 233, 254, 740, 870, 976
Assistant
Administrator, increase
Assistant Administrator,
increase in
in
basic compensation-------------compensation
880
Civilian war benefits,
benefits, appropriation
appropriation for
for285
Claims, appropriations
appropriations available
available for
payment ----------------------296
296
Columbia Institution for the Deaf—
DeafAppropriation
Appropriation for ----------- 254, 285, 870
Civil Service Retirement
Retirement Act, applicability to employees;
employees; creditable service ------------------- 884
Commissioner,
appropriation
Commissioner, office of,
of, appropriation
for --------------------------234
234
Education, Office of—
ofAppropriation
for
Appropriation for----------233, 287, 740
Travel expenses,
expenses, reimbursements for,
deposit ---------------------287
deposit
287
Employees'
ofEmployees' Compensation,
Compensation, Bureau of—
Appropriation
976
Appropriation for ------------ 78,
78, 285, 976
Transfer of funds for
for----------- 254, 304
Board of Appeals, Employees'
Employees' Compensation, appropriation
appropriation for _
285
.._285
District of Columbia, transfer of
funds from ------------------304
funds
War Claims Act of 1948, appropriation for expenses under -------78
ation
78
War Claims Fund, funds from -----285
Employees'
Compensation FundFund—
Employees' Compensation
Appropriation
for ----------- 79, 285, 976
976
Appropriation forVirgin Islands Corporation, contributions by
by---------------------354
Employment
of-Employment Security,
Security, Bureau of--- 254
Transfer
front_. ....
254
Transfer of funds
funds from.
Transfer to Department
1065
D)epartment of Labor.
Labor..... 1065
S., transfer to
Employment Service, U. S.,
Department of
1065
1065
Department
of Labor
Labor..-----------Federal Advisory Council, transfer to
Department
1065
Department of
of Labor
Labor- -.-------1065
Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act.
See
title.
separate title.
See separate
Food
Administration, approand Drug Administration,
Food and
priation for------------------for
254, 285
priation
Freedmen's Hospital—
HospitalAppropriation
Appropriation for ----------------- 286
District of Columbia—
ColumbiaRates, restriction
on
313
restriction on------------Reimbursement
Reimbursement to United States,
appropriation
313
appropriation for -----------Double-salary restriction
restriction ----------286
Double-salary
funds ------------- 254,
286
254,286
Transfer of fundsGeneral Counsel, Office
Office of, appropria255,296
296
tion for ---------------------- 255,
296
General provisions, Appropriation
Act_ Appropriation Act-
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Federal Security Agency—Continued
Agency-Continued
Page
programs—
Health service programsAppropriations available
296
Appropriations
available ----------_
296
Transfer of
254
Transfer
of funds
funds from -_-----_---254
Howard
Howard University—
UniversityAppropriation
for
233, 286,
286, 871
871
Appropriation for------____
_ 233,
Contract
Contract authority,
authority, Public Buildings
Administration --------233, 286
Administration
___
_ 233,
286
Transfer of funds to Public Buildings
Administration ---- ---------- _
286
Administration
286
Insane persons, certain,
certain, proceedings
proceedings for
761
adjudication, authority
authority --------_
761
Library membership,
membership, etc., appropria-

tions available -_------.--------_
296
296
Meetings,
appropriation for
Meetings, appropriation
for expenses
expenses of
of
attendance
attendance _------______-----_ 296
296
National Housing Council, membership
National
membership
440
of Administrator
Administrator or designee
designee -----440
Overthrow of U.
Government, restricOverthrow
U. S. Government,
restriction on employment
employment of persons advocating
298
vocating ---------------------298
Pay costs, increased,
increased, appropriation
appropriation for_
for_
254
254
Printing and binding,
binding, appropriations
appropriations
available ---------------------available
296
296
Public Health Service. See
See separate
separate
title.
title.
Reorganization
Reorganization Plan No. 2
2 of
1065
of 1949 -1065
Saint Elizabeths
Elizabeths Hospital, D. C.
C. See
separate title.
separate
Operations, Division of, apService Operations,
propriation for
295
propriation
for-----------------_
295
Social Security Act.
separate title.
See separate
title.
Social Security
Administration.
Administration. See
separate title.
separate
Strikes against U. S. Government, rerestriction on employment
persons
employment of
of persons
engaging in ------297
.
....-----.
297
property—
Surplus propertyDetermination of suitability
Determination
suitability for
for donation for educational purposes, etc.;
allocation
allocation ----------------- 386,387
386, 387
Responsibility of Administrator
Administrator in
connection with transfers_
transfers -_-__ 387, 388
388
Travel expenses, appropriations
appropriations available ------------------------ 296
Unemployment
Unemployment Insurance
Insurance Service, transfer to Department of Labor-----Labor
1065
1065
Veterans Administration,
Administration, allotments
allotments and
and
transfers of funds from, authority_
652
652
Vocational
Vocational education, transfer
transfer of funds
funds
appropriation for ------from appropriation
254,
_
254, 255
255
Office of—
Vocational Rehabilitation,
Rehabilitation, Office
ofAppropriation
Appropriation for --------287
233, 254, 287
Transfer
Transfer of funds
254
funds______
----------254
Federal Seed
Act, appropriation
appropriation for effectSeed Act,
ing provisions of ----------------344
Federal Supply,
Supply, Bureau of.
See under
Treasury Department.
Department

Federal Tort
Claims Act:
Page
Federal
Tort Claims
Page
Act:
Appropriation for
under—
Appropriation
for settlements
settlements underAgriculture,
Department of
of ---- ___
348
Agriculture, Department
348
Army, Department
Department of the -------__
711,
711,
849, 852,
988, 991
997
849,
852, 988,
991 997
Atomic Energy Commission
634
Atomic
Commission _______
634
632
Budget, Bureau
Bureau of the --------- __
632
Civil Service
Service Commission
635
Civil
Commission----___.635
Commerce, Department
of ---469
Commerce,
Department of
__469
Displaced
Persons Commission
Commission ---.637
Displaced Persons
637
Economic
Council of
of ----632
Economic Advisers,
Advisers, Council
632
Federal Communications
Communications CommisCommisFederal
sion
637
sion-----------__-_________637
Conciliation
Federal Mediation
Mediation and
and Conciliation
Service ---------------------740
740
Federal
Commission ------ _
637
Federal Power
Power Commission
637
Federal Security
Agency -------296
Security Agency
__
_
296
Federal
Commission -638
638
Federal Trade
Trade Commission________
Federal Works Agency
638
Federal
Agency ------------ 638
General Accounting
Accounting Office
644
General
Office --------644
Government
Government corporations
corporations _____..__
662
662
Government Printing
Office--- _---_
229
Government
Printing Office
229
Housing and Home Finance
644
Finance Agency..
Agency_
644
Housing Expediter,
Expediter, Office
Office of
645
of ------ _
645
Interior, Department
Department of
the ------ _
801
of the
801
International
Water
International Boundary
Boundary and
and Water
Commission,
United States
States and
and
Commission, United
Mexico
452
Mexico --------------------452
Interstate
Interstate Commerce
Commerce Commission_ 645,
646
645, 646
Justice, Department
Department of
462
of____________
462
284
Labor, Department
Department of ----------- _ 284
Library of
227
Library
of Congress -_--________-227
Maritime Commission
Commission -----------.
651
651
National
National Advisory Committee for
for
Aeronautics
Aeronautics -----------------646
646
National Archives ---------------647
National
647
National Gallery
Gallery of
of Art
649
National
Art-----------649
National Labor Relations
Board__
Relations Board
--- _ 743
743
National Military Establishment_
Establishment__- 987
987
National Security
987
Security Council
Council ---------987
National
National Security
Security Resources
Resources Board_
987
Board_
987
Railroad Retirement
Board --------.
297
Railroad
Retirement Board
297
Securities
Securities and Exchange
Exchange Commission_
648
Commission_
648
Selective Service System
System ---------648
Selective
648
Smithsonian
Smithsonian Institution
Institution -----. __-- .
649
649
Veterans
Veterans Administration
Administration_--------653
_
_ 653
Federal Trade
Commission:
Trade Commission:
Appropriation for --.------. ___-- _ 253,
Appropriation
638
253, 638
Compensation of members, increase__
Compensation
880
increase-_
880
Federal Unemployment
Unemployment Tax Act, functions
of Federal
Federal Security Agency
Agency under,
transfer to Secretary
Secretary of Labor ----1065
1065
Federal Works Agency.
Agency. See under
under General
Services Administration.
Administration.
Fein, Anna, deportation
deportation suspension_
suspension_ _ 1235
1235
Fekete, Agnes
Agnes Elizabeth, deportation
Fekete,
deportation sussuspension ------------------------1248
1248
Feller, Peter L., payment to-------__--_
to
1075
1075

INDEX

Fellowships
Fellowships Conferred by Atomic
Atomic Energy
Page
Page
Commission, restriction; penalty for
Commission,
for
unlawful
656
unlawful acceptance
acceptance -----.........
656
Fenner, Edward George, deportation
deportation suspension
________
pension ----------------1230
1230
Fenner, Muriel Constance Steele,
Steele, deportation suspension
suspension -------------1243
portation
1243
Fenner, Ronald James, deportation sus1230
pension -----------_--------.____
1230
Ferghina, Teobald
Teobald Isaia (Ubaldo
(Ubaldo Isaia
Ferghina), deportation
suspension
1246
Ferghina),
deportation suspension__
1246
Ferguson,
payment to
Ferguson, E. H.,
II., payment
to------------ 1075
1075
Fermented Malt Liquors. See Liquors.
Supplies, printing of additional
Fertilizer Supplies,
1252
copies of House committee
committee hearings_ 1252
Fertilizers:
Improvement, appropriation
Improvement,
appropriation for investigations
333
gations-----------------------_
333
Nitrogenous materials, manufacture
manufacture for
use in occupied areas and Republic
Republic
of South Korea, authority of Department
713
partment of the Army ---------713
Fiancées
Fiancees Act,
Act, GI, completion
completion of processing
processing
56
56
of visa cases, etc., authority
authority---_--Fiedler, Otto Erich, deportation
suspendeportation suspen1243
sion ______-------_- ------------ 1243
Field Crops, appropriation
appropriation for-------for
256, 333
Filberts, marketing
marketing agreements
agreements and orders,
issuance, authority of Secretary
Secretary of
issuance,
282
Agriculture ___.-----------------282
Agriculture
appropriation for carrying
Filled Milk Act,
Act, appropriation
285
285
_
provisions of
of------------out provisions
Fine Arts, National Collection
Collection of, appro649
priation for
for----------------------Fine Arts, National Commission
Commission of. See
National Commission
Commission of Fine Arts.
Finland:
appropriation for
Claims, settlement
settlement of, appropriation
982
982
Department
State_ ..__ .._
Department of StateWorld War I
States, use
I debt to United States,
payments on
interof payments
on principal
principal and
and interU. S. Inforest for activities under U.
mation and Educational
Educational Exchange
Exchange
mation
630
630
1948
Act of 1948--------------------Finley, Joseph, sale of certain
certain trust allotallotFinley,
1182
ment
through inheritance_
__ 1182
--inheritance _
ment owned
owned through
Finley, Joseph Martin, sale of certain trust
trust
1182
allotment
inheritance_ 1182
through inheritance_
allotment owned through
Fire Prevention Week,
1949, proclamaWeek, 1949,
1288
1288
tion--___----------------------tion
First-Citizens Bank and Trust Co.,
1100
1100
Raleigh, N. C., payment to -------Raleigh,
First Deficiency
Deficiency Appropriation
Act, 1949.
First
Appropriation Act,
See Deficiency
Deficiency Appropriation Act,
1949, First.
Meschulim (Manny
(Manny Fisher),
Fisch, Meschulim
Fisher), deport
at ion suspension
suspension -----.....---1235
1235
portation
1241
Fischer, Bela,
Bela, deportation suspension---suspension__ - 1241
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Fish:
Page
Black Bass Act, appropriation
appropriation for enforcement
796
forcement --------------------796
Hatcheries, rearing
rearing ponds, etc., conconstruction and rehabilitation
rehabilitation in Ga.,
Ga.,
Mich.,
615
Mich., N.
N. Y., and
and Colo.,
Colo., authority_
authority615
Appropriation
authorized --------- _
616
Appropriation authorized
616
Appropriation
981
Appropriation for acquisition
acquisition of lands_
981
Investigation, propagation, etc., appropriation for --------259, 795, 981
_---.
Salmon
Salmon runs, Fraser River system, funds
restoration -----------------for restoration
454
Sockeye Salmon Fishery
Fishery Act of 1947,
Sockeye
appropriation
carrying out proappropriation for carrying
796
visions of ---------------------796
Wildlife Service.
Service. See under
Fish and Wildlife
Interior, Department of the.
Fish Screens,
Screens, appropriation
appropriation for maintenance ---------------------------- 259
259
Fisheries:
Commercial,
appropriation for__
for-- 259, 795, 981
Commercial, appropriation
Compact,
Gulf States Marine
Marine Fisheries Compact,
consent of Congress-------------Congress
70
70
investigation,
Pacific, appropriation
appropriation for investigation,
exploration and development
795
exploration
development----795
Fisheries Commission,
Commission, International, apFisheries
appropriation for ------------------453
Fishery Market
Market News
News Service,
Service, appropriaappropriation for ----------------------259, 796
796
William E.,
Fitzgerald, William
E., payment to ----- 1110
1110
Fitzwilliam, Albert E. (Capt.),
Fitzwilliam,
(Capt.), acceptance
award from foreign government,
government,
of award
authorized -.
1077
authorized
---..
...--------___ 1077
Okla., appropriation
appropriation
Five Civilized
Civilized Tribes, Okla.,
775
for expenses of tribal officers-------775
Flag and
Seal, Seat of Government, and
and Seal,
the States, Title 4,
U. S.
4, U.
S. Code,
Code,
amendments,
interstate compacts
compacts for
amendmell
nts, interstate
for
cooperation in crilo
crime prevention;
concooperation
Ipreventtion; consent of C(ongress
Congress _ .. .....
107
.. _ 107
Flag Day:
Day:
June
.June 14, designation as, issuance of
proclamat
ion, authorized
authorized........492
proclamation,
492
1949,
proclamationl----.
1274
1949, proclamation
_---____1274
Flahavan,
payment to
Flahavan, Elise,
Elise, payment
to -------.-Flandreau
Flandreau Indians, S. Dak.,
Dak., appropriation
for
construction, etc.,
buildings
for construction,
etc., of
of buildings._-

Flathead Indian Irrigation Project, Mont.,
Mont.,
cancellation
designated unpaid
unpaid
cancellation of designated
charges
charges-------------------------Mont.:
Reservation, Mont.:
Flathead Indian Reservation,
Confederated Salish and Kootenai Tribes,
Confederated
appropriation for payment to----to
appropriation
appropriation for__
for
Irrigation projects, appropriation
Lake County,
County, Mont.,
patent
Mont., issuance
issuance of patent
Lake
in
to
fee to-----------------------in fee
Poison, Mont.,
appropriation in
in aid
aid of
Polson,
Mont., appropriation
drainage system,
system, authorized
authorized -----

1101
1101
773
773

722

241
241
773

614
614
621

LXXIV
Flathead
appropriation
Flathead Indians, Mont.,
Mont., appropriation
Galen,
for tuberculosis
tuberculosis sanatorium
sanatorium at
at Galen,
Mont
Mont----------__
----_________.
Flax, crop insurance
insurance --------- ________Flaxseed, trade
with ArgenArgenFlaxseed,
trade agreements
agreements with
tina and Uruguay,
Uruguay, supplementary
supplementary
proclamation --------- __________proclamation

FLB-5005,
FLB-5005, documentation
documentation as
S. vessel;
vessel;
as U.
U. S.

use
use ----------------------------Flood Control.
See under
under Rivers
Rivers and
See
and
Harbors.
Harbors.
Flood Damage, loans to
farmers, approto farmers,
appropriation for
for_ -------------------_
Florence,
Florence, Ala., clerk of U. S. District
District
of funds
funds for
for
Court, restriction
restriction on
on use
use of
maintaining office
maintaining
office of
of----- __------_
Florent, Benoit
Benoit Charles Leys
Leys (Benedict
(Benedict
Leys),
Leys), deportation
deportation suspension ----- _
Flores, Angelina
Nieto (Angelina
(Angelina Nieto),
Angelina Nieto
Nieto),
deportation
deportation suspension
suspension ---..-----.Flores,
Flores, Buenaventura Garcia
Garcia (Joe Garcia),
Garcia),
deportation suspension
suspension-------_____
_
Flores, Eliseo
Eliseo (Raphael Trejo),
Trejo), deportadeportation suspension
suspension ------------_____
Florida:

INDEX
INDEX
Food and Agriculture
Organization of
Agriculture Organization
of
United Nations, appropriation
appropriation for
for
241
contribution
24
contribution
__________
66- Food and Drug Administration. See under
664
under
Federal
Security Agency.
Federal Security
Agency.
Food
See Fish.
Fish.
Food Fishes.
Fishes. See
127i
1275 Fook, Cheng
(Tom Fook
Cheng Fu),
Cheng (Tom
Fook or
or Cheng
Fu),
deportation suspension
suspension -------_____
deportation
Page
Pag

115(
1156i Fook, Ling Bing (Bing
(Bing Fook
Ling), dedeFook Ling),

Page
Page

449

1233
1233

portation suspension
suspension -_------_____- 1227
1227
Foot-and-Mouth Disease:
Disease:
Foot-and-Mouth
Eradication, appropriation
for
appropriation for_______
332
332
Repayment to Commodity
82
Repayment
Commodity Credit
Credit CorCorporation for
expenses, appropriaappropriafor expenses,
for
tion for--------______________744
471
Research
facilities, appropriation
Research facilities,
appropriation for
for-_
239
239
Foothills
Foothills Parkway, appropriation
appropriation for;
for; concon1243
tract authorization
authorization --------tract
______
794
794
Ford, Thomas Francis, deportation
deportation sussus1235
pension
1235
pension ---- ____________________1235
1235
Foreign Agricultural Relations,
Relations, Office
of.
Office of.
See under Agriculture,
1246
Agriculture, Department
of.
Department of.
Foreign Aid Appropriation Act,
1950_
Act, 1950---709
709
of the,
the, civil
civil funcfunc1235
Army, Department
Department of
tions, appropriation
appropriation for --_____711
711
District judge, additional, appointChinese students, funds for
for study in
in
ment --------_--______.-----_
493
United
States
United States------___________711
711
Eglin Field Reservation,
Reservation, provisions
provisions reEconomic cooperation,
cooperation, appropriation
appropriation
lating to wildlife, fish, and
and game
for ----...-............
709
conservation
conservation ------------------ _ 759
General provisions
provisions ---- _____________713
713
Everglades
Everglades region,
region, appropriation
appropriation for
for
Greece and Turkey,
Turkey, aid to, appropriawater regulation;
regulation; State contribution for-_____________.
for
_______
710
710
tion -------------------------341
Legislative
Legislative Branch of the
Government,
the Government,
Gulf States Marine Fisheries Compact,
Compact,
appropriation
appropriation for
for -------- _____..
709
consent of Congress ----------- __
70
National
National Military
Military Establishment,
apEstablishment, apOkaloosa County, conveyance,
conveyance, amendpropriation for-----------.---___
for
711
711
ment of provisions
provisions--------------921
Occupied
Occupied areas,
areas, government
government and relief
relief
Palm Beach County,
County, conveyance
conveyance ----888
in,
for
888
in, appropriation
appropriation for---___-__.711
711
Pinellas
Pinellas County—
CountyPresident
President of United States,
States, funds apConveyance, correction of land dedepropriated
to ----.....
propriated to
..-----_
709
scription --------scription
_________
50
50
Senate, appropriation
appropriation for
for ----------709
International
International Airport,
Airport, appropriation
appropriation
Foreign Air Mall
Mail Service,
Foreign
Service, funds for
for -----87,
for claim under Federal
Federal Airport
Airport
249, 371,
371, 877,
877,
982
Act -----------------_----_ 978,979
978,
Foreign and Domestic
Domestic Commerce,
979 Foreign
Bureau
Commerce, Bureau
Santa Rosa Island, conveyance, amendamendof. See under
under Commerce, DepartDepartment of provisions
provisions -------------921
ment of.
of.
Valparaiso, operation
Valparaiso,
operation of tract
tract of land as
as
Foreign
Economic
Foreign
Economic
Administration:
recreational
recreational facility,
authority of
of
facility, authority
Appropriation
566
Appropriation for liquidation
liquidation -__----_
745
Secretary
Secretary of Air Force
Force ------___
_ 566
Technical
Industrial
Technical
Industrial
Intelligence
Intelligence ComComFlorida Keys
Keys Aqueduct Commission,
canCommission, canmittee, provisions
provisions for relief of
of cercercellation of agreement
cellation
agreement with Navy
tain former
former employees
employees _____----- _ 723
Department; refund
Department;
refund of money; new
new
Foreign Economic
Economic Cooperation, Joint
Joint
agreement ---------------------897 Foreign
Committee on:
Committee
on:
Folie,
deportation suspension
Folk, Sophie,
Sophie, deportation
suspension_ -__
___ 1244
1244
Appropriation for --------------252,
Folsom
252, 709
709
Folsom Dam and Reservoir, inclusion
inclusion in
in
Termination
Termination
date
709
date
-________________development------American River development
709
852
Fontenot, Lawrence,
Poreign Excess
Lawrence, payment to _.___
Excess Property, disposal
disposal ---.397
1158
397
1158 Foreign
Food,
Cosmetic Act,
Food, Drug, and Cosmetic
Act, Federal.
Federal.
Foreign
Transportation:
'oreign Mail Transportation:
See Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic
Cosmetic
Funds for---------------371, 747
747
_
- 249, 371,
Act.
Transfer of
9A0 747
7A7
Transfer
from - -- -- - -- - 249,
__
_ funds
_ _ from
---

INDEX
INDEX
Foreign Policy, printing of "A
"A Decade of Page
American
American
Foreign
Policy: Basic
Documents, 1941-1949"
Senate
1941-1949" as
as Senate
document --------------1252
_--_--1252
Foreign Service.
See under
under State, Department of.
Foreign Service
Service Act of
of 1946, AmendAmendments, organization
organization and administration --.
...
.....
___-------------.111
Foreign Tax Credit, adjustments on payment
accrued taxes
ment of accrued
taxes --------- 891
891
Forest and Range Resources,
Resources, Indian,
Indian, appropriation for management
258, 771
propriation
management ---appropriation for inForest Diseases,
Diseases, appropriation
vestigations and control
333
control ------_ 256,
256, 333
Forest Fire
Fire Protection Compact, Northeastern
of Coneastern Interstate,
Interstate, consent of
Congress ------------------.-------271
Fires:
Forest Fires:
Fighting of,
of, appropriation
appropriation for
for - __--239,
Fighting
239,
243, 338, 769, 792
suppression on, appropriaIndian lands, suppression
tion for
241,
772, 777
for-----.
--------241,772,777
authorize&
909
Prevention, appropriation authorized909
Appropriation
339
Appropriation for
for --------------339
Limitation on programs under other
other
legislation
910
legislation.--_-----_---------_
910
Forest Growth, protection,
protection, education
education
appropriation authorizedauthorize&.
910
respecting, appropriation
Appropriation
Appropriation for --------------- 339
Forest Pest Control Act, appropriation
appropriation for
for
effecting
effecting provisions ---------- 239, 335, 336
Forest Pests, Control of, appropriation
appropriation
239,
335, 336
for --------------239, 256,
256,335,336
Reservation Commission,
National,
Forest Reservation
Commission, National,
appropriation for---------------337
appropriation
Agriculture,
Forest Service. See
See under Agriculture,
Department of.
provision for;
Forest Survey,
Survey, provision
for; appropriation authorized
authorized -----------------271
271
Appropriation for ----------------338
Appropriation
Forest-Tree Seeds
Forest-Tree
Seeds and
and Plants,
Plants, distribution
distribution
etc., appropriation
authorized -----etc.,
appropriation authorized
909
909
Appropriation for ------------------339
Appropriation
339
"Forestry",
copies 1252
"Forestry", printing of additional copies
committee hearings..
of House
House committee
hearings-------- 1252
Forests, National. See National
National Forests.
Forles, Mary (Maria Fourlis),
Fourlis), deportation
deportation
suspension
suspension ----------------------- 1243
proclamation _
- 1273
1273
Forrestal, James,
James, death of, proclamation_
Fort
Apache Reservation,
Ariz., museum,
museum,
Fort Apache
Reservation, Ariz.,
7
71
appropriation
771
appropriation for
for----------------Fort
Fort Armstrong Military Reservation,
Hawaii, conveyance
conveyance of portion to
to
Federal Works Agency -----------178
Fort Belknap
Belknap Indian
Mont.,
Fort
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, Mont.,
irrigation projects, appropriation
for.
773
appropriation for_
Fort Berthold
Three
Reservation, N. Dak., Three
Fort
Berthold Reservation,
Affiliated Tribes, title to certain
certain lands;
lands;
eomnensation -------------------.
1026
compensation
-.
----.---..-----------------------
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Fort Brown Military Reservation,
Reservation, Tex.,
Page
Page
conveyances of portions --------- 182,
182, 265
Fort Douglas Military Reservation, Utah,
Utah,
transfer of portion
portion to Bureau
Bureau of Mines
Mines
by Department of the Army, amendment of provisions
provisions --------------792
792
Fort Funston
Fnnston Military
Military Reservation,
Reservation, San
San
Francisco, Calif., conveyance
conveyance of por844
tion ------.........
..----------.
844
Reservation, Idaho, irriFort Hall Indian Reservation,
appropriation for
773
gation projects, appropriation
for-..
773
depository, approFort Knox, Ky., bullion
bullion depository,
appropriation for----for
363
--_______------_
Fort Leavenworth,
Leavenworth, Kans., Command and
and
General Staff College,
College, Army,
funds
Army, funds
for
998
for --------------------------. 260,
260,998
Fort Monroe
Monroe Military Reservation,
Reservation, Va.,
assessments and collections
collections from nonmilitary interests-interests --------_----..
996
996
Fort Niagara State Park, N. Y.,
Y., conveyance
conveyance
of
691
of tract
tract to State
State ---------------- _ 691
Fort
Peck Indian Reservation,
Mont.,
Fort Peck
Reservation, Mont.,
irrigation
irrigation projects,
projects, appropriation
appropriation for..
for773
Fort Peck Project, Mont.,
Mont., appropriation
appropriation
for
783
for-------------------------.783
Fort Richardson, Alaska, installations
Fort
construction authorizaauthorizaand facilities, construction
tion---------------.----------_
tion
943,
943, 944
944
Fort Smith, Ark., retention
Fort
retention by Federal
Works Administrator
of custody
Administrator of
custody and
and
certain lands
lands ----------control of certain
181
Sumner Irrigation District, N. Mex.,
Mex.,
Fort Sumner
rehabilitation and operation of irrigarehabilitation
tion system, authorized
authorized ----------483
483
Project, N. Mex., appropriaFort Sumner Project,
tion for; contract authority -------- 783
Tex., Public
Public Health Service
Fort Worth, Tex.,
Service
hospital, appropriation
appropriation for__
255, 289,
289, 290
290
for--_- 255,
1148
1148
1148
1148

Foster. Frank, payment
payment to----------.
Foster,
Foster,
Foster, Vincent, payment to ----------.
Fotenos,
Fotenos,
Stamatios (Steve
(Steve Fotenos),
Fotenos),
deportation suspension
suspension -----------Fowler.
acceptFowler, Gordon (Commander),
(Commander), acceptance of gift from foreign government,
authorized
authorized ----------------------.
Fowler, Richard
Richard L. (Commander),
(Commander), acacceptance
ceptance of gift from foreign government, authorized
authorized ----------------Fox, Irene, deportation
suspension --_deportation suspension
.
Fox, T. A., payment to ------------_-

1236
1236

1076

1076
1241
1148
1148

Fox,
Fox, William,
William, deportation
deportation suspension_
suspension. -_-__ 1232
1232

Fragakis, Stavros Georgiou,
Georgiou, deportation
deportation
suspension
.--------------------1236
France:
France:
Free entry of certain articles
articles from, extension of provision
provision of joint resoluresolution of June 25, 1948 ---......
5
5
International Wheat Agreement
International
Agreement Act of
1949
1949
------------------------------945
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Franceschi, Sergio Constantino,
Franceschi,
Constantino, deporta-
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Page
PageB Funeral
Ceremonies
Page
Ceremonies for Veterans
Veterans of
of Page
12222
World War II,
_--------II, excuse from
122;
from duty
duty of
of
Franciscan Fathers of California,
California, conveyconveyFranciscan
Government
Government employees
employees who
who are
are
ance to
1208
ance
to----------------__------veterans, for participation
participation in-----...
in
608
1202
veterans,
608
suspension
1243
Francisco, Rogelio Chumbuque,
Chumbuque, deportaFung, Ng,
Ng, deportation
deportation suspension.__-__I Fung,
1243
1227
Fung or
tion suspension
suspension --- ____----------Shiu Fine
Fine (Shiu John Fung
122' Fung, Shiu
or Shiu
Shiu
Frank,
(Ann Frank
Frank or
or Ann
Ann Burtnik
Bartnik
John),
deportation suspension
1224
Frank, Annie
Annie (Ann
John), deportation
1224
suspension --__.
or Annie
Annie Burtnik
Burtnik Frank),
deto, authority
authority of
Frank or
Fur Farmers,
Farmers, loans
Frank), deloans to,
of SecreSecreportation suspension
1248
tary of
of Agriculture
Agriculture...------......
43
suspension------------...
1248
tary
43
Franklin D. Roosevelt
Library, Board
Board of
of
Roosevelt Library,
Fur Seal Act, appropriation
appropriation for
carrying
for carrying
Trustees, transfer
provisions of
796
transfer to
to General
General Services
Services
out provisions
of-----------------796
Administration
Administration -------------_____
381
Felix (Franciszek
381 Furman, Franciszek
Franciszek Felix
(Franciszek
Franks, Charles W., payment to ------- 1101
Furman
Frank Furman),
deporta1101
Furman or Frank
Furman), deportaFranz, Jacob
Jacob (Frantz),
(Frantz), deportation
tion
1227
deportation sussustion suspension
suspension __________________- 1227
pension -- __-----__--__________-1246
1246
G
(Walter Fraser
Fraser, Walter Frederick
Frederick (Walter
Fraser
or Walter Frazar),
Frazar), deportation
deportation susGabriel, John Riaza
Gabriel,
Riaza (John
(John Riaza),
Riaza), deportadeportapension
1219
pension -------------------.----tion suspension------------------suspension
1230
1219
1230
Fraser River System Salmon Runs,
Gabriel, Manuel
Manuel Gimenez,
Gimenez, deportation
deportation
restoration -----.........
454
funds for restoration
suspension
454
suspension --------------------- _ 1248
1248
Frazer, Joseph Wellington,
Wellington, deportation
deportation
Gadsden, Ala., clerk of U.
U. S. District
District
suspension
1248
suspension---- ------------ __----1248
restriction on
use of
funds for
Court, restriction
on use
of funds
for
Freedmen's Hospital. See under
under Federal
maintaining office of--------------of
471
471
Security Agency.
Security
Gaging
Streams:
Gaging Streams:
Freedom
National, proclamation
Freedom Day, National,
1257
proclamation_Appropriation for ----------------- 259,
Appropriation
1257
259, 786
786
Freedom
Freedom Train, acquisition and operation
operation
Arkansas River
Arkansas
River compact, use of funds
by Archivist of United States, aufor negotiation
negotiation and participation__
786
participation_
786
thority---__------_-.______-___
thority
10 Gagner,
Gagner, Marie, deportation
deportation suspension___
1246
10
suspension-__
1246
Commission, establishestablishFreedom Train
Train Commission,
Gaines, Florence Hayes, jurisdiction
Gaines,
jurisdiction of
11
ment and composition
composition------------Court to hear claim--------------_
11
1202
Freight Forwarders. See Carriers.
Carriers.
Galanos, Nocolaos,
Ga1anos,
Nocolaos, deportation suspenFreitas (de),
(de), Robert Montello,
Montello, deportation
deportation
sion______________
sion --------------1227
1227
suspension----------------------suspension
1230
Galen, Mont., sanatorium
sanatorium for tuberculous
tuberculous
1230 Galen,
Frenkel, Mayer, deportation
Frenkel,
deportation suspension..
suspension___ 1248
Indians, appropriation
appropriation for
for __------_ _
241
1248
241
Friant-Kern Canal, Calif., payment
payment of
Gali, Orzaio,
deportation suspension----Gall,
Orzaio, deportation
suspension
1241
1241
certain contractor's earnings in conGalindo, Maria Teresa, deportation
Galindo,
deportation susnection with construction
783
construction---------pension
pension -----------------1236
783
_--...1236
Friedenbach,
Friedenbach, Marcus,
Marcus, deportation
deportation susGallant, Marie
Gallant,
Marie Aline,
Aline, deportation
deportation suspensuspenpension-------------------------pension
1233
sion -----------------------..1230
1233
1230
Friederichs, Agnes
Agnes (Agnes
(Agnes Friederichs
Gallant,
suspenGallant, Marie Doris,
Doris, deportation
deportation suspenKniffke), deportation
suspension---Kniffke),
deportation suspension_
__- 1237
sion ---------------------.-----1230
1230
Fritzler, Lenora Farwell, issuance of patent
patent
Gallegos, Manuel
Gallegos,
Manuel (Manuel
(Manuel Medina),
Medina), dein fee to
to------------------------portation suspension
1178
1248
suspension--------------.
1248
256, 333
333 Gallinger
Fruit Crops, appropriation
appropriation for
for-------- 256,
Gallinger Municipal Hospital. See under
under
Fruit-Flavor Concentrates, Volatile,
Fruit-Flavor
Volatile, exDistrict
District of Columbia.
tax on
611 Galocky,
emption from tax
on liquors
liquors-------Galocky, Peter (Peter Galocki
Galocki or
611
or Szalakya),
Szalakya),
Fruman, Mrs. Dora, payment
Fruman,
payment to__
to _ 1206
deportation
1230
deportation suspension ----------- 1230
1206
Fuchs, Fannie (Fay),
(Fay), deportation
deportation suspensuspenSalveston Municipal
Galveston
Municipal Airport, Galveston,
Galveston,
sion ----_---------_------------1219
Tex., appropriation
appropriation for reimburseFuchs, Harry, settlement of claim, aument for damage to -----83
___
-----83
thorized
thorized -------------_--------_ 1195
Gambling Ships, prohibition on operation;
1195 Gambling
operation;
Fuel:
penalty --_--------------------_
93
Synthetic liquid fuels, appropriation
appropriation
Game
amendment of
regulaGame Mammals, amendment
of regulafor
for-------------------------.
243, 789
789
tions pertaining
pertaining to, proclamation..
proclamation_ 1280, 1292
1292
Testing of, appropriation
appropriation for-----__
for
_ 259, 788 Game-Management
Game-Management Supply Depot
Depot and
Domingo, deportation
Fuentes, Domingo,
deportation suspension_ 1236
Laboratory, Pocatello,
Pocatello, Idaho, approLaboratory,
Fulton, I1.,
Ill., revival
revival and reenactment
reenactment of
priation for
for------___ ___ _------ --796
legislation
legislation creating
creating City of Clinton
Gandhi, Mohandas K.,
Gandhi,
K., provision for erecBridge
Bridge Corninimion—
597
Commission--------------597
tion of
of memorial
memorial to memory of
of-----699

tion suspension ---------
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Gansz, Elisabeth Anna Helene,
Helene, deportation suspension ________________-GAR,
GAR, Final Encampment:
Joint committee to represent Congress_
_
Congress__
Payment of expenses
Payment
expenses______ _______Marine
Marine Band, attendance;
attendance; appropriaappropriation authorized
authorized .-------__-__-__Garbin, Stanko, deportation
suspension-_
Garbin,
deportation suspension
Garcia, Brigida Yulo, deportation
deportation suspension .-------_-_____________Garcia, Cristobal
Cristobal Handers
Bandera (Christobal
deportaGarcia or
or Critobal
Critobal Garcia),
Garcia), deportation suspension -_-___-________---_
Garcia, Juan (John),
(John), deportation
deportation suspension --------------_
..---____Garcia, Maria Jesus, deportation
deportation sussuspension ._--__.-________________Garcia, Maximiano
Macaya
Garcia,
Maximiano Macaya
Macaya (Max
(Max Macaya
Garcia),
suspension
Garcia), deportation
deportation suspension-.--William Joseph, deportation susGarcia, William
pension -----------------------_
Gardner, Lindsay,
to
Gardner,
Lindsay, jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
of Court
Court to
hear claim
claim ....------__-___
Gargiulo, Philippo (Philip),
(Philip), deportation
suspension ----- ---------------Garlipp,
Garlipp, Franz
Franz Hermann (Frank Herman),
deportation suspensionsuspension ---------- _
deportation
Garmendia, Pedro
Pedro C.
C. Cemborain,
Cemborain, admisresidence
sion for permanent residence------Garrison
flak., use of
Garrison Reservoir, N.
N. Dak.,
of
acquisition of certain propfunds for acquisition
erty
erty ------------------------deportation suspension__
suspension...
Garza, Santiago, deportation
Gas. See Oil and Gas.
Gattegno, Rachel
Rachel D., payment to
Gattegno,
to-------Gang,
Elizabeth, deportation suspension_
suspension..
Gaug, Elizabeth,
Gavan, Harold L.,
L., payment to -------Gazcue,
Gracian Azparren,
admission for
Gazcue, Gracian
Azparren, admission
for
permanent
permanent residence
residence ------------Gazzola,
Ernesto, deportation suspension..
suspensionGazzola, Ernesto,
Geagan, Francis E., payment to
to--------Geerts,
Johan, deportation
deportation susArjen Johan,
Geerts, Arjen
pension
pension-------------------------

Page General Accounting
Accounting Office—Continued
Office-Continued
1236
General Services Administration,
Administration, ex123(
General
amination
accounting standards_
amination of accounting
1251
1251
Housing and Home
Home Finance AdministraAdministra1251
1251
tor, accounts under Alaska
Alaska Hous15
11

Appropriation for
for----------------Appropriation

59
59
253
253

1243
1243

Reorganization
Reorganization Act of 1949, exclusion
exclusion
from
from--------------------_______

205
205

1243
1243
1248
124E
1243
1243
1243
1243

Reports to CongressCongress—
Accounting
standards
Accounting standards

of
of

General
General

Services Administration
Administration _______
General
General Supply Fund, audit
audit and
and
recommendations
recommendations-_____________
Sergeant
Sergeant at Arms
Arms of House
House of
of RepreRepresentatives, Office of,
sentatives,
of, audit
audit of
of
records -.--records
--......-------_..

General Agreement
Agreement on Tariffs and Trade,
rectifications with respect
respect to,
rectifications
to, proclaprocla1248
124E
mation
__
___._-____mation ----------1202
1202 General Engineering and Dry
Dry Dock
Dock

390
390
383
383

482
482

1261
1261

Corp.,
Corp., waiver d
of compliance with
designated contract
requirement_ _-__ 1131
1131
contract requirement"General Farm Program", printing of
"General
1248
1248
additional
House committee
committee
additional copies of House
hearings------__-__--_-__________.
hearings
1252
1252
1079
1079
General Public Bills, Digest of, appropriappropripreparation and reproduction
reproduction
ation for preparation
copies_
232
of copies---......................
232
848
848
General Pulaski's
Pulasld's Memorial
Memorial Day, 1949,
1219
1219
proclamation
proclamation -----_--------.-.--_1296
1296
1236
1236

1075
1230
1075
1075
1079
1244
1075

1236
1200
1200

253,
644
253, 644

Assistant Comptroller General, increase
Assistant
in basic compensation----------compensation
Building—
BuildingAppropriation for
continuation of
for continuation
Appropriation
construction
construction ----------------Contract authority,
Contract
authority, increase
increase -------Cost limitation,
limitation, increase
Cost
increase-----------Classification
Classification Act of 1949. See separate title.
title.
arate
Comptroller
General, increase
increase in basic
Comptroller General,
compensation
-compensation------------------- -r -- - -- - --- - --- -- -- - --

389
389

1232
1232

1222
1222

pension
pension-------------------------

ing Act, audit
audit-------------------

Page
Page

Pay costs, increased,
increased, transfer
transfer of funds
for
for-------------- -- .---__-----

Gale, Fritz Herbert, deportation
deportation susGeffke,
Gehringer, Mrs. Katherine,
payment to-to....
Gehringer,
Katherine, payment
Accounting Office:
Office:
General Accounting
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880

641
79
79
7
7

880
-

General Services
Services Administration.
See
Federal Property
Property and Adminalso Federal
istrative Services
Services Act of 1949.
istrative
Administrator, increase in basic
basic comcomAdministrator,
pensation ---------------------880
pensation
880
627
Alaska Public Works Act
Act-----------627
Appropriation
Appropriation for; contract authority ----------.-------------977
Appropriation
authority, availabilAppropriation and authority,
ity-------------------------742
Appropriation for
for-.----------. 741,
741,871,
Appropriation
871, 976
Claims, appropriation
appropriation for payment
payment_.___
742
--Community Facilities,
Community
Facilities, Bureau of.
of. See
See
under Federal
Federal Works
Works Agency,
Agency, this
under
title.
Deputy Administrator, increase in basic
compensation ---------_-------compensation
881
Establishment, composition,
composition, etc.
See
General Services
Services Administration
General
Administration
under
under Federal Property and Administrative
istrative Services
Services Act of 1949.
procurement
Facilities for employees, procurement
authority;
authority; funds for..
742
for-------------Federal Works Agency—
AgencyAbolition; transfer of functions
Abolition;
functions-----380

LXXVIII
LXXVIII
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Pag General
General Services
Page
Services Administration—Con.
Administration-Con.
Page
Federal Works
Works Agency—Continued
Agency-Continued
Public
Administration—Con.
Public Buildings
Buildings Administration-Con.
Appropriation for -----Appropriation
638
District
Columbia—
_ 234, 255, 63;
District of
of ColumbiaLoans by
for conconby Federal
Federal agency
agency for
Courthouse,
appropriation for
Courthouse, appropriation
for
struction of certain
certain public
public
continuation of
641
continuation
of construction_
construction_
641
works, removal
removal of
restriction_ -_
279
grounds, apof restriction_
27)
Public buildings
buildings and
and grounds,
apReduction
Reduction in appropriation----___
appropriation
propriation for
234,
639, 977
977
_ 663
66:
for..--234, 639,
Appropriation for_
Appropriation
638, 871
for_ 79, 234,
234, 255,
255, 638,
Furniture, use
present ------ _
640
871
use of
of present
640
of—
Community Facilities,
Facilities, Bureau ofGeneral Accounting
buildAccounting Office
Office buildAppropriation
Appropriation for_ 79, 255, 643, 644, 97,
977
ing—
ingCommissioner, increase
increase in
in basic
basic
Appropriation
for continuation
continuation
Appropriation for
compensation ---------compensation
___
_ 881
88:
of construction
construction _____----- _ 641
641
Public works advance
advance planningplanning—
Contract authority,
authority, increase_
___
79
Contract
increase.___
79
Funds continued
continued available
643
available -----64
Cost limitation,
increase in
in -_-_
Cost
limitation, increase
77
Liquidation, funds
Liquidation,
funds for
for---__
_ 255,
255, 643
Geophysical
Institute, Alaska,
ap643
Geophysical Institute,
Alaska, apReduction
Reduction in appropriation_
___ 663
663
appropriation -__
propriation for
641
for ------------ _ 641
Schools, maintenance
maintenance and
and operaoperaGovernment
corporations, paypayGovernment corporations,
tion, appropriation
for
79
appropriation for----__
79
ments for costs
costs of
of maintenance,
maintenance,
Veterans' educational
facilities, dedeVeterans'
educational facilities,
upkeep,
upkeep, and repair,
repair, crediting..
640
crediting -_ 640
crease in amount
amount for leave
leave paypayGuided-missile research
laboratory,
Guided-missile
research laboratory,
ments -------------------643
643
construction
for
National
construction
for
National
War public works (community facilifaciliBureau
Standards, transfer
Bureau of Standards,
transfer
ties) liquidation, appropriaof funds ------------------905
905
tion for --..
255, 643
643
_____------_ 255,
Howard
University, construction
construction
Howard University,
Loans by Federal
Federal agency
agency for
for construcconstrucat—
attion of certain public works, rereContract authority------___
authority
233, 286
_ 233,
286
moval
moval of restriction
restriction ---- _--__-- 279
279
286
Transfer of funds
funds for
for -------- _
286
Pay costs, increased, appropriation
appropriation
Leases, nonapplicability
nonapplicability of limitalimitafor ------------------------.
255
255
cases
tions in certain
certain cases-----__
_ 640
640
Public Buildings Act of 1949. See
Motor vehicle services,
services, appropriaappropriaseparate
separate title.
title.
640
tion for --_-------------__
640
Public Buildings
Buildings Administration. See
See
Nashville, Tenn., Federal
Federal office
office
also Public Buildings, Bureau
also
Bureau of,
building, contract
building,
contract authority_authority __
234
234
this
this title.
National
National industrial
industrial reserve, apapAbolition; transfer of functions..
380
functions-_ _ 380
propriation for ----------propriation
640, 871
Administrative
Administrative expenses, general,
general,
Omaha, Nebr.,
Nebr., acquisition
acquisition of
of site
site
appropriation for -----.--- 255,
appropriation
639
255, 639
for public
public building,
building, appropriappropriBaltimore, Md.—
Md.ation for --..
741
......-------.
741
Candler
Candler Building, improvePer diem employees, pay rates;
rates; ememment, transfer of
294
of funds for..
for_
294
emergencies ----ployment in emergencies
640
640
Old-Age and Survivors Insurance,
Insurance,
Public Buildings
Buildings Acts,
appropriaActs, appropriaBureau of, transfer of
of funds
tion for carrying provisions
for improvements
improvements to buildbuildinto effect
effect----------------639
639
ings occupied
occupied by ---------741
741
Public buildings and grounds
outgrounds outBuffalo, N. Y., conveyance
conveyance of
of War
side D. C., appropriation
255,
appropriation for-_
for
Assets Administration
Administration disposal
639, 640, 976
center-___________________center
641
641
Public Health
Health Service
Service research
research facilfacilCommissioner, increase
increase in
in basic
ities, transfer
transfer of funds for
for concompensation
compensation -------------.
881
881
struction; contract authority
291
authority-291
Communication
Communication services, appropriaappropriaRadio laboratory
laboratory building,
building, National
National
tion available for
640
for _____----- _
640
Bureau
Bureau of Standards, transfer
transfer
Contracts
Contracts under Public Buildings
of funds for construction
construction and
Act of 1949
198
1949 --------------198
equipment, authority
authority ----_-886
Conveyances
Conveyances under Public
Public BuildSt. Elizabeths Hospital, D. C.,
C., conings Act of 1949-1949.... 177, 178, 182-197
182-197
struction
and
equipment,
Custody and control of certain
transfer of funds for --------292
292
property under Public BuildSurveys, models, etc., allocation of
of
ings Act of 1949
1949------ 179-182,
179-182, 197
costcost --------------------639
639
II
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General
Services Administration-Con.
Federal Works Agency-Continued
Agency—Continued
Federal
Administrator, Office
of—
Administrator,
Office of-
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General Services Administration-Con.
General
Administration—Con.
Page General Services
Pag
Services Administration-Con.
Administration—Con.
Page
Page
Federal Works Agency—Continued
Agency-Continued
Industrial
Industrial facilities, certain,
certain, funds
funds for
for
Public Roads Administration—
Administrationimprovement
742
improvement ----------------742
Alaska, roads, etc., contract
contract authorauthorLos Angeles Terminal
Terminal Annex
Annex Station,
Station,
ization
ization __________----------_
799
79
improvement, additional appropriimprovement,
Appropriation for
641
Appropriation
for ------------64
ation for --. _____
976
____---------_
976
Commissioner—
CommissionerLouisville,
Louisville, Ky.,
Ky., conveyance
conveyance ----_-- 696
696
Increase in basic compensation__
compensation
881
Increase
88
National Archives—
ArchivesTransfer
Transfer of functions to DepartAppropriation
254,
Appropriation for
for ....----- --254, 647
647
ment of Commerce
Commerce ------1070
107(
Archivist—
ArchivistConvict labor, restriction
restriction on
on paypayAppointment
Appointment by General Services
Services
ments to States employing-..
employing
642
64:
Administrator--------______
Administrator
381
_ 381
Depreciation of equipment, charge
charge
Increase
Increase in
in basic
881
basic compensation_
compensation --881
for ---------.------------- 642
64:
transfer
Federal Register, Division
Division of,
of, transfer
District of Columbia, approval
approval of
of
of functions of Director to GenGencontracts
contracts for Federal-aid
Federal-aid projprojeral Services Administrator
Administrator --- _ 381
381
ects...----..--.ects
318
---------.. 311
Freedom Train, acquisition
acquisition and
and operoperMedical supplies and services, use
use
ation, authority
authority -------10
_---10
of appropriations in
in emerFreedom Train
Train Commission,
Commission, memmemgency .----..
642
.......------64:
bership of Archivist
11
Archivist-------_---_
11
Mississippi River
River Parkway, survey,
Health service
service program,
program, availability
availability
authority; appropriation
appropriation auauthority;
au235
of funds for
for-----------------235
thorized----------------_-_
thorized
626
62(
Transfer to
General Services
AdminisTransfer
to General
Services AdminisAppropriation for National Park
Appropriation
tration------------___------_
tration
381
381
Service ---------980
_-----_
Tex., certain
facilities,
98(
Orange, Tex.,
certain shipyard
shipyard facilities,
Oregon and California Railroad
Railroad and
conveyance to Consolidated
conveyance
Consolidated WestWestCoos Bay Wagon Road
Road grant
grant
ern Steel Corporation ---------- _
951
951
lands, roads, incurring obligaPublic Buildings, Bureau of.
of. See
See also
also
tions, authority --------_--_
769
769
Public Buildings Administration
Administration
Philippine
Philippine rehabilitation, time exunder
under Federal
Federal Works
Works Agency,
Agency, this
this
tension of certain provisions
provisions
title.
Philippine Rehabilitation
of Philippine
Rehabilitation
Designation
Designation of former Public BuildAct of 1946 ---------.---692
692
ings Administration
380
Administration as
as--------- 380
Transfer to Department
Department of ComTransfer
Temperature
Temperature and humidity control
merce-------------------_merce
1070
107C
equipment for special purposes,
purposes,
Transfer
Transfer to General
General Services
Services Adcost of purchase and installation..
930
installation
930
ministration
ministration as Bureau of Pubof 1949.
sepPublic Buildings Act of
1949. See
See seplic Roads
Roads------------------- 38C
380
arate title.
title.
arate
Warehouse
maintenance, etc.,
Warehouse maintenance,
etc., apPublic Buildings Administration. See
propriations available
propriations
available for exunder Federal Works Agency,
Agency, this
this
under
penses ------------------642
title.
title.
Public Works AdministrationAdministration—
Public
Public Roads, Bureau of.
of. See
See Public
East Peoria sewage project,
project, funds
Roads Administration
Administration under
under Federal
Federal
available -----------------638
available
638
Works Agency,
Agency, this title.
title.
Liquidation—
LiquidationPublic Roads Administration.
See
Administration.
See
Funds for-------.._----for
255, 638
under
under Federal Works Agency, this
this
Transfer
Transfer of funds from approprititle.
ation for --_------------ 234
234
Public works, non-Federal,
non-Federal, provision
Reduction
Reduction in appropriation
663
appropriation -------663
for advance
advance planning ----------.
841
841
Congress. See Reports
Reports to
Reports to Congress.
to
Appropriation
842
Appropriation authorized
authorized ------_
842
Congress, this
this title.
title.
Appropriation for ---------------Appropriation
977
977
SecuritiesSecurities—
Reorganization Plan
Reorganization
Plan No.
of 1949
1949_ -_.
___ 1070
No. 77of
1070
Conservation of, appropriation
appropriation for
Conservation
for_ 234
Reports to Congress—
CongressServicing of, authority -----_____
638
- 638
Administration of functions under
under
Functions and powers
powers under Federal
Functions
Federal
Federal Property and
and AdministraAdministraProperty
Property and Administrative
Administrative Servtive Services Act of
of 1949;
1949; recomices Act of 1949. See General
General
mendations
mendations ------..-------- _ 393
393
Services Administration under FedFedContracts with respect to experieral Property and Administrative
Administrative
mental, developmental, or
research
orresearch
Services Act of 1949.
work ----------------------394
394
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General
Services Administration—Con.
Page
General Services
Administration-Con.
Reports
to Congress-Continued
Congress—Continued
Reports to
Mississippi
River Parkway,
Parkway, surveysurvey.. _ 626
Mississippi River
Public Buildings
of 1949—
Public
Buildings Act
Act of
1949Eligible projects
projects and
176
176
Eligible
and limits
limits of
of cost_
cost_
Location and
and approximate
Location
approximate accomaccommodations of
projects
200
200
modations
of projects-------Public works,
Public
works, non-Federal,
non-Federal, advance
advance
planning, expenditures
expenditures and
and repayplanning,
repayments
842
ments----------------------Records
management activities
381
Records management
activities----School agencies,
agencies, local,
local, assistance
assistance in
in cerSchool
certain
cases; limitation
limitation on
on contributain cases;
contributions --...-------------------697
Appropriation authorized--------authorized
697
697
Appropriation
Appropriation for
977
977
_---_----_-Appropriation
for
Surplus
disposal, appropriaSurplus property
property disposal,
appropriation
741
tion for
for..-----.---------------Terre
Haute, Ind.,
conveyance for
Ind., conveyance
for use
use
Terre Haute,
connection with
with U.
U. S.
in connection
S. penitenpenitentiary......
603
tiary
------------603
Transfer of
of offices,
etc., to,
to,
Transfer
offices, functions,
functions, etc.,
under
Federal Property
under Federal
Property and
and AdminAdministrative Services
Services Act
Act of 1949..
1949-_-__ 380,
380, 381
establishment,
General Supply Fund,
Fund, establishment,
availability,
382
availability, etc
etc -----------------382
Generazzo,
George, payment
to legal
legal
Generazzo, George,
payment to
guardian
guardian of
of ---------------------- 1105
Gensen,
(Frederick GenGensen, Friedrich
Friedrich Paul
Paul (Frederick
Gensen), deportation
1241
sen),
deportation suspension
suspension-_----_1241
Geographic
Geographic Names,
Names, Board
Board on,
on, appropriaappropriation
for
766
tion for-----------------------766
Geography
and History,
History, Pan-American
Pan-American
Geography and
Institute of,
Institute
of, appropriation
appropriation for
for contricontribution
_ -----------------------450
bution-450
Geologic Surveys, appropriation
appropriation for......
for -- 259,
259, 785
785
Geological
Survey. See under
Geological Survey.
under Interior,
Department of the.
Department
the.
Geophysical Institute,
appropriaGeophysical
Institute, Alaska,
Alaska, appropriation for Public Buildings AdministraAdministration------------------_---------_
tion
641
George, Eileen,
suspension
1227
George,
Eileen, deportation
deportation suspension___
1227
George, Ethel
M. Pearson,
issuance of
of
George,
Ethel M.
Pearson, issuance
patent
patent in
in fee
fee to ---------------- _ 1115
1115
George-Barden Program,
Program, appropriation
George-Barden
appropriation
for development
vocational educadevelopment of vocational
education in District of Columbia -------305
George
George Washington Memorial
Memorial Parkway,
Parkway,
appropriation
authorizaappropriation for;
for; contract
contract authorization ------------------------- 793, 794
794
Georgia:
Georgia:
Brunswick, furnishing
for
Brunswick,
furnishing of quarters
quarters for
U. S. District Court, Southern District -----------------------921
___
921
Chatham County near Savannah, reretention by Federal
Federal Works Administrator of custody and control of
certain
180
certain lands -.-- __-----------_
180
Chattooga County, payment
to------Chattooga
payment to
685
685

Georgia—Continued
Georgia-Continued
District
of adadDistrict judges,
judges, appointment
appointment of
ditional—
ditionalMiddle district ----------------Middle
Northern
district ---------------Northern district
East Point,
to Federal
Federal
East
Point, conveyance
conveyance to
Works Agency
Works
Agency in
in-_____________Millen,
of rearing
ponds
Millen, construction
construction of
rearing ponds
and fish
fish hatchery,
hatchery, authority
and
authority---__Appropriation
authorized -________Appropriation authorized
Appropriation
acquisition of
lands..
Appropriation for
for acquisition
of lands_
Swainsboro
creation in
in southsouthSwainsboro Division,
Division, creation
ern
judicial district
district --------_____
ern judicial
Thomasville, furnishing
quarters for
Thomasville,
furnishing of
of quarters
for
U. S.
S. District
DisU.
District Court,
Court, Middle
Middle District
trict-------------------_______
Warm Springs, fish
cultural facilities,
Warm
fish cultural
facilities,
appropriation for
for rehabilitation-_
rehabilitation
appropriation
Gerard,
William, special
certificates, isGerard, William,
special certificates,
issuance
of duplicates
to Blanche
suance of
duplicates to
Blanche
H. Weedon
Weedon and Amos
Amos L. Harris
Harris----Gerardes,
(Demetrios Antoniou
Antonion
Gerardes, James A. (Demetrios
Gerardes), deportation
deportation suspension
Gerardes),
suspension__
Germany,
to personpersonGermany, subsistence
subsistence supplies
supplies to
nel of
of civilian
civilian agencies
of U.
U. S.
S. GovernGovernnel
agencies of
ment,
payment -----------------ment, payment
Gerovich, Anthony Lennard, deportation
deportation
suspension
suspension-----------_________Gerstein,
Joseph (Joseph
(Joseph Gershon
Gershon or
Gerstein, Joseph
or
Joseph
Joseph Paul Gershon
Gershon or Joseph
Joseph
Gerstien), deportation
deportation suspension
Gerstien),
suspension-_
Gessner, Freidrich
Albert Heinrich Robert
Freidrich Albert
(Fred Horn),
Horn), deportation
deportation suspension_
Gettysburg National Cemetery, Pa.,
Pa., acacquisition
quisition of land for,
for, appropriation
appropriation
for----for
----_.-- -- ___Ghinelli, Germano (Jerry),
Ghinelli,
(Jerry), deportation
deportation
suspension
____.suspension --------------_
GI
Fiancées Act, completion
of processing
GI Fiancees
completion of
processing
of visa cases,
eases, etc.,
etc., authority-----.authority
Gialourakos,
(Nicolaus
Glalourakos, Nicholas
Nicholas John
John (Nicolaus
Yialourakos or Nick Gialourakos),
Yialourakos
Gialourakos), dedeportation
suspensionportation suspension
----________
Gibbons, John F., Jr.,
Jr., payment to---__Gibbons,
to
Giessler, Otto Alwin,
deportation suspenGiessler,
Alwin, deportation
suspension --------- _-..----__........
Gifford, N. L., payment to
Gifford,
to --------..--Gifford Pinchot National Forest, designaGifford
tion of Columbia National
National Forest
Forest as,
as,
proclamation
proclamation ------- __-______-Gifts, Free Entry, time
time extension of privilege of members
members of armed forces on
duty
duty abroad
abroad ----------- _________Ariz.:
Gila Project, Ariz.:
Appropriation
_ ______
---Appropriation for ------Imperial
Imperial Dam, transfer
transfer of funds from
Department
Department of the Army --__....
Yuma
Yuma auxiliary
auxiliary project, furnishing
furnishing of
to. provisions reseqwtin~o
water to,
respecting__ ,
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Gilcourt, Charles Henry (Gilcort),
(Gilcort), deportation suspension
suspension. ------ _---_
Giroux, Howard
Howard E.,
to
E., payment
payment to--_-__Gittins, Alvin
Alvin Loraine
Loraine (Charles
(Charles Gittins),
Gittins),

Page
Page
1246
1246
1185
1185

suspension ---------deportation suspension
1236
1236
Gittins, Gwendolen
Gwendolen Mary Ellis, deporta__________
tion suspension
suspension .-------1236
1236
Glendo Unit,
on use
Unit, limitation
limitation on
use of
of funds
funds
784
for
..-.------ 784
Glenn, Leo Farwell,
issuance of
of patent
Farwell, issuance
patent in
in
1167
fee to _
-_- -------____ _________
1167
Glenn Dale Tuberculosis
Tuberculosis Sanatorium.
Glenn
Sanatorium.
See under District
District of Columbia.
Columbia.
Glick, Dorothy (Dorothy Bloom or Debora
Blimbaum), deportation
deportation suspensionsuspension
1227
Blimbaum),
1227
Gleek or
Simon
Glick, Simon Isaac (Simon
(Simon Gleek
or Simon
deportation suspension_ 1219
1219
John Gleek),
Gleek), deportation
Theresa (Theresa
(Theresa Koller),
Koller), deportaGloor, Theresa
deportation suspension------------_-______
suspension
1236
1236
Gobas, Eudokia Nicholas (Erdokia Gobas
Gobas
or Eudokia
Eudokia Demetrius Zoidou),
Zoidou), deportation suspension
1243
suspension---------___1243
Gobb, Marguerite
Marguerite Elinor (Marguerite
(Marguerite
Elinor Aaron),
Aaron), deportation suspension ----------------------_-_ 1248
1248
Gobel, Andrew (Andreas Hupka),
Hupka), deportadeports.tion suspension-----------------suspension
1230
1230
Godfrey, Clifford L., payment to
1148
to-------1148
Godinez, Juan, deportation suspension__
1241
suspension_- _ 1241
Goffredo,
Goffredo, Pantaleo
Pantaleo (Leo
(Leo Goffredo),
Goffredo), dedeportation suspension
suspension -------------1227
portation
1227
appropriation
Gold Reserve
Reserve Act of 1934,
1934, appropriation
provisions of
363
for carrying
carrying out provisions
363
of------Golden Nematode Act, appropriation
for
Golden
appropriation for
effecting provisions
335
effecting
provisions ----------335
Goldman, Annie, deportation
1220
Goldman,
deportation suspension_
suspension_ 1220
Goldschmidt, Paul Andrew,
Andrew, deportation
deportation
Goldschmidt,
suspension -------------------1230
1230
suspension
Goldstein, Katherine
Katherine Doris, deportation
deportation
Goldstein,
suspension
1227
1227
suspension---------------------deportation susGomes, Raul Fonseca, deportation
pension ----------------------1236
1236
Gomez, Maria
(Olivia Gomez or
Maria Pilar (Olivia
Gomez,
Maria Olivia Gomez
Gomez Pedroza
Pedroza or
Maria
Maria Plias
Gomez Quesada),
Maria
Pilas Gomez
Quesada), deportation
1248
1248
portation suspension
suspension_----..---Gonzales,
Gonzales, Heladio, deportation
deportation suspensuspension
1224
sion----------------------------- 1224
Gonzales, Juan Cruz, deportation
deportation suspension
1230
pension- ------------------------ 1230
Gonzalez, Juanita, deportation suspen1220
sion ---------------------------Gonzalez, Maria Del Carmen
Carmen Uribe
Uribe
Echevarria,
deportation suspension
1224
Echevarria, deportation
suspension-_ 1224
Gonzalez, Miguel, deportation
deportation suspension_
1224
Gonzalez,
suspension_ 1224
Gonzalez, Pedro
Arambula (Pedro
(Pedro AramGonzalez,
Pedro Arambula
Arambula or Pedro
Pedro Gonzales
Gonzales or Pedro
Arambnla Gonsalez
Genoalex or Pedro
A.
Arambula
Pedro A.
1236
Gonzalez), deportation suspension....
1236
Gonzalez),
suspension-- ---81939
—4O---PT.
81939'°-0--PT.
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Gonzalez, Rosaura,
Rosaura, deportation suspension--------------------_---_
sion
---

Page
1220
1224

Gonzalez, Ruben, deportation
deportation suspension_
suspension
Gonzalez, Simon (Simon Gonzalez-VillaGonzalez-VillaGonzalez,
nueva),
nueva), deportation
deportation suspension
suspension --1224
Gonzalez,
Gonzalez, Tomas, deportation
deportation suspension
suspension_
1220
Goodstein, Stella (Stella Zweig),
Zweig), deportaGoodstein,
deportation suspension ----------------1236
1236
1187
Gordon, Cecil E., payment
payment to
to -------- 1187
Gordon, James A.,
A., relief from liability_
liability- __ 1145
1145
Memorial Laboratory,
appropriaGorgas Memorial
Laboratory, appropriation for ------449
_---------------449
Goster, Anton (Anton Goester),
deportaGoester), deporta1230
tion suspension
suspension ----------------1230
Goudsmit,
Goudsmit, Jeannette
Jeannette (Jeannette
(Jeannette Smith),
Smith),
deportation
deportation suspension
suspension ----------- 1236
1236
Government Contracts. See Contracts with
Government
United States.
Government
Corporations.
See also
Government Corporations.
also inindividual titles.
dividual
Administrative expenses,
expenses, funds availAdministrative
availavailability for designated
designated
able for; availability
purposes
662
purposes----------------------_
662
Claims, funds available
available for
payment
662
Claims,
for payment_662
Classification Act of 1949. See separate
separate
Classification
title.
title.
Consolidation
Consolidation of cash for banking and
checking purposes, authority
authority --- _ 662
662
Disbursement,
Disbursement, Division of, Treasury
Treasury
Department, transfer of funds
funds to
to.. -_ 358
Funds available for--------------for
474,
474, 657
657
Management
Management improvement,
improvement, special fund
for ---------------.----.--870
870
Office buildings
buildings at seat of government,
government,
restriction on use of funds for
662
restriction
for - 662
Overthrow
Government, restricrestricOverthrow of
of U.
U. S. Government,
tion on employment of persons
advocating---------advocating
660
_-------474, 660
Personnel work, limitation
limitation on
on number
number
661
of employees in ----.----------661
Reorganization
203
Reorganization Act of 1949 ---------203
Strikes against U. S. Government,
Government,
restriction on employment
employment of persons engaging
engaging in, etc
etc- -------- _ 474,
474, 660
660
Travel Expense Act of 1949 ---------166
166
Effective date-------------------date
167
Effective
167
Treasurer
United States, Office
Office of,
of,
Treasurer of United
transfer of funds
funds to
359
to--------359
Government
Departments and Agencies.
Government Departments
Agencies.
See also
also Government
Government Employees; and
and
individual titles.
individual
Authority, conveyances
Alaska Housing Authority,
conveyances
to --- -----.---------------to

Alaska native service, transfer
transfer of surplus
authority -----property to, authority
transfer of
Alaska Public Works Act, transfer
jurisdiction of lands under; cooperatinn under
ation
-inder
------------- ---------

60
60
770
770
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Government Departments
and Agencies—
Departments and
AgenciesContinued
Continued
Alaska Railroad,
Railroad, transfer
transfer of surplus
property
property to, authority
authority ----------Alaska
Alaska Road Commission,
transfer of
Commission, transfer
of
surplus property
property to, authority__
___
authority-- -Central Intelligence
Intelligence Agency,
Agency, transfers
transfers
of funds with, authority---------authority
Citizenship requirements,
Citizenship
requirements, employees_
__
employees_-661,
661, 851,
851,
Exemptions
Exemptions ------ 228,
802,
228, 348,
348, 801,
801,802,
Penalty for
for violation
violation---_----____-Claims; Federal
Claims. See
Federal Tort
Tort
See Claims;
Claims Act.
Act.
Classification
Classification Act of 1949.
1949. See
See separate
separate
title.
title.
Coast Guard,
cooperation with---____Guard, cooperation
with
Commission on Renovation of
Execuof Executive Mansion,
authorMansion, assistance
assistance to,
to, authority..---.--- ----------..
...
ity
Committees of Senate and House, eligieligibility of former professional
professional staff
staff
members for
members
appointment in
in execuexecufor appointment
tive branch
branch of the Government__
Government-.. _
Contracts with United
United States.
States. See
See sepseparate
arate title.
title.
Corporations, Government. See GovGovernment Corporations.
Displaced Persons Commission, allocaallocation of funds from, authority----authority
Economic
Economic Cooperation
Cooperation Act
Act of
of 1948,
1948,
stimulation of
production in
in parparof production
ticipating countries,
countries, authority
authority --Efficiency Awards Committees, requirerequirement; duties --....--------_
Emergency assistance
assistance in
Emergency
catastrophes,
in catastrophes,
participation by agencies
participation
within
agencies within
affected
affected areas
areas -.-.......-...-....
Export Control Act of 1049.
sep1949. See
See aep.
arate
arlnt title.
Federal Property and Administrative
Administrative
Services
Services Act of 1949. See
See separate
separate
title.
Geological
SurveyGeological Survey—
Scientific and
and technical
investigations,
Scientific
technical investigations,
transfer
transfer of funds --.
......__
Surplus
authorSurplus property,
property, transfer to, authority ----.--------..-------Germany,
Germany, subsistence
subsistence supplies
supplies furnished
furnished
personnel by Department
Department of Army,
Army,
payment ------------. __---_
Government
Government Printing
Printing Office, detail
of
detail of
employees to executive branch,
employees
branch, restriction --------...---.......
service programs,
program, transfers of
Health service
of
Health Service__
Service .-- _
funds to Public Health
Housing research,
research, cooperation
cooperation in
in-----Inauguration Day and succeeding
sueeeeding day,
excuse of employees
employees from duty-.-excuse
duty
Lifetim
Digest, prim
price limitation_
lmtaton.
Lifetime Federal
Federal Digest,

INDEX
INDEX
Pate
Page Government
Government Departments and
Agencies— Page
Page
and AgenciesContinued
Continued
construction of
certain public
public
Loans for construction
of certain
800
works,
works, removal
279
80(
removal of
of restriction
restriction_ --__
279
Management improvement—
Management
improvement799
971
Provision for plan
plan and
and awards
79'
awards_ __971
Special
fund for
870
Special fund
for -------...----- 870
211
Mines, Bureau of, scientific
scientific investigainvestiga211
322,
tions,
transfer of
of funds
791
tions, transfer
322
funds ------.._
791
1022
Capital Sesquicentennial
ComNational Capital
1022
Sesquicentennial Com1017
mission, cooperation
cooperation with
with -------142
1017
142
661
Overthrow
of U.
U. S.
S. Government,
Overthrow of
661
Government, restricrestriction on employment
persons adademployment of persons
vocating
vocating ---------------88,
231, 263,
263,
88, 231,
298, 323, 348, 375,
444, 474,
474, 655,
660,
375, 444,
655, 660,
713,
802, 852,
879, 983,
1018.
713, 748,
748, 802,
852, 879,
983, 1018.
505
Exceptions, emergency
work—
Exceptions,
emergency work505
Agriculture, Department
Agriculture,
Department of------of
349
349
Interior, Department
Department of
802
of the
the-----802
46
Personnel
Personnel work,
work, limitation
limitation on
on number
number
46
of employees in
in ---------------661
661
Philippine rehabilitation,
rehabilitation, transfer
transfer of
of
funds from State Department
apDepartment appropriation; prior
prior approval
66
approval of
of
President -------.-------.--- --President
456
456
Pilot plants, sale of metal or
or mineral
mineral
products
products of -------791
..____----- .
791
Port-au-Prince Bicentennial
Port-au-Prince
Bicentennial Exposition,
Exposition,
Haiti, details, etc.,
etc., of
personnel for
for
of personnel
637
assistance
assistance in U. S. participation_
618, 619
619
637
participation_ 618,
Department, research
Post Office
Office Department,
research and
and
development
development program,
program, advice
advice and
and
64
assistance
assistance in
608
54
in---. ----.---------..
608
Printing, binding, etc.—
etc.971
Approval
of Joint
Joint ComComApproval authority
971
authority of
mittee on Printing
for work
Printing for
work elseelsewhere
where than
than at Government
Government PrintPrint632
ing
Office_
ing Office......
632
.....400
406
Payment to
Payment
Government Printing
to (overnment
Printing
Office
Office for.
for. _
229
.......
229
Public Buildings
Act of
of 1949,
1949, transfers
Buildings Act
transfers

787
787
787
787

713
713

229
229
290
290
432
432
3
3
663
662

under _
...__ 177
of jurisdiction over sites under_
177
Public works, certain,
certain, loans
loans for
for conconstruction, removal
279
struction,
removal of
of restriction
restriction_
279
Railroad,
Railroad, designated,
designated, from
from Alaska
Alaska to
to
Canada, location survey,
survey, cooperacooperation in ---- --------..-------909
909
Reconstruction Finance
Reconstruction
Finance Corporation,
Corporation,
services
services by, reimbursement
375
reimbursement ----.375
Reorganization Act of
Reorganization
203
of 1949
1949-------..
.
203
Reports, annual
annual or special,
special, discontinudiscontinu230
ance of
of printing
printing of
of ------------.
230
Reports to Congress
Congress on foreign
excess
foreign excess
property disposal -------------399
399
Salary
Salary rates, heads and assistant heads
beads
of executive
executive departments
departments and
and inindependent agencies,
agencies, increase.-increase
880
.
880
Absorption of cost
cost_---.--------.882
Availability of appop
Availability
appropriations-882
tlo..-....
-882
Effective date
Effective
882
datef ---------------882
----
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Government Departments
Agencies— Page
Page Government
Government
Departments and
and AgenciesGovernment Employees-Continued
Employees—Continued
Page
Page
Continued
Continued
Night work,
for,
work, extra
extra compensation
compensation for,
Senate disapproval
disapproval of nomination,
Senate
nomination, rerecomputation
computation on basis of either
either
striction on payment to person
662
person after_
after_
66,
standard
standard or daylight saving time_time__
690
690
Strikes against U. S. Government,
Government, rerePart-time, on regular tours of duty, pro
pro
employment of
striction on employment
of persons
rata annual
annual and sick leave
benefits_
703
leave benefits_
703
engaging in,
in, etc
88, 231
231,
engaging
etc--------__-88,
separate title.
Postal Service.
Service. See separate
title.
263, 297, 323,
323, 348, 375, 444, 474, 655
655,
Residence requirement
Residence
requirement for
for appoint660, 713, 748, 801,
801, 852, 879, 983, 1018
1018.
ment ------------------------_ 950
950
Exceptions, emergency
work—
Exceptions,
emergency workRetirement. See Civil Service
RetireRetirement.
Service RetireAgriculture, Department
349
Agriculture,
Department of
of----__
ment
349
ment Act.
Department of
802
Interior, Department
of the
the ----Seismographs, tending of,
payment of
802
Seismographs,
of, payment
of
Surplus
property. See
See separate
separate title.
Surplus property.
title.
extra compensation
compensation by Coast and
and
Temperature and humidity
control
control
Geodetic
Survey --------------466
Geodetic Survey
466
equipment for special purposes,
Senate disapproval
disapproval of nomination,
nomination, repurchase and installation
cost of purchase
930
striction
on payment
to person
person
installation-_
93(
striction on
payment to
Travel provisions. See under
GovernTravel
under Governafter ---------- _--------------662
662
ment Employees.
Employees.
Travel provisions—
provisionsTypewriting
Typewriting machines,
machines, purchase
purchase limitalimitaCost-of-living allowances,
allowances, funds
funds availCost-of-living
avail364
tions -----------__
--__________
364
able ----------.---661
____---United States Code Annotated,
Annotated, price
Living quarters
quarters allowances,
allowances, funds
limitation
limitation ------------------662
__
662
available -------------------available
661
Vehicles,
Vehicles, purchase
purchase price limitation_
limitation ---__ _ 661
Travel Expense Act of 1949
166
661
1949 ----.--166
Virgin Islands, transfer of surplus propEffective date ---------------- _
167
167
erty to, authority--------------authority
800
Witnesses, travel expenses
80(
expenses and
and per
per
Virgin Islands Corporation,
Corporation, activities,
activities,
704
diem allowances
allowances ------------704
utilization of services and facilities..
353
Veterans—
Veteransfacilities_ 353
Government Employees.
Employees. See also
also Governveterans of
Funeral ceremonies for veterans
of
ment Departments
Departments and Agencies.
Agencies.
World War II, excuse from duty
Alaska—
608
Alaskafor participation
participation in
in-----------608
Defense housing for Government
Government emRestoration
656
Restoration to former positions ----656
ployees, retention
retention -----------59
Witnesses on behalf
behalf of U. S., travel
travel ex59
exEmergency medical services and sup704
penses and per diem allowances_ _
__ 704
furnishing by Departplies, free, furnishing
Government
Government Losses
Losses in Shipment Act,
Act, apapment of Commerce, authority
907
authority-_
propriation
propriation for payments
payments under ---358
358
Messing facilities,
facilities, furnishing by DeGovernment Printing Office:
Office:
partment of Commerce, authority_
partment
authority_ 908
Agriculture, Year-book
Year-book of, restriction on
on
Subsistence
supplies
for
resale,
Subsistence
use of funds for printing and bindbindDepartment of Commerce,
Department
Commerce, auing----------229
_
- -----------.
229
thority.----.-----------.....
908
Appropriation for ------------ 228, 232, 253
Appropriation
253
Annuities. See Civil Service
Service RetireClassification Act of
of 1949,
1949, provisions
provisions
ment Act.
respecting applicability
applicability -------954, 955
955
Censuses, decennial,
decennial, use of
in
of services
services in
Congressional
Congressional work,
work, estimate
estimate of cost,
connection
with, authority
connection with,
authority ------406
inclusion
inclusion in recommendation
recommendation
229
---229
Classification Act of 1949. See sepClassification
Departmental
Departmental work, payment for-----for
229
229
arate title.
title.
arate
Compensation—
CompensationDepository libraries, restriction on supsupClassification Act of 1949. See sepplying unrequested
unrequested material
230
material -----230
arate
arate title.
title.
Deputy Public Printer, increase
increase in basic
Disability. See Federal Employees'
Employees'
compensation
compensation-----------------881
881
Compensation
restriction ------229
Compensation Act Amendments
Amendments
Detail of employees, restriction
229
of 1949.
Expenditures
reference to pubExpenditures without
without reference
Legislative employees,
employees, increase
increase ----Legislative
974
lic contract requirements
requirements -------230
230
increase
952
Postal employees,
952
Heat furnished by Capitol Power
Power Plant,
employees, increase----......
Federal
Investigation, proFederal Bureau of Investigation,
proreimbursement-----------------reimbursement
225
225
hibition on use of funds for payPay costs, increased,
253
increased, appropriation
appropriation for 253
civil-service employees--employees
459
ment of civil-service
Public Printer, increase
increase in basic
basic comcomFederal
Federal Employees'
pensation
pensation ------- __-----------881
Employees' Compensation
Compensation Act
Act
881
Amendments
Amendments of 1949. See sepSuperintendent
Superintendent of Documents, Office of,
eparate
arate title.
title.
appropriation
appropriation
for
for-------------230.
-- - -- - 230,253
---I 253
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Government
Government Printing
Printing Office—Continued
Office-Continued
Working capital, return of
of unexpended
unexpended
balance to Treasury
balance
Treasury ------------Graeber, Adolf Paul
Graeber,
Paul (Adolf
(Adolf Graeber),
Graeber),
deportation
deportation suspension
suspension ----------- _
Grain, storage facilities, loans
Comloans by
by Commodity Credit Corporation
Corporation for-----for
Grain Standards Act, appropriation
for
appropriation for
effecting provisions
provisions of
of _-----------_
Granberg, Oscar Herbert,
Granberg,
Herbert, deportation
deportation
suspension ----------------------suspension
Grand Army of the Republic. See
See GAR,
GAR,
Final Encampment.
Encampment.

INDEX
INDEX
Page

Lands—Continued
Page
Grazing Lands-Continued
Page
Payments to
fees from
grazing
Payments
to States,
States, fees
from grazing
229
districts on
districts
on Indian
Indian lands
lands -------- _ 770
770
Great
Great Britain:
Britain:
1236
Claims, designated, payment
478
payment of
of -----478
Migratory
appropriation for
for efMigratory birds,
birds, appropriation
ef155
155
fecting treaty
treaty provisions
respecting..
796
fecting
provisions respecting_
796
Lakes:
Great Lakes:
344
Iron ore, transportation
transportation in
in vessels
vessels of
of
Canadian
registry during
Canadian registry
during desigdesig1222
period-------------------16
nated period
16
Sea lampreys, eradication
eradication program;
program; apappropriation authorized
616
authorized ----------- 616
Grand Forks, N. Dak., lignite coal research
research
Appropriation
795
Appropriation for
for---------------_
795
for conconlaboratory, appropriation
appropriation for
Great Plains, increase
increase in
on exexin limitation
limitation on
struction
struction -----______ _-------_
--penditures
788
penditures for any
any one
one conservation
conservation
Grand
of U.
Grand Junction, Colo.,
Colo., clerk
clerk of
U. S.
S.
project
171
project--- ---------------------171
District Court, restriction
restriction on
on use of
of
Greaves, Anne Marie,
Greaves,
Marie, deportation
susdeportation susfunds for
maintaining office
of -----for maintaining
office of
471
471
pension1248
pension---------------_--------1248
Grand Rapids, Minn.,
Minn., exchange
of lands__
lands....
exchange of
702 Greaves, Gayle Louise
(Gayle Louise
Louise
Louise (Gayle
Grando, lye
Ive Grgas (John Grgas Grando),
Grando),
Schluter), deportation
Schluter),
deportation suspension._
1236
suspension-.- _ 1236
deportation suspension
suspension -----_____
_ 1245 Greece:
Greece:
Grant, Carlton C., jurisdiction
Grant,
jurisdiction of
to
of Court
Court to
Assistance toto-Assistance
hear claim
claim------------__
---------1143
Advances
Advances by Reconstruction
Reconstruction Finance
Finance
Grant, Clarence
Grant,
Clarence W., jurisdiction
jurisdiction of Court
Court
Corporation ----------.- _____
719
Corporation
719
to hear claim
claim-----------___
------ _ 1143
Appropriation authorized
authorized --------716
Appropriation
716
Grant,
Grant, Frank,
Frank, deportation
suspension.._
deportation suspension
-____ 1236
Appropriation
710, 975
975
Appropriation for
for -------_____- 710,
Grant, Gordon
Gordon W.,
Grant,
W., jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
of Court
Court
Immigration
Immigration quota, proclamation---__
proclamation
1278
1278
to hear claim
claim_-----------_---_--_ 1143 Green, Mrs. Bernice,
payment to
Bernice, payment
to_-----_ 1082
1082
Grant, H. L.,
L., jurisdiction of Court to hear
hear
Green, Laurenca B. (Lt. Comdr.),
acceptComdr.), acceptclaim ------------- _
-----------_ 1143
1143
ance of gift from foreign
foreign government,
government,
J. Perry, jurisdiction
Grant, J.
jurisdiction of Court
Court to
to
authorized- --------------authorized
1076
_-----_
1076
hear claim
claim_________
--------------1143 Greenawalt,
Greenawalt, Lois (Lois
(Lois Stuff),
Stuff), payment
to.
1106
payment to_
1106
Grant, J.
of Court
to
J. Stacy, jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
Court to
Greenbelt, Md.,
Md., Greendale, Wis.,
Wis., and
and
hear claim __--___-- -------------- 1143
Greenhills, Ohio:
Greenhills,
Ohio:
Grant, James
James B., Estate, jurisdiction of
of
Liquidation, funds for-----659
__------ 659
claim
Court to
to hear
hear claim---------.-----.
1143
Sale, authority of Public Housing ComComGrant, Margaret S., jurisdiction
Grant,
jurisdiction of
of Court
Court
missioner;
veterans' preference--missioner; veterans'
preference_ ___
68
68
to hear claim --------------------- 1143
Greensboro-High
Greensboro-High Point Airport, GreensGreensGrant, W. P., jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
Court
to
hear
of Court to hear
C., appropriation
reimboro, N. C.,
appropriation for
for reimclaim --------------------------1143
1143
bursement
for
damage
bursement
damage
to
83
to---_----83
Grants Pass Irrigation
Irrigation District, Oreg.,
Grants
Oreg.,
Greenwood,
J.
Greenwood,
J.
W.,
credit
accounts_
_
1164
W.,
Jr.,
in
accounts-_
1164
emergency
pipe
line,
emergency reconstruction
reconstruction of
of pipe line,
780 Gregorio,
Gregorio, Giovanni,
Giovanni, deportation
deportation suspenappropriation for ----------------appropriation
780
sion -------..------------------ 1222
Graske, Kurt Robert (Lais Christiansen),
1222
deportation suspension
deportation
suspension ----_------_
1244 Gregorio, Jose Gomes,
susGomes, deportation
deportation suspayment to-------to
Graus, Lorrayne E.,
E., payment
pension -----------------------1112
1112
1232
_
1232
Gray, Bertha Mae,
Mae, jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
of Court
Court
Gregory, Joseph R., payment
payment to
to..-------1203
1203
to hear claim--------------------claim
1202 Greusel, Bertha T.,
T., payment
payment to ----1101
-1101
Gray, Edward, Jr., jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
of Court
Court to
to
Griffin, Robin Delmar,
Delmar, deportation
deportation suspensuspenhear claim----------------------1202
----- -----------sion---------.
1241
1241
Gray, Edward, Sr., jurisdiction
jurisdiction of Court
Kira
Grigorieff,
and
Nina,
admission
admission
for
to hear claim--------------------claim
1202
permanent residence
permanent
1098
residence-------------1098
George 0.,
payment to-_--------to
Gray, George
0., payment
1101
Herbert,
Grillmaier,
Herbert,
payment
1075
to
----1075
Grayeagle,
Grayeagle, John, issuance of
of patent in
in
Gripaios, Mabel,
suspension _
fee to------to
fee
- 1236
--------1168
Mabel, deportation
deportation suspension_
_--------_
1168 Gripaios,
Grazing Lands:
Grizopoulos, George,
deportation suspenGrizopoulos,
George, deportation
appropriation for ----_----Lease of, appropriation
sion ---------- _---------__---769
1241
_ 1241
Mining activities,
activities, liability for damage
Gronwoldt,
deportation
Gronwoldt, Walter George,
George, deportation
by------------.--_----------by
201,
201, 215
suspension--suspension
1224
---------..-------.
1224

INDEX
INDEX

Gross, Jacob, consideration
consideration of relationship
relationship
for purposes of
immigration and
of immigration
and
naturalization laws
naturalization
laws --.-------___
_
Grove, Marmaduke
Marmaduke (Marmaduke
(Marmaduke GroveGroveValenzuela),
Valenzuela), deportation
deportation suspension
suspension_
Gson-Niebling, Goesta
Gson-Niebling,
Goesta Berth,
deportaBertil, deportation suspension----__
suspension
_ ----------_
Guam, uniform of U. S.
S. armed
armed forces,
forces,
applicability of protection
protection provisions_
Guerrero, Gloria Maria, deportation
deportation sussuspension -----------------------Guha-Thakurta, Leelabati
Rodman,
Guha-Thakurta,
Leelabati (Leela
(Leela Rodman,
or Ranu
Hann Devi),
suspenDevi), deportation
deportation suspen-
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Pai
ge Haines, Alaska—Continued
Page
Page
Alaska-Continued
Pae
Transportation to other points
Transportation
points in
in
11
13
Alaska,
1143
Alaska, use of Canadian
Canadian vessels,
vessels, auauthority-...___._____________...
thority
622
622
12441 Haiti, Port-au-Prince
1241
Port-an-Prince Bicentennial
Bicentennial ExpoExposition, provision for U. S.
participaS. participa12418
tion ----------------...-.....-..
1248
618
618
Appropriation authorized
authorized ----..--619
Appropriation
__
619
91
877
11 Appropriation
Appropriation for
for -- _______...-_____
877
Hales, Charlie, payment to _.. ____._ -. 1154
1154
122
O0 Hall, Bertram Carlton, deportation
1220
deportation sussuspension
1246
pension-.________________________
1246
Hall, Henry Ellis, deportation
deportation suspension..
suspension_ 1220
1220
sion
sion----------------------------12222 Hall, Ida Ruth, deportation
1222
deportation suspension-_
suspension
1222
1222
Guided Missiles:
Missiles:
Hall Scale,
Scale, control and
eradication operaand eradication
operaJoint long-range proving
proving ground, estabestabtions,
of AgriAgritions, authority
authority of
of Secretary
Secretary of
lishment, authority -_--.--------636
66
200
culture -----------------_-____.__
200
Appropriation
Appropriation for
for -- ______-------_
87
6 Haller, Gottlieb Heinrich
876
Heinrich Gustav,
Gustav, deportadeportaResearch
Research Laboratory,
Laboratory, construction
for
construction for
tion suspension
suspension ------ ___________1224
1224
National Bureau
Bureau of
of Standards,
Standards,
Hamilton,
Hamilton, Anna, deportation
suspension
1224
deportation suspension-_
1224
appropriation authorized
appropriation
authorized -----__
90 5 Hamm, Juliana
Juliana Rodil,
905
Radii, deportation
deportation sussusGuillemette, Dorothy Leslie,
Guillemette,
Leslie, deportation
deportation
pension_________________________
pension
1224
1224
suspension _---------------------suspension
124 1 Hamon, Albert Noel,
1241
Noel, deportation
deportation suspensuspenGuldberg, Fleming Ha'Man,
deportation
Guldberg,
Halfdan, deportation
sion____________________________
sion
1232
1232
suspension
suspension -- _----------.--------_ 124
12433 Hampton, George,
George, payment
payment to
1170
to-__ .__._ 1170
Gulf States Marine
Marine Fisheries Compact,
Compact,
Hampton Institute, Hampton,
Hampton, Va.,
Va., relief
consent of Congress --__----------710
from liability; payment to; conveyance
70
conveyance
Gulfport, Miss., appropriation
appropriation for harbor
harbor
to--..........................._
to
1127
1127
and channel
channel works -- _---------___
_ 84
8488 Hampton Roads,
Norfolk, Va.,
Roads, Norfolk,
Va., retention
retention
Gundlach, Arend,
Arend, deportation
deportation suspension_
suspension.. 1243
124:3
by Federal Works Administrator
Administrator of
of
Gunn, Maria Lok, deportation suspension_
suspension_ 1222
122:2
custody and control of certain
certain lands_
lands_
180
180
Gunther, Esperanza
deportation
Esperanza Eroles,
Eroles, deportation
Hand, L. J., issuance
issuance of patent in fee to....
1147
to-_ 1147
suspension _______________________
122
12277 Hanko, Joseph
Joseph Ewald, deportation
susdeportation susGurcke, Werner, deportation
deportation suspension_ 1220
122(0
pension -----------1248
pension
___.-_____.__
1248
Guthrie, Murray, jurisdiction
jurisdiction of Court to
to
Hann, Mr. and Mrs. Leroy, payment to....
to__ 1084
1084
hear claim ----------------------- 114:
Bjarne, deportation
deportation suspension
1143 Hansen, Blame,
suspension__ 1222
1222
Guthrie, Okla., clerk of U. S.
S. District
District
Hansen, Edward
Edward W. (Rear Adm.),
Adm.), acceptCourt, restriction on
for
on use
use of
of funds
funds for
ance of award from foreign governgovernmaintaining office of
of -------------- 471
maintaining
ment, authorized
1077
authorized--.----------_-__1077
Gutierrez-Telleria, Joaquin, deportation
Gutierrez-Telleria,
Hansen, Marjorie
Marjorie McGuire,
McGuire, deportation
deportation
suspension
suspension ---------------------- _ 1230
suspension -------------suspension
1227
123C
..----__
1227
Gypsy and Brown-Tail
Brown-Tail Moth Control, apapHansley, Corbett, jurisdiction
jurisdiction of Court
Court to
to
propriation for ----------------. 256, 336
_____________-.
hear claim ----.1144
.
1144
Hansley,
Hansley, G. C., jurisdiction of
of Court
Court to
to
H
hear claim
claim ------------1144
_________
1144
Chan (Chow) Min, deportation
Ha, Chan
deportation susHanson, B. John, payment
payment to
to ----- __--1088
1088
pension -----------__--___--__-__
1242 Hantwarg, Rubin (Huntverg or Reubin
Reubin
Haberer,
Haberer, Florentina
Fiorentino (Florentina
(Fiorentino Nuguid),
Nuguid),
Hunter or Robert Miller),
Miller), deportation
deportation
deportation
deportation suspension
suspension --------.-_1224
suspension
suspension ----------___-________
1227
1227
Hackshaw,
Hackshaw, Mona May, deportation sussusHanvey,
Evelyn
Hanvey,
deportation
susMaria,
deportation
suspension
pension---------_____
....
_____1245
pension--_
pension
1236
.....
_____._________.
1236
Hadjipetros, Sotirios (Sordi or Steve),
Hadjipetros,
deSteve), deHarb,
1224
Salem Abraham
Abrah am Esah, deportation
deportation
portation
portation suspension
suspension ----------___
1224
suspension ..___________________-- 1241
suspension
Haegele,
1241
Haegele, Frank, jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
of Court
Court to
to
Harbors.
1204
Harbors. See Rivers and Harbors.
claim -----------..hear claim
Harbors.
.....
.___
1204
Haimburger,
Haimburger, Rudolf Gustave, deports,
Harney
deportaHarney National
National Forest,
Forest, S. Dak., designsdesignation suspension
-----------tion of certain land as Norbeck Wild..-__.
1248
WildHaines, Alaska:
life Preserve; addition of lands .. _.
708
708
Construction
Construction of certain
certain buildings and
Haro, Jose Ysabel Flores
Flores (Jose
(Jose Flores),
Flores),
utilities, authorized
authorized ----------..936
deportation
935
deportation suspension
suspension-----.------_ 1224
1224
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Haroutunian, Constance
Constance (Knarig
(Knarig GazaroGazarosian or Knarig
Knarig Keyaian
Keyaian or
or Connie
Connie
Haroutunian), deportation
Haroutunian),
deportation suspension__
suspension__
Harrigan,
Harrigan, Alice Mabel, deportation
susdeportation suspension _________________________
pension
Harrigan,
Harrigan, Ethel Margery, deportation
deportation suspension
pension ------ __________________Harris, Amos L., issuance
issuance of duplicates
duplicates of
of
William Gerard's special certificates
certificates to
to
Harris, Kathleen
Kathleen Doyle, issuance
patent
issuance of patent
in fee to -- ____.________________.Harris, Mary
Mary Jane, payment to_________
to
Harris, Neil Guy Ridgway (Neill Harris or
or
John Harris),
suspension_
Harris), deportation
deportation suspension_
Harvie, Meryl
Harvie,
Meryl Lorraine (Meryl
(Meryl Lorraine
Grayson),
Grayson), deportation suspension___
suspension_ _
Hasse, Adelaide
Adelaide R., appropriation for
for paypayment to-__-___________________
to
Hassler, M. H., appropriation
appropriation for
for paypayment to
to --_____._________________
Hastings,
Hastings, Minn.,
Minn., small boat harbor,
harbor, apappropriation
propriation for
for -- _-__________-___
Hatch Act (Agricultural Experiment
Experiment StaStations), appropriation
appropriation for effecting
effecting proprovisions of
of________________________
Hatch Act (Political
(Political Activities):
Activities):
Agriculture, Department
Department of, restriction
restriction
on payment of persons
persons violating or
or
attempting to violate certain proprovisions of law
law--_-__--_________
Appropriation for prevention
Appropriation
prevention of
perniof pernicious activities
activities ---- ____________Hause, Earl L. (Boatswain),
(Boatswain), acceptance
acceptance of
of
gift from foreign government,
government, auauthorized
thorized.._______________________Hausman, John E. (Commander),
(Commander), acacceptance
ceptance of gift from foreign governgovernauthorized
ment, authorized----------__..
Hawaii:
Agricultural experiment
experiment stations, apAgricultural
propriation for---------____...__
for
Agricultural
Agricultural extension work,
approwork, appropriation for____________________
for
Airport program,
program, Federal-aid,
Federal-aid, approappropriation for--.---for
.
_.......
Courts, appropriation
appropriation for
for ------..-__
Electric current for light and power
power
within designated
designated districts, ratificaratification of Act respecting
respecting --- _______
Employment
Employment services,
services, appropriation
appropriation for_
for
Farm Credit Districts, inclusion in
in _
__
__Farm housing, assistance. See Farm
housing under
under Housing.
Federal
Employees' Compensation
Federal Employees'
Compensation Act
Act
Amendments of 1949, extension
Amendments
extension of
certain time limitations under
certain
under_-_
General
General Services
Services Administration,
Administration, assistance to local
agencies in
local school
school agencies
limitation--- _--certain cases;
cases; limitation
-Appropriation for
Appropriation
for-----------------

INDEX

Hawaii-Continued
Hawaii—Continued
Page
Page
Government in, appropriation
appropriation for..
244, 259,
259, 800
for_ 244,
800
123
1236
Governor, increase in
basic compensacompensain basic
tion
881
_____..
_____-------------_
881
1236
Honolulu—
123
HonoluluPag
Page

124
1246

Conveyances between
between Department
Department of
of
the Army and
and Federal
Federal Works
Works

Agency-----.
Agency
178
..
....-------177, 178
Flood control,
control, issuance
issuance of bonds
bonds for,
for,
authority--------------------authority
922
922
111
1116
Public improvements, issuance
issuance of
of
108
1082
bonds, authority
923
authority ---------__
_
923
Public-park improvements,
improvements, issuance
issuance
123.
of bonds for,
1233
922
for, authority
authority -____
922
Sewerage
Sewerage systems, construction,
issuconstruction, issu1245
1248
ance of bonds, authority
921
authority-----_
921
Housing. See separate
separate title.
title.
861
Judicial district, inclusion
869
inclusion of
of Canton
Canton
and Enderbury Islands; reservareserva78;
tion --------------------------783
99
99
Kauai, county of, issuance
publicissuance of
of public84'
improvement bonds, authority_
847
improvement
__ _
924
authority -__
924
Legislators,
Legislators, disqualification, amendment
amendment
of Hawaiian
Hawaiian Organic Act
relative
Act relative
33(
330
to --------------------------926
926
Military
Military housing insurance.
under
See under
Housing.
Housing.
Public-improvement bonds, issuance
Public-improvement
by
issuance by
Territory, authority;
authority; total indebtedindebted342
ness
926
ness------------------------926
Public works, non-Federal,
non-Federal, provision for
for
635
635
advance planning---------_______
planning
841
841
Appropriation
Appropriation authorized
authorized --------- _ 842
842
Appropriation for
977
Appropriation
for ----------------977
1076
Revenue bonds, ratification
ratification of
of Act
Act rerelating to -----..
686
......-------- _
686
Session Laws
Laws of 1949, ratification and
and
1076
confirmation—
confirmationAct 4
4---------------------------686
686
Act 251 .-----------------------.
929
929
330
330
Act 270 -------------------------921
921
Act 273 ------------------------923
923
328
Act 285 --. ------922
....--------922
Act 375 -------------------------924
924
465
924
Act 382 ------------------------924
471
927
Act 401
401 -------------------------- 927
Vocational
Vocational
education, appropriation
appropriation
for ------------------------287
287
929
Vocational rehabilitation, funds for
929
Vocational
for. _
233,
-__
- _ 233,
293
293
254,
287, 288
254, 287,
288
Iawaiian Organic Act,
986 Hawaiian
Act, Amendment,
Amendment, disdisqualification of legislators
qualification
926
legislators --.----_
_ 926
layes, D. A.,
A., payment to ------------ _ 1155
Hayes,
1155
[ayes, Eunice,
Hayes,
Eunice, jurisdiction of Court
Court to
to
hear claim
claim-------------_--___---_ 1202
1202
[ayes, Kathryn, jurisdiction
866 Hayes,
to
jurisdiction of
of Court
Court to
hear claim-----------------__
claim
---- _ 1202
1202
[ayes, Opal, payment
Hayes,
payment to
1155
to- -----------1155
taynes, G. 0.,
0, relief
697 Haynes,
relief from liability _---.
1099
1099
977 Head,
tead, M. E.,, relie
977
relief from liability-------liability
1099
-, - -- - -- 0 1099
9--9
114
1147

INDEX
INDEX
Health, National Institutes of, appropriappropri-
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Page Highways.
Page
Highways. See also
also Federal Works Agency
Agency Page
ation forfor ------------------- _ 255,
255, 290
290
under General
AdministraGeneral Services AdministraHealth Council,
Council, National
National Advisory,
Advisory, recomrecomtion.
mendations
mendations respecting research
research grants
grants__
290
290
Alaska,
Alaska, appropriation
appropriation for; contract auauHealth Relations, International, Office
of,
Office of,
thorization
799
thorization --------------------- 799
appropriation for -----------------appropriation
292
292
Defense Highway Act
Act of 1941,
1941, approapproHeart Council,
Council, National Advisory,
Advisory, recomrecompriation
of access
access
priation for construction
construction of
mendation respecting
respecting research
and
mendation
research and
roads under ------------------643
643
training grants
291
grants------------------291
District of Columbia, appropriation
for
appropriation for
National, appropriation
appropriation
Heart Institute, National,
projects under
under Federal Aid Highprojects
for .------------.--------------- 291
291
way Act of 1938----------.-_ 317,
317, 318
318
Hecht, Dora (Belmonte),
(Belmonte), deportation
deportation sussusFederal-Aid
Federal-Aid Highway
Highway Act
Act of
of 1944,
1944, apappension -----------------------1223
pension
1223
prcrpriation for
propropriation
for carrying
carrying out
out proHeckenlively, Howard C.,
Heckenlively,
C., issuance
issuance of
of
visions relating
relating to postwar
postwar highhigh1092
patent in fee to
to -----------------1092
ways------------------------ways
642
642
Heffron, Pearl (Pearl Sheppard
Pearl
Heffron,
Sheppard or
or Pearl
Federal-Aid Highway
Federal-Aid
Highway Act of
of 1948,
Loftus, or Pearl Venn),
Venn), deportation
deportation
-. appropriation
appropriation for carrying
out
carrying out
suspension --------__
1220
------------ 1220
provisions relating to forest
forest highhighHeiloo,
suspenHeiloo, Vartanoush, deportation suspenways
642
ways--------------____________
642
sion -------------.-------------- 1227
1227
Federal Highway
Highway Act
9, 1921,
Act of Nov. 9,
1921,
Heine, Carl F. (chief machinist's mate),
mate), acacappropriation for
out proproappropriation
for carrying
carrying out
ceptance of gift from foreign governvisions relating to forest highways_
highways..
642
ment, authorized
authorized------------------ 1077
1077
Forest roads and trails, appropriation
Mont., reconveyance
Helena, Mont.,
reconveyance of land parparfor-----------------239,
338
_-----239,338
cels to Helena Chamber of
of Commerce
Commerce
Forest Service, roads and other facilities
by Veterans
Veterans Administration
Administration ------ _
74
74
under jurisdiction
jurisdiction of, appropriation
appropriation
Helium, appropriation
utilization and
and
appropriation for
for utilization
for repair of flood damage---__
damage
240, 874
research
research ----------------------259, 790
Indian reservation roads, appropriation
appropriation
Hemmo,
(Haviv Hemmo),
Hemmo, Emile (Haviv
Hemmo), deportafor construction
construction ---------.---.
774,
774, 875
875
tion suspension___------------____
suspension
1233
tion
1233
Inter-American
Inter-American Highway, appropriaappropriaHenden, John Hovde,
Hovde, deportation
deportation sussus642
tion for ----------------------642
pension
1246
pension
._------__---------_____
1246
National parks, appropriation
appropriation for conconHenning, Charlotte,
Henning,
deportation suspenCharlotte, deportation
suspenstruction; contract
contract authorization_
authorization___ 794
794
sion----------------------------sion
1230 Hilo Sugar Company, payment to---___1230
to
1192
1192
Hermandez, Francisco, deportation susHermandez,
Hiltunen, Muisto Olavi (Muisto
(Muisto Olavi
pension-------------------------pension
1224
1224
Vihko), deportation suspension
Vihko),
suspension ..-1220
. 1220
Hermann, Liba
Liba Pourova, deportation
deportation susHines, C. C., jurisdiction of Court to hear
hear
pension -------------------------1236
1236
claim ----------------.
1144
_------..
1144
Hermann,
(Sic), acceptance
Hermann, Paul
Paul (Sic),
acceptance of
of gift
gift
Hing, Frank
Frank (Fon Hing),
deportation susHing), deportation
susfrom foreign
authorized.
1077
from
foreign government,
government, authorized1077
pension---------------......
pension
----------..... 1230
1230
Hernandez, Benigno,
Benigno, deportation
deportation suspensuspenHinojosa,
Rosa, deportaHinojosa, Salvador De
De La
La Rosa,
deportasion___-----------------------sion
1224
1224
tion suspension
suspension -.. --------..-.1230
1230
Hernandez, Francisco, deportation
deportation sussusHistoric Preservation in the United
States,
United States,
pension ------------------1224
1224
National Trust
Trust for. See National
National
Hernandez, Mario Perez (Mario Hernan.
HernanTrust for Historic Preservation
Preservation in
in
dez or John Luis
Hernandez),
dez
Luis Perez Hernandez),
the United States.
deportation suspension
suspension -------1236 Historical Association,
___.
1236
Association, American,
American, approapproHernandez, Norberto Roberto
Roberto (Norberto
(Norberto
priation for printing
printing report
priation
report --------- 649
649
Hernandez or Roberto Hernandez or
Hernandez
Historical Publications Commission,
NaCommission, NaRobert Hernandez),
Hernandez), deportation sustional, transfer to General Services
Services
pension-------------------------pension
1224
Administration
Administration ._----------------381
381
Hernandez, Roberto, deportation
deportation suspenHitt, J. L.,
L., payment
payment to ---------------1125
1125
sion---sion
1224 Hobbs, Austin, jurisdiction of Court to
---------1224
to
Hernandez-Gutierrez, Jose
Jose Maria,
Maria, dehear claim ---------------------- _ 1144
1144
portation
portation suspension
suspension _------1248
1248 Hobbs,
Hobbs, Ernest Frank,
Frank, deportation
deportation susAlfonse, deportation
Herpmann, Eric Alfonse,
deportation suspension
pension ---------________-------_
1241
1241
pension--------------------____..
pension
1233 Hobbs,
Hobbs, J.
J. R., jurisdiction
jurisdiction of Court
Court to
to hear
hear
Hewitt, Elliott, payment to legal guardian
guardian
claim ------------......----1144
--- _ 1144
of
of ---------------------------...
1140 Hobbs,
Hobbs, L. D., jurisdiction of
hear
of Court
Court to
to hear
Higa, Mitsuo,
to ----------Higa,
Mitsuo, payment
payment to
1192
__
claim ----------.--------------.
. 1143
1143
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jurisdiction of
to
Hobbs, Rudolph, jurisdiction
of Court
Court to
hear claim ----_____------------_ 1143
1143
jurisdiction of Court
to
Hobbs, Strickland, jurisdiction
Court to
hear claim .--------------------- _ 1144
1144
Hodge, James
deportation sussusHodge,
James Milton,
Milton, deportation
pension ------------------------1230
pension
1230
deportation suspension_
1227
Hodge, Lawrence,
Lawrence, deportation
suspension_ 1227
Hodge, Maude
Maude Iola, deportation
deportation suspensuspenHodge,
sion ---------_-------_---------1227
1227
Hoffman, Melvin
Comdr.), acceptHoffman,
Melvin C. (Lt. Comdr.),
acceptance of gift from
from foreign government,
government,
authorized ---------------------- _ 1076
authorized
1076
Hog Cholera
Cholera Virus and Serum, appropriaappropriation for marketing
marketing agreements__
agreements-_ 256,
256, 332
332
Hogan, Bernice G.,
G., payment
1110
payment to
to-------- 1110
Hoheisel, Ida, payment
payment to ------_-___-1158
1158
Hoke, Abdul (Abdul Hogue),
Hoque), deportation
deportation
suspension
suspension-- ___--------_________1220
Holland, Robert
Robert V.,
V., payment to
of..
to widow
widow of_
1204
1204
Holness, Gloriana,
Gloriana, deportation
suspendeportation suspension ----------__-__________-__1236
Holscher, Anton Karl, deportation
deportation suspensuspension
sion____________________________
1236
1236
Holsman,
Holsman, Marta
Marta Hugentobler,
Hugentobler, deportation suspension--------_____-___suspension
1224
1224
Holy Name Society, patent renewal
renewal -_-_889
Home
Home Economics,
Economics, Bureau of. See
See Human
Human
Nutrition and Home Economics,
Economics, BuNutrition
Bureau of, under
Agriculture, DepartDepartunder Agriculture,
ment of.
Home Loan Bank Board,
Board, availability
availability of
funds
funds--------------__----______657
Home Owners' Loan Corporation,
Home
Corporation, availability of funds
funds----------------____
658
Homestead
Secretary of
Homestead Entries,
Entries, loans by Secretary
of
Agriculture,
Agriculture, authority
authority ------------883
Honey,
support
Honey, price support----------------1053
Honey Bee
Honey
Bee Act, appropriation
appropriation for effecting provisions of-----------------of
334
Honolulu,
Honolulu, Hawaii. See Honolulu
Honolulu under
under
Hawaii.
Hoogestraat, Herman Johann, deportation suspension--------------____
suspension
1236
Hoon, Chan Ngon
loon,
Ngon (Mrs. Davis
Davis Owyang),
Owyang),
deportation
deportation suspension
suspension -- _____-___1224
1224
Hoopa, Calif.,
Calif., school buildings, appropriation authorized
authorized-----__-__-_______.
722
Valley Indians,
appropriaHoopa Valley
Indians, Calif.,
Calif., appropriation
industrial assistance
tion for
for industrial
assistance-------776
Hoover, Herbert
Herbert (Hon.),
Hoover,
(Hon.), birthday greetings from Congress-----_________Congress
1246
Hoover Dam,
Dam, appropriation
construcappropriation for construction
tion-----------__-_-____________
782
Hopfeld,
Hopfeld, Heyneman
deportation
Heyneman Herman, deportation
suspension --------..-suspension
____._-___1236
1236
Hopkins, Samuel,
acceptance of
Samuel, Jr.
Jr. (Lt.),
(Lt.), acceptance
gift from foreign
foreign government, authorized
ized-----------------.-..-.1076

Hopkins Mortuary,
Mortuary, payment
1159
Hopkins
payment to
to ------- _
1159
Horikawa, Teiko,
nonapplicability of
Horikawa,
Teiko, nonapplicability
of
designated provisions of Immigration
Immigration
Act
1150
Act of 1924
1924 to
to------------------- 1150
Horikawa,
nonapplicability of
of
Horikawa, Yoshiko,
Yoshiko, nonapplicability
designated provisions
of Immigration
designated
provisions of
Immigration
Act
1150
Act of
of 1924
1924 to
to-------------------- 1150
(Elmar A.
deHorn, Elmer Harry
Harry (Elmar
A. Horn),
Horn), deportation
1236
portation suspension
suspension -_-----------_
1236
to
Horn, IL
1148
R. A.,
A., payment to--------------1148
Horne, A. T., jurisdiction
jurisdiction of Court
hear
Home,
Court to
to hear
claim
1143
claim --------------------------1143
Horque,
Ali or
or Michael
Horque, Abdul (Abdul
(Abdul Ali
Michael
Banali),
deportation suspension
suspension - Banali), deportation
1230
1230
Horseshoe
Organization Camp,
Va.,
Horseshoe Organization
Camp, W. Va.,
at --------limit of
of cost for
for building
building at
338
338
Horvath, Zofia Mary Rawicz
(Zofia Mary
Horvath,
Rawicz (Zofia
Mary
Rawicz Oldakowska),
Oldakowska), deportation
deportation
Rawicz
suspension
suspension --------------------__
1241
Hosinski, Al W.,
W., payment
payment to----------to
1120
1120
Hospital
Survey and Construction
Construction AmendHospital Survey
Amendments of 1949 ------------------898
898
Applications, filing
901
filing of
of --------------901
Appropriation authorizations,
authorizations, increase_
898
increase_
898
Definitions
Definitions ------------------------901
Effective date ----_---------------902
Extension of duration
898
duration-__---_-----____
898
Federal aid, additional,
additional, in construction
of hospitals--------------------hospitals
899
Minimum
Minimum allotment
allotment --------------- _
901
State plans, administration
administration of
of----_____
900
Studies and demonstrations
demonstrations relating
to
relating to
coordinated use of hospital
coordinated
hospital facilities
ties --------------------------900
Hospitals:
Hospitals:
Classification Act of
nonapplicaClassification
of 1949, nonapplicability to certain employees-------employees
956
Columbia—
District of ColumbiaAppropriation forfor—
Central Dispensary and Emergency
Emergency
Hospital
Hospital ---------------- 312, 873
Children's Hospital
Hospital ----------- 312, 873
Columbia
Columbia Hospital
Hospital and Lying-in
Asylum
Asylum -----------.----.
312, 313
313
Dispensary and Casualty
Eastern Dispensary
Casualty
Hospital
Hospital----------------- 312, 873
Episcopal
Episcopal Eye, Ear, and Throat
Throat
Hospital ---------.------Hospital
_ 312
312

Gallinger
Municipal HospitalGallinger Municipal
Hospital _-_

237,
237,

312, 314
Garfield
Garfield Memorial Hospital
Hospital ----- _
312
312
George Washington
Washington
University
University
Hospital
312
Hospital -----------------.
312

Georgetown
Georgetown University Hospital_
Hospital_ _
Providence
Providence Hospital
Hospital -------.--- _
Washington
Washington Home for Incurables
Incurables_ -_
Saint Elizabeths
Elizabeths Hospital. See separate
title.
rate title.

313
313
313
313
313
313
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Page House
Hospitals-Continued
Page
House of Representatives—Continued
Page
Representatives-Continued
Page
Federal Security AgencyAgency—
Contingent expenses—Continued
Contingent
expenses-Continued
Freedmen's Hospital—
Freedmen's
HospitalRestriction on defraying designated
Restriction
designated
Appropriation for -------------286
Appropriation
286
expenses --------------------222
222
Double-salary restriction
286
Double-salary
restriction --------286
Telephone and telegraph service,
service, sums
Telephone
restriction on;
appropriation
Rates, restriction
on; appropriation
payable from ----------------264
264
for reimbursement
reimbursement to United
Typewriters, funds available for purTypewriters,
States
313
States--------------------313
chase ----------------------77
77
Transfer of funds
funds --- __--__-_ 254, 286
Cunningham, Paul, appropriation
appropriation for
for
St. Elizabeths
Hospital, D.
Elizabeths Hospital,
D. C.
C. See
See
payment for expenses
expenses of contestedcontestedseparate
separate title.
title.
election case ------------------870
870
Hospital Survey and Construction
Construction
Davies, John C., appropriation
appropriation for payAmendments of 1949. See separate
Amendments
separate
ment for expenses of
contestedof contestedtitle.
election case
election
case---------_-----.- 869
869
Public Health Service. See separate
separate
Debates,
Debates, official
official reporters
reporters of, appropriaappropriatitle.
title.
220
tion for
for ----------------------220
Surplus property,
property, disposition to -----387
387
Delaney, John J., appropriation
appropriation for paypayfor Army
Army
ment to widow of -----_---__
77
Hot Springs,
Springs, Ark.,
Ark., appropriation
appropriation for
-77
Doorkeeper, Office
Office of,
of, appropriation
995
appropriation
and Navy Hospital -------------- _ 995
for --------------------_--- 220
Hot Springs, N. Mex.,
Mex., use of certain
certain land
land
Expense
allowance, appropriation
appropriation for.
Expense allowance,
220
forauthority
693
for public
public purposes, authority------693
Freedom
Train
members_
11
Commission,
members11
Hours, Maximum.
Maximum. See Fair
StandFair Labor
Labor StandInformation, Office
Office of Coordinator
Coordinator of,
Information,
of,
Amendments of 1949.
ards Amendments
appropriation for ------------221, 252
252
appropriation
House
of Representatives.
Representatives. See also ConHouse of
committees,
congressional.
Joint
committees,
congressional.
See
gress; Legislative
Legislative Branch of the Govseparate
separate title.
ernment.
ernment.
Legislative
Counsel,
Legislative
Counsel, increase
increase in basic
Appropriation for------------------for
77,
Appropriation
77,
compensation
881
compensation -----------------881
219,
231, 252, 738, 869, 974
219,231,252,738,869,
employees—
Officers
and
employeesAppropriations Committee, appropriAppropriations

ation for --------------------Armed Services
Services Committee, proving
guided missiles, acquisiground for guided
tion of
of lands,
lands, etc.,
etc., agreement
agreement
respecting ---------------------

221

66
appropriation for
payment
Bloom, Sol,
Sol, appropriation
for payment
to daughter of
of-----------------77
Browner, Vincent L.,
L., appropriation
appropriation for
Browner,
contestedpayment for expenses of contested870
870
election case------------------Chaplain, appropriation
appropriation for---------for
220
Chaplain,
Office of, appropriation
appropriation for
Clerk, Office
for_ 220, 974
hireClerk hire—
for
265
Amount for each Member for-----Appropriation for ---------- 221, 252, 738
Appropriation
Visitors,
Coast Guard
Guard Academy
Academy Board
Board of Visitors,
appointment and
and functions------functions
510
appointment
510
Coffey,
Coffey, Robert L.,
L., Jr., appropriation
appropriation for
for
payment to widow of
231
of-----------Committees—
Committeesappropriation for
220
for-----Employees, appropriation
Official reporters
reporters to,
appropriation for_
for
221
Official
to, appropriation
221
Professional
Professional staff members, former,
eligibility
eligibility for appointment in
executive branch of the Government ----------------------66
Contingent expensesexpenses—
Contingent
Appropriation
for
Appropriation for----------------77,
221.
738.
869
221, 231.
231,*_252
252,
7 738,

Appropriation for salaries
salaries ------- 220, 974
Increased pay for
974
for ----------------974

Pages, education
education of, reimbursement
reimbursement to
District of Columbia------------Columbia
District

223
223
appropriation for
Pay costs, increased,
increased, appropriation
for_ 252
252
appropriation for-_
for
220
Postmaster, office of, appropriation
220
Reorganization Act of 1949, provisions
Reorganization
for procedure respecting reorganization plans
plans under----206, 207
__--...
Salaries and mileage, appropriation
219
appropriation for.
for-_
219
Sergeant at Arms, Office
Office of—
ofAppropriation
220
Appropriation for ----------------220
Records, audit of, by General Accounting Office --------------482
counting
482
Somers, Andrew
Andrew L., appropriation
appropriation for
for
Somers,
payment to widow
widow ofof ---- _----_
231
231
Speaker—
SpeakerAppointment of two Representatives
Representatives
Appointment
to Commission
Commission on Renovation
Renovation of
Executive Mansion
Mansion -------_-__
Executive
46
Compensation, increase
Compensation,
increase -------- __44
Expense allowance----------------allowance
44
Office of, appropriation
appropriation for-------for
220
220
Speaker's table, appropriation
appropriation for
220
for---220
Special and minority employees, approSpecial
priation for
220
for-------_----------___
220
Telegraph and telephone service, payTelegraph
ment for
for-----...------_-----_264

XC
House
House of Representatives—Continued
Representatives-Continued
Typewriters, funds available
available for purpurchase _
-----_--------_________Richard J.,
appropriation for
for
Welch, Richard
J., appropriation
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payment to widow
widow of
payment
of_ -- ______West, Milton H., appropriation
appropriation for
for paypayof
77
ment to widow
widow of
-------------77
House Office
House
Office Buildings:
Buildings:
Appropriation for
Appropriation
for-------_____
_ 224,
224, 253,
253, 739
739
Police details
duty on
details for
for duty
on Capitol
Capitol
grounds
grounds ----------------------231
231
Housing:
Alaska Housing
Housing Act
57
Act -------------_
57
Alaska Housing Authority—
Alaska
AuthorityAppropriation
purchase of
of notes
notes
Appropriation for
for purchase
by Housing and Home Finance
Administrator -743,
743, 977
Administrator_____________
977
Conveyances
Conveyances by
by Government
Government departdepartments and
60
and agencies
agencies -----____
_
60
Powers under
under Alaska
Alaska Housing Act
57
Act_
57
Report to Governor
Governor of
Alaska----59
of Alaska
59
Census, provision for ---------------441
441
Appropriation for -------------874
___
874
Community development
development and
and redevelredevelopment. See Slum clearance
clearance and
and
community
community development
development and
and rederedetitle.
velopment, this
this title.
Defense housinghousing—
Defense
retention for Government
Alaska, retention
Government
employees
employees _-------------_____
59
59
Appropriation for Department
Appropriation
Department of
of the
Navy ------------.. ____--_ 1011
1011
Time limit for removal
removal provisions_provisions_
906
906
Title to certain,
certain, transfer
to public
transfer to
public
body by Public Housing
Housing AdAdministration---_______-------_
ministration
659
659
Transfer of funds from
255
from ----------.
255
Defense-rental
areas—
Defense-rental areasDefinition
Defi nition of ---------.--..
20, 25
...--- 20,
26
Local advisory
advisory boards.
boards.
See Local
advisory boards, this title.
adjustments, designation
Rent adjustments,
designation of
of
officer for assistance to tenants
tenants
and small landlords
landlords ----------- _
22
22
Rents, maximum. See Rents, maximaximum, this
this title.
Educational
Educational institutions,
temporary
temporary
housing on land of, transfer of title
to public
•
public body by
Housing
by Public
Public Housing
Administration
_--____--Administration -----_ 659
659
Farm housing,
housing, assistance
Secretary
assistance by Secretary
of Agriculture; loans, grants, etc._
etc. 432-439
Administrative provisions --------Administrative
437
437
Appropriation authorized ------438
_
_ 438
Appropriation for--____---------__
Appropriation
for
874
874
Contributions, authority
Contributions,
438
authority ---------- _ 438
powers --------General powers
436
__
.----_ 436
Loan funds---------.--------------438
funds
438
committees -----..---------Local committees
436
436
loansMoratorium on payments under loans..
435

436
to President and Congress,
needs and recommendations
recommendations_ _
__
436
__436
Federal Housing
Administration—
Housing AdministrationAdministrative expenses,
expenses, increase
Administrative
increase in
in
amount ------------------871,
amount
871, 977
977
Alaska Housing
Housing Act
Act ------------57
_
_
57
Appropriation
for-79
Appropriation for_______________
79
Availability
of funds
funds --------_ ___
658
Availability of
..658
Commitments, mortgage
mortgage insurance,
insurance,
extension authority
of ComComextension
authority of
missioner -------------------906
906
Expenses, certain, consideration
consideration as
as
nonadministrative
906
nonadministrative -------- _-__
906
Military
Military housing
housing insurance,
insurance, general
general
expenses
expenses in connection
with,
connection with,
charge to Military
Military Housing
Housing InInsurance Fund --_______------_
571
571
Military Housing Insurance
Military
Fund,
Insurance Fund,
appropriation for
for _____-------871
appropriation
871
Federal National Mortgage
AssociaMortgage Association—
tionAdministrative
Administrative expenses, funds availavail-----------------------able375
375
Alaska Housing
Housing Act, authority
authority under..
58
under_
58
Amount outstanding, increase
increase in
auin authorization ----------446,
_____
446, 905
905
Military
Military housing
housing insurance,
purchase,
insurance, purchase,
service, or sale of mortgages ininsured under provisions -- __--- _ 575
575
Mortgages guaranteed
ServiceMortgages
guaranteed under
under Servicemen's Readjustment
Readjustment Act
1944,
Act of
of 1944,
purchase
purchase --------------------906
906
Greenbelt, Md.,
Md., Greendale,
Greendale, Wis.,
and
Greenbelt,
Wis., and
Greenhills, Ohio—
Greenhills,
OhioLiquidation, funds for--.----------for
659
659
Sale authorized; veterans'
veterans' preference_
68
preference
68
Home Loan Bank Board,
Board, availability of
of
funds
funds -----.........---------657
_
657
Home Owners'
Owners' Loan Corporation, availability of funds
funds .--------------658
658
Hotels, exclusion from term "controlled
"controlled
housing
housing accommodations"_--_
accommodations" 19
__
19
Housing
Housing Act of 1949
413
1949----------------413
Act controlling
controlling --_______-------_
443
443
Census of housing, provision for_
for __
441
Appropriation for----_________
for
874
874
District of Columbia participation
participation_ _ 441
432
Farm housing
housing -------------------432
General
General provisions----------______
provisions
444
444
Low-rent public
Low-rent
public housing
housing --------- _ 422
422
Miscellaneous provisions
provisions -------439
_
439
Research,
Research, provision for-----_______
for
431
_
431
Separability
Separability ------443
_
___._-------443
Slum clearance
clearance and community
decommunity development and redevelopment_
redevelopment____ 414
velopment
414

Housing—Continued
Housing-Continued Page
Farm housing,
housing, etc.—Continued
etc.-Continued
77
Preferences,
veterans and
families of
Preferences, veterans
77
and families
of
deceased
servicemen436
deceased servicemen
-------__
_
974
974
Reports to President and Congress,
Reports
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Housing—Continued
Housing and Home Finance
Finance Agency—
AgencyAdministrator—
AdministratorIncrease in basic compensation__
Increase
compensation.--. __
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Housing—Continued
Page
Page
Housing and Rent Act of 1949-Con.
1949—Con.
Separability ----------------Separability
29
_____29
880
Veterans'
preference, provisions
Veterans' preference,
provisions for
for
Office
appropriation for ----- _ 742
Office of, appropriation
assurance of ------------.---18
assurance
18
Advisory committees,
committees, appointment
appointment
Housing Authority,
States. See
Authority, United States.
See
authority; nonapplicability
nonapplicability of
of
Public Housing
Housing Administration,
Administration,
designated provisions of
of law
law to
to
this title.
title.
service -------------------- _
439
439
Housing Expediter-Expediterpurchase
Alaska Housing Authority, purchase
Authority
28
Authority----------------------28
of notes from --___----------_
59
59
recommendaComplaint concerning
concerning recommendaAppropriation authorized
59
Appropriation
authorized-------59
tion of local board, procedure-_
procedure
23
23
Appropriation
Appropriation for --- ___.----743, 977
Housing and Rent Act
Act of
of 1949
18
1949 ----18
Appropriation for_
Appropriation
644, 742,
for -.-___ 79, 255, 644,
742, 871
871
Increase in basic compensation
compensation_--- _ 881
881
Availability
418, 657
657
Availability of funds
funds---__-----_- 418,
Office ofof—
Defense housing, Alaska, retention for
for
Appropriation
Appropriation for---------for
79, 235,
235, 645
645
Government employees
employees ------ _
59
Government
59
Availability of
of appropriation
appropriation and
and
Availability
Deputy Administrator,
Administrator, appointment;
Deputy
appointment;
authority; ratification
obauthority;
ratification of
of obaction
action -- -------- _---------440
440
645
ligations ------------------ 645
District of Columbia, participation
participation in
Emergency Price Control Act
Emergency
Act of
of
benefits under Housing
Housing Act
Act of
of
1942, designated
provision efefdesignated provision
1949 ----------------------441
441
fective during 1950
1950_
645
-------645
General
General provisions, Independent
Independent OfOfauthority------------ Location, authority
28
28
fices Appropriation
Appropriation Act, nonnonTime extension
extension ----------------21
21
applicability; exception
applicability;
657
exception ----_--657
Records, etc.,
etc., transfer
transfer to State or
or
obligations, issuance, auNotes and obligations,
local subdivision administering
thority -- -415,
thority
_-----------_
415, 416
416
rent control on termination of
Overthrow of II.
Government,
Overthrow
U. S.
S. Government,
program -----------------21
21
restriction
restriction on employment
employment of
adjustments, designation
designation of
of
Rent adjustments,
advocating ----------persons advocating
444
officer for assistance
assistance to tenants
Reports to President and Congress—
Congressand small landlords
landlords ------__---.
22
22
Housing needs, urban
urban and rural
rural
State rent control
control in
in lieu
lieu of
of Federal
Federal
nonfarm, estimates and recomrecomrent control, provision
provision for ---26
26
mendations
432
mendations----------------432
Veterans' preference
preference or priority,
Veterans'
priority, regureguSlum clearance
clearance and community delations in connection
connection with, auvelopment
velopment
and
redevelopredevelopthority ----------___
19
-- .. 19
ment -------------------418
418
Housing investment
investment insurance
insurance fund,
fund,
Research
Research on housing, provision for;
inclusion as source
source of funds for adcontracts
contracts
------------------431
ministrative expenses of Federal
Director,
Director, appointment
appointment ----------432
432
Housing Administration---------Administration
79
79
Slum clearance,
clearance, etc. See Slum
Slum clearclearInsurance of financial
financial institutions, time
ance and community developdevelopextension -----.--------421, 681, 905
421,681,905
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Commission, appropriation
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International Health
Health Relations,
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the
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International
Telecommunication
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World
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Wilson, deportation
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for purpose
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(de), Esperanza Margarita
represent Congress at
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(Esperanza Margarita
Margarita Jimenez
reno (Esperanza
Eighty-third and Final National
Encampment
Encampment ---------..-----1251
Moreno).
Moreno). deportation suuspension
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1236
1251
1236
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. 1251
1251
Joanta, Florence, deportation suspension..
haat*.
1249
suspension_ 1249
Internal Revenue Taxation—
Internal
TaxationJoeng,
Siong (Su
(Su Sion&
Jung), deJoeng. Soe
Soe Slong
Siong, Jung),
Appropriation
Appropriation for
for----.---------- 221,
221, 252
252
portation suspension
portation
1224
suspension .------------- 1224
Chief of Staff, increase in basic comJohannesen, Jorgen,
deportation suspenJohennesen,
Jorge's, deportation
suspenpensation
pensation -------------------881
881
1243
sion . .......... _....._....
.__.
1243
Labor-Management Relations, expenses,
Labor-Management
expenses,
Johansen, Kristian
Johansen,
Kristlan Rudolf, deportation
authorization
1216
authorization to incur
incur------------1216
suspension-----------------------suspension
1249
1249
Library,
Library,
memorial
to memory of
John, Renee,
John.
Renee, deportation
suspension .--1236
deportation suspension
1236
Mohandas
Mohandas K. Gandhi, approval
Johnk, Wlliam
William Hans (Wlli
(Willi Johnk),
Johnk), dederespecting---------------------respecting
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portation suspension--------------suspension
1220
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Nonessential Federal Expenditures,
Expenditures, apJohnsen, Arnst Henry (Arnest Johnsen),
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77
77
deportation
1236
deportation suspension
suspension------------1236
Printing—
PrintingJohnson, Albert, deportation
1233
deportation suspension.
suspension-- 1233
Appropriation for
for----------- 218, 252, 738
Appropriation
738
Government
and
Government printing, binding, and
Johuon, Albert Nathan,
Johnson,
Nathan, deportation
deportation susblankbook
blankbook work elsewhere than
pension
1222
pension------------------------1222
at Government
Government Printing
Printing Office,
Johnson,
Niles, payment
payment to legal
Johnson, Bobby
Bobby Niles,
approval
approval
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-----------405
guardian
of
1138
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Joint Research
and Development Board,
Research
Johnson, Isaiah,
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to;
recompute,payment to; recomputatermination, transfer of records and
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personnel to Research
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and Develop.
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Jacob A.,
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ment Board
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Board---------------------584
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Muriel, deportation
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1233 Joint
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Department
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immigration
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Joint
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Board,
Joint Army and
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deportation susJones,
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Robert, deportation
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Board
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Administrative
Office of U.
Administrative Office
U. S.
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Director
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time for
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United
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Appropriation for________
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Appropriation
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Act, 1947,
tion for ------------------ 260,283,876
260, 283, 876
effecting
provisions
funds
for
effecting
provisions
Labor
Bureau of,
of, appropriaLabor Statistics,
Statistics, Bureau
appropria283, 740,
740, 743
743
of ----------------------- 283,
tion for ----------------- 260,
284, 746 Labor
International, appro260,284,746
Labor Organization,
Organization, International,
approMeetings,
Meetings, appropriations
appropriations available
available for
for
priation for contribution
450
contribution ----------450
expenses ---------------------284
National.
See
284 Labor
Labor Relations
Relations Board,
Board, National.
See
National Housing Council, membership
membership
National Labor
Relations Board.
Board.
National
Labor Relations
of Secretary
Secretary or designee
440
designee ---------Bureau of.
of. See
See under
440 Labor
Labor Standards,
Standards, Bureau
under
Overthrow of U. S. Government,
Government, restricrestricOverthrow
Labor,
Department of.
of.
Labor, Department
employment of persons adtion on employment
Labor Statistics, Bureau
Labor
of. See
See under
Bureau of.
under
vocating --------------------298
_298
Department of.
of.
Labor, Department
for..
260
Pay costs, increased,
increased, appropriation
appropriation for_
260 Laeske,
Laeske, Hedwig
Hedwig Anna, deportation suspensuspenPrinting and binding, appropriations
appropriations
1249
sion --------------------1249
available
284
available ---------------------284 Lafayette,
Lafayette, Benedict
Benedict Wilberth, deportation
Public buildings or public works,
works, consuspension
1232
suspension------- -----------1232
struction, regulations for contraccontracLaggan,
Catherine Feeney,
Feeney, deportation
Laggan, Catherine
deportation
tors; weekly
weekly affidavit
affidavit respecting
respecting
suspension -----------...-----1224
1224
wages-------------------------wages
108 Lake
108
Mont., issuance
in
Lake County.
County, Mont.,
issuance of
of patent
patent in
Reorganization Plan
Reorganization
of 1949
1949._
Plan No.
No. 22of
fee to -.......
614
- - _ 1065
...........
1065
614
Lake Crescent Hatchery, Wash.,
Wash., exchange
exchange
Salary increases
increases for certain DepartDepartof
Birdsview Fish
Station
of Birdsview
mental officers
Fish Cultural
880
officers-----------------Cultural Station
880
for,
159
for, authorized
authorized -------------- _
Secretary,
159
Secretary, Office of, appropriation
appropriation for
for- _ 245,
245,
Lambert, Peter William,
William, deportation
deportation
260, 283, 876,
876, 981
981 Lambert,
suspension-.....................
suspension
1231
1231
Solicitor,
Solicitor, Office of, appropriation
appropriation for......
for ._
_- 260,
260,
Lamer,
deportation
suspension__
Lamer,
Leonore,
deportation
suspension
1228
1228
283, 876, 981
Lamer, Mirko,
Lamer,
Mirk*, deportation
deportation suspension-suspension
1228
1228
Stenographic reporting services,
Stenographic
services, approapproLand Banks, Federal, reduction
Land
reduction in
in approappropriations available
available -------------.
284
priation ------------.------348
348
Strikes against U. S. Government,
Government, reLand Management,
Land
Management, Bureau
of. See
See under
under
Bureau
of.
striction on employment
employment of
of persons
persons
Interior,
Interior, Department
Department of
of the.
engaging
in
engaging in--------------------297
Land Utilization and Retirement of SubLand
Transfers
Transfers between
between appropriations
for
appropriations for
marginal Land,
appropriation for_-for..
341
Land, appropriation
341
salaries and expenses,
authority
expenses, authority--284 Landau, Bernard
Landau, Bernard L
I. (Slc),
(Sic), acceptance
of
acceptance of
Travel
Travel expenses,
expenses, appropriations
appropriations availgift from foreign
government, auforeign government,
auable
able--------------.---.------284
thorized
1077
thorised ------ ____-.............
1077
Unemployment
Insurance
Unemployment
Insurance
Service,
Service,
Lander, Wyo.,
Lander,
Wyo., clerk of U.
U. S. District Court,
Court,
transfer from Federal Security
restriction on use
restriction
for mainuse of
of funds
funds for
mainAgency------ _-------------.
Agency
1065
taining office
office of
of 471
------------.
471
United States Employment
Employment Service,
Service,
Lands, Public. See
Se Public Lands.
Lands,
Lands.
transfer from Federal Security
transfer
Security
Lands Division.
SM under Justice,
Lands
Division. See
Justice, DeDeAgenoy
-------Agency -------........
1065
partment of.
partment
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Forces:
1107 Leave
Leave Act of 1946, Armed Forces:
Applicability to commissioned
officers
commissioned officers
of Coast and Geodetic Survey,
646
611
available
funds available---------------663
Payments,
reduction in appropriations
appropriations-_
Payments, reduction
Leavenworth,
U. S. Penitentiary:
Penitentiary:
Leavenworth, Kans., U.
Power plant, appropriation
appropriation for re182
461
placement;
contract authorization..
authorizationplacement; contract
Purchase of land for
722
for----------------Purchase
Molohon), deportation suspension-_
suspension_ _ 1249
Molohon),
Lebanon,
immigration quota, proclamaLebanon, immigration
Lara-Medrano,
deportation suspenLara-Medrano, Jose, deportation
1278
tion
1278
1228
tion----------------------------sion
sion__-------------------------1075
----Lebwith,
Blanche, payment to1075
Lebwith, Mrs. Blanche,
Larsen,
Harry William, deportation susLarsen, Harry
1198
to--------------payment to
1198
Lecky, J. D., payment
1231 Lecky,
pension ---------------------pension
1237
deportation
Margaret, deportation
Lee,
deportation suspension__
suspension
Lee, Ellen Sun, deportation
Larson, Alice Mary Margaret,
1228 Lee,
suspension
(Commander), acceptacceptsuspension---------------------Lee, George R. (Commander),
government,
1119
ance of gift from foreign government,
to-------ance
Lass,
Frederick
payment
to
W.,
Frederick
Lass,
1076
authorized
1076
----------------authorized----Laub, Franz
Franz Eugene, admission
admission for perLaub,
1149 Lee,
Joseph Tsu-An
Tsu-An (Jew On Lee or
Lee, Joseph
residence----------------manent residence
1228
Joseph On Lee or Lee Jew On or
1228
--__
Laufer,
deportation suspension
suspension_ _
Edith, deportation
Laufer, Edith,
suspension- 1241
1222
deportation suspension_
Lee), deportation
Joe On Lee),
Lausch,
Edward, deportation
deportation suspension-suspension_ _ 1222
Lausch, Edward,
deportaMo),
Lee,
Mo
(Ruth
Lo-Tak
Mo),
Ruth
Lee,
Lawson, Marjorie
Marjorie Ing-Kai
Ing-Kai (Marjorie
Lawson,
1249
1241
tion
suspension1249
tion suspension------------------1241
Naitto),
suspension.--Naitto), deportation suspension
suspension-_
1224
Yung
deportation
suspension_
_
1241
deportation
Tsin,
Yung
Lee,
Lazarich, Mirko,
Mirko, deportation
deportation suspensionsuspension_ -_ 1224
Lazarich,
Lee Mansion,
for
793
appropriation for--------Mansion, appropriation
Lee
Lazarowitz, Liza
(Liza Pollack or Liza
Liza
Liza (Liza
Lazarowitz,
suspension-_ _ 1228
Cornelius, deportation
deportation suspension_
1231 Leer, Cornelius,
Spector), deportation
__ 1231
--suspension _
deportation suspension_
Spector),
Leger, Alexis,
Alexis, admission
permanent
admission for permanent
Leger,
Leadville,
Leadville, Colo.:
1208
residence
residence----------------------for;
Drainage tunnel, appropriation
appropriation
Drainage
789 Legion
Legion Park, N. Dak., use of funds for
for
contract authorization---------authorization
contract
acquisition
848
in ---------property in
acquisition of property
Rearing ponds and fish cultural faciliRearing
Government.
615 Legislative
ties, rehabilitation,
authority ---Legislative Branch of the Government.
rehabilitation, authority
ties,
616
616
See also Congress;
Congress; House of RepreAppropriation authorized
authorized -------See
Appropriation
Appropriation
acquisition of
sentatives; Senate.
for acquisition
Appropriation for
Appropriation Act
216
981
216
Act------------------Appropriation
lands
lands-----------------------76,
for------------------Appropriation
Appropriation for
Leandro, Constantino,
deportation susConstantino, deportation
Leandro,
738,869,973
1237
216,
231,
252,
709,
738,
869,
973
231,252,
pension_
_
----------------------pension
Appropriations,
preparation of stateAppropriations, preparation
Leases:
Leases:
for-------ment
of,
appropriation
for
223
appropriation
District
of
Columbia,
lease
of
space
in,
District of Columbia, lease
Architect of
separate
of the Capitol. See separate
Architect
authority under Public Buildings
title.
199
title.
Act of 1949------------------1949
for--- 225, 253
appropriation for___
Garden, appropriation
Botanic Garden,
Idaho, lands
educational purposes,
for educational
lands for
Idaho,
Capitol buildings
grounds. See
and
buildings
Capitol
time
extension
of
leasing
in
certain
time extension
714
separate
title.
separate title.
714
eases
cases-------------------------Capitol Police. See separate
separate title.
Capitol
Military
housing
insurance,
lease
of
real
insurance,
housing
Military
limitaEmployees, pay rates, increase; limitsEmployees,
property
property under provisions, author974
576
tions
tions--------------------------576
ity
ity-------------------------sepGovernment
Printing
Office.
aspSee
Printing
Government
Mineral leasing, appropriation
appropriation for enMineral
arate
786
orate title.
78(
forcement
laws relating
relating to-----to
of laws
forcement of
Inauguration Day
Day and succeeding day,
Inauguration
Public
Administration, nonBuildings Administration,
Public Buildings
excuse of
33
duty---employees from duty____
of employees
excuse
applicability of limitations in cerapplicability
See
640
Joint
committees,
Congressional.
Congressional.
committees,
Joint
64C
cases
tain cases---------------------separate title.
title.
separate
Shasta
National Forest, lands added,
Shasta National
appropriaOffice
683
Legislative
Counsel,
Office of, appropriaLegislative
683
authority
authority----------------------tion
for252
2
23,
223,252
for-------------------tion
Silica
etc., lease of lands for exsand, etc.,
Silica sand,
Library
of Congress.
separate title.
Congress. See separate
Library of
ploitation, limitation on effect of
ploitation,
886
Overthrow
Government, restricOverthrow of U. S. Government,
88S
legislation
legislation--------------------tion
on
employment of persons
persons ademployment
on
tion
Veterans
Administration,
authorizaAdministration,
Veterans
231
481
vocating
vocating----------------------481
tion,
extension
time extension----------tion, time
252
for70M
annroDriation for..
inpcreaed. appropriation
Pav coata.
703
Pay
costa,
increased,
Ir--rI-------·
I r
-r
Wyoming, school
school lands, mineral
leases_ _
now
mineral leases
Wyoming,

Lang, A. L,
payment to---------------to
I., payment
Langley
Laboratory, approAeronautical Laboratory,
Langley Aeronautical
for--------------------priation for
Langston Stadium,
retention by
Stadium, D. C., retention
Federal
Administrator of
Federal Works Administrator
custody and control of certain buildings
ings--------------------------Lansford,
(Ethel Matilda
Matilda
Matilda (Ethel
Lansford, Ethel Matilda

81939'
81939-50--PT.

---

89
89
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Legislative Branch of
Page
Lettsome, Edward
Edward (Edward
(Edward Letsome),
Letsome),
Page
Legislative
of the Government—
Page Lettsome,
GovernmentPage
Continued
deportation
1249
Continued
deportation suspension
suspension -------1249
____
of positions
suspension
1228
Pay rates
rates and designations
designations of
positions
Leung, Vicente,
Vicente, deportation
deportation suspension1228
Legislative Pay
of
not under Legislative
Leushkanoff,
deportaPay Act
Act of
Leushkanoff, Alexander
Alexander Alexaich,
Alexaich, deporta1929--------------------------1929
230
1233
tion suspension
suspension---- --------__-___1233
officers and
and emRetirement, certain
certain officers
Levin, Floresa, deportation
suspension_ __ 1233
1233
emdeportation suspension___
of
Levinoff,
Elliott Ross
Ross (Elliott
(Elliott Rose
Rose Lee),
ployees, eligibility
eligibility for benefits
benefits of
Levinoff, Elliott
Lee),
Civil Service
Service Retirement
Retirement Act
621
Act---_1220
deportation suspension
suspension --_-_______1220
Government, reStrikes against U.
Levinoff, Libby
Libby FeinFeinU. S. Government,
reLibby (Libby Lee
Lee or
or Libby
striction on employment
employment of persons
brook), deportation
deportation suspension
suspension ___-_
1220
brook),
1220
engaging in, etc---------------__
etc
231 Levitsky,
Levitsky, Thomas,
suspenThomas, deportation
deportation suspenTravel
Expense Act
166
Travel Expense
Act of 1949 ------__sion ----------- ________________
1249
1249
Effective date -----------167 Levy, Mrs. Rebecca,
Effective
__--___
Rebecca, payment
payment to
1135
to _______ 1135
Vehicles,
private, restriction
restriction on
on use
of
Vehicles, private,
use of
Lewis, Albert M., Jr.,
conveyance to --_1174
Jr., conveyance
1174
230 Lewis,
funds for maintenance
maintenance ---------Lewis, E.
E. J., jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
of Court
Court to
to hear
hear
Legislative
Legislative Budget, date of reporting---_reporting
1215
1143
claim -------------------------__
1143
Legislative Reference
appropriaLegislative
Reference Service,
Service, appropriaLewis, Mrs.
Mrs. E. J., jurisdiction
to
Lewis,
jurisdiction of
of Court
Court to
tion for ----------------------- 226,
hear
1143
226, 232
hear claim -.---------------____._
1143
Legislative
of 1946,
Legislative Reorganization
Reorganization Act
Act of
1946,
to
Lewis, E. J., Jr., jurisdiction
jurisdiction of Court
Court to
Amendments:
Amendments:
hear claim.---------------________
claim
1143
1143
Appointments
Appointments in executive branch
branch of the
Laboratory, apapLewis Flight Propulsion Laboratory,
Government, eligibility
eligibility of former
former
Government,
propriation
646
propriation for
for------__---_______646
professional staff members
members of SenLewiston Orchards
Orchards Project,
approLewiston
Project, Idaho,
Idaho, appro6
ate and House Committees
Committees -----priation for_----.-----___
for
6
------- _ 86,
86, 780
780
Compensation of Speaker of
of House
House of
of
Lexington,
Public Health
Service
Lexington, Ky.,
Ky., Public
Health Service
Representatives
4
Representatives ----- _____-____4
hospital, appropriation
for....-255,
appropriation for
255, 289,
289, 290
290
Lehman, Ludwig,
Ludwig, deportation
deportation suspension_
1237 Li, Yuan Chuen (Lee Yung Chuen
1237
Chuen or Yuan
Yuan
Lehti, Unto Oskari, deportation suspensuspenChuen Lee),
Lee), deportation suspension..
suspension_ 1243
1243
sion --------------------________
1243 Lianopoulos,
1243
Lianopoulos, Georgios
Anastase
Georgios (George
(George Anastase
Leibovitch, Harold, deportation
Leibovitch,
deportation suspenLianopoulos),
deportation suspensionLianopoulos), deportation
suspension_ 1232
1232
sion --------------...-_________
1241 Liberty Bond Act,
Act, Second.
Second
Second. See
See Second
Lekas, Alexandra
(Alexandra Lekkas),
Lekkas),
Alexandra (Alexandra
Liberty Bond Act.
Liberty
deportation suspension
deportation
suspension__--- _____1222
1222 Library,
Library, Joint Committee on, approval reLem,
Lema, Mary Juliana (Meeri Juliana
Juliana 1237
specting memorial
memorial to memory of
specting
Lema),
Lema), deportation
deportation suspension
suspension __._.
1237
Mohandas K
K. Gandhi
Gandhi -------..--- 699
Lemanis, Konstantine George
George (Costas
(Costas
Library of Congress:
Congress:
Library
Lemanis), deportation
deportation suspension..-Lemanis),
suspension..._ _ 1228
1228
Appropriation
for
Appropriation for------------_
225, 232, 253
Lena Point, Alaska, construction
construction authorChief Assistant Librarian, increase
increase in
in
ized
ized----- ____ .. - .__ ..-_-__..
935
basic compensation
compensation ------------basic
881
Lencovich, Joseph Peter, deportation
susLencovich,
Citizenship
for employees,
deportation susCitizenship requirements
requirements for
employees,
pension ---------.----- ___-______
exemptions
exemptions -------------------1249
228
228
Classification Act
See separate
separate
Classification
Lend Lease Liquidation,
Act of 1949.
Liquidation, appropriation
1949. See
appropriation
title.
for
740
for--------------------------740
Copyright
1228
Copyright of foreign works, amendamendLeni, Nunziata, deportation
deportation suspension-_suspension
1228
ments of Title 17, United States
Leon,
Leon, Josephine (Josephine Leon Vicochea
Vicochea
Code
Code------------------_--.
153
-- 153
Dicochea or Josephine
Josephine Garcia),
Garcia),
or Dicochea
Freedom
1224
Freedom Train Commission,
Commission, membersuspension ---__--_____
deportation suspension
1224
ship of Librarian
Librarian______________
-11
11
Leon-Sanchez,
Leon-Sanchez, Jose Gregorio (Jose G.
Librarian,
increase
basic
compensa1246
Librarian,
increase
in
basic
compensaLeon), deportation
suspension
Leon),
deportation suspension----___
1246
tion _------------------------tion
881
Leong,
Leong, Ruth Lee, deportation
deportation suspension_
1243
1243
Temporary employees, nonapplicability
Temporary
nonapplicability
Lepore, Salvatore
Salvatore (Samuel
(Samuel or Sam Lepore
Lepore
of Civil Service
Service Retirement
Retirement Act_
__
490
Act__or Samuel
Samuel Le Poce),
Poce), deportation
deportation susLiddicoat, Doreen
Doreen Violet,
deportation
Violet, deportation
pension_________________________
pension
1249
1249
suspension
suspension --------1228
_--_____----. 1228
Isiarte, admission
for
Lerindegui, Tomas
Tomas Iiarte,
admission for
Liddicoat, Harold Raymond,
deportation
Raymond, deportation
permanent
permanent residence
residence ------ ___-___1079
1079
suspension
suspension -----------------------_ 1225
1225
Lerumbe, Serpio
Serpi° Mendiguia,
Mendignia, admission
Lifetime Federal Digest, price limitation_
limitation_
662
662
for permanent
permanent residence --------- __ 1079
1079 Lifset, Harvey M., relief from liability__
liability-___ 1162
Leshley, William Alexander,
Leshley,
Alexander, deportation
Jan, admission for permanent resiLiga, Jan,
resisuspension...------------------...
suspension
1228
1228
dence ------------dence
1194
_-----------_-

INDEX
INDEX
Lighthouse
Service, Former, Coast Guard:
Lighthouse Service,
Retired paypay—
Retired
Amount for, increase
increase -------------Amount
Increase for
for certain
certain members
members- ____
Increase
Lignite
Laboratory, N.
Lignite Coal Research Laboratory,
Dak.,
appropriation for construction_
Dak., appropriation
Lillie, Lois E., payment to
to_-_____-____Lillie,
Lim, Poon, admission for permanent
permanent resiLim,
dence -----_------------__
Limas,
Casimiro Sanchez
Sanchez (Casimira Limas
Limas, Casimiro
Sanches or Casimira Sanchez
Limas),
Sanchez Limas),
deportation suspension
suspension -----------deportation
Lincoln, Abraham, National Historical
Lincoln,
Park, Ky., addition of lands to-----to
jurisdiction of Court to hear
Hilda, jurisdiction
Links, Hilda,
claim
claim -------------------------Linn County, Oreg., School District No. 5,
conveyance
conveyance-----------------------
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Lodge Grass, Mont., municipal water
water Page
Lodge
Page
taxation
sewerage system, taxation
supply and sewerage
252
holdings for -------613
252
of Indian land holdings
613
1026
Logan
International Airport, Boston,
Boston,
1026 Logan
Mass.,
project authority ---------693
Mass., project
693
788
Lombardo, Francesco,
deportation sus788 Lombardo,
Francesco, deportation
1163
pension
1225
1163
-----__-____ __-__-_--pension
Lomoriello,
Schiano, proLomoriello, Mrs. Giustina Schiano,
1144
vision
naturalization -__---_-1144
-- 1176
vision for
for naturalization
1176
Longos,
suspension_ _ 1249
Longos, Katina, deportation
deportation suspension-_
Lopez,
to__- _ 1075
Lopez, Joaquin Quinones, payment to-.
Lopez
1243
1243 Lopez,
Lopez, Luis (Louis Lopez or Luis Lopez
Garcia), deportation
deportation suspension
suspension -___
1225
Garcia),
Rodriguez),
140
Lopez, Mauro (Mauro Lopez Rodriguez),
140 Lopez,
deportation
suspension -----------1246
deportation suspension
Ezequiel, deportation
deportation sus1190 Lopez-Cabrera, Ezequiel,
1190
pension
1225
pension -_------------------------ 1225
932 Lopez-Garcia,
Lopez-Garcia, Alfredo,
Alfredo, deportation
deportation sus932
1222
pension ------------------------Linzay, Mr. and
to.. 1123
and Mrs. James, payment to_
Lopez-Martinez, Juan, deportation
deportation susLopez-Martinez,
Liquid
appropriation
Synthetic, appropriation
Fuels, Synthetic,
Liquid Fuels,
pension ---------------------1249
1249
pension
for _
243,
789
243, 789
.-----------------------for
Lorenz, Kurt
Kurt Paul, deportation
deportation susLorenz,
Liquors:
1241
pension,-__----------_---------fraudBottled
liquors, fraudmalt liquors,
fermented malt
Bottled fermented
Los
Alamos
Project,
N.
Mex.,
retrocession
retrocession
N.
Mex.,
Alamos
Project,
Los
ulent removal
625
removal------------------to State of jurisdiction
jurisdiction over certain
certain
Bottling of malt liquor on brewery
brewery
lands
within
11
11
--.-------.within.-------..
624
of tax--------premises;
payment of
tax
624
premises; payment
Angeles, Calif. See under
under California.
Brewery premises;
premises; use -------------625 Los Angeles,
Brewery
Loucas, George
(Georgios AnAnGeorge Anthony (Georgios
Loucas,
regulations relative to,
Zone, regulations
Canal Zone,
tonlos Loucas),
Loucas), deportation
deportation suspentonios
594
authority of
of President
President -------authority
sion
1225
1225
---------------.
sion------.......
Storage, temporary,
of undelivered
undelivered taxtemporary, of
Storage,
Louisiana:
paid fermented
liquors, in
malt liquors,
fermented malt
paid
Black
Mallard, transfer
transfer to
610
to-----.......
Black Mallard,
625
brewery
625
brewery ------------------Gulf States Marine
Marine Fisheries Compact,
fermented
Tax payment
payment by stamp on fermented
consent
70
70
of Congress
Congress-------------consent of
malt liquors-----------------liquors
624
malt
Louisiana, Mo.,
Mo., production
and sale of
production
Louisiana,
Volatile fruit-flavor
fruit-flavor concentrates,
concentrates, tax
Volatile
excess power,
power, authority
authority ----------243
excess
---exemption -----------611
exemption
Louisville,
Ky., conveyance
696
conveyance------------Louisville,
Lissauer,
(Elisabeth
Elisabeth (Elisabeth
Nanette Elisabeth
Lissauer, Nanette
Louk, Leah L. Pearson,
Pearson, issuance
issuance of patent
patent
Elenbaas),
Elenbaas), deportation
deportation suspension-_
suspension__ _ 1233
- -1116
in fee to----------------to
1116
Little Rock, Ark.:
issuaiice of
Loukes,
Loukes, Mrs. Pearl Scott, issuance
Fifty-ninth
annual
reunion
of
ConfedFifty-ninth annual reunion of Confedpatent
1116
1116
.-fee to
to-------------in fee
patent in
erate
attendance
of
erate Veterans, attendance
to------------ 1101
Lovell,
payment to
Lovell, Ruth P., payment
158
Marine Band, authorized
158
authorized--------Low-Rent
Housing. See under
Low-Rent Public Housing.
Retention by Federal Works AdminRetention
Housing.
istrator of custody
custody and control of
istrator
Lower
Wildlife Refuge,
Refuge,
Lower Souris National Wildlife
179
certain lands ------------------N.
transfer of tower to InterDak., transfer
N. Dak.,
Little
Tallahatchie Watershed,
Watershed, acquisition
acquisition
Little Tallahatchie
national Peace Garden, Inc -------1155
of lands,
requirement of approval
approval of
lands, requirement
of
Loyalty
Review Board, appropriation
appropriation for
Loyalty Review
County Board
Board of Supervisors ------340
County
expenses;
nonapplicability of desigexpenses; nonapplicability
Liu, Pin Pin (Lau),
(Lau), deportation suspennated
to
635
nated provisions of law to---------sion
1231 Lu,
sion---------------------------deportation suspension
suspension -___
1237
Lu, Rosabel,
Rosabel, deportation
Llorente,
Pedro Valencia,
admission for
Valencia, admission
Llorente, Pedro
Lubbock Municipal Airport, Lubbock,
Lubbock,
permanent residence
1079
1079
residence.------.-----permanent
Tex., appropriation
appropriation for payment of
Lo
Surdo, Sebastiano,
claim
875
deportation susSebastiano, deportation
----------------------Lo Surdo,
claim
1249 Lucareni,
pension
declaration of relapension------------------------Lucareni, Francesca, declaration
Lobdell,
Donald K.
radioman),
tionship for
for purposes
purposes of immigration
immigration
tionship
K. (chief
(chief radioman),
Lobdell, Donald
and naturalization
naturalization laws----------laws
1176
acceptance
acceptance of gift from foreign govLieselotte (Lieselotte
(Lieselotte Muenzer
Mummer or
ernment,
authorized -------------1077 Lucas, Lieselotte
ernment, authorized
Muenzer or Munzer),
Munzer), deportaLotte Muenzer
Locomotive
Inspection,
appropriation
Inspection, appropriation
Locomotive
tion
1249
...-----------------254.646
f-r -- ------------------------for
254,
--- 646
-- suspension
-- r Page
Page
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Page
Kwai (Dr.),
(Dr.), admission for
Lui, Chung Kwai
permanent residence;
residence; cancellation
permanent
cancellation of
of
warrants
of arrest,
arrest, etc
etc _
1073
warrants of
-------_____Luna
Mex., conveyance
Luna County,
County, N.
N. Mex.,
conveyance to
to
194,, 19I
195
Federal Works Agency in --------- 194
Lundsteen, Ernst
deportation
Ernst Hubert, deportation
1228
suspension ___----1228
---------__
Lunger, John P. (Commander),
accept(Commander), acceptance
ance of gift from
from foreign government,
government,
authorized -__--- ----------- _ 1076
107(
Luschnig,
Oswald (Klaus
Luschnig, Klaus Oswald
(Klaus Carnival),
Carnival),
deportation suspension
suspension ---------__1249
Luzuriaga, Eugenio,
deportation suspenEugenio, deportation
suspension --___- ----------------1235
Luzuriaga, Evelyne
deportation
Evelyne Patricia,
Patricia, deportation
suspension ----------------------1235
Lyons, Thomas Joseph,
Joseph, deportation
Lyons,
deportation suspension -- __- ------- ---1228
__ __-----

M
Mac
Mac

Clymont, David
Clymont,
David (Thomas
(Thomas Wood),
Wood),
deportation suspension
suspension - -_______.
deportation
MacDonald, Mrs.
MacDonald,
Mrs. Ethel Barrington, provision for naturalization
naturalization
________R., payment
payment to---__to
Macfarlane, Jeptha
Jeptha R.,
Mack,
Edward L., payment
payment to ______
Mack, Edward
-Macridis,
Elefterios Sava
(Makridis),
Macridis, Elefterios
(Makridis),
deportation suspensionsuspension __________
deportation
Macris, Demetrios
Demetrios (Demitrios) George
George
Macris
(James Demetrios (Dimitrios) Macris
or James Morris or
or James
James Makeras),
Makeras),
deportation suspension __________
deportation
Madianitti, Guiseppe
Guiseppe (Joseph
(Joseph Madianitti),
deportation suspension ----. ______deportation
(Giuseppe Clemente),
Clemente),
Madonna, Giuseppe (Giuseppe
deportation
deportation suspension ----------_
Manuel, deportation
deportation suspensionsuspension _
Madrid, Manuel,
deportation susMadrid, Maria
Maria Elodia, deportation
pension
pension -------------------------

_

Madsen, Charles Marinus,
deportation
Madsen,
Marinus, deportation
suspension - ------------suspension
_--___
Maeda, Celeste
Celeste Iris, admission for permanent residence
residence -------------------Magner, James Thomas,
Thomas, deportation sussuspension ---------------.-------__
Magnone, Maria Veltri, admission for
Magnone,
for
permanent residence
residence -----.-- __--_Maguire, Willie
signalman), acWillie F. (chief signalman),
acceptance of gift from foreign governgovernment, authorized
authorized --------------__
Mahler, Julius Arthur,
deportation SUSArthur, deportation
suspension ______________________
pension
--Mahlman, Bruno William Dietrich, deportation
portation suspensionsuspension _-__._______Maine:
Maine:
Acadia National Park, exchange
exchange of
Acadia
of
lands -------------____ ------Marine school,
Maxine
school, State, reimbursement for
for
expenses ------------------ __-__

1249
1249
1199
1199
1103
1102
1245

1231
1220
1220
1225
1225
1241

1241
1228
1228
1129
1129
1225
1093

1077
1077
1220
1220

1249
1249

691
651

Maine-Continued
Maine—Continued

Page
Page

Northeastern
Northeastern Interstate
Interstate Forest Fire ProCompact, consent
Contection Compact,
consent of Con-

gress --gress
_______________________
271
Passamaquoddy
Passamaquoddy power project, approappropriation for
priation
for_------____________.
250
Saint Croix Island National
National MonuMonument, establishment,
establishment, authorized;
authorized;
appropriation authorized
appropriation
authorized_________
158
158
Mair, Esther Julia, deportation
deportation suspensuspension -1231
sion........__________________
1231
Majia,
Evangelina, deportation
deportation suspenMajia, Evangelina,
sion ----_
..--_________________
1222
1222
Majka,
Majka, Jan (John Majka),
deportation
Majka), deportation
suspension
suspension
-------- ____________1228
Majka, Katarzyna
Majka,
Katarzyna Rose, deportation suspension
-..
-_________________
1228
Malarin, John I., payment to
Malarin,
to ----------1074
Maldonado,
Maldonado, Petra (Petra Maldonado
Maldonado de
Montes),
deportation suspension
Montes), deportation
suspension______ 1228
1228
Malerba, Domenico (Domenick),
(Domenick), deportaMalerba,
tion suspension____________________
suspension
1249
Maletis,
Maletis, Mary
Mary (Mary Maletiou or Maria
Maria
Pantelis or Maria S. Cholakedes),
Cholakedes),
deportation suspension
suspension____________
-1222
1222
Malone, Anna, cancellation
Malone,
of
cancellation of warrant
warrant of
arrest, etc
etc___-____________________
1096
1096
Malouf,
George
(Georges
Sleiman
(Georges
Maalouf),
deportation suspension
Maalouf), deportation
suspension_- _ _ 1245
Malt Liquors, Fermented. See Liquors.
Reservations, approMammal and Bird Reservations,
priation for maintenance
maintenance -----.--243,
243, 797
797
Mammoth Cave National Park, appropriation for acquisition
acquisition of lands-_____.
lands
793
793
Mancini, Adelio, deportation
Mancini,
deportation suspension_
suspension _ 1225
1225
Mancusi, Mario
Mancusi,
Mario (Mike Mancusi),
Mancusi), dedeportation suspension
portation
suspension --------.--_ 1228
1228
Mandan,
Dak.:
Mandan, N. Dak.:
Interior drainage facilities, appropriaation for completion
completion ------------746
Northern
Northern Great Plains Field Station,
U. S., appropriation
appropriation for remodeling
remodeling
U.
structures -------------- _______structures
333
Mandel, Margaret
Margaret Fanny (Margaret
Mandel,
Sanders or Margaret
Margaret Schoene
Schoene or
Margaret Barozzi),
Barozzi), deportation
deportation suspension
pension.---..-.----_-----------_-_
1225
Manguso, Guido (Guido Mancuso),
Manguso,
Mancuso), dedeportation
suspensionportation suspension
-__________
1237
Manolakakis, Theodoros
Theodoros Emanuel (TheoManolakakis,
dore Emanuel Manolakakis
Manolakakis or TheoTheoAntone Emanuel),
dore Antone
Emanuel), deportation
deportation
suspension -----------suspension
___-_____
1237
1237
Mansour,
deportation
Mansour, Iris Isaac Ades, deportation
suspension
suspension -----------________
1243
Mantione, Rosario (Antonio
Mantione,
(Antonio Loverdi or
Colodio
Colodio Senna or Antonio
Antonio Laverde),
Laverde),
deportation suspension
suspension ----- _-----1237
1237
Mantzuranis, Evagelia
Mantzuranis,
Evagelia (Mantzurani or
Stratigakis), deportation suspension
suspension 1249
1249

INDEX
INDEX
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Manufactures, Census of,
of, appropriation
appropriation Page Marine Corps—Continued
Corps-Continued
Page
Page
for ----------------------------257
Gifts from members
members on duty abroad,
abroad,
Map of
of the World on the Millionth Scale,
Scale,
free-entry privtime extension of free-entry
International, Central
Central Bureau of, apilege
ilege-----......................
612
612
propriation for contribution
propriation
contribution-------449
449
Heat or light, issuance in kind to
to
Heat
Mapelli, Mrs. Silvia, provision for naturalMapelli,
persons on rental quarters allowances, restriction
restriction---------------ization ------------------------1097
_
559
Housing. See separate
separate title.
Mar, James
James (James Muck),
Muck), deportation
suspension
suspension ----------------------- 1249
1249
Military Academy,
Academy, paid occupancy
occupancy of
Muck), deportation susMar, Judy (Judy Muck),
hotel on grounds, nondeprivation
nondeprivation
pension ------------------------1249
allowances
of rental allowances-------------1019
1019
Marcellin, Andre Louis, deportation
deportation susMilitary housing insurance. See under
under
pension-- .
pension
.
..... __-------------_ 1243
Housing.
Marcy, Guy (Dr.),
(Dr.), payment to ---------- 1159
1159
Overthrow of U. S. Government,
Overthrow
Government, reMarek,
Antonio
Marek, Karel Antonio (Charles Antonio
striction on employment
employment of persons
Marek, or
or Karel Marek, or
or Karel
Karel
advocating ---------------..-1018
advocating
_
1018
Demarchi),
suspension_ _ 1220
Demarchi), deportation suspension-_
Pay—
PayMarfa, Tex.,
Tex., conveyances
conveyances in---------in
172,
183
172,183
Appropriation
Appropriation for -------------- __
1013
1013
Mariades, Helen
Agouras (Helene
Helen Agouras
(Helene Andrea
Career Compensation
Career
Compensation Act of 1949.
Agouras),
Agouras), deportation
suspension____ 1249
1249
deportation suspension.--separate title.
title.
See separate
jurisdiction of Court to hear
Marine, 011ie,
Ollie, jurisdiction
hear
Limitation on expenditures and
obliLimitation
and obliclaim -----_-------------------1143
gations
1025
gations----------------_- ..
- 1025
jurisdiction of Court to
Marine, W. N., jurisdiction
to
Transfer of funds from ---------247, 261
hear claim ---------------------- 1144
percentage of enlisted men as,
Pilots, percentage
Marine Band:
repeal of provisions
175
provisions-------------175
Confederate Veterans,
fifty-ninth reConfederate
Veterans, fifty-ninth
Reserve componentscomponents—
union at Little Rock, Ark.,
Ark., attendattendDisability or death in line of duty,
authorized----------------ance authorized
158
158
provision for benefits; appropriappropriencampment, Indianapolis,
GAR encampment,
Indianapolis, Ind.,
authorized -----------201, 202
ation authorized
201,
attendance
15
attendance authorized _------_--15
Retired officers, certain, retroactive
Marine Corps. See also
also Navy, Departcheckage
payments,
checkage of erroneous payments,
ment of the.
prevention
47
prevention-----------------__47
Aviation
cadets,
percentage
of
enlisted
Aviation
percentage
Retired
officers,
active
duty
war
officers,
duty
during
war
175
men designated as, in time of peace_
peace175
national emergency;
emergency; promotion
or national
Compensation Act of 1949.
See
Career Compensation
on retired
etc
558
on
retired list,
list, etc--------------558
separate title.
separate
Retired pay, appropriation
988
appropriation for
. .- _.
988
transfer of funds for_ _
Civil force, pay, transfer
_- _ 261
Retirement,
Retirement, physical
physical disability.
disability. See
See
Civilian clothing allowance on discharge
Civilian
discharge
Compensation Act of 1949.
1949.
Career Compensation
for bad conduct, etc -.----------560
560
Salaries—
SalariesCommissioned
Commissioned warrant
warrant and warrant
warrant
Appropriation
Appropriation for ---------------1013
officers, appointment,
appointment, applicability
1013
Headquarters, limitation
limitation on
560
Headquarters,
of provisions
on expendiexpendiprovisions-------------------560
Commissions issued after Aug. 7, 1947
1947
1025
tures and obligations ---------- 1025
Commissions
incident to transition
transition from tempoStrikes against U. S. Government, rerary to permanent
permanent grades, pay and
striction on employment of persons
allowances
175
allowances---------------------engaging in.------.-----------in
1018
1018
Deceased personnel,
settlement of acpersonnel, settlement
Terminal leave pay, certain
certain officers of
Terminal
counts, allowance
allowance of amount
amount due;
Navy and Marine
Marine Corps, provision
order of precedence-------------precedence
560
560
for; appropriation
appropriation authorized
authorized ----702
Enlisted man in need of treatment
treatment for
Enlisted
Travel allowance for enlisted personnel
service-connected injury, etc.,
service-connected
etc., on
upon discharge
discharge ----------------558
expiration of enlistment,
enlistment, retention
retention
expiration
Uniforms and equipment, furnishing
furnishing at
Uniforms
560
in service
service ---------------------cost
cost----------------------559
Furlough of officers
officers on active
active list, auFurlough
Veterans.
See
separate
separate
title.
Secretary of
558
thority of Secretary
of Navy
Navy-----558
Marine
Marine Corps Reserve. See Reserve
General expensesexpenses—
General
components under
under Marine Corps.
Appropriation for
for----------------- 1013
1013
Marinship Facilities, Mann
Marin County, Calif.,
Calif,
Limitation on expenditures
expenditures and oblitransfer to .Denartment
aftions
of the
Armvy
848
---.---1025
1Department
848
gations
1025
--.-.... Army_
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

CXVIII
CXVIII
Maritime Commission:
Commission:
Agents' accounts covering
covering certain
certain voyvoyages, exemption
from administraadministraages,
exemption from

INDEX
INDEX

Page

Day, 1949,
Maritime Day,
1949, National, proclamaproclamation
tion
__.._______....._________.
..
Service Institute,
Institute, appropriation
appropriation
Maritime Service
tive audit, authority
authority ---------. __
650
training personnel
for training
65
personnel for
for merchant
merchant
Appropriation for -_----Appropriation
650, 74
743
_ 80, 254, 650,
marine -------------marine..
_
----- ____
Availability
Availability of funds
funds --------------80
Market News
8 Market
News Service,
Service, appropriation
appropriation for
for __
Chairman—
ChairmanMarketing Act of 1946, Agricultural,
Agricultural, apapexecutive and administrative
Chief executive
administrative
propriation for effecting provisions_
provisions-_ _
officer; transfer
officer;
transfer of
of functions
functions to__
to_ _ 1069
106' Marketing Administration.
ProducAdministration. See
See Produc-

Increase
Increase in basic compensation
compensation ----Charter of vessels. See Vessels
Vessels this
this
title.
title.

880
88(

Compensation,
Compensation, basic, of members, increase-------------------------_
crease
881
88
Construction fund,
Construction
on ininfund, limitation
limitation on
currence of obligations
obligations ----------652
652
Contract authority;
authority; limitation
limitation --650
_____
65(
Fish and Wildlife
Wildlife Service, transfer
transfer of
of
vessels to, authority ------------798
79E
Government property under control
Government
control of,
of,
service
service and repairs,
repairs, authority
authority for
for
furnishing;
furnishing; disposition of
of rental
rental
payments ---payments
652
..
......------- 651, 652
Italy, emigration under Economic Cooperation
operation Act of 1948, provision
provision of
of
vessels for ------------_______
55
New ship construction,
construction, funds
funds for
for----__
650
650
Operating-differential
Operating-differential subsidies,
subsidies, funds
for; provisions respecting
respecting accrual_
accrual_ _
651
Public Health Service, transfer of funds
to
to----------------------------651
Reduction in appropriation
Reduction
appropriation -------__
983

Reorganization
No. 6
6 of
___ 1069
Reorganization Plan
Plan No.
of 1949_
1949-...
1069
Ship construction,
construction, acquisition, etc.,
ceretc., certain, performed
performed prior to
reto 1949,
1949, removal
moval of requirement
respecting
requirement respecting
transfers
transfers of funds --------------983
VesselsVessels—
Charter—
Charter-

Payment
Payment for certain items, nonoblinonobligation
gation of Commission,
agreeCommission, agreement requirement
ment
requirement .--.____
Philippines, charters
Philippines,
charters to, authority_
Termination of, provisions
provisions respectrespecting ......---_----------__
Operation of—
Operation
of-

743

99
349
349

Appropriation
Appropriation for; deposit of receipt&
receipts
743
743
Authority, temporary,
temporary, continuacontinuation
tion---------------------- 9, 349
Funds available---------______
80
80
Time extension of availability
availability of
of
receipts
receipts from
from operations
operations - -_
99, 349
Selling price, consideration
consideration of value of
of
ballast and inventory --------349
Surplus, disposition of
of------_______
386
386
Transfer authority
Transfer
authority --------------994
Administration liquidaWar Shipping Administration

tion, funds continued
continued available__ 651, 978
reduction in
Working fund, reduction
appropriin appropriation---------------------ation
983
983

Page
1271
1271

651
651
343
325

tion and Marketing
Marketing Administration
Administration
under Agriculture,
Agriculture, Department
Department of.
of.
Agreements and Orders, inMarketing Agreements
inclusion of filberts and almonds, amendamendment of Agricultural
Adjustment Act_
Act_
Agricultural Adjustment
282
Marketing Quotas.
Quotas. See Agricultural
Agricultural AdAdjustment Act of 1938.
Services, Department of
Marketing Services,
of AgriAgriculture, appropriation
appropriation for
for--______ 257,
257, 343
343
Marmarinos, Grigorios John
John (Gregory),
(Gregory),
deportation suspension-----------_
suspension
1237
_ 1237
Marmorato, Pasquale (Patsy),
Marmorato,
(Patsy), deportation
deportation
suspension
suspension ..--------1222
--------__
_ 1222
Marmoratos, Gregorio Domenico
Domenico (Gre(Gregorio Marmorato), deportation
deportation sussuspension ____________------------_
1237
1237
Marquez, Arturo, deportation
deportation suspension
suspension_
1249
1249
Marquez,
Marquez, Maria Del
Del Carmen, deportation
deportation
suspension
suspension--------- _--------_
1249
--1249
Marshall, Peter (Rev.),
(Rev.), printing of prayers,
prayers,
etc.,
etc., as Senate document
1218
document ---....-_ 1218
Marshals, U.
U. S.:
S.:
Salaries and expenses,
expenses, appropriation
appropriation
for --------------------- 244,260,458
244, 260, 458
Travel and subsistence
expenses, allowallowsubsistence expenses,
ance of -..--100
------_______ .
100
Martin, Gladys Constance, deportation
Martin,
deportation
suspension .--..
suspension
1228
..-......
1228
Martin, Harold M. (Rear Adm.),
Martin,
acceptAdm.), acceptance of gift from foreign government,
government,
authorized ------------.
1076
1076
Martin, Marion E., payment to
Martin,
1110
to.--.....
1110
Martinez, Ceferino
Martinez,
Ceferino (Ceferino
(Ceferino Martinez
Martinez
Garcia), deportation
deportation suspension ._.
1237
1237
Martinez, Cruz, deportation
Martinez,
deportation suspension
suspension_- _ 1249
1249
Martinez, John Antonio
Martinez,
Antonio (Juan
Martinez
(Juan Martinez
or Jose Antonio
Antonio Martinez),
Martinez), deportadeportation suspension
suspension -------.1220
1220
Martinez-Cuellar, Joel, deportation
Martinez-Cuellar,
deportation sussuspension
pension ____________________--1231
1231
Mary, Dorothy, deportation suspension -__
Mary,
__ 1222
1222
Maryland:
Maryland:
Annapolis, three-hundredth
Annapolis,
three-hundredth anniversary,
issuance
issuance of commemorative
commemorative stamp_
14
stamp14
Baltimore—
BaltimoreCandler Building, appropriation
for
appropriation for
improvements to
improvements
294
to ............
294
Old-Age and Survivors
Survivors Insurance,
Insurance,
Bureau of, funds for improvements to buildings occupied
occupied by
741
by_. _ 741
Prince Georges County, conveyance_
conveyance- --_ 592
592

INDEX
Page
rage
..

Maryland—Continued
Maryland-Continued
Elizabeths Hospital, committal
Saint Elizabeths
authority of U. S. Commissioner,
persons of unsound mind in certain
certain
reservations -----------Federal reservations
Suitland, retention by Federal
Federal Works
Administrator of custody and conAdministrator
conbuildings ----_-__
trol of certain buildings
Suitland Parkway, consideration
consideration as extension of D. C. park system;
system;
tension
administration -----------------administration
Luigi, deportation
deportation suspension ---Masi, Luigi,
Massachusetts:
Massachusetts:
Boston—
BostonConveyance
Conveyance to Federal Works Agency
in ----------------------Logan International
International Airport, project
project
authority ----------------Pneumatic tube service, appropriation for
for--------------------reimbursement
Marine school,
school, State, reimbursement
Marine
for expenses
expenses ------------------Northeastern Interstate
Interstate Forest Fire ProNortheastern
tection Compact, consent of Congress
gress-------------------------Masters, Harold
A. (Sic),
(Sic), acceptance
acceptance of
Harold A.
gift from foreign government, authorized ---------------------------Masu,
(Giovanni Masu),
deportation
Masu), deportation
John (Giovanni
Masu, John
suspension -- _-------------------suspension
Matiatos.
suspension.
Spiros, deportation suspension_
Matiatos, Spiros,
Matisons,
(Mike Matisons or
or
Matisons, Dimitrius (Mike
Matisons), deportation
deportation susMijta Matisons),
pension
pension-------------------------Matthews,
to
Matthews, James I., payment to-------Matthios,
(Terry), deportation
deportation
Matthios, Theodoros (Terry),
suspension
suspension -----------------------Mattsson, Matts Erik, deportation suspension ----------------------pension
May field, Mrs. Florence,
Florence, payment to --__ _
Mayfield,
Mayr, Henry
Henry (Ferdinand
Mayr), deporta(Ferdinand Mayr),
Mayr,
tion suspension
suspension ------------------.
Mazelow,
(Lily), deportation
deportation susMazelow, Lillian (Lily),
pension
pension-----------------------Mazelow,
deportation suspenWilliam, deportation
Mazelow, William,
sion
sion--------------------------McAllister, Lester
accounts__
Lester B., credit in accounts
McAllister,
McCain, John
John Sidney
Sidney (Vice
(Vice Admiral),
Admiral),
McCain,
commission as
USN, issuance
as admiral, USN,
commission
authorized --------posthumously, authorized
McCall,
acceptance of
(Slc), acceptance
McCall, James E. (Sic),
gift from
foreign government,
government, authorgift
from foreign
ized -------------------------McCallum, Elsa,
Elsa, deportation
suspension..
deportation suspension_
McCallum,
McCarthy, Lawrence
Lawrence G., admission for
McCarthy,
permanent residence-------------residence
permanent
McClave, Mary
Agnes, deportation
deportation susMary Agnes,
McClave,
pension
pension _-----------------------McCollum,
Jack, payment to
to---------McCollum, Jack,

j

CXIX
CXIX
Page
Page

.

McCorvey, H. M., payment to estate of__
of_
McCorvey,
McCoy,
McCoy, H. L., relief from liability
liability-------

1084
1084
1099

McDermott, John T. (Lt.),
(Lt.), advancement
advancement
on retired list of Navy------------Navy
deportation
McDougall,
McDougall, Joseph Ignatius, deportation
suspension
suspension-__------- __-________-McGill, John
deportation suspenMcGill,
John Joseph, deportation
182
182
sion -----------------______-__Mc Hughes, Narious A., payment to -- _ _McHughes,
McKellar, Nettie Banks, deportation
deportation susMcKellar,
pension
pension ------------------------612
McLean, Horace Josiah, deportation
deportation sus1243 McLean,
1243

1073

759
759

pension
pension --------------------------

1249
1249
1249
1249
1110
1110
1220
1220
1232
1232

McMillan, Carolyn, payment
McMillan,
payment to legal
193
193

guardian of
guardian
of----------------------

1124
1124

McMillan, V. 0.,
to
McMillan,
O., payment to-----------

1124

Meany,
Meany, William S., credit
credit in accounts
accounts_ -__
1113
--_ 1113

693 Mears, Wilfred Anthony (Willie
Mears),
(Willie Mears),
deportation suspension
1233
deportation
suspension -----------1233
372
372
Meat Inspection,
Inspection, appropriation for ---256, 332
Meat
651
651

Mecham,
deportation susMecham, Eldon James, deportation
pension
pension------------------------__

1231
1231

Mecham,
Mecham, Elisha James, deportation
deportation sus271
271

pension
pension -------------------------

pension ------------------------Decorations, Etc.:
Etc.:
Medals, Decorations,
1077 Medals,

1225
1241

1232
1232
1097
1241
1243
1243
1123
112:

1231
1231

Mecham,
Mecham, Peggy
Peggy Lynn, deportation
deportation sus1231
1231

Acceptance
Acceptance from foreign
foreign governments
governments
by—
byFitzwilliam, Albert
E. (Capt.)
Fitzwilliam,
Albert E.
(Capt.) -----

1077
1077

Edward W. (Rear Adm.) _
Hansen, Edward
- __ 1077
1077
Nichols, John E. (Lt. jg) ----------- 1077
Rees, Mina
S. (Dr.) --------------1077
Rees,
MinaS.
1077
Barkley, Alben
presentation of
Barkley,
Alben W., presentation
medal in recognition
medal
recognition of distinguished services,
authority ---__--..___..
services, authority__
Appropriation authorized
authorized ___
Appropriation
..
Appropriation
for _ _
.
Appropriation for
Coast Guard, provisions
14,
Coast
provisions in Title 14,
U.
I. S.
S. Code
Code

599
599
599
879
87!)
535
535
5-------.

1237

Humane Action,
Action, Medal
Medal for, establishment and award for participation in
ment

1237
1237

Berlin, Germany_
Germany---___
447
supply effort, Berlin,
National
Capital
sesquicentennial,
sesquicentennial,
medal commemorating
commemorating celebration,
authorized
143
authorized-------------------Naval
Establishment, certain
Naval Establishment,
certain personnel
personnel
former personnel,
personnel, acceptance
acceptance
and former
awards from foreign
foreign
of gifts and awards
governments, authority
authority ---------1076
governments,
1076
Unauthorized
or
manufacture or
Unauthorized wearing, manufacture
penalty
92
sale, penalty-------------------92

1237
1237
1166
1166

1171
1171

1077
1237
1093

Medford,
Oreg., retention
retention by Federal
Medford, Oreg.,
Works
Administrator of custody and
and
Works Administrator
control of
certain lands
of certain
lands-----------control
Mediation and Conciliation
Conciliation Service,
Service, Fed-

1222
1222
1173

eral.
eral. See Federal Mediation
Conciliation Service.

and

179
179

CXX

INDEX
INDEX

Mediation Board. See National MediaPage
Mediation
tion Board.
Medicine and Surgery,
Medicine
Surgery, Bureau of. See
under
Department of the.
under Navy, Department
Medina, Jose Julio Juil Renteria (Luis
(Luis
Medina Renteria or Jose Luis RenRendeportation suspenteria Medina),
Medina), deportation
sion ---------------------------1228
1228
Medina-Uriarte, Francisco, deportation
suspension ----------------------1233
suspension
1233
payment to -------1172
Meinn, Mrs. Vesta, payment
1172
Meireles,
Meireles, Domingos
Domingos Amaral, deportation
deportation
suspension ----------------------suspension
1241
Melanoff,
deportation susMelanoff, Rose
Rose (Loza),
(Loza), deportation
pension ---------------1228
_-------1228
Melis,
Melis, Isidoros (Sederis
MeLis or Mellis),
(Sederis Melis
Mellis),
deportation suspension
suspension ------------ 1237
1237
Mellinger, Paul Frederick,
Mellinger,
Frederick, deportation
deportation
suspension ------------------------ 1243
1243
suspension
Memorial Day,
Day, 1949:
Designation as day of prayer
Designation
prayer for
for permanent peace,
peace, authorization
authorization for issuance of proclamation----------proclamation
111
Observance,
proclamation -------Observance, proclamation
_-1274
Memphis
Airport, Memphis,
Memphis Municipal Airport,
Tenn.,
payment of
Tenn., appropriation
appropriation for payment
of
claim ----------------_--------875
Mendia, Jose Moulian, admission
admission for
permanent
1079
permanent residence
residence --------------1079
Mendiola, Paula (Pauld
(PauId Mendiola
Mendiola de
Mendiola,
Gonzales
Gonzales or Pauline Mendiola),
Mendiola), deportation suspension
suspension -------------1224
1224
Mendoza, Jose Salome,
Mendoza,
Salome, deportation suspension -----------------------1249
1249
Mendoza, Juan, deportation
deportation suspension_
suspension_ _ 1220
Mendoza,
1220
Mendoza, Jullo,
Julio, deportation
deportation suspension
suspension
1249
Mendoza,
1249
Menominee
Agency, Wis.,
Wis., appropriation
Menominee Agency,
appropriation
support
241, 774
for support..
--.........
241,
Menominee
Wis.:
Menominee Indian Reservation,
Reservation, Wis.:
Construction, etc.,
etc., of buildings,
buildings, approConstruction,
appropriation for--------------------for
773
Federal Employees'
Act
Federal
Employees' Compensation
Compensation Act
Amendments of 1949, coverage
coverage of
Amendments
861
certain employees
employees by
by-----------861
Timber operations,
operations, amendment
amendment of provisions relating to
to--------------144
Mental Health Activities,
appropriation
Activities, appropriation
for ----------_---.--.----------289
Mental Health Council,
Council, National AdAdvisory, recommendations
visory,
recommendations respecting
respecting
research and training grants
research
grants -------290
Menzies, Colin John, deportation
Menzies,
deportation suspension ------------------------- 1225
1225
Meraz, Jose (Jose Meraz Andrade or
Manuel Garcia or Jose Mirass
Mirass or
or
Miras), deportation
deportation susuensionJose Mims),
suspension_
1237
1237

Merchant Marine:
Merchant
Marine:

Page
Navigation
vessel-inspection laws
laws
Navigation and vessel-inspection
administered
by
Coast
administered by
Coast Guard,
Guard,
authority
to waive
authority of
of Commandant
Commandant to
waive
compliance
__ 9,
compliance with; time extension_
extension___
9, 349
349
Officers,
appointment
in
Coast
Officers,
appointment
in
Coast
514
Guard --------------_-----_513, 514

Merchant
Marine Academy:
Academy:
Merchant Marine
Bachelor of science
science degree,
Bachelor
degree, authority
authority
respecting
conferring
614
respecting conferring----------559, 614
651
Contingencies, appropriation
appropriation for
for ----- _ 651
Merchant Marine Act,
Act, 1936:
Appropriation for effecting provisions_
Appropriation
provisions___
Construction
reserve funds established
established
Construction reserve
under, time extension for use
use-----

650
650

56
56
1946:
Merchant Ship Sales Act of 1946:
Contracts of sale under,
under, certain,
Contracts
certain, time
time
limitation
9, 349
349
limitation -------------------_9,
Reserve fleet, national
Reserve
national defense, time
time
extension of provisions respecting_respecting
extension
9, 349
349
Termination date, time extension
extension--_-__ 9, 349
349
Merchant Ship
Ship
Merchant Vessels. See Merchant
Sales Act of 1946; Vessels.
Mesa, Jesus, deportation
deportation suspension
1232
Mesa,
suspension----1232
Mesa
(de),
Mesa
(de), Ysidra
Ysidra Morales
Morales (Ysidra
(Ysidra
Morales), deportation suspension..
1232
Morales),
suspension--.. 1232
Mescalero
Mex., appropriMescalero Indians, N. Mex.,
ation for industrial assistance
776
assistance------776
Metallurgical Research and Pilot Plants,
appropriation
790
appropriation for ----------------790
Meteorological Committee,
Committee, International,
Meteorological
International,
appropriation
contribution -----469
appropriation for contribution
469
payment to
1152
Metts, Harry C., payment
to----------- 1152
Mexican
Mexican Border Act,
Act, appropriation
appropriation for
for
effecting provisions
provisions of-----------of
effecting
334, 335
Mexican
Mexican Fibre and Twine
Twine Co.,
Co., Inc., San
San
Antonio, Tex..
payment to _,
11:12
Antonio,
Tex., payment
.
. . 11:32
Mexican Frultfly Control, appropriation
Mexican
appropriation
for ---.
..
.
.............
335
Mexico:
Mexico:
Citrus blackfly
blackfly control—
controlAppropriat ion for ----------------.
Appropriation
745
745
Cooperation
amendment of DeCooperation in, amendment
partment of Agriculture
Agriculture Organic
partment
Organic
Act of 1944----------------__
1944
200
International Boundary
Water
International
Boundary and
and Water
Commission, United
United States
and
Commission,
States and
Mexico. See separate
separate title.
Migratory
for
Migratory birds, appropriation
appropriation for
effecting treaty provisions respectrespecting
ing------_--------------------796
Meyers,
Meyers, M.,
M., relief from liability -------1099
Meza,
Meza, Esiquio (Exequiel),
(Exequiel), deportation
deportation
suspension
suspension ----------------------1237
1237
deportation suspension----suspension
1220
Miah, Balm,
Babu, deportation
1220
Michel,
Michel. Angelic,
Angelic, sale of portion of trust
trust
1182
allotment
1182
---- __
- ---- ~-----~-------------------

INDEX
I

Michigan:
Michigan:
Page
Detroit, extension of invitation to hold
15
1956 Olympic Games at --------15
Detroit-Wayne Major Airport, Wayne
Detroit-Wayne
appropriation for reimCounty, appropriation
bursement for damage to
83
to--------83
East Tawas,
Tawas, exchange
lands
925
exchange of lands-------925
Fish hatchery
and rearing
rearing ponds,
hatchery and
ponds, concon615
struction, authority
authority ------------615
Appropriation
Appropriation authorized----------authorized
616
616
Appropriation for acquisition
981
Appropriation
acquisition of
of lands_
981
925
Iosco County, exchange
exchange of lands -----925
Red Run (Clinton River) project,
funds for---------------for
848
------848
Waterloo, conveyance
conveyance to Mount Hope
Cemetery Association
Association by State, auauthority ----64
__ ___ ------ ------_
64
Michigan Central Railroad, appropriation
246
for relocation
relocation- -------------------- 246
Micouleau,
Jacques, deportation
deportation susMicouleau, Guy Jacques,
suspension ------------------_----_
1232
Midway
Midway Island, facilities, funds available
available
for Civil Aeronautics
Aeronautics Administration
Administration
for expenses in connection
connection with
745
with -- 745
Miettinen,
Miettinen, Kaarlo Vilho,
deportation susVilho, deportation
pension---------------__
-----_ 1222
1222
Migratory Bird Conservation Fund, appropriation for----------------------for
797
797
Migratory Bird Hunting Stamp Act,
Act,
Amendment,
increase in fees
Amendment, increase
fees for hunting stamps; administration
administration of certain
certain
areas
wildlife management
599
areas as
as wildlife
management areas_
areas-_ _ 599
Migratory Bird
Bird Treaty
Treaty Act,
Act, appropriation
appropriation
'797
for enforcement
enforcement ---------------796, 797
Migratory Birds:
Birds:
Appropriation for
of
Appropriation
for protection
protection of-----259, 796
Regulations relating to,
Regulations
to, amendment,
amendment,
proclamation
1292
proclamation -------------- 1280, 1292
MikaIke,
(Arthur M. Maroth),
Mihalka, Artur (Arthur
Maroth), dedesuspension
1237
1237
portation suspension-------------Mile 33, Alaska,
Alaska, construction authorized_
935
authorized935
Miles, Charles W.,
payment to
W., payment
to--------- 1161
Milford
Milford Municipal Airport, Milford,
Milford, Utah,
Utah,
appropriation for claim
claim under
under Federal
appropriation
Act
979
Airport Act---------------------979
Maid, Joseph Catanese (Charles Martin),
Milici,
deportation
suspension
1237
1237
deportation suspension------------Military Academy:
Academy:
Bachelor
Bachelor of
of science
science degree,
degree, authority
authority
respecting conferring
559, 614
respecting
conferring ---------- 559,
614
Cadet store, liquidation of certain
certain debts,
999
funds available ----------------999
Hotel on grounds, paid occupancy, nondeprivation of rental allowances--allowances
1019
deprivation
1019
Librarian, retired officer as----------.
as
998
Librarian,
998
Maintenance
operation—
Maintenance and
and operationFunds
998
Funds for
for ----------------.-- 245,
245, 998
Limitation on expenditures
expenditures and obligations
gations--------------------1024
IW~
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Military Academy-Continued
Academy—Continued
Page
Page
Mustering-out
Mustering-out payments,
payments, certain persons
discharged
disability-_
discharged for physical disability__
989
989
Pay—
PayCareer Compensation
Compensation Act of 1949,
pay and allowances under
under_-_-__ 815,
815, 828
Funds for
for---- --------.--.---- _ 245,
998
245, 998
Military Assistance.
Assistance. See Mutual Defense
Assistance Act of 1949.
Military Housing Insurance. See under
under
Housing.
Military Personnel
Personnel Claims Act of 1945,
appropriation
appropriation for payment
payment of
of claims
claims
under -------------------_______
991
Milk, price support
support-------___
1053
-------- 1053
appropriation for carrying
Milk Laws, appropriation
carrying out
out
provisions of---------------------of
285
285
Milk River Project, Mont.,
Mont., appropriation
appropriation
for construction------------------construction
780
780
Milks, H. H., relief from liability
liability ------1099
1099
Millen, Ga., construction
Millen,
construction of
of rearing ponds
ponds
and fish hatchery, authority
615
authority----_--_
615
Appropriation authorized-authorized
616
Appropriation
-------616
Appropriation
for acquisition
acquisition of
981
Appropriation for
of lands—
lands 981
Miller, Bert H., appropriation
Miller,
appropriation for paywidow of------of
973
ment to widow
---_--973
Miller,
Miller, Fred (Frederich
Fried(Frederich Moller or Friedrich Karl Ernst Moller),
Moller), deportation
deportation
suspension
1225
suspension---____------___
-----_ 1225
Miller, Marion (Pfc.),
(Pfc.), payment to estate
of ------------.
1130
_-------..-----_ 1130
Millis,
Millis, D. T., jurisdiction
jurisdiction of Court to hear
claim ---------------1143
_------1143
Millville Municipal Airport,
Millville,
Millville
Millville,
N. J., appropriation
appropriation for claim under
under
Federal Airport Act -------------979
979
Milner, Robert M. (Commander),
(Commander), acceptacceptgovernment,
ance of gift from foreign government,
authorized
1076
authorized-------------------1076
Mi-Loffe, Erie
Eric Goffe,
deportation suspenGoffe, deportation
sion --------------------------1225
1225
Milwaukee
conveyance;
Milwaukee County, Wis.,
Wis., conveyance;
lease------------------- -----683
lease
Minatos, Magda (Magdalena
Minatos,
(Magdalena Bodnar or
Katzarzyna Hirman),
Hirman), deportation
deportation suspension -------1220
___-__
---------1220
Mineral Leasing:
Leasing:
Appropriation for enforcement
Appropriation
enforcement of
of laws
relating
relating to ------------------ 259, 786
786
Government royalty
Government
royalty oil,
oil, premium
premium payments, termination, etc., authority_
682
682
Minerals.
See Mines
Mines and
Mining; Mines,
Mines,
Minerals. See
and Mining;
Bureau
DepartBureau of,
of, under Interior, Department
ment of
of the.
Mines,
under Interior,
Mines, Bureau of.
of. See under
Interior,
Department of
of the.
Department
the.
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INDEX
INDEX

Page
Mines
Mines and Mining.
See also Mines,
Page
Bureau of, under
under Interior, DepartDepartment of the.
Assessment work, annual, mining claims
Assessment
claims
location—
held by locationDeferment due to existence
of legal
legal
existence of
impediment to entrance
entrance of
of claim,
claim,
authority
authority --- _--------------214
214
Suspension ---------200
Suspension
_---------._
20(
Coconino National Forest, Ariz.,
Coconino
Ariz., mining
locations within, rights in connecconnection with; limitations
75
limitations---__------_
75
Economics
Economics of mineral industries, apappropriation for
259
for_-_______________
259
Homestead entries, damages by mining
Homestead
mining
activities, liability for -------- _ 201, 215
215
educational purposes,
purposes,
Idaho, lands for educational
time extension of
of leasing
leasing in
in certain
certain
cases-------------_
-----------cases
714
Mineral leasing, appropriation
appropriation for__for __ 259,
259, 786
786
Mineral mining investigations,
investigations, approappropriation
priation for
259
for--------------------259
Mining experiment stations, appropriaMining
appropria259
tion for -------_-------------259
Mex.,
Santa Fe National Forest,
Forest, N.
N. Mex.,
locations within,
mining locations
within, regulations; timber cutting----------- _
168
168
Silica sand, etc., lease of lands
lands for
for exploitation,
ploitation, limitation on effect of
legislation
legislation --------------------886
Stock raising
raising entry, damages
damages by
by mining
mining
activities, liability for -------activities,
201, 215
215
Wyoming, school lands,
703
lands, mineral leases_
703
Minidoka Project, Idaho, funds
242,
Minidoka
funds for ----242,
258, 780,
780, 781
781
Minimum Wages.
Wages. See Fair Labor
Labor Standards Amendments
Amendments of 1949.
Ministers. See Foreign Service under
State, Department
State,
Department of.
Minnesota:
Minnesota:
Grand Rapids, exchange
702
Grand
exchange of lands
lands ----702
Hastings,
Hastings, small boat harbor,
harbor, appropriaappropriation for ----------------------847
847
Red Lake Indian School, appropriation
appropriation
for construction,
construction, etc., of buildings ----------------------- 241,
241, 773
Sandstone,
Sandstone, Federal
Federal correctional
correctional instituinstitution, lease to State
State------------620
620
School facilities, transfer of funds, auauthority of Bureau of Indian
Indian Affairs_
Affairs
774
Mint, Bureau of
of the. See under
under Treasury
Treasury
Department.
Mints, United States, appropriation
appropriation for
expenses-------------salaries and expenses
363
Mirage Flats Project, Nebr., appropriaappropriafor
781
tion for_------------------------_
781
Misdemeanors.
Misdemeanors. See
See Crimes and MisdeMisdemeanors.
Mihmas,
suaDension- 1241
/*Babas, Eftlhmia,
Efthimia, deportation suspension,.
--

Mississippi:
Page
Fisheries Compact,
Gulf States
States Marine
Marine Fisheries
Compact,
consent of
70
of Congress
Congress _-----------70
and
Gulfport, appropriation
appropriation for
for harbor
harbor and
channel works
848
works-----------------848
Indians, appropriation
appropriation for
Indians,
for industrial
industrial
assistance
776
assistance---------------------776
Mississippi River:
Mississippi
River:
Bridges—
BridgesClinton,
Clinton, Iowa-Fulton,
Iowa-Fulton, Ill.,
Ill., revival
revival and
and
reenactment of
legislation creatcreatreenactment
of legislation
ing City of Clinton Bridge
Bridge ComCommission
597
mission-----------------_--597
to East
East Saint
Saint
Saint Louis,
Louis, Mo.,
Mo., to
Ill., time
time extension
extension for
Louis, Ill.,
for
completion
completion ------------------690
Flood control, appropriation
for_----___ ___
appropriation for
_ 848
848
Tennessee-Missouri
Commission,
Tennessee-Missouri Bridge
Bridge Commission,
consent of Congress
Congress to compact
compact
consent
concerning
concerning--_
-- -----------_ 930
930
Mississippi
Mississippi River Parkway, survey, auauthority; appropriation
appropriation authorized_
thority;
authorized -_

626
626

Appropriation for ---------------980
Appropriation
__980
Mississippi State College,
Mississippi
College, conveyance
conveyance by
by
Department
Department of Agriculture,
Agriculture, authority ------------------410
__-----.410
Missoula County, Mont.,
Missoula
Mont., conveyances
conveyances_ _
- 608,
608, 615
615
Missouri:
Missouri:
Louisiana, production
excess
production and sale of
of excess
power, authority
243
power,
authority-- ------------243
St. Louis to East St. Louis, Ill.,
Ill., time exextension
tension for bridging Mississippi at_
690
at690
Soil conservation
conservation agreements,
agreements, approval
approval
by central State agency --------340
340
Tennessee-Missouri
Tennessee-Missouri Bridge Commission,
Commission,
consent of Congress to
compact
to compact
concerning ------------concerning
__
-----9930
30
Missouri River, Brownville,
Nebr.,
Brownville, Nebr.,
extension for
collection
bridge, time extension
for collection
tolls
889
of tolls---.----------------------889
Missouri River Basin:
Angostura unit, completion
Angostura
completion of
of land
land
development
development and settlement, authorized ---------- _-----------725
thorized
725
Appropriation
Appropriation for ------------------ 85,
85, 783
Contract authority; limitation on use of
of
funds ----------------783
_------_
783
Mitchell,
Archie, payment to
Mitchell, Archie,
to------------ 1111
1111
Mitchell Point, Alaska, construction
Mitchell
construction authorized ------------------------935
thorized
935
Mitola,
Antonio (Anthony
Mitola),
Mitola, Antonio
(Anthony Patrick
Patrick Mitola),
deportation
suspension
deportation suspension-------_____
_ 1225
1225
Mitola,
(Rose Mitola),
Mitola, Maria
Maria Rosa (Rose
Mitola), dedeportation suspension
1225
suspension -------------1225
Mobile, Ala.,
Mobile,
Ala., Bates Field-Mobile MunicMunicipal Airport,
Airport, appropriation
appropriation for
claim
for claim
under Federal Airport
745
Airport Act --------745
Mobille, Catherine Z. (Catherine Vontvila
Mobile,
Vomvila
or Aitkermis Mombilin),
Mombilin), deportation
RnlIarTAifnn
-suspension
-- - -

---

---

---

--

1
1228
--,----299

INDEX

Moeller,
Moeller, Rudolph Christian, deportation
deportation Page
Page
1237
suspension -------------_--_______
1237
Mohamed, Dost (Johnnie
(Johnnie Mohamed),
Mohamed), deMohamed,
desuspension -------- __--_1228
portation suspension
1228
Operations, approMoisture Conservation
Conservation Operations,
priation for ------- _____ ________766
766
Moitoret, Victor A. (Lt. Comdr.),
Comdr.), acceptance of gift from foreign government,
government,
authorized --------1076
authorized
___-_-_
______1076
for
Mok, Frederick W. S.,
S., admission
admission for
permanent residence
1096
permanent
residence--------------1096
Mok, May H.
K. Y.,
Y., admission for permanent
permanent
residence ----1096
residence
-- -------------_
1096
Mok, Vincent
Vincent W.
permaMok,
W. C., admission for permaresidence ------ ----------1096
nent residence
1096
Molina, Delia, deportation
Molina,
deportation suspension
suspension -- 1237
1237
Molina, Graciela,
Graciela, deportation
suspension_ 1237
Molina,
deportation suspension1237
Molina, Heriberto, deportation
deportation suspen1237
1237
------------------------sion -Molina, Margarita,
Margarita, deportation
deportation suspension
1237
1237
sion----------------------------Moller, Paul Theodor
Theodor (Paul Moller
Moller or
Paul Miller),
deportation suspension..
1237
Miller), deportation
suspension_ 1237
Mono County, Calif.,
Calif., certain public lands,
rights-of-way to
Angeles....
750
750
to city of
of Los
Los Angeles_rights-of-way
Montana:
Montana:
approval of
of conconBitter Root project,
project, approval
63
tract with, execution authority
63
authority-- Indian museum, appropriaBrowning, Indian
tion for ---------------------771
Buffalo Rapids
Rapids project,
project, irrigation
irrigation faciliBuffalo
ties,
authorized; apapcompletion authorized;
ties, completion
725
propriation
authorized ---------.
propriation authorized
Confederated
Saiish
and
Kootenai
and Kootenai
Confederated Salish
appropriation for payment
payment
Tribes, appropriation
241
to
241
to---------------------------Crow
separate title.
Crow Indians.
Indians. See separate
Flathead Indian
Indian irrigation project, canFlathead
cellation of
designated unpaid
of designated
cellation
722
charges
charges----------------------Flathead Indian
Indian Reservation.
Reservation. See sepFlathead
arate title.
arate
title.
Fort
appropriation for..
783
for- Peck project,
project, appropriation
Fort Peck
Galen,
sanatorium for tuberculous InGalen, sanatorium
dians, appropriation
appropriation for --------241
Helena, reconveyance
to
of land parcels to
Helena,
reconveyance of
Chamber
Commerce by VetChamber of Commerce
74
Administration
erans Administration-----------Hungry
Horse project, appropriation
appropriation
Hungry Horse
for
783
783
for--------------------------Indians,
Indians, industrial
industrial assistance, approappropriation for
776
for-------------------773
Irrigation
for-__ 773
Irrigation projects, appropriation
appropriation for.
Lake County, issuance of patent in fee
to
614
614
to----------------------------Lodge Grass,
Grass, municipal
municipal water
water supply
Lodge
supply
and sewerage system, taxation of
Indian
613
613
holdings for
for---------Indian land
land holdings
appropriation for project, appropriation
780
Milk River project,
Missoula County,
608, 616
615
conveyances------ 608,
Missoula
County, conveyances
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Montana—Continued
Montana-Continued
Moorhead Dam and Reservoir, limitaMoorhead
tion on use of funds for -.-___Northern Cheyenne Indians, approconstruction, etc., of
priation for construction,
of
buildings ----------------_-___
Polson, drainage system, appropriation
Poison,
appropriation
in aid of, authorized
authorized --------___
Yellowstone River, division of waters,
to
consent of Congress granted to
negotiation of compactcompact.------Monte, Caroline (Caroline
Monte,
(Caroline Demallos),
Demallos),
deportation suspension --------...
deportation
Monterroso, Herman
Herman (Herman
(Herman MonterMonterroso,
rossa),
suspension
rossa), deportation suspension-----Monterrubio, Bienvenida,
deportation susBienvenida, deportation
pension
pension ------ ---___-- _
- ..-Montes-Lopez,
(Andres Montes),
Montes-Lopez, Andres (Andres
Montes),
deportation suspension
deportation
suspension. ---........
Montgomery, Clem,
Clem, deportation
Montgomery,
deportation suspension _ .
-- --------- __-___---_-__
Montgomery,
0. (boatswain's
(boatswain's mate,
Montgomery, Jack 0.
second
class), acceptance
second class),
acceptance of gift from
foreign government,
foreign
government, authorized
authorized ---Montgomery
County, Md., persons
persons of unMontgomery County,
Federal reservareservasound mind in certain Federal
tions, provision for detention, care,
and treatment
treatment-------------------Montion, Juanita
or
Mention,
Juanita (Juanita
(Juanita Lozano
Lozano or
Gomez),
suspension_ ___
Gomez), deportation suspension---Montoya, Frisco
admission
Montoya,
Prisco Villanueva,
Villanueva, admission
for permanent
permanent residence
residence -------_-__
Montrose, Colo.,
Montrose,
Colo., clerk of U. S. District
District
Court,
restriction on use
for
Court, restriction
use of funds for
maintaining office of
of------------.-_
Monuments,
Monuments,
National.
National. See National
Monuments.
Monuments.
Mooney,
Toutoulys (Eftychla
Mooney, Eftychla Toutoulys
(Eftychla
Petrou Modinos
Effie Mooney),
Mooney),
Modinos or Effie
deportation suspension
suspension --------..deportation
Moore, Frank G.,
G., payment
Moore,
payment to
to----......
Moore, Harry, jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
to
Moore,
of Court to
hear claim
claim---------------.------_
Moore, Leon, nonapplicability
nonapplicability of certain
provisions
administration of
provisions in administration
of imimmigration and naturalization
naturalization laws--_
laws_
migration
Moore,
Margaret, deportation
deportation susMoore, Mary Margaret,
pension
pension ---------------- __-___-__
Moorhead Dam
Dam and Reservoir, Mont.,
Mont.,
for-----limitation on use of funds for
Mora, Jesus Antonio Beltran (Jesus
(Jesus
Antonio
Antonio Beltran
Beltran or Francisco
Francisco Beltran
Mora), deportation
Mora),
deportation suspension ----Mora (y),
(y), Manuel Ramon Garcia, deportation suspension -----------Morales, Carmen,
Carmen, payment to
to---------Morales, Esteban, deportation suspensionsuspension_
Morales, Maria de Jesus (Mary Morales),
Morales),
Morales,
deportation suspension
deportation
suspension------------.
navment to--Morales (Sanhes).
Ada. payment
(Swathes), Aida,
to..
......

~--

......

,

--

--

-~

-

....

Page
Page

784

773
621

152
152

1225
1228
1225
1225
1225

1249
1077

759
759
1237
1079

471

1233
1185
1144
1205
1237
1237
784

1232
1237
1237
1125
1246

1225
1225
1125
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Pagp
Mesh), deportation
Morden, Sarra
Sarra (Sarra
(Sarra Mesh),
deportation Page
suspension ----------------------1225
1225
Morelos
Morelos Diversion Dam, funds available
connection with__with__ _
250
for conveyance
conveyance in
in connection
25(
Morgan
County, Ohio, acquisition
acquisition of
Morgan County,
property by Department
Department of the ArmyArmy._
689
689
Morgantown Ordnance Works, MorganMorganMorgantown
town,
town, W.
W. Va.,
Va., operation
operation by DepartDepartment
713
ment of Army,
Army, authority
authority ----------713
Morocco, appropriation
appropriation for institutions
for incarcerating
incarcerating American
American convicts
convicts
insane persons
448
and insane
persons---------------448
Morocco, Coast of, Cape Spartel and
Morocco,
Tangier Light, appropriation
appropriation for contribution
449,
tribution---------------------449, 747
747
Morren, Miss
Miss Helen,
Helen, payment
payment to
to------- 1200
Morris, Edward Nemiah (Edward Samuel
Samuel
Morris
Lawrence), deMorris or
or Vincent
Vincent Lawrence),
portation suspension--------------suspension
portation
1231
Morrison-Knudsen,
appropriation
Morrison-Knudsen, Inc.,
Inc., appropriation
for payment to
783
to-------------------783
Mortgage Association,
Association, Federal National.
Mortgage
See Federal National Mortgage
Mortgage Association under Housing.
Housing.
Mortgage
under Housing.
Mortgage Insurance.
Insurance. See under
Morze, Charity Alma (Charity Alma
Morze,
Alma FiFifield),
deportation suspension
field), deportation
suspension------1228
Moser, Peter, deportation
deportation suspension
suspension ---1237
Moses, James, payment
payment to
to------------- 1102
Mother's Day, 1949,
1949, proclamation-----proclamation
1270
1270
Motor Carrier
Carrier Claims Commission:
Commission:
Appropriation
Appropriation for;
for; time
time extension for
filing claims-------------------80,
claims
80, 743
Termination of Commission --------80
Termination
80
Motor Carriers.
Carriers.
Carriers. See Carriers.
Moulton, Lynne
Lynne Esther Alice,
Alice, deportation
suspension
1243
suspension----------------------1243
Moulton, Raymond John, deportation suspension -------------------------1243
Mount
Hope
Cemetery
Association,
Hope
Association,
Waterloo,
Mich.,
conveyance by
Waterloo,
Mich., conveyance
State, authority -----------------64
McKinley National
Mount McKinley
National Park, approfor
800
priation for----------------------800
Moy,
Moy, Mabel Mary (Mabel
(Mabel Chung Moy or
Mabel
Mabel Mary Song
Song or Geung Keu
Ken
Sing),
Sing), deportation suspension
suspension -----1231
Mozzano, Lentino (Valentino),
Mozzano,
(Valentino), deportadeportation suspension
suspension -----------------1243
1243
Muehl,
Muehl, George Paul (George
(George Muhl),
Muhl), deportation suspension
suspension ------.------1220
1220
Mueller, Hans Heinrich Alfred,
Alfred, deportadeportasuspension -...-----_-...... 1225
tion suspension
Mueller,
Eugen
Mueller, John Hans (Hans Otto Eugen
Mueller
Mueller or Hans Mueller),
Mueller), deportadeporta-.._____....
----tion suspension
suspension 1225
1225
Mulkern, Joseph (Mulkerinus),
(Mulkerinus), deportation suspension
----.
---........
suspension -.
1228
1228
Muller, Barbara,
1249
Barbara, deportation suspension.._
suspension 1249

Muller,
(Mathew), deportation
Page
Muller, Mathias (Mathew),
deportation Page
suspension
1249
suspension------------------Mundy, Agnese
Agnese R.,
liability;
R., relief
relief from liability;
accounts; payment to ---__
1159
credit in accounts;
1159
Munitions Board. See
Defense, DeDeMunitions
See under
under Defense,
partment
partment of.
Munoz, Maria
Munoz,
Maria Amparo
Amparo Gegunde
Gegunde Gomez,
Gomez,
deportation
suspension ------- ___deportation suspension
1249
1249
Munoz-Melendez, Lorenzo, deportation
deportation
Munoz-Melendez,
suspension
suspension---------------__-_____
1231
Munroe, Harold Bruce, deportation suspension
pension------------------------__
1249
Murphy, Mrs. Elizabeth B., credit
credit in
in
accounts
accounts----------------------_- _
1089
Murphy, T. R.,
R., jurisdiction
Court to
to
Murphy,
jurisdiction of
of Court
hear claim ----_---_-_--_______
1143
Murphy and Wischmeyer,
Wischmeyer, payment to_ _
Murphy
- _ 1131
Muscat, appropriation
institutions for
Muscat,
appropriation for
for institutions
for

incarcerating
American convicts and
incarcerating American
and
insane persons ----_-------_____Mustering-Out Payment Act
Act of
of 1944,
1944, paypayments to certain persons
persons discharged
discharged
from Naval Academy
Academy or Military
Academy for physical
Academy
physical disability
disability----Mutual Defense Assistance Act
1949_ _
Mutual
Act of
of 1949__
Appropriation
Appropriation for
for effecting
effecting provisions_
provisions-__
China, assistance
assistance to; appropriation
appropriation
authorized - ------- --------authorized
Appropriation
for
Appropriation for-------_------Currency of
other nations,
U. S.
S.
Currency
of other
nations, use
use for
for U.
administrative expenses
certain
administrative
expenses in certain
cases -------------------------Definitions ------------------_
Delegation of authority under
Delegation
under -___-__Excess equipment
equipment and materials,
materials, limitalimitaExcess
tion on worth -------------___allocation, reimFunds available
available under, allocation,
reimbursement, etc
bursement,
etc--------------__
General provisions
provisions ---------------General
Greece, assistance to, appropriation
Greece,
appropriation
authorized
authorized----------............
Advances by Reconstruction
Reconstruction Finance
Finance
Corporation
Corporation---------__-___--Appropriation for
for.-----...........
Iran, military assistance to; appropriaappropriation authorized
authorized--------------___

448

989
714
714
975
975
716
716
975

720
720
720
718
718
718
718
717
717
716
716
716
716
719
719
975

716
716
Appropriation for
for --------------Appropriation
_
975
975
Korea, military assistance
assistance to;
to; appropriaappropriation authorized
authorized---------------716
716
Appropriation for ----------------Appropriation
975
North Atlantic
Atlantic Treaty countries,
countries, military assistance to--------------to
715
715
Agreement requirement
Agreement
requirement---------- 715,
715, 717
717
Appropriation
authorized --------715
Appropriation authorized
715
Appropriation
authority..
715,
Appropriation for; contract authority_
975
975
Factories or manufacturing
manufacturing estabestablishments, restrictions on use of
of
funds in connection
connection with
with------715
715

INDEX
INDEX

Assistance Act of 1949Mutual Defense
Defense Assistance
1949—
Continued
Personnel for carrying out policies and
and
purposes
purposes--_______...________
Philippines, military assistance
assistance to; appropriation authorized--------___
authorized
propriation
Appropriation
Appropriation for ------------____
Procurement
commission
Procurement of materials,
materials, commission
etc., for, penalty ---............
Reconstruction
Corporation,
Reconstruction Finance Corporation,
advances
advances by __--- ___________
-Reports to CongressCongress—
Reports
Expenditures and activities-------Expenditures
activities
Transfers of funds
funds ----------__
Retention
Retention of equipment
equipment by United
United
States
States-----------__________Separability ------Separability
___--___--_____
Standardization
equipment,
Standardization of military equipment,
etc., transfer of equipment
equipment for_
for_..- ___
Termination
provisions
Termination of assistance,
assistance, provisions
respecting -----__--------____- _
respecting
Transfers
Transfers of funds, authority
authority of President
dent--_--_---_.---_- _-______
Transfers
detrimental to
Transfers of materials
materials detrimental
to
national security, prohibition
prohibition -___
Turkey, assistance
appropriation auassistance to, appropriation
thorized ------------------thorized
Advances by Reconstruction
Advances
Reconstruction Finance
Corporation
Corporation- _--------------Appropriation for
Appropriation
for---------------Value of equipment,
equipment, etc --__----_ --Vessels,
commercial, use for
for
Vessels, U.
U. S. flag
flag commercial,
transportation of commodities
__ __
commodities---transportation
Muzumdar, Natverlal
Natverlal Thakordas,
Thakordas, deportation
suspension
tion suspension-----------------Muzzin, Marcellina
deportation
Muzzin,
Marcellina Moro, deportation
suspension
suspension---------------------Myers, Myrtle
Myers,
Myrtle Haley, deportation
deportation suspensuspension
sion---------------------------..
Myrovitch, Dina (Dina Myers
Myers or CluboClub°.
Myrovitch,
tarin), deportation suspension
suspension-----Myrovitch, Sol
Sol (Myrowitch
Myrovitch,
(Myrowitch or
or Myers),
Myers), deportation suspension ----.. -------

Page

718
718
716
716
975
721
719
720
720
720
720

720
721
720
720
718
718
720
716
716
716
716
719
719
975
717

720
1220
1220

1243
1243
1243
1220
1220

1220

N
Naef, Emil Joseph,
deportation suspensuspenNaef,
Joseph, deportation
sion
sion---------------------------Naftis,
Matheos
George
(Matiutios
Naftis,
Matheos
George
(Mathaios
Georgics Naftis),
deportation susGeorgios
Naftis), deportation
pension
pension ---------------------Nagel, Erwin, deportation
deportation suspension_
__ _
Nagel,
suspension---military installations
installations and
Naha, Okinawa, military
facilities, construction authorization..
authorizationNahra, Gabriel (Nahara),
(Nahara), deportation suspension
pension-----------------------Nakamura, Eiko,
Elko, admission
admission for
for permanent
permanent
Nakamura,
residence ----------------------construction authorized_
authorizedNaknek, Alaska,
Alaska, construction
Nancett,
Nancett, Arthur,
Arthur, payment to
to----------

1225

1237
1237
944

1241
1166
935
1141
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Nanez, Everardo (Everardo
(Everardo Nanez-GalNanez-Gal- Page
Nanez,
Page
lardo),
deportation suspension______
suspension
1233
lardo), deportation
1233
Nanez,
Mericia (Mericia Nanez-OntiNanez, Mericia
Nanez-Ontiveros),
veros), deportation
deportation suspension
suspension -___1233
1233
Nantucket Airport, Nantucket,
Mass., apNantucket
Nantucket, Mass.,
propriation for reimbursement
reimbursement for
for
83
damage to ----------------83
Napoli,
deportation suspension
- 1228
Napoli, Antonio, deportation
suspension_ _
1228
Narcotics, Bureau
Treasury
Narcotics,
Bureau of.
of. See
See under
under Treasury
Department.
Alaska, construction
construction auNarrow Point, Alaska,
thorized -- _---.---------------- 935
Nashville, Tenn.,
Tenn., Federal office
office building,
contract authority
authority---------------234
234
Natchez Trace
appropriation
Natchez
Trace Parkway,
Parkway, appropriation
for; contract
contract authorization
authorization ---__--- 794
National Advisory Cancer Council, recommendations respecting
respecting grants-in-aid
grants-in-aid
for research
research and training projects
projects- .
290
National Advisory
Advisory Committee
Committee for AeroAeronautics:
nautics:
Aeronautical
Research, Director,
Aeronautical Research,
Director, inincrease in basic compensation
880
compensation ---- _
880
Aircraft, parts, and
transfer
and supplies,
supplies, transfer
by Air Force, Army, and Navy
Navy--.
646
Aliens, employment
employment of-------------__
of
646
Appropriation for --------------254, 646
254,
646
Contract
authorization ------------ _
647
Contract authorization647
Professional and scientific service,
service, addiaddi411
tional positions in ----------411
Reports to
Reports
to Congress—
CongressProfessional and scientific
scientific service,
service, adadin------------ 411
ditional positions in
411
Unitary Wind Tunnel Plan Act of
activities and accomplish1949, activities
ments under
under--- -------------- 937
Unitary Wind Tunnel Plan
1949_
936
Unitary
Plan Act of 1949.
936
Appropriation
Appropriation authorized
authorized ---------- 937
937
authorization -----------936
Contract authorization
936
InternaNational Advisory
Advisory Council
Council on Interna.
tional Monetary
Monetary and Financial ProbProb.
lems:
lems:
Woods Agreements
Agreements Act—
Bretton Woods
ActReport to Congress
Congress under, inclusion
inclusion
of
exof information regarding exempted
securities of Internaempted securities
tional Bank for Reconstruction
Reconstruction
and
Development
299
and Development------------299
Suspension
provisions regarding
regarding exSuspension of
of provisions
empted securities
securities of International
empted
International
Bank
Bank for Reconstruction
Reconstruction and
and
Development
299
Development-------_--------299
Advisory Health
recomNational Advisory
Health Council,
Council, recommendations
respecting
research
mendations
respecting
research
grants
290
grants-------------------------290
National
Advisory Heart
Council, recomrecomNational Advisory
Heart Council,
mendations respecting
mendations
respecting research
research and
and
grants
281
training grants-----------------291
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INDEX
INDEX

National Advisory Mental
Council,
Mental Health Council,
recommendations
recommendations respecting research
research
and training
training grants---- _---_--__- -

Page National Cemeteries:
Pag
Cemeteries:
Page
Page
Arlington,
Arlington, installation of
of carillon
carillon by
by
290
29(
AMVETS, acceptance
AMVETS,
S.
acceptance by
by U.
U. S.
National
National Air Museum,
Museum, appropriation
appropriation for
for. __
649
Government -----------Government
907
641
_-_____
907
Battleground,
appropriation for
for --_-__
793
National Airport, Washington,
Battleground, appropriation
Washington, D.
C.:
D. C.:
793
Appropriation for _______--------_ 257,
Gettysburg, acquisition
Appropriation
465
Gettysburg,
acquisition of land for,
257, 461
appropriation for
for --- ___________243
appropriation
Ground operation
operation equipment, transfer
transfer
243
Maintenance, appropriation for ______
from Departments
Maintenance,
845
Departments of Air Force,
Force,
845
Arts, approCollection of Fine Arts,
Army, and Navy, authority ----appro465 National Collection
46e
649
priation for -------- ____________National Arboretum, appropriation
649
appropriation for_
for 256, 334
334
National Commission
Commission of
Fine Arts:
Arts:
of
Fine
National Archives.
Archives.
See under General
General
Appropriation for --.--. _____-----Appropriation
258, 767
767
258,
Services Administration.
Administration.
Bolivar, Simon, erection of statue
in
statue in
National Archives
Archives Council,
Council, transfer
to
transfer to
Columbia, approval
District of
of Columbia,
approval of
of
General Services Administration----_
Administration
381
381
design and site----------________
site
406
406
National Archives
Archives Trust
Trust Fund
Fund Board,
Board,
Gandhi, Mohandas
Mohandas K.,
to
K., memorial to
transfer
transfer to General Services
Services Adminmemory
memory of, approval;
approval; site designaistration
istration -----..---______------ _ 381
381
tion-------------------________
tion
699
699
National Bank Act,
Act, Amendments:
Amendments:
National Commission
Commission on
on Educational,
Educational,
National
Investment
Investment securities,
securities, limitations and
and
Scientific,
Scientific, and Cultural
Cultural Cooperation,
Cooperation,
restrictions on dealing in and underrestrictions
appropriation for
447
appropriation
for expenses
expenses -------447
writing, nonapplicability
nonapplicability to
to certain
certain
National Conference
on
Conference of
of Commissioners
Commissioners on
obligations issued by
International
by International
Uniform State Laws, appropriation
appropriation
Reconstruction and DeBank for Reconstruction
Defor support by District of Columbia_
303
Columbia_
303
velopment
298
velopment--____-----------_____
298 National Defense.
Defense. See also Air
Air Force,
Force, DeDeChange in enrollment
1219
enrollment of
of bill
bill-----__
_ 1219
partment of the;
the; Army, Department
Department
Public housing agency, local,
purchases
local, purchases
of the; Defense, Department
Department of;
of;
of obligations
obligations -----------.----- _
439
439
Navy, Department
Department of the.
National Board for Promotion of
of Rifle
Rifle
Air warning and control
installations,
control installations,
Practice, appropriation
appropriation for------___
for
_ 1002
land-based, establishment, authority
authority
1002
17
of Department
Department of
National Bureau of
of Standards.
of Air
Air Force
Standards. See
Force --___
See under
under
17
Appropriation authorized
Appropriation
18
Commerce,
authorized _________
Commerce, Department
Department of.
of.
18
Appropriation for ---------------Appropriation
1014
1014
National Cancer Institute,
Institute, appropriation
appropriation
Defense
Defense aid, liquidation
liquidation of
of lend-lease
lend-lease
for -------------_--_____.-----290
.
290
program, appropriation
740
appropriation for
for --___.
740
National Capital Housing
Housing Authority:
Housing. See separate
Housing.
separate
title.
Appropriation
Appropriation for -------------647
- 80,
80, 647
Maternity and infant care,
Maternity
care, emergency,
emergency,
Sites
for low-rent
low-rent
housing
public housing
to
States
for,
grants
transfer
of
of
projects, acquisition
authority___ 441,
441, 443
acquisition authority-_443
funds from appropriation
appropriation for__
254, 256
255
for
254,
National Capital Park
Park and Planning ComComReserve fleet—
Reserve
fleetmission:
mission:
Appropriation
Appropriation for ----------------.
651
651
Appropriation
Appropriation for ------.----.
262, 322,
322, 647
647
Time extension of
of provisions
provisions respectrespectNational Capital sesquicentennial,
sesquicentennial, apaping ------------------------- 9,
349
9,349
proval of buildings and
and landscaping
landscaping
National
Defense
Act,
Amendment,
National Defense
Act,
Amendment,
of sites, etc ------------------ 141,
141, 142
142
Federal recognition of certain
certain officers
officers
Parks, appropriation
appropriation for_ 243,
National Capital Parks,
243,
of National Guard
Guard --------------837
837
262, 321, 793,
793, 875
875 National
National Employ the
Physically Handithe Physically
HandiNational Capital Sesquicentennial
Sesquicentennial ComComWeek, 1949, proclamation_
capped Week,
proclamation____ 1293
1293
mission:
mission:
National
Physically HandiNational Employ
Employ the
the Physically
HandiAppropriation
Appropriation authorized
authorized 143
- -----___
143
capped Week,
Week, President's Committee
Committee
Appropriation
Appropriation for --------872
___._____
on,
on, appropriation
appropriation authorized
409
872
authorized ------409
Celebration, authority for carrying
carrying out
out
Appropriation
876
Appropriation for
for ------------------876
plan for _______________________
140 National
140
National Farm Safety
Week, 1949,
proclaSafety Week,
1949, proclaCustoms
Customs duties, articles imported for
for
mation-------------------------_
mation
1268
1268
exhibition, exemption
exemption --_--___ -_
144 National
144
National Forest Reservation Commission,
Commission,
Medals and emblems
emblems commemorative
commemorative
appropriation for
appropriation
for---------------_-- 337
337
of celebration, authority
authority_ ________143
143 National
qational Forests.
Forests. See also
also Forest Service
Service
Property, disposition of ---- ________142
142
under Agriculture,
Agriculture, Department
Department of.
of.
Report to Congress
Congress---___.....___.___
144
144
Carson
Carson National
N. Mex.,
exNational Forest,
Forest, N.
Mex., exTermination --_____________________
Termination
144
nf
tenain,
li-ntaWri^A
1AA
144
tension
of
144
IY YIVII
VI boundaries
LNUY
UIM-___________
Ir·2-l:
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appropriation for 291
National Heart Institute, appropriation
National
National Historical Publications CommisCommission, transfer to General Services
Administration
381
Administration------------------National
amendments--- - 29, 57,
National Housing Act, amendments
421, 446, 570,576,681,
570, 576, 681, 905
National Housing
Housing Council,
Council, membership of
Secretary of Labor or designee
designee and
Federal
Administrator or
Security Administrator
Federal Security
440
designee
designee -----------------------appropriation
National Indian Institute, appropriation
for
770
770
for--------------------------Reserve, appropriNational Industrial Reserve,
640,871
ation for -------------------640,
871
Research, apNational Institute of Dental Research,
propriation
construction of repropriation for construction
search facilities------------------facilities
291
National
appropriNational Institutes of Health, appropri255, 290
255,290
ation for --------------------National
National Labor Relations Board:
Agricultural
Agricultural laborers, restriction on use
743
etc------of funds for organizing, etc
743
Appropriation
Appropriation for -----------------Compensation
881
increase-.-Compensation of members, increase
General
Counsel, increase
increase in basic comGeneral Counsel,
881
pensation --------------------pensation
Day, 1949, proclaNational Maritime Day,
1271
mation
mation ------------------------1257
National Freedom
Freedom Day,
proclamation_
Day, proclamation---National
National Mediation
Mediation Board:
National
Art:
National Gallery of Art:
National
296
Appropriation for---------------for
236, 649
Appropriation Act-----------------Act
Appropriation
Appropriation
254, 743, 977
Appropriation for
235, 254,
National
Historic Preservation
Preservation
for -------- 235,
Appropriation
for Historic
Trust for
National Trust
881
-- _
Compensation
of members,
increase_ __
members, increasein the
United States,
States, Director ex
Compensation of
the United
in
Overthrow
officio
member of
Government, restricof U. S. Government,
Overthrow of
of board of
as member
officio as
928
928
tion
employment of persons
tion on employment
trustees ----------------------advocating
298
advocating--------------------National Guard.
See also
also Career ComGuard. See
National
Strikes
Government, reStrikes against U. S. Government,
pensation Act of 1949.
pensation
999
striction on employment
employment of persons
Appropriation for .----------------- 999
Appropriation
297
engaging in
297
in--------------------Disability or
death in line of duty, proengaging
or death
Disability
appropriation
for benefits; appropriation
vision for
National Military Establishment. See
202
202
authorized
Defense, Department
Department of.
authorized--------------------321
321 National
District
for
appropriation forColumbia, appropriation
of Columbia,
District of
National Military Establishment AppropriField
appropriation for particiexercises, appropriation
Field exercises,
987
ation Act, 1950------------------1950
988
988
pation
in
pation in----------------------National
Monuments:
Monuments:
National
Maryland, conveyance
conveyance for armory in
Maryland,
Appropriation for
for ---------------- 259, 792
Appropriation
592
592
County
Prince Georges County----------Channel
National Monument,
Channel Islands National
National Guard Bureau,
Bureau, Department
Department of
National
Calif., enlargement, proclamationproclamation__ 1258
1003
1003
the Army,
Army, appropriation
appropriation for ----the
Jackson
restriction on use of funds
Hole, restriction
Jackson Hole,
Officers
on
active
duty,
appropriation
Officers on active duty, appropriation
801
connection with-------------with
in connection
989
989
for pay ----------------------Lands, acquisition
acquisition of, appropriation
appropriation forfor
793
Pensioners, etc., restriction
restriction on pay and
Monument,
Croix Island National Monument,
Saint
1018
1018
expenses
expenses---------------------Maine,
establishment, authorized;
Maine, establishment,
national—
Rifle matches, nationalappropriation authorized--------authorized
158
appropriation
1003
Care of
of ranges,
ranges, details
payment -_ 1003
details for, payment_
Care
Federal.
Association,
Association,
Mortgage
National
Participation as volunteer
volunteer competicompetiParticipation
See Federal National Mortgage
tors or range officers, travel and
Association.
Association.
1002
subsistence allowances--------allowances
subsistence
National
Park
Service. See under
under Interior,
Park Service.
National
issuSurplus supplies
supplies and equipment,
Surplus
Department of the.
999
999
Army
ance
frnm
ance
-- --- - , surlus
-surplus
hr - ---------..vo Army
.ark from

Forests-Continued
National Forests—Continued
Chippewa
National Forest, Minn.,
Minn., acChippewa National
702
ceptance
of land within,
within, authority_
ceptance of
Coconino
National Forest,
Forest, Ariz., mining
Coconino National
locations
conneclocations within, rights in connec75
75
tion with; limitations
limitations -----------Columbia
National Forest, redesignaredesignaColumbia National
tion as Gifford Pinchot
Pinchot National
1277
Forest, proclamation
proclamation-----------Forest,
Ariz., funds
Coronado
Coronado National Forest, Ariz.,
available for purchase of lands;
available
607
to
addition of lands to------------607
Harney
Harney National Forest, S. Dak., desigNorbeck
nation of certain land as Norbeck
708
708
Wildlife
addition of landland_
Preserve; addition
Wildlife Preserve;
339
for__
appropriation for....
Lands, acquisition, appropriation
Michigan,
exchange of lands in East
Michigan, exchange
925
925
Tawas,
County
Tawas, Iosco County-----------Protection and management,
management, appropriaappropriaProtection
256
256
-tion
for----------------------tion for
Reforestation
forest
revegetation, forest
and revegetation,
Reforestation and
and
lands, provision
provision for; ap-'
aprange lands,
and range
propriation
authorized -------- 762, 763
propriation authorized
Santa
Fe, N. Mex., mining locations,
Santa Fe,
regulations;
168
timber cutting ------regulations; timber
Shasta
National Forest,
Forest, leases
leases of lands
Shasta National
683
added
authority-------------added to, authority
Trespass
95
Trespass on lands of, penalty ---------
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National Parks. See also
National Park
also National
Service under Interior, Department
Department
of the.
Abraham Lincoln National
National Historical
Historical
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National Security
Act Amendments
of
Security Act
Amendments of
1949—Continued
1949-Continued
Department of-Continued
of—Continued
Defense, Department
Military assistants
Military
assistants to
to Secretary
Secretary _.-_
Munitions Board, establishment,
establishment, comcomposition, functions
functions ------------

Page

581
581

Park, Ky., addition of
of lands to
to___ 140
National Park,
Acadia National
Park, Maine,
Maine, exex583
change of lands
lands---------__---___
691
Navy,
Secretary of,
of, compensation___
compensation_ __ 585
Navy, Secretary
585
Administration, protection,
protection, etc.,
etc., approapproReports to
to President
President and
and Congress_
Congress__ 580
priation for---------------______
for
792
Research and Development
Development Board,
Board,
National Park,
Tex., addiaddiBig Bend National
Park, Tex.,
establishment, composition,
funccomposition, function of lands
lands----___-__________.
679
tions --...
_______----------_
584
Everglades National Park, Fla., acquiEverglades
Secretary—
Secretarysition of additional lands for;
for; reserreserAppointment,
Appointment, duties
duties____________
-580
580
vations
vations
_
.......
___________
733
Compensation -----------------Compensation
585
Lands, acquisition
acquisition of, appropriation
appropriation for_
for_
793
Miscellaneous
Miscellaneous and technical
amendtechnical amendOlympic National
National Park, Wash.,
Wash., lands
lands
ments and saving provisions
provisions
-----591
acquired
acquired by exchange
exchange of
of fishery
fishery
Military Establishment,
Establishment, co
nNational
Military
confacilities, incorporation
___
incorporation in Park_
Park-___
159
version
version to Department of
of Defense_
Defense_
579
579
Petersburg
Petersburg National Military
Park, Va.,
Va.,
Military Park,
Security
691
National
Security
Council,
composition_
579
addition
addition of lands
lands-----_________Repealing
Repealing and saving
saving provisions
provisions ---_
590
590
Rocky
Rocky Mountain
Mountain National
National Park,
Park, Colo.,
626 National Security Act
Act of 1947, AmendAmendaddition of lands to
to-----______ment, provision for Under Secretary
Secretary
National Railroad Adjustment Board, apof Defense; duties; compensation_
compensation __
.._
30
30
propriation for ------------ _ 235, 297, 743
National Security Council:
Council:
Council, Inc.,
Inc., appropriaNational Safety Council,
appropriaAppropriation for
Appropriation
for -_
___----------_ 987
tion for District of Columbia affilia315
tion with
579
-______________________Composition of ---____---------____
Executive
Executive Secretary, compensation,
compensation, auauNational School
School Lunch
Lunch Act:
Act:
thority of President
President ------------- 880
Agriculture, Secretary
Secretary of, authority
authority
Transfer
to
Executive
054
Transfer
Executive
Office of Presiunder -----------1
_____________
1
dent ------...
_______---------.
Appropriation
Appropriation to effect provisions
of_ _
1067
provisions of-_
1067
343
National Security Resources
National
Resources Board:
Board:
National Security Act Amendments
Amendments of
of
Appropriation for ----------------578
Appropriation
_
1949
-_.________________________
987
Chairman,
Chairman, increase in basic
basic compensacompensaDefense, Department
Department ofof—
tion -------------------------880
880
Advisory committees
committees and personnel,
Advisory
personnel,
Transfer
Transfer
to Executive Office
Office of
of PresiPresiemployment, authority;
authority; compendent -----...........-------sation
sation ------------__.________ 1067
585
National Service
Air Force, Secretary of, compensacompensaNational
Service Life Insurance:
585
Appropriation for
80, 655
655
tion -----. _______ ...-- _____Appropriation
for
--------------- 80,
Applicability of provisions
Death of beneficiary,
Applicability
provisions of
579
beneficiary, disposition
of ununof law to_
disposition of
toArmed Forces Policy Council, compaid benefits,
benefits, amendment
amendment of Nafunctions -_-------___
position, functions
581
tional Service Life Insurance Act
Act
Army, Secretary
of 1940 -----------------------Secretary of, compensation_
compensation-- _ 585
74
74
National Society
Assistant SecretariesSecretaries—
National
Assistant
Society of
of Colonial
Colonial Dames
Dames of
of
America,
Appointment, duties ---_------__
581
America, D. C.,
C., taxation
taxation exemption
694
exemption-_
694
Compensation ----------------Compensation
National Society
585 National
Society of Sons
Sons of American
Budgetary
Revolution,
Budgetary procedures,
procedures, establishment_
exemption of certain
585
Revolution, tax exemption
certain
Civilian personnel, appointment and
property
property -----------------------888
888
compensation, authority
compensation,
authority -----_
qational Trust
Trust for Historic Preservation
581 National
Deputy SecretarySecretary—
in the United States:
States:
Appointment,
Appointment, duties-_--_------duties
Consultation
581
Consultation with Advisory Board
on
Board on
Compensation
Compensation ----------------National
585
National Parks,
Parks, Historic Sites,
Sites,
Establishment by conversion of
Buildings, and Monuments
Monuments ------ _
of
929
Military
EstablishNational
Military
EstablishCreation,
etc
Creation, functions,
functions, etc--___-------_
_
927
ment -------------_________
576
Report to Congress
Congress ------------_--929
Fiscal procedures, establishment
establishment__.__
Jational War
War College,
College, funds for
for-._____ 260, 989
585 National
Joint
Joint Chiefs of Staff, establishment,
establishment,
Jational Zoological
National
Zoological Park:
Park:
composition,
functions ---composition, functions
____
582
for ---------------Appropriation for
262,322
262,
322
Joint
Joint Staff, composition;
composition; functions
functions_-583
Advances
Advances ------..---------_____
322

INDEX

Nationality Act of 1940, Amendment,
Amendment,
Page
veterans of
eligiveterans
of U.
U. S. armed
armed forces, eligibility for naturalization,
naturalization, substitution
substitution
of section 334 (c) for 334 (a)
(e) in provisions -_--------------_--------_
282
Naturalization.
Naturalization. See Citizenship
Citizenship and Naturalization.
Service, appropriation
appropriation
Navajo and Hopi Service,
for --.-....-________ ..---__.770
Reservation, Ariz.,
Ariz., ToadNavajo Indian Reservation,
lens
approprilena School development appropriations, availability
availability for use
use at
at Tohatchi
Tohatchi
and Kayenta --------------773
_---_
773
Navajo Indian Tribe, exchange
exchange of certain
certain
land for Utah State land----------land
695
Academy:
Naval Academy:
Appropriation forfor. ---------------Appropriation
_ 1007
1007
Bachelor of science degree,
degree, authority
authority
Bachelor
respecting
conferring
respecting conferring---------__
559, 614
614
Classification Act
1949, nonapplicaClassification
Act of
of 1949,
nonapplicability -------------__
-___-_ 955
955
Limitation on expenditures
obligaLimitation
expenditures and obligations
1025
tions------------------------- 1025
Mustering-out payments,
payments, certain persons discharged
discharged for
for physical
physical disdisability -----------------------989
989
828
Pay and allowances ---------------Transfer of funds for----------------for
246
Travel and transportation
transportation allowances__
allowances
815
815
Naval Aviation
Aviation Cadet Act of 1942, AmendAmendment,
836
ment, pay
pay and allowances
allowances -- __-Naval
Act of
of 1940,
Naval Aviation Personnel Act
Amendment, reserve
components, disAmendment,
reserve components,
of duty,
duty, proproability or death
death in
in line of
benefits
201
vision for benefits----------------Naval Home:
Home:
Appropriation
1007
Appropriation for _----------------Limitation
expenditures and obligaobligaon expenditures
Limitation on
tions
1025
tions-------------------------Naval
Observatory, funds
261, 1005
Naval Observatory,
funds for
for-------- 261,
1005
Naval
of Chief of.
Naval Operations, Office
Office of
See under
under Navy,
Department of
See
Navy, Department
of the.
the.
Naval
under
Naval Personnel,
Personnel, Bureau of. See under
Navy,
Department of
of the.
Navy, Department
Naval Petroleum
Reserves, appropriation
appropriation
Naval
Petroleum Reserves,
for
operation, and
conservation, operation,
and proprofor conservation,
tection
979, 1004
1004
tection -------------------- 979,
Naval
Research, Office
under
Naval Research,
Office of.
of. See
See under
Navy, Department
Department of the.
Naval Reserve.
Reserve components
components
Naval
Reserve. See Reserve
under Navy, Department of the.
Naval
appropriation for
for
Naval Stores
Stores Act,
Act, appropriation
effecting provisions
of
344
-provisions of_---------effecting
Naval
Investigations, appropriaappropriaNaval Stores Investigations,
tion for
for------------_--_----__ 256,
256, 336
Naval Vessels.
Vessels. See also Vessels.
Increase
replacement—
Increase and replacementAppropriation
979
979
for----------------Appropriation for
Limitation on expenditures
expenditures and obligations
1025
gations-----------------------81939'—so—rr. 1
- 90
81939'----PT.
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1009,
1009,
1010
1010

Safety, responsibility
responsibility of Coast Guard__
503
Guard-_
503
Transfer, designated
Transfer,
designated agencies, authorized-----------------------_ 798, 994
ized
Naval War College, nonapplicability
nonapplicability of
Classification
955
Classification Act---------------955
Navigation. See Vessels.
Navigation.
Navigation,
International
Navigation,
Permanent
International
Commission
Commission of
of Congresses
Congresses of, appropriation for
847
for-----------------_847
Navy, Department of the. See also
also DeNavy,
fense, Department
Department of.
Administration
Administration by Secretary, under
under
direction,
direction, authority, and control
control
of Secretary
Secretary of Defense
Defense -----___
580
Aeronautics, Bureau
Bureau ofof—
Aeronautics,
Aircraft construction
construction and procurement, appropriation
appropriation for; conauthority
1012
tract authority---------------1012
Appropriation
for
1012
Appropriation for----------------1012
Transfer
Transfer of funds
funds--------------- 247,
247, 261
261
Commission, transfer
transfer of
Alaska Road Commission,
surplus
property to,
to, authority
authority_-___ _
surplus property

799
799

Appropriation Act,
Act, National
Military
Appropriation
National Military
Establishment
987
Establishment ----------------987
Appropriation
for-------- 246, 261,
Appropriation for
261, 979, 1003
Arco, Idaho, transfer
transfer of Navy facilities
to
Atomic Energy
Energy Commission_
___
to Atomic
Commission --observation stations,
Arctic ionosphere
ionosphere observation
stations,
transfer of surplus equipment from
transfer
Departments of Army, Air Force,
and Navy to National
National Bureau of
Standards, authority -----------Standards,
Armed Forces Policy Council, membermembership of Secretary and Chief of Naval
Operations -------------------.
Atomic Energy Commission, transfer
transfer of
of
funds from -------------------Aviation—
AviationAppropriation for
Appropriation
for----------------Limitation on expenditures
expenditures and obliobliLimitation
gations
gations---------------------Transfer of
of funds from-----------from
Aviation cadets,
cadets, percentage
Aviation
percentage of
of enlisted
enlisted
men designated
of peacepeace_
designated as, in time of
Budgetary
procedures
Budgetary procedures---------------Career Compensation
Compensation Act of
of 1949. See

634
634

468
581
681

634
1012
1012

1025
247
175
175
585

separate title.
title.
separate
Civil Aeronautics
Administration, transAeronautics Administration,
fer
of air
air navigation
communifer of
navigation and communication facilities,
facilities, ground operation
equipment, surplus aircraft, parts,
etc.,
to, authority-----------authority
464, 465
etc., to,
464,
465
clothing allowance
allowance on discharge
Civilian clothing
conduct, etc------------etc
560
for bad conduct,
560
Claims—
ClaimsAppropriation for payment--payment
1005
----Appropriation
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Household servants,
Household
servants, restriction
restriction on
on ememReduction in appropriation
appropriation for
for___
246
24
ployment of enlisted persons or
or
Coast Guard.
See
See Coast
Coast Guard;
Guard; Coast
Coast
civilian employees as
as ----------1006
1006
Guard, Title 14,
14, U. S. Code.
Housing. See separate
separate title.
title.
Commissions issued after Aug. 7, 1947
Commissions
1947
Hydrographic Office, funds for----Hydrographic
for
246,
1005
246, 1005
incident to transition from tempoInspection and Survey, Board
Board of, transtransrary to permanent
permanent grades,
grades, pay and
rary
and
fer
261
fer of funds for
for_---_____.-_____261
allowances---allowances
--------------175
__
17
Irvine Company, W. Va., conveyance
conveyance of
of
Comptroller of the Navy, and Deputy
Comptroller
easement, authority
authority-----------276
276
Comptroller, establishment
establishment -----586
58
Island governments, appropriation
appropriation for
for
Construction, minor, appropriations
Construction,
administration
1004
administration ---------------1004
available;
1020
available; cost limitation
limitation--------1021
Judge Advocate
Advocate General,
General, Office
Office of,
of,
Construction of ships, limitation on exfunds for ---------------_- 261,
261, 1005
1005
obligations-------penditures and obligations
1025
102,
Latin-American cooperation,
Latin-American
cooperation, appropriContingencies of the Navy, appropriaappropriaContingencies
ation for --------------------1004
1004
tion for----------for
1004
___
-_______
100.
Liberated areas, appropriation
appropriation for
for adLiberated
adContingent expenses,
expenses, appropriation for..
1004
for_ 1004
ministration
ministration -----------------.
1004
1004
David W. Taylor Model Basin,
Basin, CardeLimited duty, service
service requirements
requirements for
for
rock, Md., expansion of naval facilfacilappointment of officers to;
to; time
ities, authorized
authorized-----------_-___
937
937
extension
extension for making original
original apapDeceased
Deceased personnel, settlement
settlement of acacpointments,
pointments, amendment
amendment of Officer
Officer
counts, allowance
allowance of
due;
of amount
amount due;
Personnel Act of 1947
568
Personnel
1947 --------_
_
568
order of precedence
precedence ---- _-__-___560
56(
Lineal positions
positions of certain officers, adDental Corps, retention of certain
certain
justment, amendment
amendment of
of Officer
Officer
officers,
officers, amendment
amendment of Officer
Officer PerPersonnel Act
of
1947 ----------567
Act
of
1947
567
sonnel Act of 1947
1947--------------277
Management Fund, establishment
589
Management
establishment-___589
Emergencies,
storms
Emergencies,
in western states,
Marine Corps. See separate
separatetitle.
work in connection with,
transfer
with, transfer
McCain,
John
McCain,
John
Sidney
Sidney
(Vice Admiral),
funds----------------______of funds
247
247
amendment
amendment of records respecting
respecting
Enlisted man in need
need of treatment
treatment for
for
rank ------------------------1171
1171
service-connected
service-connected injury, etc., on
Medical Corps, retention of certain
certain
expiration
of
enlistment,
retention
expiration
retention
officers, amendment
amendment of Officer
Officer Perin service-----------_________service
560
560
Act
sonnel
of
1947
277
-------------277
Fiscal procedures
procedures ----------__-_____
585
Medical DepartmentDepartment—
Medical
of
Fish and Wildlife Service, transfer
transfer of
Appropriation
Appropriation for
1011
for -------------.-1011
vessels, aircraft, and other
vessels,
other surplus
surplus
expenditures
and
obliLimitation
on
expenditures
and
obliproperty to, authority ---------798
798
gations--------------gations
1025
-----1025
Florida Keys Aqueduct
Aqueduct Commission,
Commission,
Medicine
and Surgery,
Medicine
Surgery, Bureau
Bureau of,
of, funds
funds
cancellation of agreement
cancellation
agreement with; refor.-----------------------for
1011
261, 1011
fund of money; new agreement_
agreement-.. __
- _
897
897
Military Academy,
Military
occupancy of
Academy, paid occupancy
of
Fuel—
Fuelhotel on grounds, nondeprivation
nondeprivation
Appropriation
Appropriation for-------------.-__
for
1010
1010
of rental allowances
allowances -----------1019
Limitation on expenditures and
1019
and obliMilitary Application Division, Atomic
gationsgations
1025
_____-- -- ____-__1025
Energy Commission, appointments
appointments
Transfer of funds from-__________Transfer
from
247
247
to.--------.--------------762
Furlough
762
Furlough of officers on active list, auMilitary
Military housing insurance. See under
thority of Secretary
Secretary ----.------558
558
Housing.
Housing.
General expenses, limitation
expendilimitation on
on expendi-

tures and obligations --- _______General provisions, National
National Military
Military

1025
1025

Establishment Appropriation
Establishment
Appropriation Act
Act_ _
Gifts from members on duty abroad,
time extension
extension of free-entry
free-entry privilege -- _____________
--------Beat or light, issuance in kind to persons
Heat
on rental
rental quarters
quarters allowance,
allowance, restrictionstriction
---.
________
Helium, funds for procurement, transfer to Bureau of Mines
Mine
.........

1017
1017

612
612

559
559
791
791

Military
Military Liaison
Liaison Committee, representation on -------------_--___-_
Miscellaneous expenses,
Miscellaneous
expenses, funds for-_
for__ 246,
246,
expenditures and obliLimitation on expenditures
gations_------------_-----___
gations
National Advisory
Advisory Committee
Committee for
for AeroAeronautics, transfer
transfer of aircraft, parts,
and supplies to
to---------------National Military
Establishment ApproMilitary Establishment
Act ------------------priation Act
Naval Academy.
Naval
Academy. &e
See *sparest.
epaTa title.
itle.

762
762
1003
1003
1025
1025

646
646
987
987
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Aviation Cadet Act of 1942, opapPay and allowances—Continued
allowances-Continued
propriation
propriat
ion for
under.. ___ 100'
1007
for expenses
expenses under-...
Pay in advance on permanent
permanent change
Naval Commrrlrunlications,
Communications, Office of Chief,
of station, etc ---------.
703
...-.
703
funds for.....-.....------ . 261,
261, 1005
100.
Reserve officers performing
Reserve
performing active
active
Naval Emergency
Emergency Fund and
and Naval
Naval
duty in grade of rear admiral_ __
14
14
Pay costs, increased,
Proculrement Fund,
increased, transfers
Procurement
Fund,
transfer of
of
transfers of funds
transfer
balances and obligations
obligations to ManageManage261
for --------------------------.
261
589
Personal property, lost, abandoned,
ment Fund --------------------abandoned, or
589
unclaimed,
unclaimed, disposition authority__authority
44
Naval home—
Home44

Appropriation for ----------------Appropriation

1007
100

Limitation on expenditures and obliobli-

gations - -----------.--- .-- 1025
102'
Naval
Naval installations
installations and facilities, designated, construction
construction authorization_
944
Appropriation
Appropriation authorized
authorized---------945
941
Appropriation
Appropriation for ----------------980
98(
Naval Intelligence,
transfer
Intelligence, Office of, transfer
of funds for ------__-___-_____261
Observatory, funds for .---.
Naval Observatory,
261, 1001
1005
Naval Operations,
Operations, Office of Chief of,
funds for ------------261, 1004, 1001
1005
261,
Naval Personnel,
for..
246,
Personnel, Bureau of, funds
funds for-_
246,
261, 1005, 100E
1008
261,
Naval
Naval petroleum
petroleum reserves, appropriation for ----------------..
979, 1004
1004
Naval Procurement
Procurement FundFund—
Reduction
Reduction in appropriation
appropriation --------- 1024
247
Transfer of funds to ------------247
Naval Records
Records and Library, Office
Office of,
transfer
transfer of funds for ----------261
for. 261,
1005
Naval Research,
Research, Office of,
of, funds
funds for_
261, 1005
Naval
Reserve. See Reserve
Reserve comNaval
ponents,
this title.
ponents, this
title.
Naval
vessels. See
title.
Naval vessels.
See separate
separate title.
Occupied areas, appropriation
appropriation for adadministration _-----------------ministration

Officer
Officer candidate training, appropriaappropriation for
----------------------Orange County, Calif., conveyance
conveyance of
of
Orange
easement, authority -----------easement,
Ordnance, Bureau
Bureau of, funds for-------for
Ordnance,

1004
1007

276

261,
261,
1009,
1010
1009, 1010

Ordnance
stores, limitaOrdnance and ordnance
ordnance stores,
limitation on expenditures
expenditures and
and obligations
tions--------------------------

1025
1025

Pay and allowances—
allowancesAppropriation
for
1005
Appropriation for------------------1005
Appropriation
Appropriation for pay and subsistence
naval personnel -----------of naval
246
Transfer
Transfer of funds from
246, 247,
from--247, 261

Compensation Act of 1949.
Career Compensation
See
separate title.
See separate
title.
Commissions issued after Aug. 7,
7, 1947
1947

incident to transition
transition from temgrades_--___
175
porary to
to permanent
permanent grades
175
Limitation on expenditures
Limitation
expenditures and
and obligations.----1025
_--___.......

Pilots, percentage
percentage of enlisted men as,
repeal of provisions -------------

175
175
Prisoners
Prisoners of war, funds for maintenancemaintenance..
1020
Private
Private plants, operation by Navy,
funds for ---------------------_ 1022
funds
1022
Professional
Professional and scientific service,
service, addiadditional positions in
410
in--------------410
Public works—
worksAppropriation
Appropriation for--------for
1011, 1012
980, 1011,
Construction
Construction authorizations,
authorizations, designated ------.-----.---------944
Appropriation authorized
authorized -------945
Appropriation
945
Appropriation
Appropriation for --------------980
Contractor's
Contractor's fixed fee, limitation
limitation on....
1012
on-_ 1012
Limitation on expenditures
expenditures and obligations-----.-----.--------gations
1025
Reclamation, Bureau
Reclamation,
Bureau of, transfer of
surplus aircraft, etc.,
to, authority_
authority..
785
etc., to,
785
Reductions
Reductions in appropriations
appropriations ------- _
1024
Repair facilities,
facilities, Navy—
Repair
NavyLimitation on availability of appropriations ------------ _------_
priations
979
Reduction in appropriation
1024
appropriation ------__
1024
Change in amount
amount -------------979
Repeals of designated provisions of law
Repeals
relating to naval service
service --------300
relating
300
Research—
Researchfor--------------------- 261, 1005
Funds for
Limitation on expenditures
expenditures and
and obliobligations----------------_--- - 1025
gations
1025
components—
Reserve componentsAppropriation
Appropriation for ---------_---_
1007
Disability or
or death
in line
Disability
death in
line of
of duty,
duty,
provision for benefits--_-----benefits
provision
201
Limitation
expenditures and
Limitation on expenditures
and obliobligations
gations ------------------- _ 1025
1025
Lineal positions, adjustment,
adjustment, amendamendment of Officer Personnel Act of
of
1947------------------------1947
567
567
Pensioners, etc., restriction on pay
and expenses
1018
expenses ----------------1018
Rear admirals
admirals on active
duty, pay
Rear
active duty,
pay
and allowances ---------------14
officers, certain,
certain, retroactive
retroactive
Retired officers,
checkage
payments,
checkage of erroneous
erroneous payments,
prevention
47
prevention-------------------47
Service
amendment
Service credits, annual,
annual, amendment
of Army
and Air
Force VitalizaVitalizaof
Army and
Air Force
tion and Retirement
Equalization
Retirement Equalization
Act
Act of 1948
1948-----------------693
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Retired officers,
officers, active duty during war
Terminal
Terminal leave pay, certain
certain officers
officers of
of
or national emergency;
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promotion
Navy and Marine
Marine Corps, proretired list, etc ______________
on retired
558
vision for
'702
55t
for_____________________702
Retired
appropriation for
Retired pay, appropriation
for------__
988
Training and education, appropriation
988
appropriation
Retirement—
Retirementfor
1006
for.._-._________.._
..........
1006
Physical disability. See Career ComTransfer of
and funds
funds with
with
Transfer
of functions and
pensation Act of 1949.
1949.
transferred
transferred activity,
activity, authority
989
authority-....
988
Reserve components,
Reserve
components, annual
annual service
service
Transportation
Transportation and recruiting,
recruiting, approapprocredits, amendment
Army and
and
credits,
amendment of Army
priation for
1006
for----__________-____1006
Air Force Vitalization and ReLimitation on expenditures
and obliobliLimitation
expenditures and
Equalization Act of
of
tirement Equalization
gations-____-___.______..-__
gations
1025
1025
1948 ---------------------.-693
Transportation
appropriation
Transportation of
of things, appropriation
Retiring boards,
boards, record of proceedings
proceedings
for
_
247, 1010
......
___-------------_ 247,
1010
Navy_
and decisions to
to Secretary
Secretary of
478
of Navy_
478
Transfer
247
Transfer of funds
funds from
from__________
247
Rewards
information leading
disRewards for information
leading to
to disTravel allowance
allowance for enlisted personnel
*
%
covery or recovery of missing naval
covery
naval
discharge--______________upon discharge
558
558
property --------------- ____-1022
Islands, apapTrust Territory
Territory of
of Pacific
Pacific Islands,
Lawrence, Newfoundland,
Newfoundland, presSaint Lawrence,
prespropriation for administration
administration_-__
_
1004
1004
entation of hospital or dispensary
dispensary
Uniforms
Uniforms and equipment, furnishing
furnishing at
at
to; appropriation
appropriation authorized
authorized ---_907
cost -------------559
____________
559
Salaries, appropriation
appropriation for
for -----1004
_---_
1004
Unitary Wind Tunnel Plan Act of 1949_
936
936
Salary increases
increases for certain DepartUtilities in vicinity of naval
naval or
or military
military
mental officers
officers ---------------- _ 880
activities,
activities, sale, authority-----___
authority
577
577
San Diego, Calif., conveyances
conveyances-------177
177
Vessels. See separate
title.
separate
title.
Schooling, dependents
dependents of personnel of
Veterans. See separate
separate title.
title.
National Military
Military Establishment_
Establishment___ 1022
Veterans
Administration,
allotments
Administration,
allotments
Secretary—
Secretaryand
transfers
transfers
funds
from,
of
from, auauCompensation
Compensation ----------------585,
585, 880
thority--___________________
thority
652
652
of—
Office ofVeterans'
organizations,
Veterans'
organizations,
national,
national,
loan
Funds
for ---------Funds for
246, 261,979,
261, 979, 1003
1003
246,
of equipment,
equipment, terms; bond------bond
483
483
Limitation
expenditures and
Limitation on expenditures
Yards and Docks, Bureau of—
ofobligations --- _---_-------_
1025
1025
Contract
authorization --------- 980, 1012
Contract authorization
1012
Ship construction,
construction, acquisition,
acquisition, etc.,
etc.,
Contractor's fixed
on__
1012
fixed fee,
fee, limitation
limitation on-_
1012
certain,
certain, performed prior to 1949,
Funds for------------for
247, 261, 980, 1011
247,261,980,
1011
removal of requirement
respecting
requirement respecting
Limitation on expenditures
expenditures and
and oblitransfers of
of funds --------------983
gations
gations --------------------1025
1025
247, 979
979
Shipbuilding, appropriation
appropriation for
for_--___ 247,
of—
Ships, Bureau ofNavy, Secretary
Secretary of the. See
See Navy, DeContract authority---------------partment of the.
Contract
authority
1009
partment
1009
for ---------...Funds for
1008, 1009
. 261,
261,1008,
1009 Nazaretian, Felice,
Felice, deportation
deportation suspension
suspension.. 1222
1222
Special duty officers,
Special
officers, active-service
active-service
Nebraska:
credit for time spent in attainment
attainment
Brownville,
bridge across
Missouri
of education;
education; lineal position;
proposition; proRiver, time extension
extension for
collection
for collection
motion ------------motion
570
_--._- _ 569,
569,570
889
of tolls ------___--___-889
Submarines, experimental,
experimental, increase
in
Submarines,
increase in
Crawford, transfer of certain
certain land
withland
withconstruction
construction cost limitation
limitation----___
_ 577
577
in Robinson Remount
_
171
Remount Station to..
to__
171
Subsistence, appropriation
for -------.
1010
Subsistence,
appropriation for
1010
Mirage Flats project,
project, appropriation
appropriation for..
781
for_
781
Supplies and Accounts,
Accounts, Bureau of—
ofNorth Platte project, appropriation for..
86,
for_
86,
Funds for -----------246, 247, 261, 1010
246,247,261,1010
781
Limitation on expenditures
obliexpenditures and
and obliOmaha, appropriation
appropriation for
for acquisition
acquisition
gations --------------------1025
of
for
building
site
for
public
building-------741
Supplies and equipment
equipment interchange,
interchange,
Republican
Republican River, designation of
of CulCul_-------546, 559
authority ---------bertson Dam as Trenton
Trenton Darn,
Dam, and
and
Supply Corps, appointments
appointments to comlake
Swanson
Lake
as
Swanson
Lake---_-__66
66
missions in, qualifications--------qualifications
12
12
Surplus supplies, etc.,
etc., sale, use of proNeely, Earl H.,
Neely,
IL, payment to ----------1110
1110
ceeds -----------------------1010
1010 Neilson,
Neilson, Thomas
Thomas L. (Lt. jg),
acceptance of
jg), acceptance
of
Tableware,
Tableware, etc., in officers'
officers' quarters, reregift from foreign government, austriction on use of funds for
for------- 1008
1008
thorized
__--thorized
1076
-----------------------------
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Nelson,
Comdr.), acceptance
Nelson, Henry (Lt. Comdr.),
acceptance of Page
Page
gift from foreign
foreign government,
government, authorized._----_----------_--.---_
thorized
1076
Nemes,
Nemes, Bella
Bella (Bill
(Bill Names),
Names), deportation
deportation
suspension-----------------------_
suspension
1241
Nesmith,
Nesmith, Mason D., payment
payment to
1075
to-------- 1075
Netzley,
Netzley, Clyde
Clyde C., payment to administrator of estate
estate of ----------------- _ 1106
1106
Nevada:
Nevada:
appropriation for
Davis Dam project, appropriation
for_ 85,
85, 782
782
Douglas-Tahoe
Douglas-Tahoe Airport, Douglas
County, appropriation for claim
claim
Federal Airport
745
under Federal
Airport Act
Act-------745
Indians, industrial assistance, appropriation for
776
for--------------------776
Irrigation projects, appropriation
appropriation for
773
for_-773
Western
Western Shoshone
Shoshone Indians, appropriation for public
buildings
773
public school buildings---773
Nevada County,
County, Calif., payment
payment to
412
to-----412
Nevada
National Forest, Nev., acquisition
Nevada National
of land for, appropriation
appropriation for
for----_--_
340
New Hampshire, Northeastern
New
Northeastern Interstate
Forest Fire Protection
Compact, conForest
Protection Compact,
consent of Congress------------------Congress
271
271
New Haven,
Haven, Conn.,
declaration of
New
Conn., declaration
of designated waterway
nonnavigable
waterway as nonnavigable
water ---- _-----------------_---609
New Jersey:
New
District judge, appointment
appointment of addiadditional
494,
tional----------------------494, 495
495
Mffiville
Municipal Airport, appropriaMillville Municipal
appropriation for claim under Federal
Federal Air979
port Act
Act-------------------New Mexico:
Mexico:
Berns.lillo County, hospitalhospital—
Bernalillo
1049
Appropriation
authorized
1049
Appropriation authorized----------705
Conveyance for
Conveyance
for-- ------------Carson
Forest, extension
of
Carson National
National Forest,
extension of
boundaries -------------------144
boundaries
144
Fort Sumner irrigation
irrigation district,
district, rehabilitation
habilitation and operation of irriga483
tion system, authorized ---------appropriation for.
Fort Sumner project, appropriation
for783
for
Hot Springs,
Springs, use
use of certain land
land for
public purposes, authority
authority-------693
Indians, industrial
Indians,
industrial assistance,
assistance, approappropriation for--------------------for
776
Irrigation projects, appropriation
appropriation for-_for.
773
Irrigation
773
Los Alamos project, retrocession
retrocession of
jurisdiction over certain
certain lands
11
within -----------------------11
Luna County, conveyance
conveyance to Federal
Works Agency in------------in
194, 195
195
194,
Pecos River Compact,
consent of
Compact, consent
of ConCongress--------------__---------_
gress
159
159
Pueblo and
Canoncito Navajo
and Canoncito
Navajo Indians,
certain lands held
for _ --held in
in trust
trust for..
604
Change in enrollment
enrollment of bill-------bill
1246
1246
appropriation for-for
259,
Rio Grande project, appropriation
259,
780, 781
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Tucumcari project, appropriation
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Tucumcari
for__
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Upper Colorado
Colorado River Basin Compact,
Compact,
consent of Congress
Congress -- --_-----31
_
31
New
New York:
Buffalo—
BuffaloBuffalo Municipal
Municipal Airport, appropriappropriation for
reimbursement for
ation
reimbursement
for
damage
---_--_--------83
damage to
Administration disposal
War Assets Administration
center, conveyance
conveyance to Public
Buildings Administration
Administration ------ _
641
Buildings
641
Cape Vincent, fish cultural station, rerehabilitation
habilitation of rearing ponds
ponds and
facilities, authority
authority ----_-------_
615
615
Appropriation authorized
authorized ---------_
616
616
Appropriation
for
acquisition of
of
acquisition
lands ------ _-----_---------lands
981
981
District judges, additional, appointment ------ _-----------------_
494
494
conveyance
Fort Niagara
Niagara State Park,
Park, conveyance
of tract
tract to State
State----------------- 691
691
Kingston, realignment
realignment of channel of
Hudson River, authorized
848
authorized--------_
848
Marine school, State, reimbursement
Marine
reimbursement
651
for expenses
expenses-------.-----_-----_
651
New York—
YorkAssay office, appropriation
for------appropriation for
363
prevention, apHarbor obstructions, prevention,
appropriation for -----.-------847
_ 847
Pneumatic-tube service,
appropriaPneumatic-tube
service, appropriation for -----------------372, 639
Northeastern
Interstate Forest
Northeastern Interstate
Forest Fire
Protection Compact,
Protection
Compact, consent
consent of
of
Congress
Congress -------------.----.--271
271
Seneca Indians, appropriation
appropriation for
Seneca
for fulfilling treaties with
774
with ------.----..
774
Six Nations, appropriation
appropriation for fulfilling
treaties with
774
treaties
with -----------------. 774
Newcomb, Anna
payment to
to ----1102
Anna Belle,
Belle, payment
1102
Newfoundland:
Newfoundland:
Saint Lawrence,
presentation of hosLawrence, presentation
dispensary to;
appropripital or dispensary
to; appropriauthorized
907
ation authorized-----------_---__
907
Tax exemption on
on transportation
transportation of
nonconsideration as port or
or
persons, nonconsideration
station within
within Canada
Canada for
for purpose
purpose
_
of --------------------------30
30
Newgord,
Haimovitch or
Newgord, Esther (Esther Haimovitch
Esther Katz), deportation
suspension_ -_ 1222
deportation suspension
1222
payment to---------to
1110
1110
Newkirk, Jeff D., payment
District
Newnan, Ga.,
Ga., clerk
clerk of
of U. S. District
Court,
restriction on
Court, restriction
on use
use of
of funds for
for
maintaining office of
maintaining
of.--_.--_.
---_471
Newton,
deportation suspension
1249
Newton, Arthur,
Arthur, deportation
suspension-_ 1249
Nez Perce Indians,
Indians, Idaho, appropriation
for industrial assistance----------assistance
776
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I
Ngai,
Ngai, Shun Him, deportation
deportation suspension_ 122
1225 INorth Carolina—Continued
Carolina-Continued
deportation suspension_._
Ngai, Siu Kum,
Kum, deportation
suspension__ _ 122
1225
Durham, retention by
by Federal
Federal Works
Works
Niagara Falls Bridge
Bridge Commission,
Commission, maintemainteAdministrator of
custody and
conAdministrator
of custody
and connance, etc., of bridges across
Niagara
across Niagara
trol of certain lands
lands ----------180
180
River; bond issuance, authority
authority -...
61
613
Fayetteville, retention by Federal
Federal Works
Works
Nichols, John E. (Lt. jg.),
Nichols,
acceptance of
of
jg.), acceptance
Administrator of
of custody
and concustody and
conaward from
foreign government,
government,
trol of certain lands
lands ------------179
179
authorized ---. __-_-___.___-_____authorized
107
Winston-Salem, Smith-Reynolds
1077
Winston-Salem,
AirSmith-Reynolds AirNichols,
Nichols, Kenneth D. (Col.),
(Col.), appointment
appointment
appropriation for payment
port, appropriation
payment of
of
in permanent grade of colonel_
colonel --- __
1211
claim
121
claim -------.
_-----------____
240
240
Nicola,
Nicola, Primo, deportation
___ 1237
deportation suspension_
suspension-..123 North Dakota:
Nielsen, Svend
Garrison Reservoir, use of funds for
Nielsen,
Svend Aage,
Aage, deportation
deportation suspensuspenfor
sion ..- ----------..-acquisition of certain property_.
___ .________
1237
acquisition
property_ ___ 848
123
848
International Peace Garden,
Niemeyer, Elzo (Dick Niemeyer
International
Garden, completion,
completion,
Niemeyer,
Dick
Niemeyer or Dick
Van Hall),
appropriation authorized
appropriation
Hall), deportation
deportation suspension__
suspension_ _ 1237
authorized -------.
888
123
Appropriation for__---------______
for
Appropriation
Niethe,
Karl Wilhelm,
Wilhelm, deportation sus875
Niethe, Karl
sus1241
Transfer of tower to ---------___
pension --------.
pension
_
_ 1155
______________124
Lignite
Lignite research laboratory,
laboratory, appropriaappropriaNieves, Delia
Nieves,
Delia (Delia
(Delia Francisca Gonzalez
Gonzalez
tion
tion for
for construction
construction --_____----_ 788
Trigola or Delia
Delia Gonzalez
Gonzalez y
y Pugula),
Pugula),
MandanMandandeportation suspensionsuspension -_-_-_____1237
1235
Interior drainage
drainage facilities, appropriNilson,
Ragnar, deportation
deportation suspension-_
Nilson, Ragnar,
suspension_ _ 1232
1232
ation for completion
completion -----.--_ 746
746
Nilsson, Nils
Nilsson,
Nils Erik
Erik Gunnar,
Gunnar, deportation
deportation
Northern Great Plains Field
Northern
Field Station,
Station,
suspension
suspension
----_______________1232
1232
U. S., appropriation
appropriation for remodelremodelNimeth,
Nimeth, Margaret (Margaret Semon),
Semon), dedeing structures
structures ---------------- 333
portation suspensionsuspension ---- _________
1222
1222
Three Affiliated
Fort Berthold
Affiliated Tribes,
Tribes, Fort
Berthold
"1949 Fertilizer Supplies", printing
of
printing of
Reservation, title to certain lands;
Reservation,
lands;
additional copies of House committee
committee
compensation------__--------compensation
_ 1026
1026
hearings
hearings ------------_____________
1252
Yellowstone River, division
division of
of waters,
waters,
Nino-Arroyo, Felipe,
Nino-Arroyo,
Felipe, deportation
deportation sussusconsent
consent of Congress
Congress granted
granted to
to nenepension --------.._____________1231
gotiation of
of compact
compact.-------____
_
152
Nitrogenous
Nitrogenous Fertilizer Materials, manuNorth Platte Project,
North
Nebr.-Wyo., approappromanuProject, Nebr.-Wyo.,
facture
facture for use in occupied areas
areas and
priation for ----781
.....
..-------.86,
86, 781
Republic of South Korea,
authority
Korea, authority
Northeastern Interstate Forest Fire
Northeastern
Fire ProProof Department
Department of
of the Army
Army _______
713
713
tection Compact, consent of Congress_
271
271
Noble,
Northern Cheyenne
Noble, Frederick
to
Frederick H.,
H., payment
payment to1102 Northern
Cheyenne Indians, Mont.,
Mont., apap..... 1102
propriation
propriation for construction,
construction, etc.,
of
Nolfl,
Nicola Mario, deportation
etc., of
NoIfi, Nicola
deportation sussusbuildings
1231
buildings------------.
pension
pension -------------.
_-___._.__.
..__------ _ 773
773
1231
Northern Great
Great Plains Field Station, apapNome, Alaska,
Nome,
Alaska, construction
authorized_ _
construction authorized-_
935 Northern
propriation
propriation for remodeling
remodeling structures
structures
Nonessential Federal Expenditures, Joint
Nonessential
Joint
at
at---------------------------333
Committee
on,
appropriation
Committee on, appropriation for-_for_ __
77
77
Northway, Alaska,
Northway,
Alaska, construction
construction authorauthorWildlife Preserve, designation of
Norbeck Wildlife
of
ized
-------------.
935
Custer State Park Game
Game Sanctuary
Sanctuary
Jorway, payment of designated
Norway,
designated claim__
claim... __ 478
478
as; addition of
lands
708
of lands--______-____708 Junes,
Nunes, John C.,
C., payment to
to-..........
1091
Norfolk,
Norfolk, Va.,
Va., Hampton Roads,
Roads, retention
retention
Junez, Nicolas
Nunez,
(Nicolas Nunez
Nunez Valencia),
Valencia),
Nicolas (Nicolas
Administrator of
by Federal Works Administrator
of
deportation suspension
suspension _.......... 1231
custody and control of
certain lands_
lands.. -_
of certain
180 Nurses,
training _.-180 Nurses, transfer of funds for training..
__
255
Norfolk
Norfolk County Trust Company,
Company, conconlyi, Huai Fen Li (Gloria Huai
Nyi,
Fen Li
Li Nyi
Nyi
Huai Fen
veyance to -----veyance
_____________.1188
or Mrs. Henry Nyi),
1188
Nyi), deportation
deportation sussusNorth Atlantic Treaty Countries, Military
Military
pension -----------.
.----------1244
1244
Assistance.
Mutual
Assistance. See
Defense
Assistance
Assistance Act of 1949.
00
North Carolina:
latland Island, Chatham County,
Oatland
County, Ga.,
Ga., rereBlue Ridge Parkway—
Parkwaytention by Federal
AdminisFederal Works AdminisAppropriation
Appropriation for; contract authorizaauthorizatrator of custody
custody and
and control
control of
of cercertion ______________________794
tain
thin lands ....
_-----_____--. 180,
180, 181
181
Exchange
Exchange of lands for acquisition of
of
Obligations, International.
Obligations,
See InterInterInternational. See
suitable right-of-way
right-of-way property
property-726
national Obligations.
Obligations.
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O'Brien, William
payment to estate
William E., payment
estate of..
of
Occupied Areas:
Areas:
Occupied
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1118 Ohio—Continued
111E
Ohio-Continued
Morgan
County, acquisition
acquisition of property
property
Morgan County,
Appropriation
Department of the
Appropriation for Department
by Department of the Army -____
689
689
Army ----------------------- 260, 711
711 Ohio River, time
time extension for bridging at
at
Availability of appropriations
Air
Availability
appropriations for
for Air
or near Shawneetown,
Shawneetown, Ill -- ______
592
592
Force and Army for administration_
administration_ 1021 Ohio River
River Ordnance
Ordnance Works,
Works, West HenHenNitrogenous
Nitrogenous fertilizer
fertilizer materials,
etc.,
materials, etc.,
derson,
operation by Department
derson, Ky., operation
Department
manufacture
manufacture for use in, authority
authority
of Army, authority________________
authority
713
713
Department of Army --------of Department
713
713 Ohman, E. J., jurisdiction
to
jurisdiction of Court to
Transfers of functions and funds, auhear claim ----------------- ______
1190
1190
thority of President------------.
President
712
.
712 Oil
011 and Gas:
Gas:
Ocean
Ocean Strip and Queets
Queets Corridor,
Corridor, approapproGovernment royalty
Government
royalty oil, premium
premium paypaypriation for --------------------- _
792
792
ments,
ments, termination, etc.,
etc., authority...
682
authority682
Ochoco
Ochoco Dam, Oreg.,
Oreg., emergency reconIdaho, time extension
extension of
of leases, authorityauthority_ _
714
714
struction, appropriation
appropriation for
for--_-----_
_ 780
780
Investigations,
Investigations, etc., appropriation
appropriation forfor_ 259, 790
790
O'Connell, Groover, payment
1120
payment to ---_--1120
Oklahoma, appropriation
appropriation for payment
Oklahoma,
payment of
of
consideration
O'Connell, Jack J. (Capt.),
(Capt.), consideration
royalties,
royalties, south half of Red River
River 769
769
of grade in payment
payment of six months'
months'
Production
Production and
and utilization,
utilization, cooperation
cooperation
gratuity------------- -_-_-______
gratuity
1195
1195
industry and State
State
with petroleum industry
O'Connor, John C. (Lt.
(Lt. Comdr.),
Comdr.), acceptauthorities,
acceptauthorities, appropriation
appropriation for
for ___
765
-765
Wyoming,
ance of gift from foreign government,
government,
Wyoming, school lands, leases
leases ----.--.
703
703
authorized
authorized -----------.----------- 1076
1076 Oil and
Division. See under Interior,
and Gas Division.
Department of the.
O'Connor,
(Margaret
O'Connor, Margaret Blanch
Blanch (Margaret
Fats and Oils.
Miller), deportation
Miller),
deportation suspension
suspension ----1220 Oils. See Fats
1220
Oilseeds,
on, appropriation
appropriation for
for
325
Oilseeds, Research
Research on,
325
O'Donnell, Francis Albert (Frank Albert
County,
Fla.,
Okaloosa
County,
Fla.,
conveyance,
conveyance,
O'Donnell or "Inky"),
deportation
"Inky"), deportation
amendment of provisions
amendment
provisions ----------921
921
suspension ----------------------suspension
1225
Okanogan
Okanogan Project, Wash.,
Wash., approval
approval of
of
O'Dwyer, Elizabeth (Elizabeth Organ),
Organ),
contract
authority
63
contract with, execution
execution authority__
63
deportation
suspension
1249
deportation suspension------------1249
Okinawa,
Okinawa, military installations and
and faciliO'Dwyer, Elizabeth (Elizabeth Semevsky
ties,
ties, construction
construction authorization----authorization
944
Roberts), deportation suspension_
Roberts),
__ _ 1231
suspension---Oklahoma:
Officer Candidate
Candidate Training,
approTraining, Navy, approAnadarko,
Anadarko, Indian arts and
and crafts buildbuildpriation
priation for
1007
for----------------------1007
ing, appropriation
771
appropriation for --------__.
771
Officer Personnel
Personnel Act of 1947, AmendAmendDistrict
District judges,
judges, permanent,
permanent, increase
increase in
in
ments:
number --------------....
number
494
494
service requirements
requirements for
Limited duty, service
Indians—
Indiansappointment
time
appointment of officers to;
to; time
Chickasaw NationNation—
Chickasaw
extension for making original apapextension
Attorneys, appropriation
appropriation for
for expenexpenpointments..
568
pointments--------------------568
ses ----------.-775
.. - ...--775
Lineal
Lineal positions of certain
certain officers,
officers,
Per capita payments,
payments, appropriation
Per
adjustment
567
adjustment--------------------567
for-.---------------...---for
84
84
Medical and Dental Corps of Navy,
Medical
Choctaw
Nation—
Choctaw Nationofficers -------277
retention of certain officers
277
payments, appropriaPer capita payments,
Special duty officers, active-service
active-service
tion
tion for-----------------...
for
84
84
attainment
credit for time spent in attainment
Treaties with, appropriation
appropriation for
for
of education; lineal position; proprofulfilling - ---fulfilling
774
_----..---___
774
motion
570
motion--------------------569, 570
appropriation
Five Civilized Tribes, appropriation
Ogden, Utah, clerk of U. S. District
Ogden,
District
for expenses
expenses of tribal officers-__
officers
775
775
Court, restriction on use
use of funds
funds for
for
Osage Agency, appropriation
appropriation for supmaintaining
471
maintaining office of
of-------------471
port-------____--_-________port
775
Ogden River Project, Utah, appropriation
appropriation
Pawnees,
appropriation for
for fulfilling
Pawnees, appropriation
fulfilling
construction
780
for construction------------------780
treaties with __-------______
774
treaties
774
Western Oklahoma,
Western
Oklahoma, appropriation
Ohio:
Ohio:
appropriation for
construction,
Chillicothe, conveyance
conveyance __-------_--construction, etc., of buildings-buildings
773
681
773
National forests,
forests, acquisition
National
Cleveland, conveyance
conveyance to Federal Works
acquisition of
of lands
lands in
Agency in -approval of Board
certain counties, approval
---- _--_-- -- _ 186
of County Commissioners,
Commissioners, requirerequireDistrict judges, permanent,
permanent, increase in
number_---------------------____
494
number
ment
----------.------339
___
339
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Oklahoma-Continued
Oklahoma—Continued
Oil and gas royalties, south half of Red
Red
River, appropriation
appropriation for _--_-__
Osage Agency, appropriation
appropriation for
for supsupport ______________
------------

INDEX
INDEX

Orange, Tex., certain
Orange,
certain shipyard
shipyard facilities,
facilities,
conveyance to Consolidated
Consolidated Western
Western
76
769
Steel Corporation
Steel
Corporation-----------------

Pag
Page

Orange County, Calif.,
Calif., conveyance
conveyance of
of
25
258
easement
Department of
of the
the Navy,
Navy,
easement by
by Department
78i
780
authority
authority -----------------------Ordnance,
Ordnance, Bureau of. See
See under
under Navy,
Navy,
Department
Department of
of the.

Page
Page

951
951

W. C. Austin project, appropriation
for_
appropriation for_
276
276
Woodward, appropriation
appropriation for construcconstruction of building at Southern
Southern Great
Great
Plains Field Station
-__________ 33;
Ordnance Department. See
333 Ordnance
Army,
See under Army,
Toshie, admission
Okutomi, Toshie,
admission for
permanent
for permanent
Department
Department of
of the.
the.
residence
residence ______________________
-1138 Oregon:
Oregon:
113M
Olafssan,
Arnold
Olafssan, K. A., payment to_-___..___to
1148
Arnold irrigation district, emergency
emergency
1141
Old-Age
Old-Age and Survivors Insurance,
Insurance, Bureau
Bureau
rehabilitation, appropriation
appropriation for-_for__ _
780
780
of. See under Social Security
Coos Bay Wagon
Security AdWagon Road
Road grant
grant lands,
lands, apapAdministration.
for______
-------propriation for
_ 258,
258, 769
769
Corvallis
Old-Age
Old-Age and Survivors Insurance
Trust
Corvallis Airport, appropriation
for
appropriation for
Insurance Trust
claim under
Fund, Federal.
See
Federal oldunder Federal
Federal Airport
Airport Act
Act_ -_
745
See Federal
old745
Deschutes project,
project, appropriation
age
Deschutes
appropriation for___
for__ _ 259,
age and survivors
survivors insurance
trust
insurance trust
259,
fund under Social Security AdminisAdminis781
780, 781
District judge, appointment
tration.
appointment of
of addiaddi-

Oles,
Louise, payment to
Oles, Helen
Helen Louise,
to---_____
Olivera, Roque
Roque Tanada, deportation
deportation sussuspension --------_______________-

1130
113(

tional-----------.---------__
tional
495
494, 495
Grants
irrigation district, emerGrants Pass irrigation
emergency
gency reconstruction
reconstruction of
of pipe
pipe line,
line ,
appropriation for_
for----- _____-----780
780
appropriation
Indians,
Indians, appropriation
appropriation for construction,
construction,
etc., of buildings
etc.,
773
buildings __--__-------__
_ 773
Irrigation projects,
Irrigation
projects, appropriation
appropriation for_
for
773
773
Klamath
Klamath Agency, appropriation
for
appropriation for
support ----_--_________---_ 241,
support
241, 774
774
Klamath
Klamath County,
County, public-school
public-school faeilfacil-

1244
1244
Olivieri,
Olivier', Anthony
Anthony (Antonio
(Antonio or
Francesco
or Francesco
1225
Porro), deportation
suspension
deportation suspension-----1225
Olney Airport, Olney,
Olney
Olney, Tex., appropriation
appropriation
for payment of
of claim
claim ------_--____
24C
240
Olsen,
Olsen, Arnold Emanuel,
Emanuel, deportation
deportation sussuspension
pension --.-__________________
--1222
1222
Olsen, Ingolf,
Ingolf, deportation suspension
suspension__-___ 1228
1228
ities, appropriation
appropriation authorized
authorized_-- ___
621
621
Olsen, Rolf, deportation
deportation suspension_____
suspension
1228
Appropriation
for
875
Appropriation for----------------1228
875
Klamath projectprojectKlamath
Olympic
Olympic Games, 1956, holding at Detroit,
Detroit,
Appropriation for------15
Appropriation
for
259, 780,
780, 781
781
Mich.,
Mich., extension of invitation______
invitation
242, 259,
15
Shasta
irrigation district, ap1151
Shasta View
View irrigation
Olympic Hotel,
Olympic
Hotel, payment
payment to
to------_--___
1151
proval
proval of contract with, execution
execution
Olympic National
Olympic
National Park,
Park, Wash.:
Wash.:
authority
-------------------authority
63
63
Appropriation for protection
Appropriation
adjacent
protection of adjacent
Linn County, School
School District No.
5,
No. 5,
land -------------...- ..- ...-- 792
792
conveyance--------------------932
conveyance
932
Fishery facilities, lands
acquired by
lands acquired
by exexMedford,
Medford, retention
retention by Federal
Federal Works
Works
change of, incorporation
incorporation in Park_
Park___ 159
159
Administrator of custody and conAdministrator
conOmaha, Nebr., appropriation
appropriation for
acquisifor acquisitrol
trol of certain
certain lands
lands -----.------179
179
tion of site for public building
building -____
741
Ochoco
Dam, emergency
741
Ochoco Darn,
emergency reconstruction,
reconstruction,
O'Mara,
John J., payment to
O'Mara, John
to ------__1172
appropriation for ---------------780
appropriation
780
Onacewlcz,
(Col., Polish
Onacewicz, Wlodzimlerz
Wlodzimierz (Col.,
Polish
Oregon and California
California Railroad
Railroad grant
grant
Army), admission for permanent
Army),
resipermanent resilands, appropriation
appropriation for
for ----- _ 258,
769
258, 769
dence
dence__________________________
Owyhee project, appropriation
appropriation for.__
1141
Owyhee
for. _ 259,
259, 781
781
O'Neal, Etienne Emerson,
Emerson, deportation
Stanfield Irrigation
Irrigation District,
District, approval
approval
deportation
suspension --suspension
____________________
of contract;
1228
contract; execution
execution authority of
1228
of
Secretary
Interior ----------- _
1086
Secretary of Interior
O'Neil, John J.,
I., payment
payment to ---942
_______
1086
Vale
Vale Oregon
Oregon Irrigation
Irrigation District,
District, apO'Neill, Ruby Florence,
O'Neill,
Florence, deportation
susdeportation susproval of contract; executi
on auau execution
pension _______________________pension
1220
1220
thority of Secretary
Secretary of
of Interior
Interior_. __-_
943
943
Onga, John Rodica (Severino
(Severino Rodica),
Rodica),
Westland
Irrigation
Westland
Irrigation
approval
District,
approval
deportation
deportation suspension
suspension -----______
1237
1237
of contract;
execution authority
contract; execution
authority of
Onorati, Umberto (Albert),
(Albert), deportation
deportation
Secretary of Interior-----------__
Secretary
Interior
942
942
suspension
suspension -__________.---_______
1241
'Oregon", transfer of trawler to Fish and
1241 "Oregon",
and
Opiates, determination of bemidone
beraidone and
and
Wildlife
Wildlife Service;
Service; appropriation
appropriation for
for
six other drugs as, proclamation_,---.:
proclamation..-.
1290
maintenance, et.,
1290
maintenance,
etc., authorized------_
authorized
409
409
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Organic Act of 1944,
1944, Department of
of Page
Page Overtime Compensation,
Compensation, amendment
amendment of
Page
Agriculture,
Amendment,
Agriculture,
Amendment,
control
Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938_
1938__ 446
operations, citrus blackfly,
blackfly, whiteRepeal
Repeal---------------.----------920
920
fringed beetle, wheat-stem
wheat-stem sawfly,
sawfly,
Ovren, Mildred,
Ovren,
Mildred, release from liability
liability_ -_
1084
1084
Oriental fruitfly, and Hall scale,
Owen, R. C.,
Owen,
C., payment to-------------to1181
1181
authority
authority----------.....__._______200
20( Owen,
Owen, R.
R. C.,
C., Jr., payment
payment to----------to1181
1181
Organic
Organic Act of Puerto Rico,
Rico, Amendment,
Amendment,
Owen, Roy, payment
payment to---------.---to
1181
1181
salaries
salaries and office expenses of officials,
Owens, Stanley
deportation sussusStanley Jasper,
Jasper, deportation
payment _
--------- _____________-692
692
pension
pension ----------------- ________
1244
1244
Reserves:
Organized Reserves:
Owyhee Project,
Owyhee
Project, Oreg., appropriation
appropriation
Appropriation
Appropriation for ------...-__._-1000
100C
------.---.----------for-781
_
_ 259,
259, 781
Field exercises,
exercises, appropriation
appropriation for
for participation in --- _________________-988
98E
P
Reserve Corps, pay and allowMedical Reserve
allowances of additional
additional officers and
and
Paap, Gijsbertus
Gijsbertus Bilheimus,
deportation
Eilheimus, deportation
nurses, funds for _________..._
-1001
1001
suspension__
-----suspension
1233
--__--_
1233
Pensioners, etc., restriction
and
restriction on
on pay and
Pacho, Edmea,
Pacho,
Edmea, admission
for permanent
permanent
admission for
expenses ______________
-------1018
1018
residence
----------.-_residence --1210
1210
Restriction on use of funds
funds--------__
1000 Pacific Fisheries,
inFisheries, appropriation
appropriation for
for inRifle matches, national—
nationalvestigation,
vestigation, exploration
exploration and
and developdevelopCare of ranges, details for, payment__
payment
1003
1003
ment-------------_____________.ment
795
795
Participation as volunteer
Participation
volunteer competitors
competitors
Islands, Trust Territory
Pacific Islands,
Territory of, approapproor range
range officers, travel
travel and subpriation for administration
priation
administration -_-1004
1004
sistence
sistence allowances--------__-allowances
1002 Pacific
1002
Pacific Salmon Fisheries Commission,
Commission,
Oriental
Oriental Fruitfly:
International, appropriation
International,
appropriation for
for_--__ _ 454
454
Appropriation for control-------______
control
Appropriation
334
334 Packers
Packers and Stockyards
Stockyards Act,
Act, appropriaappropriaControl and eradication
eradication operations,
operations,
tion for
for effecting
effecting provisions
344
provisions of
of ----344
authority of Secretary
Secretary of AgriPaiceira, Vincente (Vincente
(Vincente Paiceira
Paiceira
culture ---------------200
_____-_
Perez),
Perez), deportation
deportation suspension ___--1249
1249
Ornest, Saul Stanley,
Stanley, deportation
deportation suspensuspenPaille,
Faille, Jack Jean
Jean Paul
Paul (Jack
(Jack Paille),
Paille), dedesion _______________________
----1233
portation
portation suspension
suspension
1228
- -.-_-1228
Oroz,
Oroz, Salvador
Salvador Viscay, admission
admission for
for
Pajaczkowski, Theodore Nikodem,
Pajaczkowskl,
Nikodem, dedepermanent residence
permanent
residence ---- _---__--1079
1079
portation
portation suspension--------------suspension
1233
1233
Orshingher, Umberto Vittorio (Umberto
Palazotta, Michael,
Palazotta,
Michael, payment to ----____
1126
1126
Victorio Orsingher),
Orsingher), deportation
deportation susPaleontological Investigations,
Investigations, areas
Paleontological
be
areas to
to be
pensionpension --------- ______-_-1237
_-_--- 1237
flooded by construction
construction of
of GovernGovernMaria De La Luz (Maria De
La Luz
Orta, Maria
ment dams, cooperation
De La
Luz
cooperation by
by SmithSmithHorta),
Horta), deportation
deportation suspension--_suspension
1241
sonian Institution;
appropriation auauInstitution; appropriation
Orta, Pilar (Pilar Horta),
Horta), deportation
deportation susthorized
606
thorized --------------------..-606
pension
pension ------------------------1241 Palermo,
Palermo, Anna, deportation
deportation suspension__suspension
1249
1249
Palermo,
Palermo, Rosario
Rosario (Richard Ross
Orta, Ramona (Ramona Horta), deportaOrta,
Ross Palermo
deportaRoss Palermo),
tion suspension
1241
or Ross
Palermo), deportation
suspension------------------deportation suspension
pension --------------------_____
1249
Ortaliz, Jose Montilla,
deportation susMontilla, deportation
1249
susPalermo, Salvatore
deportation
Salvatore (Samuel),
(Samuel), deportation
pension-----------------------pension
1231 Palermo,
suspension
__---suspension --- ---1249
1249
Ortaliz, June Ann, deportation suspensionsuspension_ 1231
Palermo, Vincenzo
(James), deportation
deportation
Vincenzo (James),
Ortaliz, Rosina
Ortaliz,
Rosins Lou, deportation
deportation suspensuspension-___--------_.
suspension
1249
---- _1249
sion---------------------------1231
sion
Palestine Refugees,
Palestine
Refugees, Relief,
Relief, special
special conconOrwig,
()twig, Thelma Lee (Mrs. Thelma
Thelma Lee
Lee
tribution to United
United Nations for, auauRynaard),
Rynaard), payment
1134
payment to ----------thorized; advances
by Reconstruction
advances by
Reconstruction
Osage Agency,
Agency, Okla., appropriation
appropriation for
Finance Corporation
Finance
Corporation -__--________16
16
support------------------ ----- _ 258,
support
258, 775
775
Appropriation for
for -----------232
Appropriation
___
232
to
1143
Osborne, Myrtle Ruth, payment
payment to---1143 Palisades
Palisades Project,
Project, Idaho, appropriation
Ossin, Sarah (Sarah Hovtun
Ossin), deKovtun Ossin),
defor construction
780
construction ---- _-----_---780
portation suspension
suspension -------------- 1225
1225 Palm
Palm Beach
Beach County, Fla.,
Fla., conveyance
conveyance --888
888
Holger Torvald, deportation
Osterlund, Holger
deportation
Palm
Calif., easement
easement --- ___-705
Palm Springs, Calif.,
705
suspension ---------suspension
1225 Palmer,
__ _----_
--- -1225
F., relief from liability______
liability
1100
Palmer, Guy F.,
1100
Ottley, Robyn
Robyn Josephine,
deportation susJosephine, deportation
Palmisano, Gaetano, deportation
Palmisano,
deportation suspensuspenpension ----------------------sion
_ 1249
1249
sion
-----------------------------1241
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CXXXVIII
Palomba, Giovanni
Palombo), deGiovanni (John Palombo),
deportation suspension
suspension ---- __-___.__-

INDEX
INDEX
Pagee Panama Railroad Company—Continued
Pag
Company-Continued
1225
122 5
Business operations;
operations; sales and
and services;
services;

Page
Page

Palomino,
Julian (Julian Palomino
Palomino, Julian
Palomino QuiQuitransfers of functions and
and facilities,
facilities,
nones), deportation
nones),
deportation suspension
1225
suspension-_____
authority
President ------601
122
5
authority of
of President
__
_
601
Civil Service Retirement Act, applicaPamphilis, Isabella,
Isabella, deportation
deportation suspenapplicasuspenbility to officers and employees
employees___
___
475
sion -------------1237
__________....
475
123 7
Classification
Act
of
1949,
nonapplica7
Classification
Act
Pan American Day, 1949,
of
1949,
nonapplica1949, proclamation
proclamation_ __ 1267
126'
bility ------------- ______----956
bility- 956
Pan-American
Pan-American Highway,
Highway, Convention
Convention on
on
Leave,
Leave,
accumulated
or
payaccrued,
paythe, appropriation
appropriation for fulfilling
S.
fulfilling U.
U. S.
death of
employee_ ___ 593
ment upon death
of employee-__
593
obligations
obligations -----------____-_____642
64:
Retired
Retired employees, increase
increase in annuity_
476
annuity
476
Pan-American Institute
Geography
and
Institute of
of Geography and
Tort claims
claims procedure
provisions, exprocedure provisions,
exappropriation for contribuHistory, appropriation
contribuemption from ..----------444
_____
444
tion ---------.-----_____________
450
45( Panariello, Pietro,
Panariello, Pietro, deportation
deportation suspension
suspension_ 1237
1237
Pan-American
Pan-American Railway
Railway Congress,
Congress, approapproPanciera, Mario, deportation
deportation suspension
1241
suspension_ 1241
priation
priation for contribution
450
contribution ----- __.__
45(
Pandelaras, Paraskevi Gregory,
Gregory, deportadeportaPan-American Sanitary Bureau, approapprosuspension-----------------1241
tion suspension
1241
priation for contribution
450
contribution ----....
__
45(
Pane, Antonino
Antonino (Anthony Pane),
deportaPane), deportaPan-American
Pan-American Union, appropriation
appropriation for
for
tion suspension
suspension -------.
1249
_____---- _ 1249
contribution
contribution -------- ____________450
45CD Pang,
George (Pang Wing),
Wing), deportation
deportation
Panama:
Panama:
suspension ---------------------1233
1233
Citizens of, employment
Canal Zone,
employment on
on Canal
Zone,
Pantring, Otto Wilhelm,
Pantring,
Wilhelm, deportation
susdeportation
susconditions and limitations ---conditions
851, 1022
1022
851,
pension
----- _-----------------pension
1237
1237
Government
Government of, payment
450
payment to
to -_______
45C Papachristopoulos,
Papachristopoulos, Theodore,
Theodore, consideraconsideraPanama,
Panama, Republic of Panama, waterwatertion as natural-born
natural-born son of stepfather
stepfather
sewers, etc., funds available-_
works, sewers,
available_ _
850
850
for purposes
purposes of immigration
immigration and
and
Panama
Panama Canal. See also Canal Zone;
Zone;
naturalization
1098
naturalization laws
laws ----------_
- _ - 1098
Canal Zone Code, Amendments.
Amendments.
Papadakis, Georgia
N., deportation
deportation susGeorgia N.,
susCivil government,
government, appropriation
appropriation for
850
for__
850
pension ._--------------------1250
1250
Civil Service Retirement
Retirement Act, applicaapplicaPapadatos, Evangelos
Evangelos Gregorious
(AnGregorious
(Anbility to officers and employees_
___
475
employees-__475
gelos Papas),
deportation suspension_
Papas), deportation
suspension_ 1241
1241
Classification
Classification Act of
1949,
1949, nonapnonapPapademetriou,
Vasiliki,
Vasiliki, deportation
deportation sussusplicability to Fire Department,
pension
pension --..
1220
........
__---------_
1220
Police Department,
Department, and
public
and public
Papageorge,
Papageorge,
Alexandra
(Alexandra
Vala(Alexandra
Valaschool employees
employees -------956
___-___
956
siou Evlogimenou),
Evlogimenou), deportation
deportation sussusConstruction annuity fund, appropriapension
1220
pension
------------------------- 1220
tion for
636
for.------------__ .________
636
Papago
Indian
Reservation,
Ariz.,
approArlz.,
Firemen, additional
approcompensation .--.
additional compensation
887
887
priation for construction
construction of buildings
buildings
Governor, increase in basic
compensabasic compensaand
utilities ---------------------773
tion _________......_____..___
773
881
881
Papandreopoulos, Elias Polybios,
Leave, accumulated
accumulated or
or accrued,
payPapandreopoulos,
Polybios, deportadeportaaccrued, paytion suspension
suspension ---------------ment upon death of employee
1228
__
employee --.-__
1228
593
Maintenance, etc., appropriation
for
849
Shizuko Okada,
appropriation for__
Pearl Shizuko
Okada, ad849 Pape, Mrs. Pearl
adPanama Railroad
mission
Railroad Company. See
mission for permanent residence;
residence;
See sepaseparate title.
rate
title.
cancellation
cancellation of warrant of arrest, etc
etc_ _
1151
- 1151
Policemen,
Policemen, additional
additional compensation
887
compensation-_
(Athas Pappou
or
Asthanasios (Athas
887 Pappou, Asthanasios
Pappou or
Retired employees,
employees, increase
increase in
in ananAthos
Athos Papou),
deportation suspenPapou), deportation
suspennuity ----------476
476
sion -----------------------1237
_
__1237
Sanitation, appropriation
appropriation for ----- _ 246,
246, 850
850 Paps, Jan,
Jan, deportation
deportation suspension
1232
suspension --_.._
1232
School teachers, additional
compensaadditional compensaParasiliti, Nicola
Nicola Sebastiano
Sebastian° Collazzo
Collazzo
tion ------------------------887
887
(Nicola
Sebastiano Parasiliti
Parasiliti Colazzo
(Nicola Sebastian°
Colazzo
Specialists,
Specialists, technicians,
technicians, etc., employemployor Nicholas
Nicholas Parasi
Benny Pernite
Parasi or
or Benny
Pernite
ment authorization
authorization ------852
_-----852
or Nicholas
Benny Pernite),
Nicholas Benny
Pernite), deportadeportaToll rates, changes
changes in, postponement
postponement of
tion suspension
suspension ---.-1250
.----------- 1250
effective date of Proclamation
Proclamation No.
No.
Pardovich, Joseph G. (chief boatswain's
boatswain's
2775, proclamation
proclamation --------1266, 1291
1291
mate),
mate), acceptance
acceptance of gift from foreign
foreign
Panama Railroad Company:
government, authorized
1076,
authorized ---____
1076, 1077
1077
Appropriation for ------------Appropriation
254
__---_
254
Pare, Lorenzo
Lorenzo Joseph (Lorenzo
(Lorenzo Joseph
Joseph
Availability of funds -----_---------851
851
suspension ----.
Perry), deportation suspension
1220
1220

INDEX
INDEX
Parenteau,
Nagrarenteau, Narcisse
Narcisse (Joseph
(Joseph Exidas
Exidas Narcisse Parenteau),
Parenteau), deportation
deportation suspension _______________________
--

Page
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Page Peace
Garden, International,
Peace Garden,
International, N. Dak.,
Dak.,
Page
Page
completion, appropriation
appropriation authorized_
888
888
1225
1225
Appropriation
Appropriation for --------875
_-________
875
Tex., retention
retention by Federal
Federal Works
Paris, Tex.,
Transfer of tower
to ------ ________1155
Transfer
tower to
1155
Administrator of custody
custody and control
Peach Mosaic
Mosaic Control, appropriation
appropriation for
for
335
335
180
of certain lands __- _--------------18( Peanuts:
Parker, John E., His Heirs, AdministraAdministraApportionment of national
Apportionment
alnational acreage
acreage altors, or Assigns, jurisdiction
jurisdiction of Court
Court
lotment
lotment ___------------------__
676
676
claim
1139
to hear claim-----____
_____------113
Price support
1051, 1052
support ---__-----------__ 1051,
1052
Parker
Parker Dam Power Project,
Project, Ariz.-Calif.,
Ariz.-Calif.,
in
Pearson, Lavantia,
Lavantia, issuance of patent in
appropriation
appropriation for---------- _ 258, 780, 782
782
fee to--------------------------to
1115
1115
Parks.
See National Capital Parks;
Parks;
Pearson,
Pearson, Virginia,
issuance of
of patent
patent in
Virginia, issuance
in
National Park Service
Service under Interior,
Interior,
fee
fee to --------------------------1115
1115
Department
Department of the; National Parks.
Parks.
Pecos River
159
River Compact, consent of Congress
Congress_
159
Parsons, Robert Joseph,
Joseph, deportation
deportation sussusPedroza,
Pedroza, Francisca,
Francisca, deportation
deportation suspensuspenpension ---------------1222
_---_.--1222
sion ---_------------------------1231
1231
Pasatiempo, Remedios Navarra,
Pasatiempo,
Navarra, deportadeportaPedroza,
Pedroza, Gilberto,
Gilberto, deportation
deportation suspension
suspension_ 1231
tion suspension--_---_------------.
suspension
1225
1225 Peel, Kenneth
Kenneth N., payment to estate of_of_ _ 1153
1153
Christian, Miss., appropriation
Pass Christian,
for
appropriation for
suspension_ 1220
Pelcic, Nikola, deportation
deportation suspension__
operation of maritime training
training stastaPenal and Correctional
Correctional Institutions:
Institutions:
tion -------------_-----------651
Appropriation
Appropriation for
for __-----_----__
460
260, 460
Passamaquoddy Power Project,
Passamaquoddy
Project, Maine,
Personal
Personal property
property losses of employees
employees
appropriation for
appropriation
for ----__-------___
25(
incident
250
incident to service,
service, settlement__
167
settlement --167
Passport Agencies,
appropriation for ---Agencies, appropriation
448
Appropriation
Appropriation authorized-----_---_
authorized
168
168
Pasternak, Sophie (Sophie
(Sophie Gorzelany
Gorzelany or
Funds available
876
Funds
available--------_---------_
876
Catherine Gorzelany),
Gorzelany), deportation
deportation
Penal and
and Penitentiary
Penitentiary Commission,
Commission, InInsuspension
suspension-----_---------_-----1220
ternational, appropriation
appropriation for
for contri-ternational,
contriPatent Office. See under
Patent
under Commerce,
Commerce, DeDebution--------____ ---bution
450
___ -------450
partment
partment of.
Penna,
of.
Penna, Bruno, deportation
deportation suspension
suspension_--__ 1244
1244
Patmon, Bertha, jurisdiction
jurisdiction of Court
Court to
to
Pennsylvania:
Pennsylvania:
1202
hear claimclaim
-___------_---------Allegheny
Allegheny County, payment
payment to ----55
_
55
Patrick Henry Week:
Week:
Anthracite
research laboratory,
Anthracite coal
coal research
laboratory,
Issuance of
authorization_
159
Issuance
of proclamation,
proclamation, authorization_
159
Haven, appropriation
Schuylkill Haven,
appropriation
1277
1949, proclamation
proclamation -_
1277
for
contract authorauthor----for construction;
construction; contract
Patselas,
Pantelis (Jacob
Patselas, Jacovos
Jacovos Pantelis
(Jacob Patselas
Patselas
ization
ization ------------------789
---789
or Jacob Loizos),
deportation suspenLoizos), deportation
District judges, additional,
additional, appointappoint1220
sion
------------1220
ment --------.------------.
494, 495
494,
495
Gettysburg
1133
Gettysburg National
National Cemetery,
acquisi1133
Patton, Alvin
Alvin G., payment to--------to
Cemetery, acquisition of land for, appropriation
1111
Patzke, Bertha Myrtle, payment to---to
I111
Lion
appropriation forfor.
243
243
Independence
1111
Independence National Historical Park,
Park,
1111
Patzke, Frank
Frank J., payment
payment to -------appropriation
appropriation for; contract authorPaul, Alvin
Alvin Colton
Theophilus,
Colton Thomas
Thomas Theophilus,
ization
1250
ization --------.---.--794
..-- . 793, 794
1250
deportation
deportation suspension
suspension-----------Pittsburgh, conveyance
conveyance to
Federal
Pavich, Joseph
Joseph (Jose
Yoso Pavic),
Pavic),
Pavich,
(Jose Pavic
Pavic or Yoso
Works Agency in------in
197
------197
1246
deportation
deportation suspension
1246
suspension----------Pensions.
See Civil Service
Service Retirement
Retirement
Pensions. See
Pavlinik, Milan (John Pauer
Pavlinik,
Pauer or
or Pavlinic),
Pavlinic),
Act; Veterans
Veterans Administration.
1220
deportation
1220
deportation suspension --------Pera,
Anna, deportation
deportation suspension
1225
Pera, Anna,
suspension-__._ 1225
Pavlis,
Pavlis, Apostolos
Apostolos Paraskevas
Paraskevas (Charles
(Charles P.
Perales, Carmen Dolores
Dolores Guevara (CarPerales,
Pavlis), deportation
suspension _---1237
Pavlis),
deportation suspension
men Guevara or Carmen
Carmen D.
D. Guevara
Guevara
deportation
Pavlis, Ekaterini (Aikaterini),
(Aikaterini), deportation
Canton), deportation
deportation suspension-_
suspension_ _ 1246
1246
or Camoli),
suspension.-- -________
suspension
1245
1245
-- -Percival, Norward Edward, deportation
Percival,
deportation
Pawnee Indians, Okla.,
Okla., appropriation
for
Pawnee
appropriation for
suspension__
suspension
1245
---------------1245
fulfilling treaties with
fulfilling
with ----- _----_
774 Pereira,
774
Jose Dias
Joe Dias),
Dias), dedePereira, Jose
Dias (Jose
(Jose or
or Joe
Paxton, Norman L. (Lt.
(Lt. Comdr.),
Comdr.), acceptacceptportation suspension
suspension portation
1220
--------1220
government,
ance of
of gift from foreign
foreign government,
Pereira, Josephine,
Josephine, payment
Pereira,
payment to estate
estate of_
of_ 1152
1152
authorized
authorized----_----_---____--1076
--1076 Perel,
(Norman Earnest
Perel, Nechemia
Nechemia (Norman
Earnest Pearl),
Pearl),
Payette Division,
Division, Boise
Boise Project,
Project, Idaho,
Payette
Idaho,
deportation suspension
suspension
1228
deportation
. - --.1228
appropriation for
86
appropriation
for -..-------Perez, Antonio
86 Perez,
Antonio (Antonio
(Antonio Perez MateMatesanta),
Paykou,
Alexandra, deportation
deportation suspenPaykou, Alexandra,
Banta), deportation
deportation suspension
1241
suspension ----suspen1241
1238
Perez, Eduardo,
Eduardo, deportation
sion---------------------------deportation suspension
sion
1238 Perez,
suspension_ -- 1238
1238

CXL
CXL

INDEX

Lagos Page
(Virginia Soto
Soto Lagos
Perez, Virginia Soto (Virginia
Perez),
suspension
1241
Perez), deportation
deportation suspension.---Pericharos,
Pericharos),
(Christ Pericharos),
Pericharos, Christos (Christ
deportation suspension
suspension -___........
1225
deportation
Perishable
Agricultural Commodities
Act,
Commodities Act,
Perishable Agricultural
appropriation for
effecting provisions
for effecting
appropriation
of..--------------------------344
Nicolaos (Lignos
Nick Peris
Penis
(Lignos or
or Nick
Perivolaris, Nicolaos
or Pares or Nick John
John Peres),
Peres), de1222
portation suspension -----.......-portation
Permanent
International Commission
Commission of
of
Permanent International
Congresses
appropriaof Navigation, appropriaCongresses of
847
tion for ...--------.. ----------Peronlas, Demetrious
Demetrious Ioannou (Demetri(DemetriPeroulas,
deportation susous John Peronlas),
Peroulas), deportation
pension
1220
-------...............
pension -Perry, Gorman "T" (motor machinist's
mate, first class),
acceptance of gift
class), acceptance
government, authorized_ 1077
1077
from foreign government,
Peter
Kiewit
Co.,
appropriation
for
Son's
Co.,
appropriation
Peter Kiewit
783
payment to
to-----------------Peters, E. B., payment to.....-------to
1132
1132
Peters, Florence
Florence Bryant,
payment to
Peters,
Bryant, payment
to --George, sale of land, authorized 1101
1101
Peters, George,
Petersburg, Alaska, construction authorized
935
ized.----..---------------...---.
Petersburg National Military
Military Park, Va.,
Petersburg
addition of lands------------lands
691
Petibon, Yves (Maurice
Petibon), dePetibon,
(Maurice Petibon),
portation suspension ---- ____-....
1228
portation
Petricorena, Jose M.
Oehandorena, adadPetricorena,
M. Ochandorena,
mission for permanent
1079
residence---permanent residence
Petricorena,
Ochandorena, admisPetricorena, Jose Ochandorena,
residence
1079
sion for permanent residence-------Petroleum
appropriation
Petroleum Reserves,
Reserves, Naval,
Naval, appropriation
conservation, operation, and profor conservation,
tection
tection----------------------979, 1004
Petrolo, Francesco
Francesco (Frank),
(Frank), deportation
suspension
suspension-----------------------1220
Petroutsa, Eleftherios Panaylotou
Panayiotou (Edward Panayioutou Petroutsa), deportation suspension
1238
portation
suspension--------------Pfeifer,
Pfeifer, Karoline Maria, deportation
deportation suspension ------------pension
__-------_
_ 1228
1228
Philadelphia, Pa.:
Independence National
Independence
National Historical Park,
appropriation for; contract
contract authorappropriation
ization
794
ization --------------------793, 794
Mint, appropriation
appropriation for
for- ------------_ 363
Philipou, Dimitrios (James Phillips), deportation suspension
1233
portation
suspension ------------1233
Philippen, Peter Joseph, deportation susPhilippen,
pension -----------------------1238
pension
1238
Philippine Alien
Alien Property
Property Administration:
Administrator, increase
increase in basic com881
pensation -------------------881
Appropriation
for
632
Appropriation for----------------632
Report to Congress
Congress on expenses
633
expenses------633

Islands, Office
Office of U. S. High
Page
Philippine Islands,
Commissioner
certain
Commissioner to, payment to certain
officers
1101
officers and
and employees -----------Philippine
Property Act of 1946, appropriaPhilippine Property
expenses of Philippine Alien
Alien
tion for expenses
Property Administration
Administration under
633
Property
under-----Philippine Rehabilitation
of 1946:
1946:
Rehabilitation Act of
Philippine
Amendment,
certain
extension of certain
Amendment, time extension
provisions; availability
availability of funds-_funds_ __
692
provisions;
Appropriation for -----------250,
250, 455, 648
648
Appropriation
Restriction on certain payments
payments-----648
Transfers of funds; prior approval of
Transfers
President---------------------456
President
456
Philippine Scouts, officers on active list,
appointment in Regular
Regular Army -----169
appointment
Commission:
Philippine War Damage Commission:
Appropriation
restriction on certain
Appropriation for; restriction
payments
648
648
payments---------------------Compensation
members, increase
increase inin_
881
Compensation of members,
Philippines:
Citizenship requirements, U. S. emnonapplicability of desigployees, nonapplicability
provisions --------------661
nated provisions
Coconut oil, termination
termination of suspension
suspension
Coconut
1279
of processing tax on, proclamation..
proclamationCopra, termination
termination of suspension
suspension of
Copra,
processing tax on, proclamation__
proclamation_ __ 1279
Diplomatic
establishments,
Diplomatic and consular establishments,
suspension of
construction, suspension
U. S., construction,
restriction
of
restriction on use of articles not of
U. S. manufacture--------------manufacture
456
Military assistance
appropriation
assistance to; appropriation
authorized
716
authorized--------------------Appropriation for ----------------975
Appropriation
Rehabilitation. See Philippine RehabilRehabilRehabilitation.
itation Act of 1946.
inter-island
use in
in inter-island
charter for use
Vessels, charter
commerce, authority
authority of
of Maritime
Maritime
commerce,
Commission -------------------9
Commission
9
Veterans, hospitals
hospitalization
hospitals and hospitalization
Veterans,
for,
grants-in-aid, appropriation
appropriation
for, grants-in-aid,
for
655
for---------------------------655
Phillips, Clarence Daniel,
Daniel, deportation
suspension
1231
suspension-----------------------to------------1192
Phillips, Jack, payment
payment to
PhiIpin, Bridget (Bessie
(Bessie or Bridget GallaGallaPhilpin,
gher), deportation
suspension
1222
1222
deportation suspension------gher),
Rebecca, deportation
deportation susPhipps, Sarah Rebecca,
pension
1233
1233
pension ------------------------Phony Peach and Peach Mosaic
Mosaic Control,
Phony
appropriation
for
335
appropriation for-----------------Handicapped, appropriation
appropriation
Physically Handicapped,
authorized for work of President's
President's
authorized
Committee
the
Committee on National Employ the
Physically
409
Handicapped Week ----Physically Handicapped
Appropriation
876
Appropriation for ---------------Physically Handicapped Week,
Week, National
Physically
Employ
proclamation
1293
1293
Employ the, 1949, proclamation----Pick, Charles Robert, deportation sus1225
pension
1225
pension--------------------------

INDEX
INDEX
Pickett, Thomas A.,
A., issuance
issuance of
of patent
patent in
in
fee to
to --------------------------fee
Pieber, Gerda (Bessie
(Bessie Soukaras),
Soukaras), deportadeportation suspension
tion
suspension -- ______________
Piekarz, Hersz, deportation suspension__
Margaret, payment
Pierce, Margaret,
payment to
to.________
Pierre, S. Dak.,
Dak., clerk of
S. District
of Ti.
U. S.
District
restriction on
Court, restriction
of funds
funds for
on use
use of
for
maintaining office
office of
maintaining
of _____________-

CXLI
CXLI

Page Plevritis, Constantine Elias, deportation
deportation
suspension
suspension ----------- ___________-

110(
1100

Pocatello, Idaho, appropriation
Pocatello,
appropriation for game1241
management
supply depot and
management supply
and lab125
1250
oratory ---------____________-___
oratory
1102
1102 Point Agassiz, Alaska, construction
construction authorized -______________________
thorized-Polatos, Vasilios
Vasilios (William),
Polatos,
(William), deportation
deportation
471
471
suspension _-------------------__
suspension
--

Pilostomos,
Antonios, deportation
Pilostomos, Christos Antonios,
deportation
suspension
suspension ----------------------125C
1250
Pima County, Ariz.,
Ariz., sale of certain lands
to Sisters of Saint
to
Saint Joseph
in Arizona,
Joseph in
Arizona,
Inc
Inc ----- __
--- ---------------__
60(
606
Pima Indian
Indian Reservation,
Ariz., approapproReservation, Ariz.,
priation
for construction,
etc., of
priation for
construction, etc.,
of
buildings
and utilities
buildings and
utilities 773
--- __---__
773
Pina, Francisco (Jaoa
Pina,
(Jaoa Andrade),
deportaAndrade), deportation
suspension _______________
tion suspension
-1223
1223
Pinchot,
National Forest,
Pinchot, Gifford,
Gifford, National
Forest, designadesignation of
as,
of Columbia
Columbia National
National Forest
Forest as,
proclamation _________________
proclamation
1277
--1277
Pinedo-Valdez, Julian,
Pinedo-Valdez,
Julian, deportation
deportation sussuspension
pension
-_______________________
1233
1233
Pineiro,
Enrique Hermo
(Enrique Hermo),
Pineiro, Enrique
Hermo (Enrique
Hermo),
deportation suspension
suspension -----------1244
deportation
1244
Pinellas County,
County, Fla.:
Fla.:
Pinellas
Conveyance, correction
descripConveyance,
correction of
of land
land description _______________
50
tion
-50
-_______
International
appropriation for
for
International Airport,
Airport, appropriation
claim
under Federal
Federal Airport
Airport Act_
Act_ 978,
978, 979
979
claim under
Pink Bollworm
Bollworm Control,
Control, appropriation
for_
Pink
335
appropriation for_
335
Pinto, Alessi°,
Pinto,
Alessio, deportation
deportation suspension_
suspension___ 1241
1241
Pinto, Jacinto (Jacinto
or
(Jacinto Pinto
Pinto Riquerme
Riquerme or
Victorino
deVictorino or
or Francinto
Francinto Pinto),
Pinto), de1238
portation suspension
suspension -____________portation
1238
Pirrone,
Antonino, deportation
Pirrone, Antonino,
deportation suspension_
suspension- 1250
1250
Pisani,
Pisani, Clemente
Clemente Salvatore
Salvatore (Salvatore
(Salvatore
Pisani
or Salvatore
Pisani or
Salvatore Clemente
Clemente Pisani),
Pisani),
deportation
suspension-----------1220
deportation suspension
1220
Pitsiladis,
(Charles Peterson
Pitsiladis, Efstratios
Efstratios (Charles
Peterson
or Charles
Pitsiladis), deportation
or
Charles Pitsiladis),
deportation
suspension
1225
suspension ---------------------1225
Pittsburgh, Pa.:
Pa.:
Pittsburgh,
Appropriation
buildings and
and grounds,
Appropriation for
for buildings
grounds,
Bureau
Mines
259, 790
790
Bureau of
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extension for filing
112
filing -------____
112
in—
inWheat
Wheat or wheat-flour
wheat-flour importers and
funds unexpended
Availability of funds
unexpended at
exporters, records and reports
946
reports-_
end of occupation;
occupation; agreement
agreement
Reports
Congress—
Reports to Congressrequirement
requirement -----------------712
Classification
712
Classification Act of 1949,
1949, recomrecomTransfers
functions and funds,
funds,
Transfers of functions
mendations respecting rates of
authority
authority -------------------712
compensation under ---------971
compensation
712
971
Palestine refugees,
Mutual Defense
Defense Assistance
Assistance Act
of
refugees, relief, special conAct of
tribution to United Nations for,
tribution
1949, transfer of funds;
funds; expendiauthorized; advances by Reconauthorized;
tures and activities
720
activities----------720
struction Finance
__
16
struction
Finance Corporation.._
Corporation---Virgin Islands Corporation, emer16
Appropriation
for ----------------Aonronriation
232
gency action
353
action-----------------353
_I-81939--50--P.
81939*
1-81
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President of United
United States-Continued
States—Continued
Saint Lawrence,
Lawrence, Newfoundland,
Newfoundland, presentation of hospital
hospital or dispensary
dispensary
to; appropriation
appropriation authorized
authorized -----Trade Agreements Extension Act of
1949 ------------------------Upper Colorado
Colorado River Basin Compact,
Compact,
request for notification
notification to
Governor
to Governor
of each
each signatory State of approval
approval
by Congress
Congress -----------------Upper Colorado
Colorado River Commission, rere-
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Page I Printing Act of
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congrescopies of
of congressional hearings and other
documents._
48
other documents_
48
Binding:
Printing and
907
90 Printing
and Binding:
Appropriation
for—
Appropriation for69
697
Agriculture, Department
Department of
of-------349
Architect of the Capitol
Capitol--------___
_
229
District of Columbia-------------- _
324
Federal Security Agency
Agency ----------296
42
Interior, Department
of the
Interior,
4'
Department of
the ----- 259, 766
766
Justice, Department
Department of
of ----------_
244
Department of
Labor, Department
of -------.--- _
284
284
35
Library of Congress
3Congress -----_----227, 232
232
Post Office Department
Department --------- 248, 374
Treasury Department
Treasury
Department ---- _-------_
251
5,
Reports of Government departments
departments
5, 6 Reports
and agencies, annual or special,
special,
745
discontinuance of
of
230
745
discontinuance
of printing
printing of-----230
Printing
Printing Office,
Office, Government.
Government. See
GovSee Government
ernment Printing
Printing Office.
Office.
Prison Industries, Federal,
Federal, Inc.
Inc. See
See FedFederal Prison Industries,
Industries, Inc.
eral
Inc.
1238
1238 Prison System, Federal.
Federal.
Federal
See Federal
Prison
Prison System under Justice,
Justice, DepartDepartment of.
796
for supsup796 Prisoners, Federal,
Federal, appropriation
appropriation for
1186
1186
port of -------------------------461
461
1104
1104 Prisoners of
of War,
War, maintenance,
maintenance, funds
funds for
for
Departments of Army, Navy,
Navy, and
and
745
Air Force ----------------------745
1020
Prisons, Bureau of. See
Justice,
See under
under Justice,
Department of.
Department
of.
Private Forestry Cooperation, appropriappropri645
645
ation for -----------------------339
339
Probation System.
System.
See under
under United
United
746
States Courts.
746
Courts.
Proclamations:
Proclamations:
Aliens entering or leaving the
the United
United
States, control of, amendment
amendment prepre-

quest for designation
designation of one Commissioner
missioner------------------__Voluntary
Voluntary agreements,
stabilization of
agreements, stabilization
of
economy, time extension of authority; expiration date
date ---------Commerce,
Commerce, Department of, appropriation for expenses
expenses--------_
White House. See Executive
Executive Mansion,
Mansion,
White
this
this title.
White
separate title.
White House Police. See separate
title.
Press, Doris (Dora Hearst),
Hearst), deportation
deportation
suspension ---------------------- _
suspension
appropriation for
for
Pribilof Islands, Alaska,
Alaska, appropriation
development
development of fur-seal and wildlife
wildlife
resources
resources -----------------------Price, Vivian Newell, payment
to -----payment to
Price, William,
William, credit in accounts
accounts -----Price Administration, Office
Office of,
of, appropriaappropriation for liquidation
liquidation---------------Price Control Act of 1942, Emergency,
Emergency,
designated
designated provision effective during
1950 with respect to certain functions
functions
of Office
Office of Housing Expediter - - Price Index,
Index, Consumers',
appropriation
Consumers', appropriation
for revision----------.--------revision
-Price Support:
Support:
Agricultural
Agricultural Act of 1948, amendment,
extension of marketing date
extension
for
date for
Maryland and cigar-leaf
Maryland
cigar-leaf types
types of
tobacco
169
tobacco-----------------------169
Agricultural
Agricultural Act of 1949. See
See separate
separate
title.
title.
Gladys, payment to ------------ 1136
Prieto, Gladys,
1136
Prince Georges
Georges County, Md.:
Md.:
Conveyance
Conveyance ----------------------592
592
Persons of unsound mind in certain
Fedcertain Fedreservations, provision for deeral reservations,
tention, care, and treatment -----759
759
Prince William Forest Park, appropriaappropriation for ---793
----------.-------793
Printing, Joint
Committee on:
Joint Committee
Appropriation for ----------Appropriation
_ 218, 252, 738
Congressional hearings and other
Congressional
docuother documents, printing
of extra
extra copies,
printing of
copies,
limit of
of cost -------------------48
48
Government printing, binding,
binding, and
blank-book
blank-book work elsewhere
elsewhere than at
Government Printing
Printing Office,
Office, apapproval authority ---------------.
405
405

scribing
scribing regulations
relating to
to_ -__
regulations relating
- _ 1289
1289
Argentina,
trade agreement,
agreement, suppleArgentina, trade
supple-

mentary
mentary proclamation respecting
flaxseed ----------------------Army Day, 1949
1949 ------------------Cancer Control
Control Month, 1949 --------Monument,
Channel Islands
Islands National
National Monument,
Calif., enlargement
enlargement ------------ _
Child Health
1949
Health Day,
Day, 1949---------Columbia National
National Forest,
Forest, designation
designation
as Gifford Pinchot
Pinchot National
National Forest_
Forest
Columbus Day, 1949 -------------- _
Cotton, long-staple, imports of; change
change
of quota
quota
in quota year,
year, and
and fixing
fixing of
for interim
interim period --- _---------Cuba, trade
trade agreement with, rectifications with respect
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Fire Prevention
Prevention Week,
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1949---------------------
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Forrestal, James, death
death of
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1261
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"I
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American Day", 1949-----1949
1259
Immigration quotas for Greece,
Greece, Italy,
Socialist
Rumania, Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics, Israel, Jordan, Syria,
Republics,
Lebanon------------------ 1278
and Lebanon
1278
Israel, suspension of duties of tonnage
and imposts
1272
imposts-------------------- 1272
Memorial Day, 1949, designation as
day of prayer for permanent
permanent peace,
authorization
111
authorization------------------Observance, proclamation
proclamation ---------- 1274
1274
Observance,
Migratory birds and game mammals,
mammals,
Migratory
amendments
regulations relating
amendments of regulations
to
1280, 1292
to------------------------ 1280,1292
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1949-------------capped Week, 1949
National Farm Safety Week,
Week, 1949---1949
National
National Freedom Day-------------Day
National
National Maritime Day, 1949 ------National
determination of bemidone and
Opiates, determination
six other drugs as
as-------------1949
Pan American
American Day, 1949------------Panama Canal toll rates, changes in,
Panama
postponement
effective date of
postponement of effective
Proclamation No.
No. 2775
1266,
1266,
2775 ----Proclamation
Patrick
authorization---Henry Week, authorization____
Patrick Henry
Issuance -----------------------Processing
Processing tax, additional, on certain
coconut oil, termination of suspension of ------------------pension
Red Cross Month, 1949 ------------Union
Africa, suspension of
Union of South Africa,

1270
1270
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1268
1268
1257
1257
1271
1290
1290
1267

1291
159
1277
1277
1279
1279
1259
1259

duties of
___ 1271
imposts..-and imposts_
of tonnage
tonnage and
duties
United Nations Day, 1949---------1949
Uruguay,
trade agreement,
agreement, supplemensupplemenUruguay, trade
tary
proclamation respecting
respecting flaxtary proclamation
seed
seed -------------------------World
1949
Week, 1949-----------World Trade
Trade Week,
Procopis, Vasiliki
Vasiliki (Vasilike
(Vasilike Dountas),
Donntas), deProcopis,
portation suspension
suspension-------------portation
1947, Armed Services:
Services:
Procurement Act of 1947,
Central
Central Intelligence
Intelligence Agency, authority
under
under------------------------Occupied areas,
areas, appropriation
appropriation for Department of the Army for governpartment
inapplicability
ment and
and relief in, inapplicability
to
to-------------------------
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1275
1269
1269
1221
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Production and
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underAgriculture,
Agriculture, Department
See under
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or
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employee --------------------
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Appropriation
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plicability
plicability---------------------- 956
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Compensation rate, maximum, director,
Compensation
director,
officer, or employee
employee -----------_ 972
Property
Property and
and Administrative Services
Services Act
Act
of 1949, Federal.
Federal. See Federal Property and Administrative
Administrative Services
Services Act
Act
of 1949.

Prosser Irrigation
Irrigation District, Wash.,
Wash., approval of contract;
contract; execution
execution authority of Secretary
943
Secretary of Interior
Interior -------.
Provo, Rose
Provo,
Rose Marie (Mary Margaret
French or Margaret
Margaret Franche),
Franche), deportation suspension ------------- _ 1223
appropriation
Provo River Project, Utah, appropriation
for ------------------------86,
86, 780
Psaltides, Fotini (Fotini Sotiriades),
Sotiriades), deportation suspension
suspension-------.-----_ 1245
Public Assistance,
of. See under
Assistance, Bureau of.
Social Security
Security Administration.
Public Buildings Act of May 25, 1926,
Amendments, site rentals;
rentals; repeal of
Amendments,
provision respecting
respecting disposition of
proceeds from sales of buildings, etc
199
etc__
199
Public Buildings Act of 1949 -----.----176
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Buildings outside District of Columbia,
planning of
of--------------------176
Appropriation
authorized --------176
176
Appropriation authorized
Appropriation for ----------------976
Appropriation
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200
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through post
Chicago,
superhighway through
office, agreement
agreement respecting-----respecting
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Contract
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Conveyances
Correction in enrollment
bill
1217
Correction
enrollment of bill-------Custody and control of certain property
property
Custody
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District of Columbia, lease of space in;
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acceptance authorGifts of
of property,
property, acceptance
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199
ized-------------------------authority-_- 199
Grounds, care of, contract authority
Improvement
buildings
198
Improvement of existing buildings----Appropriation
198
authorized --------Appropriation authorized
Appropriation
976
for----------------Appropriation for
International
furnishing of servInternational bodies, furnishing
Public Buildings
Buildings Adminisices by Public
tration in continental
continental United
199
States ---------------------199
Miscellaneous and general provisions__
provisions
198
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Miscellaneous
Report to Congress, annual ---------200
SitesSites—
Acquisition; transfer
transfer of jurisdiction
jurisdiction
by Government
Government departments
departments and
by
177
agencies
agencies---------------------Rentals
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Health Service-Continued
Service—Continued
Page
Page
carrying provisions
provisions into effect
639
effect---___
National Heart Institute,
Institute, appropriation
63
appropriation
Public Buildings Administration.
Administration.
See
for --------------------------291
291
Public Buildings,
Buildings, Bureau of
under
of under
National Institute of Dental
Research,
Dental Research,
General Services
Services Administration.
Administration.
appropriation
for construction
appropriation for
construction of
of
the. See
under
Public Debt, Bureau
Bureau of
of the.
See under
research
transfer to
to Pubresearch facilities,
facilities, transfer
PubTreasury Department.
Department.
Buildings Administration
Administration---___
291
lic Buildings
291
Public Debt Transactions.
Transactions.
See
Second
See Second
National Institutes of Health,
Health, approapproLiberty
Liberty Bond Act.
priation
priation for .------ .....----. 255,
255, 290
290
Public
Public Health Protection,
Protection, disposition of
Nurses, training,
training, transfer of
for__
255
of funds
funds for__
255
surplus property
property in interest of
of-----38
Overthrow of U. S. Government,
387
Overthrow
Government, rerePublic Health Service:
Service:
striction on employment
employment of
persons
of persons
Alaska, disease
disease and sanitation
sanitation investiinvestiadvocating ---------. _____---- .
advocating
298
298
gations and control,
control, appropriation
appropriation
Pay and allowances. See Career
Career Comfor; transfer
transfer of property,
property, authorauthorpensation
pensation Act of 1949.
ity ------------------ _-------- 289
28
Pay costs, increased,
increased, appropriation
appropriation for_
for.
254
254
Appropriation for ---------------- 233,
288
233, 281
Prison System, Federal, transfer
transfer of
of
Career Compensation
See
Compensation Act
Act of
of 1949. See
funds from, authority
authority ----...---_ 461
461
separate title.
separate
title.
Psychiatric
Psychiatric service for District of
of CoCoCincinnati, Ohio,
maintenance and
Cincinnati,
maintenance
and
lumbia juvenile
juvenile court,
court, appropriaappropria- operation
operation of water and sanitary
sanitary inin311
tion for payment
payment ----..
...----.
311
vestigations
vestigations station, appropriation
appropriation
Quarantine
service, appropriation
Quarantine service,
appropriation for
290
for_ 255,
255, 290
for --------------------___--292
.
Research
29'
Research facilities, construction,
construction, transClaims, property lost in U. S. military
fer of funds to Public Buildings
service, appropriation
appropriation for
for payment_
payment_
234
Administration ------291
234
Administration
__--------_
291
Guard—
Coast GuardRetirement, physical
physical disability.
See
See
Courts-martial,
commisCourts-martial, service of commisCareer Compensation Act of
of 1949.
sioned officers on
540
on ----.-------- _
St. Elizabeths
54(
St.
Elizabeths Hospital, D. C. See
See sepOfficers
Officers on detail to, per diem rates
arate title.
title.
arate
allowance, authority
365
of allowance,
authority---__---.
Salaries and expenses, appropriation
361
appropriation
Retiring boards,
Retiring
boards, service on -----___
525
521
for---------------------_-for
292
--292
Commissioned officers,
Commissioned
officers, pay, etc.,
etc., approState health services, assistance to, apappriation for ------------------ 291,
291, 976
propriation
propriation for --------__--____.
289
976
289
Transfer
Transfer of funds from ------_----_
254
against U. S.
reStrikes against
254
S. Government,
Government, reCommunicable diseases, funds
Communicable
funds for preprestriction on employment of
of persons
persons
vention and suppression
suppression--- .- . 254, 289
289
engaging in----------....-__.__.
in
297
297
Dental health activities, appropriation
appropriation
Surgeon General, Office
Office of, appropriaappropriafor .-...-.....................
291
291
tion for ----------------------292
292
Health service programs, transfers of
Tuberculosis, appropriation
appropriation for
Tuberculosis,
for control
control
funds from Government
Government departof ------. --.. ....
254,
289
254, 289
ments and agencies
agencies --------.
290
290
Venereal diseases,
diseases, appropriation
appropriation for conconBeat
Heat or light, issuance in
in kind
kind to perpertrol of ------.......-------_ 254, 288
288
sons on rental quarters allowance,
allowance,
Veterans
Administration,
Veterans
Administration,
allotments
restriction -KGo
restriction
559
and transfers of funds from, auauHospital construction,
construction, funds
grants
funds for
for grants
thority-----------------------thority
652
652
for....
......-----------for
254,
289, 976
254,289,976
Water Pollution Control Act, functions
Water
functions
Extension
Extension of duration of authority;
authority;
under, appropriation
appropriation for -----.
233, 292
292
233,
increase
increase in authorized appropriaappropriaPublic
Service Act:
Public Health
Health Service
Act:
tions-----------------------tions
898
898
Career
Career Compensation
Compensation Act
Act of 1949,
International
International Health Relations,
Relations, Office
Office
amendments and repeals under_
__
834
under__
834
of, appropriation
appropriation for ----------292
_
292
Hospital Survey and Construction
Construction
Medical care, funds for ------------ 254,
254, 289
Amendments
Amendments of 1949.
separate
1949. See
See separate
Mental health activities, appropriation
appropriation
title.
for -----289 Public
_--.
.. --------- 255,
255,289
Public Housing
Housing Administration. Se
See under
under
Military
Military Academy,
Academy, paid occupancy
occupancy of
of
Housing.
Housing.
hotel on grounds, nondeprivation
nondeprivation
Public Lands.
Lands. See also Land
Public
Land Manageof rental allowances-------------_
allowances
1019
1019
ment, Bureau of, under
under Interior, DeDeMines,
Mines, Bureau of, details to
791
to------_____
791
partment of
partment
of the.
National
National Cancer Institute,
Institute, appropriaAlaska, sale
sale of public lands
lauds in,
in, auaution for ----------------------290
290
thority--------thority
679
---------679
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Alaska Council of Boy Scouts of Amerconveyance to----------.....
to
ica, conveyance
Classification
Classification as to mineral
mineral character,
character,
appropriation for
for---------------appropriation
Coal deposits, inactive, appropriation
appropriation
for control of fires in-----------in
Fire fighting
appropriation for
for ---___
fighting on, appropriation
Grazing fees, districts on
on Indian
Indian lands,
lands,

appropriation for payment to States
appropriation
from --------------.----------Homestead
Homestead entries, loans by Secretary
Secretary
of Agriculture,
Agriculture, authority
authority-----__
_
Los Angeles, Calif.,
Calif., rights-of-way
rights-of-way ----Management, protection,
Management,
protection, and
and disposal,
disposal,
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769
769
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77(
883
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749

appropriation
appropriation forfor -----------258, 768
Mineral deposits,
domestic, appropriaappropriaMineral
deposits, domestic,
develoption for investigation
investigation and
and development_ _________ _....
ment
789
789
New Mexico, declaration
declaration of
of certain
certain lands
lands
domain -------605
as part of public domain
605
Range improvements, appropriation
appropriation for
for_ 769
Sales,
Sales, payments to States from proceeds------------------------ceeds
769
Silica sand, etc., lease
lease of lands for
for exexploitation, limitation on effect of
ploitation,
legislation
886
legislation--------------------886
Surveys, funds available for
Surveys,
for-------- 768, 769
Uncompahgre project,
project, Colo.,
Colo., sale of
Uncompahgre
vacant public
public lands,
_
vacant
lands, authority_
authority ---
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64

Printer. See Government
Government Printing
Public Printer.
Office.
Public Roads Administration. See FedGeneral
eral Works Agency under
under General
Services Administration.
Administration.
Services
Public Works. See also
also Public Buildings
Act of 1949;
1949; Public Buildings, Bureau
General Services
Services Adminisof, under
under General
Administration; Rivers and
and Harbors.
Harbors.
Alaska Public Works Act ---------- 627
Appropriation
contract authorAppropriation for; contract
ity-------------------------ity
977
Construction of installations and faciliDepartments of Army,
ties by Departments
Navy, and Air Force, authorized-_
authorized
945
Appropriation
for
979, 980
Appropriation for--------------Loans
Federal agency
construcLoans by Federal
agency for construccertain public works, retion of certain
moval of restriction
restriction ------------.
279
Non-Federal, provision for advance
planning,
appropriation
authorappropriation
ized
841, 842
ized----------------------841,842
Appropriation for----------------Appropriation
977
Virgin Islands, appropriation
appropriation for-----Virgin
643
Puccinelli,
Louis, payment
payment to
Puccinelli, Louis,
to----------- 1104
Pueblo Indians,
Indians, N. Mex.,
Mex., certain lands
604
held in trust for, declaration
declaration ------604
1246
Change in enrollment
enrollment of bill ----------

Puerto
Puerto Rico:
Rico:
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Agricultural experiment
experiment station, approAgricultural
approfor----------_ 256, 325, 330,
priation for
Agricultural extension
extension workwork—
Agricultural
Appropriation for ------__---__- Extension of benefits under Bankhead-Jones Act; appropriation
head-Jones
appropriation
authorized -----------------Airport program, Federal-aid,
Federal-aid, appropriation for-------------------for
priation

331
328
926
926

465
465
Employment
appropriation
Employment services, appropriation
293
for -----------.----_--------_
293
Fair Labor Standards Amendments
Amendments of
1949—
1949Minimum wages, conditional superseding of provisions
provisions -------912
__
_ 912
Special
Special industry committee underunder—
Appointment -.------.----.--Appointment
_ 911
Convening;
recommendations; reConvening; recommendations;
port
915
port---------.--.-----.--.
915
Farm Credit Districts, inclusion in.
_
986
in --986
Farm housing, assistance. See Farm
housing under
under Housing.
Farm-loan associations, national, organorganization
ization and operation in; interest
interest
rates-------------------------.
rates
985
Federal Employees'
Employees' Compensation
Compensation Act
Act
Amendments
Amendments of 1949, extension of
of
certain time limitations
limitations under
866
certain
under----. 866
General Services Administration,
Administration, assistassistance to local school agencies
agencies in certain cases; limitation
limitation -------....
697
.
697
Appropriation authorized
Appropriation
authorized ----..--_ 697
Appropriation for ----------------977
Appropriation
977
Housing. See separate
separate title.
title.
Military housing insurance. See under
under
Housing.
Public works,
non-Federal, provision for
works, non-Federal,
advance planning --------------841
841
Appropriation authorized
authorized ---------842
Appropriation for ----------------977
Salaries
Salaries and office expenses
expenses of officials,
officials,
payment -------........------payment
692
Topographic surveys,
surveys, appropriation
appropriation for_
for.
Topographic
785
Vocational
Vocational education,
education, appropriation
appropriation for
for_ 287
Transfer of funds from
from --------_-Transfer
254
Vocational
Vocational rehabilitation,
for.
rehabilitation, funds
funds for
---__ 233,
254,287,288
254, 287, 288
Pulaski's Memorial Day, 1949, proclamaproclamation -..--...------1296
----------1296
Pulli, Toivo,
Toivo, deportation
deportation suspension--_-_
suspension
1244
1244
Pun, Chin Yuen (Chin Yuen
Yuen Pon or
or Pon
Yuen Chinn),
suspension_ 1228
Chinn), deportation
deportation suspension1228
appropriation for effecting
Purnell Act, appropriation
effecting
provisions
provisions of -------------------__
330
330
Pursell, Emily, payment to
Purse11,
1159
to------------1159
Pyramid
appropriPyramid Lake
Lake Indians,
Indians, Nev.,
Nev., appropriation for industrial
industrial assistance------assistance
776
776
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CL
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Railroads. See
also
Carriers.
Page
IRailroads.
See also
Carriers.
Page
Canada, location survey for designated
designated
Quarantine Service,
Service, appropriation
appropriation for
for__ 255,
railroad, authority of President__
President__ _
255, 290
290
908
Quartermaster Corps.
Consolidation
discretion of
of
Consolidation or merger, discretion
See under Army,
Quartermaster
Department of the.
Interstate
Commerce Commission
Interstate Commerce
Questel, Francois
Francois Marie Edouard,
respecting public
Edouard, deportarespecting
public hearings
hearings ------- _ 485
suspension __----------------_
1250
1250
tion suspension
France, equipment from, free entry of
Quintana,
suspension_ _ 1221
certain,
Quintana, Belia, deportation
deportation suspension__
certain, extension
extension of provision of
of
Quintana, Benito (Benito-Quintana
joint resolution of June
1948_ _
Quintana,
(Benito-Quintana Seara),
Seara),
June 25, 1948-_
55
deportation
1221
Locomotive inspection,
inspection, appropriation
deportation suspension
suspension ____________
Locomotive
appropriation
Enrique, deportation
deportation suspenQuintana, Enrique,
for ------------.------.---- _ 254, 646
sion
1221
sion-----------------------Michigan Central, relocation,
relocation, approMichigan
approQuintana-Lopez,
Angel (Antonio
Lopez
Quintana-Lopez, Angel
(Antonio Lopez
priation
priation for -------------------246
Chintana),
deportation suspension-_suspension_ __ 1238
Chintana), deportation
Railroad cars, entering
entering or breaking
breaking of
Railroad
Quonset
I., Naval Air
seals, judgment
Quonset Point,
Point, R.
R. I.,
Air Station,
judgment as
as bar to prosecuprosecufacilities, transfer
transfer of
funds for
247
facilities,
tion -------------------------96
of funds
for -----96
Retirement Board.
Railroad
Retirement
See
R
separate
separatetitle.
Safety, appropriation
appropriation for .--------- 254, 645
Ellice Alexander, deportation
deportation
Rabsatt, Ellice
Railway
Pan-American, approRailway Congress,
Congress, Pan-American,
suspension
1234
suspension ---------------------priation for contribution
contribution --450
._------_
450
Railway
Mail Service:
Warning
Railway Mail
Service:
Radar Warning System. See Air Warning
and Control
Installations, LandControl Installations,
Appropriation
Appropriation for --------- 87, 248, 249, 370
Based.
Supervisory personnel, increase
Supervisory
increase in
in --__
746
Rade, John Paul, deportation suspension_ 1238
Transfers
1238
Transfers of funds ---------------.
249, 746
Radio Laboratory Building,
National
Ramirez, Daniel (Daniel Ramirez
Reyes),
Ramirez Reyes),
construction
Bureau of Standards, construction
deportation suspension
suspension ----------- _ 1233
deportation
1233
equipment, authority
886
Ramirez, Jesus (Jesus Ramirez-Carand equipment,
authority---------886 Ramirez,
Ramirez-CarRadio Office,
appropriarasco), deportation
deportation suspension
1241
Office, Inter-American, appropriarasco),
suspension __--_
1241
450 Ramirez-Mendoza,
tion for contribution -------------Ramirez-Mendoza, David, deportation
deportation
Radio
Short-Wave,
suspension -- _-------___-______1231
Radio Stations,
Stations, International
International Short-Wave,
suspension
1231
indemnification agreements--------agreements
454
Anacleta, deportation suspension_
1250
indemnification
454 Ramos, Anacleta,
1250
Radiotelegraphic
Convention, InternationInternationRadiotelegraphic Convention,
Ramos, Anastacio, deportation suspension_ 1250
1250
al, appropriation
expenses in perRamos, Juan
Jose (John Joe Ramos
Ramos or
al,
appropriation for
for expenses
Juan Jose
peror
under
637
forming duties under-------------Jose Aguilar),
Aguilar), deportation
deportation suspen637
Raff,
Rudolph A.
sion-------------sion
1225
Raff, Rudolph
A. V.,
V., admission for
for perper1225
manent residence----------------residence
manent
Ramos-Suarez, Luis (Luis Ramos1145 Ramos-Suarez,
Ramos- Flores),
Ragland,
deportation suspension
Ragland, C. A.,
A., Sr., Estate,
Estate, payment
payment to
to
deportation
suspension -----___-- 1233
First-Citizens Bank and Trust Co.,
First-Citizens
Rando, Bartolo, deportation suspension-_
suspension.. _ 1250
1250
Raleigh, N. C., as administrator_
1100
Raleigh,
administrator---1100 Randolph, Frank Charles, deportation
deportation
Rahaman, Abdul,
Abdul, deportation
suspension
1241
deportation suspension..
suspension_ 1221
1221
suspension------------------..
1241
Railroad Adjustment Board, National,
Range Management
Investigations, approRange
Management Investigations,
appropriation
for
priation
338
appropriation for----------priation for
235, 297, 743
for----------------.-.743
338
Railroad Retirement Account,
Milan Kay,
Kay, deportation
deportation suspenAccount, appropriaRankin, Jillian
suspention for---------------------for
297
sion
--297
sion-----------------1228
Dak., Indian museum, apapRailroad Retirement
Retirement Board:
Board:
Rapid City, S. Dak.,
Appropriation Act----------------Appropriation
Act
297
propriation for
for-------------------771
Appropriation
254 Raptou, Eleftheria Apostolou,
Appropriation for
for------------_-- 236, 254
Apostolou, deportation
Compensation of members, increase__
suspension ------------1238
increase__
881
--Disbursement, Division of,
of, Treasury
Treasury
Minovie, deportation
Rasbatt, Esridge Minovie,
Department,
to_ _ 358
Department, transfer of funds to__
358
suspension ---1234
1234
_-----_---------Rasa, Heinz,
Heinz, deportation
Overthrow
Government,
Overthrow of U. S. Government,
Rasch,
deportation suspension_
suspension ---___ 1238
restriction on employment
Raymond, E. Neill,
Neill, payment
to
1156
restriction
employment of
of perperRaymond,
payment to-----sons advocating
advocating ---------------- 298 Raymond,
Raymond, Inez Eugenia,
Eugenia, deportation
deportation susStrikes against U. S. Government,
Government, re1246
repension
pension-_---..
-------------..-1102
striction on employment
employment of persons
Raymond, Mona,
Mona, payment to----------to
Raymond,
engaging in ------------------Rayslarook, Frank
(Commander), acac297 Raysbrook,
297
Frank G.
G. (Commander),
Treasurer of United States, Office
Office of,
of,
Treasurer
ceptance
ceptance of gift from foreign
foreign gov1076
transfer of
of funds to
to-----------359 I
ernment, authorized
authorized _-------------CL
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Page
Reasola, Antonio, deportation suspension_ 1246
Reasola,
1246
Reasola, Maria
Maria Remedios
Remedios Olvera,
Givers, deReasola,
deportation suspension
suspension -------------portation
1246
1246
Rebollar, Jesus
(Jessie Rebollar
Rebollar or
Rebollar,
Jesus Garcia
Garcia (Jessie
or
Garcia), deportation
Jesus Rebollar
Rebollar Y Garcia),
deportation
suspension
suspension ----- _. .---------1231
Rebollo, Rafael, payment to estate
_
Rebollo,
estate of.
of --1136
1136
ReesIde, Ambrosio Esnoz, admission
for
Recalde,
admission for
permanent
residence -------------permanent residence
1079
1079
Reclamation, Bureau
,See under
Reclamation,
Bureau of.
of. See
under Interior,
Department of the.
terior, Department
Reclamation Project Act
1939, conReclamation
Act of
of 1939,
contracts negotiated
negotiated under, approval,
execution
execution authority
authority---_---------___
62
62
Reclamation Projects. See Reclamation,
Reclamation
Reclamation,
Bureau of,
Bureau
of, under
under Interior,
Interior, Department
Department
of
of the.
Reconstruction
Finance Corporation:
Reconstruction Finance
Corporation:
"Administrative expenses"
375
"Administrative
expenses"- -------Alaska,
Alaska, transfer
transfer of
of trawler
trawler to Fish
Fish and
Wildlife Service
Wildlife
Service ---------------409
Amount outstanding, increase
increase -----446, 906
Appropriation
Act
Appropriation Act------------------374
Appropriation
Appropriation for
for -----------------254
Broadcasting
facilities, transfer to DeDeBroadcasting facilities,
partment of
partment
of State -------------408
Directors, Board
Board of—
ofChairman, increase
increase in basic compenChairman,
compensation -------------------880
Members,
increase in basic
basic compenMembers, increase
sation
881
sation--------------------Economic Cooperation
Cooperation Act of
Economic
of 1948,
1948, ad53
vances for purposes
vances
purposes of
of ----------53
Commission, agreement
agreement
Florida Keys
Keys Commission,
respecting
facilities, safesaferespecting water facilities,
897
guarding of rights
rights--------------897
Greece and Turkey,
Turkey, aid to, advances
for
advances for
Greece
carrying
provisions of Act of
of
carrying out provisions
719
719
May 22, 1947
1947 -----------------Mutual
Assistance Act
Mutual Defense
Defense Assistance
Act of
of 1949,
advances for carrying
carrying out pro719
visions of
719
of----------------------Oregon,
trawler to
to Fish
Fish and
Oregon, transfer
transfer of trawler
409
409
Service
Wildlife Service----------------Overthrow
U. S.
Government, restricof U.
S. Government,
restricOverthrow of
tion
persons adtion on
on employment
employment of persons
375
vocating --------------------375
Palestine
refugees, relief,
advances to
Palestine refugees,
relief, advances
to
16
for-------------------16
President for
232
232
Appropriation for reimbursement
Appropriation
reimbursement---254
Pay
increased, appropriation
for.
Pay costs, increased,
appropriation for_
254
Pittsburgh, Pa., conveyance
conveyance to Federal
197
Works Agency in---------------in
197
Strikes
Government, reStrikes against
against U. S.
S. Government,
restriction on employment of persons
persons
375
engaging
engaging in
in---------------------375
Surplus property, limitation on use of
375
funds
funds-------------------------375
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Reconstruction Finance Corporation-Con.
Corporation—Con.
Reconstruction
Tarrant County,
Tarrant
County, Tex., conveyance
conveyance to
to
Federal
Works Agency
Agency in
in ----Federal Works
196
196
concentrates, etc.,
Tin concentrates,
etc., sale for recovery
recovery
of pig tin ---------------350
350
Virgin
Corporation, Board
Board of
of
Virgin Islands
Islands Corporation,
Directors, membership
membership of ChairChairDirectors,
man
354
man---------------------.----354
Reconstruction
Reconstruction Finance
Finance Corporation Act,
Act,
Amendment,
outstanding, inAmendment, amount
amount outstanding,
increase
906
crease -------------_-------___ 446,
446, 906
Recreational
Recreational Areas,
Areas, appropriation
appropriation for
for_ -__
259,
792,
793
792, 793
Red Cross Month.
Month, 1949,
1949, proclamation__
1259
proclamation-_ 1259
Red Lake Reservation,
Reservation, Mont.:
Mont.:
Chippewa Indians, Red Lake
Lake Band,
Band, per
per
payments -------------60
capita payments
60
School facilities,
facilities, appropriation
appropriation for
for conconSchool
struction
241
struction --------------__
_-241
payment to OklaRed River, South Half, payment
homa
homa from
from oil and gas royalties,
royalties, appropriation for-----for
769
propriation
___-_______
769
Red
Michigan ProjProjRed Run (Clinton
(Clinton River)
River) Michigan
funds for----___--for
848
ect, funds
- -- :-848
Redo, Waclaw,
deportation suspension-__
suspension
1238
Waclaw, deportation
1238
Rees, Mina
acceptance of medal
Mina S. (Dr.),
(Dr.), acceptance
from Government
Government of Great Britain,
authorized
1077
authorized ---------------- 1077
Referees,
Referees, U. S. Courts,
Courts, appropriation
appropriation for
salaries and miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses-_
expenses
473
473
Refugee
International, apRefugee Organization,
Organization, International,
appropriation
funds.
propriation for; availability
availability of funds.
450
450
Regional Agricultural
Corporation
Regional
Agricultural Credit Corporation
of Washington,
Washington, D. C., abolition,
abolition, transfer of functions to Secretary
Secretary of
Agrifer
of Agriculture ----------culture
_-__- -- --43
Rehen,
Estrid Viola
Rehen, Estrid
Viola Margareta
Margareta (Estrid
Viola
Viola Margareta
Margareta Tengwall),
Tengwall), deportsdeportation suspension
suspension----- --1250
---. --- 1250
Reichelt, Martha
Martha Luise,
Luise, deportation
deportation sussuspension
pension ----------.--------1238
1238
Reichenbach,
Elaine, deportation
Reichenbach, Mary
Mary Elaine,
deportation
suspension
suspension - --------------- __
1242
1242
Reichert, C.
C. J., relief from liability ----Reichert,
1099
1099
Reid, John, payment
Reid,
payment to
to-----------1148
Reifenkugel, Helene
Reifenkugel,
Helene (Helene
(Helene BergstraesBergstraesser),
suspension -----_ser), deportation
deportation suspension
1223
Reilly, John P.,
P., payment
to
1103
Reilly,
payment to--------_1103
Reinsma,
Otte (Otto),
(Otto), deportation
deportation susReinsma, Otte
pension
1250
pension ----------------------Reiswig,
Ruth (Elsie
(Elsie Ruth
Ruth Kukert),
Kukert),
Reiswig, Elsie
Elsie Ruth
1238
deportation suspension
suspension ------1238
deportation
1250
1250
Reiter,
deportation suspension---suspension
Reiter, Fanny, deportation
Reiter,
Reiter, John (Johann),
(Johann), deportation
deportation sus1238
pension
pension- -----------------------Relief
payment by
by Economic
Relief Packages,
Packages, payment
Economic
Cooperation Administrator
Cooperation
Administrator of ocean
ocean
transportation
charges, rate-------rate
54
transportation charges,
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Remount Service,
Service, Agriculture, appropriappropri- Page
Page Reorganization Plan No.
of 1949-Con.
1949—Con.
Page
No. 33 of
Page
ation for
liquidation --------------331
ation
for liquidation
331
Post Office Department—Continued
Department-Continued
Renegotiation Act,
Act, Refunds Under, approRenegotiation
approFirst Assistant Postmaster General,
General,
priation for-------------__
for
747
_ 357, 364,
364, 747
office of,
abolishment; incumof, abolishment;
incumRenegotiation
Renegotiation Act of
of 1948,
1948, procurement
procurement
bent as Assistant Postmaster
Postmaster
contracts of Department
contracts
Department of
of Defense
Defense
General------General
1067
-----------_ 1067
subject
subject to----______---_-------___
to
1021
1021
Fourth Assistant
Assistant Postmaster GenGenReno, Mildred
Mildred Agnes, deportation
deportation sussuseral, office of,
of, abolishment;
abolishment; ininpension---_---------------------pension
1231
1231
cumbent
cumbent as Assistant
Assistant Postmaster
Postmaster
Renteria, Jesus Jose (Jesus Jose
Renteria
Jose Renteria
General
General -------------------- _ 1067
1067
Macias),
Macias), deportation
deportation suspension
1245
suspension _._.
1245
Postmaster
Postmaster General, transfer
of funcfunctransfer of
Renteria, Manuel (Manuel
(Manuel Renteria
Renteria PorPortions to; delegation
delegation of authority_
authority_ 1066
1066
tilla), deportation
deportation suspension
tilla),
suspension-----__
_ 1228
1228
Purchasing
Purchasing Agent,
Agent, office of, abolishabolishReorganization Act of 1949 ------------203
203
ment; transfer
transfer of functions to
to
Limitations
Limitations on powers under --------205
205
Postmaster General
General ---------1066
1066
Printing of reorganization
plans ------206
reorganization plans
206
Second Assistant Postmaster
Second
Postmaster General,
General,
Reorganization plans -----------Reorganization
203, 204
204
203,
office of, abolishment;
abolishment; incumbent
incumbent
"Resolution", definition under
"Resolution",
207
under--------_
207
as Assistant
Assistant Postmaster
Postmaster General_
General_
1067
1067
Saving provisions
provisions ------------------206
206
Third Assistant
Assistant Postmaster
Postmaster General,
General,
Taking effect of reorganizations
205
reorganizations ----_205
office of, abolishment; incumbent
incumbent
Unexpended
Unexpended appropriations, return
to
return to
as Assistant Postmaster
General_ 1067
1067
Postmaster General_
Treasury ----_---------------_
206 Reorganization
Reorganization Plan No.
1067
No. 4
4 of 1949
1949 ----1067
Reorganization
Reorganization Plan No.
No. 1
1 of 1947, repeal
National Security Council, transfer
transfer to
to
designated sections _-----------_
of designated
399
Executive Office
Executive
Office of President
President ----1067
1067
Reorganization Plan No.
1949
No. 22of
of 1949------1065
National Security
Security Resources
Resources Board,
Board,
Employment
Employment Security,
Security, Bureau of,
transof, transtransfer to Executive
Office of
of
Executive Office
fer from Federal
Federal Security Agency
Agency
President --------------------President
1067
1067
to Department
Department of Labor
Labor --..._--_ 1065 Reorganization Plan
No. 5
1067
Plan No.
5 of
of 1949
1949----1067
Employment Service, U. S., transfer
Employment
transfer
Civil Service Commission—.
Commissionfrom Federal Security
Security Agency to
to
Chairman,
Chairman, designation
designation by President,
President,
Department
Department of Labor ----------- 1065
functions --------------------- 1067
1067
Federal
Federal Advisory
Advisory Council,
transfer
transfer
Chief Examiner, office of, abolishabolishfrom Federal
Federal Security Agency
Agency to
to
ment -------------_--------_
1069
1069
Department
of Labor
Department of
Labor ----------1065
Executive Director, appointment
appointment by
by
Personnel, records, property, and
and funds,
funds,
Chairman; abolishment
of existabolishment of
existtransfer
transfer ----------------..---1065
ing office --.------------ 1069
1069
Unemployment
Unemployment
Insurance
Service,
President
President of U. S. Civil Service
ComService Comtransfer from Federal Security
Security
mission, abolishment
abolishment of
of title..
___ 1069
1069
title. -.
Agency to Department
Department of Labor
Labor.. 1065
Secretary of Commission,
Secretary
Commission, office
office of,
of,
Veterans'
Placement Service Board,
Veterans' Placement
abolishment ----------------.
1069
1069
abolishment, transfer of
of functions
functions
Reorganization Plan No.
Reorganization
No. 6
1069
6 of
of 1949 --1069
to Secretary
Secretary of Labor
Labor ----------1065
Maritime Commission,
Maritime
Commission, Chairman
Chairman as
as
Reorganization Plan
Reorganization
of 1949
Plan No.
No. 33 of
1949----1066
chief executive
executive and administrative
administrative
Post Office DepartmentDepartment—
officer, transfer of functions
functions to
1069
to -_
--__ 1069
Accounts, Bureau of,
Reorganization Plan No.
abolishment;
Reorganization
of 1949
1070
of, abolishment;
No. 77 of
1949 -----1070
transfer of functions
functions to PostEffect of reorganization
reorganization plan
plan--------- 1070
1070
master
master General
General -------------1066
Public Roads Administration—
AdministrationAdvisory Board, establishment;
establishment; addiaddiCommissioner
Commissioner of
Public Roads,
Roads, transtransof Public
tional
tional members; functions
functions------ 1066
fer of functions to Department
Department of
of
Assistant
Assistant Postmasters General,
General, apCommerce
Commerce ------------------ _ 1070
ap1070
pointment, duties------------duties
1066
1066
Transfer to Department
Department of
1070
of Commerce_
Commerce- 1070
Comptroller, office of, abolishment;
abolishment;
Transfer of property,
property, personnel, etc
etc__ _
_ 1070
1070
-.transfer
transfer of functions to PostmasReorganization Plan No.
Reorganization
proNo. 8
8 of
of 1949,
1949, proter General -----------.-----.
1066
1066
hibition on taking effect----------effect
592
592
Deputy Postmaster General,
General, appointappointRepresentatives in Congress.
Representatives
Congress. See
See House
House
ment, duties--------------1066
of Representatives.
Representatives.
Employees,
Employees, records,
records, property, and
and
1Republican River,
Republican
River. Nebr.,
Nebr., designation
designation of
of
funds of transferred
transferred functions,
Culbertson Dam as Trenton Dam,
Dam,
transfer of -----------------1067
and lake as Swanson
Swanson Lake---------Lake
66
66
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Resch, Frank (Frank Reck),
Resch,
Reck), deportation Page
Pag Revised
Statutes-Continued
Revised Statutes-Continued
Page
Page
suspension -------------_-___--__1250
suspension
Section 37093709125(
Section
Resch, Walter, deportation
Resch,
deportation suspension
suspension-_ 1238
123
Amendment
403
Amendment
.
---.-----_______
403
Research and Development
Development Board. See
Nonapplicability to procurement
procurement of
of
Nonapplicability
under Defense,
Department of.
under
Defense, Department
of.
supplies or services
services by
supplies
by General
General
Research and Marketing Act of 1946, apapServices
Administration -_____397
Services Administration
397
propriation for effecting
effecting provisions
325
provisions-_
32
Section 3735,
3735, nonapplicability
nonapplicability to proReserve
Reserve Components,
Components, Armed Forces.
Forces. See
curement
curement of supplies or services by
Reserve components
components under
Reserve
under individual
individual
General
Administration
General Services Administration_397
397
titles.
titles.
Section 4242, repeal
repeal -----------561
Reserve
Reserve Fleet:
Fleet:
Section 4245,
repeal ------- _-__.-_
Section
4245, repeal561
Appropriation for --------_________651
Appropriation
65
Section 4249, repeal
repeal ___________-____
561
extension of provisions
provisions respecting_ 9,
349
Time extension
9,34!
Section 4402, repeal
repeal ------- _______-.
561
Returns Warrior,
of trust
allotment_ 1210
Warrior, sale of
trust allotment_
Section 4668, repeal
repeal
121i
.----.---561
Revenue.
Section 4673, repeal________________
repeal
Section
Revenue. See Taxes.
Taxes.
561
561
Section 4676,
4676, repeal
Section
repeal --..-- __________
Revenue
Act of
Revenue Act
of 1932,
1932, Amendment,
561
Amendment, certain
certain
561
4678,
repeal
Section
4678,
repeal -----______.__reciprocal trusts ------reciprocal
894
_-_______561
561
89.
Section 4741,
4741, repeal
repeal ---__-______-__.
Revenue Act
of 1942,
Amendment, powers
powers
561
Revenue
Act of
561
1942, Amendment,
Section 4750, repeal
repeal ------_-----300
of appointment
appointment in disposition
disposition of
of
300
Sections
4752-4755,
repeal
4752-4755,
repeal
--.-___300
300
release of,
extension_
280
estates, release
of, time extension-__
28(
Section
5136, amendment
amendment
Section 5136,
----------439
Reves, Lawrence,
Lawrence, payment
1107
Reves,
payment to
to ----- __-1107
Section
5200,
amendment --------Section
5200,
amendment
440
Revised
Revised Statutes:
Rewards:
Rewards:
Section
158,
amendment.
579
Section 158, amendment. -..---------. 571
Department of the, informainformaInterior, Department
Section 190, nonapplicabilitynonapplicabilitytion respecting
respecting persons damaging
damaging
Loyalty Review Board-----------Board
635
631
public property
property -.----- _-778
-___
Mutual Defense Assistance
778
Assistance Act of
of
Navy, Department
Department of the, payment
payment for
for
1949, certain personnel
personnel serving
serving
information
information leading to discovery
discovery or
or
under --719
under
_--_------_--------_
719
recovery of missing naval
proprecovery
naval propSection 200, repeal
repeal ----- ----------111
11]
erty ---- _-----------_______
--Section 434, repeal
repeal ------------300
1022
Section
30(
___1022
Section 436, repeal of portion
300
Post Office
30(
Section
Office Department,
Department, detection
detection of
portion ----- _Section 929, amendment------------amendment
491
491
certain
certain criminals; securing informarepeal ___
838
Section 1245,
1245, repeal
838
_______________________
_----_-----tion --368
368
1251-1253, repeal ---------838 Reynolds, Bernard
Sections 1251-1253,
838
Bernard Douglas,
Douglas, deportation
repeal of
portion ------838
838
Section 1261, repeal
of portion
suspension
suspension ----------1250
_-----_
1250
Section 1367, repeal -------------300 Reynolds, Henrietta Pauline,
Pauline, deportation
deportation
Section 1381,
1381, repeal ____---_-------300
300
suspension
suspension ---1228
-----------.-1228
Sections 1401-1404, repeal ----------300
30C
Rhode Island:
Rhode
300
Sections 1408, 1409, repeal
repeal --------300
Sections
Northeastern Interstate
Northeastern
Interstate Forest Fire
Section
Section 1417, repeal ___----300
-------- 300
Protection
Protection Compact,
Compact, consent of
of
300
Section
1435,
repeal
300
Section 1435,
---------------Congress
_
____.
Congress ---------------271
271
amendment ----------558
558
Section 1442,
1442, amendment
Quonset
facilities, transfer
transfer of
of
Quonset Point, facilities,
amendment
478
478
Section 1452, amendment.-----.----funds for
for ----------------- _
247
funds
247
838
Section 1454,
1454, repeal -------------838
Ricart,
consideration
of
relaHerminia,
consideration
of
relaSection 1480, repeal
repeal
300
300
--------------tionship for purposes
of immigration
immigration
purposes of
561
Section 1536, repeal----------------repeal
561
naturalization
laws
------and
naturalization
laws
_
1212
_____
1212
Sections 1537-1539,
1537-1539, repeal---------repeal
300
300
Ricaux, Lionel
Lionel Fernand, deportation
deportation susSection 1563,
1563, repeal----------------repeal
704
704 Ricaux,
pension-----------------_______pension
1233
1233
Section 1564,
1564, repeal ------- ___----300
300
Section 1588,
1588, repeal----_
repeal
838
Rice:
--- ____838 Rice:
Section 1600, repeal---------__-__.-repeal
300
Import
controls, rice and
Import controls,
300
and rice products,
products,
Sections 1612, 1613, repeal
repeal ---------838
continuation
under
continuation of authority
authority under
838
Sections 2747-2749,
2747-2749, repeal
561
repeal----------Second
Second War Powers Act, 1942
1942_--__ _ 405
405
561
Section 2751,
561
2751, repeal
repeal- -__---__.-____Marketing quotas 1060
Marketing
561
----------1060
Section 2756, repeal----------------repeal
561
National
acreage allotment,
561
National acreage
allotment, apportionSections 2758-2762,
2758-2762, repeal
561
Sections
repeal----------ment-------------------------561
ment
1059
Sections 2764, 2765, repeal ---------561
Sections
Penalties and storage--------_______
storage
561
_ 1060
1060
Section 3618, repeal of
561
Section
of portion
portion-------Price
561
Price support-----------------support
1051,
1052
1051,1052
Rlehard. Doris
oavment
1i07
561 Richard,
Section 3692, repeal
portion -----661
repeal of
of portionMarie, payment
1078
_ Marie.
------to
-----_"
---
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Richmond, Ky., Blue Grass Ordnance
Richmond,
Ordnance
Depot,
Depot, improvements
improvements in cemetery
plots, appropriation authorized
authorized ----Richter, John Frank, deportation
deportation suspensuspension -----------------------------
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Page IRiverside, Calif., regional salinity labora- Page
Page
tory, appropriation
construction
appropriation for
for construction
90
904
330
of building
building --------------------330
Riverton Project, Wyo., appropriation
appropriation
124
1242
for -----------------_---259, 780, 781
781
Richter, Lucie Gertrud,
Gertrud, deportation susRizzardi, Giovanni Lugi
Lugi (John
(John Louis
Louis
Rizzardi,
pension ------------1228
____________
Rizzardi),
Rizzardi), deportation
deportation suspension_
__ 1221
122
suspension _
__1221
Roads. See Highways.
Richter, Rolf Hans, deportation
deportation suspen1238
sion
1228 Robb, Elvira, deportation suspension
sion----------------------------- 122:
suspension--__ 1238
Robberstad, Trygve (Teddy),
(Teddy), deportation
Ridley, Eva C. Netzley, payment
to
1106
deportation
payment to----1101 Robberstad,
suspension ----------------------- 1245
suspension
1245
Ridley, Harry E., payment
payment to -------_
_ 1106
110(
Roberts, Irene (Irene Gluck),
Gluck), deportation
deportation
Rieger, Ingrid, deportation suspension_
__ 1238
suspension___
123! Roberts,
suspension ----------------------1223
Rifle Practice, National Board
PromoRifle
Board for
for Promo1223
Norma Elizabeth,
deportation
Elizabeth, deportation
tion of, appropriation
appropriation for
1002 Roberts, Norma
for------____
_ 100:
suspension
Rinderpest,
suspension ------------------------ 1250
1250
appropriation for eradication_
Rinderpest, appropriation
332
33'
Roberts,
Francis William
Roberts, Patrick
Patrick Francis
William (Mickey
(Mickey
Rio Grande:
Grande:
Roberts), deportation
Roberts),
deportation suspension_
__ _ 1221
suspension-___
1221
Appropriation
Grande project,
Appropriation for
for Rio
Rio Grande
project,
Robertson,
Clifford
Clifford James
James Charles,
Charles, dedeN. Mex.-Tex
-----------Mex.-Tex
259, 780,
780, 781
78]
portation
suspension
1228
portation suspension--------------Bridges—
1228
Bridgespayment to
to -----1081
G., payment
1081
Del Rio, Tex., time extension
extension ----- _
490 Robinson, Arthur G.,
49(
Robinson Remount Station, Nebr., transtransRio Grande City, Tex.,
Tex., time extenextenfer of certain land to
to city
city of
of CrawCrawsion ------------- _____----- _
490
49(
Nebr
171
ford, Nebr--------------__________
171
Falcon Dam, negotiation
of agreement
negotiation of
agreement
Robles, Isidro, deportation
deportation suspension_
suspension___ 1250
1250
with Mexico
Mexico respecting
respecting hydroelecRocky Mountain
Mountain National
Colo.,
Rocky
National Park,
Park, Colo.,
tric energy facilities, approval of
of
addition
to
626
of
lands
to
---------_____
626
Congress ---------------------701
701
Roco, Alvaro, deportation
deportation suspension_
___ 1221
suspension-___
1221
Flood-protection, etc., projects, approRodents, appropriation
control of
__ 259,
796
appropriation for control
of_259, 796
453 Rodents,
priation for
for ------------------ 452,
452, 453
Roders, Naomi
Roders,
Naomi Elizabeth,
Elizabeth, deportation
deportation sussusRios-Cardoza, Carmen (Carmen Cardoza
Rios-Cardoza,
Cardoza
pension -----------------------1250
1250
Rios), deportation
Rios),
deportation suspension----__
suspension
_ 1238
1238
Rodrigues,
Rodriguez),
Joaquim
(Joaquim
Rodriguez),
Rios-Cuellar,
or
Rios-Cuellar, Herminio
Herminio (Herminio
(Herminio or
deportation
suspension ----------- _
1223
deportation suspension
1223
Guellar Rios), deportation
deportation
Herman Guellar
Rodriguez, Antonio
Manuel Ruiz,
deportaAntonio
Manuel
Ruiz,
deportasuspension ----.-------------1238
_--1238
tion suspension
suspension -------------.--1231
- 1231
Rios-Cuellar,
Juana (Jenny Cuellar
Rios-Cuellar, Juana
Cuellar Rios),
Rios),
Rodriguez,
(Eusebio RodriguezRodriguez, Eusebio (Eusebio
Rodriguezdeportation suspension
deportation
1238
suspension ------_----_
1238
1244
Carbajal), deportation
deportation suspension
suspension.-1244
Studies, appropriation
appropriation for
River Basin Studies,
__ 243,
for -243, Rodriguez,
Rodriguez-HerRodriguez, Jesus
Jesus (Jesus Rodriguez-Her259,793,
259, 793, 797
nandez), deportation suspension
nandez),
suspension - 1238
1238
Rivera, Jose, deportation
deportation suspension
1244 Rodriguez,
suspension-_-__ 1244
Negrete, deportation
susRodriguez, John Negrete,
deportation susMaria Lorenza Gonzalez,
Rivera, Maria
Gonzalez, deportadeportapension
pension -----------_------------1242
1242
tion suspension-------------.---1231
1231 Rodriguez,
Lucio Socorro
Socorro (Lucio
(Lucio RodriRodriguez, Lucio
RodriRivers and Harbors:
Rivers
guez-Velo),
guez-Velo), deportation
deportation suspension__
suspension_ _ 1231
1231
Appropriation for ------------Appropriation
846 Rodriguez,
86, 245, 846
Sabin° (Sabino
(Sabin° Lozoya
Rodriguez, Sabino
Lozoya or
or
Bridges.
Bridges. See separate title.
Sabino Rodriguez Lozoya),
Sabin°
Lozoya), deportadeportaFlood controlcontrol—
tion suspension
suspension ------------- __-- - 1225
1225
Appropriation for....
for-- 86, 87,
87, 246, 746,
746, 846,
846, 848
848 Rodriguez-Hernandez,
Rodriguez-Hernandez, Aurelio
Aurelio (Aurelio
(Aurelio
Appropriation
of
Appropriation for Department
Department of
Rodriguez
Rodriguez or Jose Zamore HernanAgriculture -----------------Agriculture
340
340
dez), deportation suspension -------dez),
1244
1244
Emergency fund, appropriation
appropriation for.
87 Roeben,
for-_ _
87
loeben, Richard
Richard Arthur Frederick
Frederick (Rich(RichSurveys,
appropriation for
Surveys, appropriation
637
for------_
_ 253, 637
ard
ard Fred
Fred Roeben
Roeben or Rosen),
Rosen), deportadeportaFlood Control Act of 1948, appropriapproprition suspension-suspension -- _----------__1238
1238
ation for effecting
effecting provisions -----87
87 Roehmann,
ioehmann, Dagobert (Dagobert Waldow),
Waldow),
New Haven, Conn.,
Conn., declaration
declaration of
of
deportation
deportation suspension
1228
suspension____________
-1228
designated
waterway
waterway as
as nonRoesler,
loesler, Norbert
Norbert Leonhard
Leonhard Hugo,
Hugo, dedenavigable water ---------------.
609
609
portation
suspension ------------_portation suspension
1231
1231
Tennessee-Missouri
Tennessee-Missouri Bridge CommisCommisRogers, Constancia Viola
Rogers,
Viola (Constancia
sion, consent
consent of Congress to comViola Robert),
deportation suspenRobert), deportation
suspenpact concerning----------------concerning
930
930
sion --1233
-_____
-------------__
--1233
Colorado River
Upper Colorado
River Basin Compact,
Compact,
Rogers, Mrs. Harriett
Harriett Patterson, payment
Rogers,
payment
consent
consent of Congress-------------Congress
31
31
to
1104
to-----------------------------1164

INDEX
INDEX

Rogers,
(Commander), accept- Page
Rogers, Richard S. (Commander),
ance of gift from foreign government,
authorized
_-__---authorized -1076
-___________
1076
Rogga, John (John Rouga),
Rouga), deportation
Rogga,
suspension
suspension -- _-__----______-_____1225
1225
Rohan,
deportation suspension--Rohan, Shelia, deportation
suspension.. -- 1231
1231
Francesco, deportation
Rolla, Felice Francesco,
deportation sussus1238
pension ------______
___________-- 1238
deportation suspension
suspension_--1238
Rollins, John, deportation
1238
Roman-Rodriguez,
Roman-Rodriguez, Antonio,
Antonio, deportation
deportation
suspension ----------------______suspension
1250
1250
Romej,
Romej, Jan Ludwik
Ludwik (John Ludwik Romej),
Romej),
deportation suspension
deportation
suspension _ ------1225
_-1225
Ronning, Kristian Alf, deportation suspension -------__---__________--1233
Roosekrans,
Johannes, deportaRoosekrans, Petrus Johannes,
tion suspension ....----------1245
____
1245
Roosevelt, Franklin D., Library, Board
Roosevelt,
Board of
of
Trustees,
Trustees, transfer to General
General Services
Administration
381
Administration..-_________________
381
Rosa, Jorge Antonio de la, deportation
deportation
suspension-------------------suspension
1221
Rosand, Ole Martinsen
(Ole Anskar
Martinsen (Ole
Anskar
Martinsen Rosand),
Rosand), deportation suspension
pension .....-----.--.----....---1233
Rose, Frederick Winston (Winston
Rose),
Rose,
(Winston Rose),
deportation suspension ----------1231
deportation
Rosebud Indians, S. Dak., appropriation
appropriation
Rosebud
776
for industrial assistance -_---- -Rosen, Harold,
Harold, deportation
suspension
1244
1244
Rosen,
deportation suspension--Rosinsky, Isadore, payment to -------- 1075
1075
Rosinsky,
Ross,
Ross, Ervin C., payment
payment to ----..
1102
--..- 1102
(Harry Hyman Rashback),
Rashback),
Rost, Harry (Harry
deportation suspension
suspension ------------ 1225
deportation
Rostar, Victor, deportation suspension--suspension__ _ 1250
1250
Rostar,
1174
Rostow, Walt W., payment to---....--.
to
Rostow,
Roswell, N. Mex., clerk of U. S.
District
Roswell,
S. District
Court, restriction
restriction on use of funds
funds for
maintaining office of
471
maintaining
of------. -------.
Roth, Ethel, admission for permanent residence
1199
1199
dence------------------------Roth, Richard John, deportation suspenRoth,
sion
1244
sion----------------------------Rothstein, Helena,
deportation suspenHelena, deportation
1250
sion --..------.-----------....-Rothstein,
deportation suspension..
1250
Rothstein, Izydor, deportation
suspension- 1250
Rotondo, Giovanni (John), deportation
suspension ----...--.-----------.
1238
suspension
1238
Rouse, Peter John, deportation suspensuspension ---------------------------- 1242
Rousku, Terho Otto, deportation suspension
1223
1223
sion------------.................
Rowland, Elizabeth,
payment to-------to
1085
Rowland,
Elizabeth, payment
Rubin, Tore Gustaf
Gustaf Borje, deportation
deportation
suspension
1231
suspension--------------------(Capt.), acceptance
Ruble, Richard
Richard W.
W. (Capt.),
acceptance of
of
gift from foreign government, authorized
thorized.--.--------------------- 1076
Rudd,
Rudd, James
James Sidney,
Sidney, deportation
deportation sussuspension
1250
pension------------------------

CLV
CLV

Rueda, Ana Maria, deportation suspen- Page
Page
sion
sion----------------- ---------- 1238
1238
Rueda, William Henry (Guillermo
(Guillermo Enrique), deportation
deportation suspension
suspension ----1238
Rueger,
Ruger), deportaRueger, Oscar (Oskar Ruger),
tion suspension
suspension --------------__
1238
Ruello,
deportation suspension_
Ruello, Antonio,
Antonio, deportation
suspension_ _ 1228
Ruhmann, Ludovit (Dr.),
admission for
for
(Dr.), admission
permanent residence
1170
residence---------------1170
Ruiz-Carillo De
De Quintero, Maria (Dolores
(Dolores
Cardenas-Soto),
deportation
susCardenas-Soto),
deportation
suspension ------1250
__---------------1250
Rullo,
Rullo, Hazel
Hazel Ann, deportation suspension_
1250
Rumania, immigration quota, proclamaproclamation---------------------__
. 1278
1278
Rural Delivery
Delivery Service:
Service:
Appropriation
Appropriation for ---------___
_ 261,
261, 370
370
Transfer of funds
249
Transfer
funds from
from ------------249
Rural Electrification Act, Amendment,
provision for rural
rural telephones
telephones ----948
Appropriation for ------------- _- - 874
Appropriation
Rural Electrification Administration. See
Rural
under Agriculture,
Department of.
under
Agriculture, Department
"Rural
Telephones", printing of additional
"Rural Telephones",
copies of House committee hearings_
1252
hearings- 1252
Russian Orthodox
Orthodox Greek Catholic
Catholic Church
Church
of North America,
America, land patent, South
Naknek, Alaska, authorized-------authorized
1102
Russo, Salvatore, deportation
deportation suspension_ 1250
1250
Ryan,
Ryan, Ada M., admission for permanent
permanent
residence ------------------ --residence
1096
1096
Rynaard,
Rynaard, Mrs. Thelma Lee, payment to_
1134
Ryukyus, relief supplies from voluntary
voluntary
nonprofit relief agencies, etc.,
etc., payment of ocean
ocean transportation
transportation charges
by Department
Department of
712
of Army -----..--712
S
Saarelainen,
Sirkka Sari,
for
Saarelainen, Sirkka
Slirl, admission for
permanent residence
residence -----.-permanent
--Sabbe,
Sabbe, Margaret Marie (Margaret
(Margaret Marie
Rosselle
Rosselle or Margaret
Ballet),
Margaret Marie Billiet),
deportation suspension
suspension ---------deportation
Vincenzo, deportation
deportation susSacco, Pietro Vincenzo,
suspension
pension-----------...............
Athanasia Constantinau,
deSacorafas, Athanasia
Constantinau, deportation suspension
suspension -----__.-Sacramento
Sacramento River, Calif., appropriation
appropriation
for flood control.
__.
--......
-Sadez, Olga
Genoveva, deportation
susOlga Genoveva,
deportation suspension
pension-----______...............
Safety Council, Inc., National,
National, appropriaappropriation for District of Columbia affiliation with-----------------------Safety of Life at Sea, Convention
Convention for Promoting, appropriation
expenses in
in
moting,
appropriation for expenses
performing duties under
under ---------Sagardoy, Pablo Inds,
Sagardoy,
Inda, admission for permanent residence----------------residence

1147

1225
1226
1246

1238
849
1233

315
315

637
637
1079

CLVI
CLVI
Sagert, Clarence
Clarence James, deportation
deportation suspension -------------_____-----.
Saia, Carmelo,
Carmelo, deportation suspension
suspension-_
appropriation to defray
St. Croix, V. I., appropriation
defray
deficit of municipal
municipal government;
government; purpurchases
chases through
through Bureau
Bureau of Federal
Federal
Supply, authority
authority ----------------Saint Croix Island National Monument,
Monument,
Maine,
Maine, establishment,
establishment, authorized
authorized -Saint Elizabeth Hospital, Yakima,
Yakima, Wash.,
Wash.,

INDEX
INDEX

Page
Pag eSalinas,
Salinas, Guadalupe Salinas, deportation
deportation Page
12500
125(
suspension -----..
1234
______-------_
1234
12466 Sallin, Catherine,
124(
Catherine, deportation
deportation suspension
suspension_ 1225
1225
Salloum, Hanna
Hanna Elias (John Elias
Elias SalSalloum),
deportation suspension_____
bum), deportation
suspension
1233
1233
Salmivaara,
Salmivaara, Laina Martha Maria
Maria (Martha
(Martha
801
Lake), deportation
80
suspension_______ 1238
Lake),
deportation suspension
1238
Salmon River, Alaska,
Alaska, appropriation
for
appropriation for
158
155
flood control
control ---------------------848
848
Salmon
Salmon Runs, Fraser River
River System,
System,
payment
payment to --------------------1159
1159
funds for restoration
restoration------------- _
454
454
St. Elizabeths
Elizabeths Hospital, D. C.:
Salomonsen,
Salomonsen, Frede Therp
Therp (Ole
(Ole Frede
Frede
Appropriation for --------- 238,
Appropriation
238, 255,
255, 292,
292, 873
873
Therp Salomonsen),
Salomonsen), deportation sussusFederal
Federal reservations, certain,
certain, provision
provision
pension
1232
pension____________------------1232
for detention,
detention, care,
care, and treatment
treatment
Salt River Indian Reservation,
Ariz., apapReservation, Ariz.,
of persons of unsound mind
759
mind ------759
irrigation projectspropriation for irrigation
projects
773
773
Insane persons,
persons, indigent,
indigent, appropriation
appropriation
Samad, Iris Daphne, deportation
deportation suspensuspenfor support of ----------------315
_
315
sion__________________________-_
sion
1229
1229
Transfer
Transfer of funds to Public Buildings
Samuel, George Ryan,
deportation susRyan, deportation
susAdministration
Administration - ---_----------_
292
292
pension-------------____________
pension
1242
1242
St. Hilaire,
Hilaire, Melvin (Melville
(Melville or
or Joe
Joe St.
St.
Samuels, Armon (Herman
(Herman Murdock),
Murdock),
Hilaire),
deportation suspension
suspension--Hilaire), deportation
1226
1226
deportation suspension
1238
suspension ----------1238
St. John, V.
V. I., appropriation
appropriation to
to defray
defray
Samuels,
Samuels, Jensena Irene, deportation
deportation sussusdeficit of municipal government;
government; purpurpension
pension ---- _______
1225
___---------_
1225
chases through
through Bureau of
of Federal
Federal
San, Wong Sin
Wong or
Siu (Mrs. Mary
Mary Wong
or
Supply, authority
authority ----------------801
801
Wong Shee or Mrs. Chong
Chong (Cheung)
(Cheung)
Saint Lawrence,
Lawrence, Newfoundland,
Newfoundland, presentapresentaor Wah Chuen),
Chuen), deportation
deportation suspensuspention of hospital or dispensary
dispensary to;
to; apapsion-----1223
-------------------_
1223
propriation authorized
propriation
authorized ------------907 San Antonio,
907
Antonio, Tex.:
Tex.:
Saint Louis,
Louis, Mo.,
Mo., to East
Louis, Ill.,
East Saint Louis,
Ill.,
Conveyance
Conveyance to Federal Works
Agency
Works Agency
time extension
extension for bridging
bridging MissisMissisin ..- ------------------- ----185
185
sippi River ---------------------690
690
Stinson Field Municipal Airport, apapSaint Louis River, financing
financing of certain
Saint
certain
propriation for claim under Federal
bridges by Duluth, Minn -----..-885
.
885
Airport Act ---.....
__-------_745
745
appropriation for
for
Saint Petersburg, Fla.,
Fla., appropriation
San Bernardino National Forest,
Forest, Calif.,
Calif.,
operation
operation of maritime training
training stastaacquisition of land for, appropriation
acquisition
appropriation
tion ----.........-- 651
-----------651
for----------------..............
for
340
340
V. I., appropriation
St. Thomas, V.
appropriation to
defray
to defray
San Carlos Indian Reservation,
Reservation, Ariz.,
Ariz., apapdeficit of municipal government;
government; purpurpropriation
propriation for construction,
construction, etc
773
etc---.773
chases
chases through
through Bureau of
Federal
of Federal
San Diego, Calif.,
Calif., conveyances
conveyances between
between
Supply, authority
authority ---------------801
Department of the Navy
801
and Federal
Navy and
Federal
Sainz-Gutierrez, Santiago,
Santiago, deportation
deportation
Works Agency
Agency in ----------------177
177
suspension -----------------------suspension
1225 San Francisco,
1225
Francisco, Calif.
Calif.
See
CaliSee under
under CaliSaklias,
SakHas, Stavros (Steve Sakilas),
Saklias), deportadeportafornia.
tion suspension
suspension----------....--- - 1231
1231 San Jacinto Ordnance Works,
Works, San
San JaJaSalamanca, N. Y.,
appropriation for
Salamanca,
Y., appropriation
for
cinto, Tex.,
Tex., operation by
cinto,
Departby Departground
ground rent, Federal building ------639
639
ment of Army, authority
authority------ 713
.713
Saldana,
SaNana, Elisa (Maria Eli'
sa SaIdol's),
deElisa
Saldana), deSan Mateo County,
County, Calif.,
Calif., conveyance
conveyance to
to
portation suspension-_____
portation
suspension -------1243
Federal
Federal Works Agency
184
Agency in
in------___
_
184
Sales
Sales Tax Act,
Act, D.
D. C. See
See Sales
Sales Tax
Tax Act
Act
Sanchez, Jesus (Jesus Sanchez-Sean
or
Sanchez-Sosa or
under District of Columbia.
under
Jesus E. Sanchez),
Sanchez), deportation
deportation sussusSalguero-Martinez,
Salguero-Martinez, Aristeo,
Aristeo, deportation
pension ---- _-------------------1244
1244
suspension
suspension---------------------1233 Sanchex-Barcenas,
Sanchez-Barcenas, Jose Inez,
deportation
Inez, deportation
Salina, Isabel Maud,
Maud, deportation
suspendeportation suspensuspension-..-----------_--------_
suspension
1229
1229
sion
sion----------------------------1221
R E.,
1221 Sanders, R.
E., jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
of Court
Court to
to
Salina, Kans.,
ans., clerk of U.S.
U. S. District Court,
hear claim
1143
claim ------------_--_--__1143
restriction on use
use of funds for
for mainmainSandstone,
Sandstone, Minn.,
Minn., Federal
correctional
Federal correctional
taining
taining office
office of
of -----------------471
eae to State---------471
institution, lease
State
620
620

INDEX
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CLVII
CLVII

Portland, Oreg.,
Page
Sanitarium Company,
Company, Portland,
Oreg., Page
Schneider,
Schneider, Abraham (Abraham Schneider
Schneider
Page
Page
payments
payments authorized
authorized for Alaskan
Alaskan inFeldman),
Feldman), deportation
Suspension.._
1233
deportation suspension__
1233
sane patients ------__---_____-.-- 799
799 Schneider, Richard Georg, deportation
deportation
Sanitary
Bureau, Pan-American,
Sanitary Bureau,
Pan-American, approapprosuspension----------------------suspension
1250
1250
priation
priation for contribution
contribution ------ ____
450 Schneyer,
45(
Schneyer, Dorothy
Dorothy G.,
G., payment to
to ----1137
1137
Sanseverino, Guiseppe
Sanseverino,
Guiseppe (Joseph
(Joseph SansevSansevSchneyer, Ray G.,
G., payment
payment to---------to
1137
1137
erino), deportation
1221 Schoenberg,
erino),
deportation suspension
suspension-----122]
Schoenberg, Wilhelm
Wilhelm Heinrich August
August
Santa Barbara
Barbara County Project, Calif,
Calif.,
(William), deportation
(William),
deportation suspension
suspension_ __
1250
_- 1250
Cachuma Unit, appropriation
appropriation for; reSchoneveld,
Willem, deportation
deportation suspensuspenSchoneveld, Willem,
striction
striction ---- _------__-_____-.. -779
779
sion----------------------------_
sion
1231
1231
Santa Fe National Forest, N.
N. Mex.,
Mex.,
School Lunch Act, National:
School
National:
mining locations within, regulations;
regulations;
Agriculture, Secretary
Secretary of, authority
authority
timber cutting
cutting -_-___------_____ 168
168
under ----------1054
under
_----.--_
---.
1054
Santa Rosa Island, Fla.,
Fla., conveyance,
conveyance,
Appropriation to effect
Appropriation
effect provisions of--of
343
343
amendment of provisions -________
amendment
921 Schools.
Schools. See Colleges
Colleges and Schools.
Schools.
SanteIlan-Lopez,
Baldomero
(Gustavo
Santellan-Lopez,
Baldomero
(Gustavo
Schou,
Schou, Svend
Svend Aage,
Aage, deportation
deportation suspenTempzen-Lopez or Gustavo Lopez
Tempzen-Lopez
Lopez
sion------____-----------------__
sion
1238
1238
Tempzen),
Tempzen), deportation
1245 Schroeder,
deportation suspension_
suspension- _
124f
Schroeder, Leslie
Leslie Paul, issuance of
of patent
patent
Santillan, Silvia Garcia, deportation sussusin fee to ----------------------- 1093
1093
pension __
1245 Schuylkill
----________________
-1245
Schuylkill Haven,
Haven, Pa., anthracite
anthracite coal
coal rereSantillan De,
De, Rufina Garcia, deportation
deportation
search laboratory,
laboratory, appropriation
appropriation for
for
search
suspension
1245
suspension-... --- _---__--______1245 . construction; contract
contract authorization..
789
authorization_
789
Santoro, Emilia (Emilia Zanone),
. Schwartz,
Zanone), deSchwartz, Edith
Edith Mary
Mary
Mary (Edith Mary
portation suspension
1226
suspension- --..----__-_
1226
Warry),
suspension --__
1221
Warry), deportation
deportation suspension
1221
Sarkiss, Marie, deportation
deportation suspension
suspension_ 1232
1232 Schwitz,
Schwitz, Agnes (Curtis
(Curtis or Moran),
Moran), dedeSarkissian, George
Sarkissian,
George (George
(George Sarkisian or
or
portation
portation suspension
1244
suspension-------------1244
Hachig
Hachig or Hatchig Sarkissian or
or
Scialpi,
Scialpi, Luigi (Louis
(Louis Scalpi),
Scalpi), deportation
Sarkisian), deportation suspension
Sarkisian),
suspension__ 1226
1226
suspension
1223
suspension--_--------------__
--_ 1223
Sartuche, Bertha Reyes (Bertha Sanchez
Scientific
Unions and Associated
Associated Unions,
Unions,
Scientific Unions
Sartuche or Bertha Reyes
Reyes or Bertha
International
International Council of, appropriaSanchez),
Sanchez), deportation
deportation suspension_
suspension- _
- __ 1229
tion for contributioncontribution _-----------_
450
450
Sassoon, Frank, deportation
Sassoon,
deportation suspension-suspension
1244 Scognamiglio,
1244
Scognamiglio, Ciro, deportation
deportation suspen- ,
Sauter, Anna (Anna Manderscheidt or
or
sion -____----------___
__
--------1221
Jetter), deportation
Anna Jetter),
deportation suspension_
1229
1229 Scombulis
Scombulis Panagiotis Georgian (Peter
(re ter
Savannah,
Savannah, Ga., certain lands in Chatham
Chatham
Scombul or Panagiotis G.
Scombul
G. SchomSchomCounty near, retention
retention by Federal
Federal
bulis), deportation
bulis),
deportation suspension
suspension -----1238
1238
Works Administrator
Administrator of custody and
Scordilis,
Stylianos, deportadeportaScordilis, Panagiotis Stylianos,
control ----------- ___..--___180
control
180
tion suspension
1229
suspension -----------------1229
Savings
Savings and Loan Insurance Corporation,
Scott, Clarence M.,
Scott,
M., issuance of
in
of patent in
Federal,
Federal, availability
availability of funds-----funds
658
658
fee to --------------------------1114
1114
Sayre,
Sayre, Francis B., payment
payment to -- __---_
1102
1102 Scott, Jack (Lt.),
acceptance of
(Lt.), acceptance
of gift from
from
Scarcella, Leonardo
Leonardo Agostino,
Agostino, deportation
foreign
foreign government,
authorized - -1076
government, authorized
1076
suspension
suspension ----------1246 Scott,
_
--_____1246
Scott, Walter Clarence,
Clarence, deportation
deportation susSchaefer, Adelaida Santos, deportation
deportation
pension
1221
pension-----------_
----1221
suspension -----1229 Sea Lampreys of
---- -- _--of Great Lakes, eradication
eradication
Schaefer, John Santos, Jr.,
deportation
Schaefer,
Jr., deportation
. program;
program; appropriation
appropriation authorizedauthorized_ _
616
616
suspension
1229
suspension..-------------------1229
Appropriation for
795
Appropriation
for --------------- _-795
Scheinbaum,
Scheinbaum, Abraham Louis (Abe EngEngSea-Scout Service,
Service, Boy
Scouts of
of America,
America,
Sea-Scout
Boy Scouts
lish),
deportation suspension
lish), deportation
disposal
Guard mamadisposal of certain Coast
suspension ------ 1221
Coast Guard
Schenk, Otto (Otto Lehman),
Lehman), deportation
deportation
terial
terial to ------------- --------- _
547
547
suspension---__--__-------------suspension
1250
1250 Seamen:
Seamen:
1210
Reconversion
unemployment benefitsbenefits—
Reconversion unemployment
Schiek, Mary Thomas,
Thomas, payment to
to------ 1210
Schilling,
susAppropriation for ------------- 234, 871
Schilling, Franz
Franz Xaver,
Appropriation
Xaver, deportation
deportation suspension -----__-----___------_-_-pension
1238
reconversion
Time extension of reconversion
1238
Schjenken, Helen (Nellie
Schjenken,
(Nellie Rogers),
period; definition
definition of
Federal
period;
Rogers), deFederal
portation
portation suspension
1221
suspension -__--__-----maritime service ------------445
maritime
1221
445
Schlederer, Max, relief from liability;
Schlederer,
liability; reRelief and
and protection
protection .abroad,
abroad, approapproRelief
priation
refunds--- -payment of refunds
1196
.........
priation for
,4.18
1196
for------------ -------- 448
Schlupp, Anna,
Anna, deportation
suspension
1242
deportation suspension__
See under
under
Seattle,. Wash.., See
1242 Seattle,
Washington.
S Washington.
.
,,.
8i939—CO
81939°-5

1-92
93
T.I-r
:

..

;
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Seawell,
Seawell, Ralph (Ralph Martin
Martin Elzingre),
Elzingre), Page
Page
admission for permanent
permanent residence___
residence__ 1095
Second Decontrol Act
Act of
1947:
of 1947:
Tin and tin products, time extension
extension of
of
powers with respect
to ---------respect to
404
Appropriation for Bureau
Appropriation
Bureau of
of Foreign
Foreign
and Domestic
Domestic Commerce
Commerce------875
Second Deficiency
Deficiency Appropriation
Appropriation Act,
Act,
1949. See Deficiency Appropriation
Appropriation
1949, Second.
Second.
Act, 1949,
Second Liberty
Liberty Bond Act:
Act:
Amendment,
Amendment, deposit of proceeds from
from
payment of internal
internal revenue
taxes_
revenue taxes_
668
Appropriation for expenses
Appropriation
expenses of
of publicpublicdebt operations
operations authorized
authorized by
___ 359
by--Proceeds
Proceeds from sale of securities
securities issued
under, use as public-debt
public-debt transtransaction—
actionAgriculture, Department ofof—
assistance, purchase
Farm housing, assistance,
purchase
of notes and
and obligations
obligations issued
issued
by Secretary
Secretary -----------.--438
Water storage and utilization, loans
loans
for development
development of facilities;
repaymentsrepayments --------------345
Housing and Home Finance Agency,
purchase
purchase of notes and
obligaand obligations by Treasury
Treasury Department
Department___ 415
Administration, purPublic Housing
Housing Administration,
purchase of notes
chase
notes--------- --..-- 427
Second Supplemental
Supplemental Appropriation Act,
Act,
1950.
Supplemental AppropriSee Supplemental
Appropriation Act,
Second.
Act, 1950,
1950, Second.
Second
War Powers
Powers Act,
Act, 1942:
Second War
Authority under, continuationcontinuation—
Fats and oils, Import
import controls
controls -----.
405
Rice and rice products, import concontrols
trols---......................
405
Tin and tin
tin products
products-------------..
404
Appropriation
Appropriation for Bureau of
of ForForeign and Domestic Commerce_
Commerce.
875
875
Service Division.
Secret Service
See
under
Division.
See undr
Treasury
Treasury Department
Department.
Securties.
See Bonds, Securities,
Securities. See
Securities, Etc.
Etc.
Securities
Securities and Exchange
Exchange Commission:
Commisson:
Appropriation
for------------..... 254,648
Appropriation for
254 ,648
Bretton Woods
Woods Agreements
Agreements Act,
susAct, suspension of provision relating
relating to
to
exempted securities
exempted
securities of
International
of International
Bank for Reconstruction
Reconstruction and DeDevelopment, authority
velopment,
authority -----------299
Compensation of members, increase
Compensation
increase__
--- __ 881
International Bank
International
Bank for Reconstruction
Reconstruction
and Development,
Development, exempted
exempted secusecurities under
under Bretton Woods AgreeAgreements Act, report
report--------------299
299
Secrity
Security Council,
Council, NationL
National. Sas National
National
Security Council
Council.
Secutit
emre
Security Re
Resources
Beard, NatbaL
National. See
eBerd.
8r
National
National Security Resources
Board.
Resource Board.

Seed Act, Federal,
Federal, appropriation
Page
appropriation for
for Page
effecting provisions
of --------_____
344
provisions of
344
Seiter, Christian Joseph
(Chris or
Christ
Joseph (Chris
or Christ
Seiter), deportation suspension
Seiter),
1229
suspension ----.
1229
Sejfer, David (David Seefer
or David
Seefer or
David
Seifer
Seiler Y
Kiply or
or David
David
Y Kiply
or Kipin
Kipin or
Sobol),
Sobol), deportation suspension
1238
suspension -___1238
Selective Service
Selective
Service Act of
of 1948,
for
1948, funds
funds for
effecting
effecting provisions of
of ---283, 648
648
___---_
283,
Selective Service
Service System:
System:
Appropriation
for -----------------648
Appropriation for
648
Director, increase in
in basic
basic compensacompensation ------------------------881
881
Selective
Selective Training
Training and
Service Act
of
and Service
Act of
1940, funds for effecting provisions
provisions of
of-_ 283
283
deportation suspension-_
Semega, Maria, deportation
suspension_ _ 1250
1250
Semiaria,
Semiaria, Charles (Simaria
or Sabatai
(Simaria or
Sabatai
Semaria,
Januarez Bennito,
Semaria, or Januarez
or
Bennito, or
Juan Suarez),
Suarez), deportation
deportation suspension -------------.-----...----. 1221
1221
Seminarlo, Primitivo
Seminario,
Primitivo Egozcue,
Egozcue, admission
admission
for permanent
permanent residence
residence----------1079
1079
Senate.
also Congress;
Congress; Legislative
See also
Legislative
Branch
Branch of the Government.
Government.
Administrative assistants
Senators—
assistants to
to SenatorsAppropriation
Appropriation for
76, 217
217
for----------------76,
Compensation, charge
against desigCompensation,
charge against
designated amount --------------974
974
Appointments
Appointments with consent
ofconsent ofAir Force,
Force, Department
Department of
of the,
the, SecreSecretary ---------.-.-.........
591
591
Coast
Guard—
Coast GuardAcademy
Academy graduates, as
as ensigns__
ensigns
508
508
Academy teaching
staff ----..--509
Academy
teaching staff
509
Assistant Commandant
499
Commandant --------.499
Commandant
Commandant ------------------498
498
Commisaioned officers
Commissioned
513, 514
officers...... 512,
512,513,514
Engineer in Chief..
Chief -... -. _
....- . _ 499
499
Commodity
Commodity
Credit
Corporation,
Credit
Corporation,
Board
Board of Directors
Directors .......
...
156
.
156
Defense, Department
Department of—
Defense,
ofAssistant Secretaries
Secretaries ----------.
581
581
Deputy Secretary--------------Secretary
581
581
Joint Chiefs of
Joint
Chairman_- _ 582
of Staff, Chairman
582
Munitions Board
Chairman
583
Board Chairman---..583
Research and
Research
and Development
Development Board
Board
Chairman ----------------- 584
Chairman
584
Secretary.---.---------------.
Secretary
580
580
Under
Under Secretary
Secretary ---------------30
30
Economic Cooperation
Cooperation AdministraAdministration, Deputy
RepDeputy U.
U. S.
S. Special
Special Representative in
in Europe
50
resentative
Europe --------50
General
Services Adminisrator
General Services
Administrator_-..- _ 379
379
Judges—
JudgesCircuit,
additional ------------Circuit, additional

493
493
Disabled,
Disabled, successors to
99
to---------99
District,
District, additional
additional ----------493,495
493,495
District of Columbia
Columbia juvenile
juvenile court,
court,
additional---.----------...
additional
214
.
214

Georgia, middle district-------district
Georgia,

18
16
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CLIX

Senate—Continued
Page
Senate-Continued
Page Senate—Continued
Page
Senate-Continued
Page
Appointments with consent of-Con.
of—Con.
Expense allowance,
allowance, appropriation
for.. _
216
Expense
appropriation for_
216
Military
Military Liaison Committee, ChairFreedom Train Commission, members__
11
11
man ---------.
...... _------_
762
Hasse, Adelaide
Adelaide R., payment to------to
869
869
Mutual Defense Assistance
Assistance Act of
Joint committees,
committees, congressional.
congressional.
See
1949, certain persons for carrying
separate title.
title.
separate
out provisions---------------provisions
719
719
Legislative
Legislative Counsel, increase in basic
Nichols, Kenneth D. (Col.),
(Col.), in perpercompensation ----------------- _
881
compensation
881
manent grade of colonel ------1211
secretary of, appropriation
appropriation
Majority, secretary
Philippine
Philippine Scouts, officers on active
office of--_-----------------of
217
for office
217
list, in Regular
169
Regular Army --------169
Majority
research assistant
Majority leader, research
assistant to,
to,
Port-au-Prince
Port-au-Prince Bicentennial
Bicentennial Expoincrease in basic salary
738
increase
salary----------738
sition, Haiti, commissioner to
to
Messenger service, increase in aggregate
Messenger
aggregate
represent United
United States-------States
618
represent
618
amount for -------------------974
amount
974
Post Office
Office Department—
DepartmentMiller, Bert H., appropriation
appropriation for
for payAdvisory Board, seven
seven additional
additional
ment to widow of---------of
973
---973
members
1066
members------------------1066
secretary of, appropriation
Minority, secretary
appropriation
Postmasters General_
Assistant Postmasters
General - 1066
office of ---------.--------217
for office
217
Deputy Postmaster General
General ----1066
Minority leader, research
assistant to,
to,
research assistant
Reorganization plans, certain officers
Reorganization
increase
77
increase in basic salary
salary----------77
appointed under
under ------------204
Nomination, disapproval
disapproval of, restriction
Nomination,
restriction
State, Department of—
State,
ofafter
662
on payment to person after------662
Assistant Secretaries------------Assistant
Secretaries
111
Office space
Senator,
Office
space in
in State
State of
of each
each Senator,
Legal Adviser
881, 882
Adviser-------------provision for
for------------------219
219
Secretary
Secretary---------------------111
Officers and employeesemployees—
Officers
Under Secretary----------------Secretary
111
Appropriation for salaries-------salaries
216,
Appropriation
216, 252
252
Uniformed services, reappointment
reappointment
Increased pay for----------------for
974
Increased
974
of officers placed on temporary
Pages, education
education of, reimbursement
to
Pages,
reimbursement to
disability retired list ----------822
District of Columbia -----------223
United Nations, additional deputy
increased, appropriation
252
Pay costs, increased,
appropriation for....
for-representative of United States_
States
734
representative
committees, appropriation
for.. 218,
Policy committees,
appropriation for_
218, 252
252
Appropriation for
76,
for--------------------76,
President
appointment of two
President of Senate, appointment
216,
252, 709, 738, 869, 973
216,252,
Senators to
to Commission
Commission on
on RenovaRenovaCommittee, proving
Armed Services
Services Committee,
tion of Executive Mansion
Mansion ------46
46
ground for guided missiles, acquiacquiReorganization,
Reorganization, legislative, approprisition of lands, etc.,
etc., agreement reation for ----------------------218
ation
218
specting
specting---------------------66
Reorganization
Reorganization Act of 1949, provisions
provisions
Broughton, J. Melville, appropriation
Broughton,
respecting reorganfor procedure respecting
reorganfor payment to widow of--------of
76
76
ization plans under
206, 207
under.-...--...-..
Bushfield, Harlan
Harlan J., appropriation
appropriation for
Restaurant, appropriation
for__
__
_, 870
Restaurant,
appropriation for
------.
payment
of
76
payment to widow of-----------.
76
Salaries
Salaries and mileage,
mileage, appropriation for..
216
for.
216
Chaplain, appropriation
appropriation for
217
for----------217
Secretary,
Secretary, office of—
ofClerical assistants to SenatorsSenators—
Appropriation
for
217
Appropriation for---------------217
Appropriation
217
Appropriation for --------------- 76, 217
Insurance
against loss of funds
219
Insurance against
funds-----219
Increase
Increase in aggregate amount for__
for - _
--_ 974
Sergeant
Sergeant at Arms and Doorkeeper,
Doorkeeper,
Coast Guard Academy
Academy Board of VisiOffice of—
Office
oftors, appointment
appointment and functions___
functions_.. _ 510
Appropriation
217
510
Appropriation for
for--.-------------217
Committees—
CommitteesAvailability
Availability of appropriation
appropriation for
for
Conference
Conference committees,
committees, appropriacompensation of additional emcompensation
tion for clerical assistance
assistance -----217
217
ployee ---------------_-----869
Employees, appropriation
217
Employees,
appropriation for
for------217
Basic compensation
compensation of certain posiProfessional staff members,
members, former,
former,
tions---------.-----_----tions
76,
217
76,217
eligibility for appointment
appointment in
eligibility
Temporary National Economic
Economic ComTemporary
executive branch
executive
branch of the Governmittee, appropriation
appropriation for payment
payment
ment
ment--------------------66
for compilation
compilation of index digest
digest_ -- -_ 869
869
expenses—
Typewriters,
Typewriters, purchase,
77
Contingent expensespurchase, funds
funds available_
available77
Appropriation for
76,
Appropriation
Vice President of United
for---------------United States. See
76,
218, 252, 709, 738, 974
separate title.
Typewriters, funds
funds available
Voucher, committee
expenses, receipt
Voucher,
available for
for purpurcommittee expenses,
receipt
chase ---------------------77
of chairman
chairman as
218
a ---------------..218
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Senate
Senate Office Building:
Peg e Sharpley, Harry W., His Heirs, AdminisPage
AdminisPage
Page
Appropriation
Appropriation for __.-------. _ 224,
224, 253,
253, 870
870
trators,
trators, or Assigns, jurisdiction
of
jurisdiction of
for duty
duty on
on Capitol
Capitol
Police details
details for
1089
Court to hear
hear claim
claim -------------- _ 1089
grounds------------____________
grounds
231
231 Shasta National
leases of
National Forest, leases
of lands
lands
Seneca
Seneca Indians, N. Y., appropriation
appropriation for
for
added to, authority ----------683
____
683
774 Shasta View Irrigation District, Klamath
fulfilling treaties with
with-------__---_
774
Klamath
Sequoia National
Sequoia
National Forest, Calif.,
Calif., acquisiProject, Oreg., approval of contract
contract
tion of
tion
of land
land for,
for. _
for, appropriation
appropriation for_-__ 340
340
with, execution
execution authority___________
authority
63
63
Sereni,
Sereni, Pier Dino, deportation
deportation suspension_
suspension_
1242 Shawneetown,
1242
Shawneetown, Ill., time
extension for
time extension
for
Serrano-Berrera,
Serrano-Berrera, Jose Mauricio,
Mauricio, deportadeportabridging Ohio River at
592
at or
or near --___
592
tion suspension -_-----_____----_ 1229
1229 Shee, Ong Kwok (Ong Kock Shee or
or Roy
Service
Service Extension
Extension Act of 1941,
1941, funds for
for
Ong), deportation suspension
Ong),
1250
suspension----__
_ 1250
effecting provisions of
283 Sheepshead
of---------_
_ 283
Sheepshead Bay, N. Y.,
Y., appropriation
for
appropriation for
Servicemen's Dependents
Servicemen's
Dependents Allowance
Allowance Act
Act
operation
operation of maritime training stastaof 1942:
tion------_________-----------tion
651
- 651
Limitation on application
application----------831
clerk of
S. District
C., clerk
831 Shelby, N. C.,
of U.
U. S.
District
Repeal
Repeal ------------841
________-----Court, restriction on use of funds for
841
for
maintaining
maintaining office
of
471
Servicemen's
office of--------------Servicemen's Readjustment
Readjustment Act
1944:
Act of 1944:
471
Shemroy,
Shemroy, Margaret,
Margaret, deportation
deportation suspenAmendment,
suspenauthorization for
Amendment, lease authorization
for
sion_ __
. -------------------.
Veterans Administration,
sion
1238
__
Administration, time
1238
time exexShepard, Mary,
Mary, jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
to
tension-------------___________
of Court
Court to
tension
481 Shepard,
481
hear claim-----------------------claim
1144
Appropriation for carrying out proAppropriation
1144
provisions of
of-----------____ 293,
Comdr.), acceptaccept293, 294,
294, 653
G. (Lt.
(Lt. Comdr.),
653 Shepple, Byron G.
Avocational
Avocational or recreational
recreational courses,
courses, rereforeign government,
government,
ance of gift from foreign
striction........________________
striction
653
authorized --------------------1076
authorized
__
653
1076
Mortgages
Mortgages insured under, purchase
by
purchase by
Sheridan,
Sheridan, Calif.,
Calif., construction
construction of
of diversion
diversion
Federal National
National Mortgage
Mortgage AssoAssocanal in vicinity of
853
of-------------_
853
ciation
ciation
______________-........ 906
906 Shever, Hanna
cito--------------------------0
Hanna Weston
Weston (Anna Weston),
Weston),
Tuition, fees,
fees, and other charges, restricdeportation
deportation suspension
1221
suspension --_---- - .. - 1221
tion on payment
payment to institution
institution
Shields, Hazel
Shields,
Hazel Winston, deportation
deportation sussusunder designated
situations
653
designated situations______
653
pension------...
pension
1233
______----------1233
Veterans'
Board,
Veterans' Placement
Placement Service
Service Board,
1231
Shifriss, Oved, deportation
deportation suspension_
suspension___ 1231
abolishment, transfer of functions
functions
Shifriss, Shoshana, deportation
deportation suspensuspento Department
Department of Labor
Labor -------- 1065
1065
sion -------.....
1231
-..... __------.
1231
Sesquicentennial
Sesquicentennial Commission,
Commission, National
Ship Act of 1910, appropriation
appropriation for exCapital. See National
Capital SesquiCapital.
National Capital
Sesquiperforming duties under_
penses in performing
637
under __
637
centennial Commission.
centennial
Commission.
Shipping Board, United States,
cancellaStates, cancellaSeventeenth Decennial
Decennial Census, appropriaSeventeenth
appropriation and release
release of designated
designated agreeagree...--- -----. 463, 874
tion for -------.-874
ment with Port of Seattle,
Seattle, Wash
Wash_ _
67
..-__
67
Sewen, John, admission
Sewen,
admission for permanent
permanent
Ships.
Ships. See Vessels.
Vessels.
residence
residence -----------------------1152
1152 Ships,
Ships, Bureau of. See under
under Navy, DeSexton, Edward D.,
D., payment to
Sexton,
to--__
1162
-----1162
partment of the.
Shad of Atlantic Coast, study, authority;
authority;
Shoemaker, J.
J. L.,
Shoemaker,
L., payment
payment to
1111
to --------- 1111
appropriation authorized
616
appropriation
authorized-_ --- _--_616 1Shoshone
Shoshone Project, Wyo.:
Wyo.:
Shafer, Itzchak, consideration
consideration of
of birthAppropriation
Appropriation for -----------781
birth259, 780, 781
place for purposes of
immigration and
and
place
Deaver Irrigation
of immigration
Irrigation District, approval
approval of
of
naturalization laws -----. ____--naturalization
contract; execution authority of
_ 1211
1211
Secretary of Interior
Secretary
Interior --- _--------942
Shaher, Armed, deportation
Shaker,
deportation suspension
1231
942
suspension__ 1231
Irrigation District, approval
Willwood Irrigation
approval
Shaik, Hohammed
Hohammed Ismail
Ismail (Batir Uddin
Sheik,
auof contract
contract with, execution
execution aususpension_
1238
or Udding),
Udding), deportation
deportation suspension_
1238
thority ----63
_----------------_.
63
Shall, Mary
Mary Raffaele,
deportation sussusRaffaela, deportation
3hu,
Enid
Alicia,
deportation
Shu,
Alicia,
deportation
suspension_
1221
suspension1221
pension ----1231
,--_-_----_________
-1231
Shulman, Louis, deportation suspension-_
Shulman,
suspension
1245
hamarides, Adonis
Shamerides,
Adonis Arghyrou (George
(George
ihumis, Artemis Troyannou (Artenoula
Shumis,
Chamer),
Chamer), deportation
deportation suspension
1245
suspension_-1245
Trogiannon), deportation
deportation suspensionTrogiannou),
suspension_ 1250
1250
Shnnon, William Antonio
or. Canton,
Cnton, deShannon,
Antonio or.
ibilo, Johan
Sibilo,
deportation suspenJohan Cesar,
Cesar, deportation
suspenportation suspension
portation
suspension-----..-. -. 1238
1238
sion -- --------1233
.-------------1233
Sharkey, Mary Jane, deportation suspen—
Sharkey;
•
suspenSiewierski Angeline
Siewierski„
(Ssdeal), dedeo
Angeline Mary
Mary (9edeski),
: sion----------....
-------.
sion
1226
....
1226 . portaion
portation suspension_
1221
suspension. -------.- -__ 1221
1
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Siewierski,
Siewierski, Anne Justine (Sedeski),
(Sedeski), dedeportation suspension --------. ____
Siewierski,
Michael (Michael
Siewierski, Michael
(Michael Sedeski),
Sedeski),
deportation
deportation suspension
suspension -____.......
Siewierski,
Siewierski, Vera (Vera Sedeski),
Sedeski), deportation suspension
suspension____
_____...........
Signal
Signal Corps. See under Army, DepartDepartment of the.
Silano, Carmine Sabino,
Sabino, deportation
deportation susSilano,
suspension
pension -----------_-__ -____-____
Silbert, Mary,
Mary, deportation
deportation suspension-...
suspension___ _
Silica Sand,
Sand, Etc., lease of
exof lands
lands for
for exploitation, limitation on effect
effect of
of
legislation.-legislation
________............
Silva, Manuel
Manuel Y
Silva),
Silva,
Y Cruces
Cruces (Manuel
(Manuel Silva),
deportation suspension
suspension deportation
___........
recoinage, appropriation
appropriation for-___.
for
Silver, recoinage,
Silver
Silver Purchase Act of 1934,
1934, appropriaappropriation for carrying
carrying out
out provisions
__
provisions of_
of--Simmonds, Eleanor P.,
payment to ----Simmonds,
P., payment
Simmons, Evelyn
deportation susSimmons,
Evelyn Nora,
Nora, deportation
pension
pension -------- ________.........
Simmons,
acceptance
Simmons, Lionel E. (M/Sgt.),
(M/Sgt.), acceptance
of gift from foreign government,
government, auauthorized
thorized-..------.................
Simmons, Pearl Salad,
deportation susSalud, deportation
pension -------..................
pension
Simms, Arthur
Arthur Primrose, deportation
deportation suspension
pension --------..................
Simon,
Simon, Malvina E.
E. (Malvina
(Malvina Ester Bach
Bsch
or Malvina Schwartz or Malvina
Malvina
Eisenbach),
deportation suspension-suspension
Eisenbach), deportation
Singh,
ersau d,
Singh, Mahadeo Javert
Javert Ramp
Rampersand,
deportation suspension
suspension ---______--Sioux
Sioux Reservations,
Reservations, appropriation
appropriation for paypayment to Indians
Indians of_..............
of
Sioux Sanatorium, S. Dak., appropriation
appropriation
Sioux
for construction,
buildings_ _
construction, etc., of buildings
_-_
Sirianos, George (Georgios
(Georgios Theodore
Theodore
Sirianos),
deportation suspension___
Sirianos), deportation
suspension- -- _
Sisco, James Everett, deportation
Sisco,
deportation suspensuspension - --------- ---- ---- _ --.
Six
N. Y.,
appropriation for fulfulSix Nations,
Nations, N.
Y., appropriation
filling treaties with ._...---------Sjoberg, Arne Leonard
Leonard Ivar,
I'm, deportation
deportation
suspension
suspension----------------------deportation suspensuspenSjorgren, Leo
Leo Allan,
Allan, deportation
sion------........--------------.
sion
Wildlife Refuge,
Wash.,
Skagit National Wildlife
Refuge, Wash.,
exchange
authority ---.-exchange of lands, authoritySkagway, Alaska:
Alaska:
Skagway,
Construction authorization
authorization -----....
Transportation to other points in
in
Alaska, use of Canadian
Canadian vessels,
vessels,
authority
authority------................
Skenderoglou, Jordan (John or
Ioannis),
Skenderoglon,
or Ioannis),
deportation
suspension -----------deportation suspension
Sklavoonos, Angelo
Sklavoonos,
SeloAngelo (Evangelos
(Evangelos Sclovounos),
deportation suspension
vounos), deportation
suspension-----
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1221
1221
1221
1221

1246
1246
1226
1226
886
1226
1226
358
363
1186
1186
1244

1077
1226

1221
1229
1229

1226
774
773
773
1250
1250
1244
1244
774
774
1238
1238
1233
708

935
935
622
1244
1245
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Skoog, June Scott,
Skoog,
Scott, issuance of patent
patent in
in
to -fee to
_________.____
----Skuza,
Skuza, Frank
Frank (Franciszek
(Franciszek Skuza),
Skuza), deportation suspension_
suspension ---- _____....__
portation
Slocum, Mabel
Mabel H., payment
payment to
to ---- _____
Slum Clearance.
Clearance. See
See Housing.
Housing.
Sly Park
Park Creek, Consumnas River,
River, concon-

Page
Page

1116
1116
1229
1229
1180
1180

struction
struction and maintenance
maintenance of
of storage
dam
dam ________________________-853
853
Small, Richard John,
John, deportation
deportation suspensuspension ------------1238
-___________
1238
Small Business,
Small
Business, American:
American:
Economic
Cooperation Act of 1948,
Economic Cooperation
under
52
aid in participation
participation under....____
52
National
National Military Establishment
Establishment ApAppropriation Act, provision
provision for
for parparticipation
commodities
ticipation in furnishing
furnishing commodities
1023
and services
services under
under__......_______
1023
Smedley, Shane Karen Douglas,
Smedley,
Douglas, deportadeportation suspension
1250
suspension -------- _________1250
Smith,
Smith, A.
A. M.,
M., payment
to
1075
payment to.......______
1075
Smith,
Sndth, E.
E. B.,
B., jurisdiction
jurisdiction of Court to hear
hear
claim ----------------1144
___________
1144
A., appointment
as reprerepreSmith, Paul A.,
appointment as
sentative of United
sentative
United States
Council
States to Council
of International
International Civil Aviation OrOrganization ______________
1189
ganization------1189
Smith, Richard (Richard Valba),
Valba), deportadeportation suspension
suspension -_________________1246
1246
Smith-Lever
Smith-Lever Act, appropriation
appropriation to
to effect
effect
provisions of --------- _________._328
provisions
328
Smith-Reynolds
Airport, Winston-Salem,
Winston-Salem,
Smith-Reynolds Airport,
N.
N. C., appropriation
appropriation for payment
payment of
claim
claim ------------------_-------240
Smitherman, Moody
Moody L.,
L., payment to-.
to -1190
1190
Smitherman, Moody
Moody L., Jr., payment to
to
legal guardian of ----------------1190
1190
Smithsonian Institution:
Smithsonian
Anthropological researches,
researches, American
Anthropological
American
Indians and natives
natives of lands under
under
U. S. protection,
protection, cooperation
cooperation in,
in,
authority----------------------_
authority
623
623
Appropriation
Appropriation for
for --.-------- _ 236, 254,
649
254, 649
Hunsaker, Jerome
Jerome C., appointment
appointment to
Board of
of Regents
15
Regents --------------15
Paleontological investigations,
investigations, areas
Paleontological
areas to
be flooded
flooded by construction
construction of GovGovernment dams,
ernment
dams, cooperation
cooperation in;
in;
appropriation
authorized --------606
appropriation authorized
606
Repairs
Repairs and maintenance,
maintenance, appropriations authorized
authorized ----------623
_---_
623
Smolowitz,
Smolowitz, Mrs. Anna,
payment to--..to
1094
Anna, payment
1094
Snodgrass, Aurelia,
Snodgrass,
Aurelia, deportation
1238
deportation suspension_ 1238
Soap
Soap Powder,
Powder, import
controls,
Soap and Soap
import controls,
continuation of authority
under
continuation
under
Second War
War Powers
Act, 1942-----1942
Second
405
Powers Act,
405
Sobenko,
Sobenko, Mary,
Mary, deportation
deportation suspension_
suspension-_ _ 1242
1242
Sobkowiak,
deportation suspension_
suspension..
Sobkowiak, Jan,
1223
Jan, deportation
1223
Social
on, printing
printing of
Social Security, Report
Report on,
of
additional
of House
House report_
additional copies
copies of
report-_-

1252
1252
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Social Security Act:
Page
Social
Act:
Pal Social
Social Security
Security Administration-Con.
Administration—Con.
Page
Page
Amendment, reconversion
reconversion unemployunemploySeamen,
Seamen, reconversion
reconversion unemployment
unemployment
ment benefits
benefits for seamen, time
extime exbenefits—Continued
benefits-Continued
tension of reconversion
reconversion period;
period; defdefTime extension of reconversion
reconversion pepeinition of Federal maritime
maritime servservriod; definition
Federal marimaridefinition of
of Federal
ice ---- _------445
_____-__
------44
time service
service --------445
_-___.__
445
Census information, appropriation
appropriation for
for
Strikes against U. S.
S. Government,
Government, rere463
supplying of
of-----------_-____.
46
striction
striction on employment
employment of
of persons
persons
children, services
services and
and care
Crippled children,
care for,
for,
engaging
engaging in ---------297
..___--- .
297
additional appropriation,
additional
appropriation, authorauthorUnemployment compensation
Unemployment
compensation adminadminized _---_-_---_______--------447
istration, appropriation
appropriation for_
for
_ 293,
293, 740
740
Allotment
47
Allotment to
to States -------------_
4
Withholding
Withholding of
agenof moneys
moneys from
from State
State agenAppropriation for --__________
Appropriation
234
---23
cies, restriction
296
restriction__________________
296
Red
Red Lake Band of Chippewa Indians,
Indians,
Sockeye
Sockeye Salmon Fishery Act
Act of
apof 1947,
1947, apper capita payment
payment to, nonconsiderpropriation for carrying out provisions
provisions
ation as "other
"other income and rereof -------------796
_______.______
796
sources"
sources" for purposes of certain
certain
Sodergard, Lars Verner
deportaVerner Aaron,
Aaron, deportaprovisions
provisions -------- _-------______
60
61
tion suspensionsuspension -------_-________
1238
1238
Sodergren,
Social
payment to estate of__Social Security Act Amendments
Amendments of
of 1949,
Sodergren, Elmo, payment
of___ 1187
1187
Soil
Soil and Moisture
Conservation OperaMoisture Conservation
printing of additional
additional copies
copies for
for use
Operause
tions, appropriation
appropriation for
766
of Committee
Committee on Ways
Ways and Means
Means of
for -- _______of
766
Soil Conservation and Domestic
the House of Representatives---___
Domestic Allotment
Allotment
Representatives
1251 Soil
Act:
Act:
Social
Social Security Administration. See
See also
also
Appropriation for
Appropriation
effecting provisions
for effecting
provisions
Social Security
Security Act.
of____. ----------------------of
341
Administrator—
Administrator341
Cotton, excess planting, ineligibility for
for
Appropriation
Appropriation for Office of
295
of -------_ 295
payments
payments -------------------- _
675
675
Increase in basic compensation
881
compensation --881
Soil Conservation Service. See under
Appropriation
Appropriation for_
871 Soil
for_ 79, 234, 255,
255, 293, 740,
740, 871
Agriculture,
Agriculture, Department of.
of.
Children
Children and Youth, Conference
Conference on,
on,
Soils, appropriation
appropriation for investigations
of
investigations of
appropriation for -_-------_--appropriation
255, 295
295 Soils,
255,
management
management
methods
333
methods-------------333
Children's Bureau, funds for----__
for
255, 294
294
_ 255,
Soininen, Seppo Paavo, deportation
Soininen,
deportation sussusDistrict of Columbia, services
and
services and
pension-------------_____________
pension
1245
1245
facilities in, limitation----____
limitation
293
_293
Sokolow,
Sol
Sokolow,
(Zyskind
Sokolow
Sokolow
or
Sokol
Repeal
-------------------------Repeal
741
741
or Zyskind Sokolow
Janowiez or
or
Sokolow or Janowicz
Employment Security, Bureau of—
ofJanowitz
Yanowicz),
deportation
Janowitz
or
Yanowicz),
deportation
Appropriation
Appropriation for ---- _----_
255,
255, 294,
294, 741
741
suspension----------------------suspension
1226
1226
Transfer of funds from -----__--254
_
254
Soldiers' and Sailors' Civil
Soldiers'
Civil Relief,
approRelief, approFederal Credit Unions, Bureau
Bureau of,
of, apappriation for----.-----------------for
80
80
propriation
propriation for ----- _-294
... __---294
Soldiers'
Home, U.
U. S.:
Soldiers' Home,
S.:
Federal
Federal old-age and survivors
survivors insurance
insurance
Appropriation for ----------246,
246, 260,
260, 849
849
trust fundfund—
Personal
Personal property, certain,
delivered to
to
certain,
delivered
Increase in amount for expenditure
expenditure
by Secretary of Army or Air
Force,
Air Force,
from -.---- ________..-------.
255
255
limitation
45
--------_-----------45
Reimbursement
Reimbursement to
294
to--..-----_____-.
294
Solicitor General.
General.
Solicitor
See under
Justice,
Deunder
Justice,
DeTransfer of funds from---------.
295,
296
295, 296
partment
partment of.
States—
Grants to StatesSomers,
Somers,
Andrew L.,
L., appropriation
appropriation for
for paypayAppropriation for----------------Appropriation
for
79,
79,
ment to
of ---------. --. __
to widow
widow of
231
234,293,294,
234,
293, 294, 295,
740
295,740
lommer, Oscar Felix
Felix (Oskar Felix),
Sommer,
Felix), dedeTransfer
Transfer of funds from------____
from
254, 255
_ 254,
255
portation
portation suspension
suspension-----------__
1250
1250
Old-Age and Survivors
Survivors Insurance,
Insurance, BuBuionneville, Wilhelmus
Wilhelmus Johannes, deSonneville,
reau of, appropriation for__
for_ 255, 294, 741
portation
portation suspension
suspension ---------___
1238
_ 1238
Overthrow
Overthrow of U. S. Government,
Government, restricrestricions of American
Legion, patent reSons
American Legion,
reemployment of persons adtion on employment
adnewal
newal ---------------__________
1122
vocating----_____------_------_
vocating
298 Sons
ions of
of American Revolution,
Revolution, National
Assistance, Bureau
Public Assistance,
Bureau of, appropriaappropriaSociety,
Society, tax exemption of
of certain
certain
tion for
for-- -------------_--.
294
_ 255,
255,294
property -----------__-_________
888
reconversion unemployment
unemployment
Seamen, reconversion
Soo
Centennial Celebration
loo Locks Centennial
Celebration ComCombenefitsbenefits—
mission, appointment; duties;
mission,
duties; report
report
Appropriation
Appropriation for----for
871
----- 234,
234, 871
to President
President --------------_____
620
620
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of the House
Representatives.
Page
Page Speaker of
House of Representatives.
See
Repre1242
1242
under House of RepreSee Speaker
Speaker under
sentatives.
Soriano,
Soriano, Vera Semenova, deportation susSpecialty Crops, appropriation
256, 333
333
appropriation for ---pension -----------------------1231
1231 Specialty
pension
Speis,
Stenos Napoleon
Napoleon (Steve
(Steve Napoleon
Napoleon
Speis, Stelios
Soroosh,
Hossein, deportation
deportation
Soroosh, Gholam Hossein,
Speis),
suspension
1226
1226
Speis), deportation
deportation suspension-----suspension
1226
1226
suspension -----------------Spektor,
deportation
suspension_
1244
Spektor,
Izak,
deportation
suspension
1244
Sotter,
(Despina Soteriou),
Soteriou), deDespina (Despina
Sotter, Despina
deportation suspension_
1244
1244
portation
1238
1238 Spektor, Rebeka, deportation
suspension -------------portation suspension
Spencer,
Charles
Joseph, deportation
susdeportation
Joseph,
Spencer,
Charles
Souivie,
(Seiweh), deportaGertrud Mae (Seiweh),
Soulvie, Gertrud
pension ------------------------ _ 1229
pension
tion
1226
1226
tion suspension
suspension -------------Spencer, Mildred Vivian
Vivian Margaret, deSpencer,
Sousa, Mary Agnes, deportation suspenportation
suspension ------------- 1229
portation suspension
sion
1226
sion ----------------------------Spica, Giovanni Rosario (John Spica),
Spica), deSpica,
South Africa,
Africa, Union
of, suspension
suspension of
Union of,
South
portation
suspension ------------1234
portation suspension
tonnage and imposts, procladuties of tonnage
Spies, Spotlight
Spotlight On, printing of addiSpies,
mation ------------------------ 1271
publication --------- 1240
tional copies of publication
South Carolina:
Spinnichia, Laura,
Laura, payment
payment to
to ---------- 1086
Spinnichia,
Charleston,
restricof certain
certain restricremoval of
Charleston, removal
Spithogiannis, Stefanos
(Spetogianis), deStefanos (Spetogianis),
Spithogiannis,
contions
conditions on
lands conon lands
tions and
and conditions
portation suspension-------------suspension
1245
portation
veyed
conveyance to
170 Spitzer, Blima,
to------ 169, 170
veyed to;
to; conveyance
Blima, deportation
suspension...... 1223
deportation suspension-Academy, Charleston,
Charleston, removal
Porter Academy,
Spokane
Wash., appropriation
appropriation for
Spokane Indians,
Indians, Wash.,
of
restriction in
492
conveyance-in land
land conveyance__
of restriction
assistance
776
industrial assistance--------------Sporup,
Nielsen (John NielNielSporup, John Soren Nielsen
South Dakota:
sen), deportation
suspension ------- 1226
Belle
Irrigation District, apdeportation suspension
Fourche Irrigation
Belle Fourche
"Spotlight
Spies", printing of additional
"Spotlight on Spies",
proval of contract; execution au1240
copies of publication-------------publication
thority
of Secretary
of Interior_
__ _
941
941
Interior --Secretary of
thority of
Squires, Elizabeth
Elizabeth Oonagh
Oonagh (Elizabeth
Fish cultural facilities, appropriation
appropriation
Perdue),
deportation suspension---.
suspension
1226
Perdue), deportation
795
for construction
construction----------------Squires,
(Penelope
Penelope Oonagh (Penelope
Squires, Penelope
Flandreau Indians, appropriation
appropriation for
1226
Perdue),
deportation suspension---suspension
1226
Perdue), deportation
773
_-buildings _
etc., of
of buildings_
construction, etc.,
construction,
Stamatiades,
deportation suspenNefelia, deportation
Stamatiades, Nefelia,
Indian
schools, minimum
reservations, schools,
Indian reservations,
------ 1226
sion ---------------------education
provision
requirements, provision
education requirements,
Stamatopoulos, Panagiotes
Panagiotes George (Peter
694 Stamatopoulos,
for
meeting----------------for meeting
Stamos), deportation
deportation suspensionsuspension ._ 1238
1238
G. Stamos),
Industrial assistance for Indians, apIndustrial
Commemorative:
propriation for---------------for
776 Stamps, Commemorative:
776
propriation
Alexandria, Va., two-hundredth
two-hundredth anniverNorbeck
Wildlife Preserve,
Preserve, designation
Norbeck Wildlife
66
sary, amendment
respectingamendment of Act respecting..
Game
Game
of Custer State Park
Annapolis, Md.,
Md., three-hundredth
three-hundredth anAnnapolis,
708
Sanctuary
lands
Sanctuary as; addition of lands-_
niversary, issuance
14
14
----issuance for ...
niversary,
Rapid City; Indian museum,
museum, appropriaSee
National Bureau of.
tion
771 Standards, National
tion for
for---------------------National Bureau of Standards under
National
Sioux
appropriation for
Sanatorium, appropriation
Sioux Sanatorium,
Commerce, Department
Department, of.
Commerce,
773
construction,
buildings -construction, etc., of buildingsStanfield Irrigation
Oreg., apDistrict, Oreg.,
Irrigation District.
South
See Korea,
of.
Republic of.
Korea, Republic
Korea. See
South Korea.
proval of contract;
contract; execution
execution authorissuance of land
Naknek, Alaska, issuance
South Naknek,
ity
Secretary of Interior -------942
ity of
of Secretary
patent to
Russian Orthodox
Greek
Orthodox Greek
to Russian
patent
Stankiewicz, Jozef (Joseph Stank),
Stank), deStankiewicz,
Catholic Church of North America,
suspension -------------- 1229
portation suspension
1102
authorized
1102
authorized----------------------A., release from liability_ 1083
Stapleton, James A.,
Commission, appropriation
appropriation
South Pacific Commission,
and Piling Company,
Stapleton Lumber and
450
for contribution .--------------450
release
funds or credits from imrelease of funds
Southern Great
Great Plains Field Station, apSouthern
pound or attachment
attachment ------------1084
propriation
construction of buildpropriation for construction
Star Route
Route Service,
Service, Post Office
Office DepartStar
333
ing
ing ----------------------------ment:
Southern Ute Indian
Reservation, Colo.,
Appropriation
for ------248,
746, 877
Indian Reservation,
370, 746,
248, 370,
Southern
Appropriation for
773
for_
appropriation for_
irrigation projects, appropriation
irrigation
Transportation
aircraft, conTransportation of mail by aircraft,
tract
of Postmaster Genauthority of
tract authority
Southwestern Forest
Forest and Range Experi680
eral
eral --------------------------ment
ment Station, funds available for improvements of Desert Laboratory_
Department of:
State, Department
Laboratory-- __ 607 State,
provements
American
cooperation with,
republics, cooperation
American republics,
Soviet
Socialist Republics,
Republics, Union of,
of, imSoviet Socialist
262
transfer
transfer of funds for _-----------migration quota, proclamation
1278
proclamation.---Sootzmann,
Alex Fritz
Soodsmann),
(Alex Soodsmann),
Fritz (Alex
Sootzmann, Alex
deportation suspension
suspension -----------deportation
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State, Department
Department of-Continued
of—Continued
Appropriation
Appropriation Act
Act--- -------------

INDEX
INDEX

Page
Page
447
__
447
Appropriation
Appropriation for ---982
250, 262, 747, 877,
877, 982
Assistant Secretaries,
Secretaries, number
number - _-__111
111l
Broadcasting, international,
international, transfer of
Broadcasting,
of
facilities in furtherance
of ------408
furtherance of
408
Brownsville,
Brownsville, Tex., grant of license for
for
use of portions of lands transferred
transferred
to U. S. Section, International
International
Boundary and Water Commission_
266
266
Chinese students, allocation of funds
funds
for study in United States-------711
711
appropriation for payment_
Claims, appropriation
448
payment _
--___ 448
Coast
cooperation with
Coast Guard,
Guard, cooperation
505
with ----__
_
505
Contracts exempt
exempt from prohibition on
on
interest
interest by Members
Members of Congress-_
Congress
456
456
Contributions, quotas, etc.,
etc.,
interinternational
national obligations, appropriation
for ---------.-------------- 449,747
449, 747
Counselor—
CounselorIncrease in basic compensation
881
compensation-----881
Reappointment under reorganization
Reappointment
reorganization
provisions not required--------required
111
111
Deputy Under Secretaries,
Secretaries, increase
increase in
in
compensation ------------basic compensation
881
881
Diplomatic and consular establishments, exchange
exchange of funds for
for exexpenses, nonapplicability
nonapplicability of certain
provisions to
to-------------------- 456
456
Educational
Educational activities,
activities, international,
international,
appropriation for ------ - 454, 747, 878
appropriation
Employment, termination of, authority
of Secretary
Secretary of State
State -----------456
456
FinlandFinland—
Activities
Activities under U. 8.
S. Information
Information
and Educational
Educational Exchange
Exchange Act
Act of
of
1948; use of payments
payments on principrincipal and interest of World
World War
War I
I
debt to United States --------.
630
630
Appropriation for settlement
Appropriation
settlement
of
of
claims -----------.---------982
982
Foreign excess property disposaldisposal—
Authority-----------------------Authority
897
397
Transfers to other agencies
agencies in
in connecconnection with
399
with--------------------399
Foreign ServiceService—
Appropriation for
for---- -----------Appropriation
877
877
Automobiles, application
application of
exchange
of exchange
allowances
allowances or sale proceeds
proceeds to
to replacements
placements ----------------- _
448
448
Buildings
appropriation for
Buildings fund, appropriation
for,,--__
- _ 449
449
Classification
Classification Act of 1949, nonapplicanonapplicability-----------------------bility
954
954
Emergencies
Emergencies in Diplomatic and
and ConConsular Service, appropriation
appropriation for
for- _ 449
Leases, acquisition, authority
authority ------449
449
Living and quarters
quarters allowances,
allowances, transtransfer of funds from -250, 877
--------260,877
Personnel,
administration by SearePersonnel, administration
Secretary---------------------tary
111
111

State, Department of-Continued
of—Continued
Foreign Service-Continued
Service—Continued
Representation
Representation allowances,
allowances, appropriappropri-

Pare
Pace

ation for
for --------- __
__-__Retirement and disability fund,
Retirement
fund, apappropriation
for ----- __--___.-propriation for
officers and
and
Salary increases,
increases, certain
certain officers

449
449
449
449

employees -------------------Appropriation for
for --------------Secretary of
Secretary
State, direction
of State,
direction by
by ----

407
407
877
877

for--------------Transfer of funds for
General provisions, Appropriation
General
Appropriation Act-_
Act
Greece and Turkey,
Turkey, assistance
limiassistance to,
to, limi-

250
250
456
456

111
111

tations on administrative
administrative expenses_
expenses_
711
711
Information
Information activities,
international,
international,
appropriation for --------- 454, 747,
appropriation
747, 878
878
Inter-American Affairs, Institute
Inter-American
of.
Institute of.
See separate
separate title.
title.
International activities,
International
activities, funds
funds for
for ----250,
250,
262,
449, 747
747
262,449,
International
International bodies, furnishing
furnishing of
of servservices by Public Buildings AdminAdministration in continental United
United
199
States ------------------------199
International Boundary
International
Boundary and Water
Water
Commission, U. S. and Mexico. See
See
separate
separatetitle.
International
International Boundary
Commission,
Boundary Commission,
United States and
and Canada
Canada and
and
Alaska, appropriation
appropriation for------for
250, 453
453
International
International Claims Commission,
Commission, apappropriation
propriation for; condition------condition
877, 878
878
877,
International
International commissions,
commissions, American
American
sections, appropriation for
453
for --_- 250,
250,453
International
International contingencies, appropriaappropriation for
for--------------_--------451
451
International Fisheries
International
Fisheries Commission,
Commission, apap-

propriation
propriation for..---.-....
for
International information
International
information

.- _

453
453

and educaeducaand
tional
tional activities,
activities, appropriation
454,
appropriation for..
for.
454,
878
747, 878
International
International Joint
Joint Commission,
Commission, United
United
States and Canada, appropriation
appropriation
for ----------------...
453
.
--- - 250,
250,453
International organizationsInternational
organizations—
Classification
Classification Act of 1949, nonapplicability to certain employees_
954
employees_
954
Participation in, funds for
Participation
250
for---------250
International
International Pacific
Pacific Salmon Fisheries
Fisheries

Commission,
Commission, appropriation
appropriation for.--for._
International short-wave
International
short-wave radio stations,
stations,
indemnification agreements ------indemnification
Justice,
Department of, investigations
Justice, Department
of
investigations of
matters under joint control, appropriation
propriation for----------------Leasehold interests, payment in adadvance --------..----.---------Legal AdviserAdviser—
Legal

454
454
454
454

459
459
455
455

Appointment by President, with
adloee
sonaat of
advise and consent
et Senate..
882
Seate. 88I,
881,883
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State, Department
Department of—Continued
Page
State,
of-Continued
Page
Legal Adviser—Continued
Adviser-Continued
Reappointment under reorganization
reorganization
Reappointment
provisions not required
required--------111
Olympic Games, 1956, invitation
invitation to
to Detroit, Mich.; transmittal
transmittal of copy
of joint resolution
resolution to International
Olympic Committee
15
Olympic
Committee------------15
Overthrow of U. S. Government,
Government, restricrestricOverthrow
tion on employment
employment of persons advocating ------_ __---474
vocating
--------Pay costs, increased, appropriation
appropriation forfor..
262
rehabilitation, appropriation
appropriation
Philippine rehabilitation,
250, 455
for ------------------------ 250,455
Port-au-Prince Bicentennial
Exposition,
Bicentennial Exposition,
Port-au-Prince
Haiti, functions in connection
connection with
participation in
618
U. S. participation
in-----------618
Appropriation authorized
619
- authorized -----Appropriation
Appropriation for------------for
877
Appropriation
Reorganization,
111
Reorganization, provisions for ------ - 111
Reports to Congress—
Reports
CongressBroadcasting facilities,
facilities, transferred,
transferred,
Broadcasting
recommendations
408
for disposition..
disposition.
408
recommendations for
Port-au-Prince
Bicentennial ExposiPort-au-Prince Bicentennial
tion, Haiti, U. S. participation,
expenditures
619
-- 619
expenditures------------expenses, appropriation
appropriation for-;
for.
262,
Salaries and expenses,
447, 877
Salary
Salary increases
increases for certain Departofficers----------------880
mental officers
Strikes against
against U.
U. S.
S. Government,
reGovernment, reStrikes
employment of persons
striction on employment
engaging in--------------------in
474
474
engaging
Switzerland, Government
payment
Switzerland,
Government of, payment
damages by U. S.
of claims for damages
279
armed forces, authorized-------authorized
279
armed
Appropriation
for
878
Appropriation for----------------Territorial papers,
for
appropriation for
papers, appropriation
Territorial
collecting
449
collecting and editing --------- 448, 449
Trade agreements,
information and
and adagreements, information
Trade
vice
698
698
to-------------respect to
vice with respect
Transportation, use of GovernmentTransportation,
owned vehicles
vehicles in foreign
foreign countries,
countries,
authority;
457
authority; condition ------------Travel expenses,
expenses, personnel
outside conpersonnel outside
tinental
availability of funds..
457
457
funds_
tinental U. S., availability
transportation of effects, use
Travel or transportation
registry, nonof vessel of U. S. registry,
applicability
456
provisions -------456
applicability of provisions
Under
establishment of
of posiSecretary, establishment
posiUnder Secretary,
111
111
tion -------------------------United Nations.
Nations.
United

See separate
title.
See
separatetitle.

United Nations
Nations Participation
Participation Act
United
Act of
1945,
Amendments.
1945, Amendments.
title.
title.

See
See separate
separate

Compact,
Basin Compact,
River Basin
Upper Colorado
Colorado River
deposit of
of original
in archives
archives ---original in
deposit

State,
of.
State, Secretary
Secretary oL
ment of.
---

See
See State,

Depart-

CLXV
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State Legislation,
appropriation Page
Legislation, Index to, appropriation
Page
for preparation
preparation ------------------- 253
Stathopoulos,
Stathopoulos, George
George Constantine (George
(George
C. Stathis),
Stathis), deportation
1238
deportation suspension_
suspension_-_ 1238
Statistical Institute, Inter-American,
Inter-American, apStatistical
propriation
propriation for contribution
contribution -------- 450
Statue of Liberty National
National Monument,
appropriation for water supply easeappropriation
ments--ments
__
-------------------_ 792
reorganization plans,
Statutes at Large, reorganization
printing in ----------_----_
--- 206
Staub, Hyman (Herman),
Staub,
(Herman), deportation
deportation suspension ------__-------------- 1242
Stavropoulos,
Stavropoulos, Elias (Dr.),
(Dr.), His Wife, and
Daughter,
admission for permanent
permanent
Daughter, admission
residence --------------.-----1148
residence
_
- 1148
Stefanopoulos,
Stefanopoulos, Alexandra, deportation
deportation sus1238
pension ----------_------------- 1238
Steinfeld,
Rose Armanda, deportaSteinfeld, Marie Rose
suspension -----------------1244
tion suspension
1244
District
Sterling, Colo., clerk of U. S. District
Court, restriction on use of funds for
for
maintaining office
office of--------------of
maintaining
471
Stevens,
Stevens, Annie
Annie Isabella, deportation suspension
1250
pension-----------------------1250
Stevenson, Walter George, deportation
deportation
Stevenson,
suspension
suspension----------------1229
Stewart, Charlotte Rattray,
Stewart,
Rattray, deportation
suspension
suspension ---------------.
----- 1242
Stewart, W. W., conveyance
conveyance to estate of
of-- 1187
Stiesberg, Frederick
Frederick M. (Commander),
(Commander),
acceptance of gift from foreign govgovacceptance
ernment, authorized------authorized
------_ 1076
Stinson Field Municipal Airport, San Antonio, Tex., appropriation
appropriation for claim
745
under Federal Airport Act
Act ---------Stipanovic,
Stipanovic, Branko (Stipanovich),
(Stipanovich), deportation suspension------------------suspension
1242
1242
Stirling, Robina,
jurisdiction of
Roblna, jurisdiction
of Court
Court to
hear claim ------1196
.---.------...
1196
Stocks,
Alexander Albert,
Albert, deportation
Stocks, Alexander
deportation
suspension ---------------------_ 1231
suspension
Stolz, Chen Li
Ting, deportation
L Ying,
deportation suspension
1229
sion----------------------------Stone and Cooper Coal
Coal Co.,
Co., Inc., payment to------------------------to
1090
Stone,
Aitken Stewart, deportaStorie, William Aitken
tion suspension ------------------ 1246
Stoyas, Athena
Athena (Athena
(Athena Moonos
Moonos or
Athena Papanghelidau),
Papanghelidau), deportation
deportation
suspension---------------------suspension
1229
Strand, Andreas, deportation
deportation suspension_ 1244
Strand,
Strategic and Critical
Critical Materials:
Materials:
Strategic
Agricultural materials, research
research on, apAgricultural
propriation for-------------for
256, 330
42
Commodity Credit
Credit Corporation, acquiacquiCommodity
sitions in exchange
agricultural
exchange for agricultural
commodities
commodities-------------------155
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INDEX
INDI
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Strategic
Strategic and Critical Materials-Con.
Materials—Con.
Page
Page
Economic
Cooperation Act
Act of
of 1948,
1948,
Econorlic Cooperation
contracts for purchase
purchase under
54
contracts
under 54
Treasury
Treasury Department—
DepartmentAppropriation for
251, 364
Appropriation
for ------------251,
364
Contract authority
authority ..
25
Contract
.....-------- .
2511
Reduction
in
appropriation
1024
Reduction in appropriation -----1024
"Strategy and
Tactics of
of World
"Strategy
and Tactics
World ComCommunism",
of additional
additional
munism", printing
printing of
copies of
of report
report --------1216
copies
------1216
Streams, Gaging
Gaging of:
Streams,
of:
Appropriation for
259, 786
Appropriation
for----------------- 259,
786
Arkansas River compact,
use of
compact, use
of funds
funds
for negotiation
and participation__
786
for
negotiation and
participation_
786
Stronge, Thomas
Ranken (Strong),
(Strong), dedeStronge,
Thomas Ranken
portation
1244
S portation suspension
suspension-1244
Stroud (de),
(de), Maria
Maria Voltas,
deportation
Stroud
Voltas, deportation
suspension
1229
suspension----------------------1229
Strupp,
Adele (Adele
Strupp, Adele
(Adele Elizabeth
Elizabeth Strupp),
Strupp),
deportation
suspension
1231
deportation suspension---------1231
Strusinski, Michael
Michael (coxswain),
(coxswain), acceptance
acceptance
of gift
from foreign
of
gift from
foreign government,
government, auauthornzed-------------------------1077
thorized
1077
thorized
1077
Stuart,
(Commander), acceptStuart, William
William A.
A. (Commander),
acceptance of
of gift
gift from
from foreign
foreign government,
government,
ance
authorized .......................
Stuff,
Lois, payment
payment to
Stuff, Lois,
to---------------Stuff, Sarah C., payment
to administrator
payment to
administrator

Subsidies:
Department of the, restriction on
Army, Department
use
of funds
—
.
use of
funds for.....
for ......
.
Insulation
Insulation products, subsidy, etc.
etc., to
to
manufacturers or dealers, funds for
manufacturersordealers,funds
fort

Subsistence Expense Act of 1926, repeal

priation for
for-------Appropriations and
and authority,
Appropriations
authority, availaavaila-

876

bility date;
date; ratification
ratification of
of obligability
tions
Architect
of the
the Capitol,
Capitol, appropriation
Architect of
appropriation
for-870
for
Claims, appropriation for settlement_
settlement__
Claims,
Commerce,
Department of,
of, appropriaappropriaCommerce, Department
tion for ------------District
for_
District of Columbia, appropriation for..
Federal
Federal Housing Administration,
Administration, appropriation for
propriation
for--------Federal Security Agency, appropriation
appropriation

for
for-----------------------------870
for
Federal
Works Agency,
Agency, appropriation
Federal Works
appropriation

577

992
2

Justice, Department
Department of, appropriation
for -----for
t
alnr,
Department
of, appropriation
appropri.tion
Labor,
Department of,

1106
1106

577

343
343
167

Saga!, Penina
Rita, deportation
deportation suspensuspenSugal,
Penina Rita,

sion
1221
sion----------------------------1221
AmyDprmnt
fthrstriction_
on---------~~-~
Sugar
Acts,
funds for
effecting
provisions_
257,
Sugar
Acts, funds
for effecting provisions.
257,

Sitland, Md., retention by Federal Works
Suitland,
Works
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of the
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repeal
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for
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lands________________
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---------159
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657
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Works Agency
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185
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suspension-------------------- 123
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San
Airport, San
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Antonio, appropriation
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payment to
1148
appropriation for
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claim
114i
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745
Airport Act
Act---_-__
Terminal Inspection Act,
for
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745
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operations under ----------------335
335
Works Agency in -___--__-__196
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appropriation
for
flood
River,
appropriation
for
flood
connection with U. S.
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_
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S. penitentiary-__
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control.
control ------- _______________246
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Territorial Papers, appropriation
Territorial
appropriation for
for colcolThane,
Thane,
Alaska, construction
935
construction authorized
authorized-_
935
lecting and editing -- ____-----_ 448,
448, 449
449
The American
The
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patent renewal_
1121
American Legion,
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The
patent
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patent
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.
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Tetrick, Margaret Elizabeth (Margaret
(Margaret
Thederahn, Walter
Thederahn,
Walter Herman
Herman (Walter
(Walter Smith
Smith
Hedwig Tetrick or Margaret Warren),
Hedwig
Warren),
Schmidt), deportation suspension_ 1226
or Schmidt),
1226
deportation suspension
suspension -----__-__._
1244 TheodoraIds,
1244
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Michael),
Texas:
deportation
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__
1232
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Airport, appropriation
appropriation
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Theodorides,
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Basileios (Michael
(Michael
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claim under
under Federal
Federal
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979
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suspension----------------_1242
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Aransas County Airport, appropriation
appropriation
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Third
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Appropriation Act,
Act,
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Act
745
745
1949, Third.
1949,
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Eugene Watkin, deportation
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thomas, Gracita, deportation
Thomas,
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182,265
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....-------..-1171
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Dallas, transfer
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Thomas,
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payment to
1118
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and site to Federal
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Ihomasson, Ivan Samuel,
Samuel, deportation
deportation
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_
1229
Grande
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490
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of quarters
quarters
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furnishing of
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Middle
ment-------------------- _ 494,
ment
494, 495
495
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--_ _
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El Paso, payment
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Compact,
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_----_
70
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claim
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Lubbock Municipal
Municipal Airport, appropriaappropria'hompson, Jane Kennedy
Thompson,
(Jean), deKennedy Orr
Orr (Jean),
detion for payment of claim-------claim
875
875
portation suspension----------____.
suspension
1239
1239
Marfa,
Marfa., conveyances
conveyances in ---- _-----172,
183 Thompson,
172,183
'hompson, Joseph, payment to--------.
to
1105
1105
Olney Airport, appropriation
for paypayappropriation for
'hompson, Oscar Leonard (Cyril Oscar
Thompson,
Osar
ment of claim.----.-240
_____
240
Wilson).
dennrtation suspension
snmln
snainn
Wilson), deportation
1242
1242
- t- ----- --
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Thomsen,
jg.), acceptance
Thomsen, Horace
Horace A. (Lt. jg.),
acceptance
Page Torres, de Luz Salinas, deportation
deportation susPage
Page
of gift from foreign government, aupension--_
_-__--__-______--___pension
1233
1233
thorized -thorized
__ ...------ ---------.
_ 1076 Torres, Elisia Rojar
Rojar (Elisia Rojas De
De
Thordahl, Preben Eric (Preben Gustav
Torres),
Torres), deportation suspension..
___ 1234
suspension --1234
Eric Thordahl),
Thordahl), deportation suspenTorres, Jesus, deportation
deportation suspension
suspension_--___ 1233
1233
sion -------......
----...----..-1245 Torres-Espinosa,
deportation
Torres-Espinosa, Fidensio,
Three
Three Affiliated Tribes, Fort Berthold
Berthold
suspension----__-__- --suspension
_____ 1234
1234
Reservation, N. Dak., title to certain
Reservation,
certain
Tort Claims Act,
Federal. See Federal Tort
Act, Federal.
lands; compensation
compensation -------_----.
1026
1026
Claims Act.
Thurberia
Thurberia Weevil Control, appropriation
appropriation
Tracy,
Tracy, Maria
Maria Pacita, deportation suspenfor --------------------------335
-----------_________
sion -- ____1223
1223
nonapplicability
Tickner, William Henry, nonapplicability
Trade Agreements:
Agreements:
of certain provisions
provisions of Immigration
Immigration
Argentina, supplementary
supplementary proclamation
proclamation
Act of 1924 to ----------.----.---1144
1144
respecting flaxseed-----_--------flaxseed
1275
1275
Tietge, Paul (Paul Klein),
Tietge,
Klein), deportation
deportation
rectifications with respect to, procCuba, rectifications
procsuspension ----------------------- 1229
suspension
lamation -------_
----------_
_ 1261
1261
Tin and Tin Products, allocations, time
General
General Agreement
Agreement on Tariffs
Tariffs and Trade,
extension of provisions
provisions of Second War
extension
rectifications with respect
rectifications
respect to, procWar
Powers Act, 1942; termination
termination aulamation --___---au__--_-------1261
thority ------------.------- _---_
thority
supplementary proclamation
Uruguay, supplementary
proclamation
404
Appropriation
Appropriation for Bureau
Bureau of Foreign
respecting flaxseed
fiaxseecL------------- _ 1275
1275
Foreign
and Domestic
Domestic Commerce--------Commerce
875 Trade Agreements
Agreements Extension
Extension Act of 1949_
697
Concentrates, Etc., sale by RFC for
Tin Concentrates,
for
Trade Commission,
Commission, Federal:
Federal:
recovery
recovery of pig tin --------------350
Appropriation
Appropriation for---- __----------- 253,
253, 638
638
Tin-plate Scrap, licensing of exports, proCompensation
increase__
880
Compensation of members, increase-_
880
visions superseded
superseded by Export Control
Trading With the Enemy Act,
Act, appropriappropriAct of 1949 ---------------------99
ation for carrying
duties pursuant
pursuant
carrying out duties
Tischner, Kenneth
Kenneth James
James (Kenneth James
James
to ---------------------------. 461, 632
632
Quigly),
deportation suspension
Quigly), deportation
suspension __-- 1231 Traikoff, George
George Atanas,
deportation
deportation
suspension-Tobacco:
suspension
1239
Tobacco:
------------------1239
Agricultural
Agricultural Act of 1948, amendment,
amendment,
Tranoris,
Tranoris, Eleftheri
Eleftheri
Con,stantinos,
Constantinos, deextension of marketing
extension
marketing date for
portation suspension
suspension -------------- 1223
1223
Maryland and cigar-leaf
cigar-leaf types of
Maryland
Transportation, Defense, Office of.
See
Transportation,
See
tobacco
169
tobacco-----------------------Defense Transportation,
Transportation, Office of.
Defense
Agricultural
Agricultural Act of 1949, price support
Transportation
Transportation Corps. See under Army,
under-------------------. 1051,
1051, 1052
under
1052
Department of the.
Department
664 Trapani, Gaetano, deportation suspension_
Crop insurance
insurance---------------------Trapani,
deportation suspension. 1229
Tobacco
Tobacco Acts,
Acts, appropriation
appropriation for effecting
Trapatsa,
Trapatsa, Chryssoula, deportation
deportation susprovisions
provisions of ------------------257,344
257, 344
pension ---------------------.....
1250
pension
1250
Toiyabe National Forest, Nev.,
Nev., acquisition
acquisition
Toiyabe
Tratarou,
deportation suspenTratarou, Athenoula, deportation
suspenof land for, appropriation
appropriation for-----for
340
340
sion-------------------...-sion
.. - 1229
Tolias,
Tolias, Elias Peter, deportation
deportation suspension_
suspension- 1233 Tratarou,
Tratarou, Pantells John,
John, deportation
deportation sus1244
Tolmunen, Martha, deportation suspension__
suspension
pension ------------------------- 1229
Tomas-Morelly, Jose (Jose Tomas, Jr.),
Tomas-Morelly,
Travel
Travel Expense
Expense Act of 1949 ----.------- 166
166
1250
deportation suspension
suspension------------Traynor, Harry
Harry Joseph,
Joseph, deportation
deportation susTomaselli,
Tomaselli, Charles Rudolph, deportation
deportation
pension -----------------..---- 1229
1229
1242
suspension ----------------------suspension
1242
Treasurer
Treasurer of the United States. See
See
Tonani, Fred,
Fred, deportation
deportation suspension_
1245
suspension _
- -__ 1245
Treasury Department.
Tongue River Indian
Reservation, Mont.,
Mont.,
Indian Reservation,
Treasury,
Treasury
Treasury, Secretary of the. See Treasury
irrigation projects,
projects, appropriation
appropriation for.
irrigation
for773
Department.
Tonnage Duties, Suspension
of:
Tonnage
Suspension of:
Treasury
Treasury Department:
Department:
1272
Israel -----------------------1272
appropriation
Accounts, Bureau of, appropriation
Union of South Africa --------------- 1271
1271
for -------------748
87, 251, 262, 358, 748
Tonseth, Einar Gerhard,
Gerhard, deportation susAdministrative
Administrative Services, Office of, appension -----------------------1239
propriation for-----------------for
357
Topographic
Surveys, appropriation
appropriation for
259, 785
Topographic Surveys,
Agriculture,
for- 259,
785
Agriculture, Department of, loans
loans to_
to- _
- _ 345
345
Allegheny County, Pa., payment to --___
Tornow,
Tornow, Marie
Marie (Marie
(Marie Fischer),
Fischer), deporta55
Appropriation
Act
356
Appropriation
suspension
Act-----------------1250
tion
suspension ----------------1250
~~~---r--i
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Federal Supply,
Supply, Bureau
Bureau of-Continued
Appropriation for
Appropriation
Federal
for --- _ 87, 251,
of-Continued
251, 262,
262, 747,
747, 878
878
Chattooga County,
Ga., payment
payment to.
__ 685
Economic Cooperation
Chattooga
County, Ga.,
Economic
Cooperation Act
Act of
to-_of 1948,
1948,
685
contracts
of straChief Clerk, Office of,
262
Chief
contracts for purchase
purchase of
of, appropriation
straappropriation for_
for_
262
appropriation for
payment -- 87,
Claims, appropriation
tegic and critical
critical materials
materials under,
for payment
under,
87,
authority
54
authority--------------------357, 358, 747
54
Payments
for supplies
services,
See Coast
Coast Guard;
Guard; Coast
Coast
Coast Guard.
Payments for
Guard. See
supplies and
and services,
methods
Guard, Title 14,
methods ------- ____________363
14, U.
U. S. Code.
Code.
363
Comptroller
Currency, increase
increase
Virgin
Virgin Islands, purchasing
Comptroller of the Currency,
purchasing authority
authority
880
designated municipalities_
801
in basic compensation
of designated
compensation-----------municipalities -__
880
801
Fiscal
Assistant Secretary,
Secretary, increase
increase in
Contract
Settlement, Office
Office ofofFiscal Assistant
Contract Settlement,
in
Appropriation for ----------------Appropriation
357
basic compensation
compensation-_---_------_
881
357
881
Transfer
Fiscal
Service, appropriation
appropriation for
87,
Transfer of
Fiscal Service,
of functions
functions ------------- _ 380
380
for-----87,
Customs, Bureau
ofCustoms,
Bureau of251, 262, 358,
358, 748
Appropriation
251,
Gambling
prohibition, authority
Appropriation for
for ------ _-----_Gambling ships, prohibition,
251, 360
360
authority
Commissioner,
increase in basic
basic comcom93
in connection
connection with
Commissioner, increase
with-------------.
93
General
Office of,
appropriation
pensation----------------_____
pensation
881
General Counsel,
Counsel, Office
of, appropriation
881
Overtime compensation
personnel,
Overtime
compensation of
for ---------------------262,
of personnel,
__
262, 357
357
time basis ----------------360
Government
Losses in
in Shipment
360
Government Losses
Shipment Act,
Act,
360
Revolving fund, establishment
appropriation
payments under_
358
establishment ---appropriation for
for payments
360
under_
358
Department of,
establishment
payment of
of designated
Defense, Department
Great Britain, payment
of, establishment
designated
working-capital funds--------funds
587
claims
478
of working-capital
claims ----------------------- _
478
587
Defense
appropriation for liquidaDefense aid, appropriation
Housing and Home
Finance Agency,
Home Finance
Agency,
tion
activities
740
tion of
of activities
-----------.purchase of notes and obligations-_
obligations.. _ 415
740
funds for-_
for
251,
Internal
Revenue, Bureau
of. See
See also
also
Disbursement, Division
Internal Revenue,
Division of,
of, funds
Bureau of.
251,
Taxes.
358,
358, 748
748
District of ColumbiaColumbiaAppropriation for------for
251, 360,
878
Appropriation
-- 251,
360, 878
Reimbursement for benefit
Reimbursement
benefit payments
Commissioner, increase
increase in
in basic
basic comcompayments
Commissioner,
to White House police and
pensation
881
and Secret
Secret
pensation ------ _---------881
252, 362
Service forces
Mint, Bureau
Bureau of
appropriation forfor_
88,
forces-------- --Mint,
of the, appropriation
-'
252,362
88,
Teachers'
retirement fund,
fund, annual
annual
Teachers' retirement
363, 879
879
363,
appropriations,
of
appropriations, preparation
preparation of
Miscellaneous
Miscellaneous expenses,
expenses, appropriation
appropriation
for -------------------------357
estimates, etc----------------_
etc
306
for
306
357
Economic Cooperation
Cooperation Act
Narcotics,
Bureau ofAct of
of 1948,
1948, purNarcotics, Bureau
ofAppropriation for
262, 361
361
Appropriation
chase of notes issued under ----52, 710
for ------------- 262,
710
Engraving
Printing, Bureau
Bureau ofEngraving and
increase in
in basic
and Printing,
ofCommissioner, increase
basic comcomAppropriation for ----------pensation
881
Appropriation
88, 262, 361
pensation-------------------361
881
Classification
Classification Act of 1949,
1949, nonappliReimbursement of
Reimbursement
of moneys expended
expended
cability to certain
°ability
955
for
of narcotics
886
certain employees__
for purchase
employees -purchase of
narcotics-----955
886
Compensation rates,
Compensation
rates, application
Nevada County, Calif.,
payment to-_to_ __ 412
412
application of
Calif., payment
respecting--.---- -provisions respecting
972
972
Norway, payment
payment of designated
designated claimclaim
478
478
Crediting
361
Crediting of
of proceeds
proceeds -------------Overthrow of U.
361
Overthrow
U. S. Government,
Government, restricrestricScientific investigations,
investigations, transfer
transfer of
Scientifio
employment of
persons adadof
tion on employment
of persons
funds to Bureau
Bureau of
of Standards
Standards
vocating
875
vocating----------------------875
for
361
for------------------------Paper for U. S. currency, division
361
division of
of
Transfer of
362
of funds
funds from
from ----- --award
359
- 362
award-------------- ------359
Export
Export Control Act of 1949, transfer
transfer of
of
increased, appropriation
appropriation for..
262
Pay costs, increased,
for262
enforcement --- _---- 467
Personal
funds for
for enforcementPersonal property,
property, lost,
467
lost, abandoned,
abandoned, or
or
assistance, purchase
purchase of
of
Farm housing,
housing, assistance,
unclaimed,
unclaimed, disposition
disposition authority
authority-44
issued by
notes and obligations issued
Printing
binding, appropriation
251
by
Printing and
and binding,
appropriation for.
for251
Secretary of Agriculture
Agriculture-------438
Secretary
438
Public Debt, Bureau
Bureau of, appropriation
appropriation
Federal Crop Insurance
Insurance Corporation,
for
262, 359
for--- --------_. ----_---262,
359
cancellation of
cancellation
of outstanding
outstanding receipts
receipts
Public Housing Administration,
Administration, purfor payment of stock
665
stock-----------665
chase
notes
427
chase of
of notes-_----------------427
Federal
Federal Supply,
Supply, Bureau
Bureau ofofRegional Agricultural
Agricultural Credit
Credit CorpoCorpoAbolition; transfer
transfer of functions----functions
380
380
ration of Washington,
Washington, D. C.,
C., cancanAppropriation for ---------_ 251,
Appropriation
262, 363
251,262,363
cellation of outstanding
cellation
outstanding certificates
certificates
of
stock ------------U UU
Availability
Availability of general
general supply
supply fund..
fund- _ 363
of stock
_-----__'4343
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increase in
compensain basic
basic eompensa
Renegotiation
Act, Uappropriation
appropriation for
Renegtiation Act,
for
tion
881
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refunds under---....
under
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'- U ' U 357,
357, 364,
364, 747
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345
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Francisco, Calif., payment to----to
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Seattle,
conveyance to Federal
Seattle, Wash.,
Wash., conveyance
194
-------Works Agency in ----Secret Service
Service Division, appropriation
for
252, 262, 362, 878
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Secretary—
Secretary880
Compensation
Compensation------------------___ 262, 356, 747
747
for---appropriation for_
Office of,
of, appropriation
Strategic
materials—
Strategic and critical materialsAppropriation for -------------251, 364
Appropriation
Contract authority---------------authority
, 251
Contract
Reduction in
in appropriation
1024
appropriation--------- 1024
Reduction
Strikes
reGovernment, reagainst U. S. Government,
Strikes against
striction
on employment
persons
employment of persons
striction on
375
engaging
in--------------------engaging in
Surplus property, disposition
disposition of sale
363
proceeds --------------------proceeds
Tax Research,
Research, Division of, appropriation
for
262, 357
262,357
for----------------------Technical Industrial
Industrial Intelligence
Intelligence ComTechnical
mittee,
Economic Adminmittee, Foreign Economic
certain former
former
istration, payment to certain
724
employees
724
employees-------------------Treasurer, Office
for__ _ 262, 359, 748
of, funds
funds for--Office of,
Treasurer,
Treasury buildingsbuildings—
Treasury
Guard f
orce—
force262, 362
Appropriation
for
Appropriation for------------Secret
as superService agents as
Secret Service
362
visors
visors--------------------appropri-Superintendent, &PProPri
Office of Superintendent,
262
ation for
for--------------------Typewriting
etc_ 363, 364
Typewriting machines, purchase, etcVirgin
Corporation, revolving
revolving
Islands Corporation,
Virgin Islands
fund for----------------------for
353
Treaties:
Treaty countries,
countries, miliNorth Atlantic Treaty
tary
assistance to;
to; appropriation
appropriation
tary assistance
authorized
715
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Appropriation for
for----------------Appropriation
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Troiel, Arthur Earl, Jr., payment
payment to legal
Page
Troiel,
guardian of ----------------1154
-1154
Tromblay, Brigida Colango,
Colango o deportation
deportation
Tromblay,
suspension
suspension-------------------- 1239
Troth, Thomas
Thomas 0.,
to
Troth,
O., payment to--------10901090
Pacific Islands, approTrust Territory of Pacific
priation for administration
administration -------1004
priation
Tsangaris,
Tsangaris, Anthony (Antonios),
(Antonios), deporta1221
tion suspension
suspension------------------_1221
Babette
(Tschudy, or Babette
Tschudi, Barbara (Tschudy,
Tschudi), deportation
Tschudi),
deportation suspensionsuspension__--__ 1221
deportation susTsitsinopoulos,
Roula, deportation
Tsitsinopoulos, Ronk,
pension
1232
pension-----------------------__
1232
Tuberculosis, appropriation
appropriation for control
Tuberculosis,
254, 289
of --_---------------------Tuck, Soo
Soo Hoo Yet, consideration
consideration as nonquota immigrant
immigrant----------------- 1177
Tuckett, Ebenezer,
Ebenezer, deportation
suspendeportation suspenTuckett,
sion
1244
sion--------------------------Tucson, Ariz.,
Ariz., sale of certain lands to
to
Sisters of Saint Joseph in Arizona,
Arizona,
----Inc--------------------- Inc
606
Tucumcari Project, N. Mex.,
appropriaTucumcari
Mex., appropria783
tion for
for--- -------------------Tuerk, Arthur Erdmann, deportation
deportation susTuerk,
pension
pension-------------- _-------- 1229
Veterans', estabTuition Appeals Board, Veterans',
composition, functions
654
lishment, composition,
functions----support
1053
Tung Nuts, price support------------(fireman, first class),
Tur, Leonard Stanley (fireman,
acceptance of gift from foreign govacceptance
authorized
- 1077
ernment, authorized------------Assistance to:
Turkey, Assistance
Reconstruction Finance
Advances by Reconstruction
Corporation
719
719
Corporation-----------------Appropriation
716
716
authorized---.-------Appropriation authorized
976
Appropriation
for---------------- 710, 975
Appropriation for
Ideal' Constanca
Constancia "Dally",
"Dolly", deTurnbull, Idalia
portation suspension
1229
portation
suspension ------------Yurslch), deTursich, Ermlnio
Erminlo (Herman Turtdch),
portation suspension
1221
portation
suspension--------------Maria, deportation suspension..
suspension... 1223
Tushinis, Mara,
Two Spears Iron
issuance of
Iron Bird, Lulu, issuance
Two
to
1183
patent in fee to----------------Tye, Ong
Ong Hee,
Hee, deportation suspension--suspension_
1229
1229
Tye,

U
Uddin,
Tomiz, deportation
suspension__
deportation suspension-Uddin, Tomiz,
Udi,
admission for perAznarren, admission
Udi, Cipriano Aznarren,
manent residence
residence----------------

1244
1244

1079
Uinta
Forest, Utah,
Utah, acquisition
acquisition
Uinta National Forest,
designation of Culbertson
Trenton Dam, designation
land for, appropriation
for
340
appropriation for-----of land
Da,m, Republican
Republican River, Nebr.,
Nebr., as--as _
66
Dam,
___ 1250
suspension ---Anfar, deportation
deportation suspension..
UUah, Anfar,
Trepcos, Helene,
Helene, deportation suspension_
suspension- 1242 Hush,
Trepeos,
HBO,
deportation susAh'), deportation
(Waasl Ali),
UUluh, Tomiz (Wash
deportation
Trilling, Erin (Erin Shikallof),
Shikallof), deportation
pension
1221
pension-------------------------suspension
suspension----------------------- 1229
Umatilla
appropriation for
Umatilla Indians, Oreg., appropriation
Trinity
appropriation for flood
flood
Tex, appropriation
River, Tez.,
Trinity River,
construction
etc..
buildinm -- - construction,
of buildings
773
' etc.,
--'
control
246
--------control-------------------------Tremayne, Catherine
payment to
to.---___ 1107
1107
S., payment
Catherine S.,
Tremayne,

I81939
'
- 50--PT. 1
81939--50-PT.
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proval of contracts;
contracts; execution authoriauthority of Secretary of Interior
Interior _________
Uncompahgre Project, Colo.:
Colo.:
Uncompahgre
Approval of contract
contract with, execution
execution
authority
authority---_-----_-_________-Sale of vacant public lands, authority
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Unemployment Tax
Act, Federal,
funcUnemployment
Tax Act,
Federal, func-
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tions of Federal
Federal Security
Security Agency
Agency
under, transfer to Secretary of Labor_
1065
Labor_ 1065
UNESCO.
Nations EducaSee United Nations
Educational, Scientific,
Scientific, and
and Cultural
Cultural OrOrganization.
Uniform Common-Trust Fund
938
Uniform
Fund Act ----_
938
Uniform State Laws,
Conference
Uniform
Laws, National Conference
of
Commissioners on, appropriation
of Commissioners
appropriation
for support by District of Columbia
Columbia_ -_
303
303
Union Catalogs, appropriation
appropriation for _-__ 226,
226, 253
253
Unitary Wind Tunnel Plan Act of 1949_
1949_
936
936
Appropriation
Appropriation authorized
authorized ------937
____
937
Appropriation for Department of
Appropriation
of Air
Air
Force for acquisition
acquisition and construction of real property
980
property____
------_
980
Contract
_--- 936, 980
Contract authority
authority_---------980
United Nations.
Nations. See also United
United Nations
Participation Act of 1945.
Participation
Appropriation for ------- ________ 250,
Appropriation
250, 450
450
Availability of funds---------_____
funds
450
_
450
Food and Agriculture
Agriculture Organization,
Organization, appropriation
449
propriation for contribution
contribution-----449
Headquarters,
Headquarters, etc., appropriation
appropriation for
for
loan in connection
connection with --------- _
250
250
Palestine refugees, relief, special contribution by
United States
for, auauby United
States for,
thorized; advances by
thorized;
by ReconstrucReconstrucCorporation
16
tion Finance Corporation-------16
Appropriation
Appropriation for ----------------232
232
Surplus property, acquisition, authority
of Department
Department of State
State---------451
Representative—
U. S. Representativeavailable for living
Funds available
living quarters
quarters
and expenses of official
official residence:•
residence_
451
State Department
designation
Department officers, designation
as U. S. representatives
representatives for temtemporary periods, etc.,
etc., authority
authority
President-----------------of President
735
735
World Health Organization,
Organization, appropriation for U. S. participation
participation ---450
_
450
1949, proclamation_
United Nations Day, 1949,
proclatnation_ _ 1291
United Nations
Nations Educational,
Educational, Scientific,
Scientific,
and Cultural
Cultural Organization, approand
- _ 450
priation for; availability
availability of funds.funds.. __
United Nations
Participation Act of
Nations Participation
of 1945:
1945:
Amendments—
AmendmentsAppropriation authorization -------Appropriation
736
Compensation rates of appointees_ _
- _ 735
Compensation
Deputy representative,
representative, additional, appointment, duties, etc
734
etc,-------734
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Page
United
Participation Act
Act of
of 1945—
1945- Page
Continued
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Amendments-Continued
Military personnel
personnel and facilities,
facilities,
furnishing of; limitations_
U. S.,
S., furnishing
limitations- 735,
735, 736
736
Representative
Representative of United
United States,
States,
designation where position
position is
designation
is
vacant ---------------------735
735
officers, designaState Department
Department officers,
designarepresentative for
for
tion as U.
U. S.
S. representative
temporary periods,
etc., authorauthortemporary
periods, etc.,
ity ------------------------ _
735
735
Applicability of provisions to
to obligaobligations and expenditures
expenditures of
of U. S.
S.
participation
participation in International
International Civil
Aviation Organization
Organization ------.--- _
451
Aviation
451
United Pueblos
Pueblos Agency,
Agency, "special
"special dedeposits", disbursements
disbursements of funds for
for
benefit of Indians----------________
Indians
605
benefit
605
United
Pueblos
Indian
Reservation,
United Pueblos Indian Reservation,
approN. Mex., irrigation
irrigation projects,
projects, appropriation for
for-_----------------_____
773
Force. See
under Air
Air
United States
States Air
Air Force.
See under
Force, Department of
of the.
the.
United States Code:
Code:
Appropriation
preparation of new
Appropriation for preparation
edition---------222
__
---------__
222
Codification, revision, and
Codification,
and enactment
enactment
into law of Title
Guard___
496
Title 14, Coast
Coast Guard
496
Technical
Technical amendments
amendments of legislation
legislation
related to
to certain
certain titles
titles ----- __
related
107-110
107-110
Title 4, amendments—
amendmentsInterstate compacts
compacts for cooperation
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in crime prevention;
prevention; consent
of
consent of
Congress -------------------- _
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amendment -------------107
Title 17, amendmentsamendments—
Foreign works, ad
ad interim protection;
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154
term ---------- 154
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in
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from
United.
exceptions from
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153
requirement
.----------------.
153
Title 18,
18, amendments—
amendmentsAnimals and birds, injurious,
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injurious, importation; permits; specimens
•
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Appeals -Appeals_--------------_----__------

89
97
97
97
98
98

Criminal procedure, rules of
of------ _
Farmers'
Farmers' Home Administration,
inAdministration, inclusion in provisions
91, 92
92
provisions ------- 90,
90, 91,
Federal Prison Industries; board of
•
directors; applicability
applicability to agencies
agencies
of National Military
Military EstablishEstablishment --------------98
__
-----98
Fee agreements
agreements in bankruptcy proproceedings
90
eeedings-- --. _--------90
Gambling
Gambling and gambling ships,
ships, defdefinitions, penalties_
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Indians, offenses relating to------to
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Page
Title 18, amendments-Continued
amendments—Continued
Certiorari, writ of, hearing, no regard
Medals, etc., unauthorized
unauthorized wearing,
harmless errors--------------errors
105
to harmless
manufacture
penalty_ -- _
manufacture or sale, penalty92
Claims, Court of—
ofNational forest lands, trespass
trespass on,
Alaska Railroad employees, overtime
penalty
95
penalty---------------------95
__
1062
work, claims, jurisdiction
jurisdiction -----1062
Probation system, report of officer;
officer;
Appropriation
for--------------- 253, 470
Appropriation for
transfer of jurisdiction
jurisdiction over proCommissioners,
Commissioners, increase
increase in basic
bationer;
probationer_ -_
97
bationer; arrest of probationer
compensation
881
compensation ---------------Railroad cars, entering or breaking of
Commodity Credit Corporation Charseals, judgment as bar to proseter Act, jurisdiction
jurisdiction of certain
cution
96
cution----------------------suits under
_
157
157
under------------------89-99
Technical
amendments
Technical amendments------------Indian claims
claims jurisdiction
102
102
jurisdiction---------Title 28, amendments—
amendmentsTemporary
Temporary employees, nonapplicability of provisions of Civil ServClaims against United States, time
for action; jurisdiction
jurisdiction of Courts;
ice Retirement
490
Act----------Retirement Act
agency head
head ----62
Clerks,
253, 471
471
settlement by agency
for salaries_
salaries ---___ 253,
Clerks, appropriation
appropriation for
Technical amendments
Clerks' offices, restriction
restriction on use of funds
funds
amendments---------- 99-107
Technical
Witnesses in U. S. courts
courts and before
at designated places ------------471
Witnesses
U.
Commissioners—
Commissionerscommissioners, increase in
U. S. commissioners,
per diem,
diem, mileage,
mileage, and subsistFees, appropriation
appropriation for
471
for-----------per
Witnesses before, increase
increase in per diem,
Witnesses
ence
65
ence----------------------mileage and subsistence
65
subsistence -------United States Code
Code Annotated, price limiConsuls and vice consuls of foreign states
tation
662
-----tation--------------------as defendants,
jurisdiction of disdefendants, jurisdiction
United
States Courts.
Justice,
Courts. See also Justice,
United States
trict courts
101
courts--------------------Department of.
Criers, appropriation
appropriation for salaries-----salaries
471
Administrative Office—
OfficeAdministrative
870
Transfer of funds from----------870
Appropriation
Appropriation for -------------- 253, 473
Appeals, Court
Court
Customs and Patent Appeals,
Assistant
Director, increase
in basic
basic
increase in
Assistant Director,
of—
of881
compensation
compensation----------------253, 470
Appropriation for -------------Appropriation
Onssification Act of 1949. See sepClassification
Temporary employees,
employees, nonapplicanonapplicaTemporary
arate title.
title.
arate
bility of provisions
provisions of Civil ServCommissioner and clerk or deputy
deputy
Commissioner
ice Retirement
Act
490
490
Retirement Act----------clerk, authority
authority to
to fix
aggregate
fix aggregate
clerk,
Customs CourtCourt—
compensation __------------100
compensation
Appropriation for ------------- 253, 470
Appropriation
Court reports,
digests, etc.,
etc., applicaapplicareports, digests,
Court
Procedure, amendment
amendment of protests, apProcedure,
exchange allowtion of sale or exchange
peals
and pleadings
106
106
pleadings -----......
peals and
ances to purchase
100
purchase------------Temporary employees, nonapplicaTemporary
Director, increase
in basic
basic compensaincrease in
Director,
provisions of Civil Servbility of provisions
tion
881
tion-----------------------490
490
ice Retirement
Retirement Act ----------District
transfer of office
office
Columbia, transfer
of Columbia,
District of
courtsDistrict courts—
of
probation officer
officer of
of District
of probation
Admiralty rules for, report to Congress
Court, office
Register of
of Wills,
Wills,
of Register
office of
Court,
Justice of Supreme
by Chief Justice
and
Commission on Mental
and Commission
Court----------------------Court
104
491
Health
Health---------------------Alaska, applicability
applicability of certain rules
Temporary
employees, nonapplicaTemporary employees,
promulgated by U. S. Supreme
Supreme
promulgated
bility of provisions of Civil ServCourt
445
445
Court----------------------Retirement Act
490
Act-----------ice Retirement
Brunswick,
Ga.,
District,
District,
Southern
Brunswick,
Alaska
District
Court,
applicability
of
applicability
Court,
District
Alaska
furnishing of quarters for Court_
921
furnishing
certain
promulgated by U. S.
certain rules promulgated
Court reporters,
reporters, appropriation for
Supreme Court
445
Court-----------------Supreme
473
--- --------------salaries _
salaries
Change in
enrollment of
bill
1239
of bill-------in enrollment
Change
Export Control Act of 1949, issuance
issuance
Appeal, hearing
hearing of, no
regard to harmno regard
Appeal,
of
of certain
certain orders under, jurisdic105
less errors -------------------8
tion
8
tion------------------------Appeals, courts ofof—
Appeals,
Fair Labor Standards
Amendments of
Standards Amendments
Appeal to, proceedings
proceedings in admiralty,
admiralty,
Appeal
919
under-------1949, jurisdiction under
time for
105
for---------------------

time

Temporary
employees, nonapplicanonapplicaTemporary employees,
Civil Servbility of provisions of Civil
ice
Retirement Act
Act---------ice Retirement

490

Federal
Property and Administrative
Administrative
Federal Property
Services
of 1949, jurisdiction
jurisdiction
Act of
Services Act
offenses under---under
------over offenses

392
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CLXXVI
United States Courts—Continued
Courts-Continued
courts—Continued
District courts-Continued
Housing, contumacy
contumacy in
in connection
connection
with duties of
Expeditof Housing Expediter, jurisdiction
jurisdiction ..--....-......
International
International Wheat Agreement
Act
Agreement Act
of 1949, jurisdiction of violations_
violationsRemanding
Remanding of case
court,
case to State
State court,
order not reviewable
reviewable ----...
.Removal of
courts,
of case from
from State
State courts,
of
time for
for filing
filing petition;
petition; filing
filing of
notice
notice--___________
--------Rules for civil procedureprocedure—
Appropriation for preparation.--.
Appropriation
preparation__
Report to Congress
Congress by
by Chief
Chief
Justice
Justice of Supreme
Supreme Court_
Court --- _
State court record
record supplied---______
supplied
Temporary employees,
Temporary
employees, nonapplica.nonapplicability of provisions
provisions of
of Civil
Civil
Service Retirement Act
Act ----_-_
Thomasville,
Thomasville, Ga.,
Ga., Middle
Middle District,
District,
furnishing of quarters for
furnishing
Court_
for Court.
United
United States as defendant,
defendant, civil
civil
action on claims, jurisdiction--jurisdiction_ __
Virginia
Virginia and Maryland,
Maryland, persons
um,
persons of
of unsound mind in certain
certain Federal
Federal
reservations, committal
committal to
to St.
reservations,
St.
Elizabeths Hospital,
Edizabeths
of
Hospital, authority
authority of
Commissioner
Commissioner--------------__

District of Columbia. See Courts
Courts under
under
District of Columbia.
Columbia.
Emergency
Court of
Appeals—
Emergency Court
of AppealsHousing—
HousingComplaint concerning
Complaint
recommendaconcerning recommendation of local board,
procedure..
board, procedurePublic hearing
hearing on petition
petition of
of landlandPublic
lords or tenants,
tenants, jurisdiction
jurisdiction
to order
order----.---.--_-------General provisionsprovisions—
First Deficiency
Deficiency Appropriation
Appropriation Act,
Act,
1949-----------.............
1949
Judiciary
Judiciary Appropriation
Appropriation Act
Act -------

INDEX
INDEX
United States
Page
States Courts—Continued
Courts-Continued
Page
Judges—Continued
Judges-Continued
Georgia middle district,
district, appointment
appointment
of additional judge
judge authorized___
authorized__ _
16
16
28
2:
Retired, salary
salary
-------------------- 99
99
Retirement provisions
99
Retirement
provisions------------99
947
94'
appropriation for_
Salaries, appropriation
___ 253,
253, 470,
470, 471
471
for---Judgments against United
Judgments
United States,
States, inin102
10'
terest ---------------..--.--106
_
106
Judicial districtsdistricts—
Georgia, southern
southern district,
district, creation
creation
101
10:
of Swainsboro Division
in ----610
Division in
610
Kansas ----------666
_______-----_ 666
739
Judiciary
73!
Judiciary and
and Judicial
Judicial Procedure,
Procedure,

Page
Pag

104
104
102
102

490
49(
923
923
62
62

759
759

23
23

23
23

78
78
473
473

Eawan—
Hawaii--

Appropriation for
for salaries
salaries of
of justices
justices

and judges
judges -----------------Judicial district, inclusion of
of Canton
Canton
and Enderbury
Enderbury Islands
Islands-- ----Indian claims,
claims, jurisdiction of Court of
Claims-----------_-- ------Claims
Insane persons charged
concharged with
with or
or convicted
victed of offenses
offenses against United
United
States, care and custody
custody------____
JudgesJudges—

471
471
99
99
102
102

686
686

Appeals, courts of, appointment of
Appeals,
additional------------------.
additional

493
493

Disabled, appointment of
of successor
successor
on retirement---------------retirement

99
99

District court,
courts, appointment of
of addiadditionaL-----.----tionaL
16, 493
.---------16,493

amendments to Title 28,
S.
28, U. S.
Code---_
Code
99-107
...---------------99-107
Jurors—
Jurorsand costs,
costs, provisions
Fees, expenses, and
provisions
relating to payment-------.
payment
103,
411
103, 411
Funds for fees ------- __78, 472, 870, 975
Special petit
talesmen from
Special
petit juries;
juries; talesmen
from
bystanders -------------.---103
103
Justices, appropriation
appropriation for
salaries
470
for salaries--.-470
Law clerks, certain, salary limitation
472
limitation__
472
Lien, U.
service of
U. S., actions
actions affecting,
affecting, service
of
process -----------105
_--------105
Marshals, U.
Marshals,
U. S.—
S.Salaries and
expenses, appropriation
and expenses,
appropriation
for------------------for
244,
260, 458
244,260,458
Travel
Travel and subsistence
subsistence expenses,
alexpenses, allowance
lowance of
100
of------_-----------_
100
Miscellaneous expenses,
Mismllaneous
expenses, funds
funds for
253,
for----253,
472, 870, 975
Overthrow of
of U.
U. S.
reOverthrow
8. Government,
Government, restriction on employment
employment of
of persons
persons
advocating -----------------474
474
Patent cases,
cases, owner's
owner's remedy
remedy against
against
United States ----------------102
102
Patent specifications
Patent
specifications and
and drawings,
drawings,
printed copies, receipt as evidence,
evidence,
repeal of Section
of Title
Title 28,
Section 1745
1745 of
28,
U. S.
103
8. Code -------....
--..-----103
Pay costs,
costs, increased, appropriation
appropriation forfor..
253
253
Printing, binding, etc., elsewhere
elsewhere than
than
at Government
Government Printing Office,
Office, apapproval authority
authority of
of Joint
Joint ComCommittee on Printing----Printing
406
-------- _
406
Probation systemsystem—
Appropriation
Appropriation for---_----------_
for
253,471
253,471
Attorney
Attorney General,
General, failure to
to carry
carry out
out
certain orders of,
certain
of, restriction on
on
payment of salaries
salaries --------_ 471
471
Powers of probation
probation officer---_----officer
97
97
Report of probation officer
97
officer -------97
Transfer
Transfer of
of jurisdiction
jurisdiction over
over probaprobationer
tioner-----------------------97
97
Referees, appropriation
Referees,
for salaries
salaries and
and
appropriation for
miscellaneous expensesmiscellaneous
expenses ----- _-473
473
Salaries,
alaries, miscellaneous,
miscellaneous, appropriation
appropriation
for
253,472
far.----...-..--.. -- ,-....
23, 472
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United States Courts—Continued
Courts-Continued
Page
Secretaries, certain, salary limitation--limitation___
472
Secretaries,
472
Statutory construction
construction of designated
designated
terms ---terms
_--------------.----_
107
Strikes against U. S. Government,
Government, restriction on employment
employment of persons
engaging
in--------------------- 474
engaging in
Supreme CourtCourt—
Supreme
prescription of
Alaska District Court, prescription
certain rules for; applicability_ 445, 446
certain
Change in enrollment
enrollment of bill ----1239
Change
1239
Appropriation for --------253, 470, 739
739
Appropriation
appropriation for purchase___
purchase__ _ 227
Books, appropriation
Criminal cases, appeal
appeal or certiorari
Criminal
certiorari to
to
review judgment of State court,
time for
---------------------- 104
distribution
99
Decisions, distribution------------99
Pages, education, reimbursement
reimbursement to
to
District of Columbia
223
Columbia ---------Policing of building and grounds,
grounds, proPolicing
provisions relative to
to------------616
616
Printing and binding reports, ap
apPrinting
propriation for --------------472
propriation
States—
Tax Court of United StatesAppropriation for
254, 650
Appropriation
for-------------increase in amount
Travel expenses,
expenses, increase
available for
for----------------80
Tort claims,
commencing action
action
claims, time for commencing
Tort
against United
United States
62
States----------. 62
Travel Expense Act of 1949-.-------1949
166
166
Travel
Traveling expenses, appropriation
472
Traveling
appropriation for_
Typewriters, purchase, funds available_
78
United
defendant, civil action
United States as defendant,
on claims,
claims, jurisdiction
jurisdiction of district
district
courts
62
courts-----------------------Witnesses—
WitnessesDetention for want of security for
Detention
appearance, compensation-----compensation
103
appearance,
for
244, 458, 745
Fees, appropriation
appropriation for-----244,458,745
Government employees, travel exGovernment
allowances_
penses and per diem allowances704
mileage and subsistence,
subsistence,
Per diem, mileage
increase
65
increase-------------------Act of
of 1937, amendUnited States Rousing
Housing Act
ments ----------------------- 422-431
United States Housing
Authority. See
Housing Authority.
United
Public Housing Administration under
Housing.
United States
EducaUnited
States Information and Educational Exchange
Exchange Act of
of 1948:
Appropriation for carrying out
out activities
Appropriation
under
454, 747
under---------------------Finland, activities
under; use of
of payFinland,
activities under;
ments
interest of
ments on principal
principal and interest
World War IIdebt to U. S-------S
630
630
Universal Postal
Union, appropriation
appropriation
Universal
Postal Union,
available for
to
delegates to
available
for expenses
expenses of delegates
371
certain commissions
commissions -------------certain
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Upper Colorado River Basin, water conservation and development
development plans, appropriation
investigations
propriation for investigations------Upper Colorado
Colorado River Basin Compact,
Compact,
consent of Congress --- _--.Upper Colorado River Commission,
Commission, creation; request to President for designation of commissioner
commissioner --------_Uras), deportation
deportation
Uras, Pasquale
Pasquale (Patsey Uras),
suspension
suspension .------- ------- _-_
Uriz, Demetrio
Demetrio Zubiri,
Zubiri, admission for per_
manent residence ---------..-

Page

779
31

35
35

1245

1079
Urrutia, Marcelino Villanueva,
admission
Urrutia,
Villanueva, admission
for permanent
permanent residence
residence ----------1079
Uruguay:
International
Agreement Act of
International Wheat Agreement
1949 -------------___
-945
Statue of General
General Jose Gervasio
Gervasio Artigas,
acceptance
acceptance by United States, appropriation for expenses --------24
243
Trade agreement,
Trade
agreement, supplementary
supplementary proclamation respecting
respecting flaxseed ----lamation
1275
Use Tax Act, D. C. See Use Tax Act under
under
District of Columbia.
Columbia.
Utah:
Bushnell Army Hospital, Brigham City,
conversion for school purposes, apconversion
propriation for--propriation
------------- 84
14
Bushnell General Hospital,
Hospital, Brigham
conveyance
City, conveyance---------------14
Reservation,
Fort Douglas Military
Military Reservation,
Bureau of
transfer of portion to Bureau
Mines by Department
Department of the Army,
provisions
amendment of provisions--------792
Milford Municipal
Municipal Airport,
Airport, appropriaappropriation for claim under Federal Airtion,
port Act--------Act
979
,--------Navajo tribal land, certain,
certain, exchange
Navajo
exchange
for State land-------land
695
---------appropriation forfor.
780
Ogden River project,
project, appropriation
780
Provo River project, appropriation
appropriation
for -----------------------86, 780
Colorado River Basin Compact,
Compact,
Upper Colorado
consent of Congress
31
Congress------------conreclamation project, conWeber Basin reclamation
struction, operation,
maintestruction,
operation, and maintenance, authorized--------------authorized
677
Uusmaa,
Vel UusUusUusmaa, Vladimer (Vladimer Vel
maa)
deportation suspension ------1226
maa),,deportation
V

Vaflas,
Apostolos, deportation
Vafias, Apostolos,
deportation suspension_
suspensionValides, Olga,
deportation suspension.--.
suspension__
Vafides,
Olga, deportation
Vagianos,
Angelos Michael,
deportation
Michael, deportation
Vagianos, Angelos
suspension ----------suspension
--- - ---

1223
1250

1221
third
Robert Charles (shipfitter, third
class),
acceptance of
gift from
from foreign
foreign
class), acceptance
of gift
1077
1077
government, authorized
government,
authorized -----------

Vail,
Vail,
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Vakirdsis, Emanuel
Emanuel (Mike
Varkis), dede(Mike Varkis),
Page
Page [ Vanterpool,
Vanterpool, Othelia Zephera
(Othelia
(Othelia Page
Pare
suspension --_---_______portation suspension
1233
12
Zephera Maddox),
a ti on
sus Maddox), deport
deportation
susValantasis,
Georgios
Valantasis, Georgios (George
(George Kosti
ValanKosti Valanpension ---------------1239
1239
tasis or Valantassis),
Valantassis), deportation
deportation sussusVanterpool, Viola
Vanterpool,
Viola Anastacia
Anastacia (Viola
(Viola AnasAnaspension
pension ----------____________
-12
1231
tacia Fahir or Viola
Anastacia Foy),
Viola Anastacia
Foy),
Valdes,
Valdes, Maria Hortensia
Clemente y
SanHortensia Clemente
y Sandeportation
deportation suspension
suspension ----------- _ 1229
1229
chez McDonald
McDonald (Hortensia Clemente
chez
Clemente
Vargas, Cesar Medrano
Vargas,
Medrano (Cesar Vargas
Vargas
Y
Y. Sanchez
Sanchez McDonald Valdes),
Valdes), dedeMedrano
Medrano or Jesus
Jesus Maldonado
Maldonado SandSantiportation
suspension
portation suspension
----_-______.
122
ago), deportation
1248
ago),
deportation suspension
1242
suspension-----__
_ 1242
Valdez Pipe Line,
Line, Alaska,
Alaska, survey, authoriauthoriVasilios, Christos,
Christos, deportation
deportation suspension_
suspension_ 1229
1229
zation ------------------------94 Vasquez, Elizabeth
Elizabeth Beedle, deportation
943
deportation
Vale Oregon
Oregon Irrigation
Irrigation District,
District, approval
approval
suspension -----------1232
1232
of contract;
contract; execution authority
authority of
of
Vasquez,
Vasquez, Jorge Carrion
Carrion (Robert
(Robert Franco),
Franco),
Secretary of Interior ---- _________Secretary
9'
deportation
943
deportation suspension
suspension -------1250
___
_ 1250
Valencia,
Valencia, Baudelio
Baudelio (Baudelica
(Bandelica Valencia
Valencia
Vasquez,
Vasquez, Jose Garcia,
Garcia, deportation
deportation sussusGonzaliz), deportation suspension___
Gonzaliz),
suspension_ __ 122
1226
1232
pension ----____ --- -------_
1232
Valensuela-Rivera, Nicolas, deportation
Valensuela-Rivera,
deportation
Vassilaros, Sofia
Vassilaros,
Sofia Bias,
has, deportation
deportation sussussuspension
suspension -----_-_______________123
pension -----------------------1239
1242
1242
Valenzuela,
Valenzuela, Aurelio (Aurelio
(Aurelio Valensuella),
Valensuella),
Vassos, Alfonso Apostolas (John
Vassos,
Paul
(John Paul
deportation suspension
suspension ---- _______122
1221
Pappas or Paul P.
A. Vassos),
Vassos), dedeP. A.
Valenzuela, Jesus (Jesus Valensuella),
Valenzuela,
Valensuella),
portation suspension
1242
suspension ------------- _ 1242
deportation suspension
deportation
suspension ---- _______'
122
Vassura, Anthony
1221 Vassura,
(Antonio), deportation
deportation
Anthony (Antonio),
Valenzuela, Lino, deportation
deportation suspension..
suspension_ 123
Valenzuela,
1233
suspension---___------------------1229
suspension
1229
Valenzuela,
Valenzuela, Tibnrcio,
Tiburcio, Benjamin
Benjamin (Ben(BenVassura, Josephine,
Vassura,
Josephine, deportation
suspendeportation suspenjamin Valenzuela
Valenzuela or Benjamin Valjamin
Valsion -------------------1229
1229
ensuella or Benjamin Valesuella),
Valesuella),
Vegetable Crops, appropriation
Vegetable
appropriation for-...
for.. ___ 256,
333
256,
333
deportation suspension ---- _______
deportation
122
Velez, Lydia, payment
1221 Velez,
payment to-_____________
to
1136
1136
Valjas,
Artemi,
deportation suspension___
Valjas,
deportation
suspension._
125( Velez,
Velez, Manuel Graulau,
1250
to estate
Graulan, payment
payment to
estate
Valliant,
Valliant, John Peden, deportation
deportation suspensuspenofO
of -----------------------------1135
1135
sion
sion_____________________
122! Tene, Bruno, deportation
1229 Vene,
suspension__
__ 1242
suspension
-.
1242
Valparaiso, Fla., operation of
Valparaiso,
tract
of
land
of tract of land
Venereal Diseases, appropriation
Venereal
appropriation for
for conconas recreational
recreational facility, authority
authority of
of
_______--------_ 25
566
trol of ---...
4, 288
Secretary of Air Force
254,288
Force ------- _____
56(
Venezuela,
Van Buren,
Venezuela,
gift
of
of
Simon
Bolivar,
statue
of
Simon
Buren, Arend,
Arend, deportation
deportation suspenBolivar,
suspenerection
sion _________________________...
1234
erection in District of Columbia_
406
Columbia --406
1234
Van Der Leek, Hendrik, deportation
Vermont,
deportation susVermont, Northeastern
Northeastern Interstate Forest
Forest
suspension -----------------------Fire
1244
Fire Protection Compact, consent
consent of
of
Van DiIlen,
Dillen, Mathilde Alexandrine,
Congress
Alexandrine, deCongress -----------------------271
de271
portation suspension
suspension ----------...'essel Shipping Statistics, funds avail1231 Vessel
1231
availVan Dillen,
deportation suspension_ 1231
Van
DiHen, Paul, deportation
able for---------------.------1231
for
463
463
Van Hanen, Toivo Albert, deportation
deportation
essels. See also Maritime
Vessels.
Commission.
Maritime Commission.
suspension --- _-----suspension
.----------.
1242
1242
Alaska, transportation
transportation between
between desigdesigHook, N. Dak., use of funds
Van Hook,
for
funds for
nated points by Canadian
vessels_
622
Canadian vessels622
acquisition of property
property in
in-.........
848
Native Service,
848
Alaska Native
Service, appropriation
for
appropriation for
Vancouver,
Vancouver, Wash., assumption
assumption by
by Federal
conversion
Federal
conversion of vessel for------__
for
770
_ 84,
84, 770
Works Administration of custody and
and
Classification
Classification Act of 1949, nonapplicanonapplicacontrol of Vancouver
Vancouver Barracks,
Barracks, auaubility to officers and crews
crews of
of vesvesthority ..---__________--sels
197
seLs -------------------------955
197
955
Vanderswag, Irwin J.
Construction
(Lt.), acceptance
Vanderswag,
J. (Lt.),
acceptance of
Construction reserve funds
funds established
established
of
gift from
from foreign government, auunder Merchant
Merchant Marine Act,
gift
under
Act, 1936,
au1936,
thorized----------___------__---thorized
time extension for
1076
use-56
56
for use____________
1076
Eastwind, icebreaker,
Vanderweerd, John, deportation
icebreaker, appropriation
Eastwind,
for
appropriation for
deportation suspensuspenconversion
sion ----------------------------- 1221
repair---___-----_
conversion and repair
252
252
221
Finnish, claims for requisitioning, apapVanskike, Allan Robert, deportation
Vanskike,
susdeportation suspropriation for payment
payment ---. _-- _
982
pension__
pension--------------------------1
pension
982
1229
1229
Flag, U. S., use in transportation
of comcomtransportation
of
Vanskike,
Vanskike, Lois Isable
Isable Gladys, deportadeportamodities under Economic CooperaCooperation suspension
suspension-----------------_
11229
229
tion Act of 1948----------...----1948
51
51
Vanskike,
Vanskike, Verla
Ver.la Cora, deportation
deportation sussusFLR-5005,
U. S.
S.
FLB-5005, documentation
documentation as
as
U.
pension----------------pension
_---- --1:
229
vessel:
liran
1229
vessel;e use
---------,.--- __
----------..1156
Rw
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Vessels—Continued
Page Veterans—Continued
Vessels-Continued
Page
Veterans-Continued
expenses of
Foreign, certain,
certain, funds for expenses
Regulations—
Regulationstransfer to United States ------1022
1022
Number 1
(a)—
Number
1 (a)Gambling
92
Part I—
Gambling ship, definition, penalty
penalty.---Part
IIncrease
replacement of naval vesIncrease and replacement
subparagraphs (a)
(a)
Paragraph II,
II, subparagraphs
Paragraph
sels—
sels732
to
(j), amendment--------amendment
732
to (j),
Appropriation for ----------------979
Appropriation
Paragraph IV,
732
Paragraph
IV, amendment
amendment----732
Limitation on expenditures and obliPart IX,
IX, paragraph
1, amendment_
689
Limitation
Part
paragraph 1,
amendment_
689
Number 3
(a), paragraph
addition_
732
gations --------------------- 1025
Number
3 (a),
paragraph II,
II, addition_
732
Restriction
on
availability
of
Number 10,
paragraph VIII,
VIII, amendamend10, paragraph
Number
733
ment -----733
1009, 1010
---------------ment
funds ------------------Iron ore, transportation
Uniform of
armed forces,
forces, wearing
wearing on
on
Iron
transportation on Great Lakes
Uniform
of armed
registry duroccasions of
559
occasions
of ceremony
ceremony ---------in vessels of Canadian registry
559
period -----------16
Veterans Administration.
VetAdministration. See also Veting designated period
16 Veterans
erans.
erans.
Economic CoItaly, emigration under Economic
Administration,
hospital and
operation Act of 1948, provision of
medical, hospital
and
Administration, medical,
domiciliary services—
servicesvessels for---------------------for
55
domiciliary
55
Funds for---for _
652, 978
-_-----------.
652,
978
Funds
Safety of naval vessels, responsibility
of
responsibility of
Safety
Reduction
in appropriation
983
983
Coast Guard -----------------503
Reduction in
appropriation -------Administrative
Administrative facilities,
facilities, reduction
reduction in
in
Surplus, disposition of certain by MariSurplus,
appropriation
663
663
386
appropriation-----------------time Commission -------------Administrator,
increase in
in basic
combasic comAdministrator, increase
Transfer, designated
agencies, authordesignated agencies,
Transfer,
pensation
880
880
---------ized
798, 994
pensation----------798,994
ized---------------------Appropriation
for__
48,
80,
236,
652,
744,
978
744,
978
48,
80,
236,
652,
for
.Appropriation
Vestes,
Stratos
(Ernest
Vestes
or
EfstiVestes
Vestes,
Army,
the, allotments
of the,
allotments
Army, Department
Department of
atios
Vestis), deportation
deportation suspension..
1250
suspension- 1250
atios Vestis),
and
transfers of
of funds
to, authorauthorfunds to,
and transfers
Veterans. See also Veterans Administraity -------------------------652
652
ity
tion.
Automobiles
veterans,
for disabled
disabled veterans,
Automobiles for
naturalization,
Aliens, eligibility for naturalization,
funds continued
744
744
continued available
available --------funds
substitution of section 334 (c) for
334 (e) in provisions
provisions of Nationality
Nationality
Benefits,
for payments_
81, 655
655
payments_ 81,
appropriation for
Benefits, appropriation
282
1940
Act of 1940-------------------Burial awards,
awards, appropriation
for paypayappropriation for
Burial
automobiles for, funds conDisabled, automobiles
ments
655
655
ments-......................
744
tinued available----------------available
744
Canteen Service,
Veterans'—
Service, Veterans'Canteen
District
Columbia, services
services to, apDistrict of Columbia,
Appropriations
authorized; use---use
74
74
Appropriations authorized;
310
propriation for-----------------for
310
propriation
Checks, money
of
etc., use
use of
money orders,
orders, etc.,
Checks,
Education and training.
training. See ServiceServiceEducation
funds for
73
funds
for cashing
cashing--------73
men's Readjustment
Readjustment Act of 1944.
Classification Act
Act of
of 1949,
provisions
1949, provisions
Classification
Educational
Educational facilities, administrative
respecting applicability
956
applicability------respecting
956
expenses, decrease
decrease in amount
amount for
expenses,
Equipment
services, provision
provision to;
and services,
Equipment and
leave
leave payments
payments.....----------Fiancées or
or fiancés,
of procproccompletion of
fiances, completion
Fianc6es
essing of
cases, etc.,
authority_
etc., authorityvisa cases,
of visa
essing
Government employees.
employees. See
See Veterans
Veterans
Government
under
Government Employees.
Employees.
under Government
title.
Housing. See
separate title.
See separate
Housing.
Incompetent veterans,
veterans, lump
lump sum
paysum payIncompetent
ment
of benefits
benefits withheld
during
withheld during
ment of
of limlimhospitalization, modification
modification of
hospitalization,
itation -----------------------itation
Mothers, widowed,
widowed, divorced,
divorced, etc.,
etc., vetMothers,
erans'
benefits.------.
preference benefits
erans' preference
Organizations, national,
use of
of armed
armed
national, use
Organizations,
services
conventions;
at conventions;
equipment at
services equipment
terms,
bond
-----..
terms, bond------......
Pensions. See
Veterans AdminAdminunder Veterans
See under
Pensions.
istration.
istration.
Placement Service
Veterans',
Board, Veterans',
Service Board,
Placement
abolishment, transfer
transfer of
of functions
functions
abolishment,
to Department
Department of
of Labor
Labor --..----to

643

56

484
666

483

1065

payment
for -----------payment for
Payment of
of employees
employees from
of_
funds of..
from funds
Payment
Personnel
exclusion of
emof emceilings, exclusion
Personnel ceilings,
ployees from
provisions
from provisions---ployees
Chillicothe, Ohio,
conveyance
Ohio, conveyance--------Chillicothe,
Construction limitation
limitation -----Construction
Deputy
Administrator, increase
increase in
in basic
basic
Deputy Administrator,
compensation
compensation ----------------Federal
Security Agency,
Agency, allotments
allotments
Federal Security
and
to, authorityauthority..
of funds
funds to,
and transfers
transfers of
Helena,
of land
land
reconveyance of
Mont., reconveyance
Helena, Mont.,
parcels to
to Helena
Chamber of
of ComComHelena Chamber
parcels
merce
merce----------------------Hospital
and domiciliary
facilities, concondomiciliary facilities,
Hospital and
tract
time extenextentract authorizations,
authorizations, time
sion -----------------------sion
Hospitalization
restriction ---------Hospitalization restriction
Insane
certain, placement
in
placement in
persons, certain,
Insane persons,
facility-Veterans
Administration facility
Veterans Administration

73
73
73
73
73
73
681
652
652

880
652

74

654
655
655
761
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Veterans
Page
veterans Administration—Continued
Administration-Continued
Pag
Veterans Administration-Continued
Administration—Continued
Page
Page
Insurance—
InsuranceReadjustment benefits—Continued
Readjustment
benefits-Continued
beneficiary, disposition
disposition of
Death of
of beneficiary,
of
Tuition, fees, and other charges,
charges, rereunpaid benefits, amendment of
striction on payment
institupayment to
to instituNational
National Service
Service Life Insurance
Insurance
653
tion under
under designated
designated situations_
situations_
653
Act of
1940
of 1940------------------774
Reduction
Reduction in appropriation
appropriation --------- 663,
663, 983
983
Military
Military and naval, appropriation
appropriation for_
for
654
65
Soldiers' and
civil relief,
relief, approapproSoldiers'
and sailors'
sailors' civil
National service
service life, appropriation
appropriation
priation
for -------------80
priation for
______
80
for -------80,
.... __._-------.
80, 655
65
Uniform of armed forces,
forces, officers
and
officers and
Interior, Department of the, allotments
allotments
members of national homes
members
for vethomes for
vetand transfers of funds
aufunds to,
erans, authority to
to, au91
to wear
wear--------91
thority---------------------___
Veterans' Appeals,
thority
652
Veterans'
Board of,
of, funds
Appeals, Board
65
funds
available
available for
for ------------------.
978
Lease
Lease authorization,
authorization, time
481
time extension_
extension - - _ 48
978
Vocational
Vocational Rehabilitation
Rehabilitation Revolving
Medicine and Surgery, Department
Medicine
Department ofof—
Revolving
Fund, reduction
Classification Act of
Classification
of 1949,
nonapappropriation
663
reduction in
in appropriation-_
1949, nonap663
Wood, Wis.,
Wis., conveyance
conveyance ---------683
plicability ------------------ _
plicability
955
95,
683
World War
Veterans' Act,
Act, 1924,
1924, disdisIncreases in compensation,
War Veterans'
Increases
compensation, certain
certain
ability
employees
compensation under
employees ----764
ability compensation
under-----1026
___ ___ -------764
1026
Affairs,
of. See
Veterans'
Affairs, Administrator
Administrator of.
See
Milwaukee
Milwaukee County, Wis.,
conveyance;
Wis., conveyance;
Veterans Administration.
Administration.
lease
lease---------------__-------683
68
Veterans' Canteen Service.
Service. See
See Canteen
Canteen
Navy, Department
Department of the, allotments
allotments
Service, Veterans'
under Veterans
Veterans
Veterans', under
and transfers of
to, authority_
authority_
652
of funds
funds to,
65,
Administration.
Pensions—
PensionsService Board,
Board, abolabolAppropriation for
for ----------236, 653
653 Veterans' Placement Service
_-236,
ishment, transfer of
to DeDeof functions
functions to
Claimants unable
unable to file
reason of
file by
by reason
of
partment of
1065
of Labor
Labor---__--------_.
1066
internment, etc., adjustment
adjustment of
of
Preference Act
of 1944,
1944, AmendAmendVeterans' Preference
date of award
Act of
award ---------------484
484 Veterans'
Death compensation
ment, benefits
compensation for
benefits to widowed,
divorced,
for widow
widow with
widowed, divorced,
with
etc., mothers---------------...---children, increase
732
mothers
666
increase---------_____
732
666
Dependents of persons with
Veterans'
Bureau
with serviceVeterans' Reemployment
serviceReemployment Rights,
Rights, Bureau
connected disabilities
connected
disabilities of
not less
of not
of.
less
under Labor, Department
of. See under
of.
Department of.
than 50 per centum
centum ----732
__
--- _
732 Veterans'
Veterans' Tuition Appeals
Appeals Board,
estabBoard, estabDisability compensation—
compensationlishment, composition,
composition, functions
654
functions----654
Increase in rates------.--------rates
732 Vice
732
Vice President of United
States:
United States:
World War Veterans'
Veterans' Act,
1924,
Act, 1924,
Barkley, Alben
Alben W.,
presentation of
of
Barkley,
W., presentation
compensation under
compensation
1026
under --.---_ 1026
medal in
of distinin recognition
recognition of
distinEffective
Effective date of designated
designated increases_
increases..
733
733
guished services, authority
599
authority-..----599
Tuberculosis, arrested,
Tuberculosis,
arrested, compensation
compensation
Appropriation
Appropriation authorized
599
authorized ------.....99
rates------------------------rates
732
732
Appropriation for
Appropriation
879
for----------------879
Willful misconduct,
misconduct, provisions rereClerical
assistance, increase
Clerical assistance,
increase in
in allowallowspecting----------..-...----.
specting
733
733
ance
for ---------.---.---------ance for
44
World War II veterans,
veterans, presumptive
presumptive
Compensation—
Compensationservice-connected
service-connected cases,
cases, increase
increase
Appropriation for
217
for- -------.-------217
in compensation----------__--compensation
731
731
Increase
4
Increase -------------_----------4
Philippines, grants
grants for hospital
conhospital conElection of, proposed
proposed amendment
amendment to
to
struction
struction and equipment
mediequipment and
and medithe Constitution, printing
printing of
of adadcal care
care for veterans, appropriation
appropriation
ditional copies of hearings__
1218, 1252
hearings - -__ 1218,
1252
for ----------------------..._
655
.
655
Electoral votes
for, proceedings
for
votes for,
proceedings for
Public Health
Health Service,
Service, allotments
allotments and
and
counting
counting --------------------- _ 1215
1215
transfers
transfers of funds to, authority_
652
authority- -_-__ 652
Expense
allowance-------------------Expense allowance
4
4
Appropriation for---------------Public relations work, limitation
limitation on
Appropriation
for
76,
216
on
76,216
number of employees in
National
in------____
National Security Council,
Council, member_ 652
652
membership---------------.-------Readjustment allowances,
ship
579
Readjustment
allowances, processing,
processing,
579
Office of, appropriation
for ----------217
limitation on number
appropriation for
number of regional
regional
217
representatives-----'icenci, Mrs.
or sectional
sectional representatives
653 Vieencio,
Dorothy, payment
to
1163
Mrs. Dorothy,
653
payment to----1163
Readjustment benefitsbenefits—
Victor B.
Victor
R. Browning
Browning and
and Co.,
Co., Inc.,
Inc., paypayAppropriation for payment -------- 48,653
Appropriation
48, 653
to------------------------- 1140
ment to
1140
Avocational or recreational courses,
course,
...
Avocational
Idana, Jese,
Vidana,
Jose, deportation
1239
deportation suspension__
suspension - -- _ 1239
restricton--..--.-.-------- .h
restriction
653
653 Mehra,
ebka. Joao,
Joao.- deportation
ausoension-suspension...L._
1229
1229
--.
- __ - - - - - - -
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Viera, Miguel
Miguel A., jurisdiction
jurisdiction of Court to
hear claim ---------------------hear
Giuseppe (Joseph Vigini),
Vigini, Giuseppe
Vigini,
Vigini), deportadeportation suspension
suspension ------------------Vignovich, Nicholas
Vignovich,
Nicholas (Sic), acceptance of
authorgift from foreign
foreign government,
government, author-
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Page Virgin
Islands—Continued
Virgin Islands-Continued
Page
Governor, increase
increase in basic compensation -------------------------881
1233
Housing.
separate title.
title.
1233
Housing. See
See separate
Public works, appropriation
appropriation for ----643
St. Croix, St. John, and St. Thomas,
ized --------------------------1077
appropriation to defray deficit of
Vigo Plant, Terre Haute,
Vigo
Haute, Ind., conveyance
conveyance
municipal government;
government; purchases
of portion for
for use
use in connection
connection with
with
through Bureau of Federal Supply,
U. S. penitentiary----------------penitentiary
authority ---------------------603
801
Service:
Village Delivery Service:
Surplus property, acquisition
acquisition by trans_261,
Appropriation for-----------261, 369
Appropriation
fer from designated agencies
agencies-----800
Second-class post offices, discontinuance
Second-class
Topographic
for.
Topographic surveys, appropriation
appropriation for785
in ----.---------------.----984
appliesUniform of U. S. armed forces, applicaVillage carriers, certain, transfer
transfer to city
bility
protection provisions_
___
bility of
of protection
provisions--__
91
delivery service
service -----------_984 Virgin Islands Company, dissolution, auVillanova, Manuel (Manuel
Villanova
(Manuel Villanova
Villanova,
thorized
thorized------------------_----_
355
Dominguez
Dominquez or Manuel Ribas),
Ribas), dealso
Virgin Islands Corporation. See also
portation suspension
suspension --- _--------1229
portation
Virgin
Virgin Islands Corporation Act.
Villanueva, Leandro Urrutia,
Urrutia, admission for
Villanueva,
Availability
of
Availability
of funds
funds -------------876
permanent residence
residence -------------1079
permanent
Classification Act of 1949, nonapplicaClassification
Villegas,
Ramon
(Ramon
Villegas-Ortiz),
Villegas, Ramon (Ramon Villegas-Ortiz),
bility
bility----- ------------------956
956
deportation suspension------------suspension
1251
deportation
Virgin Islands Corporation
Corporation Act
Act---------350
Villeneuve, Eleanor Rose,
Rose, deportation
deportation susVilleneuve,
Effective date --------------------356
1239
pension ------------------------Funds; revolving fund; use ----------.
353
Vincencio-Abogado,
Antonio
(Aintonio
Antonio (Antonio
Vincencio-Abogado,
Appropriation for --------- -----875
Appropriation
Abogado
deportation sussusVicencio), deportation
Abogado Vicencio),
Grants to Corporation
Corporation ------------Grants
354
1223
pension ------------------------Appropriation for
for----------------- 875
Appropriation
Virgin Islands:
Management
Management----------------------354
Agricultural
appropriation
appropriation
station,
Property
transfers
Property
transfers
----------------355
260,
801
260,801
for ----------------------Taxes, payment in lieu ------------356
Bond
issuance for
improvements,
public improvements,
for public
Bond issuance
Virginia:
Virginia:
940
authority -------------------two-hundredth anniversary
anniversary
Alexandria, two-hundredth
District CourtCourt—
of founding, amendment
amendment of Act reFair Labor Standards Amendments
Amendments of
specting issuance
issuance of commemorative
commemorative
1949, jurisdiction
jurisdiction under ------919
919
1949,
stamp6
-----------------------6
Temporary
nonapplicaTemporary employees, nonapplicaArlington Farms, retention by Federal
bility of provisions of Civil ServWorks
ice Retirement Act
490
Act-----------Works Administrator
Administrator of custody
Fair
Amendments of
and
of certain
certain buildings--buildings_ _
182
and control
control of
182
Labor Standards
Standards Amendments
Fair Labor
1949—
1949Hampton Roads, Norfolk, retention by
Minimum wages, conditional superMinimum
Federal Works Administrator
Administrator of
seding
912
provisions-----------seding of provisions
custody and control of certain
certain
Special
committee under—
underSpecial industry committee
180
lands -----------------------180
Appointment ------------------911
Appointment
Petersburg National
Park,
National Military Park,
Petersburg
Convening; recommendations;
recommendations; reConvening;
691
addition of lands
lands---------------port --------------------915
Elizabeths Hospital, committal
committal
Saint Elizabeths
Federal
underAct, projects under—
Airport Act,
Federal Airport
S. Commissioner,
authority of
of U. S.
Appropriation
authorized; availabilAppropriation authorized;
persons of unsound mind in certain
certain
persons
ity of funds-----------------funds
925
Federal reservations
759
Federal
reservations -----------Appropriation
465
for----------------Appropriation for
Wallops Island, Accomac
Accomac County, approWallops
Federal
Act
Compensation Act
Employees' Compensation
Federal Employees'
acquisition
646
priation for
for land acquisition-----Amendments
extension of
Amendments of 1949, extension
Toxin Act, appropriation for
for
Toxin
Virus
Serum
certain time limitations under---under
866
effecting
256, 332
-----------effecting provisions
provisions 332
General
Services Administration,
Administration, assistGeneral Services
Retirement Equalization
Equalization
and
Retirement
Vitalization
ance
agencies in
ance to
to local school agencies
Act of
1948, Army
Army and
Air Force,
and Air
Act
of 1948,
certain
697
limitation---------certain cases; limitation
Amendment,
annual
service
credits,
annual
Amendment,
Appropriation
697
authorized----------Appropriation authorized
693
reserve
components
693
reserve components--------------Appropriation
977
for----------------Appropriation for
Vitiello,
Gennaro,
deportation
suspension..
1242
suspensiondeportation
Vitiello,
Government in,
for-244, 260, 800
in, appropriation
appropriation for_244,
Government
Page
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Vlachos,
Theodore (Theodore J.
Vlachos, Theodore
or
J. Blahos
Blahos or
Page Wahler,
Wahler, Freda, payment
annuity
Page
payment of annuity
Page
Theodoros
Theodoros Vlachos),
Vlachos), deportation
deportation sussusbenefits----------___________.__benefits
1166
1166
pension
pension_______________________
1223 Wajntal,
Wajntal, Mojzesz (Mark
(Mark Wein),
Wein), deportadeportaVlattas, Philip Leonidas
Leonidas (Philipas Vlattas),
Vlattas),
suspension-__ ------- ________tion suspension
1221
1221
deportation suspension
suspension ____________
12;
1239
Wake Island, facilities, funds
funds available
available
Vocational Education, D. C., appropriaappropriafor Civil Aeronautics Administration
Administration
for
tion for--------____________
-305
31
for expenses in connection
with _____
745
connection with
745
Vocational
Vocational Education Act of 1946,
1946, approapproWaline,
Waline, Louis J., payment
guardpayment to legal
legal guardpriation for carrying out provisions
ian of -------------------------1117
_
1117
of ..---__.
.__ ._______________-- 287
28 Walker, Mrs.
Mrs. Josephine
Josephine Wagnon, payVocational Rehabilitation,
Vocational
Rehabilitation, Office
Office of.
See
of. See
ment to
to _________________________
1175
1175
under Federal Security
under
Security Agency.
Wallace,
Wallace, Ezra, deportation
deportation suspensionsuspension__-_
___ 1251
Vodarek, Anton, deportation suspension_
suspension___ 123
1233 Wallops
Accomac County,
Va.,
Wallops Island,
Island, Accomac
County, Va.,
Vogt, Gustav (Augusta Conrad
Vogt,
or Paul
G.
Conrad or
Paul G.
appropriation
appropriation for land
acquisition__ _
land
acquisition-__
646
Leonard),
deportation suspension
Leonard), deportation
suspension__
_____ 1229
122 Walsh, Mrs.
Walsh,
May V., payment
payment to---____
to
1075
Volatile Fruit-Flavor Concentrates,
exempConcentrates, exempWalters, Alfred Ernest,
Ernest, Jr.,
Jr., deportation
deportation
tion from tax on liquors__
liquors---________
611
61
suspension ---suspension
--..--__-___ 1242
Volkov,
admission for
Volkov, Leon Nikolaivich,
Nikolaivich, admiss'on
for
Walts,
Jessie
A.,
Waits,
Jessie
A.,
payment
to
--__.__-1143
1143
permanent
permanent residence
residence -------_______
1142
114
Walts,
Waits, Marion, payment to
to____ _______
1143
Volksdorff, Ernest William,
William, deportation
Wands, Laraine Fay (Loraine
(Loraine Fay
Fay Wands),
Wands),
suspension
suspension-..____________________.
1242
124
suspension
deportation
suspension
-___________
1226
Voluntary Agreements,
Agreements, Stabilization
of
Stabilization of
Wang, Djao Szi (Lily Wang),
Wang), deportation
deportation
Economy:
Economy:
suspension
suspension ---------_-_____
..--Appropriation for Department
1232
1232
Department of ComAppropriation
Hsi
Wang,
(Harry
Wang),
deportation
merce
(Harry
Wang),
_____ ------------- 82,2,74,
merce ------deportation
745
suspension
suspension---------------______
Time
Time extension
extension of authority
authority of
Presiof Presi1232
1232
Wang, James
dent; expiration date
date ---James Shu Woo (Wang Shu
Shu Woo
______Woo
5,
5, 6 Wang,
or James Wang),
Voluntary Foreign Aid,
Aid, Advisory
Advisory ComComWang), deportation
deportation sussusmittee on, payment by Department
pension
pension --______________________
Department
1226
Wang, Mabel Chih-Lan Chen
of Army of ocean transportation
Wang,
Gee
Chen (Mabel
(Mabel Gee
charges on supplies from
from organizaorganizaChen), deportation
Lan Chen),
deportation suspension-_
suspension_ _ 1229
tions registered with; rate --- ____Wapato Indian Reservation,
712
71' Wapato
Reservation, Wash.,
Wash., irriirriVon
Von Hoefer,
Hoefer, Frederic Joseph (Fred Von
Von
gation projects, appropriation
___
appropriation for..
for---773
Hoefer), deportation suspension
Hoefer),
suspension .--1246 War
War Assets Administration:
Administration:
Von Rabenau, Alexander Constantine
Abolition, transfer of functions
Abolition,
functions-----381
(Alexander Olvera or Alexander
(Alexander
Alexander A.
A.
Angel Island, Calif.,
Calif., conveyance
conveyance -----183
Rabenau),
deportation
Rabenau), deportation suspension_-suspension_ __ 1232
Appropriation
Appropriation for
for-----------------.
81
Vorlop,
Kurt, deportation
suspension-_ 1245
Vorlop, Kurt,
deportation suspension....
Boston, Mass.,
conveyance ----------Mass., conveyance
193
Leonidas, deportation
Vrahatis, John Leonidas,
deportation sussusBuffalo, N. Y.,
Y., disposal center, conveyconveypension -...
1239
-_______.-_______-ance
ance--------------------------........
641
Vucetic, Henrik Emil,
deportation susVucetic,
Emil, deportation
Bushnell General Hospital, Brigham
Brigham
pension...
_______________________ 1242
pension
City, Utah, transfer
transfer to
Secretary
to Secretary
Vukmanovich,
Vukmanovich, Dusan (Ban Bukas),
Bukas), dedeof Interior
Interior--------------------14
14
portation
portation suspension
suspension -----__.__.___
1239
Cleveland,
Cleveland, Ohio, conveyance--------conveyance
186
Vulich,
Lora B.,
B., consideration
Vulich, Mrs. Lora
as
consideration as
East Point, Ga., conveyance
conveyance ---_--._
184
nonquota
nonquota immigrant-------------__
immigrant
1
194
1194
Fort Brown, Brownsville, Tex.,
Tex., conconveyance----------------------veyance
265
265
W
Industrial facilities, certain, funds availavailable for rehabilitation,
rehabilitation, etc_______
etc-81
81
W. C. Austin Project, Okla., appropriation
appropriation
Industry agents'
contracts, funds
agents' contracts,
funds availavailfor construction
construction ------- __________
780
able for obligations
obligations in respect
respect to__
to_ _
742
W. K. Kellogg
Kellogg Foundation, Inc., conKansas City, Kans.,
Kans., conveyance
conveyance --_192
veyance to -___________________
-1109
Leave,
accumulated or accrued,
Leave, accumulated
accrued, funds
funds
Wage
and
Wage
Hour Division.
Division. See under
under
payment -------------for payment
742
_- - 742
Department of.
Labor, Department
Luna
Luna County, N. Mex.,
Mex., conveyance_
194, 195
conveyance___ 194,
195
Wages, Minimum. See
Wages,
Fair
Labor
See Fair
Labor
conveyances- -----Marfa, Tex.,
Tex., conveyances
183
_ 172, 183
Standards
Amendments
Standards Amendments of
of 1949.
1949.
Marinship
Marinship facilities, Marin
Mann County,
County,
Wagner,
Barbara P.,
to__Wagner, Mrs. Barbara
P., payment to__
_ 1123
Calif., transfer to Department
Department of
of
Wagner,
Ellis
payment to---------Wagner,
C., payment
to
1123
the Army
Army---------------------848
848
--

INDEX
War
Page
Page
Administration-Continued
War Assets Administration—Continued
Reconstruction Finance Corporation,
Corporation,
Reconstruction
waiver of reimbursement
reimbursement for certain
transferred property
property --- __-__transferred
375
375
San Antonio, Tex., conveyance
conveyance------185
San
Francisco, Calif.,
Calif., conveyance
conveyance_ _
__
San Francisco,
---185
San Mateo County, Calif., conveyance_
184
Surplus property
property disposal, availability
of proceeds__
proceeds -- _--------____.-81
81
Tarrant County, Tex., conveyance
conveyance__ .-__
196
196
Time extension in connection
connection with termination, transfer
transfer of functions, etc_ 6, 81
War Benefits,
Benefits, Civilian, appropriation
appropriation for
payment ----------------285
285
_-----_
War Claims Act of 1948:
Amendments—
AmendmentsClaims, time
time extension
extension for
112
for filing_
filing --112
Claims,
Report with respect to personal
personal injury and property
property claims, time
extension for filing
112
112
filing-----------Appropriation
under----78,
Appropriation for expenses under
285,
744
81, 28
15, 744
War
Commission:
Claims Commission:
War Claims
Appropriation
Appropriation for ----------------- 81, 744
Claims and report
report under War Claims
Act of 1948, time extension
extension for
filing ---------------------- 112
112
Compensation
increase in_
in
881
Compensation of members, increase

260, 989
War College, National, funds
funds for-----for
War College,
College, Naval,
Naval, nonapplicability
nonapplicability of
Classification Act of 1949 ---------955
Classification
War Contracts Price Adjustment Board,
determination
determination of refunds under Re357
negotiation
Act
negotiation Act------------------under Defense, DepartWar Council. See under
ment of.
Damage Commission,
Commission, Philippine.
War Damage
Damage ComSee Philippine War Damage
mission.
mission.
War
Losses, extension
extension of
of time
time for claiming
claiming
War Losses,
refund with
to
with respect
respect to------------refund

667

migration of
War
Commission, migration
Manpower Commission,
War Manpower
workers, transfer
of funds
funds from
from aptransfer of
workers,
propriation for
for-------------------propriation

254

War
War

Mobilization
Reconversion,
Mobilization and Reconversion,
Office of,
appropriation for liquidaof, appropriation
tion ---------------------------

War
War

745
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priation for construction
construction ---------

See
Powers Act,
Second.
Act, 1942,
1942, Second.
Powers
Yakima project.
separate title.
title.
See separate
project. See
Yakima
Second
Act, 1942.
1942.
Powers Act,
Second War
War Powers
Washington, D. C. See District of ColumWashington,
War
Shipping Administration,
Administration, liquidation,
liquidation,
War Shipping
bia.
funds
978 Washington
651, 978
Washington City Post Office,
Office, heat furavailable ------- 651,
continued available
funds continued
nished by
Plant, reimby Capitol
Capitol Power Plant,
nished
1114
Ward, Frank
payment to
to----------- 1114
Frank 0.,
0., payment
Ward,
bursement
bursement----------------------Warehouse
appropriation for
for effecting
effecting
Act, appropriation
Warehouse Act,
provisions
344 Washington
Washington County, Miss.,
conveyance of
Miss., conveyance
of---------------------provisions of
College by
Mississippi State College
to Mississippi
tract to
Warm Springs,
cultural facilities,
facilities,
fish cultural
Ga., fish
Springs, Ga.,
Warm
Department of Agriculture
Agriculture --------appropriation
for rehabilitation
795
Department
795
rehabilitation -- -appropriation for

Reservation, Oreg.,
Indian Reservation,
Warm Springs Indian
irrigation
projects, appropriation
appropriation for_
1or_
irrigation projects,
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Warmbold,
Martha (Helen
Martha
Pate
warmDolu, Helen
nelen Miaria
knelen mvartna
Pae
Altman or Helen
Helen
Winkler or Helen Altman
Martha
Heckendorf), deportation
deportation
Martha
Heckendorf),
suspension
suspension -------1239
_--_--------1239
Warren,
Warren, Harry, payment
payment to
to----------- 1169
Warrior, John W. E., payment to------to
1148
Warrior,
1148
Wasatch National Forest, Utah, acquisition
of land
for, appropriation
appropriation for_
340
for- _
- _ 340
tion of
land for,
Washington:
Bellingham Airport, Whatcom County,
Bellingham
appropriation
appropriation for claim under Federal Airport
Airport Act----------------Act
745
Columbia Basin project, appropriation
appropriation
Columbia
for --.--------85,
242, 259, 781, 783
85,242,259,781,783
Colville Indians, appropriation
appropriation for conColville
struction, etc., of buildings------buildings
773
Cowlitz County, payment
payment to Public
District Numbered
623
Numbered 11-----Utility District
Fishery facilities, exchange
exchange of Lake
Fishery
Crescent Hatchery
Hatchery for Birdsview
Cultural Station, authorizedauthorized
159
Fish Cultural
Indians, industrial assistance, approIndians,
priation for
776
for-- ----------------Irrigation projects,
appropriation for-__
for
773
773
projects, appropriation
Irrigation
Okanogan project,
project, approval of contract
contract
63
execution authority
authority--------with, execution
Olympic
National Park, appropriation
appropriation
Olympic National
792
for protection
protection of
adjacent land
land_-- of adjacent
for
Seattle—
SeattleAssay office, appropriation
for
363
appropriation for-----authorization --------935
Construction authorization
Conveyance to Federal Works
Works Agency
Agency
Conveyance
194
in
194
in-------------------------Port of—
ofCancellation and release
release of desigCancellation
nated agreement
agreement with United
States
67
States--------------------Pier
appurtenant facilities,
Pier 39 and appurtenant
agreement
negotiation
for use,
use, negotiation
agreement for
authority of Secretary
Secretary of the
Army
68
68
Army---------------------Vancouver Barracks,
Barracks, assumption
assumption by
Vancouver
Federal
Federal Works Administration of
custody
authority_ __ _
197
197
and control, authority.--custody and
exchange, authorWildlife refuge lands, exchange,
ity
708
ity--------------------------Yakima
hall, approapprocommunity hall,
Agency, community
Yakima Agency,

.NE

777

225

410
410

Washington National Airport:
Airport:
257, 465
Appropriation for
465
for--------------- - 257,
Appropriation
773
773

CLXXXIV
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Washington
Airport—Continued
Washington National Airport-Continued
Ground operation
operation equipment,
equipment, transfer
transfer
Departments of
from Departments
Air Force,
Force,
of Air
Army,
Army, and Navy, authority
authority -____
Wasmer, Joseph, deportation
deportation suspension_
suspension_
Wasser, Lawrence
Lawrence H. (musician,
third
(musician, third
class),
class), acceptance
acceptance of gift
gift from
from foreign
foreign
authorized- _________government, authorized
Wasserman, Benjamin (Bernard
Wasserman,
(Bernard WasserWasserman or Benjamin Waserman),
Waserman), dedeportation suspension______
suspension -------_
Water
Water Carriers. See Carriers.
Carriers.
Water
Water Conservation and
and Utilization
Utilization ProjProjects, increase
increase in
in limitation
on expendilimitation on
expendi-

INDEX
INDEX

Page West
Pa
Potomac Park,
Park, D.
D. C.,
C., retention
retention by
Page
West Potomac
by Page
Federal
Federal Works Administrator
Administrator of
of cuscustody and control of certain
certain buildings
buildings_
182
182
465
4(
West Virginia,
Virginia, Horseshoe
Horseshoe Organization
Organization
1239
12
Camp, limit of
of cost
cost for
building at
__
338
for building
at___
338
Westad,
Westad,
Eugenie
Patterson
Borgild
Eugenie
Patterson
Sheipnes,
Sheipnes, deportation
deportation suspension
suspension____ _
1233
_ 1233
1077
107 Westaway,
Westaway, Mrs. Gertrude,
Gertrude, payment
payment to_
to. _ 1138
1138
Western
Oklahoma Indians,
Okla., apWestern Oklahoma
Indians, Okla.,
appropriation for construction,
construction, etc.,
etc., of
of
1251
125
buildings ---------------. ___---- _ 773
buildings
773
Western
Western Shoshone
Shoshone Indian
Indian Reservation,
Reservation,
Nev., irrigation projects,
Nev.,
projects, appropriaappropriation for -------------------------773
773
tures for any one project
171
project ---- __----_
Shoshone Indians,
Indians, Nev.,
17 Western Shoshone
Nev., apapWater Pollution
Pollution Control
appropriControl Act,
Act, appropripropriation for public school
school buildbuildation for carrying
carrying out
out provisions
provisions
ings ---- _ ______------- --------- _ 773
773
of --. -------.------ _
. 233,292,643,64
233, 292, 643, 644 Westland Irrigation
Irrigation District, Oreg.,
Oreg., apapWaterloo, Mich.,
Mich., conveyance
to Mount
Mount
conveyance to
proval of contract; execution
execution authority
Hope
Hope Cemetery Association
Association by State,
State,
of Secretary
Secretary of Interior-----------Interior
942
942
authority------------------------authority
664 Wexelman,
Wexelman, Mortimer,
Mortimer, deportation
deportation sussusWatson, Raymond,
deportation suspenRaymond, deportation
suspenpension
pension __----------------------1229
1229
sion ___-----___----------------1239
123' Wexelman,
Wexelman,
Sarah
(Sarah
Dvora
WexelSarah
(Sarah
Dvora
WexelWaxman,
deportation suspension
Waxman, Ethel, deportation
suspension__ 1245
124
man), deportation suspension-----suspension
1229
1229
Wayditch,
Wayditch, Julia (Julia Bornyaszi
Bornyaszi Oroszy),
Oroszy),
Whaling
Whaling
Treaty Act, appropriation
for enenappropriation for
deportation
suspension---__-------_ 125:
deportation suspension
1251
forcement -------------- ___._---- _
forcement
796
796
Weather Bureau. See under
Weather
under Commerce,
Commerce,
Whearty, James
Whearty,
James Patrick
(James WheatPatrick (James
WheatDepartment of.
Department
of.
ley), deportation
deportation suspension--___-suspension
Weatherly,
_ 1251
1251
Weatherly, Forest L., payment to -----1104
110I
Wheat:
Wheat:
Weber Basin Reclamation
Reclamation Project,
Project, Utah,
Utah,
Crop insurance
insurance-____---------------construction, operation, and
construction,
mainand main_ 664
664
Economic Cooperation Act
Act of
of 1948—
1948tenance, authorized;
authorized; appropriation
appropriation
Grants of wheat and wheat
flour
authorized
wheat flour
authorized -------------------- 677,
677, 678
678
under,
determination
determination
of
52
of-------Weedle,
52
(fireman, first
Weedle, L. R. (fireman,
acfirst class),
class), acPricing provisions,
provisions, nonapplicability
nonapplicability
ceptance
ceptance of gift from foreign
foreign governgovernto wheat and wheat
wheat flour
946
flour --...-.
ment, authorized -------.. ___---- . 1077
946
1077
Farm acreage
acreage allotment
allotment -----------...
677
677
Weedon,
Blanche
H.,
issuance
Weedon, Blanche IL, issuance of
of duplidupliInternational Wheat Agreement
International
Agreement Act
Act of
of
cates of William Gerard's
Gerard's special
special certicerti1949...........................
1949
945
945
ficates
ficates to ---------------..
..----. 1147
1147
Appropriations authorized
Appropriations
authorized ----.----.
947
947
Weeks Act, appropriation
appropriation for
Weeks
acquisition
for acquisition
Report
Report provision ---------------946
946
of forest lands under; limitation---.
limitation_ __
339
339
Violations,
Violations, penalties
946
penalties
-------.------.
946
Weights
International BuWeights and Measures,
Measures, International
BuMarketing
Marketing quotas,
quotas, appropriation
appropriation for
for
reau of, appropriation
appropriation for contribueffecting provisions
effecting
provisions respecting
respecting 82
82
tion -------------.------___---_
450
Price support -------.---------. 1051,
1052
1051,
1052
Weiss, Hilda Edith, deportation suspenWeiss,
suspenVheat-Stem Sawfly,
Wheat-Stem
Sawfly, control
and eradicaeradicacontrol and
sion
sion------------_------------1223
1223
tion operations, authority
authority of
Secretary
of
Secretary
Weitlanner, Mrs. Claudia,
Claudia, admission
for
admission for
of Agriculture
Agriculture -------------------200
200
permanent
permanent residence
residence _--------_---_ 1203
Vheeler, Estefania, deportation
Wheeler,
deportation suspensuspenWelch,
Richard J., appropriation
appropriation for payWelch, Richard
pay_--_-----------..._
sion ------1223
.
1223
ment to widow
of ------widow of
_____
---- _ 974 Whitaker,
Vhitaker, Laura Myrtle, deportation
susdeportation
susWerner, Margaret (Mrs. Howard Charles
Charles
pension
___------------_______ 1226
pension --1226
Werner),
suspension-_-_
Werner), deportation
deportation suspension_
__ _ 1229
White-Fringed
White-Fringed Beetle, control
control and
eradiand eradiappropriation for payWest, Milton H., appropriation
paycation operations, authority
authority of
Secreof Secrement to
ment
widow of----------------of
to widow
77
77
tary of Agriculture
200
Agriculture---------------200
West, W. M., payment
payment to estate
of
estate of-----1153
1153 White
Vhite House.
House. See
Executive Mansion
Mansion
See Executive
West Point, N.
N. Y.:
Y.:
under President
under
President of
United States.
of United
States.
Bullion depository, appropriation
appropriation for
for.- _ 363 White
White House
House Office:
Office:
Military Academy.
Academy. See separate
separate title.
title.
Appropriation
Appropriation for
631
for-----------------.
31
- - - -63-1

INDEX
INDEX

White House
Office-Continued
House Office—Continued
Page
Secretaries or staff assistants, appointSecretaries
appointment and compensation,
compensation, authority
of President-------------------President
880
880
White House Police:
Appropriation
Appropriation for --------------_
362, 878
Benefit payments
payments to, appropriation
appropriation for
reimbursement of District of Coreimbursement
lumbia for
for --------------252, 362
362
lumbia
_252,
Classification Act of 1949, nonapplicanonapplicability ----------------------955
955
Retired members, entitlement to penRetired
resulting from pay insion benefit resulting
crease -------------------.--- _ 951
Salary increase -------------------376
White Pine Blister
Blister Rust Control, appropriation for
for---------------------336
Whitmarsh
Island, Chatham County, Ga.,
Whitmarsh Island,
retention by Federal
Federal Works Administrator of custody
custody and control
control of certain lands---------------------lands
181
Whitt, John Aaron,
Aaron, payment to
to--------- 1157
Whittier, Alaska,
Alaska, military installations
and facilities, construction
construction authorizaauthorization
tion---------- ---------------943
Whittle,
Robert Albert, deportation susWhittle, Robert
pension -----------------------1223
1223
Wichita Mountains
Mountains Wildlife Refuge,
Refuge, appropriation
maintenance of longpropriation for maintenance
horned cattle -----------------797
horned
Wick, Hjordes Elise Olsen, deportation
deportation
suspension
1233
suspension----------------------Widerynski,
Widerynski, Maria Antonietta, deporta1232
tion suspension
suspension- --------------Wiesner, Lucille M.,
M., deportation
deportation suspenWiesner,
sion
1229
sion--------------------------1229
Wildlife. See Fish and Wildlife Service
Service
Wildlife.
under Interior, Department
Department of the.
the.
under
Wilkins, Ivan King, deportation
deportation suspension
1239
sion-------------------------.
Williams,
to
1172
Williams, Mrs. Edna, payment to-----Williams, Herman
Herman J., payment to------to
1162
Williams,
relief to
of _
1132
C., relief
to assignee
assignee of--1132
Williams, John C.,
Williamson, Williamina (Mina WilliamWilliamWilliamson,
son), deportation
suspension ------1226
son),
deportation suspension
Willman, Philip John Archibald,
Archibald, deportadeportaWillman,
tion suspension------------------suspension
1251
Willoughby, Woodbury,
Woodbury, payment to--to
- 1102
Willoughby,
Willwood Irrigation
Irrigation District, Shoshone
Willwood
Shoshone
contract
Project, Wyo., approval of contract
with, execution authority---------authority
63
Wilson, Arthur Rutherford,
Rutherford, deportation
suspension ---------------------1251
Wilson, Frank C., conveyance
Wilson,
conveyance to--.--1157
Wilson, Janet D., payment
payment to-------to
1102
Wilson,
1102
Wilson, John Waipa,
payment to.
to.legal
Wilson,
Waipa, payment
legal
guardian of --------------------1126
Wilson,
Alien, deportation
deportation sua
Wilson, Walter Allen.
suspension
pension-------------------.--.. 1251
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Reservation, Wyo.,
Wind River Indian Reservation,
Wyo., Page
irrigation projects, appropriation
irrigation
appropriation for_
for773
Wind River Indians, Wyo.,
Wyo., appropriation
appropriation
for construction,
construction, etc., of buildings__
773
buildings-__ _ 773
Wind Tunnel Plan Act of 1949, Unitary__
Unitary936
937
Appropriation authorized
authorized ----------.
-937
Department of Air
Appropriation for Department
Force for acquisition
acquisition and construction of real property
property------------- 980
980
Contract
Contract authority
authority ---------------936
Wineland,
Wineland, Marion
Marion Gladys, deportation
suspension
suspension---------------------1242
Edward Yee (Yee
Woon), deWing, Edward
(Yee On Woon),
deportation suspension
portation
suspension--------------- 1229
Wing, Laura Mel-Lan
Mel-Lan Yee,
Yee, deportation
deportation
suspension-------------------suspension
--1221
Winston-Salem, N. C., Smith-Reynolds
Smith-Reynolds
Winston-Salem,
Airport, appropriation
appropriation for payment of
240
claim -- ----------------------240
Wirth, Conrad L., payment to--------to
1171
Wisconsin:
Wisconsin:
Menominee Agency, appropriation
Menominee
appropriation for
for
support
.
241, 774
support------- ----------241,
Menominee Indian Reservation,
Reservation, timber
timber
Menominee
operations, amendment
of. proamendment of.
to-,
visions relating
relating ,
to._..,-----.
-,144
Menominee Indians, appropriation
Menominee
appropriation for
for
construction, ete.,
etc., of buildings
buildings_ —_
--773
Milwaukee County, conveyance;
lease.. -_ 683
Milwaukee
conveyance; lease
conveyance----------------_
Wood, conveyance—,
683
Witnesses:
Witnesses:
Detention
Detention for want of security
security for appearance, compensation
103
compensation---------103
appropriation for Department
Department
Fees for, appropriation
Justice-----------244, 458, 745
of Justice
_ 244,458,
745
Government
Government employees,
employees, travel expenses
expenses
and per diem
diem allowances
allowances ------ - 704
704
Per diem, mileage
mileage and subsistence,
subsistence,
witnesses in U. S. courts and before
commissioners, increase-,_
increase_
65
U. S. commissioners,
.
66
Wojcicki, Stanislaw,
Stanislaw, deportation suspenWojcicki,
suspension
1239
sion--------------------------.
Wojciech, Thaddeus, deportation
Wojciech,
deportation. suspensuspension
sion---------.---..-- ...--.--..
Wolfe,
M., relief from liability
liability-------Welfe, D. M.,

1223
1223
•1099
1099

_
_- 1102
Wolff, Mrs. Marie F., payment to _Wolinsky, Abraham, deportation
Wolinsky,
deportation suspen1226
sion ---------------------- --Wolverton,
(Col.), relief
Wolverton, David R. (Col.),
relief from
liability
1184
liability-----------------------Women's
benefits
Army Auxiliary Corps,.
Corps, benefits
Women's Army
under Federal Employees'
under
Employees' CompensaCompensation
Amendments of 1949 -----tion Act Amendments
869
Women's
under Labor, DeSee under
DeWomen's Bureau.
Bureau. See
partment of.
of.
partment
Wong,
(Quong Tung
Marr or Mak
Tnng Marr
Wong, Helen (Quong
or
Mar), deportation
deportation
or Helen Marr or Mar),
suspension
1221
suspension----------------------

CLXXXVI
CLXXXVI

INDEX
INDEX

Wong, Hoy
Wong,
Hoy C., admission for
Page Wyoming-Continued
for permanent
permanent Pag?
Wyoming—Continued
Page
Page
residence
residence ------------- __..---1139I
1131
North Platte project,
project, appropriation
appropriation
Wong,
Wong, Lin You (Lin Yao Huang),
Huang), deportadeportafor ------------------------- 86,
86, 781
781
tion suspension
suspension___________________
1221
122]
Riverton
Riverton project,
project, appropriation
appropriation for.
for ---___ 259,
259,
Wood, David P., payment
payment to ___----1110
111(
780,
780, 781
Wood, Ralph A., payment to ------- ___
1112
1112
School lands, mineral
mineral leases--------_
leases
703
703
Wood, Wis., conveyance
conveyance -___--____..
683
Shoshone
Shoshone project. See separate
separate title.
title.
Woodman, Flora Eileen
Eileen Katherine,
Katherine, dedeUpper
Colorado River
Compact,
Upper Colorado
River Basin
Basin Compact,
portation suspension
suspension -- ________-__1223
consent of Congress
31
consent
Congress------_---31
Woodward,
Okla., appropriation
Woodward, Okla.,
appropriation for
for conconWind River
River Indians, appropriation
appropriation for
for
struction
struction of building at Southern
construction,
construction, etc., of buildings_
___
buildings -__
773
Great Plains Field Station ----- _-333
Yellowstone
Yellowstone River,
River, division
division of
of waters,
waters,
Wool,
Wool, price support
support -------- ______-__1052
1052
consent of Congress
Congress granted
granted to neWoolen Goods:
Goods:
gotiation of
152
gotiation
of compact
compact --------152
Foreign excess, disposal, determination
determination
Y
respecting importation
respecting
importation -------__
398
Surplus, disposal under Federal
Federal PropYakima
Yakima Indian
Indian Agency,
Agency, Wash.,
Wash., commuAdministrative Services
erty and Administrative
Services
nity hall, appropriation
appropriation for construcconstrucAct of 1949 _----__------.----tion _---------------____________
386
777
777
World Communism,
Communism, Strategy and Tactics
Tactics
Yakima Indians,
Yakima
Indians, Wash.,
for
Wash., appropriation
appropriation for
of,
of, printing of
of additional
additional copies
copies of
of
industrial assistance--------------assistance
776
776
report
report__-----___________________1216 Yakima
1216
Project, Wash.:
Yakima Project,
Wash.:
World Health Organization,
Organization, appropriation
appropriation
Appropriation for-----------Appropriation
for
259, 780, 781
for contribution
contribution ---------___--_
450
450
Kennewick division, advance
Kennewick
plans and
and
advance plans
World Trade
Trade Week,
Week, 1949, proclamation
proclamation-_ 1269
specifications,
specifications, appropriations
779
appropriations for__
779
World War Veterans' Act, 1924,
1924, disability
Kittitas Reclamation
District, approval
Kittitas
Reclamation District,
approval
compensation under
under --------------compensation
1026
1026
execution authorof contract with, execution
authorWornum, Mrs. Miriam G., provision
for
provision for
64
ity --------------------------64
naturalization
naturalization ---------------__
-Irrigation District,
of
1160
Prosser Irrigation
District, approval
approval of
Wright,
Wright, Bennett W. (Capt.),
(Capt.), acceptance
acceptance of
of
contract;
contract; execution authority
authority----943
943
gift from foreign government,
government, authorYang,
Chao-Chen, deportation
1251
Yang, Chao-Chen,
deportation suspension_
suspension_ 1251
ized -----_--------------------1076 Yang,
Dzing-Tsch Shun, deportation
deportation sussusYang, Dzing-Tsch
Wright,
Wright, George C. (Capt.),
(Capt.), acceptance
acceptance of
of
pension
pension ----------_-----.-----.-1251
1251
gift from foreign government, authorauthorYankopoulos, Alexander Anastasiou,
Yankopoulos,
Anastasiou, dedeized ---------------------------1076
1076
portation suspension
1229
portation
suspension -------------1229
Wright, Graham Patrick,
Patrick, deportation
deportation susYannopoulos, Konstantinos,
Yannopoulos,
admission for
Konstantinos, admission
for
pension ------------------------- 1226
pension
1226
permanent
permanent residence
residence --------__.--_ 1209
1209
Wright, Lourdes Dizon,
Dizon, deportation sussusYarbrough, Vera Petrorna,
Yarbrough,
Petrovna, deportation
deportation
pension------------------------pension
1251
1251
suspension ----------------------.
1239
1239
Wright,
Wright, Marie E.,
E., payment to ---------.
1095 Yards
1095
Docks, Bureau
Yards and Docks,
Bureau of.
of. See
See under
under
Wu,
Wu, Ming-Hua
Ming-Hua Lee, deportation suspensuspenNavy, Department
Department of
of the.
the.
Navy,
sion -..-----------------------1243 Yazoo
1243
Yazoo Watershed,
Watershed, acquisition
acquisition of lands, rereWyman,
Wyman, Gordon C. (fire
(Are controlman, third
third
quirement of approval
approval of County
County
class),
class), acceptance
acceptance of
of gift
gift from foreign
foreign
Board of Supervisors--------------Supervisors
340
340
government,
government, authorized
authorized ---------- _ 1077
1077 Yeadon,
Peadon, Claris
Claris U., admission for permapermaWyoming:
Wyoming:
1074
nent residence
residence ----------_---.--1074
Cheyenne,
Cheyenne, retention by Federal
Federal Works
Works
Administrator
Administrator of custody and control of certain lands ------------179
179
Eden project, completion
completion of construction, authorized; allotment of
of
moneys; appropriation
appropriation authorized
ized ----------------------- 277, 278
appropriation for___
Irrigation projects, appropriation
for_
773
Kendrick project, appropriation
Kendrick
appropriation for-- __
86,
780, 781
La Prele unit, emergency
emergency reconstruction
and purchase of power, appropriaappropriation for ------- _-----.------_-783
783

Yeaman, Myrl
Yeaman,
Myr! A.
(chief photographer's
A. (chief
mate),
acceptance of gift from foreign
mate), acceptance
government, authorized
authorized -----_----_
lee, Gloria,
Yee,
Gloria, deportation
deportation suspension
suspension ---Yellowstone
of waters,
Yellowstone River,
River, division
division of
waters,
consent of Congress granted
granted to negotinegotiation of compact
compact-----------------feulling, Joseph (Yoesef),
Yenning,
(Yoesef), deportation
deportation
suspension
suspension---------------------fopp, J.
J. Rufus,
Yopp,
Rufus, jurisdiction of Court
to
Court to
claim------ ----------.----hear claim
Yopp,
Liston T., jurisdiction of
to
ropp, Liston
of Court
Court to
hear claim
claim_---------------------

1077
1077
1242
1242

152
152
1251
1251
1143
1143
1143
1143

INDEX
INDEX

Young,
Young, Carl 0., payment
payment to
to-----------.
Young,
Young, R. N. (fireman,
(fireman, first class),
class), acceptacceptance of gift from foreign government,
government,
authorized
authorized ------------_________
Yuba County, Calif., jurisdiction
jurisdiction of Court
to hear claims resulting from flood
damage -----_-----------------Yue, Yeun Shai, deportation suspension_
Yue,
suspension_ _
Yuma Auxiliary Project, Ariz.:
Ariz.:
Yuma
Appropriation authorized
Appropriation
authorized ---._------_
B-lift pumping
pumping plant, disposition after
execution of contract
execution
contract -----------.
Definition of area
area ------------------Lands severed
severed from,
exchange
exchange by
owners for lands within -----_-__
Sale of land and water rights after
execution of contract
contract ---------- _
execution
Water, contract
contract for furnishing
furnishing through

CLXXXVII
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Page
Page
1148 Zakrzewski,
Zakrzewsld, Jadwiga,
Jadwiga, deportation
deportation suspensuspension ---------__----------------_
Zamudio-Lemos, Hilario, deportation
susZamudio-Lemos,
deportation sus1077
pension --------_-----------.--.

1088
1242
1242
175
174
174
172
172
172
172

174

project works,
works, authority_
___
Gila project
authority--__

173
173

Yuma County, Ariz., funds
funds available
for
available for
conveyance in connection with Morelos
Morelos
Diversion Dam --------..------Diversion
_

250

Yuma Project:
Appropriation for ---------------- 258,780
258, 780
Withdrawal or modification of public
notices, etc., authority of Secretary
Secretary
of the Interior
Interior------------------ 903

zZ
Zaffino, Joseph (Guiseppe),
Zaffino,
(Guiseppe), deportation
deportation
suspension- -..
suspension
-----............

1239
1239

Zaffino, Raffaela
Zaffino,
Raffaela Maria, deportation
deportation suspension ----------..-.--__.-_____

1239

Zakrzewski, Genowefa
Zakrzewski,
(Genowefa SzczGenowefa (Genowefa
Szczpanska), deportation
deportation suspension_
panska),
suspension ---___ 1226

Page
Page

1226

1221
Zamudio-Soto,
deportation susZamudio-Soto, Ramon,
Ramon, deportation
pension ------------------------1221
Zane, Irene Hsu, deportation
deportation suspension_ 1239
Zannis, Christos, deportation
deportation suspension_
suspension- 1226
Zanotelli, Giuditta Mengoni,
Mengoni, deportation
deportation
suspension_
suspension---------.-------1239
--Zapf, Lacey C., payment
payment to------------to
1145
Zarate, Jacoba
Zarate,
Jacoba Petronella,
Petronella, deportation
deportation
suspension _-----.-------------._
suspension
1223
Zarate-Urzua, Dionisio
Dionisio (Dionisio
(Dionisio ZarateCovarrubias), deportation
Covarrubias),
deportation suspension
suspension_ 1242
Zavala, Pedro Reyes
Reyes (Pedro ZavalaZavalaReyes), deportation
Reyes),
deportation suspension
1239
suspension- ---1239
Zeid, Fanny, deportation
deportation suspension --1221
Zeid, Max, deportation
deportation suspension
1221
suspension ----- 1221
Zerda, Dale
Zerda,
Dale Melford Aldeous,
Aldeous, deportation
deportation
suspension -----_--------__--suspension
-- 1232
1232
Zerda, Dolores
Dolores Phyllis,
Phyllis, deportation suspension- __
----__ -- ----------. _ 1232
1232
Theresa (Robertson,
Zetting, Mary Theresa
(Robertson, RobinRobinson, Smith),
deportation suspensionsuspension_ 1221
son,
Smith), deportation
1221
Ziccardi, Kay, deportation suspension
suspension-- 1239
1239
Zoological Park,
National:
Zoological
Park, National:
Appropriation for
Appropriation
for -------- _------_ 262,322
262, 322
Advances
Advances---------------_--_.--. _ 322
Zubiriaga, Dionisio
Dionisio Betelu,
Betelu, admission
admission for
for
permanent
permanent residence
residence -------------- 1079
1079
Zubiriaga, Jose
Jose Betelu,
for perBetelu, admission for
permanent residence
residence ---------------1079
1079
Zuluaga, Angel
Angel (Angel
(Angel Zuluaga Bidasolo),
Bidasolo),
deportation
deportation suspension
1239
suspension ------------ 1239
Zwart Jan (Jan Lawrence
Lawrence Zwart).
Zwart), deportation suspension
1244
portation
suspension-----------1244
--------
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China.
protocol and exchange
exchange of notes:
Friendship, commerce,
commerce, and navigation. Treaty and protocol
China. Friendship,
Treaty and protocol signed at Nanking November
November 4, 1946; proclaimed
proclaimed January 12, 1949;
exchange of notes signed at Nanking November
November 29, 1948
1948-------------------------exchange
Multilateral.
Telecommunications convention, final
final protocol, and radio regulations:
regulations: Signed
Signed
Multilateral. Telecommunications
declarations
America subject to certain declarations
at Atlantic City on behalf of the United States of America
October
February 10, 1949; and additional
additional protocols
protocols signed October 2,
proclaimed February
October 2, 1947; proclaimed
1947
1947-----------------------------------------------------------------------23-April 15,
Multilateral.
Washington March 23—April
Agreement: Open for signature at Washington
Multilateral. Wheat. Agreement:
1949----------------------------------------1, 1949
1949; proclaimed August 1,
Multilateral.
North Atlantic Treaty.
Signed at Washington April
April 4, 1949; proclaimed
proclaimed
Multilateral.
August 24, 1949 ----------------------------------------------------------additional protocol:
protocol:
navigation. Treaty, protocol, and additional
commerce, and
and navigation.
Italy. Friendship,
Friendship, commerce,
Signed at Rome
Rome February
February 2, 1948; proclaimed
exchanges of notes
proclaimed August 5, 1949; and exchanges
Signed
February 2, 1948, and July 26, 1949-----------1949
-------------------------dated February
conventions, protocols,
protocols, or otherwise,
otherwise, entered
entered into
Included all instruments, whether called treaties, conventions,
I In this list are included
the part of the United States by
by the President by and with the advice and consent
consent of the Senate.
Senate.

v

on
on

Page
Page
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NOTE
NOTE

In this
this section are included all
In
all instruments,
whether called
instruments, whether
called
treaties,
treaties, conventions,
conventions, protocols, or otherwise, entered
entered into
into on
on
the part
part of
the United
the
of the
United States by
the President
with
by the
President by
by and
and with
the advice and consent of
of the
the Senate.
Senate.

TREATIES
FIRST SESSION OF THE EIGHTY-FIRST
EIGHTY-FIRST CONGRESS
OF
THE
OF THE

UNITED STATES
STATES OF AMERICA
AMERICA

Begun and
and held at the City of Washington
Washington on Monday, January
January 3, 1949, and
adjourned
and adjourned
sine die on Wednesday, October 19, 1949
HARRY
TRUMAN,
HARRY S.
S.TRUMAN,

W. .BARKLEY,
BARKLEY, Vice
President; ALBEN
ALDEN W
President; KENNETH
KENNETH
Vice President;
MCKELLAR,
the Senate
M
CKELLAR, President of
of the
Senate pro tempore; S
AM RAYBURN,
RAYBURN,
SAM
Speaker
Speaker of the House of Representatives.
Representatives.

Treaty and protocol
Treaty
protocol between the United States
of America
America and
China
States of
and China
respectingfriendship,
respecting
navigation. Signed
Signed at
at Nanking
friendship, commerce, and navigation.
Nanking
November 4,
4, 1946; ratification
ratification advised by the Senate of the United
States of America
reservation and
and understandings;
America June
June 2, 1948,
1948, with
with reservation
understandings;
ratified by the
President of
States of
8,
ratified
the President
of the
the United
United States
of America
America November
November 8,
1948; ratifications
ratifications exchanged at Nanking November 30,
1948;
SO, 1948;
1948; proproclaimed
claimed by the President
President of the United States of America
January 12,
America January
12,
1949; entered
entered into force November 30,
exchange of
of notes
notes
0O,1948.
1948. And
And exchange
signed
signed at
at Nanking November 29,
29, 1948.
1948.
BY
THE PRESIDENT
BY THE
PRESIDENT OF
UNITED STATE8
STATES OF
OF AMERICA
AMERICA
OF THE
THE UNITED

A PROCLAMATION

WHERFAS
a treaty of friendship,
W
HEREAS a
friendship, commerce,
commerce, °
and navigation
between
and
navigation between
the United
United States
of America
the Republic
Republic of
of China,
together
States of
America and
and the
China, together
with an accompanying
accompanying protocol,
protocol, was
was concluded
and signed
signed by
by their
their
concluded and
respective plenipotentiaries
respective
plenipotentiaries at Nanking
Nanking on
4, 1946,
1946, the
the
on November
November 4,
originals of
of which
originals
which treaty
treaty and
and protocol,
protocol, being
English and
being in
in the
the English
and
Chinese languages,
Chinese
languages, are
word for
as follows:
follows:
are word
for word
word as
1299
1299

81939-52—PT. zi-2
81939-52-PT.
I2

November 4,
4, 1948
November
194
A. B.. 18711
18711
T. I. A.
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TREATY
OF
OF

FRIENDSHIP, COMMERCE
FRIENDSHIP,
COMMERCE AND NAVIGATION
NAVIGATION
BETWEEN
BETWEEN
THE UNITED
STATES OF
AMERICA
UNITED STATES
OF AMERICA
AND

THE REPUBLIC OF
OF CHINA
CHINA

Plenlpotentiarli.
Plenipotentiaries.

Pease
Peace
ship.

and friendfriend-

The United States of America
America and the Republic
Republic of
of China,
China, desirous
desirous
of strengthening the bond of peace and the ties of friendship
which
friendship which
have happily long prevailed
prevailed between the two countries
by arrangecountries by
arrangements designed to promote friendly intercourse
intercourse between
between their
retheir respective territories through provisions
provisions responsive to
to the
the spiritual,
spiritual,
cultural, economic
commercial aspirations
cultural,
economic and commercial
aspirations of
of the peoples
peoples thereof,
thereof,
have resolved to conclude a
a Treaty of
Commerce and
and
of Friendship,
Friendship, Commerce
Navigation,
Navigation, and for that purpose
purpose have appointed as their
Plenipotheir Plenipotentiaries,
The President of the United States of America:
America:
Dr. J. Leighton Stuart, Ambassador
Extraordinary and
Ambassador Extraordinary
and PleniPlenipotentiary of the United States of America
America to
of China,
to the
the Republic
Republic of
China,
and
Mr. Robert Lacy Sinyth,
Commissioner and
Snlyth, Special Commissioner
Consul General
General
and Consul
of the United States of America
America at
at Tientsin;
Tientsin; and,
and,
The President of the National Government
the Republic
Republic of
of
Government of
of the
China:
China:
Dr. Wang Shih-chieh, Minister for Foreign Affairs
Dr.
the Republic
Republic
Affairs of
of the
of China, and
Dr. Wang
Wang Hua-cheng,
Hua-cheng, Director of the Treaty Department
Dr.
of the
the
Department of
Ministry of Foreign
Ministry
Foreign Affairs
Affairs of the Republic
Republic of
China;
of China;
Who, having
having communicated
Who,
communicated to each other their
their full powers found
found
to be in due form, have agreed
agreed upon the following Articles:
Articles:
Arrnmx II
Aimc~i
1.
There
1.
shall be constant peace
peace and firm and lasting friendship
friendship
between
the United States of America and the Republic
Republic of
between the
of China.
China.
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2.
Government of each High Contracting
Contracting Party shall have the
2. The
The Government
right to send to the Government
Government of the other High Contracting Party
duly accredited
accredited diplomatic
received and,
representatives, who shall be received
diplomatic representatives,
reciprocity, shall enjoy in the territories
territories of such
upon the basis of reciprocity,
other High Contracting
Contracting Party the rights, privileges,
privileges, exemptions
exemptions and
and
immunities
accorded under generally
generally recognized
recognized principles
principles of interimmunities accorded
national law
law,n
ARTICLE II
AaTICLE
II

Diplomatic repro
Diplomatic
sentatives.

repre

Contracting Party
1. The nationals of either High Contracting
Party shall be per1.
High Contracting
Contracting Party,
mitted to enter the territories of the other High
and shall be permitted
permitted to reside, travel and carry on trade throughout
throughout
the whole extent of such territories.
territories. In the enjoyment of the right
right
to reside and travel, the nationals
Contracting Party
nationals of either High Contracting
territories of the other High Contracting
Contracting
be subject, within the territories
shall be
applicable laws and regulations, if any, which are
are or
or
Party, to the applicable
authorities, proconstituted authorities,
may hereafter be enforced
enforced by the duly constituted
interference
vided that they shall not be subject to unreasonable
unreasonable interference
and that they shall not be required
required to apply for or carry
carry any travel
documents,
passports or (b)
(b) other documents
documents of
other than
than (a) valid passports
documents, other
identification
competent authorities
respective
authorities of their respective
identification issued by the competent
countries.

Nationals.
Post, p. 1323.

2.
The nationals
nationals of
of either
either High
Contracting Party
shall, throughthroughParty shall,
High Contracting
2. The
out
extent of the territories
Contracting
territories of the other High Contracting
whole extent
out the whole
Party,
without interference,
interference, to engage in and to carry
Party, be permitted,
permitted, without
on commercial,
manufacturing, processing,
scientific, educational,
educational, reprocessing, scientific,
commercial, manufacturing,
philanthropic activities not forbidden
forbidden by the laws and
ligious and philanthropic
constituted authorities;
authorities; to engage
regulations enforced by the duly constituted
exclusively to nationals
nationals of the
in every
every profession not reserved exclusively
country; to acquire, hold, erect
erect or lease, and occupy
occupy appropriate
appropriate buildappropriate lands, for residential,
residential, commercial,
commercial,
ings, and
and to lease appropriate
scientific, educational,
professional, scientific,
processing, professional,
manufacturing,
manufacturing, processing,
educational, religious, philanthropic
employ agents
agents or
mortuary purposes; to employ
philanthropic and mortuary
employees
of
their
choice
regardless
of
nationality;
anything
anything
to
do
employees of their choice regardless of nationality;
incidental
to
or
necessary
for
the
enjoyment
of
any
such
rights
and
incidental to or necessary for the enjoyment
privileges; and to exercise all these rights and privileges upon the
privileges;
Contracting Party in
same terms as nationals of such other High Contracting
conformity
which
regulations, if any, which
laws and regulations,
applicable laws
conformity with the applicable
are or
hereafter be enforced
constituted authorities.
authorities.
by the duly constituted
enforced by
are
or may
may hereafter
3.
High Contracting
shall not in any
Party shall
Contracting Party
The nationals
nationals of either High
3. The
case,
enjoyment of the rights
provided by paraprivileges provided
rights and privileges
the enjoyment
case, in the
graphs
Article, receive
receive treatment
such
treatment with respect to such
and 22of this Article,
graphs 11and
rights
and privileges
privileges less
than the treatment
treatment which is or may
less favorable
favorable than
rights and
hereafter
accorded to the nationals
nationals of any third
third country.
country.
hereafter be accorded
4.
Treaty shall be construed
construed to affect
affect existing stat4. Nothing
Nothing in this Treaty
Contracting Party in relation
immigration or
relation to immigration
either High
High Contracting
utes of
of either
the
Party to enact statutes relating
Contracting Party
High Contracting
right of
of either High
the right
paragraph
to immigration;
immigration; provided, however, that nothing
nothing in this paragraph
shall prevent
prevent the nationals
nationals of either
either High Contracting
Contracting Party from
traveling and residing
territories of the other High
residing in the territories
entering, traveling

Post,
1323.
Post, p. 1323.

Natials.

P.

Immigration.
immigration
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Contracting
Contracting Party in order to carry on trade between the
the United States
States
of America and the Republic of China, or to engage in any commercommercial activity related
related thereto or connected
therewith, upon
connected therewith,
upon terms
terms as
as
favorable
favorable as are or may hereafter
hereafter be accorded
accorded to the nationals of
of any
any
third country entering, traveling
traveling and residing in
in
in such territories
territories in
order to carry on trade between such other High Contracting
Contracting Party
Party
and such third country
country or to engage in commercial
commercial activity related
related to
or connected
connected with such trade; and provided further that
in
that nothing in
the provisions
provisions of Section
Section 3
3 of the Immigration Act
United
Act of the
the United
States of America
1917, which delimit
America dated February
February 5, 1917,
delimit certain
certain geogeographical zones for the purpose of restricting
restricting immigration,
immigration, shall
be
shall be

construed as preventing admission into the United
United States of
of Chinese
persons and persons of Chinese descent.
descent.
ARTICLE III
III
ARTICLE
"Corporations
"Corporations and
and
associations".
associations".

Legal rights.

Permissible
Permissible actviactivities.

1. As used in this Treaty the
"corporations and
and associations"
associations"
the term
term "corporations
shall mean
mean corporations,
corporations, companies,
partnerships and
companies, partnerships
and other
other associaassociations, whether or not with limited liability
for
liability and
and whether
whether or
or not
not for
pecuniary profit, which have been or may hereafter
pecuniary
hereafter be
be created
created or
or ororganized
applicable laws and
ganized under the applicable
and regulations
enforced by
by the
regulations enforced
the
duly constituted
constituted authorities.
authorities.
2. Corporations
Corporations and associations created
created or
or organized
organized under
under the
the
applicable
applicable laws and regulations
regulations enforced
enforced by
duly constituted
constituted
by the
the duly
authorities within the territories
territories of either High
High Contracting
Party
Contracting Party
corporations and associations
shall be deemed to be corporations
of such
High ConConassociations of
such High
tracting
tracting Party and shall have their juridical
juridical status
recognized within
status recognized
within
the territories of
the other
other High
Party, whether
or not
of the
High Contracting
Contracting Party,
whether or
not
a permanent
they have a
permanent establishment, branch
branch or agency
agency therein.
therein. CorCorporations and associations of either
either High
High Contracting
Contracting Party
Party shall
shall
have the right to establish their branch
branch offices
the
offices in
in the
the territories
territories of
of the
other High Contracting Party and
fulfill their
their functions
functions therein
therein
and to
to fulfill
after they have complied with requirements
requirements of
of admission
admission not
not inconinconsistent with the provisions
provisions of the following
paragraph, provided
following paragraph,
provided that
that
the right to exercise such functions is accorded
this Treaty
Treaty or
or the
the
accorded by
by this
exercise
exercise of such functions is
otherwise consistent
consistent with
laws and
is otherwise
with the
the laws
and
regulations of such other High Contracting
Party.
Contracting Party.
3.
The High Contracting Parties, adhering generally to the princi3. The
principle of national treatment
treatment with respect
respect to
matters enumerated
in
to the
the matters
enumerated in
this paragraph, agree that corporations
corporations and associations
associations of
of either
either
High Contracting
Contracting Party shall be permitted,
whole expermitted, throughout
throughout the
the whole
extent of the territories of the other High Contracting
Contracting Party,
in conconParty, in
formity with the applicable
applicable laws
which are
laws and
and regulations,
regulations, if
if any,
any, which
are or
or
may hereafter be enforced
enforced by the duly constituted
constituted authorities,
to
enauthorities, to engage in and carry on commercial,
commercial, manufacturing, processing,
processing, finanfinancial, scientific, educational,
educational, religious and
and philanthropic
philanthropic activities;
activities; to
to
acquire,
hold, erect
or lease, and occupy appropriate
appropriate buildings,
acquire, hold,
erect or
buildings, and
and to
to
lease appropriate
commercial, manufacturing,
lease
appropriate lands, for commercial,
manufacturing, processing,
processing,
financial, scientific,
financial,
scientific, educational,
educational, religious and
and philanthropic
purposes;
philanthropic purposes;
to employ
agents or
or employees of their choice regardless of nationalto
employ agents
national-
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ity;
incidental to or necessary
necessary for the enjoyment
enjoyment of
ity; to
to do
do anything
anything incidental
privileges; and to exercise
exercise all these rights and privisuch rights and privileges;
leges, without interference,
interference, upon the same terms as corporations
corporations and
associations of such other High Contracting
Contracting Party unless otherwise
associations
provided by the laws of that High Contracting
Contracting Party. The precedprovided
provisions of this Treaty
Treaty according
ing sentence,
sentence, and all other provisions
according to
corporations
corporations and associations of the Republic of China rights and
privileges upon the same terms as corporations and
associations of the
privileges
and associations
the
construed as according
United States of America,
America, shall
shall be
be construed
according such rights
rights
and privileges, in any state, territory or possession of the United States
of America, upon the same terms as such rights and privileges are or
accorded therein to corporations
corporations and associations
may hereafter
hereafter be accorded
created or organized
organized in other states, territories or possessions of the
created
United States of America.
4. Corporations
associations of either High Contracting
Contracting Party
Corporations and associations
shall not in any case, in the enjoyment of the rights and privileges
provided by this Article, receive treatment
treatment with respect to such rights
favorable than the treatment
and privileges less favorable
treatment which is or may hereafter be accorded
accorded to corporations
corporations and associations
associations of any third country.
ARTICLE IV
IV
ARTICLE
associations of either
either High Con1. The nationals, corporations and associations
tracting
tracting Party shall enjoy, throughout
throughout the territories of the other
other
Contracting Party, rights and privileges with respect to organiHigh Contracting
zation of and participation in corporations
corporations and associations of such
enjoyment of rights with
other High Contracting
Contracting Party, including the enjoyment
purchase, ownership and
respect to promotion and incorporation, the purchase,
executive
sale of shares and, in the case of nationals, the holding of executive
and official
official positions, in conformity
conformity with the applicable laws and
regulations, if
regulations,
if any, which are or may hereafter be enforced by the
as nationals, corduly constituted
constituted authorities, upon the same terms as
porations and associations of any third country. Corporations and
porations
associations of either High Contracting Party, organized
organized or particiassociations
corporations and associations
associations of the other High
pated in
in by
by nationals,
nationals, corporations
Contracting Party pursuant to the rights and privileges
privileges enumerated
enumerated
Contracting
in
paragraph shall
which
exercise the
the functions
functions for which
shall be permitted to exercise
in this
this paragraph
they
created or organized,
organized, in
the applicable
applicable laws
in conformity
conformity with the
they are created
hereafter be enforced
enforced by the
and regulations, if any, which are or may hereafter
corporations
duly
constituted
authorities,
upon
same
terms
as
corporations
and
the
authorities,
duly
associations
that
are
similarly
organized
or
participated
in
nain
by
naassociations that are similarly organized or participated
tionals,
corporations
and
associations
of
any
third
country.
With
tionals, corporations and associations of any third country.
respect
corporations and assoof stock
stock by nationals, corporations
respect to the
the ownership
ownership of
ciations
and associaassociaParty in
in corporations
corporations and
of either High
High Contracting
Contracting Party
ciations of
tions
engaged in
in mining
mining on
on
Party engaged
tions of
of the
the other
other High
High Contracting Party
neither High
Contracting Party,
Party, neither
lands of such other
other High
High Contracting
public lands
Contracting Party shall
the provisions of
of this paraparashall be
be obligated by the
Contracting
graph to
privileges greater than those which
which its
graph
to accord
accord rights
rights and privileges
corporations and
receive from the other
other High
nationals, corporations
and associations receive
Contracting Party.
Party.

Right to organize
organize
Right
corporations, etc.
corporations,
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2.
corporations and
and associations
of either
Con2. The
The nationals,
nationals, corporations
associations of
either High
High Contracting
the territories
the other
tracting Party
Party shall
shall enjoy,
enjoy, throughout
throughout the
territories of
of the
other
High Contracting Party,
applicable laws
Party, and in
in conformity with the applicable
and
enforced by
by the
the
and regulations,
regulations, if
if any,
any, which are
are or may hereafter be enforced
duly constituted authorities, the right to organize
organize and
and participate
participate in,
in,
including the right to control and manage, corporations
corporations and
and associations of such other High Contracting
Contracting Party for
for engaging
engaging in
in commercial, manufacturing,
manufacturing, processing, scientific, educational,
educational, religious
religious and
and
philanthropic
philanthropic activities; provided, however, that neither
neither High Contracting Party shall be obligated to accord
accord within its territories
territories to
the nationals, corporations and associations of the
the other High ConConorganization and partracting Party, treatment with respect to such organization
participation, including the right to control and manage,
manage, as
as favorable
favorable as
as
that which is or may hereafter be accorded to its own nationals,
corporations
associations.
corporations and associations.
3. Corporations and associations
associations of either High Contracting Party
Party
organized and participated
participated in, including those controlled and those
organized
those
managed, by nationals, corporations
corporations and associations
associations of the other
other
High Contracting
Contracting Party pursuant to the rights and privileges
privileges enumerated in the preceding
preceding paragraph
paragraph shall be permitted
permitted to engage in
in and
and
processing, scientific,
scientific, edueducarry on such commercial, manufacturing,
manufacturing, processing,
cational, religious and philanthropic activities within the
the territories
territories of
of
which
they are
orthe High Contracting Party under the laws of
of which they
are organized
ganized upon the same terms as corporations and
and associations
associations of
of such
such
participated
in,
including
High Contracting
Contracting Party organized
organized and
and participated in, including
those controlled and those managed, by its own nationals,
nationals, corporations
corporations
and associations, in conformity with the applicable
applicable laws and regulations, if any, which are or may hereafter be
be enforced
enforced by the duly
constituted authorities.
constituted
ARTICLE
V
ARTICLE V
Exploration for
Exploration
for and
and
Contracting Party hereafter
Should either High Contracting
in
hereafter accord rights in
exploitation
minerexploitation of
of mineral resources.
resources.
al
respect of exploration
exploration for and exploitation
exploitation of mineral resources
resources in
in
Pat, p.
p. 1323.
1323.
Pod,
territories to nationals, corporations
its territories
corporations or associations
associations of
of any
any third
country, such rights shall be accorded to nationals, corporations
corporations or
or
associations of the other High Contracting
Contracting Party, in conformity with
the applicable laws and regulations,
regulations, if any, which are or may hereafter be enforced
enforced by the duly constituted
constituted authorities.
ARTICLE
ATICLE VI
VI
Protection
of perProtection of
persons and
property.
sons
and property.

1. Throughout the whole extent of the territories of each High Con1.
tracting
tracting Party the nationals
nationals of the other High Contracting
Contracting Party
Party shall
shall
receive the most constant protection and security for their persons and
property, and shall enjoy in this respect the full protection
security
protection and
and security
required
required by international
international law. To these ends, persons accused
accused of
crime shall be brought to trial promptly, and shall enjoy all the rights
and privileges which are or may hereafter
hereafter be accorded
accorded by the laws
and regulations enforced by the duly constituted
constituted authorities; and nanationals of either High Contracting
Contracting Party, while within the custody
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of
Contracting Party,
receive
Party, shall receive
High Contracting
the other
other High
authorities of the
of the authorities
reasonable and humane
humane treatment.
"nationals"
In so far as the term "nationals"
treatment. In
reasonable
where used in this paragraph
paragraph is applicable in relation to property it
where
include corporations
corporations and associations.
shall be construed to include
2. The property of nationals, corporations
corporations and associations
associations of either
either
Party shall not be taken within the territories of
High Contracting
Contracting Party
the other High Contracting Party without due process of law and
without
compensation. The
effective compensation.
the prompt payment of just and effective
without the
recipient
compensation shall, in conformity
conformity with such aprecipient of
of such compensation
paragraph
plicable laws and regulations
regulations as are not inconsistent
inconsistent with paragraph
3
permitted without interference
interference
of this
this Treaty,
Treaty, be permitted
Article XIX of
3 of Article
the
exchange, in the
obtaining foreign
foreign exchange,
compensation by obtaining
to withdraw the compensation
currency
Contracting Party
recipient is a
a
Party of
of which such recipient
High Contracting
currency of the High
national, corporation
corporation or
favorable terms
upon the most favorable
or association, upon
national,
applicable to such currency
application therefor is filed,
currency at the time application
provided application
application is made within one year after receipt of the comprovided
pensation to which
which it
allowing
it relates. The High Contracting Party allowing
pensation
such
withdrawal
reserves
the
right,
if
it
deems
necessary,
to allow
allow
necessary,
such withdrawal reserves the right,
such
withdrawal in reasonable
instalments over aa period not to exreasonable instalments
such withdrawal
ceed three years.
ceed
3. The
corporations and
and associations
of either
either High Conassociations of
3.
The nationals,
nationals, corporations
tracting
territories of the other High
throughout the territories
tracting Party shall throughout
Contracting Party receive
receive protection and security with respect to the
Contracting
matters enumerated
enumerated in paragraphs
paragraphs 1
1 and 2
2 of this Article, upon compliance with
laws and
any, which
which are or may
if any,
and regulations,
regulations, if
the laws
with the
pliance
hereafter be enforced
enforced by the duly constituted
constituted authorities,
authorities, no less
hereafter
than
protection and security
which is or may hereafter
hereafter be acsecurity which
the protection
than the
corded
associations of such other
other
corporations and associations
to the nationals,
nationals, corporations
corded to
High
Party and
and no
hereis or
or may
may herewhich is
no less
less than that which
Contracting Party
High Contracting
corporations and associations
associations of
nationals, corporations
the nationals,
be accorded
accorded to the
after be
any
any third country.
corporations and associations of either High Con4. The nationals, corporations
tracting
enjoy freedom of access to the courts of justice
tracting Party
Party shall enjoy
and to
administrative tribunals and agencies
agencies in
the territories of
in the
to administrative
and
the
other High
High Contracting
Contracting Party, in all
degrees of jurisdiction
jurisdiction estaball degrees
the other
lished by law, both in pursuit and in defense of their rights; shall be
at liberty
to choose
choose and employ lawyers, interpreters and representaat
liberty to
tives
in
the
prosecution
and defense
defense of their rights before such courts,
tives in the prosecution and
tribunals
and
agencies;
and
permitted to
all these
exercise all
to exercise
shall be
be permitted
tribunals and agencies; and shall
rights
and
privileges,
in
conformity
with
the
applicable
laws
and
rights and privileges, in conformity with the applicable laws and
regulations,
if
any,
which
are
or
may
hereafter
be
enforced
by
the
regulations, if any, which are or may hereafter be enforced by the
duly constituted
constituted authorities,
favorable than
than the terms
no less
less favorable
on terms
terms no
authorities, on
duly
which
corporations
which are or
or may hereafter be accorded to the nationals, corporations
Contracting Party and no less
and associations of such other High Contracting
favorable than are
hereafter be
be accorded to the nationals, corare or may hereafter
favorable
associations of any third country. Moreover, corporaporations and associations
tions and
and associations
associations of either High Contracting
which do
do
Contracting Party which
tions
not have aa permanent
branch or agency within the
establishment, branch
permanent establishment,
not
territories of
Contracting Party shall be permitted to
other High Contracting
of the
the other
territories
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"Nationals".

Post,
Post, p.
p. 1315.
1315.

naProtection of nationals,
corporations,
tionals, corporations,
etc.

of
Access to courts of
justice.
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exercise
rights and
accorded by
by the
sentence
exercise the
the rights
and privileges
privileges accorded
the preceding
preceding sentence
upon the filing, at
at any
any time
prior
to
appearance
before
such
courts,
time prior to appearance before such courts,
tribunals or agencies, of
of reasonable
particulars
required
by
the
laws
tribunals
reasonable particulars required by the laws
and
regulations
of
such
other
High
Contracting
Party
without
and regulations of such other High Contracting Party without any
any
requirement of registration
registration or
or domestication.
case of
domestication. In
In the
the case
of any
any
controversy susceptible
controversy
susceptible of settlement
settlement by arbitration, which involves
involves
corporations or
associations of
both High
nationals, corporations
or associations
of both
High Contracting
Contracting ParParties and is covered by aawritten agreement
agreement for
arbitration,
such agreeagreefor arbitration, such
ment shall be accorded
accorded full faith and credit
credit by
the courts
courts within
within the
the
by the
territories of each High Contracting
Contracting Party, and
the
award
or
deciand the award or decision of the arbitrators
arbitrators shall be accorded
accorded full faith
faith and
the
and credit
credit by
by the
courts within the territories of the High
Party in
in which
High Contracting
Contracting Party
which
it
it was rendered, provided the arbitration
were conducted
arbitration proceedings
proceedings were
conducted
in good faith and in conformity with the agreement for arbitration.
arbitration.
Auricnn
ARnTICi VII
VII
Buildings,
Buldings,
tion.
tioW

protec-

The dwellings, warehouses,
warehouses, factories,
factories, shops, and
and other places of
of
business, and all premises thereto
buciness,
thereto appertaining,
appertaining, of the nationals,
corporations and associations
corporations
Contracting Party,
associations of
of either High
High Contracting
Party,
located in the territories of the other High Contracting
Contracting Party, shall
not be subject to unlawful entry or molestation.
molestation. There shall not be
be
made any visit to, or any search of, any such dwellings,
dwellings, buildings or
premises, nor shall any books, papers or
therein be
or accounts
accounts therein
be examined
examined
or inspected,
inspected, except under conditions
conditions and in
with proproin conformity
conformity with
cedures no less favorable than the conditions and procedures
procedures prescribed
prescribed
for nationals, corporations
corporations and associations
associations of
of such other
other High
High ConContracting Party under laws and regulations enforced
tracting
enforced by the duly
duly
constituted
constituted authorities
authorities within the territories
thereof. In
In no
territories thereof.
no case
case
shall the nationals,
nationals, corporations
corporations or associations
associations of either
either High
High ConContracting
tracting Party in the territories of
Contracting Party
of the other High Contracting
Party
be treated
treated less favorably
favorably with respect
respect to the foregoing matters than
the nationals, corporations
corporations or associations of any third
Any
third country.
country. Any
visit, search, examination
examination or inspection which may be permissible
permissible under
under
the exception
exception stated in this Article
Article shall be made with due regard
for, and in such a
a way as to cause the least possible interference
interference with,
occupants of such dwellings,
the occupants
dwellings, buildings
buildings or premises or
ordinary
or the
the ordinary
conduct of any business or other enterprise.
enterprise.

ArTICLE
ARTICLE VIII
VIII
Acquisition and disAcquisition
position of
of real
real propposition
property, ete.
eta.
arty,
Post, p.
p. 1823.
Po0t,
1323.

1. The nationals,
nationals, corporations
corporations and associations
associations of either High Contracting
Party shall be permitted to acquire, hold and dispose
tracting Party
dispose of
of real
real
and other immovable
other
immovable property throughout
throughout the territories
territories of the other
High Contracting Party subject to the conditions
conditions and requirements
requirements
as prescribed by the laws and regulations of such other High ConContracting
Party, and, subject to the provisions
provisions of the succeeding
tracting Party,
succeeding sensentence, the treatment accorded
accorded to such nationals, corporations
corporations and
and
associations
less favorable
associations shall not be less
favorable than that accorded
accorded to nationals,
nationals,
corporations and associations
third country. In the case
corporations
associations of any third
case of
of
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any state, territory or possession of the United
United States of
of America
America
which does not now or does not hereafter
hereafter permit the
the nationals,
nationals, corcorporations and associations
associations of the Republic
acquire, hold
Republic of China to
to acquire,
hold
or dispose of real and other immovable
immovable property upon
the same
same terms
upon the
terms
as nationals, corporations
corporations and associations
associations of the United States of
of
America, the provisions of the preceding
America,
preceding sentence
not apply.
apply. In
sentence shall
shall not
In
that case, the Republic of China shall not be obligated
to
obligated to accord
accord to
nationals of the United
United States of America domiciled in, and
to corporacorporaand to
tions and associations
associations of the United States of America created
created or
or
organized
under
the laws of, such state, territory or possession
organized
treatpossession treatment more favorable than the treatment
treatment which
which is or may hereafter
hereafter
be accorded
accorded within such state, territory
territory or
or possession
possession to
to nationals,
nationals,
corporations
corporations and associations of the Republic of China.
China.
2. If
a national, corporation or association
If a
association of either
either High ContractContracting Party, whether or not resident
resident and whether
whether or not
in
not engaged
engaged in
business or other activities within the
of the
the other
other High
High
the territories
territories of
Contracting Party, is on account of alienage
prevented by
alienage prevented
by the
the applicaapplicable laws and regulations
regulations within
territories from
succeeding as
as
within such
such territories
from succeeding
a national,
devisee, or as heir in the case of a
national, to real
immovable
real or other immovable
property
property situated therein, or
in such
such property,
property, then
then such
such
or to
to interests
interests in
national, corporation
corporation or association shall be allowed
allowed a
a term
term of
of three
three
years
years in which to sell such property or
term to
reaor interest,
interest, this
this term
to be
be reasonably
circumstances render
sonably prolonged if circumstances
necessary. The
The transrender it
it necessary.
transmission or receipt of such property shall be exempt from
from the
the payment
payment
of any estate, succession, probate
probate or administrative
administrative taxes
taxes or
or charges
charges
other or higher than those now or hereafter
in
hereafter imposed
imposed in like
like cases
cases
upon the nationals, corporations
corporations or associations of
the High
of the
High ContractContracting Party in whose territory
territory the property is
the interests
interests therein
therein
is or
or the
are situated. Moreover, such devisee or heir shall, in
conformity with
with
in conformity
such applicable
applicable laws and regulations
regulations as are
are not
not inconsistent
inconsistent with
with
paragraph 33 of Article XIX, be permitted
without interference
to
permitted without
interference to
withdraw the proceeds of the sale of such property, by
obtaining forby obtaining
foreign exchange, in the currency
currency of the High Contracting Party
which
Party of
of which
a national, corporation
the devisee is a
corporation or
association, or
which the
the
or association,
or of
of which
a national, during aaperiod not in excess
heir is a
excess of three years after
after
application
application therefor, upon the most favorable terms applicable
applicable to
to such
such
currency
currency at the time application
application for the withdrawal of such
such proceeds
proceeds
is filed, provided such application
application is made
year after
after
made within
within one
one year
receipt of the proceeds
proceeds of sale to which it relates.
3. Nothing in paragraphs
paragraphs 1
shall modify
modify or
1 and 22 of
of this
this Article
Article shall
or
supersede Article
Article IV of the Treaty of
11, 1943,
of January
January 11,
1943, between
between
America a.nd
the United States of America
Republic of
China for
Reand the Republic
of China
for the
the Relinquishment of Extraterritorial
Extraterritorial Rights in
in China
China and the
the Regulation
Regulation
of Related Matters or the paragraph
paragraph relating to that Article
Article in
in the
the
exchange of notes accompanying
accompanying that Treaty.
4. The nationals of either
either High Contracting
Contracting Party shall have full
full
power to dispose of personal property of every kind anywhere
within
anywhere within
the territories of the other High Contracting Party,
Party, by
testament, doby testament,
donation or otherwise and their heirs, legatees or donees, being
persons
being persons

Term
for sale
of
Term for
sale of
inherited, etc.,
etc., property.

Post,
1315.
Poet, p.
p. 1315.

Status of designated
designated
prior provisions.
57 Stat. 769.
769.

57 Stat.
Stat. 790.
Rights of disposal
disposal
and succession.
succession.
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of whatever
whatever nationality
nationality or corporations
corporations or
associations wherever
wherever
or associations
created or organized,
organized, whether
whether resident or non-resident
non-resident and
and whether
whether or
or
not engaged
engaged in business within the territories
territories of the High Contracting
Contracting
Party where such property is situated, shall succeed
property,
succeed to such property,
and shall be permitted to take possession thereof, either by themselves
themselves
or by others acting for them, and to retain or dispose
dispose of
their
of it
it at
at their
pleasure, exempt from any restrictions, taxes or charges
charges other
other or
or
higher than those to which the heirs, legatees or donees of nationals
of such other High Contracting
Contracting Party are or may hereafter
hereafter be subsubject in like cases. The nationals, corporations
corporations and
associations of
and associations
of
either High Contracting Party shall be permitted to succeed, as heirs,
legatees
legatees and donees, to personal
personal property
property of every kind within
within the
the
territories of the other High Contracting Party, left or given to
to them
by nationals of such other High Contracting
Contracting Party or
or by nationals
nationals
of any third country, and shall be permitted to take possession thereof,
thereof,
either by themselves
themselves or by others acting for them, and to retain
retain or
dispose of it
it at their pleasure, exempt from
or
from any
any restrictions,
restrictions, taxes
taxes or
charges other or higher than those to which
which the
the nationals,
corporanationals, corporations and associations of such other High Contracting Party are
or
are or
may hereafter
be
subject
in
like
cases.
Nothing
hereafter
in this paragraph
paragraph shall
be construed to affect the laws and regulations
regulations of either High
High ConContracting Party prohibiting or restricting
restricting the direct
indirect
ownerdirect or
or indirect ownership by aliens or foreign corporations
corporations and associations
associations of the shares
in, or instruments of indebtedness
indebtedness of, corporations
corporations and
and associations
associations
of such High Contracting Party carrying on particular
particular types
types of
of
activities.
5. The nationals,
corporations and associations
nationals, corporations
Conassociations of
of either
either High
High Contracting Party shall, subject to
paragraph 2
to the exception
exception in
in paragraph
2 of
of Article
Article
X, receive
receive treatment, in respect
respect of all matters which
relate to
the
which relate
to the
acquisition,
acquisition, holding, leasing, possession or disposition
disposition of personal
personal
property, no less favorable
favorable than the treatment
treatment which
or may
may hereherewhich is or
after be received
received by nationals, corporations
corporations and associations
associations of
of any
any
third country.
Awricnn IX
AaRTiCL
IX
Inventions,
Inventions, trade.
trademarks,
marks, trade names,
eto.
etc.

Post, p.
p. 1323.
13.
Pos,

The nationals, corporations
corporations and associations of either High
ConHigh Con-

tracting Party shall be accorded
territory of the other
tracting
accorded within the territory
other
Contracting Party effective protection in the exclusive
High Contracting
of
exclusive use of
inventions, trademarks and trade names, upon compliance with
with the
the
applicable
laws and regulations,
applicable la,ws
regulations, if any, respecting
respecting registration
registration and
and
other formalities
formalities which are or may hereafter
hereafter be enforced
enforced by the duly
constituted
authorities; unauthorized
constituted authorities;
unauthorized manufacture,
manufacture, use or sale
sale of
of such
such
inventions, or imitation
imitation or falsification of such trademarks and trade
trade
names, shall be prohibited, and effective
effective remedy therefor
therefor shall
shall be
be
provided by civil action. The nationals, corporations
associacorporations and
and associations of either High Contracting Party shall be accorded
throughout
accorded throughout
the territory of the other High Contracting Party effective protection
protection
in the enjoyment of rights with respect to their literary and
and artistic
works, upon compliance
compliance with the applicable laws
if
laws and regulations, if
any, respecting
respecting registration
registration and other formalities
formalities which are or may
may
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hereafter
enforced by the duly constituted
hereafter be enforced
constituted authorities;
authorities; unauthorunauthorized reproduction,
reproduction, sale, diffusion or use
such literary
use of such
literary and
and artistic
artistic
works shall be prohibited, and effective remedy
remedy therefor
be
therefor shall be
provided by civil action. In any case, the
the nationals,
nationals, corporations
corporations and
and
associations
associations of either High Contracting
Contracting Party
Party shall
shall enjoy,
enjoy, throughout
throughout
the territories
territories of the other High Contracting
all rights
rights and
Contracting Party,
Party, all
and
privileges of whatever
whatever nature in regard to
patents, tradeto copyrights,
copyrights, patents,
trademarks, trade names, and other
industrial propother literary, artistic
artistic and
and industrial
propcompliance with the applicable laws and regulations, if
erty, upon compliance
if
registration and other formalities
any, respecting
respecting registration
are or
formalities which
which are
or may
may
hereafter
hereafter be enforced
enforced by the
terms
the duly constituted
constituted authorities,
authorities, upon
upon terms
no less favorable
favorable than are or may
be accorded
accorded to
to the
the nanamay hereafter be
tionals, corporations
of such
such other
other High
corporations and associations of
High Contracting
Contracting
Party, and, in regard to patents, trademarks, trade names
and other
other
names and
industrial property,
industrial
are or
property, upon terms
terms no less
less favorable
favorable than
than are
or may
may
hereafter be accorded to the nationals, corporations
and associations
corporations and
associations
of any third
third country.
country.
ARTICLE X
X
ARTICLEI
1. The nationals of either High
Party residing
residing within
High Contracting
Contracting Party
within
the territories
territories of the other High Contracting
Contracting Party,
Party, and
and the
nationals,
the nationals,
corporations
corporations and associations of either High
Party enHigh Contracting
Contracting Party
engaged in business or in scientific,
scientific, educational,
or philaneducational, religious or
philanthropic
thropic activities
activities within the territories of the other High
Contracting
High Contracting
Party, shall not be subject to the payment of any internal
taxes, fees
fees
internal taxes,
or charges other or higher than those which are or may hereafter
hereafter be
be
imposed
regulations enforced
imposed by laws and regulations
enforced by the duly constituted
constituted
authorities
authorities upon the nationals, corporations
associations of
such
corporations and associations
of such
other High Contracting
Contracting Party. Moreover, in
corporain the case of
of corporations and associations specified in the preceding sentence, such taxes,
taxes,
fees or charges
charges shall not be imposed upon or measured
income,
measured by any income,
property, capital or other criterion
that
criterion of
of measurement
measurement in
in excess
excess of
of that
reasonably allocable or apportionable
apportionable to the territories of
reasonably
of such
other
such other
High Contracting Party.
2. The nationals, corporations
9.
corporations and associations
associations of
either High
High
of either
Contracting Party shall not be subject to the payment of any
any internal
internal
taxes, fees or charges imposed
imposed by laws and regulations
regulations enforced
enforced by
by
the duly constituted
constituted authorities
authorities within the territories
territories of the
the other
other
High Contracting
Contracting Party other or higher
those which
or may
may
higher than those
which are
are or
hereafter
hereafter be imposed upon the nationals, residents,
residents, corporations
corporations and
and
associations of any third country, except that
associations
foregoing proviprovithat the
the foregoing
sions of this paragraph
paragraph shall not apply
apply to any
respect
any advantage
advantage in
in respect
of internal
internal taxes, fees or charges which
or may
be granted
which is
is or
may hereafter
hereafter be
granted
to the nationals, residents, corporations
corporations or associations of
of any third
third
country, either (a) pursuant to legislation
the same
adlegislation extending
extending the
same advantage to all countries, or to the nationals, residents, corporations
corporations
or associations thereof, on the basis of reciprocity,
reciprocity, or (b) in a
a treaty
or other agreement
agreement concluded
concluded with such third country for the avoidavoidance of double taxation or the mutual protection
protection of
revenue.
of revenue.

Taxes, fees,
charges,
Taxes,
tees, charges,
eta.
etc.
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ARTICLE
XI
ARICLE XI
Treatment of comTreatment
mercial travelers.
travelers.

Commercial travelers
representing manufacturers,
manufacturers, merchants
merchants and
and
travelers representing
traders
traders domiciled in the territories
territories of either
either High
High Contracting
Contracting Party
Party
shall, on their entry into and sojourn
sojourn in the territories
other
territories of
of the
the other
High Contracting Party and on their departure
acdeparture therefrom,
therefrom, be
be accorded treatment
treatment no less favorable than
which is
than the treatment
treatment which
is or
or may
may
hereafter be accorded
commercial travelers
accorded to commercial
travelers of any third country
country
in respect of customs and other privileges
privileges and, subject to
to the
the exception
exception
in paragraph 22 of Article X, in respect of
of all
all taxes and
and charges
charges of
of
whatever denomination
applicable to
or to
samples.
denomination applicable
to them
them or
to their
their samples.

ARTICLE XII
XII
Freedom of worship.
worshp.

1. The nationals of either High Contracting
1.
Contracting Party shall, throughthroughout the territories
territories of the other High Contracting Party, be permitted
permitted
to exercise
conscience and freedom
exercise liberty of conscience
freedom of worship and to estabestablish schools for the education
education of their children, and they may,
whether
may, whether
individually, collectively or in religious or educational
educational corporations
corporations
or associations, and without annoyance
annoyance or molestation of any kind
kind
by reason of their religious belief or otherwise, conduct
religious
conduct religious
services and give religious or other instruction, either within their
their
own houses or within any other appropriate
that
appropriate buildings, provided
provided that
their religious and educational activities
activities are
contrary to
public
are not contrary
to public
morals and that their educational
conducted in
coneducational activities
activities are conducted
in conformity with the applicable laws and regulations,
regulations, if
are
if any,
any, which
which are
or may hereafter be enforced
enforced by the duly constituted
constituted authorities.
authorities.
2. The nationals
nationals of either High Contracting Party shall be permitted within the territories
territories of the other High Contracting
Contracting Party
to bury their dead according to their religious customs in suitable
and convenient
convenient places which are or may hereafter be
established and
and
be established
maintained for the purpose, subject to the mortuary
mortuary and sanitary
laws and regulations, if any, which are or may hereafter
hereafter be enforced
enforced
by the duly constituted authorities.
3.
Places of
of worship and cemeteries
3. Places
cemeteries shall be held in respect
respect and
free from disturbance
profanation.
disturbance or profanation.
Awricrz
ARTICLE XIII

Civil liablity
liability for innjuries
Jlris or
or death.
deth.

With respect
respect to that form of protection
protection granted within the territories of either High Contracting Party by the applicable laws estabtories
lishing civil liability for bodily injuries or for death, and giving to
to
dependents of an injured person a
relatives or heirs or dependents
a right of action
or aa pecuniary compensation,
compensation, such relatives or heirs or dependents
or
dependents
national of either High Contracting
of the injured person,
person, himself a
anational
Contracting
Party and injured within any of the territories of the other High
Contracting Party, shall, regardless of their alienage
alienage or residence
Contracting
residence
outside of the territory
territory where the injury occurred, enjoy the same
rights and privileges
privileges as are or may hereafter
rights
hereafter be granted under like
conditions
conditions to nationals
nationals of such other High Contracting Party.
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ARTICLE XIV
ARTICLE

1. The nationals of each High Contracting Party shall be exempt
1.
from compulsory military or naval training or service
service under the jurisContracting Party, and shall also be exempt
diction of the other High Contracting
exempt
from all contributions in money or in kind imposed in lieu thereof.
thereof.
2. During
any period
period of
time when
when both
the High
During any
of time
both of
of the
High Contracting
Contracting
Parties are, through military
military or naval action in connection with which
which
general compulsory
there is general
compulsory military or naval service, (a) enforcing
measures against the same third country
pursuance
country or
or countries in
in pursuance
maintenance of international
international peace and secuof obligations
obligations for the maintenance
concurrently conducting hostilities against the same third
rity, or (b)
(b) concurrently
country or countries,
countries, provisions
provisions of paragraph
paragraph 1
country
1 of this Article shall
either High
not apply. However, in such an event the nationals of either
Contracting Party
Contracting
Contracting
Party in
in the territory
territory of the other
other High Contracting
declared their intention to acquire
acquire the nationalParty, who
who have
have not
not declared
Contracting Party, shall be exempt from miliity of such other High Contracting
service under
jurisdiction of such
tary or naval
naval service
under the
the jurisdiction
such other High ConConreasonable time prior to their induction
tracting Party if within aa reasonable
for such service they elect, in lieu of such service, to enter the military
or
or naval
naval service of the High
High Contracting
Contracting Party of which they are naContracting Parties will make
tionals. In
In any such situation the High Contracting
the necessary arrangements
arrangements for giving
giving effect to the provisions
provisions of this
paragraph.
paragraph.
Nothing in this Article shall be construed
construed to affect
affect the right of
3. Nothing
either High Contracting
Contracting Party to debar from acquiring its citizenship
exemption in accordance
accordance with
who seeks and obtains exemption
ship any
any person who
1 or 22of this Article.
of paragraph
paragraph 1
the provisions
provisions of

Exemption from
from
Exemption
military service.

ARTICLE XV
The
Contracting Parties reaffirm
reaffirm their adherence
adherence to aa proThe High Contracting
gram of
purposes and policies, open
participation by all other councounopen to participation
of purposes
gram
tries
designed to bring about an expansion of internatries of
of like
like mind, designed
tional trade on a
directed to the elimination
elimination of all
all
a broad basis, and directed
forms
of discriminatory
discriminatory treatment
restrictions in
in
and monopolistic
monopolistic restrictions
treatment and
forms of
international
commerce.
international commerce.

1393, 1398.
Post, pp. 1393,

ARTICLE XVI
ARTICrL
XVI
1. In all matters relating
relating to (a)
(a) customs duties and subsidiary
1.
charges
method
charges of every
every kind imposed on imports or exports and the method
of
and
the rules, formalities,
formalities, and
(b) the
duties and charges, (b)
of levying
levying such duties
charges
imposed in connection
clearing of
of articles through
with the clearing
connection with
charges imposed
the
(c) the taxation, sale, distribution
distribution or use within the
the customs,
customs, and (c)
country
of imported
imported articles
articles and
of articles
intended for
exportation,
for exportation,
and of
articles intended
country of
Contracting Party shall accord
accord to articles the growth, prodeach High Contracting
uce or
Party, from
from whatContracting Party,
the other
other High Contracting
of the
or manufacture
manufacture of
uce
exportation to the terdestined for exportation
arriving, or
or to articles destined
ever place
place arriving,
whatever route,
Contracting Party, by whatever
ritories of such other High Contracting
treatment no
treatment which
which is or may herefavorable than the treatment
no less
less favorable
treatment

Duties, etc..
etc., mostfavored-nation
favored-nation treatment.
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after be accorded to like articles
the growth,
articles the
growth, produce
produce or
or manufacture
manufacture
of, or destined for, any third country. If
Government of
of either
either
If the
the Government
High Contracting
Contracting Party requires documentary
documentary proof
proof of
origin
of
imof origin of imported articles, the requirements
Ported
requirements imposed
imposed therefor
shall be
be reasontherefor shall
reasonable and shall not be such as to
to constitute
an unnecessary
hindrance
constitute an
unnecessary hindrance
trade.
to indirect
indirect trade.
2. With respect
respect to the matters referred
referred to
to in
paragraph 11of
in paragraph
of this
this
Article, the nationals, corporations
Article,
corporations and
and associations,
vessels and
and carcarassociations, vessels
goes of either High Contracting Party
be accorded,
accorded, within
Party shall
shall be
within the
the
territories of the other High
Party, treatment
treatment no
no less
High Contracting
Contracting Party,
less
favorable than is or may hereafter
favorable
hereafter be accorded
coraccorded to
to the
the nationals,
nationals, corporations and associations, vessels and cargoes
porations
any third
third country.
country.
cargoes of
of any
In all matters relating to (a) customs
In
customs duties
and subsidiary
subsidiary charges
duties and
charges
of every kind imposed on imports or
or exports
exports and
and the
the method
of levylevymethod of
ing such duties and charges,
charges, (b) the
ing
charges
the rules,
rules, formalities,
formalities, and
and charges
imposed in connection with the
imposed
of articles
articles through
the clearing
clearing of
through the
the cuscustoms, and (c)
(c) taxation within the
country of
of imported
imported articles
the country
articles and
and
of articles
articles intended
intended for exportation, the
the nationals,
nationals, corporations
corporations and
and
associations of either
associations
either High Contracting
Contracting Party
be accorded,
accorded,
Party shall
shall be
within the territories of the
other High
High Contracting
Contracting Party,
Party, treatment
treatment
the other
no
favorable than the treatment
no less
less favorable
treatment which
is or
may hereafter
acwhich is
or may
hereafter be
be accorded to the nationals, corporations
corporations and
and associations
associations of
of such
such other
other
High Contracting
Party.
Contracting Party.
3. No prohibition
prohibition or restriction of
kind shall
shall be
imposed by
by
of any
any kind
be imposed
either High
High Contracting Party on the importation,
either
distribution or
or
importation, sale,
sale, distribution
use of
use
of any article the growth, produce
produce or
or manufacture
manufacture of
of the
the other
other
High Contracting
High
Contracting Party, or on the exportation
exportation of
any article
desof any
article destined for the territories
territories of
the other
other High
High Contracting
Contracting Party,
Party, unless
of the
unless
the importation, sale, distribution or
or use
of the
like article
article the
the growth,
growth,
use of
the like
produce
produce or manufacture
manufacture of all third countries,
the exportation
exportation of
countries, or
or the
of
the
like article to all third countries,
countries, respectively,
the like
respectively, is
similarly prois similarly
prohibited or restricted.
restricted.
4. If
If the
the Government
4.
Government of either High
Contracting Party
Party imposes
imposes
High Contracting
any
quantitative regulation
any quantitative
regulation on the importation
or exportation
exportation of
of any
any
importation or
article, or on the sale, distribution or
or use
any imported
imported article,
article, it
it shall
shall
use of
of any
as aacustomary
customary practice
as
practice give public notice of
or value
of the
the total
total quantity
quantity or
value
of such article permitted
permitted to be
imported, exported,
be imported,
exported, sold,
sold, distributed
distributed
or
a specified
specified period, and of
or used
used during a
change in
such quantity
of any
any change
in such
quantity
or
or value.
value. Furthermore,
Furthermore, if
if either High Contracting
Contracting Party
Party allots
allots aa
share
of such
such total
quantity or value
share of
total quantity
value to any third country,
it shall
shall allot
allot
country, it
to the
the other
other High Contracting
Contracting Party, with respect
to
respect to
article in
to any
any article
in
which
which the
the latter
latter has an important
important interest, unless it
it is
mutually agreed
agreed
is mutually
to dispense
dispense with such an allotment, aashare based
to
upon the
based upon
the proportion
proportion
of
the total
or in the
of the
total quantity
quantity or value supplied by, or
case of
exports aa
the case
of exports
share
share based
based upon the proportion
proportion exported
exported to,
of such
to, the
the territories
territories of
such
other High
High Contracting
other
Contracting Party during a
a representative
representative period,
period, account
account
being
taken in
being taken
in so far as practicable of any special
special factors
which may
may
factors which
have
affected
or may
may be
affecting the trade in that article.
have affected or
be affecting
article. The
proThe pro.
visions of this
paragraph relating
visions of
this paragraph
relating to
to imported articles shall also apply
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in respect
respect of limitations upon the quantity or value of any article perspecified rate of duty
imported free of duty or tax, or at aaspecified
mitted to be imported
or tax.
ARTICLE
XVII
ARTICLE XVII

regulations of administrative
1.
administrative authorities
authorities and decisions
decisions of
1. Laws, regulations
Contracting Party
administrative or judicial authorities of each High Contracting
administrative
pertaining to the classification of articles
articles for customs purposes
purposes or to
pertaining
manner as to
rates of duty shall be published promptly in such aa manner
become acquainted with them. Such laws, regulaenable traders to become
tions and decisions shall be applied uniformly at all ports of the respective High Contracting Parties except as is or may hereafter be
otherwise
specifically provided
provided for in statutes of either High Conotherwise specifically
its
tracting
Party
with
respect
importation of articles
articles into its
tracting Party with respect to the importation
territories and possessions.
insular territories
2. No
No administrative
administrative ruling
ruling by
by the
the Government
Government of either High
2.
Contracting Party
effecting advances
advances in
in rates of duties or charges
Party effecting
Contracting
applicable under an established
established and uniform practice to imports
applicable
originating
territories of the other High Contracting
Contracting Party, or
in the territories
originating in
importations,
requirement with respect to such importation.-,
imposing any new requirement
as aageneral rule be applied to articles the growth, produce or
shall as
manufacture
Contracting Party already en route
manufacture of the other High Contracting
at
the time
of publication
publication thereof in accordance
accordance with paragraph
paragraph 1;
time of
at the
provided that, if
Contracting Party customarily exempts
if either
either High Contracting
provided
from
such new or
entered for consumpobligations articles entered
or increased
increased obligations
from such
a period of
tion or
or withdrawn
consumption during a
warehouse for consumption
from warehouse
withdrawn from
tion
practice shall be
thirty days after the date of such publication, such practice
considered full
full compliance
compliance with this paragraph. The provisions of
considered
this paragraph
paragraph shall
shall not apply to
administrative orders imposing
to administrative
this
antidumping
duties,
relating
to
regulations
for the protection of
to
regulations
relating
or
duties,
antidumping
relating
health,
or
human,
animal
or
plant
life
health,
or
relating
to public safety, or
human,
giving effect to judicial decisions.
decisions.
3. Each
High Contracting
Party shall
shall provide some procedure,
Contracting Party
Each High
3.
administrative,
judicial
or
otherwise,
under
which the nationals, coradministrative, judicial or otherwise, under which
porations
and
associations
of
the
other
High
Contracting Party,
Party, and
porations and associations of the other High Contracting
importers of articles the growth, produce
produce or manufacture
manufacture of such
importers
other High
Contracting Party, shall be permitted to appeal against
High Contracting
other
fines and
and penalties
penalties imposed
imposed upon
by the
the customs authorities,
them by
upon them
fines
confiscations by
authorities on
by such authorities and rulings of such authorities
confiscations
questions of
of customs
customs classification
classification and
and of
valuation of articles
articles for
of valuation
questions
customs purposes.
purposes. Greater
penalties shall not be imGreater than nominal penalties
customs
posed by either High Contracting Party in connection with any importation by
by the
associations of the other
corporations or associations
nationals, corporations
the nationals,
portation
High Contracting
connection with the importation of
Contracting Party, or in connection
High
articles
the growth,
growth, produce
or manufacture
manufacture of
of such other High Conproduce or
articles the
tracting
Party, because
of errors
errors in
documentation which are obviously
in documentation
because of
tracting Party,
clerical in
origin or
regard to which good faith can be established.
or with regard
in origin
clerical
4.
The
Government
of
High Contracting
Party will
accord
will accord
Contracting Party
each High
4. The Government of each
Government
as
representations
sympathetic
consideration
to
such
representations
the
Government
sympathetic consideration

Publication of laws,
l"aws
regulations, etc.

relbUsation

Fines and penalties.

Fines andpenalties.
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of the other High Contracting
with respect
to the
the
Contracting Party may make with
respect to
operation or administration
or restricoperation
administration of import or
or export
export prohibitions
prohibitions or
restricquantitative regulations, customs regulations
formalities,
tions, quantitative
regulations or formalities,
regulations for
protection of human, animal
animal
or sanitary laws or regulations
for the protection
or plant life or health.
ARTICLE XVIII
XVIII
ARTICLE
Internal
Internal taxation
taxation of
imports.

Post, p. 1324.

1. Articles the growth, produce
manufacture of either High
1.
produce or manufacture
High ConConContracting Party, imported
imported into
into the territories
territories of the
the other
other High
High Contracting Party, shall be accorded treatment with
with respect
respect to
to all
all matters
affecting internal taxation no less favorable
favorable than the treatment which
is or may hereafter be accorded to like articles the growth, produce
produce
or manufacture
manufacture of such other High Contracting
Contracting Party.
2. Articles grown, produced
produced or manufactured
territories
manufactured within the territories
of either High Contracting
Contracting Party in whole or in part by nationals,
nationals,
corporations
associations of the other High
Contracting Party, or
corporations and associations
High Contracting
by corporations
corporations and associations
associations organized or participated
participated in by such
such
nationals, corporations
corporations and associations,
associations, shall be accorded within
within
such territories
territories treatment with respect to all matters affecting
affecting internal
internal
taxation, or exportation from such territories, no less favorable
favorable than
accorded to
the treatment which is or may hereafter
hereafter be accorded
to like
like articles
articles
grown, produced
or
manufactured therein in whole or in part
produced
manufactured
part by
nationals, corporations
corporations and associations of the High Contracting
Contracting
Party within the territories of which the articles are grown,
gro wn, produced
produced
or manufactured,
organized or
manufactured, or by corporations
corporations and
and associations
associations organized
or
participated in by such nationals,
nationals, corporations
participated
corporations and associations.
associations. The
articles specified in the preceding
preceding sentence shall not in any case receive
receive
treatment less favorable than the treatment
treatment which is or may hereafter
hereafter
be accorded
accorded to like articles grown, produced
manufactured in
in whole
whole
produced or manufactured
or in part by nationals, corporations
corporations and associations of
of any
third
any third
country, or by corporations and associations organized
organized or participated
participated
in by such nationals, corporations
corporations and associations.
associations.

ARTICLE
ARTICLE XIX
XIX
International payments; financial
financial transtrans
actions.
actions.

1.
If the Government
Government of either High Contracting
1. If
Contracting Party establishes
establishes
or maintains any form of control of the means of international
international paypayment or of international
international financial transactions, it shall accord fair and
equitable
equitable treatment to the nationals, corporations
corporations and associations
associations and
and
commerce
commerce of the other High Contracting
Contracting Party with respect to
to all
aspects
aspects of such control.
2. The Government
establishing or maintaining
Government establishing
maintaining such control shall
payment
impose no prohibition,
prohibition, restriction or delay on the transfer
transfer of payment
for any article the growth, produce or manufacture
manufacture of the
the other High
High
Contracting Party which is not imposed on the transfer of payment
payment
Contracting
for the like article the growth, produce or manufacture
manufacture of any third
country. With respect to the rates of exchange
exchange and with respect to
taxes or charges on exchange
exchange transactions, articles the growth, produce
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or
other High
Contracting Party shall be accorded
accorded
High Contracting
the other
of the
manufacture of
or manufacture
may
or
treatment
no
less
favorable
than
the
treatment
which
is
heretreatment no less favorable than
after
be
accorded
to
like
articles
the
growth,
or
manufacture
produce
after be accorded to like articles the growth,
of any
paragraph shall also
provisions of this paragraph
The provisions
country. The
third country.
any third
of
extend
payments necessary for or
application of such control to payments
the application
to the
extend to
incidental to
of articles the growth, produce
produce or manuimportation of
the importation
to the
incidental
facture
other High
In general, any such
Contracting Party. In
High Contracting
the other
of the
facture of
control
shall be
be administered
administered so
as not to influence
influence to the disadvantage
so as
control shall
of
other High
High Contracting
Contracting Party
relationships
competitive relationships
the competitive
Party the
the other
of the
between
the growth,
growth, produce or manufacture
manufacture of such other
other
articles the
between articles
manor
the
High
Contracting
Party
and
like
articles
growth,
produce
articles
like
and
Party
Contracting
High

ufacture
any third country.
of any
ufacture of
3.
In
all
that
relates to
to the
the transfer
transfer of profits, dividends, interest,
3. In all that relates
to
payments
for
imported
articles,
and of other funds, to loans and to
payments for imported articles, and
terthe
any
other
international
financial
transactions,
either
between
terbetween
either
transactions,
any other international financial
ritories of
of the
two High
High Contracting
between the territories
or between
Parties or
Contracting Parties
the two
ritories
of
the
High
Contracting
Party
the
Government
establishes
of the High Contracting Party the Government of which establishes
this
or
maintains
the
control
referred
to
in
paragraph
1
of
Article
and
1
or maintains the control referred to in paragraph
establishing
Government
the
of any
any third
third country, the Government establishing or
territories of
the territories
maintaining
the
control
shall accord
accord to
to the nationals, corporations
maintaining the control shall
and
of the
the other High Contracting
Contracting Party treatment no
associations of
and associations
less favorable
favorable than
than the
the treatment
hereafter be actreatment which is or may hereafter
less
corded to
its own
corporations and
associations, and no less
and associations,
nationals, corporations
own nationals,
to its
corded
favorable
than the
treatment which
hereafter be accorded
which is or may hereafter
the treatment
favorable than
to
the nationals,
nationals, corporations
corporations and
and associations
third country
associations of any third
to the
which
make or
or receive
receive like
like transfers
and loans,
loans, and which are parties
transfers and
which make
to like
transactions, between
countries.
territories of the same two countries.
the territories
between the
like transactions,
to

maintaining such control
Moreover,
the Government
control
Government establishing or maintaining
Moreover, the
the
associations
shall
accord
to
the
nationals,
corporations
and
associations
of the
corporations
nationals,
the
to
shall accord
any
other
High
Contracting
Party,
in
all
that
to
such
transrelates
that
all
in
Party,
other High Contracting
fers, loans
and other
territories of the two
between the territories
transactions between
other transactions
loans and
fers,
High
Contracting
Parties,
treatment
no
less
favorable
than the treatfavorable
less
no
treatment
Parties,
High Contracting
to
ment
which
is
or
may
hereafter
accorded
the
nationals,
corporaaccorded
be
hereafter
ment which is or may
tions
and
associations
of
any
third
country
which
make
or
receive
country
third
any
tions and associations of
transactions,
like
like
transfers
and
loans,
and
which
are
parties
transactions,
to
parties
are
like transfers and loans, and which
Government
between the
territories of
Contracting Party the Government
High Contracting
the High
of the
the territories
between
of
which
establishes
or
maintains
the
control
and
territories
of
territories
the
and
of which establishes or maintains the control
paragraph
such
third
country.
The
treatment
accorded
paragraph
shall
this
by
such third country. The treatment accorded
apply to
to the
of exchange
any prohibition,
prohibition, restriction,
to any
and to
exchange and
rates of
the rates
apply
delay,
tax
or
other
charge
on
the
transfers,
delay, tax or other charge on the transfers, loans and other transactions
covered by
by this
this paragraph;
paragraph; and
treatment shall apply
such treatment
and such
actions covered
whether
the
transfers,
loans
and
other
transactions
whether the transfers, loans and other transactions take place directly
or
or intermediaries
intermediaries in
countries
a country or countries
in a
intermediary or
an intermediary
through an
or through
be adshall
not
parties to
to this
Treaty. In
general, any
any such control
In general,
this Treaty.
not parties
High
other
the
of
ministered
as not
not to
influence to
disadvantage
the disadvantage
to the
to influence
so as
ministered so
Contracting Party
Party the
competitive relationships
relationships between
between the nationals,
nationals,
the competitive
Contracting
corporations and
such other
other High Contracting Party
of such
associations of
and associations
corporations
and
corporations and
country.
of any third country.
associations of
and associations
nationals, corporations
the nationals,
and the
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Monopoliex
Monopolie; agencies.
agencie
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1.
1. If
If the Government
Government of either High Contracting
Contracting Party
Party establishes
establishes
maintains a
importation, exexor maintains
a monopoly or public agency for the
the importation,
portation,
distribution or
article,
portation, purchase,
purchase, sale, distribution
or production
production of
of any article,
exclusive privileges
or grants exclusive
privileges to any agency
agency to import,
import, export,
export, purpurchase, sell, distribute or produce any article, such
such monopoly or
or
agency shall accord to the commerce
commerce of the other High Contracting
Contracting
Party fair and equitable
equitable treatment
treatment in respect of its purchases
purchases of
of artiarticles the growth,
growth, produce or manufacture
manufacture of foreign
foreign countries
countries and
and its
its
destined for foreign countries. To this end
sales of articles
articles destined
end the monopoly or agency shall, in making such purchases
any
purchases or
or sales
sales of any
article, be influenced solely by considerations, such as price, quality,
marketability, transportation
marketability,
transportation and terms of purchase or sale,
sale, which
which
would ordinarily
ordinarily be taken into account
account by a
aprivate commercial
commercial enterprise interested solely in purchasing
purchasing or selling such article on the most
most
favorable terms. If
Contracting
If the Government
Government of either
either High Contracting
Party establishes or maintains a
monopoly or agency for
a monopoly
for the sale of
of
any service or grants exclusive privileges to any
agency to sell
any agency
sell any
service, such monopoly
monopoly or agency shall accord fair and equitable
equitable treatment to the other High Contracting
Contracting Party
to the
nationals, corParty and
and to
the nationals,
corporations, associations and commerce
commerce thereof in respect of transactions
transactions
involving such services
services as compared
treatment which
is or
compared with the treatment
which is
or
may hereafter be accorded
accorded to any third
third country
and
to
the
nationals,
country and to the nationals,
corporations, associations
corporations,
associations and commerce
commerce thereof.
2. The Government
Contracting Party, in the awardGovernment of each High Contracting
ing of concessions
concessions and other contracts, and in the purchasing
suppurchasing of supplies, shall accord
equitable treatment to the nationals,
accord fair and equitable
corporations
corporations and associations
associations and to the commerce
commerce of the other High
Contracting Party as compared
or may
may
compared with the
the treatment
treatment which is
is or
hereafter
hereafter be accorded to the nationals, corporations
associations
corporations and associations
and to the commerce of any third country.
ARTICLE
XXI
ARTICLE XXI

Freedom
eom Freedom of
of commeroe and navigation.
Nationality
of vesNationality of
vesels.

"Vessela."
"Vessels."

1. Between the territories of the High Contracting
1.
Contracting Parties
there
Parties there
shall be freedom
freedom of commerce
commerce and navigation.
2. Vessels under the flag of either High Contracting
Contracting Party, and
carrying the papers required
required by its national law
of nationalnationallaw in proof of
ity, shall be deemed to be vessels of that High Contracting
Contracting Party both
both
within the ports, places and waters of the other High Contracting
Contracting
Party and on the high seas. As used in this Treaty, "vessels"
"vessels" shall
be construed
construed to include all vessels of either High Contracting
Contracting Party
whether privately
privately owned or operated
operated or publicly owned or operated.
However, the provisions
of
this
Treaty other than this paragraph and
provisions
paragraph 55of Article XXII shall not be construed to accord rights
to vessels of war or fishing vessels of the other High Contracting
Contracting
Party; nor shall they be construed
construed to extend to the nationals,
nationals, corporacorporations and associations, vessels and cargoes
cargoes of, or to articles the growth,
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produce
produce or manufacture of, such other High Contracting Party any
any
privileges restricted
fisheries or
products
special privileges
restricted to national fisheries
or to
to the
the products
thereof.
3. The vessels of either High Contracting
shall have
Contracting Party shall
have liberty,
liberty,
equally with the vessels of any third country,
country, to
come
to come with
with their
their
cargoes to all ports, places and waters of the other High
Contracting
High Contracting
hereafter be
commerce and
Party which are or may hereafter
be open to
to foreign commerce
and
navigation.
ARTICLE XXII
1.
Party shall,
shall,
1. The vessels
vessels and cargoes of either
either High
High Contracting
Contracting Party
within the ports, places and waters of the other High Contracting
Contracting
Party, in all respects be accorded
accorded treatment
favorable than the
treatment no less
less favorable
the
treatment accorded to
cargoes of
such
High Conto the
the vessels and
and cargoes
of such other
other High
Contracting Party, irrespective
irrespective of
of the
the port
port of
the port
of
tracting
of departure
departure or
or the
port of
destination of the vessel, and irrespective
irrespective of
of the
origin
or
the
destinathe origin or the destination of
of the
the cargo.
cargo.
2. No duties of tonnage,
tonnage, harbor, pilotage, lighthouse, quarantine,
of whatever
whatever kind
or other similar or
or corresponding
corresponding duties
duties or charges,
charges, of
kind
denomination, levied in
of the
or denomination,
in the
the name or
or for the
the profit of
the governgovernment, public functionaries, private
private individuals, corporations
corporations or
or establishments of any kind, shall be imposed in the
the ports, places
places and waters
waters
of either High Contracting
Contracting Party
High
Party upon the
the vessels of the
the other
other High
Contracting Party, which
under the
which shall
shall not
not equally
equally and
and under
the same
same conconditions be imposed
imposed upon
upon national vessels.
vessels.
3. No charges upon passengers,
passengers, passenger
freight
passenger fares
fares or tickets, freight
moneys paid or to be paid, bills of lading, contracts
contracts of
of insurance
insurance or
or
re-insurance,
relating to the employment
re-insurance, no conditions relating
employment of
of ship
ship brokbrokno other
other charges
ers, of whatever
whatever nationality,
nationality, and no
charges or
or conditions
conditions of
of
to accord
accord any
advantage
any kind, shall
shall be imposed
imposed in
in aaway tending to
any advantage
either High Contracting
Contracting Party as compared
to vessels of either
compared with
with the
the
vessels of the other High Contracting Party.
waters of
of each
each High
High Contracting
Contracting
4. Within the ports, places and
and waters
may hereafter
be
open
to
foreign
commerce
and
Party which are
are or may
hereafter be open to foreign commerce and
navigation,
competent pilots
shall
be
made
available
to
take
the
vessels
navigation, competent
pilots shall be made available to take the vessels
of the other
other High Contracting
Contracting Party
into and
out of
places
Party into
and out
of such
such ports,
ports, places
and waters.
If a
avessel of either
Party shall
shall be
be forced
by
5. If
either High
High Contracting
Contracting Party
forced by
stress of weather or
refuge in
in
or by reason
reason of any
any other distress
distress to
to take
take refuge
any of the ports, places
places or
Contracting Party
or waters of the
the other
other High
High Contracting
Party
not open to foreign
it shall
shall receive
friendly
foreign commerce and
and navigation,
navigation, it
receive friendly
treatment and assistance
for repair
assistance and such supplies
supplies and
and materials
materials for
repair
as may be necessary
paragraph shall
shall apply
necessary and available. This
This paragraph
apply to
to
vessels of war and fishing vessels, as well as to vessels as defined
defined in
paragraph
paragraph 22of Article XXI.
XXI.
6. In
In no case shall
accorded to
to the
the vessels
shall the treatment
treatment accorded
vessels and
and cargoes
cargoes
of either High Contracting
Contracting Party with respect
respect to
to the
the matters referred
referred
to in this Article be less
favorable than the
treatment which
which is
or may
may
less favorable
the treatment
is or
hereafter
accorded to
the vessels
vessels and
and cargoes
of any
country.
hereafter be accorded
to the
cargoes of
any third
third country.

Vessels and cargoes,
cargoes,
reciprocal treatment.
reciprocal
treatment.
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ARTICLE
ARTICLE XXIII
XXIII

Bounties,
backs
Bounti
tc.es, drawdrawe
backs,,
etc.

1. It
1.
It shall be permissible, in the vessels of
either High
of either
High Contracting
Contracting
Party, to import into the territories
territories of the other
High
Contracting
other High Contracting
Party, or to export therefrom, all articles which
it is
is or
may hereafter
which it
or may
hereafter
be permissible
permissible to import into such territories, or to
be
export
to export therefrom,
therefrom,
in the
the vessels of such other High Contracting
in
Contracting Party,
Party, without
without being
being
liable to any other or higher duties or charges
liable
whatsoever than
than if
if such
charges whatsoever
such
articles were imported
imported or exported
articles
exported in vessels of such other
other High
ConHigh Contracting Party.
2. Bount i
es, drawbacks and other privileges of this nature of what2.
Bounties,
drawbacks and other privileges of this nature of whatever kind or denomination
denomination which are or may hereafter
hereafter be
be allowed,
allowed, in
in
the territories of either High Contracting
Contracting Party, on
on articles
articles imported
imported
or exported in national
national vessels shall also and
like manner
manner be
allowed
and in
in like
be allowed
on articles imported or exported
exported in vessels of the other
High
other High ConContracting Party.
ARTICLE
XXIV
ARTICLE XXIV

tions
o car
ceargoesa
1a
Dischar
geof
par1. Vessels of either High Contracting
shall be
be permitted
permitted to
to
Contracting Party
tions
of
goes
at
Party shall
open ports.
discharge
portions of cargoes at any ports, places or
open ports ,
discharge portions
waters of
of the
the
or waters
other High Contracting Party which are or
be open
to
or may hereafter
hereafter be
open to
foreign commerce and navigation, and to proceed
foreign
with the
the remaining
proceed with
remaining
portions
portions of such cargoes to any other such ports,
places or
or waters,
ports, places
waters,
without paying other or higher
higher tonnage dues or
or port
port charges
charges in
in such
such
cases than would be paid by national vessels in like circumstances,
and
circumstances,
and
1.narling
Loadig.
they shall
they
shall be permitted
permitted to load in like manner,
manner, in
in the
the same
same voyage
voyage
outward,
outward, at the various ports, places and waters which are
are or
or may
may
hereafter
hereafter be open to foreign
foreign commerce
commerce and navigation. The
vessels
The vessels
and cargoes of either High Contracting
Contracting Party shall
be accorded,
shall be
accorded, with
with
respect to the matters referred
referred to in this paragraph,
paragraph, treatment
treatment in
the
in the
ports,
places
and
waters
of
the
other
High Contracting Party
ports, places
Party no
no less
less
favorable than the treatment which is or may hereafter
favorable
hereafter be
be accorded
accorded
to the vessels and cargoes of any third country.
country.
Iland
navaton;
Should
either
High
Inland
navigation;
2.
Contracting
Party
the rights
of ininContracting
Party accord.
coasting trade.
accord-the
rights of
land
navigation
or
coasting
trade
to
vessels
of
land navigation or coasting
any third country
country such
rights would similarly
similarly be accorded
accorded to the
of the
other High
High
the vessels of
the other
Contracting
Contracting Party. The coasting trade and inland
inland navigation
navigation of
of each
each
High Contracting Party are excepted
from the
of naexcepted from
the requirement
requirement of
national treatment
according to the laws
tional
treatment and are to be regulated according
laws of
of
each High
High Contracting
each
Contracting Party in relation
relation thereto.
It is
thereto. It
is agreed,
agreed, howhowever, that
ever,
that vessels of either High Contracting
Contracting Party shall
within
shall enjoy
enjoy within
the territory
territory of the other High Omtracting
with respect
respect to
to the
the
Contracting Party
Party with
coasting
trade and inland navigation treatment as
coasting trade
as favorable
favorable as
as the
the
treatment
treatment accorded
accorded to the vessels of any third country.
Trade bebecountry. Trade
tween
either
High
Contracting
Party
and
its insular territories
tween either High Contracting
territories or
or
possessions shall be considered
possessions
considered coasting trade
trade within
the meaning
meaning
within the
of this paragraph.
paragraph.
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ARTICLE
ARTICLE XXV
XXV
There shall be freedom of transit through the territories
territories of
of each
each
High Contracting Party by the routes most convenient
convenient for
for internanationals of
tional transit (a)
(a) for persons,
persons, whether
whether or
or not
not they are
are nationals
of
the other High Contracting
Contracting Party, together
together with their
their baggage, didirectly or indirectly
indirectly coming from or going to the territories
territories of such
other High Contracting
Contracting Party, (b)
(b) for persons who
who are
are nationals
nationals of
of
the other High Contracting
Contracting Party, together with their baggage,
baggage, reregardless of whether
whether they are coming from or
territories
or going
going to
to the
the territories
of such other High Contracting Party, and (c)
articles directly or
(c) for articles
territories of
High
indirectly coming from
from or going to
to the territories
of such
such other
other High
Contracting Party. Such persons, baggage
baggage and articles in
transit
in transit
shall not be subject to any transit duty, to any unnecessary
unnecessary delays
delays
or restrictions, or to any discrimination
discrimination in
in respect
charges, facilirespect of
of charges,
facilities or any other matter; and all charges and regulations
prescribed
regulations prescribed
in respect of such persons, baggage
baggage or articles shall be reasonable,
reasonable,
having regard to the conditions of
traffic. Except as
of the
the traffic.
as may hereafter be agreed by the High Contracting
Contracting Parties with respect to nonnonstop flight by aircraft, the Government
Government of either High
High Contracting
Contracting
Party may require
require that such baggage and articles be entered at the
the
proper customhouse and that they be kept in customs custody
whether
whether or not under bond; but such baggage and articles shall be
customs duties
exempt from all customs
duties or similar
similar charges if
if such
such requirerequirements for entry and retention
retention in customs
customs custody are complied with
exported within one year and satisfactory
satisfactory evidence
and if they are exported
evidence
of such exportation
exportation is presented
presented to the customs authorities.
authorities. Such nanationals, baggage, persons and articles shall be
accorded treatment
treatment with
be accorded
with
respect to all charges, rules and formalities
formalities in
transit
in connection
connection with transit
favorable than the treatment
no less favorable
treatment accorded to the nationals
nationals of
any third country, together
together with their baggage,
baggage, or to persons and
and
articles coming from or going to the territories of any third country.
country.

Freedom of
of transit.
Freedom
transit.

ARTICLE XXVI
XXVI
ARTICLE
1. Nothing
Nothing in this Treaty shall be construed to
1.
to prevent the adoption
adoption
measures:
or enforcement
enforcement of measures:
(a) relating
relating to
to the
the importation
importation or
exportation of
gold or
silver;
(a)
or exportation
of gold
or silver;

Gold or silver.
slver.
.Post,
1324.
Pod, p. 1324.

(b) relating
arms, ammunition
ammunition and
and implements
implements of
of
(b)
relating to
to the
the traffic
traffic in
in arms,

Arms, etc.

Ooldor

Arms, etc.

exceptional circumstances,
circumstances, all other military
war, and, in exceptional
supplies;
supplies;
relating to the exportation
exportation of national treasures of historical,
(c)
historical,'1 etc.National
treasures,
National treasures,
(c) relating
archaeological
or
artistic
value;
archaeological or artistic value;
(d) necessary
pursuance of
of
(d)
necessary in pursuance
of obligations
obligations for the maintenance
maintenance of
international
international peace and
and security,
security, or
or for
for the protection of
of the
the
essential interests
interests of the country in
national emergency;
emergency;
in time of national
or
(e) imposing
exchange restrictions
ArtiExchange
(e)
imposing exchange
restrictions in
in conformity with
with the
the ArtiExchange restrierestriccles of Agreement
des
International Monetary
Monetary Fund, signed
signed
Agreement of the International
ti
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December 27, 1945,
Party
1945, so long
long as
as the
the High
High Contracting
Contracting Party
imposing the restrictions
Fund, provided
provided
restrictions is aamember
member of
of the
the Fund,
that neither High Contracting Party shall
shall utilize
its privileges
privileges
utilize its
under
under section 3
3 of Article VI or section 2
2 of
of Article XIV
XIV of
of
such Agreement
Agreement in such aamanner as to impair
impair any
any of
proof the
the provisions of this Treaty.

2. Subject to the requirement
requirement that,
that, under
like circumstances
under like
circumstances and
and
conditions,
conditions, there shall be no arbitrary discrimination
discrimination by
High
by either
either High
Contracting Party against the other High Contracting
Party or
or
Contracting Party
against the nationals, corporations, associations, vessels or
commerce
or commerce
thereof, in favor of any third country or the nationals, corporations,
corporations,
associations, vessels or commerce
commerce thereof,
thereof, the provisions of
Treaty
of this
this Treaty
shall not extend to prohibitions
prohibitions or restrictions:
restrictions:
(a) imposed
(a)
imposed on moral or humanitarian
humanitarian grounds;
grounds;
(b) designed to protect human, animal, or plant life or health;
health;
(c) relating to prison-made
(c)
prison-made goods;
goods; or
or
(d) relating to the enforcement of police
police. or revenue laws.
laws.
3. The provisions of this Treaty according treatment
treatment no
no less favorfavorable than the treatment
treatment accorded
not
accorded to any third
third country
country shall
shall not
apply to:
(a) advantages
advantages which are or may hereafter
hereafter be accorded
accorded to ad(a)
adjacent countries in order to facilitate
facilitate frontier
frontier traffic;
traffic;
(b) advantages accorded by virtue of aa customs union of
of which
which
Contracting Party may, after consultation
either High Contracting
consultation with
with
the Government
Government of the other High Contracting Party,
become
Party, become
a member so long as such advantages
a
extended to
to any
any
advantages are not
not extended
country which is not a
a member of such
union; or
such customs union;
or
(c) advantages
advantages accorded
(c)
accorded to third countries pursuant to
to a
a multimultilateral
lateral convention
convention of general applicability,
including a
trade
applicability, including
a trade

area of substantial
area
substantial size, having as its objective
objective the liberalization
liberalization
and promotion
international trade or
promotion of international
international
or other
other international
economic intercourse,
intercourse, and open to adoption by all the United
United
Nations.

by

Advantages granted
by
U. 8.
terribo U.t
S. totoits
Its terrntories, etc. or to Cuba
torieteSeortoba
or the Philippines.
P p. 1324.
1
Post,
P
P.

a.S. tg
*

ri.

M.

Corporations engaged in political aotivities,, etc.

aortor
e

en-

4..The
this Treaty do not extend to advantages
4.
The stipulations
stipulations of this
advantages
now
hereafter be
now accorded
accorded or which may hereafter
be accorded
accorded by
by the
the United
United
States of
America, its territories or possessions
States
of America,
possessions or
Panama Canal
Canal
or the
the Panama

Zone
to one another,
Zone to
another, to the Republic of Cuba, or to the Republic
Republic of
of
tthe
Philippines. The provisions of this paragraph
tthe Philippines.
paragraph shall continue
continue
to
in respect
respect of
of any advantages
to apply
apply in
advantages which are or may hereafter
hereafter
be
by the
the United
be accorded
accorded by
United States of America, its territories or possespossessions
Canal Zone
Zone to one another,
sions or
or the
the Panama
Panama Canal
another, irrespective
irrespective of any
change
take place
change which
which may take
place in the political status of any of
of the
territories or
or possessions
possessions of the United States of America.
territories
5. The
The provisions
provisions of this Treaty shall not be construed to
5.
to accord
accord
any rights or privileges to corporations and associations engaged
in
any rights or privileges
to corporations and associations engaged in
political activities
or with
with respect to the organization
organization of or parpolitical
activities or
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ticipation in
corporations and
Moreover, each High
and associations.
associations. Moreover,
in such corporations
ticipation
Contracting Party reserves
reserves the right to deny any of the rights and
Contracting
privileges accorded
corporation or association
association
accorded by this Treaty to any corporation
privileges
created or
organized under the laws and regulations
regulations of the other High
created
or organized
Contracting Party
owned or controlled,
controlled,
indirectly owned
directly or indirectly
which is directly
Party which
Contracting
through majority stock ownership or otherwise, by nationals, corthrough
porations or
of any third country or countries.
associations of
or associations
porations
ARTICLE XXVII
Subject
limitation or
or exception
exception provided in this Treaty or
any limitation
to any
Subject to
hereafter
Governments of the High Conhereafter agreed upon between the Governments
tracting
Parties, the
Contracting Parties to
the territories of the High Contracting
tracting Parties,
which
extend shall be understood
understood to
to
this Treaty
Treaty extend
provisions of this
the provisions
which the
comprise
all areas
areas of land
sovereignty or auunder the sovereignty
water under
land and water
comprise all
thority
thority of either High Contracting Party, except the Panama Canal
Zone.
ATICLE
ARTICLE XXVIII
XXVIII

Areas affected.
affected.
Pot, p. 1384 et see.
Peat,
seq.

Any
between the
the Governments
Governments of the two High Contractdispute between
Any dispute
ing Parties
Parties as
as to
to the
interpretation or
application of this Treaty,
or the application
the interpretation
ing
which
satisfactorily adjust by
Contracting Parties can not satisfactorily
which the
the High Contracting
diplomacy,
shall be
International Court of Justice
to the International
submitted to
be submitted
diplomacy, shall
unless
High Contracting
Contracting Parties
settlement by some
to settlement
agree to
Parties shall agree
the High
unless the
other
pacific means.
other pacific

Disputes.

ARTICLE XXIX
XXIX
ARTICLE
1. This
This Treaty shall,
force, supersede provisions
its entry into force,
shall, upon its
1.
of the
America and
between the United States of America
treaties between
following treaties
of
the following
the
Republic of
of China in so far as such provisions have not previously
the Republic
terminated:
been terminated:
(a) Treaty
Treaty of Peace, Amity
Commerce, signed at Wang Hea,
Amity and Commerce,
(a)
July 3, 1844;
1844;
(b) Treaty of
Commerce, signed at Tientsin,
of Peace,
Peace, Amity and Commerce,
(b)
June 18, 1858;
(c) Treaty
Establishing Trade
Trade Regulations
at
signed at
and Tariff, signed
Regulations and
Treaty Establishing
(c)
November 8, 1858;
Shanghai, November
(d)
of Trade,
and Emigration,
Emigration, signed
signed at WashConsuls and
Trade, Consuls
Treaty of
(d) Treaty
ington, July 28, 1868;
(e) Immigration
at Peking,
Peking, November
November 17, 1880;
signed at
Treaty, signed
Immigration Treaty,
(e)
(f)
Treaty as
Commercial Intercourse
Judicial Procedure,
Intercourse and Judicial
as to
to Commercial
(f) Treaty
signed
at
Peking,
November
1880;
1880;
17,
November
Peking,
at
signed
(g) Treaty
Treaty as
to Commercial
Commercial Relations,
Relations, signed
signed ilt
OctoShanghai, Octoat Shanghai,
as to
(g)
ber
ber 8, 1903;
(h)
Treaty Establishing
Establishing Rates
Rates of Duty on Imports Into China,
(h) Treaty
signed
Washington, October 20, 1920;
signed at Washington,
(i)
Regulating Tariff
Tariff Relations,
Relations, signed at Peiping, July
(i) Treaty
Treaty Regulating
25, 1928.

Treaties superseded.
superseded.
Treaties

8
Stat. 692.
8 Stat.

12 Stat. 1023.

12 Stat. 1069.

16 Stat. 739.

22 Stat. 826.
828.
22 Stat. 828.

33 Stat. 228.
2208.

42 Stat. 1955.
1955.

45 Stat. 2742.
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2. Nothing
Nothing in this Treaty shall be construed
or restrict
restrict in
construed to
to limit
limit or
in
any way the rights, privileges
privileges and
advantages accorded
accorded by
and advantages
by the
the Treaty
Treaty
for the Relinquishment
Extraterritorial Rights
Relinquishment of Extraterritorial
in China
and the
the
Rights in
China and
Regulation
Regulation of Related Matters
Matters and accompanying
of notes
notes
accompanying exchange
exchange of
between
between the United States of America and the
Republic of
China
the Republic
of China
signed at
Washington on
on January
at Washington
January 11,
11, 1943.
1943.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE XXX
XXX

Ratification.
Ratification.

1. This Treaty shall be ratified, and the
the ratifications
ratifications thereof
thereof shall
shall
be exchanged at Nanking as
as possible.
possible.
as soon as
t
Entry
Entry into
Into force;
ores;
2. This
This Treaty shall enter into force
force on
day of
of the
the exchange
of
on the
the day
exchange of
duration.
duration.
PoM, D.. 138
Post,
3
1383
ratifications,
ratifications, [l]
[
1]and shall continue in
for a
period of
years
in force for
a period
of five
five years
from that day.
Termination.
Termination.
3. Unless
Unless one year before the expiration of
aforesaid period
of the aforesaid
period
of five years the Government
Government of either High Contracting
Contracting Party
Party shall
shall
Government of
have given notice to the Government
other High
Contracting
of the
the other
High Contracting
Party of intention to terminate this Treaty
upon the
the expiration
expiration of
Treaty upon
of
the aforesaid
the
aforesaid period, the Treaty shall continue in
in force
thereafter
force thereafter
until one year from the date on which notice
intention to
notice of
of intention
to termiterminate it
it shall have been given by either
nate
either High Contracting Party.
Party.
*
*
*
*
** *
*
**

Si
gnatures.
Signatures.

IN
IN wITNEss
wrrxEss WHEREOF the respective
respective Plenipotentiaries
signed
Plenipotentiaries have
have signed
this Treaty and have affixed hereunto
their seals.
seals.
hereunto their
Authentic lanAuthentic
lanDONE in duplicate,
DONE
duplicate, in the English and Chinese
Chinese languages,
languages, both
guages.
both
guages.
equally
equally authentic,
authentic, at Nanking, this fourth day of
November, one
thouof November,
one thousand
sand nine
nine hundred forty-six, corresponding
corresponding to the fourth day of
of the
the
eleventh month
month of the thirty-fifth year of the Republic
eleventh
Republic of
China.
of China.
[sEAL]
[sm]3

G~c~,

~z~,a

„&s..
7 3-K •
b-~

[SPALw

-dekk~
-d;-(

[sEAL]
[SEAL]

[8EAL]

Entered into
force Nov. 30, 198.
'Entered
into force
1048.
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PROTOCOL
PROTOCOL
At the moment of signing this day the Treaty of Friendship,
Friendship, ComComNavigation between
merce and Navigation
between the United States
of America
the
States of
America and
and the
undersigned Plenipotentiaries
Republic of China, the undersigned
Plenipotentiaries have
have agreed
agreed
upon the present
present Protocol which shall have the same validity as if
if
provisions were inserted in the text of the Treaty
Treaty to
it refers:
refers:
to which
which it

1. The provisions of Article II,
II, paragraph 1, shall
shall not
not be
be deemed
deemed
to affect the right of either High Contracting
Contracting Party to
to enforce
enforce statstatutes prescribing
reasonable requirements
requirements concerning
registraprescribing reasonable
concerning the registrait being understood
tion of aliens within its territories, it
understood that
that identity
identity
cards which are now or may hereafter
conhereafter be required
required by
by the duly
duly constituted authorities of such High Contracting Party
Party shall be valid
valid
throughout the entire extent of the territories of that High
High ContractContracting Party, and that treatment
treatment accorded to nationals of such other High
Contracting
Contracting Party with respect to such requirements
requirements shall
shall not be less
less
favorable
accorded to nationals
favorable than that accorded
nationals of any third country.
22 (a). Without prejudice to rights given elsewhere
elsewhere in
in the Treaty,

nt
Ants. D.
1301.
Ar
p. 130

Article
II, paragraph
Article II,
paragraph 2, refers only to rights and privileges
privileges to
to be
be

Ante, p.
Ae,
p. 1301.
1301.

enjoyed by nationals of either High Contracting
Contracting Party
Party as individuals,
of such
such nationals
form
and shall not be construed
construed to
to imply
imply the
the right
right of
nationals to
to form
corporations
corporations or associations
associations on the same terms as nationals of the other
other
Party.
High Contracting
Contracting Party.
(b) The words "not forbidden by the laws and
and regulations enenforced by the duly constituted authorities", as used in Article II,
II, paraconstrued to mean such prohibitory
graph 2, shall be construed
prohibitory laws and
reguand regulations as are applicable
applicable alike to nationals of the country and
and to
to nanationals of the other High Contracting
Contracting Party.
Party.
3. Rights in respect
respect of "exploration for and exploitation
exploitation of"
of" minmin-

eral resources as referred to
to in
in Article
Article V
V shall
shall be
be construed
construed to
to mean
mean
the rights to conduct mining enterprises
enterprises and
distinct
and operations, as
as distinct
from the ownership by nationals, corporations
corporations or associations
of one
one
associations of
in corporations
corporations or
associations
High Contracting Party
Party of interests
interests in
or associations
of the other High Contracting Party which
in
which are
are or
or may
may be engaged
engaged in
operations in the territory of such other High Contracting
mining operations
Contracting
Party.
4. The
The provisions of
of Article
Article VIII,
paragraph 1,
shall not
not be
be conVIII, paragraph
1, shall
construed to limit in any way rights or privileges accorded
other proaccorded in
in other
provisions of the Treaty with respect to real or other immovable
immovable property.
property.
5 (a).
(a). The
The word
word "unauthorized",
5
"unauthorized", as
in Article
Article IX,
shall be
be
as used
used in
IX, shall
construed to mean
mean unauthorized by
literby the owner of the industrial,
industrial, literary or artistic property
property in any
any given case.
case.
(b) The provision
provision in the
sentence and in
second sentence
sentence
the first
first sentence
in the
the second
IX, that "effective
of Article IX,
"effective remedy therefor
by
therefor shall be
be provided
provided by
81939-52-PT.
81939-52—pr.

u-3
-3

Ante,
p. 1304.
1304.
Ace, p.

Ante,
p. 130l
1306.
A nt e, p.

Ante,
1308.
Atc,p.
p.130a
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civil action"
action" shall not be construed to preclude remedies
other
remedies by
by other
than civil action if such remedies are
laws and
are provided
provided for
for by
by laws
and reguregulations which are or may hereafter
hereafter be enforced
enforced by the
the duly
duly constituted
constituted
authorities.
Poet,
Poat, p.
p. 1383.
1383.

Ante, p.
p. 1309.
1309.
Ante,

Ante, p.
1314.
Ante,
p. 1314.

Ante,
1315.
Ante, p.
p. 131.

Ante, p.
1318.
p. 131.

Ante,
Ante, p.
p. 1319.
1319.

Ante,
Ante, p.
p. 1320.
130.

(c)
either High
(c) So long as the laws and regulations of either
Contracting
High Contracting

nationals, corporations
Party do not accord to its own nationals,
associations
corporations and associations
protection against translations, the provisions of the third
third sentence
of Article IX shall not be construed
construed to obligate that High Contracting
Contracting
Party to accord to nationals, corporations
corporations or associations
the other
other
associations of
of the
High Contracting
Contracting Party protection
protection against translations.
6. Without prejudice
6.
prejudice to rights which are otherwise enjoyed or may
hereafter be enjoyed, the word "grown"
"grown" as used
used in Article
Article XVIII,
XVIII,
paragraph 2, shall not be construed to confer
confer any right upon nationals,
nationals,
corporations or associations of either High Contracting Party
to
Party to
engage in agriculture
agriculture within
within the territories
territories of
of the other
other High
High ConContracting Party.
7. The words "international
"international financial transactions",
transactions", as
as used
used in
in
Article
XIX, paragraph 3, shall be construed to include importation
Article XIX,
importation
or exportation
exportation of paper money and governmental
governmental securities, it
it being
being
understood that each High Contracting Party retains
retains the
right to
the right
to
adopt or enforce measures
measures relating to such importation or
or exportation,
exportation,
provided the measures do not discriminate
discriminate against nationals, corporacorporations and associations
associations of the other High Contracting Party in a
a manner contrary
contrary to the provisions of that paragraph.
paragraph.
8.
1 of Article XX shall not
8. The
The concluding
concluding sentence
sentence of
of paragraph
paragraph 1
be construed
construed to apply to postal services.
9.
The words
"gold or
paragraph
9. The
words "gold
or silver",
silver", as used in Article XXVI, paragraph
1, shall be construed
1,
construed to include bullion and coin.
10. Advantages
Advantages which are or may hereafter
hereafter be accorded
accorded by the
United States of America, its territories
territories or possessions
possessions or the Panama
Panama
Republic of Cuba or to the RepubCanal Zone to one another or to the Republic
lic of the Philippines as stipulated
in Article
XXVI, paragraph 4,
lic of the Philippines as
stipulated in
Article XXVI,
whenever extended
to
any
other
country,
shall
similarly be extended
extended
extended
to the Republic of China.
-
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AND
WHEREAS the Senate of the United States of
of America,
America, by
AND WHEREAs
by their
their
resolution of June 2, 1948, two-thirds
two-thirds of the Senators
Senators present
present concurring
curring therein,
therein, did advise and consent
consent to the ratification
ratification of
the said
of the
said
treaty
treaty and protocol, subject to the following reservation and
and underundernamely:
standings, namely:

"The Government
Government of the United States of America does not accept Section 5
5 (c)
(c) of the Protocol relating to protection against
against
translations of literary
literary and artistic works, and
and with the
the underunderstanding that United States interests in
interin this respect
respect will
will be
be interpreted in accordance
accordance with the provisions of the Treaty as to ComShanghai, October 8, 1903, until furmercial Relations
Relations signed at Shanghai,
furagreement concerning
translations are forthther negotiations
negotiations and agreement
concerning translations
forthcoming. The United States stands ready to enter
enter into
immediate
into immediate
negotiations with China for further improvement in
copyright
in copyright
relationships
relationships with particular emphasis upon the
the desire
desire of
the
of the
United States to afford protection
protection of translations.
translations. The Senate
Senate is
is
of the opinion that the protection
protection of the author or literary and artistic property in the exclusive right to translate or
the
or authorize
authorize the
translation
translation of his works is of importance as a
a matter of justice to
the author
author and is of equal importance
importance as a
means for
assuring a
a means
for assuring
a
true translation
translation and faithful presentation
presentation for peoples who must
remust receive it in a
a language other than the original.
day
original. Under
Under present
present day
conditions, such protection is essential to promote
promote effective
effective diffudiffusion of literary and artistic works and to encourage
encourage responsible
industries engaged in the production
production of
within aacountry.
of such
such works
works within
country.
"The Senate further
further understands that the Treaty does
oblidoes not obligate either party to extend most-favored-nation
most-favored-nation treatment
treatment with
with
respect to copyright."
respect

AND
AND WHEREAS
WHEREAS the
the texts
texts of
aforesaid reservation
reservation and
and underunderof the
the aforesaid

standings were communicated
communicated by the
United
the Government
Government of
of the
the United
Government of the Republic of China and
States of America
America to the Government
and
thereafter
Government of the Republic of
thereafter the Government
gave notice
notice of
of its
of China gave
its
acceptance
acceptance of the aforesaid
aforesaid reservation
reservation and understandings;
understandings;
AND
WHEREAS the said
AND WHEREAS
said treaty
treaty and
and protocol
protocol were
by the
the PresiPresiwere ratified
ratified by

1383

Advice and consent
consent
of Senate, with reserand undervation and
standings.

Ante, p. 1324.
1324.

33 Stat. 2208.

China's accept:uace
acceptance
of reservation
reservation and
and
understandings.
understandings.

Ratification.
Ratification.

dent of the United States of America on
November 8,
8, 1948,
1948, in
in puron November
pursuance of the aforesaid
aforesaid advice and consent of the Senate and
and subject
subject
to the aforesaid
aforesaid reservation
reservation and understandings, and were
ratiwere duly
duly ratified also on the part of the Republic
Republic of China;
AND WHEREAS
AND
WHEREAS the respective
respective instruments
instruments of
of ratification
ratification of
of the
said
the said
treaty and protocol were duly exchanged
November 30,
30,
exchanged at Nanking on November
1948, and aa protocol of exchange
exchange of
was
of instruments
instruments of
of ratification was
signed on that date by the respective plenipotentiaries
plenipotentiaries of the United
States of America
America and the Republic of China recording
recording the acceptance by the Government
Government of the Republic
of the
the aforesaid
Republic of China of
aforesaid
reservation
reservation and understandings;
understandings;
AND WHEREAS
WHEREAs it
provided in
in Article
XXX of
of the
said treaty
it is
is provided
Article XXX
the said
treaty that
that
the treaty shall enter into force on the day of
of the
the exchange
of
exchange of
ratifications;
ratifications;

Exchange
Exchange of ratificaratifclations.

Ante,
Ante. p. 1322.
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Proclamation.
Proclamation.

TAT.
[63 S
STAT.

THEBEFORE, be it known
Now, THEREFORE,
known that I, Harry
Harry S. Truman,
Truman, President
President
of the United States of America, do hereby proclaim and
and make
public
make public
the said treaty and accompanying
accompanying protocol, to the
end
that
the
the end that the same
same
and every article
article and clause thereof, subject to
the reservation
reservation and
and
to the
understandings
understandings hereinbefore
hereinbefore recited, may be observed
observed and
fulfilled
and fulfilled
with good faith by the United States of America
America and by
the citizens
by the
citizens
of the United States of America
America and all other persons subject
subject to
to the
the
jurisdiction
jurisdiction thereof.
IN
I
N TESTIMONY
TESTIMONY WHEREOF,
WHEREOF, IIhave hereunto
hereunto set
set my
my hand
hand and
and caused
caused the
the
Seal of the United States of America to be affixed.
affixed.
DoNE
Washington this twelfth day
DONE at the city of Washington
day of
of January
in the
January in
the
year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred
forty-nine
hundred forty-nine and
and
[SEAL] of the Independence
Independence of the United States of
[sEAL]
America the
of America
the
hundred seventy-third.
one hundred
seventy-third.

HARRY
HARRY S
S TRUMAN
TRUMAN
By the President:
President:
ROBERT A
ROBERT
A LovE'r
LOVETT
Acting Secretary
Secretary of State
State

Note in
in the English
English and
Note
and Chinese
Chinese Languages
Languages from the
the American
American
Ambassador to the Chinese
Ambassador
Chinese Minister
Minister for Foreign
Affairs
Foreign Affairs
AMERICAN
AMERICAN EMBASSY,
EMBASSY,

No.
No. 935

Nanking, November
09, 1948
1948
Nanking,
November 29,

EXCELLENCY:
ExcELT,rxcr:

Ante, p. 1321.
Aite,
1321.

Ante, p.
p.
Ate,

1299.
M9.

II have the honor to refer to Article XXVII
XXVII of
Treaty of
of
of the
the Treaty
Friendship,
Friendship, Commerce
Commerce and Navigation
between the
the United
United States
of
Navigation between
States of
America
Republic of China signed at Nanking
America and the Republic
Nanking on
4,
on November
November 4,
1946 and
to the
recent conversations
representatives of our
1946
and to
the recent
conversations between representatives
our
two Governments
Governments regarding the applicability
of the
provisions of
of the
the
applicability of
the provisions
aforesaid Treaty to the Trust Territory of the Pacific
Pacific Islands.
Islands.
In view of the special relationship
established with respect
relationship established
respect to
to the
the
Trust Territory
Territory of the Pacific Islands by
Agreement
by the Trusteeship
Trusteeship Agreement
approved by the Security Council
Council of the United Nations
on April
April 2,
2,
Nations on
1947, [
[1]
Government of the United States of
1]the Government
America proposes
of America
proposes
that: (1)
(1) the Treaty of Friendship, Commerce and Navigation
beNavigation between the United States of America
America and the Republic
Republic of
of China,
China, signed
signed
at
Nanking on November 4,
shall not apply to the Trust Terriat Nanking on November
4, 1946,
1946, shall
Territory of the Pacific Islands except to the
the President
the extent
extent that
that the
President of
of
the United
the
United States of America shall by proclamation
proclamation extend the
the provisions of the Treaty to such Trust Territory;
(2) the
the provisions
Territory; (2)
provisions of
of the
the
Treaty
Treaty according
according treatment no .less favorable
favorable than the
the treatment
treatment
accorded
to any third country shall not apply to advantages
accorded to
now
advantages now
accorded
or
may hereafter
hereafter be accorded by the United States of
accorded or which
which may
of
America or its territories and possessions,
possessions, irrespective
irrespective of
America
of any
any change
in their political status, to the Trust Territory
Territory of the
Pacific Islands.
the Pacific
Islands.
iu.
N.doe.
/318.
'U. N.
doc. S
S/318.

STAT.]
63 S
TAT.] CHINAFRIENDSHIP,COMMERCE,
COMMERCE ,NAVIGATIONNOV.4,
CHINA-FRIENDSHIP,
NAVIGATION-NOV.
4, 1946
1946

If
the foregoing
foregoing proposals
If the
proposals are
are acceptable
acceptable to
the Government
Government of
of the
to the
the
Republic
of China,
China, the
the Government
Government of
the United
United States
States of
of America
Republic of
of the
America
will consider this note and your reply
reply as
as placing
placing on
record the
on record
the underunderstanding of
the two
two Governments
in this
matter, with
effect from
the
standing
of the
Governments in
this matter,
with effect
from the
date
date of
of entry
entry into
of the
aforesaid Treaty.
Treaty.
into force
force of
the aforesaid
Please accept, Excellency,
the renewed
assurances of
Excellency, the
renewed assurances
of my
my highest
highest
consideration.
consideration.
J.
LEIGHTON S
J.LEIGHTON
TUART
STUART
His Excellency
His
Excellency
Dr.
ANG SHIH-CHIEH,
SIIIH-CHIEH,
Dr. W
WANG
Minister for
for Foreign
Affairs,
Minister
ForeignAffairs,
Ministry of
Foreign Affairs,
Ministry
of Foreign
Affairs,
Nanking.
Nanking.
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Note in
in the Chinese
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Chinese and
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Languages from the Chinese
Minister
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for Foreign
Foreign Affairs to the American Ambassador
Ambassador
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NANKING,
November 29,
NANKING, November
29, 1948
1948
EXCELLENCY:
EXCELLENCY:
IIhave the honor to acknowledge
acknowledge the
your note
note of
of today's
the receipt
receipt of
of your
today's
date which contains
contains the following
following proposals
proposals on
on the
the part
of
part of the
the GovGovernment
ernment of the United States of
of America
with respect
respect to
to the
applicaAmerica with
the applicability to the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands of
the Treaty
Treaty of
of the
of
Friendship, Commerce
Commerce and Navigation
Friendship,
Navigation between
between the
the Republic
China
Republic of
of China
and the United States of America
America signed at Nanking
Nanking on
on November
November 4,
4,
1946:
(1) the
the Treaty
Treaty of Friendship,
1946: (1)
Friendship, Commerce and Navigation
Navigation bebetween the United States
States of America
America and the
of China,
China, signed
the Republic of
signed
at Nanking on November 4, 1946,
1946, shall not
not apply
apply to
to the
the Trust
Trust Territory
Territory
of the Pacific Islands
the extent
Islands except to the
the President
President of
the
extent that
that the
of the
United States of America shall by proclamation
proclamation extend the provisions
provisions
of the Treaty to
Territory; (2)
(2) the
the provisions
of the
the
to such Trust
Trust Territory;
provisions of

Treaty according
according treatment
treatment no less favorable than
than the
the treatment
treatment acaccorded
corded to any third country
country shall
not apply
advantages now
shall not
apply to
to advantages
now acaccorded
be accorded
corded or which may hereafter
hereafter be
by the
States of
accorded by
the United
United States
of
America or its territories and possessions, irrespective
of any
any change
change
irrespective of
in their political status,
Trust Territory
of the
Pacific Islands,
Islands,
status, to
to the
the Trust
Territory of
the Pacific
IIhave the honor to inform you that the
the Government
Government of
the
Republic
of the Republic
of China accepts the foregoing
foregoing proposals
proposals and
and considers
considers your
your note
note
together
together with this reply as placing on
record the
the understanding
understanding of
of our
our
on record
two Governments
in
this
matter,
with
Governments
effect from
the date
from the
date of
of entry
entry
into force of the aforesaid
aforesaid Treaty.
Treaty.
Please accept, Excellency, the renewed assurances
assurances of
of my
my highest
highest
1

onsnqil
rart;nn
consideration.

Excellency
His Excellency
Dr. J.
J. LEIGHTON
TUART,
LEIHrrON S
STUART,

Ambassador Eztraordinary
Ambassador
Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary
Plenipotentiary
of the United
United States
States of
of America
America
to the
Republic of
the Republic
of China,
China,
Nanking.
Nanking.

63 STAT.]
CHINA-FRIENDSHIP,
63
STAT.] CHINA—
FRIENDSHIP ,COMMERCE,
COMMERCE,NAVIGATION-NOV.
NAVIGATION— NOV.4,
4, 1946
1946

1393
1393

in the English
and Chinese Languages
Note in
English and
Languages from
American Amfrom the
the American
Ambassador
to
the
Chinese
Minister
bassador
Minister for Foreign
ForeignAffairs
No. 936
No.
936
EXCELLENCY:
EXCELLENCY:

AMERICAN
EMBASSY,
AMERICAN EMBASSY,

Nanking, November 29,
1948
29, 1948

I have the honor to refer to Article
I
Article XV and paragraph
paragraph 3
of
3 (c)
(c) of
Article
Commerce and NavigaArticle XXVI of the Treaty of Friendship, Commerce
Navigation between the United States of America and
Republic of
of China
China
and the
the Republic
signed at Nanking
Nanking on November
signed
November 4, 1946,
1946, and to
it
is the
the
to state that
that it is
understanding
understanding of the Government
Government of the United States
States of
of America
America
that the provisions of the aforesaid
aforesaid Treaty
by
Treaty do
do not
not preclude
preclude action
action by
either of the parties thereto which is required
required or specifically
specifically permitted
permitted
by the General Agreement
Agreement on Tariffs and Trade
or by
by Chapter
Trade or
Chapter IV
IV
of the Havana
Havana Charter for an International
International Trade
Trade Organization,
Organization, [1]
[
1]
during such time as the party applying
applying such measures
is aacontracting
contracting
measures is
party to the General
General Agreement or is a
International
a member of
of the
the International
Trade Organization.
I should be glad if your Excellency
Excellency would confirm
I
confirm this
this understandunderstanding on behalf
Government of the Republic
behalf of the Government
of China.
Republic of
China.
Please accept,
accept, Excellency,
Excellency, the renewed
renewed assurances
assurances of
of my
highest
my highest
consideration.
His Excellency
Excellency
Dr.
Dr. WANG
W ANG S
HIH-CHIEH,
SHIH-CHIEH,
Minister for Foreign
Minister
Foreign Affairs,
Affairs,
Ministry
Ministry of Foreign
Foreign Affairs,
Affairs,
Nanking.
'Department
'Department of State
State publication
publication 3117.
3117.

J. .LEIoGTON
J
LEIGHTON STUART
STUART

Ante, p.
1311.
Ante,
p. 1311.
Ante, p. 1320.

61 Stat.,
Stat., Pts.
Pts.5 andd.
and 6.
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STAT.
[63
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Note
the Chinese
Chinese Minister
Note in
in the
the Chinese
Chinese and
and English
English Languages
Languagesfrom
from the
Minister
for
Foreign Affairs
Affairs to
to the
the American
American Ambassador
for Foreign
Ambassador
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[63 STAT.
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94Xe/en cilfk4s

NANKING,
November 29,
29,1948
NANIING, November
1948
EXCELLENCY:
ExCEItEaOy:

Ante,
pp. 1311,
AuM, pp.
1311, 1320.
1320.

61 Stat.,
Stat., Pts.
Pts. 5and.
5and 6.
61

acknowledge the receipt of your note of today's
IIhave the honor to acknowledge
date with respect to Article XV and paragraph
(c) of Article XXVI
paragraph 33(c)
XXVI
of the Treaty of Friendship, Commerce
Commerce and Navigation between the
Republic of China and the United States of America signed at Nanking on November
November 4,
1946, and to confirm
confirm that it is the understanding
4,1946,
understanding
of the Government
Government of the Republic of China that the provisions of
of
the aforesaid
aforesaid Treaty do not preclude action by either of the parties
thereto which is required or specifically
specifically permitted by the General
thereto
General
Agreement
Chapter IV of the Havana
Agreement on Tariffs and Trade or by Chapter
Charter for an International
International Trade Organization, [
1]during such time
[1]
as the party applying such measures is a
a contracting party to the
General Agreement
Agreement or is a
a member of the International
International Trade
Organization.
Organization.
renewed assurances
assurances of my
Please accept, Excellency, the renewed
my highest
highest
consideration.
consideration.

His Excellency
Excellency
Dr. J.
J. Imunrrox
STUART,
Dr.
LmIGHTON STUArT,
Ambassador Extraordinary
Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary
Ambassador
Plenipotentiary
of the United States of America
Amerioa
China,
to the
the Republic of
of China,
Nanking.
1 Department of
publication 3117.
'Department
of State publication

63 STAT.]
STAT.]

1399

MULTILATERAL-TELECOMMUNICATIONS-OCT.
MULTILATERAL- TELECOMMUNICATIONS--OCT.2, 1947

International
International Telecommunication
Telecommunication Convention,
Convention, final
protocol, and
final protocol,
and radio
radio
regulations.
October 2, 1947;
regulations. Signed at
at Atlantic City October
1947; signed on behalf
of the United States
States of America
America subject
certain declarations;
subject to certain
declarations;ratifiratification
June 2,
cation advised by the Senate
Senate of the United States of America June
1948; ratified
ratified by the President
1948;
United States of America June
June
President of the United
18, 1948; ratification
ratification of the United
United States of America deposited
deposited with
with
the
General of
Telecommunication Union
the Secretary
Secretary General
of the
the International
International Telecommunication
Union
July 17, 1948;
of
1948; proclaimed
proclaimed by the President
President of the United
United States of
194.9. And
America February
February 10, 1949;
1949; entered
entered into
intoforce January
January1,
1, 1949.
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additional protocols.
protocols.
additional
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THE UNITED
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UNITED STATES
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AMERICA
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a final
convention and a
WHEREAS
an international
international telecommunication
W
HEREAS an
telecommunication convention
signature were formulated
formulated and adopted at the International
International
protocol of signature
Telecommunication Conference
Telecommunication
Conference which met at Atlantic City from
October 2, 1947, inclusive, and were signed
July 22to October
signed at
at Atlantic
Atlantic City
City
French languages,
on October
October 2,
2, 1947, in
in the
the English
English and French
languages, by
by the
the respective delegates,
delegates, duly empowered,
empowered, of the United States of America
spective
America
countries represented
represented at the said Conference;
Conference;
and other countries
AND
wHERmAs radio
radio regulations
AND WHEREAS
regulations annexed
annexed to
to the
the aforesaid
aforesaid interinternational telecommunication
telecommunication convention were formulated
formulated and adopted
national
at the International
International Radio
Radio Conference
Conference which
which met
at Atlantic
Atlantic City
City
met at
from May 16 to October
October 2, 1947, inclusive, and were adopted at the
aforesaid International
Telecommunication Conference,
Conference, and were
aforesaid
International Telecommunication
Atlantic City on October
October 2, 1947, in the English and French
signed at Atlantic
languages, by the
respective delegates,
languages,
the respective
delegates, duly empowered,
empowered, of
of the
the United
United
States of America and other countries represented
represented at the said Conferences;
ences;
AND
the aforesaid
aforesaid convention,
convention, final
signature,
final protocol
protocol of
of signature,
AND WHEREAS
WHEREAS the
and
English and French languages,
languages, as
as certiradio regulations, in
in the English
and radio
fied
the Government
States of
America, are
are word
of America,
word
fied by
by the
Government of
of the
the United
United States
for
follows:
figure for
for figure as follows:
for word
word and figure
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Preambule
Preambule

En reconnaissant
reconnaissant pleinement A
En
a chaque pays le
droit souverain
de
le droit
souverain de
reglementer
t6elcommunications, les
reglementer ses telecommunications,
les plenipotentiaires
plenipotentiaires des
des GouGouvernements
vernements contractants ont, d'un commun
la Convencommun accord,
accord, arrete
arrete la
Convention
suivante, en vue d'assurer
fonctionnement des
tion suivante,
d'assurer le bon fonctionnement
des telecomtle6communications.
munications.

CHAPITRE
CHAPITRE

I
I

Composition, objet et structure de 1'Union
l'Union
Article I.1
Article
Composition
Composition de l'Union
l'Union
1.
L'Union internationale
telecommunications comprend
1. L'Union
international° des telecommunications
comprend des
des
Membres
Membres et des Membres
Membres associes.
associes.
2. Est Membre
Membre de l'Union:
l'Union:
a) tout
tout pays ou groupe de territoires
a)
territoires enumere
dans l'annexe
l'annexe 1,
enumere dans
1,
apres signature et ratification
ratification de la
ou adhesion
la Convention,
Convention, ou
adhesion
a cet
par le pays ou groupe
territoires, ou
cet Acte
Acte par
groupe de tenitoires,
ou pour
pour son
son
compte;
compte;
b) tout pays non enumere
enumere dans 1'annexe
l'annexe 1,
1, qui
qui devient
devient Membre
Membre
des
Nations Unies et adhere
a la prdsente
des Nations
adhere a
present° Convention,
conConvention, conformement aux dispositions
formement
dispositions de
de Particle
l'article 17;
17;
c) tout pays souverain,
souverain, non enum6r6
enumere dans
dans l'annexe
et non
non
l'annexe 1
1 et
Membre
des
Nations
Unies,
qui adhere
Membre
a la
adhere A
la Convention
Convention
conform6ment
conformement aux dispositions de Particle
sa
l'article 17,
17, apres
apres que
que sa
demande d'admission
qualit6 de
de Membre
demande
d'admission en qualite
de l'Union
Membre de
1'Union a
a
et6
été agr6ee
agreee par les deux-tiers
deux-tiers des Membres
Membres de
de l'Union.
l'Union.
3.
(1) Tous
participer aux
3. (1)
Tous les
les Membres
Membres ont le droit de participer
aux conferences
conferences
de l'Union
l'Union et sont eligibles a
A thus
tous ses
de
organismes.
ses organismes.
(2) Chaque
a droit A
A toutes les
(2)
Chaque Membre
Membre a
aune voix a
les conferences
conferences
de
l'Union
et
a
toutes
les
reunions
des organismes
de l'Union et a
organismes de
de 1'Union
l'Union dont
dont il
il
est membre.
membre.
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Preamble

While fully recognizing the sovereign
sovereign right of each country to regutelecommunication, the plenipotentiaries
late its telecommunication,
plenipotentiaries of the
the Contracting
Contracting
Governments have agreed to conclude the
Governments
Convention, with
with
the following
following Convention,
a view to ensuring the effectiveness
effectiveness of telecommunication.
a
telecommunication.

CHAPTER II

Composition, Functions
Composition,
Functions and
of the
Union
and Structure
Structure of
the Union
Article .11
Composition of the Union
1.
International Telecommunication
1. The International
Telecommunication Union shall comprise
comprise
Members and Associate Members.
Members.
Members
2. A Member
Member of the Union shall be:
a) any country or group of territories
territories listed in Annex 11upon
a)
ratification of, or accession
signature and ratification
accession to, this Convenbehalf;
tion, by it or on its behalf;

Members and As-

Members and Associate Members.

Post, p. 1481.

Post, p. 1481.

b) any country not listed in Annex 1
Member
1 which becomes aaMember
of the United Nations and which accedes to this Convention
Convention
in accordance
in
with Article
Article 17;
17;
accordance with

p 1435.
Post, p.

c) any sovereign
sovereign country
country not listed in Annex 1
1and not a
a MemMember of the United Nations which applies for membership
membership in
the Union and which, after having secured approval of such
application
application by two-thirds
two-thirds of the Members
Members of the Union,
Union,
Convention in accordance
accedes to this Convention
accordance with Article 17.
17.

3. (1)
(1) All Members shall be entitled to participate
participate in conferences
conferences
of the Union and shall be eligible for election to any of its
its organs.
organs.
Votes.
(2) Each Member
(2)
Member shall have one vote at any conference
conference of the
Votes.
Union and at any meeting of an organ of the Union of
of which it is
is aa
Member.

. 1435.
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4. Est Membre
Membre associe
associ6 de l'Union:
l'Union:
a) tout pays non Membre
Membre de l'Union
du paragraphe
paragraphe
l'Union aux termes
termes du
2 ci-dessus, dont la demande d'admission
2
d'admission a
Al'Union en qualite
qualit6
de Membre associe
associ6 est acceptee par la
majorito des
Membres
la majorite
des Membres
de l'Union
l'Union et qui adhere a
conformement aux
aux
a la Convention conformement
dispositions de Particle
l'article 17;
17;
b) tout territoire
territoire ou groupe
groupe de
n'ayant pas
pas Pentiere
de territoires,
territoires, n'ayant
1'entiere
responsabilit6
ses relations internationales,
responsabilite de sea
internationales, pour le compte
duquel un Membre de l'Union
presente
1'Union a
a signe et ratifie
ratifi6 la preente
Convention ou y
y a
a adhere conformement
conformement aux
dispositions
aux dispositions
des articles 17 ou 18, lorsque sa demande
demande d'admission
d'admission en
en
qualit6 de Membre
qualite
Membre associe, pr6sentee
pr6sentee par le Membre de
l'Union responsable, a
a ete
approuvee par
par la
is majorite
des
6et approuvee
majorite des
Membres de l'Union;
l'Union;
territoire sous tutelle dont la
c) tout texTitoire
is demande
demande d'admission en
en
qualite de Membre
Membre associ6
associe a
ete presentee
par les
lea Nations
Nations
a 6t6
present6e par
Unies et au nom duquel les
lea Nations links
adhere a
Unies ont
ont adh6ere
la Convention conformement
conformement aux
de l'article
Particle 19.
19.
aux dispositions
dispositions de
5. Les Membres
Membres associes
associes ont les m.eraes
obligations quo
memes droits et obligations
que lee
les
Membres de 1'Union.
Membres
l'Union. Toutefois, ils n'ont pas le droit de vote
vote dans
dans
les conferences
conferences on
ou autres organismes
organismes de l'Union.
l'Union. iLls
ls ne sont
sont pas eligiles organismes de l'Union dont lea
bles dans lea
Membres sont
design&
les Membres
sont designes
par lea
les conferences
conferences de plenipotentiaires
plenipotentiaires ou les
les conferences
administraconferences administra-

tives.
tives.

6. En application des dispositions des paragraphes
paragraphes 2, litt.
litt. c) et
et 4,
litt. a) et b) ci-dessus,
ci-dessus, si une demand°
de Membre
Membre
demande d'adhesion
d'adhesion en
en qualite
qualit6 de
ou de Membre
presentee dans l'intervalle
Membre associe est
eat presentee
Pintervalle de deux confeconferences
secretaire g6neral
rences de plenipotentiaires,
plenipotentiaires, le secretaire
general consulte
consult° lea
les Membres
Membres
de l'Union
un Membre sera considexe
consider6 comme s'6tant
de
l'Union et an
sietant abstenu s'il
n'a pas repondu
n's
repondu dans le delai
deal de quatre
quatre mois A
b. compter du jour
jour oil
oh ilil
aaete consulte.
consulte.
Article
Article 2
l'Union
Siege de l'Union
Le siege
site de I'Union
l'Union et de sea
organismes permanents
permanents est
eat axe
ses organismes
fixe aa
Geneve.
Geneve.
Article 33
Objet de 1'Union
l'Union
1. L'Union aapour objet:
1.
d'6tendre is
la cooperation
a) de maintenir et d'etendre
cooperation internationale
pour
internationale pour
l'amelioration et Pemploi
l'emploi rationnel des telecommunications
telecommunications
Pamelioration
de toutes sortes;
b) de favoriser le developpement
developpement de moyens
moyens techniques
techniques et leur
leur
exploitation la plus efficace, en vue d'augmenter
rended'augmenter le rendement des services de telecommunication,
telecommunication, d'accrottre
d'accrottre Jour
leur
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Member shall be:
4. An Associate Member
a) any country which has not
not become aaMember
Member of the
the Union
Union
in
paragraph 2
2 of
Article, by
by accedin accordance
accordance with
with paragraph
of this
this Article,
acceding to this Convention in accordance
accordance with Article 17, after
after
Associate Membership has received
its application for Associate
received
approval by a
amajority of the
Members of
the Union;
approval
the Members
of the
Union;
b) any
b)
any territory
territory or group of territories,
territories, not fully
fully responsible
responsible
for the conduct
conduct of its international relations,
relations, on
of
on behalf
behalf of
which this Convention has been accepted
accepted by a
aMember of the
Union
its
Union in accordance
accordance with Article 17
17 or
or 18, provided that
that its
application for Associate
Associate Membership
Membership is sponsored by
by such
such
Member,
application has
has received
Member, after the
the application
received approval
approval by
by aa
majority
Members
of
the
Union;
majority of the
the Members of the Union;
c) any trust territory on behalf of which the United Nations
Nations
has acceded
acceded to this Convention in accordance
accordance with Article
19, and the application
application of which
which for
for Associate
Associate Membership
Membership
has
sponsored by the United Nations.
has been sponsored

5. Associate
Associate Members
Members shall have
have the
the same
same rights and
and obligations
obligations
as
right
as Members of
of the Union, except that
that they
they shall
shall not
not have
have the
the right
to vote in any Conference
Conference or other organ of the Union. They shall
not be eligible
eligible for
for election
election to any organ
organ of the
the Union of
of which
which the
Members are elected by aaplenipotentiary
plenipotentiary or administrative conference.
Members
c) and 4
4 a) and b) above, if
6. For the purposes of paragraphs 22c)
an
application for Membership
Membership or Associate
Associate Membership
Membership is made
an application
during
between two
plenipotentiary conferences,
two plenipotentiary
conferences, the
during the
the interval
interval between
Secretary
consult the Members
Members of
of the Union;
Union; a
a Member
Member
Secretary General
General shall
shall consult
shall
be deemed
if he
he has
has not
not replied
replied within four
to have
have abstained
abstained if
shall be
deemed to
months after his opinion has been requested.
Article
Article 2
2
Seat
the Union
Union
Seat of
of the
The
Union and
and of
organs shall
at
shall be
be at
of its
its permanent
permanent organs
The seat
seat of
of the
the Union
Geneva.

Article 3
3
Purposes of the
the Union
Union
Purposes
are:
Union are:
1. The
The purposes of
of the Union
a) to
to maintain
maintain and
and extend
international cooperation
for the
a)
extend international
cooperation for
the
improvement
and rational
of all
all
telecommunication of
rational use
use of
of telecommunication
improvement and
kinds;
b)
technical facilities
facilities and
and their
their
development of
of technical
b) to
to promote
promote the
the development
most
improving the
most efficient
efficient operation
operation with aa view to
to improving
the effiefficiency of
of telecommunication
use.
services, increasing
increasing their
their usetelecommunication services,
ciency

1433.
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emploi et de gen4raliser,
Ie plus
generaliser, le
possible, leur
leur utilisation
utilisation
plus possible,
par le
public;
le public;
c) d'harmoniser
d'harmoniser les efforts des nations
vers ces
fins communes.
communes.
nations vers
ces fins
2. A
A cet effet et plus particulierement
particuliorement l'Union:
l'Union:
a) effectue
effectue l'attribution des frequences
et
fr6quences du
du spectre
spectre et
gistrement
gistrement des assignations de
frequences,
de
facon
de frequences, de fagon
ter les brouillages
bronillages nuisibles entre
entre les
les stations
stations de
de
communication des diff6rents
communication
differents pays;
pays;

Penrel'enrea eviA
6viradioradio-

b) favorise la collaboration
collaboration entre
entre ses Membres
Membres
Membres et
et Membres
l'6tablissement de
associes en vue de Petablissement
tarifs A
a des
de tarifs
des niveaux
niveaux
possible, compatibles
aussi bas que possible,
avec un
un service
service de
compatibles avec
de
bonne qualite et une gestion
gestion financiere
same et
indepenfinanciere saine
et ind6pendes telecommunications;
telecommunications;
dante des

c) provoque
provoque l'adoption
Padoption de mesures permettant
d'assurer la
sepermettant d'assurer
la scurite de la vie humaine par la cooperation
curite
cooperation des
des services
services de
de
telecommunication;
tel6communication;

procede a
A des 6tudes,
d) procede
etudes, elabore
des recommandations,
recommendations,
elabore des
recueille et publie
informations concernant
recueille
public des informations
concernant les
les telecomt6l6communications,
au
b6enfice
de
tous
les
Membres et
munications,
benefice
tons
Membres
Membres
et Membres
assocks.
associes.
Article
Article 4
4

Structure
Structure de l'Union
L'organisation de l'Union
repose sur:
L'organisation
l'Union repose
sur:
1°

la conference
conference de pl6nipotentiaires,
plenipotentiaires, organe
organe supreme
suprAme de
de
l'Union;
l'Union;

2°

les conferences
conferences adrninistratives;
administratives;

3°

les organismes
permanents design&
designes ci-apres:
organismes permanents
ci-apres:
a) le Conseil d'administration,
b) le Secretariat
Secretariat general,
general,
c) le Cornite
Comite international d'enregistrement
d'enregistrement des
des frequences
fr6quences
(I.F.R.B.).
d)
d) le
le Comit6
Comite
(C.C.I.T.),

consultatif

international
international

telegraphique
telegraphique

e) le Comite
(C.C.I.F.),

consultatif
consultatif

international
international

telephonique
t6elphonique

f) le Comite consultatif
international des
f)
consultatif international
des radiocommunicaradiocommunications (C.C.I.R.).
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possible, generally
fulness and making them, so far as possible,
generally availavailable to
to the
the public;
able
public;
c) to
c)
to harmonize
harmonize the actions of nations in the attainment
attainment of
of those
those
common ends.
ends.
in particular:
particular:
2. To this end, the Union shall in
a)
a) effect allocation of the radio frequency
frequency spectrum
spectrum and
regisand registration of radio frequency
frequency assignments
assignments in
order to
avoid
in order
to avoid
harmful interference between radio
radio stations
stations of
of different
different
countries;
countries;
b) foster collaboration
collaboration among
among its
its Menibers
Menibers and
and Associate
Associate
Members with a
aview to the establishment of
of rates
rates at
at levels
levels
as low as possible consistent with
with an
takan efficient
efficient service
service and
and takthe necessity
necessity for
ing into account the
for maintaining
independent
maintaining independent
financial administration
administration of
of telecommunication
telecommunication on
on a
a sound
sound
basis;
basis;
measures for
c) promote the adoption of measures
for ensuring
ensuring the
the safety
safety of
of
life through the cooperation
cooperation of
of telecommunication
service;
telecommunication service;
d) undertake studies,
studies, formulate
formulate recommendations,
and collect
recommendations, and
collect
and publish information
information on
for
on telecommunication
telecommunication matters
matters for
the benefit
of
all
Members
and
Associate
benefit
Members
Members.
Members.
Article 4
Article
4

Structure of
of the
the Union
Union
The organization
of the
the Union
Union shall
organization of
shall be
be as
follows:
as follows:
1. the Plenipotentiary
Conference which
1.
Plenipotentiary Conference
which is
supreme organ
organ
is the
the supreme
of
of the
the Union;
Union;
2. Administrative
Administrative Conferences;
Conferences;
3. the permanent organs
organs of
of the
the Union
which are:
Union which
are:
a) the Administrative
Administrative Council,
Council,
b) the
the General
General Secretariat,
b)
Secretariat,
International
c) the International
(I.F.R.B.)
(I.F.R.B.),,

Frequency
Frequency

Registration
Registration

Board
Board

d) the International
Telegraph Consultative
Consultative Committee
International Telegraph
Committee
(C.C.I.T.),
(C.C.I.T.),
e) the International
International Telephone
Telephone Consultative
Consultative Committee
Committee
(C.C.I.F.),
(C.C.I.F.),
f) the International
International
(C.C.I.R.).
(C.C.I.R.).

Radio

Consultative
Consultative

Committee
Committee
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Article 5
5
Article
Le Conseil d'administration
d'administration
fonctionnement
A -— Organisation
Organisation et fonctionnement

1.
1. (1)
(1) Le Conseil d'administration est
compose de
de dix-huit
est compose
dix-huit Membres
Membres
de l'Union elus par la
Conference
de
is
plenipotentiaires, en tenant
plenipotentiaires,
tenant
la necessite
compte de is
necessite d'une representation
representation equitable
equitable de toutes lea
les
parties du monde. Les
Membres du Conseil remplissent
remplissent leurs
foncLea Membres
leurs fonctions jusqu'&
jusqu'a Pelection
l'election de leurs successeurs.
successeurs. Ils sont
sont reeligibles.
r6eligibles.
(2) Si, entre deux conferences
conferences de plenipotentiaires,
plenipotentiaires, une
une vacance
vacance
se produit au
an sein du Conseil d'administration, le siege revient de
de droit
droit
au Membre
Membre de l'Union
l'Union ayant obtenu, lors
bra du dernier scrutin,
scrutin, le
le plus
grand nombre de suffrages
suffrages parmi
parrai lea
Membres appartenant
appartenant A
a la
is
lea Membres
mmem
la candidature
memo region et dont is
candidature n'a pas ete retenue.
2. Cha.cun
Chacun des Membres
Membres du Conseil d'administration
d'administration designe
designe pour
pour
sieger an
au Conseil
Conseil une personne qualifiee
de son
son experience
qualifiee en raison
raison de
experience
des services de telecommunication.
telecommunication.
(1) Chaque Membre
3. (1)
Menabre du Conseil dispose d'une voix.
(2) Les decisions du Conseil d'administration
d'administration sont
sont prises en
suivant la
Is procedure
procedure prevue au Reglement
Regle.ment general en vigueur. Dana
Dans
les cas
lea
eas non prevus par le Reglement
Reglement general,
general, il
il etablit
son
6tablit lui-merne
lui-meme son
propre reglement
reglement interieur.
interieur.
d'administration elit
6lit cinq de sea
4. Le Conseil d'administration
Membres pour assurer
assurer
ses Membres
la
vice-prdsidences pendant la periods
periode qui s'ecoule
is presidence
presidence et les
lea vice-presidences
s'ecoule
normalement entre deux conferences
conferences de plenipotentiaires.
plenipotentiaires. La
presidence eat
est confiee
presidence
confide successivement
successivement a chacun de
do ces
Membres
ces cinq Membres
pour une annee seulement, y
compris la
is totalite
totalite de
de la
la derniere
reunion
y compris
derniere reunion
convoquee
pendant
cette annee. La presidence
presidence est
convoquee pendant eette
eat attribuee
attribuee chaque
chaque
annee par accord entre ces cinq Membres ou par tirage au sort.
sort.
5. Le Conseil d'administration
d'administration se reunit
remit normalement
normalement au
au siege de
de
1'Union une fois par an et chaque fois
l'Union
fois qu'il l'estime
necessaire, ou
l'estime n6cessaire,
ou A
la demande
is
demande de six de ses Membres.
6.
Comit6 international
6. Le president du Comite
international d'enregistrement
d'enregistrement des
des
directeurs des Comites consultatifs internationaux
frequences, les
lea directeurs
internationaux et
et
le vice-directeur
vice-directeur du C.C.I.R. participent
participent de plein droit
deliberadroit aux delib6rations du Conseil d'administration
d'administration mais sans prendre part aux votes.
votes.
Toutefois, le Conseil peut tenir
tenh• des seances exceptionnellement
exceptionnellement
reservees
A sea
se seuls Membres.
reservees a
Membres.
7. Le Secretaire
Secretaire general de l'Union
l'Union assure les fonctions de SecreSeer&
taire du Conseil d'administration.
d'administration.
8. Dana
Dans l'intervalle
conferences de plenipotentiaires,
plenipotentiaires, le Conseil
8.
l'intervalle des conferences
d'administration
mandataire de la conference
d'administration agit en tant que mandataire
conference de
de
plenipotentiaires
les limites des pouvoirs delegu6s
plenipotentiaires dans lea
delegues par celle-ci.
Seuls les
9. Souls
lea frais de deplacement
deplacement et de sejour engages
engages par les
lea
d'administration
Membres du Conseil d'ad
ministration pour remplir leurs fonctions
sont A
ala charge de l'Union.
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Article 6
6
Administrative Council
Council
Administrative
A. Organization
Organization and
arrangements
and working
working arrangements
A.

Administrative Council
Council shall be composed
composed of eighteen
The Administrative
1. (1) The
plenipotentiary conference
elected by
by the plenipotentiary
conference with
Members of the Union elected
representation of all parts of the
due regard to the need for equitable representation
Members of the Council
Council shall hold office until the election
world. The Members
for re-election.
re-election.
of their
their successors. They are eligible for
(2)
If
between
two
plenipotentiary
conferences
aaseat becomes
conferences
(2) If between two plenipotentiary
pass
by
right to the
it
shall
vacant
Administrative Council,
vacant on the Administrative
as the Member whose
the same region as
Member of
of the Union, from the
vacated, who had
at the previous
previous election the largest
had obtained at
seat is vacated,
number
among those not elected.
elected.
number of votes
votes among
2. Each
Members of the Administrative
Administrative Council shall apEach of the Members
2.
point, to
in the field of telea person
person qualified in
to serve
serve on the Council, a
point,
communication
communication services.
3. (1)
(1) Each
Each Member
one vote.
Council shall have one
Member of the Council
3.
(2) In
In taking
taking its
decisions, the
Administrative Council shall
the Administrative
its decisions,
(2)
procedure provided in the General Regulations
Regulations currently
the procedure
follow the
In cases not covered by the General Regulations,
Regulations, it
it may
in force. In
adopt
of procedure.
procedure.
rules of
adopt its
its own rules
4.
Administrative Council
Council shall elect five of its Members to
4. The
The Administrative
assume the
Chairmanship and Vice Chairmanships
Chairmanships during the period
the Chairmanship
assume
which normally
between two plenipotentiary
conferences.
plenipotentiary conferences.
normally elapses between
which
Each of
of these
these five
five Members
Members shall
Chairmanship in turn
assume the Chairmanship
shall assume
Each
throughout the last
for
Chairmanship throughout
including the Chairmanship
only, including
one year only,
for one
meeting convened
that year.
year. The
The Chairmanship
shall be deChairmanship shall
during that
convened during
meeting
cided
each year
by agreement
Members or by lot.
these five Members
agreement among these
year by
cided each
5. The
Administrative Council
Council shall normally meet at the seat of
5.
The Administrative
the Union,
once aayear
necessary
year and at such other times as it deems necessary
Union, once
the
or
of six of its Members.
or at the
the request of
6.
Frequency Registration
Registration
International Frequency
the International
of the
Chairman of
6. The
The Chairman
Board,
the
Directors
of
the
International
Consultative
Committees
Committees
Consultative
International
of
the
Directors
Board, the
and
the
Vice-Director
of
the
C.C.I.R.
shall
participate
as
of
of right in
as
participate
shall
C.C.I.R.
of
the
and the Vice-Director
the
deliberations
of
the
Administrative
Council,
but
without
taking
taking
without
but
Council,
the deliberations of the Administrative
part
in
the
voting.
Nevertheless
the
Council
may
exceptionally
hold
part in the voting. Nevertheless the Council may exceptionally hold
confined to its own Members.
meetings confined
7. The
of the
shall act
act as
Secretary of
of
as Secretary
Union shall
the Union
General of
Secretary General
7.
The Secretary
Administrative Council.
the Administrative
8.
between plenipotentiary
plenipotentiary conferences,
the AdAdconferences, the
the intervals
intervals between
8. In
In the
ministrative
Council
shall
act
on
behalf
of
the
plenipotentiary
conministrative Council shall act on behalf of the plenipotentiary conference
within the
limits of
the powers
it by
by the latter.
to it
delegated to
powers delegated
of the
the limits
ference within
9. Only
Only the
travelling and
and subsistence
subsistence expenses
incurred by
Memby Memexpenses incurred
the travelling
9.
bers
of the
the Administrative
Administrative Council
capacity shall
shall be borne by
this capacity
in this
Council in
bers of
the
the Union.

Chairmanship; Vice
Chairmanshlp;Vice
Chairmanship.
Chairmanship.

place of
ot
Time and place
meeting.
meetinl.

Nonvoting prtlciparticipation by certain oMf
otti-

com

Seastary.
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B. Attributions.
Attributions.

10. (1)
(1) Le
be Conseil d'administration
d'administration est
charge de
prendre toutes
est charge
de prendre
toutes
mesures pour faciliter la mise A
aexecution,
execution, par
par les
Membres et
et les
les MemMenales Membres
bres associes, des dispositions de la
des Reglements
et des
la Convention,
Convention, des
Reglements et
des
decisions
decisions de la conference
conference de
de plenipotentiaires.
plenipotentiaires.
(2)
II assure une coordination
(2) Ii
coordination efficace
activites de
de l'Union.
efficace des
des activites
l'Union.
1. En particulier, le
It.
d'adrninistration:
le Conseil d'administration:
a) accomplit
accomplit toutes
toutes les
taches qui
qui lui
assignees par
les taches
lui sont
sont assignees
par les
les
conferences
conferences de plenipotentiaires;
plenipotentiaires;

b) est charge, dans l'intervalle
l'intervalle qui
qui separe
les conferences
conferences de
de
separe les
plenipotentiaires,
plenipotentiaires, d'assurer
d'assurer la coordination
avec toutes
toutes les
coordination avec
les
organisations
internationales visees
organisations internationales
articles 26
et 27
27 de
vis6es aux
aux articles
26 et
de
la presente
Convention;
a
cet
effet,
presente
a
il
au nom
nom de
il designe,
designe, au
de
1'Union, un ou plusieurs representants
representants pour
l'Union,
pour participer
participer aux
aux
conferences de ces organisations
organisations et, lorsque
conferences
est neceslorsque cela
cela est
n6cesconferences de
saire, aux conferences
reunies en
en accord
de coordination
coordination r6unies
accord
avec ces organisations;
organisations;
c) nomme
secretaire general et
noname le secretafre
les deux
generauxet les
deux secretaires
secretaires generauxadjoints de
adjoints
de l'Union;
l'Union;
contr6le le fonctionnement
d) controle
fonctionnement administratif
administratif de
de l'Union;
l'Union;
e) examine
examine et arrete
arrete le
budget annuel
de
l'Union;
le budget
annuel de l'Union;
tous arrangements necessaires
n6cessaires en
f) prend thus
vue de
en vue
de la
la verifiverification annuelle des comptes
comptes de
l'Union 6tablis
etablis par
par le
le
de l'Union
secretaire general et les arrete
secretaire
arrete pour
pour les
les soumettre
la
soumettre a
a la
plenipotentiaires suivante;
Conference de plenipotentiaires
suivante;
g) prend
prend les dispositions necessaires
necessaires pour la
convocation des
la convocation
des
conferences de plenipotentiaires
conferences
plenipotentiaires et administratives
administratives de
de
application des
l'Union en application
10 et
des articles
articles 10
et 11;
11;
h) coordonne
activit6s de
coordonne les salvias
tous les
de
de tous
les autres
autres organismes
organismes de
l'Union, examine et
et prend les
les dispositions
opportunes pour
dispositions opportunes
pour
donner suite aux demandes ou
recommandations soumises
ou recommandations
soumises
par ces organismes, et, conformement
conformement aux
aux dispositions
dispositions des
des
Reglements, procede aa la
Is designation
d'interimaires aux
aux
designation d'interimaires
sieges devenus vacants dans ces
ces organismes;
organismes;
i) remplit les autres fonctions prevues
prevues dans la
la presente
Conpresente Convention
vention et, dans le cadre
cadre de celle-ci et des
Reglements,
des Reglements,
toutes les fonctions
toutes
fonctions jugees necessaires
necessaires a
a la
la bonne
adminisbonne administration de
de l'Union.
l'Union.
Article 66
Article
Le
Comit6 international
international d'enregistrement
d'enregistrement des
be Comite
des frequences
frequences
1. Les tAches
Comit6 international
1.
titches essentielles
essentielles du Comite
international d'enregistrement
d'enregistrement
frequences consistent:
des fréquences
a) a
a effectuer
effectuer une inscription
methodique des
inscription methodique
des assignations
assignations de
de
fr6quences
frequences faites par les differents pays,
pays, de manie.re
fixer,
maniere a
A fixer,
conformement
A la procedure
conformement a
procedure prevue
prevue dans le Reglement
Reglement des
des
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B. Duties

10. (1)
Administrative Council shall be responsible for taking
10.
(1) The Administrative
taking
all steps to facilitate the implementation
implementation by the Members
Members and
and Associate Members of the provisions of the Convention, of the Regulations
and of the decisions of the Plenipotentiary
Plenipotentiary Conference.
Conference.
(2) It
coordination of the work of the
(2)
It shall ensure the efficient coordination
Union.
11.
11. In particular,
particular, the Administrative
Administrative Council shall:
shall:
a) perform any duties assigned to it by the plenipotentiary
plenipotentiary
conferences;
conferences;
b) in the interval between
between plenipotentiary
plenipotentiary conferences,
conferences, be responsible for effecting
effecting the coordination
coordination with all
internaall internacontemplated in Articles 26 and
tional organizations
organizations contemplated
and 27
of
27 of
this Convention, and to this end appoint, on behalf of
the
of the
Union, one or more representatives
representatives to
participate in
the
to participate
in the
conferences
conferences of such organizations,
organizations, and when
when necessary,
of
necessary, of cocoordinating committees
committees established
established in
in conjunction
with those
conjunction with
those
organizations;
organizations;
c) appoint the Secretary
Secretary General
General and
the two
two Assistant
Assistant Secreand the
Secretaries General of the Union;
d) supervise
supervise the administrative functions of
of the
the Union;
Union;
e) review and approve
approve the annual budget of the
the Union;
Union;
f) arrange for the annual audit of the accounts
accounts of
of the
the Union
Union
prepared
prepared by the Secretary General
General and approve
for
approve them for
submission to the next plenipotentiary
plenipotentiary conference;
conference;
g) arrange
arrange for the convening of plenipotentiary
plenipotentiary and adminisadministrative conferences of the Union as provided for in Articles
10 and
11;
and 11;
h) coordinate
coordinate the activities
activities of all the other organs of the
Union, consider and take such action as it deems appropriapproprirequests or recommendations
recommendations made
made to it
ate on requests
it by
by such
such
vacancies thereon ad
ad interim
as
prescribed
in
organs and fill vacancies
interim as prescribed in
the Regulations;
Regulations;

Post,
1441.
Post, p.
p. 1441.

Post, pp.
pp. 1427,
1427, 1429.
Post,
1429.

i) perform the other functions prescribed
prescribed for it
it in this ConConframework of
of the
the Convention
and
vention and,
and, within
within the
the framework
Convention and
the
necessary for
the Regulations,
Regulations, the functions
functions deemed
deemed necessary
for the
the
proper administration
administration of the Union.
Article 6
6
International
International Frequency
Frequency Registration
Registration Board
Board

1.
1. The essential duties of the International
Registration
International Frequency Registration
Board shall be:
a) to effect an orderly
recording of frequency
frequency assignments
assignments made
orderly recording
made by
by
the
different countries
countries so
so as
as to
in accordance
accordance with
the
the different
to establish,
establish, in
with the
procedure
in the
Radio Regulations,
Regulations, the
date, purpurprocedure provided for
for in
the Radio
the date,

Duties.
Duties.

Post,
p. 1581.
Port,p.
1581.
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radiocommunications,
radiocommunications, la date, le
le but et
et lee
les caracteristiques
caracteristiques
techniques
techniques de chacune
chacune de ces assignations,
assignations, afin
afin d'en
d'en assurer
assurer
la reconnaissance
reconnaissance internationale
intemationale officielle;
officielle;
fournir des avis
Membres associes,
en vue
b) a
a fournir
avis aux
aux Membres
Membres et
et Membres
associes, en
vue
de l'exploitation
l'exploitation d'un nombre aussi grand quo
que possible
possible de
voies
voles radioelectriques
radioelectriques dans lee
regions du
du spectre
freles regions
spectre des
des fr6quences oh
oil des brouillages
bronillages nuisibles
nuisibles peuvent
peuvent se
produire.
quences
se produire.
2. Le Comite
Comit6 international
international d'enregistrement
d'enregistrement des frequences est
est
compose de membres independents,
ind6pendants, tous ressortissants
ressortissants de
de pays diffediffe
rents, Membres
Membres de l'Union. A
la conf&
confeA chacune
chacune de ses reunions,
reunions, la
rence ordinaire
ordinaire des radiocommunications
radiocommunications fixe
fixe le nombre des
des membres
du Comite international
international d'enregistrement
procedure
d'enregistrement des frequences
fr6quences et
et la procedure
pour leur
lour election de maniere a
aassurer une reparation
equitable des
repartition 6quitable
membres entre
entre lee
differentes regions
du monde.
monde.
les differentes
regions du
3. Les membres
membres du Comit6
Comite sont elus par la
is conference
conference administraadministrative normale des radiocommunications
procedure arretee
radiocommunications suivant
suivant une
une procedure
arrotee
par cette conference.
conference.
4. Les m6thodes
methodes de travail .du Comit6
Comite sont definies dans
dens le Reglement des radiocommunications.
radiocommunications.
5. (1)
(1) Les membres du Coraite
non
Comit6 s'acquittent de leur tache, non
comme des representants
representants de leurs pays respectifs,
corame
respectifs, ou
on d'une region,
mais comme des agents impartiaux
impartiaux investis d'un mandat international.
international.
(2) Aucun membre
membre du Comit6
Comite no
dolt, relativement
relativement a
al'exercice
ne doit,
1'exercice
de ses fonctions, demander ni recevoir d'instructions
d'instructions d'aucun gouvernegouvemement, ni d'aucun
d'aucun membre d'un gouvernement
quelconque, ni
ni d'aud'augouvernement quelconque,
cune organisation ou
on personne
privee. De
cheque
personne publique ou
ou privee.
De plus,
plus, chaque
Membre
doit respecter
Membre ou Membre
Membre associ6
associe dolt
respecter le caractere
international
caractere international
du Comit6
Comite et des fonctions de ses
see membres, et il no
aucun
ne doit, en aucun
quelconque d'entre eux dens
cas, essayer d'influencer l'un quelconque
dans l'exercice
de ses
see fonctions.
(3)
(3) En dehors de ses
sea fonctions,
fonctions, aucun membre du Comite
ou
Comit6 ou
du personnel du Comite no
dolt exercer
exercer d'activit6
d'activite ni
d'interets
ne doit
ni avoir
avoir d'inter6ts
financiers de quelque nature que ce soit dans une entreprise
entreprise quelconque
quelconque
s'occupant de t6elcommunications.
telecommunications.
s'occupant
Article 7
Article7

Condition a
a remplir pour sieger au
et au
au Conseil d'administration
d'administration et
au
Comite international
d'enregistrement des frequences
international d'enregistrement
frequences
1. Toute personne
elu
1.
personne designee par un Membre em
u pour sieger an
au
d'administration ou
Comit6 international
international d'enregistrement
Conseil d'administration
on au Comite
d'enregistrement
des frequences
frequences ne peut prendre ses
see fonctions
fonctions avant le depot
dep6t de
de l'instrul'instrument de ratification ou d'adhesion
d'adhesion par ce Membre on
ou pour son compte.
2. Tout pays qui cease
d'8tre membre de l'Union
cesse d'être
l'Union pour une raison
raison
quelconque ne
8tre represente
represent6 ni au
no peut
pent etre
an Conseil d'administration
d'acLministration
ni au Comite international
international d'enregistrement
d'enregistrement des frequences.
frequences.
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pose and technical characteristics
characteristics of each of these assignments,
ensuring formal international
with a
a view to ensuring
international recognition
recognition thereof;
thereof;
b) to furnish advice
advice to Members and Associate
Members with a
Associate Members
a
operation of the maximum practicable
practicable number of
view to the operation
of
radio channels in those portions of the spectrum where harmful
harmful
interference" may occur.
interference'may
International Frequency
Frequency Registration
Registration Board shall be com2. The International
posed of independent
independent members, all nationals of different countries,
Members of the
Members
the Union.
Union. Each
Each ordinary administrative
administrative radio conference shall determine the number of its members, and the method of
selection of the memtheir election with aaview to ensuring aabalanced selection
bers from the various parts of the world.
ordinary admin3. Members of the Board shall be elected by each ordinary
istrative
conference according
according to the procedure
procedure established
established by
istrative radio conference
that conference.
conference.
working arrangements
arrangements of
defined in the Radio
of the Board are defined
4. The working
Regulations.
5. (1)
representatives
shall serve,
serve, not as representatives
of the Board shall
(1) The
The members
members of
5.
of
their
respective
a
region,
but
custodians
of an
as
custodians
or
of
a
countries,
of their respective
international
public
trust.
international
(2)
receive instructions
No member of the Board shall request or receive
(2) No
relating
to
the
exercise
of
his
duties
from
any
Government
a memGovernment or a
relating to the exercise of his duties from
ber
thereof
or
from
any
public
or
private
organization
or
person.
ber thereof or from any public or private organization
Furthermore,
each
Member
and
Associate
Member
must
respect
the
Furthermore, each Member and Associate Member must respect the
international
character
of
the
Board
and
of
the
duties
of
its
members
international character of the Board and of the duties of its members
and
refrain from
from any
attempt to
to influence
influence any
any of
of them
them in
in the
the
any attempt
and shall
shall refrain
exercise of their duties.
(3)
member of
of the
the Board
participate in
in
its staff shall participate
Board or of
of its
(3) No
No member
any
whatsoever in any branch
any manner
manner or have any financial interest whatsoever
of
of telecommunication,
telecommunication, apart from the work of the Board.

7
Article 7
Condition
fulfilled before
before serving
serving on the Administrative
Administrative Council
Council
be fulfilled
Condition to be
and
International Frequency
Frequency Registration
Registration Board
Board
and the
the International
1.
No person
designated by
by an
an elected
elected Member
Member to
to serve
serve on the Ad1. No
person designated
ministrative
Council
or
on
the
International
Frequency
Registration
Registration
Frequency
on
the
International
or
ministrative Council
Board
may
exercise
his
functions
until
an
instrument
of
ratification
of
ratification
instrument
Board may exercise his functions until an
or
of
accession
has
been
deposited
by
that
Member
on
on
its behalf.
or
or of accession has been deposited by that Member
2.
Any
country
which
ceases
to
be
a
Member
of
the
Union
any
for any
the
Union
2. Any country which ceases to be a Member of
the
Administrative
whatsoever may not be represented
represented in either
reason whatsoever
Council or
the International
International Frequency
Board.
Registration Board.
Frequency Registration
or the
Council

81939-52—r'r. ix-9
81939-52-rr.
11-9

Composition.

Election of
of members.
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Article 8
Article
8

Les Cornites
Comit6s consultatifs
internationaux
consultatifs internationaux
1. (1) Le Comit6
1.
Comite consultatif international
international telegraphique
telegraphique (C.C.I.T.)
(C.C.I.T.)
est charge d'effectuer
d'effectuer des etudes
d'emettre des
des avis
avis sur
des quesques6tudes et
et d'emettre
sur des
techniques, d'exploitation
tions techniques,
d'exploitation et
et de
tarification concernant
la
de tarification
concernant la
telegraphie
fac-similes.
telegraphie et
et les
les fac-similes.
(2)
(2) Le
be Comite consultatif
international telephonique
(C.C.I.F.)
consultatif international
te16phonique (C.C.I.F.)
est charge d'effectuer
d'effectuer des
des avis
avis sur
des
questions
des etudes
6tudes et
et d'emettre
d'emettre des
sur des questions
techniques, d'exploitation
d'exploitation et de
techniques,
concernant la
la telephonie.
telephonie.
de tarifieation
tarification concernant
(3) Le
(3)
be Comite
international des
Comit6 consultatif
consultatif international
des radiocommunications
radiocommunications
(C.C.I.R.)
(C.C.I.R.) est charge
charge d'effectuer
des 6tudes
etudes et
et d'emettre
avis
d'effectuer des
d'6mettre des
des avis
sur des questions
questions techniques
techniques relatives
relatives aux
radiocommunications ainsi
ainsi
aux radiocommunications
que sur des questions d'exploitation
quo
d'exploitation dont
depend principrincidont la
la solution
solution depend
palement de considerations
palement
considerations liees
la technique
li6es a
A la
technique radioelectrique.
radioelectrique.
2.
2. Les questions etudi6es
etudiees par
consultatif internapar chaque
chaque comite
comite consultatif
international, et sur lesquelles il est
chargé d'6mettre
d'emettre des
sont
est charge
des avis,
avis, lui
lui sont
conference des plenipotentiaires,
soumises par la conference
plenipotentiaires, par
conference
par une
une conference
administrative,
administrative, par le Conseil d'administration,
d'administration, par
un autre
autre comite
par un
comit6
consultatif
consultatif ou par le Comit6
Comite international
international d'enregistrement
d'enregistrement des
des
fr6quences. Chaque comite consultatif
frequences.
consultatif donne
egalement son
donne egalement
son avis
avis
mise a
sur les questions dont la mise
Petude aa60
a 1'6tude
6et decidee
d6cidee par
par son
son assemblee
assemblee
dans l'intervalle
pleniere et celles presentees,
presentees, dans
l'intervalle de
de deux
reunions de
deux reunions
de
cette assemblee,
assemblee, par
par au
associes.
au moms
moins douze
douze Membres
Membres ou
ou Membres
Membres associes.
3.
3. Les Comites consultatifs internationaux
internationaux ont
ont pour membres:
membres:
a) les administrations
administrations des
Membres et
et Membres
des Membres
Membres associes
associes de
de
l'Union;
l'Union;
b) les
exploitations privees
declare vouloir
les exploitations
privees reconnues
reconnues qui
qui ont
ont declar6
vouloir
faire participer
participer leurs experts aux travaux
travaux de
de ces
Comites.
ces Comites.
fonctionnement de
4. Le fonctionnement
chaque Comite
Comite consultatif
consultatif international
international
de chaque
par:
est assure
assure par:
a) l'assemblee
pleniere, reunie normalement
Passemblee pleniere,
normalement tous
thus les
ans,
les deux
deux ans,
une reunion
reunion devant
devant avoir lieu environ un an avant la conconference
ference administrative
administrative correspondante;
chaque reunion
reunion de
de
correspondante; chaque
l'assemblee pleniere
Passemblee
pleniere se tient normalement au
par
au lieu
lieu fixe
fixe par
la reunion precedente;
precedente;
b) les
les commissions
commissions d'etudes
d'etudes constituees
par Passemblee
constituees par
l'assemblee pieplniere
los questions
there pour traiter les
questions a
aetudier;
c) un directeur
directeur nomme
nomme par l'assembl&e
Passemblee pl6niere,
pleniere, pour
pour une
une
duree indefinie,
indefinie, avec facult6
faculte reciproque
reciproque de
resiliation; le
le
de resiliation;
directeur du Comite
Comit6 consultatif
consultatif des radiocommunications
radiocommunications
est assiste d'un vice-directeur
vice-directeur specialiste des questions
questions de
de
radiodiffusion,
radiodiffusion, nomme
nomme dans les memos
conditions;
memes conditions;
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Article 8
Article
8

International
International Consultative
Consultative Committees
Committees
1. (1)
(1) The duties of the International
International Telegraph
Telegraph Consultative
Committee
(C.C.I.T.)
shall
be
to study technical,
Committee
technical, operating
operating and tariff
tariff
questions
telegraphy and
questions relating
relating to telegraphy
and facsimile
facsimile and
and to
to issue
issue recomrecommendations
on them.
them.
mendations on
(2)
The
duties
of the International
International Telephone Consultative
(2)
Committee (C.C.I.F.)
(C.C.I.F.) shall be to
to study
study technical,
technical, operating
operating and
and tariff
tariff
questions relating
relating to telephony and
recommendations on
on them.
them.
and to
to issue
issue recommendations
(3)
International Radio Consultative
(3) The duties of the International
Consultative Committee (C.C.I.R.)
(C.C.I.R.) shall be to study technical
technical radio
and
radio questions
questions and
operating
operating questions
questions the solution
solution of
depends principally
principally on
of which
which depends
on
considerations of aa technical
considerations
technical radio
radio character
and to
issue recomcharacter and
to issue
recommendations on
mendations
on them.
them.
2. The questions studied by each
International Consultative
Comeach International
Consultative Comon which
which it
mittee, on
recommendations, are
are those
it shall
shall issue
issue recommendations,
those submitted
submitted
plenipotentiary conference,
to it
it by the plenipotentiary
conference, by
administrative conconby an
an administrative
Administrative Council,
ference, by the Administrative
Council, by
another Consultative
by another
Consultative
Committee or by the International Frequency
Frequency Registration
Board.
Registration Board.
A Consultative
Consultative Committee
Committee shall
shall likewise
recommendations
likewise issue
issue its
its recommendations
been decided
on questions the study of which has been
its Plenary
Plenary
decided upon
upon by
by its
Assembly or proposed
proposed by at least twelve Members
Members or
or Associate
Associate MemMembers in the interval
interval between meetings of
of the
the Plenary
Plenary Assembly
Assembly
concerned.
concerned.
3. The International
International Consultative
Consultative Committees
shall have
have as
Committees shall
as
members:
members:
of Members
a) administrations
administrations of
Members and
Associate Members
Members of
of the
and Associate
the
Union;
Union;
b) recognized
recognized private
operating agencies
agencies which
private operating
which express
express aadesire
desire
participate in
to have their experts participate
the
of these
in the work
work of
these
Committees.
Committees.
4. Each
Each Consultative
Consultative Committee
work through
through the
the medium
medium of:
Committee shall
shall work
of:
a)
a) the Plenary
Plenary Assembly,
Assembly, meeting
normally every
two years,
meeting normally
every two
years,
provided that
provided
meeting shall
shall take
take place
place about
about one
that a
a meeting
one year
year
previous
previous to the relative administrative
administrative conference;
conference; each
each
a Plenary
Plenary Assembly
meeting of a
Assembly normally
normally shall
be held
held in
shall be
in aa
place fixed by the previous meeting
meeting of
of that
that Assembly;
Assembly;
b) study
b)
study groups,
groups, which
shall be
up by
by the
the Plenary
Plenary Assembly
Assembly
which shall
be set
set up
to deal
to
deal with
to be
with questions
questions to
be studied;
studied;
c) a
appointed by
Plenary Assembly
c)
a Director,
Director, who
who shall
shall be
be appointed
by the
the Plenary
Assembly
for an indefinite
indefinite period, but with the
the reciprocal
reciprocal right
right of
of
terminating
terminating the appointment;
appointment; the
of the
the Radio
the Director
Director of
Radio
Consultative
Consultative Committee
Committee shall
assisted by
shall be
be assisted
by aaVice-Director
Vice-Director
specializing
in broadcasting,
specializing in
broadcasting, appointed
under the
the same
appointed under
same
conditions;
conditions;

C.C.I.T.
Pot, p. 615.
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d)
specialise, qui
qui assiste
assiste le
le directeur;
directeur;
d) un
un secretariat
secretariat sp6cialise,
e) des
des laboratoires
techniques crees
ere& par
par
e)
laboratoires on
ou installations
installations techniques
l'Union.
l'Union.
5.
(1) Les
Comites consultatifs
consultatifs doivent
doivent suivre
suivre les
les ragles
regles de
de propro5. (1)
Les Comites
cedure du
du Reglement
general annexe
ala
presente Convention.
Convention.
cedure
Reglement general
annexe A
la presente
(2)
pleniere d'un
d'un comite
consultatif peut
pent adopter
adopter
(2) L'assernblee
L'assemblee pl6niere
comite consultatif
des regles
regles additionnelles
procedure pour
faciliter les
travaux de
de ce
ce
des
additionnelles de
de procedure
pour faciliter
les travaux
comite si
no sont
sont pas
pas incompatibles
celles du
du Reglement
Reglement
incompatibles avec
avec celles
comite
si elles
elles ne
general.
gen6ral.
6.
Les methodes
methodes de
de travail
travail des
des comites
comites consultatifs
consultatifs sont
sont d6finies
definies
6. Les
dans
la deuxieme
deuxieme partie
Reglenient
general
annexe
a
la
presents
dans la
partie du
du Reglement general annexe a la presente
Convention.
Convention.
Article 9
9
Article
Le secretariat
secretariat general
general
Le
1. Le
secretariat general
de l'Union
dirige par
par un
un secretaire
secretaire
1.
Le secretariat
general de
l'Union est
est dirige
general
responsable de
de l'accomplissement
l'accomplissement de
de ses
sea fonctions
fonctions envers
le
general responsable
envers le
Conseil
d'administration.
Conseil d'administration.
2.
2.

Le
general:
Le secretaire
secretaire general:
a) nomme
nomme le
du Secretariat
general, conformement
conformement
a)
le personnel
personnel du
Secretariat general,
aux directives
aux
directives donnees
plenipotentiaires
donnees par
par la
la conference
conference de
de plenipotentiaires
et
le Conseil
Conseil d'administration;
d'administration;
et au reglement
reglement etabli
6tabli par
par le
b)
du Secretariat
general et
et prend
b) organise
organise le
le travail
travail du
Secretariat general
prend les
les
mesures
relatives aa la
mesures relatives
constitution des
specialisees
la constitution
des sections
sections specialisees
permanents. Ces
placees sous
les
des organismes
organismes permanents.
Ces sections,
sections, placees
sous les
ordres
du secretaire
des fins
administratives
ordres du
secretaire general,
general, a
a des
fins administratives
exclusivement,
directement sous
sous les
les ordres
ordres des
des
exclusivement, travaillent
travaillent directement
directeurs
des comites.
comites.
Les
personnel
directeurs des
Les nominations
nominations du
du personnel
technique
de ces
ces sections
sont prononcees
prononcees
technique et
et administratif
administratif de
sections sont
les decisions
decisions du
du comite
comite
par le
le secretariat
secretariat general
general selon
selon les
interesse
directeur;
interesse et
et en
en accord
accord avec
avec son
son directeur;
assure le travail
travail de secretaire
precede et
suit les
c) assure
secr6taire qui precede
et qui
qui suit
les
conferences de
l'Union;
conferences
de l'Union;

d) assure, s'il y
y a
a lieu en cooperation
cooperation avec le gouvernement
gouvernement
secretariat de toutes les conferences
invitant, le secretariat
conferences de
de l'Union
l'Union
demande ou lorsque
et, sur demande
Reglements ci-annexes
ci-annexes le
lorsque les Reglements
le
prevoient, le secretariat
secretariat des reunions
prevoient,
reunions des organismes
organismes
permanents
de 1'Union
l'Union ou
des reunions
reunions placees
placees sous
son
permanents de
ou des
sous son
egide;
egide;
e)
jour les
les nomenclatures
officielles etablies
etablies d'apres
d'apres les
les
e) tient
tient a
a jour
nomenclatures officielles
renseignements
cet effet
par les
les organismes
organismes
renseignements founds
fournis aa cet
effet par
permanents
de l'Union
permanents de
l'Union on
pax les
administrations;
ou par
les administrations;
f)
public les
avis et
et les
les rapports
principaux des
des organismes
f) publie
les avis
rapports principaux
organismes
permanents de
de 1'Union:
l'Union:
permanents
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Secretariat, which
which assists
d) a
a specialized
specialized Secretariat,
d)
assists the Director;

Specialized SecreSecretSpeialized
tariat.

e) laboratories
laboratories or technical installations set up by the Union.
5. (1) Consultative Committees
Committees shall observe
observe the rules of proannexed to this Convention.
cedure
cedure in the General Regulations
Regulations annexed
Convention.
(2)
Consultative Committee
Committee may
(2) The Plenary
Plenary Assembly of
of a
a Consultative
procedure as may facilitate
facilitate the work of
adopt such additional
additional rules of procedure
the Committee if they do not conflict with the General
General Regulations.
Regulations.

t, p.1491.

Post, p. 1491.

6. The working arrangements
arrangements of the Consultative
Consultative Committees are
General Regulations
defined in Part II
II of the General
Regulations annexed
annexed to this

Convention.
Article 9
9
General Secretariat
General
Secretariat
1. The General Secretariat
Secretariat of the Union shall be directed
directed by the
Secretary
General, who
Administrative
shall be responsible
responsible to the Administrative
who shall
Secretary General,
performance of his duties.
Council for the performance
General shall:
Secretary General
2. The
The Secretary
a)
appoint the
of the
the General
General Secretariat
Secretariat in accordance
accordance
the staff
staff of
a) appoint
directives of the plenipotentiary
plenipotentiary conference
conference and
with any directives
Council;
Administrative Council;
the rules established by the Administrative
b) organize
the work
of the
undertake
Secretariat and undertake
General Secretariat
work of
the General
b)
organize the
administrative arrangements
specialized divisions of
arrangements for the specialized
administrative
the permanent
permanent organs
shall be
Union; these divisions shall
organs of the Union;
the
under
the
supervision
of
the
Secretary
General
adminisfor
General
under the supervision of the Secretary
trative
directly under the
and shall
shall work directly
only and
trative purposes only
orders
the Directors
of the
the organs
concerned; the
the appointorgans concerned;
Directors of
orders of
of the
administrative staff to these divisions
divisions
and administrative
technical and
ment of technical
shall be
made by
accordance with
with
in accordance
General in
the Secretary
Secretary General
by the
be made
shall
concerned and in agreement
agreement with
organ concerned
the decisions of the organ
the appropriate
Director;
appropriate Director;
c)
carry
on
secretarial
work preparatory
preparatory to,
to, and
and following,
following,
c) carry on secretarial work
conferences
of
the
Union;
conferences of the Union;
d)
cooperation with
with the
the inviting
inviting
in cooperation
where appropriate
appropriate in
d) provide,
provide, where
Government,
the
secretariat
every
conference
of
of the
conference
of
every
Government, the secretariat
Union,
and
when
so
requested,
or
provided
in
the
RegulaUnion, and when so requested, or provided in the Regulations
hereto, the
the secretariat
of meetings
meetings of
of the
the
secretariat of
annexed hereto,
tions annexed
permanent
organs
of
the
Union
or
meetings
placed
under
under
permanent organs of the Union or meetings placed
its auspices;
auspices;
e)
keep
to date
date the
master lists
from data
data
lists compiled
compiled from
the official
official master
up to
e) keep up
supplied
for
this
purpose
by
the
permanent
organs
of the
the
supplied for this purpose by the permanent organs of
Union
or by
administrations;
by administrations;
Union or
f) publish
recommendations and principal
principal reports of the
publish the recommendations
f)
permanent organs of
Union;
of the Union;
permanent

Post, p. 1515
1515.
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g) public
publie les accords
internationaux et
accords internationaux
regionaux concernant
concernant
et regionaux
telecommunications qui
les telecommunications
lui sont
sont communiques
communiques par
par les
les
qui lui
parties et tient A
documents qui
ajour
jour les documents
s'y rapportent;
rapportent;
qui s'y
h)
h) prepare,
prepare, public et
tie,nt a
ajour:
et tient
jour:
documentation indiquant
1° une documentation
indignant la
la composition
et la
composition et
la
structure
de l'Union;
structure de
l'Union;
2° les statistiques generales
et les
documents officiels
officiels de
generales et
les documents
de
service del'Union
de l'Union prevus
les Rglements
Reglements ci-annexes;
pr6vus dans
dans les
ci-annexes;
documents dont l'etablissement
3° tous autres documents
Petablissement est
est prescrit
prescrit
conferences et
par les conferences
Conseil d'administration;
d'administration;
et le
le Conseil
i) distribue les
documents publi6s;
publies;
les documents
j) rassemble
rassembIe et publie,
public, sous la forme
forme appropriee,
appropriee, les
renseigneles renseignements nationaux
internationaux concernant
nationaux et internationaux
concernant les
telecomles t6l6communications dans
dans le
le monde
entier;
munications
monde entier;

k) rassemble
rassemble et
public tous
les renseignements
renseignements susceptibles
et publie
tous les
susceptibles
d'etre utiles aux Membres
d'être
et Membres
Membres associes
concernant
Membres et
associes concernant
la raise
mise en oeuvre
in
oeuvre de moyens techniques
techniques afin
afin d'obtenir
le
d'obtenir le
rendement des
meilleur rendement
des services
services de
de t6elcommunication
telecommunication et,
et,
notamment, le meilleur
meilleur emploi possible
des fr6quences
frequences radiopossible des
radio6lectriques
electriques en vue de
diminuer les
les brouillages;
de diminuer
brouillages;
1)
p6riodiquement, a
a l'aide des
I) publie
public periodiquement,
renseignements reunis
reunis
des renseignements
ou mis a
A sa disposition,
disposition, y
y compris
compris ceux
ceux qu'il pourrait
pourrait
recueillir aupres d'autres
recueiffir
d'autres organisations
organisations internationales,
internationales, un
un
journal d'information
&information et de documentation
documentation generales
generales sur
les
sur les
telecommunications;
tel6communications;
m) prepare et soumet an
au Conseil d'administration
d'administration un
un budget
budget
lequel,
annuel
'equal,
apres
approbation
par ce
ce Conseil,
apres
approbation par
Conseil, est
est transtrans.
mis, a
A titre d'information,
tous les
les Membres
Membres et
et Membres
Membres
d'information, aa tous
associes;
associ6s;
n) 6tablit un rapport do gestion
financiere soumis
soumis chaque
chaque anangestion financiere
nee au Conseil d'administration
née
d'administration et
et un
un rapport
rapport recapitulatif
recapitulatif
6
aa la veille de chaque
chaque conference
conference de
de pl
plenipotentiaires;
nipotentiaires; ces
ces
rapports, apres
apres verification
verification et
le Conseil
Conseil
et approbation
approbation par
par le
d'administration, sont communiques
d'administration,
communiques aux
aux Membres
Membres et
et
Membres associ6s
associes et
et soumis
la conference
conference de
de plenipotensoumis a
a la
pl6nipotentiaires
tiaires suivante
suivante pour examen et approbation
definitive;
approbation definitive;

o) etablit, sur sur son activite
officielle, un
activite officielle,
un rapport
rapport annuel
annuel
transmis,
transmis, apres approbation
approbation du Conseil d'administration,
d'administration, aa
tous les Membres et
associes.
et Membres
Membres associes.
p) assure
autres fonctions
assure toutes les autres
fonctions de secretariat
secretariat de
de l'Union.
l'Union.
secretaire general ou l'un
3. Le secretaire
Pun des deux secretaires
secretaires generaux
generaux adadjoints assiste, a
a titre consultatif,
consultatif, aux
aux reunions
reunions des
des comites
consultatifs
comites consultatifs
internationaux.
internationaux.
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international and regional
regional telecommunication
g) publish international
telecommunication agreements communicated
to
him
by
the parties thereto and
communicated
and
keep up to date records of them;
them;
h)
up to
to date:
date:
h) prepare,
prepare, publish
publish and
and keep up

1. a
a record of the composition and structure
1.
structure of the Union;
Union;
2. the general
general statistics and the official service
service documents
of the Union as prescribed
prescribed by the Regulations
Regulations annexed
annexed
hereto;
hereto;
3. such other documents
documents as the conferences
conferences or the Administrative Council may
direct;
may direct;
i) distribute
distribute the published documents;
documents;
j) collect and publish, in suitable
data both national
j)
suitable form,
form, data
national
international regarding
throughand international
regarding telecommunication
telecommunication throughout the world;
world;
as would
would be
be of
assistk) collect and publish such information
information as
of assistMembers and Associate Members
Members regarding the
ance to Members
the
development
development of technical
achieving
technical methods with aaview to achieving
the most efficient operation
telecommunication services
services
operation of telecommunication
especially the best possible use of
radio
frequencies
so
and especially
of radio frequencies so
interference;
as to diminish interference;
I)
periodically, with
with the
help of
information put
at
1) publish periodically,
the help
of information
put at
his disposal or which he may collect,
including
that
which
collect,
that which
he may obtain from
from other international
international organizations,
organizations, a
a
journal of general
general information
information and
and documentation
concerndocumentation concerning
telecommunication;
ing telecommunication;
m) prepare
prepare an annual
annual budget
budget for submission to the Administrative Council which, after approval
shall
approval by the Council, shall
be transmitted
transmitted for information
information to all Members
Associate
Members and Associate
Members;
Members;
prepare a
a financial
report and accounts
accounts to be
n) prepare
financial operating
operating report
submitted
annually to
Administrative Council
submitted annually
to the Administrative
Council and aa
consolidated account
consolidated
account immediately
immediately preceding
preceding each plenipotentiary
accounts, after
after audit
appotentiary conference;
conference; these accounts,
audit and approval by the Administrative
circulated
Administrative Council,
Council, shall be circulated
to the Members and Associate
Associate Members
submitted
Members and be submitted
to
examination and
and
to the next plenipotentiary
plenipotentiary conference
conference for
for examination
final approval;
approval;
o)
annual report
report of
o) prepare
prepare an annual
of his official
official activities which,
after approval by the Administrative
Administrative Council,
Council, shall be
after
be transMembers and Associate
Associate Members;
Members;
mitted to all Members
p)
all other
secretarial functions
functions of
of the
the Union.
Union.
other secretarial
p) perform
perform all
Secretary General
General or one of the two Assistant
Assistant Secretaries
Secretaries
3. The Secretary
General shall participate,
participate, in a
a consultative
consultative capacity,
capacity, in the meetings
meetings
Consultative Committees.
Committees.
of the International
International Consultative
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4. Le secretaire
secretaire general,
general, les
adjoints et
les secretaires
secretaires generaux
generaux adjoints
et les
les
membres du Secretariat
Secretariat general
raembres
des traitements
traitements dont
dont les
les
general regoivent
recoivent des
bases sont
arret6es par la conference
sont arretees
conference de
de plenipotentiaires.
pl6nipotentiaires.
5. La consideration
consideration dominante
dominant° dans le
recruternent et
et la
la fixation
fixation
le recrutement
des conditions d'emploi
d'emploi du personnel
personnel doit
etre la
necessite
d'assurer
doit etre
la necessite d'assurer A
1'Union les services
l'Union
services de personnes
personnes possedant
les plus
plus hautes
hautes qualites
qualites
possedant les
d'efficience, de competence
d'efficience,
competence et d'integrit6.
d'integrite. L'importance
d'un recruterecruteL'importance d'un
effectu6 sur une base geographique
ment effectue
geographique aussi large que
quo possible
possible doit
dolt
ditment etre
(lament
etre prise
prise en
en consideration.
consideration.
6. (1) Dans
Dana l'accomplissement
Paccomplissement de
leurs fonctions,
fonctions, le
le secretaire
secretaire
de leurs
secretaires generaux
general, les secretaires
et le
le personnel
personnel ne
ne doivent
doivent
generaux adjoints
adjoints et
solliciter
solliciter ni accepter d'instructions
d'instructions d'aucun
d'aucun gouvernement
ni d'aucune
gouvernement ni
d'aucune
exterieure aa l'Union. Ils
autorite exterieure
us doivent
s'abstenir de
tout acte
acte
doivent s'abstenir
de tout
incompatible
incompatible avec
avec leur situation
internationaux et
et
situation de
de fonctionnaires
fonctionnaires internationaux
ne sont responsables
responsables qu'envers
qu'envers l'Union.
l'Union.
(2)
Membre associe
(2) Chaque
Chaque Membre
Membre et Membre
s'engage a
respecter le
le
associe s'engage
a respecter
caractere
caractere exclusivement
exclusivement international
international des
fonctions du
du secretaire
secretaire
des fonctions
general,
general, des secretaires
secretaires generaux
adjoints et
et du
du personnel,
personnel, et
et a
no pas
generaux adjoints
a ne
pas
chercher
A les influencer
chercher a
influencer dans l'execution
de leur
leur tAche.
tache.
l'execution de
Article
10
Article 10
Conference
Conference de
de plenipotentiaires
pl6nipotentiaires

1. La conference
conference de plenipotentiaires:
plenipotentiaires:
a) examine
examine le rapport du Conseil
Conseil d'administration
d'administration sur
sur les
les
activites de
de l'Union;
activites
l'Union;
b) etablit
etablit les bases
du budget
pour les
les cinq
cinq annees
annees
bases du
budget de
de l'Union
l'Union pour
suivantes;
suivantes;
c) approuve
definitivement les
approuve definitivement
de l'Union;
l'Union;
les comptes
comptes de
d) elit les Membres de l'Union
l'Union qui font
font partie
du Conseil
Conseil
partie du
d'administration;
&administration;
e) revise la
la Convention
si elle
elle le
juge necessaire;
necessaire;
Convention si
le juge
6ch6ant, les
f) conclut, le cas &Want,
les accords
accords de
base entre
entre l'Union
l'Union et
et
de base
les autres organismes
organismes internationaux
et revise
les
accords
internationaux et
revise les accords
existants;
existants;
g) traite
traite toutes les questions
questions de telecommunications
telecommunications jugees
jugees
necessaires.
necessaires.
2.
plenipotentiaires se reunit normalement
normalement tous
2. La
La conference
conference de plenipotentiaires
tous
les
cinq
A l'epoque
les cinq ans,
ans, au lieu et a
Pepoque fixes par la conference
conference de
de pleniplenipotentiaires
potentiaires precedente.
precedente.
3.
L'epoque
3. L'epoque et le lieu ou l'un des deux
deux seulement
seulement de la
prochaine
la prochaine
conference
conference de plenipotentiaires
plenipotentiaires peuvent etre
etre changes:
changes:
a) sur la demande
demande de vingt Membres
de l'Union,
moms,
Membres de
1'Union, au
au moins,
d'administration;
adressee au
an Conseil
Conseil d'administration;
proposition du Conseil d'administration.
b) sur la proposition
d'administration.
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4. The Secretary General, the Assistant
Assistant Secretaries
Secretaries General
General and the
members of the General Secretariat
Secretariat shall receive
receive salaries on a
a basis
established by the plenipotentiary
established
plenipotentiary conference.
conference.
5. The paramount
paramount consideration
recruitment of the staff
consideration in the recruitment
staff
and in the determination
of
the
conditions
determination
conditions of service
service shall be the
necessity of securing for the Union the highest
highest standards
standards of efficiency,
efficiency,
competence, and integrity. Due regard
regard must be paid to the importance of recruiting the staff on as wide aageographical
geographical basis as possible.
performance of their duties the Secretary
Secretary General,
6. (1)
(1) In the performance
General,
the Assistant Secretaries
Secretaries General
General and the staff must not seek or receive instructions
instructions from any government
government or from any other authority
external to the Union. They must refrain
refrain from any action which
which
might reflect on their position as international
international officials
officials and shall be
responsible
responsible solely to the Union.
(2)
(2) Each Member and Associate
Member undertakes
undertakes to respect
respect
Associate Member
exclusively international
international character
character of the responsibilities
responsibilities of the
the exclusively
General and
Secretary General, the Assistant
Assistant Secretaries
Secretaries General
and the
discharge of their
their
staff and not to seek to influence
influence them in the discharge
responsibilities.
responsibilities.
4rticle
4rticle 10
Plenipotentiary Conferences
Plenipotentiary
Conferences
1.
Plenipotentiary Conference
1. The Plenipotentiary
Conference shall:
shall:
a) consider the report of the Administrative
Council on
on the
Administrative Council
the
activities of the Union;
Union;
b) establish
establish the basis for the budget of the Union for the next
next
years;
five years;
c) finally approve
approve the
accounts of the Union;
Union;
the accounts
d) elect the Members
Members of the Union which are to serve on the
Administrative
Council;
Administrative Council;

e) revise the Convention
Convention if
if it
it considers
considers this
this necessary;
necessary;
f) if necessary,
necessary, enter into any formal
formal agreement
agreement or revise
revise any
any
existing
between the Union and any
any other
other
existing formal agreement
agreement between
international body;
international
body;
g) deal with such other telecommunication
telecommunication questions as may
be necessary.
Plenipotentiary Conference
Conference normally
every
2. The Plenipotentiary
normally shall
shall meet once
once every
five years at a
atime and place fixed by the preceding
preceding Plenipotentiary
Plenipotentiary
Conference.
Conference.
3.
Conference may be
3. The
The time
time or
or place of the
the next Plenipotentiary
Plenipotentiary Conference
be
changed:
changed:
Members of the Union have proposed
a) when at least twenty Members
proposed
Administrative Council;
Council;
aachange to the Administrative
Council.
b) on the proposal of the Administrative
Administrative Council

81939-52—PT. x---10
xi- —10
81939-52-PT.

Time and place of
nd plce of
meeting.
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Dans les deux cas, le Conseil d'administration,
d'administration, avec
avec l'accord
l'accord de
la
de la
Membres de l'Union, fixe une
majorite des Membres
une nouvelle 6poque
époque et
et un
un
nouveau
seulement, et indique, s'il y
nouveau lieu ou l'un
Pun des deux seulement,
ya
a lieu,
lieu, son
son
ordre du jour.
jour.
Article 11
Conferences administratives
Conferences
administratives
1. (1)
1.
conferences administratives:
administratives:
(1) Les conferences
a) revisent, chacune dans
dans son domaine
domaine respectif, les Reglements
R1glements
aParticle
13, paragraphe
de la
la Convention;
Convention;
prevus A
l'article 13,
paragraphe 22de
b) traitent, dans les limites
limites de la Convention
et du
du Reglement
Reglement
Convention et
general
general et des directives donnees par la
conference de
plenila conference
de pl6nipotentiaires,
potentiaires, toutes les autres
autres questions jugees
jugees n6eessaires.
neeessaires.
(2)
(2) La Conference
Conference administrative
administrative des
des radiocommunications:
radiocommunications:
a) elit les membres du Comae
Comit6 international
international d'enregistremen.t
d'enregistrement
frequences, et
des frequences,
et
b) appr6cie
apprecie ses activites.
activit6s.
conferences administratives
administratives sont reunies
2. Les conferences
reunies au
memo endroit
endroit
au meme
et en meme temps
temps que
quo la conference
conference de plenipotentiaires,
et, d'une
pldnipotentiaires, et,
d'une
facon
fawn generale,
generale, tons les cinq
cinq ans.
ans.
conference administrative
administrative extraordinaire
3. (1) Une conference
extraordinaire pout
etre
peut etre
convoquee:
convoquee:
conference de plenipotentiaires
a) sur decision
decision de la conference
plenipotentiaires qui
qui fixe
fixe son
son
ordre du jour ainsi que
quo 1'epoque
Pepoque et le lieu de
reunion;
de sa
sa reunion;
b) lorsque vingt Membres de l'Union
1'Union au moins
moms ont fait
connaltre
fait connaltre
au Conseil d'administration
d'administration leur desir
&sir de voir reunir une
telle
une telle
conference pour examiner
conference
examiner un ordre du jour propose
propose par eux;
eux;
c) sur proposition du Conseil d'administration.
d'administration.

(2)
(2) Dans les cas prevus sous b) et c),
c), de l'alinea
Palinea (1),
(1), le Conseil
d'administration, avec le consentement
d'administration,
majorite des
des Membres
consentement de
de la majorit6
Membres

de l'Union, fixe l'epoque
conference ainsi que son ordre
de
Pepoque et le lieu de la conference
ordre
du jour.
jour.
Article 12
12

Reglement int6rieur
Reglement
interieur des conferences
conferences
1. Avant
1.
Avant de commencer
commencer ses deliberations,
deliberations, chaque conference
adopts
conference adopte
le reglement interieur
interieur suivant lequel ses debats
&bats et
et ses
ses travaux
seront
travaux seront
organises et conduits.
conduits.
2. A
A cet effet, la conference
conference prend comme
comme base les dispositions du
du
Reglement general
A la present°
presente Convention,
general annexe a
Convention, et y
y apporte les
les
modifications
modifications qu'elle estime utiles.
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Administrative Council, with the concurrence
In either case, the Administrative
concurrence of
aamajority of the Members of the Union, shall fix the new time
time or the
new place, or both, and shall indicate,
indicate, if necessary,
necessary, the agenda.
Article
Article 11
11

Administrative Conferences
Administrative
Conferences
1.
1. (1)
(1) The Administrative Conferences
Conferences shall:
shall:
paragraph
a) revise the Regulations
Regulations provided for in Article 13 paragraph
2 of this Convention
respectively
2
Convention with which they are respectively
concerned;
concerned;

Revision of Regulations.

iRevo' of Regua'

b) deal with all other matters deemed
deemed necessary
necessary within the
terms of the Convention
Convention and the General
General Regulations,
Regulations, or
in accordance
accordance with any directive given by the
the PlenipotenPlenipotentiary Conference.
(2)
conference shall:
shall:
(2) The
The radio administrative
administrative conference

s p. 1491.
Post,
Po
t,p. 1491.

a) elect the members of the International
International Frequency
Frequency RegisBoard;
tration Board;

b) review its activities.
activities.
administrative conferences
conferences shall meet at the same place and
2. The administrative
at the same time as the Plenipotentiary
Plenipotentiary Conference,
Conference, in general,
general,
every five years.
Extraordinary ad3. (1)
(1) An extraordinary
extraordinary administrative
conference may
ministrative con
feradministrative conference
may be
be concon- ministrati
nfer
vened:
vened:

en
e
MOB.

a) by aa decision
decision of the Plenipotentiary
Conference which
which
Plenipotentiary Conference
determine its agenda and the
shall determine
the time and
and place
place of its
meeting; or
twenty Members
Members of
the Union
Union have
b) when at least
least twenty
of the
have made
made
known to the Administrative
Council their desire that
that
Administrative Council
such aa Conference shall be held to consider an agenda
agenda
proposed by them; or
or
c) on the
Administrative Council.
the proposal
proposal of
of the
the Administrative
(2)
specified in
b) and c)
c) of
of subparagraph
subparagraph (1)
(1)
(2) In the cases specified
in b)
concurrence of
of
above, the Administrative
Administrative Council, with
with the concurrence
Union, shall determine
determine the
the
aamajority of the Members of the
the Union,
well as its agenda.
agenda.
time and place of the Conference
Conference as well
Article 1Z
12
Rules of Procedure
Procedure of Conferences
Conferences
L
Conference shall adopt
adopt
1. Before entering on its deliberations,
deliberations, each Conference
Rules of Procedure
Procedure in accordance
accordance with which
discussions and work
which the
the discussions
work
organized and conducted.
are organized
conducted.
take as aabasis
basis the
the propro2. For this purpose each Conference
Conference shall take
visions of the General
General Regulations annexed
annexed to this Convention,
Convention, with
with
such modifications
modifications as it thinks fit.
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Article 18
S1
Les Reglements
Les
Reglements

Reglement general
1. Le Reglement
general contenu
dans l'annexe
la m6me
m8me portee
portee
contenu dans
1'annexe 44aala
m6me duree quo
que la Convention,
Convention, sous
et la meme
des dispositions
dispositions de
sous reserve
reserve des
de
l'article
de la
la Convention.
Convention.
l'article 12
12 de
dispositions de la presente
2. Les dispositions
Convention sont
completees
presente Convention
sont completees
par
Reglements administratifs
par les
les Reglements
administratifs suivants:
suivants:
le
le
le
le
le

Reglement
Reglement
Reglement
Reglement
Reglement
Reglement
Reglement
Reglement

telegraphique,
t6elgraphique,
telephonique,
t6elphonique,
des radiocommunications,
radiocommunications,
des
additionnel
additionnel des
des radiocommunications.
radiocommunications.

3.
Reglements lient tous les
3. Ces Reglements
Membres et
et Membres
Membres associes.
associes.
les Membres
Cependant, les Membres et
Membres associes
informer le
et Membres
associes doivent
doivent informer
le
secretaire general
general de leur
leur approbation
approbation de
de toute
revision de
queltoute revision
de l'un
l'un quelconque des Reglements
Reglements administratifs
administratifs par
une conference
conference adminisadminispar une
trative
l'intervalle de deux
trative reunie dans l'intervalle
deux conferences
conferences de
de plenipotenplenipotentiaires. Le secretaire
secretaire general notifie
approbations aux
Membres
notifie ces approbations
aux Membres
et Membres
Membres associes, au fur et a
de leur
reception.
a mesure
mesure de
leur reception.
4. En cas de divergence
divergence entre
entre une disposition
Convention et
et
disposition de
de la
la Convention
une
Reglement, la
one disposition d'un Reglement,
la Convention
Convention prevaudra.
prevaudra.
Article 14

Finances
Finances de
de l'Union
l'Union
1. Les depenses
depenses de l'Union
l'Union se repartissent
repartissent en
en depenses
depenses ordinaires
ordinaires et
et
depenses extraordinaires.
extraordinaires.
depenses
2. Les depenses
depenses ordinaires
ordinaires de 1'Union
l'Union sont maintenues
maintenues dans
dans les
les
limites 6tablies
etablies par
conference de
plenipotentiaires. Elles
par la
la conference
de pl6nipotentiaires.
Elles comprencomprennent, en particulier,
afferents aux reunions
reunions du Conseil
particulier, les frais afferents
Conseil d'add'administration, les salaires
ministration,
du personnel
les autres
autres depenses
depenses du
du
salaires du
personnel et
et les
Secretariat general
Secretariat
general de
de l'Union,
l'Union, du
Comite international
international d'enregistred'enregistredu Comit6
ment des frequences,
comites consultatifs
consultatifs internationaux,
frequences, des comites
internationaux, des
des
laboratoires et installations
installations techniques
techniques cre6s
laboratoires
eras par
l'Union. Elles
Elles sont
soot
par l'Union.
supportees par tous
supportees
tous les
les Membres
Membres et
et Membres
Membres associes.
associes.
3.
3. (1) Les depenses
depenses extraordinaires
comprennent toutes
les depenses
depenses
extraordinaires comprennent
toutes les
relatives aux conferences
conferences de plenipotentiaires,
plenipotentiaires, aux conferences
admiconferences admireunions des comites
nistratives et aux
aux reunions
comites consultatifs
internationaux.
consultatifs internationaux.
supportees par les
Elles sont supportees
et Membres
Membres associes
associes qui
out
les Membres
Membres et
qui ont
accepte de participer
participer a
a ces conferences
conferences et
accepte
et reunions.
reunions.
(2)
privees et les organismes
(2) Les exploitations
exploitations privees
organismes internationaux
internationaux
contribuent
contribuent aux depenses
depenses extraordinaires
extraordinaires des
des conferences
conferences administraadministratives et des reunions des comites
cornites consultatifs
consultatifs internationaux
internationaux auxquelles
auxquelles
ils participent,
nombre d'unites
participent, dans la proportion
proportion du nombre
d'unites correspond
correspond ant
ant
a la classe choisie
A
par eux
eux parmi
parmi les
classes prevues
prevues au
au paragraphe
paragraphe 4
4du
choisie par
les classes
du
present article. Toutefois, le Conseil d'adrninistration
d'administration peut
pout exonerer
exonerer
certains
organismes internationaux
internationaux de toute
certains organismes
touts contribution
depenses.
contribution aux
aux d6penses.
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Article
Article .13
13
Regulations
Regulations

Annex 44 shall have
have the
1. The General
General Regulations contained
contained in Annex
the
same force and duration
duration as this Convention,
Convention, subject to the provisions
provisions
of Article
of
Article 12
12 of
the Convention.
of the
Convention.
completed by
by the
the follow2. The provisions of this Convention are
are completed
ing sets
sets of
of Administrative
ing
Administrative Regulations:
Regulations:
Telegraph
Telegraph Regulations;
Regulations; [9
[l]
Telephone Regulations;
Regulations;
Telephone
Radio Regulations;
Radio
Regulations;
Additional Radio
Additional
Radio Regulations.
Regulations.
3. These Regulations shall be binding
binding on all Members
and AssoMembers and
Associate Members. However, Members
Associate Members
Members and Associate
Members shall
shall
notify the Secretary
Secretary General
General of
of their
their approval
of any
any revision
approval of
revision of
of
any
of the
by an
administrative conferconferany of
the administrative
administrative Regulations
Regulations by
an administrative
ence in the interval between
between two plenipotentiary
plenipotentiary conferences.
conferences. The
The
Secretary
Secretary General
Members and
and Associate
Associate Members
General shall
shall inform
inform Members
Members
regarding receipt
promptly regarding
receipt of
such notifications
of approval.
of such
notifications of
approval.
provision of
4. In
In case
case of inconsistency
inconsistency between
between aa provision
of the
the Convention
Convention
and a
a provision
and
provision of
the Convention
Convention shall
shall prevail.
prevail.
of the
the Regulations,
Regulations, the

Force and duration.
Force
duration.
Post, p.
p. 1491.
Post,

Administrative
Administrative
Regulations.

Post, p.
p. 1581.
1581.
Post,

Prevailing
Prevailing instruinstrument.
ment.

Article 14
14
Article
Finances of
of the
the Union
Finances
Union

1. The expenses of the Union
Union shall
shall be
be classified
as ordinary
ordinary exexclassified as
penses
penses and
and extraordinary
extraordinary expenses.
expenses.
2.
ordinary expenses
expenses of
of the
the Union
be kept
the
2. The
The ordinary
Union shall
shall be
kept within
within the
limits prescribed
prescribed by
They shall
shall
limits
by the
the Plenipotentiary
Plenipotentiary Conference.
Conference. They
include,
particular, the
expenses pertaining
to the
the meetings
the
include, in
in particular,
the expenses
pertaining to
meetings of
of the
Administrative
the salaries
salaries of
of the
staff and
and other
other expenses
expenses
Administrative Council,
Council, the
the staff
of
Secretariat, of
of the
International Frequency
Frequency RegistraRegistraof the
the General
General Secretariat,
the International
tion
the International
Consultative Committees,
Committees, and
and of
of the
tion Board,
Board, of
of the
International Consultative
the
laboratories and
and technical
laboratories
the Union.
Union. These
technical installations
installations created
created by
by the
These
ordinary
ordinary expenses
expenses shall
borne by
Members and
and Associate
Associate
shall be
be borne
by all
all Members
Members.
Members.
3.
(1) The
extraordinary expenses
include all
all expenses
expenses perper3. (1)
The extraordinary
expenses shall
shall include
taining
to plenipotentiary
administrative conferences
conferences and
and
taining to
plenipotentiary conferences,
conferences, administrative
meetings
the International
International Consultative
Consultative Committees.
meetings of
of the
Committees. They
They shall
shall
be
the Members
Members and
Associate Members
Members who
who have
to
be borne
borne by
by the
and Associate
have agreed
agreed to
participate in
conferences and
and meetings.
meetings.
participate
in these
these conferences
(2)
operating agencies
and international
organizations
(2) Private
Private operating
agencies and
international organizations
shall contribute
shall
contribute to
to the
the extraordinary
expenses of
of the
the administrative
administrative
extraordinary expenses
conferences
and the
the meetings
meetings of
International Consultative
Consultative ComComconferences and
of the
the International
mittees in
in which
they participate,
proportion to
to the
number of
units
mittees
which they
participate, in
in proportion
the number
of units
corresponding to
class chosen
by them
among the
the classes
classes provided
corresponding
to the
the class
chosen by
them among
provided
in
of this
Article. The
Council may,
may,
in paragraph
paragraph 4
4 of
this Article.
The Administrative
Administrative Council
nevertheless,
nevertheless, excuse
excuse certain
international organizations
from contribcontribcertain international
organizations from
uting to
to these
expenses.
uting
these expenses.
I Treaties and
Other International
International Acts
Acts Series
2175.
'Treaties
and Other
Series 2175.

Ordinary
expenses.
Ordinary expenses.

Extraordinary
Extraordinary
penses.

exex-
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(3) Les d6penses
(3)
depenses occasionn6es
occasionnees aux
aux laboratoires
laboratoires et installations
installations
techniques de l'Union
techniques
l'Union par des mesures, des essais ou des
recherches
des recherches
speciales pour le compte
compte de certains Membres
associes,
Membres ou Membres associes,
groupes de Membres,
Membres, organisations
organisations regionales
sont supsupr6gionales ou autres,
autres, sont
portees par ces Membres
Membres ou Membres
organisations
Membres associes,
associes, groupes, organisations
ou autres.
Membres associes se repartissent
4. Les Membres et Membres
classes;
r6partissent en huit
huit classes;
chacun aux depenses
ils contribuent
contribuent chacun
depenses proportionnellement
nombre
proportionnellement au nombre
d'unites de l'une des classes
ci-apres:
classes ci-apres:
lere classe:
1ere
classe: 30 unites,
" :
: 25 unites,
"
unites,
" :
: 20 unites,
unites,
"
::15 unites,
unites,

5e class°:
classe: 10 unites,
unites,
6e
"
unites,
" :: 55unites,
7e "" :: 3
3unites,
unites,
7e
8e
unite.
8e "" :: 11unite.

2e
3e
4e

Membre ou Membre
Membre associe fait connattre
5. Chaque
Chaque Membre
connattre au
secretaire
au secretaire
general la classe qu'il a
communiquee
a choisie. Cette decision
decision est
est communiquee
aux autres Membres
Membres et Membres
Membres associes
associ6s par le
le secretaire
secr6taire general;
general;
elle no
ne peut etre
8tre modifiee
modifiee entre la date d'entree
d'entree en
en vigueur
de la
la
vigueur de
presente Convention
l'ouverture de la
presente
Convention et Pouverture
conference de
de
la prochaine
prochaine conference
plenipotentiaires.
plenipotentiaires.
6. Les Membres
Membres et Membres
Membres associes
associes payent
leur part
part
payent aa l'avance
l'avance leur
contributive
annuelle calculee
contributive annuelle
calculee d'apres
d'apres les
previsions budg6taires.
budgetaires.
les previsions
7. Les sommes dues sont productives d'interet
d'interet a
partir du
du debut
a partir
debut
de chaque armee
annee financiere
financiere de l'Union en ce
concerne les
depenses
ce qui concerne
les depenses
ordinaires,
a partir de la date
ordinaires, et, a
date A
alaquelle les comptes sont
envoy&
sont envoyes
aux Membres
Membres associes,
associes, pour
Membres et Membres
pour les depenses
depenses extraordinaires
et
extraordinaires et
la fourniture
fourniture des documents.
documents. Cet
Cot interet est fixe au taux
taux de
de 3%
3%
(trois pour cent) par an, pendant les six premiers mois aapartir
partir de
de la
la
date a
a laquelle les sommes sont dues,
dues, et au taux de 6%
6% (six
pour cent)
cent)
(six pour
par an aapartir du septieme
septieme mois.
mois.

Article 15
Langues
Langues

1. (1)
(1) L'Union aa pour langues
1.
langues officielles:
officielles: l'anglais,
le chinois,
chinois,
l'anglais, le
l'espagnol, le frangais et le russe.
contestation le texte frangais fait
(2) En cas de contestation
foi.
fait foi.
2.
2. Les documents
documents definitifs
definitifs des conferences
conferences de plenipotentiaires
plenipotentiaires et
et
des conferences
conferences administratives,
administratives, les actes finaux et les protocoles
des
langues indiquees ci-dessus,
sont etablis dans les langues
ci-de,ssus, d'apres
d'apres des
des redacredactions equivalentes
equivalentes aussi bien dans la forme
quo dans
dans le
le fond.
forme que
fond.
3. (1)
(1) Tous les autres
autres documents
documents des conferences
conferences sont rediges
en
rediges en
espagnol et en frangais.
anglais, en espagnol
frangais.
(2) Tous les documents de service de 1'Union
l'Union sont
publies dans
dans
sont publi6s
les cinq langues officielles.
officielles.
(3) Tous
Tons les autres documents
documents dont le secretaire
secretaire g6enral
general doit,
dolt,
conformement
a ses
conformement a
sea attributions, assurer
assurer la distribution
distribution generale
generale sont
sont
etablis en anglais, en espagnol et en francais.
frangais.
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(3) Expenses incurred by laboratories
(3)
laboratories and technical
technical installainstallations of the Union, in measurements,
measurements, testing, or special research
research for
individual Members
Members or Associate
Associate Members, groups of Members
Members or
or
Associate
Associate Members
Members or regional organizations
organizations or others, shall be borne
by those Members
Members or Associate Members, groups, organizations
organizations or
others.
4. For the purpose of apportioning
apportioning expenses,
expenses, Members
Members and Associate Members shall be divided into 8
contributing on the
the
8 classes, each
each contributing
basis of a
afixed number of units, namely:
namely:
5th
10 units,
units,
1st class: 30
30 units,
5th class:
class: 10
2nd class: 25 units,
6th class:
5
units,
class: 5 units,
3rd class: 20 units,
7th class:
3
units,
3 units,
4th class: 15 units,
8th class: 11 unit.
5. Each Member and Associate Member shall inform the Secretary General of the class in which it wishes to be included. This decision shall be notified to the other Members
Members and Associate
Members
Associate Members
by the Secretary
Secretary General
General and shall not be changed
changed during the interval
between the coming into force of
opening of
of
of this
this Convention and the
the opening
Plenipotentiary Conference.
the next Plenipotentiary
Conference.
6. Members and Associate Members shall pay in
advance their
in advance
their
annual contributory
contributory shares calculated
calculated on the basis of the estimated
expenditure of the,
expenditure
following financial
the Union for the
the following
financial year.
year.
7. The amounts due shall bear interest
interest from the beginning
beginning of each
each
financial year of the Union with regard
regard to ordinary expenses
expenses and
and
from the date on which accounts for extraordinary
expenses, and
extraordinary expenses,
and
for documents
supplied, are sent
Associate Members.
documents supplied,
sent to
to Members
Members and Associate
Members.
3% (three
This interest shall be at the rate of 3%
(three per cent)
cent) per annum
during the first six months after the date on which the amounts
amounts are
due and at the rate of 6%
6% (six per cent) per annum
beginning
annum from the beginning
of the seventh month.

pportonment a0/

Apportionment
expenses.

Interest.
Interst.

Article 15
Languages
Languages
1.
Chinese, English,
English,
1. (1)
(1) The official languages of the
the Union
Union shall
shall be Chinese,
French, Russian and Spanish.
Spanish.
(2)
of dispute,
dispute, the
(2) In
In case
case of
the French
French text
be authentic.
text shall
shall be
authentic.
administrative
2. The final
final documents
documents of
of the plenipotentiary
plenipotentiary and
and administrative
conferences
conferences as well as the final acts and protocols,
protocols, shall
shall be drawn up
up
in the languages
languages mentioned above in versions equivalent
equivalent in form and
and
content.
3. (1) All other documents
documents of the conferences
conferences shall be drawn up
up
in English, French and Spanish.
Spanish.
(2)
All service
documents of
in
(2) All
service documents
of the
the Union
Union shall
shall be
be published
published in
the five official languages.
languages.

(3)
(3) All other documents
documents for general
general distribution prepared
prepared by
by
General in the
duties shall
be
the Secretary
Secretary General
the course of his
his duties
shall be
French and Spanish.
drawn up in English, French
Spanish.

Authentic text.
tet.
Authentic

Service documents.
service
documents.

Documents for generaldistribution.

Doaments fogten-
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4. (1)
(1) Dans les debats
d6bats des conferences
conferences et des
des organismes
organismes permanents
permanents
1'Union, un systeme efficace
efficace de traduction
de l'Union,
reciproque en
en anglais,
anglais, en
traduction r6ciproque
en
espagnol et en frangais
frangais doit
doit etre
etre utilise.
utilis6.
(2) D'autres langues
parlees peuvent
langues parlees
peuvent etre
etre employees
au cours
cours
employees au
des d6bats,
debats, sous reserve
reserve que
le,s delegations
desirent les
les utiliser
que les
delegations qui
qui d6sirent
utiliser
pourvoient
pourvoient elles-mgmes
elles-memes a
a la traduction
traduction orale
l'une quelconque
quelconque
orale dans
dans l'une
des langues enumerees
enumerees au premier
premier alinea
alinea ci-dessus.
ci-dessus. De
De meme,
meme, les
les
d6elgu6s
delegues peuvent, s'ils le desirent, prendre
prendre des
dispositions pour
quo
des dispositions
pour que
les interventions
de ces
interventions faites dans une de
ces langues
soient traduites
traduites oraleoralelangues soient
ment dans
ment
dans leur
leur propre
propre langue.
langue.
Membre ou Membre
Membre associ6
5. Chaque Membre
associe participe
participe aux
aux depenses
depenses
occasionnees par Pusage
l'usage des langues
occasionnees
langues autorisees,
une de
ces
autoris6es, pour
pour une
de ces
langues seulement. Pour les langues parlees
et les
de
parlees et
les documents
documents de
conferences et des reunions
travail des conferences
reunions des
organismes de
de 1'Union,
l'Union, le
le
des organismes
Conseil d'administration
d'administration 6tablit
etablit les
suivant lesquelles
lesquelles le
le secr6seer&
les regles
regles suivant
taire general calcule
calcuIe la part
part de chaque
ou Membre
Membre associe
associe
chaque Membre
Membre ou
d'apres le nombre d'unit6s
d'unites pour
est inscrit
inscrit conformement
conformement
pour lequel
lequel il
il est
aux dispositions
paragraphe 55 de l'article
dispositions du paragraphe
Particle 14.
14. Pour
Pour les
les autres
autres
documents,
Secretaire general calcule
documents, le Secretaire
calcule cette part
part d'apres
le prix
prix de
d'apres le
de
revient des exemplaires
exemplaires achetes.
achetes.

CHAPITRE
CHAPITRE

IIII

Application
Convention et des Reglements
Application de la Convention
Reglements
Article
16
Article 16

Ratification de la Convention
Ratification
Convention
1. La presente Convention
Convention sera
1.
par chacun
des gouvernogouvernesera ratifiee
ratifiee par
chacun des
ments signataires.
signataires. Les
Les instruments
instruments de ratification
adresses,
ratification seront
seront adresses,
dans le plus bref Mai
delai possible, par la voie diplomatique
par I'entrel'entrediplomatique et
et par
mise du gouvernement
gouvernement du pays siege
siege de
l'Union, au
au secretaire
secreta.ire general
general
de 1'Union,
qui procedera
proc6dera a
a leur notification
notification aux
aux Membres
Membres et
et Membres
associes.
Membres associ6s.
2.
I'entree en vigueur
2. Apres
Apres Pentree
vigueur de cette
cette Convention,
Convention, conformement
conformement
a l'article
1'article 49, chaque instrument
a
instrument de
prendra effet
effet aa la
la
de ratification
ratification prendra
date de dep6t
depot au Secretariat
Secretariat general.
general.
3. Dans le cas oil
oh un ou plusieurs
gouvernements signataires
3.
plusieurs des gouvernements
signataires
ne
ratifieraient pas la Convention,
Convention, celle-ci
celle-ci n'en
no ratifieraient
sera pas
moms valable
valable
n'en sera
pas moins
pour les Gouvernements
Gouvernements qui l'auront
ratifiee.
l'auront ratifiee.
17
Article 17

Adhesion
Adhesion A
a la Convention
Convention
1. Le Gouvernement
1.
Gouvernement d'un pays qui
pas sign6
signe la
presente ConConqui n'a
n'a pas
la presente
vention
peut y
y adherer
vention pent
adherer en tout temps
temps en se conformant
conformant aux
aux dispositions
dispositions
de l'article
l'article 1.
1.
2. L'instrument d'adhesion
d'adhesion est adresse
la voie
voie diplomatique
diplomatique
adress6 par
par la
et par l'entremise
l'entremise du gouvernement
gouvernement du pays
siege de
de 1'Union
l'Union au
au
pays siege
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(1) In conferences
4. (1)
conferences and at the meetings of the permanent
permanent organs
of the Union, the debates shall be conducted
of
conducted with
with the aid of
reciprocal translation from
an efficient system of reciprocal
from and into
English, French and Spanish.
Spanish.
(2) Other languages
(2)
languages may also be used in the debates
debates provided
provided
that the delegations using
using them make
make arrangements
arrangements themselves for oral translation
translation into any one of the languages
mentioned
preceding sub-paragraph.
mentioned in the preceding
sub-paragraph. Similarly,
Similarly, deleto be
be transtransgates may, if they
they wish,
wish, arrange
arrange for speeches
speeches to
lated orally into their own languages
languages from one of the
the languages mentioned
mentioned in the preceding
preceding sub-paragraph.
sub-paragraph.

Debates.

Other languages.
languages.
Other

5. Each Member and Associate
expenses
Associate Member
Member shall share
share the expenses
attributable to the use of the authorized
attributable
authorized languages,
languages, with respect
respect to
one of these languages
languages only. For oral languages
languages and working
working documents of conferences
conferences and meetings
meetings of organs
organs of
of the
the Union, the Administrative
ministrative Council shall lay down rules by which
which the Secretary
Secretary
General shall calculate the share of each Member
Member and Associate MemMemaccordance with the number of units which
which it
it has
ber in accordance
has chosen
chosen in
in
accordance with paragraph
paragraph 5
5 of Article 11;
14; for other documents, the
accordance
Secretary General shall calculate
calculate this share in accordance
accordance with the
cost price of the copies purchased.
purchased.
CHAPTER
II
CHAPTER II

Application of the Convention
and Regulations
Regulations
Application
Convention and
Article 16
Article
16

Ratification
Ratification of the Convention
Convention
1.
Convention shall be ratified by each
1. This Convention
each of the signatory
signatory GovGovernments. The instruments of ratification
deposited, in
ernments.
ratification shall
shall be deposited,
in as
as
short aa time as possible, with
Secretary General
with the
the Secretary
General by
by diplomatic
intermediary of the Government
channel through the intermediary
country
Government of the country
of the seat of the Union. The Secretary
General shall
Secretary General
shall notify the
Members and Associate Members
Members of each deposit of ratification.
ratification.
accordance with
with
2. After the entry into force of
of this Convention
Convention in
in accordance
Article 49, each instrument
instrument of ratification
ratification shall become
effective on
on
become effective
the date of its deposit with the General
General Secretariat.
Secretariat.
3. If
If one or more of the signatory Governments
the
Governments do
do not
not ratify the
Convention, it shall not thereby be
Convention,
be less
less valid for
for the
the Governments
Governments
ratified it.
which have ratified
it.

Deposit
instruDeposit of instrument of ratification.
ratification.
ment

Effective date.
date.
Effective
Post, p. 1453.
1453.
Pot,

Article 17
Accession to the Convention
Accession
Convention
1. The
signatory of
of this
this Conven1.
The Government
Government of aacountry,
country, not a
a signatory
Convention, may accede thereto at any time subject to the provisions
of
provisions of
Article 1.
1.
Article
2. The instrument of accession
accession shall be deposited
Secredeposited with the Secretary General
General by diplomatic channel through the
of
the intermediary
intermediary of

Ante, p. 1409.
140D.
Ante,
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Secretaire
Secretaire general, qui notifie
notifie l'adhesion
Padhesion aux
et Membres
Membres
aux Membres
Membres et
associ6s
associes et transmet
transmet a
achacun
chacun d'eux une copie
copie authentifiee
authentifiee de
de l'Acte.
l'Acte.
L'adh6sion
L'adhesion prend
prend effet du
du jour
son depot,
qu'il n'en
soit
jour de
de son
dep6t, a
a moms
moins qu'il
n'en soit
stipule autrement.
autrement.
Article 18
18
Article

Application de la Convention aux
aux pays
territoires dont
dont les
relations
pays on
ou territoires
les relations
ext6rieures sont
exterieures
sont assur6es
par des
des Membres
de l'Union
l'Union
assurdes par
Membres de
1. Les Membres
l'Union peuvent
1.
Membres de PUnion
en tout
tout temps
temps declarer
declarer que
quo
peuvent en
la present°
presente Convention
Convention est applicable
applicable a
un groupe,
groupe, ou
ou
A l'ensemble,
l'ensemble, aaun
A un seul
soul des pays ou
dont ils
assurent les
les relations
relations exteou territoires
territoires dont
ils assurent
ext6rieures.
rieures.
2. Toute declaration
declaration faite
faite conformement
conformement aux
aux dispositions
dispositions du
du
paragraphe
est adressee
paragraphe 1
1 du present
present article est
an Secretaire
Secretaire general
adressee au
general
de l'Union
l'Union qui la notifie aux
aux Membres
Membres et
et aux
aux Membres
associes.
Membres associes.
3. Les dispositions
dispositions des paragraphes
paragraphes 1
et 2
present article
article no
sont
1 et
2 du
du present
ne sont
pas obligatoires
obligatoires pour les pays,
pays, territoires
ou groupes
groupes de
de territoires
territoires
territoires ou
enumeres dans l'annexe
Pannexe 1
1a
Convention.
a la
la presente
presente Convention.
Article 19
19
Application
Convention aux
Application de la Convention
territoires sous
tutelle des
Nations
aux territoires
sous tutelle
des Nations
Unies
Unies
Les Nations Unies peuvent adherer a
a la
la presente
au
presente Convention
Convention au
nom d'un territoire
territoire ou
on groupe de
de territoires
territoires confies
leur administraadministraconfies aaleur
tion et faisant
faisant l'objet
d'un accord
tutelle conform6ment
conformement a
al'article
l'article
l'objet d'un
accord de
de tutelle
75 de la Charte
Charte des
des Nations
Nations links.
Unies.
Article
Article 20
O0

Execution de la Convention
Execution
Convention et
et des
des Reglements
Reglements
1. Les Membres et Membres
Membres associes
associes sont
de se
se conformer
conformer aux
aux
sont tenus
tenus de
dispositions de la presente
presente Convention
des Reglements
y annexes
annexes
Convention et
et des
Reglements y
dans tous
thus les bureaux
bureaux et dans toutes
toutes les
les stations
de telecommunication
telecommunication
stations de
6tablies
exploitees par eux et qui assurent
etablies ou exploitees
assurent des
des services
services internationaux
internationaux
ou qui peuvent
peuvent provoquer
provoquer des brouillages
brouillages nuisibles
aux
services de
de
nuisibles aux services
radiocommunication
d'autres pays,
radiocommunication d'autres
pays, sauf
en ce
ce qui
qui concerne
les
services
sauf en
concerne les services
echappent a
A ces obligations
obligations en
en vertu des
qui echappent
des dispositions
de l'article
Particle
dispositions de
47 de la presente
presente Convention.
Convention.
2.
2. Ils doivent, en outre, prendre
prendre les mesures
mesures necessaires
necessaires pour
pour
imposer Pobservation
l'obscrvation des dispositions de
de la
presente Convention
Convention et
et
la presente
des
Reglements y
des Reglements
y annexes
annexes aux exploitations
exploitations privees
et aux
aux
privees reconnues
reconnues et
autres
exploitations autorisees
autorisees a
autres exploitations
etablir et
et A
aexploiter
exploiter des
des telecommunitelecommuniA etablir
cations,
cations, qui assurent des services
services internationaux
intemationaux on
qui exploitent
exploitent des
des
ou qui
provoquer des
stations pouvant provoquer
de
des brouillages
brouillages nuisibles
nuisibles aux
aux services
services de
radiocommunication d'autres
radiocommunication
d'autres pays.
pays.
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the Government of the country of the seat of the Union.
Union. Unless
Unless
otherwise specified therein, it
it shall become
otherwise
become effective
effective upon the
the date
date
of its deposit. The Secretary
Secretary General
General shall notify
Members
notify the
the Members
and Associate
accession when it
Associate Members
Members of each accession
is received
it is
received and
and shall
shall
forward to each of them a
certified copy of
act of
of accession.
a certified
of the
the act
accession.

Article .18
Article
18
Application of the Convention
Application
Convention to Countries
Countries or
Territories for
whose
or Territories
for whose
Members of the Union are
Foreign Relations Members
are responsible
responsible
1. Members of the Union may declare
1.
that their
declare at any time
time that
their acceptacceptance of this Convention
Convention applies to all or aagroup or aasingle
single one
the
one of
of the
countries or territories
countries
they are
are
territories for whose
whose foreign
foreign relations
relations they
responsible.
declaration made in accordance
2. A declaration
this
accordance with paragraph
paragraph 1
1 of
of this
communicated to the Secretary
Article shall be communicated
General of
of the
the Union.
Secretary General
Union.
General shall notify
The Secretary General
notify the Members
Members and Associate
Associate MemMembers of each such declaration.
3. The provisions of paragraphs
paragraphs 11and 2
2of this Article shall
shall not
be
not be
deemed to be obligatory in respect
deemed
respect of any country,
country, territory
or group
territory or
group

in Annex 1
1 of this
this Convention.
of territories
territories listed in
Convention.

Pod, p.
Pod,
p. 1481.

Article .19
19

Application
Application of the Convention to
of the
to Trust
Trust Territories
Territories of
the
United Nations
United
Nations
The United
United Nations shall have the right
right to
this ConvenConvento accede to
to this
tion on behalf of any territory or group
group of territories
territories placed
placed under
under
its administration
administration in accordance
accordance with
agreement as
as proprowith aatrusteeship
trusteeship agreement
vided for in Article
the Charter
of the
Article 75 of the
Charter of
the United
Nations.
United Nations.

59 Stat.,
89
stat.,

p. 1048.
1048.
p.

Artiele
RO
Article 20
Execution of the Convention
Convention and Regulations
Regulations

1. The Members and Associate
1.
Associate Members
the
Members are bound
bound to
to abide
abide by the
provisions of this Convention and the Regulations
Regulations annexed thereto
in all telecommunication
telecommunication offices and stations established
established or operated
operated
by them which engage
engage in international
international services
which are capable
services or which
capable
interference to radio services
of causing harmful interference
services of other
other countries,
countries,
exempted from these obligations in accordexcept in regard
regard to services
services exempted
47 of
of this
ance with the provisions of Article 47
this Convention.
Convention.

2. They are also bound, in addition, to take the necessary
necessary steps to
to
impose the observance of the provisions
provisions of this Convention and of
the Regulations annexed thereto upon recognized
recognized private
private operating
operating
agencies
agencies and upon other agencies
agencies authorized
and operate
operate
authorized to establish
establish and
telecommunication which engage
telecommunication
engage in international
international services
which
services or
or which
operate
operate stations capable
capable of causing harmful
to the
harmful interference
interference to
the radio
radio
services of other countries.
countries.
services

Post, p. 1451.
Po,
p. 1451.
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Pt.
2,
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Article 21
Denonciation
de la
Denonciation de
la Convention
Convention
1. Tout Membre
Membre ou Membre
Membre associe
Convention, ou
ou
associe ayant
ayant ratifie
ratifi6 la
la Convention,
y
droit de la denoncer
y ayant adhere, aale droit
denoncer par
me
notification
adressee
par une notification adressee
au secretaire
secr6taire general
general de l'Union
l'Union par
la voie
voie diplomatique
et par
par l'entrel'entrepar la
diplomatique et
mise du gouvernement
gouvernement du
pays siege
siege de
de l'Union.
Le secretaire
secretaire general
general
du pays
1'Union. Le
Membres at
en avise les autres Membres
Membres associ6s.
associes.
et Membres

2. Cette denonciation
denonciation produit
produit son
effet a
Pexpiration d'une
d'une p6riode
periode
son effet
a l'expiration
ann6e A
d'une armee
a partir du jour de reception de la notification
notification par
par le
le
secretaire
general.
secretaire general.
Article 22

Denonciation de la Convention
Convention par
par des
des pays
pays ou
ou territoires
territoires dont
dont les
les
relations
relations ext6rieures
exterieures sont assurees
assurees par
de l'Union.
l'Union..
par des
des Membres
Membres de
1.
Lorsque la presente
1. Lorsque
presente Convention aa e6t
ete rendue
applicable A un
un
rendue applicable
pays, aIt un territoire
territoire ou
on A
It un groupe
groupe de territoires
tenitoires conformement
aux
conformement aux
dispositions de Particle
l'article 18, il petit
peut 8tre
etre mis fin,
fin, A
It tout
tout moment,
moment, A
It
cette situation. Si ce pays, territoire, ou groupe
groupe de
de territoires,
territoires, cot
est
Membre associ6,
Membre
associe, il perd
perd cette
cette qualite
qualite au
au meme
lame moment.
moment.
denonciations prevues
2. Les denonciations
prevues au
au paragraphe
precedent sont
sont notifiees
notifiees
paragraphe precedent
dans les conditions
conditions fix6es
fixees au
au paragraphe
de l'article
l'article 21;
21; elles
elles prennent
prennent
paragraphe 11de
effet dans les conditions
conditions prevues
prevues au
au paragraphe
paragraphe 2
2du
du mmme
memo article.
article.

Article 23
Abrogation
Reglements ant6rieurs
Abrogation des Conventions et des Reglements
anterieurs A
ala
la presente
presente
Convention.
Convention.
La presente Convention
et les Reglements
Convention at
Reglements y
et
y annexes
annexes abrogent
abrogent et
remplacent,
remplacent, dans les relations
relations entre
entre les Gouvernements
Gouvernements contractants,
contractants,
les Conventions telegraphiques
intemationales de
de Paris
Paris (1865),
de
telegraphiques internationales
(1865), de
Vienne (1868),
(1868), de Rome (1872),
(1872), de St.-Petersbourg
St.-Petersbourg (1875)
et les
(1875) et
les
Reglements y
y annexes,
Reglements
ainsi que
que les
radiotelegraphiques
annexes, ainsi
les Conventions
Conventions radiotelegraphiques
internationales
(1912), et de
intemationales de Berlin (1906),
(1906), de Londres (1912),
Washington
de Washington
(1927), et les Reglements
(1927),
Reglements y
y annexes,
annexes, de meme
meme que
la Convention
que la
Convention
internationale
internationale des telecommunications
telecommunications de Madrid
Madrid (1932),
(1932), le Reglement
Reglement
et le Reglement
radiocommunications du
Reglement additionnel
additionnel des radiocommunications
Caire (1938).
(1938).
du Caire
Article 24
24

Relations avec
Relations
avec des Etats
non contractants.
contractants.
Etats non
1. Tous les Membres
1.
Membres et Membres
Membres associes
se reservent
pour euxassocies se
reservent pour
euxmemes
memes et pour les exploitations
exploitations privees
privees reconnues,
reconnues, la
faculte de
de fixer
la faculte
fixer
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Article 21
Article
21
Denunciation
Convention
Denunciation of the Convention

1.
Member and Associate
1. Each Member
Associate Member
Member which
which has ratified,
ratified, or
acceded to, this Convention shall have
have the right to denounce
denounce it by a
a
notification addressed to the Secretary
Secretary General of the Union by diplonotification
Government of the
matic channel through the intermediary
intermediary of the Government
country of the seat of the Union. The Secretary
Secretary General shall advise
country
Members thereof.
Associate Members
the other Members and Associate
2. This denunciation
denunciation shall take effect at the expiration
period
a period
expiration of a
of one year from the day of the receipt of notification
notification of it by the
Secretary
General.
Secretary General.
Article 22
Denunciation of the Convention
Convention on Behalf of Countries or Territories
Denunciation
Relations Members
Members of the Union are responsible
Whose Foreign Relations
for Whose
1. The
application of this Convention
Convention to a
a country, territory or
1.
The application
group
of
territories
in
accordance
with
18 may be terminated
terminated
Article
accordance
of
territories
group
at
any
time,
and
such
country,
territory
group
territories,
if it is
of
territories,
or
territory
at any time, and such country,
an Associate
Associate Member,
Member, ceases upon termination
termination to be such.
2.
The declarations
contemplated in the above paradenunciation contemplated
declarations of denunciation
2. The
graph
shall
be
notified
in
conformity
conformity with the conditions set out in
notified
graph shall
paragraph
1
of
Article
21;
shall take
take effect
in accordance
accordance with
effect in
they shall
paragraph 1 of Article 21; they
the
paragraph 2
2 of that article.
the provisions of paragraph
Article 23

Regulations
Abrogation of earlier Conventions and Regulations
Abrogation
This
Convention and
the Regulations
Regulations annexed thereto
shall abrogate
thereto shall
and the
This Convention
and
replace,
in
relations
between
the
Contracting
Governments,
the
Governments,
the
Contracting
between
in
relations
and replace,
of
Vienna
International
Telegraph
Conventions
of
(1865)
,[
1
]
Vienna
(1865),[l]
Paris
of
Conventions
Telegraph
International
4] and
(1868)4 22]
of Rome
Rome (1872)
(1875) ,[ 4
] and
Petersbourg (1875),[
of St.
St. Petersbourg
(1872),[,[33]] of
] of
(1868),[
the
Regulations
annexed
to
them
and
also
the
International
RadioteleRadiotelethe Regulations annexed to them and also the International
37 Stat.
38
graph Conventions
of Berlin
Berlin (1906),
(1906), of
of London
(1912) and of Wash- Stat. 1672. 1565; 38
London (1912)
Conventions of
graph
45 Stat. 2760.
ington
(1927) and
and the
Regulations annexed
Internato them,
them, and the Internaannexed to
the Regulations
ington (1927)
2391.
tional
Telecommunication
Convention
of
Madrid
(1932),
Radio 4949 Stat. 2391.
the
(1932),
Madrid
tional Telecommunication Convention
54 Stat. 1417.
Regulations and
Additional Radio Regulations
Regulations of Cairo
Cairo (1938).
(1938).
and the
the Additional
Regulations
Article 24
Relations with non-contracting
non-contracting States
Relations
1.
Each Member
Associate Member
reserves to
to itself
itself and to the
Member reserves
and Associate
Member and
1. Each
fix the conditions
recognized private
agencies the right to fix
conditions
operating agencies
private operating
recognized

294.British and Foreign State Papers, vol. 56, p.
lx 294
'British
voL 59, p. 322.
Ibid., vol.
Ibid., vol.
'Ibid.,
voL 66, p. 975.
`
League of
of Nations,
Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 57, p. 212.
'League
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les conditions
conditions dans lesquelles ils admettent
admettent les telecommunications
telecommunications
6changees
echangees avec un Etat qui n'est pas partie
ala presente
presente Convention.
Convention.
partie A
2.
telecommunication originaire
2. Si une telecommunication
contractant
originaire d'un Etat non contractant
est accept&
acceptee par un Membre
e,st
Membre ou Membre associ6,
associe, elle doit etre transmise
et, pour autant qu'eUe
qu'elle emprunte
emprunte les voles
voies d'un Membre
Membre ou Membre
Membre
associe,
associe, les dispositions
dispositions obligatoires
obligatoires de la Convention
Convention et des
des Reglements
Reglements
ainsi que les taxes normaIes.lui
coat appliquees.
appliquees.
normales.lui sont
Article 25

Reglement
Reglement des diff6rends
differends
1. Les Membres et les Membres associ6s
1.
associes peuvent regler leurs
leurs
differends sur
cur les questions
questions relatives A
a l'application
Papplication de la presente
present°
Convention ou des Reglements
Reglements prevus a
Al'article 13 par la voie diplodiplomatique, ou suivant les procedures
procedures 4tablies
etablies par les trait6s
trait& bilateraux
bilateraux
ou multilateraux
multilateraux conclus entre eux pour le reglement
differends
reglement des diff6rends
internationaux, ou par toute autre m6thode
methode dont ils pourraient
pourraient decider
decider
de commun accord.
2.
oa aucun de ces moyens
2. Au cas oil
moyens de reglement
reglement ne
no serait adopte,
tout Membre ou Membre
Membre associe, partie dans un differend,
peut avoir
avoir
differend, peut
recours
A
l'arbitrage,
conformement
A
la
procedure
recours l'arbitrage, conformement a
al'annexe 3.
definie A
CHAPITRE
CHAPITRE

III
III

Relations avec les Nations
Relations
Nations Unies
Unies et les organisations
organisations
internationales
internationales
Article 26
Relations avec les Nations
Nations Unies

1. Les relations entree
entres les Nations
1.
Nations Unies et l'Union internationale
des
telecommunications
definies dans l'accord
des telecommunications sont
coat definies
l'accord dont le texte figure
dans l'annexe
l'annexe 5
5a
presente Convention.
Ala presente
2. Conform6ment
2.
Conformement aux dispositions
dispositions de l'article
Particle XV de
de l'accord
l'accord cicidessus
mentionne,
les
services
d'exploitation
dessus
services d'exploitation des telecommunications
telecommunications
des Nations
Nations Unies jouissent
jouissent des droits et sont soumis aux obligations
obligations
prevues par cette Convention
Convention et les Reglements
Reglements y
annexes.
ont,
y annexes. Ils
Ils ont,
en consequence,
consequence, le
d'assister, A
en
is droit d'assister,
a titre consultatif, a
toutes
les
a toutes les
conferences de l'Union, yycompris les reunions des Comites consultatifs
conferences
internationaux. us
fs no
ne peuvent
partie d'aucun organisme
internationaux.
peuvent faire partie
organisme de
de
l'Union dont
les Membres
sont designes
l'Union
dont les
Membres coat
design& par une conference
conference de plenipotentiaires ou administrative.
administrative.
Article 27

Relations
Relations avec des organisations
organisations internationales
internationales
Afin
d'aider
a
r6alisation d'une entiere
coordination internationale
Afin
ala realisation
ender° coordination
internationale
dans le domaine des telecommunications,
telecommunications, l'Union collabore
collabore avec
avec les
les
organisations
internationales a.yant
ayant des interets
organisations internationales
interets et des activites
activites
connexes.
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telecommunications exchanged
a State
under which it admits telecommunications
exchanged with a
which is not a
aparty to this Convention.
2. If
territory of such a
If aatelecommunication
telecommunication originating in the
the territory
a noncontracting
a Member
Associate Member, it
contracting State is accepted by a
Member or Associate
must be transmitted
telecommunication
transmitted and, in so far as it follows
follows the telecommunication
a Member
channels of a
Member or Associate Member, the obligatory
obligatory provisions
of the Convention
Convention and Regulations
Regulations and the usual charges
charges shall
shall apply
to it.
it.
Article 25
Settlement
Settlement of Differences
Differences

1.
Members may
1. Members
Members and Associate
Associate Members
may settle their differences
differences on
on
questions relating to the application
application of this
this Convention
Convention or of the
the
Regulations contemplated
contemplated in Article 13,
Regulations
13, through
through diplomatic
diplomatic channels,
or according
according to procedures
multilateral
procedures established
established by bilateral
bilateral or multilateral
treaties concluded
concluded between them for the settlement
settlement of international
disputes,
mutually agreed upon.
disputes, or by
by any
any other method mutually
upon.
If none
settlement is
adopted, any Member
2. If
none of
of these methods of
of settlement
is adopted,
Member
Associate Member party to a
a dispute
or Associate
dispute may submit the dispute to
to
defined in
in Annex
Annex 3.
arbitration in
accordance with
the procedure
procedure defined
with the
arbitration
in accordance

nt p. 1431.
Ante,
A e, p.
1431.

Pot, p.

Post, p. 1487.
1487.

CHAPTER III
III
CHAPTER

Relations
United Nations
Nations and
with International
Relations with
with the
the United
and with
International
Organizations
Organizations

Article 26
Relations with the United Nations
relationship between
between the
1. The relationship
the United Nations and the Interagreement, the
national Telecommunication
Telecommunication Union is defined in the agreement,
text of
of which
which appears
appears in
Annex 5
of this
this Convention.
Convention.
text
in Annex
5 of
above2.
with the
provisions of
Article XV
of the
the above2. In
In accordance
accordance with
the provisions
of Article
XV of
mentioned agreement,
agreement, the telecommunication
telecommunication operating
operating services of
of
mentioned
the United Nations shall be entitled
entitled to the rights and bound by the
obligations
Convention and
Regulations annexed
annexed thereto.
obligations of this Convention
and of the
the Regulations
Accordingly, they shall be entitled
entitled to attend all conferences
conferences of the
Union, including meetings
meetings of the International
International Consultative
Consultative Committees,
consultative capacity. They shall
eligible for
for
mittees, in
in aa consultative
shall not
not be eligible
election
Members of which
which are elected
election to
to any organ of the Union, the
the Members
elected
by
plenipotentiary or
administrative conference.
or administrative
by aaplenipotentiary

£7
Article 27
Relations with International
Organizations
Relations
International Organizations
In
furtherance of
of complete
complete international
international coordination
coordination on matters
matters
In furtherance
affecting
telecommunication,
the
Union
will
cooperate
with
interaffecting telecommunication,
Union will cooperate
national organizations
organizations having
having related interests and activities.

Post, p. 1527.
Pos
p. 1 27.
' - .

P t p. 1539
Post,
1539.
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Dispositions generales
generales relatives
aux telecommunications
telecommunications
relatives aux
Article 28
Article
28
Droit du public
public A
autiliser
utiliser le
le service
service
international des telecommunications
international
t6lecommunications
Les Membres
Membres et les Membres
Membres associ6s
associes reconnaissent
reconnaissent au
au public
le
public le
droit de correspondre
correspondre au moyen du service
service international
international de
de la
la corcorrespondance
Le service,
respondance publique. Le
les taxes,
taxes, les
les garanties,
garanties, sont
sont les
les
service, les
m6mes
pour
tous
les
usagers,
dans
chaque
memes
usagers,
chaque categoric
de correspondance,
correspondance,
categorie de
sans priorite ni
quelconque.
ni preference
preference quelconque.
Article 29
Arret des telecommunications
telecommunications

1. Les Membres et les Membres
1.
associes se
se reservent
le droit
droit
Membres associ6s
reservent le
d'arreter
transmission de tout
d'arreter la transmission
telegramme priv6
prive qui
qui paraitrait
tout t6elgramme
paraftrait
dangereux
la sere
soret6
dangereux pour in
0 de l'Etat
ou contraire
contraire A
a ses
lois, A
al'ordre
l'ordre
l'Etat ou
ses lois,
public ou aux bonnes moeurs, A
a charge
charge d'aviser
d'aviser imm6diatement
immediatement le
le
bureau d'origine de l'arret
total du
Parret total
telegramme ou
on d'une
d'une partie
partie queldu t6elgramme
quelconque de celui-ci, sauf
dens le
le cas
cas ou
oit cette
notification paraitrait
paraltrait
sauf dans
cette notification
dangereuse
pour la
la sttrete
dangereuse pour
suret6 de
de l'Etat.
l'Etat.
2. Les Membres et les Membres
Membres associes
se reservent
le droit
droit
associ6s se
r6servent aussi
aussi le
de couper
couper toute communication
communication t6elgraphique
telegraphique ou
ou telephonique
t6elphonique privee
privee
paraltre dangereuse
dangereuse pour la serete
qui peut paraftre
de l'Etat
l'Etat ou
contraire aa
sfrete de
ou contraire
ses lois, A
al'ordre public ou aux bonnes
bonnes moeurs.
moeurs.

Article 300O
Suspension
Suspension du
du service
service
Chaque
Chaque Membre
Membre ou Membre
Membre associe se reserve
reserve le
le droit
suspendre
droit de
de suspendre
le service des telecommunications
telecommunications internationales
interns tionales pour
temps
pour un
un temps
ind6termin6, soit d'une
indetermine,
d'une maniere
maniere generale,
pour certaines
g6n6rale, soit
soit seulement
seulement pour
certaines
certaines natures
relations et/ou pour
pour certaines
natures de correspondances
correspondances de
de depart,
depart,
d'arrivee ou de transit, a
b. charge
charge pour
pour lui
aviser immediatement
immediatement
lui d'en
d'en aviser
chacun des autres Membres
Membres et Membres associes,
associes, par
par l'intermediaire
Pintermediaire
general.
du Secretariat
Secretariat general.
Article 31
31
Responsabilite
Responsabilit6

Les Membres
Membres associes
Membres et les Membres
associes n'acceptent
n'acceptent aucune
aucune responresponsabilite
sabilite A
al'egard
Pegard des usagers
usagers des services
services internationaux
internationaux de
de td14comtelecommunication,
munication, notamment
notamment en ce qui
qui concerne
reclamations visant
visant A
concerne les
les reclamations
obtenir des dommages
dommages et
interets.
et int6erts.
Article 32
Secret des telecommunications
telecommunications

1. Les Membres et les Membres associes
associs s'engagent
s'engagent A
a prendre
prendre
toutes
les mesures possibles,
toutes les
possibles, compatibles
compatibles avec le systeme
systems de
de tele
tele-
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CHAPTER Iv
CHAPTER
IV

General Provisions
General
Provisions Relating
Relating to Telecommunication
Telecommunication
Article 28
Article
£8

The right of the public to use
use the
the international
telecommunication
international telecommunication
service
service
Members
Members and
and Associate
Associate Members
recognize the
the right
right of
of the
Members recognize
the public
public
to correspond by means
means of the international
international service
service of public
correpublic correspondence. The service, the charges, and the safeguards
safeguards shall be the
users in each category
category of
same for all private users
without
of correspondence
correspondence without
any priority
or preference.
any
priority or
preference.
Article £9
29
Article
Stoppage
Stoppage of
of Telecommunications
Telecommunications

1.
Members and Associate Members
reserve the
the right
right to
to stop
1. Members
Members reserve
the
stop the
transmission of
transmission
of any
telegram which
which may
to
any private
private telegram
may appear
appear dangerous
dangerous to
the state or
or contrary
the security
security of the
contrary to
to their
to public
public order
order or
to
their laws,
laws, to
or to
decency,
they immediately
immediately notify
office of
of origin
origin of
decency, provided
provided that
that they
notify the
the office
of
the stoppage of any such telegram
any part
telegram or any
part thereof,
thereof, except
except when
when
such notification
such
appear dangerous
dangerous to
the security
the state.
state.
notification may
may appear
to the
security of
of the
2. Members
2.
Members and Associate
Associate Members
Members also
also reserve
reserve the
the right
to
cut
right to cut
off any private telephone or telegraph
telegraph communication
communication which
which may
may
appear dangerous to the
the security
of the
security of
the state
state or
contrary to
to their
their laws,
or contrary
laws,
to public order
order or
or to decency.
Article
Article 30
30
Suspension
of Services
Suspension of
Services
Each
Member or
Associate Member
reserves the
the right
to suspend
suspend
Each Member
or Associate
Member reserves
right to
the international
an indefinite
indefinite time,
time,
the
international telecommunication
telecommunication service
service for
for an
either generally
certain relations
and/or for
certain kinds
kinds
either
generally or
or only
only for
for certain
relations and/or
for certain
of
or in
in transit,
provided that
that
of correspondence,
correspondence, outgoing,
outgoing, incoming
incoming or
transit, provided
it
such action
each of
of the
the other
and
it immediately
immediately notifies
notifies such
action to
to each
other Members
Members and
Associate
Members through
through the
medium of
the General
General Secretariat.
Secretariat.
Associate Members
the medium
of the
Article 31
31
Article
Responsibility
Responsibility
Members
accept no
responsibility towards
Members and
and Associate
Associate Members
Members accept
no responsibility
towards
users of
the international
telecommunication services,
particularly
users
of the
international telecommunication
services, particularly
as
claims for
damages.
as regards
regards claims
for damages.
Article
Article 32
3£
Secrecy of
of Telecommunication
Secrecy
Telecommunication
1.
to take
all possible
possible meas1. Members
Members and
and Associate
Associate Members
Members agree
agree to
take all
measures, compatible
with the
the system
system of
telecommunication used,
used, with
ures,
compatible with
of telecommunication
with aa

Service,
ervice, charges,
charges, etc.
etc.
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communication employ6,
communication
employe, en vue d'assurer le secret
secret des
correspondences
des correspondances
internationales.
internationales.
2. Toutefois,
ils se reservent
r6servent le droit de communiquer
Toutefois, us
communiquer ces
ces corcorrespondances
autorit6s comp6tentes
respondances aux autorites
competentes afin
afin d'assurer
l'application
d'assurer l'application
de leur legislation
interieure on
ou l'ex6cution
legislation inferieure
l'execution des
des conventions
conventions interinternationales auxquelles
auxquelles ils
nationales
us sont
sont parties.
parties.
Article 33
3S

Etablissement,
Etablissement, exploitation
exploitation et
et sauvegarde
sauvegarde des
des
installations
et
installations
des voies
voies de
de telecommunication
t6elcommunication
Membres et les Membres
Membres associes
1. Les Membres
les mesures
mesure,s
associ6s prennent
prennent les
utiles en vue d'etablir,
d'etablir, dans les meilleures
meilleures conditions
conditions techniques,
techniques, les
les
voies et installations necessaires
pour assurer
Pechange rapide
rapide et
et
n6cessaires pour
assurer l'echange
ininterrompu
ininterrompu des telecommunications
internationales.
telecommunications internationales.
2. Autant quo
que possible,
installations doivent
possible, ces voies et installations
doivent Atre
etre exexploitees selon les m6thodes
methodes et proades
les meilleurs
meilleurs adoptes
adoptes a
la
procdd6s les
A la
suite d'experiences
&experiences acquises par la pratique,
pratique, entretenues
entretenues en
en bon
bon etat
6tat
d'utilisation
maintenues au
d'utilisation et maintenues
au niveau
niveau des
des progres
progres scientifiques
scientifiques
techniques.
techniques.
3. Les Membres
Membres et les
Membres associ6s
associes assurent
sauvegarde de
les Membres
assurent la
la sauvegarde
de
ces voies et
dans le,slimites
de leur
leur juridiction.
juridiction.
et installations
installations dans
les limites de
4. A moms
moins d'arrangements
d'arrangements particuliers
particuliers fixant
conditions,
fixant d'autres
d'autres conditions,
tous
Membres et Membres
tons les Membres
Membres associes
associe,s prennent
utiles
prennent les
les mesures
mesures utiles
pour assurer la maintenance
maintenance des
sections
de
circuits
des
telecommunides sections de circuits des t6elcommunications internationales
internationales comprises
comprises dans les limites
limites de
de leur
leur contr6le.
contrele.

Article 34
Notification des contraventions
Notification
contraventions
Afin de faciliter
faciliter l'application
l'application des
l'article 20,
les
des dispositions
dispositions de
de l'article
20, les
Membres
associes s'engagent
Membres et les Membres
Membres associes
s'engagent A
ase
se renseigner
renseigner mutuelmutuellement au sujet des contraventions
contraventions aux
aux dispositions
dispositions de
de la
la presente
pr6sente
Convention et des Reglements
Reglements y
Convention
y annexes.
annexes.

Article 35
Tages
Taxes et franchise
franchise
Les dispositions
Les
dispositions relatives aux
aux taxes des telecommunications
telecommunications et
et les
les
divers cas dans lesquels la franchise
franchise est accord6e
accordee sont
sont fixes
dans les
les
fixes dans
Reglements
Reglements annexes aala
la present°
presente Convention.
Convention.
86
Article S6

Priorite des telegrammes
telegramrnes d'Etat, des
des appels
appels et
et des
des conversations
conversations
telephoniques d'Etat
telephoniques
d'Etat
Sous reserve des dispositions
dispositions de
de Particle
telegrammes d'Etat
d'Etat
l'article 45,
45, les
les tle6grammes
jouissent d'un droit de priorite sur les
les autres
autres t6elgrammes,
telegrammes, lorsque
lorsque
l'expediteur
demande. Les appels
l'expediteur en fait la demand°.
les conversations
appels et
et les
conversations telet61ephoniques
peuvent 6galement,
phoniques d'Etat peuvent
egalement, our
demande express°
et dans
dans
sur demande
expresse et
la
possible, b6n6ficier
droit de priorite sur
la mesure
mesure du possible,
bdneficier d'un droit
our les
les autres
autres

appels et conversations
conversations telephoniques.
t6elphoniques.
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view
secrecy of
view to
to ensuring
ensuring the
the secrecy
of international
international correspondence.
correspondence.
2.
Nevertheless, they
reserve the
right to
corre2. Nevertheless,
they reserve
the right
to communicate
communicate such
such correspondence to
competent authorities
in order
order to
to ensure
spondence
to the
the competent
authorities in
ensure the
the applicaapplication
the execution
execution of
of international
international conventions
tion of
of their
their internal
internal laws
laws or
or the
conventions
to
which they
are parties.
to which
they are
parties.
Article
Article 33
33
Establishment, Operation,
Operation, and
and Protection
of Telecommunication
Telecommunication
Protection of
Establishment,
Installations and
and Channels
Installations
Channels
1. Members
and Associate
Associate Members
Members shall
take such
steps as
as may
may
shall take
such steps
1.
Members and
be
necessary to
to ensure
ensure the
the establishment,
under the
the best
best technical
technical
establishment, under
be necessary
conditions, of
channels and
to carry
carry on
on
necessary to
and installations
installations necessary
of the
the channels
conditions,
the
rapid and
and uninterrupted
uninterrupted exchange
international teleteleof international
exchange of
the rapid
communications.
communications.
2.
far as
possible, these
and installations
installations must
must be
be
these channels
channels and
So far
as possible,
2. So
operated
best methods
and procedures
procedures developed
developed as
as aaresult
of
result of
by the
the best
methods and
operated by
practical
in proper
proper operating
operating condicondimaintained in
experience, maintained
operating experience,
practical operating
tion and
kept abreast
abreast of
of scientific
progress.
and technical
technical progress.
scientific and
tion
and kept
3.
Members and
and Associate
Associate Members
shall safeguard
these channels
channels
safeguard these
Members shall
3. Members
jurisdiction.
and
and installations
installations within their jurisdiction.
4. Unless
Unless other
are laid
special arrangements,
arrangements,
by special
laid down
down by
other conditions
conditions are
4.
each Member
and Associate
Associate Member
shall take
steps as
as may
may be
be
such steps
take such
Member shall
each
Member and
necessary to
to ensure
ensure maintenance
of those
those sections
sections of international
international
maintenance of
necessary
telecommunication
circuits within
control.
within its
its control.
telecommunication circuits
Article
Article 34
34
Notification
of Infringements
Infringements
Notification of
In
order to
application of
provisions of
of Article
Article
the provisions
of the
the application
to facilitate
facilitate the
In order
20,
Members
and
Associate
Members
undertake
to
inform
each
other
20, Members and Associate Members undertake to inform each other
of
infringements
of
the
provisions
of
this
Convention
and
of
the
Reguof
the
Reguof infringements of the provisions of this Convention and
lations annexed
thereto.
annexed thereto.
lations

7
Ante, p. 14.37.

A1e, P.

14
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Article 35
Charges
and Free
Services
Charges and
Free Services
The
charges for
telecommunication and
and the
the
for telecommunication
regarding charges
The provisions
provisions regarding
forth in
in the
are set
set forth
various
cases in
in which
which free
are accorded,
accorded, are
services are
free services
various cases
Regulations annexed
to this
this Convention.
Convention.
annexed to
Regulations
Article 36
Priority
Government Telegrams
Telegrams and
Telephone Calls
Calls
and Telephone
Priority of
of Government
Subject
the provisions
provisions of
45, Government
Government telegrams
telegrams shall
shall
of Article
Article 45,
to the
Subject to
requested for them
enjoy
priority over
over other
other telegrams
telegrams when
when priority
priority is requested
them
enjoy priority
by
Government telephone
telephone calls
calls may
also be
be accorded
accorded priprimay also
sender. Government
by the
the sender.
ority,
upon specific
to the
other
practicable, over other
extent practicable,
the extent
and to
request and
specific request
ority, upon
telephone
telephone calls.
calls.

Post, p. 14.51.

Pt,p.1451.
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Article 37
37
Langage
secret
Langage secret

1. Les telegranames
telegrammes d'Etat,
&Etat, ainsi
ainsi que
que les
de service,
les telegrammes
t6elgrammes de
service,
redig6s en langage
peuvent etre
etre rediges
langage secret
relations.
secret dans
dans toutes
toutes les
les relations.
2. Les telegrammes
telegrammes prives
wives en langage
langage secret
secret peuvent
etre admis
peuvent 8tre
admis
entre tous les pays &
a, Pexception
avant prealablement
l'exception de
de ceux
ceux avant
prealablement notifie,
notifie,
par Pintermediaire
l'interm6diaire du Secretariat
Secretariat general,
general, qu'ils
qu'ils n'admettent
pas ce
n'admettent pas
ce
langage
categories de
langage pour ces categories
correspondances.
de correspondances.
3. Les Membres
Membres et
et les
les Membres
Membres associ6s
associes qui
qui n'admettent
n'admettent pas
les
pas les
telegrammes prives en langage
telegrammes
langage secret,
en provenance
provenance ou
ou a
adestination
destination
secret, en
de leur propre tenitoire,
territoire, doivent
doivent les
en transit,
transit, sauf
sauf dans
dans le
le
les accepter
accepter en
cas de suspension de service
service pr6vu
provu a
30.
a Particle
l'article 30.
38
Article 38

Etablissement et reddition
Etablissement
reddition des
des comptes
comptes
administrations des Membres
1. Les administrations
Membres et
Membres
et Membres
exploitations privees
reconnue,s, qui
des
priv6es reconnues,
qui exploitent
exploitent des
nationaux
telecommunication, doivent
nationaux de telecommunication,
se mettre
doivent se
mettre
montant de leurs creances
creances et
et de
de leurs
dettes.
leurs dettes.

associees
associees
services
services
d'accord
d'accord

et les
et
les
interintersur le
le
sur

2. Les
Les comptes afferents
2.
afferents aux debits et credits
credits vises au
paragraphe
au paragraphe
precedent sont
precedent
sont 6tablis
etablis conform6ment
conformement aux dispositions
dispositions des
des Reglements
Reglements
annexes aala presente
presente Convention,
Convention, a,a moins
moms d'arrangements
d'arrangements particuliers
particuliers
les parties
entre le,s
parties interessees.
interessees.
3. Les regIements
comptes internationaux
comme
reglements de
de comptes
internationaux sont
sont consider&
consider6s comme
transactions courantes
courantes et effectues
effectuds en
transactions
en accord
accord avec
avec les
les obligations
obligations
internationales
interesses, lorsque
internationales courantes
courantes des pays interesses,
gouvernelorsque les
les gouvernements
a ce sujet.
ments ont conclu
conclu des accords a
l'absence d'accords
d'accords de
sujet. En
En l'absence
de
ce genre
genre ou
d'arrangements particuliers
particuliers conclus
conclus dans
dans les
les conditions
conditions
ou d'arrangements
prevues
l'article 40 de la pr6sente
prevues a
a Particle
presente Convention,
Convention, ces
ces reglements
reglements de
de
comptes
comptes sont effectues
Reglements.
effectues conformement
conformement aux
aux Reglements.
Article 39
Article
39
Unite monetaire
monetaire
Unite

L'Unite monetaire employee
employee A
a la
la composition
composition des
des tarifs
tarifs
communications
internationales
communications internationales et aa l'etablissement
l'etablissement des
des
internationaux
internationaux est le franc-or A
a 100 centimes,
d'un poids
poids de
de
centimes, d'un
gramme et d'un titre de 0,900.
0,900.

des tleteledes
comptes
comptes
10/31 de
de
10/31

Article 40
40
Arrangements particuliers
Arrangements
Les Membres
Membres et les Membres associ6s
associes se reservent,
reservent, pour
eux-memes,
pour eux-memes,
pour les exploitations
exploitations privees reconnues
eux et
et pour
pour d'autres
d'autres
reconnues par
par eux
exploitations dtunent
dfment autorisees
cet effet,
effet, la
la faculte
de conclure
des
autorisees a
a cet
faculte de
conclure des
arrangements particuliers
particuliers sur des questions
questions de telecommunications
arrangements
telecommunications
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Article 37

Secret Language
1. Government
1.
Government telegrams
telegrams and service telegrams
telegrams may be expressed
expressed
language in all relations.
in secret language
2. Private telegrams in secret
secret language may be
between
be admitted
admitted between
all countries
countries with the exception
exception of those
those which have previously
previously notified, through the medium of the General Secretariat,
Secretariat, that
that they
they do
do
not admit this language
language for those categories
of
correspondence.
categories of correspondence.
3. Members
Members and Associate Members
Members which
which do not admit private
telegrams in secret language
language originating
originating in or destined for their
their
own territory must let them pass in transit, except
except in
in the case of
suspension of service provided
provided for in Article 30.
Article 38
Rendering
settlement of Accounts
Rendering and settlement
Accounts •

1. Administrations
1.
Administrations of Members
Members and Associate
Associate Members
Members and recognized private operating
operating agencies
agencies which
which operate
operate international
international telecommunication
services, shall come to an
agreement with regard to
communication services,
an agreement
to
the amount of their credits and debits.
2. The statements of accounts
accounts in respect to debits and credits repreceding paragraph
paragraph shall
drawn up
up in
in accordaccordferred to
to in the
the preceding
shall be drawn
ance with the provisions of the Regulations
Regulations annexed
annexed to this Convention,
arrangements have been
been concluded
concluded between
the
tion, unless special arrangements
between the
parties
concerned.
parties concerned.
3. The settlement
settlement of international
international accounts
as
accounts shall
shall be
be regarded
regarded as
current transactions
transactions and shall
effected in accordance
accordance with
current
shall be
be effected
with the current international
international obligations
countries concerned,
concerned, in
in those
obligations of
of the
the countries
those
cases
where
their
governments
have
concluded
arrangements
on this
this
cases where their governments have concluded arrangements on
subject.
Where
no
such
arrangements
have
been
concluded,
and
in
subject. Where no such arrangements have been concluded, and in
arrangements made under
under Article
the absence of special
special arrangements
Article 40 of this
this
effected in
accordance with
Convention, these settlements shall be effected
in accordance
with the
Regulations.
Article 39
Monetary Unit
Monetary

,•

of the
tariffs of
of the
the
The monetary
monetary unit used in
in the composition
composition of
the tariffs
international telecommunication
international
telecommunication services and in the establishment
establishment
franc of
of the
the international
international accounts
accounts shall be
be the gold franc
of 100
100 centimes,
of aaweight
of 10/31
of aagramme
gramme and
and of
of 0.900.
0.900.
of
weight of
10/31 of
of a
a fineness
fineness of
Article
Article 40
Special
Arrangements
Special Arrangements
Members and
themselves, for the
Members
and Associate
Associate Members
Members reserve
reserve for
for themselves,
operating agencies
agencies recognized
private operating
recognized by
by them
them and for other
other agencies
duly authorized to do so, the right to make special arrangements
arrangements on
on
telecommunication
concern Members
Assotelecommunication matters which do not concern
Members and Asso-

Government telete eGovernment
grams.
Private telegrams.
telegrams.
Private
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n'interessent pas la generalite
qui n'interessent
generalite des
Membres et
et Membres
associes.
des Membres
Membres associ6s.
Toutefois, ces arrangements
arrangements ne
no doivent
slier a
l'encontre des
doivent pas
pas aller
A l'encontre
des
dispositions
dispositions de la Convention
Convention ou
annexes, en
en ce
ce
ou des
des Reglements
Reglements y
y annexes,
concerne les brouillages
qui concerne
brouillages nuisibles
que leur
mise a
serait
nuisibles que
leur mise
a execution
execution serait
susceptible
susceptible de causer
causer aux
aux services de
radiocommunication des
autres
de radiocommunication
des autres
pays.
pays.
Article
41
Article 41
Conferences
Conferences regionales,
accords regionaux,
organisations regionales.
regionales.
regionales, accords
r6gionaux, organisations
Les Membres
Membres et
associes se
se reservent
de tenir
tenir des
et Membres
Membres associes
r6servent le
le droit
droit de
des
conferences
r6gionales,
de
conclure
des
conferences regionales,
conclure
accords r6gionaux
regionaux et
et de
creer
de creer
des organisations
organisations regionales,
r6gionales, en vue de r6gler
regler des questions
questions de
de te-1
telecommunication
communication susceptibles
susceptibles d'etre
d'être traitees
sur un
un plan
plan regional.
trait6es sur
regional.
Toutefois,
Toutefois, les accords regionaux
no doivent
doivent pas
etre en
en contradiction
contradiction
regionaux ne
pas etre
avec la presente
presente Convention.
Convention.

CHAPITRE
CHAPITRE

V
V

Dispositions speciales
speciales aux
aux radiocommunications
radioconnnunications
Dispositions
Article
4,e
Article 42
Utilisation
rationnelle
Utilisation rationnelle des
des frequences
frequences et
et de
de l'espace
spectre
l'espace du
du spectre
Les Membres
Membres et les Membres
Membres associes
associes reconnaissent
reconnaissent souhaitable
souhaitable
que le nombre
nombre de frequences
frequences et
et l'espace
l'espace du
du spectre
spectre utilises
utilises soient
soient
limites
liraites au minimum
minimum indispensable
indispensable pour
assurer de
de maniere
maniere satisfaipour assurer
satisfaisante le fonctionnement
fonctionnement des services necessaires.
necessaires.
Article 4S
43
Article
Intercommunication
Intercommunication

1. Les stations assurant
assurant les radiocommunications
radiocommunications dans
dans le
le service
service
limites
de leur
mobile sont tenues, dans les lix
nites de
leur affectation
affectation normale,
normale,
d'echanger reciproquement
reciproquement les radiocommunications
d'echanger
sans distinction
distinction
radiocommunications sans
du systeme radioelectrique
radioelectrique adopte
elles.
adopte par
par elles.
2. Toutefois, afin de ne pas entraver
scientifiques, les
les
entraver les
les progres
progres scientifiques,
dispositions du poragraphe
paragraphe precedent
precedent n'empechent
n'empechent pas
pas l'emploi
l'emploi
d'un systeme radio6lectrique
incapable de
radioelectrique incapable
communiquer avec
avec d'autres
d'autres
de communiquer
systemes, pourvu
pourvu que
cette incapacite
incapacite soit
soit due
specifique
que cette
due aala
la nature
nature specifique
de ce
ne soit pas l'effet de dispositifs
cc systeme
systeme et qu'elle
qu'elle no
dispositifs adoptes
adopt& uniuniquement en
vue d'empecher
en vue
d'empecher l'intercommunication.
l'intercommunication.
3.
Nonobstant les dispositions du paragraphe
paragraphe 1, une
3. Nonobstant
une station peut
peut
affectee A
etre affect&
a un service international
international restreint
de telecommunicarestreint de
telecommunication, determine par le but de cette telecommunication
telecommunication ou
ou par
par d'autres
d'autres
circonstances independantes
independantes du systeme
circonstances
systeme employe.
employe.
Article
44
Article 44
Brouillages
Brouillages nuisibles
nuisibles
1.
Toutes
les
stations,
1.
stations, quel
quel que soit leur objet, doivent
etablies
doivent etre
etre etablies
et exploitees
exploitees de maniere
maniere a ne pas causer de brouillages
aux
brouillages nuisibles
nuisibles aux
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Members in general. Such arrangements,
ciate Members
arrangements, however, shall
not be
be
shall not
in conflict with the terms of this Convention
Convention or of the Regulations
Regulations
annexed thereto, so far as concerns the harmful interference
annexed
which
interference which
operation might be likely to cause
their operation
cause to the radio
other
radio services
services of
of other
countries.
Article 41
Regional
Regional Conferences,
Conferences, Agreements
Organizations
Agreements and Organizations
reserve the right
Members and Associate
Associate Members
Members reserve
right to convene
convene reconferences, to conclude
regional agreements
agreements and
and to
to form
gional conferences,
conclude regional
form
regional organizations,
organizations, for the purpose
purpose of settling telecommunication
telecommunication
questions which are susceptible
treated on
on a
regional basis.
basis.
susceptible of being treated
a regional
However,
However, such agreements
agreements must not be in conflict
conflict with
Convention.
with this
this Convention.

CHAPTER
CHAPTER

V
V

Special Provisions
Provisions for Radio
Article 42
Rational
of frequencies
frequencies and
space
Rational use
use of
and spectrum
spectrum space

Members and Associate Members
Members recognize
recognize that
is desirable
to
that it
it is
desirable to
limit the number of frequencies
frequencies and the
spectrum
space
used
to
the
the spectrum space used to the
minimum essential to provide in aa satisfactory
satisfactory manner the necesnecessary services.
Article 43
Intercommunication
Intercommunication
1.
Stations
radiocommunication in
1.
performing radiocommunication
in the
the mobile
mobile service
service
shall be bound, within the limits of their
employment, to
to
their normal
normal employment,
exchange radiocommunications
radiocommunications reciprocally
reciprocally without distinction
exchange
distinction as to
the radio system adopted
adopted by
by them.
them.
Nevertheless, in order not to impede scientific
2. Nevertheless,
progress, the
scientific progress,
the
paragraph shall not prevent
provisions of the preceding
preceding paragraph
of a
a
prevent the use of
incapable of communicating
communicating with
radio system incapable
other systems,
prowith other
systems, proincapacity is due to the specific
specific nature
vided that such incapacity
nature of such
such system
and is not the result of devices adopted
of preadopted solely with the object of
preventing intercommunication.
intercommunication.
3. Notwithstanding
Notwithstanding the provisions
provisions of paragraph
paragraph 1, a
station may
may be
be
a station
assigned to a
a restricted
restricted international
international service
telecommunication,
service of
of telecommunication,
determined by the purpose of such telecommunication,
by other
other
telecommunication, or by
circumstances independent of the system used.
circumstances
44
Article 44
Harmful Interference
Harmful
Interference
1. All stations, whatever
whatever their purpose, must
be established
established and
and
must be
operated
operated in such a
amanner
manner as not to result in harmful interference
interference to
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communications
services radioelectriques
des autres
autres Membres
communications ou
ou services
radio6lectriques des
Membres ou
ou
Membres
associes, des
des exploitations
reconnues et
et des
des autres
autres
Membres associes,
exploitations privees
priv6es reconnues
exploitations
dilment autorisees
un service
de radiocommuradiocommuautorisees a
a assurer
assurer un
service de
exploitations dument
nication
et qui
qui fonctionnent
fonctionnent en
en se
conformant aux
aux dispositions
du
nication et
se conformant
dispositions du
Reglement
des radiocommunications.
radiocommunications.
Reglement des
2. Cheque
on Membre
Membre associe
s'engage a exiger
des ex2.
Chaque Membre
Membre ou
associ6 s'engage
exiger des
exploitations
reconnues par
et des
autres exploitations
exploitations dfiment
dument
ploitations privees
priv6es reconnues
par lui
lui et
des autres
autorisees
l'observation des
des prescriptions
prescriptions du
paragraphe
autorisees a
a cot
cet effet
effet l'observation
du paragraphe
precedent.
precedent.
3. De
plus, les
les Membres
Membres et
et les
reconnaissent
3.
De plus,
les Membres
Membres associes
associes reconnaissent
desirable
emdesirable de
de prendre
prendre les
les mesures
mesures pratiquement
pratiquement possibles
possibles pour
pour emOcher
que
le
fonctionnement
des
appareils
et
installations
electriques
pecher que le fonctionnement des appareils et installations electriques
de
sortes no
brouillages nuisibles
nuisibles aux
aux communicacommunicade toutes
toutes sortes
ne consent
causent des
des brouillages
on services
services radioelectriques
radioelectriques vises
vises an
paragraphe 1
1 du
present
tions ou
au paragraphe
du present
article.
Article
Article 45
Appels
et messages
messages de
Appels et
de detresse
detresse
Les stations
de radiocommunications
radiocommunications sont
sont obligees
obligees d'accepter
d'accepter
1. Les
stations de
priorite absolue
absolue les
appels et
de detresse
quelle qu'en
qu'en
par priorit6
les appels
et messages
messages de
d6tresse quelle
Boit la
la provenance,
de repondre
meme a
aces
ces messages
et d'y
d'y donner
donner
soit
provenance, de
r6pondre de
de meme
messages et
immediatement la
la suite
suite qu'ils
qu'ils comportent.
immediatement
comportent.
2.
services telegraphiques
telegraphiques et
et telephoniques
internationaux
2. Les services
telephoniques internationaux
doivent accorder
accorder la
priorite absolue
absolue aux
communications relatives
a
la priorite
aux communications
relatives A
la s6curite
securite de la vie humaine
humaine dans
navigation maritime
maritime ou
ou aerienne.
aerienne.
dans la navigation

Article 46
Signaux de
de detresse
detresse ou
ou de
securite faux
faux ou
trompeurs.
Signaux
de securite
ou trompeurs.
Usage
d'appel
Usage irregulier
irregulier d'indicatifs
d'indicatifs d'appel
Membres et
associes s'engagent
s'engagent a
a prendre
prendre les
Les Membres
et les
les Membres
Membres associes
les
mesures
mesures utiles pour
circulation
pour reprimer
reprimer la transmission
transmission ou la mise
mise en circulation
de signaux
de detresse
detresse ou
on de
securite faux
faux ou
ou trompeurs
trompeurs et
et l'usage,
l'usage,
de
signaux de
de securite
par
par une
une station,
ne lui
lui ont
ont pas
60 regulierestation, d'indicatifs
d'indicatifs d'appel
d'appel qui
qui ne
pas et6
reguliereattribues.
ment attribues.
Article
Article 47
47

Installation
des services
Installation des
defense nationale
national°
services de defense
1.
Membres et
et les
conservent leur
leur entiere
1. Les Membres
les Membres
Membres associes
associes conservent
entiere
liberte relativement
relativement aux
militaires de
de
liberte
aux installations
installations radioelectriques
radio6lectriques militaires
leurs armees, de leurs forces navales et aeriennes.
aeriennes.
2. Toutefois,
Toutefois, ces installations
installations doivent,
autant que possible,
possible, observer
observer
doivent, autant
les dispositions reglementaires
reglementaires relatives
relatives aux secours
secours A
apreter
preter en cas de
detresse,
mesures a
pour emp6cher
empecher les
les brouillages
nuisid6tresse, aux
aux mesures
a prendre
prendre pour
brouillages nuisiprescriptions des Reglements
Reglements concernant
bles, et les prescriptions
concernant les types d'emisd'emission
les frequences
frequences a
a utiliser,
utiliser, selon
la nature
du service
service qu'elles
qu'elles
sion et
et les
selon la
nature du
assurent.
assurent.
participent au
3. En outre, lorsque
lorsque ces installations
installations participent
la
au service de
de la
correspondance
correspondence publique
autres services
services regis
regis par
Reglepublique on
ou aux autres
par les
les Regle-
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the radio services
communications of other Members
Members or Associate
services or communications
Members or of recognized
operating agencies, or of other
recognized private operating
duly
other duly
authorized operating agencies
agencies which
which carry on radio
radio service, and which
which
operate
operate in accordance
accordance with the provisions
provisions of the Radio Regulations.

2. Each Member
Member undertakes
undertakes to require the
Member or Associate
Associate Member
private operating
agencies which
recognizes and the other
operating agencies
which it recognizes
other operating agencies duly authorized
authorized for this purpose,
provisions
purpose, to observe
observe the provisions
of the preceding
preceding paragraph.
paragraph.
3. Further, the Members and Associate
Members recognize
recognize the
the dedeAssociate Members
sirability of taking all practicable
practicable steps to prevent
prevent the
operation of
of
the operation
electrical apparatus
apparatus and installations of all kinds from causing
causing harmful interference
interference to the radio services or communications
mentioned in
in
communications mentioned
paragraph
paragraph 1
1 of this
this Article.
45
Article 46
Distress Calls and Messages
Messages

1. Radio stations shall be obliged to accept, with absolute
1.
absolute priority,
distress calls and messages regardless of their
their origin, to reply in the
same manner to such messages, and immediately
immediately to take such action
action
in regard thereto as may be required.
2. The international
international telegraph
telephone services
telegraph and telephone
accord
services must accord
absolute priority to communications
concerning safety of life at sea
communications concerning
sea
or in the air.
air.
Article 46
46
False or Deceptive Distress or Safety
Safety Signals, Irregular Use of Call
Signs

Associate Members agree to take
Members and Associate
take the steps
required
steps required
to prevent the transmission
circulation of false
transmission or circulation
false or deceptive
deceptive distress or safety signals and the use, by a
which
a station, of call
call signs which
have not been regularly
regularly assigned to it.
it.
Article 47
Installations
National Defence
Defence Services
Installations for National
Services

1.
1. Members and Associate
Associate Members
Members retain their entire freedom
freedom
with regard to military radio installations
and
installations of their
their army, naval and
air forces.
2. Nevertheless,
Nevertheless, these installations
installations must, so far as
possible, observe
as possible,
regulatory
regulatory provisions relative
relative to giving
giving assistance
assistance in cases of distress
and to the measures
measures to be taken to prevent
prevent harmful interference, and
and
the provisions of the Regulations
Regulations concerning
concerning the types of emission
emission
frequencies to be used, according
and the frequencies
according to the nature
nature of
of the service
service
performed
performed by such installations.
3. Moreover,
Moreover, when these installations
the service
service of
of
installations take
take part
part in
in the
public correspondence
correspondence or other services
Regulations
services governed
governed by
by the
the Regulations
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ments
ments annex6s
annexes a
A la
is present°
Convention, elles
elles doivent
doivent se
se conformer,
conformer,
presente Convention,
en general, aux prescriptions
prescriptions reglementaires
reglementaires pour
pour l'ex6cution
l'execution de
ces
de ces
services.
services.

CHAPITRIC VI
CHAPITRE
VI

Definitions
Article
Article 48
48

Definitions
Definitions
A moms
moins de contradiction
contradiction avec
A
avec le
contexts:
le contexte:
a) les termes
d6finis en
termes qui sont &finis
out le
qui leur
est
en annexe
annexe 22ont
le sens
sens qui
leur est
assigne;
assigne;

b) les autres
autres termes definis dans les
Reglements vises
vises A
al'article
l'article 13
les Reglements
13
out le sens
sena qui
ont
qui leur
leur eat
est assigne
assigne dans
dans ces
ces Reglements.
Reglements.

CHAPITRE
CHAPITRE VII
VII

Disposition finale
Article 49
49
Article

Mise
Mise en vigueur
vigueur de
de la
la Convention
Convention
presente Convention
entrera en vigueur
La presente
Convention entrera
vigueur le
mil
le premier
premier janvier
janvier mil
neuf cent quarante neuf entre lea
les pays,
territoires ou
groupes de
de
pays, territoires
ou groupes
territoires
territoires pour lesquels les ratifications
ratifications ou
ou les
adhesions auront
auront et6
eté
les adhesions
d6pos6es avant
deposees
avant cette
cette date.
date.
En foi de quoi, les
lea plenipotentiaires
pIenipotentiaires respectifs
respectifs ont
out sign6
signe la
is ConvenConvention en un
exemplaire dans
in exemplaire
dans chacune
des langues
langues anglaise
et frangaise,
frangaise,
chacune des
anglaise et
le texte frangais faisant foi en
de contestation;
contestation; cet
cet exemplafre
en cas
cas de
exemplaire
restera depose aux archives du
resters
des Etats-Unis
Etats-Unis d'Am&
d'Amedu Gouvernement
Gouvernement des
rique et une copie en sera remise a
A chacun des gouvernements
rique
gouvernements signasignstaires.
taires. •
Fait A
a Atlantic City, le 22octobre
octobre 1947.
1947.
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annexed to this Convention,
Convention, they must, in general,
comply with
with the
the
general, comply
regulatory
regulatory provisions for the
of such
the conduct
conduct of
such services.
services.

CHAPTER
CHAPTER VI
VI

Definitions
Article 48
Definitions
Definitions

In this Convention, unless the context otherwise
otherwise requires,
requires,
a) the terms which are defined in Annex
2 of this Convention
Annex 2
Convention shall
shall
meanings therein assigned
have the meanings
assigned to them;
them;
b) other terms which are defined in the Regulations
referred to
to in
in
Regulations referred
Article
have the
Article 18 shall have
the meanings
therein assigned
assigned to
them.
meanings therein
to them.

P
Post,
1483.
o, p.. 1483.

n
Ante,
p. 1431.
1431.
A
te, p.

CHAPTER
CHAPTER VII
VII

Final Provisions
Article
Article 49
49

Effective date of the Convention
Convention
The present Convention shall enter into
into force
on January
January first
first
force on

Post, p.2140.
p. 2140.
Pot,

IN
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the respective
respective plenipotentiaries
plenipotentiaries have signed

Signatures.

nineteen
between countries, territories
nineteen hundred forty nine between
or groups
territories or
groups
of territories, in respect of which instruments
instruments of
of ratification
ratification or
or accesaccession have been deposited before that date.
date.

have signed
Post,Itu'r.
p. 18416
the Convention
Convention in each of the English
English and French
French languages,
languages, in
in aa
single copy, in which in case
case of
shall be
of dispute,
dispute, the
the French
French text
text shall
be
authentic, and which shall remain
Authentic text.
text.
deposited
in
the archives
remain deposited
archives of the
Authentic
Government
of
the
United
States of America
Government
one copy
of which
which
America and
and one
copy of
shall be forwarded
forwarded to each signatory
Government.
signatory Government.
Done at Atlantic City, October
October 2,
2, 1947.
1947.
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Pour la Federation
Fkdlration Australienne:
Allstralienne:
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Pour la Belgique:
Belgiqlme:
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Pour La
la Republique
R6publique Socialiste
Sodaliste Sovi6tique
Sovietique de Bielorussie:
Bielorussie:

Pour la Birmanie:

Pour le Br6sil:
Breath
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Pour le Chili:
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la Chine:
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Pour l'Etat
Vatican:
Pour
1'Etat de la Cite du Vatican:

Republique de
Colombie:
Pour la
la Republique
de Colombie:

C.

Pour les
les Colonies
Colonies portugaises:
portugaises:
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Pour les Colonies, protectorats,
d'Outre-mer et territoires
protectorats, territoires
territoires d'Outre-mer
territoires
sous mandat ou tutelle du Royaume
Royaume Uni de la Grande-Bretagne
Grande-Bretagne et
de l'Irlande du Nord:
Nord:

1

.
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Ck

proteetorats et territoires
Pour les Colonies, protectorats
territoires d'Outre-mer
d'Outre-mer sous mandat
mandat
francais:
frangais:

faim'Acr.
Pour le Congo Belge
Beige et Territoires
Territoires du Ruanda-Urundi:
Ruanda-Urundi:
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R6publique Dominicaine:
Pour la Republique
Dominicaine:
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Pour I'Equateur:
l'Equateur:
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Pour
Etats-Unis d'Arnerique:
les Etats-Unis
d'Am6rique:
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Pour la
la France:
France:
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Pour le Guatemala:
Guatemala:
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Pour l'Inde:
1'Inde:
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Pour l'Islande:

Pour l'Islande:
1'Islande:

Pour l'Italie:
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Pour le
le Nicaragua:
Nicaragua:

Pour
Norvege:
Pour la
la NorvLge:
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Pour le Pakistan:
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Pour le Peron:
P6rou:

Pour la Republique
Republique des Philippines:
Philippines:
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R6publique de Pologne:
Pour laslRepublique
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Pour les Protectorats franqais
Maroc et de la Tunisiel
hellcats du Maroc
Tunigie!
Pour le Maroc:

9

Pour la TUnige:
Tunisie:

RWpublique populaire
f6d6rative de Yougoslavie:
Pour la Republique
populaire federative
Yougoslavie:
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Pour la R6publique
Republique Socialiste
Soeialiste Sovi6tique
Sovietique de
de l'Ukraine:
1'Ukraine:

a)

.
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Pour la Rhodesia
du Sud:
Sud:
Rhodesia du
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Pour la Roumanie:
Roumanie:
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Pour le
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Grande-Bretagne et de 1'Irlande
l'Irlande du Nord:
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Pour l'Union_de
l'Union de l'Afrique
I'Afrique du Sud et Territoire
Territoire du Sud-Ouest
Sud-Ouest Africain
Africain
sous mandat:
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Pour l'Union des Republiques
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Pour la,
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R6publique Orientale
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Etats-Unis de
de V6n6zuela:
Venezuela:
Pour les
les Etats-Unis
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ANNEXE 1
1
(voir article
2. a)
(voir
article I,
1, paragraphe
paragraphe 2.
a) ))

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

20.
21.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.

Afghanistan
Afghanistan
Albanie (Republique
d')
(Republique populaire
populaire d')
Arable
Arabie Saoudite (Royaume
(Royaume de 1')
1')
Argentine (Republique)
(Republique)
Australie (Federation
de 1')
1')
Australie
(Federation de
Autriche
Autriche
Belgique
Bielorussie (R6publique
Bielorussie
(Republique Socialists
Socialiste
Sovietique de)
Birmanie
Birmanie
Bolivia
Bolivie
Brian
Bresil
Bulgarie
Canada
Canada
Chili
Chili
Chine
Chine
Cite du Vatican
Vatican (Etat
la)
(Etat de
de la)
Golombie
Colombie (Republique
(Republique de)
Colonies portugaises
portugaises
Colonies, Protectorats,
Protectorats, Territoires
Territoires
d'Outre-mer
Territoires sous
d'Outre-mer et Territoires
sous
mandat ou tutelle
tutelle du RoyRoyaume-Uni
aume-Uni de la Grande-BreGrande-Bretagne et de l'Irlande du Nord
Territoires
Colonies, Protectorats
Protectorats et
et Territoires
d'Outre-mer
mandat frand'Outre-mer sous mandat
francais
sais
Congo beige
beige et Territoires
du
Territoires du
Ruanda- Crundi
Urundl
Rica
Costa ltica
Cuba
Cuba
Danernark
Danenark
Domlnicaine
Dominicaine (Republique)
(RWpublique)
Egypte
El Salvador
Salvador (Republique
(Republique de)
de)
Equateur
Equateur
Etats-Unis
Etat--Unia d'Amerique
d'Am6rique
Ethiopie
Finlande
France
Grece
Grece
Guatemala
Guatemala
Haiti
Honduras
Honduras (Republique
(Republique de)
Hongrie
Inde
Indes neerlandaises
neerlandaisae

40.
41.
41.
42.
43.
43.
44.
45.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
51.
52.
53.
53.
54.
55.
55.
56.
57.
58.
58.
.59.
59.
60.
61.
61.
82.
62.
63.
64.
64.
65.
65.
66.
66.
67.
68.
69.
69.
70.
71.
71.
72.
7373.
74.

75.
76.
77.
77.
78.
78.

Iran
Iraq
Iraq
Irlande
Irlande
Islande
Islande
Italie
Liban
Liban
Liberia
Liberia
Luxembourg
Luxembourg
Mexique
Mexique
Monaco
Monaco
Nicaragua
Nicaragua
Norvege
Nouvelle-Zlande
Nouvelle-Zelande
Pakistan
Pakistan
Panama
Panama
Paraguay
Paraguay
Pays-Bas, Curacao
Curacao et Surinam
Perou
Philippines (Republique
Philippines
(Republique des)
Pologne (Republique
(Republique de)
Portugal
Protectorat frangais
francais du Maroc
Maroc et de
la Tunisie
Republique
populaire federative
Republique populaire
federative de
de
Yougoslavie
Yougoslavie
Republique
Sovietique de
Republique Socialiste
Socialiate Sovietique
l'Ukraine
l'Ukraine
Rhodesta
Rhodesia du Sud
Sud
Roumania
Roumanie
Royaumllli-ni
Roy aume-1: nI de
in Grande-Bre0ran de- Bredo la
tagne
don l''lrlando
tagne et de
Mande du Nord
Siam
Slan
Suede
Suede
Suime
Suisse (ConfedEration)
(Confederation)
Syrie
Syrie
Tchecoelovaquie
Tcheeoelovaquie
Etats-Unis d'Amed'AmbTerritoires des Etats-Unis
rique
Turquie
Turquie
Union de l'Afrique
l'Afrique du Sud et Territoire du Sud-Ouest Africain
sous mandat
mandat
Union des Republiques
Republiques Socialistes
Sovietiques
Uruguay (Rpublique
Uruguay
(Republique orientale
orientale de 1')
1')
Venezuela (Etats-Unis
Venezuela
(Etats-tinis de)
Yemen
Y*emen
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Annex 1
Annex
1
(See Article 1,
paragraph 2. a)
a) ))
1,paragraph
1.
Afghanistan
1. Afghanistan
2. People's Republic
Republic of Albania
Albania

Ante, p.
p. 1409.
1409.
Ante,

39. Netherlands
Netherlands Indies
40. Iran

3. Saudi Arabia
(Kingdom of)
of)
Arabia (Kingdom
4. Argentine
Argentine Republic
Republic

41. Iraq

(Commonwealth of)
of)
5. Australia (Commonwealth
6. Austria
Austria
7. Belgium

43. Iceland
Iceland
44. Italy

42. Ireland
Ireland

45. Lebanon
Lebanon

8. The Bielorussian
Socialist 46. Liberia
8.The
Bielorussian Soviet
Liberia
Soviet Socialist
Republic
Republic
47. Luxembourg
Luxembourg
9. Burma

48. Mexico

10. Bolivia
Bolivia
11. Brazil

49. Monaco
Monaco
50. Nicaragua
Nicaragua

12. Bulgaria
Bulgaria

51. Norway
Norway

13. Canada
Canada

52.
New Zealand
Zealand
2. New
53. Pakistan

14.
14. Chile
15. China
China

54. Panama
Panama

16. Vatican City (State
(State of)
of)
Colombia (Republic
(Republic of)
17. Colombia

55. Paraguay

18. Portuguese
Portuguese Colonies
Colonies

56. Netherlands, Curacao
Curacao &
& Surinam
Surinam
57. Peru

19. Colonies, Protectorates, Overseas
Overseas
Territories and Territories under
under
Territories

58. Philippines
Philippines (Republic
(Republic of the)
59. Poland (Republic
(Republic of)

mandate or trusteeship of the United
mandate
Kingdom of Great Britain and
Northern Ireland
Northern

60. Portugal
Portugal
61. French Protectorates
Protectorates

of Morocco

and Tunisia
Tunisia

20. Colonies, Protectorates
Protectorates and Over-

62. People's Federal
Federal Popular
Popular Republic
Republic

seas Territories under French Mandate
Belgian Congo and Terr
Territories
itories of
Ruanda Urundi
ITrundi
Ruanda
Costa Rica
Rica
Cuba
Denmark
Denmark
Dominican
Dominican Republic
Republic
Egypt

of Yugoslavia
Yugoslavia
63. The Ukrainian
Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Re-

21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
26.

27. El Salvador (Republic
(Republic
Ecuador
28. Ecuador
29.
30.
31.
32.

a)
t)

United States of
of America
America
Ethiopia
Ethiopia
Finland
France

33. Greece
34. Guatemala
Guatemala
35. Haiti
36. Honduras (Republic
of)
(Republic of)
37.
Hungary
37. Hungary
India
38. India

public
public
64. Southern
Rhodesia
Southern Rhodesia
65. Roumania
Roumania
66. United Kingdom
Kingdom of Great
Great Britain &
Northern Ireland
Ireland
67. Siam
Slam
68. Sweden
Confederation
69. Swiss Confederation
70. Syria
Czechoslovakia
71. Czechoslovakia
Territories of the United
United States of
of
72. Territories
America
America
73. Turkey
Turkey
74. Union of South Africa
74manAfrica and the mandated territory
territory of South-west
South-west Africa
Africa
75. Union of Soviet
Soviet Socialist Republics
Republics
76. Uruguay (Oriental
(Oriental Republic
Republic of)
Venezuela (United
77. Venezuela
(United States of)
of)
78. Yemen
Yemen
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Definition
Definition de
employes dans
dans la
Convention internationale
internationale des
des
de termes employes
la Convention
telecommunications
telecommunications
(Voir
snide 48)
(Voir article
48)

Administration:
Administration: Tout
service ou
ou d6partement
departement gouvernemental
gouvernemental
Tout service
responsable des mesures
mesures a
les obligations
de la
la
a prendre
prendre pour
pour executer
executer les
obligations de
Convention internationale
Convention
internationale des
des
Regledes telecommunications
telecommunications et
et des Reglements
y annexes.
annexes.
ments y
Exploitation privee: Tout particulier
Exploitation
particulier ou
societe, autre
autre qu'une
qu'une instiinstiou societe,
gouvernementale, qui
tution ou
on agence gouvernementale,
exploite une
une installation
qui exploite
installation de
de
tel6communication destinee
A assurer
telecommunication
destinee a
service de
de tle6communicatelecommunicaassurer un
un service
tion international
international ou
on qui est susceptible
susceptible de
de produire
produire des
des brouillages
brouillages
nuisibles A
aun
tel service.
service.
un tel
Exploitation privee
privee reconnue:
Exploitation
reconnue: To
ute exploitation
exploitation privee
privee repondant
repondant
Toute
A
ci-dessus, qui exploite
a la definition ci-dessus,
exploite un service
correspondance
service de
de correspondance
publique
publique ou de radiodiffusion
radiodiffusion et A
a laquelle
les obligations
prevues A
a
laquelle les
obligations pr6vues
l'article
l'article 20 sont imposees
imposees par le Membre
le Membre
Membre associe
le
Membre on
ou le
associ6 sur
sur le
territoire
territoire duquel
duquel est installe
le siege
social de
exploitation.
installe le
siege social
de cette
cette exploitation.
Delegue: Envoye
Datil&
Envoye d'un gouvernement
gouvernement a
a une
une conference
de pl6nipleniconference de
potentiaires, ou
ou une personne
representant un
gouvernement ou
ou une
une
personne representant
un gouvernement
administration
administration a
A. une conference
conference administrative
administrative ou
on a
reunion
a une
une reunion
d'un Comite consultatif international.
international.
Delegation: Ensemble des d6elgu6s,
delegues, representants,
eventuellement
representants, et
et 6ventuellement
experts,
experts, d'un meme
mAme pays; toute d6elgation
delegation peut comprendre
un ou
comprendre un
ou
plusieurs attaches,
ou plusieurs interpretes.
attaches, et un on
interpretes. Chaque
Chaque Membre
Membre et
et
Membre associe est libre
Membre
libre de
composer sa
sa d6elgation
delegation A
asa
convenance.
de composer
sa convenance.
En particulier, iliJ peut
pout inclure
inclure dans sa
delegation, en
en qualite
qualite de
de delegu6s
delegues
sa d6legation,
ou
representants des
on d'experts, des representants
des exploitations privees
privees de
de teletelecommunications reconnues
reconnues par
par lui
et d'autres
d'autres exploitations
exploitations privees
privees
lui ct
qui s'interessent
s'interessent au
an domaine
domaine des
telecommunications et
et qui
qui sont
des telecommunications
sont
reconnues
reconnues comme telles par leurs
leurs gouvernements
respectifs.
gouvernements respectifs.
Representant: Envoye d'une exploitation
Representant:
privee reconnue
a une
exploitation privee
reconnue A
une
conference
conference administrative
administrative ou
on aa une reunion
reunion d'un
d'un Comit6
Comite consultatif
consultatif
international.
international.
Expert: Envoye
Envoye d'un organisme
organisme national scientifique
scientifique ou
industriel
ou industriel
autorise
autmise par le Gouvernement
Gouvernement de son pays
pays A
a assister
conference
assister a
a une
une conference
administrative
ou A
administrative on
aune reunion
reunion d'un
d'un Comite
international.
Comit6 consultatif
consultatif international.
Observateur:
Envoye
d'un
gouvernement
Observateur:
gouvernement ou
on d'un
interd'un organisme
organisme inter6 6
1'Union internationale
national avec lequel l'Union
des ttelecommunications
internationale des
l communications aa
int6ert
interet a
cooperer.
a cooperer.
Service international:
international: Un service
Service
service de telecommunications
telecommunications entre
entre
bureaux on
ou stations de differents
differents pays ou entre stations
bureaux
stations mobiles
qui
mobiles qui
ne sont pas dans le meme
ou appartiennent
ne
meme pays on
appartiennent a
ades
des pays
pays differents.
diff6rents.
Service mobile:
radiocommunication entre
Service
mobile: Un service de radiocommunication
entre stations
stations
mobiles et stations terrestres,
terrestres, ou
entre stations
stations mobiles.
mobiles.
ou entre
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Definition of terms
terms used
Definition
Telecommunication Convention
Convention
used in the
the International
International Telecommunication
(See Article
Article 48)
(See
48)
Administration: Any department
service of
of aa government
government rereAdministration:
department or
or service
sponsible for
implementing the
obligations undertaken
undertaken in
in the
Intersponsible
for implementing
the obligations
the International Telecommunication
Telecommunication Convention
and the
national
Convention and
the Regulations
Regulations annexed
annexed
thereto.
Private operating
operating agency:
or company
company or
or corporacorporaagency: Any individual
individual or
tion
other than
than aa governmental
governmental establishment
establishment or
or agency,
agency, which
which
tion other
operates
operates a
intended for
an internaa telecommunication
telecommunication installation
installation intended
for an
internaservice or
or which
is capable
capable of
causing harmharmtional telecommunication
telecommunication service
which is
of causing
ful
ful interference
interference with such aaservice.
Recognized
agency: Any
operating
Recognized private
private operating
operating agency:
Any private
private operating
agency, as
of public
correagency,
as defined
defined above,
above, which
which operates
operates a
a service
service of
public correspondence or
or of
of broadcasting
broadcasting and
which the
the obligations
obligations provided
spondence
and upon
upon which
provided
for
Member or Associate
Associate Member
Member
for in Article 20
20 are imposed
imposed by
by the Member
in
territory the
agency is
in whose territory
the head office
office of
of the
the agency
is situated.
situated.
Delegate:
representing a
Government at
at a
aplenipotentiary
plenipotentiary
Delegate: A person representing
a Government
conference, or
representing a
aGovernment
Government or
or an
an AdministraAdministraconference,
or a
a person
person representing
tion at
at an
an administrative
conference, or
or at
meeting of
tion
administrative conference,
at aameeting
of an
an InternaInternational
Consultative Committee.
Committee.
tional Consultative
Delegation: The
Delegation:
delegates, representatives
representatives and
and
The totality
totality of the
the delegates,
the case
case may
may be
be of
the same
same country.
country. Each
may
experts as
as the
of the
Each delegation
delegation may
include
include one or more attaches
more interpreters.
interpreters. Each
Each
attaches and
and one
one or more
Member and
Associate Member
shall be
make up
its delegation
Member
and Associate
Member shall
be free
free to
to make
up its
delegation
may include
include in
its delegation,
delegation, in
the
as it
it wishes. In
In particular, it may
in its
in the
capacity
of delegates
or of
advisers, representatives
representatives of
of private
private teletelecapacity of
delegates or
of advisers,
communication operating
agencies which
which it
and of
of other
other
communication
operating agencies
it recognizes,
recognizes, and
in the
the telecommunication
field which
which
private enterprises
enterprises interested
interested in
telecommunication field
are recognized
recognized as
such by
by their
their respective
are
as such
respective governments.
governments.
Representative: A
A person
representing a
recognized private
operatRepresentative:
person representing
a recognized
private operating
agency at
at an
administrative conference,
conference, or
or at
at a
an
ing agency
an administrative
a meeting
meeting of
of an
International
Committee.
International Consultative
Consultative Committee.
Expert: A
representing a
a national
industrial
A person representing
national scientific
scientific or
or industrial
organization
authorized by
by the
Government of
of its
its country
country to
to be
be presorganization authorized
the Government
present
administrative conference
conference or
or at
an International
ent at an
an administrative
at aameeting
meeting of
of an
International
Consultative Committee.
Committee.
Consultative
Observer:
A person representing
Government, or
repreObserver: A
representing aaGovernment,
or aaperson
person representing an international
international organization
International
organization with
with which
which the
the International
Telecommunication Union
Telecommunication
interest in
Union has
has an
an interest
in cooperating.
International Service: A telecommunication
International
service between
between offices
offices
telecommunication service
or stations in
stations which
which are
in different
different countries
countries or
or between
between mobile
mobile stations
are
not in the
the same
same country
country or are
are subject
subject to
to different
different countries.
countries.
Mobile
radiocommunication between
Mobile Service:
Service: A service of radiocommmication
between mobile
and land stations or between mobile stations
stations.
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Service
Service de radiodiffusion:
radiodiffusion: Un
service de
radiocommunication
Un service
de radiocommunication
effectuant
des
emissions
destinees
effectuant
emissions destinees a
A, etre
regues directement
par le
le
etre regues
directement par
public en general.
public
general. 1)
1)
Telecommunications:
Telecommunications: Toute transmission,
transmission, emission
reception
emission ou
ou reception
de signes, de signaux, d'ecrits,
d'ecrits, d'images,
d'images, de
de sons
sons ou
de renseignements
ou de
renseignements
de toute nature, par fil,
Ill, radialectricite,
optique ou
ou autres
systemes
radioelectricite, optique
autres systemes
electromagnetiques.
electromagnetiques.
Telegraphie:
Telegraphie: Un systeme de telecommunication
telecommunication assurant
transassurant la
la transmission des ecrits
6crits par
Putilisation d'un
code de
de signaux.
signaux.
par l'utilisation
d'un code
Telephonie:
Telephonie: Un systeme
systeme de telecommunication
telecommunication etabli
etabli en
vue de
de la
la
en vue
transmission de la parole
transmission
ou, dans
cas, d'autres
d'autres sons.
parole ou,
dans certains
certains cas,
sons.
Telegramme:
a etre
etre transmis
Telegramme: Ecrit
Ecrit destine h
transmis par
par telegraphie;
telegraphie; ce
ce terme
terme
comprend
comprend aussi le radiotelegramme
radiotelegramme sauf
specification contraire.
contraire.
sauf specification
Telegrammes, appels et conversations
Telegrammes,
conversations telephoniques
telephoniques d'Etat:
d'Etat: Ce
Ce
sont les telegrammes
telegrammes et les appels
appels et
et conversations
conversations telephoniques
telephoniques
emanant
emanant de l'une
ci-apres:
l'une des
des autorites
autorites ci-apres:
a) chef
chef d'un
d'un Etat;
Etat;
a)
b) chef du gouvernement
gouvernement et
et membres
d'un gouvernement;
gouvernement;
membres d'un
c) chef de colonie, protectorat,
protectorat, territoire
territoire d'outre-mer
d'outre-mer ou
ou territoire
territoire
autorit6 tutelle
sous souverainet6,
souverainete, autorite
tutelle ou mandat
d'un Membre
mandat d'un
Membre ou
ou
Membre associe
Membre
associe ou des Nations
Nations Unies;
Unies;

commandants en chef des forces
d) commandants
terrestres, navales
navales
forces militaires
militaires terrestres,
ou
ou aeriennes;
aeriennes;
e)
diplomatiques ou
consulaires;
e) agents
agents diplomatiques
ou consulaires;
f) Secretaire
Secretaire general
general des Nations
Unies et
et chefs
chefs des
subNations Unies
des organes
organes subsidiaires
sidiaires des Nations
Unies;
Nations Unies;
g) Cour internationale
intemationale de
de justice
justice de
de La
La Hoye.
Haye.

telegrammes d'Etat
Les r6ponses
reponses aux telegrammes
d'Etat d6finis
definis ci-dessus
sont egalekaleci-dessus sont
ment consid6eres
considerees comme des telegrammes
d'Etat.
telegrammes d'Etat.
Telegrammes
Telegrammes de service:
service: Ceux qui 6manent
emanent des
des administrations
administrations de
de
telecommunication
telecommunication des Membres
Membres et
associes des
et Membres
Membres associes
des exploitations
exploitations
reconnues ou
privees reconnues
on du Secr6taire
Secretaire general
general de
et qui
qui sont
sont
de l'Union,
l'Union, et
relatifs
telecommunications internationales
relatifs aux telecommunications
internationales ou
ou aades
des objets
objets d'interet
d'interet
public
public determines
determines de concert entre ces administrations
administrations et
et les
exploitales exploitations privees consider6es.
considerees.
Telegrammes
telegrammes autres que
Telegrammes prives: Les telegrammes
que les
les telegrammes
telegrammes
ou d'Etat.
de service
service ou
d'Etat.
Radiocommunication:
tel6communication A
Radiocommunication: Toute
Mute telecommunication
a l'aide
des ondes
ondes
I'aide des
hertziennes.
hertziennes.
Ondes hertziennes:
hertziennes: Ondes electromagnetiques
dont la
frequence
electromagn6tiques dont
la frequence
est comprise entre
entre 10 kc/s et 3.000.000
Mc/s.
3.000.000 Mc/s.
Radioelectricite: Terme
Radioelectricite:
Terme general s'appliquant
s'appliquant aa 1'emploi
l'emploi des
des ondes
ondes
hertziennes. (L'adjectif correspondant
correspondant est
est "radioelectrique").
"radioelectiique").
1) Ce service peut comprendre
1)
des emissions sonores,
sonores, soit
Boit des
des emissions
de
comprendre Boit
soit des
emissions de
television.
fac-simil ou d'autres
television. de fac-simile
genres d'6missions.
d'eraissions.
d'autres genres
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Broadcasting Service:
radiocommunication service
Broadcasting
Service: A radiocommunication
service of
transmisof transmissions to be received directly by the
the general
public.')
general public.')
Telecommunication:
Telecommunication: Any transmission,
transmission, emission or reception
reception of
of
signs, signals, writing, images and
intelligence of
of any
any nature
nature
and sounds or
or intelligence
other electromagnetic
by wire, radio, visual or other
electromagnetic systems.
systems.
Telegraphy: A system of telecommunication
Telegraphy:
telecommunication for
the transmission
transmission
for the
of written matter
of a
matter by
by the
the use
use of
a signal
signal code.
code.
telecommunication set
Telephony: A system of telecommunication
up for
for the
the transmisset up
transmission of speech or, in some cases,
cases, other
other sounds.
Telegram:
Telegram: Written matter intended
intended to
be transmitted
by teleteleto be
transmitted by
graphy; this term also includes radiotelegram
radiotelegram unless otherwise
speciotherwise specified.
fied.
Government
Government Telegrams
Telegrams and Government
Government Telephone
Calls: These
These
Telephone Calls:
are telegrams or telephone
calls
originating
telephone
with any of the authorities
authorities
specified below:
below:
a)
Head of
a) the
the Head
of aaState;
State;

b) the Head of a
a Government
Government and
and members
of a
aGovernment;
Government;
members of
a colony, protectorate,
overseas territory
c) the Head of a
protectorate, overseas
territory or
territory
or territory
under suzerainty, authority, trusteeship
trusteeship or
or mandate
of a
mandate of
a MemMember or Associate
Associate Member
Member or
of the
United Nations;
Nations;
or of
the United
Commanders-in-Chief of
d) Commanders-in-Chief
military forces,
forces, land,
sea or
or air;
air;
of military
land, sea
e) diplomatic
or consular
e)
diplomatic or
consular agents;
agents;
f)
General of the
f) the Secretary
Secretary General
and the
the Heads
of
the United
United Nations
Nations and
Heads of
the subsidiary
subsidiary organs
organs of
of the
the United
United Nations;
Nations;
g) the International
International Court
of Justice
Justice at
at The
Hague.
Court of
The Hague.
Replies to Government
Government telegrams
telegrams as
as defined
herein shall
shall also
also be
be
defined herein
regarded
regarded as
telegrams.
as Government
Government telegrams.
Service Telegrams:
Telegrams: Those
Those originating
originating with
telecommunication adadwith telecommunication
ministrations of Members
ministrations
Members and
and Associate
Associate Members,
Members, with
recognized
with recognized
private
operating agencies
agencies or
private operating
with the
General of
of the
Union
or with
the Secretary
Secretary General
the Union
and relating to international
international telecommunication
telecommunication or
to objects
of public
public
or to
objects of
interest mutually agreed
upon by
by the
the administrations
administrations and
and private
private
agreed upon
operating
operating agencies
agencies concerned.
concerned.
Private Telegrams:
Telegrams: Telegrams
Telegrams other
than service
or Government
Government
other than
service or
telegrams.
telegrams.

Radiocommunication: Any telecommunication
Radiocommunication:
telecommunication by
by means
means of
of HertHertzian
zian waves.
Hertzian
Hertzian Waves:
Waves: Electromagnetic
Electromagnetic waves
waves of
of frequencies
frequencies between
between
10
3,000,000 Mc/s.
10 kc/s and
and 3,000,000
Mc/s.
Radio: A general
general term
term applied
applied to
of Hertzian
Hertzian waves.
to the
the use
use of
waves.
')1)This service may Include
include transmissions
by teleteletransmissions of
of sounds
sounds or
or transmissions
transmissions by
vision,
vision, facsimile
or other
other means.
facsimile or
means.
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Brouillage
Brouillage nuisible:
rayonnement ou
ou toute
toute induction
induction qui
nuisible: Tout rayonnement
qui
compromet le fonctionnement
fonctionnement d'un servige
comprornet
service de radionavigation
ou d'un
d'un
radionavigation ou
service de s6curit6
securite 1), ou qui gene
de fagon
fawn r6p6t6e
repetee un
un
gene ou
ou interrompt
interrompt de
service de radiocommunication
radiocommunication fonctionnant
an
fonctionnant conformement
conformement au
Reglement
Reglement des
des radiocommunications.
radiocommunications.
Annexe 33 (Voir
article 25)
25)
Annexe
(Voir article
Arbitrage

1. La partie qui fait appel
appel entame
entame la
in. procedure
procedure en
en transmettant
transmettant
partie une
d'arbitrage.
A l'autre
1'autre partie
une notification
notification de
de demande
demande d'arbitrage.
2. Les parties decident
coramun accord
accord si
si 1'arbitrage
l'arbitrage doit
etre
d6cident de
de commun
doit 8tre
confi6
des personnes,
confie A
ades
Ades
des administrations
ou A
ades
des gouvernements.
gouvernements.
personnes, A
administrations ou
Au cas oi,
compter du jour
øü, dans le
is delai d'un
d'un mois
mobsa
a. compter
jour de
notification
de in.
la notification
de in.
la demande
demand° d'arbitrage,
d'arbitrage, les parties
parties n'ont
pu tomber
tomber d'accord
d'accord
n'ont pas
pas pu
sur
ce point,
our ce
l'arbitrage est
cot confie
a. des
point, l'arbitrage
confie A
des gouvernements.
gouvernements.
3. Si l'arbitrage
1'arbitrage est
3.
cot confi6
confie a.
arbitres no
A des personnes,
personnes, les
les arbitres
ne doivent
doivent
8tre
ressortissants d'un pays
etre ni des ressortissants
pays partie
partie dans le
is diff6rend,
differend, ni
ni avoir
avoir
leur domicile
dans un
ces pays,
pays, ni
ni etre
domicile dans
un de
de ces
8tre a
A leur
leur service.
service.

4. Si l'arbitrage
l'arbitrage est confie a.
des adminisadminisA des gouvernements
gouvernements on
ou a.A des
trations
gouvernements, ceux-ci
trations de ces gouvernements,
ceux-ci doivent
etre choisis
choisis parmi
parmi les
doivent etre
les
Membres
Membres ou
Membres associes
impliques dans
ou Membres
associ6s qui
qui no
ne sont
sont pas
pas impliqu6s
dans is
le
differend mais qui sont parties
a l'accord
l'accord dont
differend
parties a
dont l'application
Papplication aaprovoqu6
provoque
le
diff &end.
le differend.
5. Dana
Dans le Mai
d6lai de trois mois a.a compter de la date de
de reception
reception de
de
la notification
la demands
demande d'arbitrage,
In.
notification de In.
chacune des
des deux
deux parties
parties
d'arbitrage, chacune
designe un arbitre.
en cause
cause designs
arbitre.
6.
6. Si plus de deux parties
parties sont
impliquees dans
dans le
le differend,
differend, chacun
chacun
sont impliqu6es
des deux groupes de parties
des interets
dans le
Is diffediffeparties ayant
ayant des
int6erts communs
communs dans
rend designe un arbitre
arbitre conformement
in. procedure
prevue aux
aux
conformement aa la
procedure pr6vue
paragraphes
et 5.
paragraphes 44et
5.
7.
Les deux arbitres
7. Les
ainsi design&
s'entendent pour
pour nommer
nommer un
un
arbitres ainsi
designes s'entendent
troisieme
troisieme arbitre qui, si les deux premiers
premiers sont des personnes et non
non
des gouvernements
gouvernements ou des administrations,
dolt repondre
repondre aux
administrations, doit
aux conconau paragraphe
ditions fixees an
paragraphe 3
ci-dessus et
qui de
de plus
d'une
3 ci-dessus
et qui
plus dolt
doit etre
etre d'une
nationalite
nationafite differente
differente de celles
cellos des deux autres.
A defaut
defaut d'accord
&accord
autres. A
entre les deux
deux arbitres sur is
choix du
du troisieme
troisieme arbitre,
chaque arbitre
arbitre
le choix
arbitre, chaque
propose
un troisieme
propose im
troisieme arbitre
aucun int6ert
interet dans
dans is
differend.
arbitre n'ayant
n'ayant aucun
le differend.
Le secretaire
secr6taire general
1'Union procede
general de l'Union
procede alors
a. un
tirage au
an sort
pour
alors A
un tirage
sort pour
designer
troisieme arbitre.
arbitre.
designer le
le troisieme
8. Les parties en desaccord
desaccord peuvent s'entendre
pour faire
s'entendre pour
faire regler
regler
differend par
leur differend
par un
un arbitre
arbitre unique
unique designe
&gigue de
elks
de commun
commun accord;
accord; elles
peuvent aussi designer
chacune un
arbitre et
et demander
secretaire
designer chacune
un arbitre
demander au
au secretaire
general
general de l'Union
l'Union de
de proceder
proceder a
a. un
un tirage
ti"xage au
an sort
sort pour
designer
pour designer
l'arbitre unique.
1'arbitre
unique.
1) On considere
service de
1)
considere comme
comme service
de securite
securite tout service de radiocommunic
racliocommunic
tion dont le
fonctionnement interesse
le fonctionnement
interesse directement, de
de facon
facon permanen
permanen
ou temporaire, la securite
s6curit6 de la vie humaine
humaine ou la sauvegarde des biens.
biens.
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Harmful interference:
induction which eninterference: Any
Any radiation
radiation or
or any
any induction
dangers the functioning
functioning of a
a radionavigation
radionavigation service
service or of aa safety
service 1), or obstructs
repeatedly interrupts
obstructs or repeatedly
interrupts a
a radio service
service operating
accordance with
the Radio
Regulations.
erating in
in accordance
with the
Radio Regulations.
Annex 3
Article 25)
25)
Annex
3 (See
(See Article
Arbitration
Arbitration

appeals to arbitration
1. The party which appeals
arbitration shall initiate the arbitration
procedure
by
transmitting
the other
other party
to the
the dispute
dispute
to the
party to
tration procedure by transmitting to
a
notice
of
the
submisSion
of
the
dispute
to
arbitration.
a notice of the submission of the dispute to arbitration.
2.
The parties
parties shall
decide by
by agreement
arbitration
shall decide
agreement whether
whether the
the arbitration
2. The
governments.
is to be entrusted to individuals,
individuals, administrations
administrations or governments.
If
dispute to
If within one month after notice of submission of the dispute
arbitration,
arbitration, the parties have been unable to agree upon this point, the
arbitration
entrusted to governments.
governments.
arbitration shall be entrusted
3. If
arbitration is to be entrusted
entrusted to individuals,
individuals, the arbitrators
If arbitration
must neither be nationals
nationals of the parties
parties involved in the dispute, nor
nor
have their domicile in the countries parties
parties to the dispute, nor be
employed in their service.
If arbitration
entrusted to governments,
governments, or to adminis4. If
arbitration is to
to be entrusted
trations thereof,
from among the Members
Members or
or
thereof, these must be chosen from
dispute, but which
which
Associate Members which are not parties to the dispute,
agreement, the application
which caused
caused the
to the agreement,
application of which
are parties
parties to
dispute.
5. Within three months from the date of receipt
receipt of the notification
notification
5.
of
of the dispute
dispute to
to arbitration,
arbitration, each
each of the two parties
of the
the submission
submission of
to
dispute shall appoint
appoint an arbitrator.
arbitrator.
to the dispute
6. If
parties are involved
involved in the dispute, an arbiIf more than two parties
trator
accordance with the procedure
procedure set forth
trator shall be
be appointed
appointed in
in accordance
in paragraphs 4
parties
4 and 55 above, by each of the two groups of parties
having a
acommon position in the dispute.
7. The two arbitrators
arbitrators thus appointed
arbitrator
appointed shall choose aathird arbitrator
who, if the first two arbitrators are individuals
individuals and not governments
governments
indicated in paragraph
paragraph
or administrations, must fulfill the conditions indicated
3
either
nationality as either
3 above, and
and in
in addition
addition must not be of the same nationality
of
agreement between the two
of the
the other
other two arbitrators. Failing an agreement
arbitrators
choice of aa third arbitrator,
arbitrator, each of these two
arbitrators as to the choice
arbitrators shall nominate
arbitrator who is in no way conarbitrators
nominate aathird arbitrator
cerned in the dispute. The Secretary
Union shall then
Secretary General
General of the Union
draw lots in order to select the third arbitrator.
arbitrator.
8. The parties to the dispute may agree to have their dispute
settled by a
appointed by agreement;
agreement; or alternatively,
a single arbitrator appointed
each party may nominate an arbitrator,
arbitrator, and request the Secretary
Secretary
General of the Union to draw lots to decide which
which of the persons
persons so
nominated is to act as the single arbitrator.
1) Any radio
which is
is directly
whether perservice, the
the operation
operation of which
directly related, whether
per1)
radio service,
safeguarding of
safeguarding

safety of human life
life and the
manently or temporarily, to the safety
property,
considered as a
safety service.
property, shall be considered
a safety
service.
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9. Le ou les arbitres
arbitres d6cident
decident librement
la procedure
librement de
de la
procedure a
, suivre.
suivre.
10. La decision de l'arbitre unique est
et lie
lie les
les parties
est definitive et
parties
au differend.
diff6rend. Si l'arbitrage
l'arbitrage est
arbitres, la
la decision
decision
est confie
confi6 a
plusieurs arbitres,
i plusieurs
intervenue
A la majorit6
intervenue a
majorite des votes
votes des arbitres
arbitres est
est definitive
et lie
definitive et
lie
les
les parties.
parties.
11. Chaque partie
depenses qu'elle
partie supporte
supporte les depenses
qu'elle a
exposees A
a
a exposees
I'occasion de l'instruction
l'occasion
Pinstruction et de l'introduction
l'introduction de
Les
de l'arbitrage.
l'arbitrage. Les
ceux exposes
frais d'arbitrage, autres que ceux
exposés par
les parties
parties elles-memes
elles-memes
par les
sont repartis (rune
d'une maniere
maniere egale
tale entre
entre les
les parties
parties en
en litige.
litige.
12. L'Union fournira tous
tous les
les renseignements
renseignements se
se rapportant
au
rapportant au
differend dont le ou les arbitres
differend
arbitres pourraient
pourraient avoir
avoir besoin.
besoin.
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9. The arbitrator
arbitrator or arbitrators
arbitrators shall
upon the
the
shall be
be free
free to
to decide
decide upon
procedure to
to be
procedure
be followed.
followed.
10. The decision of the single arbitrator
arbitrator shall be
binding
be final
final and
and binding
upon the parties to the dispute. If
If the arbitration
arbitration is
is entrusted
entrusted to
to
more than one arbitrator,
arbitrator, the
the decision
decision made
made by
by the
vote of
of
the majority
majority vote
the arbitrators
arbitrators shall
be final
final and
binding upon
upon the
the parties.
parties.
shall be
and binding
11. Each
party
shall
bear
the expenses
expenses it shall
Each
shall have
incurred in
in the
the
have incurred
investigation
investigation and presentation
presentation of the arbitration.
arbitration. The
The costs
costs of
of arbiarbitration other than those incurred
the parties
parties themselves
themselves shall
be
incurred by
by the
shall be
divided equally beween the
the parties
parties to
to the
the dispute.
dispute.
12. The Union shall furnish all
information relating
relating to
the dispute
dispute
all information
to the
which the arbitrator
arbitrator or
arbitrators may
or arbitrators
may need.
need.
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ANNEXE 4
ANNEXE
4
REGLEMENT GENERAL
GENERAL
REGLEMENT

ANNEXE A LA CONVENTION
INTERNATIONALE
CONVENTION INTERNATIONALE
DES TELECOMMUNICATIONS
TELECOMMUNICATIONS

ANNEX
ANNEX 4
4
GENERAL REGULATIONS
REGULATIONS ANNEXED
ANNEXED

TO
TELECOMMUNICATION
THE INTERNATIONAL
INTERNATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATION
CONVENTION
CONVENTION
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Pre
lre PARTIE
PARTIE
Dispositions
generales concernant
les conferences
conferences
Dispositions g6enrales
concernant les

Chapitre
Chapitre
Chapitre
Chapitre
Chapitre

II - Invitation
Invitation et admission
admission aux conferences
conferences de
plenipotentiaires.
de plenipotentiaires.
22 -- Invitation
Invitation et admission
admission aux conferences
conferences administratives.
administratives.
conferences.
33 -- Vote aux conferences.
44 -- Procedure
Procedure pour la convocation
convocation de
de conferences
conferences de plenipotentiaires
plenipotentiaires
ou de conferences
conferences administratives
administratives extraordinaires
extraordinaires ou
pour le
le
ou pour
changement de
de la date ou du lieu
conference.
lieu d'une
d'une conference.
Chapitre 55 -- Modalites
Modalites de presentation
Chapitre
presentation des propositions
propositions destinees
destinees aux
aux conconferences.
ferences.
6 - Reglement
Chapitre 6
Reglement interieur
interieur des conferences.
conferences.
1 -- Ordre des places.
Article 1
places.
2 - Premiere
Premiere séance
2
pleniem.
seance de l'assemblee
l'assemblee pleniere.
3 -- Election
Election du president et des vice-presidents.
3
vice-presidents.
4 - Pouvoirs du president.
4
5
conference.
5 - Secretariat
Secretariat de
de la conference.
6
Institution des commissions.
6 - Institution
commissions.
7 - Composition
7
Composition des commissions.
commissions.
8 - Presidents.
Presidents. vice-presidents
8
vice-presidents et rapporteurs
rapporteurs des
des commissions.
commissions.
9 - Participation
Participation des groupements
9
prives aux conferences
conferences adminisadminisgroupements prives
tratives.
- Convocation
Convocation aux seances.
10 s6ances.
11 discussion.
- Ordre de discussion.
12 - Propositions
Propositions soumises
soumises avant
12
avant l'ouverture
l'ouverture de la
la conference.
conference.
- Propositions presentees
13 presentees au
conference.
au cours
cours d'une
d'une conference.

- Propositions
Propositions present6es
14 presentees aux commissions
commissions au cours d'une conference.
conference.
- Propositions
Propositions ajournees.
15 - Procedure
16 Procedure de vote en seance
seance pleniere.
pleniere.
17
18
19
20

- Droit de vote et procedure
procedure de vote dans
dans les commissions.
commissions.
- Adoption de nouvelles
nouvelles dispositions.
dispositions.
- Proces verbaux
verbaux des
des seances
seances de l'assemblee
l'assemblee pleniere.
pleniere.
- Rapport
Rapport deg
commissions.
des commissions.

21 - Adoption des proces-verbaux
proces-verbaux et des rapports.
22 - Commission
Commission de redaction.
redaction.
23
23
24
25
26
27

Numerotage.
-- Numerotage.

-- Approbation
Approbation definitive.
definitive.
-- Signature.
Signature.
-- Communiques
Communiques de
presse.
de presse.
-- Franchise.
Franchise.
PARTIE
2e PARTIE

COMITES CONSULTAITES
COMITES
INTERNATIONAUX
CONSULTATIFS INTERNATIONAUX
Chapitre
Chapitre 7
7-- Dispositions generales.
generales.
88-- Conditions
Conditions de participation.
participation.
99-- R61e
Role de l'assemblee
1'assemblee pleniere.
pleniere.
10 -- Reunions
Reunions de l'assemblee
I'assemblee pleniere.
pleniere.
11
mode de
de votation
votation aux seances
11 -- Langues
Langues et
et mode
seances des assemblees
assemblees plenieres.
plenieres.
12 -- Constitution
commissions d'etudes.
Constitution des commissions
13 -- Traitement
Traitement des
des affaires.
affaires.

14 -- Fonctions
Fonctions du Directeur -- Secretariat
Secretariat specialise.
specialise.

15 -- Preparation
propositions pour les conferences
Preparation des propositions
conferences administratives.
administratives.
16 -- Relations
Relations des Comites
Comites consultatifs
16
consultatifs entre eux et avec d'autres
organisations internationales.
organisations
internationales.
- Finances des Comites consultatifs.
17 -
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PART
PART I
I
GENERAL PROVISIONS
GENERAL
PROVISIONS REGARDING
REGARDING CONFERENCES
CONFERENCES
Chapter
Chapter 11 -- Invitation
Invitation and Admission
Plenipotentiary Conferences.
Conferences.
Admission to Plenipotentiary
Chapter 2
to Administrative
Administrative Conferences.
2 -- Invitation
Invitation and Admission
Admission to
Conferences.
Chapter
Voting at
Chapter 3
3 -- Voting
at Conferences.
Conferences.
Chapter 4
4 -- Procedure
Procedure for Calling
Calling Extraordinary
Plenipotentiary or
or AdminisExtraordinary Plenipotentiary
Administrative
Conferences or for Changing the
trative Conferences
the Time
Place of
of a
Time or
or Place
a
Conference.
Conference.
- Method of Presentation
Chapter 5
5Conferences.
Conferences.

of

Proposals
Proposals

for
for

Consideration
Consideration

at
at

6 - Rules of Procedure
Procedure of Conferences.
Conferences.
Chapter 6
Rule
of Seating.
Rule 1
1 - Order
Order of
Seating.

22 - First Session of the
Assembly.
the Plenary
Plenary Assembly.
33 - Election
Election of
of the
the Chairman
Vice-Chairmen.
Chairman and
and Vice-Chairmen.
4 -- Powers
Powers of
of the
4
the Chairman.
Chairman.
5 - Secretariat
Secretariat of the Conference.
5
Conference.
6
Appointment of Committees.
6 -- Appointment
77 - Composition of
Committees.
of Committees.
8
- Chairmen, Vice-Chairmen
8Vice-Chairmen and
and Reporters
Committees.
Reporters of Committees.
9 -- Participation
Participation of Private Societies in
9
Administrative Conferences.
in Administrative
Conferences.
10 -- Summons to Sessions.
11 -- Order
Order of Discussion.
Discussion.
12 -- Proposals Presented
Presented Before the Opening
Opening of the Conference.
Conference.
13 - Proposals Presented During aa Conference.
Conference.
- Proposals Presented
14 Presented to
Conference.
to Committees
Committees During
During a
a Conference.
15 - Postponed
Postponed Proposals.
Proposals.
16 - Voting
Voting Procedure
Procedure in
Assembly.
in Sessions
Sessions of
of the
the Plenary
Plenary Assembly.
17 -- Right of Vote
Vote and Voting
Procedure in
in Committees.
Voting Procedure
Committees.
18 Adoption of
Provisions.
- Adoption
of New Provisions.
19 -- Minutes
Minutes of
of the
Assembly.
the Sessions
Sessions of
of the
the Plenary
Plenary Assembly.
20 -- Reports
Reports of Committees,
('onmittees.
21 - Adllltin
Adoption (of
of Minutes
Minlutes and
and Reports.
Reports.
22
22
23
23
24
25
2li
21;
27

-- Editorial
Editorial Committee.
( onllin(tee.
- Numbering.
Numberiilg.
- Final
Final Approval.
Alpproval.
- Signature.
- Press Notices.
Franking Privileges.
- Franking
Privileges.

PART
PART II
II
INTERNATIONAL CONSULTATIVE
INTERNATIONAL
CONSULTATIVE COMMITTEES
COMMITTEES
7Chapter 7
- General
General Provisions.
8
Conditions for
8 -- Conditions
for Participation.
Participation.
9
of the
the Plenary
Assembly.
9 -- Duties of
Plenary Assembly.
10 -- Meetings
Meetings of the Plenary
Plenary Assembly.
Assembly.
11 -- Languages
Languages and
of Voting
Sessions of
the Plenary
Plenary
and Method
Method of
Voting in
in Sessions
of the
Assemblies.
12 -- Composition
Composition of
of Study
Study Groups.
13 -- Treatment
Treatment of Business.
14 -- Duties of the
Secretariat.
the Director.
Director. Specialized
Specialized Secretariat.
- Preparation
15 Preparation of Proposals for
Administrative Conferences.
Conferences.
for Administrative
16 -- Relations of Consultative
Consultative Committees
Committees Between
and
Between Themselves
Themselves and
with Other International
Organizations.
International Organizations.
17 -- Finances
Finances of
of International
International Consultative
Committees.
Consultative Committees.
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PARTTE
PARTIE

DISPOSITIONS GENERALES
GENERALES CONCERNANT
LES CONFERENCES
CONFERENCES
DISPOSITIONS
CONCERNANT LES

Chapitre I
Chapitre
I
Invitation et admission
admission aux
aux conferences
conferences

des plenipotentiaires
plenipotentiaires
1. Le
Gouvernement invitant, en
be Gouvernement
accord avec
le Conseil
Conseil d'adminisd'adminisen accord
avec le
tration, fixe la date definitive
definitive et
exact de
de la
la conference.
conference.
et le
le lieu
lieu exact
2. Un an avant
avant cette date, le
adresse des
des
le Gouvernement
Gouvernement invitant
invitant adresse
invitations aux Membres
Membres et aux Membres
Membres associes
associes de
de l'Union.
l'Union.
3. Les reponses
reponses des Membres
Membres et Membres
Membres associes
associes doivent
parvenir
doivent parvenir
au Gouvernement
Gouvernement invitant
invitant au plus
plus tard un
avant la
la date
date d'ouverun mois
mois avant
d'ouverture
de la
la conference.
ture de
conference.
4. Imm6diatement
Immediatement apres que
que le Gouvernement
Gouvernement invitant
invitant aa envoye
envoye
les invitations, le Secretaire
Secretaire g6neral
general demande
administrademande aatoutes
toutes les
les administrations des Membres
Membres et des Membres
Membres associes
associes de
de l'Union
l'Union de
de lui
lui faire
fake
parvenir dans un d6lai
delai de quatre
quatre mois,
mois, leurs
leurs propositions
propositions relatives
relatives aux
aux
travaux
Secr6taire general
travaux de la conference. Le Secretaire
et les
les comcomgeneral les
les reunit
reunit et
munique, dans
le plus
alai possible,
athus
et Memdans le
plus bref
bref delai
possible, A
tous les
les Membres
Membres et
Membres
associes de
de l'Union.
l'Union.
bres associ6s
5.
d'administration notifie aux
5. Le Conseil d'administration
Nations Unies
Unies le
le lieu
lieu
aux Nations
conference, afin que cette
et la date de la conference,
Organisation puisse,
conforcette Organisation
puisse, conformmemnt A
l'article 26
mement
a l'article
de la
Convention, y
assister si
si elle
elle le
le juge
26 de
la Convention,
y assister
juge A
propos.
propos.
6.
organisme permanent
permanent de
6. Tout organisme
de l'Union
est admis
admis de
de droit
droit A
a la
la
1'Union est
Conference et prend
prend part
Conference
part aases
consultatif.
ses travaux
travaux a11 titre
titre consultatif.
7.
Gouvernement invitant,
7. Le
be Gouvernement
invitant, en accord
avec le
le Conseil
Conseil d'adminisaccord avec
d'administration, peut inviter
des Gouvernements
Gouvernements non
envoyer
inviter des
non contractants
contractants aa envoyer
des observateurs
prendre part,
observateurs pour
pour prendre
avec voix
voix consultative,
consultative, a
is
part, avec
a la
conference.
conference.
8.
8. Les delegations telles qu'elles sont d6finies
definies dans
l'annexe 22de
de la
is
dans l'annexe
Convention et eventuellement
Convention
eventuellement les
les observateurs
observ-ateurs prevus
prevus au
au paragraphe
paragraphe
7 sont admis aux conferences.
7
conferences.
9. Les dispositions
dispositions des paragraphes
paragraphes precedents
s'appliquent, autant
autant
precedents s'appliquent,
6
que possible, aux conferences
conferences extraordinaires
extraordinaires de pl
plenipotentiaires.
nipotentiaires.

Chapitre
Chapitre 2
2
Invitation et admission
admission aux
aux conferences
conferences administratives
administrativos
1.
invitant, en accord avec le
1. Le Gouvernement
Gouvernement invitant,
le Conseil
Conseil d'adminisd'administration,
fixe la date definitive
definitive et le
le lieu
tration, fixe
de la
la conference.
conference.
lieu exact
exact de
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PART I.

GENERAL PROVISIONS
PROVISIONS REGARDING
REGARDING CONFERENCES
CONFERENCES

Chapter 1
Chapter
1
Invitation and Admission to Plenipotentiary
Plenipotentiary Conferences
Conferences

1. The inviting Government,
L.
Government, in collaboration
collaboration with
with the Administrative
Administrative
Council, shall fix the definitive
definitive date and the exact place
place of
of the
Conference.
2. One year before this date, the inviting
inviting Government
Government shall send invitations to the Members and Associate
Associate Members
Members of
of the Union.
3. The replies of the invited Members
Members and Associate
Associate Members
Members must
must
reach the inviting Government
Government not later than one month before
before the
the date
Conference.
of opening of the
the Conference.
4. Immediately
Immediately after the inviting Government
invitations,
Government has sent the invitations,
the Secretary
Secretary General shall request the administrations
Members
administrations of all Members
and Associate
Members to forward
Associate Members
forward their proposals for the work of the
the
Conference
Conference within a
aperiod of four months. The Secretary
Secretary General
General
shall assemble them and forward them, as soon as possible,
to all
all
possible, to
Members and Associate Members.
Members.
Administrative Council shall notify the United Nations
5. The Administrative
Nations of
the
of the
Organization may
may
place and date of the Conference
Conference in
in order
order that
that this
this Organization
participate
participate in accordance
accordance with Article 26 of the Convention
Convention if
so
if it
it so
desires.
desires.
6. Any permanent organ of the International
Telecommunication
International Telecommunication
Union shall be admitted, as of right,
Conference and
and take
take part
part in
in
right, to the
the Conference
its work in an advisory
advisory capacity.
Government, in
agreement with
the Administrative
7. The inviting Government,
in agreement
with the
Administrative
Council,
Council, may invite non-contracting
non-contracting Governments
to
observers to
Governments to send
send observers
to
take part in the conferences
conferences in an advisory capacity.
capacity.
8. Delegations
8.
Delegations as
in the
the Annex
Annex 2
2 to
the Convention,
Convention, and
and
as defined
defined in
to the
according
observers contemplated
contemplated in
in paragraph
paragraph
according to circumstances,
circumstances, the
the observers
7 are admitted
7
admitted to the Conference.
of the
the foregoing
paragraphs shall
far
9. The
The provisions
provisions of
foregoing paragraphs
shall apply,
apply, so
so far
as
to extraordinary
extraordinary plenipotentiary
conferences.
as practicable,
practicable, to
plenipotentiary conferences.
Chapter 2
Chapter
2
Invitation and Admission to Administrative
Administrative Conferences
Conferences

1. The inviting Government,
Government, in agreement
1.
agreement with the AdministraAdministrative Council, shall fix the definitive
definitive date
of the
the
date and
and the
the exact
exact place
place of
conference.
conference.
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2. Un an avant cette
ordinaire
cette date,
date, s'il
s'il s'agit
s'agit d'une
d'une conference
conference ordinaire
et au moms
moins six mois
mois avant,
d'une conference
conference extraordinaire,
extraordinaire,
avant, s'il s'agit
s'agit d'une
Gouvernement invitant adresse
le Gouvernement
adresse les
invitations aux
aux Membres
et
les invitations
Membres et
aux Membres
Membres associes
associes de
l'Union, lesquels
lesquels peuvent
peuvent communiquer
communiquer
de l'Union,
l'invitation aux
exploitations privees
l'invitation
aux exploitations
par eux.
eux. Le
Le Gouverneprivees reconnues
reconnues par
Gouvernement invitant,
invitant, en
avec le
Conseil d'administration
d'administration adresse
adresse
en accord
accord avec
le Conseil
lui-m6me une notification
notification aux
lui-meme
internationaux que
quo la
la
aux organismes
organismes internationaux
cette conference
reunion de cette
peut interesser.
conference peut
int6resser.
3.
3. Les reponses
reponses des Membres
Membres et Membres
associes invites,
invites, concerconcerMembres associes
delegations, les Gouvernements
nant les delegations,
Gouvernements et
et les
les representants
representants des
des
exploitations privees
exploitations
privees reconnues,
reconnues, doivent
parvenir au
Gouvernement
doivent parvenir
au Gouvernement
au plus
invitant au
un mois
la date
date d'ouverture
d'ouverture de
de la
la
plus tard
tard un
mois avant
avant la
conference.
conference.
d'admission aux conferences
4. (1) Les demandes
demandes d'admission
conferences des
des organisations
organisations
internationales doivent etre
etre envoyees
internationales
au Gouvernement
invitant dans
dans
envoyees au
Gouvernement invitant
un delai
Mai de deux mois A
apartir
date de
de la
la notification
prevue au
partir de
de la
la date
notification pr6vue
au
paragraphe
paragraphe 2.
2.
(2) Quatre
Quatre mois avant la reunion
la conference,
conference, le
Gouvernereunion de
de la
le Gouvernement invitant
communique aux Membres
invitant communique
la liste
des organisations
organisations
Membres la
liste des
internationales
qui ont demande
internationales qui
demande A
la conference,
A prendre
prendre part
part aa la
conference, en
en
les invitant aase prononcer
prononcer dans un Mai
d6lai de deux
deux mois
mois sur
sur l'acceptation
l'acceptation
ou le rejet
ou
ces derandes.
dernandes.
rejet de ces
conferences administratives:
administratives:
5. Sont
Sont admis
admis aux
aux conferences
delegations definies
a) les delegations
l'Annexe 2
la Convention;
definies dans
dans l'Annexe
2 a
a la
Convention;
representants des
b) les representants
des exploitations
exploitations privees
privees reconnues;
reconnues;
c)
observateurs des organisations
organisations internationales
e) les observateurs
internationales si
si la
la moitie
moiti6
nloins des Membres
Membres aafait parvenir
reponse favorable
au moms
parvenir une reponse
dans le
le
favorable dans
dMlai
dClai fixe
paragraphe 4.
fixe au paragraphe
4.
6. Pour les autrcs organisations
organisations internationales
internationales la
In decision
d'addecision d'admission est prise par la conference
conference elle-memo
elle-nmenie au eours
de la
premiere
cours de
la premiere
seance
seance de l'assemblee
l'assemblee pl6niBro.
pleniere.
7. Les dispositions des paragraphes
paragraplhs 4,
4, 5,
5, 66 et 77 du
du chapitre
chapitre IIdu
du
Rcglenient
Reglement general sont applicables
applicables aux conferences
conferences administratives.
administratives.

Cliapitre
Clapitre 3
3
Vote aux
aux conferences
conferences
1. Chaque Membre
Membre de l'Union
1.
l'Union aadroit
droit A
aun
un vote
vote conformement
conformement A
l'article 11 de la Convention.
l'artiele
Convention.
2. (1)
(1) Chaque delegation remet des pouvoirs. Pour
Pour les
les conferences
conferences
de pl6nipotentiaires
plenipotentiaires ces pouvoirs
pouvoirs sont
sont des
des lettres
lettres de
de pleins
pleins poupouvoirs signees
Gouvernement ou par le
signees par le chef
chef du Gouvernement
le Ministre des
des
affaires
affaires etrangeres
etrangeres du Membre
Membre de
de l'Union
en question.
question.
l'Union en
(2) Une
commission speciale
verifie les
(2)
Une commission
special° verifie
pouvoirs de
de chaque
chaque
les pouvoirs
d6elgation
semaine de la conference.
delegation au cours de la premiere sen3aine
conference.
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2. One year before this date, in the case of an ordinary
ordinary conference,
conference,
and at least six months before in
in the case
extraordinary conferconfercase of an extraordinary
ence, the inviting Government
Government shall send invitations
invitations to the Members
Members
communicate the
and Associate
Associate Members of the Union, which
which may
may communicate
invitation
operating agencies recognized
recognized by them. The
invitation to the private operating
agreement with
inviting Government,
Government, in agreement
with the
Administrative Council,
Council,
the Administrative
a notification to the international
shall itself send a
international organizations
organizations which
which
this conference.
may be
be interested
interested in
in this
conference.
3. The replies of the invited Members
Members and Associate Members,
Members, rereDelegations of Governments
garding the Delegations
Governments and the
the representatives
representatives of
of
recognized
private
operating
recognized private operating agencies, must reach
Govreach the inviting
inviting Govat the latest one
ernment at
month before
the date
of the
the opening
opening of
of
one month
before the
date of
the
the conference.
4. (1) Applications
Applications made
international organizations
for adadmade by international
organizations for
mission to the
the conferences
conferences must be sent
inviting GovGovsent to the
the inviting
ernment within a
a period
period of two months from the date of
of
the notification
notification as
the
as provided
provided in
in paragraph
paragraph 2.
2.
(2)
the meeting
of the
the conference,
the inin(2) Four
Four months
months before
before the
meeting of
conference, the
viting Government
shall forward
to the
Members and
and AssoAssoGovernment shall
forward to
the Members
ciate Members
Members the
the list
international organizations
organizations which
ciate
list of
of international
which
made application
to take
take part
part in
in the
the conference,
conference, ininhave made
application to
state, within
within aaperiod
period of
of two
two months,
whether
viting them
them to
to state,
months, whether
or not these applications
be granted.
granted.
applications should be
5. The following
following shall
shall be admitted
admitted to
to Administrative
conferences:
Administrative conferences:
a)
as defined
defined in
in the
the Annex
Annex 2
to the
the Convention;
Convention;
a) Delegations
Delegations as
2 to

Ante, p. 1483.
Ante,p.1483.

Representatives of
recognized private
operating agencies;
agencies;
b) Representatives
of recognized
private operating
c) Observers
international organizations
organizations if
if at
at least
of the
c)
Observers of international
least half
half of
the
Members
replies have
been received
received within
the period
Members whose
whose replies
have been
within the
period
prescribed
have pronounced
pronounced favourably.
favourably.
prescribed in paragraph
paragraph 44 have
6. Any admission of other international
international organizations
organizations to
to a
a conferconference shall be subject
decision of
of the
the conference
itself, taken
taken at
subject to
to a
a decision
conference itself,
at
the
session of
the Plenary
Plenary Assembly.
Assembly.
the first
first session
of the
provisions of
of paragraphs
paragraphs 4,
5, 6
of Chapter
of the
the
7. The
The provisions
4, 5,
6 and
and 7
7 of
Chapter 1
1 of

General Regulations
Regulations are
applicable to
to Administrative
Administrative Conferences.
General
are applicable
Conferences.

Ante, p.
Anse,p.

1495.
149

Chapter
Chapter 33
Voting at Conferences
Conferences

1.
1. Each Member
Member of the Union shall have one vote in accordance
accordance with

Article 1
Article
1 of the Convention.
present credentials.
credentials.
Each delegation
delegation shall
shall present
2. (1)
(1) Each

Ante, p.
p. 1409.
1409.

In
In the
the case of aa

plenipotentiary
plenipotentiary conference,
conference, these must be full powers signed
signed by the
Head of the Government
Government or by the Minister
Foreign Affairs
Affairs of
Minister of Foreign
of
concerned.
the Member of the Union concerned.
(2)
A special committee
committee shall
verify the
of each
each
(2) A
shall verify
the credentials of
delegation during the first week
delegation
week of the conference.
conference.

An,
Credontials.
crdntis-.
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(3) Aucune
(3)
delegation n'est
autorisee a
voter tant
tant que
quo ses
Aucune d6elgation
n'est autorisee
a voter
ses
pouvoirs
ne sont pas
pas declares
pouvoirs no
par la
la commission
commission
declares en
en bonne
bonne forme
forme par
speciale.
speciale.
3. Une d6elgation
delegation dOment
dihnent accredit&
donner mandat
mandat a
accreditee pout
peut donner
a une
une
autre
d6elgation dfment
autre delegation
dttment accredit&
d'exercer son
son droit
droit de
de vote
vote au
au
accr6ditee d'exercer
cours d'une ou de plusieurs seances
seances auxquelles
auxquelles il
lui est
est pas
pas possible
possible
il no
ne lui
d'assister. En aucun
une d6elgation
delegation ne
pourra exercer
exercer plus
plus d'un
aucun cas,
cas, une
ne pourra
d'un
vote par
par procuration.
vote
procuration.
Chapitre 4
4
Chapitre
Procedure pour la convocation
convocation de conferences
Procedure
admimistratives extraextraconferences administratives
ordinaires ou pour le changement
ordinaires
changement de
de la
date ou
du lieu
lieu d'une
d'une
la date
ou du
conference.
conference.
Membre ou
on un
l'Union fait
fait savoir
savoir
1. Lorsqu'un
Lorsqu'un Membre
un Membre
Membre associe
associe de
de l'Union
au president
president du Conseil d'administration
d'administration qu'il d6sire,
desire, a)
la reunion
reunion
a) la
d'une conference
conference administrative
administrative extraor(linaire
ou b)
b) le
le changement
extraordinaire ou
changement
du lieu ou de la date de
prochaine conference
de plenipotentiaires
de la
la prochaine
conference de
plenipotentiaires
ou
propose une
une date
et un
un lieu.
lieu.
ou administrative,
administrative, il
il propose
date et
2. Au requ
regu de vingt requetes
requetes ou
on plus de
de ce
ce genre,
le Conseil
Conseil d'adgenre, le
d'administration en
en inform°
Membres ou
les Membres
Membres associes
associes
informe tous
tous les
les Membres
ou les
de l'Union
1'Union en leur
donnant des
des details
details et
fixe un
un delai
Mai de
de six
six semaines
leur donnant
et il
il fixe
semaines
pour recevoir
commentaires. S'il
recevoir leurs comm.entaires.
S'il y
yaaunanirnite
les memmemunanimite parmi
parmi les
bres quant
a la date et
quant A
le Conseil
Conseil s'informe
s'informe aupres
du GouverneGouverneet an
au lieu,
lieu, le
aupres du
ment du pays dans
dans lequel
le lieu
lieu de
de reunion
propose, pour
pour
lequel est
est sane
situ6 le
reunion propose,
lui demander s'il consent
consent A
a devenir
devenh. Gouvernement
Gouvernement invitant.
invitant. Si
Si la
la
reponse est affirmative,
affirmative, le Conseil
Conseil et le
Gouvernement interess6
interesse
le Gouvernement
s'entendent en consequen
consequen Si la reponse
negative, le
reponse est
est negative,
le Conseil
Conseil en
en
informe les Membres
Membres associes
inform°
Membres et les Membres
associes de
de l'Union
l'Union qui
ont dedequi ont
mande la convocation
convocation de la conference
conference en
en les
les invitant
invitant A
a formuler
formuler
d'autres propositions.
propositions. Au recu
regu de ces
ces propositions,
propositions, le
le Conseil
Conseil agit,
agit,
le cas echeant, conformement
conformement aala
to
la procedure
de consultation
consultation visee
an
procedure de
visee au
3
3 ci-dessous.
ci-dessous.
3. Lorsque plusieurs
plusieurs dates et lieux sont
sont proposes
proposes pour
pour la
la conconference, le Conseil consulte
consulte le
chacun des
des pays
pays dans
dans
le Gouvernement
Gouvernement de
de chacun
lesquels
lesquels se trouvent
trouvent les lieux proposes.
proposes. Lorsqu'il a
apris connaissance
connaissance
des avis de ces Gouvernements,
Gouvernements, le
to Conseil invite
Membres et
et
invite tous
tous les
les Membres
Membres
Membres associes A
achoisir
choisir l'un des lieux
l'une des
dates disponidisponilieux et/ou
et/ou l'une
des dates
bles. II organise alors la conference
conference en
collaboration avec
avec le
le GouverneGouverneen collaboration
ment invitant, conformement
conformement aux
desirs de
de la
majorite des
des Membres.
Membres.
aux d6sirs
la majorite
4. Tons
Tous les Membres
Membres et Membres
associes adresseront
adresseront leurs
leurs rereMembres associes
ponses
A une communication
communication du Conseil d'administration
ponse,s a
d'administration concernant
concernant
la date et le lieu de reunion
reunion d'une
d'une conference,
conference, de
de maniere
maniere que
quo ces
ces
reponses parviennent
parviennent au Conseil
Conseil dans
dans les six semaines
semaines qui
qui suivent
suivent la
la
communication.
date de cette communication.
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(3)
exercise the right to vote
vote until its
(3) No delegation
delegation may exercise
credentials
declared to be in order
order by the special
special committee
committee recredentials are declared
ferred to above.
3.
mandate to another duly
delegation may give a
a mandate
3. A
A duly
duly accredited
accredited delegation
accredited
at
accredited delegation to exercise its vote at one or more sessions at
which it is unable to be present. In no case
case may one
one delegation
delegation exerexercise
cise more than
than one such proxy vote.
vote.

Chapter 4
Chapter
4
Extraordinary Administrative
Conferences or
or
Administrative Conferences
for Calling Extraordinary
Procedure for
of aaConference
Conference
changing the time
time or
or place
place of
for changing

Member of the Union
1. When a
Member or Associate
Associate Member
Union communi1.
a Member
Administrative Council a
desire for (a)
(a)
a desire
cates to the Chairman of the Administrative
Extraordinary Administrative
(b) aa change in
Conference, or (b)
Administrative Conference,
an Extraordinary
the
Administrative
Plenipotentiary or Administrative
of the next Plenipotentiary
place of
the time
time and/or place
Conference, it shall suggest aatime and place.
requests, the Administrative
Administrative Coun2. On receipt of twenty or more requests,
cil
give particuparticuMembers, give
cil shall inform
inform all Members
Members and Associate Members,
comments.
lars and allow aa period of six weeks for receipt of their comments.
If there is unanimity of opinion among
Members on place and
among the Members
If
Government of the counascertain whether the Government
date, the Council shall ascertain
try
proposed meeting
situated is
is prepared to
meeting place
place is situated
try in
in which
which the proposed
act as inviting Government.
If the answer is in the affirmative,
affirmative, the
Government. If
Government concerned
concerned shall arrange
arrange accordingly.
accordingly.
Council and the Government
If
inform the MemCouncil shall so inform
If the
the answer
answer is in the negative, the Council
bers
Conference, and invite alterdesiring the
the Conference,
Members desiring
bers and
and Associate
Associate Members
suggestions, the Council
these suggestions,
On receipt
receipt of these
native suggestions. On
appropriate, follow
follow the consultation
consultation procedure
procedure set out in
where appropriate,
shall, where
paragraph 33below.
If more
Conference is
more than
than one
one meeting place or date for the Conference
3. If
suggested,
the Council
of each of the
the Government
Government of
Council shall consult the
suggested, the
countries
the places
views of the GovWhen the
the views
are situated.
situated. When
where the
places are
countries where
ernments
ascertained, the
Members
shall invite all Members
the Council shall
have been
been ascertained,
ernments have
and
Associate Members to choose one of the meeting places and/or
and/or
and Associate
According to the
dates which have been ascertained
ascertained to be available. According
wishes of the majority of the Members,
Council shall then arrange
Members, the Council
the
Conference in
collaboration with the inviting Government.
Government.
in collaboration
the Conference
Members and
Members shall dispatch their replies
replies
and Associate
Associate Members
4. All Members
to
regarding the
Administrative Council regarding
to a
a communication
communication from the Administrative
date
Conference in time for the replies to
date and
and meeting place for aa Conference
communication
reach the Council within six weeks of the date of the communication
from the Council.
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Chapitre
Chapitre 55
Modalites de presentation
Modslit&
presentation des propositions
propositions destinees
aux conferences
conferences
destinees aux
Pour 6tre
etre mise en discussion,
discussion, toute proposition
proposition dont
dont l'adoption
l'adoption
entraIne la revision du texte de
entrain°
de la
ou des
Reglements,
la Convention
Convention ou
des Reglements,
doit contenir
doit
contenir des references
references permettant
permettant d'identifier
d'identifier par
par numero
de
numero de
chapitre, d'article ou de paragraphe
chapitre,
paragraph° les parties
parties du
texte
qui
appellent
du texte qui appellent
cette
cette revision.
revision.
Chapitre
Chapitre 6
6
Reglement
Reglement interieur des
des conferences
conferences
Article 11
Article
Ordre
Ordre des
des places
places

Aux seances
pleniere, les
Aux
seances d'assembl6e
d'assemblee premiere,
delegues, representants,
les delegues,
repr6sentants,
experts
attaches sont group&
group6s par
experts et attaches
delegation et
et les
les delegations
delegations sont
sont
par del6gation
rangees
alphabetique des
rangees dans l'ordre
Pordre alphabetique
noms en
frangais des
des pays
pays
des noms
en francais
representes.
repr6sentes.
2
Article 2
Premiere seance
Premiere
séance de l'assembl6e
l'assemblee pleniere
pleniere
La premiere
s6ance de l'assembl6e
premiere séance
l'assemblee pleniere
est ouverte
ouverte par
par une
une
pl6niere est
personnalit6 designee par le
personnalite
le Gouvernement
Gouvernement invitant.
invitant.
Article 3
Article
Election du president
president et des
des vice-presidents
vice-presidents

Le pr6sident
president et les vice-pr6sidents
vice-presidents de
sont dlus
elus A
ala
la
de la
la conference
conference sont
premiere sdance
l'assembl6e pleniere
séance de Passemblee
pleniere de
de la
conference.
la conference.
Article 4
4
Pouvoirs
Pouvoirs du president
president
1.
Le president ouvre et c6lt
seances de l'assembl6e
1. Le
clot les seances
l'assemblee pleniere,
pleniere,
dirige les deliberations
deliberations et
proclame le
le resultat
des votes.
et proclame
r6sultat des
votes.
2.
II a, en outre, la direction
direction generale
2. Ii
generale de
de tous
travaux de
la
tous les
les travaux
de la
conference.
Article 55
Article
Secretariat de
de la
la conference
conference
A la premiere
premiere seance
A
seance de
de Passemblee
est constitue
constitue un
un
l'assembl6e pleniere,
pleniere, il
il est
secretariat
conference, compose
compose de personnel
secretariat de la conference,
du secretariat
secretariat de
de
personnel du
1'Union et, en cas de besoin,
l'Union
besoin, de
de l'administration
Padministration du
de personnel
personnel de
du
Gouvernement
Gouvernement invitant.
invitant.
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Chapter 5
5
Chapter
Method of
of Presentation
Proposals for
Consideration at Conferences
Conferences
for Consideration
of Proposals
Presentation of
Method
To
be considered
by the
Conference, all
the adoption of
proposals, the
all proposals,
the Conference,
considered by
To be
of the text of the Convention
which will
will require
revision of
Convention or Regularequire revision
which
tions, must
carry references
Article or ParaChapter, Article
by Chapter,
identifying by
references identifying
must carry
tions,
graph number
number those
parts of
of the
require such revision.
revision.
text which
which will require
the text
those parts
graph

Chapter 6
6
Chapter
Rules of
Procedure of
Conferences
of Conferences
of Procedure
Rules

Rule 1
1
Order of Seating
Seating
Order

representatives,
At sessions
sessions of
Plenary Assembly,
Assembly, the
delegates, representatives,
the delegates,
the Plenary
of the
At
experts and
attaches shall
grouped in
the deledeleand the
delegations, and
in delegations,
be grouped
shall be
and attaches
experts
gations shall
shall be
be seated
in the
the alphabetical
alphabetical order
order of
the French
French names
names
of the
seated in
gations
of the
represented.
countries represented.
the countries
of

Rule 22
First
of the
Plenary Assembly
Assembly
the Plenary
Session of
First Session
The
session of
Assembly shall be opened by aa
Plenary Assembly
the Plenary
of the
first session
The first
person
appointed
by
the
inviting
Government.
person appointed by the inviting Government.
Rule 3
3
Election of
of the
the Chairman
and Vice-Chairmen
Vice-Chairmen
Chairman and
Election
The
vice-chairmen of
Conference shall
shall be
be
of the Conference
the vice-chairmen
and the
chairman and
The chairman
elected
first session
of the
the Plenary
Plenary Assembly
Assembly of
of the
the Conference.
Conference.
session of
at the
the first
elected at
Rule 4
4
Rule

Chairman
Powers of the Chairman
1.
Chairman shall
close the sessions of the Plenary
and close
shall open and
The Chairman
1. The
Assembly, direct
deliberations and
results of the
announce the results
and announce
the deliberations
direct the
Assembly,
voting.
2.
general direction
direction of all the work of
2. He shall also have the general
Conference.
the Conference.
Rule 6
5
Secretariat of the Conference
Conference
Secretariat
The
secretariat of
of the
Conference shall
constituted at the first
shall be constituted
the Conference
The secretariat
session
of the
composed of the perAssembly and shall be composed
Plenary Assembly
the Plenary
session of
sonnel
secretariat of the Union, and, if necessary,
necessary, of personnel
the secretariat
of the
sonnel of
of
the administration
administration of
Government.
of the inviting Government.
of the
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Article 6
Article
6
Institution des
des commissions
commissions
Institution

L'assemblee
peut instituer
L'assemblee pleniere
pleniere pout
des commissions
commissions pour
pour examiner
examiner
instituer des
des questions soumises aux
aux d6lib6rations
deliberations de
de la
la conference.
conference. Ces
Ces comcommissions peuvent
peuvent instituer
instituer des sous-commissions
qui, A leur
leur tour,
tour,
sous-commissions qui,
peuvent
peuvent instituer des
des sous-sous-commissions.
sous-sous-commissions.
Article
Article 7
7

Composition des
Composition
des commissions
commissions
1. Dans les conferences
1.
conferences de plenipotentiaires
plenipotentiaires les
les commissions
sont
commissions sont
composees
composees des d6legu6s
Wept& des Membres
associes qui
qui en
ont
Membres on
ou Membres
Membres associes
en ont
ou qui ont
fait la demande on
Passemblee pl6niere.
pleniere.
ont ete
ete design&
designes par
par l'assembl6e
2.
(1). Dans les conferences
conferences administratives,
2. (1).
administratives, les
les commissions
commissions peupeucomprendre des representants
vent aussi comprendre
representants des
exploitations privees
privees
des exploitations
reconnu
reconnues.
es .
(2). Les experts des organismes
organismes scientifiques
scientifique,s ou
on industriels
industriels des
des
telecommunications, les observateurs
observateurs des
telecommunications,
des organisations
internationales
organisations internationales
et les porte-parole
porte-parole des societes,
societ6s, associations
associations ou
ou particuliers
particuliers peuvent
peuvent
assister, sans droit de vote, aux
aux commissions,
commissions, sous-commissions
sous-commissions et
et
sous-sous-commissions
sous-sous-commissions des conferences
conferences administratives,
administratives, conformeconform&
ment aux chapitre 2
2 et cha,pitre
chapitre 6, article
general.
article 99du
du Reglement
Reglement general.
Article 8
8
Article

Presidents,
Presidents, vice-presidents
vice-presidents et
et rapporteurs
rapporteurs des
des commissions
commissions
1. Le president
conference soumet
president de la conference
soumet A
a l'approbation
l'approbation de
de Pasl'assemblee
pleniere
le choix du president
semblee
Ie
president et
et du
du ou
ou des
vice-presidents de
de
des vice-presidents
chaque
chaque commission.
commission.
chaque commission
2. Le
be president
president de chaque
sa commission
commission
commission propose
propose a
a sa
la
nomination
des
rapporteurs
la nomination
rapporteurs et le choix des
des presidents,
vicepresidents, vicepresidents
presidents et rapporteurs
rapporteurs des sous-commissions
sous-commissions de
de cette
cotta commission.
commission.
Article
Article 99

Participation
Participation des groupements
groupements prives
prives aux
aux conferences
conferences administratives
administratives
Les societes, associations
associations on
ou particuliers
Les
particuliers peuvent
peuvent etre
etre autorises
autorises par
par
1'assemblee
pleniere
ou
par
les
commissions
Passemblee pleniere
commissions A
apresenter
presenter des
petitions
des petitions
ou a
A soumettre
A condition que ces
on
soumettre des resolutions a
ces petitions
petitions ou
ou resolur6solutions
tions soient
soient contresignees
contresignees ou appuyees
appuyees par le president de
de la
la delegation
delegation
du pays interesse.
du
interesse. Ces societes,
societes, associations
associations ou
ou particuliers
particuliers peuvent
peuvent
aussi
assister A
certaines sessions de ces commissions
aussi assister
a certaines
commissions mais
mais les
les porteporteparole
parole ne prennent
prennent part aux discussions
discussions que
que dans
dans la
la mesure
mesure oi
oa lele
president
accord avec
president de
de la commission,
commission, en accord
avec le
chef de
de la
delegation du
le chef
la delegation
du
pays int6resse,
interesse, l'estime
l'estime utile.
utile.
Article 10
10
Convocation
Convocation aux seances
seances
Les seances
seances de l'assembl6e
1'assembl6e plenitre
Les
pldniere et les
les seances
des commissions
commissions
seances des
et
des
sous commissions
commissions sont annoncees
annoncees soit
et
lettre, soit
soit par
soit par
par lettre,
par
affichage
au lieu de la reunion
reunion de
affichage an
conference.
de la
la conference.
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Rule 6
6
Appointment
Committees
Appointment of Committees
The Plenary
Plenary Assembly may appoint committees
examine quescommittees to examine
tions submitted
consideration of the Conference. These comsubmitted for the consideration
appoint
mittees may appoint subcommittees, which, in
in their
their turn,
turn, may appoint
sub-subcommittees.
sub-subcommittees.
Rule 7
7
Composition of Committees
Composition
Committees
1.
plenipotentiary conferences,
1. In plenipotentiary
conferences, the committees
committees shall be composed
composed
Delegates of Members
which have made
of Delegates
Members and Associate
Associate Members which
application or which have been appointed
appointed by the Plenary Assembly.
application
administrative conferences,
committees may also in2. (1).
(1). In administrative
conferences, the committees
recognized private
private operating
operating agencies.
clude representatives
representatives of recognized
(2). Experts
Experts of scientific
scientific or manufacturing
manufacturing telecommunication
telecommunication
organizations, observers
observers of international
organizations,
international organizations
organizations and persons
persons
appearing
behalf of societies,
associations, or individuals
individuals may
may
appearing on behalf
societies, associations,
participate
vote in the committees,
subcommittees, and subparticipate without vote
committees, subcommittees,
subcommittees
administrative conferences
subject to the provisions
subcommittees of administrative
conferences subject
provisions
9, of the
the General
General Regulations.
Regulations.
of Chapter 22and
and Chapter
Chapter 6, Rule 9,

Rule 8
8
Chairmen, Vice-Chairmen
Reporters of Committees
Committees
Vice-Chairmen and Reporters
Chairman of the Conference
Conference shall submit for the approval
approval
1. The Chairman
of the Plenary Assembly
Assembly the choice of the chairman,
chairman, and of the vicechairman or vice-chairmen
chairman
vice-chairmen of each committee.
2. The Chairman
Chairman of each committee
committee shall propose to his committee
chairmen, vicethe nomination of the reporters and the choice of the chairmen,
chairmen, and reporters of the subcommittees
chairmen,
subcommittees of that committee.
Rule 9
9
Participation of Private Societies in Administrative
Administrative Conferences
Conferences
associations or individuals
individuals may be authorized
authorized by the
Societies, associations
Plenary Assembly
Assembly or by committees
committees to present
present petitions
submit
petitions or submit
resolutions provided that such petitions or resolutions
resolutions are counterresolutions
signed or supported
supported by the Head of the Delegation
country
Delegation of the country
concerned. Such societies, associations
associations or individuals
individuals may also attend
certain sessions
sessions of these committees,
take part
committees, but the speakers shall take
in the discussions
Chairman of the Committee,
Committee,
discussions only in so far as the Chairman
in agreement with the Head of the Delegation of the country concerned, may deem desirable.
cerned,
desirable.

Rule 10
Sessions
Summons to Sessions
The sessions of the Plenary Assembly
Assembly and the sessions of committees
committees
and of subcommittees
subcommittees shall be announced
announced either by letter or by notice
posted in the meeting place of the Conference.
Conference.

Ante, p. 1495i
Ate,
p. 1495
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Article 11
11
Ordre de
Ordre
de discussion
discussion

1. Les personnes desirant
desirant prendre
prendre la
peuvent le
le faire
la parole
parole ne
ne peuvent
faire
qu'apres avoir obtenu
obtenu le
To consentement
consentement du
du president.
president.
En regle
regle
En
generale,
commencent par indiquer
generale, elles
elks commencent
indiquer le
le nom
Societe et
et du
du
nom de
de Tour
leur Societe
pays ou celui de leur compagnie et du pays
pays oA
celle-ci aason
son siege.
siege.
ofi celle-ci
2. Toute personne ayant la
parole doit
doit s'exprimer
lentement et
et
la parole
s'exprimer lentement
distinctement,
separant bien les
distinctement, en separant
et en
en marquant
marquant des
les mots et
des temps
temps
d'arret frequents afin de permettre
perrnettre a
ses collegues
collegues de
de bien
bien
A thus
tous ses
comprendre sa
comprendre
sa pensee.
pensee.

Article 12
12
Propositions soumises
soumises avant
avant Pouverture
de la
la conference
conference
l'ouverture de
Les propositions
soumises avant l'ouverture
propositions sournisas
is conference
conference seront
l'ouverture de
de la
seront
reparties
par
l'assemblee
reparties
l'assemblee pleniere entre
commissions competentes
entre les
les commissions
competentes
conform6ment
dispositions du chapitre
conformement aux dispositions
6, article
article 66du
chapitre 6,
du Reglement
Reglement
general.
general.
Article 13
1S

Propositions present6es
presentees an
d'une conference
au cours d'une
conference
1. Aucune
Aucune proposition ou
on amendement
amendement ne
no peut
etre present6
presente s'il
peut etre
s'il
n'est contresigne
contresign6 ou
West
chef de
de la
is ddelgation
delegation du
du pays
ou appuye
appuye par
par le
le chef
pays
interess6 ou par
interesse
suppleant.
par son
son suppleant.
2. Le
president de la conference
2.
be president
conference est
juge des
des conditions
conditions dans
est juge
dans
lesquelles
un
amendement
ou
une
proposition
lesquelles
amendement on
proposition doit
etre present6:
present&
doit etre
soit par distribution du texte a
toutes les
soit seulement
seulement
A toutes
les delegations,
delegations, soit
par communication
communication verbale.
verbale.
3. Aux
Aux seances d'assemblees
d'assemblees plenieres,
plenieres, toute
toute personne
autorisee
personne autorisee
peut
lire
ou
demander
qu'il
soit
donne
lecture
pout lire ou demander quill
donne lecture de toute
toute proposition
proposition
ou amendement
present6 par elle
ou
amendement presente
cours de
de la
conference, et
et pent
elle au
au cours
la conference,
peut
Wtre admise a
A en exposer les
etre
motifs.
les motifs.
Article 14
14

Propositions presentees
presentees aux commissions
commissions au
cours d'une
d'une conference
conference
au cours
1. Les propositions
amendements present&
1.
propositions et amendements
apres l'ouverture
l'ouverture
presentes apres
de
conference doivent etre
de la
la conference
etre remis
remis au president
president de
la commission
commission
de la
comp6tente,
competente, ou,
on, en cas de doute
doute au
an sujet
sujet de
competente,
de la
la commission
commission competente,
au president
conference.
president de la conference.
2.
amendement visant A
2. Toute
Toute proposition
proposition ou
on amendement
amodifier
modifier la
la ConvenConvention
ou les
les Reglements
present6 dans
tion ou
Reglements doit etre presente
dans la
la forme
forme definitive
definitive du
du
texte a
ces documents.
A introduire
introduire dans
dans ces
documents.
3.
Le president
commission saisie est
3. be
president de la commission
est juge
des conditions
conditions
juge des
dans
lesquelles la proposition
l'amendement doit
dans lesquelles
proposition ou l'amendement
etre annonc6;
aruaonce;
doit etre
soit
par distribution
distribution du texte
soit par
texte A
a tous
tons les membres
mernbres de
commission,
de is
la commission,
seulement par communication
soit seulement
communication verbale.
verbale.
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Rule
Rule 11
11

Order of
Order
Discussion
of Discussion
1. Persons desiring to speak
1.
speak may
may do so
having obtained
so only
only after
after having
obtained
the consent
consent of the Chairman,
Chairman., As a
general rule
rule they
they shall
shall begin
begin by
by
a general
announcing the name of their country
announcing
country or the name of their company
company
and the country where its headquarters
headquarters are
are located.
located.
2. Any person speaking must express
himself
slowly
express
slowly and distinctly,
distinctly,
separating
separating his words and pausing frequently
frequently so
all his
his colleagues
so that
that all
colleagues
may be able to follow
follow his meaning
meaning clearly.
clearly.
Rule 12
12
Proposals Presented
Presented Before
Before the
the Opening
Opening
Conference
of the
the Conference
Proposals
Proposals presented
presented before
before the opening
opening of
Conference shall
shall be
be
of the
the Conference
allocated by the Plenary
Plenary Assembly
Assembly to
appropriate committees
committees
to the
the appropriate
appointed in accordance
accordance with Chapter
Chapter 6,
6, Rule 6,
the General
General
6, of the
Regulations.
Regulations.

n
Ante,
1503.
e, p.
A
p. 1503.

Rule 13
Proposals
Proposals Presented
Presented During
Conference
During aa Conference
1. No proposal or amendment
amendment shall
1.
is countercountershall be submitted
submitted unless
unless it
it is
signed or supported by the Head
Head of the Delegation
Delegation of
of the
the country
country
concerned or by his
his deputy.
deputy.
2. The Chairman
Chairman of the Conference
Conference shall decide
decide whether
the proprowhether the
announced to
posal or the amendment
amendment shall be announced
to all
delegations by
by disall delegations
distribution
tribution of copies or merely by
oral statement.
statement.
by oral
3. At sessions of the Plenary
Plenary Assembly,
any authorized
individual
Assembly, any
authorized individual
may read or request to be read,
read, any proposal
presented
proposal or
or amendment
a
dmn(dment presented
by him during aaconference
conference and may
allowed to
reasons
may be
be allowed
to explain
explain his
his reasons
therefor.
therefor.
Rule 14
14
Rule
Proposals Presented
During a
Presented to
to Committees
Committees During
a Conference
Conference

1. Proposals and amendments
1.
amendments presented
presented after the
opening of
conthe opening
of aaconferenice
ference milst
most be delivered
delivered to
Chairman of
of the
appropriate comto the Chairman
the appropriate
committee, or in case of doubt as to the appropriate
appropriate committee,
committee, to
the
to the
Chairman
Chairman of the Conference.
Conference.
Every proposal
2. Every
proposal and amendment
for modification
modification of
of the
Conamendment for
the Convention or the Regulations
Regulations must be presented
presented in the
the definitive
definitive form
form
included in those documents.
of words to be included
documents.
Committee concerned
3. The Chairman of the Committee
shall decide
whether
concerned shall
decide whether
the proposal
proposal or amendment
amendment shall
shall be announced
announced to all
all members
of the
the
members of
Committee by distribution
distribution of
merely by
oral statement.
statement.
of copies
copies or
or merely
by oral
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Article 15
Article
15
Propositions ajournees
Propositions
ajourn6es

Quand un amendement
amendement ou
on une proposition
ete reserve
reserve ou
ou quand
quand
proposition aa6et
son examen a
a 6et
ete diff6re,
differe, la delegation
delegation sous
sous les
auspices de
de laquelle
les auspices
laquelle
il a
a et6
a ce que cet amendement
60 pr6sent6
presente doit veiller a
amendement ou
ou cette
cette proproposition ne soit pas perdu
perdu de
par la
la suite.
suite.
de vue
vue par
Article 16
16
Procedure
Procedure de
de vote
en séance
pleniere
vote en
s6ance pleniere
1. Au cours des seances
d'assembl6e pleniere,
seances d'assemblee
chaque proposition
pleniere, chaque
proposition
ou
on amendement
amendement doit faire
faire l'objet d'un vote apres
apres deliberation.
deliberation.
2. Pour qu'un vote valable soit pris au cours d'une
d'une seance
séance d'assemd'assemblee pleniere, la moitie an
au moins
moms des
des d6l6gations
delegations accredit6es
accreditees a
la
a la
conference
vote doivent
conference et ayant le droit de vote
doivent etre
etre pr6sentes
presentes ou
on
represent6es A
seance au
representees
ala seance
an cours de laquelle le
le vote
vote est
est exprime.
exprime.
a lieu A
3. Le vote a
a mains levees.
une majorit6
majorite n'apparait
n'apparatt pas
pas
lev6es. Si
Si une
clairement mgme
apres
qu'il
a
ete
meme
quill a
procede
un nouveau
nouveau decompte
decompte des
des
proc6d a
Aun
voix, ou si un d6compte
decompte individuel
individuel des
des voix
est demande,
on proprovoix est
demand6, on
cedera
ceders A
a un vote par appel nominal dans
dans l'ordre
l'ordre alphab6tique
alphabetique des
des
noms en frangais
francais des
Membres.
des Membres.
4. Au cours des seances
4.
seances de l'assemblee
Passemblee pleniere,
pleniere, aucune
aucune proposiproposition ou amendement
amendement n'est adopt6
adopte s'il
s'il n'est
n'est pas
appuye
par
la
majorite
pas appuy6 par la majorite
des delegations
d6elgations presentes
presentes et
et votant.
Les abstentions
abstentions ne
no sont
sont pas
pas
votant. Les
prises en consideration
consideration dans le decompte
du nombre
nombre des
des votes
votes 'Acesdecompte du
necessaires pour constituer
constituer la majorite.
majorit6. En
saires
cas de
de partage
partage des
des voix,
voix, la
la
En cas
mesure est consid6r6e
consideree comme
rejetee.
comme rejetee.
5. Des exceptions
exceptions sont
sent faites aala
Ia regle
regle ci-dessus
ci-dessus en
en ce
ce qui
qui concerne
concerne
'admission des Membres
Membres de
l'admission
ce cas
cas la
la procedure
procedure
de l'Union.
l'Union. Dans
Dans ce
applicable
prevue al'article
applicable est celle qui est prevue
Particle 1
1de
la Convention.
Convention.
de la
6. Au
Au cas
le nornbre
nombre des abstentions depasse la
6.
cas oh
oh le
moitie
du nombre
nombre
la moitie du
des delegations
delegations presentes
des
presentes et votant,
votant, la
sera renvorenvola rnesure
mesure sera
yee
l'examen d'une
ult6rieure au cours de laquelle
yee a
al'examen
d'une seance ulterieure
laquelle les
les abstenabstentions n'entreront
n'entreront plus en
en ligne
ligne de
compte.
de compte.
7. Au
Au cas oh
od au moment
un vote
7.
moment oh
oh in
vote est
est decide,
decide, cinq
delegations au
au
cinq d6elgations
moins,
moms, presentes
presentes et ayant
ayant qualit6
qualite pour voter,
demandent que
que le
voter, demandent
le
scrutin soit secret, il est procode
proced6 aa un
scrutin
un scrutin
scrutin de
de cette
cette nature;
nature; les
les
dispositions
sont prises pour
dispositions necessaires
necessaires sant
assurer le
le secret.
pour assurer
secret.
17
Article 17

procedure de
Droit de vote
vote et procedure
de vote
vote dans
dans les
les commissions
commissions
1.
Le droit
droit de vote dans les
1. Le
les commissions
commissions est d6fini
defini au
chapitre 3
3du
du
au chapitre
Reglement
Reglement general.
general.
2.
procedure de
de vote dans les
les commissions
commissions est
2. La
La procedure
est definie
par les
definie par
les
dispositions
des paragraphes
dispositions des
paragraphes 1,
1, 3, 4
4 et 66 de
16 chapitre
chapitre 6
de Particle
l'article 16
6 du
du
Reglement general.
Reglement
general.
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Rule 15
Postponed Proposals
Proposals

amendment has been reserved
When aaproposal or an amendment
when its
reserved or
or when
examination
examination has been postponed, the Delegation sponsoring it
shall
it shall
be responsible
responsible for seeing that it is not subsequently
subsequently overlooked.
overlooked.
Rule .16
16

Voting Procedure
Procedure in Sessions of the Plenary Assembly
Assembly
1.
Plenary Assembly
1. In sessions of the Plenary
Assembly each proposal or
or amendamendment shall be submitted to a
avote after
after discussion.
discussion.
a valid vote to be taken at aasession
2. For a
session of
the Plenary
Assembly
of the
Plenary Assembly
at least one-half
one-half of the delegations
delegations accredited
to the
the Conference
accredited to
Conference and
and
having the right to vote must be present
present or represented
represented at the session
session
is cast.
during which the vote is
cast.
3. Voting shall take place by a
show of
is
a show
of hands.
hands. If
If aa majority
majority is
not clearly apparent
apparent even after
after a
recount has
has been
been taken,
if an
a recount
taken, or
or if
an
individual
individual count of the votes is requested, there
be a
aroll
roll call
call in
in
there shall
shall be
alphabetical order
the
French
names
of
the
Members.
the alphabetical
order of
of the French names of the Members.
proposal or
amend4. In sessions of
of the
the Plenary
Plenary Assembly,
Assembly, no
no proposal
or amendment shall be adopted unless
it
is
supported
by
a
majority
of the
the
unless it is supported by a majority of
delegations
present
and voting. In determining
delegations
determining the number
number of votes
votes
required for aamajority, abstentions shall not
not be
be taken
taken into
into account.
account.
In case of aatie the measure
measure shall be considered
considered rejected.
rejected.
5. Exceptions to the above rule shall be made
made with
with respect
respect to
memto membership
in
the
Union,
in which case the procedure
procedure shall be in accordbership

ance with that prescribed in Article
1 of the
the Convention.
Article 1
Convention.

Ante, p.
p. 1409.
140P.
AJe,

6. If
exceeds one-half
If the number of abstentions
abstentions exceeds
one-half of the number
number of
of
delegations
delegations present and voting, the measure shall be reconsidered
reconsidered at
at
a subsequent session, at which time the abstentions
a
be taken
taken
abstentions shall not be
into consideration.
consideration.
7. If
or more
more delegations,
If five or
delegations, present
to vote,
request,
present and
and entitled
entitled to
vote, request,

Secret ballot.
cret bl )uot
sB

when a
a vote is about to be taken, that it shall be taken by secret
secret ballot,
this shall be done. The necessary steps shall be
be taken to guarantee
secrecy.
secrecy.
Rule 17
Right of Vote
Committees
Vote and Voting
Voting Procedure
Procedure in
in Committees

1. The right of vote in Committees shall be governed
governed by
by Chapter
Chapter 3
3
of the General Regulations.
procedure in Committees shall
2. Voting
Voting procedure
governed by
the proshall be governed
by the
provisions of paragraphs
paragraphs 1, 3, 4, and 6
Rule 16, of Chapter
Chapter 6,
the
6 of Rule
6, of
of the
General Regulations.

p. 149%
A*, P.
1497;

Ante.
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18
Article 18

Adoption de nouvelles
nouvelles dispositions
dispositions
1. En regle
g6nerale, les delegations
delegations qui
regle generale,
qui ne
no peuvent
peuvent faire
prevaloir
faire pr6valoir
leur avis sur une proposition
proposition accept&
les autres,
autres, doivent
s'efforcer
acceptee par
par les
doivent s'efforcer
de se rallier aal'opinion
l'opinion de
majorite.
de in
la majorit6.
2. Toutefois,
Toutefois, au cas oh
ol il apparatt
apparaft a
delegation que
que la
la mesure
mesure
a une
une delegation
envisagee
empecherait son
envisagee est d'une
d'une nature
nature telle
telle qu'elle
qu'elle empecherait
son Gouvernement
Gouvernement
de
ou d'approuver
de ratifier la Convention
Convention on
d'approuver les
les Reglements,
Reglements, cette
cette dl&delegation
gation peut faire des reserves
reserves a
atitre
titre provisoire
provisoire on
definitif au
au sujet
de
ou definitif
sujet de
cette mesure.
mesure.
Article 19
Article
19

Proces-verbaux des seances
seances de
Proces-verbaux
Passemblee pleniere
pleniere
de l'assemblee
1. Les proces-verbaux
s6ances de
1.
proces-verbaux des seances
pleniere sont
de Passemblee
l'assemblee pleniere
sont
rediges par le secretariat
secretariat de
conference.
de la
la conference.
2. (1) En regle generale,
gen6rale, les proces-verbaux
proces-verbaux ne
2.
ne contiennent
contiennent que
que les
les
propositions
propositions et les conclusions,
conclusions, avec les motifs
motifs principaux
principaux y
y relatifs
relatifs en
en
termes concis.
termes
concis.
(2)
Toutefois, chaque
chaque deleg-ue,
d6elgue, representant
(2) Toutefois,
representant ou
ou observateur
observateur aale
le
droit
de demander
droit de
demander l'insertion,
l'insertion, analytique
analytique ou in-extenso,
in-extenso, au procesprocesverbal de toute
declaration qu'il
a faite. Dans
verbal
toute declaration
gull a
Pans ce
ce cas,
cas, il
il doit
doit en
en fournir
fournir
lui-mnme le texte au secretariat
lui-meme
secretariat de la
la conference
conference dans
dans les
deux
heures
les deux heures
qui suivent
s6ance. 11
I1 est recommande
qui
suirent la fin de la seance.
de n'user
n'user de
de cette
recommande de
cette
facult6 qu'avec
faculte
qu'avec discretion.
discretion.
Article 20
20
Rapports des
des commissions
commissions
1.
(1)
Les
debats
des
commissions
1. (1) Les debats
commissions et
sous-commissions sont
sont
et sous-commissions
resumes, seance par s6ance,
resumes,
seance, dans
dans des
des rapports
rapports od
ou se
se trouvent
trouvent mis
mis en
en
relief les points essentiels des discussions,
relief
discussions, les
les diverses
diverses opinions
opinions exexprinmes qu'il
qu'il est
l'assernbl6e pl6niere
primees
est utile que
que l'assemblee
pleniere connaisse,
connaisse, et
et enfin
les
enfin les
propositions et les conclusions
conclusions qui
se degagent
degagent de
l'ensemble.
qui se
de l'ensemble.
(2)
Toutefois, chaque
delegue, repr6sentant
(2) Toutefois,
chaque Mtn&
representant ou
ou observateur
observateur a
a
le
droit
de
demander
l'insertion,
analytique ou
le droit de demander
analytique
on in-extenso,
in-extenso, au
an rapport
rapport
de
toute declaration
declaration quill
qu'il aa faite. Dans
de toute
Pans ce
ce cas,
cas, il
ii doit
doit en
en fournir
fournir
lui-meme le
le texte au
lui-meme
an rapporteur
rapporteur dans les deux
deux heures
heures qui
qui suivent
suivent la
la
fin
de la
la seance. II
Ii est recommande
recommand6 de
fin de
de n'user
cette
faculte
qu'avec
n'user de
de cette facult6 qu'avec
discretion.
2.
2. Eventuellement,
Eventuellement, les commissions ou les sous-commissions
sous-commissions
6tablissent
la fin
fin de
de leurs travaux tin
un rapport
etablissent a
ala
rapport final dans
dans lequel
lequel elles
elles
recapitulent, sous une
recapitulent,
une forme concise,
concise, les propositions
les conclusions
conclusions
propositions et
et les
qui resultent des etudes
qui
etudes qui leur ont
confiees.
ont ete
6et confiees.
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Rule 18
Adoption of New Provisions
1.
As a
a general rule, delegations
1. As
delegations which
which cannot
have their
opinion
cannot have
their opinion
regarding a
a provision accepted
regarding
accepted by the others must endeavour
endeavour to
to adopt
adopt
the opinion of
the majority.
majority.
of the
2. However, if the measure
measure proposed
proposed appears
delegation to
to
appears to
to a
a delegation
be of such a
a nature as to prevent
prevent its Government
Government from
ratifying the
the
from ratifying
Convention or approving
approving the Regulations,
Convention
Regulations, the
the delegation
delegation may
may express
express
reservations
reservations final or provisional,
provisional, regarding
regarding this
this measure.
measure.

Rule 19
19
Minutes of the Sessions of the Plenary
Plenary Assembly
Assembly
1. The minutes of the sessions of the Plenary
1.
Assembly shall
be
Plenary Assembly
shall be
drawn up by the secretariat
secretariat of
the Conference.
Conference.
of the
2. (1)
(1) As a
a general
general rule, the minutes shall
contain only
only the
the proproshall contain
posals and conclusions,
conclusions, with the chief
chief reasons
reasons for
for them
them in
in concise
concise
terms.
terms.
(2)
representative or
(2) However,
However, each delegate,
delegate, representative
or observer,
observer, shall
shall
have the right to require the insertion
insertion in
either sumsumin the
the minutes,
minutes, either
marized or in full, of any statement which
which he
he has
In such
such case,
case,
has made.
made. In
he must himself supply
secretariat of
supply its text to the secretariat
of the
Conference
the Conference
within two hours after
after the end of the
the session.
It is
is recommended
recommended that
that
session. It
shall only be
this right shall
be used
used with
with discretion.
discretion.
Rule 20
20
Rule
Reports of
of Committees
Reports
Committees
1. (1) The debates of
committees and
subcommittees shall
of the
the committees
and subcommittees
shall be
be
summarized, session by session, in reports
reports in
shall be
be brought
brought out
out
in which
which shall
discussion, the
the essential points of the discussion,
the various
various opinions
are
opinions which
which are
expressed and which it
expressed
is desirable
Plenary Assembly
Assembly should
should
it is
desirable that
that the
the Plenary
know, and the proposals and conclusions
conclusions which
which emerge.
emerge.
(2)
(2) However, each delegate,
delegate, representative
representative or
shall have
or observer
observer shall
have
the right to require
require the insertion
insertion in
the report,
or
in the
report, either
either summarized
summarized or
in full, of any statement
statement which
which he
he has
has made.
made. In
such case,
case, he
he must
must
In such
himself supply to the reporter
reporter the text to
two hours
hours
to be
be inserted
inserted within
within two
after the end of the session. It
It is
that this
this right
right shall
shall
is recommended
recommended that
only be used
with discretion.
discretion.
used with
2. If
If circumstances
circumstances warrant, the committees
committees or
subcommittees shall
shall
or subcommittees
end of their work a
a final
prepare at the eud
report in
in which
which they
shall
final report
they shall
recapitulate in concise terms
recapitulate
terms the proposals and
the conclusions
conclusions which
which
and the
result from the studies which have been
been entrusted
entrusted to
to them.
them.
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21
Article 21
Adoption
des proces-verbaux
proces-verbaux et
et des
des rapports
rapports
Adoption des

(1) En regle
1. (1)
generale, an
commencement de
de chaque
chaque s6ance
séance
regle generale,
au commencement
d'assemblee pleniere,
d'assemblee
pleniere, on
chaque seance
de commission
commission ou
ou de
de soussousou de
de chaque
seance de
commission, il est donne
commission,
donne lecture du proces-verbal
proces-verbal ou
ou du
rapport de
la
du rapport
de la
seance
precedente.
seance prec6dente.
(2) Toutefois,
Toutefois, le president
president peut,
pout, lorsqu'il
lorsqu'il estime
estime cette
maniere
cette manisre
proceder satisfaisante,
si aucune
opposition ne
no se
se manifeste,
manifeste, se
de proceder
satisfaisante, et
et si
aucune opposition
se
borner A
bonier
a demander
demander si des
Passemblee pleniere,
pleniere, ou
ou de
la
des membres
membres de
de l'assemblee
de la
commission
commission ou
on de la sous-commission,
sous-commission, out
des observations
observations A
apresenter
presenter
ont des
sur la teneur
sur
proces-verbal on
rapport.
teneur du procbs-verbal
ou du
du rapport.
2. Ensuite, le proces-verbal
proces-verbal ou le
rapport est
est adopt6
adopte ou
ou amend6
amende
le rapport
suivant les observations
observations faites
qui ont
par l'asfaites et
et qui
ont ete
et6 approuvees
approuvees par
l'assemblee pleniere
pleniere ou
la sous-commission.
sous-commission.
ou par is
la commission
commission ou
ou la
3. Tout rapport
rapport final doit 8tre
etre approuv6
approuve par
la commission
commission ou
ou is
par la
la
sous-commission interessee.
sous-commission
interessee.

4. (1)
(1) Le proces-verbal
proces-verbal de
is seance
séance de
de cl6ture
cloture de
de l'assemblee
Passemblee
de la
pleniere
approuve par
pleniere est examine et approuve
par le president
de la
la conference.
president de
conference.
(2)
(2) Le rapport
rapport de la derniere
derniere seance
seance d'une
d'une commission
ou d'une
d'une
commission ou
sous-commission
sous-commission est
et approuve
le president
cette
est examine
examine et
approuv6 par
par le
president de
de cette
commission
commission ou de
sous-commission.
de cette
cette sous-commission.
Article 22
22
Commission de
Commission
de r6daction
redaction
1. Les textes de la
is Convention
Convention ou des Reglements
autant
Reglements etablis
6tablis autant
que possible
quo
possible dans leur
leur forme
par les
les diverses
commissions,
forme definitive
definitive par
diverses commissions,
a la
a
is suite des avis recueillis,
recueillis, sont soumis aaune
une commission
commission de
de redaction
redaction
chargee d'en perfectionner
perfectionner Is
modifier le
le sons,
et de
de les
les
la forme
forme sans
sans modifier
sens, et
assembler avec les textes anciens non
assembler
non amendes.
amendes.

2.
d'ensemble mis an
au point sont
2. Les textes d'ensemble
sont soumis A
al'approbation
l'approbation
l'assemblee pl6niere
de l'assemblee
pleniere de
conference, qui
prend une
une decision
decision aa
de la
la conference,
qui prend
leur sujet, on
ou les renvoie pour nouvel examen
examen a
commission comcorna la
la commission
petente.
petente.
Article 23
Numerotage
Numerotage

1. Les numeros
numeros des chapitres,
chapitres, articles
articles et paragraphes
paragraphes des
des textes
textes
soumis aarevision sont conserves
conserves jusqu'h,
is premiere
en seance
séance
jusqu'a la
premiere lecture
lecture en
d'assemblee
prennent provisoirement
d'assemblee pl6niere.
pleniere. Les textes ajoutes
ajoutes prennent
provisoirement des
numeros
bis,
ter,
etc.,
et
les
numeros
des
textes
supprimes
numeros
etc.,
supprimes ne
pas
ne sont pas
utilises.
2.
d6finitif des chapitres,
2. Le
Le numerotage
numerotage definitif
chapitres, articles et paragraphes
paragraphes
est confie aala
is commission
commission de redaction
redaction apres
apres leur
leur adoption en
premiere
en premiere
lecture.
lecture.
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Rule 21
Adoption
Minutes and Reports
Adoption of Minutes

1. (1)
(1) As a
a general rule, at the beginning
beginning of each session of the
Plenary Assembly, or of each session of a
a committee or of aasubcommittee, the minutes or the report, of the preceding
preceding session shall be read.
(2) However, the Chairman may, if he considers
considers such procedure
(2)
satisfactory, and if no objection is raised, merely ask if any members of
the
Assembly, the Committee
Committee or the
the subcommittee,
subcommittee, have any
the Plenary
Plenary Assembly,
content of the minutes or of the report.
remarks to make on the content
shall then be adopted
adopted or amended
amended in
2. The minutes or the report shall
which
made
and
accordance with the remarks which
which have been
which have
accordance
or
the
committee
Plenary Assembly, or by
been approved by the Plenary
subcommittee.
approved by the respective
committee
respective committee
3. Any
Any final report must be approved
or subcommittee.
4. (1)
the closing
closing session
session of the Plenary Assembly
of the
minutes of
(1) The
The minutes
4.
examined and approved by the Chairman
Conference.
Chairman of the Conference.
shall be examined
a committee or of aasubcom(2)
session of a
(2) The report of the last session
mittee
shall be
be examined
examined and approved
approved by
Chairman of the
by the Chairman
mittee shall
committee
committee or subcommittee.
Rule 0
B2
Editorial Committee
Editorial
1. The
The texts
texts of
of the
or of
of the Regulations, which
which shall be
Convention or
the Convention
1.
worded
so
far
as
practicable
in
their
definitive
form,
by
the various
various
worded so far as practicable in their definitive
committees,
following
the
opinions
expressed,
shall
be
submitted
to an
submitted
committees, following the opinions expressed, shall be
altereditorial committee
perfecting their form without
charged with perfecting
committee charged
editorial
ing the
sense and
and with
combining them with those parts of the former
former
with combining
ing
the sense
texts which have not been altered.
2. The
The whole
whole of
of the
the revised
revised texts shall
shall be
submitted for the approval
approval
be submitted
2.
of the
the Plenary
which shall decide
decide on them,
the Conference
Conference which
of the
Plenary Assembly of
of
committee for further
further
appropriate committee
them back to the appropriate
or refer
refer them
examination.
Rule £3
Numbering
Numbering
1. The
The numbers
numbers of
articles and
and paragraphs
paragraphs of
of the
the
the chapters,
chapters, articles
of the
1.
texts
subjected
to
revision
shall
be
preserved
until
the
first
reading
texts subjected to revision shall be preserved until the first reading
at
session of the Plenary Assembly. The passages
passages added shall bear
at a
a session
provisionally
numbers bis, ter, etc. and the numbers
deleted
numbers of deleted
provisionally the numbers
passages
passages shall not be used.
2. The
The definitive
definitive numbering
numbering of the chapters,
chapters, articles and paragraphs
paragraphs
2.
shall
be entrusted
entrusted to
to the
the Editorial
Editorial Committee
after their
adoption
their adoption
Committee after
shall be
following the first reading.
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Article 24
24
Article

Approbation
Approbation definitive
definitive
Les textes de la Convention et des Reglements
ne sont
sont definitifs
Reglements ne
d6finitifs
lecture, suivie
qu'apres une seconde lecture,
d'approbation.
suivie d'approbation.
Article 25
25
Signature
Signature
Les textes definitivement
Les
definitivement approuves
approuves par
conference sont
sont soumis
par la
la conference
soumis
a
la
signature
des
delegues
munis
des
ala signature
delegues
pouvoirs
pouvoirs n6cessaires,
necessaires, en
en suivant
suivant
l'ordre alphabetique
alphab6tique des noms en frangais
l'ordre
des pays.
francais des
pays.
Article
26
Article 26
Communiques
de presse
presse
Communiques de

communiques officiels
Des communiques
officiels sur les
les travaux
de la
la conference
conference ne
no
travaux de
peuvent etre transmis
la presse qu'avec
peuvent
transmis aa Ia.
du
president
qu'avec l'autorisation
l'autorisation du president
ou de l'un des vice-presidents
vice-presidents de
la conference.
conference.
de la
27
Article 27

Franchise
Franchise
Au
cours des conferences
Au cours
conferences et des reunions prevues
par la
la Convention
prevues par
Convention
les delegu6s
representants, le Secretaire
les
delegates et les representants,
les Secretaires
Secr6taire general,
general, les
Secretaires
generaux
personnel des
generaux adjoints, le personnel
des cadres
cadres du
du Secretariat
Secretariat de
de l'Union
l'Union
et les Membres
Membres du Conseil d'administration
et
ont droit
droit a
la
franchise
d'administration ont
a la franchise
postale, t6elgraphique
telegraphique et telephonique
dans la
la mesure
oil le
gouvernet6lephonique dans
mesure ou
le gouvernenent invitant a
a pu le decider
ntent
decider en accord
accord avec
avec les
autres gouvernements
gouvernements
les autres
et les exploitations
exploitations privees
privees interessees.
interess6es.
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Rule 24
Final
Approval
Final Approval
The texts of the Convention
Convention and of the Regulations
Regulations shall
shall be
be final
final
after they have been read aasecond
second time
time and
and approved.
approved.

Rule 25
2.5
Rule
Signature
Signature

approved by the Conference
Conference shall
The final texts approved
submitted for
for
shall be
be submitted
signature to the delegates provided
provided with the
necessary powers
powers in
in the
the
the necessary
alphabetical
alphabetical order of
French names
names of
the countries.
of the French
of the
countries.
Rule 26
Press Notices
Notices
Official
Official releases to the press about
Conference shall
shall
about the
the work
work of
of the
the Conference
be issued only as authorized
authorized by
the Chairman
Chairman or
Vice-Chairman of
of
by the
or aaVice-Chairman
the Conference.
Conference.
Rule
Rule 27
Franking Privileges
Franking
Privileges

While attending conferences
conferences and meetings
meetings provided
provided for
for in
in the
the
Convention, Delegates
Representatives, as
Delegates and Representatives,
as defined
in the
the Annex
defined in
Annex
to the Convention,
Convention, the Secretary
Secretary General, Assistant Secretaries
GenSecretaries General,
Officials
of
the
Secretariat
eral,
Secretariat of
of the
the Union
and Members
Members of
of the
the
Union and
Administrative Council, shall be
Administrative
entitled to
to postal,
be entitled
postal, telegraph
telegraph and
and
telephone
telephone franking
franking privileges, to the
the extent
extent arranged
arranged by
by the
the GovernGovernment of the country in which the conference
or meeting
meeting is
is held,
held, in
in
conference or
agreement with the other contracting
agreement
governments and
and with
with the
the
contracting governments
private operating
operating agencies
agencies concerned.
concerned.
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22°° PARTIE
PARTIE
Comit6s
Comites consultatifs
consultatifs internationaux
internationaux
Chapitre 7
7
Chapitre
Dispositions generales
generales

1. Les dispositions
1.
dispositions de la deuxieme
deuxieme partie
partie du
Reglement general
general
du Reglement
completent
l'article 88de la Convention
completent Particle
Convention oü
definies les attributions
attributions
oil sont definies
et la
structure des Comites
in structure
Comites consultatifs
consultatifs internationaux.
internationaux.
2. Les Comites consultatifs
observer dans
dans la
la
consultatifs doivent
doivent egalement
6galement observer
mesure oil
applicables, les regles de
oa elles leurs sont applicables,
de procedure
des
procedure des
conferences
premiere partie du Reglement
conferences contenues
contenues dans la premiere
Reglement general.
general.
Chapitre 8
8
Chapitre

Conditions de participation
participation
1. (1)
(1) Les Coma&
Comites consultatifs
1.
ont pour
pour membres,
membres,
consultatifs internationaux
internationaux ont
administrations des Membres
a) de droit:
droit: les administrations
et Membres
Membres
Membres et
associes de l'Union;
l'Union;
b) sur leur demande
demande et,
at, sous reserve de l'application
Papplication de
la
de la
procedure ci-dessous,
ci-dessous, celles
cellos des exploitations
exploitations priv6es
privees
ont declare
declare vouloir faire participer
reconnues qui out
participer leurs
leurs
experts aux travaux
travaux de ces Comites.
Comites.
(2) La premiere
premiere demande
demande de participation
participation aux travaux
travaux des
des
Comites
°omit& consultatifs
consultatifs 6manant
emanant d'une exploitation
privee reconnue
reconnue doit
doit
exploitation privee
etre adressee
adressee au Secretaire
Secretaire general de l'Union
l'Union qui
fait porter
la
qui la fait
porter aala
connaissance
connaissance de tous les Membres
Membres et Membres
Membres associes
de 1'Union
l'Union et
associes de
et
du directeur du Comit6
consultatif interesse.
du
Comite consultatif
interesse. La demande
demande emanant
emanant
exploitation privee
d'une exploitation
privee doit etre
approuvee par l'administration
Padministration du
du
8tre approuvee
gouvernement qui la reconnalt.
gouvernement
reconnait.
(3)
exploitation privee
membre d'un Comite
(3) Toute exploitation
privee membre
Coraite consultatif
a le droit de cesser sa participation
a
participation aux travaux de ce
Comite conconce Comit6
sultatif lorsqu'elle
lorsqu'elle le desire en notifiant ce
au directeur
du
ce desir
dlsir au
directeur du
Comite.
Coraite. Cette decision ne prend
prend effet qu'a l'expiration
l'expiration d'un
d'un délai
delai
d'un an A
apartir de la date de
notification.
de cette
cette notification.
2. (1)
organisations internationales
(1) Les organisations
internationales qui
qui coordonnent
coordonnent leurs
leurs
travaux avec ceux de l'Union
l'Union internationale
inteniationale des
des telecommunications,
t6elcommunications,
et qui out
ont des activit6s
connexes, peuvent
activites connexes,
peuvent 8tre
etre admises
admise,s A
a participer
participer
A
titre
consultatif,
aux travaux des Comites
a
Comites consultatifs.
consultatifs.
(2) La premiere demande
demande de participation
participation aux
aux travaux
d'un
travaux d'un
Comit6
emanant d'une organisation
Comite consultatif emanant
organisation internationale
doit
internationale doit
Atre
l'Union qui invite,
etre adressee au Secr6taire
Secretaire general de l'Union
invite, par la voie
voie
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PART II
II
PART
INTERNATIONAL
CONSULTATIVE COMMITTEES
INTERNATIONAL CONSULTATIVE
COMMITTEES

Chapter
Chapter 7
7
General
General Provisions
Provisions

of Part
Part II
1. The provisions of
General Regulations
Regulations supplement
supplement
II of
of the
the General
Article 88of the Convention defining
defining the
structure of
of the
the
the scope
scope and
and structure
International
Consultative Committees.
International Consultative
Committees.
Consultative Committees
Committees shall
2. Consultative
shall also
applicable Rules
also observe
observe the
the applicable
Rules
of Procedure
of
Conferences
Procedure
Conferences contained
contained in
in Part
the General
General
Part I
I of
of the
Regulations.

Chapter
Chapter 88
Conditions
for Participation
Participation
Conditions for

1. (1)
The International
International Consultative
(1) The
Consultative Committees
Committees shall
have as
shall have
as
members: -—
members:
a) as
as of
and Associate
a)
of right;
right; Administrations
Administrations of
of Members
Members and
Associate
Members
Union;
Members of
of the
the Union;
b)
upon request;
such recognized
operating agencies
agencies
b) upon
request; such
recognized private
private operating
as
expressed a
desire to
to have
experts participate
as have
have expressed
a desire
have their
their experts
participate
in the
in
work of
Committees, subject
subject to
to the
the procedure
procedure
the work
of the
the Committees,
indicated
below.
indicated below.
(2) The
The first
request from
recognized private
operating agency
agency
(2)
first request
from aarecognized
private operating
to take
to
take part
part in
the work
of a
aConsultative
Consultative Committee
Committee shall
be addressed
addressed
in the
work of
shall be
to the Secretary
Secretary General
to
who shall
Members and
and AssociGeneral who
shall inform
inform all
all the
the Members
Associate Members
Members of
of the
the Union
the Director
ComUnion and
and the
Director of
of the
the Consultative
Consultative Comrequest from
mittee concerned. A
A request
from a
must be
a private
private operating
operating agency
agency must
be
approved
by the
it.
approved by
the Administration
Administration of
of the
the Government
Government recognizing
recognizing it.
(3) Any
private operating
operating agency,
agency, member
member of
Consultative
(3)
Any private
of aa Consultative
shall have the
Committee, shall
the right
to withdraw
withdraw from
from participation
in
right to
participation in
the work of this Consultative
Consultative Committee
when it
it so
so desires,
desires, by
Committee when
by notifynotifyDirector of
ing the Director
of the
the Committee.
The withdrawal
withdrawal shall
shall become
become
Committee. The
effective
year from the date
effective one year
date of
of the
the notification.
notification.
2. (1)
(1) International
International organizations,
organizations, which
coordinating their
which are
are coordinating
their
International Telecommunication
work with the International
Telecommunication Union
Union and
which
and which
have related activities, may be admitted
to participate
admitted to
participate in
the work
work of
of
in the
the Consultative
Consultative Committees
Committees in
in an
an advisory
advisory capacity.
capacity.
(2) The first request from an international
(2)
international organization
to take
take
organization to
Consultative Committee
part in the work of a
a Consultative
addressed to
Committee shall
shall be
be addressed
to
the Secretary
by telegram
Secretary General who shall
shall invite
invite by
telegram all
all the
Members
the Members
81939--52-PT. 11-15
81939-52—vr.
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telegraphique,
telegraphique, tous
et Membres
de 1'Union
l'Union a
tous les
les Membres
Membres et
Membres associes
associes de
l'acceptation de cette
se prononcer sur l'acceptation
domande; la
demande est
est
cette demande;
la demande
acceptee
acceptee si la
majorite des
des r6ponses
reponses des
des membres
membres parvenues
parvenues dans
dans le
le
la majorit6
delai d'un
délai
d'un mois est
Le Secretaire
Secretaire general
general porte
porte le
le resultat
resultat
est favorable.
favorable. Le
consultation aala
de cette consultation
is connaissance
connaissance de
de tous
tous les
les Membres
et MemMemMembres et
bres associ6s
associes de l'Union et
et du
Comite consultatif
interesse.
du directeur
directeur du
du Comit6
consultatif int6ress6.
3. (1) Les organismes
organismes scientifiques
scientifiques ou
ou industriels
qui se
se consacrent
consacrent
industriels qui
a Petude
l'6tude de problames
problemes de tel6communication
telecommunication ou
ou A
a 1'6tude
l'etude ou
la
ou aa la
fabrication
destines aux
fabrication de materiels
materiels destines
services des
des t6l6communications
telecommunications
aux services
peuvent
a participer,
peuvent etre admis a
participer, a
a titre consultatif,
consultatif, aux
reunions des
des
aux reunions
commissions
des Comit6s
commissions d'6tudes
d'etudes des
Comites consultatifs
consultatifs sous
sous reserve
reserve de
de l'approl'approdes administrations
pays interesses.
bation des
administrations des
des pays
int6resses.
(2)
(2) La premiere
premiere demande
domande d'admission
d'admission aux
aux seances
des commiscommissdances des
sions d'etudes
d'etudes d'un Comite
emanant d'un
d'un organisme
organisme scienscienComit6 consultatif
consultatif emanant
tifique ou industriel
etre adressee
industriel doit etre
adre,ssee au
an directeur
directeur de
ce Comite
Comite
de ce
consultatif. Cette
consultatif.
Cette demande
deraande doit
doit 8tre
etre approuvee
approuvee par
par Padministration
l'administration
du pays
pays interesse.
du
interesse.

Chapitre 99
Chapitre
Role de l'assemblee
Passemblee pleniere
pleniere
l'assemblee pleniere
Le r6le
role de Passemblee
pleniere est d'approuver,
d'approuver, de
modifier ou
de
de modifier
ou de
rejeter les projets d'avis
d'avis qui
lui sont
par les
Commissions
qui lui
sont soumis
soumis par
les Commissions
d'etudes, et d'arreter le,s
des questions
questions nouvelles
nouvelles aadtudier
etudier conconles listes des
formdment au paragraphe
paragraphe 22 de l'article
formement
Particle 88 de
de is
Convention. Elle
Elle
la Convention.
adresse au Conseil &administration
un rapport
rapport sur
sur la
situation
d'administration un
la situation
financiere du Comit6
financiere
Comite consultatif
consultatif international
interesse.
international int6resse.

Chapitre
Chapitre 10
10
Reunions
Reunions de
Passemblee pl6niere
pleniere
de l'assemblee
1. L'assemblee
1.
L'assemblee plenitre
pleniere se reunit
reunit normalement
normalement tous
tous les deux ans,
ans,
etant entendu qu'une reunion
reunion aura
aura lieu environ un
un an
an avant
avant la
la reunion
reunion
de is
la conference
conference administrative
correspondante.
administrative correspondante.
2. La date d'une
reunion
de l'assemblee
plenitre peut etre
d'une
Passemblee pleniere
avancee
ou
retardee
avec
l'approbation
avancee
retard& avec l'approbation d'au moms
douze des
moins douze
des pays
pays
participants,
1'etat d'avancement
participants, suivant Mat
d'avancement des
travaux des
des CommisCommisdes travaux
sions d'etudes.
1'assemblee pl6niere
3. Chaque
Chaque reunion de l'assemblee
pleniere a
a lieu dans
dans un
un endroit
endroit
fix6
fixe par la reunion
reunion precedente
precedente de
de l'assemblee
Passemblee pl6niere.
pleniere.
4. A
A chacune
chacune de ses reunions, l'assemblde
Passemblee pleniere
pleniere d'un
d'un Comite
Comit6
consultatif
international est presidee
presidee par le chef de
consultatif international
delegation du
de la d6elgation
du
a lieu; le president est
pays dans lequel la
is reunion a
est assiste
assiste de
de viceviceelus par l'assemblee
presidents elms
Passemblee pleniere.
pleniere.
5. Le Secretariat
Secretariat de l'assemblee
Passemblee pleniere
pleniere d'un
d'un Comite
Comite consultatif
consultatif
est assure par le Secretariat
Secretariat specialise
specialise de
ce Comit6
Comite consultatif,
consultatif, avec,
de ce
avec,
cela est uecessaire,
1'administration du
si cola
necessaire, le concours de Padministration
du Gouvernement
Gouvernement
personnel du Secretariat
invitant et du personnel
de l'Union.
Secretariat general
general de
I'Union.
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and Associate Members of the Union to say
say whether
the request
request should
should
whether the
be granted;
granted; the request shall
granted if
if the
the majority
of the
the replies
replies
shall be granted
majority of
a period of
of the members received within a
of one
are favourable.
one month
month are
favourable.
The Secretary
Secretary General
General shall inform
Associate
inform all
all the
the Members
Members and
and Associate
Members of the Union and the Director
of the
Committee
Director of
the Consultative
Consultative Committee
concerned of
concerned
result of
of the
the consultation.
consultation.
of the result
3. (1)
manufacturing organizations,
(1) Scientific
Scientific or manufacturing
which are
are enenorganizations, which
gaged in the study of telecommunication
telecommunication problems
or in
in the
design or
or
problems or
the design
manufacture of equipment
manufacture
equipment intended
for telecommunication
services,
intended for
telecommunication services,
may be admitted to participate
participate in an
in meetings
of
an advisory
advisory capicity
capicity in
meetings of
Study Groups
the Study
Groups of
the Consultative
Consultative Committees,
Committees, provided
their
of the
provided that
that their
participation has received
participation
received the approval
approval of
the administrations
administrations of
of the
of the
the
countries
countries concerned.
concerned.
(2) The first request from a
(2)
or manufacturing
manufacturing organiorgania scientific
scientific or
zation for admission
admission to meetings
meetings of
Groups of
Consultative
of Study
Study Groups
of aa Consultative
Committee shall be addressed to the Director
Director of
the Consultative
Consultative Cornof the
Committee;
request must
mittee ;such a
arequest
the administration
administration of
of the
the
must be
be approved
approved by
by the
country
concerned.
country concerned.
Chapter
Chapter 9
9
Duties
the Plenary
Duties of
of the
Plenary Assembly
Assembly

Assembly shall be to approve
The duties of the Plenary
Plenary Assembly
approve for issue,
to modify or to reject recommendations
recommendations submitted
submitted to
to it
by the
the Study
Study
it by
Groups and to
lists of
of new
studied, in
to draw up
up lists
new questions
questions to
to be
be studied,
in accordaccordance with paragraph
paragraph 22 of
of Article
Convention. It
It shall
Article 88 of the
the Convention.
shall
to the
Council a
statement of
the financial
submit to
the Administrative
Administrative Council
a statement
of the
financial
accounts
the Consultative
Consultative Committee
Committee concerned.
concerned.
accounts of
of the
Chapter 10
Chapter
10
Meetings
Meetings of the Plenary
Plenary Assembly
Assembly
1. The Plenary Assembly shall normally
meet every
every two
two years,
years,
normally meet
provided
provided that aameeting shall take place
about one
one year
year previous
place about
previous to
to
the meeting of the relative
relative Administrative
Administrative Conference.
Conference.
2. The date of the meeting of aaPlenary
Plenary Assembly
may be
Assembly may
be advanced
advanced
or postponed, with the
the approval
approval of
at least
least twelve
twelve participating
participating councounof at
tries, according
according to
state of
of progress
progress of
work of
the Study
to the state
of work
of the
Study Groups.
Groups.
3. Each meeting of aa Plenary
Plenary Assembly
Assembly shall
shall be held
in aa place
place
held in
fixed by the previous meeting
of the
Plenary Assembly.
meeting of
the Plenary
Assembly.
4. At each of these meetings, the Plenary
Plenary Assembly shall be
be presided
presided
over by the Head
Delegation of the country
country in which
Head of the Delegation
the meetmeetwhich the
ing is held; the Chairman
Chairman shall be assisted by Vice-Chairmen
elected
Vice-Chairmen elected
by the Plenary Assembly.
Assembly.
5. The Secretariat
Secretariat of the
Plenary Assembly
Assembly of
of a
aConsultative
Consultative Comthe Plenary
Committee shall be composed of the specialized
specialized Secretariat
Secretariat of
of that
that ConConsultative Committee, with the help, if
if necessary,
necessary, of the
personnel of
the personnel
of
the administration
administration of the inviting Government
Government and of
the General
General
of the
Secretariat
Secretariat of
Union.
of the Union.
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Chapitre
11
Chapitre 11

Langues
Langues et mode de votation
votation aux seances
assemblees pl6nieres
plenieres
seances des assemblies
1.
au cours des seances
1. Les langues utilisees an
assemblees plenieres
seances des assemblees
pl6nieres
et dans les documents officiels des Comites
consultatifs sont celles
Comit6s consultatifs
pr6vues
prevues dans l'article 15 de la Convention.
Convention.
2.
2. Les pays qui sont autorises
autorises A
a voter aux seances
assemblees
s6ances des assemblees
plenieres des Comites
Comites consultatifs
consultatifs sont mentionnes
dans larticle
Particle 1,
1,
mentionnes dans
paragraphe 3
3 (2)
Convention. Toutefois, lorsqu'un pays
paragraphe
(2) de la Convention.
membre n'est pas represente
represente par une administration,
administration, les representants
representants
de ses exploitations
exploitations priv6es
privee,s reconnues
reconnues out,
ont, ensemble et quel que soit
voix.
leur nombre, droit a
a une seule voix.
Chapitre 12
Chapitre
12

Constitution
Constitution des Commissions
Commissions d'etudes
L'assemblee pleniere constitue
constitue les Commissions
Commissions d'etudes n6cessaires
necessaires
pour traiter les questions qu'elle a
a mises A
a l'etude;
Petude; elle designe
designe les
administrations,
exploitations privees,
administrations, les exploitations
privees, les organisations
organisations internationales
et
les
organismes
scientifiques
nationales
scientifiques et industriels
industriels qui doivent
doivent
prendre part aux travaux de ces commissions d'6tudes;
d'etudes; elle
elle nomme
nomme le
le
rapporteur principal
principal qui doit presider
rapporteur
presider chacune
de
ces
commissions
chacune
ces commissions
d'etudes.
d'6tudes.
Chapitre
Chapitre 13
13
Traitement des affaires
Traitement
affaires
1. Si une question confi6e
a une commission
1.
confiee a
commission d'etudes,
no pout
d'etudes, ne
peut
correspondance, le rapporteur
pas etre r6solue
resolue par correspondance,
rapporteur principal
principal peut,
pout,
l'autorisation de son administration,
avec l'autorisation
administration, proposer
proposer une
reunion a
une reunion
a un
un
endroit convenable,
convenable, afin de pouvoir discuter verbalement
verbalement cette
cette quesquestion.
2. Toutefois, pour 6viter
2.
eviter des voyages
inutile,s et des
voyages inutiles
des absences
absences

prolongees, le directeur
Comit6 consultatif, d'accord avec
prolongees,
directeur d'un Comite
avec les
rapporteurs principaux,
rapporteurs
principaux, presidents
presidents des diverses commissions d'6tudes
d'etudes
interessees, 6tablit
interessees,
etablit le plan general
general des reunions du groupe des commiscommissions d'etudes qui doivent sieger
sieger en un meme
memo lieu,
lieu, pendant la meme
meme
periode.
3.
3. Les rapports resultant de correspondances
correspondances ou
on etablis au
au cours
commissions d'6tudes
de reunions de commissions
d'etudes sont envoyes
envoy& par le directeur aux
administrations
administrations participantes
participantes et aux exploitations
exploitations privees
privees membres
membres du
Comite consultatif
aussit6t quo
que possible
consultatif aussitet
possible et, en tout cas, assez t6t
tot
pour qu'ils leur parviennent
parviennent au
an moms
moins un mois avant la date de la
prochaine r6union
l'assembl6e pleniere;
pl6niere; les questions qui n'ont pas
prochaine
reunion de Passemblee
fait l'objet d'un rapport parvenu
conditions ci-dessus ne
ne
parvenu dans les conditions
peuvent etre inscrites
inscrites aal'ordre
Pordre du sour
l'assemblee pl6niere.
pleniere.
jour de l'assemblee
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Chapter
11
Chapter 11

Languages
Sessions of the Plenary
Languages and Method of Voting
Voting in Sessions
Assemblies.
1.
1. The languages used in the Plenary
Plenary Meetings
Meetings and in the official
official
documents of the Consultative Committees shall be as provided
in
provided in

Article
15 of
of the
Article 15
the Convention.
Convention.

2. The Members
Members which are authorized
authorized to vote at sessions
Plenary
sessions of Plenary
Assemblies of the Consultative
Consultative Committees shall be as
provided in
in
as provided
Article 1, paragraph
3 (2)
(2) of the Convention.
paragraph 3
Convention. However,
However, when
when a
a
country is not represented
represented by an administration,
administration, the
the representatives
representatives
of the recognized private
private operating
operating agencies
agencies of that member
country
member country
shall, as a
a whole, and regardless
regardless of their number,
entitled to
to a
number, be entitled
a
single vote.
Chapter 12
12
Chapter
Composition of Study
Study Groups
Groups

The Plenary Assembly shall set up the necessary
necessary Study
Study Groups
Groups
to deal with questions to be studied; it shall designate
designate the administrations, private
international organizations
private operating agencies, international
organizations and
scientific and manufacturing
manufacturing organizations
organizations which shall take part
part in
in
the work of the Study Groups;
Groups; it shall name the
Chairman
the Group
Group Chairman
who shall preside over each
each of the Study
Study Groups.
Groups.
Chapter 13
Chapter
13
Treatment of Business
Treatment

1. If
If a
a Study Group cannot solve a
a question by correspondence,
correspondence, the
the
Group Chairman
Chairman may, with the approval
approval of his Administration
Administration sugsuggest a
a meeting at a
a convenient
convenient place to discuss the question orally.
orally.
2. However, in order to avoid
avoid unnecessary
journeys and
and prolonged
prolonged
unnecessary journeys
absences,
absences, the Director of aaConsultative
Committee, in
agreement
Consultative Committee,
in agreement with
with
the Group Chairmen
Chairmen of the various Study Groups concerned,
concerned, shall
shall
draw up the general plan of
groups of
Study Groups
Groups
of meetings
meetings of
of groups
of Study
which are to meet in the same place
during the
the same
same period.
period.
place during
3. The Director shall send
of correspondence
correspondence
send reports
reports made as
as aaresult
result of
or of meetings, to the participating
administrations, and
to the
the priparticipating administrations,
and to
private operating
agencies
which
are
members
operating
of the Consultative ComCommittee. These shall be sent as soon as possible and,
event,
and, in
in any
any event,
in time for them to be received at least one month before the
the date
date
of the next meeting of the Plenary Assembly. Questions
Questions which
which have
have
not formed
a report
formed the subject of a
report furnished in this way
not
way shall not
appear in the agenda for the meeting of the Plenary
Plenary Assembly.
Assembly.
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Chapitre
Chapitre 14
14

Fonctions du Directeur. Secretariat
Secretariat sp6cialise.
specialise.
1. (1)
(1) Le directeur
1.
directeur d'un Comit6
Comite consultatif
consultatif coordonne les travaux
des Commissions d'etudes,
d'etudes, de Passemblee
pleniere et du Comit6
Comite
l'assemblee pleniere
consultatif.
consultatif.
(2)
Il a
a la
(2) Ii
Ia garde des archives
archives du
du Comite.
(3)
directeur est assiste par tm
(3) Le directeur
secretariat forme de personnel
personnel
un secretariat
specialise qui travaille
travaille sous son autorite directe a
l'organisation des
des
a l'organisation
travaux du Comit6
Comae.
travaux
(4) Le directeur
directeur du Comite
consultatif international
des radioradioComitd consultatif
international des
communications est 6galement
egalement assiste
assiste d'un vice-directeur,
vice-directeur, conform6conform&
ment a
a Particle
l'article 88de la Convention.
Convention.
2. Le directeur
directeur choisit le personnel technique
technique et administratif
administratif de
de ce
ce
secretariat dans le cadre du budget approuv6
approuve par la Conference
Conference des
des
plenipotentiaires ou par le Conseil d'administration.
plenipotentiaires
d'administration. La nominanomination de ce personnel technique
technique et administratif
administratif est arret6e
arretee par le
le
Secretaire
accord avec
le directeur.
directeur.
Secretaire general, en accord
avec le
3. Le directeur participe
participe de plein droit a
a titre consultatif
consultatif aux
delib6rations de l'assemblee
deliberations
Passemblee pl6niere
pleniere et
et des
des Commissions
d'etudes.
Commissions d'etudes.
Il
prend
toutes
mesures
concernant
Ii
concernant la preparation
preparation des
reunions de
de
des reunions
l'assemblee pleniere
pleniere et des Commissions d'etudes.
Passemblee
d'6tudes.
4. Le vice-directeur
vice-directeur du C.C.I.R.
participe de
plein droit
droit A
a titre
titre
C.C.I.R. participe
de plein
consultatif aux deliberations
deliberations de l'assemblee
Passemblee pl6niere
pleniere et
des
Commiset des Commissions d'etudes lorsque des questions
questions a
a l'ordre du
du jour
jour interessent
interessent son
son
activite.
5. be
Le directeur
directeur rend compte, dans un rapport
5.
rapport presente
Passempresente aa l'assemblee pleniere,
pleniere, de l'activit6
l'activite du Comit6
Comite consultatif
depuis
consultatif international
international depuis
la derniere reunion
l'assemblee pl6niere;
reunion de Passemblee
pleniere; ce rapport, apres
spits approapproau Secr6taire
bation, est transmis an
Secretaire general de l'Union.
l'Union.
6. Le directeur
directeur soumet a l'approbation
Passemblee pleniere
pleniere les
les
P'approbation de l'assemblee
depenses pour chacune
chacune des deux ann6es
projets de depenses
annees a
a venir;
venir; apres
apres
1'assemblee pleniere
pleniere le directeur
leur approbation
approbation par Passemblee
directeur transmet
ces
transmet ces
projets au
an Secretaire
Secretaire general
general de l'Union, pour qu'ils soient incorpores
incorpores
dans le,s
les projets des budgets annuels de
l'Union.
de 1'Union.
Chapitre 15
15
Chapitre

Preparation
propositions pour les
Preparation des propositions
Conferences administratives
administratives
les Conferences
Un an avant Ia
la conference
conference administrative
competente. des
des reproadministrative comp6tente.
representants des Commissions
Commissions d'etudes interessees
interesmees de chaque
chaque Comit6
Comae conconsultatif international
international entrent en correspondance
correspondance ou se r6unissent
rennissent avec
avec
des representants
representants du Secretariat de l'Union
l'Union pour extraire
extraire des avis
emis
ends par ce Comite consultatif
consultatif international
international depuis la conference
conference

administrative precedente,
administrative
precedents,
Reglement y
Reglement
y relatif.
relatii.

les propositions
propositions

de
de

modifications au
an
modifications
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Chapter 14
Chapter
14

Duties of the Director. Specialized
Specialized Secretariat.
Secretariat.
1. (1)
(1) The Director of aa Consultative
Committee shall
shall coordinate
1.
Consultative Committee
coordinate
Plenary Assembly.
the work of the Study Groups and of the Plenary

the
(2) He shall keep aa file of all the correspondence
correspondence of the
(2)
Committee.
Committee.
a secretariat
secretariat composed of aa
(3) The Director
Director shall be assisted by a
(3)
the
under his direction
direction and to aid him in the
specialized staff to work under
organization
Committee.
organization of the work of the Committee.
(4) The Director of the C.C.I.R. shall also be assisted by a
a
Vice-Director in accordance
accordance with Article
Article 8
8 of the Convention.
Vice-Director
Director shall choose
choose the technical
technical and administrative
administrative mem2. The Director
bers of the secretariat
secretariat within the framework
budget as approved
approved
framework of the budget
by
Plenipotentiary Conference
Conference or the Administrative
Administrative Council.
by the Plenipotentiary
The appointment of the technical and administrative
administrative personnel is
made by the Secretary General in agreement
agreement with the Director.
participate as of right, but in an advisory
3. The Director shall participate
Assembly and of the Study
Plenary Assembly
capacity, in meetings
meetings of the Plenary
Groups.
necessary preparations
of
preparations for meetings of
all necessary
make all
He shall make
Groups. He
Assembly and of the Study Groups.
the Plenary Assembly
Vice-Director of the C.C.I.R. shall
shall participate
participate as of right
right
4. The Vice-Director
Assembly and of
of
in an advisory capacity in meetings of the Plenary Assembly
concerned are on
questions in which he is concerned
the Study Groups when questions
Agenda.
the Agenda.
5.
Director shall submit to the Plenary Assembly
report on
on
Assembly aareport
5. The
The Director
the
Committee since
since the
the last meeting of
the Consultative
Consultative Committee
of the
the activities
activities of
the Plenary Assembly. After approval,
approval, this report shall be sent to
the Secretary
Secretary General of the Union.
approval of the Plenary
6. The Director shall submit for the approval
proposed for each
each of the next
expenditure proposed
Assembly an estimate of the expenditure
approval by the Plenary Assembly, the Director
Director
after its approval
years; after
two years;
Secretary General
General of the Union, to be
shall send this estimate to the Secretary
embodied in the annual
annual estimates of the Union.
embodied

Chapter 15
15
Chapter

Administrative Conferences
Preparation of Proposals for Administrative
Conferences
One
year before
the appropriate
appropriate Administrative
Administrative Conference,
Conference, repbefore the
One year
resentatives
of
the
interested
Study
Groups
of
each
International
ConInternational
interested
resentatives of
sultative
Committee
shall
correspond
with
or
meet
representatives
with
sultative Committee shall correspond with meet
of
the Secretariat
in order
to extract, from the
the
order to
Union in
the Union
of the
Secretariat of
of the
recommendations
issued
by
it
since
the
preceding
Administrative
recommendations issued by it since the preceding Administrative
Conference, proposals
of the
set of
relative set
the relative
modification of
for modification
proposals for
Conference,
Regulations.
Regulations.

Ante, p.
Ante,
p. 1421.
1421.
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Chapitre
16
Chapitre 16
Relations
Relations des Comites consultatifs
consultatifs entre
entre eux
eux et
avec d'autres
d'autres
et avec
organisations internationales
organisations
internationales
1. Les Comites consultatifs
consultatifs internationaux
internationaux peuvent
peuvent former
former des
des
commissions mixtes pour effectuer
et 6mettre
emettre des
des avis
avis
effectuer des
des etudes
etudes et
sur des
d'interet commun.
des questions
questions d'interet
commun.
2. Tout Conaite
Comite consultatif peut
un representant
representant pour
pour
peut designer
designer un
assister, a
a titre consultatif, aux reunions
des autres
autres Comites
Comites de
reunions des
de
l'Union ou aux reunions d'autres
l'Union
d'autres organisations
organisations internationales
auxinternationales auxquelles ce Comite consultatif
&V invite.
invite.
consultatif a
a et6
3. Le Secretaire
Secretaire general
general de l'Union
l'Union ou
ou un
des deux
deux Secretaires
Secretaires
un des
generaux
generaux adjoints, les representants
representants du
Comite consultatif
consultatif internainternadu Comit6
tional d'enregistrement
d'enregistrement des frequences,
frequences, les
tional
les directeurs
des autres
autres
directeurs des
consultatifs
l'Union ou
comites cons
ultatifs de 'Union
representants peuvent
peuvent assister
assister
ou leurs
leurs representants
a titre consultatif aux reunions d'un
a
international.
d'un Cornite
Comit6 consultatif
consultatif international.
Chapitre 17
17
Chapitre
Finances des
°omit& consultatifs
consultatifs
des Comites

1. Les traitements
traitements des
directeurs des
des Comites
consultatifs interinterdes directeurs
Comites consultatifs
nationaux, y
y compris le traitement du
nationaux,
du C.C.I.R.,
C.C.I.R.,
du vice-directeur
vice-directeur du
et les depenses ordinaires
ordinaires des Secretariats
specialises sont
sont inclus
dans
Secretariats specialises
inclus dans
les depenses
depenses ordinaires
ordinaires de l'Union,
les
l'Union, conform6ment
conformement aux
aux dispositions
dispositions de
de
l'article 14
Particle
14 de
la Convention.
Convention.
de la
2.
2. Les
Les d6penses
depenses occasionn4es
occasionnees par
par les reunions
reunions des
des assemblees
assemblees pleplenieres
nieres et des Commissions
Commissions d'etudes,
y compris
compris les
extraord'etudes, y
les depenses
depenses extraordinaires
dinaires des directeurs,
directeurs, du vice-directeur
vice-directeur du
du C.C.I.R.
C.C.I.R. ainsi
ainsi que
que celles
celles
de la
Secretariat employe
employ6 dans
de
la totalit6
totalite du Secretariat
ces reunions
reunions sont
sont imputes
imputes
dans ces
conformement a
a la repartition
r6partition indiquee
conformement
ci-dessous, aux
aux administraadministraindiquee ci-dessous,
tions, aux exploitations
exploitations privees et
et aux
aux organismes
organismes scientifiques
scientifiques ou
ou
industriels
industriels qui participent
participent a
reunions.
A ces
ces reunions.
3. Une
administration qui
line administration
qui desire
desire prendre
part aux
travaux d'un
prendre part
aux travaux
d'un
Comit6
adresse une declaration
Comite consultatif
consultatif adresse
a cet
cet effet
au Secretaire
Secretaire
declaration A
effet au
general. Cette
declaration comporte
l'engagement de
general.
Cette declaration
comporte Pengagement
de contribuer
contribuer aux
aux
depenses
extraordinaires de ce
depenses extraordinaires
cc Comite,
comme stipule
stipule dans
dans le
le paraTiaraComit6, comme
graphe
precedent, et de rembourser
rembourser le prix de thus
graphe precedent,
les documents
documents fourfourtous les
nis.
Cet
engagement prend
nis.
engagement
prend effet aadater
dater de
de la
de la
la reunion
reunion de
de
la cloture
cloture de
l'assemblee pleniere
Passemblee
pleniere qui precede la date
date de la declaration
declaration et
demeure
et demeure
valable jusqu'a
jusqu'A denonciation
denonciation par l'administration
l'administration interess6e.
valable
interessee. Toute
Toute
notification
de
denonciation
notification de denonciation prend effet
effet aa dater de la
la cloture
cloture de
la
de la
reunion de
1'assemblee pleniere qui suit la
reunion
de Passemblee
de reception
reception de
de cette
cette
la date
date de
notification. line
Une administration
notification.
administration qui notifie
notifie cette denonciation
denonciation doit,
doit,
toutefois,
recevoir
les
documents
toutefois, recevoir
documents concernant
concernant la
la derniere
reunion de
de
derniere reunion
l'assembl6e
pl6niere tenue
duree de
Passemblee pleniere
tenue pendant la duree
de validite
validite dudit
dudit engageengagement.
•
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16
Chapter 16
Relations of Consultative Committees
Committees Between
Between Themselves
Themselves

and with Other International
International Organizations
Organizations
1.
Committees may
may form
form joint
joint Study
Study
1. International
International Consultative
Consultative Committees
Groups to study and make recommendations
common
recommendations on questions
questions of common
interest.
Consultative Committee
2. Any Consultative
appoint a
a representative
representative to
Committee may appoint
attend, in an advisory
advisory capacity,
committees of the
capacity, meetings of other committees
the
Union or other international
organizations to
Consultative
international organizations
to which this
this Consultative
Committee
Committee has
has been invited.
3. The Secretary
Secretary General
General of the Union, or one of the two Assistant
Assistant
Secretaries General, the representatives
Secretaries
representatives of the International
International Frequency Registration
Registration Board, and the Directors
quency
Directors of
of the
the other
other Consultative
Consultative
Committees of the Union or their representatives
representatives may
meetings
may attend
attend meetings
advisory capacity.
of the Consultative
Consultative Committees
Committees in
in an
an advisory
capacity.

Chapter
17
Chapter 17
Finances of International
International Consultative
Consultative Committees
Committees

1.
1. The salaries of the Directors of the International
Consultative
International Consultative
Committees,
Committees, including the salary of the Vice-Director
Vice-Director of the C.C.I.R.,
and the ordinary
ordinary expenses of the
secretariats shall be
the specialized
specialized secretariats
be
included
included in the ordinary
ordinary expenses
expenses of the Union
Union in accordance
accordance with

Salaries.
salarie

the provisions of
of Article
Article 14 of the Convention.
Convention.
2. The
The expenses
expenses of
of the
meetings of
the Plenary
Plenary Assemblies
and of
of
2.
the meetings
of the
Assemblies and

Ante, p.
p.1131.
Ane,
1431.

including the
exthe meetings of
of the Study
Study Groups,
Groups, including
the extraordinary
extraordinary expenses of the Directors, the Vice-Director
Vice-Director of
C.C.I.R., and of the
of the C.C.I.R.,
whole of the Secretariat
Secretariat employed
employed at such meetings
meetings shall
shall be
be borne
in the manner described
described below, by the administrations,
administrations, private
private operatorganizations particiing agencies and scientific or manufacturing
manufacturing organizations
pating in such meetings.
3. An administration
administration wishing
part in
of aa Conwishing to
to take
take part
in the
the work of
ConCommittee shall address aa declaration
sultative Committee
declaration to that
that effect
effect to
to the
the
Secretary General.
General. This declaration
declaration shall
include an undertaking
Secretary
shall include
undertaking
to contribute
contribute to the extraordinary
extraordinary expenses
expenses of that
Committee as
as set
set
that Committee
forth in the preceding
paragraph, and also to pay for all
documents
preceding paragraph,
all documents
supplied. This undertaking
undertaking shall take effect
effect as from the close of the
the
meeting of the Plenary Assembly preceding
date of the declaration
declaration
preceding the date
terminated by
administration conand shall remain in force until terminated
by the administration
concerned. Any notice of termination
effect as from the
termination shall
shall take effect
close of the meeting of the Plenary Assembly
Assembly following
of
following the date
date of
such notice.
notice. An administration
administration giving
giving notice
shall,
notice of termination
termination shall,
however, be entitled to receive all documents
documents pertaining
pertaining to the last
meeting of the Plenary Assembly
Assembly held during
validity
during the
the period
period of validity
of its undertaking.
undertaking

81939-52-PT.
81939-52---PT.
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4. (1)
(1) Toute exploitation
exploitation privee,
membre d'un Comite
priv6e, membre
Comite consultatif
doit contribuer aux depenses
d6penses mentionnees
mentionnees dans
dans le paragraphe
paragraphe 22 cicidessus. Elle doit rembourser
rembourser le prix des documents
documents qui lui sont fourths
fournis
depuis
la reunion
depths la cloture de is.
reunion de l'assemblee
Passemblee pl6niere,
pleniere, qui pr6cede
precede
immediatement
la demande
immediatement la date
date de is.
demande de participation
participation pr6vue
prevue au
au
chapitre
chapitre 8, 1(2)
1(2) du Reglement
Cette obligation
reste
en
Reglement general. Cette
obligation reste en
vigueur jusqu'a
jusqu'A la date a
a laquelle prend effet is.
notification de
de cessacessala notification
tion de participation
participation conformement
conforraement au
an chapitre
chapitre 8, 1(3)
1(3) du
du Reglement
Reglement
general.
(2) Les dispositions
dispositions du paragraphe
applicables
paragraphe 4
4 (1) ci-dessus sont
sont applicables
aux organisations
organisations scientifiques
scientifiques ou industrielles
organisaindustrielles ainsi
ainsi qu'aux organisations internationales
a moms
internationales a
d'administration n'ait
n'ait
moins que le Conseil d'administration
expressement
expressement dispense ces dernieres
contribuer aux depenses
depenses du
du
dernieres de
de contribuer
Comit6, conformement
Coraite,
conformement A
aParticle
Particle 14 de la Convention.
Convention.
5.
5. Les depenses
depenses des Comites consultatifs
definies au paragraphe
paragraphe 2
consultatifs definies
2
ci-dessus sont reparties
reparties entre les administrations,
se sont
sont engag6es
engagees
administrations, qui se
Ayycontribuer, proportionnellement
proportionnellement au nombre
nombre d'unites
d'unites que
les gouverque les
gouvernements respectifs
neraents
respectifs out
comme base
contribution aux
aux depenses
ont pris comme
base de contribution
d6penses
ordinaires de l'Union,
ordinaires
conformement a
al'article
Particle 14.
14.
1'Union, conformement
exploitations privees, les organisations
de la Convention. Les exploitations
organisations internationales et les organisations
organisations scientifique„s
industrielles qui
qui se
se sont
sont
scientifiques ou industrielles
engag6es A
contribuer aux depenses
depenses d'un Comit6
engagees
a contribuer
Conaite indiquent
indiquent la classe
dans laquelle elles
dies desirent
desirent etre
etre placees
placees aaces fins.
fins.
6. Chaque administration,
administration, exploitation
exploitation priv6e,
privee, organisation
organisation internationale
organisation scientifique
nationale ou organisation
scientifique ou industrielle supporte
supporte la
la
charge des depenses personnelles
personnelles de ses
representants.
ses representants.
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4. (1)
(1) Any private
private operating
operating agency
agency member
member of
of aa Consultative
Consultative
Committee
contribute to the expenses
Committee must contribute
to in
in paragraph
paragraph
expenses referred
referred to
22above and must pay for the documents
documents with which
it is
supplied as
as
which it
is supplied
from the close of the meeting of the Plenary Assembly
Assembly immediately
immediately
preceding the date of its application
application as
provided for
for in
Chapter 8,
as provided
in Chapter
8,
paragraph
1 (2)
paragraph 1
(2) of the General Regulations. This obligation
obligation shall
continue until any notice of withdrawal,
withdrawal, made
in accordance
accordance with
made in
with
paragraph 1
Chapter 8, paragraph
of the
the General
1 (3)
(3) of
General Regulations,
Regulations, becomes
becomes
effective.
effective.
(2)
(2) The provisions of paragraph
paragraph 4
(1) above
above shall
shall apply
to
4 (1)
apply to
scientific or manufacturing
manufacturing organizations and also to international
international
organizations unless these latter are specifically
organizations
exempted by
by the
the Adspecifically exempted
Administrative Council in accordance
accordance with Article
the Convention.
Convention.
Article 14
14 of
of the
5. The expenses of the
Consultative Committees
defined in
parathe Consultative
Committees defined
in paragraph 2
2above shall be
apportioned among
among the
the administrations
which
be apportioned
administrations which
have undertaken
undertaken to contribute, in proportion
units
proportion to
to the
the number
number of
of units
which
respective Governments
which the respective
Governments contribute
to the
the ordinary
ordinary expenses
contribute to
expenses
of the Union under Article 14
the Convention.
Convention. Private
Private operating
operating
14 of
of the
agencies, international
international organizations
organizations and
and scientific
or manufacturing
manufacturing
scientific or
organizations which
organizations
which have
to contribute
contribute shall
shall declare
declare the
the
have undertaken
undertaken to
class in which they wish
placed for
for this
wish to
to be
be placed
this purpose.
purpose.
6. Each administration, private
private operating
operating agency,
agency, international
international organization
manufacturing organization
ganization and scientific
scientific or manufacturing
deorganization shall
shall defray the personal expenses
of its
expenses of
its own
own participants.
participants.

Ante, p. 1515.

Ant P' 1515.

Ante. p.
Antep.

1431.

1431.

Ante, p. 1523.

Ante, p. 1523.
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ANNEXE 5
5
(Voir article
article 26)
ENTRE
ACCORD ENTRE

L'ORGANISATION
L'ORGANISATION DES
NATIONS UNIES
UNIES
DES NATIONS
ET L'UNION INTERNATIONALE
INTERNATIONALE DES
DES
TELECOMMUNICATIONS
TELECOMMUNICATIONS
ANNEX 5
5
Article 26)
(See Article
26)
AGREEMENT
BETWEEN THE
THE
AGREEMENT BETWEEN

UNITED NATIONS
NATIONS AND THE
INTERNATIONAL
THE INTERNATIONAL
TELECOMMUNICATIONS
TELECOMMUNICATIONS UNION
UNION
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ACCORD ENTRE
ENTRE
ACCORD
L'ORGANISATION
L'ORGANISATION DES NATIONS
UNIES
NATIONS UNIES
ET L'UNION
L'UNION INTERNATIO]NALE
TELECOMMUNIINTERNATIONALE DES
DES TELECOMMUNICATIONS
CATIONS
Preambule
Pr6ambule

dispositions de l'article
En raison des dispositions
l'article 57
57 de
de la
Charte des
des Nations
Nations
la Charte
Unies et
et de Particle
Convention de
de l'Union
internationale des
des
1'article 26 de
de la
la Convention
l'Union internationale
telecommunications conclue
conclue a.
1947, les
les Nations
Nations Unies
Unies
telecommunications
a Atlantic
Atlantic City
City en
en 1947,
et l'Union
internationale des
des telecommunications
telecommunications conviennent
de ce
ce
l'Union internationale
conviennent de
qui
qui suit:
suit:
ARTICLE II
ARTICLE
Unies reconnaissent
reconnaissent l'Union
l'Union internationale
internationale des
des teleteleLes Nations
Nations Unies
communications, appeIee
appel6e ci-apres
ci-apres "I'Union",
communications,
"l'Union", cornme
l'institution
comme l'institution
specialis6e
specialisee chargee
chargee de prendre
toutes les
mesures appropri6es
appropriees conconprendre toutes
les mesures
formes aason Acte constitutif pour
les buts
qu
'elle
s'est
fixes
pour atteindre
atteindre les
buts qu'elle s'est fixes
cet Acte.
Acte.
dans cet
ARTICLE II
II
Representation reciproque
reciproque
Representation

L'Organisation des
1. L'Organisation
des Nations
Nations Unies
sera invitee
invitee aa envoyer
envoyer des
des
Unies sera
representants pour
representants
participer, sans
de vote,
aux deliberations
de
pour participer,
sans droit
droit de
vote, aux
deliberations de
toutes les conferences
conferences plenipotentiaires
plenipotentiaires et administratives
administratives de
de l'Union;
l'Union;
elle sera egalement
6galement invitee,
apres s'etre
s'etre diment
ament concert6e
concert& avec
avec l'Union,
l'Union,
invitee, apres
a envoyer des representants
a
representants pour
assister a
a des
des reunions
reunions de
de comit6s
comites
pour assister
internationaux consultatifs ou aatoutes autres
internationaux
autres reunions
reunions convoquees
convoqu6es par
par
l'Union, avec le droit de participer,
participer, sans
sans vote, aala
discussion de
de quesla discussion
quesNations Unies.
Unies.
tions interessant
interessant les
les Nations
2. L'Union sera invitee
invitee a
a. envoyer
envoyer des
representants pour
pour assister
des representants
assister
aux
seances de
l'Assemblee generale
des Nations
fins de
de
aux seances
de l'Assemblee
generale des
Nations Unies
Unies aux
aux fins
consultation
consultation sur
de telecommunications.
telecommunications.
sur les questions
questions de
3. L'Union sera invitee
invitee a
a envoyer
pour assister
assister
envoyer des
des representants
representants pour
aux seances
seances du Conseil 6conomique
economique et social
des Nations
Nations Unies
Unies et
et du
du
social des
Conseil
tutelle, de
et comites
comites et
participer,
Conseil de
de tutelle,
de leurs
leurs commissions
commissions et
et a
a participer,
a leurs delib6rations
sans droit de vote, a.
deliberations quand
sera trait6
traite de
de points
quand il
il sera
points
de l'ordre
l'ordre du jour auxquels
auxquels l'Union
l'Union serait
serait interessee.
interessee.
4.
a envoyer
4. L'Union sera invitee a.
envoyer des representants
representants pour
pour assister
assister
aux seances dm
des commissions
commissions principales
principales de 1'Assemblee
PAssemblee g6nerale
generale au
au
cours
discutees des questions
c,ours desquelles
desquelles doivent etre discutees
questions relevant
relevant de
de la
la
competence de l'Union,
competence
l'Union, et
et a
e. participer,
participer, sans
sans droit
de vote
vote a
a ces
disdroit de
ces discussions.
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AGREEMENT
AGREEMENT BETWEEN
BETWEEN THE UNITED
THE
UNITED NATIONS
NATIONS AND THE
INTERNATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
INTERNATIONAL
TELECOMMUNICATIONS UNION

Preamble
Preamble
In consideration
of
consideration of the provisions of Article 57 of the Charter
Charter of

Article 26 of the Convention
the United Nations
Nations and of Article
Convention of the International
Telecommunications Union
City 1947,
the United
United
national Telecommunications
Union of Atlantic
Atlantic City
1947, the

59 Stat.,
2.
Stat., Pt.
Pt. 2,
59

p. 1046.
1046.
p.

Ante, p. 1441.
p. 1441.
Ante,

Nations and the International
Union agree as
International Telecommunications
Telecommunications Union
follows:
follows:
ARTICLE I
ArmCLE
I

The United
United Nations recognizes
recognizes the
the International
International TelecommunicaTelecommunica-

tions Union (hereinafter
Union") as the specialized
specialized agency
(hereinafter called "the Union")
agency
responsible
responsible for taking such action as may be appropriate
appropriate under
under its
instrument for the accomplishment
accomplishment of the purposes
basic instrument
purposes set forth
therein.
ATICLE II
II
ARTICLE
Reciprocal Representation
Representation
Reciprocal
1. The United Nations shall be invited to send representatives
representatives to
1.
participate,
deliberations of
participate, without vote,
vote, in the
the deliberations
of all the
the PlenipotentiPlenipotentiAdministrative Conferences
Conferences of the Union. It
after
ary and Administrative
It shall also, after
appropriate consultation,
send representatives
representatives to attend
appropriate
consultation, be invited to send
attend
international consultative
consultative committees or any other
other meetings convened
convened
international
by the Union with the right to participate
participate without
without vote in
in the
the disinterest to the United
United Nations.
cussion of items of interest
representatives to attend
attend
2. The Union shall be invited to send representatives
meetings of the General
United Nations
Nations for the purGeneral Assembly of the United
poses of consultation
consultation on telecommunication
telecommunication matters.
matters.
3. The Union shall be invited to send representatives
representatives to be present
present
at the meetings
meetings of the Economic
Social Council of the United
United
Economic and Social
Nations and of the Trusteeship
Trusteeship Council and of their commissions
commissions or
or
deliberations
committees, and to participate, without vote, in
in the deliberations
thereof with respect to items on the agenda
which the Union
Union may
agenda in which
concerned.
be concerned.
4. The Union shall be invited to send
send representatives
representatives to attend
attend
meetings of the main committees of the General
General Assembly
Assembly when
matters within the competence of the Union are under discussion
discussion
participate, without
and to participate,
without vote, in such discussions.
discussions.

The Union.
The
Union.
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5.
Le Secretariat
5. be
Secretariat des Nations
effectuera la
la distribution
Nations Unies
Unies effectuera
distribution de
de
tous exposes ecrits present&
presentes par l'Union
l'Union aux
Membres de
de l'Asseml'Assemaux Membres
blee generale, du Conseil 6conomique
economique et
et social
social et
de sea
commissions,
et de
ses commissions,
et du Conseil de tutelle, selon le cas.
De
meme,
les
exposes
ecrits
cas. De meme, les exposes 6crits
presentes
present& par les Nations Unies seront
seront distribues
distribues par
par l'Union
l'Union aa see
ses
membres.
membres.
ARTICLE III
III
ARTICLE

Inscription
Inscription de questions
questions A
al'ordre
du jour
jour
l'ordre du
preliminaires qui
Apres les consultations
consultations preliminaires
qui pourraient
pourraient etre
etre n6ces'Acessaires,
l'Union
inscrira
A
l'ordre
du
jour
saires,
a
conference plnnipotenplenipotendes conference
tiaires ou administratives,
administratives, ou
on des reunions d'autres
d'autres organes
organes de
de l'Union,
l'Union,
les questions qui lui seront proposees
proposees par
les
Nations
Unies.
be
par les Nations Unies. Le
Conseil econotnique
6conomique et social et sea
ses commissions,
commissions, ainsi
ainsi que
que le
Conseil
le Conseil
de tutelle inscriront
inscriront pareillement
pareillement aa leur
ordre du
du jour
jour les
les questions
questions
leur ordre
proposees par les Conferences
Conferences ou les
organes de
l'Union.
les autres
autres organes
de l'Union.
ARTICLE IV
ARTICLE
IV

Recommandations
Recommandations des Nations Unies
1. L'Union,
L'Union, tenant compte du fait que les Nations
sont
Nations Unies
Unies sont
tenues de favoriser
realisation des objectifs prevus
tonnes
favoriser la realisation
a
l'article
55
de
prevus a l'article 55 de
la
in Charte, et d'aider le Conseil economique
et social
social A
aexercer
exercer la
la foncloneeconomique et
tion
confere Particle
l'article 62 de
don et le pouvoir que lui confere
Charte de
faire ou
ou
de la Charte
de faire
provoquer
provoquer des 6tudes
etudes et des
des rapports
rapports sur
des questions
internationales
sur des
questions internationales
economiques, sociaux,
dans les domaines economiques,
sociaux, de
de la
culture intellectuelle
intellectuelle
la culture
et de l'education,
et
Peducation, de la sante publique et autres
domaines connexes,
connexes,
autres domaines
et d'adresser
recommandations sur toutes ces questions aux
et
d'adresser des recommandations
aux instiinstitutions specialis6es
int6ress6es; tenant compte
tutions
specialisees interessees;
compte egalement
egalement du
du fait
que
fait que
les articles 58 et 63 de la Charte disposent
disposent que
que l'Organisation
POrganisation des
des
Nations Unies doit faire des recommandations
Nations
recommandations pour
pour coordonner
coordonner les
les
activits de ces institutions
specialis6es et les principes
activites
institutions specialisees
generaux dont
dont
principes g6enraux
elles s'inspirent, convient de prendre
elks
prendre les mesures
mesures necessaires
necessaire,s pour
pour
soumettre le plus t6t possible, A
soumettre
a son organe
approprie, A
a toutes
toutes fins
fins
organe appropri6,
utiles, toutes recommandations
recommandations officielles
quo l'6rganisation
POrganisation des
des
officielles que
Nations Unies pourra Jul
lui adresser.
adresser.
2. L'Union convient d'entrer en consultation
2.
consultation avec
avec l'Organisation
POrganisation
des Nations Unies, A
des
a la demande
demande de celle-ci,
sujet de
de ces
recomcelle-ci, au sujet
ces recommandations,
connaltre, en temps voulu,
mandations, et de faire connaltre,
al'Organisation
l'Organisation
voulu, A
des Nations
Nations Unies, les mesures qu'auront
des
qu'auront prises l'Union
l'Union ou
ou ses
sea memmembres, pour donner effet a
A ces recommandations
recommandations ou sur
bres,
sur tout
tout autre
autre
resultat de ces
ces mesures.
mesures.
3. L'Union
L'Union coo perera
3.
perera a
a toute autre mesure qui
etre
qui pourmit
pourrait etre
necessaire
necessaire pour assurer
assurer la coordination pleinement
pleinement effective
des
effective des
activites des institutions specialisees
specialisees et de
celles des
des Nations
Nations Unies.
de celles
Unies.
Elle
Elle convient notamment de collaborer
collaborer avec tout organe
tous
organe ou
ou aa tous
organes
organes que
que le Conseil economique
economique et social
social pourrait
pourrait etablir
6tablir pour
pour
faciliter
faciliter cette coordination
coordination et de fournir tous
taus renseignements
qui
renseignements qui
pourraient etre necessaires
necessaires pour atteindre
ces fins.
atteindre ces
fins.
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5. Written statements
by the
statements presented
presented by
Union shall
shall be
be distributed
distributed
the Union
by the Secretariat of the United Nations to the members of the
General Assembly, the Economic
Economic and Social Council and its comcommissions, and the Trusteeship
Trusteeship Council
Council as appropriate.
Similarly,
appropriate. Similarly,
written statements
statements presented by the United Nations
Nations shall be
disbe distributed by the Union to its members.

Distribution

Distribution of
of
written
tten statements.
teme ts

ABTICLE
ARTICLE III
III
Proposal of Agenda Items
Proposal
Items

After such preliminary consultation
consultation as may be necessary,
necessary, the
the Union
shall include on the agenda
Plenipotentiary or Administrative
agenda of Plenipotentiary
ConAdministrative Conferences or meetings of other organs
organs of the Union, items
items proposed
proposed to
to
it by the United Nations. Similarly, the Economic
Social Council
Council
Economic and
and Social
and its commissions and the Trusteeship
Trusteeship Council shall include
their
include on their
agenda
agenda items proposed by the Conferences
Conferences or other organs of
of the
the
Union.
ARTICLE IV
ARTICLE
IV

Recommendations of the United
Recommendations
Nations
United Nations
1. The Union, having regard to
1.
obligation of
of the
to the
the obligation
the United
United Nations
Nations
to promote the objectives
objectives set forth in Article
Article 55 of the
Charter and
and
the Charter
the function and power of the
and Social
Council under
under
the Economic
Economic and
Social Council
Article 62 of the Charter to
make or
or initiate
studies and
reports with
to make
initiate studies
and reports
with
respect to international economic, social, cultural, educational,
educational, health
and related matters and to make
make recommendations
these
recommendations concerning
concerning these
matters
to
the
specialized
agencies
concerned and having regard also
matters
concerned
to the responsibility
responsibility of the United
United Nations,
Articles 58
and 63
Nations, under
under Articles
58 and
63
of the Charter; to
make
recommendations
for
the
co-ordination
of the
the
to make recommendations for the co-ordination of
policies and activities of such specialized agencies,
agrees to
to arrange
arrange for
agencies, agrees
for
the submission,
submission, as soon as
possible,
to
its
appropriate
organ
such
as possible, to its appropriate organ for
for such
action
action as may seem proper of all formal recommendations
which the
the
recommendations which
United Nations may
it.
United
may make to
to it.

2. The Union agrees to enter
enter into
consultation with
with the
the United
Nainto consultation
United Nations upon request with respect to such recommendations,
recommendations, and in
in due
due
course to report to the United
United Nations on the action
action taken
by the
Union
taken by
the Union
or by its members to give effect
recommendations or
or on
effect to such recommendations
on the
the
other results of their consideration.
consideration.
3. The Union will co-operate
whatever further
further measures
be
co-operate in whatever
measures may
may be
co-ordination of the
necessary to make co-ordination
of specialized
specialized agenagenthe activities
activities of
cies and those of the United Nations
Nations fully effective.
effective. In
In particular,
particular, it
it
co-operate with any body or bodies
agrees to co-operate
bodies which the
the Economic
and
Economic and
Social Council
Council may establish for the purpose
purpose of
of facilitating
facilitating such
cosuch coordination and to furnish such information
as may
be
required
for
the
information as
may be required for the
carrying out of this purpose.

Pt. 2,
59 Stat.,
Stat., Pt.
2,
p.1045.
p.
1045.
59 Stat.,
Stat., Pt. 2,
2,

p.1046.
p.
1046.

59 Stat.,
Stat., Pt.
2,
59
Pt. 2,

pp. 1048,
1047.
pp.
1046,1047.

Consultation rereConsultation
port,
port, etc.
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ARTICLE
V
ARTICLE V

Echange
renseignements et de
Echange de renseignements
documents
de documents
1. Sous reserve des mestires
mesures qui pourraient
1.
pourraient etre
etre necessaires
n6cessaires pour
pour
sauvegarder
confidentiel de certains documents,
sauvegarder le caractere
caractere confidentiel
les
documents, les
Nations
procederont a
Nations Unies et l'Union procederont
Pechange le
le plus
plus complet
A l'echange
complet et
et
le plus rapide possible de renseignements
renseignements et de documents,
pour
documents, pour
satisfaire aux besoins de chacune d'elles.
prejudice du caractere
caractere general
general des dispositions
2. Sans prejudice
dispositions du
paradu paragraphe precedent:
presentera aux Nations Unies un rapport
a) l'Union presenters,
rapport annuel
annuel sur
sur
son activite;
activite;
b) l'Union donnera suite, dans toute
toute la rnesure
du possible,
possible, A
a
mesure du
speciaux, d'etudes ou
toute demande
demande de rapports speciaux,
ou de
renseignede renseignements que les Nations Unies pourraient
pourraient lui adresser;
adresser;
c) le Secr6taire
general des Nations
Secretaire general
Unies procedera
procedera A
a des
des
Nations Unies
6changes de vues avec l'autorite
echanges
Pautorite comp6tente
competente de
de l'Union,
a
l'Union, A
la demande
demande de celle-ci,
fournir a
celle-ci, pour fournh•
les renseignerenseignea l'Union
l'Union les
ments qui pr6senteraient
presenteraient pour elle un interet
interet particulier.
particulier.
ARTICLE VI
ARTICLE
VI

Assistance aux Nations
Assistance
Unies
Nations Unies
L'Union convient de cooperer
cooperer avec les Nations Unies, leurs
leurs ororganismes principaux
principaux et subsidiaires,
subsidiaires, et
fournir toute
toute l'assistance
et de leur fournir
l'assistance
qu'il lui sera possible, conformement
conformement a
et
a la Charte des Nations
Nations Unies.
Unies. et
aa la Convention internationale
internationale des t6elcommunications,
telecommunications, en
en tenant
tenant
pleinement compte de la situation particuliere
des membres
membres de
de
particuliere de ceux des
l'Union qui ne
no sont pas membres des
des Nations
Nations Unies.
Unies.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE VII
VII

Relations avec la Cour internationale
internationale de Justice
1.
fournir aala Cour internationale
1. L'Union convient
convient de fournir
de Justice
Justice
internationale de
tous renseignements
renseignements que celle-ci
celle-ci peut
peut lui
demander en
en application
application de
de
lui demander
l'article
Particle 34 de son Statut.
2. L'Assemblee
generale des Nations
L'Assemblee generale
Nations Unies autorise
autorise l'Union
l'Union A
demander A
a la Cour
Cour internationale
internationale de
des avis
avis consultatifs
consultatifs
de Justice
Justice des
sur
les questions
sur les
questions juridiques
juridiques qui se posent dans le domaine
domaine de sa
comsa competence
petence autres que les questions
questions concernant
mutuelles
concernant les
les relations
relations mutuelles
de
l'Organisation des Nations
de l'Union
l'Union avec l'Organisation
Nations Unies ou les autres instituinstitutions specialisees.
specialisees.
3. Une requete de ce
peut etre
Atre adressee a
cc genre pent
Cour par
par la
la
a la Cour
Conf6rence
plenipotentiaire ou
Conference plenipotentiaire
on par le Conseil administratif
administratif agissant
agissant
en vertu d'une autorisation
autorisation de la Conference
Conference plenipotentiaire.
plenipotentiaire.
4. Quand elle demande
demande un avis consultatif a
ala Cour internationale
internationale
de Justice, l'Union
1'Union informe de cette
cette requete le
le Conseil economique
economique et
et
social.
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ApricLE
V
ARTICLE V
Exchange of
Documents
Information and Documents
of Information
Exchange
1.
Subject to
such arrangements
as may
may be necessary
necessary for the safearrangements as
to such
1. Subject
guarding of
of confidential
confidential material,
fullest and promptest
promptest exchange
exchange
material, the fullest
guarding
of appropriate
appropriate information
information and
and documents shall be made between
between
of
requirements of each.
the
Nations and
each.
and the
the Union to meet the requirements
United Nations
the United
2. Without
generality of the provisions of the
to the
the generality
prejudice to
2.
Without prejudice
preceding
paragraph:
preceding paragraph:
a)
Union shall
submit to the United
United Nations an annual
annual
shall submit
a) The
The Union
report on
activities;
its activities;
on its
report

practicable with
b) The
comply to the
the fullest extent
extent practicable
Union shall comply
The Union
b)
any request
the United
United Nations
Nations may
make for the
may make
which the
request which
any
information;
furnishing of
of special
special reports,
studies or information;
reports, studies
furnishing
c) The
Secretary General
General of
of the
the United
Nations shall, upon reUnited Nations
c)
The Secretary
Union
quest, consult
consult with
appropriate authority
authority of the Union
the appropriate
with the
quest,
the Union
with a
view to
to providing
Union such information
information as
providing to the
a view
with
may
be of
special interest
it.
to it.
interest to
of special
may be
AwrIcLE VI
VI
ARTICLE
Assistance to
United Nations
to the
the United
Assistance
The
Union agrees
and to
render all possible asto render
with and
co-operate with
to co-operate
agrees to
The Union
sistance
to
the
United
Nations,
its
principal
and
subsidiary organs,
organs,
sistance to the United Nations, its principal and subsidiary
59 Stat., p
Pt.
p.S9S.tat.,
p. 1031.
in
accordance
with
the
United
Nations
Charter
and
the
International
International
the
in accordance with the United Nations Charter and
Ante, p. 1409.
"Ate,P' 14
Telecommunication
fully into
into account
the particparticaccount the
taking fully
Convention, taking
Telecommunication Convention,
ular
position
of
the
individual
members
of
the
Union
who
are
not
not
are
who
Union
ular position of the individual members of the
members of
Nations.
United Nations.
the United
of the
members

2,

2.

ARTICLE
VII
ARTICLE VII
Relations with
Court of
of Justice
Justice
the International
International Court
with the
Relations
1. The
The Union
agrees to
to furnish
furnish any
any information
which may be
information which
Union agrees
1.
requested
by
the
International
Court
of
Justice
in
pursuance
of Article
Article
requested by the International Court of Justice in pursuance of
59 Stat., Pt. 2,
p. 1059.
059.
34 of
the Statute
Statute of
of the
the Court.
Court.
of the
34
Advisory opinions.
opinions.
2.
The
General
Assembly
authorizes
the
Union
to
request
advisory
Advisory
advisory
request
to
Union
2. The General Assembly authorizes the
arisopinions
of
the
International
Court
of
Justice
on
legal
questions
questions
legal
opinions of the International Court of Justice on
ing
within the
the scope
scope of
of its
other than questions concerning
concerning
competence other
its competence
ing within
the
mutual
relationships
of
the
Union
and
Nations or other
other
United Nations
the United
the mutual relationships of the Union and the
specialized
agencies.
specialized agencies.
3. Such
may be
addressed to
by the
the PlenipoPlenipoCourt by
to the
the Court
be addressed
request may
Such request
3.
tentiary
Conference
or
the
Administrative
Council
acting
in
pursuance
pursuance
in
acting
Council
tentiary Conference or the Administrative
of an
Plenipotentiary Conference.
Conference.
the Plenipotentiary
by the
authorization by
an authorization
of
4.
When
requesting
the
International
Court
Justice to
to give
give an
an
of Justice
4. When requesting the International Court of
advisory
opinion
the
Union
shall
inform
the
Economic
Social
and
Economic
the
advisory opinion the Union shall inform
Council of
the request.
request.
of the
Council
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ARTICLE
ARTICLE VIII
VIII
Dispositions concernant
le personnel
personnel
Dispositions
concernant le

1.
L'Organisation des Nations
1. L'Organisation
Nations Unies et l'Union
l'Union conviennent
conviennent
d'etablir pour le personnel,
personnel, dans toute la
la mesure
mesure du
du possible,
possible, des
des
normes, methodes
methodes et dispositions communes
destinees A
a 6viter
eviter des
des
communes destinies
contradictions
contradictions graves dans les termes
conditions d'emploi,
d'emploi, ainsi
ainsi
termes et conditions
que la concurrence dans le recrutement
recrutement du
personnel et
et A
a faciliter
faciliter
du personnel
les echanges
echanges de personnel qui parattraient
paraltraient souhaitables
part et
et
souhaitables de
de part
d'autre pour utiliser au mieux
mieux les services
services de ce personnel.
personnel.
2.
L'Organisation des Nations Unies et l'Union
2. L'Organigation
conviennent de
de
1'Union conviennent
cooperer dans toute la mesure
mesure du possible,
possible, en
en vue
vue d'atteindre
d'atteindre les
les
fins ci-dessus
ci-dessus
ARTICLE
ARTICLE IX
IX
Services statistiques

1. L'Organisation
L'Organisation des Nations
1.
Nations Unies
et l'Union
de
Unies et
1'Union conviennent
conviennent de
s'efforcer
de
realiser
une
collaboration
s'efforcer
realiser
collaboration aussi 6troite
etroite que possible,
l'6limination
Pelimination de tout double emploi
emploi dans
dans leur
leur activite
activite et
et l'utilisation
Putilisation
la plus efficace
efficace possible de leur
lour personnel
personnel technique
dans
le
rassembletechnique dans le rassembleI'analyse, la publication,
ment, Panalyse,
publication, la
normalisation, l'am6lioration
Pamelioration et
et la
la normalisation,
la
diffusion de renseignements
renseignements statistiques. Elles
conviennent
d'unir
Elles conviennent d'unir
leurs efforts pour tirer le meilleur
meilleur parti possible des
des renseignements
renseignements
statistiques
statistiques et pour alleger la tAche
tache des gouvernements
gouvernements et
et des
des autres
autres
organismes
appel6s aafournir ces renseignements.
organismes appeles
renseignements.
2. L'Union reconnatt
reconnatt que
l'Organisation des
des Nations
Nations Unies
Unies est
eat
que l'Organisation
l'organisme
Porganisme central charge de recueillir, analyser,
normaliser,
analyser, publier,
publier, normaliser,
perfectionner
perfectionner et repandre
repandre les statistiques
servant aux
aux buts
buts generaux
statistiques servant
g6neraux
des organisations
organisations internationales.
internationales.
3. L'Organisation
L'Organisation des Nations Unies reconnatt
reconnatt que
que 1'Union
l'Union est
est
l'organisme central charge
charge de recueillir,
recueillir, analyser, publier,
normaliser,
publier, normaliser,
perfectionner et repandre
repandre les statistiques
perfectionner
statistiques dans
domaine qui
qui lui
lui est
eat
dans le
le domaine
propre, sans prejudice
prejudice des droits de
l'Organisation des
des Nations
Nations Unies
Unies
de l'Organisation
a de telles statistiques, dans
de s'interesser
s'interesser a
la mesure
oil elles
elles peuvent
dans la
mesure oil
peuvent
etre necessaires a
ala r6alisation
realisation de ses propres objectifs
objectifs ou
ou au
perfecau perfectionnement
tionnement des statistiques
statistiques du monde entier. I1
Ii appartiendra
appartiendra A
l'Union de prendre toutes decisions
decisions concernant
concernant la
la forme
forme sous
sous laquelle
laquelle
ses documents
documents de service
sea
service seront etablis.
4. En vue de constituer
constituer un centre
centre de renseignements
renseignements statistiques
destine aa l'usage general,
general, il eat
est convenu
destine
convenu que les donnees
donnees fournies
fournies A
I'Union
d'incorporation aa sea
l'Union aux fins d'incorporation
base ou
ou
ses series
series statistiques
statistiques de
de base
A ses rapports
rapports speciaux
speciaux seront, dans toute la
in mesure
mesure du
possible, acacdu possible,
cessibles A
aI'Organisation
l'Organisation des Nations Unies,
sur sa
sa demande.
demande.
Unies, sur
5. Ii
I1 eat
est convenu que les donnees
a I'Organisation
l'Organisation des
des
donnees fournies
fournies A
Nations Unies aux fins d'incorporation
d'incorporation a
statistiques de
de base
Asea
ses series
series statistiques
base
ou a ses
speciaux seront accesibles
oua
sea rapports
rapports speciaux
accesibles a
demande,
Al'Union
I'Union sur
sur sa
sa demande,
dans toute la mesure oil
opportun.
oi cola
cela sera
sera possible
possible et
et opportun.
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ARTICLE
ARTICLE VIII
VIII

Personnel
Arrangements
Personnel Arrangements
1. The United Nations and the Union agree to develop as far as
1.
practicable common personnel
practicable
personnel standards, methods
methods and arrangements
arrangements
designed to avoid serious discrepancies
discrepancies in terms and conditions
conditions of employment, to avoid competition
competition in recruitment
recruitment of personnel,
personnel, and to
facilitate any mutually desirable interchange
interchange of personnel in order
order
benefit from their services.
to obtain the maximum benefit
services.
2. The United Nations and the
Union agree to
to the
the
the Union
to co-operate
co-operate to
fullest extent possible
possible in achieving
achieving these ends.
ARTICLE
IX
ArTOcLE IX
Statistical services
Statistical
services
1. The United Nations and the Union
Union agree
maximum
1.
agree to strive
strive for
for maximum
co-operation, the elimination
elimination of all undesirable
undesirable duplication
between
co-operation,
duplication between
efficient use of their
their
them, and the
the most efficient
their technical
technical personnel
personnel in their
respective collection, analysis, publication,
standardization, improveimproverespective
publication, standardization,
statistical information. They
They agree to
ment and dissemination
dissemination of statistical
combine their efforts to
and
combine
to secure
secure the greatest
greatest possible
possible usefulness and
utilization of statistical information and to minimize the burdens
placed upon national
national governments
organizations from
placed
governments and other organizations
which such information
information may be collected.
Nations as the central
central agency
agency
2. The Union recognizes
recognizes the
the United
United Nations
collection, analysis, publication,
publication, standardization,
improvefor the collection,
standardization, improvement and dissemination
purposes of
of
dissemination of statistics serving
serving the general
general purposes
international
international organizations.
organizations.
3. The United Nations recognizes
recognizes the Union
Union as the central
central agency
agency
responsible for the collection,
collection, analysis, publication,
publication, standardization,
standardization,
responsible
improvement
dissemination of
improvement and dissemination
of statistics within
within its
its special sphere,
United Nations
Nations to concern
without prejudice to the rights of the United
concern itself
itself
with such statistics so far as they may be
be essential
essential for
for its
its own purpurposes or for the improvement of statistics throughout
throughout the world.
world.
All decisions as to the form in which
documents are comwhich its service documents
piled rest with the Union.
4.
statistical informa4. In
In order
order to
to build
build up
up a
a central collection
collection of
of statistical
tion for general use, it
data supplied
to the
for
it is agreed
agreed that data
supplied to
the Union
Union for
incorporation in its
special reports
reports should so
so
its basic
basic statistical
statistical series
series or special
far as practicable
practicable be made available to
the
United
Nations
upon
to the United Nations upon
request.
5. It
It is agreed
agreed that data supplied to the
the United
United Nations
Nations for
incorfor incorin its
basic
statistical
series
or
special
reports
should
so far
far
poration in
its basic statistical series or special reports should so
as practicable
practicable and appropriate
be
made
available
to
the
Union
upon
appropriate be made available to the Union upon
request.
request.
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ARTICLE X
X
ARTICLE

Services
Services administratifs
administratifs et
et techniques
techniques
1.
1. L'Organisation
L'Organisation des Nations
Nations Unies et
at 1'Union
l'Union reconnaissent
qu'il
reconnaissent qu'il
est
eat souhaitable, pour utiliser
utiliser de la maniere
plus efficace
le personnel
personnel
maniere la
la plus
efficace le
et les ressources
ressources disponibles,
at
disponibles, d'6viter,
d'eviter, chaque
chaque fois
fois que
cela sera
sera possible,
que cela
possible,
la creation de services dont les travaux
se
travaux
concurrence ou
ou chevauchevaufont concurrence
chent, et,
besoin, de se consulter
chant,
at, en cas de bwoin,
consulter aacette
cette fin.
fin.
2. L'Organisation
L'Organisation des Nations Unies et l'Union prendront
ensemble
prendront ensemble
des dispositions en ce qui concerne
concerne Penregistrement
et le
le dep6t
depot des
des
l'enregistrement et
documents officiels.
officials.
ARTICLE XI
XI
ARTICLE

budg6taires at
Dispositions budgetaires
financieres
et financieres
1.
1. Le budget
budget ou le projet de budget
budget de 1'Union
l'Union sera
sera transmis
transmis a
l'organisation
l'organisation des Nations Unies en mgme
meme temps qu'il sera transmis
transmis
aux membres
l'Assemblee g6nerale
membres de l'Union;
l'Union; l'Assemblee
generale pourra
faire des
des recomrecompourra faire
mandations a
A l'Union
1'Union A
a ce sujet.
2. L'Union
d'envoyer des
L'Union aura le droit d'envoyer
represen tants pour
pour participer.
des representants
participer.

sans droit de vote, aux delib6rations
deliberations de
l'Assemblee generale
generale ou
on de
de
de l'Assembl6e
toutes commissions de cette
cette Assemblee
atout
moment od
od le
le budget
budget
Assemblee A
tout moment
de l'Union
1'Union sera en discussion.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE XII
XII

Financement des services speciaux
Financement
speciaux
1.
contrainte, A
1. Si l'Union se trouve contrainte,
ala
dernande d'assisla suite
suite d'une
d'une demande
d'assistance, de rapports
d'etudes, present6e
rapports sp6ciaux
speciaux ou d'etudes,
presentee par
POrganisation
par l'Organisation
des Nations
A Particle
P'article VI ou a
des
Nations Unies conform6ment
conformement a
A d'autres
d'autres disposidispositions du present
present accord,
accord, de faire face A
ad'importantes
depenses suppled'importantes d6penses
supplmentaires, les parties se consulteront
consulteront pour determiner
determiner comment
faire
comment faire
face ae. ces depenses de la maniere
maniere la plus equitable possible.
possible.
2. L'Organisation
L'Organisation des Nations
Nations Unies et l'Union
se consulteront
consulteront egaI'Union se
6galement
dispositions qu'elles jugeront
lement pour prendre
prendre les dispositions
jugeront equitables
equitables pour
pour
couvrir les frais des services
centraux, administratifs
couvrir
services centraux,
administratifs techniques
techniques ou
ou
fiscaux et de toutes facilites ou
on assistance
assistance speciales
accordees par
spciales accordees
par
l'Organisation des Nations
POrganisation
Nations Unies
Unies A
ala demande
demande de l'Union.
l'Union.
ARTICLE XIII
XIII
Accords entre institutions

1.
1. L'Union
L'Union convient
convient d'informer le Conseil economique
economique et
et social
social de
de
la
nature
et
de
la port&
portee de
la nature et de la
de tout accord officiel envisage
envisage entre l'Union
et toute
et
toute autre
autre institution specialis6e
spesdalisee ou toute autre
autre organisation
organisation interintergouvernementale
internationale non
gouvernementale ou toute organisation internationale
gouvemenon gouvernementale, et
et informera en outre
mentale,
outre le Conseil
Conseil economique
economique et
at social
social des
des
details de cet accord quand il sera conclu.
conclu.
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ARTICLE
X
ARTICLE X

Administrative and Technical
Administrative
Technical Services
1.
1. The United Nations and the Union recognize
recognize the desirability, in
the interests of the most efficient use of personnel
personnel and
resources, of
of
and resources,
avoiding, whenever possible, the establishment
establishment of competitive
competitive or overlapping services, and when necessary
necessary to consult
consult thereon to
to achieve
achieve
these ends.
2. Arrangements
Arrangements shall be
be made
made between
between the
the United
and
United Nations
Nations and

Registration and deposit of official dam
meats.

Rposeotratio
alnddo,

the Union in regard
regard to the registration
registration and deposit of official mens.
documents.
ARTICLE XI
XI
ARTrCLE

Budgetary and Financial Arrangements
1.
proposed budget
1. The budget or the proposed
budget of the Union shall be
be transmitted to the United Nations at the same time as such budget is transmitted to the members of the Union and the General
may
General Assembly may
make recommendations
recommendations thereon to
to the Union.
Union.
2. The Union shall be entitled to send representatives
representatives to participate, without vote, in
deliberations of the
in the deliberations
the General
General Assembly
committee thereof at all times
Union
or any committee
times when
when the
the budget
budget of
of the
the Union
consideration.
is under consideration.
ARTICLE XII
XII
Financing of
of Special
Special Services
1.
being faced
of
1. In the event of the Union being
faced with
with the necessity of
incurring substantial extra expense as aaresult
result of any request
request which
which
the United Nations may make for special
special reports,
reports, studies or assistance
assistance
in accordance
accordance with Article VI or with any other
other provisions
provisions of this
agreement, consultation
consultation shall take place with aaview to determining
agreement,
determining the
most equitable
equitable manner in which such expense
expense shall
shall be borne.
borne.
2. Consultation
Consultation between
between the United Nations and the Union
Union shall
similarly take place with aa view to making
such arrangements
arrangements as
making such
may be found equitable for covering
covering the costs
administrative,
costs of
of central
central administrative,
technical or fiscal services or facilities or other
other special
special assistance
assistance
requested by the Union
requested
Union and
and provided
provided by the
the United Nations.
Nations.
ARTICLE
XIII
ATICLE XIII
Inter-Agency
Agreements
Inter-Agency Agreements
1. The Union agrees to inform
inform the
Council
1.
the Economic
Economic and Social
Social Council
of
nature and scope of
agreement contemplated
contemplated bebeof the
the nature
of any
any formal
formal agreement
tween the Union and any other specialized
specialized agency
agency or
or other
other interintergovernmental
governmental organization
organization or international
non-governmental organiinternational non-governmental
organization, and further
further will inform the
of
the Economic and Social
Social Council
Council of
the details of any such agreement,
concluded.
agreement, when
when concluded.

Ante, P
p. 1M3.
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2. L'Organisation.
L'Organisation des Nations Unies convient d'informer
l'Union
d'informer l'Union
de
de la nature
nature et de la portee
port& de tout accord officiel
envisage par
officiel envisage
par

toutes autres institutions
institutions specislisees
questions qui
qui peuvent
peuvent
specialisees sur
sur des
des questions
interesser
1'Union et en outre
feront part
interesser l'Union
outre feront
part aal'Union
des details
cet
1'Union des
details de
de cet
accord
quand il
accord quand
il sera
sera conclu.
conclu.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE XIV
Liaison
Liaison

1.
L'Organisation des Nations
1. L'Organisation
Nations Unies
links et
et 1'Union
l'Union conviennent
conviennent des
des
dispositions
ci-dessus
dans
la
dispositions ci-dessus
conviction
conviction qu'elles
contribueront h
qu'elles contribueront
maintenir
maintenir une liaison
liaison effective
effective entre les
les deux
deux organisations.
organisations. Elles
Elles
affirment
leur
intention
affirment
intention de prendre
prendre les
les mesures
mesures qui
qui pourraient
pourraient etre
etre
necessaires a
necessaires
fin.
A cette
cette fin.
2.
Les dispositions
dispositions concernant
2. Les
concernant la liaison prevue
prevue par
par le
le present
present accord
accord
s'appliqueront, dans toute la me,sure
mesure appropriee,
s'appliqueront,
appropriee, aux
aux relations
relations entre
entre
1'Union et
et l'Organisation
"Union
l'Organisation des Nations
Nations Unies,
Unies, y
y compris
compris ses
ses bureaux
bureaux
regionaux
regionaux ou
ou auxiliaires.
auxiliaires.
ARTICLE XV
ARTICLE
XV
6
Service
elcommunication
Service de ttelecommunication
Unies
des Nations
Nations Unies
1.
1. L'Union
L'Union reconnatt
reconnatt qu'il
quill est
eat important pour
des
pour l'Organisation
l'Organisation des
Nations
Unies
de
b6n6ficier
des
memes droits
Nations Unies
beneficier
memes
droits que
les membres
que les
membres de
de
6
l'Union dans
l'exploitation des services
l'Union
dans l'expIoitation
services de
de ttelecommunication.
elcommunication.
2.
Nations Unies s'engage
2. L'Organisation
L'Organisation des
des Nations
exploiter les
services
s'engage aaexploiter
les services
de telecommunication
telecommunication qui dependent
de
dependent d'elle
d'elle conforraement
aux
termes
conformement aux termes
6 6
de
la Convention
internationale des ttelecommunications
de la
Convention internationale
et du
du reglel communications et
reglement annexe
annexe a
cette convention.
A cette
convention.
3.
d'application de
3. Les
Les modalites
modalites precises
precises d'application
de cet
cet article
article feront
l'objet
feront l'objet
d'arrangements
d'arrangements distincts.
distincts.

ARTICLE XVI
XVI
Execution
Execution de
de l'accord
l'accord
Le
Secr6taire general des Nations Unies
Le Secretaire
Unies et
et 1'autorite
l'autorite competente
competente
de l'Union
1'Union pourront
tous arrangements
arrangements complementaires
de
pourront conclure
conclure taus
complementaires qui
qui
paraftront souhaitables
l'application du
parattront
souhaitables en vue
v-ue de Papplication
du present
present accord.
accord.
ARTICLE XVII
ARTICLE
XVII
Revision
Revision
Cet
accord sera sujet a
A revision par
Cot accord
Nations Unies
Unies
par entente
entente entre
entre les
les Nations
et
reserve d'un preavis
et 1'Union
l'Union sous
sous reserve
preavis de six mois
de la
part de
de l'une
l'une ou
ou
mois de
la part
de l'autre partie.
ARTICLE XVIII
XVIII
Entree
Entrée en
en vigueur
vigueur
1.
present accord
1. Le
Le present
accord entrera
entrera provisoirement
provisoirement en
en vigueur
vigueur apres
apres apapprobation
gen6rale des Nations
probation par
par 1'assemblee
Passemblee generale
Nations Unies
Unies et
et la
la Conference
Conference
6
pl
nipotentiaire des telecommunications
plenipotentiaire
telecommunications tenue
tenue A
a Atlantic
en
Atlantic City
City en
1947.
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2. The United
United Nations agrees
agrees to inform the Union of the nature and
scope of any formal agreement
agreement contemplated
contemplated by
any other
other specialized
specialized
by any
agencies
agencies on matters which
which might be of concern to the Union and further
further
will inform the Union of the details of any
any such
when
such agreement,
agreement, when
concluded.
concluded.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE XIV
XIV
Liaison
Liaison

1. The United Nations and the Union agree
1.
to the
the foregoing
proagree to
foregoing provisions in the belief that they will contribute
contribute to the maintenance
of
maintenance of
effective liaison between
the two
between the
They affirm
affirm their
their
two organizations.
organizations. They
intention of taking whatever
whatever measures
measures may
necessary to
to this
end.
may be
be necessary
this end.
2. The liaison arrangements
arrangements provided
provided for
for in
this agreement
agreement shall
shall
in this
apply, as far as appropriate,
appropriate, to the
the relations
relations between
between the
the Union
Union and
and
the United Nations, including
including its branch and
and regional
regional offices.
offices.
ARTICLE XV
XV
ARTICLE

United Nations
United
Telecommunication Services
Services
Nations Telecommunication
1. The Union recognizes
1.
recognizes that it is important
important that
the United
United Nations
Nations
that the
shall benefit by
by the same
rights as
the members
members of
the Union
for
same rights
as the
of the
Union for
telecommunication services.
operating telecommunication
services.
2. The United Nations
undertakes to
to operate
operate the
the telecommunication
telecommunication
Nations undertakes
services
under its
control in
accordance with
the terms
terms of
Interservices under
its control
in accordance
with the
of the
the International
Telecommunication Convention and the regulations
national Telecommunication
regulations annexed
annexed
thereto.
3.
arrangements for
for implementing
this article
article shall
shall be
be
3. The
The precise
precise arrangements
implementing this
dealt with
with separately.
separately.
ARTICLE
XVI
ARTICLE XVI
Implementation of
Agreement
Implementation
of Agreement

the United Nations
The Secretary
Secretary General of the
Nations and
and the
the appropriate
appropriate
authority
the Union
Union may enter
authority of the
arrangeenter into
into such
such supplementary
supplementary arrangements for the implementation
implementation of
as may
may be
found
of this
this agreement
agreement as
be found
desirable.
desirable.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE XVII
XVII
Revision
Revision

On six months'
months' notice given
either part,
Agreement shall
shall be
given on
on either
part, this
this Agreement
be
subject
by agreement
United Nations
Nations and
and the
the
subject to
to revision
revision by
agreement between
between the
the United
Union.
Union.
ARTICLE
XVIII
ARTICLE XVIII
Entry
into Force
Force
Entry into

1. This agreement
agreement will come
come into
into force provisionally
provisionally after
after approval
approval
by the General Assembly of
the United
of the
United Nations
Nations and
and the
the PlenipotenPlenipotentiary Telecommunications
Telecommunications Conference
Conference at
Atlantic City
City in
at Atlantic
in 1947.
1947.

4n
Ante,
, p.. 14041.
140P.
A
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2.
mentionnee au
2. Sous reserve
reserve de l'approbation
l'approbation mentionnee
paragraphe 1,
1, le
au paragraphe
le
present accord entrera officiellement
officiellement en
en vigueur
en m6me
meme temps
que
vigueur en
temps que
la Convention
Convention internationale
intemationale des t6elcommunications
telecommunications conclue
conclue h
Atlantic City en 1947 ou
une date
an terieure selon
scion la
la decision
de
ou aa une
date ant6rieure
decision de
1'Union.
l'Union.
LAKE S
UCCESS, Aout
A0I2t
LAKE
SUCCESS,
WALTER
W ALTER KOTSCHNIG
KoTSCHNIG

1947
1947
S
IR HAROLD
SHOOBERT
SIR
HAROLD SHOOBERT

President
par intrim
President par
interim du Comite du
du President
de la
la commission
commission des
President de
des
Conseil
economique et social
social charge
Conseil economique
chargé negociations
negociations de
l' Union internainternade 1'Union
des negociations
negociationsavec les
tionale des
des Telecommunications
Telecommunications
les institutions
institutions tionale
specialisies
specialisees
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2. Subject to the aforementioned
aforementioned approvals,
approvals, the
the agreement
agreement will
will
formally
formally enter into force at the
time as
as the
Telethe same time
the International
International Telecommunication Convention
Convention concluded
communication
concluded at
Atlantic City
City in
in 1947
1947 or
at
at Atlantic
or at
some earlier date as may be arranged
arranged for by aadecision
decision of
of the
the Union.
Union.
LAKE SUCCESS,
SUCCESS, August
August
LAKE

1947
1947

W
ALTER KoTSCHNIG
WALTER
KOTSCHNIG
SIR
SIR HAROLD
HAROLD S
HOOBERT
SHOOBERT
Acting Chairman
Chairman of
the CommitCommit- Chairman
of the
Chairmanof the
Comthe Negotiating Comtee
the Economic
Economic and
and Social
tee of the
Social mittee of
of the
International TeleTelethe International
Council
Council on Negotiations
Negotiations with communications Union.
Union.
Specialized Agencies.
Agencies.
Specialized

m
Ante, p.
1409.
Ante,
p. 14
.
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I CERTIFY THAT the foregoing
I
foregoing is
is a
a true copy
Telecommunicopy of
of the
the International
International Telecommuni-

cation Convention, with Annexes, formulated
formulated and adopted
adopted at the
the International
International
Telecommunication
Telecommunication Conference of Atlantic
Atlantic City, 1947,
1947, and
and signed at Atlantic
Atlantic City
on October 2, 1947, in the English
and French
English and
French languages,
languages, the
the signed
signed original
original of
of
which is deposited
deposited in the archives of the Government
Government of the United
States of
of
United States
America.
America.
IN
I,,GEORGE
I
N TESTIMONY
TESTIMONY WHEREOF,
WHEREOF, I
GEORGE C.
C.MARSHALL,
M ARSHALT., Secretary
Secretary of
of State
the United
United
State of
of the

States of America,
America, have hereunto
hereunto caused the seal of the
the Department
Department of
of State
State to
to be
be
affixed and my name subscribed by the Authentication
said DepartAuthentication Officer
Officer of
of the
the said
Department, at the city of Washington,
Washington, in the District
District of Columbia,
thirtieth day
day
Columbia, this
this thirtieth
of November, 1948.

GEORGE
GEORGE C.
C.MARSHALL
M ARSHALL
[sEAL]
[Stan

Secretary
Secretary of
of State
State
P. CisrAtrviN
CHAUVIN
By M. P.
Authentication
Officer
Authentication Offcer
Department of
Department
of State
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PROTOCOLE FINAL DE SIGNATURE
PROTOCOLE
SIGNATURE DES ACTES
ACTES
DE LA CONFERENCE
CONFERENCE INTERNATIONALE
INTERNATIONALE DES
DES
TELECOMMUNICATIONS
TELECOMMUNICATIONS
d' Atlantic City
proceder a
Au moment de proceder
a la signature de la
la Convention
Convention internainternationale des telecommunications
telecommunications d'Atlantic
plenipoterrtiaires
d'Atlantic City, les plenipotertiaires
soussign6s prennent ante
soussignes
declarations suivantes:
acte des declarations
1.
I.
Pour le Canada

En signant la presente
presente Convention,
Convention, le Canada se reserve de
de no
ne pas
accepter
paragraphe 33de Particle
l'article 13 de la Convention d'Atlantic
accepter le paragraphe
reconnaft les obligations
City. Le Canada reconnatt
obligations du Reglement
Reglement des radiocommunications annexe aa cette Convention,
communications
Convention, mais ii
n'accepte pas
pas
il n'accepte
d'etre lie actuellement par le Reglement
d'être
radiocomReglement additionnel
additionnel des radiocommunications, ni par les Reglements
Reglements telegraphique
telephonique.
t6elgraphique ou telephonique.
II.
Pour la Republique
Republique du Chili

En signant le Reglement des radiocommunications
radiocommunications d'Atlantic
d'Atlantic City,
le President de la delegation
delegation du Chili fait une r6serve
reserve provisoire quant
quant
aux dispositions visees sous chiffres 990, 991,
991, 992, 994, 995, 996 et
997 de la section II de l'article 41 dudit Reglement.
Reglement.
En signant la Convention
internationale des telecommunications
Convention internationale
telecommunications
d'Atlantic City, le President de la delegation
d6elgation du Chili fait une reserve
reserve
provisoire quant aux dispositions contenues dans l'article 39 de la
la
Convention d'Atlantic City.
III

Pour la Republique
Republique de Colorable
Colombie
La Republique
formellement qu'en signant la
Republique de Colombie declare formellement
presente Convention
elle
n'accepte
aucune
obligation concernant
Convention
n'accepte
concernant le
Reglement
T6elphonique
vis6e
l'article
13
de
la Convention d'Atlantic
Reglement Telephonique vise aParticle
d'Atlantic
City.
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FINAL PROTOCOL
PROTOCOL OF
OF SIGNATURE
SIGNATURE
of
of the
the
ACTS OF THE INTERNATIONAL
INTERNATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATION
TELECOMMUNICATION
CONFERENCE
CONFERENCE
of
Atlantic City
City
of Atlantic
At
the time
time of
International Telecommunication
At the
of signing
signing the
the International
Telecommunication ConConvention of
of Atlantic City,
City, the
the undersigned
undersigned plenipotentiaries
vention
plenipotentiaries take
take note
note
of the following statements:
statements:

Ante, p.
p. 1409.
Ante,
1409.

I.
FOR CANADA
CANADA

The signature of
Canada to
Convention is
is subject
the reserreserof Canada
to this
this Convention
subject to
to the
vation that
that Canada
Canada does
Paragraph 33 of
of Article
does not accept
accept Paragraph
Article 13
13 of
of
Atlantic City Convention.
Canada agrees
to be
by the
the
the Atlantic
Convention. Canada
agrees to
be bound
bound by
Radio Regulations
Regulations annexed to this Convention
Convention but does not
present
not at present
agree
by the
Additional Radio
Radio Regulations
by any
any
agree to
to be bound
bound by
the Additional
Regulations nor
nor by
Telegraph Regulations
Regulations or Telephone
Telephone Regulations.
Telegraph
Regulations.

Ante, p.
p. 1431.
1431.
Ante,
Post ,p.
1581.
Post
,p. 1581.

II.
FOR THE REPUBLIC OF CHILE
CHILE
FOR

The
The Chairman
Chairman of
Radio
of the Delegation
Delegation from
from Chile
Chile in
in signing
signing the
the Radio
Regulations
Regulations of Atlantic
Atlantic City makes a
a provisional
provisional reservation
reservation in regard to
provisions of
of paragraphs
paragraphs 990,
991, 992,
995, 996
996 and
gard
to the
the provisions
990, 991,
992, 994,
994, 995,
and
997
Section II
of Article
Article 41
41 of
said Regulations.
Regulations.
997 of
of Section
II of
of said
of the
from Chile
Chile in
in signing
signing the
the InterInterThe Chairman
Chairman of
the Delegation
Delegation from
City, makes
makes a
a
national Telecommunication
Telecommunication Convention
Convention of Atlantic
Atlantic City,
provisional
regard to
the provisions
Article 39
39 of
of
provisional reservation
reservation in
in regard
to the
provisions of
of Article
the
City Convention.
the Atlantic
Atlantic City
Convention.

Post, pp.
pp. 1941,
Post,
1941, 1943.
1943.

Ante, p.
p. 1409.
Ante,
1409.

Ante, p.
Ante,
p. 1447.
1447.

IIL.
FOR THE REPUBLIC OF COLOMBIA
COLOMBIA

The Republic
of Colombia
that the
the Republic
The
Republic of
Colombia formally
formally declares
declares that
Republic of
of
Colombia
not, by
by signature
of this
on its
its behalf,
Colombia does
does not,
signature of
this Convention
Convention on
behalf,
accept
Telephone Regulations
Regulations reaccept any
any obligation
obligation in
in respect
respect to the
the Telephone
referred
Atlantic City
Convention.
ferred to in
in Article
Article 13 of
of the
the Atlantic
City Convention.

Ante, p.
p. 1431.
1431.
Ante,
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IV.

Pour la Republique
Republique de
de l'Equateur
l'Equateur
La Republique
La
Republique de l'Equateur
l'Equateur declare formellement
formellement quo
in signature
signature
que la
de la presente
pr6sente Convention
Convention n'implique
n'implique pas
pas pour
pour elle
elle l'acceptation
l'acceptation d'une
d'une
quelconque des obligations, concernant
quelconque
concernant le
Reglement
Telegraphique,
le Reglement Telegraphique,
le Reglement
Rgglement Telephonique,
T6elphonique, ou le Reglement
le
Reglement additionnel
additionnel des
des radioradiocommunications, auxquels
communications,
auxquels se refere
Mere 1'article
l'article 13
13 de
de la
la Convention
Convention
d'Atlantic City.
V.
V.

Pour les Etats-Unis d'Amerique
d'Amerique
La signature de cette
Convention pour et au
cette Convention
au nom
nom des
des Etats-Unis
Etats-Unis
d'Amerique
d'Amerique vaut aussi, conformement
conformement aala procedure
constitutionnelle,
procedure constitutionnelle,
pour tous les Territoires
Territoires des Etats-Unis
Etats-Unis d'Am6rique.
d'Amerique.
Les Etats-Unis
Etats-Unis d'Amerique
d'Amerique declarent
d6clarent formellement
Les
formellement que
quo par
par la
la
signature
de
la
presente
Convention
signature
in
Convention en leur nom,
Etats-Unis
nom, les
les Etats-Unis
d'Amerique n'acceptent
n'acceptent aucune
d'Amerique
aucune obligation
Reglement
obligation concernant
concernant le
le Reglement
Tel6graphique,
Telegraphique, le
To Reglement
Reglement Telephonique
on le
le RBglement
Reglement addiT6elphonique ou
additionnel des
radiocommunications, vises a
tionnel
des radiocommunications,
a Particle
l'article 13
13 de
de la
la Convention
Convention
d'Atlantic City.
d'Atlantic
VI
VI
POUR L'
L'UNION
REPUBLIQUES
POUR
UNION DES REPUBLI
QUES SOVIETIQUES
SOVIETI QUES SOCIALISTES
SOCIALISTES

Au moment de proceder
proceder a
signature de
de la
la Convention
Convention interintera la signature
nationale
t6 lecommunications, la Delegation
nationale des telecommunications,
de l'U.R.S.S.
declare
Delegation de
1'U.R.S.S. declare
formellement qu'elle n'est pas d'accord
d'accord avec
formellement
avec le paragraphe
paragraph() 2
2 de
de
l'article
1 de
de la
l'article 1
in Convention qu'elle considere
considere comme &ant
6tant sans
sans
fondement
fondement du point de vue juridique
juridique et en contradiction
contradiction avec
les
avec les
autres
articles de la Convention
autres articles
Convention et avec la resolution
resolution de
de la
la ConConference
ference des telecommunications
telecommunications de
Madrid.
de Madrid.
En
outre,
la
d6elgation
de
l'U.R.S.S.
En outre,
delegation
l'U.R.S.S. estime qu'il
qu'il est
que,
est injustifie
injustifi6 que,
sans
la moindre
sans in
raoindre raison juridique, les Republiques
SovieRepubliques Socialistes
Socialistes Sovi6tiques
Lithuanie, d'Estonie
tiques de Lettonie,
Lettonie, de Lithuanie,
d'Estonie et
de la
la Republique
et de
R6publique
Populaire
de
Mongolie,
6tats
souverains,
Populaire de
etats souverains, -— participant
avec tous
tous les
participant avec
les
droits
Ala
droits a
la Convention
Convention de Madrid
Madrid -—n'aient
n'aient pas ete
ete compris
compris dans
la
dans la
liste des Membres
Membres de l'Union
1'Union (Annexe
(Annexe 1).
1).
La D6legation de
La Delegation
de 1'U.R.S.S.
l'U.R.S.S. estime que
quo tout le statut, attache
attache a
A
la
qualit6
de
Membre
is qualite de Membre de l'Union internationale
internationale des tel6communicatelecommunications devrait
devrait faire
faire Pobjet
l'objet d'une
d'une revision lors de la
tions
is prochaine
prochaine Conference
Conference
de plenipotentiaires
plenipotentiaires
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IV.
FOR
REPUBLIC OF
OF ECUADOR
FOR THE REPUBLIC
ECUADOR

The Republic of Ecuador
Ecuador formally declares that by signature of
this Convention, it does not accept
accept any obligation in respect to the
the
Telegraph Regulations,
Telephone Regulations, or the Additional
Telegraph
Regulations, the Telephone
referred to in Article
Radio Regulations, referred
Article 13 of the Atlantic City

Convention.

A
n
Ante,
p. 1431.

te, p. 1431.

V.
V.
FOR THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
AMERICA

Signature of this Convention
Convention for and in the name of the United
United
States of America constitutes, in accordance
accordance with its constitutional
constitutional
processes, signature also on behalf of all territories
territories of the United
States of America.
The United States of America
America formally declares that the United
United
States of America does not, by signature
signature of this Convention on its
behalf, accept any obligation in respect of the Telegraph
Telegraph Regulations,
the Telephone
Telephone Regulations,
Regulations, or the Additional
Radio Regulations
Regulations reAdditional Radio
ferred to in Article 13 of the Atlantic
Atlantic City Convention.
Convention.
VI
VI
FOR THE UNION
UNION OF SOVIET
SOVIET SOCIALIST
SOCIALIST REPUBLICS
REPUBLICS

When signing the International
International Telecommunication
Telecommunication Convention,
Convention, the
U.S.S.R. Delegation declared
declared formally its disagreement
with paradisagreement with

graph 2, article 11of the Convention which
which it finds legally
legally unfounded
unfounded

and contradictory
contradictory to the other articles of the Convention
Convention and to the
Telecommunication Conference.
resolution of Madrid Telecommunication
At the same time the U.S.S.R. Delegation
Delegation considers
considers it unjustified that
that
the following sovereign states, fully fledged participants
participants of the Madrid
Madrid
Convention
Convention were without any legal foundation
foundation not included
included in
exeluded
exeluded firem
frent the list of members of the Union set forth
forth in Annex
Annex

Lithuanian Soviet
1: the Latvian Soviet Socialist Republic,
Republic, the Lithuanian
Socialist Republic, the Estionian Soviet Socialist Republic
Republic and the
People's Republic
Republic of Mongolia.
Mongolia.
The U.S.S.R. Delegation is of the opinion that the whole status of
Membership in the International
Telecommunication Union should be
International Telecommunication
brought up for revision at the next plenipotentiary
conference.
plenipotentiary conference.

81939
81939 0-52—PT.
0-52-PT.
II----1--1T

Ante, p. 1409.
1409.

Ante, p.

Ante, p. 1481.

Ante, P. 1481.
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VII
VII

POUR LA REPUBLIQUE
REPUBLIQUE DE
DE CHINE
CHINE

La Republique
R6publique de Chine declare formellemeut
formellement qu'en
qu'en signant
la
signant la
presente Convention
Convention elle n'accepte
n'accepte aucune obligation
concernant le
le
obligation concernant

Reglement telephonique
telephonique vise
13.
vise aaParticle
l'article 13.
VIII
VIII

REPUBLIQUE DES
POUR LA REPUBLIQUE
DES PHILIPPINES
PHILIPPINES

En
En signant
signant la Convention
Convention d'Atlantic
d'Atlantic City,
la Republique
des PhilipCity, la
R6publique des
Philippines
declare
qu'elle
ne peut
actuellement accepter
pines declare
pent actuellement
accepter d'être
like par
par les
les
d'etre lide
Reglements telephonique
telephonique et telegraphique
Reglements
telegraphique vises
au paragraphe
paragraphe 33 de
de
vises au
l'article 13 de ladite Convention.
Particle
Convention.
IX

POUR LE PAKISTAN
PAKISTAN

La d6elgation
La
delegation du Pakistan declare
declare formellement
formellement qu'en
signant
qu'en signant
presente
Convention elle n'accepte
n'accepte aucune obligation
presente Convention
obligation concernant
concernant
Reglement telephonique
Reglement
telephonique vise
13.
vise aaParticle
l'article 13.

la
la
le
le

X
X

POUR LA REPUBLIQUE
REPUBLIQUE DU
DU PEROU
PEROU

En
signant la
la Convention
Convention d'Atlantic
En signant
d'Atlan tic City, le
le president
president de
la delede la
d616gation
gation du P6rou
Peron fait une r6serve
reserve provisoire
quant aux
aux obligations
provisoire quant
obligations
prevues
Al'article
au Reglement
prevues a
Particle 13 relatives
relatives an
telegraphique, au
au RegleReglement t6elgraphique,
Reglement
t6l6phonique
Reglement additionnel
ment telephonique et au Reglement
additionnel des radiocommunicaradiocommunications.
XI
POUR LA REPUBLIQUE
REPUBLIQUE DE
CUBA
DE CUBA

La signature
signature de la presente
presente Convention,
Convention, pour
La
pour et
et au
au nom
de Cuba,
Cuba,
nom de
est
donn6e
sous
la
reserve
eat donnee
reserve que Cuba n'accepte
pas les
dispositions du
du
n'accepte pas
les dispositions
paragraphe 3 de
'article 13 en ce qui concerne
concerne le Reglement
paragraphe 3
de l'article
Reglement telte.16phonique.
phonique.
XII
XII
POUR LES ETATS-UNIS
ETATS-UNIS DE
DE VENEZUELA
VENEZUELA

En signant
signant la
la presente
presente Convention,
Convention, les Etats-Unis
En
Venezuela
Etats-Unis de
de Ven6zuela
declarent
formellement
qu'ils
n'acceptent aucune
declarent formellement
n'acceptent
obligation conaucune obligation
concernant le
Reglement telegraphique,
cernant
le Reglement
telegraphique, le Reglement
telephonique et
et le
le
Reglement tel6phonique
Reglement additionnel
Reglement
additionnel des radiocommunications
radiocommunications vises A
a Particle
13.
I'article 13.
(Reglements).
(Reglements).
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VII
VII
FOR THE REPUBLIC OF CHINA

The Republic of China formally declares
declares that the Republic of China
does not, by signature
signature of this Convention,
obligation in
in
Convention, accept
accept any
any obligation
respect of the Telephone
Telephone Regulations
Regulations referred
referred to in Article 13 of the
Atlantic City Convention.
VIII
REPUBLIC OF THE PHILIPPINES
FOR THE REPUBLIC
PHILIPPINES

The signature of the Republic
Republic of the Philippines
Philippines to the Atlantic
City
Atlantic City
Convention is subject to the reservation
cannot
reservation that, for
for the present,
present, it
it cannot
agree to be bound by the Telephone
Telephone and Telegraph
Telegraph Regulations
Regulations referred
referred
3 of Article
to in Paragraph 3
Article 13 of
Convention.
of the above-mentioned
above-mentioned Convention.
IX
FOR PAKISTAN
PAKISTAN

The Delegation of Pakistan formally
Pakistan does
does
formally declares
declares that
that Pakistan
not, by signature
signature of this Convention on its behalf, accept
accept any obligation in respect of the Telephone
Telephone Regulations
Regulations referred
Article 13
13
referred to in
in Article
of this Convention.
X
x
FOR THE REPUBLIC OF PERU

Delegation of Peru, in signing the Atlantic
The Chairman of the Delegation
a provisional
provisional reservation
City Convention, makes a
reservation with respect
respect to the
obligations established in
the said
Convention, in
in relation
relation
obligations
in Article
Article 13 of
of the
said Convention,
to the Telegraph Regulations, Telephone
Telephone Regulations
Regulations and Additional
Radio Regulations.
Regulations.
XI
XI
FOR THE REPUBLIC OF
OF CUBA
CUBA

Signature
Convention for and in the name
Signature of this Convention
name of Cuba
subject
Cuba is subject
to the reservation that Cuba does not accept, in regard
to the
the Telephone
regard to
Telephone
Regulations, Paragraph
Paragraph 3
Article 13 of
Atlantic City
City
3 of Article
of the Atlantic
Convention.

XII
FOR THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
STATES OF VENEZUELA
VENEZUELA

The United States of
of Venezuela
the United
Venezuela formally
formally declares
declares that
that the
United
States of Venezuela,
signature
of
this
Convention
on its
its
Venezuela, does not, by
by signature of this Convention on
behalf, accept any obligation in respect to the
Telegraph Regulations,
Regulations,
the Telegraph
the Telephone
Telephone Regulations or the Additional
Additional Radio
Radio Regulations
Regulations
referred to in Article 13 (Regulations).
referred
(Regulations).

Ante, p.
p. 1431.
Ante,
1431.
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XIII
XIII

POUR LA REPUBLIQUE
REPUBLIQUE ORIENTALE
ORIENTALE DE
L'URUGUAY
DE L'URUGUAY

En signant la presente Convention,
Convention, la d6elgation
delegation de
la R6publique
Republique
de la
Orientale
l'Uruguay declare
Orientale de l'Uruguay
declare qu'elle n'accepte
aucune obligation
n'accepte aucune
obligation
concernant le Reglement
Reglement telegraphique,
le Reglement
telephonique
telegraphique, le
Reglement t6elphonique
ou le Reglement additionnel
radiocommunications vises
on
additionnel des radiocommunications
al'article
l'article
vises A
13.
13.
XIV

POUR
ROYAUME DE L'ARABIE
POUR LE ROYAUME
L'ARABIE SAOUDITE
SAOUDITE

En
signant la presente
presente Convention,
Convention, la delegation
d6elgation de
En signant
de l'Arabie
1'Arabie SaouSaoudite reserve, pour son gouvernement,
gouvernement, le droit d'accepter
d'accepter ou
ou de
de ne
ne pas
pas
accepter
accepter toute obligation relative
relative an
au
au Reglement
Reglement telegraphique,
telegraphique, au
Reglement
Reglement des radiocommunications
Reglement telephonique,
telephonique, au
an Reglement
radiocommunications ou
on
au Reglement
radiocommunications vises
an
Reglement additionnel
additionnel des radiocommunications
vises a
Particle
A l'article
13.
XV
POUR LA REPUBLIQUE
REPUBLIQUE DE PANAMA
PANAMA

En signant
signant la Convention d'Atlantic
En
d'Atlantic City de 1947,
1947, la
la Republique
Republique
de Panama
de
Panama declare
declare qu'elle
qu'elle n'accepte
n'accepte aucune obligation
obligation en
en ce
ce qui
qui conconcerne
Reglement t6elgraphique,
ceme le Reglement
telegraphique, le Reglement
Reglement telephonique
telephonique ou
ou le
le
Reglement
Reglement additionnel des radiocommunications
radiocommunications vises
vises a
al'article
Particle 13
de
13 de
cette Convention.
XVI
XVI
POUR LE
MEXIQUE
LE MEXIQUE

En signant la Convention
internationale des telcommunications
Convention internationale
telecommunications
d'Atlantic
d6legation mexicaine
d'Atlantic City, la delegation
mexicaine d6clare
declare qu'elle
qu'elle n'engage
pas
n'engage pas
par
Gouvernement du Mexique
par cette
cette signature le Gouvemement
Mexique aaaccepter
accepter le
le RegleReglement
Reglement telephonique
ment telegraphique,
telegraphique, le Reglement
telephonique ou
on le
le Reglement
Reglement
additionnel des radiocommunications
radiocommunications vises
a l'article
13 de
de cette
cette
vises A
l'article 13
Convention.
Convention.
XVII
XVII
POUR L'ETHIOPIE
L'ETHIOPIE

La
La delegation de l'Ethiopie
l'Ethiopie declare
declare formellement
qu'elle fait
fait une
une
formellement qu'elle
reserve provisoire
provisoire au sujet du Protocole I
concemant les
les arrangements
arrangements
I concernant
transitoires, ses pouvoirs etant
expressement accordes
transitoires,
etant expressement
accord& a
la condition
condition
A la
que toutes ses signatures sont sujettes
sujettes A
aratification.
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XIII
XIII
FOR THE ORIENTAL
ORIENTAL REPUBLIC OF
OF URUGUAY
URUGUAY

The Delegation of the Oriental Republic
Republic of Uruguay
Urugui.y formally
formally dedeclares that by signature of this Convention the Oriental Republic
Republic of
of
Uruguay
accept any obligation in respect
Uruguay does not accept
respect of the Telegraph
Telegraph
Regulations,
Telephone Regulations,
Regulations, Telephone
Regulations, or Additional
Regulations
Additional Radio
Radio Regulations
referred to in Article 13
referred
13 of
of the
the Atlantic
Atlantic City
City Convention.
Convention.
XIV
XIV
FOR THE KINGDOM
ARABIA
KINGDOM OF SAUDI
SAUDI ARABIA

Delegation, in signing
The Saudi Arabian Delegation,
Convention, reserves
reserves
signing this
this Convention,
for its Government
Government the right to accept or not accept
accept any
any obligation
obligation in
in
Telegraph Regulations,
respect of the Telegraph
the
Regulations, Telephone
Telephone Regulations,
Regulations, the
Radio Regulations
Regulations or the Additional
Additional Radio Regulations
Regulations referred
referred to
to in
in
Article 13
Atlantic City
City Convention.
Article
13 of
of the
the Atlantic
Convention.
XV
XV
FOR THE REPUBLIC
REPUBLIC OF
PANAMA
OF PANAMA

The Republic
Republic of Panama formally declares that
signature of
of this
this
that by signature
Atlantic City Convention
Convention of
not accept
accept any
any obligation
obligation in
of 1947,
1947, it does not
in
respect
respect of the Telegraph Regulations,
Regulations, the Telephone
Telephone Regulations,
or
Regulations, or
the Additional
Additional Radio
Radio Regulations
Regulations referred
referred to in Article
Article 13.
XVI
XVI
FOR MEXICO

Mexican Delegation
Delegation states
states that
that the
signing of
of the
the International
International
The Mexican
the signing
Telecommunication
Convention of Atlantic
Telecommunication Convention
City does
oblige the
the
Atlantic City
does not
not oblige
Mexican
Government to accept
Telegraph Regulations,
Mexican Government
accept the Telegraph
the
Regulations, nor the
Telephone
Telephone Regulations, nor the Additional
Radio Regulations
Regulations reAdditional Radio
referred
ferred to in Article 13 of
of the above-mentioned
above-mentioned Convention.
Convention.

XVII
XVII
FOR ETHIOPIA
ETHIOPIA

The Delegation of Ethiopia formally declares
declares that
that it
makes a
it makes
a temtemporary reservation
reservation in relation
relation to Protocol
I, concerning
concerning the
the TransiTransiProtocol I,
tional Arrangements,
Arrangements, as its powers are
expressly subject
the limitalimitaare expressly
subject to
to the
tion that all its signatures are subject to ratification.
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XVIII
XVIII
POUR
PO
UR L'
IRA Q
L'IRAQ

En signant la presente
pr6sente Convention, l'Iraq
PIraq se reserve
reserve le droit
droit d'acd'accepter ou de ne pas accepter
accepter le Reglement
Reglement telephonique
et le
le Reglement
Reglement
telephonique et
telegraphique vises
telegraphique
vises a
a Particle
l'article 13.
13.
En foi de quoi, les plenipotentiaires
pl6nipotentiaires respectifs
ont signe
signe ce
ce Protocole
Protocole
respectifs ont
final en un exemplaire
exemplaire et en
chacune des
langues anglaise
anglaise et
et francaise.
francaise.
en chacune
des langues
Ce Protocole restera
depose aux archives
archives du Gouvernement
restera depose
Gouvernement des
des EtatsEtatsUnis d'Amelique
d'Amerique et une copie en sera remise
remise a
Gouvernement
a chaque
chaque Gouvernement
sign ataire .
signataire.
Fait a
aAtlantic
octobre 1947.
1947.
Atlantic City,
City, le
le 22octobre

6;(
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XVIII
XVIII
IRAQ
FOR IRAQ

Signature
Signature of this Convention
Convention on behalf
subject to
to reserbehalf of Iraq
Iraq is subject
reservation in regard to the right of Iraq to accept
accept the
the Teleaccept or
or not
not accept
Telephone Regulations
Regulations and Telegraph
Telegraph Regulations
Regulations referred
referred to
to in
in Article
Article 13.
13.
IN
WITNESS WHEREOF,
the respective
respective plenipotentiaries
I
N WITNESS
WHEREOF, the
plenipotentiaries have
have signed
signed

this Final Protocol of Signature
Signature in
each of the English
and French
in each
English and
French
which shall
shall remain
remain deposited
deposited in
languages, in a
a single
single copy,
copy, which
in the
the ararchives of the Government
Government of
the United
United States
of America
and one
one
of the
States of
America and
copy of which shall
government.
shall be
be forwarded
forwarded to each
each signatory
signatory government.
DONE at Atlantic City, October
2, 1947.
October 2,
1947.
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Pour la R6publique
Republique Populaire
Populaire d'Albanie:
d'Albanie:

Pour le Royaume
Royaume de l'Arabie
Saoudite:
1'Arabie Saoudite:

Pi

Pour la Republique
Republique Argentine:

~·

'7""
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Pour la Federation
F6d6ration Australienne.
Australienne.

Pour l'Autriehe:
1'Autriche:

Pour la
la Belgique:
Belgique:
.1P

zz

1
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Pour la RWpubliquc
Republique Socialiste
Soeialiste Sovi6tique
Sovietique de
de Bielorussie:
Bielorussie:

Pour
la Birmanie:
Pour la
Birmanie:

Pour
Pour le
le Bresil:
Br6sil:

-

a-.

~C~7_~8-xili-n

d28*-~.`-94-.4

~4

C-

Pour la Bulgarie:
Bulgarie:

V

Pour le Canada:

I-

a.
4
9-4r6...

-
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Pour
Pour le
le Chili:

Pour la Chine:

:ni
~f

ico

zx 'O- A-144
~/··W

I1-

;7~1P
il

-ra. Y,-·, ".k )(--e
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Pour
l'Etat de
de la
la Cite
Cite du
Vatican:
Pour 1'Etat
du Vatican:

es14.-:

It'e;

Republique de
Pour la
la Republique
de Colombie:
Colombie:

APlor
Pour les
portugaises:
les Colonies portugaises:

Ci-

C^oTo
cLo

a',,,

.z-,

/f-=,

"
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Pour les Colonies, protectorats, territoires
d'Outre-mer et territoires
territoires d'Outre-mer
sous mandat ou tutelle du Royaume
Royaume Uni
Uni de
de la
la Grande-Bretagne
Grande-Bretagne et
et
de l'Irlande
l'Irlande du Nord:

CY-t.-rkt

ef

Pour les Colonies, protectorats
protectorats et
mandat
et territoires
territoires d'Outre-mer
d'Outre-mer sous
sous mandat
franeais:
francais:

fol

'V

Pour
Territoires du
du Ruanda-Urundi:
Ruanda-Urundi:
Pour le Congo
Congo Belge
Beige et
et Territoires

ieoA
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Pour Cuba:

Ae_

A

<

. i>

Pour le
Danmark:
Pourr
le Dlanm(Iark:

e

41.14-LAILit
\<A~
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^ ej.4^
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Pour la
la Republique
R6publique Dominieaine:
Dominicaine:

Aix
Pour
l'Egypte:
Pour 1'Egypte:

C/t.a,6,4frp&i
Y‘a446-4
('

de El
Pour la Republique
Republique de
El Salvador:
Salvador:

&iQ^^C^^-^,
/0 ^/7.
I

/y^^24^^.
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Pour l'Equateur:
1'Equateur:

;tz
Pour
Etats-Unis d'Amerique:
Pour les
les Etats-Unis
d'Am6rique:

7

ct

zd2/c-Pour 1'Ethiopie:
l'Ethiopie:

4

Pour
Finlande:
Pour la Finlande:

J

AY4o.
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Pour la
la France:
France:

0‘47
Pour la Grace:
Grece:

24k,

e5-3a

-

81939 0-52-PT.
81939
0-52-PT. 11H

18
18

--4

5
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TREATIES
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Pour le Guatemala:
Guatemala:

/^,----e

/3, 7424-q44Pour
Pour Haiti:

Republique de Honduras:
Pour la Republique
Honduras:

Pour
Hongrie:
Pour la Hongrie:

j--~
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Pour l'Inde:
1'Inde:

4

cr----eh

Pour les Indes neerlandaises:
neerlandaises:

L

- !

c---

2
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TREATIES
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Pour l'Iran:
1'Iran:

Pour PIraq:
Pour
1'Iraq:

Sout4>C~

') '

Q&Gi2"

b

Pour
Pour PIrlande:
1'Irlande:

----

- W^

^'^^
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^
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Pour l'Islande:
l'Islande:

1'Islande:
Pour l'Islande:

Pour 1'Italie:
l'Italie:

0-e-e-4e-

t0i29-4-1

I
Xit>^

°eY

^

!

U^^zC/
p

Pour le Liban:

I
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Pour le Luxembourg:
Luxembourg:

Pour
Mexique:
Pour le Mexique:

Pour Monaco:
Monaco:

O~id4-t;-

[63 STAT.
STAT,
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Pour le
Nicaragua:
le Nicaragua:

c)/ikeAok
Pour
Norvege:
Pour la
la Norv6ge:

1-721.."1

5;

-

@v
^

-/-

-z^.

4Y~l~t^
v a,

X-.Z,14

Pour la Nouvelle-ZMlande:
Nouvelle-Zelande:

^WeuutbU
'Irrat.%Pff--sdtt-sw‘.
^3~r~r?^^^
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TREATIES
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Pour le Pakistan:

,

44-<~

Pour Panama:
Panama:

Pour les Pays-Bas,
Curagao et Surinam:
Pays-Bas, Curacao
Surinam:

O^W*i-d,-=

I-

Ckk-4
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Pour le
le Perou:
Pour
Perou:

Pour la Republique
Republique des Philippines:
Philippines:

tqf

6

-

^

_u

Pour la Republique
Republique de Pologne:
Pologne:

^..
<4,s>
(

".

6W .

h1e
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Portugal:
Pour le Portugal:
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Pour les Protectorats
Protectorats franqais
et de la Tunisie:
francais du Maroc
Maroc et.
Pour
Pour le Maroc:
Maroc:

Pour
Pour la Tunisie:

Pour la Repuhlilque
Republique populaire
populaire federative
f6derative de Yougoslavie:
Yousgoslavie:

hAI
f/ 2/9wfi
X'l

I\
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Pour La
la Republique
Republique Socialiste
Soeialiste Sovi6tique
Sovietique de
PUkraine:
de 1'Ukraine:

/)-

6
6'-

1~~

2/L-7 Z/
lr
2)-~

I^a^

Pour la Rhodesia
Rhodesia du Sud:

a

Itrzut,e-et.

ul

Pour in
Roumanie:
laiounlanie:

v.1444
V
A444

Pour le
le Royaume-Uni
Grande-Bretagne et de l'Irlande
1'Irlande du Nord:
Royaume-Uni de la Grande-Bretagne

l^ 1 jC
(^0^

I
I

OrLS-J.tf-A

q^

"
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Pour
Pour le Siam:
Siam:

44-4-1

//n,.^*

-

I--

Suede:
Pour la Suede:

/4aW4an

A1-4

Pour la Confederation
Confederation Suisse:

4•001r

lfPa~ / IAoc44'

.
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Pour la
la Syrie:
Syrie:

Pour
La Tchecoslovaquie:
Tehecoslovaquie:
Pour la

itirdezieA

141

/

I

/(jA/a°44

P.ra
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Pour la Turquie:
Turquie:

-
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Pour l'Union,
l'Union de l'Afrique
1'Afrique du Sod
Sud et Territoire
Territoire du Sud-Ouest Africain
Africain
sous
sous mandat:
mandat:

c/5~-~

Pour l'Union des R6publiques
Republiques Socialistes
Soeialistes Sovi6tiques:
Sovietiques:

.414
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Pour
l'Uruguay:
Pour la
la Republique
R6publique Orientate
Orientale de 1'Uruguay:

Venezuela:
Pour les
les Etats-Unis
Etats-Unis de V6enzuela:
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II CERTIFY
CERTIFY THAT the foregoing
foregoing is a
a true copy of the
the Final
Final Protocol
Protocol of
of Signature
Signature
of the
Acts of
Telecommunication Conference
of
the Acts
of the International
International Telecommunication
of Atlantic
Atlantic City,
Conference of
City,

1947, signed
Atlantic City on October
1947,
signed at Atlantic
October 2, 1947, in
English and
French lanlanin the
the English
and French
guages,
the signed
signed original
guages, the
original of which is deposited
deposited in the
the Government
Government
the archives
archives of
of
the
of the United States of America.
America.
IN
TESTIMONY WHEREOF,
WHEREOF, I
I,, GEORGE C.
C. MARSHALL,
I
N TESTIMONY
M ARSHALL, Secretary
State of
the
Secretary of
of State
of the

United
States of America,
America, have hereunto
hereunto caused
United States
caused the
the seal of
of the
the Department
Department of
of
State
to
be affixed
subscribed by the Authentication
State to be
affixed and
and my name subscribed
Authentication Officer
Officer of
of the
the
said Department,
Department, at the city of Washington,
said
Washington, in the
the District
of Columbia,
this
District of
Columbia, this
thirtieth
thirtieth day of November,
November, 1948.
1948.
GEORGE
GEORGE C.
ARSHALL
C. M
MARSHALL
Secretary of State
State
[SEAL]
[
SEAL]

By M.
By
P.CHAUVIN
CHAUVIN
M. P.

Authentication Offcer
Authentication
Officer
Department of State
Department

819390-52-pr.
81939 0-52—pr. ii--19
ii--19
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(1--)
(I-5)

[0(3 STAT.
[63
STAT.

(Chap. I,
I, art.
art. 1
RR)
(Chap.
1 BR)

REGLEMENT
REGLEMENT
DES RADIOCOMMUNICATIONS
RADIOCOMMUNICATIONS
annexe a
it la
annexe

Convention
Convention

internationale
telecommunications.
internationale des telecommunications.
(Atlantic
D47)
(Atlantic City, 1947)
CHAPITRE
PREMIER.
CHAPITRE PREMIER.
ARTICLE 1.
ARTICLE
1.
Definitions.
DEfinitions.
Preambule.
Priambule.

11

Les definitions
definitions suivantes ont ete composees
composees en vue
Reglements annexes
des Reglements
annexes a la Convention
Convention internationale
internationale des
des
telecommunications
telecommunications et de l'execution
I'ex6cution des services corresponcorrespon-

a

necessairement applicables
dants; elles ne sont pas necessairement
dans d'auapplicables dans
tres cas.
Section
Section I.
I. Termes
Termes generaux.
generaux.
22

Te'lcommunication: Toute
Telecommunication:
Toute transmission, emission
emission
ou reception
reception de signes, de signaux, d'ecrits, d'images,
d'images, de sons
sons
renseignements de toute nature, par fil, radioclectricite.
ou de renseignements
radioelectricite,
autres systemes
e!ectromagnetiques.
optique ou autres
systemes e'ectromagnetiques.
33
Reseau general
general des voies de telecommunication:
telecommunication:
L'ensemble
L'ensemble des voies
voles de t6elcommunication
telecommunication existantes ouvertes
ouvertes
t la correspondance
correspondance publique, aa l'exclusion
a
l'exclusion des voies
voles de teletelecommunication
communication du service
service mobile.
4
Radiocommunication:
4
Radiocommunication: Toute telecommunication
t6elcommunication aa
I'aide
l'aide des ondes hertziennes.
hertziennes.
55
Ondes hertziennes:
hertziennecs: Ondes electromagnetiques
Ondes
dont
electromagnetiques dont
la frequence est comprise
comprise entre 10 kc/s
kc/s et 3
3000 000 Mc/a.
Mc/s.
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(Chapter I, art.
art. 11RR)
(Chapter
RR)

(1-8)
(1-.)

RADIO
REGULATIONS'
REGULATIONS
1
\
annexed to
annexed
International
International Telecommunication
Telecommunication Convention
Convention
(Atlantic
1947)
(Atlantic City, 1947)
CHAPTER I
I
ARTICLE 1
1
ARTICLE
Definitions
Definitions

Preamble
1

1
definitions have
The following definitions
have been formulated
formulated in
in
view of the Regulations
annexed to the Convention
Regulations annexed
Convention and of the
operation
respective services;
operation of the respective
services; these definitions
not
definitions are not
necessarily applicable
applicable to other purposes.
Section
Section 1.
I. General Terms

2
2

Telecommunication:
transmission, emission
emission or
Telecommunication: Any
Any transmission,
or
reception of signs, signals, writing, images and sounds or
or
intelligence
intelligence of any nature
other elecelecnature by wire, radio,
radio, visual or other
tromagnetic systems.
tromagnetic
33
General Network of Telecommunication
General
Channels:
Telecommunication Channels:
The whole of the existing telecommunication
telecommunication channels
channels open
open
to public correspondence,
correspondence, with the exception
exception of
of the telecommunication
munication channels of the mobile service.
4
Radiocommunication: Any telecommunication
4
Radiocommunication:
telecommunication by
means of Hertzian waves.
5
Hertzian
5
Hertzian Waves: Electromagnetic
Electromagnetic waves
waves of frequenfrequencies between
between 10 kc/s and 3
3000 000 Mc/s.
Mc/a.

' For table of contents, see post,
port, p. 2167.
2167.
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[63
STAT.

(Chap. II, art.
art. 1
1RR)
RR)
(Chap.

(617)
(6-17)

6
6

Radioelectricite:
Radioelectricite: Terme general s'appliquant
s'appliquant a
a1'eml'emploi des ondes hertziennes.
hertziennes. (L'adjectif
(L'adjectif correspondant
correspondant est
est
"radioelectrique").
"radioelectrique").
7
Telegraphie:
7
Telegraphie: Un systeme
systeme de telecommunication
telecommunication assuassurant la transmission
transmission des ecrits
ecrits par
par l'utilisation
l'utilisation d'un
code
d'un code de
de
signaux.
signaux.

8
8

Telephonie: Un systeme de telecommunication
Telephonie:
etabli
telecommunication etabli
en vue de la transmission
transmission de
parole ou,
certains cas,
cas,
de la parole
ou, dans
dans certains
d'autres
d'autres sons.

9
9

Television: Un systeme de telecommunication
telecommunication assuTelevision:
assurant la transmission
transmission d'images
fixes
d'images non permanentes
permanentes d'objets
d'objets fixes
ou mobiles.
Fac-simile:
systeme de telecommunication
Fac-simile: Un systeme
assutelecommunication assurant la transmission
transmission d'images fixes en vue de leur reception
reception
sous une forme permanente.
permanente.
Radioreperage: Determination
Radioreperage:
d'une position
position ou
Determination d'une
ou
d'une direction
a l'aide des proprietes
direction a
de propagation
propagation rectiliproprietes de
rectiligne a
a vitesse constante
constante des ondes
hertziennes.
ondes hertziennes.
Radionavigation:
Radioreperage
Radionavigation: Radioreperage destine uniqueuniquement, bra
lors de la navigation,
navigation, a
determination d'une
d'une position
position
a la d6tetmination
ou d'une direction ou au reperage
reperage des objets genants.
genants.
Detection electromagnetigue:
electromagnetique: Un systeme de
Detection
de radioradioreperage oiu
reperage
ou l'mission
remission et la reception
reception s'effectuent
s'effectuent au
au mime
meme
endroit et qui utilise les proprietes
proprietes de reflexion
reflexion ou
de
retransou de retransmission des objets afin de determiner
determiner leur position.
position.
Ddtection electromagnetigue
electromagnetique primaire:
Detection
primaire: Detection
Detection
electromagn6tique
electromagnetique utilisant seulement
seulement la refiexion.
reflexion.
Detection electromagnetigue
electromagnetique secondaire:
Detection
Detection
secondaire: Detection
electromagn6tique
electromagnetique utilisant une retransmission
retransmission automatique
automatique
sur la meme
meme fr6quence
radloelectrique ou sur une frequence
sur
frequence radioelectrique
frequence
diff6rente.
differente.
Radiogoniometrie: Radioreperage
Radiogonionatrie:
Radioreperage oh
ou l'on determine uniquement
uniquement la direction
ne
direction d'une station a
it 1'aide
l'aide de
emisde sea
ses 6missions.
siona
Telegramme: Ecrit destin6e
tre transmis
Telegramme:
destine a
aetre
transmis par telegraphie; cc
ce terme comprend
comprend aussi be
le radiotelegramme
graphic;
radiotelegramme sauf
sauf

10

11

12

13

14
14
15
15

16
16
17
17

sp6cification
specification contraire.
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(Chapter
I, art. 1
1 RR)
(Chapter 1.

6
6
waves.
waves.

(6-17)
(6-17)

Radio:
Radio: A
A general term applied to the use
of Hertzian
Hertziap
use of
.

77

Telegraphy:
telecommunication for the
Telegraphy: A system of telecommunication
the
transmission of written matter
matter by the use
code.
use of aasignal
signal code.

88

A system of telecommunication
Telephony: A
telecommunication set up
for the transmission of speech or, in some cases, other sounds.
sounds.
Television: A system of telecommunication
telecommunication for the
the
transmission
transmission of transient images
images of fixed or moving
moving objects.
Facsimile: A
Facsimile:
A system of telecommunication
for the
the
telecommunication for
transmission
transmission of fixed images with a
a view
in
view to
to their
their reception
reception in
a
a permanent
permanent form.
Radiolocation:
Determination of a
Radiolocation: Determination
a position or
or of
of aa
constant velocity or rectilinear
direction by means of the constant
rectilinear proppropagation properties
properties of Hertzian
Hertzian waves.
waves.
Radionavigation:
Radiolocation
Radionavigation: Radiolocation intended
intended solely for
for
the determination
determination of position or direction or for obstruction
warning, in navigation.
Radar:
Radiolocation system where
Radar: Radiolocation
where transmission
transmission
and reception are carried out at the same
and which
which
same location,
location, and
utilizes the reflecting
reflecting or retransmitting
retransmitting properties
of
objects
properties of objects
in order to determine
determine their positions.
Primary Radar:
Radar: Radar using reflection
Primary
reflection only.
Secondary
Radar:
Secondary Radar: Radar
Radar using automatic
automatic retransmission on the same or on a
frequency.
a different
different radio frequency.
Radio Direction-Finding:
Direction-Finding: Radiolocation
Radiolocation in which
which
only the direction of a
determined by
by means
its
a station is
is determined
means of
of its
emissions.
Telegram:
Telegram: Written matter
matter intended
intended to
to be transmitted by telegraphy; this term also includes
includes radiotelegram
unless otherwise specified.
specified.

99
10

11
12
13

14
15
16
17
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19
20
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21
22
22
23

24
25

26
27
28
29
30

[63 S
TAT.
STAT.
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(Chap. I,
I. art.
RR)
(Chap.
art 11RR)

Radiotelegramme:
ou a
a desdesRadiotelegramme: Telegramme
Telegramme originaire
originaire ou
tination d'une station mobile transmis,
transmis, sur
sur tout
tout ou partie
partie de
son parcours, par les voies
voies de radiocommunication
radiocommunication d'un
service
d'un service
mobile.
mobile.
Section 11.
II. Services.
Section
Service.
Un service de
de radiocommunication
radiocommunication enService fixe: Un
entre points fixes determines.
determines.

Service fixe
Un service
service fixe
destine a
Service
fixe aeronautique:
aeronautique: Un
fixe destin6
a
la transmission
transmission des informations
informations relatives
navigation
relatives aa la navigation
a6rienne, aa la preparation
aerienne,
preparation et a
a la
la securite
securite des
des vols.
vols.

Service de radiodiffusion:
radiodiffusion:
a) Un service
service de radiocommunication
radiocommunication effectuant
effectuant des
des
emissions destinees
destin6es aa etre recues
recues directement
directement
par le public en general.
general.
peut comprendre
b) Ce service
service peat
comprendre soit des emissions
emissions
sonores, soit des emissions de television,
television, de facsimile ou d'autres genres d'emissions.
d'emissions.
Service mobile: Un service de radiocommunication
radiocommunication
entre stations mobiles et stations terrestres, ou
ou entre
entre stations
stations
mobiles.
mobiles.
Service mobile maritime:
maritime: Un service mobile entre
stations de navire
navire et stations cotieres,
entre stations de
de
c6tieres, ou entre
navire.
Service mobile aeronautique:
aeronautique: Un service
service mobile entre stations d'aeronef
d'aeronef et stations aeronautiques,
aeronautiques, ou entre
entre stastations d'aeronef."
d'aeronef."
Service mobile terrestre:
terrestre: Un service mobile entre
stations de base et stations mobiles
mobiles terrestres, ou entre
entre stations mobiles terrestres.
Service de radioreperage:
radioreperage: Un service
service comportant
comportant
I'utilisation du radioreperage.
l'utilisation
radioreperage.
Service de radionavigation:
radionavigation: Un service
service de radioreperage
comportant
l'utilisation de la radionavigation.
reperage comportant l'utilisation
radionavigation.
Service de radionavigation
Service
radionavigation maritime:
maritime: Un service
service
de radionavigation
radionavigation a
a l'intention
l'intention des navires.
Service de radionavigation
radionavigation aeronautique:
aeronautique: Un service
vice de radionavigation a
al'intention
l'intention des
des aeronefs.
aeronefs.

25.1 "
"En
En oe
ese qui
gni cow:erne
publique, voir
le numiro
numaro 2&
256.
ecrne la
a eorrespondance
eorrespondanee publique,
voir Ie
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art. 1
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18

(180)

Radiotelegram:
Radiotelegram: Telegram
Telegram originating
originating in or intended
for a
a mobile station, transmitted
transtnitted on all or part of its
its route
route
over the radiocommunication
radiocommunication channels
channels of aa mobile service.
Section
Services
Section II. Services

19
20

21

22

23

24
25

26
27
28
29
30

Fixed
A service
service of radiocommunication
beFized Service: A
radiocommunication between
tween specified
specified fixed points.
Aeronautical
service intended
AeronauticalFixed
Fixed Service: A
A fixed
fixed service
intended
for the transmission
transmission of information
information relating to air
air navigation,
navigation.
preparation for and safety
preparation
safety of
of flight.
flight.
Broadcasting
Broadcasting Service:
Service:
a) A
radiocommunication service
A radiocommunication
service of transmissions
transmissions
to be received
received directly by the
the general public.
b) This service
service may include transmissions
transmissions of sounds
transmissions by television, facsimile
or transmissions
facsimile or
other
or other
means.
Mobile Service: A service of radiocommunication
radiocommunication
between mobile and land stations, or between
between mobile
mobile stations.
Maritime
Mobile
Service: A mobile service
Maritime
Service:
service between
between
ship stations and coast stations, or between
between ship stations.
stations.
Aeronautical
Aeronautical Mobile Service: A mobile service between
tween aircraft stations and aeronautical
aeronautical stations, or between
between
aircraft stations.')
stations. 1)
Land Mobile Service:
Service: A mobile service
service between
between base
base
stations and land mobile stations, or between
between land mobile
mobile
stations.
Radiolocation Service: A
Radiolocation
involving the use
A service involving
use
of radiolocation.
radiolocation.
Radionavigation
Service: A
Radionavigation Service:
service inA radiolocation
radiolocation service
volving
volving the use of radionavigation.
radionavigation.
Maritime
Maritime Radionavigation
Radionavigation Service:
radionavigaService: A radionavigation service intended for the benefit
benefit of ships.
Aeronautical
Aeronautical Radionavigation
Radionavigation Service: A
A radionaviradionavigation service intended for the benefit
benefit of aircraft.

25.1 "
correspondence, see
"As regards public correspondence,
258.
ee 25&
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I, art.
art. 11RR)
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(Chap.

31

Service d'amateur:
d'instruction individ'amateur: Un service
service d'instruction
individuelle, d'intercommunication
d'intercommunication et d'etude
d'etude technique effectue
effectue par
par
des amateurs, c'est-a-dire
c'es t-it-dire par des personnes
personnes dement
autodument autorisees, s'interessant
s'interessant a
technique de la radioelectricite
radioelectricite a
atitre
a la technique
titre
uniquement
uniquement personnel
personnel et sans interet
intere't pecuniaire.
pecuniaire.
32
Service des auxi!iaires
au:cal:cares de la meteorologie:
meteorologie: Un serservice d'emission de signaux radioelectriques
radialectriques speciaux
speciaux destines
uniquement aux observations
uniquement
sondages utiles
utiles a
observations et aux sondages
a la meteorologie, yy compris l'hydrologie.
teorologie,
l'hydrologie.
33
freguences etalon:
etalon: Un service
Service des frequences
service de radiocommunication assurant, avec
avec une precision
precision elevee et connue.
communication
connue.
I'emission de frequences
l'emission
frequences etalon
specifiees et destinees
destinees a
a la
6talon specifiees
reception
reception gen6rale.
generale.
34
special: Un service
Service special:
service non defini
part
d6fini d'autre part
present article
effectu6 exclusivement
dans le present
article effectue
pour satisfaire
exclusivement pour
des besoins determines
determines d'interet
d'interet general,
ouvert a
a la
g6enral, et non ouvert
correspondance publique.
correspondance
Section III. Stations.
Section
Stations.
Station:
Station:
.) Un emetteur
recepteur separe,
a)
emetteur ou un recepteur
s6pare, ou un ensemble d'emetteurs
recepteurs, y
y compris
compris
d'emetteurs et de recepteurs,
necessaires pour
les appareils
appareils accessoires
accessoires necessaires
pour assurer
assurer
un service
service de radiocommunication
radiocommunication determine.
determine.
:16
classees d'apres le service
36
b) Les stations sont classees
participent d'une faqon
auquel elles participent
facon permanente
permanente
ou temporaire.
temporaire.
37
Station
fire: Une
Une station
du service
service fixe.
Station fixe:
station du
fixe.
38
Station
fixe
aeronautique: Une station du service
Station fire aeronautigue:
fixe aeronautique.
aeronautique.
Station de radiodiffusion:
39
Station
radiodiffusion: Une station du service
service de
radiodiffusion.
radiodiffusion.
40
Station terrestre:
terrestre: Une station du service mobile
mobile
non destinee a
aetre utilisee lorsqu'elle
lorsqu'elle est en mouvement.
41
Station c6tiere:
Station
cotiere: Une station terrestre du service
service mobile maritime assurant
assurant un service
service avec les stations de navire.
42
Station
aeronautique:Une station terrestre
42
Station aeronautique:
terrestre du service
mobile
aeronautique
assurant
un
service
vice
ae.ronautique
service avec les
les stations

35
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31

Amateur Service:
Service. A
A service
service of self training, intercommunication
technical investigations
investigations carried
communication and technical
carried on by
amateurs, that is, by duly authorized
authorized persons interested in
technique solely with a
a personal
radio technique
personal aim and without pecunipecuniary interest.
32
MeteorologicalAids Service: A
A service of emissions
Meteorological
emissions
of special radio signals intended
intended solely for
for meteorological.
meteorological.
including hydrological,
hydrological, observations
observations and exploration.
33
33
Standard
Frequency Service:
Standard Frequency
Service: A
A radiocommunicaradiocommunication service for the transmission
transmission of standard
standard and specified
frequencies
frequencies of known
known high accuracy, intended
intended for general
general reception.
34
Special Service: A service not otherwise
otherwise defined in
this article carried
carried on exclusively
exclusively for specific
specific needs of general
general
utility, and not open to public
public correspondence.
correspondence.
Section
Section III. Stations

35

Station:
Station:
a) A
A separate
separate transmitter
transmitter or receiver
receiver or
or aa combicombi-

36

nation of transmitters
transmitters and
and receivers
including
receivers including
the accessory
accessory equipment required for
carrying
for carrying
on aa definite
definite radiocommunication
radiocommunication service.
service.
h)) The station
classification of
h
station assumes
assumes the classification
of the
the serser-

vice in which
which it operates
operates permanently
permanently or temporarily.
37
Fixed Station:
A station in the fixed service.
Fixed
Station: A
service.
38
Aeronautical
A station
station in the
the aeroAeronautical Fixed Station:
Station: A
aeronautical fixed service.
39
Broadcasting
Station: A
Broadcasting Station:
A station in the broadcasting
broadcasting
service.
Land Station:
Station: A
40
Land
A station in the mobile
mobile service
service not
not
intended for operation while in motion.
41
Coast
the maritime
mobile
Coast Station:
Station: A
A land station in the
maritime mobile
service carrying
service with ship stations.
service
carrying on a
a service
stations.
42
Aeronautical Station:
Aeronautical
Station: A land station in
in the
the aeronautical mobile service, carrying
nautical
carrying on aa service
service with aircraft
aircraft
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art. 1
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d'aeronef. Dans certains cas, une station
d'aeronef.
station aeronautique
aeronautique peut
peut
etre piaci*
a bord d'un navire.
navire.
placee A
43
44

45

46

47

48
49
50
51

52
62

63
53

54

Station
base: Une station terrestre
Station de base:
terrestre du service
service
mobile terrestre assurant
des stations
stations mobiles
assurant un service
service avec
avec des
mobiles
terrestres.
Station
Station mobile: Une station
station d'un service
service mobile
mobile destinee
a
etre
utilisee
tin& a
utilisee lorsqu'elle
lorsqu'elle est en mouvement, ou pendant
pendant
des haltes en des points non determines.
d6termines.
Station de navire:
Station
navire: Une station mobile
mobile du service
a bord d'un navire qui n'est pas
mobile maritime
maritime plac6e
placee a
pas
amarre en permanence.
permanence.
Station
d'aeronef: Une station mobile
Station d'aeronef:
install& aA
mobile installee
quelconque d'aeronef
d'aeronef et soumise continuellebord d'un type quelconque
commande de l'homme.
ment a
ala commande
l'homme.
Station
Station mobile terrestre:
terrestre: Une
Une station
station mobile du
du serservice mobile terrestre susceptible
de
susceptible
&placer en surface
se d6placer
surface a
it
l'interieur des limites geographiques
geographiques d'un pays
l'interieur
d'un conpays ou
ou d'un
continent.
Station de radioreperage:
radioreperage:Une station du service de
Station
de
radiorep6rage.
radioreperage.
Station de radionavigation:
radionavigation:Une station du service
Station
service
de radionavigation.
radionavigation.
Station terrestre
radionavigation: Une
Station
terrestre de radionavigation:
Une station
du service
radionavigation non destinee
service de radionavigation
utilisee lorslorsdestinee aaetre
etre utilisee
qu'elle est en mouvement.
mouvement.
Station mobile de radionavigation:
Station
Une station du
du
radionavigation:Une
destinee a
service de radionavigation
radionavigation destinee
lorsqu'elle
a etre utilisee
utilisee lorsqu'elle
pendant des haltes en
est en mouvement, ou pendant
points non
non
en des
des points
determines.
Station radiogoniometrigue:
Station
de radioradioradiogoniometrique: Une station
station de
reperage
destinee aA determiner
reperage destinee
la direction
direction d'audeterminer uniquement
uniquement la
d'autres stations au moyen des emissions
dernieres.
emissions de
de ces dernieres.
Station de radiophare:
radiophare:Une station de radionavigaStation
radionavigation dont les emissions
emissions sont destinees
destinees a
a permettre
permettre a
a une station mobile de determiner
determiner son relevement
relevement ou sa direction
direction par
par
rapport a
a la station de radiophare.
Station
Station de frequences
freguences &don:
station du
du service
service
4talon: Une
Une station
fr6quences etalon.
des frequences
ftalon.
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43

44
45

46

47

48
49

50
51

52
53

54

(4354)
(43-54)

stations.
stations. In certain instances an aeronautical
aeronautical station may be
placed on board a
a ship.
Base Station:
Station: A
A land station in the land mobile
mobile serservice carrying on a
a service with land mobile
mobile stations.
Mobile Station:
Station: A
A station in aa mobile service
Mobile
service inintended to be used while in motion or during halts at unspecified
points.
Ship Station:
Station: A mobile station in the maritime
mobile service
service located on board a
vessel which is not permaa vessel
nently moored.
Aircraft Station:
Aircraft
Station: A
A mobile
mobile station
station installed
installed on
on
board any type of aircraft
aircraft and continuously
continuously subject to human
control.
control.
Land Mobile Station:
Land
mobile station in the
the land
land
Station: A
A mobile
mobile service capable of surface movement
the geogeomovement within the
graphical limits of a
a country or continent.
continent.
RadiolocationStation:
Radiolocation
Station: A station in the radiolocation
radiolocation
service.
service.
Radionavigation Station:
A station
station in
the radionaviradionaviRadionavigation
Station: A
in the
gation service.
Radionavigation
Station: A
A station
in the
the
Radionavigation Land
Land Station:
station in
radionavigation service not intended
radionavigation
operation while
while in
in
intended for operation
motion.
Radionavigation Mobile Station:
Radionavigation
Station: A
A station in the
radionavigation
radionavigation service intended
in motion
motion or
intended to be used
used while
while in
or
during halts at unspecified points.
Radio Direction-Finding
Radio
Direction-Finding Station:
A radiolocation
radiolocation
Station: A
determine only the direction of other stastation intended to determine
tions by means of transmissions
transmissions from the latter.
Radiobeacon Station:
Station: A
A radionavigation
station the
the
Radiobeacon
radionavigation station
emissions of which are intended to enable
enable a
station to
a mobile station
determine
determine its bearing or its direction
radiodirection in
in relation
relation to
to the
the radiobeacon
beacon station.
Standard
Frequency Station:
A station
station in the standStandard Frequency
Station: A
ard frequency
service.
frequency service.
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STAT.
[[63
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Station
Station experimentale:
experimentale: Une station utilisant
utilisant les
lea onhertziennes pour des experiences
des hertziennes
experiences interessant
interessant lea progr&
progres
de la science ou de la technique.
definition ne comprend
technique. Cette d6finition
pas lea
les stations d'amateur.
d'amateur.

56

Station
Station d'amateur:
d'amateur: Une station
station du service d'amateur.
teur.

Section
Section IV.
IV. Caractdriatiques
Caracteristiques technique.
techniques.
57

Frequence assignee
Freguence
assignee d
dune station:
station: La frequence
frequence qui
qui

coincide
coincide avec le centre de la bande de frequences
frequences dans laquelle
Atravailler.
la station est
eat autorisee
autorisee a
travailler. Cette frequence
frequence ne correscorrespond pas necessairement
Aune frequence
frequence de l'emission.
necessairement a
l'emission.
58

59

Largeur
bande occupee
une emission:
emission: La
La
Largeur de
de bande
occupee par
par une
bande de frequences
frequences comprenant
puissance totale
comprenant 99% de la puissance
rayonnee, elargie de facon
rayonnee,
fagon a
frequence
A comprendre
comprendre toute frequence
discrete a
a laquelle correspond
correspond 0,25%
an moins
moms de la puissance
0,25% au
totale rayonnee.
rayonnee.

Tolerance
Tolerance de frequence: La tolerance de frequence,

exprimee
exprimee en pourcentage
pourcentage ou en cycles par seconde,
seconde, est
eat 1'ecart
l'ecart
maximum admissible, par rapport a
A la frequence
frequence de reference 1),
', de la frequence
dans
frequence caracteristique
caracteristique correspondante
correspondante dans
une emission; la frequence
frequence de
de reference
peut
differer
de
la
reference peut differer
la
frequence assignee
assignee a
A une station d'une quantite fixe et
frequence
specifiee.
specifiee.
69.1)1)La notion de frequence
59.1.
reference devient
devient necessaire
nEcessaire par
par suite
de
frequence de
de reference
suite de
l'apparition
nombreuses classes d'emission
l'apparition de nombreuses
d'emission nouvelles,
telles que
que lea
lea
nouvelles, telles
h band.
bands laterale
emissions h
lateral. unique et lea
emissions I
les emissions
h voies
voies multiples.
multiples.
Cette frequence
frequence de reference
est simplement
simplement une
une frequence
frequence choisie
choisie pour
pour
reference est
des raisoils
raisons de commodite. L'emission
L'emission comprend,
comprend, en fait,
fait, des
des frequences
frEquences
caract6ristiques
1'emission elle-meme
caracteristiques de l'emission
elle-mime (par exemple,
exemple, la
Is frequence
frEquence porporproprement dite, ou une frequence
teuse proprement
frequence particuliere
particuliere dans une bands
latebands laterale), par opposition
opposition aI Is
la frequence
frequence assignee
rale),
assignee et a
I la
Is frequence
frequence de r6fereference qui peuvent
peuvent etre considerees
consideries comme de simples
nombres. Le
but
simples nombres.
Le but
recherche,
recherché, compte tenu des qualites
qualites physiques
physiques des appareils,
eat que
que
appareils, est
l'une de ces fr6quences
frequences caracteristiques
caracteristiques coincide
coincide toujours
toujours avec
avec la
la frirefr6quence caract6ristique
quence de reference.
reference. C'est cette frequence
caracteristique que
conque l'on considere
comme correspondailt
a la frequence
fr6quence de r6ference.
(lidera comma
correspondaut I
reference. La tolerance
tolerance
de fr4quence
frequence est l'6cart
l'ecart maximum admissible entre
entre ces deux
deux frequences,
fr6quencea,
& savoir:
frequence de r6ference,
savoir: la
a frequence
refirtnce, qui est un simple
simple nombre,
nombre, et la
la frefrEquence
caract6riatiqu correapondante,
physiquement part%
<Pence caractiaristique
correspondante, laquelle
laquelle fait
fait phyaiquenumt
partie
v»
I''^*nl-ti
de Pfanisaian.
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55
55

Experimental Station:
utilizing Hertzian
Experimental
Station: A
A station utilizing
Hertzian
waves in experiments
experiments with aa view to
waves
to the
the development
development of
of
science
or technique.
not include
science or
technique. This definition
definition does not
include amateur
amateur
stations.
stations.

56
56

Amateur Station:
Station: A
A station in
in the
amateur service.
service.
the amateur
Section IV.
IV. Technical
Section
Technical Characteristics
Characteristics

57
57

Frequency Assigned to aa Station:
Station: The
Frequency
The frequency
frequency
centre of
coinciding with the centre
of the
frequency band
which the
the frequency
band in
in which
the
station is authorized to
to work.
work. This
necesThis frequency
frequency does
does not
not necessarily correspond to
to any
any frequency
frequency in
in an
an emission.
emission.

58
58

Bandwidth
Bandwidth Occupied
Occupied by an
an Emission:
The band
band of
Emission: The
of
frequencies comprising
frequencies
comprising 99%
99% of
of the
radiated power
exthe total
total radiated
power extended to include
include any discrete frequency
frequency on
which the
power
on which
the power
is at least 0.25%
0.256 of
total radiated
radiated power.
power.
of the
the total

59
59

Frequency Tolerance:
Tolerance: The
Frequency
The frequency
frequency tolerance,
tolerance, exexas aa percentage
pressed as
percentage or
or in
in cycles
per
second,
maxicycles per second, is
is the
the maximum permissible
deviation, with
permissible deviation,
with respect
respect to
to the
the reference
reference frefrequency",
quency', of the corresponding
corresponding characteristic
characteristic frequency
frequency of
of an
an
emission;
emission; the
the reference
differ from
frereference frequency
frequency may
may differ
from the
the freassigned to a
a station
quency assigned
specified amount.
station by
by aa fixed
fixed and
and specified
amount

59.1 1)
of a
a reference
reference frequency
1)The concept
concept of
frequency becomes
becomes necessary
necessary to
to include
include
the many
of emission
many classes
classes of
emission now
now coming
including single
side.
coming into
into use,
use, including
single sideband and
working. This
band
and multiple
multiple working.
This is
frequency which
which is
is selected
selected
is merely
merely a
a frequency
in any
convenient way.
any convenient
way. The
The actual
emission includes
includes frequencies
frequencies which
which
actual emission
are characteristic
are
characteristic of
of the
(for example,
the carrier
the physical
physical emission
emission (for
example, the
carrier frefreor aaparticular
quency itself, or
particular frequency
frequency in
in a
as distinguished
distinguished
a sideband)
sideband) as
from the
frequency and
the assigned
assigned frequency
the reference
reference frequency,
frequency, which
may be
be
and the
which may
regarded
regarded as
mere numbers.
is intended
consistent with
with the
the phyphyas mere
numbers. It
It is
intended that,
that, consistent
sical qualities
qualities of
of the
the apparatus,
apparatus, one
one of
characteristic frequencies
of these
these characteristic
frequencies
shall always coincide
coincide with
with the
shall
the reference
reference frequency.
frequency. This
This characteristic
characteristic
frequency
referred to
the one
one which
frequency may then be
be referred
to as
as the
corresponds to
to the
the
which corresponds
reference
maximum permissible
reference frequency. It
It is
is the
the maximum
between
permissible difference
difference between
two frequencies,
namely the
these two
frequencies, namely
reference frequency,
frequency, which
which is
is a
mere
the reference
a mere
the corresponding
corresponding characteristic
number, and
and the
characteristic frequency,
represents
frequency, which
which represents
a physical
physical attribute
attribute of
of the emission, that
is meant
frequency tolerance.
tolerance.
that is
meant by
by frequency
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64
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Puissance
Puissance d'un
emetteur:
d'un dmetteur:
a) Sauf
a)
Saul indication
indication contraire,
contraire, on
n'utilisera que
que la
la
on n'utilisera
definition
de crete
definition de la "puissance
"puissance de
d'un 6metemetcrete d'un
teur radioeleetrique",
radioelectrique", qui
est la
la suivante:
suivante:
qui est
Puissance
Puissance de crete d'un dmetteur
(Imetteur radiodlectrique:
radioelectrique: La
La
dans les
moyenne, prise dans
les conditions
conditions normales
normales de
de fonctionnefonctionnement, de la puissance
puissance fournie
fournie a
a l'antenne
l'antenne pendant
pendant un
cycle
un cycle
haute fr6quence,
a la
la crate
crete la
frequence, a
de l'enveloppe
l'enveloppe de
de mola plus
plus elevee
elev6e de
modulation.
dulation.
b)
premiere definition
b) Dans le cas ou
oil la premiere
definition ne
suffit
ne suffit
pas, suivant
suivant la
la classe
classe de
de remission,
caracteril'emission, a
a caracteriser
completement les
proprietes pratiques
pratiques de
ser completement
les proprietes
de
celle-ci,
on pourra
pourra employer,
celle-ci, on
employer, en
en plus,
plus, la
la definidefinition suivante
la "puissance
suivante de la
moyenne d'un
"puissance moyenne
d'un
6metteur
emetteur radioelectrique".
radioelectrique".

Puissance
Puissance moyenne d'un emetteur
emetteur radioelectrique:
radioelectrique:
La moyenne
moyenne de
de la
la puissance
puissance fournie
fournie a
al'antenne
l'antenne en
en fonctionnefonctionnement normal,
ment
pendant un
assez long
long compare
compare A
Ii
normal, prise
prise pendant
un temps
temps assez
la periode
periode correspondant
la
plus
basse
frequence
rencontree
correspondant a
a la plus basse frequence rencontr~e
dans la modulation
modulation reelle."
r6elle.'1
c) Quand
Quand les mots "puissance
"puissance de
de crete"
crete" ou
ou "puis"puissance moyenne"
moyenne" ne
ne sont
sont pas
pas utilises
dans le
le conconutilises dans
texte, le chiffre
indique pour
chiffre indique
pour la
la puissance
puissance de
de
crete doit
crete
dolt etre
etre suivi
de la
la lettre
lettre "p"
et celui
celui
suivi de
"p" et
representant
representant la puissance moyenne
moyenne de
de la
la lettre
lettre
"m".
g' ill "

65

[63 S
TAT.
[63(
STAT.

.

Gain d'une antenne:
Gain
antenne: Le gain d'une antenne
antenne dans
dans
une direction
direction donn6e
dorm& est
est le
exprime cn
en decibels,
decibels, entre
entre
le rappor!,
rappor!, exprim6
l'intensit6 du champ rayonne
le carre de l'intensite
rayonne par l'antenne 22,)etudiee
etudiee
dans la direction consideree
le carre
carre de
consideree et le
de l'intensite
du champ
champ
l'intensit6 du
rayonne, dans son plan
median, par
plan median,
une antenne
antenne demi-onde
demi-onde
par une
parfaite isolee dans
6tant mesure
parfaite
dans l'espace,
l'espace, le champ
champ etant
mesure a
aune
une dir;diF;tance suffisamment
suffisamment grande
suppose
que
le3
grande de
de l'antenne.
l'antenne. On
On suppose que le;;
puissances
puissances d'al;r.entation
d'alimentation de
l'antenne reelle
et
de
l'antenne
de l'antenne
reelle et de l'antenne
demi-onde parfaite
les memes.
memes.
demi-onde
parfaite sont les

63.1
" En general,
63.1 "
general, on choisira un temps
temps d'environ
d'environ 1/10
de seconde,
seconde,
1/10 de
lequel
puissance moyenne
lequel la puissance
moyenne est a
I son maximum.
maximum.
65.1
65.12'' Sauf indication contraire,
chiffre donne
pour le
le gain
gain d'une
d'une
contraire, le chiffre
donn6 pour
designe
faisceau principal.
designe le gain dans la direction
direction de son faisceau
principal.

pendant
pendant
antenne
antenne
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Power
Transmitter:
Power of a.
a Transmitter:
a) When not otherwise
otherwise specified, one shall use only
only
definition of "peak
the definition
"peak power
transpower of a
a radio transmitter" as follows:
follows:

61

Peak
Power of a
Peak Power
a Radio
Radio Transmitter:
Transmitter: The
The mean
mean
power supplied to the antenna
one radio
radio frequency
frequency
antenna during
during one
cycle at the highest crest of the modulation
modulation envelope,
envelope, taken
taken
under conditions
conditions of normal operation.

62

b) In cases where the first definition does not
not
suffice, in view of the classification
classification of
of the
the emisemischaracterise fully its practical
sion, to characterise
practical properproperties, the following definition
definition of "mean power
power of
of
a radio transmitter"
transmitter" may be employed
a
employed in
in addiaddition.

63

Mean Power
Power of a
aRadio Transmitter:
The power
power supTransmitter:The
supplied to the antenna
antenna during
normal operation,
during normal
operation, averaged
averaged over
over
a time sufficiently long compared
a
compared to
period corresponding
corresponding
to the
the period
to the lowest frequency
frequency encountered
encountered in
actual modulation."
modulation. 1))
in actual
64
c) When the words "peak power"
power" or
power"
or "mean
"mean power"
are not used in the context, the figure for
"peak
for "peak
power"
power" is to be followed
followed by the letter
letter "p"
"p" and
and
that for "mean
power" by the letter
"mean power"
"m".
letter "m".
65
Gain of an Antenna: The gain of an antenna'
65
Gain
antenna 22)in
in aa
given direction
direction is the ratio, expressed
expressed in decibels,
decibels, of
of the
the
radiated in this direction
square of the field intensity radiated
direction by
by the
the
given antenna
antenna to the square of the field
intensity radiated
radiated in
in
field intensity
its median plane by a
a perfect half-wave
isolated in
half-wave antenna isolated
in
space,
space, where the fields are measured
measured at
at aa distance
distance sufficiently
sufficiently
great. It
It is assumed that the real antenna
antenna and
and the
the perfect
perfect
half wave antenna are supplied with equal
power.
equal power.
63.1

)

1) In general
general a
a time of 1/10
the mean
mean power
power is
1/10 second,
second, during
during which
which the
is a
a
maximum, will be selected.
specified otherwise,
65.1 °2) When not specified
otherwise, the
expressing the
the gain
gain of
of an
an
the figure
figure expressing
antnna refers to the gain in
direction of
antenna
In the direetion
main beam.
beam.
of the main
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Coefficient de directivite
antenne: Le
Le ceofceofdirectivitd d'une
d'une antenne:

ficient de directivite
antenne" dans une
directivite d'une antennel)
une direction
direction donnee
donnee
est le rapport,
rapport, exprime
exprime en
en decibels,
decibels, entre
entre le
le carre
carre de
de l'intenl'intensite du champ
champ rayonne
dans cette
cette direction
direction et
moyenne des
des
rayonn6 dans
et la
la moyenne
carres des intensites
intensites des
champs rayonnes
rayonnes dans
dans toutes
les dides champs
toutes les
directions de l'espace,
l'espace, les champs etant
mesures a
une distance
distance
etant mesures
A une
suffisamment grande.
suffisamment
grande.

Diagramme de directivite
directivite d'une antenne:
Diagramme
antenne:
67

a)
diagramme de directivite
directivite d'une
a) Le diagramme
d'une antenne
antenne est
est
la representation
representation graphique
graphique du
gain de
de cette
andu gain
cette antenne dans les differentes
differentes directions
directions de
de l'espace.
l'espace.
68
diagramme de directivite
b) Le diagramme
directivite horizontal
d'une
horizontal d'une
antenne est la representation
representation du
du gain
gain dans
dans les
les
differentes directions
directions du
differentes
du plan
horizontal ou,
ou, si
plan horizontal
si
necessaire,
necessaire, dans les differentes
differentes directions
directions d'un
d'un
plan legerement
l'horizontale.
legerement incline
incline sur
sur l'horizontale.
69
Brouillage
nuisible: Tout rayonnement
69
Brouillage nuisible:
rayonnement ou
toute ininou toute
duction qui compromet
compromet le fonctionnement
fonctionnement d'un
service de
d'un service
de raradionavigation ou d'un service
dionavigation
service de securite
securite 2)
ou qui
qui gene
ou
2),,ou
gene ou
interrompt
interrompt de facon repetee
repetee un service
service de
radiocommunication
de radiocommunication
fonctionnant
fonctionnant conformement
conformement au
au present
Reglement.
present Reglement.
Section V.
Section
V.
70

Systemes et
et appareils.
Systemes
appareils.

Systeme
Systeme d'atterrissage
d'atterrissage aux instruments:
sysinstruments: Un systeme de radionavigation
radionavigation destine
tame
destine a
a faciliter
l'atterrissage des
des
faciliter l'atterrissage
aeronefs, qui fournit un guidage lateral
aeronefs,
lateral et vertical,
vertical, y
y
pris l'indication de la distance
distance jusqu'au
jusqu'au point
optimum
point optimum
t,errissage.
terrissage.

71

corncomd'atd'at-

Radiobalise a
d impulsions:
Radiobalise
impulsions: Un appareil
appareil de radionavigation emettant, Boit
soit automatiquement
soit en
reponse a
a
automatiquement soit
en r6ponse
la reception
reception d'un signal particulier, un
un signal
signal radioelectrique
radioelectrique
A impulsions
impulsions de caracteristiques
caracteristiques determinees.
determinees.

66.1 1)) Sauf indication
contraire, le chiffre
indication contraire,
chiffre donne
pour le
le coefficient
coefficient de
de dididonn6 pour
rectivite d'une antenne designe le coefficient
directivite dans la direcrectivite
coefficient de directivite
tion
de
son
faisceau
il n'est pas necessaire
necessaire de tenir
tion de son faisceau principal.
principal. Quand
Quand ii
tenir
compte
1'antenne et dans le sol, le coefficient
compte des pertes
pertes dans
dans l'antenne
coefficient de
de direcdirectivite
defini
ci-dessus est superieur
superieur de 2,15
2,16 decibels au gain de l'antenne
tivite defini ci-dessus
defini au numero
numero 65.
65.
69.1 3))On considere
service de securite tout service
69.1
considers comme
comme service
iervice de
de radiocommuniradiocommunication dont
dont le
le fonctionnement
directement, de
facon permanente
cation
fonctionnement interesse
interesse directement,
de fact:in
permanent.
o tmmporaire,
s6curit6 de 1a
00
temporaire, In neeuritts
is vie
vie humaino
humaine ou
nu la aauvegarde
sauvegarde des
des bius.
biota.
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(66-71)
(66-71)

Coefficient of Directivity
Directivity of an Antenna:
Coefficient
The coeffiAntenna: The
coefficient of directivity
directivity of an antenna
cient
antenna "1)in a
is the
a given direction
direction is
the
ratio, expressed in decibels,
of
the
square
decibels,
square of
of the
field intensity
intensity
the field
radiated in this direction
direction to
of the
squares of
the
to the
the mean
mean of
the squares
of the
field intensity radiated
in space,
radiated in all directions in
space, where
where the
the
fields are measured at a
distance sufficiently
sufficiently great.
a distance
great.

67

68
68

69

Directivity Diagram
Directivity
Diagram of an
an Antenna:
Antenna:
a) The directivity diagram
a)
diagram of
of an
the
an antenna
antenna is
is the
graphical
representation of the
the gain of
graphical representation
anof this
this antenna in the different
different directions
directions of
of space.
space.
directivity diagram
b) The horizontal
horizontal directivity
diagram of
of an
an antenna
antenna
is the representation
representation of the gain
gain in
in the
the different
different
directions
horizontal plane or, if necessary,
directions of a
a horizontal
necessary,
different directions
directions of aa plane
in the different
inplane slightly
slightly inclined to the
the horizontal.
horizontal.
Harmful Interference:
Harmful
Interference: Any
radiation or
or any
any inducinducAny radiation
tion which endangers
endangers the functioning
radionavigation
functioning of
of aa radionavigation
service
a safety service
service 2)
or obstructs
service or of a
21 or
obstructs or
or repeatedly
repeatedly ininterrupts a
a radio service
operating in
in accordance
these
service operating
accordance with
with these
Regulations.
Section
V. Systems
Section V.
and Equipment
Systems and
Equipment

70

Instrument Landing System: A
Instrument
A system of radionavigation, intended
intended to
to facilitate
facilitate aircraft
aircraft in
in landing,
landing, which
which proprovides lateral and vertical
vertical guidance
guidance including
indications of
of
including indications
distance from
from the
the optimum
distance
of landing.
landing.
optimum point
point of

71
71

Racon:
Racon: A
A radionavigation
radionavigation system
system transmitting,
transmitting,
automatically or in
in response
automatically
response to
to a
a predetermined
received sigsigpredetermined received
nal, aapulsed radio signal with
with specific
specific characteristics.
characteristics.

66.1
66.1

) When not specified otherwise
otherwise the
1)
the coefficient
coefficient of
of
the figure
figure expressing
expressing the
directivity refers to that in
in the
the direction
beam. When
When it
it is
direction of
of the
the main
main beam.
is
not necessary
necessary to take
account antenna and earth
take into account
earth losses
losses the
the coefficient
coefficient
of directivity as defined
defined above is 2.16 decibels
decibels higher
higher than
than the
the gain
gain of
of
the antenna
antenna as
as defined in
in 65.
65.

69.1
2) Any radio service,
69.1 2)
the operation
of which
which is
is directly
related, whether
whether
service, the
operation of
directly related,
permanently or temporarily,
permanently
temporarily, to the
safety of
human life
life and
and the
safethe safety
of human
the safeguarding
guarding of property, shall
shall be considered
a safety
safety servies.
considered as
as a
service.

81939 0-52-PT.
0-52-PT.

Ul---20

20

1595
1595

1596

TREATIES
TREATIES

(72-73)
(72-73)
72

73

TAT.
STAT.
[63 S

art. 1
RR)
(Chap. I, art.
1 RR)

Balise passive aacode:
Balise
destine a r6flechir
reflechir les
les
code: Objet destin6e
ondes hertziennes
hertziennes et ayant
ayant des propri6ets
proprietes reflechissantes
reflechissantes variables suivant un code
code determine,
determine, en vue de faire
faire apparaitre
apparaitre
une indication
indication dans un r6cepteur
recepteur de detection
electromadetection electromagnetique.
gn6tique.
Radiosonde: Emetteur radioelectriqlue
Radiosonde:
radioelectrique automatique
automatique
auxiliaires de la meteorologie,
du service des auxiliaires
habituellement
met6orologie, habituellement
porte par un a6ronef,
aeronef, un ballon libre, un parachuto
cerfparachute ou un cer£volant, et qui transmet
transmet des donnees
donnees meteorologiques.
m6teorologiques.

63 S
STAT.]
TAT.]

IMULTILATERAL-TELECOIMMUNICATIONS-OCT.
MULT
ILATERAL— TELECOAINIUNICATIONS— OCT .2,
2, 1947
1947

(Chapter 1,
I, art.
art. I1 RR)
RR)

72
72

73

(72-73)
(72.-73)

Coded Passive
Passive Reflector: An
Coded
object intended
to rereAn object
intended to

flect Hertzian waves and having variable
reflecting properties
properties
variable reflecting
according
predetermined code, for the purpose
according to a
a predetermined
purpose of
of proproducing
a radar receiver.
ducing an indication on a
receiver.
Radiosonde:
Radiosonde: An automatic radio
radio transmitter
transmitter in
in the
th€
meteorological
meteorological aids service usually carried
carried on
on an
an aircraft,
aircraft,
balloon, kite or parachute,
parachute, which transmits meteorologfree balloon,
meteorolog
ical data.

1597
1597

1598

TREATIES
TREATIES

(74-T?)
(74-47)

[63 STAT.
STAT.

(Chap. II,
art. 22 AR)
(Chap.
U, art.
RR)

CHAPITRE II.
II.
CHAPITRE
ARTICLE 2.
ARTICLE

Designation des emissions.
Designation
emissions.
74

§ 1.
§
Les emissions sont designees
designees d'apres
d'apres leur
leur classe
classe et la
la
largeur de la bande de frequences
occupent.
fr6quences qu'elles occupent.
Section
Section I.

75

76

77

Classes.
§§ 2.
Les emissions
omissions sont classees
symbolisees d'apres
classees et symbolis6es
d'apres
les caract6ristiques
caracteristiques suivantes:
suivantes:
(1) Type de modulation
modulation
(1)
(2) Type de transmission
(2)
transmission
(3)
Caract6ristiques
(3) Caracteristiques supplementaires.
supplementaires.
§
3.
(1)
Types
de
modulation:
§
(1)
modulation:
Symbole
Symbole
Amplitude
a) Amplitude
A
A
Frequence (ou
phase)
b) Frequence
(ou phase)
F
c) Impulsion
Impulsion
P
(2) Types de transmission:
(2)
transmission:
a) Absence
Absence de toute modulation
modulation destinee
a transmettre
une
information
transmettre
information
00
b) Telegraphie
Telegraphie sans modulation
modulation par une
une
fr6quence audible
audible
frequence
1
1
c)
C) Telegraphie
Telegraphie par manipulation
manipulation d'une
frequence
modulation audible ou de
frequence de modulation
de
frequences de modulation
frequences
modulation audibles,
audibles, ou
ou
par manipulation
manipulation de 1'emission
remission modumodu(cas particulier:
particulier: emission
omission modulee
lee (cas
modulee
non manipulee)
manipulee)
22
d) Telephonie
Telephonie
33
e)
Fac-simile
e) Fac-simile
4
4
f) Television
f)
55
complexes et cas qui ne
g) Transmissions
Transmissions complexes
ne
envisages ci-dessus
sont pas envisages
ci-dessus
99

63
STAT.]
63 S
TAT.]

MULTILATERAL-TELECOMMUNICATIONS-OCT.
MULTI LATERAL--TELECOMMUNICATIONS- OCT.2,
2, 1947
1947

(Chapter II,
RR)
II, art.
art. 2
2 RR)

(74-77)
(74-77)

CHAPTER
CHAPTER II
ARTICLE 22
ARTICLE
Designation
Designation of
of Emissions
Emissions
74

,7
75

76

77

§ 1.
1.
§
Emissions are designated
designated according
according to their
their classiclassification
fication and the width of the frequency
frequency br.nd
band occupied
occupied by
by them.
them.
Section
Section I. Classification
Classification
§
2.
Emissions
classsified and symbolized
§
Emissions are classsified
symbolized according
according
to the following characteristics:
characteristics:
(1)
(1) Type of modulation
modulation
(2) Type of transmission
transmission
(2)
(3) Supplementary
Supplementary characteristics.
(3)
characteristics.
§ 3. (1)
§
(1) Types of modulation:
modulation:
Symbol
Symbol
a) Amplitude
Amplitude
A
A
b)
b) Frequency
Frequency (or phase)
phase)
F
c) Pulse
c)
P
(2) Types of transmission:
(2)
transmi.ision:
a) Absence
Absence of any modulation
modulation intended
intended
information
to carry
carry information
0
0
b) Telegraphy
b)
Telegraphy without the use of modumodulating audio frequency
frequency
11
c) Telegraphy
Telegraphy by the keying of a
a modulating audio frequency
frequency or audio frequencies or by the keying of the modulated
emission (special
(special case: an
an unkeyed
unkeyed
modulated
modulated emission)
emission)
2
2
d) Telephony
Telephony
3
3
e) Facsimile
Facsimile
4
4
f) Television
f)
55
g) Composite transmissions
transmissions and cases not
not
covered by the above
99

1599
1599

1600

TREATIES
TREATIES

[63
STAT.
[63 STAT.

(78-80)
(78-80)

78

H, art. 2
2 RR)
RR)
(Chap. II,

(3) Caract6ristiques
(3)
Caracteristiques supplementaires:
supplementaires:
a) Double bande
a)
bande lat6rale,
laterale, onde
onde porteuse
porteuse
complete
complete

(aucun)
(aucun)

b)
lat6ra!e unique,
unique, onde
b) Bande laterale
onde porteuse
porteuse
reduite
r6duite
c)
c) Deux bandes lat6rales
laterales independantes,
independantes,
onde porteuse
porteuse r6duite
reduite
d) Autres emissions,
emissions, onde
onde porteuse
porteuse rereduite
duite
e)
c) Impulsion,
Impulsion, amplitude
amplitude modulee
modulee
f) Impulsion, largeur
f)
largeur modulee
modul6e
g) Impulsion, phase
position) moduphase (ou
(ou position)
modulee
lee
79
80

aa
b
c
dCl
e
f

§ 4. Nota:
Nota: Par exception
exception aux
§
aux principes
principes ci-dessus,
ci-dessus,
les ondes amorties
amorties sont design6es
designees par
§§ 5.

Type de
de
modulation
modulation
Modulation
Modulation
d'amplitude

B

classification des
La classification
dedes emissions
omissions est
est detaillee
dans
tainee
le tableau suivant:
suivant:

Type de transmission
transmission

Caracterist
iques
Caracteristiques

suppllimentaires
supplementaires

Absence de toute modulation
Absence
modulation

Symbole
Symbole
AO
A0

T6lEgraphic
Telegraphic sans modulation
par une frequence
fr6quence audible
audible
(manipulation par tout ou rien)
rien)
(manipulation

AI
Al

T6l6graphic
Tel6graphie par manipulation
manipulation
d'une frequence
frequence de modual
modulatlion
ion
audible ou de frequences
frequences de
modulation audibles, ou
par
ou par
manipulation de l'rmission
manipulation
l'emission
modul6e (ens
inodulde
(cas particulicr:
particulier:
emission
emission modulee
modul6c non rnanimanipulee)
pul6c)

12
A2

Telephonic
Tel6eplonic

Double bande
bande latelateDouble
rale, onde
onde porteuse
porteuse
complete
complete

A3
A3

Bande laterale
laterale unique,
odrlnd porteuse
nrlolse
r-rlh
ltItlV.l
reduite
n-I,
'«'
rAA,,,*

A3a
A
a

onde
n
V ..

Ar-

nl n

_ ________

63 S
TAT.]J
0S
STAT.

AI UL TI LATERAL—

TELECOMMUNICATIONS—
OCT.2,
1947
MILTIIATEIAL-TELECO(
MMUAINICATIONS-OCT.
2, 1947

(Chapter II,
(Chapter
2 RR)
II, art.
art. 2
RR)

78

79
80

(78-80)
(78-80)

(3)
(3) Supplementary
Supplementary characteristics:
characteristics:
a) Double sideband, full carrier
carrier
b) Single sideband, reduced
reduced carrier
carrier
c)
independent sidebands,
c) Two independent
sidebands, reduced
reduced
carrier
d) Other emissions, reduced
reduced carrier
carrier
amplitude modulated
e) Pulse, amplitude
modulated
f)
f) Pulse, width modulated
modulated
g) Pulse, phase (or position) modulated
modulated

(none)
(none)
aa
b
c
d
e
f

§ 4. Note: As an exception
§
exception to the above principles,
damped waves are designated
designated by
§§ 5.

Type
Type of
of
Modulation
Modulation
Amplitude
Amplitude
Modulated
Modulated

1601

B

The classification
classification of emissions is tabulated below:

of Trnsmission
Type of
Type
Transmission
Transmission

I

A

Supplementary
Supplementary
- ..
Characteristics
Cnaracierlstlcs
.

symbol

Symbol

.

Absence of
Absence
of any
any modulation
modulation
Telegraphy
Telegraphy without
use of
of
without the
the use
modulating
modulating audio frequency
frequency (on(onkeying)
off keying)

Telegraphy by the
Telegraphy
the keying
keying of
of a
a
modulating audio
audio frequency
or
frequency or
audio frequencies
frequencies or
or by
the keying
by the
keying
of the modulated
modulated emission
emission (special
(special
case:
ease: an unkeyed
unkeyed modulated
emismodulated emission)
sion)

Telephony
Telephony

AO
AO

--

-

A2
A2

-

Double
full
Double sideband,
sideband, full
carrier
carrier
Single
sideband,
Single sideband,
duced carrier
carrier
duced

Al
Al

A3
A3

roreA3a
i A3

1602

TREATIES
TREATIES

[63
STAT.
[63 STAT.

(Chap.
(('hap. iI,
II, art.
art. 2
2 RR)
RR)
-

-

Type doh
de
Type
modulation
modulalion

Type de
de transmission
transmission
.-

,

Symbole
$ymbole

Deux bandes
bandes lat6ralc
laterales
independantes, onde
independantes,
onde
porteuse
reduite
portcuse r6duite

A3b
A31b

-

Fac-simild
Fac-simild

—

A4
A4

Television
T616vision

—

A5
A5

Transmissions
et
Transmissions complexes
complexes ct
(as
eas qui
ne sont
qui ne
sont pas
pas envisages
euvisag6s
ci-dessus
ci-dessus

—

A9
A9

Transmissions
Transmissions complexes
complexes
Modulation
Modulation

Caracterist
iques
Caract6iist iqi(]cs
supplementaires
supplmncntairsc

Onldc
Oxide porteuse
por'tu.se
red
ui I
e
rcluile
—

FO
FO

Teleijaphie sans
sans modulation
T6c1iralphiec
modulation
frequence audible
audible
par une
une frequence
(manipulation par
(manipulation
par deplacediplaccment de
de frequence)
friqucnce)

—

Fl
Fl

de frdquenco
frequence
(ou de phase)
plhase)

Tcl6graplhic par
Telegraphic
par m:anijpul:aAion
manipulation
d'une frequenco
dune
frequence de
d(e modulation
modillation
audible ou
on de
de fr6quenees
de
fr6icllences de
modulation
nuidulat ion audibles,
audibles, ou
ou par
la
par la
manipulation
remission
manil)plation de
(e 1'6mlission
modill6e (cns
modulee
(ens pnrticulicr:
particulier:
6mission
emission mo(lule('
une
modiule par
par une
fr6quence
frequence audible, non
mat&
non mIn:ipulee)
pulve)

F2
F2

Telephonic
T616phonie

—

F3

Fac-simil6
Fac-simil6

—

F4

T616vision
Television

—

F5
F5

Transmisions complexers
Transmissions
complexes at
et
cos
ne sont
envisag.'ss
-oo qui
ul ac
sonf pas
pas envisag,
ci-dessus
ci-dessus
1\ Iodulatiun
Modulatit.nr
pr
impulsions
par impulsions

I

A9e

Absence d.,
Absence
d.; toUlte
Witte inodulati!ai
Inodilati)n

Absellce de
d(I tout;
Absence
Wute imolulatii:l
modulatiim
destinic a.
trai.snlttIc
destiae
it truosmett
t re uce
iLe
r
·
inform
a1
ion
1ll)orm:ltioun

-—

i
I

_

F9
F9

Pn
PO

-

I

I

63 S
TAT.]
63
STAT.]

1603
1603

MULTILATERAL— TELECOMMUNICATIONS— OCT .2,
1947
MULTILATERAL-TELECOMMUNICATIONS-OCT.
2, 1947

(Chapter
art. 2
RR)
2 RR)
II, art.
(Chapter II,

Type
of
Type of
Modulation
Modulation

Transmission
Type of Transmission

Supplementary
Supplementary
Characteristics
Characteristics

Symbol
Symbol

Two independent
independent
aidebands, reduced
aidebands,
carrier
carrier
Facsimile

A4
A4

Television
Television

AL
Al

Composite transmissions and cases
eases
not covered
covered by the above

A9
A9

Composite
transmissions
Composite transmissions
Frequency
Frequency
(or phase)
Modulated

A3b
A3b

Reduced carrier
carrier
Reduced

A9c
A9e

Absence of any modulation
Absence

FO
NO

Telegraphy without
without the use of
Telegraphy
modulating audio frequency
(frefrequency (frequency
quency shift keying)

F!
FI

Telegraphy by the keying of a
a
Telegraphy
modulating audio frequency
frequency or
modulating
audio frequencies,
frequencies, or by the keying
modulated emission
emission (special
of the modulated
unkeyed emission moducase: an unkeyed
lated by audio frequency)
frequency)

P2

Telephony

F3

Facsimile

P4

Television

P5

Composite
eases
transmissions and cases
Composite transmissions
not covered by the above

F9
.

Pulse
Modulated

Absence of any modulation
modulation intended to carry information
information

PO
PO

1604

TREATIES
TREATIES

[63 S
TAT.
[63
STAT.

(Chap. II, art.
art. 22 RR)
RR)

(81)
(81)

Type de
modulation

Type de
de transmission
transmission

Caracteristiques
Caracteristiques
supplementaires
supplemen
taires

T616graphie
TIC6gr:phllic sans
sans modulation
lmodulation
par
une frirquence
audible
par une
firlqucnce audible

Teldgraphie par
Taegraphie
par manipulation
manipulation
d'une
fr4quence
d'une fr6quc
nee de
de modulation
modulation
audible
on dte
de frismenees
de
audible ou
frlitieciis de
modulation audibles
la
modulation
:;utlillhs ou
ou par
par la
manipulation
manipulation do
ld 'Impulsion
l'implulsion
modul6e (cas
particulicr:
iculier:
module
((a.'s par
impulsion
modul6e non
non manimaniimpulsion midlulc
pul0e)
pul(:'<)

Symbole
Symbole

PI

Amplitude de
'ImAmplitude
de l'impulsion modullc
modul6ea.;it
pulsioln
frequence audible
ou '
frequence
audible ou'

aafrequences
fr6quenccs audibles
audible,s

P2d

Fr6quenee audible
audible ou
ou
Fr6quence

T6lph;plio
T616plionio

frequenees audibles
audibles
fr6quences
modulant
modulant la largeur
largeur
l'impulsion
de l'impulsion

P2e
P'2e

Frequence audible
audible ou
Fr6quence
ou
frequences audibles
frequences
audibles
modulant la phase
(ou la position) de
de
l'impulsion
[Impulsion

P2f
P2f

Modulation
Modulation en amplitude
plitude

P3d
P3d

Modulation en
en
Modulation
largeur
largeur

P3e
P3c

Modulation
Modulation en phase
position)
(ou en position)

P3f

Transtnis.sions complrexes
complexes et
et.
Transmissions
cas
sont pas
cas qui nr
no soot
pas envisages
envisags
ci-dessus
ci-dessus

P9

Section II.
de bande.
Section
II. Largeurs
Largeurs de
bande.

81

§ 6.
Pour designer completement
completement une emission, le
§
le symsymbole earacterisant
caract6risant la classe
cette emission,
classe de eette
emission, tel qu'il est indi-

63 S
STAT.]
TAT.]

MULTILATERAIL-TELECOMMUNICATIONS-OCT.
MULTILATERAL— TELECOMMUNICATIONS— OCT .2,
1947
2, 1947

1605
1605

(Chapter 11,
RR)
(Chapter
II, art.
art. 22 RR)

Type of
of
Type
Modulation
Modulation

(81)
(81)

Supplementary
Supplementary
Characteristics
Characteristics

of Transmission
Type of
Transmission
Telegraphy without the
Telegraphy
use
the use
modulating audio
audio frequency
frequency

Symbol

of
of
PI
PI

Telegraphy by
the keying
keying of
of a
Telegraphy
by the
a
modulating audio
modulating
audio frequency
frequency or
or
audio frequencies,
frequencies, or
or by
by the
the keying
keying
of
modulated pulse
pulse (special
of the
the modulated
(special
case:
modulated pulse)
case: an
an unkeyed
unkeyed modulated
frequency or
or
pulse) Audio
Audio frequency
audio frequencies
audio
frequencies
modulating the
the pulse
modulating
pulse
in
amplitude
in amplitude

P2d

Audio frequency
Audio
frequency or
or
audio
frequencies
audio frequencies
modulating the
the width
width
modulating
of the
the pulse
pulse
of

P2e
P2e

Audio
or
Audio frequency
frequency or
audio
frequencies
audio frequencies
modulating
the phase
phase
modulating the
(or position)
of the
(or
position) of
the
pulse
pulse

P2f
P2f

Amplitude
Amplitude modulated
modulated

P&L
P3d

Width modulated
Width
modulated

P3e

Phase (or
position)
Phase
(or position)
modulated
modulated

P3f

Telephony
Telephony

Composite transmissions
Composite
transmissions and
and cases
cases
not
by the
not covered
covered by
the above
above

P9
P9

Section
Section II.
11. Bandwidth

§1
Si

§ 6.
Wherever the full designation
§
Wherever
designation of
of an emission
emission is
is
necessary,
necessary, the symbol for that class
class of
of emission, as given
given

1606

[63 STAT.
STAT.
[63

TREATIES
TREATIES

(82-84)
(8--84)

(Chap. II, art.
art. 22 RR)
RR)

ci-dessus, est pr6eced
precede par un nombre
nombre indique dans le tableau
tableau ci-dessus,
quant
largeur en kilocycles
de la
la bande
bande de
frequant la
la largeur
kilocycles par
par seconde
seconde de
de fr6quences occupee
occupee par l'emission
remission (voir
(voir le
numero 58).
le numero
58).
82

Les nombres
nombres indiquant
indiquant les largeurs
inf.
&
§§ 7.
largeurs de bandes inferieures a
a 10 kilocycles par seconde
seconde comprennent
comprennent au maximum
deux chiffres significatifs
significatifs apres la
la virgule.

83

§
Les largeurs de bande necessaires
necessaires pour les
§ 8.
lea differentes classes d'emission
indiquees a
a l'appendice
d'emission sont indiquees
1'appendice 5.

84

§§ 9.
Le tableau
tableau suivant
suivant donne quelques
quelques exemples
exemples de designation d'emissions.
Nature de l'emission
1'emission

Designation
Designation

1. T1eegraphie
1.
Telegraphie 25 mots par minute, code Morse
Morse international, onde
porteuse modul6e
modulee par la manipulation
manipulation seulement
seulement

0,1 Al
Al

2. Telgraphie,
Telegraphie, frequence
modulation de 525
525 c/a,
frequence de modulation
c/s, 25 mots par
frequence
minute, code Morse international,
international, onde porteuse
porteuse et frequence
de modulation
modulatioh manimodulation manipulees ou frequence
frequence de modulation
pulée
seulement
pulee aeulement

1,15 A2
A2
1,15

3. Telephonic
modulation d'amplitude,
frequence de modulation
Telephonie aA. modulation
d'amplitude, frequence
maximum 3
3000 c/a,
double bande
bande latersle,
complete
c/s, double
laterale, onde porteuse
porteuse complete

66 A3

4. Telephonie
modulation d'amplitude, frequence
frequence de modulation
T1eephonie aamodulation
modulation

maximum 3
3 000 c/s,
c/a, bande laterale
laterale unique,
unique, onde porteuse
porteuse reduite

3
A3a
3 A3a

6.
Telephonie k
&modulation
modulation d'amplitude,
frequence de modulation
5. Telephonie
d'amplitude, frequence
modulation
maximum
c/s, deux bandes
maximum 3
3000 c/a,
bandes laterales
latkrales independantes,
independantes, onde
porteuse reduite

6
6 A3b
A3b

6. Tel6vision
Television &bande
bande laterale
latkrale partielle (une bande laterale
latkrale partielement
onde porteuse
complete y
y compris
compris une
ellement supprimee),
supprim6e), onde
porteuse complete
voie de son a
&modulation de frequence
frequence
vole

66000 A5,F3

7. Telephonie
Telephonie k
A modulation
modulation de frequence,
frequence, frequence
frequence de modulation 3
3 000 c/r,
c/a, deviation
deviation de 20 000 c/a
c/s

46 F3

8. Telephonie
frequence, frequence
frequence de modulaTelephonie &
a modulation
modulation de frequence,
tion 15 000 c/a,
deviation de 75 000 c/s
c/s
c/s, deviation

180 F3
180

supposant
9. Impulsions
Impulsions d'une microseconde
microseconde non
non modulees,
modulees, en supposant
une valeur
5 pour
Dour K (voir l'appendice
l'annendice
5)
vsleur de 5
5)
~Z
....

10 000 PO

63 S
STAT.]
TAT.]

MULTILATERAI-TELECOMMUNICATIONS--OCT.
MULTILATERAL—
TELECOMMUNICATIONS— OCT .2,
2, 1947
1947

(Chapter II,
1 art.
2 RR)
art. 2

(82-4)
(82-84)

above, is prefixed by aa number
number indicating
indicating the width in kilocycles of the frequency
frequency band occupied
occupied by it
it (see 58).
58).
82

§§ 7.
Bandwidths
Bandwidths of 10 kilocycles
kilocycles or less shall be exexa maximum of two significant
pressed to a
significant figures
figures after the
decimal.

83

§§ 8.
For the necessary
necessary bandwidths
bandwidths of various
various classes of
emissions, see appendix 5.

84

§§ 9.

The following
examples of the designation of
following are examples
emissions.
emissions.

Description
Description

Designation
Designation

1. Telegraphy 25 words per
Morse Code,
1.
per minute, International
International Morse
carrier modulated by keying only
only

0.1 Al
Al
0.1

per minute, International
2. Telegraphy, 525 c/s tone, 25 words per
International
Morse Code, carrier
carrier and tone keyed or tone only keyed
Morse
keyed

1.15 A2

modulated telephony,
maximum modumodu3. Amplitude modulated
telephony, 3
3 000 c/s maximum
lation, double sideband, full carrier
carrier

A3
66A3

4. Amplitude modulated
modulated telephony,
telephony, 3
3000 c/s maximum
modumaximum modusideband, reduced
carrier
lation, single sideband,
reduced carrier

A3a
33A3a

modulated telephony, 33000 c/s maximum
modu5. Amplitude modulated
maximum modulation, two independent
independent sidebands, reduced
reduced carrier
carrier

0 A3b
A3b

sideband partially
partially suppressed),
suppressed),
6. Vestigial sideband television (one sideband
modulated sound channel)
channel)
full carrier (including aafrequency modulated
7. Frequency
Frequency modulated
telephony,
modulated telephony,
deviation
quency, 20 000 c/s deviation

66000 A5,F3

3000 c/a
c/s modulation
3000
modulation fre-

8. Frequency
Frequency modulated
modulated telephony,
telephony, 15
15 000 c/s modulation
modulation frequency, 75 000 c/s deviation
9. One-microsecond
One-microsecond pulses, unmodulated,
unmodulated, assuming
value of 6
5
assuming aa value
5)
for R
K (see appendix 5)

48 F3
46

F3
180 P3

10 000 PO
10000

1607
1607

1608
1608

TREATIES
TREATIES

[63 S
TAT.
[63
STAT.

H, art. 2
RR)
(Chap. II,
2 RR)

(85)
(85)
Section
Section

85
85

III.
III.

Nomerclature des frequences.
frequences.

§
10.
Les fr6quences
frequences sont
sont exprimees
exprimees en
en kilocycles
kilocycles par
par
§ 10.
Les
seconde
30 000
000 kc/s
kc/s y
y compris,
et en
en megamegacompris, et
seconde (kc/s)
(kc/s) jusqu'a
jusqu'a 30
cycles
par seconde
seconde (Mc/s)
(Mc/s) au-dessus
au-dessus de
frequence.
cycles par
de cette
cette fr6quence.

Subdivision des frequences
frequences "
Subdivision
"

Gamine
fr6quences
Gamme de frequences

Subdivision
Subdivision
metrique
m6trique

Ondes
Ondes
myriametriques
myriametriqucs

VLF

(Tres basses frequences)
frequences)

Au-dessous de 30 kc/s
Au-dessous

LF

(Basses frequences)
frequences)

30
30 A
a 300 kc/s
kc/s

MF

(Frequences moyennes)
(Frequences
moyennes)

300 A3
3000 kc/s
kc/s

Ondes
hectometriques
licctomitriqucs

HF

(Hautes frequences)
frequences)

3
kcis
3 000 A
a 30 000 kc/s

Ondes
Ondes
decamotriques
ddecamtriques

VHF

(Tres hautes frequences)
frequences)
(Tres

30 000 kc/s A
a 300 Mc/s
Mc/s

UHF
UHF

(Ultra hautes frequences)
frequences)

300 A
Mc/s
3 000 Mc/s
a3

SHF

(Frequences
(Frequences superieures)
sup6rieures)

3
000
3 000

EHF

(Frequences extremement
(Fr6quences
extremement
hautes)
hautes)

it 300 000 Mc/s
Meis
30 000 A

itA30 000 Mc/s
Mc/s

Ondes
Ondes
kilornetriques
kilom6triques

Ondes
Ondes
metriques
m6triques
Ondes
Ondes
decimetriques
d6cimetriques

Ondes
centimetriques
ccntim6triques
Ondes
Ondes
millimetriques
millim6triqucs

85.1 I)
') on
On donne id
icii,ttitre
indicatif les abreviations
85.1
titre indicatif
abreviation.s employ-es
employees dans certains textes
textes de
de
la,ngue
anglaise et la traduction
traduction en frangais
francais des termes
termcs correspondants.
correspondants. En raison
raison
langue anglaise
des confusions
confusions possibles,
termes sont.
sont a
it eviter
eviter dans les textes en langue
langue francaise
possibles, ces termes
pour la designation
designation des gamines
gamines de frequences.
frequenccs.

63
STAT.]
63 STAT.]

(Chanter
art. 2
2 RR)
RR)
(Chapter II,
II, art.
Section
Section III.

85
85
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1947
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(3)
(85)
Nomenclature
Nomenclature

Frequencies
of Frequencies

§
Frequencies shall be expressed
expressed in kilocycles
kilocycles per
per sec§ 10.
in
kilocycles per second and in
ond (kc/s) at and below 30 000 kilocycles
megacycles
(Mc/s) above
above this frequency.
frequency.
megacycles per second (Mc/s)

Frequency
Frequency Sub-Division

Metric
Sub-Division

Frequency
Frequency Range
. -

VLF
VLF

(Very Low
Frequency)
Low Frequency)
(Very

Below
30 kc/s
kc/s
Below 30

Myriametric
Myriametric
Waves

LF
LF

(Low Frequency)
Frequency)
(Low

30
kc/s
30 to
to 300
300 kc/s

Kilometric
Kilometric
Waves

MF
MF

(Medium
Frequency)
(Medium Frequency)

300
kc/s
300 to
to 3
3 OW
000 Ws

Hectometric
Hectometric
Waves

HF
HF

(High Frequency)
Frequency)
(High

000 to
to 30
30 000
000 kc/s
kc/s
33000

Decametric
Decametric
Waves
Waves

VHF
VHF

(Very
High Frequency)
Frequency)
(Very High

30 000
kc/s to
Mc/s
30
000 kc/s
to 300
300 Mc/s

UHF
UHF

(Ultra
High Frequency)
Frequency)
TJItra High

300 to
to 33000
000 Mc/s
Mc/s
300

SHF
SHF

(Super High
High Frequency)
Frequency)
(Super

30 000
c/s
(X)0 M
Mc/s
33000
000 to
to 30

Centimetrie
Centimetrie
Waves

ER?
EHF

(Ext.:ernely High Frequency)
Frequency)
(Extremely

30 000
000 to
to 300
3(00 000
0) Mcis
Mc/s
30

Millimetric
Millimetric

Metric
Metric
Waves
Waves
Deci
metric
Decimetric
Waves
Waves

Waves
Waves
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(86-90)

[63 STAT.
STAT.
[63

(Chap.
art. 33 RR)
RR)
(Chap. III.
IIL art.

CHAPITRE

III.
III.

Frequences.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE 3.
Regles
Regles generales
generales d'assignation et d'emploi des
des frequences.
frequences.
86

§ 1.
Les pays membres
§
1.
membres de l'Union adherents
present
adherents au present
Reglement
s'engagent aa se conformer
Reglement s'engagent
conformer aux prescriptions
prescriptions du
du
tableau de repartition
tableau
repartition des bandes de frequences,
frequences, ainsi
ainsi qu'aux
autres prescriptions
prescriptions du present
present chapitre, pour les assignaassignations de fr6quences
frequences aux stations qui, par leur nature meme,
meme,
peuvent
peuvent causer des b-ouillages
b7ouillages nuisibles
nuisibles aux services
services assures
par les stations des autres pays.

87

§§ 2.
Les frequences
frequences ainsi assignees
assignees doivent
doivent 8tre
choisies
etre choisies
maniere a
a eviter
eviter de causer
des brouiilages
brouiilages nuisibles
nuisibles aux
aux
de maniere
causer des
services assures par des stations utilisant des frequences
frequences
assignees conformement
aux prescriptions
prescriptions du present
present chapitre
chapitre
conformement aux
jouissant d'une protection
protection internationale
et jouissant
internationale contre
contre les brouillages nuisibles dans les conditions enoncees a
l'article 11.
a l'article
11.

88

§§ 3.
Un pays membre de l'Union
l'Union ne doit assigner
assigner a
a une
station aucune
aucune frequence
frequence en derogation
tableau de
de repartirepartiderogation au tableau
tion des bandes
bandes de frequences
frequences et
aux autres
autres prescriptions
prescriptions de
de
et aux
ce Reglement,
Reglement, sauf sous la reserve
reserve expresse
expresse qu'il n'en resulte
brouillages nuisibles pour un service
pas de brouillages
assure par des
service assure
travaillant conformement
conformement aux dispositions de la Constations travaillant
vention
vention et du present
present Reglement.
Reglement.

89

§§ 4.
Les stations d'un service
service doivent utiliser des fr6Irequences suffisamment
suffisamment eloignees
eloignees des limites
limites de la
la bande
attribande attribuee a
a ce service pour ne pas causer
causer de brouillages nuisibles
nuisibles
aux services
services auxquels sont attribuees
attributes les bandes
bandes adjacentes.
adjacentes.

90

§ 5.
Lorsqu'une
§
Lorsqu'une bande de frequences
frequences est
est attribuee
attribuee a
a des
des
services differents
diff6rents dans des regions
services
regions ou des sous-regions
sous-regions

TAT.]
63 S
STAT.]

MULTILATERAL—
TELECOMMUNICATIONS— OCT .2, 1947
MULTILATERAL-TELECOMMUNICATIONS--OCT.

13R)
(Chapter III.
III art.
art. 3
3 BB)

(311-110)
(83-40)

III
CHAPTER II

Frequencies
ARTICLE 3
3

Use of Frequencies
Frequencies
General Rules for the Assignment
Assignment and Use
86

The countries,
countries, members
Union, adhering
adhering to
members of the Union,
§§ 1.
1.
these Regulations, agree that in assigning
assigning frequencies
frequencies to stacapable of causing
tions which, by their very nature, are capable
harmful interference
stations
interference to the services
services rendered
rendered by the stations
harmful
of another country, they will make such assignments in accordance with the table of frequency
allocations and other
frequency allocations
cordance
provisions of this chapter.

87

The frequencies
frequencies so assigned
selected in such
assigned shall be selected
§§ 2.
interference with serharmful interference
aamanner as to avoid causing harmful
frequencies assigned
assigned to
vices carried on by stations using frequencies
conformity with the provisions of this chapter
chapter and
them in conformity
which are entitled
entitled to international
harmful
international protection
protection from harmful
interference
provided in article 11.
interference as provided

88

A country, member of the Union, shall not assign
§§ 3.
A
to a
station any frequency
frequency in derogation
derogation of either the table
a station
of
given in this chapter
chapter or the other
allocations given
of frequency allocations
provisions of these Regulations, except
except on the express condicondiservices
be
caused
to
tion that harmful interference
interference shall not
caused
services
accordance with the procarried on by stations operating in accordance
Regulations.
and of these Regulations.
the Convention
Convention and
visions of the

89

The stations of a
a service
service shall use frequencies
frequencies so
§§ 4.
separated
service as
allocated to that service
a band allocated
separated from the limits of a
not
which
interference to the services to which
harmful interference
cause harmful
not to cause
allocated.
adjoining are allocated.
immediately adjoining
the frequency bands immediately

90

frequencies is allocated
Where a
aband of frequencies
allocated to different
different
§§ 5.
services in adjacent Regions
Regions or sub-Regions,
sub-Regions, the basic
basic prinprinservices

81939
II--21
II--21
0-52-PT.
81939 0-52-PT.
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TREATIES
TREA'I'ES

(91--4)
(91-34)

[63 STAT.
SrTAT.

(Chap. III,
III, art.
art. S,
3, 4
4 RR)
(Chap.
RR)

services est
base sur
adjacentes, le fonctionnement
fonctionnement de ces
ces services
est base
sur
1'egalite
Pegalite des droits. En consequence,
chaque
consequence, les stations de
de chaque
service, dans une des regions ou des sous-regions,
sous-regions, doivent
doivent
travailler
travailler de telle sorte qu'elles ne
brouillages
ne causent
causent pas de brouillages
nuisibles
nuisibles aux services dss
des autres
autres regions
regions ou sous-regions.
sous-regions.

ARTICLE
ARTICLE 4.
Accords particuliers.
Accords
91

§§ 1.
1.
Deux ou plusieurs
membres de 1'Union
l'Union peuvent,
plusieurs pays membres
1'article 40 de la Convention,
en vertu de Particle
Convention, conclure
conclure des acaccords particuliers
particuliers concernant
sous-repartition des
des bandes
bandes
concernant la sous-r6partition
de frequences
les services
services interesses
de ces
ces pays.
frequences entre
entre les
interesses de
pays.

92

§ 2.
Deux ou plusieurs
§
plusieurs pays
pays membres
membres de l'Union
peuvent,
1'Union peuvent,
en vertu de l'article
Particle 40 de la Convention,
Convention, conclure,
conclure, sur
sur
la base des resultats
resultats d'une Conference
Conference a
a laquelle
laquelle tous les
les
membres de l'Union
interesses ont
des accords
accords
1'Union interesses
ont ete invites, des
particuliers pour l'assignation
1'assignation de frequences
particuliers
de leurs
frequences a
a celles de
leurs
stations qui participent
participent a
a un ou plusieurs services determines,
determines,
dans les bandes de frequences
frequences attributes
attribuees a
a ces services
services par
par
6, soit au-dessous
au-dessous de 55060 kc/s, soit au-dessus
l'article 5,
au-dessus de
27 500 kc/s, mais non entre ces limites.

93

§ 3.
Les pays membres
§
membres de l'Union
de
I'Union peuvent, en vertu de
I'article 40 de la Convention, conclure,
l'article
conclure, sur une base
base monmondiale, des accords particuliers,
particuliers, elabores
elabores par une Conference
Conference
aa laquelle
laquelle tous les membres
membres de l'Union ont etC
ete invites,
1'assignation des frequences
frequences aa celles de leurs stations qui
pour l'assignation
participent A un service
participent
service determine, aa condition que ces
ces assignations soient faites
faites dans les limites des bandes
bandes de frefrequences exclusives attributes
a ce service
attribuees a
service par l'?rticle
l'erticle 5.
5.

94

§§ 4.
La faculte de conclure des accords
accords particuliers
preparticuliers prvue dans les numeros
numeros 91, 92 et 93 n'implique
n'implique aucune
aucune derogaderogation aux dispositions du present
present Reglement.
Reglement.

63 S
STAT.]
TAT.]

MULTILATERAL-TELECOMMUNICATIONS-OCT.
MULTILATERAL—
TELECOMMUNICATIONS— OCT.2, 1947
1947

III, art.
art. 3,
3, 4
RR)
(Chapter 111,
4 RR)

(91--4)
(91—.94)

ciple is the equality of right to operate. Accordingly,
Accordingly, the
stations of each service in one Region
or
sub-Region
Region
sub-Region must
must
interference with services
operate so as not to cause harmful interference
services
in the other Regions
Regions or sub-Regions.
sub-Regions.

ARTICLE 4
4
Special
Special Arrangements
91

§ 1.
1.
§
Two or more countries,
countries, members of the Union,
accordance with article 40 of the Convention,
Convention, conconmay, in accordance
clude special arrangements
arrangements regarding
regarding the sub-allocation
of
sub-allocation of
bands of frequencies
services of the
frequencies to the appropriate
appropriate services
participating
participating countries.

92

Two or more countries, members
members of the Union,
§§ 2.
may, in accordance
accordance with article
article 40 of the Convention,
Convention, conclude special arrangements,
result of a
a Conference
Conference to
arrangements, as aa result
members of the Union affected
affected have been
been
which all those members
regarding the assignment
frequencies to those of
invited, regarding
assignment of frequencies
their stations which participate
participate in one or more specific serfrequency bands
bands allocated
allocated to these services
services
vices within the frequency
by article 5, either below 5
5060 kc/s or above 27 500 kc/s,
but not between those limits.

93

§
countries, members
members of the Union,
Union, may, in ac§ 3.
The countries,
cordance with
conclude, on
on
Convention, conclude,
article 40
40 of the
the Convention,
cordance
with article
world-wide basis and as a
Conference to
a Conference
a result of a
aa world-wide
Union have
have been invited, special
which all members of the Union
arrangements
concerning the assignment
assignment of frequencies
frequencies to
arrangements concerning
stations participating
participating in a
a specific
service, on
specific service,
those of their stations
condition
that
such
assignments
are
within
the
frequency
frequency
are
within
condition that such assignments
bands allocated exclusively
to
that
service
in
article
5.
service
article 5.
exclusively

94.

§§ 4.

Special arrangements
concluded in accordance
accordance with
with
arrangements concluded

the provisions
92 and
and 93 shall not be
be in conflict
conflict with
with
of 91,
91, 92
the
provisions of
Regulations.
any of the provisions of these Regulations.

1613
1613

1614

[63
TAT.
[63 S
STAT.

TREATIES
TREATIES

(95-101)
(95-101)

(Chap. HI,
HI, art.
RR)
(Chap.
art. 4, 55 RR)

95

§§ 5.
Secr6taire g6n6ral
Le Secretaire
general de l'Union
l'Union est
avise preaest avis6
prelablement a
a la reunion
reunion de toute Conference
Conference convoqu/e
convoquee aft
afin
de conclure des accords particuliers
particuliers et est informe
des termes
informe des
termes
de ces
ces accords.
accords.

96

§ 6.
Conformement aux dispositions
§
Conformement
dispositions de
10, le
de l'article
I'article 10,
le
Comite international
international d'enregistrement
d'enregistrement des frequences
frequences peut
peut
a deleguer
etre invite a
membres pour
pour participer
participer iit
d6elguer un de ses
ses membres
titre
a la preparation
t,itre consultatif
consultatif a
preparation d'accords
est
d'accords particuliers.
particuliers. Ii
II est
reconnu qu'une telle participation
desirable dans
dans la
la
participation est desirable
majorite
majorite des cas.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE 5.
Tableau de repartition
repartition des bandes
de frequenees
frequenees
bandes de
500 Mc/s.
entre 10 kris
kc/s et 10
10 500
Mc/s.

97

§§ 1.
Lorsque
Lorsque dans le tableau de repartition
repartition ci-apres
ci-apres une
une
bande
attribuee a
bande de frequences
frequences est attribuee
ceux-ci
a plusieurs services,
services, ceux-ci
sont classes par ordre alphabetique.
L'ordre dans
dans lequel
lequel lea
alphabetique. L'ordre
les
diff6rents
services
apparaissent
n'indique
differents
apparaissent n'indique donc
done aucune prioriprioritie relative.
te

98

§§ 2.

99
100

a) Toute
portee dans la partie inf6rieure
Toute reference
reference port&
inferieure
gauche
gauche d'une
(rune section
section de la colonne mondiale
mondiale ou
ou
d'une des colonnes
regionales s'applique
s'applique a
a pluplucolonnes regionales
sieurs des services
services qui figurent
figurent dans cette section.
section.
b) Toute reference
reference portee
port& imm6diatement
immediatement apres un
un
particulier ne s'applique
service particulier
s'applique qu'A
qu'a celui-ci.
celui-ei.

§ 3.
§

Pour l'attribution
1'attribution des bandes de frequences,
frequences, le
monle monde a
a ete divise en trois regions
', (voir l'appendice
regions')
l'appendice 16).
16).
Region 1:
1:
101 Rgion
La Region
1 comprend
Region 1
comprend la zone limitee
limit& a
a l'Est
is
l'Est par
par la
ligne A
A [voir ci-dessous
ci-dessous la definition des lignes A,
B, C]
et a
a
A, B,
C] et
I'Ouest par la ligne B, a
l'Ouest
a l'exception
l'exception des territoires
l'Iran
territoires de
de l'Iran

100.1
l'adjectif "regional"
100.1 "" n11 est important de
de noter que lorsque l'adjectif
"regional" est
est employe
employe
dans les autres chapitres
pr6sent Rkglement,
Reglement, ilii ne se r6fere
dans
chapitres du present
Were pas
pas forceforcement aux r6gions
regions difinie
definies ici
lei en vue den
dev attributionn
attributions de
de frequenees.
fr6queneei.

63 STAT.]
STAT.]

MULTILATERAL-TELECOMMUNICATIONS-OCT.
MULTILATERAL—TELECOMMUNICATIONS—
OCT.2,
2, 1947
1947

(Chapter
(Chapter HI,
III, art.
at. 4,
4, 55 RR)
Rs )

(-eI)
(115-15I)

95

§§ 5.
The Secretary
Secretary General
General of the Union shall be informed prior to the commencement
commencement of any Conference
Conference to be
convened to conclude
conclude such an arrangement
arrangement and shall be ininformed
of
the
terms
arrangement when concluded.
formed
of the arrangement
concluded.

96

§ 6.
§
In accordance
accordance with the provisions
provisions of article 10
10
International Frequency
the International
Frequency Registration
Registration Board may be inrepresentatives to participate
participate in an advisory
vited to send representatives
advisory
preparation of these
capacity in the preparation
these arrangements,
arrangements, it being
recognized
recognized that in the majority of cases such participation
is desirable.
ARTICLE 6
ARTICLE
5
Table of Frequency
Frequency Allocations
Allocations

10 kc/s
ke/s to 10 500 Mc/s
Ble/s
97

§ 1.
§
In the table of frequency
frequency allocations
allocations which follows,
the services to which each band is allocated are
are listed in alphabetical order.
order. The order of listing does
does not, therefore,
indicate
therefore, indicate
relative priority.
98 §
A footnote reference
which appears in the lower
lower
§ 2.
a) A
reference which
left-hand margin of any section of a
a column
column
"World-Wide" or "Reshowing allocations,
allocations, either "World-Wide"
gional", applies
applies to the services
services listed in that section of the column.
99
b) Any footnote
footnote reference
reference placed
placed immediately
immediately after
after
aa particular service listing applies only to that
service.
service.
100

16) into which
§§ 3.
The three Regions"
Regions' ) (see
(see appendix 16)
which
the world has been subdivided
subdivided for the allocation of frequencies
frequencies

101

Region
1:
Region i:

are:
are:

Region 1
1 includes
includes the area limited on the East by line
line A
[lines A, B
B and C
C are defined below]
below] and on the West
West by
line B, excluding any of the territory
territory of Iran which
which lies be100.1 "
" It should be noted that where
where the adjective
adjective "regional"
other
"regional" is used in other
chapters of these Regulations
Regulations it does
chapters
does not necessarily
necessarily relate to the three
Rigia bare
hare defined
purposes of frequency
Ilegicais
defined for purposes
frequency allocation.
allocation.

1615
1615

1616
1616

TREATIES
TREATIES

(102-106)
(102-106)

[63 STAT.
STAT.
[63

(Chap. III,
IIL art.
art. 55 RR)
RR)

situ&
comprend egalement
egalement la partie
situes entre ces limites. Elle comprend
des territoires
territoires de la Turquie
Turquie et de l'Union
l'Union des Republiques
Republiques
Sovietiques Socialistes
Socialistes situee en dehors de ces limites, ainsi
Sovietiques
Mongolie
Republique populaire de la Mongolie
que le territoire
territoire de la Republique
entre les lignes
lignes A
A et C.
I'U.R.S.S. entre
et la zone au Nord de l'U.R.S.S.

102

Region
Region 2:
1'Est par la
La Region 22 comprend
comprend la zone limitee aa l'Est
B et a
a l'Ouest
I'Ouest par la ligne C.
ligne B

103

Region
Rdgion 3:
limitee a
l'Est par la
a i'Est
La Region 3
3 comprend
comprend la zone limitee

ligne C
et all'Ouest
ligne A, a
al'exception
l'exception des territoires
C eta
'Ouest par la ligne
la
la Republique
Republique populaire de la
de la Turquie,
Turquie, de
de l'U.R.S.S.,
I'U.R.S.S., de la
Mongolie et de la zone au Nord
Nord de l'U
R.S.S Flle
FIle comprend
comprend
I'U R.S-S
Mongolie
egalement
l'Iran situee an
en dehors .,
territoire de 1'Iran
egalement la partie du territoire
ces limites.
sont definies comme
comme suit:
suit:
Les lignes A, B, C, gont
104 Ligne A:
La ligne A
A part du pole Nord,
Nord, suit le m6ridien
meridien 40°
40 0 Est
l'arc de grand
jusqu'au parallele
parallele 40° Nord, puis I'arc
de Greenwich
Greenwich jusqu'au
cercle jusqu'au
jusqu'au point d'intersection
d'intersection du meridien
meridien 60° Est avec
cercle
Le
Tropique
du
Cancer,
enfin
le
meridien
jusqu'au pole
poile
enfin
meridien 60° Est jusqu'au
le Tropique
Sud.
Ligne B:
105 Ligne
meridien 10'
Ouest
10" Ouest
La ligne B
B part du pole Nord, suit le meridien
intersection avec
avec le parallele
parallele 72"
de Greenwich
Greenwich jusqu'a son intersection
Nord, puis I'arc
l'arc de grand
grand cercle jusq'au point d'intersection
du meridien
meridien 50° Ouest et du parallele
parallele 40° Nord, de nouveau
l'arc de grand cercle
cercle jusqu'au
point d'intersection
d'intersection du meridien
m6ridien
jusqu'au point
parallele 10° Sud, enfin le meridien
meridien 20° Ouest
20° Ouest et du parallele
jusqu'au pole
p6le Sud.
jusqu'au
106 Ligne C:
La ligne C
Nord, suit
meridien
C part du pole Nord,
:uit l'arc de meridien
jusqu'au point d'intersection
d'intersection du parallele
parallele 65° 30' Nord
Nord avec
internationale du detroit de Bering, puis l'arc de
de
la limite internationale
grand cercle jusqu'au point d'intersection
d'intersection du m6ridien
meridien 165°
165°
Greenwich avec le parallele
parallele 50° Nord, puis l'arc de
Est de Greenwich
grand cercle jusqu'au point d'intersection
d'intersection du meridien
meridien 170°
grand
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(Chapter
III, art.
art.
(Chapter III,

102
103

104

105

106

RR)
5 RR)

(102-106)
(102-106)

tween these limits. It also includes that part of the territory
Republics lying
of
Soviet Socialist Republics
of Turkey and the Union of Soviet
Peoples'
outside of these limits, the territory
territory of the Mongolian
Mongolian Peoples'
Republic, and the area to the North
North of the U.S.S.R. which
between lines A
A and C.
lies between
Region 2:
includes the area limited
limited on the East by line B
B
Region 22includes
and on the West by line C.
3:
Region 3:
C
Region 3
3includes
includes the area
area limited
limited on the East by line C
and
except the territories
territories of the
line A, except
by line
West by
the West
on the
and on
the
Mongolian
Peoples' Republic,
Turkey, the territory
territory of the
Republic, Turkey,
Mongolian Peoples'
U.S.S.R.
and the
U.S.S.R. It also
the North of the U.S.S.R.
the area to the
U.S.S.R. and
includes
territory of Iran lying outside of
part of the territory
that part
includes that
those limits.
C are defined
defined as follows:
The lines A, B, and C
Line A:
Line A
A extends from
from the North Pole along meridian 40°
East
of Greenwich
North; thence by great
great
parallel 40° North;
to parallel
Greenwich to
East of
and the
meridian 60° East and
intersection of meridian
the intersection
circle arc to the
Tropic of Cancer;
Cancer; thence along
along the meridian
meridian 60° East to the
South Pole.
Line B:
10"
meridian 10'
extends from the North
North Pole
Pole along meridian
B extends
Line B
North;
72°
parallel
West
Greenwich
to
intersection
with
parallel
intersection
its
Greenwich
of
West
thence
by great circle arc to the intersection
50"
intersection of meridian 60°
thence by
to
arc
West
and
parallel
40°
North;
thence
by
great
circle
thence
North;
40°
West and parallel
10°
the
intersection
of
meridian
20°
parallel
South;
parallel
and
West
the intersection of meridian
thence along
meridian 20°
20° West
West to the South Pole.
along meridian
thence
Line: C
C
Line C
circle arc to
to
extends from the North Pole by great circle
C extends
Line
the
of parallel
parallel 65°
North with the interna30' North
65° 30'
intersection of
the intersection
tional
boundary in Bering
thence by great circle arc to
Bering Strait; thence
tional boundary
the
intersection
of
meridian
East
of Greenwich
Greenwich and par165°
meridian
of
the intersection
allel
50°
North;
thence
great
circle
arc
to the intersection
intersection
circle
great
by
allel 50° North; thence
along
of
meridian
170°
West
and
parallel
10°
North;
thence
along
North;
of meridian 170° West and parallel
parallel
10°
North
to
its
intersection
with
meridian
120"
parallel 10° North to its intersection with meridian 120°
West;
thence
along
meridian
120°
West
the
South
Pole.
to
West; thence along meridian 120° West

1617
1617

1618

TREATIES
TREATIES

(107-108)
(107-108)

[63 S
TAT.
STAT.
[63

(Chap. III,
art. 5
5 RR)
RR)
(Chap.
III, art.

Ouest et
et du
du parallele
parallele 106
10 Nord,
Nord, longe
ensuite le
parallele 10°
le parallele
longe ensuite
Ouest
intersection avec le meridien
meridien 120° Ouest,
son intersection
Nord jusqu'a son
enfin suit
le m6ridien
meridien 120°
Ouest jusqu'au
p6le Sud.
Sud.
jusqu'au pole
120° Ouest
enfin
suit le
107
107

§
4.
La "zone
"zone europeenne"
est definie
definie aa l'Ouest
l'Ouest par
par les
les
europcenne" est
La
§ 4.
limites Ouest
Ouest de
Region 1,
a l'Est
meridien 40° Est
Est
l'Est par le m6ridien
1, a
de la
la Region
limites
de Greenwich
au Sud
par le
30° Nord,
Nord, de facon
facon
le parallele
parallele 30°
et au
Sud par
Greenwich et
de
territoires
occidentale de 1'U.R.S.S.
l'U.R.S.S. et les territoires
partie occidentale
a englober
englober la partie
parties de
de l'Arabie
bordant
la Mediterrannee,
l'exception des
des parties
a l'exception
Mediterrann6e, a
bordant la
comprises dans ce
et de
Saoudite qui se trouvent
trouvent comprises
et
de l'Arabie
1'Arabie Saoudite
secteur.

/08
108

repartition des ban§
be tableau
tableau suivant
suivant donne
donne la repartition
5.
Le
§ 5.
des
frequences entre
les differents
services:
differents services:
entre les
des de
de frequences
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(Chapter III, art.
art. 55 RR)
RR)

(107-108)
(107-108)

107

§§ 4.
The "European
"European Area"
Area" is bounded
bounded on the West by
by
the Western
Western boundary
boundary of Region
Region 1,
1, on the East by the
the
meridian
Greenwich and on the South by the
meridian 40° East of Greenwich
parallel
parallel 30° North so as to include the western part
part of
the
of the
U.S.S.R. and the territories
territories bordering
the
Mediterranean,
U.S.S.R.
bordering the Mediterranean,
with the exception
exception of the parts of Arabia
Arabia and Saudi-Arabia
Saudi-Arabia
included in this sector.

108

§
§ 5.

The allocation
allocation of frequency
frequency bands
bands to the several

services is shown in the following table:
table:

1619

1620
1620

[63
STAT.
[63 STAT.

TREATIES
TREATIES

(109-112)
(109-112)

(Chap. Ill,
III, art,
art, 5
5 RR)

109 Repartition
Repartition des bandes
de frequences
kc/s a
a 10
bandes de
frequences de
de 10
10 kc/s
10 500
500 Me/s
Mc/s.
Attribution aux
Attribution
aux services
scrvices
Monies de
iaxldes
de

fr6quences
frequences

I

(largeur
et (largeur
des bandes)
bandes)
dcs

11('•gionale
Rt',gional
Mondiale
Mondliale

--

ke/s
kc/s!
R6gion
Rt6gion 11

10-14
10-14
(4)
(4)

Ricgior
R6;iior :;

Radionavigation
navigation

14-70
14-70

a) Fixe
a)
Fixe

(56)
(56)

b) Mobile
maritime 1)
1)
maritime

70-9(1
70-90
(20)
(20)

a) Fixe
Fixe
b) Mobile
Mobile
6)
1
maritime 1)
//maritime
)
c)
Radioc) Radionavigation
2)
2)

90-110
90-110
(20)
(20)

It(gion
lbWgion 2
2

a) Fixe
a)
Fixe

a) Fix,
Fixe
a)

b)
b) Mobile
Mobile
maritime
maritime ,)"

b)
b) Mobil.Mobilinariturv, I))
mariurm

2)
1)

a)
Fixe
a) Fixe
b) Mobile
maritime I
')
c)
c) RadioRadion
I)

navigation
-- -

---

110 " Limite aux stations cotieres
(Al seulement).
c6tieres telegraphiques
t6elgrnphiques (Al
seulement).
111 " Dans la PRgion
1, en Australie
Region 1,
Australie et
at en
en Nouvelle-Zelande,
les bardl.
bardef: le: fre.Nouvellc-ZZlande, les
fr;ruences 70-72 kc/s et 84-86 kc/s sent
quences
exclusif de
sont resemees
r6servees ia l'usage
l'usage exclusif
de in
la radioradionavigation utilisant des dispositifs ita ondes
ondes cntretenues.
cntretenues.
112 "
" Le developpement
d6veloppement des systimes
systemes de radionavigation
radionavigation aIa
grande
et
grande distance
distance c3t
autorise dans cette bande qui sera allouee,
allouee, en totalite
exclusivement
totalit6 ou en
en partie,
partie, exclusivemcnt
aul
service
de
radionavigation
au
radionavigation d&s
des qu'un systeme
sy.steme quelconque
quelconque aura
adoute
aura ete
e1e adolte
intcrn.tionalement.
internationalement. Tontes
Tontes considerations
considerations 6eant
etant egales
eg,ales par
ailleurs, la
par ailleurs,
la prefepreference Fera
donnea au systeme occupant la
:era donnee
de frequences
etroite pour
la bande de
frequences la
la plus
plus etroite
pour
un
un service d'utilisation
d'utilisation mondiale et provoquant
provoquant le moms
brouillages nuisible
moins de
de brouillages
nuisible-,;
aux autres services.
Si un systAme t impulsions est uti1is,
utilisi, la largeur
lnrgeur de bande de l'emihsion
l'emi :,•sion devra
devra
e t Si un systeme a
re contenue
contenue dar.s
dans lea
les limites
etre
lirnites de la bande autorisde
autorisee de facon
faqon aa ne
ne causer
causer aucun
aucun
brouillage
nuisible
h
I'ext6rieur
brouillage nuisible al'exterieur de cette bande
bande aux stations op6rant
operant dans le cadre
cadre
des r6glements
reglements en vigueur.
6
6
Pendant
p riode experiments!
exp rimentA!- , p'pecdant
I'adoptinn internationale
Pendant la periode
p”ee ,!dant l'adoption
internationale eventtievcntuclle d'un
d'un systeme
syseme quelconoue
de radionavigation
radionavigation a
a grande di;sance
011e
queleonque de
distance op6rant
operant dane
da» ,
cette
les droits des stations existantes, travailiant
travailiant dans
cette bande,
bande, lea
dans ce:te
bande,
cette memo
meime bande,
continueront
A etre reconnus.
continueront a
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(109-112)
(19--112)

(Chapter
UI, art.
art 5
5 Rk)
Rk)
(Clapter H1,

109
109

Table
Table

or
Frequency Allocations-10
91c/s
Allocationa-10 kc/s to 10 500 Mc/s
of Frequency
Allocation
Services
Allocation to Serviees

Frequency
Band and
(Bandwidth)
(Bandwidth)
ke/s
ke/

Regional
Regional

World-Wide
Region
Region 11

Region
Region 22

Region 3
3
Region

rued

a)
a) Fixed
b)
Maritime
b) Maritime
mobile 0)
a) Fixed
Fixed
a)
b) Maritime
b)
Maritime
mobile"
mobile '
c) RadioRadionavigation

70-90
70-90
(20)

a) Fixed
Fixed
a)
b) Maritime
b)
Maritime
mobile ,)
')

I)
o)

Fixed
a) Fixed
b) Maritime
Maritime
b)
mobile ")
0
mobile

I ,)
I)

_

90-110
(20)

I

RadioRadionavigation
navigation

10-14
(4)
(4)
14-70
(6)
(56)

I

a) Fixed
Maritime
b) Maritime
mobile"
mobile
c) Radionavigation
navigation

ic
*)

110
coastal telegraph
telegraph stations
stations using
using unmodulated
untriodulated emissions
emissions (Al
(Al
to coastal
" Limited
Limited to
110 "
only).
111
1, Australia
frequency bands
bands 70-72 kc/s
the frequency
Zealand, the
New Zealand,
and New
Australia and
Region 1,
In Region
111 ""In
and 84-86
84-86 kc/s
reserved for
for the
exclusive use
use of
of
of continuous
continuous wave systems of
the exclusive
kc/s are
are reserved
and
radionavigation.
radionavigation.
112
development of
radionavigation systems
systems is authorauthordistance radionavigation
of long
long distance
The development
112 ')" The
ized
this band
band which
which will become
wholly or in part
part for
allocated wholly
exclusively allocated
become exclusively
in this
ized in
internationally adopted.
the
adopted. Other
Other
the use
use of any one such system as soon as it is internationally
considerations
equal, preference
preference should
should be given
given to the
the system requiring
requiring
being equal,
considerations being
the
minimum bandwidth
service and causing the least
least harmful
harmful
world-wide service
bandwidth for world-wide
the minimum
interference to other services.
services.
interference
If a
pulse radionavigation
radionavigation system
system is employed,
employed, the
the pulse emissions neverIf
a pulse
band, and
and must not cause harmful interfertheless must be confined within the band,
ence outside
operating in accordance
accordance with
with the Regulations.
Regulations.
band to
to stations operating
the band
outside the
ence
experimental period prior to the international
international adoption
adoption of any
During the experimental
long-distance radionavigation
system in this band,
band, the rights
rights of existing
existing staradionavigation system
long-distance
tions operating in this band will continue to be recognized.

1621
1621

1622

[63 STAT.
STAT.
[63

TREATIES
TREATIES

(113-118)
(113-118)

(Chap. III, art.
RR)
art. 5
5 IR)
Attribution
Attribution aux services
services

Bandes
Bande.s de
tie
frequences
frequences
at (largeur
et
des bandes)
.ke/s
kc/s

Mintdiale
Mnlialc

Regionsle
RWgionale
__le
Region
R6gion 11

110-130
(20)
20)

a) Ilse
a)
Fixe
b) Mobile
maritime
c) RadioRadionavigation
navigation

Region 2
R6ion
2

(.don 3
3
R(iion

a) Fixe
Fixe
Mobile
b) Mobile
maritime

Fixe
a) Fixe
b) Mobile
Mobile
maritime
maritime

4)
4)

Mobile
Molile
maritime

130 150
1.50
1:0(20)
-

5)
S)

4)
4)

a) Fixe ')7)
b)
b) Mobile
Mobile
maritime
maritime

Fixe ;)
7)
a) Fixe
b) Mobile
maritime
m.aitirme

a) Fixe
b) Mobile
maritime
maritime

a) Fixe.
Fixe .
o)
L) Mobict
Mobi:t
L)
maritime
maritime

6)

150-160
(10)

a) Mobile
Molbile
maritime 9»
maritime
Radiob) Radiodiffusion
diffusion
9)

Is
si

" Dans
"la is Ri
gion 1, en Australie
113 "
Dan'
Region
Australia et en
les bandes
betides dle
de
en Nouvelle-Zelande,
Nouvelle-Zelande, les
fr;'uences
ke/:; et
frk.uences 112-115 kepi
et 126-129
126-129 kc/s sant
l'usage exclw4if
de !a
:a
sont reservaes
reservees aa 1'usagexclusif d(
rani.navigation utilisant
utilisant des dispositifs a
rasliNlavigation
entretenues.
a ondes entretenues.
114 ;' La
frequence 143 kc/s est la
In frequence
d'appel des
stations du
du servicp
service
Ia frequence
frequence d'appcl
des stations
inonile rnaritimc
maritime utilisant la bande 110-160
110-160 kc/s. Les conditions
d'emploi de
conditions d'emploi
(ie
rette frequense
frt;ruenze soat
precisces aa Particle
cotta
soot precisees
l'article 33.
115

"''Limit6 sox
aix stations
statisns de navire
navire (telegraphic
exelusivement).
(t6lEgraphie exclusivenment).
116 "7'Le
I e service fixe .est autorise,
autorise, a
a condition
qu'il
resulte pas
pas de
brouncondition qu'il n'en
n'en resulte
de broui)lIges nuisibles pour la
t6elglraphie des navires dans les
lzgas
In teliigraphie
les zones de 1'Atlantique
PA tlantique
Nord et de la Mediterrannke.
Mediterrann&e.
" Par accord
particulier.
117 "Par
accord particulier.

118 "Le
'be service mobile
mobile maritime
maritime ne doh
pas causer
causer de hrouillales
brouillages nuisibles
doit pas
nuisibles
aa la
la reception
reception des stations de radiodiffusion
nicht:diffusion dans les limites des territoires
nationaux
oh ces stations sont situees.
nationaux oit
situees.
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(Chaptr
(Chapter III,
RR)
L art.
art 55 BR)

Frequency
Band and
(Bandwidth)
(Bandwidth)
kcis

kc/l

(113-118)
(113-118)

Alcation to 8ervice
Allocation
Services
Regional
Reional

World-Wide
World-Wide

Region 1
1
110-130
(20)

4)
4)
130-150
(20)
I)

a) Fixed
b) Maritime
Maritime
mobile
mobile
c) Radionavigation
navigation

Region
3
Region 3

a) Taxed
Fixed
Maritime
b) Maritime
mobile
mobile

a) Fixed
b) Maritime
mobile
4)
4)

Maritime
Maritime
mobile
mobile

a) Fixed 7
7)
Maritime
b) Maritime
mobile
mobile

a) Fixed
Fixed 7)
b) Maritime
mobile
mobile

a) Broadcasting
Maritime
b) Maritime
mobile 9)
"

Fixed
a) Fixed
b)
b) Maritime
Maritime
mobile
mobile

a) Fixed
b) Maritime
Maritime
mobile

I)
150-160
(10)
(10)

Region 2
2

l)

"In
113 "
In Region
Region 1,
1, Australia
Australia and New Zealand,
Zealand, the frequency
frequency bands
112-116
bands 112-116
kc/s and 126-129 kc/s are reserved
for the
the exclusive
use of
of continuous
continuous wave
wave
reserved for
exclusive use
systems of radionavigation.
114 ""The frequency 143 kc/s
kcis is the calling frequency
for stations
in the
the marimarifrequency for
stations in
time mobile service using the band 110-160
110-160 kc/s. The
conditions for
its use
use are
are
The conditions
for its
prescribed in article 33.
33.
115 "Limited
"Limited to ship stations
stations (telegraphy
(telegraphy exclusively).
exclusively).
"The
fixed service is authorized,
116 "
The Axed
authorized, provided
harmful interference
provided no
no harmful
interference is
is
caused
telegraphy in the North
caused to ship telegraphy
North Atlantic and the
Mediterranean areas.
areas.
the Mediterranean
117 "
" By
special arrangement.
117
By special
arrangement.
118
The maritime mobile service must not cause harmful
118 ""The
harmful interference
interference to
the
to the
reception
of broadcasting
boundaries of the
reception of
broadcasting stations within the boundaries
national territerrithe national
toies
tories in which the broadcasting
broadcasting stations are situated.

1623

1623

1624
1624

[63 STAT.
STAT.
[63

TREATIES
TREATIES

(Chap.
HI, art.
art. 5
5 RR)
RR)
(Chap. III,

(112-125)
(119-123)

Attribution
servicts
Attribution aux services

Bandes de
frequenees
frEquences
(largeur
et (largeur
des bandes)
Ws
kc/s
160-286
160-285
‘125)
125)

Regionale
R6gionale
Mondiale
Mondisle

160-255
(95)
RadioRadiodiffusion
diffusion

3
Region 3

Region 2
2
Rtgion

Region 1
1
Region

160-200
160-200
(40)
(40)
Fixe

160-2a0
160-2;0
(40)
(40)
Fixe
Fixe

12)
12)

10)
10)

255-285
(30)
(30)
a) Mobile
Mobile
g
maritime
maritime'))
b)
Radiob) Radiodiffusion
diffusion
c) Radioc)
navigation
navigation
amadronautique
nautique

200-285
(85)
(85)

200-285
(85)
(85)

a) Mobile
Mobile
semaeronautique
nautique
b) Radioh)
navigation
navigation
aeroa6ronautique

a) Mobile
Mobile
aeronautique
nautiquc
b) Radionavigation
adroa(ronautique

10)
10)
ill
II1

13)
*1)

13)
I)

I
11.9
Dana l'Union
Sud-Africaine, les
mandat de
de l'Afrique
l'Afrique ill
sous mandat
territoires sous
les territoires
I'Union Sud-Africaine,
119 " ' Dans
le)

Sud-Ouest, la
et la
Rhodesie du Sud, !a
la bande
bande 1(0-200
160-200 kc/s est
la Rhodlsie
Nord ct
du Nord
la Rhodesie
Rhodesie du
Sud-Ouest,
attribuee au service
bande 200-285
200-285 kc/s est
eat attribuee
attrilmee aux services de
de
et la bande
service fixe et
attribuee
radionavigation aeronautique
aeronautique.
aeronautique et mobile aeronautique.
radionavigation
120
"' Dans
Hans la
bande 255-285
255-285 kc/s
Ws les
les accords
particuliers necessaires
seront
neccssaires seront
accords particuliers
la bande
120 "'
conference adminisltrative
Region 1, par une conference
administrative
europ&enne de la Region
faits, pour la zone europeenne
suivantes:
qui tiendra
tiendra compte des considerations
considerations suivantes:

121
121

a) Dans
Dans l'ouest
de la
la zone
bande sera
utilise?. par
par la
Is
sera utilisee
la bande
europ6enne, toute la
zone europeenne,
1'ouest de
a)
radionavigation a6ronautique.
aeronautique. En outre,
outre, la Grande-Bretagne
Grande-Bretagne utilisera
utilisere
radionavigation
service mobile maritime.
maritime.
des portions de cette bande pour le service

122
122

b)
bande sera partagCee
partagee entre
entre les services de radioU.R.S.S., cette bande
b) En U.R.S.S.,
diffusion et mobile maritime.
maritime.

123
123

actuellement
stations de radiodiffusion
norvegiennes travaillant
travaillant actuellement
radiodiffusion norvegiennes
c) Les
Ies stations
dans cette
bande pourront
pourront continuer
si elles y
autoy sont aaltoB le faire
faire s,
continuer a
cette bande
dans
risees par la conference
ci-dessus mentionnee.
mentionnee.
conference ci-dessus
124 ' La
priorit6 eat
donnee au service
aeronautique dans les zones norservice fixe aeronautique
est donnee
La priorite
124
bor6ales.
diques sujettes
sujettes aux perturbations
perturbations des aurores
aurores boreales.
125
"'
Dana
la
Region
2
l'Inde
et dans
dans le Pakistan,
Pakistan, la
Is priorite
priorit,
I'Inde
dans
en
Chine,
2
et
la
Region
"'
Dans
125
acronautique.
est donnee
donnee au service
service de radionavigation
radionavigation neronautique.
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(Chapter
111, art.
art- 5
$ RR)
RR)
(Chapter Il,

(119-125)
(119-125)

Allocation to Services
Services
Frequency
Frequency
Band and
(Bsadwidth)
(Budwidth)

kes
kefs

Regional
Regional

World-Wide
World-Wide

Region 1
1
160-285
160-285
(125)
(125)

160-255
160-255
(95)
(95)
Broadiin
10)

casting
casting

255-285
255-285
(30)
Aeroa) Aeronautical
nautical
radioradionavigation
b) Broadb)
casting
casting

Region 2
2

160-200
(40)
(40)
Fixed
Fixed

160-200
(40)
Fixed

200-285
200-285
(85)
(85)

200-285

Aeroa) Aeronautical
nautical
mobile
mobile
b)Aerob)
Aeronautical
nautical
radionavigation
navigation

a) AeroAeronautical
mobile
mobile
b)
b) AeroAeronautical
radionavigation
navigation

ni
-)

c) Maritime
c)
Maritime
II)
10
.
iii
II

Region
Region 3
3

(85)

•

mobile 0
'}
mobile
in
10)

uo
Iu)

119 "'
") In the Union
Union of
Africa, the
under mandate
mandate of
of Southwest
Southwest
of South
South Africa,
the territory
territory under
Northern Rhodesia
Africa, Northern
Southern Rhodesia,
the band 160-200
160-200 kc/s
kc/s is
is
Rhodesia and Southern
Rhodesia, the
allocated
allocated for the fixed service and the band
band 200-285 kc/s is
is allocated
allocated for
for the
the aeroaeronautical radionavigation
radionavigation and aeronautical
aeronautical mobile services.
services.
120 "''> The necessary
necessary special arrangements
arrangements which will
will be made
made by an
an AdminisAdministrative Conference
Conference for the European Area
Area of Region 1
1will take into account
account the
considerations:
following considerations:

121
121

122

a) In the western part of the European
the band
band 255-285
255-285 kc/s
European Area, the
kc/s
will be used for the aeronautical
service. Additionally
Additionally
aeronautical radionavigation
radionavigation service.
the United Kingdom will share portions
portions of
of the band
band with the marimaritime mobile service.

kc/s will
will be
be shared
between the
the
b) In the U.S.S.R.,
U.S.S.R., the band
band 255-285
255-285 kc/s
shared between
broadcasting and maritime mobile services.
broadcasting
services.
123
c) The Norwegian
Norwegian broadcasting
broadcasting stations
present working
in the
the band
band
stations at present
working in
255-285 kc/s
authorized by the above menkc/a may continue to do so if authorized
tioned Conference.
Conference.
124 "11 )Priority
Priority is given to the aeronautical
aeronautical fixed service
service in northern
northern areas
areas
which are subject to auroral
disturbances.
auroral disturbances.
125 "'
"' Priority is given to the aeronautical
aeronautical radionavigation
radionavigation service
service in
in Region
2, China, India, and Pakistan.
Pakistan.

1625
1625

1626
1626

[63 STAT.
STAT.
[63

TREATIES
TREATIES

(126-128)
(126-128)

(Chap.
(Chap. IIl,
III, art. 55 RR)
Attribution aux services
services
Attribution

Bandes de
froquenees
fr6quencts
et
et (largeur
des bandes)
bandes)
ke/s
kc/s

285-325
2J5-325
(40)
(40)

Regionale
Rcgionale

Mondiale
Mondiale
Region 1
1
Rgion
285-315
285-315
(30)
(30)
Radionavigation
navigation
maritime
maritime
(radio(radiophares)
phares)

Region 2
Region
2

Region 3
3
R6gion

285-325
285-325
(40)
(40)
RadioRadionavigation
maritime
(radiophares)
(radiophares)

285-325
285-325
(40)
(40)
a) RadioRadionavigation
navigation
sema6ronautique
nautique
b)
Radiob) Radionavigation
maritime
maritime
(radio(radiophares)

315-325
315-325
(10)
(10)
RadioRadionavigation
navigation
seraaeronautique
nautique

14)
14)

IS)
15)

It)
1s)

19 6 ")
L'U.R.S.S. utilise
bande 315-325
service de
de radionavigaradionavigala bande
315-325 kcis
kc/s pour
pour le
le service
126
"' L'U.R.S.S.
utilise la
tion
maritime, tandis que
In reste de la
Region 1
1 utilise
cette bande pour
tion rnaritime,
que le
la Region
utilise cette
pour lIla
radionavigation aeronautique.
radionavigation marir:;dionivigatinFl
aeronautique. Les stations
stations du service
service de radionavigation
time ne doivent
pas •causer
de brouillages
nuisibles a
a celles du scrvice
tiile
dloiveit ipa;s
causer de
brouillages nuisibles
service de
u.djonaviaLitii
aei unautique dans la zone de la mer du Nord.
.;lionavigalionaiIiull.utique
Les stations
service de
aeronautique ne
ne doivent
pas
Ices
stations du service
de radionavigation
radionavigation aeronautique
doivent pas
csu3cr
causer de brouillages nuisibles a
a celles
celles du service
service de radionavigation
radionavigation maritime
(1:193 les
de la Mer Noire et de la Mer
Mer Blanche.
d'ln3
lIc zones do
frequences assignees
maritime et aeroarraLes fr6quences
assignees aux stations de radionavigation
radionavigation maritime
nantinue sont choisies par les
lea administrations
interessees de
de maniere
maniere a
a eviter
nautique
administrations interessees
eviter
le
zone de
Mer Baltique.
less brouillages mutuels nuisibles dans la zone
de la
la Mer
Baltique.
Dana la Re7,ion
aeronautique peut
127 "' Dans
R6eion 2,
2, le
le service
service de
de radionavigation
radionavigation aeronautique
peut
utiliser la bande 285-326
285-325 kc/s
he's a
a condition
condition de ne pas causer de brouillages
brouillages
nuisibles au service
service de radionavigation
radionavigation maritime.

128
Region 3,
3, la
la radionavigation
radionavigation maritime
la priorite.
128 I"
"' Dane
Dans la
la Region
maritime aa la
priorite.

63 STAT.]
63
STAT.]

MULTILATERAL-TELECOMMUNICATIONS-OCT.
MULTILATE RAL--TELECOMMUNICATIONS--OCT.2, 1947

(Chapter
III. art.
RR)
(Chapter III
art. 5
5 RR)

(126-128)
(126-128)
Allocation
Allocation to
to Services
Services

Frequency
Prequel1cl
Band and
and
Band
(Bandwidth)
(Bandwidth)
kc/s
kc/s

Regional
Regional

World-Wide
World-Wide
Region 1
1

285-325
285-325
(40)

285-315
285-315

(30)
Maritime
Maritime.•
radioradionavigation
navigation
(radio(radiobeacons)
beacons)

Region 2
2
Region

Region 33

285-325
285-325
(40)
(40)
Maritime
Maritime
radioradionavigation
navigation
(radio(radiobeacons)
beacons)

285-325
285-325
(40)
a) AeroAeroa)
nautical
radioradionavigation
navigation
b) Maritime
Maritime
b)
radioradionavigation
navigation

315-325
315-325
(10)
(10)
AeroAeronautical
nautical
radioradionavigation
navigation
14)

(radiobeacons)
beacons)

11)
u)

14)
Is)

126
'"4'
In the
126 '
the U.S.S.R.,
U.S.S.R., the
band 315-325
315-325 kc/s
is used
maritime radioradiothe band
kc/s is
used for
for the
the maritime
navigation service, while the remainder
remainder of
navigation
of Region
uses this
this band
band for
for the
the
Region 11 uses
aeronautical
aeronautical radionavigation
radionavigation service. The maritime radionavigation
radionavigation service
service
will be operated
as not
operated so as
not to
with the
aeronautical radionavigation
radionavigation
to interfere
interfere with
the aeronautical
service in
in the
the North
area.
North Sea
Sea area.
The aeronautical
be operated
aeronautical radionavigation
radionavigation service will be
operated so
so as
as not
not to
to interfere
interfere
with the maritime
maritime radionavigation
radionavigation service in
in the
Sea and
White Sea
Sea areas.
areas.
the Black
Black Sea
and White
The maritime
The
maritime radionavigation
aerenautical
radionavigation
services
will
radionavigation and
and aeronautical radionavigation services will
be operated in accordance
accordance with
with a
a frequency
frequency assignment
plan agreed
agreed by
by the
the
assignment plan
various
to avoid
various interested administrations
administrations to
avoid interference
in the
area.
interference in
the Baltic
Baltic Sea
Sea area.
127 "'"In
In Region
Region 2,
127
radionavigation service
service is
is permitted
permitted in
in
2, the
the aeronautical
aeronautical radionavigation
the band 285-325
harmful interference
285-325 kc/s provided that no harmful
interference is
caused to
to the
the
is caused
maritime radionavigation
radionavigation service.
service.
128 1
""In Region 3,
3, the
the maritime
maritime radionavigation
128
radionavigation service
service has
has priority.
priority.

81939
0-52-PT.
-22
81939 0-52-PT.
11--22
II-
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[63
TAT.
[63 S
STAT.

TREATIES
TREATIES

(129-132)
(129-132)

(Chap.

art. 5
RR)
Ill, art.
5 RR)

Attribution aux services
services
Bandee de
Bandes
de
frequences
fr6quences
et (largeur

Regionale
Regionale

des bandes)
des
bandes)
kc/s
kc/s

Mondiale
Mondiale
Rkgion 1
Region
I

325-405
(80)

Region 22

Region 3
3
Region

a) Mobile
aeroa6ronautique
b) Radiob)
Radionavigation
navigation
skroaeronautique
17)

31)
!1)
110)
1e)
111)

It)

111)

129 :"
") La radlonavigation
radionavigation aeronautique
aeronautique a
priorite sauf en Nouvelle-Zelande.
Nouvelle-Zelande.
a la priorite
Dane les Regions
Regions 1
1 et
130 "'
"' Dans
et 3,
3, la
la
d'appel pour les stations
stations d'aeronef
d'aeronef

frequence
kc/s est
est la
la frequence
frequence generale
generale
frequence 333
333 kc/s
travaillant
dans la
la bande
bande 325-405
325-405 kc/s.
kc/s.
travaillant dans

131 "'
" Cette bande
bande de frequences
frequences est
est attribuee
exclusivement aux
aux services
services
attribuee exclusivement
mobile et de radionavigation
radionavigation aeronautiques.
dans la
zone euroearna6ronautiques. Neanmoins,
Neanmoins, dans
la zone
peenne,
l'accord regional
re6ional conclu
peenne, si toutefois l'accord
conclu par la prochaine
prochaine conference
conf6rence regio
regio
nale europeenne
europeenne de radiodiffusion
radiodiffusion en
en decide
decide ainsi,
ainsi, les
les administrations
administrations interesinteressees pourront
pourront maintenir, aux conditions
pr6eisees par
conditions precisees
par cet accord,
dans le
accord, dans
le:
bandes 325-365 kc/s et 395-405 kc/s,
kc/s, celles des
des stations
stations suivantes
suivantes de
de radioradiodiffusion qui ne causeraient
causeraient pas de brouillages
brouillages nuisibles
nuisibles aux
aux services
services aeroaero
nautiquea mentionnes
mentionnes ci-dessus.
ci-dessus.
nautiques
Les stations de radiodiffusion actuellement
actuellement en service
service dans toute la
Is bande
325-405 Ws
aont:
325-405
kc/a sont:

Banska Bystrica
Bergen
Bergen

Finnmark
Lulea
Lulea

132 "'' Les stations fixes scandinaves
scandinaves travaillant
travaillant actuellement
actuellement dans
bands
dans la
la bande
385-395
kc/s pourront continuer
386-395 keis
faire par
par accord
accord particulier.
particulier.
continuer aa le faire

_

63 S
TAT.]
STAT.J
h;

________

(129-132)
(129-132)

(Chapter
art. 5
RR)
(Chapter RI,
n, art.
6 RR)

I

Allocation to Services
Services
Allocation
Frequency
Frequency
Band and
(Bandwidth)
(Bandwidth)
kc/s
kc/s

Regional
Regional
World-Wide
Region 1
1

325-405

(80)

1629
1629

AI
ILATE RAL— TELECOMMUNI CAT ION S— OCT .2,
2, 1947
1947
AILULT
LTILATERALTELECOMIIMUNICATIONS-OCT.

I

Region 2
2

I

Region 33

a) Aeronautical
mobile
6)
b) Aeronautical
radionavigation
navigation

17)
IT)
18)
1$)

It)
10)
II)

111)
,)

129 "'
"' The
The aeronautical
aeronautical radionavigation
has priority
priority except
except in
in New
New
service has
radionavigation service
129
Zealand.
130 I'
") In
In Regions
and 3,
frequency 333
333 kc/s
is the
general calling
calling frefrethe general
3, the
the frequency
kc/s is
130
Regions 11 and
quency for aircraft stations
stations operating
operating in the band
band 325-405
325-405 kc/s.
131 I"
This band
is allocated
the aeronautical
and aeroaeromobile and
exclusively to
to the
aeronautical mobile
131
"' This
band is
allocated exclusively
European Area,
nautical radionavigation
Nevertheless, in the European
Area, subject
subject
nautical
radionavigation services. Nevertheless,
to
authorisation by
by the
the regional
agreement concluded
concluded by the next European
European
regional agreement
to authorisation
Regional Broadcasting
Conference and the conditions
specified in that agreeconditions specified
Broadcasting Conference
bands 32.5-365
325-365 kc/s
kc/s and
concerned may
may place
place in the bands
ment, the administrations
administrations concerned
following broadcasting
broadcasting stations
stations which
which will not cause
395-405 kc/s those of the following
harmful inteiference
mobile and aeronautical
aeronautical radionavign
radionavigaaeronautical mobile
interference to the aeronautical
tion services.
services.
The broadcasting stations now in operation in the whole of the band 326-406
kc/s are:
are:
kc/a
Banska Bystrica Finnmark
Finnmark
Banska
Bergen
Lulea
Lulea
Bergen
132
"' The fixed
stations in
in Scandinavia
band 386-395
385-395
operating in
in the band
Scandinavia now
now operating
fixed stations
132 "'The
kc/a may continue to do so by special
special arrangement.
arrangement

1630

[63
STAT.
[63 STAT.

. TREATIES
TREATIES

(135-137)
(133S-137)

(Chap. III,
HI, art.
art. 5
5 RR)
RR)

Attribution aux snrie
services
Banda§
Bandes de
frequences
frequences
et (largeur
des bandes)
bandes)
des
kc/s
kecl

Region&le
Rionale

Mondiale

------

Region 1
1
1-

405-416
405-416
(10)
(10)

-

--

-

a) Mobile
Mobile
(sant
(sauf
mobile
aeroaeronautique)
b)
5) RadioRadionavigation
navigation
aero-

nautique
nautique
c)
c) Radionavigation
navigation
maritime
maritime
(Radio(Radiogoniom6trie)
goniometrie)
21)
1)

Region 22
R6gion

I

31)
12)

Region
REgion 3
3
I-1---

a) Mobile
Mobile
semaeronautique
nautique

a) Mobile
&Aroaeronautique
nautique

b) Radiob)
Radionavigation
navigation
aeronautique
nautique
c) RadioRadioc)
navigation
navigation
maritime
(Radio(Radiogoniometrie)
goniomdtrie)

b)
Radiob) Radio-

navigation
navigation
aroaeronautique
nautique
c) RadioRadioc)
navigation
navigation
maritime
maritime
(Radio(Radiogoniometrie)
goniometrie)

Si)
a)

133 "'
") Le service
service de
maritime utilise
pour la
la radiogoniom6trie
radiogoniometrie
133
de radionavigation
radionavigation maritime
utilise pour
frequence 410 kc/s. Les autres
la frequence
autorises dans
dans la
la bande
bande 405-415
405-415 kc/s
kc/s
autres services autorises
ne doivent
doivent pas causer de brouillages
ce service.
service.
brouillages nuisibles
nuisibles aa ce

134 "'
134
22 '
Les services
services de radionavigation
radionavigation autres
autres que
la radiogoniom6trie
radiogoniometrie ne
coat
que la
ne sont
autorises
autorises que dans lea
les zones et dans
dans les conditions
conditions suivantes:
suivantes:
a) Dans les zones de la Mer
135
Mer Baltique et de
de la
Mer du
Nord, le
le service
service de
de
la Mer
du Nord,
radionavigation maritime
radionavigation
maritime comprend
comprend aussi
aussi des stations de
de radiophare
radiophare
puissance moyenne
moyenne inferieure
d'une puissance
ne doivent
doivent pas
pas
inferieure aa 10 watts
watts qui ne
causer de brouillages
brouillages nuisibles
la radiogoniometrie.
nuisibles a
a Is
radiogoniometrie.
136
b) En U.R.S.S.,
136
b)
U.R.S.S., la bande
bande 406-415
405-415 kc/s
kc/s peut
pout etre aussi utilisee
par le
le serserutilisee par
vice de radionavigation
radionavigation aeronautique,
aeronautique, a
a condition
condition de ne pas causer
causer
de brouillages
brouillages nuisibles aux stations de radiogoniom6trie
radiogoniometrie existantes
existantes
ainsi qu'au service
service de radionavigation
radionavigation maritime mentionne
mentionne a l'aliflea a) ci-dessus.
ci-dessus.
nea
137 "I'
" Dans
radionavigation aeronautique
137
bans la Region 2, le service
service de radionavigation
aeronautique a
a la
la priorite sur
le service mobile
mobile aeronautiquP
sane que ceei
rite
sur le
aeronautique san
opei porte atteinte aux disposidispositions
tions de la note "".
"'.

63
STAT.]
63 S
TAT.]

MULTILATERAL-TELECOMMUNICATIONS-OCT.
MULTILATERAL--TELECOMMUNICATIONS—
OCT .2,
2, 1947
1947

(Chapter III, art.
art. 55 RR)
RR)

Frequency
Frequeney
Band and
(Bandwidth)
ke/s
ke/s

405-415
405-416
(10)
(10)

-,

(11111-1117)
(1»--187)

Allocation to Servies
Allocation
Services
Regional
Regional

World-Wide
Region 1
1

Region 2
2

Region
Region 3
3

aa) Aeroeronautical
nautical
radionavigation
navigatiou
5)
b) Maritime
Maritime
radioradionavigation
navigation
(radio
(radio
directiondirectionfinding)
c) Mobile
c)
Mobile except aeronautical
nautical
mobile
mobile

a) AeroAeronautical
nautical
mobile
mobile
b) Aeronautical
radionavigatian
navigation
c) Maritime
Maritime
radionavigation
navigation
(radio
directiondirectionfinding)

a) Aeroa)
Aeronautical
mobile
b) Aero
Aeronautical
nautical
radionavigation
navigation
c) Maritime
radionavigation
navigation
(radio
directiondirectionfinding)

Si)

a)

133 ")
"' The frequency
133
designated for
for the
the maritime
frequency 410 kc/s is designated
maritime radionavigation
radionavigation

service
direction-finding). Other services
service (radio direction-finding).
services shall
not cause
cause harmful
harmful interintershall not
ference to radio direction-finding.
direction-finding.
134 "'
") The use of the band 405-415
405-415 kas
radionavigation services
services is
is
kc/s by the
the radionavigation

limited to radio direction-finding
direction-finding except
except as indicated
indicated in
in a)
a) and
and b)
b) below:
betow:
135
a)
a) In the Baltic and North Sea
areas this
this band
also be
be used
used for
for
Sea areas
band may
may also
the maritime radionavigation
radionavigation service
service for radiobeacon
radiobeacon stations
of
stations of
exceeding 10 watts and
mean power not exceeding
and subject
subject to not causing
causing harmharmful interference
interference to radio
radio direction-finding.
direction-finding.
136
b) In the U.S.S.R. this
136
also be
used for
for the
the aeronautical
aeronautical
this band
band may
may also
be used
radionavigation
radionavigation service
service on the basis
basis of not causing
causing harmful
interharmful interference to
to the service provided
direction-finding
ference
provided by the existing radio direction-finding
stations and the radiobeacon
referred to in subparagraph
radiobeacon stations referred
subparagraph a)
a)
above.
137
Region 2,
2, in
in addition
addition to
to the
the provisions
of Note
the aeronautical
aeronautical
137 "'" In Region
provisions of
Note n"),), the
radionavigation service has priority over the aeronautical
aeronautical mobile service.
service.
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[63 STAT.
STAT.
[63

TREATIES
TREATIES

fll art.
art. 5
5 RR)
RR)
(Chap. II1,

(138-143)
(138-143)

Attribution aux
aux services
Attribution
servicea
Bandee
Bandes de
frequences
frequences
et (largeur
(largeur
bandes)
des bandes)
kc/s
kc/as

Region&le
Rgionale
Mondiale
Mondiale
Region

415-490
(75)

Mobile
Mobile
so
N) maritime
an
*)

490-510
(20)
fa)
*)
510-525

Mobile
Mobile
(Detresse
(Dftreme
Appel)
et Appel)
so
")

(15)
(15)

ion
#)

625-535
525-535
(10)
(10)
535-1 605
535-1605
(1 070)
(1

U)
o)

In
Ig)

1
1

1

R6gion
Region 22

Mobile
Mobile
maritime
maritime

Mobile
Mobile

Radiodiffusion
diffusion

Mobile
Mobile

I

Region 3
3
Region

Mobile
Mobile
37)
I?)
Mobile
Mobile

Radiodiffusion
diffusion

138 24
de frequences
frequences 416-490
416-490 kc/s
Ws est
eat *Ron&
au serser138
"')La
La bande
bande de
allouee exclusivement
exclusivement au
maritime sur une
510-525 Ws
eat
vice mobile maritime
une base
base mondiale
mondiale et la bande
bande 510-625
ke/s eat
allou6e exclusivement
service dans la Region
allouee
exclusivement a
a ce service
Region 1. Neanmoina,
Neanmoins, dans
dans la sone
acne
curnpeenne,
uropeenne, si toutefois l'accord
l'accord regional
conclu par
par la prochaine
conference
regional conclu
prochaine conference
regionale europeenne
de radiodiffusion
ainsi, les
administrations inteeurop6enne dc
radiodiffusion en decide ainsi,
les administrations
re6:es pourront
pourront maintenir, aux conditions
conditions precisees
par cot
accord, dans
dar,s les
les
re.b-es
prCcisees par
cet accord,
banes 415-485
415-4S5 kc/s et 515-525
515-525 kc/s
kc/s celles
suivantes de
de radiodiffuradiodiffubandes
celles des stations auivantes
sion qui ne causeraient
causeraient pas de brouillages
brouillages nuisibleas
nuisibles au
maritime:
u service mobile maritime:
Geneve
Oestersund
Geneve
Harnar
Oulu
Hamar
Innsbruck
139
Telegraphie seulement.
seulement.
" T1eegraphie
139 "'
140 " La frequence
140
frequence 500 kc/s
kc/s eat la frequence
frequence internationale
internationale d'appel
d'appel et de
detrcsse;
detresse; les conditions d'emploi de cette fre:luence
freluence sont fixees
fixees par !'article
l'article 33.
33.
141 ".
Dana la Region
le service
service mobile
mobile maritime
maritime a
Is bande
141
'' Dans
Region 3
3 le
a la priorite
priorite dans la
bande
610-525 kc/s.
142 -:"
'
I'Dans l'Union
Sud-Africaine, les territoires
territoires sous
mandat de
de l'Afrique du
do
142!'Union Sud-Africaine,
cous mandat
Sud-Ouest,
Nord et la Rhodesie
Rhodesie du Snd, Is
bande 525-535 kc/s
Sud-Ouest, Is
la Rhodesie
Rhod6sie du Nord
la bande
ke/a
est attribuee
attribuee au service
eat
service mobile.

143 " Sur le territoire
I'U.R.S.S. la bande 11 560-1 605 Ws
kc/s est
territoire de l'U.R.S.S.
eat partagee
partagie
avec le service fixe. Dans !' zone europeenne
europeenne il ne devra
devra resulter
resulter de
de ce partage
partage
aucun
brouillage
mTnfuel
nuisihle
:wain brouillage rrrattiel nuisible entre le service
service fixe en U.R.S.S. et le service
de radiodiffuaion
dana les pays voiains
rarliocliffusion dans
voisins de l'U.R.S.S.
I'U.R.S.S.

6{
S TAT.
TAT.]
63 S

MULTILATERAL-TELECOINITINICATI()NS-OCT.
LATERAL— TELECOMMUNICATIONS— OCT.2, 1947
1947

MULTI

(Chapter 111, art
art_ 5
5 RR)
RR)

(136-143)
(18-148)

Allocation to Services
Allocation

Frequency
Frequency
and
Band and
(Bandwidth)
ko/s
ko/s

Regional

World-Wide
World-Wide

Region
I
Region 1
415-490
416-490

(76)
(75)

n)
")
an
M)

490-510
490-510
an
m)

L

Region 33

Maritime
mobile

(distress
(distress
and calling)
calling)

510-525
610-625
(16)
(15)

535-1605
636-1605
(1070)

Region
2
Region 2

Mobile

(20)
(20)

525-535
525-536
(10)
(10)

I

Maritime
Maritime
14 ) Mobile
N>
Mobile

Mobile
Mobile

U)
H4)

17)
ST)

BroadBroad•

In
2,)

so

Mobile

casting
casting

Mobile

Mobile

Broadcasting

138
"The band 415-490 kc/s is
mobile
138 "'
is allocated
allocated exclusively
exclusively for
for the
the maritime
maritime mobile

service
the band 510-525
service on a
a world-wide
world-wide basis and the
510-525 kc/s
kc/s is
is allocated
excluallocated exclu-

sively for that service
service in Region 1.
Nevertheless, in the
the European
Area, sub1. Nevertheless,
European Area,
sub-

ject
by the regional
ject to authorisation
authorisation by
by the
the next
next EuroEuroregional agreement
agreement concluded
concluded by
pean
pean Regional
Regional Broadcasting
Broadcasting Conference
Conference and
and to
conditions specified
specified in
that
to the
the conditions
in that
agreement,
agreement, the administrations
administrations concerned
may llae(
Mate in
the bands
bands 415-495
415-05
concernedim:tv
in the
kc/s and 515-525
515-625 kc/s
kc/s such of the following
broadcasting stations
as will
will not
following broadcasting
stations as
not

cause harmful interference
interference to
mobile service:
to the
the maritime
maritime mobile
service:
Geneva
Geneva
Oestersund
Hamar
Oulu
Innsbruck
Innsbruck
139
"' Limited to telegraphy.
139 "Limited
telegraphy.
140 "'
"' The frequency 600
500 kc/s
Ws is the international distress and calling
calling frefre-

quency.

The
conditions for its use
use are prescribed
The conditions
prescribed in
in article
article 33.
33.
141
"'
In
Region
3,
the
maritime
mobile service
141 "'
mobile
service has
has priority
in the
priority in
the band
band
510-525 kc/s.
kc/s.
510-525
Africa, the
142 "'' In the Union of South Africa,
the territory
mandate of
of Southterritory under
under mandate
Southwest Africa, Northern
Southern Rhodesia,
Northern Rhodesia and Southern
Rhodesia, the
the band
band 625-636
525-535 kc/s
kc/a
is used for the mobile service.
service.

"' In the territory
U.S.S.R., the
143 "'
territory of the U.S.S.R.,
the band
band I
560-1 605
is shared
shared
1 560-1
606 ke/s
kc/s is
with the
service. In the European
European Area,
with
the fixed
fixed service.
Area, the fixed service in the
U.S.S.R.
the U.S.S.R.
and the
in.7 service
countries operate
overate subject
and
the hroadcat
hroadca ,tinf_t
service in the
the noiahbouring
neizhbouring countries
subject to the
condition of avoiding
condition
avoiding harmful interference
interference on a
a reciprocal
reciprocal basis.
baes.

1633
1633

1634
1634

[63 S
TAT.
STAT.
[63

TREATIES
TREATIES

(Chap. III,
111, art. 55 RR)
RR)
(Chap.

(141)
(T 1)

Attribution aux services
Attribution

Bandes de
frequences
frequences
et (largeur
bandes)
des bandes)
kcis
kc/s

Regionale
1Rgionale
Mondiale
Mondiale

_-

.

Region
1
Regiol 1

Region
Region 2
2

1605-2 000
000
1605-2
(395)
(395)
a)
a) Fixe
Fixe
b)
Mobile
h) Mobile
mobile
sauf mobile
aroaeronautique
nautique

605-1 800
800
11605-1
(195)
(195)
a) Fixe
a)
Fixe
b) Mobile
Mobile
b)
c) Radionavigation
aronautique
nautique

1
1 605-2 000
(395)
(395)

'a)

la)

s!)
31)
V,)
Iss)
2
2 000-2 065
(65)

2
2 000-2
000-2 045
(43)
(45)
a) Fixe
5) Mobile
Mobile sauf
b)
mobile
sierraaaronautique
nautique
U)
Io

1
000
1 800-2 000
(200)
Amateur
a) Amateur
b) Fixe
c) Mobile
Mobile sauf
mobile
mobile
aeroaeronautique
d) Radionavigation
navigation
U)
a)
2
2 000-2 065
(05)
(05)
a)
a) Fixe
Mobile
b) Mobile

Region
Region 33
1
605-1 800
800
1 605-1
(195)
(195)
a) Fixe
a)
Fixe
b) Mobile
Mobile
b)

800-2 000
11800-2
(200)
a) Amateur
Amateur
b) Fixe
c)
sauf
c) Mobile
Mobile sauf
mobile
aeroaeronautique
d) RadioRadionavigation

su
a)

22000-2 065
(65)
(65)
a) Fixe
h) Mobile

2045-2
065
2 045-2 065
(20)
Auxiliaires
Auxiliaires
de la
la
metkoromnteorologie
logie

144
accords particuliers fixeront les conditions dans
dans lesquelles
lesquelles pourront
pourront
144
Des accords
traveller lea
five et mobile, de
de facen
proteger ces
ces
travailler
les stations des
dee services
serviees fixe
facon A
A prot6ger

63 S
STAT.]
TAT.]

1635
1635

MULTILATERAL-TELECOMMUNICATIONS-OCT.
MULTILATERAL—
TELECOMMUNICATIONS— OCT.2,
2, 1947
1947

(Chapter III,
(Chapter
III art. 5
5 RR)

Frequency
Frequency
Band and
(Bandwidth)
kcie
kc/s

(144)
(144)
Allocation to Services
Services

Regional

World-Wide

Region 1
1
11605-2 000
000
(395)
(396)

11605-2 000
000
(395)
(395)
a) Fixed
b) Mobile
except
aeronautical
mobile

'
*)
a)

065
22000-2 065
(65)

2000-2 045
2000-2045
(45)
(45)
a) Fixed
b) Mobile except aeroseronautical
nautical
mobile

Region 2
2
Region

Region
3
Region 3

1
800
1 605-1
605-1 800
(195)
(195)
a) Aeronautical
radio
navigation
navigation
b) Fixed
Mobile
c) Mobile

1 605-1 800
1
(195)
(195)
a) Fixed
b) Mobile

1 800-2 000
1
(200)
a)
a) Amateur
Amateur
b) Fixed
b)
e) Mobile except aeronautical
mobile
d) Radionavigation
navigation
I)N)

1
1 800-2 000
(200)
a) Amateur
Amateur
b) Fixed
c)
Mobile ex¢) Mobile
except aeronautical
mobile
d) Radionavigation
navigation
ss)
m)

2 000-2 005
2
065
(65)
a) Fixed
b) Mobile

22000-2 065
(65)
a)
a) Fixed
Fixed
b)
b) Mobile

is)
a)

2045-2 065
2045-2065
(20)
MeteoroMeteorological aids

144 Ia'' Speial
urrnement win
will determine the conditions of
Special urangementa
of operation
of
operatio
of
stations
te axed
ud and mobile
stations aof
of the
mobile servies
services in order
from
order to protect
protect these
these services
servie- from

1636

TREATIES
TREATIES

(145-147)
(145-147)

[63 STAT.
[63
STAT.

(Chap. LII,
art. 55RR)
RR)
(Chap.
III, art.

services
de& brouillages mutuels nuisibles,
services des
compte des
des
nuisibles, en
en tenant
tenant specialement
specialement compte
difficultes
difficultks d'exploitation
d'exploitation des stations
stations du service mobile
maritime.
mobile maritime.

145 "
"' Dans
Dana la
is bande
bande 1
716-2 000
l'Autriche, la
is Grande-Bretagne,
Grande-Bretagne,
1715-2
000 kc/s
kc/s 1'Autriche,

l'Irlande,
l'Irlande, les Pays-Bas,
Pays-Bas, Is
l'Union Sud-Africaine,
is Rhodesie
Rhodesie du
Nord
la Suisse, 1'Union
Sud-Africaine, la
du Nord
et la
attribuer jusqu'a
is Rhodesie du Sud peuvent
peuvent attribuer
jusqu'a 200 kc/s au service
service d'amateur
d'amateur
a condition que la puissance
a
puissance moyenne
pas 10
10 watts
watts et
et que
que
moyenne des
des stations
stations n'excede
n'excede pas
ces stations ne causent
causent pas de
de brouillages
brouillages nuisibles
aux services
autorises des
des
nuisibles aux
services autoris6s
autres pays.
autres
pays.
" L'exploitation
146 ''
L'exploitation de la chaine standard
standard Loran
existant actuellement
actuellement dans
dans
Loran existant
l'Atlantique Nord-Est
Nord-Est (Island-Feroe-Hebrides)
l'Atlantique
(Island-Ferob-Hebrides) est
eat temporairement
temporairement autoris~e
autorisee
1 900-2 000 kc/s jusqu'au
dans la bande 1
jusqu'au 1
1949, a
a condition que, dea
des
1" juillet 1949,
aa present,
soleft mis
present, tous les moyens possibles
possibies soient
uvie pour
pour reduire
reduire au
au maximaximis en
en ceuvre
mum la largeur de la bande
bande de frequences
frequences necessaire,
ainsi que
que les
les brouillages
brouillages
n6cessaire, ainsi
nuisibles
nuisibles causes par les
les emissions du Loran
autres services
operant dans
dans cette
Loran aux autres
services operant
cette
bande de
de frequences
frequences ou dans les bandes
bandes voisines. Si toutefois,
toutefois, 9
9mois
mois avant
avant cette
cette
date, trois au moins
declaraient au Secretaire
moms des pays int6resses*
interesses* declaraient
Secretaire general
general de
de
l'Union qu'a leur avis, aucun
aucun dispositif convenant
la
convenant aa la radionavigation
radionavigation dans
dans la
zone Nord-Est de l'Atlantique
l'Atlantique Nord et utilisant les bandes
bandes de frequences
autofrequences autoris6es
a cet
risees a
cet effet par le present
present Reglement
Reglement n'etait disponible,
pouvait pas
pas
disponible, ou ne pouvait
l'etre le 1" juillet
conference administrative
juillet 1949, une
une conference
administrative speciale,
speciale, formee
formee de
membres
convoquee dans les deux
membres des pays interesses* serait
serait convoquee
deux mois pour
pour envienvirevision de cet
sager la revision
cet accord.
accord.. •
1
Dana une zone
zone determin6e,
determinee, la
frequence de
de travail
travail du
Loran est
eat soit
soit
147 '
"''Dans
la frequence
du Loran
11850 kc/s soit 11950 kc/s; les largeurs
largeurs des bandes
bandes correspondant
correspondant a
a chaque
chaque
respectivement 1
1 800-1 900 kc/s et 1
emission sont respectivement
1 900-2 000 kc/s.
Lea services
Les
services autorises
autorises autres que le Loran peuvent
peuvent employer
employer celle
de ces
celle de
ces
qri n'est ras urilisee
a cor
dition qu'ils ne causent
deux bandes qoi
utilisee par le Loran A
condition
causent
brouillages nuisibles
nuisibles au service
pas de brouillages
assure par
par ce
ce
service de
de radionavigation
radionavigation assure
systeme.
systeme.

146.1 *Les
snnt: la RBlpique,
*Les nays interepskq
intere.s6q Font13Plelque, l1
1P Canada.
Conadi. le Danemark.
Danemark. les

Etats-Unis d'Americue,
d'Am4rique, la
is Finlande, la
is France, l'Irlande,
l'Irlande, I'Islande,
PIslande, la
is Norvege,
Norvege,
les Pays-Bas,
Pays-Bas, la Pologne, le Portugal,
Portugal, le Royaume-Uni
Royaume-Uni de la
is Grande-Bretagne
Grande-Bretagne
et de l'Irlande du Nord, Is
la Suede
1'Union des Upubliques
Suede et l'Union
Sovietiques
Rspubliques Sovi6tiques
Soeialist".

6:3 SAT.]
63
STAT.]

IMULTILA'"ERAL-,'ELECOMMtU'NICATIONS-OCT.
MULTILATERAL—
TELECOMMUNICATIONS— OCT.2,
2, 1947
1947

(Chapter III, art. 55 :IR)
1R)

(145-147)
(145--147)

mutual harmful interference,
interference, having special
special regard to the difficulties of operaopeation
of the
the maritime
maritime mobile
mobile service.
service.
tion of
145
" In
In the
the band
000 kc/s
the Netherlands,
Netherlands, NorthNorth145 "'
band 1
1 715-2
715-2 000
kc/s Austria,
Austria, Ireland,
Ireland, the
ern Rhodesia, Southern Rhodesia.
the Union
Union of
South Africa
Africa and
and
Rhodesia, Switzerland,
Switzerland, the
of South
the United Kingdom
Kingdom may assign up to 200
for the
amateur service
pro200 kc/s
kc/s for
the amateur
service provided that the mean power of any amateur
does not
not exceed 10
watts
amateur station does
10 watts
and that no harmful interference
interference is
the authorised
authorised services
services of
of other
other
is caused
caused to
to the
countries.
countries.

"' The operation
146 '
operation of the existing Northeast Atlantic
Atlantic Standard
Standard Loran
Loran Chain
Chain
(Iceland-Faroes-Hebrides) is authorised
(Iceland-Faroes-Hebrides)
authorised temporarily
band 1
1900-2000
900-2 000
temporarily in the band
kc/s until 1st July 1949 provided
provided that in the meantime all practicable
practicable measures
measures
are taken to minimise harmful interference
interference from Loran transr.issions
transmissions to other
other
services operating in the same or ad
adiacent
facent frequency
frequency bands
bands and, in particular,
particular,
to narrow
narrow the emitted bandwidth.
bandwidth. IT,
nine months before
before the
said
nI, however, nine
the said
date, at least three of the interested
interested countries* declare
Gendeclare to the Secretary
Secretary General of the Union
Union that they are of the opinion that aids to
to radionavigation
radionavigation
Northeast Atlantic
area and designed
which are suitable for the Northeast
Atlantic area
designed for operation
operation
frequency bands allocated
in frequency
allocated for the radionavigation
radionavigation service under these RegnRegulations, are not available, or cannot be made available
available by
.st July
July 1949
by the 1
'st
1949 a
a
special
Administrative Conference
interested countries* shall be sumspecial Administrative
Conference of the interested
moned within two months to
to review
review the
the matter.
matter.
"' In any particular
147 a
particular area the Loran
radionavigation operates
Loran system
system of
of radionavigation
operates
either on 11850 or 1
1950
950 kc/s, the band occupied
occupied being
being 1
800-1 900 kc/s
kc/s or
1 800-1900
or
11900-2 000 Ws.
ke/s.
Any of the authorised
services
may
employ
whichever
of
these two bands is
authorised services
employ whichever
not required for Loran on condition that they
they do not cause
cause harmful
harmful interference to Loran.
146.1 *The countries interested in this
this question are:
Belgium, Canada,
Denare: Belgium,
Canada, Denmark, Finland. France.
France. Iceland.
Iceland. Ireland. the Netherlands.
Netherlands. Norway,
Norway, Poland,
Poland,
Portugal,
Sweden,
the
Portugal,
United Kingdom
Britain and
Northern Ireland,
Ireland.
Kingdom of Great Britain
and Northern
the United States of America, and the Union
Union of Soviet
Soviet Socialist Republies.
Republics.
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TREATIES

[63 STAT.
STAT.
[63

(148-131)
(148-151)

RR)
(Chap. III, art. .i5 RI1)

Attribution aux services
Attribution
services
Bandes de
frequences
frdquencecs
et (largeur
(argeur
des bandcs)
bandes)
kc/s
kc/s

-

--

-

2
2 065-2 300
300
(235)
a) Fixe
Fix°
b) Mobile
Mobile
b)
sauf mobile
sauf
neronauanronau-

(550)

(A uivre0)

(A eu/vre)
auivre)
(A

-

1I6gion
R'gion 22

Rion 3
3
R$gion

2
105
2 065-2
OG5-2 105
(40)
(40)
Mobile
Mobile
maritime
maritime

055-2 105
22O9;5-2
105
(40)
(40)
Mobile
Mobile

5))
6

3>

22103-2
105-2 300
(195)
(195)
Fixe
a) Fixe
b) Mobile

2 105-2 300
2
(195)
(195)
a) Fixe
b) Mobile

22300-2 495
(195)
(195)
a) Fixe
b)
b) Mobile
Mobile
Radioc) Radio-

22300-2 495
493

37)
37)

2
2 300-2 498
(193)
(198)
a) Fixe
b) Mobile sauf
sauf
mobile
neronauatronautique (R) 'i6
36)
0 Radioc)
RadiodifrUM415
)
diffimitb 86"N)
30)
30)
(A
suivAs)
(A suivr)

maritime

35)'

30)
30)

:;00-2 850
22::00-2
850

--

R6gionale
R6gionale

tique (R)

34)
3)

-

_Mondiale
lIonJli:d!e
Region
REgion 11

2 065-2 :;0C
2
:;0(
(235)
(235)

--

—

diffusion
diffusion so)
")

(195)
(195)

a) Fixe
a)
b) Mobile
b)
Mobile
Radioc) Radio-

diffusion
diffusion ")
1)

37)

")

148 "'
" La frequence
frequence 22 182 kc/s
kc/s est In
et d'appel
d'appel pour
pour le
le
la frequence
frequence de
de detresse
d6tresse et
service
radiotelephonique. Les
service mobile maritime radiotelephonique.
Les conditions d'emploi
d'emploi de
de cett2
cett:
frequetcce sont
frequence
sent indiquees A
a I'article
l'article 34.
34.
Une bande
bande de garde suffisante sera r6servee
Une
reservee si necessaire,
necessaire, antour
de cette
cette
autour de
frequence,
l'requence, par accord particulier
particulier entre
administrations interesskes.
interessees.
entre les
les administrations
149 "'Pour
ut Pour la signification
signification des expressions
expressions "mobile
"mobile a6ronautique
aeronautique (R)"
(R,)" et
"* (ibileaeronautLqi.e
numeros 256
236 et 257.
aeronautique (01:)"
(OR)" voir les ramieros
257.
l
S0
.'' '"' Pour
Pour les conditions d'utilisation
17,0
&utilisation de
de cette bande
par le
le service
Is
bande par
service de
de la
radortiiirusiin, voir les numrros
rad:orlitrusian,
numeros 243, 244 et 250-254.
250-254.
151
"' Dans
)ans la
la Pgien
151 "'
P.tip:ien 2, des accords
accords paxtieu!iers
oarticoliers relatifs
relatifs nu
mobile
au service
service raobie
mnaritime
t$elgraphie c6tiere.
maritime seront conclus pour la telegraphic
cotiere.

63 STAT.]
6.3
STAT.]

MULTILATERAL-TELECOMNMUNICATIONSOCT.
MULTILATERAL— TELECOMMUNICATIONS— OCT.2, 1947
1947

(Chapter
III, art.
RR)
(Chapter III,
art. 55 RR)

(148-151)
(148-151)

_

_

Allocation to Services
Allocation
Services
Frequency
Frequency
Band and
(Bandwidth)
(Bandwidth
kc/s

Regional
Regional
World-Wide
Region 1
1

22065-2 300
(235)

34)
34)
2
850
2 300-2 85(
(550)
(550)

Region
Region 22

Region 3
Region
3

22065-2 300
2
105
2 065-2 105
(235)
(40)
(235)
(40)
Fixed
a) Fixed
Maritime
Maritime
b) Mobile exmobile
mobile
cept aero6))
nautical
6
mobile
(R)3 35))
mobile(R)
2
105-2 300
300
2 105-2

2 065-2
2
065-2 105
105
(40)
(40)
Maritime
Maritime
mobile

(193)
(195)
a) Fixed
a)
Fixed
6)
b) Mobile

30)
30)

2
300
2 105-2 300
(195)
(195)
a) Fixed
Fixed
Mobile
b) Mobile

37)
3;i

22300-2 498
(198)
(19S)
Broada) Broadcasting
casting

30
3)

b) Fixed
Fixed
c) Mobile exexcept aeroaeronautical
nautical
mobile(R)n)
mobile(R)3"

2
495
2 300-2 495
(195)
(195)
a)
a) BroadBroadcasting
)
casting 34)
b) Fixed
c)
c) Mobile
Mobile
36

2
300-2 495
2 300-2
495
(195)
(195)
a) BroadBroadcasting 3')
3
•
1
casting
b) Fixed
Fixed
b)
c) Mobile
c)
Mobile

30)
30)

(cont'd)

(ccnt'd)

37)
37)

148 "'
14) The frequency 2
calling frequency
frequency for
for the
the
2 182 kc/s is the distress
distress and
and calling
maritime
(telephony). The
maritime mobile service (telephony).
The interested administrations
administrations vii!
wi!
ensure, by special
ensure,
special arrangement
where necessary,
adequate guard-band
arrangement where
necessary, that
that an
an adequate
guard-band
is provided. The conditions
conditions for the use of this frequency
frequency are prescribed in
in
article 34.
article

149 "' For the explanation
explanation of the terms
terms "Aeronautical
mobile
"Aeronautical mobile
"Aeronautical mobile (OR)"
"Aeronautical
(OR)" see 256 and
and 257.
257.

(R)"
and
(R)" and

150 "' For the conditions
conditions of use of this band by the broadcasting service
see
service see
;3, 244
2,14 and 250-254.
1:3,
250-254.
1 1 "'
In Region 2,
2. provision will be made for coastal
171
"In
coastal telegraphy in the
the marimariincr
rc-lile service by
irrc mobile
by- special arrangement.
arrangement.

1639
1639
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TREATIES
TREATIES

TAT.
STAT.
[63 S

(Chap.
(Chap. Ill.
Ill, art.
art. 5
RR)
i RR)

(152-153)
TS52--153)

seevices
Attribution aux services
Bandes de
frequences
et (largeur
bandes)
des bandes)
kcs

Regional('
RIgionale

Mondiale

.---

--

Region 2
2
Region

Region 3
3
Region

22 495-2 505
(10)
(10)

495-2 505
505
22495-2
(10)
(10)

Region 1
1
Region
2
2 300-2 498

22300-2 850
850
(suite)

(suite)

22498-2
4!8-2 502
(4)
(4)
Frequenee
Frequence
"
etalon
"'

F'requence
Fr6quence
etalon
Ctalon

Frequence
Frequence
ettdon
(talon

3

2
502-2 625
625
2 502-2
(123)

38)
38)

a) Fixe

2
505-2 850
850
2 505-2

Mobile sauf
h) Mobile
mobile

(345)
(345)
a) Fixe
h) Mobile
Mobile
h)

aeroa3ro-

10)
505-2 850
22505-2
850
(345)
(34.5)
a) Fixe
Fixe
a)
b) Mobile
Mobile
b)

nautique
nautique
(R) ")
SO)
o0)

650
22625-2
625-2 650
(25)
(26)
a) Mobile
Mobile
a)
maritime
maritime
h)
Radioh) Radionavigation
navigation
maritime
) numritime
2
650-2 s50
s50
2 650-2
(200)
(200)
it)
a) Fixe
L- -.
ll! I
nl
[ -xl.*
Arl.IB.. ......
6)
Mobile
sauf
mobile
mobile

aeronautique
311)
39)

(R) as)
(R)
m)

152
etalon est 2
2500
ke/s.
500 kc/s.
152 1""' La
La frequence
frequence etalon
153
'' Des
fixerunt ls
tlare le q'c!le pou
pou ro:q
153 "'
Des accords
accords particul!ers
particulers fixer(;nt
es conditens
cor.ditions dan-:
ro:!
travailler
Ics stations
srv ices, tixe
ct mobile,
mobile. de facon ii
it prot6g 2.!.•r ces servic*s
travailler les
stations des s:•rvices
tixe et
service.i
des FrouillFges
brouillges mutuels
n:isible',
en
ten,:nt
:pccisalenint
com:?te dls
mutuels trtisible!:, en teannt sp6cialeni?nt eom:?te
d2s diffiaa!t'
diffiuit
d'exvloitation des stations
eiervice mobile maritirnme
e auzsi
aussi des besoin
d'exilleitation
stations du
du service
maritime et
be3oirc-; d:'i
service fixe
fixe dans certaines zones.
service
zones.

63 S
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-AIULTILA-TERALTELECO.IMNICATI()NS-OCT.
MULTILATERAL
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(Chapter
III, art.
(Chapter III,
art. 55 RR)
RR)

(152-153)
(152-153)

Allocation
Allocation to Services
Services
Frequency
Band and
(Bandwidth)
(Bandwidth
kcis
kc/s

Regional
World-Wide
Region I
Region
I

22300-2
300-2 85
(cont'd)
(eont'd)

Region 2
Region
2

Region 3
3

2
300-2 498
498
2 300-2
(contrd)
(cont'd)
2
2 498-2 502
(4)
(4)
Standard
as)
as ) frequency
frequency
625
22502-2 625
(128)
(128)
Fixed
a) Fixed
b)
Mobile exb) Mobile
except aeroaeronautical
nautical
mobile
(R) 66
(R)
"I)

22495-2 505
(10)
(10)
Standard
Standard
frequency
frequency
sa)

2 505-2 850
850
2
(345)
(345)
a) Fixed
5)
b) Mobile

2
495-2 505
505
2 495-2
(10)
(10)
Standard
Standard
frequency
frequency
Is)
U)

2
505-2 850
850
2 505-2
(345)
(345)
a)
a) Fixed
b) Mobile

SIP)
me)

22625-2 650
(25)
(25)
a) Maritime
Maritime
mobile
b)
b) Maritime
radio06) navigation
navigation
22650-2 850
(200)
Fixed
a) Fixed
b)
b) Mobile
Mobile exexcept aeroaeronautical
mobile
n)
iri)

A 1I
1(R)
"-

,-,.

I

" The standard frequency
152 "'
frequency is 2
2 500
500 kc/s.
kc/s.
"
153
''Special arrangements
arrangements will determine
1p '
I
of operation
of stadetermine the conditions
conditions of
operation of
stations of the fixed and mobile services
services in order
order to protect these services
from
services from
mutual
interference having special
mutual harmful
harmful interference
special regard
the difficulties
of operaoperaregard to
to the
difficulties of
tion of the maritime
maritime mobile service
service and also to the needs of tho
the fixed service
service in
in
certain areas.
ara.

1642
1642

[63 STAT.
STAT.
[63

TREATIES
TREATIES

(Chap. III,
art. 5
5 RR)
II, art.
(Chap.
--

Attribution
ervice
Attribution aux services
Ba.ndes
Bandes de
frequences
fr6quences
et (largeur
(largeur
des bandes)
kcis
ke/s

Regionsle
R^gionale
Mondisle
Mondisle
RI:gion
RPgion 11

15)

)

Mobile
Mobile
aeronautique
nautique
(R)

5)
35)

Mobile
Mobile
aeroadronautique
nautique
(OR)

22850-3 025
(175)

3
155
025-316
3 025-3
(130)
(130)

200
33155-3 20(
(45)
(45)

a) Fixe
b) Mobile sauf
gauf
mobile
mobile
aroafronautique
nautique
(R)
(R) 38)
3)

3
230
3 200-3 23(

a) Fixe
b) Mobile sauf
mobile
aroaronautiqtw
nautique
(R)
a)
(R) ")
c) RadiodifRadiodi fc)
W)
fusion 41)

(30)

I

400
33230-3 40
(170)

a)
a) Fixe
Fixe
Mobile gauf
b) Mobile
sauf
mobile
aeroadronautique
nautique
c) RadiodifRadiodifc)
fusion
3) )
fusion m

3 400-3
500
3
400-3 503
(100)
(100)

Mobile
Mobile
aroacronautique
(R)

a)
")

Region
2
R| gion 2

Region 3
3
RPgion

63
63 STAT.]
STAT.]

MULTILATERAL-TELECOMMUNICATIONS-OCT.
M ULTILATERAL— TELECOMMUNICATIONS— OCT.2,
2, 1947
1947

(Chapter 111,
art. 6 RR)
RR)
II, art.

Allocation
Allocation to Servicew
Services

Frequency
Frequency
Band and
and
(Bandwidth
(Bandwidth)
kc/s

Regional
Regional

World-Wide
World-Wide
Region 1
Region
1

2
2 850-3 025
02
(175)
(175)
a)
*)
3
025-3 15
155
3025-3
(130)
a)
e)

AeroAeronautical
mobile
mobile (B)
(R)

Aeronautical
nautial
mobile (OR)
mobile
(OR

33156-3
155-3 201
200
(45)
(45)

Fixed
a) Fixed
b) Mobile
except aerc
aeronautical momc
a)
bile (R)
(R) a)

33200-3 230
23(
(30)

a) Broadcasti
ng is)
ing
")
b) Fixed
e) Mobile
c)
Mobile
except
exempt aero
aeronautical mo
MObile (R) *)
a)

3230-3
3
230-3 400
(170)
(170)

a) BroadcastBroadcati
ng "
st)
ing

6) Fixed
b)
e)
Mobile
c) Mobile
except aero
aeronautical
mobile
3
400-3 500
3400-3500
(100)
(100)
a)*)

AeroAeronautieal
nautical
mobile
(R)
mobile (B)
-

81939 0-52-T.
0-52—Pr. ii--23
--23

.

Region
Region 22

I

Region
Region33

1643
1643

1644

[63 STAT.
STAT.
[63

TREATIES
TREATIES

(Chap. III,
UI, art. 55 RR)
RR)
(Chap.

Attribution
mix services
services
Attribution aux

Bandes de
frequenees
fr6quences
et (largeur
des bandes)
ke/s
kc/s
500-4 000
33500-4
(500)

Regionale
Regionale
Mondia1e
Mondiale
Region 1
1
REgion
3
800
3 500-3 800
(300)
Amateur
a) Amateur
b)
b) Fixe
c) Mobile
Mobile
sa.uf mobimobisauf
In
le sewa6ronautique

3 800-3 000
900
3
(100)
(100)
a) Fixe
5) Mobile
Mobile
h)
neroadronautique
nautique
(OR) ")
No
c) Mobile
Mobile
c)
terrestre
terrestre
33900-3 950
(
50)
(-0)
Mobile
Mobile
neroa;r(nautique
nautique
(OR)
(OR)
SI)
3u

33950-4 000
(50)
(
50)
a) Fixe
b)
Radiedifb) Radiodiffusion
fusion

Region
Region 22

Rcgion
Region 3
3

3 500-4
3
500-4 000
(500)

3500-3 900
3500-3900
(400)
Amat eur
a) Amateur
b) Fixe
c) Mobile

a) Amateur
Amateur
b) Fixe
Mobile
c) Mobile
sauf moaebile aronautique
ronautique
(R) u>
")

3900 -3 950
3900-3
050
(50)
(50)
a) Mobile
Mobile
aeroaferonautique
nautique
b) RadiodifRadiediffusion
fusion
3
3 950-4 000
(50)
(50)
a) Fixe
Radiodifb) Radiodiffusion
fusion

63
STAT.]
63 S
TAT.]

MULTILATERALTELECOMMUNICATIONS-OCT.
TELECOMMUNICATIONS— OCT.2,
2, 1947
1947

AIIILTI LATERAL—

(Chapter III,
IIL art. 56 RR)
(Chapter
BB)
Allocation to Services
Serviem

requency
hetNem,'
Band and
(Bandwidtb
(Bandwidth)
ke/s

Regional
Regional

World-Wide
World-Wide
Region 1
1

3
3 500-4 000
00
(500)
(S00)

33500-3
500-3 800
800
(300)
a)
a) Amateur
Amateur
b) Fixed
Fixed
c) Mobile
Mobile
except aerc
aeroexcept
nautical
nautical
mobile
3800-3900
3
800-3 900
(100)
(100)
a)
a) AeroAeronautical
monautical mo
bile (OR)
(OR) 21")
b)
Fixed
b) Fixed
e)
c) Land
mobile

Region
Region 2
2

Region 3
Region
3

3 500-4 000
3
(500)
(500)

3
3 500-3
00-3 900
900
(400)
(400)
a) Amateur
mateur
b) Fixed
Fixed
b)
c) Mobile
Mobile
c)

a4 Amateur
Amateur
5)
FIxed
b) Fixed
c) Mobile
Mobile
except aro
except
nautical mo
nautical1210bUe (R) so
bile
a)

3
900-3 950
3900-3
950
(50)
(60)
Aeronautical
mobile (OR)
(OR)
mobile

3900-3
900-3 950
(50)
(M0)
a) AroAaro.
*)
nautical
nautieal
mobile
moble
b) Broadaiding

3950-4000
3950-4 000
(50)
a) BroadBroada)

339504 000
(50)
(50)
Broada) Bread.

emoting
b)
ting

b)
PIMed
5) Fixed
wj ~

casting
5) Find
Fixed
b)

&)Fixed

1645
1645

1646
1646

[63 STAT.
STAT.
[63

TREATIES
TREATIES

(Chap. III,
5 RR)
III, art. 5
RR)

(151-155)
(154-155)

services
Attribution aux services
Attribution
Baiides de
Bandes
frequences
fre'quences

Rogionale
Rcgionale

(largeur
et (largeur
des bandes)

Mondiale
Mondiule

kcis
kc/s

Region 1
1
Region

Region
REgion 33

a) Fixe
Fix
e
a)
6) Mobile
b)
Mobile
sauf
mobile
sema6ronautique
(R) ")
i)
(R)

a) Fixe
Fixe
a)
b)
Mobile
b) Mobile
sad
sauf
mobile
aeroa6ronautique

Fixe
Fixe

44000-4 063
(63)
4
43S
4 063-4 435
(375)
(375)

RA'Tion 2
RWgion
2

0)

40

Mobile
Mobile
maritime

41)
41)

Fixe
Fie

44435-4
43S-4 6650
(212)

44650-4
(50-4 700
(50)
uo'

Mobile
Mobile
stema6ronautique
nautique
(R)
Mobile
Oroa6ronautique

44700-4 750
(50)
")
")

(OR)
(OR)

15 1 '"'
En U.R.S.S.
dans les
de frequences
frequences 4
440S
4 063-4 133 kc/s et 440Sbandes de
les bandes
U.R.S.S. dans
154
"' En
autorisees A
a travailler
travaille
a puissance
puissance limitee
limitee sont autorisees
44438
43' kcis,
kc/s, les stations
stations fixes a
coadition qu'elles soient
plus de 600 kilometres
kilometres des ekes,
facon
cotes, de fa;ol
aa condition
soient situees aa plus
brouillages nuisibles
nuisibles qu'elles
qu'elles peuvent
peuvent cauEer
causer au service
a reduire
rcduile les risques de brouillages
mabile
maritime. Par station a
entendre une statir::
statiN
a puissance
puissance limitee,
limitee, il faut entendre
m:)bile maritime.
puissance et les caracteristiques
l'antenne sont telles que le charmp
chainp
dont la puissance
caracteristiques de l'antenne
produit en un point quelconque,
quelconque, dans
le
dans toutes
toutes les directions,
directions, ne depasse
depasse pas le
non directive
directive a
a laquelle
laquelle serait appliquee
champ produit par une antenne
antenne non
appliquee une
ule
puissance
crete de 1
1 kilowatt.
puissance de crete
135
"' En complement
063-4 438 kc/i
kth
dispositions du numero 154, la bande 44063-4438
1 55 "'
complement aux dispositions
peut etre
Ctre utili -ce
peat
3Oe exceptionnellement,
exceptionnellement, aa la condition expresse
expresse qu'aucun
qu'aucun brouillage
nuisible
service mobile mpritime,
nuisible ne soit caus6
cause au service
rnPritime, par des stations
stations fixes d'urn
d'un
rnussance moyenne
movenne inferieure
inferieure a
a 50 watts effectuart
ruissance
effectuant seulement
seulement un service A
al'i;
Yin.
terieur des frontieres
L'attentien du Comit6
Comite international
international d'enred'enre•
t6rieur
frontieres nationales.
nationales. L'attentien
gistrement des frequences
sera attiree
les cas'
ea& particuliers
gistrement
frequences sera
attiree sur le
particuliers lors de la notifinotif•
cation des frequences.
frequences.

63
STAT.]
63 S
TAT.]

MULTILATERAL-TELECOMMUNICATIONS-OCT.
MULTILA TERAL— TELECOMMUNICATIONS— OCT.2, 1947
1947

III, art.
art. 5
RR)
(Chapter 111,
5 RR)

(154-155)
(154-155)

Allocation to Services
Services
Allocation
Frequency
Frequency
Band and
(Bandwidth)
keit]
kc/

Regional

World-Wide
World-Wide
Region 1
Region
1n

4
000-4 063
4000-4063
(63)

Fixed
Fixed

44063-4 438

Maritime
")
mobile
'0) mobile
a)
e)

(375)

4
438-4 650
4438-4
(212)

Fixed

4
4 650-4 700
(50)
sh)
u)
4
4 700-4 750
(50)
(60)
a)
a)

1

Region 2

a)
a) Fixed
Fixed
b) Mobile
Mobile
except aeroaeroexcept
nautical
nautical
mobile(obile(R)
mobile(R)u)

1

Region 3
3
RegionRegi

a) Fixed
b) Mobile
Mobile
except aeronautical
mobile

AeroAeronautical
nautical
mobile (R)

Aeronautical
nautical
mobile (OR)

154 "' In the U.S.S.R.,
U.S.S.R., in the bands 4
4063-4 133 kc/s
kcis and 4
408-4 438
fixed
4 408-4
438 kc/s,
kc/s, fixed
stations
stations of limited power may operate
operate provided that, in order to
the
to minimise
minimise the
possibility
causing harmful interference
interference to the maritime mobile service,
possibility of causing
service, they
they
are situated at least 600 km from the coast. A limited power
station is
is one
one
power station
whose
power and antenna characteristics
adjusted that
whose power
characteristics are so adjusted
that the field strength
strength
established at any point in any direction
direction does not exceed
exceed that
that obtainable
obtainable with
with
aanon-directive antenna and aa peak power of 1
1 kilowatt.
kilowatt.
' In addition to the provisions
155 'In
provisions of 154,
154, the band 44063-4 438
438 kc/s may
may
be used, exceptionally
exceptionally and on the essential
essential condition
condition that
interference
that harmful
harmful interference
is
is not caused to the maritime
maritime mobile service, by fixed stations
stations of
mean power
power not
not
of mean
exceeding
50 watts communicating
national boundaries
exceeding 50
communicating only within the national
boundaries of the
countries
countries concerned.
concerned. At the time of notification
these cases
the attention
attention
notification of
of these
cases the
of the
the International
of
International Frequency Registration
Registration Board
Board is drawn to the above
above concon-

dition.
dition.

1647
1647

1648
1648

[63 STAT.
STAT.
[63

TREATIES
TREATIES

(Chap. III,
art. 55 RR)
BR)
.II, art.
(Chap.

(156)
(156)

Attribution aux services
Bandes de
frequences
et (largeur
des bandes)
kc/s

Regionale
Mondiale
Rkgion 1
a) Fixe
b) Mobile
aronautique
(OR) 36)
c) Mobile
terrestre
d) Radiodiffusion 30

4750-4 850
(100)
.

4850-4 995
(145)

a) Fixe
b) Mobile
terrestre
c) Radiodiffusion 16 )

4995-5 005
(10)
a)

Fr6quence
Ft alon

5005-5 060
(55)

5050 -5 250
(190)

156
156

a) Fixe
b) Radiodiffusion 3"

Fixe

kc/s.
5 000 kas.
La frequenee
etalon est 5000
frequence etalon
' La

Region 2
a) Fixe
b) Radiodiffusion 38)

Region 3
a) Fixe
b) Radiodiffusion '
0

6{3 S
STAT.]
G
TAT.]

1649
1649

MNILTILATERAL-TELECOI313NICATI()N-OCT.
MULTILATERAL—
TELECOMMUNICATIONS— OCT.2,
2, 1947
1947

(Chapter III,
art. 5
III, art.
5 RR)

Frequency
Frequency
Band and
(Bandwidth)
(Bandwidth
kc/s

(156)
(156)

Allocation
Allocation to Services
Services
Regional
Regional

World-Wide
World-Wide
Region 1
1

4
4 750-4 850
.5
(100)

4 850-4 995
4
99
(145)
(145)

a)
a) AeroAeronautical
nautical
mobile
mobile
(OR)
")
(OR) #)
b) Broadcasting 0)
m)
c) Fixed
Fixed
Land
d) Land
mobile

a) Broadcasti
ng
ing
U)

b) Fixed
c) Land
mobile
005
44995-5
995-5 005
(10)
(10)
11)
a)
5
005-5 060
5 005-5
(55)
(56)

5060-5250
5060-5 250
(190)

Standard
Standard
frequency
frequency

a)
a) Broadcasti
ng is)
ing
U)
b)
b) Fixed
Fixed

Fixed

156
41 '
The standard
standard frequency
frequency is
kc/s.
156 "'
is 5
5 000
000 kc/s.

Region 2
2

Region
Region 3
3

a) Broadcasting ")
m
Fixed
b) Fixed

a) Broadcasting U)
so)
Fixed
b) Fixed

1650

[63 STAT.
STAT.
[63

TREATIES
TREATIES

UI, art. 55 RR)
RR)
(Chap. LII,
Attribution aux services
services
Attribution
Rendes de
Bander
frequencea
frEquences
et (Iargeur
(largeur
des bandes)
kern
kc/s

Rigionale
Regionale
Mondiale

55250-5 480
(230)

Region 1
R6gion
1

Region 2
2
RWgion

Region 3
R6gion
3

5250-5 430
430
5250-5
(180)
a) Fixe
Mobile
b) Mobile

55250-5 450
(200)
a) Fixe
b) Mobile
Mobile
terrestre

5
5 250-5 430
(ISO)
(180)
a) Fixe
b) Mobile
terrestre
terrestre

terrestre
terrestre

4s0
55430-5
430-5 4S0

5
5 430-5 480
(50)
a)
Fixe
a) Fixe
Mobile
b) Mobile
Oroaronautique
(OR) ")
m
c) Mobile
terrestre
terrestre

55450-5 480
480
(30)
(0)

a) Fixe
a)
Fixe
Mobile
Mobile
acroaeronautique
(It)
(R)

le)
5
480-5
580
5 480
-5 68
(200)

a)
m)

Mobile
Mobile
akroaroniuttique
nmutique
(It)
(R)

Mobile
Mobile
Niro&Ero-

55580-5
0-5 730
(50)

nautique
-

(OR)

5m
MI

5
730-5
9'
5 735 9.5
(220)

Fixe

5
950-41 20(
5 951(25.0)
(250)

ItadiodifRadiodif(usicui
fuaion

(50)
(50)

h) Mobile
aeroacronaut
ique
nautique

(OR) w'
r) Mobile
Mobile
c)
34)

terrest re

63 STAT.]
63
STAT.]

MULTILATERAL-TELECOMMUNICATIONS-OCT.
MULTILATERAL
— TELECOMMUNICATIONS— OCT.2,
2, 1947
1947

(Chapter III
III, art.
RR)
art. 55 RR)
Allocation to Services

Frequency
Band and
(Bandwidth)
keit

Regional

World-Wide

5250-5 480
(230)

Region 1

Region 2

Region 3

5250-5 430
(180)
a) Fixed
6) Land
mobile

5250-5 450
(200)
a) Fixed
5) Land
mobile

5250-5 430
(180)
a) Fixed
5) Land
mobile

5430-5 480
(50)
a) Aeronautical
mobile
(OR) ")
b) Fixed
c) Land
mobile

5480-5 680
(200)

Aeronautical
mobile (R)

5680-6 730
(50)

Aeronautical
mobile (OR)
16)

5730-5 950

Fixed

(220)
5950-6 200
(250)

Broadcasting

5430-5 480
5450-5 480
(30)
Aeronautical
mobile (R)

(50)
a) Aeronautical
mobile
(OR) '
10
5) Fixed
c) Land
mobile

1651
1651

1652

[63 STAT.
STAT.
[63

TREATIES
TREATIES

(Chap. HI,
art- 5
5 RR)
(Chap.
II, art
RIR)

(157-159)
(157-15)

-

Bandes de
frequences
frequences
et
(largeur
et (largeur
Mondiale
des bandes)
kc/s
Mobile
Mobile
66200-6 525
a)
maritime
(325)
0)
(325)
Mobile
6
525-6 685
Mobile
6525-6685
-

-l-- -

(160)
(160)

Reeonale
Regionale

I

Region 1
I

II

Region 22

|I

Region
Region 3
3

- l-

serenautique
10 ) (R)
*)
(R)

6
685-6 765
6 685-6

(80)
0)
">

Mobile
airoaeronautique
nautique
(OR)
(OR)

6
765-7 000
6 765(235)
(235)

rue
Fixe

7
000-7 100
7000-7100
(100)
(100)

Amateur
Amateur

77100-7 300
(200)

service
Attribution
Attribution aux services

II-I

7
150
7 100-7 150

(50)
a) Amateur
Amateur
a)
b)
Radiodifb) Radiodif")
°) fusion
77150-7 300
(150)
(150)
ItadiodifRadiodiffusion
fusion

7 100-7 300
7
(200)
(200)
Amateur
Amateur

7 100-7 150
7
150
(50)
(50)
a)
a) Amateur
Amateur
b)
5) Radiodif11)
fusion
4) fusion
7
7 150-7 300
(150)
(150)
RacliodifRadiodif°)) fusion
fusion

200-6 525 kc/s peut
exceptionnellement, A
I la
con157 a'
" La bande 66200peut etre
etre utilisee
utilisee exceptionnellement,
la condition expresse
expresse qu'aucun
qu'aucun brouillage
brouillage nuisible ne soit cause au service
service mobile marimaritime, par des stations fixes d'une puissance
inferieure a
1 60
60 watts
watts effecpuissance moyenne
moyenne inferieure
effectuant seulement un service
service iI l'int6rieur
l'interieur des frontieres
frontieres nationales. L'attention
L'attention
du Comite international
international d'enregistrement
d'enregistrement dee
frequences sera
des frequences
sera attiree
attir6e stir
sur lea
les
cas particuliers
particuliers lors
bra de la notification
frequences.
notification des
des fr6quences.

158 •')
eat autorise
bande
"' Dans la Region 1,
1, le
le service
service d'amateur
d'amateur est
autorise I
a utiliser
utiliser la
la bande
7 100-7 160 Ws
kc/s a
a condition
7
condition qu'il ne cause
cause pas de brouillages
au service
brouillages nuisibles
nuisibles au
service
de radiodiffusion.
radiodiffusion. Cependant,
Cependant, dans 1'Union
l'Union Sud Africaine
territoires
Africaine et
et dans
dans lea
les territoires
sous mandat de l'Afrique
l'Afrique du Sud-Ouest
Sud-Ouest cette bande
attribute:* exclusivement
bande eat
est attribu6e
exclusivement
au service d'amateur.
159 '
1''En Australie et dans lea
orientales, laare
la
00les Indes Neerlandaises
Neerlandaises orientales,
7150
7
150 kc/s, en Chine et en Nouvelle-Zelande
Nouvelle-Zelande la bande 71
peuvent
7 100l-W c/a,
/s, peuvent
etre attributes
employant des stations d'une puissance
attribuees au service
service d'amateur employant
puissance inferieure 1
i 100 watts crte.
ferieure
crete. Les administrations
administrations des pays mentionnes
mentionnes ci-dessus
ci-dessus
doivent prendre
prendre toutes les mesures pratiques
pratiques utiles pour eviter
6viter les brouillages
brouillages
nuisibles susceptibles d'etre
radiodiffusion. Toutefois, si des
d'être causes au service de radiodiffusion.
des
brouillages
etaient causes au service de radiodiffusion, lea
brouillages nuisibles itaient
administrales administrations envisageront
I'utilisation de ces bandes par le service
envisageront de r6duire
reduire 1'utilisation
service d'amateur.

300
7 300

63 STAT.]
63 STAT.]

MULTILATERAL-TELECOMMUNICATIONS-OCT.
TELECOMMUNICATIONS--OCT.2,
1947
2, 1947

MULTI LATERAL—

(Chapter In,
art. 5
5 RR)
(Chapter
In, art.
RR)

(157-159)
(157-159)
-

Frequency
Frequency
Band and
(Bandwidth)
(Bandwidth
lects
kcs

Allocation to Servioes
Allocation
Services
Regional
Regional

World-Wide
World-Wide

Region 1
1
6 200-6 52'
6
525
(325)
I40
"'

Maritime
Maritime
mobile
mobile

66525-6 685
68
(160)
(160)

AeroAeronautical
mobile (R)
(R)

a)
a)

6685-6
6
685-6 761
765
(80)
(00)
ai

I

Region 22

I

Region
Region 3
3

AeroAeronautical
mobile (OR)

al

66765-7 000
00
(235)
7000-7100
7
000-7 100j
(100)
7100-7
7
100-7 300
(200)
(200)

Fixed
Fied

Amateur
150
77100-7 150

(50)
(50)
Amateur
a) Amateur
b)
Broadb) Broad")
") casting

7 160-7
7
150-7 300
(150)
(150)
BroadBroadmeting
casting
w

7 100-7 300
7
(200)
Amateur
Amateur

7
7 100-7 150
160

(50)
a) Amateur
Amateur
b) BroadBroad") casting
casting
d)
7
7 150-7 300
(150)
(150)
BroadBrod4) casting

157
157 "''' The band 6
525 kc/s
be used,
exceptionally and
and on
the essenessen6 200-6 525
kc/s may
may be
used, exceptionally
on the
tial condition
condition that harmful interference
interference is
is not
not caused
caused to
to the
the maritime
maritime mobile
mobile
service, by fixed stations of mean power not
watts communicating
not exceeding
exceeding 50
60 watts
communicating
only within the national boundaries of the countries
countries concerned.
concerned. At
of
At the
the time
time of
notification
of
these
notification
these cases the attention
attention of
International Frequency
of the
the International
Frequency RegistraRegistration Board
Board is drawn to the above condition.
condition.
158 "'
1, the use of the band 77100-7 160
158
") In Region
Region 1,
150 kc/s
the amateur
kc/s by
by the
amateur service
service
is authorised
authorised provided that no harmful interference
caused to
interference is
is caused
to the
the broadcastbroadcasting service.
service. However,
However, in the Union of South
South Africa
Africa and
the territory
and the
territory under
under
mandate of Southwest Africa, the band 77100-7 160
mandate
150 kc/s
kc/s will
will be
be used
exclusively
used exclusively
for the amateur
amateur service.
service.
159 "InIn Australia
Australia and the Netherlands
Netherlands East Indies,
Indies, the
band 7100-7
7100-7 150
the band
150
kc/s, and in China and New Zealand,
Zealand, the band 7
100-7 300
allo7 100-7
300 kc/s,
kc/s, may
may be
be allocated
for the amateur service. The administrations
cated for
administrations of
of the
countries
mentioned
the countries mentioned
in this
this note shall take all practicable
practicable steps to avoid
in
avoid causing
causing any
interany harmful
harmful interference
to
the
broadcasting
service
and
will ensure that
ference
service
stations do
not
that amateur
amateur stations
do
not
use
a peak power exceeding 100 watts. If,
use a
to
If, however, harmful
harmful interference
interference to
the
broadcasting
service
is
experienced
the broadcasting service
experienced these administrations will
will consider
consider
reducing
the
use
of
these
bands
by
the amateur
reducing
amateur service.

1653
1653

1654

[63 S
TAT.
[63
STAT.

TREATIES
TREATIES

(Chap.
III, art.
RR)
(Chap. III,
art. 55 RR)

(160-161)
(160-161)

Attribution aux
aux services
services
Attribution
Betides
Bandes de
de
frequences
frequences
et
et (largeur
(largeur
des bandes)
bandea)
des
kc/s
kc/s

Regionsle
RPgionale
Mondiale
Mondiale
Region
Region 1
1

Mobile
Mobile
) maritime
maritime

w

46)

88815-8 965
(150)
(150)
35)
s5)

88965-9 040
(75)
(75)
U)
36)

Mobile
Mobile
aeronaua6ronautique
tique (R)
(R)

Mobile
Mobile
aeronaua6ronautique (OR)
tique
(OR)

9 040-9 500
9
(460)
(460)

Fixe
Fixe

9
9 500-9
500-9 775
775
(275)
(275)

Radiodifl:tdiodiffusion
fusion

775-9 995
99775-9
995
(220)
(220)

Mice
Fixe

99995-10
995-10 005
005
(10)
(10)

Fr(luencc
Frilquence
etalon
etalon

47)
47)

Region
Region 3
3

Fixe
Fixe

7300-8
300-8 195
195
7
(895)
(895)
8 195-8
8
195-8 815
(620)
(620)

Region 2
2
Region

169 "'
4
" L'U.R.S.S.,
L'U.R.S.S., compte
compte tenu
de ses
ses besoins
utiliser pour
169
tenu de
besoins partieuliers,
particuliers, pourra
pourra utiliser
pour
le service
fixe la
bande de
frequences 8
8615-8
815 kc/s.
le
service fixe
la bande
de fr6quences
615-8 815
kc/s.
Toutes possibilites
possibilites techniques
techniques (puissance,
(puissance, position
position geographique,
antenne,
Toutes
g6ographique, antenne,
etc.)
utilis6es de maniere
a r6duire,
autant que
etc.) seront utilisees
maniere a
reduire, autant
les risques
risques de
que possible, les
de
brouillages
brouillages nuisibles
nuisibles au service
service mobile
mobile maritime.
maritime.
Les memes
(puissance, position
antenna,
Les
momes possibilites
possibilites techniques
techniques (puissance,
position geographique,
gog'raphique, antenne,
etc.)
seront utilis6es
etc.) seront
utilisees pour
ciitieres de
autant que
pour les
les stations
stations c6tieres
de maniere
maniere a
a reduire,
reduire, autant
que
possible,
possible, les risques
risques de brouillages
brouillages nuisibles au service
service fixe en U.R.S.S.
Le Comite
Comit6 international
frlquences scra
consult6e a
i ce
cc
international d'enregistrement
d'enregistrement des frequences
sera consulte
sujet.
sujet.
1 "
"' s La frequence
If Ci 1
etalon est
kc/s.
frequence etalon
eat 10
16 000 kc/s.

63
63 STAT.]
STAT.]

MULTILATERAL-TELECOMMUNICATIONS-OCT.
ULTILATERAL-- TELECOMMUNICATIONS— OCT .2, 1947

M

(Chapter III.
III, art. 5
RR)
(Chapter
5 RR)

(160-161)
(IO-11)

111,

Frequency
Frequency
Band and
(Bandwidth)
(Bandwidth)
kris
kc/s

Allocation to Services
Services

Regional

World-Wide
World-Wide
Region
R
on 1

77300-8 195
(895)

Fixed

8
8 195-8 815
816
(620)

Maritime
*) mobile

8
8 815-8 965
(150)

*)

Region
Region 2
2

Region
Reece 3

Aeronautical
mobile (R)

111)

8 965-9 040
8
(75)
a'
an

Aeronautical
mobile
(OR)

9
040-9 500
9 040-9
500
(460)

Fixed

99500-9 775
(275)

Broadcasting

9 775-9 995
9
(220)

Mired
Fixed

9
9 995-10 005
(10)
(10)

Standard
frequency
frequency

at)
41)

160 "'"Between 8
and 8
815 kc/s,
the U.S.S.R.
U.S.S.R. will
will meet
meet their
their special
160
8 615 and
8 815
kc/s, the
special
requirements
requirements for the fixed service
service with due regard to technical provisions
provisions
(power, location, antenna, etc.) with a
minimising the possibility
of
a view to minimising
possibility of
interference with the maritime
harmful interference
maritime mobile
mobile service.
service. Coast
stations in the
Coast stations
the
maritime mobile service will also have due regard to technical
technical provisions
provisions (power,
(power.
location, antenna, etc.)
etc.) with a
a view to minimising the
the possibility
possibility of
of harmful
harmful
interference with the fixed service in the U.S.S.R. The International
International Frequency
interference
Frequency
Registration Board will be consulted
consulted regarding
Registration
regarding these
thee arrangementsarrangements.
161 "'
") The standard frequency
frequency is 10000 ke/s
he/a.

1655
1655

1656

[
63 STAT.
STAT.
[(3

TREATIES
TREATIES

(Chap. III,
III, art.
RR)
art. 5
5 RR)

(162-103)
(162-103)

Attribution
services
Attribution aux services
BLndes de
de
Brndes
frequences
frequences
et
et (largeur
(largeur
des
des bandes)
bandes)
kcis
kc/s

__
Regionale
Wlgionale
Mondisle
Mondiale

__
Region
IUg6ion 11

005-10 100
100
10 005-10
(95)
(95)

w

34)

Fixe

11 175-11
175-1 1 275

Mobile
Mobile
al:Tour:1iaeronlautique (OR)
tiquc

">
3)
11
11 275-11 400
400
(125)
(125)
3go
400-11 700
11
11 400-11700
(300)
(00)

Mobile
Mobile
a.eronaua.ronautique (It)
tique
(It)

Fixe
Iix\
48)
4)

11 700-11 975
(275)
(275)

RadiodifIa'liodiffusion
fusion

-12
11 975
330
975
!
-123:30
(355)
(:3;55)

Fixe
Fixe

12
200
12 330-13
::;O- 13121)

Molile
Mobile
maritime
nlaritinm

(S70)

Region 3
llegion
3

Mobile
Mobile
tieronatiaoronautique (1)
(It)
tique

175
10 100-11 17.
(1
(1 075)
07C)

(100)
(100)

Region
IRgion 2
2

no
4,)

162
U.R.S.S., la
frequences 11400-11460
11 400-11 460 kc/s
kc/s est
attribuee au
au
162 ")
" En U.R.S.S.,
la bande
bande de
de frequences
eat attribute
service mobile
service
mobile aeronautique (OR)
avec le
le service
fire.
(OR) en
en partage avec
service fixe.

163 '" L'U.RS.S., compte tenu de see
ses besoins particuliers,
particuliers, pourra utiliser pour
pour
fixe la bande de friquences
le service fire
frequences 12 925-13 200 kc/s.
kc/s.
Toutes
(puissance, position geograPhique,
geographique, antenne,
Toutes possibilitCs
possibilites techniques
techniques (puissance,
antanne,
utilisees de maniere
r6duire, autant que
etc.) seront utilisees
maniere a
a reduire,
que possible,
possible, lee
les risques
risques de
do
mobile maritime.
brouillages nuisibles
nuisibler au service
service mobile
Lea
techniques (puissance,
Les meme possibilites
posaibilites techniques
(puissance, position geographique,
geographique, antenne,
antenne,
etc.)
les stations
cotieres de maniere a reduire„
etc.) seront
seront utilisees pour lee
stations ceitieres
r6duire, autant
autant quo
que
possible, lee
les risques de brouillages
au service
possible,
brouillages nuisibles an
service fixe
fire en U..LS.S.
U.R.S.S.
Le Comite
international
d'enregistrement
Comae international d'enregistrement des frtsquences
es
frequences sera consulte
consult6 I
a eo
sujet.

63 S
STAT.]
TAT.]

MULTILATERAL-TELECOMMUNICATIONS-OCT.
MULTILATERAL— TELECOMMUNICATIONS---OCT.2, 1947
1947

111, art.
RR)
(Chapter 111,
art. 55 RR)

(162-163)
(162-163)
Allocation to
to Services
Services

Frequency
Frequency
and
Band and
(Bandwidth)
kc/s
kc/s

Regional
Regional

World-Wide

Region I1

Region
Region 22
1

10
10 005-10
005-10 100

Region
3
Region 3
1~~-

AeroAero-

(95)
(95)
31)
3')

nautical
nautical
mobile
(R)
mobile (R)

10
1t 100-11 175
175
(1 075)
075)
(1

Fixed
Fixed

11 175-11 275
275
(100)
(100)

AeronauAeronautical mo(OR)
bile (OR)

31)

'

11
11 275-11
275-11 400
(125)
(125)

AeronauAeronautical mobile (R)
(R)
bile
le)

11
11 400-11 700
700
(300)
(300)

Fixed
Fixed
4.)
41)

11 700-11 975
975
(275)
(275)

Broadcasting
casting

330
11 975-12 330
(355)
(355)

Fixed
Fixed

12 330-13
330-13 200
12'
200
(870)

Maritime
Maritime
mobile
41)
41)

162
U.S.S.R., the band 11
400-11 450 kc/s
used for
aeronau162 ' In the U.S.S.R.,
11400-11450
kc/s is used
for the aeronautical mobile (OR)
(OR) service on a
a shared basis.
163 ""
Between 12 925 and 13 200 kc/s
meet their
their special
163
"' Between
kc/s the
the U.S.S.R.
U.S.S.R. will meet
requirements for the fixed service with due regard
provisions (powrequirements
regard to
to technical
technical provisions
(power, location,
location, antenna, etc.)
etc.) with a
nossibility of harmfll
harmful
a view to minimising
minimising the possihility
interference
maritime mobile service.
interference with the maritime
service. Coast stations
stations in the maritime
mobile service will also have due regard to technical
technical provisions (power,
(power, location, antenna, etc.),
etc.), with a
minimisin9-'the
the nossibility
a view to minimising
ossibility of harmful interinterU.S.S.R. The International
ference with the fixed
fixed service in the U.S.S.R.
Frequency
International Frequency
Registratiui Board will be consulted regarding
Fiegi5,tratiui
arrangements.
regarding these arrangements.

1657
1657

1658

[63 STAT.
STAT.
[63

TREATIES
TREATIES

(Chap. III
III, art.
art. 5
RR)
(Chap.
5 RR)

(161-166)
(161-165)

Attribution aux services
services
Attribution
Bandes de
frequences
frequences
(largeur
et (largeur
des bandes)
bandes)
kc/s

~~Regionale
R.gionale
Mondiale
Region
Re6gion II

Region
R6gion 2
2

1
13 200-13
260
2(00-13 260
13

Region
R
6gion 33
-

Mobile
Mobile
aeronaua6ronaut
ique (OR)
tique

(60)

.as)
5)
13 260-13 360
(100)
(100)
35)
30)
360-14
13 3601O000
301

Fixe
Fix(

(640)
(640)

II1000-14
n000-14 3.50
350
(3050)
(:{50)

630

Mobile
Mobile
aeronauaeronautique (It)
tiquc
(It)

51)
51)

Amateur
An
iat ur

1
-14 090
:.-,()-1-t
o0o
I tI3r)0
(640)
(640)

Fixe

11
1I 990
99 )1.5
15) WO
(20)
(20)

Frequency
1*I'r1lure0'C
('talorm
etalon

;

161 ''" La fretquence
frequence fondamentale
assignee aux applications
applications industrielles,
industrielles,
16,4
fondamentale assignee
scientifiques et medicales
scientifiques
medicales est 13 560 kc/s.
emise par
kc/s. L'energie radioelectrique emise
applications doit etre contenue
ces applications
contenue dans lea
les limites de la bande s'etendant
s'itendant aI
± 0,05%
0,05%, de la frequence fondamentale.
fondamentale. Lea
services de radiocommunication
±
Les services
radiocommunication
desirant travailler
travailler aI l'interieur
l'interieur de ces
ces limites
tre brouildesirant
limites doivent
doivent s'attendre ia
a etre
les par ces applications.
I-s
applications.
bande 14 250-14
250-14 350 kc/s est egalement
egalement attribuee
attribuee au
165 '"
'" En U.R.S.S., la bande
service fixe.
service
La frequence
frequence etalon
etalon est
166 "'
"' La
est 15
15 000
000 kc/s.
kc/s.

63
STAT.]
es3 S
TAT.]

MULTILATERAL-TELECOMMUNICATIONS-OCT.
MULTILATERAL— TELECOMMUNICATIONS— OCT .2,
2, 1947
1947

fChapter 111, art. 5
5 RR)
(Chapter
Allocation to Services
Services

Frequency
Frequency
Band and
(Bandwidth)
kc/s
kc/s

(164-166)
(164-166)

Regional
Regional

World-Wide
World-Wide
Region 1
1
Region

13 200-13 260

(60)
311)
a)

13 260-13 360
(100)
16)
m)

1

Region
Region 2
2

I

Region 3
3

AeronauAeronautical mobile (OR)
AeronauAeronautical mo(B)
bile (R)

13 360-14 000
(640)

Fixed

14 000-14 350
(350)

Amateur

so;
s*)

II)
II)

14 350-14 990
(640)

Fixed
Fixed

990-15 010
14 990-15
(20)

Standard
frequency
frequency

a)

N)

164
frequency 13
13 560
560 kc/s
is designated
industrial, scientific
scientific and
and
164 ""' The frequency
kc/s is
designated for
for industrial,
medical purposes. Emissions must be confined
confined within the limits
of :L.
0.05%
limits of
±- 0.05%
of this frequency. Radiocommunication
Radiocommunication services
operating within
within those limits
services operating
must accept any harmful
harmful interference
interference that may be experienced
operaexperienced from the operation of industrial, scientific and medical
medical equipment.
165
*" In the U.S.S.R.,
U.S.S.R., the
Ws is also
also allocated
for the
the
165 "'
the band 14 250-14 350
350 kc/s
allocated for
fixed service.
166
frequency is 15000
15000 kc/s.
166 "' The standard frequency

81939 0-52---PT.
ii
81939
0--52-PT. 11--24

I

24

—
_

1659
1659

1660

[63 STAT
STAT
[63

TREATIES
TREATIES

(167)
(1;7)

(Chap. 11I,
III, art.
RR)
(Chap.
art. 55 RR)

Attribution aux services
Randes de
frequences
et (largeur
des bandes)
ke/s

Regional°
Mondiale
Region 1

15 010-15 100
(00)

Region 2

Region 3

Mobile
aeronautique (OR)
1)

15 100-15 450
(350)

Radiodiffusion

15 45G-16 460
(1 010)

Fixe

16 460-17 360
(900)

Mobile
maritime
53)

17 360-17 700
(340)

Fixe

17 7(10-17 000
(200)

Radiodiffusion

17 000-17 970

Mobile
aeronaittique (R)

(70)
3/,)
17 970- IS 030
(00)

Mobile
aeronau310

tique (011)

167 "'
"' L'U.R.S.S.,
L'U.R.S.S., compte tenu
tenu de
besoins particuliers,
particuliers, pourra
pourra utiliser
pour
de ses
ses besoins
utiliser pour
le service
service fixe la bande de frequences
kcis.
frequences 17 160-17
160-17 :360
b60 kc/s.
Toutes possibilites
possibilites techniques (puissance,
(puissance, position
geographique, antenne,
antenne,
position geographique,
etc.)
reduire, autant
etc.) seront
seront utilisees
utilisees de maniere
maniere a
a reduire,
autant que possible, les risques
risques de
de
brouillages nuisibles
brouillages
nuisibles an
maritime.
au service mobile
mobile maritime.
Les
memes
possibilites
techniques
(puissance, position
Les
possibilites techniques (puissance,
position geographique,
geographique, antenantenne,
c6tieres de maniere
ne, etc.)
etc.) seront utilisees
utilisees pour les stations cotieres
maniere a
reduire, autant
autant
i reduire,
que
possible.
les
risques
de
brouillages
que possible, les
brouillages nuisibles au service
service fixe en
U.R.S.S.
en U.R.S.S.
Le
Le Comite
Comite international
international d'enregistrement
d'enregistrement des fr6quences
frequences sera consulte ia ce
ce
sujet.

63 S
STAT.]
TAT.]

1661
1661

MULTILATERAL-TELECOMMUNICATIONS-OCT.
MULTILATERAL—
TELECOMMUNICATIONS--OCT.2,
2, 1947
1947

(Chapter III,
III, art. 5
5 RR)
R.)

Frequency
Frequency
Band and
(Bandwidth)
kc/s

(167)
(167)

Allocation
Allocation to Services
Services
Regional
Regional

World-Wide
World-Wide
Region 12
1
Region

15 010-15 100
(90)

1

Region
Region 23
2

I

Region 3

Aeronaua)
a)

tical mobile (OR)

15 100-15 450
(350)
(350)

Broadcasting

450-16 460
15 450-16
(1 010)
(1

Fixed

16 460-17
460-17 360
(900)
(900)

Maritime
mobile
Al)
u}

17 360-17 700
(340)
(340)

Fixed

17 700-17 900
(200)

Broadcasting
casting

970
17 900-17 970
(70)

AcronauAcroinautical motical
moa)
a)

17 970-18 030

(60)
MO
a)

bile (R)
AeronauAeronautical
motical mobile (OR)

167
"! Between
Between 17
160 and
17 360 kc/s,
the U.S.S.R.
U.S.S.R. will
will meet
meet their
their special
special
167 i"'
17 160
and 17360
kc/s, the
requirements
requirements for the fixed service with
with due regard to technical provisions
(power, location, antenna,
antenna, etc.) with a
a view to minimising
possibility of
(power.
minimising the possibility
of
harmful interference
maritime mobile
mobile service.
service. Coast
Coast stations
stations in the
interference with the maritime
maritime mobile service will also have due regard to technical
technical provisions (powmaritime
er, location, antenna, etc.)
etc.) with a
a view to minimising the possibility
possibility of harmful
harmful
interference
service in the U.S.S.R. The
The International
Frequency
interference with the fixed service
International Frequency
Registration Board will be consulted
consulted regarding
Registration
regarding these arrangements.
arrangements.

1662
1662

[63 S
TAT.
[63
STAT.

TREATIES
TREATIES

16CS)
1CS)

(Chap. III,
HI, art.
RR)
(Chap.
art. 5
5 RR)

Attribution aux services
services

Bandes de
Bandes
de
frequen
ces
frequences
et (largeur
des bandes)
des
bandes)
kcfs
kc/s

Regionale
Regionale
Mondiale
Mondiale
Region 1
Region
1

IS
19 990
990
1S 03f/
036 19
(1 960)
(1
900)

Fixe
Fixe

19
19 990-20
990-20 010
010
(20)
(20)

Frequence
Frequence
etalon
6talon

14)

20 010-21 000

Fixe

(990)
(990)

21 000-21 450
(450)
(450)

Amateur
Amateur

21 450-21
450-21 750
(300)

RadiodifRadiodiffusion
fusion

21 750-21
7i0-21 850

Fixe

(100)
(100)

21 S50-22 000
(150)
(150)

a) Fixe a6roaeronautique
nautique
Mobile
h) Mobile
a6 ronaua6ronautique (R)11""
tique(R)

168 "'"La
.fréquence etalon
italon est
Ws,
168
La .frequence
est 20
20 000
000 kc/.

Region
Region 2
2

1

Region 33

63 STAT.]
STAT.]

1663

MULTILATERAL-TELECOMMUNICATIONS-OCT.
MULTILATERAL--TELECOMMUNICATIONS— OCT.2,
2, 1947
1947

(Chapter III,
RR),
III, art.
art. 55 RR).

Frequency
Frequency
Band and
(Bandwidth)
kc/s
ke/s

(168)
(168)

Allocation to Services
Allocation
Services
Regional
Regional

World-Wide
Region 1
Region
1

18 030-19 990
(1 960)
(1960)

Fixed

19 990-20 010

Standard
Standard
frequency
frequency

(20)
M)

20 010-21 000
(990)

Fixed
Fixed

21 000-21 450
(450)

Amateur
Amateur

21 450-21 750
(300)

Broadcasting

21 750-21 850
(100)

Fixed

850-22 000
21 850-22
(150)
(160)

Aeronaua) Aeronaufixed
tical fixed
b) AeronauAeronautical momobile
(R)" )
bile(R)")

168 "'
") The standard
frequency Is
000 ke/r.
be/a.
168
standard frequency
i 20 000

I

Region 2
2
Region

I

Region
Region 33

1664

STAT.
[63 STAT.

TREATIES
TREATIES

(Chap. III, art.
RR)
(Chap.
art. 5
5 RR)

(169-170)
(169-170)

Attribution
Attribution aux services

Bandes de
frequences
frequences
et (largeur
bandes)
des bandes)

Regionsle
Regionale
Mondiale
Mondiale

kcis
kc/s
Region 1
1
Region

maritime
maritime
Fixe
Fixe

22 720-23 200
(480)
(150)
(150)

23 350-24 990
(1 640)
(1

Fixe a6roafroa) Fixe
nautique
nautique
b)
b) Mobile
Mobile
nema6ronautique
nautique
(OR) 3')
35 )
a) Fixe
b) Mobile
Mobile
55)
5)

24 WM-25
91!0 25 010
(20)

.A)

Rkgion 3
3
Region

Mobile
Mobile

22 000-22 720
(720)

23 200-23 350

Region 22

terrestre
terrestre

Frequence
IFrequelce
etalon
('t:dloil

tA)

1fi) ''' Le
1,e service mobile maritime
maritime (telegraphie
(telegraphie entre navires)
navires) est autorise
autoriFe
laths la bande
bande 23 350-24 000
kc/s.
dans
000 kc/s.
frequence etalon
eat 25 000
(talon est
0( W I,
1I70 "'
"' La frequence

63
STAT.]
63 S
TAT.]

MULTILATERAL-TELECOMMUNICATIONS-OCT.
MULTILATERAL--TELECOMMUNICATIONS--OCT.2,
2, 1947
1947

(Chapter
II1, art. 5
(Chapter III,
RR)
5 RR)

(169-170)
(169-170)
Allocation
Alloc.ation to
Services
to Services

Frequency
Frequency
Band and
(Bandwidth)
kc/s
kc/s

Regional
Regional

World-Wide
World-Wide
Region 11

000-22 720
22 000--22
720
(720)
(720)

Maritime
Maritime
mobile
mobile

720-23 200
22 720-23
200
(480)
(480)

Fixed

23 200-23 350
350
(150)
(150)

I

Region
Region 22

I

Region 3
3
Region

a)
Aeronaua) Aeronautical fixed
fixed
b) Aeronaub)
Aeronautical
tical momobile(OR)m)
bile(OR)

23 350-24 990
(1
640)
(1 640)

24
990-25 010
24 990-25
010
ss)
a)

(20)

a)
a) Fixed
Fixed
b)
Land
b) Land
mobile
mobile
66)
u)
Standard
frequency
frequency

169 "'
telegraphy in
169
'I' Inter-ship
Inter-ship telegraphy
maritime mobile
service is
permitted in
in the maritime
mobile service
ib permitted
in
band 23
000 kcis.
the band
23 350-24
350-24 000
kc/s.
170
"' The standard
170 "
frequency is
kr/s.
standard frequency
is 25
25 000
000 kc/s.

1665
1665

1666
1666

(63 STAT.
STAT.
[63

TREATIES
TREATIES

(Chap. III,
lii. art. 5
RR)
5 RR)
(Chap.

(171-172)
(171-172)

Attribution
services
aux services
Attribution aux
Bandes
de
Bandes de
frequences
fr6quences
et (largeur
des bandes)
des
bandes)
keis
kc/s

25 010-25 600
(590)
(590)

Regionale
Regionale
Mondiale
Mondiale__
Region I1
R6gion

,,
fteuion
3
Regionl
3

a)
Fixe
a) Fixe
5)
b) Mobile
Mobile
sauf mobile
atcroaeronautique
nautique
Radiodiffusion
fusion

25 600-26 100
(500)
26 100-27 500
(1
(1 400)

Region 2
2
R6gion

a)
Fixe
a) Fixe
Mobile
b) Mobile
sauf mobile
aeronautique
nautiquc

55)
sB)

s7)
57)

Auxiliaire.s
Auxiliaires
de
la
de la
meteorologie
rologie

27 500-28 000
(500)
(500)

25
000-29 700
2S4 IK0-2'1
70
(1
7(10)
(1 700)

a) Fixe
II xe
n)

a) Fixe

b) Mobile
b)
Mobile

5) Mobile
Mobile
h)

Amateur
Amateur

171
fondamentale assignee
applications industrielles,
industrielles,
171 "'': La frequence
frequence fondamentale
assignee aux applications

scientifiques
seientifiques et medicales
medicales est 27 120 kc/s.
ke/s. L'energie
L'energie radioelectrique
radioelectrique emise
emise par
par
contenue dans les limites de la bande s'etendant i
ces applications doit etre contenue
-± 0,6% de la frequence
radiocommunication
t0,6%
frequence fondamentale.
fondamentale. Les services de radiocommunication
desirant travailler
travailler aa l'interieur
s'attendre aa etre brouilles
desirant
l'interieur de ces limites doivent s'attendre
brouilles
par ces applications.
applications.
172
2, I'Australie
Sud-Afri172 `""
"' Dans la Region
R6eion 2,
l'Australie,' la Nouvelle-Zelande,
Nouvelle-Zelande, l'Union
l'Union Sud-Africaine
dee I'Afrique
l'Afrique du Sud-Ouest,
caine et les territoires
territoires sous mandat d
Sud-Ouest, le service
service d'amad'amateur utilise la bande 26 960-27 230 kc/s.

63 S
STAT.]
TAT.]

IMULTILATERAL-TELECOMMUNICATIONS-OCT.
MULTILATERAL—
TELECOMMUNICATIONS— OCT .2,
1947
2, 1947

hapter 111,
ill, art.
RE)
(( halpter
art. 55 Rt)

Allocation to Services
Allocation
Services

Frequency
Frequency
Band and
(Bandwidth)
(Bandwidth)
kc/s
kc/s

(17l-172;
(171--17
2

Regional

World-Wide
World-Wide
Region
Region 1
1

25 010-25
010-25 600
(590)
(690)

1

Region 2
2

Region
Region 3
3

a)
Fixed
a) Fixed
h) Mobile
Mobile
except
except
aeronautical
nautical
mobile

25
25 600-26
600-26 100
100
(500)
(500)
26
500
26 100-27
100-27 500
(1 400)
400)

i)
V)

BroadBroadcasting
casting
a) Fixed
a)
Fixed
b)
b) Mobile
except
except
aeroaeronautical
nautical
mobile
mobile
611)
68)

27
27 500-28
500-28 000
000
(500)
700
28 000-29
000-29 700
(1
(1 700)
700)

MeteoroMeteorological aids
logical
aids

a) Fixed
b) Mobile
Mobile

Fixed
a) Fixed
b) Mobile

Amateur
Amateur

171 "'The
frequency 27
171
"' The frequency
120 kc/s
is designated
for industrial,
scientific and
and
27 120
kc/s is
designated for
industrial, scientific
Emissions must be confined
medical purposes. Emissions
confined within
within the
±
0.6% of
of
the limits
limits of
of ±0.6%
that frequency.
frequency. Radiocommunication
Radiocommunication services
services operating
operating within
those limits
limits must
must
within those
accept
interference that
accept any harmful
harmful interference
that may be experienced
the operation
operation
experienced from
from the
of industrial,
industrial, scientific and medical
medical equipment.
equipment.
172
Region 2,
New Zealand,
Zealand, the
of South
Africa and
and
172 "'
"' In
In Region
2, Australia,
Australia, New
the Union
Union of
South Africa
the territory under mandate
mandate of Southwest
Southwest Africa,
Africa, the amateur
will
amateur service
service will
operate within the hand 26 960-27 230 ke!s.
kc/s.

1667
1667

1668

163 STAT.
STAT.
[1i3

TREATIES
TREATIES

(Chap. III,
HI, art. 5
5 RR)
RR)

Attribution
Attribution aux services
services
Bandes de
frequences
fr6quences
et (largeur
(largeur

des bandes)

Rkgionale
RWgionale
Mondiale

i

Mcis
Me/s

-,

R6gion 11
Region

Region
RPgion 2
2

R('gion 3
RtWgion
.

29,7-88
(58,3)
(58,3)

29,7-31,7
29,7-31,7
(2)
(2)
RadioRadio-

&,)
61)

navigation
navigation
aeroaeronautique
nautique

29,7-44
20,7--44
(14,3)
(14,3)
a) Fixe
Fixe
Mobile
b) Mobile

61)
01'

62)
62)

66)
66)

(A suivre)

--

31,7-44
(12,3)
(12,3)
a) Fixe
Fixe
a)
Mobile
b) Mobile
c) RadioRadioc)
navigatio
navigatio nn
aeroa6ronautiq ue
nautiq
iu

63)
63)

SI)
61)

--

60)
60)

31,7-41
(9,3)
(9,3)
a) Fixe
a)
Fixe
b)
b) Mobile
Mohile

41-68
41-6.
(27)
(27)
RadiodifRadiodiffusion
fusion

-

29,7-31,7
29,7-31,7
(2)
(2)
Fixe
a) Fixe
Mobile
b) Moliile

44-5;
0
44-50
(6)
a) Fixe
Fixe
O)
b)
5) Mobile
Mobile
c) RatdiodifRadiodiffusion
fusion

44-50
44-.)
(6)
(B;)
a) Fixe
Fixe
a)
b) Mobi
b)
iIMohilele
c) RadiodifRadiodiffusion
fusion

50-54
(4)
(4)
Amnnteur
Ama t
eur

so- 54
54
50(4)
(4)
A
A mateur
matcur

5-.-72
54-72
(1s)
(IX)
a) Fixe
Fixe
b) Mobile
Mobile
c)
c) RadiodifRadiodiffusion
fusion
(A snivre)
(A
snivre)

54-fiS
54-68
(14)
(14)
a) Fixe
a)
Fixe
b)
Mobile
h) Mobile
c) Itadiodifc)
Radiodiffusion
fu-iou

63 S
STAT.]
TAT.]

MULTILATERAI-TELECOMMUNICATIONS-OCT.
MULTILATERAL—
TELECOMMUNICATIONS— OCT.2,
2, 1947
1947

(Chapter 111,
art. 5
RR)
(Chapter
III, art.
5 RR)
-

Frequency
Frequency
Band and
(Bandwidth)
(Bandwidth
Mcis
Mc/s

Allocation
Allocation to
to Services
Services

Regional
Regional

World-Wide
World-Wide

-

Region
Region 1
1
29.7-88
(58.3)

29.7-31-7
29.7-31.7
(2)
(2)
AeroAeronautical
nautical
radioradionavigation
navigation
COI
I..
Si)
61)

z

Region 2
2
29-7-44
29-7-44
(14.3)
(14.3)
a) Fixed
Fixed
a)
b) Mobile
Mobile

29-7-31-7
29.7-31.7
(2)
(2)
Fixed
a) Fixed
Mobile
b) Mobile

SO)
o0)

31.7-41
31.7-41
(9.3)
(9.3)
a) Fixed
Fixed
a)
h)
Mobile
b) Mobile
111)
n)

Region ;3
3
Region

31.7-44
(12.3)
(12-3)
a) AeroAeronautical
radio
radio

V)
3)

navigati !1
navigati

41-68
41-68
(27)
(27)
BroadBroadcasting
casting

a)

G
P
65)

I-_-_-.1

(cont'd)
kconia1

b) Fixed
Fixed
b)
e) Mobile
c)
Mobile
44-50
44-50
(6)
(6)
a) BroadBroada)
casting
casting
b)
Fixed
b) Fixed
c)
Mobile
c) Mobile

44-50
44-50
(6)
Broada) Broadcasting
b) Fixed
c)
Mobile
c) Mobile

50-54
50-54
(4)
(4)
Amateur
Amateur

50-54
50-54
(4)
(4)
Amateur
Amateur

54-72
54-72
(18)
(18)
a) BroadBroada)
casting
casting
b) Fixed
b)
Fixed
0 Mobile
c)
Mobile
(cont'd)
(cont'd)

54-68
54-68
(14)
(14)
a) BroadBroada)
casting
casting
b) Fixed
b)
Fixed
c)
Mobile
c) Mobile

1669
1669

1670

TREATIES
TREATIES

1(13 STAT.
STAT.
[63

(Chap.
art. 55 RR)
(Chap. III,
III, art.
RR)

(173-181)
(173-181)
services
Attribution aux services

Bandes de
de_
frequenees
fr6quences
et (argeur
(largeur
des bandes)
Mc/s
Mec/

Regionale
R6gionale

Mondiale
Mondiale
Region 1
I

29,7-88
(suite)

(A sure)
suivre)

68-70
68-70
(2)
(2)
RadioRadionavigation
navigation
semaeronautique
nautique

611)

Region
Region 22
54-72
54-72
(suite)
(suite)

(A suivre)
suivre)
(A
)

Region 3
3
Region
68-70
68-70
(2)
(2)
RadioRadionavigation
navigation
aeronautique
nautique
67)
7)

173
U.R.S.S., la
Ia bande
29,7-30 Mc/s
est attribuee,
attribuee, en
outre, au
au service
service
173 "")" En U.R.S.S.,
bande 29,7-30
Mc/s est
en outre,
aeronautique.
mobile aeronautique.
174 ''so En Australie, la bande
bande 29,7-31,7
29,7-31,7 Mc/s
est attribuee
attribuee au
service de
de radioMc/s est
au service
radionavigation a6ronautique.
aeronautique.

175
175 ",
30-31,7 Mc/s
Mc/s est
est attribuee
au service
de radioradio'" En U.R.S.S.,
U.R.S.S., la bande
bande 30-31,7
attribuee au
service de
navigation.
navigation.
176
'' La frequence
176 co
assignee aux
aux applications
applications industrielles,
frequence fondamentale
fondamentale assignee
industrielles,
scientifiques et medicales
medicales est 40,68
40,63 Mc/s. L'energie
3cientifiques
L'energie radioelectrique
radioelectrique 6mise
ernise par
par
ces applications doit etre contenue
contenue dans
dans les limites
limites de
bande s'6tendant
s'etendant a
de la bande
t0,05%
frequence fondamentale.
fondamentale. Les services de
±0,05% de la frequence
de radiocommunication
radiocommunication
desirant
a l'interieur
l'interieur de ces limites
desirant travailler
travailler a
limites doivent
doivent s'attendre
s'attendre a
a etre brouillCs
brouilles
par ces applications.
applications.
177 "42 )Dans la Region 1, le service
service de radionavigation
peut etre
etre
radionavigation aeronautique
aeronautique peut
admis
aimis dans la bande
bande 31,7-41 Mc/s. Le S.B.A. (voir le numero
numero 258)sera
258)sera protege
prot-ge
par accord
accord particulier.
particulier.
1178 "'
Sud-Africaine, les
6
"Dans l'Union Sud-Africaine,
territoires sous
sous mandat
de l'Afrique
l'Afrique
les territoires
mandat de
f!u Sud-Ouest,
Sud-Ouest, la Rhod6eie
Rhodetie du Nord
Nord et la Rhod6sie
Rhodesie du Sud, la bande 41-44
41-44 Mcis
Mcis
est attribuee
attribuee aux services fixe, mobile et de radionavigation
radionavigation a6ronautique;
aeronautique; les
les
bandes 44-50 Mc/s et 54-68 Mc/s
Mc/s sont attribuees
services fixe
fixe et
attributes aux
aux services
et mobile
mobile
en plus du service
radiodiffusion; la bande 50-54 Mc/s est utilisee
service de
de radiodiffusion;
utilisee exclusiveexclusivement par le service d'amateur.
d'amateur.
179 es)
" La Grande-Bretagne
Grande-Bretagne pourra utiliser
Mc/s pour
utiliscr la
la bande
bande 66,5-68
66,5-68 Mc/s
pour le,
les
services fixe et mobile terrestre
services
terrestre en faisant un accord
accord local avec la
France pour
pour
la France
eviter
eviter des brouillages mutuels
mutuels nuisibles.

180 "''°) En U.R.S.S., la bande
attribuee au service de
bande 68-72 Mc/s et attribuee
de radiodiffusion. Le service de radiodiffusion
radiodiffusion en U.R.S.S.
U.R.S.S. et
celui de
de radionavigation
et celui
radionavigation
:aeronautique
dans
les
autres
pays
aeronautique
pays sont sujets
sujets a
a des accords
accords locaux
beaux pour
pour eviter
eviter
des brouillages mutuels nuisibles.
181 ".7) En Chine, les bandes 68-72 Mc/s et 76-88 Mc/s sont attribu6es
attribuees aux
aux
services fixe, mobile et de radiodiffusion.
radiodiffusion.
services

STAT.]
63 S
TAT.]

MULTILATERAILTELECOIIUNICATI()NS-OCT.
All
7LTILATERAL—TELECOMMUNICATIONS—OCT. 2,
2, 1947
1947

(Chapter
art. 5
5 RR)
RR)
(Chapter III,
III, art.

Allocation to Services
Services

Frequency
Frequency
Band
and
Band and
(Bandwidth)
Mc/s
Mc/s

(173-181)
(173-181)

Regional

World-Wide
World-Wide
Region 1
1

29-7-88
(cont'd)

(cont'd)

68-70
68-70
(2)
(2)
Aeronautical
nautical
radioradioa) navigation
navigation
")

Region 2
Region
2

54-72
54-72
(cont'd)

(cont'd)

Region 33
Region
6870
68-70
(2)
Aeronautical
nautical
radio47)
navigation
7)
navigation

173 "'
the U.S.S.R.,
U.S.S.R., the
the band
band 29
29-7-30
allocated additionally
additionally for
for
173
"'InIn the
7-30 Me/s
Mc/s is
is allocated
the aeronautical
mobile service.
aeronautical mobile

174 "'
174
"' In Australia, the band 29
29-*7-31
7-31 •7
allocated for
for the
7 Mc/s is allocated
the aeronautical
aeronautical
radionavigation
radionavigation service.
175
"> In the U.S.S.R.,
U.S.S.R., the
band 30-31-7
is allocated
allocated for
the radionavigaradionaviga175 ")
the band
30-31-7 Mc/s
Mc/s is
for the
tion service.
176
2
frequency 40
is designated
designated for
industrial, scientific
scientific and
and
176 '
' 'The frequency
40 •68
68 Mc/s is
for industrial,
medical
medical purposes. Emissions must be confined
confined within the limits of +0.05%
±0.05% of
of
that frequency.
frequency. Radiocommunication
Radiocommunication services operating
operating within those limits
limits
must accept
accept any harmful interference
interference that may be experienced
experienced from the operaoperamedical equipment.
tion of industrial, scientific
scientific and medical

1, the aeronautical
177 "'
is 'In Region 1,
aeronautical radionavigation
radionavigation service
service may be accomaccommodated
-7-41
modated in the band 31 •
7-41 Mc/s. The operation
operation of standard
standard beam
beam approach
approach
equipment,
equipment, as described
described in 258, is to be protected
protected by special
special arrangement.
arrangement.
178 "
"' In the Union of South Africa, the
178
territory under
under mandate
mandate of
of SouthSouththe territory
west Africa, Northern Rhodesia and Southern
Southern Rhodesia,
Rhodesia, the band 41-44 Mc/s
Mc/s
is allocated
allocated for the aeronautical
aeronautical radionavigation,
radionavigation, fixed and
and mobile
mobile services;
services;
the bands 44-50 Mc/s and 54-68 Mc/s are allocated
allocated for the fixed and mobile
mobile
services
services in addition to the broadcasting
60-54 Mc/s
Mc/s being
being
broadcasting service,
service, the band
band 50-54
used exclusively for the amateur service.
179
Mc/s may
be used
the
179 ""' In the United
United Kingdom,
Kingdom, the
the band
band 66-5-68
66-5-68 Mc/s
may be
used for
for the
fixed and land mobile services
services under local arrangement
with France
France in order
order
arrangement with
to avoid mutual harmful interference.
interference.

180
180 "'
1
"In the U.S.S.R.,
68-72 Mc/s
for the
the broadcasting
broadcasting
U.S.S.R., the band 68-72
Mc/s is
is allocated
allocated for
service. The aeronautical
aeronautical radionavigation
radionavigation service
service in other
countries and
other countries
and the
the
broadcasting service
service in the U.S.S.R.
are subject
to local
arrangement in
in order
broadcasting
U.S.S.R. are
subject to
local arrangement
order
to avoid mutual
mutual harmful
harmful interference.
interference.
181 "' In China, the bands 68-72 Mc/s
181
Mas and 76-88 Mc/s
Mc/s are allocated
allocated for the
the
broadcasting, fixed and mobile services.
services.

1671
1671

1672

[63 S
TAT.
[63
STAT.

mItEATIES
'lt/'.A TI S

RR)
(Chap. HI,
II, art.
art. 55 RR)

(182-186)
(182-186)

Attribution
services
Attribution aux services

Bandes de
de
frequences
frequences
et (largeur
des bandes)
bandes)
Mc/8
Mc/s
29,7-88
(suite)

111)

Regionale
Regionale

Mondiale
Mondiale

.
Region 1
Region
I
70-72,8
70-72,8
(2,8)
(2,8)
a) Fixe
b) Mobile sauf
sauf
mobile
mobile
0 ) aeroaero")
")
nautique
") nautique

Region 2
2
54-72
54-72
(suite)
(suite)
72-76
72-76
(4)
(4)
a) Fixe
Mobile
b) Mobile

Region 3
3

70-78
70-78
(8)
(8)
a) Fixe
b) Mobile

72,8-75,2
72,8-75,2
(2,4)
(2,4)
RadioRadio-

)

navigation
navigation
semaeronautique
75,2-78

(2,8)
a)
Fixe
a) Fixe
Mobile
b) Mobile
sauf momoaerobile aronna,utique
autique
71)

76-88
76-88
(12)
(12)
a)
Fixe
a) Fixe
Fixe
a)
b) Mobile
b)
Mobile
c)
c) RadiodifRadiodiffusion

78-80
(2)
(2)
Radionavigation
Ti)
aero"' aero(A suivre)

n" nautique

(A suivre)

II)
"78-80
78-80
(2)
(2)
RadioRadionavigation
navigation
acroaeronautique
nautique

182 "
182
Mc/s est
est attribu6e
attribuee au
"' En France et en U.R.S.S.,
U.R.S.S., la bande 72-72,8 Mc/s
au
service d'amateur.
183 '"' Dans l'Inde, les bandes
bandes 70-72,8
70-72,8 Mc/s
Mc/s et
sont attributes
attribuees exexet 76-85
76-85 Mc/s
Mc/s sont
clusivement au service de radiodiffusion.
clusivement
radiodiffusion.

184 "'
'"' La frequence
frequence 75 Mc/s est designee
designee pour
radiobalises aeronautiques.
pour les radiobalises
a6ronautiques.
Dans la Region
Region 1, la bande
bande de garde
garde est de 1-0,2
70,2 Mc/s;
Mc/s; dans les
les Regions
Regions 22 et 3,
elle est de -0,4
±
0,4 Mc/s.
Mc/s.
1S5
U.R.S.S., la bande
185 ;""En U.R.S.S.,
bande 76-108 Mc/s
Mc/s est attribuee
attribuee exclusivement
exclusivement au
au
service de radiodiffusion.
radiodiffusion.
186 "'
': Le service
radiodiffusion en U.R.S.S.
service de radiodiffusion
U.R.S.S. et celui
celui de
dans
de radionavigation
radionavigation dans
les pays voisins de l'U.R.S.S.
1'U.R.S.S. sont sujets ha des accords
accords locaux
beaux pour eviter
eviter des
brouillages
brouillages mutupls
mutuels nuisibles.
nuisibles.

63
STAT.]
63 S
TAT.]

MULTILATERAL-TELECOMMINTNICATIONSOCT.
MULTILATERAL— TELECOMMUNICATIONS--OCT.2,
2, 1947
1947

(Chapter LU,
II, art.
art. 6
6 RR)
(Chapter
RR)

Frequency
Band
Band and
(Bandwidth)
Mc/s
Mc/e

29.7-88
(cont'd)

POI

(eont'd)
(eont'd)

(182-180

(182-1U)

Allocation
Allocation to Services
Services
Regional

World-Wide

Region II
Region 2
2
.-70-72-8
70-72.8
54-72
54-72
(2.8)
(2.8)
(cont'd)
a) Fixed
-(8)
b) Mobile
72-76
except aerosemexcept
(4)
(4)
")
nautical
"' nautical
a) Fixed
43
")) mobile
mobile
b) Mobile
b)
Mobile

Region 33
a
70-78
70-78
(8)

Fed
a) Fixed
b) Motile
Mobile

72.8-75.2
72-8-75-2
(2-4)
(2.4)
Aeronautical
nautical
radioradionavigation
navigation
76.2-78
75-2-78
_
(2-8)
a) Fixed
76
76-88
Mobile
b) Mobile
(12)
(22)
except aeroaer
a)
Broada) Broadnautical
casting
casting
mobile
mobile
b)
b) Fixed
11)
e) Mobile
c)
Mobile
78-80
(2)
(2)
Aeronautical
nautical
"1 radio71)
71
navigation
" navigation
(cont'd)

.

78-80
(2)
Aeronautical
radioradio.
navigation
navigation

182 ""' In France and the U.S.S.R.,
U.S.S.R., the band 72-72Mc/s is
is allocated
for the
the
72-72-88 Mc/s
allocated for
amateur service.
amateur
service.
'
183 "•)
70-72-8
Mc/s and 76-85
In India, the bands 70-72
•8 Mcis
76-86 Mcis
Mc/s are allocated
allocated excluexclusively for the broadcasting
broadcasting service.
service.
184 "'
" The frequency
frequency 75
75 Mcis
designated for
for aeronautical
aeronautical marker
marker beacons.
Mc/ is
is designated
beacons.
In Region 1, the guardband
guardband is
2
-:0. z Dicis:
in Hegions
Regions 2
and 3,
3, ±0-4
±-0•4 Mc/s.
Me/s.
is ±0-z
vic/s: in
2 and

185 "')In the U.S.S.R., the band 76-108 Mcis
for the
the broadcasting
broadcasting
Mc/» is
is allocated
allocated for
service.
service.
186 "'
n The broadcasting
broadcasting service
service in the U.S.S.R. and the radionavigation
radionavigation serservice in neighbouring
neighbouring countries are subject
arrangement as
as regar
regards
subject to local arrangement
avoiding mutual harmful interferene.
interferenee.

1673
1673

[63 S
TAT.
[63
STAT.

TREATIES
TREATIES

1674
1674

(Chap. 111.
111. art.
KR)
art. 55 RR)
(Cliap.

(187-188)
(187-188)

__

Attribution aux services
.

.

.

Bandes de
frequences
et (largeur
des bandes)
Meis

29,7-88
(suite)

Regionale
Mondiale
Region 3

Region 2

Region 1

76-88
(suite)

80-83
(3)
a) Fixe
b) Mobile
terrestre

80-87
(
7)
a) Fixe
b) Mobile

71)

83-85
(2)
Radionavigation
aimnaut ique
71)

72)
85-87,5
(2,5)
a) Fixe
b) Mobile sauf
")
mobile
72)

")

74)

steri)nautique
—

87,5-8S
(0,5)

87-S8
(I)
Radiodiffusion

Radio(liffusion
72)
72)

74)

187
bande 85-90
85-90 Me/s
Mc/a pour le service He
fe
utilise la
la bande
Grande-Bretagne utilise
187 "
"' La
La Grande-Bretagne
radionavigation
avec les autres services auxquela
auxquela cette
partage avec
naritime en partage
radionavigation traritime
bande est attribuie.
attribute.
bande
188 "'
"' En
En Australie
Australie et
et en
en Nouvelle-Zelande,
Nouvelle-Zelande, la
bands 85-90
85-90 Mc/s
Mcis est
est attribuee
la bande
188
exclusivement
radionavigation maritime.
exclusivement au service de radionavigation

63 STAT.]
63
STAT.]

1675
1675

MIILTILATERAL-TELECOMMUINICATI()NS-OCT.
AI IILTILATERAL— TELECOMMUNICATIONS— OCT .2,
2, 1947
1947

(Chapter 111,
att. 5
(Chapter
III, art.
5 RR)
RR)

(187-188)
(187-188)
-

Frequency
Frequency
Band and
Band
(Bandwidth)
(Bandwidtl
Mc/s
Mc/s

CI

Allocation
Allocation to
to Services
Services

Regional

World-wide
World-wide

-----

.----

Region
Region I
I

29.7-88
29
,
7-88

80-83
80-83
(3)
(3)
a)
Fixed
a) Fixed
b) Land
Land
b)
mobile
mobile

(cont'd)

Region 22
Region

Region
Region 33

76-88
76--88
(cont'd)
(cont'd)

80-87
80--87
(
7)
(7)
a)
a) Fixed
Fixed

b) Mobile
Mobile

n)
Il)

83-85
83-85
(2)
(2)
AeraAeronautical
nautical
radioradionavigation
navigation

71)
71)
71)

85-87-5
8,5-87.5
(2.5)
(2.5)
a)
a) Fixed
Fixed
74)
14)

b)
b) Mobile
Motbile
") ' except
except aeroaer(")
nautical
"' nautical
")
"7) mobile
notile

87.5-88
(0-5)
(0.5)
BroadBroadcasting
casting

87-88
(1)
(1)
BroadBroadcasting
casting

7r)
71)
n)
n)
- .

-

-

-

71)
14)
-

-

-

-

I
.

-

187 "' In the United Kingdom,
Kingdom, the band 85-90 Mc/s
Mc/s is allocated
allocated for
for the
the marimari-

time radionavigation
service on a
radionavigation service
a shared
shared basis.
basis.
188 "
"' .In
Australia and New Zealand,
188
In Australia
the band
band 85-90
Mc/s is
for
Zealand, the
85-90 Mc/s
is allocated
allocated for
the maritime
maritime radionavigatiori
radionavigatiod service.
service.

,81939
81939 O-52-PT.
0-52—PT. IIit- —25
-- 2.-

1676

103 STAT.
[t3
STAT.

TREATIES
TREATIES

(ls9-195)
(Ih9-195)

(Chap,
art. 55 RR)
(Chap. HI,
Ill, art.
RR)
I

Attribution
aux services
Attribution aux
scrviccs
Bandas
Bandes de
frequences
frequences
et (largeur
et
(largeur
des bandes)
des
bandes)
Mcis
Mc/s

Regionale
Fegionale
Moncliale
Mondiale

Rgion

Region
Region 1I
__

88-100
88-100
(12)
(12)

1

gion 2-Iiiigion 2
2
RWgion

R- gioR
1Region:;
gion :,

-

I

n) RadiodifRadiodif11)
7a) fusion
fusion

")

74)
74)

76)
56)
70)
76)
77)
77)
78)
100 108
100-108

Mobile sauf
Mobile
sauf
mobile
aeronauaeronau-

-

(8)
(8)

mobile

RadiodifRadiodiffusiun

ltadiodifladliodiffusion
fusion

fusion

tique (R)
3) tique
(R)

30

10S-118
10S-1]S
(10)
(10)

71)

7:1)

79)
79)

80)
S0)

80)

Radio-

Radionavigation
navitgt ion

airolni
lique

-

aeronaiitique

1:l2
IS 1:;2'

1

Nlohile

(1.1)
(1.t)

|

aC,rorlau-

118

el,

I

. ,lilh

:urlil-

;)

tiqllu
Writ!

1)

(It)

18!9
18
9 ''

En Chine,
Chine, la bande
bande 88-108
88-108 Mc/s
aux services
services fixe
et de
Mc/s est
est attribuee
attribute aux
fixe et
de
adiiodiffusion.
1!9)
Fiance, la
la Grande-Bretagne
190 .'.'" l.a
La France,
l'Inde
peuvent
utiliser
hi
hand,'
Grande-Bretagne et
et l'Inde pcuvcnt utiliser la bailld
4,.5- -'5 Mc/
Mec/ss pour le
le service
94,51)5
service des
des auxiliaires
auxiliaires de
de la
la meteorologie.
meteorologie.
191
"'
La
Grande-Bretagne
I91
Grande-Bretagne peut utiliser
utiliser la
la bande
bande 95-100
95-100 Mc/s
Mc/s pour
pour les
les serviserviccs fixe
fixe et
ces
et mobile
mobile terrestre.
terrestre.
192 '"
L'Inde peut utiliser
utiliser la
192
" L'Inde
la bande
bande 95-97,5
95-97,5 Mc/s
pour les
les services
fixe et
et
Mc/s pour
services fixe
mobile.
rnmobile.
193
Dans l'Union Sud-Africaine
93 "'
" flans
Sud-Africaine et
et les territoires sous
sous mandat
mandat de
de l'Afrique
l'Afrique
dr, Sud-Ouest,
Sud-Ouest, la
la Rhodesie du Nord,
Nord, la Rhodesie
Rhodesie du
du Sud,
Sud, la
la bande
barde 100-108
100-108 Mc/s
Mc/s
e.
radiodiffusion et les bandes
e3t attribuee
at tribuee au service
service de radiodiffusion
bandes 132-144
132-144 Mc,'s et.
14G-174
et 14G-174
M/'s
sont attributes
mobile.
Mc/ s sont
attribuees aux services
services fixe
fixe et mobile.
194
Australie, la bancIP
bandp 100-108
194. 'EnEn Australie,
attribuee provisoireniQnt
Ml
100-108 Me/s
Mc/s est
est attribute
p:ovisoirenlnt a.u
service mobile
aeronautique (OR)
(OR) jusqu'h
service
mobile aeronautique
jusqu'à ce qu'elle
qu'elle soit rendue
rendue disponible
disponible pour
pour
Ia radiodiffusion.
radiodiffusion En
Nouvelle-Zelande cette
cette bande .est
est attribuee
attribute aux
la
En Nouvelle-Zelande
aux services
services

radiodiffusion.

mobile et de radiodiffusion.
radiodiffusion.

e
19.
quence 121,5
I95 "'' La fr
frequence
121,5 Mc/s
Mc/s est
est la
frequence aeronautique
aeronautique d'urgE;nce
la frequence
d'urgence dans
dans
bRnde.
cette bande.

63
63 STAT.]
STAT.]

MULTILATERAL-TELECOAIMMUNICATI()NS-OCT.
1947
M ULT 1LATERAL--TELECOMMUNICATIONS--OCT. 2, 1947

(Chapter
RR)
(Chapter 111,
11I, art.
art. 55 RR)

Frequency
Frequency
Band
Band and
and
(Bandwidth)
(Bandwidth)
Mc/s
Mc/s

(189-195)
(189-195)

Allocation
Allocation to
to Services
Services

Regional
Regional

World-Wide
World-Wide
Region I1
Region

S8-100
8-100
(12)
(12)

Ti)
12)
7a)
n)

74)
74)
741
7?)
76)
76)
77)
77)
75)
78)
------

108-118
108-11i
(10)
(10)

AeroAeronautical
nautical
radioradionavigation
navigation

118-132
118
-132
(14)
114)

AeroAeroflaw I(:11
naui<c:il
..

. . -

--

Mobile
Mobile
except
except
aeroaeronautical
'5) nautical
(R)
"' mobile
mobile (R)

70)
79)

aIl
81)

Region
Region 3
3

BroadBroadcasting
casting

100-108
100--108
(S)
(8)

lo--

Region 2
Region
2

BroadBroadcasting
casting

BroadBroadcasting
casting

HO
76)
80)
80)

31 1.
..
I
I 36
-. ) I1101)111.:
I
j)illi (It
li. /I

189
88-108 Mc/s
is allocated
for the
the broadcasting
broadcasting and
and
:' In
In China,
China, the
the band
band 88-108
Mc/s is
allocated for
S19 "'
fixed
fixed services.
services.
190
India and
United Kingdom,
Kingdom, the
rneteorologival aids
aids serser190 '"
"' In
In France,
l'rance, India
and the
the United
the meteorological
vi-.c
nway iie
o(,;erated iin the
JF- o;,erated
thie band
vice may
band 0-1•-95
94*-.-95 Msjc/s.
191 "'In
Kingdom, the
the fixed
mobile services
services may
may be
be
191
In the
the United
United Kingdom,
fixed and
and land
land mobile
operated
in the
the band
band 95-100
95-100 Mc/s.
operated in
Mc/s.
192
the band
95-14-5 Mc/s
is allocated
allocated for
for the
mobile
192 '' In
In India,
India, the
band 95-97-5
Mc/s is
the fixed
fixed and
and mobile
services.
services.
193 ""
the Union
of South
South Africa,
territory under
under mandate
Souththe territory
mandate of
of South193
"' In
In the
Union of
Africa, the
west Africa,
Africa, Northern
west
Rhodesia and Southern
Rhodesia, the
the band
band 100-108
Northern Rhodesia
Southern Rhodesia,
100-108
Mc/s i,
Mc/s
service and
the bands
132-144 Mc/s
and
i. allocated
allocated for the broadcasting
broadcasting service
and the
bands 132-144
Mc/s and
146-174
Mc/s for
for the
fixed and
services.
146-174 Mc/s
the fixed
and mobile
mobile services.
194
" In
In Australia,
Australia, the
the band
is allocated
allocated for
for the
194 "'
band 100-108
100-108 Mc/s
Mc/s is
the aeronautical
aeronautical
mobile (OR)
reouired for
for the
the broadcasting
service and
and in
in New
New
mobile
(OR) service
service until
until reouired
broadcasting service
Zealand
is allocated
allocated for the broadcasting
Zealand it is
mobile services.
services.
broadcasting and mobile
195
frequency 121-5
121-5 Mc/s
Mc/s is
is the
aeronautical emergency
emergency frequency
frequency in
in
195 "''The
The frequency
the aeronautical
this band.

1677

1678

[63 STAT.
STAT.
[63

TREATIES
TREATIES

(Chap. III, art. 5
RR)
5 RR)

(196-199)
(196-199)

Attribution aux
aux services
services
Bandes de
frequences
frequences
et (largeur
des bandes)
Mc/s
Mc/s

Rkgionale
Regionale

Mondiale
Mondiale

Region 1
1
Mobile
Mobile
aeronauaeronauu)
85)
tique (OR)

132-144
(12)

7/0
7)I

144-146
144-146
(2)
(2)
146-235
146-235
(89)

Region 2
2
Region

suivre,
(A suivre

a)
Fixe
a) Fixe
b) Mobile
Mobile
b)
13)

-)

Amateur
Amateur

146-156
146-156
(10)
(10)
Mobile
41
aeronau:':
aeronau7
")" tique (OR)
0)')
156-174

.4 ,

a)
a) Fixe
Fixe
b) Mobile
Mobile
b)

Region
Region 33

(18)
(18)

a) Fixe
b)
b) Mobile sauf
mobile
an
el.
0|) aaerol nautique
36
(A suivre)
suivre)

146-148
146-148
(2)
Amateur
Amateur

146-148
146-148
(2)
(2)

148-174
(26)

148-170
148-170
(22)

a) Fixe
b)
h Mobile

a) Fixe
6) Mobile
Mobile
b)

(A suivre)

Amateur
Amateur

")

196 "'
Nouvelle-Zelande, les
bandes 132-144
132-144 Mc/s
et
":' En Australie et en Nouvelle-Zelande,
les bandes
Mc/s et
148-156 Mc/s
Mc/s sont attributes
attribuies exclusivement
exclusivement au
au service
aeronautique
service mobile
mobile a6ronautique
(OR).
(OR).
""
197 "
3) Dans la Region
Region 1, le service
service des
des auxiliaires
de la
la meteorologie
meteorologie est
auauxiliaires de
est autorise dans la bande
151-154 Mc/s.
bande 151-154
Mc/a.
198 "'
"' La frequence
15l.90 Mr/
frequence 156.S0
utilisee dans
dans le monde
entier par
par le
le
M'/ss est utilisee
monde entier
service mobile
mobile maritime pour
pour l'appel,
l'appel, la securite, les communications
les
communications entre
entre les
navires et entre les navires et le service des
des ports
ports (telephonie
(telephonie simplex).
simplex). Aucun
Aucun
autre usage de cette frequence
frequence n'est autorise dans
ou son
son utilisation
utilisation
dans les zones ou
serait
susceptible
de
causer
des
serait susceptible
des brouillages nuisibles au service mobile
mobile marimaritime. L
Une
garde suffisante
ne bande de garde
suffisante sera reservee
reservee autour
autour de
cette frequence,
frequence,
de cette
si necessaire
necessaire par accord particulier
particulier entre les administrations
administrations interessees.
interessees. Dans
Dans
la PRegion
Region 2, seule la modulation
modulation de frequence
frequence (F3)
(F3) est choisie pour l'emploi
l'emploi
prevu ci-dessus.
fortement recornmande
recommand4 que
ci-dessus. II
11 est fortement
que cette
cette meme classe d'6misd'emission soit adoptee pour
dans les
pour ce meme
mettle but clans
les Regions
Regions 11 et
et 3.
3.
199 "'
11" En France,
France, la bande 162-174
162-174 Me/s
Mc/s est attribu4e
attribuie au
service de
de radioau service
radiodiffusion.
diffusion.

63
STAT.]
6.3 S
TAT.]

1679

MItLTILATERAL-TELECOMMUNICATIONS-OCT.
AIULTILATERAL—
TELECOMMUNICATIONS--OCT.2,
1947
2, 1947

art. 5
(Chapter III, art.
5 RR)

__

(196-199)
(196-199)

_

Frequency
Frequency
Band and
(Bandwidth)
(Bandwidth
Mc/s
Mc/s

Allocation
Allocation to Services
Services
Regional
Regional

World-Wide

Region 1
1
132-144
(12)
(12)
")

Aeronautical
mobile (OR
mobile
(OR)

Region 2
2

a) Fixed
Fixed
b) Mobile

7?)

144-146
144-146
(2)
(2)
146-235
146-235
(89)
(89)

M)

(cont'd)

Fixed
a) Fixed
b) Mobile
Mobile
a)

Amateur
Amateur

146-156
(10)
(10)
AeroAero"' ) nautical
36
'7)
7
" mobile
mobile (OR)

a)

14)

Region 33

156-174
(18)
(18)
a) Fixed
Fixed
b) Mobile
Mobile
except
except
aeroaero"' nautical
la)
m" mobile
mobile
(Pcnnt'd)
(cont'd)
-.1'

146-148
146-148
(2)
(2)
Amateur
Amateur

146-148
(2)
(2)
Amateur
Amateur

148-174
148-174
(26)
(26)
a) Fixed
Fixed
b)
b) Mobile
Mobile

I(nt'-) A
(cont'd)

148-170
148-170
(22)
a) Fixed
Fixed
b) Mobile
Mobile

NI
ml

I

III

196 "'
*
2'In Australia and New Zealand, the
bands 132-144
and 148-156
148-156
the bands
132-144 Mc/s
Mc/s and
Mc/s are allocated
allocated exclusively
exclusively for the aeronautical
service.
aeronautical mobile
mobile (OR)
(OR) service.
197 "'
1, the meteorological
meteorological aids service may
"' In Region 1,
operated in
in the
may be operated
the
band 151-154 Mc/s.
frequency 156-80
198 "'
"'The frequency
156• 80 Mc/s is designated
designated for world-wide
world-wide use
safety.
use for
for safety.
calling, and intership and harbour
harbour control
control communications
communications in the
the maritime
maritime
(simplex telephony).
telephony). Any other use of
mobile service (simplex
should
of this frequency
frequency should
be avoided in areas where such other use is liable to
interferto cause harmful
harmful interference to the maritime mobile service.
service. The interested
interested administrations
administrations will
will ensure,
ensure,
by special arrangements
arrangements where necessary,
necessary, that an adequate
guard-band is
is proproadequate guard-band
vided. In Region 2, its use for this purpose will
be restricted
the frequency
frequency
will be
restricted to
to the
modulated type of transmission (F3)
it is
is strongly
strongly recommended
that
the
(F3) and it
recommended that the
same type of transmission be adopted
adopted for this purpose
Regions 1
3.
purpose in Regions
1 and
and 3.
199 "'
" In France, the band 162-174 Mc/s is allocated
allocated for the broadcasting
broadcasting
service.
service.

1680
1680

[63 STAT.
STAT.
[63

TREATIES
TREATIES

(Chap. II1,
III, art.
art. 5
5 RR)
RR)

(200-206)

Attribution aux services
Attribution
services

Bandes de
frequences
fr6quences
et (largeur
des bandes)
Mc/s
Mc/s

Regionale
Regionale
Mondiale
Mondiale

1416-235
146-235
(suite)

148-174
148-174
(suite)
(suite)

156-174
156-174
(suite)

174-216
174-216
(42)
(42)
Radiodif8
")" fusion
U)
")
so)
")

216-235
(19)
(19)
Radionavigation
navigation
(A suivre)
suivre

t) semacro8"
°°)
nautique
'0) nautique
8
" (A suivre)
"1)
suivre)

Region
Region 3
3

Region
Region 2
2

Region 1
1

174-216
174-216
(42)
(42)
a) Fixe
Fixe
b) Mobile
c) Radiodifc)
Radiodiffusion

,

170-200
170-200
(30)
(30)
a)
Fixe
a) Fixe
b)
b) Mobile
Mobile
c) RadiodifRadiodifc)
fusion
fusion
so
s)
200-235
200-235
(35)
RadioRadionavigation
navigation
aeroaronautique
nautiquc

216-220
216-220
(4)
a) Fixe
Fixe
b) Mobile

8"

"3 (A suivre)

200 "'
" En Australie,
170-178 Mcfs
est attribuee
attribuee au
au service
de radio200
Australie, la
la bande
bande 170-178
Mc/s est
service de
radionavigation aeronautique.
aeronautique.
201 "'
") En Grande-Bretagne,
174-200 Mc/s
egalement, attribuee
201
Grande-Bretagne, la bande
bande 174-200
Mc/s est,
est, egalement,
attribu.e
au service fixe et la bande 200-216 Mc/s
Mc/s est attribu6e
attribuee au service de radionavigaradionavigation aeronautique.
aeronautique.
202 "'
") Dans l'Union Sud-Africaine,
territoires sous mandat
mandat de l'Afrique
202
Sud-Africaine, les territoires
du Sud-Ouest, la Rhodesie
Rhodesie du Nord et la Rhodesie
Rhodesie du Sud, la bande
bande 174-216
174-216
Mc/s est egalement
attribute aux services fixe et mobile terrestre.
egalement attribuee
203 "
"' La Grande-Bretagne
203
Grande-Bretagne utilisera
Mc/s pour
pour les appareils
appareils
utilisera la bande 200-235 Mc/s
de mesure de distance jusqu'au moment oioil- la normalisation
normalisation mondiale
de ces
ces
r.ondiale de
appareils aura ete
6te faite
environs de 11000 Mc/s.
appareils
mite aux environs
Mc/s.
204
U.R.S.S., la bande
216-260 Mc/s
au service
service de
de radioradio204 ")
"' En U.R.S.S.,
bande 216-260
Mc/s est attribuee
attribuee au
navigation.
205
)Dana l'Union
Sud-Africaine, les territoires
sous rnandat
l'Afrique
205 11"'Dans
1'Union Sud-Africaine,
territoires sous
nandat de l'Afriquc
du Sud-Ouest,
Sud-Ouest, la Rhodesie
Rhodesie du Sud,
Rhodesie du Nord et la Rhode.sie
Sud, la bande 220-225
220-225
Mc/s est attribuee
attribuee au service
service d'amateur.
d'amateur.
206 In
" En Chine, la bande 200-216 Mc/s est attribuee
206
attribuie a
it la radiodiffusion
radiodiffusion
216-220 Mc/s
et aux services fixe et mobile;
mobile; les bandes
bandes 216-220
Mc/s et 225-235 Mc/s
Mc/s sont
sont
attribuees
services fixe et mobile; la bande 220-225 Mc/s est attribuee
attnbuees aux services
au service d'amateur.

6:
STAT.]
63 S
TAT.]

IMULTILATERAL-TELECOMIMUNICATIONS-OCT.
MULTILATERAL—
TELECOMMUNICATI ON S--OCT.2, 1947
1947

(Chapter III, art.
art. 5
5 RR)
RR)

(200.-206)
(200-206)

hilocadon to
Services
Locaion
to Services
Frequency
Frequency
Band and
(Bandwidth)
(Bandwidth)
Me/s

Regional
Regional
World-Wide
World-Wide
Region 1
1
Region

146-235
(cont'd)

Region
Region 2
2

156-174
156-174
(cont'd)

148-174
148-174
(cont'd)
(cont'd)

174-216
174-216

174-216
174-216

(42)
(42)
Broadlin
casting
") casting
U)
so)
")
216-235
216-235
(19)
(19)
AeroAeronautical
nautical
radio-

(42)
(42)
a) Broadcasting
casting
5)
b) Fixed
c)
c) Mobile

Region
Region 3
3
170-200
(30)
a) BroadBroadcasting
b)
b) Fixed
c) Mobile
c)
tle)
6)
200-235
(35)

AeroAeronautical
nautical
radioradionavigation
navigation

216-220
(4)
(4)
a) Fixed
Fixed
b)
b) Mobile

'
0 navigation
navigation
,)
os)
#)
(cont'd)
(cont'd)

n)

11)

(cont'd)
(cont'd)">

N)

(cont'd)
(cont'd)

200
"' In
In Australia,
the band
band 170-178
170-178 Mc/s
Me/s is
for the
the aeronautical
allocated for
aeronautical
Australia, the
is allocated
200 "
radionavigation
service.
radionavigation service.

201 "'
'" In the
the band
band 174-200 Mc/s
also allocated
allocated for
for
201
the United Kingdom,
Kingdom, the
Mc/s is also
the fixed service, and the band 200-216 Me/s
the aeronautical
aeronautical
Mc/s is allocated
allocated for the
radionavigation
service.
radionavigation service.
202
Africa, the
territory under mandate
mandate of Southwest
Southwest
202 s"
'" In
In the Union of South Africa,
the territory

Africa, Northern
the band 174-216
174-216 Mc/s
Me/s is
Africa,
Northern Rhodesia
Rhodesia and Southern Rhodesia, the
is
allocated for the fixed and land mobile services.
also allocated
services.
203 "
distance measuring
operated
measuring equipment
equipment will
will be
be operated
203
"' In
In the
the United
United Kingdom,
Kingdom, distance
Me/s until such time as world standardisation
Me/s
in the band 200-235 Mc/s
standardisation at 11000 Mc/s
accomplished.
has been accomplished.
204
the U.S.S.R.,
U.S.S.R., the
band 216-260
Me/s is
is allocated
radionavigaIn the
the band
216-260 Mc/s
allocated for
for the
the radionaviga204 "'"In
tion service.
service.
205 "
Africa, the territory
Southwest
205
" In the Union of
of South Africa,
territory under
under mandate
mandate of Southwest
Me/s is
Africa, Northern
Northern Rhodesia and Southern
Southern Rhodesia,
Rhodesia, the band 220-225 Mc/s
is
allocated
service.
allocated for the amateur
amateur service.
206 "
200-216 Me/s
fixed
allocated for the broadcasting,
broadcasting, fixed
206
"' In
In China,
China, the
the band 200-216
Mc/s is allocated
services, and the bands 216-220
Me/s and 225-235
225-235 Me/s
fixed
and mobile services,
216-220 Mc/s
Mc/s for the fixed
Mc/s being allocated
and moblie services,
services, the band 220-225
220-225 Me/s
allocated for the amateur
amateur
service.
service.

1681

1682

TREATIES
TREATIES

[63 STAT.
STAT.
[63

(207-209)
(207-209)

(Chap. III, art.
art. 5
RR)
5 RR)

I.-.

Attribution
services
Attribution aux
aux services

Bandes de
frequences
fr6quences
et (largeur
des bandes)
bandes)
Mc/s

Regionale
Rcgionale

Mondiale
Mondiale
Region
REgion 1
1

146-235
(suite)
(sulite)

216-235
(suite)

Region
Region 2
2

220-225
220-225

Region 3
3

200-235
(suite)
(suite)

(5)
(5)
0 ) Amateur
9)
Amateur

225-235
225-235
(10)
(10)

a) Fixe
b)
b) Mobile
Mobile

93)
93)
235-328,6
(93,6)
(93,6)

a)
Fixe
a) Fixe
b)
Mobile
b) Mobile

328,,6-335,4
328,6-335,4

RadioRadio-

(6,S)
(6,8)

335,4-420
335,4-420
(84,6)

navigation
navigation
aeroac6ronautique
nautique
a) Fixe
a)
Fixe
b) Mobile
Mobile

94)
'4)
s5)
95)

207 '''I Dans la R6gion
207
Region 2,
2, les appareils
appareils de
de mesure
distance du
du service
service de
mesure de
de distance
de
radionavigation aeronautique
a 6 ronautique peuvent
peuvent travailler dans la bande
radionavigation
bande 220-231
220-231 Mc/s
Mc/s
e
jusqu'au
janvier 1962,
accords bilat
raux ou multilateraux
jusqu'au 1"
1" janvier
1952, par accords
bilateraux
multilateraux appropries.
appropries.
208 '
"'4'La
La bande
Mc/sspeut Eetre
tre utilis6e
208
bande 400-420
400-420 Mc/
utilisee par le
le service
des auxiliaires
auxiliaires
service
des
(radiosondes).
de la m6teorologie
meteorologic (radiosondes).
209 "
"' En
U.R.S.S., la
bande 412-460
209
En U.R.S.S.,
la bande
412-460 Mc/s
Mc/s est
eat attribuee
attribuee au service
service de radioradinnavigat ion.
navigation.

63 STAT.]
STAT.]

1683
1683

MULTILATERAL-TELECOMMUNICATIONS-OCT.
INIULTILATERAL--TELECOMMUNICATIONS— OCT .2,
2, 1947
1947

(Chapter
(Chapter III,
art. 5
III, art.
5 RR)
RR)
1- ----

(207-209)
(207-209)

I-

II

-

-----------

c

Allocation
Allocation to
to Services
Services

Frequency
Frequency

Band and
Band
and
(Bandwidth)
Mcis
Mcls

World-Wide
World-Wide

Regional
Regional
---

Region
Region 11
146-235
!46-235
f
cont'd)
'cont'd)

Region
Region 2
2

216-235
216--235
(cont'd)
(cont'd)

220-225
220-225

Region 33
200-235
(cont'd)

(5)
"'

6"

Amateur
Amateur

225-235
225-235
(10)
(10)
a) Fixed
Fixed
a)
b) Mobile
Mobile
b)

U)
a)
235-328 6
6
235--328
(93.6)
(93.6)

a)
Fixed
a) Fixed
6)
Mobile
b) Mobile

3286--335'4
328•6-335•4
(3.8)
(6.8)

335.4-420
335.4-420
(0.6)
(84.6)

AeroAeronautical
nautical
radioradionavigation
navigation
a) Fixed
a)
Fixed
b) Mobile
b)
Mobile

.4)
4)
lig)
U)

-I

I

207
207 "a' In Region 2, distance measuring
measuring equipment in
radioin the aeronautical radionavigation service may be operated
the band 220-231
navigation
operated in the
220-231 Mc/s
Mc/s until
until the
the 1st
let JanuJanuaccordance with appropriate
ary 1952 in accordance
appropriate bilateral
bilateral or multilateral
multilateral arrangements.
208
" The meteorological
208 "
service (radio-sonde)
(radio-sonde) may be
operated in
in the
the
meteorological aids service
be operated
band 400-420 Mc/s.

209 "'
" In the U.S.S.R.,
U.S.S.R., the hand
band 412-460 Mc/s
Mr/s is allocated
allocated for the radionavigation
t
ion service.
service.

1684
1684

[63
TAT.
[63 S
STAT.

TREATIES
TREATIES

(210-211)
(210-211)

(Chap. III,
HI, art.
art. 5
5 RR)
RR)
Attribution
Attribution aux services
services

Bandes
Bandes de
de
frequences
fr6quences
et
(largeur
et (largeur
des bandes)
bandes)
Mc/s
Mc/s

Regjonale
Regionale

NIondiale
Mondiale
Region
Region 1
1

420-450
420-450
(30)
(30)

a)
Amateur
a) Amateur
Radiob) Radionavigation
navigation
aeroaeroOn
96)

470-585
(115)
(115)

Region 2
2
Region

Region 3
Region
3

a)
a) Amateur
Amateur
b) Radiob)
Radionavigation
navigation
aeroa6ronautique
nautique
N)
N)
117)
*7,

450-460
450-460
(10)
(10)

460-470
460-470
(10)
(10)

I

nautique
nautique

a) Fixe
a)
Fixe
b) Mobile
Mobile
c) RadioRadioc)
navigation
navigation
Oroaero16 ) nautique
nautique
'"
*7)
117)

a) Amateur
Amateur
b) Radionavigation
navigation
aeronautique
M)
96)

a)
a) Fixe
Fixe
b)
b) Mobile
Mobile
RadiodifRadiodiffusion
fusion

0 "'
Dans la
)11 0
H Dana
In bande 420-460 Mc/s, le service
service de
de radionavigation
radionavigation aeronautique
a6ronautique
ai in
la priorite.
a
priorite. Les autres services ne
utiliser cette
cette bande
bande qu'a
qua condition
ne peuvent
pcuvent utiliser
condition
ii ne pas causer de brouillages
brouillages nuisibles
nuisibles a
a ce
ce service.
service.
" Dans la Region
211 en
Region 2,
2, l'attribution
l'attribution faite
faite au
radionavigation aeroaeroau service
service de
de radionavigation
nautique
dans la
bande 420-460
420-4G0 Mc/s est temporaire
temporaire et exclusive
nautique dans
la bande
exclusive pour
pour les
les altialtimetres.
metres.

63 S
STAT.]
TAT.]

MULTILATERAL-TELECOMMUNICATIONS-OCT.
MULTILATERAL—
TELECOMDIUNICATIONS— OCT .2,
1947
2, 1947

(Chapter III,
art. 5
5 RR)
R)
II,art.

(210-211)
(21--nl)

Allocation to Services
Allocation
8ervicee
Frequency
Frequency
Band and
(Bandwidth)
Mc/s
Me/s

Regional
Regional

World-Wide

Region 1
1
420-450
420460
(3O)
(30)

I

BRion 2
Region
2

I Region 3
8

a) Aeronautical
nautical
radionavigation
navigation
Amateur
b) Amateur

N)
n)
rn

a)
a) AeroAeronautical
radionavigation
navigation
b) Amateur
Amateur

450-460
410460
(10)

N)
#)
460-470
(10)
(10)

Fixed
a) Fixed
b) Mobile

470-565
470-86
(115)
(115)

Broadcasting

a)
a) AeroAeronautical
nautical
radioradionavigation
navigation
b) Fixed
*)
Mobile
") c)
C) Mobile
IT)
*r)

a) Aeronautical
radionavigation
b) Amateur
b)
Amateur
w)
#)

210 "' In
In the
band 420-460
420-460 Mc/s
Mc/s the
the aeronautical
radionavigation service
service has
has
aeronautical radionavigation
the band
210
priority.
The other
other services
are admitted
admitted to this band
only on condition
condition that
that
band only
services are
priority. The
harmful interference
not caused
caused to the aeronautical
radionavigation service.
aeronautical radionavigation
is not
harmful
interference is
211 "
Region 2,
2, the
allociition for
aeronautical radionavigation
service
radionavigation service
the aeronautical
for the
the allocation
" In
In Region
211
is the
exclusively for altimeters.
temporary and is exclusively
h
the band 420-460 Mc/s is temporary

1685
1685

1686
1686

[63 STAT.
STAT.
[63

TREATIES
TREATIES

(Chap. III,
III, art.
art. 5
RR)
(Chap.
5 RR)

(212-215)
(212-215)

Attribution
aux services
services
Attribution aux
Bandes de
de
Bandes
frequences
frequences
et (largeur
(largeur
des
bandes)
des bandes)
MOB
Mc/s

Regionsle
Regionale
Mondiale
Mondiale
Region 1
1
Region

585-610
(25)
(25)

Is)
so

610-940
(330)

in)
SI)

Region 3
3
Region

RadiodifRadiodiffusion
fusion

RadiodifRadiodiffusion
fusion

Radionavigation
navigation

RadiodifRadiodiffusion
fusion

Fixe
Fixe

RadiodifRadiodiffusion
fusion

RadiodifRadiodiffusion
'9) fusion
99)

nun
100)

940-960
940-960
(20)
(20)

960-1 215
215
(255)

Region 2
2
Region

Radionavigation
navigation
aeroaeronautique
nautique

1
1 215-1 300
300
Amatetir
Amateur
(85)
Jo')
101)
(85)

212 ""
Region 2, la frequence fondamentale
212
'"') Dans
Dana la Region
Mc/s est
eat assignee
assignee pour
fondamentale 915 Mc/s
pour
industrielles, scientifiques
les applications
applications industrielles,
scientifiques et medicales.
L'energie radioelecradickelecmedicales. L'encrgie
trique
trique emise par ces
applications doit
etre contenue
contenue dans
dans la
la bande
dont les
les
ces applications
doit etre
bande dont
sent fixees
fixees iaa ±25
limites sont
25 Mc/s de la frequence
frequence fondamentale.
Les services
services de
de
fondamentale. Les
radiocommunication dCsirant
travailler aa l'interieur
radiocommunication
desirant travailler
l'interieur de ces limites
cioivent
limites doivent
s'attendre
s'attendre h
a etre brouilles
brouilles par
applications.
par ces applications.
213 "'
213
"" En France
France et
et en
585-685 Mc/s
Mc/s est
est attribuee
attribuee aux
aux services
services
en Italic,
Italic, la bande
bande 585-685
radiodiffusion.
fixe et de radiodiffusion.
214
'"'
Region 2,
2, le service
service fixe peut
214 '
0
°' Dans la Region
peut utiliser
utiliser la
la bande
890-940 Mc/s.
bande 890-940
Mc/s.
215 's"
1 215-1 300 Mc/s
attribuee au
'°'' En U.R.S.S., la bande 1
Mc/s est
eat attribuee
au service
service fixe et.
en premier lieu, aux
de television.
aux relais de
television.

63 STAT.]
STAT.]

MULTILATERAL-TELECOMMUNICATI
MULTILATERAL—
TELECOMMUNICATIONS—
OCT.2,
2, 1947
ONS- OCT
1947

(Chapter
art. 5
5 RR)
RRI
(Chapter III,
III, art.

(212-21
(212-21
Allocation
to Services
Allocation to
Services

Frequency
Frequency
Band
and
Band and
(Bandwidth)
(Bandwidth)
Mc/s
Mc/s

Regional
Regional
World-Wide
World-Wide
Region 1
Region
1

585-610
585-610
(25)
(25)

08)
00)

610-940
610-940
(330)
(330)

mu

")
9"
100)
100)

Region
3
Region 3

RadioRadionavigation
navigation

BroadBroadcasting
casting

RadioRadionavigation

BroadBroadcasting
casting

Fixed
Fixed

BroadBroadcasting

BroadBroadcasting
casting

940-960
940-960
(20)
(20)

960-1 215
(255)
(255)

Region
Region 22

AeroAeronautical
nautical
radionavigation
navigation

215-1 300
Amateur
11215-1300
Amateur
101)
01)
(85)
(85)

212 "' In
the frequency
915 Mc/s
Mc/s is
is designated
desiirnnted for
for industrial,
industrial, scienscien212
In Recrion
Reion 2,
2. the
frequency 9)15
tific and
and medical
medical purposes.
purposes. Emissions
Emissions must
within the
the limits
limits of
of
tific
must be
be confined
confined within
±25
services operating
operating within
within
+25 Mc/s
Mc/s of
of that
that frequency.
frequency. Radiocommunication
Radiocommunication services
those limits
limits must
interference that
that may
be experienced
those
must accept
accept any
any harmful
harmful interference
may be
experienced
from
the operation
operation of
industrial, scientific
from the
of industrial,
scientific and
and medical
medical equipment.
equiplenL.
213 1'
and Italy,
585-685 Mc/s
allocated for
for the
the fixed
fixed
Mc/s is
is allocated
band 585-685
Italy, the
the band
213
'"In
In France
France and
and
broadcasting services.
services.
and broadcasting
214
214 '"

In
2, the
the fixed
fixed service
band 890-940
890-940 Mc/s.
Mc/s.
in the
the band
In Region
Region 2,
service may
may operate
operate in

215
the band
band 1
215-1 300
300 Mc/s
Mc/s is
allocated for
the fixo4I
for the
fix>c
1 215-1
is allocated
215 'm' In
In the
the U.S.S.R.,
U.S.S.R., the
service,
primarily for
relaying television.
service, primarily
for relaying
television.

1687

1688

TREATIES
TREATIES

[63

(21 G-220)
(216-220)

STAT.
STAT.

(('had. lt.
llf, art.
art. 5
12t!)
(('hai).
.5 II't)

Attribution aux
aux services
services

Bandes de
de
frequences
fr6quences
et (largeur
(largeur
et
des
bandes)
des bandes)
Mc/s
Mc/s

Regionale
RIgionale

Mondiale
Mondiale

1
700
1 300-1
300-1 700
(400)
(400)

Region 1
R6gion
1

Region 2
RfSgion
2

1
300-1 600
600
1300-1
(300)
(300)

300-1 660
11300-1
660
(360)
(360)

a) Fixe
a)
Fixe
b) Mobile
b)
Mobile
163)
103)
lot)
104)

600-1 700
11600-1
700
(100)

Radionavigation
navigation
aroa6ronautique
nautiquc

'
lot)
0")
1
300
1 700-2
700-2 300
(600)

2
2 300-2
300-2 450
450
ion (150)
I*'
(150)

RadioRadionavigation
navigation
114
roaro10
10
0 nautique
nautique
1
700
1 660-1
60(-1 700
(40)
(40)
Auxiliaires
Auxiliaircs
de
la mft6metede la
orologic
orologic
(radiosondes)

Region 3
3
R6gion

1
300-1 700
1 300-1
700
(400)
(400)

Fixe
a) File
b) Mobile
Mobile
Radioc) Radionavigation
navigation
aeroaEronautique
nautiquc

a) Fixe
Fixe
a)
b)
Mobile
b) Mobile

loo)
1t)

Amateur
Amateur

216 '"'
Dans la Region
216
"" Dana
Region 2, la bande 1
1300-1
300-1 660 Mc/s
reservee pour
l'usage
Mc/s est
est reservee
pour l'usage
d'un systeme
d'un
systeme complet de contr6le
controle de la navigation
navigation aerienne
aerienne et
et de
de regulation
regulation du
du

trafic. Les administrations
administrations des autres Regions devraient
devraient envisager
la possibilite
envisager la
possibiliti
de l'application
l'application future
future d'un tel systeme
base mondiale.
mondiale.
systeme sur une base
217 '"' En U.R.S.S., la bande 1
1 300-1 600 Mc/s
Mc/s est attribuie
attribuee aa la
la radionavigaradionavigation aeronautique.
aeronautique.
218 I"'"Dans
Dana la Region
Region 62
2 et en Grande-Bretagne,
Grande-Bretagne, la bande 1
1300-1
300-1 365
365 Mc
/s est
est
Mc/s
reservee ait la detection electromagnetique.
lectromagnetique.
219 1
'"") Dana
Dans les
1 700-1 750 Mc/s pent
219
lea Regions 1
1et 3, la bande 1
etre utilisee
peut etre
utilis6e par
rar
le service des auxiliaires
auxiliaires de la meteorologie.
meteorologie.
Dans la Region
220 '"' Dana
R6gion 2, en Grande-Bretagne,
Grande-Bretagne, en
Australie,
Nouvelle-Zelande,
en
Australie,
Nouvelle-Zilande,
e
RhodBsie du
du Nord,
Nord, Rhod
sie du Sud, Union Sud-Africaine
Sud-Africaine et territoires
Rhodesie
Rhodesie
territoires sous
sous
mandat
de
l'Afrique
du
Sud-Oues,
la
frequence
fondamentale
mandat de l'Afrique d Sud-Ouesi.,
frequence
22450 Mc/s est
nssfgnde
applications industrielles,
industrielles, scientifiques
assignee pour les
leg applications
medicales.
scientifiques et
et m6dicales.
L'energie radioelectrique
emise par ces
Ia
L'energie
radioelectrique ernise
dan
applications doit
doit etre
etre contenue
applications
contenue danss
la bande
dont lea
les limites
limites sont fixees 1
a ±50 Mc/s de la frequence
bande dont
frequence fondamentale.
fondamentalc.
Les services
services de
radiocommunication desirant
desirant travailler
Les
de radiocommunication
travailler a
al'interieur
l'interieur de
de ces limites
limites
doivent s'attendre aI etre brouilles par ces applications.
applications.

m( STAT.]
63
STAT.

MULTILATATERATELECOMMUNICATIONS-OCT.
1947
ULT ILATE RAL—T E'
LECOM M UNI CATI ON S— OCT .2, 1947

(Chapter 111,
RR)
(Chapter
11, art. 55 RR)

Frequency
Frequency
Band
Band and
(Bandwidth)
Mc/s
Mc/e

(216-220)
(216-220)

Allocation to
Services
Allocation
to Services

Regional
World-Wide

Region 11
1
700
1 300-1
300-1700
(400)
(400)

11300-1 600
(300)
a)
a) Fixed
Fixed
b) Mobile
la)
i")
104)
o10)
1
1 600-1 700
(100)

Aeronautical
nautical
radionavigation

III)
in)

11700-2 300
(600)
22300-2 450
i")) (150)
I"
(150)

Region 2
Region
2

1300-1
1
300-1 660
(360)
AeroAeronautical
radionavigation
IGO
104)
11660-1 700
(40)

Region
Region 3
3
11300-1 700
700
(400)

a) Aeronautical
radionavigation
Fixed
b) Fixed
c)
c) Mobile

MeteoroMeteorological
aids (radio
sonde)

Fixed
a) Fixed
b)
b) Mobile
Mobile

Iasi
in)

Amateur

216
'I" In
2, the
the band
band 1
intended for an integrated
integrated
1 300-1 660 Mc/s
Mc/s is intended
216 '"'
In Region
Region 2,
system of electronic
navigation and traffic
Administrations
electronic aids to air navigation
traffic control. Administrations
system
envisage the possibility
of
application of
possibility of the future application
Regions should envisage
of the
the other Regions
world-wide basis.
such aa system on a
a world-wide
217 '"'
"" In
In the
the U.S.S.R.,
300-1 600
allocated for the
the aeroaero600 Mc/s is allocated
U.S.S.R., the
the band
band 1
1 300-1
217
radionavigation service.
service.
nautical radionavigation
218 1
In Region
and the
the United
United Kingdom,
the use
the band
band 1
1300-1
300-1 365
of the
365
Kingdom, the
use of
"'") In
Region 22 and
218
Mc/s is restricted
restricted to surveillance radar.
Mc/s
219 "'
ma' In
In Regions
Regions 1
1 and
the meteorological
meteorological aids
aids service
in
service may be operated
operated in
and 3,
3, the
219
the band 11700-1 750 Mc/s.
220 '"'
'`") In
In Region
Region 2,
Australia, New
New Zealand,
Zealand, Northern
Northern Rhodesia,
Rhodesia, Southern
220
2, Australia,
Rhodesia,
Rhodesia, the Union of South Africa, the territory under mandate of Southwest
Southwest
for
Kingdom, the frequency
frequency 22450 Mc/s is designated for
Africa, and the United Kingdom,
industrirl, scientific and medical purposes.
purposes. Emissions
Emissions must be confined within
industrir.l,
the limits of ±
-50 Mc/s
Mc/s of that frequency.
frequency. Radiocommunication
-50
Radiocommunication services
services operating within those limits must accept any harmful interference
interference that may be
experienced
equipment.
Pxperienced from the operation
operation of industrial, scientific and medical equipment.
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1689

1690

TREATIES

[63 S
TAT.
[63
STAT.

(221-224)
(221-224)

(Chap. III,
HI, art. 5
3 RR)
RR)

Attribution aux services
Bandes de
frequences
et (largeur
des bandes)
Mc/s

Regionale
Mondiale

2450-2 700
(250)
In)

Region 1

Region 2

Region 3

3300-3 900

3300-3 500
(200)
Amateur

3300-3 900
(600)

a) Fixe
b) Mobile
107)

2700-2 900
(30)
I"

)

Radionavigation
aeronautique

2900-3 300
Radio(400)
I") navigation
non
3300-3 9
(600)

(600)
a) Fixe
b) Mobile
c) Radionavigation

a) Amateur
3500-3 900
(400)
a) Fixe
b) Mobile

b) Fixe
c) Mobile
d) Radionavigation

221 '
'"'I'En U.R.S.S.,
la bande 22450-2 700 Mc/s est attribuee aux services
U.R.S.S., l
mobile
services mobile
aeronautique et de radionavigation
aeronautique
aeronautique.
radionavigation aeronautique.

222
9 22^"1
"
1
'Le service
service des auxiliaires de la meteorologie
dans la
meteorologie est autorise dans
la bande
bande
2 700-2 900 Mc/s.
2
Me/ s.
"
223 """"' La bande 3
3246-3 266 Mc/s est reservee
reservie aux
aux radiobalises
radiobalises a
a impulsions.
impulsions.
224 "°)
"°' Dans
2 900-3 300 Mc/s, seule la bande
Dana la bande 2
246 Mc/s
Mc/s est
est
bande 3
3 000-3 246
prevue pour l'usage des appareils
prevue
radioreperage anti-collision
appareils de radioreperage
anti-collision des
des navires
navires de
de
commerce.
commerce.

63 STAT.]
STAT.]

MULTILATERAL-TELECOMMUNICATIONS-OCT. .2, 1947
MULTILATERAL--TELECOMMUNICATIONS--OCT

(Chapter III, art. 5
5 RR)
RR)
(Chapter

(221-224)
(221-224)

Allocation to Services
Frequency
Band and
(Bandwidth)
Mc/s

Regional

World-Wide
Region 1

Region 2

Region 3

2450-2 700
a) Fixed
(250)
b) Mobile
ion
issi
2700-2 900
(200)

Aeronautical
radioleo navigation

2900-3 300
Radio(400)
I" ) navigation
Us)
3300-3 900
(600)
a) Fixed
b) Mobile
c) Radionavigation

3300-3 900
(600)

3300-3 500
(200)
Amateur
3500-3 900
(400)
a) Fixed
b) Mobile

3300-3 900
(600)
a) Amateur
b) Fixed
c) Mobile
d) Radionavigation

221 '"all) In
In the
U.S.S.R., the
allocated for the aeroMc/s is
is allocated
700 Mcis
band 2
2 450-2 700
the band
the U.S.S.R.,
221
nautical mobile and the aeronautical
radionavigation services.
aeronautical radionavigation
222 '"'
*"') The
The meteorological
may be operated
operated in the band 2
2 700-2 900
service may
aids service
meteorological aids
222

Mc/s.
Mc/s.

223 "'
11°) The
266 Mc/s
is designated
designated for
for racons.
racons.
Mc/s is
band 3
3 246-3
246-3 266
The band
223
224 ""
"°' In
band 2
2900-3 300 Mc/s
shipborne radar in merchant ships is conMc/s shipborne
the band
In the
224
fined within the hand 3
3000-3 246 Mc/s.

1
81939

81939 0-52-PT. utl -

26

--
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TREATIES
TREATIES

(225-228)
(225-228)

(Chap.
III, art.
(Chap. III,
art. 55 RR)
RR)

Attribution
Attribution aux services

Bandes
Bandes de
de
frequences
frequences
et (largeur
des bandes)
des
bandes)
Mc/s
Mc/s

3
000-4 200
200
3 900-4
(300)
(300)

Regionale
Regionale

Mondiale
Mondiale
Region 1
1
Region

Region
Region 2
2

Rkgion 3
R6gion
3

a) Fixe
Fixe
a)
b)
Mobile
b) Mobile

4
200-4 400
4 200-4
400
(200)
(200)

RadioRadionavigation
navigation
aeroaero-

iii)
111)
000
44400-5
400-5 000

(600)

nautique
nautiquc

a)
a) Fixe
Fixe
b) Mobile
Mobile

55000-5 250
(250)

RadioRadionavigation
awna6ronaut ique

5
5 250-5 650
650
(400)

Radionavigation
navigation

nin
110)
atS)
I1l)

5
650-5 850
S50
5 650-5
(2(X))
(200)
2343
141

Amateur
Amateur

""
225 1
"' En Chine, la bande 4
4200-4
200-4 400 Mc/s peut etre
partagee avec
le service
service
etre partagee
avec le
fixe
a condition
condition que celui-ci
celui-ci ne produise pas de brouillages
fixe it
nuisibles au
au service
brouillhges nuisibles
service
radionavigation aeronautique.
de radionavigation
aeronautique.
"" La bande 5
5 440-5 460 Mc/s est reservee
226 ""
radiobalises iI impulsions.
reserv6e aux
aux radiobalises
impulsions.
5 250-5
227 ""
1
") Dans la bande 5
250-5 650
650 Mc/s,
la bande
bande 5
5460-5
650 Mc/s
Mc/s est
est
Mc/s, seule
seule la
460-5 650
prevue pour 1'usage
appareils de radioreperage
prevue
l'usage des appareils
anti-collision des
des navires
navires
radioreperage anti-collision
de commerce.
commerce.
228
') Dana
Dans la Region
R6gion 2,e en
Grande-Bretagne, en
228 ""
en Grande-Bretagne,
en Australie, Nouvelle-Zelande,
Nouvelle-Zelande,
Rhodesie du
du Nord, Rhodesie
Rhod sie du Sud, Union
Rhodesie
Union Sud-Africainc
Sud-Africaine et territoires
territoires sous
sous
mandat
mandat de l'Afrique du Sud-Guest, la frequence
frequence fondamentale
fondamentale 55850
Mc/s eat
est
850 Mc/s
assignee
pour les
applications industrielles,
assignee pour
Yes applications
industrielles, scientifiques
scientifiques et medicales.
medicales.
L'energie
radioelectrique emise par cgs
ces applications
L'energie radioelectrique
applications doit etre contenue
contenue dans
dans
la
bande dont
dont les
fix 6es A
la bande
lea limites sont fixees
1 -75
±-75 Mc/s
Mc/s de
de la fr6quence
frequence fondamentale.
fondamentale.
Les
services
de radiocommunication
d6sirant travailler
Les services de
radiocommunication desirant
travailler a
I l'interieur
l'interieur de ces
ces
limites
doivent s'attendre
a etre
brouilles par ces applications.
limites doivent
s'attendre a
etre brouilles
applications.
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RR)
(Chapter III, art. 5
5 RR)

(225-228)
(225-228)
Allocation to Services

Frequency
Frequency
Band and
(Bandwidth)
Mcis
Mc/s

Regional

World-Wide
World-Wide
Region
Region I
1

33900-4 200
200
(300)

1

Region 2
Region
2

Region
Region 3
3

Fixed
a) Fixed
b) Mobile

44200-4 400
400
(200)

Aeronautical
nautical
radioradiono
il)

44400-5 000
(600)

navigation
navigation

a) Fixed
6) Mobile
Mobile
b)

55000-5 250
(250)

Aeronautical
radionavigation
navigation

5
250-5 650
650
5 250-5
(400)

5
50-5 850
5650-5
(200)

1:2)
no
111)

Radionavigation

Amateur

Ill)
11)

225
in) In
200-4 400 Mc/s
Mcis may
for the
the fixed
fixed service
In China, the band 44200-4
225 ""
may be used
used for
service
provided
provided that harmful
harmful interference
interference is not caused to the aeronautical radionaviradionavigation service.
226 "'
"" The band 5
Mcis is designated
designated for racons.
226
6 440-5 460 Mc/s
227 4
") In the band 55250-5 650
shipborne radar
radar in
merchant ships is con227
""
650 Mc/s shipborne
in merchant
conwithin the
650 Mc/s.
fined within
the band
band 55460-5
460-5 650
Mc/s.
228 ""
"4)In Region
Region 2, Australia,
Australia, New Zealand,
Rhodesia, Southern
228
Zealand, Northern
Northern Rhodesia,
Southern

Rhodesia,
Snuth Africa. the territory
Rhodesia, the Union of Smith
territory ii-der
in-der mandate
mandate of
of Southwest
Southwest

designated for
Africa, and the United Kingdom,
Kingdom, the frequency
frequency 55850
850 Mc/s
Mc/s is
is designated
for
industrial, scientific
scientific and medical purposes. Emissions must be confined
confined within
within
-75
frequency. Radiocommunication
Radiocommunication services operatthe limits of ±
-75 Mc/s of that frequency.
ing within those limits must accept any harmful interference
interference that may be exexperieneed from the operation
perienced
operation of industrial, scientifir
scientific and medical equipment.
eauiprnent.
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TREATIES

(229-231)
(229-231)

(Chap. III, art. 5
5 RR)
RR)
Attribution aux services

Bandes de
de
Bandes
frequences
frequences

et (largeur
des
bandes)
des bandes)
Mc/s
Me/s

Regionale
Rcgionale

Mondial')
Mondiale
Itegion 1
Rigion
1

5
5 850-5 925
(75)
ut)
UO
5
5 925-8 500
(2 575)

a) Fixe
Fixe
b)
Mobile
b) Mobile

Region
R6gion 2
2
Amateur
Amateur

Region 3
3
Region

a) Fixe
b) Mobile
Mobile

a) Fixe
b)
b) Mobile
110
11)

88500-9 800
(1
(1 300)

Radio1"> navigation
navigation
IN)

lIT)

99800-10 000
(200)
10 000-10 500
(500)
Au-dessus
Au-dessus
de
10 500

a)
a) Fixe
Fixe
b) Radiob)
navigation
navigation

Amateur
Amateur

Pas d'attributions
d'attributions

Pas

229 ""
6 900-7 050 Mc/s peut etre utilisee
'"' En U.R.S.S.,
11.R.S.S., la bande 6
utilisbe pour le service
service
des auxiliaires de la meteorologie.
metiorologie.
230 "" La bande 99300-9 320 Mc/s
230
Mc/s est reservee aux radiobalises
radiobalises a
a impulsions.
impulsions.
231 1
""
Dans la bande 88500-9 800 Mc/s, seule la bande 9
") Dana
/s est
9 320-9 500 Mc
Mc/s
cst
pr6vue
radiorep6rage anti-collision
prevue pour l'usage des appareils de radioreperage
anti-collision ides
des navires
navire.a

de commerce.
commerce.
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(Chapter
(Chapter III, art. 5
5 RR)
RR)

Frequency
Frequency
Band and
(Bandwidth)
M cis
Mc/s

(229-231)
(229-231)
Allocation to Services
Allocation

Regional
Regional

World-Wide
Region 1
1

5
5 850-5 925
925
(75)
(75)
U4)

a)
Fixed
a) Fixed
Mobile
b) Mobile

5
5 925-8 500
(2 575)
575)

a) Fixed
Fixed
b) Mobile
US)
us)

8
8 500-9 800
(1 300)
(1

Radiono navigation
navigation
116)

9
9 800-10 000
(200)

10 000-10 500
(500)
(500)
Above
Above
10 500

Region
2
Region 2
Amateur
Amateur

Region 33
a) Fixed
b) Mobile
Mobile

nr)
UT)

a) Fixed
b) RadioRadionavigation
navigation
Amateur
Amateur

allocated
Not allocated

229 1
") In the U.S.S.R.,
050 Mc/s
""
U.SS.R., the
the band
band 66900-7
900-7 060
Mc/s may
may be used for
for the
the meteorometeorological aids service.

230 I")
The band
band 9
300-9 320
320 Mc/s
is designated
designated for
racons.
230
"'" The
9 300-9
Mc/s is
for racons.
500-9 800
shipborne radar
231 ""
"" In the band 88600-9
800 Mc/s
Mc/s shipborne
radar in
in merchant
merchant ships is conconfined within the band 9
9320-9 500 Mc/s.
Me/s.
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(Chop.
6, 7
7 RR)
RH )
(Chap. III,
III, art.
rt. 6,

ARTICLE 6.

Dispositions
Dispositions speciales
speciales relatives
l'emploi
relatives a
A l'emploi
des classes
classes d'emission.
d'emission.
232

§§ 1.
Les emissions de la classe B
B sont interdites
interdites dans
ldai.s
toutes les stations.
stations. Cependant,
installations de
secours,
Cependant, les
les installations
de secourx
(reserve)
(reserve) des navires et les equipements
equipements des
des embarcations,
embarcations.
radeaux et engins de sauvetage
sauvetage peuvent en
usage dan.<
clan.,
en faire
faire usage
les conditions fixees
fix6es aa l'article 33 (voir le numero 712).
712).

233

§ 2.
§
Les emissions
emissions de la classe Al ou
ou Fl sont
sont seules
seules
autorisees
autorisees dans la bande de frequenees
110 aa 160
ke/s poor
fr6quences de
de 110
160 kc/s
pour
les stations des services fixe et mobile maritime.
maritime. Par
excepPar exception a
A cette r6gle,
regle, des emissions de la classe A2 peuvent
peuvent etre
etre
utilis6es
utilisees dans la bande de fr6quences
frequences de 110 a
a 125
Icejs pour
125 kc/s
pour
les signaux horaires exclusivement.
exclusivement.

ARTICLE 7.
ARTICLE

Dispositions speciales
speciales relatives
Dispositions
relatives a
a l'assignation
I'assignation
et aa l'emploi des frequences.
frequences.
234

§ 1. (1) Les pays membres de l'Union
§
l'Union reconnaissent
reconnaissent quo,
que,
parmi les fr6quences
frequences susceptibles
susceptibles de se propager
propager a
a grande
gr:nde

distance, celles de la bande 5000-30000
5000-30 000 kc,'s
kc/s sont
sont particulierement
lierement utiles pour les communications
communications a
a grande distance.
et ils
us s'efforcent
s'efforcent de reserver cette bande pour de
comde telles
telles communications.
fr6quences de cette bande
munications. Lorsque des frequences
bande sont
sont
utilisees pour
pour des communications
communications a
a courte ou moyenne
utilisees
moyenne distance, les emissions doivent etre effectuees
effectu6es avec le minimum
tance,
minimum
de puissance necessaire.
necessaire.
235
(2)
235
(2) Afin de r6duire
reduire les besoins de frequences
frequences dans cette
cette
bande et de
de prevenir
prevenir en consequence
consequence les brouillages
bande
brouillages nuisibles
entre
communications aagrande distance, il est recommande
entre les communications
recommande
aux administrations
administrations d'utiliser, partout ou
aux
oü cela est praticable
praticab!e.
tous les autres
autres moyens de communication
communication possibles.
tous

63 STAT.]
STAT.]

MUILTILATERAL-TELECOMMIUNICATIONS-OCT.
AIULTILATERAL—
TELECOMMUNICATIONS— OCT.2, 1947

(Chapter II,
III, art.
art. 6,
6, 7
7 RR)
RR)
(Chapter

(2325)
(232-235)

ARTICLE
ARTICLE 66
Special Rules Relating to Use
Use of
of
Special
Classes
of Emissions
Emissions
Classes of

232

forbidden in all sta§
B emissions is forbidden
The use of class B
§ 1.
1.
emergency (reserve)
(reserve) intions. However, it is permitted for emergency
liferaft and survival
stallations in ships and for lifeboats, liferaft
craft equipment§
equipments under the conditions fixed by article 33 (see
712).
712).

233
233

authorized for
Only classes Al or Fl emissions are authorized
§§ 2.
2.
stations
maritime mobile services working
stations of the fixed and maritime
to
exception to
on frequencies
frequencies in the band 110-160 kc/s. As an exception
this rule, class A2 emissions may be employed within the band
110-125 kc/s exclusively
exclusively for the transmission of time signals.
110-125

ARTICLE
ARTICLE 77
Special
Rules for the Assignment
Assignment
Special Rules
and Use
Use of Frequencies
Frequencies
234
234

235
235

§
(1) The
The countries,
countries, members of the Union, recognize
§ 1.
1. (1)
that
among
frequencies
which have
propagahave long distance propagathat among frequencies which
between 5
5000 and 30 000 kc/s are
characteristics, those between
tion characteristics,
particularly
communications, and
for long distance communications,
particularly useful for
agree
make every possible effort to reserve
reserve this band for
to make
agree to
such communications.
communications. Whenever
frequencies in this band are
Whenever frequencies
such
used for
short or
distance communications,
communications, the minimedium distance
or medium
for short
used
mum power
power necessary
necessary shall be employed.
mum
(2) In
to reduce
reduce the
frequencies
requirements for frequencies
the requirements
order to
In order
(2)
in this
this band,
thus to
harmful interference
to
interference to
prevent harmful
to prevent
and thus
band, and
in
long distance
distance radiocommunications,
administrations are
radiocommunications, the administrations
long
encouraged
to use
use every
every other means of communication
communication
encouraged to
wherever practicable.
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(Chap.
III, art.
art 7,
7, 8
(Chap. III,
8 RR)
RR)

(236-240)
(236-240)

236

§§ 2.
Si une administration
place dans
des
administration se trouve placee
dans des
circonstances qui rendent indispensable
circonstances
indispensable pour
l'application
pour elle
elle l'application
m6thodes de travail exceptionnelles
des methodes
exceptionnelles enumerees
6num6r6es ci-apres,
ci-apres,
elle peut y
yavoir recours, a
ala condition
caraccondition expresse
expresse que
que les
les caracteristiques des stations restent conformes
ont ete
teristiques
conformes aa celles
celles qui
qui ont
6et
inscrites dans le fichier de reference
r6efrence international
international des frequences
quences:
a) une station fixe peut, accessoirement,
accessoirement, faire sur
sur
ses frequences
frequences normales des emissions destin6es
destineei;
a
a des stations mobiles;
mobiles;
b) une station terrestre peut, accessoirement,
cornaccessoirement, communiquer avec des stations fixes ou avec d'autrcs
d'autres
stations terrestres
terrestres de la meme
meme categorie.
cat6gorie.

237

§§ 3.
administration peut assigner
Toute administration
assigner une
une frequence
fr6quence
choisie dans une bande attribuee
station
attribu6e au service fixe a
a une
une station
autorisee a
a emettre unilat6ralement
autorisee
unilateralement d'un point fixe determind
determine
vers de multiples points fixes determines,
pourvu que de
de telles
d6termines, pourvu
telles
emissions ne soient pas destinees
destin6es a
recues directement
a etre recues
directement
par le public en general.
g6n6ral.

238

§§ 4.
l'6mission satisfait
Toute station mobile dont remission
satisfait a
a la
tol6rance de frequence
fr6quence exig6e
tolerance
exigee des stations cotieres
cotieres peut emettre sur la meme
frequence que la
cotiere avec
m6me fr6quence
la station
station cotiere
avec laquelle
laquelle
elle communique,
a condition que cette derniere
communique, a
ait
derniere station lui
lui ait
demande une telle emission et que les autres stations n'en
6prouvent aucun brouillage nuisible.
eprouvent

239

§§ 5.
5.
certains cas prevus aux articles 33 et 34, les
Dans certains
les
stations d'aeronef sont autorisees
autorisees a
autiliser les fr6quences
frequences des
bandes du service mobile maritime comprises
comprises entre 4
4000 et
communication avec les
23 000 kc/s pour entrer
entrer en communication
stations
les stations
du service mobile maritime.
ARTICLE 8.
Protection des
frequences de detresse.
des frequences
detresse.

240
240

§ 1.
1.
Dans la bande de frequences
fr6quences 475-535
§
475 —535 kc/s, aud'6mission susceptible de rendre inop6rants
cune classe d'emission
inoperants les
les
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(Chapter
(Chapter III, art. 7,
7, 88 RR)
RR)

(26-240)
(236-240)

236

it indispensable
§§ 2.
When special circumstances
circumstances make it
indispensable
to do so, an administration
administration may, as an exception to the normal methods
authorized by these Regulations,
methods of working authorized
Regulations,
enumerated
have recourse to the special methods of working enumerated
below, on the sole condition that the characteristics
characteristics of the
stations still conform
conform to those inserted
inserted in the Master
Master Interstations
InterRegister:
national Frequency Register:
a secondary
a) aa fixed station may, as a
secondary service,
fretransmit to mobile stations on its normal
normal fretransmit
quencies ;
quencies;
b) a
aland station may communicate,
a secondary
secondary
communicate, on a
basis, with fixed stations or other land stations
of the same category.

237

frequency in a
a
Any administration
administration may assign aa frequency
§§ 3.
authorized to
band allocated to the fixed service to aa station authorized
transmit by the unilateral method from one specified fixed
specified fixed points, provided
point to aa number of other specified
transmissions are not intended to be received
received dithat such transmissions
rectly by the general public.
rectly

238
238

Any mobile
the emission
of which
complies
which complies
emission of
station the
mobile station
Any
§§ 4.
4.
with
frequency tolerances
required of coast stations may
tolerances required
with the frequency
transmit on the same frequency
frequency as the coast station with
transmit
which
the coast station
on condition
condition that the
communicates on
which it communicates
requests
harmful interference
interference
that no harmful
such transmission
transmission and that
requests such
results
results to other stations.

239
239

5.
In
provision is made in
which provision
for which
cases, for
In certain
certain cases,
§§ 5.
articles 33
aircraft stations are authorized
authorized to use
33 and 34, aircraft
articles
frequencies in
maritime mobile bands between 4
4 000 and
in the maritime
frequencies
23 000
000 kc/s
purpose of
communication
of entering
entering into communication
the purpose
kc/s for the
23
with
maritime mobile
mobile service.
of the
the maritime
stations of
with stations

ARTICLE 8
8
ARTICLE
Frequencies
Protection of Distress Frequencies
240
240

§
1.
In
—535 kc/s, no class of emission
emission
475-535
In the band 475
§ 1.
capable
inoperative distress, alarm, safety or
rendering inoperative
capable of rendering

1699
1699
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STAT.
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TREATIES
TREATIES

(241-247)
(241-247)

(Chap. III,
art. 8,
8, 9
9 RR)
RR)
(Chap.
11, art.

de detresse,
detresse, d'alarme,
d'alarme, de
de securite
signaux de
securite ou
ou d'urgence
d'urgence emis
emis
sur 500
kc/s n'est
n'est autorisee.
sur
500 kc/s
autoris6e.
241

§§ 2.
Dans la bande de
325 —
kc/s, aucune
aucune
de frequences
fr6quences 325
- 345
345 kc/s,
classe d'emission susceptible de
rendre
inoperants
les
signaux
de rendre inop6rants les signaux
de detresse, d'urgence ou de
securite emis
sur 333
333 kc/s
kc/s n'est
n'est
de s6curite
emis sur
autorisee
autoris6e dans les Regions
et 3.
Regions 11et
3.

ARTICLE
ARTICLE 9.
9.

Dispositions
speciales relatives
Dispositions speciales
des services
particuliers.
relatives a
a des
services particuliers.
Section
Section I. Service
Service de radiodiffusion.
radiodiffusion.
242

§§ 1.

Generalites.
G6enralit6s.

243

(1) En principe, la puissance des stations de
(1)
de radiodiffu.
radiodiffu
sion qui emploient des
des frequences
frequences inferieures
060 kc/s
inferieures aa 55060
kc/s nf
nf
d6passer (except6
doit pas depasser
(excepte dans
dans la
bande
3
900
—
4
000
kc/s)
la bande 3 900- 4 000 kc/s)
la valeur necessaire
economiquement un
necessaire pour assurer
assurer economiquement
un service
service
national de bonne qualit6
l'int6rieur des frontieres
qualite a
a l'interieur
frontieres du
du pays
pays
consider&
considere.
244
(2) L'utilisation
(2)
L'utilisation par le service de radiodiffusion
des
radiodiffusion des
bandes de frequences
frequences enumerees
limitee a
ala
la zone
zone
6numerees ci-apres
ci-apres est
est limit6e
tropicale telle qu'elle est
est definie
d6finie dans
dans la
la presente
pr6sente section
section
(numero 252):
252) :
(numero
kc/s (Region
(Region 1)
1)
88
00 -2 491 kc/s
2300-2495
2
300 —2495 kc/s
kc/s (Regions
(Regions 2
2 et
et 3)
3)
3200-3400
(Toutes les
3
200 —3400 kc/s (Toutes
Regions)
les Regions)
4750-4995
4
750 —4995 kc/s (Toutes
Regions)
(Toutes les Regions)
5 0055
005 5
5060 kc/s (Toutes les Regions)
Regions)
245 §§ 2.
Radiodiffusion dans
la zone europeenne.'
Radiodiffusion
dans la
europeenne))
246
(1)
(1) En ce qui concerne
concerne la radiodiffusion
radiodiffusion europeenne,
europeenne, Ie
les
restrictions ci-apres, qui pourront
restrictions
pourront etre abrogees
ou modifiees
abrog6es ou
modifiees
par accord
accord entre les pays de la zone europ6enne,
europeenne, sont
apporsont apportees a
a l'application
I'application du principe
principe enonce au numero
numero 88.
88.
247
(2) A
(2)
A defaut
defaut d'accord
d'accord prealable entre les pays de
de la
la zone
zone
245.1 ""Pour la deSnition
d6finition de la zone
europeenne, voir Ie
zone europeenne,
le numnro
numero 107.
107.
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(Chapter
art. 8,
(Chapter III,
IIL art.
8, 5
9 RR)

(241-247)
(21-7).

urgency signals transmitted
transmitted on 500 kc/s
Ws is allowed.
241

In Regions 11 and 3, in the band 325 -—345 kc/s, no
§§ 2.
class of emission capable
capable of rendering inoperative
inoperative distress,
safety or urgency signals transmitted
transmitted on 333 kc/s is allowed.
ARTICLE 9
9
Rules Relating to Particular
Particular Servies
Services
Special Rules

Service
Section L
L Broadcasting
Broadcasting Service
Section
242

§If 1.

General.
General.

243

(1) In principle,
principle, the power of broadcasting
broadcasting stations
(1)
which
employ
frequencies
below
5
060
exceed
which employ frequencies below 5 060 kc/s must not exceed
pera value which per(except
- 4
4 000 kc/s) a
(except in the band 33 900 —
economically an effective national service
maintaining economically
mits of maintaining
of
good quality within
country concerned.
concerned.
of the country
the limits of
within the
of good

244

(2)
broadcasting service of the bands
use by the broadcasting
(2) The use
listed
below
is
restricted
to
the Tropical
Zone as defined in
the
Tropical Zone
to
is
restricted
below
listed
252:
1)
2
300 —2498 kc/s (Region 1)
2300-2498
2
300
—
2
495
kc/s
(Regions
2
3)
2 and 3)
(Regions
kc/s
2300-2495
3
200
—
3
(All
Regions)
Regions)
(All
kc/s
3
400
3 200 4750 —4995 kc/s (All
(All Regions)
Regions)
4750-4995
5005 —5060 kc/s (All Regions)
5005-5060

245

§ 2.

246
246

(1)
So far
far as
European Area
Area is
the European
as broadcasting
broadcasting in the
(1) So
concerned,
following restrictions are accepted in the appliconcerned, the following
cation of
principle stated
stated in
in 88. These
annulled or
may be annulled
These may
of the
the principle
cation
modified
arrangement among
European
of the European
countries of
the countries
among the
by arrangement
modified by

Area."
Broadcasting in
European Area.')
in the European
Broadcasting

Area.
247
247

arrangements among the
(2)
previous arrangements
(2) In the absence of previous

245.1
definition of the European Area.
the definition
for the
See 107
107 for
" See
245.1 "

1701

1702

TREATIES
TREATIES

(248-262)
(348-262)

[63 STAT.
STAT.

(Chap.
art.
(Chap. III,
III, art.

RR)
IR)

europeenne,
europeenne, la faculte prevue
numero 88
88 ne
ne peut
peut pas,
pas,
prevue au
au numero
dans les
lea limites de la zone europeenne,
utilisee en
en vue
vue
europ6enne, etre
etre utilisee
d'effectuer un service de radiodiffusion
radiodiffusion en
des bandes
en dehors des
bandes
attributes
a ce service par le present Reglement sur
attribuees A
sur des frefrequences inferieures
inferieures a
A1
605 kc/s.
quences
1605
kc/s.
(3)
248
(3) En principe, lea
les accords
accords prealables
prealables prevus
prevus A
a Palil'alinea
nett precedent
precedent sont conclus
conclus bra
Conferences de radiodiffulors des Conferences
radiodiffusion de la zone europ6enne.
europeenne. Toutefois, si, dans
de
dans l'intervalle
l'intervalle de
deux conferences,
conferences, un pays desire etablir
etablir un
tel service
service ou
un tel
ou obteobtenir une modification des conditions fixees
fixees par un accord anteanterieur relatif a
a un tel service (frequence,
(frequence, puissance, position
position
geographique des stations, etc.),
geographique
de la
la zone
etc.), il en saisit les
les pays de
zone
europ6enne, au moms
europeenne,
l'avance, par
moins trois mois a
a l'avance,
par l'intermediaire
l'intermediaire
Secr6taire general
du Secretaire
general de 1'Union.
l'Union. Tout pays qui
qui n'a
n'a pas
pas
r6pondu dans un delai
repondu
Mai de six semaines apres reception
reception de
de cette
cette
communication
consid6er comme ayant donne son assencommunication est considere
assentiment.
249
(4)
II est bien entendu
(4) Ii
entendu qu'un tel accord prealable
est
prealable est
egalement necessaire
necessaire chaque fois que, dans
station de
de
dans une station
radiodiffusion
radiodiffusion de la zone europeenne
europeenne travaillant
travaillant hors
hors des
des banbandes de frequences
frequences autorisees,
autorisees, il est envisage d'apporter
d'apporter un
changement
changement aux caracteristiques
caracteristiques precedemment
precedemment inscrites
inscrites dans
dans
le fichier de reference
reference international
international des frequences,
frequences, et que
que ce
ce
changement est susceptible d'affecter
changement
lea conditions des
des brouilbrouild'affecter les
lages internationaux.
internationaux.
250
251
251

§§ 3.

Radiodiffusion
Radiodiffusion dans
dans la
la zone tropicale.
tropicale.
(1) Dana
Dans le present Reglement, l'expression
(1)
l'expression "radiodif"radiodiffusion dans la zone tropicale"
tropicale" designe un type particulier
particulier de
de
radiodiffusion pour l'usage interieur national des pays inclus
radiodiffusion
inclus
dans la zone definie au numero
numero 252, oil
ou l'on peut constater
constater
qu'en raison du niveau
niveau 6leve
eleve des parasites atmospheriques
atmospheriques et
et
des difficult&
difficultes de propagation
propagation il n'est pas possible de realiser
realiser
economiquement un service meilleur par l'emploi des basses,
economiquement
basses,
frequences.
moyennes ou tres hautes frequences.
252
(2)
l'appendice 16)
252
(2) La zone tropicale (voir l'appendice
16) est
est definie
definie
comme suit:
a) dans la Region 2, toute la zone comprise entre les
lea
tropiques du Cancer
Cancer et du Capricorne;
Capricorne;

63 S
STAT.]
TAT.]

IMULTILATERAL-TELECOMMUNICATIONS-OCT.
MULTILATERAL—
TELECOMMUNICATIONS--OCT .2, 1947

(Chapter III, art.
art. 9
9 RR)
RR)

(248-252)
(248-252)

countries of the European
European Area, the option mentioned
mentioned in
in
88 may not be exercised,
exercised, within the limits of the European
purpose of effecting a
broadcasting service
service outArea, for the purpose
a broadcasting
outallocated to that service
side the bands allocated
service by these Regulations
Regulations
on
frequencies below
1605 kc/s.
on frequencies
below 1605
kc/s.
(3) In principle,
arrangements referred
referred to
248
principle, the previous arrangements
in the preceding
preceding paragraph are concluded
at
Broadcasting
concluded
Broadcasting
Conferences
Conferences of the countries
countries of the European
European Area. However,
However,
a country
obtain
if a
country desires to establish such a
a service or to obtain
a modification
a
modification of the conditions
conditions fixed by a
a previous arrangement
to such
such a
a service
power, geoment relating
relating to
service (frequency,
(frequency, power,
geographical
graphical position of the stations, etc.)
etc.) in the interval between
conferences, it shall
tween two
two such conferences,
shall so inform the
the countries
countries
of the European
European Area at least three
three months in advance
advance through
medium of the Secretary
the medium
Secretary General of the Union. Any
answered within
weeks
not answered
within a
a period
period of six weeks
country which
which has
has not
in question shall
shall be conconafter receipt
receipt of the communication
communication in
sidered as having given its consent.
sidered
249
(4)
In the
the case
case of
broadcasting station
station in
in the
Eurothe Euro(4) In
of aa broadcasting
249
pean
Area
working
outside
the
authorized
bands
of
frequenpean Area working outside the authorized bands of frequencies, it
it is
is understood
understood that such previous
arrangement will also
also
previous arrangement
cies,
change which might
be
might
on every occasion
occasion when aa change
be necessary
necessary on
affect the conditions
conditions of international
international interference
interference is to be
made
which have
been previously
previously inhave been
characteristics which
made in the characteristics
Register.
Master International
serted in the Master
International Frequency
Frequency Register.
250
250

§§ 3.
3.

Broadcasting in
Tropical Zone.
Zone.
in the
the Tropical
Broadcasting

251

"broadcasting
Regulations, the expression
(1) In these Regulations,
expression "broadcasting
(1)
in the
Tropical Zone"
Zone" indicates
for
indicates aa type of broadcasting, for
the Tropical
in
internal national
countries in
zone defined in 252,
in the zone
use in countries
internal
national use
where it-may
&may be
difficulty of high
high atmosbecause of
of difficulty
be shown that because
where
pheric noise
noise level
level and
and propagation
it is
to furnish
furnish
is not
not possible
possible to
propagation it
pheric
economically
more satisfactory
through the
use of
of
the use
service through
a more
satisfactory service
economically a
low, medium
medium or very
high frequencies.
frequencies.
very high
low,

252
252

(2)
The Tropical
Tropical Zone
appendix 16)
16) is
as:
is defined
defined as:
(see appendix
Zone (see
(2) The
a)
whole of
of that area
area in
in Region 2
2 contained
contained
a) the
the whole
between the
Cancer and
and Capricorn:
Capricorn:
the Tropics
Tropics of
of Cancer
between

1703
1703

1704
1704

TREATIES

(25-a7?)
(269-267)

253

264
254

[63 S
TAT.
STAT.

(Chap. 111,
III, art.
(Chap.
art. 9
9 RR)
RR)

b) dans l'ensemble des
et 3,
3, la
la zone
comdes Regions 1
1 et
zone comprise
Nord et
prise entre
entre les
les paralleles
paralleles 30
30°0 Nord
et 35°
35° Sud,
Sud, et,
et,
entre lea
en supplement, la zone comprise
comprise entre
les merim6ridiens 40° Est et 80° Est de
Greenwich et
et lea
de Greenwich
lea
paralleles 30°
Nord et
et 40°
Nord;
paralleles
30° Nord
40° Nord;
c) dans la Region 2, la zone tropicale peut etre
etre
etendue
etendue jusqu'
jusqu' au
33° Nord
Nord par
par accords
accords
au parallele
parallele 33°
particuliers conclus entre les
lea pays
pays interesses
interesses de
de
cette region.
(3)
(3) Dans
Dana la zone tropicale, le service
service de radiodiffusion
radiodiffusion
a priorite sur lea
les autres services qui partagent
a
partagent avec
lui lea
avec lui
lea
bandes- de frequences
frequences enumerees
enumerees au num6ro
nurnero 244.
244.
(4)
(4) Le service de radiodiffusion,
radiodiffusion, a
la zone
zone
a l'interieur
l'interieur de
de la
les autres services, a
tropicale, et lea
l'exterieur de cette zone, doidoia 1'exterieur
vent travailler
travailler conformement
conformement aux dispositions du numero
numero 90.
90.

Section
H. Service mobile aeronautique.
Section II.
aeronautique.
§§ 4.
administrations ne doivent pas
255
Les administrations
autoriser la
pas autoriser
la
correspondance
les bandes de frequences
correspondance publique
publique dans lea
fr6quences attriattribuees
buees exclusivement
exclusivement au service
service mobile aeronautique,
moms
aeronautique, aa moins
qu'il n'en soit dispose autrement
particuautrement par des reglements
reglements particuliers aux services a6ronautiques,
aeronautiques, approuv6s
approuves par
par une
une conference
conference
administrative aeronautique
a laquelle
laquelle tous les
administrative
aeronautique a
lea membres
membres inteint&
ress6s
resses de l'Union ont ete invites.
invites. Ces reglements
reglements doivent
doivent
reconnaitre une priorite absolue aux communications
reconnaltre
secucommunications de
de securite et de contr6le.
controle.
256
256

§§ 5.
6.
Les frequences
les bandes attributes
frequences de toutes tea
attribuees au
service mobile aeronautique
a4ronautique de la categorie
R sont reservees
reservees
cate6orie R
aux
communications entre tous les
aeronefs et lea stations
aux communications
lea aeronefs
aeronautiques principalement
aeronautiques
principalement chargees
chargees d'assurer la securite
et la regularite de la navigation
navigation aerienne
aerienne he
le long des routes
nationales ou internationales
internationales de l'aviation civile.
257
§ 6.
Les frequences
frequences de toutes les
257 §
lea bandes attributes
attribuees au
au
service
mobile
aeronautique
de
la
categorie
service
aeronautique
categorie OR sont reservees
aux
communications entre tous les
aeronefs et les
aux communications
lea aeronefs
lea stations
aeronautiques
autres
que
celles
principalement
aeronautiques
principalement chargees
chargees du
du
service
nationales ou
service mobile
mobile aeronautique
aeronautique le long des routes nationales
internationales
internationales de !'aviation
l'aviation civile.

63 STAT.]
STAT.]

MULTILATERALTELECOMMUNICATIONS-OCT.
MULT ILATE RAL— TELECOMMUNICAT ION S--OCT .2, 1947

(Chapter III,
IL art.
art. 9
9 RR)

(294-267)
(21-267)

b) the whole of that area in Regions 11and 33 contained between the parallels
parallels 30° North sad
and 35°
35'
addition of the area contained
contained
South, with the addition
between
80° East
between the meridians 40°
40° East and
and 80°
East
of Greenwich
Greenwich and the parallels 30° North
North and
and
40° North;
40°
North;
e) the zone may be extended, in Region
Region 2, to parc)

allel 33° North,
North, subject
subject to
to appropriate
appropriate special
special
arrangements between the countries concerned
arrangements
in that Region.

253

(3)
(3) Within the Tropical
Tropical Zone, the broadcasting
broadcasting service
has priority over the other services with which it
if shares those
bands listed in 244.

254

(4)
(4) The broadcasting service operating
operating inside the Tropical Zone, and other services
services operating
operating outside the Zone, are
subject to the provisions of 90.
Section U.
IL Aeronautical
Service
Section
Aeronautical Mobile
Mobile Service

255

§
Administrations shall not permit public corresponcorrespon§ 4.
dence in the frequency
exclusively to the aerofrequency bands allocated
allocated exclusively
nautical mobile service, unless allowed by special
special aeronautical
aeronautical
regulations adopted by an aeronautical
aeronautical administrative conference
all interested
interested members
members of
Union have
have
ference to
to which
which all
of the
the Union
been invited. Such regulations must recognize
recognize the absolute
priority of safety and control messages.
priority

256

Frequencies in any
§§ 6.
5.
Frequencies
any band
band allocated
allocated to
to the
the aeronautiaeronauti(R) service are reserved for communications
communications becal mobile (R)
tween any aircraft
aircraft and those aeronautical
aeronautical stations primarily
concerned
with
the
safety
and
of flight
along nanaconcerned with the safety and regularity
regularity of
flight along
tional
or
international
civil
air
routes.
routes.
tional or international

257

Frequencies in
allocated to the aeronauti§§ 6.
Frequencies
in any band allocated
cal mobile (OR)
(OR) service are reserved for communications
communications
b2tween any aircraft
aeronautical stations other than
between
aircraft and aeronautical
than
those
primarily concerned
concerned with
national or
or interinterthose primarily
with flight along national
national civil air routes.
national

1705
1705

1706
1706

STA'r.
[63 STAT.

TREATIES

(258(26- —266)
-266)

(Chap. 111,
art. 99RR)
RR)
(Chap.
111, art.

Section III.
III. Service
de radionavigation
radionavigation aeronautique.
Section
Service de
aeronautique.
258

259

260
231

§
(1) L'6quipement
L'equipement standard
d'approche qui
est autorise
§ 7. (1)
standard d'approche
qui est
autoris6
Mc/s
pour
dans la bande de
de frequences
fr6quences 31,7 aa 41
41 Mc/s pour la
la Region
Region 11
comprend un radioalignement
radioalignement et des
faciliter
des balises destines
destin6s a
a faciliter
la preparation
preparation de 1'atterrissage
l'atterrissage des aeronefs.
a6ronefs.
(2)
(2) La bande de frequences
Mc/s est
fr6quences de 328,6 aa 335,4 Mc/s
est
reserv6e
reservee pour l'usage du systeme
systeme d'atterrissage
d'atterrissage aux
aux instruinstruments (trajectoire de
de descente).
descente).
(3)
(3) La bande de frequences
fr6quences de 4
4 200
200 aa 44400 Mc/s
Mc/s est
est
reservee
radioaltimetres.
reservee pour l'usage
l'usage des radioaltimetres.
(4)
000 a
est
(4) La bande de frequences
fr6quences de
de 5
5 000
a 5
5 250
250 Mc/s
Mc/s est
reserv6e
reserve pour l'usage
l'usage des systemes d'atterrissage
d'atterrissage aux
aux instruinstruments.

Section IV.
Section

Service
mobile maritime.
maritime.
Service mobile

262

§ 8.
Les stations de navire autorisees
§
autoris6es a
dans
a travailler
travailler dans
la bande de fr6quences
frequences de 41:5
415 aa 535 kc/s doivent, dans la
la memesure du possible, 6mettre
emettre sur les fr6quences
frequences indiqu6es
indiquees a
a 1'artil'article 33 (voir le numero 730).
730).

263

§ 9. (1)
(1) Les bandes de frequences
§
attribuees au
service mofr6quences attributes
au service
mobile maritime
maritime entre 4
4000 et 23 000 kc/s
subdivis6es comme suit;
sont subdivisees
suit;

264

a) Stations
Stations de
navire, t6elphonie
telephonie
a)
de navire,

4 063
4
133
063 —
- 44 133
8 195
195 -— 8
8
8 265
265
12
330 —
12 400
12 330
- 12
400
16 460
16
460 —
530
- 16
16 530
22 000
22
000 —
- 22
22 070
070

265

kc/s
kc/s
kc/s
kc/s

Stations cotieres,
b) Stations
c6tieres, telephonie
telephonie
4
368
4 368
8
745
8 745
13 130
13
130
17
17 290
290
22 650
22
650

266

kc/s
kc/s
kc/s
kc/s
kc/s
kc/s

—
- 44 438
438 kc/s
kc/s
-— 88 815
815 kc/s
kc/s
200 kc/s
-— 13
13 200
kc/s
—
17 360
360 kc/s
- 17
kc/s
—
22 720
720 kc/s
kc/s
- 22

c) Stations
Stations de navire, telegraphie
telegraphie

4
4 133 -— 4
238 kc/s
4 238
kc/s
6 200
6
200 -— 6
kc/s
6 357
357 kc/s
8 265
265 —
8

88 476
kc/s
476 kc/s

(voir
l'article 5)
(voir l'article
5)

63 STAT.]
STAT.]

MULTILATERALTELECOMMUNICATIONS-OCT.
MULTILATERAL—
TELECOMMUNICATIONS— OCT .2, 1947

(Chaptri
111, ail.
al L.. S
(ChapLti 111.

RK)

Section III.
III.
Section
258

259

260
260
261

(2S8-

Aeronautical Radionavigation Service
Service

§§ 7. (1) Standard
approach equipment,
Standard beam approach
equipment, to be accommodated in the band 31.7
31.7--41
41 Mc/s
Mc/s in Region 1, consists of a
a
localizer
localizer and markers used to assist aircraft
aircraft in making landing approach.
(2) The band 328.6-335.4
(2)
328.6 -335.4 Mc/s is for the use of the
Instrument Landing System (glide path).
Instrument
path).
(3)
(3) The band 4
4200 is for
the use
use of
of radio
- 44400
400 Mc/s is
for the
radio
altimeters.
(4)
(4) The band 5
5000
is is
for the
the use
000 --55250
250 Me
Mc/s
is for
use of
of instruinstrument landing systems.
systems.
Section IV.
IV. Maritime
Section
Maritime Mobile
Mobile Service
Service

262

§ 8.
stations authorized
§
Ship stations
authorized to
band 415
415 to work
work in the band
535 kc,/s
kc/s must, as far as possible, transmit
transmit on the frequencies
frequencies
indicated
(see 730).
indicated in
in article
article 33
33 (see
730).

26;3
263

§§ 9. (1)
(1) The frequency
frequency bands allocated
allocated to
to the
the maritime
maritime momobile service
service between 4000
4000 and 23000
23 000 kc/s
article 5),
5),
kc/s (see
(see article
are
sub-divided into the
are sub-divided
the following
following categories:
categories:

264

a)
Ship stations,
!) Ship
stations, telephony
telephony

265
265

4
4 063
063 -- 44 133
133 kc/s
kc/s
8
195
8
265
kc/s
8 195 - 8 265 kc/s
kc/s
12 330
330 -- 12 400
100 kc/s
kc/s
16 460
460 -- 16
16 530 kc/s
22
kc/s
22 000
000 - 22 070 kc/s
1))
Wi) Coast
Coast stations,
stations. telephony
telephony

266

4
kc/s
4 368
368 -- 4
4 438
438 kc/s
8
745 815 kc/s
kc/s
8 745
- 88 815
13
130 13 200
13 130
- 13
200 kc/s
kc/s
17 290
290 -- 17
17
17 360
360 kc/s
kc/s
22
650 -- 22
22 650
22 720
720 kc/s
kc/s
r) Ship
r)
Ship stations,
stations, telegraphy
telegraphy
44 133
133 -- 4
4 238
238 kc/s
kc/s
6
357 kc/s
kc/s
6 200
200 -- 66 357
8
8 265
265 -- 88 476
476 kc/s
kc/s

81939 O-52-PT. 11--27

81939 0-52—PT. II--27

1707
1707

1708

TREIATIES
TREATIES

(217-27E)
(n7-27)

[63
TAT.
[63 S
STAT.

(Chap.
art. *
S RB)
RR)
(Chap. 111.
ll art.

12
12 714
714 kc/s
kc/s
12 400
400 —
- 12
16 630
530 -— 16
952 kc-s
kc—s
16 952
22
22 400
400 kc/s
kc/s
22 070
070 —
- 22
267

268

269
269

270
270

271
271

272
272

d) Stations
Stations cotieres,
cdtihres, telegraphic
tel6graphie
4 238 —
4
- 44 368
368 kc/s
kc/s
6 357 -— 6
6
6 525
525 kc/s
kc/s
8 476 —
8
- 88 745
745 kc/s
kc/s
12 714 —
- 13
13 130
130 kc/s
kc/s
16 952 —
290 kc/a
kc/s
- 17
17 290
22 400
kc/s
400 -— 22
22 650
650 kc/s
(2)
Dans
les bandes de
(2)
frequences enumerees
enumerees au
de fr6quences
au numero
numero
266, les bandes suivantes sont
pour
sont reservees
reservees exclusivement
exclusivement pour
l'appel:
l'appel:
4 177 -— 44 187 kc/s
4
kc/s
6 265,5 —
6
- 66 280,5
280,5 kc/s
kc/s
8 354 —
8
- 88 374
374 kc/s
kc/s
12 551
531 - 12
12 561
561 kc/s
kc/s
16 708
-— 16
16 748
748 kc/s
kc/s
22 220
—
270
kc/s
- 22
22 270
kc/s
(3) Dans la Region
(3)
Region 2, la bande
bande de
de frequences
fr6quences 2
2 088,5
088,5 —
22093,5 kc/s est utilisee
exclusivement pour
utilisee exclusivement
l'appel en
telegrapour l'appel
en telegraphie.
§§ 10.
10.
Pour r6duire
reduire au minimum les
les brouillages
brouillages nuisibles
nuisibles
dans
lee
bandes
de
fr6quences
reservees
dans les bandes
frequences reservees a
a la
dans
la telephonie
telephonie dans
le service
le
service mobile maritime entre 4000
4000 et
23 000
kc/s, les
les
et 23
000 kc/s,
administrations
conviennent d'appliquer
administrations conviennent
d'appliquer les
regles
suivantes:
les regles suivantes:
a) les emissions
emissions telephoniques
telephoniques des stations
de navire
stations de
navire
ou des stations d'aeronef,
d'aeronef, lorsque
ces
dernieres
lorsque ces dernieres
communiquent avec lea
communiquent
les stations du service
service momobile
bile maritime, doivent 8tre
etre conformes,
conformes, en
ce qui
qui
en ce
concerne les tolerances
tolerances de frequences,
frequences, aux
aux condiconditions fixees a
a I'appendice
l'appendice 3
stations
3 pour
pour les
les stations
cotieres;
cotieres;
b) les recommandations
b)
recommandations relatives
relatives au
au fonctionnement
fonctionnement
du service radiotelephonique
radiotelephonique formulees
l'article
formulees aal'article
34, notamment
notamment en ce qui concerne
34,
voies
duconcerne les
les voies duplex,
doivent
etre
appliquees
chaque fois
plex, doivent
que cela
fois que
cela
est possible.
eat

63 STAT.]
STAT.]

MI
LTILATERAL-TELECOMMI'NICATIONS-OCT.
MULTILATERAL—
TELECOMMUNICATIONS— OCT.2, 1947
1947

(Chapter
RR)
(Chapter III,
111, art.
art. 9 UKR)
R)

267

268

2f9
269
270

271

272

O-

(247-27)

12 400 - 12 714 kc/s
kc/s
Ws
16 530 - 16 952 kc/s
22 070 - 22 400 kc/s
kc/s
d) Coast
Coast stations,
telegraphy
stations, telegraphy
ke/s
44 238 - 44 368 ke/s
6 357 - 66 525
6
526 kc/s
kc/s
8
8 746
745 kc/s
kc/s
8 476 - 8
12 714 - 13 130 kc/s
kc/s
16 952 -- 17 290 kc/s
kc/s
22 400 -- 22 650
660 kc/s
kc/s
(2) Within the bands listed in 266, the following
following bands
are reserved
reserved exclusively
exclusively for calling:
calling:
4
4 187
Itc/a
4 177
177 - 4187
kc/s
66 265.5 kcia
- 66 280.5 kc/s
kc/s
88 354 - 88 374 kc/s
531
12 631
-- 12 561 kc/s
kc/s
16 708 -- 16 748 kc/s
kc/s
22 220
- 22 270 kc/s
kc/s
(3) In Region 2, the frequency
(3)
-2093.5
frequency band 2088.5
2088.5-2093.5
reserved exclusively
for
calling
(telegraphy
only).
kc ,s
s is reserved
exclusively
(telegraphy only).
In order to minimize
minimize interference
interference in the frequency
§§ 10.
radiotelephony in the maritime
bands allocated for radiotelephony
maritime mobile
mobile
between 4
4 000 and 23 000 kc/s administrations
service between
administrations agree
following rules:
rules:
to apply the following
a)
radiotelephone emissions
a) radiotelephone
emissions of ship stations, and
of aircraft stations when communicating
communicating with
stations of the maritime mobile service,
service, shall
comply with the frequency
frequency tolerance
tolerance requirements prescribed
prescribed for coast stations in appendix 3;
3;
b) the recommendations
radiotelephony operah)
recommendations for radiotelephony
tion given in article 34, including duplex
duplex chanchanapplied wherever
wherever possible.
nelling, should be applied

1709
1709

1710
1710

TREATIES
TREATIES

(273-280)
(Z73-28)

STAT.
[63 S
TAT.

(Chap. 11,
III, art.
art. 9
9 RR)
RR)
(Chap.

273
273

Les
stations de
de navire
et les
cetieres tletele§§ 11.
11.
Les stations
navire et
les stations
stations c6tieres
graphiques peuvent
peuvent utiliser
provisoire les bandes reregraphiques
utiliser aa titre
titre provisoire
servees a
telephonie a
a la t6elphonie
a condition que
que:
a)
clans toute la
tolerances
du possible,
possible, les tolerances
la mesure du
a) dans
274
l'appendice 3
de frequences
frequences fixees
fixees aal'appendice
3 pour les
les stastations
tions cotieres soient observees
observees par les
les stations
stations
de navire;
navire;
b) tout,es
retoutes les mesures utiles soient prises pour r&
275
minimum les brouillages
brouillages nuisibles qui
duire au minimum
pourraient etre
radiotelephoni8tre causes au service radiotelephoniaccords particuliers seront conclus
conclus en
que; des accords
besoin;
cas de besoin;
276
c) tous les efforts soient faits pour que l'exploitation
1'exploitation
des stations telegraphiques
telegraphiques soit suspendue
dans
suspendue dana
les bandes de telephonie
telephonie pour la date de la prochaine Conference
Conference administrative
administrative normale des
chaine
radiocommunications.
radiocommunications.

277

§
frequences 8
§ 12.
La frequences
8 364 kc/s est utilisee par les embarcations, radeaux
radeaux et autres engins de sauvetage, s'ils sont equipes
p& pour emettre sur les frequences
frequences comprises entre 4
4 000 et
d6sirent etablir avec les stations du ser23 000 kc/s et s'ils desirent
maritime des communications
vice mobile maritime
communications relatives aux recherches et aux operations
operations de sauvetage.
cherches
Section V.
V. Service
Service Axe.
fixe.

278

§
l'echange international
§ 13.
Choix des frequences
frequences pour l'echange
international
des informations
informations de police.
police.

279

(1)
frequences necessaires
l'echange interna(1) Les frequences
n6cessaires pour I'echange
tional des renseignements
renseignements ayant pour but d'aider a
a l'arrestanecessaire par accord partion des criminels sont choisies, si necessaire
parinteressees, dans les bandes
ticulier entre les administrations
administrations interessees,
de frequences
frequences attribuees
attributes au service fixe.

280

(2)
(2) Afin d'economiser
d'economiser le plus possible les frequences,
frequences, il
ii
est
recommand6
que
le
Comite
international
d'enregistrement
eat recommande
international d'enregistrement
des frequences
administrations interesfrequences soit consulte par les administrations
sees chaque fois que de tels
accords
sont A
this
a discuter sur une
base regionale
regionale ou mondiale.

63 STAT.]
63
STAT.]

MULTILATERAL-TELECOMMUNICATION-OCT.
MULTILATERAL— TELECOMMUNICATIONS--OCT .2, 1947

HI. art.
KItt)
(Chapter 111.
art. 9
9 HK)

273

274

275

276

277

(92L
.
(273-28IJ.

§ 11.
Radiotelegraph ship and coast stations may
§
Radiotelegraph
may share
share
appropriate bands allocated
allocated for radiotelephony,
radiotelephony, on
the appropriate
on a
a temtemporary basis and under
under the following
following conditions:
conditions:
a) wherever
the
a)
wherever possible ship stations will observe the
frequency tolerance
requirements specified for
frequency
tolerance requirements
for
coast stations in appendix
appendix 3;
3;
b) all possible
possible steps will be taken to
to minimize
minimize the
the
possibility
possibility of causing harmful interference
interference to
to
radiotelephony, special
radiotelephony,
special arrangements
arrangements being
being
made
necessary;
made where
where necessary;
c)
effort will be
c) every effort
made to
to discontinue,
discontinue, by
by the
the
be made
date of the next ordinary Administrative
Administrative Radio
Radio
Conference,
Conference, the operation of radiotelegraph
radiotelegraph stastations in the bands allocated
allocated for
radiotelephony.
for radiotelephony.
§ 12.
The frequency
§
frequency 88364 lic/s
for the
use
kc/s is
is designated
designated for
the use
of
to transmit
on
frequencies
beof survival
survival craft
craft equipped
equipped to
transmit on frequencies between
000 and
23 000
000 kc/s
kc/s and
and wishing
to
establish,
with
tween 44000
and 23
wishing to establish, with
mobile service,
stations of the maritime mobile
service, communications
communications rerelating to search
search and
and rescue.
Section
V.
Section V.

Fixed
Service
Fixed Service

278
278

§
Frevencies for
EY§ 13.
13.
Selection of Freqlencie.
for the
the International
International E.change
information.
change of
of Police
Police Information.

279
279

(1)
the international
ex(1) The
The frequencies
frequencies needed
needed for
for the
international exchange of information necessary
necessary to
apprehento assist in
in the apprehension of criminals will be selected,
necessary, by
by special
special
selected, if
i1' necessary,
arrangement
interested administrations
arrangement among the interested
the
administrations in
in the
frequencies
allocated
to
the
fixed
service.
bands of
of frequencies allocated to the fixed service.

280
280

(2) It
recognized that,
in order
order to
to realize
realize the
maxi(2)
It is
is recognized
that, in
the maxieconomy of
of frequencies,
the International
International Frequency
mum economy
frequencies, the
Frequency
Registration
Board should
be consulted
consulted by
by the
Registration Board
should be
the administraadministraconcerned whenever
such arrangements
are under
distions concerned
whenever such
arrangements are
under discussion
on a
a regional
regional or
or world-wide
world-wide basis.
cussion on
basis.
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(281-283)

281
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[63
STAT.
[63 STAT.

(Chap. III,
RR)
art. 99 RR)
I11, art.
(Chap.

Clvoix
des frequences
frequences pour l'echange
international
l'echange internatzorn
Chaix des
14.
§§ 14.
informations meteorologiques
meteorologiques synoptiques.
des informations
282
(1)
Les frequences
necessaires pour l'echange
l'echange internafr6quences necessaires
(1) Les
282
synoptique
tional
des
informations
concernant
meteorologie
synoptique
m6t6orologie
la
tional des informations
entre les
sont
choisies,
si
necessaire
par
accord
particulier
par
sont choisies, si necessaire
frequences
bandes
dans
administrations
interessees,
les
de
frequences
interessees,
administrations
attribuees
attributes au service fixe.
il
283
(2) Afin d'economiser
d'economiser le plus possible
possible les frequences,
frequences, ii
(2)
283
d'enregistrement
est
international d'enregistrement
Comit6 international
recommande que le Comite
est recommande
administrations interesfrequences soit consulte par les administrations
des frequences
sees
chaque fois
a discuter sur une
sont a
accords sant
fois que de tels accords
sees chaque
base regionale ou mondiale.
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TAT.]
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(Chapter III,
111, art.
art. 9
9 RR)
RR)

(281-283)
(281-283)

281

§ 14.
Selection of Frequencies
§
Frequencies for the International
International ExExchange
change of Synoptic Meteorological
Meteorological Information.
Information.

282

(1)
(1) The frequencies
frequencies needed for the international
international exmeteorological information
change of synoptic
synoptic meteorological
information will be selected,
selected,
if necessary, by special arrangement
arrangement among the interested
administrations in the bands of frequencies
frequencies allocated
allocated to the
administrations
fixed service.
service.

283

(2)
realize the maxi(2) It is recognized that, in order to realize
frequencies, the International
mum economy of frequencies,
International Frequency
Frequency
Registration Board should be consulted
consulted by the administrations
administrations
Registration
concerned
arrangements are under discussion
concerned whenever
whenever such arrangements
world-wide basis.
on aa regional or world-wide
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[63
STAT.
[63 STAT.

(Chap. IV,
TV, art. 10
Is 1111)
(Chap.
R)

(284-4211)

CHAPITRE IV.

Notification et enregistrement
Notification
enregistrement des frequences.
frequences.
ComitW international
Comite
international d'enregistrement
d'enregistrement des
frequences.
des frequences.
ARTICLE 10.
Dispositions
generates.
Dispoations gineraeka
284
285

286

§ 1.
§
1.
Lea
Les taches
aches essentielles
international d'enessentielles du Comite international
d'enregistrement des frequences
registrement
A:
frequences consistent a:
effectuer une inscription
inscription methodique
assia) effectuer
methodique des
des assignations de frequences
gnations
faiths par lea
differents
frequences faites
les diff6rents
pays, de maniere
maniere aafixer, conformement
conformement aa la proprocedure
cedure prevue dans
dans le present Reglement,
Reglement, la date,
date,
le but et lea
les caracteristiques
caracteristiques techniques de chacune de ces assignations,
assignations, afin d'en assurer la reconnaissance
connaissance internationale
internationale officielle;
officielle;
b) fournir
fournir des avis aux membres de l'Union
interl'Union internationale
telecommunications, en vue de
nationale des telecommunications,
l'exploitation d'un nombre aussi grand
Pexploitation
grand que possipossible de voies radioelectriques
radioelectriques dans lea
regions du
du
les regions
spectre des frequences
spectre
frequences oa
oh des brouillages
brouillages internationaux
nationaux peuvent
peuvent se produire.

287 §
§ 2.
Les fonctions du Comite international
international d'enregistrement des frequences
frequences consistent
consistent a:
288
a) inscrire dans le fichier de reference
reference internafr6quences lea
les assignations
tional des frequences
assignations de frequenfr6quenfaites conform6ment
ces faiths
conformement aux dispositions du
numero
285;
numero 285;
289
b) etablir,
etabIir, en collaboration
collaboration avec le Secretaire
Secretaire general de PUnion,
l'Union, qui en assure la publication
publication sous
une forme appropriee
appropriee et a
ades intervalles
intervalles conveconvenables, lea
les Hates
listes de frequences
frequences et les
lea autres
autres docudocua Passignation
l'assignation et aa I'utilisation
ments relatifs a
Putilisation
des frequences;
fr6quences;

TAT.]
63 S
STAT.]
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1715
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(<4-r)
(184-411)

(chapter
t)
mat. 10U1tR)
(Capter IV, art.

IV
CHAPTER IV
Notification
of Frequencies
Frequencies
and Registration
Registration of
Notification and
Registration Board
International Frequency
Frequency Registration
International
ARTICLE 10
General Provisions
Provisions
Gneral
1.
essential duties of the International
International Frequency
Frequency
The essential
284 § 1.
be:
Registration
Registration Board shall be:
recording of frequency
285
a)
a) to effect an orderly recording
frequency ascountries so
respective countries
signments made by the respective
accordance with the procedure
procedure
establish, in accordance
as to establish,
Regulations, the date, purprovided for in these Regulations,
pose and technical
technical characteristics
characteristics of each of
assignments, with a
aview to ensuring forthese assignments,
mal international
international recognition
thereof;
recognition thereof;
286
b)
members of the
••
render advice to the members
b) to render
286
operation of the maximum
with aa view to the operation
practicable
radio channels in those
of radio
number of
practicable number
portions
of the spectrum where international
portions of
interference
interference may occur.
287
287
288
288

289
289

1
2.
§ 2.

The
functions of
of the
the Board shall include:
include:
The functions
a)
the recording
recording of radio
frequency assignments
assignments
radio frequency
a) the
made
inclusion in
accordance with 285 for inclusion
in accordance
made in
the
International Frequency
Frequency Register;
Register;
the Master International
b)
the compilation
compilation in collaboration
for
collaboration with, and for
b) the
publication
in
suitable
form
and
appropriate
at
publication in suitable form and
intervals by,
Durcan of the
the Union of freby, the ]uea
intervals
quency
lists
and
ot
material
quency lists and other material relating to the
assignment
and use
use o
requencies;
o requencies;
assignment and
SecseaturgeNgs"
Xittweasamiaishin
*,,,
Jtt
t& q*Z

I,"
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ose-liss)
(UMra)

2"
2911

291

292
293

294

35
fiIII

[63 STAT.
S'CAT.
[63

(Clop. IV.
art. w
10 MI)
(Cp.
IV, .ar.
u)

c) rassembIer
rauembler leo
e)
lea resultats
resultats des observations
relaobservations rela
tives au contr8le
contr6le des stations que lea administrations ou lea
lee organismes de contr6le
contrOle peuvent Int
lul
fournir, et
at prendre
prendre toutes les
lea dispositions
dispositions utiles,
utiles,
l'interme6diare du Secr6taire
par l'intermediaire
Secretaire gneral
general de
do
l'Union, pour leur publication
l'Union,
publication sous
mous une forme
form
appropriee;
appropri/e;
d) reviser
reviser perlodiquement
periodiquement lee inscriptions
inscriptions contenues
contenues
Ie fickler
fihier de reference,
dans le
reference, en vue d'eliminer
d'eiminer lee
lea
frequences non utilisees
frequences
accord avec
lee pays
pays
utilis6es en accord
avec le
auteurs des assignations
anteurs
assignations correepondantes;
correspondantes;
e) enqueter,
e)
enqueter, a
ala demande d'un ou de plusieurs
plusieurs des
des
pays interes
intiresses, stnt
sur lea cas de brouillage
brouillage nuisible
nuisible
et
recommandations necessaires;
at formuler
formuler lea reconunandations
necessaires;
f)
pournivre des 6tudea
f) poursuivre
etudes sur
stir l'emploi dee
des frequency;
friquences
et
formuler, lorsqu'il yy a
at formuIer,
lieu,
des
recommendaa
des recommandation
diverses administrations
tions aux diverges
administrations pour le rems.remaniement des assignations de fr6quences,
frequency', afin
afin de
de
permettre
permettre l'etablissement
l'etablissement de nouveaux
nouveaux circuits;
circuits;
g)
pr6ciser at
et renvoyer
renvoyer au
g) preciger
an C.C.I.R.
C.C.I.R. toutes les
lea questions techniques
techniques d'ordre general rencontrees
par
rencontrees par
le Comith
Comit6 au
an cours de son examen des assignations de frequences;
frEquences;
A) participer
h)
participer aatitre consultatif, sur l'invitation
l'invitation de
de
l'organisme ou des pays int6resss,
l'organisme
interesses, I
i l'etablissement des accords
accords relatifs &
Ides r6gions
regions ou I
des
i des
services particulier.
services
particullers.

29
§ 8. (1)
(1) Le Comiti
Comite international
international crenregistrement
298 §
d'enregistrement des fr6frequences eat compose d'un groupe
groupe de onze membres
indepenmembres ind6pen.
dants,
tous ressortissants
dente, tons
ressortissants de pays different&
membres de
de
differents, membres
rUnion
?Union Internationale
Internationale des t61ecommunications
telecommunications.
297
(2) Les membres du Comit6
297
Comite doivent etre pleinement
pleinement
qualifie par leur competence
qualifies
competence technique
dans le
le domaine
domaine des
des
technique dans
radiocommunications
radiocommunications et
at posseder
posseder une experience
experience pratique
pratique en
en

298
298

matiroe
d'assignation des frEquence.
metiers d'assignation
frequences.
(8) Les
Lrs membres
membres du Comite
doivent remplir
(8)
Comith doiveztt
remplir toutes
toutee leers
leur
fonctimon
Sur des principes
fonctions en se basant
biusant stir
principes d'une application
application uniunivu
le010 att eu
s'eforgant d'asurer
verselle
en s'elforoant
d'assurer l'utllmtiof
l'utilisation optimum
optimum du

68
STAT.]
63 S
TAT.]

MUILTILATERAL-TELECOMMUNICATIONS-OCT.
MULTILATERAL—
TELECOMMUNICATIONS— OCT.2, 1947
1947

(Chapter
(Chapter IV,
IV, art.
art. 10
10 RR)
RR)

290

291

292

293

294

295

(29--8)
(294408)

c) the collection
collection of such results of monitoring
monitoring observations
administrations and organizations
servations as administrations
organizations
may be able to supply and the making of arrangements, through the Secretary
General of
rangements,
Secretary General
the Union, for their publication in suitable form;
form;
d) the periodic review
review of entries in the Frequency
Frequency
Register with aa view to eliminating, in agreement with the country which made the assignment, inactive entries;
entries;
e) the investigation, at the request of one or more
of the interested countries, of harmful
harmful interferrecommendations
ence and the formulation
formulation of recommendations
with respect thereto;
thereto;
1) the prosecution
prosecution of studies of frequency
f)
frequency utilization, and the recommendation
recommendation to administrations, where appropriate, of adjustments
adjustments in the
order to allow the estabuse of frequencies
frequencies in order
lishment of new circuits;
circuits;
g) the formulation
reference to C.C.I.R. of all
formulation and reference
general
general technical
technical questions
questions arising from the
Board's examination
assignments;
frequency assignments;
examination of frequency
and
participation in an advisory capacity, upon
h) the participation
invitation by the organization
countries conorganization or countries
cerned in the formulation of service or regional
agreements.

Frequency Registration
Registration Board
Board
International Frequency
§ 3. (1)
(1) The International
296 §
independent members,
shall be composed of aa body of eleven independent
Union .
.
all nationals of different countries members of the Union.
297
(2) The members of the Board
Board shall be thoroughly
thoroughly qualified
technical training in
fied by technical
in the field of radio
radio and shall possess
possess
practical
of frequencies.
frequencies.
experience in
in the
the assignment
assignment of
practical experience
298
298

(3)
The members
of the
the Board
Board shall
perform all
all their
their
shall perform
(3) The
members of
functions on a
a world-wide basis and in the interest of the
most
use of
the radio
spectrum. In
they
In particular,
particular, they
of the
radio spectrum.
most effective
effective use

1717
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(299-304)
(299-304)

[63 STAT.
STAT.
[63

(Chap. IV,
IV, art.
10 Rit)
(Chap.
art. 10
RR)

spectre radioelectrique.
radioelectrique. En particulier,
particulier, ils
iN elaborent
elaborent leurs
leurs
les assignations
decisions sur lea
assignations de frequences
frequences (voir
nume(voir le
le num6285) en tenant compte uniquement
ro 285)
uniquement de
considerations techtechde considerations
niques.
299

Toutefois, pour permettre
Toutefois,
permettre une
comprehenune meilleure
meilleure comprehension des problemes
problemes qui viennent
viennent devant
devant le
le Comite
Comite en
vertu
en vertu
du numero 286, chaque membre doit etre
des condicondietre au courant des
geographiques, economiques
tions geographiques,
economiques et
demographiques d'une
d'une
et demographiques
globe.
region particuliere
particuliere du globe.

300

(4) Les membres
membres du Comite s'acquittent
s'acquittent de
ache,
de leur
leur tache,
non comme des representants
representants de leurs pays
pays respectifs,
respectifs, ou
ou
d'une region, mais comme des mandataires
charges d'une
d'une
mandataires charges
fonction Internationale
internationale d'interet
general.
d'interet general.
(5) Aucun
membre du Comite
(5)
Aucun membre
Comite ne doit,
doit, relativement
relativement ita
l'exercice
ses fonctions, demander
l'exercice de sea
demander ni recevoir
recevoir d'instrucd'instructions d'aucun
d'aucun gouvernement,
gouvernement, ni d'aucun membre d'un
tions
d'un gougouvernement
quelconque, ni d'aucune
d'aucune organisation
vernement quelconque,
organisation ou
ou personne
personne
publique ou privee. De plus, chacun
chacun des membres
membres de
de l'Union
l'Union
caractere international
doit respecter
respecter le caractere
et des
international du Comite
Comite et
des
fonctions
ses membres,
membres, et il ne doit en
fonctions de sea
cas essayer
essayer
en aucun
aucun cas
d'influencer
quelconque d'entre
d'influencer l'un quelconque
d'entre eux dans
dans l'exercice
l'exercice de
de
sea fonctions.
fonctions.
ses
Aucun
membre du Comit6
Aucun membre
Comite et de son personnel
personnel ne
ne
doit avoir de participation
participation active ou d'int6rets
d'interets financiers,
financiers, de
de
quelque nature
nature que
que ce soit, dans une branche
branche quelconque
des
quelconque des
telecommunications.',
telecommunications.')

301

302

303
303
304
304

302.1
302.1

§§ 4. (1)
(1) Les membres du Comite sont elus par
la Conference
Conference
par la
administrative
administrative normale
normale des radiocommunications
radiocommunications suivant
une
suivant une
procedure
procedure que cette conference
etablit elle-meme.
conference etablit
elle-meme.
(2) Les membres du Comite elus lors
bra d'une reunion de
de
ladite
prennent leur service aa la date fixee par
ladite Conference
Conference prennent
par
cette
jusqu'a la prise
cette Conference.
Conference. Ils restent
restent en fonctions
fonctions jusqu'it
de
service des membres
membres elus par la Conference
de service
Conference au cours de sa
reunion suivante.
suivante.
'

L'expression
L'expression "interets financiers"
financiers" ne doit pas etre interpret6e
interpretee camme
comme
s'opposant a
la continuation
continuation de
s'opposant
Is
de versements pour la retraite,
retraite, en raison
d'un
emploi aou
on de serviees
ant6rieurs.
services anterieurs.

63 STAT.]
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(Chapter IV, art. le1 RR))
(Chapter

(-4)
(IN-IN)

shall reach their decisions on frequency
frequency assignments
assignments (see
285) solely on an engineering
engineering basis.
299

However, for the more effective
effective understanding
understanding of
the problems coming before the Board under provision 286,
each member shall be familiar
familiar with geographic,
geographic, economic
economic and
demographic
a particular
demographic conditions within a
particular area
area of the world.
world.
300
(4)
(4) The members
members of the Board shall serve, not as representatives of their respective
countries, or of aa region, but
respective countries,
but
as custodians
custodians of an international
international public trust.
301
(5)
(5) No member of the Board
Board shall request
request or receive
reeeive
instructions relating to the exercise
exercise of his duties from any
instructions
any
government
government or a
a member thereof or from any public or
private organization
Furthermore, each
each member
member
private
organization or person. Furthermore,
of the Union must respect
international character
respect the international
character of the
Board and of the functions of its members and shall refrain
performance
from any attempt to influence any of them in the performance
functions.
of their functions.
302
No member
member of the Board nor any of its staff may
financial interest whatsoever
whatsoever in
take any part or have any financial
telecommunication.')
any branch of telecommunication."
303

(1) Members of the Board shall be elected by each ordi§§ 4. (1)
Administrative Radio Conference
according to the proConference according
nary Administrative
established by that Conference.
cedure established
Conference.
304
(2)
elected by said Conference
Conference
(2) Members of the Board elected
determined by that Conshall take up their duties on the date determined
members elected
elected
ference. They shall remain in office until the members
their duties.
by the following Conference
Conference have taken up their
302.1 ""The
"financial interest"
interest" is
is not
to be
be construed
construed as
as applying
applying to
the
to the
302.1
The term
term "financial
not to
continuation of
previous eemcontinuation
of retirement
retirement benefits
benefits accruing
aeeruing in
in respect
respect of
of previous
ployment
ployment or services.

1719
1719

1720
1720

TREATIES
TREATIES

(Chap.
IV. art.
10 et
11 RR)
(Chap. IV,
art. 10
et 11
R)

(tS0-60)
(005-100)

305

STAT.
[63 STAT.

(3) A
A chacune
de sea
la Conference
Conference fixe
fixe le
le
(3)
chacune de
ses reunions,
reunions, la
nombre des membres
membres du
Comite et
et la
la procedure
procedure pour
pour leur
leur
du Comite
election de maniere
maniere A
a assurer
une repartition
equitable des
des
election
assurer une
repartition equitable
membres entre
entre lea
du globe.
globe.
membres
lea differentes
differentes regions
regions du

306

(4) Les
Les membres
du Comite
Comite sont
sont reeligibles.
(4)
membres du
r6eligibles.
(5) Lorsqu'un
Lorsqu'un membre
membre du
du Comite
Comite eat
eat oblige
oblige de
de cesser
cesser
307
(5)
definitivement ses
defmitivement
sea fonctions
fonctions avant
avant leur
leur terme
terme reglementaire,
reglementaire,
il est
eat remplace
remplace dans un delai
deai aussi
que possible
possible par
par un
un
aussi court que
nouveau
nouveau membre designe par le pays
membre de
l'Union
pays membre
de l'Union
appartenait le membre
auquel appartenait
membre sortant. Si ce pays est
eat dans
dans
I'impossibility de fournir
l'impossibilite
Conseil d'adminisfournir un remplagant,
remplacant, le
le Conseil
d'administration de l'Union designe
designe un nouveau membre choisi dans
dans
un pays appartenant
appartenant it
meme region.
region.
a la meme
308

§§ 5.
Comit6 est
Le Comite
eat assiste
assiste d'un petit secretariat
secretariat forme
forme de
de
personnel specialise, qui travaille, sous
sous l'autorite directe
directe du
du
l'organisation et aa l'expedition
president du Comite, a
a l'organisation
l'expedition du
travail. Les techniciens membres
secretariat sont
sont
membres de ce secretariat
choisis par le Comite; mais le personnel
personnel de ce secretariat,
secretariat, dans
dans
son ensemble,
ensemble, est
eat rattache
rattache administrativement
administrativement au secretariat
secretariat
g6neral
general de l'Union.
ARTICLE 11.
ARTICLE

Riles relatives an
Rigles
fonctionnement du
du
au foctiounement
Comiti international d'enregistrement des frequenee.
Comite
frequences.
Section
Section L
L Praabule.
Psis:abide.
309

§ 1.
1. (1)
(1) Toutes lea
les assignations
frequences faites aux
§
assignations de frequency;
stations
terrestres, de radiodiffusion,
stations fixes, terrestres,
radiodiffusion, terrestres
terrestres de
radiode radionavigation,
frequences etalon
navigation, et d'emission
d'emission de frequences
etalon en vue de radiocommunications internationales, ou susceptibles
communications
susceptibles d'entrainer
d'entrainer
des brouillages
nuisibles
brouillages nuisibles avec un service quelconque
quelconque d'un
d'un autre
pays, sont notifiees
notifiees au Comite et inscrites
inscrites par lui dans le fichier
fichier
de reference
frequences, ou
reference international
international des frequences,
oü cues
reparelles sont r6parties entre deux colonnes.
colonnes.

(3. STAT.]
WI
STAT.]

IMULTILATERAIL-TELECOMMUNICATIONS-OCT.
MULTILATERAL—
TELECOMMUNICATIONS— OCT.2, 1947
1947

IV, art.
RR)
(Chapter IV,
art. 10 & 11 RR)

305

(U6-M)
(205-.1119)

(3) Each Conference
(3)
Conference shall determine
determine the number of the
members of the Board and the method of their election with

selection of the members
aaview to ensuring aabalanced
balanced selection
members from
the various parts of the world.
(4) Members of the Board shall be eligible for re(4)
306
election.
307
(5) Should a
L'elinquish his
a member of the Board relinquish
(5)
office, he shall
duties before the end of his normal term of office,
possible by a
a new member from the
be replaced as soon as possible
member belonged.
belonged. If this councountry to which the former member
a replacement
replacement member, the Administry is unable to provide a
member from aa country
country
trative Council shall appoint aa new member
•
belonging
belonging to the same region.
assistance of aasmall speThe Board shall have the assistance
308 §§ 5.
work under
who
cialized
secretarial
staff,
shall
under the direction
direction
secretarial
cialized
organizing and carrying
carrying out the work
of the Chairman in organizing
members of this staff shall be
of the Board. The technical members
selected by the Board; but the staff shall be attached
attached to the
selected
General Secretariat
Secretariat of the Union for general
general administrative
purposes.
ARTICLE 11
ARTICLE
Procedure
in Connection
Connection with the International
Procedure in
Frequency Registration Board
Section L
Preamble
L Preamble
Section
309
309

frequency assignments
assignments to fixed, land,
(1) All of the frequency
§§ 1.
1. (1)
broadcasting,
radionsvigation land and standard frequency
broadcasting, radionavigation
stations
to be
be used for international
communication or capable
international communication
stations to
service of another
another
interference with any service
of causing harmful interference
Board and shall be recorded in
to the Board
country shall be notified to
the Master
Master International
Frequency Register in either of
International Frequency

two columns.

1721'
1721

1722
1722

STAT.
[63 STAT.

TREATIES
TREATIES

(3111-314)
(81416)

310
310

(Cbap. IV.
art. 11
11 RR)
RR)
IV. art.
(Chap.

(2) Toute
assignation de
frequence faite
faith en complete
de frequence
(2)
Toute assignation
conforraite
avec toutes les
dispositions du Reglement
Reglement des rales dispositions
conformite avec
diocommunications
inscrite dans la colonne
colonne ENREGISest inscrite
diocommunications eat
TREMENTS.
TREMENTS.

311
311

teile assignation
assignation de frequence
frequence aa droit aa etre
Une telle
protkgee internationalement
internationalement contre
contre les
lea brouillages
brouillages nuisibles.
nuisibles.
protegee
312
(3)
assignation de frequence
frequence contrevenant,
contrevenant, a
(3) Toute
Toute assignation
312
quelque
titre que
que ce
ce soit,
soit, aux
aux dispositions
dispositions du
du Reglement
Reglement des
des
quelque titre
radiocommanications,
que le pays notificateur persiste a
radiocommunications, mais que
vouloir maintenir
maintenir en
service, est
eat inscrite dans la colonne
colonne
en service,
vouloir
NOTIFICATIONS.
NOTIFICATIONS.
313
313

L'inscription,
faith en vue de dormer
donner
L'inscription, dans ce cas, est faite
aux
membres
de
l'Union
internationale
telecommunicatelecommunicades
aux membres de 1'Union internationale
tions la
possibilite de
tenir compte
compte du fait que la frequence
frequence en
en
de tenir
la possibilite
tions
question
est en service; et, figurant dans la colonne NOTIFIquestion eat
frequence corresdonne aal'assignation
'assignation de frequence
ne donne
CATIONS, elle ne
pondante aucun
internationale, sauf
une protection
protection internationale,
aucun droit aa une
pondante
dans le cas prevu au numero
numero 329.
Section IL Notification
des assignations
assignations de
de frequence.
frequence.
Notification des
Section

internationale,
§
(1) En vue d'en obtenir
obtenir reconnaissance
reconnaissance internationale,
§ 2. (1)
frequence aaune station
station fixe,
chaque pays, lorsqu'il assigne une frequence
terrestre, de radiodiffusion,
radiodiffusion, terrestre
terrestre de radionavigation
radionavigation ou
on
ou son
d'emission de frequences
placee sous son autorite
autorite on
frequences etalon placee
contr8le, ou lorsqu'il modifie
assignation de frequence
frequence
modifie une assignation
contr51e,
existante ou l'une quelconque
quelconque des caracteristiques
caracteristiques (mentionIrks en detail
detail au numero
numero 318)
318) d'une telle assignation,
assignation, doit le
nees
notifier
faisant foi
communication faisant
notifier au Comite par un moyen de communication
de cette notification.
(2) Une notification analogue
analogue doit etre faite dans le cas
315
l'assignation d'une frequence
utilisee a
I la
frequence destinee aa 8tre utilis6e
de l'assignation
reception par une station terrestre
terrestre pour l'execution
l'execution d'un serreception
aver des stations mobiles.
vice particulier
particulier ayes
(3)
(3) Les frequences
frequences particulieres
particulieres prescrites
prescrites par
par le RBRe316
glement
radiocommunications comme
glement des radiocommunications
comme devant
devant etre utilisees
utilisees
determin6 (par exemles stations d'un service determine
en commun
commun par lea
exemple 500 kc/s) ne doivent pas faire l'objet de notifications.

314

63 STAT.]
STAT.]
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MULTILATERAL-TELECOMMUNICATIONS-OCT.
MULTILATERAL- TELECOMMUNICATIONS- OCT.2, 1947
1947

RR)
(Chapter 1V,
IV, art. 11 RR)

(816-416)
($11-3111)

310

(2) Any frequency
frequency assignment
assignment which
which is in full conRegulations shall be
formity with all provisions of the Radio Regulations
COLUMN.
recorded in the REGISTRATION
REGISTRATION COLUMN.
*
recorded
311
Such a
right
assignment shall have the right
a frequency assignment
311
to international
international protection
protection from harmful
harmful interference.
interference.
(3) Any frequency
assignment which, in any measure,
measure,
(3)
frequency assignment
312
contravenes the provisions
Radio Regulations,
Regulations, but on
provisions of the Radio
contravenes
the
country insists, shall be rethe notifying country
which the
the use of which
NOTIFICATION COLUMN.
COLUMN.
corded in the NOTIFICATION
313

record shall be made in order that the mema record
Such a
bers
International Telecommunication
Telecommunication Union may take
of the International
bers of
into account
account the
the fact
use;
in question is in use;
frequency in
fact that the frequency
into
and
NOTIFICATION COLUMN
COLUMN shall not
not
and an entry in the NOTIFICATION
give
the
right
of
international
protection
frequency
frequency
that
to
protection
give the right of international
assignment except as provided for in 329.

Frequency Assignments
Notification of Frequency
Assignments
Section IL Notification
314

international recognition
recognition of a
a
(1) In order to obtain international
§§ 2.
2. (1)
frequency assignment, each country, upon the assignment by
frequency
it
of a
frequency to
to a
fixed, land,
land, broadcasting,
broadcasting, radionavigaa fixed,
a frequency
it of
tion
land,
or
standard
frequency
station
within its
its jurisdiction land, or standard frequency station within
tion
or
control,
or
upon
changing
an
existing
frequency
tion or control, or upon changing an existing frequency assignment
forth in
(specifically set forth
particulars (specifically
the particulars
of the
or any
any of
signment or
318),
notify the
the Board
means of
of suitable
suitable record
record
any means
by any
Board by
shall notify
318), shall
communication.
communication.
315
(2)
given of the assignment of
shall be given
notice shall
Similar notice
(2) Similar
315
reception by a
aland station in the
for reception
be used
used for
to be
aa frequency
frequency to
operation
of a
a particular
particular service
with mobile
stations.
mobile stations.
service with
operation of
316
(3)
frequencies prescribed
prescribed by
by the present RegSpecific frequencies
(3) Specific
316
ulations for
for common
common use
use by
given service
(for
service (for
a given
of a
by stations
stations of
ulations
example,
kc/s) shall
shall not
not he
notified to
to the
the Board.
Board.
be notified
500 kc/s)
example, 500

-28
II81939 0-52-PT.
0-52-PT. ii--28
81939

_

•
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1724

TREATIES
TREATIES

(17-1s2)
(517-1120)

STAT.
[63 STAT.

(Clap. IV,
(Chap.
I, art.
rt. 11
11 RE)
IR)

notification prevue
317 §
§ 3.
La notification
prevue au §
§2
2 du present
pr6eent article
article dolt
doit
etre communiquee
communiqu6e an
au Comae
Comit6 avant la mise en service de la fr6Irequence correspondante
correspondante et en temps utile pour
pour permettre
permettre aux
aux
administrations interess6es
administrations
interessees d'effectuer
d'effectuer lea
demarches
qui
leur
les demarches
leur
paraissent
paraissent n6cessaires
necessaires pour la protection
services.
protection de leurs services.
n6cessaire de faire face aAun besoin urgent, et
Toutefois, s'il est
eat necessaire
et
s'il apparait que la mise en cuvre
ceuvre d'une assignation de frecreera pas de brouillage
quence ne creera
international nuisible,
nuisible, cette
brouillage international
cette
assignation
assignation peut ne pas etre
etre notifiee
d'avance.
notifi6e d'avance.
•

318 §§ 4. (1)
(1) Toute fiche de notification
moms
notification doit comprendre
comprendre au moins
les
lea renseignements
suivants:
renseignements suivants:
Nomr du pays dont la notification
Nom
notification emane;
emane;
Frequence;
Frequence;
station;
Classe de la station;
Emplacement
Emplacement de la station;
Classe
Classe de l'emission
largeur de bande;
bande;
l'emission et largeur
Puissance;
Puissance;
Horaire de fonctionnement;
fonctionnement;
Emplacement, si possible, des correspondents
precorrespondants pr6vus (sinon, region vers laquelle lea
emissions
sont
les
dirigees);
dirigees);
Date de mise en service;
service;
Reference
Reference de l'accord regional
service, si
si l'asl'asr6gional ou de service,
signation est
eat faite en execution
execution d'un tel
accord.
tel accord.
II
est recommande
recommande au pays notificateur
notificateur d'ajouter
Ii eat
d'aj outer
egalement sur la fiche lea
les renseignements
egalement
renseignements supplementaires
supplementaires
prevus A
a l'appendice
1'appendice 11et, le cas echeant,
echeant, d'autres
d'autres renseignementa.
ments.
319
(2) Un avis preliminaire
preliminaire peut etre adress
adresse au
an Comite
par telegraphe,
t6elgraphe, sous une forme abregee
abregee comprenant
comprenant au moms
moins
la frequence,
frequence, l'emplacement
l'emplacement et la classe de la
is station, et mentionnant qu'une fiche
fiche complete
eat en
en cours de
transmission.
complete est
de transmission.
320
(3)
a laquelle le Comite aarecu
(3) C'est la date A
recu pour
pour la premiere fois un avis, soit sous forme de fiche complete, soit sous
miere
sow
forme d'avis preliminaire,
pr6liminaire, qui determine
forme
determine son rang d'examen;
d'examen;
toutefois, Is
la date de reception
r6ception d'un avis prelizninaire
pr6liminaire ne peut

TAT.1
63 S
STAT.]

MULTILATERALTELECOAIMUNICATIONS- OCT.2, 1947
1947
MULTILATERAL-TELECOMMUNICATIONS-OCT.

(Chapter
art. 11
RR)
(Chapter IV,
IV, art.
11 RR)

(317320)
(317-320)

317

§ 3.
§
Notification under the provisions of §
§2
2 of this
before the frequency
article must be made to the Board before
frequency is
brought into use and in time to enable
enable administrations
administrations to
representations as seem necessary
necessary to them to
make such representations
ensure the proper working of their services. However,
However, where
requirement must be met and itit is clear that the
an urgent requirement
use of a
a frequency
frequency assignment will not create international
interference, the assignment
assignment need not be notified in advance.
advance.

318

§
(1) Each
include at least the following
following innotice shall
shall include
§ 4.
4. (1)
Each notice
formation:
formation:
Name of the notifying country;
country;
Frequency;
Frequency;
Class
of station;
Class of
Location of station;
station;
Class
of
emission
bandwidth;
Class of emission and bandwidth;
Power;
Power;
Hours
operation;
of operation;
Hours of
Points
intended reception
reception where applicable
applicable
of intended
Points of
(otherwise area
communications are
which communications
area to which
(otherwise
directed)
directed); ;
Date of use; and
If such assignment
a service or
pursuant to a
assignment is made pursuant
If
regional agreement,
the identity of such agreeagreement, the
regional
ment
ment.
It
is recommended
country also
notifying country
that the notifying
recommended that
It is
include
additional data
data called
called for in appendix 1
1 and may
the additional
include the
include
information.
include other information.
(2) Preliminary
telegraphic notices may
transmitted
be transmitted
may be
Preliminary telegraphic
(2)
to
the
Board
in
brief
form
including
at
least
the
frequency,
the
frequency,
to the Board in brief form including at least
location
and
class
of
station,
advising
that
a
complete
notice
location and class of station, advising that a complete notice
transmitted.
is being transmitted.
(3)
the Board
of such
such notice
notice
Board of
by the
first receipt
receipt by
date of
of first
The date
(3) The
in
either
complete
or
preliminary
form
shall
establish
the
in either complete or preliminary form shall establish the
order
of
its
consideration;
provided,
however,
that
the
date
order of its consideration; provided, however, that the date
of
receipt of
preliminary notice
be applicable
only
applicable only
shall be
notice shall
of aa preliminary
of receipt

319
319

320
320

1725
1725

1726

TREATIES
TREATIES

(1121-3/19)
(221-S)

[63 STAT.
STAT.
[63

(Chap. IV,
IV, art
art. .11
(Chap.
11 RR)
IC)

Atre
etre retenue que si la fiche complete
complete est
par le
le Comite
Comite
eat recue
revue par
1
au plus tard
tard 30 jours apres cette date. '1,

321

Section
Section IIL Procedure pour 1'examen
Pexamen des
des fiches
fiches de
de notification.
notification.
§ 5.
Lorsque
§
Lorsque le Comite recoit
une fiche
fiche complete,
complete, il
il l'enPenrecoit une
registre et en porte imm6diatement
immediatement la date de reception
reception a
a la
in
connaissance
connaissance du pays auteur de la notification.
notification.

322

§§ 6. (1)
(1) Chaque semaine,
semaine, le Comite
Comite diffuse
diffuse par
poste aeripar poste
aerienne, sous forme de circulaire
circulaire adressee
adressee a
a tous les
pays memmemles pays
bres de l'Union,
l'Union, des copies conformes
conformes de toutes
notices
toutes les notices
revues par lui.
recues
(2)
delai de deux semaines a
323
(2) Dans un alai
compter de la date
a compter
date
de reception
reception de la circulaire
circulaire dans laquelle une
notice est
est
une notice
publi6e, tout pays qui desire presenter
publiee,
presenter des
objections
ou
des
des objections ou des
observations
observations au sujet de cette notice doit notifier
Comite,
notifier au Comite,
par tel6gramme,
I'essentiel de ses objections
telegramme, l'essentiel
objections ou
observations.
ou observations.
324
(3)
(3) Tout pays n'ayant
n'ayant adresse
aucune communication
communication
adress6 aucune
pendant ce delai
au Comite pendant
delai de deux semaines
est considere
considere
semaines est
comme
comme n'ayant pas d'objections
d'objections ou d'observations
d'observations a
a formuler.
formuler.
325
(4)
delai supplementaire
supplementaire de deux semaines,
(4) Dans un délai
semaines,
une lettre doit etre envoy6e
envoyee au Comite
Comae pour
completer les
pour completer
les obobjections
ou
observations
jections
observations déjà
dejj telegraphiees.
t6elgraphiees.

326

§§ 7. (1)
Comite examine
(1) Le Comae
examine chaque
chaque fiche
fiche de
de notification
notification en
en
tenant compte de:
de:
tenant
327
a) sa conformite
327
conformite avec le tableau et les regles de
de
repartition des frequences;
repartition
frequences;
328
b) sa conformite
conformite avec les autres clauses de
de la Convention et du Reglement
Reglement des radiocommunicaradiocommunica(a l'exception
tions (A
l'exception de celles qui sont relatives
relatives aa
la probabilite
de
brouillages
probabilite
brouillages nuisibles);
nuisibles) ;
c) in
la probabilite
probabilite d'un brouillage
329
brouillage nuisible
nuisible au detrid6triment: soit d'un service
service quelconque
quelconque assure
par
assure par
320.1

""Dans le cas d'un retard
retard anormal
anormal dans
dans la remise
remise de I'avis
l'avis par
poste ou
ou
par poste
par telegraphe,
retard, sous reserve de verification,
verification, ne doit nuire
telegraphe, ce retard,
nuire en
en
rien a
a la
rien
Is priorite d'enregistrement
d'enregistrement au profit
profit du pays dont
dont l'avis 6mane.
emane.

63 STAT.]
STAT.]

MULTILATERAL-TELECOMMUNICATIONSOCT.
MULTILATERAL—
TELECOMMUNICATIONS--OCT.2, 1947
1947

(Chapter
art. 11 RR)
(Chapter IV, art.

(321-329)
(321-329)

received by the Board within 30
where
where the complete notice is received
days thereafter.11)
Section
III.
Section III.

321

§
§ 5.

Examination of Notices
Procedure for the Examination
Procedure

receipt of aa complete
Upon the receipt
complete notice, the Board

record it; the date
date of the receipt
receipt of each notice shall be
shall record
acknowledged immediately
immediately to the notifying country.
acknowledged

322

(1) At intervals of one week, the Board shall circulate
§§ 6. (1)
a circular addressed
by air mail in the form of a
addressed to all councopies
tries,
members
of
the
Union,
certified
copies of all notices
certified
tries, members
received by it.
wishes to present
323
(2)
country which
which wishes
present objections
objections or
(2) Any country
notify
comments
with
regard
to
this
notice,
shall
notify
the Board
comments
comment
by
telegram of the main basis of its objection or comment
by telegram
within two
circular
two weeks of the date of the receipt of the circular
within
in which the details of the notice are published.
324
(3) Any
communicated with the
which has not communicated
country which
Any country
(3)
324
Board within this two-week
deemed to have no
two-week period will be deemed
Board
objection
or
comment.
objection
325
(4)
fulrtlhr period of two weeks aa letter shall
a further
Within a
(4) Within
325
objections or comments
be
amplifying the objections
Board amplifying
to the Board
sent to
be sent
already
telegraphed.
already
326
326
327
327
328
328

329
329

§
(1) The
examine each notice with respect
respect
Board shall examine
The Board
§ 7.
7. (1)
to:

a)
conformity with
rules for
for
with the table and the rules
its conformity
a) its
allocation
frequencies;
allocation of frequencies;
h)
conformity with the other provisions of the
its conformity
b) its
Regulations (with the
Convention
Radio Regulations
Convention and the Radio
exception
of
those
relating
probability of
to the probability
relating
those
of
exception
harmful interference)
interference); ;
harmful
c) the
probability of
harmful interference
either to
interference either
of harmful
the probability
c)
any
service rendered
station for
for which aafreby aastation
rendered by
any service

320.1
In the
the event
event of
of undue
undue delay
in the
the delivery
delivery of
by post
teleor telepost or
notice by
of aa notice
delay in
" In
320.1 "
graph,
and when
shall not
not in
in any
any way
prejudise
way prejudice
verified. shall
when verified,
if and
event, if
that event,
graph, that
the
consideration of
the recistration
for the
the country
which
country which
registration for
of the
of consideration
priority of
the priority
submitted
notice.
the notice.
submitted the

1727
1727
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TREATIES
TREATIES

(38034)
(330-3114)

[63 STAT.
STAT.

(Chap. IV,
IV, art.
art. 11
11 RR)
RR)
(Chap.

une station pour laquelle une assignation
de frefreassignation de

quence a
adeja
déjà ete inscrite dans
de ref&
dans le
le fichier
fichier de
rference
international des frequences
rence international
frequences avec
avec une
date
une date
dans la colonne ENREGISTREMENTS,
ENREGISTREMENTS, soit
soit
d'un service fonctionnant
fonctionnant en conformite
les
conformit6 avec
avec les
conditions des numeros
conditions
et 328
328 sur
sur une
une frefrenum6ros 327
327 et
quence
inscrite avec une date dans la
quence inscrite
la colonne
colonne
NOTIFICATIONS,
NOTIFICATIONS, mais qui n'a
n'a pas,
en
pas, en fait,
fait,
cree de brouillages
brouillages nuisibles.
nuisibles.
330
(2)
(2) Lorsqu'il
Lorsqu'il y
ya
alieu, le Comite
Comite examine
examine aussi
aussi la
fiche au
la fiche
au
point de vue de sa conformite
conformite avec un accord regional ou
ou de
de
service.

331

§§ 8.
En examinant
examinant les fiches
fiches d'assignation
d'assignation de
de frequences
frequences
aux stations, le Comite
Comae tient compte de ce que, dans de
nomde nombreux cas, plusieurs stations peuvent
partager l'usage
d'une
peuvent partager
I'usage d'une
meme frequence.
frequence.
m~me

332
332

§ 9.
Lorsqu'un
accord de service
§
9.
Lorsqu'un accord
service ou un accord
accord regional
regional
aa ete
Ate conclu, le Comite
Comae doit 8tre
etre informe
informe des
des details
details de
de cet
cet
a suivre aa l'egard des assignations
accord. La procedure
procedure a
de
assignations de
frequences faites
frequences
faites en application d'un tel accord eat
conforme
eat conforme
aux dispositions
dispositions du §§7
7 du present
present article,
sauf que
que le
le Comite
Comite
article, sauf
n'examine
pas
la
question
des
n'examine
question
brouillages entre les
les parties
parties concontractantes de l'accord.
I'accord.
Section IV. Inscription
Inscription des assignations
Section
assignations de
de frequence.
frequenee.

333

§§ 10. (1)
(1) Selon
SeIon les conclusions
auxquelles le
le Comit6
Comite parvient
parvient
conclusions auxquelles
aala suite de l'examen
l'examen prevu
pr6vu au §§7, la procedure
se poursuit
poursuit
procedure se
comme suit:

334
334

(2)
favorables relativement
relativementaux trois points
(2) Conclusions
Conclusions favorables
points
327, 328 et 329.
L'assignation eat inscrite dans le fichier de refeL'assignation
reference
des frequences,
frequences, la date
rence international
international des
date de reception, par
par
le
Comite,
du
premier
avis
etant
portee
le Comite,
premier
port& dans la colonne
ENREGISTREMENTS.
ENREGISTREMENTS.

6i
TAT.I
6. S'i
TAT.]

MULTILATERAL-TELE('()OMMUNICATI()NS)-OCT. 2, 1947
MULTILATERAL—TELECOMMUNICATIONS—OCT.

(Chapter IV,
IV, art.
art. 11 RR)
RR)

330

(3$0-4.14)
(3S0-4w4)

quency assignment
assignment has already
quency
already been recorded
recorded in
the Master
International
Frequency
Master International Frequency Register
Register
with a
a date in the REGISTRATION
REGISTRATION COLUMN
COLUMN
or to aaservice
service operating
operating in accordance
accordance with the
the provisions
provisions of 327 and 328, on a
a frequency
frequency
recorded with a
NOTIFICATION
a date in the NOTIFICATION
COLUMN, but which has not, in fact, caused
caused
harmful interference.
interference.
(2)
(2) Where appropriate,
appropriate, the Board shall also examine
the notice as regards its conformity
conformity with a
a regional or a
a
service agreement.

331

§§ 8.
In examining notices of assignment
frequencies
assignment of frequencies
to stations the Board shall bear in mind that in many instances, several stations may
may share the use of a
a single frefrequency.

332

§
§ 9.

service or a
agreement has been
When a
a service
a regional
regional agreement
concluded, the Board shall be informed
informed of the details of this
agreement. The procedure
followed in connection
connection with
procedure to be followed
frequency
service or refrequency assignments
assignments made pursuant to such service
gional agreement
agreement shall be as specified
in
§
7
of
this article
article
specified
§ 7
except .that
question of inter.that the Board shall not consider the question
ference among the parties
parties to such
such an agreement.
Section IV. Recording of Frequency
Frequency Assignments
Section
Assignments

333

(1) Depending
Depending upon the findings of the Board sub§§ 10. (1)
sequent to the
prescribed in §
sequent
the examination
examination prescribed
§ 7, further
further action
shall be as follows:

334

(2) Finding
Finding favourable
(2)
favourable with respect
respect to 327, 328 and 329.
assignment shall be recorded
recorded in the Master InThe assignment
ternational Frequency
Frequency Register,
Register, the date of receipt
receipt of the
ternational
first notice
by the
Board being
shown in
the REGISTRAREGISTRAfirst
notice by
the Board
being shown
in the
COLUMN.
TION COLUMN.

1729
1729
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[63 S
STAT.
[(33
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(Chap. IV,
IV, art.
art. 11
11 RR)
(Chap.
R)

(3)
Conclusions defavorables
defavorables relativement
an point
point 328.
328.
(3) Conclusions
relativement au
retournee immediatement
poste
La fiche
fiche est
est retourn6e
immediatement par
par poste
aerienne au pays
aerienne
elle emane
avec un
un expose
exposé des
raisons
pays dont elle
emane avec
des raisons
du Comite.
Comitk.
qui motivent les
les conclusions
conclusions du

336
336

(4)
relativement aux
aux points
points 327
327
(4) Conclusions
Conclusions favorables
favorables relativement
329.
et 328, mais
mais defavorables
defavorables relativement
relativement an
au point
point 329.
La fiche est retournee
retournee immediatement
poste
imm6diatement par
par poste
dont elle
elle emane,
aerienne au
au pays
pays dont
exposé des
des raisons
emane, avec
avec un
un expose
raisons
qui motivent les conclusions
conclusions du
Comae, et
et avec
avec les
les suggessuggesdu Comite,
gull peut
faire, le
le cas
cas echeant,
echeant, en
en vue
d'arriver ka une
une
tions qu'il
peut faire,
vue d'arriver
satisfaisante du
solution satisfaisante
du probleme.
probleme.

337

auteur de
l'assignation soumet
soumet de
de nouveau
nouveau
Si le
le pays auteur
de l'assignation
sa fiche avec
sa
avec des
qui entrainent,
entrainent, apres
apres nouvel
des modifications
modifications qui
nouvel
examen,
examen, des
conclusions favorables
de la
la part
part du
du Comite,
Comite, l'asdes conclusions
favorables de
l'assignation est
est inscrite
inscrite dans
fichier comme
comme prevu
prevu au
signation
dans le
le fichier
au numero
numero

334, et la date de
de reception
reception par le
le Comae
de la
la fiche
fiche
Comite de
modifiee est port&
portee dans
dans la
la colonne
colonne ENREGISTREMENTS.
ENREGISTREMENTS.
338
338

Dans Ie
cas, au
au contraire,
ou le
le pays
pays auteur
l'asDans
le cas,
contraire, oiu
auteur de
de l'assignation
signation insiste pour
examen de
de la
la fiche
pour un nouvel
nouvel examen
fiche originale
originale
non modifiee et oti
ou les conclusions
conclusions du Comit6
Comite restent les
les memes,
memes,
I'assignation
l'assignation est inscrite dans le fichiel
fichiet de reference
reference internainternational
de reception
par le
le Comite
Comite du
tional des
des frequences,
fr6quences, la
la date
date de
reception par
du
premier
etant alors portee
premier avis &ant
port& dans
colonne NOTIFICAdans la colonne
NOTIFICATIONS.
TIONS.

339
339

(5)
relativement aux
aux points
points 328
328
(5) Conclusions
Conclusions favorables
favorables relativement
mais defavorables
defavorables relativement
relativement au
et 329, mais
point 327.
au point
327.

L'assignation est inscrite
inscrite dans le fichier internaL'assignation
international de reference
reference des frequences,
frequences, la
date de
de reception
la date
reception par
par
le Comite du premier
premier avis etant portee
port& dans la colonne NOTINOTIFICATIONS. Cependant, si l'utilisation
l'utilisation de la frequence
frequence ainsi
assignee produit un brouillage
brouillage nuisible
a la reception
nuisible a
reception d'une
station quelconque
quelconque travaillant
travaillant conformement
conformement au tableau
tableau de
frequences, la station utilisant
repartition des frequences,
utilisant cette
cette assignaassignation de frequence
frequence doit suspendre
suspendre immediatement
ses emisemisimmediatement ses
sions lorsqu'elle est avisee dudit brouillage.
brouillage.
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art. 11 RR)
RR)
(Chapter IV, art.

335

(3S5-3A)
(335-31111)

(3) Findings
unfavourable with respect
respect to 328.
Findings unfavourable
The notice shall be returned
returned immediately
immediately by air mail
to the notifying country
country with the reasons
reasons of the Board for
this finding.

336

(4)
Findingfavourable
respect to 327 and 328 but
(4) Finding
favourable with respect
unfavourable
respect to 329.
unfavourable with respect
returned immediately
The notice shall be returned
immediately by air mail
to the notifying country, with the reasons of the Board
Board for
for
this finding and with such suggestions
suggestions as the Board may be
able to offer with a
a view to the satisfactory
satisfactory solution
solution of the
problem.

337

338

339

If the notifying country
country resubmits the notice
notice with
modification
modification which results after
after re-examination
re-examination in aa favourfavourable finding by the Board, the assignment
assignment shall be recorded
recorded
in the Register
Register as provided
date of receipt by
by
provided under 334,
334, the date
the Board of the modified
modified notice being shown in
in the
the REGIS-.
REGISTRATION
TRATION COLUMN.
Should the notifying country, however,
upon
however, insist
insist upon
reconsideration of the original
reconsideration
original notice unchanged, and should
should
the Board's finding
finding remain
remain unchanged,
unchanged, the assignment shall
be recorded
recorded in the Master
Master International
International Frequency
Frequency Register,
notice by the Board
the date of receipt of the first notice
Board being
being
NOTIFICATION COLUMN.
shown in the NOTIFICATION
COLUMN.
(5)
and 329 but
(5) Finding
Finding favourable
favourable with respect
respect to
to 328 and
unfavourable with respect
unfavourable
respect to 327.
The frequency
assignment shall be recorded
recorded in the
frequency assignment
Master International
Frequency Register,
Register, the
International Frequency
the date of receipt
receipt
of the first notice by the Board
Board being
being shown in the
the NOTIFICATION COLUMN.
interference to
to the
the
CATION
COLUMN. However,
However, if
if harmful
harmful interference
reception
of
any
station
operating
in
accordance
with
the
frereception of any station operating in accordance with the frequency allocation
table is
this frequency
frequency
quency
allocation table
is caused
caused by
by the
the use
use of
of this
assignment,
the
station
using
this
frequency
assignment
must
assignment, the station using this frequency assignment must
immediately
suspend
operations
upon
receipt
of
advice
of
this
immediately suspend operations upon receipt of advice of this
harmful
interference.
harmful interference.
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(34045)
(340-445)

(Chap. IV,
IV, art.
art. 11
11 RR)
RR)
(Chap.

Section V.
V. RWexamen
Reexamen des
des inscriptioaa.
inscriptions.
Section
340

§§ 11. (1)
(1) Le nouvel examen
examen d'une conclusion
par le
le Comite
Comiti
conclusion par
peut etre demande:
demande:
-— par le
le pays
pays notificateur
notificateur ou
ou

- par
par tout autre pays int6ress6
—
interesse a
a la
la question,
question, mais,
mais,
dernier cas, uniquement
dans ce dernier
uniquement en
en raison
raison d'un
d'un
brouillage nuisible
prevu ou
ou constate.
constate.
nuisible pr6vu
341

342
343

344
344

345
345

(2)
(2) Avant de prooeder
Comite commuprooeder au reexamen,
reexamen, le
le Comite
communique la demande
demande par poste aerienne
aerienne a
atous les
les pays
membres
pays membres
de l'Union.
derniers doivent telegraphier
l'Union. Ces derniers
telegraphier leurs
leurs objections
objections
ou leurs remarques
remarques dans un Mai
partir
d6lai de deux
deux semaines aa partir
de la reception de la communication
communication et,
un delai
délai supplesuppleet, dans
dans un
mentaire
ils doivent
mentaire de deux semaines,
semaines, us
doivent adresser une
une lettre
lettre au
au
Comite
completer leur avis telegraphique.
Comae pour completer
t6elgraphique.
(3) Le Comite, aala lumiere
(3)
les renseignements
renseignements
lumiere de tous les
ainsi regus,
recus, formule
formule telle conclusion
conclusion supplementaire
supplementaire que
que les
les
circonstances
circonstances justifient
justifient.
§§ 12. (1)
conformite avec les clauses
(1) Si, en conformite
clauses des
numeros 336
336
des num6ros
et 338 une inscription
a ete faite dans le fichier
inscription a
fichier de
de reference
reference
international
international des frequences
frequences avec la date dans
dans la
la colonne
colonne
NOTIFICATIONS,
NOTIFICATIONS, le Comite,
Comae, sur
stir demande du
du pays
notificapays notificaapres que la
teur formul6e
formulee apres
fonctionne pendant
pendant un
un
la station
station aa fonctionne
laps de temps raisonnable, reexamine
reexamine la
laps
apres avoir
la question, apres
avoir
donn6 aux
la possibilite de faire connaitre
donne
aux pays int6resses
interesses Ia
connaitre
leur point
point de vue.
(2)
la conclusion
(2) Si
Si la
conclusion du Comite est alors
alors favorable,
favorable, la
la
date
est transferee
modification de la colonne NOTIFIdate est
transferee sans modification
NOTIFICATIONS dans la colonne
colonne ENREGISTREMENTS.
CATIONS
ENREGISTREMENTS. Si
Si la
la conconclusion relative
a la probabilite d'un brouillage
relative a
brouillage nuisible
nuisible reste
reste
defavorable, la date
maintenue dans la colonne
defavorable,
date est maintenue
colonne NOTIFINOTIFICATIONS.
CATIONS.
(3)
(3) Si
Si le Comite conclut au contraire
contraire qu'un brouillage
nuisible
existe
reellement, cette conclusion constitue un tenuisible existe reellement,
temoignage
moignage "prima
"prima facie"
facie" que la station
station fonctionne en
en violation
violation
du
present Reglement.
du present
Reglement. Si, toutefois, apres
apres une periode
periode de
de Conefonctionnement
n'excedant pas six annees,
ann6es, le Comit6
tionnement n'excedant
Comite n'a pas forformule de
de conclusions
conclusions dans le sena
sens de i'existence
mule
l'existence d'un brouiliage
brouillage
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(Chapter IV, art.
art. 11
II RR)
RR)

(34s-a45
(340-S45)

Section V.

340

Review
Review of Findings
§ 11. (1)
reconsideration of aa finding by the Board may
§
(1) The reconsideration
may
be requested:
requested:
—
- by the notifying
notifying country,
country, or
or

341

342

343

344

345

-— by any otheiothe- country interested
interested in the question,
but in the latter case only on the grounds of harmful interference
interference either
either anticipated
anticipated or actual.
(2) Prior to reconsideration,
reconsideration, the Board shall circulate
circulate
by air mail such requests
requests to all countries members of the
Union. The latter shall telegraph
telegraph their objections or comments -within two weeks of receipt of the circular and shall,
a further two-week
two-week period, dispatch
within a
dispatch aa letter
letter to the
amplifying their telegram.
Board amplifying
(3) The Board, in the light of all the data thus received
received
(3)
shall render such further findings as the circumstances
circumstances warrant.
provisions 336 and 338 an
an
(1) If, in accordance
accordance with provisions
§§ 12. (1)
made in the Master
Frequency
entry has been made
Master International
International Frequency
Register
Register with the date in the NOTIFICATION
NOTIFICATION COLUMN,
COLUMN,
notifying country, and after
the Board, upon request of the notifying
after
the station has been in operation
operation for a
a reasonable
reasonable period,
shall review
review the matter, first having given the interested
countries
countries an opportunity to present their views.
(2) If the Board's finding is then favourable,
(2)
favourable, the date
shall be transferred
transferred from the NOTIFICATION
NOTIFICATION COLUMN to
to
the REGISTRATION
REGISTRATION COLUMN without change. If the finding with respect
respect to probable
probable harmful
harmful interference
interference is still unfavourable,
the
date
shall
be
left
in
the NOTIFICATION
NOTIFICATION
favourable, the date shall be left in the
COLUMN.
(3) If, on the contrary, the Board
Board makes aa finding that
(3)
"prima facie"
actually exists, it shall be "prima
facie"
harmful interference
interference actually
evidence that the operation
operation is in violation
violation of these
these Regulathan six
operation,
tions. If, however,
however, after
after not
not more than
six years
years of operation,
existence of harmful
the Board has not made a
a finding of the existence
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nuisible,
transf6ree dans la colonne
nuisible, la date est transferee
ENREGIScolonne ENREGISTREMENTS sans modification.
TREMENTS
modification.
§ 13.
Si un changement
changement est apport6
346 §
apporte aux caracteristiques
caract6ristiques
fondamentales, specifiees
fondamentales,
specifiees au numero
numero 318, qui
qui sont
inscrites
sont inscrites
en regard d'une assignation
assignation de frequence,
derniere doit
dolt
frequence, cette derniere
enregistrement, qui specifie
faire l'objet
l'objet d'un nouvel enregistrement,
sped& les
les nounoucaracteristiques et la date de leur reception
velles caracteristiques
reception par
par le
le
Comite. Cependant,
Cependant, si le Comite
Comae.
Comite arrive
arrive a
a la
conclusion que
que ce
ce
la conclusion
changement de caracteristiques
changement
caracteristiques ne causera
causera pas
pas de brouillage
brouillage
nuisible
nuisible au service
service d'une station pour laquelle une assignation
assignation
frequence a
a deja
de frequence
déjà ete inscrite, l'assignation
l'assignation de
de frequence
frequence
modifiee conserve
conserve la date primitive d'enregistrement.
d'enregistrement.
Section VI. Anntdation
inscriptions de
de frequences.
Annulation des
des inscriptions
frequences.
347

§§ 14. (1) En regle generale,
Comite, apres
avoir consulte
consulte
generale, le Comit6,
apres avoir
le pays notificateur, annule l'inscription
l'inscription de toute frequence
frequence
pour laquelle
il constate
laquelle ii
constate qu'une mise en exploitation
exploitation reguliere
reguliere
commence dans
n'a pas commence
dans un delai de deux ans
ans a
apartir
partir de
de la
la date
date
premiere fiche de notification;
de la reception
reception de la premiere
toutefois,
notification; toutefois,
si le Comite estime que les circonstances
circonstances justifient
justifient le
mainle maintien de l'assignation, i'inscription
pout etre
prolongee pour
pour
l'inscription peut
etre prolongee
une p6riode
periode ne depassant
depassant pas
pas an
un an.
348
(2)
A titre exeeptionnel,
(2) A
seulement dans
dans le
le cas
cas d'une
exceptionnel, et
et seulement
d'une
frequence
a un service
frequence assignee
assignee a
service en fonctionnement
en vue
vue
fonctionnement en
d'etre
durant les p6riodes
d'être utilisee durant
periodes de maximum
ou de
de minimum
minimum
maximum ou
de I'activit6
frequence n'a pas ete mise en
l'activite solaire,
solaire, si la frequence
en service
service
dans un dMlai
a partir de la date de reception
delai de trois ans a
reception de
de
la premiere fiche de notification,
notification, et si le Comite constate,
apres
constate, apres
consultation
consultation du pays int6resse,
interesse, que les
circonstances justifient
les circonstances
justifient
le
te maintien
maintien de cette assignation,
assignation, l'inscription
l'inscription peut etre
etre proprolongee
longee pour une periode
periode n'excedant
n'excedant pas
pas trois annees.
annees.
.349
(3)
frequences assignees
349
(3) Les frequences
assignees a
aun service
service en
en fonctionnefonctionnement
pour
Atre
utilisees
durant
les
periodes
meat pour etre utilisees durant
de maximum
maximum ou
de
l'activit6 solaire
de minimum
minimum de l'activite
solaire peuvent faire l'objet d'une
d'une
notification
au
Comit6
pour
un autre service, en vue d'être
notification
Comae
d'etre
utilisees d'une
d'une maniere
utilisees
maniere provisoire,
provisoire, et sans qu'il puisse en reaulter
aucun
prejudice
pour
aulter aueun prejudice- pour le pays auteur de l'assignation
l'assignation
de frequence
frequence intErieure.
IntArieure.
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(Chapter IV, art. 11 RR)
(Chapter

(346349)
(346-349)

interference, the date shall be transferred
transferred to the REGISTRATION COLUMN
COLUMN without change.
346

§ 13.
a change be made in the basic data as speci§
Should a
frequency assignment, the latfied in 318, recorded against a
a frequency
ter shall be subject to new registration, the record specifying
specifying
the new data and the date of their receipt by the Board. However, should the Board arrive at the conclusion
conclusion that the use of
the frequency
frequency assignment
assignment based on the new data will not cause
harmful
harmful interference
interference with the service
service of a
a station for which aa
frequency
frequency assignment has been recorded, the amended assignment shall retain the original date of
of registration.
registration.
Section VI. Cancellation of Frequency Recordings
Section
Recordings

347

§ 14. (1)
§
(1) As a
a general rule, the Board, after consulting
the
consulting the
cancel the
the recording
recording of
of any
any frequency
frequency
notifying country, shall cancel
assignment
assignment if it finds that regular operation
operation has not
not begun
begun
within two years following the date of its receipt
receipt of
the first
of the
first
notice, unless it finds that the circumstances
circumstances warrant the
the
retention of the notice, in which case the entry may be retained for not more than one further period of one year.

348

(2) Exceptionally, however,
however, and only in the case of
(2)
of a
a
frequency assigned to a
a working service for use during years
frequency
of high or low sunspot activity
activity if the frequency
frequency has not been
been
brought
brought into use when three years have elapsed from the date
of receipt
receipt of the first notice, and the Board finds, after consulconsultation with the notifying country, that the circumstances
circumstances warrant the retention
retention of the notice, the entry
entry may be retained
retained
for not more than one further period of three years.
(3) Frequencies
Frequencies assigned to a
(3)
a working service for use
during years of high or low sunspot activity may be notified
to the Board for any other service for use on an interim
prejudice to the earlier
basis and without prejudice
earlier frequency
frequency assignassign-

349

ment.
ment.
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350

§ 15.
§
frequence inscrite
vient a
a etre
Si l'emploi d'une frequence
inscrite vient
etre
abandonne definitivement,
abandonne
definitivement, le
le pays
pays notificateur
notificateur doit
doit en
inforen informer le Comite dans un Mai
trois mois,
mois, en
suite de
de quoi
quoi
delai de trois
en suite
'Inscriptionsur le fichier des frequences
l'Inscription
frequences est
annulee.
est annulee.

351

§ 16.
Comite constate
§
Si le Comae
n'a
constate qu'une frequence
frequence inscrite
inscrite n'a
pas ete utilisee pendant trois ans, ii
annule
l'inscription
dans
il annule 1'inscription dans
le fichier des frequences,
accord du
du pays
pays notificateur;
frequences, apres accord
notificateur;
toutefois, dans le cas d'une
d'une frequence
destinee a
Aetre
frequence destinee
etre reutilisee
reutilisee
durant les periodes
periodes de maximum et de
Pactivite
de minimum de
de l'activit6
solaire par un service
service en fonctionnement,
fonctionnement, 1'inscription
l'inscription peut
peut
etre maintenue
maintenue pendant
pendant une periode
supplementaire de
de trois
trois
periode supplementaire
ans.
VIL Etudes et recommandation.
Section VII.
recommendations.

352

§ 17.
Si la demande
demande lui en est faite
§
faith par un pays quelconquelconque, membre de l'Union, et si les circonstances
circonstances paraissent
paraissent le
le
procede aa une etude et etablit un
justifier, le Comite
Comae procede
un rapport
rapport
sur tout probleme
probleme d'utilisation
d'utilisation des frequences
frequences rentrant
rentrant dans
dans
les
categories suivantes:
suivantes:
les categories

353

a) recherche
recherche d'une frequence
frequence de remplacement
remplacement permettant d'eviter
d'eviter un brouillage
dans lee
les
brouillage probable,
probable, dans
cas vises par le numero 336;
n6cessite eventuelle
b) necessite
eventuelle de degager
&gager des voies supplementaires dans une fraction determinee
mentaires
determinee du spectre des frequences.
frequences.

354

355

§ 18.
Si un ou plusieurs
plusieurs des pays interesses
interesses en font la de§
mande, le Comae
Comite procede
procede aAdes recherches
recherches sur tout cas de conmande,
travention
present Reglement
travention au present
Reglement ou de non observation
observation de
cc
de cc
Reglement, ou de brouillage
Reglement,
brouillage nuisible, et etablit un rapport
rapport desdestine aa etre publie par le Secretariat
Secretariat general de l'Union,
l'Union, dans
dans
consigne ses conclusions
recommandations pour
lequel il
ii consigne
conclusions et ses recommandations
pour
la solution du probleme.
probleme.

356

§§ 19.
Si le Comite
constate qu'un
Comite constate
qu'un changement
changement dans les
les
frequences
plusieurs stations
frequences d'une ou de plusieurs
stations doit permettre:
permettre:
a) de loger
Ioger une nouvelle station,
station, ou
ou
b) de faciliter
faciliter la solution d'un probleme
probleme de brouilbrouil-

357

358
358

lags, ou
lage,
ou

63 STAT.]
63
STAT.]
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(Chapter IV, art. 11 RR)
RR)

(3

8)

(250-358)

350
350

§§ 15.
In case of permanent
permanent discontinuance
discontinuance of the use
use of
of
any listed frequency,
frequency, the notifying
notifying country shall inform the
the
Board within three months of such discontinuance,
discontinuance, whereupon
whereupon
the entry shall be removed
removed from the
Register.
the Register.

351
351

§ 16.
16.
§

If the Board finds that a
a recorded
recorded frequency
assignfrequency assign-

ment has
has been out of use for three years
ment
years it
it shall, in agreement
agreement
with the
the notifying country, cancel the entry in the Register
with
Register
except in the case of aa frequency
frequency intended
intended for
for re-use
re-use by
by a
a
working
working service during years of high
high or low
activity,
low sunspot activity,
in which
which case the entry may be retained
retained for one further period
period
of three years.
Section VII. Studies and Recommendations
Recommendations

352

353
354

§§ 17.
If
If it is requested
requested by any country
country member
of the
the
member of
Union and if the circumstances
circumstances appear
appear to warrant, the
the Board
Board
shall make a
a study and issue a
a report on the following
following probproblems of frequency
frequency utilization:
utilization:
a) in cases arising
arising under
under 336 as to a
apossible
possible alteralternative frequency
frequency assignment
assignment to avoid
avoid probable
probable
interference; and
interference;
a need
b) in cases
cases where
where a
need arises
arises for additional chanchannels within aa specific portion of the frequency
frequency
spectrum.

355

§ 18.
If one or more of the interested
§
interested countries
countries so
so rerequest, the Board shall investigate
investigate any contravention
contravention or
nonor nonobservance
observance of these Regulations
Regulations or any harmful
harmful interference
interference
and shall issue through the Secretary
Secretary General
General of
of the
the Union
Union aa
report containing
containing its findings and recommendations
recommendations for
for the
the
solution of the problem.

356

§§ 19.
If the Board finds that aa change in the frequency
frequency of
of
one or more stations
stations will:
will:
a) accommodate
a)
accommodate a
station;
a new station;
b) facilitate
facilitate the solution of an interference
interference probproblem; or

357
358
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(252-364)
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STAT.
[63 STAT.

(Chap.
IV, art.
art. 11
11 et
it 12
12 RI)
RU)
(Chap. IV,

c) de toute autre
autre maniere,
maniere, de concourir
concourir &
Iam6elorer
amellorer
I'utilisation d'une partie determinée
l'utilisation
du
spectn,
d6terminee du spectrt
radioelectrique,
radioelectrique,
et id
si une tclle
telle modification eat accept.%
par le
pays ou
ou lea
lea pays
pays
accept6e par
le pays
changement de
directement interesses,
interesses, le changement
de frequence
frequence eat
eat enreenrereference international
gistre sur le fichier de reference
des fr6quences.
frequences
international des
sans modification
modification de la date ou des dates
dates primitives.
primitives.
Communication des documents.
Section VIIL
VIII. Communication
documents.

360

5§ 20.

Le Comae
Comite met aIla disposition des pays
pays interess6s.
interesses,
pour leur information, et du Secretaire
Secretaire general de 1'Union.
l'Union,
pour prompte
prompts publication,
publication, tous les
lea documents contenant
contenant ses
ses
conclusions
1'expose de leurs motifs.
conclusions et l'expose
361 §§ 21.
Si un pays membre de Minion
recours aux
aux disposidisposiI'Union aarecours
tions de l'article 25 de la Convention,
la demand(
demand(
Convention, le Comite, si
si la
lui en eat
est faite,
ses documents
faith, met sea
documents a
Ila disposition
disposition des
des partie.
parties
interessdes
l'application de toute proc6dure
interessees pour l'application
procedure prescrite
preacrite par
par
la Convention
Convention en vue d'apporter
d'apporter une solution aux
desaccorde
aux desaccord.
internationaux.
internationaux.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE 12.

Reglement interieur du Comite international
international d'enregistrement
Reglement
d'enregistrement
dea
des frequence.
frequences.
362
362

5§ 1.1.

Le Comae
Comit6 se r6unit
aussi souvent
reunit atlasi
'Acessouvont qu'il lui
lui eat
eat n6cessaire
pour
remplir
saire
rapidement ses
sea fonctions,
fonctions, et normalement
normalemen
au moins
moms une fois
foie par
par semaine.
aemaine.

'3t3 §
§ 2.
2. (1) Lors
premiere reunion,
;163
Lora de leur premiere
reunion, lea
du
les membres
membres du
Comit6
6lisent
Comite elisent parmi eux un president
president et un vice-president,
vice-president,
qui remplissent
fonctions pendant
remplissent leurs fonctions
pendant une
d'une ann&.
ann&.
une duree d'une
ou jusqu'a
jusqu'& ce que leurs auccesseurs
successeurs soiont
soient dQment
dument elus.
elus. Par
Par li
lit
suite, le vice-president
vice-president succede
succede chaque
cheque armee
au president.
president.
ann6e au
et
vice-pr6sident eat d1u.
at un nouveau
nouveau vice-president
elu.
64

324

(2) Dans
Dana le cas d'une
(2)
d'une absence
absence inevitable
inevitable du presideiu
pr6sidle
ot
et du
du vice-president,
vice-president, lea membres
membres du Comit6
Comite 61isent,
elisent, pour
pour la
lit
cironatUnce, un president
temporaire choisi parmi elm
circumstance,
president temporaire
eux.

(i:, STAT.1
S'T..]
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(Clatter
11 &
a 12
n RR)
RR)
(Capter IV., art
ar 11

359

(s-o4)
nes-no

c) otherwise facilitate
facilitate the more effective use of
of a
a
particular portion of the radio spectrum,
and if
if such change is acceptable
countries
acceptable to the country or countries
directly concerned,
concerned, the change in frequency
frequency shall be recorded
recorded
in the Master International
International Frequency
Frequency Register
Register without
without
change in the original date or dates.
Section VIII.

Availability
Availability of Records
Records

360

§
The Board shall
to the
§ 20.
shall make available
available to
the interested
interested
countries, for their information, and to
Secretary General
General
to the Secretary
of the Union for prompt publication, all reports of its findings
and reasons therefor.

361

In
country member
avails itself
itself
§§ 21.
In case aacountry
member of
of the Union
Union avails
of the provisions
provisions of
of article
article 25
of
the
Convention.
the
Board
25 of the Convention, the Board
shall, upon request, make
available for
for such
such propromake its
its records
records available
ceedings as are prescribed
prescribed in the Convention
Convention for the settle.
settle •
ceedings
international disagreements.
disagreements.
ment of international

ARTICLE
ARTICLE 12
12

362

lk1414144 .
oliel O
rrtfk!key
//*h.,..;../
Frtt.y
Internal Regulations
R:fh
Regulations of
of the .1:P
I. E
d.
,,,
"'Mu A:* Zioglat
§
1.
The
necessary
§ 1.
The Board shall meet
meet as
as frequently
frequently as necessary
to deal expeditiously
expeditiously with its work and, normally, at least once
aa week.

363

§
§ 2.

364

members of the
Board
(1) At their first meeting the
the members
the Board
number a
aChairman
Chairman and a
aVice3hall elect
elect from among
among their number
ViceChairman, each to hold office for
Chairman,
for aa term
term of
of one year
year or until
elected. Thereafter, the Vice-Chairtheir successors are duly elected.
annually to the
Chairmanship and a
man shall succeed
succeed annually
the Chairmanship
a new
Vice-Chairman shall be elected.
Vice-Chairman
(2)
In the
the unavoidable
unavoidable absence
absence of
of the
the Chairman
and
(2) In
Chairman and
Vice-Chairman. the Board
Board shall elect a
temporary Chairman
Vice-Chairman.
a temporary
Chairman
for the occasion from among its members.
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365

366

[63 STAT.
STAT.
[(i3

(Chap. IV. art.
art. 12
12
(COam.

1111)
l)

§§ 8.
(1) Chaque membre
3. (1)
membre du Comite,
Conti* y
y compris
compris le
le president,
president,
dispose d'une voix. Le vote par procuration
procuration ou
par
corresou par correspondance
pondance eat interdit. En outre, aucun
aucun membre
membre ne
ne peut
peut etre
etre
autorise A voter sur une
une question donnee
donnee s'il
s'il n'a
n'a pas
assiste
pas asdste
&
I ha
Ia partie de la seance au cour
cour3 de laquelle
laquelle cette question a
a
ete discutee.

(2) Les proces-verbaux
proc&-verbaux indiquent
indiquent si une
(2)
lane decision
decision a
a
ete
prise
a
l'unanimite
ite
I l'unanimite ou a
a la majorite. Dana
dernier cas,
cas,
Dans ce
ce dernier
le vote de chaque membre
membre present
present peut
peut etre
etre indique
dans
indique dans
le proces-verbal,
proces-verbal, si un membre
membre le
le demande, mais
indimais cette
cette indication
cation n'est pas
publique.
pas rendue
rendue publique.
367
(3)
problemes qui sont
(3) Les problemes
sont nettement
nettement de
de nature
nature nonnontechnique
sont
resolus
par le Comite
technique
Comite A
a la
Is majorite des
deux
des deux
tiers des membres presents. Dans 1'examen
l'examen des
des questions
questions ayant
ayant
un caractere
caractere technique, le Comae
Comite doit
dolt s'efforcer
s'efforcer de
de prendre
prendre
ses
sea decisions par accord
accord unanime. Si, apres le
reexamen d'une
d'une
le reexamen
telle question dans un delai ne depassant
depassant pas quatorze
jours,
quatorze jours,
le Comite n'arrive
n'arrive pas A
a obtenir une decision
decision unanime,
unanime, il
ii doit
doit
sans nouveau delai prendre
prendre sa decision par un vote.
Ila
la majomajovote, &
rite des deux
deux tiers des membres presents.
36S
(4) Le quorum requis
36S
(4)
requis pour que le Comite puisse delideliberer
valablement est egal aa la moitie
berer valablement
moitie du
du nombre
nombre de
de ses
sea memmembres. Si, cependant,
cependant, lors
bra d'une
d'une siance
seance dans laquelle
laquelle leenombre
nombre
des membres presents
presents ne depasse
depasse pas le quorum,
quorum, l'unanimite
l'unanimite
ne peut pas etre
etre obtenue
obtenue sur une question, celle-ci
celle-ci est
eat renrenvoyee
pour
d&cision
voyee pour decision ia une reunion
reunion ulterieure
ulterieure ob les
lea deux tiers
au moins
nr6sents. Si le calcul
moms des membres sont presents.
de la
la moitie
moitie
calcul de
ou des deux tiers des membres
membres donne
donne un nombre
nombre fractionnaire.
fractionnaire,
on l'arrondit
I'arrondit au nombre
nombre entier
entier immediatement
immediatement superieur.
superieur.
369 §§ 4.
Chaque
369
4.
Cheque fiche de notification est
eat examin6e
examinee par le
le
Comite
dans
un delai
d6lai maximum
Comitk
maximum d'une
d'une semaine
semaine apres
apres l'expiral'expiration de la periode fixee aal'article
l'article 11 pour la
la reception
des obobreception des
jections
jections ou commentaires.
commentaires. Le Comite ne peut pas
pas ajourner
ajourner
cet examen,
r.oins qu'il ne manque
examen, a
A moins
manque de renseignements
renseignements sufsuffisants pour prendre une decision. Cependant,
Cependant, le
le Comite
Comite ne
ne
statue pas sur une fiche de notification
notification ayant
statue
ayant des
relations
des relations
techniques
techniques avec
avec une fiche revue
recue anterieurement,
anterieurement, et
et encore
encore en
en
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MUILTILATERAL-TELECOMMUNICATIONS-OCT.
NIULTILATERAL—
TELEC,OMMUNICATIONS— OCT.2, 1
4
947
(947

(Chapter IV.
IV. art.
art. 12 KR)
KR)

(36-b
)
(366--31111)

365

§ 3. (1) Each member
§
member of the Board, including
including the Chairman,
shall have one vote. Voting by proxy or by correspondence
correspondence is
not allowed.
allowed. Moreover,
Moreover, no member
member is entitled to vote on any
given question
question if he has not been present
present at that part of aa
discussed.
meeting at which
which that question was discussed.

366

(2)
(2) The minutes shall
shall indicate
indicate whether a
a finding was
was
a majority.
majority. In the latter case,
unanimous or by a
case, the vote of
each member
member present may be recorded
recorded on request of a
a memmember, but shall not be made public.

367

(3)
a purely non-technical
non-technical nature shall be
(3) Problems
Problems of a
be
decided by the Board on the basis of aatwo-thirds
two-thirds vote of the
members present. In the consideration
having
consideration of problems having
technical characteristics,
characteristics, the Board shall endeavour
endeavour to reach
reach
its decisions by unanimous agreement. If,
reconsideraIf, after reconsideration of such aa problem over a
a period not exceeding
exceeding 14 days,
the Board fails to reach aa unanimous decision, it shall immediately thereafter
thereafter decide the problem on the basis of a
a twothirds majority vote of the members
members present.
368
(4) A
quorum of the Board shall be one-half of the
(4)
A quorum
number
number of members
members of the Board. If, however, the verdict
verdict of
of
such aa quorum on a
a question
question coming before it is not unanireferred for decision
mous, the question shall
shall be referred
decision at a
a later
later
meeting at which at least two-thirds of the total number of
members of the Board are present. If these calculations
calculations
result in aa fraction, the fraction shall be rounded up to
to aa
whole number.
number.

369

§
Notices shall be considered
§ 4.
considered by the Board within one
week of the expiration of the period for receipt
receipt of objection or
comments provided in article 11 and cannot be postcomments
poned unless the Board lacks sufficient
sufficient data to render
render a
adecidecision in connection
connection therewith.
therewith. However,
However, the
not
the Board shall not
act upon any notice which has a
technical hearing on an earlier
earlier
a technical
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(370-371)

[63 STAT.
STAT.

(Chap. IV,
art. 12
(Chap.
IV, art.
12 RR)
KR)

cours d'examen, avant d'avoir pris une decision en ce qui conconcerne cette derniere.

370

§§ 5.
Le Comite
Comit6 tient des archives
completes de tous
archives completes
ses actes officiels et des proces-verbaux
proces-verbaux de toutes ses
reunions;
ses reunions;
a cette fin, le personnel et les moyens
moyens materiels necessaires
necessaires lui
lui
sont fournis par le Secretariat
Secretariat general
l'Union. Un
general de l'Union.
Un exemexemtous les documents et de tous
plaire de thus
thus les proces-verbaux
proces-verbaux du
du
Comite est depose au Secretariat
Secretariat general de l'Union et tenu
tenu
a la disposition du public pour consultation. Tous
a
Tons les docudocuments du Comite sont etablis dans les langues officielles
officielles de
de
l'Union.
371 §
§ 6.
Chaque pays a
a le droit d'envoyer, a
a ses propres
frais, un representant
technique qui comparait
representant technique
comparait devant le
Comite pour exposer les vues, favorables
favorables ou defavorables,
defavorables,
de son pays sur toute
tante fiche de notification,
notification, ou sur tout autre
sujet en cours d'examen
d'examen par le Comite et interessant
interessant direcdirectement son pays.

63 STAT.]
63
STAT.]

UIILTILATERAL-TELECOMMUNICATIONSOCT.
AIULTILATERAL—
TELECOMMUNICATIONS— OCT.2,
1947
2, 1947

(Chapter IV, art.
art. 12 RR)
RR)

370
370

371
371

(371371)
(370-371)

notice
notice still under consideration
consideration by the Board, until
until such
such time
time
as it
has reached aafinding with respect to such
as
it has
earlier notice.
such earlier
notice.
§§ 6.
6.
The Board shall keep a
acomplete
complete record
record of
of all
all official
official
actions and
minutes of all meetings; for which purpose
actions
and minutes
the
purpose the
necessary
personnel
and
facilities
necessary
shall be provided by
by the
the
General
Secretary of the Union. A
General Secretary
A copy of all records
records and
and
minutes of the Board shall be filed with
minutes
the General
Secretary
with the
General Secretary
of
the
Union
and
shall
be
available for public
of the
available
inspection. All
All
public inspection.
records
records of the Board shall be kept
kept in
languages of
of
in the official
official languages
the Union.
§ 6.
6.
§
Each country shall have the right to send,
its own
own
send, at
at its
expense, a
a technical
representative to
technical representative
to appear
before the
the
appear before
Board in support of, or in opposition
opposition to,
any notice
notice or
or other
other
to, any
matter under consideration
consideration in which his
country has
direct
his country
has a
a direct
interest,
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(Chap.
V, art.
art. 18
la RR)
RR)
(Chap. V,

(37/1-317)
(7S-S77)

CHAPITRE
V.
CHAPITRE V.

Brouillages. Mesures
Brouillages.
Mesures contre
contre les
les brouillages.
brouillages.
ARTICLE 13.
ARTICLE
Bronillages
Bronilages et maim.
essais.

Section L
Brouillages genera=
Section
1. Brouillagea
g ndraux.
372
372

§ 1.
§
Les transmissions
transmissions inutiles et
la transmission
transmission de
de
et la
signaux ou
correspondances superflus
on de correspondances
sont interdites
interdites a
superflus sont
toutes les stations.

373

§§ 2.
Toutes les stations sont
sont tenues
tenues de
de limiter
limiter leur
leur
puissance
rayonnee
au minimum
puissance rayonnee an
minimum n6cessaire
necessaire pour
pour assurer
un
assurer un
service satisfaisant.
satisfaisant.

374

§ 3.
§

375
375

376
376

377
377

Afin d'eviter
d'eviter les brouillages:
brouillages:
-- l'emplacement
I'emplacement des stations emettrices
emettrices doit
dolt etre
etre
choisi avec un soin particulier;
particulier;
-— le rayonnement
rayonnement dans
dans les directions inutiles
inutiles doit,
dote,
lorsque la nature
nature du service
service le
le permet,
etre
repermet, 8tre reduit le plus possible en utilisant
utilisant au
au mieux
mieux les
les
antennes directives.
qualites des antennes
directives.
§ 4.
Compte
§
Compte tenu tant des considerations
pratiques et
et
considerations pratiques
techniques
techniques que de la nature
nature du service
service a
assurer, il
il doit
doit etre
etre
a assurer,
fait usage de Is
la classe d'emission
d'emission occupant
occupant la
bande de
de frfr.&
la bande
quences is
la plus 6troite.
etroite.
§§ 5.
Si, bien qu'il satisfasse
satisfasse aux dispositions
dispositions de
de Particle
l'article
17,
un
emetteur
cause
des
brouillages
17, un emetteur
brouillages nuisibles
nuisibles par suite
suite de
de
I'intensite de ses harmoniques
l'intenaite
harmoniques ou autres
autres emissions non essenessentielles, des mesures
tielles,
mesures particulieres
particulieres doivent etre
pour
etre prises
prises pour
eliminer
eliminer ces brouillages
brouillages nuisibles.
Section
Brouillages industrials.
Section IL Brouiliagen
industriel.
§§ 6.
6.
Les administrations
administrations prennent
prennent toutes
toutes les
mesures
les mesures
pratiques
necessaires pour que le fonctionnement
fonctionnement des appareile
pratiques neeessaires
appareile

63 STAT.]
STAT.]

AMULTILATERAI-TELECOMMUNICATIONS-OCT.
MULTILATERAL--TELECOMAIUNICATIONS—
OCT.2,
2, 1947
1947

(Chapter V. art. 13
Is RR)

(7n-a7)
(872-177)

CHAPTER V
V
Interference.
Measures against Interference
Interference. Measures
Interference
ARTICLE 13
13
Interference and Tests
Interference
Tests
Section L
I. General Interference
Interference

372

§ 1.
1.
Unnecessary transmissions
transmissions and transmission
§
Unnecessary
transmission of superfluous signals and correspondence
correspondence are forbidden
forbidden to all
stations.

373 §§ 2.
All stations shall radiate only as much power
power as is
necessary to ensure a
a satisfactory
satisfactory service.
374

§ 3.
§

375

§§ 4.
Taking into account practical and technical
technical considconsiderations as well as the service
service to be
the class
class of
be performed,
performed, the
of
emissions making use of the narrowest
should
narrowest frequency
frequency band
band should
be employed.

376

§ 5.
If, while complying
§
complying with the provisions
provisions of
of article
article 17,
17,
aa transmitter causes harmful
harmful interference
interference through
through the
the inintensity of its harmonics or other
other non-essential
non-essential emissions,
emissions,
special measures
must
be
taken
measures
taken to eliminate
interference.
eliminate such interference.

377

In order to avoid interference:
interference:
-— locations of transmitting
transmitting stations must be selected
selected
with particular
particular care;
care;
- radiation in unnecessary
unnecessary directions shall be
—
minimized, where the nature
nature of the service permits, by taking the maximum
maximum practicable
practicable advantage of the properties of directional
directional antennas.

Section
Section. II.
IL Industrial Interference
Interference
§ 6.
Administrations shall take
§
Administrations
take all practicable
and necesnecespracticable and
sary steps to ensure that the operation
operation of electrical
electrical apparatus
apparatus

1745
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[63 STAT.
STAT.
[63

(Chap. V,
V, art.
itit)
arL 13
1 RR)

6lectriques de toute espece
et installations
installations electriques
espece ne
ne puisse
puisse pas
pas causer
causer
de brouillage
brouillage nuisible
A un service
de
nuisible a
service radio6lectrique
radioelectrique exploit()
exploit6
conformement au present
conformement
present RBglement.
Reglement.
Section II.
III. Cas particuliers
brouillage.
particuliers de
de brouilage.
378/379 §
§ 7. Sauf dans lea cas de detresse,
378/379
detresse, lea
lea communications
communications
entre stations
stations de navire
navire ou entre stations
stations de
navire
et stations
de navire et
stations
d'aeronef ne doivent pas brouiller
brouiller le
le travail
travail des
des stations
stations cec6tieres. Lorsque
tieres.
Lorsque ce travail
travail est
eat ainsi brouille, lea
lea stations
stations de
de
d'aeronef qui en sont la cause
navire ou d'aeronef
cause doivent
doivent cesser
leurs
cesser leurs
emissions ou changer de frequence
frequence A
ala
la premiere
demande de
de
premiere demande
la station cotiere
c6tiere interessee.
interessee.
8
a
0
380

Section
Section IV. Basis.
Essaia.

§ b.. (1)
(1) Avant d'autoriser
§
d'autoriser des essais et experiences
dans une
une
experiences dans

station, chaque
administration present,
chaque administration
en vue
d'eviter dea
des
prescrit, en
vue d'eviter
brouillages
brouillages nuisibles, que toutes les
lea precautions
precautions possibles
possibles
soient
soient prises telles que : choix de la frequence
frequence et
et de
de l'horaire;
l'horaire;
reduction et, si possible, suppression
suppression du
du rayonnement.
rayonnement. Tout
Tout
brouillage nuisible resultant
resultant des essais et
experiences doit
dolt 8tre
etre
et experiences
elimin6 aussi rapidement
rapidement que
Cimino
que possible.
381
(2)
r6glage doivent etre
381
(2) Les
Les signaux
signaux d'essai et de reglage
Otre choisis
choisis
de telle maniere
maniere qu'aucune
qu'aucune confusion
confusion ne
ne puisse
produire avec
avec
puisse se
se produire
un signal,
abreviation, etc., d'une signification
on
signal, une
one abreviation,
signification particuparticuliere
Reglement ou par
Here definie par le present
present Reglement
he Code
Code interinterpar le
national de signaux.
signaux.
382
(3)
les essais dans lea
382
(3) Pour lea
des services
services mobiles,
mobiles,
lea stations
stations des
voir les
lea numeros
numeros 679 et 680.
680.
99----Section V. Identification des
des emiasions.
emissions.
383 §§1.
La transmission
383
1
1
0.
transmission de signaux
signaux dont l'identitk
n'est pas
pas
l'identit6 n'est
donn6e est
A
dorm&
eat interdite I
toutes lea
stations.
les
stations.
/0 *
/0
- »
384
§ 4.
t.
Afin que l'identification
384 §
l'identification des stations
stations soit
soit aussi
aussi rarapide
que
possible, les stations
pide
stations pourvues
pourvues d'un
d'un indicatif
indicatif d'appel
d'appel
en application
application des dispositions
dispositions de l'article 19
en
19 doivent,
doivent, sauf
sauf si
si
Re
le
present
glement en dispose
le present Reglement
dispose autrement, transmettre
cet
transmettre cet
indicatif d'appel,
d'appel, au cours de leurs emissions,
indicatif
frequememissions, aussi
aussi fr6quemment
raisonnable de
went qu'il est pratique et raisonnable
faire.
de he
le faire.

63 STAT.]
STAT.]
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(Chapter V,
V, art. 18
13 RR)
RR)

(378-864)
(S781-4)

or installations of any kind does not cause harmful
harmful interference to aaradio service operating
accordance with the provioperating in accordance
sions of the present Regulations.
Section
Section III. Special
Special Cases of Interference
378/379
§
7.
Except
in
cases
of distress, communications
378/379 §
between
communications between
ship stations or between
between ship and aircraft
stations must
not
aircraft stations
must not
interfere
interfere with the work of coast stations. When
When this
this work
is thus interfered
interfered with, the ship or aircraft
aircraft station which
causes it must stop transmitting
transmitting or change
frequency upon
upon
change frequency
the first request of the coast station concerned.
concerned.
Section IV.
Tests
Section
IV. Tests

8 -|---380

381

§§ i.. (1)
(1) Before authorizing
authorizing tests and experiments
experiments in any
any
station each administration,
harmful interinteradministration, in order to avoid harmful
ference, shall prescribe
prescribe the taking of all possible
precautions
possible precautions
such as the choice of frequency
frequency and
reducand of
of time and the reduction or, if possible, the suppression
suppression of radiation. Any harmharmful interference
interference resulting from tests and experiments
experiments shall
shall
be eliminated as soon as possible.
(2)
(2) Signals for testing and adjustment
chosen
adjustment must be chosen
in such a
will
arise
with
a
signal,
a manner that no confusion
confusion will arise with a signal,
abbreviation,
abbreviation, etc., having
having a
a special
meaning defined
defined by these
special meaning
these
Regulations or by the International
International Code of Signals.

382

(3) For testing in mobile stations see 679 and 680.
680.

-3-8--Th.
3833§
.

9 A.
10
10

SfSection
Section V.
V. Identification of emissions
emissions
The transmission
transmission of signals without indentification
indentification
is forbidden to all stations.
.---

384

§ ».
In order that the identification
be
identification of stations may be
provided with aa call sign in acas rapid as possible, stations provided
cordance
cordance with article 19 must, unless the Regulations
provide
Regulations provide
otherwise, transmit
transmit this call sign during
during the course of their
their
transmission as frequently
frequently as is practicable
practicable and reasonable
reasonable.

1747
1747

1748

TREATIES
TREATIES

ii

(395-389)
(3R5-38.9)

385

[63 STAT.
STAT.
l[(3

(Chap,
V, art.
art. IS
13 et
et 14
14 RR)
(Chap, V,
RR)

§§

.
Une station quelconque
faisant des
emissions pour
pour
quelconque faisant
des emissions
essais, des reglages
des easais,
reglages ou des experiences
experiences doit,
doit, au
au cours
de
cours de
ces emissions, transmettre, autant que possible a
A vitesse
vitesse lente,
lente,
son indicatif d'appel ou, en cas de
son nom,
de frefrede besoin,
besoin, son
nom, aa de
quents intervalles.
quents
intervalles.
ARTICLE 14.
14.

386

387
387

Procedure contre les
brouillages.
les brouillages.
§ 1.
Dans
§
Dane un cas •
de brouillage qui justifie semblable
semblable dedemarche,
marche, 1'administration
l'administration du pays dont depend la
la station
station d'ed'emission brouillee,
brouillee, ou, dans certains cas, le
le bureau
bureau centralisacentralisateur du controle, demande l'aide
d'autres administrations,
administrations,
l'aide d'autres
bureaux
centralisateurs, ou autres organisations, en
bureaux centralisateurs,
en vue
vue de
de
l'execution des observations
l'execution
observations etdes
et *des mesures necessaires
necessaires pour
pour
l'identification de la source et la determination
l'identification
des responsadetermination des
responsabilites du brouillage.
brouillage.
§§ 2.
Ayant determine
determine la source et les caracteristiques
caracteristiques
du brouillage, l'administration
l'administration ou le bureau centralisateur
centralisateur vise
vis"
au numero 386 informe l'administration
l'administration du
pays dont
dont depend
du pays
depend
la station brouilleuse ou, le cas echeant, le bureau
bureau centraiisacentralisateur de ce pays, en donnant
donnant tous les renseignements
renseignements utiles,
utiles, de
de
facon
facon que cette administration
administration ou
ou le
bureau centralisateuf
le bureau
centralisateur
puisse prendre les mesures necessaires
pour eliminer
le brouilbrouilnecessaires pour
eliminer le
lage.
lage.

388

§§ 3.
L'administration du pays dont
L'administration
la station
dont depend
depend la
station de
de
reception
oI
le
brouillage
reception 00,
brouillage est constate, ou le bureau
bureau centralisacentralisateur de ce pays, peuvent egalement
egalement intervenir, respectivement,
respectivement,
aupres
aupres de l'administration
l'administration du pays dont depend
la station
station
depend la
brouilleuse ou de son bureau centralisateur.
centralisateur.
389 §§ 4.
Si le brouillage
brouillage persiste malgre les d6marches
&marches preceprecedentes,
l'administration
dentes, l'administration dont depend la station d'emission
d'emission
brouillee,
l'administration dont depend la
brouillee, aussi bien que l'administration
la stastation de reception ou
oi est constate le brouillage, peuvent
adrespeuvent adresser aal'administration
ser
l'administration dont depend la station d'emission brouilbrouilleuse
un rapport d'irregularite
d'irregularite ou d'infraction,
leuse un
d'infraction, dans la
la forme
forme
indiquee k
aI'appendice
l'appendice 2.
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(Chapter
V, art.
art. 13
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II
//

385

—
3
8;—

§ i.
;11.
Any station carrying out emissions
emissions for tests, adjustments or experiments, must, wherever possible, transmit
transmit
at slow speed its call sign or, if necessary, its name,
name, at frequent intervals
intervals during the course of these
these emissions.
ARTICLE 14
ARTICLE
14

Procedure in aa Case of
of Interference
Interference
If
386 §
§ 1.
If a
acase of interference
interference so justifies, the
the administraadministration of the country having jurisdiction
jurisdiction over the
the transmitting
transmitting
certain cases,
station interfered with or, in certain
cases, the
the centralising
centralising
office
for
monitoring,
shall
seek
office
co-operation of other adthe co-operation
ministrations, centralising
or other
other organizations
organizations in
in
centralising offices, or
making observations
observations and
measurements
necessary
for
the
and measurements necessary for the
identification of the source
identification
source and the establishment
establishment of
the
of the
responsibility for the interference.
responsibility
interference.
Having determined
determined the source and characteristics
387 §§ 2.
characteristics of
the interference, the administration
centralising office
office rereadministration or centralising
ferred
ferred to in 386 shall inform the administration
administration of the country
having jurisdiction
jurisdiction over the interfering
station or,
interfering station
or, where
where apappropriate, the centralising
centralising office
office of that country, giving
giving all
useful
information in order that that administration
useful information
its
administration or
or its
centralising
centralising office may take such steps as may be
be necessary
necessary to
eliminate the interference.
eliminate
388

§ 3.
The administration
§
country having
having jurisdicadministration of the country
tion over the receiving
receiving station experiencing
experiencing the interference,
interference,
or the centralising
centralising office of that country,
country, may also approach
approach
administration of the country having jurisdiction over
the administration
over
the interfering
centralising office, respectively.
interfering station or its centralising
respectively.

389

If the interference
interference persists
persists in spite of the preceding
preceding
§§ 4.
actions, the administration
jurisdiction over the transadministration having jurisdiction
interfered with, as well
mitting station interfered
well as the
the administration having jurisdiction over the receiving
receiving station
experiencstation experiencinterference, may address to the administration
ing interference,
having
administration having
jurisdiction over the interfering
interfering transmitting
transmitting station a
a report
report
of irregularity
irregularity or infraction
in appeninfraction in the form indicated
indicated in
appendix 2.

1749
1749

1750
1750

TREATIES
TREATIES

(390-394)
(390-394)

[63
STAT.
[63 STAT.

(Chap. V,
et 15
15 RR)
RR)
V, art. 14 et

390

§§ 5.
Lorsqu'il existe une organisation
Lorsqu'il
organisation internationale
internationale sp6sped6termine, les plaintes et
cialisee pour un service
service determine,
et les
les rapports
rapports
d'irregularite et d'infraction
d'infraction relatifs aux brouillages
d'irregularite
brouillages causes
causes
par les stations de ce service peuvent
etre adress6s
adresses a
peuvent 8tre
a cette
cette
organisation
organisation en meme
meme temps qu'a l'administration
au bubul'administration bu
bu au
reau centralisateur
centralisateur interesse.

391

§ 6.
interventions precedentes
§
Si les interventions
ne produisent
pas
precedentes ne
produisent pas
de resultat
r6sultat satisfaisant,
l'administration int6ressee
satisfaisant, l'administration
interessee transmet
transmet
le dossier de l'affaire pour information
information au Comite
Comite internatiointernational d'enregistrement
d'enregistrement des frequences
frequences et, si
si elle
elle le
le desire,
desire, elle
elle
peut demander
a ce Comite
demander a
Comae d'agir
comme il
il est
est prevu
prevu au
au nunud'agir comme
mero 355.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE 16.
15.
Rapports sur les
les infractions.
infractions.

392
392

393
393

394
394

§ 1.
1.
§
Les infractions
infractions a
a la Convention
Convention et aux Reglements
Reglements
des radiocommunications
radiocommunications sont signalees
signalees a
a leurs administraadministrations respectives
respectives par
par les organismes
organismes de controle,
controle, les
les stations
stations
ou les inspecteurs
inspecteurs qui les constatent.
constatent. A
A cette
fin,
il
est fait
fait
cette fin, il est
emploi
d'etats
conformes
au
modele
emploi
conformes
reproduit
l'appendice 2.
2.
reproduit aal'appendice
§§ 2.
2.
Dans le cas ou
oü une station commet des
des infractions
infractions
importantes, les representations
representations yyrelatives
relatives doivent
doivent etre
etre faites
faites
a l'administration
du
pays
dont
depend
l'administration
depend cette
cette station par
les
par les
administrations
administrations qui les constatent.
constatent.
§§ 3.
Si une administration
a connaissance
administration a
connaissance d'une
d'une infracinfraca la Convention
tion a
Convention ou aux Reglements
Reglements des
des radiocommunicaradiocommunications
tions commise
commise dans une station relevant
relevant de son autorite, elle
constate
les faits,
constate les
faith, fixe les
les responsabilites
responsabilites et prend les
les mesures
mesures
necessaires.
necessaires.
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V, art.
art. 14
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(390-394)

390

§§ 5.
If there is aa specialized international
international organization
organization
for a
a particular
particular service, complaints and reports
reports of irregularities and of infractions relating to interference
interference caused
caused by the
the
addressed to such organization
organization
stations in this service shall be addressed
at the same time as to the administration
centralising office
administration or centralising
concerned.

391

§§ 6.
preceding actions do not produce
If the preceding
produce satisfactory
forward the file of
of
results, the administration
administration concerned shall forward
the case to the International Frequency. Registration
Registration Board
for information, and, if it so desires, it may request
request the
Board to act in accordance with provisions 355.
ARTICLE 15
ARTICLE

Reports of Infringements
382

Infringements of the Convention or Radio Regula§§ 1.
1.
Infringements
tions are reported
reported to their administration
administration by the control
control ordetecting them. For this
ganization, stations, or inspectors detecting
in
purpose they use forms similar to the specimen given in
appendix 2.

393

In the case of a
serious ina station committing serious
§§ 2.
fringements, representations
representations relating to them must be made
to the administration
administration of the country to which the station
administrations which detect them.
belongs, by the administrations

394
394

§
administration has
of an infringeinfringeIf an
an administration
has information
information of
§ 3.
ment
of the
or Radio Regulations,
committed in
in
Regulations, committed
the Convention
Convention or
ment of
a
a station which it has authorized, it ascertains
ascertains the facts,
fixes the
responsibility, and
fixes
the responsibility,
and takes
takes the
the necessary
necessary action.

1751
1751

1752

TREATIES
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STAT.

(Chap. VI, art. 16 et
(Chap.
et 17
17 KIR)
KR)

CHAPITRE VI.
VI.

Prescriptions techniques
Prescriptions
techniques relatives
relatives aux
aux appareils
appareils
et aux emissions.
emissions.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE 16.
Choix des
des appareils.
appareils.

395
395

§§ 1.
1.
Le choix des appareils et des dispositifs
dispositifs a
a employer
employer
dans
une
station
est
libre,
a
condition
dans
a
fonctionnement
que leur
leur fonctionnement
et leurs emissions satisfassent
et
satisfassent aux stipulations
stipulations du
du present
present
Reglement.
Reglement.

396
396

§§ 2.
Toutefois, dans les limites compatibles
2.
compatibles avec
avec les
les conconsiderations pratiques, le choix des
siderations
des appareils
d'emission, de
appareils d'emission,
de

reception
s'inspirer des plus recents
reception et de mesure doit s'inspirer
recents progres
progres
de
de la technique, tels qu'ils
qu'ils sont indiques
indigoes notamment
notamment dans
dans les
les
avis du C.C.I.R.
ARTICLE 17.
17.
ARTICLE

Qualiti des
Quante
des emissions.
emissions
397
397

§§ 1.
1.
Les stations doivent se conformer
Les
conformer aux tolerances
tolerances de
de
frequence fixees A
a l'appendice
l'appendice 3.
3.

398
398

§§ 2.
La largeur
largeur de bande
bande des emissions, le
le niveau
des harharniveau des
moniques
A frequence
moniques a
frequence radioelectrique
radioelectrique et les
les emissions
emissions non
non
essentielles
doivent
6tre
maintenus
a
essentielles doivent etre maintenus a la valeur la
basse
la plus basse
permise par
technique et la nature du service
permise
par 1'etat
l'etat de la technique
service a
a
assurer. Les appendices
appendices 44et 55 doivent etre
assurer.
etre consideres,
consideres, de
de ce
cc
point de
point
de vue,
vue, comme
comme un guide jusqu'a
jusqu'a publication
d'avis plus
publication d'avis
plus
recents
recents du C.C.I.R.

399
399

§§ 3.
Afin d'assurer
&assurer le respect du present
present Reglement,
Reglement, les
les
administrations
prennent les dispositions
administrations prennent
dispositions n6cessaires
necessaires pour
pour que
que

C6
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CHAPTER
CHAPTER VI

Technical Provisions
Provisions Concerning Equipment
Technical
and
and Emissions
Emissions
ARTICLE 16
ARTICLE
Choice of Apparatus
Choice
395

§§ 1.
The choice of apparatus
apparatus and devices to be used in a
a
station shall be unrestricted,
unrestricted, provided
provided that the performance
performance
thereof and the emissions therefrom
therefrom satisfy the provisions
provisions
of these Regulations.

396

§ 2.
However,
§
However; within
within limits consistent
consistent with practical
considerations,
considerations, the choice of transmitting,
transmitting, receiving
meareceiving and measuring apparatus
apparatus must be guided
latest technical
progguided by the latest
technical progress, particularly
particularly as indicated in the
of the
the
the recommendations
recommendations of
C.C.I.R.
ARTICLE 17
ARTICLE
17
Quality of Emissions
Emissions

397

§§ 1.
1.
stations must conform to
TolerThe stations
to the
the Frequency
Frequency Tolerances as specified
specified in appendix 3.
3.

398

§§ 2.
The bandwidths
bandwidths of emissions, level of radio frequency harmonics, and non-essential
non-essential emissions
emissions must be kept
kept
at the lowest value which
which-the
the state of technique and the nature
of the service permit. Appendices
and 5
5 must be
Appendices 44and
be considered
considered
as a
a guide in this respect, until more recent
recent recommendations
recommendation:,
of the C.C.I.R. are published.

399

§§ 3.
To ensure
ensure compliance
Regulations the
compliance with these Regulations
administrations will take necessary
frequent checks
administrations
necessary steps for
for frequent
checks

1753
1753

1754

TREATIES

(409-404)
(400-404)

[63 STAT.
STAT.
[63

(Chap. VI,
art. 17
17 et
et 18
18 RR)
(Chap.
VI, art.
RR)

des mesures
frequentes soient faites
des
mesures frequentes
faites sur les emissions des stastations placees
place:es sous leur juridiction;
juridictioni la technique
appliquer
technique a
a appliquer
pour ces mesures doit etre
etre conforme
recents avis
avis du
conforme aux plus
plus recents
du
C.C.I.R.
400

§ 4.
administrations cooperent
§
Les administrations
cooperent pour
pour la
la recherche
recherche et
et
l'6limination des brouillages,
l'elimination
brouillages, en utilisant les moyens
(Merits A
it
moyens decrits
l'article
Particle 18 et en suivant
suivant la procedure
14.
procedure decrite
decrite aaParticle
l'article 14.
ARTICLE 18.
ARTICLE
Contr6le international
des emission.
emissions.
international des

401

§§ 1.
1.
Les dispositions
dispositions du numero 399 peuvent
etre apappeuvent etre
pliquees
grace
aa 1'emploi
pliquees
l'emploi de stations
stations de controle.
Ces stations
stations
controle. Ces
peuvent etre exploitees
exploitees par une
une administration,
administration, ou
ou par
par une
une
entreprise
entreprise publique ou privee
privet* reconnue
son administrareconnue par son
administration, ou .par
.par un service
service de controle
contrtile commun
commun etabli
etabli par
par deux
deux
ou plusieurs
plusieurs pays, ou par une organisation
internationale.
organisation internationale.

402
402

§§ 2.
Les administrations
administrations conviennent
conviennent de cooperer
cooperer pour
pour
l'etablissement
l'etablissement d'un systeme
systeme de controle
des frefrecontrole international
international des
quences et, dans la mesure
mesure du possible,
pour l'organisation
l'organisation
possible, pour
d'autres contrilles,
controles, sur la base des avis qui seront formules
formules
par le Comite
Comit6 consultatif
international des radiocommunicaconsultatif international
radiocommunications (C.C.I.R.).
(C.C.I.R.). Les stations mentionnees
numero 401
mentionnees au numero
401
pourront faire partie de ce systeme.
systeme.

403
403

§§ 3. (1)
(1) Provisoirement,
Provisoirement, les administrations
administrations effectuent,
effectuent, dans
dans
la mesure oi
ou elles l'estiment
l'estiment possible, tels controles
controles qui
qui peupeuvent leur etre
demandes par le Comite
e'tre demandes
Comae international
international d'enred'enregistrement
frequences (I.F.R.B.)
gistrement des frequences
(I.F.R.B.) ou par les autres
autres admiadministrations des pays membres
membres de l'Union,
l'Union, ou par d'autres
d'autres ororganisations fonctionnant
fonctionnant dans le cadre
ganisations
cadre de l'Union.
l'Union. Les
resulLes r6sultats de
de ces
ces controles
contr6les sont adresses
tats
adresses a
a I'l.F.R.B.
l'I.F.R.B. en meme temps
qu'a
qu'a l'administration
Padministration ou aux organisations
organisations directement
intedirectement interessees, de facon que l'I.F.R.B.
I'I.F.R.B. puisse prendre
prendre note
note de
de ces
ces

resultats.

404
404

•

(2) Dana
Dans la
la mesure
(2)
mesure consideree
consider& comme
comme possible
possible par
par l'administration
interessee,
toutes
lea
ministration interessee,
stations de contr6le
controls d'un
d'un
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art. 17 &
& 18 RR)
(Chapter VI, art.

(400-404)
(40%-404)

under their juristo be
be made
made of
of the
juristhe emissions of the stations under
to
accordance
of
measurements
diction,
the
technique
measurements
being
in
accordance
diction,
with
the most
most recent
recommendations of the C.C.I.R.
recent recommendations
with the
400
400

The
administrations shall cooperate
cooperate in the detection
The administrations
§§ 4.
4.
and
elimination of interference,
employing the facilities
facilities deinterference, employing
and elimination
procedures
the
scribed
procedures detailed
scribed in article 18 and following
in article 14.

ARTICLE 18
Monitoring
International Monitoring
401
401

The provisions of 399 may be implemented by
1.
§§ 1.
means of
of monitoring
monitoring stations. Such stations
stations may be operated
means
by
public or private
private enterprise
a public
administration or by a
an administration
by an
recognized
administration or by a
monitoring
a common monitoring
by its
its administration
recognized by
established by two or more countries or by some interservice established
national organization.
organization.
national

402
402

Administrations agree
agree to
cooperate in the establishto cooperate
Administrations
§§ 2.
2.
ment
international frequency
frequency monitoring
monitoring system and,
an international
of an
ment of
to
extent practicable,
practicable, in the
establishment of other monithe establishment
to the
the extent
toring
on recommendations
recommendations of
stations
.C.CI.R. The stations
of the C.C.I.R.
based on
toring based
referred
to
in
401
may
participate
system.
system.
this
in
participate
referred to in 401 may

403
403

§
3. (1)
(1) Meanwhile,
as far as they conadministrations will, as
Meanwhile, administrations
§ 3.
sider
practicable,
carry
out
such
monitoring
as may be
be resider practicable, carry out such monitoring as
Board
Registration
quired
International Frequency
Frequency
quired by the International
members
(I.F.R.B.)
countries members
administrations of countries
other administrations
by other
or by
(I.F.R.B.) or
of
Union, or
by other
within
operating within
organizations operating
other organizations
or by
the Union,
of the
the framework
the Union.
Union. The
such monitormonitorof such
results of
The results
of the
framework of
the
ing shall
shall be
be forwarded
forwarded to
as well
as to
to the
adthe adwell as
I.F.R.B. as
the I.F.R.B.
to the
ing
ministration or
or organization
concerned, in order that
directly concerned,
organization direetly
ministration
the results may be noted by the I.F.R.B.

404
404

(2) As
deemed practicable
practicable by the adminbe deemed
as may be
far as
As far
(2)
istration
concerned, all of
of the monitoring stations of
of one
one
istration concerned,

'
81939

ii
II--30
0-52-PT.
81939 0-52--PT.

30
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(Chap.
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organisation internationale,
pays, ou d'une organisation
internationale, participant
participant a
ce
a ce
controle
controle international
international correspondent
correspondent et
et transmettent
leurs
transmettent leurs
r6sultats-de
resultats- de mesure par l'intermediaire
bureau centralicentralil'intermediaire d'un bureau
sateur unique. Quand un tel bureau existe, ii
recoit directeil recoit
directement toutes les demandes
de l'I.F.R.B.
l'I.F .R.B. ou
ou
demandes de contrele
controle emanant
6manant de
de bureaux
centralisateurs
bureaux centralisateurs similaires
similaires d'autres
d'autres pays, ou
d'orou d'organisations
internationales interessees;
ganisations internationales
meme
interessees; ilii transmet de
de meme
resultats a
les resultats
l'organisme qui aa demande
demande ce
ce controle,
controle, ainsi
a l'organisme
ainsi
qu'a I'I.F.R.B.
l'I.F.R.B.
405

§ 4.
§
Les dispositions
dispositions du present
present article n'affectent
n'affectent pas les
les
contr6le prives,
priv,6s, conclus
accords de controle
conclus a
particulieres par
par
a des fins particulieres
des administrations,
administrations, des organisations
organisations internationales
internationales ou
des
ou des
entreprises publiques
entreprises
publiques ou privees.
priv6es.

406

§ 5. (1)
§
(1) Apres
Apres la publication
publication par le C.C.I.R.
C.C.I.R. d'un avis relatif aux normes techniques
techniques de travail
travail qui
qui devront
devront etre
applietre appliquees par les differentes
categories
differentes categories de stations de contr6le,
controle, et
et
apres l'expiration
l'expiration des delais prevus
prevus dans cet
avis pour
pour l'applicet avis
l'application des nouvelles
nouvelles normes techniques,
l'I.F.It.B. pourra
pourra retechniques, I'I.F.R.B.
reconnaitre
provisoirement
ces
connaitre provisoirement
normes techniques
techniques comme
cornme nornorpratiques optima.
mes pratiques

407

(2) II
appartiendra aux administrations
(2)
Ii appartiendra
administrations ou
ou aux
aux organiorganiinternationales de determiner
determiner si leurs stations
sations internationales
de conconstations de

tr6le
i ces normes
tr8le satisfont a
normes techniques. Elles notifieront au
Secretaire general
g6neral de l'Union les noms et les
Secretaire
emplacements des
les emplacements
des
stations susceptibles de participer
participer au service,
ainsi que
que les
service, ainsi
les
adresses
t6elgraphique auxquelles les demandes
adresses postale
postale et telegraphique
deniandes de
de
renseignements relatifs
renseignements
relatifs au contrOle
la
contr6le devront etre envoyees;
envoyees; la
notification devra comprendre
comprendre une declaration
declaration des
normes de
de
des normes
mesure appliquees
appliquees par ces stations.
stations.
408

(3)
gen6ral publiera periodiquement
(3) Le Secretaire
Secretaire general
periodiquement une
une
liste des stations de controle
controle visees au numero
avec les
les
numero 407,
407, avec
renseignements connexes
connexes ainsi notifies,
autres renseignements
notifies, ainsi
ainsi qu'un
qu'un
expos6 des normes
exposé
normes en vigueur
reconnues par
par l'I.F.R.B.
l'I.F.R.B.
vigueur reconnues
409
(4)
Lorsque
les
r6sultats
(4) Lorsque
resultats fournis par une
de
une station
station de
controle paraitront
paraitront a
l'I.F.R.B. douteux,
ou insuffisants
insuffisants pour
pour
a l'I.F.R.B.
douteux, ou
ses besoins, l'I.F.R.B.
I'I.F.R.B. en avisera, par l'intermediaire
l'intermediaire du
du
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(Chapter VI,
art. 18
RR)
VI, art.
18 RR)

(405-409)
(405-409)

participating in this
country or one international
international organization
organization participating
international
shall report
report and transmit
transmit remonitoring work
work shall
international monitoring

sults of measurements
measurements through one centralizing
centralizing office. Where
such
it shall receive
exists, it
receive directly all requests for
such an
an office
office exists,
monitoring
originating in the
similar offices
offices of
or in
in similar
of
monitoring originating
the I.F.R.B., or
concerned; it
organizations concerned;
international organizations
other countries
countries or international
shall
forward the results
results to the
the organization
organization which
which
similarly forward
shall similarly
has
monitoring, as well as to the I.F.R.B.
has requested
requested the monitoring,
405
405

§
However, these provisions shall not affect private
However,
§ 4.
monitoring
made for
special purposes
purposes by adfor special
arrangements made
monitoring arrangements
ministrations,
international organizations,
organizations, or public
or pripublic or
ministrations, international
vate enterprises.

406
406

a recommendation
recommendation as
Afte'r the C.C.I.R. has made a
§§ 5.
5. (1)
(1) After
to the
the technical
technical standards
performance to be observed
observed by
standards for performance
to
various
stations and after
after the expiration
expiration
various classes of monitoring stations
of
limits associated
associated with
recommendation for
with that recommendation
any time
time limits
of any
the
technical standards, the I.F.R.B.
the application
application of the new technical
may recognize
provisionally as
as optimum
optimum practicable
practicable_
these provisionally
recognize these
may
technical standards.
standards.
technical
(2) Administrations
Administrations or
or international
international organizations
organizations shall
shall
(2)
be
responsible
for
determining
whether
their
monitoring
stabe responsible for determining whether their monitoring stations
meet
these
technical
standards.
They
shall
notify
to
tions meet these technical standards. They shall notify to
the
Secretary
General
of
the
Union
the
names
and
locations
of
the Secretary General of the Union the names and locations of
the
the postal
postal and
and teleteleand the
participate and
may participate
which may
the stations
statiors which
graphic addresses
which requests
for monitoring
monitoring informarequests for
to which
addresses to
graphic
tion
should be
The notification
statement
a statement
include a
shall include
notification shall
be sent.
sent. The
tion should
of the
the standards
standards of
of measurements
by these
these stastamaintained by
measurements maintained
of
tions.
tions.
(3) The
Secretary General
General shall
shall publish
publish periodically
periodically a
a
The Secretary
(3)
list
of
the
stations
referred
to
in
407,
and
other
information
list of the stations referred to in 407, and other information
so
notified, including
statement of
current standards
standards
the current
of the
a statement
including a
so notified,
recognized by
I.F.R.B.
the I.F.R.B.
by the
recognized
(4) Where
Where the
results supplied
any monitoring
stamonitoring staby any
supplied by
the results
(4)
tion
appear
to
the
I.F.R.B.
to
be
questionable
or
insufficient
or
insufficient
questionable
to
be
I.F.R.B.
to
the
tion appear
for its
its purposes,
I.F.R.B. shall,
shall, through
through the
the Secretary
Secretary
the I.F.R.B.
purposes, the
for

407
407

408
40X

409
409
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Secretaire general de l'Union,
1'Union, l'administration
Secretaire
l'administration ou
ou l'organisa1'organisation internationale
internationale int6ressee,
interessee, en
en donnant
les details
donnant les
details utiles.
utiles.
410
410

§ 6.
6.
L'I.F.R.B. tient un registre
§
L'I.F.R.B.
des resultats
resultats qui
qui lui
lui
registre des
sont
fournis
sont fournis par les stations participant
participant au
au controle
controle internainternational. Pour chaque
chaque serie
serie de
mesures, il
il met
met en
en evidence
evidence la
la
de mesures,
precision estimee, ainsi que le
precision
mode op6ratoire
operatoire de
mesure
le mode
de mesure
suivi par la station
station de
controle.
de controle.

411

6
§§ 7.
L'I.F.R.B. prepare
riodiquement, avec
7.
L'I.F.R.B.
prepare p
periodiquement,
avec l'aide
l'aide du
du
Secretaire general
Secretaire
general de l'Union, qui
est chargé
de
les
publier,
des
qui est
charge de les publier, des
resumes
contr6le utiles
résumés des r6sultats
resultats de controle
utiles recus
reps par
par lui,
lui, auxquels
auxquels
ilil joint
une liste
liste des stations qui ont
joint une
ces resultats.
resultats.
ont fourni
fourni ces

411
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General
administration or internaGeneral of the Union. advise the administration
tional organization
organization concerned, giving the appropriate
appropriate details.
I10
tO

§ 6.
§
The I.F.R.B. shall maintain a
a record of the results
results
supplied by the monitoring stations participating.
participating. For
For each
each
series of measurements,
accuracy
measurements, it shall state the estimated accuracy
and the procedures
procedures of measurement
measurement followed
followed by
by the monitormonitoring station.

.11I
·111

I.F.R.B. shall prepare
with the
§§ 7.
The I.F.R.B.
prepare periodically,
periodically, with
the
assistance of, and for publication
Secretary General
General of
assistance
publication by, the Secretary
of
received
the Union, summaries of the useful monitoring data received
by the Board, including aalist of the stations
stations contributing
contributing the
data.
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CHAPITRE VII.
Identification des stations.
ARTICLE 19.

Indicatifs d'appeL
d'appeL
Section I. Attribution
Section
Attribution et
notification.
et notification.

412

§ 1. (1)
(1) Toutes les stations ouvertes aala
§
la correspondance
correspondance pupuinternationale, toutes les stations d'amateur
blique internationale,
d'amateur et
et toutes
toutes
les autres stations susceptibles
susceptibles de causer
causer des brouillages
brouillages nuisinuisibles au dela des frontieres des pays dont elles
doielles dependent
dependent doivent posseder
poss6der des indicatifs d'appel de la s6rie
serie internationale
internationale
attribuee
attribuee a
hleur pays par le tableau du numero
419.
numero 419.

413
413

(2) Toutefois, il
ii n'est pas obligatoire d'attribuer
d'attribuer des
des
indicatifs
internationale aux stations
indicatifs d'appel de la s6rie
serie internationale
stations qui
qui
peuvent
identifi6es par d'autres procedes,
peuvent etre facilement
facilement identifiees
proc6ds, et
et
dont les signaux d'identification ou les caracteristiques
caracteristiques d'emisd'6mission sont publies
publi6s par des documents
documents internationaux.
internationaux.

414

§ 2. (1)
§
(1) Lorsqu'une
Lorsqu'une station fixe emploie, dans
dans le
le service
service ininternational,
frequence, chaque
ternational, plus d'une frequence,
frequence est
est identichaque fr6quence
identifiee
flee par un indicatif
indicatif d'appel distinct, utilis6
utilise uniquement
pour
uniquement pour
cette frequence.
fr6quence.

415
415

(2)
radiodiffusion emploie,
(2) Lorsqu'une
Lorsqu'une station de radiodiffusion
emploie, dans
dans
le service
international,
service international, plus d'une fr6quence,
frequence, chaque
chaque fr6quenfrequence est
est identifi6e,
identifiee, soit par un indicatif d'appel
d'appel distinct utilise
utilise
uniquement pour cette frequence,
fr6quence, soit par d'autres procedes
uniquement
procedes
appropri6s,
appropries, tels que l'6nonc6
l'enonce du lieu geographique
et de
de la
la
g6ographique et
fr6quence employee.
frequence
employ6e.

416
416

(3)
terrestre emploie plus d'une fr.&
(3) Lorsqu'une
Lorsqu'une station terrestre
frequence,
les
fr6quences
utilis6es peuvent, h
quence,
frequences utilisees
facultatif,
a titre
titre facultatif,
etre identifiees
identifiees par des indicatifs d'appel
d'appel distincts.
distincts.
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(Chapter
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CHAPTER VII
Identification
stations
Identification of stations
ARTICLE 19
Call Signs
Signs
Section I. Allocation and
Notification
and Notification
Section

412

stations open to the international
international service of pub(1) All stations
§§ 1.
1. (1)
amateur stations, and other
othez stations
correspondence, all amateur
lic correspondence,
which are capable
capable of causing
causing harmful interference
beyond the
interference beyond
which
boundaries of the country
country to which they belong, must have call
international series assigned
assigned to each country
signs from the international
in the table given in 419.

413
413

(2)
compulsory to assign call signs
is not
not compulsory
it is
(2) However, it
from
to stations
stations which are easily idenseries to
the international
international series
from the
whose signals of identification
identification or
means and whose
other means
tified by other
characteristics
characteristics of emission are published in international
documents.
documents.

414
414

2. (1)
(1) When
frequency
a fixed
fixed station uses more than one frequency
When a
§§ 2.
be
identified
in
the
international
service,
each
frequency
shall
identified
frequency
each
service,
in the international
by
a
separate
call
sign
used
solely
this
frequency.
frequency.
for
by a separate call sign used solely

415
415

broadcasting station uses more than one
a broadcasting
When a
(2) When
frequency
service, each frequency
frequency shall be
international service,
in the international
frequency in
identified
by
a
separate
call
sign
used
solely
frequency
for
this frequency
solely
used
call
sign
a
separate
by
identified
or
by
some
other
appropriate
means,
such
announcing
the
announcing
as
such
means,
or by some other appropriate

frequency used.
name
name of the place and frequency
416
416

(3) When
When a
frequency,
uses more than one frequency,
a land station uses
(3)
such
may, if
desired, be
separate call
by separate
identified by
be identified
if desired,
frequencies may,
such frequencies

Sido
sign&
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VII, art.
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(Chap.
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(417-419)
(417-419)
417

418

§§ 3. (1)
(1) Chaque
Chaque pays choisit les indicatifs
de ses
ses
indicatifs d'appel
d'appel de
stations dans
dans la s6rie
serie internationale
internationale qui
allouee et,
et,
qui lui est allou6e
conformement
conformement a
Secretaire g6neral
general de
A Particle
I'article 20, notifie
notifie au Secretaire
de
F'Union
l'Union les indicatifs
indicatifs d'appel qu'il aa attribues. Cette
Cette disposidisposition ne concerne pas les indicatifs
indicatifs d'appel attribues
attribues aux
aux stastations d'amateur et aux stations
stations exp6rimentales.
experimentales.
(2) Le Secr6taire
Secretaire general
general de l'Union
a ce
ce qu'un
qu'un
1'Union veille
veille A
meme indicatif
indicatif d'appei
d'appei ne soit pas
et
pas attribue
attribue plus d'une fois
fois et
A ce que les indicatifs d'appel
d'appel qui pourraient
pourraient etre con
fondus
confondus
avec
avec les signaux
signaux de detresse,
ou avec d'autres signaux
signaux de
de m8me
merne
d6tresse, ouavec
nature, ne soient pas attribu6s.
nature,
attribues.
Section IL
II. Repartition des series
Section
series internationales.

419

§§ 4.
Dans
Dana le tableau
premier ou les deux prepretableau suivant, le premier
miers caracteres des
indicatifs d'appel distinguent la nationades indicatifs
lite des stations.
lite
repartItion des indicatifs
Tableau de repartition
indicatifa d'appel.
d'appel

Pays

Indicatifs
Intlicatifs

Pays

Etats-Unis
Etats-Unis d'Am6rique.
d'Amerique.
(Non attribus)
attribu6s). .
.....
Pakistan .
Pakistan
. . . . .
lode . . .
Inde.
. .
Federation Australienne
Federation
Australienne
R6publique
Republique Argentine
Argentine .

AA
A-ALZ
AAA-ALZ
AMA-AOZ
AMA-AOZ
APA-ASZ
APA-ASZ
ATA-AWZ
ATA-AWZ

Republique
des
Republique des
Philippines .
Philippines
Espagne
Espagne . . ....
Irlande
Irlande ...
Union des Republiques
Republiques
sovietiques
sovietiques socialistes
socialistes
R6publique (te
Republique
de l.iberia
Liberia
Union des
des Ilpubliques
lOpubliques
sovi6tiqucts
sovietiques socialistes
soeislistes
Iran
Iran . . . . . . . . .

Chine
Chine.

........

Chili .
Chili
........
Canada .......
Cuba ..
. .. .. .
Maroc ..
Maroc
..
. ..
.
Cuba ...
Bolivie .......
Colonies portugaies.
portugaises
Portugal . . . . . ..
Uruguay .......
Canada ...
Allemagne ..
Allemagne
. .
Congo Beige
Belge ....
.
Republique sovidtique
sovietique
RApublique
socialiste
socialiate de Bielorussie
Bieloruasie

AXA-AXZ
AXA-AXZ
AYA-AZZ
AYA-AZZ
BAA-11ZZ
BAA-BZZ
CAA-CEZ
CFA-CKZ
CFA-CKZ
CLA-CMZ
CLA-CMZ
CNA-CNZ
COA-COZ
COA-COZ
CPA-CPZ
CPA-CPZ
CQA-CRZ
CQA-CRZ
CSA-CUZ
CVA- CXZ
CVA-CXZ
CYA-CZZ
CYA-CZZ
DAA-DMZ
DAA-DMZ
DNA-DQZ
DNA-DQZ
DRA-DTZ
DRA-DTZ

Union
Union des Republiques
Republiques
sovi6tiquem
sovietiques sacialistes
icialistes
Estonie . . . . . . .
Estonie
Ethiopia .......
Ethiopie

Union des Rcpubliques
Republiques
sovi6tiques socialistes
sovietiques
socialistes
France et
France
et colonies
colonies et
et
protectorats .
protectorate
Grande-Bretagne . . •
Grande-Bretagne
.
Hongrie
Honirie
.
.
..
Suisse .....
.. . . . . .

Indicatits
Indicatife

DUA-DZZ
EAA-ElHZ
EAA-ElIZ
E1A-EJZ
EIA-EJZ
EKA-EKZ
EKA-EKZ
ELA-ELZ
ELA-ELZ
EMA-EOZ
EMA-EOZ
EPA-EQZ
El'A-EQZ

ERA-ERZ
ESA-ESZ
ETA-ETZ
EUA-EZZ
FAA-FZZ
GAA-GZZ
GAA-GZZ
HAA-HAZ
HAA-HAZ
HBA-HBZ
HBA-HBZ
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417

418

§§ 3. (1) Each country
country shall choose the call signs of its stations from the
allocated to
it and
the international
international series
series allocated
to it
and shall,
shall,
of the
Union the
the call
eall signs
signs
notify to the
the Secretary
Secretary General
General of
the Union
which
which it has assigned(i
assigned in accordance
with article
20,1 These
These
accordance with
article 20,)
notifications
amateur
notifications do not include
include call signs
signs assigned,
assigned. to amateur
and experimental
experimental stations.
stations.
(2)
The
Secretary
(2)
Secretary General
General of the Union shall ensure
that the same call sign is not allotted more than once and that
that
call signs which might be confused
confused with distress signals, or
with other signals
signals of the same nature, are not allotted.
allotted.
Section II.
Section
II.

419
419

(417-419)
(417-419)

Allocation of
International Series
Allocation
of International
Series

§
4.
The
first character
character or
or the
first two
two characters
the
§ 4.
The first
the first
characters of
of the
call
given in
in the
following table
show the
call signs
signs given
the following
table show
the nationality
nationality of
of
the
the stations.
stations.

Allocation of Call Signs
Table of Allocation
Signs
Country

Country
Country

Call Signs

Call Signs
Signs
Call

United
America
lUnited States of Almericai

AAA
-Al'/.
AAA-AI.
'

(Not
(Not allocated)
allocated)

NM
A-AtZ
'MA-A()Z

Republic
IRl'ullulic of the
Philippines
I'lilippines

DUA-DZZ
DUA-UZZ

Pakistan
Pakistan
India
Iltliai
Commonwealth
Comnlmonwealth ))i
o
Australia
Australia
Argenitina
Argentina Rd
011)1W
Relpublic
China
China
Chili.
Chil,
Canada
Canada
Cuba
Cutba
Morocco
Morocco
Cuba . .
Cuba
Bolivia
Bolivia.
PortugueseColonies
Portuguese'Colonies .
Portugal ...
Portugal
Uruguay
Uruguay
Canada .
Canada
Germany
Germany
Belgian Congo .
Belgian
Bielorussian Soviet
Soviet
Bielorussian
Socialist Republic
Republic .

A
PA-ASZ
APA-ASZ

Spitin
Slpin

EAA-ElIZ
EAA-EIIZ

ATA
-AWZ
ATA-A\WZ

Irelatid

ANA
-AN.
Z
AXA-AXZ

llitiou
IIrim,1
lllllt it of
Soviet
oif'I1 Soviet
S,,eiAlist
Sl,
ci:list Republics
IUputlblics

-

-

--

--

AYA
-AZZ
AYA-AZZ
BAA-B ZZ
BAA-lIZZ

CAA
-CEZ
CAA-('CE
CFA-CKZ
CFACKZ
CIA CM%
CI.A
CMI
CNA-CNZ
CNA-(NZ
COA
COA -COZ
-C()Z
CPA-CPZ
CP'A-CI'Z
('QA-CRZ
CQA-CRZ
CSA-CI
CSA-CIiZ
UZ
CVA-CNZ
CVA-CXZ
CYA-CZZ
DAA-DMZ
DAA-DMZ
DNA-DQZ
DRA-DTZ
DR4L-DTZ

EIA-EJZ
EIA-EJZ

~

l;. llulil
td Liberia
I.il)ieria .
l)!
oil
1 of
of Siovict
Soviet
Il ition of
socialist Republic:4
Siirniliit
lt.')lllics

EKA-EKZ
EKA-EKZ
F.1.A-ELZ
ELA-ELZ
EMA-EOZ
EMA-EOZ

Iran
I ran .

EPA-EQZ
EPA-EQZ

Union
Of Sovi't
Si iviut
lnioln of
Socialist, Republics
Republics
Socialist

ERA-ERZ
ERA-ERZ

Estonia .......
.
..
Union
Union of
of Soviet
Soviet
Socialist
Republics
Socialist Republics
France and Colonies and
and
Protectorates
I'lotectorates ..
Great Britain
Britain ......
Ilungary ....
Switzerland ......
Switzerland
Ethiopia
Ethiopia

ESA-ESZ
ESA-ESZ
ETA-ETZ
ETA-ETZ
EUA-EZZ
EUA-EZZ
FAA-FZZ
FAA-FZZ
GAA-GZZ
GAA-GZZ
HAA-HAZ
HAA-HAZ
HBA-HBZ
HBA-HBZ
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STAT.
[(3

art. 19
0 RR)
(Chap. VII, art.
RR)

Pays
Pays

Indieatifs
Indicatifs

Equateur ......
Equateur
HCA-HDZ
Suisse . . . . . . . .
HEA-HEZ
Pologne ...
Pologne
HFA-HFZ
HFA-HFZ
Hongrie ....
Hongrie
HGA-HGZ
Republique
Republique d'HaIti
d'Halti .. . HHA-HHZ
HHA-HHZ
Republique
Dominicaine
Republique Dominicaine
HIA-HIZ
Republique
de Colombie
Colombie
R6publique de
HJA-HKZ
HJA-HKZ
Cori%
Cor6e . . .. . . . .
HLA-HMZ
HLA-HMZ
Iraq . . . . . . . . .
HNA-HNZ
Republique de
de Panama
Panama.
H04.HPZ
HOA-HPZ
Republique
Honduras HQA-HRZ
Republique de
de Honduras
Siam . . . . . . . .
HSA-HSZ
Nicaragua ......
Nicaragua
HTA-HTZ
Republique de
Republique
de
El Salvador .. .
. . . HUA-HUZ
Etat de la Cite du
Vatican ..
Vatican
....
HVA-HVZ
HVA-HVZ
France et colonies et protectorat
tectorate . . . . . .
HWA-HYZ
HWA-HYZ
Royaume de l'Arabie
Royaume
saoudite ..
saoudite
HZA-HZZ
. ..
HZA-HZZ
Italie
Italie et colonies .. .
IAA-IZZ
.
IAA--IZZ
Japbn ..
Japon
JA
A- JSZ
. .. . . .
JAA-JSZ
Republique
Republique populaire
populaire de
la Mongolie.....
Mongolie
JTA-J
VZ
JTA-JVZ
Norvege ..
Norvge
JWA-JXZ
. ....
(Non attribute).
attribu6s) . . .
JYA-JZZ
.
JYA-JZZ
Etate-Unis d'Ainerique
d'Amlrique.
Etats-Unis
ICAA-KZZ
KAA-KZZ
Norvge
Norvege .. .. .. ,
LA A-LNZ
..... .
LAA-LNZ
Republique Argentine
Republique
LOA-LWZ
Argentine .
LOA-LWZ
Luxembourg ...
LXA-LXZ
LXA-LXZ
Lithuanie ..
LYA-LYZ
Bulgarie ....
LZA-LZZ
LZA-LZZ
Grande-Bretagne .
Grande-Bretagne
. .
. . MAA-MZZ
MAA-MZZ
Etata-Unia d'Amerique
Etats-Unia
d'Am6rique.
NAA-NZZ
NAA-NZZ
Peron
Pdrou .. . . . . . .
OAA-OCZ
OAA-OCZ
Republique du Liban
Republique
Liban .
ODA-ODZ
ODA-ODZ
Autriche
Autriche
..
0EA-0EZ
OEA-OEZ
Finlande
Finlande
..
OFA-OJZ
OFA-OJZ
Teh&coslovaquie
Tchecoslovaquie .
. . .• OKA-OMZ
OKA-OMZ
Belgique et colonies . .
ONA-OTZ
ONA-OTZ
Danemairk
Danemak . . . . . .
OUA-OZZ
OUA-OZZ
Pays-Baa
Pays-Ba .......
PAA-PIZ
Curnao . . . . . . .
Curao
PJA-PJZ

Pays

Indicatifs
Indicatifs

Indes Neerlandaises
hides
Nerlandaises .
. .
Bresil . . . . . . . .
Surinam ....
Surinam
...
(Abreviations reglemenreglemen(Abreviations
taires)
taires) ......
.
Union des REpubliques
Republiques
sovietiques socialistes
socialistes
sovi6tiques
Suede ........
Suede
.
Pologne .......
Pologne
Egypte ...
Egypte
Grece .
Grce
. . . . . .
Turquie . ......
Turquie
Guatemala .. . ..
Guatemala
Costa-Rica....
Costa-Rica
Islande . . . . . . .
Islande
Guatemala .....
Guatemala.
France et
et colonies
proFrance
colonies et
et protectorats .....
tectorats.
Costa-Rica .....
Costa-Rica
France et
et colonies
colonies et
et proprotectorats .....
tectorats
Union des
Union
des Republiques
Republiques
sovietiques socialistes
sovietiques
socialistes
Republique
Republique sovi6tique
sovietique
socialiste d'
d' Ukraine
socialiste
Ukraine.
Union des
des Republiques
Reipubliques
sovi6tiques socialistes
sovietiques
socialistes
Canada ..
Canada
.....

PICA-POZ
PKA-POZ
PPA-PYZ
PPA-PYZ
PZA-PZZ

F6d6ration
Federation Australiennc
Australienne
Terre-Neuve .....
Terre-Neuve

QAA-QZZ
QAA-QZZ
RAA-RZZ
RAA-RZZ
SAA-SMZ
SAA-SMZ
SNA-SRZ
SSA-SUZ
SVA-SZZ
SVA-SZZ
TAA-TCZ
TDA-TDZ
TEA-TEZ
TFA-TFZ
TGA-TGZ
TGA-TGZ
THA-THZ
THA-THZ
TIA-TIZ
TJA-TZZ
UAA-UQZ
UAA-UQZ
URA -UTZ
URA-UTZ

UUA-UZZ
VAA-VGZ
V
HA-V NZ
VHA-VNZ
VOA-VOZ
VOA-VOZ

Colonies et protectorate
protectorats
britanniques .. ...
britanniques
VPA-VSZ
Inde . ........
VTA-VWZ
VTA-VWZ
Canada ..
Canada
.....
VXA-VYZ
Federation Australienne
Australienne
Federation
VZA-VZZ
VZA-VZZ
Etata-Unis d'Am6rique.
d'Amerique
Etats-Unis
WAA-WZZ
WAA-WZZ
Mexique ......
Mexique
. XAA-XIZ
Canada .. .....
XJA-XOZ
XJA-XOZ
Danemark ......
XPA-XPZ
Chili . . . .. ..
XQA-XRZ
XQA-XRZ
Chine ........
XSA-XSZ
France et colonies
colonies et protectorat ..
tectorate
....
XTA-XWZ
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Country
Country
Ecuador
Ecuador
Switzerland
Switzerland
Poland
Poland
Hungary.
Hungary
Republic
Republic of Haiti
Haiti .
Dominican Republic
Republic
Dominican
Republic
of Colombia
Republic of
Colombia
Korea ..
Korea
Iraq.
Iraq.
.
Republic of Panama.
Panama. .
Republic
Republic
Honduras .
Republic of
of Honduras
Siam
Siam .
Nicaragua
Nicaragua
Republic of
El Salvador
of El
Salvador
Republic
Vatican City
City State
State
..
Vatican
France and Colonies
France
Colonies and
Protectorates . .
Kingdom
of Saudi
Saudi
Kingdom of
Arabia
Arabia.
Italy and
Colonies
and Colonies
Italy
Japan
.Japan .
..
Mongolian
Mongolian
People's Republic
Republic .
Norway
Norway ...
(Not
allocated)
(Not allocated)
United States
An,erica
merica
of A
United
States of
Norway
Norway .
Argentina Rleput
Repul,,ie
,ic
Argentina
Luxemburg .
Luxemburg
Lit
huania
Lit huania
Bulgaria
Bulgaria
Great
G.rnat Britain . . .
United
America
I nited States
States of America
Peru
.
l'eru
Republic of
Lebanon
of Lebanon
Republic
Austria
Austrin
Finland
Finland
t'zerhoslovakia
.
('zechoslovakia
Belgium and
and Colonies
Colonies
Belgium
Denmark
.
Denmark
Netherlands
Netherlandc
Curacao
Curaeao

Call Signs
HCA-HDZ
HCA HDZ
HEA-IIEZ
HFA-FIFZ
HFA-HFZ
IIGA-IICZ
HCGA-G(;Z
HHA-HliZ
HHA-HHZ
HIA-HIZ
HJA-H
KZ
HJAIIKZ
HLA-HMZ
HLA-HMZ
HNA-HNZ
HNA-HNZ
HOA-HPZ
HOA-HRZ
HQA
-HRZ
HSA-HSZ
HTA-HTZ
H
LTA- Fl UZ
HUA-H'Z
HVA-IIVZ
HVA-IiVZ
11WA-IFVZ
IftA IIYZ
HZA-IIZZ
HZA-IIZZ
IAA-IZZ
IAA-IZZ
JAA-JSZ
JAA-ISZ
JTA-JVZ
JTA-JVZ
JWVA- .XZ
JYA-JZZ
.I'A-.IZZ
KAA-KZZ
KAA
KZZ
LAA-LNZ
LAA-LNZ
LOA-LWZ
L()OA-I,WZ
LX
A
X7.
LXA-T,XZ
LYA IYZ
LY
LYA
LZA LZZ
I.ZA
IZZ
MAA-MZZ
MAA MZZ
NA A NZZ
NAA-NZZ
OAA-OCZ
OAA --OCZ
ODA-ODZ
OEA-OEZ
0EA-OLZ
OFA-OJZ
OFA-OJZ
ONA-OMZ
O()KA-OMZ
ONA-OTZ
ONA-OTZ
OITA-0ZZ
OVA-OZZ
PAA-PIZ
PAA-PIZ
PJA-PJZ
PJA-PJZ

Country
Netherlands Indies
Brazil ..
Surinam .
Surinam
.

(Service abbreviations).
abbreviations).
Union
Union of
of Soviet
Soviet
Socialist
Socialist Republics
Republics
Sweden ..
Sweden
Poland
Poland .
Egypt
Egypt ....
Greece
Greece .
Turku
Turkcy
Guatemala
Guatemala .
Costa
Costa Rica .
Iceland .
. . .
Guatemala
Guatemala ...
France and
and Colonies
Colonies and
and
Protectorates ..
....
P'rotectorates
Costa Rica . ..
France ard
arid Colonies and
France
Protectorates
Protectorates .. . ..
Union of Soviet
Socialist
Socialist Republics
Republics
Ukrainian
Ukrainian Soviet
Socialist
Socialist Republic
Republic
Union
Soviet
of Soviet
Union of
Socialist Republics
Republics
Socialist
Canada
Canada
Commonwealth
Commonwealth of
. ..
Australia
Australia .
.. .
Newfoundland
Newfoundland
British ('olonies
Colonies and
l'rotectorates .
Protectorates
India
India .....
Canada
. .
Canada .......
Commonwealth
Commonwealth of
Australia
Australia ...
United
America
United States of America
.
.
Mexico .
Mexico
Canada
Canada ....
Denmark .
.
Denmark
Chile
Chile . . . . . . . .
China
China ....
France
and Colonies
Colonies and
France and
Protectorates.
Protectorates .. . . .

Call Signs
PKA-POZ
PPA-PYZ
PZA-PZZ
QAA-QZZ
RAA-RZZ
RAA-RZZ
SAA-SMZ
SAA-SMZ
SNA-SRZ
SNA-SRZ
SSA-SliZ
SSA-SUZ
S'VA-SZZ
SVA-SZZ
TAA-TCZ
TAA-TCZ
TDA-TDZ
TEA-TEZ
TEA-TEZ
TFA-TEZ
TFA-TFZ
TGA-TGZ
TGA-TGZ
TIIA-THZ
T IA-THZ
TIA-TIZ
TJA-TZZ
TJA-TZZ
t'A
AI:QZ
AAT:QZ
URA-UTZ
IR.\-UTZ
UlTA-UZZ
,I;A-UZZ
VAA-VOZ
VAA-V(;Z

VIIA-VNZ
VOA
-VOZ
VOA -VOZ
V
PA-VSZ
V'AVSZ
VI'A
WZ
VWZ
VTA -V
VtiA-VYZ
VXA-VYZ
VZA-VZZ
VZA-VZZ
WAA-WZZ
WAA-WZZ

XAA-X IZ
XAA-XIZ
XJA-XOZ
XJA-XOZ
X
PA-XPZ
XPA-XPZ
XQA-XRZ
XQA-XRZ
XSA-XSZ
XSA-XSZ
e-XTA-XWZ
XTA-XWZ
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(420-421)
(426-421)

(Chap. V',
VII, art.
19 RR)
(Chap.
art. 19
RR)

Pays
Pa"

Indicatifs
Indicatifs

portugaises
Colonies portugaism..
Birmanie
Birm
e.
......
Afghanistan
Afghanistan
Indes NMerlandaises
Neerlandaises .
Iraq
Iraq .. . . . . . . .
Nouvelle-H6brides ..
Nouvelles-Hebrides
Syrie . . . . . . . .
Lettonie .......
Turquie .......
Turquie
Nicaragua .....
Roumanie ......
Roumanie
Republique de
de
R6publique
El Salvador
Salvador
Yougoslavie
Yougolavie .....
Venezuela
V6nsul ......
Yougoslavie
Yougosaavie .....
Albania ....
Albanie
Colonies et
at protectorate
protectorats
britanniques ....
....
Nouvelle-Z6lande
Nouvelle-Zelande .
. .
. .
Colonies et protectorats
britanniques .
..... .
Paraguay . .....
Colonies et
at protectorate
protectorate
britanniques ....
britanniques
...
Union de l'Afrique
l'Afrique
du Sud . . . . . .
Breen .......
Brbdil
..
GrandeBretne .....
Grands-Bretagne

XXA-XXZ
XYA-XZZ
YAA-YAZ
YAA-YAZ
YBA-YHZ
YBA-YHZ
YIA-YIZ
YIA-YIZ
YJA-YJZ
YKA-YKZ
YKA-YKZ
YLA-YLZ
YLA-YLZ
YMA-YMZ
YMA-YMZ
YNA-YNZ
YNA-YNZ
YOA-YRZ
YOA-YRZ
YSA-YSZ
YSA-YSZ
YTA-YUZ
YVA-YYZ
YZA-YZZ
YZA-YZZ
ZAA-ZAZ
ZAA-ZAZ

ZBA-ZJZ
ZKA-ZMZ
ZKA-ZMZ
ZNA-ZOZ
ZPA-ZPZ
ZQA-ZQZ
ZQA-ZQZ
ZRA-ZUZ
ZVA-ZZZ
ZVA-ZZZ
2AA-2ZZ
2AA-2ZZ

Pay
Pays
Principautd de
Principaute
de Monaco
Monaco.
Canada ...
Chili ........
Chine . . . . . . . .
China
France et
at colonies et
et proprotectorate .....
tectorata
(Non
attribues). . . .
(Non attribus)
Norvige
Norvege .......
Pologne .......
Pologne
Mexique
Mexique .......
Republique
Republique des
dee
Philippines
Philippines ....
Union des
Republiques
des Republiques
sovietiques socialistes
Ven6zuela
Venezuela . .....
Yougoslavie . ....
Yougoslavie
Colonies et
at protectorata
protectorate
britanniques
britanniques ..
.
.
Peron
Perou ......
...
Organisation des
des
Nations Unies . . .
Republique
Republique d'Haiti
d'Halti .
Yemen .....
Yemen
(Non attribuds).
attribu4s) • •
(Non attribues).
attribues). .
(Non attribues).
attribua).
(Non attribues).
attribues). .
(Non
(Non attribues).
attribues). . .
attribu6s). . .
(Non attribu6s).

Indicatifs
Indicatifs
3AA-3AZ
3AA-3AZ
3BA-3FZ
3BA-3FZ
3GA-3GZ
3HA-3UZ
3HA-3UZ

3VA-3VZ
3WA--3XZ
3WA-3XZ
3YA-3YZ
3YA-3YZ
3ZA-3ZZ
3ZA-3ZZ
4AA-4CZ
4AA-4CZ
4DA-4IZ
4JA-4LZ
4MA-4MZ
4MA-4MZ
4NA-40Z
4NA-40Z
4PA-48Z
4TA-4TZ
4TA-ITZ
4UA-4UZ
4UA-4UZ
4VA-4VZ
4WA-4WZ
4WA-4WZ
4XA-4ZZ
5AA-5ZZ
5AA-5ZZ
6AA-43ZZ
6AA-6ZZ
7AA-7ZZ
7AA-7ZZ
8AA-8ZZ
9AA-9ZZ
9AA-9ZZ

Section
IIL Formes
Forn- de
Section III.
des indicatifs
indicatifs d'oppel.
d'appeL
420

420

§§ 5.
Les indicatifs
indicatifs d'appel
internationales sont
5.
Les
d'appel des series internationales
sont
formes
formes comme
comme il
ii est
eat indique
indique ci-apres,
ci-apre,s, etant
etant entendu
entendu que,
que, conconformement
tableau du numero
num6ro 419, la premiere
formement au
au tableau
premiere lettre
lettre eat,
est,
dans certaines
certaines s6ries,
series, remplacee
par un
un chiffre:
remplacee par
chiffre:

421
421

a) Trois lettres, ou trois lettres suivies
suivies de trois chifchiffres au plus (celui
(celui qui suit immediatement
imm6diatement lea
les
lettres n'etant
n'6tant ni 0, ni 1)
lettres
1) dans
dans le cas des stations
terrestres et des stations
terrestres
stations fixes.
fixes.
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MULTILATERAL--TELECOMMUNICATIONS--OCT.
2, 1947
1947

VII, art.
art. 19
RR)
(Chapter VII,
19 RR)

Country
Country

(420-421)
(420-421)

Call Signs
Signs
Cal

Portuguese Colonies
Colonies...
Portuguese
Burma
Burma .......
Afghanistan
Afghanistan
Netherlands
Indies .. .
Netherlands Indies
Iraq
Iraq . ....
New Hebrides
Hebrides ....
Syria ...
Latvia ....
Turkey
Turkey
Nicaragua ......
Nicaragua
Rumania
Rumania.
......
Republic of El Salvador
Salvador
Republic
Yugoslavia
Yugoslavia .....
Venezuela
Venezuela ..
Yugoslavia ......
Albania ...
Albania
British Colonies and
and
Protectorates.
Protectorates .... .
New Zealand
Zealand .....
British Colonies and
Protectorates..
Protectorates ... .
Paraguay .. ....
British Colonies
Colonies and
Protectorates. .... . .
Protectorates
Union of South Africa .
Brazil
Bra il . . . . . . . .
Great Britain ....

XXA-XXZ
XXA-XXZ
XYA-XZZ
YAA-YAZ
YAA-YAZ
YBA-YHZ
YBA-YHZ
YIA-YIZ
YIA-YIZ
YJA-YJZ
YKA-YKZ
YKA-YKZ
YLA-YLZ
YLA-YLZ
YMA-YMZ
YMA-YMZ
YNA-YNZ
YNA-YNZ
YOA-YRZ
YSA-YSZ
YTA-YUZ
YTA-YUZ
YVA-YYZ
YVA-YYZ
YZA-YZZ
YZA-YZZ
ZAA-ZAZ
ZAA-ZAZ
ZBA-ZJZ
ZKA-ZMZ
ZKA-ZMZ

ZNA-ZOZ
ZNA-ZOZ
ZPA-ZPZ
ZQ,A-ZQZ
ZQA-ZQZ
ZRA-ZUZ
ZVA-ZZZ
ZVA-ZZZ
2AA-2ZZ

Country
Principality
Monaco
Principality of
of Monaco.
Canada
Canada ...
Chile ...
China
China .. . . . . ..
France and Colonies
Colonies and
and
Protectorates. ...
Protectorates
(Not allocated) ....
Norway
Norway .......
Poland .......
Poland
Mexico
Mexico ....
Republic of the
Republic
Philippines
Philippines .....
Soviet
Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics
Socialist
Republics
Venezuela ....
Venezuela
..
Yugoslavia
Yugoslavia. .....
British Colonies and
Protectorates.
Protectorates ....
Peru .
Peru.
.......
United Nations
Nations......
Republic
of Haiti .. . .
Republic of
Yemen
Yemen. .......
allocated) ..
.. .
(Not allocated)
allocated) ..
..
(Not allocated)
allocated) ....
..
(Not allocated)
allocated) .. .. .
(Not allocated)
(Not allocated)
allocated) .. . .
(Not allocated) . .
. . .

Signs
Call Signs
3AA-3AZ
3BA-3FZ
3GA-3GZ
3HA-3UZ
3HA-3UZ
3VA-3VZ
3VA-3VZ
3WA-3XZ
3YA-3YZ
3YA-3YZ
3ZA-3ZZ
3ZA-3ZZ
4AA-4CZ
4DA-4IZ
4JA-4LZ
4MA-4MZ
4MA-4MZ
4NA-40Z

4PA-4SZ
4PA-43Z
4TA-4TZ
4IIA-4 UZ
4UA-4UZ
4VA-4VZ
4VA-4VZ
4WA-4WZ
4WA-4WZ
4XA-4ZZ
5AA-5ZZ
5AA-5ZZ
8AA-8ZZ
6AA-6ZZ
7AA-7ZZ
7AA-7ZZ
8AA-8ZZ
9AA-OZZ
9AA-gZZ

Section IIL
III. Formation
of Call Sigs
Signs
Section
Formation of

420

421

§
formed as
§ 5.
Call signs in the international
international series are formed
stated below. It
It is understood, however, that in accordance
accordance
with the table in 419, the first letter in certain series is replaced by a
a digit:
digit:
a)
letters followed
followed by not
a) Three letters, or three letters
more than three digits (other
the digits 0
0
(other than the
and 11in cases where
where they immediately
immediately follow aa
letter),
fixed stations.
letter), in the case of land and fixed

1767

1768
1768

TREATIES
TREATIES

(422-428)
(422-428)

422

423
423

424

425

426
426

427
427

428
428
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STAT.

(Chap.
VII, art.
19 RR)
RR)
(Chap. VII,
rt. 19

b) Toutefois,
Toutefois, il eat
recomniande que,
que, dans
dans toute
toute la
la
est recommande
mesure du
possible:
mesure
du possible:

-— les indicatifs
indicatifs d'appel des
cotieres et
et des
des
des stations c6tieres
stations aeronautiques
soient composes
composes de
de trois
stations
a6ronautiques soient
trois
lettres, ou de trois lettres
lettres suivies
suivies d'un
d'un seul
seul chifchiffre autre que 0
1;
0 ou 1;
- les
—
lea indicatifs d'appel des stations
stations fixes
soient
fixes soient
composes de trois
trois lettres suivies de deux chiffres
chiffres
(celui qui suit immediatement
immediatemenc les
lea lettres
lettres n'6tant
n'etant
ni
ni 1).
1).
ni 0,
0, ni
c) Quatre
c)
Quatre lettres dans le cas des stations de navire
navire
(pour les
lea stations de navire faisant usage
usage de
de la
la
radiotelephonie,
radiotelephonie, voir le num6ro
numero 429).
429).
d) Cinq lettres dans le cas des stations d'aeronef
d'aeronef
(pour les
d'aeronef faisant usage
lea stations d'aeronef
usage de
la
de la
radiotelephonie, voir le numero
radiotelephonie,
numero 431).
431).
J) L'indicatif
L'indicatif d'appel du navire ou
ou de
l'aeronef de
de l'aeronef
de
base, suivi de deux chiffres (autres
que 00ou
ou 1),
1),
(autres que
dans le cas des stations des embarcations,
embarcations, raradeaux
deaux et autres engins de sauvetage.
sauvetage.
f) Quatre
Quatre lettres suivies d'un seul chiffre (autre
(autre
que 00 ou 1)
1) dans
dans le cas des stations
mobiles
stations mobiles
autres
autres que les
lea stations
stations de navire
navire et les
lea stations
stations
d'aeronef (pour
d'aeronef
(pour lea
cette categorie
les stations
stations de
de cette
cat6gorie
faisant usage de la radiotelephonie,
radiotelephonie, voir le
le nunumero 433).
433).
g) Une
Une ou deux lettres et un seul chiffre
chiffre (autre
(autre que
que
0 ou 1)
0
1) suivi d'un groupe de trois lettres
lettres au
au plus
plus
dans le cas des stations d'amateur
d'amateur et des
des stations
stations
experimentales.
experimentales. Toutefois,
l'interdiction d'emd'emToutefois, I'interdiction
ployer les
lea chiffres
chiffres 0
0 et 1
1 ne s'applique
s'applique pas
aux
pas aux
stations d'amateur.
§ 6.
6. (1)
(1) Les
Les stations
stations cotieres
c6tieres faisant
faisant usage de la radiotelecomme indicatif
phonie emploient
emploient conune
d'appel:
indicatif d'appel:
-— soit
Boit un indicatif
indicatif d'appel
etabli conformement
conformement aux
aux
d'appel etabli

numros 421 et 422;
numeros
422;

63
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(Chapter VII,
VII, art.
KR)
art. 19
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422

(422-428)
(422-429)

b) However, it is recommended
recommended that, as far as possible:
sible:

- the call signs of coast and aeronautical
—
aeronautical stations
shall consist of three letters or three letters folfollowed by a
a single
single digit other
other than 0
0or 1;
1;

423
424

425

426

427

428
42S

-— the call signs of fixed stations shall consist of
of
three
three letters followed by two digits (other than
the digits 00and 11in cases where they immediateimmediately follow aa letter).
letter).
c) Four letters in the case of ship stations
c)
stations (for
(for ship
radiotelephony see
429).
stations using radiotelephony
see 429).
stations (for
d) Five letters in the case of aircraft
aircraft stations
(for
aircraft
using radiotelephony
radiotelephony see
see 431).
431).
aircraft stations using
e) The call sign of the parent ship or aircraft
aircraft followed by two digits (other
(other than 0
1), in the
0 or 1),
case of lifeboats, liferafts and other survival
craft.
f)
f) Four letters followed
followed by a
a single digit (other
(other
case of mobile stations
stations other
than 00or 1) in the case
other
than ship and aircraft
aircraft stations (for stations of
of
this category
category using
using radiotelephony
radiotelephony see 433).
433).
g) One or two letters
letters and a
(other than
a single digit (other
0 or 1) followed
0
followed by a
a group of not more than
three letters in the case of amateur
amateur and experimental stations. The prohibition of the use of
of
the digits 0
0 and
and 1, however, does not
not apply to
to
amateur stations.
§
radiotelephony may use as
§ 6. (1) Coast stations employing
employing radiotelephony
a
a call sign:
—
conformity with
with 421
and
- aacall
call sign
sign established
established in
in conformity
421 and
422;

1769
1769
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(Chap. VII,
art. 19
19 RR)
(Chap.
VII, art
RE)

- soit le nom geographique
tel qu'il
qu'il figure
figure
g6ographique du
du lieu, tel
a la nomenclature
nomenclature des stations
stations cotieres
et de
de
coti6res et
navire, suivi du mot RADIO
de preference
preference ou
ou de
de
RADIO de
toute autre indication
indication appropri6e.
appropriee.
429

(2) Les stations de navire faisant usage de la
(2)
radiotelela radiotlephonie emploient comme
comme indicatif
d'appel:
indicatif d'appel:
-- soit un indicatif d'appel 6tabli
etabli conformement
au
conformement au
numero 423;
423;
- soit un indicatif d'appel
d'appel forme de deux
deux ou trois
trois
lettres suivies de quatre chiffres (celui
(celui qui
qui suit
suit
immediatement
immediatement les
lea lettres n'etant
n'etant ni 0,
ni 1);
1) ;
0, ni
-- soit le nom du navire
navire tel qu'il figure
figure dans les
lea docudocuments internationaux,
internationaux, precede, si c'est n6cessaire,
necessaire,
du nom du proprietaire.
proprietaire.
430
(3) Les stations aeronautiques
aeronautiques faisant usage
usage de
de la
la radioradiotelephonie emploient
telephonie
emploient comme
comme indicatif
indicatif d'appel:
d'appel:
-- soit un indicatif d'appel
d'appel etabli conformement
conformement aux
aux
numeroq421 et 422;
numerc$421
422;
-- soit le nom de l'aeroport
l'aeroport ou le nom geographique
geographique
a la nomenclature
du lieu, tel qu'il figure a
nomenclature des stations aeronautiques
aeronautiques et d'aeronef,
d'aeronef, suivi du
du mot
mot
TOUR ou de tout autre mot approprie.
431
(4) Les stations
d'aeronef faisant usage de la radiotel(4)
stations d'aeronef
radiotelephonie emploient
emploient comme indicatif d'appel:
d'appel:
-- soit un indicatif
indicatif d'appel
d'appel etabli conformement
au
conformement au
numero 424;
424;
- soit une combinaison
combinaison de caracteres
caracteres correspondent
correspondant
a la marque
marque d'immatriculation
d'immatriculation officiellement
officiellement attribu6e
a I'aeronef.
but% a
l'aeronef.
432
(5)
432
(5) Les stations terrestres
terrestres qui ne sont ni des stations
stations
cotieres, ni des stations aeronautiques,
cotieres,
aeronautiques, et qui font usage de la
radiotelephonie,
radiotelephonie, emploient
emploient comme indicatif d'appel:
d'appel:
- soit un indicatif d'appel
d'appel etabli conformement
conformement au
au
421;
numero 421;
-- soit
aoit le nom geographique
geographique du lieu suivi,
le cas
cas
suivi, le
echeant,
&leant, de toute autre indication
indication necessaire.
necessaire.
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-- the geographical
geographical name of the place as it appears
in the List of Coast and Ship Stations, followed
preferably by the word RADIO
preferably
RADIO or by any other
other
appropriate indication.
appropriate
429
(2)
(2) Ship stations using radiotelephony
radiotelephony may use as aa
sign:
call sign:
- aa call sign established
established in conformity
conformity with 423;
letters fol- aa call sign consisting
consisting of two or three letters
followed by four digits (other than the digit 0
0or 1
1
immediately follow a
aletter)
where they immediately
letter); ;
- the name of the ship as it appears in the international documents, preceded,
preceded, if necessary, by
by
the name of the owner.
(3) Aeronautical
radiotelephony may use
430
(3)
Aeronautical stations using radiotelephony
as a
a call sign:
sign:
established in conformity
conformity with
with 421
421 and
and
-- a
a call sign established
422;
422;
name of
of
- the name of the airport
airport or geographical
geographical name
the place as it appears
appears in the List of Aeronautical
Aeronautical
and Aircraft
Aircraft Stations, followed by the word
TOWER or any other
other appropriate
TOWER
appropriate word.
431
(4) Aircraft stations using radiotelephony
radiotelephony may use as
aa call sign:
established in conformity
conformity with 424;
424;
- aacall sign established
characters corresponding
corresponding to the
- a
a combination
combination of characters
official registration
registration mark assigned to the aircraft.
432
(5)
aeronautical sta432
(5) Land stations
stations other than coast
coast and
and aeronautical
radiotelephony may use as a
a call sign:
tions, which use radiotelephony
established in conformity
conformity with 421;
-- aacall sign established
421;
of the
the place
place followed,
followed, if
if
- the geographical
geographical name
name of
necessary,
any other
appropriate indication.
necessary, by
by any
other appropriate
indication.

81939 0-52--'T.
0-52-pT. 11--31
11--31
81939
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(Chap. VII,
VII, art.
art. 19
19 RR)
RR)
(Chap.

433

(6) Les stations mobiles qui ne sont
(6)
sont ni
ni des
de
des stations
stations de
navire, ni des stations
stations d'aeronef,
qui
font
usage
de
la
radiod'aeronef, et
et qui font usage de la radiotelephonie,
telephonic, emploient
emploient comme
comme indicatif d'appel:
d'appel
-— soit un indicatif
indicatif d'appel 6tabli
etabli conformement
conformement au
au
numero 426;
numero
426;
-— soit un indicatif d'appel
d'appel forme de
de deux
deux ou
ou trois
trois
lettres suivies de quatre chiffres
chiffres (celui
(celui qui
qui suit
suit
immediatement
immediatement les lettres n'etant
ni 0,
0, ni
ni 1);
1) ;
n'etant ni
-— soit l'indication
l'indication de l'identit6
l'identite du vehicule
vehicule ou
ou toute
toute
autre
autre indication
indication appropriee.
appropriee.

434

§§ 7. (1)
(1) Dans le service mobile aeronautique,
aeronautique, apres
apres que
que la
la
communication a
communication
etablie au moyen de l'indicatif
l'indicatif d'appel
d'appel
a ete 6tablie
complet
complet (voir le numero
numero 424 ou 431),
431), la station d'aeronef
d'aeronef
employer, si tout risque de confusion
peut employer,
confusion est
est exclu,
exclu, un
un indiindicatif abrege constitue:
constitue:

435

a) en radiot6elgraphie,
a)
radiotelegraphie, par le premier caractere
caractere
et les deux dernieres
dernieres lettres de l'indicatif complet
complet
de cinq lettres;
lettres;

436

l'abreviation du nom du
b) en radiotelephonie,
radiotelephonie, par l'abreviation
du
propri6taire de l'aeronef
proprietaire
(compagnie ou
ou partipartil'aeronef (compagnie
culier)
culler) suivie, soit des deux dernieres
dernieres lettres
lettres de
de
l'indicatif,
l'indicatif, soit des deux
deux derniers
derniers caracteres
caracteres de
de la
la
marque d'immatriculation,
d'immatriculation, soit
soft du num6ro
numero de
de rereference
ference du voyage.

437

(2)
dispositions des numeros
(2) Les dispositions
numeros 434, 435 et
436, peupeuet 436,
ccmplet6es ou modifiees
modifiees par des accords entre
vent etre completees
pays
entre pays
interesses.
interesses.

438

§ 8. (1)
(1) Les 26 lettres
§
lettres de l'alphabet,
l'alphabet, ainsi
ainsi que
les chiffres
que les
chiffres
dans les cas prevus par les §§ 5
etre employes
employes
5 et 66 peuvent
peuvent 8tre
pour former les indicatifs d'appel. Les lettres
lettres accentuees
accentuees
sont exclues.
exclues.
(2) Toutefois, les combinaisons
combinaisons indiquees
(2)
indiquees ci-apres
ci-apres ne
ne
doivent pas etre
8tre employees comme indicatifs d'appel:
d'appel:
a)
a) combinaisons
combinaisons qui pourraient
pourraient etre
etre confondues
confondues
avec les signaux de detresse
detresse ou avec
d'autres
avec d'autres
signaux de meme
meme nature;
nature;

439
440
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(Chapter VII,
VII, art.
art. 19
RR)
(Chapter
19 RR)

(43-440)
(433-440)

433

(6) Mobile stations other than
than ship and aircraft
aircraft stations, which use radiotelephony,
radiotelephony, may use as a
acall sign:
sign:
established in conformity
conformity with 426;
-— a
a call sign established
426;
-— a
a call sign consisting of two or three letters followed
lowed by four digits (other than the digits 0
0or 1
1
in cases where they immediately follow a
aletter)
letter);;
—
or any
other apap- the identity
identity of
of the vehicle
vehicle or
any other
propriate indication.
propriate
indication.

434

§§ 7. (1)
aeronautical mobile
service, after
communi(1) In the aeronautical
mobile service,
after communication has been established by means of
complete call
of the complete
call
sign (see 424 or 431),
431), the aircraft
aircraft station
station may use, if no risk
of confusion is likely to arise, an abbreviated
abbreviated call sign conconsisting of:
,
radiotelegraphy, the
first character
and last
last
, a) in radiotelegraphy,
the first
character and
two letters of the complete 5-letter call sign;
sign;
b) in radiotelephony,
radiotelephony, the abbreviation
abbreviation of
of the
name
the name
aircraft (company
(company or indiof the owner of the
the aircraft
vidual) followed
followed by either the last two letters of
of
the call sign, the last two characters
characters of the registration mark, or the flight
identification number.
number.
tration
flight identification
(2) The provisons of
(2)
of 434, 435 and 436
436 may
may be amplified
modified by agreements
between countries
countries concerned.
or modified
agreements between

435
436

437
438

439
440
440

(1) The 26 letters of the alphabet and figures
§§ 8. (1)
figures in the
the
used to
to form
form call
call signs.
cases indicated
indicated in
in §§
§§ 5
5 and 6
6 may be
be used
signs.
Accented
Accented letters
letters are
are excluded.
(2) However, the following
following combinations
combinations may not be
used as call signs:
a) combinations
combinations which
which might
be confused
confused with
disa)
might be
with disor with
with other
signals of
the same
tress signals
signals or
other signals
of the
same
nature;
nature;

1773
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(Chap.

441

b) combinaisons
combinaisons reservees pour les abreviations
abreviations a
employer
employer dans
services de
de radiocommunicadans les services
radiocommunications (voir
(voir l'appendice
l'appendice 9)
9);;
442
c) pour les stations d'amateur, combinaisons
corncombinaisons commengant
mengant par tin
chiffre et dont le deuxieme
caracun chiffre
deuxieme caractare
ou I.
I.
tere est
est l'une des lettres
lettres 00 ou
443
(8)
(3) Certaines
Certaines combinaisons
de quatre
quatre lettres
lettres commencommencombinaisons de
cant par la lettre
A etant utilis6es
utilisees dans
dans la
la partie
lettre A
partie geographique
geographique
du Code international de signaux, leur emploi
comme indiemploi comme
indicatifs d'appel
d'appel doit
dolt etre
etre limit6
limite aux cas
confucas cati
ou aucun risque
risque de
de confusion n'est susceptible
susceptible de
de se produire.
produire.
444
(4)
(4) Les signaux
signaux distinctifs
distinctifs attribues
attribues aux
aux navires
navires
pour la signalisation
signalisation visuelle et auditive
auditive doivent,
doivent, en
en gen6ral,
general,
concorder
concorder avec les indicatifs
indicatifs d'appel
d'appel des
stations de
de navire.
navire.
des stations
445

Chaque pays se
se reserve
d'etablir ses
ses propres
propres
§§ 9.
Chaque
reserve le
le droit
droit d'etablir
proced6s
procedes d'identification
d'identification pour les stations qu'il
qu'il utilise
utilise pour
les
pour les
besoins de sa defense nationale.
nationale. Neanmoins,
doit
employer
Neanmoins, ii
il doit employer aa
me,sure du
du possible,
des indicatifs
indicatifs d'appel
d'appel
cet effet, dans la mesure
possible, des
reconnaissables conune
reconnaissables
les lettres
lettres distinctidistincticomme tels et contenant
contenant les
ves
yes de sa nationalit6.
nationalite.
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1947

art. 19
(Chapter VII,
VI., art.
19 RR)
RR)

441
441

(441-445)
(441-44,5)

combinations reserved
b) combinations
reserved for the abbreviations
abbreviations to
be used in the radiocommunication
radiocommunication services
(apservices (appendix 9)
9); ;

442

c) for amateur stations, combinations commencing
commencing
a digit when the second
with a
character is
is one
one of
second character
of
the letters
letters 00 or
or L
I.
443
(3) In the case of
(3)
four-letter combinations
combinations commencing
of four-letter
commencing
with the letter A, which are used for the
portion
the geographical
geographical portion
International Code
of the International
as
call
signs
Code of Signals,
Signals, their
their use
use as call signs
must be restricted
restricted to cases in
of confusion
confusion is
is
in which no
no risk
risk of
likely to arise.
arise.
444
(4)
(4) The distinguishing
distinguishing signals
to ships
for
signals allotted to
ships for
visual and aural signalling must, in general,
general, agree
agree with the
the
call signs of ship stations.
stations.
445

§ 9.
Each country reserves
§
reserves the
right to
to establish
establish its
the right
its
own measures for identifying
identifying its stations used for national
national
defence. However,
However, it shall use, as far as possible,
signs
possible, call signs
recognizable
recognizable as such, and containing the distinctive
distinctive letters
letters of
of
its nationality.

•
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(Chap. VIII,
VIII, art.
20 BK)
12R)
(Chap.
rt. 20

(4411-450)
(446-460)

CHAPITRE VI.
VIII.
CHAPITRE
ARTICLE
ARTICLE 20.
Documents
service.
Documents de service.
446
446
447

448

449

450

Les
publies par
par le
Seems§§ 1.
1.
Les documents
documents suivants sont publies
le Secretaire
general de
taire general
de l'Union:
l'Union:
(I) Liste
frequences.
(I)
Liste I. Liste internationale
internationale des
des frequences.
a) Cette liste contient les
a)
lea renseignements
renseignements concercomerlea assignations
nant les
assignations de frequences
frequences inscrites
dans le fichier de reference
reference international
international des fr6fitquences conformement
quences
conformement aux dispositions de l'article 11 (voir les
lea numeros
et 318).
318). Ces
Ces renrennumeros 309 et
seignements doivent comprendre
lea details enucomprendre les
l'appendice 6.
meres a
a l'appendice

b) La liste indique
indique egalement
egalement lea
apeles frequences
frequences speciales (par exemple
exemple 500 kc/s) prescrites
prescrites par
le
par le
present Reglement
Reglement pour l'usage
dans
present
'usage commun
commun dans
certains services,
services, et contient des
des informations
informations
relatives aux frequences
relatives
frequences ou bandes de frequences
frequences
attribuees
membres de l'Union
des
attributes par les membres
1'Union aa des
stations
stations d'autres
d'autres categories
categories qui, individuelleindividuellement, ,ie
/le doivent pas faire l'objet d'une notification au Comite
Comite international
international d'enregistrement
d'enregistrement
des frequences;
frequences; toutes les
lea stations auxquelles
auxquelles
une frequence
est attribute
frequence commune
commune eat
attribuee peuvent
peuvent
etre indiquees
indiquees d'une maniere
maniere globale pour chaque pays.
(II) Liste
II. Nomenclature
Nomenclature des stations
stations fixes
fixes (index
(index
Liste II.
alphabetique des stations fixes dont les
alphabetique
lea frequences
figurent dans la
liste I).
Is lists
I).
(III) Liste III.
III. Nomenclature
Nomenclature des stations
stations de radiodiffuradiodiffusion. Cette Hate
liste comprend
comprend les
lee stations
stations de radiodiffuradiodiffusion dont lea
figurent dans
Hate I
et
les frequences
frequences figurent
dans la liste
I et
qui font lea
emissions suivantes:
suivantes:
les emissions
a) emissions
emissions parlees
parlee.s et musique;
musique;
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(Chapter
VIII, art.
(Chapter VIII,
art. 20
20 RR;
RR;

(446-0)
(446-450)

CHAPTER VI
VIII
CHAPTER
ARTICLE
20
ARTICLE 20
Service Documents
Service
Documents

446 §§ 1.
The following documents
1.
documents shall be published
published by the
Secretary General of the Union:
Union:
Secretary
447
(I) List I. The International
Frequency List.
(I)
International Frequency
contain details
details of frequency
a) This shall contain
frequency assignrecorded in the Master
Master International
International Frements recorded
quency Register under
under the provisions
provisions of article
318). These details shall in11 (see 309 and 318).
include the data enumerated
enumerated in appendix 6.
448
b) The List shall show also those specific frequenexample 500 kc/s) prescribed
prescribed by these
cies (for example
Regulations for common
common use in certain services,
together with the information with respect
respect to
frequencies or bands of frequencies
frequencies assigned
the frequencies
members of the Union
Union to stations of other
other
by the members
classes which are not individually
individually subject to
to
notification
Frequency
notification to the International
International Frequency
Registration
Board; all such stations having a
a
Registration Board;
common frequency
assignment may be shown
shown
frequency assignment
collectively for each country.
collectively
(II) List II. List of Fixed Stations
Stations (alphabetical
(alphabetical index
449
stations, the frequencies
of fixed stations,
frequencies of which are shown
I).
in List I).
450

(III) List III.
III. List of Broadcasting
Broadcasting Stations. This shall
(III)
include those broadcasting
broadcasting stations shown in List I
I
which broadcast:
broadcast:
a) voice and music;
music;

1777
1777

1778
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(Chap. VIII,
VIII, art
art 20
20 RR)
RR)
(Chap.

b) television;
t616vision;
c)
fac-simile.
c) fac-simile.
451

452

453

454
455

456
457
458
459
460

(IV)
(TV) Liste IV. Nomenclature
clitieres et
et de
de
Nomenclature des
des stations
stations c8tieres
navire, completee
par un
un tableau
tableau et
et une
une carte
carte indiindicompletee par
horaires de service &
a
quant, suivant les zones, les horaires
bord des navires
navires dont les stations sont classees
classees dans
dans
la deuxieme
deuxieme categorie
l'appendice 13).
13).
cat6gorie (voir
(voir l'appendice
(V)
(V) Liste V.
stations aeronautiques
aeronautiques
V. Nomenclature
Nomenclature des stations
d'aeronef. Les seules stations
stations d'aeronef
d'aeronef figurant
figurant
et d'aeronef.
aeronefs qui
dans cette liste sont
sont celles des aeronefs
qui font
font des
des
vole internationaux.
vols
internationaux.
(VI) Liste VI.
VI. Nomenclature
Nomenclature des
de radioreperadiorepe(VI)
des stations de
rage. Cette liste ne comprend ni les stations de
radionavigation
aeronautiques terrestres
terrestres dont
dont les
radionavigation a6ronautiques
les
frequences
les stastafr6quences sont superieures
superieures aa 70 Mc/s,
Mc/s, ni
ni les
tions mobiles de
radionavigation, lorsque
l'identifi•
de radionavigation,
lorsque l'identification de telles
telles stations est publi6e
publiee dans
dans d'autres
d'autres
documents
documents officiels
officiels internationaux.
internationaux.
(VII)
(VII) Liste VII. Nomenclature
effectuant des
des
Nomenclature des stations
stations effectuant
services speciaux:
speciaux:
a) Stations
Stations emettant
signaux horaires.
horaires.
a)
emettant des
des signaux
m6teorologiuqes
b) Stations emettant
emettant des bulletins
bulletins meteorologiuqes
reguliers.
c)
c) Stations emettant
navigateurs.
emettant des avis aux navigateurs.
d) Stations transmettani
transmettanZ: des
medicaux.
des avis
avis medicaux.
e)
frequences etalon.
e) Stations emettant
emettant des frequences
(VIII) Liste VIII. Liste alphabetique
alphabetique des
des indicatifs
indicatifs d'appel
de toutes les stations figurant dans les
a
les listes II A
VII inclus et pourvues
pourvues d'un indicatif
indicatif d'appel de la
la
serie internationale,
eerie
internationale, a
a 1'exception
l'exception toutefois
toutefois des stations d'amateur
d'amateur et des stations experimentales.
experimentales. CetCette liste est precedee
precedee du tableau
tableau de repartition
repartition des
des
indicatifs d'appel
figurant
a
l'article
19, et d'un
d'appel figurant a
tableau
tableau annexe indiquant
forme des indicatifs
indiquant la forme
d'appel attribues
attribues par
administration A
a see
par chaque administration
ses
stations d'amateur
d'amateur et a
see stations experimentales.
experimentales.
A ses
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(Chapter VIII,
art. 20
20 RR)
RR)
(Chapter
VIII, art.

451

(IV)
(IV)

452

(V)

453
453

(VI)
(VI)

454
454

(VII)
(VII)

455
456
456
457
457
458
458
459
459
460
460

(VIII)
(VIII)

(451-460)
(451-460)

television;
b) television;
c) facsimile.
List IV. List of Coast and Ship Stations annexed
zones
showing the tones
to which is aa Table and aa Chart showing
and hours of service of ships of the second category
category
(see appendix 13).
List V. List of Aeronautical
Aeronautical and Aircraft
Aircraft Stations.
aircraft making
making internaOnly stations on
on board
board aircraft
tional flights are included.
List
Radiolocation Stations.
List VI. List of
of Radiolocation
Stations. This shall
not
radionavigation mobile stations, or aeroinclude radionavigation
not include
nautical
navigational land stations on frequencies
frequencies
nautical navigational
above
identifications are
whenever their
their identifications
are
above 70 Mc/s, whenever
published
official international
docuinternational docuelsewhere in official
published elsewhere
ments.
List VII.
List of
of Special Service Stations. This shall
VII. List
List
include:
include:
a) Stations transmitting Time Signals.
b)
Regular Meteorological
Meteorological
transmitting Regular
Stations transmitting
b) Stations
Bulletins
(Weather Reports).
Reports).
Bulletins (Weather
c) Stations
Stations transmitting
Navigators.
Notices to Navigators.
transmitting Notices
c)
d)
transmitting Medical
Medical Advice.
Advice.
d) Stations
Stations transmitting
e)
Stations
transmitting
Standard
Frequencies.
e) Stations transmitting Standard Frequencies.
List
List of
of Call
staof all staSigns of
Call Signs
Alphabetical List
VIII. Alphabetical
List VIII.
tions included
having call signs
signs
to VII
VII having
Lists II to
in Lists
included in
tions
from the
series, with
the exception,
exception,
with the
the international
international series,
from
however, of amateur
stations. This
and experimental
experimental stations.
amateur and
however,
List
is preceded
preceded by
allocation of call
table of allocation
the table
by the
List is
signs
given
in
article
19
and
by
a
table indicating
indicating
a
signs given in article 19 and by table
the
form
of
call
signs
assigned
by
each
administraadministrathe form of call signs assigned by each
tion
to its
its amateur
and experimental
experimental stations.
stations.
amateur and
tion to
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463
464
465
466
466
467
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[63
TAT.
[63 S
STAT.

(Chap. VIII,
VIII, art.
art. 20
20 RR)
RR)
(Chap.

(IX)
Cartes des:
des:
(IX) Cartes
a) Stations cotieres
cotieres ouvertes
la correspondance
correspondance
ouvertes a
a la
publique.
b) Stations terrestres ouvertes
correspondance
ouvertes iala correspondance
publique des aeronefs.
aeronefs.
terrestres de radionavigation.
radionavigation.
c) Stations terrestres
(X) Graphiques
Graphiques en couleur
couleur indiquant
indiquant les attributions
attributions ininternationales et regionales
ternationales
spectre des freregionales du spectre
fr6quences.
(XI)
(XI) Statistique
Statistique gen6rale
generale des
des radiocommunications.
radiocommunications.

§§ 2.

a) Le Secretaire
Secretaire general
general de
de l'Union public
publie les
les amenamendements
a apporter aux documents
dements a
documents enumeres
enumeres au
§§ 11 du present
present article. Une fois par mois, les
administrations
administrations portent a
asa connaissance,
connaissance, dans
dams
la forme indiquee pour les listes elles-memes
elles-memes a
l'appendice
l'appendice 6, les additions, modifications
modifications et
et suppressions
pressions a
aapporter
apporter aux listes IV,
IV, V, VI et VII.
VII.
Il
II utilise d'autre part, pour apporter aux listes
listes I,
II et III les additions, modifications et suppressuppressions necessaires,
necessaires, les renseignements
que lui
lui
renseignements que
fournit le Comite
Comit6 international
fournit
international d'enregistrement
d'enregistrement
des frequences
frequences et qui proviennent
proviennent des informations recues en application
application des dispositions
dispositions de
l'article
Particle 11, §
§ 2. Il
II apporte a
a la liste VIII les
amendements necessaires
n6cessaires en utilisant les renamendements
seignements qu'il recoit
recoit aa propos des listes
listes I
I aa
VII.
modifications permanentes
permanentes du
du fonctionfonctionb) Pour les modifications
nement des stations de radioreperage
radioreperage (liste
(liste VI),
VI),
voir le numero
numero 1018.
1018.

469

§§ 3.
Dans les listes III, IV, V.
chaque categorie
categorie
V, VI et VII, chaque
de stations fait l'objet d'une section speciale.
speciale.

470

§ 4.
La liste internationale
internationale des frequences
§
frequences et la nomenclature
clature des stations fixes sont publiees
separement chaque
publiees separement
chaque annee. Elles sont tenues aajour par des supplements
née.
supplements mensuels,
egalement
publi6s separ6ment,
egalement publies
separement, et qui sont recapitulatifs
recapitulatifs de
trois en trois.

STAT.]
63 S
TAT.]

MULTILATERAL-TELECOMMUNICATIONS-OCT.
MULTILATERAL— TELECOMMUNICATIONS— OCT.2,
1947
2, 1947

kChapter VIII,
VIII, art.
art. 20
20 RR)
kChapter
RR)

461
462
463

464
465
466
467

(461-470)
(461-470)

(IX) Maps
(IX)
Maps of:
a) Coast stations open to public correspondence.
correspondence.
b) Land stations open to public correspondence
correspondence with
aircraft.
c) Radionavigation
Radionavigation land stations.
stations.
(X) Coloured
Charts
showing
international
Coloured Charts
international and regional
allocations of the radio frequency
frequency spectrum.
(XI)
Statistics.
(XI) General
General Radiocommunication
Radiocommunication Statistics.

§§ 2.

a)
the Union publishes
a) The Secretary
Secretary General
General of the
publishes the
changes affecting the documents
documents enumerated
enumerated in
§§1
1 of this article.
article. Once aamonth, in the
the form indicated for the Lists themselves
appendix 6,
themselves by appendix
the administrations
administrations shall inform him of the additions, modifications
affecting Lists
modifications and deletions affecting
additions,
IV, V, VI and VII. The necessary additions,
modifications
deletions affecting
affecting Lists I, II
modifications and deletions
obtained by him from the notificaand III are obtained
cations of frequency
frequency assignments made in accordance
of
with article
article 11, §§22for the purposes of
cordance with
the
Master International
International Frequency
Frequency Register.
Register.
the Master
The
changes to List VIII are obtained
obtained
The necessary
necessary changes
by him from the information
information he receives
receives in reI to VII inclusive.
gard to Lists I
b)
affecting the
the operation
operation
changes affecting
For permanent
permanent changes
b) For
of
radiolocation
stations
(List
VI)
see
VI)
see 1018.
1018.
of radiolocation stations (List

468
468
469
469

§
3.
§ 3.

In Lists
IV, V,
V, VI
yll each
class of
of station
station
each class
and VII
VI and
III, IV,
Lists III,
In
shall occupy a
aspecial section.

470
470

§
4.
§ 4.

The International
International Frequency
List and
and the
the List
List of
of
Frequency List
The
Fixed Stations
Stations shall
be published
each year.
They
separately each
year. They
shall be
published separately
Fixed
shall be
to date
date by
supplements,
monthly supplements,
by the
the issue
issue of
of monthly
be kept
kept up
up to
shall
likewise
separately, every
third supplement
supplement being
being
every third
published separately,
likewise published
recapitulative.
recapitulative.
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(471-477)

[63 S
TAT.
STAT.

(Chap.
VM, art.
art. 20
(Chap. VIII,
20 RR)
RR)

471

§§ 5.
En ce qui concern°
concerne la
la nomenclature
nomenclature des
des stations
stations de
de
radiodiffusion, la nomenclature
de radioreperage
radioreperage
nomenclature des stations de
et la nomenclature
nomenclature des stations effectuant
effectuant des services apespeciaux, le Secretaire
Secretaire general
general decide a
aquels
quels intervalles
do!intervalles elles
elles doireeditees. Des supplements
vent etre reeditees.
supplements recapitulatifs
recapitulatifs sont
sont pupublies tous les six mois pour la
nomenclature des
des stations
stations de
la nomenclature
de
radiodiffusion
radiodiffusion et tous les trois mois
mois pour la nomenclature
nomenclature des
des
radioreperage et pour la
stations de radioreperage
Is nomenclature
nomenclature des
stations
des stations
effectuant
services speciaux.
speciaux.
effectuant des services

472

§§ 6.
La nomenclature
nomenclature des stations cotieres
cotieres et de
navire
de navire
est reeditee
reedit& tous les neuf mois, sans supplement
supplement entre
entre deux
deux
reeditions.
reeditions.

473

§ 7.
§
La nomenclature
stations aeronautiques
et
nomenclature des stations
aeronautiques et
d'aeronef
d'aeronef est publiee
publiee tous les six mois, sans supplement
supplement entre
entre
reeditions.
deux reeditions.

474

§§ 8.
La liste alphabetique
alphabetique des indicatifs
indicatifs d'appel
reedid'appel est
est reeditee
Secretaire general le juge utile. Elle est tenue
t& lorsque le Secretaire
tenue
a jour au moyen de supplements recapitulatifs
recapitulatifs mensuels.

475

§ 9.
La statistique generale
§
generale des radiocommunications
radiocommunications est
est
a des intervalles aa determiner
publiee a
determiner par le Secretaire
Secretaire
general.

476

§ 10. (1)
§
(1) Les modeles d'apres lesquels les documents
documents menmen-

tionnes au §§1
1 (listes IIaaVII et statistique generale
generale des radiocommunications)
communications) doivent
doivent etre
etre prepares
prepares sont
indiques a
a l'apl'apsont indiques
pendice 6
6 du present Reglement. Les prefaces
de ces
ces docudocuprefaces de
ments donnent toutes les indications
indications necessaires
la facon
necessaires sur
sur la
facon
de les
les utiliser. Chaque
Cheque notification
notification doit etre
accompagnee du
du
etre accompagnee
symbole approprie,
approprie, indique a
a l'appendice
l'appendice 7, pour
designer
la
pour designer la
categorie
de
station
dont
il
s'agit.
categorie
Le Secretaire
Secretaire general peut
peut
choisir des symboles supplementaires
supplementaires quand c'est necessaire;
necessaire;
il doit
ii
dolt alors les notifier aux diverses administrations.
administrations.
477
(2)
(2) Dans
Dana les documents
documents de service, les noms geographigeographiques des stations cotieres,
c6tieres, aeronautiques,
aeronautiques, radiogoniometriques
radiogoniometriques
et de radlophare
radiophare sont suivis respectivement
respectivement des
des mots:
mots:

63 S
STAT.]
TAT.]

MULTILATERAL--TELECOMMUNICATIONS-OCT.
AIULTILATERAL— TELECOMMUNICATIONS--OCT.2,
1947
2, 1947

(Chapter
(Chapter V111,
VIII, art.
art. 20
RR)
20 RR)

(471477)
(471-477)

471

§ 5.
The List of Broadcasting
§
Broadcasting Stations, the List of Radiolocation Stations and the List of Special Service
Service Stations shall
shall
determined by the Secretary
be re-published
re-published at intervals to be determined
Secretary
General. Recapitulative
Recapitulative supplements shall be published every
every
six months for
for the List of Broadcasting
Broadcasting Stations and every
six
every
Radiolocation Stations
three months for the List of Radiolocation
Stations and the
the
List of Special Service Stations.
Stations.

472

§ 6.
The List of Coast and Ship Stations shall be re-pub§
lished every nine months without supplements
edisupplements between
between editions.
tions.

473

§ 7.
The List of Aeronautical
§
Aeronautical and Aircraft
Stations shall
shall
Aircraft Stations
be re-published
re-published every six months without supplements
supplements beeditions.
tween editions.

474

§§ 8.
The List of Call Signs shall be re-published
re-published at
at interintervals to be determined by the Secretary General.
General. It shall be
be
kept up to date by the publication
publication of
of monthly
monthly recapitulative
recapitulative
supplements.

475

§
General Radiocommunication
Statistics shall
shall be
be
§ 9.
The General
Radiocommunication Statistics
re-published at intervals
re-published
intervals to be determined
Secretary
determined by the Secretary
General.

476

§§ 10. (1)
(1) The forms in which the lists mentioned in §
(Lists
§ 11 (Lists
I
General Radiocommunication
Radiocommunication Statistics)
are to
to
I to VII and General
Statistics) are
be prepared
prepared are given in appendix
appendix 6
6 of
present RegulaRegulaof the present
tions. Information concerning
concerning the use
use of these documents
documents
shall be given in the prefaces thereto. Each entry shall be
accompanied
appropriate symbol, as indicated
accompanied by the appropriate
indicated in apappendix 7, to designate the class of station concerned.
concerned. AddiAdditional symbols, where
where necessary, may be
selected by the
Secbe selected
the Secretary General,
General, any such new symbols being notified
notified by the
Secretary
Secretary General to the various
various administrations.
administrations.

477

(2) In the
the names
of coast,
coast, aeroaero(2)
the service documents,
documents, the
names of
nautical, radio direction-finding
nautical,
direction-finding and radiobeacon
radiobeacon stations are
followed by the words;
words;
followed

1783
1783

1784
1784

[63 STAT.
STAT.
[63

TREATIES
TREATIES

(478-484)
(478-484)

478
479
479
480
481
482
483
483

484

(Chap.
VIII, art.
art. 20
RR)
20 RR)
(Chap. VIII,

—
c6tieres;
- RADIO pour les stations cotieres
GONIO pour
pour les
radiogoniometriques
les stations
stations radiogoniometriques
-— GONIO
maritimes;
maritimes;
PHARE pour les stations de radiophare
radiophare mari-— PHARE
times
times;;
stations a6ronautiques;
aeronautiques
-— AERADIO
AERADIO pour les stations
radiogoniometri-— AEROGONIO
AEROGONIO pour les stations radiogoniom6triques aeronautiques;
a6ronautiques;
—
AEROPHARE pour les stations de radiophare
radiophare
- AEROPHARE
aeronautiques.
aeronautiques.
concerne les documents de service, il y
a
y a
En ce qui concerne
§§ 11.
lieu d'entendre
d'entendre par le mot pays le territoire
territoire dans les limites
limites
duquel se trouve la station. Une colonie,
colonie, un territoire
territoire d'outred'outreduquel
men, un territoire sous souverainete
souverainete ou sous mandat, ainsi
ainsi
mer,
qu'un protectorat
etre conconprotectorat doivent, dans ce cas particulier, etre
sider& comme des pays.
sideres

63 STAT.]
STAT.]

MULTILATERAL-TELECOMMUNICATIONS-OCT.
AIULTILATERAL—
TELECOMMUNICATIONS— OCT.2, 1947
1947

(Chapter
RR)
(Chapter VIII, art. 20
20 RR)

(478-484)
(478-484)

478

RADIO for
for coast
stations;
- RADIO
coast stations;

479

-- GONIO for maritime
maritime radio direction-finding
direction-finding stations,
tions;
stations;
-- PHARE
PHARE for maritime
maritime radiobeacon
radiobeacon stations;
aeronautical stations;
-- AERADIO for aeronautical
stations;
AEROGONIO for aeronautical
direction- AEROGONIO
aeronautical radio directionfinding stations;
stations;
radiobeacon sta- AEROPHARE
AEROPHARE for aeronautical
aeronautical radiobeacon
stations.

480
481

482
483
484

§
purpose of the service
service documents,
§ 11.
For the purpose
documents, aacountry
shall be understood to mean
mean the territory
of
territory within the limits of
which the station
station is located;
located; a
a colony, an overseas
overseas territory, aa
territory under suzerainty
suzerainty or mandate,
protectorate shall
territory
mandate, or aaprotectorate
also be considered
considered as aacountry
country for this purpose.
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(485-487)

[63 STAT.
STAT.
[63

(Chap.
(Chap.

IX, art.
art. 21
21 RR)
IX,
RR)

CHAPITRE IX.
IX.
CHAPITRE
ARTICLE 21.
ARTICLE
Secret.

485

Les administrations
administrations s'engagent
s'engagent a
a prendre
prendre les mesures necessaires
reprimer:
necessaires pour faire interdire et reprimer:

486

a) l'interception,
l'interception, sans autorisation,
autorisation, de radiocomradiocommunications
munications qui ne sont pas destinees
destinees a
a l'usage
general du public,

487

b) la divulgation
divulgation du contenu ou simplement
simplement de
de
l'existence, la publication
usage quelconI'existence,
publication ou tout usage
informations de toute
que, sans autorisation, des informations
interceptant les radiocommuradiocommunature obtenues
obtenues en interceptant
nications visees au numero 486.
nications

63
TAT.]
STAT.]
63 S

MULTILATERAL--TELECOMMUNICATIONS— OCT.2, 1947
MULTILATERAL-TELECOMMUNICATIONS-OCT.

(Chapter
(Chapter IX,
IX, art. 21
21 RR)
RR)

(485-487)
(485-487)

CHAPTER
CHAPTER IX
ARTICLE 21
ARTICLE
Secrecy
Secrecy
485
485

The
themselves to take the
administrations bind themselves
The administrations
necessary
measures to prohibit and prevent:
prevent:
necessary measures

486
486

a)
unauthorized interception
interception of radiocommuradiocommua) the unauthorized
nications
intended for the general
general use of
not intended
nications not
the public;

487
487

b)
divulgence of the contents, simple disclosure
b) the divulgence
of
publication or any use whatthe existence,
existence, publication
of the
authorization, of information
information of
ever, without authorization,
any nature whatever
intercepby the intercepobtained by
whatever obtained
any
mentioned in
radiocommunications mentioned
tion of the radiocommunications
486.

81939 0-52-PT.
O-52-PT.

-32
11---32

ii--
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TREATIES

(U
-42)
(413-432)

163
[63 STAr.
STAT.

(Chap. XI, art,
art. 28,
23, 24 RR)
(Chap.

X.
CHAPITRE X.
ARTICLE 22.
Licence.
Licence.
488

489

§ 1.
1. (1)
(1) Aucune
§
Aucune station
station d'emission
etre etablie
d'6mission no
ne pout
pcut etre
etablie ou
ou
exploit6e
par
un particulier, ou par une entreprise
exploitee
quelconque,
entreprise quelconque,
sans une licence
licence delivree
delivree par le
du pays
pays dont
le gouvernement
gouvcrncnment du
dont
relUve
releve la station en question.
(2) Les stations mobiles qui
(2)
(Jul ont
oat leur port
d'attache dans
dans
port d'attache
ulne colonie,
une
colonie, un territoire sous
souverainete ou
mandat,
un
sous souvcrainete
ou mandat, un
territoire
d'outre-mer
ou
un
protcctorat
territoire d'outre-mer
protectorat peuvent
considepeuvent etre consider~es,
rees, en cc qui concerne la
delivrance des
la delivrance
des licences,
licences, comme
comme dedependant de l'autorit6
l'autorite de cutte
cette colonie,
colonic, de
territoires ou
ou de
de ces
ces tcrritoires
de
ce protectorat.
protectorat.

490

§ 2.
Le titulaire d'une licence
§
licence est tcnu
term de garder
garder le
le secret
secret
t6elcommunications. cornme
des telecommunications.
est pr6vu
prevu a
l'article
32 de
de
conime ilil est
h l'article 32
la
Convention.
ht Convention. De plus, la
in licence doit stipuler quc,
quo, si la stastation comporLe
comport.° un r6cepteur,
recepteur, il est interdit
interdit de captor
capter les correspondances
radiocommunications autres quo celles qu'elle
pondances de radiocommunications
qu'elle
est autoris6e
a recevoir
recevoir et quo,
que, dans le cas oh
autorisee a
oi de telles correscorrespondances sont involontairement
pondances
involontairement reques,
reeues, elles
doivent etre
etre
elles no
ne doivent
ni reproduites,
ni
communiquecs
reprocluitos,
communiquees a
ades tiers, ni.utilisees
ni .utilisees pour
pour
une fin quelconque,
lcur existence
quelconque, et leur
existence meme no
ne doit pas etre
revelee.
revl6e.

491

§§ 3.
Afin de faciliter
faciliter la verification
verification des licences delivrees
ddlivrees
ai des stations mobiles, il est ajoute, s'il yy a
a
lieu,
texte
a lieu, au
au texte
redig6
redigé dans la langue nationale,
nationale, une
traduetion
en
une
languo
une traduction en une languo
dont l'usage est
thins les
les relations
internationales.
cst tres
trcs repandu
r(pandu dans
relations internationales.

492

§§ 4.
Le gouvernement
gouvernemcnt qui delivre
a une stai.e
delivre la licence a
tion mobile y
y mentionne
nlentionne de faeon
facon precise
predise l'etat
signaletiquo
1'etat signaletiquo
de la station, yy compris son nom, son indicatif
indicatif d'appel
d'appel et
et la
la
catkgorie
dans
laquelle
elle
ciassce du point de
categoric
est ciassee
de la
la
dc vue de
correspondence
publique, ainsi quo
correspondance publique,
que les
les curacteristiques
caractdristiques genegenerales de l'installation
l'installation principalc
principale et, le
To ccos
as echeant,
ch6ant, de
de l'instalbil'instaliation de aecours
eecours (reserve).
(reserve).

STAT.]
m( S
63
TAT.]

MULTILATERAL-TELECOMMUNICATIONS-OCT.
MULTILATERAL— TELECOMMUNICATIONS— OCT.2,
2, 1947

(Chapter
I, art.
art. 22 R)
RR)
(Chapter X,

(4t-492)
(411111-492)

CHAPTER X
CHAPTER
ARTICLE 22
Licences
Licences
488
transmitting station may be established
established or oper1. (1) No transmitting
488 §§ 1.
person or by any enterprise
private person
enterprise without'a
without 'a
a private
ated by a
licence issued by the government
country to which the
government of the country
licence
station in question is subject.
subject.
489
(2)
which have their place of registry
(2) Mobile stations which
489
suzerainty or mandate, an overa colony, aaterritory under suzerainty
in a
considered, as regards
regards
protectorate, may be considered,
seas territory or aaprotectorate,
the grant of licences, as subject to the authority of that colony, those
territories or that protectorate.
those territories
ony,
490
2.
The
preserve the
holder of aa licence is required to preserve
The holder
490 §§ 2.
secrecy of
of telecommunication,
as provided in article 32 of
telecommunication, as
secrecy
the
licence must provide
provide that
that if
the licence
Moreover, the
Convention. Moreover,
the Convention.
interception of radiocomthe station
station includes
includes a
a receiver
receiver the interception
radiocomthe
munication correspondence,
correspondence, other than
than that
that which the stamunication
tion
is
authorized
to
receive,
forbidden,
and that in the
forbidden,
is
receive,
to
authorized
is
tion
received, it
involuntarily
is
case
where
such
correspondence
involuntarily
received,
correspondence
such
case where
parties,
must
not
be
reproduced,
nor
communicated
parties,
third
to
communicated
nor
reproduced,
must not be
nor
used
for
any
purpose,
even
existence
not be
must
existence
its
even
and
purpose,
nor used for any
disclosed.
491
3.
In
facilitate the verification
licences
verification of licences
to facilitate
order to
In order
§ 3.
491 §
neceswhen
added,
be
issued
to
mobile
stations,
there
shall
when
issued to mobile stations, there
translasary,
to
the
text
written
in
the
national
language,
a
a
language,
sary, to the text written in the national
tion
of the
the text
text in
language widely used in international
international
a language
in a
tion of
relations.
a mobile
492
4.
The government
government which
a licence to a
which issues a
The
§ 4.
492 §
station
mentions therein
therein in
particulars of
of the
the particulars
form, the
clear form,
in clear
station mentions
station,
including its
rame, call
and public corresponsign and
call sign
its rame,
station, including
dence category,
well as
the general
characteristics of the
the
general characteristics
as the
as well
category, as
dence
main and,
and, if
appropriate, the
the emergency
emergency (reserve)
(reserve) installaif appropriate,
main
tions.
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[63 S
TAT.
STAT.

(Chap.
(Chap. XI.
II, art
Rit)
art 73
t RR)

CHAPITRE
CHAPITRE XL
XL

Inspection
Inspection des stations mobiles.
mobiles. Certificats
Certificats
des operateurs des
des stations
stations de
de navire
navire
stations d'aeronef.
d'aeronef.
et des
des stations
ARTICLE
ARTICLE 23.
23.

Inspection des
des stations mobiles.
493
493

494
494

§ 1.
1. (1)
gouvernements ou
§
(1) Les gouvernements
on administrations
administrations comp6tents
competents
des
pays
oil
des pays
une station mobile fait
escale peuvent
peuvent exiger
exiger la
la
fait escale
production de la licence. L'operateur
L'operateur de la
la station
station mobile,
mobile, ou
ou
la personne responsable
responsable de la station,
station, doit se
se preter
preter a
a cette
cette
verification.
verification. La licence doit etre conserv6e
conservee de
facon qu'elle
qu'elle
de facon
puisse etre produite
produite sans Mai.
la mesure
mesure du
possidelai. Dans toute la
du possible,
ou une
ble, la
la licence, on
une copie certifiee
certifiee conforme
conforme par
par l'autorite
l'autorite
qui l'a delivree,
d6livr6e, doit etre affichee
qui
affichee a
a demeure
demeure dans
clans la
la station.
station.

(2)
(2) Les inspecteurs
inspecteurs doivent etre
etre en possession
possession d'une
d'une
carte ou
d'un
insigne
on
insigne d'identite
d'identite d6livre
delivre par les autorites
autorites compecomp&
tentes,
tentes, qu'ils doivent montrer
montrer a
a la demande
demande du commandant
commandant
ou
on de son remplagant.
remplacant.
495
(3) Lorsque
Lorsque la licence
licence ne peut pas etre
495
produite, ou
ou
etre produite,
lorsque des anomalies
anomalies manifestes
sont constat6es,
constatees, les
les gougoumanifestes sont
vernements ou administrations
administrations peuvent
peuvent faire
vernements
faire proceder
proceder a
al'ins'inspection
radioelectriques, afin
pection des installations radioelectriques,
de
s'assurer
afin de s'assurer
qu'elles repondent
repondent aux stipulations
qu'elles
stipulations du present
Reglement.
present Reglement.
496
(4)
496
(4) De plus, les inspecteurs
inspecteurs sont en
droit d'exiger
d'exiger la
en droit
la
production
production des certificats
certificats des operateurs,
mais us
ne peuvent
peuvent
op6rateurs, nmais
ils ne
demander
justification de connaissances
demander aucune justification
connaissances professionprofessionnelles.
nelles.
497
497

§§ 2. (1)
(1) Lorsqu'un gouvernement
gouvernement ou
administration s'est
s'est
ou une
une administration
trouvee dans l'obligation
recourir aa la mesure prevue
trouvee
l'obligation de recourir
prevue au
an
num6ro
ou lorsque les certificats
numero 495,
495, on
certificats d'operateur
d'operateur n'ont
n'ont pas
pas pu
pu
etre produits,
produits, le gouvernementon
gouvernement ou I'administration
etre
Padministration dont
dont dede-
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CHAPTER XI
CHAPTER
XI
Inspection
of Mobile
Stations.
Inspection of
Mobile Stations.
Operators' Certificates
Certificates for
and
Operators'
for Ship
Ship and
Stations
Aircraft Stations
ARTICLE 23
Inspection of Mobile
Mobile Stations
Stations

493 §§ 1.
1. (1) The governments or appropriate
appropriate administrations
administrations
countries where a
require the
of countries
a mobile station calls may require
production of the licence. The operator of the mobile station, or the person responsible
facilitate
responsible for the station, must facilitate
examination. The
The licence
licence must be kept in such a
a way
this examination.
that it can be produced
produced without
without delay. As far as possible, the
certified by the authority
authority which has issued
licence, or a
a copy certified
it, should be permanently
exhibited in the station.
permanently exhibited
494

495

196

497

(2) The inspectors
(2)
inspectors must have in their possession an
competent authority,
authority,
identity card or badge, issued by the competent
which they must show on request of the master or his deputy.
(3) When the licence cannot
cannot he
be produced
produced or when mani(3)
administraobserved, governments
governments or administrafest irregularities
irregularities are observed,
tions
installations in order
order to satisfy
inspect the
the radio
radio installations
tions may inspect
themselves that these conform to the conditions imposed
imposed by
themselves
these Regulations.
Regulations.
(4) In addition, inspectors
inspectors have the right to require
(4)
operators' certificates,
proof of
of
certificates, but proof
the production of the operators'
professional knowledge
demanded.
knowledge may not be demanded.
professional
§
government or an administration
administration has found
(1) When a
a government
§ 2. (1)
it
course indicated
indicated in 495, or when the
it necessary
necessary to adopt the course
operators' certificates
certificates cannot be produced,
produced, the government
government
operators'
administration to which the mobile station in article 15 is
or administration
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pend la station mobile en cause doit 8tre
etre inform6
informe sans
sans retard.
retard.
De plus, il est fait application, le cas
cas ech6ant,
echeant, des
des dispositions
dispositions
de l'article 15.
15.
498

(2) Le delegue
delegue du gouvernement
gouvernement ou
on de l'administration
l'administration
a inspecte
qui a
inspecte la station doit, avant
avant de quitter celle-ci,
celle-ci, faire
faire
part de ses
sea constatations
constatations au commandant
personne
commandant ou aa la
la personne
responsable (voir le numero
responsable
numero 565).
565).

499

§ 3.
membres de l'Union
§
Les pays membres
l'Union s'engagent
s'engagent a
ne
a ne
pas imposer aux stations mobiles etrangeres
trouvent
6trangeres qui se
se trouvent
temporairement
temporairement dans leurs
leurs eaux
territoriales, ou
ou s'arretent
eaux territoriales,
s'arretent
temporairement
temporairement sur leur territoire,
conditions techniques
techniques
territoire, des conditions
et d'exploitation
rigoureuses que celles que prevoit
d'exploitation plus rigoureuses
le preprepr6voit le
Reglement. Ces prescriptions
sent Reglement.
prescriptions n'affectent
n'affectent en
rien
les
disen rien les dispositions qui, relevant
relevant d'accords
d'accords internationaux
internationaux relatifs
relatifs a
a la
la
navigation
maritime on
ou aerienne,
navigation maritime
pas visees
dans
aerienne, ne
ne sont pas
vis6es dans le
le
present Reglement.
Reglement.
ARTICLE 24.
ARTICLE
Certificats des
des
des operateurs des
stations de navire et des stations d'aeronef.
d'aeronef.

Section I. Dispositions
Section
Dispositions generales.
generales.
500
500

501
501

502
502

§§ 1.
1. (1)
(1) Le service
service de toute
toute station radiotelegraphique
radiotelegraphique ou
ou
radiot6elphonique
radiotelephonique de navire
navire ou d'aeronef
doit 8tre
etre assure
assure par
d'a6ronef doit
par
un operateur
operateur titulaire
titulaire d'un certificat
certificat delivre
ou reconnu
reconnu par
d6livre ou
par
gouvernement dont depend cette station.
le gouvernement
(2) Toutefois,
radiotelepho(2)
Toutefois, pour le service
service des stations radiotelephoniques operant uniquement sur des fr6quences
frequences sup6rieures
superieures a
30 Mc/s, chaque
chaque gouvernement
gouvernement determine lui-meme
si un
lui-meme si
un cercertificat eat
est necessaire
necessaire et, le cas &Moat,
&unit lea
6ch6ant, definit
les conditions
conditions aa
remplir pour son obtention.
(3)
(3) La
La disposition du numero
numero 501 n'est pas applicable
applicable
aux stations d'aeronef
d'aeronef travaillant
travaillant sur des frequences
allouees
frequences allouees
exclusivement
aeronefs qui font des voyages
exclusivement aux aeronefs
voyages internationaux.
naux.
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subject must be so informed
informed without
without delay. In addition, the
procedure specified in article 15 is followed
followed when necessary.
498

(2) The government or administration
administration official
official who has
communicate
inspected the station must, before
before leaving it, communicate
inspected
the result of his inspection
inspection to the master or to the person
person
responsible (see 565).

499

§
The countries, members
members of the Union, undertake
undertake not
§ 3.
to impose upon foreign mobile stations which are temporarily
temporarily
territorial waters or make a
a temporary
temporary stay in
within their territorial
operating conditions
conditions more severe
their territory, technical and operating
contemplated in these Regulations.
Regulations. This in no way
than those contemplated
affects arrangements
arrangements which are
are made under international
international
agreements relating to maritime
maritime or air navigation, and which
agreements
therefore not covered by these Regulations.
are therefore

ARTICLE 24
Operators' Certificates
Certificates for Ship and Aircraft
Aircraft Stations
Stations
Operators'
Section I. General Provisions
500

§
aircraft radiotelegraph
radiotelegraph
(1) The service of every ship or aircraft
§ 1. (1)
or radiotelephone
radiotelephone station
operator
performed by an operator
must be performed
station must
or
certificate issued or recognized
recognized by the government
government
a certificate
holding a
to which the station is subject.
(2)
service of radiotelephone
radiotelephone staNevertheless, in the service
(2) Nevertheless,
501
tions operating
operating solely
frequencies above
above 30
Mcis each
each
30 Mc/s
on frequencies
solely on
tions
government decides
decides for
certificate is necesneceswhether aa certificate
itself whether
for itself
government
sary
defines the
obtaining it.
conditions for obtaining
the conditions
if so,
so, defines
sary and, if
502
(3) The
provision of
of 501
501 does
does not,
not, however,
apply to
however, apply
The provision
(3)
502
aircraft stations
frequencies allocated
allocated exclusively
exclusively
on frequencies
working on
stations working
aircraft
international flights.
to aircraft making international
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503

§ 2. (1)
§
(1) Dans le cas d'indisponibilite
d'indisponibilite absolue
de l'operateur
l'operateur
absolue de
au cours d'une traversee,
traversee, d'un vol ou
ou d'un
d'un voyage,
voyage, le
le comcommandant
mandant ou la personne responsable
de la
la station
peut
autoresponsable de
station peut autoriser, mais a
a titre temporaire
temporaire seulement,
tituseulement, un
un operateur
operateur titulaire d'un certificat
delivr6
certificat delivre par le gouvernement
gouvernement d'un
d'un autre
autre
pays membre de l'Union aa assurer
assurer le service des
radiocomdes radiocommunications.
munications.
504
(2)
necessaire d'employer
(2) Lorsqu'il est necessaire
d'employer comme
comme operaoperateur provisoire une personne
teur
personne ne possedant
possedant pas
pas de
de certificat,
certificat,
ou un operateur
op6rateur n'ayant
n'ayant pas de certificat
son interintercertificat suffisant, son
vention doit se limiter uniquement
uniquement aux signaux
signaux de
de detresse,
detresse,
d'urgence et de securite, aux messages
messages qui s'y
rapportent, aux
aux
s'y rapportent,
messages
interessant directement
directement la securite
messages interessant
vie humaine,
humaine,
securite de la vie
aux messages urgents relatifs
relatifs a
marche du navire
navire et
aux
a la marche
et aux
messages essentiels
essentiels relatifs a
ala navigation
navigation et
de
et aala
la securite
securite de
la marche
marche de l'aeronef.
personnes ainsi employees
la
l'aeronef. Les
Les personnes
employees sont
sont
astreintes
astreintes au secret des correspondances
correspondances prevu
prevu au
au numero
numero
508.
505
(3) Dans tous les cas, l'operateur
505
l'operateur provisoire
provisoire doit
doit etre
etre
remplace
aussit6t que possible par un operateur
remplace aussitot
operateur titulaire
titulaire du
du
certificat pr6vu
certificat
prevu au §
§1
1du present
article.
present article.
506

§§ 3. (1)
(1) Chaque
Chaque administration
administration prend
prend les
les dispositions
dispositions nenecessaires pour eviter, dans la plus grande
grande mesure
mesure possible,
possible,
1'emploi frauduleux
A cet effet, ceux-ci
l'emploi
frauduleux des certificats.
certificats. A
ceux-ci portent
portent
la
du titulaire
authentifies par
la signature
signature du
titulaire et sont authentifies
par les
les cachets
cachets
de l'administration
l'administration qui les a
a delivres.
delivres. Les
Les administrations
administrations
peuvent employer,
peuvent
employer, si elles le desirent,
desirent, d'autres
d'autres moyens
moyens d'aud'authentification,
tels
que
la
photographie du titulaire, etc.
thentification,
photographic
etc.
507
(2) Afin
Afin de
de faciliter
verification des certificats,
507
(2)
faciliter la verification
certificats, ceuxceuxci portent,
portent, s'il y
y aalieu, en plus du texte redige dans
la langue
langue
dans la
nationale,
nationale, une traduction
traduction de ce
cc texte en une langue
langue dont
dont l'usal'usage est
eat tres
repandu dans les relations
tre.s repandu
relations internationales.
internationales.
508
4.
Chaque administration
administration prend
508 §
§ 4.
Chaque
prend les mesures necessainecessaires
pour
soumettre
les
op6rateurs
a l'obligation
res pour soumettre
operataurs a
l'obligation du secret des
des
correspondances
correspondances prevue
prevue au numero
numero 490.
490.
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503

unavailability of the operator
§
complete unavailability
operator
(1) In the case of complete
§ 2. (1)
a flight or aajourney, the master
in
master
a sea passage, a
course of a
the course
in the
or the person
responsible for the station
station may authorize, solely
solely
person responsible
or
a certificate
as
operator holding
holding a
temporary measure, an operator
a temporary
as a
perform the
issued
aiset.hey—senteiseiiivE
overnmen to perform
(gvernmentlto
ntr.r.i:
.
by a--_nothr
issued by
radiocommunication
service.
tPiél
Akotiet cc.iiiihj 11,46I*d*v
14,40y Of '
^AeA(.
t: radiocommunication service.

504
504

temporary
a temporary
(2) When
it is necessary
necessary to employ
employ as a
When it
(2)
not
operator
an
operator
a
person
without
a
certificate
or
operator
certificate
a
operator a person without
must
such
holding
an
adequate
certificate,
his
performance
as
performance
holding an adequate certificate,
be
urgency and safety,
be limited solely to signals of distress, urgency
directly to the
messages
relating
thereto,
messages
relating
relating
messages relating thereto, messages
safety
of
life,
urgent
messages
relating
to
movement
of the
movement
safety of life, urgent messages relating
ship
and
essential
messages
relating
to
the
navigation
and
navigation
ship and essential messages relating
in
safe
movement
of
the
aircraft.
Persons
employed
these
safe movement of the aircraft. Persons employed
cases are
bound by the provisions of 508 regarding the
are bound
cases

505
505

506
506

507
507

508
508

correspondence.
secrecy of correspondence.
(3)
In
temporary operators
operators must be
such temporary
cases, such
all cases,
(3) In all
replaced as
as soon
possible by operators
operators holding the certifisoon as possible
replaced
1 of this article.
§1
cate prescribed in §
3. (1)
Each administration
administration takes
necessary steps to
takes the necessary
(1) Each
§§ 3.
prevent,
to
the
maximum
extent
possible,
the fraudulent
fraudulent
prevent, to the maximum extent possible, the
use of
certificates. For
For this
purpose, such
such certificates
certificates shall
this purpose,
of certificates.
use
bear the
the signature
signature of
authenticated
of the holder and shall be authenticated
bear
by the
the stamp
stamp of
of the
administration. Administrations
Administrations
issuing administration.
the issuing
by
means of authentication
authentication such
such
employ, if they wish, other means
may employ,
as
the
photograph
of
the
holder,
etc.
as the photograph
(2)
In order
order to
to facilitate
verification of certificates
certificates
facilitate the verification
(2) In
these carry,
carry, if
in addition
addition to
national
text in the national
the text
to the
necessary, in
if necessary,
these
language
language widely used
a language
translation of this text in a
a translation
language a
in international
relations.
international relations.
in
§
4.
§ 4.

Each
administration takes the necessary
necessary steps to
Each administration

place operators
preserve the secrecy
secrecy
operators under the obligation to preserve
place
490.
of
correspondence
as
provided
for
in
of correspondence as provided

Ud;"
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Section II.
Section

Classes et
Classes
categories de
de certificats.
certificats.
et categories

509
509

§§ 5.
5. (1)
II existe deux classes
(1) Ii
classes de
de certificats,
certificats, ainsi
ainsi qu'un
qu'un certicertificat special,
special, pour les operateurs
op6rateurs radiotelegraphistes."
ficat
radiotelegraphistes.n

510
510

(2) Il
y aa deux categories
categories de
II y
certificats (general
(general et
et
de certificats
restreint) pour les operateurs
operateurs radiotelephonistes."
radiotelephonistes.',

511
511

§ 6.
§
6. (1) Le titulaire
titulaire d'un certificat
d'op6rateur radiotel6radiotelecertificat d'operateur
graphiste
1re ou de 2e
classe peut
graphiste de r
2° classe
peut assurer
le service
de toute
toute
assurer le
service de
station radiotelephonique
radiot6lephonique de
navire ou
ou d'aeronef.
d'aeronef.
de navire
e

512
512

(2)
certificat general
(2) Le
Le titulaire
titulaire d'un
d'un certificat
general de
de radiotelephoradiot6elphoniste
peut
assurer
le
service
de toute
niste peut assurer
toute station
station de
de navire
navire ou
ou d'aed'aeronef, lorsqu'elle
utilis6e uniquement
lorsqu'elle est utilisee
pour la
la radiotelephouniquement pour
radiot6elphonie, aa condition:
condition:
- que la puissance
—
puissance dans l'antenne
l'antenne sur
porsur l'onde
I'onde porteuse
teuse non modul6e
modulee ne depasse
&passe pas
100 watts;
watts;
pas 100
-— ou bien que la puissance
puissance dans
dans l'antenne
l'antenne sur
sur l'onde
l'onde
porteuse
non modul6e
porteuse non
modulee ne depasse
depasse pas
watts,
pas 500
500 watts,
dans
dans le cas ou
oil la commande
commande de
de l'emetteur
ne com1'emetteur ne
comporte
porte que
que la manoeuvre
manceuvre d'organes
de commutacommutad'organes de
tion
externes et simples
tion externes
simples et ne
necessite aucun
aucun rene necessite
réglage manuel
manuel des 6elments
elements qui
la
qui determinent
determinent la
frequence; de plus, la stabilite de
frequence;
de cette
cette frequence
fr6quence
doit
etre maintenue
maintenue par l'emetteur
doit etre
l'emetteur lui-meme
lui-meme dans
dans
les
limites de la tolerance
tolerance fixee a
les limites
a l'appendice
l'appendice 3.
3.
513
(3)
Le
titulaire
d'un
certificat restreint
513
(3) Le titulaire
certificat
restreint de
de radiotleradiotelephoniste peut
phoniste
peut assurer
assurer le service de toute station
station de
de navire
ou
navire ou
d'aeronef
utilisee uniquement
d'aeronef lorsqu'elle
lorsqu'elle est
eat utilisee
pour la
la radioteleradioteleuniquement pour
phonie, a
a condition:
condition:
-— que la puissance
puissance dans
dans l'antenne
sur l'onde
porl'antenne sur
l'onde porteuse non modulee
modulee ne d6passe
&passe pas
pas 50
50 watts;
watts;
-— ou
ou bien
bien que la puissance
puissance dans
dans l'antenne
sur l'onde
l'onde
l'antenne sur
porteuse
porteuse non
non modulee
modulee ne
ne &passe
250 watts,
depasse pas
pas 250
watts,
dans le
oh la commande
l'6 metteur ne
dans
le cas
cas oil
commande de l'emetteur
ne corncomporte
que la manceuvre
porte que
manceuvre d'organes
d'organes de
de commutation
commutation
externes
simples et ne necessite
n6cessite aucun
externes et
et simples
aucun r6glage
reglage
manuel des
manuel
des elements
elements qui determinent
determinent la
la frequenfrequen5
09.1 et
510.1 "
" Pour
o pe rateurs titulaires des
509.1
et 510.1
Pour I'emploi
l'emploi des operateurs
des differents
differents certificate,
eats, voir
Particle 25
voir l'article
25.

certifi-
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Certificates
Section IL
Classes and Categories
Categories of
of Certificates
IL Classes
Section

509

certificates, as well as aa
§
(1) There are two classes of certificates,
§ 5. (1)
radiotelegraph operators.')
special certificate, for radiotelegraph
operators?)

510

certificates (general
(2)
categories of certificates
(2) There are two categories
restricted) for radiotelephone
operators?)
radiotelephone operators.')
and restricted)

511
511

§
(1) The holder of a
a first or second class radiotelegraph
radiotelegraph
§ 6.
6. (1)
operator's certificate,
service of any ship
certificate, may perform the service
operator's
aircraft radiotelephone
radiotelephone station.
or aircraft

512
512

(2) The holder of a
a general
general radiotelephone
radiotelephone operator's
operator's
(2)
aircraft
or
ship
of
any
certificate
may
carry
out
service
aircraft
service
the
carry
certificate
protelephony,
for
station
when
the
installation
used
telephony,
prosolely
is
installation
station when
vided that:
that:
antenna of the unmodulated
-— the power in the antenna
carrier
wave does not exceed
exceed 100 watts;
carrier wave
—
unmodulated
antenna of the unmodulated
- or,
or, the power in the antenna
carrier
cases
wave does not exceed 500 watts in cases
carrier wave
where
operation of the transmitter
transmitter requires
the operation
where the
only the
devices
external switching devices
the use of simple external
only
excluding all manual
frequency demanual adjustment of frequency
excluding
termining
stability of
of
Moreover, the stability
termining elements. Moreover,
these
maintained by the
frequencies must be maintained
these frequencies
transmitter itself within the limits of tolerance
tolerance
transmitter
specified by appendix 3.
specified

513
513

(3) The
The holder
radiotelephone operator's
operator's restricted
a radiotelephone
holder of a
(3)
certificate may
out the
service of any ship or aircraft
aircraft
the service
carry out
may carry
certificate
station when
when the
the installation
installation is used
telephony proused solely for telephony
station
vided that:
the power
in the
the antenna
the unmodulated
antenna of the
power in
-— the
carrier wave
exceed 50 watts;
watts;
not exceed
wave does not
carrier
power in the antenna
unmodulated
antenna of the unmodulated
-— or, the power
carrier wave
does not
not exceed 250 watts in cases
wave does
carrier
transmitter requires
where the operation of the transmitter
only
the
use
of
simple
external
switching devices
switching
external
of
simple
use
only the
excluding
all
manual
adjustment
frequency
of frequency
adjustment
excluding all manual

509.1 &
& 510.1
As regards
regards the
employment of
of operators
of the
the differdifferholders of
operators holders
the employment
" As
510.1 "
509.1
ent
see article
25.
article 25.
certificates, see
ent certificates,
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ce; de plus, la stabilite de cette
cette frequence
dolt
frequence doit
etre niaintenue par l'6metteur
l'emetteur lui-meme
lui-meme dans
dans les
les
limites de la tolerance
tolerance fix6e
fixee aa l'appendice
3.
l'appendice 3.

514
514

(4)
(4) Le service
service radiotelegraphique
radiotelegraphique des navires
auxquels
navires auxquels
une
installation
une installation radiotelegraphique
radiotelegraphique n'est pas impos6e
imposee par
par des
des
accords internationaux,
internationaux, ainsi que
que le
le service
service radiotelephonique
radiotelephonique
des stations de navire et d'a6ronef
d'aeronef pour lesquelles
le certificat
certificat
lesquelles le
restreint de radiotelephoniste
radiotelephoniste est seul exige,
peuvent etre
etre
exige, peuvent
assures
assures par un operateur
operateur titulaire
titulaire du certificat
certificat special
de
special de
radiotelegraphiste.
radiotelegraphiste.

515
515

§ 7.
Exceptionnellement, le certificat
§
7.
Exceptionnellement,
certificat d'op6rateur
d'operateur radioradiotelegraphiste de 2'
telegraphiste
2' classe ainsi que le certificat
certificat special
special d'oped'operateur
radiotelegraphiste peuvent
rateur radiotelegraphiste
peuvent etre limites
exclusivement
limites exclusivement
au
service radiotelegraphique.
radiot6elgraphique. Dans ce cas, mention
au service
mention de
de cette
cette
limitation doit etre portCe
portee sur
certificat.
sur le
le certificat.

516
516

517

517

518
518

Section
Section III. Conditions
Conditions d'obtention
d'obtention des certificats.
certificats.
§
8.
(1)
Les conditions
a imposer
§ 8. (1) Les
conditions a
imposer pour l'obtention
l'obtention des
des difdifferents
ferents certificats
certificats sont contenues
contenues dans les
les paragraphes
paragraphes suisuivants.
vants. Elles doivent
doivent etre considerees
considerees comme
comme des
conditions mides conditions
minimum.
(2) Chaque
Chaque administration
(2)
administration reste libre
libre de
le nomnomde fixer
fixer le

bre
des examens
examens qu'elle juge necessaires
bre des
necessaires pour l'obtention
l'obtention de
de
chaque certificat.

§§ 9.
L'administration qui delivre
9.
L'administration
delivre un
un certificat
peut,
certificat peut,
avant
d'autoriser
son
titulaire
a
avant d'autoriser
a assurer le service
bord d'un
d'un
service aabord
navire ou
a6ronef, exiger
navire
ou d'un aeronef,
exiger que cet operateur
remplisse
op6rateur remplisse
d'autres
exemple: connaissances
d'autres conditions (par
(par exemple:
connaissances techniques
techniques
et
professionnelles complementaires,
compl6mentaires, relatives
et professionnelles
relatives notamment
notamment a
la
la navigation;
navigation; aptitudes
aptitudes physiques;
physiques; pour un operateur
seroperateur du
du service
mobile aeronautique, avoir
avoir accompli
vice mobile aeronautique,
accompli comme operateur
operateur
un certain nombre
d'heures de
nombre d'heures
de vol;
vol; etc.).
etc.).

6:3 STAT.]
63
STAT.]

IMULTILATERAL-TELECOMMUNICATIONS-OCT.
MULTILATERAL—
TELECOMMUNICATIONS— OCT.2, 1947
1947

(Chapter XI, art.
art. 24 AR)
RR)

(514-618)
(514-518)

determining
determining elements.
elements. Moreover,
Moreover, the stability
stability of
of
these frequencies
frequencies must be maintained
maintained by the
transmitter
transmitter itself within
within the limits of tolerance
tolerance
appendix 3.
specified by appendix
514

(4)
radiotelegraph service
(4) The radiotelegraph
service of ships for
for which
which aa
radiotelegraph
installation is not made
radiotelegraph installation
made compulsory by interinternational agreements,
agreements, as well as the radiotelephone
radiotelephone service
of
service of
ship stations and aircraft stations for which only a
arestricted
radiotelephone
radiotelephone operator's
operator's certificate
certificate is required, may be
be carcarried out by an operator
operator holding
holding a
radiotelegraph operator's
operator's
a radiotelegraph
special
certificate.
special certificate.

515

§ 7.
second class
§
Exceptionally, the second
class radiotelegraph
radiotelegraph operator's certificate
certificate as well as the radiotelegraph
radiotelegraph operator's
operator's special
special
certificate
certificate may be limited exclusively
radiotelegraph
exclusively to the radiotelegraph
certificate must be suitably endorsed.
service. In such case the certificate
endorsed.
Section III. Conditions for the Issue of Operators'
Operators' Certificates
Certificates

516

§ 8. (1)
§
(1) The conditions to be imposed
imposed for obtaining the various certificates
certificates are contained
paragraphs
contained in the following
following paragraphs
and represent
represent the minimum requirements.
requirements.

517

(2)
administration is free to fix the number of
(2) Each administration
of
examinations
examinations necessary
to
obtain
each
certificate.
necessary
obtain each certificate.

518

§§ 9.
The administration
issues a
a certificate
certificate may,
administration which issues
may,
before authorizing
authorizing an operator
operator to carry
carry out the
the service
service on
on
board a
a ship or aircraft, require the fulfillment of other conconditions (for example:
example: further technical and professional
professional
particularly to navigation; Physical
knowledge relating particularly
iitphysical iltness; for an operator
operator of the aeronautical
aeronautical mobile
mobile service,
service, the
completion as an operator of aa certain
certain number
of flying
flying
number of
hours; etc.).
etc.).

1799
1799

1800

TREATIES
TREATIES

(519-523)
(519-.523)

[63 S
TAT.
STAT.

(Chap. XI,
XI, art.
RR)
(Chap.
art. 24
24 RR)

A.
A. Certificat de radiotelegraphiste
radiotelegraphiste de 1"
classe.
Ir* classe.

519
519

§ 10.
certificat de ire
§
Le certificat
re classe est delivre aux candidats
candidats
qui ont fait preuve des connaissances
connaissances et aptitudes
techniques
aptitudes techniques
et professionnelles
professionnelles 6numerees
enumerees ci-apres:
ci-apres:

520
520

a) La connaissance
connaissance tant des principes
a)
generaux de
de
principes g6n6raux
1'electricite
l'electricite que de la th6orie
theorie de
de la
la radioelectriradio6lectricite, la
Ir., connaissance
connaissance du r6glage
reglage et
et du
du fonctionfonctionnement
nement pratique
pratique des differents
differents types
d'appareils
types d'appareils
radiot6elgraphiques et radiot6lephoniques
radiotelegraphiques
radiotelephoniques utiliutilises dans le service mobile, yy compris les appaappareils utilises pour la radiogoniometrie
la prise
prise
radiogoniom6trie et
et la
des relevements
relevements radiogoniom6triques,
radiogoniometriques, ainsi
ainsi que
que
la connaissance
connaissance g6n6rale
generale des principes
du foncprincipes du
fonctionnement
tionnement des autres appareils
appareils habituellement
habituellement
employes pour la radionavigation.
radionavigation.

521
521

b) La
La connaissance
connaissance th6orique
b)
theorique et pratique
pratique du foncfonctionnement
tionnement et de 1'entretien
l'entretien des appareils
appareils tels
tels
que les groupes 6lectrogenes,
electrogenes, les accumulateurs,
accumulateurs,
etc., qui sont utilises pour la mise en
en ceuvre
ceuvre

522
522

523
523

et le reglage
r6glage des appareils radiotelegraphiques,
radiotelegraphiques,
radiotle6phoniques
radiotelephoniques et radiogoniom6triques
radiogoniometriques menmentionnes au numero
num6ro 520.
c) Les connaissances
connaissances pratiques
pratiques necessaires
necessaires pour
pour rereparer par les moyens
moyens du bord les avaries
avaries suscepsusceptibles de survenir
tibles
survenir aux appareils
appareils radiotelegraphiradiotelegraphiradiotelephoniques et radiogoniometriques
ques, radiotelephoniques
radiogoniometriques
en cours de voyage.
d) L'aptitude
a la transmission
transmission correcte
L'aptitude a
correcte et
la rereet aa la
ception
auditive
correcte
ception
correcte de groupes de code
code
(melange de lettres, de chiffres
(mélange
chiffres et de
de
de signes
signes de
ponctuation)
a la vitesse de 20 (vingt)
ponctuation) a
(vingt) groupes
groupes
par minute, et d'un texte en langage
langage clair
clair a
a la
la
vitesse de 25 (vingt-cinq)
(vingt-cinq) mots par minute.
Chaque
Chaque groupe de code doit
dolt comprendre
comprendre cinq
cinq
caractkres,
caracteres, chaque
chaque chiffre
chiffre ou signe de ponctuaponctuation comptant
tion
comptant pour deux caracteres.
caracteres. Le
mot
Le mot
moyen
moyen du
dii texte en langage
langage clair doit
dolt comporter
comporter
cinq caracteres.
chaque epreuve
cinq
caracteres. La duree
duree de cheque
epreuve de
de

63 STAT.]
63
STAT.]

MULTILATEIAL-TELECOMMUNICATIONS--OCT.
MULTILATERAL--TELECOMMUNICATIONS—
OCT.2,
2, 1947
1947

(Chapter XI,
XI, art.
art. 24
24 RR)
RR)

(519-523)
(519-523)

A.
First Class Radiotelegraph Operator's
Operator's Certificate
A. First

519

§§ 10.
certificate is issued to operators
The first class certificate
operators who
who
technical and professional
professional knowledge
have given proof of the technical
knowledge
and qualifications enumerated
enumerated below:
below:
520
a) Knowledge
Knowledge both of the general
general principles of
of
electricity and of the theory of radio, knowledge
of the adjustment
practical working of
adjustment and practical
of
various types of radiotelegraph
radiotelegraph and radiotelephone
phone apparatus
apparatus used in the mobile service, inincluding apparatus
apparatus used for radio
radio directionfinding and the taking of direction-finding
direction-finding
bearings, as well as a
general knowledge
knowledge of the
a general
principles of operation
principles
apparatus genoperation of
of other
other apparatus
generally
erally used for radionavigation.
radionavigation.
b) Theeretical
521
Theoretical and practical
practical knowledge
knowledge of
of the
the operation and maintenance
maintenance of apparatus,
apparatus, such as
motor-generators,
motor-generators, storage
storage batteries,
batteries, etc.,
etc., used
used in
in
operation and adjustment
of
the
radiotelethe operation
adjustment of the radiotelegraph, radiotelephone
radiotelephone and radio direction-finddirection-finding apparatus mentioned
mentioned in 520.
522
Practical knowledge
knowledge necessary to repair with
c) Practical
damage which
which may
the means available
available on board, damage
may
occur to the radiotelegraph,
radiotelegraph, radiotelephone
radiotelephone and
direction-finding apparatus
radio direction-finding
apparatus during aa voyvoyage.
523
d) Ability to send correctly and to receive
correctly
receive correctly
by ear, code groups (mixed
(mixed letters, figures and
punctuation marks),
punctuation
marks), at a
a speed of 20 (twenty)
(twenty)
groups a
aminute, and a
a plain language
language text at
at a
a
speed of 25 (twenty-five)
(twenty-five) words a
aminute. Each
Each
code group must comprise five characters,
characters, each
each
figure or punctuation
punctuation mark counting as two
two
characters.
characters. The average
average word of the text in
in
plain language
language must contain five characters. The
duration of each test of sending and of receiving
receiving
shall be, as a
a rule,
rule, five
five minutes.
minutes.

1801
1801

1802
1802

TREATIES
TREATIES

($24-529)
(524-529)

STAT.
[63 STAT.

(Chap.
art. 24
24 RR)
RR)
(Chap. XI,
XI. art.

transmission et
de reception
reception est,
est, en
en g6neral,
general, de
de
transmission
et de
cinq minutes.

524

e) L'aptitude
L'aptitude a
a la transmission
e)
transmission correcte
correcte et a
a la
la rereception correcte
ception
correcte t6elphoniques.
telephoniques.

525

f)
f) La connaissance d6taillee
detaillee des Reglements
Reglements applicables aux radiocommunications,
radiocommunications, la connaissance
connaissance
des documents relatifs a
taxation des
des radioradioa la taxation
communications,
communications, la connaissance
connaissance des dispositions de la Convention
Convention pour la sauvegarde
sauvegarde de la
vie humaine en mer qui se rapportent
rapportent a
a la radioelectricit6, et, dans le cas
electricite,
cas de la navigation
navigation a6rienaerienne, la connaissance
connaissance des dispositions sp6ciales
speciales qui
qui
regissent les services
a6ronautiques fixe et moregissent
services aeronautiques
bile ainsi que
que la radionavigation
radionavigation a6ronautique.
aeronautique.
dernier cas, le certificat
Dans ce dernier
certificat stipule
stipule que
que le
le
titulaire
titulaire a
succes les 6preuves
epreuves portant
portant
a subi avec succes
sur
stir ces dispositions
dispositions sp6ciales.
speciales.
g)
g) La connaissance
geographie g6n6rale
generale du
connaissance de la geographie
du
monde, notamment
notamment des principales
principales lignes de namaritimes et a6riennes
vigation maritimes
aeriennes et des voies
voies de
de
telecommunication ,les plus importantes.
telecommunication
importantes.
suffisante (rune
h) La connaissance
connaissance suffisante
langue dont
dont
d'une langue
I'usage est tres repandu
l'usage
repandu dans la correspondance
correspondance
internationale du service
service mobile. Les candidats
internationale
candidats
doivent etre capables de s'exprimer
s'exprimer dans cette
langue
maniere convenable,
langue d'une maniere
convenable, tant
tant verbaleverbalement que par 6crit.
ecrit. Chaque
Chaque gouvernement
gouvernement indiindique lui-meme la ou les langues
langues qui
qui sont
sont imposees.
impos6es.

526

527
527

B. Certificat de radiotelegraphiste
radiotelegraphiste de
2 classe.
classe.
de 2e
§ 11.
Le certificat
certificat de 2t
classe
§
2
classe est delivr6
delivre aux candidats
candidats
qui ont fait preuve des connaissances
connaissances et aptitudes
aptitudes techniques
techniques
et professionnelles
professionnelles enumerees
enumerees ci-apres:
ci-apres:
a) La connaissance
elementaire theorique
th6orique et praticonnaissance elementaire
que de l'electricite
l'eleetricite et de la radioelectricite,
radioelectricite, la
connaissance du reglage
reglage et du fonctionnement
connaissance
fonctionnement
pratique
pratique des diierents
digerents types d'appareils
d'appareils radiotlepgraphiques et radiotkepboniques
utiliska
telegraphique.5.
ra.diotelephoniques utilisess
e

528
529
529

e

63 S
STAT.]
TAT.]

(Chapter XI, art.
art. 24 RR)
RR)

524

(524-529)
(524-529)

e) Ability to send correctly
receive correctly
correctly and to receive
correctly
by telephone.
f)
f) Detailed knowledge
knowledge of the Regulations
Regulations applying
applying
to radiocommunications,
radiocommunications, knowledge
knowledge of the documents relating
relating to charges for radiocommunicaradiocommunications, knowledge
knowledge of the provisions of the Convention for the Safety of Life at Sea which
relate to radio, and, in the case of air navigation,
knowledge of the special provisions
provisions governing
governing
the aeronautical
aeronautical fixed, mobile, and radionavigaradionavigation services. In the latter
latter case, the certificate
certificate
states that the holder has
successfully passed
has successfully
passed
the tests relating to these special provisions.
geography of the world,
g) Knowledge of the general geography
especially the principal
principal maritime
maritime and
navigaand air
air navigation routes and the most important
important telecommunitelecommunication routes.
h) Sufficient knowledge
knowledge of a
a language
language -widely used
used
in the international
international correspondence
correspondence of the mobile
mobile
service. Candidates must
must be able
able to express
express
themselves in that language in aa satisfactory
satisfactory
manner both orally and in writing. Each government decides for itself the language
language or languages required.
required.

525

526

527

B.

1803
1803

MULTILATERA--TELECOMMUNICATIONS-OCT.
MULTILATERAL— TELECOMMUNICATIONS— OCT.2, 1947
1947

Second Class Radiotelegraph
Radiotelegraph Operator's
Operator's Certificate
Certificate

528

§
The second class certificate
certificate is issued to operators
operators
§ 11.
who have given proof of the technical and professional
professional knowlqualifications enumerated
enumerated below:
below:
edge and qualifications

529

a)
practical knowledge
knowledge
a) Elementary
Elementary theoretical
theoretical and practical
of electricity
electricity and
and of radio,
knowledge of
radio, knowledge
of the
the
adjustment
practical working of the various
various
adjustment and practical
types
types of radiotelegraph
radiotelegraph and radiotelephone
radiotelephone
apparatus used in the
mobile service,
service, including
including
apparatus
the mobile

0-52
81939 0-52-I-T.

PT. II --

33
33

tat
50 Stat.

1121.
1121.

1804
1804

TREATIES
TREATIES

(530-534)
(530-534)

[63
STAT.
[63 STAT.

RR)
(Chap. XI, art. 24 RR)

530
530

b)

531

c)

532

d)

533

e)

534

f)
1)

dans le
mobile, y
y compris
compris les
appareils
les appareils
dans
le service
service mobile,
utilises pour
et la
prise des
des
utilises
pour la
la radiogoniometrie
radiogoniometrie et
la prise
relevements
radiogoniometriques, ainsi
ainsi que
que la
la
relevements radiogoniometriques,
connaissance
principes du
connaissance elementaire
elementaire des principes
du fonctionnement
appareils habituellement
tionnement des autres appareils
habituellement
employes pour la radionavigation.
radionavigation.
La
elementaire th6orique
theorique et praconnaissance elementaire
La connaissance
l'entretien des apet de
de l'entretien
aptique du
du fonctionnement
fonctionnement et
pareils
electrogenes, les acpareils tels que
que les
les groupes
groupes electrogenes,
cumulateurs, etc.,
etc., qui sont
la
cumulateurs,
sont utilises
utilises pour la
appareils radioceuvre et le reglage
r6glage des appareils
mise en ceuvre
telegraphiques,
tel6graphiques, radiotelephoniques
radiotelephoniques et radiogoniometriques
mentionnes au numero 529.
niometriques mentionnes
pratiques suffisantes
suffisantes pour pouLes connaissances
connaissances pratiques
susceptibles de
r6parer les petites
petites avaries susceptibles
voir reparer
survenir aux appareils
appareils radiotel6graphiques,
radiotelegraphiques, rasurvenir
diotelephoniques
radiogoniometriques en
diotelephoniques et radiogoniometriques
curs de voyage.
L'aptitude a
a la transmission
transmission correcte
correcte et a
a la reauditive correcte
correcte de
ception auditive
de groupes de
de code
(melange
(mélange de lettres, de chiffres
chiffres et signes de poncponetuation)
a
la
vitesse
de
16
(seize)
groupes
par
tuation) a
(seize)
par
minute. Chaque
Chaque groupe
groupe de code doit comprendre
comprendre
cinq caracteres,
caracteres, chaque chiffre ou signe de poneponctuation comptant pour deux
deux caracteres.
caracteres. La duree
de chaque
chaque epreuve
epreuve de transmission
transmission et de recepreception est„
en
general,
de
cinq
minutes.
est,
L'aptitude
L'aptitude a
correcte et a
ala rea la transmission correcte
ception
ception correcte
correcte telephoniques,
telephoniques, sauf dans le cas
prevu au
an numero
numero 515.
La connaissance
Reglements applicables
applicables aux
connaissance des Reglements
aux
radiocommunications, la connaissance
connaissance des docuradiocommunications,
documents relatifs a
a la taxation
taxation des radiocommuniradiocommuniments
cations, la connaissance
connaissance des dispositions de la
la
Convention pour la sauvegarde
sauvegarde de la vie humaine
en mer qui se rapportent
rapportent a
ala radioelectricite, et,
dans le caR
la navigation
aerienne, la c6nnaiscas de is
navigation aerienne,
chanais-

63 STAT.]
STAT.]
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MULTILATERAL— TELECOMMUNICATIONS--OCT.2, 1947

(Chapter
(Chapter XI,
XI, art.
art. 24 RR)
(R)

530

531

1805
1805

(530534)
(530-534)

apparatus
direction-finding and
apparatus used for radio direction-finding
the taking of direction-finding
direction-finding bearings, as well
as elementary knowledge
principles of
knowledge of the principles
operation of other apparatus
general use for
apparatus in general
radionavigation.
radionavigation.
Elementary theoretical
b) Elementary
theoretical and practical
practical knowledge
of the operation
operation and maintenance
maintenance of apparatus,
such as motor-generators,
motor-generators, storage
storage batteries, etc.,
operation and adjustment
used in the operation
adjustment of the
radiotelegraph, radiotelephone
radiotelephone and radio direcradiotelegraph,
tion-finding apparatus
apparatus mentioned
mentioned in 529.
tion-finding
c) Practical knowledge sufficient
sufficient for effecting
effecting
repairs in the case of minor
minor damage which may
repairs
radiotelegraph, radiotelephone
radiotelephone and
occur to the radiotelegraph,
apparatus during a
radio direction-finding
direction-finding apparatus
a voyage.

532

d) Ability to send correctly and to receive
receive correctly
correctly
by ear, code groups
groups (mixed letters, figures and
punctuation
speed of 16 (sixteen)
(sixteen)
punctuation marks)
marks) at aa speed
comprise
groups a
a minute. Each code group must comprise
punctuation mark
five characters,
characters, each figure or punctuation
counting as two characters. The duration of
each test of sending and of receiving is, as aarule,
five minutes.

533

e) Ability to send correctly
correctly and to receive
receive correctly
correctly
telephone except in the case provided
provided for in
by telephone
515.

534

1)
f) Knowledge
Knowledge of the Regulations
Regulations applying to radiocommunications,
knowledge of the documents
documents
communications, knowledge
radiocommunications,
relating to charges for radiocommunications,
knowledge of
provisions of
Convention.
the provisions
of the Convention
knowledge
of the
for the
Safety of
which relate
relate to
to i 5' stat.
for
the Safety
of Life
Life at
at Sea
Sea which
radio, and, in the case of air navigation,
navigation, knowledge of the special provisions
provisions governing
governing the

1121.
121.

1806
1806

TREATIES
TREATIES

(535-539)
(535
-539)

[63 STAT.
STAT.
[63

RR)
(Chap. XI, art. 24 RR)

sance des
des dispositions
qui regissent
regissent les
les
sance
dispositions speciales
sp6ciales qui
services aer-nautiques
aer-nautiques fixe
fixe et
mobile ainsi
que
et mobile
ainsi que
radionav .gation aeronautique.
Dans ce
ce derderla radionav.gation
a6ronautique. Dans
flier cas, le
le certificat
certificat stipule
stipule que
que le
le titulaire
titulaire a
nier
a
subi avec
avec succes
epreuves portant
portant sur
sur ces
ces dissucces les epreuves
dispositions speciales.
sp6ciales.

535

536
536

537

538
538

539
539

g) La connaissance
connaissance de la geographie
geographie generale
du
generale du
monde,
monde, notamment
notamment des principales
principales lignes
lignes de
nade navigation maritimes
maritimes et aeriennes
voies de
de
aeriennes et
et des
des voies
telecommunication
telecommunication les plus importantes.
importantes.
elementaire d'une
h) S'il y
ya
a lieu,
lieu, la connaissance
connaissance elementaire
l'usage est tres
langue dont l'usage
tres repandu
repandu dans
dans la
la corcorrespondance
internationale du
respondance internationale
service mobile.
mobile.
du service
doivent etre capables
Les candidats doivent
s'expricapables de
de s'exprimer dans cette langue d'une
maniere convenable,
d'une maniere
convenable,
tant verbalement
verbalement que par ecrit. Chaque gougouvernement indique
indique lui-meme
lui-meme la
la ou
ou les
langues
qui
les langues qui
sont impos6es.
imposees.
C.
C. Certificat
Certificat special de radiotelegraphiste.
radiotelegraphiste.
§§ 12. (1)
(1) Le certificat
certificat special
special de radiot6legraphiste
radiotelegraphiste est
deliest delivre aux candidats
candidats aptes a
a la transmission
transmission correcte
correcte et
la rereet ab. la
ception auditive correcte
correcte de
de code
code (melange
(mélange de
de letletde groupes
groupes de
tres, de chiffres et de signes
signes de ponctuation)
la vitesse
16
ponctuation) aala
vitesse de
de 16
(seize)
(seize) groupes par minute. Chaque groupe
groupe de
de code
code doit
doit comcomprendre
chaque chi
prendre cinq caracteres,
caracteres, chaque
fire ou
ou signe
signe de
ponctuachiffre
de ponctuation comptant
comptant pour deux
caracteres. Ces candidats
tion
deux caracteres.
candidats doivent,
doivent, de
de
plus, etre
etre aptes aala transmission
transmission correcte
correcte et
la reception
reception corcoret aala
6
recte ttelephoniques,
elphoniques,
recte
sauf dans
dans le cas prevu
515.
prevu au
au numero
numero 515.
(2)
II
appartient
a
chaque
gouvernement
(2)
appartient a
gouvernement interesse
interesse de
de
fixer les
les autres
autres conditions
l'obtention de ce certificat.
fixer
conditions pour l'obtention
certificat. CeCependant,
sauf dans
pendant, sauf
dans le cas pr6vu
prevu au numero
numero 515, les
les conditions
conditions
fixees
aux
num6ros
fixees aux numeros 544,
544, 545 et 547 ou 548, selon
selon le cas, doivent
doivent
etre satisfaites.
D. Certificats de radiotelephoniste.
radiotelephoniste.
§
13.
Le certificat
certificat gOn5ral
§ 13.
Le
gineral de radiotelephoniste
radiotelephoniste est
est d6lidelivre aux
aux candidats
vre
candidats qui ont fait preuve des connaissances
connaissances et
et

63
STAT.]
63 S
TAT.]
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MULTILATERAL—
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(Chapter XI, art.
art. 24 RR)
RR)

535

536

(535-539)
(535539)

aeronautical
radionavigation
aeronautical fixed, mobile, and radionavigation
services.
case the certificate
services. In this latter
latter ease
certificate states
states
that the holder has successfully passed the tests
relating to these special provisions.
provisions.
g)
general geography,
g) Knowledge
Knowledge of the general
geography, especially
especially
the principal
principal maritime and air navigation routes,
and the most important
important telecommunication
telecommunication
routes.
h) If necessary,
elementary knowledge
necessary, elementary
knowledge of a
language
a language
widely
widely used in the international
international correspondence
correspondence
of the mobile service.
service. Candidates
Candidates must be able
able
to express themselves in that language in a
a
satisfactory
satisfactory manner
manner both orally and in writing.
writing.
Each government
government decides for itself the language
or languages required.
required.
C.
C. Radiotelegraph Operator's Special
Special Certificate

537

538

§§ 12. (1) The radiotelegraph
radiotelegraph operator's
certificate is
is
operator's special certificate
candidates capable
issued to candidates
capable of correct
transmission and corcorrect transmission
rect reception
reception by ear of code
code groups (mixed letters, figures
figures
and punctuation
punctuation marks)
(sixteen) groups a
a
marks) at aa speed of
of 16 (sixteen)
minute. Each code group must comprise five characters,
each
characters, each
figure or punctuation
punctuation mark counting as two characters.
characters. These
candidates must in addition be
correct transmistransmiscandidates
be capable
capable of correct
reception by
except in the
sion and correct reception
by telephone,
telephone, except
the case
case
provided
provided for in 515.
(2) It rests with each government
concerned to fix the
government concerned
other conditions for obtaining
certificate.
However,
obtaining this certificate.
However,
except in the case provided
specified
provided for in 515, the conditions specified
544, 545, 547 or 548, as the case
case may be, must be satisfied.
by 544,
satisfied.
D. Radiotelephone
Radiotelephone Operator's
Operator's Certificate

539

radiotelephone operator's
operator's certificate
certificate is
is
§§ 13.
The general radiotelephone
issued to candidates who have given proof of the knowledge

1807
1807

1808
1808

TREATIES
TREATIES

(540-550)
(540-550)

540
541

542

543

544

545
545
546
546
547
547

548

549

[63 STAT.
STAT.
[63

(Chap. XI, art. 24
24 RR)
RR)

aptitudes professionnelles
professionnelles 6numerees
enumerees ci-apres
ci-apres (voir
(voir egale6galement le numero 511)
511): :
a) La connaissance
connaissance des principes
principes elementaires
elementaires de
de la
la
radiot6elphonie;
radiotelephonie;
b) La connaissance
du reglage
et du
foncconnaissance detainee
detaillee du
reglage et
du fonctionnement pratique
pratique des appareils
tionnement
appareils de radiotleradiotelephonie;
phonie;
c)
c) L'aptitude
L'aptitude a
a la transmission correcte
a la
la rerecorrecte et
et &
ception correcte
correcte telephoniques;
telephoniques;
d) La connaissance
connaissance detaillee
detainee des
des Reglements
Reglements appliapplicables aux radiocommunications
radiocommunications telephoniques
telephoniques
et notamment de la partie
partie de ces Reglements
Reglements
securit6 de la vie
relative a
a la securite
vie humaine.
humaine.
§ 14. (1)
§
(1) Le certificat
certificat restreint
restreint de
de radiotelephoniste
deradiotelephoniste est
est delivre aux candidats
candidats qui ont fait preuve des connaissances
connaissances et
et
aptitudes
professionnelles 6num6eres
aptitudes professionnenes
enumerees ci-apres:
ci-apres:
a) La connaissance
connaissance pratique
pratique de 1'exploitation
l'exploitation et
et
de la procedure
procedure radiotelephoniques;
radiotelephoniques;
b) L'aptitude
L'aptitude a
a la transmission
transmission correcte
correcte et a
a la r6reception correcte
correcte telephoniques;
telephoniques;
c) La
La connaissance
connaissance generale
generale des Reglements
c)
Reglements appliapplicables aux radiocommunications
radiocommunications telephoniques
telephoniques
et notamment de la partie de ces Reglements
Reglements
relative
a la securit6
relative a
securite de la vie humaine.
(2) Pour les stations radiotelephoniques
(2)
radiotelephoniques de navire
navire et
et
d'aeronef dont la puissance dans l'antenne
l'antenne sur l'onde
d'aeronef
l'onde porteuse
porteuse
non modulee
modulee ne &passe
depasse pas 50 watts, chaque administration
administration
peut
fixer
elle-meme
les
conditions
d'obtention
peut
elle-meme
d'obtention du certificat
certificat
restreint de radiotelephoniste.
radiotelephoniste.
§§ 15.
Dans un certificat
certificat de radiotelephoniste,
radiotelephoniste, il
etre
il dolt
doit etre
indiqu6 si celui-ci
indique
celui-ci est un certificat
certificat general
general ou
resou un certificat
certificat res-

treint et, dans ce dernier
dernier cas, s'il aaete delivre conformement
conformement
aux dispositions
dispositions du numero 548.
550
16.
Pour satisfaire a.a des besoins speciaux,
550 §
§ 16.
speciaux, et sous
sous rereserve
services internationaux
serve que les
les services
internationaux ne soient pas brouilles,
brouilles,

63 S
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art. 24 RR)
RR)

(540-550)
(540450)

enumerated below (see also
and professional
professional qualifications
qualifications enumerated
511)
511): :
540

541
541
542
543

a) Knowledge
Knowledge of the elementary
elementary principles
principles of radiotelephony;
telephony;
b) Detailed knowledge
knowledge of the practical
practical operation
operation
and adjustment
adjustment of radiotelephone
radiotelephone apparatus;
apparatus;
c)
c) Ability to send
send correctly
correctly and to receive correctly
correctly
by telephone;
telephone;
knowledge of the Regulations
d) Detailed knowledge
Regulations applying
applying
radiotelephone communications
to radiotelephone
communications and specificalspecificalRegulations relating
ly of that part of those Regulations
relating to
the safety of life.

544

§§ 14. (1)
(1) The restricted radiotelephone
radiotelephone operator's
operator's certificate
certificate
is issued to candidates who have
have given proof
knowledge
proof of
of the knowledge
and professional
professional qualifications
qualifications enumerated
below:
enumerated below:
545
a) Practical knowledge
knowledge of radiotelephone
radiotelephone operation
operation
procedure;
and procedure;
546
b) Ability to send correctly
correctly and to receive
receive correctly
correctly
by telephone;
telephone;
547
c) General
General knowledge
knowledge of the Regulations
Regulations applying
applying
to radiotelephone
radiotelephone communications
communications and specificalspecifically of that
that part of those Regulations relating
relating to
the safety of life.
(2)
548
(2) For ship and aircraft
stations where
aircraft radiotelephone
radiotelephone stations
the power in the antenna
wave
antenna of the unmodulated
unmodulated carrier wave
does not exceed 50 watts, each administration
administration may itself fix
fix
conditions for obtaining a
a restricted
the conditions
restricted radiotelephone
radiotelephone operoperator's certificate.
certificate.
549

§ 15.
radiotelephone operator's certificate
§
A radiotelephone
certificate must show
a general
whether it is a
general certificate
certificate
certificate or aa restricted certificate
and in the latter case if it has been issued in conformity
conformity with
the provisions
of 548.
provisions of
548.

550

§
In order to meet special
special needs
§ 16.
needs and on condition
condition that
international
international services are not interfered
interfered with, special agree.
agree-

1809
1809

1810

[63 STAT.
STAT.
[63

TREATIES
TREATIES

(551655)
(551-455)

(Chap. XI,
24 RR)
RR)
(Chap.
XI. art.
at. 24

des accords
accords particuliers
particuliers peuvent
conditions a
peuvent fixer
fixer les
les conditions
a remplii
remplir
pour l'obtention d'un certificat
de radiotel6phoniste
radiotelephoniste destine
destine
certificat de
a etre utilis6
utilise dans
dans des stations
radiotelephoniques remplissant
remplissant
stations radiot6lephoniques
certaines
conditions techniques
techniques et certaines
certaines conditions
conditions d'exd'excertaines conditions
ploitation.
conditions et ces accords
ploitation. Ces conditions
accords sont
sont mentionn6s
mentionnes sur
sur
les certificats
certificats ainsi
ainsi delivres.
d6livr6s.
Section IV.
Section
IV.

Stages
professionnels.
Stages professionnels.

551
551

§§ 17. (1)
(1) Un operateur
operateur radiotelegraphiste
radiotelegraphiste de
de 1"
1" classe
classe est
est
autorise aaembarquer
autorise
embarquer comme chef de
de poste
poste sur
sur un
un navire
navire dont
dont
la
la station
station est classee
classee dans
dans la troisieme
troisieme cat6gorie
categorie (voir
(voir le
le
numero
845).
num6ro 845).
552
(2) Avant
Avant de devenir chef de poste d'une
552
(2)
d'une station
station de
de
navire
navire de la deuxieme
deuxieme cat6gorie
categorie (voir
(voir le
le num&ro
numero 844),
844), un
un
op6rateur radiotelegraphiste
operateur
radiotelegraphiste de 1I
1re classe
classe doit
doit avoir
avoir au
au noins
moins
six mois d'experience
d'exp6rience comme
operateur aa bord
d'un navire
comme opbrateur
bord d'un
navire
ou dans une
station c6tiere.
cotiere.
une station
553
(3)
Avant de devenir
553
(3) Avant
devenir chef de poste
poste d'une
d'une station
station de
de nanavire
de
la
premiere
cat6gorie (voir le
vire
premiere categorie
le numero
843), un
operanumero 843),
un op6rateur
radiotelbgraphiste de 1"
1"r classe doit
teur radiotelegraphiste
doit avoir
avoir au
moms une
au moins
une
annee
d'exp6rience comme operateur
operateur a
armee d'experience
bord d'un
d'un navire
navire ou
ou
a bord
dans une station
cotiere.
station cotiere.
554
554

§ 18. (1)
(1) Un operateur
operateur radiot6elgraphiste
§
radiotelegraphiste de
2e classe
classe est
est
de 2'
autorise
a
embarquer
autorise a embarquer comme chef de poste
sur un
un navire
dont
poste sur
navire dont
la station
station est class&
class6e dans la troisieme
la
troisieme cat6gorie
categorie (voir
(voir le
le
num6ro
numero 845).
845).

555
555

(2)
devenir chef de poste d'une station
(2) Avant
Avant de
de devenir
station de
de
navire
de
la
deuxieme
navire de la deuxieme categorie
categoric (voir
(voir le
844), un
tin
le numero
numero 844),
operateur
21 classe
operateur radiot6l6graphiste
radiotelegraphiste de 2e
classe doit avoir au
au moms
moins
six
mois
d'experience
comme
operateur
six mois d'experience
operateur a
a bord
bord d'un
d'un navire.
navire.
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(Chapter XI,
Xl, art.
art. 24 RR)
KR)

(551-555)
(551-555)

ments may fix the conditions to be fulfilled in order to obtain
obtain
a radiotelephone
a
radiotelephone operator's
operator's certificate,
certificate, intended
intended to be used in
radiotelephone
radiotelephone stations complying with certain
certain technical
technical conditions and certain operating conditions. These conditions
conditions
agreements are mentioned
and agreements
mentioned in the certificates
certificates issued
issued to
such operators.
Section IV.
Section
IV. Qualifying
Qualifying Service
Service
551

§ 17. (1) A first class radiotelegraph
§
radiotelegraph operator
operator is authorized
to embark as chief operator of a
third
a ship station of the third
category
category (see 845).
845).
(2) Before becoming
becoming chief operator
552
(2)
operator of a
a ship
station
ship station
of the second category
844), a
first
class
radiotelegraph
category (see 844),
a first class radiotelegraph
operator must have had at least six months'
months' experience
experience as
operator
operator on board ship or in a
a coast station.
553
(3)
(3) Before becoming
becoming chief operator
operator of a
of
a ship station of
the first category
category (see
(see 843),
843), a
a first class radiotelegraph
radiotelegraph operator must have had at least
least one year's
year's experience
operator
experience as operator
a coast station.
on board ship or in a
554

555

§§ 18. (1)
(1) A second class radiotelegraph
radiotelegraph operator
operator is authorized
authorized
to embark as chief operator
station of the third
operator of aa ship station
category (see
(see 845).
845).
(2)
(2) Before becoming
becoming chief operator
operator of a
of
a ship station of
the second category (see 844),
844), a
a second class radiotelegraph
radiotelegraph
operator must have had at least six months' experience
experience as an
operator on board ship.
operator

1811
1811

1812
1812

TREATIES
TREATIES

(556-561)
(556-661)

[63 STAT.
STAT.
[63

Chap. XII,
VI, art.
art. 25
25 RR)
BB)

CHAPITRE XII.
Personnel des
des stations
mobiles.
stations mobiles.
ARTICLE 25.
ARTICLE

Classe
Clause et nombre minimum d'operateurs dans
dans
les stations de navire et d'aeronef.
556

§ 1.
1.
§
Du point de vue du service international
de la
corresinternational de
la corresappartient a
pondance publique, il
ii appartient
chaque gouvernement
gouvernement de
de
a chaque
prendre les mesures n6cessaires
necessaires pour que les
de
les stations
stations de
d'aeronef de sa nationalite
navire et d'aeronef
pourvues du
du perpernationalit6 soient pourvues

assurer un service
sonnel suffisant
suffisant pour
pour assurer
service efficace
efficace pendant
pendant les
les
a la categorie
vacations qui correspondent
correspondent a
categorie dans
dans laquelle
laquelle ces
ces
stations sont class6es.
classees.
557

§§ 2.
Compte tenu des dispositions
dispositions de l'article
l'article 24
24 (voir
(voir les
les
num6ros
551
aa 555), le personnel
numeros
personnel de ces stations doit comcornporter au moms:
moins:
558
a) pour les stations de navire de la
premiere cat&
la premiere
categorie: un operateur
operateur titulaire du
de
du certificat
certificat de
radiotelegraphiste
radiotelegraphiste de premiere
classe;
premiere classe;
559
b)
pour les stations de navire de la deuxieme
559
b) pour
catedeuxieme cateoperateur titulaire d'un
gorie: un operateur
d'un certificat
certificat de
de
radiotelegraphiste de premiere
radiotelegraphiste
ou de
de deuxieme
deuxieme
premiere ou
classe;
classe;
560
c) pour les stations de navire de la troisieme
660
c)
troisieme catecat&
gorie, sauf dans les cas prevus
prevus aux numeros
561
num6ros 561
et 562: un operateur
operateur titulaire d'un certificat
certificat de
de
radiot6elgraphiste
radiotelegraphiste de premiere
ou de
de deuxieme
premiere ou
deuxieme
classe ;
classe;
561
d) pour les stations
561
stations des navires pourvus
pourvus d'une installation
radiot6elgraphique qui ne leur est
tallation radiotelegraphique
est pas
pas
impoPe par des accords internationaux:
imposee
internationaux: un ope-

63
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CHAPTER XII

Personnel of
of Mobile
Mobile Stations
Stations
ARTICLE 25
25
ARTICLE

Number of
of Operators
Class and Minimum Number
Operators
for Ship and Aircraft
Aircraft Stations
Stations
556

§§ 1.
1.
In the international
corresponinternational service
service of public correspongovernment takes the necessary
dence, each government
necessary steps to ensure
ensure
nationality have
that ship and aircraft
aircraft stations of its own nationality
personnel
efficient service
personnel adequate
adequate to perform efficient
service during
during the
working
working hours which correspond
correspond to the category
category in which
these stations are placed.

557

personnel of these stations must, having regard
§§ 2.
The personnel
to the provisions of article
article 24 (see 551 to 555),
555), include at
at
least:
least:
a) ship stations of the first category:
category: one operator
operator
holding a
radiotelegraph operator's
a first class radiotelegraph
operator's
certificate;
certificate;
h) ship stations of the second
second category: one operoperh)
holding a
radioteleator holding
a first or second
second class radiotelegraph operator's certificate;
certificate;
c) ship stations of the third category,
category, except in the
cases
provided
for
in
561
562: one
one operator
cases provided for in 561 and
and 562:
operator
holding a
a first
or
a
second
class
radiotelegraph
first or a second class radiotelegraph
operator's certificate;
certificate;
d)
radiotelegraph installad) ship
ship stations in which aa radiotelegraph
tion is
is provided
provided but not prescribed
prescribed by international agreements:
operator holding
holding a
a
agreements: one
one operator

558

559

560

561

1813
1813

1814

TREATIES
TREATIES

(Chap.
(Chap. Xll,
XI1, art. 26,
25, 26
26 RR)
RIO

(62-567)
(i2-5B7)>

562
562

563
563

564

[63 STAT.
[63
STAT.

rateur titulaire d'un certificat
certificat special
special de
de radioradiotelegraphiste
telegraphiste ou d'un certificat
certificat de
radiotelegrade radiot6elgraphiste
phiste de premiere
premiere ou
de deuxieme
deuxieme classe;
classe;
ou de
e)
pour
les
stations
des
navires
e)
navires munis d'une
d'une installation radiotelephonique:
radiot6elphonique: un operateur
operateur titulaire,
selon le cas, d'un
certificat de radiotelephoniste
d'un certificat
radiotelephoniste
(voir les numeros
num6ros 501,
501, 512 et 513)
513) on
ou d'un certificat de radiotelegraphiste
radiotelegraphiste (voir
(voir les numeros
numeres
511 et 514).
514).
f)
f) pour les stations
stations d'aeronef,
d'aeronef, sauf dans le cas prevu
prevu
au numero 564: un operateur
operateur titulaire d'un
an
d'un certicertificat de radiotelegraphiste
radiotelegraphiste de premiere
premiere ou de
de
deuxieme
deuxieme classe, selon les dispositions
d'ordre
dispositions d'ordre
interieur
interieur adoptees
adoptees par les gouvernements
gouvernements dont
dont
dependent
dependent ces stations;
stations;
g) pour les
Ies stations
stations des aeronefs
munis d'une
d'une instalinstalaeronefs munis
lation
radiotelephonique: un
lation radiotelephonique:
un operateur
operateur titulaire,
titulaire,
certificat de radiotelephoniste
selon le cas, d'un certificat
radiotelephoniste
(voir les numeros
num6ros 501, 512 et 513)
cer513) ou d'un certificat de radiotelegraphiste
radiotelegraphiste (voir
(voir le
le numero
numero,
511), selon les dispositions d'ordre
511),
d'ordre interieur
interieur
adoptees par les gouvernements
adoptees
gouvernements dont dependent
dependent
ces stations.

ARTICLE 26
ARTICLE
26
Autorite du commandant.
commandant.
§ 1.
1.
§
Le service d'une station mobile
sous l'aul'aumobile est place sous
torit6
commandant ou de la personne
torite superieure
superieure du commandant
personne responresponsable
sable du
du navire,
navire, de l'a6ronef
l'aeronef ou de tout autre vehicule
vehicule portant
portant
la station mobile.
566 §
Celui qui detient cette autorite
§ 2.
exiger des
operaautorite doit
doit exiger
des operateurs l'observation
l'observation du present
present Reglement.
Reglement.
567
3.
Le commandant
ou la personne
personne responsable,
responsable, ainsi
567 §
§ 3.
commandant on
que toutes les personnes
personnes qui peuvent avoir connaissance
connaissance du
du
texte ou simplement de l'existence
l'existence des radiotelegrammes,
ou
radiotelegrammes, ou
de tout autre renseignement
renseignement obtenu au moyen du
du service
service des
des
radiocommunications,
radiocommunications, sont soumis a
l'obligation de
de garder
et
a 1'obligation
garder et
d'assurer
d'assurer le secret
secret des correspondances.
correspondances.
565
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562

563

564

(562567)
(562-567)

radiotelegraph
operator's special certificate
radiotelegraph operator's
certificate or
aa first or second
radiotelegraph operator's
second class radiotelegraph
operator's
certificate;
certificate;
e) ship stations equipped
a radiotelephone
equipped with a
radiotelephone
installation: one operator
a radioinstallation:
operator holding either a
telephone
operator's certificate
certificate (see
telephone operator's
(see 501, 512 and
513) or a
a radiotelegraph
operator's certificate
certificate
radiotelegraph operator's
514) ;
(see 511 and 514);
f)
f) aircraft
aircraft stations except in the cases provided
operator holding aafirst or second
for in 564, one operator
second
class radiotelegraph
radiotelegraph operator's
operator's certificate,
certificate, according
cording to the internal
internal regulations
regulations of the governments
ernments to which
which the stations
stations are
are subject;
subject;
g) aircraft stations equipped
a radiotelephone
radiotelephone
equipped with a
installation:
installation: one operator
holding, as the case
operator holding,
may be, a
a radiotelephone
radiotelephone operator's certificate
(see 501, 512 and 513)
oper513) or a
a radiotelegraph
radiotelegraph operator's
certificate
(see
511)
according
to
the
ator's certificate
511) according
internal regulations
regulations of the governments
governments to which
which
the stations are
are subject.
subject.
ARTICLE 26
Authority of
of the Master
Master

565
565

§
The
service of
under the
§ 1.
1.
The service
of aa mobile station
station is
is placed under
the
supreme authority of the master or of the person responsible
responsible
supreme
for the ship, aircraft, or other vehicle
vehicle carrying the mobile
mobile
station.
566 §§ 2.
The person holding this authority must require the
operators to
these Regulations.
operators
to comply with these
Regulations.
567
3.
The
master or
the person
person responsible,
responsible, as
as well
well as
as
567 §
§ 3.
The master
or the
all
persons
who
may
have
knowledge
of
the
text
or
even
of
all persons who may have knowledge of the text or even of
the existence of the radiotelegrams,
radiotelegrams, or
or of
of any
any information
information
whatever
obtained
by
means
of
the
radiocommunication
serwhatever
of the radiocommunication service, are placed under the obligation of observing
observing and ensuring the secrecy
secrecy of correspondence.
correspondence.

1815
1815

1816
1816

[63 STAT.
STAT.
[63

TREATIES
TREATIES

(142472)
(ts4-S7)

((map. X,
XIII.art. 27
2/ RR)
RR)
(C(ap.

CHAPITRE XIL
XIIL
CHAPITRE

des services
services mobiles.
mobiles.
fonctionnement des
Conditions de fonctionnement
ARTICLE 27.
stations aironautiques.
aironantiques.
d'aeronef et stations
Stations d'aeronef
Reglement,
contraires du present Reglement,
Sauf dispositions contraires
568 §§ 1.
1.
le
aeronautique peut etre regi par des arrangele service mobile aeronautique
particuliers conclus par les gouvernements
gouvernements interess
interesses
ments particuliers
Convention).
l'article 40 de la Convention).
(voir Particle
lea dispositions du
Sauf arrangements
arrangements particuliers, les
§ 2.
569 §
present Reglement
comptabilite de
1'ecoulement et la comptabilite
Reglement visant l'ecoulement
la correspondance
correspondance publique sont
sant applicables,
applicables, d'une facon
comptabilite de la corresponcorresponl'ecoulement et aala comptabilite
generale, a
a Pecoulement
publique dans lee
service mobile aeroa6roles stations du service
dance publique
nautique.
570

§ 3. (1) Les stations d'aeronef
d'aeronef peuvent
peuvent communiquer
communiquer avec
§

lea stations
stations du service mobile
mobile maritime.
les
571
(2) C'est k
seulement qu'elles peuvent
peuvent
a cette occasion seulement
(2)
utiliser lea frequences
frequences attribuees au service
service mobile maritime.
present
Elles doivent alors se conformer
dispositions du present
conformer aux dispositions
Reglement relatives au service
maritime.
service mobile maritime.
Reglement
572
(3) Lorsqu'elles
Lorsqu'elles transmettent
reeioivent de la correstransmettent ou recoivent
(3)
l'intermediaire des stations du service
pondance publique par Pintermediaire
pondance
mobile maritime, lea
d'aeronef doivent se conformer
conformer
les stations d'aeronef
applicables a
I la transmission de la
la
les dispositions applicables
& toutes lea
maritime
mobile
correspondance publique
publique dans le service
service
correspondance
notamment les
lea articles
articles 88
38, 89, 40 et 41).
41).
(voir notamment
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(Chapter
UM art.
art. 27 RR)
(Chapter XIII,

(8-672)
(568-672)

CHAPTER

XIII
XIII

Mobile Services
Services
Working
Conditions in
the Mobile
in the
Working Conditions
ARTICLE 27
ARTICLE
Aircraft and Aeronautical Stations
Aircraft

568

§§ 1.
1.

Except as otherwise provided
provided in these Regulations.
Except

the aeronautical
aeronautical mobile service
service may be regulated
regulated by special arrangements between the governments
concerned (see article
governments concerned
rangements
40 of the Convention).
Convention).
569

§
In the absence of special arrangements,
arrangements, the provi§ 2.
exchanging of and
concerning the exchanging
Regulations concerning
sions of these Regulations
a
applicable, in a
accounting for public correspondence
correspondence shall be applicable,
accounting
general way, to the exchanging
exchanging of and accounting
accounting for public
correspondence
stations in the aeronautical
aeronautical mobile
mobile service.
correspondence by stations

Aircraft stations may communicate
communicate with stations
(1) Aircraft
570 §§ 3. (1)
service.
of the maritime mobile service.
571
(2)
frequencies
(2) For this purpose only, they may utilize frequencies
allocated to the maritime
mobile service
service and must then conmaritime mobile
allocated
form
these Regulations
Regulations relating
relating to the
provisions of these
form to the provisions
maritime
mobile
service.
service.
maritime
572
(3)
Aircraft stations
when handling
handling public
public corresponcorresponstations when
(3) Aircraft
572
maritime mobile service must comdence with stations of the maritime
ply
with all the provisions applicable
applicable to
to the handling of pubply with
lic
correspondence
in
the
maritime
mobile
service (seearticle
(see articles
service
mobile
lic correspondence in the maritime
44i4 Pa-e!Uul4
40 and
and 41).is-vatitiioulait),
38, 39, 40

Pittititai&113.

1817
1817

1818
1818

TREATIES
TREATIES

(573-581)
(573-581)

[63 S
TAT.
[63
STAT.

(Chap. XIII,
XIII. art.
art. 28
28 RR)
RR)
(Chap.

ARTICLE
ARTICLE 28.
28.
Conditions a
a remplir
remplir par
par les
mobiles.
les stations
stations mobiles.
Section L
Section
Dispositions generales.
I. Dispositions
generales.
573

574

§§ 1. (1)
(1) Les stations mobiles doivent
doivent etre
etre etablies
de maniere
maniere
6tablies de
a
se
it
conformer, en ce qui concerne
concerne les
les fr6quences
frequences et
et les
classes
les classes
d'emission, aux dispositions du
d'emission,
du chapitre
chapitre III.
III.
(2) Pour l'usage
l'usage des emissions de
de la
classe B
Ba
abord
bord des
des
la classe
navires, voir le numero
numero 711.
711.

575
575

§ 2.
§
Les frequences
frequences d'emission
d'emission des
des stations
stations mobiles
doimobiles doivent etre
6tre verifiees
v6rifiees le plus souvent possible
vent
le service
service d'insd'inspossible par
par le
pection dont ces
relevent.
ces stations relevent.

576
576

§ 3.
L'6nergie rayonn6e
§
L'energie
rayonnee par les appareils
recepteurs doit
doit
appareils recepteurs
8tre
etre aussi reduite que possible
possible et
et ne
ne doit
doit pas
pas causer
causer de
brouilde brouillages nuisibles
nuisibles aux autres
stations.
autres stations.

577
577

§ 4. (1)
(1) Les changements
changements de fr6quence
§
frequence dans
dans les
les appareils
appareils
emetteurs
emetteurs et recepteurs
recepteurs de toute station
station mobile
doivent poupoumobile doivent
voir etre
6tre effectues aussi rapidement
que possible.
rapidement que
possible.

578
578

(2)
installations de toute station
(2) Les installations
station mobile
mobile doivent
doivent
permettre,
communication etablie, de passer
permettre, une
une fois la communication
passer de
de
l'emission
l'emission a
a lI
le reception,
reception, et vice versa, dans
dans un
un temps
temps aussi
aussi
court que
que possible.
possible.

579
579

§ 5.
§

II est interdit aux stations
stations mobiles
mobiles en
et auauen mer
mer et
dessus de
dessus
de la mer de proc6der
proceder a
ades emissions de
de radiodiffusion.
radiodiffusion.

580
580

§ 6.
Les stations mobiles doivent 8tre
§
6.
etre pourvues
pourvues des
des dodocuments de service
service enumeres
enumeres a
a l'appendice
l'appendice 8.
8.

581
581

Section
Section II. Stations de navire.
navire.
6
§
7.
Lorsque
leur
metteur
lui-meme
§ 7.
Lorsque leur emetteur lui-meme n'est pas
pas suscepsusceptible d'etre
regle de facon
facon que sa frequence
tible
d'être regle
frequence satisfasse
satisfasse aI la
la
tolerance fixee
tolerance
fixee par
par I'appendice
l'appendice 3, les stations de navire
navire doivent
doivent
6tre
etre munies
munies d'un dispositif
dispositif leur permettant
permettant de
de mesurer
mesurer leur
leur
frequence
d'emission avec une precision
precision au
frequence d'emission
au moins
moms egale
egale a
a la
la
moiti6 de cette tolrance.
moitie
tolerance.
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(Chapter
(Chapter XIII, art. 28 RR)
RR)

(573-581)
(573-581)
ARTICLE 28
ARTICLE
28

Conditions To
To Be Observed
Observed by
by Mobile
Mobile Stations
Stations

Section
Section I. General
Provisions
General Provisions

573

574
575
575

576

577

578

579
580

§§ 1.
1. (1)
(1) Mobile stations must be established
way
established in such a
a way
as
conform as regards
as to
to conform
regards frequencies
frequencies and class of emission to
the provisions of chapter III.
(2) For the use of class B
emissions on board ships, see
(2)
B emissions
711.
§ 2.
The frequencies
§
frequencies of emission of mobile
mobile stations
stations shall
shall
be checked
as
often
as
possible
checked
possible by the inspection
inspection service
service to
which these stations are subject.
•
§§ 3.
The energy radiated
radiated by receiving
receiving apparatus must
be
must be
reduced
reduced to the lowest possible value and must not cause harmharmful interference
interference to other stations.
§ 4. (1)
frequency in the sending and receiving
§
(1) Changes of frequency
receiving
apparatus
apparatus of any mobile station must be capable
capable of being made
as rapidly as possible.
possible.
(2)
Installations
(2) Installations of any mobile station must permit, once
onc€
communication
communication is established,
established, of changing
transmission
changing from
from transmission
to reception and vice-versa
vice-versa in as short a
a time
time as possible.
§§ 5.
Broadcasting
Broadcasting by mobile stations at sea and over the
the
sea is prohibited.
§ 6.
§
Mobile stations must be provided
provided with
with the
the service
service
documents enumerated
enumerated in appendix
appendix 8.
Section
Section IL
II. Ship Stations

581

§§ 7.
transmitter itself cannot
When the ship transmitter
cannot be concona way that its frequency
trolled in such a
tolerance
frequency satisfies
satisfies the tolerance
specified in appendix 3, the ship station must be provided
provided
with a
a device,
device, having a
one-half of
of
a precision at least
least equal
equal to one-half
this tolerance,
measuring the frequency
tolerance, for measuring
frequency of
of emission.
emission.

R1 939

0_52.___FT. ii
81939 O-52-PT.
II

34
-34

1819
1819

1820
1820

TREATIES
TREATIES

[63 STAT.
STAT.
[63

XIII, art.
art. 28
28 RR)
RR)
(Chap. XI,

(5S8Z691)
(582.-591)

582

§
Tous
appareils des
de navire
navire etablis
§ 8.
Tous les
lea appareils
des stations
stations de
etablis
classe
Al
sur
frequences
pour utiliser les emissions de la
la classe Al sur les
les frequences
des bandes
bandes autorisees
entre 110 et 160 kc/s doivent
doivent permettre
permettre
autoris6es entre
l'emploi, en plus de la
frequence
143
kc/s,
de
deux
frequences
la frequence 143 kc/s, de deux frequences
au moms
moins choisies dans ces bandes.
bandes.

583

(1) Les appareils emetteurs
emetteurs utilises dans
dans les stations
§§ 9. (1)
de navire faisant
faisant usage
usage d'emissions
classe A2 dans
d'emissions de la classe
dans les
autorisees entre
bandes autorisees
entre 405 et 535 kc/s doivent
etre pourvus
doivent 8tre
de dispositifs perrnettant,
reduire
permettant, d'une maniere
maniere facile, d'en
d'en reduire
notablement
notablement la puissance.
(2) Toute station
station de navire
travaillant dans
les bandes
bandes
(2)
navire travaillant
dans les
autorisees entre 405 et 535 Ws
doit etre
etre en
en mesure
mesure de
de faire
faire
kc/s doit
usage de la frequence
500
kc/s
et d'au moins
frequence
moms une frequence
frequence
de travail.

584

585

586
587

588

§§ 10. (1)
(1) Toute station etablie
navire obligaetablie a
a bord d'un navire
toirement pourvu d'un appareil
appareil radiotelegraphique
radiotelegraphique par suite
suite
d'un accord
accord international
international doit pouvoir
pouvoir faire
faire et recevoir
recevoir des
des
emissions de la classe A2:
A2:
a) sur la frequence
frequence 500 kc/s
kc/s
fr6quences de travail au moms
b) et sur deux frequences
des
moins des
bandes autorisees
bandes
autorisees entre 405 et 535 kc/s.
(2)
(2) La disposition
disposition du numero
numero 587 ne s'applique
s'applique ni
aux
ni aux
emetteurs
des
embarcations,
radeaux et engins de sauvetage,
emetteurs
embarcations, radeaux
sauvetage.
ni aux emetteurs
emetteurs de secours
secours (reserve)
(reserve) des stations de navire.
navire.

589

§§ 11.
radiotelephonique installee
Toute station radiotelephonique
installee a
abord d'un
navire qui utilise la frequence
frequence 22182 kc/s pour l'appel et la
reponse
moins une autre frequence
reponse doit disposer d'au moms
frequence dans les
1 605 et 22850 kc/s dans lesquelles
bandes comprises
comprises entre 1
lesquelles les
les
services
services radiotelephoniques
radioteIephoniques sont admis.

590

§§ 12.
Tous les appareils
appareils de stations de navire etablis
etablis pour
pour
utiliser les emissions
frequences des
emissions de la classe Al sur les frequences
bandes autorisees
autorisees entre 4
4000 et 23 000 kc/s doivent satisfaire
satisfaire

aux conditions
conditions suivantes:
suivantes:
591

a) dans chacune
bandes n6cessaires
chacune des bandes
necessaires aa 1'ex6cul'execution de leur service, ils
us doivent permettre 1'em-
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(Chapter XIII, art. 28 RR)
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(882-681)
(<841)

582

§§ 8.
In ship stations all apparatus
apparatus installed
installed for the use
frequencies in the authorized
of class Al emissions on frequencies
authorized bands
between
between 110 and 160 kc/s must provide, in addition to the
frequency 143 kc/s, at least two frequencies
frequencies selected
frequency
selected within
these bands.

583

§ 9. (1) Sending apparatus
stations working on
§
apparatus used in ship stations
emissions of class A2 in the authorized
bands between
between 405 and
authorized bands
and
535 kc/s must be provided
provided with devices readily permitting of
of
aamaterial
material reduction of power.
(2)
authorized bands
(2) All ship stations working
working in the authorized
between 405 and 535 kc/s must be able to use the frequency
frequency
500 kc/s and at least one working
frequency.
working frequency.

584

585

586
587
588

board a
§§ 10. (1)
(1) Every station installed on board
a ship compulsorily
apparatus in accordance
equipped with radiotelegraph
radiotelegraph apparatus
accordance with
agreement must be able to send and receive
receive
an international
international agreement
class A2 emissions:
emissions:
a) on the frequency
frequency 500 kc/s, and
and
addition on at least two working frequencies
frequencies
b) in addition
in the authorized
authorized bands between
405and 535kc/s.
between 405and
(2)
apply to transmitters
transmitters
(2) The provisions of 587 do not apply
on lifeboats, liferafts
liferafts and survival craft
craft or to emergency
emergency (re(reserve) transmitters of ship stations.

589

board a
aship
§§ 11.
Any radiotelephone
radiotelephone station installed on board
which uses the frequency
frequency 2
2182 kc/s
kc/s for call
call and reply must be
which
provided
provided with at least one other frequency
frequency in the bands
bands beradiotelephone services
services
tween 1
1 605 and 22850 kc/s in which radiotelephone
are admitted.
admitted.

590

apparatus installed
installed for the use
§§ 12.
In ship stations, all apparatus
emission on frequencies
authorized bands
of class Al emission
frequencies in the authorized
between
between 4
following concon4 000 and 23 000 kc/s must satisfy the following
ditions:
a) in
each of
of the
the bands
carry on
on their
their
a)
in each
bands necessary
necessary to
to carry
service, they must be equipped
equipped with at least two

591
591

1821
1821

1822
1822

TREATIES
TREATIES

(592-598)
(592-598)

[63 STAT.
STAT.

(
Chap. XIII,
XIII ,art.
art. 28
28 RR)
RR )
(Chap.

ploi,
ploi, en plus
la bande
plus d'une
d'une frequence
frequence de
de la
bande d'appel,
d'appel,
de deux frequences
au moins;
moins;
frequences de
de travail
travail au
592
592

593
593

594
594

595
595

596
396

597
597

598
598

b)
changements de frequences
b) les changements
dans les
les appareils
appareils
frequences dans
emetteurs doivent pouvoir
emetteurs
pouvoir etre
etre effectues
effectues en
en
moins
de
5
(cinq)
moms
5 (cinq) secondes
s'il s'agit
s'agit de
de frequenfrequensecondes s'il
ces d'une meme bande,
bande, et en moms
de 15
15 (quinze)
moins de
(quinze)
secondes s'il s'agit
secondes
de frequences
de bandes
difs'agit de
frequences de
bandes differentes;
ferentes;
c)
appareils recepteurs
c) les appareils
recepteurs doivent
presenter les
les
doivent presenter
memes
tames qualit6s
qualites que les
emetteurs en
en
les appareils
appareils 6metteurs
matiere
changement de frequences,
frequences, et
matiere de changement
doivent
et doivent
etre concus
concus de facon a
etre
un service
service satisa assurer
assurer un
satisfaisant;
faisant;
d) les dispositions
dispositions des numeros
592 et
et 593
593 ci-dessus
ci-dessus
num6ros 592
ne seront applicables qu'a
qu'A partir
ne
partir de
la date
effecde la
date effective d'application
d'application aux
stations de
de navire
aux stations
navire et
et
d'aeronef
d'aeronef des tolerances
tolerances de fr6quence
frequence indiquees
indiquees
par la colonne
colonne 3
3 de
3.
de l'appendice
l'appendice 3.
§§ 13. (1)
(1) Les stations
stations des navires
navires obligatoirement
obligatoirement pourvus
pourvus
d'appareils radiot6elgraphiques
d'appareils
radiotelegraphiques doivent
doivent ftre
etre a
a meme
merne de
de recerecevoir,
en
plus
de
la
frequence
voir, en
frequence 500 kc/s,
toutes les
frequences
kc/s, toutes
les frequences
necessaircs
necessaires a
a l'accomplissement
l'accomplissement de
de leur
leur service.
service.
(2) Ccs
Ces stations
(2)
stations doivent
doivent etre
meme de
recevoir facilefacileetre aameme
de recevoir
ment et eflicacement,
efficacement, sur les memes
ment
frequences, les
les emissions
emissions
memes frequences,
des classes Al
et A2.
Al et
A2.
(3)
Les
stations
(3) Les stations radiotelegraphiques
radiotelegraphiques de navire
seront
navire seront
equipees
possible de dispositifs permettant
equipees aussitot que possible
permettant de
de
passer de l'6mission
reception et
remission a
e. la reception
et vice
vice versa
versa sans
sans manceuvre
manceuvre
de commutation.
commutation.
Section III. Stations d'aeronef.
Section
§§ 14.
(1)
Toute station
a bord d'un aeronef
14. (1) Toute
station etablie
etablie a
aeronef faisant
faisant un
un
parcours
parcours maritime
maritime et astreinte
astreinte par
par une
une reglementation
reglementation nationationale ou
internationale a
a entrer
nale
ou internationale
entrer en communication,
communication, pour
pour des
des
raisons de
de securite,
raisons
securite, avec
avec les stations du service
service mobile
marimobile maritime
pouvoir faire et recevoir
time doit
doit pouvoir
recevoir des emissions,
emissions, de
de prefepreference de
la classe
rence
de la
claasp A2,
A2, sur la frequence
frequence 500
500 kc/s.
kc/s.
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(Chapter XIII, art. 28 RR)
RR)

(592-598)
(592-598)

working frequencies
addition to one frequency
frequency
working
frequencies in addition
in the calling
band;
calling band;
592

593

594

595

596
597

b) changes
frequency in transmitting
changes of frequency
transmitting apparatus
apparatus
must be effected within 55 (five)
(five) seconds if the
frequencies
frequencies are in the same
same band and within 15
(fifteen) seconds if the frequencies
(fifteen)
frequencies are in differeni,
ent bands;
bands;
c) receiving
C)
receiving apparatus
apparatus must be capable
capable of a
a performance
formance equal to that of the transmitting
transmitting apparatus in the matter of frequency
and.
frequency changing
changing and
must be designed
designed in such a
a manner
manner so as to
ensure aa satisfactory
performance;
satisfactory performance;
d) the provisions
provisions of 592 and 593 above shall become
become
effective
effective on the same dates
dates as the tolerance
tolerance requirements of column
column 3
3 of appendix 33as applied
to ship and aircraft
aircraft stations.
§ 13. (1)
§
(1) Stations in ships compulsorily
compulsorily equipped with radiotelegraph
telegraph apparatus
apparatus must be able to receive,
receive, in addition to
500 kc/s, all the frequencies
necessary for their service.
frequencies necessary
(2) Such stations must be able to receive
(2)
receive easily
easily and efficiently on the same frequencies
frequencies class
class Al and A2 emissions.
(3)
(3) Ship radiotelegraph
radiotelegraph stations shall be equipped
equipped as
permitting change-over
change-over from
soon as possible with devices permitting
transmission
transmission to reception and vice-versa
vice-versa without manual
switching.
Section III. Aircraft Stations
Section

598

following a
a maritime course
course
§§ 14. (1)
(1) Any aircraft
aircraft station
station following
and required
required by national or international
regulations to cominternational regulations
municate, for safety purposes, with stations of the maritime
mobile service, must be capable
capable of transmitting and receiving on the frequency
frequency 500 kc/s, preferably
preferably class A2
A2 emission.

1823
1823

1824
1824

TREATIES
TREATIES

(599s-0)
(599-603)

599
599

[63 STAT.
STAT.
[63

(Chap. XIII,
art. 28,
28, 29
29 RR)
RR)
(Chap.
XIII, art.

(2)
(2) Les dispositions du present
present article sont applicables,
applicables,
dans toute la mesure
mesure du possible, aux stations
stations d'a6ronef
d'a6ronef lorslorsque celles-ci communiquent
communiquent avec
des stations
stations du
du service
service mobile
mobile
avec des
maritime en utilisant
utilisant les
lee frequences
de ce
ce service.
service.
frequences de
Section IV.
Section

Stations des embarcations,
embarcations, radeaux
radeaux et
et engins
engins de
de
saavetage.
sauvetage.

600

§ 15. (1) Toute installation
§
installation utilis6e
utilisee a
a bord
bord d'une
d'une embarcaembarcation,
d'un
radeau
ou
d'un
engin
de
sauvetage obligatoirement
tion,
engin
sauvetage
obligatoirement
pourvu d'un appareil
appareil radioelectrique
radioelectrique par
par suite
suite d'un
d'un accord
accord ininternational doit pouvoir faire des
emissions
radiotelegraphides emissions radiotel6graphiques, de preference
preference de la classe A2, sur la frequence
500 kc/s.
frequence 500
kc/s.
Au cas oü
ou l'equipement
l'equipement permettrait
permettrait l'usage de
de frequences
frequences
comprises
comprises entre 4
4000 et 23 000 kc/s, il
ii devrait pouvoir
faire
pouvoir faire
des
emissions,
de
pr6f6rence de la classe
des emissions,
preference
classe A2, sur la fr6quence
frequence
8
8 364 kc/s.
601
(2) Si l'equipement
601
(2)
l'equipement comporte un r6cepteur,
recepteur, celui-ci
celui-ci doit
doit
pourpoir recevoir
les emissions, de preference
poutpir
recevoir lee
la
classe
preference de
de la classe A2,
A2,
sur
la
frequence
500
kc/s
et,
au
cas
ou l'emetteur
sur la frequence
kc/s
oil
l'emetteur permettrait
permettrait
l'usage
l'usage de frequences
frequences comprises entre 4
4000 et 23
000 kc/s,
kc/s, les
lee
23 000
emissions
des
classes Al et A2 dans
emissions
dans toute
toute la
de 8
8266
la bande de
266
8 745 kc/s.
18
ARTICLE
ARTICLE 29.
Procedure generale
generale radiotelegraphique dans
dans lee
les
services
mobiles maritime et aeronautique.
services mobiles
adronautique.
Section
Section I. Dispositions generales.
generales.

602
602

603

603

§§ 1.
1. (1)
Dans lee
les services
(1) Dane
services mobiles maritime
maritime et
aeronautique,
et aeronautique,
la procedure
procedure detaillee
la
detainee dans le present article
article est
est obligatoire,
obligatoire,
sauf
dans
le
cas
d'appel
ou
de
trafic
sauf dans
trafic de d6tresse,
detresse, auquel
auquel sont
sont
applicables les
applicables
lee dispositions de Particle
Particle 37.
37.
(2) Cependant,
Cependant, dans le service mobile aeronautique,
aeronautique,
(2)
la
procedure
les sections
la procedure fixee
fixee par
par lea
sections III, IV et V ci-apres
ci-apres n'est
n'est
applicable
qu'en
l'absence
d'arrangements
particuliers
applicable qu'en l'absence d'arrangements particuliers prprevoyant des
des dispositions
dispositions contraires
contraires et conclus par
voyant
par les
lee gougouvernements intAress.e
interesses.
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art. 28, 29 RR)
(Chapter XIII, art.
RR)

599

(599-603)
(599-603)

(2)
communicating with stations
(2) Aircraft stations when communicating
frequencies allocated to the
of the maritime
maritime mobile service
service on frequencies
maritime mobile service shall comply
comply as far as possible
possible with
with
the provisions of this article.
Section
Section IV. Lifeboat, Liferaft and Survival Craft Stations

600

§§ 15. (1)
(1) Any installation used on board a
a lifeboat, a
a liferaft, or aa survival craft, compulsorily
compulsorily provided
provided with radio
apparatus as a
a result of an international
international agreement,
apparatus
agreement, must be
capable of transmitting
capable
transmitting by radiotelegraphy
radiotelegraphy on the frequency
frequency
500 kc/s, preferably class A2 emission. In cases where the
equipment provides for the use of frequencies
frequencies between
4 000
between 4
and 23 000 kc/s, it must be able to transmit on the frequency
frequency
88364 kc/s, preferably
preferably class A2 emission.
emission.
601
(2)
(2) If the equipment includes
includes a
shall be
a receiver, it shall
able to receive on 500 kc/s, preferably
preferably class A2 emission, and,
in the case where the transmitter employs frequencies
frequencies between 4
4000 and 23 000 kc/s, and a
a receiver
provided, it
receiver is provided,
must be able to receive classes Al and A2 emissions throughout the band 8
8266 to 8
8745 kc/s.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE 29.
General Radiotelegraph
Radiotelegraph Procedure in the Maritime Mobile
Mobile and
Mobile Services
Aeronautical Mobile
Services
Section I.
I.

General Provisions
Provisions

602

§
(1) In the maritime mobile
mobile and aeronautical
aeronautical mobile
§ 1.
1. (1)
mobile
services the procedure detailed in this article is obligatory,
obligatory,
except in the case of distress calls or of distress traffic,
traffic, to
except
which the provisions
provisions of article
article 37 are
are applicable.

603

(2)
aeronautical mobile
service the
(2) However, in the
the aeronautical
mobile service
procedure
V is applicaprocedure contemplated
contemplated in sections
sections III, IV and V
applicable only in the absence of special arrangements
arrangements to the conconagreements between
between the governments
contrary made by agreements
governments concerned.

1825
1825

1826

TREATIES
TREATIES

(604-612)
(604-612)

[63 STAT.
STAT.
[63

(Chap. XIII,
RR)
(Chap.
XIII, art.
art. 29
29 RR)

604
604

(3) Les stations d'aeronef,
(3)
lorsqu'elles communiquent
communiquent
d'aeronef, lorsqu'elles
avec des stations du service
service mobile
maritime, doivent
doivent appliapplimobile maritime,
procedure definie au present
quer la procedure
article.
present article.

605

§ 2.
L'emploi des signaux
Morse &finis
le
signaux du
du code Morse
dfinis par
par le
Reglement
obligatoire dans
Reglement telegraphique
telegraphique est obligatoire
services
modans les
les services mobiles maritime
maritime et a6ronautique.
aeronautique. Toutefois, pour
pour les
les radiocomradiocommunications
munications d'un caractere
caractere special,
special, I'usage
l'usage d'autres
d'autres signaux
signaux
n'est pas exclu.

606

§ 3. (1) Pour faciliter les radiocommunications,
§
radiocommunications, les
les stations
stations
du service mobile utilisent les abreviations
abreviations reglementaires
reglementaires dedefinies
finies a
9.
a l'appendice
l'appendice 9.

607
607

(2) Dans le service mobile maritime, seules les
(2)
les abreviaabreviations reglementaires
r6glementaires d6finies
definies aa l'appendice
doivent etre
l'appendice 99 doivent
etre
utilisees.

608
608

§ 4.
Les dispositions
§
dispositions des §§ 6, 23, 24
et 25
25 du
du present
24 et
present
article
sont
applicables
article
applicables aux radiocommunications
radiocommunications tilephonitilephonimobile.
ques du service
service mobile.
Section II.
Section

Operations priliminaires.
preliminaires.

609
609

§§ 5.
5.
Dans les zones de trafic intense,
Dans
intense, les stations
stations de
de nanavire tiennent
tiennent compte
compte des prescriptions
prescriptions du
721
du numero 721.

610
610

§ 6. (1)
(1) Avant d'emettre,
d'emettre, toute station doit ecouter
§
ecouter pendant
pendant
un intervalle
intervalle suffisant pour lui permettre
un
s'assurer qu'elle
qu'ene
permettre de s'assurer
ne produira
produira pas un brouillage
ne
brouillage nuisible aux transmissions
transmissions en
en
cours
dans son rayon
cours. dans
rayon d'action;
d'action; si un tel brouillage
brouillage est
est probaprobable,
la station attend
ble, la
attend le premier
premier arret
arret de la transmission
transmission qu'elle
qu'elle
pourrait troubler.
e me
(2)
(2) Dans le cas oi,
oü,m
meme
en operant ainsi, remission

611
611
612
612

en operant ainsi, l'emission
de
de cette
cette station vient
vient a
abrouiller une radiocommunication
radiocommunication deja
déja,
en cours, on applique
applique les regles suivantes
suivantes:
a) Dans
zone de communication
communication d'une station
a)
Dans la
la zone
cotiere
ouverte
aa la correspondance
cotiere
correspondance publique ou
ou
d'une station
aeronautique quelconque,
d'une
station aeronautique
quelconque, la station
dont
dent I'4mission
Peraisaion produit
produit le brouillage
brouillage doit ceser
maser

63 S
STAT.]
TAT.]

MULTILATERAL-TELECOMMUNICATIONS-OCT.
MULTILATERAL—
TELECOMMUNICATIONS— OCT. 2,
2,

(Chapter Xm,
XM, art. 29 RR)
RR)

604

605

1947
1947

1827
1827

(604-612)
(604-612)

(3)
(3) Aircraft
Aircraft stations when
when communicating
communicating with stations of the maritime mobile service must use the procedure
procedure
laid down in this article.
§ 2.
§

The use of the Morse
specified in the
Morse code signals specified

Telegraph
Regulations shall be obligatory
obligatory in the maritime
Telegraph Regulations
maritime Ante,
p. 1431n.
1431n.
Ante, p.

and aeronautical
aeronautical mobile
mobile services. However,
However, for radiocommuradiocommu-,
nications
of
a
special
character,
the
use
of
other signals is
nications
a
is
not precluded.
precluded.
606

§
(1) In order
order to facilitate
facilitate radiocommunications,
§ 3. (1)
radiocommunications, stations
stations
of the mobile
mobile service use the service
abbreviations given in
in
service abbreviations
appendix 9.
appendix
(2) In the maritime
607
(2)
maritime mobile service.
service, only the service
abbreviations given in appendix
abbreviations
appendix 9
9 are to be used.

608

§§ 4.
The provisions
provisions of §§ 6, 23, 24 and 25 of this article
article
are applicable to radiotelephone
radiotelephone communications
communications in the mobile
service.
Section I1.
II. Preliminary
Section
Preliminary Operations

609

In areas where
where traffic is congested, ship stations
§§ 5.
account the provisions
must take into account
provisions of 721.
721.

610

§§ 6. (1) Before
Before emitting, every station must listen for a
a
period long enough to satisfy
satisfy itself that it will not cause
interference to transmissions in progress
progress within
harmful interference
within its
range; if such interference
interference is
is likely,
likely, the station awaits
awaits the
first break in the transmission with which it might interfere.

611

612

(2) If,
precautions having
(2)
If, these
these precautions
having been taken,
taken, the emisemissions of the station happen to interfere
interfere with a
a radio transmission already
already in progress
progress the following rules
rules are to be
applied:
applied:
a) Within the zone
zone of communication
of a
a coast
coast
a)
communication of
open to public correspondence
correspondence or of any
station open
any
aeronautical station, the station whose
aeronautical
whose emission
causes the interference
interference must cease
cease sending at

1828

TREATIES
TREATIES

(613-621)
(613-621)

STAT. ,
[63 STAT.

(Chap. xm,
art. 29
(Chap.
XnI, art.
29 RR)
RR)

d'emettre A
a la
d'emettre
la premiere
premiere demande
demande de
de la
la station
station
cotiere
cotiere ou aeronautique
a6ronautique interessee.
interessee.
613

h)
Dans le cas
u une
radiocommunication deja
déjà
b) Dauls
cas ot
une radiocommunication
en cours entre stations
stations mobiles vient
vient a
a etre
etre
brouillee
emission d'une
d'une autre
autre station
station
brouillce par une
une emission
mobile, celle-ci
d'emettre a
la precelle-ci doit cesser
cesser d'6mettre
A la
premicre demande
demande de l'une quelconque
miere
quelconque des
des autres.
autres.

614

c) La station qui
c)
demande cette cessation
cessation doit
doit inqui demande
indiquer Ia
la duree
dur6e approximative
impoapproximative de
de l'attente
1'attente imposee a
a la station dont elle fait suspendre
suspendre ll'emis'mission.
sion.

615

Section III. Appel, reponse &
aI'appel
l'appel et signaux
signaux preparaprdparatoires au
au trafic.
trafic.

616
617

§§ 7.

Forme de
l'appel.
Forme
de l'appel.
(1)
est constitu6
(1) L'appel
L'appel eat
constitue comme suit:
suit:
-- trois fois, au plus, l'indicatif
I'indicatif d'appel
d'appel de la station
appelee;
appelee;
mot DE
- le mot
DE;;
-- trois fois, au plus,
de la
la station
plus, l'indicatif
I'indicatif d'appel
d'appel de
station
appelante.

618

(2)
les bandes de frequences
(2) Toutefois, dans lea
frequences comprises
comprises
4 000 et 23 000 kc/s, les
entre 4
lea indicatifs
lonindicatifs d'appel
d'al)pel peuvent,
peuvent, lorsque les conditions d'etablissement
gue
d'etablissement du contact sont
difliciles,
sont difficiles,
etre emis plus de trois fois, mais pas plus de huit.

619
619

§ 8.
8.
Frequence a
d utiliser
signaux prd§
Freguenee
utiliser pour
pour l'appcl
l'oppel et les
tea signaux
preparatoires.
paratoires.
620
(1)
transmettre lea
620
(1) Pour faire I'appel,
l'appel, ainsi que pour transmettre
les
signaux preparatoires,
la
station
preparatoires,
appelante utilise la frequence
frequence
sur laquelle
'aquae veille la station appel6e.
appelee.
621
(2)
Une station
station de navire appelant
appelant une station catiere
621
(2) Une
cotiere
(tans
dcs bandes
dans l'une des
bandes de frequenccs
frequences attribuees au service momobile
maritime entre
4000
23000
doit faire usage
bile maritime
entre 4
000 et 23
000 kc/s dolt
d'une frequence de la bande d'appel specialement
sp6cialemcnt reservee
(rune
rservee i
cet
eet effet.

63 STAT.]

MULTILATERAI-TELECOMM1CNIATIONS-OCT.
MULTILATERAL--TELECOMMUNICATIONS—
OCT. 2,
2,

(Chapter XIII, art.
RR)
(Chapter
art. 29 Mt)

1947
1947

(613-621)
(613-21)

the first request of the said coast station
station or
or
aeronautical station.
aeronautical
station.
613

b)
b) In the case where radiocommunication
already
radliocommunication already
in progress between
between mobile station
stations is
is interinteris
fered with by the emissions
emissions of
of another
another mobile
mobile
station,
station, this station must cease sending at
at the
the
first request
of
one
of
the
request
other stations.
c) The station which requests this cessation
c)
cessation must
must

614
614

intlicat:l
ti(!:approximate
al)l)roximrate waiting
indicate
the
waiting time
imposed
time imposed

on the station whose
suspends.
whose emission
emission it.
it suspends.
615

616

Section III.
to (Chlls
(111:4 and
und Signals
Signals
Section
III. Calls,
Calls, Reply
Reply to
l'reparatory
Preparatory to Tralic
Traffic

§ 7.
§

617

AlMthod
Method of
of Calling.
Callinq.
(1) The call is made as follows:
(I)
follows:
-- call sign of the station
called, not more
station called,
more than
three
than three
times;
times;
word DE;
1)E;
-- the
the word

- call sign of the calling
calling station,
more than
than
station, not
not more
three times.
618
618

(2)
blands of frequencies
frequencies between
(2) However, in the bands
between 4
4000
000
and(
k(/s, when the conditions
and 23 000 kc/s,
conditions of
of establishing
establishing contact
contact.
are dillicull,
difficult, the
the call
signs may
may be
be transmitted
transmitted more
more than
than
call signs
three times, but not more
more than eight times.

619

§
§ 8.

'Frcquencyto bc
Frequency
be Used
Used for
for Calling
Calling and
and for
for PreparaPrepara-

tory Signals.
tory
Signals.

620

(1)) For making
making the call and
preparaand for
for transmitting
transmitting preparatory signals, the
the calling
calling station
uses the
the frequency
on which
which
station uses
frequency on
the station called keeps
watch.
keeps watch.

621

(2)
(2) A
A ship station calling a
coast station
in any
any of
the
a coast
station in
of the
frequency bands allocated
allocated to the maritime mobile
frequency
mobile service
service bebe4 000 and 23 000 kc/s
tween 4
kc/s must use a
frequency in
in the
the
a frequency
calling band specially
specially reserved
this purpose.
reserved for
for this
purpose.

1829
1829

1830
1830

TREATIES
TREATIES

(622-630)
(622-630)

622
623
623

624
624

625
625

[63 STAT.
STAT.
[63

(Chap. XIll,
XIII. art.
art. 29
29 RR)
(Chap.
RR)

§
§ 9.

Indication
Indication de
quence d
a utiliser
pour le
le trafic.
trafic.
de la
la Ire
frequence
utiliser pour
(1)
(1) L'appel,
L'appel, tel qu'il
'lull est
defini au
au numero
numero 616,
616, doit
doit etre
est defini
etre
suivi de l'abreviation
l'abreviation r6glementaire
reglementaire indiquant
et.
indiquant la
la frequence
frequence et,
si c'est utile, la classe
classe d'emission
que la
station appelante
appelante se
se
d'emission que
la station
propose d'utiliser pour transmettre
transmettre son
son trafic.
trafic.
(2)
Lorsque, par exception a
(2) Lorsque,
regle, I'appel
l'appel n'est
n'est
a cette
cette regle,
pas suivi de l'indication
l'indication de la
pas
la frequence
frequence a
utiliser pour
pour kl
lc
a utiliser
trafic:
trafic:
a)
appelante est
a) si la station appelante
est une
une station
terrestre,
station terrestre,
c'est que
que cette station se propose
propose d'utiliser
d'utiliser pour
pour
frequence normale
le trafic
trafic sa frequence
de travail
travail indiquee
indiquee
normale de
dans la nomenclature;
nomenclature;

626
626

b) si la station appelante
appelante est
est une
une station
mobile,
station mobile,
c'est que la frequence
frequence a
autiliser
utiliser pour
pour le
est
le trafic
trafic est
a choisir
choisir par
appel6e parmi les
par la station appelee
les frefrequences sur lesquelles
quences
lesquelles la station
station appelante
appelante peut
peut
emettre.
emettre.

627
627

§§ 10.
Indication
10.
Indication du nombre de radiotelegrammes
radiotelegrammes ou
on de
de la
la
transmission par
transmission
par series.
series.

628
628

(1) Lorsque
Lorsque la station appelante
(1)
appelante aa plus
plus d'un
d'un radioteleradiotelegramme
a
gramme a transmettre
transmettre a
a la
la station
les signaux
signaux preprestation appelee,
appelee, les
paratoires
precedents sont suivis
paratoires precedents
de l'abreviation
l'abreviation reglemensuivis de
reglementaire et
chiffre sp6cifiant
taire
et du
du chiffre
specifiant le nombre de
de ces
radiotelegramces radiotelegrammes.

629
629

(2)
De plus,
plus, lorsque la station appelante
appelante desire
(2) De
desire transtransmettre ses radiotelegrammes
radiotelegrammes par
par series,
mettre
series, elle
en ajouajouelle l'indique
l'indique en
tant
tant l'abreviation
l'abreviation reglementaire
reglementaire pour demander
demander le
le consenteconsentement de la station appelee.
appelee.

630

§
§ 11.

Forme de la
Forme
la reponse
reponse 41
l'appel.
d l'appel.
La
La r6ponse
reponse a
a l'appel est constituee
constituee comme
comme suit:
suit:
- trois
fois, au
I'indicatif d'appel de la
—
trois fois,
au plus, l'indicatif
la station
station
appelante;
appelante;
- le
le mot
—
DE;
mot DE;
- Pindicatif
Findicatif d'appel de la
—
appelee.
la station
station appelee.

63 S
STAT.]
TAT.]

MULTILATERAL-TELECOM.3IUNICATIONS-OCT. 2,
MULTILATERAI—TELECOMMUNICATIONS—OCT.
2, 1947
1947

(Chapter XIII, art.
(Chapter
art. 29 RR)

(62a430)
(611-430)

622

§ 9.
§

623

(1) The call, as described
(1)
described in 616, must be followed
followed by
the service
service abbreviation
abbreviation indicating
indicating the frequency
frequency and, if useful, the class of emission which
which the calling station proposes
transmission of its traffic.
to use for the transmission

624

exception to this rule, the call is not
(2) When, as an exception
followed by an indication
frequency to be used for the
indication of the frequency
traffic:
traffic:
a) if the calling station is a
a land
land station: it indicates that this station proposes to use for traffic
its normal working frequency
frequency indicated
indicated in the
list of stations.
b) if the calling station is a
amobile
mobile station: it indicates that the frequency to be used for traffic
is to be chosen by the station called
called from
amongst the frequencies
frequencies on which the calling
calling
station can transmit.

625

626

Indication of the Frequency
Frequency to be Used for Traffic.
Indication

627

Indication of the Number of Radiotelegrams
of
§§ 10.
Indication
Radiotelegrams or of
Transmission in Series.
Series.
Transmission

628

(1)
(1) When the calling station has more than one radiotelegram to transmit
called, the above mentioned
transmit to the station called,
preparatory signals are followed by the service
service abbreviation
abbreviation
preparatory
and the figure giving the number of such radiotelegrams.
radiotelegrams.

629

(2)
send
(2) Moreover,
Moreover, when the calling station wishes to send
indicates this by adding the
its radiotelegrams
radiotelegrams in series, it indicates
service abbreviation for requesting
requesting the consent of the station
service
called.

630

§§ 11.

Calls.
Form of Reply to Calls.
Form
made as follows:
follows:
The reply to
to calls
calls is
is made
station, not more than
-- call sign of the calling station,
times;
three times;
word DE;
- the
the word
DE;
call sign
sign of
of the
the station
- call
station called.
called.

1831
1831

1832

TREATIES
TREATIES

(01-643)
(1-4u8)

STAT.
[63 STAT.

(Chap. XIII.
art.
29 BR)
RR)
(Casp.
XU
at. 29

631

§§ 12.

632

(1) Pour transmettre
transmettre la r6ponse
(1)
reponse aux appels
appels et
et aux
aux sisignaux pr6paratoires,
preparatoires, la station appelee
appelee emploie
emploie la
la fr6quence
frequence
sur laquelle doit veiller la station appelante, A
a moins
moms que
que Is
la
station appelante n'ait design6
designe une frequence
frequence pour
pour la
la reponse.
reponse.

633
634

Frequence de
reponse.
Frequence
de riponse.

(2) Par exception
exception a
(2)
regle:
a cette regle:
a) quand une station mobile appelle
appelle une
une station
c8station c6tiere sur la frequence
frequence 143 kc/s, Is
cotiere
la station c6tiere
transmet la reponse
r6ponse A
a l'appel stir
frequence
sur sa frequence
normale de travail des bandes de 110 a
normale
A160 kc/s,
telle qu'elle
qu'elle est indiquee
indiquee dans la nomenclature;
nomenclature;

635

quand une station mobile
b) quand
mobile appelle une
une station
station cocoti6re
dans
tare
l'une des bandes
bandes autorisees
autorisees pour
pour la
radiotelegraphie
radiotelegraphie entre
entre 4
4 000 et 23 000 kc/s, la
station cotiere
transmet la reponse
cotiere transmet
reponse a
sur
a l'appel sur
frequence normale
normale de travail de la mime
sa frequence
meme
bande; cette frequence
frequence est
indiquee dans
la
eat indiqu6e
dans la
nomenclature.

636
636

§§ 13.

637

(1) Si la station appelee
appelee est d'accord avec
station
avec la
la station
appelante, elle transmet:

638
639
639

Accord sur la frequence 4dutiliser
utiliser pour
pour le
is trafic.
traftc.

a) la reponse
reponse a
l'appel;
a l'appel;
b) l'abreviation
l'abreviation reglementaire
reglementaire indiquant
indiquant qu'A
qu'a partir
partir
de ce moment elle ecoute sur la frequence
anfrequence annoncee par la station appelante;
appelante;
640
c) eventuellement,
eventuellement, lea indications
indications pr6vues
prevues au
au
numero 648;
648;
641
d) la lettre K,
appelee est prate &
641
X, si la station appelee
recevoir
recevoir le trafic
trafic de la station appelante;
appelante;
642
c) si c'est utile, l'abr6viation
642
e)
l'abreviation reglementaire
reglementaire et
et le
le
chiffre indiquant la force et/ou la lisibilit6
lisibilite des
des
signaux recus
recut; (voir I'appendice
l'appendice 9);
9) ;
643
(2) Si
la station
643
(2)
Si la
station appelee
appelee n'est pas d'accord
d'accord avec la
is station
appelante
sur
l'emploi
de la frequence
tion appelante sur
frequence resultant des dispositions
numras 623
62 et 624, elle
positions des numerce
elle tranmet:
transmit:

6f3 STAT.]
63
STAT.]

MULTILATERAI-TELECOMMUINICATIONS-OCT.
MULTI
LATE RA L— T ELECOMMUN ICATIONS— OCT. 2, 1947
1947

(Chapter XIII,
XII1, art.
(Chapter
art. 29 RR)
RR)

(631-443)
(631-441)

631

§§ 12.

632

(1)
(1) For transmitting the reply
reply to calls and to preparapreparatory signals, the station called uses the frequency
frequency on which
the calling station must keep watch, unless
unless the calling
calling station has specified aafrequency
frequency for the
the reply.
(2) As an exception to this rule:
a) When a
a mobile station calls a
a coast station on
the frequency
frequency 143 kc/s, the coast station shall
shall
transmit the reply to the call on its normal
normal working frequency
frequency in the bands between
110 and 160
between 110
160
kc/s, as indicated in the List of Coast and
and Ship
Ship
Stations.
Stations.
b) When a
a mobile station
station calls a
a coast
coast station
station in
in
one of the bands authorized
authorized for
for radiotelegraphy
radiotelegraphy
between
4 000 and 23 000 kc/s, the coast station
between 4
shall transmit the reply
to the
the call
call on
on its
reply to
its normal
normal
working frequency in the same band, this
this frequency
indicated in the List of Coast and
quency being
being indicated
Ship Stations.

633
634

635

636
637
638

639

640

641
642

643

§§ 13.
18.

Frequency
Reply.
Frequency for
for Reply.

Agreement on
to be
be Used
Used for
for Traffic.
Traffic.
on the
the Frequency
Frequency to

(1) If the station called is in agreement
agreement with the calling
calling
transmits:
station, it transmits:
a)
a) the reply to the call;
call;
from
b) the service abbreviation
abbreviation indicating
indicating that
that from
that moment onwards
listen on
the frefreonwards it
it will
will listen
on the
quency announced
station;
announced by the calling
calling station;
c) if necessary, the indications
referred to in 648;
c)
indications referred
648;
d) the letter K if the station
station called
called is ready
ready to receive the traffic
traffic of the calling station;
station;
e) if useful, the service
service abbreviation
abbreviation and
figure
and figure
indicating the strength and/or readability
readability of
the signals received
appendix 9).
9).
received (see appendix
(2)
If
the
station
called
is
(2) If
not in agreement
agreement with the
calling station on the frequency
frequency to be employed as the result
result
of the arrangements
arrangements under 623 and 624, it
it transmits:
transmits:

1833
1833

1834

TREATIES
TREATIES

(644-651)
(644-651)

644
645
645

646
646
647
647

648
648

[63 STAT.
STAT.
[63

(Chap. XIII, art.
art. 29
29 RR)
RR)

a) la reponse
reponse aa I'appel;
l'appel;
b) I'abreviation
reglementaire indiquant
l'abreviation reglementaire
indiquant la
la frefrquence et, si c'est utile, la classe
classe d'emission
d'emission
demandees;
demandees;
c) eventuellement,
eventuellement, les indications
indications pr6vues
prevues au
au
num6ro
numero 648.
(3)
l'accord est realis6
(3) Lorsque l'acc,ord
realise sur la
la frequence
frequence que
que
devra employer la station appelante
appelante pour son trafic,
trafic, la
station
la station
appelee transmet la lettre K
K aa la suite des
indications concondes indications
tenues dans sa reponse.
reponse.
§ 14.
14.
§

Reponse a la demande
demande de transmission
transmission par
par series.
series.

La
appelee, repondant aaune station appelante
La station appelee,repondant
appelante
qui
a
demande
a transmettre
qui a
a
transmettre ses radiotelegrammes
radiotelegrammes par
series
par series
(numero
indique, au
(numero 629), indique,
an moyen de
l'abreviatiOn reglemende l'abr6viation
reglementaire,
son acceptation
acceptation ou son refus. Dans le
taire, son
le premier
premier cas,
cas, elle
elle
specifie,
s'il
y
a
lieu,
le
nombre
des radiot6legrammes
specffle,
ya
radiotelegrammes qu'elle
qu'elle
est peke
prete a
a recevoir
recevoir en une s6rie.
serie.
649
649

§§ 15.

650
650

(1)
(1) Si la station appelee
appelee est empechee
empechee de
elle
de recevoir,
recevoir, elle
repond
a l'appel
repond a
l'appel comme
comme il est indique au num6ro
numero 636,
mais elle
elle
636, mais

Difficultes
Difficult& de
de reception.
reception.

remplace la lettre K
signal. .-....
remplace
K par le signal
.

(attente) suivi
(attente)
suivi d'un
d'un

nombre indiquant
indiquant en minutes
nombre
minutes la duree
duree probable
probable de
de l'attente.
l'attente.
Si cette duree probable
probable depasse
Si
&passe 10 minutes
minutes (5
minutes
(5 minutes dans
dans

le
cas oü
oii une station d'aeronef
le cas
d'aeronef communique
communique avec
avec une
une station
station
du
service
maritime), I'attente
du service mobile maritime),
l'attente doit etre
motivee.
8tre motiv6e.
651
651

(2)
Lorsqu'une station recoit
(2) Lorsqu'une
recoit un appel sans etre certaine
certaine
qu'il
lui
est
destine,
qu'il
destine, elle ne doit pas repondre
repondre avant
avant que
que cet
cet
appel
ete repete
appel ait
ait ete
retake et compris. Lorsque,
Lorsque, d'autre
part, une
une
d'autre part,
station recoit un
un appel
station recoit
appel qui lui est destine,
destine, mais a
a des doutes
sur
1'indicatif
d'appel
de la station appelante, elle
sur l'indicatif
elle doit
doit
repondre
immediatement en utilisant l'abreviation
l'abreviation r6glemenrepondre immediatement
reglementaire
taire au lieu de l'indicatif
l'indicatif d'appel de cette derniere
derniere station.
station.

STAT.]
63 S
TAT.]

MULTILATEAT
-TELECOMIAMUNICATIONS-OCT.
MULTILATERAL—
TELECOMMUNICATIONS— OCT. 2, 1947

(Chapter XIII,
RR)
(Chapter
XIII, art.
art. 29
29 RR)

644
645

646
647

648

(644651)
(644-651)

a) the reply to the call;
call;

b) the service abbreviation
indicating the frequency
abbreviation indicating
frequency
and, if useful, the class
class of emission proposed;
proposed;
c)
necessary, the indications
c) if necessary,
indications specified
specified in 648.
(3) When agreement
(3)
agreement is reached regarding
regarding the frequency which the calling station shall use for its traffic, the
station called transmits the letter K
K after
after the indications
indications contained in its reply.
§ 14.
§

Reply to the Request for Transmission
Transmission by Series.
Series.

replying to a
a calling staThe station called, in
in replying
tion which
radiotelegrams by
which has proposed
proposed to transmit
transmit its radiotelegrams
series (629),
(629), indicates, by means of the service
service abbreviation,
abbreviation,
acceptance or refusal.
its acceptance
refusal. In the former case it specifies, if
if
necessary,
necessary, the number of radiotelegrams
radiotelegrams which it is ready to
receive in one series.

649

§§ 15.

Difficulties
in Reception.
Difficulties in

650
650

(1) If the
prevented from receiving,
it
(1)
the station called
called is
is prevented
receiving, it
replies to the call as indicated
indicated in 636, but it replaces
replaces the letter
letter
K by the signal ..-.. ... (wait),
K
(wait), followed
followed by
indiby aa number
number indicating in minutes the probable
probable duration
duration of the waiting time.
If the probable duration exceeds
exceeds 10 minutes (5
(5 minutes in
the case of aircraft
aircraft stations communicating
communicating with
with stations
stations of
of
the maritime mobile service),
service), the reason
reason for the delay
delay must
must
be given.

651

(2)
receives a
without being certain
certain
(2) When a
a station receives
a call without
that such a
a call is intended for it, it must not reply
reply until the
call has been repeated
repeated and understood.
understood. When, on
other
on the other
receives a
a call which
which is intended
intended for it, but
hand, aa station receives
but is
uncertain of the call sign of the calling station,
station, it must
must reply
uncertain
immediately, using the service
service abbreviation
abbreviation in place of the call
sign of this latter station.

81939
it
35
11---35
0-52-PT.
819339 0-52-PT.

1835
1835

1836
1836

TREATIES
TREATIES

(Chap. XIII,
XIII, art.
art. 29
29 RR)
KR)
(Chap.

(652-658)
(652-658)
Section IV.
IV.
652

653
653

654
654

655
655
656
656

[63
[63 S
TAT.
STAT.

Acheminement du
trafic.
Acheminement
du trafic.

§
§ 16.

Frequence de
Frequence
de trafic.
trafic.
(1) Chaque
Chaque station du service mobile transmet
transmet son
son trafic
trafic
en employant, en principe, une de ses frequences
travail
frequences de
de travail
indiquees dans la nomenclature
nomenclature pour la
indiquees
la bande
bande dans
dans laquelle
laquelle
l'appel a
a eu lieu.
(2) En plus de sa frequence
frequence normale
normale de travail,
travail, impriimprim6e
en
caracteres
mee
caracteres gras dans la nomenclature,
nomenclature, chaque station
station
peut employer une ou plusieurs
plusieurs frequences
de
frequences supplementaires
supplementaires de
la meme bande, conform6ment
conformement aux dispositions
dispositions de
de l'article
l'article 33.
33.
(3)
l'exception du trafic
(3) A l'exception
trafic de detresse (voir
(voir l'article
l'article 33),
33),
l'emploi des frequences
frequences comprises
comprises dans les bandes
l'emploi
bandes reservees
reservees
a l'appel eat
est interdit pour le trafic.
transmission d'un radiotelegramme
(4) Si la transmission
radiotelegramme aa lieu
lieu sur
sur
une
autre
fr6quence
et/ou
une
frequence
une autre classe
d'emission que
classe d'emission
que
celles sur lesquelles
lesquelles l'appel a
Re fait,
transmission eat
a ete
fait, cette
cette transmission
est
precedee:
prc6d6ee:
-— de trois fois, au plus, l'indicatif
de la
la stastaI'indicatif d'appel
d'appel de
tion appelee;
appel6e;

- du
—
mot DE;
du mot
DE;

- de trois fois,
—
fois, au plus, l'indicatif
l'indicatif d'appel
d'appel de
de la
stala station appelante.
appelante.
657
657

(5)
transmission a
a lieu sur les memes
(5) Si la transmission
frequence et
et
memes frequence
classe
l'appel, la transmission
classe d'6mission
d'emission que l'appel,
transmission du
radioteledu radiotelegramme est precedee,
precedee, si c'est necessaire:
necessaire:
-— de l'indicatif
l'indicatif d'appel de la station appelee;
appelee;
-— du mot
mot DE;
DE;

- de l'indicatif
—
l'indicatif d'appel de la station
station appelante.
appelante.
658
658

§
§ 17.

Numerotage par
Numerotage
par series
quotidiennes.
series quotidiennes.

En regle
generale, les
les-radiot6legrammes
En
regle generale,
radiotelegrammes de toute
toute nanature
transmis
par
les
stations
ture transmis par les stations de navire et les radiotelegramradiotelegrammes
de correspondance
publique transmis
mes de
correspondance publique
transmis par les stations
stations
d'aeronef
sont
numerot6s
d'aeronef
numerotes par series quotidiennes,
quotidiennes, en
en donnant
donnant
le numero
numero 1
1 au premier radiotelegramme
radiotelegramme transmis chaque
le
chaque jour
jour
i chaque station terrestre
terrestre differente.
differente.

63 S
STAT.]
TAT.]

MULTILATERAI-TELECOMMUNICATIONS-OCT.
MULT
ILATERAL— TELECOMMUNICATION S— OCT. 2.
1947
2. 1947

(Chapter XIII.
XIII, art. 29 RR)
RR)
Section IV.

652

§§ 16.

(65Z-4SM
(652458)

Forwarding (Routing)
Forwarding
(Routing) of
of Traffic
Traffic

Traffic Frequency.
Frequency.

653

(1) Every station of the mobile service
(1)
service uses, in principle, for the transmission
transmission of its traffic,
traffic, one of its working
working frequencies as indicated in the list of stations, for the band
band in
in
which the call
which
call has been made.
made.
(2)
654
(2) In addition to its normal
normal working
working frequency,
printed
frequency, printed
in heavy type in the list of stations, every
every station
may use
use
station may
supplementary frequencies
one or more supplementary
frequencies in the same band, in
provisions of article
conformity with
with the provisions
article 33.
655
(3)
(3) The use of frequencies
frequencies in the bands
bands reserved
for
reserved for
calling is forbidden for traffic
traffic with the
the exception
exception of
of distress
distress
traffic (see article 33).
33).
656
(4) If
If the transmission
transmission of a
a radiotelegram
radiotelegram takes place
a frequency
frequency and/or class of emission other than that on
on a
on
which the call has been made the transmission
transmission of the radiotelegram is preceded by:
by:
- call sign of the station
—
station called,
called, not more than three
times;
the word
DE;
-— the
word DE;

- call sign of the calling station, not more than
—
three times.
657

(5)
(5) If the transmission
transmission is made on the same frequency
frequency
and class of emission
emission as the call.
call, the transmission of
of the
the radioradiotelegram is preceded,
telegram
preceded, if need be by:
-— the call sign of the station called;
called;
—
the word
- the
word DE;
DE;

-— call sign of the calling
calling station.

658 §§ 17.

Series.
Numbering in Daily
Daily Seris.

As a
a general rule radiotelegraras
transradiotelegrams of all kinds transmitted by ship stations and radiotelegrams
radiotelegrams in the service of
of
public correspondence
correspondence transmitted
aircraft stations
are to
to
transmitted by aircraft
stations are
be numbered
numbered in a
a daily series, number
number 1
being given to the
1 being
the
first radiotelegram
radiotelegram sent each day
station.
day to each separate land
land station.

1837
1837

1838

[63 STAT.
STAT.

TREATIES
TREATIES

(Chap.
srt. 29
29 RR)
RR)
(Chap XIII,
xm, at.

(659-666)
(659--66)

659

§§ 18.

radiotelegrammea.
Longs radiotdldgrammes.

660

(1)
(1) En principe, tout radiot6elgramme
radiotelegramme contenant
contenant plus
plus
de 100 mots est consid6r6
considere comme formant une
eerie, ou
on met
une serie,
met
fin aa la aerie
serie en cours de transmission.
transmission.
661
(2)
ou les
661
(2) Dans le cas oil
lee deux stations sont pourvues
pourvues de
de
permettant de passer
dispositifs leur permettant
passer de l'emission
remission a
a la
recepla r6ception sans manceuvre
commutation, la station
manceuvre de commutation,
station transmettrice
transmettrice
peut poursuivre
poursuivre sa transmission
transmission jusqu'a
jusqu'a ce
que le
le trafic
trafic ait
ait
ce que
ete
ete ecoule
ecoule en totalite ou
on jusqu'a ce que la station receptrice
receptrice
l'ihterrompe au moyen de rabreviation
l'ihterrompe
reglementaire BK.
BK.
l'abreviation r6glementaire
Au pr6alable,
prealabIe, les deux stations se mettent
mettent generalement
generalement
d'accord sur une telle methode
m6thode de travail
travail au moyen de
de l'abrerabreviation reglementaire
QSK.
r6glementaire QSK.
662
(3)
m6thode de travail ne
(3) Si cette
cette methode
etre ememne peut pas
pas 8tre
ployee, les longs radiotelegrammes,
radiotelegrammes, tant ceux
langage clair
clair
ceux en
en langage
que ceux en langage
langage convenu
convenu on
en regle
regle generale,
generale,
ou chiffre, sont, en
transmis paii
pai tranches, chaque tranche
tranche contenant
contenant 50
50 mots
mots
dans le cas du langage
langage clair
clair et 20 mots ou groupes
groupes dans
dans le
le
cas du langage
convenu ou chiffre.
langage convenu
663
(4) A
A la fin de chaque
663
(4)
chaque tranche,
tranche, le signal .. —..(?)
(?)
signifiant
"avez-vous bien regu le radiot6elgramme
signifiant "avez-vous
radiotelegramme jusqu'ici?"
jusqu'ici?"
est transmis. Si la
/a tranche a
regue, la
la station
station
a ete correctement
correctement regue,
receptrice r6pond
transmettant la lettre
receptrice
repond en transmettant
lettre K,
K, et
et la
la transmistransmission du radiotelegramme
radiotelegramme est poursuivie.
poursuivie.
664

§ 19.
§

Suspension du trafic.
Suspension
trafic.

Lorsqu'une
Lorsqu'une station du service
service mobile transmet
transmet sur
sur
une frequence
frequence de travail
travail d'une station
une
station terrestre
terrestre et
et brouille
brouille
ainsi les
lee emissions de ladite
ladite station terrestre,
terrestre, elle
elle doit
susdoit suspendre
son
travail
a
la
premiere
pendre
a premiere demande
demande de cette derniere.
derniere.
Section V.
Section
665
666
666

§ 20.
§

Fin du trafle
trafic et du
du travail.

Signal
Signal de fin de transmission.
transmission.
(1) La transmission
(1)
transmission d'un radiotelegramme
radiotelegramme se
se termine
termine

par
le signal
par le
signal

..

. -. . (fin
(fin de
transmission), suivi
suivi de
de
de transmission),

l'indicatif
l'indicatif d'appel de la station transmettrice
transmettrice et
et de
de la
la lettre
lettre K.
K.

63 STAT.]
STAT.]

MULTILATERAL-TELECOMMUNICATIONS-OCT.
MULTILATERAL—
TELECOMMUNICATIONS— OCT. 2,
2, 1947
1947

(Chapter
art. 29 RR)
RR)
(Chapter XIm
RIR, art.

(659-666)
(659-66)

659

§ 18.
§

660

(1) In principle,
principle, any radiotelegram
radiotelegram containing
containing more
regarded as forming aa series, or terminates
than 100 words is regarded
a series already
a
already in course of transmission.

661

(2) In cases where both stations are able to change
(2)
from sending
sending to receiving
receiving without
without manual
manual switching, the
sending station may continue to send until all its traffic has
been sent or until the receiving
receiving station
station breaks in
in on the transmission with the service abbreviation
abbreviation BK. Before commencing, both stations normally agree on such aa method of working by means of the abbreviation
abbreviation QSK.
(3)
(3) If this method cannot be employed,
employed, long radioteleradiotelelanguage or in code or cypher, are,
grams, whether in plain language
as aageneral
general rule, to be transmitted
transmitted in sections,
each section
sections, each
containing
containing 50 words in the case of plain language
language and 20
words or groups if code or
cypher is
or cypher
is used.

662

663

Long Radiotelegrams.
Radiotelegrams.

(4) At the end of each section
(4)
section the signal..
signal. -

(?)
.. .(?)

meaning "Have you received the radiotelegram
radiotelegram correctly
correctly up
up to
this point?" is transmitted.
transmitted. If the section has been
been correctly
correctly
received, the receiving
teceived,
station replies by sending
sending the letter
letter K
K
receiving station
and the transmission
radiotelegram is
continued.
transmission of the radiotelegram
is continued.
664

§
§ 19.

Suspension of
Suspension
of Traffic.

a station of the mobile
When a
mobile service transmits
transmits on aa
working frequency of a
aland station
station and so causes
causes interference
with the transmission
transmission of such land station, it
it must suspend
working at the first request of the latter.
Section
V. End
End of
Traffic and
and Work
Work
Section V.
of Traffic
665
666

§
§ 20.

Signal
for the
End of
Transmission.
Signal for
the End
of Transmission.
(1)
transmission of
of a
a radiotelegram
radiotelegram is
is terminated
terminated
(1) The transmission

by the signal

(end of
of transmission),
followed by
by
.•—
- •-— *• (end
transmission), followed
the call sign of the sending station
station and the letter K.

1839

1840

TREATIES
TREATIES

(bap.. XIIL
xm, art.
RR)
(CbO
rt. sa
" RR)

("7-C7)
(061-175)

667

[63 STAT.
STAT.
[63

(2) Dana
transmission par
par series,
series, la
la fin
fin de
de
Dans le cas d'une transmission

radiotelegramme eat
chaque radiotelegramme
par le
le slams"
eat indiquee
indiquee par
signal - . . et
et
la fin de chaque serie
is
aerie par l'indicatif d'appel
d'appel de
de la
is station
station
transmettrice et la
transmettrice
la lettre
lettre K
K.

668

§§ 21.

Accuse
Accuse de reception.
reception.
669
(1) L'accuse
L'accuse de reception
(1)
reception d'un radiotelegramme
eat
radiotelegramme eat
donne en transmettant
R, suivie
suivie du
numero du
du radioradiotransmettant la
la lettre
lettre R,
du numero
telegramme.
accuse de reception
telegramme. Cet accuse
reception est
eat precede
formule
precede de la
la formule
suivante:
suivante:
- l'indicatif
I'indicatif d'appel
—
station qui
qui aatransmis;
transmis;
d'appel de la station
DE;
-— le
le mot
mot DE;

670

-— l'indicatif
1'indicatif d'appel
d'appel de la station qui
qui a
a recu.
recu.
(2)
reception d'une serie
(2) L'accuse
L'accuse de reception
aerie de
de radioteleradioteleest donn6
grammes eat
donne en transmettant
lettre R,
R, suivie
suivie du
transmettant Is
la lettre
du
numero du dernier
dernier radiotelegramme
(Jet
accuse
radiotelegramme recu.
renu. Cet accuse de
de
reception eat
est precede
precede de la formule
indiquee an
numero
formule indiquee
au numero

669.
669.

671

(3)
L'accus6 de reception
(3) L'accuse
reception est transmis par
par .Is
station
la station
receptrice sur la frequence
frequence sur laquelle
laquelle elle a
arepondu
repondu a
aI'appel
l'appel
(voir le numero
631).
numero 631).

672

§§ 22.

673

Fin du travail.
travail.
Fin
(1) La fin du travail
travail entre deux
(1)
deux stations eat
indiquee
est indiquee

par chacune
chacune d'elles au moyen
moyen du
du signal
signal ...••-

674
674
675
675

.

(fin du
du
(fin

travail) suivi de son propre
propre indicatif
indicatif d'appel.
(2) Pour ces signaux, la station
(2)
station emettrice
emettrice continue
continue I
a
utiliser sa
frequence
de
travail
as frequence
travail et la
is station receptrice
receptrice la
is
frequence
reponse ais 1'appel.
frequence de reponse
l'appel.
(3) Le signal
signal •
..- •
utilise:

•-

(fin du travail) eat aussi
&used

- I
i is
la fin de toute transmission
—
transmission de radiotelegrammes
radiotelegrammes
d'information
generale,
d'avis
generaux
d'information generale,
generaux de secuseend'informations meteorologiques;
rite et d'informations
meteorologiques;
-— iI la fin de la transmission
transmission dans le service
service des
des
radiocommunications a
a grande
radiocommunications
grande distance
distance avec accuse de reception
reception differe
difTere ou
on sans accuse
accuse de
de r&e
reception.

63 S
STAT.]
TAT.]

MULTILATER.AITELECOMMUNICATION-OCT.
MULTILATERAL—
TELECOMMUNICATIONS— OCT. 2,
2, 1947
1947

(Chapter XIII, art.
art. 29 RRJ
(Chapter
RR)
667

(667-476)
(667-676)

(2) In the case of transmission
each
(2)
transmission by series, the end
end of each
rad.otelegram
radlotelegram is indicated by the signal
signal ..-

.
the end
. —u
-. and the
end
of the series by the call sign of the sending station and the
letter K.

668

§
§ 21.

Acknowledgment of Receipt.

669

(1) The acknowledgment
(1)
acknowledgment of receipt of a
radiotelegram
a radiotelegram
transmitting the letter R, followed
followed by the number
number
is given by transmitting
of the radiotelegram.
receipt is
acknowledgment of receipt
radiotelegram. Such acknowledgment
preceded by the following
following formula:
formula:
- call sign of the station which
which has been sending;
sending;
DE;
- the word
word DE;
station which has been receiving.
receiving.
- call sign of the station

670

671

672
673
673

(2)
acknowledgment of receipt of a
a series of radio(2) The acknowledgment
telegrams is given by transmitting
transmitting the letter R, followed
followed by
telegrams
acknowlradiotelegram received.
received. Such acknowlthe number of the last radiotelegram
edgment of receipt is preceded
preceded by the above formula given
given
edgment
in 669.
(3) The acknowledgment
acknowledgment of receipt is transmitted
transmitted by
the receiving
station
on
the
frequency
used
for
the reply
reply to
to
the frequency
receiving
the
call
(see
631).
the call (see 631).
§
§ 22.

End of Work.
between two stations is indicated
(1) The end of work between

by each
of them
means of
of the
the signal
signal
by means
by
each of
them by

...-..

(end of
of
(end

work),
followed by its own call sign.
work), followed
674
674

(2) For these
these signals the
the sending
sending station
station continues
continues to
(2)
working frequency
receiving station the
frequency and the receiving
use the working
frequency
reply to the call.
frequency used for the reply

675
675

(3)
work) is
also used:
used:
is also
(end of
of work)
The signal
signal ..... - -. (end
(3) The
radiotelegrams of gen- when the transmission
transmission of radiotelegrams
meteorological information
information and
and
eral information,
information, meteorological
general safety notices is finished,
finished, and
general
transmission is ended in long distance ra- when transmission
diocommunication services with deferred
deferred acdiocommunication
knowledgment
acknowledgreceipt or without acknowledgknowledgment of receipt
ment of receipt.

1841
1841

1842

TREATIES
TREATIES

I63 STAT.
STAT.
[63

(Chap.
XIII, art.
30 RR)
RR)
(Chap. XIII,
art. 29,
29, 30

(676-681)
(676-681)

Section
VI. Duree
et contr6le
contrOle du
du travail.
Section VI.
Duree et
travail.
676

§ 23.
§
En aucun cas, dans
dans le service
la
service mobile maritime,
maritime, la
duree
duree du travail sur 500 kc/s ne doit depasser
&passer cinq minutes.
minutes.

677

§§ 24.
Dans lea
les communications
communications entre
Dana
entre station
station terrestre
terrestre et
et
station mobile, la station mobile se conforme aux instructions
instructions
donnees
terrestre pour tout ce qui aa trait A
donnees par la station terrestre
l'ordre
l'ordre et a
a l'heure
transmission, au
au choix
la frequence
frequence
l'heure de transmission,
choix de
de la
et de la classe d'emission, a
a la duree et a
du
a la suspension du
travail. Cette prescription
prescription ne s'applique pas aux
de
aux cas
cas de
detresse.
detresse.

678

§ 25.
Dans lea
les communications
§
Dana
communications entre stations mobiles,
mobiles, et
et
sauf dans le cas de detresse,
detresse, la station
Eitation appelee
appelee a
a le contr6le
controle
du travail
travail dans les
lea conditions indiquees
indiquees au numero
numero 677.
677.
Section
Section VII. Essais.

679

680

§§ 26.
Lorsqu'il
est n6cessaire
Lorsqu'il eat
necessaire pour une station
station mobile
mobile
d'emettre des signaux d'essai ou de reglage
de
reglage susceptibles de
brouiller le travail des stations
stations cotieres
c6tieres ou
ou aeronautiques
aeronautiques
voisines, le consentement
consentement de ces stations doit etre
etre obtenu
obtenu
avant d'effectuer
d'effectuer de telles emissions.
§ 27.
Lorsqu'il est necessaire
necessaire pour une station du service
§
mobile de faire des signaux d'essai,
d'essai, soit pour le
le reglage
reglage d'un
d'un

6metteur
emetteur avant
avant de transmettre
transmettre un appel, soit pour le reglage
reglage
d'un recepteur,
recepteur, ces signaux
signaux ne doivent pas durer plus de
de 10
10
secondes. Ils doivent etre constitues
constitues par une serie
secondes.
serie de VVV
VVV
suivie
de l'indicatif
l'indicatif d'appel de la station qui emet
suivie de
emet pour essais.
ARTICLE 30.
ARTICLE
Appela
Appels.
681

§ 1. (1)
(1) Les dispositions
dispositions du present article sont applicables
§
applicables
aeronautique, sauf dans
au service
service mobile
mobile aeronautique,
dans le cas
cas d'arranged'arrangements
particuliers
conclus
par
les
gouvernements
ments
lea gouvernements intkress6s.
interesses.

63 S
STAT.]
TAT.]

MULTILATERAL-TELECOMMUNICATIONS-OCT.
MULTILATERAL—
TELECOMDIUNICATIONS— OCT. 2, 1947
1947

(Chapter XIII, art.
art, 29, 30 RR)
RR)
Section VI.

(676-681)
(676681)

Duration and
and Control
Control of
Work
of Work

676

§§ 23.
In no case, in the maritime
maritime mobile service, must
must
working
working on 500 kc/s exceed 5
5 minutes.
minutes.

677

§§ 24.
In communication
communication between
between land stations and mobile
mobile
stations, the mobile station shall comply with the instructions
instructions
given by the land station, in all questions relating
relating to the order
order
and time of transmission, to the choice of frequency
frequency and of
of
the class of emission, and to the duration and suspension
suspension of
work. This provision
provision does not apply
apply to cases
cases of distress.

678

§ 25.
communication between mobile stations, except
§
In communication
except in
in
cases of distress, the station called controls the working
working in the
manner
manner indicated in 677.
Section VII. Tests
Section

679

§ 26.
§
Where it is necessary
station to send signecessary for aamobile station
nals for testing
testing or adjustment
adjustment which
which are liable to interfere
interfere
with the working of a
neighbouring coast
coast or aeronautical
aeronautical staa neighbouring
such
tion, the consent of the station must be obtained before
before such
signals are sent.
sent.

680

§
necessary for a
astation in the mobile ser§ 27.
When it is necessary
vice to make test signals, either for the adjustment
adjustment of aatransmitter before making a
acall or for the adjustment
adjustment of a
a receiver,
receiver,
they must not continue
continue for more than 10 seconds and must
must
be composed of a
aseries of VVV followed
followed by the call sign of
the station emitting the test signals.

ARTICLE
30
ARTICLE 30
Calls
Call
681
681

§
aeronautical mobile
service the procedure
procedure
mobile service
§ 1.
1. (1)
(1) In the aeronautical
contemplated in this article is applicable, except in the case
contemplated
agreements between
governof special
special arrangements
arrangements by
by agreements
between the governconcerned.
ments concerned.

1843
1843

1844

TREATIES
TREATIES

(682-90)
(682-690)
682

[63
TAT.
[63 S
STAT.

(Chap. XIII,
(Chap.
XII art.
art. SO
10 RR)
RA)

(2)
stations d'a6ronef,
d'aeroncf, lorsqu'elles communiquent
communiquent
(2) Les stations
avec des stations du service
service mobile maritime, doivent employer
employer
la procedure
procedure fixee par le present article.

incombe A
a la station mobile
mobile
683 §§ 22 (1) En regle generale,
generale, iiil incombe
d'etablir
d'etablir la communication
communication avec la station terrestre. Elle
Elle ne
peut appeler
a cet effet la station terrestre
appeler A
qu'apres etre arrivee
terrestre qu'apres
arriv6e
dans le rayon d'action de celle-ci.
celle-ci.
(2) Toutefois,
Toutefois, une station terrestre
qui a
adu trafic
trafic pour
pour
684
(2)
terrestre qui
une station mobile peut appeler
appeler cette station si elle est
eat en droit
droit
de supposer que ladite station mobile est
eat a
Asa portbe
port& et assure
l'ecoute.
685

§ 3. (1) Chaque station cotiere
§
c6tiere doit, de plus, dans toute la
la
mesure du possible, transmettre
transmettre sea appels
appels sous forme de
de
"listes
"Hates d'appels"
d'appels" form6es
formees des indicatifs d'appel, classes par
par
ordre alphabetique,
alphabetique, des stations mobiles
mobiles pour lesquelles
elle
lesquelles elle
aa du trafic en instance.
instance. Ces appels ont lieu A
des
moments
A des moments
determines ayant fait l'objet d'accords
determines
d'accords conclus
conclus entre
entre lea
admiles administrations interessees, espac6s
espaces de deux heures au moins
moms et de
quatre heures au plus, pendant lea
les heures d'ouverture de la
la
station cotiere.
cotiare.

686

(2)
transmettent ces listes d'appels
(2) Les stations c6tieres
cotieres transmettent
d'appels
frequence normale
sur leur frequence
normale de travail.

687

(3)
(3) Elles peuvent toutefois annoncer
annoncer cette transmission
transmission
par le bref preambule
preambule suivant
suivant emis sur une frequence d'appel:
d'appel:
- CQ DE
... (indicatif
(indicatif d'appel de la station
—
DE...
station appeappelante)

- QSW suivi de l'indication
l'indication de la frequence
—
frequence de travail sur laquelle
laquelle la liste
hate d'appels va etre transmise
transmise
aussitot apres.
aussitot
En aucun cas, ce preambule
preambule ne peut etre
etre repete.
(4) Les dispositions du numero
688
(4)
numero 687 sont obligatoires
obligatoires
lorsqu'il s'agit de la
frequence 500 kc/s.
Is frequence
(5) Elles ne s'appliquent
s'appliquent pas aux bandes
689
(5)
bandes de frequences
frequences
4 000 et 23 000 kc/s.
comprises entre 4
690
(6) Les heures auxquelles
(6)
auxquelles les
lea stations c6tieres
cotieres transmettent
leurs
listes
d'appels
ainsi
que lea frequences
mettent
hates
frequences et les
lea
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MULTILATERAL— TELECOMAIUNICATIONS— OCT. 2,
2, 1947
1947

(Chapter XIII, art.
art. 30 RR)
RR)

(682-690)
(682-)

682

(2)
(2) Aircraft stations when communicating
communicating with stations of the maritime mobile service must use the procedure
procedure
laid down in this article.

683

§§ 2. (1)
(1) As a
a general rule, it rests with the mobile station
to establish communication
communication with the land station. The mobile
mobile
station may call the land station, for this purpose, only after
after
coming within the range of action
action of the land station.
(2)
a land station
(2) However, a
station having traffic
traffic for a
a mobile
station may call this station if
if it has reason
reason to believe that
that
the mobile station is within range and is keeping
keeping watch.

684

685

§ 3. (1)
§
(1) In addition, every coast station
station must, so
so far
far as
as pracpracticable, transmit its calls in the form of "traffic
lists"
consist"traffic lists" consisting of the call signs in alphabetical
alphabetical order
order of all mobile
mobile stastations for which
they
have traffic
which
traffic on hand. These calls are
made at specified
specified times fixed by agreement
agreement between the adadministrations
concerned and at intervals
intervals of at least two hours
ministrations concerned
and not more than four hours during the working hours of
of
the coast station.

686

(2)
traffic lists
on their
(2) Coast stations transmit their
their traffic
lists on
their
normal working frequency.
frequency.

687

(3) They may, however, announce
by
announce this
this transmission
transmission by

preamble sent on a
the following brief preamble
calling frequency:
frequency:
a calling
—
- CQ DE ...
(call sign
sign of
the calling
calling station)
station)
. .
. (call
of the
-— QSW followed by the indication
working
indication of the working
frequency
frequency on which the traffic list is about to
to be
be
sent.
688

689
690

In no case may this preamble
preamble be
be repeated.
repeated.
(4) The provisions
obligatory where
where the
the
(4).
provisions of 687
687 are obligatory
frequency
frequency 500 kc/s is
is involved.
involved.
(5)
frequencies be(5) They do not apply to the bands of frequencies
tween 4
4000 and 23 000
tween
000 kc/s.
(6)
stations transmit
transmit their
their
(6) The hours at which coast
coast stations
frequencies and classes of emission
traffic lists and the frequencies
emission which
which

1845
1845

1846

TREATIES
TREATIES

(891-698)
(61-<s

[63 S
TAT.
[63
STAT.

(Chap. XII,
XIII, art.
art. 30
(Chap.
S RR)
RR)

d'emission qu'elles
classes d'emission
qu'elles utllisent
a cet effet, doivent
doivent 8tre
etre
utilisent A
mentionnees dans la nomenclature.
nomenclature.
691

(7)
(7) Les stations mobiles qui pergoivent
percoivent leur indicatif
indicatif
dans une liste d'appels
aussitet qu'elles
d'appels doivent repondre aussit6t
qu'elles le
le
peuvent, en observant
observant entre elles, autant
autant que possible, l'ordre
I'ordre
dans lequel elles ont
out ete appelees.
(8)
692
(8) Lorsque
Lorsque le traflc
trafic ne peut pas etre ecoule immediatement, la station c8tiere
cetiere fait connaltre
connaltre A
It chaque
chaque station
mobile
station mobile
interesse l'heure probable A
interessee
It laquelle le travail pourra
pourra comcommencer
mencer ainsi que, si cela est necessaire,
frequance et
et la
la classe
classe
necessaire, la frequence
d'emission qui seront utilisees
utilisees pour le travail avec
avec elle.
693

§ 4.
Lorsqu'une
§
Lorsqu'une station terrestre recoit
regoit pratiquement
pratiquement en
en
meme temps des appels
appels de plusieurs stations mobiles,
elle
mobiles, elle
decide de l'ordre
l'ordre dans lequel ces stations pourront
pourront lui transmettre leur trafic. Sa decision
decision doit
doit s'inspirer
s'inspirer uniquement
uniquement de
de
la necessite de permettre
permettre A
It chacune des stations appelantes
d'acheminer vers elle le plus grand
d'acheininer
grand nombre possible de radiotelegrammes.
telegrammes.

694 §§ 5. (1)
Lorsqu'une station appelee ne r6pond
(1) Lorsqu'une
repond pas
pas a
a l'appel
l'appel
6mis trois fois ItAdes intervalles
emis
intervalles de deux minutes, l'appel
doit
I'appel doit
cesser et il ne peut etre
repris
etre repris que 15 minutes plus tard.
tard.
695
(2)
Toutefois,
lorsqu'il
(2)
lorsqu'il s'agit d'une communication
communication entre
une station du service
service mobile maritime et une station d'aero
d'aero
nef, I'appel
8tre repris 55minutes
l'appel peut etre
minutes plus tard.
696
(3) Avant de renouveler
renouveler l'appel,
(3)
l'appel, la station appelante
doit s'assurer que la station appelee
dolt
appelee n'est pas en communicommunication avec
avec une autre station.
station.
697
(4) L'appel
L'appel peut etre
etre renouvele A
It des intervalles
intervalles moms
moins
longs s'il n'est pas A
craindre qu'il vienne brouiller des coma craindre
munications en cours.
698

§ 6. (1)
(1) Lors
§
Lore de l'etablissement
l'etablis.sement de sa premiere
communipremiere communication
avec
une
station
terrestre,
toute
station
mobile peut,
cation
terrestre,
peut, si
elle le juge
pour eviter toute confusion, transmettre
jugs utile _pour
transmettre son
son
nom en touted;
toutes letbee.
lettre*
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RR)
XIII, art.
art. 30 RR)
(Chapter XIII,

(691-648)
(691-498)

Coast
they use for this purpose must be stated in the List of Coast
and Ship Stations.
(7) Mobile stations which
691
which hear their call sign during
during
this transmission
transmission must reply as soon as they can do so, following as far as possible the order
order in which they are called.
called.
lowing
692
(8) When the traffic cannot
cannot be sent immediately, the
692
coast
mobile station concerned
concerned of the
informs each mobile
station informs
coast station
probable time at which
which working
working can begin, and also, if necesfrequency and class of emission which will be used
sary, the frequency
for working with it.
693
693

§
When
several moreceives calls from several
station receives
land station
a land
When a
§ 4.
bile
it decides the order
order
stations at practically the same time, it
bile stations
in which
may transmit their traffic. This decistations may
these stations
which these
in
sion
based solely on the necessity
necessity for allowing each
each of thethe
is based
sion is
calling stations
greatest number
radiotelenumber of radioteleclear the greatest
to clear
stations to
calling
grams.

694
694

(1) When
station called
called does not reply to a
a call sent
a station
When a
5. (1)
§§ 5.
calling
three
times
at
intervals
of
two
minutes,
the
must
three times at intervals of two
cease
and
must
not
be
renewed
until
after
an
of
interval
an
cease and must not be renewed until after

695
695

696
696

697
697

696
698

fifteen minutes.
(2)
However, in
in the
the case
of a
a communication
communication between
between.
case of
(2) However,
a
station
of
the
maritime
mobile
service
and
an
aircraft
a station of the maritime mobile service and an aircraft station,
renewed after
interval of five minutes.
after an interval
be renewed
may be
calling may
tion, calling
(3) Before
the call,
the calling station must
must
call, the
renewing the
Before renewing
(3)
ascertain that
that the
station called
called is
communication with
in communication
not in
is not
the station
ascertain
another
another station.
(4) The
The call
call may
may be
be repeated
repeated at
at shorter
shorter intervals
intervals if
if
(4)
there
is no
no reason
to believe
believe that
it will
will interfere
interfere with comcomthat it
reason to
there is
munication
progress.
in progress.
munication in
§
(1) When
communication is
first established
with a
land
a land
established with
is first
When communication
6. (1)
§ 6.
station,
any mobile
mobile station
may, if it
deems it
it advisable in.
it deems
station may,
station, any
order to
to avoid
avoid confusion,
confusion, transmit
in full.
full.
name in
its name
transmit its
order

1847

1848

[63 STAT.
STAT.
[63

TREATIES
TREATIES

699-707)
(699-707)

699
699

(Chap. Rill,
SO, 21
(Chap.
XIII, art.
art. SO,
1 aft)
3t)

(2) Lorsque le nom et l'adresse
l'adresse de
de l'exploitant
l'exploitant d'une
d'une
station mobile ne sont pas mentionnes
la nomenclature
nomenclature ou
mentionnes dans
dans la
ou
ne sont plus en concordance
concordance avec lee
de celle-ci,
celle-ci, il
ii
lea indications
indications de
appartient A
appartient
A la station mobile de
de donner
d'office
A
la
station
donner d'office a la station
terrestre
a laquelle
laquelle elle transmet du trafic
terrestre I
thus les
lee renseignerenseignetrafic tous
ments
ments necessaires
necessaires sous ce rapport. A
A cette fin, elle utilise
utilise lea
les
abreviations
abreviations reglementaires
reglementaires appropriees.
appropriees.

700
700

§§ 7.
7. (1)
(1) La station terrestre peut, au moyen de
de l'abreviation
l'abreviation
PTR, demander
demander A
A la station mobile de
lee indicaindicade lui fournir
fournir lee
tions suivantes:
suivantes:
701
a) distance
701
a)
distance approximative
approximative en milles
milks nautiques
nautiques et
et rerelAvement
levement par rapport
rapport a
Ala station terrestre,
positerrestre, position indiquee
indiquee par la latitude
latitude et
et la
la longitude
longitude
(Greenwich),
(Greenwich), route
route et vitesse;
vitesse;
702
b) prochain lieu
d'escale.
lieu d'escale.
703
(2) Les indications visees
703
(2)
visees au
numero 700
700 sont
fournies
au numero
sont fournies
apres autorisation
apres
autorisation du commandant
commandant ou
de
la
personne
resou de la personne responsable
du
vehicule
portant
ponsable
portant la
Is station mobile.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE 31.
31.
Appel general "A
"A tous".
tous".
704
704
706
706
706
706
707
707

§ L
§
1.
connus:
connua:

Deux types
types de signaux
aignaux d'appel "a
"A tous"
thus" sont
resont rea)
a) appel CQ suivi de la lettre
lettre K
lee numeros
numeros
K (voir les
707
707 et 708),
708),
b)
appel CQ
CQ non
non suivi de la lettre K
b) appel
K (voir
(voir le numero
numero
709) .
709).

§ 2.
Lee stations qui desirent entrer en communication
§
2.
Les
communication
avec
du service
avec des
des stations
stations du
service mobile, sans
sans toutefois
toutefois connaItre
connaltre le
le
nom
de
celles
de
ces
stations
qui
sont
dans
leur
nom de celles de ces stations
leur rayon
rayon d'action,
d'action,
peuvent employer
employer le signal de recherche
recherche CQ remplacant
peuvent
dans
remplacant dans
l'appel l'indicatif
l'appel
l'indicatif de
de la station appelee. L'appel
L'appel doit alors etre
suivi de
de la
lettre K
general A
les stations du
suivi
la lettre
K (appel
(appel general
A toutes lee
du
service
service mobile, avec demande
demande de reponse).
reponse).

63 STAT.]
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(Chapter
XIII, art.
30, 31
RR)
31 RR)
art. 30,
(Chapter XIII

(69-707)
(619-707)

699
699

(2)
address of the administration
administration
(2) When the name and address
controlling aa mobile station
station are
or private
private operating agency controlling
not
not given in the list of stations or are no longer in agreeit is the duty of the
particulars given therein, it
ment with the particulars
a matter of regular
mobile
furnish, as a
regular procedure,
procedure,
mobile station to furnish,
to
which it transmits
transmits traffic, all the necesto which
station to
to the
the land station
respect, using for this purpose the
information in this respect,
sary information
appropriate
service abbreviations.
appropriate service

700
700

abbrevia§
station may, by means of the abbrevia(1) The land station
§ 7. (1)
tion
furnish it
it with the followstation to furnish
ask the mobile station
PTR, ask
tion PTR,
information:
ing information:

701
701

a) approximate
approximate distance
distance in nautical
nautical miles and beara)
relation to the land station,
station, position in
in relation
ing in
latitude and longitude
longitude (Greenwich),
course and
(Greenwich), course
latitude
speed;
702
b)
place of call.
b) next place
702
(2) The information
information referred to in 700 is furnished
furnished on
(2)
703
for the
responsible
the
authority
of
the
master
or
responsible
person
the
the authority of the master
vehicle
carrying
the
mobile
station.
mobile
vehicle carrying

ARTICLE
ARTICLE 31
General Call
Stations"
"To All Stations"
Call "To
General
704
704
705
705
706
706
707
707

1.
Two types
calling signal
"To all
stations" are
all stations"
signal "To
of calling
types of
Two
§§ 1.
recognized:
recognized:
a) Call
Call CQ
followed by the
letter K-(see
K-(see 707 and
the letter
CQ followed
a)
708)
708);;
b) Call
Call CQ
CQ not
not followed
followed by the letter K
K (see 709).
709).
b)
Stations desiring
communication with
enter into communication
desiring to enter
Stations
2.
§§ 2.
stations of
of the
mobile service,
service, without,
however, knowing the
without, however,
the mobile
stations
names of
of any
such stations within their range of action, may
any such
names
use the
the enquiry
of the
call sign of the
the call
place of
in place
CQ, in
signal CQ,
enquiry signal
use
station called
called in
in the
the calling
formula, the
being followed
the call being
calling formula,
station
by
the
letter
K
(general
call
to
all
stations
in the
the mobile
mobile
in
stations
all
to
call
(general
K
letter
by the
service
for reply).
reply).
request for
with request
service with

1849
1849

1850

TREATIES
TREATIES

(708-712)
(708-712)

[63 S
TAT:
STAT.

(Chap. XIII,
XIII, art.
art. 31,
33 RR)
(Chap.
31, 32,
32, 33
RR)

708
708

§§ 3.
Dans le service
Dana
service mobile maritime, l'emploi
l'emploi de
l'appel
de l'appel
CQ suivi de la lettre K est interdit dans
dans lea
les regions
regions oi
oa le
le trafic
trafic
est intense. Par exception, il peut 8tre
etre utilise avec
avec des
des signaux
signaux
d'urgence.
d'urgence.

709
709

§§ 4.
4.
L'appel
L'appel CQ non suivi de la lettre K
K (appel
(appel general
g6n6ral a
a
toutes les stations sans demande
demande de r6ponse)
reponse) est
est employs
employe
avant la transmission des informations
avant
informations de toute nature
nature destidestinees aaetre lues ou utilis6es
/lees
utilisees par quiconque
quiconque peut
les capter.
capter.
peut les
ARTICLE
ARTICLE 32.
32.
Appel
a plusieurs stations sans demande
Appel a
demande de
de reponse.
reponse.

710
710

L'appel
L'appel CP suivi de deux ou
ou plusieurs
plusieurs indicatifs
indicatifs
d'appel
ou
d'un
mot
conventionnel
d'appel
conventionnel (appel a
certaines stations
stations
a certaines
r6ceptrices
demande de r6ponse)
receptrices sans demande
reponse) n'est
n'est employe
que pour
employ6 que
pour
la transmission
informations de toute
transmission des informations
toute nature
nature destinees
destin6es a
etre lues ou
etre
on utilisees par les personnes
personnes autorisees.
autorisees.
ARTICLE 33.
ARTICLE

Emploi des frequences
frequences darts
dans les services
services radioradioteligraphiques
telegraphiques mobiles
mobiles maritime et aeronautique.
adronautique.
Section
I. Restrictions.
Section L
Restriction.

711
711

§ 1.
emissions de la classe
§
1. (1)
(1) L'usage
L'usage des emissions
classe B
B est
est interdit
interdit
dans toutes les stations.
stations.1'1)

712

(2) Toutefois,
Toutefois, il est admis
(2)
admis pour les installations
installations de
de
secours
(reserve)
des
stations
de navire et pour les 6quipesecours (reserve) des
equipements
embarcations, radeaux
ments des
des embarcations,
radeaux et engins
engins de sauvetage.
sauvetage.

712

711.1
"i Exceptionnellement,
lea stations
711.1 "
Exceptionnellement, les
stations de navire
navire relevant
relevant de l'Australie
l'Australie peupeuvent, lorsqu'elles operent a proximite

vent, lorsqu'elles operent a proximite des cotes de leur pays,
pays, continuer
continuer I
a
utiliser A
quipements
a
ondes
amorties
actuellement existants.
equipementsa ondes amorties actuellement
existants.

titre temporaire,
les fr6quences
temporaire, sur
sur les
frequences 425 et 500
leurs
6utiliser I titre
500 kc/s,
kc/s, leurs

63 STAT.]
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(Chapter
31, 32, 33 RR)
(Chapter XIII,
XHI, art. 31,
RR)

708

(708-712)
(708-712)

§ 3.
In the maritime mobile service, in regions where
§
traffic is congested, the use of the call CQ followed
followed by the
the
letter K is forbidden. As an exception it may be used with
with
signals denoting urgency.

709

§§ 4.
The call CQ not followed
followed by the letter K
(general
K (general
call to all stations without request
reply) is
request for reply)
is used before
information of any kind intended
the transmission of information
intended to be
read or used by anyone who can intercept
intercept it.

ARTICLE
32
ARTICLE 32
Call to Several Stations Without Request
Request for Reply
Reply

710

The call CP followed
followed by two or
or more
more call signs or by
by
a code word (call to certain receiving
a
receiving stations without rerequest for reply) is used only for the transmission
transmission of informainformation of any nature intended to be read or used by
by the
the persons
authorized.

ARTICLE 33
ARTICLE
Use of Frequencies
Use
Frequencies for Radiotelegraphy
Radiotelegraphy in the
the
Maritime Mobile
Mobile and Aeronautical Mobile
Services
Mobile Services
Section I. Restrictions
Section
711

§ I.
1. (I)
(1) The use of class B
§
B emissions is forbidden
forbidden in all

stations.11
stations.
')

112
112

(2) However,
(2)
However, it is permitted
emergency (reserve)
(reserve)
permitted for emergency
installations of ship stations and for lifeboat, liferaft and survival craft equipments.

711.1 "Exceptionally,
"ExcePtionally, the
the ship
ship stations
stations of
of Australia
may, when
when operating
operating
711.1
Australia may,
within
within proximity of the coast of
of that
that country,
continue to
use temporarcountry, continue
to use
temporarily their existing
equipment on the
existing damped
damped wave
wave equipment
frequencies 425
425 and
the frequencies
and
500 kc/s.
kc/s.
500

81939 0-52-PT.
0-52-PT.

II----

6

1851
1851

1852

[63 S
TAT.
[6i3
STAT.

TREATIES
TREATIES

(713-720)
(713-720)

(Chap. XIII,
XllI, art.
art. 33
33 RR)
RR)
(Chap.

Section IL
Section
comprises entre
entre 405
405 et
et 535
535 kc/s.
kc/s.
II. Bandes
Bandes comprises

713

§
Les dispositions
dispositions de la pr6sente
presente section
section sont appli§ 2.
applicables aux stations d'aeronef
lorsqu'elles entrent
entrent en communicommunid'aeronef lorsqu'elles
cation avec les stations du service
service mobile
mobile maritime.
maritime.
A. Detresse.
Detresse.
A.

714

§
§ 3. (1)
(1) La frequence 500
500 kc/s est la frequence
frequence internsinternationale de detresse. Elle est utilisee a
effet par
a cet
cet effet
par les stations
stations
de navire ou d'aeronef
frequences comprises
d'aeronef qui font usage des
des frequences
comprises
entre 405 et 535 kc/s, lorsque
lorsque ces stations demandent
demandent 1'assisl'assistance des services
services maritimes.
maritimes. Elle est employee
employee pour l'appel
l'appel et
et
le trafic de detresse
detresse ainsi que
et messages
messages
que pour les signaux et
d'urgence
d'urgence et de securite.
715
(2)
(2) En dehors de cet usage, elle ne peut
etre employee
employee
peut etre
que:
que:
a) pour 1'appel
l'appel et la reponse
numeros 720
reponse (voir les
les numeros'720
et 722)
722);;
b) par les stations c6tieres
716
cotieres pour annoncer
annoncer l'emis?emission de leurs listes d'appel, dans les conditions
conditions
prevues
an numero
pr6vues au
numero 688.
(3)
exception, la frequence
717
(3) Par exception,
frequence 500 kc/s
cepenkc/s peut cepenutilisee pour
dant etre utilisee
pour le trafic,
trafic, en dehors des zones de trafic
trafic
intense, dans les conditions
conditions prevues
727, 728
728 et
et
pr6vues aux
aux numeros 727,
729.
729.

718

719

(4) Exception faite
(4)
faite des emissions
emissions autorisees
la
autorisees sur la
frequence 500 kc/s, et sous reserve
reserve des dispositions
dispositions du numero
numero
721, toute emission est interdite sur 'es
les frequences
comprises
frequences comprises
entre 490 et 510 kc/s.
(5) Afin de faciliter la reception
(5)
reception des appels de detresse,
detresse,
travaillant sur la frequence
toutes les stations travaillant
frequence 500 kc/s
kc/s
doivent reduire au minimum leurs emissions sur cette frequence.
B. Appel et reponse.
reponse.

720

§ 4. (1)
(1) La frequence
§
frequence generale
generale d'appel
d'appel qui doit etre employee
par toute station
station de navire
navire et toute
toute station
station c6tiere
cotiere travaillant
travaillant
en radiotel6graphie
autorisees entre
en
radiotelegraphie dans les bandes autorisees
entre 405 et
et
535 kc/s,
ainsi que par les aeronefs
aeronefs qui desirent entrer
535
kc/s, ainsi
entrer en comcorn-

63
STAT.]
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TAT.]

MULTIIATERAI-TELECOMMU'NICATIONS-OCT.
M
I'
LT ILATERA L— TELECOMMUNI CATIONS— OCT. 2,
2, 1947
1947

(Chapter XIII, art. 33 RR)
RR)

(713-720)
(713-720)
imcIficied
Cicluide

Section II. Bands
Section
Bandiebetween
kc/s
between 405 and 535 kc/s
713

§§ 2.
provisions of this section are applicable
The prwisions
applicable to aircraft stations when communicating
communicating with stations of the maritime mobile service.
A. Distress.
Distress.

714

715
716

717

718

719

§ 3. (1)
frequency 500 kc/s is the international
§
(1) The frequency
international distress
frequency;
frequency; it is used for this purpose by ship or aircraft
aircraft stations using frequencies
frequencies in the band 405 to 535 kc/s when requesting
questing assistance
assistance from the maritime
for
maritime services. It is used for
the distress
traffic, and for urgency
distress call and distress
distress traffic,
urgency and
safety
safety signals and messages.
(2)
(2) In addition it may
may be used
used only:
only:
a) for call and reply (see
(see 720 and 722)
722); ;
b) by coast stations to announce
announce the transmission
of their traffic lists under the conditions
conditions provided
provided
for in 688.
(3)
exception, however, the
kc/s
(3) As an exception,
the frequency
frequency 500 kc/s
may be used for traffic, outside
outside regions of heavy traffic, under
under
the conditions provided for in 727, 728 and 729.
(4) Apart from the transmissions
(4)
authorized on 500
500
transmissions authorized
transmissions on
the
frekc/s, and taking account of 721,
721, all transmissions
on the frequencies included
included between
between 490 and
and 510
510 kc/s
kc/s are
are forbidden.
forbidden.
(5) In order to facilitate
facilitate the
(5)
the reception
reception of
of distress
distress calls,
all stations working on the frequency
frequency 500 kc/s must reduce
reduce to
to
frequency.
the minimum their
their transmissions
transmissions on
on this
this frequency.
B. Call
Call and
and Reply.

720

§
general calling
frequency, which
be used
used
§ 4. (1)
(1) The
The general
calling frequency,
which must
must be
by any ship station or coast station engaged
engaged in radiotelegraphy
radiotelegraphy
in the authorized
authorized bands between 405
405 and 535 kc/s,
kc/s, and by air-

1853
1853

1854

TREATIES
TREATIES

(721-726)
(721-726)

[63
TAT.
[63 S
STAT.

(Chap. XIII,
XIII ,art.
art. 33
33 RR)
RH )
(Chap.

munication
munication avec une station du service
service mobile
mobile maritime
maritime
faisant usage de fr6quences
frequences de
bande, est
frequenc,e
de cette bande,
est la
la frequence
500
500 kc/s.
kc/s.
721

(2) Cependant,
(2)
Cependant, afin
afin de r6duire
reduire les
les brouillages
dans les
les
brouillages dans
regions de trafic
trafic intense,
le
intense, les
les administrations
administrations se
se reservent
reservent le
droit de considerer
considerer comme satisfaites
satisfaites les
dispositions du
du nunules dispositions
rnero 720 lorsque les frequences
frequences d'appel
d'appel attributes
attribuees aux
stations
aux stations
c6tieres
ouvertes a
a la correspondance
correspondance publique
cotieres ouvertes
publique ne
ne s'ecartent
s'ecartent
pas de plus de 55 kc/s de la frequence
frequence g6enrale
generale d'appel
de 500
500
d'appel de
kc /s.

722

§ 5. (1)
(1) La frequence
§
frequence de reponse
reponse a
aun
appel emis
un appel
emis sur
sur la
la
frequence
frequence gen6rale
generale d'appel (voir le /lumen)
frenumero 720)
720) est
est la
la fre'quence 500 kc/s,
la meme
meme que
la frequence
d'appel.
klc/s, ia
que la
frequence d'appel.

723

(2) Toutefois, dans les
-(2)
regions de
trafic intense,
les stales r6gions
de trafic
intense, les
stations de navire
doivcnt,
dans
navire doivent,
tcute la rnesure
du possible,
mesure du
possible, ininviter les stations cotieres
cotieres a
a repondre
de leur
leur frerepondre au
au moyen
moyen de
frequlence normale
norma!e de travail
gnence
(voir le
numero 632).
travail (vdir
le num6ro
632).
r.7 fie.
C. T
Tr:ific.

724

§ 6. (1)
(1) Les stations
§
stations cetieres
travaillant dans
cotieres travaillant
dans les
les bandes
bandes
autorisees entre
entre 405 et 535 kc/s doivent
en
mesure
de
doivent etre
etre en mesure de
faire
moins une fr6quence
faire usage d'au moms
frequence en plus de
celle de
de
de celle
500 kc/s. L'une de ces frequences
fr6quences additionnelles, imprimee
en
imprimee en
caracteres grass dans,
ns la nomenclature,
caracteres
nomenclature, est
la frequence
frequence norest la
normale
de travaii
de la
male de
travail de
la station.
station.

725

726
726

2
((2)
) En plus
pilus ((
de leur frequence
frequence normale
travail, les
les
normale de
de travail,
sta
Lions
cotieres
employer, dans
stations cOtieres piluvent
peuvent employer,
les bandes
bandes autoris6es,
autorisees,
dans les
des frequences
supplementaires mentionnees
frequences supplementaires
caracteres
mentionnees en
en caracteres
ordinaires
nomenclature. Toutefois, la
ordinaires dans la nomenclature.
de freIrela bande
bande de
quences de
de 405
405 a
a 415 kc/s est attribuee aa la radiogoniometrie
radiogoniometrie
quences
et ne peut etre utilisee par le service mobile
que dans
les conmobile que
dans les
conditions fix6es
fixees au chapitre
chapitre III.
III.

(3) Les
c6tieres
(3)
Les frequences
frequences de travail des stations cotieres
doivent etre
etre choisies
choisies de maniere aa eviter les brouillages avec
doivent
avec
les stations voisines.
voisines.

63 S
STAT.]
TAT.]

MULTILATERAI-TELECOMMUNICATIONS-OCT.
MULTILATERAI
,— TELECOMDIUNICATIONS— OCT. 2,

(Chapter
RR)
art. 33 RR)
(Chapter XIII, art.

1947
1947

(721-726)
(721-726)

a station
communication with a
craft desiring
desiring to enter into communication
station of
band, is
this
in
frequencies
using
service
frequencies
the maritime mobile service
kc/s.
500
frequency
the frequency
721

interference in regions
reduce interference
regions
(2) However, in order to reduce
administrations reserve
reserve the right to consider
consider
of heavy traffic, administrations
satisfied when the calling frequenrequirements of 720 as satisfied
frequenthe requirements
public correspondence
correspondence
cies assigned to coast stations open to public
more than 5
5 kilocycles
kilocycles from the general
separated by more
are not separated
calling frequency
frequency 500 kc/s.

722

a call sent on the
§
(1) The frequency
frequency for replying
replying to a
§ 5. (1)
kc/s.
general
frequency 500 kc/1.
(see 720) is the frequency
frequency (see
general calling frequency
the same as that of the call.

723
723

(2) However,
However, in regions of heavy traffic, ship stations
(2)
should,
as
possible, ask coast stations to answer
answer by
as possible,
far as
should, as far
632).
(see
frequency
working
normal working
(see
means of their normal
C. Traffic.

724
724

§
stations working
authorized bands beworking in the authorized
Coast stations
(1) Coast
6. (1)
§ 6.
tween
405
and
535
kc/s
must
be
able
to
use at
least one frefreat least
tween 405 and 535 kc/s must be able to use

quency in
500 kc/s.
kc/s. One
additional freOne of these additional
to 500
addition to
in addition
quency
quencies
which
is
printed
in
heavy
type
in
the
List of Coast
Coast
quencies which is printed in heavy
and
Ship
Stations
is
the
normal
working
frequency
of
the
frequency
and Ship Stations is the normal

station.
725
725

(2) In addition to their normal working
working frequency
frequency coast
coast
(2)
stations
may
use,
in
authorized
bands,
frequenfrequenadditional
authorized
in
the
use,
may
stations
cies which
which are
are shown
shown in
the List of Coast
in the
in ordinary
ordinary type in
cies
and
Ship
Stations.
The
band
frequencies
405 to 415 kc/s,
of
frequencies
band
and Ship Stations. The
however,
is
assigned
to
radio
direction-finding;
it may not
direction-finding;
radio
to
however, is assigned
be
used
by
the
mobile
service
except
conditions
fixed
conditions
the
on
be used by the mobile service except
by
chapter III.
by chapter

726
726

(3) The
working frequencies
of coast
coast stations
stations must be
frequencies of
The working
(3)
chosen
so as
as to
avoid interference
interference with
neighbouring stations.
with neighbouring
to avoid
chosen so

1855
1855

1856

TREATIES
TREATIES

(727-733)
(727-733)

STAT.
[63 STAT.

(Chap.
XIII, art.
art. 33
33 RK)
KR)
(Chap. XIII,

727

§§ 7.
Par exception
exception aux dispositions
dispositions des
des numeros
numeros 714,
714,
a condition de ne pas brouiller les
715 et 716, et a
lea signaux de
de
detresse,
detresse, d'urgence,
d'urgence, de securite, d'appel
d'appel et
la Ireet de reponse,
reponse, la
frequence 500 kc/s peut etre
etre utilisee:
utilisee:,

728

a) pour la transmission
transmission d'un radiotelegramme
radiotelegramme
unique et court, exclusivement
exclusivement par lea
les stations
de navire
navire relevant
relevant de l'Australie,
l'Australie, de
de l'Inde,
l'Inde, de
de la
is
Nouvelle-Zelande
Nouvelle-Zelande et du Pakistan, lorsqu'elles
lorsqu'elles
operent aa proximite des c8tes
cates de leurs pays
pays

729

b) hors des zones de trafic
trafic intense,
intense, pour
pour la
la radioradiogoniometrie,
goniometrie, mais avec
avec discretion.

respectifs;;1
respectifs
1))

730

§§ 8. (1) Les stations de navire faisant
faisant des emissions
de la
la
emissions de
classe Al ou A2 dans lea
les bandes
bandes autorisees
autorisees entre 405 et
et 535
535
kc/s doivent utiliser,
kc/s
utiliser, dans la mesure
mesure du possible, des
fredes fr6quences de travail choisies
choisies parmi les
lea suivantes:
suivantes: 425,
425, 454,
454, 468
468
et 480 kc/s.
De plus, Ies
les stations de navire
navire peuvent
peuvent utiliser la
la Irefrequence
les regions
quence 512 kc/s dans lea
regions 1
1et 33et la frequence
frequence 448
448 kc/s
kc/s
dans la region
region 2.
731
(2) Aucune
(2)
Aucune station c6tiere
cotiere n'est autorisee
autorisee a
it utiliser
utiliser
a l'emission
l'emission les irequences
l'usage des
des
frequences de
de travail reservees
reservees aa l'usage
stations
stations de navire, soit dans le
monde entier,
soit dans
dans la
la rele monde
entier, soit
region a
a laquelle elle appartient.
appartient.
732
(3)
1 et 3, les
732
(3) Dans
Dana les
lea regions
regions 1
lea stations
stations cBtieres
cotieres et
et Lea
les
stations de navire
navire peuvent
peuvent utiliser la frequence
frequence 512 kc/s
kc/s comcornme frequence
frequence d'appel
d'appel supplementaire
supplementaire lorsque la
la frequence
frequence
500 kc/s est
eat employee
employee pour la detresse.
detresse.
Veille.
D. VeiUe.

733

§§ 9. (1)
(1) En vue d'augmenter
d'augmenter la securite
securite de
la vie
vie humaine
de la
humaine
sur mer et au-dessus de la mer, toutes
toutes les
lea stations
service
stations du
du service
mobile maritime qui ecoutent
ecoutent normalement
normalement sur
frequences
sur lea
les frequences
des bandes
bandes autorisees entre
entre 405 et 535 kc/s doivent,
doivent, pendant
pendant
leurs
vacations, prendre
les mesures utiles pour assurer is
leurs vacations,
prendre lea
la

728.1
A titre temporaire,
temporaire, ceertaines
728.1 "A
eertaines stations
stations c8ti6res
eatieres de
de 1'Inde
l'Inde et
du Pakistan
Pakistan
et du
ot egalement
egalement autorises
i utiliser la frquence
sont
autorisees k
frequence 500
SOO kc/s
pour transtranskc/s pour
mettre un radiotelegraname
radiot6l6gramme unique et court.
court.
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(Chapter XIII,
XIII, art.
art. 33 RR)
RR)

(727-733)
(727-733)

727 §
§ 7.
exception to the provisions
As an exception
provisions of 714,
714, 715
715
and 716 and on condition that
that signals
signals of distress, urgency
urgency
and safety, and calls and replies
interfered with, the
replies are not interfered
frequency 500 kc/s may also be used:
used:
frequency
728

transmission of aa single
a) for the transmission
single short radiotelegram exclusively
exclusively by
stations of
of AusAustelegram
by ship
ship stations
New Zealand
Zealand and
and Pakistan
when
tralia, India, New
Pakistan when
operating
of their
their
operating in proximity
proximity to the coast of
respective countries;
respective
countries; )

729

b)
b) outside areas of heavy traffic
traffic for direction-finddirection-finding but
but with discretion.
discretion.

2)

730

§ 8. (1)
(1) Ship stations
§
employing class
class Al
or A2
A2 emisstations employing
Al or
emissions in the authorized
authorized bands
bands between
between 405 and
and 535
535 kc/s
kc/s must
must
use,
working frequencies
frequencies chosen
from
use, wherever
wherever practicable,
practicable, working
chosen from
amongst
amongst the following:
following: 425, 454, 468 and 480 kc/s.
In
In addition, the frequency
frequency 512 kc/s
may be used
used in
in
kc/s may
regions
and 3
and the
the frequency
448 kc/s
in region
region 2.
2.
regions 11and
3 and
frequency 448
kc/s in

731

(2) No coast
is authorized
transmit on
on these
these
(2)
coast station
station is
authorized to
to transmit
working frequencies
frequencies allocated
allocated for
stations on
on
for the use of
of ship stations
a world wide
a
wide basis
basis or on the
the working
working frequency
frequency allocated
allocated for
for
the use
of ship
ship stations
stations in
region in
which the
the coast
coast stastathe
use of
in the
the region
in which
tion is
is situated.

732

(3)
regions 1
frequency 512
(3) In regions
1 and 3
3 the frequency
512 kc/s may
also
ship and
stations as
as a
a supplementary
supplementary
also be
be used
used by
by ship
and coast
coast stations
calling
is being
used for
for distress
distress
calling frequency
frequency when
when 500 kc/s
kc/s is
being used
purposes.
purposes.

D. Watch.
Watch.
733
733

9. (1)
In order
order to
to increase
of life
at sea
sea and
§§ 9.
(1) In
increase the
the safety
safety of
life at
and
over the
stations
of
the
maritime
mobile
service
over
the sea,
sea, all
all stations of the maritime mobile service
normally keeping
keeping watch
watch on frequencies
frequencies in
in the
the authorized
authorized bands
bands
between 405
405 and
535 kc/s
during their
their hours
hours of
of serbetween
and 535
kc/s must,
must, during
service, take
the necessary
necessary measures
measures to
to ensure
ensure watch
watch on
on the
the
vice,
take the

728.1
stations of
and Pakistan
Pakistan are
also permitted
permitted temtem728.1 "
" Certain
Certain coast
coast stations
of India
India and
are also
porarily to
to transmit
transmit. a
a single
single short
radiotelegram on
on 500
ke/s.
porarily
short radiotelegrar
500 ke/s.

1857
1857

1858
1858

TREATIES
TREATIES

(734-7S9)
(734-7E9)

[63 STAT.
STAT.
[63

XIII, art.
art. 33
RR)
(Chap. XII,
33 RR)

veille our
sur la fr6quence
frequence de detresse
detresse de 500
deux fois
fois par
par
500 kc/s
kc/s deux
heure, pendant
pendant trois minutes
minutes commencant I
xh
h 45,
45,
a xxhh 15
15 et x
temps moyan
moyen de Greenwich
Greenwich (T.M.G.).
(T.M.G.).
734

(2) Pendant
Pendant lea
les intervalles
intervalles de temps indiques ci-dessus,
(2)
ci-dessus,
a l'exception
l'exception des emissions envisagees
envisagees a
l'article 37 (voir
a l'article
(voir les
numeros
num6ros 934 a
a 949)
949): :
735
doivent cesser
cesser dans
bandes de
a) lea
les emissions
emissions doivent
dans lea
les bandes
de
485 aA 515 kc/s;
kc/s;
736
b) hors de ces bandes,
bandes, les
lea emissions
emissions des
des stations
stations du
du
service mobile peuvent
peuvent continuer. Les
Les stations
du service mobile maritime
maritime peuvent les
lea ecouter,
&outer,
a la condition
I
condition expresse
expresse d'assurer
d'assurer d'abord
d'abord la veille
veille
sur la frequence
frequence de detresse,
detresse, comme il est
eat pr6vu
prevu
numero 733.
au numero
737

§§ 10. (1)
(1) Les stations
stations du service mobile
mobile maritime
maritime ouvertes
ouvertes
correspondance publique
au service de la correspondance
publique et utilisant des frefrequences des bandes
bandes autorisees entre 405 et 535 kc/s doivent,
pendant leurs vacations,
pendant
vacations, rester a
al'ecoute
l1'coute sur la frequence
frequence 500
kc/s. Cette veille n'est obligatoire
obligatoire que
emissions de
de
que pour
pour lea
les emissions
la classe A2.

738

(2) Ces stations, tout en observant
observant les
lea prescriptions
prescriptions du
du
num6ro 733, ne sont autoris6es
numero
autorisees A
a abandonner
abandonner cette veille que
que
lorsqu'elles
engagees dans une communication
lorsqu'elles sont engagees
sur
communication sur
frequences.
d'autres frequences.

739

(3) Pendant
(3)
Pendant qu'elles sont engagees
engagees dans une
une telle communication:
munication:
- lea
les stations de navire peuvent
—
peuvent maintenir
maintenir la veille
veille
frequence 500 kc/s soit au moyen d'un
sur la frequence
operateur, soit au moyen
operateur,
moyen d'un haut-parleur
haut-parleur ou de
tout autre dispositif convenable,
convenable, tel qu'un recepteur
cepteur automatique
d'alarme;
automatique d'alarme;
-— lea
les stations cotieres
c6tieres peuvent
peuvent maintenir la veille
sur la frequence
frequence 500 kc/s
Ws au moyen d'un opraoperateur ou d'un haut-parleur;
haut-parleur; dans ce dernier
dernier cas,
cas,
une mention peut etre
port& I
nomenclature
8tre portee
a la nomenclature
des stations cotieres
c6tieres et de navire.

63 S
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MULTILATERAL—
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(Chapter XIII,
art, 33
(Chapter
XIII, art.
33 RR)
RR)

(734-739)
(734-739

international distress frequency
frequency 500 kc/s for three
minutes
international
three minutes
x h
twice an hour beginning
beginning at x
h 15 and x
xh
h 45, Greenwich
Greenwich
mean time (G.M.T.).
(G.M.T.).
734
735
736

(2)
(2) During the periods mentioned
mentioned above,
above, except for the
emissions
949): :
emissions provided for in article 37 (see
(see 934 to 949)
cease within the bands
a) transmissions
transmissions must cease
bands 485
to 515 kc/s;
kc/s;
b) outside this band, transmissions
transmissions of stations
stations
service may continue;
continue; stations
stations of
of
of the mobile service
the maritime mobile service
service may
may listen to these
transmissions on the express
express conditions
conditions that
transmissions
they first ensure watch on the distress
distress frequency as provided by 733.

737

§§ 10. (1)
(1) Stations of the maritime
open to
to
maritime mobile service open
public correspondence
correspondence and using frequencies
frequencies in the authorized
authorized
bands between
between 405 and 535 kc/s must, during
during their hours of
service, remain on watch on the calling
calling frequency
frequency 500 kc/s.
This watch is obligatory only for class A2 emissions.

738

(2)
(2) These stations, while observing
observing the provisions of
733, are authorized
authorized to relinquish
relinquish this watch only when
when they
communication on other frequencies.
are engaged in communication
frequencies.

•
739

(3) When they are engaged
(3)
engaged in such communications:
communications:

ibw.
coo
Kan
*m. frk.
tWs istipaency
"0.I0y
Of.A/
—
maintain this watch/by
means
- Ship stations may maintain
watch'by means
operator, a
loudspeaker, or by some other
of an operator,
a loudspeaker,
other
appropriate means such as an automatic
automatic alarm
appropriate
receiver.
receiver.
rl"n
ON tiair1144,11MV

- Coast stations may maintain
—
maintain this watch'either
watch either by
operator or by loudspeaker;
loudspeaker; in the
means of an operator
latter case an indication
indication may be inserted in the
Stations.
List of Coast and Ship Stations.

aqj

1860

[63 STAT.
STAT.
[63

TREATIES
TREATIES

XIII, art.
art. 33
33 RR)
RR)
(Chap. XIII,

(740-747)
(740-747)

Section III. Bandes
Section
comprises entre
et 160
160 kc/s.
kc/s.
Bandes comprises
entre 90
90 et
A.
A. Appel et
et reponse.
reponse.
740

741
742

(emissions de
la classe
§§ 11. (1)
(1) La frequence
frequence 143
143 kc/s
kc/s (emissions
de la
classe Al
Al
seulement) est la frequence
seulement)
internationale d'appel employee
frequence internationale
par les stations du service
service mobile maritime
maritime qui travaillent
travaillent dans
dans
bandes de
les bandes
de 90
90 aa 160 kc/s.
kc/s.
(2)
l'exception de la frequence 143 kc/s,
l'usage de
de
(2) A l'exception
kc/s, l'usage
toute frequence
frequence comprise
kc/s est
interdit.
comprise entre 140 et 146 kc/s
est interdit.

§§ 12.
frequence de reponse
La frequence
reponse a
a un appel emis sur la
la
frequence 143 kc/s est:
frequence
est:
-— pour une station de navire, la frequence
frequence 143 kc/s;
kc/s;
-— pour une station
station c6tiere,
cotiere, sa frequence
frequence normale de
de
travail.
B. Trafic.
Trafie.

743
744

745
746

747

§ 13. (1)
(1) Les regles
§
regles suivantes
dans
suivantes doivent etre appliquees dans
les stations du service mobile maritime employant
des emisemployant des
emissions de la classe Al dans les bandes de 90 aa 160 kc/s.
(2) a) Toute station cotiere
veiller sur la frequence
frequence
c6tiere doit veiller
143 kc/s, aa moins
moms de disposition contraire
contraire menmentionnee
tion née dans la nomenclature
nomenclature des stations
stations c6cotieres et de navire.
navire.
b) La station cotiere
c6tiere transmet
transmet son trafic sur la ou
les fr6quences
frequences de travail qui lui sont specialespecialement attributes.
attribuees.
(3) a) Lorsqu'une
(3)
Lorsqu'une station de navire
navire desire etablir
etablir la
la
communication
communication avec une autre
autre station du service
mobile maritime, elle doit employer la frequence
frequence
143 kc/s, aa moms
moins de disposition contraire
contraire mentionn6e dans la nomenclature
tionnee
nomenclature des stations
ciistations c6tieres et de navire.
b) Cette frequence
employee exclusivefrequence doit etre employee
ment:
ment:
-— pour les appels individuels
reponses a
individuels et les reponses
appels;
ces appels;
-— pour la transmission des signaux preparatoires au trafic.

63 STAT.]
STAT.]

MULTILATERAL-TELECOMMUNICATIONS-OCT.
MULTILATERAL—
TELECOMMUNICATIONS— OCT. 2,
2, 1947
1947

RR)
(Chapter XIII, art.
art. 33 RR)

(710-747)
(7.10-747)
s;esli.dtai

Section III.
III. Bandsfbetween
90 and
Section
Bandebetween 90
and 160
160 kc/s
kc/s
A. Call
Call and
and Reply.

740
741
742

§ 11.
frequency 143 kc/s (class Al only)
§
11. (1) The frequency
only) is the
international
international calling frequency
frequency used in the maritime
maritime mobile
mobile
service
service in the bands 90 to 160 kc/s.
(2)
kc/s, the use
(2) Apart from the frequency
frequency 143
143 kc/s,
use of
of any
frequency
frequency between 140 and 146 kc/s
kc/s is forbidden.
forbidden.
§§ 12.
The frequency
frequency for replying to a
a call sent on the
frequency 143 kc/s is:
frequency
-— for a
a ship station, the frequency
kc/s;
frequency 143 kc/s;
-— for a
a coast station, it
frequency.
its normal working frequency.
B. Traffic.

743
74
.
3
744

745

746

747

§ 13. (1)
§
following rules
by stations
stations of
of
(1) The following
rules must
must be
be observed
observed by

the maritime mobile service using class
class Al emissions
emissions in the
bands 90 to 160 kc/s:
(2) a)
(2)
a) Every coast station must keep watch on the
frequency 143 kc/s unless the List of Coast and
frequency
Ship Stations provides
provides otherwise.
otherwise.
b) The coast station transmits its traffic on the
working frequency
frequency or frequencies
frequencies specially assigned to it.
(3) a) When a
com(3)
a ship station desires to establish communication with another station of the marimunication
frequency
time mobile service, it must use the frequency
143 kc/s, unless
unless the List of Coast
Coast and Ship StaStations provides otherwise.
frequency must be used exclusively:
exclusively:
b) This frequency
- for individual
—
individual calls and replies to such
such calls;
calls;
preparatory
-— for the transmission
transmission of signals preparatory
traffic.
to traffic.

1861

1862
1862

TREATIES
TREATIES

(748-752)
(748-752)

[63 S
STAT.
TAT.

(Chap.
XIII. art.
art. IS
RR)
(Chsp. XIII
s3 RR)

748

(4) Une station de navire,
etabli la
la com(4)
navire, apres
apres avoir
avoir etabli
communication
munication avec une autre station du service mobile maritime
maritime
frequence 143 kc/s, doit, autant que possible, transsur la frequence
transmettre son trafic sur une autre fr6quence
frequence des bandes
bandes autoriautorisees, en veillant a
troubler le
le travail
travail en
cours d'une
d'une
a ne pas
pas troubler
en cours
autre station.

749

§ 14. (1)
(1) En regle generale,
§
toute station
navire tragenerale, toute
station de
de navire
trales bandes de 110 aa160 kc/s, lorsqu'elle
vaillant dans lea
lorsqu'elle n'est pas
engagee dans une communication
communication avec d'autres
engagee
d'autres stations du
service
service mobile maritime,
maritime, doit, durant ses
sea vacations,
vacations, veiller
veiller
frequence 143 kc/s pendant
chaque heure sur la frequence
minutes
pendant cinq minutes
a partir d2
de x
xh
h 35, temps moyen de Greenwich
(T.M.G.)
Greenwich (T.M.G.)

750

(2) La frequence
frequence 143 kc/s peut
etre employee
employee pour
pour
peut etre
les
appels
individuels, et doit de preference
lea
individuels,
preference etre
etre utilisee
cet
utilisee aa cet
effet pendant les
lea periodes
numero 749.
749.
periodes indiquees
indiquees au numero
Section
Bandes comprises
Section IV.
W. 13andes
comprises entre 1
1605 et 2
850 kc/a.
kc/s.
2 850

751

§§ 15.
Sauf lorsque des accords
regionaux en
en disposent
disposent
accords regionaux
autrement,
les frequences
frequences assignees
assignees aux stations de navire
autrement, lea
navire
radiotelegraphiques dans les
pour les communications
communications radiotelegraphiques
lea bandes
bandes
1 605 et 2
comprises entre 1
autant que
que possipossi2 850 kc/s doivent, autant
ble, etre en relation harmonique
harmonique (sous-harmoniques)
(sous-harmoniques) avec
lea
avec les
frequences
assignee,
aux
stations
radiotelegraphiques
frequences assignee,
radiotelegraphiques de navire dans la bande des 44000 kc/s (voir la section V).
V).
Section V. Bandes comprises
Section
comprises entre 4
4000
et 23
23 000
000 kc/s.
kc/s.
000 et
A. Dispositions
Dispositions gnerales.
A.
generates.

752
762

§ 16. (1)
§
(1) Les stations mobiles
mobiles equip6es
equip/vs pour
pour travailler
en
travailler en
radiotelegraphie
dans
les
bandes
de frequences
radiotelegraphie
lea
frequences du service
mobile
mobile maritime comprises entre 4
4000 et 23 000 kc/s, doivent
doivent
employer uniquement
les emissions de la classe
uniquement lea
classe Al. Cependant,
Cependant,
pour les
lea radiocommunications
radiocommunications d'un caractere
special et
et pour
caractere special
pour
les
lea stations des embarcations,
embarcations, radeaux et autres
engins de
autres engins
de
sauvetage
num6ro 600),
sauvetage (voir le num4ro
600), l'usage
I'usage d'autres
d'autres classes
classes
d'emission n'est pas exclu.
exclu.

63 STAT.]
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(Chapter XIII, art.
art. 33 RR)
RR)

(748-752)
(748-752)

748
748

(4) A
establishing communication
communication
station after establishing
A ship station
(4)
with another
station of the maritime
service on the
maritime mobile service
another station
with
general calling frequency
frequency 143 kc/s must, so far
far as practicable,
general
frequency in the authorized
transmit its
authorized
traffic on some other frequency
its traffic
transmit
bands,
provided that it
it does not disturb the work in progress
bands, provided
at another
station.
another station.
at

749
749

§
general rule, any ship station working
working in the
a general
(1) As a
§ 14.
14. (1)
communication
in
engaged
bands
communication
it is not engaged
bands 110 to 160 kc/s when it
with other
other stations of the maritime
service must, durmaritime mobile service
with
ing
its hours
watch every hour
hour on the frefreservice, keep watch
hours of service,
ing its
quency
five minutes
beginning at x
xh
h 35, GreenGreenminutes beginning
for five
kc/s for
143 kc/s
quency 143
wich
(G.M.T.).
time (G.M.T.).
mean time
wich mean

750
750

(2)
The frequency
be used for individual
may be
kc/s may
frequency 143 kc/s
(2) The
calls
and
will
preferably
be
used
for
this
purpose
during the
purpose during
for
this
used
be
preferably
and
will
calls
period
indicated
749.
749.
in
indicated
period
Section IV.
IV. Bands
605 and
and 22850
850 kc/s
kc/s
between 11605
included between
Bands included
Section

751
751

§
15.
Except
regional agreements
specify otheragreements specify
where regional
Except where
§ 15.
wise,
the frequencies
frequencies assigned
assigned to
stations for
for radioteleradioteleship stations
to ship
wise, the
graph
communication in
in the
between 11605 and 2
2850
bands between
the bands
graph communication

harmonically related
kc/s
must, as
as far
related (subfar as possible, be harmonically
kc/s must,
harmonics)
frequencies assigned
to ship
ship stations
stations in the
assigned to
the frequencies
to the
harmonics) to
4
000 kc/s
radiotelegraph band
section V).
V).
band (see section
kc/s radiotelegraph
4 000
Section V.
V. Bands
included between
000 and
and 22
22 000
000 kc/s
kc/s
4 000
between 4
Bands included
Section
A.
Generalv#,w,.j/,j
A. General".w:rish,
752
752

16. (1)
(1) Mobile
Mobile radiotelegraph
radiotelegraph stations
stations equipped
operate
equipped to operate
§§ 16.
in the
the frequency
frequency bands
mobile service
service between
between
maritime mobile
of the
the maritime
bands of
in
000 and
and 23
23 000
must employ
employ only
only class
class Al
Al emission.
emission.
kc/s must
000 kc/s
44 000
However,
for
radiocommunication
of
a
special
character,
and
and
character,
a
special
of
radiocommunication
However, for
for
survival
craft
stations
(see
600),
the
use
of
other
classes
classes
other
of
use
for survival craft stations (see 600), the
of emission
is not
precluded.
not precluded.
emission is
of

1863
1863
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TREATIES

(753-761)
(753-761)

[63 S
TAT.
STAT.
[63

(Chap. X11,
X111, art.
art. 33 RR)
RR)
(Chap.

753

(2) Les regles de procedure
procedure fixees A
a l'article
(2)
l'article 29 s'appliservice mobile
quent aux stations du service
mobile maritime utilisant lea
les
frequences des bandes comprises
frequences
comprises entre 4
4000 et 23 000 kc/s.

754

(3)
(3) Les stations
stations du service
maritime ouvertes
ouvertes A
I
service mobile
mobile maritime
correspondance publique
la correspondence
publique et utilisant
utilisant des frequences
frequences des
des
bandes de 405 aa535 kc/s en plus de frequences
frequences comprises entre
44000 et 23 000 kc/s sont tenues de se conformer
conformer aux
disposiaux dispositions du numero
nume6ro 737.

755

§
Chacune des bcndes
brndes de frequences
reservees aux
§ 17. (1) Chacune
frequences reservees
aux
stations radiotelegraphiques
radiotelegraphiques de navire est, a
a partir de sa
sa
limite inferieure,
inferieure, divisee
divisee en trois parties:
parties:
a) bande des frequences
frequences de travail
travail des stations
stations des
des

756

navires a
navires
;
1)
a passagers
passagers;1'

757

758
759

760

761

b) bande des frequences
frequences d'appel pour toutes les
les
stations de navire
navire et pour
pour les stations
stations d'aeronef
d'a6ronef
qui entrent en communication
communication avec
avec les stations
du service
service mobile maritime;
maritime;
c)
c) bande des frequences
frequences de travail des stations des
des
navires de charge.
charge.
(2) Dana
Dans la presente
(2)
presente section;
section:
- les navires
—
navires a
a passagers
passagers sont ceux que definit
definit
comme tels la Convention
Convention pour
pour la sauvegarde
sauvegarde de
la vie humaine en mer;
mer;
- les navires de charge sont les navires
—
navires autres
autres que
passagers.
les navires aapassagers.
(3) La disposition
frequences dans les bandes
(3)
disposition des frequences
bandes attribuees aux stations radiotel6graphiques
radiotelegraphiques de navire eat
repreest representee graphiquement
graphiquement par l'appendice
l'appendice 10.
10.
§§ 18.
Pour etablir des communications
communications radiotelegraradiotelegraphiques avec les siations
stations du service
service mobile maritime, les
les stations d'aeronef
d'a6ronef peuvent utiliser les frequences
fr6quences attribuees
attributes I
a ce
service pour la radiotelegraphie
radiotelegraphie entre
entre 4
4000
et 23
23 000
000 kc/s.
kc/s.
000 et
Lorsqu'elles utilisent ces frequences, les stations d'aeronef
d'aeronef
conformer aux dispositions
doivant se conformer
de la pr6sente
presente section.
section.
dispositions de

Exceptionnellement, les usines
flottantes traitant
baleines et dont
756.1 ""Exceptionnellement,
usines flottantes
traitant les baleines
dont
le tn.&
trafic presente
presente un volume important
important peuvent
peuvent utiliser les frequences
frequenees de
de
eette bande
bande d'octobre
d'oetobre h.
armee.
a mars de chaeue
chaeae annie.
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(Chapter XIII,
RIII, art.
RR)
art. 33 RR)

753

(753-761)
(753-761)

(2)
procedure fixed in article 29 are ap(2) The rules of procedure
plicable to stations of the maritime
maritime mobile service using
frequencies
frequencies in the bands between 4
4000 and 23 000 kc/s.

754

(3) Stations of the maritime mobile service open to pub(3)
lic correspondence
correspondence and using frequencies
frequencies in the bands 405 to
535 kc/s in addition to frequencies
frequencies in the band 44000 to 23 000
kc/s are required
required to observe the provisions
provisions of 737.

755

§
Beginning at the low
low frequency
frequency end,
end, each
each of
of the
the
§ 17. (1) Beginning
radiotelegraph
bands
reserved
radiotelegraph
reserved for the use of ship stations
stations is
divided into three bands as follows:
follows:
a) A band of working
a)
working frequencies
frequencies for the use of
passenger ships.')
ships.)'

756
757

1865
1865

b) A
A band of calling frequencies
for the
of all
all
frequencies for
the use
use of
ship and aircraft
aircraft stations entering into comcommunication
munication with stations of the maritime mobile
service.

758

c) A band of working
working frequencies
of
frequencies for the use of
cargo ships.
(2)
purposes of this section:
section:
759
(2) For the purposes
defined as such
such by
-— a
a passenger ship is aa vessel defined
the Convention
Convention for the Safety
Safety of Life at Sea.
- aa cargo ship is any ship that is not aa passenger
—
passenger
ship as defined above.
(3)
frequencies in the
760
(3) The arrangement
arrangement of the frequencies
the ship
ship
radiotelegraph
illustrated graphically
appendix
radiotelegraph bands is illustrated
graphically in appendix
10.
761

§
For the exchange
§ 18.
exchange of radiotelegraph
radiotelegraph communications
communications
with stations of the maritime
aircraft stations
maritime mobile
mobile service,
service, aircraft
stations
may utilize the frequencies
frequencies allocated
allocated to that service for radiotelegraphy
between 4
4000 and 23 000 kc/s. When using these
telegraphy between
frequencies,
comply with the provisions
provisions
frequencies, aircraft stations must comply
of this Section.

756.1
Exceptionally, whaling
factory vessels
vessels handling
volume of
of
756.1 ""Exceptionally,
whaling factory
handling a
a large
large volume
traffic may use
from October
October to
March of each
each
use frequencies
frequencies in this
this band
band from
to March
year.
year.

50 Stat. 1121.

1866

TREATIES
TREATIES

[63 STAT.
STAT.
[63

(Chap. XIII,
XIII, art.
RR)
33 RR)
art. 33
(Chap.

(762-769)
(762-769)

reponse.
B. Appel
Appel et
et reponse.
762
762

763

§
(1) Pour
entrer en
en communication
communication avec une station
§ 19.
19. (1)
Pour entrer
navire ou d'aerodu service
service mobile maritime, toute station de navire
dans
comprise dans
nef emploie pour
pour l'appel une frequence
frequence d'appel comprise
les
enuraerees au numero
numero 775.
les bandes
bandes d'appel
d'appel enumerees
(2) Les
assignees A
a
des bandes
bandes d'appel
d'appel sont assignees
Les frequences
frequences des
(2)
chaque station mobile conformement
conformement aux dispositions
dispositions des nuchaque
meros 776 aa 780 inclus.

764

Afin
reduire les brouillages,
mobiles
de r6duire
brouillages, les stations mobiles
§§ 20.
20.
Afin de
doivent, dans la mesure
mesure des moyens
moyens dont elles disposent,
frequences
s'efforcer de choisir pour l'appel la bande dont les fr6quences
presentent les caracteristiques
caracteristiques de propagation
propagation les plus favoracommunication satisfaisante.
satisfaisante. En l'absence
l'absence
bles pour etablir une communication
de donnees plus pr6cises,
preeises, toute station mobile doit, avant
avant
d'emettre
&outer les signaux
signaux de la station avec lad'emettre un appel, ecouter
quelle elle desire entrer en communication.
la
communication. La force et la
lisibilite des signaux reps
renseignements
lisibilit6
recus donnent
donnent alors des renseignements
conditions de p:opagation
propagation et indiquent dans quelle
quelle
utiles sur les conditions
bande il est preferable
preferable de faire
faire l'appel.
1'appel.

765

(1) Dans chacune
chacune des bandes
bandes dans lesquelles
lesquelles son
son
§§ 21. (1)
equipement
travailler, une
une station c6tiere
cotiere doit
equipement lui permet
permet de travailler,
doit
utiliser pour l'appel sa frequence
normale de travail indiquee
frequence normale
en caracteres
caracteres gras dans la nomenclature
nomenclature des stations cotieres
c6tieres
et de navire
navire (voir
(voir le numero
numero 774).
774).
(2) En regle generale,
cotiere transmet
transmet sea
(2)
generale, une station cotiere
ses
appels a
determinees, sous forme de
de listes
d'appels,
a des heures
hcures d6terminees,
listes d'appels,
sur la ou les frequences
indiquees dans la nomenclature
frequences indiquees
nomenclature des
stations c6tieres
cotieres et de navire (voir les numeros
et 686).
686).
numeros 685 et

766

767

§
A moins
moms que la station
station appelante
appelante n'en ait designe
§ 22.
A
une autre, la frequence
de
reponse
aa un appel fait dans l'une
frequence
l'une
des bandes du service mobile maritime est:
eat:
768
a) pour
a)
pour une
une station mobile, la fr6quence
frequence d'appe'
d'appel
qui lui est
eat attribuee
attribuee dans la bande dans laquelle
laquelle
elle aa ete appelee;
appelee;
769
b) pour une station c6tiere,
fr6quence normale
cotiere, sa frequence
laquelle elle a
de travail de la bande dans laquelle
a ete
appelee.
appel6e.
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(762-769)
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B.
B. Call
Call and Reply.
Reply.
762

763
763

§ 19. (1)
§
(1) In
communication with
In order to establish
establish communication
with aa station
station
in the maritime
maritime mobile service,
service, every
every ship and aircraft
aircraft station
station
must use
use aacalling
frequency in
calling frequency
775.
in the
the bands
bands listed
listed in 775.
(2)
Frequencies in the calling
(2) Frequencies
calling bands
bands are
assigned to
are assigned
each mobile station in accordance
accordance with
with the
the provisions
of 776
776
provisions of
to
inclusive.
to 780 inclusive.

764

In
order to
reduce interference,
interference, mobile
mobile stations
stations
§§ 20.
20.
In order
to reduce
endeavour to select
select
must, within the means at their disposal,
disposal, endeavour
with the
the most
most favourable
for calling
calling the band with
favourable propagational
propagational
characteristics
effecting reliable
reliable communication.
communication. In
In the
abcharacteristics for
for effecting
the absence
precise data,
data, a
amobile
mobile station
maksence of
of more precise
station must,
must, before
before making
listen for
the signals
of the
the station
which it
it
ing aa call,
call, listen
for the
signals of
station with
with which
desires to communicate.
communicate. The
strength and readability
The strength
readability of such
such
signals
useful guide
guide to
conditions and
and should
signals is
is a
a useful
to propagational
propagational conditions
should
indicate which
the preferable
preferable band
calling.
indicate
which is
is the
band for
for calling.

765
765

(1) The
be used
used by
by a
acoast
coast station,
station,
to be
§§ 21.
21. (1)
The calling
calling frequency
frequency to
in each
each of
of the
the bands
bands for
for which
which it
it is
is equipped,
equipped, is
is its
its normal
normal
in
working
as shown
shown in
in heavy
type in
in the
the List
List of
of Coast
Coast
working frequency
frequency as
heavy type
774).
(see 774).
and Ship
Ship Stations
Stations (see

766
766

(2)
A coast
coast station,
station, as
rule, transmits
transmits its
its calls
calls
general rule,
as aageneral
(2) A
at
specified
times
in
the
form
of
traffic
lists
on
the
frequency
at specified times in the form of traffic lists on the frequency
or
of Coast
Coast and
and Ship
Stations
or frequencies
frequencies indicated
indicated in
in the
the List
List of
Ship Stations
(see
686).
(see 685
685 and 686).

767
767

Unless the
the calling
station specifies
otherwise, the
the
specifies otherwise,
calling station
Unless
§§ 22.
22.
frequency
for
reply
to
a
call
made
in
any
maritime
mobile
band
frequency for reply to a call made in any maritime mobile band
is
as follows:
is as
follows:
a)
station, its
frecalling freassigned calling
its assigned
mobile station,
a) for
for aa mobile
quency
in the
same band
band as
used by
by the
the
as that
that used
quency in
the same
calling
station;
calling station;
b)
for a
coast station,
its normal
working frefrenormal working
station, its
a coast
b) for
quency
in the
by the
the
quency in
the same
same band
band as
as that
that used
used by
calling station.
station.
calling

768
768

769
769

-

81939
IT. 110-52
81939 0--52—vr.
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1867
1867

1868

TREATIES
TREATIES

(770-774)
(779-774)
770

0;6 SSTAT.
[163
I'AT.

(Chap. XIII, art.
art. 33
33 RR)
(Chap.
RR)

§ 23.
§
Les administrations
administrations indiquent,
indiquent, en notifiant
notifiant les frefr.&
quences d'emission d'une
d'une station c8tiere,
cotiere, quelks
les
quelles sont les
bandes d'appel dans lesquelles
lesquelles cette station cotiere
cotiere fait l'fcoute
l'ecoute
et, autant que possible, l'horaire
approximatif de
cette Ocoute
I'horaire approximatif
de cette
ecoute
en temps moyen de Greenwich
(T.M.G.). Ces
Ces renseignements
renseignements
Greenwich (T.M.G.).
ins6res a
a la nomenclature
sont inseres
nomenclature des stations c6tieres
cotieres et
et de
de
navire.
C.
Trafie.
C. Trafic.

771

§ 24. (1)
§
(1) Une
tine station mobile, apres
apres avoir etabli
la communicommunietabli la
fr6quence d'appel
cation sur une frequence
d'appel (voir le numero
numero 762),
762), passe
sur l'une de see
ses frequences
frequences de travail
travail pour transmettre
transmettre son
son
trafic ne doit etre ecoule
trafic. Aucun trafic
ecoule sur les
frequences des
des
les frequences
bandes d'appel.
d'appel.

772

(2) Les frequences
(2)
frequences de travail
travail sont assignees
assignees aux
aux stastations mobiles conformement
numeros 781
781
conform6ment aux
aux dispositions des
des numeros
aa797 inclus.

773

§§ 25. (1)
c8tiere transmet
(1) Toute station cfitiere
transmet son trafic
trafic sur
sur sa Irefrquence
quence normale
normale de travail ou sur les
autres fr6quences
frequences de
les autres
travail qui lui sont assignees.
assignees.
774
(2)
(2) Les frequences
frequences de travail
stations cotieres
tratravail des stations
cotieres travaillant sur les frequences
frequences comprises
vaillant
comprises entre
entre 44000 et 23
23 000
000
kc/s sont comprises entre les limites
limites suivantes:
suivantes:
4238
4
238
6357
6357
8476
8476
12 714
16 052
952
22 400
biles.
1)
biles.')

368
aa 4
4368
6525
aa 6525
745
aa 8
8745
aa 13 130
aa 17 290
a
a 22 650

kc/s
kc/s
kc/s
kc/s
kc/s
kc/s
kc/s
kc/s
kc/s
kc/s
kc/s
kc/s

D. Assignation
D.
Assignation des frequences
freguenees aux stations
stations momo-

774.1 "
"Bien
pr6sente section prevoie
Bien que la
Is presente
prevoie l'assignation
l'assignation de
de fr6quences
frequences a
toutes les
les stations de navire operant
operant dans les bandes
toutes
bandes comprises
comprises entre
entre
4 000 et 23 000 kc/s, il est recommand6
4
recommande que,
que, pour
pour certains types
anciens
types anciens
d'emetteurs
d'emetteurs actuellement
actuellement en usage,
frequence servant
servant de
de point
point de
usage, la
la frequence
de
comparaison pour la mesure des variations
comparaison
variations de frequence
frequence soit celle
celle sur
sur
laquelle
laquelle l'emission
remission debute.
debute. Cette disposition
disposition ne s'appliquera
s'appliquera que
jusqu'au
que jusqu'au
moment
auront et6
moment oi
oh ces emetteurs
emetteurs auront
ete modifies
modifies ou
ou remplaces
de facon
facon iI
remplaces de
satisfaire aux tolerances
tolerances de la colonne
colonne 33 de
rapnendice
3.
de l'apuendice 3.

(i3
STAT.]
63 S
TAT.

MULTILATERAITELECOMMl-NICATIONS-OCT.
MULT
ILATERAL- TELECOMMUNICATION S-0 CT. 2.
2,

(Ohapter XIII, art. $3
33 RR)
(Chapter

770

1947
1947

(770-774)
(770774)

§ 23.
§
When notifying the transmitting
transmitting frequencies
frequencies of
of a
a
coast station, administrations
administrations also indicate
indicate on which
which of
of the
ship calling bands the station
station keeps watch and, as far as
as possible, the approximate
approximate hours of watchkeeping
watchkeeping in
Greenwich
in Greenwich
mean time (G.M.T.).
(G.M.T.). This information
information shall
published
shall be published
in the List of Coast and Ship Stations.
Stations.
C. Traffic.

771

§ 24 (1)
(1) A mobile station, after establishing
§
establishing communication
communication
a calling frequency
762), changes to
on a
frequency (see 762),
freto a
a working fretransmission of traffic.
quency for the transmission
traffic. No traffic
traffic shall
shall be
be
transmitted on any frequency
frequency in the calling
calling bands.
bands.

772

(2) Working frequencies
(2)
frequencies shall be assigned to mobile
mobile
stations in accordance
amordance with the provisions
provisions of 781 to 797 inclusive.

773

§§ 25. (1)
(1) A
A coast station
station shall transmit
transmit its traffic on its
its
normal
frequency or on other
other working
normal working frequency
working frequencies
frequencies
assigned to it.
774
(2) Working
frequencies of coast
(2)
Working frequencies
coast stations using
using the
the
bands between
4 000 and 23 000 kc/s are included
between 4
included within
within the
the
following limits:
limits:
following
4238
4238
6
357
6357
8
476
8476
12 714
16 952
22 400

to
to
to
to
to
to
to

4
368
4368
6
525
6525
8
745
8745
13
130
13 130
17 290
22 650

kc/s
kc/s
kc/s
kc/s
kc/s
kc/s
kc/s
kc/s
kc/s
kc/s
kc/s
kc/s

D. Assignment of frequencies
frequencies to mobile
stations."
mobile stations."
774.1 ""Although
774.1
this section
the assignment
assignment of
of specific
specific frequencies
frequencies to
to
Although this
section requires
requires the
all ship stations operating in the bands between
000 and
and 23
between 44000
23 000
000 kc/s,
kc/s,
it is recommended
in the
the case
ease of
of certain
certain older
of transmitters
it
recommended that in
older types
types of
transmitters
reference point
point for
deviations shall
shall
now in use, the reference
for measuring
measuring frequency
frequency deviations

be that frequency
frequency on which the emission
emission begins. This recommendation
recommendation
applies only until such transmitters
transmitters have been replaced
replaced or
modified so as
or modified

tolerance requirements specified
to meet the tolerance
specified in column
appendix 3.
3.
column 33 of
of appendix

1869
1869

1870
1870

TREATIES
TREATIES

63 STAT.
[63
STAT.

(Chap. XIII,
RR)
(Chap.
XIII, art.
art. 33
33 RR)

(775-779)
(775-779)

1. Frequences
Frequences d'appel des
des stations de
de navire.
navire.
1.
775

frequences d'appel
assignees aux
de
§§ 26. (1)
(1) Les frequences
d'appel assignees
aux stations
stations de
navire sont comprises
comprises dans les bandes
bandes suivantes:
suivantes:
4
177
4177
6265,5
6265,5
8354
8354
12 531
16
708
16708
22 220

187
kc/s
aa 4
4187
kc/s
1
280,5 kc/s
kc/s
a 6
6280,5
a
374
kc/s
a 8
8374
kc/s
a 12
561
kc/s
A
12561
kc/s
748
kc/s
aa 16
16748
kc/s
kc/s
aa 22 270 kc/s
(2) Dans la bande
776
bande du service
maritime voisine
service mobile maritime
voisine
de 4
4 000 kc/s, les frequences
doivent etre
etre
frequences de la bande d'appel doivent
reparties uniformement.
uniformement. Elles sont. espacees
espacees de preference
de
preference de
11 kc/s. De plus, ainsi que l'indique l'appendice
l'appendice 10, les frefrequences
quences extremes
extremes qui peuvent
peuvent etre assignees sont 4
4178 kc/s
kc/s
et 4
4 186 kc/s.
777
(3) Dans chacune des autres bandes du service
(3)
service mobile
maritime comprises
comprises entre
entre 4
frequences
4 000 et 18 000
000 kc/s, les frequences
harmonique avec celles de la
d'appel sont en relation
relation harmonique
la bande
d'appel voisine de 4
4000 kc/s. Dans la bande d'appel voisine
voisine de
de
kc/s, l'espacement
22 000 Ice/s,
considere
l'espacement des frequences
frequences d'appel consider6
comme preferabl.e
est 5
preferab'c cst
5 kc/s.
kc/s.

778

§ 27.
§

L'administration dont releve
L'administration
releve une station de
de navire
navire

lui assigne
assigne une serie de fr6quences
frequences d'appel
d'appel comprenant
comprenant une frfr.&
quence
chacune des bandes dans lesquelles
quence dans chacune
l'equipement
lesquelles l'equipement
emettre. Dans les bandes comprises
de la station peut emettre.
comprises entre
44000 et 18 000 !:c/3,
I:c/s, les frequences
frequences attributes
attribuees a
achaque
ehaque station
de navire sont er relation
harmnr.ique. Chaque administration
relation hal-me:Ague.
administration
prend
mesures necessaires
necessaires pour attribuer
prencl les mesures
attribuer aux stations de
navire ces series harmoniques
harmoniques de frequences
frequences d'appel selon un
systeme ordonne de permutation
permutation permettant
d'obtenir la
repermettant d'obtenir
la repartition uniforme
uniforme des frequences
frequences d'appal
rimer()
d'appel visee
visue au numero
776
meme systame
syst-ine de distribution
776W Le merne
distribution uniforme
uniforme est appliqué
appiique
pour l'assignation
l'assignation des frequances
frequances de ia
la bande
bande d'appel
d'appel voisine
voisine
de 22 000 kc/s.
779

§§ 28. (1) La frequence
frequence d'appel
d'appeI Inediane
des
ilrdiane de
de chacune
chacune des
bandes d'appel
d'aplel indiquees
an
numEre
775
eat
r:sarvee,
indiquees
numera
resarvee, dans la
la

6,3
STAT.]]
63 STAT.

MULTIILAT'ERAI.-TTELEC(OMMUNICATIONS-OCT.
1947
M ULT LA T ERA
ELE COMAIUN ICAT ION S— OCT. 2.
2, 1947

(Chapter XIII, art. 33 RA)
RR)

(775-779)
(775-779)

1. Calling Frequencies
Stations
1.
Frequencies of Ship Stations
775

§ 26. (1)
(1) The calling frequencies
frequencies assigned
§
assigned to ship stations
are included
included within the following bands:
bands:
4177
4177
,6266.5
,6 265.5
8354
8
354
12 531
16 708

to
to
to
to
to

4
187
4187
6280.5
6280.5
8374
8374
12 561
16 748

22 220

to 22 270

kc/s
kc/s
kc/s
kc/s
kc/s
kc/s
kc/s
kc/s
kc/s
kc/s
kc/s
kc/s

776

(2) In the 44000 kc/s maritime
(2")
maritime mobile service
service band, the
calling frequencies
frequencies must be uniformly distributed
distributed within the
calling band. They are preferably
preferably spaced 1
1 kc/s apart. The
extreme
4 178 and 44186 kc/s as
extreme frequencies
frequencies assignable
assignable are
are 4
indicated
indicated in appendix
appendix 10.
(3) In each of the other maritime
777
(3)
maritime mobile service bands
bands
between 4
4 000 and 18 000 kc/s, the calling frequencies
frequencies must
must
harmonic relationship
relationship with those in the 4
be in harmonic
call4 000 kc/s calling band. In the 22 000 kc/s calling band, the preferable
preferable spacing of calling frequencies
frequencies is 5
5 kc/s.
778

§ 27.
The administration
§
administration to which
which a
a ship station
station is subject shall assign to it a
a series of calling
calling frequencies
including
frequencies including
one frequency
frequency in each of the bands in which the station is
is
equipped
equipped to transmit. In the bands
bands between
between 4
4 000 and 18 000
kc/s, the frequencies
assigned to each
each ship station shall be in
frequencies assigned
in
harmonic relationship. Each administration
administration must take the
necessary steps to assign such harmonic
harmonic series of calling
calling frequencies to ships in accordance
system .of
of
accordance with an orderly system
rotation so as to distribute these frequencies
frequencies uniformly
uniformly
throughout the calling bands as outlined in 776. The same
same system of uniform distribution shall be applied
assignment
applied in
in the
the assignment
000 kc/s
kc/s calling
calling band.
of calling
calling frequencies
frequencies in the
the 22 000
band.

779

frequency in each of the calling
calling
§§ 28. (1)
(1) The centre calling frequency
bands indicated in 775 shall be reserved
possible for
for
reserved as far as possible

1871
1871

1872
1872

TREATIES
TREATIES

(Chap. XIII,
XIII, art.
art. 33
33 RR)
RR)
(Chap.

(780-785)
(780-785)

780

[63 STAT.
STAT.

mesure du possible, aux stations d'a6ronef
d'aeronef desirant
desirant entrer
entrer en
en
communication avec
communication
avec des stations du service mobile maritime.
maritime.
Ces frequences
frequences sont les suivantes:
546;
suivantes: 44182; 66273; 88364; 12 546;
16 728 et 22 245 kc/s.
(2)
frequence 8
8364 kc/s
kc/s est
embarca(2) La frequence
est utilisee par les embarcations, radeaux
radeaux et autres engins de sauvetage,
sauvetage, s'ils sont 6quipes
equip&
pour emettre sur les frequences
frequences comprises
23 000
comprises entre
entre 4
4 000 et 23
000
kc/s et s'ils desirent
desirent etablir
etablir avec
service mobile
avec les stations du service
maritime
maritime des communications
communications relatives aux recherches
recherches et aux
aux
operations de sauvetage
operations
sauvetage (voir
(voir le numero
nuttier° 600).
600) .
2. Frequences
Frequences de travail des stations mobiles.
mobiles.
a)
Geniralites.
a) Gen'ralit6s.

781

§§ 29. (1)
frequences de travail des stations
stations des navires
navires
(1) Les frequences
a passagers sont espacees
de. facon
espacees de.
fagon a
a former des voies
voies distinctes.
tinctes. Dans
Dana Ia
bande des 4000
4000 kc/s, les
les
la bande
les deux voies
voies les
plus proches de la bande d'appel
d'appel sont larges de
kc/s et
et les
les
de 5
5 kc/s
autres
au tres voies sont larges
larges de 2,5 kc/s. Ainsi que l'indique l'apl'appendice
pendice 10, les frequences
peuvent etre
assifrequences extremes
extremes qui peuvent
8tre assignees
gnees sont 4
4135 kc/s et 4
4175 kc/s.
(2)
782
(2) Dans la bande
bande des 4000
4000 kc/s, les
de
les frequences
frequences de
travail des stations des navires
navires de charge
charge sont espacees
espac6es de
de
0,5 kc/s. De plus, ainsi que l'indique
l'indique l'appendice
l'appendice 10,
10, les
les
frequences
peuvent etre
frequences extremes
extremes qui peuvent
8tre assignees
assignees sont 44188
188
kc/s et 4
4 236,5 kc/s.
783
(3)
(3) Les frequences
frequences de travail assignees
assignees a
achaque
chaque station
station
de navire dans les bandes
bandes des 6
6 000, 8
8 000, 12 000 et 16 000
kc/s sont en relation harmonique
harmonique avec celles
celles qui lui sont assignees
signees dans la bande
bande des 4000
4000 kc/s.
784
(4)
Dans la bande des 22 000 kc/s, dont les frequen(4) Dana
fr6quences ne sont pas en relation harmonique
harmonique avec celles
celles des bandes
bandes
precedentes,
precedentes, les frequences
frequences sont, ainsi que l'indique
l'appenl'indique l'appendice 10, reparties
reparties de la facon
fagon suivante:
suivante:
785
a) Dana
Dans la bande des navires
a)
navires a
apassagers,
passagers, les deux
deux
voies les plus proches de la bande d'appel
voles
d'appel sont
sont
larges
lames de 20 kc/s
Ws et les autres voies sont larges
de 10 kc/s. Les frequences
frequences extremes
extremes qui
qui peuvent
peuvent
etre assignees
assignees sont 22 075 et 22 215 kc/s.

;i3 STAT.]
STAT. I
63

M 'LTIIATEItAIOTELLECOMMt'Nl('ATIONS--OCT.
MULTILATERAI
— TELECOMMUNICATIONS— OCT. 2,

(Chapter XIII,
art. 33
33 RR)
RR)
XIII, art.

780

1947
1947

(780-75)
(780-785)

the use of aircraft desiring
desiring to communicate
communicate with stations
of
stations of
the maritime mobile service. These frequencies
frequencies are the folfollowing: 4
4 182;
6 273
273;;88364;
182 ;6
364 ;12 546;
546 ;16 728 and 22 245 kc/s.
kc/s.
(2)
frequency 8
8 364 kc/s must be used by lifeboats,
(2) The frequency
lifeboats,
liferafts and other survival craft, if they are equipped
equipped to transfrequencies between
mit on frequencies
between 4
4000 and 23 000 kc/s, and if they
desire to establish with stations
stations of
serof the maritime
maritime mobile
mobile service communications
communications relating to search
rescue operations
search and rescue
see (600).
(600).
2. Working Frequencies
Frequencies of
of Mobile
Mobile Stations
Stations
a) General.
General.

781

§§ 29. (1)
(1) The working frequencies
frequencies for passenger
passenger ships are
are
so spaced as to provide
provide clear
clear channels. In the 4
4000
band,
000 kc/s band,
the two channels adjacent to the calling
calling band are 55kc/s
kc/s wide
wide
remainder are 2.5 kc/s wide, the extreme frequencies
and the remainder
frequencies
4 135 and 44175 kc/s as indicated
assignable being 4
appendix
indicated in appendix
10.

782

(2) In the 4
4000 kc/s band, the working
working frequencies
frequencies of
of
(2)
cargo ships are spaced
spaced 0.5 kc/s apart,-the
apart,-the extreme
extreme frequencies
frequencies
assignable being 44188 and 4236.5
assignable
indicated in
4 236.5 kc/s as indicated
in apappendix 10.

783

(3)
each ship
ship
(3) The working frequencies
frequencies assigned to
to each
station in the 6000,
6000, 8
000, 12000
12 000 and 16000
16 000 kc/s bands
bands
8000,
harmonically related
must be harmonically
re'ated to those assigned
assigned in the 44000
kc/s band.

784

(4) In the case
case of the 22 000 kc/s
in
kc/s band, which
which is not in
harmonic relationship
relationship with the other bands, the frequencies
frequencies
are spaced as follows and indicated
indicated in appendix 10:
10:
a) in the passenger
passenger ship
ship band
band the
the two
channels adadtwo channels
calling band
band are 20
jacent to the calling
20 kc/s wide and
and
the remaining
remaining channels
channels are 10 kc/s wide, the
extreme frequencies
frequencies assignable
assignable being
being 22 075 and
22 215 kc/s;
kc/s;

785

1873

1874
1874

TREATIES
TREATIES

[ 63 STAT.
[
STAT.

(7M-791)
(Th6-711)

XM, art.
art. 31
Si RR)
(Chap. XI,
RR)

786

b) Dans
Dana la bande
bande des navires de charge, les
lea fr6Irequences sont espacees
espacees de
kc/s et
et les
lea fr6quenfrequende 2,5 kc/s
ces extremes
extremes qui peuvent
peuvent etre
8tre assignees
sont
assignees sont
22 272,5 kc/s
395 kc/s.
22272,5
kc/s et 22
22395
kc/s.

787

§§ 30.
A toute station
station mobile autorisee
autorisee A
a travailler
travailler dans
dans
les
lea bandes du service
service mobile maritime
maritime comprises entre
4000
entre 4000
et 23 000 kc/s, doivent e'tre
etre assignees
assignees le plus tot
possible, et
t6t possible,
et
conformement
eonformement aux numeros 788 a
a 797 inclus, des
des frequences
frequences
de travail dans les
bandes lesquelles
lea bandes
equipement lui
lui perperlesquelles son equipement
met d'emettre.
d'emettre.
b) Frequences
Frequences de travail
travail des navires
navires d
d passagers.
passagers.

788

§§ 31.
Les frequences
frequerices de travail assignees aux navires
navires
lea bandes
bandes suivantes:
passagers sont comprises dans les
suivantes:
4133
4133
6
200
6200
8265
8265
12 400
16 530
22 070

789

a
a 44177
6265,5
aa 6265,5
a
354
a 8
8354
aa 12 531
a 16 708
a
aa 22
22 220
220

a

kc/s
kc/s
kc/s
kc/s
kc/s
kc/s
kc/s
kc/s
kc/s
kc/s
kc/s
kc/s

§§ 32. (1) Cheque
Chaque administration
administration assigne
assigne a
des naa chacun
chacun des
navires ait passagers
relevent de son autorite au
passagers qui relevent
deux
au moms
moins deux
des series de frequences
reservees aux
aux stations
stations des
frequences de
de travail r6serv6es
des
navires
navires de cette categorie
categorie (voir l'appendice
l'appendice 10).
10). Le nombre
des series aa allouer a
navire peut
determine en
en
a chaque navire
peut etre
etre determine
fonction du volume prevu pour
pour son
son trafic.
790
(2) Aux stations de navire
navire auxquelles
auxquelles toutes
fretoutes lea
les frequences de travail
d'une bande
bande ne sont
pas attribuees,
attribuees, lea
lea adtravail d'une
sont pas
administrations interessees
interessees assignent des
ministrations
frequences de
des frequences
de travail
travail
ordonne de permutation
permutation tel que toutes
selon un systeme ordonne
lee
toutes lea
frequences
assignees approximativement
frequences soient assignees
approximativement le meme
meme nomnombre de fois.
foie.
791
(3) Les deux frequences
frequences de chaque
chaque bande ies
les plus
plus
proches
frequences d'appel, et indiquees
proches des frequences
indiquees en
en traits
traits pleins
pleins
dans l'appendice
I'appendice 10, sont assignees
assignees aux stations des navires
navires
a passagers
emetteurs ne satisfont
passagers dont les
lea emetteurs
satisfont pas encore
encore a
la
A la
tol6rance
fr6quence de 0,02%
tolerance de frequence
0,02% fixee dans la
Is colonne
colonne 8
3 de
de

t;3 STAT.]
SrTAT.]
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1947
1947

(786-791)
(786-791)

786

b) in the cargo ship band the working
working frequencies
frequencies
are spaced 2.5 kc/s apart, the extreme
extreme frequencies assignable
assignable being 22 272.5 and 22 395 kc/s.

787

§§ 30.
licensed to operate
All mobile stations licensed
operate in the maritime mobile bands between
ard 23 000 kc/s must be asbetween 4
4000 and
frequencies in the bands
signed, as soon as possible,
possible, working frequencies
for which they are equipped
equipped in accordance
accordance with 788 to 797
inclusive.
b) Working frequencies of passenger
passenger ships.
ships.

788

The working frequencies
assigned to passenger
§§ 31.
frequencies assigned
passenger
ships are included within the following bands:
bands:

44133
6
200
6200
8
265
8265
12
400
12400
16
530
16530
22 070
789

to 4
4 177
to 6265.5
6265.5
354
to 8
8354
to 12531
12 531
to 16
708
16708
220
to 22
22220

kc/s
kc/s
kc/s
kc/s
kc/s
kc/s
kc/s
kc/s
kc/s
kc/s
kc/s
kc/s

(1) Each administration
administration shall assign to each of the
§§ 32. (1)
passenger ships under its jurisdiction
jurisdiction two or more series of
of
passenger
working frequencic3
designated in appendix 10 for vessels of
of
frequencis3 designated
assigned to each
each ship
this class.
class. The
The total
total number
number of
of series
series assigned
determined by the anticipated
anticipated traffic volume.
should be determined
(2)
assigned less than the
ships are
are assigned
passenger ships
(2) When
When passenger
790
total number of working frequencies
frequencies in aaband, the administration
concerned shall
assign working
working frequencies
frequencies to such ships
shall assign
tion concerned
in accordance
accordance with an orderly
orderly system
system of rotation
rotation which
which will
same number
assignments on
on any
ensure appoximately
appoximately the same
number of
of assignments
one frequency.
791
(3) In
nearest to the
two frequencies
frequencies nearest
band, the two
each band,
(3)
In each
791
indicated by
appendix 10
10
by solid
solid lines in appendix
calling frequencies,
frequencies, indicated
are
passenger ship
shin stations
stations the emissions of which
are assigned to passenger
comply with the
tolerance of 0.02%
0.02%
the frequency
frequency tolerance
do not
not already
already comply

1875
1875

1876
1876

TREATIES
TREATIES

(792-796)
(792-796)

I_ 63 S
TAT,
[63
STAT.

(Chap. XIII,
XIII, art.
art. 33
RR)
(Chap.
33 RRY

1
l'appendice
l'appendice 3. 1')Ces frequences
frequences sont
egaIement utilisees
utilisees par
sont 6galement
par

emploient des procedes
les stations mobiles qui emploient
speciaux de
de
procedes speciaux
transmission exigeant
exigeant des bandes de fr6quences
frequences plus larges
larges
que les voles
voies indiquees en tirets dans l'appendice
l'appendice 10.
792

§ 33.
Une serie
§
eerie au moins
moms de frequences
est
frequences de travail est
assignee aa chaque
station d'aeronef
d'aeronef parmi
chaque parmi les frequences
frequences de
de
travail des stations des navires a
passagers, a
seule fin
fin de
de lui
lui
a passagers,
a seule
permettre
permettre de communiquer
communiquer avec
avec les stations du service
mobile
service mobile
maritime. Les frequences
frequences de travail sont assignees
maritime.
assignees aux stastasysteme de repartition
tions d'aeronef
d'aeronef selon le systeme
repartition uniforme
uniforme prevu
pour les navires a
apassagers.
c) Frequences
c)
Freguences de travail
travail des navires
charge.
navires de
de charge.

793

§ 34.
§
Les fr6quences
frequences de travail assignees aux navires
navires de
de
charge sont comprises dans les bandes
bandes suivantes:
suivantes:
4187
4187
6280,5
6
280,5
88374
12 561
16 748
22 270

794

aa 4
238
4238
6357
aa 6357
A
8476
a 8476
a
714
a 12 714
a
a 16 952
a
A 22 400

kc/s
kc/s
kc/s
kc/s
kc/s
kc/s
kc/s
kc/s
kc/s
kc/s
kc/s
kc/s

§§ 35. (1)
(1) Dans
Dane chacune
chacune des bandes
bandes des navires
charge, les
les
navires de
de charge,
frequences assignees
assignees sont reparties
frequences
reparties en deux groupes
groupes egaux
egaux A
A
groupe A
et B. Le groupe
A comprend
comprend les frequences
frequences de la moitie
moitie infinfegroupe B
B celles de la moitie
rieure de la bande, le groupe
moitie sup6rieure
superieure
(voir l'appendice
l'appendice 10).
10).

795

(2)
(2) Chanue
Chaque administration
administration assigne a
achacun des
navires
des navires
de charge qui relevent
relbvent de son autorite deux series de frequenfrequences de travail choisies l'une dans le groupe
groupe A, l'autre
le
l'autre dans
dans le
groupe E.
B. Les deux frequences
frequences de travail de chaque
chaque station de
de
navire sont,
sent, dans chaque
chaque bande,
bande, separees
separees par la moitie de
de la
Is
largeur de la bande
frequences aa assigner.
bande des frequences
796
(3)
(3) Si, par exemple, l'une des frequences
attribuees a
frequences attributes
une station de navire est la plus basse des
frequences assignaassignades frequences
791.1 U II
n est
eat prevu
prvu que le nornbre
nombre de tels imetteurs
emetteurs diminuera
dirninuera peu
pen &
peu aa peu
bord
des navires
navires a
a passagers
bord des
passagers avant la date
date effective
effective d'application
des
d'application des
tolerances de
de la
la colonne
colonne 33 de l'appendice
1'appendice 3.
frequences considerees
tolerances
3. Les frequences
considerees
seront ainsi
ainsi progressivement
progressivement liberees
1'emploi des procedes
seront
liberees pour l'emploi
procedes speciaux
speciaux
a large
de tranamission
transmission a
large band°.
bande.

63 STAT.]
STAT.]
63

Mt
LTII,ATERAI-TELECOMMAINICATIONS-OCT.
1947
MULTI LATERAL- TELECOMMUNICATIONS- OCT. 2,
1947

art. 333 RR)
(Chapter XIII, art.

(792-7s
(792-796)
)

specified in the 3rd column of appendix
appendix 3.11))These frequencies
frequencies
must also be used by mobile stations employing special types
of wide band transmission
transmission which
which cannot
cannot be contained
contained within
the channels indicated
indicated by dashed lines in appendix 10.
792

§ 33.
§
For the exclusive purpose of communicating
communicating with
stations of the maritime mobile service
service an aircraft station may
be assigned one or more series of working
working frequencies
frequencies in the
frequencies shall be assigned in
passenger ship bands. These
These frequencies
accordance
accordance with the same system of uniform distribution provided for passenger ships.
vided
cargo ships.
c) Working frequencies of cargo

793

§§ 34.

Working frequencies
cargo ships
ships shall
frequencies assigned
assigned to cargo
shall

be included within the following bands:
bands:
4187
4
187
to 4238
4238 kc/s
kc/s
357 kc/s
66280.5 to 6
6357
kc/s
8
374 to 8
476 kc/s
8374
8-476
kc/s
12 561
16 748
16748
22 270

794

to 12 714 kc/s
kc/s
952 kc/s
kc/s
to 16
16952
to 22 400 kc/s
kc/s

§
(1) In each of the cargo ship bands the assignable
assignable fre§ 35. (1)
frequencies
quencies are divided into two equal groups A
A
A and B, group A

comprising the frequencies
lower half of the band
band and
comprising
frequencies in the .lower
group B
B the frequencies
frequencies in the upper half (see appendix
10).
appendix 10).
795
(2) Each administration
administration shall assign to each of its
(2)
cargo ships two series of working frequencies,
frequencies, one in group A
and the other in group B. In each
each band these two working frequencies are separated
separated from each
each other
other by half the width of
of
the assignable band.
796
(8)
example, if the frequency
frequency assigned
assigned to a
a ship
(3) For example,
assignable in group A, the
station is the lowest frequency
frequency assignable
the
791.1
It is
anticipated that
that the
on passenger
791.1 " It
is anticipated
the number
number of
of these
these transmitters
transmitters on
passenger
before the
the effective
applicaships will decrease progressively
progressively before
effective date of the application
specified in
3 of
of appendix
appendix 3.
3. These
These
tion of
of the
the tolerances
tolerances specified
in column
column S
channels will be thus gradually
gradually cleared
cleared for
of special
special type
types of
of
for the
the use
use of
-wide-band
transmission.
wideband transmision.

1877
1877

1878

[63 STAT.
STAT.
[63

TREATIES
TREATIES

(797-803)
(797-803)

(Chap. XIII,
XIII, art.
art. 33
33 RR)
RR)
(Chap.

bles du
A, l'autre
la frequence
la plus
plus basse
basse du
du
bles
du groupe
groupe A,
I'autre est
est la
frequence la
groape
B.
Si
l'une
des
frequences
assignees
est
la
deuxieme
groupe B. Si l'une des frequences assignees est la deuxieme
frequence du groupe A
Aa
apartir de sa limite inferieure,
inferieure, l'autre
frequence
I'autre
est la deuxieme du groupe
groupe B
Ba
partir
de
sa
limite inf6rieure,
inferieure,
a partir
limite
etc.
797
(4) Chaque
-Chaque administration
assigne les
les couples
couples de
fre797
(4)
administration assigne
de frequences ainsi &finis
successivement aux stations de
definis successivement
de navire
navire
en commengant
commencant par l'une des extremites
extr6mites de la bande. Lorsque
toutes les frequences
frequences de travail d'une
d'une bande
bande ont ete ainsi
distribuees, elle r6epte
repete le meme processus
autant de fois
fois qu'il
processus autant
necessaire pour satisfaire
satisfaire tous les besoins tout en assurant
assurant
est necessaire
une repartition
assignations.
repartition uniforme des assignations.
designation des
freguend) Abreviations
Abreviations pour la designation
des frequenees
travail.
ces de travail.

798
799

800

d'abreviations suivant
suivant
§§ 36.
On peut utiliser le systeme d'abreviations
pour designer les frequences
traNiail:
fr6quences de travail:
a) Pour d6signer
designer une frequence
frequence de travail comentre 4
4000 et 23 000 kc/s, on transmet les
prise entre
derniers chiffres
frequence sans pretrois derniers
chiffres de la frequence
preciser les fractions
fractions de kc/s.
b) Lorsque
station appelante
frequenb)
Lorsque la station
appelante ignore les frequences de travail d'un navire
navire de charge, elle peut lui
cer
demander de repondre
repondre sur sa frequence
frequence de trademander
vail du troupe
A ou sur sa frequence
frequence de travail
groupe A
du groupe
groupe B
B en transmettant
transmettant selon le cas l'une
des abreviations
abreviations QSW A ou QSW B.

Section VI. Service
Section
Service mobile
mobile aeronautique.
801

§
Des accords
accords entre les gouvernements
gouvernements interesses
§ 37.
peuvent
peuvent fixer des frequences
frequences pour l'appel
l'appel ou la reponse
reponse dans le
le
a6ronautique. Ces frequences,
service mobile seronautique.
frequences, ainsi que les conconditions de leur emploi, sont enumerees
documents de
enumerees dans les documents
service publies
general de l'Union.
publi6s par le Secretaire
Secretaire general
l'Union.

802

l'emploi de la frequence
frequence 500 kc/s pour l'appel
§§ 38.
Pour l'emploi
et la detresse, voir les numeros 711
a723.
711 A

803

§ 39.
Dans
1 et 3, la frequence
§
Dana les regions 1
frequence 333 kc/s
kc/s est
la frequence
frequence generale
generale d'appel pour les stations d'aeronef
d'aeronef
faisant usage
frequences comprises entre 325 et 405 kc/s..
usage de frequences
kc/s.

i3 STAT.
STATr.
63

Mt
LTILATERAITELECOM
NIATICOMMN
M ULT
ILATERAI— TELECOMM UN
1CAT IONS-OCT.
ON S— OCT. 2, 1947

(Chapter XIII, art.
art. 33 RR)
(Chapter
RR)

(797-803)
(797-803)

other
frequency assignable
other must be the lowest frequency
assignable in group
If
group B.
B. If
one
frequencies assigned
cne of the frequencies
assigned is the second
second frequency
frequency from
from
the low frequency
frequency end of group A, then the other frequency
frequency
assigned
second frequency
frequency from
assigned must be the second
from the
low frequency
frequency
the low
end of group B, etc.
797
(4) Each administration
(4)
administration shall
shall assign successively
one
successively one
such pair of frequencies
frequencies to each
of its
stations, commenccommenceach of
its ship
ship stations,
ing at either
either end of the band. When
available working
working frefreWhen all
all available
quencies
a band have been assigned
quencies in a
assigned in
in this
this manner
procmanner the
the process shall be repeated
repented as often
often as
to satisfy
satisfy all
its
as is
is necessary
necessary to
all its
requirements and to ensure a
a uniform
distribution of
requirements
uniform distribution
assignof assignments throughout
throughout the band.
band.
d)
Abbreviations for the designation
d) Abbreviations
designation of
of working
working
frequencies.
frequencies.
798
799

800

§ 36.
The following
§
following system
of abbreviations
abbreviations may
be used
used
system of
may be
to designate
designate working frequencies:
frequencies:
a)
a) In the case
case of a
aworking
frequency included
included bebeworking frequency
4 000 and 23 000 kc/s, transmit the
tween 4
the last
last
three figurQs
figures of the frequency
frequency excluding
excluding fracfractions of a
kilocycle;
ticns
a kilocycle;
the calling
station does
know the
the
b) When
When the
calling station
does not
not know
working frequencies
frequencies of aa cargo
cargo ship
ship station,
station, it
it
may request the ship station
station to reply
on its
its
reply on
working frequency
frequency in
working
in group
or on
on its
working
group A
A or
its working
frequency in group
frequency
B by
by transmitting
transmitting QSW
QSW A
or
group B
A or
QSW B
as the
the case
may be.
be.
B as
case may
Section
Section VI. Aeronautical
Aeronautical Mobile
Mobile Service
Service

801

§§ 37.
Agreements between
between the interested
interested governments
governments
may fix frequencies
call and
and reply
reply in
in the
aeronautical momofrequencies for
for call
the aeronautical
bile service. These
These frequencies;
well as
the conditions
conditions govgovfrequencies, as
as well
as the
erning
listed in the
erning their use, are listed
the service
documents published
service documents
published
by the Secretary
General of
of the
the Union.
Secretary General
Union.

802

§
the use
of the
the frequency
500 kc/s
kc/s for
for calling
calling
§ 38.
For the
use of
frequency 500
and distress purposes,
see 711
711 to
723.
purposes, see
to 723.

803

§§ 39.
In
In regions
and 3,
3, the
frequency 333
333 kc/s
kc/s is
is the
the
regions 11 and
the frequency
general calling frequency
general
frequency for
operating in
in
for aircraft
aircraft stations
stations operating
the
325 -—405
405 kc/s.
kc/s.
the bands
bands 325

1879

1880

[63 STAT.
STAT.
[63

TREATIES
TREATIES

(asap. XIII,
XIII, art.
art. 34
(Chap.
34 132)
B)

(8114-811)
(8s-1)

ARTICLE 34.

Radiotiliphonie
Radiotelephonie dans le service
service mobile
mobile maritime.
Section I. Dispositions
Section
generales.
Dispositions generales.
804

§§ 1.
(1) Les dispositions
1. (1)
dispositions du present article
article sont applicables
applicables
dans tous les cas aux stations
radiotelephoniques du
du service
service
stations radiotelephoniques
mobile maritime.

805

(2) Les stations d'aeronef
(2)
d'aeronef peuvent
peuvent entrer en communication radiotelephonique
radiotelephonique avec les stations du service
service mobile
maritime
maritime en utilisant
utilisant les frequences
frequences attributes
attribuees a
service
a ce service
pour la radiot6lephonie.
radioteIephonie. Elles doivent alors se
se conformer
conformer aux
aux
dispositions du present article.
article.

806

§ 2. (1) Le service
§
service de toute station radiotelephonique
de nanaradiotelephonique de

vire doit
operateur satisfaisant aux condidolt 8tre
etre assure par un operateur
conditions fixees a
a l'article
l'article 24.
24.
807

(2)
(2) Pour les indicatifs d'appel
d'appel des
des stations
stations radioteleradiotelephoniques
phoniques c6tieres
cotieres et de navire, voir
numeros 428
428 et
et 429.
429.
voir les
les num6ros

808

§§ 3.
Ces stations peuvent faire
faire usage
usage de
de dispositifs
dispositifs autoautomatiques d'appel.

809

§§ 4.
Afin d'obtenir
d'obtenir des communications
communications rapides
rapides et satissatisfaisantes, les stations radiotelephoniques
radiotelephoniques du service
service mobile
maritime doivent, autant que possible, etre
equipees de
de dispoWtre 6quipees
dispositifs leur permettant
permettant de passer
passer instantanement
instantanement de l'emission
l'emission
aI la reception
reception et vice
vice versa. Ces dispositifs
dispositifs sont necessaires
n6cessaires
pour toutes les stations qui assurent des communications
entre
communications entre
les
navires
ou
aeronefs
et
les
abonnes
du
reseau
les navires
aeronefs
reseau telephonique
telephonique
terresta.e.
terrestre.

810

§§ 5.

La nomenclature
nomenclature des stations
stations c6tieres
(*lams et
de navire
et de
navire

mentionne les frequences
d'emission et de reception
_mentionne
frequences d'emission
(associees
reception (associees
par paires dans le cas de la telephonie
telephonie duplex)
duplex) attribuees
attributes a
chaque
chaque station cotiere. Elle donne,
donne, de plus, toutes les autres
informations
informations utiles sur
stir le service
service assure par chaque
chaque station
c6tiere.
atibre.

6S3 STAT.]
STAT.]
63

M
LTILATE'RAL-TELE('OMMUl-NICATIONS-OCT.
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1947

(Chapter XIU,
ER)
XIII, art.
art. 34 RR)

(C4-US)
(e04-810)

ARTICLE 34
ARTICLE
Maritime Mobile
Radiotelephone Service
Maritime
Mobile Radiotelephone
Service
Section I.
Section
804

General Provisions
Provisions

§§ 1. (1)
(1) The provisions of the present article are applicable
applicable
in all cases
cases to radiotelephone
radiotelephone stations of the maritime mobile
service.
service.

805

(2)
(2) Aircraft stations may enter into telephone communication with stations of the maritime mobile service on
munication
frequencies allocated
allocated to that service
radiotelephony. They
frequencies
service for radiotelephony.
must then comply with the provisions of this article.

806

§ 2. (1)
§
(1) The service of ship radiotelephone
radiotelephone stations must be
performed by an operator
performed
operator satisfying the conditions fixed by
article 24.
article

807

(2)
(2) For the call signs for coast and ship radiotelephone
radiotelephone
stations see 428 and 429.

808

§§ 3.
vice.

809

§
In order to obtain rapid and satisfactory
satisfactory communi§ 4.
cation, radiotelephone
radiotelephone stations of the maritime mobile service
should, as far as possible, be equipped with devices for instantaneous switching from transmission
transmission to reception
reception and
stantaneous
vice-versa. This provision is necessary
necessary for all stations estabcommunication between
between ships or aircraft and sublishing communication
scribers of the land telephone
telephone system.

810

§
The frequencies
frequencies of transmission
transmission and reception
reception (also
§ 5.
frequencies in the case of duplex telephony)
telephony) althe pairs of frequencies
located to each coast station shall be indicated
indicated in the List of
Coast and Ship Stations. This List shall also indicate any
other useful information concerning
concerning the service performed
by each
each coast station.

Automatic calling devices may be used in this serAutomatic

1881

1882
1882

[63 S
TAT.
SrAT.

TREATIES
TREATIES

(Chap.
art. 34
RR)
(Chap. XIII,
XIII, art.
34 RR)

(811-816)
(811-816)

811

§§ 6.
Dans la mesure
mesure oa
pratique et
et raisonnable
oil cela est pratique
raisonnable
on applique au service mobile maritime radiot616phonique
radiotelephonique les
les
concernant le service radiotelegraphique
dispositions concernant
radiotelegraphique relarelatives:
tives:
-— aa la
(article 29),
29),
la procedure
procedure (article
-— aux appels
appels (article
(article 30),
30),

-— aala d6tresse,
detresse, aux signaux
signaux d'urgence
d'urgence et
et de
de securite
securite
(articl_ 37),
(articL
37),
-— aux conditions
conditions de cloture
cloture du service (article
(article 35).
35).
812

§§ 7.
Les stations mobiles 6quipees
equipees uniquement
uniquement pour
pour la
la
radiot6elphonie
radiotelephonie peuvent transmettre et recevoir
radiorecevoir leurs
leurs radiotelegrammes par voie telephonique.
t6elphonique. On peut appliquer
telegrammes
appliquer aa cet
cet
effet la procedure
procedure indiquee aa l'appendice
l'appendice 11.
11.

Section II. Bandes de frequences
fregnences comprises
comprises entre 1
605 et
Ws.
1 605
et 2
2 850
850 kc/s.
A. Appel, reponse
reponse et cletresse.
detresse.

813
813

814

815
815

816
816

§ 8. (1)
(1) La frequence
§
frequence 2
2182 kc/s est a
une frequence
a la lois
fois une
frequence
d'appel et la frequence
detresse pour le service
frequence de detresse
mobile maservice mobile
maritime radiot6lephonique
radiotelephonique dans
dans les
bandes comprises
entre
les bandes
comprises entre
11605 aa 2
2 850 kc/s dans lesquelles
radiotel6phonie est
est autolesquelles la
la radiotelepholie
autoris6e
risk (voir
(voir le chapitre
chapitre III).
III).
(2) Les administrations
administrations interessees,
au moyen
moyen d'ard'arint,6ress6es, au
rangements
rangements particuliers si c'est necessaire,
necessaire, reservent
une
r6servent une
bande de garde suffisante
suffisante autour de cette frequence.
frequence.
§§ 9.
9. (1)
2 182 kc/s est utilisee
(1) La frequcnce
frequence 2
utilisee pour
pour l'appel
l'appel et
et
le trafic de dOtresse,
d6tresse, ainsi que pour les signaux
le
signaux et
messages
et messages

d'urgence et de securite. En dehors de cet usage, elle ne
d'urgence
ne peut
peut
etre utilisee que pour l'appel
i'appel et la r6ponse.
reponse.
(2) Dans
communications entre stations de
(2)
Dans les communications
navire
de navire
et
et stations cotieres, son emplci
emplci pour l'appel et
et la
la reponse
reponse West
n'est
permis
dans les zones desservies
permis que
que dans
desservies par les stations cotieres
catieres
dfiment autorisees
cifunent
autorisees a
acet effet par les administrations
administrations dont elles
dtpendent,
apres
arrangement
dependent,
arrangement particulier si
Si c'est necessaire.
necessaire.
La nomenclature
stations cAtieres
cotieres et de navire metitionne
-ulertionne
La
nomenclature des
des stations

cette a
autorisation.
utorisation.

63 STAT.]
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1947

(Chapter XIII,
34 RR)
RR)
XIII, art.
art. 34
(Chapter

(811-816)
(811-816)

Sll
811

§
As
far as
practicable, the
the proviand practicable,
as is
is reasonable
reasonable and
As far
§ 6.
6.
sions concerning
radiotelegraph service
service relating to:
the radiotelegraph
sions
concerning the
—
procedure (article
(article 29),
29),
- procedure
—
calling
(article
30),
- calling (article 30),
and safety
safety signals
(article 37)
37)
signals (article
urgency and
-— distress,
distress, urgency
and
and
conditions of
of closure
the service
(article 35)
35)
service (article
closure of the
-— conditions
are applicable
the maritime
mobile radiotelephone
service.
radiotelephone service.
maritime mobile
to the
applicable to
are

812
812

§
Mobile
stations equipped
equipped solely
radiotelephony
solely for radiotelephony
Mobile stations
7.
§ 7.
may transmit
and receive
receive radiotelegrams
means of teleradiotelegrams by means
may
transmit and
phony. The
in appendix
appendix 11 may be apindicated in
procedure indicated
The procedure
phony.
plied for
this purpose.
purpose.
for this
plied
Section
II. Frequency
Frequency Bands
Bands between
kc/s
between 11605 and 22850 kc/s
Section II.
A.
Distress.
and Distress.
Reply and
A. Call,
Call, Reply

813
813

814
814

815
815

816
816

(1) The
The frequency
frequency 2
182 kc/s
kc/s is both a
calling and the
a calling
2182
8. (1)
§§ 8.
distress
frequency for
for the
the maritime
maritime mobile
service of radiomobile service
distress frequency
telephony in
in the
605 to
to 2
2850 kc/s in
in
the band
band 11605
of the
portions of
the portions
telephony

authorized (see chapter
which radiotelephony
chapter III).
radiotelephony is authorized
which
(2)
The administrations
administrations concerned
concerned will ensure, by
(2) The
special arrangements
arrangements if
necessary, that
guardadequate guardthat an adequate
if necessary,
special
band is
for this
frequency.
this frequency.
provided for
is provided
band
(1) The
The frequency
frequency 2
2182
182 kc/s
kc/s may
calls
may be used for calls
§§ 9.
9. (1)
and replies,
replies, and
is the
frequency to
to be
be used
the distress
distress
for the
used for
the frequency
it is
and it
and
call
traffic, as
as well
well as
as for
and safety
safety signals and
for urgency
urgency and
and traffic,
call and
messages.
messages.
(2)
use for
for call
call and
and reply
reply purposes
between ship and
purposes between
Its use
(2) Its
coast
stations is
is permitted
areas of
of
service areas
the service
within the
only within
permitted only
coast stations
coast stations
duly authorized
by their
their administrations
administrations to this
authorized by
stations duly
coast
necessary. This inif necessary.
effect after
arrangement if
a special
special arrangement
after a
effect
formation shall
shall be
indicated in
the List
Coast and Ship
List of
of Coast
in the
be indicated
formation
Stations.
Stations.

819:19 0-52--iT.
0-52—PT. ii--3s
11--3S
8198i9

1883
1883

1884
1884

TREATIES
TREATIES

(817-826)
(817-826)

[63 STAT.
STAT.
[63

(Chap. XIII,
art. 34
34 RR)
RR)
(Chap.
XIII art.

817

(3)
(3) Toute administration
administration peut assigner
assigner a
a une
une station
station
d'autres fr6quences
frequences a
autiliser pour
et la
la reponse.
reponse.
pour l'appel
l'appel et
818
(4)
(4) Le signal de detresse
radiotelephonique est
est Mini
detresse radiotelephonique
defini
au
873.
au numero 873.
B.
B. Veille.
Veille.
819

§ 10. (1)
(1) Toute
§
Toute station cotiere
usage de
la frequence
frequence
c6tiere faisant
faisant usage
de la
d'appel de 2
2 182 kc/s doit, autant que possible,
possible, assurer
assurer la
veille
la veille
sur cette frequence
frequence pendant
ses vacations.
vacations. ,
pendant ses
820
(2) Si cette veille
pas assur6e
assuree par
par un
un op6rateur,
operateur,
veille n'est pas
nomenclature indique
la nomenclature
indique de
precise le
le procede
procede utilise.
utilise.
de facon
facon precise
Trafic.
C. Trafic.

821

§ 11. (1)
§
(1) Les stations c6tieres
cotieres qui utilisent
utilisent pour
pour l'appel
l'appel la
la
fr6quence 22182 kc/s
frequence
kc/s doivent
doivent etre en
de faire
faire usage
usage
en mesure
mesure de
d'au moins
moms une autre frequence
choisie dans
dans les
les bandes
bandes comcomfrequence choisie
prises entre 1605
et
2
850
kc/s dans lesquelles le
1.605
2
service
le service
mobile maritime radiotelephonique
radiotelephonique est
est admis.
admis.

822
822

(2)
fr6quences, imprimee
(2) L'une de ces frequences,
imprimee en caracteres
caracteres
gras dans la nomenclature,
nomenclature, est la frequence
frequence normale
de travail
travail
normale de
de la station. Les frequences
eventuelles sont
sont
frequences supplementaires
supplementaires eventuelles
mentionnees
nomenclature en caracteres
mentionnees dans la nomenclature
caracteres ordinaires.
ordinaires.
823
(3)
(3) Les frequences
stations c8tieres
cotieres doidoifr6quences de travail
travail des
des stations
vent etre choisies
choisies de mani6re
maniere a
avec les
les
a eviter les brouillages
brouillages avec
autres stations.
D. Dispositions
Dispositions additionnclles
additionnelles applicables
4la
la region
region 1.
1.
applicables a
824 §
§ 12. (1) Dans la region 1,
1, les dispositions de la
la presente
presente soussoussection ne s'appliquent qu'au service des stations
stations radioteleradiotelephoniques mobiles qui utilisent la frequence
frequence 2
2182
182 kc/s
comme
kc/s comme
fr6quence
frequence d'appel et de detresse.
detresse.
825
(2) La puissance dans l'antenne
l'antenne de ces
825
(2)
ces stations
mobiles
stations mobiles
ne doit
d6passer 100 watts sur l'onde porteuse
dolt pas &passer
porteuse non
non modumodulee, sauf dans le cas des accords
accords particuliers
particuliers prevus
prevus au
au numero
num6ro
550.
826
(3) En vue
vue d'augmenter
d'augmenter la sgcurite
826
(3)
securite de la vie humaine
humaine
en mer, toutes les stations radiot6elphoniques
radlotelephoniques du
service momodu service
bile
ecoutent normalement
bile maritime
maritime qui ecoutent
normalement sur les frequences
frequences de
de

63 STAT.]
STAT.]

MULTILATERTERAL
LECOMMUNICATIONS-OCT.
MULTILATERAL_ TELECOMMUNICATIONS—
OCT. 2, 1947
1947

(Chapter
XIU, art.
(Chapter XIll,
34 RR)
art. 34
RR)

(817-326)
(s17-426)

817

(3)
(3) However, an administration
administration may
may assign to a
a station other frequencies
frequencies for call and reply.

818

(4)
(4) The distress signal
signal in radiotelephony
radiotelephony is defined
in 873.
Watch.
B. Watch.

819

§ 10. (1)
§
(1) Every coast station using the calling
calling frequency
frequency
2
- 2182 kc/s must, as far as possible, maintain
maintain watch on this
frequency during its working
working hours.
hours.
8
90
(2) If this watch is not maintained
820
maintained by an operator,
operator,
the method used shall be specifically
ihe List of
of
specifically indicated in the
Coast and Ship Stations.
Traffic.
C. Traffic.
821

(1) Coast stations which use the frequency 2
2182 kc/s
kc/s
§§ 11. (1)
for calling must be able to use at least one other frequency
frequency
in the portions of the band
band 1
1605
605 -— 2
2850 Ws
which the
kc/s in which
maritime mobile radiotelephone
radiotelephone service is admitted.

822

(2) One of these frequencies
heavy type
(2)
frequencies is printed in heavy
Stations to indicate
indicate that it is
is
in the List of Coast and Ship Stations
the normal
normal working
working frequency of the station. Supplementary
frequencies, if assigned, are
are shown
shown in ordinary
ordinary type.
(3) Working frequencies
(3)
frequencies of coast stations must be
chcsen in such a
manner as to avoid
avoid interference
with other
chcsen
a manner
interference with
other
stations.

823

D.
Additional Provisions
D. Additional
Provisions applying to
to Region
Region

824
825

1

§
Region 1,
1, the provisions
provisions of this sub-section apply
apply
§ 12. (1)
(1) In Region
only to the service of mobile radiotelephone
radiotelephone stations
stations using the
frequency 2
frequency.
2 182 kc/s as aacalling and distress frequency.

(2)
carrier-wave in the
unmodulated carrier-wave
(2) The power of the unmodulated
antenna
antenna of such mobile stations shall not exceed 100 watts
except in the case of special agreements
agreements as provided
provided in 550.
826
(3) With aa view
greater safety of life at sea all
view to greater
(3)
826
radiotelephone
service which
radiotelephone stations of the maritime
maritime mobile service
normally keep watch on frequencies
band take steps.
steps,
frequencies in this band
as far
far as
as possible,
to keep
keep watch
on the
distress frequency
as
possible, to
watch on
the distress
frequency

1885
1885

1886
1886

TREATIES
TREATIES

(827-833)
(827
-833)

STAT.
[63 STAT.

(Chap. XIII,
XIII, art
art. 31
(Chap.
31 RR)
RR)

ces bandes prennent,
prennent, autant
possible, les
les mesures
mesures utiles
utiles
autant que possible,
pour assurer la veille stir
de 2
2182
182 kc/s
kc/s
sur la
la frequence
frequence de
de detresse
detresse de
deux fois par heure, pendant
pendant trois minutes
minutes commengant
commengant a
x h
h 00 et x
x
(T.M.G.).
xh
h 30, temps moyen
moyen de
de Greenwich
Greenwich (T.M.G.).
827
(4) Pendant les intervalles
(4)
intervalles de temps
temps indiques
indiques ci-dessus, toute emission doit cesser dans les bandes de 2
197
2 167 a
a2
2 197
kc/s, aa I'exception
l'exception des emissions
emissions de detresse,
detresse, d'urgence
d'urgence et
de
et de
securite.
Section
Section IIL Bandes de frequences
frequences comprises
comprises entre
000 et
et 23
23 000
000 kc/s.
kc/s.
entre 44000
828

§ 13.
§
13: (1)
(1) Les dispositions de la
section s'appliquent
la presente
presente section
s'appliquent
au service radiotelephonique
radiotelephonique entre
stations cotieres
cotieres et
et les
entre les
les stations
les
stations de navire dans les bandes de frequences
fr6quences attribuees
attribuees Ita
cet effet au service
service mobile maritime
maritime entre
entre 44000
000 et
000 kc/s.
kc/s.
et 23
23 000

529
S29

(2) Pour la radiot6elphonie
radiotelephonie duplex,
duplex, les frequences
frequences
d'emission
cotieres et des stations
d'ernission des stations cotieres
stations de navire
navire sont,
sont,
autant que possible, associees
ainsi que
que l'indique
l'indique
associees par
par paires,
paires, ainsi
I'appendice
l'appendice 12.

Section
Section IV. Bande
Bande de frequences
frequences 152 -- 162 Mc/s.
Mc/s.
809
830

§ 14. (1)
(1) La frequence
frequence 156,80 Mc/s eat
est la frequence
§
utiliser
frequence aIutiliser
dans le monde entier pour la radiotelephonie
radiotelephonie simplex
simplex dans
le
dans le
service mobile maritime
maritime pour I'appel,
l'appel, la securite,
les commucommus6curite, les
nications entre les navires et entre les navires et les services
services
des ports.

831
531

(2)
(2) Les administrations
administrations interessees
interessees prennent
prennent les mesures necessaires,
necessaires, au besoin par arrangements
arrangements particuliers, pour
pour
reserver une bande de garde suffisante autour de cette frefr.&
quence.
832
(3) La frequence
frequence 156,80 Mc/s ne doit pas etre
(3)
etre emenmployee pour des usages autres
autres que ceux definis
&finis au
au numero
numero
830 dans les zones
il pourrait en r6sulter
zones ou
oil ii
resulter des brouillages
brouillages
nuisibles au service
service mobile maritime.

833

§§ 15.
L'emploi
L'emploi de la modulation
modulation de frequence
frequence est
eat obligaobligatoire dans la regien
2,
et
est
fortement
region
fortement recommande
recommande dans les
autres regions.

STAT.]
63 S
TAT.]

MUILTILIATERAI-TELECOMMUNICATIONS-OCT.
MULTILATERAL—
TELECOMMUNICATIONS— OCT. 2, 1947
1947

(Chapter XIII,
aft. 34 RR)
(Chapter
XIIL art.
RR)

827

(W-40S)
(07-11311)

2182
2182 kc/s twice each hour for three minutes
commencing at
at
minutes commeneing
xh
h30,
SO, Greenwich
xxh
h 00 and x
Greenwich mean time. (GALT.),
(G.M.T.).
(4) During the above-mentioned
above-mentioned intervals,
intervals, all transmissions in the bands between 2
and 2
2197 kc/s, except
except
2 167 and
transmissions,
must
cease.
distress, urgency
urgency and safety
safety transmissions, must cease.

Section IIL
Frequency Bands between 4
kc/s
IL Frequency
4 000 kcia
kc/s and 23 000 kc/a

828

829

§
section are applicable
applicable to the
§ 13. (1)
(1) The provisions of this section
radiotelephone service between
between coast
radiotelephone
coast stations and ship stations in the frequency
frequency bands allocated
allocated for this purpose to the
maritime
service between
between 4
4000
maritime mobile
mobile service
000 and 23 000 kc/s.
(2) In duplex telephony,
telephony, the frequencies
(2)
frequencies of emission
of
corresponding ship stations
of the corresponding
stations shall
of coast
coast stations
stations and of
selected, as far
indicated in appenas indicated
far as possible, by
by pairs
pairs as
be selected,
dix
12.
dix 12.
Frequency Band
152-162 Mc/s
Mc/s
Section IV. Frequency
Band 152-162

830

(1) The frequency
frequency 156.80
156.80 Mc/s
Mc/s is the
frequency dethe frequency
§§ 14.
14. (1)
signated for world-wide
world-wide use on a
asimplex
simplex basis in the maritime
signated
intership and harbour conmobile service for calling, safety, intership
trol purposes.
831
(2) The
The administrations
concerned will take
take the
the neces(2)
administrations concerned
531
sary
necessary, to reserve
reserve
sary steps,
steps, by special arrangements
arrangements if necessary,
frequency.
this frequency.
aa suitabliguard-band
suitablguard-band for this
832
(3) The frequency
frequency 166.80
156.80 Mc/s must not be used for
(3)
532
purposes other
other than
those defined
defined in 830 in areas
areas where
than those
purposes
such other
is liable
liable to
to cause
interference to the
cause harmful interference
other use
use is
such
maritime mobile service.
maritime
833
R33

Ths use
of frequency
modulation is
compulsory
is compulsory
frequency modulation
The
use of
§§ 15.
15.
in
Region
2
and
its
use
is
strongly
recommended
other
in Region 2 and its use is strongly recommended in other
regions.

1887
1887

1888
1888

TREATIES
TREATIES

(8341-1139)
(834-83)

834
834

163 STAT.
STAT.
[63

(Chap. XIII,
XIII, art.
art. 34,
35 RR)
RR)
34, 35
(Chap.

16.
Les
interessees peuvent,
peuvent, au
besoin
§§ 16.
Les administrations
administrations interessees
au besoin
par
arrangements
particuliers,
designer
d'autres
frequences
par arrangements particuliers, designer d'autres frequences
de
162 Me/s
de la
la bande
bande 152 —
-162
Mc/s pour l'ecoulement,
l'coulement, dans
dans le service
mobile
maritime, de
correspondance publique,
publique, de
de communicommunimobile maritime,
de la
la correspondance
cations relatives
relatives a
a 1'exploitation
l'exploitation des
navires, etc.
etc.
cations
des navires,

ARTICLE 35.
ARTICLE
Vacations des
des stations
des services
mobiles maritime et
et
Vacations
stations des
services mobiles
aeronautique.
aeronautique.
Section I. Preambule.
Section
835

l'application des regles
regles suivantes
§1.
Afin de permettre l'application
suivantes
relatives aux heures de veille, toute station
station du service
service mobile
aeronautique doit etre munie d'une montre
montre precise
maritime ou aeronautique
precise
et prendre les dispositions
dispositions voulues pour que celle-ci
celle-ci soit correctement reglee sur le temps moyen de Greenwich (T.M.G.).
rectement
(T.M.G.).

836

Tie
Greenwich (T.M.G.),
(T.M.G.), compte de
§§ 2.
2.
Ie temps moyen de Greenwich
toutes
0000 ;it 2400 h
h aapartir de minuit, doit etre employe pour
pour toutes
les inscriptions dans le journal du service
service des radiocommuniradiocommunications et dans tous les autres documents
documents analogues des navinavires obligatoirement
obligatoirement munis d'appareils radioelectriques
radioelectriques en ex6execution d'un accord
accord international.
eat, autant
autant que
international. Ii
II en
en est,
que possible,
possible,
de mettle
navires.
meme pour les autres navires.

Section IL
Section

Stations c6tieres.
catieres.

837

§
cotieres est, autant
autant que pos§ 3.
Le service des stations c8tieres
sible, permanent
permanent de jour et de nuit. Toutefois, le service
service de
certaines
stations
c6tieres
peut
etre
de
duree
limitee.
certaines
cotieres
duree limitee. Chaque
administration ou exploitation
exploitation privee reconnue
reconnue fixe les vacavacations des stations placees
placees sous son autorite.

838

§§ 4.
Les stations c6tieres
cotieres dont le service n'est pas permanent ne peuvent pas prendre
prendre cloture
cloture avant d'avoir:
d'avoir:
a) termine toutes les operations motiv6es
motivees par un
un
appel
appel de detresse ou un signal d'urgence ou de
securite;
securite;

839

63 STAT.]
STAT.]

MULTILATERAL-TELECOM3MUNICATIONS-OCT.
MULTILATERAL
— TELECOMMUNICATIONS— OCT. 2,

XIII, art.
art. 34, 35 BR)
ER)
(Chapter Xl,

1947
1947

(3114-8311)
(34-Sm)

834 §§ 16.
The interested administrations
administrations may designate,
designate, by
special arrangements
if
necessary,
other
frequencies
arrangements
frequencies in this
band for the handling of public correspondence,
correspondence, communications relating to ship operation, etc., in the maritime mobile
service.
service.
ARTICLE 35
Working Hours of Stations in
Aeronautical Mobile
Mobile

the Maritime
Maritime and
Services
Services

Section L Preamble
Section

835

§
following
§ 1.
1.
In order to permit the application of the following
rules
rules on
on the
the subject of hours of
of watch,
watch, every station of the
aeronautical mobile services
services must have an
maritime and aeronautical
accurate
necessary steps must
must be taken to keep
keep
clock and the necessary
accurate clock
(G.M.T.).
it correctly regulated to Greenwich
Greenwich mean time (G.M.T.).

836

(reckoned from
(G.M.T.) (reckoned
§
Greenwich mean time (G.M.T.)
Greenwich
§ 2.
0000
to
2400
hours
beginning
at
midnight)
used
0000 to 2400 hours beginning at midnight) must be used
for
all
entries
in
the
radiocommunication
service
log
and
in
for all entries in the radiocommunication service log and in
all
similar
documents
of
ships
compulsorily
equipped
with
all similar documents of ships compulsorily equipped
radiocommunication
apparatus in
in compliance
compliance with
with an
an interinterradiocommunication apparatus
national
agreement; the same
as possible,
same will apply, as far as
national agreement;
to other ships.
II. Coast Stations
Stations
Section II

837
837

§
3.
The service
of coast
coast stations
stations is, as far as possible,
possible,
service of
The
§ 3.
continuous
coast stations, however,
Certain coast
(day and
and night).
night). Certain
continuous (day
may
administration
a service of
of limited duration. Each administration
may have
have a
or
agency duly
duly authorized
to that
that
authorized to
operating agency
private operating
or recognized
recognized private
effect,
for coast
coast stations
stations under
under its
its
hours of
of service
service for
fixes the
the hours
effect, fixes
jurisdiction.

838
838

§
4.
§ 4.

839
839

not
cease before:
not cease
a) finishing
finishing all
all operations
operations resulting
resulting from a
adistress
distress
a)
call,
safety signals;
urgency or
or safety
call, urgency

Coast Stations
Stations whose
whose service
service is
not continuous
may
continuous may
is not
Coast

1889
1889

1890
1890

TREATIES
TREATIES

(840848)
(840-848)

840

[63
STAT.
[6:( STAT.

(Chap. XII,
XIII, art.
art. 35
35 RR)
RR)
(Chap.

b)Jcoule
ecoule tout le trafie
destination
trafic originaire ou aa destination
des stations mobiles
mobiles qui se trouvent
trouvent dans
dans leur
leur
rayon d'action et qui ont signal6
signale leur presence
presence
avant la cessation effective
effective du travail.
Section IIL
aeronautiques.
III Stations aironautiqus.

841

§§ 5.
Une station aeronautique
aeronautique assure un
nn service
service contini
continro
pendant
pendant toute la periode
periode durant
durant laquelle
laquelle elle porte la responresponsabilite principale
principale du service
service des radiocommunications
aver
radiocommunications aver
aeronefs en vol.
lea aeronefs
Section IV.
navire.
IV. Stations de
de navlre.

842

§§ 6. (1)
(1) Pour le service international
international de la
correspondance
la correspondance
publique, les
lea stations
stations radiotelegraphiques
radiotelegraphiques de navir?
navirs, sont
sont
classees en trois categories:
classees
categories:
843
-— Stations de premiere categorie:
categorie: ces stations assuassurent un service permanent.
- Stations de deuxieme
deuxieme categorie:
844
—
categoric: ces stations assuassu-

rent un service
service de duree limitee, dans
dans les
lea condicondi-

tions fucks
fixees aux numeros 847 et 848.
845
845

-— Stations
Stations de troisieme
troisieme cat6gorie:
categorie: ces stations
stations assu,

rent
service de duree
rent un service
duree plus limitke
des
limitee que
que celui
celui des
stations
de
deuxieme
stations
deuxieme categorie
categorie ou
on un service
service dont
dont
la duree n'est pas fixee par le present
present Reglement.
Reglement.
(2) Chaque
Chaque gouvernement
846
(2)
gouvernement determine lui-mgme
lui-meme les
lea regles
regles
lesquelles lea
les stations radiotelegraphiques
suivant lesquelles
radiotelegraphiques de navire
placees sous son autorit6
autorite sont reparties
reparties entre
entre lea
les trois catecat6gories ci-dessus definies.
847

§ 7. (1)
§
(1) Les stations de navire classees dans la deuxieme
deuxieme
cat6gorie
categorie doivent assurer le service
service au
moms pendant
duree
au moins
pendant la
la durke
fixee a
a l'appendice
l'appendice 13. La licence doit
dolt porter mention
mention de cette
duree.

848

(2) Dana
Dans le eas
cas de courtes traversees, elles assurent le
service suivant
suivant l'horaire
l'horaire fixe par les
lea administrations dont elles
dependent.
d4pendent.

f6{ STAT.1
TAT.]
MULTILATERAL—TELECOMMUNICATIONS—OCT. 2.
2, 1947
1947
MULTILATERAL-TELECOMMUNICATIONS-OCT.

6

RR)
(Chapter XIII,
XIII, art.
art. 35 RR)

840

(840-848)
(840-848)

b) exchanging
exchanging all traffic originating
originating in or destined
for mobile stations which
within
which are situated within
their range and have indicated
indicated their presence
presence
before the actual
actual cessation
cessation of work.
before
Section III. Aeronautical Stations

841

aeronautical station shall be concon§§ 5.
The service of an aeronautical
tinuous throughout
throughout the period during which it bears primary
responsibility for
the radiocommunication
radiocommunication service
aircraft
service to aircraft
for the
responsibility
in flight.
Section IV. Ship Stations
Section

842

§
(1) For the international
international service of public corresponcorrespon§ 6. (1)
dence, ship radiotelegraph
radiotelegraph stations are divided into three
dence,
categories:
categories:

843

category: these stations main-— Stations of the first category:
continuous service.
tain aa continuous
second category:
category: these stations
of the second
Stations of
-— Stations
maintain a
a service
service of limited duration
duration as indicated in 847 and 848.
category: these stations
the third category:
-— Stations
Stations of the
duration of which
which is either
either
service the duration
maintain aaservice
shorter than that of stations of the second category, or is not fixed by these Regulations.
(2)
government shall itself determine
determine the rules
(2) Each government
under which
it are to
stations subject to it
ship radiotelegraph
radiotelegraph stations
which ship
under
be
three categories.
categories.
the other of
of the above three
in one
one or
or the
be placed
placed in

844
844

845

846
846

847
847

§
7. (1)
second category
category must provide
provide
the second
(1) Ship
Ship stations of the
§ 7.
service
appendix 13.
13. These
These
by appendix
fixed by
during the hours fixed
at least during
service at
hours
mentioned in the license.
are mentioned
hours are

848
848

(2) In
service durprovide service
they provide
voyages, they
of short
short voyages,
In case
case of
(2)
ing
hours fixed
which they
they are
to which
administration to
fixed by
by the administration
the hours
ing the

subject.

*

1891
1891

1892
1892

TREATIES
TREATIES

(849-856)
(849-856)

[f63:
[63 STAT.
STAT.

(Chap.
35 RR)
RR)
(Chap. XIII,
XIII, art.
art. 35

849

§
heures de
de service
service des
des stations
§ 8.
Le cas
cas echeant,
6cheant, les heures
stations de
de
navire de la troisieme
troisieme categorie
categorie peuvent
peuvent etre
etre mentionn6es
mentionnees dans
dans
la nomenclature.
nomenclature.

850

En regle g6enrale,
generale, lorsqu'une
lorsqu'une station
station c6tiere
cotiere a
a du
du
§§ 9.
trafic en instance
instance pour une
la troisieme
troisieme
une station de
de navire
navire de
de la
cat6gorie
categoric qu'elle presume
presume etre
rayon d'action,
d'action, et
qui
etre dans son
son rayon
et qui
n'a pas d'heures
d'heures fixes de service,
elle appelle
appelle cette
cette station
station de
de
service, elle
navire pendant
pendant la premiere
premiere demi-heure
demi-heure des
des 1"
1 et
et 3
periodes
3' periodes
de service
service des stations de
navire de
de la
la deuxieme
categorie
de navire
deuxieme cat6gorie
assurant un service
service de huit
heures conform6ment
conformement aux
aux dispodispoassurant
huit heures
sitions de
l'appendice 13.
13.
de l'appendice
re

6

851

§§ 10.
Pour le service
service international
international de la correspondance
correspondance
publique, les stations de navire equipees
publique,
exclusivement pour
pour
6quip6es exclusivement
l'usage de la radiotel6phonie
radiotelephonic constituent
seule cat6gorie.
categorie.
constituent une seule
Elles assurent
assurent un service
service dont la duree n'est pas
pas fixee par le
present
present Reglement.
Reglement.

852

§ 11. (1)
§
(1) Les stations de navire dont
le service
service n'est
n'est pas
pas perdont le
permanent
ne
peuvent
prendre
manent
piendre cloture qu'apres
qu'apres avoir:
a) termin6
termine toutes les operations
operations motivees
par un
un
motiv6es par
appel de d6tresse
detresse ou un signal d'urgence
d'urgence ou
ou de
de
securite;
s6curite;
b) ecoule autant que possible tout le trafic originaire ou aa destination
destination des stations cotieres
c8tibres qui
se trouvent dans leur rayon d'action
d'action et des stations mobiles qui, se trouvant dans
dans leur rayon
rayon
signal6 leur presence
d'action, ont signale
presence avant la cessation effective
effective du travail.
travail.
(2)
(2) Une station de navire qui n'a pas de vacations
vacations d6terdetermin6es doit informer la ou les stations
minees
stations c6tieres
cotieres avec lesquelles
lesquelles
elle est en communication
communication des heures
heures de cloture
de reouverreouvercl6ture et
et de
ture de son service.

853
854

855

856
856

§§ 12. (1)
(1) a) Toute station
station mobile arrivant dans unport
un sport et
et
dont le service est, par suite, sur le point de
cesser, doit en avertir la station
station cotiere la plus
proche et, si c'est
c'est utile, les autres stations
stations cotieres
cotieres
avec lesquelles elle correspond
correspond en general.

6I3
63 STAT.]
STAT.]

IMULTILATE RAL-TELEC()OMMUINICATIONS-OCT.
MULTILATERAL—
TELECOMMUNICATIONS— OCT. 2,

(Chapter
(Chapter XIII.
XII, art.
art. 35s3RR)
RR)

1947
1947

(649-3641)
(M9-M4)

849

ship stasta§§ 8.
When practicable,
practicable, the hours of service
service of ship
tions of the third category may be mentioned in
in the
the List
List of
of
Coast and Ship Stations.

850

§ 9.
As aa general
§
general rule, when a
a coast
coast station
station has traffic
on hand for a
a ship station of the
the third category
not having
category not
having
fixed hours of service and assumed
assumed to be within range
range of the
the
coast station, the latter calls the ship station during the first
first
half-hour of the first and third periods
periods of service for ships
performing an
eight-hour service, in
in
of the second category performing
an eight-hour
accordance with the
the provisions
provisions of
appendix 13.
accordance
of appendix
13.

851

For the international
international service
service of public
public corresponcorrespon§§ 10.
equipped exclusively
of radioradiodence, ship stations equipped
exclusively for
for the
the use of
telephony
single category.
category. These
These stations
stations carry
carry
telephony constitute
constitute a
a single
service the duration of which
on a
a service
which is
is not
not determined
determined by these
Regulations.

852

§ 11. (1)
§
(1) Ship stations whose service is not continuous
continuous may
not close before:
before:
a) finishing all operations
operations resulting from a
adistress
call, urgency or safety
safety signal;
signal;
b)
exchanging so far
practicable all traffic
b) exchanging
far as
as practicable
traffic origoriginating in or destined for coast stations situated
and mobile
mobile stations
stations which,
within their range and
being within their
their range, have indicated
indicated their
their
presence
presence before
before the actual cessation
cessation of work.
work.
(2) Any ship
fixed working
working hours
(2)
ship station not having
having fixed
must inform
inform the
the coast stations,
stations, with
with which
which it is
is in communication,
its
cation, of the
the time of closing and the time of
of reopening its
service.
service.

853
'854
'54

855
855

856
856

a) Any mobile
arriving in port, and
and whose
station arriving
§§ 12. (1)
(1) a)
mobile station
service is therefore
therefore about to close, must so notify
coast station and,
necessary, the
the nearest coast
and, if
if necessary,
coast stations with which
which it generally
generally comother coast
municates.

1893
1893

1894
1894

TREATIES
TREATIES

(857-859)
(857-859)

[63 STAT.
STAT.
[63

(Chap. XIII,
35 RR)
RR)
(Chap.
XIII, art.
art. 35

857

prendre cloture
b) Elle ne doit prendre
cloture qu'apres liquidation
liquidation
du trafic
trafic en instance, a
amoins
moms que
que lea
dispositions
les dispositions
en vigueur dans le pays ou elle fait
fait escale
escale ne
ne le
le
permettent
permettent pas.

858

(2)
Lorsqu'elle quitte le port, la station
(2) Lorsqu'elle
station mobile doit
doit ininformer
reouverture la ou lea
former de sa reouverture
stations
cotieres
interesles stations c6tieres int6resaees, des que
sees,
quo cette r6ouverture
reouverture lui eat
par les
lea disposidisposiest permise
permise par
tions en vigueur dans le pays oi
oil se trouve
trouve le port de
depart.
de depart.
Section
Section V.
V. Stations
d'aeronef.
Stations d'a6ronef.

859
859

§§ 13.
Pour le service
service international
international de la correspondance
correspondance
publique,
les stations
publique, lea
stations d'a6ronef
d'aeronef constituent une
seule categocategoune seule
service dont la duree
rie. Elles assurent un service
duree n'est
pas
fix&
par
n'est pas fixee par
le present RIglement.
Reglement

(33 STAT.]
G
STAT.]

AMULTILATERAL-TEPLEC(O
ILMMl'NICATI()NS-O((T.
TELECOMIWNICATIONSOCT. 2, 1947
1947

MULTI LATERAL-

(Chapter
(Chapter XIII,
XIII, art.
art. 35 RR)
RR)

(857-859)
(857859)

857

b) It must not close until after
after the disposal
disposal of traffic
on hand, unless the regulations
regulations in force in the
country where it is calling do not permit this.

858

(2)
(2) Upon departure
departure from port the mobile station must
must
notify the coast station or stations
stations concerned
concerned that its
its service
is reopening
reopening from the moment when such reopening
reopening is
is permitted by the regulations in force in the country
country where
where the
the
port of departure
departure is situated.
Section V.
V. Aircraft
Aircraft Stations
Stations

859

§§ 13.

For the
international service
of public
corresponthe international
service of
public correspondence, aircraft stations constitute a
single category. The duraa single
tion of the service of such stations is not fixed by these ReguRegulations.

1895
1895

1896
1896

TREATIES
TREATIES

(860-863)
(86O-t63)

[63 STAT.
STAT.
[63

(Chap. XIV,
XIV, art.
36 RR)
(Chap.
art. 36
IR)

CHAPITRE XIV..
CHAPITRE
XIV..

Detresse,
Detresse, signaux
signaux d'alarme,
d'alarme, d'urgence
d'urgence
et de
securite.
et
de securiti.
ARTICLE 36.
ARTICLE

Installations
Installations de secours (reserve)
(reserve) et installations
installations des
des
embarcations,
embarcations, radeaux
radeaux et engins
engins de
de sauvetage.
sauvetage.
860

§§ 1.
La Convention pour la
1.
sauvegarde de
de la
vie humaine
humaine
la sauvegarde
la vie
determine lea
les navires qui doivent 8tre
en mer determine
etre equipes
d'une
equipes d'une
installation de secours
secours (reserve)
(reserve) et
lea embarcations,
embarcations, radeaux
et les
radeaux
et autres engins de sauvetage des
navires qui
qui doivent
des navires
doivent etre
etre
pourvus d'appareils
radioelectriques. Elle
d'appareils radioelectriques.
Elle d6finit
definit egalement
egalement
les conditions que doivent
lea
doivent remplir
de tels
tels equipements.
remplir de
equipements.

861
861

§§ 2.
Le present
Reglement ne definit ni les
present Reglement
lea aeronefs
qui
aeronefs qui
doivent 8tre
etre equipes
equip& d'une installation
installation de
de secours
secours (reserve),
(reserve),
ni lea radeaux
radeaux et autres engins de
sauvetage des
des aeronefs
aeronefs qui
qui
de sauvetage
doivent etre
8tre pourvus d'appareils
d'appareils radioelectriques,
ni
lea
conradioelectriques, ni lea conditions que doivent
doivent remplir de tels equipementa.
equipements.

862

§§ 3.
prescriptions du
Cependant, les
lea prescriptions
du present
present Reglement
Reglement
doivent 8tre
observees
etre observees pour l'utilisation
l'utilisation des
des installations
de
installations de
secours
(reserve) et des appareils des embarcations,
secours (reserve)
embarcations, radeaux
radeaux
et autres
autres engins de sauvetage,
et
sauvetage, tant des navires
navires que
que des
des akroaerones.
nefs.

863
863

§§ 4.
4.
equipes d'une installation
Les navires equip&
installation d'emission
d'emission
de
de la classe Al ou A2 en etat
kat de fonctionnement
fonctionnement ne
ne peuvent
peuvent
utiliser une installation de secours (reserve)
(reserve) de
de la
la classe
claim B
B
que pour l'6mission
l'emission du signal
signal et du
de detresse.
detresse.
du tilt&
trafic de

'; S-r..I
STAT. I

II.TIIAT'IHtAI.-TEL-.(')MM'NICATI()NS-OCT.
Al1'
LT 1LATE I
tA I,—TELECOM AI UN ICATI ONS— O('T. 2.

cChapter
XIV, art.
(Chapter XIV,
art. 36
36 RR)
RR)

1947
1947

1897

(860-863)
(860-863)

CHAPTER XIV
CHAPTER
XIV
Distress, Alarm,
Alarm, Urgency
Urgency
Distress,
and Safety
and
Safety Signals
Signals
ARTICLE 36
ARTICLE
Emergency (Reserve)
(Reserve)
Emergency
Lifeboat, Liferaft
Survival Craft
Craft
Liferaft and Survival
Installations
Installations
860
860

50 Stat. 1121.
§
The Convention
Convention for
for the
the Safety
Safety of
of Life
Sea prepre- 50stat.
1121.
§ 1.
1.
The
Life at
at Sea
scribes which ships must be fitted with an emergency
(reserve)
emergency (reserve)

installation
installation and which lifeboats, liferafts and other survival
precraft on ships must be fitted with radio equipment.
equipment. It prescribes also the requirements
requirements which must be complied
complied with by
such installations.
installations.
861

§
The present Regulations
Regulations do not define which air§ 2.
craft must be fitted with emergency
emergency (reserve)
(reserve) installations,
aircraft must be
which liferafts and other survival craft on aircraft
requirements which must
fitted with radio equipment, or the requirements
must
cortplied with by these installations.
installations.
be complied

862

§
The provisions
provisions of the
the present
present Regulations
Regulations must,
§ 3.
however, be observed in the use of emergency
emergency (reserve)
(reserve) installations and of installations
installations in lifeboats,
lifeboats, liferafts
liferafts and other
other
survival craft of both ships and aircraft.
aircraft.

863

§
§ 4.
4.
Ships fitted with aatransmitting
transmitting installation
installation of class
Al
or A2 emission
emission in working order
order must not use the emerAl or
gency (reserve)
(reserve) installations of class B
B except for the transmission of distress signals and distress traffic.

1898

Nix STAT.
STAT.
[(6.

TREATIES
TREATIES

(Chap. XIV,
XIV, art.
art. 37
RA)
37 RR)
(Chap.

(864-871)
(864-871)
ARTICLE 37.
ARTICLE

Signal
trafic de
detresse. Signaux
Signaux d'alarme,
Signal et
et trafic
de detresse.
d'alarme,
d'urgence et de
d'urgence
de securite.
securite.
Section I. Gneralites.
Generalites.
Section

864
864

§
1.
Dana les
services mobiles
mobiles maritime
maritime et
et aeronautique,
aeronautique,
§ 1.
Dans
les services
la
par le
article est
eat obligatoire.
obligatoire.
la procedure
procedure fucee
fix6e par
le present
present article

865
865

§
Aucune
Reglement ne
present Reglement
ne peut
peut
Aucune disposition
disposition du present
§ 2.
l'emploi, par une station mobile en detresse,
detresse,
faire obstacle
obstacle a
a l'emploi,
tons les moyens dont
dispose pour attirer
l'attention,
dont elle dispose
attirer l'attention,
de tous
signaler sa
secours.
signaler
sa situation
situation et
et obtenir du secours.

866
866

(1) La
transmission telegraphique
§§ 3.
3. (1)
La vitesse
vitesse de transmission
telegraphique dans les
cas de detresse, d'urgence
d'urgence on
securite ne doit pas, en geneou de securite
ral, &passer
depasser 16 mots par minute.
867
(2) La vitesse de transmission
(2)
transmission du signal d'alarme est
indiquee
indiquee au numero 920.

Section II.
a employer en cas
IL Frequences
Frequences it
am de detresse.
detresse.
868

§§ 4.

Navires.
Navires.

(1) En cas de detresse,
(1)
frequence a
a employer est
eat la
detresse, la frequence
la
frequence internationale
internationale de detresse,
detresse, c'est-lt-dire
500 kc/s
kc/s
c'est-a-dire 500
714). L'emission doit etre de preference
(voir le numero 714).
preference de la
la
classe A2 ou B.
869

(2)
(2) En cas de detresse,
stations radiotelephoniques
radiotelephoniques
detresse, les stations
travaillant dans
dams les
autorisees entre
entre 1
605 et 2
2850
travaillant
les bandes
bandes autorisees
1605
kc/s font usage
usage de la fr6quence
frequence de detresso
detresso de 2
2182 kc/s (voir
(voir
l'article 34 et notamment
notamment le numero 815).
815).
870
(3) Les stations de navire
(3)
navire qui ne peuvent pas emettre
sur les frequences
frequences de detresse
detresse susvisees
susvis6es utilisent leur frequence normaIe
normale d'appel.
871

§§ 5
5,

Aeronefs.
A
eronefs.

Tout aeronef
transmettre l'appe)
aeronef en detresse
detresse doit transmettre
l'appe)
d6tresse stir
sur la frequence
fr6quence de veille des stations terrestret
terrestre,
ae detresse
susceptibles de lui porter
ou mobiles susceptibles
porter secours.
secours. Quand l'appe

3: S
STAT.]1
63
TAT.]

IULTILATERAL-TELEC(OMMUNICATIONS--OCT.
MULTILATERAL—
TELECOMMUNICATIONS— OCT. 2,
2,

(Chapter XIV, art. 37
RR)
37 RR)

1947
1947

(864-871)
(864-871)

ARTICLE 37
37
ARTICLE
Distress Signal and Traffic.
Traffic.

Alarm, Urgency
Urgency and
and Safety
Safety Signals
Signals

864
865

Section L
L General
General
Section
§§ 1.
1.
In the maritime mobile
mobile and aeronautical
aeronautical mobile services, the procedure
procedure laid down in this article
article is
is obligatory.
obligatory.

§ 2.
§
No provision of these Regulations
Regulations shall prevent
prevent the
a mobile station in distress of any means at its
use by a
its disposal
to attract attention, make known its position, and
and obtain
obtain help.

866

§§ 3. (1)
(1) The speed of telegraph
telegraph transmission
transmission in cases of distress, urgency or safety must not in general exceed
exceed 16 words
aa minute.
(2) The speed of transmission
867
the alarm
alarm signal
signal is
transmission for the
is
indicated
indicated in 920.
Section II. Frequencies to Be Used in Case of Distress
Distress
868

§§ 4.

Ships.

(1)
(1) In case of distress, the frequency
frequency to be used shall
be the international
frequency, that
that is,
is, 500
500 kc/s
kc/s
international distress
distress frequency,
(see 714);
714) ;it must preferably
preferably be used on class A2 or B
B emissions.
869

870

871

(2) In case of distress for radiotelephone
stations work(2)
radiotelephone stations
ing in the authorized bands between 1
1605 and 22850 kc/s, the
frequency to be used is the distress frequency
frequency 2
2182 kc/s (see
particularly 815).
article 34 and particularly
815).
(3) Ship stations which cannot transmit
transmit on the above
distress frequencies
frequencies shall use their normal calling frequency.
frequency.
5.
§§ 5.

Aircraft.
Aircraft.

Any aircraft
aircraft in distress must transmit
transmit the distress
call on the frequency
frequency on which the land or mobile stations
capable
capable of helping it, keep watch.
watch. When
When the call is
is addressed
addressed

81939
39
81939 0-52-PT.
0-52-PT.
11---39

1899
1899

1900
1900

STAT.
[[63
63 SrAT.

TREATIES
TREATIES

(872-878)
(872-878)

(Chap. XIV,
XIV, ari.
art. 37
37 RR)
(Chap.
RR)

est adresse
adress6 aux
stations du
service mobile
mobile maritime,
lea frefreaux stations
du service
maritime, les
a employer
quences a
employer sont
sont la
la frequence
internationale de
de dedefrequence internationale
tresse 500
500 kc/s
kcjs ou
ou lea
autres frequences
frequences de
de veille
veille de
de ces
ces stastales autres
tions.
tions.
Section III.
ilL Signal
de detresse.
Section
Signal de
detresse.

872

§ 6. (1)
(1) En radiotelegraphie,
radiot6elgraphie, le
§
le signal
de cletresse
est consconssignal de
d6tresse est
titue par le
le groupe
tittle
••.-comme
un
seul
groupe k..
... . anis
m is comme un seul
signal, et dans lequel
lequel les
lea traits
doivent etre
etre cadences
cadences de
de matraits doivent
maniere a
a etre
Wtre distingues
distingu6s nettement
des points.
points.
nettement des

873

(2)
radiotelephonie, le
(2) En radiotelephonie,
le signal
signal de
de detresse
est consconsd6tresse est
titu6 par le mot MAYDAY
MAYDAY prononce
tittle
l'expression franIranprononce comme
comme l'expression
caise "m'aider".
"m'aider".
caise

874
874

§7.
§
7.
Ces signaux de d6tresse
detresse indiquent
indiquent que
le navire,
navire,
que le
l'a6ronef ou tout autre
l'aeronef
qui emet
emet le
le signal
de d6tresse
detresse
autre vehicule
v6hicule qui
signal de
est sous la
la menace
menace d'un
danger grave
grave et
et imminent
imminent et
et demande
demande
d'un danger
une assistance
assistance immediate.
immediate.
Section
Section IV. Appel de detresse.
detresee.

875

§ 8.
L'appel
et le
le message
§
L'appel et
de detresse
detresse ne
ne sont
sont 6mis
emis que
que
message de
sur ordre du commandant
ou de
commandant ou
de la
la personne
personne responsable
du
responsable du
navire, de l'aeronel
l'aeronef ou de tout autre
portant la
la station
autre vehieule
vehicule portant
station
mobile.
mobile.

876
876

§§ 9. (1) L'appel
detresse, lorsqu'il
L'appel de detresse,
lorsqu'il est
est 6mis
ernis en
en radiotel6radiotelegraphie sur 500 kc/s,
kcjs, est, en
regle generale,
precede du
du signal
signal
en regle
gen6rale, precede
d'alarme
le numero
d'alarme derini
defini par le
numero 920.
920.
(2)
(2) Lorsque les
lea circonstances
circonstances le
le permettent,
permettent, l'emission
l'emission
de l'appel
l'appel est separ6e
fin du
de
separee de la fin
du signal
signal d'alarme
par un
interd'alarme par
un intervalle de
Dans ce cas, le
le signal
valle
de deux minutes. Dana
d'alarme doit
dolt etre
etre
signal d'alarme
immediatement
immediatement suivi du signal
signal de detresse
detresse ...
... •
. .••
transmis
trois
fois,
afin
de
mettre
en
action les
transmis
mettre
lea appareils
appareils autoautomatiques
matiques vises par le numero
num6ro 931.
931.

877
877

878
878

§ 10.
10.
§
prend:

L'appel de detresse emis en radiotle1graphie
radiotelegraphie comcorn-— le signal
signal de detresse
detresse transmis trois
trois fois;
fois;
le mot
mot DE;
-— le
DE;

STAT.1
63 S
TAT. 1

MI'LTILATERAL-TELECO(IMMUNICATIONS-OCT.
NIITLT
ILATE HAL— TELECOMMUNICATIONS— OCT. 2,

(Chapter XIV,
RR)
XIV, art. 37 RR)

1947
1947

(872-878)
(872-878)

maritime mobile
mobile service,
service, the frequencies
frequencies to
to stations of the maritime
be used shall be the international
kc/s
international distress frequency
frequency 500 kc/s
or other watchkeeping
watchkeeping frequencies
frequencies of these
these stations.
Section
III. Distress
Distress Signal
Signal
Section III.

872

873

874

distress signal
signal consists
consists of
§§ 6. (1) In radiotelegraphy,
radiotelegraphy, the distress
the
transmitted
the group...—........•
group ... .---.
transmitted as
as aa single signal in
emphasized so as to be distinguished
distinguished
which the dashes must be emphasized
clearly from the dots.
clearly
(2) In radiotelephony,
signal consists of
radiotelephony, the distress signal
expression
pronounced as the French expression
the word MAYDAY
MAYDAY pronounced
"m'aider".
"m'aider".
§
These distress signals indicate
indicate that the ship, air§ 7.
threatened
craft, or other vehicle sending the distress signal is threatened
danger and requests immediate
immediate assisby grave and imminent danger
tance.
Section
IV. Distress
Distress Call
Section IV.

875

§
The distress call and message are sent only on the
§ 8.
authority of the master or person responsible for the ship,
authority
aircraft or other vehicle
vehicle carrying the mobile
mobile station.

876
876

§
(1) The distress call, when sent by radiotelegraphy
radiotelegraphy on
on
§ 9.
9. (1)
500
kc/s
is,
as
a
general
rule,
preceded
by
signal
as
the
alarm
500 kc/s is, as a general rule, preceded by
defined in 920.

877
877

(2) When
circumstances permit, the transmission
transmission of
(2)
When circumstances
the
call
is
separated
from
the
end
of
the
alarm
by an
signal by
the call is separated from the end of the alarm signal
signal
minutes. In this case, the alarm signal
interval of two minutes.
immediately by the distress signal
must be followed immediately
...
.. sent
sent three
three times,
times, in order
order to operate the
the auto..
--.—
apparatus mentioned in 931.
matic apparatus

878
878

§
§ 10.

The distress call sent by radiotelegraphy
comprises:
radiotelegraphy comprises:
—
the
distress
signal
transmitted
three
times;
signal transmitted three
—
word DE;
- the word

1901
1901

1902
1902

TREATIES
TREATIES

(879-883)
(81883)

[63 STAT.
STAT.
[63

(Chop. XIV,
XIV, art.
art. 37
37 RI)
RIO
(Chap.

—-Pindicatif
Pindicatif d'appel de la station mobile
mobile en
en detresse
detresse
transmis
transrais trois
trois fois.
fois.

879

§§ 11.

Lorsqu'il
Lorsqu'il est emis en radiotelephonie,
radiotelephonie, 1'appel
l'appel de
de dedeest en general
tresse eat
general precede
.
.
precede du
du signal
signal
.
-...
obtenu aal'aide d'un sifflet ou par
tout autre
autre moyen
par tout
moyen approprie.
approprie.
NMI

880 §
§ 12.
prend
prend:

IMINI

MO

•

•

•

L'appel de detresse
detresse emis en radiotelephonie
radiotelephonie comcom- le signal de detresse MAYDAY
—
prononce trois
trois
MAYDAY prononce
fois;
fois;
-— le mot ICI, suivi de l'indicatif
Pindicatif d'appel
ou de
de tout
tout
d'appel ou
autre signal d'identification
d'identification de
de la
la station
station mobile
mobile
en detresse, le tout transmis
transmis trois
trois fois.

81
881

§§ 13.
L'appel de detresse
detresse a
apriorite
priorite absolue
absolue sur
sur les
lea autres
autres
communications.
communications. Toutes
Toutes les
lea stations qui
Pentendent doivent
doivent
qui l'entendent
cesser immediatement
immediatement toute emission
cesser
emission susceptible
susceptible de
troubler
de troubler
le trafic de detresse
detresse et &outer
frequence d'6mission
d'emission de
de
ecouter sur la
la frequence
l'appel
d6tresse. Cet appel ne doit pas etre
l'appel de detresse.
a une
une
etre adresse
adresse A
station determinee,
determinee, et il ne doit pas en etre accuse
accuse reception
r6ception
avant que le message
message de detresse
detresse n'ait
transmis.
n'ait ete
ete transmis.

Section V.
de detresse.
detresse.
V. Message
Message de
S82
§ 14.
14. (1)
(1) L'appel de detresse
S82 §
detresse doit etre suivi
suivi aussitot
que posposaussitot que
sible du message
d6tresse. Ce message
message de detresse.
comprend:
message comprend:
- l'appel de detresse;
detresse;

-— le
I'aeronef ou du vehicule en
le nom du navire, de Paeronef
en
detresse;
d6tresse;
- les
—
lea indications
indications relatives
relatives a
a la position de celui-ci,
celui-ci,
aala nature
nature de la detresse
detresse et a
secours
a la nature du secours
demande;
demande;
-— eventuellement,
eventuellement, tout autre renseignement
renseignement qui
qui
pourrait
pourrait faciliter ce
ce secours.
secours.
e n 6rale,
} i
(2) En
(2)
En regle g
generale,
un navire
navire signale sa position
position en
en
latitude
et
longitude
(Greenwich),
latitude et
(Greenwich), en employant
employant des chiffrea
chiffrea
pour
e s de Pun des mots
les degres
et les minutes, accompagn
pour lea
degres et
accompagnes
'un des mots
NORTH ou
NORTH
ou SOUTH
SOUTH et de l'un des mots EAST ou WEST.
Le
WEST. Le
signal
signal .

.

,

separe
degres des minutes. Eventuel..
separe les
lea degres
Eventuel-

63 S
STAT.]
63
TAT.]

MULTILATERAL-TELEC(OMMUINICATIONS-OCT.
MULTILATERAL— TELECOMMUNICATIONS— OCT. 2,
2, 1947
1947

RR)
(Chapter XIV,
XIV, art.
art. 37
37 RR).

(879883)
(879-883)

-- the call sign of the mobile
mobile station in
in distress, sent
sent
three times.
879

§§ 11.

The distress call, when
when sent by radiotelephony,
is
radiotelephony, is

generally
generally preceded by the signal...--signal. ..
by a
awhistle or any other suitable means.

produced
... .• produced

880

§§ 12.

The distress call sent by radiotelephony
comprises:
radiotelephony comprises:
-- the distress signal MAYDAY
MAYDAY spoken three
three times;
times;
-- the words THIS IS, followed
by
the
identification
followed
identification
of the mobile station in distress, the whole repeated three times.

881

§ 13.
§
The distress call has absolute
absolute priority
other
priority over
over other
transmissions. All stations which
which hear it must immediately
immediately
cease any transmission capable
capable of interfering
interfering with the distress traffic and must listen on the frequency
frequency used
used for
for the
the
emission of the distress call. This call must not be addressed
addressed
to aa particular
acknowledgment of receipt is not
particular station and acknowledgment
to be given before the distress message
message is sent.
Section V. Distress Message

882

§
(1) The distress
distress call
must be
be followed
as soon
soon as
as pospos§ 14 (1)
call must
followed as
sible by the distress message. This message
message comprises:
comprises:
-- the
the distress
distress call;
call;
- the name of the ship, aircraft, or vehicle
vehicle in distress;
tress;
-- particulars
particulars of its position, the nature of the distress and the kind of assistance
desired;
assistance desired;
- any other information
which might facilitate
facilitate the
information which
the
rescue.

883

(2) As a
(2)
a general rule, a
a ship signals its position in latitude and longitude
longitude (Greenwich),
(Greenwich), using figures for the degrees
and minutes, together
NORTH or
together with one of the words NORTH
SOUTH and one of the words EAST or WEST. The
The signal

.-

.-..
— •

UOINI•

is used to separate
separate the degrees
degrees from the minmin-

1903
1903

1904
1904

TREATIES
TREATIES

(8848s9)
(884-80)

884
884

885

[63
STAT.
[63 STAT.

(Chap. XIV,
XIV, art.
art. 37
37 RR)
RR)
(Chap.

lement,
le relevement
relevement vrai
et la
en milles
mules nautiques
nautiques
lement, le
vrai et
la distance
distance en
par
rapport
a
un
point
geographique
counu
peuvent
etre ininpar rapport a un point geographique connu peuvent etre
diques.
(3) En
regle generale,
aeronef transmet
transmet dans
son
(3)
En regle
generale, un
un a6ronef
dans son
message
en a
ale
renseignement,s suisuimessage de
de detresse,
detresse, all
s'il en
le temps,
temps, les
les renseignements
vants
vants:
estimee et heure
l'estimation;
-— position estimee
heure de
de l'estimation;
—
vitesse a
l'indicateur;
- cap vrai
vrai et
et vitesse
a l'indicateur;
altitude;
-— altitude;
—
- type de
de l'aeronef
I'aeronef;
nature de
-— nature
de la detresse;
detresse;
-— intention
commandant (par
exemple amerisamerisintention du commandant
(par exemple
risques).
sage force
force ou
ou atterrissage
atterrissage aatous
tous risques).
(4) En regle generale,
generale, un aeronef
aeronef en
en vol
vol signale
sa popo(4)
signale sa
sition:
sition:
-— soit par sa latitude
latitude et sa longitude (Greenwich)
(Greenwich)
exprimees
exprimees en degres
degres et minutes, et accompagnees
accompagnees
de l'un des mots
moth NORTH
NORTH ou SOUTH et de l'un
Fun des
moth
mots EAST ou
ou WEST;
WEST;
-— soit par le nom de la localit6
localite la plus
proche, sa
plus proche,
sa
distance
approximative par rapport
distance approximative
rapport a
acelle-ci,
celle-ci, accompagnee,
compagnee, selon
selon le cas, de l'un des mots NORTH,
SOUTH, EAST ou WEST, ou eventuellement,
eventuellement, des
intermediaires.
mots indiquant les
les directions intermediaires.

886

§§ 15.
Apres la transmission de son message de detresse,
detresse,
la station mobile emet deux traits continus d'environ 10
10 secondes chacun, suivis de son indicatif
indicatif d'appel, afin de permettre aux stations radiogoniometriques
radiogoniometriques de determiner sa posinecessite, cette transmission
tion. En cas de necessite,
transmission peut etre repetee
repetee a
des intervalles
intervalles frequents.

887

§§ 16. (1)
(1) Le message de detresse
detresse doit
dolt 8tre
etre repet6
repete par intervalles, notamment pendant
pendant les periodes
periodes de silence
silence prevues
prevues au
numero 733, jusqu'a
jusqu'l ce qu'une reponse
reponse soit recue.
(2) Le signal d'alarme peut egalement
8tre r6p6et
egalement etre
repetk si
c'est necPs.saire.
n6cessaire.
(3) Toutefois,
8tre suffisamment
suffisamment
(3)
Toutefois, les intervalles doivent etre
longs
pour
que
les
stations
qui
se
preparent
a
repondre
aient
longs
preparent a
aient
le temps de mettre
mettre en marche
marche leurs appareils
appareils emetteurs.

888
889

(M STAT.]
WI
STAT.]

MULTILATERAL-ATELEACOMAIIlNICATIONS-O(CT.
tairiLATERAL
TELECOMMUNICATIONS—OCT.
2, 1947
1947
2,
i

(Chapter XIV, art. 37 RR)
RR)
(Chapter

884
884

885
885

—

(884-889)
(884-88)

utes.
practicable, the true
utes. When practicable,
true bearing
bearing and
and distance
distance in
nautical miles from a
aknown geographical
geographical point may be given.
(3) As
aircraft
(3)
As a
a general rule, and if time
time permits,
permits, an aircraft
shall transmit in its distress message
message the following information:
tion:
—
estimated position
position and
and time
the estimate;
estimate;
- estimated
time of
of the
—
indicated air speed;
- true heading
heading and
and indicated
speed;
—
- altitule;
altitude;
—
aircraft;
- type of aircraft;
nature of
distress;
-— nature
of distress;
—
command (such as forced
forced
- intention of person
person in
in command
alighting
landing).
alighting on the
the sea
sea or crash landing).
(4) As
signals its
its
rule, an aircraft
aircraft in flight signals
As a
a general
general rule,
(4)
position:
position:
—
(Greenwich),
- if
if possible by latitude and longitude (Greenwich),
using figures for the degrees
degrees and minutes, together with one of the words
words NORTH or SOUTH
SOUTH
words EAST or WEST; or
and one of
of the words
—
nearest place, and
and its approxiapproxi- by the name of the nearest
mate distance
distance in relation thereto, together
together with
SOUTH, EAST, or
one of the words NORTH, SOUTH,
practicable,
WEST, as the case may be, or, when practicable,
indicating intermediate directions.
by words indicating

886
886

After the
the transmission
transmission of
of its
its distress message,
the
message, the
After
§§ 15.
15.
mobile
approximately 10 secstation transmits two dashes of approximately
mobile station
onds' duration
duration each, followed by its call sign, to permit direconds'
tion-finding stations to determine
determine its position. This transmistion-finding
sion
repeated at frequent
frequent intervals
intervals in case
case of necessity.
necessity.
be repeated
sion will be

887
887

(1) The
message must be repeated
repeated at intervals,
distress message
16. (1)
The distress
§§ 16.
especially during
during the period
733,
silence prescribed
prescribed in 733,
period of silence
especially
until an answer is received.
received.
(2) The
alarm signal may also
repeated, if necessary.
necessary.
also be repeated,
The alarm
(2)
(3) The
to
be sufficiently
sufficiently long to
must, however, be
The intervals
intervals must,
(3)
allow
preparing to reply to start their sendallow time
time for stations
stations preparing
ing apparatus.

888
888
889
889

1905
1905

1906
1906

TREATIES
TREATIES

(890-896)
(890-896)

[63
TAT.
[ 63 S
STAT.

(Chap. XIV,
XIV, art.
art. 37
37 RR)
RR)
(Chap.

890

(4) Dans le cas
oü la
en detresse
detresse ne
recas ou
la station mobile
mobile en
ne regoit pas de reponse
reponse a
a un
de detresse
transmis sur
sur une
un message
message de
detresse transmis
une
frequence
frequence de detresse,
detresse, le message
etre repete
toute
message peut
peut etre
repete sur
sur toute
autre frequence
disponible a
frequence disponible
l'aide de laquelle l'attention
l'attention poura l'aide
pourrait etre attiree.

891

§§ 17.
Immediatement avant
Immediatement
avant la chute, l'atterrissage
ou
I'atterrissage ou
l'amerissage
l'amerissage force d'un aeronef, ainsi qu'avant l'abandon
total
l'abandon total
d'un navire ou d'un aeronef,
aeronef, les appareils
appareils radioelectriques
radioelectriques doidoivent, si les circonstances
circonstances le permettent,
ptrmettent, etre
etre places
places en
en position
position
d'emission continue.
continue.
d'emission

892

§ 18.
Une station mobile qui apprend qu'une
§
autre station
station
qu'une autre
mobile est en detresse
transmettre le message de
detresse peut transmettre
de detresse
detresse
dans l'un
I'un des cas suivants:
suivants:
a) la station en detresse
detresse n'est pas
en mesure
mesure de
de le
pas en
le
transmettre elle-meme;
elle-meme;
transmettre
commandant ou la
b) le commandant
la personne
responsable du
personne responsable
du
navire, de l'aeronef
l'aeronef ou de tout autre vehicule porportant la station intervenante
intervenante juge que
d'autres
que d'autres
secours sont necessaires.
n6cessaires.

893

894

895

§ 19. (1)
§
(1) Les stations du service mobile qui recoivent
regoivent un
un mesmes-

sage de
de detresse
detresse d'une station mobile se trouvant, sans doute
doute
possible, dans leur voisinage, doivent en accuser
reception imaccuser reception
immediatement
mediatement (voir les numeros 913, 914 et 915).
915). Si l'appel
de detresse
precede du signal d'alarme, ces
detresse n'a pas ete precede
ces stations
stations
peuvent
permission de l'autorite
peuvent transmettre
transmettre celui-ci avec la permission
responsable
responsable de la station (pour les stations
stations mobiles, voir
voir le
le
numero 565).
565). Elles prennent
prennent soin de ne pas troubler
troubler la
la transtransmission, par d'autres
mission,
d'autres stations,
stations, de l'accuse de reception
reception dudit
dudit
message.
896
(2) Les stations
8%
(2)
stations du service
service mobile qui recoivent
regoivent un mesmessage
de
detresse
d'une
station
mobile qui, sans doute possible,
sage
possible,
n'est
dans leur voisinage, doivent laisser s'ecouler
n'est pas
pas dans
s'ecouler un court
intervalle de temps avant
avant d'en accuser reception,
reception, afin de
de perpermettre
a des stations plus proches de la station mobile
mettre a
en
mobile en
detresse de repondre
d'accuser reception
detresse
repondre et d'accuser
reception sans brouillage.
brouillage.

(i6
63 STAT.I
STAT. ]

IU'LTILATERAL-TELECOM)aIUNICATIONS-OCT.
MULT
ILATE RAL — TELECOMMUNICATIONS— OCT . 2,

(Chapter XIV,
XIV. art. 57
:{7 RR)
RR)

1947

(890
-896)
(890-896)

890

(4) When the mobile station
(4)
station in distress
distress receives
receives no
no
answer
answer to a
adistress message
message sent on a
a distress frequency,
frequency, the
the
message
message may be repeated on any other available
available frequency
frequency on
on
which
which attention
attention might
might be
attracted.
be attracted.

891

Immediately before
before a
landing, a
a forced
land§§ 17.
Immediately
a crash
crash landing,
forced landing (on land or sea) of
as well
as before
before total
total
of an
an aircraft,
aircraft, as
well as
abandonment of aa ship or an aircraft, the
abandonment
the radio
radio apparatus
apparatus
circumstances permit, be set for continuous
must, if circumstances
continuous emission.
emission.

892

§§ 18.
A
which learns
learns that
that another
mobile
A mobile station which
another mobile
station is in distress may transmit the
the distress
distress message
message in
in
either of the following cases:
cases:
a) the station in
not itself
itself in
in a
a position
position
in distress
distress is
is not
to transmit it;
it;
h)
master or
responsible for
for the
the ship,
ship,
b) the master
or person
person responsible
aircraft or other vehicle
aircraft
vehicle carrying
carrying the station
station
which intervenes,
intervenes, believes
believes that further
is
further help is
necessary.
necessary.

893
894

895

896

§§ 19. (1)
(1) Stations of the mobile
mobile service which receive
receive aa disdisa mobile station which
tress message from a
which is, beyond
beyond any
any pospossible doubt, in their vicinity, must immediately
acknowledge
immediately acknowledge
receipt (see 913, 914 and 915).
915). If the distress
distress call has not
not been
been
preceded by the alarm signal, these stations
stations may transmit this
this
alarm signal with the permission
permission of the
responsible
the authority
authority responsible
for the station (for mobile stations see
565), taking
care not
see 565),
taking care
not
interfere with the transmission
to interfere
transmission of acknowledgments
acknowledgments of
of
receipt sent by other stations.
(2) Stations of the mobile
which receive
receive a
dismobile service
service which
a distress message
message from a
a mobile station
station which, beyond any
any possible doubt, is not in their vicinity, must allow a
ashort interval
interval
of time before acknowledging
acknowledging receipt
in order
order
receipt of the message,
message, in
to permit
permit stations nearer
nearer to the mobile station in distress to
to
answer and acknowledge
acknowledge receipt without
without interference.
interference.

1907

1908
1908

TREATIES
TREATIES

(897-905)
(897-905)
897

[63
STAT.
[(f;: STAT.

(Chnp.
XIV, art.
art. 37
37 RR)
RR)
(Chap. XIV,

(3) Les dispositions
des numeros
numeros 895
(3)
dispositions des
895 et
et 896
896 s'applis'appliquent egalement
egalement a
atoute
station travaillant
travaillant dans
dans les
les bandes
bandes dii
toute station
du
service mobile.

detresse
Section VI. Trnfie
Trafic de
de detresse
898 §
§ 20.
trafic de
thus les
les messages
messages
Le trafic
de detresse
detresse comprend
comprend tous
concernant le secours
concernant
secours immediat
immediat necessaire
necessaire A
ala
la station
station mobile
mobile
en
detresse.
en detresse.
899

§§ 21.
Dans
Dana un trafic
trafic de detresse, le
le signal
signal de
de detresse
detresse
doit etre transmis
transmis avant l'appel et
et au
debut du
du preambule
preambule
au debut
de tout
radiotelegramme.
tout radiotelegramme.

900

§ 22.
La
§
Ut direction du trafic
trafic de
detresse appartient
appartient a
la
de detresse
a la
detresse ou a
station mobile en detresse
station mobile
mobile qui,
qui, par
par apapa la station
plication
plication des dispositions
dispositions des numeros
numeros 892 et
et 893,
893, a
aemis
emis l'apl'appel de detresse.
detresse. Ces stations
stations peuvent toutefois
ceder a
a une
une
toutefois ceder
autre station la direction
direction du
de d6tresse.
detresse.
du trafic de

901

§ 23. (1) La station en detresse
§
detresse peut
peut imposer
le silence
silence
imposer le
soit a
a toutes les stations du service
service mobile
de la
la region,
region, soit
soit
mobile de
aaune station qui troublerait
troublerait le trafic
trafic de
Suivant le
le
de detresse.
detresse. Suivant
cas, elle adresse
instructions "a
adresse ces instructions
"a tous"
tous" ou
une station
station seuseuou aaune
lement. Dana
Dans les deux cas, elle fait usage de l'abreviation
lenient.
l'abreviation re-

902
902

glementaire QRT, suivie du signal de
glementaire
de detresse
detresse ...
••.---.
..••
(2)
Lorsqu'elle le juge indispensable, toute
(2) Lorsqu'elle
toute station
station du
du
service
service mobile proche du navire, de l'aeronef
l'aeronef ou du vehicule
vehicule
en detresse
egalement imposer
detresse peut egalement
imposer le silence. Elle emploie
emploie
A cet
effet la
la procedure
901, en substicet effet
procedure indiquee
indiquee au numero 901,
substi..
tuant au signal de detresse
tuant
detresse le mot DiTRESSE
DETRESSE suivi
suivi de
de son
son
propre indicatif d'appel.

903
903

(3) L'emploi
l'abreviation reglementaire
(3)
L'emploi de l'abreviation
reglementaire QRT
QRT doit
doit
etre reserve,
reserve, autant que possible, aa la station mobile en
etre
en &detresse et a
a la station qui exerce la direction
tress('
direction du trafic
de dedetrafic de
tresse.

904
904

§§ 24
24 (1)
(1) Toute station qui entend
entend un appel de detresse
doit
detresse doit
se conformer
prescriptions du numero
se
conformer aux prescriptions
numero 881.
(2)
(2) Toute station du service
service mobile qui
qui a
a connaissance
connaissance
d'un trafic de detresse doit suivre ce trafic, meme
d'un
meme si
si elle
elle n'y
n'y
participe pas.
participe

905
905

;: S
STAT.
63
TAT.]I

(Chapter
XIV, art.
RR)
(Chapter XIV,
art. 37
37 RR)

897

1909
1909
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-(CT.
OCT. 2, 1947
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(897-905)
(897-905)

(3) The provisions
(3)
provisions of 895 and 896 are equally applicable
applicable
to all stations working in the bands of
service.
of the
the mobile service.
Section VI. Distress
Distress Traffic
Section

898

§§ 20.
Distress traffic
traffic comprises
comprises all messages
messages relative
relative to
the immediate
immediate assistance
assistance required by the mobile station in
in
distress.
distress.

899

§ 21.
In distress traffic, the distress
§
sent
distress signal must be sent
beginning of the preamble
before the call and at the beginning
preamble of any
radiotelegram.
radiotelegram.

900

§
responsibility of
of
§ 22.
The control of distress traffic is the responsibility
or of
the mobile
station which,
which,
the mobile
mobile station in distress or
of the
mobile station
by the application
application of
provisions of
sent
of the provisions
of 892 and 893, has sent
delegate the
the distress call. These stations may,
may, however,
however, delegate
control of the distress traffic to another station.

901

§
(1) The
in distress
may impose
silence
§ 23.
23. (1)
The station
station in
distress may
impose silence
mobile service
service in the area
on any
any
either on all stations of the
the mobile
area or on
It addresses
station which
which interferes
interferes with the distress
distress traffic. It
addresses
stations" or to one station only,
these instructions "to all stations"
according to circumstances.
circumstances. In either case, it uses the service
service
according
abbreviation
distress signal
signal ...-abbreviation QRT followed by the distress
.
902
(2)
If
it
believes
it
to
be
essential,
any
station
of
the
902
(2) If it believes it to be essential, any station of the
mobile service
service near the ship, aircraft
aircraft or other vehicle in dispurpose
tress, may also impose silence. It
It employs
employs for this purpose
the procedure
prescribed in 901,
substituting for the distress
procedure prescribed
901, substituting
signal the word DISTRESS followed
followed by
by its own call sign.
(3) The use
of the
QRT must
must be
be
903
(3)
use of
the service
service abbreviation
abbreviation QRT
reserved, as far as possible,
possible, for the mobile station in
in distress
and for the station controlling distress traffic.
••••=0.1•11,

904
904
905
905

•

•

•

§
(1) Any
call must comcomdistress call
Any station which hears aa distress
§ 24.
24. (1)
ply
the provisions
provisions of 881.
ply with the
(2) Any
mobile service
which has
has knowlservice which
the mobile
(2)
Any station
station of the
edge of distress traffic must follow such traffic, even if it
it does
it.
not take part in it.

1910
1910

TREATIES
TREATIES

(906-913)
(906-913)

906
906

907
907

908
909

[63 S
TAT.
[6
S'rTAT.

(Chap. XIV,
XIV, art.
art. 37
37 RR)
RR)
(Chap.

(3) Pendant
toute la
la duree
d'un trafic
trafic de
de detresse,
(3)
Pendant toute
duree d'un
d6tresse, ilii
est
interdit a
stations qui
ont connaissance
de ce
ce
est interdit
i toutes les stations
qui ont
connaissance de
trafic
pas:
trafic et
et qui n'y
n'y participent
participent pas:
a)
d'emettre sur
lesquelles a
a
a) d'6mettre
sur les frequences
fr6quences sur lesquelles
lieu le trafic
trafic de detresse;
d6tresse;
emissions de
classe B.
B.
b) de faire des emissions
de la
la classe
(4)
suivant
(4) Une station du service mobile qui, tout en suivant
mesure de continuer
continuer son
son service
un trafic
trafic de detresse,
d6tresse, est
est en
en mesure
service
lorsque le trafic de d6tresse
detresse est bien etanormal, peut le faire lorsque
bli, et a
dispositions des numeros
a condition
condition d'observer
d'observer les dispositions
num6ros 906,
troubler le trafic de d6tresse.
detresse.
907 et 908 et de ne pas troubler

910

§
Une station terrestre
message de de§ 25.
Une
terrestre recevant un message
tresse doit prendre
prendre sans delai
delai les mesures
mesures n6cessaires
necessaires pour
pour
qui
participent
a
la
mise
en
'oeuvre
des
aviser les autorites
autorit6s
participent a
aeuvre des
moyens
de
sauvetage.
moyens
sauvetage.

911

Lorsque le trafic de
de d6tresse
detresse est termin6,
termine, ou lorsque
lorsque
§§ 26. (1)
(1) Lorsque
l'observation
l'observation du silence n'est plus n6cessaire,
necessaire, la station qui aa
eu la direction
direction de ce trafic transmet sur la fr6quence
frequence de
dede d6tresse et, s'il y
frequence utilisee
utilisee pour ce trafic
y a
a lieu, sur la fr6quence
detresse, un message adresse
de d6tresse,
adress6 "a tous" indiquant que le
trafic de detresse
d6tresse est termine.
(2) Ce message pr6sente
(2)
presente la forme suivante:
suivante:

912

le signal
signal de
de detresse;
-— le
d6tresse;
-— I'appel
l'appel "a tous" CQ (trois fois);
fois) ;
DE ;
-— le
le mot
mot DE;

—

I'indicatif d'appel de la station qui 6met
emet le mesfois);
sage (une fois);

-— I'heure
d6ept du message;
l'heure de depot
message;

-— le nom et l'indicatif
l'indicatif d'appel
d'appel de la station mobile
qui 6tait
etait en detresse;
detresse;
-— I'abr6viation
l'abreviation r6glementaire
reglementaire QUM.
QUM.

Section VII. Accuse
Accuse de reception d'un message
message de detresse.
913

§§ 27
L'accus6 de reception
reception d'un message de d6tresse
L'accuse
detresse est
donn6 sous la forme suivante:
donne
suivante:
-— l'indicatif
l'indicatif d'appel de la station mobile en d6tresse
detresse
(trois fois);
fois);
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(906-913)
(906-913)

906

(3)
(3) For the entire duration
duration of
distress traffic,
traffic, it
it is
is
of distress
forbidden for all stations which are aware of
of this
this traffic
traffic and
and
which are not taking part in
in it:

907

a)
a) to transmit
transmit on the frequencies
frequencies on
which the
the
on which
distress traffic
place;
traffic is taking
taking place;
b) to use class B
B emissions.
(4)
A
station
(4)
of the mobile service
service which,
while folfolwhich, while
lowing distress traffic, is able to continue
its normal
normal service,
service,
continue its
may do so when the distress traffic
traffic is
established and
on
is well
well established
and on
condition that it observes the provisions
of 906,
906, 907
907 and
and 908
provisions of
908
and does not interfere
interfere with
the distress
traffic.
with the
distress traffic.

908
909

910

§ 25.
A
§
A land station receiving
receiving a
a distress
distress message
must
message must
without delay take the necessary action
to
advise
the
authoriaction to advise the authorities participating
participating in the operation
operation of
of rescue
rescue facilities.
facilities.

911

§ 26. (1) When distress traffic
§
traffic has
has ceased
ceased or
when silence
silence
or when
is no longer necessary, a
which has
has controlled
such
a station
station which
controlled such
traffic transmits on the distress frequency
frequency and
and if
if necessary
necessary
on the frequency
frequency used for distress traffic,
message addressed
traffic, a
a message
addressed
"to all stations"
stations" indicating
indicating that the distress traffic
has
ceased.
traffic has ceased.
(2) This message takes the following
(2)
form:
following form:
- distress
—
distress signal;
signal;
-— call "to all stations" CQ, (three times);
times) ;
-— the
the word
word DE;
DE;
-— call sign of the station sending the
the message
message
(once) ;
(once);
- time of handing in of the message;
—
message;
-— name and call sign of the mobile
which
mobile station which
was in distress;
distress;
- service
service abbreviation
abbreviation QUM.
—
QUM.

912

Section VU.
VII. Acknowledgment
Section
Acknowledgment of
of a
a Distress
Distress Message
Message
of Receipt
Receipt of
913

§§ 27.
acknowledgment of receipt
The acknowledgment
receipt of a
a distress mesmessage is given in the
the following
following form:
form:
-— call sign of the mobile station in
in distress
distress (three
(three
tames)
times);;

1911
1911

1912
1912

TREATIES
TREATIES

(914-918)
(914-918)

STAT.
[[6:1
6: STAT.

(Chap. XIV,
XIV, art.
art. 37
37 RR)
RR)
(Chap.

—
mot DE;
DE;
- le
le mot
—
l'indicatif
d'appel de
de la
la station
- 1'indicatif d'appel
station qui
qui accuse
accuse recepreception
(trois
fois)
;
tion (trois fois);
le groupe
groupe RRR;
RRR;
-— le
detresse.
-— le
le signal
signal de
de detresse.

914

915

(1) Toute
mobile qui
qui accuse
accuse reception
reception d'un
d'un mesmes§§ 28.
28. (1)
Toute station mobile
sage de detresse doit,
dolt, sur
l'ordre du
du commandant
commandant ou
ou de
persur l'ordre
de la
la personne responsable
responsable du
vehicule, dondondu navire,
navire, de
de l'aeronef
l'a6ronef ou
ou du
du vehicule,
ner aussitot
suivants, dans
dans
aussit6t que possible
possible les renseignements
renseignements suivants,
l'ordre indique:
son nom;
nom;
-— son
forme indiquee
indiquee aux
num&
-- sa
sa position
position dans la
la forme
aux numros 883 et
885;
et 885;
-— la vitesse
vitesse avec
avec laquelle elle se
se dirige vers
vers le
le nanavire, aeronef
a6ronef ou autre vehicule
detresse.
vehicule en detresse.
(2)
(2) Avant
Avant d'emettre
d'emettre ce message, la station doit
dolt s'assus'assurer qu'elle ne brouiliera
brouillera pas les
les emissions d'autres stations
mieux placees
placees pour porter
porter un secours immediat
immediat a
a la station
station
en detresse.

Section VIII. Repetition (run
d'un appel ou d'un
d'un message
message de detresse.
detresse.
916 §
§ 29. (1)
meme
(1) Toute station
station du service
service mobile
mobile qui
qui n'est
n'est pas
pas aameme
secours, et qui a
de fournir du secours,
de d6tresse
detresse
a entendu un message de
dont il n'a pas ete accuse
accuse reception immediatement,
immediatement, do;t
doit prenprendre toutes les dispositions
dispositions possibles pour attirer 1'attention
l'attention
des stations du service mobile qui
en mesure
de fournir
fournir
qui sont
sont en
mesure de
du secours.
917
(2) A
I'appel de detresse ou le message
A cet effet, l'appel
message de
de
d6tresse
peut
8tre
repete,
avec la permission
dotresse
etre
permission de l'autorite
responsable
responsable de la station. Cette repetition est faite A
a pleine
puissance soit sur la frequence
puissance
frequence de detresse,
detresse, soit sur l'une
l'une des
frequences
employees en cas de detresse (voir
frequences qui peuvent
peuvent 8tre
etre employees
(voir
les numeros 868 a
a 871).
871). En meme
'name temps, toutes
toutes les mesures
necessaires sont prises pour aviser les autorites
necessaires
autorites qui peuvent
peuvent
intervenir
intervenir utilement.
utilement.
918
(3) Lorsqu'elle
918
(3)
Lorsqu'elle est faite
faite en radiotelegraphie,
radiotelegraphie, la repetition de l'appel
l'appel (ou du message)
message) de detresse est, en general,
general,
precedee
de
'emission
du
signal
d'alarme
defini
au
num6ro
precedee de remission
signal d'alarme
numere

(I S
STAT.I
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TAT. I
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1947
2, 1947

(Chapter
(Chapter XIV,
art. 37
37 Mt)
XIV, art.
RR)

(914-918)
(914-918)

-— the
the word
word DE;
DE;
acknowledging receipt
-— call sign of
of the
the station acknowledging
receipt
(three times);
times) ;
—
RRR;
- group
group RRR;
—
- distress
distress signal.
914

915

§§ 28. (1)
(1) Every mobile station which acknowledges
acknowledges receipt
receipt
of a
a distress message must, on the order of the master
or perpermaster or
son responsible
responsible for the ship, aircraft
aircraft or
other vehicle,
transor other
vehicle, transfollowing information
information in
in the
the order
mit, as soon as possible, the
the following
order
shown:
shown:
-— its
its name;
name;
-— its position in the form prescribed
prescribed in 883 and 885;
885;
- the speed at which it
—
it is proceeding
proceeding towards the
ship, aircraft or other vehicle
vehicle in distress.
distress.
(2) Before sending
sending this message, the station
(2)
station must ensure that it will not interfere
interfere with the emissions
emissions of other
other
stations better situated to render
render immediate assistance
assistance to the
the
station in distress.

Section VW.
VIII. Repetition
Repetition of aa Distress Call or aa Distress Message
Message
916

917

918

§§ 29. (1)
(1) Any station
station of the mobile service
service which
which is not
not in a
a
position to render assistance
assistance and which has heard a
a distress
message
message which has not been immediately
immediately acknowledgel,
must
acknowledged, must
take all possible steps to attract
attract the attention
attention of
of stations
stations of
of
the mobile service which are in a
render assistance.
assistance.
a position to
to render
(2) For this purpose, with the approval
approval of
of the authority
responsible for the station, the distress
distress call or the
the distress
message may be repeated. This repetition
repetition is
on full
is made on
full
power either on the distress frequency
frequency or on one of the frefrequencieF
quencies which may be used in case of distress (see 868
868 to
871).
871). At the same time all necessary
to notify
notify
necessary steps are taken
taken to
the authorities
authorities who
who may be able
to
intervene
usefully.
able to intervene usefully.
(3) In radiotelegraphy,
(3)
radiotelegraphy, the repetition
repetition of the distress
call or distress
distress message is generally preceded
preceded by the
transthe transmission of the
signal as
as defined
defined in
in 920.
A
sufficient
the alarm signal
920. A sufficient

1913
1913

1914
1914

TREATIES
TREATIES

(919-923)
(919-923)

[63 STAT.
STAT.
r[6:

(Chap. XIV,
art. 37
37 RR)
(Chap.
XIV, art.
RR)

920. Un
intervalle de
de temps
suffisant est
est menage
menage entre
entre l'emisremisUn intervalle
temps suffisant
sion du signal
signal d'alarme
d'alarme et
la repetition
l'appel
(ou
du
meset la
repetition de
de l'appel (ou du message)
detresse, pour que
sage) de detresse,
stations mobiles
dont
la
veille
que les stations
mobiles dont la veille
n'est pas permanente
permanente et qui
trouvent alertees
alertees par
leur apqui se trouvent
par leur
appareil automatique
automatique d'alarme
aient le
le temps
temps de
de se
porter
d'alarme aient
se porter a
recoute.
l'ecoute.
919

(4) Une station qui
(4)
repete un
un appel
(ou un
message)
qui r6epte
appel (ou
un message)
de detresse le
suivre du
du mot
mot DE
et de
de son
son propre
propre indicatif
le fait suivre
DE et
indicatif
d'appel transmis
fois.
transmis trois
trois fois.
Section IX.
IX. Signal d'alarme.
d'alarme.

920

921

922
922

923
923

§§ 30. (1)
(1) Le signal d'alarme se compose
de 12
12
compose d'une
d'une serie
serie de
(douze)
(douze) traits transmis en une minute, la
duree de
chaque
la duree
de chaque
trait etant de quatre
quatre secondes,
secondes, et
et l'intervalle
l'intervalle entre
entre deux
deux traits
traits
consecutifs
seconde. II
consecutifs d'une secontle.
Ii peut 8tre
la main,
main,
etre transmis
transmis aa la
mais sa transmission
transmission a
automatique est
a l'aide d'un appareil
appareil automatique
est
recommandee.
recommandee.
(2) Toute station de navire
(2)
navire travaillant
dans la
la bande
bande
travaillant dans
de 405 a
a 535 kc/s,
ke/s, qui ne dispose pas d'un
appareil automatique
automatique
d'un appareil
pour l'6mission
remission du signal d'alarme,
d'alarme, doit etre
pourvue en
en per8tre pourvue
permanence
manence d'une pendule
pendule indiquant
indiquant nettement
nettement la seconde, et
et
de preference
pr6ference munie
munie d'une aiguille
aiguille trotteuse faisant
un tour
tour
faisant un
par minute. Cette pendule
etre placee
placee en
point suffipendule doit
doit 8tre
en un
un point
suffisamment visible de la table d'exploitation
d'exploitation pour que
que roperateur
l'op6rateur
puisse, en la suivant
suivant du regard, donner
donner sans difficulte
difficulte aux
aux
diff6rents
elementaires du signal d'alarme
differents signaux
signaux elementaires
d'alarme leur
leur duree
duree
normale.
(3)
(3) Ce signal special aapour seul but de faire
faire fonctionner
fonctionner
les appareils automatiques
automatiques donnant l'alarme. I1
Ii doit
doit 8tre
etre
employe uniquement
uniquement soit pour annoncer
annoncer qu'un appel
appel ou
ou un
un
message de detresse
d6tresse va suivre, soit pour annoncer
message
annoncer l'6mission
remission
d'un avis
avis urgent
d'un
urgent de cyclone.
cyclone. Dans ce dernier
dernier cas, ii
peut
il ne peut
8tre
employe
que par les stations cotieres
c6tieres dument
dament autorisees
etre employe que
autorisees
par leur gouvernement.
gouvernement.
(4)
les cas de detresse,
detresse, l'emploi du signal d'alarme
(4) Dans
Dans les
est
est indique au numero 876. Dans le cas d'avis
d'avis urgent
urgent de
de
cyclone,
l'emission
de
cet
avis
ne
doit
commencer
cyclone, remission de
commencer que deux
deux
minutes apres la fin du signal d'alarme.

(<;: STAT.1
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(Chapter XIV,
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919

920

921

922

923

(919-123
(919-923)

interval
interval of time is to be allowed
allowed between
between the
the transmission
of
transmission of
an alarm signal and the repetition
repetition of the distress
call or
or disdisdistress call
tress message, so that mobile
mobile stations, which
which do
do not
not keep
keep concontinuous watch and which are warned
warned by the sounding
sounding of
of their
their
automatic alarm apparatus, have
time to
to go
go on
on watch.
watch.
have time
(4)
(4) A station which repeats
distress
repeats a
a distress
distress call
call or
or distress
it by the word
message, follows it
and its
its own
own call
call sign
sign
word DE and
transmitted three times.
times.
Section IX. Alarm
Alarm Signal
Signal
§§ 30. (1)
(1) The alarm signal shall consist
of a
series of
twelve
consist of
a series
of twelve
dashes sent in one minute, the duration
duration of
of each
dash being
being
each dash
four seconds and the duration
duration of the interval between
between two
two
consecutive
consecutive dashes
dashes one second.
It may
may be
be transmitted
transmitted by
by hand
second. It
hand
but its transmission
transmission by means of an automatic
automatic instrument
instrument is
is
recommended.
recommended.
(2)
(2) Any ship station working
working in the
405 to
to 535
535
the band
band 405
kc/s which is not provided with
with an automatic
for
automatic apparatus
apparatus for
transmission of the alarm signal,
the transmission
signal, must be
be permanently
permanently
equipped with a
clock, clearly marking
the seconds,
seconds, preferably
preferably
a clock,
marking the
by means of aa sweep hand completing one
revolution
one revolution per
per
minute. This clock must be placed at aapoint sufficiently
sufficiently visible
visible
from the operator's
operator's table in order
order that
the operator
may, by
by
that the
operator may,
keeping
it
in view, easily and correctly
keeping
time the
the different
correctly time
different
elements of the alarm signal.
signal.
(3)
(3) This special signal has for its sole purpose
the
purpose the
actuation of the automatic
giving the
alarm. It
must
automatic devices
devices giving
the alarm.
It must
be used solely either to announce
call or
mesannounce that a
a distress
distress call
or message is about to follow or to announce
announce the transmission
transmission of
of an
an
urgent cyclone
cyclone warning; in the latter
latter case it
may be
be used
used only
only
it may
by the coast stations duly authorized
government.
authorized by their
their government.
(4)
(4) In cases of distress, the
the alarm
alarm signal
is
the use
use of the
signal is
governed
governed by 876; in the case of an
cyclone warning,
an urgent
urgent cyclone
warning,
the transmission of the warning
warning must not begin
begin until
two
until two
minutes after the end of
minutes
alarm signal.
of the
the alarm
signal.

81939 0-52—PT.
81939
11-10
0-52--PT.
--40

.
.

1915
1915

1916
1916

TREATIES
TREATIES

(924-930)
(924-930)

924
925

926

927
927

928
928

929
929

930
930

[63 STAT.
SLAT.
[1;9

(Chap. XIV,
art. 37
37 RR)
(Chap.
XIV, art.
RR)

§ 31.
Les appareils automatiques
§
destines a
la _reception
automatiques destines
a lar6eception
du signal d'alarme
d'alarme doivent
satisfaire aux
aux conditions
conditions suivansuivandoivent satisfaire
tes:
tes:
a) fonctionner
fonctionner sous
du signal
signal d'alarme
d'alarme
sous l'action
I'action du
transmis
transmis par radiotelegraphie
radiotelegraphie en
en emissions
emissions de
de la
la
classe A2
moms;
A2 ou B,
B, au
au moins;
b) enregistrer
enregistrer le signal d'alarme
malgre les
les brouilbrouild'alarme malgr6
lages (a
(A condition
condition qu'ils ne soient
soient pas
continus)
pas continus)
provoques par les parasites
provoques
parasites atmospheriques
et
atmosph6riques et
par les signaux
signaux puissants autres
autres que
que le
le signal
signal
d'alarme, de preference
preference sans qu'aucun
qu'aucun r6glage
reglage
manuel
manuel soit necessaire
pendant les
periodes dunecessaire pendant
dules periodes
rant lesquelles
lesquelles la veille est assuree
assuree a
al'aide
de
ces
l'aide de ces
appareils;
appareils;
c) n'etre pas mis en action
c)
action par
par des parasites
atmosparasites atmospheriques
pheriques ou par
par des signaux
signaux puissants
puissants autres
autres
que le signal d'alarme;
d'alarme;
posseder un minimum
d) posseder
minimum de sensibilite
sensibilite tel
si
tel que,
que, si
les parasites
atmospheriques
parasites atmospheriques sont n6gligeables,
negligeables,
I'appareil
l'appareil soit aameme
meme de fonctionner
fonctionner sous
sous l'action
I'action
du signal d'alarme
d'alarme transmis par l'emetteur
l'emetteur de
de
secours (reserve)
(reserve) d'une station de
navire, a
atoute
de navire,
toute
distance de cette station jusqu'a concurrence
concurrence
de la portee
portee normale
normale fixee
fixee pour
ledit emetteur
emetteur par
pour ledit
par
la Convention
Convention internationale
internationale pour la sauvegarde
sauvegarde
de la vie humaine
humaine en mer, et, de preference,
preference, meme
meme
Ades distances plus grandes;
a
grandes;
e) avertir
avertir de tout derangement
derangement susceptible
susceptible d'emd'empecher le fonctionnement
pecher
fonctionnement normal de l'appareil
l'appareil
pendant
pendant les periodes
periodes de
veille.
de veille.
§ 32.
§
32.
Avant qu'un appareil automatique
automatique destine
destine a
la rea la
reception
ception du signal d'alarme
d'alarme soit approuv6
approuve pour l'usage
l'usage des
des
navires,
I'administration dont
navires, l'administration
dont re event
event ces navires
navires doit s'assus'assurer,
des essais
essais pratiques
rer, par
par des
pratiques faits dans des conditions
conditions equivaequivalentes
celles qui
qui se
se presentent
pr6sentent dans
lentes a
a celles
dans la pratique
pratique (brouillage,
(brouillage,
vibrations,
que I'appareil
vibrations, etc
etc. ...),
.), que
l'appareil satisfait aux prescriptions
prescriptions
du present Reglement
Reglement.
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924

of
§§ 31.
The automatic
automatic devices
devices intended
intended for the reception of
conditions:
the alarm signal must fulfil the following
following conditions:

925

a)
respond to the alarm
a) they must respond
alarm signal transtelegraphic emissions of at least
least
mitted by
by the
the telegraphic
class A2 or B;
b) they must respond
respond to the alarm
alarm signal through
through
interference
interference (provided
(provided it
it is not continuous)
continuous)
atmospherics and powerful
powerful signals
signals
caused by atmospherics
preferably without
without
other than the alarm signal; preferably
required during
during
any manual
manual adjustment
adjustment being
being required
maintained by the appaany period of watch maintained
ratus;
ratus;
c) they must not be actuated
actuated by atmospherics
atmospherics or
by strong signals other than the alarm signal;
signal;
d) they must possess a
minimum sensitivity
d)
a minimum
sensitivity such
such
atmospheric interference,
interference,
that with negligible atmospheric
capable of being operated
operated by the alarm
they are capable
transmitted by the emergency
(reserve)
signal transmitted
emergency (reserve)
transmitter of a
a ship station at any distance
transmitter
range fixed
from this
this station
station up
up to
to the normal
normal range
transmitter by the Convention
Convention for the
for this transmitter

926

927

928

1917

Safety
Life at
preferably at
at greater
greater 50 Stat.
tat.
Safety of
of Life
at Sea,
Sea, and
and preferably

distances;
distances;
929
929

e) they
they must give warning
warning of any fault which
performing
would prevent the apparatus
apparatus from performing
its
normal
functions
during
watch
hours.
its normal functions during watch hours.

930

§
Before an automatic
automatic alarm
alarm receiver
receiver may be ap§ 32.
having jurisdicjurisdicproved for
for use
use on ships,
ships, the administration
administration having
tion over those ships
ships must
must be satisfied by
by practical
practical tests made
conditions equivalent
those obtaining
obtaining in
in
under operating
operating conditions
equivalent to
to those
practice
(including
interference,
vibration,
etc.),
that
the
practice (including interference, vibration, etc.), that the
apparatus
complies with
with the
the provisions
of these
these Regulations.
apparatus complies
provisions of
Regulations.

1121.
1121

1918
1918

[63
STAT.
[6': STAT.

TREATIES
TREATIES

(9S1-939)
(031-939)

931

(Chap. XIV.
XIV. art.
art. 37
RR)
(Chap.
37 RR)

§§ 33.
L'adoption
L'adoption du signal d'alarme d6fini
defini au
numero 920
au numero
920
n'empeche pas une administration
administration d'autoriser
d'autoriser l'emploi
l'emploi d'un
d'un
appareil
automatique qui repondrait
appareil automatique
repondrait aux
aux conditions
precedenconditions precedentes et serait
serait actionne
par le
le signal
signal de
de detresse
.
actionne par
d6tresse ...---...

..

Section
Section X. Signal d'urgence.
932
932

933
933

§ 34. (1)
§
( ) Le signal d'urgence ne peut etre
etre transmis
transmis qu'avec
qu'avec
l'autorisation
commandant ou de
l'autorisation du commandant
de la
la personne
personne responsable
responsable
du navire, de l'aeronef ou de tout autre
autre vehicule
vehicule portant
portant la
la
station mobile.
mobile.
(2) Le signal d'urgence ne peut etre transmis
(2)
transmis par
par une
une
terrestre qu'avec l'approbation
station terrestre
de l'autorite
l'autorite responresponI'approbation de
1

sable.
sable.

934

935
935

§§ 36.
35. (1)
(1) En radiot6elgraphie,
radiotelegraphie, le signal
d'urgence consiste
consiste en
signal d'urgence
en
trois repetitions
repetitions du groupe XXX, transmis
transmis en
en separant
bien
separant bien
les lettres de chaque groupe et les groupes
les
groupes successifs.
suceessifs. II
II est
est
4mis avant l'appel.
emis
(2)
radiotelephonie, le signal d'urgence
(2) En radiotelephonie,
d'urgence consiste
consist,e en
en
trois repetitions
repetitions du mot PAN prononce comme
comme le
le mot
mot francais.
francais.
"panne". II
Il est emis avant l'appel.
l'appel.

936
936

§§ 36.
36. (1)
(1) Le signal
signal d'urgence indique que
que la
la station
station appelante
appelante
aaaatransmettre
transmettre un message tres urgent concernant
la securite
concernant la
securite
d'un navire, d'un aeronef, d'un autre vehicule
d'un
ou d'une
d'une perperv6hicule ou
sonne quelconque
quelconque se trouvant
sonne
trouvant a
abord ou en
du bord.
bord.
en vue
vue du
9:17
(2)
Le signal d'urgence aala
la priorite
priorite sur toutes les autres
autres
937
(2) Le signal d'urgence
communications,
communications, sauf
sauf sur celles de detresse.
Toutes les
les stastadetresse. Toutes
tions
tions mobiles
mobiles ou terrestres
terrestres qui l'entendent
l'entendent doivent
doivent prendre
prendre
woin de
ne pas
pas brouiller
transmission du message
soin
de ne
brouiller la transmission
message qui
qui suit
suit le
le
signal d'urgence.
d'urgence.
938
(3) Dans
cas oil
oi le
le signal d'urgence
938
(3)
Dans le
le cas
d'urgence est employe
employe par
par
une
station
une station mobile,
mobile, il doit, en regle
regle generale,
generale, etre adresse
adress4 a
une station determinee.
determinee.
939

939

§ 37.

Les
messages que
§ 37.
Les messages
que precede
precede le signal d'urgence
d'urgence doivent,
en
regle
6tre rediges
vent, en regle generale,
generale, etre
rediges en langage
langage clair,
clair, sauf
dans
sauf daus
le cas
medicaux.
cam des messages medicaux.

fI; STAT.]
63

IULTILATERAL--TELECOI()IMIUNICATI()NS-OCT.
MULTILATERAL—
TELECOMMUNICATIONS— OCT . 2,

(Chapter XIV. art. 37 RR)
(Chapter
RR)

931

1947
1947

(931-939)
(931-939)

§ 33.
§
The adoption of the alarm signal defined
defined in 920
920
does not prevent an administration
authorizing the
the use
use
administration from
from authorizing
of an automatic apparatus which complies
complies with the preceding
preceding
conditions
conditions and can be actuated
distress signal
actuated by
by the distress
signal
•

•

•

OIMI•

I•1••

•

•

•

•

•

Section X.
X. Urgency
Signal
Section
Urgency Signal

932

§ 34. (1)
(1) The urgency
§
urgency signal may be
transmitted only on the
the
be transmitted
authority of the master or the person responsible
authority
responsible for
for the
ship,
the ship,
aircraft or
carrying the
mobile station.
station.
aircraft
or other
other vehicle
vehicle carrying
the mobile

933

(2)
(2) The urgency signal may
may be transmitted
transmitted by aa land
station only with the approval
approval of the
authority.
the responsible
responsible authority.

934

§ 35. (1)
(1) In radiotelegraphy,
§
radiotelegraphy, the urgency
urgency signal consists
consists of
of
three repetitions of the group XXX,
XXX, sent with the letters
letters of
each group and
successive groups
groups clearly
clearly separated
separated from
from
and the
the successive
each
It is
is sent
before
the
call.
each other.
other. It
sent before the call.
(2)
(2) In radiotelephony,
of
radiotelephony, the urgency
urgency signal consists of
three repetitions of the word PAN pronounced
as the
the French
French
pronounced as
word "panne". It is sent before
before the call.

935

936

§
the calling
§ 36. (1) The urgency signal
signal indicates
indicates that the
calling station
station
has a
a very urgent message to
transmit concerning
the safety
safety
to transmit
concerning the
of a
ship,
aircraft
or
other
vehicle
or
of
some
person
on
a
vehicle or of some person on board
board
or within sight.

937

(2) The urgency
urgency signal
over all
all other
com(2)
signal has
has priority
priority over
other communications,
munications, except distress. All mobile and land
land stations
which hear it
it must take care not to interfere
interfere with
with the transmission of the message
message which follows
follows the urgency
urgency signal.
(3) Where the urgency
(3)
urgency signal is used by aa mobile station, it
it must, as a
a general rule, be addressed
addressed to a
specific
a specific
station.

938

939

§§ 37.
Messages preceded
Messages
preceded by the
urgency signal
signal must,
must, as
as
the urgency
a general
a
general rule, be drawn up in plain language,
language, except
except in the
case of medical messages.

1919
1919

1920
1920

[63 STAT.
STAT.
[6F3

TREATIES
TREATIES

(940-947)
(940-947)

940

941

942
942

(Chap.
XIV, art.
art. 37
RR)
(Chap. XIV,
3? SR)

§§ 38. (1)
stations mobiles
mobiles qui
entendent le
le signal
signal d'ur(1) Les
Les stations
qui entendent
d'urgence doivent rester
l'ecoute pendant
trois minutes
rester a
a l'ecoute
pendant trois
minutes au
au moms.
moins.
Passe
Passé ce delai,
delai, elles peuvent
reprendre leur
leur service
service normal
normal si
si
peuvent reprendre
elles n'ont
elks
entendu aucun
d'urgence.
n'ont entendu
aucun message
message d'urgence.
(2) Toutefois,
(2)
Toutefois, les
stations terrestres
terrestres et
et mobiles
mobiles qui
sont
les stations
qui sont
en communication
communication sur des frequences
frequences autres
autres que
celles utilisees
utilisees
que celles
pour la transmission
transmission du
du signal
et de
de l'appel
l'appel qui
qui le
le
signal d'urgence
d'urgence et
suit peuvent continuer
continuer sans
sans arret
leur travail
normal, a
moms
arret leur
travail normal,
a moins
qu'il ne s'agisse d'un message
message "a
"a tous"
tous" (CQ).
(CQ).
§§ 39.
Lorsque le signal
d'urgence a
Lorsque
signal d'urgence
remission d'un
d'un
a precede
precede l'emission
message destin6e
destine a toutes les stations
et comportant
des mesumesustations et
comportant des
res aa prendre par les stations qui
qui ont
ont regu
ce message,
la stastarecu ce
message, la
tion responsable
responsable de remission
doit l'annuler
l'annuler aussit6t
aussitot qu'elle
qu'elle
l'emission doit
sait qu'il n'est plus necessaire
salt
necessaire d'y
donner suite.
suite. Ce
message
d'y donner
Ce message
d'annulation doit egalement
6galement etre adresse
d'annulation
adresse "a
tous"
(CQ).
"a tous" (CQ).
Section XI.
XI. Signal de securite.
securite.
Section

943
943

944
944

§ 40. (1)
§
(1)
en trois

En radiotelegraphie,
radiotelegraphie, le
consiste
le signal de
de securite
securite consiste
repetitions
repetitions du groupe
groupe TTT,
TTT, transmis
transmis en
en separant
separant
bien
chaque groupe
bien les lettres de chaque
groupe et les
les groupes
groupes successifs.
successifs.
II est transmis avant
avant l'appel.
l'appel.
(2) En radiot6elphonie,
(2)
radiotelephonie, on utilise
utilise comme
comme signal
de sesesignal de
curitk le
le mot SICURITE
curite
SgCURITE prononce
prononce en
en francais
frangais repete
trois
rep6te trois
fois.
fois.

945
945

§ 41.
signal de securite annonce
§
41. (1)
(1) Le
Le signal
annonce que la
station va
vs
la station
transmettre un
un message
transmettre
message concernant
concernant la securite
securite de la
navila navigation ou donnant
donnant des avertissements
avertissements meteorologiques
gation
impormeteorologiques importants.
tants.

946
946

(2) Le
de securite
securit6 et le message
(2)
Le signal
signal de
message qui le
sont
le suit
suit sont
transmis
sur
la
frequence
transmis sur la frequence de detresse
detresse ou sur l'une
l'une des
des frefr6quences qui
qui peuvent
peuvent 8tre
etre employees en cas de detresse
detresse (voir
quences
(voir
les numeros 868
871).
868 a
a 871).

947
947

§§ 42.
(1) A
42. (1)
A l'exception
l'exception des
des messages
messages transmis
transmis a
a heure
heure fixe,
fixe,
le
signal
lorsqu'il est employe
le signal de
de securite,
securite, lorsqu'il
employe dans le
le service
service
mobile maritime,
maritime, doit
doit etre transmis
mobile
transmis vers la fin de la premiere
premiere

li:63 STAT.]
STAT.]

MULTILATEIlAL-TELIEC'()MMUNI('ATIONS-O()CT.
MULTILATEHAL— TELECOMMUNICATIONS— OCT . 2,
1947
2. 1947

(Chapter XIV,
XIV, art.
(Chapter
31 IK)
Int)
arL. 37

(940-S147)
(940-947

940

§
§ 38. (1)
(1) Mobile stations which hear the urgency signal must
continue to listen for at least three minutes. At the end of this
continue
this
period, if no urgency
urgency message
message has been
been heard,
heard, they may resume
sume their normal
normal service.
service.

941

(2)
(2) However, land and mobile
mobile stations which
which are
are in
communication on frequencies
frequencies other
communication
other than those used for
for the
transmission of the urgency
urgency signal and of the call which
which
follows it
it may continue their normal work without interrupprovided the urgency
urgency message
message is not addressed
addressed "to all
tion provided
stations"
(CQ).
stations" (CQ).

942

§
When the urgency
signal has been
been sent
before
§ 39.
urgency signal
sent before
transmitting
which is
intended for all stations
transmitting aamessage
message which
is intended
stations and
receiving the
which calls for action by the stations receiving
the message,
the station responsible
for
its
transmission
must
it as
as
responsible
transmission must cancel
cancel it
soon as it knows that action is no longer
longer necessary.
necessary. This mescancellation must likewise
likewise be addressed
addressed "to
"to all stations"
age of cancellation
stations"
(CQ).
(CQ).
Section XI. Safety
Safety Signal
Section

943
943

§
40. (1)
(1) In
radiotelegraphy, the
the safety
safety signal
signal consists
consists of
of
§ 40.
In radiotelegraphy,
three repetitions
repetitions of the group
group TTT, sent with
letters of
of
with the letters
successive groups
groups clearly
clearly separated from
each group and the successive
each other. It is sent before the call.

944

(2) In radiotelephony,
radiotelephony, the word SECURITE
S!CURITPi pronounced as the French word "securite",
"securite", repeated
repeated three times,
nounced
is used for the safety signal.

945

§§ 41. (1)
(1) The safety signal indicates that the station is about
about
to transmit
transmit a
concerning the safety of navigation
navigation or
or
a message concerning
meteorological warnings.
giving important meteorological
(2)
(2) The safety signal and the message which follows
it
it are
are sent on
on the distress frequency
frequency or on one
one of
of the frefrequencies
case of
(see 868 to
to
quencies which may be used
used in
in case
of distress (see
871).
871).

946

917

transmitted at fixed
fixed
§§ 42. (1) With the exception
exception of messages
messages transmitted
maritime mobile
mobile
times, the safety signal,
signal, when it
it is used
used in the
the maritime
service, must
must be
be transmitted
transmitted towards
towards the end of the first

1921
1921

1922
1922

TREATIES
TREATIES

(948-949)
(948-949)

[63 S
TAT.
[63
STAT.

(Chap.
XIV, art.
art. 37
37 RR)
(Chap. XIV,
RR)

periode
periode de silence qui se presente
le numero
733) ;le
le
presente (voir
(voir le
numero 733);
message est transmis immediatement
apres la
periode de
de
imm6diatement apres
la p6riode
silence.
(2) Dans
948
(2)
Dana le cas prevus
prevus par lea
1050, 1053 et
et
les numeros 1050,
1056, le signal de securite
securite et le
message qui
qui le
le suit
suit doivent
doivent
le message
6tre transmis dans le plus bref delai
etre
Mai possible, mais
mais ils
doivent
ils doivent
6tre repetes, comme iiil vient
etre
vient d'etre
d'être indique, a
a la
fin de
la prela fin
de la
presuivante.
miere periode de
de silence suivante.
949

§§ 43.
Toute les stations
le signal
signal de
de secusecustations qui
qui percoivent
percoivent le
rite doivent rester
rester aa l'ecoute
l'ecoute sur la frequence
laquelle le
le
frequence sur laquelle
signal de securite
securite a
Re 4mis,
emis, jusqu'a ce qu'elles
aient acquis
acquis
a ete
qu'elles aient
la certitude
certitude que le message ainsi annonce
annonce ne
presente pas
pas d'ind'inne presente
teret pour elles. Elles doivent, de plus, ne
ne faire
faire aucune
aucune emisemissusceptible de brouiller
sion susceptible
brouiller le message.

STAT.]
63 S
TAT.]

MULTILA'I'ERAL-TELE(COMMltN
MULTILATERAL—
TELECUMMUNICATIONS—
OCT. 2,
2,
I CATI()NS-OCT.

(Chapter XIV.
XIV, art
art_ 37
(Chapter
37 RR)
RR)

948

949

1947
1947

(948-949)
(948-949)

available period of silence
silence (see 733)
message is transavailable
733);;the message
immediately after
mitted immediately
after the period of
of silence.
silence.
(2) In the cases prescribed
prescribed in
and 1056, the
(2)
in 1050,
1050, 1053
1053 and
the
safety signal and the message
message which follows
follows it
it must be transrepeated as just
mitted as soon as possible,
possible, but must be repeated
just indiwhich follows.
follows.
cated, at
at the
the end
end of
of the
the first
first period of silence
silence which

? 43.
All stations
§
stations hearing the safety
safety signal
signal must continue
continue
to listen on the frequency
signal has been
frequency on which the safety signal
transmitted until
is of
of no
no
transmitted
until they
they are
are satisfied
satisfied that
that the message
message is
interest to them. They must, moreover,
moreover, not make
make any transinterfere with the
missions likely to interfere
the message.

1923

1924
1924

TREATIES
TREATIES

[63 SrAT.
STAT.
[63

(Chap. XV,
39 RR)
RR)
(Chap.
XV, art.
art. 38,
38, 39

(950-951)
(950-951)

CHAPITRE XV.
CHAPITRE

Radiotelegrammes.
Radiotelegrammes.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE 38.

Ordre de priorite des communications
dans le
le service
service mobile.
mobile.
communications dans
950

L'ordre de priorite
communications dans
dans le
le serserL'ordre
priorit6 des
des communications
vice mobile est le suivant:
suivant:
1° Appels
Appels de d6tresse,
detresse, messages
messages de detresse
detresse et
et
trafic de d6tresse.
detresse.
Communications precedees
2° Communications
precedees du signal
signal d'urgence.
d'urgence.
30
Communications precedees
3° Communications
precedees du
signal de
de sedu signal
securite.
4° Communications
Communications relatives aux relevements
relevements radiogoniometriques.
diogoniom6triques.
5° Radiot6legrammes
Radiotelegrammes relatifs
relatifs a
a la navigation
et a
a
navigation et
la securite
s6curite des mouvements
mouvements ties
aeronefs.
les aeronefs.
60 Radiotelegrammes
Radiotelegrammes relatifs
6°
relatifs a
navigation, aux
aux
a la navigation,
mouvements et aux besoins des navires, et
mouvements
et mesmessages d'observation
d'observation du temps destines
destines a
a un
un serservice
meteorologique officiel.
vice meteorologique
7° Radiotelegrammes
70
Radiotelegrammes d'Etat
d'Etat pour lesquels
lesquels le
le droit
droit
de priorite a
a ete demande.
demand&
8° Radiotelegrammes
Radiotelegrammes de service relatifs
relatifs au fonctionnement du service des radiocommunications
radiocommunications
ou a
a des radiotelegrammes
radiotelegrammes precedemment
precedemment
transmis.
9° Toutes les
9
lea autres
autres communications.
communications.
0

ARTICLE 39.
ARTICLE
39.

Indication de la station d'origine des radiotelegrammes.
radiotelegranunes.
951
951

§ 1.
Lorsque, par suite
§
suite d'homonymie, le nom d'une station eat
est suivi de l'indicatif
l'indicatif d'appel
d'appel de cette station, on separe
separe

63 STAT.]
STAT.]
(Il

MULTILATERAL—
TELECOMMUNICATIONS— OCT. 2,
MILTILATERAL-TELECO()MMINIICATI()NS-O()(T.
2,

(Chapter
art. 38,
38, 39
(Chapter XV,
XV, art.
39 RR)
RR)

1947
1947

(950951)
(950-951)

CHAPTER XV
CHAPTER
XV
Radiotelegrams
Radiotelegrams
ARTICLE
ARTICLE 38
Mobile Service
Order of Priority of Communications
Communications in the Mobile
Service
950

The order of priority of communications
communications in the
follows:
mobile service is as follows:
1st Distress calls, distress messages and distress
traffic.
2nd Communications
Communications preceded
preceded by the urgency
urgency signal.
Communications preceded
preceded by the safety
safety signal.
3rd Communications
4th Communications
Communications relative
directionrelative to radio directionfinding bearings.
navigation and
5th Radiotelegrams
Radiotelegrams relative
relative to the navigation
movement of aircraft.
safe movement
relative to the navigation,
6th Radiotelegrams
Radiotelegrams relative
weather obmovements, and needs of ships; weather
servation messages
messages destined for an official
servation
meteorological
meteorological service.
7th Government
Government radiotelegrams
radiotelegrams for which priority
right has been claimed.
claimed.
radiotelegrams relating to the working
8th Service radiotelegrams
of the radiocommunication
radiocommunication service or to radiotelegrams previously transmitted.
telegrams
9th All other communications.
communications.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE 39
Indication of the Station of
Radiotelegrams
of Origin of
of Radiotelegrams

951

When, because
because of duplication of names, the name of
§§ 1.
1.
a
station
is
followed
separated
a station is followed by its call sign, the latter is separated

1925

1926
1926

TREATIES
TREATIES

STAT.
[63 STAT.

(Chap. XV,
XV, art.
art. 39,
39, 40
40 RR)
RR)
(Chap.

(952-955)
(952-955)

ce dernier
dernier du nom de Is
station par
barre de
fraction.
la station
par une
une barre
de fraction.
Oregon/OZOC (et
Exemple: Oregon/OZOC
Rose/DDOR
(et non Oregonozoc)
Oregonozoc);;Rose/DDOR
(et
Roseddor).
(et non Roseddor).
952

§ 2.
Lorsqu'une
§
Lorsqu'une station cotiere
ou aeronautique
aeronautique reexpereexpecotiere ou
reseau general
die sur le reseau
general des voies de
de telecommunication
un
telecommunication un
radiotelegramme
radiotelegramme recu
regu d'une station mobile,
mobile, elle
elle transmet,
transmet,
comme origine, le nom de la station
d'oU emane
le radiostation mobile
mobile d'oiu
mane le
radiotelegramme, tel que ce nom figure
telegramme,
la nomenclature
nomenclature approapprofigure aa la
priee, et elle le fait suivre de son propre
propre nom.
nom. Le
cas echeant,
Le cas
6ch6ant,
on applique aussi lea
du numero
numero 951.
les dispositions
dispositions du
951.

953
953

§ 3.
Si elle le juge utile pour eviter
§
eviter toute confusion
confusion avec
avec
un bureau
bureau tel6graphique
telegraphique ou une station
fixe de
de meme
meme nom,
nom,
station fixe
la station c6tiere
cotiere ou
on aeronautique
aeronautique peut
completer l'indication
Pindication
peut completer
du nom de la station
station mobile d'origine
d'origine par
par le
mot
"navire"
ou
le mot "navire" ou
"aeronef"
place
avant
le nom de ladite
"aeronef" place
d'origine.
ladite station d'origine.
ARTICLE 40.
ARTICLE
40.

Acheminement
radiotelegrammes.
Acheminement des radlotelegrammes.
954
954

§§ 1.
1. (1)
(1) En regle generale,
generale, toute station mobile
mobile qui
qui fait
fait

usage
usage d'emissions
d'emissions
635
535 kc/s transmet

de la classe A2 dans la bande
bande de
de 405
405 ia
ses
radiotelegrammes aa la
sea radiotelegrammes
ditiere
la station
station cotiere

ou aeronautique
aeronautique la plus proche.

Pour accelerer
accelerer ou
ou facifaci-

liter l'acheminement
radiotelegrammes, elle
l'acheminement des radiotelegranunes,
elle peut
peut cepencepen-

dant les
transmettre A
lea transmettre
a une autre station mobile. Cette derniere
traite
les radiotelegrammes
radiotelegrammes ainsi recus
niere traite lea
regus de la mime
facon que ceux deposes chez elle-meme
facon
elle-meme (voir
(voir egalement
egalement l'artiParticle 9
9 du Reglement
Reglement additionel des radiocommunications).
radiocommunications).
955
(2) Toutefois,
Toutefois, lorsque
955
(2)
lorsque la station mobile peut choisir
choisir enentre
plusieurs stations
tre plusieurs
stations cotieres
cotieres ou aeronautiques
aeronautiques qui se trouvent
trouvent
approximativement
m6me distance, elle
approximativement a
it la meme
elle doit donner la
preference
celle qui est situee sur le territoire
preference a
a celle
territoire du pays
de
pays de

destination ou
destination
ou de
de transit normal des radiotelegrammes.
radiotelegrammes. Si la
Is
station
choisie
station choisie n'est pas la plus proche et si la station qui eat
eat
reellement
eprouve des brouillages
reellement la plus proche eprouve
brouillages du fait
hit de
la
transmission,
la
station
mobile doit
Is transmission, Is
dolt cesser le travail
travail ou
ou

63
6:3 STAT.]
STAT.]

MIULTILATERAL-TELECOlMMUNICATI(ONS-OCT.
M UL TILATERAL— TELECW1
MUNICATIONS— OCT. 2,
2, 1947
1947

39, 40
(Chapter XV, art.
art. 39,
40 RR)
RR)

(952955)
(952,955)

from
the name of the station
station by a
a fraction
fraction bar. Example:
from the
Example:
Oregon
Oregon /OZOC
/OZOC (not Oregonozoc);
Oregonozoc) ;Rose /DDOR (not
Rose(not Roseddor)
ddor)..
952
952

§§ 2.
When aa coast or aeronautical
aeronautical station retransmits
retransmits
over the general telecommunication
telecommunication network
network a
a radiotelegram
radiotelegram
received from aamobile station,
station, it transmits,
transmits, as office of
of origin,
origin,
the name of the mobile station in which the
the radiotelegram
radiotelegram
originated
originated as this name appears in the appropriate
list of
of staappropriate list
stations, followed
followed by its own name. If
If necessary,
necessary, the
the provisions
provisions of
of
951 are also applied.
applied.

953

§§ 3.
In order to avoid any confusion
confusion with
with a
a telegraph
telegraph
office or
or a
a fixed station of the same name, the coast or
office
or aeroaeronautical station may, if desirable, complete
complete the
indication of
of
the indication
the name of the mobile
mobile station of origin
origin by
the
word
"ship"
by the word "ship"
or "aircraft"
"aircraft" placed before the name
name of
of the
the station
station of
of origin.
origin.
ARTICLE 40
40
ARTICLE

Routing
Radiotelegrams
Rooting of Radiotelegrams
954

§ 1. (1)
§
(1) As a
ageneral
general rule, a
mobile station which
which uses
emisa mobile
uses emissions of class A2 within the band from 405
535 kc/s
kc/s transtrans405 to
to 535
mits its radiotelegrams
radiotelegrams to the nearest
aeronautical
nearest coast
coast or
or aeronautical
station. In order to expedite or facilitate
facilitate the transmission of
of
the radiotelegrams,
radiotelegrams, however, it
transmit them
another
it may transmit
them to
to another
mobile station. The latter treats
treats the radiotelegrams
radiotelegrams so
so
received as if they originated with itself.
of
itself. (See
(See Article
Article 9
9 of
the Additional Radio
r]
Radio Regulations).
Regulations). [']

955

(2) If, however,
however, the mobile station can choose
choose between
between
aeronautical stations at approximately
several coast or aeronautical
approximately the
the
same distance, it
it must give the preference
is
preference to
to that which
which is
established
established on the territory of the country
destination or
or
country of
of destination
of normal transit of radiotelegrams.
When the
the station
station chosen
radiotelegrams. When
chosen
is not the nearest, the mobile station
cease working
working or
or
station must cease
must change the frequency
frequency or class of
upon the
the first
of emission
emission upon
first
request made by the coast or aeronautical
aeronautical station
which is
is
station which
actually the nearest, this request
request being
based upon
upon the
the interinterbeing based
] Not printed.
I

See statement for the United States of
p. 1547.
of America,
America, ante,
ante, p.
1547.

1927

1928

[63
STAT.
(i 3 STAT.

TREATIES
TREATIES

(Chap. XV,
XV, art.
art. 41
41 RR)
(Chap.
RR)

(956-MO)
(956-960)

changer
changer de frequence
frequence ou de classe
classe d'emission
d'emission A
a la
la premiere
premiere
demande de la station atiere
demande
aeronautique la
plus proche.
proche.
c6tiere ou aeronautique
la plus
956

§ 2.
Les stations mobiles qui
§
qui utilisent
utilisent des
emissions de
de
des emissions
la classe Al, A2 ou A3, en dehors de
la bande
bande de
de 405
405 aa 535
535
de la
kc/s, doivent, en regle generale,
generale, donner
preference A
ala
la stadonner la
la preference
station cotiere ou aeronautique
sur le
du pays
pays
a6ronautique etablie
etablie sur
le territoire
territoire du
de destination ou du pays qui pars&
assurer le
paraIt devoir
devoir assurer
le plus
plus
rationnellement le transit des radiotelegranunes.
rationnellement
radiotelegrammes.

957

§ 3.
§

Si 1'expediteur
l'expediteur d'un radiot6elgramme
radiotelegramme depose
depose dans
dans
une station mobile a
a designe
designe la station c6tiere
cotiere ou
ou aeronautique
aeronautique
a laquelle
laquelle il desire que son radiotelegramme
radiotelegramme soit
soit transmis,
transmis, la
la
station mobile doit, pour
effectuer cette
transmission A
a la
la
pour effectuer
cette transmission
station cotiere
cotiere ou a6ronautique
aeronautique d6signee,
designee, attendre
attendre eventuel'eeventuel!econditions prevues
ment que les conditions
aux numeros
numeros 954,
954, 955,
et 956
956
prevues aux
955, et
soient
soient remplies.

958

§§ 4.
1'ecoulement de leur
Si l'ecoulement
leur trafic
trafic s'en
trouve facilite
facilite et
et
s'en trouve
sous reserve
r6serve des limitations que les gouvernements
gouvernements interesses
interesses
sont susceptibles de leur imposer, les stations
stations cotieres
peuvent
cotieres peuvent
se transmettre
transmettre de l'une aa l'autre,
l'autre, dans des circonstances
circonstances exexceptionnelles et avec discretion,
discretion, des radiotelegrammes
radiotelegrammes et
et des
des
avis de service s'y rapportant. Cette
Cette transmission
transmission ne
ne donne
donne
lieu A
aaucune
aucune taxe additionnelle.
additionnelle.
ARTICLE 41.
ARTICLE
41.
ComptabilitC des
Comptabilite
des radiotEiCgrammes.
radiotelegrainmes.

Section
L Etablissentent
Etahlisement des co:antes.
comptes.
Section L
959
§ 1.
1.
En principe, les taxes terreatres
terrestres et de bord n'entrent
959 §
n'entrent
pas
dans les
les comptes telegraphiques
internationaux (le
pas dans
telegraphiques internationaux
mot
(le mot
"bord"
seulement aaun navire ou A
"bord" s'applique
s'applique seulement
a un aeronef).
aeronef).
960 §
Les gouvernements
960
§ 2.
gouvernements se reservent
reservent la faculte de
de conconclure
entre
et avec
clure entre eux et
avec les exploitations
exploitations privees
privees interessees
interessees
des arrangements
arrangements differents,
differents, en vue de l'adoption
l'adoption d'autres
d'autres
dispositions
concernant la comptabilit6,
dispositions concernant
comptabiliV, notamment l'adoption,
tion, autant que possible,
possible, du systeme
systeme sous lequel
lequel lee
lee taxes
taxes

1::K
X lMTTL
IT
SZ TAT I
AI T

A'IATTEljALj-TELECO(MMNIl('ATIONS-OCT.
ILA
TEHAI,-TELECOMMUNI(7ATIONS-OCT.

(Chapter XV,
RR)
XV, art. 40.
40, 41 RI?)

2,

1947

(956-960)
(956-960)

ference which the working
working in question causes
causes to the 'coast
coast or
aeronautical
aeronautical station.
956

§ 2.
§
Mobile stations using emissions
emissions of class Al, A2, or
or
A3, outside the band from 405 to 535 kcjs
kc/s must, as aageneral
preference to the coast or aeronautical
rule, give preference
aeronautical station established on the territory of the country
country of destination
destination or of the
country likely to be the most suitable
suitable transit route for radiotelegrams.

957

handed in
§§ 3.
If the sender of a
a radiotelegram
radiotelegram handed
in at aa
mobile station has indicated the coast or aeronautical
aeronautical station
station
to which he desires his radiotelegram
radiotelegram to be sent, the
the mobile
mobile
station must, in order to effect this transmission
transmission to the coast
coast
or aeronautical
aeronautical station indicated,
until the
the
indicated, wait,
wait, if
if necessary,
necessary, until
conditions
conditions specified in 954, 955 and 956 above are fulfilled.
fulfilled.

958

§§ 4.
In order to facilitate
facilitate disposal of traffic, and subject
subject
to such restrictions as individual
individual governments
governments may impose,
coast stations may, in exceptional circumstances
circumstances and with discretion, without incurring
incurring additional
additional charges, exchange
exchange radiomessages relating
relating thereto.
telegrams and service messages
ARTICLE 41
Accounting
Accounting for Radiotelegrary
Radiotelegramp
Section
L Establishment
Establishment of Accounts
Section L
Accounts

959

§
aircraft
§ 1.
1.
In principle,
principle, land station and ship and aircraft
telegraph accounts.
charges do not enter into the international
international telegraph

960

Governments reserve to themselves the right to
§§ 2.
Governments
make, between
between themselves and with the private
private enterprises
enterprises
concerned,
concerned, different arrangements
adoption
arrangements with aaview to the adoption
of other accounting
accounting systems, more specifically
specifically the adoption, as
as
far as practicable,
practicable, of the system by which
which the land station and

1929

1930
1930

TREATIES
TREATIES

(961-964)
(961-964)

[63
STAT.
I[63 STAT.

(Chap.
art. 41
(Chap. XV,
XV, art.
41 RR)
RR)

terrestres et de bord suivent
terrestres
suivent les radiotelegrammes
radiotelegrammes de
de pays
pays aa
pays, par la vole
voie des comptes
comptes telegraphiques.
telegraphiques. 1)
1)De
De tels
tels ararrangements sont sujets aa un accord
accord prealable
prealable entre
entre les
les adadministrations
ministrations interessees.
interessees.
961

§ 3.
§

different conclu
conclu conforEn l'absence
I'absence d'arrangement
d'arrangement different
conformement aux dispositions du numero
minter° 960, les administrations
administrations
dont dependent les stations terrestres etablissent
chaque mois
etablissent chaque
mois
les comptes concernant
concernant ces taxes et
et les
les communiquent
communiquent aux
aux adadministrations interessees.
interessees.

962

§§ 4. (1)
(1) Si l'exploitant
1'exploitant des stations
stations terrestres
terrestres n'est
n'est pas
pas
1'administration
l'administration du pays, cet explditant
explditant peut
peut etre
etre substitu4,
substitue, en
en
ce qui concerne
concerne les comptes, a
a 1'administration
l'administration de
de ce
ce pays.
pays.
Dans ce cas, les dispositions
dispositions des
des numeros
numeros 964
964 a
a 999
999 sont
sont
applicables
applicables a
acet exploitant
exploitant au
titre qu'a
qu'a une
une administraadministraau mane
meme titre
tion.
963
(2) Les .radiotelegrammes
radiotelegrammes vises au numero
(2)
num6ro 699
699 peuvent
peuvent
eventuellement dans un compte destine
entrer eventuellement
destine a
l'administraa I'administration dont depend le navire
navire ou
ou l'aeronef.
I'aeronef.
964

§ 5. (1) Pour les radiotelegrammes
radiotelegrammes originaires
§
des stations
stations
originaires des
de bord, l'administration
I'administration dont depend
depend la
la station
station terrestre
t,errestre
debite l'administration
l'administration dont depend la
de bord
bord d'origine
d'origine
la station de
-— des taxes terrestres,
- des taxes afferentes
—
afferentes au parcours sur
reseau
sur le reseau
general
des
voies de
general
di telecommunication,
telecommunication, qui
seront
qui seront
dorenavant
dorenavant appelees
appelees taxes
taxes telegraphiques,
telegraphiques,
-— des taxes totales percues
pergues pour les r6ponses
reponses payees,
payees,
- des
des taxes
terrestres et telegraphiques
—
taxes terrestres
telegraphiques pergues
percues pour
pour
le collationnement,
collationnement,
- des
taxes pergues
percues pour la remise
—
des taxes
remise par expres, par
poste ou par poste-avion,
poste-avion,
- des taxes pergues
pcrcues pour les copies des telegrammes
—
telegrammes
multiples.

960.1 "
"Les
Etats-Unis et
et le Canada
demandent que ce
C60.1
Les Etats-Unis
Canada demandent
ee systeme
systeme soit adoptS,
adopte,
dans touts la mesure
possible, dans
les relations
dans touts la
mesure du
du possible,
dans les
relations entre eux et les
les
autres
mitres pays.

(6: STAT.
STrAT.IjMILTIIATII{AL-TELECO)MMI'NICATI(NS-OCT.
63
MULTILATEHAL— TELECOMMUNICATIONS— OCT. 2,

(Chapter XV,
XV, art.
art. 41
41 RR)
RR)

1947
1947

(961-964)
(961-9C4)

radiotelegrams from
ship and aircraft charges follow the radiotelegrams
country to country through the medium of the telegraph
telegraph accounts.') Such arrangements
arrangements are subject
subject to previous
previous agreebetween the administrations
ment between
administrations concerned.
concerned.
961

962

absence of a
a different
arrangement in ac§§ 3.
In the absence
different arrangement
cordance with the provisions
accounts relating
relating to
cordance
provisions of 960, the accounts
these charges are prepared monthly
monthly by the administrations
administrations to
which the land stations are subject
subject and are forwarded
which
forwarded by
administrations concerned.
concerned.
them to
to the administrations
§
enterprise operating
operating the land station
§ 4. (1)
(1) Where the
the enterprise
station is
enterprise may
not the administration
administration of the country, this
this enterprise
replace
the administration
of that
that country
country as
as far
far as
as accounts
accounts
replace the
administration of
are concerned.
concerned. In this event,
event, the provisions
provisions of 964 to 999
999
shall apply to such enterprise
same manner as to an
enterprise in the same
administration.
administration.

963

(2) The radiotelegrams
referred to in 699 can, if neces(2)
radiotelegrams referred
account destined
administrasary, be included in an account
destined for the administration to which
which the ship or aircraft
aircraft is subject.

964
964

5. (1) In the case of
originating in
§§ 5.(1)
of radiotelegrams
radiotelegrams originating
in ship
aircraft stations, the administration
administration to which the
and aircraft
the land
land
station is subject debits the administration
administration to which
which the ship
or aircraft
aircraft station of origin is subject
subject with:
with:
—
- the land station charges,
charges relating to transmission over the gen-— the charges
eral telecommunication
telecommunication network,
network, which will hereafter be called telegraph
telegraph charges,
charges,
—
charges collected
- the total charges
collected for prepaid replies,
land station and telegraph
telegraph charges
charges made for collation,
—
charges collected
collected for delivery
delivery by
by express,
by post
post
- charges
express, by
and charges
charges for copies of multiple
or by air mail and
telegrams.

960.1
and Canada
Canada request
request that
that this
this system
system should
should be
be
960.1""The
The United
United States
States and
adopted to
to the
extent in
relations between
between themselves
in relations
themselvs
adopted
the greatest
greatest possible
possible extent
and other
other countries.
countries.

81939
II-41
-41
0-52-PT.
81939 O-52----P'.

1931

1932

TREATIES
TREATIES

(965-969)
(966-969)

[63
STAT.
[63 STAT.

(Chap. XV,
art. 41
41 KK)
lilt)
(Chap.
XV, art.

965

(2) Pour la transmission
sur les
voles de
communication
transmission sur
les voies
de communication
tel6graphiques, les radiotelegrammes
telegraphiques,
sont traites,
du point
radiotelegrammes sont
traites, du
point
de vue des comptes,
comptes, conform6ment
conformement au
au Reglement
Reglement teletelegraphique.
graphique.

966

§ 6. (1)
(1) Pour les radiot6elgrammes
§
radiotelegrammes a
a destination
destination d'un
d'un pays
pays
situ6
au-dela
de
celui
situe au-dela
celui auquel appartient
la station
appartient la
station terrestre,
terrestre,
les taxes telegraphiques
telegraphiques a
conformement aux
aux disdisa liquider
liquider conformement
positions precedentes
precedentes sont celles qui resultent
resultent soit
soit des
des tableaux
tableaux
des tarifs de la correspondance
correspondance t6elgraphique
telegraphique internationale,
international%
soit d'arrangements
d'arrangements speciaux
conclus entre
entre les
les administraadministraspeciaux conclus
tions de pays limitrophes
limitrophes et
publies par
ces administrations,
administrations,
et publiCs
par ces
et non les taxes qui pourraient
pourraient etre
pergues en
en appliquant
appliquant
8tre percues
des minima par telegramme
ou des
des m6thodes
methodes d'arrondir
d'arrondir les
les
tel6gramme ou
prix par telegramme
telegramme de quelque
maniere que
que ce
ce soit.
soit.
quelque maniere
(2) Toutefois, on dolt
compte du
du minimum
minimum regleregledoit tenir compte
mentaire de cinq
cinq mots pour les radiotelegramm6
CDE et
et
radiotelegrammes CDE
pour les radiotelegrammes
radiotelegrammes du regime
europeen.
regime europeen.

967

968
968

§§ 7. (1)
(1) Pour les radiotelegrammes
radiotelegrammes a
a destination
destination des
des stastations de bord, I'administration
l'administration dont
dont depend
depend la
la station
station terrestre
terrestre
directement celle dont depend
debite directement
depend le
le bureau
bureau d'origine
d'origine des
des
taxes terrestres
terrestres et de bord ainsi que des
terrestres
et
des taxes
taxes terrestres et
de bord applicables au collationnement,
collationnement, mais uniquement
uniquement si
si
le radiotelegramme
radiotelegramme aa ete transmis
transmis a
a la
la station
station de
de bord.
bord.
Toutefois, dans le cas vise au numero
numero 2109
2109 l'administration
I'administration
dont
depend la station terrestre d6bite
dont depend
debite de la taxe
taxe terrestre
terrestre
celle dont depend
bureau d'origine.
depend le bureau
d'origine.
969
(2)
969
(2) L'administration
L'administration dont depend
depend la station terrestre
terrestre
debite
debite toujours I'administration
l'administration dont depend
le bureau
depend le
bureau
d'origine,
de pays a
a pays s'il y
d'origine, de
ya
alieu, par la voie des comptes
comptes
tel6graphiques,
telegraphiques, des
des taxes telegraphiques,
telegraphiques, des taxes
taxes totales
totales
aff6rentes
aux
reponses
afferentes aux
payees et des taxes
taxes telegraphiques
telegraphiques
afferentes au
au collationnement.
afferentes
collationnement. Pour les taxes re'atives
re'atives aux
copies
des
telegrammes multiples on opere,
copies
telegrammes
opere, dans
les comptes
comptes
dans les
telegraphiques, conformement
procedure telegraphique
telegraphiques,
conformement a
a la procedure
telegraphique
normale.

(3
63 STAT.
STAT. I

-ItLTILATERAL-TELEC()1MM1UNICATIONS-OCT.
M 1: LTILATERALTELEC
1\1 UNICATI ON S— OCT. 2, 1947
1947

(Chapter
(Chapter XV,
XV, art.
art. 41
41 RR)
RR)

1933
1933

(965-969)
(965-969)

965

(2) So far as concerns
concerns transmission
(2)
transmission over the telegraph
communication routes, radiotelegrams
the
communication
radiotelegrams are treated, from the
point of view of accounting,
accounting, in conformity
Telegraph
conformity with the Telegraph
Regulations.
1431n.
Ante, p. 143n.
Regulations.

966

radiotelegrams to a
a country beyond
beyond that to
§§ 6. (1) For radiotelegrams
which the land station
telegraph charges
charges to be
station belongs, the telegraph
accordance with the above provisions
provisions are the
settled in accordance
charges shown in the table of rates relating
relating to international
international
telegraph
correspondence,
or
those
fixed
by
special
arrangetelegraph correspondence,
those
special arrangements between the administrations
administrations of adjacent countries and
published
published by those administrations, and not the charges
applying minimum
minimum charges per telewhich might be made by applying
charges per telegram
telegram in
rounding the charges
gram or by methods of rounding
any manner.
(2) The regulation five-word
five-word minimum
minimum charge
charge must,
(2)
account for CDE radiotelegrams
radiotelegrams and
however, be taken into account
for radiotelegrams
radiotelegrams within the European system.

967

968

969

radiotelegrams addressed
addressed to ship
§§ 7. (1)
(1) In the case of radiotelegrams
aircraft stations, the administration
administration to which the office
and aircraft
debited direct
direct by the administration
administration
subject is debited
of origin is subject
to which the land station is subject, with the land station and
ship
or aircraft
charges plus
plus the land
land station and ship or airship or
aircraft charges
craft charges applicable to collation, but only where the radiotransmitted to the ship or aircraft
aircraft station.
telegram has been transmitted
provided for in 2109,
2109, however, the administration
administration
In the case provided
to
land
to which the office of origin is subject is debited with the land
station charge by the administration
administration to which the land station
is subject.
administration to which the office of origin is
(2) The administration
subject
always debited
telegraph
the medium of the telegraph
debited through the
subject is always
accounts, from country
country to country
if
necessary,
by
the
admincountry necessary,
istration to which the land station is subject,
subject, with the telegraph
prepaid replies, and the
charges for
for prepaid
the total charges
charges, the
graph charges,
telegraph
collation. As regards
regards charges
charges for copies
charges for
for collation.
telegraph charges
of
procedure, as far as the telegraph
of multiple telegrams, the procedure,
accounts
normal teleconformity with the normal
in conformity
accounts are
are concerned,
concerned, is in
graph procedure.

1934
1934

TREATIES
TREATIES

(97-977)
(970-877)

[63 S
TAT.
[63
SrAT.

(Chap.
(Chap. XV,
art. 41
41 RR)
XV, art.
RR)

970

(3)
(3) Lorsque le radiot6elgramme
radiotelegramme a
a ete
transmis, I'admil'admiete transmis,
nistration dont depend
station terrestre
terrestre credite
credite celle
celle dont
depend la
la station
dont
depend la
bord destinataire:
la station
station de
de bord
destinataire:

971
972

de bord;
bord;
a) de
de la
la taxe
taxe de
b)
y
a
lieu,
b) s'il y a lieu,
-— des taxes
revenant aux stations
taxes revenant
de bord
bord interinterstations de
mediaires,
m6diaires,
- de la taxe
—
taxe totale
totale percue
pergue pour
pour les
lea reponses
reponses
payees,
payees,
-— de la taxe de bord relative
relative au
au collationnement,
collationnement,
-— des taxes maxima
fucees par
par le
le Reglement
Reglement
maxima fixees
telegraphique
telegraphique pour les
lea copies
des telegramxnes
copies des
telegrammes
multiples.
multiples.

973
973

§§ 8.
Les reponses
reponses aux radiot6elgrammes
radiotelegrammes avec
reponse
avec reponse
payee
a tous
payee sont, a
thus egards, traitees
lea comptes
du service
service
traitees dans les
comptes du
mobile comme lea autres radiotelegrammes.
radiot6elgrammes.

974

§§ 9.
Pour lea
les radiotelegrammes
radiotelegrammes echanges
entre stations
stations
changes entre
de bord:
975
a) sans l'intermediaire
l'intermediaire de stations
975
terrestres:
stations terrestres:
lorsque d'autres arrangements
Sauf longue
arrangements ont
ont ete
ete
conclus,
conclus, l'exploitation
l'exploitation dont depend
depend la
la station
station da
da
bord de destination
destination debite
&bite celle dont depend
depend is
la
station de bord d'origine de toutes les
lea taxes
taxes
percues, deduction
pergues,
deduction faite des taxes
taxes revenant
revenant aa
cette derniere
derniere station;
station;
976
976
b) par
par l'intermediaire
l'intermediaire d'une seule
settle station
station terrestre:
terrestre:
L'administration
L'administration dont depend
depend la
Is station
station
terrestre
debite
celle
dont depend la
terrestre &bite
is station
de
station de
bord
bord d'origine
d'origine de toutes les
lea taxes percues,
pergues, d6ducdeduction faite des taxes revenant
revenant a
a cette
cette station
station de
de
bord, conformement
conformement aux dispositions des
des numeflumeros 964 et 965. Ensuite, on opere
ros
opere selon les
lea stipulations des numeros 968 a
1 972;
972;
977
e) par
'intermediaire de deux stations
977
c)
par rinterntediaire
stations terrestres:
terrestres:
L'administration
L'administration dont depend la premiere
premiere station
tion terrestre
terrestre d6bite
(Mite celle dont depend
dSpend la station

(, STAT.
11:1

I

IMLTILAT'I'EAL-TELEC(oIMMrNICATIONS-OCT.
NII'LT
ILATEHAL— TELECO MMUN ICATION S—OCT.

(Chapter
XV. art. 41 RR)
(Chapter XV.
RR)

970

971
972

2, 1947
2.
1947

1935

(970-977)
(70-977)

(3) When the radiotelegram
radiotelegram has been
been transmitted, tho
thr.
administration to which the land station is subject
administration
subject credits the
th,,
administration
administration to which the ship or aircraft
aircraft station of destination is subject:
subject:
aircraft charge;
a) with the ship or aircraft
charge;
b) if occasion arises,
arises, with
-— the charges due to intermediate
intermediate ship or aircraft stations,
stations,
- the total charge collected
—
collected for prepaid
prepaid replies,
—
the
ship
or
aircraft
charge
for
collation,
aircraft charge for collation,
- the maximum charges fixed by the Telegraph,
—
Telegraph,

Regulations for
for copies
multiple telegrams..
Ante, p.
p. 1431n.
1431n.
Regulations
copies of
of multiple
telegrams. Ate,

973

§ 8.
§
Replies to radiotelegrams
radiotelegrams with prepaid
prepaid reply are
treated in all respects like other radiotelegrams
radiotelegrams in the
the acaccounts of the mobile service.

974

§ 9.
§
Radiotelegrams exchanged
between stations
Radiotelegrams
exchanged between
stations in
in ships
aircraft
or aircraft
975
a) without the intervention
intervention of land stations:
stations:
except when other arrangements
arrangements have been
been
made, the enterprise
enterprise to which the station of destination is subject debits the enterprise
enterprise to which
the station of origin is subject with all charges
charges
collected,
less
the
charges
collected,
charges due to this latter station;
tion;
976
b)
through the medium of a
b) through
a single land
station:
land station:
the administration
administration to which the land
land station
station
is subject debits the administration
administration to which
which
the ship or aircraft station of origin
origin is subject
subject
with all the charges collected,
collected, less the charges
due to that ship or aircraft
aircraft station, in accordaccordance with the provisions
provisions of 964 and 965. ThereThereafter the provisions
provisions of 968 to 972 are applied;
applied;

977

e) through
c)
through the medium of two land
stations:
land stations:
the administration to which the first land
station is subject debits the administration
administration to

1936
1936
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TREATIES
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(Chap. XV,
XV. art.
art. 41
41 RR)
RR)
(Chap.

d'origine de
de toutes
toutes les
taxes pergues,
pergues,
de bord
bord d'origine
les taxes
deduction
deduction faite des taxes revenant
cette station
station
revenant aacette
de
des
de bord,
bord, conformement
conformemcnt aux
aux dispositions
dispositions des
numeros 964 et
Ensuite, on
on opere
opere selon
selon les
les
numeros
et 965.
965. Ensuite,
dispositions des
968 a
a 972
972 en
considedispositions
des numeros
num6ros 968
en considerant,
comptes, la
premiere station
station terterrant, pour les
les comptes,
la premiere
restre comme bureau
bureau d'origine.

978

979

980

§ 10.
Pour les radiotelegrammes
§
radiotelegrammes qui
achemines, sur
sur
qui sont achemin&s,
la demande de l'expediteur,
recourant aa une
une ou
on a
l'exp6diteur, en recourant
A deux
deux
stations de bord intermediaires,
intermediaires, chaque
station intermediaire
chaque station
intermediaire
debite de Is
la taxe de bord lui revenant
revenant pour
pour le
le transit:
transit: ,
a) is
la station de bord destinataire,
destinataire, s'il s'agit
s'agit d'un
d'un
radiot6l6gramme
radiotelegramme originaire
originaire de la terre ferme
ferme et
et
destine A
destine
a une station de bord, ou des cas enenvisages
visages aux num6ros
numeros 976 et 977 (second parcours
parcours
radiotelegraphique)
radiotelegraphique);
b) la station de bord d'origine, s'il
s'agit d'un
d'un radioradios'il s'agit
telegramme originaire
originaire d'une station de bord
bord et
et
a la terre ferme,
destine a
ferme, ou des cas envisages
an
envisages au
num6ro 975 et aux numeros
numero
numeros 976 et
(premier
et 977 (premier
parcours
radiote'legraphique).
parcours radiotelegraphique).

Section II.
IL Echange,
Echange, verification
verification et liquidation des
des comptes.
comptes.
981 §
§ 11.
En principe,
principe, lea
les radiotelegrammes
radiotelegrammes sont
sont inscrits
inscrits inindividuellement,
dividuellement, avec toutes les indications
necessaires,
dans
indications necessaires, dans
lea comptes
A la comptabilite
les
comptes mensuels servant
servant de base a
comptabilite des
radiotelegrammes
radiotelegrammes vises au present article. Un modele
modele de
cc
de ce
releve figure a
a l'appendice
l'appendice 14. Les comptes sont envoyes
envoy& dans
dans
un
delai de trois mois a
a partir du mois auquel
un delai
auquel ils
us se rapportent.
982
982

§ 12.
12.
La notification
notification de l'acceptation
§
l'acceptation d'un compte
compte ou des
observations yy relatives
observations
relatives a
a lieu dans un delai de six mois
mois a
partir de la date de son
son envoi.
envoi.

983
983

§ 13.
13.
§
peuvent
nelles se
entre les

Les delais mentionnes
mentionnes aux numeros
numeros 981 et 982
etre depasses
depasses quand
quand des difficulties
exceptiondifficulties exceptionpresentent dans le transport
transport postal des documents
documents
stations terrestres
terrestres et lea
les administrations
administrations dont
dont elles
elles
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1947

075-083)
(17-483)

which the ship or aircraft station of origin is
is
subject with all charges
charges collected less the charge
due to that ship or aircraft
aircraft station, in accordance
with the provisions of 964 and 965. The provisions of 968 to 972 are then applied, the first
land station being
being regarded as the office of origin
as far as the accounts
accounts are concerned.
concerned.

978

979

980

§§ 10.
radiotelegrams which, at the
the request
request
In the case of radiotelegrams
of the sender, are forwarded
forwarded through one or two intermediate
ship or aircraft
aircraft stations, each such
such intermediate
intermediate station debits
with the charge accruing to it for transit:
transit:
a) the ship or aircraft station of destination, in the
a radiotelegram
radiotelegram originating on land and
case of a
destined
destined for a
aircraft station, or in the
a ship or aircraft
contemplated in 976 and 977 (second
cases contemplated
(second radiotelegraph transmission);
transmission) ;
telegraph
b) the ship or aircraft station of origin, in the case
a radiotelegram
of a
radiotelegram originating
originating on a
a ship or aircraft station and destined for the land, or in
the cases contemplated
contemplated in 975 and in 976 and
radiotelegraph transmission).
transmission).
977 (first radiotelegraph

Section II. Exchange,
Verification and Settlement
Accounts
Exchange, Verification
Settlement of Accounts
981

§
In principle, radiotelegrams
radiotelegrams are entered individual§ 11.
ly, with all necessary particulars, in the monthly
monthly accounts
which serve es a
radiotelegram accounting
accounting mena basis for the radiotelegram
A specimen
tioned in this article. A
specimen statement is given in
appendix 14. The accounts are forwarded
appendix
forwarded within a
a period of
of
three months counting from the month to which they relate.

982

acceptance of an account
account is
notified or observa§§ 12.
The acceptance
is notified
observations thereon are made within aaperiod of six months from the
date of its dispatch.

983 §
§ 13.
The periods
periods mentioned
mentioned in
in 981
and 982
982 may
may be
ex981 and
be exceeded
exceptional difficulties
difficulties occur in the transmission
ceeded when exceptional
of the documents
documents by post between the land stations and the
administrations to which they are subject. However, the
administrations

1937,
1937,

1938
1938
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art. 41
(Chap.
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debitrice peut
peut reredependent. Neanmoins,
Neanmoins, l'administration
I'administration debitrice
le reglement
des comptes
comptes presentes
presentes
fuser la liquidation
liquidation et
et le
reglement des
plus de dix-huit
dix-huit mois apres la date de
de dep6t
&pet des
des radioteleradiotel6grammes auxquels ces comptes se rapportent.

984

§
Sauf
entente contraire,
contraire, lea
suivantes
§ 14.
Sauf entente
les dispositions
dispositions suivantes
applicables aux
vises au
sont applicables
aux comptes radiotelegraphiques
radiotkelgraphiques vises
air
present
present article.
article.

985

§
(1) Les
comptes mensuels
sont admis
sans revision
revision
§ 15.
15. (1)
Les comptes
mensuels sont
admis sans
difference entre
les comptes
comptes dresses
par
lea
deux
quand la difference
entre les
dresses par les deux
administrations interessees
administrations
interessees n'est pas
superieure
a
dix
francs
pas sup6rieure a dix francs
(10 fr.) ou ne depasse
depasse pas 1
100 du
du compte
de l'admi1 pour 100
compte de
I'administration creditrice
creditrice pourvu
que
le
montant
de
ce
compte
ne
pourvu que le montant de ce compte ne
soit pas supericier
supericar a
cent
mule
francs
(100
000
fr.)
;
lorsque
a cent mille francs (100 000 fr.); lorsque
le montant
montant du compte dresse
dresse par l'administration
l'administration creditrice
creditrice
est superieur
sup6rieur a
a cette derniere
eat
derniere somme,
ne peut
peut
somme, la difference
diff6rence ne
pas depasser un montant total de :
:
- 11pour 100 des premiers cent mille
—
mule francs
francs (100
(100 000
000
fr.);
fr.);

986

-— 0,5 pour 100 de la somme excedente.
excedente.
(2)
Une
revision
commencee
(2)
commencee est arretee
arretee des que, it
a la
la
suite d'echanges d'observations
d'observations entre
lea administrations
administrations ininentre les
teressees,
difference aaete
teressees, la difference
ramenee a
aune valeur
valeur ne
ne depassant
depassant
et6 ramen6e
pas le maximum fixe au numero
numero 985.
985.

987

§§ 16. (1)
arrangement contraire
(1) Sauf arrangement
contraire entre les
lea deux
deux admiI'administration creditrice
nistrations interessees, l'administration
creditrice dresse, imimmediatement
mediatement apres l'acceptation
l'acceptation des comptes
comptes afferents
afferents au
au
dernier moia
moils d'un trimestre,
trimestre, un compte trimestriel
trimestriel faisant
faisant
ressortir
ressortir le solde pour le trimestre
trimestre entier, et elle le transmet en
en
deux exemplaires
a l'administration
l'administration debitrice.
debitrice. Celle-ci,
exemplaires a
Celle-ci, apres
apres
verification, renvoie
renvoie l'un des deux exemplaires
exemplaires revetu de son
acceptation.
acceptation.

988
988

(2) A
d'acceptation de l'un quelconque
(2)
A defaut
defaut d'acceptation
quelconque des comptes mensuels d'un meme trimestre
l'expiration du sixietrimestre avant
avant l'expiration
me mois qui suit le trimestre
trimestre auquel ces comptes se rapportent,
le compte trimestriel
trimestriel peut, neanmoins, 6tre
etre dressi
dresse par l'admil'administration creditrice,
creditrice, en vue d'une liquidation
liquidation provisoire qui
qui
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debtor administration
administration may refuse the settlement and adjustment of accounts presented
eighteen months after
presented more than eighteen
after
the date of handing-in of the radiotelegrams
the
radiotelegrams to which the
accounts relate.
accounts

984

§§ 14.
In the absence of an agreement
agreement to the contrary,
the following provisions are applicable
applicable to the radiotelegraph
radiotelegraph
referred to in the present article.
accounts referred
article.

985

§§ 15. (1)
(1) The monthly accounts
admitted without reviaccounts are admitted
difference between
between the accounts
accounts prepared
prepared by
by
sion when the difference
administrations concerned
the two administrations
concerned is not more than ten
account
francs (10 fr.) or does not exceed one per cent of the account
of the creditor administration, provided
provided that the amount of
of
this account is not more than one hundred
hundred thousand
thousand francs
(100
(100 000 fr.)
fr.);;when the amount of the account prepared by
the creditor
administration is more than
than this sum the differcreditor administration
comprising:
ence must not exceed a
a total amount comprising:
—
hundred thousand
thousand francs
- 11 per cent of the first hundred
(100 000 fr.)
fr.);;

986

987

—
remainder.
- 0.5 per cent of the remainder.
(2)
A
revision
which
is
in
process is stopped as soon as,
(2)
observations between the adminisexchange of observations
following the exchange
trations concerned, the difference
difference is brought down to a
a sum
not exceeding
exceeding the maximum fixed by 985.
§
acceptance of the accounts
§ 16. (1) Immediately
Immediately after the acceptance
proper to the last month of a
a quarter, a
a quarterly
quarterly account
account
showing the balance for the entire quarter is, unless otherwise
arranged between the two administrations
administrations concerned, prepared by the creditor administration
administration and forwarded
forwarded in duplicate to the debtor administration
administration which, after verification,
verification,
returns
one
of
the
copies
endorsed
with
its
acceptance.
returns one of the copies endorsed with its acceptance.

988
988

(2) In default
acceptance of any of the monthly
monthly
of acceptance
default of
(2)
accounts of
expiration of
the sixth
quarter before
before the
the expiration
of the
sixth
accounts
of aa given
given quarter
quarter to
which the
accounts relate, the
the
to which
the accounts
month following
following the quarter
quarterly
account
may,
nevertheless,
be
prepared
by
the
credquarterly account may, nevertheless, be prepared by the creditor administration
view to
settlement
itor
administration with
with a
a view
to aa provisional
provisional settlement
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devient
obligatoire pour
pour l'administration
l'administration debitrice
debitrice dans
dans les
lea
devient obligatoire
conditions fixees au
au numero
989.
Les
rectifications
ulterieureconditions
numero 989. Les rectifications ulterieurereconnues necessaires
neeessaires sont
comprises dans
dans une
une liquidament reconnues
sont comprises
liquidasubsequente.
tion trimestrielle subsequente.

989

§
L'administration
debitrice doit verifier
verifier le
§ 17.
L'administration debitrice
le compte
compte
trimestriel et
dans un
un delai
Mai de
six
et en payer
payer le montant
montant dans
de six
semaines a
a dater du
oil elle a
a recu
le
compte.
Passé
semaines
du jour
jour ou
recu le compte. Passe ce
ce
delai, lea
les sommes dues a
Mai,
une
administration
par une
autre
a une administration par
une autre
sont productives
productives d'interets a
a raison
par an,
an, a
adater
dater du
du
raison de
de 6%
6% par
lendemain
lendemain du jour d'expiration
d'expiration dudit d6lai.

990

L'administration debitrice
a l'administration
l'administration
§§ 18. (1)
(1) L'administration
debitrice paie
paie A
creditrice le
compte trimestriel
francs-or pour
creditrice
le solde
solde du compte
trimestriel en
en francs-or
pour
un montant equivalent
equivalent A
a sa valeur;
valeur; ce paiement
paiement peut etre
etre
effectue ::
effectu
a) au choix de l'administration
l'administration debitrice,
debitrice, en
en or
or ou
ou
au
ou de
de traites
traites repondant
aux
au moyen de cheques
cheques ou
repondant aux
conditions prevues
prevues aux
aux numeros
numeros 994
994 et
995 et
et
et 995
payables a
A vue sur la
is capitale ou sur une place
commerciale
crediteur;
commerciale du pays crediteur;
b) suivant accord
accord entre les
lea deux administrations,
administrations,
par l'intermediaire
l'intermediaire d'une banque
banque utilisant le
clearing de is
clearing
reglements interla Banque des reglements
internationaux a
A Bale;
Bale;
nationaux
convenu entre
c) par tout autre moyen convenu
entre Lea
les administrations interessees.
nistrations
interessees.
(2)
(2) En cas de paiement
paiement au moyen
moyen de cheques ou de
de
traites, ces titres sont etablis
etablis en monnaie d'un pays
oil la
pays oi
la
banque centrale d'emission,
d'emission, ou une autre institution officielle
officielle
d'emission,
achete et vend de l'or ou des devises-or
d'emission, achete
devises-or contre
contre Is
la
monnaie nationale,'
nationale; a, des taux fixes determines
determines par la loi ou
ou
vcrtu d'un arrangement
arrangement avec le gouvernement.
en vertu
gouvernement.
(3)
(3) Si les
lea monnaies
monnaies de plusieurs pays repondent
repondent aa ces
ces
conditions, il appartient
appartient aa I'administration
l'administration creditrice
creditriee de
de
designer la
la monnaie qui lui convient. La conversion
conversion est faite
au pair des monnaies d'or.

991

992

993
994

995

63
1947
63 STAT.]
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(Chapter XV, art. 41 RR)
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(1189-995)
(*M9-45)

which becomes obligatory
Administration un
obligatory for the debtor
debtor Administration
ander the conditions fixed by 989. Adjustments subsequently
subsequently
agreed upon are included in aa later quarterly
quarterly settlement.
989

990

§ 17.
§
The quarterly account
account must be verified and
and the
amount must be paid within a
a period of six weeks dating
from the day on which it is received
administrareceived by the
the debtor
debtor administraadministration
tion. Beyond this period, the sums due to one administration
by another are subject to interest
six per
per cent
cent
interest at the rate of six
per annum reckoned from the day following
following the date of expiration of the said period.

§§ 18. (1)
(1) The balance of the quarterly
quarterly account
account in gold francs
administration to the creditor
is paid by the debtor administration
creditor adminvalue; this payment
payment may
istration, by aa sum equivalent
equivalent to its value;
effected:
be effected:
991
a) at the choice of the debtor administration,
administration, in
in
gold or by means of cheques
cheques or drafts
drafts fulfilling
fulfilling
conditions prescribed
prescribed in 994 and 995 and
the conditions
sight on the capital
payable at siiht
capital or on a
acommercreditor country;
country;
cial centre of the creditor
992
b) by agreement
administrations,
agreement between
between the two administrations,
through the intermediary
intermediary of a
a bank clearing
clearing
International Settlements
through the Bank of International
at Basle;
Basle;
993
c) by any other means agreed
between the adagreed upon between
ministrations
ministrations concerned.
concerned.
994
(2) In the case of payment
cheques or
payment by means of cheques
drafts, these instruments are drawn in the money
money of a
acountry
where the central
central bank of issue or other official institution of
issue buys and sells gold or gold currency
currency for the national
determined by law or by virtue of an
money at fixed rates determined
agreement with the government.
government.
(3) If the currencies of several
995
(3)
countries fulfil these
several countries
conditions, the creditor
creditor administration
administration indicates
indicates the currency
which is convenient
convenient to it.
is effected
effected at
it. The conversion
conversion is
at the
the
gold par rate.
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996

(4) Dans le cas ou la monnaie
(4)
monnaie d'un pays crediteur
crediteur ne
ne
repond pas aux conditions prevues
repond
prevues au numero
numero 994,
994, et
et si
les
si les
deux pays se sont mis d'accord
d'accord a
ace sujet, les cheques
cheques ou traites
peuvent ausai
aussi etre exprimes
exprimes en monnaie
monnaie du
du pays
pays crediteur.
crediteur.
Dans ce cas, le solde est converti
pair des
des monnaies
monnaies d'or
d'or
converti au pair
r6pondant aux
en monnaie d'un pays repondant
aux conditions
conditions susvisees.
susvisees.
resultat obtenu est ensuite converti
Le resultat
converti dans
dans la
monnaie du
du
la monnaie
pays debiteur,
et
de
celle-ci
debiteur,
dans la monnaie du pays crediteur,
crediteur,
au cours de la bourse de la capitale
capitale ou d'une place commerciale
commerciale
du pays debiteur
l'achat du cheque
debiteur au jour de l'achat
cheque ou de la
la traite.
traite.

997

(5) Lorsque
(5)
Lorsque le montant du solde d6passe
&passe 55000
000 francs-or,
francs-or,
I'administration debitrice
debitrice doit, si l'administration
l'administration
l'administration creditrice
creditrice
le demande, notifier par telegramme
telegramme de
de service
la
de
service la date
date de

l'envoi d'un cheque ou d'une traite, la date
date de
son achat
achat et
son
de son
et son
montant.
998

§ 19.
Les frais de paiement
§
paiement sont supportes
supportes par
par l'admil'administration debitrice.
debitrice.

Section
III. Ma.is
Delai de conservation
conservation des
Section HI.
archives comptablea.
comptables.
des archives
999 §§ 20.
Lea
999
Les originaux
originaux des radiotelegrammes
radiotelegrammes et les docudocuments yy relatifs retenus par les administrations
administrations sont
sont conconserves, avec
avec toutes
toutes les precautions
precautions necessaires
necessaires a
ala
la sauvegarde
sauvegarde
du secret, jusqu'a la liquidation
liquidation des comptes qui
qui s'y
s'y rapportent
rapportent
et, en tout cas, au moins
moms pendant dix mois a
acompter
compter du
du mois
mois
qui suit celul
dep6t des radiotelegrammes.
radiotelegrammes.
qui
celui du depot
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996

(4) Where the currency
currency of the creditor country does
does
not fulfil the conditions specified
specified under 994, the cheques
cheques or
or
drafts may also be expressed in the currency
currency of the
the creditor
creditor
country
countries are agreed
country if the two countries
agreed on this procedure.
procedure. In
In
this case the balance
balance is converted
converted at the gold
par rate
rate into
into
gold par
the currency
currency of a
a country fulfilling
fulfilling the above-mentioned
above-mentioned conconditions. The result arrived at is then
then converted
into the
the curcurconverted into
rency of the debtor country, and from
from this into the currency
currency
of the creditor country, at the rate of exchange
current in
in the
the
exchange current
capital or at aacommercial
commercial centre
on the
the
centre of the debtor country
country on
date of purchase
purchase of the cheque or draft.
draft.
997
(6)
(5) When the amount of the balance
balance is more
000
more than 55000
gold francs, the date of the dispatch
dispatch of the cheque or draft,
the date of its purchase and its amount
amount must, upon
upon aa request
request
by the creditor administration,
administration, be notified by the debtor adadministration
ministration by means of a
a service telegram.
998 §
§ 19.
The costs of payment are borne by the debtor administration.
Section IIL
ELL Period of Retention of
of Accounting
Accounting Records
Records
999

§ 20.
The originals of radiotelegrams
§
the correspondcorrespondradiotelegrams and the
ing documents
documents retained by the administrations
are
held, with
administrations are held,
with
all necessary
precautions
from the point of view of secrecy,
necessary
until the settlement of the relative
relative accounts
accounts and, in any case,
for at least ten months counting
counting from the month
month following
the month of handing-in
handing-in of the radiotelegrams.
radiotelegrams.
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TREATIES
TREATIES

((1000-1006)
-1006)

(Chap. XVI,
XVI, art
art 42
42 ]U)
RIO
(Chap.

CHAPITRE
CHAPITRE XVI.
XVI.
Stations
Stations et
services divers.
divers.
et services
ARTICLE 42.
ARTICLE

Stations d'amateur.
d'amateur.
1000
1.
Les radiocommunications
1000 §
§ 1.
radiocommunications entre stations
stations d'amateur
d'amateur
de pays differents
differents sont interdites
interdites si l'administration
l'administration de
de l'un
I'un
interess6s aanotifi6
des pays interesses
notifie son
son opposition.
opposition.

1001
1001 §
§ 2. (1)
(1) Lorsqu'elles
Lorsqu'elles sont permises,
les transmissions
transmissions entre
entre
permises, les
stations d'amateur
stations
d'amateur de pays differents
differents doivent
doivent se
faire
en
se faire en Ianlangage
clair et se limiter a
a des niessages
gage clair
niessages d'ordre
technique
ayant
d'ordre technique ayant
trait
A des remarques
trait aux essais et a
remarques d'un
d'un caractere
caractere purement
purement
personnel
personnel qui, en raison de leur faible
importance, ne
ne justifient
faible importance,
justifient
pas le
le recours au service
service public
pas
public de
de telecommunications.
est
telecommunications. Ii
II est
absolument
interdit
d'utiliser
les
stations
absolument interdit
stations d'amateur
pour
d'amateur pour
transmettre des
internationales en
transmettre
des communications
communications internationales
en proveprovedestination de
nance ou a
adestination
de tierces
tierces personnes.
personnes.
1002
(2) Les dispositions
1002
(2)
dispositions qui precedent
precedent peuvent
etre modifiees
modifiees
peuvent etre
par
par des
des arrangements
arrangements particuliers
particuliers entre
entre les
les gouvernements
gouvernements
interesses.
interesses.
1003 §
§ 3. (1)
1003
(1) Toute personne
personne manceuvrant
les appareils
appareils d'une
d'une
manoeuvrant les
station
d'amateur doit avoir prouve qu'elle
station d'amateur
qu'elle est
est apte
apte A
ala
Is transtransmission
reception auditive des textes
mission et A
a la reception
textes en
en signaux
signaux du
du
code Morse.
Morse. Cependant,
code
Cependant, les administrations
administrations interessees
peuint6ressees peuvent
pas exiger l'application
l'application de cette
vent ne
ne pas
cette condition
condition lorsqu'il
lorsqu'il
s'agit
de stations utilisant exclusivement
s'agit de
exclusivement des
des frequences
frequences sup&
sup6rieures A
a1
1000 (mille)
(mille) Mc/s.
Mc/s.
1004
1004

(2)
(2) Les administrations
administrations prennent
telles mesures
mesures qu'elles
qu'elles
prennent telles
jugent
jugent necessaires
necessaires pour verifier
verifier les capacites,
capacites, du
du point
de vue
vue
point de
technique,
de toute
toute personne
personne manceuvrant
technique, de
manceuvrant les
les appareils
d'une
appareils d'une
station d'amateur.

1005
La puissance
1005 §
§ 4.
puissance maximum
maximum des
des stations
stations d'amateur
d'amateur est
eat
fixee
par
lea
asee par les administrations
administratf.ons interesaes,
interessees, en
en tenant
tenant compte
compte des
des
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CHAPTER XVI
XVI
CHAPTER

Miscellaneous Stations
Miscellaneous
Stations and
and Services
Services
ARTICLE
ARTICLE 42
Stations
Amateur Stations

§ 1.
Radiocommunications between amateur stations
1000 §
Radiocommunications
stations of
different countries shall be forbidden if the administration
administration
of one of the countries
countries concerned
concerned has notified that
that it
it objects
objects
to such radiocommunications.
radiocommunications.
§ 2. (1)
transmissions between amateur
1001 §
(1) When transmissions
amateur stations of
of
different countries are permitted
in
plain
permitted they must be
be made
made in plain
language and must be limited to messages of aa technical
nature relating to tests and to remarks
remarks of a
apersonal
character
personal character
for which, by reason of their unimportance, recourse
recourse to
the
to the
public telecommunications
telecommunications service
service is not justified.
justified. It is
is absolutely forbidden for amateur stations to be used for transmitting international
international communications
communications on behalf of third
parties.
1002

(2) The preceding provisions
(2)
provisions may be modified
modified by special
arrangements
arrangements between
between the countries
concerned.
countries concerned.

operating the
1003 §
§ 3. (1) Any person operating
the apparatus
in an
apparatus in
an amateur
amateur

station must have proved that he is able to transmit, and to
receive by ear, texts in Morse code signals. Administrations
Administrations
concerned
concerned may, however,
however, waive
requirement in
the case
case
waive this requirement
in the
of stations making use exclusively
exclusively of frequencies
frequencies above
above 11000
000
(one thousand)
thousand) Mc/s.
(2)
1004
(2) Administrations
Administrations shall take such measures as they
judge necessary
necessary to verify the qualifications, from
from aa technical
point of view, of any person operating
operating the apparatus
of an
apparatus of
an
amateur station.
1005 §
§ 4.
The maximum power of amateur
amateur stations shall be
concerned, having regard to the
fixed by the administrations
administrations concerned,
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TREATIES
TREATIES

(10064012)
(100.-1012)

(Chap. XVI,
XVI, art.
art. 42,
42, 4.11 RR)
KR)
(Chap.

qualites
qualitks techniques
techniques des operateurs
operateurs et des conditions
conditions dans
dans leslea.
queues
quelles ces stations
stations doivent
doivent travailler.
travailler.
regles gdnerales
generales fix6es
fixees par
par la
la Convention
1006 §
§ 5.
5. (1)
(1) Toutes lea
les regles
Convention
et par le present
present Reglement
s'appliquent aux stations
stations d'amad'amaReglement s'appliquent
teur. En particulier,
particulier, la frequence
dolt etre
etre aussi
frequence emise doit
aussi consconstante et
at aussi exempte d'harmoniques
que l'etat
de
Is
techd'harmoniques que
1'etat de la technique le permet pour des stations
stations de
de cette
cette nature.
nature.
1007
(2) Au
emissions, les
lea stations
stations d'amateur
d'amateur
(2)
Au cours de
de leurs emissions,
doivent transmettre
transmettre leur indicatif
a
de
courts
indicatif d'appel
d'appel a de courts interintervanes.
valles
ARTICLE 43.
ARTICLE

Stations experimentales.
experimentales.
1008 §§ 1. (1)
(1) Une station experimentale
experimentale ne peut
peut entrer
entrer en
en comcommunication avec des stations
stations experimentales
experimentales d'autres
d'autres pays
pays
qu'avec l'accord de l'administration
l'administration dont elle relive.
releve. Chaque
Chaque
administration
administration notifie aux administrations
administrations interessees
interessees les
lea autoautorisations ainsi delivrees.
delivrees.
1009
(2)
(2) Les administrations
administrations interessees
fixent par
par des
des ararinteressees fixent
rangements
les conditions dans lesquelles
rangements particuliers
particuliers lea
lesquelles les
les comcommunications oeuvent
munications
neuvent etre 6tablies.
etablies.
1010 §
§ 2. (1)
(1) Dans
Dana les
lea stations
stations experimentales,
experimentales, toute
toute personne
personne

manceuvrant des appareils radiotelegraphiques,
radiotelegraphiques, pour
pour son
son propropre compte
ce'ui de tiers, doit avoir
compte ou pour ce:ui
avoir prouv6
prouve qu'elle est
eat
apte aa la transmission
a la reception
reception auditive
transmission et a
auditive des textes
en
textes en
signaux
signaux du code Morse.
1011
(2)
1011
(2) Les administrations
administrations prennent telles mesures
mesures qu'elles
qu'elles
jugent necessaires
necessaires pour verifier les
lea capacites,
capacites, du point de
vue
de vue
technique, de touts
toute personne
manoeuvrant les
technique,
personne manceuvrant
lea appareils
appareils d'une
station experimentale.
experimentale.
1012
3.
interessees fixent la puissance
1012 §§ 3.
Les administrations
administrations interessees
puissance
maximum des stations experimentales
experimentales en tenant
tenant compte des
conditions dans lesquelles
travailler.
conditions
lesquelles ceR
ces stations
stations doivent travailler.
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technical
qualifications of the operators
technical qualifications
operators and to
conditions
to the conditions
under which these stations must
must work.
1006 §
(1) All the general
general rules
the Convention
of the
the
§ 5. (1)
rules of the
Convention and
and of
present
present Regulations
apply to
amateur
stations.
In
parRegulations shall apply
to amateur stations. In particular, the transmitting
transmitting frequency
frequency must
constant and
and
must be as constant
as free from harmonics as the state of technical
technical development
development
for stations of this nature permits.
permits.
1007
(2) During the course of their transmissions
transmissions amateur
amateur
stations must transmit
transmit their call sign at short intervals.
intervals.
ARTICLE 43
ARTICLE
Experimental Stations
Experimental
Stations

1008 §§ 1. (1)
experimental station may enter into communi(1) An experimental
cation with an experimental
experimental station of another
another country
country only
only
after it
it has been authorized
authorized to do so by its administration.
administration.
Each administration notifies other administrations
concerned
administrations concerned
- when such authorizations
authorizations are issued.
1009

(2) The administrations
(2)
administrations concerned
determine by
speconcerned determine
by special arrangement
arrangement the conditions under which
which communications
communications
may be established.
established.

1010 §
person operating
§ 2. (1)
(1) In experimental
experimental stations any
any person
operating
radiotelegraph apparatus, either
radiotelegraph
either on his own
account or
or for
for
own account
to transmit
transmit and
to
another, must have proved his ability
ability to
and to
receive by ear, texts in Morse code
code signals.
signals.
1011

(2) Administrations
(2)
Administrations shall
shall take such steps as
as they
they think
necessary to verify the qualifications,
qualifications, from the technical
technical point
point
of view, of any person operating
apparatus of an experioperating the apparatus
mental station.
mental

1012 §
§ 3.
The administrations
administrations concerned
maximum
concerned fix
fix the
the maximum
power of experimental
regard to the condiexperimental stations, having
having regard
tions under which the stations are to work.

81939
0-52-PT. II
ii
81939 0--52-PT.
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(10131018)
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(Chap. XVI
XVI, art.
art. 43,
43, 44
RR)
(Chap.
44 RR)

1013 §§ 4. (1)
(1) Toutes les regles
generales fix6es
fixees par
par la
regles gen6rales
la Convention
Convention
et par le pr6sent
present Reglement
Reglement s'appliquent
stations exp6riexperis'appliquent aux
aux stations
mentales.
mentales. De
ces stations
stations doivent
doivent satisfaire
satisfaire aux
condiDe plus,
plus, ces
aux conditions techniques imposees
impos6es aux
aux emetteurs
qui travaillent
dans
6metteurs qui
travaillent dans
les memes bandes
bandes de fr6quences,
frequences, sauf
lorsque le
le principe
principe techsauf lorsque
technique meme des experiences
experiences s'y
oppose.
s'y oppose.
1014
1014

(2)
(2) Au cours
cours de leurs emissions, les
les stations
stations experimenexp6rimentales doivent transmettre aade
de courts
intervalles
leur indicatif
indicatif
courts intervalles leur
d'appel, ou leur nom dans le cas de stations
stations non
pournon encore
encore pourvues d'un indicatif d'appel.
d'appel.

1015 §
§ 5.
Pour une station experimentale
exp6rimentale non
non susceptible
susceptible de
de
cr6er
un
brouillage
nuisible
a un service
creer
nuisible a
service d'un autre
attre pays,
pays, l'adl'administration int6ressee
interessee peut, si elle l'estime
desirable, adopter
l'estime desirable,
adopter
des dispositions differentes
celles qui
sont pr6vues
prevues par
le
differentes de celles
qui sont
par le
present article.
article.
ARTICLE 44.
44.
ARTICLE

Service de radiorepfrage,
Service
radioreperagc
Section I. Dispositions
Dispositions generales.
generales
1016
1.
Les administrations
administrations qui ont organise un service de
1016 §§ 1.
de
radloreperage
radloreperage prennent toutes las dispositions hecessaires
tecessaires
pour
pour assurer l'efficacit6
l'efficacite et la regularite
ce service.
service. CepenCepenr6gularit6 de ce
dant elles
env; n'acceptent
n'acceptent aucune
aucune responsabilit6
responsabilite relativement
relativement aux
aux
consequences
consequences 6ventuelles
eventuelles tant de l'inexactitude
l'inexactitude des
des informainformations procurees
procurees que du fonctionnement
tions
fonctionnement defectueux
defectueux ou
ou de
de
l'arret
fonctionnement de leurs stations.
l'arret du fonctionnement
stations.
1017 §
§ 2.
2.
En cas de mesure
1017
mesure douteuse
douteuse ou aleatoire, la
la station
station
qui
relevement ou une position doit,
qui determine
determine un relevement
doit, si
si possible,
possible,
aviser
mobile I
aviaer de
de cette incertitude
incertitude la station
station mobile
laquelle elle
elle
A laquelle
fournit cette information.
1018 §
§ 3.
Les
administrations notifient au Secretaire
Secr6taire g6enral
1018
3.
Les administrations
general
de
l'Union
les
caract6ristiques
de
chaque
station
de
radiorede l'Union les caracteristiques
chaque
p6rage assurant
un service
perage
assurant un
service international,
international, y
y compris, si c'est
c'est
necessaire, pour
necessaire,
pour chaque
chaque station ou groupe
groupe de stations, les sec-
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(1) All the general rules of the Convention,
Convention, and these
1013 §
§ 4. (1)
Regulations,
experimental stations. In particular,
Regulations, apply to experimental
particular,
experimental
experimental stations must comply with the technical
technical conditions imposed upon transmitters
operating in the same fretransmitters operating
quency
technical principles of the
quency bands, except where the technical
experiments prevent this.
experiments
1014

(2) During their emissions, experimental
(2)
experimental stations
must transmit, at short intervals, their call sign, or, in the
call sign,
sign, their
name.
case of stations not yet provided with a
a call
their name.

1015 §§ 5.
Where there is no risk of an experimental
station
experimental station
causing harmful interference
interference with a
another couna service of another
try, the administration
administration concerned
concerned may, if considered
considered desirable, adopt different provisions
contained in
this
provisions from those
those contained
in this
article.
ARTICLE 44
Radiolocation
Radiolocation Service
Service
Section
Provisions
Section L
L General
General Provisions

1016 §
§ 1.
Administrations
1.
Administrations which have established
radiolocaestablished aaradiolocation service
service must take the necessary
necessary steps to ensure the effeceffectiveness
tiveness and regularity
regularity of that service; but they accept
accept no
responsibility for the consequences
responsibility
consequences that might arise from the
the
use of inaccurate
inaccurate information
information furnished, defective working,
or failure of their stations.
1017 §
§ 2.
or
In the case of a
a doubtful or unreliable bearing or
position, the station taking the bearing or fixing the position
must, whenever possible, notify the station for which the information is being obtained
obtained of any such doubt or unreliability.
1018 §
Administrations notify to the Secretary
Secretary General of
§ 3.
Administrations
of
the Union the characteristics
characteristics of each
each radiolocation
radiolocation station in
in
the international
international service and, if considered
considered necessary, for each
each
station or group of stations, the sectors in which the informainforms-
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teurs dans lesquels les informations
procurees sont
normaleinformations procurees
sont normalement sures. Ces renseignements
renseignements sont publies
dans la
la nomennomenpubli6s dans
clature des stations de radioreperage,
radioreperage, et
et tout
tout changement
changement d'une
d'une
nature permanente
permanente est notifie au
Secretaire general
de l'Union.
l'Union.
au Secretaire
g6enral de

1019 §§ 4.
Les procedes d'identification
d'identification des
des stations
stations de
de radioradioreperage doivent etre choisis de facon
reperage
facon aa eviter
eviter toute
toute incertiincertitude lorsqu'il s'agit de reconnaitre
station.
reconnaitre une
une station.
1020 §
§ 5.
Les signaux emis par les stations
stations de
de radioreperage
radioreperage
doivent permettre des mesures
mesures exactes
exactes et
et precises.
precises.
1021 §
§ 6.
Toute information
information relative aa une
une modification
modification ou
ou a
une irregularite
irregularite du fonctionnement
fonctionnement des
des stations
stations de
radiorede radioreperage dolt
doit etre diffusee
diffusee sans Mai.
A cet
cet effet:
effet:
delai. A
1022

a) Les stations terrestres
terrestres des
a)
pays oü
fonctionne
des pays
obi fonctionne
un
service
tin
de radioreperage
radioreperage emettent chaque
chaque
jour, en cas de besoin, des avis de
changement
de changement
ou d'irregularite
d'irregularite de fonctionnement
fonctionnement jusqu'au
jusqu'au
moment oi
oii le travail
travail normal aa repris
ou, si
si un
un
repris ou,
changement permanent
changement
survenu, jusqu'au
jusqu'au
permanent est
est survenu,
raisonnablement admettre
moment ou
di l'on peut raisonnablement
admettre
que tous les navigateurs
navigateurs interesses
interesses en ont ete
ete
avises.
avises.

1023
1023

b) les changements
changements permanents
permanents ou les
les irregularites
irregu!arit6s
de longue
duree
sont
publiCs
longue
publies dans
avis aux
aux
dans les avis
navigateurs
navigateurs dans le delai le plus bref.
bref.

1024
§ 7.
7.
Dans le cas oi
radiocommunications tel6gra1024 §
Dana
aa des radiocommunications
telegraphiques
ou
teWephoniques
constituent
phiques
te:ephoniques constituent un element
element d'un
service
d'un service
de
de radioreperage,
radioreperage, elles doivent satisfaire
satisfaire aux dispositions du
du
present Reglement.
Section
Service des stations radiogoniometrique.
Section IL Service
radiogoniometriques.
1025
8.
Dans le service de radionavigation
1025 §
§ 8.
Dana
radionavigation maritime, la
la frefrt.quence
normale
radiogoniometrie est la frequence
quence normale de radiogoniometrie
frequence 410
410 kc/s.
kc/s.
Toutes
Toutes les stations
stations radiogoniometriques
radiogoniometriques du service
service de
de radioradionavigation
navigation maritime doivent
doivent pouvoir l'utiliser. Elles
Elles doivent,
doivent,
de plus,
de
plus, etre en mesure de prendre
prendre des relivements
relevements sur
stir la
la
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tion furnished
normal'y reliable.
furnished is normal'y
reliable. This
information is
is pubThis information
published in the List of Radiolocation
Radiolocation Stations,
Stations, and the
the Secretary
Secretary
General of the Union is notified of any
change of
permanent
any change
of aapermanent
nature.
nature.
The method of identification
1019 §
§ 4.
identification of
of radiolocation
radiolocation stastations must be so chosen as to avoid any doubt
when it
is
necesdoubt when
it is necessary
identify a
sary to identify
a station.
station.
1020 §§ 5.
Signals sent by radiolocation
stations must
must permit
permit
radiolocation stations
accurate
accurate and precise observations.
observations.
Any information
information concerning
1021 §
§ 6.
concerning modification
or irreguirregumodification or
larity of working of a
a radiolocation
must be
be notified
notified
radiolocation station
station must
without delay in the following
following manner:
manner:
1022
a) Land stations of
operating a
a radioradioof countries
countries operating
location service
send
out
daily,
if
necessary,
service send out daily, if necessary,
notices of
of modifications
modifications or
or irregularities
irregularities in
in
working
working until such time as normal working is
is
restored
a permanent
restored or, if a
permanent alteration
alteration has
been
has been
made, until such time as it
it can
can reasonably
be
reasonably be
taken that
that all navigators
navigators interested
interested have
have been
been
warned.
warned.
1023

b) Permanent
alterations or
of long
long
Permanent alterations
or irregularities
irregularities of
duration are published as soon as possible in
the
in the
relevant
relevant notices to navigators.
navigators.

1024 §§ 7.
In the case where radiocommunication
radiocommunication by
by telegratelegraphy or telephony is part of
radiolocation service,
service, such
such comof a
a radiolocation
communication will be subject to the provisions
provisions of
these RegulaRegulaof these
tions.

Section
Service of Radio Direction-Finding
Section II. Service
Direction-Finding Stations
1025 §§ 8.
In the maritime radionavigation
radionavigation service
the frefreservice the
quency
direction-finding is 410 kc/s. All
quency normally used for direction-finding
All
direction-finding
direction-finding stations of the maritime
maritime radionavigation
radionavigation
service must be able to use this frequency.
frequency. They
They must,
must, in
addiin addition, be able to take bearings on the frequency 500 kc/s espeespe-
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frequence
frequence 500 kc/s, notamment
notamment pour relever
stations 6metemetrelever lea
les stations
tant des signaux de detresse,
et d'urgence.
d'urgence.
detresse, d'alarme et
1026 §
§ 9.
La procedure A
a suivre par les
lea stations
stations radiogonioradiogoniometriques est
eat d6finie
definie a
l'appendice 15.
15.
m6triques
a l'appendice
§ 10.
En l'absence
l'absence d'arrangement
1027 §
d'arrangement prealable,
prealable, une
une station
station
d'a6ronef qui s'adre,sse
s'adresse a
d'aeronef
une
station
radiogoniometrique
pour
A
station radiogoniometrique pour
obtenir un relevement
relevement doit faire usage a
cette fin
fin d'une
d'une freIreAcette
quence sur laquelle
laquelle veille normalement
normalement la station appelee.
appel6e.
1028 §§ 11.
Dans le service de radionavigation
Dana
radionavigation exclusivement
exclusivement
aeronautique,
aeronautique, la procedure
procedure visee dans la presente section
section pour
pour
la radiogoniometrie
est applicable, sauf lorsque
radiogoniometrie eat
des proc6duprocedulorsque des
res particulieres
particulieres resultant d'arrangements
d'arrangements conclus
conclus par
par les
lea
administrations interessees
sont en
en vigueur.
vigueur.
administrations
interessees sont
Section III. Service des stations
stations de radiophare.
1029 §
§ 12.
Lorsqu'une
administration juge utile, dans l'inteLorsqu'une administration
Pinterret de la navigation, d'organiser un service
service de stations
stations de
de raradiophare, elle peut
pent employer
employer A
it cette
cette fin:
fin:
1030
a) des radiophares proprement
proprement dits, etablis sur la
la
terre ferme ou sur des navires
navires amarres
amarres de
de facon
facon
permanente ou, exceptionnellement,
permanente
exceptionnellement, sur des nanavires naviguant
naviguant dans une zone restreinte
dont
restreinte dont
les
lea limites sont connues
connuea et publiees.
publiees. Le diagramme de l'emission
1'emission de ces radiophares
radiophares peut etre
etre
directionnel
directionnel ou non-directionnel;
non-directionnel;
1031
b) des stations fixes, des stations c6tieres
1031
cotieres ou des
stations aeronautiques
aironautiques designees
designees pour fonctionner comme
a Is
la demande
comme radiophares
radiophares I
demande des stations mobiles.
1032
Les radiophares
proprement dits emploient
1032 §
§ 13.
13. (1) Les
radiophares proprement
emploient lea
frt.les frequences
des bandes
chapitre III.
quences des
bandes qui leur sont allouees au chapitre
1033
(2) Les autres stations
1033
(2)
stations notifiees comme
comme radiophares
radiophares
utilisent
a
cet
effet
leur
fr6quence
normale
utilisent I
frequence normale de travail
travail et
leur
et leur
classe normale d'ernission.
d'6mission.
dame
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cially for locating stations sending
sending signals
distress, alarm
alarm
signals of distress,
and urgency.
urgency.
1026 §§ 9.
The procedure to be followed by radio
radio directiondirectionfinding stations is given in
appendix 15.
15.
in appendix
1027 §
§ 10.
In the absence
absence of prior arrangements,
arrangements, an
an aircraft
aircraft
station which calls a
a radio direction-finding
direction-finding station
for a
abearbearstation for
ing must use for this purpose a
frequency on which the
the station
station
a frequency
called normally
normally keeps watch.
watch.
1028 §§ 11.
In the exclusively aeronautical
aeronautical radionavigation
serradionavigation service, the procedure contemplated
contemplated for radio
radio direction-finding
direction-finding
in this section is applicable, except
procedures
except where special
special procedures
are in force as a
a result of agreements
between
the adadagreements made
made between the
ministrations concerned.
concerned.
Section IL
Section
1111.

Service
Service of Radiobeacon
Radiobeacon Stations
1029 §§ 12.
When an administration
administration thinks it
desirable in
the
it desirable
in the
interests of navigation to organize
organize a
a service of radiobeacon
radiobeacon
stations,
stations, it may use for
for this
this purpose:
purpose:
1030
a) radiobeacons
radiobeacons properly so called,
called, established
established on
on
land or on ships permanently
or,
exceppermanently moored
moored or, exceptionally, on ships navigating
navigating in a
arestricted
restricted area,
the limits of which are known and published.
published. The
The
radiobeacons may have either
emissions of these radiobeacons
either
directional or non-directional
non-directional patterns;
directional
patterns;
1031
b) fixed stations, coast stations or aeronautical
aeronautical stations designated
designated to act as radiobeacons,
radiobeacons, at the
request of mobile stations.
1032 §
§ 13. (1) Radiobeacons
Radiobeacons properly so called
called use the
frequency
the frequency
bands which are available
available to them under chapter III.
(2)
1033
(2) Other stations notified as radiobeacons
use for
this
radiobeacons use
for this
purpose their normal working frequency
frequency and
and their
normal
their normal
clam
class of emission.
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[63
[63 Sri'.
SAT.

(Chap. XVL
XV1. art.
art. 4&
40 BI)
1310
(Chap.

ARTICLE 45.
ARTICLE
45.
Services
Services specianx.
pCeaumz
Section L
L Mdtdorologle.
Meteorologic

1034 §§ 1.
1. (1)
(1) Les messages
messages meteorologiques
meteorologiques comprennent:
comprennent:
1035
1035

1036
1036
1037
1038
1038
1039
1040
1040
1041
1042
1042
1043
1044
1044

a) des messages destines aux
services de
de meteorometeoroaux services
logie qui sont charges
charges officiellement
de la
la previpreviofficiellement de
sion du temps utilisee plus
particulierement pour
pour
plus particulierement
la protection
protection des navigations
navigations maritime
maritime et
et aeroaeronautique;
nautique;
b) des messages
messages emanant
emanant de
de ces
ces services
services m6etorometeorologiques
logiques et destines
destines specialement:
specialement:
- aux stations
—
stations de
de navire;
navire;
- aIla protection
—
protection des
aeronefs;
des aeronefs;
—
au public.
- au
public.
(2) Les renseignements
renseignements contenus
dans ces
ces messages
contenus dans
messages
peuvent etre:
ftre:
a) des observations
fixe;
observations I
a heure
heure fixe;
b) des avis de phenomenes
phenomenes dangereux;
dangereux;
c) des previsions
previsions et
et avertissements;
avertissements;
d) des exposes de la situation meteorologique
d)
meteorologique gegenerale.
nerale.

1045
6
2. (1)
differenta services meteorologiques
1045 §
§ 2.
(1) Les differents
nationaux
metorologiques
nationaux
a'entendent
pour
s'entendent pour etablir
etablir des programmes communs
communs d'emisd'emissions, de
maniere I
a utiliser les emetteurs
along,
de maniere
emetteurs les mieux
pour
mieux places
places pour
desservir
desservir les regions
regions interessees.
interessees.
1046
(2) Les
observations meteorologiques
meteorologiques comprises
1046
(2)
Les observations
comprises dans
dans
les
categories
mentionnees
aux numeros
numeros 1035, 1036, 1037 et
les categories mentionnees aux
et
1038 sont
1038
sont redigees,
redigees, en principe, dans un code
meteorologique
code meteorologique
international,
qu'elles soient transmises par
international, qu'elles
par des
des stations
stations momobiles ou qu'elles leur soient destinees.
destinees.
1047 § 3.
Les messages
messages d'observatlon
destines aI un service
1047 § 3.
Les
d'observation destines
service
meteorologique
offlciel beneficient
beneficient des facilites
meteorologique officiel
facilites resultant
resultant de
de
l'attribution de frequences exclusives a la meteorologie
l'attribution de
frequences exclusives it
metkorologie synop-

(;3
G8 STAT.1
STAT.1

MULTILATE.RAL-TELECO)MMUlNICATIONS--OCT.
MULTILATERAL— TELECOMMUNICATIONS— OCT. 2, 1947
1947

(Chapter XVI, art.
art- 45 RR)
(Chapter
RR)

(10341047)
(1034-1047)

ARTICLE 46
45
ARTICLE
Special Services
Services
Special
Section I. Meteorology
Meteorology
Section

1034 §
§ 1.
1. (1) Meteorological
Meteorological messages
comprise:
messages comprise:
1035
a) messages addressed
meteorological services
addressed to meteorological
officially entrusted with weather
weather forecasts, more
specifically for the protection
specifically
protection of maritime and
navigation;
air navigation;

1036

b) messages from these meteorological
meteorological services intended
specially
for:
tended specially

1037
1037

—
ship stations;
stations;
- ship

1038

—
protection of
aircraft;
- protection
of aircraft;
—
the
public.
- the public.

1039
1039

1040
be:

(2)
contained in these messages
messages may
(2) The information contained

1041

a) observations
a)
observations taken at fixed times;
times;

1042
1043
1044

b) warnings of dangerous
dangerous phenomena;
phenomena;
c) forecasts
forecasts and warnings;
warnings;
d) statements of the general
general meteorological
meteorological situation.

1045 §
§ 2. (1)
(1) The various national meteorological
services mumeteorological services
prepare common transmission
tually agree to prepare
transmission programmes
programmes so
as to use the transmitters best situated to serve the regions
concerned.

1046

(2)
meteorological observations
contained in the
(2) The meteorological
observations contained
classes mentioned
princimentioned in 1035, 1036, 1037 and 1038 are, in principle, drawn up in an international
international meteorological
code,
whether
meteorological
whether
they are transmitted
transmitted by or intended for mobile stations.

observation messages intended for an official
official
1047 §
§ 3.
For observation
meteorological
meteorological service, use shall be made of the facilities resuiting from the allocation
sulting
allocation of exclusive
exclusive frequencies
frequencies to synoptic
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1956
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TREATIES

(1048-1053)
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[63 STAT.
STAT.
[6.

(Chap. XVI,
XVI, art.
RR)
(Chap.
art. 45
45 RK)

tique et a
ala meteorologie
meteorologie aeronautique,
aeronautique, conformement
conformement aux
acaux accords regionaux
regionaux etablis
interesses pour
l'emetablis par les services
services interesses
pour l'emfrequences.
ploi de ces frequences.

1048 §§ 4. (1) Les messages
metkorologiques destines
specialement
messages meteorologiques
destines specialement
&l'ensemble des stations de navire sont emis, en
principe,,
d'aen principe, d'apres un horaire determine
determine et, autant que
possible,
aux
heures
que possible, aux heures
ot ils
oh
us peuvent
peuvent etre
reps par les
les stations
stations de
de navire
navire pourvues
8tre recus
pourvues
d'un seul operateur.
operateur. La vitesse de
transmission
choisie de
de
de transmission eat
est choisie
operateur titulaire du certificat
facon qu'un operateur
certificat de
de 2*
2* classe
puisse
classe puisse
lire les
les signaux.
1049
(2) Pendant les transmissions "A
"a tous"
thus" des messages
messages
meteorologiques destines
meteorologiques
destines aux stations du service
service mobile
mobile marimaristations de ce service dont les emissions
time, toutes les stations
emissions brouilbrouilleraient la reception
reception de ces messages doivent
doivent observer le
le sisilence, afin de perrnettre
permettre aa toutes les stations qui
desirent
qui le
le desirent
de recevoir
recevoir lesdits messages.
1050
(3) Les messages
d'avertissements meteorologiques
(3)
messages d'avertissements
meteorologiques A
l'intention du service
service mobile maritime
maritime sont transmis
transmis immediaimmediatement. Ils doivent etre repetes
repetes a
ala fin de
de la
la premiere
premiere periode
periode
de silence
silence qui se presente (voir le numero
numero 733), ainsi qu'a
la fin
fin
qu'A la
de la premiere periode de silence qui se presente
presente dans les vacavacations des stations de navire pourvues d'un seul operateur.
tions
op6rateur. Ils
Ils
sont precedes
precedes du signal de securite et sont transmis
transmis sur
sur les
les
frequences
frequences fixees au numero
numero 946.
1051
(4)
(4) En plus des services reguliers d'information
pred'information prevus dans les alineas precedents, les administrations
administrations prennent
prennent
les dispositions necessaires
necessaires pour que certaines
certaines stations comcornmuniquent, sur demande, des messages metkorologiques
aux
meteorologiques aux
stations du service mobile maritime.
maritime.
1052
(5) Les dispositions
1052
(5)
dispositions des numeros 1048 aa1051 sont applicables au service
service mobile aeronautique,
aeronautique, dans la mesure
mesure oh
elles
ou elles
ne
sont pas en contradiction
ne sont
contradiction avec des arrangements
arrangements particuliers plus précis
precis assurant
assurant aa la navigation
navigation aerienne
aerienne une
une
protection
protection au moins
moms egale.
1053 §§ 5.
5. (1)
(1) Les messages
provenant de stations mobiles et con1053
messages provenant
tenant
tenant des
des renseignements
ratseignements sur la presence de cyclones tropicaux
transmis, dans le plus brief
bref delai
caux doivent
doivent atre
etre transmis,
délai possible,

It8 STAT. I
I MULTILATERAL—
IMULTILAT'ERAL-TELECOMMUIiNICATIONS-OCT.
63
TELECOMMUNICATIONS— OCT . 2.
2,

(Chapter XVI,
XVI, art.
art. 45 KR)
RR)
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(1048-1053)
(1048-1063)

meteorology and the aeronautical
meteorological service, in
meteorology
aeronautical meteorological
conformity with regional agreements
the services
services
conformity
agreements made by the
concerned
concerned for the use of these frequencies.
frequencies.
1048 §
§ 4. (1)
(1) Meteorological
Meteorological messages intended
intended specially
specially for all
ship stations are sent, in principle, in conformity with a
fixed
a fixed
time table, and, as far as practicable,
practicable, at times when they can
be received
received by ship stations having only one operator.
operator. The
speed of transmission is chosen so that an operator
operator possessing
possessing
only a
a second class certificate
certificate may be able to read the signals.
1049
(2)
transmission "to all stations"
stations" of meteor(2) During the transmission
ological messages intended for stations
stations of the maritime
maritime mobile
service, all stations of this service
service whose transmissions
transmissions might
interfere with the reception
keep
interfere
reception of these messages, must
must keep
silent in order to permit
permit all stations
stations which
which desire to do so, to
to
receive
receive these messages.
(3)
Meteorological warning
warning messages
messages for the maritime
1050
(3) Meteorological
mobile service are transmitted without
without delay. They must be
repeated at the end of the first silence period which follows
repeated
follows
(see 733) as well as at the end of the first silence
silence period which
which
occurs in the working hours of aa ship station haying a
a single
operator. They are preceded
preceded by the safety signal and are
are
sent on the frequencies
frequencies laid down by 946.
1051
(4) In addition
addition to the regular
services concon(4)
regular information
information services
templated in the preceding
sub-paragraphs, administrations
administrations
templated
preceding sub-paragraphs,
take the necessary
necessary steps to ensure
ensure that certain
certain stations shall,
upon request, communicate
communicate meteorological
messages to stameteorological messages
tions in the maritime mobile services.
1052
(5) The provisions
provisions of 1048 to 1051 are applicable
applicable to
(5)
service, insofar as they are not conthe aeronautical
aeronautical mobile service,
trary to more detailed special
special arrangements
arrangements ensuring at
protection to air navigation.
navigation.
least equal protection
1053 §
§ 5. (1) Messages
containMessages originating
originating in mobile stations and containinformation concerning
cyclones
ing information
concerning the presence
presence of tropical cyclones
transmitted, with the least possible
possible delay, to other
other
must be transmitted,
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STAT.

(Chap. XVI,
art. 45
45 RR)
RR)
(Chap.
XVI, art.

aux autres stations mobiles voisines
et aux
aux autorites
autoritks compecomp&
voisines et
tentes du premier point de
avec lequel
le contact
contact peut
de la
la cote avec
lequel le
peut
8tre
etabli. Leur transmission
etre établi.
transmission eat
est precedee
du signal
de secuprec6dee du
signal de
securite.
rit.
1054
(2) Toute station mobile peut
1054
(2)
peut ecouter,
&outer, pour
pour son
son propre
propre
usage, les
d'observations meteorologiques
lea messages d'observations
emis par
par
meteorologiques emis
d'autres stations mobiles, meme lorsqu'ils
lorsqu'ils sont
sont adresses
adresses a
a un
un
service meteorologique
metkorologique national.
national.
1054a
(3)
(3) Les stations des services mobiles qui
transmettent
qui transmettent
des observations meteorologiques
meteorologiques adressees
adressees aa un
service memeun service
teorologique
tkorologique national
national ne sont pas tenues de
de les
lea repeter
repeter A
ad'aud'autres stations. Cependant, l'echange,
l'echange, sur demande,
demande, de
de renrenseignements
relatif, a
a l'etat
I'ltat du temps eat
seignements relatif•
staest autorise entre stations mobiles.
Section
Section 11.
IL Signaux horaires. Avis aux navigateurs
navigateurs maritime.
maritimes.
1055
§ 6.
Les prescriptions
numeros 1048 a
1055 §
prescriptions des numeros
A 1052
1052 inclus
inclus
sont applicables aux signaux horaires et aux avis aux
aux naviganavigateurs maritimes. Toutefois, les
lea dispositions
dispositions du numero
1050
numero 1050
ne s'appliquent
s'appliquent pas aux signaux horaires.
1056
§ 7.
Les messages
messages contenant
contenant des renseignements
renseignements sur
1056 §
7.
la
sur la
presence
presence de glaces dangereuses, d'epaves dangereuses,
ou de
de
dangereuses, ou
tout autre danger imminent pour la navigation
navigation maritime
maritime doidoivent
atre transmis,
transmis, dans le plus bref Wei
delai possible,
vent etre
possible, aux autres
autres
stations de
navire voisines
voisines et aux autorites
stations
de navire
autoritks comp6tentes
competentes du
du
premier point de la cote
c6te avec
premier
avec lequel
lequel le contact
contact peut
peut Atre
etre etabli.
etabli.
Ces transmissions
Ces
transmissions doivent etre precedees
precedees du signal de securite.
securite.
1057
§ 8.
Lorsqu'elles le jugent utile, et A
1057 §
8.
Lorsqu'elles
acondition
condition que
que l'exl'expediteur
y consente,
consente, les
pediteur y
lea administrations
administrations peuvent
peuvent autoriser
autoriser
leurs
terrestres aa communiquer
leurs stations
stations terrestres
communiquer des renseignements
renseignements
concernant
les
avaries
ou
sinistres
concernant lea avaries
sinistres maritimes,
maritimes, ou presentant
presentant
un
un int6ert
interet general
general pour la navigation, aux agences
agences d'information
mation maritime agr66es
agreees par elles, et suivant
suivant des conditions
conditions
fixes
fixies par elles-mgmes.
elles-memes.

(W STAT.]
(;:i
STAT.]

MUILTILAT''RAI-TELECOMM((
IUNICATIONS-OCT.
MULTILATERAL- TELECOMAIUNICATIONS—
OCT. 2, 1947

art. 45
43 RR;
(Chapter XVI, art.
RR;

(164-1"T)
(1064-11137)

mobile stations in the vicinity
vicinity and to the appropriate
appropriate authorauthorities at the first point of the coast with which contact
contact can be
established. Their transmission
established.
preceded by
transmission is preceded
by the safety
safety
signal.
1054
(2) Any mobile station
station may, for its
its own
own use,
use, listen to
messages containing meteorological
meteorological observations
observations sent out by
other mobile stations, even those which are
are addressed to a
a
national meteorological
meteorological service.
1054a
(3) Stations of the mobile services which
(3)
which transmit
transmit
meteorological
meteorological observations addressed
addressed to a
a national meteorological service, are not required
required to repeat them
them to other stations. However,
However, the exchange between
between mobile stations, on
request, of information relating
relating to the state of the weather
weather is
authorized.
authorized.
Section
Section IL Time Signals,
Mariners
Signals, Notices
Notices to Mariners
1055 §
§ 6.
applicable to time
The provisions of 1048 to 1052 are applicable
signals and to notices to mariners.
mariners. However, the provisions
applicable to time signals.
of 1050 are not applicable

1056 §
§ 7.
Messages containing information
information concerning
concerning the
presence
presence of dangerous ice, dangerous
dangerous wrecks, or any other
other
imminent danger
danger to marine navigation,
transmitted
navigation, must be transmitted
as soon as possible to other ship stations in the vicinity,
vicinity, and
and
appropriate authorities
to the appropriate
coast
authorities at the first point of the coast
with which contact
contact can be established.
established. These transmissions
transmissions
must be preceded by the safety signal.
1057 §
§ 8.
When thought desirable, and provided the sender
sender
authorize their land stations to
agrees, administrations
administrations may authorize
to
communicate
communicate information
information concerning
concerning maritime damage or
or
casualties or information of general interest to navigation,
navigation, to
agencies approved
the marine information
information agencies
approved by them and subconditions fixed by them.
ject to the conditions
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63 STAT.
STAT.
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(Chap. XVII,
art. 46
RR)
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CHAPITRE XVII.
CHAPITRE
ARTICLE 46.
ARTICLE

Comit/
Comite consultatif
consultatif international
international des radioeommunieatior
radioeommtudeations
(C.C.I.R.).
(C.CI.R).
1058 §
§ 1.
1.
Le Comit4
Comite consultatif
consultatif international
international des radiocomradiocommunications (C.C.I.R.)
des etudes
etudes et
et
(C.C.I.R.) est charge d'effectuer
d'effectuer des
d'emettre des avis sur les
lea questions techniques
relatives aux
techniques relatives
aux
radiocommunications,
radiocommunications, ainsi que sur
our les
lea questions
questions d'exploitad'exploitation dont la solution depend principalement
principalement de
de considerations
considerations
likes
a la technique radio6lectrique.
!lees it
radioelectrique.

1059 §§ 2. •
*
Les questions qui doivent
doivent etre etudiees par le
C.C.I.R., et sur lesquelles ce Comite est
eat charge d'emettre
d'emettre des
des
avis, sont celles qui lui sont soumises soit par la Conference
Conference
plenipotentiaires, soit par la Conference
de plenipotentiaires,
Conference administrative
administrative des
des
radiocommunications,
soit
par le Conseil d'administration
radiocommunications,
d'administration de
l'Union, soit par un autre
autre Comite
consultatif de l'Union,
ou
Comit6 consultatif
l'Union, ou
par le Comite international
international d'enregistrement
d'enregistrement des frequences,
frequences,
ainsi que celles qui sont adoptees
adoptees par l'assemblee
l'assemblee pleniere
pleniere du
du
C.C.I.R. lui-mgme,
lui-meme, ou celles qui sont presentees par
moms
par au
au moins
douze pays membres de l'Union dans l'intervalle
I'intervalle de deux reureunions de l'Assemblee
pleniere.
l'Assemblee pleniere.
1060 §§ 3. (1)
(1) Le C.C.I.R. aa pour membres:
membres:
1061
a) les
membres de l'Union;
1061
lea administrations
administrations des pays membres
l'Union;
1062
b) lea
les exploitations
exploitations privees
privees des radiocommunicaradiocommunications reconnues
reconnues par les administrations
administrations de leurs
leurs
pays respectifs
respectifs qui ont declare
declare vouloir faire participer leurs experts aux travaux
ticiper
travaux de ce Comite.
1063
(2) Les organisations
internationales qui coordonnent
organisations internationales
coordonnent
leurs travaux avec
avec ceux de I'Union
l'Union internationale
internationale des telecom-

i;:, SSi ALI
.r i
63

UILTII.LIq'Il
OCT.
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(Chapter XVII, art.
art. 46 RR)
RR)

2,
1947
2, 1947

(1058-1063)
(1068-1063)

CHAPTER XVII
ARTICLE 46
International Radio Consultative
Committee (C.C.I.R.)
(C.C.I.R.)
International
Consultative Committee

1.
1058 §
§ 1.
The duties of the International
International Radio
Radio Consultative
Consultative
Committee (C.C.I.R.)
(C.C.I.R.) shall be to study technical radio questions and operating questions the solution of which
which depends
depends
principally on considerations
considerations of aa technical radio character,
and to make recommendations
recommendations on them.
1059 §
The questions to be studied
studied by
by the
the C.C.I.R.
C.C.I.R. and
on
§ 2.
and on
which it shall issue recommendations
recommendations are those which are submitted to it by the Plenipotentiary
Plenipotentiary Conference,
Conference, by the Radio
Administrative
Conference, by the Administrative
Administrative Conference,
Administrative Council
another International
Consultative Commitof the Union, by another
International Consultative
CommitInternational Frequency
tee of the Union, or by the International
Frequency Registration Board, as well as those adopted
Plenary
adopted for study by the Plenary
Assembly of the C.C.I.R.,
C.C.I.R., or those which are
are presented
presented by at
Assembly
least twelve members of the Union in the interval between
between
meetings of the Plenary Assembly.

1060 §§ 3. (1)
(1) The C.C.I.R. shall have, as members:
members:
1061
a) administrations
administrations of countries, members of
of the
Union; and
b) such recognised private operating
1062
operating agencies
agencies as
have expressed
expressed a
desire to have their experts
a desire
participate
participate in the work of the C.C.I.R.
C.C.I.R.
(2)
1063
(2) International
International organizations
organizations which are coordinating
coordinating
their work with the International
Telecommunications Union
International Telecommunications
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(Chap.
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qui ont des activites
activites connexes,
connexes, peuvent
peuvent etre
munications, et qui
ftre
admises a
participer
aux
trays=
du
C.C.I.R.
it
titre consula participer
travaux du C.C.I.R. & titre
consultatif.

1064

(3)
organismes scientifiques
(3) Les organismes
scientiflques ou
ou industriels
industriels qui
qui se
se
consacrent aa l'etude de problemes de telecommunications,
ou
t6elcommunications, ou
&l'etude ou a
a la fabrication
fabrication de materiels destines aux
teleaux t1e6communications,
communications, et qui sont reconnus par
lea administrations
administrations
par les
de leurs pays respectifs, membres
membres de l'Union, peuvent etre
8tre
admis a
reunions des
des commiscommisa assister aa titre consultatif aux reunions
sions d'etudes du C.C.I.R.

1065 §§ 4.
1066

1067
1068

1069
1070

fonctionnement du C.C.I.R.
Le fonctionnement
C.C.I.R. eat
est assure par:
par:
a) l'assemblee
l'assemblee pleniere,
pleniere, qui se reunit
reunit normalement
normalement
tous
thus lea
bra de la
la reureules deux ans, aal'endroit fixe lors
nion precedente,
precedente, avec is
qu'une de ces
ces
la condition qu'une
reunions doit avoir lieu environ un an avant
avant
chaque reunion de la Conference
Conference administrative
normale des radiocommunications;
radiocommunications;
b) des commissions d'etudes, qui sont constituees
constituees
l'assemble pleniere
par l'assemblee
pleniere pour traiter les questions mises aa 1'etude;
l'etude;
c) le directeur, assiste
c)
assiste d'un vice-directeur
vice-directeur specialis6
specialise
radiodiffusion, qui sont nommes 1'un
en radiodiffusion,
l'un et l'autre
1'autrc
par l'assemblee
l'assemblee pleniere
pleniere pour une
une periode
periode inindeterminee,
determinee, mais avec
avec le droit reciproque
de
reciproque de
mettre
unilateralement fin aa leurs mandats;
mettre unilateralement
mandate;
d) le secretariat
secretariat specialise, qui assiste le directeur
directeur
dans l'exercice
l'exercice de ses
sea fonctions;
fonctions;
e) les
laboratoires ou installations
installations techniques
lea laboratoires
techniques que
que
l'Union estime devoir 6tablir.
etablir.

1071 §§ 5.
Le Secretaire
general de l'Union, ou son repr/senSecretaire general
representant, les
lea representants
representants du Comite
Comite international
d'enregistreinternational d'enregistrement des
des frequences,
frequences, ainsi que ceux des autres
Comites conment
autres Cornites
sultatifs de l'Union, peuvent assister aux reunions
reunions du C.C.I.R.
C.C.I.R.
k titre consultatif.

;:
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(Chapter
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art. 46 RR)
RR)
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1947
1947

(104-1071)
(1064-1071)

and which have
have related
related activities may be admitted to participation in the work of the C.C.I.R. in an advisory capacity.
1064

(3)
manufacturing organizations,
(3) Scientific or manufacturing
organizations, which
are engaged
engaged in the study of telecommunications
telecommunications problems or
or
telecommunications equipin the design or manufacture
manufacture of telecommunications
ment and which are approved
approved by the respective
respective administrations of countries, members
members of the Union, may be admitted
to meetings of the Study Groups of the C.C.I.R.
C.C.I.R. in an advisory capacity.

1065 §
§ 4.
1066

1067

1068

1069
1070
1070

The C.C.I.R. shall work
work through the medium
medium of:
of:
a) aa Plenary Assembly,
Assembly, which shall normally
normally be
meeting
held every two years, provided
provided that aa meeting
shall take place about one
one year previous to the
the
meeting of the general Administrative
Administrative Radio
Conference. Each
Each meeting of aa Plenary
Plenary AsConference.
sembly shall be held
held in a
a place
place fixed
fixed by the previous meeting of the Plenary
Plenary Assembly;
Assembly;
b) Study Groups, which
which shall be set up by the
Assembly to deal with questions to be
Plenary Assembly
studied;
studied;
c)
Vice-Director speciala Vice-Director
c) the Director, assisted by a
ized in broadcasting, both of whom shall be appointed by the Plenary
Plenary Assembly
Assembly for
an infor an
inreciprocal rights
of
definite period, but with the reciprocal
rights of
terminating
terminating their appointments;
appointments;
d)
assists the
specialized Secretariat,
Secretariat, which assists
d) the specialized
Director in the performance
performance of the work;
work;
e)
such laboratories
or technical
technical installations,
as
e) such
laboratories or
installations, as
may be set up by the Union.

1071 §
§ 5.
5.
The
Secretary General
the Union,
Union, or
or his
his reprepGeneral of
of the
The Secretary
1071
resentative, the
representatives of
the International
International FreFreresentative,
the representatives
of the
quency
Board, and
of the
quency Registration
Registration Board,
and the
the representatives
representatives of
the
other Consultative
Consultative Committees
of the
Union may
may attend
attend meetmeetother
Committees of
the Union
ings
of the
the C.C.I.R.
C.C.I.R. in
an advisory
advisory capacity.
capacity.
ings of
in an

8139
81939 043) -52----1T.
-2-'-PT. 11
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1963
1963

1964

TREATIES
TREATIES

(1072-1075)
(1072-1075)

[63 STAT.
STAT.
[63

(
Chap. XVII.
46 RR)
RR)
(Chap.
XVII, art.
art. 46

1072 §§ 6.
Lc
Le C.C.I.R. peut former avec les
autres Comites
Comites
les autres
consultatifs
l'Union des commissions
consultatifs de l'Union
commissions mixtes, pour effectuer
effectuer
des etudes et emettre
emettre des avis sur des questions
questions interessant
interessant
deux ou plusieurs Comites.
Comites.
§ 7.
Le C.C.I.R.
1073 §
C.C.I.R. peut designer un representant
representant pour
pour asassister, a
a titre consultatif,
consuitatif, aux reunions des autres Comites
Comites
de l'Union
1'Union ou d'autres organisations
organisations internationales
internationales auxquelauxquelles il a
a ete invite.
1074 §
§ 8. (1)
(1) Le C.C.I.R. se conforme aux dispositions
dispositions du
du RegleReglement interieur contenu dans le RMglement
Reglement general
general annexe
annexe a
a
la Convention.
L'assemblee pleniere du C.C.I.R. peut
1075
(2) L'assemblee
peut ajouter
ajouter a
ce Reglement
Reglement interieur
interieur des dispositions nouvelles de
de nature
nature a
a
faciliter ses
a condition
sea travaux,
travaux, a
condition qu'elles
qu'elles ne soient pas
pas concontraires aux stipulations
stipulations du Reglement
Reglement general.
general.

(6:
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STAT. i
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1947
1!)47

(072-1•75)
(1TS-175)

The C.C.I.R. may form
1072 §
§ 6.
form joint Study Groups
Groups with
with
other Consultative
Consultative Committees of the Union to study, and
recommendations, on questions
questions of common interest
issue recommendations,
interest
1073 1
The C.C.I.R. may appoint
appoint a
to attend,
attend,
j 7.
a representative
representative to
in an advisory
advisory capacity, meetings of other Committees
Committees of the
the
Union or other international
international organizations,
to
which
the
organizations, to which the
C.C.I.R. has been invited.
§ 8. (1)
1074 §
(1) The C.C.I.R. shall observe
observe the rules of procedure
procedure
contained
contained in the General Regulations
Regulations annexed to the ConConvention.
1075

(2) The Plenary Assembly
Assembly of the C.C.I.R.
(2)
C.C.I.R. may adopt
adopt
such additional rules of procedure
procedure as may facilitate
facilitate the work
of the Committee, provided that they do not conflict with
with the
General Regulations.

1965

1966

TREATIES
TREATIES

(14711-1078)
(107-1078)

[63 S
TAT.
[63
STAT.

(Chap.
XVIII, art.
47 3R)
RR)
(ChM. XVYI,
It. 47

CHAPITRE XVIII.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE 47.

Mise
Mee en vigueur du Reglement
des radiocommunications.
RElgement des
1076 §
§ 1.
1.
Le present
present Reglement
Reglement entrera en vigueur le
le 1er
jane1"janAl'exception
vier 1949, a
l'exception de la partie du tableau de
de repartition
repartition
des frequences
frequences qui concerne
concerne lea
frequences au-desau-desles bandes de frequences
sous de 27 500 kc/s
kc/s1'1)et des dispositions suivantes,
qui
entresuivantes, qui entreront en vigueur en meme
meme temps que la
la Liste
Liste internationale
Internationale des
des
frequences, A
la
date
fixee
a
fixee par la Conference
administrative
Conference administrative
speciale
speciale des radiocommunications
radiocommunications convoquee
convoquee pour arreter
arreter
hate:
cette liste:
articles 2, 10, 11, 12, 17, 20, 28; numero
33;
numero 621; article 33;
numeros 1025, 1032;
numero 869; article 34; numeros
1032; appendices
appendices
1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7,
1,
et 12.
12.
7, 8, 10
10 et

1077 §
§ 2.
La procedure
procedure prevue
prevue dans le
he Reglement
Reglement des
des radioradiocommunications du Caire
communications
Caire pour la notification
notification et
et l'enregistrel'enregistrement des frequences
frequences et la partie
de repartition
repartition des
partie du
du tableau
tableau de
des
bandes de frequences
frequences du Caire concernant
bandes
concernant les
lea bandes
au-desbandes au-dessous de
de 27 500 kc/s resteront
sous
resteront valables jusqu'A
jusqu'a la date
date de
de mise
mise
en vigueur de la nouvelle Liste internationale
des frequences
internationale des
fr6quences
(voir he
numero 1076).
1076).
le numero
1078 §
§ 3.
En foi de quoi,
d6legues des pays
1078
quo!, les delegues
membres de
pays membres
de
1'Union
representes aa la Conference
l'Union represent&
Conference internationale
radiointernationale des
des radiocommunications d'Atlantic
communications
d'Atlantic City (1947)
(1947) ont signe
signe au
au nom
nom de
de
le present
leurs pays respectifs
respectifs he
present Reglement,
dont l'exemplaire
l'exemplaire
Reglement, dont
unique restera
Gouvernement des
unique
resters dans
dans les
lea archives
archives du Gouvernement
des EtatsEtatsUnis d'Amerique,
d'Amerique, et dont une copie
copie certifiee
certifiee conforme
conforme sera
sera
remise a
A chacun
chacun des pays membres
remise
membres de l'Union.
Fait aa Atlantic City, le 22 octobre 1947.
1947.
1076.1
1076.1 "Cependant,
"Cependant, la
Is nouvelle
nouvelle r6partition
repartition fixee pour
bande 150-2
150-2 850
kci
pour la bande
850 kc/
(qui n'est
pas soumise
a l'examen
1'examen du C.P.F.)
C.P.F.) pourra entrer
(qui
n'est pas
soumise I
entrer en vigueur,
pour
la
totaliti
une partie quelconque
pour Is totalite ou
ou pour
pour une
quelconque de cette
cette bande,
bande, dans
dans la
la
r6gion 2,
2, le
1" janvier
region
le 1"
janvier 1949 ou apres cette
cette date, selon
selon lea
arrangements
les arrangements
particulierq
conclus
particulierg cnnclus par lelea pays interesses
interessea de cette
cette region.
region.
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1947

(10761078)
(10711-1078)

CHAPTER XVIII
ARTICLE 47

Effective
Effective Date of the Radio Regulations
Regulations
1076 §§ 1.
1.
These Regulations
Regulations shall come
come into force
force on January 1, 1949, except for the table of allocation
allocation of frequencies
frequencies
11, and the
covering
covering the bands below
below 27 500 kc/s
kc/s"
provisions
listed below, which shall come
come into force upon the effective
effective date
of the new International
determined by a
International Frequency
Frequency List, as determined
a
special Administrative
Administrative Radio Conference:
Conference:
articles 2, 10, 11, 12, 17, 20, 28; 621; article
article 33; 869;
869; article
article
appendices 1, 3,
4, 5,
6, 7,
7, 8,
10 and
and 12.
34; 1025 and 1032; appendices
3, 4,
5, 6,
8, 10
12.
1077 §
§ 2.
The procedure
procedure provided
provided in the Cairo Radio Regulations
for the
and registration
registration of
frequencies, and
Stat 1417.
1417
tions for
the notification
notification and
of frequencies,
and 554 Stt.
allocation table below
remain in
in
the Cairo allocation
below 27
27 500
500 kc/s shall remain
force until the effective date of the
new International
International FreFrethe new
quency List (see 1076).

1078 §§ 3.
In witness whereof
whereof the delegates
countries
delegates of the countries
members of the Union represented
International Radio
Radio
represented at the International
Conference of Atlantic
Conference
Atlantic City (1947)
(1947) have
have signed
signed in the names
names
of their respective
respective countries
countries the present Regulations
Regulations in aa
single copy which will remain
remain in the archives
archives of the GovernGovernment of the United States of America
America and of which
certified
which aacertified
country member
member of
copy will be delivered to
to every
every country
of the Union.
Done at Atlantic City, the 2nd of October,
October, 1947.
1076.1
1076.1 ""However,
However, all or any portion
portion of the band 150-2 850
which is not
not
850 kc/s, which
subject to consideration
consideration by the Provisional
Board, may come
Provisional Frequency
Frequency Board,
come
Into force in Region 2
1,1949, in
with special
into
2 on or after January
January 1,1949,
in accordance
accordance with
special
arrangements agreed upon
upon by the interested
countries of that Region.
interested countries
Region.

1967

1968

[63
STAT.
[63 SrTAT.

TREATIES
TREATIES

(Ape.
(Aw I1 FA)
n)

APPENDICES
DES
APPENDICES AU
AU REGLEMENT DES
RADIOCOIVIMUNICATIONS
RADIOCOMMUNICATIONS
(Atlantic City,
1947)
(Atlantic
City, 1947)

ranuntas 8RIB
stain
PRMImERe
APPENDICE 1.
APPENDICE
Modele
de fiche
fiche
Modele de
pour la notification
notification au Comite
Contite international
international d'enregistrement
d'enregistrement
des frequences
rassignation d'une
station
frequences de
de I'assignation
d'une frequence
frequence aI une
une station

fixe,
fixe, terrestre,
terrestre, de radiodiffusion,
radiodiffusion, terrestre
terrestre de radionavigation
radionavigation
ou
on d'emission
&emission de frequences
frequences italon.
etalon.
1.
1

........................

2
2.

Gouvernement notificateur
Gouvernement
notificateur

Date de
de la
la fiche
fiche
Date

33..

... .. .. . .. .

. .. .

Rif erence I
Reference
A une notification telegraphique
telegraphique
preliminaire
preliminaire (s'il y
y aa
lieu)
lieu)
4. Frequence
Frequence assignee
assignee en kc/s (ou en Mc/s).
Mc/s).
5. Classe de l'emission
remission [note
(note a)].
a)].
6. Largeur de bande en kc/s.
7. Puissance en kW.
8. Emplacement
Emplacement de l'antenne
l'antenne
A) Pays
B) Localitk
Localit6
C) Latitude
Latitude et longitude [note
[note b)].
b)).
9. Directivit6
Directivite de l'ancenne
rancenne [note
[note c)].
A) Azimut du rayonnement
rayonnement maximum,
maximum, en degres,
degree, iI
partir du Nord vrai dans le sens des aiguilles
d'une montre.
d'une

l;: sTAT.
S r.r
(;:t

t

MILTIL.AT'IL\I.-TELEC('(MMI'NI('AT()NS-()CT.
MULTILATEIZAL
— TELECOAIAIVNICATIONS—OCT.

2.
2.

1947

(App. I
I RR)
RR)

APPENDICES TO RADIO
REGULATIONS
REGULATIONS
(Atlantic
(Atlantic City,
19471
City, 1947)
FIRST SERIES
SERIES
APPENDIX 1
APPENDIX
1
Form of Notice
Notice

For use when
notifying to the International
International Frequency
when notifying
Frequency RegisRegistration
tration Board a
a frequency
frequency assignment
assignment to a
fixed, land, broada fixed,
casting, radionavigation land, or standard frequency
frequency station
1..

....................

. 2
2 .

Government
Notifying Government

......................

Date of the notice
9
4).

:.

.......................

Reference
Reference to preliminary
preliminary
telegraphic notice (if any)
telegraphic
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

9.

Assigned frequency
frequency in kci's
kc/s (or Mc/s).
Mc/s).

Class of emission [note a)].
a)].
Bandwidth
of
emission
in kc/s.
Bandwidth
Power in kW.
Antenna Location
Antenna
A) Country
B) Place
B)
C) Latitude
Longitude [note
Latitude and Longitude
[notz 101.
b)].
Directivity of Antenna
Directivity
Antenna [note c)]
A) Azimuth of maximum
maximum radiation in degrees from
(clockwise).
true north (clockwise).

1969
1969

970
1970

TREATIES
TREATIES

1
163
63 S
STAT.
TAT.

(App.
I RR)
RI)
(,App. I

E) Angie d'ouverture
L)
d'ouverture du lobe principal
principal en projection
projection
sur
horizontal, en
sur le plan
plan horizontal,
en degres [note d)].
C) Gain en d6cibels
decibels (db)
direction du rayonC)
(db) dans la direction
nement maximum pour la
nement
la frequence
fr6quence assignee
assignee
[note e)].
e)].

10.
11.
12.
13.

14.
15.
16.
17.

18.
19.
20.
21.

Indicatif d'appel.
Indicatif
f)].
Classe de
de la
la station
station [note f)].
Nature du service effcctu6
effectue [CP, CO, etc.—note
etc.-note 1)].
f)].
Localite
(s) ou region
(s) avec laquelle
laquelle (lesquelles)
Localit (s)
region(s)
(lesquelles) la
la
(les)
(les) communication(s)
communication (s) est (sont)
etablie (s) ou pre(sont) etablie(s)
vue (s).
(s). [note g)].
ou
Date prevue pour la mise en service de la frequence
frequence ou
date de cette mise en service.
Horaire
Horaire maximum d'utilisation
d'utilisation de la fr6quence
frequence (T.M.G.)
(T.M.G.)
[note h)].
Longueur de la liaison en km [note j)].
j)].
Nature de la transmission
transmission utilisee
[note
Nature
utilisee [note j)].
j)].
Administration ou compagnie
Administration
compagnie exploitante.
exploitante.
Adresse
Adresse postale
postale et telegraphique
telegraphique du bureau
bureau centralisacentralisateur dont depend
d6pend la station [note k)].
Observations [note 1)].
Observations
1)].
Si la prdsente
presente notification est faite en execution
execution d'un
accord regional ou de service, preciser
preciser I'accord.
l'accord.

...........................................

......

...............................................

.............................
Signature
............

Titre

Titre

..

';:;
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B) Angular width of the main lobe in the horizontal
B)
plane in degrees [note
[note d)].
C) Gain in decibels
decibels (db)
(db) in direction of
of maximum
radiation at the assigned
assigned frequency
e)].
radiation
frequency [note e)].

10. Call
Call sign.
11.
11. Class of Station
Station [note fn.
)].
12. Nature
Nature of Service
Service [CP, CO, etc. —
- note
note f)].
f)].
regions with which
which communicommuni13. Locality (or localities)
localities) or regions
cation is established or projected
projected [note g)].
cation
14. Projected
Projected date of service
service or date put into service.
service.
15. Maximum hours of use of frequency
frequency (G.M.T.)
(G.M.T.) [note
h)].
h)].

16.
17.
18.
19.
19.

Length of the intended circuit in km [note i)].
Description of transmission
employed [note
5)].
transmission employed
[note j)].
Operating Administration
Company.
Administration or Company.
Postal and telegraphic
telegraphic address of centralizing
centralizing office undar
[note k)].
a,
IJ A/deed
aa,,i;f
,/,,,,^e
,fif/,u', ,
[note
k)].

20.

Remarks [note 1)].
Remarks

21.
21.

If
accordance with aa service or
If assignment
assignment is
is made
made in accordance
should be identiregional arrangement, the agreement
agreement should
fied.

......... Sinature........
Signature
Signature

Title.............

Title

1971

1972
1972

TREATIES
TREATIES

[63 STAT.
STAT.

(App. 1
RR)
1 RR)
Notes.
Notes.

a)

Indiquer
Indiquer la classe d'emission
par les
les symboles
d'emission seUlement
seulement par
symboles
tels
this que: Al, F2, etc. (voir l'article 2).
2).
renseignements concernant
Les autres renseignements
les emissions
emissions doidoiconcernant les
vent etre indiques
indiques aux lignes
lignes 17
17 ou
ou 20.
20.
b) En degres
degr6s et minutes seulement,
seulement, sauf pour les
stations
les stations
terrestres
radionavigation pour lesquelles
terrestres de radionavigation
lesquelles la
la position
position
doit etre
Wtre indiquee en degres,
degres, minutes
et secondes.
minutes et
secondes.
c) Indiquer
Indiquer si l'antenne
l'antenne existe ou
eat en
en projet.
ou est
projet.
d) L'angle
L'angle d'ouverture
d'ouverture du lobe principal
principal est,
eat, en
en projection
projection
sur le plan horizontal, Pante
total, en
l'angle total,
en degres,
degres, a
a l'intel'interieur duquel la puissance rayonnee
une
direction
rayonnee dans
dans une direction
quelconque
inferieure de
quelconque n'est pas inferieure
ala
de plus
plus de
de 6
6 decibels
decibels A
la
puissance rayonnee
rayonnee dans la direction
privilegiee.
direction privilegiee.
e) Gain calcule
calcule a
I partir
d'un dip6le
dipole theorique
theorique en
en 1/2
/ onde
onde
partir d'un
(voir
(voir l'article
l'article 1).
1).
f)
Se referer
f)
referer I
l'appendice 7.
a l'appendice
7.
) S'il faut desservir
g)
toutes les
les localit6s
localites
desservir plus
plus d'une
d'une localite,
localit6, toutes
doivent 8tre
etre indiquees. De toute faGon,
facon, les
oü
les localites
localites oi
lea bureaux centraux radio6lectriques
se trouvent les
radioelectriques doivent
doivent
&tre
etre indiquees.
12

h)

d'utilisation de la frequence
L'horaire maximum
maximum d'utilisation
frequence est
est
defini par les limites horaires extremes
Mini
extremes entre
entre lesquelles
lesquelles
cette fr6quence
frequence peut etre utilisee un jour
jour quelconque,
quelconque, a
a
une periode
quelconque du cycle solalre.
periode quelconque
solaire. Par
Par exemple,
exemple,
si I
a une periode
periode donnee
donate on prevoit l'utiliaation
l'utiliaation de
de la
la freirequence
de
1000
a
1500
T.M.G., et I
a une autre periode,
quence
a
periode,
de 1100 it
a 1600 T.M.G.,
T.M.G., l'horaire
l'horaire maximum d'utilisaest 1000-1600
1000-1600 T.M.G.
tion eat
T.M.G.

i)
i)

Dans
Dana le cas oh
oft plusieurs correspondants
correspondants du
du service
fixe
service fixe
sont desservis simultanement,
simultanement, la distance a
a chaque
chaque cencentre recepteur
recepteur doit etre indiquee.
indiquee.
Dans
le
cas
du
travail
en
reseau, la distance maximum
Dana
maximum
entre stations doit etre indiquee.
indiquee.

i;:;
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(App. 1
(App.
1 RR)
RR)
Notes

a)
a)

b)

c)
d)

e)

I)
1)
g)

Indicate
Indicate only the symbols such as Al, F2, etc. (see article
2)
2).
Additional information
regarding the emissions should
information regarding
be furnished
furnished under items 17 or 20.
Only ih
hi degrees and minutes, except
except for radionavigation
radionavigation
land stations for which the position should be given
given in
in
degrees, minutes, and seconds.
State whether the antenna
projected.
antenna exists or is projected.
The angular width of the main lobe in the horizontal
plane is that total angle, in degrees, within which the
radiated power in any direction
direction is not more than 66 db
less than the power radiated
direction of maximum
maximum
radiated in the direction
radiation.
Gain to be calculated
calculated with reference
theoretical free
free
reference to aatheoretical
space half-wave
half-wave dipole (see article 1).
1).
Reference should be made to appendix
Reference
appendix 7.
When more than one locality is served list all localities;
localities;
giving the location of the control point or points in all
cases.

A)
h)

maximum hours of use of the frequency
frequency shall be
be
The maximum
taken to mean the earliest and latest hours of use of this
frequency
complete day during
during all schedules
schedules for a
a
frequency for aa complete
complete sunspot cycle. For example:
one
example: if during one
period the schedule would be 1000 to 1500 hours
(G.M.T.) and for another
another period of 1100 to 1600 hours
(G.M.T.), the information
shown will be 1000 to
(G.M.T.),
information to be shown
1600 hours (G.M.T.).
(G.M.T.).

i)

In the case of forked fixed circuits the distance
distance to each
each
locality should be shown.
In the case of fixed networks, the maximum distance
between any two stations
stations should be shown.
In the case of emissions intended
intended to serve
serve aa large geographical region
regirm the distance
graphical
distance to the approximate
approximate centre

1973,
1973

--1974
1974

[63 S
TAT.
STAT.
[63

TREATIES
TREATIES

(App. 1,
1, 2
2 RR)
RR )
(App.

j)
j)

desservir une
une grande
grande
Dans le cas
cas d'emissions
d'6missions destinees
destinees aadesservir
indique soit
soit la
distance au
cenregion geographique,
geographique, on
on indique
la distance
au centre approximatif
approximatif de
soit les
les distances
distances aux
aux
de la
la region, soit
cette region
les plus
rapproches et
les plus
points de
de cette
region les
plus rapproches
et les
plus
Coignes.
kloign6s.
Les renseignements
a fournir doivent
comprendre:
renseignements A
doivent comprendre:
le
type
de
code utili4e,
tel
-— dans le cas de
de la telegraphie,
telegraphie, le type de code
utiliqe, tel
que;
que ;Morse
Morse par tout ou rien -—Morse
Morse par deplacement
&placement
de frequence
frequence -—Code
Code a
a7
7 unites
Systeme Hell
Hell -—FacFacde
unitks —
- Systeme
simile, etc.;
etc.;
—
telephonie, les details tels que
- dans le cas de la t6elphonie,
que: Bande
Bande
latkrale
unique A
a1
1voie, a
a2
2voies,
voies, etc.
etc.
laterale unique

En outre, lorsque
frequence assignee
lorsque la frequence
assignee n'est pas une
frequence effectivement
frequence
effectivement transmise, on doit indiquer
indiquer la
la
frequence de reference.
reference.
frequence
k)

1)
I)

Adresses auxquelles
auxquelles doivent etre
etre envoyees
envoy6es les commucommurelatives aux brouillages,
brouillages, a
a la qualite
nications urgentes
urgentes relatives
aux questions
questions se rapportant
rapportant au
au foncfoncdes emissions,
emissions, et
et aux
tionnement technique
14).
technique des liaisons
liaisons (voir l'article
l'article 14).
ici thus
tous les autres renseignements
Donner id
renseignements utiles qui pourraient aider le Comite international
d'enregistrement
international d'enregistrement
des frequences.
frequences.

APPENDICE
APPENDICE 2.
Rapport sur une irregularitN
Rapport
irregularite ou
on une infraction &
it la Convention
Convention des
des
telecommunications ou aux Reglements
Rhglements des
telecommunications
des radiocommunications.
radiocommunications.
(voir les articles
articles 13, 14, 15 et
et 23)
23)

Ditails
Details relatifs d
d. la station
station transgressant
transgressant les
les Reglements:
1. Nom,
eat eonnu (en caractires
Nom, I'il
iii est
caracteres majuscumajuscule
d'imprimerie) [Remarque a)]
les d'imprimerie)
a)]

..........................

22. Indicatif
Indictif d'appel (en caracteres majuscules
majuscules
d'isapriraerie)
d'imprimerie)
a3. Nationalit6,
Nationalite, di
ai elle
ell est
eat connue
connue
4. Fr6quence
Fr/quince employes
Mc/s)
employe (Ws
(kc/s ou Mc/s)
...........................
5. Claus
Classe de remission
b))
1'6miion [Remarque b)]
.........................
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maximum and minimum
of the region or the maximum
minimum distances
of the extremes
furnished.
extremes of the region may be furnished.
j)
j)

The information
information to be furnished
furnished under item 17 should
include:
include:
- in the case of telegraphy, the type of code used such as
"on" "off"
"off" Morse --Frequency
Frequency shift Morse-7
"on"
Morse -7 unit
unit
etc.;
code -- Hell-Schreiber
Hell-Schreiber Facsimile, etc.;

k)

I)
1)

-- in the case of telephony,
telephony, details such as the use of
of
channel working should
single sideband one or two channel
be given.
In the case where the assigned
assigned frequency
frequency is not actually
transmitted,
reference frequency
transmitted, the reference
frequency should be given
here.
The addresses
addresses required
required are those to which communication
communication
matters regarding
regarding interference,
should be sent on urgent matters
quality of emissions, and questions
questions referring to the tech14).
nical operation of the circuit (see article 14).
Any other useful data which might assist the InternaInternational Frequency
Registration Board should be furFrequency Registration
nished.
APPENDIX 2
2
APPENDIX

Report of an Irregularity
Irregularity or of
of an Infringement of the TeleTelecommunications Convention
Convention or of the Radio Regulations
Regulations
communications
(See
articles 13, 14,
14, 15 and 23)
23)
(See articles
Particulars concerning
concerning the station
Particulars
station
infringing
Regulations:
infringing the Regulations:
1.
1. Name, if
[Note
[Note an
a)]

known
known

(in
(in

BLOCK
BLOCK

letters)
letters)

...........................

2.
Call sign
(in BLOCK
letters)
2. Call
sign (in
BLOCK letters)

...........................

3. Nationality,
Nationality, if
if known
known
3.

...........................

4.
Frequency used
(kc/s or
4. Frequency
used (kc/s
or Mc/s)
Mc/s)

...........................

5.
Class of
Emission [Note
(Note b)1
5. Class
of Emission
b)

.........

...

..........

1975

1976
1976

TREATIES
TREATIES
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Ddtails relatifs d
d la station
Details
station ou
ou au
au bureau
bureau eentralisateur
ou au
au
centralisateur on
service d'impection
service
d'inspection signaiant
signalant rirregulariti
ou rinfraction:
l'irr6gulariteou
'infration
S.. Nom
Nom (mn
(en caracteres
d'impriearactres majuscules
majusules d'imprim
erie)
merie)
me?.)

...........................
7. Indicatif d'appel
d'ppel (en caraeteres
citric-titres majuscules
majuscules
d'imprimerie)
.............
..........
8 Nationalit
8.
Nationslite
...........................
approximativ (Itentarques
9. Position approximative
[Rmarqu a)) ett 101
)] ........................

Details de
de tirregulakrit
rirrigsdarite ou
ou de
de l'infraction:
rinfraction:
10. Nom [Remarque
(Remarque d)]
d)] de la rtation
station (en
(en
caractre majuscules
majusculea d'imprimerie)
caracteres
dimprimerie) en
en
communication
communication avee
avec celle
cells qui eommet
commit
l'irri ularit on
Pirregularite
Pinfraction
ou 1'infraction

...........................

11.
(en caractern
11. Indicatif
Indicatif d'appel (en
caracteres majuscules
majuseule
d'imprimerie) de Is
d'imprimerie)
in station en communicacommunication avec
Vec celle
cells qui eommet
commit l'irr6gularitt
rirregularite ou
on
l'infraction
l'infraction

I. Hoeur
12.
Hour. [IRmarque
[Rensarque

....

........

....

e)] et date
date

18. Nature de l'irregularite
l'irreularite ou
13.
on de 1'infraction
Pinfraction
(Remarque
[Remarque f)]
f)]
14. Extrailt
Extraits du journal de bord
bard et
it autres
entree docudocuments &
I'appui du rapport
as l'appui
rapport (1
an
(i continuer
continuer au
verso, Iiidn6
nkessaire)
ee ire)

.....

......

Renseignements sur
sur la station emettries
cmettrice brouiUee
Renseignements
brouiUée [Remarque
(Remargue g)]:
g)] :
16. Nom
Nom (en caracteres
caractere maJuesule
majuscules d'imprimerie)
merle) de la
In station
tation brouillk
broulleo
16.
caretres majuscules
18. Indicati
Indicatif d'appel (en
(en caracteres
majuscule
d'imprimerie)
17. Prequemee
Frquence asigne
assignee (ke/e
(kc/s ou
on Me/s)
Me/a)
Frqaeque =murk
meaur be au moment du brouil18. Frequenes
latts

19. Class*
Clae de remission
1'ru
at
bands
et largeur
aion de
de bande
20. Lieu
caractAer majuscu20.
Lieu de r6ception
rkeption (en caracteres
majuscube d'imprimerie)
d'ilpriferie) ob
les
ott le brouillage a
a 6t6
te
'nat [arIqe
e) it
et h)]
Sautnnt
(1381marquas e)
h)]
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Particulara concerning
concerning the
station, the
Particulars
the station,
the centraiing
centralizing glee
or
ooffi or
inspection
reporting the
inspection service
service reporting
the irregularit
irregularity
or infringement:
infrinngment:
6. Name (in BLOCK letters)
7. Call sign (in
(n BLOCK letters)
5. Nationality
Nationality
9. Approximate
Approximate Position [Notes
(Notes a)
c) and h)]

...........................
...........................
...........................
...........................

Details of
Details
the irregsdanly
or infringement:
of the
irregularityor
infringement:
10. Name
Name [Note
[Not. d)] of the station (in
(in BLOCK
BLOCK
letters) in communication
communication with
letters)
with the station
committing the irregularity
irregularity or infringement
infringement
11.
11. Call sign (in BLOCK letters)
letters) of the station in communication
station comcommunication with the station
cominfringement
mitting the irregularity or infringement
1.
12. Time [Note e)]
0) and date
18. Nature of the irregularity or infringemont
13.
infringement
(Note
[Note I)]
14. Extracts from ship log and other docudocuments supporting
supporting the report (to be continued on the back of the form, if necesnecesr )
sary)

...........................
..........................
...........................
...........................

..............

...........

Informatio
on
o the
transmitting station
Information on
the transmitting
woe
station which
which was
subject
subject to
to interference
interference [Note
(Note g)]:
g)]:
16. Name of the station
15.
station (in BLOCK letters)
letters)
which was subject to interference
interference
Cal sign
16. Call
sign (in BLOCK letters)
17. Frequency
Frequency assigned (Ws
(ke/s or Mc/s)
Me/s)

...........................
...........................
...........................

18.
16. Frequency
Frequency measured at the time of the inin.
terference
..........................
19. Class
Class of emission and width of the band
...........................
0. Reeeiving
ID.
Receiving location
location (in BLOCK letters)
letters)
where
interference was troublesome
where the interference
troubleomae
rNotes e) a)nd
Motes
and 14))
A)
...........................

1977,

1978
1978

r
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21. Certificat:
Certificat:
Je certifie que le rapport
rapport ci-dessus
donne, autant
autant que
que je
je sache,
sache, le
le compte
compte
ci-dessus donne,
eu lieu.
rendu complet et
et exact
exact de
de ce
ce qui
qui a
a eu
lieu.
Date: le
le................

19.. "
19..

" Ce rapport dolt etre
etre signe
slgne par I'op4rateur
l'operateur qui
qui aa relev
relevli l'infractlon
l'Infraction et
at contresigne
contresigne par
par
le commandant
commandant du navire
I'aeronef ou le chef de la
le
navire ou de l'aeronef
station, lorsqu'll
lorsqu'il s'agit
Ia station.
'agit d'une
Infraction
relevee
infraction
par une station
service mobile.
station du
du service
mobile.
Lorsuue
emane d'un
Lorsuue le rapport
rapport &mane
d'un bureau
bureau centralisateur
centralisateur ou
ou d'un
d'un service
service d'lnspectlon.
d'inspectIon, U
dolt etre slgnd
ce bureau
dolt
signe par le chef de cc
bureau ou de ce
cc service
et contresigne
contresigne par
le fonctionservice et
par le
fonctloninalre
transmet.
naire de l'adminktration
l'adminlktration qui
qul le
le tranamet.

Indications pour remplir
remplir cette formule.
Remarque
Remarque a)
a) Cheque
Chaque rapport
rapport ne fait mention que d'une seule
seule station
station [voir
[voir
remarque
remarque d)].
Remarque
Remarque b) Voir l'article
l'article 2.
2.
Remarque
Remarque c)
a) Applicable
Applicable seulement
seulement aux navires et aux aeronefs.
aeronefs. La
La position
position
doit etre exprimee
exprimee en latitude et longitude
longitude (Greenwich),
(Greenwich), ou
ou par
par
un relevement
relevement vrai et la distance
distance en
en milles
mules nautiques
nautiques ou
en kiloou en
kilometres par rapport
rapport a
a quelque endroit
endroit bien
bien connu.
connu.
Remarque d)
Remarque
d) Si les deux stations
stations en communication
communication enfreignent
enfreigrient les
lea Reglements,
Reglements,
un rapport est
eat fait s6parement
separement pour chacune
chacune de
de ces
ces stations.
stations.
Remarque e)
e) L'heure
L'heure dolt
doit etre exprimee
exprimee en temps moyen
moyen de
de Greenwich
Greenwich (T.M.G.)
(T.M.G.)
par
par un
un .groupe
groupe de quatre
quatre chiffres
chiffres (0000
(0000 a
2400). Si l'infraction
l'infraction
a 2400).
se prolonge ou se repete, les heures doivent etre
etre indiquees.
indiquees.
Remarque
Remarque f)
f) Un
lin rapport
separe est
eat requis
requis pour
chacune des
ou
rapport separ6
pour chacune
des irregularites
irregularits ou
infractions, aa moms
moins qu'elles n'aient evidemment
des infractions,
evidemment ete
commises
et6 commises
par la meme personne
personne et dans une
une courte
lea raprapcourte periode.
periode. Tous
Tous les
ports doivent
doivent itre
etre envoy6s
envoyes en deux exemplaires
exemplaires et etre
etre etablis
etablis
autant que possible I
a la machine I
ecrire (l'usage
(l'usage du
crayon
a ecrire
du crayon
indel6bile
indelebile et du papier
papier carbone
autorise).
carbone est autorise).
Remarque g)
g) Ces renseignements
ctre fournis
renseignements n'ont a
I etre
fournis que dans
cas d'une
d'une
dans le
le cas
plainte en brouillage.
lemarque
Bemarque h.)
h) Dana
Dana le
le cas
ou il
s'agit
cas oa
ii s
t
agit d'une station fixe ou terrestre,
terrestre, la position
position
doit
longitude (Greenwich).
doit etre
etre indiquee
indiquee en latitude
latitude et longitude
(Greenwich).
Pour
exclusif de Padministration.
I'administration
Pour Yusage exclusif
ayant le
de l'installation
contre laquelle
1.. Compagnie
Compagnie ayant
le contrdle
contrale de
l'installation de la station
station contra
laquelle
la
plainte eat porte
In plaints
portke ........................................

2.
de l'opdrateur
station tenu
2. Nom
Nom de
l'operateur de la
Ia station
tenu pour
pour responsable
responsable de l'irregularit6
l'irregularite
ou de l'infraction aux Reglements
Reglements ................
....................
esure pris
3. Mesnre
prise ................

...........

.................
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21. Certificate
Certificate
21.
report represents,
represents, to the
II certify that the foregoing report
the best of my
my
knowledge, a
place.
knowledge,
a complete and accurate
accurate account of what took place.

Date

..... ...........

19..."
19...

u) This report must be sizned
sained by the operator
operator who has reported
reported the infringement
infringement and
countersigned
aircraft, or the officer In
in charge
charge of the
countersigned by the Master of the ship or aircraft,
station in the case of an infringement
infringement reported
station of the mobile
mobile service.
service.
reported by aa station
When the report originates
a centralizing
originates from a
centralizing office
office or from an inspection
inspection service Itit
must besigned by the head of that office or
or service
service and countersigned
countersigned by an official
muqt
be sirned
of the administration
administratlon transmitting
transmitting it.
t.

Instructions for Filling in This Form
Instructions
Form
(see Note d)].
d)).
Note a) Each report will refer
refer only
only to
to one
one station [see
Note b) See Article 2.
c) Applicable
Applicable only to ships and aircraft;
be expressed
Note c)
aircraft; the position must be
either in latitude
latitude and longitude
longitude (Greenwich)
bearing
(Greenwich) or
or by
by a
a true
true bearing
distance in nautical
kilometres from
some well
well known
known
and distance
nautical miles, or
or in
in kilometres
from some
place.
place.
Note d) If
If both communicating
infringe the
separate
communicating stations infringe
the Regulations,
Regulations, aa separate
report shall be made for each of these stations.
e) The time must be expressed as Greenwich
(G.M.T.) by a
Note e)
Greenwich mean
mean time (G.M.T.)
a
group of four figures (0000
2400). If
covers aa
(0000 to 2400).
If the infringement
infringement covers
considerable
considerable period of time, the times must be shown.
shown.
separate report is required
irregularity or
infringement,
Note I)
f) A separate
required for each irregularity
or infringement,
unless they have obviously all been made by the
the same person and
within a
duplicate and,
and,
a short time. All
All reports
reports must be
be forwarded
forwarded in
in duplicate
whenever
typewritten. (Indelible
(Indelible pencil and
and
whenever practicable,
practicable, must
must be
be typewritten.
carbon paper may be used.)
carbon
used.)
Note g) This information
information is to be given only in case of a
a complaint about
about interference.
terference.
Note h) In the case of land or fixed stations
expressed in
in
stations position must be expressed
latitude and longitude (Greenwich).
(Greenwich).
latitude

For Use of Administrations
Administrations Only
controlling the
the installation
station against
against which
which com1. Company controlling
installation of
of the
the station
complaint is made ....................
.................................
operator of the station held
held responsible
responsible for the irregularity
irregularity or
or
2. Name of operator
infringement of the Regulations
infringement
Regulations ......................................
3. Action taken

...................................................

81939 0-52—PT.
O-52-PT.
81939

---- 44

1979
1979.

1980
1980

TREATIE
TREATIESS

[63 STAT.
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APPENDICE 8.
3.
APPENDICE
de frequenm.
frequent*.
Tableau des
des tolerances
tolirances de
(voir l'article
Particle 17)
(voir
17)

1' La tolerance
1*
tolerance de frequence
(Millie al'article
Particle 1.
1.
frequence eat
est definie
2'
r Pour les
lea stations de navire, en
de
en l'absence
1'absence de
frequence assignee
frequence
assignee (voir
(voir Particle
particulier
l'article 11)
11) a
A un
un navire
navire particulier
ou a
& un emetteur
emetteur de navire
navire particulier, la frequence
frequence qui
qui tient
tient
lieu de frequence
frequence assignee est
eat celle sur laquelle
laquelle une
une emission
emission
debuts.
debutei

Tableau des
des tolErances
tolerances de
de friquence.
frequence.

Sande@ de frquenees
frequences
Bands
et
et
eat‘gories
stations
a4dgories de stationr

1
A. De 10
/0 d 535
6S kels.
kcls.
1. Stations fixe:
fixes:
-de
I0 ì50 kcIs,
kc/s,
-de 10
-de 50 Wel
5n de
de Is
-d
ke/ & bis fin
Ia
baeda.
ban&

2. Sttionr
Stations tmnrte:
tarred:es:
a) Stations
Station cotitess:
e6tir4
:
-d'une pwuane
-d'une
puissance mpmu/Ari a I
risen
&00
200
O watts,
watt.,

Tolerance (en %)
Tolerance
applicable
applicable jusqu'au
jusqu'au
I1 janvier 1953 aux
emetteurs en service
6metteur
actuellement,
ou mis
actuellement, ou
mis
en
ea service avant
avant lo
ler janvier 1950.
1"

Tolerance (en
(en %)
%)
Tolerane
applicable:
applicable:
-aux
nouveaux
-aux nouveaux
emetteurs installes
install& &
1
1,0
partir du
du 1*'
janvier 1950;
-a tous lee emetteun
-4
emetteurs
1
1•0
& partir du 1"
janvier
janvier 1953.

22
0,1
0,1

0,1
0,1

0,1

0,02

0,1
0,1

O,S2
0,02
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APPENDIX
of Frequency Tolerances
Tolerances
Table of
(See article 17)
17)
1. Frequency
Frequency tolerance
defined in article 1.
1.
tolerance is defined
1.
2. For ship stations, in the absence
absence of an assigned

a particular ship or ship transfrequency (see
(see article 11) to a
frequency
frequency is that fremitter the substitute for the assigned frequency
quency on which an emission
begins.
emission

Table of Frequency
Frequency Tolerance
Tolerances

Tolerances (in %)
Tolerances
applicable
applicable until
Frequency Bands
Frequency
and
Categories
Categories of Stations

11
kel/.
A.
655 We.
Prom 10 to 535
A. Prom
Stations:
1. Fixed Stations:
-from 10
10 to
50 kc/a,
ke/s,
to 50
-from
-from 50
50 Ws
to end
end of
of band.
band.
kc/e to
-from

2.. Land Station.
Stations.
a)
Stations:
a) Coast
Coat Stations
-power above
-power
200
watts,
200 wB,

January 1st
January
1st 1953
1953

transmitters now
to transmitters
.n
In use and those to
be installed before
before
January lit
let 1950
January
2
2

Tolerances CmO
in %)
%)
Tolerance
applicable:
applicable:
-to
transnew trans-to new
mitters installed
installed
mittera
after
after January
January
lit
1950;
lot 1950;
-to
-to all transmitters after
after
mittens
slt 1953
January
1953
January lit
3
3

0.1
0.1
0.1

0.1
0.1
0.02

0.1
0.1

0.02
0.02

1981.
1981

1982
1982

[63 STAT.
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Betides
Bandes de frequences
frequences
et
ct
categories
categorics de stations

1
1
-d'une
puissance infeinfe-d'une puissance
rieure a
a200 watts.
b) Stations aeronautiques.
aeronautiques.
3. Stations mobiles:
-stations
-stations de navire,
-stations d'aeronef,
d'aeronef,
-stations

-4metteurs
-emetteurs de secours (reserve) des navires et emetteurs des enibarations,
embarcations, radeaux et en!;ins
deaux
engins de
de sauvesauvetage.
4. Stations de radionavigation.
radionavigation.
5. Stations de
dte radiodiffusion.
radiodiffusion.

Tolerance
(en %)
%)
Tolerance (en
applicable jusqu'au
jusqu'au
Pr
1°" janvier 1953 aux
emetteurs cn
en service
emetteurs
actuellement,
actueilement, ou
ou mis
mis
en service
avant le
service avant
le
1"
1er janvier
janvier 1950.
1950.

Tolerance (en
(en %)
%)
Tolerance
applicable:
applicable:
-aux
-aux nouveaux
6metteurs
emetteurs installes
install& &
part ir du Pr
parlir
1'e
janvier 1950;
1950;
tou.s lea
emetteurs
-a tous
les emetteurs
1^ ,
a partir du 1"
janvier 1953.
1953.
janvier

29

3

0,1
0,1
0,1
0,1

0,02
0,02

0,3 "
0,3
0,3
0,3

0,1 ')
0,1
0,05
0,05

0,5
0,5

0,5
0,5

0,05
0,05

0,02
0,02

20 cycles
cycles par seconde

20 cycles par seconde
seconde

0,05

De 535
535 d
a1
1605
B. De
60j Ws.
kc/.s.

Stations
radiodifflsion.
Stations de radiodiffusion.

20 cycles par seconde
secondc 20 cycles par seconde
seconde

C. De
kelx.
De I
1 605
605 d
d 4(X0
/ 000 k/sx.
1.
fixes:
1. Stations fixes:

-d'une
--.
d'une puissance superieure
superieure
a
watts,
a 200 watts,
-d'ime puissance
-d'une
pusin:mce inferieure
inferieure
A
a200 wat ts.
ta.

0,01"

0,01 "

0,005

0.02

0,01
0,01

0,02

0,005

0.02
0.02

0,01
0,01

2.
2. Stations
Stations terrestres:
terrestres:

a) Stations c6tiercs:
cotieres:
-d'une puissance
-dune
puissance sup&
Eupftrieure aft 200 watts,
rieure
-d'nne
-d'iine puissancc
puissance infeinfe-

a)

rieurp
290 watts.
wantt:
rieure aa200
' """'
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NMULTILATERAL-TELECOMMUNICATIONS-OCT.
MULTILATERAL—
TELECOMMUNICATIONS— OCT. 2,
2, 1947

(App. 3
3 RR)
RR)
(App.

Frequency
Frequency Bands
and
and
Categories of Stations
Categories

11
-power below 200 watts.
b) Aeronautical
Aeronautical Stations.

Tolerances
%)
Tolerances (in
(in %)
applicable
applicable until
January
January 1st 1953
to transmitters
transmitters now
use and
and those
those to
in use
be installed
installed before
January 1st 1950
January

22

Tolerances (in
%)
Tolerances
(in %)
applicable:
applicable:
-to
-to new transmitters installed
after January
January
after
1950;
1st 1950;
-to all transmitters after
after
mitters
January 1st 1953
January

83

0.1
0.1

0.05

0.1
0.1

0.02

3. Mobile
Mobile Stations:
-Ship
-Ship Stations,
-Aircraft
-Aircraft Stations,
-Emergency (reserve) ship
-Emergency
transmitters, and lifeboat,
transmitters,
craft
liferaft and survival craft
transmitters.
transmitters.

0.3 "1)
0.3
0.3

0.1 "1)
0.05

0.5
0.5

0.5
0.5

4. Radionavigation
Radionavigation Stations.

0.05

0.02

20 cycles per second
second

cycles per second
second
20 cycles

20 cycles per second
second

second
20 cycles per second

5. Broadcasting
Broadcasting Stations.
B. From
From 636
536 to 1
605 kc/s.
kelt,.
1 606
Broadcasting Stations.
Broadcasting
C. From
to 4
4000
icds.
C.
From 1
1 605
605 to
000 kcl/.

1. Fixed Stations:
1.
-power above 200 watts,
-power

0.01 *

0.005
0.005

-power below
below 200 watts.
-power

0.02

0.01
0.01

2. Land Stations:
a) Coast StAtions:
Stations:
-power
above 200
watts,
200 watts,
-power above
-power below
below 200 watts.

0.02
0.02

0.005
0.005
0.01
0.01

1983

1984
1984

TREATIES
TREATIES

[63 S
TAT..
[63
STAT.

(App. S
SRR)
(App.
RR)
-

Sondes
de friquences
Bandes do
frquence
et
et
categories de
stations
eatfgorie
de stations

I1
adranautiques:
b) Stations
8tations aronautique:
-d'une
puissance pupsup6-d'une puisanee
rieure
i200
200 watte,
wane,
rieure A
-d'une puiunce
puissance infinferieure
watts.
rieurn i200 watts.
e) Station.
Stations de
de base:
e)
ban:
-d'une puksance
puimanees super
p6
rieure it 200 watts,
watta,
-d'une puiance
puissance infeina6rieur
rieure &
1200 watts.
watt*.

S.
8. Stations
Stations mobiles:
mobile:
-stations de
navire.
de nsvire,
-station
-stations d'aeronst,
d'adrond,
-stations
-stations mobiles
mobiles tmerarm.
terrestres.

Tolerance
%)
Tolerance (en
(en %)
applicable
jusqu'au
applicable jusqu'au
janvier 1953
1953 aux
aux
1- janvier
Imetteurs en
imetteurs
en service
actuellement, ou
miff
actuellement,
ou mis
en service avant
avant le
le
1950.
1' janvier 1950.

Tolerance
(en %)
%)
Tolerance (en
applicatle:
applicatle:
-aux oouveaux
nouveaux
-aux
emetteurs
emetteure installea
install& A
partir
partir du Pr
1°'
janvier 1950;
1950;
-&
-1 tous lea dmetteurs
dmetteurs
I
du 1"
&partir
partir du
I"
janvier 1953.
1953.
janvier

33

2
2

0,02
0,02

0,005
0,005

0,02
0,02

0,01
0,01

0,02
0,02

0,005
0,006

0,02

0,01
0,01

0,026
0,05

0,05
0,05

0
0,02 '8
0,02
0,02 8)
0,02
0,02

0

44. Stations de radionaviation:
radionavigation:
-d'un
puiuane superiewe
-d'une puissance
upribure
A
watta,
1200 watts,
-d'-un raiment*
puimane inferieure
-d'une
ilafrim
i1200 watts.
watts.

0,02
0,02

0,005
0,006

0,02
0,02

0,01
0,01

5. Statiown
radiodiffion.
6.
Stations do
de radiodiffusion.

0,005
0,005

0,005
0,005

0,01
0,01

0,003
0,003

D. De 4
4 000 et 30
30S
D.
000 kelt:
ktl/:
1. Stationo
1.
Stations fixe:
funs:
-d'une puissance superieure
saprfier
11
a 500
600 watts,
-d'une
-d'une puiane
puissance inf&ieure
inferieure
i1500 watts.
watt
Statione terrestns:
tuernt:
2. Stations
tJ ~
a)" Stations ..~4a;.
wqmmmm

~

0,02
0,02

0,02

'0,01
0,01

0,006

63 STAT.]
STAT.]
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MULTILATERAL-TELECOMMI-NICATIONS-OCT.
MULTILATERALTELECOMMUNICATIONS- OCT . 2,

1947
1947

(App.
KR)
(App. 3
a RR)

Frequency
Frequency Bands
and
and
Categories
Categories of Stations
Stations

1
1
b) Aeronautical
Aeronautical Stations:
Stations:

Tolerances
Cm %)
%)
Tolerances (C
applicable
applicable until
January
1953
January let 1953
transmitters now
to transmitters
now
in use and those to
be installed
installed before
January lst
lit 1950
1950
January

22

Tolerance
Tolerances (mi
Cm %)
%)
applicable:
applicable:
-to new
-to
new transtransmitters installed
after January
January
let
1950;
slt 1950;
-to all transmitten after
mitters
after
January let
January
1st 1953

aa

-power
above 200
-power above
200 watts,
watts,

0.02
0.02

0.005

-power
below 200
watte.
-power below
200 watts.

0.02
0.02

0.01
0.01

-power
-power above
above 200
200 watts,
watts,

0.02
0.02

0.006

-power
watts.
-power below
below 200
200 watts

0.02
0.02

0.01

0.05 "
0.05
)
0.05
0.05

0.02 ""
"
0.02 "
0.02
0.02

-power above 200 watts,
-power
watts,

0.02
0.02

0.006
0.005

-power
below 200
-power below
200 watts.

0.02

0.01

0.005
0.005

0.006
0.005

e)
e) Base Stations:
Stations:

3. Mobile Stations:
-Ship Stations,
-Ship
Stations,
-Aircraft Stations,
-Aircraft
-Land
-Land Mobile Stations.
4.. Ftadionavigation
Radionavigation Stations:

5. Broadcasting
Broadcasting Stations.

D. From
From 4
4000
00 kelt.
000 to $0
0S0
000
he/.
1.
1. Fixed Stations:
-power
-power above
above 500 watts.
watts.

0.01
0.01

.0.003
0.003

-power
below 500
500 watt.
watts.
-power below

0.02

0.01
0.01

0.02

0.005
0.005

2. Land
2.
Land Stations:
Stations:
a)
Stations:
a) Coast
Cot Stations:

1985
1985

1986
1986

TREATIES
TREATIES

[03
STAT.
[63 STAT.

(App. 3
RR)
3 RR)
(App.

I

Banda
frequences
Bandes de fr6quences
et
categories de
categories
do stations

1
1
aeronautiques:
b) Stations a6ronautiques:
-d'une puissance supesup6rieure A 500 watts,
rieure
-d'une puissance infeinferieure
ricure A
a 500 watts.
c) Stations de base:
base:
puissance sup&
-d'une puissance
suprieure A
A. 500 watts,
-d'une puissance
puissance infe-d'une
infe
rieure aA500 watts.
3. Stations mobiles:
-stations de navire,
-stations
-stations d'aeronef,
d'aeronef,
-stations mobiles terrestres,
terrestres,
-emetteursdesembarcations,
-emetteursdesembarcations,
radeaux et engins
engine de sauvetage.

4. Stations de radiodiffusion.
radiodiffusion.
E. De 30 dd 100 Mc/s.
Mcls.
1. Stations fixes.
terrestres.
2. Stations terrestres.
3. Stations mobiles.
4. Stations de radionavigation.
radionavigation.
radiodiffusion.
5. Stations de radiodiffusion.
F. De 1(X)
500 Mc/s.
11!
100 d
d 600
1.
1. Stations fixes.
2. Stations terrestres.
terrestres.
3. Stations mobiles.
4. Stations de radionavigation.
radionavigation.
Stations de radiodiffusion.
radiodiffusion.
5. Stations

- ..

-

I

Tolerance (en %)
%)
Tolerance
applicable jusqu'au
applicable
jusqu'au
1e*
janvier 1953 aux
1o janvier
emetteurs en service
emetteurs
actuellement,
ou mis
mis
actuellement, ou
en service
le
service avant le
br janvier
1950.
1I
janvier 1950.

Tolerance
(en %)
%)
Tolebrance (en
applicable:
applicable:
-aux nouveaux
nouveaux
-aux
emetteurs install6s
install&
s It
Pr
partir du 1e'
janvier 1950;
thus les dmetteurs
emetteurs
-A tous
partir du 1"
P
aApartir
janvier 1953.
1953.

22

33

r

0,02
0,02

0,005
0,005

0,02

0,01

0,02
0,02

0,005

.
0,02

0,02

.001

0,05 '
0,05
0,05
0,05

0,02"
0,02"
0,02 "
0,02
0,02

0,05

0,02

0,005
0,005

0,003

0,03
0,03
0,03
0,03
0,02 0)
0,01
0,01

0,02
0,02
0,02
0,02
0,02
0,02 0'
0,003
0,003

0,03
0,03
0,03
0,03
0,03
0,02
0,02
0,01
0,01

0,01
0,01
0,01
0,01
0,01
4)
0,01 4)
0,02
0,02 0'
0,003

'11

I

I3

'
6:3

STAT.]
S
TAT.]

MULTILATERAL-TELEC(OMMUNICATIONS-OCT.
AIULTILATERAL- TELECOMMUNICATIONS- OCT. 2,
2, 1947
1947

(App.
ER)
(App. 33 RR)

Tolerances (in %)
Toleranees
%)
applicable:
applicable:
-to new trans.
trans-to
installed
mitters installed
after January
after
let 1950;
1950;
1st
-to
-to all transmitters after
1st 1963
January let
January

Frequency Bands
Frequency
and
Stations
Categories of Stations

Tolerances (in %)
%)
Toleranoes
applicable until
applicable
January 1st
let 1953
1953
January
to transmitters
now
transmitters now
use and those to
in use
be installed before
before
January
January 1st 1950
1950

11

22

a

b) Aeronautical Stations:
-power above 500 watts,
-power

0.02

0.005
0.006

-power below 500 watts.
-power

0.02
0.02

0.01

c) Base Stations:
-power
above 500 watts,
watts.
-power above

0.02
0.02

O.00
0.005

-power below
below 500 watts.

0.02

0.01

0.05 ')
0.05
0.0.5
0.05

0.02
0.02"
0.02"
0.02
"
0.02
002

0.0.5
0.05

0.02

Broadcasting Stations.
4. Broadcasting

0.005

0.003

100 Mc/a.
Mc/s.
SO to 100
E. From
From 30
1.
1. Fixed Stations. '
2. Land
Land Stations.
3. Mobile Stations.
4. Radionavigation
Radionavigation Stations.
Broadcasting Stations.
5. Broadcasting

O.OS
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.02 '0
0.01

0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02"
0.02 ")
0.003

600 Me/s.
Mels.
Prom 100 to SW
F. From
1. Fixed Stations.
Stations.
1.
2. Land Stations.
3. Mobile
Mobile Stations.
4. Radionavigation
Radionavigation Stations.
5. Broadcasting
Broadcasting Stations.

0.03
0.03
0.03
0.02"
0.02
"
0.01
0.01

0.01
0.01

3. Mobile Stations:
-Ship Stations,
-Ship
-Aircraft Stations,
Stations,
-Aircraft
-Land Mobile
Mobile Stations,
-Land
-Transmitters
-Transmitters in lifeboats,
liferafts
craft.
liferafts and survival craft.

0.01 4
0
0.01
0.02"
0.02 "
0.003

1987
1987

1988

TREATIES
TREATIES

[63 S
TAT.
[63
STAT.

(App. a
IR)
(App.
J BR)
I
.

Tolerance (en
(en %)
Tolerance
%)
applicable jusqu'au
jusqu'au
applicable
1" janvier
janvier 1953
1953 aux
6metteurs en
emetteurs
en service
actuellement,
aetuellement, ou
on mis
mis
en service avant
le
avant le
1•• janvier 1950.
1"
1950.

Band&
frequences
Bandes de
de frequences
et
eategories
categories de stations

I1
G. De
De 500
500 4 /0500114s.
10 500 Mcls.

22
0,75

I

I
Tol6rance
Tolerance (en
(en %)
%)
applicable:
applicable:
-aux
-aux nouveaux
6motteun
emetteurs installUe
install& &
It
partir du 1De
partir
janvier
janvier 1950;
-A tou
taus lea
les emetteurs
emetteurs
partir du
&partir
du 1"
janvier 1953.
3
3
0,75
Jusqu'A In
parution
Jusqu'i
la parution
d'un avis
avi du C.C.1.R.,
C.C.I.R.,
aucun
aucun chiffre de toldtolerance
rance plus severe
sever no
pourra figurer
figurer da
diuui
est&
colonne.
tte eolonme.

Renvois.
Renvoh.

' 11 eat reconnu que certains
1)Il est
certains pays 6prouveront
eprouveront des
des difficultd
difficult& pour
6quiper avant
avant
pour dquiper
1953 tous
lcurs navires
1953
tous lours
navires avec du mathriel
materiel qui satisfasse
satisfasse A
Ala
la tolerance
inciiquee; cependant
cependant
tolerance indiquee;
ilil eat
eat domande
demand6 &
d'achever la
I ces pays d'achever
Is transformation
transformation n6cessaire
neceasaire le
le plus
telt possible.
possible.
plus tot
i) Pour
lea emetteurs
emetteurs des stations fixes
"
Pour lea
fixes actuellement
en fonctionnement
fonctionnement at
actuellement en
et ayant
ayant une
une
puiaance
la tolerance
puissance comprise
comprise entre 200 et 500 watts,
watts, In
tolerance de
0,02% eat
eat temporairement
de 0,02%
temporairement
maintenue.
m aintenue.

*' Pour
categorie, Is
la date limit.)
limit du 1I" janvier
"
Pour cette
cette categorie,
janvier 1953
1953 eat
eat reportee
report& jusqu'k
jusqu'a in date

la date
A laquelle
laquelle le
des radiocommunicatione
radiocommunications de la prochaine
le Reglement
Reglement des
prochaine Conference
sera mis
mis
Conf6rence sora
ea
en application.
applica tion.
"'
Dans cet
cette
ette catdgorie,
"Dana
te bande
band. et pour cate
categorie, il
eat reconnu
reconnu que
que certainr
certain' pays
pays no
sont
il eat
ne sont
pas
sdrs
que leur
leur matAriel
pie wars que
materiel pourra satifaire
satisfaire a
I une tolerance
plus severe
severe que
que celle
fix6e
tolerance plus
celle
fix6e
pour In band°
bande 30-100
30-100 Mc/s;
cependant, cer
s'efforceront d'utilier
pour la
Mc/s; cependaut,
co pays
pays s'efforceront
d'utiliser du
du mat6riel
materiel
satisfaiant A
tolerance de la bande
satisfaisant
Ila
In tOlerance
bands 100-500
100-500 Mc/s.
Mc/s.
'" Dans
Dans le
bandes de
de frequencee
E et F, il eat reconnu
"
lee band&
frequences E
reconnu qu'il existe
existe des
des emetteurs
dmetteurs de
de
a
categorie
4, fonctionnant
fonctionnnt par
impulsions, pour lesqueb
In categorie 4,
par impuisiorus,
lesquels in
no peut
pout pa
pas 6tre
Stre
la tolerance
tolranc e ne
phus advise
evre que 0,5%.
plus
0,5%.
) Les
Lea variations
de frequence
variations de
frequence doivent
doivent etre
etre mesurees
mesurees au cours d'une periods
periode aae
dcpmant
deponent pas dix minutes I
du debut
debut d'une
d'une 6mission.
emission.
&partir du
Toutefoil,
applicable qu'
ux emetteurs
Toutefois, cette
cette disposition
disposition n'est applicable
qu'aux
emetteurs en service
service avant
le
avant Ie
1- janvier 1950
et jusqu'A
rcmplacement par du materiel moderne,
10' janvier
1950 et
jusqu'a leur
leur remplacement
modern°, seulement
seulement
dansla bndes allou6es
maritime, A
dans lea bandes
allouees exclusivement
exclusivement au
an service
service mobile maritime,
k l'exception
des
'exception des
partu de
bandes rserv6es
Emissions radiotdlphoniquae
parties
de ceo
ces band&
reserveee aux emissions
radiothlephoniques des
des navires.
navires. P
Passe as
oe
d6li, lee
la tolnras
de frquence
ou
a
sphcifie devront
&lei,
tolerances do
frEquenee spicifiSee
devront Ote
tre respeetbes
pendant touts
la
reapetde pMendat
t
ate
durse
d'u* finiesion.
dud* d'une
6dmion.
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1989

1947

(App. 3
3 RR)
(Apn.
1

.I

Frequency Bands
Bands
Frequency
and
and
Categories of Stations
Cataorie

1
10 600
So to10
O. Fm
Cl.
10 600
SOO Me/s.
Mels.
5o
60
rsm NV
0. Freon

Tolerances (in
in %)
Tolernes
applicable until
applicable
January lst
let 1953
January
to transmitters
transmitters now
in
use and those to
in use
be
installed before
be installed
let 1950
1950
January lIt

22
0.75
0.75

Tolerances
Tolerances (in %)
applicable:
applicable:
-to new trans-to
mitters
installed
mitters installed
after January
let 1950;
1st
-to all trans-to
mitters after
after
mitters
January lst
let 1953
January

33
0.75
Until C.C.I.R.
C.C.I.R. opinion
Until
vailable, no closer
is available,
closer
tolerances can be speed
specitolerances
fied for this coumn.
column.
fed

Tolerancm
Notes Referring
Referrig to Table of Tolerances
Notes
s) It
recognized that certain
certain countries will encounter
encounter dificulties
difficulties in fitting, prior to
I)
It is recognised
tolerance;
indiated
1953,
all
their
ships
with
equipment
which
will
satisfy
the
indicated
tolerance; however,
satisfy
will
which
equipment
with
ships
1953, all their
posible.
onversion aas soon
neeesary conversion
it is
requested that these
complete the necessary
soon ma
as possible.
these countries complete
i requested
it
1)
)The
The frequency
of 0.02%
0.02% is
temporarily for fixed station
is maintained temporarily
tolerance of
frequency tolerance
transmitters
now in
operation using
using a
apower
power between
between 200
200 and 500 watts.
in operation
trummitters now

1953, is extended
8
)For
For this
date of
January 1st 1953,
extended until the
the date
of January
final date
the final
category, the
this category,
a)
when
the Radio
Radio Regulations
Conference are
are put into force.
of the next Conference
Regulations of
when the
ae not
recognised that certain
•
this band
certain countries
countries are
band and for this category, it is recognized
) In
In this
that
than
sure
that
their
equipment
a
stricter
frequency
tolerance
than
fixed
tolerance
frequency
stiicter
a
satisfy
can
equipment
their
that
ore
for
Ws band;
band; however,
will endeavour
endeavour to satisfy the
theme countries will
however, these
30-100 Mc/s
the 30-100
for the

Me/.
tolerance
tolerance for the band 100-500 Me/s.

puls
there ar
" In
E and F
recognized that there
are in service in category
category 4
4 pubs
F it is recognised
bands E
s)
In bands
0.5%.
transmitters
which
cannot
meet
tolerances
closer
than
0.5%.
toleranes
nmitters
tr
F requeney deviations
are to
to be
over a
period not exceeding ten minutes
minutes
a period
meamisrd over
be meastwed
deviation are
* Frequeney
from
emission.
cmmencment of an emisson.
born the commencement
This provision,
transmitters in service
service before
before January
applicable only to transmitters
however, is applicable
provision, however,
This
let, 1950
the replacement
equipment, and
tranmitter by modern equipment,
replacement of these transmitters
until the
and until
1950 and
let,
only in
mobile bknds,
bends, and
parts of these bands as
such parts
excepting such
and excepting
maritime mobile
exclusive maritime
in exclusive
only
specified
are reserved
reserved for
the frequency
tolerances specified
frequency tolerance
Thereafter the
radiotelephony. Thereafter
ship radiotelephony.
for ship
ae
emimai
shall ba
be
adhered to during the whole period
period of an emission.
he adhered

1990

TREATIES
TREATIES

[63 STAT.
STAT.
[63

(App. 4
4RR)
(App.
KR)

APPENDICE 4.
APPENDICE
Tableau des tolerances
tolerances pour I'intensiti
Tableau
Pintensite des
des harmoniques
et des
des
harmoniques et
emissions parasites
1)
parasites 1)
(voir
17)
(voir Particle
I'article 17)

Bande de frequencee
Banda
friguences

10-30 000 ke/s
kois

Tolerances
Tolerances
La puisance
puissance J)
2) d'un harmonique
harmonique ou
ou d'une
d'une 6mision
emission
parasite
parasite doit
doit 6tre
etre inferieure
inferieure d'au moms
40 decibels
moins 40
d6cibela i
la puissance
puissance de la fondamentale
fondamentale et
et ne
ne doit
en
doit en
auoun
&noun cas
cu etre sup6rieure
superieure aA200
200 milliwatta.
milliwatta. 8

h)
Pour es stations mobiles, on e'efforcera
s'efforcera d'atteindre
I
) Pour lea
d'atteindre autant
autant que
quo posible
possible le
lea
clhiffrs indigoes.
indiqu&.
ehiffrea
) La puimance ici eonsid6r6e eat la puisance
2)La puissance ici consider& ert
puissance fournie &
Il'antenne
l'antenne sr
sur Is
frequent*
Is fr6queno
de rharmonique
l'armnonique ou
remission parasite.
ou de
de I'6mission
paraite.

*)Gate
Cette derriere
derniAr limite
limits se
a rapporte
rannortea I1.
i&
..
--..
la puissance
tnoyenne.

8)

---1 - -- - -- F·

UNYsCS

c.~

I

6': S
STAT.
MUILTILATERAL-TELECo
11M'NICATIONS-OCT.
'6:3
TAT. I NI
ULT ILATE RAL— TELECONIMUNICATION
S— OCT . 2, 1947

(App.
(
App. 4
4 RR)

APPENDIX 4
4
APPENDIX
Table of
of Tolerances
of Harmonics
Tolerances for the Intensity of
Harmonics and
Emissions')
Parasitic Emissions
'

(See article
(See
17)
article 17)

Frequency Band
Frequency

Tolerances
Tolerances

10 to 30 000 ke/s
ken

The power "
2) of a
parasitic emission
emission
a harmonic
harmonic or aa parasitic
must be at least 40 db below the power
power of the
fundamental, and in no case shall
fundamental,
shall it be above
above 2(X)
200

milliwatts. *)
i)
s practicable,
1) For mobile stations, endeavour
endeavour will be
be made,
made, as far as
practicable, to reach
the figures specified.
antenna on
the frequency
frequency
')2) The power here referred
referred to is the power supplied to the antenna
on the
of the harmonic
harmonic or of the parasitic emission.
emision.

"*The latter limiting figure refers to the mean
mean power.

21

1991
1991 •

1992

TREATIES
TREATIES

[63 STAT.
STAT..

(Aim.
(Am I
* lita)
K)

APPENDICE 6.
5.

Bandes de fregnences
frequences necessaires
ncessaires pour
pour certain'
certain
types de radiocommunications
types
radiocommunication&
La largeur de la bande de frequences
frequences necessaire
necessaire a
l'ensemble d'une liaison, yy compris
remetteur et
et le
le recepteur,
recepteur,
compris l'emetteur
pour la reproduction
pour
reproduction convenable
convenable aa la
la reception
reception des
des informainformations
tions transmises, n'est pas necessairement
qui permet
permet
n6cessairement celle
celle qui
d'evaluer le brouillage
brouillage cause
une emission.
emission.
cause par
par une
Pour la
determination de cette
Ia determination
cette largeur
largeur de
de bande
bande nenecessaire, le tableau
tableau suivant peut
peut etre pris
comme guide.
guide.
pris comme
Dans
Dana la redaction
redaction du tableau,
lea notations
notations qui
qui
tableau, les
ete utilisees:
suivent ont eta
utilisees:
B =
B
= vitesse
vitesse telegraphique
telegraphique en
en bauds.
bauds.
N
N-=
—
T

nombre
maximum possible des elements
nombre maximum
elements "noirs
"noirs et
et
blancs" aa transmettre
transmettre par seconde
blancs"
seconde dans les
lea cas
cas du
du
fac-simile
fac-simile et de la television.
television.

M =
= frequence
frequence maximum de modulation,
M
modulation, en
en cycles
cycles par
par
seconde.
D
- moitie de la difference
D =7.
difference entre
lea valeurs
valeurs maximum
entre les
maximum
et minimum
minimum de la frequence
frequence instantanee;
et
instantanee; D
D eat,
est,
suivant le
le cas, plus grand que 2M, plus grand
suivant
que
grand que
Nou
La frequence
— ou plus
plus grand que B. La
frequence instantanee
instantanee

est
vitesse de variation de
eat la vitesse
la phase.
phase.
de la
tt =
=--- duree de l'impulsion, en
en seconde.
secondes.
K
un facteur
facteur numerique
numerique general
K =
= un
general qui depend
depend de
de
i'emission;
il
depend
de la distorsion admissible
remission;
admissible du
du
signal et, en television, du temps
perdu dans
dans les
lea
temps perdu
signuux
signaux de synehronisaon.
83rnehroniaation.

i]3 STAT.]
03
STAT.]

MI'LTILATERAL-TELECO(IMMUNICATIONS-OCT.
NIULTILATERAL--TELECOMMUNICATIONS- OCT. 2,
2, 1947
1947

(App.
RR)
(App. S
S RR)

APPENDIX 6
5
APPENDIX

Band of Frequencies
Required for Certain Types
Frequencies Required
Types of
of
Radiocommunication.
Radiocommunication.
The width
width of the frequency
frequency band which is necessary
necessary in the overall
The
system,
system, including
including both the transmitter
transmitter and the receiver,
receiver, for
for the
the
proper
reproduction at the receiver of the desired
proper reproduction
desired information, does
not necessarily
necessarily indicate
indicate the interfering
interfering characteristics
characteristics of
of an
an
emission.
For the determination
determination of this necessary bandwidth, the following
following
table may be considered
considered as a
a guide.
In the formulation of the table, the following
terms have
have
following working
working terms
been employed:
employed:

B
B =
= Telegraph
Telegraph speed
speed in
in bauds.
bauds.
Maximum possible
—
= Maximum
possible number of black plus white
white eleTTN =
-aiu
ments to be transmitted
transmitted per second,
second, in facsimile
facsimile
and television.
M =
=Maximum
modulation frequency
frequency expressed
Maximum modulation
in
expressed in
cycles per second.
second.
D =
between the maximum
= Half the difference
difference between
maximum and
minimum values of the instantaneous
instantaneous frequencies;
frequencies;
D being greater
greater than
greater than
than Nor
or greater
greater
than 2M,
2M, greater
than B, as the case may be. Instantaneous
Instantaneous frequency is the rate
phase.
rate of
of change
change of
of phase.

tt =
= Pulse length expressed
expressed in
in seconds.
seconds.
= An overall numerical
K =
numerical factor
which differs
differs accordfactor which
accorddepends upon the
ing to the emission and depends
allowable
the allowable
signal distortion
distortion and, in television, the time lost
lost
from the inclusion
inclusion of a
signal.
a synchronizing
synchronizing signal.

1993
1993

1994
1994

[63. S
TA1'.
[63
STAT.

TREATIES
TREATIES

(App. 55 RR)
RR)
(App.

Tableau
Tableau des largeurs de bande necessaires.
necessaires.

I
I

Exemples
Description
et classe de
remission

Largeur de bande
necessaire en
cycles par seconde

Designstion de
remission

Detaili

I. MODULATION
MODULATION D'AMPLITUDE
D'AMPLITUDE

Telegraphie
T6legraphie
aondes
A
entretenuss
entretenues

BK
BK
K
K =
= 5
5 pour
pour les
lcs liaisons
liaisons
affectkes
d'evaaffectces d'cvanouissemcnts.
nouisscments.

Morse a
Code Morse
A25 mots
mots
par
B =
20, la
la
par minute,
minute, B
= 20,
largcur
est
largcur de
de bande
bande est
100 c/s.
100
c/s.

0.1A1
0,1AI

K
- 33pour
K =
pour les
liaisons
les liaisons

une transmission
Pour une
transmission
multiplex
a. 44voics,
voies, avec
multiplex A
avec
un
a776(lmcnts,
elements, 60
60
un code
code A
mots
mots par
par minute
mintle et
ct par
par
voic:
voie:
B=
= 170,
K =
= 5,
5, Ia
B
170, K
l1
largeur de
de bilnde
bande est
largeur
cst
850
c/s.
850 c/s.

0,85A 11

Code Morse
Morse A
a25
25 mots
mots
Code
minute avec
par minute
une fr6freavec une
quence
quence de modulation
modulation de
de
11000
000 c/s.
cis. B
B - 20,
la
20, la
largeur de
de bande
est
largeur
bande est
2
2 100 cis.
c/s.

2,1A2
2,1A2

A
Al1
sans evanouissements.
ments.

Telegraphie
T6l6graphie
modulee A
frequence
frequence
audible

A2

Telkphonie
Telephonie
commerciale
commerciale
A3
A3

itadiodiffusion
iadiodiffusion
A3
A3

BK
BK +
+ 2M
2M
K =
K
- 5
5 pour les liaisons
liaisons
affectees
affect6es d'evanouissements.
nouissemcnts.

K =
- 33pour les liaisons
liaisons
evanouissesans 6vanouissements.

M pour les emissions
M
Emissions aA Telephonic
Teldphonie ordinaire
ordinaire b
bande laterale
laterale unique. bande
band laterale
unique:
laterale unique:

211
2.1/ pour les emissions
emissions A
a
double bande
bande laterale.
latkrale.
2M
2M

M
000.
lM
33000.
Telephonic
de haute
haute
T6leplionic de
quake
qualit6 a
bande laterale
laterale
a bande
unique:
unique .:M
M = 44000.
000.
M
peut varier
varier entre
MApeut
entro
44000
000 ct
et 10
scion
10 000
000 selon
la qualit6
qualito desiree.
d&sir6e.
,

.

-

3A3a
3A3a

4A3a
4A3a
SA3
8A3

20A3
20A3
20A3
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Table of
of Necessary
Ilanchkidthm
Necessary Iandwidths
Table
Examples
Necessary
Bandwidth
Necessary Bandwidth
in
per Second
Second
in Cycles
Cycles per

Description
Description
and Class of
Emission

Details
Detail

DesignsDesignaof
tion of
Emission
Emi-ion

1.
MODULATION
I. ANINATUDE
AMPLITUDE MODULATION
.

Continuous
Continuous
wave
wave

circuits
K =
for fading
fading circuits
= 5
5 for
K

wor(d
Morse code
code at
25 words
at 25
Morse
per
minute, B
B -= 20,
20,
per minute,
Bandwidth: 100
100 c/s
cis
Bandwidth:

K
= 33for
non-fading
for non-fading
K =
circuits
circuits

Four
channel multiplex,
multiplex,
Four channel
7
unit code,
per
iO words
words per
code, 60
7 unit

BK
BK

Telegraphy
Telegraphy

Al
Al

O.IAI
0.1A 1

minute
per channel,
channel,
minute per

B -= 170,
170, K
5,
K =
- 5,
B
Bandwidth:
850 c/s
cis
Bandwidth: 850

BK +
+ 2
M
2M
Telegraphy
Telegraphy
5 for fading circuits
K
K =
=5
modulated
at
modulated at
audio
frequency
audio frequency
A2
A2

Commercial
Commercial
Telephony
Telephony
A3

Broadcasting
Broadcasting

3 for non-fading
K =
non-fading
K
- 3
circuits
circuits

M, for
for single
sideband
single sideband
At,
2M,
double sideband
sideband
for double
2M1f, for

2M

A3
A3

Morse code
words
25 words
code at 25
Morse
per minute
minute with
with I1000per
cycle
cycle tone,
tone,
B =
B
- 20,
20,
Bandwidth:2
100 cis
c/8
2 100
Bandwidth:

Forordinarysinglesideband
For ordinary single sideband
telephony,
M =3
3000
telephony, .1
For
single
high-quality single
For high-quality

2.1A2
2.1A2

3A3a

sideband telephony,
telephony,
sideband
M =
-4 4000
000
M

4A3a
4A3a

M
may vary
between
vary between
M may
4000
000 depending
depending
10000
and 10
4 000 and

8A3
8A3

quality desired.
upon
desired.
the quality
upon the

i---45_ 45_
81939 0-520-52—PT.
PT. II
81939

0.85A1
0.85A1

to
20A3
20A3

1995
1995

1996
1996

TREATIES
TREATIES
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(App.
5 RR)
RR)

Exemples
•
Description
Description
et class°
clase de
remission
I'lminaion

Lemur de
Largeur
de bande
bande
necessaire en
nkceaRaire
cycle.
seconde
cycles par rcconde

Details
D6tailh

DesignsDeignation de
do
remission
I'6miasion

Fac-simile
FP-aimi16

Onde porteuse
modulee i
modulee
&
frequenee
frequence
audible et
et
manipules
manipul&e

KN
KN
T

+
+ 2M
2M

K -.... 1,5
K
16

IA
Lc nombre total
total d'ed'e16ments d'image
lements
d'image (noire
(noirs et
et
blancs)
soblancs) transinis
tranLqwni par
par socondc eat
condo
eat cgal
egal A
ala
la cireirconference
cylindre
confercenc du
du cylindre
(hauteur de
de l'image)
l'imagc)
multipli|o par
multiplike
par lo
le nombre
nombre
de lignes
de
lignes par
par unite
unitE de
longueur
longueur et par
la vitesse
par la
vitecse
do
de rotation
rotation du
du cylindre
cylindre
en tours par
par seconde.
seconde.

A4
A4

Diametro
Diametre du
du eylindre:
cylindre:
TO
70 nun.
mm.
Nombre
lignes par
Nombre do lignes
par
mm: 3,77.
3.77.
Vitacwe du
Vitesse
du cylindre:
cylindre: I
1
tour
Fretour par
par tieeonde.
meeondc. FrCquence
quence de modulation:
modulation:

11ROO
800 c/s. La largeur
largeur do
do
bando
band() eat
cat 33GOO
600 +
+ 11242
242
- 44842
842 cis.
c/s.

Tddviaion
Television
AS
AS

KN
KN
T
T
K ..
- 1,5 (cod
K
(coc tient
tient
eompte dea
coinpte
des signaux
signaux
synclronisatiion
de synchronisation
et
at des camel&
caract6ristique
ristiqueto imposees
i;mpos"es
filtres).
aux filtres).
Note: Cetto bande
Noto:
bande peut
peut
etre convcnableconvenablement reduite
went
reluite loralorstimploie une
qu'on umploie
une
transminsion
transmission A
A
hande aaymr
&Byrnetrique.

4,84A4
4,84A4

Le nombro
nombru total
total d'eled'WlMments
d'imnac (mars
menta d'irnage
(nuirs et
ct
blanes)
blanes) transtnis
par se.
transria par
s.conde (Rst
condo
out egal
au nombru
egal au
nombru
de' lignts
ligns (dont
de
dont cat
cat corncornpomee
image, mulmutIxm6e chaque
chaqnue image,
tiplie pat lo
le nombre
nombre
d'ElOmenta
irelements par
par ligne
lignc et
et
par le
lc nombre
nombre d'iinagae
d'imagts
transmia par seconde.
transmis
seconde.
Nombro
do Noes
Nombre de
lignes - f0.
500.
Nombre d'lInmenta
Nombre
d'elernenta par
par
ligne - 500.

li g
ne ''' 5°0 '
Nomhre d'images par
Nombre
secondo -—. 2.
second()
25.

La largeur de
de bande
La
hande eat
eat
environ
environ 99 Mcia.
NMc/a.

9000A6
9000A6
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Examples
Examples
Description
Description
and Class of
Emission
Emission

Necessary Bandwidth
Bandwidth
Necessary
in
Second
in Cycles per Second

Facsimile

—7'

tone
by ton,
lated by
and by keying
keying

K K

DesignaDesignation of
of
Emission
Emission

The
The total
total number
number of picture
elements (black
k
black and
ture elements
and
white)
per
white) transmitted
transmitted per
second - the
circumHecond
the circumference
cylinder
ference of
of the
the cylinder
(height of picture)
picture) X
X
(height
number
of lines per unit
number of
length
of rotarotaX speed of
length X
tion
in revolurevolucylinder in
tion of
of cylinder
tions per second
second
Diameter
cylinder
Diameter of
of cylinder
rnm.
- 70
70 mm.

KN
K,V
2M
- — + 2M

Carrier
moduCarrier modu-

Details

1.5

A4

Number
linen per
mmu
Number of lines
per mm
-•.• 3.77
3.77
Speed of
of rotation
rotation 1
1turn
turn
Sleed

KN
KN

Television
Television

T

A5

K - 1.5 (this allows
allows for
K
synchronization and
and
synchronization
filter shaping)

This band can be
Note: This
appropriately reduced
reduced
appropriately
when asymmtletrical
asymmetrical
when
transiniasion is
is ememtransinim.ion
ployed.
ployed.

I

per
per second
second
Frequency
modulation
of modulation
Frequency of
cis
- I 1800
800 c/s
Bandwidth:
+
Bandwidth: 33600 +
1
842 cis
c/s
1 242
242 - 44842

4.84A4
4.g4A4

The total
of picpicnumber of
total number
The
ture
(black and
and
ture elements
elements (black
per
transmitted per
white) transmitted
second *.
the number
number of
of
- tlhe
merolld
lines
iliage
liner forming
forming each image
X
number of elements
elements
X numlnwr
per line
X number
of picpicnumler of
per
line X
tures transmitted
per
transmitted per
tures
second.
second.
Number
lines - 500
of lines
Number of
Number of elements
elernents
Numnlr
per line
line -•
- 500
500
per
Number of
per
pictures per
of pictures
Number
second
- 25
Fecond —
Bandwidth: approxiapproxiBandwidth:
mately
mately 99 Mcis
Mc/s

9
9 000A5
000A5

1997

1998
1998
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(
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Exemples
Exemples
Description
Description
et classe de
de
remission
'dmission

-

Largeur
Largeur de bande
bande
necessaire en
nccssaire
cycles par seconde
seconde

Details

DesignsDdsignade
tion do
remission
I'mission

.

II. MODULATION
MODULATION DE FREQUENCE
FREQUENCE
Telegraphie
Telegraphie
deplacepar d6placement de
frequence
fr6quence
Fl

Telephonie
Tlephonie
commerciale et
commercials
radiodiffusion
radiodiffusion

F3

Fac-uimil6
Fae-simile

BK +
+ 2D
2D
BK

Pour une transmission
transmission
multiplex ak44voies, avec
un code A
a77elements, 60
60
mote
mots par minute et par
voie, B
170, D
D - 425,
425,
B - 170,
et K - 5; la largeur
largeur de
bando
bande ect
eat 1
cis.
1 700 c/s.

K - 55pour lea liaisons
affectees
affectees d'evanouissements.
3 pour les liaisons
K - 3
liaisons
sans 6vanouiseevanouissements.

2M +
+ 2DK
2M
2DK

Pour un cas moyen
moyen de
de
telephonie
telephonic commerciale
commerciale
avec D
D - 15
15 000,
000,
avec

Is telephonie
cornPour la
telephonie commerciale K - 1.
merciale
1. Pour
Pour
des transmissions
transmissions de
haute qualitk,
qualite, des
haute
des valeurs
grandes de K peuplus grandee
peuvent etre
6tre necessaires.
neceasaires.

M - 33000, la largeur
largeur de
bande
bande eat 36 000
cis.
000 c/s.

KN
KN + 2M +
+ 2D
2D
—
K
1,5
K —
- 1.5

Nombre
Nombre de lignes
ignea par
mm: 3,77.
3,77.
mm:
Vitesse
Vitesee du cylindre:
cylindre: 1
1
tour par seconde.
seconde. Fr&
Frequence
quence de modulation:
modulation;
1 800 e/s,
1
cis, D -.* 10 000 cis.
c/s.
bande eat
La largeur de bande
eat
approximativement
approximativement
25 000 e/a
25
c/a.

-

L~

36F3

(voir fac-simile, modulation d'amplitude).
d'amplitude).
Diametre
Diametre du cylindre:
cylindre:
70 mm.
ram.

T

F4
F4

1,7F1
1,7F1

I

25F4
26F4

63
63 STAT.]
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Examples
Exaniplea
Description
and Class of
Emission

Necessary Bandwidth
in Cycles per Second
Second
Detail
Details

DesignaDesignation of
of
Emission

I1. FREQUENCY
FREQUENCY MODULATION
II.
MODULATION
Frequencyshift
Telegraphy
Telegraphy

BK + 2D
BK
K
K =
= 55 for fading
fading circuits
circuits
K -= 3
3 for non-fading
non-fading
circuits

Fl

Commercial
Telephony and
Telephony
Broadcasting

F3

Facsimile
Facsimile

F4
4

2M+
2M
+ 2DK
2DK
commercial telephoFor cominercial
telepho= 1.
highny, K
K =
1. For highfidelity transmission,
transmission,
higher values of K may
may
be necessary

KN
KN
A

+ 2M
+ 2D
+
2M ±
2D

T
K =1.5
-1.5

Four-channel multiplex
with 7-unit
7-unit code.
60 words per minute
channel
per channel
B -170
= 170
B
K
K-5= 5
425
D =
-425

Bandwidth: 11700 c/a
Bandwidth:
el

1.7F1

For an average
of
average case of
commercial telephony
telephony
commercial
with
with
1) -= 15 000
D
M -= 3
3 000
Bandwidth:
Bandwidth: 36 000 c/s
c/s

36F3

(See facsimile, amplitude
(See
modulation)
modulation)
Cylinder diameter
diameter -70
...70
mm
mm
Lines per
per mm..3.77
mm-3.77
Cylinder
Cylinder speed -1 rps
Modulation
tone.Modulation tone1
c/s
1 800 c/s
D -= 10 000 c/s
c/e
Bandwidth: 25
c/s
Bandwidth:
25 000 c/e
(approximately)
(approximately)

26F4
25F4

1999

2000
2000

TREATIES
TREATIES

163 STAT.
STAT.
f63

(App. 66RR)
RR)
(App

I

I

Examples
Desetiption
et clam de
remi's eion

Largeur de bend*
neocesaire en
cycles par seo3nde

Details

Designstion de
remission

HI.
MISSIONS PAR
PAR IMPULSIONS
Il E
EMISSIONS
IMPULSIONS
Impuion
Impulsions
non modulee
modulees
PO

Impulsions
ImpulioMn
modulees
modulde
1P2 on P3
P2aoo
P3

2K
K
2
2-—
t
t
varie entre 11et
K vane
et 10
10
solvent
deformation
uivant la d6formation
admissible d'une
crune impulsion rectangulaire
rectangulaire dans
dan
ehaque cas
cheque
cas particulier.
Dana beaucoup
can, il
beaucoup de
de cas,
il
n'est pas necessaire
neceasaire de
donner
donner AK
K dee
des valeurn
valeurs
up6rieure A
superieures
&6.

La
largeur de
Ls largeur
de bande
yule
bande varie
avec la
avec
lee types
types de modulmodulation, dent
grand nomcorndont tux
n grand
bre
bra bont
tont encore &
it Mat
1'tat
eaperinmextaL
aphrimentaL

Avec t
X 1010 -1
t -... 3
3 X
K
K -... 66
la
largeur de bande
Is largeur
bands eat
est
10. c/s.
44 X
X 10'

-

44000P0
000PO

-
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RR)
5 RR)
(App. 5

Examples
Examples
Description
Description
and Class of
of
Emission
Emission
Emission

Necessary Bandwidth

Necessary Bandwidth
M Cycles
per Second
Second
in
Cycles per

Details
Details

ei
DesignsDeion
oof
tion of
tion
Emission
Emission

III.
111. PULSE
PULSE EMISSIONS
EMISSIONS

Unmodulated
Unmodulated
pulse
pulse
PO
PO

Modulated
Modulated
pulse
pulse
P2 or
P3
P2
or P3

K
2—
-K3
i

K
K varies
K
varies from
10
from I1to
to 10
according to the
according
the permispermissible deviation
sible
deviation in
in each
each
particular case
particular
case from
from aa
rectangular
pulse shape.
shape.
rectangular pulse
In
In many
many cases
cases the
the value
value
of K
K does
does. not
not need
need to
to
exceed 6.
6.
exceed

The
bandwidth depends
depends
The bandwidth
upon the
the particular
particular types
upon
types
of
used,
of modulation
modulation used,
many of
of these
being still
still
many
these being
the development
development stage.
stage.
in the

t
x 1010 -4
t .= 3 X
K - 6
K..
Bandwidth:
Bandwidth: 4
4X
x 10'
10° c/s
cis

4
000P0
4 000PO

2001

2002

TREATIES
TREATIES
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APPENDICE 6.
Documents,
de service.
service.
Documentb de
(voir les articles
articles 10,
11 et
et 20)
20)
10, 11

Ltote L
Liste
1. Liste Internationale des fr6quence.
frequences.

Dates
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Lite IL Nomenclatnre
Ude
Nomenclature des
stations fix.
fixes.
des statioms
(Index A
a la liste
like des
des frequences
lea stations
stations fixes
fixes
fr6quences pour les
mentionnees
mentionn6es dans la
la hate
liste I).
I).

Index alphabetique
alphabetique des stations
stations rangees:
rang6es:
a)
a) par stations
Station

Indicatif d'appel 1)

Fr6quenoe
ke/s on Me/e

1

2

2

) L'indicatif
L'indiatif d'appel
d'appd dititif
1)
distinetif de ehaque
cheque frquence
frequenee doit
dolt /are
indique en
en face
ism de
oette
tme indiqu6
de eette
friquenoe.
pays
b) par pas
Station

Indicatif
d'appel 0

Frequenas
kcie Ou mos

2

3

1

'"1)L'iadiWtif
'
L'indieatii

iniquanee.

. Observations
4

d'appd
d'appel di'tinotif
diatinetif dee cheque
friquenoe doit
indiqu6 ea
de eetto
ehaque fr6quence
doit *tie
Wte indiqu6
ea face
fae de
ette

lste
Nosmnclatur des stations de rudiodiffusk
Lists Im
M. Nomenclature
racliodilfusiss.

1

PartieA. Indz
alphalbtiquedes
Pattie
Index alphabitique
Cl.. stations.
stations.

I station
tatioo
Nom de Is
1

1

I

Indieatif
d'apped
IndiRaif d'appe
2
2

1

Voir parti
B p~
pap
Voir
pwrtseB
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List IL List of Fixed Stations
Stations

(Index
(Index to the List of Frequencies
Frequencies of fixed stations
stations shown in List I).
I).
Alphabetical
index of stations arranged:
arranged:
Alphabetical index
a) by
stations
a)
by stations

Station

Call sign I)

Frequency
Ws or WM

1

2

3

I
) The distinguishing
distinguishing cll
call sign of each frequency
frequency must be indicated
indicated opposite
opposite this
this
>)
frequency.

b)
b) by countries

Call sign

Station

1)

Frequency
Ws or Mcla

Remarks

3

4

2

1

1) The distinguishing
distinguishing call sign of each frequency
frequency must be indicated opposite this
i)
frequency.
frequency.

List
Stations
Broadcasting Stations
List IIL List of Broadcasting

Part
Alphabetical index
index of
of stations.
stations.
A. Alphabetical
Part A.

Nam
of the station
station
Namo of

Call
sign
Caollsi

B
Part B
8See Part
page
PIP

11

22

33

2005

2006
2006
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BR)

signaUltiqu des stations.
Partie B. Etat signalitique
1° Stations
Statiotn de radiodiffusion
radiodiffusion a
modulation d'amplitude, stir
wide:
d modulation
sur onde
kilometriques, hectomdtriques
hectomitriques ou
kilom6trique,
ou decamitriques.
decamitrique.
f Nom du pays
1
iphatiq.
Py
tion }
du
S la station
{Nom
rotion
par ord
ordre
1Nam
Nom de [
jPar
=dr* aphaidtique
odPlubdtique.

}

I
Latitude et
it
longitude
longitude
de l'antenl' ant
ende

Inc&
IndiNom de la
calif
Frequencee
Nomr
Is
catif
Frtquences
station
d'appel
d'appel
kohl
kc/s
ne dmettrino
1)
1)
ce
ce en degr
degres
et minutes
minutes
et
1
I
1
1)

2
2

3
3

.

Nom et achesadrsse
e de l'admil'adminietration ou
niatration
ou ObeerOberde1'entrepria
l'entrepriee vations
de
'ations
effectuant
effectuant
1'Amiuion
l'dmiesion
.

Pu-

noe

" me

an

en

kW

4
4

5

.

66

7
7

L'indicatif d'appel
d'appe ditinctif
tr indiqut
L'indicatd
diatinctif de chaque
cheque frlquenoe
friquence doit etre
face de
de
indiqud en fa

eet
frqueneo
eetts fr6quenee.

22°° Stations
d modulation
modulation de frquence.
Stations de radiodiffusion
radiodiffusion d
friquance.
fNom du nays
1p
du tnatiynr
Nom
Noa
i de
idraio n I}P
pr
Nom
[a station
ar oalre
"din

do 1*
II Nom
Nom de
de la
nation
station

c-

..
IndiIndicatif
eati
d'appel
d'appel

--

Latitude et
it
Latitude

Fliquencas
Fr6quences
Mc&
Me/e

'
P.
Pu-

longitude
longitude

uts

ance
M I5
en
kW

de
de l'antenl'antenno imettrine
dmettri-

"

a

ce en degrd
oe
degas
it minutes
minutes
et
1
I

2
2

-

---

3
-

4

A

e
PhabdtiquIL
al;&rwtirwe

a

I

et adre
&dragNom et
see de l'admi'adminiatration ou
ou
nistrtion
°bierObser
de
de l'entreprise
l'entrepris vations
vations
effectuant
effectunt
Ilmiseion
I'nmiion

-5

6
6
6

7
7

$* Stations
Station de tMlv6ilon.
a°
taivirion.
Nom
raye
N du
du}on
Ppb
No de
{fNOM
de fa station
tstt= I
jP
Pt wdre
atr allthabilkm
51pbfb qws.
ar

-

FrIgssuces
Nom de Is
statics

Iadicatif
d'appel

Limit*
des vot'es
Me*

I

2

3

portoose do
Is telicrision
140

Portman
du sou
blicis

4

6

Latitude et
longitude de
Naomi)
knettri
ee
en degede *
minutia
a
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Part B. Particulars
Particulars of stations.
Part
stations.

1.
LF, MF
MF and
and HF
stations using AM.
1. LF,
HF broadcasting
broadcasting stations
AM.
fName
Name of
the country
of the
country 1- alphabe
l
(Names
stations'order.
in
Names of
of the
the stations)
in alphabetical
alpabeticl

Name of
of
the station
station

Call
sign
il

Frequenciea
quencies
kc/e
kc/s

1
1

22

33

u

Latitude
Latitude
and longitude of the Power
Power
transmitting
transmitting
kW
antenna, in
degrees
and
degrees and
minutes
minutes

4
4

ordr.
order.
Name and
address
address of
the adminisadminiatration or
or
operating
agency
agency

5

Remarks
Remarks

I

6
6

7
7

The identifying
frequency must be shown opposite that frequency
identifying call sign of each frequency

2. FM broadcasting
broadcastingstations.
stations.

Name of the country
1
'Name
country }
Names of
the stations
alphabetical orer.
oraer.
Names
of the
stations) in
in alphabetical

Name of
the station

Call
sign

Frequenciee
Mc/a

Latitude
and longitude of the
transmitting
antenna, in
degrees and
minutes

1

2

3

4

Power
kW

Name and
address of
the administration or
operating
agency

5

8

Remarks

7

S. Television
Television broadcasting
3.
broadcasting stations.
stations.
Name of the country
:
gg
(Names o
|Names
oft
theett.al5)
stations
{g
=eoff

c

i

inialpabetical
alphabetical order.
order.
Frequencies
Frequencies

Name
Name
of the
station

Call sign

1

22

Channel
limits
Mc/8
Me/s

3
3

Television
carrier
carrier
Mc/s
Mcs

Sound
Sound
carrier
carrier
Mc/s

4
4

55

Latitude and
longitude
of the
transmitting
transmitting
antenna, in
degrees and
and
minutes
minutes
66

2007,
2007.

2008
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(App.

Puissance
Puissance

Chime de
l'emission
Classe
de l'emiaaion

voie
voie
television
tlvision
kW
kW

voie
sn
son
kW

voie
t1vision
television

7
7

88

99

voie
son

Nom et
Nom
et
adresse
adree de
radministraI'adminintration ou
on de
de
tion
rentreprise
I'entreprise
effectuant
effectuant
I'emiasion
remission

ObservaObservation
tions

11
11

12
12

10
10

4°° Stations
d'emission de
Stations d'entission
de fax-simiii.
fac-simile.
fNom du
du pays
pays
Prrelatu
ue .
1Nom
Nom de
de la
la station
station }
} par
P ordre
ordr alphabetiq
alphabetique.

Nom
de
la
dela
I
station

1
1

IndiIndiati
catif
eatif
d'appel
d'appel

22

Frequence
quence
Mc/s
Mcfs

3
3

Latitude et
Nolongitude de
de
longitude
loantenne
l'antenne
n te ne
emettrice,
mettrice,
en degres
et
degrts et
minutes
44

PuisPuissance
sance
en
kW

Chose
Clase
de
de
remisI'emission

Nom et
Nom
et
adresse de
de
adresse
l'administra'administraObserObsertion ou de
vations
l'entreprise
vations
l'entreprise
effectuant
effectuant
I'mission
remission

55

6
6

7
7

88

Liste IV. Nomenclature
Nomenclature des
des stations c6tieres
coffins et
et de
de naire.
navire.

Partie
Partie A. Index alphabetique
alphabitique des
stations c6tieres.
cotieres.
des stations
Nom
Nor de
de is
Is
station
station
1

Indicatif d'appel
d'appel
Indicatif

Voir partie B

Voir partie B
Page

P
22

3
3
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Power

Clam of Emission
Class
Emission

Television
Television
Channel
kW
kW

Sound
Channel
Channel
kW
kW

Television
Channel

Sound
Channel
Channel

7
7

88

99

10

Name and
and
address of
of
the administhe
administration or
tration
or
operating
operating
agency
agency

Remarks
Remarks

11

12
12

4. Facsimile
Facsimile broadcasting
broadcasting stations.
stations.
countm) in aphabeti
alphabetical order.
/Name
of the
ordr.
Mame
aineeofthe
thecountry
ti
of the station
ap
tic order.

INames

Name
of
of the
station

Call
sign
sign

11

22

Latitude
Latitude and
longitude
longitude of
Clam
Class
the transFretransPower
of
quency
mitting
kW
ernisemisMcis
antenna,
Mc/s
Edon
antenna, in
sion
degrees and
degrees
minutes
3
3

44

65

Name
Name and
and
address
address of
the adminiaadminia- Remarks
tration
tration or
operating
operating
agency
agency

66

77

88

List IV.
List of
List
IV. List
of Coast
Coast and
Stations
and Ship
Ship Stations
Part
Alphabetical index of coast
stations.
Part A. Alphabetical
coast stations.
See part B
Name of the station
1
I

Call sign

1

2
2

Page

I
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Partie B. Etat
Partie
signalitigue des
des stations
eatieres.
Etat signaletique
stations c6tihrea.
!Nom du pays

par ordre
alphabetique.
(Noradu
dession}
{Nom
stationspatpar
ordr alphab6tique.

1Nom des stations)

Emission

Service '

=
i

in.

Nom
de la
station si

u

,
a

....

S
a

a
'

E
3

1

4

rs

z

kc/s

2

3

g

:6

6
Es

03

.2.S

Obeervations 7)

0:.
:
0 a
g.°

1
a

ou
Mc/s
1

a
...
Cr 0

2

a)

Cis

12
8

kW
4

5

6

7

8

9

10

" La
frequence normale
de travail
imprimee en caracteres
La frequence
normale de
travail eat
et imprimee
caracteres gras.
gras. Dana
Dana le
le cas
cas de
de la
Is
teliphonie
lea friquences
utilis6es pour
telephonie duplex,
duplex, les
frequences utilisees
la reception
reception sont
indiquees
pour remission
l'cmission et
et la
osnt indiqu6ee
conform6ment

dispositions du
conformement aux dispositions
810 du
du REglement.
Reglement.
du numero
numero 810
) En degres, minutes et secondes
"
secondes (meridien
(meridien de
de Greenwich).
Greenwich).

" Bans le
le cas
1) Dans
cas d'antennes
d'antennes directives, il y
ya
alieu de mentionner,
de l'indicrindicamentionner, au-dessous
au-dessous de
ion de
de la
la puissance,
la direction ou des directions
(ion
puissance, I'azimut
razimut de Is
directions du
gain maximum,
maxim-am, en
en
du gain
degre6
degree a
apartir du Nord vrai, dans le sena
aiguilles d'une
dune montre.
montre.
sens des aiguilles
') Temps _noyen
.noyen de Greenwich
Greenwich (T-M.G.).
(T.M.G.).

4)

') La
La taxe
taxe tlCgraphique
'
telegraphique interieure
interieure du pays
pays dont
dont depend
depend Is
la station
station c6tiere
ditiere et
et la
Is taxe
tan
appliquee
co pays
tlg rammes a
Adestination
destination des
appliqués par
par cc
pays aux telegrammes
des pays
pays limitrophes
limitrophes sont
indiquees
sont indiquee

&
Is presente
prescnte nu;men
b. la fin de Is
nGmenclature.
lature.
Si les
lee comptes
comptes de taxes emit
sont liquide
parune
4'
liquides par
une exploitation
exploitation priv6e,
privee, ily
ily a
lieu d'indiquer,
d'incliquer,
a lieu
Ic
es echeant,
Cchcant, le nom et radrease
le cas
cette exploitation
privee.
Iadresde de
de cette
exploitation prive.
" RPnqeignements
Renseignements particuliers
particuliers concernant
coneernant lea
les heures d'appel
d'appel pour
pour la
la transmission
transmission
6
deF
lea heures pendant
des lists
listes d'appel
d'appel et
et. les
pendant lesquelles
lesquelles les
stations c
catieres
assurent I'6coute
recoute
lea stations
tieres assurent
sur lea diverses
sur les idiverses frtquences,
frequences, etc.
etc.

' Pour
Pour chaque
lea stations c6tieres
cheque pays,
pays, on doit aindiquer la ou les
catieres sur
stir lesquelles
taut
lesquelles iiii faut
diriger
de tinss A
diriger les radiot6lIgrammes
radiotelegrammes destines
aetre
etre tranamis
transmis sur
ondes decametriques
decametriques Adestinadestinasur ondes
tion des navires.
navires.
I)

PartieC.
C. Etat
signaUltique des
Partie
Etat eignalitique
de navire.
des stations
stations de
navire.
renseignements relatifs
Les renseignements
ces stations
stations sont
en
relatifs a
a ces
sont publies
publi6s en
deux ou trois lignes
lignes dans l'ordre
l'ordre suivant:
suivant:
Ire ligne:
- indicatif
indicatif d'appel,
—
d'appel, nom du navire
navire range par
alphabetipar ordre
ordre alphabeti-

2011
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coast stations.
Part B. Particulars
stations.
Particularsof coast
Part

{fName

'Name of
of the
country
the country
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Names of the stations )
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I

99
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10
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"
normal working
working frequency
printed in heavy type. In the
the case
case of duplex
duple:
frequency is printed
") The
The normal
and reception
telephony, frequencies
used for transmission
transmission and
reception are indicated in conformity
conformity
frequencies used
telephony,
with 810.
"
Greenwich in degrees, minutes and
and seconds.
of Greenwich
Meridian of
" Meridian

antennae, indicate under
in the case of directive antennae,
under the power, the azimuth of the
"" In
beginning from true north clockdirection
or directions
directions of
degrees, beginning
maximum gain, in degrees,
of maximum
direction or
wise.
wise.
(G.M.T.).
•
(;reenwich mean time (G.M.T.).
'" Creenwich
he internal
internal telegraph
charge of
of the
which the coast station
station is subject
subject
country to which
the country
telegraph charge
The
'• 'f
and
the charge
charge applied
applied by
by this country
telegrams destined
destined for
for adjacent countries
countries
country to telegrams
and the
are given at
the end of the present List.
at the
are
6)
If the
the accounts
for charges
charges are
name and address
address
private enterprise, the name
are settled by aaprivate
accounts for
*) If
necessary.
of
such private
enterprise should be stated, if necessary.
private enterprise
of such

Special information
the times
times for calling, for the transmission of traffic
traffic
concerning the
information concerning
"" Special
lists,
during which
which the
station keeps
the various
various frewatch on the
keeps watch
coast station
the coast
times during
the times
and the
lists, and
quencies, etc.
etc.
quencies,
s) There
be indicated, for each country, the coast station or coast stations to
There must be
si
transmission to ship stations
frequency transmission
which
intended for high
high frequency
stations must
must
radiotelegramn intended
which radiotelegranis
be sent.

Part C.
Particulars of ship stations.
stations.
C. Particulars
Part
The
information concerning
these stations
is published
published in
in two
stations is
concerning these
The information
or three
order:
in the following order:
lines in
three lines
or
18t
line:
1st line:
call sign,
sign, name
of the
alphabetical order irrespective
irrespective
ship in alphabetical
the ship
name of
-- call

81939 0-52—PT.
II 1----4;
4G
0-52--'T.
81939
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que, sans consideration
consideration de nationality,
nationalite, suivi
suivi de
de l'indicatif
l'indicatif
d'appel en cas d'homonymie;
ce cas,
cas, le
nom
et
d'homonymie; dans ce
le nom et l'indica1'indicatif sont separes par une barre de fraction;
fraction; ensuite,
des notanotaensuite, des
tions de service (voir l'appendice
7) ;
1'appendice 7);
en kW;
kW;
- puissance dans l'antenne
1'antenne en
- metres-amperes,
metres-amperes, entre parentheses, pour
pour la frequenc.e
frequence 500
600
kcis,
kc/s,11))
Pour etablir le produit "metres-amperes",
multiplie la
is
"metres-amperes", on multiplie
hauteur
r6elle de l'antenne
hauteur reelle
l'antenne en metres a
Apartir de la ligne de
charge par l'intensite efficace
courant a
ala
la base
base
efficace en amperes
amperes du
du courant
de l'antenne;
1'antenne;
-- nature du service;
service;

- heures d'ouverture,
d'ouverture, sous forme de notation
notation de service
service ou de
renvoi.
renvoi.
Les heures indiquees
indiquees autrement que sous forme
forme de notation
de service
service doivent etre indiquees
indiquees en
Greenen temps
temps moyen de
de Greenwich (T.MG.).
(T.MG.).
2** et
.1. lignes:
et S
lignes:

- au-dessous
indiquee la taxe du naau-dessous de l'indicatif d'appel est indiquee
vire, •suivie
suivie d'un renvoi pour designer
designer 1'administration
l'administration ou
ou
I'exploitation privee A
l'exploitation
a laquelle les comptes de taxe doivent
doivent
Atre adresses.
etre
adresses. En cas de changement
changement de 1'adresse
l'adresse de l'exploi1'exploitant,
tank un second renvoi, apres la taxe,
taxe, donne
donne la
la nouvelle
nouvelle
adresse et la date A
Adresse
apartir de laquelle le changement
changement entrera
entrera
en vigueur;
vigueur;
-- lorsque deux ou plusieurs stations de navire de memo
meme nap
nationalite portent le mime
Tame nom, ainsi que dans lea
lea
les cas
cas oioa les
comptes de taxes doivent etre adresses directement
directement au proproprietaire
prietaire du navire, le nom de la compagnie de navigation
navigation
ou de l'armateur
l'armateur auquel appartient
appartient le navire eat
est mentionne
dans un renvoi;
renvoi;
-- pays dont releve
releve la
Is station (indication abregee);
abregee);
-- indications des classes d'emission et des bandes de frequences.

"Si
Conference
pour la sauvegarde
sauegarde de la buntalne
humaine en mer
un
"
Si la la
Conference pour
mar adopte nn
autre systeme
6valuer la
la port~e
nonnale d'une station
tation de navire, ce
autre
systems pour
pour evaluer
portes normale
co
renseignement
devra etre
tre semi:dace
remplacA par une indication eonforme
renseignement devra
conforms an
au nounouveau
Vau systime.
sysame.
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of nationality, followed by the call sign in the case of duplication of names; in that case the name and the call sign are
separated by aafraction bar; then the service
service symbols (see
(see
appendix 7);
7) ;
antenna in kW;
kW;
in the antenna
-- power in

frequency 500 kc/s. 11))
- metre-amperes,
metre-amperes, between brackets, for frequency
To
"metre-amperes" the actual
To obtain the product "metre-amperes"
height
metres from the loadline is
ib multiplied
multiplied
height of the aerial in metres
amperes at the base of the aerial;
by the effective current in amperes
aerial;
service;
of service;
- nature of
a symbol or aareference.
reference.
- hours of service in the form of a
symbol must be
a symbol
otherwise than by a
indicated otherwise
Times indicated
given in Greenwich
(G.M.T.).
Greenwich mean time (G.M.T.).

3rd lines:
lines:
2nd
and 3rd
2nd and
below the call sign is shown the ship charge, followed
followed by a
a
- below
enterprise
private
note
to
indicate
the
administration
private
enterprise
or
administration
note to indicate
to
charges must be addressed.
addressed. In
accounts for charges
the accounts
to which the
the
case of
operating authority,
authority,
address of the operating
of address
of change
change of
the case
address and
charge gives the new address
second note after the charge
aa second
take effect;
effect;
from which the change will take
the date from
when
two
or
more
the
same
nationality
bear the
of
ships
- when two or more
must
same
name,
and
also
where
the
accounts
for
charges
accounts
same name, and also where
be
direct to
owner of the ship, the name of the
the owner
to the
sent direct
be sent
shipping
shipping line or of the firm to whom the ship belongs is
given by means of a
a note;
country
to
which
the
station is subject (abbreviated
(abbreviated, indi- country to which the station
cation) ;
cation);
indication of the classes of emission and frequency
frequency bands.
- indication
"If the
Safety of
Life at
at Sea
Se g Conference
Conference should
should adopt
adopt a
different system
system
a different
of Life
the Safety
"If
of rating
the normal
normal range
range of
station, the
published
information published
the information
ship station,
a ship
of a
of
rating the
here shall
to the
the system
system adopted
adopted by
that Confernc.
Conference.
by that
conform to
shall conform
here
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Les bandes
banded de frequences
frequences sont
indiquees par
par les
sont indiquees
les abreviaabreviations suivantes,
suivantes, imprim6es
imprimees en
gras:
en caracteres
caracteres gras:
w =_=

116
110 a
a

x =
=
x

150
kc/s
150 kc/s
kc/s
kc/s
kc/s
kc/s
kc/s
kc/s

405
535
405 aa
535
y
= 1605
y =
1605 a
a 2
850
2850
zz = 44000 aa 23
000
23 000

v =
=
v

152 A
a

162
162 Mc/s.

La signification
signification de ces abreviations
abreviations est
indiquee au
au bas
has de
de chachaest indiquee
que page impaire
impaire de la nomenclature.
nomenclature.
Ces abreviations
Ces
abreviations sont, si necessaire,
necessaire, suivies
suivies aala
fin de
de la
la nomenla fin
nomenclature
contenant des observations
clature de renvois contenant
observations succinctes
succinctes et
et l'indical'indication
des frequences
frequences sur lesquelles
tion des
lesquelles les emetteurs
emetteurs sont
sont regles,
regles, les
les frefrequences normales
normales de travail etant imprirnees
quences
en caract/res
caracteres gras.
imprimees en
gras.
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The bands of frequencies
frequencies are indicated by means of the
followthe followabbreviations printed in heavy type:
ing abbreviations

w =

110 to

150 kept
kc/s

x =x
yy =

405 to
1605
1
605 to
to

535 kc/s
kc/s
2
850
kc/s
2850 kc/s

z = 4
000 to 23000
23 000 kc/s
kc/s
4000
vv =
=
Mcis
152 to
162 Mc/s
These
These abbreviations
abbreviations are printed at the foot of every
every second
second

page of the
the List.
List.
These abbreviations
abbreviations are, if
followed by
by references
references
if necessary,
necessary, followed
to brief notes and indications
for which
which the
the transtransindications of
of the
the frequencies
frequencies for
mitter
normal working
mitter is adjusted, the normal
working frequencies
being printed
frequencies being
printed
in heavy type, which
which appear
appear at
end of
at the end
of the
the List.
List.
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Liste V.
Lite

Nomenclature
Nomenclature des
des stations aeronautiques
aeronautiques et d'aeronef.
d'aeronef.

PartieA.
Pat-tie
A. Index alphabetique
alphabetique des
des stations
aeronautiques.
stations aeronautiques.
Nom de la
la
station

Indicatif d'appel
Indicatil

Volt partie B
B
Voir
page
Page

I
1

22

33

PartieB. Etat
signaletique des stations
Partie
Etat signaletique
aeronautiques.
stations aeronautiques.
j Nom du pays
1 Nom
Nom
stations } par ordre alphabitique.
No{ des
upystations

~hbtqa

.procr

-

.
.

Pour Is
la
transmission

Pour
Pour La
la
reception
reception

Service
Service

1.,7.
Nom
Nom
de la
de
la
station
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4
4

ke/s
ou
ou
Mc/s
Mc/s

1

55

6
6

V>
00

V

0

0
0°

-I

7°

ObserveObservadons
tions

4

kW
kW

77

e
,
,

.
g
. . t,,
E..,
0
0

Z

ke/s
kc/s
ou
mcio
Me/s

a'

Position
Position
geograg6ographique
phique
exacte
exacte de
l'antenne
I'antenne
&net6met2)
trice ")

8
8

99

10
10

11
11

12
12

I
") La frequenee
fr6quence normale de travail eat imprimee
imprimee en
en caracteres
caracteres gran.
gras.
')l) En degres
degree et minutes (meridien
(m6ridien de
de Greenwich).
Greenwich).
"2) Dana
Dans le
le cas d'antennes
d'antennes directives,
y aalieu de mentionner,
directives, il y
mentionner, au-dessous
au-dessous de
de Vindical'indicala puissance, I'azimut
tion de Is
Pazimut de la direction
direction ou
ou des
des directions
directions du
gain maximum,
en
du gain
maximum. en
degr6s a
&partir
degree
partir du Nord vrai,
vrai, dans le sens
sena des
aiguilles
d'une
montre.
des aiguilles d'une montre.
'2) Temps
Tempe moyen de Greenwich
Greenwich (T.M.G.).
(T.M.G.).
6 La
taxe
tce6graphique
int6rieure
La taxe telegraphique interieure du pays
pays dont
dont depend
depend la
is station aeronautique
aeronautique et
et
la taxe
applique par ce pays aux
t6egrammes aadestination
la
taxe appliquee
aux telegrammes
destination des pays limitrophes
limitrophes sont
sont
indiqu6es
Ia fin de la
presente nomenclature.
indiquees ala
Is presente
nomenclature.
") Si
Si les
lee comptes de taxes sont liquides
liquides par une exploitation
exploitation priv6e,
privie, ii
lieu d'ind'inil vyaa lieu
diquer, le
l ow
cs Acheant,
cehPant, le nom et l'adrempe
l'adresse de eette
cette exploitation
privee.
exploitation privhe.
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List V.
V. List of
of Aeronautical and Aircraft
Stations
Aircraft Stations

PartA.
A. Alphabetical
Alphabetical index of aeronautical
Part
aeronautical stations.
stations.
Name of the
Name
the station
station

Call sign

See
See Part
Part B
B
page
Page

11

2
2

33

I

Part
Part B. Particulars
Particulars of aeronautical
aeronauticalstations.
stations.
IName of the country in aphabe
Mame
l
i alphabetical
1Names of
of the
the stations}n
iName
stations order.
phabe
l

order.
order

I

For
transmission
Name
of the
station

a

•
u
,

a

...

s

•
-

a

c,

1

E
4.
kcis
or
Mc/s
1

2

3

•
ai

For
reception

I

Service

.
^

'
E
;
0

..a

i
t'

i

..

i
a

.'3
1
0

Ws

...,

i
r

il
Z

1
c

4

5

:

Remarks

3
1:1 7.

or

Mc/s

X
...

Elect
graphical
z
position
of the
4
transmitting
C.)
antennii 0
2

kW
6

7

8

9

10

11

12

"
" The normal working frequency
frequency is printed in heavy type.

"" Meridian of Greenwich in
in degrees
degrees and
and minutes.
minute.
8)
In the case
6) in
came of directive antennae, indicate
indicate under the power,
power, the
the asimuth
azimuth of
of the
the
direction
direction or directions
directions of maximum
maximum gain, in degrees, beginning
beginning from
from true
true North
clockNorth cloekwise.
wise.

" Greenwich
"
Greenwich mean time (G.M.T.).
6))The internal telegraph
telegraph charge
the country
country to
to which
station is
is
charge of the
which the
the aeronautical
aeronautical station
subject and the charge applied by that country
destined for
for adjacent
adjacent
country to
to telegrams
telegrams destined
countries are given at the end of this List.

") If the accounts for charges are settled
settled by a
private enterprise.
enterprise. the name
name and
address
a private
and address
enterprise should be given.
of the private enterprise
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Partie C. Etat
Pat-tie
Etat signalgtique
signaletique des
des stations
stations d'aeronef.
d'aironef.
Les stations sont rangees
par ordre
ordre alphab6tique
alphabetique de
de l'indicatif
l'indicatif
rang6es par
d'appel sans consideration
consideration de nationalite.
nationalite.
I
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Emission
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Watts
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e42 0z

Nom
et
Nom et
adresse de
de
adresse
l'administraI'administra-
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cf
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0.0
o
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laquelle
tion aalaquelle
les comptes
comptes
doivent ftre
ttre
doivent
envoy&
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z
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tions
tions

C'T.

8-i

8
6

7

8
8

9
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"'1 La frequence
frequence normale
normale de travail
travail eat
est imprimee
graa.
imprimee en
en caracteres
caractrea graa.

"*1 Les
Lea bandes de fr6quences
frequences sont
a b
b c c
d
d -

indiqulles par les
indiquees
lea abrtviationsauivantes;
abr6viations auivantes;
au-cdssous
au-dessous de
de 415
Ws
415 kc/s
415
a
2
850
Ws
415 a 2 850 kc/s
22850 aa25
ko/s
25 000
000 ko/s
118
a 132
132 Mc/
Mc/s
118 &

Llste
Lite VI.
VI. Nomenclature
Nomenclature des
des stations
stations de radiorepdrage.
radioreperage.

PartieA.
A. Index alphabetique
alphabetique des stations.
Partie
stations.
Now
Nomn de
de Issla
station

I1

Indicatif d'appel

Nature
Nature de Is
la
station
station

Voir
Volt partie B
B
page
page
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3
3

44
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Part C. Particulars
Particulars of aircraft stations.

The stations are arranged
alphabetical order of
arranged in alphabetical
of their call
call
signs irrespective
irrespective of nationality.

••• lo
0•
a

Call

8E

sign
sign
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.
5
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Z
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Emission
Emission
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8
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2
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e1
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0

t
a

S

i
15

Name
and
Name and

8

p
a

Z'

address
address of the
4 administration
administration
to which
which
3
accounts must
must
accounts
sent
be sent

1

77

88

10
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Remarks

E
,.s. § a
0
0

11'

-a
s

kc/s
kc/a
ar
or

Watts
Watts

Mc/8
Me/s
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15
.bd 0
ti ..0
E
Cg
1

33

4
4

5
5

66

99

11
11

The normal
printed in
type.
in heavy
heavy type.
frequency is
is printed
working frequency
"') The
normal working
'
bands of frequencies
frequencies are indicated
following abbreviations:
abbreviations:
indicated by means of the following
*' The bands
kc/s
aa - below 415 kern
b
- 415 to 2
2 850 kc/s
kc/s
b •••
kc/s
eo m.
- 2
2 850 to 25 000 kc/s
d
Mc/s
d - 118
118 to 132 Mc/h

List VI.
of Radioiocation
Stations
Radiolocation Stations
List of
VI. List
List
Part
A. Alphabetical
Alphabotical index
index of
stations.
of stations.
Part A.
Name of
Name
of
the
station
the station

B
See Part B
page
Page

Nature
Nature of the
station

Call sign
sign
Call
-I-

1

2
2

I

33

I

a4
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Partie B. Etat
Partie
Etat signaletique
signaldtique des
des stations.
stations.
1°° Stations
Stations radiogoniometriques.
radiogoniometriques.
or dre
fNom du
{No
d pays
yion
plpha par
tique.
1Nom
Nom de la
tion} par ordre alphabetiqu .
La sta
stationJ

par ordre aphabtique.e

Position
Position
geographique
geographique
exacte
exacte I)'"
a)
de l'antenne
l'antenne
a) de
receptrice
receptrice
a
ao
0
de la
de
la station
statior 1
.z
.3
a
0.
0
gonio
gonio
a
11
fa
0

a
-a
El

o
Z
O

I
1

b)
l'antenne
;.0
V ude IV
St JLCUII
....
emettrice
emettrice
•:.".
-c
a
3
de la
la station
station '-'
43
gonio
a
,-'
c)
de l'antenne
l'antenne
c) de
de
l'emetde I'emetteux
tcur de
de la
la
station
station
visee dans
visee
dans
la colonne
colonne 8
8

22
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Frequences et
Frequences
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Notations
Notations utilisees
utilisees dans les
les documents
documents de service.
service.
(voir Particle
I'article 20 et
l'appendice 6)
6)
et l'appendice
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A
AL
AM
BC
CF
CO
CP
CR
CT
CV
D
D 30°

DR

FA
FAX

station
station a
abord i'un
d'un navire de guerre ou d'un aeronef
aeronef de
de
guerre
guerre
appareil
appareil r6cepteur
recepteur autonlatique
automatique d'alarme
d'alarme
station
station classee
de trafic
trafic ininclassee comme
comme situee dans
dans une
une region
region de
tense (article
(article 33)
33)
de jour
jour

de nuit
navire pourvu d'embarcations
sauvetage equipees
d'apnavire
d'embarcations de
de sauvetage
equipees d'appareils
pareils radio6lcctriques;
radioelectriques; le chiffre
chiffre entre les crochets
crochets
indique
nombre de ces embarcations
indique le nombre
embarcations de sauvetage
radiogoniometre aa bord d'une station mobile
radiogoniometre
station terrestre
radionavigation aeronautique
terrestre de radionavigation
a6ronautique
station mobile de radionavigation
radionavigation aeronautique
aeronautique
station de radiodiffusion
radiodiffusion
station cotiere
radiotelephonique
c6tiere radiot6elphonique
station ouverte a
a la correspondance
correspondance officielle
officielle exclusivement
exclusivement
station ouverte iala correspondance
correspondance publique
publique
station ouverte
a
ouverte a la correspondance
correspondance publique
publique restreinte
station cotiere
radiotelegraphique
c6ti6re radiot6l6graphique
station ouverte
ouverte exclusivement
exclusivement a
a la correspondance
correspondance d'une
entreprise privee
entreprise
antenne
antenne dont la direction
direction de rayonnement
rayonnement maximum
maximum est
est
30° (direction
exprim6e
(direction exprimee en degres a
apartir du nord vrai,
vrai,
de 00a
a 360, dans le sens des aiguilles
aiguilles d'une
d'une montre)
montre)
antenne
antenne directive
directive pourvue
pourvue d'un reflecteur
reflecteur
station a6ronautique
aeronautique
fixe
station aeronautique
aeronautique fixe

»;
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APPENDIX 7
APPENDIX
7
Service Document
Symbols
Document Symbols
(See article
article 20 and
appendix 6)
6)
and appendix
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A
A
AL
AM
BC
CF
CO
CP
CR
CT
CV
D
D 30°

DR
DR
FA
FAX

station on board a
a warship
warship or aamilitary or naval aircraft
aircraft
automatic alarm apparatus
apparatus
automatic
station classified as situated in aa region of heavy traffic
(article 33)
(article
33)
by day
night
by night
ship which carries
carries lifeboats
lifeboats equipped
equipped with radio apaa ship
paratus; a
anumber inside the brackets
brackets shows the
number
the number
of such lifeboats
lifeboats
radio direction-finder
direction-finder on board a
amobile station
station
aeronautical
radionavigation
land
station
aeronautical radionavigation
aeronautical
aeronautical radionavigation
radionavigation mobile
mobile station
broadcasting
station
broadcasting station
coastal telephone station
open to official
official correspondence
correspondence exclusively
exclusively
station open
station open to public correspondence
correspondence
public correspondence
correspondence
station open to limited public
telegraph station
coastal telegraph
correspondence of a
aprivate
private
station open
open exclusively
exclusively to
to the
the correspondence
agency
directive antenna
antenna having
having maximum
maximum radiation
radiation in the direc(expressed in degrees from the true north,
tion of 30° (expressed
to 360 clockwise)
clockwise)
from 0
0 to
directive
antenna
provided with a
areflector
reflector
directive antenna provided
aeronautical station
aeronautical
aeronautical
aeronautical fixed station
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FB

station de base

PC
FC

station c6tiere
ciitiere
station

FR

station uniquement
reliee au reseau
reseau general des
uniquement receptrice,
receptrice, reliee
voies de telecommunication
telecommunication

FS

station terrestre
etablie uniquement
terrestre etablie
uniquement pour la securite
securite de la
vie humaine
station fixe
FX
Greenwich
T.M.G. Temps Moyen de Greenwich
H 8
8
station de navire de la 2e categorie
categorie effectuant 8
8 heures
service
de service
H 16 station de navire de la
H
Is 2e categorie
effectuant 16
heures
categorie effectuant
16 heures
de service
H 24
station ayant un service permanent,
permanent, de jour et de nuit
nuit
HJ
station ouverte
(service de
ouverte du lever au coucher du soleil (service
jour)
HX
station n'ayant
n'ayant pas de vacations
vacations detenninees
determinees
OT
stations ecoulant
ecoulant exclusivement
exclusivement le trafic de service
service du service interesse
interesse
radiophare non-directionnel
RC
radiophare
non-directionnel
RD
radiophare
radiophare directionnel
directionnel
station radiogoniometrique
RG
radiogoniometrique
RM
station mobile de radionavigation
radionavigation maritime
radiophare tournant
RT
radiophare
tournant
station radiotelephonique
radiotelephonique de navire
SF
SS
station emettant
etalon
emettant des frequences
frequences etalon
ST
station radiotelegraphique
radiotelegraphique de navire.
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FB

base station
station

FC

coast station

FR
FR

receiving station only, connected
receiving
connected with the
general network
network
the general
of telecommunication
telecommunication channels
channels

FS
FX

land station established
established solely for the safety
of life
life
safety of
fixed station

G.M.T. Greenwich
Greenwich mean
mean time
time
ship station of the second
second category
category carrying
on 8
hours of
of
carrying on
8 hours
service
H 16
ship station of the second
second category
carrying on
on 16
16 hours
hours of
of
category carrying
service
H
station having a
a continuous
H 24
continuous day and
and night
night service
service
HJ
station open from sunrise
(day service)
service)
sunrise to
to sunset
sunset (day
HX
station having no specific
specific working
working hours
hours
OT
stations open exclusively
exclusively to operational
operational traffic
of the
sertraffic of
the service concerned
concerned
RC
non-directional
non-directional radiobeacon
radiobeacon
RD
directional
directional radiobeacon
radiobeacon
RG
radio
radio direction-finding
direction-finding station
station
maritime
RM
maritime radionavigation
radionavigation mobile
mobile station
station
revolving radiobeacon
radiobeacon
RT
revolving
SF
ship telephone
telephone station
station
SS
standard frequency
station
frequency station
ST
telegraph station.
ship telegraph
station.
HI
8
II 8
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APPENDICE
APPENDICE 8.
Documents dont les
les stations de navire et les stations
Documents
d'aeronef
doivent etre pourvues.
d'a6ronef doivent
(voir les articles 20, 22, 23, 24, 28 et l'appendice
l'appendice 6)
Section I. Pour les
les stations installees
installces aa bord des navires
Section
obligatoirement pourvus
pourvus d'une
d'une installation
installation radiotelegraphique:
obligatoirement
1°
1
2°
3°

4°
5°
6°
7°
8°
8°

9°

10°
10°

la licence prevue
prevue a
al'article 22;
22;
operateur;
certificat de chaque operateur;
le certificat
le
registre (journal
(journal du service radio6lectrique)
radioelectrique) sur lequel
le registre
sont
moment oii
oil us
avec l'indication
l'indication
ils ont lieu et avec
notes, au moment
sont notes,
l'heure:
de l'heure:
integralite, toutes les communications
communications
a) dans leur integralite,
relatives au trafic de detresse;
detresse;
b)
communications d'urgence
securite;
d'urgence et de s6curite;
b) les
les communications
du
la
station
entre
c)
les
communications
entre
navire et
communications
c)
les stations
stations terrestres
terrestres ou mobiles;
mobiles;
toute nature;
nature;
incidents de service de toute
d) les incidents
permet, la position du
reglement du bord le permet,
e) si le reglement
navire
moms une fois par jour;
jour;
navire au moins
la liste alphabetique
alphabetique des indicatifs d'appel;
d'appel;
la nomenclature
cotieres et de navire;
navire;
nomenclature des stations cotieres
nomenclature des stations de radiorep6rage;
radioreperage;
la nomenclature
nomenclature des stations effectuant
services
effectuant des services
la nomenclature
speciaux;
speciaux;
le
des radiocommunications
radiocommunications et le Reg'ement
Reglement
Reglement des
le Reglement
que
radiocommunications, ainsi que les disadditionnel des radiocommunications,
additionnel
positions de la Convention
Convention relatives au service des radiocommunications a
navires;
a bord des navires;
communications
a destination desquels
les tarifs telegraphiques
telegraphiques des pays a
desquels
frequemment des radiotelela station transmet
radioteletransmet le plus frequemment
grammes;
grammes;
n6ccssaire,
si les administrations
administrations interessees
int6ressnes l'estiment neccssaire,
le Reglement
Reglement telegraphique.
telegraphique.
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8
Documents with which Ship and Aircraft
Stations must be provided
(See articles 20, 22, 23, 24, 28 and appendix
appendix 6)
6)

Section I.
1. For Stations on Board Ships Compulsorily
Compulsorily

a Radiotelegraph
Radiotelegraph Installation:
Equipped with a
Installation:

1st
2nd

3rd

4th
6th
5th
6th
7th
8th

9th

10th

license provided for by article
article 22;
certificates of the operator
operator or operators;
certificates
operators;
log (diary of the radio service)
the following
following
service) in which the
are recorded
recorded as they occur, together with
time of
with the time
of
their occurrence:
occurrence:
a) all communications
communications relating
traffic in
in
relating to distress traffic
full,
b) urgency and safety communications,
communications,
c) communications
communications exchanged
between the
staexchanged between
the ship
ship station and land or mobile stations,
d) service incidents of all kinds,
e) if the ship's rules permit, the position
ship
position of the
the ship
at least once a
a day;
day;
alphabetical
alphabetical List of Call Signs;
Signs;
List of Coast and Ship Stations;
Stations;
List of Radiolocation
Stations;
Radiolocation Stations;
List of Stations performing
performing Special
Special Services;
Services;
Additional Radio Regulations,
Radio Regulations
Regulations and Additional
Regulations,
also such provisions of the Convention
Convention as relate
relate to
to the
the
radiocommunication service
radiocommunication
service on board
board ship;
ship;
telegraph tariffs of the countries
countries for which the station
most frequently
frequently accepts
accepts radiotelegrams;
radiotelegrams;
if administrations
administrations concerned
the
concerned consider it necessary,
necessary, the
Telegraph
Telegraph Regulations.
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Secticn
Secticn II. Pour les autres stations radiotelegraphiques de navire:
navire:
aux alineas
1° A
a 5"
5° inclus
-— les
les documents
documents vises
vises aux
alineas 1°
inclus de
de
section I.
1.
la section

Section III.
Section
1°
2°

3°

aux alin6as
alineas 1°
2° de
de la
la section
section I;
I;
les documents
documents vises
vis6s aux
1° et 2°
registre (journal
(journal du
service radioelectrique)
radioelectrique) sur
sur lequel
lequel
le registre
du service
mentionnes sommairement,
au moment
moment oi
oil ils
us ont
ont
sont mentionn6s
sommairement, au
lieu et avec l'indication
l'indication de
de l'heure:
l'heure:
communications relatives
relatives au
trafic de
de
a) toutes les
les communications
au trafic
detresse, d'urgence
detresse,
d'urgence et de securite,
securite,
communications entre
entre la
b) les communications
la station
station du navire
navire et
et
les stations terrestres
mobiles,
terrestres ou mobiles,
importants;
c) les incidents de service importants;
les documents contenant
contenant les informations
informations necessaires
n6cessaires
pour l'execution
service.
l'execution du
du service.

Section IV.
Section
1°

Pour les stations
stations de navire equipees
equipees uniquement
uniquement
pour la radiotelephonie:
pour

Pour les
les stations de navire equipees
equipees de
de plusieurs
plusieurs
installations:
installations:

chaque installation,
installation, si c'est necessaire,
pour chaque
necessaire, les documents vises
alineas 1°,
1°, 2°
2° et
de la
section I;
I;
vises aux
aux alineas
et 3°
3° de
la section

2°

pour une seule d'entre
d'entre elles, les autres
autres documents
documents vises
vises
par les sections I
ou III,
III, selon
selon le
le cas.
cas.
I ou
Section V.
stations d'aeronef:
d'aironef:
V. Pour les
les stations

1°
2°

3°

les documents
documents vises aux alineas
alineas 1° et 2° de la section I;
I;
le registre
registre (journal du service radioelectrique)
radioelectrique) vise ait
l'alinea
l'alinea 3° de la section I, a
amoins
moms que les administrations
administrations
int6ressees n'aient
n'aient adopte d'autres
interessees
d'autres dispositions
dispositions pour
pour
l'enregistrement
Penregigtrement de toutes
toutes les informations
informations que
ledit
que ledit
registre doit mentionner;
mentionner;
la nomenclature
nomenclature des stations aeronautiques
aeronautiques et d'aeronef,
d'aeronef,
nomenclature des stations de radioreperage,
la nomenclature
radioreperage, ou d'audocuments contenant les renseignements
renseignements officiels
tres documents
officiels
auxquels la station d'aeronef
relatifs aux stations auxquels
d'aeronef peut
peut
avoir recours
recours pour l'execution
l'execution de son service.
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Section II.
II. For
For other
Radiotelegraph Stations
on Ships:
Ships:
Section
other Radiotelegraph
Stations on
in items
to 6
6 of
of SecSec- the documents mentioned
mentioned in
items 11to
tion I.
Section
For Ship
Ship Stations
Stations Equipped
Equipped Solely
Solely for
Radiotelephony:
Section IIL
IIL For
for Radiotelephony:
1st the documents mentioned
mentioned in items 1
1and 2
2 of section
section I;
I;
2nd the log (diary of the radio service)
service) in which
which the following are recorded
recorded as they occur, together with the time of
their occurrence:
occurrence:

a) a
a summary of all communications
a)
relating to
communications relating
safety traffic,
traffic,
distress, urgency
urgency and safety
b) aa summary
summary of communications
communications exchanged
exchanged between the ship station and land or mobile stations,
c) a
reference to important service
incidents;
a reference
service incidents;
3rd documents containing
containing information
information necessary
necessary for the
operation of the service.
operation
Section IV. For Ship Stations
Stations Equipped
Equipped with Multiple
Multiple Installations;
Installations;
1st

documents mentioned
for each station, if necessary,
necessary, the documents
mentioned
in items 1
1 to 3
3 of section I,
documents mentioned
mentioned in
in
2nd for only one of them, the other documents
sections IIor III, as appropriate.
appropriate.

V. For Aircraft Stations:
Section V.
Stations:
1st

documents mentioned
section L
L
the documents
mentioned in
in items 11 and 22 of
of section

2nd the log (diary of the radio service)
service) as defined in item 3
8
of
administrations have
of section
section I,
I, unless administrations
have adopted other
other
arrangements
recording all
all information
information which
which the
the
arrangements for recording
log should contain,
Aeronautical and Aircraft
Aircraft Stations, the
List
3rd the List of Aeronautical
the List
documents containing
containing
of Radiolocation
Radiolocation Stations,
Stations, or
or other
other documents
official information
information relating
to stations
stations which
the airairofficial
relating to
which the
craft
station
may
use
for
the
execution
of
its
service.
execution
craft
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APPENDICE 9.
APPENDICE
9.

Abreviations
Abreviations et signaux
divers iI employer
employer
signaux divers
dans lea
les radiocommunications.
radiocommunications.
(voir l'article
l'article 29)
29)
SECTION I.
SECTION
I.

CODE Q.
Q.
CODE

Introduction.
Introduction.

1. Les series de groupes QRA aa QUZ mentionnees
1.
mentionnees ci-aprs
ci-apres sont
sont
utilisables dans tous
thus lea
services.
les services.
2. Les series QAA aa QNZ sont reservees
reservees au
service aeronautique
au service
aeronautique
et
series QOA
QOA a
a QQZ sont reserv6es
et les
les series
reservees aux services
services maritimes.
maritimes.
Elles ne font pas partie
partie du present
present Reglement.
Reglement.
3.
3. On
On peut donner un sens
Bens affirmatif
affirmatif ou negatif
acertaines
certaines abrenegatif A
abr&
viations
du
code
Q
en
transmettant
viations
Q
transmettant respectivement
C ou
ou N
immediarespectivement C
N immediatement apres I'abr6viation.
l'abreviation.
4. La
La signification
4.
signification des abr6viations
abreviations du code Q
peut etre
etre etendue
etendue
Q peut
completee par 1'addition
ou completee
l'addition appropriee
d'autres abreviations,
abreviations, d'indid'indiappropriee d'autres
catifs d'appel, de noms de lieux, de
catifs
de numeros,
etc.
Les
de chiffres,
chiffres, de
numeros, etc. Les
espaces
en blanc contenus entre parentheses
espaces en
parentheses correspondent
it
des
correspondent i des
indications
facultatives.
Ces
indications
indications facultatives.
indications doivent etre
etre transmises
transmises
dans l'ordre
oi elles se
l'ordre oü
texte.
se trouvent
trouvent dans
dans le
le texte.
5.
Les abreviations
abreviations du code Q
5. Les
Q prennent
prennent la forme
forme de
de questions
questions
quand elles
sont suivies d'un point d'interrogation.
quand
elles sont
d'interrogation. Quand
Quand une
une abreabr.&
viation
du
code
Q,
employee
comme
question,
est
viation du code Q, employee
eat suivie d'indications
d'indications
complementaires, le point d'interrogation
complementaires,
d'interrogation dolt
suivre ces
doit suivre
ces indications.
indications.
6.
abr6viations du code Q
6. Les
Les abreviations
Q comportant
comportant plusieurs
plusieurs significations
significations
numerotees
numerotees doivent etre suivies du numero
numero appropri6
approprie qui
precise le
le
qui precise
sens
sons choisi. Ce numero doit
dolt etre
etre transmis immediatement
immediatement apres
apres
l'abreviation.
I'abr6viation.
7.
Les heures doivent etre indiquees
indiquees en temps moyen
7. Les
moyen de
de GreenGreenwich
(T.M.G.) aI moins
contraires dans lea questions
wich (T.M.G.)
moms d'indications contraires
questions
on r6ponses.
reponse".
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APPENDIX 9
9

Miscellaneous
Abbreviations and Signals
Miscellaneous Abbreviations
Signals
to be used in Radiocommunications
Radiocommunications
(See article
article 29)
29)
SECTION 1.
I.

Q CODE
CODE

Introduction
Introduction

1.
series of
of groups QRA to QUZ
1. The
The series
QUZ listed in this Appendix, is
is
for use by all services.
2. The QAA to QNZ series are reserved
reserved for the aeronautical
aeronautical service and the QOA to QQZ series are reserved
reserved for the maritime
maritime serservices. These series are not listed in these regulations.
vices.
3. Certain abbreviations
abbreviations may be given
given an
an affirmative
or negative
negative
affirmative or
sense by sending "C"
"C" or "N"
"N" respectively,
respectively, immediately
following
immediately following
"Q" code abbreviation.
the "Q"
abbreviation.
4. The meanings assigned to "Q"
"Q" code
be
code abbreviations
abbreviations may
may be
amplified or completed
the addition
of appropriate
other groups,
groups,
completed by
by the
addition of
appropriate other
call signs, place names, figures, numbers,
numbers, etc. It
optional to
to fill
It is optional
fill
in the blanks shown in parentheses.
parentheses. Any
data which
is filled
filled in
in
Any data
which is
where blanks appear should be sent in the same
same order as
as shown
shown
in the significations.
significations.
5. Abbreviations
Abbreviations are given the form
question when
when followed
followed
form of
of aaquestion
by aa question mark. When an abbreviation
is used
as
a
question
abbreviation is
used as a question
and is followed by additional or complementary
complementary information, the
question mark should follow this information.
6. Abbreviations,
Abbreviations, with numbered
numbered alternative
significations, must
must
alternative significations,
appropriate figure to indicate the exact
be followed by the appropriate
meaning
exact meaning
intended. This figure should be sent immediately
immediately following
the
following the
abbreviation.
abbreviation.
7. All time should be given in Greenwich
time (G.M.T.)
(G.M.T.)
Greenwich mean time
unless otherwise
otherwise indicated in the question or
reply.
or reply.

2037,
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Abreviations utilisables
utilisables dans tous
lea services.
services.
tous les

A.
A.
Abr6Abreviation

QRA
QRB
WIC
QRC

QRD
QRD
QRE
QRE

QRP

Liste des
des abreviations
Liste
abriviations par
par ordre
ordre clphabetique.
clphabetique.
Question
Question

Reponse ou
on avis
Reponse

Quel eat
est le nom
nom de votre
votre station?
A quele
A
quelle distance approximative
approximative
vous trouves-vous
trouvez-vous de ma
ma stastation?
Par quelle
quelle exploitation
exploitation privee
(ou
privee (ou
administration
d'Etat)
sont
administration d'Etat)
sont
liquides lea
liquid&
les comptes de taxes
taxes de
de
votre station?
Of
øü allez-vous
croil venez-vous?
venez-vous?
allez-vous et d'oa
A quelle
quele heure
A
comptez-vous arheure comptez-vous
arriver a
(lieu)?
river
A ...
... (lieu)?
Retournes-vous
Retournez-vous a
(lieu)?
a ...
... (lieu)?

Le nom de ma
eat ...
...
ma station
station eat
La distance
distance approximative
approximative entre
nos stations
stations eat
.. milles
milieu
est de ...
nautiques (ou kilometres).
kilometres).
comptes de taxes
taxes de
de ma
ma stastaLes comptes
tion soot
liquid& par 1'exploil'exploisont liquides
tation privee ... (ou par l'adl'administration
ministration de l'Etat ... ).
).
Je vais a ...
de ...
...
... et
et je viens de
Je
Je compte arriver
arriver a
(lieu)
a ... . (lieu)
a ...
... heure.
Je retourne
retoume a
a ...
... (lieu)
OU
ou

Q,RG
QRG

Voulez-vous m'indiquer ma
Youlez-vous
ma frefrequence
Is frequence
quence exacte
exacte (ou
(ou la
frequence
exacte de ...
...)?
)?

Q,RH
QRH
QRI

Ma frequence
frequence varie-t-elle?
varie-t-elle?
Quelle eat
eat la
la tonalit6
de mon
mon 6misemisQuelle
tonait6 de
sion?

Q,RH
QRK

Quelle et
eat Is
lisibilite de
la lisibilit
de mes
mes
inaux (ou des
sigma
signaux de
de signaux
de .. .)?
.)?

QRL

Etes-vou occup6?
Etes-vous
occupd?

QRM
QRN
QRN

Etes-vous
Etee-vous brouille?
brouillD?
Etes-vous
Etes-voue troubl6
trouble par
par des
des parsparasites?
ites?
Dois-je augmenter
puisance?
augmenter la
Is puissance?

QRO
QRO
QEP
QBP

Does-je diminuer
puissance?
um-Je
mrmnuer la
la puissaMce

Retournez a...
(lieu).
Retournez
a ... (lieu).
Votre frequence
frequence exacte
(ou la
Is fr6freexacte (ou
quence
quence exacte de ..
... ))eat
est
...kc/s
Mc/s).
... kc/s (ou Mc/s).
Votre frequence
frequence vane.
varie.
La tonalite de votre emission eat
est
(1. bonne;
bonne;
(1.
2. variable;
variable;
3. mauvaise).
mauvaise).
La lisibilite de
de vas
signaux (ou
vos signaux
(ou
des signaux de ...)
... ) est...
illisible;
(1. illisible;
2. lisible
babble par instants;
instants;
babble mais
mais difficilement;
difficilement;
3. lisible
lisible;
4. lisible;
parfaitement lisible).
babble).
5. parfaitement
Je suis occupe
occupe (ou Je
subs occup6
occup6
Je suis
...).
Priere de
de ne
ne pM
pea
avec ...
). Priee
brouiller.
Je isuie
bronille.
suis brouill.
Je suis
suits troubl6
trouble par des parasites.
parites.

Augmentes
Augmentes la
Is puissance.
puismane
Diminuex la puianee.
Diminues
puissance.
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Question
Question

Answer or
Answer
or Advice
Advice

QRA

What is the name of your station?

QRI3
QRI

The name of my station is
is ...

How far approximately
approximately are
are you
you
from my station?

The approximate
approximate distance
distance between
.. .nautween our stations
stations is
is ...
tical miles (or
kilometres)
(or kilometres)

QRC
QRC

By what private enterprise (or
(or
Administration) are
State Administration)
are the
the
accounts for charges
accounts
charges for
for your
your
station settled?
settled?

The accounts
accounts for charges
charges of my
my
station
station are settled by the private enterprise
enterprise ...
... (or
(or State
State
Administration)
Administration)

QRD
QRD

Where
Where are you bound
bound and where
where
are you from?
What is your estimated
estimated time of
of
arrival at
arrival
at ...
... (place)?
(place)?
Are you returning to .. (place)?
(place)?

I am bound
I
bound for . . from.
from .

QRE
QRE
QRF
QRF

QRG

Will you tell me my
my exact frefrequency
quency (or that of ...
... )?

QRH
QRH
QRI
QRI

Does my frequency
vary?
frequency vary?
IHo' is thie
How
the tone of
of my
transmismy trinsnission?
sion?

QRK
QRK

What
tIlh readability
realabitlity of
of my
Whitt is the
my sigsignals
nals for
of
)?
(or those
tIhow. olf
)?

QRL
QRL

Are you busy?

9,RM
QRM

Are you being interfered
with?
interfered with?
Are you troubled
troubled by static?
Shall IIincrease power?
power?

QRN
QRN
QRO
QRO
QR 1'
QRP'

Shall
Shall IIdecrease
decrease power?
power?

My estimated time of arrival
at ..... (place) is
is. . hrs.
hrs.
1Iam returning
returning to .
.(place)
.(place)
or
Return to ..
... (place).
Your
Your exact frequency
frequency (or that
that of
. . .) is ..
... kc/s (or Mc/s).
Me/s).
Your frequency
varies.
frequency varies.
The tone of your transmission
is ...
is
...
(I.
Good;
(1. Good;
2. Variable;
Variable;
3. Bad).
Bad).

The
The readability
readability of your tignals
signals
(or those
of .. ))is
is
those of
(1. Unreadable;
Unreadable;
(I.
Readable now and then;
then;
2. Readable
diffi3. Readable,
Readable, but with
with difficulty;
culty;
4. Readable;
Readable;
Perfectly readable).
readable).
5. Perfectly
I
busy (or II am
am busy with
I am busy
.. ).). Please
Please do not interfere.
I
interfered with.
I am being interfered
with.
IIam troubled
troubled by static.
static.
Increase
Increase power.
Decrease power.
Decrease

2039

.2040
2040
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AbreAbr6viation

Reponse
on avis
avis
Reponse ou

Question
Question

QRQ
QRQ

vite7
transmettre plus vite?
Dois-je transmettre

QRR

Etes-vous prat
pret pour
pour l'emploi des
Etes-vous
appareils automatiques?
automatiques?
appareils

QRS

Dois-je
transmettre plus
plus
Doia-je trannmettre
ment?

QRT
QRT
QRU
QRU

Dois-je
transmission?
cesser la transmission?
Dois-je ceaser

QRV
QRW

Avez-vous
Aves-vous quelque
moi?
Etes-vous
Etes-vous pret?

lente-

chose pour
chose

Transmettes plus
plus vite
(.
mote
mots
rite (...
Tranwmettes
.par
.par minute).
Je suis
suis prAt
pret pour
pour l'emploi
I'emploi des apJe
pareils
Transmetautomatiques. Transmetpareils automatiques.
tes a&la vitesse
vitesse de ... . mots
mote
tez
par minute.
Transmettez plus lentement (...
(..
Transmettez
par minute).
mots par
Cessez la transmission.
Ceases
Je n'ai rien pour vous.
Je suis prAt.
pret.

Dois-je
aviser ... quo
quo vous
lappevous lEappeDois-je aviser
lee
(on Mc/s)?
kcls (ou
les sur ... kc/s

Priere d'aviser ... que
quo je
je l'apstir ... kc/s
kc/s (ou Mc/s).
pelle sur

QFtX
QRX

A
rappellerezmoment me rappellerezA quel moment
vous?
vous?

QRY
QRY

Quel
est mon
mon tour?
Quel eat
(concerns
tee communications)
communications)
(concerne les

QRZ
QRZ

appele?
uis-je appele?
qui suis-je
Par qui

QSA
QSA

set la force de mes
mes signaux
signaux
Quelle eat
(ou d
des
signaux de
de .. )?
)?
eaignaux

QBB
Qin

La force
aignaux varie-tvarie-tforce de mee
mes signaux
elle?
charge?
Etes-vous un navire
navire de charge?
(orir Particle
(*ir
l'artide33, section
section V)
estelle d6fecMa manipulation
manipulation set-elle
&feetueuse?
Dois-je transmettre
telegramDois-je
transmettre ... t6lgrammes
meaIla
a fois?

... heuree
henna
rappellerai B ...
Je vous rappellerai
fsur
(on Mc/s)].
Mc/s)].
[sur ... kc/s (ou
Le num6ro
numero de votre tour eat ...
...
indeca(ou d'apris
d'apris toute
touts autre
autre indication)
(concerns lea
lee communications)
communications)
(concerne
etes appel6
appele par ..
Isar
... [aur
Vous Ates
... kc/s (ou Mc/s)].
La force
force de vos signaux
signaux (ou des
des
de ...
... )
est..
) est...
signaux de
(1. a
1peine
perceptible;
peine perceptible;
(1.
foible;
2. faible;
3. asses
asses bon;
bon;
4. bon;
5. tres bon).
La force de
de vos signaux vane.
vane.

QSC
QSD
QSD
QSG

QI

Je suis un navire
navire de charge.
charge.
Votre manipulation
manipulation eat defectueuVotre
d6fectueuse.
se.
Transmettes ... tel6grammes
tklegrammes &
Transmettes
la fois.
lois.
11
ete impossible
impossible d'interromd'interromII m's
m'a 6t6
votre transmission
transmission
on
pre votre
ou
Voules-vous
informer .. (indi(indiVoules-vous informer
catif
cant d'appcl)
d'ap pet) qu'il m'a
m's. et6
ét.é imossible d'interrompre
nuesible
d'interrompre sa
ea transmission
. .ke/
kc/s (ot
(ou Me/s)j.
miiaao four
ur...
Me/a)L
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Abbreviation
viation

QRQ
QRR
QRR

QRS
QRT
QRT
QRU
QRV
QRW
QRX

QRY

QRZ
Q,SA
QSA

QSB
QSC
QSC
QSD
QSD
QS3
QS3

Q81
Qt31

Question

Answer or Advice

Shall IIsend
send faster?

Send faster
faster (...
(... words per
per minminute).
Are you ready for automatic
automatic operaopera- IIam ready
ready for automatic
automatic operaoperation?
tion. Send at ... .words
per
words per
minute.
Shall IIsend
slowly?
send more
more slowly?
Send more
more slowly
(. words
words per
per
slowly (...
minute).
Shall IIstop sending?
sending?
Stop sending.
Have you anything
anything for me?
me?
I have
I
have nothing for you.
you.
Are
Are you ready?
ready?
I
I am ready.
ready.
Shall II inform ..... that you
you are
Please
inform
that IIam
am callcallPlease inform
that
... kc/s (or Mc/s)?
calling him on .
Mc/s)?
ing him on ..
... kc/s (or
(or Mc/s).
When will you call me again?
again?
I will call you again at ...
I
.. .hours
[on
(on ... .kc/s (or
Me/s)).
(or Mc/s)l.
What is my turn?
turn?
Your. turn is Number
Number
.
(or
. (or
(Relates to communication)
communication)
according to any other indicaaccording
indication.) (Relates to communication.)
tion.)(Relates
communization.)
Who is calling me?
me?
You are being
being called by ...
.. [on
(on
... kc/s (or Mc/s)].
Mc/s)).
What is the strength
strength of my signals
signals The strength of your signals (or
(or
(or those of .)?
(or
..)?
those of ... )
is. .
) is.
(1. Scarcely perceptible;
perceptible;
2. Weak;
Weak;
3. Fairly good;
good;
4.
Good;
4. Good;
5. Very
Very good).
good).
Are my signals
signals fading?
Your
Your signals
signals are
are fading.
fading.
Are you a
a cargo vessel?
IIam aacargo
cargo veaael.
vessel.
(See article
article 33,
33, section
section V)
V)
Is my keying defective?
keying ii
Your keying
is defective.
defective.
I send ...
... telegrams
Shall I
telegrams at aa Send
Send .. .telegrams
at a
time.
telegram at
a time.
time?
I have
I
have been unable
unable to break
break in on
on
your transmission.
transmission.
or
or
Will you inform
.. (call sign)
that I
I have been unable
unable to
break in on
on his
transmission Ion
Ion
break
his transmiion
kc/s (or
Me/s)1.
.. kc/
(or MO/s).
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AbreAbrviation

Reponse
on avis
avis
Reponse ou

Question
Question

.
CAT

Quelle
eat la
In taxe
& percevoir
percevoir par
taxe k
Quele eat
mot pour
pour ...
...,, y
compris votre
y compris
mot
taxe telegraphique
telegraphique interieure?
interieure?
taxe

La
tam &
&peroevoir
percevoir par
par mot pour
La taxe
...
eat de
compris
francs, yycompri
... francs,
de ...
... eat
ma taxe
taxe t61graphique
telegraphique int6jutema
rieure.
rieure.

QSK

Pouvez-vous m'entendre
entre vos
m'entendre entre
Pouvez-vous
eignaux?
signaux?
Pouvez-vous .me
me donner
donner accuse
accuse de
Pouvez-vous
reception?
reception?
Dois-je rep6ter
repeter le
le dernier
telegramdernier t61egramDois-je
me
que je
ai transmis
transmis (ou
(on
vous ai
je vous
me que
un
telegrarame precedent)?
pr6o6dent)?
un tel6gramme

mea
Je puis
entendre entre ma
puis vous entendre
Je
aignauL
uignaux.
Je vous
vous donne
accuse de r6oeprecepdonne accuad
Je
tion.
Repetes le
le dernier
dernier t6l6gramme
telegram=
Rep6tes
qua
vous m'aves
m'aves transmia
transmis jou
[on
que vous
le(s) telOgramme(s)
num6ro(s)
telegrame(s) numero(B)
le(s)

Q8L
QOL

QSM
(18M

QBN
Q
8N
QBO
Q80

QFP
Q8P
Q9Q
QSQ

QSU
Q8U

QBV
QBV

Qsw
QsW

Q8X
QSK
QSY

Qf3Z

QBz

... ;

vous ai
al entendu [ou j'ai enM'avez-vous entendu
ayes- Je vous
entendu [ou avesM'avez-vous
vous
entendu
(indica/(f d'apd'aptendu ... (indiadif
(Indio*/ d'appld)
d'appel))
(indicaf
tendu
vousentendu...
Me/s).
pel)1
stir ... kc/a (ou Mc/s)?
Mc/s)?
our
sur ... kc/s (ou Mob).
pd)] sur
Je puis
puis communiquer
communiquer avec
avec ...
...
Pouvez-vous communiquer
communiquer avec Je
Pouvez-vous
directement (ou
relaits)?
directement
l'interm6(ou par relais)?
... directement
directement (ou par l'intermediaire de
... ).
de ...
diaire
Voules-vous retrarusmettre
...
Je peux
peux retransmettre
retransmettre I
ra-A ...
retransmettre A. ...
Voules-vous
Je
•••gra
gratuitement?
tuitement.
tuitement.
gratuitement?
Avez-vous k
bord un
[ou J'ai
m6decin [ou
un medecin
J'ai a
Ibord
bord un m6decin
meclecin (ou
[on ...
A bord
...
Aves-vous
(nom d'une
d'une peronne)].
personae)].
(nom
... (nom
d'une personne)]?
personne)I?
...
(nom d'une
Dois-je transmettre
r6pondre
transmettre ou repondre
Doi-je
stir la
In fr6quenoe
frequence actuelle
actuelle [ounur
stir
our
Mc/s)] (en 6misaion
emission
kc/. (ou
(ou Mc/s)]
... kcie
... )?
lae ...)?
de la
la claw
V
eerie de V
transmettre une aeri
Dois-je transmettre
lou sur
sur cotta
our ...
frequence [ou
aur
cette frequence
(on Me/a)]?
Mc/s)J?
kc/s (ou
la frefr6aur in
Voules-vous
transmettre stir
Voules-vous transmettre
quent* actuelle
actuelle [ou
[ou stir
keit;
sur ... kc/s
quence
(on
Mc/s)I (en
emission de
de in
la
(en 6misaion
(ou Mc/s)]
clam...)?
... )?
dame
Voules-vous
(indicatif
couter ... (indicatif
Voulea-vous ecouter
Me/a)?
d'appd)
our ... kc/s (ou Mc/s)?
d'appeo) sur
transmission
Dois-je
Is transmission
a Ia
Doi-je passer
passer k
our
autre frequence?
frequence?
aur une autre
Dois-je
transmettre chaque
c.baque mot on
ou
Dois-je tranmettre
groupe
plusieurs foie?
roupe phlmieurs

ur la
Transmettes
on rdpondes
repondes stir
la
Transmettes ou
ur ...
frequence actuelle [ou stir
frequence
keit; (ou Mc/s)]
Mc/s)) (en 6miaion
emission de
kc/s
la claim
... ).
laMe ...).
Is
edrie do
Transmettes
de V
V mur
sur
Transmettes une eerie
oette fr6quenoe
frequent:le [ou
Lou mur
tux ...
lots
... keoI
oette
(on M/a)].
Mc/s)].
(ou
fr6
Je vais
vale transmettre
transmettre mur
stir la
is faquence
[oti sur
stir ... kc/s
kcfs
actuelle [ou
quence actuelle
sl
(ou
emission de is
(ou Mc/s)] (en 6miesion
classe
... ).
clasee ...).

d'appdl)
J'ecoute ... . (indoadif
(indicsitif d'aPPel)
J'ecoute
Bur
kc/s (ou
(on Me/a).
Me/s).
ur..::kc/s
Passes IIs
Is transmimion
transmission our
arune
Pasesz
autre frequenoe
[on stir
ke/s
uir ... ke/a
frequenoe [ou
autre
(on Mc/8).
Mc/s)].
(ou
grouTransmettez chaque mot ou
on couTranamettes
foie).
ne deux foi
pe
fois (ou
(on ...
... foie).
v....
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QSJ
QSJ

Question
Question

Answer or Advice

What is the charge to be collected
collected
per
per word
word to
... including
including your
your
to ...
internal
internal telegraph
telegraph charge?
charge?

The charge
charge to be collected
collected per
per
word to
... including
including my
word
to ...
my ininternal telegraoh
telegraph charge
charge is ...
ternal
...
franca.
francs.

QSK
QSK

Can you hear me between
between your
your
signals?
Can you acknowledge
acknowledge receipt?
receipt?
Shall II repeat the last telegram
telegram
some prewhich IIsent you,
you. or some
vioun telegram?
telegram?
vious

IIcan hear
hear you between
between nay
my signals.
nals.
IIam acknowledging
acknowledging receipt.
receipt.
Reneat
Repeat the last telegram
telegram which
which
you
you sent me [or telegram(s)
telegram(s)
number(s) ... ].1.
number(s)

QSN
QSN

Did
hear me
[or . . (call
Did you
you hear
me [or...
(call sign))
sign)]
on ...
Mc/s)?
... kc/s (or MceO)?

IIdid
did hear
hear you
you [or
[or ...
... (call
sign))
(call sign)]
on ..... kc/s
(or Me/s).
on
kc/s (or
Me/s).

QSO
QS°

communicate with
with
Can you communicate
direct or by relay?
relay?

...
...

communicate with ...
... didiIIcan communicate

QSP
QSP
QSQ

Will you relay to .
charge?
.....free of charge?

rect (or
(or by
by relay
...).
rect
relay through
through ...
).
IIwill
will relay
relay to
to ...
... free
of charge.
charge.
free of

Have you a
a doctor on board
board [or
i.
[or in
....
board)?
... (name of person) on
on board]?

board (or ...
...
IIhave aa doctor on board
board).
(name of pason)
peison) is on hoard].

QSU
Q8U

Shall IIsend
send or reply
reply on this
this frequency
on ..
kc/s (or
quency [or
[or on
...
kc/8
(or
Mc/s)1
(with emissions of class
Mc/s)] (with
class

Send or reply on this frequency
freouency
for on
or Mc/s)1
[or
on ... . kc/s
kc/ (or
Me/s)]
(with emissions
class .
emisions of
of cla
. ).

Q3V
QSV

Shall IIsend aaseries of V's on this

QSL
QSL
QSM
QSM

.. .)?
frequency [or
(or Me/a)
Me/s)17?
frequency
[or ...
....kc/kc/s (or

QSW

Will you send on this
frequency
thin frequency
[or on
for
..
ke/s
(or Mc/s))
on ...
kc/s (or
Mcl/sl
(with emiMions
of class
clam ...
emissions of
... )?
)7

Send aa series of V's on thin
this freSend
frequency [or .... kelp
Mc/s)).
quency
kc/s (or Mc/E)I.
II WO
am going
lend on this fregoing to send
quency
for on
on
ke/s (or
(or
quency Ior
.. kc/a
Me/s)1
emissions of clam
class
Mc/s)l (with emimiorm
, ).

QSX

Will you listen to ..
[coil etice(1)1
Wil
. . IcaU
sin(a)l

QBY
C1SY

I change to transrnissoon
Shall I
transmission on
on
another frequency?

to traismimon
trantimission on
anChange to
on an-

Shall II send
Mnd each word or group
group
ones?
more than ooce?

Send
each word or group twice
Send each
twice
(or
(or ...
... times).
times).

on ...
... kc/s
kc/s (or
Mcht)?
(tr Mc/)?

QSZ

81939
0 -52--PT.
II
SI9!) 1)
52-- PT. n1

4A
4I

I
listening to
to
(call sign(s))
I am
am listening
IcrlU
yn(e)l
on
kc/s (or
Mc/s).
on .
... .kc/s
(or Mc/s).
other
frequency for
kcIs
other frequency
(or on
on .. .. kc/s
(or Mc/s)).
Mc/)].

2043
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AbreAbr6viation
QTA
QTA

Question
Question

Dois-je annuler
annttler

le
le

Reponse ou
ou avis
R^ponse
avis

telegramme
t16ggramme

numero .
n'avait
... .comme s'il n'avait
pas ete
ete transmis?
transmis?
pas
QTB
QTB

tin;
QTrc
QTE
QTE

Etes-vous d'accord
compte de
moth?
compte
de mots?

aver
avec

Annulez le
Annules
le t616gramme
telegramme num6ro
flumes,"
.. comme
comme s'il n'avait pau
pas 6te
6t6
transnais.
transmis.

111011
mon

Je
ne suis
d'accord avec
avec votre
votre
Je ne
suis pas
pas d'accord
compte
compte de
mots. Je
Je vais
vais
de mots.
rep6ter
repeter la
la premiere
premiere lettre
lettre de
de
chaque
&ague mot et le
premier
le premier
chiffre de
chaque nombre.
nombre.
de chaque

Combieu
Combieu avez-vous
avez-vous de
telegramde thlegrammes a transmettre?
mea

J'ai ... telegrammes
pour vous
tledgrammes pour
vous
(ou pour . . ).
(ou
).

Quel est
VRAI
est mon
mon relevement
relevement VRAI
relativement
relativement a
a vous?
vous?

Votre
relevcment VRAI
VRAI relativeVotre relevement
relativemcnt it
A moi est
ment
de . . (degrts)
(degree)
est de
. (heure)
a ...
(heure)

OIL
ou
Quel
mon relevement
VRAI
Quel est
est mon
relevemient VRAI
relativement a.
relativement
a ..... (indicant
(indicatif
d'appel)?
d'appel)?
ou
o0
Quel est
le relivenrnit
relevement VKAI
Quel
est le
VRAK de
de
. (indicatif
(indicatif r'appel)
d'appel) relativerelativement A
a . . iindiclif
iled/calif d'appel)?
ment
d'appel)?
QTF
QTF

Vonlez-vous
Voulez-vous nl'indli(uer
m'indiquer la
la position
position
de
imi station
st:tion resultant
de nin
resultant des
des rerelevelentll
levements pris par Its
les stations
stations
radiog
,,niorni'triques que
radiogoniora•triques
que vous
vous
eontrolrz?
,
eontrOlez?
(tnoir
l'appendice 15)
v.'ir l'appefnlice
15)

QTC
QTC

Voulez-vous
trliisnimtt
Voulez-vous
t
rat isn tet t
re
deux
re
deux
traits de dix secondes
secondes chaeuti,
charun,
suivis (de
de votre indicatif d'appel
(repets .... fois)
(repetFs
lids) [sur
Isur
kc/s
kc/s
(ou
Me/s)j??
(ou Mc/s)
ou
OU?

Voulez-vous demander
demander h
it
de
de
transmettre deux traits de
transmettre
de dix
dix
secondes
secondes suivis de son inlicatif
indicat if
d'appel
(repefts
d'appel (repe'ts
foist star
fois)
suir
(nxl.
. klst/
kc/s
Me/s)?
. -/. u (ou
-uu M>Iul/?
-rl/gI'

OIL
OU

Votre
Votre relevement
relevement VRAI
VRAI relarelativeinent. a
a
tivement
(indicatif
.(indicatif
d'appcl)
ctait de
d'appel) etait
degres i
de
degrds
(heure)
... (heure)
ou
ou
Le releventent
relevement VRAI
VRAI de
de
....
(indicalifd'appel)
(indicant
d'appel) relativement
relativement
a .
. (indicatif
(indicant d'appel)
d'appel) 6tait
etait
..(degrs)
de
(degree) it
& ... (heure):
(heure):
La position
position de
de votre
station
votre station
resultant
re•su
I
t
ant des
releve me nts pris
pris
des rlevlcments
stations radiogoniomCpar les stations
radiogoniomeque je eontr6le
triques clue
contreile etait
tait ...
longitude,
latitude,
longitude, classe
elasse
.... it . . heure.
heure. (voir
(voir I'appenl'appendice 16)
15)
dicc

.le vais transnettre
transrnettre deux
traits
deux traits
seconles ehareun,
de dix seeondes
ehaeun, suivis
suivis
de
mon
indicat
if
d'appel
(de mon
indicatif
d'appcl
(rpptes .. Ions)
(repetes
lsur
fois) [sur
kc/s
(ou Me/s)).
(ou
Me/a)].
OIL
ou
OU
J'ai demande
demande a
it
de transtransde
mettre deux
deux traits
traits de
dix
de dix
secondes
secondes suivis
de son
son indieatif
suivis dc
indicatif
d'appel (repetes
fois)
sur
(repetes
fois) sur
(ou Me/s).
Me/s).
kc/s (niu
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Abbreviation
viation

Question
Question

Answer or Advice
Answer
Advice

.

QTA

cancel telegram
telegram number.
Shall I cancel
number ...
as if it had not been
been sent?
sent?

Cancel telegram
telegram number
number ..
as if
... asif
it had not been sent.

QTB

Do you agree with my counting
of
counting of
words?

I do not agree with your counting
I
counting
of words; IIwill repeat the fitst
first
letter or digit of each
word or
or
each word
group.
group.

QTC

How many telegrams have you to
send?

I have ...
I
... telegrams
telegrams for you
you (or
(or
for ...).
. . ).

QTE

What is my TRUE
TRUE bearing
bearing from
from
you?

Your TRUE
TRUE bearing
bearing from me
me is
is
... degrees
...
degrees (at ...
... hours)
or
or
Your
TRUE bearing from
from ...
...
Your TRUE
(call sign) was .... degrees
(at
(cal
degrees (at
...
... hours)
or
The
... (cad
The TRUE
TRUE bearing
bearing of ...
(call
from...
was
sign) from
... (call sign) was
degrees at ...
.....degrees
... hours.

or
or

What is my TRUE
TRUE bearing from
from
.•
. (call
(caUnn)?
sign)?
or
or

What is the TRUE bearing of ...
...
(cal sign)
sign) from
.-(cal
sign)?
(call
(ooff sign)?
QTF
QTF

Will you give me the position
position of
my station according
according to the
the
bearings
bearings taken by the direction
direction
finding stations
stations which you
you concon(see appendix
appendix 15)
trol? (see
16)

The position
position of your station
station acacThe
cording
cording to the bearings
bearings taken
taken
the direction
direction finding
finding staby the
stations which
I control
which I
control was ...
...
latitude,...
latitude,... longitude,class...
longitude,class.
... hours,
16)
at ...
hours. (see appendix
appendix 16)

QTG

Will you send two dashes
dashes cf ten
seconds
seconds each followed
your
followed by
by your
call sign (repeated
(repeated ...
... times)
times)
(on ...
Mc/s)1?
[on
... kc/s (or Mc/s)J?

I am going to send two dashes of
I
of
ten seconds
seconds each
each followed by
by
my call sign (repeated...
(repeated. ..
times)
time)
(on
(or Mc/s)I
Mc/s))
Ion ... kc/s
kc/s (or
or
or
... to send
IIhave requested
requested ...
end two
two
dashes of ten
ten seconds followed
followed
by his call sign (repeated ...
...
times) on .... kes
kc/s (or
(or Mc/s).

or
or
Will you request
request ...
... to send two
dashes
dashes of ten seconds followed
followed
by his call sign
sign (repeated
(repeated ...
...
times) on
on ...
... kc/s
kc/s (or
(or Mc/s)?
Mc/)?

2045
2045
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AbreAbr6viation

Question
Question

Reponse on
avis
Reponse
ou avia

QTH
QTH

QueUe
Queue eat votre position
position en latilatitude et en longitude
(au d'apri
d'apres
longitude (ou
toute autre
autre indication)?
indication)?

Ma position
position eat .
... latitude...
latitude...
longitude (au
Longitude
folds
(ou d'apres
d'apri touts
autre indication).
eters
indication).

QTI

Quelle eat votre route
VRAIE?
route VRAIE?

Ma route VRAIE
VRAIE eat de
de
degrs.
dellr&

QTJ
QTJ

Quelle eat
est votre
votre vitesse
vitease de marche?
marche?

Ma viteaoe
vitas* de marche
marche eat
eat de
de ...
...
nceuds
nceuda (ou de ..
kilometres
kilomntre
A l'heure).
i'heure).
(Indique
eitec du navire
(1ndique la
to vitesse
narks ou
on de
de
I'atronef par rapport
l'ahronef
rapport a
id l'eau
l'eau ou
on

QTK

QTL,
QT1
QTN
QTO

(Demande la vitesse
vileese du
num:re on
de
du namire
ou de
'atronef par
l'aeronef
rapport a
ou
par rapport
a Peau
l'eau ou
adl'air
Pair respectivement)
respedivement)
Quelle est la vitesse
vitesse de
serode votre
votre aeronef par rapport
rapport &
a la
surface de
la surface
de
is
la terre?
Quel est
eat votre cap VRAI
VRAI (route
(route
VRAIE par
par vent
vent mil)?
nul)?
A quelle
A
quelle heure
heure avez-vous
quitte
avez-voua quitte
...
(lieu)?
... (lieu)?
Etes-vous sorti du bassin (ou
(on du
du
port)?
ou

on

QTP
QTP

QTQ
QTQ

QTR
QTS

QT11
QTU

....

d
l'air respectivernent)
d l'air
respectivuenl)

La
La vitesse
vitesse de mon aeronef
aeronef eat
de
eat de
. . nceuds
nceuds (ou kilometrea
kilometree &
I'heure)
l'heure) par rapport 1
la sursur& la
face de la terra.
terre.
Mon cap VRAI eat
eat de
de ... .degrd.
degree.
J'ai
J'ai quitt.
quitte . (lieu)
(lieu)

. heure.
heure.
..

Je suia
suis sorti dn
du baain
basin (ou
(ou du
du
port)
Port)
em
OW
decoll6.
J'ai deco116.

Aves-vous
Avez-vous decolle?
decolle?
Allez-vous entrer
Allez-vous
entrer dans
le bassin
dana le
baain Je vais entrer dans
dan Ie
to basin
bassin (ou
(ou
(ou dans le
le port)?
port)?
dans le port)
OU
ou
au
ou
Allez-vous amerir
stark (ou atterrir)?
atterrir)?
Je vais amrir
amokir (ou atterrir).
atterrk).
Pouves-vous communiquer
Pouvez-vous
communiquer avec
Je vais communiquer
communiquer ayes
avec votre
votre
ma station a
Code InInA l'aide
I'aide du
du Code
& l'aide
station a
l'aide du Code InInternational de Signaux?
Signaux?
ternational
ternational de Signaux
Signe=
Quelle
Quelle eat I'heure
l'heure exacte?
exacte?
L'heure exacte
exacta est
eat ...
...
Voules-vous
transmettre votre
Voules-vous transmettre
votre inin- Je
Je vais transmettre (ou
(ou je
je tranteam
dicatif d'appel pendant
pendant ...
... mimimettrai
mettrai a ...
... heures)
heures) (sur
['Jur ...
...
maintenant (ou a
nutes maintenant
a partir de
de
kc/s (ou
(au Mc/s))
mon indicatif
Mc/s)l mon
indicatif
·.. heures) [sur ... kc/s
(ou
c/s (ou
d'appel pendant
pendant ...
... minutes
minutes
Mc/s)] pour permettie
Mc/s))
is mesure
mesure
permettre la
pour
permettre la
pour permettre
d.
Ia mesure
memure de
votre frequence?
de votre
fr6quence?
ma frequence.
frequence.
Quelles sont
sent lea heures
heures pendant
pendant
Ma station eet
Ma
eat ouverte
ouverte de ...
lesquelles votre
votre station
oustation eat
eat ou. .bheure
.
heures.
vert.?
verte?
*
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Abbreviation

Question
Question

Answer or
Advice
Answer
or Advice

QTR
QTH

What
What is your position in latitude
and longitude
longitude (or
(or according
according to
to
any
indication)?
any other
other indication)?

My position
... latitude
latitude ...
...
My
position is
is ...
longitude
according to
to anq
any
longitude (or according
other indication).
indication).

QTI
QTI

What is your TRUE track?
track?

My
My TRUE track
degrees.
track is ...
... degrees.

QTJ

What is your speed?

My
... knots (or kilokiloMy speed
speed is ...
metres per
per hour).
hour).
metres
(Indicates the speed of a
a ship
ship or
or
(Indicates
aircraftthrough the water or air
aircraft
air
respectively.)
respectioly.)

air(Requests the speed of
of a
a ship
ship or aircraft
through the
craft through
the water
water or
or air
air
respectively.).
respecti/ely.)
QTK
QTK

What is the speed of your aircraft
aircraft
relation to the
in relation
the surface
surface of
of the
the
earth?

aircraft in
relaThe speed of my
my aircraft
in relation to the surface of the
the earth
is
... knots (or
kilometres per
per
is ...
(or kilometres
hour).
hour).

QTL
QTL

What is
TRUE heading
is your TRUE
heading
(TRUE course with
with no
no wind)?

My
My TRUE heading
heading is ...
.. de
degrew.
grees.

QTN
QTN

At what time did you depart from
from

I
departed from
... (place)
(place) at
at ..
.. .
I departed
from ...
hours.
hours.

QTO

...•
•
•(place)?
(Place)?
Have
dock (or port)?
Have you
you left
left dock

QTP
QTP

IIhave
have left
left dock
dock (or
(or port)
port)
or

or

Are you airborne?
airborne?

airborne.
IIam airborne.

dock (or
Are you going
going to
to enter
enter dock
(or
port)?
port)?

I
enter dock (or
I am going to enter
(or port)
port)

or
or

Are you
you going
going to alight
alight (or
(or land)?
land)?

or
I
going to
(or land).
land).
I am going
to alight (or

QTQ
QTQ

communicate with
with my
my
Can you
you communicate
station
station by
by means
means of
of the
the International
national Code
Code of Signals?
Signals?

I
communicate with
I am
am going
going to communicate
with
your station by
your
by means
means of the
International
International Code
Code of
of Signals.
Signals

QTR
QTR

What
What is
is the correct
correct time?

The
is ...
The correct
orrect time
time is
... hours.
hours

QTS
QTS

Will you send your call sign
.. . I
sign for
for ...
will send
send my
my call
...
I will
all lisp
ign for
for ...
minute(e) now
hours)
minute(s)
now (or
(or at ...
... hours)
minute(s) now
now (or
(or at
at...
hours)
minute(s)
... hours)
(on
kcie (or
Mc/s)1 so
that
(on
kc/s (or
Mc/s)] so
so that
that
Ion ... .kc/s
(or Mc/s)l
[on ... kc/s
(or Mc/s))
so that
your frequency
frequency may
may be meameafrequency may
Mell.
my frequency
may be
be mewr
sured?
sure&
ured&

QTU

hours during which
which
What are
are the
the hours
your station iis open?

My station is open
open from ...
My
... to
... hours
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Abr6Abr6
viation

Question
Question

Rkponee ou
ou avi
avis
Reponse

QTV

Dois-je
prendre Is
veille A votre
votre
Doin-je prendre
la veille
place sur
sur la
la fr6quence
frquence ... kc/s
(ou Mc/s) (de ...
heure)?
...
... heure)?

Prenex la
Proxies
is veille
voile A
A ma
Bur Is
ma place
placeour
a
fr6quence
frequence ... kc/s
kc/s (ou Mc/s)
Mc/)
(de ......
.. I
heure).
heure).

QTX
QTX

Voulez-vous lancer
laieser votre station
pour communiquer
ouverte pour
communiquer avec
avec
moi jusqu'A nouvel
nouvel avis de ma
ma
part (ou jusqu'A
jusqu'it ..
... heure)?
heure)?

Ma station
station reste ouverte pour
pour
communiquer avec vous
communiquer
vows jun.
jusqu'a nouvel avis
avis de
de votre
votre part
part
jusqu'A ... heure).
heure).
(ou jusqu'A

QUA
QUA

Avez-vous des nouvelles
Avez-vous
de ...
nouvelles de...
(indiratif
d'appel)?
(indicatifd'appel)?

Void des nouvelles de
de
Voici
calif d'appcl).
d'appel).
catif

QUB
QUB

Pouvez-vous
dans
Pouvez-voun me
me (loaner,
donner, dans
I'ordre, les
l'ordre,
lee renseignements
conrenseignements concernant: la visibilitY,
oernant:
visibilite, is
la hauteur
hauteur
des nuages, la
dee
Is direction et is
la
ritease du vent au
viteeee
an sol
sal A. .
(Lieu d'obseration)?
d'observation)?
(lieu

Voici
Void lee reneeigements
renseigements demandle:
demandee:

QUC
QUC

Quel eat le numero
numero (ou autre indiindi- Le numtro
numero (ou autre
autresndcation)
indication)
cation) du dernier message
cation)
que
message que
du dernier message
message quo
j'ai
que j'ai
vous avez
vows
ayes recu
regu de
de moi [ou
[ou de
de
recu
regu de vous [ou
[ou de..
de.
(indi...
... (indicant
d'appel)]?
(indicatif d'appel)
I?
cant d'appel)]
eat ...
..
catf
d'appel)] eat
Aves-vous regu
recu le signal d'urgence
d'urgence J'ai reeu
rgeu le
Is signal
d'urgence tran
transsignal d'urgence
tranamis par ...
transmit'
(indicant d'ap... (indicatif
d'apmit'
par ...
mis par
... (indicant
(indicatif d'appel
d'appel
pe
pel d'une station
mobile)?
sation mobile)?
d'une station
station mobile)
mobil) iA...
...
hours.
heur
Aves-vous regu Is
e signal de
de ded6- J'ai regu le sgnal
signal de dbtresse
d6tree
tree
mis par ...
tram emits
... (indicatif
(indioat(f
rnis par ...
emis
... (indicatif d'appe
d'appel
d'appel d'une
d'un station
station mobile)?
d'appel
mobile)?
d'un
staion mobile) i
d'uns station
heure.
heurs.
Alle-voua
trs force
fored d'amerir (ou
Alias-you setre
(ou Je
uis forde
Jo inns
force d'amdrir
d'am6rir (ou
(ow d'atterd'atter
d'atteirrir)?
d'atterrir)?
rir)
immediatemeat
rir) immdiatemnt

-

QUD
QUD

QUF
QUF

QUO
QUO

(incli(ndi-

on

Je
Jo vas
vais Otre
Atte fore
fore6 d'am6rir
d'amArir (ou
(on
d'atterrir) I
on
t ...
... (position
(po.tion ou
hen).
lieu).
QUH

Voule-vous mlndiquer
Voules-vous
mIndiquer is
preela prlion
barometrique aetuelle
'ion barometrique
actuelle au
an
niveau de
Is mer?
niveau
de la
mer?

La preesion
premion barom6trique
baromiStrique actuelle
actuelle
au niveau de
an
de Ih
Is mar sit
eat de ... .
(unitts).
(uniU).

QUI

Voa faux
feux dde navigation sont-i/s
ont-ils
Yes
alluinfs?
sduotIs

Mee
Mee feux
feu' de navigatioa
navigation mst
sant aialn-lam&
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Abbreviation

Question

Answer or Advice
Advice
Answer

QTV
QTV

Shall IIstand guard for
for you
you on
on the
the
frequency
frequency of .
.....kc/s (or Mc/s)
Mc/s)
(from . .to
to ...
... hours)?
(from...
hours)?

Stand guard for
me on
on the
the frefor me
frequency of ...
quency
... kc/s
kcis (or Mc/a)
Mc/s)
(from....to ...
(from
... hours).

QTX
QTX

Will you keep your station open
open
for further
further communication
communication with
me until further
further notice
notice (or
(or until
until
hours)?
...hours)?

I will keep my station
I
station open for
for
further communication
communication with
with
you until
until further
further notice
notice (or
(or
until ... hours).
until...

QUA
QUA

Have you news
sign)? Here
Have
news of .. (call
(cal sin)?
Here is news of ...
.. (cal
(call sign).

QUI_
QUL

Can you give me, in the following
following
order, information
information concerning:
concerning:
visibility, height
clouds, direcheight of
of clouds,
direction and velocity
velocity of ground
ground
... . (place
(place of obsevawind at .
observation)?
tion)?

QUC
QUC

What is
(or other
indi- The number
is the
the number (or
(or other
other indication)
indication)
other indinumber (or
cation)
cation) of the last message you
of the last
message I
received
you
last message
I received
received from me
.. .
me [or
[or from
you [or
[or from
from ...
..
(call
from ...
from you
(ca
(caU sign)]?
sign)]
(call
sign)
sign)] is
is ...

QUD
QUD

Have
Have you received the
the urgency
urgency
signal sent by .
of
.(call(call sign
sign of
mobile
station)?
mobile station)?

signal
IIhave received
received the urgency
urgency signal
... (call sign of mobile
sent by ...
station) at...
at ... hours.
hours.
station)

QUF
QUF

Have you received
received the distress sigsignal sent by
by . (cal
(call sign
of
sign of
mobile station)?
station)?

I
received the
the distress
distress signal
signal
I have
have received
.. .(call sign
of mobil
mobile
sent by ...
sign of
station) at
hours.
station)
at ...
... hours.

QUO
QUG

Will you be forced to alight (or
(or
land)?
land)?

I
alight (or
lead)
I am forced to
to alight
(or land)
immediately.
immediately.
or
or
I
be forcedto
forced to alight
I shall
hallbe
alight (or
(or land)
land)
at ...
(position or
or plain).
place).
... (poimon

QUH
QUH

Wil you give me the present
Will
bapresent barometric pressure at sea level?
level?

The present
present barometric
barometric pressure
premua
at sea
(units).
at
ea level
level is
is ..
... (uits).

QUI

Am
Are your navigation lighta
lights workworking?

My navigation
lights are
working.
My
navigation light
are working.

Here
Here is the information
information requested
requested

2049
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AbreAbreviation
viation

Question
Question

Reponse ou avis
avis
Reponse

QUJ
QUJ

Voulez-vous m'indiquer le
Voulez-vous
le cap
VRAI
VRAI Aa suivre, par vent nul,
pour me diriger
diriger vers
vers vous
(ou
vous (ou
vers
vers .
. .)?

Le cap VRA1
par vent
vent
VRAI A
Atsuivre,
uivre, par
nul, pour
pour vous
vous dirger
diriger ver
vets moi
...)) est de
de ...
... degrie
(ou vers ...
deagr
... (heure).
(hours).
A...

QUI(
QUK

Pouvez-vous m'indiquer
m'indiquer l'etat
1'etat de
la mer observ6
observe a
A ...
... (lieu
(ieu on
ou
coordonntes)?
coordonntes)?

A ...
monks(lieu on
ou eoordoxLa riser
mer A
... (lieu
...
ntes) eat ...

QUL

m'indiquer la
houle
Pouvez-vous m'indiquer
la houle
observee A
coordonobservee
a ...
... (lieu
(lieu on
ou coordonnits)?
nea)?

coordonLa houle
houle & ...•• (lieu
(has ou
on coordow
sins) eat...
eat ...
noea)

QUM

Le trafic de detresse
d6tresse eat-il termine?
termind?

Le trafic de detrese
detresse est
eat termin6.

QUN

Priere aux navires
navires dans
ctans mon voisivoisinage irnmediat
(on dans le voisinage
imm6diat [ou
voisi... longinage de ...
... latitude, ...
tude (ou de ...
... )] d'indiquer
d'indiquer
leurs poition,
position, route VRAIE
VRAIE et
et
vitesse.

Ma position,
position, ma route VRAIE
VRAIE et
at
Ma
ma vitesse sont ... .

QUO

Dole-je
Doia-je rechercher.
rechercher.
(1.
aeronef;
(1. un aeronef;
navire;
2. on
un navire;
on radeau
3. one
une embarcation,
embarcation, un
radeau
on engin de sauvesauveou un
tage)
dans le voisinage
voisinage de ...
... latitude,
... .longitude (ou d'apres
d'apres toute
attire indication)?
autre
indication)?

Voulez-voun rechercher.
Voulez-vous
rechercher

QUP

Voulez-vous
Voulez-vous indiquer
indiquer votre posiposition par ..
...
(1. projecteur;
projecteur;
2. fumee noire;
3. fusees lumineuses)?
lumineuses)?

Ma position est
eat indiquee par .
projecteur;
(1. projecteur;
2.
fumee noire;
2. fumee
noire;
3.
(widen lumineuses).
lumineusee).
3. fusees

QIN
QUQ

projecteur verDois-je diriger mon projecteur
ticalement stir
sur on
nuage, d'une
un nuage,
maniere
maniere intermittente si possipossidiriger ensuite le faisble, puis diriger

Priere de
Priere
diriger votre
votre projecteur
de diriger
projecteur
verticaiement sur
our un nuage,
nuage,
verticaiement
d'une maniere
maniere intermittente
intermittente si
d'une
si
possible, puis diriger ensuite le
to
faisceau
(ou our
faisccau sur l'eau
I'cau (ou
sur le
le sol)
sol)
centre
le vent,
vous
contre le
vent, lorsque
lorsque vous
verrez
mon aeroaeroverrez no
ou entendres
entendrez mon
nef,
afin de
de faciliter
faciliter mon
am&
nef, afin
mon ameriasge (mu
rissage
(au mon atterriesage).
atterria).

ceau
sur l'eau
I'eau (ou our
sur le sol)
ceau our
so))
contre
contre ie vent, lorsque
lorsque l'on verra
ou entendra
entendra votre aeronef, afin
afin
de faciliter votre
votre amerissage
amerissage (ou
(ou
votre
votre atterrimuge)?
attsrrissage)7

(1. un
un aeronef;
(1.
aeronef;
2. un navire;
navire;
une embarcation,
entharcation, un ra3. une
un engin de
deau ou un
sauvetage)
sauvetage)
dans le
voisinage de
de ...
latile voisinage
... latitude, ...
.. longitude
longitude (ou
(ou d'aprta
d'apres
(oute
autre indication).
indication).
Loute auire
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(App.
RR)
Abbreviation

Question
Question

Answer
Advice
Answer or Advic

QUJ
QUJ

Will you indicate
indicate the TRUE course
for me to steer towards you (or
(or
....)
) with no wind?

The TRUE course
course for you to
steer towards
towards me (or
with
(or ... ))with
no wind is ...
degrees at
... degree
at ...
hours.

QUK

Can you tell me the condition
condition of
of
the sea observed at ...
... (place
or
(place or
coordinates)?
coordinates)?

The sea
The
sae at
at ...
(pkies or
or soma... (plac
coordinates) is...
is ...
nat)

QUL
QUL

Can you tell me the swell observed
observed
at ...
... (place or coordinates)?
coordinate)?

The swell
swell at ..
...
nates)
na) is ...
...

QUM
QUM

Is the distress traffic
traffic ended?

The
The distress
distress traffic
traffic is ended.

QUN
QUN

Will vessels in my immediate
immediate vicinity [(or
((or in the vicinity
vicinity of ...
..
latitude ...
... longitude)
longitude) (or of
of
...))
indicate their
their posiposi... )] please indicate
tion, TRUE
TRUE course and
and speed?

My position, TRUE
TRUE course and
speed are .....

QUO

Shall IIsearch for ...
(1.
Aircraft;
(1. Aircraft;
2. Ship;
3. Survival
Survival craft)
craft)
in the vicinity of
...latitude ..
of...latitude
longitude
longitude (or according
according to any
any
indication)?
other indication)

Please search for
for ..
...
(1. Aircraft;
Aircraft;
2.
2. Ship;
Ship;
3. Survival craft)
of ...latitude...
in the vicinity of..
latitude...
longitude (or according
according to any
longitude
other
other indication).
indication).

QUP
QUP

Will you indicate your position
position
.. .
by ...
(1. Searchlight;
2. Black smoke trail;
3. Pyrotechnic
Pyrotechnic lights)?

My position is indicated
indicated by
by
(1.
Searchlight;
(1. Searchlight;
trail;
2. Black smoke trail;
Pyrotechnic lights).
lights).
3. Pyrotechnic

QUQ
QUQ

Shall IItrain my searchlight
searchlight nearly - Please
searchlight on
on a
Please train your searchlight
a
vertical on a
possible and,
a cloud, occulting
cloud, occulting if
occulting if
if
if possible
and,
possible and, if
aircraft is
is
if my aircraft is seen or heard,
heard,
if your aircraft
deflect the beam up wind and
on
seen, deflect the beam up wind
wind
and on
(or land)
to
and on the water (or
land) to
the water
water (or land) to facilitate
facilitate your landing?
facilitate
my landing.
landing?

coordi(place or coordi-

2051
2051

2052

TREATIES
TREATIES

[63 STAT.
STAT.
[63

(App. 9
9 RR)
RR)
(App.

AbreAbr6viation
QUR
QUR

QUS

Question
Question

Reponae ou avia
&vie
Reponse

Lea
Les survivants
oat-us .
murvivants ont-ils
(1.
(1. regu
requipement de
sauverequ l'6quipement
de sauvetage;
tage;
2. ete reeueillis
recueillis par
par un eanot
canot
de sauvetage;
sauvetage;
rejointa par
3. ete rejoints
par l'6quipe
l'equipe de
sauvetage
sauvetage au sol)?
sol)?
Avez-vous
Avez-vous apercu
apergu des
survivants
des survivants
on
quel enou des debris? Si
Si ow,
oui, aAquel
endroit?

Lee
eurvivants ont
Les survivants
oat ...
regu l'ilquipement
de *ausau(1. renu
1'equipement de
vetage lance par ...
vetage
...
2. ete
etk recueillis par un canot
eanot
de sauvetage;
sauvetage;
3. ete
etk rejoints
l'equipe de
de
rejointe par l'equipe
sauvetage
sol).
sauvetage au sol).
J'ai apereu
aperqu ...
(1.
(1. des survivants
survivants dana
dens l'eu;
l'eau;
2. des survivants
survivanta stir
des rareur dee
deaux;
deaux;
3. des
dee debris
debris ou
on 6paves)
6paves)
..... latitude, ...
•
longitude
... longitude
(ou
d'apria touts aure
(ou d'aprlis
autrs indicaindica(ion).
tion).
Le lieu de I'accident
l'accident oet
set indique
(par...)
(par
.. )
Dirigez
Dirigez le navire
navire ou I'aeronef
l'ae.ronef
(1. ..
[I.
(indicatif d'appcl)
d'appel) our
sur
. (indicatif
votre position
position en
en transtranamettant
mettant votre indicatif
indicatif
d'appel et des
des traits prolonge
longes sur .. .kcfs
(ou
kc/ (ou
Me/s);
Mc/s);
2.
. (indicatif
(indicatif d'appd)
d'appel) en
en
transmettant
transmettant sur
ur ..
kc/s (ou Mc/s)
Mc/s) lee
caps
lea cap.
a tenir pour vous
vous atat,
teindre. j
Votre rclevement
relevement MAGNETIMAGNETIQUE par rapport
par
rapport a
A moi
moi (ou par
rapport a
a .) ) etait de
de .
degres
... heures.
degree
heures.

QUT
QUT

Le lieu de l'accident
i'accident est-il indique?
indique?

QUU

Dois-je diriger le
he navire
navire ou
ou l'aerol'aeronet stir
position?
nef
our ma position?

QUV

eat mon
Quel et
mon relevement
relevement MAC
MAG N
N TIQUE
TIQUE par rapport
rapport a
A vous (ou
(ou
par rapport
)7
rapport a ... .)?

(Ce signal
ignal n'est
n'est gentralrment
(Ce
gntralcrnent pas
pas
utilist
utilise dans
dan he
le service
service mobile
mobie
maritime)
maritime)
QUX
QUX

Voulez-vous
Voules-vous m'indiquer
m'indiquer le
he cap
MAGNETIQUE
MAGNETIQUE a
A suivre, par
par
vent nul, pour me diriger
diriger vers
vers
vous (ou vers ...-•)?
(Ce
signal West
gtritTakment pas
pas
(C aignal
'est genralement
utilise dan
dans le
he service
mobile
service mobile
maritiem)

(Ce
gentratement pas
pas
(Ce signal
signal n'est
n'cst genEralement
utilis
utilise dans
dans he
mobile
Ic service
service mobile
maritime)
maritime)

Le cap MAGNETIQUE
MAGNETIQUE asuivre,
asuivre,
par
par vent
vent nul, pour vous diriger
diriger
vers moi (ou vers ... ))etait
tait de
degree a ... .heures.
...degrs
heures.
(Ce
signal n'est
n'est gentralement
gentralement pas
pas
(Ce signal

utiliu
dans le
mobile
utilise dons
he savice
service mobile
maritime)
mo)
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Abbreviation
viation
QUR
QUR

Question
Question

Answer or Adviea
Answer
Advice

survivor...
Have survivors
...
(I.
Received survival
(1. Reeeived
ment;
ment;

equipequip-

2. Been picked up by rescue
rescue
vessel;
vesel;
3.
ground
reached by ground
3. Been
Been reached
rescue
rescue party)?
party)?

Survivors ...
Survivors...
possession of
SUP.
of sur(1. Are
Are in possesion
vival equipment
equipment dropped
dropped
by...;
by ... ;
2. Have been picked
picked up
up by
rescue vessel;
vessel;
rescue
3. Have been reached by
ground rescue party).
ground
Have sighted ... .
Have
Survivors in water;
water;
(1. Survivors
2. Survivors on rafts;
rafts;
3.
Wreckage)
3. Wreckage)
latitude .. .
in position ...
... latitude.
longitude (or according
according to any
longitude
indication).
other indication).

QUS

sighted survivors
Have you isighted
survivors or
wreckage?
posiwreckage? If so, in
in what position?

QUT
QUT

incident marked?
Is position
position of incident

Position
Position of incident is marked
(by...)
(by
... )

QI.JU
QUU

Shall IIhome
home ship
ship or
or aircraft
aircraft to my
my
Shall
position?

aircraft
or aircraft
Home ship or
[1.
sign) to
your
to your
(call sign)
1. ... (call
position by
by transmitting
transmitting
position
your
call sign and
and long
your call
dashes on
on ..
kc/s (or
(or
... kc/s
dashes
Mc/s);
Mc/s);
2.
... (cal
(call sign)
sign) by transtrans2....
mitting
on ...
kc/s (or
(or
mitting on
... kc/s
Mc/s) courses
courses to steer to
Mc/s)
reach
reach you).
you].

QUV
QUV

What is
MAGNETIC bearing
is my
my MAGNETIC
What
...)?
)?
from you
you (or
(or from ...

Your
bearing from
MAGNETIC bearing
Your MAGNETIC
...)) was ...
... deme (or
(or from
from ...
grees at
at ...
... hours.
(This signal,
signal, in general,
will not be
general, will
(This
Mobile
used in the Maritime Mobile
Service)

(This
in general,
general, will not be
ignal, in
(This signal,
Maritime Mobile
used in
in the Maritime
Service)
Service)
QUX
QUX

MAGNETIC
Will
Will you indicate the MAGNETIC
course
for me
me to
to steer
steer towards
towards
course for
you
...)) with
wind?
with no wind?
you (or ...
(Thu
in general,
general, will
not be
be
will not
signal, in
(Thiasignal,
used
the Maritime
Maritime Mobile
used in te
Bowies)
Byna)

The
MAGNETIC course for you
The MAGNETIC
to steer to reach me (or ... ))
with no
degrees
... degrees
was ...
with
no wind was
... hours.
at ...
hours.
(This signal,
signal, in
general, will
iU not be
in general,
(This
used in
Maritime Mobid
Mobile
in the Maritime
used
&Mat)
S&mn)

2053
2053

2054
2054

TREATIES
TREATIES

I63 SrTAT.
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(App. 9
9RR)
RR)
(App.

B. Liste
Liste des
des abriviations
abriviations par
par nature
nature des
des questions,
avia:
questions, reponses
reponses on
ou avis:
Abreviation

Question
Question

Reponse on
ou avis

QRA

Nom
Nom
set le nom
de votre
votre station?
station?
Quel est
nom de

Q,RD
QRD

O/ alles-vous et
Ott
et

QRB

A quelle distance
A
distance approximative
approximative
vous trouves-vous
trouves-vou.s de
de ma
ma stastation?

La
La distance
distant* approximative
entre
pproximative entre
nos stations est
set de ...
... males
millee
nautiques (ou kilometres).
kilometres).

QTH
QTH

Quelle eet
sit votre position
position en
latien latitude et en longitude
longitude (ou
(ou d'apres
d'aprt
toute autre
touts
(tube indication)?
indication)?

Ma
Ma position eat
eat ...
... latitude
latitude ...
...

A
A quells
quelle heure
heure aves-vous
aves-vous quitt4
quitt6
...
... (lieu)?
(ieu)?
Qiudite
signaux
Qualt6 des
des sgnaux
Quelle est
Quell°
tonalite de
emisst la
la tonalite
de mon
mon 6milion?
lion?

J'ai
J'ai quittd
quitte ...
... (lieu) a
I ...
... heure.
ham.

Le
Le nom
nom de
de ma station ert
sit ...

Parconrs
Parcours

d'ot venez-vous?
venes-vous?

Je vais e,
je viens
de ...
...
& ...
... et je
viens de

Position
Position

QTN
QTN

QRI

longitude (ou d'apres
autre
d'apr touts
toute autre
truncation)
indication)

La tonalit6
tonalite de
de votre emission
sit
6mision eat
(1. bonne;
bonne;
(1.
2.
variable;
2. variable;
3. mauvaise).

QRK

Quelle et
Quells
eat la
la lisibilit4
liaibilit de
de mes
mea
ioaux (ou des signs=
signaux
... )?
)?
ignaux de
de ...

La lisibilit6
lisibilite de vo
vos aignaux
signaux (ou
(ou
des signaux
signaux de ...
... )
est ...
...
) eet
(1.
(1. illisible;
illiible;
2. lisible par
par instants;
'bible mak
difficilement;
3. lisble
mais difficilement;
4. liible;
lisible;
4.
parfaitement lisible).
lisible).
5. parfaitement

QR.°
QRO

farce des
sign=
fra*
de sdiaux
Dodi-e
Dais-je asgmater
augtnenter la
a puienusce?
puiancee

Augmentes 1Is puissance.
puianoe.

QRP

Doiaje
Dois-je dimnuer
&minuet la
Is puissanae?
puissance?

Diminuez la puiasanoe.
puissance.

Q8A
Q8A

Quell eat
Quells
sit la force de mee
signaux
mes signaux
dinaux
(ou d
des
signs= de
tie ..
....)?
)1

La force
force do
de voa
vos signaux (ou des
des
et •
...••
signaux de
de ...
... ))set
(1. 1
a peine percep
percep'ible;
ible;
2.
3.
4.
a.
5.

faible;
Rees bon;
ases
bon;
tri bon).
trio
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B. List of Signals
Sigtzals According to the Nature
Questions,
Nature of Questions,
Answer or
or Advice.
"

'

AbbreAbbreviation

QRA
QRA

I

Question
Question

Name
What
What is the name of your
your station?

Advice
Answer or
or Advice

The name of my station is ...
...

Route
Route
QRD
QRD

Where are you bound and where
are
ycu from?
are you
from?

QRB

How far approximately
approximately are you
from my station?

approximye distance
distance bebeThe approxim*re
tween our stations is ...
... nautical miles (or kilometres).

QTH
QTH

What is your position in latitude
and longitude (or
according to
(or according
to
any other indication)?
indication)?

My
My position
position is ...
... latitude ...
...
longitude (or
longitude
(or according
according to any
other
indication)
other indication)

QTN
QTN

from
At what time did
did you
you depart
depart from
...(place)?
(place)?
...
Quality of
Signals
Quality
of Signals
How is the tone of my transmission?
son?

I
... (place)
(place) at
at
I departed
departed from ...
... hours.
...
hours.

bound for
from ...
IIam
am bound
for ...
... from
...

Position
Position

QRI
QRI

QRK
QRK

Q11.0
QRO
QRP
QSA
Q8A

readability of my
What is
is the readability
my sigsignals (or those
...)?
those of ...
)?

Strength
of Signals
Strength o
Signal
increase power?
Shall I
I increase
decrease power?
Shall IIdecrease
power?
What is the
the strength of my
my signals
signals
...)?
(or those of ...
)?

The
transmission
The tone
tone of your transmission
is
...
is...
(1.
(I. good;
good;
2.
2. variable;
variable;
3.
3. bad).
bad).
signals (or
The readability
readability of your signals
those of
...)) is
is ...
...
those
of ...
(1. Unreadable;
Unreadable;
(1.
2. Readable
Readable now
now and
and then;
then;
2.
3. Readable,
Readable, but
but with
with diffidiffi3.
culty;
eulty;
4. Readable;
Readable;
readable).
5. Perfectly
Perfectly readable).
Increase
Increase power.
Decrease power.
Decrease
power.
The
strength of
of your
The strength
your signals
signals (or
(or
those of...)
of ...) is
...
those
is ...
(1. Scarcely
Scarcely perceptible;
perceptible;
2.
2. Weak;
Weak;
3.
good;
3. Fairly
Fairly good;
4.
Good;
4. Good;
5. VMrv
Very nadi.
good).
__ - -1 -

2055
2055

2056

TREATIES
TREATIES

[63
STAT.
[63 STAT.

(
App. 9
RR )
(App.
9 RR)

AbreAbrviation
QSB
QSB

QRQ

Question
Question

Reponse
Reponse ou avis

mes signaux
signaux varie-tvarie-tLa force
force de nies
elle?
Manipulation
Manipulation
plus vite?
Dois-je transmettre
transmcttre plus
vite?

La force de vos
signaux
vos signaux

varie.

Transmettez plus vite
rite (...
(... mots
moth
Transmettez
par minute).
Je
.le suis pret pour
pour 1'emploi
l'emploi des
des appaappareils
roils automatiques.
au t
omat iques. Transmettez A
ala vitesse de ...
. mots
mots par
par

QRR
QRR

Etes-vous
Etes-vous prt
prk pour l'emploi
l'emploi des
des
apparel's autonmatiqucs?
automatiques?
apparcils

QRS
QRS

transmettre
Dois-je transmettre
ment?

QSD
QSD

Ma manipulation
manipulation est-elle
eat-elle &feedefectueuse?
tueuse?

Votre
Votre manipulation
eat d6fectueudefectueumanipulation eat
se.

Bronillage
Brouillage
Etes-vous
Etes-vous brouille?

Je
Je suis brouille.

QRM
QRN
QRN

QRG
QRG

QRH
QTS
QTS

QSN
QSN

QSU
QSU

plus lentelente-

Etes-vous trouble par
parapar des parasites?

•minute.
minute.
Transmettez
Transmettez plus
plus lentement
lentement (...
(...
mots par minute).
minute).

Je suis trouble par des
des parasites.

REglage de la
Regime
Is frequence
frequence
Voulez-voui
Voulez-voui m'indiqucr ma
Irema fr6quence exacte
is frequence
frequence
etacte (ou
(ou la
exacte de
de ..
...)?
exacte
.)?
Ma frequence
frequence varie-telle?
varie-t-elle?

Votre frequence
frequence varie.
vane.

Voulez-vous transmettre
votre inintransmcttre votre
dicatif d'appel pendant
pendant ..
...
minutes maintenant (o1
(nu a
Apartir
partir
de ...
... heures) Isur
(nu
sur ... kcis
kc/s (en)
Mc!s)]
Me/s) Ipour permettre
permettre Is
la mesure
uiesure
de Is
classe frequence?
la classe
frequence?

Je
Je vais transmettre
transmettre (ou je transtranamettrai
mettrai i ... heures)
heures) tour
(sur .....
ke/s
kels (ou Mc/s)l
Mc/s)l mon indicatif
indicatif
d'appcl
d'appel pendant
pendant ...
..
minutes
minutes
pour permettre
permettre la
la mesure
mesure de
de
ma frequence.
frequence.

Choix
la frequence
Choix de In
frequence et/ou
classe d'emission
de la classe
d'emission
M'avez-vous
M'avez-vous entendu
entendu [1,,
(nu avczavezvous entendu ... (indicatif
(indicant d'
d'
appel)] our
sur ... kris
kc!s (ou Mc/s)?
appel))
Mec/s)?
Dois-je transmottrc
transmettre ou repondre
repondre
sur la frequence
frequence aetuelle
our
our
actuelle [ou
[ou sur
.. ..kc/s (ou Mc/s)l
Mc/s)) (en 6mission
emission
clae ... )1
de la claim
)?

Votre frequence
frequence exacte
is (reVotre
exacte (ou
(ou la
fr6quence
quence exactc
exacte de .....)) eat ...
...
kc/s (ou Mc/s).
Me/s).

Je vous
vous ai entendu
entendu iou
(nu j'ai enentendu
tendu ... (itdicalif
(indicant d'appc1))
d'app1d)
our
ke/s (nu
Mc/s).
sur ... kc/s
(ou Mc/s).

Transmettez
Transmettez ou
nu repondez
repondez sur
our la
Is
frequcnce actuelle,
our ...
frequence
actuello [nu
[(u sur
kc/s (ou Mc/s)] (en emission
kcis
emission
de la clabse
claisse .. ).
).
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Abbreviation
viation

Question
Question

Answer
Advice
Answer or Advice

QSB
QSB

Are my signals fading?

QRQ
QRQ

faster?
Shall I
I send faster?

Send faster
faster
minute).
minute).

QRR
QRR

Are you ready for
automatic operoperfor automatic
ation?
ation?

I
ready for
automatic operI am ready
for automatic
operation. Send
at ...
... words per
per
Send at
minute.

QRS
QRS

Shall
Shall IIsend more
more slowly?

Send more slowly (...
(... words
per
Send
words per
minute).
minute).

QSD
QSD

Is
Is my
my keying defective?

keying is
is defective.
Your keying
defective.

QRM
QRM

Interference
Interference
Are you being interfered
interfered with?

I
interfered with.
with.
I am being
being interfered

QRN
QRN

troubled by
by static?
Are you troubled
static?

I
am troubled by static.
static.
I am

QRG

Will you tell me
me my exact
exact frefrequency
...)?
quency (or
(or that
that of ...
)?

Your
Your exact frequency
frequency (or that of
...)) is
is ...
... kc/s
kc/s (or
(or Mc/s).
Mc/s).
...

QRH
QRH

Does my frequency
frequency vary?

Your frequency
varies.
Your
frequency varies.

QTS

for I
Will you send
send your
your call
call sign for
will send
send my
my call
call sign
for ...
...
I will
sign for
... minute(s)
minute(s) now (or
(or at
at ... .
(or at
at ...
minute(s) now
now (or
... kc/s (or
(or Mc/s)]
Mc/s)] so
hours) [on ...
hours)
... kc/s
kc/s (or
(or Mc/s)]
Mc/s)]
so
hours) [on
(on ...
frequency may
may be
that your frequency
be
so
that my frequency
frequency may
may be
be
so that
measured?
measured?
measured.
measured.

Your
Your signals
signals ae
are fading.

Keying
Keying

(...
(...

words per

Adjustment of
Adjustment
of Frequency
Frequency

Choice
Frequency and/or
Choce of Frequency
and/or
d rainslon
Class of
Emon
QSN
QSN

(call
Did you hear me for
or ...
... (eall
sign)] on
on ...
(or Mc/s)?
Mc/s)?
sign)]
... kc/s
kc/s (or

I
hear you [or
I did bear
or ...
... (call sign)]
gn)]
on ...
keit, (or
(or Mc/5).
on
... kc/s
Me/s).

QSU
QSU

Shall
reply on
Shall IIsend
send or reply
on this frefeMc/s)]
quency for
(or on
on ...
... kc/s (or
(or Mc/s)]
(With
...)?
(with emissions of class
clam ...
)?

Send or
this frequency
frequency
Send
or reply
reply on
on this
[or
... ke/s
keit; (or
(or Mc/s)]
[or on
on ...
Mc*)]
(with
...).
(with emissions of
of clans
clam ...
).

2057
2057

2058
2058

163 STAT.
STAT.
[63

TREATIES
TREATIES

(App. 9
9 RR)
RR)
(App.

AbrdAbrviation
viation

Question
Question

Reponse ou
ou ads
avis
R.6ponse

Q8V
QSV

Dois-je
transmettre une
aerie de
Dois-je transmettre
une serie
de V
V
mar
frequence [pu
(ou ssur ..
our eette
cette frequence
kc/s (ou
Mc/s)j?
ke/s
(ou Me/s)]?

Transmettes
Tran.smettes une
eerie de
de V
V oar
une drie
our
frequence [ou
mar...
cette frequence
[ou sir
...
kc/s
(ou Mc/s)L
Mc/s)).
kc/s (ou

QBW
QSW

Voules-vous transmettre
Voules-vous
transmettre sir
our la
In
frequence actuelle
frequence
Iou sur
stir ...
actuelle [ou
kc/s (ou Me/a)]
Mc/s)j (en emission
emission de
de
...)?
la clasee
lae ...
)?

Je vais
transmettre sur
vais transmettre
our la
is frt.fr6[on our
quence actuelle
actuelle [ou
sur ...
kc/s (ou Mc/s)
Mc/s)I (en 6miuion
emission
de
la cisme
della
cse ...).
... ).

QSX

Voules-vous ecouter
Voulez-vous
... (indicatf
(indicant
6oouter ...
d'appel)
ur ... kc/s
d'appel) our
kas (ou
Mc/s)?
(ou Mc/s)?

J'ecoute ...
(indicant d'appd)
d'appel)
J'eoute
... (indicai
our ... kc/a
kc/s (ou
(ou Mc/.).
Mc/s).
sur

Changeanent de
de frequence
Changement
fr6quence

QSY
Q1SV

Dois-je pamer
Dolt-je
passer a
a Is
Is transmission
transmission
our
autre frequence?
sur une autre
fr6quence?

Passes A
aIs
is trannmiiuaon
transmission or
our une
une
autre frequence
frequence [au
[ou our
ur ... .
kc/s (ou
(ou Mc/s)].
kc/s
Mc/s)].

BEtbllsement de
Etablissement
de la
communication
commnlcation
QRL

Etee-voua occup6?
occupe?
Etee-vous

QRV
QRV

Etes-vous
pret?
Ete-vous pret?

Je suM
suit oecup6
occupe (ou Je
subs oeeup
oceupd
Je suis
avee
avec ...
...).
de ne
no pas
). Priere de
paD
brouiller.
brouiller.
Je suit
suis pret.
prat.

QRX
QRX

A quel moment
A
me rappelleresrappelleresmoment me
vous?
vous?

Je vous rappellerai
rappellerai a ... heures
hems
[our ... kc/s
Me/a)).
[sur
ke/s (ou
(ou Mc/s)I.

QRY

Quel est
tour?
est mon
mon tour?
(concernm les
(concern.
Il communications)
communications)

QRZ

Par qui suit-je
sui-je appele?
appelU?

Le
to numero de votre
votre tour
tour met
...
et ...
(ou
d'apris touts
indica(ou d'apr
tdou. attire
autre indication)
tion)
(concernm
(concerns lea
lea communicadion)
communications)
Vous
VOW! etes
etas appel6 par
... (our
...
par ...
ur ...
kc/s (ou
(ou Mc/s).
Me/a)).
kc/s

qrQ
grQ

QTR
QTR

QTU
Q'ru

Etes-vous tin
un navire de charge?
Etee-vous
charge?
(wir
l'article33,, section
(fnir Particle
ection V)
V)

suit un
tin navire
navire de
de charge.
charge.
Je suis

Pouves-vous communiquer
communiquer avec
ma station
a l'aide
station a
l'aide du Code
Code InInternational de Signaux?
Signaux?

Je vais
vale oommuniquer
avec votre
votre
communiquer avee
station &
al'aide
Code InterInterl'aide du
du Code
national de Signaux
Signaux.

Henze
Heure
Quelle
Quell° est
l'heure exacte?
et l'heure
exacte?

L'heure
L'hetire exac
exacta tot
...
t ...

Quelles
lee hams
Quelled sont let
heures pendant
pendant
lesquelles
lesquellee votre station est ouonwarts?
vwte?

Ma station ert
est ooaurb
=Torts de
... I
de ...
t
...

bhour
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2059

1947
1947

(App.
RR)
(App. 99 RR)

Abbreviation
viation

Question
Question

Answer or Advib
Advice
Anwr

QSV
QSV

Shall IIsend a
a series of V's on this Send aa series
series of V's on
freon this frofrequency [or..
Mc/s)] ?
frequency
or ... kc/s (or Mc/s)
'
quency
k. (or Me/c)].
quency [or
.kc/s
Mc/s)].

QSW
QSW

Will you send on this frequency
frequency
... kc/s (or Mc/s)]
Mc/s)] (with
[or on ...
emissions of class ...)?
... )?

II am going to send on this frequency
quency [or on ...
... kc/s (or
(or
Mc/s))
(with emissions of
of cla
clan
Mc/s)] (with
·

QSX
QSX

QSY
QSY

Will you listen to ..
... [call
[call sign(s)]
sign(s)]
on ...
... kc/s (or Mc/s)?
Mc/s)?
Change of Frequency
on
Shall IIchange
change to transmission
transmiasion on
another
another frequency?

).

I
sign(s)]
I am listening to ...
... (call
call sign(s)]
on ... .kc/s (or Mc/s).
Mc/a).

Change
transmission on
Change to transmission
on another frequency
[or ...
koia
other
frequency [or
ke/o
(or Mc/s)].
Mc/s)l]

QRL
QRL

Establishing
Establishing Communication
Are you busy?

QRV

Are you ready?

I
I am ready.
ready.

QRX
QRX

When will you call me again?

I
again at ... .hour
hours
I will call you again
(on
Ws (or
(or Mc/s)).
(on ... kc/s
Me/a)].

QRY

What is my turn?
turn?.
(Relearn to communication.)
(Relates
communication.)

Your turn is Number
Number ...
(or ac... (or
aeany other
other indication).
indication).
cording to any
(Relates to
(Rclates
to communication.)
communication.)

QRZ

Who is calling
calling me?

are being
being called
called by
You are
by
Mc/01.
... kc/s
kc/s (or Me/s)].

Qsc
QSC

Are you a
acargo
cargo vessel?
vessel?
(See article
article 33, section
V)
(See
dctiwn V)

am a
acago
cargo vsdel.
vessel.
IIam

QTQ

Can you communicate
communicate with
with my
my
station by means of the International Code of
national
of Signals?
Signals?

communicate with
with
IIam going to communicate
your station by means
means of
of the
the
your
International
Code of Signal
Signals
International Code

QTR

What is the correct time?

correct time is ...
hours.
The oorreet
... hou.

QTI7
QTU

What are the hours during
which
during which
your station iis open?

My station
station is
My
i open from
hours..
... .ho

II am busy (or II am busy with
...).
Please do
interfere.
. .). Please
do not
not interfere

(on
Ion

Time

S
1939 0--52----PT.
-49
s1939
--52---PT. it
It --IA

to
to

2060
2060
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TREATIES
TREATIES

(App. 9
RR)
(App.
9 RR)
AbreAbrviation
viation

Question
Queetion

Reponse ou
avis
Repone
ou avi

Taxes
Taxes

QRC
CIRC

Q8.1

quell° exploitation
exploitation privee
(ou
Par quelle
privee (ou
administration d'Etat)
d'Etat) sent
liadministration
osnt liquid& lee
comptes de
de taxes
taxes de
de
quidde
lee comptea
vote station?
votre
Quells eat
est la
taxe &
Lperarroir
par
Quele
la taxe
percevoir par
mot
pour ... , y
y compris
votre
mot pour
compris votre
tau telegraphique
interieure?
tau
tildgraphique int6rieure?
Transit
Trasit

QRW
Qs0
Q80

QSQ
QUA

QUC

Lea
Les eomptea
comptas de taxes
taxes de
ma stade ma
station sont liquides
liquides par
par l'exploil'exploitation privee
privee ... (ou par
par 1'ad
Padministration de l'Etat
'Etat ... ).).
ministration
La
La taxe percevoir
pereevoir par
par mot
mot pour
pour
... eat
act de
corn...
de ...
... francs,
franca, y
y compzis
telegraphique ininpria ma taxe telegraphique
terim
t6rieufr

Dole-je
aviser ... quo
vous l'appel'appeDoie-je avier
que vous
les cur
kale (ou
umr... ke/
(ou Mc/s)?
Mce/)?

Priere d'aviser
je rapPriere
d'aviaer ... quo
que je
1'ap
polio our
our ... kc/s
kc/s (ou
(ou Me/s).
pelle
Mc/a).
Pouves-vous
avec Jo
Pouves-vous communiquer
communiquer avec
communiquer avec
avec ...
...
Je puis communiquer
.. directernent
directement (au
(ou par
par relais)?
relais)?
directement
directement (ou par l'intermn
l'interm6diaire de
de ...
... ).).
diaire
Voules-vous
Voules-vous retranemettre
retranamettre &...
...
Je peux retranamettre
Jo
retransmettre I ...
... gragrgratuitement?
gratuitement?
tuitement.
Aves-vous
Aves-vous a bord
bard un
midecin fou
lou J'ai
un medecin
i bord un medecin
J'ai I
mideein lou
ou ...
... (nom d'une
d'une personne)]?
personne)]?
...
(nom d'une
d'une personne)l.
personne)J.
Aves-vous
Avez-vous des nouvelles
nouvelles de
de ...
...
Voici
Voici des nouvelles
... (indi(indinouvelles de
de ...
(indicant d'appet)?
(indicatif
d'appel)?
cant
d'appel).
catf d'appdl).
Quel eat
est to
numero (ou
(ou autre
autre indiindi- Le
le num6ro
Le numero
numero (ou
indication)
(ou autre
autre indication)
cation)
du dernier
message quo
cation) du
dernier meseage
que
du dernier
dernier message
message que
quo j'ai
j'ai
vous aves
ayes regu
recu de
de moi
moi [ou
lou de
de
renu
recu de vous [ou
[cm de
... (indi(indide ...
...
(indiaifd'appd)1?
... (indicant
d'appel)]?
cif d'app)l)
cant
d'appel)j et
set ...
...

Acheminement de la
Acheminement
la
correspondence
corrospondanca
QRU
QRU
QSG

Aves-vouW
Aves-vous quelque
chose pour
quelque cboee
pour znoi?
moi?
Doi-je
Dais-je trasmettre
trarusmettre ... tel6grmtelegram:nes 1Ia
la fois?
mem
foi?

Q81

Jo n'ai rien
rien pour
pour ya.
yaw
Je
... t6ldgrammos
telesramnies a

Tranmnette
Transmettes
Is foie.
la
foi.

III m'a
impoeible d'interronsdinterromm's ete
ete impossible
pre votre tranmsi-on
transmon
ow

QSK
QSL

Pouvs-vous
Parres-vous m'entendre
m'entendre entre
vas
entre voe
ignaux?
signaux?
Poures-vous
recuoide
Pouves-vous me donner accuse
reception?
rdeeptioa

Voules-vous
Voules-vous informer
informer ...
... (indi(indicatif d'appel) qu'il m'a
cant
ma 6t
etb imimpossible d'interrompre
d'interrompre a
ea transtrammission [sur...
[sur. kc/s
kale (ou
(ou Me/h)].
Me/e)j.
Je
Jo puis vous
vous entendre entre
mes
entre mm
signaux.

Je vous
Jo
vows donne aeceu
accuse de r6ep.
AseptUB.
tic&

63 STAT.]
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MULTILATERAL—
TELECOMMUNICATIONS— OCT . 2,

1947
1947

(App. 9
9 RR)
RR)
(App.
AbbreAbbr-viation

Question
Question

Answer or Advice
Advice

Charges
Charg

QRC

enterprie (or
By what private enterprise
(or
State Administration) are the
accounts
accounts for charges for your
your
station settled?
settled?

The accounts
accounts for
for charges
my
charges of
of my
station are
by the
the
station
re settled
settled by
private
private enterprise
(sr
(or
State Administration).
Administration).

QSJ

What
What is the charge to
to be
be collected
collected
per word to ...
... including
including your
your
internal telegraph charge?
charge?

The
The charge to be collected
collected per
per
... including
including my
my ininword to ...
ternal telegraph
telegraph charge
charge iis .
... .
franca.
franca.

Transit
Transit
Tnudt
Shall
I inform ...
Shall I
you are
... that
that you
calling him on
on ...
... kc/s (or
(or

Please inform
that IIam
am callcallPlese
inform ...
... that
ing him on ...
kc/a (or Mc/s).
... kc/a
Me/s).

QSO
QS0

Can you communicate with
...
with ...
direct or by
by relay?

I can communicate
I
communicate with
. ..
with ....
relay through
direct (or by relay

QSP

... free
of I
Will you relay
relay to ...
free of
...free of
of charge.
I will relay to ...
charge.
charge?
charge?
Have you aadoctor on board
board [or is
I
on board
board [or
I have aadoctor
doctor on
[or .
...
person) on
on board)?
... (name of
of person)
boardl?
(name of person)
board).
person) is
is on
on board].
Have you news of ...
... (call sign)?
ign)? Here is news of ...
.. (cll
(call sign).
sign).
What is the number
number (or
in- The
(or other
oter innumber (or
other indication)
indication)
The number
(or other
dication)
dication) of the last
message you
last message
you
message IIreceived
received
of the last message
received
received from me [or from
...
from ...
from you for
(or from
(call
(ocU siDn)?
(ea
sign)1?
IV))
is •
sign) is
...

QRW
QRW

Mc/s)?
Me/s)?

QSQ

QUA
QUC
QUC

QRU
QSG
QBI
QSI

Ezdiange
rechange of Correspondence
Correspondeace
Have
Have you anything
anything for me?
you.
me?
IIhave
have nothing for
for you.
Shall
.. telegrams
hall II send
send ...
... telegrams
telegrams at
at a
atime.
telegram at
at a
a Send
Send ...
time.
time?
I
unable to
to break
in on
I have
have been unable
break in
on
your transmission.

QSK

Can you hear me between your
your
signals?
signals?

QSL
QSL

Can you acknowledxg
acknowledge receipt?
receipt?
Can

or
or
Will you
inform .
Will
you inform
(call sign)
sign)
..... (cal
been unable
unable to
to
that II have
have been
break in on his
transmission
his transmission
ton ...
... kc/s (or
(or Mc/s)).
Mc/s)).
[on
I
hear you
between my
my
I can
can hear
you between

signal
signal&
I
reeeipt.
I am acbiowledigng
acknowledging reeipt

2061
2061
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(App. 9
9 RR)
RR)
(App.

AbriSAbr6viation
vition

QSM

Question
Question

R.eponse
avis
Reponse ou avis

Dois-je repeter
repeter le dernier telegramme
quo je
al transmis
transmis
je vous ai
gramme que
(ou
telegramme prc6dent)?
precedent)?
un telegramme
(ou un

Repetez le
dernier tel6gramme
telegramme
le dernier
Repetez
vous m'avez transmis [ou
que vous
le(s) telegramme(s)
numero(s)
t6legramme(s) numero(s)
le(s)

.. ].
QSZ

Dois-je transmettre
chaque mot
transmettre chaque
ou
plusieurs foie?
fois?
groupe plusieurs
ou groupe

Transmettez chaque
chaque mot ou
Transmcttez
groupe deux
fois).
fois (ou ... fois).
deux fois
groupe

QTA

Dois-je
telegranune nunuannuler le tel6gramme
Dois-je annuler
mero
comme s'il
n'avait pas
s'il n'avait
mero ... comme
ete
transmia?
6te transmis?

Annulez le
Ic telegramme
telegramme numero
numero
Annulez
comme s'il n'avait
n'avait pas ete
eta
... comme
transmis.
transmis.

Q'TB
QTB

&accord
Etes-vous d'accord
compte de
de mots?

mon
mon

&accord avec votre
Je ne suis pas d'accord
compte de mots.
moth. Jc
Je vais
vais r6petcr
repeter
compte
Is premiere
premiere lettre de chaque
chaque
la
chiffre de
mot et le premier chiffre
chaque nombre.
nombre.
chaque

QTC

Combien
telegramavez-vous de telegramCombien avez-vous
moo &
ktransmettre?
transmettre?
mes

telegrammes pour vous
J'ai ... telegrammes
... ).
(ou pour ...

QTV
QTV

Dois-je prendre
prendre la veille
veille a
a votre
Dois-je
place sur
our la frequence
frequence ... kc/s
kc/s
Mc/s) (de ...
heure)?
... ak ... heure)?
(ou Mc/s)

Prenez la
Is veille
our la
Is
A ma place sur
vcille a
Mc/s
frequence ... kc/s (ou Mets
frequence
(de ...
... a... hcure).
heure).

QTX

Voules-vous laisser
!aim& votre station
station
pour communiqucr
communiqucr avec
ouverte pour
nouvel avis de ma
ma
moi jusqu'lt
juaqu'& nouvel
jusqu'l ... heure)?
heure)?
part (ou jusqu'&

Ma station
station reste
mote ouverte pour
pour
communiquer avec
avec vous juscommuniquer
part
qu'a nouvel avis de votre part
jusqu'a ... .heure).
heure).
(ou jusqu'a

avec

Mouvement
Mouvement

QRE

A quelle heure comptes-vous
comptez-vous arA
river
(lieu)?
river & ...
... (lieu)?

compte arriver I
k
& ... (lieu) &
Je compte
... heure.

QRF
QRR

Retournez-vous a ...
... (lieu)?
Retournez-vous
(lieu)?

(lieu)
k ... (lieu)
Je retourne I...
014
ou
Retournez a
I...
... (lieu).
Retournez

QTI
QTI

Quelle est
VRAiE?
et votre route VRAIE?

VRAIE est de ...
Ma route VRAIE
degres.
degres.

QTJ

QueEe eat votre vitesse
vitesse de marche?
Quelle

Ma vitense
est de ...
vitesse de marche eat
kilometres
nceuds (ou dc
de ...
... kilometres
l'heure).
a I'heure).
(Indique
kr vileese
nu de
nawire ou
viesse du rewire
(Indique la
l'acronef par rapport
rapport &
al'cau
l'eau ou
I'ahronef
l'air respedivemnent)
respedivement)
d l'air

(Demand. la ciiw
(Demands
Weise du naire
=vire ou de
Carmel
afonef par
par rapport
rapport a4 l'eau
I'eau ou
A
aPair
Pair rerasclmunM)
respectiventent)
f . .......
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2063
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MULTII,ATERAL-TELECOM]IMUTNICATIONSMULTILATERAL--TELECOMMUNICATIONS— OCT.
CT. 2,
2, 1947
1947

(App. 9
9 RR)
(App.
RR)
-

AbbreAbbreviation
viation

Question

Answer or
Answer
or Advice

QS
M
QSM

Shall I
last telegram
telegram
I repeat the
the last
which
I sent you, or some previwhich I
ous telegram?

Repeat the last telegram
telegram which
which
you sent me [or telegram(s)
telegram(s)
number(s) ...
...1]
number(s)

QSZ

Shall I
I send each word or
or group
group Send each word or group
group twice
twice
more than once?
(or ...
... times).
(or
times).

QTA
QTA

Shall I
telegram number
I cancel
cancel telegram
number
... as
as if
if it
had not
...
it had
not been
been sent?
sent?

Cancel telegram
... as
as
telegram number ...
been sent.
if it had not been
sent.

QTB
QTB

my counting
Do you agree
agree with my
counting of
of
words?
words?

QTC
QTC

How many telegrams have
to
have you to
send?

IIdo not agree
agree with
with your counting
words; IIwill
will repeat
repeat the
the
ing of
of words;
first letter or
or digit
digit of
of each
each
word
group.
word or group.
... telegrams
telegrams for
for you
you (or
(or
IIhave ...
...).
for ...
).

QTV

Shall
you on
Shall I
I stand guard
guard for
for you
on the
the
freauency of ...
... kc/s (or
(or Mc/s)
frequency
Me/s)
(from
... hours)?
(from ...
... to ...
hours)?

Stand guard for me on the frequency of ...
Mc/s)
... kc/s (or
(or Mc/s)
(from
... to
to ...
(from ...
... hours).
hours).

QTX
QTX

Will you keep your
open
your station
station open
for further
further communication
communication with
with
until
me until further notice (or until
... hours)?
...
hours)?

IIwill keep my station open
open for
for
further communication
communication with
with
further notice
notice (or
you until further
until ...
... hours).
hours).
until

Movement
Movement
QRE
QRE

What is your estimated time of
arrival
arrival at ....
.... (place)?
(place)?

QRF

Ae
Are you returning to ....
.... (pace)?
(place)? I
... (place)
I am returning
returning to
to ...
(place)

QTI
QTI

What is
is your TRUE track?
track?

QTJ

What is
is your
your speed?
speed?
or airair(Requests the speed of a
a ship or
craft
through the
the water
water or
or air
craft through
air
respectively.)
respectively.)

estimated time
time of
of arrival
arrival at
at
My estimated
....
.. (place)
(place) is ...
. hrs.
or
or

Return to ...
...(pla).
(place).
Return
My TRUE track is
degrees.
My
is ...
... degrees.
is... knots
knots (or
My speed is...
(or kilokilometres
per hour).
hour).
metres per
(Indicates the
speed of
of a
ship or
or
(Indicate
the speed
a ship
aircraft through
through the
the water
air
aircraft
water or
or air
respectively.)
respectidy.)

2064
2064

{63
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[63 STAT.

TREATIES
TREATIES

(App. 9
9RR)
RR)
(App.
Abre•
Abr6
viation

Question
Question

Reponse ou
ou avia
avis
Repone

QTK
QTK

Quells et
eat la
la vitesee
de votre
votre aroaeroQuelle
viteoe de
par rapport a
nef per
la surface
surface de
de
&Ia
Is
term?
a terre?

La vitsse
vitesse de
mon a6ronef
aeronef et
eat de
de
de mon
kilometres a
I
... nceuds
ncuds (on
(ou kilometre
l'heure) par rapport
rapport &a
a Is mrsurface de
face
de is
1a term.
ters.

QTL
gni

Quel
cap VRAI
Quel eat
eat votre
votre cap
VRAI (route
(route
VRAIE
par vent
vent nul)?
VRAIE par
nul)?

Mon
Mon cap
cap VRAI et
est de
... defr.
degree.
de ...

QTN
QTN

A
A quelle
quelle heure
inure aves-vous
quitte
ave-vow quitte
... (...
((lieu)?
u)?

J'i quitte
quittS
J'ai

QTO
QTO

Ete-vous morti
Etes-vous
sort& du basin
bassin (ou
(on du
du
port)?

Je
s usorti
Jo suis
sorti du
du Wein
(au du
bamin (ou
du
port)
Port)
OU
ON
J'ai dooU
deoolle.
J'ai

Aves-vou decolle?
Aves-vous
deeole?
QTP

OU
ou

Alle-vous
Alles-vous entrer
entrer dine
basin
dan le
le bsmin
(on
le port)?
port)?
(ou dine
dan le
on
on

QUG
QUG

(lieu) I ...
... hours.
... (lieu)
abeur

Je
vais entrer
Jo viii
entrer dam
dans Ie
he b
basin (on
(ou
dans le
is port)
on
ow

Alle-vous
Alles-vous amerir
(on atterrir)?
atterrir)?
amerir (ou

amerir (on
Je vain
vai amerir
(ou atterrir).
atterrir).

Alle-vous
AIles-vous etre force
d'amerir (ou
(au
forc d'amerir
d'atterrir)?
d'atterrir)?

Je
uis force
Jo Buis
force d'amerir
d'amerir (ou
(on d'atd'atterrir) imm6diatement
immediatement
terrir)
on
ou
Je vain
vais etre
Atre force d'amerir
Jo
d'amerir (ou
(on
d'atterrir)
d'atterrir) a
I ...
... (poeion
(position ou
on
lieu).
lieu).

QI7J
QUJ

Voulea-vou m'indiquer
Voules-vous
m'indiquer Is
cap
le cap
muivre, par vent
VRAI i suivre,
vent nul,
nul,
pour me diriger
vem vous
vows (ou
(on
dirig ver
vers
)1
ver ... .
)?

Le cap VRAI
VRAI aIsuivre, par vent
vent
nul, pour vous diriger
yens moi
moi
diriger vers
(ou
(au ver
vers ... ))est
eat de ...
... degr6
degree
... (hW.).
(hews).
&...

QUN
QUN

Prike
Priere aux navires
navires dam
M vii'muldam D
mon
tiage immegliat
dam lIs vb
voisinags
immdat Lou
iou dam
ina
... latitude, ...
nage de ...
longi... logi
tude (on
(ou de ...
d'indiquer
... )])1 d'idiqur
bun poition,
hum
polition, rout
route VRAIB
VRAIE et
it
vitems.

Ma position, ma route VRAIE
VRAIE st
it
ma viteme
items wont
...
oont...

QITX
QUX

Voules-vo
Voules-vous mindiquer le
Is cap
cap
MAGNTHIQUE I
MAGNETIQUE
per
a suivre,
sivre, per
vat
dirger vvers
vent nul, pour me clinger
vou
(ou vers
vers ...••)?
)
You. (on

Le cap MAGNlTIQUE
MAGNETIQITE &
Imivr.
scdvre,
par vent nul, por
pour vow
vous dirier
diriger
ven
vers moi
mai (ou
(ou vers
...)) 6tait
ver ...
etait de
de
...
henna.
... degree
degri .... hbeair
(C. signal
nest
ploserahmssist pas
(Ce
sal
' edt
gdrdkaeu
ps

(C«
riid
(Cs *real
W'e
West gia6dmUe
gendralement pas
pM
dliW due
staise
doss e le sonnet
melbas
aw me
l6.
-l
seeritims)
-,
J-

o.i' dun
Waled
dews· Is smos
senior meIb
motel'
merifiess)
Urm)

i;:3 SrAr.]
STAT.]
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(App. 99 RR)
RR)
(App.

Abbreviation

Question
Question

Answer or Advice
Answer

QTR
QTK

What
aircraft
What is the speed
speed of
of your
your aircraft
relation to the surface
in relation
surface of the
the
earth'
earth?

The speed of my aircraft
aircraft in relaThe
tion to the surface
surface of the earth
... knots (or kilometres
kilometres per
per
is ...
hour).
hour).

QTL
QTL

Whet is
heading
What
is your
your TRUE heading
(TRUE course with no wind)?

My TRUE
degrees.
degrees.

QTN

At
At what
what time
time did
did you
you depart from
from
(place)?
... (plc)?

from ...
at
II departed
departed from
... (place)
(place) at
... hours.
...

QTO

Have
Have you
you left
left dock (or
(or port)?

IIhave left dock (or port).

Are you airborne?
airborne?
QTP
QTP

QUG
QUG

or
or

heading

is
i

I
I am airborne.

...
...

or
or

(or
Are you going to enter
enter dock
dock (or
port)?
port)?
or

am going
(or port).
port).
IIam
going to enter dock
dock (or

Are you going to alight (or land)?

I
am going
going to
to alight
(or land).
land).
I am
light (or

Will you be forced
forced to alight
alight (or
(or
land)?
land)?

forced to alight
alight (or land)
II am forced
immediately.

or

or
or
land)
IIshall
shal be forted
forced to alight (or land)
at...
(position or
or plac).
plac4).
at
... (poiion
QUJ
QUJ

indicate the TRUE
TRUE
Will you indicate
course for me to steer towards
you (or ...)
... ) with no wind?

The TRUE course
course for you to
steer towards
towards me
with
steer
me (or ...)
... ) with
... degree
degrees at ...
no wind is ...
...
hours.

QUN
QUN

Will vessels
vsels in my immediate
immediate
vicinity of
vicinity ((or in the vicinity
...
... longitude)
longitude) (or
... latitude ...
(or
their
of ...)]
. .. ) please indicate their
mum, and
position, TRUE coure
speed?

TRUE course and
and
My position, TRUE

Will you indicate the MAGF
MAGI." ETIC
t wards
ward
course for me to steer tA.
you (or
(or ...
...)) with
with no
wind?
no wind?
you

The MAGNETIC
MAGNETIC course
you
The
coe for yO
steer to reach
to steer
reach me (or ...)
... )
with
degrees
with no
no wind
wind was
was ...
... ders
at
... hours.
at ...
hours.
(This
general, wil
will not
nod b
be
(Thi signal, in general,

QITX
QUX

be
(Thu
signal, in
in general,
general, will not be
(Thi signal,
in dI
Morilin Mobil
used
the Maritime
Mobilo
ued in
Service)
Servic)

speed are
speed
e ...
...

used
in the ae
Maritime Mobil
Mobile
uwd in
Moriuim
Semi*
8ave")
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TREATIES
TREATIES

(App. 9
9 RE)
(App.
RR)

AbreAbr6viation

Question
Questiou

R6ponse
Reponse ou
on avis
avis

M6tWorologie
Meteor°!ogle
QUB
QUB

Pouvez-vous me
Pouvez-vous
donner, daus
dans
me donner,
l'ordres,
renseigements conI'ordres, lee
lea renseigements
concernant:
cernant: la
is visibilite,
Is hauteur
hauteur
visibilitk, la
des nuages,
nuages, la direction
Is
direction et
et la
vitesse
vitesse du
du vent
sol &
I...
vent an
au aol
...
(lieu d'observalian)?
(lieu
d'observation)?

Voici
les renseigementa
Void ilea
renseigemente dernandea:
demnudb:

QUI!
QUH

Voulez-vous m'indiquer is
Voulez-vous
la prespression barometrique
barometrique actuelle
actuelle au
au
niveau de la
is mer?
mer?

La pression
precision barom6trique
barometrique actuelle
actuelle
au niveau de la mer
mer eat de
...
de ...
(unites).
(uniUs).

QUK
QUK

Pouvez-vous
Pouvez-votus m'indiquer
m'indiquer l'etat
l'itat de
de

met aI ...
(lieu eu
eu coordonntes)
La mer
... (lieu
coordonntr)
eat ...
...

Pouvez-vous
Pouvez-vous m'indiquer
m'indiquer la
la houle
houle

La houlc
houle aa ..
... (lieu ou
ou wardencoordonnits)
eat ...
...
nes) est

la met observe
is
a ...
(lieu ou
observe A
... (lieu
ou
coordonnies)?
coordonn4ea)?

QUL
QUL

observ6e a
°beery&
I ...
... (lieu
(lieu ou
ou caorckmcoordonnits)?
nti)?
Radlogonlometrie
Radlogoniom6trie

QTE
QTE

Quel eat
eat mon
mon relevement
VRAI
relevement VRAI
relativement I
relativement
a vous?
vous?
ou
ou
Quel eat mon relevement
relAvement VRAI
VRAI
relativement I
... (indicatif
(indicant
relativement
a ...
d'appel)?
d'appel)?
on
ou

on
ou

Votre
Votre relevement
relevement VRAI
VRAI relativerelativement
ment A ..... (indicalif
(indicant d'appel)
d'appel)
etait de ...
... (degrb)
(degree) a
...
i ...
(heure)
(heure)
on
ou

Quel
Quel eat le relevement
relevement VRAI
VRAI de
de

Le
Le relevement
reievement VRAI
VRAI de ...
... (indicatif
dicant d'appel)
d'appel) rclativement
relativement &
I
... (indicatif
(indicant d'appel)
d'appel) etait de
de
.. . (degree)
...
(heure).
(degrs) I ... (heure).

Voules-vous
Vouless-vous m'indiquer is
la posiposition de ma station
station resultant
des
r6sultant des
relevementa
relevements pris par lea stations
radiogoniometriques
radiogoniometriques que vous
vous
eontr6lea?
cent:ties? (voir
Pappendice 15)
(voir l'appendice
15)

La position de
votre station
station reredc votre
sultant des relevements
relevements pris
par lea stations
stations radiogonioradiogoniometriques
metriques que je controle
contrele etait
etait
... latitude, ...
... longitude,
clam
dame ...
... &
I ... haure.
heure. (oir
(wit
l'appendice
16)
'appendiee 1)

...
(indicatif d'appel)
... (indicant
relatived'appel) relativement aI ... (indicant
meet
(indicalifd'appel)?
d'appel)?

QTF
QTF

Votre
relevement VRAI relativeVotre relevement
relativement A
meet
I moi eat de ...
... degres
degree
a... (heure)
(heure)
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RR)
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Abbreviation
viation

Question
Question

Answer or Advice
Advice

Meteorology
Meteorology
QU13
QUB

Can you give me, in the following
following
concerning:
order, information concerning:
visibility, height
height of clouds, direcdirection and velocity
velocity of ground
ground
... (place
observawind at ...
(place of oberva-

Here is the information
information rquested
requested

•
.
•

tion)?
tion)?
QUH
QUH

Will you give me the present
present
barometric pressure
pressure at sea level?

The
The present barometric pressure
... (units).
at sea level is ...
(units).

QUK

Can you tell me the condition
condition of
the sea observed
observed at ...
. . (place
(place
or coordinates)?
coordinates)?

coordiThe sea at ...
... (place
(place or aoordi-

Can you tell me the swell observed
observed
at .
at
..... (place
(place or
or coordinates)?
coordinates)?

The swell
swell at ...
...(plac
(place or
or coordicoordinates)
nates) is .
....

QUL
QUL

nates) is
nates)
is ...
...

Radio Direction-finding
Direction-finding
QTE
QTE

What is my TRUE
bearing from
TRUE bearing
from
you?
Or
or

What is my
from
my TRUE
TRUE bearing from
...
(call sign)?
sign)?
... (call
or
or
What
TRUE bearing
of ...
...
What is
is the
the TRUE
bearing of
(call sign)
from ..
(call sign)?
(call
sign) from
... .(call
sign)?
QTF
QTF

Will you give me the position
position of
of
according to the
my station according
bearings taken by the directiondirectionwhich you conconfinding stations which
trol? (See Appendix 15.)
15.)

Your
Your TRUE bearing from me is
... degrees (at .
...
... hours)
or
Your TRUE bearing
bearing from ...
Your
. .
... degrees
degrees at
(call sign) was
was ...
at
...
.. hours.
or
The TRUE
(caU
TRUE bearing of ...
... (cal
was
sign) from ...
... (call
(call sign) was
... degrees
degrees at ...
... hours.
...
The position of your station
station acaccording to the bearings
bearings taken
taken
by
stations
by the
the direction-finding
direction-finding stations
which
latitude,
which IIcontrol was ...
... latitude,
...
longitude, class ...
...
.. longitude,
... at ...
hours. (See
(See Appendix 15.)

2067
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TREATIES

(App. I9RR)
RR)
(App.

---

AbreoAbr6viation

Question
Qustion

Reponse
on avis
aria
Repoaeu

QTO
QTG

Voules-vou
Voules-vous
transmettre deux
deux
tranamettre
dix secondes
seeondes chaeun,
chactm,
traits de
de dix
suivi de votre indicatif d'appel
isuivis
d'appel
(repete ...
(repetes
... foie)
foi) [our
[aur. ... kc/s
ke/s
(ou
Me/s))?
on
(ou Me/)l?
ou
Voules-voua
Voules-yous demander
de
demander 1
A ...
... de
transmettre
deux traits
traita de
de dix
dix
transmettre deux
seconde suivis de
secondes
de son indicatif
indicatif
d'appel (rpetes
(repetes ...
foie) sur
... foi)
our
(ow Mc/s)?
... kc/s
ke/l (ou
Me/e)T

QUV
QUV

sot mon
mon relevement
MAGNIQuel est
relevement MAGNPTIQUE par
par rapport
rapport A
you* (ou
i vous
(ou
par
)?
par rapport
rapport & ... )?

Jo va
vale transmettre
transmettre deux
deux traits
Je
traits
de dix seconded
chaeun, suivis
seonda echaeun,
suivis
de
(r6p6de mon indicatif d'appel
d'appel (r6pete ... foi)
tie
fois) [our
lour ... ke/s
(ou
ke/ (ou
Me/s)1
on
Me/)l]
ou
J'ai demand6
demande IA...
trans... de tranamettre deux traita
traits de
de dix
dix
mettre
econdes suivis
secondes
suivis de son
son indicatif
indicatif
d'appel
d'appel (rep6te
(repetea ... fou)
foe) sur
aur
...ke/s
(ou Mice).
...
kce/ (ou
M/ca).
Votre relevement MAGNITIMAGNETIQUE pir
pr rapport
moi (ou
rapport itA moi
(ou
par rapport
rapport i ... ))6tat
etait de ... .
degres
degree &
A...
(heures).
... (heures).
(Ce signal
signal n'est genraleme
enthralment pas
pas
is urce
service mobile
mobile
utilise dons
danm Ie
maritime)
maritime)

(Ce signal
signal n'st
n'est gnfralement
Øn/raiment pac
pas
utilist danr
utilise
dans b
ls service
mobile
mvie mobile
maritime)
maritime)

QRT
QRT

Suspension du
travail
Suspension
du travail
Dois-je ceoer
censer la transmission?
transmission?

Coela tranmission.
Ceases
in
transmission.

Urgence
Urgence
QUD
QUD

Aves-vous recta
d'urgence
regu le signal d'urgence
transmis
d'aptransmis par
par ...
... (indicant
(indicatif d'appsl
pal d'uns
mobile)?
d'unse station
tation mobile)?

QUO
QUO

Alias-you.
fore6 d'amerir
(ou
Alles-ou etre
tre force
d'amnrir (ou
d'atterrir)?
d'atterrir)?

QUF
QUF

Detress
Detre***
Ave-vous
Aves-vous regu
signal de
derequ le
le signal
de detrease erais
nmia par
(indicat
tresse
par ...
... (indicant
d'appe d'un
d'appel
d'une station
station mobile)?

QUM
Qum
QUM

d6tree eat-a
est-il terminet
termin6?
Le trafi
teas de detresse

QOl
QM

Voa feux
ont-ila
Vos
faux de navigation sont-ils
alinnule??
slunM

J'ai regu le
signal d'urgence
transle signal
d'urgence transmis par ... .(indicatif
(indicatif d'appd
d'appel
d'une station
station mobile) a.
& .
(heure).
(heure).
Je suis
subs forc6
force d'amirir
d'amerir (ou d'atterrir) immediatement
terrir)
immediatement
ou
Je
Jo vau
vale etre force
force d'amrrir
d'amerir (ou
(ou
d'atterrir) A ...
... (position
(position ou
ou
lieu).
lieu).
J'ai regu le signal de detrese
detresse
(indicatif d'appel
emis par ...
... (indicatif
d'appd
station mobile)
mobile) A...
d'une station
...
(heure).
(here).
Le trafic
d6trene eat termine.
lie
trafie de detresse
termin6.

Recherche
Recherche et sauvetags
auvetage
Mee feux
Mes
feux de navigation
navigation eont
sont alalum&
IUM&a
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(App. If! RR)
(App.
RR)
AbbreAbbreviation
QTG

Question
Question

Answer
Anwer or Advice
Advice

Will you send two dashes
dashes of
of ten
ten
seconds each followed
followed by
by youi
your
call sign
ign (repeated
(repeated ...
times)
... times)
fon ... kc/e
[on
kc/s (or
(or Me/s)]?
Mc/s))?

IIam going to send two
two dashes
dashes of
of
ten seconds
ten
seconds each
by
eah followed
followed by
my call sign (repeated
(repeated ...
...
times) Ion
[on ...
... kc/s
ko/a (or
(or Mc/s)l.
Mc/s)).
times)

or
or

Will you request
request ...
send two
... to
to send
two
dashes
aeeonds followed
dashes of ten seconds
followed
by his call
call sign (repeated ..
...
times)
... Ws
times) on ...
(or Me/a)?
kc/s (or
Mej/)?
QUV

What is my
What
MAGNETIC besting
my MAGNETIC
bearing
from
from ...
...)t
from you
you (or
(or from
)?
(This
will not
not be
(Thrsignal,
tsinal, in
in general,
gwal, wi
be
used
the Maritime
Mobile
ued in
in the
Mariime Mobil
Service)

)a

peh oI We

or
or
I have requested..
I
requested .. to
to send
send two
two
dashes
dashes of
seconds folof ten
ten seconds
followed
his cal
call sign
(repeated
lowed by
by his
sign (repeated
...
... times)
on ...
ko/a (or
time) on
... ke/s
(or
Me/s).
Meh).
Your MAGNETIC
MAGNETIC bearin
bearing from
from
(or from
from ...
...)) ws
was ...
... deme (or
degree
grees at
at ...
... hours.
hours.
(This signal,
(This
in general,
will not
not be
signal,in
genral,will
be
used in
in thi
the Maritim
Maritime Mobil
Mobile
Service)
Serice)

Suspension
ofwe
Week
8-at~ d

QRT

hall I
I stop sending?
Shall
sending?

QUD
QUD

Have you received
the urlney
urgency
received the
ignal sent
ent by ...
signal
... (call
(call sign
in of
of
Inaba'
mobile station)?
ation)?

II have
received the
have received
the urgency
urgeney
signal
signal sent
by ...
(call nin
sign (I
ent by
... (call
mobile
mobile station)
... hour.
hours.
tation) at
at ...

QUO

Will you be
be forced
to alight
forced to
alight (or
(or
land)?
land)?

I am foced
I
tweed to alight
alight (or
land)
(or land)
immediately.
immediately.
or
or
II shall
be ford
forced to
to alight
alight (or
(or
hall be
lead) at...
. (orpse
(positionor
or pa
plow).
land)
m).

Stop sending.
Stop
sending

Urgency
Urgmecy

Distress
QT.IF
QUp

you received
Have you
the distress
received the
distres
signal sent
ent by
by ...
... (call
(call sign
sign of
of
mobile station)?
mobie
tation)?

I have
I
have received the distru
distress
signal
of
signal sent
sent by...
by ... (call
(oeU sign
ign of
mobile
at ...
... hours.
hours.
mob
ile station)
lati) at

QUM

Is the distres
distress traffic
traffic ended?
ended?

The
ended.
The distress
distre traffic
traffie isMs
endd.

Search and
Search
ad Rescue
Rescue
QUT
QUI

Ae yor
Are
your navigation
navigation lights
lights workworking?
in?
w

My
are working.
wombat
My navigation
navigation lights
light are

2069
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RR)
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AbreAbr6viation
viation

Question
Question

Reponse
Reponse ou avis

QUN
QUN

Priere aux navires
navires dans
dans mon voivoiIou dans le
voisinage immediat
imm6diat [ou
le voisinage de ...
... latitude, ...
...
sinage
longitude (ou de ...)]
longitude
... ) ] d'indiquer
d'indiquer
VRAIE et
et
leurs position, route VRAIE
vitesse.

Ma position,
position, ma
ma route
route VRAIE
VRAIE et
at
Ma
ma vitesse sont
exit ...
...

QUO
QUO

Dois-je rechercher
recherches
Voulez-vous rechercher
rechercher
Voules-vous
(1.
aeronef;
(1. un aeronef;
aeronef;
(1. un
un aeronef;
2. un navire;
navire;
navire;
2. un
un navire;
un radeau
3. une
embarcation,
un
3. une embarcation,
embarcation, un
radeau
3.
une embarcation,
un
sauvetage)
ou un engin de sauvetage)
radeau
radeau ou
on un engin de saudans le voisinage
dens
voisi'nage de ...
vetage)
... latitude,
latitude,
vetage)
... longitude (ou d'apr
...
d'aprestraute
Louts dans le voisinage
... latitude,
latitude,
voisinage de
de ...
autre indication)
indication)?
... longitude (ou
(ou d'apres
autre
...
d'apris Louts
toute
autre
autre indication).
indication).

QUP
QUP

Voulez-vous
votre posiVoulez-vous indiquer
indiquer votre
position par
par ...
...
(1.
(1. projecteur;
projecteur;
2. fumee
film& noire;
noire;
3. fusees
fusties lumineusee)?
lumineusee)?

indiquee par
...
Ma position eat
est indiquee
par ...

Dois-je diriger mon projecteur
projecteur
verticalement sur un nuage,
verticalement
nuage,
d'une maniere intermittente
internaittente si
possible,
diriger ensuite
ensuite to
possible, puis diriger
le
faisceau sur l'eau
I'eau (ou sur le sol)
faisceau
contre le vent, lorsque l'on verra
contra
verra
ou entendra
entendre votre seronef,
atin
aeronef, afin
de faciliter
faciliter votre
votre amerissage
amerissage (ou
votre
votre atterrissage)?
atterrissage)?

Priere de diriger
clinger votre projecteur
project,eur
verticalement
verticalement sur un nuage,
nuage,
maniere intcrmittente
intermittente ai
d'une maniere
possible,
possible, puis
puis diriger
diriger ensuite
ensuite le
faisceau sur
l'eau (ou sur
sur le
to sol)
sot)
faisceau
sur l'eau
contre le vent, lorsque vous
vous
verres
entendres mon
mon
verres ou entendres
adronef,
de faciliter
mon
acronef, afin dc
faciliter mon
amerissage (ou mon atterrisamerissage

-

QUQ
QUQ

projecteur;
(1. projecteur;
2.
him& noire;
noire;
2. fumee
3.
fusees lumineuaes).
lumineuses).
3. fuases

sage).
sage).
QUR
QUR

Lea survivants ont-ils ...
Les
(1. recu l'equipemont
(1.
l'6quipemrmt de
dc sauvetage;
tage;
2. eUS
ete recueillis par tin
canot
un canot
aauvetage;
de sauvetage;
3. it6
rejointa par
ite rejoints
par l'equipe
l'equipe de
sauvetage au
an sol)?
sop?
mauvetag

Les survivants
survivants ont ...
(1. regu
(1.
reeu l'6quipement
l'equipement de sausauvetago lance par ..
... .
par un
un canot
canot
2. ete recueillis par
de
sauvetage;
de sauvetage;
3. ete rejointa par l'equipe
l'6quipe de
sauvetage au
an sol).
sot).
sauvetage

63 STAT.]
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NIULTILATERAL
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2,
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(
App. 9
(App.
9 RR)

I

Abbreviation
QUN
QUN

Question
Question

Will

vessels in my immediate
immediate

vicinity ((or
[(or in the vicinity of
... .latitude
... longitude)
latitude ...
longitude) (or
(or
of ...
)] please indicate their
.. .)]
their
position, TRUE course and
and
speed?
speed?

Answer or
Advice
Answer
or Advice

My position, TRUE
TRUE course and
and
speed are ...
...

QUO

Shall I
I search for
for ...
Please
Please search for ...
(1. Aircraft;
Aircraft;
Aircraft;
(1. Aircraft;
2. Ship;
Ship;
2. Ship;
Ship;
3. Survival
Survival craft)
3. Survival
Survival craft)
craft)
in the vicinity of ...
... latitude ..
... . in the vicinity of ...
... latitude
latitude ...
..
longitude (or according
longitude
according to any
any
longitude
longitude (or according
according to any
any
other
indication)?
other indication)?
other indication).
other
indication).

QUP
QUP

Will you indicate
indicate your
your position
position
by...
by ...
(1. Searchlight;
Searchlight;
2.
2, Black smoke trail;
3. Pyrotechnic
Pyrotechnic lights)?

My
My position
position is indicated by ...
...

QUQ
QUQ

Shall IItrain my searchlight
searchlight nearly
vertical on a
occulting if
if
a cloud, occulting
possible and, if your
your aircraft is
is
seen, deflect the
wind
the beam
beam up
up wind
and on the water (or land)
land) to
to
facilitate your
facilitate
your landing?

Please train
train your searchlight
searchlight on
on
aa cloud, occulting if possible
possible
and, if my aircraft is seen or
or
deflect the
beam up
up
heard, deflect
the beam
wind and on the water (or
land) to facilitate
facilitate my landing.

QUR
QUR

Have survivors ..
. .
(I.
(I. Received
Received survival equipequipment;
2. Been picked up by rescue
rescue
vessel;
vessel;
reached by ground
3. Been reached
ground
rescue party)?
rescue

Survivors ...
..
(I. Are in possession of sur(1.
sur-

(1.
(1. Searchlight;
Searchlight;
2. Black smoke
smoke trail;
3. Pyrotechnic
Pyrotechnic lights).

vival equipment
equipment dropped
dropped
by...;
by
... ;
2. ilave
Have been picked
picked up
up
rescue vessel;
vessel;
by rescue
3. Have been reached
reached by
by
ground rescue
rescue party).
party).

2071

2072
2072

[63 S
TAT.
[(i3
STAT.

TREATIES
TREATIES

(App.
(App.

Abr6Abreviation

RR)
RB)

Question
Question

Reponse ou
avis
R6pone
ou avi

QUO
QU8

Avex-vous
Aves-vous apergu
*pewit des
des survivants
wurivanta
ou
Si oui,
quel
ou des
des debris?
d6bris? Si
oui, A quel
endroit?
endroit?

J'ai apergu ...
des survivants
survivants dam
dans l'eau;
l'eau;
(1. dee
totrvivants sur
ear de
des
2. des mrvivants
radeaux;
radeaux;
debris ou
ou 6epaves)
3. des d6bris
paveM)
d ...
... latitude, ...
... longitude
(on
longitude (ou
d'apris
fOldt autre
autre indicaton).
indication).
d'aprb tou

QUT
QUT

Le lieu de l'accident
l'accident est-il
eat-il indique?
indiqu6?

l'accident art
eat indiqu6
indique
Le lieu
lieu de l'accident
(par.)
(pa...)

QUIT
QUU

Dois-je diriger
diriger le
navire
le navire
l'aeronef
l'aeronef sur
position?
our ma poeitionT

Diriges le navire ou l'akronef
Diriges
rafronef
[1. ...
... (indiwcai
(indicatif d'appd)
d'appel) mur
sur
[1.
votre position en
transan trammettant votre indieatif
indicted(
d'appel et dec
des trait
traits proprod'appel
long& .ur
stir ...
.. • ko/i
k0/11 (ou
long
Mc/s)
Mc/I)
2. ...
(indite/14f d'appen
en
... (indicaf
P'appe) en
ear ... kc/I
ke/s
transmettant mur
(ou Mc/s) lea
les cape
caps a
Itnir
tenir
pour vous
voila atteindrd.
atteindrei.
pour

-

ou
ou
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(App. 9
9 RR)
RR)

Abbreviation

Question
Question

Answer or Advice
Advice
Answer

QUS

Have you sighted survivors
survivors or
or
wreckage? If so, in
wreckage?
posiin what
what position?

Have
Have sighted ...
...
(I.
(1. Survivors in water;
2. Survivors on
on rafts;
rafts;
Wreckage)
3. Wreckage)
in
latitude ...
...
in position
position ...
... latitude
longitude (or according
longitude
according to any
any
other
indication).
other indication).

Q
UT
QUT

Is position of incident marked?
marked?

Position of incident
incident is marked (by
(by
...

Q1JU
QIJU

Shall I
I home ship or aircraft
my
aircraft to my
position?

)

Home
aircraft
Home ship or aircraft
1. ...
[I.
... (call
(call sign) to your position by transmitting
your call sign and
and long
keit, (or
(or
dashes on ...
... kc/s
Mc/s);
Mc/s);
2.
... (caU
(call sign) by transtrans2....
mitting on ...
... kc/s (or
Mc/s) courses
courses to steer to
to
reach you].
you].

2073

2074
2074

TREATIES

[63 STAT.
STAT.
[63

(App. 9
RR)
9 RR)
(App.
SECTION II.
ABREVIATIONS ET
SIGNAUX DIVERS
ET SIGNAUX
II. ABREVIATIONS
SECTION
Abr viation
Abreviation
Abr6viation
Definition
Dfinition
ou
ou idgnal
ignal
AA

Tout
apres ... (d
employer apris
point d'inerrogation
d'interrogation pour
demanpour demanun point
apres un
(a employer
Tout apre
repitition).
der une repetition).

AB
AB

Tout
avant ...
(4 employer
employer aprks
apres un point d'interrogation
d'interrogation pour
... (d
Tout avant
demander une
une repetition).
repetition).
demander

ABV
ABV

Je repete)
rdepte) lee chiffres en abr6ge.
'Repetez (ou Jo
abrege.
'Repetez

ADS

Adresse
(a employer
employer spree
un point
d'interrogation pour
pour demander
demander
point d'interrogalion
apres un
Adresse (d
une repItition).
une
rteptition).

AR
AR

Fin
Fin

AS

signal).
Attente (...•
Itiransmettre
tranatneUre commen
comme un seul signal).
(. - .•· ••&
Attente
en cours.
Signal
employe
pour
interrompre
une
transmission
interrompre
Signal employ6 pour

BK

BN
BQ

C
CFM
CL
COL
CI
CP
CQ
CQ
CS
DB
DC
DF
DG
DG
DI
DJ
DO
DP

de
transmission (.
(• •.•.*•-.
de transmission

Si-).
ignal).

comme
•d
tratiamettre comme
d transmetUre

un

seul
seal

Tout
... et
et ...
(d employer
employer opres
apres un
un point
point d'interrogntion
d'in(errogation
... (d
entre ...
Tout entre
repetition).
demander une repetition).
pour demander
Reponse i
&RQ.
Reponse
Oui.
Oui
Confirmes (ou'Je confirme).
confirme).
Confirmez
Se
Je ferme ma station.
.Collationnes
collationnc).
(ou Jo
Je collationne).
Collationnes (ou
t4pcitiita (article
general &deux
deux ou e.
plusieurs stations
stations specifiers
(article 32).
&plusieurs
Appel general
Sl).
(article SI).
general A
a toutes
toutes les-stations (article
Appel general
d'appcl).
Indicatif d'appel (cmploye
(employe pour demander
indicant d'appel).
demander un indicatif
Indicatif
n'&tes pas
relevement, vous n'etes
Jo
no puis pas vous fournir votre
votre relevement,
pas dans
dans
Je ne
verifie de cette
cette station.
le secteur v6rifie
relevenient.
votre signal convient pour le relevement.
Le minimum
minimum de votre
relevement &
k ... heure
heure etait
etait ... degres,
degree, dans le secteur
secteur
Votre relevement
cette station, avec
avec une
une erreur possible de ...
... degres.
degree.
douteux de cette
Veuillez
constates une erreur
erreur dans le relevement
relevement
Veuilles m'aviser si vous constates
donne.
donn6.
Relevement
douteux par suitede
votrP signal.
suite'de la mauvaise qualite de votre
Relevement douteux
Relevement
brouillage.
RelAvement douteux par suite du brouillagc.
Relevement
relevement plus tard [nu
[Io dd ...
Demandez un relevement
Relovement douteux. Demandes
(ham)].
(hure)l

... de.ras.
relevement ncut
L'erreur poseible
L'erretu
possible de relevement
pcut atteindre .
d•gris.
u

C6i STAT.J
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MIULTILATERAL-TELEC(O)MMtNICATIONS-OCT.
M U LTILATERAL- TELECOMMUNICATI ON S-OCT . 2,
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(App. 9
9 RR)
RR)
(App.

SECTION II. MISCELLANEOUS
ABBREVIATIONS AND
MISCELLANEOUS ABBREVIATIONS
AND SIGNALS
SIGNALS
I

Abbreviation
Abbreviation
or Signal

Definition
Definition

AA

All after ..
... .(used
(ued after
a question
question mark
after a
mark to
to request
request a
arepetition).
repetition).

AB
AB

... .(used after a
a question
question mark to request a
All before ..
a repetition).
repetition).

ABV
ABV

Repeat (or IIrepeat) the figures
figures in abbreviated
abbreviated form.,
form..

ADS

Address
Address (used
question mark
to request
request a
arepetition).
repetition).
(used after
after a
a question
mark to

AR
AR

End of transmission
transmission (•
(..

AS

Waiting period (.
(•

BK

Signal used to interrupt a
transmission in progress.
a transmission

BN

All between ...
... and ...
a question mark to reqest
request a
a
... (used after
after a
repetition).
repetition).

BQ
BQ

A reply to an RQ.
A

•-.

•to be ai
sent as one
signal).
one sin
al).

..••.. to be sent as ow
one signa).
signal).

C

Yes.

CFM
CPM

Confirm
Confirm (or IIconfirm).
confirm).

CL

I
I am closing my station.

COL

Collate
Collate (or I
I collate).

CP

General call to two or more specified
specified stations
stations (see article
32).
General
article 3).

CQ

General call to all stations (see artick
artice 31).
General

CS

Call
to request
request aa call
Call sign
sign (used
(used to
call sign).
sign).

DB

I cannot
a bearing, you are not
I
cannot give you a
not in the calibrated
calibrated sector of
this station.

DC

The minimum of your signal is suitable
suitable for the bearing.

DF

... (time) was ...
... degrees, in the doubtful
doubtful sector
Your bearing at ...
ector
of this station, with a
apossible
possible error
error of ...
... degrees.
degrees.

DG

Please advise
advise me if you note
note an error
error in the bearing
bearing given.

DI

Bearing doubtful in consequence
consequence of the bad quality of your signal.
signal.

DJ

Bearia , doubtful because of interference.
Bearinv

DO

later [or
(or at ...
.. (time)}.
(time)).
Bearing doubtful. Ask for another bearing
bearing later

DP
DP

Possible error of bearing
amount to ...
degrees.
Possble
bearing may amount
... degres.

81959 0-52-PT.
ii
81939
0-52-PT.
II---50

50

2075
2075

2076
2076
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(App.
(APp.P9 R2)
RR)
I

Abreviation
Abr6viation
ou signal

Definition
Definition

DS
DS

Reglea votre 6metteur,
emetteur, le minimum
signal eat
etendu.
Rel&ez
minimum de votre signal
eat trop
trop etendu.

DT

Se ne
fournir de
rel&ement, le minimum
Je
ne peux
peux pas
pas vous
vous fournir
de relivement,
minimum de
de votre
votre
signal eat trop etendu.

DY

Cette
no pent
determiner le sens
sons du relivcmcnt.
reRtvement. Qucllc
Queue
Cctte station ne
peut pas d6tcrminer
eat
direction approximative
degres relativemcnt
relativernent i&cette
c,ette
cat votre direction
approximative en degr6s
station?

DZ

DE
DE
ER
ER
ETA
ETA
ITP
1TP
JM
JM

Votre relevement
sons inverse
relvem.mt r:el
reel (d
(a ,djliifer
vilifier
relevement a
a le sens
inverse du
do rclovcm.nt
seulement
par la
station de
controle d'un
d'un groupe
group" de
de stalimus
radioseulement par
la station
de comtr6e
staitons raiogoniornitriques
a'culresse des
ades stations
stations dal
du minf
un±me group').
group.).
gonionttrique lorsqu'elle
lorsqu'elle s'adresse
Utilise
pour s6parer
separer l'indicatif
l'indicatif d'appel
station aplpcle
appelee de
de
Utilis6 pour
d'appcl de In
la station
l'indicatif
In station appclante.
appelante.
I'indicatif d'appel de la
Ici

...

Heure estimee
estimce d'arrivee.
d'arriv6e.
eompte.
La ponctuation compte.

Faites
Felten une aerie
traits si vous m'autorises
transtnett re. Faites
Fait es
Psric de traits
m'autlorisez A trals:ncttrc.
aerie de points
points pour
(et no
pa's ttiliscr
utiliser
une s6rie
pour arreter
arretcr ma
ma transmission
transmission (d
ne pr18
kels soul
cos de detrcese).
sur 500 kcIs
sauf en
en cas
dtrcese).

K

Invitation
tranamettre.
Invitation A
atransmettre.

MN
MN
MSC
MSG

Minute (ou Minutes).
Minute
Minutes).

N

Non.

NIL
NIL
NW
NW
OK
OK

Je n'ai rien b.
transmettre.
a vous translncttre.

P

Pr6fixe indiquant
Prifixe
indignant tin
radiotelegramme
un radiotltgramme

PI%
PI:L

Pr&ambule
(d employer aprb
Preambule (ci
apres un point d'iinrrogation
d'interrogation pour
pour demander
dAmander
une 'Of-Wien).
rEiptition).

irrR
ITrR

indignant un
mtwage a
a destination
destination ou en prrvrniallrc
provenance dl
du
Prefixe indiquant
un menSage
commandant
commandant d'un
&nu navire
navire et
l'exploitat ion du nivirc
navire
ct concernant
concrnant l'tx|)loitation
ou aa
s navigation.
navigation.

Maintenaat.
Maintenant.

Nous sommes d'accord
d'accord (ou C'est correct).
correct).
privd.

Utilia6 par une station cotiirc
la position et la
Utilise
chtiere pour
pour demandcr
demander In
prochaine escale
prochaine
escale d'unc station mobile
mobile (voir
'tamer° 700).
(roir le n,,umro
&cu.
Reu.

RPT
RZ

-

Q
I

Reference
R/ferenceea ...

(ou
(ou Referez-vous
RIfrez-vou aa...).
... ).

Repetes (ou Je
Jo repete)
Repetez ... )
Rep6tez
repete) (ou R6p6tc(z
Indication
dune
An
,
nI' i, \i
. U r I dcinande.
IIIanul
.

(.
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(App. 99RR)
RR)
(App.

Abbreviatiol
Abbreviation
or Signal

Definition
Definition

DS
DS

Adjust your transmitter,
Adjust
transmitter, the minimum
minimum of your signal is too broad.

DT
DT

IIcannot
minimum of
cannot furnish you with a
abearing;
bearing; the minimum
your signal
signal is
is
of your
too
too broad.

DY
DY

This station
station is not able to determine
determine the sense
the bearing.
bearing. What
What
sense of
of the
is your approximate
approximate direction relative
to this
this station?
station?
relative to

DZ

reciprocal (To be used only by
Your bearing
bearing is reciprocaL
by the
the control
station of
of
control station
a
agroup of direction-finding
direction-finding stations
stations when it
it is addressing
stations
addressing stations
group.)
of the
the same
same group.)

DE

Used
Used to separate the call sign of the station
station called
called from
from the
the call
call
sign of
station.
of the calling station.

ER
ER

Here...
Here ...

ETA

Estimated time
of arrival.
arrival.
time of

ITP

The punctuation
punctuation counts.
counts
Make a
aseries of dashes if I
transmit. Make
Make aaseries
series of
of dots
to
I may transmit.
dots to
stop my transmission (not to be used on
500 kccs
41 sexcept
except in
cases
on 600
in cases
of distress).
distress).

TM
JM

K

Invitation to transmit.
Invitation
transmit.

MN
MN

Minute (or
Minutes).
(or Minutes).

MSG
MSG

a message
Prefix indicating
indicating a
meesage to or from the master
master of
of a
aship
ship concernconcerning its operation
operation or navigation.
navigation.

N

No.

NIL
NIL
NW
NW

IIhave nothing to send
send to
to you.
you.
Now.

OK

We agree (or It
It is correct).
correct).

P

Prefix indicating aaprivate
private radiotelegrarn.
radiotelegram.
Preamble (used after a
a question
Preamble
request a
arepetition).
quetion mark to request
repetition).

PBL
PBL
VTR
PTR

Used by aacoast station to request the position and
next port
port of
and next
of call
call
of aamobile station. (See
(See 7001
T00.)

R

Received.
Recived.

REF
RPT

R
ef
erence t
o ...
(or
to ...
...).
Reference
to
(or Refer
Refer to
).
Repeat
(or
I repeat) (or Repeat
Repeat
I
Repeat ...
...).
)

RQ
RQ

Indication of a
arequest.
requt.

2077
2077

2078
2078

TREATIES
TREATIES

[63 STAT.
STAT.
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(App.
RR)
(App. 9 RR)

Abrhiatio
Abrtvi' ation
Abrtviation

Mfinition
Dnfinition

ignal
ou *aid
SIG
BIG

Signature (d employer
apras un
un point
d'interrogation pour
pour demander
demander
employer aprh
point d'interrogation
tine rpitition).
ripttition).
unc

SOS
SOS

Signal
Signal de
de detresse
d6tresse (•
(. •.•-

transmettre comme
eomme un
un seul
seal
..•..· d
d transnettre

ignal).
signal).
SS
sB

prdcedant le
Indication precedant
de navire.
nay ire.
le nom
nom d'une station
station de

SVC

Prefixe indiquant
un telfgramme
de service.
service.
Prdfixe
indiquant un
tklgramme de

SYS
SYS

Refere-vous
Rgeres-vous 1 votre
votre t4legrarrune
telegramme de
de service.
service.
Trafic.

TFC
TPC

TR
TTT
TTT

Utilise
Utili4z comme prefixe pour annoncer la rtponse
reponse & PTR.
PTR.
Ce groupe,
groupe, lorsqu'il eat
trois fois,
foie, constitue
constitue le
le signal
de
est transmis
transmis trois
signal de
sicurite (voir
943).
securite
(ooir is
le rumen)
numro 943).

TU

Je
remercie.
Je vous remercie.

TXT

Texte (a
apt-la un
un point
point d'interrogation
d'interrogation pour
pour demander
demander 'ins
Texte
(d employer
employer apres
une
reptlition).
riptition).

VA
VA

Fin de travail
(. .••-. ••••
- atransmettre
travail (a
transmettre comme
comma un
seul signal).
n seul
signal).

W

Mot(s) [ou
Groupe(s)).
[ou Groupe(s)l.

WA

apres ...
... (a employer apres
Mot apds
aprZs un point d'interrogation
d'inictrogation pour
pour
demander
demander une
une rpetition).

WB
WB

employer aprla
Mot avant
avant ...
... (d
(a employer
un point
point d'itlerroganion
d'snlerrogotion potr
pour
apria un
demander
repititian).
demander tins
une rpetition).

XXX
XXX

Ce groupe,
lorsqu'il est
groupe, lorsqu'il
eat transmis trois foid,
lois, constitue
constitue le signal
d'urgence (woir
< numtro
d'urgence
(sour le
numb.° 934).
9S4).

63 STAT.]
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9 RIt)
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Abbreviation
Abbreviation

Definition
Definition

or Signal
SIG
SIG

Signature (used after a
a question
Signature
question mark to request
request a
arepetition).
repetition).

SOS
SOS

Distress Signal ((.

SS
ss

signal).
to be sent as
as one sifnal).
Indicator
Indicator preceding
preceding the
the name of a
aship station.

SVC
SVC

Prefix indicating
indicating a
a service telegram.

SYS
SYS

Refer to your service
service telegram.
telegram.

TFC

Traffic.

.. ---...

TR
TR

indicate reply
PTR.
Used as a
a prefix to
to indicate
reply to
to PTR.

TTT
TTT

This group when sent three times constitutes
constitutes the safety
safety signal
signal (see
(see
943).

TU

Thank you.

TXT
TXT

(used after
after a
Text (used
aquestion
question mark to request a
a repetition).
repetition).

VA
VA

End of work (..
(...

-

. -

to be
be sent
one signal).
signal).
to
sent as
as one

W

Word(s)
Word
(s) or [Group(s)].
[Group(s)].

WA

Word after ...
... (used
(used after
after a
a question mark
mark to request aa repetition).
repetitin).

WB

Word before ...
a question mark to
to request
request a
a repetttion).
repetition).
... (used after
after a
This group when sent three
constitutes the
the urgency
three times constitutes
urgency signal
signal
(see 934).

X
XX
XXX

2079

0
0
0

APPENDICE 10.
(voir
(voir l'article
l'article 33)
fRtOUENCES
A ASSIGNER
FRIQUENCES A
ASSIGNER AUX
AUX STATIONS RADIOTELfGRAPHIQUES
RADIOT(LfGRAPNIQUES DE
UTILISART LES
US BANDES
BANDES DU
SERVICE MOBILE
MARITIME
DE NAVIRE
NAVIRE UTILISANT
OU SERVICE
MOBILE MARITIME
COMPRISES ENTRE
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11.
APPENDICE
Procedure dans le service
service radiotelephonique
radiot&l!phonique mobile.
mobile.
(voir
Particle 34)
(voir l'article
34)

§§ 1.
La procedure
procedure suivante
titre d'exemple
d'exemple
suivante est indiquee
indiquee iatitre
pour la transmission
transmission d'un radiotelegramme:
radiotelegramme:
1°:

A
A appelle
appelle::
Allo B, allo
alto B, ici A, ici A, radiot6elgramme
radiotelegramme pour
pour vous,
vous,
radiot6elgramme pour
radiotelegramme
vous,
commutez.
pour vous, commutez.

2°:

B
repond:
B repond:

Allo A, allo
Alto
alto A, ici B,
B, ici B,
B, transmettez
transmettez votre
votre radioteleradiotelegramme,
transmettez votre radiotelegramme,
gramme, transmettez
radiotelegramme, commucornmutez.
3°:
3 :
A
reprend:
A reprend:
Allo B, ici A, radiotelegramme
Alio
radiotelegramme commence:
commence: de
de
n°...
nombre
n°
nombre de mots
jour
heure
jour
heure
adresse .
texte ... .. signature
transmission
transmission du radiotelegramme
radiotelegramme terminee.
terminee. Je repetc,
repete,
radiotelegramme
radiotelegramme commence:
commence: de
de
nom.
nn°°
nombre de mots
... jour.....
jour
heure .
adresse
.
adresse
texte ...
signature
signature
radiotelegramme
radiotelegramme
termine, commutez.
commutez.
0

4 :
4°:

B
B repond:
repond:
Allo
commence: de
Alto A, ici B, votre radiotelegramme
radiotelegramme commence:
de
.... no
n ....
nombre de mots
mots... . jour
jour
heure ....
adresse
heure
adresse ...
texte ..
signature
..
.. votre radiotelegramme
radiotelegramme termine,
termin6, commutez.
commutez.

5°:

A repond:
repond:
Allo B, ici A, correct,
Alto
correct, correct,
correct, termine.
termine.

6°:
6':

A coupe ensuite
ensuite la communication,
communication, et les deux stastareprennent, Pecoute
tions reprennent,
I'ecoute normale.
normale.

:
Rentaiq
e: Au debut d'une conununieation,
communieation, la station appelante
Rema ripe:
et la
la
app)eante et
station
prononcent chacune
station appelee,
appelee, prononcent
chacune deux fois la formule
formule d'appil.
d'appel. Elles
Elks
ne la
prononcent qu'une fOis
fois lorsque
lorsque la communication
ne
la prononcent
communication est 6tablie.
etablie.
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APPENDIX 11
11

Procedure
Procedure in the Mobile Radiotelephone
Radiotelephone Service
(See article 34)
(See
34)

§ 1.
The following procedure
§
1.
procedure is given as an example for
for
the transmission of aa radiotelegram:
radiotelegram:
1. A calls:
1.
calls:
Hullo B, Hullo B, this is A, this is A, radiotelegram
radiotelegnun
for you, radiotelegram
radiotelegram for you, over.
2.

B
replies:
B replies:
Hullo A, Hullo A, this is B, this is B, send your
your radiotelegram, send your radiotelegram,
radiotelegram, over.

3. A replies:
replks :
8.
Hullo B, this is A, radiotelegram
radiotelegram begins from
..
number
number of words ........ date
number........
number
date......
time...... address ..... text
time
signature
text...... signature......
...... transmission of radiotelegram
radiotelegram ends, II repeat,
radiotelegram
radiotelegram begins from......
from
number
number..... numdate...... time......
ber of words......
words
date
time
address
...... text
text...... signature
signature ..... radiotelegram
radiotelegram ends,
over.

4. B
B replies:
replies:
Hullo A, this is B, your radiotelegram
radiotelegram begins, from
...... number
number...... number of words......
words
date
........ time
time........ address
address...... text........
text
signature ......,,your radiotelegram
radiotelegram ends, over.
5. A
A replies:
replies:
Hullo B, this is A, correct,
correct, correct,
correct, switching
switching off.
off.
6. A
A then breaks the communication
communication and both stations
resume their normal watch.
beginning of a
communication, the calling formula
formula is spoken
Note: At the beginning
a communication,
spoken
twice by both the calling station and the station called.
called. It
spokwn once
once
It is spoken
oommunication has been established.
only when oommunication
established.
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§
Lorsque la station receptrice
d'avoir
certitude d'avcir
receptrice aa la certitude
§ 2.
Lorsque
rep
correctement
le
radiotelegramme,
la
repetition
visee
au
regu correctement le radiotelegramme, la repetition vis6e _au
4° du §
§1
1n'est pas n6cessaire,
necessaire, sauf pour un radiotelegramme
radiotelegramme
collationnement. Si elle renonce
renonce a
ala repetition,
station
avec collationnement.
repetition, la station
B
reception du
Ligon suivante:
la fagon
suivante:
B accuse
accuse r6ception
du radiotelegramme
radiot6elgramme de la
Allo A, ici B, bien recu votre radiotelegramme, commutez.
commutez.
telegramme,
§
(1) Lorsqu'il
d'epeler des indicatifs d'aud'apn6cessaire d'epeler
§ 3. (1)
Lorsqu'il est necessaire
abrCviations reglementaires
reglementaires ou dcs
pel, des abreviations
des mots, on utilise
le tableau
tableau ci-dessous:
ci-dessous:

signe
Chiffre ou signe
a
tranmettre*
d transrettre*
1
1
2
2
3
3
4
4
5
5
66
7
8
8
9
9

7

0
0
Virgule
Barre de fraction
Signal separatif
Point

Lettre
d transmettre
transmettre
Lettre a

Mot da
a utiliser
tiliser
Mot

A
A
B
C
D
E
F
G

Amsterdam
Amsterdam
Baltimore
Casablanca
Casablanca
Danemark
Danemark
Edison
Edison
Florida
Florida
Gallipoli
Gallipoli
Havana
Havana
Italia
Jerusalem
Jerusalem
Kilogramme
Kilogramme
Liverpool
Liverpool
Madagascar
Madagascar
New York
York
Oslo
Oslo
Paris
Quebec
Quebec
Roma
Roma
Santiago
Tripoli
Tripoli
Upsala
Upsala
Valencia
Valencia
Washington
Washington
Xanthippe
Yokohama
Yokohama
Zurich
Zurich

H
I
K

L
M
N

00
P

Q
R
S
T
U
V

W
xX
Y
Z

*Toute transmission
transmission de chiffre est
est annonce
annoncee ct
et se
se tcrmine
termine par
par Ics
Ics mots
mots
r6petes deux fois.
"en nombre"
nombre" repetes
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When the station receiving is certain
certain that it
it has
has
§§ 2.
correctly received the radiotelegram,
radiotelegram, the repetition contem1, 4
4is unnecessary,
collated radioplated under §§1,
unnecessary, except for aacollated
repetition is dispensed
dispensed with, station B
acknowltelegram. If repetition
B acknowledges the receipt of the radiotelegram
following manner:
manner:
radiotelegram in the following
radioteleHullo A, this is B, your radiotelegram correctly
received, over.
correctly received,
§
(1) When it
call signs, service
necessary to spell out call
it is necessary
§ 3. (1)
abbreviations
used:
abbreviations and words, the following table is used:
Figure to be
Figure
transmitted*
transmitted*

11

22
33
44
5
5
6
6
7
7
8
8
9
9
0
0
Comma
Comma
Fraction bar
bar
Break signal
signal
Full stop (period)
(period)

Letter to be
transmitted
transmitted
A
A
B
B
C
C
D
D
E
E
F
F
G
H
H
II
J
J
K
L
L
M
N
0
0
P
Q
R
S
T
U
V

W
X

Y
Z

Word to be used
Amsterdam
Amsterdam
Baltimore
Casablanca
Casablanca
Danemark
Danemark
Edison
Florida
Florida
Gallipoli
Gallipoli
Havana
Havana
Italia
Jerusalem
Jerusalem
Kilogramme
Kilogramme
Liverpool
Liverpool
Madagascar
Madagascar
New York
Oslo
Paris
Quebec
Quebec
Roma
Roma
Santiago
Santiago
Tripoli
Upsala
Upsala
Valencia
Valencia
Washington
Washington
Xantippe
Xantippe
Yokohama
Yokohama
Zurich

*
transmission of
preceded and followed
followed by the words
words
is preceded
of figures is
* Each
Each transmission
"as
number" spoken twice.
"as aa number"
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(2)
Cependant, les stations d'un meme
(2) Cependant,
pays peuvent
peuvent utimeme pays
utiliser, lorsqu'elles
lorsqu'elles communiquent
communiquent entre
elles, un
un autre
autre tableau
tableau
entre elles,
etabli par l'administration
dont elles
elles dependent.
dependent.
I'administration dont
APPENDICE
APPEND10E 12.
Recommandation
Recommandation pour la fixation des
des voies
radiotelephoniques
voies radiotelephoniques
bilateralcs dans les
les bandes du service
bilaterales
service mobile
mobile maritime
maritime
comprises
comprises entre 4
et 23
23 000
000 kc/s.
kc/s.
4 000 et
(voir l'article
Particle 34)
34)
(voir

Le present
present tableau
tableau a
a pour but de preciser
preciser les
les Irefr&quences dont Putilisation
I'utilisation est recommandee
recommandee pour
pour les
les -stations
stations
cotieres et les stations
cotieres
stations de navire
navire dans les bandes
bandes du
service
du service
mobile maritime
maritime reservees
reservees pour la radiotelephonie
radiotelephonie entre
entre 4
4000
000
et 23 000 kc/s.
recommand6 aux administrations
kcis. II est recommande
administrations d'utilid'utiliser ce tableau comme un guide
guide pour le
le choix
frequences
choix des
des frequences
des stations qui relevent
leur autorite.
autorite.
relevent de
de leur
Une ou plusieurs series de frequences
frequences sont
sont assignees
assignees
a chaque
chaque station
station cotiere
cotiere et celle-ci utilise ces frequences
frequences auautant que possible
associees par paires, chaque
possible associees
chaque paire
paire comprecomprenant une frequence
frequence d'emission
d'emission et une frequence
frequence de
de reception.
reception.
Les series
series doivent
Les
doivent etre choisies en tenant
tenant compte
compte des
zones a
a
des zones
desservir
et
de
facon
a
eviter,
autant
que
possible, les brouildesservir et
facon a eviter,
lages nuisibles
lages
nuisibles entre
entre les services
services des differentes
stations cocodiff6rentes stations
tieres.
Si une administration
administration assigne des frequences
frequences auautres
tres que
que celles qui sont indiquees
indiquees par le tableau,
tableau, ses
ses communicommunications radiotelephoniques
cations
radiotelephoniques ne doivent
doivent pas produire
produire de
brouilde brouillages nuisibles
lages
nuisibles dans le service
service des stations radiotelephoniques
radiotelephoniques
du
du service mobile
mobile maritime qui emploient
emploient les frequences
frequences du
du
present
tableau
present tableau qui leur ont ete assignees
assignees conformement
conformement au
au
present Reglement.
Reglement.
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11, 12 11,11)
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(App. 11,

(2) However, stations of the same country
(2)
country may use,
when communicating between
themselves,
between themselves, any other table
recognized
recognized by their administration.
APPENDIX
APPENDIX 12
12
Recommended
Recommended Duplex Channeling
Maritime Mobile
Mobile
Channeling of the Maritime
Radiotelephone
Bands
4
000
Radiotelephone
4
— 23 000 ke/a.
ke/a
(See article 34)
34)

This table is a
a recommendation
recommendation for the channels
channels
stations in the bands allocated
allocated
to be used by coast and ship stations
to the maritime mobile radiotelephone
radiotelephone service
service between
between 4
4 000
administrations for
and 23 000 kc/s. It is recommended
recommended to administrations
for
use as a
a guide in the choice of frequencies
frequencies for their stations.
One or more series of frequencies
frequencies are assigned to
each coast station, which uses these frequencies
frequencies associated,
associated, as
as
far as possible, in pairs; each pair comprising
comprising a
a transmitting
a receiving frequency. The series shall be selected
and a
selected with
due regard
regard to the areas served
served and so as to avoid, as far as
possible, harmful interference
interference between
between the services of different coast stations.
If an administration
administration assigns
assigns frequencies
frequencies other
other than
those indicated in the table, its radiotelephone
service must
must
radiotelephone service
not cause harmful
harmful interference
interference to radiotelephone
radiotelephone stations
stations of
of
the maritime mobile service which
which use frequencies
assigned
frequencies assigned
to them from this table in accordance
Regulations.
accordance with these Regulations
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Tableau des
des frequences
frequences d'emission (en
(en kc/s)
kc/s)
B
andes
Bandes
de fr&
de
frequences:
quences:

4
4 000 kc/s

88000
000 kc/s
kc/s

12
12 000
00 kc/s
kc/s
L

16
000 kc/s
kc/s
16 000

22 030
030 kc/s
kc/s
22

I

No
No de
Stations
Stations
Stations
Stations
Station:
Stations
Stations
Stations
Stations
Stations
I
zi
Stations
la
St.a'ior.s
de S
tations
Stations
Stations
de
Stations
de
Stations
Statinns
Stations
de
Stations
de
de
de
<Tie cutiire?
ciltieres navire oUtii'l
ciztiercs navire coti&es
,JtiiXres navire c6tires
cGtieres navire
naire cotieres
na;ire
c6tiores navire
1

44371,9
371,9 44066,9
06G,9 8
8 74'1,9
74,9 8
133,9 12333,9
8 198,9
19S,1 13 133,;
12 333,9 172903,9
17 293,9 16
16 463,9
22 003,9
463,9 22
22 653,9
653,' 22003,9

2

44379,7 4074,7
4074,7 8
756,7 8
8756G,
8 206,7
341,7 17
206,; 13
13 141,7
141,1 12
301,7 16 471,7
471,7 22 661,7
12 341,7
17 301,7
22 011,7
6C61,;22
011,7

3
3

387,1 4
44:;,7,4
4032,4
032,1 8
764,4 8214,-'
8214,4 13
8 764,4
13 149,1
319,1 17
309,4 16
149,1 12 349,1
479,4 22 G069,
17309,4
669,1 22 019,4
019,4
16 479,4

4
4

395,2 4
4439,,2
090,2 8S772,2
4000,2
772,2 88222,2
157,2 12357,2
222,; 13 157,2
12 357,2 17317,2
17 317,2 16,437,2
16,437,2 22 677,2
677,2 22
22 027,2
027,2

5
5

4
4 403,0 4
4098,0
098,0 3780,0
3nom 8
230,0 13 165,0
12 355,9 17 325,0
8 230,0
165,0 1235¢5,'
16 495,0
495,0 22
325,0 16
22 635,0
035,1
635,( 22
22 035,3

6
6

4
410,7 4105,7
4105,7 8787,7
4410,7
8787,7 8
237,7 13
S 237,7
372,7 17
13 172,7
172,7 12
12372,7
502,7 22
22 692,7
69Z7 22
17 332,7
332,7 16 502,7
22 0L2,7
012,7

77

4418,5 4
41
113,5
4418,5
243,5 13 180,5
1,5 8
8 795,5
793,5 8
S 245,3
SO0,512 3S0,5
380,5 17
3-10,5 16
173-10,5
510,5 22
22 700,5
700,5 22 050,5
16 510,5
050,5

8
8

121,3 5
44426,3
42G,. 4412!,3
6011 8
253,3 13
SS03,';
13 133,3
S 251,3
388,3 17 343,3
1S,3 12
12 388,
343,3 16
518,3 22 738,3
738,3 22 053,3
16 518,3
053,3

9
9

44431,61
4"4('1 4
4 1271,0
123,0 8
811,0
8 81
1,0 88251,0
13 19G,.
106,0 12396,01
251,0 13
12 396,0 17
356,0 16 526,0
17356,0
526,0 22 716,0
716,0 22 065.0
065,0
.

.

.

,
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Transmitting Frequencies
Table of Transmitting
(kc/s)
Frequencies (kc/s)
Bands
Bands

S
eries
Series
No.

4000
4000 ke/s
kis

C
oast
Coast
F
req.
Freq.

S
hip
Ship
F
req.
Freq.

8000
8000 k/s
keis

Coast
Coast
F
req.
Freq.

S
hip
Ship
Freq.
Freq.

12 000kc/s
000 ko/s

Coast
Coast
Freq.
Freq.

S
hip
Ship
F
req.
Freq.

116 61:10
00 kis
kc/s

Coast
Coast
F
req.
Freq.

Ship
Ship
F
req.
Freq.

22000
22
000 ke/s
ke/s

Cost
C
oast
Freq.
Frq.

S
hip
Ship
F
req.
Freq.

11

4371.9
4371.9 4066.9 8748.9 8
8 198.9 13 133.9 12
12333.9
333.9 17293.9
17 293.9 16463.9
16 463.9 22 653.
853.

2
2

4379.7 4074.7 8
8756.7 8
8 206.7 13
13 141.7
141.7 12341.7 17301.7
17301.7 16471.7 22661.7
22011.7
22 661.7 22011.7

3
3

4387.4
4387.4 4082.4
4082.4 88764.4 88214.4 13 149.4
149.4 12349.4 17309.4
16479.4 22
17 309.4 16479.4
22669.4
669.4 22019.4

4
4

4395.2
4395.2 4090.2 8772.2 88222.2
13157.2
222.2 13
157.2 12357.2 17317.2
17317.2 16487.2
16 487.2 22
77.2 22027.2
22677.2

5
5

4403. 4098.0
4403.0
4098.0 8780.0
8780.0 8230.0
8230.0 13165.0
13 165.0 12365.0
12 365.0 17
325. 16
17325.0
16495.0
495.0 22685.0
22 885
22035.0

68

4410.7 4105.7
4410.7
4 105.7 8787.7
8787.7 8237.7
8 237.7 13172.7
13 172.7 12372.7
12372.7 17332.7
17332.7 16
16502.7
502.7 22
22 692.7
692.7 22 042.7

77

4418.5 4
4113.5
4418.5
113.5 8
8 795.5 8245.5
8245.5 13 180.5 12 380.5
380.5 17340
17340.

88

4426.3 4121.3 8803.3 8253.3 13 188.3 12388.3
12388.3 17348.3
17348.3 16518.3
16518.3 22708.3
22708.3 22058.3

99

4434.0 44129.0
129.0 8811.0
4434.0
8811.0 8261.0
8261.0 13 196.

22 003.9
22003.9

16510.5
16
22700.5
510.5 22
700.5 22 050.5

12 396.0
396.0 17356.0
17356.0 16526.0
16526.0 22716.0
22 716. 22066.0
22066.0
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APPENDICE 13.
APPENDICE

Vacations des stations de navire class6es
Vacations
classies dans la
ht deuxiime
denzieme
categoric
categorie.
(voir les articles 20 et 35)
35)
(voir
SECTION I. TABLEAU.
SECTION
TABLEAU.

Zones
Zoes

Limites
oueet
Limite ouest

Limites set
eat

Horaire de
de service
(temps moyen de Greenwich)
Greenwich)
(tempe
(T.M.G.)
8
8 heures
(H8)
(H8)

A
Ocean
Oc6an At!antique
lantique
MeEst, Mditerranae,
diterranee,
Mer du
Nord,
Baltique.
Baltique.

B
B
Ocean
Indien
Ouest,
Ocean
Ocdan

18 heure.
heures
16
(H18)
(H16)

Meridien 30°
MWridien
cote du
W, c6te
Groenland.
Groenland.

Meridien
an sud
Meridien 30° E
E au
de la
in c6te
cete d'Afrique,
d'Afrique,
limites est
linaites
set de In
la MkMediterranee,
Mer
diterrane, de In
la Mer
Noire et de in
la Baltique, meridien 30° E
E
au nord de Is
la Norvege.
vege.

de 8h
de 12h
12h
de 16h
de 20h
20h
de

aa 10h
aa 14h
A 18h
18h
a
22h
a 22h

6h
de Oh a 6h
14h
de 8h aa 14h
de 16h A
b. 18h
18h
de 20h &
A22h
22h

Limite est
eat de
A.
la zone A.

Meridien SO°
Meridien
80° E, cote
c6te
ouest de Ceylan
Ceylan au
ouest
Pont d'Adam, de le.
1A aA
limiest
cotes
I'ouest le
le long
long des cAtes
de l'Inde.
l'Inde.

de
de
de
de

4h
Sh
12h
16h

A
a 6h
i
10h
A lOh
a
14h
a 14h
a
A 18h
18h

de Oh A 2h
de 4h itlOh
10h
de 12h aA 14h
14h
de

eat de Meridien
Limite est
Meridien 160°
160° E.
E.
la zone B
B.

de
de
de
de

Oh A
& 2h
2h
4h a
A 6h
10h
8h aa 10h
14h
12h a
a 14h

Limite est
eat de
la zone C.
In

de Oh
de 4h
de 8h
de 20h

Aretique
Artique
Est.
Eat.

de 16h a
A 18h
18h
de 20h A 24h
24h
de

--

C
Ocdan
Ocean InIn.
dien Eat,
Est,
Mer de
Chine,
Ocean
Pacifique
Ouest.

D
Ocean
Ocean
Pacifique
Pacifique
centraL
centraL

Meridien 140° W.
Meridien

2h
aA 2h
6h
aa 6h
10h
bA 10h
aa22h
22h

de
de
de
de
de
de
de

Oh a 6h
6h
Oh&
a 10h
8h A
12h A 14h
12h
14h
16h A 22h
22h
16h

de
de
de
de
de
de
de

Oh A 2h
2h
4h A Oh
Oh
4h&
8h &
A10h
10h
a 18h
12h &
20h A
a24h
24h
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APPENDIX 13
13
Hours of Service
Service for
the Second
Second Category
Category
for Ships
Ships in
in the

(See
(See articles 20 and 35)
35)
SECTION I. TABLE
TABLE

Zones
Zon

Western
Western
limi
Limits

n L

s

Eastern
Limits
Eastern Limits

Haus of Serrie
Service
Hour
(Greenwich mea
mean
time) (G.M.T.)
(G.M.T.)
hours
88hour
(ES)
(H8)

A
A
Eastern Atlantic
Atlantic
Ocean, MediterMediterranean, North
Sea, Baltic.

Meridian
Meridian of
30°W., Coast
30'W.,
of Greenland.
Greenland.

from
Meridian of 30'
Meridian
30° E.
8h.
to the South of the 12h.
12L
Coast of Africa,
Africa, 16h
16h.
Eastern limits of 20h.
Eastern
20b.
the Mediterranean,
Mediterranean,
of the Black Sea,
Sea,
of
and of the Baltic,
and
30* E.
E. to the
30'
North of
of Norway.
Norway.

B
B
from
Western Indian
Indian Eastern Limit Meridian
Western
Meridian of 80
E.,
80°0 E.,
4h.
Ocean, Eastern
Ocean,
Eastern of Zone A.
A.
Western Coast
Coast of
Western
Sh.
8h.
Arctic Sea.
Ceylon to Adam's 12h.
Ceylon
Bridge, thence
thence 16b.
Bridge,
16h.
Westward
Westward round
the coast of India.

18 hour
home
16
(H16)
(H16)

to
to from
6h.
1Oh.
Oh
6h.
10h.
Oh.
8L
14b.
14h. 8h.
14h.
18h. 16h. 18h.
22h
22L 20h
20h. 22h
22L

to from
6h. Oh.
10h.
1Oh.
4h.
14h. 12h.
18h. 16h.
20h.
20h.

to
2L
2h.
10h.
14h.
18h.
24h.

C
C
from
from
to
to from
to
Eastern Indian Eastern Limit Meridian of 160
Eastern
2b.
Oh.
160°0 E. Oh.
2h. Oh.
6h.
Zone B.
Ocean,
Ocean, China of
4h.
6h.
of 7,ne
B.
8h. 10h.
10h.
Sea, Western
Western
14L
Sea,
8h.
10h. 12h.
14h.
Pacific Ocean.
12h.
14h.
14h. 16h. 22h.

D
Eastern Limit
Central Pacific Eastern
Ocean.
of Zne
Zone C.

S1939
0- 52
PT. ti
81i9 90-52---I'T.
II

-51
51

Meridian of 140° W.
Meridian

from
to from
to
2h.
Oh.
2h. Oh.
Oh
2h.
6h.
4h.
6h.
4h.
6h
6h
8h. 10h. 8h. 10h.
201L
22h. 12h.
18h.
20h. 22h.
20h. 24L
24h.
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r

__
Zones

Limites oueet
Limites
ouest

__

Limiteset
Linmite
est

Horaire ds
goraire
Joserrlea
er ion
(temps moyen
moyen de
Greenwich)
(temps
de Greenwich)
(T. M .G
(T.M.G.)
hmrr-*2
88heure
(118)
(11S)

E
Ocean
Ocan
Pacifique
Est.
Eat.

•

e
16 hheures
16;
wer
awl)
(Ht1)

Lirnite est
Limite
eat de
de Meridien
Meritlien 90'
90° W jusqu'i
jusqu'& deo
de Oh A
A 2h de 012
fhAA. 2h
2h
Is zone
la
zone D.
D.
Ia cate
c6te de FAmerique
Is
I'Amdriqua de 4bâ
de 4h A 6h
6h
4h A 6h
h dde
centrale,
centrale, ensuite
ensuite la
la
cote
c6te ouest de
de FAmel'An6-

rique centrale
ceutrale et de
FArarique du Nord.
l'Amnrique
Nord.

de 16h A
AIgh
18b de S8:
Sh
22b de 16h
161i
de 29h A22b

--

A 14h
14h
It 22h
22h

l

F
Octan
0c4an
Atlantique
Atlantique
Oueet et
Guest
Golfe
Golfe du
Mexique.
Mexique.

M4ridien
90 ° MWridien
Meridien 90'
30' W, cote
Maridien 30°
W,
W, Golfe
Golfe du
du du Groealand
Groenland.
Mexique,
cote est
c6te
est de
l'Amerique
l'AmArique
du Nord.

de Oh &
It 2h
2h
de
14h
de 12h
12h A
A !4h
de 16h A
A !St
1St:

de Ohb
Oh* 2b
2h
de
de 4h
de
4h a 10h
O10h
de
12h a
k 18h
18h
de 12h
de 20h A
A22h
2.2h de 20h
2012 &
ft 22h
2212

--
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Zones

Western
Western
Limits
Limits

Easter
Easternn Limits
Limits

Hours
Hours of Serviee
Service
(Greenwich mean
mean
(Greenwich
time) (G.M.T.)
88 hours
(H8)
(H8)

I 16 hours
(H16)
(H 16)

E
E
from
to from
from
to
Eastern Pacific
Eastern
Pacific Eastern Limit
Limit Meridian
Meridian of
90 0 W.
of 90°
W. Oh.
2h.
Oh.
2h.
Oh.
Ocean.
of Zone D.
D.
as far as the Coast
Coast 4h.
6h.
4h.
6h.
of Central
Central America,
America, 16h. 18h. 8h. 14h.
then the
the West
West 20h. 2h.
22h. 16h.
16h. 22h.
22h.
Coast of Central
America and North
North
America
America.
America.
F
F
Western Atlantic
Ocean and
and Gulf
Gulf
of Mexico.

from
to from
to
to
Meridian of
of Meridian
Meridian
Meridian of
of 30*
30° W.,
W., Oh.
Oh.
2h.
Oh.
2h.
2b.
90° W., Gulf
Gulf Coast of GreenGreen- 12h.
12h. 14h.
4h. 10h.
1Oh.
of Mexico,
Mexico,
land.
land.
16h. 18h. 12h. 18h.
East Coast of
20h. 22h. 20h. 22h.
North America.
ica
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SECTION
II. GRAPHIQUE.
GRAPHIQUE.
SECTION II.

.,
--

Temps
moyen de
de Greenwich
(T.M.G.).
Greenwich (T.M.G.).
Temps moyen

2
1
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1
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IL DIAGRAM
SECTION II.
DIAGRAM

Greenwich mean
Greenwich
mean time (G.M.T.).
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APPENDICE 14.
APPENDICE

Releve modele
Re!eve
comptabilite des
des radiotelegrammes.
radiotelegrammes.
modele pour la comptabilit6
(voir l'article
Particle 41)
41)
(voir

Compte des radioteiegrammes
achemines entre ........
radiot6elgrammes achemin6s
et ..........
(noms
pays) par l'interm6diaire.
........
(noms des pays)
l'intermediaire
jjde la station ciitiere
cetiere de
de............
ou des stations
cotieres de
de..............
Iou
stations cotieres
pendant
de
pendant le mois de............

(nationalite)
(nationalite)

-

L'Administration
L'Administration
porta au
au
............
porte

Date
Date

Bureau
Bureau
d'origine
d'origine

Bureau
Bureau
de
do
destinadestination
tion

Nombre
Nombre
de
de
mots
mots

Credit
Credit

Debit
Debit

ObservaObserva-

tions
fr.
fr.

cts.
ts.

fr.

cts.

63
STAT.]
63 STAT.]

MULTILATERALTELECOMMUNICATIONS- OCT. 2,
MULTILATERAL-TELECOMMUNICATIONS-OCT.
2,

1947
1947

(App. 14 RR)
(App.
RR)

APPENDIX 14
APPENDIX
14

Specimen Form of
Radiotelegram Accounting
Specimen
of Statement for Radiotelegriun
Accounting
41)
(See article
article 41)

Account of radiotelegrams
routed between.................
between
radiotelegrams routed
and................
and
medium

(names
(names of the countries)
countries) through
through the
the

(

of the coast station of
of. ..............................
..
or of coast stations
stations ..................
during the month of
of................

(nationality)
(nationality)

The
TI
Administration

Date
•

Office
Office
of
of
Origin

Office
Office
of
of
DeetinaDestination

Number
Number
of
of
Words
Words

Credits
C

Debits
Debits

fr.

fr.
fr.
·

Remarks
Remarks

oa.
l

I
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(
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APPENDICE 15.
15.

Obtention des relevements
radiogoniometriques et
des positions.
positions.
relevements radiogoniometriques
et des
(voir l'article 44)
44)
(voir
Section
Section I. Instructions genarales.
generales.

§§ 1.
1.
Avant d'appeler
d'appeler une ou plusieurs
plusieurs stations
stations radiogoradiogoniometriques pour demander
niometriques
demander son relevement
ou sa
position,
relevement ou
sa position,
la station mobile
mobile doit rechercher
dans la
nomenclature des
des
rechercher dans
la nomenclature
stations de radioreperage:
radioreperage:
a) les indicatifs d'appel des stations
appeler pour
stations a
a appeler
pour
obtenir les relevements
relevements ou
ou la
position
qu'elle d6dela position qu'elle
sire;
sire;
1)) la frtquence
frequence sur laquelle
laquelle les
les stations
stations radiogoradiogo-

niometriques veillent, et la ou les frSquences
niometriques
frequences sur
sur
lesquelles elles prennent
prennent les relevements;
relevements;
c) lea
les stations
stations radiogoniometriques
radiogoniornetriques qui,
qui, grace
grace A
a.
des liaisons par circuits
circuits speciaux,
peuvent operero
operer
sp6ciaux, peuvent
en groupe
groupe avec
avec la station radiogoniom6trique
radiogoniometrique
a appeler.
appeler.

§§ 2.
La procedure
procedure que
que doit suivre la
station mobile
dela station
mobile drpend
de
diverges
circonstances. D'une facon
pend
circonstances.
gerr.rale,
la stastafaqon g6n
rale, la
tion mobile doit tenir compte
compte de ce qui suit:
suit:
a) Si les stations
a)
stations radiogoniometriques
radiogoniometriques ne
ne veillent
veillent
pas sur la meme
meme frequence
ce soit
la frefn:.frequence (que ce
soit la
quence
quence sur laquelle elles
dies operent
operent le relevement
relevement
ou toute autre frequence),
frequence), les relevements
relevements doidoivent
etre
demandes
siparement
vent etre demandes separement aachaque
chaque station
ou groupe
groupe de stations
stations utilisant une frequence
frequence d6determinee.
terminee.
b)
b) Si toutes les stations
stations radiogoniom6triques
radiogoniometriques ininteressees
veillent
teressees veillent sur la meme frequence,
frequence, et
et si
si
elles sont
elles
sont en mesure de prendre
prendre des relevements
relevements
sur
une fr6quence
sur une
frequence commune
commune (qui peut etre differente
frequence de veille),
ferente de
de la
la frequence
veille), la station momobile
doit les appeler
appeler ensemble,
bile doit
ensemble, afin que toutes
toutes
ces stations
ces
stations prennent
prennent simultanement
simultanement les releverelevements sur une meme emission.
ments
mnission.
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APPENDIX 15
15
Procedure for Obtaining Radio Direction-Finding
Direction-Finding
Bearings and Positions
Positions
(See article
article 44)
44)

Section 1.
Section
I.

General Instructions

§§ 1.
Before
Before calling one or more direction-finding
direction-finding stations
stations
for the purpose of asking for a
a bearing
bearing or position,
position, a
a mobile
mobile
station must ascertain
ascertain from the List of Radiolocation
Radiolocation
Stations:
Stations:
a) the call signs of the stations
stations to be called to
to
obtain the desired bearings
or position;
position;
bearings or
h)
b) the frequency
frequency on which
which the radio direction-finddirection-finding stations keep watch, and the frequency
or
frequency or
frequencies
take bearings;
frequencies on which they
they take
bearings;
c)
direction-finding stations
c) the radio direction-finding
stations which,
which, being
being
linked by special circuits, can be grouped with
with
the radio direction-finding
direction-finding station to be called.
§ 2.
The procedure
§
procedure to be followed by the mobile station
depends on varying
depends
varying circumstances.
circumstances. Generally,
following
Generally, the following
taken into account:
account:
,
must be taken
'r
a) If the radio direction-finding
direction-finding stations
do nit
noW
stations do
keep watch on the same
same frequency
(whether it
frequency (whether
frequency on which bearings are taken or
be the frequency
or
frequency), a
a separate
another frequency),
separate request for the
bearings must be made to each
each station
station or group
group
of stations using a
a given frequency.
frequency.
b) If all the radio direction-finding
direction-finding stations concerned keep watch on the same frequency,
frequency, and
and if
if
they are able to take bearings
bearings on
on a
acommon
common frefrequency (which
(which may be different
different from the listening frequency),
frequency), the mobile station must call all
of them at the same time, in order that these
stations may take simultaneous
simultaneous bearings
bearings on
on the
same
transmission.
same transmission.
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plusieurs stations
c) Si plusieurs
stations radiogoniometriques
sont
radiogoniuonetriques sont
groupees aa l'aide
groupees
de
circuits
speciaux,
une
seule
I'aide de circuits speciaux, une seule
d'entre
d'entre elles, dite "station
radiogoniometrique
"station radiogoniometrique
de contr6le"
controle" doit etre appe!le,
appelee, rnme
meme si
si toutes
toutes
sont munies d'appareils
d'appareils emetteurs.
Dans ce
cas,
emctteurs. Dans
ce cas,
la station mobile doit cependant,
si c'est
c'est necesnecescependant, si
mentionner dans l'appel, au
saire, mentionner
au moyen
rnoyen de
de
leurs indicatifs
indieatifs d'appel, les stations radiogonioradiogoniometriques
met-rives dent elle desire
desire obtenir
obtenir des
des releverelitvementa.
mcnta.
§ 3.
3.

des stations
La nomenclature
nomenclature des
de radioreperage
radioreperage conconstations de

tient les
les indications
indications relatives:
relatives:
a) -au
2 U type de signal et
la classe
classe d'emission
emet ita la
d'emission aaemployer pour obtenir
obtenir le
le relevement;
relevement;
b) ia la duree
dur6e des emissions
que doit
dolt faire
tmissions que
faire la
la stastation
mobile;
tion mobile;
c) aal'heure
qu'utilise la station
l'heure qu'utilise
station radiogoniometrique
radiogoniom6trique
consideree, si cette heure est differente
consideree,
celle
diffcrente de
de celle
(dI
Greenwich (T.M.G.).
(
Q Greenwich
(T.M.G.).
Section II.
Section
Regles de
de procedure.
proc&lure.
II. Riegles

§§ 4.
4.
Les regles de procedure suivantes
suivantes sont
sont fond6es
fondees sur
sur
1'emploi
radiot6elgraphie. Pour
l'emploi de la radiotelegraphic.
Pour la
la radiotelephonie,
des
radiotelephonie, des
phrases appropriees
appropriees peuvent
peuvent reniplacer
les abr6viations
abreviations
remplacer les
riglementaires.
r6glementaires.
§ 5.
§

Obtention d'un
d'un rclevcment
Obtention
relevonent ou
d'une route.
route.
ou d'une

(1) La
La station mobile appelle
(1)
appelle la station radiogonioradiogoniometrique ou
ou la
la station
station radiogoniom6trique
metrique
radiogoniometrique de contr6le
controle sur
sur la
la
frequence
de veille indiquee
frequence de
indiquee par la nomenclature.
nomenclature. Suivant
le
Suivant le
type
d'information qu'elle
type d'information
qu'elle desire,
desire, la station appelante
transappelante transmet
l'abr6viation reglementaire
reglementaire appropriee,
met l'abreviation
appropriee, suivie,
suivie, si
Si la
la stastation
tion radiogoniometrique
radiogoniometrique est une station
station mobile,
mobile, de
de l'abrevial'abreviation
tion reglementaire
reglementaire QTH?
QTH? Elle indique, si c'est n6ccssaire,
necessaire, la
la
fr6quence sur laquelle
laquelle elle va emettre pour
frequence
pour faire
prendre son
son
faire prcndre
relevement,
relevement, puis elle attend des instructions.
(2) Au
l'abreviation reglemcntaire
(2)
Au moyen
moyen de l'abreviation
reglementaire approappropriee,
la
station
radiogoniometrique invite la station
priee, la station radiogoniemetrigue
station appelante
appelante
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direction-finding stations are
c) If several radio direction-finding
grouped by means of special circuits, only one
of them, the radio direction-finding
direction-finding control stafurnished with
tion, must be called even if all are furnished
transmitting apparatus.
however,
apparatus. In that case, however,
the mobile station must, if appropriate,
appropriate, specify
in the call, by means
means of call signs, the radio
direction-finding stations
stations from which
which it wishes
direction-finding
to obtain bearings.
S5.
8.
The List of Radiolocation
Radiolocation Stations contains information relating to:
a) the type of signal and class of emission
emission to be
bearings;
used for obtaining the bearings;
b) the duration of the transmission
transmission to be made by
the mobile station; and
c)
c) the time used by the radio direction-finding
direction-finding stadifferent from Greenwich
Greenwich
tion in question, if different
mean time (G.M.T.).
(G.M.T.).
Section II. Rules
Rules of Procedale
Procedute
The following
on
§§ 4.
following rules of procedure
procedure are based on
the use of radiotelegraphy.
radiotelegraphy. For radiotelephony,
appropriate
radiotelephony, appropriate
replace the service abbreviations.
phrases may replace
abbreviations.

55.
6.

obtain a
a bearing
bearing or course.
To obtain
(1) The mobile station calls the radio direction-finding
direction-finding
(1)
station or the radio direction-finding
direction-finding control station on the listening frequency indicated in the List of Radiolocation
Radiolocation Stations. Depending
Depending on the type of information
information desired, the calling station transmits the appropriate
abbreviation
appropriate service abbreviation
followed,
followed, if the radio direction-finding
dircction-finding station is aa mobile
mobile
station, by the service abbreviation
abbreviation QTII?
indicates, if
if
QTIH? It indicates,
necessary,
necessary, the frequency
frequency on which it is going to transmit to
enable its bearing
bearing to be taken, and then awaits instructions.
instructions.
enable
(2)
(2) The radio direction-finding
direction-finding station called requests
the calling station, by means of thP
service abbrethe appropriate
appropriate service
abbre-
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A faire l'6mission
remission necessaire
relevement. Si
necessaire pour le
le relevement.
Si c'est
c'est
necessaire, elle indique la frequence
necessaire,
I
cet
effet et
et
frequence ita utiliser
utiliser a cet effet
fois que remission
le nombre de fois
doit etre
etre r6epete.
repetee.
l'6mission doit
(3)
(3) Apres avoir, le cas
ca.s 6ch6ant,
echeant, r6gl
regle sa
sa nouvelle
fr.&
nouvelle frequence d'emission,
d'6mission, la station
station appelante
appelante transmet
transmet deux
deux traits
traits
d'environ dix secondes
secondes chacun suivis de son indicatif d'appel.
d'appel.
Elle repete ces signaux autant de fois que la station
radiostation radiogoniom6trique le lui aademande.
goniometrique
demand&
(4)
(4) La station radiogoniometrique
determine la
la direcradiogoniom6trique determine
direction et, si possible, le sens
sena du relevement
relevement et sa
sa classe
classe caraccaracterisee
terisee par sa precision
[voir ran&
precision [voir
'alinea (9)].
(9)].
(5)
radiogoniom6trique n'est pas satisfaite
(5) Si la station
station radiogoniometrique
satisfaite
de I'operation,
roperation, elle demande
demande a
Ila
appelante de
de r6peter
repeter
la station appelante
l'emission d6crite
remission
decrite a
ralinea (3).
(3).
a l'alinea
(6) La station radiogoniometrique
les renrenradiogoniom6trique transmet
transmet les
a la station appelante
seignements a
appelante dans l'ordre
l'ordre suivant:
suivant:
I'abr6viation r6glementaire
a) rabreviation
reklementaire appropri6e;
appropriee;
b) trois chiffres indiquant en degr6s
degres le
le relevement
relevement
vrai ou la route vraie par rapport
rapport a
I la station
station
radiogoniom6trique;
radiogoniometrique;
c) la classe
classe du relevement;
relevement;
d) I'heure
l'heure de l'observation;
robservation;
e) si la station
radiogoniometrique est mobile,
station radiogoniometrique
mobile, sa
sa
propre position en latitude
latitude et longitude, precedee
precedee
de l'abreviation
reglementaire QTH.
rabreviation reglementaire
QTH.
(7) Des que la station appelante
(7)
appelante a
a recu le
resultat de
le resultat
de
l'observation,
necessaire d'en obtenir confirrobservation, et si elle estime necessaire
confirmation,
repete le message. La station radiogoniometrique
mation, elle repete
radiogoniometrique
confirme
1'exactitude de la r6petition
confirme alors l'exactitude
repetition ou, le
le cas
cas echeant,
echeant,
rectifie en repetant
repetant le message. Quand la station
station radiogonioradiogoniometrique a
a acquis
metrique
acquis la certitude que la station
station mobile aacorrec.
correctement
recu
le message, elle transmet le signal "fin
tement
"fin de travail".
travail".
La station
appelante r6epte
La
station appelante
repete alors ce signal pour indiquer
indiquer que
I'operation est terminee.
roperation
*
(8) A
moins d'indications
(8)
A moms
d'indications contraires, la station appelante
que le Bens
sens du reevement
re!evement a
a ete determin6.
lante considere
considere que
determine. Si
la station
radiogoniometrique n'a pas d6termine
la
station radiogoniometrique
determine ce sens,
semis, elle
elle
en
la transmission
bien
en fait
fait mention
mention dans
dans la
transmission de l'inforrnation,
Pinionnation, ou bien
elle indique
indique les
les deux
oppos6es qu'elle aa relevees.
elle
deux directions
directions opposees
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viation, to transmit for the bearing. If necessary, it indicates
indicates
the frequency to be used for this purpose and the number of
of
times the transmission is to be
be repeated.
repeated.
(3)
(3) After having changed,
changed, if necessary, to its new
new
transmitting
transmitting frequency,
frequency, the calling station transmits
transmits two
dashes of approximately
approximately ten seconds each,
each, followed
followed by its
its
call sign. It repeats this signal as often as the radio directiondirectionfinding station requires.
(4)
(4) The radio direction-finding
direction-finding station determines
determines the
direction
and,
if
possible,
the
sense
direction
of the bearing, and its
classification [see (9)].
(9) ].
direction-finding station is not satisfied
(5) If the radio direction-finding
with the operation, it requests the calling station to repeat
repeat
the transmission described
under (3).
described under
(3).
(6)
(6) The radio direction-finding
direction-finding station transmits
transmits the
information to the calling station in the following
information
following order:
order:
a) the appropriate
a)
appropriate service
service abbreviation;
abbreviation;
b) three digits indicating the true bearing or
or the
course from the radio direction-finding
true couise
direction-finding station;
tion;
c) class of bearing;
bearing;
d) time of observation;
observation;
e) if the radio direction-finding
direction-finding station
station is mobile,
mobile,
its own position in latitude
latitude and longitude, preceded by the service
service abbreviation
abbreviation QTH.
(7) As soon as the calling station has received
(7)
result
received the result
of the observation, if it is considered
considered necessary to obtain
obtain
confirmation, it repeats back the message.
confirmation,
message. The radio directiondirectionfinding station then confirms that the repetition is correct
correct or,
if necessary, corrects it by repeating
repeating the message.
message. When
the
When the
radio direction-finding
that
the
calling
station
direction-finding station is sure
sure that the calling station
has received
received the message correctly, it transmits the signal

"end
work." The calling
"end of work."
repeats this
this signal
signal as
as an
an
calling station repeats

indication that the operation is finished.
(8)
(8) In the absence of information
information to the
the contrary, the
calling station assumes that the sense of the
the bearing
bearing was
determined. If the radio direction-finding
direction-finding station has not
determined.
not
determined
determined the sense, it indicates
indicates this in the information
information
transmitted, or reports the bearing
bearing and its reciprocal.
reciprocal.
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(9)
appreciation de 1'exactitude
l'exactitude de
(9) Selon son appreciation
de la
la mesure
mesure
qu'elle a
a faite, la station radiogoniometrique
radiogoniometrique classe
classe le
le releverelevement dans 1'une
l'une des trois classes suivantes:
suivantes:
classe A: relevements
relevements que l'operateur
l'operateur peut raisonnablement
considerer comme precis
précis a
nablement considerer
moins
mains de ±
±- 2° (deux degres)
pres;
degres) pres;
classe B: relevements
relevements que l'operateur
l'operateur peut
peut raisonnablement
nablement considerer comme
comme precis
précis Si
A

moins de ±
moms
:fr. 5°
(cinq degres)
degres) pros;
pres;
5° (cinq
classe C: relevements que l'operateur
l'operateur peut raisonnablement considerer
nablement
considerer comme
comme precis
precis aSi
moins
± 10°
moms de ±
(dix degres)
degres) pres.
100 (dix

§§ 6.
Obtention d'une position
Obtention
position determinee
determinee par
par deux
deux ou
ou
plusieursstations
plusieurs
stations radiogoniometriques
rculiogoniontetrigues organisees
organisees en
en groupe.
groupe.

(1) Si la station
station appelante desire 8tre
etre informee
sa
informee de
de sa
position par un groupe de stations radiogoniometriques,
radiogoniom6triques, elle
elle
appelle
contr6le comme il est
appelle la station
station de contrale
eat indique au
(1),
au §§55 (1),
et demande sa position au moyen -de l'abreviation
l'abreviation reglementaire appropriee.
appropriee.
(2)
(2) La station de controle repond a
a l'appel et, lorsque
lorsque
les
stations
radiogoniometriques sont pretes,
lea
radiogoniornetriques
invite, au
au
pretes, elle invite,
moyen de l'abreviation
l'abreviation reglementaire
reglementaire appropriee,
appropriee, la
la station
station
appelante
a emettre
emettre Lorsque
appelante a
Lorsque la position a
a ete determinee,
determinee,
elle la transmet a
a la station appelante
appelante sous la forme indiquee
au §
§5
5 (6).
(6).
(3)
Selon son appreciation
appreciation de l'exactitude
(3) SeIon
I'exactitude des
des mesures
mesures
faites, la station de controle
controle classe la position dans l'une
l'une des
des
trois classes suivantes:
suivantes:
classe
classe A: positions
positions que l'operateur
l'operateur peut raisonnablement considerer
considerer comme precises A
moins de 55mules
milles nautiques
nautiques pres;
moms
classe B;
B: positions que l'operateur
l'operateur peut raisonnablement
blement considerer
considerer comme
corame precises
precises A
moins
20 milles
moms de 20
mules nautiques
nautiques pres;
pt.& ;
classe
C:
positions
que
l'operateur
classe
l'operateur peut raisonnaraisonnablement
considerer conune
comme precises A
blement considerer
moins de 50 milles
nautiques pres.
moms
mules nautiques
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(9)
estimate of the accuracy
(9) According
According to its estimate
accuracy of the
observation,
observation, the radio direction-finding
direction-finding station classifies
classifies the
bearing
bearing in one of the three following classes:
classes:
bearings which the operator may reasonClass A: bearings
accurate to within
ably consider
consider to be accurate
within
± 2° (two degrees)
±
degrees); ;
Class B: bearings
bearings which the operator
operator may reasonably consider to be accurate
accurate to within
degrees) ;
± 5° (five
(five degrees);
Class C: bearings which
which the operator may reasonreasonably consider
consider to be accurate
accurate to within
+ 10° (ten
(ten degrees).
degrees).

§ 6.
§
a position
determined by two or more
more
To obtain
obtain a
position determined
radio
radio direction-finding
direction-finding stations
station3 organized
organized as a
agroup.
group.
(1)
(1) If the calling station wishes to be informed of its
position by a
a group of radio direction-finding
direction-finding stations, it calls
the control station as is indicated
indicated in §
§5
6 (1) above, and
and
requests a
aposition by means of the appropriate
appropriate service
service abbreviation.
(2) The control station replies
(2)
replies to the call and, when the
radio direction-finding
direction-finding stations are ready, requests, by means
of the appropriate
appropriate service abbreviation,
abbreviation, the calling station to
transmit. When the position has been determined,
determined, it is transmitted by the control station to the calling station in the form
indicated in §
(6).
§5
5 (6).
(3) According
According to its estimate of the
(3)
the accuracy
accuracy of the
observation,
observation, the control station classifies the position in one of
the three following
following classes:
classes:
Class A: positions which the operator
operator may reasonreasonably expect to be accurate
accurate to within 65
nautical miles;
miles;
Class B: positions which the
reasonthe operator
operator may
may reasonably expect to be accurate
accurate to within 20
nautical miles;
miles;

Class C: positions which the operator may
may reasonreasonexpect to be accurate to within 50
ably expect
nautical miles.
nautical
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§
7.
Obtention
* 7Obtention des relevements simultands
simultanes de
de deux
deuz Cu
ou
plusieurs stations
plusieurs
stations radiogoniomdtriques
radiogoniometrigv,es organisees
en groupe.
groupe.
organisles en

demande de relevements,
Sur une demande
la station
conrelevements, la
station de
de controle d'un groupe de stations radiogoniometriques
procede
radiogoniom6triques procede
comme il est indique
indique au §
§6. Elle transmet
les relevetransmet ensuite les
relevements pris par chaque
chaque station du
en faisant
faisant prepredu groupe, en
ceder chaque relevement
relevement de l'indicatif
l'indicatif d'appel
d'appel de
la station
station qui
de la
qui
l'a pris.
APPENDICE 16.
16.
Carte des regions prevues
prevues
au tableau de repartition
repartition des bandes
bandes de
de frequences.
frequences.
(voir les numeros
et 252)
252)
numeros 100 aa 106
106 et

La partie
ombree represente
represente la zone tropieale
tropicale definie
La
partie ombree
clefinie au numero 252.
232.
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§§ 7.
To obtain
obtain simultaneous
simultaneous bearings
bearings from two or more
radio direction-finding
organized as
as aagroup.
radio
direction-finding stations
stations organized
group.
On a
a request for bearings,
bearings, the control station of a
a
group of radio direction-finding
direction-finding stations proceeds
proceeds as indicated
indicated
in §§6
6 above. It
It finally transmits the
bearings as
as observed
the bearings
observed by
by
each station of the group, each
each bearing
bearing being preceded by the
call sign of the station which
it.
which observed
observed it.
APPENDIX
APPENDIX 16
Chart
Chart of Regions
Defined in
Regions as Defined
in
Table of Frequency Allocations
Allocations
(See 100 to 106 and 252)
252)

the tropical
The shaded part represents
represents the
tropical zone
as defined
252.
zone as
defined in
in 252.
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SECONDE SERIE.
SECONDE
SERIE.

APPENDICE A.
APPENDICE
Etudes sur Ia
la propagation
propagation radioelectrique.
radioelectrique.
Reconnaissant
Reconnaissant que l'attribution et l'utilisation
l'utilisation efficace
efficace des
des
frequences
dependent de l'emploi
frequences dependent
l'emploi complet
complet des
des donnees
donnees sur
stir la
la
propagation radioelectrique,
radioelectrique, les
lea pays membres
l'Union Inmembres de
de l'Union
internationale des telecommunications
telecommunications s'efforceront
s'efforceront de favoriser
favoriser
l'etablissement et le fonctionnement
retablissement
systeme mondial de
fonctionnement d'un systeme
de
d'observation, afin d'obtenir des donnees
stations d'observation,
donnees sur les
lea ph&
phenomenes
ionosph6riques, les
nomenes ionospheriques,
lea bruits
bruits radioelectriques
radioelectriques naturels
et les
ph6nomenes qui influencent
lea autres phenomenes
propagation des
des
influencent la propagation
ondes; ils s'efforceront
s'efforceront aussi de prendre
prendre les
lea mesures acesnecessaires pour etudier,
coordonner et diffuser ces donnees,
etudier, coordonner
donnees, ainsi
ainsi
que les predictions
predictions sur la propagation
ondes.
propagation des ondes.

APPENDICE B.
Diffusion de frequences
frequences itaion
etalon et de signaux
signatuc horaires.
1.
membres de l'Union
1. Lea
Les pays membres
l'Union internationale
internationale des
des tel6comtelecommunications reconnaissent
reconnaissent qu'un service
service de
de diffusion
de frediffusion de
frequences etalon utilisables dans toutes les
lea parties du
du monde
monde est
eat
easentiel pour permettre
permettre l'economie
essentiel
dans
l'utilisal'economie maximum
maximum dans I'utilisation du spectre des frequences,
frequences, l'exploitation
ser1'exploitation efficace
efficace des
des services de telecommunications,
telecommunications, et l'accomplissement
des diverses
diverse*
l'accomplissement des
activit6a de l'U.IT.
activites
l'U.I.T.
Les pays membres
membres de I'U.I.T. reconnaissent
reconnaissent que ce service
service
peut
egalement 8tre
pent egalement
etre utile pour l'accomplissement
l'accomplissement d'autres
d'autres acactivit6s exterieures
tivites
exterieures a
Al'Union. L'addition
L'addition de signaux horaires
horaires
superpoass A
ces memos
m8mes diffusions
est aussi extremement
superposes
aces
diffusions eat
extremement utile
et dolt
doit Atre
et
etre realisee
realisee dans la mesure du possible.
2. Pour
Pour r6aliser
objet, lea administrations
administrations s'efforceront
2.
realiser cet objet,
s'efforceront
d'6tablir
sur
le
plan
international
un
systeme
d'etablir
international
systeme coh6rent
coherent de difdif-
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APPENDIX
APPENDIX A
Studies of Radio Propagation
Propagation

Recognizing
dependence of efficient
Recognizing the dependence
efficient assignment
assignment and
utilization
frequencies upon full use of radio propautilization of radio frequencies
gation data, the countries, members
members of the Union, shall enestablishment and operation of aa
deavour to promote the establishment
world-wide system of observation
observation stations to obtain data
world-wide
data on
on
ionospheric, radio noise, and other phenomena
phenomena affecting radio
ionospheric,
radio
propagation,
provide for the study, coordination
propagation, and also to provide
coordination
and dissemination
of
dissemination
propagation data and predictions.
radio propagation
APPENDIX B
B
APPENDIX
Time Broadcasts
Broadcasts
Standard Frequency
Frequency and Time

1.
1. The countries, members of the International
International TelecommuTelecommunications Union, recognize
recognize that a
a standard
standard frequency
broadfrequency broadcast service available
available to all parts of the world is essential
essential for
maximum economy in the use of the radio frequency
frequency spectrum, the efficient
efficient operation of the telecommunication
telecommunication services
services
and for the functioning
functioning of several activities of the I.T.U.
members of the I.T.U., recognize
recognize that this
The countries, members
service may also be useful for other activities outside the
the
Union. The addition of time signals superimposed on these
should be included,
included,
same broadcasts
broadcasts is also highly useful and should
if possible.
2. To this end, administrations
administrations will endeavour
on
endeavour to provide
provide on
coordinated
system
of
standard
frean international basis a
a coordinated
recognizing the
quency broadcasts. As regards time signals, recognizing
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fusion
fusion de frequences
frequences 6taion.
etalon. En ce qui
qui concerne
concerne les
signaux hoholes signaux
raires,
raires, reconnaissant
reconnaissant le travail
travail d6ja
déjà entrepris
par
differents
entrepris par differents
pays qui vise aa realiser
pays
realiser la fusion des
des emissions
emissions radioelectriradioelectriques
des signaux
ques des
signaux horaires
horaires et des fr6quences
frequences etalon,
etalon, les
les pays
pays
mernbres
de
l'U.I.T.
reconnaissent
mEI.nbres
reconnaissent qu'un
qu'un contact
etre
contact devra
devra etre
etabli
etabli aussit8t
aussitot que possible
possible avec la Commission
Commission internatiointernationale de l'heure, de facon
fagon a
a realiser
realiser une
coordination sur
sur une
une
une coordination
base internationale.
internationale.
APPENDICE
APPENDICE C.
C.
Contr6le
Contrale international
international des
deo emissions.
emissions.

La
Conference internationale
internationale
La Conference
d'Atlantic City (1947),
d'Atlantic
(1947),

des

radiocommunications
radiocommunications

reconnaissant:
reconnaissant:
1.
est desirable
1. qu'il
qu'il est
desirable d'etablir
d'etablir un service de
controle des
des emisemisde contr6le
sions
sions coordonne
coordonne sur une base mondiale,
destin6 aa entreprenmondiale, destine
entreprendre telles
telles mesures qui pourraient
pourraient etre
dre
au Comite
Comite
etre necessaires
n6cessaires au
international
d'enregistrement des frequences
international d'enregistrement
frequences (I.F.R.B.)
(I.F.R.B.) pour
pour
l'accomplissement
tache, comme
l'accomplissement efficace
efficace de sa tache,
comme celles
des
frecelles des frequences, des valeurs
quences,
valeurs de champ, des
des largeurs
largeurs de
de bandes
bandes et
et
autres. caracteristiques;
autres,
caracteristiques;
2. qu'il est desirable
desirable d'adopter
d'adoptcr des normes
normes techniques
techniques de
de memesure
sure unifiees
unifiees entre toutes
toutes les stations
stations de controle
contr8le participant
participant
a ce service;
service;
3.
que,
d'execution d'accords
3. que, sauf
sauf dans
dans le cas d'execution
d'accords priv6s
prives relatifs
relatifs au
au
contr6le,
controle, il est desirable
desirable que toutes les
les stations
stations de
de contr8le
contr8le
d'un pays,
pays, participant
participant a
a un tel service
d'un
service international
international de
conde controle,
correspondent et transmettent
trole, correspondent
transmettent leurs resultats
resultats par
l'inpar l'intermediaire
d'un
bureau
centralisateur
termediaire d'un bureau centralisateur national unique;
unique;
4.
qu'il est
est desirable
4. qu'il
desirable que ce bureau
bureau recoive
regoive toutes les
les demandemandes de
controle originaires
originaires de l'I.F.R.B.,
des
de controle
l'I.F.R.B., de
bureaux similaires
similaires
de bureaux
d'autres
d'organisations internationales
d'autres pays,
pays, ou
ou d'organisations
internationales int6ressees,
interessees,
et
adresse les r6sultats
et adresse
resuItats a
al'I.F.R.B. en
temps qu'aux
aden meme
meme temps
qu'aux administrations ou
ou organisations
organisations qui ont demande
ministrations
demande ces
ces controles;
contr6les;
5. qu'il
d e sirable que l'I.F.R.B. ait
5.
qu'il est desirable
ccmnaissance des
des nornorait connaissance
mes
mes utilis6es
utilisees par chaque
chaque station de controle,
contr8le, de
de facon
facon a
a etre
etre
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work already
already in hand by various
various countries
countries aiming at the
common distribution
distribution by radio of time signals and standard
frequencies, the countries, members
members of the I.T.U. recognize
recognize
that contact is to be established
established as soon as possible with the
International Committee
Committee of Time to promote
International
promote coordination
coordination on
an international
international basis.
APPENDIX
C
APPENDIX C

International Monitoring
International
Monitoring
The International
Conference at Atlantic
International Radio Conference
Atlantic City (1947),
(1947),
recognizing:
recognizing:

1. the desirability of a
a coordinated
1.
coordinated service
on
service of monitoring on
aaworld-wide
world-wide basis for the purpose of undertaking
undertaking such measurements of frequencies, field strengths,
urements
strengths, band widths of emissions, and other characteristics
characteristics as may be required by the
International
International Frequency
Registration Board
Board (I.F.R.B.)
(I.F.R.B.) for
for
Frequency Registration
conduct of its duties;
the efficient conduct
duties;
2. the desirability
desirability of the adoption of uniform standards
standards of
measurement
technique at all monitoring
measurement technique
monitoring stations participatparticipating in such a
aservice;
service;
3. the desirability
monitoring under
under private
desirability that, except for monitoring
arrangements, all monitoring
monitoring stations of one country, which
which
arrangements,
participate
monitoring service,
participate in such an international
international monitoring
service, should
report and transmit their results through
through one national
national centralizing office;
office;
4.
receive all
4. the desirability that this office should receive
all requests
for monitoring
monitoring originating in the I.F.R.B., or in similar
similar offices
offices
of other countries
countries or international
international organizations
concerned,
organizations concerned,
and should forward
forward the results to the I.F.R.B. as well as to
administrations or organizations
organizations which have
have requested
the administrations
the monitoring;
monitoring;
5. the desirability
desirability that the I.F.R.B. should
should be aware
aware of the
standards used in each monitoring
monitoring station, so that it may use-
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en mesure de comparer
comparer utilement
resultats fournis
fournis par
utilement les
les r6sultats
par les
les
differentcs
differentes stations de contr6le
contrUle et
de
determiner
si
ces
resulet de determiner si ces r6sultats repcndent
rependent a
a sea
ses besoins;
besoins;
6. qu'il
qu'il est desirable
desirable d'installer
d'installer des stations de
de contr6le
controle en
en des
des
emplacements
emplacements particuliers,
particuliers, tels qu'il soit possible
possible de
fournir
de fournir
des renseigncments
renseignements complets
complets aa l'I.F.R.B.;
I'I.F.R.B.;
7. qu'il est possible
possible que certaines stations,
conformement avec
avec
stations, conform6ment
le
1'administration respective, ne
le d6sir
desir de l'administration
participent pas
pas au
ne participent
au
contr6le dans toute
controle
toute son &endue,
ne cooperent
que
etendue, et qu'elles
qu'elles ne
cooperent que
dans lin
un domaine
clomaine limite;
limite;
8. qu'il est possible que les administrations
administrations ne
ne soient
soient pas
en
pas en
mesure
mesure d'entreprendre, dans les stations
stations de controle
controle placees
placees
sous
sous leur autorit6,
autorite, tous les controles
controles demandes
demand& par
par l'I.F.R.B.
I'I.F.R.B.
ou par d'autres
d'autres administrations;
administrations;
recommande:
recommande:
a) que, jusqu'a ce
cc qu'un service
service de controle
controle coordonne
coordonne sur
une
sur une
base mondiale,
mondiale, travaillant
travaillant avec des normes
normes techniques
techniques genegeneralement
ralement adoptees,
adoptees, puisse etre organise
organise d'une
d'une facon
facon plus
plus sasatisfaisante,
tisfaisante, les administrations
administrations et organisations,
organisations, consid6rant
considerant
d'une facon
attentive les points
d'une
facon attentive
points mentionnes aux
aux paragraphes
paragraphes 11
aa88precedents,
precedents, s'efforcent,
s'efforcent, dans la
mesure du
du possible,
possible, d'effecla mesure
d'effectuer tels
controles et mesures
tuer
tels controles
mesures qui pourront etre
etre demandes
demand6s par
par
le
international d'enregistrement
d'enregistrement des frequences,
le Comite
Comae international
frequences, ou
ou
par
les administrations
par les
administrations des pays membres
membres de I'U.I.T.,
l'U.I.T., ou
ou par
par
d'autres
d'autres organisations
organisations internationales
internationales travaillant
travaillant dans
dans Ic
le
cadre de I'U.I.T.;
l'U.I.T.;
b) que
les administrations
b)
que les
administrations et organisations
organisations qui sont en
en memesure
d'effectuer
de tels controles
controles fassent connaitre
sure d'effectuer de
connaitre au
Seer&
au Secretaire general
de l'Union les noms et adresses des
taire
general de
piades stations
stations plac6es
sous
leur
autorit6
peuvent participer
cees sous
autorite qui peuvent
participer au
au contr6le,
controle,
ainsi
ainsi que
que les adresses auxquelles
auxquelles les demandes
de controle
controle dededemandes de
vront etre envoyees.
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fully compare
fully
compare the results furnished
furnished by different
different monitoring
monitoring
stations and determine
whether these results
stations
determine whether
results meet the needs
needs
of the I.F.R.B.;
I.F.R.B.;
6. the desirability
establishing monitoring
monitoring stations in such
desirability of establishing
required to provide the I.F.R.B.
special locations as may be required
comprehensive information;
with comprehensive
information;
7. the possibility that individual
monitoring stations,
stations, in
conindividual monitoring
in conformity with the desires
administration concerned,
desires of the administration
concerned, may
may
participate in the whole field of monitoring, but may
not participate
may operoperate only within a
a limited part of the field;
field;
8. the possibility that
that administrations
administrations may not
not be
able to
to
be able
undertake,
undertake, through the monitoring
monitoring stations under
under their
their concontrol, all monitoring requested
requested by the I.F.R.B. or by
other adby other
administrations;
ministrations;
recommends:

a) that, until aacoordinated
coordinated service
worldservice of monitoring, on
on aaworldwide basis, with generally agreed technical
technical standards
standards of
of meameasurements, can be better organized,
and orororganized, administrations
administrations and
ganizations should endeavour,
endeavour, as
as they
they consider
consider pracas far
far as
practicable, to undertake
undertake such monitoring
monitoring as
as may
may be
be requested
requested by
by
administrations of
the I.F.R.B., or by administrations
countries, members
members of
of countries,
of
the I.T.U., or by other international
international organizations
operating
organizations operating
within the framework of the I.T.U.,
I.T.U., taking into careful
careful consideration points mentioned in paragraphs
paragraphs 1
1to 8
8above;
above;
b) that administrations and organizations
organizations which are
are able
able to
undertake such monitoring
monitoring should inform
inform the Secretary
Secretary
General
General of the names and locations of the stations under
under their
their
control which may participate,
addresses to
to which
which rereparticipate, and the addresses
quests for monitoring
moritoring should
should be sent.
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Republique Populaire
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Royaume de
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Saoudite:
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Republique Argentine:
Pour la Republique
Argentine:
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Pour la Republique
Republique Socialiste
Socialiste Sovietique de Bielorussie:
Bielorussie:
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Birmanie:
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Pour le
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Pour 1'Etat
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du Vatican:
Vatican:
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Pour les Colonies, proteetorats,
protectorats, territoires
territoires d'Outre-mer
et territoires
territoires
d'Outre-mer et
sous mandat ou tutelle
tutelle du Royaume
Royaume Uni
Uni de la Grande-Bretagne
et
Grande-Bretagne et
de l'Irlande
l'Irlande du Nord:

Pour les Colonies, protectorats
proteetorats et territoires
territoires d'Outre-mer
sous mandat
d'Outre-mer sous
mandat
francais:
franqais:
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Ruanda-Uruindi:
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Pour la R6publique
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Pour les Pays-Bas,
Pays-Bas, Curacao
et Surinam:
Surinam:
Curaqao et
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Pour le Peron:
Perou:

Pour la Republique
Republique des
des Philippines:
Philippines:

Ve

stW Josh.
Pour Ia
la Republique
de Pologne:
l'our
Rlpubliique d(
Pologtne:

I
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Pour le
le Portugal:
Pour
Portugal:
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Pour les Protectorats
Protectorats franqais
ft-atlois du Maroc et de la Tunisie:

Sz-L,19-fr-

pi'

Pour la
la Mongolic:
la Republique
Republique populaire
populaire de la
Mongolie:

Pour la Republique
R6publique populaire
populaire f6d6rative
federative (de
de Yougoslavie:
Yougoslavie:
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R6publique Sodaliste
Pour la Republique
Sovietique de
Socialiste Sovietique
de l'Ukraine:
l'Ukraine:
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Rhodesia du
Pour is
la Rhodesia
du Sud:
Sud:

C
c Ic
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Pour
Pour 1a
In Itournanie:
(Roumanie:

34.4444
14AduA

Pour le
le Royaume-Uni
Royaume-Uni de is
la Grande-Bretagne
Pour
Grande-Bretagne et
et de
de l'Irlande
Nord:
1'Irlande du
du Nord:
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Pour
Pour le
le Siam:
Siam:

4
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Pour
Pour la
la Suede:
Suede:
*•
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Haw.
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Pour la Conf6d6ration
Confederation Suisse:
Suisse:
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Pour
Pour la Syrie:

Pour la Tc
Tehecoslovaquie:
h6coslovaquie:
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Pour la Turquie:
Turquie:
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Pour 1'Union
l'Union de l'Afrique du Sud et Territoire
Territoire du Sud-Ouest
Sud-Ouest Africain
Africain

sous mandat:
rnandat:

I
L).

l'Union des Republiques
Sovietiques:
Pour 1'Union
Republiques Socialistes
Socialistes Sovi6tiques:
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Orientale de
Pour la
in R6publique
Republique Orientale
d(e PUruguay:
'Uruguay:

Pour les Etats-Unis
Etats-Unis de
de V6n6zu6la:
Venezuela:
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II CERTIFY THAT the foregoing
foregoing is a
a true
true copy of the
annexed
the Radio
Radio Regulations
Regulations annexed
to
the International
to the
International Telecommunication
Telecommunication Convention (Atlantic
(Atlantic City, 1947),
1947), with Ante, p. 1399.
1399.
appendices,
appendices, formulated and adopted
adopted at the
the International
International Radio
Conference of
of
Radio Conference
Atlantic City, 1947, and signed at Atlantic
Atlantic City
City on
2, 1947,
in the
English
on October
October 2,
1947, in
the English
and French
French languages, the signed
signed original
original of
which is
deposited in
in the
the archives
archives
of which
is deposited
of the Government
Government of
the United
States of
of America.
of the
United States
America.
IN
WHEREOF, I,
I
N TESTIMONY
TESTIMONY WHEREOF,
I, GEORGE
M ARSHALL, Secretary
Secretary of
State of
of the
the
GEORGE C.
C. MARSHALL,
of State
United States of America,
America, have hereunto
hereunto caused the seal
seal of
of the
the Department
of
Department of
State to be affixed and my name subscribed
Authentication Officer
Officer of
the
subscribed by
by the
the Authentication
of the
said Department,
Department, at the city of
in the
the District
District of
of Columbia,
this
of Washington,
Washington, in
Columbia, this
thirtieth day of November,
thirtieth
November, 1948.
1948.
GEORGE C.
C.MARSHALL
M ARSHALL
Secretary
Secretary of State
[SEAL]
[SEAL]

By
M. P.
By M.
P. CHAUVIN
CHAUVIN
Authentication
Officer
Authentication Offlcer

Department
Department of State
State

81939
- 52 — PT. II--54 54
81939 0
0-52-PT.
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AND
is provided
AND WHEREAS
WHEREAS it
it iS
in Article
Article 1
of the
aforesaid convention
provided in
1 of
the aforesaid
convention
that the International
International Telecommunication
Telecommunication Union
Union shall
comprise MemMenishall comprise
bers and Associate
Members and that
Associate Members
of the
the Union
that aa Member
Member of
Union shall
shall
Ante, p.
1481. include,
include, inter
inter alia,
alia, "any
"any country
group of
Ante,
P. 1481.
country or
or group
of territories
listed in
in Annex
Annex
territories listed
11upon signature
signature and ratification
ratification of, or
to, this
this Convention,
Convention,
or accession
accession to,
by it or on its behalf
behalf ;"
;"
Ante,
p. 1431.
AND WHEREAS
WHEREAS it is
paragraph 22 of
Ante, P. 1431.
AND
iS provided
provided in paragraph
of Article
Article 13
13 of
of the
the
Ante p.
Ante,

1409.
1409.

aforesaid
aforesaid convention
convention that the provisions
provisions of
of the
the convention
convention are
are comcompleted by certain sets of administrative
administrative regulations, namely, telegraph
telegraph
regulations,
regulations, radio
radio regulations, and
regulations, telephone regulations,
and additional
additional
radio regulations, and in paragraph
paragraph 3
3 of the
the said
said Article
13
that these
these
Article 13 that
regulations
regulations shall be binding on all Members
Associate Members;
Members;
Members and
and Associate
AND
signature of
AND WHEREAS
WHEREAS the signature
of the
convention on
on behalf
of
the aforesaid
aforesaid convention
behalf of
the United States of America
America was
to
certain
declarations
was made
made subject
subject to certain declarations
as set forth in the
the aforesaid
aforesaid final protocol
protocol of
signature as
follows,
of signature
as follows,
to-wit:
to-wit:
"For the United
United States
States of
America:
of America:
"Signature of this Convention
"Signature
Convention for and
and in
in the
the name
name of
of the
United
the United
States of America constitutes, in
in accordance
its constitutional
constitutional
accordance with
with its
processes, signature
signature also on behalf of all territories
processes,
territories of
United
of the
the United
States
America.
States of
of America.
"The United States of America
declares that
"The
America formally declares
that the
the United
United
States
of
America
does
not,
by signature of this Convention
States
Convention on
on its
its
behalf, accept
accept any obligation
obligation in
in respect
respect of
of the
the Telegral)h
Telegraph RegulaRegulations, the Telephone
Regulations, or the Additional
tions,
Telephone Regulations,
Additional Radio
Radio R-gulaRgulations referred to in
in Article
Article 13
of the
the Atlantic
City Convention.";
Convention.";
13 of
Atlantic City
Advice
and consent
consent
AND WHEREAS
WHEREAS the
the Senate
AND
Senate of
of the IUnited
United States
States of
of America
America by
by their
their
of Advice
Senate. and
Resolution of June 2, 1948, two-thirds
Resolution
two-thirds of
of the
the Senators
present conconSenators present
aldvise and c(onsent
curring therein,
therein, did advise
consent to
to the
ratification of
the
aforethe ratification
of the aforea l( l
Ante,
pp.
1399, S
convention, final lrotocol
signature, and
Ante,
1399,
said convention,
protocol of signature,
and radio
radio regulations;
regulations;
1544,
1544.
1580.
1580. pp.
Ratification.
AND WHEREAS
WIEREAS the
the aforesaid
convention, final
of signature,
Ratificati011.
AND
aforesaid convention,
final protocol
protocol of
signature,
and radio regulations
ratified by
and
regulations were duly ratified
the President
President of
of the
the United
United
by the
States of America
States
America on June 18, 1948, in pursuance
pursuance of
the
aforesaid
of the aforesaid
advice
advice and consent
consent of the Senate
and subject
above-recited
Senate and
subject to
to the
the above-recited
declarations,
declarations, the said ratification
ratification for and
and in
the
name
of
in the name of the
the United
United
States
of
America
constituting
States of America constituting also ratification
ratification on
on behalf
behalf of
all
of all
territories of the United
territories
United States
States of
of America;
America;

Deposit
of
in
Deposit
ratcaitniosntr.uof istrument
ent
of
of ratification.

p.. 1435.
1435
Entry
Entry into
into force.
forc.
p. 1453.

Ante,
Ante,
Ante,

AND
the instrument
AND WHEREAS
WHEREAS the
inst rumen tof
ofratification
rat ifi cat i
on by
by the
the United
United States
States of
of

America
aforesaid convention,
America of
of the aforesaid
convention, final protocol of signature,
signature, and
and
radio
regulations
radio regulations was
was deposited
deposited on July 17, 1948 with
the Secretary
with the
Secretary
General of the International
Telecommunication Union
General
International Telecommunication
Union by
by diplomatic
diplomatic
channel
intermediary of the Government
channel through the intermediary
Government of
of Switzerland,
Switzerland,
pursuance of paragraph
in pursuance
paragraph 1
16 of
of the
1 of
of Article
Article 16
the aforesaid
aforesaid convention;
convention;
AND WHEREAS
it is
provided in
convention
AND
WHEREAS it
is provided
in Article
Article 49 of the aforesaid
aforesaid convention
that
that the convention
convention shall enter into force
force on
on January
1, 1949
1949 between
January 1,
between
countries,
countries, territories or groups of territories
territories in
in respect
respect of
of which
which ininstruments
of ratification
struments of
ratification or accession
accession have been
been deposited
deposited before
before that
that
date;
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Now,
THEREFORE, be
it known
known that
Now, THEREFORE,
be it
Harry S.
S. Truman,
that I,
I, Harry
Truman, President
President Proclamation.
Proclamation.
of the United States of America,
America, do hereby proclaim
proclaim and make public
the aforesaid international
international telecommunication
telecommunication convention,
convention, final protoprotocol of signature,
signature, and radio
radio regulations
annexed to
convenregulations annexed
to the
the said convention, to the end that the
every article
article and
clause
the same
same and
and each
each and
and every
and clause
thereof, subject to the above-recited
above-recited declaration,
be observed
observed and
thereof,
declaration, may
may be
and
fulfilled
fulfilled with good faith, on and
after January
January 1,
1, 1949,
1949, by
the United
United
and after
by the
States of America
the citizens
citizens of
of the
United States
States of
of America
America
States
America and
and by
by the
the United
subject to
thereof.
and all other persons
persons subject
to the jurisdiction
jurisdiction thereof.
IN
IN TESTIMONY
TESTIMONY WHEREOF,
have hereunto
hereunto set
hand and
and caused
caused
WHEREOF, I
I have
set my
my hand
America to be affixed.
the Seal of the United
United States
States of America
affixed.
DONE at
the city
city of
tenth day
day of
of February
in the
the
DONE
at the
of Washington
Washington this
this tenth
February in
year
of our
our Lord
Lord one
one thousand
thousand nine
nine hundred
year of
hundred forty-nine
forty-nine
[
SEAL ] and
of the
the Independence
Independence of
of the
United States
of America
America
[SEAL]
and of
the United
States of
the one
one hundred
the
hundred seventy-third.
seventy-third.
HARRY
TRUMAN
HARRY SS TRUMAN
By the President:
President:
DEAN
DEAN ACHESON
ACHESON

Secretary of State
State
Secretary
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PROTOCOLES
ADDITIONNELS AUX ACTES DE
PROTOCOLES ADDITIONNELS
DE LA
LA CONFERENCE
CONFERENCE
INTERNATIONALE
DES
TELECOMMUNICATIONS
INTERNATIONALE
TELECOMMUNICATIONS D'ATLANTIC
D'ATLANTIC
CITY
Au moment
a la signature de la Convention Internamoment de proceder
proceder a
Internationale des T6elcommunications
Telecommunications d'Atlantic
plenipotentiaires
d'Atlantic City, les plenipotentiaires
soussignes ont signe les Protocoles
Protocoles additionnels
additionnels suivants:
suivants:
I
PROTOCOLE
PROTOCOLE

concernant les arrangements
concernant
arrangements

transitoires

En vue d'assurer
d'assurer le fonctionnement
fonctionnement satisfaisant
l'Union et
et
satisfaisant de 1'Union
de faciliter l'application
l'application de la Convention
Convention internationale
internationale des
des teletelecommunications
communications d'Atlantic City, des sa mise
en vigueur
le ler
mise en
vigueur le
ler janjanvier 1949, la Conference
internationale des telecommunications
Conference internationale
telecommunications
d'Atlantic City, aaconvenu des dispositions
d'Atlantic
dispositions suivantes:
suivantes:
1.
1. (1)
(1) Le Conseil d'administration
d'administration sera designe
designe immediatement
imm6diatement
dans les conditions
prevues aal'article
dans
conditions prevues
Particle 5
5 de la
is Convention
d'Atlantic
Convention d'Atlantic
maintenant et a
City et exerccra
exercera des xnaintenant
provisoire jusqu'au
jusqu'au moment
a titre
titre provisoire
moment
de la mise en vigueur de is
Convention, les fonctions
qui lui
sont
la Convention,
fonctions qui
lui sont
d6volues
devolues par cette
cette Convention.
Convention. II
Ii tiendra
tiendra une
tine premiere
premiere session
session aa
Atlantic
Atlantic City.
(2)
(2) Au cours de cette
cette sessionj
session / le Conseil d'administration
d'administration elira
elira
son president
son
president et ses vice-presidents;
vice-presidents; il etablira
etablira le plan de ses travaux
travaux
pour la
is periode transitoire
transitoire se terminant
terminant le 31 decembre
1948, en
en vue
decembre 1948,
vue
d'assurer, le ler janvier
janvier 1949,
1949, ses fonctions
fonctions permanentes.
permanentes.
2. (1)
international d'enregistrement
d'enregistrement des fr6quences
2.
(1) Le Comite international
frequences
sera immediatement
imm6diatement nomm6
nomme dans les conditions
conditions prey
nes a
l'article
de
pr6vues
a l'article 66de
la
is Convention
Convention d'Atlantic City; il
ii restera en fonctions,
fonctions, a
a titre
provititre provisoire, jusqu'a
la date de mise en vigueur
jusqu'e, is
vigueur de la Convention.
Convention.
(2)
premiere session a
(2) II
Ii tiendra sa premiere
Atlantic City.
Les membres
a Atlantic
City. Les
membres
du Comite pourront
pourront d6signer,
designer, a
pour participer
participer a
A titre provisoire,
provisoire, pour
cette session, des personnes dont la qualification
cette
qualification technique
technique pourra,
pourra, a
titre exceptionnel,
repondre completement
exceptionnel, ne
no pas repondre
completement aux
aux exigences
exigences
stipulees ita Particle
l'article 66de la Convention.
Convention. Les personnes
stipulees
personnes ainsi d6signees
designees
ne percevront
traitement de l'Union.
percevront aucun traitement
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ADDITIONAL PROTOCOLS
PROTOCOLS TO THE ACTS OF
OF THE
THE INTERNATIONAL
INTERNATIONAL
TELECOMMUNICATION CONFERENCE
TELECOMMUNICATION
Al LANTIC CITY
CONFERENCE OF
OF AlLANTIC
CITY
At
At the
the time of signing the
Conthe International
International Telecommunication
Telecommunication Conhave
signed
undersigned
plenipotentiaries
City,
the
of
Atlantic
vention
vention
Atlantic
undersigned plenipotentiaries
the following
the
following additional
additional protocols:
protocols:

p. 1399.
1399.
Ante, p.

I
PROTOCOL
PROTOCOL

Concerning Transitional
Arrangements
Concerning
Transitional Arrangements

The
Telecommunication Conference
Conference of
of Atlantic
Atlantic City
City
The International
International Telecommunication
has agreed
ensure the
to ensure
the satisfactory
satisfactory
agreed to
to the
the following
following arrangements
arrangements to
has
functioning
of the
facilitate the
the application
application of
of the
the
the Union
Union and
and to
to facilitate
functioning of
International
of Atlantic
Atlantic City upon
Convention of
Telecommunication Convention
International Telecommunication
its
force on
on January
1949:
1, 1949:
into force
January 1,
its coming
coming into
1. (1)
(1) The
The Administrative
Council shall
be set
set up forthwith
in
forthwith in
shall be
Administrative Council
1.
accordance
Article 55of
of the
the Atlantic City Conthe provisions
provisions of
of Article
accordance with the
vention and
forthwith function
function on
provisional basis
basis until
until the
on aaprovisional
and shall
shall forthwith
vention
coming into
of that
Convention. It
It will
will hold
hold its
its first
meeting
first meeting
into force
force of
that Convention.
coming
at
Atlantic
City.
at Atlantic City.
(2)
At that
Council shall
elect its
its
shall elect
the Administrative
Administrative Council
(2) At
that meeting
meeting the
Chairman and
and Vice-Chairmen
Vice-Chairmen and
and shall
shall plan
transiplan its work for the transiChairman
tional period
ending December
December 31,
31, 1948,
with aaview to taking over,
1948, with
period ending
tional
on
January 1,
1949, its
its permanent
functions.
permanent functions.
1, 1949,
on January
2. (1)
The International
Registration Board
Board shall
be set
set
shall be
Frequency Registration
International Frequency
2.
(1) The
up
forthwith
in
accordance
with
the
provisions
of
Article
6
of
the
up forthwith in accordance with the provisions of Article 6 of the
Atlantic City
Convention and
shall function
function on
on a
a provisional
provisional basis
basis
and shall
City Convention
Atlantic
until the
the coming
coming into
force of
of the
Convention.
the said
said Convention.
into force
until
(2) It
It will
its first
Atlantic City. For that
that
first meeting
meeting at Atlantic
will hold
hold its
(2)
meeting the
the Board
Board may
may make
make temporary
unpaid apaptemporary unpaid
of the
the Members
Members of
meeting
pointments
persons without
regard to
to all
all the
the
without regard
qualified persons
of technically
technically qualified
pointments of
Convention.
conditions laid down in
Article 66of the Convention.
in Article
conditions

Ante, P.
p. 1415.
1415.
Ante,

Ante, p. 1417.
p. 1417.
Ante'
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(3) Au cours de cette
session, le
le Comite
procedera aason
son organisaorganisacette session.
Comite proc6dera
tion, etablira son plan de travail
travail pour
periode transitoire
transitoire comprise
comprise
pour la p6riode
entre le ler janvier
janvier 1948 et le
31 decembre
1948, en
en se
conformant
le 31
decembre 1948,
se conformant
aux decisions de la Conference
Conference Internationale
Internationale des
radiocommunicades radiocommunications d'Atlantic
d'Atlantic City, et cela
cola en vue
vue de son
son ktablissement
etablissement sur
sur une
une
permanente ainsi qu'il est prevu dans la Convention
base permanente
Convention d'Atlantic
d'Atlantic
City.
City.
3. (1) Le Secretariat
3.
Secretariat general
sera constitue
immediatement, congeneral sera
constitue imm6diatement,
con-

formement aux dispositions
formement
dispositions de l'article
l'article 99de
de la
la Convention
d'Atlantic
Convention d'Atlantic
City et, jusqu'a la mise
vigueur de cette
mise en vigueur
cette Convention,
il exercera
exercera ses
sea
Convention, il
fonctions
A titre provisoire
fonctions a
provisoire En
avec le
le Gouvernement
Gouvernement suisse,
suisse,
En accord
accord avec
les emplois
empIois seront pourvus,
pourvus, autant
autant que
par les
les fonctionnaires
fonctionnaires
que possible,
possible, par
maniere a
actuels du Bureau,
Bureau, de maniere
faciliter le
transfert des
attributions
a faciliter
le transfert
des attributions
A la date d'entree en vigueur de
a
d'Atlantic City.
de la Convention
Convention d'Atlantic
City.
(2) Derogeant aux dispositions
(2)
dispositions de cette Convention,
Convention, la
Conference
la Conference
internationale des telecommunications
telecommunications d'Atlantic
d'Atlantic City
de
City aa decide
decide de
designer, A
Secretaire general
atitre provisoire,
provisoire, le Secretaire
et les
les deux
deux secretaires
secretaires
general et
generaux
generaux adjoints de l'Union.
l'Union.
Conformement au present protocole,
Conformement
protocole, Mr
Mr F.v.
F.v. Ernst,
Ernst, directeur
directeur
actuel du Bureau
Bureau de l'Union,
l'Union, est
pour
remplir
les
fonctions
est designe
designe pour remplir les fonctions
de Secretaire
Mulatier et Gerald C.
Secretaire general et MM
MM Leo'n
Leon Mulatier
C. Gross,
Gross, vicevicedirecteurs actuels du Bureau de
l'Union, sont
sont designes
design& pour
remplir
de l'Union,
pour remplir
fonciions de secretaires
les fonctions
secretaires generaux
generaux adjoints.
fonctionnaires
adjoints. Ces
Ces fonctionnaires
devront
devront exercer
exercer leurs
leurs fonctions
fonctions dans
thins les
les conditions
conditions prevues
prevues par
par la
la
Convention.
4. Pendant
4.
Pendant la periode
periode transitoire, le Secretaire
Secretaire general
general notifiera
notifiera
aux Membres de l'Union les ratifications
ratifications et
les adhesions,
adhesions, selon
selon les
les
et les
modalites
modalites prevues aux articles
articles 16 et
et 17
la Convention.
Convention.
17 de
de la
11
11
PROTOCOLE

concernant l'Allemagne
concernant
l'Allemagne et
et le
le Japon
Japon
il est
convenu par les presentes
il
est convenu
presentes que l'Allemagne
l'Allemagne et le Japon
Japon pourront
pourront
adherer
adherer A
ala
is Convention
Convention internationale
internationale des telecommunications
telecommunications d'Atd'Atlantic City en se conformant
lantic
conformant aux
aux dispositions
dispositions de
l'article 17,
17, des
des que
de l'article
que
les autorites
estimeront cette adhesion
les
autorites qualifi6es
qualifiees estimeront
adhesion opportune
opportune Les
Les
formalites
prevues aa l'article
formalites prevues
Particle 1
1dela
de la Convention
Convention ne
ne seront
seront pas
pas appli
appli-cables
cables a
deux pays.
pays.
a ces
ces deux
III
PROTOCOLE
PROTOCOLE

concernant l'Espagne,
concernant
l'Espagne, la Zone espagnole
espagnole du Maroc et
et l'ensemble
l'ensemble
des possessions
possessions espagnoles
espagnoles
II est
est convenu
Ii
convenu par les presentes
presentes que l'Espagne,
l'Espagne, d'une part,
la Zone
Zone
part, la
espagnole du Maroc
Maroc et l'ensemble
espagnole
l'ensemble des possessions
possessions espagnoles,
espagnoles, d'autre
d'autre
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(3)
(3) At that meeting the Board shall be organized
organized and
and its
its work
work
shall be planned for the transitional
transitional period
period between
January 1,
1, 1948
1948
between January
and December
December 31, 1948, in accordance
accordance with the decisions
decisions taken
by the
the
taken by
International Radio Conference
Conference of Atlantic
Atlantic City with a
view to
its
a view
to its
permanent
provided for in the Convention
permanent establishment
establishment as provided
Convention of Atlantic City.
City.
tic
3. (1)
3.
(1) The General Secretariat
Secretariat shall be set up
forthwith in
in acacup forthwith
cordance
cordance with the provisions of Article
Article 9
9 of the
the Atlantic
ConAtlantic City
City Convention. Until the coming
coming into force
force of that Convention, it
it shall
shall
function on aaprovisional
With the
provisional basis. With
the Swiss
Govthe consent
consent of
of the
Swiss Government, its posts shall be filled
filled as far
far as possible
possible by
by the
the corresponding
corresponding
officials of the present Bureau in order
order to facilitate
facilitate the
the transfer
transfer of
of
duties upon the date of the coming into
force of
of the
the Atlantic
Atlantic City
City
into force
Convention.
Convention.
(2)
Exceptionally, in derogation
derogation of that
Convention, the
(2) Exceptionally,
that Convention,
the InterInterTelecommunication Conference
Conference of Atlantic
national Telecommunication
Atlantic City
City appoints
appoints
the first holders of the posts of Secretary
Secretary General
and Assistant
SecreGeneral and
Assistant Secretaries General. The present
present Director of the
the Bureau,
F. von
von Ernst,
Ernst,
Bureau, Mr.
Mr. F.
Secretary General and the present
is hereby appointed
appointed as Secretary
present Vice-DirecVice-DirecMulatier and Mr.
tors, Mr. Leon
Leon Mulatier
Gerald C.
C. Gross,
Gross, are
are appointed
appointed as
as
Mr. Gerald
Assistant Secretaries
Secretaries General.
General. These officials
the funcfuncofficials shall
shall perform
perform the
tions as provided for
the Convention.
for them in
in the
Convention.

4. During the interim
interim period
period the
the Secretary
Secretary General
General shall
send to
to
shall send
notification of
all Members of the Union notification
deposit of
of instruments
of the
the deposit
instruments
of ratification
ratification and accession
accession as
in Articles
16 and
17 of
of the
as provided
provided in
Articles 16
and 17
the
Convention.

Ante, p.
p. 1399.
1399.

Ante,

Ante,
Ante,

p. 1423.
1423.
p

Ante, p. 1435.
Ante,
p. 1435.

11
11
PROTOCOL
PROTOCOL

Concerning
Germany and
and Japan
Japan
Concerning Germany

It
It is hereby agreed
may accede
accede to
to the
the
agreed that Germany
Germany and
and Japan
Japan may
International Telecommunication
International
Telecommunication Convention
Convention of
Atlantic City
of Atlantic
City by
by
fulfilling the provisions of Article
Article 17
1.7 thereof
thereof at
at such
time as
as the
such time
the
responsible
responsible authorities consider
accession appropriate.
appropriate. The
The
consider such
such accession
formalities prescribed
prescribed by Article
Article 1
1of that Convention
Convention shall
apply
shall not
not apply
to these two
two countries.
countries.
III
III
PROTOCOL
PROTOCOL

Concerning
Concerning Spain,
Spain, the
Zone of
Morocco and
the Totality
of Spanish
Spanish
the Spanish
Spanish Zone
of Morocco
and the
Totality of
Possessions
Possessions

It is
is hereby
It
hereby agreed
agreed that
on the
the one
one hand,
and the
Spanish
that Spain,
Spain, on
hand, and
the Spanish
Zone of Morocco
Morocco and the
of Spanish
Spanish Possessions,
the other
other
the totality of
Possessions, on
on the

Ante, p. 1409.
Ante,
p. 1409.
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a la Convention
Convention internationale
part, pourront adherer a
Internationale des
des telecomt6l1communications
d'Atlantic City,
munications d'Atlantic
qualite de
de Membres
ayant droit
droit de
de
City, en
en qualite
Membres ayant
vote, en se conformant
conformant aux dispositions
dispositions de
l'article 17,
des que
que la
la
de 1'article
17, des
r6solution
resolution de 1'Assemblee
l'Assemblee generale
Nations Unies
Unies du
du 12
g6n6rale des Nations
12 decembre
decembre
1946 aura ete abrog6e
abrogee ou
sera sans
sans objet.
objet.
ou sera
Les formalites
formalit6s prevues
pr6vues a
a l'article
l'article 1
Convention ne
ne seront
seront pas
pas
1 de la
la Convention
applicables a
a l'Espagne,
I'Espagne, d'une
applicables
d'une part,
la Zone
Zone espagnole
espagnole du
du Maroc
Maroc et
et
part, la
l'ensemble
l'ensemble des possessions
possessions espagnoles,
espagnoles, d'autre
d'autre part.
part.
IV
IV
PROTOCOLE
PROTOCOLE

concernant
concernant les
Reglements telegraphique
les Reglements
t6elgraphique et
et telephonique
t6elphonique
dispositions du paragraphe
paragraphe 3
Les dispositions
de l'article
la Convention
Convention
3 de
l'article 13
13 de
de la
deviendront obligatoires,
deviendront
obligatoires, pour les Membres
Membres qui
qui n'ont
pas encore
n'ont pas
encore
approuv6
les
Reglements
t6elgraphique
approuve
Reglements telegraphique et/ou telephonique,
date
t61lphonique, a
A la
la date
de la signature
signature de
apres leur
revision par
par la
la prochaine
prochaine
de ces
ces Reglements.
Reglements. apres
leur revision
Conference administrative
Conference
administrative telegraphique
telegraphique et
et telephonique
telephonique
V

PROTOCOLE
PROTOCOLE

concernant
concernant les
depenses ordinaires
ordinaires de
de l'Union
pour l'annee
1948.
les d6penses
1'Union pour
l'ann6e 1948.
Conformement A
Conformement
a la resolution
resolution de la
Conference internationale
internationale des
des
la Conf6rence
telecommunications d'Atlantic
d'Atlantic City, le
telecommunications
d'administration, ou,
ou, A
le Conseil
Conseil d'administration,
defaut,
secr6taire general de l'Union
1'Union apres approbation
&flint, le secretaire
du Conseil
Conseil
approbation du
d'administration,
d'administration, sont autorises
autorises A
a demander
au Gouvernement
Gouvernement de
de la
is
demander au
Confederation
Confederation suisse
l'Union une
une somme
somme ne
pas
suisse d'avancer
d'avancer a
A l'Union
ne devant
devant pas
exceder
exceder 1.500.000
1.500.000 francs suisses
suisses pour couvrir les depenses
depenses ordinaires
ordinaires
l'ann6e 1948.
de l'Union
l'Union pour Pannee
Le secretaire
secretaire general de l'Union
l'Union est autorise
autorise a
aengager,
engager, apres
apres autoriaut orisation du Conseil d'administration,
d'administration, des depenses
depenses ordinaires n'excedant
n'excedant
l'annee 1948,
pas, pour Pannee
1948, 1.000.000
1.000.000 de francs suisses pour is
des
la division des
radiocommunications,
radiocommunications, et 500.000 francs suisses
suisses pour la
division telela division
tel6phonique et
et telegraphique.
telegraphique.
VI
VI
PROTOCOLE
PROTOCOLE

d6penses ordinaires
1'Union pour la p6riode
concernant les depenses
ordinaires de l'Union
periode 1949 aa 1952.
1952.
La Conference internationale
internationale des telecommunications
telecommunications d'Atlantic
d'Atlantic
City, se ref6rant
a
a cet
referant a la resolution
resolution prise a
cet effet,
effet, autorise le Conseil
Conseil
d'administration, aaprevoir,
d'administration,
prevoir, si le fonctionnement
de l'Union
l'exige et
et
fonctionnement de
1'Union l'exige
apres approbation
approbation par la
is majorite des Membres
Membres et Membres
associes
Membres associes
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hand, may accede to the International
International Telecommunication
Telecommunication ConvenConvention of Atlantic City, in the capacity
capacity of Members having the right to
tion
to
vote, by complying
complying with the provisions
provisions of Article 17 when
the Resoluvote,
when the
Resolution of the General
General Assembly of the United
United Nations
Nations dated December
December
12.
1!94i., shall be abrogated
12, 194“,
abrogated or cease
cease to be applicable.[']
applicable. [1]
The formalities
apply to Spain, on
and to the totality

provided in Article 1
1 of the Convention
Convention shall not
the one hand, and to the Spanish Zone of Morocco
Morocco
of Spanish
Spanish Possessions
Possessions on the other hand.
hand.

Ante,

35

p. 14
1435..
p.

A
Ante,

1409.
"lep.P 1409.

IV
PROTOCOL
PROTOCOL
Concerning the Telegraph
Telegraph and Telephone
Telephone Regulations
Regulations

For those Members who have
have not yet approved
approved the
Telegraph
the Telegraph
and/or the Telephone
Telephone Regulations, the provisions of
Paragraph 3
3
of Paragraph
the Convention
shall become
become binding
only on
of Article 13 of the
Convention shall
binding only
on the
the date
date
of the signature of the Telegraph and Telephone
as reTelephone Regulations
Regulations as
readministrative conference.
vised by the next telegraph and telephone
telephone administrative
conference.
V
PROTOCOL
PROTOCOL

Concerning the Ordinary
Ordinary Expenditures
of the
Union in
1948
Expenditures of
the Union
in 1948

In
accordance with the Resolution
In accordance
Resolution of the International
International TelecomTelecommunication
munication Conference
Conference of Atlantic City, the Government
Government of the Swiss
Swiss
Confederation is invited to advance
Confederation
advance to
Union, as
and when
to the
the Union,
as and
when rerequested by the Administrative
Administrative Council
Council or by the
Secretary General
the Secretary
General
of the Union with the approval
Administrative Council,
Council, a
asum
approval of
of the
the Administrative
sum
exceeding 1,500,000 Swiss
not exceeding
expenses of
of the
the
Swiss francs
francs for the
the ordinary
ordinary expenses
Union
the fiscal
year 1948.
Union for
for the
fiscal year
1948.
The Secretary
Secretary General
General of the Union
authorized, with
the apapUnion is
is authorized,
with the
Administrative Council,
proval of the Administrative
Council, to incur
incur ordinary
exordinary annual expenditures
penditures during the fiscal
1,000,000 Swiss
Swiss
fiscal year
year 1948
1948 not exceeding
exceeding 1,000,000
francs for the radio division and 500,000
500,000 Swiss francs
francs for
for the
the teletelephone
phone and telegraph
telegraph division.
VI

VI
PROTOCOL
PROTOCOL

Concerning
Ordinary Expenditures
Union for
1949 —
Concerning Ordinary
Expenditures of
of the
the Union
for 1949
- 1952
1952

The International
Telecommunication Conference
International Telecommunication
Atlantic City,
City,
Conference of Atlantic
accordance with its
in accordance
resolution, hereby
hereby authorizes
authorizes the
the AdministraAdministraits resolution,
tive Council
Council to incur, after approval
approval by
of the
the Members
Members
by aa majority of
and Associate
Members of
of the
the Union
prior to
to the
fiscal year
year in
in which
which
Associate Members
Union prior
the fiscal
''United
United Nations
Nations Resolutions Adopted by
by the General
During the
General Assembly
Assembly During
Seecond Part
Part of It.
Session From
Second
Its First
First Session
From 23 October
October to 1.5
15 December
December 1946,
1946, p.
p. 63.
Lake Success, 1947.
(U .N
A/241.)
(U.
N..doe.
doc. A/241.)

Ante, p. 1431.
Ante,
p. 1431.
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de l'Union, des depenses
ordinaires annuelles superieures
depenses ordinaires
superieures a
millions
a 44millions
de francs suisses, somme correspondant
correspondant a
des depenses
A l'evaluation
1'6valuation des
d6penses
l'Union pour la p6riode
ordinaires de l'Union
periode 1949
a 1952.
1949 A
1952.

VII
VII
PROTOCOLE
PROTOCOLE

autorisant les depenses
depenses extraordinaires
extraordinaires necessitees
le fonctionnement
necessit6es par
par le
fonctionnement
provisoire du I.F.R.B.
I.F.R.B.
Conform6ment
A la resolution
Conformement a
resolution prise a
par la
la Conference
Conference
A cet effet
effet par
internationale
internationale des telecommunications
telecommunications d'Atlantic
d'Atlantic City, le Secr6taire
Secretaire
general de l'Union
autoris6 a
l'Union est autorise
depenses extraordinaires
A engager
engager les
les depenses
extraordinaires
destinees A
acouvrir les frais de fonctionnement
fonctionnement du Comite
Coinite international
international
d'enregistrement
frequences et le payement
d'enregistrement des frequences
payement des traitements
traitements et
et
des frais support&
supportes par ses membres
membres jusqu'a la date d'entree
d'entree en
en vigueur
vigueur
de la Convention
Convention d'Atlantic City.

VIII
PROTOCOLE

autorisant
autorisant les depenses aaengager
engager pour assurer
assurer ie
le fonctionnement
fonctionnement provisoire
provisoire
du Conseil d'administration
d'administration
Conform6ment
Conformement A
a. la resolution
a cet
cet effet
effet par
resolution prise
prise A
par la
la Conference
Conference
internationale
telecommunications d'Atlantic
Internationale des telecommunications
d'Atlantic City,
le Secretaire
Secretaire
City, le
general de l'Union est autorise
autoris6 a
A payer les depenses
depenses resultant
resultant du
du
fonctionnement du Conseil d'administration,
fonctionnement
d'administration, pendant
pendant la
la periode
periode
prec6dant l'entree
precedant
Pentree en vigueur de la Convention
Convention d'Atlantic
d'Atlantic City,
City, y
y
compris les frais de voyage
officiels et les frais de sejour
voyage officiels
sejour occasionnes
occasionnes
aux Membres
Membres de ce Conseil.
Ix
IX

PROTOCOLE
PROTOCOLE

autorisant les depenses
depenses extraordinaires
extraordinaires deI'Union
l'Union necessitees
par le
le
necessitees par
fonctionnement du Comite provisoire des
fonctionnement
des fr6quences.
frequences.
Conform6ment
Conformement A
ala resolution
resolution prise A
acet effet
effet par
par la Conference
Conference
6elcommunications
internationale
des
t
internationale
telecommunications d'Atlantic
d'Atlantic City, le Secretaire
Secretaire
general de
de l'Union
l'Union est autorise
A engager
general
autorise a
engager les depenses
depenses extraordinaires
extraordinaires
entrainees
fonctionnement du Comit6
entrainees par le fonctionnement
Comae provisoire des fr6quences.
frequences.
Cependant,
chaque
Cependant, chaque pays assumera les d6penses
depenses aff6rentes
afferentes au
au traitetraitement et
et aux frais de son representant,
ment
representant, qui fonctionnera
fonctionnera comme
comme memmembre
national
du
Comit6
et
de
ses
conseillers.
Chaque organisation
bre national du Comite
conseillers. Chaque
organisation
regionale internationale
internationale assumera
regionale
assumera les depenses
depenses afferentes
au traiteafferentes au
traitement et aux frais de son representant.
ment
representant.
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the expenditure
expenditure is to be incurred,
incurred, such higher expenditures
expenditures as
may
as may
be required for the conduct
of
essential
functions
of
the
Union
above
conduct
essential functions
the annual ordinary expenditures
expenditures of 4,000,000 Swiss francs,
francs, the sum
estimated
estimated for the ordinary annual
annual expenses
expenses of the Union
Union for the
period 1949
1949 —
- 1952.
1952.
VII
VII
PROTOCOL
PROTOCOL

Authorizing
Extraordinary Expenditures
Expenditures for the
Authorizing Extraordinary
Provisional Functions
Functions of
of the
the
the Provisional
I.F.R.B.
I.F.R.B.
In accordance
accordance with the resolution
approved by the International
In
resolution approved
International
Telecommunication Conference
Secretary GenTelecommunication
Conference of Atlantic City, the Secretary
eral of the Union is
authorized to defray
defray the
the extraordinary
is authorized
extraordinary expenses
expenses
attributable to
to the
of the
the International
International Frequency
Frequency Registration
Registration
attributable
the costs
costs of
expenses of its members during
Board and the salaries
salaries and expenses
during the period
period
prior to the effective
effective date
the Atlantic
Atlantic City
City Convention.
Convention.
date of
of the

VIII
VIII
PROTOCOL
PROTOCOL

Authorizing Expenditure
for the
Provisional Functions
the Administrative
Administrative
Authorizing
Expenditure for
the Provisional
Functions of
of the
Council
Council
In
resolution approved
by the
International
In accordance
accordance with
with the
the resolution
approved by
the International
Telecommunication
Atlantic City,
City, the
Secretary GenTelecommunication Conference
Conference of
of Atlantic
the Secretary
General of
of the
Union is
authorized to
defray the
the official
official travel
travel and
and subsuberal
the Union
is authorized
to defray
sistence expenses
expenses of
of Members
Members of
the Administrative
Administrative Council
and the
the
sistence
of the
Council and
expenses of
the period
period prior
the effective
effective date
date
expenses
of its
its sessions
sessions during
during the
prior to
to the
of the
City Convention.
Convention.
of
the Atlantic
Atlantic City

IX
PROTO
COL
PROTOCOL

Authorizing the
the Extraordinary
Extraordinary Expenditures
Expenditures of
of Funds
of the
the Union
for the
the
Authorizing
Funds of
Union for
Work
the Provisional
Provisional Frequency
Board
Work of
of the
Frequency Board
The International
of Atlantic
Atlantic City,
The
International Telecommunication
Telecommunication Conference
Conference of
City,
in
its resolution,
authorizes the
the Secretary
Secretary
in accordance
accordance with
with its
resolution, hereby
hereby authorizes
General of
to incur,
expenses of
of the
the
General
of the
the Union
Union to
incur, as
as extraordinary
extraordinary expenses
Union, expenditures
expenditures in
in connection
connection with
of the
Provisional
Union,
with the
the work
work of
the Provisional
Frequency Board.
Each country
shall, however,
Frequency
Board. Each
country shall,
however, defray
defray the
the salary
salary
and expenses
expenses of
its representative
representative who
who will
serve as
as aanational
national memmemand
of its
will serve
ber of
and of
of his
his advisers;
advisers; the
the expenses
expenses of
representaber
of the
the Board
Board and
of representainternational regional
be defrayed
defrayed by
by the
tives of
of international
regional organizations
organizations shall
shall be
the
organization
concerned.
organization concerned.
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PROTOCOLE
PROTOCOLE

concernant
concernant la procedure aasuivre
par les
les pays
desireux de
de modifier
leur
suivre par
pays desireux
modifier leur
de contribution
aux depenses
de I'Union
l'Union
classe de
contribution aux
d6penses de
La Conference
Conference internationale
internationale des telecommunications
telecommunications d'Atlantic
d'Atlantic
City,
City, DECIDE:
DECIDE:

1. En derogation
derogation aux dispositions de la
de Madrid,
Madrid, les
les
la Convention
Convention de
contribution prevues
classes de contribution
prevues A P'article
Particle 14,
4,
de
14, paragraphe
paragraphe 4, de la
la
Convention internationale
internationale des telecommunications
telecommunications d'Atlantie
City
d'Atlantic City
seront appliquees
appliqu6es a
janvier 1948.
A partir
partir du
du ler
ler janvier
1948.
2. Chaque Membre
Mernbre devra,
avant le
le ler
septembre 1948,
1948, notifier
au
devra, avant
ler septembre
notifier au
secr6taire
general de
de l'Union
secretaire general
la classe
contribution qu'il
qu'il a
choisie
1'Union la
classe de
de contribution
a choisie
l'6chelle indiqu6e
A l'article
dans Pechelle
indiquee A.
Particle 14,
paragraphe 4,
4, de
la Convention
Convention
14, paragraphe
de la
internationale des telecommunications
telecommunications d'Atlantic
internationale
d'Atlantic City.
City. En
ce qui
qui
En ce
concerne
l'annee financiere
conceme les depenses
depenses de Vann&
financiere de
de 1948,
1948, cette
cette notification
notification
peut indiquer une classe
classe de contribution
contribution pour le
service des
radiole service
des radiocommunications
et
une classe differente
differente pour le
communications
le service
service t6elgraphique
telegraphique
t6elphonique. En ce qui
et telephonique.
concerne les
depenses de
de l'annee
Palm& financiere
qui concerne
les d6penses
financiere
depenses des ann6es
de 1949, et les depenses
annees suivantes,
cette
notification
devra
suivantes, cette notification devra
indiquer une seule classe pour l'ensemble
Penserrible des
des depenses
du
service
des
depenses du service des
radiocommunications
radiocommunications et des
telegraphique et
et telephonique.
telephonique.
des services
services telegraphique
3. Les Membres qui ne feraient
feraient pas avant
avant le
ler septembre
septembre 1948
1948 la
le ler
la
notification prevue
au
paragraphe
prevue an paragraphe precedent
precedent devront
devront contribuer
suicontribuer suivant le nombre
ils ont souscrit sous
nombre d'unites
d'unites auquel us
sous le
regime de
de la
la
le regime
Convention
de
Madrid,
sous
reserve,
Convention
toutefois, que
que si,
si, sous
sous le
le regime
regime
de la Convention
Convention de Madrid, us
souscrit A
ades
des classes
classes differentes
differentes
ils ont souscrit
pour le service des radiocommunications
radiocommunications et les
telegraphique
les services
services t1eegraphique
et telephonique,
telephonique, ils devront, pour 1'ann6e
Vann& 1949 et les annees
annees suivantes,
suivantes,
contribuer suivant la plus &eve.)
elevee de ces deux
classes.
deux classes.
En foi de quoi les plenipotentiaires
plenipotentiaires respectifs
respectifs ont
ces ProtoProtoont signe
signe ces
coles additionnels
additionnels en langues anglaise et
et frangaise,
en un
un exemplaire
exemplaire
frangaise, en
qui resters
restera depose
depose aux archives
archives du
du Gouvernement
Gouvemement des
des Etats-Unis
Etats-Unis
d'Amerique,
et
dont
une
copie
sera
remise
d'Amerique,
copie
remise a
a chaque
chaque gouvernement
gouvernement
signataire.
signataire.
A Atlantic
Atlantic City,
Fait a
le 2
2octobre
octobre 1947.
1947.
City, le
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X
PROTOCOL
PROTOCOL

Concerning the Procedure
Procedure to
the Countries
Wishing to
to Modify
Modify
to be Followed
Followed by
by the
Countries Wishing
Their Class of Contribution
Contribution to the
of the
the Union.
Union.
the Expenditures
Expenditures of

The International
International Telecommunication
Telecommunication Conference
Conference of Atlantic
Atlantic City,
agrees
agrees as
as follows:
follows:
In derogation
1. In
provisions of the
the Madrid
Madrid Convention,
derogation of the provisions
Convention, the
the

49 Stat. 2391.
2391.
49Stat.

classification of units of contribution provided in Article
classification
Article 14, paragraph 4
4 of the International
Telecommunication Convention of AtInternational Telecommunication
lantic City shall go into effect
effect as of
of January
1948.
January 1,
1, 1948.
2. Each Member shall, prior to September
September 1, 1948,
notify the
Sec1948, notify
the Sec-

Ante, p.
p. 1433.
1433.
Ante,

retary General of the Union of the class of contribution
contribution it has selected, from the classification
classification table set forth in Article
Article 14,
paragraph
14, paragraph
44 of the International
Telecommunication Convention
International Telecommunication
Convention of Atlantic
Atlantic
City. For meeting
meeting expenses
expenses for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
1948, such
such notificanotificayear 1948,
tion may indicate the selection
selection of a
a class
class of contribution
contribution for the
the
expenses
a different
expenses of the radio service,
service, and a
different class
class for the expenses
expenses
of the telegraph
telephone service. For meeting
telegraph and telephone
meeting expenses for
for
the fiscal year 1949 and subsequent fiscal years, such notification
notification shall
indicate
indicate the single class selected for meeting
meeting the consolidated expenses
expenses
of the radio service
service and the telegraph
telephone service.
service.
telegraph and telephone
3. Members failing to make
make decision prior to September
September 1, 1948
in accordance
accordance with the foregoing
paragraph shall
bound to
to conforegoing paragraph
shall be
be bound
contribute in accordance
number of units
have
accordance with the number
units to which they have
subscribed
subscribed under the
Madrid Convention,
provided, however,
if
the Madrid
Convention, provided,
however, that
that if
such Members
Members have, under
under the Madrid Convention,
Convention, subscribed to aa
class of contribution
contribution for the radio service which is
different from the
is different
class subscribed by them for the telegraph
telegraph and telephone
telephone service,
they shall, for the fiscal year 1949 and subsequent
subsequent years, be
bound to
be bound
contribute
contribute in accordance
classes.
accordance with the higher of these two classes.
IN
WITNESS WHEREOF,
the respective
respective plenipotentiaries
signed
I
N WITNESS
WHEREOF, the
plenipotentiaries have
have signed
these Additional Protocols in each of the English and French
lanFrench lanwhich shall
shall remain deposited
deposited in
in the
the archives
archives
guages, in aasingle copy, which
of the Government of the United
United States
and one
copy of
of
States of America
America and
one copy
forwarded to each signatory
government.
which shall be forwarded
signatory government.
DONE at Atlantic City, October 2, 1947.
DONE
[The signatures
signatures following the Additional
Additional Protocols
Protocols are
are the same
same as those which
which
See ante,
ante, p. 1453, and post,
post, p.
p. 21531
2153.]

follow the Convention.
('onvention.
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Signatures
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ADDENDA
ADDENDA
Note by the Department
Department of State
State
a)

Romanization of the signatures
Romanization
signatures to
to the
International TelecomTelecomthe International
munication
Convention and
munication Convention
and the
the Final
Final Protocol.
Protocol.
For the People's
Republic of
People's Republic
of Albania:
Albania:
THEODOR
THEODOR HEBA
HEBA

For the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia:
Arabia:
AHnED
ARMED ABDUL
ABBAR
ABDUL J
JABBAR

Argentine Republic:
For the Argentine
Republic:
HAROLD
HAROLD CAPPUS
CAPPUS
ANIBAL F.
F. I
IMBEBT
ANIBAL
MBERT
EDUARDO A.
A. NAVARRO
EDUARDO
NAVARRO
MARCO A.
MARCO
A. ANDRADA
ANDRADA
A.
A. NAVATrA
NAVATrA
0
VANISSEVICH
O I
IVANISSEVICH
JUAN
JUAN B.
B. OTHEOUY
OTHEGUY
F.
DELLAmuLA
F. DELLAMULA

For the Commonwealth
Commonwealth of Australia:
Australia:

L
B FANNING
LB
FANNING
R.
M cKAY
R. V.
V. MCKAY
For Austria:
Austria:
Jug. F.
HENNEBERG.
Ing.
F. HENNEBERH.
Belgium:
For Belgium:

R. CORTEIL
R.
Cow VEIL
R LECOMTE
R
LECOMTE
L. LAMBIN
L.
LAMBIN
For the Bielorussian
Bielorussian Soviet Socialist
Socialist Republic:
Republic:

L.
L.KosTIusHKo
KOSTIUSHKO
For Burma:
Burma:

MAUNO
MAUNO MAUNO
MAUNG TIN
TIN

1454, 1554.
Ante, pp.
pp. 1454,
1554.
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For
For Brazil:
Brazil:

ROMEU
ROMEU DE
DE A
zSILVA
SILVA
A GOUVEIA
GOUVEIA E
LAURO
LAITRO AUGUSTO
AUGUSTO DE
DE MEDEIROS
MEDEIROS
JOAO
JOAO VIC'TORIO
VICTORIO PARETO
PARETO NETO
NE'O
HORACIO DE
DE OLIVEIRA
HORACIO
CASTRO
OLIVEIRA E
E CASTRO
For Bulgaria:
For
Bulgaria:

B.
B.ATHANASSOV
A.THANASSOV
For Canada:
For
Canada:
THOMAS A.
THOMAS
A.S
TONE
STONE
Chile:
For Chile:

I CARRASCO
I
CARRASCO
China:
For China:

LIn
Liu CHIEH
CHIEH
JU-TSU
J
U-TSU HWANG
HWANO
T. C.
C. Loo
Loo
Dr. YET-YLIEH
Dr.
M AO
YU-YUEH MAO
TENG
TENG NAI-HONG
NAI-HONG
T K
T
K WANG
W ANG
SS
SW
ONG
S
WONG
For the
State of
the State
City:
of Vatican
Vatican City:
FILIPPO SOCCORSI
FILIPPO
SoccoRst

WILIIAM
W
ILLIAM C.
C. S
MITH.
SMITH.

For the
the Republic
Republic of
of Colombia:
Colombia:

C
C E
E ARBOLEDA
ARBOLEDA
SANTIAGO
SANTIAGO QUIJANO
QUIJANO C.
C.
Lms CARLO
LUIS
CARLO GUZMAN
GUZMAN

For the Portuguese
Portuguese Colonies:
Colonies:
ARNALDO DE
DE PAIVA
ARNALDO
CARVALHO
PAIVA CARVALHO
TIIEODORO
DE
MATOS
THEODORO DE MATOS FERREIRA
DE AGUIAR
FERREIRA DE
AGUIAR
MARro
MARIO MONTEIRO
MONTEIRO DE
M ACEDO
DE MAxcEDO

For
the (olonies,
For the
Colonies, Protectorates,
Protectorates, Overseas
Overseas Territories
Territories and
and TerriTerritories
under mandate
mandate or
or trusteeship
trusteeship of
tories under
of the
United Kingdom
the United
Kingdom
of Great
Great Britain and
Northern Ireland:
of
and Northern
Ireland:
HUGH T)OWNSHEND
HUGH
TOWNSHEND
LEONARD V.
LEONARD
V. LEWIS
LEWIS

For
Colonies, Protectorates,
Protectorates, Overseas
For the
the Colonies,
Overseas Territories
Territories under
under
French Mandate:
Mandate:
French

J.
J.LAMING
LALUNG
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For the Belgian Congo and Territories
Territories of Ruanda
Ruanda Urundi:
Urundi:
For
GEULETTE
GEULETTE

For Cuba:
For
Cuba:

NICOLAS
NICOLAS G
DE M
ENDOZA
G DE
MENDOZA

M TORRES
TORRES MENIER
MENIER
A.
A. H
H..CATI
CATA
Dr.
Dr. RAM6N
RAmehsT L
L BONACHEA
BONACHEA
R.SARABASA
SARABASA
R.

For Denmark:
Denmark:
N E
N
E H01,31131.4,1)
HOLMBLAD
K.
LOMHOLDT
K. LOMHOLDT
GUNNAR
GITNNAR PEDERSEN.
PEDERSEN.
For
the Dominican
Dominican Republic:
Republic:
For the

SEBASTIAN
S
EBASTIAN RODRIGUEZ
RODRIGUEZ
M E
E NANITA
NANITA
M
For
Egypt:
For Egypt:
Su.
ABAZA.
SH. ABAZA.
ANIS EL
ANIS
EL BARDAI
BARDAI

For the
For
the Republic
Republic of
Salvador:
of El
El Salvador:
C
ARLOS GARCIA
CARLOS
GARCIA BAITER
BAUER
B.
L.
B. HERRARTE
HERRARTE L.
For Ecuador:
Ecuador:
For

HUMBERTO
HUMBERTO MANCHENO
M ANCHENO L.
L.
For the
United States
States of
of America:
America:
For
the United
CHARLES R.
R.DENNY
CHARLES
DENNY
FRANCIS
FRANCIS COLT
DE W
OLF
COLT DE
WOLF
For Ethiopia:
For
Ethiopia:
H
ALEMAYEHOI7
H. .ALEMAYEHOU
For Finland:
Finland:
For
V.
V. YLOSTALO.
YLOSTALO.

For
For France:
France:
LAFFAY
LAFFAY
For
Greece:
For Greece:
S
TAMATIOS NIKOLIS
NIKOLIS
STAMATIOS
STEPHANOS
STEPHANOS ELETrHEBIOU
ELEFTHERIOIT
81939-52-PT.
81939-52—PT. 1---55
--55
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For Guatemala:
Guatemala:
CARLOS GARCIA
GARCIA BAUER
CARLOS
BAUER
B.
HERRARTE L.
B.. ITERRARTE
L.

For Haiti:
For
Haiti:

JTLES
J
ULES DOMOND
DOMOND
For Honduras:
For
Honduras:
G.
G.MONTES
MONTES
For Hungary:
Hungary:
PAUL
PAUL MARIK
MARIN

For India:
India:
S. BANER.II
BANEXJI

H.
H.

R.

THADHANI
THADHANI

M..RAJAGOPAUL
M
RA.TAGOPAUL

For the Netherlands
Netherlands Indies:
Indies:
SCHIPPEB
SCHIPPERS

H. VAN
VAN DER
H.
DER VEEN.
VEEN.

J J
J VAN
J
VAN RIJTINGR
RLISINGE
G Co
G
COENEN
FF LEIWAKABESSY
LEIWAILABESSY

For Iran:
For
Iran:
F.
F. NOURY
NOURY ESFANDIARY
ESPANDIARY

For Iraq:
Iraq:
JAMIL
JAMIL HAMDI
HAMDI
RAaHID RASECED
RASHID
RASHID

For Ireland:
For
Ireland:
LEON O'BRoIN
O'BRoix
T. S
S..O'MCINEACHAIN
T.
07111urNEAcaAmT
M O'DOCHArTAIaH
ODOCTIARTAIGH
For Iceland:
Iceland:

GJ
J..HLIDDAL
G
HIJDDAL
G
G BRIEN
BRIEM
For
Italy:
For Italy:

G. GNME
G.
GNEmn
ANTONIO
ANTONIO PENrNErA
PENNEITA

SETrrno
Sierrila-ro AURINI
Aumnn
LuIGI
LUIGI SACCO
SACCO
Vrrrorio
DE PACE
VITTORIO Dr
PACx

[63 STAT.
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For Lebanon:
Lebanon:
For
J. .NAMMOUR
J
NAMmOUR

For Luxembourg:
Luxembourg:
For

IHntuEs LE
LEGALLAIS
GALLAIS

HUGuES

For
Mexico:
For Mexico:

E AzCARRAGA
E
AZCARRAGA
A. M.
M .V.
V.
A.
AUouSTIN
AUGUSTIN FLORES IJ
U
L. BARAJAS
L.
BARAJAS G.
G,
For Monaco:
For
Monaco:

ARTncR
Airrxian CRovETro
Csovrrro
For
For Nicaragua:
Nicaragua:
FRANCISCO
FRANCISCO

P.MEDAL
MEDAL
P.

For Norway:
Norway:
For
Sv
BYNNING-TOENNESSF.N
Sv RYNNING-TOENNESSEN
LEIF LARSEN
LARSEN
LEIF
ANDREAS STRAND
ANDREAS
For
For New
New Zealand:
Zealand:
H.
W CURTIS
CuRus
H. W
T. R.
R. CLARKSON
CLARKSON

For
For Pakistan:
Pakistan:
M.
M .S
S KARI.
SA
S
A SATHAR
SATHAR
For
For Panama:
Panama:

J E
J
E HUERTEMATre
HuE rEHATTE
For
the Netherlands,
Curacao and
and Surinam:
Surinam:
For the
Netherlands, Curacao

J.
D. H.
J. D.
H. vV D
D TOORN
TOORN
A SPAANS
A
A
DEN HARTOG
HARTOO
A DEN
H. VAN DFA
DF.R W
EN.
VEEN.
For Peru:
Peru:
MtatrEr.
FLonEz
MlIGaEL FLOREZ
For
Republic of
of the
the Philippines:
For the
the Republic
Philippines:

NARCISO RAMOS
RAMOS
JOSE
ALFONSO.
JOSE S.
S. ALFoxso.

1947
1947
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For
Poland
Republic of Poland:
For the Republic
EUGENIUSZ STALINGER
STALINGER
EUGENIUSZ
S.
Szrzetartsm
K. SZYMANSKI
For
Portugal:
For Portugal:
CARLOS RIBEIRO
RIBEIRO
CARLOS
AM
M BIVAR
BIVAR
A
JORGE RAMOS
RADIOS PEREIRA
PERVIRA
JORGE
OSCAR
SATURNINO
OscAR SATURNINO
M ATIARO
VIEIRA
M
AXARo VIEIRA
FERREIRA Mc:61=o
MONTEIRO
FERREIRA
For the
French Protectorates
of Morocco
Morocco and Tunisia:
Tunisia:
Protectorates of
the French
For
For
Morocco:
For Morocco:
M LACROZE
M
LACROZE
For
Tunisia:
For Tunisia:
J
J DEZES
DEZES
For the
Republic of
of Yugoslavia:
Yugoslavia:
Federal Republic
People's Federal
the People's
For
J
OSIP CIJLJAT
CilL.TAT
JosIP
Dr. D. V. Porov6n
Pomovu5
For the
the Ukrainian
Soviet Socialist
Republic:
Socialist Republic:
Ukrainian Soviet
For
M. GoLoviint
M.
GOLOVNIN
For
Rhodesia:
Southern Rhodesia:
For Southern
HUGH
TOWNSHEND
HUGH TOWNSHBND

Roumania:
For Roumania:
LuLA
REMUS LULA
REFUs
For
Britain and Northern
Northern
Kingdom of Great Britain
For the United Kingdom
Ireland:
Ireland:

HUGi
TOWNSHEND
HUGH TOWNSHEND
LEONARD
LEONARD V.
V.LEWIS
LEWIS

For Siam:
LUANG PRAISANEE
CfRANURAH
THURANURBA
PRAISANEE TH
LUANG
For Sweden:
Sweden:
STERKY
HAKAN
MICAN STETIKY
ARTOR ONNERMARK
ONNERMARK
ARTUR
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For the Swiss Confederation:
Confederation:
VICTOR
VICTOR NEF
Dr. F.
F. HESS
HESS
Dr.

A.
A.MOCKLI
M OCRLI
Dr. V.
M ASON
Dr.
V. TUASON
Dr. E.
E. M
ETSLER
Dr.
METSLER

For Syria:
SAMIH M
OUSSLY
SAMIH
MOUSSLY

Czechoslovakia:
For Czechoslovakia:
Ing
Jnsmitica KRAPKA
Ing JINDRICH
KERAP
Ing J.
J. EHBLCH
EHRLICH
Ing
Ing JAROMIR
JAROMIR S
VOBODA
Ing
SVOBODA
Dr JAN
JAN BusAK
Busk's.
Dr

For Turkey:
Turkey:
N.TONER
N.
TONEI
I
S ESGUN
I..S
EsGar
NEJAT
ANER
NEJAT S
SANER

For the Union of South Africa
Africa and the mandated
mandated territory
territory of
of
South-West
Africa:
South-West Africa:
E.C.
C.SMITH
SMITH
E.

W. A
A BORLAND
H S
S MILLS
M ILLs
For the Union of Soviet
Soviet Socialist
Socialist Republics:
Republics:
A. D.
FORTOUSHENKO
A.
D. FORTOUSHENKO
L.KOPYTIN
KOPYTIN
L.
V.BRAGIN
V.
BRAGIN
F. ILUKEVICH
ILITTKEVICH
F.
A. NIKrINA
NIKITINA
A.
A.
A. CHTCHETININE
CHTCHETININE
For the
Republic of Uruguay:
the Oriental
Oriental Republic
Uruguay:
Col
RAFAEL J
M ILANS
Col RAFAEL
J MILANS
For
Venezuela:
For the United States of Venezuela:
RENATO GUTIERREZ
R
RENATO
GurmEREm R
P
PACHANO
P PACHANO
G
SIBLESZ
G SBmLEsz
(b) Romanization
to the
Regulations.
(b)
Romanization of
of the
the signatures
signatures to
the Radio
Radio Regulations.
For
People's Republic
Republic of
of Albania:
For the
the People's
Albania:

THEODOR HEBA
THEODOR
HEBA

Ante, p. 2114.

A,

p.2114.
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For
Kingdom of
of Saudi
For the
the Kingdom
Saudi Arabia:
Arabia:
AHMED
ABDUL J
ABBAR
AHMED ABDUL
JABAR
For
Argentine Republic:
Republic:
For the
the Argentine
HAROLD CAPPUS
CAPPUS
HAROLD
ANIBAL
F.IMBERT
IMBERT
ANIBAL F.
EDUARDO A.
NAVARRO
EDUARDO
A.NAVARRO
M
ARCO A.
MARCO
A. ANDRADA
ANDRADA
A. NAVATTA
NAVATTA
A.
0
IVANISSEVICH
O IVANISSEVICH
J
UAN B.
B.OTHEGaU
OTHEGUY
JUAN
F.
F. DELLAMULA
DELLAMULA
Commonwealth of
For the
the Commonwealth
of Australia:
Australia:
LB
FANNING
L
B FANNING
McKAT
R. V. McKAY
For Austria:
Austria:
Ing. F.
F. HENNEBERG.
Ing.
HENNEBERG.
For.Belginna:
For.Belgium:
R.
R. CORTEIL
CRTEIL
R
R LEconrrE
LECOMTE
L.LAMBIN
LAMBIN
L.
J
EAN MARIQUE
MARIQITE
JEAN

Bielorussian Soviet
For the Bielorussian
Soviet Socialist Republic:
Republic:
L. KOSTIUSHKO
L.
KOSTIuIHKO
For Burma:
Burma:
MAUNG
M
ATING MAUNO
M ALIN° TIN
TIN
Brazil:
For Brazil:

ROMEU
DE A
ROWED' DE
A GOUVEIA
GOTJVEIA EESILVA
SILVA
LAURO
AUGrUSTO
DE MEDEIROS
LAURO AUGUSTO DE
M EDEIROS
JOAO
JOAO VICTORIO
PARETO NEro
Nrro
VICTORIO PARETO
HORACIO
DE OLIVEIRA
OLIVEIRA E
HORACIO DE
EC
ASTRO
CASTRO
Bulgaria:
For Bulgaria:
ATHANASSOV
B. krnANAssov
B.

For Canada:
Canada:
A. S
STONE
THOMAS A.
TONE
For Chile:
Chile:
I
I CARRASCO
CARRASOO
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For China:
China:
T. C. Loo
Jn-TSU
HWANG
JU-TSU HWANG

Dr.
YU-YTIEH M
Dr. YU-YUEH
AO
MAO
TENG
NAI-HONG.
TENG NAI-HONG.
T
K WANG
W ANG
T K
SS
S Worm
WONG
S
Vatican City:
City:
For the State of Vatican
FILIPPO
OC,CORSI
FLrPPO S
SOCCORSI
W
ILLIAM C.
SMITH.
WILLIAM
C. SrITrH.
Republic of
Colombia:
For the Republic
of Colombia:
C
ARBOLEDA
C E ARBOLEDA
SANTIAGO
QUIJANO C.
SANTIAGO QUIJANO
C.
LUIS
ARLO GITZMAN
Luis C
CARLO
GUZMAN

For the Portuguese
Portuguese Colonies:
Colonies:
ARNALDO
PATVA CARVALHO
CARVALHO
DE PAIVA
ARNALDO DE
DE AG1T/AR
AGUIAR
THEODORo DE
FERREIRA DE
THEODOR°
DE MATOS
M ATos FERREIRA
MARIO
MONTEIRO
DE MACEDO
M
ARIO M
ONTEIRO DE
M ACEDO
For
Territories and TerFor the
the Colonies, Protectorates,
Protectorates, Overseas Territories
mandate or
or trusteeship
trusteeship of the United Kingunder mandate
ritories under
Britain and
and Northern
Northern Ireland:
Ireland:
dom of Great Britain
A.S.
S. ANOWIN
ANGWIN
A.
J.A.
J.
A. GRACIE
For
Territories under
under
Overseas Territories
For the Colonies, Protectorates, Overseas
French Mandate:
Mandate:
French
J.LALUNG
J.
LALUNG
HENRI LEROGNON
HENRI
LEROGNON
For
Territories of Ruanda
Urundi:
Ruanda Urundi:
the Belgian
Belgian Congo and Territories
For the
GEULEITE
GENULrrE

Cuba:
For Cuba:
NICOLAS G
MENDOZA
NICOLAS
G DE
DE MENDOZA
M TORRES
MENIER
E
TORRES MENI
M
A.
H. CATI
CATA
A. H.
Dr.
BONACHEA
L BONACHEA
Dr. RAmobr
RAMON L
R.SARABASA
SARABASA
R.
For
Denmark:
For Denmark:
NE
HOLMBLAD
N
E HOLMBLAD
GUNNAR PEDERSEN.
GUNNAR
PEDERSEN.
F.
HEEGAARD.
F. HEEGAARD.

2161
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Republic:
Dominican Republic:
For the Dominican
SEBASTIAN
SEBASTIAN RODRIGUEZ
RODRIGUEZ
E NANrrA
NANITA
ME

For Egypt:
Egypt:
S
EE. ABAZA.
ABAZA.
SH.
ANTS EL
ELBARDAI
BARBA'
ANIs
For the
the Republic
Salvador:
of El Salvador:
Republic of
For
CARLOS
BAUER
GARCIA BAUTE
CARLOS GARCIA
B.HERRARTE
L.
HERRARTE L.
B.
For Ecuador:
Ecuador:
HUMBERTO
L.
HUMBERTO MANCHENO
MANCHENO L.
America:
For the United States of America:
CHARLEs R.
CHARLES
R. DENNY
DENNY
FRANCIS COLT
COLT DE
DE WOLF
W OLF
FRANCIS

For Ethiopia:
Ethiopia:
H. ALEMAYEHOU
ALEMAYEHOU
H.
For Finland:
Finland:
V.YLOSTALO.
YLOSTALO.
V.
For France:
France:
P. LAHAYE
P.
LAHAYE
C LOYEN
LorEN
C
BIANSAN
BIANSAN
For
For Greece:
Greece:
STA MATIOS NIKOLIS
STAMATIOS
NIKOLI8
STEPHANOS
STEPHANOS ELEFTHERIOU
ELEFTHERIOU

For
For Guatemala:
Guatemala:

CARLos
CARLOS GARCIA
GARCIA BATTER
BAUEB
B.HERRARTE
HERRARTE L.
B.
For Haiti:
Haiti:
For
JULES DOMOND
JULES
DOMOND

For Honduras:
For
Honduras:
G.
G. MONTES
MONTEs
For Hungary:
For
Hungary:
PAUL
M ARTK
PAUL MARIK

r[63
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For India:
India:
S
BANEILTI
S..BANERJI
L.S
ASTRY
M L.
SASTRY
S
S.MOORrTH
M OORTHY RAO.
S S.
RAO.
For the Netherlands Indies:
Indies :
SCHIPFERS
SCHIPPERS
H.
DER VEEN.
H .VAN
VAN DER
VERN.

J J
J VAN
VAN RIJSINGE
J
RLTSINGE
G COENEN.
COENEN.
F LEIWAXABESSY
F
LEIWARAI3ESSY
For Iran:
Iran:
For
F. NOURY
ESFANDIARY
F.
NOURY ESFANDIAUy
H S
AMIY
H
SAMIr
For
Iraq:
For Iraq:
J
AMIL HAMDI
HAMDI
JAML
RAGIIID
RASHID
RAaHID RASHID
For Ireland:
Ireland:
For

T. S
S..O'MUINEACHAIN
T.
O'
MITINEACHAIN
LEON
LEON O'
BROIN
O'BROIN
M ODOCHARTAIGH
O'DocHARTAIGH
M
For Iceland:
For
Iceland:

G
G J.
J.HLIDDAL
HLIDDAL
Blum(
G BRIEM
For Italy:
Italy:
For
G.
GNEME
G. GNEME
ANTONIO PENNEITA
ANTONIO
PENNTTrA
SETrrIIO Atrium
Si-rrnoo
AUmNI

LUIm
LUIGI S
ACCO
SAccO
VITTORIO DE
DE PACE
VITroiIo
PACE

For Lebanon:
For
Lebanon:
J..NAMMOUR
J
NAMMOUR
For
For Luxembourg:
Luxembourg:
111:TGITES
LEGALLAIS
HUGTrES LE
GALLIAIs
IInitials only, reading
reading uncertain.
uncertain.

131939-52—rT. u-56
81939--2--PT.
n--56
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For
For Mexico:
Mexico:
E
AZCARRAGA
E AZCARRAGA
A. M. V.
AUGUSTIN FLORES
FLORES U
U
AUGUSTIN
L.BARAJAS
BARAJAS G.
G.
L.

For Monaco:
Monaco:
ARTHUR
ARTHUR CaovETro
CROVETTO

For Nicaragua:
Nicaragua:
FRANCISCO P.
P.MEDAL
FRANCIsCO
MEDAL
Norway:
For Norway:
SPRYNNING-TOENNESSEN
Sv
RYNNING-ToENNESSEN
OLAF MOE
MOE
OLAF
ANDREAS STRAND
STRAND
ANDREAS
N.
J. S
OEBERG
N. J.
SOEBERO

Zealand:
For New Zealand:
H.W
CURTIS
H.
W. .CURTIS
T.
R. C
LARKSON
T. R.
CLARKSON
Pakistan:
For Pakistan:
M.
S KARL
M. S
KARI.
S
ATHAR.
A S
SATHAR.
S A
For Panama:
Panama:
HUERTEMATTE
JJ E
E HTERTEMATTE

Surinam:
For the Netherlands, Curagao
Curacao and Surinam:
J. D. H. v
DTOORN.
J.
vD
TOOR.
BALTI
POL
BALTH V.
V. DER
DER POL

P.
nu GROEN
GROEN
P. DE
H
VAN DER
H. .VAN
DER VEEN.
VEEN.
For Peru:
For
Peru:
M IGL'EL FLOREZ
FLOREZ
MIGUEL
For the Republic
Republic of the Philippines:
Philippines:
NARCISCO RAMOS
NARCISCO
RAMOS
JOSE S.
S.AravoNso.
JOSE
ALFONSO.
For
Republic of
For the Republic
of Poland:
Poland:
EUGENTUSZ
STALINGER
EUGENIUSZ STALINGER
A
BUCHER
A BLICHER
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For Portugal:
Portugal:

CARLos RIBEIRO
CARLOS
RIBEIRO
A
BIVAR
A M
M BIVAR
JORGE
J
ORGE RAMOS
RAMOS PEREIRA
PEREIRA
M AMARO
AMARO VIEIRA
M
VIEIRA
FERREIRA MONTEIRO
FERREIRA
M ONTEIRO
FERNANDO
DE CUNHA
FERNANDO DE
CUNHA D'E
D'E
For the French Protectorates
Protectorates of
of Morocco
Morocco and
and Tunisia:
Tunisia:
PIERRE
SCHAEFFER
PIERRE SCHAEFFER

For the
the People's
Republic of
People's Republic
of Mongolia:
Mongolia:
Z
UNDITI AIUZZANA
ZUNDUI
AIUZZANA
SAMBOUIN
LAUBSANTSENDE
S
AMBOUIN LAUBSANTSENDE
For the People's Federal Republic
Republic of
of Yugoslavia:
Yugoslavia:
JOSEF CiT'L.TAT
JOSIP
CiLJAT
Dr. D.
Porovid
Dr.
D. V.
V. POPOVId
For
Ukrainian Soviet
Soviet Socialist
For the
the Ukrainian
Socialist Republic:
Republic:
M .GOLOVNIN
GoLovNIN
M.

For Southern
For
Southern Rhodesia:
Rhodesia:
HUGH TOWNSHEND
HUGH
TOWNSFIEND

For
For Roumania:
Roumania:
REMITS
REMUS LULA
LULA

For the
the United
United Kingdom
Kingdom of
of Great
Britain and
IreGreat Britain
and Northern
Northern Ireland:
land:
A. S.
A.
S.ANGWIN
ANGIVIN
J
A GRACIE
J. .A
GRACIE
For Siam:
For
Siam:
LUANG PRAISANEE
THURANURAK
LUANG
PRAISANEE THURANURAK
For
Sweden:
For Sweden:
MIKAN S
TERKY
HiHAN
STERKY
ERNST M
AGNUSSON
ERNST
MAGNUSSON
ARTUE
ARTUR ONNERMARK
ONNERMARK
SVEN GEJER
SVEN
GEJER
For
the Swiss
Swiss Confederation:
Confederation:
For the
A.
M OCKLI
A. MOCKLI
Dr.
E. METSLER
METSLER
Dr. E.
C. Giudoz
GiLLIOZ
A.GULDIMANN.
A.
GTLDIMANN.
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For
Syria:
For Syria:
SAMIH MOUSSLY
MOUSSLY
SAMIH
For
Czechoslovakia:
For Czechoslovakia:
Ing
KR-APICA
Ing JrNmlicn
JINDRICH KRIPKA
Ing
J.
EHRLICH
Ing J. EHRLICH
Ing JARoMIR
JAROMIR SVOBODA
SVOBODA
Ing
Dr
JAN BUSIH
BUSAK
Dr JAN
For Turkey:
For
Turkey:
N.
N. TONER
TONER
L
ESGUN
I. S
S EsoGN
NE,TAT SANER
SANER
NEJAT
For the
South Africa
and the
the mandated
mandated territory
territory of
of
Africa and
Union of
of South
For
the Union
South-West Africa:
South-West
Africa:
E. C. SMXT
SmrriEt
W.
A BORLAND
W. A
BORLAND
H S
Mums
H
S MlLS
u
For the
the Union
of Soviet
Republics:
Socialist Republics:
Soviet Socialist
Union of
For
A. D.
D. FORTOUSIIENKO
FORTOUSHENKOO
A.
L. liorrriN
KOPTrIN
L.
V. BRAGIN
BRAGIN
V.
F.
IISUKEVICH
F. IITUXEVICH
A. NIKInNA
NIKITINA
A.
A.
CHTCHETININE
A. CHTCHETININE
For
Oriental Republic
Republic of
of Uruguay:
Uruguay:
For the
the Oriental
COL
RAFAEL JJ MELANS
MILANS
COL RAFAEL

For
the United
United States
States of
of Venezuela:
Venezuela:
For the
RENATO GUTEERREZ
R
GUTIERREZ R
RENATO
P
P PACHANO
PACHANO
G
SIBLESZ
G S
IBLESZ
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AILILTILATERALWHEAT- MAR.23,
1949
MIULTILATERAL-WHEAT-MAR.
23, 1949

at Washington
Washington
for signature
Wheat Agreement.
International Wheat
International
Agreement. Open
Open for
signature at
March 23-April
23—April 15,
15, 1949;
1949; signed
for the
States of
America
of America
the United
United States
signed for
March
March
1949; ratification
ratificationadvised
advised by the Senate of the United
United States
March 23, 1949;
ratified by the President
of America June
June 13, 1949; ratified
President of the United
States of America June 17, 1949; instrument
instrument of acceptance
States
acceptance of the
United States of America
America deposited
deposited at Washington
Washington June 17, 1949;
United
proclaimed
proclaimed by
by the
the President
Presidentof
of the United
1,
United States of
of America
America August 1,
1949; entered
entered into
force July
with respect
Parts 1,
1, 3,
8, 4,
4, and
and
1949;
intoforce
July 1,
1, 1949,
1949, with
respect to
to Parts
1949, with respect
respect to Part
2.
5;
entered into force August
1, 1949,
Part 2.
5; entered
August 1,

March 23
March
23, 1949
1919

[T.
19
[T. I.A.
I. A. S.. 19571
67

BY
THE PRESIDENT
OF THE
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
OF AMERICA
AMERICA
BY THE
PRESIDENT OF
A
PROCLAMATION
A PROCLAMATION
W HEREAS an
an international
formulated at the
was formulated
agreement was
wheat agreement
international wheat
WHEREAS
International
Conference which
Washington on
convened in Washington
International Wheat Conference
which convened
January 26,
26, 1949, was open for
signature in Washington
from March
March
Washington from
for signature
January
23,
15, 1949,
and was
signed during
that
during that
was signed
1949, inclusive,
inclusive, and
23, 1949
1949 to
to April
April 15,
period
Plenipotentiaries of
Government of
of the
the
of the
the Government
by the
the respective
respective Plenipotentiaries
period by
United
States of
of America
America and
of forty
forty other
other countries;
countries;
and the
the Governments
Governments of
United States
W
HEREAS the
of the
agreement, in
English and
and French
French
in the
the English
said agreement,
text of
the said
the text
WHEREAS
languages,
certified by the
the Government
Government of the United
United States
States of
as certified
languages, as
America, is word for
word as
as follows:
follows:
for word
America,

Preamble.
Preamble

INTERNATIONAL
AGREEMENT
WHEAT AGREEMENT
INTERNATIONAL WHEAT
The
Governments parties
parties to
to this
this Agreement,
Agreement,
The Governments
Intending
overcome the
the serious
serious hardship
hardship
to overcome
Intending to
and consumers
consumers by
by burdensome
burdensome surpluses
surpluses and
and
and

Text.

Text.

caused
caused
critical
critical

to producers
producers
to
shortages
of
shortages of

wheat, and
Having resolved
it is
is desirable
conclude an
an international
international
to conclude
desirable to
that it
resolved that
Having
wheat
for this purpose,
purpose,
agreement for
wheat agreement
Have agreed as follows:
Have
PART 11-GENERAL
GENERAL

ARTICLE II
ARTICLE
Objectives
Objectives
The objectives
of this
this Agreement
Agreement are
are to
to assure
assure supplies
supplies of
of wheat
wheat
The
objectives of
to
importing
countries
and
markets
for
wheat
to
exporting
countries
countries
to
exporting
wheat
for
to importing countries and markets
at
and stable
stable prices.
prices.
at equitable
equitable and

II
ARTICLE II
ARTICLE
Definitions
Definitions
1. For
For the
purposes of
of this
this Agreement:
Agreement:
the purposes
1.
Price Equivalents"
means the
Committee
the Committee
Equivalents" means
on Price
Committee on
Advisory Committee
""Advisory
established under
XV.
under Article
Article XV.
established

Post,
p. 2191.
P
i

p.219L
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"Bushel"
means sixty pounds
avoirdupois.
pounds avoirdupois.
"Bushel" means
"Carrying
charges" means
means the
incurred for
for storage,
storage, interest
interest
costs incurred
the costs
"Carrying charges"
and
insurance in
holding wheat.
in holding
and insurance
"C.
means cost and freight.
f." means
"C. & f."
"Council"
the International
Council established
by
established by
Wheat Council
International Wheat
means the
"Council" means
Post,
2188.
Pot, p.
p. 2188.

Article XIII.

Post,
Post, p. 2185.
2185.

that in Article
it means in respect
Article VII
VII it
respect of Australia and Uruguay the

"Crop-year"
the period
from August
August 1
1 to
31, except
except
to July
July 31,
period from
means the
"Crop-year" means

P
ost, p.
2190.
Pot,
p. 2190.
Post, p.
2178.
p. 2178
Po,

Post, p.
2195.
Po,
p. 2195.

Post,
2177.
Pot, p.
p. 2177.

Post, p.
2195.
Pot,
p. 2195.

period
respect of the United
1 to November
November 30 and in respect
December 1
period from
from December
States
of
America
the
period
July
1
June
30.
June
30.
July
1
to
from
States of America the period
"Executive
established under
Committee" means the Committee established
"Executive Committee"
Article XIV.
"Exporting
country" means,
means, as the context requires, either (i) the
"Exporting country"
Government
B to Article
Government of a
acountry
country listed in Annex B
Article III which has
accepted or acceded
Agreement and has not withdrawn thereacceded to this Agreement
accepted
from, or (ii) that country itself and the territories
territories in respect of which
which
Government apply under
under Article
of its Government
obligations of
and obligations
the rights and
XXIII.
XXIII.
"F.a.q."
means fair average
average quality.
"F.a.q." means
means free on
ocean vessel.
on board ocean
"F.o.b." means
"Guaranteed
means in
relation to an
importing country
country
an importing
in relation
quantity" means
"Guaranteed quantity"
its
guaranteed purchases
purchases for
to an exportrelation-to
for aacrop-year
crop-year and in relation
its guaranteed
ing
country its guaranteed
guaranteed sales
sales for a
acrop-year.
ing country
"Importing
country" means,
means, as
either (i) the
as the
the context requires, either
"Importing country"
Government of aacountry listed in Annex A to Article III which has
Government
accepted
withdrawn thereAgreement and has not withdrawn
acceded to this Agreement
accepted or acceded
from, or (ii) that
that country
respect of which
country itself and the territories in respect
obligations of its Government
under Article
Article
Government apply under
the rights and obligations
XXIII.
XXIII.
"International
Trade Organization"
Organization proOrganization" means
means the Organization
"International Trade
vided for in the Havana Charter, dated March 24, 1948,[1]
1948,11 or, pending the establishment
that Organization,
Interim Commission [']
[
1]
Organization, the Interim
establishment of that
established by a
aresolution adopted by the United Nations Conference
Conference
on Trade and Employment held in Havana
Havana from November
November 21,
21, 1947
to March 24, 1948.
"Marketing
costs" means
means all usual charges incurred
incurred in procurement,
procurement,
"Marketing costs"
marketing, chartering,
chartering, and forwarding.
"Metric ton" means
means 36.74371 bushels.
"Old
wheat" means wheat harvested
harvested more than two months
"Old crop wheat"
prior to the beginning
beginning of the current
crop-year of the exporting
current crop-year
exporting
country
concerned.
country concerned.
"Territory"
exporting or importing
"Territory" in relation
relation to an
an exporting
importing country
includes any territory
obligations
territory in respect of which the rights and obligations
under this Agreement
Government of that country
country apply
Agreement of the Government
under Article
Article XXIII.
"Transaction"
means a
import into an importing
importing country
a sale for import
"Transaction" means
of wheat exported
exported or to be exported
exported from an exporting country, or
the quantity of such wheat so sold,
sold, as the context requires. Where
3117.
' Department of
of State publication
publication 3117.
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a transaction
made in this Agreement
reference
reference is made
Agreement to a
transaction between
between an
understood
be
shall
it
country,
and an importing
exporting
country and
it
understood
exporting country
government
the
to
refer not
only to
to transactions
transactions between
between
government of an
not only
to refer
exporting
country and
and the
the government
government of an importing country
country but
but
exporting country
transactions
to
and
traders
also
transactions
private traders
between private
transactions between
to transactions
also to
government of an exporting or an
between a
a private
private trader
trader and
and the government
between
importing country.
country. In
"government" shall be deemed
deemed
definition "government"
this definition
In this
importing
territory in respect
of any
any territory
to
the government
government of
respect of which the
include the
to include
rights
obligations of
any Government
Government accepting
accepting or acceding
acceding to
to
of any
and obligations
rights and
XXIII.
this
Agreement apply
under Article
Article XXIII.
apply under
this Agreement
"Unfulfilled
guaranteed quantity"
quantity" means
means the difference
difference between
between the
"Unfulfilled guaranteed
Article
with
in
accordance
quantities
entered in
Council's records
records
accordance
in the
the Council's
quantities entered
crop-year
a
for
country
importing
IV
respect of
of any
or importing
acrop-year and
exporting or
any exporting
in respect
IV in
that country's
country's guaranteed
quantity for
for that
that crop-year.
crop-year.
guaranteed quantity
that
"Wheat" includes
grain and, except
except in Article VI, wheatwheat grain
includes wheat
"Wheat"
flour.
flour.
2.
Seventy-two units
by weight
be deemed
deemed to
to
shall be
wheat-flour shall
of wheat-flour
weight of
units by
2. Seventy-two
all
grain
wheat
be
equivalent
to
one
hundred
units
by
weight
of
wheat
grain
in
of
be equivalent to one hundred units by weight
calculations relating
relating to
guaranteed purchases
purchases or
or guaranteed
guaranteed sales,
to guaranteed
calculations
otherwise.
decides otherwise.
unless the
Council decides
the Council
unless

2175

Po
Post, p. 2195.
,p. 2196.

t p. 2178.
Post,
' P 2178P.
Post, p.
2182.
p.2182.
Po,
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PART 2-RIGHTS AND OBLIGATIONS
ARTICLE III
III
ARTICLE

Guaranteed Sales
Guaranteed
Purchases and
and Guaranteed
Sales
Guaranteed Purchases
1.
of wheat
set out
in Annex
to this
this Article
Article for
for
A to
Annex A
out in
wheat set
quantities of
The quantities
1. The
each
importing
country
represent,
subject
to
any
increase
or
reduction
reduction
or
increase
to
any
each importing country represent, subject
Agreement,
this Agreement,
made in
accordance with
the provisions
of Part
Part 3
of this
3 of
provisions of
with the
in accordance
made
the
guaranteed
purchases
of
that
country
for
each
of
the
four
cropfour cropthe
of
each
for
the guaranteed purchases of that country
years covered
covered by
this Agreement.
Agreement.
by this
years
2. The
of wheat
set out
in Annex
to this
this Article
Article for
for
B to
Annex B
out in
wheat set
quantities of
The quantities
2.
reduction
each
exporting
country
represent,
subject
to
any
increase
or
reduction
or
increase
each exporting country represent, subject to any
made in
in accordance
accordance with
the provisions
of Part
Part 3
of this
this Agreement,
Agreement,
3 of
provisions of
with the
made
crop-years
four
the
the
guaranteed
sales
of
that
country
for
each
of
the
of
each
for
the guaranteed sales of that country
covered by
Agreement.
this Agreement.
by this
covered
3. The
guaranteed purchases
purchases of
an importing
importing country
represent
country represent
of an
The guaranteed
3.
the
maximum
quantity
of
wheat
which,
subject
to
deduction
of
the
of the
deduction
to
the maximum quantity of wheat which, subject
amount
of
the
transactions
entered
in
the
Council's
records
in
acacin
records
Council's
the
in
amount of the transactions entered
cordance
with
Article
IV
against
those
guaranteed
purchases,
purchases,
cordance with Article IV against those guaranteed
(a)
importing country
may be
be required
required by
by the
Council, as
as
the Council,
country may
that importing
(a) that
provided
in
Article
V,
to
purchase
from
the
exporting
countries
countries
exporting
the
provided in Article V, to purchase from
at
consistent with
with the
the minimum
minimum prices
prices specified
specified in
or
in or
prices consistent
at prices
determined
Article VI,
VI, or
or
under Article
determined under
(b)
the exporting
exporting countries
may be
required by
by the
the Council,
as
Council, as
be required
countries may
(b) the
provided in
V, to
to sell
sell to
to that
that importing
country at
prices
at prices
importing country
Article V,
in Article
provided
consistent
with the
the maximum
specified in
determined
or determined
in or
prices specified
maximum prices
consistent with
under
VI.
Article VI.
under Article

Post, p. 2177.
217.
Pot,.
Post, p. 2188.
p. 2188.
Pos

Pose, p. 2178.
p.2178.
P,
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4.
The guaranteed
sales of
of an
country represent
represent the
the
4. The
guaranteed sales
an exporting
exporting country
maximum quantity
quantity of
which, subject
to
deduction
of
the
amount
maximum
of wheat
wheat which,
subject to deduction of the amount
of
the transactions
transactions entered
of the
the Council's
Council's records
records in
in accordance
accordance with
with
entered in
in the
Article IV
IV against
those guaranteed
guaranteed sales,
sales,
Article
against those

Post,
Post, p.
p. 2182.
2182.

(a)
required by
by the
the Council,
Council, as
as
(a) that
that exporting
exporting country
country may
may be
be required
provided
Article V,
V, to
to the
the importing
at
prices
provided in
in Article
to sell
sell to
importing countries
countries at prices
consistent
with the
prices specified
specified in
in or
or determined
determined
consistent with
the maximum
maximum prices
under Article
VI, or
under
Article VI,
or

(b)
(b) the
the importing
importing countries
countries may
be required
by the
the Council,
Council, as
may be
required by
as
provided in Article
provided
Article V,
V, to
to purchase
purchase from
that exporting
exporting country
country
from that
at prices
prices consistent
consistent with
with the
the minimum
specified in
in or
at
minimum prices
prices specified
or
determined under
determined
under Article
Article VI.
VI.
5. If
If an
exercising its
its right
right to
an importing
importing country
country finds
finds difficulty
difficulty in
in exercising
to
purchase its
its unfulfilled
unfulfilled guaranteed
at prices
purchase
guaranteed quantities
quantities at
prices consistent
consistent
with the
the maximum
maximum prices
prices specified
specified in
or determined
determined under
Article VI
VI
in or
under Article
or an exporting
exporting country
country finds
finds difficulty
in exercising
its right
right to
sell
difficulty in
exercising its
to sell
its unfulfilled
unfulfilled guaranteed
guaranteed quantities
quantities at
with the
the
at prices
prices consistent
consistent with
minimum prices so specified
specified or determined,
determined, it
it may
may have
have resort
resort to
to the
the
procedure in
in Article
procedure
Article V.
V.
6.
countries are
6. Exporting
Exporting countries
are under
obligation to
to sell
sell any
any wheat
wheat
under no
no obligation
under
under this
unless required
do so
so as
as provided
provided in
in Article
V
this Agreement
Agreement unless
required to
to do
Article V
at prices
prices consistent
consistent with
with the
the maximum
maximum prices
prices specified
specified in
or deterdeterin or
Importing countries
mined under Article VI. Importing
countries are
are under
no obligation
obligation
under no
to purchase
purchase any wheat
wheat under
under this
this Agreement
required to
to do
do so
Agreement unless
unless required
so
as provided
provided in
in Article
Article V
V at
at prices
with the
the minimum
prices
prices consistent
consistent with
minimum prices
specified
in or
or determined
determined under
specified in
under Article
Article VI.
VI.
7.
The quantity,
if any,
any, of
of wheat-flour
wheat-flour to
to be
be supplied
supplied by
the
7. The
quantity, if
by the
exporting
country
and
accepted
by
the
importing
country
against
exporting country and accepted by the importing country against
their respective
subject to the
respective guaranteed
guaranteed quantities shall, subject
the provisions
provisions
of
Article V,
between the
the buyer
buyer and
and
of Article
V, be
be determined
determined by
by agreement
agreement between
seller in
in each
transaction.
seller
each transaction.
8. Exporting
Exporting and importing
their
importing countries
countries shall be free to fulfill their
guaranteed
guaranteed quantities through private trade channels
channels or otherwise.
otherwise.
Nothing in this Agreement
Agreement shall
shall be
be construed
construed to
to exempt
exempt any
any private
private
trader
from
any
laws
or regulations
otherwise subject.
trader
regulations to which
which he is otherwise
subject.

63 STAT.]
STAT.]
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ANNEX A TO ARTICLE
ARTICLE III
Guaranteed Purchases
Purchases
Guaranteed

1 to July 31
Crop-year
Crop-year August 1

1949/60
1949/50
....

Austria
Austria
Belgium
Bolivia
Bolivia
Brazil
Brazil
Ceylon
China
Colombia
Cuba
Denmark
Denmark
Dominican Republic
Republic
Dominican
Ecuador
Ecuador
Egypt
Egypt
El
Salvador
El Salvador
Greece
Greece
Guatemala
Guatemala
India
India

30
30
190
190
11
428
10
1, 042

Ireland
Ireland
Israel
Italy
Italy
Lebanon
Lebanon
Liberia
Liberia
Mexico
Mexico
Netherlands**
Netherlands**
New
Zealand
New Zealand
Nicaragua
Nicaragua
Norway
Norway
Panama
Panama
Paraguay
Paraguay
Peru
Peru
Philippines
Philippines
Portugal
Portugal
Saudi
Arabia
Saudi Arabia
Sweden
Sweden
Switzerland
Switzerland
Union
Africa
South Africa
of South
Union of
United
Kingdom
United Kingdom
Venezuela
Venezuela

275
100
1,
1, 100
100
65
1
1
170
170
700
700
125
125
8
8
210
210
17
17
60
60
200
200
196
196
120
120
50
50
75
75
175
175
300
300
4,
819
4, 819
90
90

Total
countries)
(37 countries)
Total (37

1950/51
1930151

1951/52
1951/32

..thousands of
of metric
metric tons*

300
550
75
360
80
200
20
202
44
20

12,
418
12,418

300
550
75
360
80
200
20
202
44
20
30
30
190
11
428
10
1, 042
1,042
275
100
100
1, 100
65
1
1
170
170
700
700
125
125

88
210
210
17
17
60
60
200
200

196
120
120
50
75
75
175
175
300
300
4,
819
4,819
90
12, 418
12,418

300
550
75
360
80
200
200
20
202
202
44
20
30
30
190
11
428
10
1,
042
1,042

275
275
100
1,
100
1,100
65
11
170
170
700
700
125
125
88
210
210
17
17
60
60
200
200
196
120
120
50
75
75
175
175
300
4, 819
819
4,
90
90
12, 418
12,418

1952/63
1952/63
.....
300
550
75
360
360
80
200
20
202
44
20
30
30
190
11
428
10
1, 042
1,042

Equivalent in
Equivalent
bushels for each
each
crop-year
crop-year

11,023,113
11, 023, 113
20,209,040
20, 209, 040
2, 755, 778
13,
227, 736
13,227,736
2,939,497
2, 939, 497
7, 348, 742
734, 874
7,422,229
7, 422, 229
1, 616, 723
734, 874
1,
311
1, 102,
102,311

6, 981, 305
404,181
404, 181
15,726,308
15,
726, 308
367,437
367, 437
38, 286, 946
38,286,946
10,104,520
275 10,
104, 520
3,674,371
100
3, 674, 371
100 40,418,081
40, 418, 081
1, 100
2, 388, 341
65
36,
744
36,744
11
170
6, 246, 431
6,246,431
170
700
25, 720, 597
700 25,720,597
125
4, 592, 964
4,592,964
125
293,950
88
293, 950
210
7, 716, 179
7,716,179
210
624, 643
624,643
17
60
2, 204, 623
2,204,623
60
200
7, 348, 742
7,348,742
200
7,201,767
7, 201, 767
196
4, 409, 245
4,409,245
120
1,
837, 185
1,837,185
50
2, 755, 778
2,755,778
75
175
6, 430, 149
6,430,149
175
300 11,
023, 113
11,023,113
4, 819 177,067,938
177, 067, 938
4,819
3, 306, 934
3,306,934
90
12,
418 456,283,389
456, 283, 389
12,418

Unless the
the Connell
otherwise, 72
shall be deemed
deemed equivalent
100
equivalent to 100
wheat-flour shall
72 metric tons of wheat-flour
decides otherwise,
Council decides
*Unless
metric tons
tons of
wheat for
for the
the purpose
relating quantities
quantities of
wilted-Hour to
the quantities
quantities specified
specified in
in this
this
to the
of wheat-flour
of relating
purpose of
of wheat
metric
Annex.
Quantity listed
listed for
for The
Netherlands includes
75,000 metric
metric tons
tons or
or 2,755,778
bushels
2,765.778 bushel
crop-year 75,000
for each
each crop-year
includes for
The Netherlands
"Quantity
for Indonesia.
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ANNEX
III
ARTICLE III
ANNEX B
B TO
TO ARTICLE
Guaranteed
Guaranteed Sales
Sales
Crop-year
August 11to
to Slily
July 31
Crop-year August

1949/50
1949/50

1950/51
1950/51

1951/52

1952/53

. . ..thousands
thousands of metric
metric tons*
tons' .....
....

Australia
Australia
Canada
Canada
France
France
United
of America**
America**
United States
States of
Uruguay
Uruguay
Total
Total

2, 177
177
2,
5, 527
5,
527
90
90
4, 574
4,574
50
50

2,
2, 177
177
5,
527
5, 527
90
90

12, 418
12,418

2,
177
2, 177
5,
527
5,527
90
90

Equivalent in
Equivalent
bushels
bushels for each
crop-year
crop-year

4,
574
4,574
50
50

2, 177
2,
177
5, 527
527
5,
90
90
4, 574
574
4,
50
50

4, 574
4,574
50
50

80, 000, 000
80,000,000
203, 069, 635
203,069,635
3, 306, 934
3,306,934
168,
069, 635
168,069,635
1,
837, 185
185
1, 837,

12,
418
12,418

12,
418
12,418

12,
418
12,418

456, 283, 389
456,283,389

*Unless the Council decides
otherwise, 72 metric tons of wheat-flour
wheat-flour shall be deemed equivalent to 100
100
decides otherwise,
metric tons of wheat for the purpose of
of relating
wheat-flour to the quantities
quantities specified in this
relating quantities of wheat-flour
Annex.
**In the event of the provisions
invoked by reason
reason of a
a short
it will
"In
provisions of Article X being invoked
short crop It
will be recognized
recognized
that these guaranteed
guaranteed sales
sales do not include
Occupied Area
Area for
include the minimum
minimum requirements
requirements of wheat of any Occupied
which the United States of America
America has, or may assume,
assume, supply responsibility,
of
responsibility, and that the necessity
necessity of
meeting these requirements
factors considered
considered in determining
determining the ability of the United
United
requirements will be one of the factors
States of America to deliver its guaranteed
Agreement,
guaranteed sales under this Agreement.

ARTICLE IV
ARTICLE
IV
Recording of
Against Guaranteed
Guaranteed Quantities
Quantities
Recording
of Transactions
Transactions Against
1.
keep records
records for each
crop-year of
1. The Council shall keep
each crop-year
of those
those transactions and parts of transactions
guarantransactions in wheat
wheat which are
are part
part of the
the guaranteed quantities in Annexes
Annexes A
A and B
Article III.
B to Article
2.
A transaction
transaction or part
an
2. A
part of aatransaction
transaction in
in wheat
wheat grain between an
exporting country and an importing
importing country
country shall be entered
exporting
entered in
in the
countries
Council's records against the guaranteed quantities of those
those countries
for a
a crop-year:

t , p.
Pod,
p. 2182.
2182.

Po

(a)
it is
price not
not higher
the maximum
maximum
(a) provided
provided that
that (i)
(i) it
is at
at a
a price
higher than
than the
nor
minimum specified
specified in or
determined under
under
nor lower than
than the
the minimum
or determined
Article VI for that crop-year, and (ii) the exporting country
country and
the importing country have not agreed that it shall not be entered against their
quantities; and
their guaranteed
guaranteed quantities;
and
(b) to the extent that (i) both the exporting and the importing
importing counconcerned have unfulfilled
unfulfilled guaranteed
quantities for that
that
try concerned
guaranteed quantities
crop-year, and (ii) the loading
loading period specified
specified in the transaction
transaction
falls within that crop-year.
crop-year.

Ask, p. 2175.
A4te,
p. 217&

Pod, p:2182.
Po',
p.21.

3. If the exporting
exporting country and the importing country concerned
concerned so
a transaction
a transaction
transaction made under an agreement
agree, a
transaction or part of a
agreement
for the purchase and sale of wheat
entry into
wheat entered
entered into prior
prior to the
the entry
2 of this Agreement
Agreement shall, irrespective
irrespective of price but subject
subject
force of Part 2
to the conditions in (b) of
entered
of paragraph
paragraph 2
2 of this
this Article,
Article, also be
be entered
in the Council's records
quantities of those
records against the guaranteed
guaranteed quantities
countries.
countries.
4.
a commercial
commercial contract
4. If a
contract or governmental
governmental agreement
agreement on the sale
wheat-flour contains
contains a
astatement, or if the exporting
exporting
and purchase of wheat-flour
importing country concerned inform
inform the Council
Council that
that
country and the importing
they are agreed, that the price of such wheat-flour
wheat-flour is consistent
with
consistent with
the prices specified
specified in or determined
determined under Article VI, the wheat grain
wheat-flour shall, subject to the conditions
equivalent of such wheat-flour
conditions pre-
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paragraph 2
2 of this Article, be entered
scribed in (a) (ii) and (b) of paragraph
entered in
the Council's
Council's records
against the
guaranteed quantities
of those
those counthe
records against
the guaranteed
quantities of
governmental agreement
agreement does
tries. If
If the
the commercial
tries.
commercial contract
contract or governmental
does
not
contain a
of the
referred to
to above
the exportabove and
and the
exportnot contain
a statement
statement of
the nature
nature referred
and the importing
country concerned
concerned do not
not agree
ing country and
importing country
agree that
the
the wheat-flour
consistent with
with the
the prices
in or
or
prices specified
specified in
wheat-flour is
is consistent
the price
price of
of the
of those
those countries may, unless
determined
Article VI,
VI, either
either of
determined under
under Article
grain equivalent
they
they have
have agreed
agreed that the wheat
wheat grain
equivalent of that wheat-flour
wheat-flour
against their
shall
not be
be entered
entered in
records against
their guaranteed
guaranteed
in the
the Council's
Council's records
shall not
Council to
to decide
decide the issue. Should the Counquantities, request the
the Council
quantities,
cil, on
on consideration
such aa request,
decide that
price of
of such
such
that the
the price
of such
request, decide
cil,
consideration of
wheat-flour is
is consistent
prices specified
specified in
in or
or determined
determined
with the
the prices
wheat-flour
consistent with
under
Article VI,
wheat grain
grain equivalent
equivalent of
of the
the wheat-flour
wheat-flour shall
shall
under Article
VI, the
the wheat
be
against the
the guaranteed
quantities of
the exporting
exporting and
and imimof the
guaranteed quantities
be entered
entered against
porting
countries
concerned,
subject
to
the
conditions
prescribed
in
(b)
porting countries concerned, subject to the conditions prescribed in (b)
of
paragraph
2
of
this
Article.
Should
the
Council,
on
consideration
on
consideration
of paragraph 2 of this Article. Should the Council,
of
such a
a request,
decide that
that the
price of
of such
wheat-flour is
is inconinconsuch wheat-flour
the price
request, decide
of such
VI,
the
under
Article
sistent
with
the
prices
specified
in
or
determined
under
Article
or
determined
sistent with the prices specified in
so
entered.
shall
not
be
wheat
grain
equivalent
of
the
wheat-flour
be
entered.
of
the
wheat-flour
wheat grain equivalent
5. The
Council shall
procedure, in
accordance
in accordance
of procedure,
rules of
prescribe rules
shall prescribe
The Council
5.
transwith
the following
following provisions,
provisions, for
for the
the reporting
reporting and
of transrecording of
and recording
with the
actions
which are
part of
of the
the guaranteed
guaranteed quantities:
quantities:
are part
actions which
transaction, between an exporting
of aatransaction,
or part
part of
(a) Any
Any transaction
transaction or
(a)
paragraph
under paragraph
qualifying under
country and
importing country,
country, qualifying
and an
an importing
country
2,
3,
or
4
of
this
Article
to
form
part
of
the
guaranteed
quantities
quantities
guaranteed
of
the
part
to
form
Article
this
2, 3, or 4 of
such
within such
of
the Council
Council within
to the
be reported
reported to
shall be
countries shall
of those
those countries
period
and in
in such
detail and
or both
of those
countries
those countries
both of
one or
and by
by one
such detail
period and
as the
the Council
Council shall
shall lay
down in
rules of
of procedure.
procedure.
its rules
in its
lay down
as
(b) Any
transaction or
part of
of a
atransaction
reported in
in accordance
accordance
transaction reported
or part
(b)
Any transaction
with the
the provisions
provisions of
of subparagraph
be entered
entered in
in the
the
shall be
(a) shall
subparagraph (a)
with
Council's records
against the
the guaranteed
quantities of
of the
the
guaranteed quantities
records against
Council's
exporting country
the importing
between which
which
country between
importing country
and the
country and
exporting
the
is made.
made.
the transaction
transaction is
(c)
The order
which transactions
and parts
transactions shall
shall
of transactions
parts of
transactions and
in which
order in
(c) The
be
entered in
in the
the Council's
records against
the guaranteed
guaranteed
against the
Council's records
be entered
quantities
shall be
prescribed by
the Council
its rules
rules of
of
in its
Council in
by the
be prescribed
quantities shall
procedure.
procedure.
(d) The
The Council
Council shall,
within a
to be
be prescribed
in its
its rules
rules of
of
prescribed in
time to
a time
shall, within
(d)
procedure, notify
notify each
country and
and each
importing
each importing
exporting country
each exporting
procedure,
country of
of the
of any
any transaction
part of
of aatransaction
transaction
or part
transaction or
entry of
the entry
country
in the
records against
against the
the guaranteed
of
quantities of
guaranteed quantities
the Council's
Council's records
in
that country.
country.
that
(e) If,
If, within
within a
aperiod
period which
which the
the Council
Council shall
prescribe in
rules
in its
its rules
shall prescribe
(e)
of
the importing
or the
exporting country
country
the exporting
country or
importing country
procedure, the
of procedure,
concerned objects
objects in
respect to
the entry
of a
atransaction
transaction or
or
entry of
to the
any respect
in any
concerned
part of
of a
atransaction
transaction, in
the Council's
Council's records
records against
against its
guaranits guaranin the
part
teed quantities,
the Council
shall review
the matter
matter and,
and, if
it
if it
review the
Council shall
quantities, the
teed
decides
that the
the objection
well founded,
amend its
its
shall amend
founded, shall
is well
objection is
decides that
records accordingly.
accordingly.
records
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(f)
any exporting
importing country
considers it
probable
it probable
exporting or
or importing
country considers
(f) If
If any
that the
the full
full amount
wheat already
already entered
entered in
in the
the Council's
Council's
that
amount of
of wheat
records
quantity for
the current
cropfor the
current cropagainst its
its guaranteed
guaranteed quantity
records against
year
will
not
be
loaded
within
that
crop-year,
that
country
may
year will not be loaded within that crop-year, that country may
request
the
Council
to
make
appropriate
reductions
in
the
request the Council to make appropriate reductions in the
amounts
entered
in
its
records.
The
Council
shall
consider
consider
amounts entered in its records. The
,the matter
that the
the request is justified,
justified, shall
and, if
if it
it decides
decides that
,the
matter and,
amend its records accordingly.
accordingly.
amend
(g)
Any wheat
purchased by
by an
an importing
importing country
country from an exportexportwheat purchased
(g) Any
ing
country and
resold to
to another
another importing
importing country
country may,
may, by
by
ing country
and resold
agreement of
the importing
importing countries
countries concerned,
concerned, be entered
entered
of the
agreement
against the
of the
importing
the importing
guaranteed purchases
purchases of
against
the unfulfilled
unfulfilled guaranteed
country to which the wheat
wheat is finally resold provided
provided that a
a
country
corresponding reduction
amount entered
entered against
against
in the
the amount
reduction is made in
corresponding
purchases of the first importing
importing country.
the guaranteed
guaranteed purchases
Council shall send
and importing
countries,
importing countries,
send to
to all exporting
exporting and
(h) The Council
Council may prescribe
weekly or at such
such other interval as the Council
procedure, aa statement
amounts entered
entered
statement of the amounts
in its rules
rules of procedure,
quantities.
guaranteed quantities.
in its records against guaranteed
(i)
Council shall notify all exporting and importing countries
(i) The Council
guaranteed quantity of any exporting
immediately when
when the guaranteed
crop-year has been fulfilled.
or importing country for any crop-year
6. Each exporting
exporting country
country and each importing country
country may be
permitted,
fulfillment of its guaranteed
guaranteed quantities,
degree of
of
quantities, a
a degree
permitted, in
in the fulfillment
tolerance
prescribed by
Council for that country on the basis
tolerance to
to be
be prescribed
by the
the Council
of the size of its guaranteed
relevant factors.
factors.
guaranteed quantities
quantities and other relevant
ARTICLE
V
ARTICLE V
Enforcement
Enforcement of Rights
1. (a) Any
country which finds
difficulty in purchasing
purchasing
1.
Any importing
importing country
finds difficulty
guaranteed quantity for any crop
crop year
year at
its unfulfilled guaranteed
at prices
prices
consistent with the maximum
maximum prices specified
specified in or deterconsistent
mined under Article VI may request the Council's
Council's help in
making the
the desired
purchases.
making
desired purchases.
(b)
Within three days of the receipt of a
request under sub(b) Within
a request
paragraph (a) the Secretary
Council shall notify
paragraph
Secretary of the Council
those exporting
exporting countries which have
have unfulfilled
unfulfilled guaranteed
guaranteed
quantities
quantities for the relevant crop-year of the amount of the
unfulfilled guaranteed
guaranteed quantity of the importing
importing country
unfulfilled
country
requested the Council's help and invite them to
which has requested
offer to sell wheat at prices consistent
consistent with the maximum
maximum
specified in
prices specified
in or
or determined
determined under
under Article
Article VI.
(c)
fourteen days of the
Secretary
(c) If within fourteen
the notification
notification by the Secretary
of the Council
Council under
under subparagraph
subparagraph (b) the whole of the unfulfilled
fulfilled guaranteed
guaranteed quantity of the importing
importing country concerned,
cerned, or such part thereof as in the opinion of the Council
Council
is reasonable
reasonable at the time the request is made, has not been
been
offered for sale, the Council, having regard to any circumcircumoffered
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stances
the exporting
exporting and
and the importing countrie
countriess
which the
stances which

may wish to submit for consideration and in particular to
the industrial programs of any country as well as to the
normal traditional volume
volume and ratio of imports
imports of wheatimporting
by
the
flour and wheat grain imported
importing country
country
the quantities,
decide
concerned,
shall,
within
seven
days,
decide
quantities,
within
concerned,
and also if requested
requested to do so the quality and grade, of
appropriate for
which it is appropriate
wheat
grain
wheat-flour which
and/or wheat-flour
wheat
sell
to
countries
each
or
any
of
the
exporting
to that imexporting
each
crop-year.
relevant
porting
country
for
loading
during
relevant
the
loading
porting country
decision
Each
country required by the Council's
Council's decision
exporting country
Each exporting
quantities of wheat grain
under
subparagraph (c) to offer quantities
under subparagraph
and/or wheat-flour
wheat-flour for sale to the importing
importing country shall,
decision, offer to
within thirty days from the date of that decision,
importing country for loading
quantities to such importing
sell those
those quantities
during
relevant crop-year
prices consistent with the
crop-year at prices
the relevant
during the
determined under Article
Article VI
specified in or determined
prices specified
maximum prices
and,
otherwise, on the same
and, unless those countries agree otherwise,
conditions
payment is to
currency in which payment
the currency
regarding the
conditions regarding
be made
prevail generally
generally between
between them at that time.
made as prevail
be
If no
trade relations have hitherto existed
existed between
between the
no trade
If
exporting country
country and the importing country
country concerned
concerned and
exporting
if
countries fail to agree on the currency
currency in which
which
if those countries
payment is to
Council shall decide
decide the issue.
to be made, the Council
payment
In
case of
between an exporting
exporting country
country and an
of disagreement
disagreement between
In case
wheat-flour to be inimporting
country on the quantity of wheat-flour
importing country
cluded in
particular transaction
transaction being
negotiated in comcombeing negotiated
a particular
in a
cluded
pliance
the Council's
decision under subparagraph
(c),
subparagraph (c),
Council's decision
with the
pliance with
or
on
the
relation
of
the
price
wheat-flour
the
to
wheat-flour
such
of
price
the
of
relation
the
on
or
maximum
prices of
wheat grain specified in or determined
determined
of wheat
maximum prices
under
Article VI,
which the wheat
wheat
conditions on which
the conditions
on the
or on
VI, or
under Article
grain
and/or wheat-flour
wheat-flour shall
shall be
bought and sold, the matter
matter
be bought
grain and/or
shall
be referred
the Council
decision.
for decision.
Council for
to the
referred to
shall be
Any
exporting
country
which
finds
in selling
selling its
its
difficulty in
Any exporting country which finds difficulty
unfulfilled
guaranteed
quantity
for
any
crop-year
at
prices
unfulfilled guaranteed quantity for any crop-year at prices
consistent
with the
the minimum
minimum prices
prices specified
in or
deteror deterspecified in
consistent with
mined
Article VI
may request
Council's help in
the Council's
request the
VI may
under Article
mined under
making the desired sales.
Within
days of
of the
the receipt
receipt of
of a
under subsubrequest under
a request
three days
Within three
paragraph
(a) the
the Secretary
of the
the Council
notify
shall notify
Council shall
Secretary of
paragraph (a)
those
importing countries
countries which
guaranteed
unfulfilled guaranteed
have unfulfilled
which have
those importing
quantities
relevant crop-year
of the
of the
the
amount of
the amount
crop-year of
the relevant
for the
quantities for
unfulfilled
quantity of
of the
exporting country
country
the exporting
guaranteed quantity
unfulfilled guaranteed
which
requested the
Council's help
and invite
them to
to
invite them
help and
the Council's
has requested
which has
offer
to purchase
at prices
the minimum
minimum
with the
consistent with
prices consistent
wheat at
purchase wheat
offer to
prices
specified in
in or
or determined
determined under
under Article
Article VI.
VI.
prices specified
If
within
fourteen
days
of
the
notification
by
the Secretary
Secretary
If within fourteen days of the notification by the
of
the
Council
under
subparagraph
(b)
the
whole
of
unthe unof the Council under subparagraph (b) the whole of the
fulfilled
guaranteed
quantity
of
the
exporting
country
conconfulfilled guaranteed quantity of the exporting country
may
theindustrial
wish to submit
programs
for of
consideration
any country
and
as in
well
particular
as to the
to

(d)
(d)

(e)
(e)

2.
(a)
2. (a)

(b)
(b)

(c)
(c)
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cerned, or
or such
such part
part thereof
thereof as
in the
the opinion
of the
the Council
cerned,
as in
opinion of
Council
is
reasonable
at
the
time
the
request
is
made,
has
is reasonable at the time the request is made, has not
not been
been
purchased,
the Council,
Council, having
regard to
to any
any circumstances
circumstances
purchased, the
having regard
which
and the
the importing
countries may
importing countries
may wish
wish
which the
the exporting
exporting and
to
submit
for
consideration
and
in
particular
to
the
industrial
to submit for consideration and in particular to the industrial
programs of
as well
well as
as to
to the
the normal
normal traditional
traditional
programs
of any
any country
country as
volume
and
ratio
of
imports
of
wheat-flour
and
wheat
grain
volume and ratio of imports of wheat-flour and wheat grain
imported
by
the
importing
countries
concerned,
shall,
within
imported by the importing countries concerned, shall, within
'seven
decide the
also if
if requested
requested to
to
seven days,
days, decide
the quantities,
quantities, and
and also
do
so
the
quality
and
grade,
of
wheat
grain
and/or
wheatdo so the quality and grade, of wheat grain and/or wheatflour which
appropriate for
each or
or any
any of
of the
the importing
importing
it is
is appropriate
for each
flour
which it
countries
to
purchase
from
that
exporting
country
for
loading
countries to purchase from that exporting country for loading
during
the
relevant
crop-year.
during the relevant crop-year.
(d) Each
Each importing
importing country
country required
required by
by the
the Council's
Council's decision
decision
(d)
under
(c) to
to purchase
purchase quantities
quantities of
of
to offer
offer to
under subparagraph
subparagraph (c)
wheat grain
and/or wheat-flour
wheat-flour from
from the
the exporting
exporting country
wheat
grain and/or
country
shall,
within thirty
of that
that decision,
offer
shall, within
thirty days
days from
from the
the date
date of
decision, offer
to
from such
such exporting
exporting country
country
to purchase
purchase those
those quantities
quantities from
for
relevant crop-year
at prices
prices consistent
consistent
for loading
loading during
during the
the relevant
crop-year at
with the
the minimum
minimum prices
specified in
in or
determined under
under
with
prices specified
or determined
Article VI
and, unless
unless those
those countries
agree otherwise,
otherwise, on
Article
VI and,
countries agree
on
the
conditions regarding
the currency
currency in
in which
which paypaythe same
same conditions
regarding the
ment is
is to
to be
be made
as prevail
prevail generally
generally between
between them
them at
at that
ment
made as
that
time.
trade relations
have hitherto
hitherto existed
existed between
between
time. If
If no
no trade
relations have
the
and the
importing country
country concerned
concerned
the exporting
exporting country
country and
the importing
and
if those
countries fail
fail to
the currency
currency in
in which
and if
those countries
to agree
agree on
on the
which
payment is
is to
to be
Council shall
shall decide
decide the
the issue.
issue.
payment
be made,
made, the
the Council
(e) In
disagreement between
(e)
In case of disagreement
between an
an exporting
exporting country
country and
and
an
country on
on the
of wheat-flour
be
an importing
importing country
the quantity
quantity of
wheat-flour to
to be
included
in a
a particular
particular transaction
transaction being
being negotiated
negotiated in
in
included in
compliance with
compliance
the Council's
Council's decision
under subparagraph
subparagraph
with the
decision under
(c),
or on
on the
of the
price of
of such
such wheat-flour
to the
(c), or
the relation
relation of
the price
wheat-flour to
the
minimum
prices of
grain specified
in or
determined
minimum prices
of wheat
wheat grain
specified in
or determined
Article VI,
VI, or on the
the conditions
conditions on
on which
which the
under Article
the wheat
wheat
grain and/or
and/or wheat-flour
wheat-flour shall
bought and
and sold,
the
grain
shall be
be bought
sold, the
matter shall
shall be
referred to
decision.
matter
be referred
to the
the Council
Council for
for decision.

ARTICLE VI
VI
ARTICLE
Prices
Prices
1. The basic minimum and maximum prices for the
the duration
duration of
of
this
Agreement shall
shall be:
be:
this Agreement
Crop-year

Minimum
Minimum

Maximum
Maimum

1949/50
1949/50
1950/51
1950/51

$1.50
$1. 50
$1.40
$1. 40

1951/52
1951/52
1952/53
1952/53

$1.30
$1. 30
$1.20
$1. 20

$1.
80
$1.80
$1.
80
$1.80
$1.
80
$1.80
$1.
80
$1.80

Canadian
currency per
at the
parity for
Canadian dollar,
dollar,
Canadian currency
per bushel
bushel at
the parity
for the
the Canadian
determined for
for the purposes
purposes of
of the International
International Monetary
determined
Monetary Fund as
at March
at
March 1,
for No.
Northern wheat
wheat in
in bulk
bulk in
in stere
1, 1949
1949 for
No. 1
1 Manitoba
Manitoba Northern
store
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Fort William/Port
William/Port Arthur.
Arthur. The
minimum and maximum
maximum
basic minimum
The basic
Fort
referred to, shall
prices, and
the equivalents
thereof hereafter
hereafter referred
shall exclude
exclude
equivalents thereof
and the
prices,
between
such carrying
carrying charges
and marketing
costs as may be agreed
agreed between
marketing costs
charges and
such
the
the seller.
and the
buyer and
the buyer
2. The
The equivalent
maximum prices for bulk wheat
wheat for:
equivalent maximum
2.
Vancouver shall be
(a) No.
wheat in store
store Vancouver
be
Northern wheat
Manitoba Northern
1 Manitoba
No. 1
(a)
Manitoba Northern
the
price for
for No.
No. 1
1 Manitoba
Northern wheat
wheat in
maximum price
the maximum
bulk in
in store
store Fort William/Port
William/Port Arthur
Arthur specified
specified in paragraph
paragraph
bulk
1
this Article;
Article;
of this
1 of
of France
(b) f.a.q.
f.a.q. wheat
wheat f.o.b.
Australia, sample
sample wheat
wheat of
France (minimum
(minimum
f.o.b. Australia,
(b)
minimum
hectolitre;
per
natural
weight
seventy-six
kilograms
per
hectolitre;
kilograms
natural weight seventy-six
moisture
and
dockage
protein
content
ten
per
cent;
maximum
dockage
maximum
cent;
protein content ten per
f.o.b.
respectively)
cent
per
fifteen
content
two
per
cent
and
fifteen
cent
respectively)
content two per cent and
shall
f.o.b.
grade
top
French
ports,
and
f.a.q.
grade
wheat
Uruguay,
f.a.q.
French ports, and
of:
lower
be
whichever
is
the
lower
the
is
be whichever
Northern wheat in
(i)
No. 1
Manitoba Northern
1 Manitoba
for No.
price for
maximum price
the maximum
(i) the
specified in parabulk
in
store
Fort
William/Port
Arthur
specified
Arthur
William/Port
Fort
bulk in store
graph
1
of
this
Article
converted
into
the currency
currency of
the
into
converted
Article
this
of
graph 1
be, at the
may
case
the
Australia,
France,
or
Uruguay,
as
the
case
as
Uruguay,
or
France,
Australia,
or
prevailing
rate
of
exchange,
or
exchange,
of
rate
prevailing
(ii) the
f.o.b. Australia,
France, or
Uruguay, as the case
or Uruguay,
Australia, France,
price f.o.b.
the price
(ii)
may be,
to the
the c.
in the
the country
country of
price in
f. price
& f.
c. &
equivalent to
be, equivalent
may
destination of
for No.
Manitoba
No. 11 Manitoba
price for
maximum price
the maximum
of the
destination
Northern wheat
in store
William/Port Arthur
Fort William/Port
store Fort
bulk in
in bulk
wheat in
Northern
specified in
Article, computed
computed by
by
this Article,
of this
paragraph 11 of
in paragraph
specified
using currently
transportation costs and exprevailing transportation
currently prevailing
using
change rates
in those
those importing
importing countries
countries where
where a
a
and, in
rates and,
change
allowquality
differential is
is recognized,
recognized, by
by making
making such
such allowquality differential
ance for
for difference
in quality
quality as
may be
between
agreed between
be agreed
as may
difference in
ance
the
exporting country
and the
the importing
importing country
country concerned;
concerned;
country and
the exporting

of the
(c)
Hard Winter
wheat f.o.b.
f.o.b. Gulf/Atlantic
Gulf/Atlantic ports
ports of
Winter wheat
1 Hard
No. 1
(c) No.
United
States of
be the
the price
equivalent to
to the
the
price equivalent
shall be
America shall
of America
United States
c.
f. price
in the
the country
of the
the maximum
price
maximum price
destination of
of destination
country of
price in
& f.
c. &
for
No. 1
in bulk
bulk in
in store
store Fort
Fort
wheat in
Northern wheat
Manitoba Northern
1 Manitoba
for No.
William/Port
Arthur
specified
in
paragraph
1
of
this
Article,
William/Port Arthur specified in paragraph 1 of this Article,
computed
using currently
currently prevailing
prevailing transportation
costs
transportation costs
by using
computed by
and
exchange
rates
and
by
making
such
allowance
differfor differand exchange rates and by making such allowance for
ence
as may
may be
agreed between
exporting country
country
the exporting
between the
be agreed
quality as
in quality
ence in
and
the importing
importing country
concerned; and
and
country concerned;
and the

(d)
wheat or
or No.
Hard Winter
Winter wheat
in store
store
wheat in
1 Hard
No. 1
White wheat
Soft White
No. 11Soft
(d) No.
Pacific
ports
of
the
United
States
of
America
shall
be
the
the
be
shall
America
of
States
United
the
of
ports
Pacific
maximum
price for
1\fanitoba Northern
Northern wheat
in bulk
bulk
wheat in
1 Manitoba
No. 1
for No.
maximum price
in
store Fort
Fort William/Port
William/Port Arthur
specified in
paragraph 1
1 of
of
in paragraph
Arthur specified
in store
this Article,
Article, computed
rate of
of exchange
exchange
prevailing rate
the prevailing
using the
by using
computed by
this
and by
making such
for difference
in quality
quality as
as may
may
difference in
allowance for
such allowance
by making
and
be
agreed between
between the
the exporting
the importing
importing
and the
country and
exporting country
be agreed
country concerned.
concerned.
country
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The equivalent
price for
for bulk
wheat for:
for:
The
equivalent minimum
minimum price
bulk wheat

(a) No.
Northern wheat
wheat f.o.b.
(a)
No. 1
1 Manitoba
Manitoba Northern
f.o.b. Vancouver,
Vancouver,
(b)
f.a.q.
wheat
f.o.b.
Australia,
f.a.q.
wheat
f.o.b.
Australia,
(b)
(c)
sample wheat
of France
France (minimum
weight seventy-six
(c) sample
wheat of
(minimum natural
natural weight
seventy-six
kilograms per
hectolitre; minimum
protein content
content ten
ten. per
per
kilograms
per hectolitre;
minimum protein
cent;
moisture content
content two
two per
per cent
cent
maximum dockage
dockage and
and moisture
cent; maximum
and fifteen
cent respectively)
French ports,
ports,
and
fifteen per
per cent
respectively) f.o.b.
f.o.b. French
(d) f.a.q.
f.a.q. top
top grade
(d)
grade wheat
wheat f.o.b.
f.o.b. Uruguay,
Uruguay,
(e)
No. 1
1 Hard
Winter wheat
f.o.b. Gulf/Atlantic
Gulf/Atlantic ports
of the
the
(e) No.
Hard Winter
wheat f.o.b.
ports of
United
of America,
United States
States of
America, and
and
(f)
Soft White
White wheat
No. 1
Hard Winter
Winter wheat
f.o.b.
(f) No.
No. 1
1 Soft
wheat or
or No.
1 Hard
wheat f.o.b.
Pacific
ports of
of the
of America,
America,
Pacific ports
the United
United States
States of
shall
shall be
be respectively:
respectively:
the f.o.b.
f.o.b. prices
Vancouver, Australia,
Australia, France,
France, Uruguay,
the
prices Vancouver,
Uruguay,
United
States of
of America
America Gulf/Atlantic
and the
the United
United
United States
Gulf/Atlantic ports
ports and
States
to the
the c.
c. &
States of
of America
America Pacific
Pacific ports
ports equivalent
equivalent to
& f.
f. prices
prices
in
United Kingdom
Kingdom of
of Great
and Northern
Northern Ireland
Ireland
in the
the United
Great Britain
Britain and
of
prices for
for No.
Manitoba Northern
Northern wheat
wheat in
in
of the
the minimum
minimum prices
No. 1
1 Manitoba
bulk
in store
store Fort
Fort William/Port
in paragraph
paragraph 1
1
bulk in
William/Port Arthur
Arthur specified
specified in
of
this Article,
Article, computed
by using
using currently
prevailing transof this
computed by
currently prevailing
transportation
and exchange
and, in
in those
those importing
importing
portation costs
costs and
exchange rates
rates and,
countries
quality differential
differential is
is recognized,
by making
making
countries where
where a
a quality
recognized, by
such
for difference
in quality
quality as
as may
may be
such allowance
allowance for
difference in
be agreed
agreed
between the
the exporting
exporting country
importing country
between
country and
and the
the importing
country
concerned.
concerned.

4. The Executive
Executive Committee
Committee may,
may, in
4.
consultation with
with the
Advisory
in consultation
the Advisory
Committee
Price Equivalents,
Equivalents, at
at any
date subsequent
subsequent to
August 1,
1,
Committee on
on Price
any date
to August
1949
any description
wheat other
other than
than those
those specified
specified
1949 designate
designate any
description of
of wheat
in paragraphs
in
paragraphs 2
determine the
the minimum
and maximaxi2 and
and 3
3 above
above and
and determine
minimum and
thereof; provided
provided that
mum price equivalents thereof;
that in
in the
the case
case of
any
of any
other description
description of
other
of wheat
wheat the
price equivalent
of which
has not
not yet
yet
the price
equivalent of
which has
been
determined, the
minimum and
and maximum
maximum prices
prices for
for the
the time
time being
being
been determined,
the minimum
shall be derived
from the
the minimum
derived from
minimum and
and maximum
maximum prices
of the
the dedeprices of
scription of wheat specified in this Article, or subsequently
subsequently designated
designated
by the
the Executive
Executive Committee
by
Committee in
with the
the Advisory
Advisory
in consultation
consultation with
Committee on
on Price
Equivalents, which
which is
is most
most closely
closely comparable
comparable
Committee
Price Equivalents,
to
other description,
description, by
by the
addition of
of an
an appropriate
appropriate premium
premium
to such
such other
the addition
or by the
the deduction
deduction of
appropriate discount.
of an
an appropriate
discount.
5. If
If any exporting
importing country
exporting or importing
country represents
represents to
the ExecuExecuto the
tive
Committee that
that any
any price
established under
under paragraph
paragraph
tive Committee
price equivalent
equivalent established
2, 3, or
or 44 of this
this Article
is, in
Article is,
in the
light of
of current
transportation or
the light
current transportation
or
exchange rates
or market
or discounts,
discounts, no
no longer
longer fair,
fair, the
the
exchange
rates or
market premiums
premiums or
Executive
Executive Committee shall consider
consider the matter and may, in consultaconsultation
with the
Advisory Committee
Committee on
on Price
Price Equivalents,
make such
such
tion with
the Advisory
Equivalents, make
adjustment as
as it
it considers
considers desirable.
adjustment
desirable.
6. If
a dispute arises as to what
appropriate
If a
what premium
premium or discount is appropriate
for
for the
the purposes
of this
this Article
Article in
in respect
of any
any
purposes of
of paragraphs
paragraphs 44and
and 55of
respect of
description of wheat specified in paragraph
paragraph 22or
3 or
designated under
or 3
or designated
under
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paragraph
this Article,
Article, the
the Executive
Executive Committee,
Committee, in consultation
consultation
of this
paragraph 44of
with
the Advisory
Advisory Committee
Committee on Price Equivalents, shall on the rewith the
country concerned decide
quest
of the
exporting or
or importing
importing country
decide the
the exporting
quest of
issue.
issue.
the Executive
Executive Committee under
7.
decisions of
of the
under paragraphs
paragraphs 4, 5,
7. All
All decisions
importing
shall be binding
Article shall
and
of this
this Article
binding on all exporting
exporting and
and importing
and 66of
those countries
countries,
that any
any of those
countries which considers that
provided that
countries, provided
it may ask the Council to
any
such decision
decision is
is disadvantageous
disadvantageous to it
any such
review that
decision.
that decision.
review
transactions
8. In
In order
encourage and
the conclusion
conclusion of transactions
expedite the
and expedite
to encourage
order to
8.
acceptable in the light of
in
between them
at prices
mutually acceptable
prices mutually
them at
wheat between
in wheat
countries, while
and importing
all
the circumstances,
circumstances, the
the exporting
importing countries,
exporting and
all the
of action
action in the determination
reserving
to themselves
complete liberty
liberty of
determination
themselves complete
reserving to
policies,
and price policies,
and
administration of
of their
their internal
internal agricultural
agricultural and
and administration
impede
to
a
in
such
policies
those
shall
endeavor
not
to
operate
those
policies
a
way
as
operate
to
not
endeavor
shall
maximum price and the
the
free movement
prices between
the maximum
between the
of prices
movement of
the free
minimum
price in
in respect
respect of
wheat into which the
transactions in wheat
of transactions
minimum price
exporting
and importing
countries are
are prepared
enter. Should
Should any
any
to enter.
prepared to
importing countries
exporting and
suffering hardship
exporting
or importing
importing country
consider that
it is
is suffering
hardship
that it
country consider
exporting or
attention of the Council
it may draw the attention
policies, it
as
result of
of such
such policies,
the result
as the
and make aareport
into
inquire
shall
to the
matter and
and the
Council shall
report on
the Council
to
the matter
the complaint.
complaint.
the
ARTICLE
VII
ARTICLE VII
Stocks
Stocks
1. In
In order
order to
wheat to
importing countries,
countries, each
to importing
of wheat
supplies of
assure supplies
to assure
1.
exporting country
country shall
to maintain
maintain stocks
stocks of old crop wheat
endeavor to
shall endeavor
exporting
at
level adequate
adequate to
ensure that
that it
it will
to ensure
at aalevel
crop-year at
its crop-year
of its
end of
the end
at the
fulfill
its
guaranteed
sales
under
this
Agreement
in
each
subsequent
subsequent
each
in
Agreement
this
under
sales
guaranteed
its
fulfill
crop-year.
crop-year.
exporting
2.
In the
the event
event of
short crop
crop being
being harvested
harvested by an exporting
a short
of a
2. In
country, particular
by the
the Council to the
given by
be given
shall be
consideration shall
particular consideration
country,
efforts made
made by
that exporting
exporting country
country to
to maintain
maintain adequate
adequate stocks
stocks
by that
efforts
as required
paragraph 1
this Article
Article before
that country
country is
is
before that
of this
1 of
by paragraph
required by
as
relieved
of any
its obligations
obligations under
under Article
X.
Article X.
of its
any of
relieved of
3.
In order
order to
to avoid
avoid disproportionate
disproportionate purchases
purchases of
of wheat
wheat at
at the
the
3. In
beginning and
and end
of a
crop-year, which
might prejudice
the stabilizastabilizaprejudice the
which might
a crop-year,
end of
beginning
tion of
of prices
prices under
Agreement and
fulfillment
the fulfillment
difficult the
render difficult
and render
this Agreement
under this
tion
of
all exporting
exporting and
importing
countries, importing
importing countries,
and importing
of all
obligations of
the obligations
of the
countries
shall endeavor
maintain adequate
at all
all times.
times.
stocks at
adequate stocks
to maintain
endeavor to
countries shall
4. In
In the
an importing
country under
under Article
Article
importing country
by an
appeal by
an appeal
of an
event of
the event
4.
XII,
shall be
given by
to the
the
Council to
the Council
by the
be given
consideration shall
particular consideration
XII, particular
efforts made
by that
that importing
country to
to maintain
maintain adequate
adequate stocks
stocks
importing country
made by
efforts
as
by paragraph
paragraph 3
of this
Article before
decides in
in favor
of
favor of
it decides
before it
this Article
3 of
as required
required by
such
an appeal.
appeal.
such an
ARTICLE VIII
VIII
ARTICLE
Information to
the Council
Council
to the
Supplied to
be Supplied
to be
Information

The
exporting and
and importing
importing countries
countries shall
report to
Council,
the Council,
to the
shall report
The exporting
within
the time
time prescribed
it, such
such information
information as
the Council
Council
as the
by it,
prescribed by
within the
may
request in
connection with
with the
administration of
of this
Agreement.
this Agreement.
the administration
in connection
may request

nt p. 2174.
Ante,
, p. 2174.
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PART
PART 3-ADJUSTMENT
3— ADJUSTMENT OF
OF GUARANTEED
GUARANTEED QUANTITIES
QUANTITIES

ARTICLE
ARTICLE IX
IX
Adjustments in Case of Nonparticipation
of Countries
Countries
Nonparticipation or
or Withdrawal
Withdrawal of
Ante, p. 2177.
2177.
Ante,
Ante, p.
2178.
Ante,
p. 2178.

Post, pp. 2194, 2195.
2195.
Pot,
Post, p. 2192,
2192.

1. In the event of any difference
1.
difference occurring
occurring between
the total
total of
of the
between the
the
guaranteed
guaranteed purchases
purchases in Annex A
A to Article
Article III and the total of the
the
guaranteed
B to Article III as aaresult of any
guaranteed sales in Annex B
any country
country
or countries
Annex A
countries listed in Aruaex
or (b)
A or Annex
Annex B
B (a)
(a) not signing or
(b) not
not
depositing
depositing an instrument
instrument of acceptance
withdrawing under
under
acceptance of or (c)
(c) withdrawing

paragraph
7 of Article XXII
XXII from
paragraph 5, 6, or 7
from or
(d) being
being expelled
expelled under
under
or (d)
Article XIX from or (e) being found
found by the
the Council
Council under
Article XIX
XIX
under Article
to be in default of the whole or part of its guaranteed
guaranteed quantities under
under
this Agreement, the Council shall, without prejudice
of
prejudice to the right
right of
any country to withdraw
withdraw from this Agreement
Agreement under
of
under paragraph
paragraph 66of
Article XXII, adjust
adjust the remaining guaranteed
guaranteed quantities
quantities so as
as to
to
in the one Annex
make the total in.
Annex equal to the total in the
the other
other Annex.
Annex.
adjustment under this Article
2. The adjustment
Article shall,
shall, unless the
the Council
Council
two-thirds of the votes
decides otherwise
otherwise by two-thirds
by the
exporting
votes cast
cast by
the exporting
countries and two-thirds
countries
two-thirds of the votes cast
countries,
cast by
by the importing
importing countries,
be made by reducing pro rata the guaranteed
quantities in
in Annex
Annex A
guaranteed quantities
A
or Annex B, as the case may be, by the amount necessary
necessary to
to make
the
make the
total in the one Annex
Annex equal to the
the other
other Annex.
Annex.
the total
total in
in the
3. In making adjustments
adjustments under this Article,
the Council
shall
Article, the
Council shall
general desirability
keep in mind the general
desirability of maintaining
maintaining the
the total
total guaranguaranteed purchases and
and the total guaranteed sales at the highest possible
possible
level.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE X
X

Adjustment
Adjustment in Case of Short Crop or Necessity
Necessity to Safeguard
Safeguard Balance
Balance
of Payments or Monetary
Monetary Reserves
1. Any exporting
importing country
1.
exporting or importing
fears that
that it
it may
may
country which
which fears
be prevented,
a short crop in the case of an exporting
prevented, by a
exporting country or
or
the necessity to safeguard
safeguard its balance of payments
payments or monetary
monetary rereserves in the case of an importing country,
from carrying
its
country, from
carrying out
out its
obligations under this Agreement
Agreement in respect
respect of a
aparticular
particular crop-year
crop-year
shall report the matter
matter to
Council.
to the
the Council.
2. If the matter reported
reported relates to balance
balance of payments
payments or
or monemonetary reserves, the Council shall seek and
into account,
account, together
together
and take
take into
with all facts which
which it considers
considers relevant, the opinion of the International Monetary
Monetary Fund, as far
matter concerns
concerns a
country
far as
as the
the matter
a country
which is aa member of the Fund, on the existence
existence and extent
extent of the
necessity
necessity referred to in paragraph
of this
paragraph 11of
this Article.
Article.
3. The Council shall discuss with the reporting country the matter
matter
reported under
under paragraph
paragraph 1
1of this Article
whether
Article and shall
shall decide whether
such country's representations are well founded.
founded. If it finds that
that they
they
are well founded, it shall decide whether and to what extent and
and on
on
what conditions the reporting
reporting country shall be relieved of its
guarits guaranteed quantity for the crop-year
crop-year concerned.
concerned. The Council shall ininform the reporting country of its decision.
decision.
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4. If
If the Council decides that the reporting country shall be
relieved
relieved of the whole or part of its guaranteed
guaranteed quantity
quantity for the cropcropthe following procedure
year concerned,
procedure shall apply:
apply:
year
concerned, the
the reporting
shall, if the
(a) The
The Council
Council shall,
reporting country
country is an importing
importing
(a)
the reportcountry, invite
the other
other importing
countries, or, if the
reportimporting countries,
invite the
country,
country, invite
an exporting
exporting country,
is an
ing country
country is
invite the other
other exporting
exporting
ing
quantities for the
guaranteed quantities
countries, to
to increase
their guaranteed
the cropcropincrease their
countries,
to the amount
concerned up to
year
amount of the guaranteed
guaranteed quantity
quantity
year concerned
is relieved;
relieved; provided
of
the reporting
reporting country
provided that an
country is
which the
of which
an exporting
increase
the guaranteed
exporting country
country
of an
quantities of
guaranteed quantities
in the
increase in
of the
the
shall
require approval
the Council
by two-thirds
two-thirds of
Council by
by the
approval by
shall require
votes
cast by
the exporting
and two-thirds
two-thirds of the
countries and
exporting countries
by the
votes cast
votes
cast by
by the
countries if
if any
any importing
importing country,
country,
the importing
importing countries
votes cast
shall prescribe,
within
such period
period as
as the
the Council
Council shall
prescribe, objects to
to
within such
effect of
will have
such increase
increase on
the ground
have the effect
that it
it will
ground that
on the
such
problems of that importing
making
of payments
payments problems
balance of
the balance
making the
country
more difficult.
difficult.
country more
(b)
of which
importing country
is relieved
cannot
relieved cannot
country is
the importing
which the
the amount
amount of
(b) If
If the
be fully
fully offset
in the
the manner
manner provided
provided in (a) of this paragraph,
offset in
be
the
Council shall
invite the
countries, if the reporting
exporting countries,
the exporting
shall invite
the Council
country
is an
country, or the importing countries,
countries,
an importing
importing country,
country is
if the
reporting country
country is
an exporting
exporting country,
to accept
a
accept a
country, to
is an
if
the reporting
conreduction of
of their
their guaranteed
the crop-year
crop-year confor the
quantities for
guaranteed quantities
reduction
cerned
up to
to the
guaranteed quantity
quantity of
of which
which
of the
the guaranteed
amount of
the amount
cerned up
taking account
after taking
the reporting
country is
relieved, after
account of any
is relieved,
reporting country
the
adjustments made
made under
under (a)
this paragraph.
paragraph.
of this
(a) of
adjustments
(c)
If
the
total
offers
received
by
the
Council
the exporting
exporting
from the
(c) If the total offers received by the Council from
and
importing
countries
to
increase
their
guaranteed
quantities
quantities
and importing countries to increase their guaranteed
under (a)
(a) of
this paragraph
or to
reduce their
their guaranteed
guaranteed
to reduce
paragraph or
of this
under
quantities
under
(b)
of
this
paragraph
exceed
the
amount of
quantities under (b) of this paragraph exceed the amount
the
guaranteed
quantity
of
which
the
reporting
country
is
the guaranteed quantity of which the reporting country is
Council
the
relieved,
their
guaranteed
quantities
shall,
unless
Council
relieved, their guaranteed quantities shall, unless
decides otherwise,
increased or
reduced, as
as the
the case
case may
may be,
be,
or reduced,
be increased
otherwise, be
decides
on
a
pro
rata
basis,
provided
that
the
increase
or
reduction
of
on a pro rata basis, provided that the increase or reduction of
the
quantity of
of any
any such
such country
country shall
shall not
exceed
not exceed
guaranteed quantity
the guaranteed
its
offer.
its offer.
(d) If
If the
the amount
the guaranteed
quantity of
of which
reporting
the reporting
which the
guaranteed quantity
of the
amount of
(d)
country is
is relieved
relieved cannot
fully offset
offset in
provided
manner provided
the manner
in the
be fully
cannot be
country
in (a)
(a) and
(b) of
this paragraph,
shall reduce
the
reduce the
the Council
Council shall
paragraph, the
of this
and (b)
in
Ants, p. 2177.
p.2177.
guaranteed quantities
quantities in
Annex A
Article III,
III, if
if the
the reporting
reporting Ane,
to Article
A to
in Annex
guaranteed
Ante, p. 2178.
country is
exporting country,
or in
in Annex
Annex B
Article III,
p. 2178.
III, Ate
B to
to Article
country, or
an exporting
is an
country
if the
reporting country
is an
an importing
importing country,
country, for
the cropcropfor the
country is
if
the reporting
year concerned
amount necessary
to make
the total
total in
in
make the
necessary to
by the
the amount
concerned by
year
the one
Annex equal
to the
total in
in the
the other
other Annex.
Annex. Unless
Unless
the total
equal to
one Annex
the
the exporting
in the
case of
of a
areduction
in Annex
B,
Annex B,
reduction in
the case
countries, in
exporting countries,
the
or the
the importing
the case
of a
reduction in
in Annex
Annex
a reduction
case of
in the
countries, in
importing countries,
or
A,
the reduction
shall be
made on
on a
apro
rata
pro rata
be made
reduction shall
otherwise, the
agree otherwise,
A, agree
basis, account
taken of
of any
made under
under
already made
reduction already
any reduction
being taken
account being
basis,
(b) of
paragraph.
this paragraph.
of this
(b)
81939-52—FT.
n-67
81939-52-PT. IX---7
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ARTICLE
XI
ARTICLE XI
Increase of
of Guaranteed
Quantities by
by Consent
Consent
Guaranteed Quantities
Increase
The Council
Council may
any time,
time, upon
upon request
by an
an exporting
exporting or
request by
may at
at any
The
importing
approve an
in the
the figures
figures in one Annex for
an increase
increase in
country, approve
importing country,
the remaining
increase is
made in
is made
an equal increase
of this
this Agreement
Agreement if an
remaining period of
the
the other Annex for
provided that the exporting
exporting and
for that period,
period, provided
the
whose figures would thereby
thereby be
changed consent.
be changed
consent.
countries whose
importing countries
ARTICLE
XII
ARTICLE XII

Additional Purchases
Additional
Purchases in Case of Critical
Critical Need
Need
which has arisen or threatens
threatens to arise
In order to meet aacritical need which
country may appeal to the Council for
for
in its territory, an importing country
assistance
obtaining supplies
guaranteed
addition to
to its guaranteed
supplies of wheat
wheat in addition
assistance in obtaining
purchases.
appeal the Council may
may
consideration of such
such an appeal
purchases. On consideration
reduce pro
pro rata
rata the
the guaranteed
guaranteed quantities
quantities of the other importing
importing counreduce
tries
provide the quantity of wheat which it determines to
tries in
in order to provide
be
emergency created
created by the critical
critical need,
necessary to
to relieve
relieve the
the emergency
be necessary
considers that such
such emergency
emergency cannot be met in any
provided that
that it considers
Two-thirds of the votes
exporting councounvotes cast by the exporting
other manner.
manner. Two-thirds
tries
votes cast
countries shall
and two-thirds
two-thirds of the
the votes
cast by
by the importing countries
tries and
required for any reduction
reduction of guaranteed
guaranteed purchases under this
be required
paragraph.
PART 4-ADMINISTRATION
4- ADMINISTRATION

ARTICLE
ARTICLE XIII
XIII
The Council
Council
A. Constitution

Ante,
2185.
Ante, p.
p. 2185.

Chairman;

chaiman;
Chairman.

1. An International
International Wheat
Wheat Council
hereby established
established to admin1.
Council is hereby
ister this Agreement.
Agreement.
2. Each exporting country and each importing country
country shall be
be a
a
voting member of the Council
Council and may be represented
represented at its meetings
meetings
by one delegate, one alternate, and advisers.
3. Any country
country which the Council recognizes
recognizes as an irregular exeximporter of wheat may become
become a
porter or an irregular importer
a non-voting
non-voting
member of the Council,
Council, provided
accepts the obligations
member
provided that it accepts
obligations prescribed in Article
Article VIII and agrees
agrees to pay
pay such membership
membership fees as
shall be determined
determined by the Council. Each country which is aa nonvoting
reprevoting member
member of the Council
Council shall
shall be entitled to have one representative
sentative at
at its meetings.
meetings.
Agriculture Organization
Organization of the United Nations,
4. The Food and Agriculture
the International
International Trade Organization, the Interim
Interim Coordinating
Coordinating
Committee
International Commodity
Commodity Arrangements,
Arrangements, and such
Committee for International
such
other intergovernmental
intergovernmental organizations
organizations as the Council may decide,
shall
have one
non-voting representative
representative at
meetshall each be
be entitled to
to have
one non-voting
at meetCouncil.
ings of the Council.
Vice
Council shall
shall elect
elect for
for each
each crop-year
crop-year aa Chairman
Chairman and
and aa
5. The
The Council
Vice
Vice Chairman.
Vice
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B. Powers
Powers and
and Functions
Functions
establish its rules of procedure.
6. The Council shall establish
procedure.
7. The Council shall keep such
required by the terms
such records
records as are required
of this Agreement
records as it considers
Agreement and may keep such other records
desirable.
Annual repot.
report.
an annual
annual report
report and may publish
publish any
8. The Council shall publish an
any
Annual
concerning matters within the scope of this Agreeother information
information concerning
Agreement.
9. The Council, after consultation
International Wheat
consultation with the International
Wheat
Council established under the Memorandum
Agreement approved
Memorandum of Agreement
approved
57 Stat. 1382;
60 Stat.
825tat.
1946, may
tat.
1382;60
in June
June 1942 and amended
amended in June 1946,
may take
take over the 1802.
records, assets and liabilities of that body.
10. The Council shall have such other powers
powers and perform
perform such
other functions as it may deem necessary
necessary to carry out the terms of this
Agreement.
Delegation of powcast by the ex- ers
erDor
fluncti
pow.
11. The Council may, by two-thirds
two-thirds of the votes
votes cast
or functions.
porting countries
countries and two-thirds
importing
two-thirds of the
the votes cast by
by the importing
countries, delegate the exercise
exercise of any of its powers
powers or functions. The
Council may at any time revoke such delegation
delegation by aamajority of the
powers or functions
votes cast. Any decision
decision made
made under any powers
functions delesubject
gated by the Council in accordance
accordance with this paragraph
paragraph shall be subject
exporting or importing
to review by the Council at the request of any
any exporting
importing
country
country made within a
Any
a period which the Council shall prescribe. Any
decision, in respect
respect of which
which no request
request for review
been made
review has
has been
made
within the prescribed
prescribed period,
period, shall be binding on all exporting and
importing countries.

C. Voting
12. The importing countries
countries shall hold 1,000 votes, which shall be
distributed between
between them
respective
distributed
them in
in the
the proportions
proportions which
which their respective
guaranteed
guaranteed purchases
purchases for the current crop-year
crop-year bear to the total of
exporting councounthe guaranteed
guaranteed purchases
purchases for
for that
that crop-year.
crop-year. The
The exporting
tries
shall also
also hold
hold 1,000
1,000 votes,
which shall
shall be
be distributed
distributed between
votes, which
between
tries shall
them
which their
sales for
them in
in the
the proportions
proportions which
their respective
respective guaranteed
guaranteed sales
for
the
guaranteed sales
for
the current
current crop-year
crop-year bear to
to the
the total of the
the guaranteed
sales for
country or importing
importing country
that crop-year.
crop-year. No exporting country
country shall
fractional votes.
and there
there shall
shall be
be no
no fractional
have less than
than one
one vote and
13.
redistribute the votes
accordance with
13. The
The Council shall redistribute
votes in accordance
with the
provisions of
of paragraph
Article whenever
is any
any
provisions
paragraph 12
12 of
of this
this Article
whenever there
there is
change in
in the
the guaranteed
guaranteed purchases
purchases or
guaranteed sales
sales for
the curcurchange
or guaranteed
for the
rent crop-year.
14.
or an
importing country
votes under
14. If
If an
an exporting
exporting or
an importing
country forfeits
forfeits its
its votes
under

paragraph
of Article
or is
is deprived
under paraparaparagraph 55 of
Article XVII
XVII or
deprived of
of its
its votes
votes under
graph
XIX, the
the Council
Council shall
shall redistribute
redistribute the
the votes
votes as
as if
if
3 of
of Article
Article XIX,
graph 3
that
country
had
no
guaranteed
quantity
for
the
current
crop-year.
that country had no guaranteed quantity for the current crop-year.
15. Except
Except where
otherwise specified
in this
Agreement, decisions
decisions
15.
where otherwise
specified in
this Agreement,
of
the
Council
shall
be
by
a
majority
of
the
total
votes
cast.
of the Council shall be by a majority of the total votes cast.
16.
exporting country
may authorize
any other
other exporting
exporting
16. Any
Any exporting
country may
authorize any
country,
and
any
importing
country
may
authorize
any
other
country, and any importing country may authorize any other iiim-
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exercise its votes at
porting country,
country, to represent
represent its
its interests
interests and to
to exercise
meeting or meetings
meetings of the Council.
any meeting
Council. Evidence
Evidence of such
such authorization satisfactory
satisfactory to the Council shall be submitted to the Council.
D. Sessions
half of each
each
17. The Council shall meet at least once during each half
crop-year
Chairman may decide.
crop-year and at
at such
such other
other times as the Chairman
decide.
18. The Chairman
Chairman shall convene
convene a
aSession of the Council if so requested
importing counquested by (a)
(a) any five delegates
delegates of the
the exporting
exporting and
and importing
delegate or delegates
delegates of
exporting and imtries or (b) the delegate
of any of the exporting
porting
porting countries
countries holding aatotal
total of not
not less
less than
than ten per cent of
of the
(c) the Executive
total votes or (c)
Executive Committee.
E. Quorum
Quorum
19. The presence
delegates with
by
presence of delegates
with a
a majority
majority of
of the
the votes held
held by
exporting countries
countries and a
amajority
majority of the votes
votes held by
the exporting
by the
the imquorum at any
porting countries shall be necessary
necessary to
to constitute
constitute aa quorum
meeting
meeting of
of the
the Council.
F.
F. Seat
Seat
20. The Council shall select in July 1949 its temporary
temporary seat. The
Council shall select, so soon as it deems
deems the time propitious,
propitious, its permanent seat after consultation
consultation with the
appropriate organs and
the appropriate
specialized agencies
agencies of the
Nations.
specialized
the United
United Nations.
G. Legal Capacity
Capacity
21.
of each
each exporting
exporting and
and
21. The
The Council
Council shall have
have in
in the
the territory
territory of
importing country
country such legal capacity
capacity as may
may be
the
importing
be necessary
necessary for the
exercise of its functions
exercise
functions under this Agreement.
Agreement.
H. Decisions
exporting and importing
importing country
undertakes to accept
accept
22. Each exporting
country undertakes
as binding all decisions of the Council under the provisions of this
this
Agreement.
Agreement.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE XIV
XIV

Executive Committee
Executive
Committee
1. The Council shall establish an Executive
Executive Committee. The memmemExecutive Committee
bers of the Executive
Committee shall be three exporting countries
elected annually by the exporting
exporting countries
countries and not more
seven
elected
more than seven
importing
annually by the importing countries. The
importing countries elected annually
Council shall appoint
appoint the Chairman
Chairman of the
Committee and
the Executive
Executive Committee
may appoint aaVice
Vice Chairman.
2. The Executive
Executive Committee
Committee shall be responsible to and work under
under
the general direction
direction of the Council. It
It shall have such powers
powers and
expressly assigned
functions as are expressly
assigned to it under this Agreement
Agreement and
such other powers
powers and functions
functions as the Council may delegate
delegate to it
it
under paragraph
paragraph 11 of Article
Article XIII
XIII.
3. The exporting
exporting countries
countries on the Executive
Executive Committee
Committee shall have
the same total number of votes as the importing
importing countries.
countries. The votes
votes
of the exporting countries
countries shall be divided
divided among them as they shall
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decide, provided that no exporting country shall have
have more
more than forty
forty
exporting countries. The votes
per cent of the total votes of the exporting
votes of
of
divided among them as they shall
the importing countries shall be divided
decide, provided that no importing country shall have more than
importing countries.
forty per cent of the total votes of the importing
countries.
4. The Council shall prescribe
procedure regarding
prescribe rules of procedure
regarding voting
in the Executive Committee, and may make such other provisions
regarding
regarding rules of procedure in the Executive
Executive Committee as it thinks
fit. A
A decision
decision of the Executive
Executive Committee shall require
require the same
majority
Agreement prescribes
majority of votes as this Agreement
prescribes for the Council when
when
making a
adecision
decision on a
asimilar
similar matter.
matter.
5. Any
Any exporting
5.
or importing
which is
not aa member
of
exporting or
importing country
country which
is not
member of
the
Executive Committee
Committee may
participate, without
without voting, in
the
the Executive
may participate,
voting,
in the
discussion
any question
question before
before the
Executive Committee
Committee whenever
discussion of
of any
the Executive
whenever
the latter considers
the
considers that
the interests
country are
are affected.
that the
interests of
of that
that country
affected.
ARTICLE XV
ARTICLE
XV
Advisory
Committee on
Price Equivalents
Advisory Committee
on Price
Equivalents
The Council
Council shall
an Advisory
Advisory Committee
on Price
Price EquivEquivThe
shall establish
establish an
Committee on
alents
of representatives
representatives of
of three
three exporting
and
alents consisting
consisting of
exporting countries
countries and
of three
importing countries.
advise the
the CounCounThe Committee
Committee shall
shall advise
of
three importing
countries. The
cil
and the
matters referred
referred to
parato in
in paraCommittee on
on the
the matters
cil and
the Executive
Executive Committee
graphs
5, and
of Article
other questions
questions as
as the
the
VI and
and on
on such
such other
and 6
6 of
Article VI
graphs 4,
4, 5,
Council
the Executive
Executive Committee
refer to
to it.
The Chairman
Chairman
it. The
Committee may
may refer
Council or
or the
be aDDointed
of the Committee
Committee shall be
appointed by the Council.
ARTICLE
XVI
ARTICLE XVI
The Secretariat
Secretariat
The
1. The
shall have
Secretariat consisting
of a
a Secretary
Secretary
consisting of
have aa Secretariat
The Council
Council shall
1.
of
and
such staff
staff as
may be
required for
of the
the Council
Council and
and of
work of
for the
the work
be required
as may
and such
its committees.
committees.
its
2. The
Council shall
appoint the
and determine
determine his
his duties.
duties.
the Secretary
Secretary and
shall appoint
2.
The Council
3. The
The staff
shall be
be appointed
appointed by
by the
the Secretary
Secretary in
in accordance
accordance with
with
3.
staff shall
regulations
established by
by the
the Council.
Council.
regulations established
ARTICLE XVII
XVII
ARTICLE
Finance
Finance
1.
The expenses
delegations to
the Council,
of representatives
representatives on
on
of delegations
to the
Council, of
1. The
expenses of
the
Executive
Committee,
and
of
representatives
on the
the Advisory
Advisory
the Executive Committee, and of representatives on
Committee on
on Price
Equivalents shall
shall be
be met
by their
their respective
met by
respective
Price Equivalents
Committee
Governments.
The
other
expenses
necessary
for
the
administration
the
administration
Governments. The other expenses necessary for
of
this Agreement,
including those
those of
of the
the Secretariat
any remuremuand any
Secretariat and
of this
Agreement, including
neration
which
the
Council
may
decide
to
pay
to
its
Chairman
or its
its
or
its
Chairman
to
pay
to
may
decide
neration which the Council
Vice
Chairman,
shall
be
met
by
annual
contributions
from
the
exportthe
exportfrom
contributions
by
annual
be
met
Vice Chairman, shall
ing
and importing
importing countries.
countries. The
The contribution
contribution of
of each
each such
such country
country
ing and
for
each
crop-year
shall
be
proportionate
to
the
number
of
votes
held
votes
held
number
of
to
the
for each crop-year shall be proportionate
by
it
when
the
budget
for
that
crop-year
is
settled.
is
settled.
crop-year
for
that
budget
by it when the
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2. At
its first
Session, the
approve its
for the
the
its budget
budget for
shall approve
the Council
Council shall
first Session,
2.
At its
period
ending
July
31,
1950
and
assess
the
contribution
to
be
paid
by
period ending July 31, 1950 and assess the contribution to be paid by
each exporting
exporting and
and importing
country.
importing country.
each
3. The
Council shall,
at its
Session during
the second
second half
half of
of
first Session
during the
shall, at
its first
3.
The Council
each
crop-year,
approve
its
budget
for
the
following
crop-year
and
each crop-year, approve its budget for the following crop-year and
assess
contribution to
be paid
paid by
each exporting
and importing
importing
exporting and
by each
to be
assess the
the contribution
country
for
that
crop-year.
country for that crop-year.
4.
initial contribution
contribution of
of any
any exporting
or importing
country
exporting or
importing country
4. The
The initial
acceding
Agreement under
Article XXI shall be assessed
assessed by
under Article
acceding to
to this Agreement
the
Council on
on the
the number
number of
of votes
votes to
to be
be held
held by
by it
it and
and
the basis
basis of
of the
the Council
the period
period remaining
remaining in
current crop-year,
crop-year, but
the assessments
assessments
but the
the current
in the
the
made
and importing
countries for
for the
the current
current
importing countries
other exporting
exporting and
made upon
upon other
crop-year shall
shall not
be altered.
not be
altered.
crop-year
5.
Contributions shall
shall be
be payable
payable immediately
assessment.
upon assessment.
immediately upon
5. Contributions
Any
or importing
importing country
country failing
failing to
to pay
pay its
its contribution
contribution
Any exporting
exporting or
within
year of
its assessment
shall forfeit
forfeit its
voting rights
rights until
until
its voting
of its
assessment shall
within one
one year
its contribution
contribution is
deprived of
of its
its other
other rights
rights
be deprived
is paid,
paid, but
but shall
shall not
not be
its
nor relieved
of its
obligations under
under this
of
this Agreement.
Agreement. In
In the event of
nor
relieved of
its obligations
any exporting
country forfeiting
under
voting rights under
forfeiting its voting
or importing
importing country
any
exporting or
this paragraph
shall be
provided in paraparabe redistributed
redistributed as provided
its votes
votes shall
this
paragraph its
graph 14 of Article
Article XIII.
6.
crop-year, publish
statement
6. The Council shall,
shall, each
each crop-year,
publish an audited statement
of its
and expenditures
the previous
previous crop-year.
crop-year.
of
its receipts
receipts and
expenditures in
in the
7.
The government
the country
where the
the temporary
temporary or
or perper7. The
government of
of the
country where
manent seat of the
exemption from taxataxamanent
the Council is situated
situated shall
shall grant exemption
tion
on the
salaries paid
paid by
the Council
Council to
to its
employees except
except that
that
its employees
tion on
the salaries
by the
such exemption
need not
not apply
apply to
that country.
country.
such
exemption need
to the
the nationals
nationals of
of that
8. The
Council shall,
shall, prior
prior to
to its
its dissolution,
dissolution, provide
provide for
for the
the settlesettle-,
8.
The Council
ment
its liabilities
and the
the disposal
disposal of
its records
and assets
the
ment of
of its
liabilities and
of its
records and
assets upon
upon the
termination of
of this
this Agreement.
Agreement.
termination
ARTICLE
ARTICLE XVIII
XVIII
Cooperation With Other
Intergovernmental Organizations
Organizations
Cooperation
Other Intergovernmental

Post, p.
p. 2194.
2194.
Pot,

1. The Council shall make whatever
1.
arrangements are
required for
for
whatever arrangements
are required
consultation and
the appropriate
appropriate organs
organs of
of the
the
consultation
and cooperation
cooperation with
with the
United
Nations and
agencies and
and with
with other
other intergovintergovUnited Nations
and its
its specialized
specialized agencies
ernmental organizations.
ernmental
organizations.
2. If the Council
Council finds
2.
mafinds that any
any terms of this Agreement
Agreement are
are mainconsistent with such
such requirements
requirements as may be laid down
terially inconsistent
down by
by the
United Nations
organs and
specialized
United
Nations or
or through
through its
its appropriate
appropriate organs
and specialized
regarding intergovernmental
agencies regarding
intergovernmental commodity
commodity agreements,
agreements, the
the
inconsistency
be deemed
to be
be a
acircumstance
circumstance affecting
affecting adversely
adversely
inconsistency shall
shall be
deemed to
the operation
operation of this Agreement
Agreement and
the procedure
procedure prescribed
in
and the
prescribed in
paragraphs
and 5
of Article
XXII shall
shall be
be applied.
applied.
paragraphs 3, 4,
4, and
5 of
Article XXII
ARTICLE XIX
ARTICLE
XIX
Disputes
Complaints
Disputes and
and Complaints

1. Any dispute concerning
interpretation or application
1.
concerning the interpretation
application of this
Agreement
Agreement which is not settled by negotiation
negotiation and any complaint
complaint that
that
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obligations
any exporting or importing country has failed to fulfull its obligations
exporting or imAgreement, shall, at the request of any exporting
under this Agreement,
porting country party to the dispute
dispute or making the complaint, be
referred to the
a decision on the matter.
the Council
Council which shall make a
referred
2.
country shall be found to have com2. No
No exporting
exporting or importing country
a majority
breach of this Agreement
Agreement except
except by a
majority of the votes
mitted aabreach
countries and a
majority of the votes held by the
a majority
the exporting countries
held by the
importing countries.
countries. Any
Any finding that an exporting or importing
country is in breach of this Agreement
Agreement shall specify
specify the nature
nature of the
breach
breach involves default by that country in its
breach and, if the breach
guaranteed
guaranteed quantities, the extent of such default.
exporting country
country or an importing
importing
finds that an exporting
If the
the Council
Council finds
3. If
country
breach of this Agreement, it may, by aa
committed aa breach
country has committed
a majority
majority
exporting countries
countries and a
majority of
of the
the votes held by the exporting
majority of
conheld by the importing countries, deprive the country conthe votes held
obligations or expel that
its voting rights until it fulfills its obligations
of its
cerned of
Agreement.
country from the Agreement.
4. If any
importing country
country is deprived
deprived of its votes
exporting or importing
any exporting
redistributed as provided
provided in
under this Article, the votes shall be redistributed
paragraph 14 of
XIII. If any exporting or importing country
Article XIII.
of Article
paragraph
is
found in
in default
guaranteed quantities
quantities or
whole or part of its guaranteed
of the
the whole
default of
is found
is expelled
quantities
guaranteed quantities
remainingg guaranteed
Agreement, the remaini
this Agreement,
from this
expelled from
is
shall
provided in Article IX.
as provided
be adjusted as
shall be
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PART 5—FINAL
XX
ARTICLE XX
ARTICLE
Signature, Acceptance,
Acceptance, and
Entry into Force
and Entry
Signature,
1. This
This Agreement
Agreement shall
shall be
be open
signature in Washington
Washington until
for signature
open for
1.
April 15,
by the
Governments of
countries listed in Annex
Annex A
of the countries
the Governments
1949 by
15, 1949
April
B to Article III.
Annex B
and Annex
2.
This Agreement
subject to acceptance
acceptance by signatory
signatory
shall be subject
Agreement shall
2. This
Governments in
accordance with
respective constitutional
with their respective
in accordance
Governments
procedures.
to the
provisions of paragraph
paragraph 4
Article,
4 of this Article,
the provisions
Subject to
procedures. Subject
instruments of
acceptance shall
shall be
deposited with
Government of
with the Government
be deposited
of acceptance
instruments
1, 1949.
the
1949.
not later than July 1,
America not
of America
States of
United States
the United
3.
Governments of
of countries
Annex A
A
countries listed in Annex
the Governments
that the
3. Provided
Provided that
to
III responsible
seventy per cent of the
less than seventy
responsible for not less
Article III
to Article
guaranteed purchases
purchases and
and the
the Governments
Governments of
of countries
listed in
in
countries listed
guaranteed
Annex B
B to
Article III
responsible for
for not
less than
than eighty
eighty per
per cent of
not less
III responsible
to Article
Annex
the
guaranteed sales
accepted this
this Agreement
Agreement by
by July
July 1, 1949,
1949,
have accepted
sales have
the guaranteed
Parts
4, and
of the
the Agreement
Agreement shall
shall enter
enter into
into force
force on
on July
1,
July 1,
5 of
and 5
1, 3,
3, 4,
Parts 1,
1949
between
those
Governments
which
have
accepted
it.
The
1949 between those Governments which have accepted it. The
Council
date which
later than
September 1,
1, 1949
1949
than September
be later
not be
shall not
which shall
fix aadate
shall fix
Council shall
on
which
Part
2
of
this
Agreement
shall
enter
into
force
V]
between
on which Part 2 of this Agreement shall enter into force [1] between
those Governments
Governments which
accepted it.
have accepted
which have
those
4.
Any signatory
signatory Government
Government which
has not
this AgreeAgreeaccepted this
not accepted
which has
4. Any
ment
by
July
1,
1949
may
be
granted
by
the
Council
an
extension
of
ment by July 1, 1949 may be granted by the Council an extension of
time
after
that
date
fox
depositing
its
instrument
of
acceptance.
time after that date for depositing its instrument of acceptance.

1, 1949.
Aug. 1,
I Entered into force Aug.
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Parts
1, 3,
3, 4,
4, and
this Agreement
Agreement shall
shall enter
enter into
into force
force for
for that
that
Parts 1,
and 5
5 of
of this
Government
date of
deposit of
of its
its instrument
instrument of
of acceptance,
acceptance,
Government on
on the
the date
of the
the deposit
and
Part 2
of the
force for
for that
that GovernGovernshall enter
enter into
into force
and Part
2 of
the Agreement
Agreement shall
ment on
on the
the date
date fixed
fixed under
under paragraph
of this
Article for
the entry
entry
3 of
this Article
for the
ment
paragraph 3
into force
force of
that Part.
of that
Part.
into
5. The
Government of
of the
States of
America will
will notify
notify
of America
the United
United States
5.
The Government
all signatory
sigRatory Governments
Governments of
of each
signature and
and acceptance
acceptance of
of this
this
all
each signature
Agreement.
Agreement.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE XXI
XXI
Accession
Accession
The
by two-thirds
of the
the votes
cast by
by the
exporting
the exporting
may, by
two-thirds of
votes cast
The Council
Council may,
countries and
two-thirds of
of the
the votes
cast by
by the
the importing
importing countries,
countries,
countries
and two-thirds
votes cast
approve accession
to this
this Agreement
Agreement by
by any
any Government
Government not
not already
already
approve
accession to
it and
and prescribe
such accession.
accession. Accession
Accession
aa party
party to
to it
prescribe conditions
conditions for
for such
shall
be effected
effected by
depositing an
an instrument
of accession
accession with
with the
the
shall be
by depositing
instrument of
Government
of America,
which will
will notify
notify all
all
Government of
of the
the United
United States
States of
America, which
signatory
and acceding
acceding Governments
Governments of
each such
such accession.
signatory and
of each
accession.
ARTICLE
XXII
ARTICLE XXII
Duration,
Amendment, Withdrawal
Withdrawal and
and Termination
Termination
Duration, Amendment,
1. This
This Agreement
Agreement shall
in force
force until
until July
31, 1953.
1.
shall remain
remain in
July 31,
1953.
2.
The Council
31, 1952,
1952, communicate
communicate to
to
2. The
Council shall,
shall, not
not later
later than
than July
July 31,
the exporting
importing countries
countries its
recommendations regarding
the
exporting and
and importing
its recommendations
regarding
the renewal
of this
this Agreement.
the
renewal of
Agreement.
3.
If circumstances
the opinion
opinion of
of the
3. If
circumstances arise
arise which,
which, in
in the
the Council,
Council,
affect or
threaten to
affect
or threaten
to affect
adversely the
operation of
of this
this Agreement,
Agreement,
affect adversely
the operation
the Council
may, by
of the
held by
by the
the exporting
exporting
the
Council may,
by aa majority
majority of
the votes
votes held
countries and
and aamajority
majority of
the votes
held by
by the
the importing
countries,
countries
of the
votes held
importing countries,
recommend
recommend an
to the
exporting and
and
an amendment
amendment of
of this
this Agreement
Agreement to
the exporting
importing
countries.
importing countries.
4.
The Council
each exporting
exporting and
and
4. The
Council may
may fix
fix aa time
time within
within which
which each
importing country
importing
country shall notify
notify the
the Government
Government of
the United
United States
of the
States
of
whether or
not it
it accepts
accepts the
the amendment.
amendment. The
The amendof America
America whether
or not
amendcounment shall become
become effective
effective upon its acceptance
acceptance by exporting
exporting countries which
votes of
of the
the exporting
countries
tries
which hold
hold two-thirds
two-thirds of
of the
the votes
exporting countries
and by
importing countries
countries which
which hold
of the
and
by importing
hold two-thirds
two-thirds of
of the
the votes
votes of
the
importing
importing countries.
countries.
5. Any exporting or
importing country
or importing
country which
which has
has not
not notified
the
notified the
Government
of
the
United
Government
the United States of America
America of its acceptance
acceptance of an
amendment
amendment by the
the date on which such amendment
amendment becomes effective
may, after giving such written
notice
of
withdrawal to the Governwritten notice
withdrawal
Government of the United
States
of
America
as
the Council
United
America
Council may require in
each case, withdraw
Agreement at the end of the current
current
withdraw from
from this Agreement
be released from any
any obligations
crop-year, but shall not thereby
thereby be
obligations
Agreement which have not been
been discharged
discharged by the end of
under this Agreement
of
that
crop-year.
that crop-year.
6. Any
exporting country
country which
which considers
considers its
its interests
to be
be seri6.
Any exporting
interests to
seriously prejudiced
prejudiced by the nonparticipation
withdrawal from this
nonparticipation in or withdrawal
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A to Article
Agreement of any country
Agreement
country listed in Annex A
Article III responsible
responsible
for more than five per cent of the guaranteed
guaranteed quantities
quantities in that
that
Annex, or any importing
importing country which considers
considers its interests to be
nonparticipation in or withdrawal
seriously prejudiced
prejudiced by the nonparticipation
withdrawal from
to
Article
B
in
Annex
listed
country
Agreement of any country
the Agreement
the
B
Article III responof
the
guaranteed
five
per
cent
sible for more than
guaranteed quantities
quantities in that
that
by
giving
written
Agreement
from
this
Annex, may withdraw
Agreement
written notice
withdrawal to the Government
United States
States of America
America
Government of the United
of withdrawal
before
September
1,
such
date
the
Council may fix
as
or
earlier
1,
1949
before September
by two-thirds
two-thirds of the votes cast by the exporting countries and by
two-thirds of the votes cast by the importing countries.
countries.
7. Any exporting or importing
importing country which
which considers
considers its national
national
may withsecurity
to
be
endangered
by
the
outbreak
hostilities
of
security to be endangered
draw
Agreement by giving thirty days'
days' written notice of
this Agreement
from this
draw from
withdrawal to the Government
Government of the United States
States of America.
8.
The
Government
United
of
America will inform
inform
America
States
of
the
8. The Government
and
notification
each
all
signatory
and
acceding
Governments
of
each
notification
Governments
all signatory
notice
received
under
Article.
this
received
notice
ARTICLE
II
ARTICLE XXT
XXIII
Territorial Application
Application
Territorial

acceptance
1. Any
Government may, at the time of signature
signature or acceptance
Any Government
1.
obliganghts
of
or
accession
Agreement,
declare
that
its
rights
and
declare
Agreement,
to
this
of or accession
or any
of
all
tions
under
the
Agreement
apply
respect
any
respect
in
not
shall
Agreement
the
tions under
responit
is
relations
of
the
overseas
territories
for
the
foreign
relations
of
which
foreign
territories
overseas
of the
sible.
2. With
exception of
respect of which a
adeclaration
declaration
of territories in respect
the exception
With the
2.
has
been
made
in
accordance
paragraph
1
the
Article,
this
of
1
paragraph
with
in
accordance
has been made
rights
and
obligations
of
any
Government
Agreement
shall
this
under
Government
of
any
obligations
and
rights
apply in
in respect
respect of
relations of which
foreign relations
the foreign
for the
territories for
all territories
of all
apply
that
Government
responsible.
is
that Government
3. Any
Government may,
may, at
at any
time after
acceptance of
of or
or
its acceptance
after its
any time
Any Government
3.
accession
to
this
Agreement,
by
notification
to
Government
of
of
Government
the
to
by
notification
Agreement,
this
accession to
the
United
States
of
America,
declare
that
its
rights
obligations
and
rights
its
that
declare
America,
of
States
the United
under
the Agreement
shall apply
apply in
of all or
or any of the terriin respect
respect of
Agreement shall
under the
tories
regarding
which
it
has
made
a
declaration
accordance with
in accordance
a
declaration
made
has
it
which
tories regarding
paragraph
1
Article.
Article.
this
1
of
paragraph
4.
may, by
by giving
of withdrawal
withdrawal to
notification of
giving notification
Government may,
Any Government
4. Any
the
Government
of
the
United
States
of
America,
withdraw
from
from
withdraw
America,
of
States
United
of
the
the Government
this
separately in
of all
all or
or any of
of the overseas
respect of
in respect
Agreement separately
this Agreement
territories
whose foreign
foreign relations
it is
is responsible.
responsible.
relations it
for whose
territories for
5. The
Government of
America will
inform
will inform
of America
States of
United States
of the
the United
5.
The Government
all signatory
signatory and
any declaration
declaration or
or notinotiof any
Governments of
and acceding
acceding Governments
all
fication
under this
this Article.
Article.
made under
fication made
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ACCORD
INTERNATIONAL SUR
SUR LE
LE BLE
BLE
ACCORD INTERNATIONAL
Les
Gouvemements parties
present Accord,
Les Gouvernements
parties au
au present
Accord,
Soucieux
surmonter les
domm.ages causes
causes aux
aux producproducSoucieux de
de surmonter
les serieux
serieux dommages
teurs et
et aux
consommateurs par
par de lourds
aux consommateurs
lourds excedents
excedents comme
comme par de
de
graves penuries
graves
penuries de
de ble,
ble, et
et
Ayant
decide qu'il
a cet
cet effet
effet un
un accord
accord
est desirable
d6sirable de
de conclure
conclure A
Ayant decide
qu'il eat
international sur
sur le
ble,
international
le ble,
Sont convenus
qui suit:
suit:
Sont
convenus de
de ce
ce qui
PREMIERE PARTIEPARTIE -GENERALITES
GENERALITES
PREMIERE

ARTICLE I
ARTICLE
I
Objet
Objet
Le present
et d'assurer
d'assurer des
des approvisionnements
de
Le
present Accord
Accord a
a pour
pour obj
objet
approvisionnements de
ble
et des
des marches
marches de
de ble
ble aux
pays exportateurs,
exportateurs,
bl aux
aux pays
pays importateurs
importateurs et
aux pays
a
a des
des prix
prix equitables
4quitables et
et stables.
stables.
ARTICLE
II
ARTICLE II
Definitions
Definitions
1. Pour
Pour les
besoins du
1.
les besoins
du present
present Accord:
Accord:
"Coxnite Consultatif
des Equivalences
Equivalences de
Prix" designe
design° le
Comite
"Comit6
Consultatif des
de Prix"
le Comit6
Particle XV.
cree en vertu
vertu de
de l'article
"Bushel" equivaut
avoirdupois.
"Bushel"
6quivaut aasoixante
soixante livres
livres avoirdupois.
"Frais
"Frais de
detention" desig,ne
frais de
et
de detention"
designe les
les frais
de magasinage,
magasinage, d'interet
d'int6ret et
d'assurance du
attente d'expedition.
d'expedition.
d'assurance
du ble
ble en
en attente
"C. et
f." signifie
signifie coit
coat et
"C.
et f."
et fret.
fret.
"Conseil"
"Conseil" designe
International du
Ble ere()
l'article
designe Ie
le Conseil
Conseil International
du Ble
cree par
par l'article

XIII.
"Annee
agricole" designe la
p6riode du
"Aimee agricole"
is period°
aoat au
an 31 juillet, A
du ler
ler aott
I'exception
l'exception de
de Particle
l'article VII,
oh ce
designe, pour
pour l'Australie
l'Australie et
et
VII, oil
ce terme designe,
l'Uruguay,
la period°
l'Uruguay, is
periode du ler decembre
decembre au 30 novembre,
novembre, et, pour les
Etats-Unis d'Amerique,
poriode du
ler juillet
juillet au
au 30
30 juin.
juin.
Etats-Unis
d'Amerique, is
la periode
du ler
"Comite
XIV.
"Comite Executif"
Ex6cutif" design°
designe le Comite
Comite cree
cree par l'article XIV.
exportateur" designe,
"Pays exportateur"
design°, suivant
suivant le contexte, soit (i)
Gou(i) le
le Gouvernement
d'un pays
pays figurant
figurant a
al'annexe
Pannexe B
B de
de l'article
Particle III
qui aaaccepte
accepte
vernement d'un
III qui
on y
y aaaccede
et no
s'en est
eat pas
pas retire,
retire, ou
ou (ii) ce
ce pays
le present Accord
Accord ou
accede et
ne s'en
pays
lui-memo et
territoires auxquels
droits et
et obligaobligalui-meme
et les territoires
auxquels s'appliquent
s'appliquent les
les droits
tions de
son Gouvemement,
aux dispositions
dispositions de
tions
de son
Gouvernement, conformement
conform6ment aux
de
1'article
XXIII.
Particle XXIII.
"Faq" signifie
signifie qualite
moyenne marchande.
"Faq"
qualite moyenne
marchande.
"Fob" signifie
signifie franco
navire de
de mer.
mer.
"Fob"
franco bord
bord navire
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expression se rapporte
garantie" designe, lorsque
"Quantite
lorsque cette expression
rapporte A
a
"Quantit6 garantie"
agricole
annee
pour
garantis
ses
un
pays
importateur,
achats
pour
une
armee
agricole
un pays importateur,
exportateur, ses ventes
donnee, et, lorsqu'elle
lorsqu'elle se rapporte A
a un pays exportateur,
donnee,
donnee.
garanties
pour
une
armee
agricole
donnee.
agricole
annee
une
pour
garanties
"Pays
designe, suivant le contexte, soit (i) le GouGouimportateur" designe,
"Pays importateur"
a accept6
A de l'article
a l'annexe
figurant
vernement
d'un
pays
pays
figurant
a
l'annexe A
Particle III qui a
accepte
d'un
vernement
a accede
le
present Accord
ya
accede et ne s'en est pas retire, ou
on (ii) ce pays
pays
ou y
Accord on
le present
s'appliquent les droits
lui-merne et les territoires
territoires auxquels
auxquels s'appliquent
droits et obligaobligalui-m8me
conform6ment aux
tions
son Gouvernement,
Gouvernement, conformement
aux dispositions
dispositions de l'article
de son
tions de
XXIII.
XXIII.
l'Organisation
Commerce" designe l'Organisation
"Organisation
Internationale du Commerce"
"Organisation Internationale
1948, ou, en
mars
du
24
prevue
dans
la
Charte
de
La
Havane
en
date
date
en
Havane
La
de
Charte
la
prevue dans
Commission
Organisation,
cette
attendant
la
creation
definitive
cette
Organisation,
la
Commission
de
definitive
la
creation
attendant
Interimaire etablie
adopt& par la Conference
Conference du
etablie par une resolution adoptee
Interimaire
Havane du
a
La
tenue
Commerce
et
de
l'Emploi
des
Nations
Units,
a
La
Havane
Unies,
Nations
des
l'Emploi
et
de
Commerce
1948.
21 novembre
novembre 1947
mars 1948.
24 mars
1947 au 24
21
"Frais
designe tous les frais usuels d'acquisition,
d'acquisition, de
de marche"
marche" designe
"Frais de
transitaire.
frais
que
commercialisation,
d'affretement,
ainsi
que
les
du transitaire.
d'affretement,
commercialisation,
"bushels".
6quivaut A
"Tonne
a36,74371 "bushels".
metrique" equivaut
"Tonne metrique"
"Ble
de l'ancienne
ble recolte
r6colt6 plus de deux mois
le ble
designe le
recolte" designe
l'ancienne recolte"
"Ble de
avant
le
debut
de
Faun&
agricole
en
cours
par le pays exportateur
exportateur
cours
en
agricole
l'annee
de
debut
le
avant
interesse.
interesse.
A un pays ex"Territoire", lorsque
rapporte a
lorsque cette expression se rapporte
"Territoire",
auquel
territoire
tout
comprend
portateur
ou
a
un
pays
importateur,
comprend
tout
territoire
importateur,
pays
A
un
ou
portateur
pays
ce
de
s'appliquent
les
droits
et
les
obligations
du
Gouvernement
Gouvernement
du
obligations
et
les
droits
les
s'appliquent
aux
termes
du
present
Accord,
conformement
aux
dispositions
de
dispositions
aux
conformement
Accord,
present
du
termes
aux
l'article
XXIII.
XXIII.
l'article
contexte, une vente
"Transaction"
Ie contexte,
vente pour imporsuivant le
designe, suivant
"Transaction" designe,
tation
dans
un
pays
importateur,
de
ble
exporte
ou destine
destine aA. etre
ou
exporte
b16
de
importateur,
pays
un
dans
tation
exporte
par
un
pays
exportateur,
ou
la
quantite
de
ce
ble
ainsi vendu.
vendu.
ainsi
ble
ce
de
quantite
la
ou
exportateur,
pays
un
par
exporte
transactions
aux
Lorsqu'il
existe
dans
le
present
Accord
une
reference
transactions
reference
une
Accord
le
present
dans
existe
Lorsqu'il
entre un
on devra
devra l'interprel'interpreimportateur, on
pays importateur,
un pays
et un
exportateur et
pays exportateur
un pays
entre
ter
comme
designant
non
seulement
les
transactions
entre
le
gouvernegouvornele
entre
transactions
les
seulement
non
d6signant
comme
ter
ment
d'un
pays
exportateur
et
le
gouvemement
d'un
pays
importapays
d'un
gouvernement
le
et
exportateur
pays
d'un
ment
teur,
mais
aussi
les
transactions
entre
negociants
et
les
transactions
transactions
les
et
negociants
entre
transactions
les
aussi
teur, mais
entre un
le gouvernement
gouvemement d'un
d'un pays
pays exportateur
exportateur ou
on d'un
d'un
et le
negociant et
un negociant
entre
pays importateur.
importateur. Pans
cette definition,
le terme
"gouvernement"
terme "gouvemement"
d6finition, le
Dans cette
pays
sera considere
comme comprenant
le gouvemement
tout territoire
territoire
de tout
gouvernement de
comprenant le
considere comme
sera
auquel
s'appliquent les
les droits
obligations de
tout Gouvernement
Gouvernement
de tout
et obligations
droits et
auquel s'appliquent
acceptant le
le present
y accedant
accedant conformement
clauses
aux clauses
conformement aux
ou y
Accord on
present Accord
acceptant
de Particle
l'article XXIII.
de
"Engagement
rempli" designe
entre les
les quantites
quantites
difference entre
la difference
designe la
non rempli"
"Engagement non
inscrites sur
les registres
Conseil, conformement
aux dispositions
conformement aux'dispositions
du Conseil,
registres du
sur les
inscrites
de l'article
an compte
compte d'un
d'un pays
pays exportateur
ou d'un
pays imimd'un pays
exportateur ou
IV, au
l'article IV,
de
portateur, pour
et la
la quantate
garante de
de
quantit6 garantie
donnee, et
agricole donnee,
ann6e agricole
une armee
pour une
portateur,
ce pays,
pays, pour
cette armee
agricole.
annee agricole.
pour cette
ce
"Ble", sauf
l'article VI,
VI, comprend,
le ble
en grain,
la farine
farine
grain, la
ble en
outre le
comprend, outre
A l'article
"Ble", sauf a
de ble.*
ble.*
de
*Note du
du texte
signifie
de ble" signifie
"farine de
"froment"; "farine
signifie "froment";
"B1e" signifie
frangais: "Ble"
texte frangais:
*Note
"farine
froment".
de froment".
"farine de
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2. Soixante-douze
unites en poids de farine
farine de b16
1316 seront consider6es
considerees
2.
Soixante-douze unites
comme
cent unites
en poids de b16
ble en grain,
grain, dans tous
unites en
6quivalentes aacent
comme equivalentes
les
relatifs aux
"achats garantis"
garantis" ou aux
garanties",
aux "ventes
"ventes garanties",
aux "achats
les calculs
calculs relatifs
moins que
decide autrement.
Conseil n'en decide
que le Conseil
a moins
DEUXIEME
PARTIE -DROITS ET OBLIGATIONS
OBLIGATIONS
DEUXIEME PARTIE-DROITS

ARTICLE III
III
ARTICLE
Achats garantis
ventes garanties
garanties
garantis et ventes
Achats
1. Les
A du present
present article pour
l'annexe A
quantites de ble figurant aal'annexe
Les quantites
1.
chaque
importateur representent,
representent, sous
reserve de toute augmensous reserve
pays importateur
chaque pays
tation ou
ou deduction
conformement aux dispositions de la
effectuees conformement
deduction effectuees
tation
troisieme
"achats garantis"
garantis" de ce pays
Accord, les "achats
du present Accord,
troisieme Partie du
pour
des quatre
quatre annees
par le present
present
annees agricoles couvertes par
chacune des
pour chacune
Accord.
B du present article
2. Les quantites de ble
b16 figurant
figurant A
al'annexe
l'annexe B
article pour
chaque
exportateur representent,
representent, sous reserve de toute augmenchaque pays exportateur
conformement aux dispositions de la
effectu6es conformement
deduction effectuees
tation ou deduction
troisieme Partie du present Accord, les "ventes
"ventes garanties"
garanties" de ce pays
present
annees agricoles
agricoles couvertes
couvertes par le present
pour chacune des quatre annees
Accord.
3.
garantis" d'un pays importateur
importateur repr6sentent
representent la
"achats garantis"
3. Les "achats
quantite maximum de ble que le Conseil, sous reserve
reserve de deduction du
inscrites sur ses registres, conformement
conformement
des transactions inscrites
montant des
titre de ses "achats
"achats garantis",
garantis",
l'article IV, au titre
aux dispositions de Particle
demander A ce pays importateur, conformement
conformement A
(a) pourra
pourra demander
Particle
exportateurs a
a des prix compad'acheter aux pays exportateurs
larticle V, d'acheter
stipules A
minima stipules
al'article
Particle VI ou determines
determines
tibles avec les prix minima
en vertu des dispositions
dudit article,
dispositions dudit
(b) on
exportateurs, conformement
conformement
demander aux pays exportateurs,
ou pourra demander
l'article V,
importateur A
a des prix
V, de
de vendre
vendre a
A ce pays importateur
a Particle
VI ou
compatibles
compatibles avec
avec les prix maxima
maxima stipules A
a P'article
l'article VI
determines en vertu des dispositions
dispositions dudit article.
4. Les "ventes
"ventes garanties"
exportateur repr6sentent
representent la
la
garanties" d'un pays exportateur
deduction
quantite
quantite maximum de b16
ble que le Conseil, sous r6serve
reserve de deduction
transactions inscrites
inscrites sur ses registres,
registres, conformement
conformement
des transactions
du montant des
a
garanties",
"ventes garanties",
AParticle
'article IV, au titre de ces "ventes
exportateur, conformement
conformement A
a ce pays exportateur,
demander a
(a) pourra demander
vendre aux pays importateurs
importateurs a
a des prix coml'article V, de vendre
patibles avec les prix maxima
maxima stipules
stipules a
VI ou d6terdeterA l'article VI
patibles
mines en vertu des dispositions
dispositions dudit article,
demander aux pays importateurs,
importateurs, conformement
conformement a
(b) ou pourra demander
Particle V, d'acheter
d'acheter a
ace pays exportateur
exportateur a
ades prix compatil'article
aParticle
VI ou determines
determines
l'article VI
bles avec les prix minima stipules A
en vertu des dispositions
dispositions dudit article.
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5. Si un pays importateur
importateur 6prouve
A exercer
droit
eprouve des difficult6s
difficult& a
exercer son droit
d'acheter
"engagements non remplis"
d'acheter les quantites representant
representant ses "engagements
remplis"
A
compatibles avec les prix maxima
a des prix compatibles
maxima stipules
Particle VI
stipules a
A l'article
VI ou
ou
determines
determines en vertu des dispositions
dispositions dudit article,
article, ou bien si un pays
pays
exportateur
A exercer
exportateur eprouve
eprouve des difficultes
difficult& a
exercer son droit
droit de vendre
vendre les
quanta& representant
representant ses
ses "engagements
"engagements non
remplis" a
a des
des prix
prix
quantites
non remplis"
compatibles avec
prix
minima
ainsi
stipules
ou
determines,
compatibles
avec les
les prix minima ainsi stipules ou d6termin6s, il
il
pourra recourir
A
procedure prevue
pr6vue par Particle
l'article V.
recourir a, la procedure
6.
exportateurs ne
ne sont
sont soumis,
soumis, aux
aux termes
termes du
present
6. Les
Les pays
pays exportateurs
du present
Accord, a
A aucune
obligation
de
vendre
du ble,
a moins
qu'ils ne
aucune
bid, a
moms qu'ils
soient
ne soient
requis de le faire, ainsi que
des prix
compatibles
que le
le prevoit
prevoit l'article
l'article V,
V, aades
prix compatibles
avec les prix maxima stipules
a Particle
ou determines
en vertu
vertu
stipules A
l'article VI
VI ou
determines en
dudit article.
pays importateurs
ne
sont
soumis,
des dispositions
dispositions dudit
article. Les
Les pays
importateurs ne sont soumis,
aux
d'acheter du
du ble,
aux termes
termes du
du present
present Accord,
Accord, a,a aucune
aucune obligation
obligation d'acheter
ble, A
moins qu'ils ne
moms
faire, ainsi
prevoit
Particle
ne soient
soient requis
requis de le
le faire,
ainsi que
que le
le prevoit l'article
V, b,
compatibles avec
prix maxima
stipules a
al'article
Particle VI
VI
V,
A des
des prix
prix compatibles
avec les
les prix
maxima stipuls
ou
determines en
vertu des
ou determines
en vertu
des dispositions
dispositions dudit
dudit article.
article.
7. La
La quantite
quantite de
de farine
de ble
que fournira
fournira le
le cas
cas echeant
le pays
pays
7.
farine de
bl1 que
ech6ant le
exportateur et
qu'acceptera le
le pays
an titre
de leurs
exportateur
et qu'acceptera
pays importateur,
importateur, au
titre de
leurs
quantites
sous reserve
reserve des
des dispositions
dispositions de
de
quantites garanties
garanties respectives,
respectives, sera,
sera, sous
l'article
V, d6terminee
determinee par
accord entre
vendeur et
et l'acheteur,
l'article V,
par accord
entre le
le vendeur
l'acheteur, pour
pour
chaque
transaction.
chaque transaction.
8. Les
et les
les pays
8.
Les pays
pays exportateurs
exportateurs et
pays importateurs
importateurs seront
seront libres
libres de
de
remplir leurs
engagements au
au titre
de leurs
garanties par
par
remplir
leurs engagements
titre de
leurs quantites
quantites garanties
les voles
commerce prive
prive ou
disposition du
du
les
voies du
du commerce
ou autrement.
autrement. Aucune
Aucune disposition
present Accord
Accord ne
sera interpret&
comma dispensant
dispensant un
un negociant
negociant
present
ne sera
interpretee comme
prive de
se conformer
conformer aux
lois ou
reglements auxquels
priv6
de se
aux lois
ou reglements
auxquels il
il est
est soumis
soumis
par
ailleurs.
par ailleurs.
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L'
ARTICLE III
A DE L'ARTICLE
ANNEXE A
Achats garantis
garantis
Achats
Armee
let aoflt
edit au
an 31
31 juillet
juillet
agricoleler
Annee agricole

1949/50
1949/50

1950/51
1950/51

1951/52
1951/52

1952/53
1952/53

.
mMiers de
de tonnes
tonnes metriques*.
...
metrlques. ...
..... . .miliers

Arable
aoudite
Saoudite
Arabie S
Autriche
Autriche
Belgique
Belgique
Boliyie
Bolivie

Bresil
Bresil
Ceylan
Ceylan
Chine
Chine
Cclambie
Colombie
Cuba
Cuba
Darn:mark
Danemark
Egypte
Egypte
Equateur
Equateur
Grece
Grbce
Guatemala
Guatemala
Inde
Inde
Irlande
Irlande
Israel
Israel
Italie
Italie
Liban
Liban
Liberia
Liberia
M
exique
Mexique
Nicaragua
Nicaragua
Noryege
Norvbge
Nouyelle- Zelande
NouveUe-Zelande
Panama
Panama
Paraguay
Paraguay
Pays- Bas**
Pays-Bas**

Perou

Philippines
Philippines
Portugal
Portugal
Republique
Dorninicaine
Republique Dominicaine
RoyaumeUni
Royaume-Uni
S
alvador
Salvador
S
uede
Suede
S
uisse
Suisse
Union
ud- Africaine
Sud-Africaine
Union S
Venezuela
Venezuela

(37 pays)
pays)
Total (37

50
50
300
300
550
550
75
75
360
360
80
200
200
20
202
202
44
44
190
190
30
30
428
10
1.
042
1. 042
275
275
100
100
1.
100
1. 100
65
65
11
170
170
8
8
210
210
125
17
60
60
700
200
196
196
120
120
20
4. 819
819
11
75
175
300
90

50
50
300
300
550
75
75
360
80
200
20
202
202
44
190
30
428
10
1.
042
1.042
275
100
100
1. 100
100
1.
65
11
170
8
8
210
210
125
17
60
700
200
196
120
20
4.
819
4. 819
11
75
175
300
90

50

50

300
550
75
75

300
550
75

360
80
200
20
202
202
44
190
30
428
10
1.
042
1.042
275
100
100
1. 100
1.
65
11
170
88
210
125
17
60
700
200
196
120
20
4.
4. 819
11
75
175
300
90

360
80
200
20
202
202
44
190
30
428
10
1. 042
1.
275
100
100
1.
1. 100
65
11
170
88
210
210
125
17
60
700
200
196
120
20
4. 819
4.819
11
75
175
300
90

12. 418

12.
12. 418

12.
418
12.418

Equivalent
Equivent
en "bushels"
"bushels"
pour chaque
cheque
annee agricole
agricole

1. 837. 185
185
1.
11.
11. 023. 113
113
20.209.040
20. 209. 040
2. 755. 778
13. 227. 736
736
939. 497
2.
2.939.497
742
7.348.742
7.348.
874
734.
734.874
7.422.229
7.
422. 229
1. 616. 723
1.
6. 981.
981. 305
1. 102. 311
311
1.
726.308
15. 726.
308
367.437
367.
437
38. 286. 946
10. 104. 520
520
3. 674. 371
40. 418. 081
2. 388. 341
2.388.
36. 744
36.744
6. 246. 431
6.246.
293.950
293. 950
179
7. 716. 179
4. 592. 964
624.
643
624.643
2. 204. 623
2.
623
720. 597
25. 720.597
7.348.
7. 348. 742
7. 201.
201. 767
245
4. 409. 245
734.874
734. 874
177.
067. 938
177.067.938
404. 181
778
2. 755. 778
6. 430. 149
113
11.
11. 023. 113
3. 306. 934
3.306.934

12. 418 456.283.389
456. 283. 389
12.418

considerees
'A moins
moths quo
decide autrement,
72 tonnes
metriques de farine
farina de ble seront considerees
tonnes metriques
autrement, 72
que le
le Conseil
Conseil n'en decide
*A
l'etablissement du rapport
ble pour
pour l'etablissement
rapport entre
entre les quantites
quantites de farine
farina
m6triques de Me
a 100 tonnes metriques
equivalant 8100
comme equivalent
specifiees dens
presente annexe.
annexe.
dans la presente
les quantites
quantitds specifies
de ble et les
chaque annee
comprend, pour
La quantite
lea Pays-Bas
Pays-Bas comprend,
pour cheque
=nee agricole, 75.000 tonnes m6triques,
metriques,
**La
quantite inscrite pour les
l'Indon&sie.
"bushels", pour
2.755.778 "bushels",
pour l'Indonesie.
soit 2.755.778
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ANNEXE B
L'ARTICLE III
III
ANNEXE
B DE L'ARTICLE
Ventes garanties
Ventes
garanties

Annee agricole ler sofa
aout au 31 juillet
Annee

1949/50

1950/51
1950/61

1951/52
1951/52

1952/53
1952/63

.. .. .milliers
.milliers de tonnes
tonnes metriques.
metriques*. ..
Australie
Canada
Etats-Unis d'Am6rique**
Etate-Unis
d'Amerique**
France
Uruguay
Uruguay

Total

2.
5.
4.

Equivalent
Equivalent

en
en "bushels"
"bushels"

cheque
pour chaque
ann6e
annee agricole

177
527
574
90
50
50

2. 177
5.527
5. 527
4. 574
90
90
50
50

2. 177
5. 527
4. 574
90
90
50
50

2. 177
5.527
5. 527
4. 574
574
90
90
50
50

80.
000. 000
80.000.000
203.069.635
203. 069. 635
168.
069. 635
168.069.635
3.306.934
3.
306. 934
1.837.185
1. 837. 185

12. 418
12.418

12. 418
12.418

12.
418
12.418

12. 418
12.418

456. 283. 389
456.283.389

autrement. 72 tonnes m6triques
metriques de farine
farine de ble
b14 seront consld6res
considerees
*A moire
molns que le Conseil n'en decide
d6cide autrement,

comme 6quivalant
bl6 pour l'etablissement
l'etablissement du
rapport entre las
comma
equivalant A
5 100 tonnes
tonnes metriques
metriques de b16
du rapport
les quantit6s
quantites de
de
twine
1316 et les quantites
present° annexe.
annexe.
farine de bl6
quantites specifiees
specifiees dans la prasente
”Si, en raison
raison d'une recolte
insuffisante, les dispositions de l'artIcle
sont Invoquees,
invoquees, II
11 sera reconnu
reconnu quo
que
"Si,
recolte insuffisante,
l'article X sont
besoins minima
ces "ventes
"ventes garanties"
garanties" ne
no comprennent
comprennent pas les besoins
minima en ble de toute
toute zone
zone occupee
occupee de l'approvid'Am6rique detiennent
detiennent on
ou pourraient
pourraient assumer la responsabilite,
responsabilite, et
sionnement de laquelle les Etats-Unis
Etats-Unis d'Amerique
et
que
l'un des facteurs
qua la necessite de satisfaire a
Sces besoins constituera
constituera Pun
facteurs dent
dont il
il sera
sera tenu
tenu compte
compte pour
pour d6terdeterminer la capacite
Etats-Unis d'Amerique S
a livrer lours
leurs "ventes
garanties" aux termes
capacite des Etats-lJnis
"ventes garanties"
termes du p
p. sent Accord.
Accord.

IV
ARTICLE IV
ARTICLE

Enregistrement des
an titre
quantites garanties
garanties
des transactions
transactions au
titre des quantit6s
Enregistrement
1.
chaque armee
agricole, des
des registres
registres pour
pour
1. Le
Le Conseil
Conseil tiendra,
tiendra, pour
pour chaque
annee agricole,
qui font
partie des
les transactions
parties de
transactions en ble qui
font partie
de transactions
les
transactions et parties
quantites
garanties figurant
de Particle
III.
A et
et B
B de
l'article III.
aux annexes
annexes A
figurant aux
quantites garanties
2. Une
transaction en
en ble
ble en grain
grain conclue
de transaction
ou partie
partie de
Une transaction
transaction ou
2.
sera inscrite
entre
importateur sera
insciite sur les
pays importateur
exportateur et un pays
entre un
un pays
pays exportateur
pour
garanties de ces pays pour
des quantites
quantit6s garanties
registres
au titre des
du Conseil
Conseil au
registres du
une annee
annee agricole:
une
(a) sous
sous r6serve
reserve (i)
que le
is prix
supexieur au maximum
maximum ni
ne soit ni superieur
prix no
(i) que
(a)
inferieur au
minimum stipules
Particle VI
determines en
en
VI ou determines
a l'article
stipules A,
au minimum
inferieur
vertu des
des dispositions
dispositions dudit
dudit article
annee agricole,
agricole, et
et
cette annee
article pour
pour cette
vertu
(ii)
que le
is pays
pays importateur
importateur n'aient pas
et le
exportateur et
le pays
pays exportateur
(ii) que
convenu
que cette
cette transaction
transaction ne
no sera
sera pas
sur leurs
leurs
imputee sur
pas imputes
convenu que
quantites
garanties; et
et
quantites garanties;
(b)
dans is
mesure oü
(i) le
le pays
pays exportateur
le pays
importateur
pays importateur
et le
exportateur et
oi (i)
la mesure
(b) dans
interesses
ont
l'un
et
l'autre
des
"engagements
non
remplis"
interesses ont l'un et l'autre des "engagements non remplis"
pour
cette
anti&
agricole,
et
oA
(ii)
is
periods
de
chargement
pour cette annee agricole, et oi (ii) la periode de chargement
specifiee
est comprise
annee
dans cette
cette annee
comprise dans
la transaction
transaction est
dans is
specifiee dans
agricole.
3. Si
pays exportateur
et is
interesses en
en conconpays importateur
importateur interesses
le pays
exportateur et
le pays
3.
Si le
viennent,
une
transaction
ou
partie
de
transaction
effectuee
en
vertu
viennent, une transaction ou partie de transaction effectuee en vertu
d'un
accord sur
l'achat et
vents du
du ble
ble et
et conclue
Pentree en
en
avant l'entree
conclue avant
la vente
et la
sur l'achat
d'un accord
vigueur
de
is
deuxieme
Partie
du
present
Accord
sera
egalement,
sans
sans
vigueur de la deuxieme Partie du present Accord sera egalement,
que
prix entrent
entrent en
compte mais
mais sous
sous reserve
reserve des
des conditions
conditions
de compte
en ligne
ligne de
que les
les prix
fixees
a
Palinea
(b)
du
paragraphs
2
du
present
article,
inscrite
sur les
les
fix6es A l'alinea (b) du paragraphe 2 du present article, inscrite sur
registres
du
Conseil
au
titre
des
quantites
garanties
de
ces
pays.
pays.
de
ces
garanties
registres du Conseil au titre des quantites
4. Si
Si un
ou un
un accord
accord gouvernemental
sur la
is
gouvernemental sur
commercial ou
4.
un contrat
contrat commercial
vente
et
l'achat
de
farine
de
hie
contient
une
stipulation,
ou
si
le
pays
le
pays
ou
si
une
stipulation,
contient
de
ble
de
farine
vente et l'achat
exportateur
et is
pays importateur
importateur interesses
is Conseil
Conseil
informent le
interesses informent
le pays
exportateur et
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convenus que le prix de ladite
qu'ils sont convenus
ble est
compatible
ladite farine
farine de
de bl6
est compatible
a l'article
avec les prix stipules a
Particle VI ou determin6s
determines en
vertu des
des disposidisposien vertu
tions dudit
dudit article, Pequivalent
en grain
farine de
de bl6
ble
l'6quivalent en
en ble
b16 en
grain de
de cette
cette farine
sera, sous reserve des conditions
conditions prescrites
prescrites aux
aux alin6as
alineas (a)
(a) (ii)
(ii) et
et (b)
(b) du
du
paragraphe 2
2 du present article,
paragraphe
inscrit sur
sur les
les registres
du Conseil
Conseil au
au
article, inscrit
registres du
quantit6s garanties
titre des quantites
garanties de
ces pays.
pays. Si
Si le
contrat commercial
commercial
de ces
le contrat
gouvernemental no
ou l'accord
l'accord gouvernemental
pas de
de stipulation
stipulation de
de cette
cette
ne contient
contient pas
nature, et Si
si le pays exportateur
exportateur et
pays importateur
importateur interess6s
interesses ne
no
et le
le pays
reconnaissent
prix de la farina
reconnaissent pas que le prix
de ble
ble est
est compatible
compatible avec
avec
farine de
les prix stipules
stipul6s A,A l'article
ou determines
Particle VI ou
determines en
en vertu
vertu des
des dispositions
dispositions
dudit article, Pun
'un on
ou Pautre
l'autre de
ces pays
pays pourra,
no
de ces
pourra, a
A moms
moins qu'ils
qu'ils ne
soient convenus
convenus que Pequivalent
l'equivalent en bid
grain de
de cette
farine de
de ble
bid
ble en
en grain
cette farine
ne
no sera pas
sur les
registres du
Conseil au
au titre
titre de
leurs quantites
quantites
pas inscrit
inscrit sur
les registres
du Conseil
de leurs
garanties, prier le Conseil
Conseil de
de trancher
Si le
le Conseil,
Conseil,
trancher la
la question.
question. Si
examine cette requete,
requtte, decide que le prix de
apres avoir examine
de ladite
ladite farine
farine
compatible avec les prix stipules
de ble
bid est compatible
stipules A
aParticle
ou d6termines
determines
l'article VI
VI ou
en vertu des dispositions
dispositions dudit article, l'6quivalent
Pequivalent en
en bl6
ble en
de
en grain
grain de
ladite farine
au titre des
farine de ble
bid sera inscrit an
quantites garanties
garanties des
des pays
pays
des quantites
exportateurs et des pays
pays importateurs
importateurs interesses,
sous reserve
reserve des
des coninteresses, sous
conditions fixees a
A Palk&
l'alin6a (b)
(b) du
paragraphe 22du
du present
present article.
article. Si
le
du paragraphe
Si le
Conseil, apres avoir
cette requete,
decide que
le prix
prix de
ladite
avoir examine
examine cette
requAte, decide
que le
de ladite
farine de ble est incompatible
incompatible avec les prix
prix stipules
Particle VI
VI ou
ou
stipules aal'article
determines en vertu des dispositions dudit article, l'6quivalent
Pequivalent en
ble
en ble
en grain de la
pas ainsi
in farine
farina de bl6
bid ne sera pas
ainsi enregistr6.
enregistre.
5.
6tablira un reglement
reglement int6rieur,
5. Le Conseil etablira
interieur, conform6ment
conformement aux
aux
dispositions qui suivent, s'appliquant
s'appliquant aala
in notification
notification et
al'enregistrel'enregistreet A
ment des transactions
transactions qui
font partie
quanta& garanties:
garanties:
qui font
partie des
des quantites
(a) Toute transaction
transaction ou
on partie de
de transaction,
entre un
un pays
pays
transaction, entre
exportateur et un pays importateur, reunissant
conditions
reunissant les
les conditions
prescrites aux paragraphes
paragraphes 2, 33 ou
du present
article pour
pour
ou 44 du
present article
faire partie des quantites
quanta& garanties
ces pays,
pays, sera
notifiee
garanties de
de ces
sera notifi6e
au Conseil, ainsi que le
le Conseil
Conseil en
en aura
aura decide
decide dans
dans son
son rereglement
interieur,
dans
glement
les delais et avec les renseignements
renseignements
prevus, et par un seul ou
et l'autre
l'autre de
de ces
ces deux
deux pays.
pays.
ou par
par l'un
l'un et
(b) Toute transaction
transaction ou partie
partie de transaction
notifiee concontransaction notifiee
formement aux
aux dispositions de l'alinea
Palinea (a)
(a) sera
sera inscrite
inscrite sur
sur
les registres
registres du Conseil
Conseil au titre
titre des quantites
quantites garanties
du
garanties du
pays exportateur
exportateur et du pays
importateur entre
lesquels cette
cette
pays importateur
entre lesquels
transaction
transaction est
conclue.
est conclue.
(c) L'ordre
L'ordre dans lequel
lequel les transactions
et parties
parties de
de transactions
transactions
transactions et
seront inscrites sur les registres du Conseil au
au titre des
quantites
des quantites
garanties sera fix6
garanties
fixe par le Conseil
Conseil dans
dans son
reglement interieur.
interieur.
son reglement
d6lai qui devra
(d) Le Conseil, dans un alai
devra etre
etre present
prescrit dans
dans son
son
notifiera A
reglement interieur,
interieur, notifiera
a chaque
chaque pays exportateur
exportateur et
et
A chaque pays importateur
importateur l'inscription
1'inscription sur see
registres de
de
ses registres
ou partie
toute transaction
transaction on
partie de transaction
transaction au
an titre
des quantites
quantites
titre des
garanties de
cc pays.
pays.
garanties
de ce
(e)
Si, dans
dans un ddlai
delai que
prescrira le Conseil
(e) Si,
que prescrira
Conseil dans son reglement
reglement
interieur,
le pays
interess6
interieur, le
pays importateur
iraportateur ou le pays exportateur
exportateur interesse
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objection au sujet
presente,
quelconque, une
une objection
suj et
une raison quelconque,
pour une
presente, pour
Conseil
du
registres
les
sur
transaction
d'une
1'inscription
transaction
de Pinscription
quantit6s garanties,
au titre de ses quanta&
garanties, le Conseil procedera
procedera A
a un
l'objection
que
decide
s'il
et,
question
la
de
examen
nouvel examen
decide
l'objection est
est
nouvel
consequence.
en
registres
ses
rectifiera
fondee,
registres
consequence.
fond6e, rectifiers
(f) Si
Si un
qu'il soit
exportateur ou importateur, estime que
soit exportateur
pays, qu'il
un pays,
(f)
inscrite sur les registres du Conseil
dejA inscrite
la
quantite totale
totale de ble déja,
la quantit6
garanties pour 1'annee
au titre
quanta& garanties
Pannee agricole
agricole en cours
ses quantites
de ses
titre de
au
ne sera
probablement pas chargee dans
dans le cours de cette annee
armee
sera probablement
ne
demander au Conseil
agricole, ce
Conseil d'apporter
d'apporter des
peut demander
pays peut
ce pays
agricole,
reductions appropriees
aux montants inscrits sur ses registres.
appropriees aux
reductions
Le Conseil
question et, s'il decide
decide que la requete
la question
examinera la
Conseil exanainera
Le
est
justifiee, rectifiera
registres en consequence.
consequence.
ses registres
rectifiera ses
est justifi6e,
par un pays importateur
(g)
Tout quantite
quantite de
de ble
ble achetee
importateur A
a un
achetee par
(g) Tout
importateur
pays
autre
un
A
pays
exportateur
et
revendue
a
autre
importateur
revendue
et
pays exportateur
pourra,
par voie
voie d' accord
pays importateurs
importateurs interesses,
interesses,
accord entre les pays
pourra, par
"achats
des
couverte
etre
inscrite
au
titre
de
la
partie
non
couverte
"achats
partie
la
de
etre inscrite au titre
finalement
b16
garantis"
du
pays
importateur
auquel
Me
est
finalement
ce
auquel
importateur
pays
garantis" du
correspondante soit
revendu, a
condition qu'une
qu'une reduction
reduction correspondante
soit
A condition
revendu,
du
garantis"
"achats
des
titre
apportee
au
montant
inscrit
an
"achats
garantis"
au
inscrit
montant
au
apportee
premier
pays
importateur.
importateur.
premier pays
(h) Le
a tous
tous les
pays exportateurs
exportateurs et importaimportales pays
adressera A
Conseil adressera
Le Conseil
(h)
teurs,
chaque semaine,
semaine, ou
ou a
tout autre
intervalle qu'il pourra
autre intervalle
A tout
teurs, chaque
prescrire
interieur, un
relev6 des montants
un releve
reglement interieur,
son reglement
dans son
prescrire dans
inscrits sur
sur ses
ses registres
des quantites
quantites garanties.
garanties.
titre des
au titre
registres au
inscrits
(i)
Le
Conseil
adressera
notification
immediate
a tous
tous les pays
a
immediate
notification
(i) Le Conseil adressera
exportateurs
et
importateurs
lorsque
les
engagements
relatifs
engagements
les
lorsque
importateurs
exportateurs et
pays
d'un
ou
a
la
quantite
garantie
d'un
pays
exportateur
exportateur
pays
d'un
garantie
a la quantite
6te
importateur,
pour
une
annee
agricole
donnee,
ete
auront
donnee,
agricole
annee
une
pour
importateur,
remplis.
remplis.
6.
Chaque
exportateur et
pourra
importateur pourra
pays importateur
chaque pays
et chaque
pays exportateur
6. Chaque pays
des
titre
au
beneficier,
dans
l'accomplissement
de
ses
engagements
engagements
ses
de
l'accomplissement
beneficier, dans
quantites
garanties,
d'une
marge
de
tolerance
que
le
Conseil
deterd6terConseil
le
que
tolerance
de
marge
d'une
quantites garanties,
miners
pour ce
pays, en
le volume
volume de
ses quantites
quantites
de ses
base le
pour base
prenant pour
en prenant
ce pays,
minera pour
garanties
et
les
autres
facteurs
en
jeu.
jeu.
en
facteurs
autres
garanties et les
ARTICLE V
V
ARTICLE
Exercice des
des Droits
Droits
Exercice
I. (a)
pays importateur
des difficultes
difficult& a.
acheter
a acheter
eprouve des
qui eprouve
importateur qui
Tout pays
1. (a) Tout
les quantites
representant
ses
"engagements
non
remplis"
remplis"
non
"engagements
ses
representant
lea quantites
pour
annee agricole
agricole donn6e,
donnee, a
des prix
prix compatibles
compatibles avec
avec
A des
une ann6e
pour une
les prix
prix maxima
stipules
a
Particle
VI
ou
determines
en
en
determines
ou
VI
l'article
a
stipules
maxima
les
vertu dudit
dudit article,
demander au
Conseil de
l'aider a
de l'aider
au Conseil
peut demander
article, peut

vertu

effectuer
les achats
desires.
achats desires.
effectuer les
(b)
Dans
les
trois
jours
qui suivent
suivent Is
reception d'une
d'une requite
requete
la r6ception
(b) Dans les trois jours qui
formulee
en
vertu
de
Palinea
(a),
le
Secretaire
du
Conseil
formulee en vertu de l'alinea (a), le Secretaire du Conseil
notifie A
aceux
ceux des
pays
exportateurs
qui
ont
des
"engagements
"engagements
des pays exportateurs qui ont des
notifie
non remplis"
Panne° agricole
agricole en
question le
le montant
montent
en question
pour l'annee
remplis" pour
non
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des quantites
quantit6s representant
repr6sentant les "engagements
non remplis"
remplis"
"engagements non
du pays importateur
importateur qui aademand6
demande l'aide
l'aide du
du Conseil,
Conseil, et
et les
les
b16 a
A des prix compatibles
invite A offrir le 1316
compatibles avec
les
avec les prix
prix
maxima
maxima stipul s
vertu des
des
s aa Particle
l'article VI ou determines
determines en
en vertu
dispositions
dispositions dudit article.
(c) Si, dans les quatorze
quatorze jours
notification effectu6e
effectuee par
par le
le
jours de la
la notification
Secretaire
Secretaire du Conseil en vertu de Pallas,
le total
total des
des
l'alin6a (b),
(b), le
"engagements non remplis"
"engagements
importateur interesse,
interesse,
remplis" du pays importateur
ou telle part de ce total que le Conseil
Conseil estime raisonnable
au
raisonnable au
moment of
oa la demande
domande en aa6et
ete faite, n'a pas ete
mis en
vente,
et6 mis
en vente,
le Conseil, tenant
tenant compte
compte de toutes les circonstances
circonstances que
que les
les
pays exportateurs
exportateurs et les pays importateurs
desireraient
importateurs desireraient
soumettre A
examen, et en particulier
soumettre
ason examen,
particulier des
programmes de
de
des programmes
d6veloppement
developpement industriel de tout pays,
pays, ainsi
ainsi que du volume
volume
traditionnel
traditiormel et normal et du pourcentage
pourcentage des importations
importations
de farine de ble et de ble
1316 en grain effectuees
effectu6es par le pays
importateur interess6,
importateur
interesse, decide, dans les sept jours, les quantiquantit6s,
que, s'il est prie
tes, ainsi quo,
faire, la qualite et
et le
type
pri6 de le faire,
le type
commercial
commercial du ble en grain ou de la farine
farine de
de bl6
ble (ou
(ou du
du
bl1 en grain et de la farine
ble
que chacun
chacun
farine de ble) dont il convient
convient que
ou l'un des pays exportateurs
exportateurs effectue
effectue la vente
vente a
A ce pays
pays
importateur,
chargement doit avoir
importateur, et dont le chargement
avoir lieu au cours
cours
de l'annee
Panne° agricole en cause.
(d) Tout pays exportateur
exportateur qui est requis, sur decision
decision du
du Conseil
Conseil
proposer a
prise en vertu de l'alin6a
Palinea (c), de proposer
importaAun pays
pays importateur la vente de quantites
quantites de ble en grain ou de farine
farine de
de ble
ble
(ou de ble
bd1 en grain et de farine
farine de ble) doit, dans
dans les
trente
les trente
jours de cette decision, offrir de vendre A
ace pays importateur
importateur
quantites, qui doivent etre chargees
ces quantites,
chargees au cours de Pannee
l'annee
agricole en cause,
Ades prix compatibles
agricole
cause, a
compatibles avec les prix
prix maxima
maxima
a l'article VI ou determines
stipules a
determines en vertu
vertu des dispositions
dispositions
dudit article, et, A
a moins
moms que ces pays n'en decident
decident autreg6enralement pratiquees
ment, aux conditions generalement
pratiquees par eux a
6poque, pour le choix de la devise A
cette époque,
a. utiliser
utiliser pour
pour le
le
reglement.
a pas eu jusqu'alors
reglement. S'il n'y a
jusqu'alors de relations
relations comcornmerciales
merciales entre le pays exportateur
exportateur et le pays importateur
importateur
interesses, et si ces pays ne parviennent
interesses,
parviennent pas a
A se mettre
d'accord
reglement, le Conseil
d'accord sur la devise
devise A
b, utiliser pour le reglement,
Conseil
tranche le differend.
tranche
differend.
(e) En cas de desaccord
desaccord entre
entre un pays exportateur
exportateur et
et un
un pays
pays
importateur sur la quantite de farine de ble qui
importateur
qui doit
doit etre
etre
comprise
dans
une
transaction
donnee,
negociee
comprise
negociee en execution
execution
de la decision prise par le Conseil en vertu de l'alinea
Palinea (c),
(c), ou
ou
sur la relation
relation entre
entre le prix de ladite
ladite farine de ble
avec
les
b16 avec les
prix maxima du ble
bl6 en grain stipules
stipules a
l'article VI ou
Al'article
ou deterdetermines en vertu des dispositions dudit article, ou
on sur
les conconsur les
ditions auxquelles
la farine
auxquelles le b16
ble en grain ou
on is.
farina de ble (ou
(ou le
le
ble en grain et la
is. farine
farine de ble)
ble) doivent
doivent etre
achetes et
vendus,
etre achetes
et vendus,
la question est def6ere
defer& au
an Conseil pour
pour decision.
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2. (a) Tout pays exportateur
exportateur qui eprouve
6prouve des difficultes
difficult& A
avendre
vendre les
quantites
representant sea
ses "engagements
non remplis"
remplis" pour
quantites representant
"engagements non
pour
une anti&
annee agricole
agricole donnee,
donnee, A
a, des prix
prix compatibles
compatibles avec les
les
A Particle
l'article VI ou
on determines
determines en vertu des
prix minima
minima stipules
stipules a
dispositions dudit
dudit article,
port demander
demander au
au Conseil
Conseil de
de l'aider
dispositions
article, peut
l'aider
effectuer les
les ventes
ventes d6sir6es.
desirees.
a effectuer
(b)
Dana les
les trois
trois jours
suivent la reception
reception d'une
requete
d'une requete
(b) Dans
jours qui
qui suivent
formulee en
vertu de
le Secretaire
du Conseil
Conseil
formulee
en vertu
de Pallas,
l'alinea (a),
(a), le
Secretaire du
importateurs qui
notifie a
A ceux
ceux des
des pays
pays importateurs
qui ont des "engagements
"engagements
non remplis"
remplis" pour
pour Vann&
agricole en
montant des
des
non
l'annee agricole
en question
question le
le montant
quantites
non remplis"
du
quantites representant
representant les
les "engagements
"engagements non
remplis" du
pays
exportateur qui a
demande l'aide
pays exportateur
a demande
l'aide du Conseil, et les
invite aa acheter
ble A
acheter le bid
a des prix compatibles
compatibles avec les prix
minima
determines en vertu des
A l'article
l'article VI ou
ou determines
minima stipules a
dispositions
dudit
dudit
article.
dispositions
(c)
Si, dans
dans les
les quatorze
de la
effectuee par
par le
le
jours de
la notification
notification effectuee
(c) Si,
quatorze jours
Secretaire du
du Conseil en vertu
vertu de l'alinea
Pallas, (b),
(b), le total des
des
Secretaire
"engagements non
remplis" du
pays exportateur
interesse,
du pays
exportateur interesse,
"engagements
non remplis"
ou telle
telle part
part de ce
raisonnable
ce total que
que le Conseil
Conseil estime raisonnable
ou
au
oü la
n'a pas
pas 6et
ete achete,
faite, n'a
en aaete
ete faite,
moment of
la demande
demande en
au moment
le Conseil,
toutes les circonstances
circonstances que
de toutes
Conseil, tenant
tenant compte
compte de
le
les pays
exportateurs et
desireraient
pays importateurs
importateurs d6sireraient
et les
les pays
les
pays exportateurs
soumettre
a son
en particulier
programmes
et en
particulier des programmes
son examen,
examen, et
soumettre A
de
developpement industriel
que du
pays, ainsi que
industriel de
de tout pays,
de developpement
volume
pourcentage des importatraditionnel et normal et du pourcentage
volume traditionnel
tions de
de la
du bid
en grain,
grain, effectuees
effectuees par
par le
le
et du
bl1 en
farine de
de bid
ble et
tions
la farine
pays
importateur
en
question,
decide,
dans
les
sept
jours,
les
sept
jours,
decide,
dans
pays importateur en question,
la qualite
les
quantites, ainsi
s'il est pri6
prie de le faire,
faire, la
qualite et le
que, s'il
ainsi que,
les quantites,
farine
de b16
type
commercial
du
bid
grain
la
farine
bid (ou
ou
de
la
en
grain
type commercial du ble
du
bid
en
grain
et
de
la
farina
de
bid)
dont
il
convient
que
il
convient
de
ble)
dont
la
farine
et
de
ble
en
grain
du
chacun ou
ou l'un
l'un des
des pays
pays importateurs
importateurs effectue
effectue l'achat A
a ce
ce
chacun
avoir lieu au
pays
exportateur, et
dont le
chargement doit
dolt avoir
au
le chargement
et dont
pays exportateur,
cours
de l'annee
Vann& agricole
en cause.
cause.
agricole en
cours de
(d) Tout
pays importateur
eat requis,
our decision
decision du
du ConConrequis, sur
qui est
importateur qui
Tout pays
(d)
a un pays
seil prise
en vertu
de Palinea
(c), de
pays
de proposer
proposer a
l'alinea (c),
vertu de
seil
prise en
exportateur
de bid
grain ou
ou de
de farine
farine
ble en
en grain
de quantites
quantites de
l'achat de
exportateur l'achat
ble) doit, dans les trente
de ble
bid (ou de ble
bid et de farine de bid)
trente
de
jours de
de cette
cette decision,
decision, demander
d'acheter a
pays exA ce pays
demander d'acheter
jours
portateur
qui doivent
doivent etre
chargees au
cours
au cours
etre chargees
quantites, qui
ces quantites,
portateur ces
de
Pannee agricole
en cause,
cause, a
des prix
prix compatibles
compatibles avec
les
avec les
A des
agricole en
de l'annee
prix
stipules a
VI ou
ou determines
en vertu
vertu des
des
determines en
A Particle
l'article VI
prix minima
minima stipules
dispositions dudit
dudit article,
et, A
a moms
ces pays
pays n'en
n'en
que ces
moins que
article, et,
dispositions
decident
autrement,
aux
conditions
generalement
pratiquees
decident autrement, aux conditions generalement pratiquees
par eux
eux A
a cette
pour Ie
de la
la devise
utiliser
devise aautiliser
le choix
choix de
epoque, pour
cette epoque,
par
pour
le
reglement.
S'il
n'y
a
pas
eu
jusqu'alors
de
relations
pour le reglement. S'il n'y a pas eu jusqu'alors de relations
commerciales entre
le pays
exportateur et
et le
pays importale pays
importapays exportateur
entre le
commerciales
teur
interesses,
et
s'ils
ne
parvierinent
pas
a
se
d'A
se mettre
mettre d'teur interesses, et s'ils ne parviennent pas
accord
our
la
devise
a
utiliser
pour
le
reglement,
le.
Conseil
le.
Conseil
le
reglement,
pour
A
utiliser
accord sur la devise
tranche le
le differend.
differend.
tranche
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(e)
cas de
entre un
exportateur et
et un pays
pays
un pays
pays exportateur
de desaccord
disaccord entre
(e) En
En cas
inaportateur
sur la
la quantite
de farine
de b16
ble qui
etre
doit etre
qui doit
farine de
quantite de
importateur sur
comprise
dans
une
transaction
donnee,
negociee
en
execution
comprise dans une transaction donnee, negociee en execution
de la
la decision
prise par
par le
Conseil en
en vertu
de l'alinea
l'a
(c), ou
vertu de
(c),
ou
decision prise
le Conseil
de
sur
ble avec les
ladite farine de b16
entre le
le prix
prix de ladite
sur la relation
relation entre
prix
grain stipules
VI ou
deterl'article VI
ou d6terstipules aal'article
du ble
b16 en
en grain
prix minima
minima du
mines
en
vertu
des
dispositions
dudit
article,
ou
sur
les
conmines en vertu des dispositions dudit article, ou sur les conditions
auxquelles
le
ble
en
grain
ou
la
farine
de
ble
(ou
le
ble
ditions auxquelles le bl6 en grain ou la farine de ble (ou le ble
en
grain
et
la
farine
de
ble)
doivent
etre
achetes
ou
vendus,
la
en grain et la farine de ble) doivent etre achet6s ou vendus, la
question
est
defer&
au
Conseil
pour
decision.
question est d6f6ree au Conseil pour decision.
ARTICLE
VI
ARTICLE VI

Prix
1. Pendant
et
la duree
duree du present Accord, les prix de base minima et
1.
Pendant la
maxima seront:
maxima
Ann& agricole
agricole
Annfe

Minimum
Minimum

Maximum
Maximum

1949/50
1949/50
1950/51
1950/51

$1,
$1, 50
$1, 40
$1,
40

1951/52
1951/52

$1,
30
$1, 30

1952/53
1952/53

20
$1, 20

$1, 80
80
$1,
$1, 80
80
$1,
$1, 80
$1,
$1, 80
$1,

en
dollars canadiens,
par "bushel",
"bushel", a
a la
palite du
du dollar
dollar canadien,
canadien,
la parit6
canadiens, par
en dollars
determinee
pour les
les besoins
besoins du
International A
a la
la
du Fonds
Fonds Monetaire
Mon6taire International
determinee pour
date
du ler
ier mars
pour le
le ble
No. 11en
en vrac
vrac
Manitoba Northern
Northern No.
mars 1949,
1949, pour
b16 Manitoba
date du
en
de base
base minima
minima et
et
Les prix
prix de
magasin Fort
Fort William/Port
William/Port Arthur.
Arthur. Les
en magasin
maxima, et
et leurs
leurs equivalents
equivalents mentionn6s
mentionnes ci-apres,
ci-apres, ne
comprendront
ne comprendront
maxima,
pas les
frais de
de marche
que l'acheteur
et le
le vendeur
vendeur
marche que
l'acheteur et
de detention
detention et
et de
pas
les frais
seraient convenus
seraient
convenus de
de fixer.
fixer.
2. Les
Les prix
equivalents du
prix maxima
maxima equivalents
du ble
ble en
en vrac:
vrac:
2.
(a) pour
Manitoba Northern
Northern No.
No. 1
1en
en magasin
Vancouver,
magasin Vancouver,
(a)
pour le
le ble
b16 Manitoba
seront les
maxima du
ble Manitoba
Northern No.
No. 1
seront
les prix
prix maxima
du bl6
Manitoba Northern
1 en
en
vrac en
magasin Fort
Arthur stipules
stipules au
paravrac
en magasin
Fort William/Port
William/Port Arthur
au paragraphe 1
1du
present article;
article;
graphe
du present
(b) pour
pour le
"faq", fob
fob Australie,
Australie,
(b)
le ble
ble "faq",
pour le
France, 6chantillon
echantillon (poids
(poids specifique
pour
le ble
b16 de
de France,
specifique minimum:
minimum:
soixante-seize
kilogrammes par
par hectolitre;
minimum en
soixante-seize kilogrammes
hectolitre; teneur
teneur minimum
en
proteine:
proteine: dix
dix pour
pour cent;
cent; maximum
maximum d'impuretes
d'impuretes et
d'humiet d'humidite:
cent et
quinze pour
pour cent
cent respectivement),
respectivement), fob
dite: deux
deux pour
pour cent
et quinze
fob
ports frangais,
et
frangais, et
ports
pour
"faq" qualit6
qualite superieure,
superieure, fob
Uruguay, seront
les
pour le
le ble
bl6 "faq"
fob Uruguay,
seront les
plus bas
plus
bas des
des suivants:
suivants:

(i)
(i) les
les prix
prix maxima
maxima du
Manitoba Northern
No. 1
1en
en magadu ble
ble Manitoba
Northern No.
magasin Fort
William/Port Arthur
stipules au
au paragraphe
du
sin
Fort William/Port
Arthur stipules
paragraphe 11du
present article,
en devise
devise australienne,
australienne, frangaise
frangaise
present
article, convertis
convertis en
ou uruguayenne,
uruguayenne, selon
cas, au
cours du
du change
change en
en vigueur;
vigueur;
ou
selon le
le cas,
au cours
ou.
ou
(ii)
les prix
fob Australie,
ou Uruguay,
Uruguay, selon
scion le
le cas,
(ii) les
prix fob
Australie, France
France ou
cas,
equivalents
aux prix
et f.
f. pays
pays de
de destination
destination des
des prix
prix
equivalents aux
prix c.
c. et
maxima du
du ble
ble Manitoba
Manitoba Northern
No. 11en
en vrac
vrac en
en magamaxima
Northern No.
maga-
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1 du
William/Port Arthur
Fort William/Port
sin Fort
sin
Arthur stipules
stipules au paragraphe
paragraphe 1
les frais
frais de transport
en utilisant
present
article, et
utilisant les
transport
et calcules
calculus en
present article,
en operant, dans ceux
et
les taux
de change
vigueur, et
et en
ceux
en vigueur,
change en
taux de
et les
differences de
des
importateurs oh
sont reconnues
reconnues des differences
ou sont
des pays
pays importateurs
de prix correspondant
ajustements de
qualite,
correspondent aux diff&
diffeles ajustements
qualite, les
acceptes d'un commun
rences de
qui pourraient
pourraient 8tre
etre accept&
commun
de qualite
qualite qui
rences
importateur
accord
le pays
et le
le pays importateur
exportateur et
pays exportateur
entre le
accord entre
interesses;
interess6s;
(c) pour
pour le
ble Hard
Hard Winter
Winter No.
No. 1
1fob
fob ports des Etats-Unis
Etats-Unis d'Am6rid'Amerile ble
(c)
que
Atlantique, seront
equivalents des prix
prix equivalents
les prix
seront les
Golfe/c6te Atlantique,
que Golfe/cote
c.
et f.
f. pays
pays de
destination des
maxima pour
pour le
le ble
ble ManiManides prix
prix maxima
de destination
c. et
toba
No. 1
1 en
en vrac
magasin Fort
Fort William/Port
William/Port
en magasin
vrac en
Northern No.
toba Northern
present article, et calcules
Arthur stipules
au paragraphe
paragraphe 1
1du present
calcules
stipules au
Arthur
en
frais de
de change
change en
en
taux de
et les
les taux
transport et
de transport
les frais
en utilisant
utilisant les
vigueur, et
et en
operant les
les ajustements
ajustements de
correspondent
de prix
prix correspondant
en operant
vigueur,
acceptes d'un
aux differences
de qualite
qui pourraient
pourraient 8tre
etre accept&
qualit6 qui
aux
differences de
importacommun
accord entre
le pays
pays exportateur
exportateur et
pays importale pays
et le
entre le
commun accord
teur interesses;
et
teur
interesses; et
1 en
No. 1
(d)
le b16
ble Soft
White ou
ou pour
ble Hard
Hard Winter
Winter No.
en
le b16
pour le
Soft White
pour le
(d) pour
Etats-Unis d'Amerique,
magasin ports
ports de
de la
Pacifique des
des Etats-Unis
d'Amerique,
c6te Pacifique
la cote
magasin
Manitoba Northern
seront
maxima du b16
ble Manitoba
Northern No. 1
1 en
prix maxima
les prix
seront les
au paravrac
magasin Fort
Fort William/Port
Arthur stipules
stipules au
William/Port Arthur
en magasin
vrac en
de
taux de
graphe
present article,
article, calcules
en utilisant
utilisant le
le taux
calcules en
du present
1 du
graphe 1
change en
en operant
ajustements de
de prix
corresprix corresles ajustements
op6rant les
et en
vigueur, et
en vigueur,
change
acpondent
aux differences
qualite qui
qui pourraient
etre acpourraient 8tre
de qualite
differences de
pondant aux
cept&
d'un commun
commun accord
accord entre
entre le
pays exportateur
exportateur et
le
et le
le pays
ceptes d'un
pays
importateur interesses.
interess6s.
pays importateur
3.
Les prix
ble en
en vrac:
vrac:
du b16
equivalents du
minima equivalents
prix minima
3. Les
(a) pour
Northern No.
No. 1
fob VanVanmagasin fob
en magasin
1 en
Manitoba Northern
ble Manitoba
le ble
pour le
(a)
couver,
couver,
(b) pour
pour le
le ble
fob Australia,
Australie,
"faq" fob
ble "faq"
(b)
(c) pour
pour le
(poids sp6cifique
specifique minimum:
echantillon (poids
France, echantillon
de France,
le ble
ble de
(c)
soixante-seize kilogrammes
kilogrammes par
par hectolitre;
hectolitre; teneur
minimum en
en
teneur minimum
soixante-seize
proteine:
dix pour
maximum d'impuretes
et d'humidite:
d'humidite:
d'impuretes et
cent; maximum
pour cent;
proteine: dix
deux
pour cent
cent et
fob ports
ports
respectivement), fob
cent respectivement),
pour cent
quinze pour
et quinze
deux pour
frangais,
frangais,
(d) pour
pour le
superieure, fob
fob Uruguay,
Uruguay,
qualite sup6rieure,
"faq" qualite
ble "faq"
le ble
(d)
(e)
ports des
des Etats-Unis
d'AmeEtats-Unis d'Am&
fob ports
1 fob
No. 1
Winter No.
Hard Winter
b16 Hard
le ble
pour le
(e) pour
rique
Atlantique, et
et
Golfe/c6te Atlantique,
rique Golfe/ate
(f)
pour le
le ble
Me Soft
Soft White
White ou
ou pour
1316 Hard
Hard Winter
Winter No.
No. 1
1fob
fob
le ble
pour le
(f) pour
ports de
la c6te
cote du
des Etats-Unis
Etats-Unis d'Amerique,
d'Amerique,
Pacifique des
du Pacifique
de la
ports
seront
respectivement:
seront respectivement:
les
prix fob
fob Vancouver,
Vancouver, Australie,
Australie, France,
France, Uruguay,
ports des
des
Uruguay, ports
les prix
Etats-Unis d'Amerique
Atlantique et
de la
la
ports de
et ports
Golfe/c6te Atlantique
d'Amerique GoIfe/c6te
Etats-Unis
cete Pacifique
Pacifique des
des Etats-Unis
Etats-Unis d'AmAriq
ue, equivalents
equivalents aux
aux
d'Amerique,
c6te
prix
c. et
et f.
f. darts
le Royaume-Uni
de Grande-Bretagne
Grande-Bretagne at
et
Royaume-Uni de
dans le
prix c.
d'Irlande
du
Nord
des
prix
minima
du
ble
Northern
Manitoba Northern
d'Irlande du Nord des prix minima du ble Manitoba
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No.
en vrac
vrac en magasin
magasin Fort William/Port
William/Port Arthur stipules
1 en
No. 1
au paragraphe
paragraphe 1
1 du
present article,
calcules en utilisant les
article, calcules
du present
au
taux de change
vigueur, et en operant,
operant,
change en vigueur,
les taux
de transport
transport et les
frais de
dans
reconnues des diffeohi sont reconnues
importateurs oü
pays importateurs
dans ceux des pays
rences
ajustements de prix correspondant
correspondant aux
aux
de qualite,
qualit6, les ajustements
rences de
differences
qualite qui
accept& d'un commun
commun
etre accept6s
qui pourraient
pourraient etre
differences de qualite
entre le
int&
importateur inteexportateur et le pays importateur
le pays exportateur
accord entre
resses.
4.
be Comit6
Comite Executif
Executif peut, en consultation avec le Comito
Comit6 Con4. Le
Equivalences de Prix, reconnaltre,
postereconnaitre, aa toute date postesultatif des Equivalences
que
rieure au
1er aoft
affat 1949, toute formule de definition
definition de ble autre quo
rieure
au ler
celles mentionn6es
mentionnees aux paragraphes
ci-dessus, et en determiner
determiner
2 et 3
3 ci-dessus,
paragraphes 2
maxima equivalents,
equivalents, 6tant
&ant entendu que,
quo, pour
minima et maxima
les prix minima
toute
formula de
de definition
equivalent
le prix equivalent
ble dont le
definition de ble
nouvelle formule
toute nouvelle
n'a
determine, les prix minima
minima et maxima seront proviprovipas encore
encore ete determin6,
n'a pas
soirement determines d'apres
d'apres les prix minima et maxima
maxima de la formule
soirement
de
definition de ble specifiee
reconnue ult6rieureulterieurepresent article, ou reconnue
specifiee au present
de d6finition
ment par le Comit6
Comite Ex6cutif
Executif en consultation
consultation avec le Comit6
Comite ConsulConsultatif des Equivalences
rapproche le plus de ladite
Equivalences de Prix, qui se rapproche
nouvelle definition,
l'addition d'une prime appropriee
appropriee ou par la
d6finition, par l'addition
deduction
escompte approprie.
deduction d'un escompte
5.
on un pays importateur
remarquer
importateur fait remarquer
exportateur ou
5. Si un pays exportateur
Comae,Executif
Executif qu'un prix equivalent
etabli conformement
conformement aux
equivalent etabli
au Comite
dispositions des paragraphes
paragraphes 2, 3
present article n'est plus,
3 ou 44 du present
dispositions
lumiere des tarifs de transport, des taux de change, des primes
aa la lumiere
ou
escomptes en vigueur,
vigueur, un prix equitable,
equitable, le Comit6
Comite Executif
Executif
ou des
des escomptes
examinera
la
question
et
pourra,
en
consultation
avec
le
Comite
consultation avec le Comit6 Conexaminera
sultatif des Equivalences
operer tel ajustement
ajustement qu'il jugera
Equivalences de Prix, operer
souhaitable.
souhaitable.
6. En cas de contestation
contestation sur le choix
choix de la prime
prime ou de Pescompte
l'escompte
approprie pour Papplication
des dispositions
paragraphes 44 et 5
5
dispositions des paragraphes
l'application des
approprie
du present
present article,
article, en co
qui
concerne
toute
formule
de
definition
de
de
concerne toute formule
ce
2 ou 3, ou reconnue en vertu du parable specifiee aux paragraphes
paragraphes 2
bl
graphe 4
4 du present article, le Comit6
Comite Ex6cutif,
Executif, en consultation
consultation avec
le Comae
Equivalences de Prix, tranchera
tranchera le differend
differend
Comit6 Consultatif des Equivalences
a. la demande
demande du pays exportateur
importateur interesse.
exportateur ou du pays importateur
A
7. Toutes les decisions du Comite
prises en vertu des disComit6 Executif
Ex6cutif prises
positions des paragraphes
paragraphes 4, 55 et 66du present
present article lieront tous les
exportateurs et tous
taus les pays
pays importateurs,
pays exportateurs
importateurs, &taut
6tant entendu quo
que
desavantage par quelqu'une
quelqu'une de ces decitout pays qui se considerera
considerera desavantage
sions pourra demander
demander qu'une session
session du Conseil soit convoqu6e
convoquee pour
reprendre l'examen.
I'examen.
en reprendre
8. Afin d'encourager
d'encourager et d'acc6l6rer
d'accelerer entre eux la conclusion de transactions sur le ble,
blo, aa des prix mutuellement
mutuellement acceptables
acceptables aa la lumiere
toutes les conditions du moment, les pays exportateurs
exportateurs et les pays
de toutes
importateurs, tout en se reservant
reservant une complete liberte
importateurs,
libert6 d'action dans
la fixation et l'application
Papplication de leur politique interieure
interieure en matiere
matiere
d'agriculture
s'efforceront de ne
d'agriculture et de prix, s'efforceront
no pas faire usage
usage de cette
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politique, a
a 1'egard
transactions sur le ble que les pays
Pegard des transactions
pays exportateurs
exportateurs
et les pays importateurs
importateurs sont disposes A
a effectuer,
effectuer, de telle
telle facon que
que
le libre jeu des prix entre le prix maximum
maximum et le
le prix
prix minimum
minimum en
soit
en soit
entrave.
exportateur ou un pays
importateur estime
entrave. Si un pays exportateur
pays importateur
estime
qu'il est les6
6lesdans ses interets par suite d'une
politique, il
d'une telle politique,
II pourra
porter le cas a
A l'attention du Conseil, qui procedera
procedera a
A une
une enquete
enquete
et etablira
6tablira un rapport sur la plainte
dont il est saisi.
plainte dont
ARTICLE VII
ARTICLE
VII

Stocks
1. Afin d'assurer des fournitures
importateurs,
1.
fournitures de b16
ble aux pays importateurs,
chaque pays exportateur
exportateur s'efforcera,
A la fin de son annee
ehaque
s'efforcera, a
armee agricole,
agricole, de
de
maintenir
maintenir les stocks de
l'ancienne r6colte
recolte a
suffisant
de Me
ble de l'ancienne
A un niveau
niveau suffisant
pour assurer
pour
assurer qu'il
executers, au cours
annee agricole,
agricole, ses
ses
qu'il executera,
cours de
de chaque
chaque annee
engagements au
engagements
garanties" aux
aux termes
termes du
du present
present
au titre
titre des
des "ventes
"ventes garanties"
Accord.
Accord.
exportateur aurait
aurait fait
recolte insuffisante,
insuffisante,
2. Au
Au cas
cas oü
oh un
un pays
pays exportateur
fait une
une recolte
le Conseil devra
consacrer une attention
devra consacrer
attention particuliere
particuliere aux
aux efforts
efforts
deployes par ce pays exportateur
exportateur pour maintenir
deploy&
maintenir des
stocks suffisants,
des stocks
ainsi qu'il est
article, avant
avant de
de
est prevu au
au paragraphe
paragraphe 1
1 du
du present
present article,
relever
relever ce pays de 1'une
l'une des obligations
que lui
impose l'article
Particle X.
X.
obligations que
lui impose
3. Afin
Afin d'eviter,
ala
d'une annee
agricole, des
des achats
d'eviter, au
au debut
debut et
et A
la fin
fin d'une
annee agricole,
achats
disproportionnes de
qui pourraient
porter prejudice
disproportionnes
de Me,
ble, qui
pourraient porter
prejudice a
A la
la stabilisastabilisation
des prix
visee par
par le
le present
Accord et
difficile l'accoml'accomtion des
prix visee
present Accord
et rendre
rendre difficile
plissement des
obligations de
les pays
et de
de tous
tous les
plissement
des obligations
de tous
tous les
pays exportateurs
exportateurs et
les
pays importateurs,
pays
importateurs, les
les pays
pays importateurs
importateurs s'efforceront
s'efforceront d'assurer
d'assurer le
le
maintien, A
a toute epoque,
époque, de
suffisants.
maintien,
de stocks
stocks suffisants.
4.
un pays
pays importateur
importateur ferait
ferait appel
appel en
de l'article
l'article
4. Au
Au cas
cas øü
oh un
en vertu
vertu de
XII, le
le Conseil
Conseil devra
consacrer une
une attention
attention particuliere
particuliere aux
aux efforts
efforts
XII,
devra consacrer
deploy& par
ce pays
pays importateur
pour maintenir
maintenir des
stocks suffisants,
suffisants,
des stocks
deployes
par ce
importateur pour
ainsi qu'il
au paragraphe
de se
se
ainsi
qu'il est
est prevu
prevu au
paragraphe 33 du
du present
present article,
article, avant
avant do
prononcer
favorablement sur
sur ce
ce recours.
prononcer favorablement
recours.
ARTICLE
VIII
ARTICLE VIII
Informations A
afournir
fournir au Conseil
Conseil
Informations
Les pays
pays exportateurs
les pays
notifieront au
au Conseil,
Conseil,
exportateurs et
et les
pays importateurs
importateurs notifieront
Les
dans les
les delais
delais que
que celui-ci
celui-ci aura
dans
aura prescrits,
prescrits, telle
telle information
information qu'il
qu'il
pourra demander
demander pour
les besoins
besoins de
l'administration du
pourra
pour les
de 1'administration
du present
present
Accord.
TROISIEME PARTIE
GARANTIES
DES QUANTITES
QUANTITES GARANTIES
TROISIEME
PARTIE-- AJUSTEMENT
AJUSTEMENT DES

ARTICLE
IX
ARTICLE IX
Ajustements dans
le cas
de non
non participation
participation ou
ou de
de certains
certains
Ajustements
dans le
cas de
de retrait
retrait de
pays
Pays
1.
une difference
difference quelconque
quelconque entre
entre le
le total
"achats
total des
des "achats
1. S'il
S'il resulte
resulte une
garantis" figurant
de l'article
Particle III
III et
le total
des "ventes
"ventes
figurant a
a l'annexe
1'annexe A
A de
et le
total des
garantis"
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garanties"
l'article III,
qu'un ou
ou
garanties" figurant aa l'annexe B
B de l'article
III, du fait qu'un
plusieurs
figurant a
A ou A
al'annexe
l'annexe B,
B, (a) n'auront
n'auront
plusieurs pays figurant
A Pannexe
l'annexe A
pas signe l'Accord, ou (b) n'auront pas depose
depose un instrument d'acceptation, ou (c) se seront retires du present
present Accord
Accord en vertu des dispositions
des paragraphes
Particle XXII,
auront ete
exclus
paragraphes 5, 6
6 ou
ou 77de
de l'article
XXII, ou
ou (d)
(d) auront
6t6 exclus
du present Accord en vertu de l'article
Particle XIX, ou (e) auront
auront ete declares
declares
par le Conseil, selon les dispositions
dispositions de l'article XIX, en (Want
defaut pour
partie de leurs quantites
terrnes du present
present
tout ou partie
quantites garanties
garanties aux termes
Accord, le Conseil, sans prejudice
reconnu A
a tout
prejudice du droit reconnu
tout pays, par
par
le paragraphe
paragraphe 6
6 de Particle
l'article XXII, de se retirer du present Accord,
quanta& garanties
facon que le total d'une
ajustera les quantites
garanties restantes
restantes de fagon
egal A
acelui de l'autre
l'autre annexe.
annexe soit egal
2. A moins
moms que le Conseil n'en
n.'en decide
decide autrement
autrement a
majorite des
A la majorit6
deux tiers des voix exprimees
exprimees par les pays exportateurs
exportateurs et des deux
tiers des voix exprimees
exprimee,s par les pays importateurs, l'ajustement
l'ajustement
prevu par le present article
article sera
sera effectue
effectu6 par la reduction, au prorata
garanties a
Pannexe A
a Pannexe
scion le cas, du
des quantites garanties
Al'annexe
A ou a
l'annexe B, selon
montant necessaire
necessaire pour que le total d'une annexe
annexe soit egal a
A celui
de l'autre
Pautre annexe.
3. En operant l'ajustement
3.
Pajustement prevu par le present
present article, le Conseil
ne devra
devra pas perdre
perdre de vue que, d'une maniere
maniere generale,
g6n6rale, il est desirable
garantis" et
de maintenir
maintenir le total des "achats
"achats garantis"
et le
le total des "ventes
"ventes
garanties"
aun niveau aussi &eve
garanties" A
elev6 que possible.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE X
X
Ajustements en cas de recolte
recolte insuffisante
insuffisante ou de n6cessite
necessite de
de sauvesauve-

paiements ou les reserves monetaires
garder la balance
balance des paiements
monetaires
1.
exportateur ou tout pays importateur
1. Tout pays exportateur
importateur craignant
craignant
recolte insuffisante,
qu'une recolte
insuffisante, dans le cas d'un pays exportateur,
exportateur, ou
ou
que la necessite do
de sauvegarder
sauvegarder sa balance
balance des paiements
paiements ou ses
sea
reserves monetaires,
l'empeche
monetaires, dans le cas d'un pays importateur, l'empeche
d'executer
sea obligations en vertu du present Accord,
Accord, pour
pour une
d'executer ses
une
armee
annee agricole donnee,
donn6e, en referera
referera au Conseil.
Conseil.
2. Si la question d6feree
defer& au
an Conseil porte sur la balance
balance des paiements ou les reserves monetaires,
monetaires, le Conseil s'enquerra
s'enquerra et tiendra
meme temps que de tous les el6ments
compte, en memo
elements qu'il jugera afferents
a
Monetaire International,
a la situation, de l'avis du Fonds Monetaire
International, dans
dans la
la
mesure ou
oi la question interesse
interesse un pays membre
membre du Fonds,
Fonda, quant
quant
Al'existence
11.
l'existence et a
alaquelle
laquelle se refere
a Petendue
l'6tendue de la necessite
necessite A
r6efre le paragraphe 1
1du present article.
graphe
3.
discutera avec le pays en cause la question
3. Le
be Conseil discutera
question qui lui
est deferee
paragraphe 1
1 du present article, et decidera
decidera
defer& en vertu
vertu du paragraphe
si la requite
requete de ce
cc pays est fondee.
estime que cette requete
fondee. S'il estime
decidera si, et dans quelle
quelle mesure et aaquelles
est fondee, il decidera
quelles conditions,
a refere
etre dispens6
le pays qui lui en a
Were pourra
pourra 8tre
dispense d'executer
d'executer integralement les engagements
engagements pris au titre de ses
sea quantit6s
quantites garanties
garanties pour
pour
l'annee agricole en question. be
Le Conseil informers
Vann&
decision le
informera de sa d6cision
le
pays qui lui en aura refer&
refere.
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4. Si le Conseil decide
decide que le pays qui lui en aa refer6
'Were doit etre
garanties
l'annee
partie
de
ses
quantites
exempt6
de
tout
ou
exempte
partie
garanties pour
pour Pannee
agricole en question, la procedure
procedure suivante
suivante sera appliquee:
appliquee:
(a) Le
be Conseil invitera, si le pays qui lui en a
arefer6
Mere est un pays
(a)
si le pays qui lui
importateur,
importateur, les autres
autres pays importateurs,
importateurs, ou, Si
pays exportateurs,
en a
Were est
est un
un pays exportateur,
autres pays
exportateur, les autres
en
a refere
l'annee agricole en
quanta& garanties
garanties pour
en
pour l'annee
leurs quantites
A augmenter
augmenter leurs
question
concurrence du montant
montant de la quantite dont
dont
question jusqu'a concurrence
aura
aura ref6r6
refere au Conseil;
Conseil; toutefois,
toutefois,
le pays
pays qui
qui en aura
exempt6 le
aura ete exempte
garanties d'un pays exportateur
une augmentation
augmentation des quantit6s
quantites garanties
exportateur
necessitera
Conseil, a
a la
la majorit6
majorite des
deux
des deux
du Conseil,
l'approbation du
n6cessitera l'approbation
tiers
voix exprimees
exprimees par les pays exportateurs
exportateurs et des deux
deux
des voix
tiers des
tiers
des voix exprimees
exprimees par
par les
les pays
pays importateurs,
importateurs, si
Si un pays
tiers des
que le Conseil
Conseil prescrira, formule des
delai que
importateur, dans tel délai
objections A
al'egard
regard de
cette augmentation,
augmentation, en
se fondant
fondant sur le
en se
de cette
objections
d'aggraver les problemes
fait qu'elle
qu'elle aurait
aurait pour
problemes de
resultat d'aggraver
pour resultat
fait
balance des
des paiements
importateur.
de cc
ce pays
pays importateur.
paiements de
balance
le pays impor(b)
montant de
la quantite
quantite dont
exempte le
ete exempt6
dont aaete
de la
Si le
le montant
(b) Si
la prosuivant
tateur
ne
pent
etre
completement
compense
suivant
tateur ne peut etre completement compense
cedure
prevue
a
Pain&
(a)
du
present
paragraphe,
Conseil
Conseil
le
paragraphe,
cedure prevue a l'alinea (a) du present
invitera les
les pays
pays exportateurs,
le pays qui lui en aarefer6
Mere est
si le
exportateurs, si
invitera
si
le
pays qui
un
pays
importateur,
ou
pays
importateurs,
pays
importateurs,
les
ou
un pays importateur,
lui
en
a
'Were
est
un
pays
exportateur,
a
accepter
une
reduction
une
reduction
A
accepter
pays
exportateur,
un
est
lui en a refer6
l'annee agricole
de leurs
leurs quantites
quantites garanties pour Faun&
agricole en question
question
de
jusqu'a
concurrence de
la quantite
exempte
garantie dont est exempt6
quantite garantie
de la
jusqu'a concurrence
le
qui en
en a
Were, compte
de tons
ajustements
tous ajustements
tenu de
compte tenu
a refer6,
pays qui
le pays
°per&
en vertu
vertu de
l'alinea (a)
present paragraphe.
paragraphe.
du present
(a) du
de l'alinea
operes en
(c) Si
Si le
le total
total des
le Conseil
part des pays
la part
Conseil de la
par le
regues par
offres regues
des offres
(c)
d'augmenter leurs
a l'effet soit d'augmenter
exportateurs et
importateurs, a
et importateurs,
exportateurs
quantites
garanties en
en vertu
Palinea (a)
(a) du
present paradu present
de l'alinea
vertu de
quantites garanties
graphe,
soit de
de reduire
reduire leurs
quantites garanties
garanties en
en vertu
de
vertu de
leurs quantites
graphe, soit
Panes
(b) du
du present
present paragraphe,
paragraphe, depasse
depasse le
montant de la
is
le montant
l'alinea (b)
au
a refere
r6fer6 an
quantite garantie
garantie dont
dont est
pays qui en a
est exempte le pays
quantit6
Conseil, leurs
garanties seront,
moins que le Conseront, aa moms
quantites garanties
leurs quantites
Conseil,
seil
decide autrement,
reduites, selon le cas,
cas,
augmentees ou reduites,
autrement, augmentees
n'en decide
sell n'en
au prorata,
pourvu que
on la
la reduction
reduction de
de is
la
l'augmentation ou
que l'augmentation
prorata, pourvu
au
quantite
garantie
d'un
de
ces
pays
ne
&passe
pas
son
offre.
son
offre.
pas
quantite garantie d'un de ces pays ne depasse
(d) Si
Si le
le montant
de la
is quantite
dont est
est exempte
le pays
pays
exempte le
garantie dont
quantite garantie
montant de
(d)
qui
Conseil no
completement compens6
compense
etre completement
ne peut
peut etre
au Conseil
a Were
refer6 an
en a
qui en
de
alineas (a)
present paragraphe,
paragraphe, le
le
du present
et (b)
(b) du
(a) et
aux alineas
prevue aux
facon prevue
de la
la facon
Conseil
reduira les
les quantites
garanties pour
agricole en
en
l'annee agricole
pour Vann&
quantites garanties
Conseil reduira
question
A de
de Particle
III, si
k pays
qui lui
lui
pays qui
si le
Particle III,
l'annexe A
a Pannexe
figurant a
question figurant
en
refere est
est un
un pays
l'article
B de
de larticle
l'annexe B
ou aaPannexe
exportateur, ou
pays exportateur,
en aarefer6
III,
si le
le pays
pays qui
qui lui
lui en
en a
arefer6
Were est
du
importateur, du
pays importateur,
un pays
est un
III, si
montant
pour que
le total
total d'une
d'une annexe
annexe soit
soit egal
egal A
que le
necessaire pour
montant necessaire
celui
de l'autre
annexe. A
A moins
moms que
les pays
pays exportateurs,
en
exportateurs, en
que les
l'autre annexe.
celui de
cas
de reduction
reduction A
al'annexe
B, ou
on les
pays importateurs,
importateurs, en
cas
en cas
les pays
l'annexe B,
cas de
de
reduction a
l'annexe A,
A, n'en
autrement, la
is reducreducdecident autrement,
n'en decident
A l'annexe
de reduction
tion
sera
effectuee
an
prorata,
compte
tenu
de
toute
reduction
tion sera effectuee au prorata, compte tenu de toute r6duction
déjà effectuee
en vertu
de l'alinea
Palines (b)
paragraphe.
du present
present paragraphe.
(b) du
vertu de
effectuee en
deja
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ARTICLE
XI
ARTICLE XI
Augmentation par
consentement mutuel
mutuel des
quanta& garanties
garanties
Augmentation
par consentement
des quantit&s
Le
Conseil peut,
peut, a
tout moment,
moment, a
demande d'un
pays exportateur
exportateur
a tout
a la
la demande
d'un pays
Le Conseil
ou
d'un pays
pays importateur,
approuver une
augmentation des
des chiffres
chiffres
ou d'un
importateur, approuver
une augmentation
figurant
pour le
le reste
de la
periode couverte
convert° par
le
figurant a
a l'une
l'une des
des annexes,
annexes, pour
reste de
la periode
par le
pr4sent Accord,
Accord, si
une augmentation
tale est
est apportee
l'autre
present
si une
augmentation egale
apport6e aa l'autre
annexe
memo p6riode,
periode, sous
reserve de
de l'accord
l'accord des
des pays
pays
annexe pour
pour la
la meme
sous reserve
exportateurs
et importateurs
les chiffres
chiffres seraient
seraient modifies
de
exportateurs et
importateurs dont
dont les
modifies de
ce
ce fait.
ArrricLE XII
XII
ARTICLE
Achats supplementaires
supplementaires en
en cas
cas de
bosoms critiques
Achats
de besoins
critiques
En vue
de subvenir
subvenir a des
des besoins
besoins critiques
critiques qui
qui se
se manifestent
manifestent ou
ou
En
vue de
menacent
sur son
territoire, un
un pays
pays importateur
importateur
menacent de
de se
se faire
faire sentir
sentir sur
son territoire,
pout
au Conseil
pour lui
lui demander
l'aider A
aobtenir
obtenir des
des
pent faire
faire appel
appel au
Conseil pour
demander de
de l'aider
approvisionnements
de bl1
ble en
supplement de
ses "achats
"achats garantis".
approvisionnements de
en supplement
de ses
garantis".
Apres examen
examen de
de cette
cette demande,
le Conseil,
Conseil, A
acondition
condition qu'il
qu'il reconreconApres
demande, le
naisse
maniere, pourra
pourra
naisse qu'une telle
telle crise no
ne pout
peut etre
etre resolue
r6solue d'autre
d'autre maniere,
reduire
prorata les
les quantit6s
quantites garanties
garanties des
pays importaimportar6duire au
au prorata
des autres
autres pays
de fournir
de ble
qu'il jugera
jugera necessaire
necessaire pour
pour
teurs, afin
afin de
fournir la
la quantite
quantit6 de
ble qu'il
remedier
la situation
situation critique
creee par
par cette
cette penurie.
penurie. La
La majorite
remcdier a
a la
critique cr66e
majorite
des
exprimees par
et des
des deux
des deux tiers des voix exprimees
par les
les pays
pays exportateurs
exportateurs et
deux
exprimees par
importateurs sera
sera necessaire
necessaire pour
pour
tiers des voix exprimees
par les
les pays
pays importateurs
decider
garantis" effectuee
effectuee en
en vertu
du
decider toute
toute reduction
r6duction des "achats
"achats garantis"
vertu du
present
paragraphe.
present paragraphe.
QUATRIEME PARTIE QUATRIEME
- ADMINISTRATION
ADMINISTRATION

ARTICLE
XIII
ARTICLE XIII
Conseil
Le Conseil
A
A..Acte

Constitutif

Ii est
cree par
presentes un
Conseil International
International du
du B16
Ble pour
pour
1. Il
est cre6
par les
les presentes
un Conseil
administrer
administrer le present
present Accord.
Accord.
2. Chaque pays exportateur
chaque pays
pays importateur
importateur est
est
exportateur et chaque
membre votant du Conseil
pout etre
represente aux
reunions par
par
Conseil et
et peut
etre represent6
aux reunions
un
delegue, un
un suppliant
suppleant et
des conseillers.
un d6elgue,
et des
conseillers.
3. Tout
par le
comme n'exportant
n'exportant pas
re3.
Tout pays
pays reconnu
reconnu par
le Conseil
Conseil comme
pas regulierement ou n'important
pas regulierement
du ble
pout devenir
devenir
gulierement
n'important pas
regulierement du
ble peut
membre du
droit de
de vote,
pourvu qu'il
qu'il accepte
accepte les
membre
du Conseil
Conseil sans
sans droit
vote, pourvu
les
obligations
obligations imposees
imposees par
VIII et
consente A
apayer
la cotisation
cotisation
par Particle
l'artic]e VIII
et consente
payer la
fixee
pays membre
Conseil sans
sans droit
droit de
fix6e par
par le Conseil.
Conseil. Tout
Tout pays
membre du
du Conseil
de
vote
a envoyer
envoyer nil
aux reunions.
reunions.
vote est
est autorise A
un representant
representant aux
4. L'Organisation
L'Organisation pour
et 1'Agriculture
l'Agriculture des
des Nations
Nations
4.
pour PAlimentation
l'Alimentation et
Internationale du
du Commerce,
Commerce, le
le Comite
InUnies, l'Organisation
l'Organisation Internationale
Comit6 Interimaire de
Coordination des
Ententes Internationales
Internationales sur
sur les
les
terimaire
de Coordination
des Ententes
Produits et, sur decision du Conseil,
Conseil, toute autre organisation
organisation intergouvernementale,
chacune deldguer
Wegner un
un representant
representant n'ayant
n'ayant
gouvernementale, peuvent
peuvent chacune
pas le droit de vote aux
Conseil.
aux reunions
reunions du Conseil.
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elit un President
5. Pour
cheque sun&
President et un
un
agricole, le Conseil Olt
annee agricole,
Pour cheque
5.
Vice-President.
Vice-President.
B. Pouvoirs
Pouvoirs et
du Conseil
Conseil
et fonctions
fonctions du
B.

reglement interieur.
6.
etablit son reglement
6. Le Conseil 6tablit
7
Le Conseil
tient les
les registres
necessaires A
al'application
l'application des disregistres necessaires
Conseil tient
7.: Le
positions du
du pr6sent
present Accord,
Accord, et peut
pout reunir
reunir toute autre documentation
documentation
positions
qu'il juge
juge souhaitable.
souhaitable.
qu'il
8.
Le Conseil
Conseil public
pout publier toute autre
autre
rapport annuel et peut
publie un rapport
8. Le
a des questions relevant du present
information relative
relative a
present Accord.
Accord.
information
9. Le
Le Conseil,
Conseil, apres
apres consultation
consultation avec
avec la Commission
Commission Consultative
9.
du Ble
ere& en
Memorandum d'Accord
approuve en juin
d'Accord approuv6
du Memorandum
en vertu
vertu du
du
B16 cr66e
1942
en juin 1946, pourra
pourra reprendre
reprendre les archives,
archives, l'actif
et amende
amende en
1942 et
et le
le passif
cot organisme.
organisme.
de cet
passif de
et
10. Le
Le Conseil
Conseil a
tous autres
autres pouvoirs
pouvoirs et exerce
exerce toutes autres
autres fonca tous
10.
tions qu'il
necessaires pour assurer
assurer l'execution
l'execution des disestimer ncessaires
qu'il peut
peut estimer
tions
positions du
present Accord.
Accord.
du pr6sent
positions
11.
Conseil peut,
peut, a
A la majorite des deux tiers des voix exprimees
Le Conseil
11. Le
par
les pays
et des
deux tiers
exprimees par
par les
des voix
voix exprim6es
tiers des
des deux
exportateurs et
pays exportateurs
par les
pays
importateurs, d6elguer
deleguer l'exercice
n'importe lesquels de ses
l'exercice de n'importe
pays importateurs,
A tout moment,
pouvoirs
fonctions. Le
Le Conseil
pout, a
moment, revoquer
revoquer
Conseil peut,
ou fonctions.
pouvoirs ou
une
pouvoirs A
a la
Is majorite des voix exprimees.
exprimees.
d6elgation de pouvoirs
telle delegation
une telle
Toute
decision prise
pouvoirs ou fonctions delegues
delegues
tous pouvoirs
de tous
vertu de
en vertu
prise en
Toute decision
par
le Conseil,
aux dispositions
dispositions du present
present paragraphe,
paragraphe,
conformement aux
Conseil, conformement
par le
sera
sujette a
du Conseil,
demande qui en
sur is
la domande
Conseil, sur
la part
part du
de la
r6vision de
A revision
sera sujette
exportateur ou tout pays importateur,
aura ete
ete present6e
presentee par
par tout
importateur,
pays exportateur
tout pays
aura
dans
les delais
le Conseil
prescrira. Toute decision au sujet de
Conseil prescrira.
que le
d6lais quo
dans les
presentee dans
6te presentee
n'aura eV)
revision n'aura
laquelle aucune
dans les
demande de revision
aucune demande
laquelle
(Weis prescrits
bra tous
pays exportateurs
exportateurs et tous les pays
pays
les pays
tous les
prescrits liera
d6lais
importateurs.
importateurs.
Vote
C. Vote
12. Les
Les pays
pays importateurs
detiennent 1.000
voix, qui
qui sont
reparties
sont reparties
1.000 voix,
importateurs detiennent
12.
entre eux
rapport entre
leurs "achats
"achats garantis"
garantis" respectifs
respectifs
entre leurs
le rapport
dans le
eux dans
entre
pour l'ann6e
Vann& agricole
agricole en
et le
le total
total des
des "achats
garantis" pour
"achats garantis"
cours et
en cours
pour
cette annee
pays exportateurs
exportateurs detiennent
detiennent egalement
egalement
Les pays
agricole. Les
ann6e agricole.
cette
1.000 voix,
voix, qui
qui sont
sont reparties
eux dans
entre leurs
rapport entre
le rapport
dans le
entre eux
reparties entre
1.000
"ventes
garanties" respectives
Penn& agricole
agricole en cours
at le
cours et
pour l'annee
respectives pour
"ventes garanties"
total
des "ventes
cette armee
agricole. Tout pays
ann6e agricole.
pour cette
garanties" pour
"ventes garanties"
total des
exportateur
ou pays
importateur dispose
dispose d'au
d'au moms
voix; il
ii
une voix;
moins une
pays importateur
exportateur ou
n'y a
apas
fraction de
de voix.
de fraction
pas de
n'y
13. Chaque
Cheque fois
fois qu'une
modification se
produit dans
dans les
"achats
les "achats
se produit
qu'une modification
13.
garantis"
ou
les
"ventes
garanties"
pour
Vann&
agricole
en
cours,
le
cours,
en
agricole
garantis" ou les "ventes garanties" pour l'ann6e
Conseil
redistribue
les
voix,
conformement
aux
dispositions
du
dispositions
aux
Conseil redistribue les voix, conform6ment
paragraphe
du present
present article.
12 du
paragraphe 12
14.
est dechu
dechu de
de son
son
importateur est
un pays
pays importateur
ou un
exportateur ou
pays exportateur
un pays
Si un
14. Si
l'article
5
de
paragraphe
droit
de
vote
en
vertu
des
dispositions
du
paragraphe
5
Particle
droit de vote en vertu des dispositions
XVII,
ou en
en cas
cas de
son droit
droit de
vote en
en vertu
des
vertu des
de vote
de son
suspension de
de suspension
XVII, ou
dispositions
du
paragraphe
3
de
Particle
XIX,
le
Conseil
procede
a
une
une
a
procede
Conseil
le
XIX,
1'article
de
3
dispositions du paragraphe
nouvelle
des voix,
comme si
pays n'avatt
aucune
n'avait aucune
ledit pays
si ledit
voix, comme
r6partition des
nouvelle repartition
quantite
garantie
pour
Vann&
agricole
en
cours.
en
cours.
agricole
l'annee
pour
quantite garantie
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15.
Sauf disposition
disposition contraire
contraire du
les decisions
du
decisions du
du present
present Accord,
Accord, les
15. Sauf
Conseil
la majorite
voix exprimees.
exprimees.
des voix
prises aala
majorit6 des
Conseil sont
sont prises
16.
peut autoriser
un autre
autre pays
pays exportateur,
exportateur,
autoriser un
pays exportateur
exportateur peut
16. Tout
Tout pays
et
tout pays
pays importateur
importateur peut
autoriser un
un autre
autre pays
importateur A
pays importateur
peut autoriser
et tout
representer ses
exercer son
droit de
vote a
toutes
ou a
A toutes
de vote
a une
une ou
et a
a exercer
son droit
representer
ses interets
int6rets et
les reunions
reunions du
du Conseil.
Conseil. Une
Une preuve
preuve de
de cette
autorisation acceptable
acceptable
cette autorisation
les
par le
etre soumise
soumise au
au Conseil.
Conseil.
Conseil dolt
doit etre
par
le Conseil
D.
Sessions
D. Sessions
17. Le
se reunit
une fois
fois par
par semestre
au cours
cours de
de
semestre au
au moms
moins une
reunit au
17.
Le Conseil
Conseil se
chaque
annee agricole
agricole et
toute autre
autre date
date que
que le
le President
President peut
peut
a toute
et a
chaque ann6e
fixer.
fixer.
18. Le
Le President
convoque une
session du
la demande
demande
du Conseil
Conseil aa la
une session
President convoque
18.
(a) de
de cinq
cinq d6l6gues
delegues de
pays exportateurs
exportateurs et
pays importateurs
importateurs ou
ou (b)
(b)
et pays
de pays
(a)
du d6elgue
delegue ou
des d6elgu6s
deltas de
de tout
tout pays
pays exportateur
importaexportateur ou pays importaou des
du
teur
de tous
tons pays
pays exportateurs
detenant au
an
ou pays
pays importateurs
importateurs detenant
exportateurs ou
ou de
teur ou
moms dix
dix pour
cent du
du total
total des
voix, ou
ou (c)
(c) du
du Comite
Comite Executif.
Ex6cutif.
des voix,
moins
pour cent
E. Quorum
Quorum
E.
A toute
possedant
la presence des
des delegues
delegues poss6dant
du Conseil,
Conseil, la
19. A
toute reunion
reunion du
la majorite
majorite des
des voix
voix detenues
detenues par
les pays
pays exportateurs
exportateurs et la majorite
majorit6
par les
la
des
necessaire pour
conest necessaire
pour conpays importateurs
importateurs est
detenues par
par les
les pays
des voix
voix detenues
stituer le
stituer
le quorum.
quorum.
F.
F. Siege
Siege
20.
20.
soire.
soire.
siege
siege
et les
les
et

Le Conseil
Conseil choisira,
juillet 1949,
1949, le
is lieu
lieu de
de son
siege proviprovison siege
choisira, en
en juillet
Le
Le
Conseil
des
qu'il
de
son
jugera
opportun,
le
lieu
de
son
Conseil
choisira,
des
qu'il
le
Le
permanent,
apres
consultation
organismes
appropries
appropries
apres
consultation
avec
les
organismes
permanent,
institutions
des Nations Dries.
Unies.
institutions specialisees
specialis6es des

G. Capacite
Capacite juridique
G.
juridique
21.
sur is
territoire de
exportateur et
de
et de
Conseil a,
a, sur
le territoire
de chaque
chaque pays
pays exportateur
21. Le
Le Conseil
chaque pays
juridique necessaire
a l'exercice
la capacite
capacit6 juridique
necessaire a
l'exercice
chaque
pays importateur,
importateur, la
des
fonctions que
que lui
lui confere
confere le
present Accord.
Accord.
des fonctions
le present
Decisions
H. Decisions

et chaque
22. Chaque pays exportateur
exportateur et
chaque pays
pays importateur
importateur s'engage
aase
se considerer
li6 par
par toutes
considerer comme lie
toutes les
les decisions prises
prises par Is
le Conseil
en
des dispositions
dispositions du
Accord.
en vertu des
du present
present Accord.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE XIV
be
Comae Executif
Executif
Le Comit6
1.
Le Conseil
creera in
Executif. Ce
Comite Executif
Executif
1. Le
Conseil cr6era
un Comite
Comit6 Executif.
Ce Comite
chaque armee
sera compose
compose de
de trois pays
pays exportateurs, elus chaque
annee par les
de sept
importateurs an
elus chaque
pays exportateurs,
exportateurs, et
et de
sept pays
pays importateurs
au plus,
plus, 6lus
chaque
annee par les pays importateurs.
armee
importateurs. Le
be Conseil
nommera le President
Conseil nommera
President
du Comite Executif
du
nommer un
Vice-President.
Executif et
et pourra nommer
un Vice-President.
2. be
Le Comite Executif
Executif sera responsable
responsable devant
devant le Conseil
Conseil et
et foncfonctionnera
sous la
la direction
generale du
du Conseil.
tionnera sous
direction generale
Conseil. 11
11 aura
aura tels
tels pouvoirs
pouvoirs
et
fonctions qui
qui lui
par le
is present
Accord,
et fonctions
lui sont
sont expressement
expressement assignee
assignes par
present Accord,
et
autres pouvoirs et
que le
le Conseil
pourra lui
lui deldguer
deleguer
et tels
tels autres
et fonctions
fonctions que
Conseil pourra
11 de
en vertu du
du paragraphe
paragraphe 11
de Particle
'article XIII.
XIII.
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au Comit6
3. Les pays exportateurs
exportateurs siegeant
siegeant an
Comite Ex6cutif
Executif auront le
meme
merne nombre total de voix que les pays importateurs.
importateurs. Les voix des
pays exportateurs seront reparties
gulls le decideront,
decideront,
reparties entre
entre eux, ainsi
ainsi qu'ils
pourvu qu'aucun pays exportateur
exportateur ne detienne
detienne plus de quarante
quarante pour
cent du total des voix des pays exportateurs.
exportateurs. Les voix des pays
importateurs seront
importateurs
seront reparties
reparties entre eux,
gulls le
le decideront,
decideront,
eux, ainsi
ainsi qu'ils
pourvu qu'aucun pays importateur
importateur ne detienne
detienne plus de quarante
quarante pour
pour
pays importateurs.
importateurs.
cent du
du total des voix
voix des pays
prescrira le
reglement interieur
ala
la procedure
procedure
4. Le Conseil prescrira
le reglement
interieur relatif
relatif A
de vote du Comite
Comit6 Ex6cutif,
Executif, et pourra prescrire
prescrire telles
telles autres clauses
qu'il jugera appropriees
appropriees pour le reglement int6rieur
interieur du Comite
Comae
Executif. Une decision du Comite
etre prise
prise a
a la
la
Ex6cutif.
Comit6 Executif
Ex6cutif devra
devra etre
Accord exige
exige du
meme majorite de voix que celle
celle que
que le present
present Accord
du
decision sur
une question
semblable.
Conseil lorsque
lorsque celui-ci
celui-ci prend
prend une
une decision
sur une
question semblable.
5. Tout pays
pays exportateur
exportateur ou tout
importateur qui n'est pas
tout pays
pays importateur
membre du
sans droit
de vote,
vote, aa
membre
du Comite
Comit6 Executif
Ex6cutif peut
peut participer,
participer, sans
droit de
discussion de
question dont
dont est
saisi le
le Comit6
Comite Executif,
la discussion
de toute
toute question
est saisi
Executif,
chaque
interets de ce pays
pays sont en
en
chaque fois que
que celui-ci
celui-ci considere
considere que
que les
les interets
cause.
cause.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE XV
XV
Le Comit6
Comite Consultatif
Consultatif des Equivalences
Prix
Equivalences de Prix
Le
Le Conseil
creera un
un Comite
Equivalences de Prix
Comit6 Consultatif
Consultatif des Equivalences
Le
Conseil creera
exportateurs et de trois pays
de representants
compose
representants de trois pays exportateurs
compose de
importateurs.
importateurs.
Le Comit6
Comite donnera
son avis
au Conseil
Conseil et
et au
an Comite
Comite Executif
sur
Executif sur
avis au
donnera son
Le
les
visees aux
paragraphes 4,
4, 5
sur
5 et
et 66 de
de Particle
l'article VI et sur
aux paragraphes
les questions
questions vis6es
telles autres
autres questions
questions que
on le Comite Executif
Executif pourront
pourront
que le
le Conseil
Conseil ou
telles
President du Comit6
Comite sera nomme par
par le Conseil.
lui referer. Le President
ARTICLE XVI
XVI
ARTICLE
Le Secretariat
Secretariat
Le
1. Le
Le Conseil
dispose d'un
d'un Secretariat
compose d'un
d'un Secretaire
Secretaire et
et
Secretariat compose
1.
Conseil dispose
du
personnel que
que pourront
travaux du Conseil et de ses
ses
les travaux
necessiter les
pourront necessiter
du personnel
comites.
comites.
2. Le
nommera le
et determinera
determiners ses
ses attributions.
attributions.
le Secretaire
Secretaire et
Le Conseil
Conseil nommera
2.
3.
Le
personnel
sera
nomme
par
le
Secretaire,
conformement
au
3. Le personnel sera nomm6 par le Secr6taire, conformement an

Conseil.
reglement
etabli par
par le
le Conseil.
reglement etabli
ARTICLE
ARTICLE XVII
XVII
Dispositions financieres
financieres
Dispositions
1. Les
Les depenses
Delegations au
au Conseil,
Conseil, des
an
des representants
representants au
des Delegations
1.
depenses des
Comite
Executif
et
des
representants
au
Comite
Consultatif
des
des
Comite
Consultatif
Comite Executif et des representants au
Equivalences
Prix seront
seront couvertes
couvertes par
par les
Gouvernements reprerepreles Gouvernements
de Prix
Equivalences de
sentes.
Les
autres
depenses
entratnees
par
Padministration
du
du
l'administration
par
entratnees
depenses
sentes. Les autres
present
Accord,
y
compris
celles
du
Secretariat
et
toute
remuneration
remun6ration
toute
et
Secretariat
celles
du
compris
y
present Accord,
que
le Conseil
Conseil pourra
powTa decider
son President
President ou
on a
ason
son ViceViceverser aason
de verser
decider de
que le
President,
seront
couvertes
par
voie
de
cotisation
annuelle
des
pays
pays
des
annuelle
de
cotisation
par
voie
couvertes
seront
President,
exportateurs et
et des
des pays
La cotisation
de chacun
de
chacun de
cotisation de
importateurs. La
pays importateurs.
exportateurs
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ces pays
pour chaque
agricole sera
sera proportionnelle
proportionnelle au
au nombre
nombre
ces
pays pour
chaque armee
ann6e agricole
de
voix
qu'il
detiendra
au
moment
oil
est
arrete
le
budget
de
ladite
de voix qu'il d6tiendra au moment ou est arrete le budget de ladite
annee agricole.
ann6e
agricole.
2.
sa premiere
session, le
le Conseil
Conseil votera
votera son
son budget
budget
2. Au
Au cours
cours de
de sa
premiere session,
pour la
la periode
periode se
terminant
le
31
juillet
1950
et
fixera
la
cotisation
pour
se terminant le 31 juillet 1950 et fixera la cotisation
mise
A, la charge
pays exportateur
exportateur et
et de
de chaque
chaque pays
pays immise A
charge de
de chaque
chaque pays
importateur.
portateur.
3.
Conseil, lors
de sa
sa premiere
pendant le
le second
semestre
3. Le
Le Conseil,
lors de
premiere session
session pendant
second semestre
de
chaque annee
son budget
budget pour
pour Pannee
agricole
de chaque
annee agricole,
agricole, votera
votera son
l'ann6e agricole
suivante
et fixera
cotisation de
de chaque
chaque pays
exportateur
et de
de
suivante et
fixera is.
la cotisation
pays exportateur et
chaque pays
pour ladite
armee
agricole.
chaque
pays importateur
importateur pour
ladite annee agricole.
4. La
La cotisation
cotisation initiale
initiale de
de tout
pays exportateur
de tout
tout pays
pays
4.
tout pays
exportateur ou
ou de
importateur accedant
importateur
pr(sent Accord
Accord conformement
conformement aux
aux disposidisposiaccedant au
au present
tions de
de Particle
XXI sera
sera fixee
le Conseil,
Conseil, sur
sur la
la base
base du
du nombre
nombre
tions
l'article XXI
fixee par
par le
de voix
voix que
cc pays
et de
la periode
restant aacourir
courir dans
&Ms
de
que detiendra
d6tiendra ce
pays et
de la
periode restant
l'annee agricole
Pannee
agricole en cours; toutefois,
cotisations fixees
fixees pour
les
toutefois, les
les cotisations
pour les
autres
pays exportateurs
et pour
les autres
autres pays
pays importateurs
importateurs au
au
autres pays
exportateurs et
pour les
titre de
de Pannee
ne seront
pas modifi6es.
modifiees.
titre
l'annee agricole
agricole en
en cours
cours ne
seront pas
5.
cotisations sont
sont exigibles
exigibles des
des leur
leur fixation.
pays ex5. Les
Les cotisations
fixation. Tout
Tout pays
exportateur ou
importateur qui
qui omettra
omettra de
de regler
regler le
montant
portateur
ou tout pays
pays importateur
le montant
cotisation dans l'annee
de sa cotisation
Pannee qui en suivra
fixation perdra
perdra son
suivra is.
la fixation
son droit
droit
de
jusqu'A. ce
qu'il se
se soit
soit acquitte
acquitte de
de ladite
ladite cotisation,
cotisation, mais
mais il
II ne
ne
de vote
vote jusqu'a
ce qu'il
sera ni priv6
prive des
autres droits
confere le
le present
ni
des autres
droits que lui
lui confere
present Accord,
Accord, ni
releve des obligations
obligations que
celui-ci lui
lui impose.
exportateur
releve
que celui-ci
impose. Si
Si un
un pays
pays exportateur
ou un pays importateur
son droit
droit de
vote aux
aux termes
termes du
du present
present
importateur perd son
de vote
paragraphe, les voix seront
paragraphe,
seront redistribuees
conformement aux
aux disposidisposiredistributes conform6ment
tions
paragraphe 14
de Particle
XIII.
tions du
du paragraphe
14 de
l'article XIII.
6.
au cours
6. Le Conseil publiera,
publiera, all
cours de chaque
chaque armee
agricole, une
une
annee agricole,
situation certifiee
certifiee de
de ses
ses recettes
encaissees et
et de
ses depenses
engagees
situation
recettes encaissees
de ses
depenses engagees
au
cours de
de l'ann6e
Pannee agricole
au cours
agricole precedente.
pr6c6dente.
7. Le gouvernement
gouvernement du pays
pays oia
ou est situe
le sibge
siege temporaire
temporaire ou
ou
situe le
permanent du Conseil accordera
accordera uno
exemption d'imp6ts
permanent
une exemption
d'impOts sur les
appointements verses
appointements
Conseil aa son
son personnel;
toutefois, cette
verses par
par le Conseil
personnel; toutefois,
cette
exemption
s'appliquera pas aux
ressortissants de ce
exemption ne s'appliquera
aux ressortissants
cc pays.
8. Le
8.
devra, avant
dissolution, prendre
prendre toutes
disposiLe Conseil
Conseil devra,
avant sa
sa dissolution,
toutes disposireglement de
tions en vue du reglement
de l'affectation
de son
son actif
actif
de son passif et de
l'affectation de
et de ses archives,
archives, au moment of
oil le
present Accord
Accord cessera
en
le present
cessera d'Atre
d'etre en
vigueur.
ARTICLE XVIII
ARTICLE
XVIII

Cooperation avec
avec d'autres
Cooperation
d'autres Organisations
Organisations
intergouvernementales
intergouvernementales

1. Le Conseil prendra
prendra toutes
toutes dispositions
dispositions utiles
utiles pour
pour assurer
assurer
Pechange
is. cooperation
necessaires avec
avec les
orl'echange d'informations
d'informations et
et la
cooperation n6cessaires
les organismes appropries
appropri6s des Nations Unies
Tithes et leurs institutions
institutions speciaspecialisees, ainsi
ainsi qu'avec
lisees,
qu'avec d'autres
d'autres organisations
organisations intergouvernementales.
intergouvernementales.
2.
certaines dispositions
dispositions du present
2. Si le Conseil constate
constate que
que certaines
present
incompatibles avec telles obligations
Accord sont materiellement
materiellement incompatibles
obligations que
les Nations Unies,
Unies, leurs
leurs organismes
organismes competents
institutions
competents et
et lours
leurs institutions
specialisees
pourraient etablir
specialisees pourraient
6tablir en matiere
intergouvernemenmatiere d'accords
d'accords intergouvernemen-
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comme une
taux sur les produits, cette
cette incompatibilit6
incompatibilite sera consideree
consider& cornme
circonstance
fonctionnement du present
circonstance nuisant au fonctionnernent
present Accord, et la
procedure prescrite
prescrite par les paragraphes
paragraphes 3, 4
4 et 55 de 1'article
Particle XXII
XXII
sera appliquee.
appliquee.
ARTICLE
XIX
ARTICLE XIX

Contestations
Contestations et Reclamations
Reclamations
1. Tout differend
differend relatif A
a Papplication
l'application du
1.
a l'interpr6tation
Pinterpretation ou a
n6gociation, et
present Accord
Accord qui n'aura pas ete
&A regle par voie de negociation,
et
toute plainte formulee contre
contre un pays exportateur ou un pays importateur qui n'aura
impos6es
n'aura pas rempli
rempli les obligations qui lui sont imposees
par le present Accord, seront, sur la domande
demande de tout pays exportateur
exportateur
differend ou auteur de la plainte,
ou de tout pays importateur
importateur partie au differend
defer&
au Conseil,
Conseil, qui
une decision
en la
matiere.
deferes au
qui prendra
prendra une
decision en
la matiere.
2. Aucun pays exportateur
exportateur ou pays importateur no
ne pourra etre
declare avoir
avoir enfreint le
le present
present Accord
Accord qu'a
qu'A la majorito
majorit6 des
des voix
detenues par
exportateurs et
detenues
par les pays
pays exportateurs
et A la majorite des voix detenues
par les pays importateurs.
importateurs. Toute constatation
constatation qu'un pays exporexportateur ou un pays importateur a
a enfreint le present Accord
Accord devra
devra
in nature de
l'infraction, et,
et, si
si cette
une
specifier la
de l'infraction,
cette infraction
infraction comporte
comporte une
defaillance
aPegard
defaillance de co
ce pays
pays A
l'egard de ses quantites garanties, elle devra
devra
specifier Peten.due
defaillance.
l'6tendue de
de cette
cette defaillance.
constate qu'un
qu'un pays
pays exportateur
ou un
un pays
pays importa3. Si
Si le Conseil
Conseil constate
exportateur ou
importatour a
enfreint le present
pout, ala
&tonnes
teur
a enfreint
present Accord,
Accord, il peut,
a la majorite
majorite des
des voix detenues
par
la majorite
voix detenues
detenues par
par les
les pays exportateurs
exportateurs et
et a
a la
majorite des
des voix
par les
les
pays
importateurs, soit
priver le pays
de son
son droit
droit de
pays importateurs,
soit priver
pays en
en question
question de
de vote
vote
jusqu'a
Pexclure de
jusqu'a ce qu'il
qu'il se soit
soit acquitte
acquitte de
de ses
ses obligations,
obligations, soit
soit l'exclure
de
l'Accord.
1'Accord.
4.
exportateur ou
dechu de
4. Si
Si un pays
pays exportateur
ou un
un pays importateur
importateur est
est dechu
de son
son
redistribuees
droit de
de vote
vote en
en vertu du
du present article, ses voix seront
seront redistributes
selon les
les dispositions
paragraphe 14
l'article XIII. Si
du paragraphe
14 de
de l'article
Si un
un pays
selon
dispositions du
exportateur ou
ou un
un pays
ete declare
declare en
pour
exportateur
pays importateur
importateur aa 6et
en defaut
d6faut pour
tout ou
ou partie
partie de
de ses
see quantites
quanta& garanties,
ou est
du present
present
tout
garanties, ou
est exclu
exclu du
Accord,
garanties restantes
ajustees selon
scion les
les
Accord, les
les quantites
quantites garanties
restantes seront
seront ajustees
dispositions
l'article IX.
dispositions de l'article
CIN QUIEME PARTIE
-DISPOSITIONS FINALES
FINALES
PARTIE-DISPOSITIONS
CINQUIEME

ARTICLE
XX
ARTICLE XX
Signature, Acceptation
et Entree
en vigueur
Entree en
vigueur
Signature,
Acceptation et
1. Le
Le present
Accord sera
sera ouvert
jusqu'au 15
15 avril
avril 1949
la signasignaA la
1.
present Accord
ouvert jusqu'au
1949 a
ture des
des Gouvernements
des pays
figurant aux
annexes A
et B
A et
B de
de
aux annexes
pays figurant
ture
Gouvernements des
Particle III.
l'article
III.
2.
Accord devra
l'objet de
l'acceptation des
Goudes Goude l'acceptation
devra faire
faire l'objet
2. Le
Le present
present Accord
vernements signataires,
signataires, conformement
constitua leurs
leurs procedures
procedures constituconformement a
vernements
tionnelles
Sous reserve
reserve des
des dispositions
dispositions du
du paragraphe
4
paragraphe 4
tionnelles respectives.
respectives. Sous
du
present
article,
les
instruments
d'acceptation
devront
etre deposes
d6poses
devront
Atre
du present article, les instruments d'acceptation
aupres du
du Gouvernement
des Etats-Unis
plus tard
tard
au plus
d'Amerique au
Etats-Unis d'Amerique
aupros
Gouvernement des
le
1949.
le ler
ler juillet 1949.
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3. A
A condition
quo les
les Gouvernements
figurant A
al'annexe
l'annexe
pays figurant
des pays
Gouvernements des
condition que
3.
A
de
Particle
III
et
responsables
d'au.
moms
70
pour
cent
des
"achats
"achats
des
cent
70
pour
A de l'article III et responsables d'au moins
garantis",
et
que
les
Gouvernements
des
pays
figurant
a
l'annexe
B
B
l'annexe
a
figurant
pays
des
garantis", et que les Gouvernements
"ventes
de
Particle
III
et
responsables
d.'au
moms
80
cent
des
"ventes
cent
80
pour
moins
d'au
de l'article III et responsables
garanties", aient
aient accept6
accepte le
le present
present Accord
Accord A
a la date du ler juillet
juillet
garanties",
du
1949,
les
premiere,
troisieme,
quatrieme
et
cinquieme
Parties
Parties
et
cinquieme
quatrieme
1949, les premiere, troisieme,
les
present
Accord
entreront
en
vigueur
au
1er
juillet
entre
les
entre
1949
ler
juillet
au
vigueur
present Accord entreront en
Gouvernements qui
accept& Le
Le Conseil
Conseil fixera
fixera une
une date,
l'auront accepte.
qui l'auront
Gouvernements
qui
ne
devra
pas
depasser
le
ler
septembre
1949,
a
laquelle
la
deuxieme
la
deuxieme
a
laquelle
1949,
septembre
ler
qui ne devra pas depasser le
Partie
du
present
Accord
entrera
en
vigueur
entre
les
Gouvernements
Gouvernements
les
entre
vigueur
en
entrera
Partie du present Accord
qui l'auront
l'auront accept&
accept6.
qui
4.
Gouvernement signataire
qui n'aura
n'aura pas
accepte le
le present
present
pas accepte
signataire qui
4. Tout
Tout Gouvernement
obtenir
Accord
a
la
date
du
1er
juillet
1949
pourra,
apres
cette
obtenir
date,
cette
apres
pourra,
1949
juillet
ler
du
Accord a la date
instrument
de
son
du
Conseil
une
prolongation
du
Mai
depot
d'acde
d6p6t
delai
du
du Conseil une prolongation
Parties
cinquieme
et
ceptation.
Les
premiere,
troisieme,
quatrieme
cinquieme
quatrieme
troisieme,
premiere,
ceptation. Les
pour ce
du
present Accord
Accord entreront
en vigueur,
cc Gouvernement,
Gouvernement, a
ala
vigueur, pour
entreront en
du present
date
du
depOt
de
son
instrument
d'acceptation,
la
deuxieme
Partie
la
deuxieme
et
d'acceptation,
instrument
son
de
du
dep6t
date
du
present Accord
Accord entrera
en vigueur,
vigueur, pour
Gouvernement, a
a la
la
ce Gouvernement,
pour cc
entrera en
du present
en
l'entree
pour
date
fixee
en
vertu
du
paragraphe
3
du
present
article
Pentree
article
du
present
3
du
paragraphe
vertu
en
fixee
date
vigueur de
de cette
Partie.
cette Partie.
vigueur
5.
Gouvernement des Etats-Unis
Etats-Unis d'Amerique
d'Amerique notifiera
notifiera A
a tous
tons
5. Le Gouvernement
les Gouvernements
signataires chaque
signature et chaque
chaque acceptation
acceptation
chaque signature
les
Gouvernements signataires
du present
present Accord.
Accord.
du
ARTICLE
X_
XI
ARTICLE XXI
Accession
Accession
Le Conseil
pourra, a
a la
majorite des
des deux
deux tiers
tiers des
des voix
voix exprim6es
exprimees
la majorit6
Le
Conseil pourra,
par les
les pays
et des
des deux
tiers des
voix exprim6es
exprimees par
par les
les
des voix
deux tiers
exportateurs et
pays exportateurs
par
pays
importateurs, approuver
approuver l'accession
l'accession au present
present Accord
Accord de tout
pays importateurs,
Gouvernement
pas deja
déjà partie,
partie, et
et fixer les conditions
conditions de
fait pas
qui n'en
n'en fait
Gouvernement qui
cette
accession. Cette
sera realisee
realisee par
depot d'un instrule dep6t
par le
accession sera
Cette accession
cette accession.
d'Amerique,
ment
aupres du
Etats-Unis d'Amerique,
du Gouvernement
Gouvernement des Etats-Unis
d'accession aupres
ment d'accession
qui
notifiera chacune
de ces
accessions a
thus les
signsGouvernements signales Gouvernements
a tous
ces accessions
chacune de
qui notifiera
taires et
tous les
Gouvernements accedants.
accedants.
les Gouvernements
et aatous
taires
ARTICLE
XXII
ARTICLE XXII
Duree, Amendement,
Amendement, Retrait,
Retrait, Achevement
Achevement
Duree,

1953.
1.
Accord restera
vigueur jusqu'au
jusqu'au 31 juillet 1953.
en vigueur
restera en
1. be
Le present
present Accord
2. Le
Le Conseil
adressera aux
aux pays
exportateurs et
et aux
aux pays
importapays importapays exportateurs
Conseil adressera
2.
teurs,
an plus
plus tard
tard le
le 31
concernant
recommandations concernant
1952, sea
ses recommandations
juillet 1952,
31 juillet
teurs, au
le renouvellement
renouvellement du
du present
present Accord.
Accord.
le
3. Si
se produisent
produisent qui, de l'avis
l'avis du Conseil,
des circonstances
circonstances se
3.
Si des
nuisent ou
ou menacent
an fonctionnement
present Accord,
Accord,
du present
de nuire
nuire au
fonctionnement du
menacent de
nuisent
le Conseil
majorite des
des voix
detenues par
les pays
pays exportaexportapar les
voix detenues
la majorite
le
Conseil pourra,
pourra, aala
tours et
et a
la majorite
voix detenues
les pays importateurs,
detenues par les
des voix
majorite des
teurs
a la
recommander
et aux
aux pays
pays importateurs
importateurs un
exportateurs et
aux pays
pays exportateurs
recommander aux
amendement
Accord.
au present Accord.
amendement au
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d6lai dans lequel chaque
4. Le
Le Conseil pourra
pourra fixer
fixer un delai
chaque pays exportaexportaimportateur devra
et chaque
chaque pays importateur
devra notifier
notifier au Gouvernement
Gouvernement des
teur et
acceptation ou
d'Amerique son acceptation
on son refus de l'amendement.
l'amendement.
Etats-Unis d'Amerique
acceptation par les pays exportaL'amendement prendra
L'amendement
prendra effet des son acceptation
teurs detenant
teurs
detenant les deux tiers des votes des pays exportateurs
exportateurs et par
par
les
pays importateurs
detenant les deux tiers des votes des pays imimportateurs &tenant
les pays
portateurs.
portateurs.
importateur qui n'aura
5. Tout
n'aura pas
ou tout pays importateur
exportateur ou
pays exportateur
5.
Tout pays
notifie au
des Etats-Unis
Etats-Unis d'Amerique
d'Amerique son acceptation
acceptation
Gouvernement des
au Gouvernement
notifie
celui-ci prendra
d'un amendement
amendement a
a laquelle celui-ci
prendra effet pourra,
a la date
date a
d'un
apres
donne par
ecrit au
Gouvernement des Etats-Unis d'Ameriau Gouvernement
par ecrit
avoir donn6
apres avoir
que le
is preavis
de retrait
is Conseil
exiger dans chaque
chaque cas,
pourra exiger
Conseil pourra
que le
retrait que
preavis de
que
l'annee agricole en cours,
se
Accord a
ala fin de Pannee
cours, mais
present Accord
du present
retirer du
se retirer
resultant du present
ne
de ce
ce fait
releve d'aucune
obligations resultant
present
des obligations
d'aucune des
fait relev6
sera de
ne sera
annee agricole.
meme armee
Accord et
et non
executees avant
la fin
fin de la meme
avant la
non executees
Accord
sont
6. Tout
exportateur qui considere
interets sont
considere que ses interets
pays exportateur
6.
Tout pays
participation au present Accord
gravement
par la non
Accord
non participation
compromis par
gravement corapromis
ou
le retrait
retrait d'un
pays figurant
a l'annexe
Pannexe A ou a
al'annexe
Pannexe B
B de
figurant A
d'un pays
ou par
par le
cinq pour cent des quantites garanParticle
responsable de plus
garanplus de cinq
III et
et responsable
Particle III
ties de
de cette
tout pays
importateur qui considere
considere que ses
pays importateur
ou tout
annexe, ou
cette annexe,
ties
interets
sont gravement
compromis par
par in
non participation
participation au
an present
present
la non
gravement compromis
int6erts sont
B de l'article
l'annexe B
A l'annexe
Accord
ou par
par le
retrait d'un pays figurant
figurant a
Particle
le retrait
Accord ou
III
de plus
plus de
cent des
des quantites
quantites garanties
pour cent
cinq pour
de cinq
et responsable
responsable de
III et
de cette
annexe, pourra
pourra se
se retirer
du present
dormant par
Accord, en donnant
present Accord,
retirer du
cette annexe,
de
écrit
un preavis
de retrait
Gouvernement des
Etats-Unis d'Amerides Etats-Unis
au Gouvernement
retrait an
preavis de
ecrit un
A telle
que avant
avant le
is ler
ler septembre
septembre 1949 ou a
tells date plus rapprochee
rapprochee que
que
pourra fixer
fixer is
Conseil a
ala
in majorite
majorite des
tiers des voix emises par
des deux tiers
le Conseil
pourra
les
pays exportateurs
et des
deux tiers
tiers des
par les pays
des voix emises par
des deux
exportateurs et
les pays
importateurs.
importateurs.
7.
Tout pays
pays exportatear
exportateur ou
ou tout
tout pays
pays importateur
importateur qui considere
considers
7. Tout
sa
securite nationale
nationals comme
miss en
danger par
par l'ouverture
l'ouverture d'hostilites
en danger
comme mise
sa securite
peut se
se retirer
Accord, en
en donnant
donnant par
par ecrit
emit un
un preavis
preavis de
de
present Accord,
du present
retirer du
peut
d'Amerique.
retrait
de trente
trente jours
jours au
au Gouvernement
Gouvernement des
Etats-Unis d'Amelique.
des Etats-Unis
retrait de
8. Le
Gouvernement des
des Etats-Unis
d'Amerique portera
portera a
a, la
la
Etats-Unis d'Am6rique
Le Gouvernement
8.
connaissance
de tous
les Gouvernements
Gouvernements signataires
signataires et
et accedants
accedants
tous les
connaissance de
chaque
notification et
et chaque
reps aux
aux termes
termes du
du present
present
preavis regus
chaque preavis
chaque notification
article.
article.
ARTICLE
XXIII
ARTICLE XXIII
Application
territoriale
Application territoriale
1.
Gouvernement peut,
pent, au
an moment
moment oa
oa il
il donne
donne sa
sa signature,
signature,
Tout Gouvernement
1. Tout
son
acceptation ou
son accession
accession au
au present
present Accord,
Accord, declarer
declarer que
que ses
ses
ou son
son acceptation

droits
et obligations
obligations aux
aux termes
termes du
Accord ne
s'appliquent pas
ne s'appliquent
present Accord
du present
droits et
a
tout ou
ou partie
partie des
des territoires
territoires d'Outre-mer
d'Outre-mer dont
les relations
relations extextedont les
A tout

rieures sont
sont placees
placees sous
sous sa
sa responsabilite.
responsabilite.
rieures
2. A
l'exception des
territoires au
au sujet
sujet desquels
declaration a
a
une declaration
desquels une
des territoires
A l'exception
2.
ete
en vertu
des dispositions
du paragraphe
du present
article,
present article,
1 du
paragraphe 1
dispositions du
vertu des
faite en
ete faite
les
droits et
ere& a tout
present
le present
par le
Gouvernement par
tout Gouvernement
obligations crees
et obligations
les droits
Accord s'appliquent
tons les
les territoires
les relations
exterieures
relations extrieures
dont les
territoires dont
A tous
s'appliquent a.
Accord
sont placees
sous la
la responsabilite
Gouvernement.
dudit Gouvernement.
responsabilite dudit
placees sous
sont
81939-52—pT.
11-59
81939-52-PT. 11--59
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3. Apres
Apres son
acceptation ou
ou son
son accession
au present
Accord, tout
tout
accession au
present Accord,
son acceptation
3.
Gouvernement pout,
atout
moment, declarer,
declarer, par
par voie
voie de
de notification
notification
tout moment,
peut, A
Gouvernement
au
d'Amerique, que
quo ses
ses droits
droits et
et
Etats-Unis d'Am6rique,
au Gouvernement
Gouvernement des
des Etats-Unis
obligations
aux
terme,s
du
present
Accord
s'appliquent
a
tout
ou
partie
obligations aux termes du present Accord s'appliquent Atout ou partie
des territoires
territoires au
sujet desquels
desquels il
une declaration
declaration en
en vertu
vertu des
des
il aa, fait
fait une
au sujet
des
dispositions
paragraphe 1
du present
present article.
article.
1 du
du paragraphe
dispositions du
4. Par
notification de
de retrait
dorm& an
Gouvernement des
des EtatsEtats4.
Par notification
retrait donnee
au Gouvernement
Unis
d'Araerique,
tout
Gouvernement
pout,
en
ce
qui
concern°
tout
Unis d'Amerique, tout Gouvernement peut, en ce qui concerne tout
ou
partie
des
territoires
d'Outre-mer
dont
les
relations
exterieures
ou partie des territoires d'Outre-mer dont les relations exterieures
sont placees
sous sa
proceder a
un retrait
du
retrait separe
separ6 du
sa responsabilite,
responsabilite, proccder
a un
sont
placees sous
present Accord.
Accord.
present
5.
des Etats-Unis
d'Amerique portera
portera a
a la
la
Gouvernement des
Etats-Unis d'Am6rique
5. Le
Le Gouvernement
connaissance
les Gouvernements
signataires et
tons les
les
de tous
tous les
Gouvernements signataires
et de
de tous
connaissance de
Gouvernements accedants
accedants toute
toute declaration
ou notification
notification faites
en
Gouvernements
declaration ou
faites en
vertu du
present article.
vertu
du present
article.
I
INN

Authentic texts.

WITNESS
WITNESS

WHEREOF
WHEREOF

the
the

undersigned, having
having been
been duly
duly
undersigned,
authorized
effect by their
authorized to this effect
respective Governments,
Governments, have
respective
Agreement on the dates
signed this Agreement
appearing
signaappearing opposite
opposite their signatures.
Washington, this
Done at Washington,
twenty-third
1949,
twenty-third day of March 1949,
French lanand French
in the English and
guages, both texts being equally
equally
guages,
authentic,
authentic, the original to be
deposited
archives of the
the archives
deposited in the
Government
Government of the United States
of
transmit
America, which shall transmit
of America,
each
thereof to each
certified copies thereof
signatory and acceding
acceding Government.

EN FOI
FOI DE
DE QUO',
leS soussignes,
soussignes,
EN
QUOI, les
dilment autorises
autorises par
leurs GouGoudument
par leurs
vernements
respectifs, ont
le
vernements respectifs,
ont signe
sign6 le
present Accord
Accord aux
aux dates
dates figurant
figurant
present
en
regard de
de leurs
signatures.
en regard
leurs signatures.

Fait aa Washington,
le vingtvingtFait
Washington, le
trois mars
mars 1949,
1949, en
langue anglaise
anglaise
trois
en langue
et en
en langue
langue frangaise,
l'une et
et
et
frangaise, l'une
l'autre faisant
l'autre
faisant egalement
foi, l'oriPoriegalement foi,
ginal devant
devant etre
etre depose
depose aux
aux
ginal
archives du
du Gouvernement
Gouvernement des
archives
des
Etats-Unis
d'Amerique, qui
qui en
en
Etats-Unis d'Amerique,
transmettra des
copies certifiees
certifiees
transmettra
des copies
conformes
conformes aachaque
cheque Gouvernement
Gouvernement
signataire
et a
a chaque
signataire et
cheque GouverneGouvernement accedant.
accedant.
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FOR
FOR PANAMA
PEPANM&:
POUR LE
PARANA
POUR
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FOR PERU
PERU:
1aR

POMR ,LE MOM
POUR
PIBOUs

AZJUJ 4
teZ

AtitArt,
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Fa
FOR THE
REPUBLIC OF THE
THE PHILIPPIBFs
PHILIPPINES :
THmB RIEPBLIC
POUR LA
LA REPULIQUE
REPUBLIQUE DES PHILIPPINES
PHILIPPInIBB :

(q 4ql
7444,e,4
U3 L4j1-314
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ta t
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AOsi.
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PORTUGAL:
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ARABIA::
SAUDI ARABIA
FOR
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FOR
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FOR THE UNION
UNION OF SOUTH AFRICA:
FOB
AFRICAs
SUD-AFRICAINE:
POUR L'UNION
L'UNION SUD-AFRICAINEs

///sa/47671AAdi
i/ Za/·M-e e

./Aael
aft.e4-2 38"'
g" /@9?
/94?

BRITAIN
FOR
UNITED KINGDOM
KINGDOM OF GREAT BRITAIN
FOR THE
THE UNITED
AND
NORTHERN IRELAND:
IRELANDI
AND NORTHERN
POUR
LE ROYAUME-UNI
ROYAUME-UNI DE
GRANDE-BRETAGNE
DE GRANDE-BRETAGNE
POUR LE
NORDI
ET D'IRLANDE DU NORD:

.

^fQ^^^

F/6144
/^
. ./^ 073 11v

FOR THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
STATES OF AMERICAs
AMERICA:
FOR
D'AMERIQUEs
ETATS-UNIS D'AMERIQUE:
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ica tIROGIILYI
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LMUuaMIWt
POUR Li'URUGUA
L
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I
CERTIFY THAT
TEAT the [foregoing
International Wheat
Wheat
I CERTIFY
[foregoing is a true copy of the International
Agreement which was open for signature in the English and French languages
at Washington
April 15, 1949,
1949, the
the signed
signed original of
of
Washington from March
March 23, 1949 until April
which is deposited
deposited in the archives
archives of the
the Government
Government of the United
United States
of America.
America.
IN
IN TESTIMONY
TESTIMONY WHEREOF,
I, DEAN
DEAN ACHESON,
ACHESON, Secretary
Secretary of State of
of the
WHEREOF, I,
United
have hereunto
hereunto caused the seal of
Department of
United States of America, have
of the Department
of
State to be affixed and my name
name subscribed
subscribed by the Authentication
Officer of
Authentication Officer
the said
said Department,
Department, at the
the city
city of Washington,
Washington, in the District
District of Columbia,
sixteenth day
day of April, 1949.
1949.
this sixteenth
Agreement which was open for signature in the English and French languages

[SEAL]
[SEAL]

DEAN
ACHESON
DEAN ACHESON
Secretary
of State
State
Secretary of
By M.
M. P.
P.CHAUVIN
CHAUVIN
By
Authentication
Authentication Officer
Officer
Department
of State
State
Department of

63
STAT.]
63 STAT.]
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WHEREAS
W HEREAS the Senate
Senate of the United States of America
America by their resoluresoluconcurring
ton
present concurring
of June 13, 1949, two-thirds of the Senators present
tion of
ratification of the said agreement;
therein,
consent to the ratification
agreement;
therein, did advise and consent
W HEREAS the
the said
agreement was duly ratified
ratified by the President
President of
said agreement
WHEREAS
the United States of America
pursuance of the
America on June 17, 1949 in pursuance
the
aforesaid
advice and
Senate;
consent of the Senate;
and consent
aforesaid advice
W
HEREAS it
provided in Article XX of the said agreement
agreement that
that
it is provided
WHEREAS
Governments
instruments
acceptance by the signatory
signatory Governments shall be
instruments of acceptance
America;
deposited
Government of the United
United States of America;
the Government
with the
deposited with
1, 3, 4,
Parts
that
XX
W
HEREAS it
provided further in Article
1,
is provided
it is
WHEREAS
1949
1,
July
on
force
into
and
said agreement
enter
force
1949 beagreement shall enter
the said
of the
and 55of
that the
provided
it,
accepted
tween those
those Governments
Governments which have
have accepted
tween
responsible
III
Article
to
A
Governments of
of countries
Annex
responsible
countries listed in Annex
Governments
for not
not less
than seventy
seventy per
cent of
guaranteed purchases
purchases and
and
of the guaranteed
per cent
less than
for
to
B
the
Governments
of
countries
listed
in
B
Article
III
responAnnex
the Governments of countries listed
guaranteed sales have
sible for
for not less than eighty per cent of the guaranteed
sible
1,
1949;
July
by
accepted
agreement
1, 1949;
accepted the said agreement
W
HEREAS instruments
instruments of
agreement were
acceptance of the said agreement
of acceptance
WHEREAS
of America on
States
United
the
of
deposited with the Government
on
Government
deposited
countries,
certain
or
before
July
1,
1949
by
the
Governments
of
certain
countries,
namely:
Governments
the
or before July 1, 1949 by
Canada on
on May
12, Ceylon
Ceylon on June 16, Belgium on June
June 17, the United
May 12,
Canada
June
States
of
America
on
June
17,
Denmark
on
21,
Ireland on June 27,
27,
17,
States of America on June
New
Zealand
on
June
27,
the
United
Kingdom
Great
Britain
and
of
Kingdom
United
the
27,
New Zealand on June
Sweden on June 28,
Northern
June 27, Israel
Israel on June 28, Sweden
on June
Ireland on
Northern Ireland
on June
Netherlands
Switzerland
on
June
28,
June
29,
the
Netherlands
on
Austria
28,
Switzerland on June
Australia
29,
June
29,
Peru
on
June
29,
the
Union
South
on
June
Australia
Africa
South
of
Union
the
29,
29, Peru on June
on
on June
India on
on June
June 30,
30, Lebanon on June
June 30,
30, India
June 30,
Greece on
30, Greece
June 30,
on June
July 1;
on
Portugal
on
June
30,
Saudi
Arabia
on
June
30,
1;
France
and
June
on
Arabia
Saudi
30,
Portugal on June
India,
W
HEREAS
Austria,
Belgium,
Ceylon,
Denmark,
Greece,
Greece,
Denmark,
Ceylon,
Belgium,
WHEREAS Austria,
Ireland, Israel,
New Zealand, Peru,
Netherlands, New
the Netherlands,
Lebanon, the
Israel, Lebanon,
Ireland,
Portugal,
Saudi
Arabia,
Sweden,
Switzerland,
the Union of South
Switzerland,
Sweden,
Arabia,
Portugal, Saudi
Africa,
and
the
United
Kingdom
of
Great
Britain
and Northern
Northern
Britain
Great
of
Kingdom
United
Africa, and the
Ireland
are
listed
in
Annex
A
to
Article
III
the
agreement
and
agreement
said
the
of
III
Article
to
A
Annex
in
listed
Ireland are
are
responsible
for
not
less
than
seventy
cent
guaranteed
the
of
cent
per
seventy
than
less
not
for
are responsible
purchases, and
Australia, Canada,
France, and
States of
the United States
and the
Canada, France,
and Australia,
purchases,
America
are
listed
in
Annex
B
to
Article
III
of
the
agreement
and
agreement
said
the
of
III
Article
to
B
Annex
in
listed
America are
sales;
are
responsible
for
not
less
than
eighty
per
cent
of
the
guaranteed
sales;
guaranteed
the
of
cent
per
eighty
than
less
not
for
are responsible
W
HEREAS it
provided further
further in
Article XX
of the
said agreement
agreement
the said
XX of
in Article
is provided
it is
WHEREAS
that
any
signatory
Government
which
has
not
accepted
the said
accepted
not
has
which
Government
signatory
any
that
agreement
by
July
1,
1949
may
be
granted
by
the
International
Wheat
Wheat
International
the
by
granted
be
may
1949
1,
July
by
agreement
Council
an
extension
of
time
after
that
date
for
depositing
its
instruits
depositing
for
date
that
after
time
of
extension
an
Council
ment of
acceptance, and
and that
Parts 1,
1, 3,
3, 4,
4, and
and 5
the said
said agreement
agreement
of the
5 of
that Parts
of acceptance,
ment
shall
enter
into
force
for
that
Government
on
the
date
of the
the deposit
deposit
shall enter into force for that Government on the date of
of
of acceptance,
and Part
Part 2
2of
of the
the said
said agreement
agreement shall
shall
acceptance, and
instrument of
its instrument
of its
enter into
into force
force for
that Government
Government on
date fixed
the entry
entry
for the
fixed for
the date
on the
for that
enter

into
force of
that Part;
Part;
of that
into force
W HEREAS the said Council, at its First Session, held in Washington
WHEREAS the said Council, at its First Session, held in Washington
July 6 to 9,
on July
July 6,
6, 1949
1949 that
that signatory
signatory
decided on
1949, decided
inclusive, 1949,
July 6 to 9, inclusive,
Governments which
had
not
accepted
the
said
agreement
by
1,
July 1,
Governments which had not accepted the said agreement by July
1949
were
granted
an
extension
of
time
to
the
closing
of
the
said
First
1949 were granted an extension of time to the closing of the said First

consent
and consent
of Advice
Senate.
of Senate.

Ratification.
Ratification.

Ante, p. 2193.
2193.

Ante, p. 2177.
Ante, p. 2178.

Deposit of instruDeposit
acceptance.
ments of acceptance.

2186,
2173, 2186,
Ante, pp. 2173,
2188.
2188
Ante, p. 2175.
2175.
Ante,
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Session
depositing their
instruments of acceptance
acceptance and
respective instruments
their respective
Session for depositing
decided
July 9,
that signatory
Governments which
which had not,
signatory Governments
1949 that
9, 1949
on July
decided on
by
accepted the said agreement
agreement were granted an extension
extension
date, accepted
by that date,
of time
time until
31, 1949
depositing their respective
respective instru1949 for depositing
October 31,
until October
of
acceptance;
ments of acceptance;
W
HEREAS, pursuant
pursuant to
granted as
by the
as aforesaid
aforesaid by
authority granted
to the
the authority
WHEREAS,
1949, deposited
deposited its
Government of Italy, on July 7, 1949,
Council, the Government
said Council,
instrument of acceptance
acceptance of the said agreement with the Government
Government
instrument
of the
America;
States of America;
the United
United States
of
Ante,
2193.
W HEREAS it is provided
provided further
XX of the said agreement
agreement
further in Article XX
WHEREAS
Ante, p.
p. 2193.
that
the said
Council shall fix a
a date
date which shall not be later than Sepsaid Council
that the
Ante,
2175.
tember 1,
1, 1949
Part 22of
of the
into
enter into
the said
said agreement
agreement shall enter
on which
which Part
1949 on
tember
p. 2175.
Ante, p.
force between
between those Governments
Governments which have accepted
accepted it;
force
W HEREAS the
the said
said Council,
said First
Session, decided
decided on
on July
July
First Session,
at its
its said
Council, at
WHEREAS
agreement shall enter into force
9, 1949 that Part 2
said agreement
force on
2 of the said
August 1,
Governments which
which have accepted
accepted it;
between those Governments
1, 1949 between
Proclamation.
Proclamation.
it known
Truman, President
Harry S. Truman,
Now, THEREFORE,
THEREFORE, be it
known that
that I, Harry
President
of
the
United
States
of
America,
do
hereby
proclaim
and
make
and make public
hereby
of the United States of America,
the
said
international
wheat
agreement
to
the
end
that
the same and
the said international wheat agreement to the end
each and every article
article and clause thereof shall be observed and fulfilled
fulfilled
with good faith by the United States of America
America and by the citizens
of
United States
States of
America and
subject to the
and all other persons subject
of America
the United
of the
Ante,
2186, jurisdiction
jurisdiction
2173,2186,
Ante, pp.
pp. 2173,
thereof, Parts 1, 3, 4, and 5
5of the said agreement having
having
2188.
Ante, p.
p. 2175.
entered into force on July 1, 1949 and Part 22of the said agreement
agreement having entered into force on August
August 1,
1, 1949 pursuant
pursuant to the provisions
provisions
thereof.
INTESTIMONY
TESTIMONY WHEREOF,
WHEREOF, IIhave
have caused
caused the
the Seal of
United States
States
of the
the United
IN
of America
hereunto
affixed.
affixed.
be
hereunto
to
America
year
DONE at the city of Washington
Washington this first day of August in the year
DONE
forty-nine and of
of our Lord one thousand nine hundred forty-nine
[SEAL] the
States of America
America the one
of the United States
the Independence
Independence of
[SEAL]
hundred seventy-fourth.
seventy-fourth.
HARRY S
S TRUMAN
TRUMAN
HARRY
By the President:
DEAN
ACHESON
DEAN ACHESON
Secretary of State
Secretary
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State
Department of State
Note by the Department
The
facsimile signatures:
romanization of the facsimile
The following is aa romanization

AUSTRALIA::
FOR AUSTRALIA
EDWIN
M CCARTHY
EDWIN MCCARTHY
AUSTRIA::
FOR AUSTRIA
L.
KLEINWAECHTER
L. KLEINWAECHTER
FOR BELGIUM:
BELGIUM :

S
ILVERCRITYS
SILVERCRUYS
BOLIVIA :
FOR BOLIVIA:
R
ARTINiZ VARGAS
VARGAS
MARTINEZ
R M
FOR BRAZIL:
BRAZIL :

W ALDER LIMA
LIMA S
ARMANHO.
SARMANHO.
WALDER

CANADA::
FOR CANADA
CHARLES
F WILSON
W ILSON
CHARLES F
FOR CEYLON:
CEYLON :

G.
COREA.
S..COREA.
C. S
G. C.
FOR CHINA:
CHINA :

V.
K.WELLINGTON
W ELLINGTON Koo
V. K.
FOR COLOMBIA:
COLOMBIA :

GALLEGO.
E GALLEGO.
E
CUBA :
FOR CUBA:
R.
SARABASA.
R. SARABASA.
FOR DENMARK
DENMARK

A.F.
KNUDSEN.
F. KNUDSEN.
A.
FOR THE
THE DOMINICAN
REPUBLIC::
DOMINICAN REPUBLIC
FOR

JOAQUIN E.
ALAZAR.
SALAZAR.
E. S
JOAQUIN
FOR ECUADOR
ECUADOR::

A DILLON
DILLON
A

EGYPT::
FOR EGYPT
A.
HASSAN
A. HASSAN
FOR
SALVADOR::
FOR EL SALVADOR

S
ALVADOR JIITREGUI
JAUREGUI
SALVADOR
FOR
FRANCE :
FOR FRANCE:

H BONNET
BONNET
H
GREECE :
FOR GREECE:

COSTAS P.
P.CARANICAS
CARANICAS
COSTAS

GUATEMALA::
FOR GUATEMALA
LEZ AR#VALO
ARiVALO
GONZALEZ
II GONZA
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FOR INDIA:
N.
G.ABHYANKAR.
ABHYANKAR.
N. G.
R.
R.SAKSENA
SAKSENA
R. R.
FOR IRELAND:
IRELAND:
FOR

TIMOTHY
CONNELL.
TIMOTHY O'
O'CONNELL.
FOR
ISRAEL:
FOR ISRAEL:

L.
SAMUEL
L. SAMUEL
ARTHUR
A LIVERHANT
LIVERHANT
ARTHUR C
C A
FOR
FOR ITALY:
ITALY:

ALBERTO
TARCHIANI
ALBERTO TARCHIANI
FOR
FOR LEBANON:
LEBANON:

EMILE
ATTAR
EMILE M
MATTAR
FOR
FOR LIBERIA:
LIBERIA:

W
TOLBERT
W..R.
R. TOLBERT
FOR
MEXICO:
FOR MEXICO:

C.
C. M
M..CINTA
CINTA
FOR
NETHERLANDS:
FOR THE
THE NETHERLANDS:

J.B.
B.RITZEMA
RITZEMA VAN
VAN I
KEMA
J.
IKEMA
FOR NEW
FOR
NEW ZEALAND:
ZEALAND:

R.W
ARSHALL
R.
W. .M
MARSHALL
FOR NICARAGUA:
FOR
NICARAGUA:

ALFREDO JJ SACASA
SACASA
ALFREDO

FOR NORWAY:
NORWAY:
W ILBEL14( M
UNTHE MORGENSTIERNE
M ORGENSTIERNE
WILHELM
MUNTHE
FOR PANAMA:
PANAMA:

0. A.
A.VALLARINO.
VALLARINO.
O.
FOR PARAGUAY:
PARAGUAY:
FOR PERU:
PERU:
Subject to the reservation
reservation that the guaranteedlpurchases
guaranteed/purchases in the
the case of
Subject
Ante, p. 2177.
2177.

Peru, specified in Annex
Article III, shall be
Annex A
A to
to Article
be changed
changed from
from 200,000
200,000
to 150,000
150,000 metric tons.

C DONAYRED ONAYREC
FOR THE REPUBLIC
REPUBLIC OF THE PHILIPPINES:
PHILIPPINES:

EMILIO
ABELLO
EMILIO ABELLO
URBAN°
A.ZAFRA
ZAFFLA
URBANO A.
JUSTINIANO D
JUSTINIANO
D. .QUIRINO
QUIRINO
PORTUGAL:
FOR PORTUGAL:
ANTONIO FERREIRA
FERREIRA D'ALMEIDA
ANTONIO
D'ALMEIDA
ARABIA:
FOR SAUDI ARABIA:
ARMED
ABDUL
JABBAR
AHMED ABDUL JABBAR
SWEDEN:
FOR SWEDEN:
A
A AMINOFF
AMINOFF

TAT.]
63 S
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SWITZERLAND::
FOR SWITZERLAND
W ERNER FUCHSS
FUCHSS
WERNER
SOUTH AFRICA:
AFRICA :
FOR THE UNION OF SOUTH
W
A HORROCKS
W A
HORROCKS
FOR
KINGDOM
UNITED KINGDOM
FOR THE UNITED
NORTHERN
IRELAND::
NORTHERN IRELAND

OF

GREAT
GREAT

F.S.
S.ANDERSON.
ANDERSON.
F.
FOR
AMERICA :
FOR THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA:

CHARLES
BRANNAN
F. BRANNAN
CHARLES F.
ALBERT J.
J.LOVELAND
LOVELAND
ALBERT
FOR URUGUAY
URUGUAY::

JUAN FELIPE
YFHART
FELIPE YRIART
JUAN

VENEZUELA::
FOR VENEZUELA
SANT E
E VERA
VERA
SANT

BRITAIN
BRITAIN

AND
AND

2241
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TREATY— APR.4, 1949
63 STAT.]

America and other
States of America
North
Atlantic Treaty between the United States
North Atlantic
1949; ratification
governments.
Signed
at Washington
4, 1949;
ratification adadWashington April 4,
Signed at
governments.
vised
by the
the Senate
of the United States of America July 21, 1949;
Senate of
vised by
ratified
President of
of the
the United
United States of America July 25, 1949;
the President
by the
ratified by
deposited at
United States of America deposited
instrument
ratificationof the United
instrument of ratification
Washington
July 25,
25, 1949;
1949; proclaimed
proclaimed by the President
Presidentof the United
Washington July
States
of America
August 24, 1949;
1949; entered into force August 24, 1949.
America August
States of

April 4,
4, 1919
1949
April
[T. ILA.
A. S.
S.1964]
19541
[T.

America
By
the President
United States
of America
States of
the United
of the
President of
By the
A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION
A
W
HEREAS the
North Atlantic
Treaty was
at Washington
Washington on
on
signed at
was signed
Atlantic Treaty
the North
WHEREAS
States
April
4,
1949
by
the
respective
Plenipotentiaries
of
the
United
Plenipotentiaries
respective
the
by
1949
April 4,
of America,
the Kingdom
of Belgium,
the Kingdom
Kingdom of DenCanada, the
Belgium, Canada,
Kingdom of
America, the
of
mark,
France,
Iceland,
Italy,
the
Grand
Duchy
of
Luxembourg, the
Luxembourg,
of
Duchy
Grand
the
Italy,
Iceland,
France,
mark,
Kingdom
of
the
Netherlands,
the
Kingdom
of
Norway,
Portugal,
Portugal, and
and
Norway,
of
Kingdom
the
Netherlands,
the
of
Kingdom
Ireland;
Northern
and
the
United
Kingdom
of
Great
Britain
and
Northern
Ireland;
Britain
Great
of
Kingdom
the United
W HEREAS the
the text
French
and French
English and
the English
in the
Treaty, in
said Treaty,
the said
of the
text of
WHEREAS
follows:
languages,
is
word
for
word
as
follows:
as
word
for
word
is
languages,

Preamble.

Preambe.
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NORTH
ATLANTIC TREATY
TREATY
NORTH ATLANTIC
Texts.

Texts.

59
1031.
59 Stat.
Stat.1031.

Parties to this
this Treaty
Treaty reaffirm
The Parties
reaffirm their
their faith
faith in
the purposes
purposes and
and
in the

principles
principles of the Charter
Charter of the United Nations and their
their desire to
live
in peace
peace with
and all
all governments.
governments.
with all
all peoples
peoples and
live in

They are
to safeguard
safeguard the
freedom, common
common heritage
heritage
the freedom,
They
are determined
determined to
and
peoples, founded
founded on
on the
of democdemocof their
their peoples,
the principles
principles of
and civilization
civilization of
racy,
the rule
rule of
of law.
law.
and the
racy, individual
individual liberty
liberty and
They
stability and
and well-being
in the
the North
North Atlantic
Atlantic
well-being in
They seek
seek to
to promote
promote stability
area.
area.
They
are resolved
resolved to
efforts for
for collective
defense and
and
their efforts
collective defense
They are
to unite
unite their
for the
preservation of
of peace
peace and
security.
for
the preservation
and security.
They
agree to
to this
this North
North Atlantic
They therefore
therefore agree
Atlantic Treaty:
Treaty:
Article 1
Article
1
Peaceful settlement
Peaceful
settlement
of international disputes.
1031.
59 Stat. 1031.

of

terPatfio"al di-

stat.

The Parties
Parties undertake,
as set
set forth
in the
the Charter
Charter of
the United
United
The
undertake, as
forth in
of the
Nations,
to
settle
any
international
disputes
in
which
they
may
be
Nations, to settle any international disputes in which they may be
involved
by peaceful
means in
in such
such a
amanner
manner that
peace
that international
international peace
involved by
peaceful means
and
not endangered,
endangered, and
and to
to refrain
refrain in
in their
their
and security,
security, and
and justice,
justice, are
are not
international
or use
use of
of force
any manner
manner
international relations
relations from
from the
the threat
threat or
force in
in any
inconsistent
purposes of
United Nations.
Nations.
inconsistent with
with the
the purposes
of the
the United
Article
Article 22
The Parties
Parties will
contribute toward
toward the
further development
of
The
will contribute
the further
development of
peaceful
and friendly
international relations
by strengthening
strengthening their
peaceful and
friendly international
relations by
their
free institutions,
institutions, by
free
better understanding
understanding of
of the
the
by bringing
bringing about
about aa better
principles
upon which
founded, and
and by
by promotpromotprinciples upon
which these
these institutions
institutions are
are founded,
ing
conditions of
stability and
well-being. They
They will
seek to
to eliminate
eliminate
ing conditions
of stability
and well-being.
will seek
conflict in
international economic
conflict
in their
their international
economic policies
policies and
will encourage
encourage
and will
economic collaboration
collaboration between
between any
or all
of them.
them.
economic
any or
all of
Article 3
Article
3
In order
order more
effectively to
achieve the
this Treaty,
Treaty,
In
more effectively
to achieve
the objectives
objectives of
of this
the Parties,
separately and
jointly, by
by means
means of
of continuous
continuous and
and effecthe
Parties, separately
and jointly,
effective
aid, will
will maintain
maintain and
develop their
their individual
individual
tive self-help
self-help and
and mutual
mutual aid,
and develop
and collective
and
collective capacity
to resist
capacity to
resist armed
armed attack.
attack.

Article 4
4
Article
Consultation.
consultation.

of any
The Parties
Parties will consult together
together whenever,
whenever, in the opinion of
any of
of
them,
them, the
the territorial
territorial integrity,
integrity, political
political independence
independence or
or security
security of
of
any
the Parties
Parties is
any of
of the
is threatened.
threatened.
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TRAITE DE
DE L'ATLANTIQUE
TRAITE
L'ATLANTIQUE NORD
NORD
Les Etats
Parties au
an present
Traite,
Les
Etats Parties
present Traite,
Reaffirmant
leur foi
buts et
principes de
de la
la Charte
Charte
Reaffirmant leur
foi dans
dans les
les buts
et les
les principes
des Nations Unies et leur desir
tous les peuples
&sir de vivre en paix
paix avec
avec thus
et tous
tous les
et
les gouvernements,
gouvernements,
Determines A
a sauvegarder
sauvegarder la
la liberte
Determines
leurs peuples,
peuples, leur
leur heritage
heritage
liberte de
de leurs
commun et
et leur
leur civilisation,
sur les principes
de la democratie,
civilisation, fondes
fond& sur
principes de
democratic,
les Ebert&
libertes individuelles
individuelles et le regne
les
regne du
du droit,
droit,
Soucieux de
de favoriser
favoriser dans
dans la
bien-etre
Soucieux
la region
region de
de PAtlantique
l'Atlantique Nord
Nord le
le bien-8tre
et la
la stabilite,
stabilite,
et
Resolus A
leurs efforts
leur defense
defense collective
et pour
pour
Resolus
a unir
unir leurs
efforts pour
pour leur
collective et
la preservation
preservation de
de la
et de
de la
la securite,
securite,
la
la paix
paix et
Se
sont mis
mis d'accord
Se sont
d'accord sur
present Trait6
Traite de
PAtlantique Nord:
Nord:
sur le
le present
de l'Atlantique
Article
Article 11
Les Parties
s'engagent, ainsi
dans la
la Charte
Charte des
des
Les
Parties s'engagent,
ainsi quill
qu'il est
est stipule
stipule dans
Nations
Unies, A
par des
moyens pacifiques
tous differends
differends ininNations Unies,
a regler
regler par
des moyens
pacifiques tous
ternationaux
dans lesquels
lesquels elles
elles pourraient
etre impliquees,
impliquees, de
de telle
ternationaux dans
pourraient etre
telle
maniere que
que la
ainsi que
que la
la justice,
justice,
la paix
paix et
et la
la securite
securite internationales,
internationales, ainsi
mani6re
ne soient
soient pas
relations inindans leurs
leurs relations
danger, et
et A
a s'abstenir
s'abstenir dans
pas mises
mises en
en danger,
ne
force de toute
toute
de recourir
ou aAl'emploi
ternationales de
ternationales
recourir aAla menace
menace ou
Pemploi de la force
maniere
avec les
des Nations
Unies.
les buts
buts des
Nations Unies.
maniere incompatible
incompatible avec
Article 2
2
Article
Les
Parties contribueront
contribueront au
relations internainternade relations
developpement de
au developpement
Les Parties
tionales pacifiques
pacifiques et
et amicales
renforgant leurs
leurs libres
libres institutions,
institutions,
en renforgant
amicales en
tionales
en assurant
assurant une
sur lesquels
lesquels
des principes
principes sur
comprehension des
une meilleure
meilleure comprehension
en
ces institutions
et en
developpant les
les conditions
conditions propres
propres
en developpant
institutions sont
sont fondees
fondees et
ces
assurer la
la stabilite
et le
le bien-etre.
s'efforceront d'eliminer
d'eliminer
bien-etre. Elles
Elles s'efforceront
stabilite et
a assurer
toute opposition
opposition dans
et
internationales et
economiques internationales
leurs politiques
politiques economiques
dans leurs
toute
encourageront
la
collaboration
economique
entre
chacune
d'entre
elks
encourageront la collaboration economique entre chacune d'entre elles
ou
toutes.
ou entre
entre toutes.
Article
Article 3
3
Afin
d'assurer de
de fagon
plus efficace
efficace la
la realisation
realisation des
des buts
du
buts du
fagon plus
Afin d'assurer
present
Traite,
les
Parties,
agissant
individuellement
et
conjointeconjointeet
individuellement
present Trait6, les Parties, agissant
ment, d'une
et effective,
effective, par
par le
developpement de
de
le developpement
continue et
d'une maniere
maniere continue
ment,
leurs
propres
moyens
et
en
se
pretant
mutuellement
assistance,
mainmainassistance,
mutuellement
pretant
et
en
se
moyens
leurs propres
tiendront et
et accroltront
accroftront leur
leur capacite
capacite inclividuelle
collective de
de
et collective
individuelle et
tiendront
resistance A
une attaque
attaque armee.
armee.
A une
resistance
Article
4
Article 4
Les Parties
Parties se
chaque fois
de l'avis
de l'une
l'une
fois que,
que, de
l'avis de
se consulteront
consulteront chaque
Les
Pintegrite tenitoriale,
politique ou
ou la
la securite
securite
l'independance politique
territoriale, l'independance
d'elles, l'integrite
de
des Parties
menacee.
Parties sera
sera menacee.
de l'une
l'une des
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Article 5
5
Article
Action in case of
armed attack.
armed

59 Stat.
Stat. 1044.
1044.

Security
Report to Security
Council.

The
Parties agree
agree that
armed attack
attack against
against one
one or
more of
of
The Parties
that an
an armed
or more
them in Europe
North America
Europe or North
America shall
be considered
considered an
an attack
attack
shall be
against them
them all;
all; and
and consequently
consequently they
agree that,
that, if
if such
such an
armed
they agree
an armed
attack occurs, each
each of
of them, in
in exercise
of the
the right
right of
individual or
or
exercise of
of individual
collective
collective self-defense
self-defense recognized
by Article
Article 51
51 of
the Charter
of
the
recognized by
of the
Charter of the
so attacked
attacked by
United Nations, will assist the Party or Parties so
by taking
taking
forthwith, individually
forthwith,
individually and
and in
concert with
other Parties,
Parties, such
such
in concert
with the
the other
necessary, including
action as it
it deems necessary,
including the
the use
use of
of armed
armed force,
force, to
to
the security
security of
of the
restore and maintain the
area.
the North
North Atlantic
Atlantic area.

Any
Any such armed
armed attack
attack and
all measures
taken as
result thereof
and all
measures taken
as aaresult
thereof
reported to
to the
shall immediately
immediately be reported
the Security
Security Council.
Council. Such
Such measmeasures shall
ures
shall be
the Security
Security Council
Council has
has taken
taken the
the
be terminated
terminated when
when the
measures necessary
to
restore
and
maintain
necessary
international peace
peace and
and
international
security.
security.
Article 6
6
Article

Territory included
included
Territory
under armed
armed attack
provision.

For the purpose of Article 5
5 an armed attack
attack on
on one
one or
more of
of the
the
or more
to include
include an
Parties is deemed to
attack on
the territory
territory of
of any
any
an armed
armed attack
on the
of the Parties in Europe
Europe or North America,
America, on
the Algerian
departon the
Algerian departments
of
France,
ments
France, on the occupation
occupation forces
Party in
Europe,
forces of
of any
any Party
in Europe,
on the islands under the jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
of any
in the
the North
any Party
Party in
North
Atlantic
area
north
of
the
Tropic
Atlantic
Tropic of
Cancer or
the vessels
vessels or
or
of Cancer
or on
on the
aircraft in this area of any of the
the Parties.
Parties.
Article
Article 7
7

Certain
Certain rights and
and
obligations unaffected.
obligations
unaffected.

This Treaty does not affect,
shall not
affect, and shall
not be
interpreted as
as affecting,
affecting,
be interpreted
and obligations
in any way the rights and
the Charter
Charter of
of the
the Parties
Parties
obligations under
under the
of the United
which are members of
United Nations,
or the
the primary
primary responsiresponsiNations, or
Security Council
bility of the Security
Council for
for the
maintenance of
international
the maintenance
of international
peace and
security.
peace
and security.
Article
Article 88

Other
international
Other international
engagements.

Each Party declares
international engagements
declares that
that none of the international
engagements
between it
it and any other of the Parties
Parties or
now in force between
or any
third
any third
state is in conflict with the
provisions of
the provisions
of this
Treaty, and
and undertakes
this Treaty,
undertakes
not to enter into any international
international engagement
engagement in
in conflict
conflict with
with this
this
Treaty.
Treaty.
Article 9
9
Article

Establishment
Esta
blishment of
of
council.
council.

The Parties hereby
a council,
hereby establish
establish a
council, on which
which each
each of
of them
them shall
shall
be represented, to consider matters
matters concerning
concerning the implementation
implementation of
of
this Treaty. The council
as to
to be
council shall be so organized as
be able
able to
to meet
meet
promptly at any time. The council
council shall set up
up such subsidiary
subsidiary bodies
bodies
as may be necessary; in particular
particular it
it shall establish immediately
immediately a
a
defense
committee which
recommend measures
defense committee
which shall recommend
measures for the
the impleimplementation of
of Articles
Articles 33and
and 5.
5.
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Article
Article 55

arm6e contre l'une ou
attaque =nee
Les Parties conviennent
conviennent qu'une attaque
survenant en Europe
plusieurs d'entre elles survenant
Europe ou en Amerique
Amerique du Nord
sera consideree
consider& comme une attaque
attaque dirigee
dirigee contre toutes
toutes les Parties
consequence, elles conviennent
conviennent que, si une telle attaque
attaque se
et, en consequence,
16gitime defense,
l'exercice du droit de legitime
defense,
produit, chacune d'elles, dans l'exercice
Charte des
reconnu par l'Article
individuelle ou collective, reconnu
PArticle 51 de la Chaste
individuelle
attaquees en
Nations Unies, assistera la Partie ou les Parties ainsi attaquees
prenant aussit6t,
aussitot, individuellement
individuellement et d'accord avec les autres
autres Parties,
prenant
n6cessaire, y
y compris
corapris l'emploi de la force
telle action qu'elle jugera necessaire,
armee, pour retablir
retablir et assurer la s6curit6
securite dans la region de l'Atlanarm6e,
tique Nord.
arm6e de cette nature
Toute attaque armee
nature et toute mesure prise en conconnaissance du Conseil
sequence seront immediatement
Conseil
a la connaissance
immediatement portees a
sequence
prendront fin quand le Conseil de Securite
Securite. Ces mesures prendront
Securite
de Securite.
maintenir la paix
mesures necessaires
retablir et maintenir
necessaires pour r6tablir
aura pris les mesures
securite internationales.
internationales.
et la s6curite
6
Article 6
Article
consideree comme une attaque
1'Article 5, est consider&
Pour l'application
attaque
l'application de PArticle
armee
contre
une
ou
plusieurs
des
Parties:
attaque armee
armee contre
armee contre une ou plusieurs des Parties: une attaque
le
Amerique du Nord,
d'elles en Europe ou en Amerique
l'une d'elles
de l'une
territoire de
le territoire
contre
les
departements
frangais
d'Algerie,
contre
d'occupales forces d'occupacontre les departements frangais d'Algerie,
placees
fles
tion
de
l'une
quelconque
des
Parties
en
Europe,
ties
placees
les
contre
Europe,
tion de l'une quelconque des Parties
I'Atlantique
region
sous
la
juridiction
de
l'une
des
Parties
dans
la
region
de
PAtlantique
Parties
sous la juridiction de
aeronefs
Nord au
nord du
navires ou aeronefs
Tropique du Cancer ou contre les navires
du Tropique
au nord
Nord
r6gion.
des Parties dans la meme region.
de l'une des
Article 7
7
Article
Le present
Traite n'affecte
interprete comme
sera pas interprete
ne sera
et ne
pas et
n'affecte pas
present Traite
Le
affectant en
obligations decoulant
in
decoulant de la
droits et obligations
facon les droits
aucune fagon
en aucune
affectant
Charte
pour les Parties qui sont membres
membres des Nations Unies ou la
Charte pour
responsabilite primordiale
primordiale du
Conseil de Securite
maintien
Securite dans le maintien
du Conseil
responsabilite
de
internationales.
paix et de la securite internationales.
la paix
de la
Article 8
8
Chacune
Parties declare
declare qu'aucun
des engagements
internsengagements internaqu'aucun des
des Parties
Chacune des
tionaux actuellement
actuellement en
en vigueur
vigueur entre
elle et
et toute autre Partie
entre elle
tionaux
ou
tout autre
Etat n'est
contradiction avec
les dispositions
dispositions du
du
avec les
en contradiction
n'est en
autre Etat
ou tout
present
et assume
assume l'obligation
Pobligation de
de no
souscrire aucun
aucun engageengage-.
ne souscrire
Traite et
present Traite
ment international
international en
en contradiction
contradiction avec
avec le
le Traite.
Trait&
ment
Article 9
9
Les Parties
etablissent par
is presente
disposition un
conseil, auquel
auquel
un conseil,
presente disposition
par la
Parties etablissent
Les
chacune
d'elles
sera
representee,
pour
connaltre
des
questions
relatives
relatives
questions
des
connaltre
pour
chacune d'elles sera representee,
l'application du
du Traite.
Trait& Le
be conseil
sera organise
de facon
fagon a
apouvoir
pouvoir
organise de
conseil sera
Al'application
se
reunir
rapidement
et
a
tout
moment.
11
constituera
les
organismes
organismes
les
constituera
I1
moment.
a
tout
et
rapidement
se reunir
subsidiaires
pourraient etre
etre n6cessaires;
necessaires; en
en particulier
particulier il 6tablira
etablira
qui pourraient
subsidiaires qui
immediatement
un coruite
recommandera les
les mesures
mesures
qui recommandera
defense qui
de defense
comite de
immediatement un
prendre pour
des Articles 33et 5.
l'application des
pour l'application
aaprendre
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Ratifications.
Ratifications.
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Effective date.
date.
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Consultation for reConsultation
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view.
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Article 10
Article
The Parties may, by unanimous agreement,
agreement, invite any other
Euroother European state in a
a position to further the principles of this Treaty
Treaty and to
to
contribute
contribute to the security of the North Atlantic
Atlantic area to accede
accede to this
Treaty. Any state so invited may become aaparty
Treaty by
by
party to the Treaty
depositing its instrument
instrument of accession with the Government
Government of the
United States of America.
America. The Government
Government of the United States of
America will inform each of the Parties of the deposit of each such
instrument of accession.
accession.

Article 11
Article
11
This Treaty shall be ratified and its provisions carried
carried out by the
Parties in accordance
accordance with their respective
respective constitutional
constitutional processes.
processes.
The instruments
ratification shall
instruments of ratification
shall be deposited
deposited as soon as possible
possible
with the Government
Government of the United States of America, which
which will
notify all the other
signatories of each deposit.
other signatories
deposit. The Treaty
Treaty shall
enter into force between the states which have ratified it as soon as
the ratifications
majority of
ratifications of the majority
of the
signatories, including
including the
the signatories,
the
ratifications
ratifications of Belgium,
Belgium, Canada,
Canada, France,
France, Luxembourg,
Luxembourg, the
Netherthe Netherlands, the United Kingdom
Kingdom and the United States, have been deposited
deposited
and shall come into effect with
respect to other states
states on
on the
date of
of
with respect
the date
the deposit of their ratifications.
ratifications.

Article
Article 12
Treaty has been
for ten
years, or
at any
any time
time
After the Treaty
been in
in force
force for
ten years,
or at
thereafter,
thereafter, the Parties shall, if any of them so requests,
requests, consult
consult
together for the purpose
purpose of reviewing the Treaty,
Treaty, having regard
for
regard for
the factors then affecting
North Atlantic
Atlantic
affecting peace and
and security
security in
in the
the North
area, including the development
universal as
as well
well as
as regional
regional
development of universal
arrangements under the Charter of the United
arrangements
United Nations
Nations for the maininternational peace
tenance of international
security.
peace and security.
Article 13
13
After the Treaty has been in force for twenty years, any Party
Party may
may
cease
cease to be a
aparty one year after its notice of denunciation
denunciation has been
been
given to the Government
Government of the United
United States of America, which will
inform the Governments
Governments of the other
other Parties of the
each
the deposit of
of each
notice of denunciation.
Article 14
14

Authentic texts;
texts; deposit of Treaty.

This Treaty, of which the English
English and French texts are equally
equally
authentic, shall be deposited
deposited in the archives of the Government
Government of
of the
America. Duly certified
certified copies thereof
United States of America.
thereof will be
transmitted by that Government
Government to the Governments
Governments of the other
other
signatories.
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Article
Article 10

Les Parties peuvent, par accord
accord unanime,
unanime, inviter
inviter aa acceder
acceder au
Traite tout autre Etat europeen
europeen susceptible
susceptible de favoriser
favoriser le developpedeveloppeTrait6 et de contribuer
ment des principes
principes du present Traito
contribuer a
ala s6curit6
securite de
devenir
la region de l'Atlantique
l'Atlantique Nord. Tout Etat ainsi invite peut
pout devenir
d6posant son instrument
Trait6 en deposant
partie
partie au Traite
instrument d'accession
d'accession aupres
aupres du
Gouvernement des Etats-Unis d'Am6rique.
Gouvernement
d'Amerique. Celui-ci informera
informera chachainstrument d'accession.
cune des Parties
Parties du dep6t
depot de chaque instrument
d'accession.
Article 11
11
Article
appliquees par les
Ce Traite
ratifie et ses dispositions
dispositions seront appliquees
Trait6 sera ratifi6
respectives.
constitutionnelles respectives.
regles constitutionnelles
Parties conformement
conform6ment ftA leurs regles
aussit6t que possible
Les
ratification seront deposes aussit6t
Les instruments de ratification
d'Amerique qui informera
Gouvernement des Etats-Unis
Etats-Unis d'Amerique
informera
aupres du Gouvernement
signataires du dep6t
depot de chaque
chaque instrument de ratificaratificales autres signataires
tous les
ratifi6
Trait6 entrera en vigueur entre les Etats qui l'ont ratifie
tion. Le Traite
celles
sigilataires, y
y compris cellos
majorit6 des signataires,
ratifications de la majorite
des que les ratifications
Luxemdu
Belgique, du Canada, des Etats-Unis,
Etats-Unis, de la France,
France,
Luxemde la Belgique,
deposees et
Royaume-Uni, auront et6
bourg, des Pays-Bas
Pays-Bas et du Royaume-Uni,
ete deposees
dep6t
signataires le jour du depot
a regard
l'egard des autres
entrera en application a
autres signataires
entrera
ratification.
de leur ratification.
Article 12
Article
Apr&
on vigueur
vigueur pendant dix ans ou aft toute
6te en
Trait6 aura ete
Apres que le Traite
date
ulterieure, les
demande de l'une
consulteront, aa la demande
se consulteront,
Parties se
les Parties
date ulterieure,
d'elles,
Trait& en prenant
consideration les
prenant en consideration
reviser le Traite,
de reviser
vue de
en vue
d'elles, en
facteurs
affectant a
a ce
cc moment
region de
securit6 dans la region
moment la paix et la securite
facteurs affectant
l'Atlantique Nord,
y compris le developpement
developpement des arrangements
arrangements tant
tant
Nord, y
l'Atlantique
universels
regionaux condus
is Charte des
conformement aft la
conclus conformement
que regionaux
universels que
Nations
Unies pour
Is paix et de la securit6
securite intermaintien de la
pour le maintien
Nations Unies
nationales.
Article 13
Apres
que le
Traite aura
en vigueur
vigueur pendant
ans, toute
vingt ans,
pendant vingt
ete en
aura ete
le Traite
Apres que
Partie
pourra
mettre
fin
au
Traite
en
ce
qui
is
concerne
split;
an apres
un
concerne
la
Partie pourra mettre fin au Trait6 en ce
avoir
avise
de
sa
denonciation
le
Gouvernement
Etats-Unis
Etats-Unis
des
avoir avise de sa denonciation le Gouvernement
d'Amerique,
qui informera
les Gouvernements
Gouvernements des
Parties du
des autres Parties
informera lea
d'Am6rique, qui
depot
de
chaque
instrument
de
denonciation.
denonciation.
dep6t de chaque instrument
Article 14
Ce Traite,
les textes
textes frangais
frangais et
anglais font
egalement foi,
foi,
font egalement
et anglais
dont les
Trait6, dont
Ce
sera
dans les
les archives
archives du
du Gouvernement
des Etats-Unis
Etats-Unis
Gouvernement des
depos6 dans
sera depose
d'Amerique.
copies certifiees
trarmnises par
seront transmises
conformes seront
certifiees conformes
Des copies
d'Am6rique. Des
celui-ci
aux Gouvernements
signataires.
Etats signataires.
autres Etats
des autres
Gouvernements des
celui-ci aux
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In witness whereof, the under- En foi de quoi, les PlenipotentiPlenipotentiaires
ci-dessous
design&
ont signe
signe
signed
Plenipotentiaries
have
signsigned Plenipotentiaries have sign- aires ci-dessous d6sign6s ont
le
present
Trait&
ed this Treaty.
le present Traite.
Fait
Washington le
le quatre
quatre avDone at Washington, the fourth
Fait aaWashington
avril
1949.
day of April, 1949.[9
1949.[']
ril 1949.
FOR THE KINGDOM
BELGIUM:
KINGDOM OF BELGIUM:
POUR LE ROYAUME
ROYAUME DE BELGIQUE:
BELGIQUE:

(51. /iti

FOR CANADA:
POUR LE CANADA:

KINGDOM OF DENMARK:
DENMARK:
FOR THE KINGDOM
ROYAUME DE DANEMARK:
DANEMARK:
POUR LE ROYAUME

101-1//14.a

ICA-4444"it.dowe.v

1
ISee post, p. 2253,
facahrule signatures.
signatures.
2253, for a
a romanization
romanization of the facsimle
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FOR FRANCE:
POUR
POUR LA FRANCE:
FRANCE:

--------

ICELAND:
FOR ICELAND:
POUR L'ISLANDE:
L'ISLANDE:

i*-''--

IL--

et:

2-·-5

OL

/YxrNIN

4

4

FOR ITALY:
L'ITALIE:
POUR L'ITALIE:

-

4
1

*,

-

FOR THE GRAND DUCHY OF
OFTLUXEMBOURG:
LUXEMBOURG:
POUR
LE GRAND
DUCHE DE
DE_LUXEMBOURG:
LUXEMBOURG:
GRAND DUCHE
POUR LE

~
It

'

!A
'

a
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FOR THE KINGDOM
KINGDOM OF THE NETHERLANDS:
NETHERLANDS:
POUR
POUR TX
LE ROYAUME
ROYAUME DES PAYS-BAS:
PAYS-BAS:

/%to,
xA/, V

1~ReG2.

KINGDOM OF
FOR THE KINGDOM
OF NORWAY:
NORWAY:
POUR
POUR LE ROYAUME
ROYAUME DE NORVEGE:
NORVEGE:

?.
at7"/ e
//%*.

A..

$--

FOR PORTUGAL:
PORTUGAL:
POUR LE PORTUGAL:

AIfa("-

I>f
f

(ct:

ez/1_,
reoA.^

41°6

kit(vr-z9

v72

4
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FOR THE UNITED
UNITED KINGDOM
KINGDOM OF GREAT
GREAT BRITAIN
BRITAIN AND
NORTHERN IRELAND:
NORTHERN
IRELAND:
POUR LE ROYAUME-UNI
GRANDE-BRETAGNE ET
ROYAUME-UNI DE GRANDE-BRETAGNE
D'IRLANDE
D'IRLANDE DU NORD:

/I, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA:
AMERICA:
THE
FOR TH
ETATS-UNIS D'AMERIQUE:
D'AMERIQUE:
POUR LES ETATS-UNIS

foregoing is
is a
true copy
copy of
the North
Atlantic Treaty
North Atlantic
of the
a true
the foregoing
I CERTIFY THAT the

I CERTIFY THAT

signed at Washington
Washington on April 4, 1949 in the English and French
French languages, the
signed
signed original
Government of the
archives of the Government
deposited in the archives
which is deposited
of which
original of
signed
United States of America.
America.

IN
I, DEAN
Secretary of
of State
State of
of the
ACHISON, Secretary
DEAN ACHESON,
WHEREOF, I,
IN TESTIMONY
TESTIMONY WHEREOF,
United
of America,
have hereunto
Department of
seal of the Department
the seal
caused the
hereunto caused
America, have
States of
United States
State to
to be
be affixed
and my
my name
name subscribed
subscribed by
the Authentication
of
Officer of
Authentication Officer
by the
affixed and
State

the said
said Department,
Department, at
Washington, in the District of Columbia,
at the city of Washington,
the
this fourth day of April, 1949.
AcuEsox
DEAN ACHESON
[SEAL]

[SEAL]

81939-52—Pr.
ir-81
81939-52-PT. n--61

Secretary
State
of State
Secretary of

CHAUVIN
By M. P. CHAUVIN
Authentication Officer
Officer .•
Authentication
Department of State
Department
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Advice and consent
of Senate.

and onsent
fAdvtee

Ratification.
Ratification.

Ante,
2246.
Ante, p.
p. 2246.

Deposit
of instruDeposit of
instruments of ratification.
ratification.

Entry into force.
Enty into
Ante, p. 2246.

foree.

Proclamation.
Proclamation.
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WHEREAS
the Senate
of the
the United
States of
of America
America by
by their
their
United States
Senate of
WHEREAS the
resolution
two-thirds of the
the Senators present
present conresolution of
of July
July 21,
21, 1949,
1949, two-thirds
curring
consent to the ratification
ratification of the said
said
curring therein, did advise and
and consent
Treaty;
Treaty;
WHEREAS
WHEREAS the said Treaty was duly ratified
ratified by the President of the
United States of America
1949, in pursuance
pursuance of the
America on July 25, 1949,
aforesaid advice
advice and consent
consent of the Senate;
Senate;
WHEREAS it is provided in Article
Article 11 of the said Treaty that the
Treaty shall enter into force
force between
between the states
states which have ratified
ratified
Treaty
signatories, includsoon as
as the ratifications
ratifications of
of the
the majority
majority of the signatories,
it as
as soon
ratifications of Belgium, Canada,
Canada, France, Luxembourg,
Luxembourg, the
ing the ratifications
Netherlands,
have been
been
United Kingdom,
Kingdom, and the United
United States, have
Netherlands, the United
deposited;
deposited;
WHEREAS
WHEREAS instruments
instruments of ratification
ratification were deposited
deposited with the
Government
United States
States of America
May 3,
3, 1949 by
the United
America on
on May
by
Government of the
Canada;
Kingdom of Great Britain
the United Kingdom
Canada; on June
June 7,
7, 1949 by
by the
and Northern Ireland;
June 16, 1949 by the Kingdom
Kingdom of Belgium;
Belgium;
Ireland; on June
on June 27, 1949 by the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg;
Luxembourg; on July 8, 1949
by the Kingdom
Kingdom of Norway;
Norway; on July 25, 1949 by the United
United States
States of
America;
America; on
on August
August 1,
1, 1949 by
by Iceland;
Iceland; on August 12, 1949 by
by the
the
Kingdom of the Netherlands;
Netherlands; and on August 24, 1949 by the Kingdom
Kingdom
of Denmark, France, Italy, and Portugal;
Portugal;
aforesaid provisions
provisions of Article 11 of
pursuant to the aforesaid
AND WHEREAS,
WHEREAS, pursuant
Treaty entered
entered into force on August 24,
24, 1949;
the said Treaty, the Treaty
1949;
Now, THEREFORE,
THEREFORE, be
Harry S. Truman,
I, Hany
be it
it known that I,
Truman, President
President
of the United States of America,
proclaim and make public
America, do hereby proclaim
public
Atlantic Treaty to the end that the same and each and
and
the North Atlantic
every article and clause
clause thereof shall be observed
observed and fulfilled
fulfilled with
with
good faith, on and after August 24, 1949 by the United
United States
States of
America and by the citizens
United States of America and all
citizens of the United
other persons subject to the jurisdiction
jurisdiction thereof.
INTESTIMONY
have caused
the Seal
Seal of
of the
the United
United States
States
TESTIMONY WHEREOF,
IN
WHEREOF, I
I have
caused the
of America
America to be hereunto
hereunto affixed.
DONE at the city of Washington
twenty-fourth day of
August
Washington this twenty-fourth
of August
in the year of
of our Lord one thousand
thousand nine hundred
hundred forty[SEAL] nine
[SEAL]
nine and
and of the Independence
Independence of
of the United
United States of
of
hundred seventy-fourth.
seventy-fourth.
America the one hundred
HARRY S.
S. TRUMAN.
TRUMAN.
HARRY

By the President:
President:
DEAN ACHESON
ACHESON
DEAN
'

Secretary
Secretary of State
State
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Note by the Department
Department of State
State
The
a romanization
romanization of the facsimile signatures:
following is a
The following
BELGIUM:
FOR THE KINGDOM
KINGDOM OF BELGIUM:

P.
H.S
PAAK
P. H.
SPAAK
S
ILVERCR17YS
SILVERCRUYS
FOR CANADA:
CANADA:

LESTER
B. PEARSON
PEARSON
LESTER B.
H.
H.WRONG
W RONG
H. H.
FOR
KINGDOM OF DENMARK:
DENMARK:
FOR THE KINGDOM

GUSTAV
RASMUSSEN
GUSTAV RASMUSSEN
KAUFFMANN
HENRIK KAUFFMANN
HENRIK
FOR
FRANCE:
FOR FRANCE:

.SCHUMAN
SCHUMAN
H.BONNET
H.
BONNET
FOR
FOR ICELAND:

BJORN' BENEDITTSSON
BENEDIFTSSON
BJORNI
THOR THORS
THORS
THOR
FOR
ITALY:
FOR ITALY:

SFORZA
SFORZA
ALBERTO TARCHIANI
TARCHIANI
ALBERTO
FOR
LUXEMBOURG:
OF LUXEMBOURG:
DUCHY OF
GRAND DUCHY
THE GRAND
FOR THE

Jos BECH
Jos
BECH
HUGUEs LE
GALLAIS
LE GALLAIS
HUGUES
FOR
THE NETHERLANDS:
NETHERLANDS:
OF THE
KINGDOM OF
THE KINGDOM
FOR THE

STIKKER
STIKKER
E.N.
N.VAN
VAN KLEFFENS
KLEFFENS
E.
FOR
NORWAY:
KINGDOM OF NORWAY:
THE KINGDOM
FOR THE

HALVARD M.
M .LANGE
LANGE
HALVARD
W ILHELM M
ITNTHE MORGENSTIERNE
M ORGENSTIERNE
MUNTHE
WILHELM
FOR
PORTUGAL:
FOR PORTUGAL:

Jost CAEIRO
CAEIRO DA
M ATTA
DA MATTA
JosE
P
EDRO THEOT6NIO
THEOT6NIO PEREIRA
PEREIRA
PEDRO
FOR
UNITED KINGDOM
KINGDOM OF
OF GREAT
GREAT BRITAIN
BRITAIN AND
NORTHERN
AND NORTHERN
THE UNITED
FOR THE
IRELAND:
IRELAND:

ERNEST BEVIN
BEVIN
ERNEST
OLIVER
FRANKS.
OLIVER FRANKS.
FOR
THE UNITED
STATES OF
AMERICA:
OF AMERICA:
UNITED STATES
FOR THE

DEAN
ACHESON
DEAN ACHESON
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NAVIGATION-FEB.
63 STAT.]
STAT.] ITALYFRIENDSHIP ,COMMERCE,
COMMERCE,NAVIGATIONFEB .2,
2, 1948
1948

Treaty, protocol,
protocol, and additional
additional protocol
protocol between the
the United
United States
States of
of
America and
and Italy respecting
respecting friendship,
America
friendship, commerce and navigation.
navigation.
Signed at
at Rome February
ratificationadvised by the Senate of
February 2, 1948; ratification
of
United States of America
America June 2, 1948; ratified
the United
by the
President
ratified by
the President
of the United
United States
States of America June
June 16, 1949; ratified
ratified by Italy
Italy June
June
18, 1949; ratifications
ratifications exchanged at Rome July 26, 1949;
proclaimed
1949; proclaimed
by the President
President of the United States of America August 6,
5, 1949;
1949;
entered into
into force July
July 26, 1949. And
entered
of notes.
notes.
And exchanges
exchanges of

February 2,1948
2, 1948
Febray

IT. LI. A.
A.
IT.

BY THE
PRESIDENT OF
OF THE
THE UNITA].)
UNITED S
BY
THE PRESIDENT
TATES OF
OF AMERICA
AMERICA
STATES
PROCLAMATION
A PROCLAMATION

WHEEAS
a treaty of friendship,
W
HEREAS a
friendship, commerce,
navigation between
commerce, and
and navigation
between
the United States of America
America and the Italian Republic,
Republic, together
with
together with
aa protocol
protocol and an additional protocol
protocol relating
relating thereto, was
signed
was signed
by their respective
respective plenipotentiaries
plenipotentiaries at Rome
Rome on February
February 2, 1948,
the originals of which treaty, protocol, and additional
additional protocol,
protocol, being
being
in the English and Italian languages,
languages, are word
word for
for word
word as
as follows:
follows:

TREATY OF FRIENDSHIP, COMMERCE
COMMERCE AND NAVIGATION
NAVIGATION
between the United States of America and the Italian Republic
Republic

TRATTATO
AMICIZIA, COMMERCIO
TRATTATO DI AMICIZIA,
COMMERCIO E
E NAVIGAZIONE
NAVIGAZIONE
fra la Repnbblica
Repubblica Italiana ee gli Stati 'Uniti
Uniti d'America
d' America

Preamble.
Preamble.

6
S. 1919851
S.
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TREATY OF FRIENDSHIP,
FRIENDSHIP, COMMERCE
COMMERCE AND NAVIGATION
NAVIGATION
between
America and the Italian
Republic
Italian Republic
United States
States of America
between the
the United

Texts.
Texts.

Plenipotentiaries.
Plenipotentiaries.

The UNITED
UNITED STATES
ITALIAN REPUBLIC,
REPUBLIC,
AMERICA and the ITALIAN
OF AMERICA
STATES OF
The
friendship
traditional ties of friendship
peace and
and the
the traditional
bond of
of peace
strengthening the bond
desirous of
of strengthening
between
countries and
and of promoting
promoting closer
closer intercourse
intercourse between
between their
the two countries
between the
respective
territories through provisions
responsive to the
the spiritual,
spiritual, cultural,
cultural,
provisions responsive
respective territories
economic and commercial
aspirations of their peoples,
peoples, have
have resolved
resolved to conclude
conclude aa
commercial aspirations
economic
Treaty
Friendship, Commerce
Commerce and
and Navigation
Navigation based
based in
in general
general upon the
of Friendship,
Treaty of
principles
national and of most-favored-nation
most-favored-nation treatment
treatment in the unconditional
unconditional
principles of national
form, and for that
that purpose
purpose have
have appointed
appointed as their Plenipotentiaries,
Plenipotentiaries,
1
1'.1:LE

STATES OF AMERICA:
AMERICA:
THE UNITED STATES
PRESIDENT OF THE
TEE PRESIDENT

Plenipotentiaryof
of
Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary
CLEMENT Duro),
JAMESS CLEMENT
DUNN, Ambassador Extraordinary
Mr. JAME
The United
Me Italian
Italian Republic,
the
United States
States of America to the
and,
%HE
7.1iI4, ITALIAN
REPUBLIC:
ITALIAN REPUBLIC:
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF THE
Honorable CARLO
CARLO S
PORZA, Minister
Minister Secretary of State for Foreign
Foreign Affairs.
SFORZA,
The Honorable
Who, having communicated
each other their
their full powers
powers found to be
communicated to each
Who,
the following
Articles :
following Articles:
in due form, have agreed
agreed upon the

Article II
Residence
Residence and
and
travel.
travel.
Rights
and priviRights and
leges.
7eges.

p. 2296.
Post, p.
2296.

I. The nationals
High Contracting
Contracting Party shall
shall be permitted
permitted to
1.
nationals of either High
enter the territories of the other High Contracting Party, and shall be permitted
permitted
freely
to reside and travel therein.
freelyto
2. The
The nationals
either High
Party shall, within the terof either
High Contracting
Contracting Party
2.
nationals of
other High Contracting
Contracting Party, be
be permitted,
permitted, without
without interference,
interference,
ritories of the other
applicable laws
following
laws and regulations,
regulations, the following
conformity with
with the applicable
to exercise,
exercise, in conformity
hereafter
rights and privileges
privileges upon terms no less favorable
favorable than those now or hereafter
rights
accorded to nationals of such
such other High
High Contracting
Party:
Contracting Party:
accorded
(a)
(a) to engage
engage in commercial,
commercial, manufacturing
manufacturing ,,processing,
processing, financial,
financial,
scientific, educational,
educational, religions,
professional activities
activities except
except
philanthropic and professional
religious, philanthropic
the
practice of law;
law;
the practice
(b)
acquire, own,
or lease,
and occupy
lease, and
occupy appropriate
appropriate bailifings,
buildings,
(b) to
to acquire,
own, erect
erect or
and
lease appropriate
lands, for
residential, commercial,
commercial, manufacturing,
manufacturing,
for residential,
appropriate lands,
and to
to lease
processing,
educational, religious,
religious, philanthropic
philanthropic
professional, scientific, educational,
processing, financial, professional,
purposes;
and mortuary
mortuary purposes;

63 STAT.]
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63
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TRTTAATO
TRAITATO Dl AMICIZIA,
AMICIZIA, COMMERCIO
COMMERCIO E
E NAVIGAZIONE
NAVIGAZIONE

fra la Repubblica
Repabblica Italians ee gli Stati Uniti d'America
d'imerie,a

La REPUBBLICA
REPUBBLICA IT.ALTANA
STATI lUITI
UNITI D'AMERICA,
ITALIANA ee gli
gli STATI
D'AMERICA,
desiderando rafforzare
pacifici ed iivincoli di tradizionale
desiderando
rafforzare iirapporti pacifici
tradizionale amicizia tra
tra
i due Paesi e
e
promuovere
i
promuovere relazioni piu
pin strette
strette tra i
territori
i loro rispettivi
rispettivi territori
mediante
corrispondenti alle aspirazioni
mediante disposizioni
disposizioni corrispondenti
aspirazioni spirituali,
spirituali, culturali,
culturali, econoeconomiche
e coinmerciali
deciso di concludere
miche e
commerciali dei loro popoli, hanno
hanno de,eiso
concludere un
un Trattato
Trattato di
di
Alnicizia,
Atnicizia, Commercio
Commercio e
eNavigazione
Navigazione basato
basato in generale
generale ed in modo
raodo incondizioinconclizionazionale eedi quello
nato sui principi del trattamento
trattamento nazionale
quello della
favorita
della nazione
nazione pin
pih favorita
e per questa
questo scope
scopohanno
e
hanno designato
designato come
come rispettivi Plenipotenziari,
Plenipotenziari,
IL PRESIDENTE
PRESIDENTE DELLA
DELLA BEPUBBLICA
REPUBBLICA ITALIANA:
ITATLANA:
l'Onorevole CARLO
CAmLO SFORZA,
Ministro Segretario
egretario di Stato
POnorevole
SFORZA,Minisiro
Mato per gli Allan
Esieri,
AffariiEsteri,
e,
e,

IL PRESIDENTE
PRESIDENTE DEGLI STATI
UNITI D'.AMERICA:
STATI ITNITI
D'AMERICA:
JAE CLEMENT
il Signor JAMES
CLEMENT DUNN,
Durnsr, Ambaseiatore
AmbasciatoreStraordinario
StraordinarioeePknipotenziario
Plenipoteniario
degli
Uttiti d'Amnerica
&America presso
press° la
Bepubbliea Italiana
Iiafiana
degli Stati
Stati Uniti
la Repubblica
IIquali,
l'altro i
quail, avendo notificato
notificato l'un Paltro
trovati
i loro pieni poteri
poteri ed avendoli
avendoli trovati
nelle formne
forme dovute, hanno concordat° sui seguenti
articoli:
concordato
seguenti articoli:
Articolo II
1. I
I eittadini
cittadini di ciaseuna
ciascuna Alta Parte Contraente
faoolta di entrare
entrare
Contraente avranno
avranno faoolth
nei territori
territori dell'altra
dell'altra Alta Parte
viaggiare liberaliberaParte Contraente
Contraente ee di
di risiedere
risiedere eeviaggiare
mIente in detti territori.
Matte
territori.
cittadini di eiaseuna
ciascuna Alta Parte Contraente
Contraente avran.no
2. II eittadini
eseraiavranno facolta
facolt&di eseroii seguenti diritti ee privilegi
tare i
privilegi nei territori
dell'altra Alta
Contraente,.
territori dell'altra
Alta Parte Contraente,
senza alcuna interferenza
interferenza ed in conformita
conformith alle
aile leggi
leggi ed ai regolarnenti
regolamenti vigenti,
a condizioni
accordate attualmente
a
condizioni non meno favorevoli
favorevoli di quelle
quelle accordate
attualmente o
oche
che saranno
accordate in awenire
avrenire ai cittadini
eittadini di detta altra
altra Alta
Alta Parte
Contraente:
Parte Contraente:
a) svolgere
svolgere attivita commerciali,
commerciali, industriali,
industriali, di trasformazione,
finantrasformazione, finanziarie,
scientifiche, educative,
ziarie, scientiliche,
educative; religiose,
attivita professionali,
professionali,
religiose, filantropiche
filantropiche ee attivita
eccettuato
eceettnato l'esercizio della professione legale;
legale;
possedere, e,ostruire
costruire o
b) acquistare,
aequistare, possedere,
prendere in affitto
affitto ed occupare
oecupare edio prendere
edifici
appropriati, e
e prendere
fiei appropriati,
prendere in affitto terreni
terreni adatti, per
per uso
use di abitazione
abitazione o
ocorncornmerciale,
trasformazione, finanziario,
mereiale, industriale,
indnstriale, di trasformazione,
finawiario, professionale,
scientific°,
professionale, scientifico,
educativo, religioso, illantropico
edncativo,
raortuario
filantropico 0
e mortuario;
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(o)
employees of their choice regardless
regardless of nationali(c) to employ agents and employees
ty;
ty; and
and
incidental to or necessary for the enjoyment
enjoyment of any
(d) to do anything
anything incidental
any of
of
the foregoing
foregoing rights
rights and privileges.
privileges.
3.

Moreover, the nationals
either High Contracting
Contracting Party shall not in
Moreover,
nationals of either
in

respect to the_matters
the matters referred
referred to in paragraphs
paragraphs 1Iand 22 of this
any case,'
eerie,' with respect
Article, receive treatment
treatment less favorable than the treatment
treatment which
which is or may
may
accorded to the nationals
hereafter be accorded
nationals of any third country.
country.
provisions of paragraph
paragraph 1
1 of
be construed
construed to
4. The provisions
of this Article
Article shall not be
to
preclude the exercise
reasonable surveillance
surveillance
exercise by either High Contracting
Contracting Party
Party of reasonable
over the movement and sojourn
sojourn of aliens within its territories
territories or the enforcement
enforcement
of measures for the exclusion
exclusion or expulsion of aliens for reasons of public order,
order,
morals, health or safety.

Article
Article II
II
F
"Corporations and
F "Corporations
and
associations."
associations."

1. As used in this Treaty
I.
Treaty the term aicorporations
associations a
ashall
shall
corporations and associations
mean corporations,
partnerships and
and other
associations, whether
corporations, companies,
companies, partnerships
other associations,
whether
or not with limited liability and whether
whether or not for pecuniary
pecuniary profit,
profit, which
which

Legal rights
rights of
of corporations, etc.
porations,

Ante, p. 2256.

have
have been or may
may hereafter
hereafter be created or organized under
under the applicable laws
and regulations.
regulations.
Corporations and associations
associations created
organized under
the appliappli2. Corporations
created or organized
under the
cable
cable laws and regulations
regulkions within the territories
territories of either High
High Contracting
Contracting Party
Party
shall
corporations and associations of such ;High
Omit be deemed to be corporations
High :Contracting
Contracting
Party and shall have their juridical
juridical status recognized
recognized within
within the territories
territories of
of the
Contracting Party whether
permanent establishother High Contracting
whether or not they have
have a
a permanent
establishment,
ment, branch
branch or agency
agency therein.
3. Corporations and
of either
either High
High Contracting
Party shall,
shall,
and associations
associations of
Contracting Party
territories of the other
within the territories
other High Contracting
Contracting Party, be
be permitted,
permitted, without
without
interference,
interference, to exercise all the rights
rights and privileges
privileges enumerated
enumerated in
in paragraph
paragraph
with the applicable
applicable laws and
and regulations,
regulations, upon
upon terms
terms
22of Article I,
I, in conformity with
no less favorable
favorable than
than those now or hereafter
hereafter accorded
accorded to corporations
corporations and
and
associations of such other
other High Contracting.
Contracting Party. The preceding
preceding sentence,
sentence,
and all other provisions of this Treaty according
corporations and associations
according to corporations
associations
of the Italian Republic rights and
and privileges
privileges upon terms
favorable than
than
terms no less favorable
those now or hereafter
hereafter accorded
accorded to
corporations and
associations ofthe
of the United
to corporations
and associations
United
States of America,
America, shall be construed
construed as
according such rights and
and privileges,
privileges,
as according
in any state, territory
possession of the United
United States of America,
territory or possession
America, upon terms
upon which
which such rights and
and privileges
privileges are
are or
may
no less favorable
favorable than
than those
those upon
or may
hereafter be accorded therein
hereafter
therein to corporations
associations created
corporations and associations
created or orgaorganized in other states, territories
territories or possessions of the United
United States
States of America.
America.
4. Moreover,
corporations and associations
Moreover, corporations
associations of either High Contracting
Contracting Party
Party
shall not in any case, with respect
respect to the matters referred
referred to in this Article,
receive
Article, receive
treatment less favorable
which is
may hereafter
hereafter
treatment
favorable than the treatment
treatment which
is or
or •may
associations of any
any third
third country.
country.
be accorded to corporations
corporations and
and associations
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ntpiegare agenti
e dipendenti
dipendenti di loro scelta,
c) tmpiegare
agenti e
scelta, prescindendo
prescindendo dalla loro
nazionalita;
nazionalita;
necessaria al godimento
godimcnto dei predetti
d) fare qualunque cosa inerente o
o necessaria
diritti o
o privilegi.
3. I
I cittadini
cittadini di ciascuna Alta Parte
Parte Contraente,
inoltre, non riceveranno
riceveranno
Contraente, inoltre,
1 ee22di questo
in alcun caso, relativamene
relativarnene alle materie
materie di cui ai paragrafi
paragrafi 1
questo Articolo, un
in trattamento
trattamento meno favorevole
favorevole di quello
quell° eke
possa essere
essere accordato
che sin
sia oopossa
accordato
in avvenire ai cittadini
cittadini di qualsiasi terzo
terzo Paese.
4. Le disposizioni del paragrafo 1
1 del presente
Presente Artie()lo
saranno interArticolo non saranno
pretate nel senso di impedire
impedire a
a ciascuna Alta Parte Contraente
Contraente Pesercizio
1'esercizio di
una ragionevole
ragionevole sorveglianza
sorveglianza sui movimenti
movimenti e
e sul soggiorno
soggiorno di stranieri entro i
i
propri territori ne di impedire
propri
impedire l'applicazione
Papplicazione di misure di esclusione
esclusione o
o di espulsione di stranieri
pubblico, moralita, sanita
stranieri per motivi d'ordine
d'ordine pubblico,
sanita o
o sicurezza.
sicurezza.
Articolo II
II

i.1. L'espressione
L'espressione a
a persone
giuridiche ed associazioni
persone giuridiche
associazioni * usata
usata nel
nel presente
Trattato significhera
giuridiche, be
commerciali e
ecivili
civili eegli
significhera le persone giuridiche,
le societa commerciali
gli
altri enti ed associazioni,
ed a
a scopo
scopo di
di
associazioni, aa responsabilita
responsabilita limitata od illirnitata
illimitata ed
hero
siano stati
essere creati
creati od
od organizzati
organizzati in
in avvenire
avvenire
lucro oo meno, che
che siano
stati o
o possano essere
a
regolamenti vigenti.
vigenti.
a norma delle leggi ee dei regolamenti

2. Le persone giuridiche
giuridiche ed associazioni
create od organizzate
organizzate a
anorma
norms delle
delle
associazioni create
e dei regolamenti
leggi e
regolamenti vigenti nei territori di ciascuna
ciascuna Alta Parte
Parte Contraente,
Contraente,
saranno considerate
considerate persone giuridiche
associazioni della detta
giuridiche ed associazioni
detta Alta Parte
Contraente
Contraente ed il
11 loro stato giuridico
giuridico sara riconosciuto'entro
riconosciutorentro iiterritori
dell'altra
territori dell'altra
Alta Parte Contraente sin
meno, sedi,
sedi, filiali
filiali od
od agenzie
agenzie
sia che vi abbiano,
abbiano, o
o meno,
permanenti.
3. Le persone giuridiche
giuridiche ed associazioni
Contraente
associazioni di ciascuna
ciascuna Alta Parte Contraente
avranno facolta di escrcitare,
esercitare, nei territori
territori dell'altra
dell'altra Alta
Parte Contraente,
Contraente,
Alta Parte
senza interferenza,
interferenza, in conformita
conformita con le
be leggi ed i
regolamenti vigenti,
i regolamenti
vigenti, tutti ii
paragrafo 2
dell'Articolo I,
I, a
non meno
meno fadiritti eeprivilegi indicati al
al paragrafo
2 dell'Articolo
a condizioni
condizioni non
favorevoli di quelle accordate
accordate attualmente
accordate in avvenire
able
attualmente o
o che saranno accordate
avvenire alle
associazioni di detta altra
Contraente. La (lisp°.
persone giuridiche ed associazioni
altra Alta
Alta Parte Contraente.
dispoaltre disposizioni
presente Trattato,
sizione che precede, come pure tutte
tutte be
le altre
disposizioni del
del presente
Trattato,
che accordano
accordano alle persone giuridiche
associazioni della Repubblica
italiana
giuridiche ed associazioni
Repubblica italiana
diritti e
e privilegi a
a condizioni non meno favorevoli
favorevoli di quelle
quelle accordate
accordate attualmente o
o che saranno
saranno accordate
accordate in avvenire
av-venire alle
abbe persone giuridiche
giuridiche ed associaniente
zioni degli Stati Uniti d'America,
d'America, saranno
saranno interpretate
senso chc
che esse acooraccorinterpretate nel senso
dano tali diritti ee privilegi in
qualunque Stato,
in qualnnque
Stato, territorio o
o possedimento
possedimento degli
degli
Stati Uniti d'America
a condizioni
condizioni non meno favorevoli
d'America a
favorevoli di quelle alle
able quali
quali
tali diritti ee privilegi sono o
o potranno
potranno essere
essere ivi accordati
abbe peraccordati in avvenire alle
sone giuridiche od associazioni
associazioni create
territori o
o
create od organizzate
organizzate in altri
altri Stati, territori
possedimenti
d'America.
possedimenti degli Stati Uniti d'America.
In nessun
persone giuridiche
giuridiche ed
ed associazioni
di ciascuna
ciascuna
4. In
nessun caso,
caso, inoltre, he
le persone
associazioni di
Alta Parte Contraente
ricevcranno, relativamente
Contraente riceveranno,
reIativarnente able
riferisce il
ii
alle materie
materie cui si riferisce
presente
presente Articolo,
Artie°lo, un trattamento
accordato o
o che
trattamento meno favorevole
favorevole di quello
quello accordato
potrh
potra essere
essere accordato
ac,cordato in avvenire
persone giuridiche
giuridiche ed
associazioni di
awenire alle persone
ed associazioni
qualsiasi terzo Paese.
qualsiasi
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Article II
III
Article
Right to organize
organize
corporations, etc.
corporations,

corporations and associations
associations of either High
1. The nationals,
nationals, corporations
High Contracting
Contracting
territories of the other High Contracting
Contracting
Party shall enjoy, throughout
throughout the territories
Party, rights and privileges
privileges with respect
respect to
to organization
organization of
of and
and participation
participation
in corporations
and associations
such .other High
High Contracting
Contracting Party,
Party, including
including
corporations and
associations of
of such'other
the enjoyment
enjoyment of rights
rights with
with respect
respect to promotion
promotion and incorporation,
incorporation, the
the
purchase, ownership
ownership and sale
sale of shares and
holding
and;;in the case of nationals,
nationals, the holding
of executive
executive and official positions, in conformity
conformity with
with the
the applicable
applicable laws
laws and
and
regulations, upon terms no less favorable
regulations,
favorable than those
those now or hereafter
accorded
hereafter accorded
corporations and associations
to nationals,
nationals, corporations
third country.
country. Corporations
Corporations
associations of any third
and associations of either High Contracting
Contracting Party, organized or participated
in
participated in
by nationals, corporations
other High
High Contracting
Contracting Party
Party
corporations and
and associations
associations of
of the
the other
pursuant to the rights and privileges
privileges enumerated
enumerated in this
paragraph, and controlled
controlled
this paragraph,
by such nationals, corporations
corporations and associations,
exercise
associations, shall be permitted
permitted to exercise
the functions for which
which they are created
created or organized,
organized, in conformity
conformity with
with the
applicable laws and
and regulations,
regulations, upon
upon terms
terms no less favorable
favorable than
than those now
now or
or
hereafter accorded
accorded to corporations
corporations and associations
associations that
that are
organized
are similarly
similarly organized
or participated
participated in, and controlled,
nationals, corporations
controlled, by nationals,
corporations and associations
associations
of any third country.
2. The nationals,
nationals, corporations
corporations and associations
associations of either High Contracting
Party shall be permitted, in conformity
conformity with
with the
applicable laws
and regulations
regulations
Party
the applicable
laws and
within the territories
other High
territories of the other
High Contracting
Contracting Party, to organize,
organize, control
control
corporations and associations
and manage corporations
associations of such other High
High Contracting
Contracting Party
for engaging
engaging in commercial,
commercial, manufacturing,
manufacturing, processing, mining,
mining, educational,
educational,
philanthropic,
scientific activities. Corporations
Corporations and associations,
philanthropic, religious and scientific
corporations and associations
controlled by nationals, corporations
associations of either High Contracting
Contracting
Party and created
created or organized
organized under the applicable
applicable laws and regulations
within
regulations within
the territories
territories of the
the other High Contracting
permitted to engage
Contracting Party, shall be permitted
in the aforementioned
aforementioned activities
therein, in conformity
conformity with
with the
the applicable
laws
activities therein,
applicable laws
and regulations,
regulations, upon terms
terms no less favorable
favorable than
than, those now or hereafter
hereafter accoraccorcorporations and associations
ded to corporations
associations of such
such other
Contracting Party
other High Contracting
Party
controlled by its own nationals,
nationsls, corporations
and associations.
corporations and

Article IV
TV
Exploration
Exploratln for and
and
exploitation of mineral
exploitation
resourcm.
resources.

The nationals, corporations
corporations and
and associations
associations of either
either High
High Contracting
Contracting
Party shall be permitted
permitted within the territories
territories of the other
other High
High Contracting
Contracting
Party to explore for and to exploit mineral resources,
resources, in conformity
conformity with the
applicable laws
and regulations,
regulations, upon
upon terms
those now
now or
or
laws and
terms no less favorable
favorable than
than those
hereafter accorded
accorded to nationals,
nationals, corporations
associations of any
any third
third
corporations and associations
ootuitry.
cuntry.
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Articolo

m

1. IItcittadini
associazioni di ciascuna
ittadini eele persone giuridiche ed associazioni
ciaseuna Alta
Alta Parte
Parte
dell'altra Alta Parte
Contraente godranno nei territori dell'altra
Parte Contraente
Contraente eein
conformita
in conformita
alle leggi ed ai regolamenti
regolamenti vigenti, diritti e
privilegi relativi
e privilegi
relativi alla
alla organizzazione
organizzazione
di persone
associazioni di detta
persone giuridiche ed associazioni
detta altra
altra Alta Parte
Contraente ed
ed alla
Parte Contraente
alla
partecipazione
quelli relativi
parte,cipazione nelle medesime, compresi quell
relativi alla loro formazione
formazione e
e
registrazione, nonch8
all'acquisto, al possesso ed alla vendita di azioni,
registrazione,
nonehe all'acquisto,
azioni, come
pure
come pure
--nel caso dei cittadini
- all'assunzione
cittadini all'assunzione di cariche
caliche direttive
direttive ed
ed esecutive,
esecutive, a
acondicondizioni non meno favorevoli
favorevoli di quelle accordate
aecordate attualmente
che saranno
saranno accoraccorattualmente o
o che
date in awenire
ay-venire ai cittadini ed alle persone
persone giuridiche
giuridiehe ed associazioni
di qualsiasi
qualsiasi
associazioni di
terzo Paese. Le persone
persone giuridiche
giuridiche ed
ed associazioni
di ciascuna
clascuna Alta
Alta Parte
associazioni di
Parte ContraContraente organizzate
organizzate da cittadini
eittadini ee da persone
persone giuridiche
giuridiehe ed associazioni
dell'altra
associazioni dell'altra
Alta Parte Contraente
Contraente confonnemente
conformemente ai diritti e
eprivilegi
privilegi indicati
nel presente
indicati nel
presente
paragrafo -o
o nelle
nelle quali partecipino
partecipino cittadini e
associazioni
e persone
persone giuridiche
giuridiche ed
ed associazioni
dell'altra Alta Parte Contraente - ee che slam
controllate da
da detti
detti cittadini
cittadini o
or
siano controllate
persone giuridiche
giuridiche ed associazioni
associazioni avranno
avranno facolta
di esercitare
esercitare le
le funzioni
funzioni per
per
facolta di
le quali
organizzate in conformita
le
quail sono create od organizzate
conformitb, alle leggi ed
regolamenti
ed ai
ai regolamenti
vigenti,
a condizioni
vigenti, a
condizioni non meno favorevoli
quelle accordate
attualmente o
favorevoli di quelle
accordate attualmente
o
che
ehe saranno
saranno accordate in avvenire alle
ed associazioni
alle persone
persone giuridiche
giuridiche ed
associazioni similsimilmente organizzate
organizzate da cittadini eeda
persone giuridiehe
ed associazioni
associazioni di
di qualsiasi
da persone
giuridiche ed
qualsiasi
terzo Paese
- oo nelle quali
Paese quail partecipino cittadini
cittadini e
epersone
ed associaassociapersone giuridiche
giuridiche ed
zioni di qualsiasi
- ee che siano c,ontrollate
controllate dai medesimi.
qualsiasi terzo Paese medesimi.
I cittadini e
e le persone
2. I
persone giuridiche
giuridiehe ed associazioni
associazioni di ciasenna
eiascuna Alta
Alta Parte
Parte
Contraente
facolti, in conformita
Contraente avranno facolta,
ed ai
regolamenti vigenti
conformita alle leggi
leggi ed
ai regolamenti
vigenti
nei territori dell'altra .Alta Parte Contraente,
Contraente, di organizzare,
controllare e
e diriorganizzare, controllare
dirigere persone giuridiche ed associazioni
associazioni della
Alta Parte
Parte Contraente
Contraente
della detta
detta altra
altra Alta
commerciali, industriali,
che svolgano attivita commerciali,
industriali, di
di trasformazione,
trasforMazione, minerarie,
minerarie,
filantropiche, religiose ee scientifieb.e.
educative, filantropiehe,
Le persone
giuridiche ed
ed assoassoscientifilhe. Le
persone giuridiche
ciazioni controllate
eontrollate dai cittadini
cittadini e
e dalle persone giuridiohe
giuridiehe ed
associazioni di
di
ed associazioni
ciascuna Alta Parte Contraente eecreate od organizzate
eiasenna
elle leggi
leggi
organizzate in
in conformith
oonformita alle
ed ai regolamenti
regolamenti vigenti nei territori
territori dell'altra
dell'altra Alta
Parte Oontraente
Contraente avranno
avranno
Alta Parte
facolta di svolgervi
conformitY alle leggi ed al
facolte,
ervolgervi le predette
predette attivita, in conformita
regolamenti
ai regolamenti
vigenti, aa condizioni non Mono
meno favorevoli
favorevoli di quelle accordate
accordate attualmente
attualmente oo
che saranno accordate in avvenire
avvenire alle persona
persone giuridiche ed assooiazioni
ohe
associazioni di
dl detta
detta
altra
Contraente controllate
altra Alta Parte Contraente
controllate dai
dal .propri cittadini
cittadini e
dale proprie
proprie
e dalle
persone
persona giuridiche ed associazioni.
associazioni.

Articolo IV
IV

II cittadini
giuridiche ed associazioni
cittadini e
e le persone giuridiche
associazioni di ciascuna
damns Alta
Alta Parte
Parte
Oontraente avranno facolta
Contraente
facolta nei territori dell'altra
dell'altra Alta Parte Contraente
Contraente di
di
e di sfruttare
minerarie, in conformita
eseguire ricerche
rkerche e
sfruttare le risorse minerarie,
conformita alle
ed ai
ai
alle leggi ed
regolamenti vigenti,
a condizioni
regolamenti
vigenti, a
condizioni non meno
meno favorevoli
favorevoli di
vale accordate
accordate atatdi quelle
tualmente o
o che saranno
in avvenire
avvenire ai cittadini
saranno accordate
accordate In
giuricittadini eealle persone
persone giuridiche ed asuociaioni
qualsiasi terzo Pam.
associazioni di qualsiasi
Paese.
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Article V
Protection of perProtection
sons and property.

1.
1.

The nationals
of each
High Contracting
shall receive,
receive, within
within the
the
The
nationals of
each High
Contracting Party
Party shall

territories of the other High Contracting
Contracting Party, the most constant protection
protection
.
and security
and shall enjoy in this respect the
property, and
.and
security for their
their persons
persons and property,
full
full protection
protection and security
security required
required by international
international law.

ends,
To these ends,

persons
crime shall
promptly, and shall enjoy
persons accused of crime
shall be
be brought
brought to
to trial
trial promptly,
enjoy
all
privileges which
all the rights and privileges
which are
are or may hereafter
hereafter be
be accorded
accorded by the
applicable
nationals of
Contracting Party,
applicable laws
laws and regulations
regulations;;and
and nationals
of either
either High Contracting
"Nationals."
"Nationals."

Post,
p.2296.
Post, p.
2296.

Post,
Post, p. 2280.

Protection of nationals,
tionals, corporations,
corporations,
etc.

Access to courts of
justice.

while within the custody of
of the
the authorities
authorities of the other High
High Contracting Party,
In so far as the term
term
shall receive reasonable
reasonable and humane treatment. In
r ensnationals a
awhere
used in
this paragraph
in relation
relation to
to property
property it
it
tionals
where used
in this
paragraph is
is applicable
applicable in
construed to include
include corporations
associations.
shall be
be construed
corporations and associations.
nationals, corporations
associations of either High
2. The
The property
property of nationals,
corporations and associations
Contracting Party shall not be taken
taken within the territories of the other High
Contracting
Contracting Party without
without due process of law and without
the prompt
Contracting
without the
prompt payment
payment
compensation. The recipient
compensation shall,
of just and
and effective
effective compensation.
recipient of such compensation
regulations as are not inconsistent
inconsistent
in conformity
conformity with
wita such applicable
applicable lays
laws and regulations
paragraph 3
Article XVII
XVII of this Treaty, be permitted without
without interferwith paragraph
3 of Article
exchange, in the
ence to withdraw the compensation
compensation by obtaining,
obtaining foreign exchange,
currency of the High Contracting
Party of
which such
such recipient
recipient is
is a
a national,
national,
currency
Contracting Party
of which
corporation
applicable to such
such
corporation or association,
association, upon the most favorable
favorable terms applicable
currency at the time of the talti
ng of the property,
property, and exempt
exempt from
from any transfer
transfer
currency
taking
or remittance
remittance tax,
such exchange
exchange is made within one
tax, provided
provided application
application for such
one
receipt of the
it relates.
relates.
year after receipt
the compensation
compensation to
to which
which it
3.
nationals, corporations
and associations
associations of
of either
either High
High Contracting
Contracting
3. The
The nationals,
corporations and
Party
territories of
Contracting Party receive
receive
Party shall
shall within
within the territories
of the other
other High
High Contracting
protection and security with
with respect
enumerated in paragraphs
paragraphs 1
respect to the matters enumerated
1
and 2
upon compliance
compliance with
with the applicable
applicable laws and regulations,
regulations,
2 of this Article, upon
no
and security
security which
accorded
no less than the protection
protection and
which is or
or may hereafter
hereafter be accorded
to the nationals, corporations
corporations and associations of such other High
High Contracting
Contracting
Party and no less than that which
hereafter lie
accorded to the
which is
is or may
may hereafter
ble accorded
nationals,
associations of any third
nationals, corporations
corporatiens and associations
third country. Moreover, in
all matters
matters relating to the taking
taking of privately
privately owned
owned enterprises into public
placing of such enterprises
enterprises under public control,
ownership and the placing
control, enterprises
nationals, corporations
and associations
associations of either
either High
High Contracting
Contracting
in which nationals,
corporations and
interest shall be accorded,
territories of the
the
Party have a
a substantial interest
accorded, within the territories
other High Contracting
Contracting Party, treatment no less favorable
favorable than that
that which is
or may hereafter
enterprises in which
which nationals,
corporahereafter be accorded
accorded to similar enterprises
nationals, corporations and associations of such other High
High Contracting
Contracting Party have a
a substantial
substantial
interest,
favorable than that which
may
interest, and no less favorable
which is or in
ay hereafter
hereafter be accorded
accorded to
to
similar enterprises
enterprises in which
nationals, corporations
which nationals,
corporations and associations
associations of any
third country have a
a substantial
substantial interest.
4. The nationals,
corporations and associations
Contracting
nationals, corporations
associations of either High Contracting
Party shall enjoy freedom of access to the courts of justice and to administrative
tribunals and agencies
agencies in the territories
territories of the other High
High Contracting
tribunals
Contracting Party,
Party,
in al
all degrees
degrees of jurisdiction
jurisdiction established
pursuit and
and in defense
established by law, both in pursuit
of their rights; shall
shall be at liberty to choose
choose and employ
employ lawyers
lawyers and represenrepresentatives in the prosecution
defense of their rights before
prosecution and defense
before such courts,
courts, tribunals
tribunals
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Articolo
Articolo V
V

1.
Saranno costantemente
1. Samara°
costantemente garantite
garantite ai cittadini di ciaseuna
Alta, Parte
ciascuna Alta
Parte
Contraente nei territori dell'altra
Contraente
dell'altra Alta Parte
Parte Contraente,
Contraente, protezione
protezione eesicurezza
sieurezza

per le loro persone e
e beni ed essi godranno
godranno sotto questo
questo rig
uardo della
della piens
riguardo
piena proteprotee sicurezza
sicurezza sancite
zione e
saneite dal diritto internazionale.
A tel
fine le
persone aceusate
internazionale. A
tal fine
le persone
accusate
di reati
prontamente tradotte
reati saranno prontamente
tradotte in giudizio
giudizio e
egodranno
godranno tutti
tutti iidiritti
diritti e
privilegi ace,ordati
accordati ooche
che potranno
potranno essere
essere accordati
accordati in
in avvenire
avvenire dalle
dalle leggi
dai
leggi eedai

regolamenti vigenti; iicittadini di ciascuna
ciascuna Alta
Parte Contraente,
Contraente, finche
finche sasaAlta Parte
ranno
detenuti dalle autorita dell'altra
ranno detennti
dell'altra Alta
Alta Parte Contraente,
Contraente, riceveranno
riceveranno un
un
trattamnento
II termine
trattamento ragionevole
ragionevole ed umano.
umano. Ii
termine e
cittadini A usato
nel presente
presente
« cittadini
usato nel
paragrafo, in quanto suscettibile
applicazione riguardo
paragrafo,
suseettibile di applicazione
rigaardo ai
beni, sera
interpre7
ai beni,
sara interprer
tato in modo da comprendere
comprendere gli enti e
e le persone
persone giuridiche
giuridiche ed
associazioni.
ed associazioni.
2. I
I beni dei cittadini eedelle persone giuridiche
giuridiche ed associazioni
associazioni di
di ciascuna
ciaseuna
Alta Parte Contraente
Contraente non saranno
saranno espropriati
espropriati entro
entro I
dell'altra Alta
Alta
i territori
territori dell'altra
Parte Contraente,
Contraente, senza Mna
una debita
debita procedure
legale e
e senza
awns il
il pronto
pageprocedura legale
pronto pagamento di giusto ed effettivo
Went°
effettivo indennizzo.
indennizzo. Coloro
die rieeveranno
un sifatto
siff.atto ininColoro che
riceveranno un
dennizzo
dennizzo avranno
avranno facolta, in conformita alle leggi ed
ed ai
ai regolamenti
regolamenti vigenti
vigenti che
ehe
non siano incompatibili
ineompatibili con il
ii paragrafo
paragrafo 3
3 dell'art.
del presente
presente Trattato
Trattato
dell'art. XVII
XVII del
di ritirare senza interferenze
interferenze detto indeenino
estere nella
nella
indennizzo ottenendo
ottenendo divise
divise estere
valuta dell'Alta Parte
Parte Contraente
detti °Medial
o dette
Contraente cui appartengono
appartengono detti
cittadini o
dette perpersone giuridiche
condizioni pia
giuridiche ed associazioni,
associazioni, alle conclizioni
applicabili aa detta
detta
pil favorevoli
favorevoli applicabili
valuta
dell'esproprio dei beni
e con esenzione
valuta al momento dell'esproprio
beni e
esenzione da ogni tassa
taus od
od imimposta di trasferimento
posts
traderimento o
o di rimessa, a
condizione ete
la domande
per la
la concesconcesa condizione
che la
domanda per
sione di detta valuta sia
sin fatta entro un anno
dell'indennic.zo al
al
anno dal
dal ricevixnento
ricevimento dell'indennizzo
quale si riferisce.
riferisce.
3. I
I cittadini
e le persone giuridiche
giuridiche ed associazioni
cittadini e
di ciascuna
.Alta Parte
Parte
associazioni di
ciascuna Alta
Contraente godranno
godranno protezione ee sicurezza
Contraente
sicurezza nei
territori dell'altra
dell'altra Alta
Alta Parte
Parte
nei territori
Contraente, per quanto riguarda
Contraente,
rigaarda le materie indicate
indicate nei paragrafi
del presen'
presen,
paragrafi 11ee22del
te Articolo,
osservanza delle leggi eedei
to
Articolo, dietro osservanza
del regolamnenti
regolarnenti vigenti,
vigenti, non
non inferiori
inferiori
alia
e sicurezza
alla protezione e
sicurezza accordate
aceordate o
oche
ehe potranno
potranno essere
essere acoordate
aceordate in
in avvenire
avvenire
ai cittadini ee alle
elle persone giuridiche
giuridiche ed associazioni
di detta
detta altra
altra Alta
Parte
associazioni di
Alta Parte
Contraente
a quelle
Contraente e
enon inferiori a
quelle aecordate
aceordate o
che potranno
potranno essere
essere acoordate
aceorclate
o ehe
in avvenire ai cittadini
cittadini e
ed assooiazioni
associazioni di
quale elle
alle persone giuridiche
giuridiohe ed
di qualsiasi terzo Pease.
Paese. Inoltre, in tutte le
Blasi
le questioni
relative al
al trapasso
trepan° di
di imprese
imprese
questioni relative
dalla proprieta
proprieta private
pubbliea nonche
al passaggio
di tali
tali imprese
imprese
privata alla proprieth
proprieta pubblica
nonche al
passaggio di
sotto il controllo
controllo pubblico,
pubblico, le imprese in cui
cui cittadini
cittadini e
epersone
giuridiche
ed asaspersone giuridiche ed
sociazioni di ciaseuna
ciascuna Alta Parte Contraente
Contraente abbiano
sociazioni
un interesse
interesse notevole
riceabbiano un
notevole riceveranno, entro ii territori dell'altra Alta Parte Contraente,
Contraente, un
tun trattamento
trattamento
non mono
meno favorevole
favorevole di quello
quello accordato
accordato o
accordato in
in
o die
che potra
potra essere
essere accordato
avvenire a
a imprese similari nelle quali cittadini
giuridiche ed
eittadini eepersone
persone giuridiche
ed associaassociazioni di detta altra Alta Parte
Parte Contraente
abbiano un
nn interesse
Contraente abbiano
interesse notevole
notevole e
e non
non
meno
favorevole di quello
nieno favorevole
quello accordato
accordato o
o che potra
accordato in
avvenire
potra essere accordato
in avvenire
ad imprese
imprese similari nelle
nelle quali cittadini e
persone giuridiche
giuridiehe ed
ed associazioni
associazioni di
e persone
di
qualsiasi
qualsiasi terzo Paese
Paese abbiano un
un interesse
interesse notevole.
notevole.
4. IIcittadini
cittadini e
e le persone giuridiehe
associazioni di ciascnna
4.
giuridiche ed associazioni
ciaseuna Alta
Alta Parte
Contraente
potranno
liberamente adire
Contraente potranno liberamente
adire l'autorita
Pantorita giudiziaria
ordinaria ed
ed iitrigiudiziaria ordinaria
bunali ed autorita
autorita amministrativi entro i
Alta Parte
i territori dell'altra
dell'altra Alta
Parte 0011Contraente,
i gradi di giurisdizione
traente, in tutti
tatti I
giuriscliziono stabiliti
come attori
else
stabiliti dalla
dalla legge,
legge, sin
ai come
attori ohe
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and agencies; and shall be permitted
permitted to exercise all these
these rights
rights and privileges,
privileges,
in conformity with the applicable
applicable laws and regulations,
terms no
no less
less favorfavorregulations, upon terms
able than the terms which
which are
are or may hereafter
hereafter be accorded
accorded to the nationals,
nationals,

corporations and associations
corporations
association.s of the other High Contracting
Contracting Party and no less
favorable than are or may hereafter
hereafter be
be accorded
accorded to
to the
the nationals,
nationals, corporations
corporations
and associations
associations of any third country. Moreover,
associations
Moreover, corporations
corporations and associations
of either High Contracting
Contracting Party
Party which
which are not
not engaged
engaged in business
business or
or in nonprofit activities
activitk‘s within the territories
territories of the other High
High Contracting
Contracting Party shall
permitted to exercise
privileges accorded
be permitted
exercise the rights and privileges
accorded by the
the preceding
preceding
requirement of registration
registration or domestication.
sentence without any requirement
domestication.

Article
Article VI
VI
Protection of
Protection
of buildings.
ings.

Search of premises.

The dwellings,
warehouses, factories,
dwellings, warehouses,
factories, shops, and other
business,
other places of
of business,
and all premises thereto appertaining,
appertaining, of the nationals, corporations
corporations and
and assoassociations of either High Contracting Party, located
located in the territories
the other
territories of the
other
High Contracting
Contracting Party, shall not be
be subject to unlawful
unlawful entryormolestation.
en.try or molestation.
There shall not be made any visit to, or any search
search of, any such
such dwellings,
dwellings,
premises, nor shall any books,
buildings or premises,
books, papers or accounts
accounts therein
therein be examined
-except
amined or inspected, except under conditions
conditions and in conformity
conformity with procedures
procedures
no less favorable than the conditions
conditions and
and procedures
procedures prescribed
nationals,
prescribed for nationals,
corporations
corporations and associations
associations of such
such other High Contracting
Contracting Party under the
the
territories thereof. In no case
applicable laws and
and regulations
regulations within the territories
ease shall
corporations or associations
the nationals,
nationals, corporations
either High
High Contracting Party
Party
associations of either
in the territories
Contracting Party be treated
territories of the other
other High Contracting
treated less favorably
favorably
with respect to the foregoing
foregoing matters
matters than the nationals, corporations
corporations or associations of any third country. Moreover, any visit, search,
search, examination
examination or
inspection which may
inspection
may be permissible
permissible under
under the exception
exception stated in
Article
in this Article
shall made'[',with
regard for, and in such aaway as to cause the least possible
madertwith due regard
interference
interference with, the
the occupants of such dwellings,
dwellings, buildings
or premises
the
buildings or
premises or
or the
ordinary conduct of any business or other
other enterprise.

Article VII
Article
VII
Acquisition, ownerAcquisition,
ownership and disposition of
property.

1.

corporations and associations of either High Contracting
The nationals,
nationals, corporations

permitted to acquire,
acquire, own and
Party shall be permitted
and dispose of immovable
immovable property
property or
or
interests therein
therein within the territories
territories of the other High Contracting
Contracting Party
upon the following
following terms:
terms:
(a) in the case of nationals,
nationals, corporations
associations of the Italian
corporations and associations
Italian
Republic,
acquire, own and dispose of such property
Republic, the right to acquire,
property and interests
interests
shall be dependent
dependent upon the laws and regulations
regulations which
which are
are or
hereafter
or may hereafter
be in force within the state,
state, territory
the United
States of
of AmeAmeterritory or possession
possession of
of the
United States
rica wherein
rica
wherein such property
interests aro
situated; and
property or
or interests
are situated;
and
I The

'The words "shall made"
made" should
should read "shall be made".
made".
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come convenuti
come
convenuti per la tutela
tutela dei loro diritti;
diritti; saranno
saranno liberi di
di seegliere
scegliere ed
ed imimpiegare
piegare awocati
avvocati e
erappresentanti
rappresentanti per la
Ia tutela dei
dei loro diritti, sia
via come
oome attori
attori oho
che
come convenuti,
convenuti, innanzi
come
innanzi tali autorita giudiziaria ordinaria
tribnnali ed
ed autoenteordinaria e
e tribunali
ritA
ammninistrativi; e
e avranno
avranno facolta
esercitare tutti
ral'. amministrativi;
facoltà di esercitare
tntti questi diritti
prividiritti eeprivilegi,
in conformita
conformita alle leggi ed ai regolamenti
regolamenti vigenti,
legi, in
vigenti, a
a condizioni
condizioni non
non meno
meno
favorevoli di
di quelle
accordate oo che
essere accordate
accordate in avvenire
favorevoli
quelle accordate
che potranno essere
avvenire ai
ai
cittadini e
e alle
alle persone
associazioni dell'altra Alta Parte
cittadini
persone giuridiche
giuridiche ed associazioni
Parte Contraente
Contraente
e non
non meno
meno favorevoli
e
favorevoli di quelle accordate
accordate o
o ehe
ehe potranno
potranno essere
essere accordate
accordate in
in
awvvenire ai
ai cittadini
e alle persone
avvenire
cittadini e
persone giuridiche
giuridiche ed
associazioni di
di qualsiasi
qualsiasi terzo
terzo
ed associazioni
Paese.
Inoltre, le persone
Paese. Inoltre,
persone giuridiohe
giuridiehe ed associazioni
di ciasenna
Alta Parte
Parte
associazioni di
ciascuna Alta
Contraente
Contraente che non svolgano
svolgano attivita d'affari
d'affari o
attivita senza
scope di
di lucro
lucre
o attivita
senza scopo
entro
entro iiterritori dell'altra
dell'altra Alta Parte
Parte Contraente,
Contraente, avranno
facolta di
di esereitare
avranno facolta
esercitare
i diritti
ed iiprivilegi
a tenore della
i
diritti ed
privilegi concessi
coneessi a
della frase
frase precedent°
Bonze che
venga
precedente senza
che venga
richiesta alcuna
registrazione o
riehiesta
alcuna registraoione
analoga formalita.
formalita.
o altra
altra analoga
Artieolo
VI
Articolo VI

Le abitazioni,
i magazzini,
abitazioni, i
magazzini, le fabbriche,
ed altri
altri luoghi
fabbriche, i
i negozi
negozi ed
luoghi destinati
destinati
al
d'affari nonche tutti i
at disbrigo d'affaxi
locali ad
essi pertinenti,
pertinenti, dei
dei cittadini
cittadini e
edelle
delle
i locali
ad essi
persone
ginridiche ed associazioni
associazioni di ciascuna
persone giuridiche
ciascuna Alta
Alta Parte
sitnati
Parte Contraente,
Contraente, situati
nei territori
territori dell'altra, non saranno soggetti aamelestie
nei
accessi non
non consentiti
comentiti
molestie o
o ad
ad accessi
dalla
legge. Non saranno
effettuate visite o
dalla legge.
saranno effettuate
o perquisizioni in
in tali
tali abitazioni,
abitazioni,
edifici oolocali,
ne saranuo
saranno esaminati
local', nè
esamin.ati o
sottopesti ad ispezione
libri, carte
carte eeconti
coati
o sottoposti
ispezione libri,
che vi si trovino, salvo che nelle
nelle condizioni
condizioni ed
ed in
conformita a
a procedure
in conformita
procedure
non
meno favorevoli
favorevoli delle condizioni
condizioni eedelle
non mew
delle procedure
procedure prescritte
prescritte per
per i
cittadini
i cittadini
eeper le persone
persone giuridiche
associazioni di detta
giuridiche ed associazioni
detta altra
altra Alta
Alta Parte
Contraente ,
Parte Contraente
a
delle leggi ee dei regolamenti
regolamenti vigenti nei
a norma
n.orma dole
della medesima.
medesima. II
nei territori
territori della
persone giuridiche ed
cittadini o
ole person°
Parte Contraente
Contraente
ed associazioni
associazioni di
di ciasenna
ciascuna Alta
Alta Parte
trattati, nei territori
non saranno in alcun
alcnn case
case trattati,
territori dell'altra
Alta Parte
Parte Contraente,
Contraente,
dell'altra Alta
in
quanto riguarda
in modo
modo meno favorevole, per quauto
riguarda to
materie che
le materie
che precedono,
precedono, dei
dei
cittadini
o delle
persone giuridiche
cittadini o
dole persons
giuridiche ed associazioni
associazioni di qualsiasi terzo
terzo Paese.
Paese.
Inoltre,
perquisizione, esame od ispezion.e
Inoltre, qualunque
qualunque visita,
visits, perquisizion.e,
che possa
posse essere
essere
ispezione che
lecita in conformita al'eccezione
locita
all'eceezione disposta
dal present°
sara effettuata,
effettuata,
disposta dal
presente Articolo,
Articolo, sari
ei confront'
confronti degli occnpanti
occupanti di dette abitazioni,
nei
abitazioni, edifici
della condotta
edifici o
o locali oodella
condotta
ordinaria
ordinaria di qualsiasi
qualsiasi affare
affare od altra impresa, eon
II debito
debito riguardo
rignardo e
ein
con il
in maniera
maniera
da
do causare
caimans il
ii minore
disturb° possible.
minore disturbo
possibile.
Articolo VII
Articolo
VII
1. I
I cittadini
e le persone
°Madill; e
persone giuridiche ed
ciasenna Alta
Alta Parte
ed associazioni
associazioni di
di ciascuna
Parte
Contraente
facolta di acquistare, possedereedisporre
Contraente avranno
avranno facoltit
di beni
beni immobili
immobili
possedere e disporre di
oo di
di altri
altri diritti reali
mall nei territori dell'altra
dell'altra Alta
.Alta Parte Contraente
alle seguenti
seguenti
Contraente alle
condizioni:
eondizioni:
a) nel casodi
edi
case di cittadini e
di persone giuridiche
giuridiche ed associazioni
associazioni della
della RepubRepubblica Italisea,
Italiana, il
ii diritto di acquistare,
acquistare, possedere
possedere e
disperse di tali
beni eediritti
diritti
e disporre
tall beni
dipenders
dipenderit dalle leggi e
e regolamenti
regolamenti che sono
sono o
o che
che potranno
essere in
in vigore
vigere
potranno essere
in avvenire
avenire nello Stet*,
tato, territorio
possedimento degli Stati
in
territorio o
o possedimento
Stati Uniti
d'America
Uniti d'America
eoo situati iibeni o
o dove esistono
dove sow
**Wow I
diritti di
di cal
trattasi; ee
i diritti
cui trattasi;
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(b) in the case of nationals,
and associations
nationals, corporations and
associations of the United
States of America,
America, the right
right to acquire,
acquire, own
own and dispose of such
such property and
interests shall be upon
upon terms no less
loss favorable
those which
which are or may
may
favorable than those
hereafter be accorded
territory or possession
United States
accorded by the state, territory
possession of the United
America in which
of America
which such national
domiciled, or under the laws
which such
such
national is domiciled,
laws of which
corporation or association
association is created
created or organized,
organized, to nationals, corporations
and associations of the
the Italian
Italian Republic; provided
provided that the Italian
Italian Republic
shall not be obligated
obligated to accord
accord to nationals, corporations
corporations and
and associations
associations of
of
the United States of America
rights in this connection
connection more
more extensive
America rights
extensive than
those which are or may
hereafter be accorded
territories of such
such
may hereafter
accorded within the territories
Term for sale of inherited, etc.,
etc., property.
property.

Rights of disposal
and succession.
succession.

Post, p. 2268.
2268.
Post,

Repu.blic to nationals,
nationals, corporations
corporations and,
associations of such Republic.
Republic.
Republic
and associations
a national, corporation
2. If a
eorporation or association
association of either High Contracting
resident and whether
engaged in
in. business
business or other
other
Party, whether or not resident
whether or not engaged
activities within the territories of the
the other
other High Contracting
Contracting Party, is on account
account
of alienage prevented
prevented by the applicable
regulations within
applicable laws and regulations
within such terridevisee, or as heir in the
the case
case of aa national,
national,
tories from succeeding
succeeding as devisee,
to immovable
immovable property situated therein, or to interests in such property, then
association shall be allowed a
term of three years
such national, corporation
corporation or association
a term
in which to sell or otherwise dispose of such property
property or interests,
interests, this term to
to
be reasonably prolonged
circumstances render
necessary. The transmission
prolonged if circumstances
render it necessary.
transmission
or receipt of such property
property or interests
interests shall be exempt
exempt from
from the
the payment
payment of
of
probate or administrative
any estate, succession, probate
administrative taxes or charges
charges higher than
than
those now or hereafter
hereafter imposed in like cases of nationals,
nationals, corporations or associations
High Contracting Party in whose
whose territory
territory the property
property is or the
ciations of the High
interests therein are situated.
3. The nationals of either High Contracting
Contracting Party
Party shall have
have full power
power
to dispose of personal
personal property
property of every
every kind
kind within the territories of the other
other
Contracting Party, by testament,
High Contracting
testament, donation or otherwise
otherwise and their heirs,
heirs,
legatees or doneos,
legatees
being persons of whatever nationality
nationality or corporations
corporations or
or
doneeos, being
associations wherever
wherever created
organized, whether resident
resident or non-resident
non-resident
created or organized,
and whether
whether or not engaged
engaged in business
business within
within the territories
territories of the High
High Contracting Party whore
such property is situated, shall succeed
succeed to such property,
property,
where such
and shall themselves
themselves or by their agents
agents be permitted to takeposscssion
takepossession thereof,
and to retain or dispose
their pleasure. Such
Such disposition, succession
succession
dispose of it at their
exempt from
from
and retention
retention shall be subject to the provisions
provisions of Article IX and exempt
and from any restrictions
any other charges
charges higher,
higher, and,
restrictions more
more burdensome,
burdensome, than
applicable in like
those applicable
like cases of nationals,
nationals, corporations
corporations and associations of such
such
other High Contracting
Contracting Party. The nationals,
corporations and associations
nationals, corporations
Contracting Party shall
of either High Contracting
shall be permitted
permitted to succeed,
succeed, as heirs,
heirs, legatees
legatees
and donees,
donees, to personal
personal property
territories of the
property of every kind within the territories
other High Contracting
either
Contracting Party, left or given to them
them by nationals
nationals of either
nationals of any third country, and shall
High Contracting
Contracting Party or by nationals
shall
themselves or by their
themselves
their agents
agents be permitted
permitted to take possession
possession thereof, and to
to
retain or dispose of it at their pleasure. Such disposition, succession and
subject to the provisions of Article
retention shall be subject
Article IX
IX and
and exempt
exempt from
from any
other charges,
restrictions, other
charges, and from any restrictions,
other or higher
higher than those applicable
applicable
in like cases of nationals,
nationals, corporations
associations of such
such other
other High
High
corporations and associations
Contracting
Contracting Party. Nothing in this paragraph
shall be construed
construed to
affect
paragraph sha'l
to affect
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b) nel case
caso di cittadini
giuridiche ed associazioni
cittadini e
edi persone
person° giuridiche
associazioni degli Stati
Uniti d'America,
acquistare, possedere
disporre di tali
tall beni eediritti
d'.America, il
ii diritto di acquistare,
possedere eedisporre
sara a
condizioni non meno favorevoli
accordate oo che potranno
sara,
a condizioni
favorevoli di quelle
quell° accordate
potranno essere
accordate
e alle person.°
persone giuridiche
giuridicho ed
accordate in awenire
avvenire ai cittadini
cittadini e
ed associazioni
associazioni della
della
Repubblica Italiana dallo
possedimonto degli
Repubblica,
dallo Stato,
Stato, territorio
territorio o
o possedimento
degli Stati Uniti
d'America
nol quale 6
B domiciliato detto cittadino od in conformita
d'.America nel
conformita, delle leggi
dello Stato, territorio
territorio oopossedimento
giuridica ed associazione
possedimento in cui
cui tale persona giuridica
associazione
e6creata
creata od organ:izzata
organizzata;;purche
purche la Repubblica
Repubblica Italiana
Italiana non sin
sia tenuta ad accordare ai cittadini
cittadiDi e
e alle persone
person° giuridiche
giuridiche ed associazioni
associazioni degli
degli Stati Uniti d'Amequesto riguardo
piH ampi di
rica diritti a
a questo
riguardo pia
di quelli accordati o
che potranno
potran.no essere
o che
accordati in avvenire
awenire entro i
i territori
e alle
a,ccordati
territori di detta Repubblica
Repubblica ai cittadini
cittadini e
persona
associazioni di detta
Repubblica.
persone giuridiche
giuridiche ed associazioni
detta Repubblica.
2. Se si presenti
presenti il
ii caso che un cittadino od una
una persona
persona giuridica
assogiuridica ed associazione di ciascuna
ciazione
ciascuna .Alta
.Alta Parte
Parte Contraente,
Contraente, residente
residente o
o meno
meno nei territori
dell'altra
dell'altra Alta
Alta Parte Contraente
Contraente e
e che ivi svolga o
o meno attivita
attivita d'affari
d'affari o
o
d'altro genere, non possa,
possa, a
delle leggi
leggi e
regolamenti vigenti
vigenti nei
nei detti
d'altro
a norma delle
e dei
dei regolamenti
detti
territori, ricevere
perche straniero,
ricevere per successione,
successione, perche
straniero, quale
gamic legatario
erode
legatario ooquale erede
quando
immobili ivi situati ed altri diritti reali ivi
quando trattisi di cittadino, beni imraobili
esistenti, in tal
tat caso
case al detto
detto cittadino o
giuridica ed associaassociao alla detta persona
persona giuridica
zione sara
sara concesso
termine di tre anni entro
quale vendere
o altrimenti
con.cesso un terrain.°
entro il quale
vendere o
altrimenti
disporre di detti beni oo diritti reali. Questo
Questo termine
disporre
termine sara
sara prorogato
prorogato in misura
ragionevole
ragionevole qualora cio
sin reso necessario
eircostanze. 11
Paccio sia
necessario dale
dalle circostanze.
I1 trapasso
trapasso ool'accettazione di tali beni o
saranno esenti
dal pagamento
cettazione
o diritti reali saranno
esenti dal
pagamento di ogni imimtestamentaria di qualsiasi
qualsiasi genere
posta di successione
successione o
o testamentaria
genere o
o da tributi amministrativi od altri gravami pia
pill elevati
attualmente ooche saranno
elevati di quelli
quelli applicati attuahnente
saranno
applicati
avvenire in casi uguali
uguali di cittadini
cittadini o
persone giuridiche ed associaassociaapplicati in awenire
o di persone
zioni dell'Alta
dell'Alta Parte Contraente nel cui territorio sono situati i
i beni od esistono
i
i diritti reali.
3. II cittadini di ciascuna
ciascuna Alta
Alta Parte
Parte Contraente
Contraente avranno
avranno piena
plena facolta,
facolta di
disporre di beni
both mobili di qualunque
qualunque genere entro
entro i
territori dell'altra
dell'altra Alta
Alta
i torritori
Contraente, per testamento,
altrimenti; ed iiloro eredi,
Parte Contraente,
testament°, donazione
donazione od altrimenti;
eredi,
legatari
person° flsiche
perSone
logatari o
o donatari, siano essi
essi persone
fisicho di qualsiasi
qualsiasi nazionalith
nazionalith oo persono
giuridiche ed associazioni
associazioni dovunque
dovunque create
create od organizzate,
organizzate, residenti o
o memo
giuridiche
meno
entro i
i territori dell'Alta
dell'Alta Parte
Parte Contraente
Contraente ove detti beni sono
situati e
esia
sia che
che
sono situati
vi svolgano
svolgano o
o meno attivita
attivita d'affari, succederanno
succederanno nel
nei detti beni ed avranno
facolte, di prenderne
prendeme possesso,
possess°, sin
personalmente sin
propri rapprefacolth
sia personalmente
sia a
a mezzo di propri
e di conservarli
o di dispense
disporne aaloro piacere.
Questi atti di disposizione,
sentanti, e
conservarli o
piacere. Questi
disposizione,
In successione e
beni saranno
saranno soggetti alle
alle norme dell'Artila
e la conservazione
conservazione dei beni
colo IX ee saranno
pit elevato
elevato eeda qualsiasi
qualsiasi
saranno esenti da
da qualsiasi altro
altro gravame
gravame pitt
ugaali ai cittadini e
restrizione pit onerosa di quelli applicabili
applicabili in easi
casi uguali
e alle
persons giuridiche
associazioni di
altra Alta
Contraente. I
I citgiuridiche ed
ed associazioni
di detta
detta altra
Alta Parte
Parte Contraente.
persone
tadini
e le persone
giuridiche ed associazioni
tadini e
person° giuridiche
associazioni di ciascuna
Contraente
ciascuna Alta Parte Contraente
avranno facolta
Iegatari ee donatari
donatari di beni mobili di
avranno
facolta di succedere quali eredf,
eredi, legatari
qualunque
entro iiterritori dell'altra
dell'altra Alta
Contraente, lasciati
lasciati o
qualunque goner°
genere entro
Alta ParteParte Contraente,
o
ciascuna Alta
Alta Parte
Parte Contraente
donati ad essi da cittadini di ciascuna
Contraente o
oda cittadini
cittadini di
di
qualsiasi
Ma personalmente
personalnaente
qualsiasi terzo Paese e
e potranno
potranno prenderne
prenderne possesso sia
Ma
rappresentanti, e
disporne a
a tom
sia aa mezzo
mezzo di propri
propri rappresentanti,
e eonservarli
conservarli oo disporne
loro
piacere.
Questi atti di disposizione,
disposizione, In
*were. Questi
successione ee la
in conservazione
Ia successione
conservazione del
dei
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the
and regulations
of either High Contracting
Contracting Party prohibitingorrestricprohibiting or restricregulations of
laws and
the laws
ting
indirect ownership
ownership by
aliens or foreign corporations and
and
by aliens
ting the direct or indirect

Post, p. 2270.
Post,
2270.

associations
indebtedness of, corporations
corporations and
instruments of indebtedness
shares in, or instruments
associations of the shares
associations of
High Contracting
Contracting Party carrying on particular
particular types of
of such
such High
associations
activities.
activities.
corporations and
and associations
associations of either High Contracting
Contracting
4. The nationals, corporations
Party
subject to
the exceptions
exceptions in paragraph
receive
paragraph 33 of Article IX, receive
to the
shall, subject
Party shall,
treatment
ownership,
acquisition, ownership,
which relate to the acquisition,
respect of all matters which
in respect
treatment in
lease,
disposition of personal
personal property, no less favorable than
than the
lease, possession or disposition
treatment
which is or may
nationals, corporations
corporations and
accorded to nationals,
may hereafter
hereafter be accorded
treatment which
associations of any third country.

Article
VIII
Article VIII
trade
Patents, trade
marks, trade names,
etc.
etc.

associations of either High Contracting
Contracting
The nationals, corporations and associations
Party
territories of the other High Contracting
Contracting Party,
within the
the territories
Party shall
shall enjoy, within
whatever nature in regard
regard to patents, trade marks,
marks,
privileges of whatever
all rights and privileges
trade labels, trade names
names and
and other
other industrial
industrial property,
property, upon compliance
compliance with
trade
applicable laws and regulations respecting
registration and other formalities,
formalities,
respecting registration
the applicable
favorable than
may hereafter
hereafter be accorded
accorded to the
than are or
or may
less favorable
upon terms no less
nationals, corporations
Contracting Party,
corporations and associations
associations of such other High Contracting
nationals,
and
less favorable
favorable thati
l
]th.e
treatment now
now or hereafter
hereafter accorded
accorded to nationals,
nationals,
the treatment
that ']
and no
no less
corporations and associations
associations of any third country.
corporations

Article IX
Equality
etc.

of taxes,
taxes,

1.
1.

Nationals,
corporations and
of either
either High
High Contracting
Contracting
and associations
associations of
Nationals, corporations

Party
not be
subjected to
payment of
internal taxes,
taxes, fees and charges
charges
to the
the payment
of internal
shall not
be subjected
Party shall
imposed upon or
income, capital,
capital, transactions,
activities or any
transactions, activities
or applied
applied to
to income,
imposed
other
or to
to requirements
requirements with
with respect
the levy
levy and collection
collection thereof,
thereof,
to the
respect to
other object,
object, or
other High Contracting Party:
Party:
territories of the other
within the territories
(a)
residents, and corpocorpo(a) more burdensome than those borne by nationals, residents,
rations and
country;
associations of any third country;
and associations
rations
(b) more burdensome
burdensome than those borne by nationals, corporations
corporations and
associations
Contracting Party, in the case of persons
persons resident
resident
associations of such other High Contracting
or engaged
engaged in
within the
territories of
such other
Contracting
High Contracting
other High
of such
the territories
business within
in business
or
case of corporations
associations engaged in business
business
corporations and associations
the case
Party, and in the
therein,
scientific, educational,
educational, religious
exclusively for scientific,
operated exclusively
organized and operated
therein, or organized
or
purposes.
philanthropic purposes.
or philanthropic
ofeither High Contracting
Contracting
associations ofeither
corporations and associations
2. In the case of corporations
Party
within the
the territories
territories of
other High
High Contracting
Contracting
the other
of the
in business
business within
engaged in
Party engaged
and in the case of
Contracting Party engaged
engaged
either High
High Contracting
of nationals
nationals of
of either
Party, andin
1The

"than".
"that" should read "than".
The word "that"
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qalsdsi
bent saranno
saranno soggetti
norme dell'.Artieolo
saranno esenti
esenti da qualsiasi
IV ee saranno
alle norme
dell'Articolo IX
soggetti ale
beni
altro
restrizione, diverzi
pit: elevati
elevati di quelli applicaapplies,o pih
diversi o
qualsiasi restrizione,
altro gravameeda
gravame e da qualciasi
bin in
di persone
giaxidiche ed
ed associazioni
associazioni di detta
detta altra
di cittadini
cittadini e
e di
persone giuridiche
bili
in casi
casi egaali
eguali di
Parte Contraente.
Contraente. Nessuna disposizione
presente paragrafo
paragrafo sara
sari interdisposizione del presente
Alta Parte
pretata
regolamenti di ciasenna
ciascuna Alta Parte
sulle leggi eeregolamenti
pretata in
in modo da aver effetto guile
Oontraente che
Is proprieta
proprieta diretta o
o indiretta
indiretta da parte
che vietino
vietino oo restringano
restringano la
Contraente
di persone
associazioni di
straniera di
di nazionalite
nazionalita straniera
ed associazioni
persone ginridiche
giuridiche ed
fisiche, persone
di
persone fisiehe,
o titoli
ginridiche ed associazioni della detta
sociali o
titoli di debito di persone giuridiche
quote sociali
Alta
che svolgano
svolgano determinate
determinate attivita.
attivith.
Alta Parte
Parte Contraente
Contraente che
4. Rispetto
a tutte
tate le
materie eonnesse
coll'acquisto, proprieta,
locazione,
proprieth, locazione,
le materie
connesse coll'acquisto,
4.
Bispetto a

associadisposizione di beni
mobil!, iicittadini
eittadi'ni e
persone giuridiche
giarldiche ed assoeiae le
e persone
beni mobili,
o disposizione
possesso o
zioni
subordinatamente alla
ails ecezione
eceezione di
Contraente, subordinatamente
Alta Parte Contraente,
ioni di
di damn&
ciascuna Alta
oni
al paragrafo
paragrafo 3
3 dell'Artieolo
IX, riceveranno
riceveranno un trattamento
mono fatrattamento non meno
dell'Articolo IX,
aoi al
vorevole
acoordato o
ehe potra
pare essere accordato
accordato in avenire
avvenire ai cittadini
cittadini
o che
quelo accordato
vorevole di quell°
dint
e alle
ails persone
giaridiche ed associazioni
terzo Paese.
Passe.
associazioni di qualsiasi terzo
persone giuridiche
dini e
Articolo
Vm
Arti'colo VIII
cittadini e
e le
persone giuridiche
giaridiche ed
ed assoeiazioni
associazioni di
di ciascuna
clamps Alta
Alta Parte
Parte
is persons
II cittadini
Vontraente
godranno nei
.Alta Parte
Parte Contraente,
tatti ii
Contraente, tutti
dell'altra Alta
nei territori
territori dell'altra
Oontraente godranno
dirittieprivllegi
specie relativamente
relativamente ai brevetti, ai marchi
march! di fabfabdi qualsiasi
qualsiasi specie
diritti e privilegi di
brica,
ale etichette
etichette commerciali,
commerciali, alle
denominazioni commerciali
commerciali e
e ad altro
altre
alle denominazioni
brica, alo
forme
industrial°, purche
purehe si
leggi ed ai
regolamenti
ai regolamxnti
allleggi
si conforming}
conformino alle
formn di
di propriete
proprieta industriale,

avorevoli
meno tavorevoli
rigaardanti is
registrazione ed
a eondizioni
condizioni non mono
formalita, a
ed altre
altre formalite,
la registrazione
rigaurdanti
di
potranno essere
essere accordate
accordate in avvenire
al cittadini
ittadini ee
avvenire ai
accordate o che potranno
di quell°
quelle accordateoche
alle persone
persone ginridiche
associazioni di detta altra
altra Alta Parte Contraente
Contraente e
e
giuridiche ed associazioni
alle
eon
non meno
mono favorevole
di quello
quell° acoordato
accordato attualmtte
attualmente o
o che
ohe
favorevole di
trattamento non
con trattamento
sari
cittadini e
ealle
associazioni
ed associaslio
giuridiche ed
alle persone
persone ginrldiche
ai cittadini
avenire ai
in avvenire
sark aceordato
acoordato in
di qualsiasi terzo Paese.
Passe.
.Articolo
Articolo IX
IX
1.
le persone
di ciaseuna
ciascrana Alta
Parte
Alta Parte
assooiazioni di
ed assooiazioni
giuridiohe ed
e le
persone ginridiohe
I cittadini
cittadini e
1. I
Oontraente
saranno soggetti
soggetti al
al pagamento
pagarnento di
di tribnti,
tribnti, diritti
oneri intern'
interni
od oneri
diritti od
non saranno
Oontraente non
imposti
sal o
oapplioati
applicati al
al reddito,
at eapitale,
capitale, &Ile
attivite od
od aa
operazioni, alle attivit
alle operazioni,
reddito, al
imposti sul

applicaione ee
qualsiasi
altro oggetto,
nonehe ails
relative alla
ala loro applieagdone
prescrizioni relative
alle prescrIzioni
oggetto, nonohe
qualiasi altro
Contraente ohe
risoosflione
Parte Contraente
ehe sano:
siano:
risoosione nei territori dell'altra Alta Parte
'a) pit
quell! sopportati
sopportati dai
cittadini, dai
dai residenti
resident! e
e dalle
dabe
dat eittadini,
di quelli
pit onerosi
onerosi di
'a)
Passe;
persons
qalsiasi terso
terzo Passe;
associazioni di valid:4d
ed associazioni
giuridiche ed
persone ginridiche
b) pits
onerosi di
di quelli
quell! sopportati
sopportati dai
dai cittadini
cittadini e
dabepersone
persona giuridiche
ginridiche
e dalle
b)
pit onerosi
-ad associazioni
di detta
detta altra
Parte Contraente-quando
Contraente quando trattii
trattisi di•persone
di persone
Alta Parte
altra Alta
-ad
assooiazioni di
flsiche
che abbiano
abbiano residenzaosvolgano
attivith.di
.di affari
territori di detta
detta
afari nei territori
residenza o svolgano attivit
fisiche che
altra
trattisi di
di persone
persone giuridiohe
ginridiehe ed
associazioni
ed aeoiazioni
Contraente e quando trattisi
Parte Contraenteequando
altra Parte

e funzionino
organizzate
ehe vi
svolgano attivita
attivite di
zate e
fanzionino eolaaivaesclusivaafari o siano organi'z
di aftariosiano
bhe
vi svolgano
mente per
per seopi
scientific!, edueativi,
edneativi, religiosi
filantropiai.
o. fi1ntropici
religiosi o
scopi scientfici,
mente
2.
Nel case
person° giuridihe
ginridiche ed
ed associazioni
di damns
Alta
Parte
ta Parte
diasun A
asociazioni di
easo di
di persone
2. Nel
OonContraente
net territori
territori dell'altra
dell'altra Alta Parte ConaEri nei
di affari
attivita di
svolgano attivith
che svolgano
0ontraente che
tomato,
enel
caw
di
cittadini
di
daseuna
Alta
Parte
Oontraente
ohe
svolgano
he
svolgano
Parte
Oontrate
Alta
di
iasuna
trente, e nel caso di oittadini
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in business within the territories
territories of the other
other High Contracting
Contracting Party but
not
but not
resident therein, such other High
High Contracting
Contracting Party
Party shall not impose
or apply
apply any
any
impose or
internal tax, fee or charge upon any
any income, capital
basis in
in excess
excess of
of
capital or other basis
that reasonably allocable or apportionable
apportionable to its territories,
territories, nor grant
grant deductions
deductions
exemptions less than those reasonably
and exemptions
reasonably allocable
allocable or apportionable
apportionable to
its
to its
territories.
corporations and
territories. A
A comparable
comparable rule shall apply also in the case of Corporations
associations organized and
exclusively for scientific,
associations
and operated
operated exclusively
educational, relireliscientific, educational,
gious or philanthropic
philanthropic purposes.
purposes.
Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraph
3. Notwithstanding
Article,
paragraph 1
1 of the present
present Article,
each High Contracting
Contracting Party
Party reserves the right to ::(a) extend specific
specific advantages
advantages
as to .taxes,
taxes, fees and charges to nationals,
nationals, residents, and corporations
corporations and
associations
associations of all foreign
foreign countries
countries on the basis
basis of reciprocity;
reciprocity; (b)
(b) accord to
to
nationals,
residents,.,and corporations
nationals, residents
corporations and
and associations
associations of a
a third
third country
country special
special
advantages
agreement with such country for the
advantages by virtue of an agreement
avoidance of
the avoidance
of
double taxation
taxation or the
the mutual protection
protection of revenue;
revenue; and (c) accord to its own
own
nationals and to residents of contiguous
countries more
more favorable
favorable exemptions
exemptions
contiguous countries
of a
a personal
personal nature
nature than are accorded
nonresident persons.
persons.
accorded to
to other
other nonresident

Article X
Treatment of
of cornTreatment
cominercial travelers.
mercial
travelers.

representing nationals, corporations
Commercial travelers
travelers representing
corporations or associations
associations
of either High Contracting
Contracting Party engaged in business within
territories
within the territories
thereof, shall, upon
upon their
their entry into and
and sojourn within.
territories of
the other
other
within the territories
of the
High Contracting Party and
departure therefrom,
and on departure
therefrom, be accorded
accorded treatment
no
treatment no
favorable than the treatment now
less favorable
now or hereafter
accorded to
to commercial
hereafter accorded
commercial
travelers of any third country
travelers
country in respect
respect of customs and other
other rights and
and priviprivileges and, subject to the exceptions
exceptions in paragraph
Article IX,
respect of
paragraph 33 of Article
IX, in respect
of
all taxes and pharges
samples.
charges applicable to them
them or
or to
to their
their samples.
Article XI

Freedom of
worship.
Freedom
of worship.

1.
1. The nationals
nationals of either
either High Contracting
shall, within
within the
terriContracting Party
Party shall,
the territories of the other
other High Contracting
Contracting Party, be permitted
permitted to exercise liberty of
of
conscience and freedom
freedom of worship,
worship, and they may, whether
individually, collecwhether individually,
collec-

corporations or associations,
without annoyance
annoyance or
tively or in religious corporations
associations, and
and without
or
molestation of any kind,
reason of
of their
religious belief,
conduct services,
services,
kind by reason
their religious
belief, conduct

Freedom
Freedom of
of the
press.
2296..
Pot, p.
Post,
P. 2296

either within their own houses or within any other appropriate
appropriate buildings,
buildings, proviprovided that their teachings or practices
practices are not contrary
public morals or
or public
public
contrary to public
order.
2. The High Contracting
Contracting Parties declare
declare their
their adherence to the principles
principles
of freedom
interchange of information.
information. To this end,
freedom of the press and of free
free interchange
nationals,
associations of either High Contracting
nationals, corporations
corporations and associations
Contracting Party
shall
Party shall
have the right, within the territories of the other High Contracting
Contracting Party, to
engage in such activities as writing, reporting
reporting and gathering of information
engage
information
for dissemination
dissemination to the public, and shall enjoy
enjoy freedom
freedom of transmission
transmission of
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attivita di affari
aftari nei territori
territori dell'altra
Parte Contraente
Contraente ma non vi risierisiedell'altra Alta Parte
attivita
applichera qualsiasi
dano, detta
Contraente non imporra od applichera
qualsiasi
Parte Contraente
altra Alta Parte
detta altra
dano,
in
capitale ooaltro
tributo, diritto
onere interni
interni su qualsiasi
qualsiasi reddito, capitale
altro cespite, in
diritto od onere
tributo,
imputabile ai propri
misura eccedente
eccedente l'aliquota ragionevolmente
attribnibile o
o imputabile
propri
ragionevolmente attribuibile
misura
ragionevolmente
a quelle ragionevolmente
territori,
deduzioni o
o esenzioni
inferiori a
esenzioni inferiori
concedera deduzioni
territori, ne concedera
anche un criterio
attribuibili
applichera anche
criterio simile
simile
attribuibili oo imputabili ai propri territori. Si applichera
funzionanti esclusie funzionanti
nel
ed assoeiazioni
associazioni organizzate
organizzate e
persone giuridiche ed
nel caso
caso di persone
o filantropici.
filantropici.
vamente
copi scientifici,
educativi, religiosi o
scientifici, educativi,
per scopi
vamente per
3.
Nonostante le
le disposizioni
paragrafo 1
1del presente
presents Articolo,
Articolo, ciaseuna
ciascuna
disposizioni del paragrafo
3. Nonostante
Alta
diritto di: (a) estendere specifici
specifici vantaggi,
vantaggi,
il diritto
riserva ii
si riserva
Contraente si
Parte Contraente
Alta Parte
per quanto
concerne tributi,
oneri, ai cittadini, ai residenti
residenti eealle pertributi, diritti ed oneri,
per
quanto concerne
sone
giuridiche ed
Passe straniero
straniero sulla
suila base
base della recied associazioni
associazioni di qualsiasi Paese
sone giuridiche
procita; (b)
cittadini, ai residenti
residenti e
giuridiche ed assoassoe alle persone giuridiche
ai cittadini,
(b) accordare
accordare ai
procita;
accordo con tale Paese
ciazioni
speciali vantaggi in virta di un accord°
Passe
Paese speciali
terzo Paese
di un
un terzo
ciazioni di
per evitare
la doppia
imposizione o
oper
per la,
protezione delle pubbliche enmutua protezione
la rclutua,
doppia imposizione
evitare la
per
trate;
accordare ai
propri cittadini
esenzioni
ai residenti
residenti dei Paesi contigui esenzioni
ed ai
cittadini ed
ai propri
(c) accordare
e (c)
trate; e
di
natura personale
personals pia
quelle accordate
amoordate ad altre persone non resiredfavorevoli di quelle
pia favorevoli
di natura
denti.
Articolo X

cittadini oopersone
che rappresentino
Al
viaggiatori di•coramercio
rappresentino cittadini
persone giuridiche
giuridiche
di-commereio she
Ai viaggiatori
ed associazioni
she svolgano
svolgano attivita
attivita di
Contraente che
ciascuna Alta Parte Contraente
di ciascuna,
associazioni di
ed
il
ingresso, durante
lore ingresso,
aftari nell'ambito
nell'ambito dei
sax accordato
accordato al loro
durante ii
territori, sara
propri territori,
dei propri
affari
loro
Contraente ed alla loro
loro uscita
units
Parte Contraente
Alta Parte
dell'altra Alta
territori dell'altra
nei territori
soggiorno nei
lore soggiorno
dai medesimi,
medesimi, un
un trattamento
trattamento non
quello aoordato
se/cordate attualfavorevole di quello
meno favorevole
non meno
dai
mente o
o she
accordato in
in avenire
arvenire ai
ai viaggiatori
commercio di qualsiasi
viaggiatori di commercio
sara accordato
che sara
mente
terzo Passe
riguarda diritti doganali
doganali ed altri diritti eeprivilegi e, suborquanto riguarda
per quanto
Paese per
terzo
dinatamente alle
ecoezioni di cui
dell'Articolo IX, per quanto
3 dell'Articolo
paragrafo 3
cui al paragralo
alle eccezioni
dinatamente
stessi od ai loro eampioni.
a
loro
riguarda tutti
oampioni.
tributi ed oneri applicabili a
tutti iitributi
riguarda
Articolo XI
XI
Articolo
1.
di ciaseuna
ciasouna Alta Parte
godranno nei territori
territori
Oontraente godranno
Parte Oontraente
I cittadini
cittadini di
1. I
dell'altra Alta
Parte Contraente
Oontraente liberta
coseienza e
e liberth
Math di culto
onito e
di coscienza
iberta di
Alta Parte
dell'altra
potranno,
sia
individnalmente
she
collettivamente
od
in
istitnzioni
od
assoolaassooiaistituzioni
potranno, sia individualmente ohe collettivamente od in
delle loro
a causa
zioni religiose,
religiose, ee senza
senza fastidi
fastidi o
muss delie
genere a
qualsiasi genere
molestie di qualsiasi
o molestie
zioni
oredenze religiose,
religiose, eelebrare
fnnzioni sia nelle
nelle loro case,
case, sia in qualunque altro
celebrare funzioni
credenze
edifIcio
purche le
le loro
dottrine o
Ie lore
loro pratiche
pratiche non siano
siano contrarie
contrarie alla
o le
loro dottrine
adatto, purche
edificio adatto,
pubblica morale
od all'ordine
all'ordine pubblico.
pubblico.
morale od
pubblica
2.
Alte Parti
Parti Contraenti
principi della liberta di
di aderire ai prineipi
dichiarano di
Contraenti dichiarano
Le Alte
2. Le
stampa
e
del
libero
scambio
di
informazioni.
A
quest°
fine,i
cittadini eele
le persone
persons
cittadini
questofine,i
A
di
informazioni.
scambio
hbero
e
del
stampa
ginridiehe
associazioni di
di ciasenna
Parte Oontraente
avranno il
ii diritto,
diritto,
Contraente avranno
Alta Parte
ciascuna Alta
ed associazioni
giuridiche ed
nei territori
.Alta Parte
Parte Contraente,
Oontraente, di dedicarsi
attivita quali
quail la
la
dedicarsi ad attivita
dell'altra Alta
territori dell'altra
nei
redazione,
comanicazione e
a ls
la racoolta
raceolts di
di informazioni
informadoni destinate
desdnate ad
ad essere
esaere
la comunicazione
redazione, is
diffuse
las il
godrazum hlberta
north, di
di trasmettere
materiale destinato
trasmettere materiale
e godranno
pubblico, e
il pubblico,
difuse tra
all'estero per
per la
difinsione •a
mezzo della
radio, cinema
cinema ed
ed altri
mud.
altri mezzL
stampa, radio,
della stamps,
a mezzo
sl diffusione
all'estero
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material to be used abroard for
publication by the
pictures,
for publication
the press,
press, radio,
radio, motion pictures,
and other means.
means.

The nationals,
corporations and
and, associations
associations of either
nationals, corporations
either High
High

Contracting
the territories
territories of
the
Contracting Party shall enjoy freedom
freedom of
of publication
publication in the
of the

"Information."

"Information."

Burial of
Burial
of dead.
dead.

Contracting Party, in
accordance with
applicable laws
regulaother High Contracting
in accordance
with the applicable
laws and regulations, upon the same terms as nationals, corporations
associations of such
corporations or associations
such
other High
High. Contracting
Contracting Party. The term
term «
a information
information »,,, as used in this
paragraph, shall include
include all
all forms
written communications,
communications, printed
matter,
paragraph,
forms of written
printed matter,
motion pictures, recordings
recordings and
photographs.
and photographs.
3. The nationals of either High Contracting
Contracting Party shall be permitted
permitted
other High Contracting
within the territories
territories of the
the -other
Contracting Party to bury
bury their dead
dead
according to their religious
customs in suitable
suitable and
convenient placeswhichare
places which are
according
religious customs
and convenient
hereafter be established
or may hereafter
established and maintained
maintained for the purpose,
purpose, subject
subject to
to
the applicable
applicable mortuary and
and sanitary
sanitary laws and
regulations.
and regulations.

Article XII
X.II
Article
for
Civil liability for
injuries or death.

1. The nationals
nationals of either High
High Contracting
of alienage
Contracting Party, regardless
regardless of
alienage
residence, shall
or place
place of residence,
shall be accorded
accorded rights and privileges
favorable
privileges no less favorable
than
than, those accorded to the nationals
nationals of
the other High
Contracting Party,
Party, under
under
of the
High Contracting
laws and regulations
territories of such
High Contracting
regulations within the
the territories
such other High
Contracting Party
Party
that (a)
establish a
civil liability
death, and
and give
give a
right of
of action
action to
to
(a) establish
a civil
liability for
for injury
injury or
or death,
a right

an injured person,
person, or to the relatives,
relatives, heirs, dependents
dependents or personal
personal representative
representative
as the case may be, of aninjured
=injured or deceased
(b)grant to awage
deceased person,
person, or that (b)granttoawage
earner or an individual
receiving salary,
remuneration, or
individual receiving
salary, commission or other remuneration,
or

Compulsory
Compulsory Insurance.
ance.

to his relatives, heirs or dependents,
dependents, as the
the case may be, a
or
a right of action, or
a
compensation or other benefit
apecuniary
pecuniary compensation
benefit or service,
service, on
account of occupational
on account
occupational
disease,
disease, injury or death
death arising out of and
and in
due
in the course of employment
employment or
or due
to the nature of employment.
employment.
2. In
In addition to the rights
and privileges
provided in
in paragraph
rights and
privileges provided
paragraph 11 of
of
this Article, the nationals of either
either High
High Contracting Party shall,
shall, within
within the
territories of the other High
High Contracting
upon terms
terms no
Contracting Party,
Party, be accorded,
accorded, upon
no
favorable than those applicable
less favorable
applicable to nationals
nationals of such other
other High
High Contracting
Contracting
regulations establishing
Party, the benefits of laws and regulations
establishing systems
systems of compulsory
compulsory
insurance, under which
which benefits
benefits are
are paid without an
an individual
individual test
test of
financial
of financial
need: (a) against
against loss of wages or earnings
unemployment or
or
earnings due to old age, unemployment
sickness
(b) against
against loss of financial
sickness or other disability,
disability, or (b)
financial support due to the
death
death of father, husband
husband or other
other person on whom such support
support had depended.
depended.

Article
XIII
Article XIII
Exemption
Exemption from
service in
in armed
service
forces;
forces; exceptions.
exceptions.

1.

The nationals of each
each High Contracting
Party shall
exempt, except
except
Contracting Party
shall be
be exempt,

as otherwise provided
provided in paragraph
paragraph 2
2 of this Article,
Article, from compulsory training
or service
service in the armed forces of the other
other High
High Contracting
Contracting Party, and
and shall
also
contributions in money
also be exempt from all contributions
money or in kind imposed
imposed in lieu
thereof.
lieu thereof.
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I cittadini ee le persone giuridiche
giuridiche ed associazioni
associazioni di ciaseuna
I
ciaseuna Alta Parte
Contraente godranno
liberts di pubblicazione
dell'altra Alta
Contraente
godranno liberta
pubblicazione nei territori
territori dell'altra
regolaimenti vigenti,
Parte Contraente,
Contraente, conformemente
conformemente alle
al% leggi ed ai regolamenti
vigenti, alle
alle stesse
stesse
condizioni
o delle persone
condizioni dei cittadini
cittadini o
persone giuridiche ed associazioni
associazioni di detta
detta altra
altra
Alta Parte Contraente. II
ternine a
a informazioni
informnazioni ) usato nel presente paragrafo
Ii termine
paragrafo
comprendera qualsiasi
comunicazioni scritte, di stampati, di pellicole
comprendera
qualsiasi forma
forma di comunirazioni
cinematografiche, di dischi fonografici
cinematografiche,
fonografici ee di fotografie.
3. I
I cittadini di ciascuna Alta Parte Contraente
Contraente avranno facolta
facolta di seppeli loro morti nei territori dell'altra,
dell'altra Alta
conformemente alle
lire i
Alta Parte Contraente
Contraente conformemente
loro pratiche
e convenie,nti
convenienti che siano o
o possano
pratiche religiose, in luoghi adatti e
possano essere
in avenire
mantenuti a
avvenire adibiti e
emantenuti
a tale scopo purche
osservate le leggi ed i
purche Mono
siano osservate
i
regolamenti
e sanitari vigenti.
regolamenti mortuari e
vigenti.
Articolo XII
XII
1. Ai
Al cittadini
cittadini di ciascuna Alta Parte
Parte Contraente,
Contraente, indipendentemente
indipendentemente dalla

nazionalita straniera
loro nazionalia
straniera o
o dal luogo di residenza,
residenza, saranno
sarann.o acordati
accordati diritti e
e
privilegi non mono
favorevoli di quelli accordati
Alta Parte
Parte
meno favorevoli
accordati ai cittadini
cittadini dell'altra
dell'altra Alta
Contraente, a
Contraente,
a norma delle
delle leggi e
dei regolamenti
regolamenti vigenti
vigenti nei territori
territori della
e dei
della
detta altra Alta Parte Contraente che: (a) stabiliscano
detta•altra
una responsabilita
civil°
stabiliscano una
responsabilita civile
o morte
per lesioni o
rnorte e
eche diano diritto
diritto di azione
alla persona
al parenti,
azione alla
persona lesa od ai
eredi, persone a
a carico
carieo o
o rappresentanti
rappresentanti personali,
a seconda
oasi, di
di una
una
personali, a
seconda dei casi,
persona
concedano ad un
persona lesa o
o deceduta,
deceduta, o
o che (b) cone,edano
sin salariato
salariato od a
a qualsiasi persona che riceva compensi,
compensi, commissioni
commissioni od altra ximunerazione,
Ximunerazione, od
od ai suoi
suoi paparenti,
renti, eredi
eredi o
o persone a
a carico,
seconda dei casi,
casi, un diritto
diritto di
azione od un
sin inearico, a
a seconda
di azione
dennizzo
dennizzo pecuniario
pecuniario od altro beneficio
prestazione per malattia professionale,
professionale,
beneficio o
o prestazione
lesioni
lesioni o
omorte causati dall'impiego
verificatisi durante
durante lo stesso oppore
oppore dovuti
dovnti
dall'impiego eeverificatisi
natura dell'impiego.
alla natura
2. Oltre ai diritti e
privilegi disposti al paragrafo
paragrafo 1
1 del presente
presente Articolo,
Articolo,
e privilegi
saranno aekordati
Parte Contraente,
entro iitertersaranno
accordati ai cittadini di ciascuna
ciascuna Alta
Alta Parte
Oontraente, entro
ritori dell'altra Alta Parte Contraente,
Contraente, a
condizioni non meno
mono favorevoli
favorevoli di
a condizioni
quelle che si applicano ai cittadini
cittadini di detta altra
altra Alta
Contraente, iibenequelle
Alta Parte Oontraente,
benefici concessi da leggi e
eregolamenti
regolamenti eke
sistemi di
obche istituiscono
istituiscono sistemi
di assiourazione
assiourazione obbligatoria, in base
base ai quail
benefloi senza
senza oompiere
quali vengono pagati
pagati benefloi
compiere un'indagine
un'indagine
Bulls
necessita economica
individuale:
eulla necessita
economica individuale:
oontro perdita di salari o
o di altra
retribnzione, dovata
a) contro
altra retribuzione,
dovuta aa veoolliaia,
vecchiaia,
disoocupazione o
od altra,
oppure
disoccupazione
o malattia
malattia od
altra invalidita;
invalidit ; oppure
perdita di
di sostegno
sostegno pecuniario,
pecuniario, dovuta
dovata alia
alla morte
del padre,
padre,
b) contro
contro perdita
morte del
del
persona da cui
del. marito oo di altra persona
cui dipendeva
dipendeva detto sostegno.
sostegno.
Articolo XIII
Articolo
XIII
Parte Contraente
Contraente saranno
saranno dispensati,
dispensati,
1. II cittadini
cittadini di
di ciascuna
ciascuna Alta
Alta Parte
eccetto
diversamente disposto
presente Articolo,
eccetto quanto
quanto diversamente
disposto dal
dal paragrafo
paragrafo 2
2 del presente
Articolo,
dall'addestrame,nto
obbligatorio nelle Forze Armate
Alta
dall'addestramento o
o servizio obbligatorio
Armate dell'altra
dell'altra Alta
Contraente, e
esenti da
tutti i
contributi in
in danaro
danaro od
od
Parte Contraeute,
e saranno
saranno parimente
parimente esenti
da tutti
i contnrbuti
in
imposti in
sostituzione di
di detto
addestramento o
0 servizio.
in nature
natura importi
in sostituzione
detto addestramento
servizio.
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time when
High Contracting
Contracting Parties
2. During
During any
any period
period of
of time
when both of the High
connection with
which there
there is general
compulsory
are, through
through armed
armed action
action in
in connection
with which
general compulsory
service, (a) enforcing
against the same third country
country or countries
countries
enforcing measures
measures against
service,
pursuance of
the maintenance
maintenance of international
international peace
peace and
and
in pursuance
of obligations
obligations for
for the
conducting hostilities against the same third country
country
security, or
or (b) concurrently -conducting
countries, the exemptions
paragraph 11 of this Article
Article shall not
not
exemptions provided in paragraph
or countries,
such an event the nationals of either High Contracting
Contracting
apply. However,
However, in such
Party
territories ofthe
of the otherHigh
other High Contracting
Contracting Party, who
declared
who have not
not declared
Party in the territories
their intention to acquire
acquire the nationality of such other High Contracting
Party, shall be exempt from service
service in the armed
armed forces of such other High
High
Contracting Party
Party if within
of
reasonable period
period of
of time they elect, in lieu of
Contracting
within aa reasonable
such service, to enter the armed
armed forces
forces of the High
High Contracting
Contracting Party of which
which
nationals. In any
any such situation
Contracting Parties will
will
situation the High Contracting
they are nationals.
necessary arrangements
giving effect to the provisions
make the necessary
arrangements for giving
provisions of this
paragraph.
paragraph.

Article XIV
Article
XIV

Duties,
ete.,
Duties, eta

Pb,
Pb, p.
p. 2298.
229

matters relating
relating to (a) customs
1. In all matters
customs duties and subsidiary
subsidiary charges
charges
every kind imposed
imposed on imports or exports and in the method of levying such
of every
such
duties and charges,
charges imposed
imposed in connection
connection
charges, (b) the rules, formalities,
formalities, and charges
through the customs,
customs, and (c) the taxation, sale,
with the clearing of articles
articles through
distribution or use within
within the
the country of
articles and of articles
of imported
imported articles
articles intended
intended
each High
High Contracting
Contracting Party
Party shall accord
accord to
for exportation, each
to articles the growth,
growth,
produce or manufacture
manufacture of
from whatever
whatever
produce
of the other
other High
High Contracting Party,
Party, from
arriving, or to articles
articles destined
destined for exportation
territories of such
such
place arriving,
exportation to the territories
route, treatment
other High Contracting
Contracting Party, by whatever route,
treatment no less favorable
than the treatment
hereafter accorded
accorded to like
articles the
growth, protreatment now or hereafter
like articles
the growth,
duce or manufacture
manufacture of, or destined for,
for, any third country.
2. With respect to the
the matters
matters referred
referred to in paragraph
paragraph 1
1of this Article,
Article,
2.
the nationals,
nationals, corporations
High Contracting
corporations and associations of either High
Contracting Party
shall be accorded, within
within the territories of the other
other High
High Contracting
Contracting Party,
treatment no less favorable
than the
the treatment which is or may
may hereafter be
treatment
favorable than
corporations and
and associations
associations of such other
other High
accorded to the nationals,
nationals, corporations
Contracting Party;
Party ;and with respect
the nationals,
corporations
Contracting
respect to such matters
matters the
nationals, corporations
and associations, vessels and cargoes of either High
High Contracting
Contracting Party shall be
accorded,
accorded, within the territories
territories of the
the other High Contracting
Contracting Party, treatment
treatment
treatment which
accorded to
no less favorable
favorable than the treatment
which is or may hereafter
hereafter be accorded
nationals, corporations
corporations and associations,
associations, vessels and cargoes of
of any third country.
country.
nationals,
restriction of any kind
either
3. No prohibition or restriction
kind shall be imposed by either
High Contracting
Contracting Party on the importation,
sale, distribution or use of any
importation, sale,
manufacture of the other High Contracting
Contracting Party,
article the growth, produce
produce or manufacture
or on the exportation
exportation of any article
article destined for the territories
territories of the other High
Contracting Party,
Party, unless
unless the
the importation,
importation, sale, distribution
distribution or use
use of the like
article
produce or manufacture
article the growth, produce
manufacture of all third
third countries, or the exportation of the like article
prohibited
article to all third countries,
countries, respectively, is similarly
similarly prohibited
or restricted.
restricted.
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2.
Le esenzioni di cui al paragrafo
paragrafo 1
1 del presente
2. Le
present° Articolo
Artie°lo non saranno
applisaranno applicabili
durante quaLsiasi
cabili durante
qualsiasi periodo di tempo in
in. cui entrambe
Alte Parti
entrambe le
le Alte
Parti Contraenti,
Contraenti,
con aziontarmate
azioniarmate in
in connessione
connessione con le quail
quali si ricorra
servizio generale
con
ricorra al servizio
generale obbligatorio:
(a) prendano contro
gatorio :(a)
contro lo stesso terzo
terzo Paese
Paese o
o Paesi
misure in
in adempiadempiPaesi misure
mento di
obblighi per il mantenimento
manta
di obblighi
mantenimento della
della pace o
odella sicurezza
internazion.ale,
sicurezza internazionale,
oppure
conducano contemporaneamenteostilit,
contemporaneamente ostilita contra
oppure (b) conducano
stesso terzo
terzo Paese
Paese
contro lo
lo stesso
o
o Paesi.
i cittadini
In tale eventualita,
eventu.alita, comunque,
comunque, i
cittadini di ciascuna
Alta Parte
Contraente
ciascuna Alta
Parte Contraente
che si trovino nal
nei territori dell'altra
dell'altra Alta Parte Contraente
che
Contraente e
e the
non abbiano
abbiano
che non
dichiarato
intenzione di acquistare la cittadinanza
dichiarato la loro intenzione
detta altra
altra Alta
cittadinanza di detta
Alta
Parte
Contraente, saranno
saranno dispensati
servizio nelle
Parte Contraente,
dispensati dal servizio
nelle Forze Arrnate
di detta
detta
Armate di
altra Alta
Alta Parte Contraente
Contraente purche entro
altra
entre in
ragionevole period°
di tempo
tempo essi
essi
un ragionevole
periodo di
scelgano,
seelgano, in vece
vece di detto servizio, di entrare
entrare nelle
nelle Forze
Form Armate
delP.Alta Parte
Parts
Armate dell'Alta
Contraente di cui sono
Contraente
sotto cittadini.
cittadini. In
In ogni situazione
situazione del genere
genera le
le Alte
Alto Parti
Parti
Contraenti adotteranno
adotteranno le misure necessarie
Contraenti
necessarie per dare esecuzione
alle disposizioni
disposizioni
esecuzione alle
del presente
presente paragrafo.
.Articolo
Articolo XIV
1. In
In tatte
tate le questioni
questioni che si riferiscon.o:.(a)
diritti doganali
doganali ed
ed oneri
otteri
riferiscono: .(a) aa diritti
sussidiari
importazioni od
isussidiari di ogni specie
specie imposti
imposti su importazioni
ad esportazioni
nonche ai
ai metodi
metodi
esportazioni nonche
di
applicazione di detti
detti diritti ed oneri; (b)
formalita ed
di applicazione
(b) alle norme, alle formate,
ed agli oneri
relazione allo sdoganamento
imposti in relazione
sdoganamento di prodotti,
tassazione, alla
prodotti, ee(c)
(c) alla
alla tassazione,
alla venvendistribuzione od all'impiego nel Paese
dita, alla distribuzione
Paese di prodotti
importati e
di
prodotti
prodotti importati
e di prodotti
destinati all'esportazione,
all'esportazione, ciascuna
ciascana Alta Parte
Parte Contraente
accordere, ai
ai prodotti
Contraente accordera
prodotti
naturali, coltivati
o manufatti
coltivati o
manufatti dell'altra Alta
Parte Contraentc,
Contraente, da
da qualunque
qualunque
Alta Parte
luogo giungano,
all'esportazione verso iiterritori
luogo
giun,gano, od ai prodotti
prodotti destinati
destinati alresportazione
territori di
di essa,
essa,
per qualsiasi via, in
un trattamento
trattamento non meno favorevole
favorevole di
di quello
quell° accordato
accordato
attualmente
o the
che sara
attualmente o
sari accordato
accordato in avvenire
avvenire ad ugmli
naturali, colticoltiuguali prodotti
prodotti naturali,
vati oo manufatti
manufatti di qualsiasi terzo
terzo Paese
Paese o
o destinati
destiaati ad
ad esso.
esso.
2. Per quanto
materie di cui al paragrafo
quanta riguarda le materie
presente Articolo,
.Artieolo o
paragrafo 1
1 del
del presente
ai cittadini ee alle persone
person° giuridiche
associazioni di
di ciascuna
ciascuna Alta
Alta Parte
Parte
giuridiche ed associazioni
Contraente
sara accordato, entro iiterritori dell'altra
Contraente sat*
dell'altra Alta Parte Contraente,
Contraente, un
in
trattamento non meno
mono favorevole di quell°
accordato o
che potra
potra, essere
essere accoraccorquello accordato
o che
dato in avvenire
cittadini eealle persone
avvenire ai cittadini
persona giuridiche
giuridiche ed
di detta
detta
ed associazioni
associazioni di
altra Alta Parte Contraente;
Contraente; e
e per quanto
quanta concerne
concerne tali questioni,
questioni, ai cittadini,
cittadini,
alle persone
persona giaridiche
giuridiche ed associazioni, alle n.avi
ai carichi
carichi di
di ciascuna
ciascuna Alta
Alta
navi ed
ed ai
Parte Contraente
sara accordato, nei territori
territori dell'altra
dell'altra Alta Parte Contraente,
Parte
Contraente sar4
un trattamento
trattamento non meno favorevole di
di quello
quell° accordato
che potra
potra essere
essere
accordato oo che
accordato
accordato in avwenire
avvenire ai cittadini, alle persone
persona giuridiche
associazioni, alle
giuridiche ed
ed associazioni,
alle
navi ed ai carichi
carichi di qualsiasi
qualsiasi terzo Paese.
3. Non potranno
potranno essere impost!
due Alte
Alta Parti
Parti Contraenti
Contraenti
imposti da
da nessuna
nessnna della
delle due
divieti o
o restrizioni di qualsiasi genere
genera relativi
all'importazione, alla
alla vendita,
relativi all'importazione,
vendita,
alla distribuzione
distribuzione od all'impiego di qualanque
qualanque prodotto
prodotto naturale,
naturale, coltivato
coltivato oo
manufatto
dall'altra Alta Parte Contraente
manufatto da,ll'altra
Contraente od
all'esportazione di
di qualbiasi
qualbiasi
od all'esportazione
destinato ai tenitori
prodotto destinato
medesima, a
ameno
mono che
the l'importazione,
l'importazione, la
In
territori della
della medesima,
vendita,
la distribuzione oo l'impiego di uguali prodotti naturali,
vendita, In
natural!, coltivati
coltivati oo
manufatti di ogni terzo Passe,
Paese, oppure, rispettivamente,
di uguali
uguali
rispettivamente, l'esportazione
l'esportazione di
prodotti verso ogni terzo
sia del pari proibita
terzo Paese, sin
proibita o
soggetta a
arestrizioni.
restririoni.
o soggetta
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If
Party imposes
imposes any quantitative
quantitative regulation,
regulation,
If either High
High Contracting
Contracting Party

whether
through quotas,
quotas, licenses
measures, on the
the
licenses or
or other measures,
effective through
whether made
made effective
importation
or exportation
exportation of
any article,
article, or
on the
the sale,
sale, distribution
distribution or
or use
use of
of
of any
or on
importation or
any
imported article,
as a
give public
public notice
of the
the total
total
notice of
rule give
it shall
shall as
a general
general rule
article, it
any imported
quantity or
value of
such article
article permitted
permitted to
imported, exported,
exported, sold,
sold, distridistrito be
be imported,
or value
of such
quantity
period, and of
quantity or
or
of any change
change in such
such quantity
specified period,
buted or used
used during
during aa specified
value. Furthermore,
Contracting Party allots to any third
Furthermore, if either High Contracting
country
share of
such total quantity
quantity or value
other
value of any article in which the other
a share
of such
country a
Contracting Party
Party has an
an important
important interest,
general rule allot
allot
interest, it shall as aageneral
High Contracting
Party a
a share
share of
of such total quantity or value
to such other High
High Contracting
Contracting Party
proportion of
quantity or value supplied
supplied by,
the
by, or in the
of the total quantity
based upon the proportion
case of exports a
a share based upon the proportion
proportion exported
exported to, the territories
territories of
case
High. Contracting
during a
representative period,
period,
a previous
previous representative
Contracting Party during
such other
other High
practicable of any special factors which may
may
account being taken in so far as practicable
trade in
provisions of
affecting the
the trade
in that
that article. The provisions
have affected
affected or
or may
may be
be affecting
this paragraph
paragraph relating to imported
imported articles shall
shall also apply in respect
respect of the
quantity.or
value of any
any article
article permitted
imported free of duty
duty or tax, or
permitted to be imported
quantity-or value
duty or tax imposed on imports
at a
a lower rate of duty or tax than the rate of duty
value.
in excess of such quantity
quantity or value.
5. If either
either High Contracting
Party requires
requires documentary
documentary proof
proof of origin
origin
Contracting Party
of imported articles,
requirements imposed
therefor shall be reasonable
reasonable
articles, the requirements
imposed therefor
and shall not be such
such as to constitute
constitute an unnecessary
hindrance.to indirect trade.
unnecessary hindrance.to

Article XV
Publication
Publication of laws,
regulations, etc.

1. Laws, regulations
regulations of
of administrative
administrative authorities
authorities and decisions of administrative
authorities of each
Party that have
have
nistrative or judicial authorities
each High Contracting
Contracting Party
general application
application and that
that pertain
articles for customs
pertain to the classification
classification of articles
purposes or to rates of duty shall be published
to
published promptly in such aa manner as to
enable
enable traders to become
become acquainted
acquainted with them. Such laws,
laws, regulations
regulations and
decisions
uniformly at all ports of each High
decisions shall be applied
applied uniformly
High Contracting
Contracting Party,
except
otherwise specifically
specifically provided
except as otherwise
provided for in statutes of the United States of
the importation
importation of articles
into its insular
insular territories
territories
America with respect to the
articles into
and possessions.
and
2. No administrative
administrative ruling by the United
States of America
effecting
United States
America effecting
advances in rates of duties or charges
advances
charges applicable
established and un;uniapplicable under an established
originating in the territories
form practice to imports originating
territories of the Italian Republic,
Republic,
or imposing any
any new requirement
requirement with respect
respect to such importations,
shall as a
importations, shall
a
produce or manufacture
manufacture of the
general rule be applied to articles the growth,
growth, produce
Italian Republic
Republic already en route at the time
time of publication
publication thereof
thereof in accoraccorparagraph; reciprocally,
administrative ruling by
dance with the preceding
preceding paragraph;
reciprocally, no administrative
Republic effecting
the Italian Republic
effecting advances
advances in rates
rates of duties or charges applicable
applicable
under
uniform practice
under an established
established, and uniform
practice to imports originating
originating in the
the territories of the United States of America,
imposing any
any new
new requirement
requirement with
with
America, or imposing
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4. Qualora
Qualora una delle
della due Alto
Ale Parti
Parti Contraenti
Contraenti imponga
imponga qualsiasi
qualsiasi concontrollo quan.titativo,
quantitative, mediante con.tingenti,
altre misure,
sull'importacontingenti, loam
licenze ad
od altre
misure, sull'importazione o
sull'esportazione di qualsiasi prodotto,
o sull'esportazione
prodotto, o
vendita, distribuzione
o sulla
sulla vendita,
distribuzione
od impiego di qualsiasi prodotto importato, render&
rendera di pubblica
pubblica raglan°,
ragione, quale
quale
la quantitit
quantita od il
norma generale, In
U valore
valore global
detto prodotto
prodotto ammesso
ammesso alla
alla
globali di
di detto
importazione,
all'esportazione, alla
importazione, all'esportazione,
alma, vendita,
vendita, alla
alla distribuzione
di,stribuzione od
od all'impiego
all'impiego
durante
di tempo determinate,
durante un periodo di
determinate, come pure qualsiasi
variazion.e della
qualsiasi variazione
della
detta quantita oo del detto valor°.
valore. Inoltre,
InoItre, qualora
della due
due Alte
Alto Parti
Parti
qualora una
una delle
Contraenti
Contraenti assegni
assegai a
a qualsiasi terzo
terzo Paese una quota
quantite, o
del valore
valore
quota della
della quantita
o del
globali di quaLsiasi
global
qualsiasi prodotto per il quale
quaIe Paltra
Contraente abbia
abbia un
un
l'altra Alta
Alta Parte
Parte Contraente
considerevole interesse,
considerevole
interesse, assegnera,
assegnera, come norma
norma generale,
generale, a
detta altra
Alta Parte
a detta
altra Alta
Parte
Contraente
Contraente una quota di tale quantita o
ovalore
valor° globali
global su una
base proporzionale
una base
proporzionale
alia
alla quantita
quantita od al valore globali
global forniti dai territori
territori della
stessa, o,
o, nel
caso di
della stessa,
nel case
di
esportazione,
proporzionale alla quantita
esportazione, su una base proporzionale
quantita ad
al valore
esporod al
valore globali
globali esportati verso i
i territori di detta
detta, altra Alta Parte C,ontraente,
durante un
m precedente
precedent°
Contraente, durante
periodo
conto per quanta
periodo di tempo rappresentativo,
rappresentativo, tenendo canto
quanto possible
possibile di
di ogni
ogni
fattore speciale
influisca sul commercio
special° che possa aver influito
iniluito od in.fluisca
commercio del
prodotto
del prodotto
di cui si tratta.
tratta. Le disposizioni
paragrafo, relative
relative ai
al prodotti
prodotti impordisposizioni del present°
presente paragrafo,
importati, si applicheranno
applicheranno anche per quanto
quanta riguarda
riguarda In
quantita od
od il
valore di
di
la quantita
il valore
qualsiasi
qualsiasi prodotto di cui sia
sin ammessa
anmmessa Pimporta,zione
in esenzione
esenzione da
dazi
l'importazione in
da dazi o
tributi, ooche sia
a diritti
doganali ootributi
sin soggetto a
diritti doganali
tributi inferiori a
a quelli
quell applicabili
applicabili
sulle importazioni
importazioni eccedenti la predetta
predetta quantita
quantita oovalore.
valore.
5. Qualora
Alte Parti
6.
Qualora una delle
della due Alto
Parti Contraenti richieda
In prova
prova documendocumenrichieda la
tale dell'origine dei
del prodotti importati, le prescrizioni
prescrizioni al
riguar,
do saranno
saranno ragioragioal riguardo
nevoli eenon saranno
tall da costituire
costituire nei confronti
naval
saranno tali
confrouti del commercio
commercio indiretto
indiretto
un intralcio non necessario.
Articolo XV
Articolo
XV

i regolamenti
1. Le leggi,
leggi, i
regolamenti delle
della autorita
amrninistrative e
ele
le decisioni
decisioni idelle
clelle
autorita amministrative

autorita amministrative
amministrative oogiudiziarie di ciascuna
autorita
Parte Contraente
Contraente che
che siano
siano
ciascuna Alta
Alta Parte

di applicazione
applicazione general
e che si riferiscano
generale e
riferiscano alla
alla classificazione
classifIcazione doganale
del
doganale dei
prodotti
ai diritti daziari,
prodotti od al
daziari, saranno pubblicati
pubblicati solleeitamente
in mode
tale
sollecitamente in
mode tale
da
in mattere
matter° iicommercianti
commercianti in grade
grado di venirne a
conoscenza. Tall
Tali leggi,
leggi, regolaregolaa conoscenza.
menti e
odecisioni
decisioni saranno
saranno applicati in mode
modo uniforme
eiaseuna
uniforme in tntti
tutti iIporti
porti di
di ciascuna
Parto Contraente,
Alta Parte
Contraente, salvo
salvo quanta
altrimenti disposto
speciflcamento nella
nella
quanto altrimenti
disposto specificamento
legislazione degli Stati
Stall Uniti d'America
d'America per
riguarda
Pimportazione
di
per quanta
quanto riguarda l'importazione di
prodotti nei propri territori e
possedimenti insulari
insularL
e possedimenti
2. Nessuna
Nessuna disposizione amministrativa
amministrativa degli Stati Uniti
Uniti d'America
d'.America che
che
stabilisca Paumento
l'aumento di diritti daziari
sistema
daziari od altri
altri oneri
oneri applicabili
applicabili con
con sistema
uniforme nile
stabile ed uniform°
importazioni originarie
originaric del
territori della
della Bepubblica
Repubblica
alle importazioni
dei territori
Italiana,
imponga qualsiasi altro nuovo
Italians, o
o che imponga
nuovo requisite
requisito rispetto
rispetto a
dette impora dette
importazioni, sara, come regola generale,
generale, applicata
applicata a
natural, coltivati
a prodotti naturali,
coltivati oo
manufatti
Repubblica Italiana che si
manufatti della Repubblica
trovino gia
gia in
in viaggio
viaggio alla
data di
di
si trovino
alia data
pubblicazione della disposizione suddetta aa norma del precedent°
pubblicazione
paragrafo;
precedente paragrafo;
reciprocamente nessuna
disposizione anaministrativa
amministrativa della Repubblica
reciprocamente
nesstma disposizione
Italians
Repubblica Italiana
ehe stabilisca Paumento
l'aumento di diritti daziari
che
otteri applicabili
applicabili con
con sistema
sistema
daziari od
od altri
altri oneri
stabile ed uniforme
tmiforme alle importazioni
importazioni originarie
dei territori degli
degli Stati
Stati Uniti
originarie dei
Uniti
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respect to such importations,
importations, shall as a
a general rule
rule be applied to
articles the
to articles

Fines and penalties.

growth,
States of America
already en
en
growth, produce or
or manufacture
manufacture of
of the United
United States
America already
route at the time of publication
publication thereof
preceding pararoute
thereof in
in accordance
accordance with
with the preceding
graph. However, if
Contracting Party
customarily exempts from
graph.
if either
either High Contracting
Party customarily
such
or increased.
articles entered
entered for
for consumption
or withdrawn
withdrawn
such new
new or
increased obligations
obligations articles
consumption or
warehouse for consumption
consumption during a
a period of thirty
days after
after the
from warehouse
thirty days
the date
date
of such publication,
publication, such practice
practice shall
full compliance
compliance by
such
shall be considered
considered full
by such
High
paragraph. The
provisions of
of this
this paragraph
paragraph
High Contracting
Contracting Party
Party with
with this
this paragraph.
The provisions
shall not apply
apply to administrative
countervailing
administrative orders imposing antidumping
antidumping or countervailing
duties or relating to regulations
the protection
protection of
of human,
regulations for the
human, animal
animal or
or
plant
relating to
public safety,
giving effect
judicial
plant life or health,
health, or
or relating
to public
safety, or
or giving
effect to
to judicial
decisions.
3.
High Contracting
Contracting Party shall provide
administrative or
3. Each
Each High
provide 801310
some administrative
or
judicial procedure
under which
which the
corporations and associations
associations of
of
procedure under
the nationals,
nationals, corporations
the other High Contracting
Contracting Party, and importers
importers of articles
the growth,
growth, produce
articles the
produce
Contracting Party,
permitted to
to
or manufacture
manufacture of
of such
such other High
High Contracting
Party, shall be permitted
the customs
customs authorappeal against fines and
and penalties
penalties imposed
imposed upon
upon them
them by
by the
authorities, confiscations
confiscations by such authorities
authorities and rulings
rulings of such
such authorities
authorities on questions
questions
classification and of valuation
customs purposes.
purposes.
of customs classification
valuation of articles for customs
Greater
Greater than nominal
nominal penalties
penalties shall
8lall not be imposed
either High Contracting
imposed by either
connection with any importation
importation by the
Party in connection
the nationals,
nationals, corporations
corporations or
or
associations of the other
other High Contracting
Contracting Party, or in connection with
with the
associations
importation
growth, produce
produce or manufacture
manufacture of
importation of articles the growth,
of such other High
Contracting Party, because
errors in
obviously'
Contracting
because of errors
in documentation
documentation which
which are obviously
clerical in origin or
regard to
which good
good faith
can be
he established.
established.
clerical
or with regard
to which
faith can
4. Each High Contracting
Contracting Party will accord sympathetic
sympathetic consideration
consideration
representations as
Contracting Party
Party may
make with
with
to such representations
as the
the other High Contracting
may make
respect
respect to the operation or administration of import or export
export prohibitions
prohibitions or
or
restrictions,
quantitative regulations,
customs regulations
regulations or
or formalities,
formalities, or
or
restrictions, quantitative
regulations, customs
sanitary
laws or regulations
sanitary laws,
regulations for the protection
animal or plant life
protection of human, animal
or health.

Article XVI
XVI
Internal taxation,
taxation,
ale, distribution,
distribution, etc.
ale,
etc.

Poe,
p. 2300
2300.*
Port. 1).

1. Articles
Articles the growth,
growth, produce or manufacture
1.
manufacture of either
either High
High ContracContracting Party, imported into the territories
Sigh Contracting
Contracting Party;
territories of the other
other High
Party,
treatment with respect to all matters
shall be accorded treatment
matters affecting
affecting internal
internal taxation, or the sale, distribution or use within
such territories,
territories, no
lees favorable
favorable than
than
tion,
within such
no less
may hereafter
accorded to like articles
national
the treatment which is or may
hereafter be accorded
articles of national
origin.
origin.
2. Articles
Articles grown,
grown, produced
produced or manufactured
manufactured within
within the
territories of
the territories
of
either High Contracting Party in whole or in part
part by nationals,
nationals, corporations
associations of the other YU&
High Contracting
Contracting Party,
and associations
Party, or by corporations
corporations and
and
associations of the High Contracting
Contracting Party within
within the territories
which such
territories of which
such
rticles are grown, produced or marrafactqred
mamnfactured which
articles
which are
controlled by nationals,
nationals,
ae controlled
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d'America,
requisito rispetto a
a dette impord'Anierica, o
oche imponga
imponga qnalsiasi
quandasi altro nuovo
move requisite
sara, come regola generale, applicata
o
tazioni, tiara,
applicata a
a prodotti
prodotti naturali,
natural', coltivati o
manufatti degli Stati Uniti
lJniti d'America
d'America che si
Si trovino gin
gia in viaggio
viaggio alla
alla data
data di
di
pubblicaziqne della disposizione
disposizione suddetta a
precedente paragrafo.
pubblieoriene
a norma
norms del precedent°
paragrafo.
Tuttavia, se una delle
Alte Parti Contraenti
Tattavia,
della dne
due Alto
Contraenti normalmente
normalmente esonera
esonera da tali
nuove oo maggiorate
maggiorate obbligazioni
consume o
obbligazioni i
i prodotti importati per
per il
il consumo
o ritirati
ritirati
dai magazzini
magazzini per il consumo
entro un
dal
con.sumo entre
umi periodo di
dulls
di tempo
tempo di
di trenta
trenta giorni dalla
data della predetta
pubblicazione, s'intendera
s'intenderA con questa prassi pienamente
pienamente
predetta pubblicazione,
soddisfatto do
da parte di detta Alta Porte
Parte Contraente
socldisfatto
Contraente il
ii disposto del
del presente
present°
paragrafo. Le disposizioni del present°
presente paragrafo
paragrafo.
paragrafe non si applicheranno
applicheranuo aa proweprovvedimenti arandn'strativi
amministrativi che impongano
dimonti
impongano dazi anti-dumping
compensativi o
o
anti-dumping o
o compensativi
ehe
Si riferiscano
regolamenti per
in protezione
protezione della
che si
riferiscano a
a regolamenti
per la
della vitae
vita e della
della sanita
sanith umana,
nimans,
animale o
o vegetale
vegetale o
Si riferiscano
eseo die
che si
riferiscano alla sicurezza
sicurezza pubblita
pubblica ooche diano
diane esecluione a
euzione
deeisioni giudiziarie.
a decisioni
gindiziarie.
proeedura
3. Ciaseuna
Ciascuna Alta Porte
Parte Contraente
Contraente provvedera
provedera ad
ad istituire
istituire una
una procedura
arandristrativa o
eittadini e
ele
amministrativa
o gtacliziaria
gmdiziaria a
a norma
norma della
della quale
quale i
i cittadini
le persona
persone giurigmriassociazioni dell'altra
dell'altra Alta
Alta Parte
Porte Contraente
Contraente nonche
nonche gli
gli importatori
diehe ed
ed associazioni
importatori
di prodotti naturali,
o manufatti di detta altra Alta Parte Contraeate,
Contraente,
natural", coltivati o
facola di appellarsi
essi imposte.
dalle
avranno- faoolth
appellarsi contra
oontro le
le raulte
multe ee penalita
penalita ad
ad essi
imposte dalo
Antorita deganali,
doganali, contro
confische eseguite dalle
Autoritli
contra le confusche
dab edette autoritia
metro le
autorito e
e contro
decisioni
delle stesse
su question'
questioni di classifcazione
decision' delie
stone on
classificazione doganale
doganale e
edi
di
di valutazione
valutazione di
prodotti a
a scopo
scope doganale.
doganale. Nel case di errori che siano
slam) manitestaraente
dovati aa
manifestamente dovuti
aviste
sviste materiali
Rolla compilazione
documentazione o
si quail
materiali nella
compilazione delta
della documentazione
o rispetto
rispetto ai
quali
possa
in buena
nessuna dole
Alto Parti Contraenti
posss essere
essere provata
provata la
buona lode,
fede, nessnna
delle due
due Alte
Contraenti
imporra
penalita the
superino un
tratti
imporrh penalita
che superino
nn import°
importo puramente
puramente nominal°
nominale quando
quando si
si tratti
di qualaiasi
da parte di cittadini
qualsiasi importazione do
cittadini o
odi person°
giuridiche ed associaassociapersone ginridiche
sioni
Parte Contraente
Contraente o
o quando Si
zioni dell'altra Alta Porte
importazione di
si tratti della importazione
di
o manufatti
Alta Parte
Porte Oontraente.
Continent°.
prodotti natural,
naturali, coltivati
coltivati o
manufatti dell'altra
dell'altra Alta
4.
Contraente esaminera,
quelle OBeerosser4. Ciasewia
Ciascuna Alta
Alta Porte
Parte Contraente
esaminerk benevobnente
benevolmente quele
essere fatte dall'altra
Parte Contraente
riguardo al
vazioni che
che potranno
potranno essere
dall'altra Alta
Alta Parte
Contraente riguardo
al
funnonamento
tamdonamento od all'applicazione
all'applicazione di divieti
all'importaziorte od
divieti oo restrizioni all'importazlone
od
eeportazione,
oppare
esportazione, di
di contingentamenti,
contingentamenti, di
di negolanaenti
regolamenti oo formalita
formalita doganali,
doganali, oppure
di
oregolamenti
sanitari per
la protezione
odella
della sanita
sanith nmana,
ninana,
di leggi o
regolamenti sanitari
per la
protezione della
della vita
vita o
stem&
animale o
o vegetale.
vegetale.
Artieolo
XV1
Articolo XVI
1. Ai
Al prodotti
prodotti naturali,
°Weans Alta
Porte Contra:.
1.
naturali, ooltivatiomanufatti
ooltivati o manufatti di
di ciascuna
Alta Parte
Oontrasate, importati
importati nei
territori dell'altra
dell'altra Alta
ente,
nei territori
Alta Porte
Parte Contraente,
Contraente, ear&
sar8 mandato,
aocordato,
tune le
Ic materie
materie ehe
rigeardanoitributi
In vendita,
vendita, In
rispetto aatutte
che riguardano
i tributi intend,
interni, o
o la
la distridistribuzione
Paso entro tali territori,
territori, un
trattamento non
favorevole di
bueione o
o l'uso
un trattamento
non mono
meno favorevole
di quell°
quello
aeoordato o
o che
eke potra
potrit essere
essere aecordato
sooordato
aecordato in avvenire
avwenire aaprodotti
prodotti nguali
nguali di
di origine
nazionale.
naionale.
2.
ease prodotti
prodotti naturali,
naturaii, coltivatiomannfatti,
prodotte in
2. Ale
Alle morel,
merci, piano
siano esse
coltivati o manufatti, prodotte
in
tatto
parte entro
entroiterritori
nun delle
delle due Alto
Alta Parti Contraenti da
do
tutto od
od in
in parte
i territori di
di una
oittadini
da persona
giaridiebe ed
ed associazioni
Alta Parte
Contraente,
oittadini eeda
persone giuridiohe
associazioni dell'altra
dell'altra Alta
Parte Contraente,
persona giuridiehe
dell'Alta Parte
Porte Oontraente
Contraente nei
- eppare
oppure do
da persone
giuridiche ed
ed assoeiazioni
assoiazioni dell'Alta
nei
Dui territoi
territori avviene
ovvieno Jo
eontrollate da
do oittadini
eittadinie
do
oi
Is prodmione,
produzione, le
le quail
quali siano
lano controllate
e da
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corporations and
and associations
associations of
the other
Contracting Party,
shall be
Party, shall
be
corporations
of the
other High
High Contracting
accorded
such territories
territories treatment
with respect
to all
all matters
matters affecting
affecting
treatment with
respect to
accorded within
within such
internal taxation,
taxation, or
or the
the sale,
sale, distribution
distribution or
or use
therein, or
or exportation
exportation therethereuse therein,
internal
from, no
less favorable
or hereafter
hereafter accorded
accorded to
to like
like
than the
the treatment
treatment now
now or
no less
favorable than
from,
articles grown,
grown, produced
or manufactured
manufactured therein
in part
part by
by nationnationin whole
whole or
or in
therein in
articles
produced or
associations of the High Contracting
Contracting Party within the
and associations
als, corporations
corporations and,
territories of
of which
are grown,
by
articles are
grown, produced
produced or manufactured,
manufactured, or by
territories
which the
the articles
corporations and associations
High Contracting
Contracting Party which are conassociations of
of such
such High
corporations
trolled by
nationals, corporations
and associations.
associations. The
articles specified
specified
The articles
by such
such nationals,
corporations and
trolled
in
any case
receive treatment
treatment less
not in
in any
case receive
less favorable
in the preceding
preceding sentence
sentence shall not
than the
hereafter be accorded
accorded to like
like articles
grown,
articles grown,
which is or may hereafter
than
the treatment
treatment which
produced or
manufactured in
part by
nationals, corporations
corporations and
whole or
or in part
by nationals,
or manufactured
in whole
produced
associations of
any third
third country,
country, or
or by
by corporations
and associations
associations controlled
controlled
corporations and
associations
of any
by
such nationals,
nationals, corporations
and associations.
associations.
by such
corporations and
matters relating to export bounties, customs drawbacks
drawbacks and,the
andsthe
3. In
In all matters
warehousing
intended. for
for exportation,
of articles
articles intended
exportation, the nationals,
nationals, corporations
warehousing of
associations of
accorded within
within
High Contracting
Contracting Party
Party shall
shall be accorded
and associations
of either
either High
the territories
territories of the other High Contracting
Contracting Party treatment
treatment no less favorable
favorable
than the treatment
treatment which is or may hereafter
be accorded
accorded to the nationals,
nationals,
hereafter be
corporations
associations of such other High Contracting
Contracting Party.
corporations and associations

XVII
Article XVII
Control of financial
transactions.
transactions.

1. The treatment
treatment prescribed
prescribed in this Article shall apply to all forms!
forms of
the availability
control of financial transactions,
transactions, including
including (a) limitations
limitations upon the
availability
transactions, (b) rates
rates of exchange,
exchange, and
and (c)
(e)
of media necessary
necessary to effect such transactions,
prohibitions, restrictions,
delays, taxes, charges
charges and
penalties on such transtransprohibitions,
restrictions, delays,
and penalties
actions ;and shall apply whether a
a transaction
through
actions;
transaction takes place directly, or through
As used
this Article,
term «
finanan intermediary
intermediary in
in another
another country.
country. As
used in
in this
Article, the
the term
4 finanpayments and transfers of funds
funds
cial transactions
transactions ,» means all international
international payments
effected
currencies, securities,
effected through the medium
medium of currencies,
securities, bank
bank deposits,
deposits, dealings
dealings
foreign exchange
arrangements, regardless
regardless of the purpose
in foreign
exchange or other financial
financial arrangements,
or nature
nature of such payments
and transfers.
payments and
transfers.
High ContracContrac2. Financial transactions
transactions between the territories
territories of the two High
each High
Contracting Party
Party treatment
treatment on['
°JIM
ting Parties shall be accorded
accorded by each
High Contracting
that now
hereafter accorded
transactions between
less favorable
favorable than that
now or hereafter
accorded to like transactions
between
the territories
territories Of
of such High
High Contracting
Contracting Party and
and the territories
territories of any third
country.
associations of either High Contracting
Contracting
3. Nationals,
Nationals, corporations
corporations and associations
Party shall be accorded
accorded by the other Et&
treatment no less
High Contracting Party treatment
favorable than that now or hereafter accorded
accorded to nationals,
nationals, corporations
corporations and
associations
associations of such other
other High Contracting
Contracting Party and no less favorable
favorable than
hereafter accorded
nationals, corporations
and associations
of
that now or hereafter
accorded to nationals,
corporations and
associations of
any third country, with respect to financial
financial transactions between the territories
of the two High Contracting
Parties or between
territories of such
such other
Contracting Parties
between the territories
other
High Contracting Party and of any third country.
country.

"on" should read "no".
aThe word "on"
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persone giuridiehe
giuridiehe ed associazioni
associazioni dell'altra
dell'altra Alta
Alta Parte
Parte Contraente
Contraente

se-, sari
sara ac-

cordato entro
entro i
i detti
detti territori, rispetto a
a tutte le materie relative
cordate
al tributi
tributi interni
relative ai
interni

od
vendita, distribuzione
od alia
ails vendita,
distribuzione od uso in tall
tali territori o
o ails
alla esportazione
esportazione dai
dai
medesimi,
medesimi, un trattanento
trattamento non tneno
meno favorevole
favorevole di quello
quell° aceordato
attualmente o
aecordato attualmente
o
che tiara
sara accordato
accordato in avvenire a
tmerci ivi prodotte
prodotte in tutto
che
amerei
od in
da cittadini
tutto od
in paste
parte da
cittadini
e da persone
associazioni dell'Alta
e
persone giuridiche
giuridiche ed associazioni
dell'Alta Parte
Parte Contraente
Contraente nei
nei cui
cui territori
territori
avviene
produzione oppure da persone
avviene la produzione
persone giuridiche
detta Alta
Alta
giuridiche ed
ed associazioni
associazioni di
di detta
Parte Contraente
Contraente le quali
quail siano controllate da propri
cittadini o
oda
da proprie
propri cittadini
proprie persopersone
ne giuridiche
giuridiche ed associazioni. Le merci
tnerci specificate
specificate nella
nella frage
frase preeedente
precedente non
non
riceveranno
caso un
un trattamtento
quello aceordato
riceveranno in
in alcun
alcun caso
trattaraento meno favorevole
favorevole di quell°
accordato oo
che
essere accordato in avvenire
che potra
pota essere
avvenire a
amerci
tnerei wish
uguali (prodotti
(prodotti naturali,
naturali, coltivati
coltivati
o manufatti) prodotte
o
prodotte in tutto od in parte da cittadini e
persone giuridiche
e da
da persone
giuridiche
ed associazioni
associazioni di qualsiasi terzo Paese oppure
oppum da persone
persone giuridiche
giuridiche ed
ed associaassociazioni controllate
controllate da tali cittadini o
o da tali
giuridiche ed
tali persone
persone giuridiche
ed associazioni.
associazioni
3. In
In tutte le materie relative
relative a
di esportazione,
restituzione di
a premi di
esportazione, alla
ala restituzione
di
diritti doganali ed alla
mnagazzino di prodotti
diritti
aLla custodia in tnagazzino
destinati all'esportaall'esportaprodotti destinati
zione sat*
sara accordato ai cittadini eealle persone
giuridiche ed
ed associazioni
di ciascuclampersone giuridiche
associazioni di
na Alta Parte Contraente,
Contraente, entro iiterritori dell'altra
Contraente, un
tut
dell'altra Alta
Alta Parte
Parte Contraente,
trattamento non meno favorevole di quello accordato o
trattamento
cite potra
potra essere
essere acoordato
accordato
o che
in awvvenire
alle persone giuridiche
in
avvenire ai cittadini
cittadini e
e silo
giuridiche ed
associazioni di
di detta
ed associazioni
detta altra
altra
Alta Parte Oontraente.
Oontraente.
Artioolo
XVII
Articolo XVII

1.
II trattamento
1. 11
trattamento prescritto
prescritto in questo
quest° articolo Si
applichera a
a qualsiasi
qualsiasi
si applichera
forma di central°
controllo su operazioni
operazioni finanziarie,
finanziarie, ivi
incluse: (a)
(a) linitazione
limitazione della
dells
ivi incluse:
disponibilitk dei
necessari per effettuare
effettuare tali operazioni;
disponibilita
dei Inezzi
lnezzi neeessari
operazioni; (b)
(b) tassi di
di camcambio
e (o)
(o) divieti, restrizioni, ritardi, tributi, oneri e
bio ;;e
perianth au
tali operazioni
e penalita
su tali
operazioni;;
e Si
si applichera
applichera sin
sia che un'operazione
un'operazione avvenga
e
che attraverso
un
avvenga direttamente
direttamente che
attraverso un
intermnediario
II termine aoperazioni
interMediario in un altro Paese.
Paese. 11
operazioni finanziarie
usato nel
net
finanziarie usato
presente
articolo significhera trati
tutti iipagamenti
present° artieolo
psgamenti internazionali
intemazionali eetrasferimenti
trasferimenti di
di
fondi efrettuati
effettuati a
a mezzo
mezzo di danaro, titoli, depositi
depositi bancari,
negoziazioni in
in
bancari, negoziazioni
o altri aeoordi
finanziari, presoindendo
valuta esters o
aecordi finanziari,
preseindendo dallo
dello scope
seep° o
oDatum
di detti
natura di
detti
pagamenti
o traferimenti.
pagaMenti o
trasferiMenti.
2. Alle operazioni
fra i
i territori dole
2.
operazioni finanziarie
flnanziarie Ira
Oontraenti
delle due Alto
Alte Part!
Parti Oontraenti
sara
sara accordato
accordato da ciasouna
damns Alta Parte Contraente
Contraente un
nn trattamento
trattamento non
non mono
meno
favorevole
aoeordato attualmente
favorevole di quelo
quell() accordato
attnalmente o
o che
oho sara
mat% aocordato
accordato in
in avvenire
avvenire
ad ngnali
uguali operazioni
i territori di detta Parte
operazioni fra
fraiterritori
Parte Contraente
editerritori
di
Contraente ed
i territori di
qualsiasi terzo Paese.
qualsiasi
Paese.
3. Ai
e ale
alle persone
persone giuridiche
Al cittadini e
giuridiche ed associazioni
di ciasenna
Alta
associazioni di
ciascuna Alta
Parte Contraente
Contraente sara accordato
accordato dall'altra
dall'altra Alta Parte Contraente
Contraente nn
un trattamento
trattamento
non meno favorevole
favorevole di quello
quell° accordato attualmente
attnalmente o
o che
che garb,
accordato in
in
sari accordato
avvenire ai cittadini e
e ale
alle persone
persone giuridiche ed
associazioni di
data
Alta
Parte
ed associazioni
di detta Alta Parte
Contraente ee non meno favorevole
favorevole di quello
Contraente
quell° accordato
accordato attnalmente
che ssar
sara
attualmente oo che
accordato in awenire
avvenire ai cittadini
cittadini ee alle persone giuridiche
giuridiche ed
associazioni di
ed associazioni
di
qualsiasi
qualsiasi terzo Paese, relativamente
relativamente ad operazioni
operazioni finanziarie
finanziarie fra
fraiterritori
dole
i territori delle
due
Alte Parti Contraenti o
o fra
territori di detta altra Alta
duo Alto
Ira iiterritori
Contraente
Alta Parte
Parte Contraente
ee di qualsisi
qualsialsi terzo Paese.
Paeze.
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In general, any control
control imposed by either High Contracting
Contracting Party
Party

over financial transactions shall be so administered
administered as not to influence
influence disaddisad-

vantageously the competitive
vantageously
competitive position of the commerce or investment of
of capital
capital
of the other High Contracting
Contracting Party in comparison
comparison with the
the commerce
commerce or the
the

investment of capital of any third country.
investment

Article
Article XVIII
XVIII
Monopolies;
Monopolies; agencies.

Post,
2296.
Poet, p.
p. 2296.

Consultation reConsultation
speeting business
specting
business
practices.

1.
I. If either High Contracting Party establishes
establishes or maintains a
a monopoly
monopoly
or agency for the importation,
importation, exportation,
exportation, purchase, sale, distribution or
or production of any article, or grants exclusive
exclusive privileges to
to any
agency to
to import,
any agency
import,
export, purchase,
purchase, sell,
sell, distribute
distribute or produce any article, such
such monopolyoragency
monopolyoragency
shall accord to the commerce of the other High Contracting
and equiequiContracting Party fair and
table treatment in respect of its purchases of articles the growth, produce
or
produce or
manufacture of foreign countries and its sales of articles
manufacture
articles destined for foreign
foreign
countries.
countries. To this end, the monopoly
monopoly or agency shall, in making
making such purchases
purchases
or sales of any article, be influenced solely by considerations,
considerations, such as price,
quality, marketability,
marketability, transportation
transportation and terms of purchase
purchase or sale,
which
sale, which
would ordinarily be taken into account
account by a
a private
private commercial
commercial enterprise
enterprise
interested
purchasing or selling such article on the most favorable terms.
interested solely in purchasing
terms.
If either High Contracting Party establishes
establishes or maintains
maintains a
amonopoly or
agency
or agency
for the sale of any service or grants exclusive
exclusive privileges
privileges to any agency to sell
sell
any service, such monopoly or agency shall accord fair and equitable
equitable treatment
treatment
to the other High Contracting Party and to the nationals,
nationals, corporations
corporations and
and
associations and to the commerce thereof in respect of transactions
transactions involving
involving
such service as compared
compared with the treatment
treatment which is or may hereafter be
be
accorded
accorded to any third country and to the nationals, corporations
corporations and associations
and to the commerce
commerce thereof.
Contracting Party, in the awarding
2. Each High Contracting
concessions and
awarding of concessions
and
other contracts,
contracts, and in the purchasing
purchasing of supplies, shall accord fair and equitable
equitable
treatment
treatment to the nationals,
nationals, corporations and associations
associations and to the
the commerce
commerce
of the other High Contracting
Contracting Party as compared with the treatment which
which
is or may hereafter
hereafter be accorded
accorded to the nationals,
nationals, corporations
corporations and associations
associations
and to the commerce
third country.
commerce of any third
country.
3. The two High Contracting Parties agree that business practices
practices which
which
restrain competition, limit access to markets
markets or foster monopolistic
monopolistic control,
control,
and which are engaged in or made effective
effective by one or more private or public
public
commercial
combination, agreement or other arrangement
arrangement
commercial enterprises
enterprises or by combination,
among public or private commercial
commercial enterprises may have harmful effects
effects upon
upon
the
commerce
between
their
respective
territories.
Accordingly,
the commerce
respective
Accordingly, each High
Contracting Party agrees upon the request of the other High Contracting
Contracting
Contracting
Party to consult with respect to any such practices and to take such measures
Party
as it deems appropriate
appropriate with a
a view to eliminating
eliminating such harmful effects.
effects.
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4. In
In generale,
operazioni finanziarie
generale, qualsiasi controllo
controllo imposto
impost° su operazioni
da
finanziarie da
ciascuna
eiascuna Alta Parte Contraente
Contraente sara esercitato
esercitato in modo
Inodo tale
tale da non influire
avantaggiosamente
svantaggiosamente sui rapporti
rapporti di concorrenza
concorrenza connnerciale
commerciale oo di investirnenti
investimenti
di capitale dell'altra Alta Parte Contraente
Contraente nei confronti
confronti del commercio
commercio o
odegli
degli
investimenti
qualsiasi terzo
investimenti di capitale
eapitale di qualsiasi
terzo Paese.

Articolo
XVII
Artie°lo XVIII
1.
1. Qualora
Qualora una delle due Alte Parti Contraenti
Contraenti istituisca oo mantenga un
un
monopolio
monopolio od in
Pimportazione, Pesportazione,
Pacquisto, la
In
un organism°
organismno per l'importazione,
l'esportazione, l'acquisto,
vendita, In
la distribuzione
distribuzione o
o la produzione
produzione di qualsiasi prodotto,
prodotto, od aecordi
aceordi aa
qualsiasi
qualsiasi organismo
organism° privilegi esclusivi
esclusivi per l'importazione,
resportazione, l'aoPaol'importazione, l'esportazione,
quisto, in
in distribuzione
distribuzione o
di qualsiasi
qualsiasi prodotto,
prodotto, detto
detto
la vendita, la
o in
la produzione
produzione di
organismo accordera
ae,cordera al commercio
commercio dell'altra
Parte ContraContramonopolio od organismo
dell'altra .Alta
Alta Parte
ente un trattamento
trattamento giusto
giusto ed equo per quanto
quanto rigaarda
aequisti di proriguarda i
i gaol
suoi acquisti
coltivati o
sue vendite
di
dotti naturali, coltivati
o manufatti
manufatti di Paesi
Paesi stranieri,
stranieri, nonehe
nonehe le sue
vendite di
prodotti
prodotti destinati a
aPaesi stranieri. A tal fine
fine il inonopolio
l'organismo, nell'efnell'efmonopolio ool'organismo,
i detti acquisti oovendite
fettuare i
vendite di qualsiasi
qualsiasi prodotto, si
Bi ispirerA
ispirera per
per quanto
quanto ririguarda ii
il prezzo, la
in qualita, la commerciabilita,
commerciabilita, i
trasporti e
Is condizioni
condizioni di acqui- .
i trasporti
e le
sto o
o di vendita,
a quelle considerazioni
vendita, unicamente
unicamente a
considerazioni di eui
ordinariamencui terrebbe
terrebbe ordinariamente conto
mato una
man impresa commerciale
private che non
non avesse
avesse altro
altro interesse
all'infaori
comnmerciale privata
interesse all'infuori
di quello di acquistare o
o di vendere
vendere detti prodotti
prodotti alle condizioni
eondizioni pin
favorevoli.
pih favorevoli.
Contraente istituisca
Qualora ciascuna
ciaseuna Alta Parte
Parte Contraente
istitnisca o
o mantenga
mantenga un monopolio
monopolio
prestazioni di qualsiasi servizio
od un organimno
organism° per le prestazioni
servizio od aecordi
qualsiasi
accordi aa qualsiasi
organismo
prestazione di quahmque
qualunque servizio,
organism° privilegi esclusivi per la prestazione
servizio, il monoo l'organisgo
accordera un trattamento
polio o
Porganismo in questione
questione ae,cordera
trattamento giusto ed equo all'altra Alta Parte Contraente ed ai eittadini,
cittadini, alle persone
giuridiohe ed associazioni
associazioni
persone giuridiche
ed al commercio
medeaima, per quanto riguarda
commereio della medesima,
riguarda operazioni
operazioni relative
relative al detto
servizio,
servizio, in confronto
confront° al trattamento
trattamento accordato
aceordato o
mere acoordato
aceordato
o ohs
ohe potra essere
in avvenire
a qualsiasi
avvenire a
qualsiasi terzo Paese
Pao° ed
ed ai eittadini,
giuridiehe ed
cittadini, alle persone giuridiche
ed
associazioni
associazioni ed al commercio del medesimo.
medesimo.
2. Ciaseuna
Ciasouna Alta
Contraente, nelraczordare
nell'accordare conoessioni,
Alta, Parte Contraente,
concessioni, nel conoluoonelndere contratti
contratti a
e nelracquisto
nell'aoquisto di prowiste,
provviste, accordera
accordera un trattamento
trattamento giusto
gisto ed
equo ai cittadini,
eittadini, alle
alto persone
giuridiche ed
associazioni eeal
al eommerelo
dell'alpersone giuridiohe
ed associazioni
oomnercio dell'alContraente in confronto
trattamento accordatooche
acoordato o che potra
tra Parte Contraente
confront° al trattamento
potra mere
essere
accordato
avvenire ai
ed associazioni
assoeiazioni ed
ed al
accordato in avvenire
ai cittadini,
cittadini, alle
alle persona
persone giuridiche
giuridiche ed
al
commercio di qualsiasi terzo Paese.
Passe.
3. Le due Alte
intmalAlto Parti Contraenti convengono
eonvengono ohe
ohs metodi
metodi di
di afari
aftari che
che intralohio
in cone,orrenza,
mereatiod
agevolino controlli
cino la
concorrenza, limitino raccesso
'accesso ai mercati
od agevolino
eontrolli monopoInonopolistici ee che
praticati o
impress commerciali,
commerciali,
ohe siano praticati
o posti
posti in
in atto da una oo pia imprese
pubbliche o
private, oppure da combinazioni,
combinazioni, accordi
aecordioaltre
Ira imprese
impress
o private,
o altre intese fra
commerciali
private, possono
"eftetti nocvi
nocivi sul
anl commercio
commerciali pubbliche
pubbliche oo private,
possono avers
avereeffetti
ommnermio
frairispettivi
consegaenza, ciascuna
eonviene
fra
i rispettivi territori. Di consegaenza,
ciascuna Alta Parte
Parte Contraente
Contraente conviene
procedere a
riehiesta dell'altra
dell'altra .Alta
Parte Contraente,
Contraente, in
in
di procedere
a consultazioni,
consultazioni, Si
su richiesta
Alta Parte
merito a
a simili
adottare quelle
misnreache
ohs eredertb
appropriate allo
sitili metodi eedi
di adottare
quelle misure
redera appropriate
allo
aeopo
eliminare detti effetti
efletti noeivi.
soopo di eliminare
nocivi.
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Article XTX
Article
XIX
Freedom
Freedom of commerce and navigation.

"Vessels."
"Vesels."

1. Between the territories
territories of the High Contracting
I.
Contracting Parties
Parties there
shall
there shall
be freedom of commerce
and navigation.
navigation.
commerce and
2. Vessels under the flag of either High
High Contracting
Contracting Party,
Party, and
and carrying
carrying
the papers required by its national
national law
nationality, shall
shall be
be deemed
deemed
law in
in proof
proof of nationality,
to be vessels of that High
High Contracting
both within the ports,
ports, places
places and
and
Contracting Party both
waters of the other High Contracting
Contracting Party
on the
the high
high seas.As
seas.As used
used in
in
Party and on
this Treaty, e vessels ,ashall be
construed to include
be construed
include all vessels
vessels of either High
High
Contracting
privately owned
Contracting Party whether
whether privately
owned or operated
operated or
or publicly
publicly owned
owned or
or
operated.
However, the provisions
provisions of this Treaty
operated. However,
Treaty other than this paragraph
paragraph
and paragraph
4 of Article XX shall
shallnot
paragraph 4
not be construed to accord
accord rights
rights to vessels
vessels
of war or fishing vessels of the other
othor High Contracting
Contracting Party;
Party; nor shall
they
shall they
be construed
construed to extend to nationals,
and associations,
associations, vessels
nationals, corporations
corporations and
vessels
articles the growth, produce or manufacture
and cargoes of, or to articles
manufacture of,
such othsr
other
of, such
High
High Contracting
Contracting Party any special privileges restricted
fisheries
restricted to national fisheries
orthe
or the products thereof.
3. The vessels of either
either High
High Contracting
shall have
have liberty,
Contracting Party
Party shall
liberty, equally
equally
with the vessels of any third
third country, to come
come with their
tneir cargoes
cargoes to
all ports,
ports,
to all
places
places and waters of the
the other High
High Contracting
Contracting Party
are or
or may
may herehereParty which
which are
afterbe
after be open to foreign commerce
commerce and navigation.

Article
XX
Article XX
Vessels and cargoes,
cargoes,
reciprocal treatment.
treatment.
reciprocal

1.
cargoes of either
I. The vessels and cargoes
either High Contracting
Contracting Party shall,
shall, within
the ports,
and waters of the other High Contracting
ports, places and,
Contracting Party, in
in all
all respects
be accorded
accorded treatment
treatment no less favorable
favorable than
than the treatment
treatment accorded
to the
the
accorded to
vessels and cargoes
cargoes of such other High
High Contracting Party, irrespective
the
irrespective of the
port of departure
departure or the port of destination
vessel, and irrespective
of
destination of the vessel,
irrespective of
the origin or the destination
the cargo.
cargo.
destination of
of the
2. No duties of tonnage,
tonnage, harbor, pilotage,
pilotage, lighthouse,
lighthouse, quarantine,
quarantine, or
or
other similar or corresponding
corresponding duties
duties or
or charges,
whatever kind or
or denominacharges, of
of whatever
denominaton, levied in the name or for the profit of the government,
government, public functionaries,
functionaries,
individuals, corporations
private individuals,
establishments of
of any
any kind,
kind, shall
shall be
be imposed
imposed
corporations or establishments
in the ports, places
places and waters
waters of either
either High Contracting
Contracting Party upon
upon the
vessels of the other
other High Contracting
Contracting Party,
Party, which
not equally
equally and
and under
under
which shall
shall not
the same conditions
conditions be imposed upon national
national vessels.
vessels.
3 No charges
charges upon passengers,
passengers, passenger
3
passenger fares or tickets,
tickets, freight
moneys
freight moneys
paid or to be paid,
paid, bills of lading,
lading, contracts
contracts of
re-insurance, no
no conconof insurance
insurance or
or re-insurance,
ditions relating
relating to the employment
employment of ship brokers,
brokers, and
and no other charges
charges or
or
conditions of any kind,
kind, shall
shall be imposed in a
away tending to accord
accord any
advanany advantage to national vessels as compared
compared with
with the vessels
vessels of
the other
other High
Contracof the
HighContracting
ting Party.
Party.
a vessel
of either High
4. If
If a
vessel of
High Contracting Party shall
forced by
stress
shall be forced
by stress
of weather or by reason of any other distress to take refuge
refuge in any of
of the
the ports,
ports,
places or waters of the other High
places
High Contracting Party not open
open to foreign comcorn-
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Articolo XIX
Artie()lo
XIX
1. Fra
Fro iiterritori
territori delle
della Alte
Alto Parti Contraenti
Contraenti vi sari+
di commercio
commercio
sara liberta
liberta di
ee di navigazione.
2.
Le-navi battenti
battenti l
la bandiera di ciascuna
2. Le-n.avi
clascuna Alta
Alta Parte Contraente
munite
Contraente eemunite
dei documenti
dei
documenti prescritti dalla propria legge
legge nazionale
nazionale per
la prova
della nazionazioper la
prova della
nalitA,
nalia, saranno considerate navi della
detta, Alta
della detta
Alta Parte
Parte Contraente
Contraente sin
sia nei
nei porti,
porti,
nei
nloghi eenelle
nei Ittoghi
nelle acque deU'altra
dell'altra Alta Parte Contraente,
Contraente, sia
sin in
in alto
alto mare.
mare. Ii
11
termine
D usato nel presente Trattato, sarb,interpretato
terrain.° navi D
in modo
modo da
da comcomsara interpretato in
prendere
tutte le navi di ciascuna
prendere tutto
ciascuna Alta
Alta Parte Contraente,
Contraente, sin
di proprieta
proprietà privata
privata
sia di
oogestite
gestite da privati, sia
sin di proprieta
proprieta pubblica
pubblica o
ogestite
gestite da
pubblici. Tuttavia
Tuttavia
da enti
enti pubblici.
le disposizioni
disposizioni di questo Trattato, eccettuate
eccettuate quelle
quelle del
del presente
paragrafo e
presente paragrafo
e
quelle del paragrafo
saranno interpretate
quell°
paragrafo 4
4dell'Articolo
dell'Articolo XX,
X-X, non saranno
interpretate nel
senso di
di acacnel senso
cordare
guerra o
o da pesca
cordare diritti a
anavi da gaerra
pesos, dell'altra
Parte Contraente;
Contraente ;nb
ne
dell'altra Alta
Alta Parte
saranno
interpretate nel senso
saranno interpretate
sense di estendere
al cittadini,
cittadini, alle
persona giuridiche
estendere ai
aUe persone
giuridiche ed
ed
associazioni,
associazioni, alle navi ed ai carichi ed
prodotti natural!,
coltivati omanuufatti
manufatti
ed ai
ai prodotti
naturali, coltivatio
della detta altra Alta Parte Contraente
Contraente qualsiasi
privilegio speciale
speciale limitato
limitato
quaLsiasi privilegio
alla pesca nazionale od ai prodotti
di essa.
essa.
prodotti di
]e navi di ciasctma
ciascuna Alta Parte Contraente saran=
3. I.
delle
saranno Mere,
libere, alla,
alia pari
pari delle
navi di qualsiasi
qualsiasi terzo Passe,
Paese, di recarsi
recarsi col
tutti I
luoghi ed
coi loro enrich
carichi in
in tutti
i porti,
porti, luoghi
ed
acque
acque dell'altra Alta Parte Contraente
Contraente che
che slam
potranno asset*
aperti siano o
o die
che potranno
essere aperti
in awenire
&Madre al comnmrcio
commercio ed alla navigazione
navigazione estera.
estera.

XX
Articolo XX

1. Alle
ai eariehi
carichi di ciascuna
All. navi ed al
eiascuna Alta
Parte Contraente
Contraente sara
sarit aeeordato,
aceordato,
Alta Parte

sotto ogni
ogni riguardo, nei porti, nei luoghi e
sotto
nelle acque
acque dell'altra
Alta Parte
Cone nclle
dell'altra Alta
Parte Contraente
trattamento non mono
meno favorevole
traente un trattamento
favorevoIe di quello
quell. accordato
navi ed
ed al
accordato alle
alle navi
ai

carichi dolla
detta altra
altra Alta Parte Contraente,
Contraente, indipendentemente
carichi
della detta
indipendentemente dal
dal porto
parte di
di
partenza o
o indipendentemente
indipendentemente dall'origine
partenza
o di destinazione
destinazione della nave o
dalPorigine o
o dalla
dalla
destinazione del
°aria*.
del carlio.
2. Nei porti, ne
lughie
l hi en.elle
nele acque
cque di ciasetma
nei luoghi
Alta Parte
Parte Contraente
Contraente non
non
ciasouna Alta
sara in2posto
imposto alto
ale navi
navi dell'altra Alt
Alta Parte Contraente,
alcun diritto
diritto di
tonnelContraente, alcun
di tonnellaggio, portuale, di pilotage°,
pilotagg'o, di
d fiaro,
faro, di
di quarantena
od altro
diritto od
onere
quarantena od
altro diritto
od onere
sim;le oocorrspondente,
genre oodenominazione,
eorrispondente, di qualsiasi
qualsiasi genera
denomination.e, da
da applicarsi
applicarsi in
nome
in nome
od a
a vantaggio
vantaggio del govern°,
governo, di pubblici
pubblei funzionari,
funzionari, di
privati, di
di persona
di individui
individui privati,
persone
giuridiche od organ.ismi
organismi di qualunque
giuridiche
qualunque specie,
specie, e,he
non sin
impost° ugualmente
ugualmente
che non
sia imposto
e nelle stesse condizioni
e
condizioni alle navi
nazionali.
navi nazionali.
3. Non sara
sarit imposto,
impost°, in modo
ten.dento ad
qualmodo tendente
ad aecordare
accordare un
un vantaggio
vantaggio quala navi nazionali nei confronti delle
siasi a
della navi
navi dell'altra
.Alta Parte
Parte Contraente,
Contraente,
dell'altra Alta
alcun
passeggeri, sul
alcun onere sui passeggeri,
sti prezzo del lore
sul biglietti,
biglietti, sul
ssil nobo
loro visggio
viaggio o
o sui
nolo
delle
dello merci
morel pagato
pagato o
pagarsi, sulle
subepolizze
calico, sui
contralti d'assicarad'assicarao da pagarsi,
polizze di
di carico,
sui contratti
zione
riassicurazione, n.
zione o
0riassicurazione,
ne alcuna
alcuna condizione
all'impieg,o di
agenti maritmaritcondizione relativa
relativa all'impiego
di agenti
timi, ne
nb alcun altro onere
onere od altra condizione
genera.
condizione di
di qualsiasi
qualsiasi genere.
4. Qualora
na nave di una delle
Qualora una
della due
Alto Parti
Part! Contraenti
sin costretta
costretta
due Alte
Contraenti sia
dal maltempo ooda altri casi di fortuna
porti, luoghi
luoghi od
od acque
qualfortuna a
a rifugiarsi
rifugiarsi in
in porti,
acque qualsiasi dell'altra
Contraente, "he
dell'altra Alta Parte Contraente,
siano aperti
al commercio
ed ails
ohe non siano
aperti al
commercio ed
alla
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mere°
and assistance
assistance and
treatment and
friendly treatment
receive friendly
it shall
shall receive
navigation, it
and navigation,
meroe and
such
as well
as supplies
for repair,
necessary
may be necessary
repair, as may
and materials
materials for
supplies and
well as
repairs, as
such repairs,
and available.
This paragraph
shall apply
vessels of
of war
fishing
war and
and fishing
to vessels
apply to
paragraph shall
available. This
and
vessels, as
well as
to vessels
defined in
Article XIX.
in paragraph
paragraph 22 of Article
as defined
vessels as
as to
as well
vessels,
5. The
of either
High Contracting
Contracting Party shall
in
shall not in
either High
cargoes of
and cargoes
vessels and
The vessels
5.
any case,
ease, with
with respect
to the
to in
in this Article,
Article, receive
treatreceive treatreferred to
matters referred
the matters
respect to
any
ment
less favorable
than the treatment
which is or may
may hereafter
hereafter be accorded
accorded'
treatment which
favorable than
ment less
to the
the vessels
and cargoes
third country.
country.
cargoes of any third
vessels and
to

Article XXI
Article
Use of vessels.
vessels.

1.
1.

It
permissible, in the
the vessels of either High Contracting
Contracting Party,
It shall be permissible,

to
territories of
other High
High Contracting Party, or to export
export
of the other
into the territories
to import
import into
therefrom,
articles which it
hereafter be permissible
permissible to import
or may
may hereafter
it is or
all articles
therefrom, all

Bounties,
Bounties, drawbacks, etc.

into such
or to
the vessels of such other
other High
export therefrom,
therefrom, in the
to export
such territories,
territories, or
into
Contracting
articles shall not be subject
subject
such articles
third country;
country; and such
of any
any third
Party or of
Contracting Party
to
whatever than
than those to which
which the articles
articles would
would
higher duties or charges whatever
to any higher
the otherHigh Contracbe
be subject if they were imported or exported in vessels of the:otherHigh.Contrseany third
third country.
country.
ting Party or of any
privileges of this nature of whatever
2. Bounties,
Bounties, drawbacks
other privileges
whatever
drawbacks and other
kind
denomination which
territories
which are or may hereafter be allowed, in the territories
kind or denomination
of
either High
High Contracting
articles imported
imported or exported
national
exported in national
on articles
Party, on
Contracting Party,
of either
vessels
or vessels
vessels of
of any
any third
country shall
shall also
also and
and in
like manner
manner be allowed
allowed
in like
third country
vessels or
on
High Contracting
Contracting Party.
articles imported or exported in vessels of the other High
on articles

Article XXII
Discharge
Discharge of portions
open
tions of cargoes at open
ports.

Loading.

Exception;
Exception; coasting
trade and inland
Inland navigation.

High Contracting
discharge
Contracting Party shall be permitted to discharge
1. Vessels of either High
portions of
of cargoes,
cargoes, including
any ports,
ports, places or waters of the
passengers, at any
including passengers,
portions
hereafter be open to foreign
foreign
Contracting Party which are or may hereafter
High Contracting
other High
such
remaining portions of such
commerce
navigation, and to proceed
the remaining
proceed with the
commerce and navigation,
cargoes
to any
any other
ports, places
places or waters, without paying
other such
such ports,
or passengers
passengers to
cargoes or
higher
port charges
in such
cases than
than would
would be
be paid by national
national
such cases
charges in
or port
dues or
higher tonnage
tonnage dues
vessels in like circumstances,
circumstances, and they shall be permitted
permitted to load in like manner,
manner,
in
various ports,
ports, places and waters which are
in the same voyage outward, at the various
or
foreign commerce
vessels and
commerce and navigation. The vessels
hereafter be open to foreign
or may hereafter
Contracting Party shall
cargoes of either High Contracting
shall be accorded,
accorded, with respect
respect to the
matters referred
referred to in this paragraph,
paragraph, treatment
treatment in the ports, places
places and
and waters
matters
which
Contracting Party no less favorable
High Contracting
favorable than the treatment
treatment which
of the other High
hereafter be accorded
accorded to the vessels
vessels and
and cargoes of any
any third
third coyntry. ['
['l
is or may hereafter
navigation of each High Contracting
2. The coasting
coasting trade
trade and inland
inland navigation
Party
excepted from the requirements
requirements of
of national
national and most-favored-nation
most-favored-nation
are excepted
Party are
treatment.

Ucountry".
'IThe word "coyntry" should read "country*.
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navigazione esteri, rieevera
ricevera un trattamento
navigazione
trattamento amichevole
assistenza e
le saranno
saranno
amichevole ed assistenza
e le
fornite quelle
qaelle riparazioni,
riparazioni, come pure provviste
the
provviste eemateriali
materiali per
per le
le ziparazioni,
riparazioni, che
siano necessarie
e disponibili.
presente paragrafo
neeessarie e
disponibili. 11
II presente
applichera alle
ale navida
navi da
paragrafo si
si applichera
guerra ee da pesca
pesca non meno
mono che alle
ale navi definite
definite nel paragrafo
dell'Arparagrafo 2
2 dell'Articolo XIX.
5. Le
Le navi ediearichi
ed i carichi di ciascuna Alta Parte Contraente
Contraente non
rieeveranno
non riceveranno
in nessun
nessun caso, per quanto riguarda
riguarda la materia
materia cui
ii presente
present° articolo,
articolo,
cui si riferisce
riferisce il
un
trattamento mono
meno favorevole
nu trattamento
favorevole di quello accordato
essere accoraccorsccordato o
o che
che potrlt
potra essere
avvenire ale
alle navi ed al
dato in avvenire
di qualsiasi
terzo These.
ai carichi
carichi di
qualsiasi terzo
Paese.

Articolo
Articolo XXI
XXI
Sar painless°
permesso con le navi di ciascuna
ciascuna Alta Parte
1. Sara
Contraente di
di imporimporParte Contraente

tare nei territori
territori dell'altra
dell'altra Alta Parte Contraente
Contraente o
o di
esportare dai
del medesbni
di esportare
medesimi
tutti i
i prodotti ehe
che sia
consentito o
bath
sin eonsentito
avvenire d'imd'imo potra
potra essere consentito
consentito in
in avenire
o di esportare
portare nei detti territori
territori o
esportare dai
dal medesimi
medesind su
an navi
della predetta
predetta
navi della
altra Alta Parte Oontraente
qualsiasi terzo
Contraente o
o di quandasi
terzo Paese;
Paese; e
etali prodotti
prodotti non
non sasaranno soggetti a
a diritti od oneri di qualunque
qualunque genere
pill gravosi
gravosi di
di quail
cui
genere pib
quelli cui
sarebbero Exiggetti
soggetti iIprodotti
sarebbero
prodotti se importati
importati od esportati
navi dell'altra
dell'altra Alta
Alta
esportati con navi
Part
Oontraente oo di
Parte °outran*e
These.
di qualsiasi
qualsiasi terzo
terzo Paese.
2. IIpremi, i
i limbers',
rimborsi di dizitti
diritti doganali
doganali ed altri privilegi
nature, di
di
privilegi di tale natura,
quasiasi gaiter°
genere o
o denominazione,
concessi o
qualsiasi
denoreiztazione, con.cessi
o che
die potranno
essere concessi
concessi in
in
potranno essere
awenire entre
entro i
i territori di ciascuna
cisscuna Alta Parte
avvenire
Parte Contraente
per prodotti
prodotti impor.
Contraente per
impor.
tati od esportati con navi nazionali oocon
con navi di
di qualsiasi
qualsiasi terzo
terzo Paese,
These, saranno
saranno
pure concessi
e Dello
nello stesso mode
prodotti importati
coneessi e
modo per prodotti
importati od esportati
esportati con
con DAVI
navi
dell'altra
dell'altra Alta Parte Contraente.

Artioolo XXII
XCXI

1.
ciascuna 'Alta
Alta Parte
Parts Contraente
Contraente avranno
1. Le navi di ciascuna
avranno faeoltlk
facolt& di searicare
searicare
parte del carico,
carico, compresi iipasseggeri,
passeggeri, in qualsiasi porto,
porto, luogo
od segue
del.
luogo od
acque del.
1'altra Alta Parte Contraente
siano o
o possano
Paltra
Contraonte che
the elan°
possano eager°
aperti in
in avvenire
avvenire all
essere aperti
oommercio ed alla navigazione
oommereio
navigazione esteri,
ester', nonche di
proseguire cola
rimanenza del
del
di proseguire
eolla rimanensa
detti carichi o
o passeggeri,
detti
passeggeri, verso
verso altri
altri simili
siznill porti, luoghi od acque,
aeque, sena
senza pagare
pagare
tonnellaggio od oneri portuali pit
in tal case
caso diritti di tonnellaggio
pitt elevati
elevati di
di quell
sarebquelli che
che sarebbero pagati in circortanze
circostanze uguali da
nazionali ed
ed avranno
facoltli di
di drettuare
da navi nazionali
avranno facolta
efiettuare
parimenti operazioni
parimenti
operazioni di carico,
carico, nello stesso viaggio verso
verso l'estero,.nei'vari
Pester°, ,nei'vari
porti, luoghi ed
in awenire
avvenire al
al commercio
commereio
porti,
ed segue
acque else
che siano
siano o
o possano
possano essere
essere aperti
aperti in
ed alla
alia navigazione
Alle navi ed ai carichi
navigazione esteri. Ale
carichi di ciascuna
Alta
Parte
ciascuna Alta Parte ContraContraente
relazione ale
alle materie
materie di cni
cui al presente
ente sara accordato,
accordato, in relazione
present° paragrafo,
nei
paragrafo, nei
porti, nei luoghi e
aeque dell'altra
Parte Contraente,
trattamento
e nelle acque
dell'altra Alta
Alta Parte
Contraente, un
un trattamento
non mono
meno favorevole
favorevole di quello accordato
che potra
essere accordato
accordato in
iii avvenire
avvenire
accordato ooche
potra essere
alle
ale navi ed ai
al carichi di qualsiasi
qualsiasi terzo
These.
terzo Paese.
2. Per il traffloo
traffic° costiero
eostiero e
eper la navigazione
di ciascuna
ciascuna Alta
Parte
navigazione interna
interna di
Alta Parte
0ontraente
Oontraente non vi sara
sari obbligo di
concedere il
il trattamento
trattamento nazionae
nazionale o
guano
di concedere
o quelo
dela
Nazione pit
della Nesione
pit favorita.
favorite.
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Article XXII
• X-111*
transit.
Freedom ot
oftranst.

There shall be
transit through
the territories
each High
be freedom
freedom of
of transit
through the
territories of
of each
High
Contracting Party by the routes most convenient for international
international transit
transit (a)
(a)
for persons who are nationals of any third country,
country, together with their baggage,
baggage,
directly or indirectly
indirectly coming from or going to the territories
territories of the
other
the other
Contracting Party, (b) for persons who are nationals of the
the other High
High
High Contracting
Contracting Party, together
regardless of
of whether
whether they
together with their baggage, regardless
they
are coming
coming from
from or going to the territories
territories of such other High Contracting
Party,
Contracting Party,
and (o)
(c) for articles directly or indirectly
coming from or going to the
indirectly coming
the territories
of the other High Contracting
Contracting Party. Such
persons, baggage
Such persons,
baggage and articles
articles in
in
transit shall not be
be subject
subject to any transit
transit duty, to any
any unnecessary
unnecessary delays or
or
restrictions, or to any discrimination
discrimination in
charges, facilities
any other
other
restrictions,
in respect
respect of
of charges,
facilities or any
matter; and all charges and regulations
prescribed in respect
respect of such persons,
regulations prescribed
persons,
baggage or articles shall be reasonable,
reasonable, having regard
conditions of the
regard to the conditions
the
High Contracting Party may require
require that such
baggage and artitraffic. Either High
such baggage
that they
whether
cles be entered at the proper customhouse
customhouse and that
they be kept whether
or not undel'lbond
unde ['Blond in customs
customs custody;
custody; but such baggage
baggage and articles
shall be
be
articles shall
exempt
duties or similar
requirements for
exempt from all customs duties
similar charges
charges if such
such requirements
for entry
entry
and retention
custody are complied
complied with
if they are exported
retention in customs
customs custody
with and if
exported
within one year and satisfactory
satisfactory evidence
evidence of such exportation
exportation is presented
presented to
to
the customs authorities.
authorities. Such nationals, baggage,
baggage, persons
persons and articles
articles shall be
accorded treatment
treatment with respect to all charges,
charges, rules and formalities in connection
connection
with transit no less favorable than
than the treatment
hereafter be
treatment which is or may hereafter
nationals of any third country, together
accorded to the nationals
together with their baggage,
baggage,
or to persons and articles coming
territories of any third
third
coming from or going
going to the territories
country.
Article XXIV
Article

Inapplicability
in
Inapplicabtlity In
certain cases.
certain
cas.

Pb, p.
Pod,
p. 2300.
23o

1. Nothing in this Treaty shall
shall be construed
construed to prevent
prevent the adoption or
or
enforcement by
Contracting Party of measures:
measures:
enforcement
by either
either High
High Contracting
(a) relating to the importation or exportation
exportation of gold or silver;
silver;
exportation of objects
objects the value
which derives pri(b) relating to the exportation
value of
of which
primarily from
of art,
art, or
as antiquities,
antiquities, of
of national
national interest
interest
marily
from their
their character
character as
as works
works of
or as
or from their relationship to
are not ingeneralpractice
in generalpractice
to national
national history,
history, and
and which
which arenot
considered
commerce;
considered articles of commerce;
(c) relating to fissionable
the source
source of
of
(o)
fissionable materials,
materials, to materials
materials which are the
fissionable
materials, or to radio-active
materials which
which are by-products
of
fissionable materials,
radio-active materials
by-products of
fissionable materials;
materials;
fissionable
the production
traffic in arms,
arms, ammunition
ammunition
(d) relating to the
production of
of and
and traffic
and implements
implements of war and to such traffic in other
other goods
goods and materials
materials as
as is
is
carried on for the purpose of supplying a
military establishment;
establishment;
a military
(e) necessary
necessary in pursuance
pursuance of obligations
maintenance of interna(e)
obligations for the maintenance
the protection
protection of
of the
essential interests
tional peace and security, or
or necessary
necessary for
for the
the essential
interests
of
Contracting Party
Party in
in time
time of
emergency; or
or
of such High
High Contracting
of national
national emergency;
(f)
International
(f) imposing
imposing exchange
exchange restrictions,
restrictions, as
as aa member
member of
of the International
Monetary
Monetary Fund, in conformity
thereof signed at
conformity with the Articles
Articles of Agreement
Agreement thereof
at
s
The word "uncle"
should read
read "under".
"under".
'The
"nde" should
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Articolo XXIII
XXIII

Vi sara
transito attraverso
Bare, liberta
libertà di transit°
attraverso iIterritori
territori di
eiascuna Alta
Parte
di ciascuna
Alta Parte
Contraente
pil convenient'
convenienti al transito
Contmente per le
to vie pit
transit° internazionale:
internazionale: (a)
(a) per
per le
le perpersone
sona che sono cittadini di qualsiasi
qualsiasi terzo Paese, con i
loro bagagli,
bagagli, le
to quali
i loro
quail diretdiret.
tamento od indirettamente,
indirettamente, provengano
provengano dal
dai territori
tamento
territori dell'altra
dell'altra Alta
Alta Parte
Parte ConCentraente
o vi siano dirette; (b) per le persona
persone the
traente o
cittadini dell'altra
dell'altra Alta
che son°
sono cittadini
Alta
Parte Contraente,
Contrat‘nte, coi loro bagagli,
bagagli, indipendentemente
indipendentemente dal
dal tette
che siano
slano o
o
fatto che
meno provenienti
mono
provenienti dai territori della detta Alto
Contraente o
o vi
siano
Alta Parte Contraente
vi siano
dirette
e (c) per iiprodotti direttamente
direttamente od indirettamente
dirette e
indirettamente provenienti
pmvenienti dai
dal terterritori dell'altra
dell'altra Alta Parte Contraente
Contraente od ivi destinati.
destinati. Tali
Tali persone,
persone, bagagli
bagagli ee
prodotti
transito non saranno soggetti ad
prodotti in transit°
diritto di
di transit*,
ad alcun
ad alcun
alcnn diritto
transito, ad
alcun
ritardo o
restrizione non necessari,
ritardo
o restrizione
necessari, ne ad alcuna discriminazione
diseriminazione per
quaoto
per quaato
riguarda oneri, agevolazioni
e tutti gli oneri
agevolazioni od altro
altm ;;e
norme prescritti
preseritti per
oneri eenorme
per tali
tall
persone, bagagli
o prodotti saranno
persona,
bagagli o
ragionevoli, tenendo
present' le
le condizioni
condizioni
saranno ragionevoli,
tenendo presenti
del traffico.
traffic°. Ciascuna
Ciasenna, Alta Parte Contraente
Contraente put
detti bagagli
pub riebiedere
riehiedere che
che detti
bagagli ee
detti prodotti siano introdotti
introdotti nella
nab adogana competente
competente eepiano
tenuti in
in custooust°.
siano tenuti
dia doganale con o
canzione; ma tali bagagli
o senza eanzione;
bagagli a
e prodgtti
prodotti saranno
sarsnno esenti
esenti do
da
tutti i
i cliritti
diritti doganali od oneri consimiii
consimili qualora
Si sin
alle dette
qualora si
sia ottemperato
ottemperato alle
dette
prescrizioni
l'introduzione in dogma
dogana ea per
prescrizioni per Pin.troduzione
per la castodia
eastodia, doganale e
e purche
purche
vengano
vengano esportati entro
entre un anno o
avenga
Antorita doganali
prova
venga esibita
esibita alle
ale Autorit,
doganali una
una prova.
soddisfacente della detta
soddisfacente
data esportazione.
Al detti
detti cittadini,
persons ee
esportazione. Ai
cittadini, bagagli,
bagagli, persone
sara accordato,
prodotti sarft
aceordato, per quanto riguarda
rignarda tutti
gli oneri,
tntti gli
oneri, n.orme
norme eeformate,
formalita
oonnesse col transito,
trattamento non
commas°
transit°, un trattamente
non meno
mono favorevole
favorevole di
di quello
queue aceorclato
accordato
o the
che potra
potrh essere aecordato
avvenire of
ai cittadini
cittadinl 4,1
o
accordato in avveniie
Paese ed
ad
di qualsfasi
qualsiasi terzo
terso Pase.
ai loro bagagli od alle persona
persone ad
ed ai
al prodotti
prodotti provenienti
provenienti dai
di qualsiasi
dai territori
territori di
qualdad
terzo Paese
ivi diretti
diretti.
terzo
Paese od ivi
Articolo
Artieolo XXIV
1. Nessuna disposizione
disposizions del presente
Trattato sari
sari interprotata
interpretata in
in modo
mode
presente Trattato
da impedire
impedire l'adozione
l'appltcaziono do
do
Padozione o
o PapplIcazione
parte di
di ciascuna
ciasenna Alta
Alta Parte
Parte ConConda parte
traente, di
dl provvedimenti:
provvedimenti •
a) relativi
relativi alPimportazione
od all'esportazone
all'esportazione di
argent°;
all'importazione od
di ore
oro od
od argento;
b) relativi all'esportaziono
i cui
valore deriva
deriva [prnfeipabmeate
alVesportazione di oggetti 11
cni valor°
fprbiefpalMeate
dal loro carattere
d'arte o
carattere di opere d'art°
nazionale o
odalla
dalla loro
loro
o di antichitli
antichita d'interesse
d'interesse nsionale
relazione con la storia nazionale,
relazions
nazionale, e
e che
cite nella
non sono
eons conicons1nella pratica
pratica comtme
comune non
derati articoli
articoli di
di commercio;
comment°;
derati
o) relativi a
a material
materiali di flssione,
fissione, a
amateriali
materiali do
cui si
si estraggono
estraggono matemateda eu
riaU
a materiali radio-attivi
che siano sottoprodottl
nail di fissione od a
radio-attivi the
di materiali
materiali
sottoprodotti dS
di
tIssione;
di fissione;
d) relativi alla produzione
produzione ed al trafflco
traffic° di
armi, manizioni
manizioni e
e materiali
material'
di armni,
da
nonche a
a Tie'
quel traffic°
do guerra,
perm, nonche
mord e
emateriali
materiali che
the sia
sia esereitato
esereitato alo
allo
traffico di altre
altre merci
scopo di rifornire
rifornire stabilimenti militari;
militari;
e)
necessari in adempimento di obblighi
a) nscessari
fl manteniMento
della pace
obblghi per
per il
mantenimento della
pace
e della sietuezza
sicurezza internazionali
internazionali o
o necessari
necessari per la protezione
protezione degli
degli inteeei
Interessi eaesameniali
senziali di detta Alta Parte
tempo di
di emergensa
emergenza n.azionale;
opParte Contraente
Contraente in
in tempo
amionaile; oppure,
pum,
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60 Stat. 1401.

Washington December
December 27,
privileges under
under Article
Article
Washington
27, 1945,
1945, but
but without
without utilizing its privileges

60 Stat. 1409.

Agreement so as to ithjEiair
rnipair any provision of this Treaty;
VI, section 3, of that
that Agreement
Treaty;

60 Stat. 1401.
60 Stat. 1409.

nevertheless, regulate
provided that either High Contracting Party
Party may, nevertheless,
regulate capital
transfers
necessary to insure the importation
transfers to the extent necessary
importation of essential goods
goods
effect a,a reasonable
reasonable rate of increase
increase in very low monetary reserves
or to effect
reserves or to
to
prevent its monetary
monetary reserves
reserves from
from falling to a
avery lowlevel.
low level. Iff theInternational
the International

Monetary Fund should cease
Monetary
cease to function, or if either High Contracting
Contracting Party
should cease
cease to be a
a member
member thereof, the two High Contracting
Contracting Parties, upon
upon
the
request of either
High. Contracting
Contracting Party, shall consult
consult together
together and
and may
may
the request
either High
conclude such arrangements
are necessary
necessary to permit
permit appropriate
appropriate action in
in
conclude
arrangements as are
contingencies
transactions comparable
comparable with
with
contingencies relating
relating to
to international
international financial transactions
those under which exceptional
exception9,1 action had previously
permissible.
previously been permissible.

Limitations.

Limitations.

circumstances and
2. Subject
Subject to the requirement
requirement that, under like circumstances
and conditions,
conditions,
there shall be no arbitrary discrimination
discrimination by either High Contracting
Contracting Party

Post, p.
Pod,
p. 2306.

against the other High Contracting
against the nationals,
nationals, corporations,
against,
Contracting Party or against
corporations,
associations, vessels
vessels or commerce
commerce thereof, in favor
favor of any third sountry
country or the
nationals, corporations,
corporations, associations,
associations, vessels
commerce thereof, the
the provisions
provisions
nationals,
vessels or commerce
of this Treaty shall
shall not
not extend
extend to prohibitions
prohibitions or restrictions:
restrictions:
(a)
humanitarian grounds;
(a) imposed on moral or humanitarian
grounds;
(b) designed
designed to protect
protect human, animal or plant life.
life or health;
health;
(c)
prison-made goods; or
to prison-made
(c) relating
relating to
enforcement of police or revenue
(d) relating to the enforcement
revenue laws.
3.
provisions of this Treaty according
treatment no less favorable
3. The
The provisions
according treatment
favorable
than
treatment accorded
apply to:
to:
than the treatment
accorded to any
any third country
country shall not
not apply
advantages which
which are
are or may hereafter
accorded to adjacent
adjacent coun(a) advantages
hereafter be accorded
tries
order to
traffic;
frontier traffic;
to facilitate
facilitate frontier
tries in
in order
virtue of
customs union of
which either
either
(b) advantages
advantages accorded
accorded by
by virtue
of a
a customs
of which
High
may, after consultation
consultation with the
Contracting
the other High Contracting
High Contracting
Contracting Party may,
Party, become
become a
a member
so long as such advantages
advantages are not extended
extended to any
member so
Party,
country
which is
not a
a member
member of
such customs
customs union;
union;
of such
is not
country which
(c)
third countries
pursuant to
to a
amultilateral
multilateral ecoeco(c) advantages
advantages accorded
accorded to
to third
countries pursuant
nomic
applicability, including
including a
a trade area
area of
nomic agreement
agreement of general
general applicability,
of substantial
substantial
size,
having as
objective the liberalization
promotion of international
international
liberalization and promotion
as its objective
size, having
trade or
or other
economic intercourse,
and open
to adoption
adoption by
all
open to
by all
intercourse, and
other international
international economic
trade
the United Nations;
Nations;
(d)
awarded or
which may
hereafter be
be accorded
(d) advantages
advantages now
now accorded
or which
may hereafter
accorded by
by the
the
Italian
Republic
to
San
Marino,
to
the
Free
Territory
of
Trieste
or
to
the
State
Italian Republic to San Marino, to the Free Territory of Trieste or to the State
America or its territories
territories or possessions
of Vatican
Vatican City, or
or by the
the United States
States of
of America
possessions
to one
one another,
another, to
the Panama
Panama Canal
Canal Zone,
to the
Republic of
of Cuba,
Cuba, to the
the Rethe Republic
Zone, to
to the
to
public
or to
the Trust
Territory of
of the
Islands; or
or
the Pacific
Pacific Islands;
Philippines or
to the
Trust Territory
public of
of the
the Philippines
(e) advantages
to a
adecision
decision made
made by
by the
the United
United Nations
Nations
which, pursuant
pursuant to
(e)
advantages which,
or
or by
specialized agency
agency in
in relationship
relationship with
with
an appropriate
appropriate specialized
thereof or
by an
or an
an organ
organ thereof
the
may hereafter
be accorded
either High
Party
by either
High Contracting
Contracting Party
hereafter be
accorded by
the United
United Nations,
Nations, may
to
areas other
those enumerated
enumerated in
subparagraph (d)
(d) of
present
of the
the present
in subparagraph
]than those
other :than
to areas
paragraph.
paragraph.
The
provisions of
(d). shall
shall continue
to apply
in respect
respect
continue to
apply in
of subparagraph
subparagraph (d).
The provisions
hereafter accorded
States of America
America
accorded by the United States
of any advantages now or hereafter
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f) che impongano restrizioni
restrizioni valutarie,
valutarie, in qualita
qualita di membro
mombro del
del Fond°
Fondo
Internazionale, in conformita
con il relative
Monetario Internazionale,
conformita eon
relative Accordo
Accord° flrmato
&mato a
a WaWashington
shington il 27 dicombre
dicombre 1945,
1945, ma senza far
un uso
uso dei
dei propri
privilegi a
a norma
norma
far un
propri privilegi
dell'Articolo VI, Bezione
Sezione 3,
Accordo che
dell'Articolo
3, di detto Accordo
eb.e real
progiudizio a
a qualsiasi
qualsiasi
rechi pregiudizio
disposizione del presente
disposizione
present° Trattato;
Trattato ;purche
purche ciasenna
Contraenti
ciascuna dello Alte
Alte Parti Contraenti
possa eiononostante
ciononostante regolare trasferimenti
trasfcrimenti di capitali nella
posse
misura necessaria
per
nclla misura
necessaria per
assicurare l'importazione
l'importazione di merci essenziali
cssenziali ooper provocare,
assicurare
nel caso
caso di
riserve
provocare, nel
di riserve
monetarie
ragionevole sage°
monetarie molte basse, un ragionevole
aecrescimento delle
dello medesime
medesime
saggio di
di aecrescimento
o per impedire che
monetarie cadano
o
die lo sue riservo monetarie
cadano ad un
livello motto
un livello
mlto basso.
basso.
Qualora il
Monetario internazionalo
Internazionalo cessi
I Fondo Monetario
funzionare oppure
oppure una
ccssi di
di funzionare
una delle
delle
due Alto Parti Contraenti
Contraenti cessi di esscre
essere membro dello stesso, le
due Alte
Alto Parti
lo due
Parti
Contraenti, su richiesta dell'una
dell'une o
dell'altra, si
si conalteranno
potranno eono del'altra,
consulteranno eepotranno
consiano necessari
neces&ari per
cludere quegli accordi
aecordi che
else slam
per permettere
permettero l'adozione
Padozione di
misure
di misure
appropriate
appropriate qualora,
qualora, rc-lativamcnte
relativamente ad operazioni
operazioni finanziarie
fmanziarie internazionali,
internazionali, si
si
verifichino
contingenze che siano paragonabili
verifichino contingenze
paragonabili a
cui erano
erano prececten.
a quelle
quelle per
per cui
preeedentemente
permresse nisure
d'ecczione.
temente permesse
misure d'eccezione.
2. Subordinatamento
Subordinatamento al requiaito
eircostanze e
econdizioni
condizioni analoghe,
analoghe,
requisito else,
che, in eircostanze
non vi sara
earls alcuna
alenna discriminazione
discriminazione arbitraria
una deUe
dello duo
duo Alte
.Alte Parti
arbitraria da parte
parte di
di una
Parti
Contraenti
l'altra Alta Parte Contreente
Contrasnti contro
mitre Paltra
Contraente o
o contro
centre i
(Mediu', le
le persone
persone
i cittadini,
giuridiche
associazioni, le nay!
navi od ii
il eemmercio
commorcio della medesima,
ginricliche ed associazioni,
medesima, in favor°
di
favore di
qualsiasi terzo Paese o
o del cittadini,
eittadini, dello
persona giuridicho
giuridiche od
dolle persone
ed assoeiazioni,
associazioni,
dell nay
navi oo del commercio
dello
commercio di qucst'ultimo,
quest'ultime, to
disposizioni del
le disposizioni
del presents
presente Trattato
Trattato
non si
at estenderanno
estenderann.o a
a divieti o
o restrizioni:
rostrizioni:
a) impost!
imposti per ragioni
ragioni moral!
morali od
od umanitarie;
umanitarie;
b) intesi
proteggere Ia
intosi a
a proteggere
la vita o
o In
sanitN mann,
animate o
vegetate;
la sanita
uimana, animale
o vegetale;
c)
e) reLativi
relativi a
a merci prodotto
prodotte nei
penitenziari; oppure
oppure
nei penitenziari;
d) relativi nl'
esecuziono di lggi
all' eseeuzione
kgg,i di polizia
polizia o
o tribute
rie.
tributarie.
3. Le disposizioni
pre.sento Trattato
disposizioni del present°
else aceordano
accordano un
un trattamento
trattamento non
non
Tr.ttato che
mono favorevole
quI.ldasi tcrzo Pees
faverevole di quello
quell° accordato
accordato a
aqualsiasi
si npplicheranno:
applicheranno:
Paes.e non
non si
a) ai
o che
e-..ero accord')
at vantaggi
vantaggi aceordati
accordati o
else potr.nno
potranno e-rero
ti in nvvenire
awenire aa
sccordflti
paesi limitroft allo
alto scopo di facilitare il
II traffico
traffic° di frontiera;
frontiera;
accordati in
In virth
virti dl
doganale, di cut
b) ai
at vantaggi
vantaggi accordr.ti
di unaI
una Unione
"(Intone doganale,
una dello
cui una
delle
due Alto Parti Contraenti posse,
po..-a, provia consultoziono
consultnzione con Palm
Alta Parte
1'altra AltaParte
Contraente, divenir membro, fino a
(vend° I
detti vraatnggi
non siano
a quando
i detti
vantoggi non
siano estesi
estesi
ad alcun Paeso
P:143b0 cho non sin membro
detta Unione
Unione doganale;
mcmbro della
della detta
doganale;
a)
a; vantagg'
a torzi Pees'
Paesi in virtt
virtit di una convenzione
e)n
vantag,g4 accordati
accordati a
convenzione pluritaplurilaterale economica
applicabilita generale
economics% di applicabilith
generate else
abbracci un'nrea
un'area commerciale
eommerciale
che r.bbrr.cci
di estensione
ostensione considerevole,
considerevole, event°
copo di rendere
liberi e
di promuovere
promuovere
avente to
lo scopo
r1-ndore pta
pit liberi
e di
il commercio
internzionale od altri rapporti
it
commercio internazionale
rapporti economici
economic' intonazionali
alla
int!lnazionali e
e alla
quale possano
possa.no nderire
Intl° lo
to Nazioni
Nazioni Unite;
nd(lrim tutte
Unite;
d) ai vantaggi
d)
vantaggi accordati
accord:Ai attualmente o
o eho
the potranno
essere aceordati
in
potranno e.-ere
accordati in
awvvnire
avvenire dalla
della Repubblica Italiana
Italians a
San Marino,
Libero di
di Trieste
Trieste
a San
MAlino, al Territorio
Territorio Libero
o alto
allo Stato
o
State della Citta del Vaticano,
Vatican°, oppure
dagli Stati
Uniti d'America
d'America o
dai
oppure dagli
Stati IUiti
o dai
all. zona d-l
propri torritori o
o possedimenti
possedimenti tra di loro,
lore, rata
dl C;inale
Canak. di Panama,
alla
Panrnaa, alLa
Repubblica di Cuba, alla
alia Repubblica
Repnbblica
Repubblica dole
Filippine od
Toritorio dello
dello Isole
delle Filippine
od at
al Tarritorio
sole
del Paciflco
amministraziono fiduciaria;
Pacifico in amministrazione
fiduciaria; oppure
e) ai
che, in virth
si vantaggi else,
virta di una decisione
decisione pre..a
presa (dallo
dale Nazioni
Nazioni Unite
Unite o
o
organo dole
delle stesse o0 da
da un
nu organ°
appropriate organLsmo
org,antsmo specializzato
speciall'szato cho
cho sia
sin
dLa un
im appropriate
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or its territories
territories or possessions
possessions to one
one another
change in
another irrespective
irrespective of any change
any of the
territories or possessions
of the
the United
States of
of
the political status of
of any
the territories
possessions of
United States
America.
4. The provisions of this Treaty
Treaty shall not be construed
any
construed to accord any
rights or privileges
privileges to persons,
persons, corporations and associations
associations to engage in political
political
activities, or to organize
organize or participate
corporations and assoparticipate in political corporations
oiations.
oiations.
5. Each High Contracting
Contracting Party reserves the right to deny any of the
the rights
and privileges
privileges accorded
accorded by this
corporation or association
association created
this Treaty
Treaty to any
any corporation
created
or organized under
under the
the laws and regulations
regulations of the other High Contracting
Contracting Party
Party
in the ownership or direction of which
which nationals
country or
nationals of any third country
or countries
have directly.
directly- or indirectly
indirectly a
a controlling
controlling interest.
interest.
6. No enterprise
enterprise of either High Contracting
Contracting Party
Party which is publicly
publicly owned
owned
or controlled
controlled shall, if it
it engages
engages in commercial,
manufacturing, processing,
processing,
commercial, manufacturing,
shipping or other business activities
activities within the territories
territories of
of the
the other
other High
High
Contracting
Contracting Party, claim
claim or enjoy,
enjoy, either for itself or for its
immunity
its property, immunity
therein
from. suit,
therein from taxation,
taxation, from
snit, from
from execution of judgment, or from any
any
other liability to which a
a privately
privately owned and controlled
controlled enterprise
enterprise is subject
subject
therein.
therein.
7. The provisions
provisions of this Treaty sh2.11
shall not be construed to affet
affect
existing laws and regulations
Party in relation
relation to
to
regulations of either High Contracting
Contracting Party
immigration
immigration or the right of either
either High
High Contracting Party to adopt
adopt and
and enforce
immigration; provided,
however, that
that nothing
laws and regulations
regulations relating th
to immigration;
provided, however,
nothing
in this paragraph shall prevent
prevent the nationals
nationals of either
either High Contracting Party
from entering,
entering, traveling
traveling and residing
residing in the territories
the other High
territories of the
High Contracting Party in order to carry
carry on
trade between
between the
Contracting Parties
Parties
on trade
the two High Contracting
or to engage
engage in any commercial
activity related
related thereto
thereto or connected
connected therewith,
therewith,
commercial activity
to the
the nationals
nationals
upon terms as favorable as.
as are or may
may hereafter
hereafter be
be accorded
accorded to
of any third country entering, traveling
traveling and
and residing
residing in such
such territories
territories in
in order
order
to carry on trade between
between such
such other High Contracting
such third
Contracting Party and
and such
country or to engage
commercial activity
activity related to or connected
connected with
engage in commercial
with such
such
trade.
trade.

Article
Article XXV
Territory Covered
eovered
by
bo proyhdorm Sky
~

Subject to any limitation or exception
exception provided
provided in this Treaty or hereafter
between the High
agreed upon between
EU& Contracting Parties, the territories
Nigh
territories of the
the High
Contraeting
Contracting Parties to which
which the
the provisions
provisions of
of this Treaty extend
extend shall
shall
be understood to comprise
comprise all areas of
of land and water under the sovereignty
sovereignty or
or
authority of either of
of the High
Sigh Contracting Parties, other than
than. the Canal Zone,
Z0.110,
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in relazione
relazione con le Nazioni Unite, potra,mio
potranno essere accordati
in
accordati in
in avvenire
avvenire da
da
ciascuna
Contraente ad aree
ciascuna Alta Parte Contraente
aree diverse
diverse da
da quelle
elencate nel
nel comma
comma (d)
quelle elencate
(d)
del present°
presente paragrafo.
paragrafo.
Le
disposizioni
Le disposizioni del comma (d) continueranno
continueranno ad avere applicazione
applica,zione per
per
quanto
riguarda qualsiasi vantaggio accordato
accordato attualmente
quauto rigruarda
attualmente o
oche
che Eara
sera accordato
accordato
in avwnire
Stati Uniti
in
avvenire dagli
dagli Stati
Uniti d'America o
odai
dai propri
propri territori
territori o
o possedimenti
tra
possedimenti tra
di
cambiamento deUo
di loro,
lore, indipcndentemente
indipendentemente da qualunque
qualunque cambiamento
dello stato
politico di
stato politicodi
qualsiasi territorio
possedimento degli
qnAlsiasi
territorio o
o possedimento
degli Stati
Stati Uniti
Fniti d'America.
d'America.
4.
Le disposizioni
disposizioni del presente
presente Trattato
saranno interpretate
4. Le
Trattato non
non saranno
interpretate nel
nel sense
senso
di
alcui diritto ooprivilegio
a persone
di accordare
accordare Memi
privilegio a
persons fisiche
persons giuridichebd
gituidichetd
fisiche ed aapersone
associazioni pcr
assoeiazioni
per lo svolgimento di attiviti
attivith politiche o
o per
per l'organizzazione
Porganizzazione di
di
persone
giuridiche ed associazioni
associazioni di natura
persone giuridiche
natura politica
politica o
oper
per la
la parteeipazione
alle
partecipazione aUle
medesime.
medesime.
cittadini di un terzo o
5. Qualora
Qualora, eittadini
abbiano direttamente
o di terzi
terzi Paesi
Paesi abbiano
direttamente oo
indirettamento nella proprietk
direzione di persone
indirettamento
proprieta o
onella
nen.% direzione
persone giuridiche
giuridiche ed
associaed associazioni istituite
istituite od org.nizzate
a norma delle
zioni
organizzate a
delle leggi
leggi e
e del
regolamenti di
di una
una delle
dello
dei regolamenti
Contricnti un interesse
interesse che
due Alte Parti Contraenti
elto ne
no din
ii controllo,
c(mtrollo, l'altra
Paltra Alta
dia loro
loro il
Alta
Parte Contraente
risorva il
diritto di negare
Parte
Contraente si risema
ii diritto
negare alle
ails persone
persone giuridiche
giuridiche ed
assoeiaed associazioni
accordato dal
zioni predette
predette qualsiasi diritto e
e privilegio
privilegio accordato
presents Trattato
Trattato
dal presente
6.
Nessuna improsa
impro.sa di ciascuna Alta Parte Contraente
6. Nessuna
Contraente di proprieta
proprieth pubblica
pubblica
o sotto controllo pubblico,
pubblico, quaIora
qualora svolg-a
o
commerciali, industriali,
industriali, di
di
svolga attivite,
attivitk commerciali,
trasformazione, navigazione
navigazione od altre attivith
attiviti d'affari entre
trasforma,zione,
entro i
i territori
territori dell'altra
dell'altra
Alta Parte Contraente,
Contraente, potra pretendere
pretender° o
o godere
nei territori
territori stessi,
stessi, nb
ne per
per sb
se
godere nei
n6 per i
i propri beni,
ne
beni, immunita
immunite, da
da azioni
esecuzioni di
di sentensentenda tributi,
tributi, da
azioni legali,
legali, da
da esecuzioni
ze o
o da qualsiasi
qualsiasi Atra
altra responsabilith,
responsabilita alla quale
quale sia
ze
sin ivi soggetta
soggetta un'impresa
un'impresa concontrollata
appartenento aa privati.
trollata da o
o appartenente
7.
disposizioni del presento
7. Lo disposizioni
present° Trattato
Trattato non saranno
mode
saranno interpretate
interpretate in
in mode
sulle leggi e
e sui regolamenti
regoLamenti vigenti
da avere
avere effetto
effet to suite
di ciascuna
Alta Parte
Parte ContraContravigonti di
ciascuna Alta
ente in materia di immigrazione,
immigrazione, o
ciascuna Alta
Parte Contraente
Contraente
o sul diritto
diritto di
di ciascuna
Alta Parte
di emanare
emanare ed applicare
k-ggi eeregolamenti
applicare leggi
regoIamenti in materia di immigrazione;
immigrazione; purche
purchb
tuttavia, nesstma
nossmin disposizione
disposizione del present°
paragrafo impcdisca
ai cittadini
eittadini di
di
presento paragrafo
impedisca ai
ciascuna Alta Parte
Parto Contraento
ciascuna
Contraente di entrare,
entrare, viaggiaro
viaggiare e
e risiedere
risiedere nei
nel territori
territori
dell'altra
Contraente, allo
dell'altra Alta
.Alta Parte Contraente,
allo scope di
conunereio fra
fra le
is due
due
di esercitare
esercitare ilii commercio
Alto
Alte Parti Contraenti o
o di svolgere
connessa od
svolgere qualsiasi
qualsiasi attivith
attivita commercials
commerciale connessa
od
inerente a
a detto esercizio,
condizioni altrettanto
esereizio, a
acondizioni
faverevoli di
quelle aceordate
altrottanto favorevoli
di quelle
accordate oo
che
ohs potranno essere accordate
accordate in awenire
ay-venire ai
ai cittadini
cittadini di
di qualsiasi
qualsiasi terzo
Passe
terzo Paese
che
entrino, viaggino ee risiedano
che entrino,
risiedano nei detti territori
territori allo scope
scope di
esereitare ii
di esercitare
il
commercio
oommorcio fra la detta altra
altra Alta Parte
Contraente ed
ed il
detto Paese
Passe o
o di
svolParte Contraento
il detto
di svolgere attivitA
connesse od inerenti
gem
attivita commerciali
commerciali CO/IIICRS0
commercio.
inerenti a
a tale
tale commercio.
.Articolo XXV
Articolo
XXV

Ferma
qualsiasi limitazione
Ferma restando qualsiasi
limitazione od
disposta dal
dal presente
presente
od eccezione
eccezione disposta
Trattato oo che
concordata in avvenire
cite venga
'conga concordata
avvenire tra
Alte Parti
Parti Contraenti,
tra is
le Alte
Contraenti, ii

territori
Contraenti cui si riferiscono
territori delle
dells Alte Parti Contraenti
riferiscono le
is disposizioni
disposizioni del
del presente
presente
Trattato,
Trattate, si iatenderanno
intenderanno eomprendere
is zone
zone terrestri
terrestri e
e marittime
marittime che
che
comprendere tate
tutte le
trovano sotto la sovranita
si trovano
sovranith od autorith
dells Alte
Alto Parti
Parti Contraenti,
Contraenti,
autorita di eiascuna
ciascuna delle
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and
other than
than the
the Trust
of the
to the
and other
Trust Territory
Territory of
the Pacific
Pacific Islands
Islands except
except to
the extent
extent
that
United States of America
proclamation extend
America shall by proclamation
that the President of the United
provisions of the Treaty
Treaty to such
such Trust Territory.
provisions

Article XXVI
XXVI
Article
Disputes.

Any dispute
dispute between
between the
ID& Contracting
Contracting Parties
Parties as
as to
the interpretation
interpretation
to the
the High
Any
Ifigh Contracting
Contracting Parties shall not
not
application of
of this
this Treaty, which
which the
the High
or the
the application
satisfactorily adjust by
the International
International
submitted to the
satisfactorily
by diplomacy, shall be submitted
Court of
of Justice,
Justice, unless
the ICI&
Contracting Parties
shall agree
agree to
settlement
High Contracting
Parties shall
to settlement
Court
unless the
by
means
by some
some other
other pacific
pacific means.

Article
XXVII
Article XXVH
Ratification.
Ratification.
Effective date; duration.
ration.
Post,
Post, p. 2304.
Termination.
Termination.

Signatures.
Signatures.

Authentic lanlanAuthentic
guages.

1.
ratified, and the ratifications
thereof shall
shall be exchanratifications thereof
1. This
This Treaty
Treaty shall
shall be
be ratified,
ged
ged at
at Rome
Rome as
as soon
soon as
as possible.
possible.
force on the day of the exchange
exchange of
Treaty shall enter into force
2. This Treaty
ratifications, and
continue in
period of ten years
that day.
day.
ratifications,
and shall continue
in force
force for a
a period
years from
from that
year before
expiration of the aforesaid
aforesaid period of ten
ten
before the
the expiration
3. Unless one
one year
Party shall have given written
written notice to the other
other
years either High Contracting
Contracting Party
Sigh Contracting
Party of
intention to
terminate this Treaty
Treaty upon
the expiraexpiraHigh
Contracting Party
of intention
to terminate
upon the
tion of the aforesaid
aforesaid period, the Treaty shall continue
continue in force thereafter
thereafter until
until
one year from
from the date on which written
written notice of intention
intention to terminate
terminate it
given by either
shall have been given
either High
High Contracting
Contracting Party.

IN
the respective
respective Plenipotentiaries
In WITnES
WaNzsa WrEMOP
WnEnE01# 'the
Plenipotentiaries have
have signed this
affixed hereunto
their seals.
seals.
Treaty and have affixed
hereunto their
DONE in duplicate,
duplicate, in the English
English and Italian languages,
languages, both equally
equally
authentic,
authentic, at Rome, this second
second day of February
February one thousand
thousand nine hundred
hundred
forty-eight.
forty-eight.

Pot
For
Ike
Por the
a
(loversolost of as Visited
Mateo
istads
U6it"
6ho0mnMM
of Americo
Amerisa

Per A.

Ialiu
/taws Goornsts
Goverforoos.
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faorchb in
la zona
faorche
sons del Canale di Panama, e
efuorche
Territorio delle
dello Isole
Isole del
del PaPafuorche ii
il Territorio

cifico in
cifico
in amministrazione
amministrazione fiduciaria
fiduciaria salva la
la. misura
misura entre
cmii
President° degli
degli
entro cui
il Presidente
Stati Uniti
17niti d'America estenda, mediante
del Trattato
mediante sue
sno decreto,
deereto, le
le disposizioni
disposizioni del
Trattato
aa detto Tenitorio
Territorio in amministrazione
amministrazione fiduciaria.
fiduciaria.
Articolo
XXVI
Articolo XXVI

Qualsiasi controversia fra le Alto
Alte Parti Contraenti
Qualsiasi
Contraenti circa
circa Pinterpretazione
l'interpretazione oo
l'applicazione del presente Trattato, che le Alto
Papplicazione
Parti Contraenti
risolvano
Alte Parti
Contraenti non
non risolvano
soddisfacentemente in via diplomatica, garb
soddisfacentemente
ails Corte
Corte Internazionale
sara sottoposta
sottoposta alia
Internazionale

di
Giustizia, a
a mono
meno che le Alte
Contraenti convengano
di Giustizia,
Alto Parti Contraenti
convengano di
di risolverla
risolverla con
eon
altri mezzi pacific.
pacifici.
.Artleolo XXVII
XXVII
Articolo

1. I11 present°
presente Trattato gab
sara ratificato;
1.
ratificato ;lo scambio
scambio dole
luogo
delle ratifiche
ratifiche avri‘
avra luogo
a
a Roma
Boma al pio
pitt presto possibile.
possibile.
presente Trattato
2. n
11 present°
Trattato entrera
in vivre
dello scambio
deUe ratifiche
ratifiche
entrera in
vigore il
il giorno
giorno dello
scambio delle
o rimarra
o
rimarrit in vigore
vivre per un periodo di
died an.ul
quel
giorno.
di dieci
anni da
da quel giorno.
3. A
meno che un anno prima delo
3.
A mono
dello spirare del predetto
predetto periodo
periodo di
di died
died
anni
ana dello
delle Alto
Alte Parti Contraenti notifichi
anal =a
notifichi per
per iscritto
iscritto aU'altra
all'altra Alta
Parte
Alta Parte
Oontraente Ia
la sua
Oontraente
ma intenzione
iutenzione di porre termine
termite al present°
alla scadenza
scadenza
presente Trattato
Trattato alla
del predetto
Trattato rimarra
rimarr in vigore
del
predetto periodo, il
II Trattato
vigore ulteriormente
fino ad
ad un
tin anno
anno
ulteriormente fino
dalla data
data nella
nella quale
Mna delle
dalla
quale una
dole due Alte
Alto Parti Contraenti
avra notificato
notificato per
per
Contraenti avra
iscritto la ma
sua intenzione di
di porvi
porvi tennine.
termine.
IN F
PDE
ClHE
i rispettivi Plenipotenziari
IN
EDE DI C
HE i
Plenipotenziari hanno
finnato il
ii presents
hanno firmato
preeente
Trattato ee vi hauno
Trattato
lore sigilli.
hanno apposto
apposto jj loro
FATTO in doppio esemplare
esemplare nelle
neUe 'fugue
italisma ed
entrambe
lingue italiana
ed Meese,
inglese, entrambe
ugualmente autentiche, a
a Roma, il glom
Febbraio mille
mile noveoento
novecento ono
cms.
giorno due
due Febbraio
rantotto.

Per sl
i
Goewi
Govern° Itiano
Italiano

y^

Per
per ii
a

Gowmo elegli
degli Stall
Govern°
MOH d'Ameri
d'Amerias
Sati Uniti

( ^\
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2295
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At the time of signing the Treaty of Friendship,
Friendship, Commerce
Commerce and Navigation
Navigation

Ante, p.
p. 2255.
225.

Ante,

between the
the United
United States
States of
Italian Republic,
Republic, the undersigned
undersigned
the Italian
and the
of America
America and
between
Plenipotentiaries,
duly authorized
by their
respective Governments,
Governments, have
their respectivo
authorized by
Plenipotentiaries, duly
further agreed
on the
the following
which shall
be considered
as integral
integral
considered as
shall be
provisions, which
following provisions,
agreed on
further
Treaty:
parts of said Treaty:
payment
1.
providing for the payment
2 of Article V, providing
paragraph 2
The provisions
provisions of paragraph
1.
of
compensation,
shall
extend
to
interests
held
directly
indirectly
by
nationals,
or
indirectly
directly
held
to
interests
extend
shall
of compensation,
corporations
and associations
associations of
of either
Contracting Parly
Party in prop-erty
property
either High
High Contracting
corporations and
which
taken within
the other
other High Contracting
Contracting Party.
of the
territories of
within the territories
is taken
which is
2.
Rights and
with respect
commercial, manufacturing
manufacturing and
to commercial,
respect to
and privileges
privileges with
2. Rights
privately
processing activities
activities accorded,
accorded, by
the provisions
provisions of the Treaty, to privately
by the
processing
owned
and. controlled
controlled erxterprises.of
within the
Contracting Party within
enterprises.of either High Contracting
owned and
territories
the other
extend to rights
rights and priContracting Party shall extend
High Contracting
other High
of the
territories of
vileges
an economic
economic nature
nature granted
enterprises
publicly owned or controlled enterprises
granted to publicly
of an
vileges of
situations in which
which such publicly
publicly
Contracting Party, in situations
of such other High Contracting
owned
or controlled
controlled enteprises
enteprises operate
competition with
with privately
privately
operate in fact in competition
owned or
owned
enterprises. The preceding
preceding sentence
sentence shall not, however,
controlled enterprises.
owned and controlled

Ante, p. 2262.
Ante,

apply
publicly owned or controlled
controlled enterprises
enterprises in conneconneto subsidies
subsidies granted to publicly
apply to

processing goods for government
ction
manufacturing or processing
government use, or
or
ction with: (a) manufacturing
supplying
government for government
supgovernment use; or (b) supand services to the government
supplying goods and

Ante,

particular
plying, at prices substantially below
below competitive
prices, the needs
needs of particular
competitive prices,
services not otherwise practicably
groups for essential
essential goods and services
practicably
population groups
obtainable
groups.
obtainable by such groups.
3. The concluding
concluding sentence
XVIII shall
shall not
not
paragraph 11 of Article XVIII
sentence of paragraph
be construed as applying to postal services.
services.

2282.

Ante, p. 2282.

4.
4.

Ante, p. 2256.

Ante, p.

p. 2270.
2270.
Ante, p.

INi WIrrEss
W ITNESS WsHEEOF
W HEREOF the respective
respective Plenipotentiaries
Plenipotentiaries have
have signed this

signaauea
Blinetures.

Ii

ian-

Authentic Ian-

susses.

The
shall not be construedto
construed to
ArticleIshallnotbe
provisions of
of paragraph
paragraph 22 (a) of .ArticleI
The provisions

by
members of which are designated by
professions the members
extend to the practice of professions
law as public officials.
officials.
to
paragraph 2
2of Article
Article XI shall not be construed
construed to
provisions of paragraph
5. The provisions
affect measures taken by either High Contracting
Contracting Party to safeguard military
secrets.
secrets.
hereunto their seals.
Protocol and have affixed hereunto
DONE in duplicate, in.
in the English and Italian languages,
languages, both equally
equally
authentic, at Rome
second day of February
hundred
February one thousand nine hundred
Rome this second
authentic,
forty-eight.
forty-eight.
For
For the
Government
United States
Government of the United

For
For the

of America
America
of

Italian
Government
Italian Government
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All'atto
Commercio eeNavigazione
AlPatto della firma del Trattato di Amicizia,
Amicizia, Cornmercio
Navigazione tra
tra
la Repubblica,
Repubblica Italiana
e gli Stati Uniti d'America,
in
Italiana e
&America, i
i sottoscritti
sottoscritti Plenipotenziari,
Plenipotenziari,
debitamente
debitamente autorizzati
autorizzati dai lore
loro rispettivi
rispettivi Govcrni,
Governi, hanno
hanno inoltre concordato
le
concordato le
seguenti disposizioni
seguenti
disposizioni che saranno
saranno considerate
considerate come parte integrante del
del TratTrattato predetto:
predetto:
paragrafo 22delParticolo
1. Le disposizioni del paragrafo
dispongono il
ii pagapagedell'articolo V
V che
che dispongono
mcnto di indennizzo,
estenderanno ai diritti spettanti
mento
indenni7zo, si estenderanno
spettanti direttamenteod
indirettadirettamenteodindirettamente
e alle persone giuridiche
giuridiche ed associazioni
mente ai cittodini
cittadini e
ciaseun.a.Alta
Parte
associazioni di
di ciascuna
Alta Parte
Contracnte su beni che vengono
Contraente
vengono espropriati
espropriati entro
Alta.
entro iiterritori
tcrritori delPaltra
dell'altra Alta.
Parto Contraerte.
Parte
Contraerle.
2. IIdiritti e
e privilegi relativi
relativi ad attiVit&
commerciali, industriali
industriali e
edi
di tratraattivita commerciali,
sformazione aceordati
disposizioni del Trattato ad imprese
sformazione
aceordati dallo disposizioni
imprese di proprieta
proprieta
privata
o controllate da privati di eiaseuna
ciascuna Alta Parte Contratnte
private, o
entro iiterterContracntc entro
del'altra Alta Parte
ritori delPaltra
Palle Contraente, comPienderanno
diritti eeprivilegi
privilegi di
di
comprenderanno izdiritti
natura econornica
econonica concessi ad imprese
nature,
imprese di proprieta
proprieta pubblica
pubbhca o
o sotto controllo
'matron()
pubblico di detta altra Alta Parte
Contraentc nei casi in cui
pubblieo
Parte Contraente
cui dette imprese
di
imprese di
proprieta
pnbblica oo sotto controllo
pubblico operino
propryta pubbilea
controllo pubblieo
operino di fatto in coneorrenza
concorrenza
con imprese
imprese di propricth
:con
proprieta privata
private o
o controllate
controlIate da
privati. La
che precede
precede
da privati.
La frase
frase che
peraltro, riferirsi aa Eussidi
non pub,
put), peraltro,
sussidi conecssi
e,oneessi ad imprese
imprese di
proprieta pubblica
di proprieta
pubblica oo
sotto controllo
controllo pubblico
pubblico per: (a)
fabbricazione o
trasformazione di
di merci
per uso
(a) fabbricazione
o trasformazionc
merci per
uso
governativo
governativo o
o forniture di
al Governo
Governs) per
op.
di morel
merci e
c servizi
servizi al
per uso
uso governativo;
governativo; oppure (b) sopperire,
sopperire, a
a prezzi notcvolmente
notevolmente inferiori
inferiori ai prezzi
prezzi di
di concorrenza,
concorrenza, ai
ai
bisogni di determinate
determinate catcgorie
categoric di popolazione
popolazione rispetto
merci e
eservizi
servizi essenessenrispetto aamerci
ziali
ziadi che
ehe non sarcbbero
sarebbero di fatto altrimenti
altrimenti ottenibili
da tali
categoric.
ottcnibili da
tali categoric.
dell'ArticoIo XVIII
XVIII nonsara
non sari interpretata
3. La fraso finale del paragrafo
paragrato 1
1 dll'Articolo
interpretata
come riferentesi
riferentesi ai servizi postali.
4. Lo
paragrafo 22(a) delPArtico/o
Le disposizioni del paragrafo
earanno interpreinterpredell'Articolo IInon
non Paranno
no) senso di cstnndersi
tati nd
ostendersi all'cscrcizio
alresercizio di profcssioni
professieni iicui membri
designati
membri sono
sono designati
per legge come
come pubblioi
ufficiali.
pubblioi ufficiali.
5. 1,1
Li dispos!zioni
disposzioni d.1
delPArtieolo XI
tannin° inttprctate
dcl paragrafo
pargraafo 2
2 dell'Articolo
XI non
non Earonno
int(prctate
nel senso di aver cffetto
eat° sulle
sidle misure adottate da ciascuna
Alta Parte
ciasouna Alta
Parte Contraente
Contraente •
per aalvaguardare
segreti militari.
salvaguardare segreti
IN FPDE
FEDI
: DI CHE
ems ii rispettivi
rispettivi Plenipotenziari
hanno firmato
Plenipotenziari hanno
firmato ii
il presente
presents
Protocollo
Protocollo e
e vi hanno apposto
apposto iilore
sigilli.
lore sigilli.
FATTO in duplice
duplice copia nelle lingue
inglese, cntrambe
entrambe ugualnoellinguc italianaed
italianaed inglese,

Fcbbraio milk
mente autenticho,
autimtiche, in Roma, il giorno
giorno due Febbraio
milknoccefntoquarantotto.
novcentoquarantotto.
Per it
il
Per
Governo Italian°
Italiano
Govern°

/'

Per
Per ilft
Govemro deali
Govern()
dealt Stati
Stall Uniti
d'America
Uniti d'Americ

r

-- t^
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ADDITIONAL
ADDITIONAL PROTOCOL

In view
of the
the grave
grave economic
difficulties facing
Italy now
now and
and prospectively
prospectively
In
view of
economic difficulties
facing Italy
as
a result
result of
infer alia,
operations on
on
damage caused
caused by
by the late military operations
as a
of inter
alia, the damage
Italian soil;
following the Italian
Italian
by the
the Gorman
German forces following
Italian
soil; the
the looting
looting perpetrated
perpetrated by
declaration
war against
Germany; the
present inability
inability of
of Italy
to supply,
supply,
declaration of
of war
against Germany;
the present
Italy to
unassisted,
people or the minimum
unassisted, the
the minimum
minimum needs
needs of
of its people
minimum requirements
requirements of
of
Italian
economic recovery;
recovery; and Italy's
lack of monetary
monetary reserves; at the time
Italian economic
Italy's lacS
Ante, p.
2255.
p. 2255.
Ante,

Ante, pp.
2274,
2278.
Ante,
pp.74,
2274
76.

Post,
Pot, p.
p. 2300.
2300.

60 Stat.
60
Stat. 1410.
1410.

60
1420.
60 Stat.
Stat. 1420.

2X4, 2276.
Ante, pp. 2274,

of
Navigation between
between
of signing the Treaty
Treaty of Friendship,
Friendship, Commerce
Commerce and Navigation
the
America and
undersigned PleRepublic, the undersigned
the United
United States
States of America
and the Italian Republic,
nipotentiaries, duly
authorized by
respective Governments,
Governments, have
have further
further
nipotentiaries,
duly authorized
by their respective
agreed on the following
following provisions,
provisions, which
considered as integral
integral parts
which shall be considered
of said
said Treaty:
XW of the abovementioned
abovementioned
1. The provisions of paragraph
paragraph 3
3 of Article XIV
Treaty
which relates
Treaty and
and that part
part of
of paragraph 44 of the same
same Article
Article which
relates to
to the
the
Contracting Party 'with
allocation of shares,
shares, shall not obligate
obligate either High Contracting
with
respect to the application
application of quantitative
quantitative restrictions
restrictions on imports and
exports:
exports:
(a) that
have effect
equivalent to
exchange restrictions
restrictions authorized
authorized
(a)
that have
effect equivalent
to exchange
conformity with section
section 3
3 (b)
(b) of Article
Article VII of the Articles of Agreement
Agreement of
in conformity
the International
International Monetary
Monetary Fug;
Fuld;
(b) that are necessary
post-war transitional
necessary to secure, during the early
early post-war
transitional
distribution among
among the several consuming countries
countries of
of
period, the equitable distribution
goods
in short
supply;
goods in
short supply;
(e)
necessary in order to effect,
effect, for the
the purchase of imports,
(c) that are necessary
inconvertible currencies;
currencies; or
the utilization of accumulated
accumulated inconvertible
(d) that have
have effect
effect equivalent
equivalent to exchange restrictions
restrictions permitted
permitted
Agreement of the
under section 22of Article X.IV
XIV of the Articles of Agreement
the International
International
Monetary Fund.
Monetary
2. The privileges accorded
Contracting Party by
accorded to either High Contracting
subparagraphs
(d), paragraph
paragraph 1,
1, of
the present
subparagraphs (0)
(c) and
and (d),
of the
present Protocol, shall be limited
limited
it is necessary
necessary for such High Contracting
to situations in which (a) it
Contracting Party to
apply
order to
forestall the
the imminent
imminent threat
of, or
to forestall
threat of,
or
apply restrictions
restrictions on
on imports
imports in
in order
decline in the
the level of its monetary
monetary reserves
reserves or, in
of
to stop, a
a serious decline
in the case of
very low monetary
monetary reserves,
reserves, to achieve
achieve a
reasonable rate
increase in its
a reasonable
rate of increase
reserves,
reserves, and (b) the application
necessary restrictions in the manner
application of the necessary
manner
aforesaid paragraph
1 will yield such High Contracting
permitted by the aforesaid
paragraph 1
Contracting Party
a volume of imports above the maximum
maximum level which
a
which would be possible
possible if such
such
restrictions were applied in the manner prescribed
3 and 44 of
prescribed in paragraphs
paragraphs 3
of
Article XIV
Article
of the
the Treaty.
Treaty.
XIV of
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PROTOCOLLO ADDIZIONALE
ADDIZIONAIN

In
delle gray'
gravi d'ffioolta
economiche in cui versa
In considerazsone
considerazione dello
difficolta economiche
versa attualmente
attualmente
l'Italia eedi quelle che
ehe sono da prevedersi
prevedersi a
dei danni
danni causati
causati a
a causa, fra Nitro,
I'altro, dci
a
suo tempo dalle operazioni
opcrazioni militari su territorio
itatiano, dei
popeterritorio italiano,
dei Eaecheggi
Eaccheggi perpetrati dalle forze tedesche
a seguito della dichiatazione
dichiarazione di guerra
trati
tedesche a
dell'Italia centre
gaerra dell'Italia
contro
la Germania, della presente
presente impossibilita nella
si trova
di sopperire,
sopperire,
nella vale
quale si
trova l'Italia
l'Italia di
senza aiuti, al fabbisogno minim°
minimo della sus
ale csigenze
esigenze minime
minhne
sua popolazione
popolazione oo alle
della ripresa economica italiana
italiana nonche
nonche della
riserve mnonetarie
rnonetarie
della mancanza
mancanza di
di riscrve
dell'Italia; all'atto della firma del Trattato di
dell'Italia;
A.tnicizia, Commercio
Commercio e
e Navigadi Amicizia,
Navigazione Ira
fra Is
la Repubblica
Repubblica Italiana
Italians e
egli Stati
Stati Uniti d'America,
d'America, iisottoscritti
sottoscritti PlePlenipotenziari,
debitamente autorizzati
nipotenziari, debitamente
autorizzati dai
dal loro
loro rispettivi
hanno inoltre
rispettivi Govern',
Governi, hanno
inoltre
concordato
seguenti disposizioni
concordat° le segttenti
disposizioni che
considerate come
come parti
parti inteinteche saranno
saranno considerate
granti del predetto
predetto Trattato:
Trattato:
1.
1. Le disposizioni
disposizioni del paragrafo
paragrafo 3
3dell'Artioolo
XPir del
del predetto
dell'Articolo XIV
predetto Trattato
Trattato e
quella parte del paaragto
4 dello stesso Articolo
qnella
paragrafo 4
Articolo the
Et'l'assegnazione
che si riferisce
riferisce a'l'assegnazione
di contingent',
oontingenti, non vincoleranno
vincoleranno nessuna delle
di
dole due Alte
Atte Parti
Contraenti circa
Parti Contraenti
circa
I'applicazione di restrizioni quantitative
quantitative alle
Papplicazione
ale importazioni
importazioni ed esportazioni:
esportazioni:
a) che hanno
effetto equivalente
ham° eftetto
equivalent° a
restrizioni valutarie
a restrizioni
valutarie autorizzate
autorizzate in
in
conformita
conformite con la Sezione 3
3 (b) dell'Artioolo
degli Accordi
Accordi sul
nil Fondo
dell'Aticolo VII degli
Fondo
Monetario
Monetario Internazionale;
Internazionale;
b) che sono necessarie
necessarie per assicurare,
assiourare, dnrante
prime periodo
periodo transitransidurante ii
il primo
post-bellico, una equa distribuzione
torio post-bellico,
distribuzione Ira
le diverse
diverse nazioni
consumatrici
fra le
nazioni consumatrici
delle merci di scans
disponibilith ;
scarsa disponibilita;
o)
e) cbe sono necessarie
neeessarie allo
alio scopo
per l'acquisto
Paequisto
scope di rendere
rendere possibile,
possibile, per
di prodotti da importare,
importare, Putilizzazione
divise inconvertibili
inconvertibili accumulatesi;
accurnulatesi;
l'utilizzazione di divise
oppure
che hanno un effetto equivalente
d) the
equivalent° alle
restrizioni valutarie
valutarie conEentite
conEentite
ale restrizioni
dalla Bezione
Sezione 22 dell'.Articolo
dell'Articolo XIV degli
dcgli Accordi
sal Fondo
Fondo Monetario
Monetario InterimAccordi sal
]nternazionale.
zionale.
2. I
I privilegi
accordati aa ciascuna Alta Parte
privilegi accordati
Contraente dal
comma (o)
(o)
Parto Contraeate
dai comma
ee (d) del paragrafo
paragrafo 1
present. Protocollo,
Protoeollo, sarnno
ram= limitati
sitnaziOni nelle
nelle
1 del presente
limitati aa situationi
quali:
(a) sia neoessario
necessario per detta Alta Parte
quail: (a)
Parte C,ontracnte
applicare restrizioni
Contracnte di
di applicare
restrizioni
sulleeimportazio:n.i
importazioni alto
allo scopo
sub
scope di sventare
sventare In
minaccia immediata
immediata di
ins serio
serio declino
decline
la minaccia
di un
monetarie o
nel livello delle
dello proprie riserve
riserve monetarie
oppure, nel
nel caso
caso di
di
o di arrestarlo,
arrcstarlo, oppure,
riserve
raggmngere una ragionevole
riserve monetarie molto
mono basse,
basso, di raggiungere
ragionevole misura
di acereaccremisura di
scimento delle
scinsento
delle proprie riservo
riserve e
e (b)
(b) Papplicazione
delle necessarie
l'applicazione delle
necessarie restrizioni
restrizioni nei
nei
modi consentiti
paragrafo 1, permetterebbe
consentiti dal predetto paragrafo
permetterebbe a
tale Alta
Alta Parte
Cona tale
Parte Conimportazioni superior°
traente un volume di importazioni
massimo che
the sarebbe
sarebbe
superiore al
al liven°
livello massimo
possibile
possiblle qualora
qualora tali restrizioni fossero
foEscro invece
invece applicate
nel modo
pretcritto
applicate nel
modo preEcritto
dai
e4
4 deLP.Articolo
dell'Articolo XIV del Trattato.
dal paragrafi
paragrall 3
3e
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Ante, p. 2278.
Ant,

Ante,
Ant, p. 2228.!
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Ante, p. 228.
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current transitional
transitional period
of recovery
from the
3. During the current
period of
recovery from
the
recent war, the
paragraph 1,
1, of
Treaty shall not
not
recent
the provisions
provisions of Article
Article XVI,
XVI, paragraph
of the Treaty
prevent
Contracting Party
Party of
of needed
needed controls
to
prevent the application
application by
by either
either High
High Contracting
controls to
the
sale, distribution
distribution or
of imported
in short
other
the internal
internal sale,
or use
use of
imported articles
articles in
short supply,
supply, other
than or different
controls applied
articles of
national
different from controls
applied with respect
respect to like
like articles
of national
the internal
internal distribution
of imported
imported
origin. However,
However, no such
such controls
controls over the
distribution of
High Contracting
Party in such a
manner
articles shall be
be (a)
(a) applied
applied by either
either High
Contracting Party
a manner
position within
territories
as to cause unnecessary
unnecessary injury
injury to the competitive
competitive position
within its territories
of the
the other
other High
Party, or
or (b)
(b) continued
continued longer
of the commerce
commerce of
High Contracting
Contracting Party,
longer
than required
supply situation.
situation.
than
required by
by the
the supply
4.
Party shall
impose any
any new
new restriction
restriction
4. Neither
Neither High
High Contracting
Contracting Party
shall impose
under paragraph 1
1of the present Protocol without
given the
the other High
without having given
High
Contracting Party
which shall,
shall, if possible,
less than
than thirty
thirty
Contracting
Party notice thereof
thereof which
possible, be not less
advance and shall not in any event
event be less
less than
advance.
days in advance
than ten days in
in advance.
Bach
Each High Contracting
Contracting Party shall afford to the other
other High
High Contracting
Contracting Party
Party
opportunity for consultation
consultation at any time
concerning the
the need
need for and the
opportunity
time concerning
application of restrictions
such paragraph
paragraph relates
relates as
as well
well as
as concerning
application
restrictions to
to which
which such
concerning
the application
application of paragraph
and either High
High Contracting
Contracting Party shall
paragraph 3; ahd
shall have
thii right to
to invite
Monetary Fund
Fund to
to participate
participate in
in such
such
the
invite the
the International
International Monetary
consultation,
consultation, with reference
reference to restrictions
restrictions to which subparagraphs
subparagraphs (a),
and
(a), (e)
(o) and
(d) of paragraph
paragraph 11 relate.
relate.
5. Whenever
Whenever exchange
exchange difficulties
difficulties necessitate that pursuant
purivant to Article
XXIV, paragraph
pararaaph 11 (f),
(f), the Italian Government
Government regulate the withdrawals
provided for in Article V, paragraph
Italian Government
paragraph 2,
2, the Italian
Government may give priority
to applications
corporations and.
and associations
United
applications made by nationals,
nationals, corporations
associations of the United
States of America
America to withdraw
withdraw compensation
compensation received
received on
account of
on account
of
property acquired
acquired on or before December 8,
8, 1934, or, if subsequently
subsequently
acquired:
acquired:
(a) in the case of immovable
immovable property, if the owner at the time of
of
acquisition had permanent residence
acquisition
residence outside Italy, or, if a
a corporation
corporation or association, had its center of
of management
outside Italy;
Italy;
ciation,
management outside
stock, if at the time of
(b) in the case of shares of stock,
of acquisition Italian
laws and
such shares to
outside Italy;
Italy;
laws
and regulations permitted such
to be traded outside
(a)
case of bank deposits,
deposits, if carried
on free
free account
time
(o) in the case
carried on
account at the time
taking;
of taking;
(d) In
in any case, if the property
property was acquired
through importing
importing foreign
foreign
acquired through
exchange,
services into Italy,
exchange, goods or services
Italy, or through reinvestments
reinvestments of profits
profits or
or
accrued
accrued interest from
from sa.h
sa..h imports whenever made.
made.
Government undertakes
undertakes to grant every
facility to assist appliThe Italian Government
every facility
cants in establishing their status for the purposes
purposes of this paragraph;
paragraph; and
and to
to
accept evidence of probative value as establishing, in the absence
absence of preponderant
preponderant
evidence
evidence to the contrary, a
claim.
a priority claim.
6. Whenever
Whenever a
a multiple
multiple exchange
exchange rate
rate system is in effect in Italy, the
rate of exchange
exchange which shall be applicable
applicable for the purposes
purposes of Article
Article V,
paragraph
paragraph 2,
2, need
need not be the most favorable
favorable of all rates
rates applicable to internatransactions of
provided, however,
however, that
that the
the
tional financial transactions
of whatever
whatever nature;
nature; provided,
rate applicable will in any event permit
permit the recipient
recipient of compensation
compensation actually
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3. Durant°
Durante l'attuale
periodo transitorio di ripresa
recente guerra,
Pattuale period°
ripresa dalla recente
le disposizioni
disposizioni del paragrafo 11 dell'Articolo
dell'Articolo .X.VI
XVI del Trattato
Trattato non impediranno
impediranno
l'applicazione
necessari controlli
Papplicazione da parte di ciascuna
cia,scuna Alta Parte Contraente
Contraente di necessari
controlli
all'interno
vendita, distribuzione od uso di prodotti
all'intern.o sulla ven.dita,
prodotti importati di scarsa
scarsa
disponibilita,
a quelli oo diversi da quelli che vengono
disponibilita, in aggiunta
aggiunta a
ven,gono applicati
applicati
a prodotti uguali di origine
nazionale. Comunque
controllo di tal genere
a
origin() nazionale.
Commque nessun controllo
genera
sulla distribuzione
snlla
distribuzione all'interno di prodotti
prodotti importati:
importati: (a) sara
applicato da ciascnciascusars applicato
arrecare senza necessita
na Alta Parte Contraente
Contraente in mode da arrecare
necessita un danno
clarrno ai rapporti di concorrenza,
i propri territori, all'attivita
all'attivita commerciale
concorrenza, entro i
commerciale dell'altra
dell'altra
Alta Parte Contraente;
oppure (b) continuer&
continuera pia
pih aalungo di quanto sia ridhiesto
Contraente ;opp'ure
richiesto
dal grado di disponibilita dei prodotti.
delle due Alte Parti Contraenti
4. Nessuna
Nessuna, delis
Contraeuti imporre,
imporrh qualsiasi nuova restrizione in base al paragrafo
1 del present°
presente Protocollo senza
aveme date
paragrafo 1
senza averne
dato all'altra
Alta Parte Oontraente
Contraente un preavviso che sara, se possibile, non inferiore a
atrenta
trenta
giorni ma in
i nessun
case inferiore
dieci giorni
Ciascmna Alta ParteContraente
nessun caso
inferior° a
a died
giorni. Ciascuna
ParteContraente
oonoederw
conceder& in
in qualsiasi tempo all'altra Alta
.Alta Parte Contraente facolta di consulla necessita e
tazione circa in
Morisco) detto
e Papplicazione
lapplicazione delis
delle restrizioni cui Si
si rifer;sce
paragrafo,
come
paragrafo, C
OMO pure cerca
circa PappUcazione
paragrafo 3; e
l'applFcazone del paragrafo
e dascuna
ciascuna Alta
Parte Contraente atvra,
avra il
invitare il
Monetario Internazionale
ii diritto di in.vitare
ii Fondo Monetario
Internazionale a
a
partecipare
partecipare a
Si riferiscono
comma
a tali consalta,zioni
consultazioni relative alle restrizioni cui si
riferiscono i
i comma
(a), .(e)
(o) ee (d) del paragrafo
paragrafo 1.
L
(balers difflcolta
difflcolt& valutarie
valutario rendwto
necessario che in
virtit del parapars5. Qalora
rendano necessario
in virtil
1 (f) dell'Articolo
grafo 1
dell'Articolo XXIV, il Govern°
italiano regoli i
n.ol
Governo italiano
i ritiri disposti nel
paragrafo 2
Govern() italiano
Radian() potra dare
dare priorita
priorita alle
all° domande
2 dell'Articolo
dell'Articolo V,
V, il
il Governo
domande
pregentate da cittadini e
e da persone
presentate
person.° giuridiche
giuridiche ed associazioni
degli Stati Uniti
ChM
associazioni degli
d'America
d'America di ritifare
ricevuti per ben!
dicembre 1934
ritirare gli indennizzi
indennizzi ricevuti
beni acquistati
acquistati 1'8 dicembre
1934
o
posteriormente:
o anteriormente, oppure, se
se acquistati
acqnistati posteriormente:
a) nel
di beni
11 proprietario
proprietario avesse
avease avnto,
avato, al
a)
nel caso
case di
beni inunobili,
immobili, qualora
qualora 11
al
moments)
permanen.te fnori
fuori d'Italia
case di persone
persona
momento dell'acquisto,
dell'acquisto, residenza
residenza permanente
d'Italia o, nel cas
associazioni, se avevano
diiettiva fuer!
ginridiche ed associazioni,
avevano la lore
loro soda
sede direttiva
fuori d'ItaLia;
d'Itasa;
azionari, qualora
momenta dell'acquisto
b) nel caso di titoli azionari,
qualora al
al momento
dell'acquisto le leggi
leggi
ed. I
permesso eke
foster° negosate
negoziate
ed
i regolamenti
regolameti Italian!
italiani avessero
aveesero pernnsso
che dette
dette azioni
alioni fossero
fuoni
d'Italia;
fuori d'Italia;
o)
nel case
di deposdt!
deposit! bancari,
materna.' in
o) nel
case di
baneari, qualora
qualora mantennti
in cent!
oonti fiber!
ltberi al
al
momenta dell'esproprio;
dell'esproprio; e
momento
e
d) in ogni caeo,
caso, qualora
qualora I
acquistati mediante importai ben!
beni tosser)
fossero stati acquistati
alone
di *valuta
esters, mereloservizi,
mediante reiavestimenti
di
ione in Italia
Italia di
valata estera,
merci o ervizi, oo mediante
reinvestimeuti di
roan! odi
interessi maturati
maturati da
de tali importazioi,
importassioi, mdipendentemete
indipendentemente dalla
dulls data
proittio
diinteressi
data
in ani
cad venter°
in
cui essi
venero effettuati.
effettuati
11 Governo
Ckrverno itallano
per &altar°
Ii
italiano Si
si impegna di
di concedere
concedere °gni
ogni faeIlItarlone
facilitaZione per
aintare
richiedenti aa determinare
determinare glade
la loro
loro esatta
esatta situazione
situazione per
per gli
gli scopi
scopi del
del
i richiedenti
quale sin
sia la
present°
di prove
prove preponderanti
preponderanti al
di ascetaccetpresente paragrafo
paragrafo;;e
e in
in mancanza
mancanza di
al contrario
contrario di
tare come comprova
comprova di
priorita documentazioni
docamentazioni e
di un
un diritto
diritto di
di priorita
e testimonianze
testimonianue
ave:ati valor°
probativo.
aventi
valore probativo.
6.
sin in
in Italia
di tassi
tassi di
6.. Qualora
Qualora sia
in vikoret
vigore in
Italia nn
un sistema
sistema di
di cambio
cambio plurimi,
plurimi,
ii
tasso
di
cambio
che
garb,
a,pplicabile
per
gli
seep!
del.
paragrafo
2
dell'Articolo V
il tasso di cambio cho sara applicabile per gli scopi del paragrafo 2 dell'Articolo
V
non
sarit necessariamente
di tuttiitassi
ad operazioni
opers.zioni
non sar
necessariamente ii
il pia
pihl favorevole
favorevole di
tutti i tassi applicabili
applicabili ad
ilnanxiarie
haternazionaLi di
natira ;purche,
tattavia, il
ii tasso
tasso appliesflnadaarie internazionali
di qualsiasi
qualsiasi natura;
purche, tuttavia,
appica-
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economic value
value thereof
thereof in United
to realize the
the full economic
United States
States dollars.
dollars.

In case
case

dispute
rate applicable,
the rate
rate shall
shall ho
dispute arises
arises as
as to
to the
the rate
applicable, the
be determined
determined by
by agreement
agreement

between the High Contracting Parties.
Signatures.

Authentic
Authentic lanlanguages.
guages.

Ii
W E:01E0F the
respective Plenipotentiaries
this
IN WrrNEss
WTrNESS WHEBEOF
the respective
Plenipotentiaries have
have signed
signed this
have affixed hereunto their seals.
Protocol and have
DONE
English and Italian languages,
languages, both equally
DONE in
in duplicate,
duplicate, in
in tbe
the English
equally
authentic, at Bome,
Rome, this second day of February
hundred
authentic,
February one thousand
thousand nine hundred
forty-eight.
forty-eight.

For the
Government
Government of the
the United
United Stake
State
of
of America
America

For the
the
Italian Government
Italian
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circostanza a
bile permetta
permetta in ogni circostanza
a chi
realizzarne effetti.
effettichi riceve
riceve l'indennizzo
l'indennizzo di
di reali2zarne
il pieno
vamente ii
piano valore
valore econornico
in dollari
dollari degli
Stati Uniti.
UnitL In
In caso
easo sorgano
economico in
degli Stati
sorgano
controversie circa il tam)
applicare, ii
sari) determinato
determinato mediante
mecliante
tasso da applicare,
il tasso
tasso sara
accordo
fraIc
Parti Contraenti.
Oontraenti.
accordo fra
lo Alte
Alte Parti
IN
FEDE DI
i rispettivi
IN FED&
DICHE
CID/ i
rispettivi Plenipotenziari
Plenipotenziari hanno
hanno &mato
firmato I
ilipresente
presente ProPro.
toeollo e
vi hanno
hanno apposto
apposto i
tocolo
e vi
i km)
loro sigilli.
duplice copia,
FATTO in dnplice
copia, nelle lingue
lingua italiana
ed inglese,
ugualitaliana ed
inglese, entrambe
entrambe ugualmente autentiche,
a Roma, il giorno due Febbraio
,mente
autentiche, a
Febbraio millecuoveeentoquarantotto.
millenovecentoquarantotto.

Per «
4
Pwr
Goreriao
Go"~no Ballow
ItaUao

Per
Per ait
Geowm
Gonna degli
&eh Uniei
dIgl Bfiti
U7sth d'Asseries
d'rAuwo
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WHEREAS
of the
the United
WilmaAs the Senate of
United States
States of
by their
their
of America,
America, by

fdvie

Ratification.
Ratification.

Exchange of raid.
of ratifa.
cations.
c

xcanSge

Ante,
Ante, p. 2294.
4.

p.

Proclamation.
Proclamation.
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resolution
resolution of June
the Senators
conJune 2, 1948,
1948, two-thirds
two-thirds of
of the
Senators present
present concurring therein, did advise
consent
to
the
ratification
of
the
advise and
and consent to the ratification of the said
said
treaty, together with the protocol
protocol and the additional
additional protocol
protocol relating
relating
thereto;
thereto;
WHEREAS
WHEREAS the said treaty and the said protocol and additional
additional proprotocol were duly ratified by the
of the
the United
the President
President of
United States
States of
of
America on June 16, 1949, in pursuance of
the aforesaid
and
of the
aforesaid advice
advice and
consent of the Senate,
Senate, and have been
the part
of the
been duly
duly ratified on
on the
part of
the
Italian
Italian Republic;
Republic;
WrrEFIRAs
instruments of
of the
treaty
WmHEEAS the
the respective
respective instruments
of ratification
ratification of
the said
said treaty
and the said protocol and additional
additional protocol
exchanged
protocol were
were duly
duly exchanged
at
July 26,
at Rome
Rome on
on July
26, 1949;
1949;
AND WHERS
AND
WHEREAS it is provided in Article XXVII of the said treaty
that the treaty shall enter into force
day of
of the
exchange of
of
force on the day
the exchange
ratifications, and it
and additional
additional
it is
is provided
provided in
in the
the said
said protocol
protocol and
protocol that the provisions thereof shall
shall be
be considered
considered integral
integral parts
parts
of
of the
the said treaty;
treaty;
Now,
THEREFORE, be it known
I, Harry
Now, TTTFREEORE,
known that I,
Harry S. Truman, President
President
of the United States of America, do hereby proclaim
proclaim and
make public
and make
public
the said treaty and the said protocol
protocol and
protocol to
the
and additional
additional protocol
to the
end that the same and each and every article
article and
and clause
clause thereof
thereof may
may
be observed and fulfilled with good
by the
the United
States of
good faith by
United States
of
America and by the citizens of the United States
all
States of America
America and
and all
other persons subject to the jurisdiction
thereof.
jurisdiction thereof.
IN
TESTIMONY
WHEREOF, IIhave
have hereunto
I
N TEernfo
N y wHrumor,
hereunto set
and caused
set my
my hand
hand and
caused
the Seal of the United States of America
affixed.
America to
to be
be affixed.
DONE at the city of Washington
Washington this
day of
in the
this fifth
fifth day
of August
August in
the
year of our Lord one thousand
thousand nine
nine hundred
hundred forty-nine
forty-nine
[SEaL] and of the Independence
Independence of the United States of America
isEAL]
America
the
seventy-fourth.
the one hundred
hundred seventy-fourth.

HARRY S
HARRY
S TRUMAN
TRUMAN
By the President:
President:
DEN
DEAN ACHE8ON
ACHESON
Secretary
Secretary of State
State
Ambassador to the Italian
The American Ambassador
Italian Minister
of Foreign
Affairs
Ministerof
ForeignAffairs
P.
F.

Ante,
p. 2255.
Ante, p.
2255.

0. No. 827

o. No. 827

ROME,
February 0,
1948
RoME, February
f, 1948

ExcELLawcy
EXCELuNCT::
I have the honor to refer to the proposals advanced
I
representaadvanced by representatives of your Government,
Government, during
during the
the course
course of
negotiations for
the
of negotiations
for the
Navigation signed
Treaty of Friendship,
Friendship, Commerce
Commerce and Navigation
for
signed this day, for
facilitating
facilitating and expanding
expanding the
the peoples
the cultural
cultural relations
relations between
between the
peoples
of our two countries.
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Government, recognizing
IItake pleasure
pleasure in
in informing
informing you
you that
that my
my Government,
recognizing
the
between nations
the importance
importance of cultural
cultural ties
ties between
nations as developing
developing increased
increased
understanding
foster
understanding and friendship,
friendship, will undertake
undertake to
to stimulate
stimulate and
and foster
cultural relations between
between our two
countries, including
including the
two countries,
the interchange
of
and academic
personnel bebeof professors,
professors, students,
students, and professional
professional and
academic personnel
tween
the territories
territories of
the United
United States
States of
of Italy,
tween the
of the
of America
America and
and of
Italy,
agreements
and agrees to
to discuss at
at a
a later
later time the
the possibility of agreements
designed to
establish arrangements
arrangements whereby
interchange may
designed
to establish
whereby such interchange
may be
be
facilitated
whereby the cultural bonds
facilitated and whereby
bonds between
between the two
two peoples
peoples
may
may generally
generally be strengthened.
strengthened.
Accept,
renewed assurances
Accept, Excellency,
Excellency, the renewed
assurances of
of my highest
highest consideration.
JAMES C
LEMENT DuNN
Dtrrm
JAMES
CLEMENT
His
Excellency
His Excellency
Count
CARLO SFORZA,
SFORZA,
Count CARLO
Minister of Foreign
Foreign Afairs,
Affairs,
Minister
Rome.
Rome.

Foreign Affairs
Affairs to
Ambassador
The Itdian
ItalianMinister
Minister of
of Foreign
to the
the American
American Ambassador
IL
DEGLI AFIARI
ANTARI ESTERI
IL MINISTRO
MINISTRO DBGLI
BSTxBI
ROMA, 2 Febbraio
Febbraio 1948
1948
ECCELLENZA,
EcCELLNZrA,
riferimento alla nota
del
Ho l'onore di
di fare
fare riferimento
nota di V.
V. E.
E. in data odierna, de]
seguente
tenore:
seguente tenore:
"I have the honor
advanced by
"I
honor to
to refer to
to the proposals
proposals advanced
by representarepresentatives of your Government, during the course of negotiations
negotiations for
for the

Treaty
of Friendship,
Friendship, Commerce
Commerce and
and Navigation
Navigation signed
signed this
this day,
for
day, for
Treaty of
facilitating
expanding the cultural relations
relations between
facilitating and expanding
between the peoples
countries.
of our
our two
two countries.
take pleasure
you that
recognizing
that my
my Government,
Government, recognizing
IItake
pleasure in
in informing
informing you
importance of
between nations
the importance
of cultural
cultural ties
ties between
nations as
as developing
developing increased
increased
undertake to stipulate
understanding
friendship, will undertake
stipulate and foster
foster
understanding and friendship,
cultural
relations between
between our
our two
two countries,
countries, including the
the interchange
interchange
cultural relations
of professors,
students, and
professional and
beand academic
academic personnel
personnel beprofessors, students,
and professional
of
tween
the territories
United States
States of
America and
of Italy,
of America
and of
Italy,
territories of
of the
the United
tween the
and agrees
at a
alater
later time
time the
the possibility
possibility of
deof agreements
agreements dediscuss at
and
agrees to
to discuss
signed to
to establish
establish arrangements
arrangements whereby
whereby such
such interchange
may be
interchange may
be
signed
facilitated and
whereby the
two peoples
peoples
bonds between
between the
the two
the cultural
cultural bonds
facilitated
and whereby
may generally
generally be
be strengthened.
strengthened.
may
Accept,
ecc.".
Excellency, ecc.".
Accept, Excellency,
Ho
Ponore d'informare
che il
il Governo
Governo italiano
s'impegna dal
dal
italiano s'impegna
d'informare V.E.
V.E. che
Ho l'onore
canto
suo
a
stimolare
e
promuovere
relazioni
culturali,
comprwo
lo
culturali,
compreso
lo
canto suo a stimolare e promuovere relazioni
scambio
di
professori,
di
studenti
e
di
membri
di
corpi
accademici,
ed
ed
di
corpi
accademici,
scambio di professori, di studenti e di membri
a
discutere le
di accordi
nostri due
due Governi
Governi
fra i
i nostri
culturali fra
accordi culturali
le possibilita
possibility di
a discutere
second°
i
concetti
espressi
nella
nota
di
V.E.
secondo i concetti espressi nella nota di V.E.

55
Ante, p. 2255.

Ate, p. 2 .
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rinnovarLe Pespressione
della
Mi e
e grata Poccasione,
1'occasione, Eccellenza,
Eccellenza, di
di rinnovarLe
l'espressione della
mia
considerazione.
mia put
piit alta considerazione.
SFORZA
SFORZA
A
.
E.JAMES
JAMES CLEMENT
DUNN,
AS
S.E.
CLEMENT DUNN,
Ambasciatore
d'Arnerica
Ambasciatore degli Stati
Stati Uniti
Uniti d'America
Roma
Translation
Translation
THE
MINISTER OF
OF FOREIGN
FOREIGN AFFAIRS
THE MINISTER
AFFAIRS
EXCELLENCY :
ExcELtENCy:

Rome,
February 2,
Rome, February
2, 1948
1948

refer to
date,
II have the honor to refer
to Your Excellency's
Excellency's note of
of this date,
follows:
which reads
reads as
as follows:
[For the English language text of this note, as signed,
2304]
signed, see p. 2304]
I
GovI have the honor to inform Your Excellency that the
the Italian
Italian Government will undertake, for its part, to
cultural
to stimulate and
and foster
foster cultural
relations, including the interchange of professors,
professors, students and
academic personnel,
possibility of
of cultural
agreepersonnel, and
and to discuss
discuss the
the possibility
cultural agreebetween our
Governments in accordance
accordance with
with the
the ideas
ideas
ments between
our two Governments
expressed in
expressed
in Your
Your Excellency's
Excellency's note.
note.
I take pleasure in availing myself of this occasion,
I
Excellency, to
occasion, Excellency,
renew to you the assurances
consideration.
assurances of my highest consideration.
To His Excellency
JAMES CLEMENT
JAMES
CLEMENT DlINN,
DUNN,
Ambassador of the United
Ambassador
United States of America
Rome

S
FORZA
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The American Ambassador
Italian Minister
Minister of Foreign
Foreign Affairs
Ambassador to the Italian
Affairs
Y.
No. 8170
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Pt.a. 5and
land 6.
Stat.,Pt..

I have the honor to refer to paragraph
I
paragraph 3(c) of
XXIV of
of
of Article
Article XXIV
the Treaty of Friendship,
Friendship, Commerce and
Navigation between
between the
and Navigation
the
United States of America
America and the Italian Republic
Republic signed at
at Rome
on February 2, 1948,
1948, and to inform Your
Excellency that
that it
Your Excellency
it is
is the
the
understanding
Government of the United States of America
understanding of the Government
that the provisions of the aforesaid
aforesaid Treaty
to the
the treatment
treatment of
Treaty relating
relating to
of
goods do not preclude
preclude action by either of the parties thereto which is
is
required or specifically
specifically permitted by the General Agreement on Tariffs
[1]
and Trade [
1]or by the Havana Charter
Charter for an International
Trade
International Trade
Organization, [
[2]
during
such
time
2]
as the party applying such measDated Oct.
Oct. 30,
30, 1947.
'Dated
1947.
'Department
Department of
of State
State publication
publication 3117.
3117.
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ures
contracting party
party to
to the
General Agreement
or is
is aamember
ures is a
a contracting
the General
Agreement or
member
of
the International
Organization, as
be.
of the
International Trade
Trade Organization,
as the
the case
case may
may be.
I
will confirm
this understanding
I shall
shall be glad if Your
Your Excellency
Excellency will
confirm this
understanding
on behalf of the Government
Government of the
Italian Republic.
the Italian
Republic.
assurances of
Accept, Excellency,
Excellency, the
the renewed
renewed assurances
of my
my highest
highest considconsideration.
eration.
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AMES CLEMENT
CLEMENT DUNN
DUNN
JAMES
ROME,
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uly
26,
194.9.
ROME, July £6, 1949.
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Affairs
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Ec,cEux.NzA,
ECCfELLETA,
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riferirmi alla
lettera in
in data
data odierna
con cui
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cui Ella,
alla Sua
Sua lettera
odierna con
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di riferirmi
richiamandosi al
(c) dell'art. XXIV
XXIV del Trattato
Trattato di
di
richiamandosi
al paragrafo
paragrafo 33 (c)
Amicizia, Commercio e
hi
e Navigazione
Navigazione fra gli Stati Uniti d'America e
e la
Amicizia,
Repubblica Italiana, firmato
ml comunica
comunica
Repubblica
firmato aaRoma il 22febbraio 1948, mi
che
d'America che le dische 6 intenzione
intenzione del
del Govern°
Governo degli Stati Uniti d'America
posizioni
posizioni del predetto
predetto Trattato
Trattato relative al trattamento delle merci non
precludano
contraenti alcuna azione
o specificataazione che sia
sia richiesta
richiesta o
precludano ai contraenti
mente
o
mente consentita
consentita dall'Accordo
dall'Accordo Generale
Generale sulle tariffe eesul commercio
commercio o
dell'Avana per una
Organizzazione Internazionale
Internazionale del
dalla Carta
Carta dell'Avana
una Organizzazione
del
Commercio, limitatamente
al tempo
tempo in
la parte
parts che
che applichi
applichi tali
in cui
cui la
tali
Commercio,
limitatamente al
misure sia
all'Accordo Generale
Generale oomembro
membro dell'Organizzazione
misure
sia aderente
aderente all'Accordo
dell'Organizzazione
Internazionale del Commercio.
Internazionale
Ho
Ponore di
ii Governo
Governo italiano
italiano 6éd'accordo
d'accordo su
di comunicarLe
comunicarLe che
che il
Ho l'onore
quanto precede.
precede.
quanto
Voglia
considerazione
della mia
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gradire, Eccellenza, iisensi della
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SFORZA
S
E.JAMES
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Uniti d'America
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to paragraph
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the Treaty
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Friend(c) of
Article XXPir
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ferring
paragraph 33 (c)
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STAT.
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ship, Commerce
Commerce and Navigation
Navigation between
between the
the United
United States
States of
of America and the Italian Republic,
Republic, signed at Rome on February
February 2,
you
2, 1948,
1948, you
inform me that it is the
inform
the understanding
understanding of the
the Government
Government of
of the
the
United
of the
Treaty
United States of America
America that the provisions of
the aforesaid
aforesaid Treaty
relating to the treatment
action by
of
relating
treatment of goods
goods do not preclude
preclude action
by either
either of
thereto which
required or
the
the parties
parties thereto
which is required
or specifically
specifically permitted
permitted by
by the
81
Stat., Pta. and 8. General Agreement
68stat.,Pts.8and6.
Agreement on Tariffs
and Trade
Trade or
Tariffs and
or by
the Havana
Charter
by the
Havana Charter
Organization, [1]
[
1]during
for an International Trade Organization,
during such time
time as the
party applying
applying such measures
measures is a
contracting party
party to
the General
General
a contracting
to the
Agreement or is aamember of the International
Agreement
Organization.
International Trade Organization.
Italian Government
agrees
IIhave the honor to inform
inform you
you that
that the
the Italian
Government agrees
to the foregoing.
assurances of
of my
high consideration.
Accept, Excellency,
Excellency, the
the assurances
my high
consideration.
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2413
Italy. Financial
relations-------------------Italy.
Financial and economic relations
2415
-------------------- 2415
Austria. Relief
packages for
for Austria
Austria------------------- ------------2420
Austria.
Relief supplies
supplies and
and packages
China.
cooperation
----------------- -------------------------------- 2425
China. Economic
Economic cooperation
2425
Iran. Military mission to Iran
Iran-------------------------------------------Iran.
--- 2430
2430
Canada. Settlement of certain
certain war accounts and claims ------------Canada.
2432
-------------- 2432
Austria. Exchange
Exchange of official
publications--------------------------------------Austria.
official publications
2434
2434
Switzerland.
services --------------------------Switzerland. Air transport services
2437
----------------- 2437
Ethiopia.
Ethiopia.
Mutual aid settlement
2446
settlement
--------------------------------------------- 2446
Panama.
Panama. Air transport services
services --------------------------------------------- 2450
2450
Canada.
Use by civil aircraft of Stephenville
Stephenville and Argentia
Canada. Use
Argentia military
in NewfoundNewfoundmilitary air
air bases
bases in
land
land_-------------------------------------------------------------------------248
2486
Canada.
services-----------------------Canada. Air transport
transport services
2489
------------------ 2489
France. Maritime claims and litigation
France.
litigation
---------------------------------------- 2499
2499
France.
Settlement
of
certain financial claims and accounts
France.
Settlement
certain
accounts -----------------------2507
2507
Peru.
Peru. Army mission to Peru ------------------2522
------------------------- 2522
Multilateral.
International Rice Commission
Multilateral. Constitution
Constitution of International
2533
Commission ------------------------2533
New Zealand.
Zealand. Passport visa fees
2538
------------------------ 2538
2-----------------Ecuador.
Military
aviation
mission
----------------------- 2543
Ecuador.
mission to Ecuador
Ecuador------------Ecuador. Naval mission to Ecuador------------------------------------Ecuador.
2547
2547
Finland.
Air
transport
services
---------------------------------------------Finland.
2550
2550
Netherlands
..S.
Educational
Foundation in the Netherlands
Netherlands.
U. S.
Foundation
2559
Netherlands -------------------2559
Mexico. Air force liaison officers --Mexico.
2584
----------------------- -------------- 2584
Philippines.
Philippines. Hospitals
Hospitals and medical care
care for Philippine
Philippine veterans--------------------veterans
2593
2593
Italy. Settlement
of
U.
S.
obligations
to former Italian
Settlement
Italian prisoners
prisoners of
related claims
2602
of war and
and related
claims _ 2602
Sweden. Quantitative
Quantitative import restrictions
restrictions and deferment
deferment of
payments----------------2612
of payments
2612
Dominican
Dominican Republic. Air transport
transport services ----2615
-------------------------- 2615
United
Kingdom
of
Great
Britain
and
Northern
United
Great Britain
Northern Ireland.
Allocations of
scrap for
for
Ireland. Allocations
of ferrous
ferrous scrap
export -----.------------------2628
---------------------------------- 2628
United
Kingdom
of
Great
Britain
and
Northern
Ireland.
United
Great Britain and Northern Ireland. Economic
Economic fusion
American and
and
fusion of
of American
occupation in Germany
British zones of occupation
Germany -----------------------------------2630
2630
Peru.
anthropological research and
Peru. Cooperative
Cooperative program of anthropological
investigation in
Peru -----2634
and investigation
in Peru
2634
Mexico. Cooperative
Mexico.
Cooperative program of anthropological
anthropological research and investigation
in
Mexico
2642
investigation in Mexico -2642
United
Kingdom of
of Great
Great Britain
and Northern
Northern Ireland.
Ireland. Economic fusion of American
United Kingdom
Britain and
American and
and
British zones of occupation in Germany
Germany ----.----------------------------2654
2654
Philippines. Transfer of certain
Philippines.
certain military reservations
2660
reservations to the Philippines
Philippines ------- ---- 2660
Philippines.
Occupation of temporary
Philippines. Occupation
temporary quarters and installations by U. S.
armed
forces
S. armed forces
after Mar. 26,
26 1949 -------------------------2670
------------..----.----2670
Belgium. U. S. military
military cemeteries
cemeteries and memorials
memorials in Belgium
Belgium------------------------ 2674
2674
Multilateral.
gold-----------Multilateral. Restitution
Restitution of monetary
monetary gold
2677
-----------------.----2677
Denmark. Exchange of official
publications --------------official publications
2680
-----------------2680
Greece.
Greece. Training exercises for Marine units of the U. S. Fleet in
in the Mediterranean
Mediterranean------- 2683
2683
Iran.
/ran. U. S. Commission for Cultural Exchange with Iran
2685
Iran------.------------------ 2685
•
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Venezuela.
Venezuela. Cooperative
Cooperative health and sanitation program
program in
2695
in Venezuela
Venezuela _______-------_
2695
China.
Joint
Commission
on
Rural
Reconstruction
China. Joint Commission on Rural Reconstruction in
in China --_----- ------------2702
2702
Burma.
U. S. Educational
Educational Foundation
Burma. U
Foundation in
in Burma
Burma -----------------------------2704
Haiti. Cooperative health
Haiti.
health and
and sanitation
sanitatio n program
program in
i
n H
a iti-----------___
2704
Haiti
.
-----------2706
Trieste,
Trieste, British/U.
British! U. S.
S. Zone.
Zone. Relief
Relief supplies
suppli es and
an d packages
pac kages
2706
-------------------------2709
2709
Korea. Air
_-------------------2713
Korea.
Air transport
transport services
services -----.----------------------2713
Burma. Air transport
Burma.
transport services -- --------------------------------------------2716
United Kingdom. Leased
United
n ava lan
da
i
r bases
bases ------------------------2716
Leased naval
and
air
~-~
2723
Honduras.
Cooperative
health
and
sanitation
Honduras. Cooperative health
program in
2729
program
in Honduras
Honduras
.----------2729
France. Passport visa fees -----------------------------------------------France.
2737
2737
Austria. Passport
Passport visa
fees----------------------------------------Austria.
visa fees
2740
---2740
Paraguay. Cooperative
Cooperative education
education program
Paraguay.
program ....
-------------______----------2744
Peru. Cooperative
Peru.
Cooperative food production
pro gram
2744
production program---------------------------2747
2747
Mexico. Cooperative
Cooperative weather
weather stations in Mexico
Mexico.
Mexico ---------------------------------2750
Costa Rica.
Rica. Cooperative
Costa
prod uc ti on program
program i
n C
osta Ri ca
2750
Cooperative food
food production
in
Costa
Rica -_.--------------_ 2757
2757
Colombia. Cooperative
Cooperative h
Colombia.
ealth and
an d sanitation
san it ation program
i
n C
olombia -----------------health
program in
Colombia
2760
Norway. U. S. Educational
Education alF
oun dati on in
i
n N
orway ..-------------------2760
Foundation
Norway
2764
Brazil. Cooperative
Cooperative health
health and sanitation
Brazil.
san it ation p
rogram in
i
n B
raz il --program
Brazil
_
----------------2777
V
2
2
7
76
74
7
Venezuela. Cooperative
Cooperative health
health and
an dsanitation
san itati on program
i
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Venezuela _
program in
___-----------2781
Bolivia. Cooperative
Bolivia.
Cooperative health
d sanitation
san it ati on program
program i
n B
olivia
2
27
78
8
7
1
health an
and
in
Bolivia
___._____---------2787
Ecuador.
Ecuador. Cooperative
Cooperative health
health and sanitation program in
in Ecuador
Ecuador--..----------2790
Multilateral.
Most-favored-nationn treatment
Multilateral. Most-favored-natio
t
rea t
men tt
o western
wes t
ern sectors
of Berlin
2790
to
sectors of
Berlin ----.-2795
Colombia. Exchange
Colombia.
of official
offi cialpublications
publi ca ti ons --------------------2795
Exchange of
--------------2799
Germany, French
French Zone
Zone of
Occu pation. R
eli efsupplies
supp li es and
and packages
2799
of Occupation.
Relief
packages -------------------2802
Ireland.
Ireland. Passport
fe es
2802
Passport visa
visa fees--------.---------------------------------2807
2807
Union of
Socialist Republics. Return to U.
Union
of Soviet
Soviet Socialist
U. S.
of icebreakers
icebreakers and
and frigates
S. of
frigates received
received
under Lend-Lease
Act .
Act
Lend-Lease Act----------------------------------------------------2810
2810
rance and the Unit
United
France
ed Ki
ng d
om . Merger
M erger of
ofthe
the three
three Western
German zones of occupation,
Kingdom.
Western German
zones of occupation, 2810
and
and other mattersmatters -..
.....
28..17
andothermatters---------------------------------------------------------2817
2817
Belgium.
Surplus
property settlenaent
settlement
-...-Belgium.
.
. . ._....
.
2837
Belgium.
Surplusproperty
settlement------------------------------------------2837
2837
Guatemala.
Cooperative educational
educational program
Guatemala. Cooperative
pro am in Guatemala
Guatemala
2838
.....
------------2838
Mexico. U. S.-Mexican
Commission
Mexico.
S.—Mexican C
omm i
ss i
on on Cultural
ultural Cooperation
Cooperation ----------------------2842
2842
Mexico. Cooperative
Cooperative health
health an
d san
it ati on program
i
n Mexico
Mexico --------------and
sanitation
program in
2848
2848
Peru.
Cooperative
health
and
sanitation
program
Peru. Cooperative hea lth an d sanitation
in Peru
Peru -.---------------2855
2855
Brazil. Vocational
Vocational industrial
Brazil.
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on
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2857
Peru.
Peru. Cooperative
Cooperati veeducational
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n Peru
Peru
program
in
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Cooperative agricultural p
program
Paraguay. Cooperative
rogram i
n Paraguay
Paraguay
in
2889
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United Kingdom and
and F
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erman industrial
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al plants
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INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS
AGREEMENTS
OTHER
OTHER THAN TREATIES
TREATIES
EIGHTY-FIRST CONGRESS
FIRST SESSION OF THE EIGHTY-FIRST
CONGRESS
OF
OF THE
THE

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
AMERICA
Begun and
and held at
at the City of Washington
Washington on
on Monday,
January 8,
1949, and
and adjourned
adjourned
Monday, January
3, 1949,
sine die on Wednesday,
Wednesday, October
19, 1949
1949
October 19,
IIARRY
HARRY S.
TRUMAN, President; ALBEN
W.. BARKLEY,
BARKLEY, Vice
S. TRUMAN,
ALBEN W
President; KENNETH
KENNETH
Vice President;
McKELLAR,
Senate pro
M CKELLAR, President of the Senate
SAM RAYBURN,
RAYBURN,
pro tempore;
tempore; SAM
Speaker of
of Representatives.
of the House
House of
Representatives.

Agreement between the United
United States of
respecting a
a
of America
America and
and Haiti
Haiti respecting
United States
States Air Force
mission to Haiti.
United
Force mission
Haiti. Signed
Washington
Signed at
at Washington
January 4,
4, 1949; entered
entered into
into force January
January 4,
January
4, 1949.
1949.
AGREEMENT BETWEEN
AGREEMENT
BETWEEN THE
THE ACCORD
ACCORD ENTRE
LE
GOULE GOUGOVERNMENT
GOVERNMENT
OF
THE
OF
THE
VERNEMENT
VERNEMENT DES
DES ETATS.
ETATSSTATES OF
UNITED STATES
OF AMERAMER.
UNIS D'AMERIQUE
LE
UNIS
D'AMERIQUE ET
ET LE
ICA AND THE GOVERNGOVERNGOUVERNEMENT DE
GOUVERNEMENT
DE LA
LA
MENT
MENT OF THE REPUBLIC
REPUBLIC
REPUBLIQUE
REPUBLIQUE D'HAITI
D'HAITI
OF
OF HAITI
HAITI
In conformity with
In
with the
the request
request
of the Government
the Republic
Government of
of the
Republic
of Haiti
of
to the
the Government
Government of
the
Haiti to
of the
United States
of America,
the
States of
America, the
President
President of the United
United States
States of
of
America
America has authorized the
the apappointment
pointment of
officers and
and enlisted
enlisted
of officers
men to constitute
constitute an
an Air
Air Force
Force
Mission to the Republic of Haiti
Haiti
under the conditions
conditions hereinafter
hereinafter
specified.
specified.
81939-52—Pr.
81939-52-PT. m-2
11--2

Conformement
Conformement aala demande
demande du
du
Gouvernement
de la
la Republique
Gouvernement de
R6publique
d'Haiti au
d'Haiti
des
au Gouvernement
Gouvernement des
Etats-Unis d'Amerique,
le
PresiEtats-Unis
d'Amerique, le President des Etats-Unis
Etats-Unis d'Amerique
d'Amerique
aaautorise
autoris6 la designation
d'officiers
designation d'officiers
et d'enr6l6s
d'em.oles pour
pour constituer
constituer une
une
Mission a6rienne
Mission
aerienne pr.&
le Gouverpres le
Gouvernement de la Republique
d'Haiti
Republique d'Haiti
selon les conditions
conditions stipulees
scion
stipulees ciciapres.
apres.
2311

January 4,
4, 1949
1949
S. 18631
1863J
[T. I. A. S.
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INTERNATIONAL
AGREEMENTS OTHER
OTHER THAN
TREATIES
THAN TREATIES
TITLE II
TITLE

TITRE
TITRE II

Purpose
Duration
Purpose and Duration

But
et Duree
But et
Duree

ARTICLE
purpose of
of this
ARTICLE 1. The
The purpose
this

ARTICLE
ARTICLE

1.
1.

[63 STAT.
STAT.
[63

Le but
but de
de cette
Le
cette

Mission is
is to
the Mission est
to cooperate
cooperate with
with the
est de
cooperer avec
le
de cooperer
avec le
Secretary
Secretary of
of State
State for
for National
National Secretaire
Secretaire d'Etat
d'Etat de
de la
la Defense
Defense
Defense and with
the personnel
with the
Nationale et
et le
personnel des
des
personnel Nationale
le personnel
of the Haitian
Haitian Air Forces with
with aa Forces
en vue
vue
Forces aeriennes
aeriennes haitiennes
haitiennes en
view to contributing
contributing to
to the
the dede contribuer
de- de
contribuer au
au developpement
d6veloppement
velopment
velopment of the air
force of
the de la force
air force
of the
aerienne de
de la
la Republiforce aerienne
R6publiRepublic of
Republic
of Haiti.
Haiti.
que d'Haiti.
d'Haiti.
ARTICLE 2.
ARTICLE
2. This
Mission shall
This Mission
shall

continue
continue for
period of
of four
(4)
for aa period
four (4)
years from the
date of
the signing
the date
of the
signing
of this Agreement
Agreement by the accredaccredited representatives
representatives of
of the
the GovGovernments of the
States of
of
the United
United States
America
America and the Republic
of
Republic of
Haiti, unless previously termiterminated or extended
extended as
as hereinafter
hereinafter
provided.
(a) Any member of
(a)
Mission
of the
the Mission
be recalled
may be
by the
Governrecalled by
the Government of the United States
of
States of
America after the expiration
expiration of
of
two (2)
(2) years of service,
which
service, in
in which
case another
another member
member shall
be apapshall be
pointed
to replace
replace him.
him.
pointed to
(b) The Government
Government of
of the
the ReRepublic of Haiti reserves the
the right
right
any time, the
to request,
request, at any
recall
the recall
of a
a member of
Mission, in
of the
the Mission,
in
which case the Government
Government of
of the
the
United
United States
States of
America shall
shall apapof America
point another member
member to
to replace
replace
him.
him.
ofservices.
Extension of
services.

3. If
If the
ARTICLE 3.
the Government
Government

ARTICLE
ARTICLE 2.
2. Cette
Cette Mission
Mission aura
aura
une dur6e
duree de
de quatre
quatre (4)
(4) annees
ann6es a
partir
de la
la date
signature
partir de
date de
de la
la signature
du present
par les
reprepresent accord
accord par
les representants accr6dit6s
accredit& des
des GouverneGouvernements des Etats-Unis
d'Amerique
Etats-Unis d'Am6rique
et de la R6publique
Republique d'Haiti,
d'Haiti, a
moins
moms qu'il y
fin plus
y soit
soit mis
mis fin
plus tot
t6t
ou
on que sa dur6e
duree soit
prolong&
soit prolongee
comme
comme prevu
prevu ci-dessous.
ci-dessous.
(a) Tout membre
membre de
la Mission
Mission
de la
pourra
pourra etre rappele
rappele par
par le
le GouverGouverEtats-Unis d'Amerinement des
des Etats-Unis
d'Amerique apres qu'il
aura accompli
qu'il aura
accompli
deux (2)
(2) annees
ann6es de service,
service, auquel
auquel
cas un autre membre
membre sera d6sign4
designe
pour le remplacer.
remplacer.
(b)
de la
(b) Le Gouvernement
Gouvernement de
la
Republique d'Haiti
d'Haiti se
se reserve
reserve le
le
droit de demander, a tout
tout moment,
moment,
le rappel d'un membre
membre de
de la
la
Mission, auquel
auquel cas
Gouvernecas le
le Gouvernement des Etats-Unis d'Amerique
d'Amerique
designera un
un remplagant.
remplagant.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE 3.
Si le
Gouvernement
3. Si
le Gouvernement

of the Republic
Haiti should
should de la Republique
Republic of
of Haiti
Republique d'Haiti desire
desire
desire that
the services
services of
the que les services
that the
of the
services de
de la
la Mission
Mission
Mission be extended
beyond the
the soient prolong&
extended beyond
prolonges au
dela du
terme
au delA
du terme
stipulated
stipulated period, it shall
shall make
make aa stipule, il devra en faire la
la propopropowritten request to
that effect
effect six
six sition par 6crit
to that
(6) mois avant
&lit six (6)
avant
(6) months before
(6)
before the
expiration l'expiration
the expiration
l'expiration du present accord.
of this Agreement.
Agreement.
Termination of
of
Agreement.
Agreement.

ARTICLE 4.
4. This
This Agreement
Agreement
may be terminated
terminated before
before the
the
expiration of the period
period of
four
of four
prescribed in Article
(4) years
years prescribed
Article 2,
2,
or before the expiration
expiration of
of the
the

ARTICLE 4.
pourra etre
ARTICLE
4. I1
Ii pourra
etre mis
mis

fin au present accord avant
l'exavant l'expiration de la periode
periode de
de quatre
quatre
(4) ans prevue
2, ou
ou
prevue a
a Particle
l'article 2,
avant Pexpiration
l'expiration de
de la prolongsprolonga-

63 S
STAT.]
TAT.]

HAITI-U.
HAITI- II.S.
S.AIR FORCE
FORCE MISSION-JAN.
MISSION- JAN.4, 1949
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extension
authorized in
in Article
Article 3,
extension authorized
3, tion autorisee
autoris6e a., 1'article
Particle 3, de la
following manner:
in the following
manner:
maniere
maniere suivante:

(a) By either of the Governments, subject to three (3)
(3)
ernments,
months' written notice to the
other Government;
Government;
(b) By the recall of the entire
personnel
personnel of the Mission by the
Government
Government of the United States
of America in the public interest
interest
of the United States
States of America,
America,
without compliance
compliance with the formalities provided for in paragraph
paragraph
(a) of this Article.

(a)
Par l'un
l'un ou
ou l'autre
des
(a) Par
l'autre des
deux Gouvernements,
Gouvernements, sous
sous reserve
reserve
pr6avis de trois (3)
d'un preavis
(3) mois aa
l'autre
l'autre Gouvernement;
Gouvernement;
rappel de
de tout
tout le
le
(b) Par
Par le
le rappel
personnel
personnel de la Mission
le
Mission par
par le
Gouvernement
Etats-Unis
Gouvernement des
des Etats-Unis
d'Amerique
d'Amerique dans Pinteret
l'interet public
public
Etats-Unis d'Amerique,
d'Amerique, sans
des Etats-Unis
sans
remplir
les formalites
formalites prevues
au
remplir les
prevues au
paragraphe
(a) du
paragraphe (a)
du present
present article.
article.

ARTICLE 5.
This Agreement
Agreement is
is
ARTICLE
5. This
cancellation on the
subject to cancellation
initiative either of the GovernGovernment of the United
United States of
America or of the Government
of
Government of
the Republic
Republic of Haiti in the event
event
that either of those Governments
Governments
is involved in civil or foreign
foreign
hostilities.

ARTICLE
ARTICLE 5. Le present accord
est sujet
est
our l'initial'initiasujet aa annulation
annulation sur
tive
Gouvernement des
tive soit du Gouvernement
des
Etats-Unis d'Amerique,
d'Amerique, soit
Etats-Unis
soit du
du
Gouvernement
Republique
Gouvernement de
de la
la R6publique
d'Haiti, au cas oii
oih l'un
l'autre
'un ou l'autre
Gouvernements serait
ende ces
ces Gouvernements
serait engage dans
luttes intestines
dans des
des luttes
intestines
ou exterieures.
exterieures.

TITLE II
II

TITRE II
II
TITRE

Composition
Personnel
Composition and
and Personnel

Composition
Personnel
Composition et Personnel

ARTICLE 6. This
ARTICLE
shall
This Mission
Mission shall

consist of such personnel of the
United States Air Force as may
agreed upon between the Secrebe agreed
tary of State for National Defense, through the authorized
representative of the Government
representative
Government
Republic of Haiti in WashWashof the Republic
ington, and the Department
Department of
the Air Force of the United States
America.
of America.

ARTICLE
ARTICLE 6. Cette Mission
Mission sera
sera
compose()
compos6e de tel personnel
personnel de la
la
aerienne americaine
americaine qui
Force aerienne
sera convenu entre le Secretaire
Secretaire
d'Etat de is
Defense Nationale,
la Defense
Nationale,
par l'intermediaire
Pintermediaire du
du representant
representant
autorise
autorise du Gouvernement
is
Gouvernement de la
Republique d'Haiti a
aWashington,
Washington,
Republique
is Force
et le Departement
Departement de la
aerienne americaine.
adrienne
americaine.

TITLE III

TITRE III
TITRE

Duties, Rank,
Duties,
Rank, and
and Precedence
Precedence

Fonctions, Grade
Preseance
Fonctions,
Grade et Preseance

ARTICLE
7. The
personnel of
of
ARTICLE 7.
The personnel
the Mission shall perform such
duties as may be agreed upon
upon
duties
between the Secretary
between
Secretary of State for
for
National Defense and the Chief of
the Mission.
ARTICLE
The members
members of
of the
the
ARTICLE 8.
8. The
Mission shall, in the performance

ARTICLE 7.
7. Le
Le personnel
personnel de
is
ARTICLE
de la
Mission remplira telles fonctions
qui pourront 6tre
etre convenues
convenues entre
entre
le Secretaire
Secretaire d'Etat de is
la Defense
Nationale et le Chef de la Mission.

Les membres
ARTICLE 8. Les
membres de
de Is
la
lours
Mission, dans l'exereice
l'exercice de leurs

Cancellation in
in
Cancellation
event of
of hostilities.
hostilities.
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of their
their duties,
duties, be
be responsible,
responsible,
through the Chief
Chief of
the Mission,
Mission,
of the
to
Secretary of
State
to the Secretary
of State for
for
National
Defense.
National Defense.
ARTICLE 9. Each
Each member
member of
of the
the
Mission shall serve
with the
serve on
on it
it with
the
rank he
rank
he holds
holds in
the United
in the
United
States Air
Air Force, and
and wear
wear the
the
but shall
shall have
uniform thereof,
thereof, but
have
precedence
precedence over
over all
Haitian ofall Haitian
officers of
of the
the same
same rank.
rank.
Benefits and priviARTICLE 10.
Each member
member of
of
ARTICLE
10. Each
leges.
the Mission shall be
be entitled
to
the
entitled to the
same benefits and
and privileges
privileges as
as the
the
Regulations of the
the Army
Army Air
Air
Corps of Haiti
for officers
Haiti provide
provide for
officers
corresponding
and enlisted
enlisted men of corresponding
rank, with the
the exception
of the
the
exception of
Post, p. 2320.
Po,
2320.
provisions
provisions of Article 29.
Disciplinary regulaDisciplinary
regulations.
tions.

ARTICLE 11.
ARTICLE
11. The
personnel of
The personnel
of

fonctions, seront responsables
visresponsables visa-vis du Secretaire
d'Etat de
de la
la
Secretaire d'Etat
Defense
par l'interPinterDefense Nationale,
Nationale, par
m6diaire du Chef de
mediaire
Mission.
de la
la Mission.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE 9.
9. Chaque
membre de
de
Chaque membre
la Mission y
servira avec
avec le
y servira
le
grade qu'il a
Force a6rienne
aerienne
a dans la
la Force
americaine.
americaine. Ii
I portera
portera Puniforme
l'uniforme
de la
de
Force a6rienne
aerienne americaine,
americaine,
la Force
mais aura
la pr6s6ance
preseance sur
aura la
sur tous
tous les
les
officiers haitiens
de meme
grade.
officiers
haitiens de
meme grade.
ARTICLE
10. Chaque
ARTICLE 10.
Chaque membre
de
membre de
la
Mission aura
aux memes
la Mission
aura droit
droit aux
memes
avantages
avantages et
et privileges
privileges que
que les
les
Reglements du Corps d'Aviation
Reglements
d'Aviation
de l'Armee
PArmee d'Haiti
prevoient pour
d'Haiti pr6voient
pour
les officiers
officiers et
et enr6l6s
enrol& du
du memo
meme
grade, exception faite
faite des
predes pr6visions de
Particle 29.
visions
de Particle
29.

ARTICLE 11. Le personnel
personnel de
la
de la

the Mission shall be governed by Mission sera
regi par
par les
les reglesera r6gi
reglethe disciplinary regulations of
of the
the ments disciplinaires
de la
la Force
Force
disciplinaires de

Air Force.
Force.
United States
States Air

Tax
Tax exemption.
exemption.
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aerienne
aerienne americaine.
americaine.

TITLE IV
IV
TITLE

TITRE IV
TITRE
IV

Compensation
Compensation and
Allowances
and Allowances

Indemnite et Allocations

ARTICLE
ARTICLE 12.
12. Members
of the
Members of
the
Mission shall receive
receive from
from the
the
Government of the
Government
of
the Republic
Republic of
Haiti such net
net annual
annual compensacompensation as
as may be
upon bebe agreed
agreed upon
between the Governments
Governments of
of the
the
United States
States of
and the
the
of America
America and
Republic of Haiti for
each memmemfor each
ber. This compensation
compensation shall
shall be
be
paid in twelve (12) equal monthly
monthly
instalments, each due
and payable
payable
due and
on the last day of
month.
of each
each month.
Such compensation
compensation shall not be
Such
subject to any tax
in effect
tax now
now in
effect or
or
hereafter be imposed
which may hereafter
imposed
by the Government of the
Repubthe Republic of Haiti
Haiti or any administrative
administrative
or political subdivision
subdivision of
of the
the said
said
Government.
Government. If,
If, however,
however, now
now
or hereafter,
hereafter, while this
this Agreement
Agreement
is in effect, there
be any
there should
should be
any
taxes that might affect
that cornaffect that
com-

ARTICLE 12.
12. Les
Les membres
membres de
de la
la
Mission recevront
Gouvernerccevront du
du Gouvernement de la Republique
Republique d'HaIti
d'Haiti
telle indemnit6
indemnite annuelle
annuelle nette
nette qui
qui
pourra
pourra etre convenue entre
les
entre les
Gouvernements des Etats-Unis
Gouvernements
Etats-Unis
d'Amerique
d'Amerique et
la Republique
Republique
et de la
d'Haiti
d'Haiti pour
chaque membre.
Cetpour chaque
membre. Cette indemnit6
indemnite sera
sera versee
versee en
en
douze
douze (12)
egales,
(12) mensualites
mensualites egales,
payables
payables chacune
chacune le dernier
dernier jour
jour
de chaque mois. Cette indemnit6
inderanite
ne sera sujette a
aucune taxe
taxe
a aucune
actuellement
actuellement en vigueur
pouvigueur ou
ou pouvant 6tre
etre impos6e
imposee A
a Pavenir
l'avenir par
par
le Gouvernement
Gouvernement de la R6publique
Republique
d'Haiti ou par aucune subdivision
subdivision
administrative
administrative ou
ou politique
politique dudit
dudit
Gouvernement.
Gouvernement.
Si
Si cependant,
cependant,
actuellement
actuellement ou a
a l'avenir,
Pavenir, penpendant la duree
dur6e du present
pr6sent accord,
accord, ilil
existait certaines taxes
taxes qui pus-
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pensation, such taxes shall bea
borne by the Government
Government of thee
Republic of Haiti, in order tha
thatt
the compensation
compensation agreed upoi
uponi
shall be net.
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sent affecter
ces
affecter cette
cette inderanite,
indemnite, ces
taxes
taxes seraient
seraient supportees
supportees par
par le
le

Gouvernement de la Republique
R6publique
d'Haiti,
d'Haiti, de facon que l'indemnite
Pindemnite
convenue
convenue soit versee integraleintegrale-

ment.
ment.

ARTICLE
ARTICLE 13. The
The compensation
compensationI

ARTICLE
conARTICLE 13.
13. L'indemnite
L'indemnit6 conagreed
agreed upon as indicated in th(
thee venue de la maniere
indiquee a
a
maniere indiquee
preceding Article shall commenc(
preceding
commence l'article
Particle precedent
precedent commencera
commencera a
upon the date of arrival in the
thee courir a
a partir de
la date
date d'arde la
d'arRepublic
memberr rivee dans la Republique
Republic of Haiti of each member
d'Haiti
Republique d'Haiti
of the Mission and, except
except ass de chaque
chaque membre de la Mission
otherwise expressly provided in
ini et, sauf le
b cas oi
oh d'autres stipulastipulathis Agreement, shall continue
continue tc
to) tions seraient
seraient expressement
expressement prebe paid until termination
termination of
of duty
duty vues par le present accord,
elle
accord, elle
with the Mission, including the
the continuera
continuera A etre versee
verse() jusqu'a
jusqu'a
time for the return trip to the la fin des services du beneficiaire
beneficiaire
United States and any period ol
off aupres de la Mission, en y
y comaccumulated leave
accumulated
leave which may
may be
be prenant
prenant le temps du voyage
voyage de
de
due.
retour aux Etats-Unis et toute
toute
accumule qui
qui
periode de conge accumul6

pourrait lui
pourrait
due.
lui etre
etre due.

ARTICLE 14. The
compensation
The compensation

due for the period of the return
trip and accumulated
accumulated leave shall
be paid to a
a detached
detached member of
the Mission before his departure
departure
from the Republic
Republic of Haiti,
Haiti, and
such payment shall be computed
computed
for travel by the shortest route to
to
the port of entry in the United
United
States of America, regardless
regardless of
the route and method of travel
used by the member of the
Mission.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE 15.
15. The
The Government
Government

of the Republic of Haiti shall assume the expenses forthe
for the transportransportation of the personal automobile
automobile
the
of each of the members of
of the
Mission
Mission from the port of embarkembarkation in the United States of
of
America to his post in the Republic of Haiti, as well as the expenses
involved in the transportation
transportation of
the aforementioned
aforementioned automobile
from the Republic of Haiti to the
port of entry in the United States
States
of
of America. The payment of the

ARTICLE 14. L'indemnite
L'indemnit6 due
due

pour la periode
periode du voyage
voyage de
de
retour
reto
ur et le cong6
conge accumule sera
payee aaun membre detach6
detache de la
la
Mission avant son depart de
la
de la
Republique
Republique d'Haiti,
d'Hafti, et ce paiement
paiement
sera calcule pour un voyage
voyage par
la
par la
plus courte vole
voie au port d'entree
des Etats—Unis
Etats-Unis d'Amerique,
d'Amerique, sans
sans
consideration
consideration de la route et du
mode de voyage utilises par
par le
le
membre de la Mission.
0
Transportation
of
ARTICLE 15.
15. Le
Gouvernement personal
Le Gouvernement
T
uolatlon
o
personal
automobile.
automobile.
de la Republique
assumera
Republique d'Haiti
d'Haiti assumera
les
lea depenses
depenses neceasitees
necessitees par be
le
transport de l'automobile
l'automobile personnelle de chacun
chacun des membres
membres de
de
la Mission, du port d'embarqued'embarquement aux Etats-Unis d'Amerique
d'Amerique
aa son poste dans la Republique
Republique
d'Haiti, de meme
memo que lea
les depenses
afferentes
afferentes au transport de
ladite
de ladite
automobile de la Republique
automobile
Republique
d'Haiti
d'entree des
d'Halti au port d'entr6e
des EtatsUnis d'Amerique.
d'Amerique. Le paiement
paiement
des frais de transport
transport de
de l'automol'automo-
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bile, dans
personnel qui
dans le
le cas
cas du
du personnel
costs of
transporting an
an automocosts
of transporting
automo- bile,
affecte A
ala
la Mission
en service
service
serait affecte
Mission en
bile,
personnel may
may be
bile, in
in case
case personnel
be serait
temporaire,
ne
sera
pas
requis
aux
attached to
the Mission
on tempotempo- temporaire, ne sera pas requis aux
attached
to the
Mission on
termes
du
present
accord,
mais
rary service,
be required
required termes du present accord, mais
shall not
not be
rary
service, shall
determine par
des n6gocianegociaby this
but shall
shall be
be sera
sera determine
par des
by
this Agreement,
Agreement, but
tions
entre
le
Departement
de la
la
determined
by
negotiations
betions
entre
le
Departement
de
determined by negotiations between
the
Department
of
the
Air
Force
aerienne
americaine
et
le
Force
aerienne
am6ricaine
et
le
tween the Department of the Air
du GouverneGouverneForce
of the
the United
States of
representant autorise
autoris6 du
Force of
United States
of representant
America
and the
authorized reprement de
de la
d'Haiti A
la Republique
R6publique d'Haiti
the authorized
repre- ment
America and
Washington, a
Pepoque a
11, laquelle
sentative of
Government of
of the Government
of Washington,
a l'epoque
laquelle
sentative
the Republic
of Haiti
in Washingle detachement
personnel pour
pour
d6tachement de
de personnel
Haiti in
Washing- le
the
Republic of
temporaire aura
aura ete
ton
at such
time as
ce service
service temporaire
det
ton at
such time
as such
such assignassign- ce
ments of
personnel for
convenu.
for such
such temtem- convenu.
ments
of personnel
porary service
have been
been agreed
porary
service have
agreed
upon.
upon.
Duty-free
entry.
Duty-feeentry.
ARTICLE 16. The Government
ARTICLE
Government
ARTICLE 16.
16. Le
Le Gouvernement
Gouvernement
ARTICLE
of the
the Republic
Republic of
of Haiti
shall, de
de la
Republique d'Haiti
devra
of
Haiti shall,
la Republique
d'Haiti devra
upon
the request
request of
accorder, sur
sur la
demande du
Chef
of accorder,
upon the
of the Chief of
la demande
du Chef
the
Mksion, approved
approved by
de la
par l'Amby the de
the Mission,
la Mission
Mission approuvee
approuvee par
1'AmAmbassador
of the
the United
United States bassadeur
Ambassador of
d'Am6ribassadeur des Etats-Unis
Etats-Unis d'Ameriof
America or
or by
the Charge
que ou
ou par
le Chargé
d'Affaires
of America
by the
Charge que
par le
Charge d'Affaires
d'Affaires ad
ad interim,
interim, grant
entry, par interim, la franchise
d'Affaires
grant entry,
franchise douaniere
douaniere
duty-free,
for
articles
imported
articles import&
par les
les
duty-free, for articles imported pour
pour les
les articles
importes par
by members
of the
the Mission
la
Mission
pour
usage
by
members of
Mission for
for membres
membres de
de la Mission pour usage
their
that of
the personnel
their personal use
use and
and that
of the
des membres
membres de
personnel et celui des
de
members of
their families,
families, not
to leurs
members
of their
not to
familles, jusqu'A
jusqu'a concurleurs families,
concurexceed
25 percent
percent of
the total
total of
of the
of rence
de 25%
25% du
total de
exceed 25
rence de
du total
de leur
leur
their
The Chief
annuelle. Le
Le Chef
their annual
annual salary.
salary. The
Chief of
of solde
solde annuelle.
Chef de
de la
la
the
be responsible
responsible Mission
the Mission
Mission shall
shall be
responsable de
l'obMission est
est responsable
de l'obfor
observance of
for the
the strict
strict observance
of the
the servance
servance stricte
stricte des
des prescriptions
prescriptions
Article.
provisions of
of this
this Article.
du present
present article.
article.
du
Termination of servARTICLE
reason
If, for any reason
ARTICLE 17. If,
ARTICLE 17.
oservARTICLE
Si le GouveriTeprminatton
ice
prior to specified
time.
time.
whatsoever,
whatsoever, the Government
Government of
of nement
nement des Etats-Unis
Etats-Unis d'Am6rid'AmeriAmerica que,
the United States
States of
of America
que, pour une
une raison
raison quelconque,
quelconque,
should terminate
terminate the service
should
service of
of met fin au service
service d'un
d'un ou de
de plupluone or more members of
of the
the sieurs
sieurs membres
membres de la Mission
Mission
Mission before
completion of
the avant Paccomplissement
Mission
before completion
of the
l'accomplissement des deux
deux
two
of service
for, ans de service prevus,
two years
years of
service provided
provided for,
pr6vus, le
le Gouverthe
the Government
Government of
of the
the Republic
Republic nement
nement de
la Republique
Republique d'Haiti
de la
d'Haiti
of
Haiti shall
shall not
obligated to
of Haiti
not be
be obligated
to ne
ne sera
sera tenu
de payer
payer aucuns
tenu de
aucuns frais,
frais,
pay
pay, and
and allowpay any
any expenses,
expenses, pay,
allow-- solde et allocations
allocations pour
pour la periode
ances
the period
that such
ances for
for the
period that
such passee
passee en Haiti
ce ou
ces
Haiti par
par ce
ou ces
member
in membres
member or
or members
members remained
remained in
membres apres
apres qu'il aura ete
ete mis
mis
Haiti after termination
service.. fin a
termination of
of service.
a son ou a
A leur service.
If,
for
any
reason
whatsoever,
If, for any reason whatsoever,
Si le Gouvernement
Gouvernement de la ReRethe Government
Government of
of the
the Republic
Republic c publique
raison
publique d'Haiti, pour une raison
of
of Haiti
Haiti should
should terminate
terminate the
th(e quelconque,
quelconque, met fin au
au service
service
service
or more
more members
off d'un ou de plusieurs membres
service of
of one
one or
members ol
membres de
de
it shall be
the Mission, it
be obligated
obligatedI la
la Mission,
Mission, il devra
devra payer
payer tous
tons les
les
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to pay all expenses
expenses of repatriation,
repatriation,, frais de rapatriement,
rapatriement, ainsi que la
as well as all pay, allowances,
allowances, and
and1 solde, les allocations
allocations et les frais
expenses
beenl qui auraient ete
expenses which would
would have
have been
pay& a
6et pay6s
a l'expirapaid, if such member or members
members* tion de deux ans de service.
service.
had reached
reached the expiration of
of a
a
two-year
two-year period of service.
Compensation for
ARTICLE
ARTICLE 18. Compensation
Compensation for
for
ARTICLE 18.
ARTICLE
18. L'indemnit6
L'indemnite pour
pour transportation and
traveling expenses in
transportation
transportation and traveling
traveling exex- les
les frais
frais de
de transport
transport et
et de
de voyage
voyage Haiti.
Hvtin expenses in
penses in
in the
of Haiti
Haiti on
on dans la Republique
penses
the Republic
Republic of
en
R6publique d'Haiti, en
official business
of the
the GovernGovern- service officiel
official
business of
Gouvernement
officiel du Gouvernement
Republic of
of Haiti
shall de la Republique
ment of
of the Republic
Haiti shall
R6publique d'Haiti,
d'Haiti, sera
be provided
of fournie par le Gouvernement
be
provided by
by the
the Government
Government of
Gouvernement de la
the Republic
Republic of
Haiti in
of Haiti
in accordaccord- Republique
R6publique d'Haiti conform6ment
conformement
ance
with customary
official
rates au taux officiel en usage dans
ance with
customary official rates
dims
in the
the Army
Anny of
of Haiti.
Haiti.
in
l'Armee d'Haiti.
l'Arm6e
Provision of autoARTICLE 19.
19. The Government
Government
ARTICLE
Le Gouvernement
Gouvernement mobile
ARTICLE 19.
19. Le
f aeto
mobile, etc.
of the Republic
Republic of Haiti shall
shall propro- de la Republique
R6publique d'Haiti fournira
vide the
vide
the Chief
Chief of
of the
the Mission
Mission au Chef de la Mission une autowith
suitable automobile,
automobile, with
with a
a suitable
with mobile, avec chauffeur, pour son
son
chauffeur,
on official
official usage en service officiel.
chauffeur, for
for his
his use
use on
officiel. Des
Des
business. Vehicles,
Vehicles, with
chauffeur, v6hicules,
business.
with chauffeur,
vehicules, avec chauffeur, et, le
and,
suitably cas echeant,
and, when necessary,
necessary, a
a suitably
6ch6ant, un
un avion convenableconvenable- Airplane.
Airplane.
equipped
airplane
shall,
upon
reequipped airplane shall, upon re- ment 6quip6,
equipe, devront,
devront, sur demanquest,
quest, be
be placed
placed at
at the
the disposal
disposal of
of de, etre mis par le Gouvernement
Gouvernement
the members of
of the
the Mission
Mission by
by de la Republique
R6publique d'Haiti, selon ses
Government of
the Republic
the Government
of the
Republic possibilites, a
a la disposition des
des
of Haiti, in
in so
so far as
as it
it is
is possible
possible membres de la Mission
Mission pour
pour
for the
latter to
to do
do so,
for the
the l'accomplissement
for
the latter
so, for
l'accomplissement des services officarrying
of the
official business
business ciels de la Mission.
carrying on
on of
the official
of the
the Mission.
Mission.
Office space, etc.
ARTICLE 20.
Le Gouvernement
ARTICLE 20.
20. The Government
ARTICLE
20. Le
Gouvernement
Government
ofice spaceetc
of
the Republic
Republic of
shall propro- de la Republique
Republique d'Haiti devra
of the
of Haiti
Haiti shall
devra
vide
suitable office
office space
space for
the affecter
affecter un local appropri6
approprie a
al'usage
vide suitable
for the
use
members of the
Mission des membres de la Mission
Mission et leur
use of the
the members
the Mission
accorder toutes les facilites
facilits de
and shall
shall grant them
them all
all facilities
facilities accorder
for
to the
the extent
of its
its travail dans la mesure de ses
for their
their work,
work, to
extent of
moyens.
means.
means.
moyens.
Transportation
of
ARTICLE
21. Au
un memARTICLE 21.
21. If
any member
ARTICLE
If any
member of
of
ARTICLE 21.
Au cas
cas ol
of un
mem- remainst
remains in
of
in case
e of
death.
bre de
de la
la Mission,
Mission, ou
un membre
rnembre death.
the Mission,
member of
of his
his bre
ou un
the
Mission, or
or aa member
viendrait a
a mourir
mourir
family,
should die
die in
the Republic
Republic de sa famille, viendrait
family, should
in the
Republique d'Haiti,
d'Haiti, le
of Haiti,
the Government
Government of
the dans la R6publique
of
Haiti, the
of the
Gouvernement de la Republique
Republic of
shall have
have the
the Gouvernement
R6publique
Republic
of Haiti
Haiti shall
dbody
transported to
such place
body transported
to such
place in
in d'Haiti fera transporter la dethe
United States
as pouille mortelle en tel lieu des
the United
States of
of America
America as
Etats-Unis qu'auront design6
designe les
may Etats-Unis
the members
members of his
his family
family may
membres de la famille
famine du d6funt,
defunt,
decide, but
the cost
cost to
Govern- membres
decide,
but the
to the
the Governque doit supporter
supporter
Republic of
ment of
of the Republic
of Haiti mais les frais quo
Gouvernement de la R6publique
Republique
of transshall not
not exceed
exceed the
the cost
cost of
trans- le Gouvernement
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porting the
from the
place d'Haiti ne devront
porting
the remains
remains from
devront pas
exceder le
the place
pas exceder
le
of decease
decease to
New York
prix
transport de
de la
la depouille
of
to New
York City.
City.
prix du
du transport
d6pouille
mortelle
du lieu
du deces
dee& aa, la
vile
mortelle du
lieu du
la ville
de New-York.
New-York.
de
Should the deceased be
be aamemmemSi le
defunt est
un membre
de la
la
Si
le defunt
est un
membre de
ber
of the
Mission,
his
ber of
Mission, ses
ses services
dans ladite
the Mission, his services
services Mission,
services dans
ladite
with
the Mission
Mission shall
with the
shall be
be considconsid- Mission
Mission seront
seront censes
censes avoir
avoir pris
pris
ered to
terminated fifteen
fifteen fin
fin quinze
(15)
jours
apres
to have
have terminated
quinze (15) jours apres sa
sa mort.
mort.
(15)
after his
his death.
(15) days after
death. The
The Le
Le voyage
voyage de
de retour
New-York
retour a
a New-York
return trip to New York City
City of
of de
famine du
du defunt
et le
transde la
la famille
d6funt et
le transthe deceased
deceased and
the port
the family
family of
of the
ses meubles,
autoand the
port de
de ses
meubles, effets
effets et
et autotransportation of
of their
transportation
their household
household mobile
mobile seront
seront soumis
soumis aux
aux stipulastipulaeffects,
baggage, and
and automobile
automobile tions
effects, baggage,
tions de
de Particle
l'article 15.
15. Toute
Toute ininshall be provided
provided in accordance
accordance demnit6
demnite due
due au
au membre
membre decede,
decede,
with
terms of
of Article
Article 15.
with the terms
compris son
les
15. All
All y
y compris
son salaire
salaire pour
pour les
compensation due
compensation
due the
the deceased
deceased quinze (15)
suivant son
(15) jours
jours suivant
son
member, including
including salary
salary for
for the
the deces,
le montant
des depenses
deces, et
et le
montant des
depenses
fifteen (15) days subsequent to
to his
his et
et frais de deplacement
deplacement dus
dus a
a ce
ce
death,
reimbursement for
for exex- membre pour voyage
death, and
and reimbursement
voyage effectu6
effectue en
en
penses
penses and transportation
due service officiel
transportation due
officiel pour le
le GouverneGouvernesuch member
for travel
performed ment de la Republique
member for
travel performed
Republique d'Haiti,
d'Haiti,
on
official business
business of
of the
the GovernGovern- sera
on official
sera rembourse
rembours6 aa la
la veuve
veuve du
du
ment of the
Republic of
of Haiti,
Haiti, defunt, ou a
the Republic
atoute autre
autre personne
personne
shall be paid
paid to
widow of
to the
the widow
of the
the qui aurait ete
6et designee par
par ecrit
ecrit
deceased, or
deceased,
other person
or to
to any
any other
person par le daunt
defunt pendant
pendant son
service
son service
have been
who may have
designated in
in aux termes et conditions
been designated
conditions du
du present
present
writing
while accord;
writing by
by the deceased
deceased while
accord; mais
veuve ou
mais sa
sa veuve
ou toute
toute
serving under the terms and
and propro- autre personne
n'aura droit
personne n'aura
a
droit A
visions
Agreement; but
but his
visions of
of this
this Agreement;
his aucune
aucune indemnite
le conge
indemnit6 pour
pour le
cong6
widow or any other person shall accumul6
accumule dont n'avait
n'avait pas
pas bebenot be entitled to any compensacompensa- n6fici6
d6funt. Toutes les
neficie le defunt.
lea inintion for accrued
accrued leave
due and
and not
leave due
not demnites
demnites dues
veuve ou
ou a
a
dues aa la
la veuve
taken by the
deceased. All
All comcom- toute autre
the deceased.
autre personne designee
designee par
par
pensations due the widow,
widow, or
or any
any le defunt, aux termes du present
present
other person
person designated
by the
designated by
the article,
article, seront
payees dans
dans les
lea
seront payees
deceased, under
deceased,
of quinze
under the
the provisions
provisions of
(15) jours qui suivront
quinze (15)
suivront le
le
this Article, shall be
be paid
paid within deces
(feces dudit
membre.
dudit membre.
fifteen (15)
of the
(15) days of
the decease
decease of
of
the said
said member.
member.
TITLE V

TITRE V
V

Requisites
and Conditions
Requisites and
Conditions

Casuels et
et Conditions
Casuels
Conditions

ARTICLE
22. So
So long
as this
this
ARTICLE 22.
long as
Agreement, or
or any
Agreement,
any extension
extension
thereof, is
the GovernGovernis in effect, the
ment
ment of the Republic of Haiti
engage the
agrees not to engage
services
the services
of aa Mission of any other foreign
foreign
Government
Government for duties of any nature connected
connected with the military

ARTICLE
AnncLE 22.
22. Pendant
duree
Pendant la
la duree
du present accord,
de toute
accord, on
ou de
toute
prorogation yy relative,
prorogation
le GouverGouverrelative, le
nement de la Republique
Republique d'Haiti
d'Haiti
s'engage aa. n'employer les
lea services
services
d'aucun autre
Gouverdu personnel d'aucun
autreGouvernement 6tranger
&ranger pour
pour des
actinement
des activites
vitt% interessant lea
les forces
forces aeriennes
aeriennes
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air
of Haiti,
Haiti,
of the
the Republic
Republic of
air forces
forces of
except by
agreement bemutual agreement
beexcept
by mutual
tween the
the Governments
Governments of the
the
tween
United States
States of America
the
America and
and the
United
Republic of
of Haiti.
Haiti.
Republic
ARTICLE
Every member
member of
of
ARTICLE 23.
23. Every
the Mission
Mission shall agree not to
the
divulge or
to
or in
in any way disclose to
divulge
any government
or individual
individual any
any
government or
secret or confidential
confidential matter
matter of
secret
which he
become cognizant
cognizant
which
he may
may become
in
a member
member of
in his
his capacity
capacity as a
the Mission.
This requirement
requirement
Mission. This
the
continue in
in force after the
shall continue
termination of
his services
services with
with
of his
termination
the Mission
Mission and
after the expiraand after
the
tion
cancellation of
of this
this AgreeAgreetion or
or cancellation
ment or
extension thereof.
thereof.
or any
any extension
ment

ARTICLE
In the
of
terms of
the terms
24. ID
ARTICLE 24.
this
the word
"family"
word "family"
Agreement, the
this Agreement,
is
understood, for
for each
member of
each member
is understood,
the
to mean
mean his
wife and
and
his wife
the Mission,
Mission, to
their minor
minor children.
their
ARTICLE 25.
member of
of
Each member
ARTICLE
25. Each
to
the
Mission shall be
be entitled
entitled to
the Mission
one
month's annual
annual leave
pay,
leave with
with pay,
one month's
or
to a
a proportional
of such
such
part of
proportional part
or to
leave with
for any
any fractional
fractional
pay for
leave
with pay
part
of a
year. The
unused porThe unused
a year.
part of
cumulation of
of such
such leave shall be cumulation
tive from
his
during his
year during
to year
year to
from year
tive
service
as a
a member
of the
the MisMismember of
service as
sion.
sion.
ARTICLE 26.
The leave
leave referred
referred
26. The
ARTICLE
to
in the
the preceding
may be
be
Article may
preceding Article
to in
spent in
in the
of Haiti,
in
Haiti, in
the Republic
Republic of
spent
the
States of
America, or
or
of America,
United States
the United
in
the excountries, but the
in other
other countries,
penses
and transportatransportatravel and
of travel
penses of
tion
shall be
be borne
by the
the member
member
borne by
tion shall
of the
taking such
leave.
such leave.
Mission taking
the Mission
of
Travel time
time shall
shall count
as leave
leave
count as
Travel
and shall
shall not
be in
in addition
to the
the
addition to
not be
and
time
authorized in
the preceding
preceding
in the
time authorized
Article.
ARTICLE
Government
The Government
27. The
ARTICLE 27.
of
Republic of
of Haiti
Haiti agrees
agrees to
to
the Republic
of the

militaires
militaires dela Republique
Republique d'Haiti,
d'Haiti,
sauf
par entente
entente mutuelle
mutuelle entre
entre
sauf par
les
Gouvernements des
Etats-Unis
des Etats-Unis
les Gouvernements
d'Amerique et
et de
de la
la Republique
d'Amerique
Republique
d'Haiti.
ARTICLE
membre
ARTICLE 23.
23. Chaque
Chaque membre
s'engagera a
a ne
de la Mission
Mission s'engagera
divulguer
ou reveler
reveler de
de quelque
quelque
divulguer ou
fawn que
que ce
ce soit aa aucun
aucun goufagon
vernement
particulier aucun
severnement ou
ou particulier
aucun secret
ou aucune
aucune affaire
°Haire confidencret ou
tielle
dont il
avoir concontielle dont
il pourrait
pourrait avoir
naissance
qualite de membre
naissance en sa qualite
de
la Mission. Cette
interdiction
Cette interdiction
de la
continuera
a etre
valable apres la
la
tre valable
continuera a&
fin
ses services
aupres de
de is
la
fin de
de ses
services auprAs
Mission
apres l'expiration
ou
et apres
l'expiration ou
Mission et
Pannulation du
present accord
accord ou
l'annulation
du present
de
toute prorogation
pourrait
prorogation qui pourrait
de toute
etre
effectu6e.
etre effectuee.
termes du
ARTICLE
24. Aux
Aux termes
du
ARTICLE 24.
present accord,
mot "famille"
"famille"
accord, le mot
present
s'entend, pour
pour chaque
chaque membre
de
membre de
s'entend,
la Mission,
signifiant son
son
comme signifiant
la
Mission, comme
epouse et
enfants mineurs.
leurs enfants
et leurs
epouse
ARTICLE
membre
Chaque membre
25. Chaque
ARTICLE 25.
de la
aura droit
a un
droit A
de
la Mission aura
avecsolde,
mois
annuel avec
solde,
de conge
conge annuel
mois de
proportionnelle de
ou a
aune partie
partie proportionnelle
ou
ce conge
fraction d'une
d'une
pour toute
toute fraction
ce
cong6 pour
annee.
portion non
de
non utilise°
utilisee de
La portion
annee. La
ce
conge sera
sera accumul6e
accumulee d'annee
d'annee
ce cong6
en
annee pendant
la duree
duree de
de son
son
pendant la
en annee
service comme
membre de
la MisMisde la
comme membre
service
sion.
ARTICLE
26.
ARTICLE 26.

Le
vise a
a
Le conge
conge vise

Particle precedent
precedent pourra
utipourra etre util'article
lise dans
dans la
la Republique
Republique d'Haiti,
lise
aux
ou en
en
d'Am6rique ou
Etats-Unis d'Amerique
aux Etats-Unis
d'autres pays,
mais les
lea frais
frais de
pays, mais
d'autres
voyage et
et de
de transport
transport seront supvoyage
port& par
par le
la MisMisle membre
membre de la
portes
sion beneficiant
de ce
ce conge.
conge. Le
Le
b6enficiant de
sion
temps
du
voyage
comptera
comme
comme
comptera
voyage
temps du
conge et
et ne
ne sera
ajoute au
au
sera pas
pas ajoute
conge
conge autorise
autorise it l'article
l'artide precedent.
precedent.
conge
ARTICLE
27. Le
Le Gouvernement
Gouvernement
ARTICLE 27.
de la
Is Republique
Republique d'Haiti
d'Haiti consent
consent
de

Secrecy requirement.
Secrecy
requirement.

"Family".
"Family".

Annual leave.

2320
2320

Termination of servTermination
services of replaced
replaced members.

Medical attention.
Medical

INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS
OTHER THAN
TREATIES
INTERNATIONAL
AGREEMENTS OTHER
THAN TREATIES

the leave
in Article
Article
grant the
leave specified
specified in
25, upon
25,
upon written
written request,
request, approved
approved
by the
the Chief
Chief of
Mission, taking
by
of the
the Mission,
taking
consideration the conveniinto consideration
conveniences
of the
service.
ences of
the service.
ARTICLE
Any member
member of
of the
the
ARTICLE 28.
28. Any
Mission
who may
be relieved
relieved shall
shall
Mission who
may be
continue service
continue
Mission
service with
with the
the Mission
until the arrival
arrival of
of his
his replacereplaceexcept when
ment, except
when otherwise
otherwise
agreed
the two
agreed upon
upon between
between the
two
Governments.
Governments.
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specifie A
a accorder
accorder le
le conge
conge sp6cifil
Particle
25, sur
l'article 25,
sur demande
demande &rite
dcrite
approuvee par
Chef de
de la
la Misapprouvee
par le
le Chef
Mission,
aux exigences
exigences du
du
sion, eu
eu egard
6gard aux
service.
service.
ARTICLE
28. Tout
membre de
de
ARTICLE 28.
Tout membre
qui serait
conla Mission qui
serait releve
relev6 continuera ses
ses services
aupres de
de la
la
services aupres
Mission jusqu'A
jusqu'a Parrivee
de son
son
Mission
l'arrivee de
remplacant,
remplagant, sauf
entente contraisauf entente
contraire entre les
Gouvernements.
les deux
deux Gouvernements.

ARTICLE 29.
Government
29. The
The Government
ARTICLE
29. Le
Le Gouvernement
ARTICLE 29.
Gouvernement
of
the Republic
Republic of
Haiti underof the
la R6publique
Republique d'Haiti
d'Haiti s'engage
of Haiti
under- de
de la
s'engage
takes to
takes
to furnish
furnish appropriate
appropriate medimedi- a fournir
foumir les
soins medicaux
les soins
medicaux apapcal attention
members of
of propri6s
attention to the
the members
propries aux
de la
la Misaux membres
membres de
Misto their
their families.
families. sion et
the Mission
Mission and
and to
leurs families.
et a leurs
families. Au
Au cas
cas
member of
of the
should oa
If aamember
the Mission
Mission should
oii un
un membre
membre de
la Mission
Mission
de la
ill or
or be
the victim
become ill
be the
tomberait malade
serait vievictim of
of an
an tomberait
malade on
ou serait
vicaccident, he
he shall,
should he
he so
so time d'un
accident,
shall, should
d'un accident,
accident, il
il sera,
sera, s'il
s'il
desire, be
be cared
the hospitals
desire,
cared for
for in
in the
hospitals le
Hopile desire,
desire, soigné
soign6 dans
dans les
les H6piof the
Repub- taux
the Government
Government of
of the
the Repubtaux du
de la
du Gouvernement
Gouvernement de
la
lic of Haiti at
at the expense
Republique d'Haiti,
d'Haiti, aux
aux frais
frais de
de
expense of that
that Republique
Government.
There shall
shall furtherfurther- ce Gouvernement.
Government. There
Gouvernement. II
Ii sera
sera pr6vu,
prevu,
provided annually
more be provided
annually aa en outre, chaque
chaque ann6e,
annee, des
des credits
credits
percent ne d6passant
credit not
not to
to exceed
exceed 20
20 percent
depassant pas 20%
20% du
montant
du montant
of the
the total amount of
the annual
of the
annual total des appointements
annuels
appointements annuels
salaries of the members
members of
of the
the des
membres de
de la
Mission en
des membres
la Mission
en vue
vue
Mission for medical
medical attention
that de pourvoir aux soins medicaux
attention that
m6dicaux
may be furnished
and the
furnished them
them and
the qui leur seraient fournis,
fournis, ainsi
ainsi
spe- qu'aux membres
members of
of their
their families
families by
by speleurs families,
families,
membres de
de leurs
institutions other
cialists or
or in
in institutions
other par des specialistes
sp6cialistes ou dans des
des
than the hospitals of
of the
Gov- etablissements
the Govetablissements autres
autres que
que les
les HopiHopiernment of the Republic of Haiti.
Haiti. taux du Gouvernement
Gouvernement de
de la
la
Expenditures of funds of
of this
this Republique
Republique d'Haiti.
Les sorties
d'Haiti. Les
sorties
nature shall
nature
made by
by the
shall be
be made
the de
de cette
cette nature
de fonds
fonds de
nature seront
seront
Government
of the
the Republic
of faites par le Gouvernement
Government of
Republic of
Gouvernement de
de la
la
Haiti at the request
Haiti
of the
the Chief
Chief Republique
request of
sur la
Republique d'Haiti sur
la deof
The Government
Government mande du
of the Mission. The
du Chef
Chef de
de la
Mission.
la Mission.
not Le
of the Republic
Republic of Haiti shall not
Le Gouvernement
de la
la RepuGouvernement de
R6pube responsible
responsible for the payment of blique d' Haiti ne sera pas responresponexpenses for medical attention re- sable du
paiement des
des frais
du paiement
frais pour
pour
ceived
territory of
of the
ceived outside
outside the
the territory
the soins medicaux
regus en
dehors
medicaux recus
en dehors
Republic of Haiti. Neither
Neither shall
shall du territoire de is
Republique
la Republique
it be responsible for the
the payment
payment d'Haiti. Ii
sera en
en outre
I1 ne
ne sera
outre
in the
case responsable du paiement
of any compensation
compensation in
the case
paiement d'aucune
d'aucune
of the permanent
physical disdis- indemnite dans le cas d'incapacite
permanent physical
d'incapacite
ability of a
a member of the Mission.
Mission. physique
d'un memmemphysique permanente
permanente d'un
is Mission.
Mission.
bre de la
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ARTICLE
ARTICLE 30. Any
Any member
of the
member of
the

Mission no longer able properly
properly
to perform his duties by reason
of prolonged physical disability
shall be replaced.
replaced.
IN
IN WITNESS
WITNESS WHEREOF,
WHEREOF,
the
the
undersigned, Robert A. Lovett,
undersigned,
Acting Secretary
Secretary of State of the
the
United States of America,
America, and
Joseph
Joseph D. Charles, Ambassador
Ambassador
of the Republic
Republic of Haiti in Washington,
ington, duly authorized thereto,
have signed this Agreement,
Agreement, in
in
duplicate,
duplicate, in the English and
and

French languages,
languages, at Washington,
Washington,
this fourth day of January,
one
January, one
thousand nine hundred
hundred forty-nine.
forty-nine.

2321

Replacement in
Replacement
in case
case
ARTICLE
ARTICLE 30. Tout
Tout membre
membre de
de of
of disability.
disability.
la Mission qui ne pourrait plus
plus
remplir
remplir convenablement
foncconvenablement ses
ses fonctions par suite d'une incapacite
incapacit6
physique
physique prolong6e
prolong& sera remplace.
EN
EN POI
QUO', les soussiSOUSSiFOI DE
DE QUOI,
gnes, Robert A. Lovett, Secr6taire
Secretaire
d'Etat par interim des
des Etats-Unis
Etats-Unis
d'Am6rique, et Joseph D.
d'Amerique,
D. Charles,
Ambassadeur
Ambassadeur de la Republique
d'Haiti
d'Haiti a
A Washington,
Washington, dAment
dument
autorises
autorises aux fins des presentes,
presentes,
ont signe
sign6 le present
present accord, en
en
double exemplaire,
exemplaire, en
en langues
langues
anglaise et frangaise, d
a WashingWashington, ce quatrieme
quatrieme jour de
de janvier
janvier
quarante-neuf.
mil neuf cent quarante-neuf.

FOR
GOVERNMENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF
FOR THE GOVERNMENT
OF AMERICA:
AMERICA:
POUR LE GOUVERNEMENT
POUR
GO'UVERNEMENT DES ETATS-UNIS D'AMERIQUE:
D'AMERIQUE:
ROBERT
ROBERT A
A LOVETT
LOVETT

FOR THE
GOVERNMENT OF
THE GOVERNMENT
OF THE
THE REPUBLIC
REPUBLIC OF
OF HAITI:
HAITI:
POUR LE GOUVERNEMENT
GOUVERNEMENT DE LA REPUBLIQUE
REPUBLIQUE D'HAITI:
D'HAITI:
JOSEPH.
D. CHARLES
CHARLES
JOSEPH. D.
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January
January 17, 1949
1949
[T. I.
A. S. 1881]
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Agreement between the United
United States of
of America
America and
and the
the Netherlands
Netherlands
respecting
respecting duty-free entry and payment of
of transportation
transportation charges
charges on
on
relief supplies
supplies and packages
packages for the
Effected by
exchange
the Netherlands.
Netherlands. Effected
by exchange
of notes signed
signed at
at The
Hague January
The Hague
January 17,
17, 1949;
1949; entered
entered into
into force
force
January
January 17,
17, 1949.
1949.

American Embassy to the
The American
the Netherlands
NetherlandsMinistry
Ministry of
of Foreign
ForeignAffairs
Affairs
No. 693

62 Stat.,
Stat., Pt. 2,
2,
2494,2490.
pp. 2494,
2490.

Duty-free treatment.

The Embassy of the United States of America
America presents
presents its
its complicompliments to the Royal Netherlands
Netherlands Ministry
Ministry of
of Foreign
Foreign Affairs,
Affairs, and,
and,
under reference
reference to Article
Article VI
Paragraph 2
and Article
IV Paragraph
Paragraph
VI Paragraph
2 and
Article IV
55of the Economic
Economic Cooperation
Cooperation Agreement
Agreement between
between the
the United
United States
States
of America
Netherlands, has
America and the Netherlands,
honor to
to propose
propose an
an agreehas the
the honor
agreement between
between the two Governments in the following
following terms:
terms:
I. The Government
Government of the Netherlands
Netherlands shall
shall accord
accord duty-free
duty-free treattreatment on entry into
of:
into the
the Netherlands
Netherlands of:
(a)
standard packs
packs donated
donated to
to or
or standard
(a) Supplies of relief goods or
or
purchased
purchased by United States voluntary
voluntary non-profit
non-profit relief
relief
agencies
agencies qualified under the Economic
Cooperation AdAdEconomic Cooperation
ministration (hereafter
(hereafter referred to as EcA)
EcA )regulations
regulations
and consigned to charitable organizations
organizations including
including
Netherlands branches
Netherlands
branches of
these agencies
which have
been
of these
agencies which
have been
or hereafter
hereafter shall be approved
approved by
Government of
by the
the Government
of
the Netherlands.

Rights of inspection
inspection
and customs
customs formalities.

(b)
(b) Relief packages originating
in the
United States
by
originating in
the United
States sent
sent by
parcel post or commercial
commercial channels,
addressed to
to an
channels, addressed
an inindividual residing in the Netherlands,
whether packed
Netherlands, whether
packed
privately or by order placed with a
a commercial
commercial firm.
firm.
(c)
(e) Standard packs put up by United States voluntary
voluntary nonnonprofit relief agencies or their approved agents,
qualified
agents, qualified
under ECA regulations, to the
of individuals
in
the order of
individuals in
the United States and sent for delivery to individuals
the
residing in
Netherlands.
in the Netherlands.
II.
The
Netherlands
Government
U.
Government will retain
rights of
inspection
retain all
all rights
of inspection
and customs formalities
formalities in
and
in connection
connection with
with such
such packages
packages and
shipments, including
including the levy of duty on packages
packages and
and shipshipments which do not comply
comply with ECA
to proECA regulations
regulations and
and to
provisions of this Agreement.
Agreement.
III. For the purposes
purposes of this Agreement:
Agreement:
(a)
(a) "relief
"relief goods" shall not include
include tobacco,
tobacco, cigars,
cigars, cigacigarettes or alcoholic liquors or goods other
food-stuffs,
other than
than food-stuffs,
clothing, shoes, household supplies
supplies and
and utensils, bedding,
bedding,

63
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medical and
and health
medical
health supplies and articles which qualify
qualify
under
ECA
regulations
under
regulations and are approved by
the GovernGovernby the
ment of the Netherlands;
Netherlands;
(b)
"relief packages"
(b) "relief
packages" shall not include goods
goods other
other than
than
food-stuffs,
secondhand
clothing,
secondhand
food-stuffs,
secondhand shoes,
shoes, medimedical and health supplies, and shall not
not exceed
exceed twenty
twenty kilokilograms
The combined
grams gross weight.
combined retail
retail value
value in
the
in the
United
United States of all streptomycin, quinine
sulfate and
and
quinine sulfate
quinine hydrochloride
hydrochloride included
included in each relief
package
relief package
must not
exceed $5;
not exceed
$5;
(c)
packs" shall contain
(c) "standard
"standard packs"
contain only
only such
articles which
such articles
which
qualify under ECA regulations
regulations and
and are
qualify
are approved
by the
the
approved by
Government
the Netherlands;
Government of the
Netherlands;

(d) weight, size and other limitations not
specified herein
herein
not specified
shall comply with EcA
ECA regulations;
regulations;
(e) "relief
"relief packages"
packages" and "standard
"standard packs"
packs" shall
all be
be
(e)
shall all
marked "U.S.A. gift parcels".
parcels".
IV. Transportation
Transportation charges (as defined in Paragraph
Paragraph 5
5of
of Article
Article
Defrayal
Defrayal of transtranscharges.
portation charges.
Cooperation Agreement)
IV of the Economic
Economic Cooperation
in the
Stat.,
Pt.
2,
62
Agreement) in
Stat.,
Pt. 2,
the NetherNether- p. 2490.
lands on "relief goods", "relief
"relief packages", and
and "standard
"standard
packs", which comply with the provisions
provisions of Paragraphs
Paragraphs I
I
and III above, shall be defrayed
defrayed as follows:
follows:
Reimbursement
Reimbursement
(a) The amount of the terminal charges for shipments
(a)
shipments which
which from
special account.
account.
are sent by United
United States parcel
parcel post
post to
addressees in
in
to addressees
the Netherlands,
Netherlands, shall be computed by the Netherlands
Netherlands
postal service in the manner now or hereafter
hereafter provided
provided
by the applicable
applicable Agreements.
Agreements. Such charges
charges shall
shall be
be
reimbursed
Netherlands postal service out
reimbursed to the Netherlands
out of
the
of the
Special Account
Account provided for in Article IV
EcoIV of the Economic Cooperation
82
8444., Pt.
Pt. 2,
2,
62 Stat.,
Cooperation Agreement (hereafter
(hereafter referred
to as
referred to
as p.2488.
p. 2488.
the Special Account)
Account) and no claim for such charges
charges shall
shall
be made against the United States.
(b) With respect to shipments which
which are originally
originally desdespatched from the United States by
regular estabby any
any regular
established commercial
commercial channels
channels and forwarded in the Netherlands by an approved
approved agent of the shipper to the addressee by Netherlands carrier, or Netherlands
Netherlands parcel
parcel
post service, the Netherlands
reimburse such
such agent
Netherlands shall reimburse
agent
or Netherlands
Netherlands carrier, or Netherlands
parcel post
servNetherlands parcel
post service, as the case may be, out of the Special Account
Account upon
upon
presentation of adequate
adequate documentation.
documentation.
(c)
With
respect to any charges incidental to transporta(c)
tion, including warehouse,
warehouse, storage and dock
charges,
dock charges,
which may be incurred by an agent of a
a shipper under
under
sub-paragraph
sub-paragraph (b)
than parcel
parcel
(b) of this Paragraph, other than
post charges and carrier charges, such approved
approved agent
agent
shall be reimbursed
reimbursed by the Government
of the
the NetherNetherGovernment of
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lands
of the
upon presentation
lands out
out of
the Special
Special Account
Account upon
presentation of
of
adequate
documentation.
adequate documentation.
Monthly state
Monthly
state
ments.
meats.

force of
Entry into force
of
pars.
V.
pars. IV
IV and
and V.

V. The
Government of
of the
the Netherlands
Netherlands shall
shall make
out
V.
The Government
make payments
payments out
of the
Account for
the purposes
mentioned in
Paraof
the Special
Special Account
for the
purposes mentioned
in Paragraph IV
IV above,
the ECA
in the
the
to the
ECA Mission
Mission in
above, and
and shall
shall submit
submit to
graph
Netherlands
copy to
to the
Controller, ECA
Netherlands with
with a
a copy
the Controller,
ECA Washington,
Washington,
monthly
statements of
of the
expended in
so expended
in forms
forms satissatismonthly statements
the amount
amount so
factory
to
the
Government
of
the
Netherlands
and
the said
said
factory to the Government of the Netherlands and the
Mission,
provided that
that each
each such
statement shall
shall at
at least
least show
show
such statement
Mission, provided
total
and charges
charges therefor
adjustments shall
therefor and
and adjustments
shall
total weight
weight carried
carried and
be
made
to
the
Special
Account
if
shown
to
be
required by
ECA
by ECA
be made to the Special Account if shown to be required
audit.
audit.
VI. So
So far
far as
as practicable,
practicable, effect
be given
given to
VI.
effect shall
shall be
to Paragraphs
Paragraphs IV
IV
3, 1948.
come into force on
on April
April 3,
and V
V as though
though they had come
VII.
VII.

Entry
into force;
Entry into
duration.
duration.

62 Stat.,
Pt. 2,
62
Stat., Pt.
2,
p..2477.
2477.
p
Termination.
Termination.

(a)
present Agreement
shall come
come into
into force immediimmedi(a) The present
Agreement shall
ately. Subject
of sub-paragraph
(b)
ately.
Subject to
to the
the provisions
provisions of
sub-paragraph (b)
of this
this Paragraph
Paragraph and
such modifications
modifications as
as may
be
to such
may be
of
and to
agreed
competent authorities
authorities of the Govagreed upon
upon by
by the competent
ernment
of the
States and
and the
the Netherlands,
Netherlands, it
ernment of
the United
United States
it
shall
remain in
force for
same period
as the
the Economic
Economic
the same
period as
shall remain
in force
for the
Cooperation
Agreement.
Cooperation Agreement.
(b)
present Agreement
six
(b) The
The present
Agreement may be
be terminated
terminated by six
months' notice
notice given in writing by
by either
either party
party to
to the
other at any time.
time.
If
above proposal
Government of
If the
the above
proposal is
is acceptable
acceptable to
to the Government
of the NethNetherlands,
United States
States of
of America
America has
the honor
honor
erlands, the Embassy of
of the
the United
has the
further to
to propose
propose that
that this
and the
the reply
the Netherlands
Netherlands
further
this Note
Note and
reply by
by the
Ministry
of Foreign
to that
effect shall
shall constitute
an AgreeMinistry of
Foreign Affairs
Affairs to
that effect
constitute an
Agreement
between the two
ment on the
the above
above terms
terms between
two Governments.
Governments.

THE HAGUE
THE
HAGUE
January 17,
January
17, 1949
1949
HERMAN B.
HERMAN
B. BARUCH
BARCCH

The Netherlands
Netherlands Ministry
Ministry of
Foreign Affairs
to the
American Embassy
Embassy
The
of Foreign
Affairs to
the American
MINISTRY
OF FOREIGN
MINISTRY OF
FOREIGN AFFAIRS.
AFFAIRS.

The Ministry of Foreign
Foreign Affairs presents its compliments to the
Embassy
of the
Embassy of
States of America
America and
has the
to acacthe United States
and has
the honour
honour to
knowledge the receipt of the Embassy's Note of to-day's date, reading
reading
follows:
as follows:
"The
"The Embassy
Embassy of the United States of America
America presents its compliments to the Royal
Netherlands Ministry
Ministry of Foreign
and,
Royal Netherlands
Foreign Affairs,
Affairs, and,
under
reference to
to Article
VI Paragraph
Paragraph 2
2and
and Article
under reference
Article VI
Article IV
TV Paragraph
Paragraph
5
Cooperation Agreement
the United
5 of
of the
the Economic
Economic Cooperation
Agreement between
between the
United States
States

63 STAT.]
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of America
America and the Netherlands,
Netherlands, has the honor to propose
propose an agreebetween the two Governments
ment between
Governments in the following terms:
terms:
I. The Government of the Netherlands
Netherlands shall accord
accord duty-free
treatment
Netherlands of:
treatment on entry into the Netherlands
of:
(a) Supplies of relief goods or standard packs donated to or
purchased
purchased by United States voluntary non-profit
non-profit relief
relief
agencies
agencies qualified
qualified under the Economic
Economic Cooperation
Cooperation Administration (hereafter
ministration
(hereafter referred
ECA) regulations
referred to as ECA)
charitable organizations including Nethand consigned to charitable
erlands branches of these agencies
agencies which have been or
or
hereafter shall be approved by the Government
hereafter
Government of the
Netherlands.
(b) Relief packages originating
States sent
sent by
by
originating in the United States
an
inparcel post or commercial
commercial channels, addressed to
to an individual residing in the Netherlands, whether packed
packed priprivately or by order placed with a
a commercial firm.

(c)
(c) Standard packs put up by United States voluntary
voluntary nonprofit relief agencies or their approved agents, qualified
under EcA
ECA regulations, to the order of individuals
individuals in the
United States and sent for delivery
delivery to individuals residing in the Netherlands.
Netherlands.
II. The Netherlands
Netherlands Government
II.
Government will retain
retain all rights of inspection and customs formalities in connection
connection with such packages and shipments, including the levy of duty on
packages and
and
on packages
shipments which do not comply with ECA
regulations and to
ECA regulations
to
provisions of this Agreement.
Agreement.
III. For the purposes of this Agreement:
Agreement:
(a) "relief
goods" shall
shall not include
tobacco, cigars,
(a)
"relief goods"
include tobacco,
cigars, cigarettes
cigarettes
or alcoholic liquors or goods other than food-stuffs,
food-stuffs, clothing, shoes, household supplies and utensils,
utensils, bedding,
bedding, medimedical and health supplies and articles which qualify
under
qualify under
ECA regulations and are approved by
the Government
Government of
by the
of
the Netherlands;
Netherlands;
(b) "relief
packages" shall not include goods other than food"relief packages"
stuffs, secondhand clothing, secondhand
secondhand shoes, medical
medical
and health supplies, and shall not exceed
kilograms
exceed twenty kilograms
gross weight. The combined retail value in the United
United
States of all streptomycin, quinine sulfate and quinine
hydrochloride included
hydrochloride
included in each relief package
package must
must not
not
exceed $5;
$5;
(c)
"standard packs"
(c) "standard
packs" shall contain only such
such articles which
which
qualify
qualify under ECA
EcA regulations and are approved by the
the
Government
Government of the Netherlands;
Netherlands;
(d) weight, size and other limitations not specified herein shall
shall
comply with ECA
regulations;
EcA regulations;
(e) "relief packages"
packages" and "standard packs"
packs" shall
(e)
shall all
all be
be
marked "U.S.A. gift parcels".

2325
2325

62 Stat.,
Pt. 2,
6pp2
ta 2 . Pt.
2,
pp. 2494, 2490.
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62 Stat.,
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IV. Transportation
Transportation charges
charges (as
(as defined
defined in
of Article
Article
in Paragraph
Paragraph 55of
IV.
IV
of
the
Economic
Cooperation
Agreement)
in
the
NetherNetherin
the
Agreement)
IV of the Economic Cooperation
lands on
on "relief
"relief goods",
packages", and
and "standard
"standard
"relief packages",
goods", "relief
lands
packs",
which
comply
with
the
provisions
of
Paragraphs
I
I and
and
of
Paragraphs
packs", which comply with the provisions
III
above,
shall
be
defrayed
as
follows:
as
follows:
defrayed
shall
be
III above,
(a)
amount of
the terminal
terminal charges
charges for
for shipments
shipments which
which
of the
The amount
(a) The
are
parcel post
post to
to addressees
the
in the
addressees in
States parcel
by United
United States
are sent
sent by
Netherlands,
be computed
computed by
by the
the Netherlands
Netherlands postal
postal
shall be
Netherlands, shall
service
manner now
or hereafter
by the
the
provided by
hereafter provided
now or
the manner
in the
service in
applicable Agreements.
Agreements. Such
Such charges
shall be
reimbursed
be reimbursed
charges shall
applicable
to
postal service
out of the Special
Special Acservice out
Netherlands postal
to the
the Netherlands
count provided
provided for
for in
Article IV
Economic CooperIV of
of the
the Economic
in Article
count
ation
Agreement (hereafter
(hereafter referred
to as
Special
as the
the Special
referred to
ation Agreement
Account)
charges shall
be made
made
shall be
for such
such charges
no claim
claim for
and no
Account) and
States.
against
against the United States.
(b)
which are
originally despatched
despatched
are originally
shipments which
to shipments
With respect
respect to
(b) With
from
the United
States by
any regular
established comcomregular established
by any
United States
from the
mercial channels
channels and
forwarded in
the Netherlands
Netherlands by
an
by an
in the
and forwarded
mercial
approved
agent
of
the
shipper
to
the
addressee
by
Netherapproved agent of the shipper to the addressee by Netherlands carrier,
service, the Nethor Netherlands
Netherlands parcel post service,
carrier, or
lands
erlands
shall
reimburse
such
agent
or
Netherlands
carrier,
carrier,
or
Netherlands
agent
erlands shall reimburse such
or
Netherlands
parcel
post
service,
as
may
be,
the
case
service,
as
or Netherlands parcel post
of
out
of
the
Special
Account
upon
presentation
adequate
Account
the
Special
out of
documentation.
documentation.
(c)
With respect
to any
incidental to transportation,
transportation,
any charges
charges incidental
respect to
(c) With
including warehouse,
warehouse, storage
storage and dock
clock charges, which may
including
sub-paragraph
agent of
of aashipper
shipper under sub-paragraph
be incurred
incurred by an agent
(b)
parcel post charges
other than
than parcel
(b) of
of this Paragraph,
Paragraph, other
such approved agent shall be reimand carrier charges,
charges, such
bursed
Government of
of the
the Netherlands
Netherlands out of the
bursed by
by the Government
Special
presentation of
of adequate
adequate documenupon presentation
documenSpecial Account
Account upon
tation.
tation.
Netherlands shall make
make payments
payments
of the Netherlands
V. The Government
Government of
out
the Special
Account for
for the
the purposes
out of
of the
Special Account
purposes mentioned
mentioned in
in
Paragraph IV above, and shall submit to the ECA Mission
Paragraph
in the Netherlands
Netherlands with aacopy to the Controller, ECA Washstatements of the amount so expended in
ington, monthly statements
forms satisfactory
Government of
the Netherlands
and
forms
satisfactory to
to the
the Government
of the
Netherlands and
the said Mission, provided
that each such statement
provided that
statement shall at
least show total weight carried and charges
adcharges therefor
therefor and adjustments shall be made to the Special Account if shown
shown to be
required by
audit.
required
by ECA
ECA audit.

Paragraphs IV
VI. So far as practicable,
practicable, effect shall be given to Paragraphs
IV
and V as though they had come into force on April 3, 1948.
VII. (a) The present Agreement
Agreement shall come into force immediately. Subject to the provisions of sub-paragraph
sub-paragraph (b) of
of
this Paragraph
Paragraph and to
to such modifications
modifications as
as may
may be
be agreed
agreed
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competent authorities of
upon by the competent
of
of the
the Government
Government of
the United States and the Netherlands, it shall remain in
in
force for the same period as the
Cooperation
the Economic
Economic Cooperation
Agreement.
(b)
Agreement may be terminated
(b) The present Agreement
by six
six months'
terminated by
months'
notice given in writing by either
party to
at
either party
to the
the other
other at
any time.
If the above proposal
acceptable to
If
proposal is acceptable
of the
Nethto the Government
Government of
the Netherlands, the Embassy of the United States of America
America has
the honor
has the
honor
further
further to propose that this Note and the
by the
Netherlands
the reply by
the Netherlands
Ministry of Foreign Affairs to that effect
an Agreement
Agreement
effect shall
shall constitute
constitute an
on the above terms between
between the two Governments."
Governments."
The Ministry
Ministry of Foreign
Foreign Affairs has
inform the
the
has the
the honour
honour to
to inform
Embassy of the United States of America
America that the Netherlands
Netherlands GovGovernment agrees with the contents of the above
above Note.
Note.
The Hague, 17th January,
January, 1949.

I.K

To the
EMBASSY OF
THE
To
the EMBAssY
OF THE

UNITED STATES
OF AMERICA.
UNITED
STATES OF
AMERICA.
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January 24,
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January
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United States of America and Canada
Canadarespecting
Agreement between the United
respecting
air
rescue operations.
air search
search and
and rescue
operations. Effected by exchange of notes signed
at
Washington January
at Washington
January 24 and
and 31, 1949; entered
entered into
into force
force January
January
81, 1949.
1949.
81,
The Canadian
Canadian Ambassador
Ambassador to the Secretary of State
State
CANADIAN
EMBASSY
CANADIAN EMBASSY
AMBASSADE DU
DIY CANADA
AMBASSADE
CANADA

No. 35

WASHINGTON,
W ASHINGTON, January
January 24,
1949.
4, 1949.

SIR,
SuB,
I have the
I
discussions that
place
the honour
honour to
to refer to
to the discussions
that have taken
taken place
in
Board on
with regard
regard to
to the
necessity
in the Permanent
Permanent Joint
Joint Board
on Defence,
Defence, with
the necessity
cooperation between
between our
our two
of ensuring
ensuring adequate
adequate cooperation
two Governments
Governments in
in
Air Search
Search and Rescue
Rescue operations
operations along
along our
our common
common boundary.
boundary.
reached in the course of
2. As
As a
a result of
of the conclusions
conclusions reached
of these
these discussions,
my Government
Government wishes
to propose:
propose:
sions, my
wishes to
(1)
future, public
public aircraft
aircraft of
of Canada
or the
the United
United States
States
(1) That,
That, in
in future,
Canada or
which
are engaged
engaged in
in emergency
emergency Air
Search and
and Rescue
Rescue operawhich are
Air Search
operations, be
be permitted
to enter
enter or
or leave
country without
without being
being
tions,
permitted to
leave either
either country
subject to
to the
immigration or
or customs
normally resubject
the immigration
customs formalities
formalities normally
required
Government of
country, provided
that the
quired by
by the
the Government
of either
either country,
provided that
the
Rescue Coordination
Centre involved
rescue,
Rescue
Coordination Centre
involved in
in the
the search
search or
or rescue,
either
through some
delegated by
it, assumes
either directly
directly or
or through
some person
person delegated
by it,
assumes
the responsibility
of informing
informing by
or telegraph:
the
responsibility of
by telephone
telephone or
telegraph:
(a)
immigration office
office at
the port
port of
entry nearest
(a) The
The immigration
at the
of entry
nearest to
to the
the
territory over
territory
rescue is
to be
instituted,
over which
which any search or rescue
is to
be instituted,
of
the intended
intended operation,
operation, furnishing
furnishing it
with details
of the
it with
details conconcerning the
purpose of the flight;
the purpose
flight; the identification
identification markmarkings of each aircraft;
comprisaircraft; and the number of persons
persons comprising the crew of each aircraft.

(b) The customs
customs office nearest
nearest to
over which
any
to the
the territory
territory over
which any
search
search or rescue is to be instituted, of
operation,
of the intended operation,
giving details concerning
concerning the
territory to be searched;
the territory
searched; the
the
possible
duration of the stay of the aircraft;
possible duration
aircraft; the identificaidentification markings of each
the number
number of
of persons
persons
each aircraft;
aircraft; and
and the
comprising the crew of each aircraft.
(2) That,
That, should
made by
by public
public aircraft
aircraft of
of one
country
(2)
should aalanding
landing be
be made
one country
emergency
in the territory
territory of the other in the course
course of such emergency
search or
or rescue,
search
telephonic report
report shall
rescue, an oral
oral or telephonic
shall be
be made
made to
to
the nearest
nearest Collector of Customs so that he may assist, in any
way
with any
importation reway possible,
possible, in connection
connection with
any special
special importation
required in
in the
the search
or rescue
rescue operations.
be
quired
search or
operations. This
This report
report may
may be
made by the Rescue
Rescue Coordination Centre organizing
organizing the
the operaopera-
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tion, or by the pilots concerned,
concerned, whichever would best serve the
interests of the rescue operations involved.
(3)
merchandise carried, in the aircraft in
ques(
3 ) That, should any merchandise
in question, from one country to the other in the course of such search
search
or rescue, remain in the latter country on conclusion
conclusion of
of an
an operaoperation, such merchandise
merchandise will be subject to the customs treatment
treatment
normally accorded
accorded in that country to imported merchandise.
3. The term "public
"public aircraft", as used in this Note, refers to aircraft
aircraft
of the Canadian and United States Governments
Governments and such other
other aircraft of United States and Canadian registry as may be brought under
under
the control of a
a Rescue Coordination
Coordination Centre in either country
the
country for
for the
purposes of an emergency
emergency search or rescue operation.
4. If
If your Government
Government concurs in the foregoing
foregoing proposals,
proposals, it
it is
is the
the
desire of my Government
Government that this Note, together
together with your
your reply
reply
agreeing thereto, constitute an agreement
agreement between our two GovernGovernments that is to be effective
effective from the date of your reply and to
to remain
remain
in force until sixty days after either party to the agreement has signified to the other a
adesire to terminate
terminate it.
it.
Accept, Sir, the renewed
renewed assurances of my highest consideration.
consideration.
The Honourable
Honourable DEAN
DEAN ACHESON,
ACHESON,

H
H WRONG
W RONG
H H

Secretary
Secretary of State,
State,
Washington,
Washington, D.
D. C.

Secretary of State
The Under
Under Secretary
State to the Canadian
Canadian Ambassador

EXCELLENCY::
EXCEMENCY

DEPARTMENT OF
DEPARTMENT
or S
TATE
STATE
W ASHINGTON
WASHINGTON
Jan 31 1949
Jan

I have the honor to acknowledge
I
acknowledge the receipt of your note No. 85
35
of January 24, 1949, referring
referring to the discussions
discussions that
that have taken place
place
in the Permanent
Permanent Joint Board on Defense
Defense with regard to the necessity
necessity
of ensuring
ensuring adequate
adequate cooperation
Governments in
cooperation between our
our two
two Governments
in
Air Search and Rescue operations along
Mr
our common
along our
common boundary,
boundary, and
and
to this end proposing:
proposing:
2. As aa result of the conclusions reached
course of
reached in
in the
the course
of these
these
discussions, my Government
Government wishes to propose:
propose:
(1)
Canada or
United
(1) That, in future, public aircraft of
of Canada
or the
the United
States which are engaged in emergency
emergency Air Search and ResRescue operations, be permitted to enter or leave either
either country
country
without being subject to the immigration or customs formalities normally required by the Government
Government of either
either
country, provided
provided that the Rescue Coordination Centre ininvolved in the search or rescue, either directly
directly or through some
some
person delegated by it, assumes the responsibility
informresponsibility of informing by telephone or telegraph:
telegraph:

Freedom from certain formalities,
tain
conformalities, condition.
dition.
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(a) The
immigration office
at the
entry nearest
the
(a)
The immigration
office at
the port
port of
of entry
nearest to
to the
territory over
which any
any search
search or
or rescue
is to
institerritory
over which
rescue is
to be
be instituted, of
of the
operation, furnishing
details
tuted,
the intended
intended operation,
furnishing it
it with
with details
concerning the
the purpose
purpose of
flight; the
identification
concerning
of the
the flight;
the identification
markings of
of each
each aircraft;
and the
number of
of persons
persons
markings
aircraft; and
the number
comprising the
the crew
crew of
each aircraft.
comprising
of each
aircraft.
(b)
to the
territory over
which
(b) The customs office nearest
nearest to
the territory
over which
search or
or rescue
rescue is
is to
to be
of the
intended
any search
be instituted,
instituted, of
the intended
operation,
giving details
territory to
to be
be
operation, giving
details concerning
concerning the
the territory
searched; the possible
possible duration
of the
the stay
of the
the airduration of
stay of
airthe identification
of each
each aircraft;
aircraft; and
craft; the
identification markings
markings of
and
the number
the
comprising the
the crew
crew of
of each
each
number of persons
persons comprising
aircraft.
aircraft.
Report
Report to
to Collector
Collector
of Customs.
of
Customs.

Merchandise.
Merchandise.

"Public aircraft."
"Public
aircraft."

Effective
duraEffective date;
date; duration.
tion.

(2) That,
(2)
landing be
be made
by public
public aircraft
aircraft of
That, should
should aa landing
made by
of one
one
country
territory
of
the
other
in
the
course
of
country in
in the
the territory of the other in the course of such
such
or rescue, an
emergency search or
or telephonic
telephonic report
shall
an oral
oral or
report shall
be made to the
the nearest
nearest Collector
Collector of
Customs so
so that
he
may
of Customs
that he may
possible, in
with any
special
assist, in any way
way possible,
in connection
connection with
any special
importation required
importation
search or
required in
in the search
or rescue
rescue operations.
operations. This
This
report
made by
by the
the Rescue
report may be made
Rescue Coordination
Coordination Centre
Centre organorganizing
or by
concerned, whichever
izing the operation, or
by the
the pilots
pilots concerned,
whichever
the interests
would best serve the
operations
interests of the
the rescue
rescue operations
involved.
involved.
(3)
merchandise carried,
aircraft in
in
carried, in the
the aircraft
(
3 ) That, should any merchandise
question, from one country to the
course of
the other in
in the
the course
of such
such
search
or rescue,
rescue, remain
remain in
in the
the latter
country on
conclusion
search or
latter country
on conclusion
of an operation, such merchandise
subject to
the
merchandise will be
be subject
to the
customs treatment
treatment normally
normally accorded
accorded in that country to
to
imported merchandise.
merchandise.
"public aircraft",
in this
3. The term "public
aircraft", as used in
this Note, refers
refers to
to
aircraft
aircraft of the Canadian
Canadian and United States
and such
States Governments
Governments and
such
other aircraft
aircraft of United States and Canadian
Canadian registry
registry as may
may be
be
brought under the control of a
a Rescue Coordination
either
Coordination Centre
Centre in
in either
purposes of
country for the purposes
emergency search
search or
of an
an emergency
or rescue
rescue operation.
operation.
In
In reply II have the honor to inform
inform Your
Your Excellency
Excellency that
the
that the
Government of the United States concurs
concurs in the foregoing
foregoing proposals
and agrees that Your Excellency's
Excellency's note
shall be
renote and
and this
this reply
reply shall
be regarded
garded as constituting
constituting an agreement
agreement between our two Governments
Governments
that is to be effective from this date and shall remain in force until
sixty days after either party to the agreement
agreement has signified
signified to the
the
other a
to terminate
a desire
desire to
terminate it.
it.
Accept, Excellency,
renewed assurances
assurances of my
Excellency, the renewed
my highest
highest conconsideration.
sideration.
His Excellency
Excellency
H.H.
H.W
RONG,
H.
WRONG,
Ambassador of
of Canada.
Ambassador
Canada.

JAxES
J
AMES E.
E W
EBB
WEBB
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CANADAJOINT INDUSTRIAL
INDUSTRIAL MOBILIZATION-APR.
MOBILIZATION- APR.12, 1949
1949

Agreement between the
United States
States of
America and
the United
of America
and Canada
Canada respecting
respecting
a Joint
Effected by
a
Joint Industrial
Industrial Mobilization
Mobilization Committee.
Committee. Effected
by exchange
exchange of
of
notes signed at
at Ottawa
Ottawa April 12, 1949;
1949; entered
notes
entered into
force April
12, 1949.
intoforce
April 12,
1949.

The American
American Ambassador
Ambassador to
the Canadian
State for
for
to the
Canadian Secretary
Secretary of
of State
External Affairs
External
Affairs
AMERICAN EMBASSY
AMERICAN
EMBASSY
No.
93
No. 93

Ottawa,
Ottawa, Canada,
Canada, April 12, 1949.

EXCELLENCY:
EXCELLENCY:
II have the honor to inform Your Excellency
Excellency that
that the
the common
common
interests of Canada and the United States
States in
in Defence,
Defence, their
their proximity
proximity
and the complementary
complementary characteristics
characteristics of
clearly
of their
their resources
resources clearly
indicate
indicate the advantages
advantages of coordinating
coordinating their
their plans
plans for
for industrial
industrial
mobilization, in
in order
mobilization,
order that
that the
effective use
made of
the most
most effective
use may
may be
be made
of
the productive
productive facilities
facilities of
the two
two countries.
countries.
of the
the Department
Department of
The functions
functions of the
of Trade
Trade and
and Commerce
Commerce and
and the
the
in Canada
Industrial Defence Board in
Canada and
and those
those of
the National
National SeSeof the
Munitions Board
curity Resources
Resources Board and the Munitions
Board in
in the
the United
United
States suggest that, for the present, it
it would be
be appropriate
appropriate to
to use
use
these Agencies to assist the
the two
two Governments
Governments in
coordinating their
in coordinating
their
Industrial Mobilization
Industrial
Mobilization Plans.
Plans.
Therefore,
my Government
Therefore, my
wishes to
to propose
two GovGovGovernment wishes
propose that
that the
the two
ernments agree:
ernments
agree:

(a)
That a
Joint Industrial
Industrial Mobilization
Mobilization Committee
Committee be
be now
now concon(a) That
a Joint
stituted consisting, on the United States
the Chairman
Chairman
States side,
side, of
of the
of the National Security
Security Resources
Resources Board
Board and
and the
the Chairman
Chairman of
of
the Munitions
and, on
Munitions Board and,
the Canadian
Canadian side,
side, of
of the
Chairon the
the Chairman of the Industrial
Industrial Defence Board
of
Board and
and a
a Senior
Senior Official
Official of
Department of
of Trade
the Department
Commerce:
Trade and
and Commerce:
(b) That
the Joint
Joint Committee:
(b)
That the
Committee:
with aa view
(i) Exchange information with
coordination of
view to
to the
the coordination
of
the plans of the United
United States and Canada
Canada for
for Industrial
Industrial
Mobilization;
Mobilization;
(ii) Consider
(ii)
what recommendations
recommendations in
field of
Industrial
Consider what
in the
the field
of Industrial
Mobilization planning,
planning, in
Mobilization
areas of
of common
common concern,
in areas
concern, should
should
be
be made
made to
Government;
to each
each Government;
(iii) Be empowered
empowered to
to organize
organize Joint
Joint Sub-Committees
Sub-Committees from
from
time to time
time to
to facilitate
facilitate the
the discharge
of its
its functions;
discharge of
functions;
(iv) Be responsible
responsible for
for cooperation
cooperation with
the Permanent
with the
Permanent Joint
Joint
on matters
Board on Defence on
of Industrial
Industrial Mobilization.
Mobilization.
matters of
If
Government is agreeable
agreeable to
If your Government
the above
it is
is
to the
above Proposals,
Proposals, it
understood that this Note, together
together with
with your
Note in
agreeing
your Note
in reply
reply agreeing
thereto, shall constitute an
agreement between
between our
our two
two Governments
Governments
an agreement
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which
in force
of your
and shall
shall remain
remain
reply and
your reply
date of
the date
on the
force on
enter in
shall enter
which shall
in
force
indefinitely
subject
to
termination
by
either
Government
at
in force indefinitely subject to termination by either Government at
any time
months' notice.
six months'
on giving
giving six
time on
any
Please
Excellency, the
assurances of
of my
my highest
highest
the renewed
renewed assurances
accept, Excellency,
Please accept,
consideration.
consideration.

LAURENCE A.
TEINHARDT
STEINHARDT
A. S
LAURENCE

His
Honorable
the Honorable
Excellency the
His Excellency
The SECRETARY
SECRETARY OF
OF STATE
STATE
The
FOR EXTERNAL
AFFAIRS,
EXTERNAL AFFAIRS,
FOR
Ottawa.
Ottawa.
The Canadian
Canadian Secretary
of State
for External
American
the American
to the
Affairs to
External Affairs
State for
Secretary of
The
Ambassador
OF
DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT OF
EXTERNAL
AFFAIRS
EXTERNAL AFFAIRS
CANADA
CANADA

NO.
NO. 1i3
113

OTTAWA,
1949.
12, 1949.
April 12,
OTTAWA, April

EXCELLENCY,
EXCELLENCY,
I
honour to
acknowledge the
Excellency's
of Your Excellency's
receipt of
the receipt
to acknowledge
the honour
I have
have the
that
you
note
No.
93
of
April
12,
1949,
in
which
inform
me
the Governnote No. 93 of April 12, 1949, in which
that
to
propose
ment
of
the
United
States
of
America
wishes
our two
wishes
America
of
States
United
ment of the
agree:
Governments
agree:
Governments
(a) that
Committee be now
Mobilization Committee
Industrial Mobilization
Joint Industrial
a Joint
that a
(a)
constituted
consisting, on
on the United
United States side, of the
constituted consisting,
Chairman
of the
the National
National Security
Resources Board and the
Security Resources
Chairman of
Chairman of
on the
the Canadian
side,
Canadian side,
and, on
Board and,
Munitions Board
of the
the Munitions
Chairman
of the
Chairman of
of the
the Industrial
Industrial Defence
Defence Board
Board and
a senior
senior
and a
of
the Chairman
official of
of the
the Department
Trade and
and Commerce;
Commerce;
of.Trade
Department of
official
(b)
that
the
Joint
Committee:
Committee:
the
Joint
that
(b)
coordination of the
(i) exchange
information with a
to the coordination
a view to
exchange information
(i)
plans
industrial
States and Canada for industrial
plans of the United States
mobilization;
mobilization;
(ii)
in the field of industrial
recommendations in
(ii) consider what recommendations
concern should
of
in
areas
mobilization
areas
common concern
planning
mobilization
be made
made to
Government;
to each
each Government;
be
(iii) be
be empowered
subcommittees from time
organize joint subcommittees
to organize
empowered to
(iii)
to
functions;
to time
time to facilitate
facilitate the discharge
discharge of its functions;
the Permanent
(iv)
for cooperation
Permanent Joint
Joint
with the
cooperation with
responsible for
(iv) be
be responsible
Board
Defence on
on matters of industrial mobilization.
Board of Defence
2. I
have the
Your Excellency
Excellency that the Government
Government
honour to
to inform
inform Your
2.
I have
the honour
of Canada
the foregoing
foregoing proposals
agrees that Your
proposals and agrees
concurs in
in the
of
Canada concurs
an agreement
agreement between
Excellency's note and
constitute an
between
and this reply
reply shall
shall constitute
Excellency's
force on this day and
our
Governments which shall
and
enter into force
shall enter
our two
two Governments
termination by either
shall
subject to termination
force indefinitely, subject
remain in force
shall remain
Government at
on giving six months' notice.
at any time
time on
Government

63 STAT.]
CANADA-JOINT
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INDUSTRIAL MOBILIZATIONAPR.12,
12, 1949
1949
MOBILIZATION-APR.

Accept, Excellency,
Excellency, the renewed
renewed assurances
of my
highest considerconsiderassurances of
my highest
ation.
L
LB
B PEARSON
PEARSON
Secretary of
State for
of State
for
External Affairs.
Affairs.
External
His Excellency,
Excellency, The
The Hon.
TEINHARDT,
Hon. LAURENCE
LAURENCE A.
A. S
STEINHARDT,
Ambassador
Ambassador of the United
United States
of America,
America,
States of
Embassy of the United
States of
of America,
United States
America,
100 Wellington
Wellington Street,
Street,
Ottawa.
Ottawa.
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Agreement between the
of America
America and
the United
United States
States of
and Colombia
Colombia respecting
respecting
an Army
Army mission to
Signed at
February 21,
21,
to Colombia.
Colombia. Signed
at Washington
Washington February
1949; entered
entered into
into force
force February
February 21,
21, 1949.
1949.
AGREEMENT BETWEEN
BETWEEN THE
THE CONVENIO
ENTRE EL
AGREEMENT
CONVENIO ENTRE
EL GOGOGOVERNMENT OF
GOVERNMENT
BIERNO DE LOS ESTAOF THE
THE
ESTAUNITED
DOS UNIDOS
UNITED STATES
AMERDE AMERSTATES OF
UNIDOS DE
OF AMERAMERICA AND
ICA Y
AND THE
Y EL GOBIERNO
GOBIERNO DE
THE GOVERNGOVERNDE
MENT OF
OF THE
THE REPUBLIC
REPUBLIC
LA
REPUBLICA
DE
COLA
REPUBLICA
DE
COLOMBIA
OF COLOMBIA
COLOMBIA
LOMBIA
In
conformity with
In conformity
with the
the request
request
of the Government
Government of the
the ReRepublic
Colombia to
Governpublic of
of Colombia
to the
the Government of the United
States of
of
United States
America,
of the
the
America, the
the President
President of
United States of
America has
auof America
has authorized the appointment
appointment of
of offiofficers and enlisted
enlisted men
men to
to constitute
constitute
an
to the
the Republic
Republic
an Army Mission
Mission to
of Colombia
Colombia under the
conditions
the conditions
specified below:
specified
below:

De
conformidad con
con la
la solicitud
De conformidad
solicitud
del Gobierno de
de la
la Republica
Repiblica de
de
al Gobierno
de los
Colombia al
Gobierno de
los
Estados Unidos de
America, el
de America,
el
Presidente
Estados Unidos
Presidente de
de los
los Estados
Unidos
America ha autorizado
de America
autorizado el
el nomnombramiento de oficiales
y personal
personal
oficiales y
subalterno para constituir
subalterno
constituir una
una
Mision
la Republica
Republica de
de
Misi6n Militar
Militar en
en la
Colombia de acuerdo
las conacuerdo con
con las
condiciones estipuladas
estipuladas a
a continuacontinuaci6n:

TITLE II

TITULO
TITULO II

Purpose
Purpose and
and Duration
Duration

Objeto
Objeto yyDuracion
Duracion

ARTICLE 1.
1. The purpose
purpose of this
this
Mission is to cooperate with the
Ministry of War and the Chief
Chief of
of
Staff and with
with the personnel
of the
the
personnel of
Colombian Army
with a
Army with
a view
view to
to
enhancing the efficiency
enhancing
efficiency of
of the
the
Colombian Army in branches to be
be
determined and wherever
wherever rerequired by the Ministry
War of
of
Ministry of War
Colombia under the
conditions as
the conditions
as
outlined
Article 7.
7.
outlined in
in Article

1. El objeto de
ARTICULO 1.
esta
de esta
Misi6n
cooperar con
Misi6n es el de cooperar
con el
el
Ministro de Guerra,
Guerra, con
el Jefe
con el
Jefe
de Estado Mayor y
el personal
personal
y con
con el
del Ejercito de Colombia
en el
el
Colombia en
prop6sito de aumentar
aumentar la
la eficiencia
eficiencia
del Ejercito
Ejercito de Colombia en
en las
las
ramas que se determinen
determinen y
y dondedondequiera que lo
Ministelo disponga el
el Ministerio de Guerra de
de
de Colombia
Colombia de
acuerdo con las condiciones
condiciones que
que se
se
bosquejan en el Articulo
bosquejan
Articulo 7.

ARTICLE
ARTICLE 2.
(a)
(a) This Mission
Mission
shall continue for
for a
a period of
of four
four
years from the date of
of the
the signing
signing
of this Agreement
Agreement by the
the acaccredited representatives
representatives of
of the
the
Government
Government of
of the United
States
United States
America and
of America
and the
the Government
Government
Republic of
of the Republic
of Colombia
Colombia

ARTICULO
2. (a)
(a) Esta
ARTICULO 2.
Esta Mision
Misi6n

continuara
continuara por un periodo
periodo de
de
cuatro anos aa partir de la
fecha
la fecha
de la firma de este Convenio por
por
los representantes
del
representantes acreditados
acreditados del
Gobierno de
Estados Unidos
de los Estados
Unidos
de America
America y
la
y del
del Gobierno
Gobierno de
de la
Repdblica de
Colombia, siempre
siempre
Republica
de Colombia,

63
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unless previously
previously terminated
terminated or
or que no sea terminado
terminado antes o
o
extended as hereinafter
hereinafter provided.
provided1. prorrogado
prorrogado en la
se
la forma
forma que
que se
Any member
member of the Mission
Mission may
ma]y establece mas adelante.
Cualadelante. Cualbe recalled
recalled by the Government
Government of
of quier miembro de la Mision
Misi6n puede
puede
the United
United States of America
Americia ser retirado por el Gobierno
Gobierno de
de los
los
after
after the expiration
expiration of two
two years
off Estados Unidos de America desyears o:
desservice, in which ease
ease anothel
anotherr pues de la expiracion
dos afios
expiraci6n de dos
afos
member shall be furnished to
re-- de servicio, en cuyo caso se sumito re
sumiplace him.
nistrara
nistrara otro miembro para
que
para que

2335

lo reemplace.
(b) The military
military personnel
personnel now
nowr
(b) Los militares actualmente
actualmente
serving with the United States
States en el servicio de la Mision
Militar
Misi6n Militar
Military Mission may continue
continue in
inI de los Estados Unidos
Unidos pueden
pueden
their duties under the
the conditions
conditions3 continuar
continuar sus funciones
funciones bajo
las
bajo las
of this Agreement,
Agreement, in
which case
case condiciones
in which
condiciones de este Convenio, en
en
their period of previous service
service in
in cuyo caso el periodo
perfodo de su serserColombia will be credited.
credited.
vicio anterior
anterior en Colombia sera
sera
acreditado.
acreditado.
ARTICLE 3. If
If the Government
Government
Extension
of servARTICULO
ARTICULO 3. Si el Gobierno de
Extension of
serices
ic of Mission.
of the Republic of Colombia
Colombia la Republica
Repdblica de Colombia
Colombia deseare
deseare
should desire that the services of
of que los servicios de la Mision
Misi6n
the Mission be extended
extended beyond
beyond fueren prorrogados
prorrogados mas
mos alla
all del
the stipulated period, it shall make periodo
period° estipulado, harA
hara una
una proproa written
written proposal
a
proposal to that effect
effect puesta por escrito con este objeto
objeto
six months before the expiration
expiration sets
seis meses antes de la expiracion
expiraci6n
of this Agreement.
de este Convenio.
Convenio.
ARTICLE 4. This Agreement
Agreement may
may
Termination prior
ARTICULO
4. Este
ARTICITLO 4.
Este Convenio
Convenio toTermination
prior
time.
specflied time.
to specified
terminated before
be terminated
before the expiraexpira- podrá
podra terminarse
terminarse antes
antes de
de la
exla extion of the period of
of four years piracion
piraci6n del periodo
period° de
de cuatro
cuatro
prescribed in Article 2, or before
before afios
aflos prescritos en el
el Articulo
Artfculo 2,
2,
the expiration of the extension
extension oo antes de la expiracion
la
expiraci6n de
de la
authorized
authorized in Article 3,
the pr6rroga
3, in the
pr6rroga autorizada
autorizada en
en el
el Artfculo
Artlculo
following manner:
3, de la manera siguiente:
(a) By either of the GovernGovern(a) Por cualquiera
cualquiera de los
los dos
dos
ments, subject to three months'
months' Gobiernos,
Gobiernos, mediante aviso por
por
written notice to the other GovGov- escrito al otro Gobierno
Gobierno con tree
tres
ernment;
ernment;
meses de anticipaci6n;
anticipaci6n;
(b) By the recall of the entire
(b) Al retirar el Gobierno
Gobierno de
de
personnel
personnel of the Mission by the
the los Estados Unidos de America
America
Government of the United
Government
States todo el personal
United States
personal de la Misi6n en
en
of America
America in the public interest
interest raz6n
raga de interes
inter& pdblico
public° de los
los
of the United States of America, Estados Unidos de America, mesubject to a
a thirty-day
thirty-day written diante aviso escrito al Gobierno
notice to the Government
of the
the de la Repdblic,a
Government of
Repdblica de Colombia con
con
Republic of Colombia.
dias de anticipacion.
treinta &as
anticipaci6n.
ARTICLE 5. This Agreement
ARTICLE
Agreement is
is
ABTICULO 5. Este Convenio
Cancellation in
in COM
AancuLo
Convenio Canlotion
of hostilities.
subject to cancellation
cancellation upon the esta
esta, sujeto a
a cancelaci6n
cancelaci6n por
por
initiative of either the Govern- iniciativa, pa
Gobierno de
ya sea del Gobierno
de
ment of the United States
of los
States of
los Estados Unidos
Unidos de America
America o
o
America or the Government
Government of
of del Gobierno de la Repel)lica
Republica de
81939-62-PT-.
81989-152—PT.
uz--s
mu--
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the Republic of Colombia at
at any
any
time when either country
is inincountry is
volved in domestic
domestic or foreign
hostilities.
hostilities.

Colombia, en cualquier momento,
momento,
mientras cualquiera
cualquiera de los dos
paises
envuelto en hostilidades
palses este envuelto
hostilidades
internas
internas o
oexternas.
externas.

TITLE II

TITULO II
II

Composition
and Personnel
Composition and
Personnel
ARTICLE
Mission shall
shall
ARTICLE 6.
6. This
This Mission
consist of such personnel
of
personnel of the
the
United States Army as
as may
may be
be
agreed upon by the Ministry
Ministry of
of
War of Colombia and
the
and by
by the
Department of the Army of
of the
the
United States of America through
its authorized
authorized representatives.
representatives.

Composici6n
Composicion y
yPersonal
Personal
ARTICULO 6.
Mision estarA
estara
6. Esta
Esta Misi6n

constituida
constitufda por aquel personal
del
personal del
Ejercito de los Estados Unidos
Unidos
convenido por
que sea convenido
por el
el MinisMinisterio de Guerra de Colombia
Colombia y
y
por la Secretarfa
Ejercito de
Secretaria del Ejercito
los Estados Unidos de America
America
por medio de sus representantes
representantes
autorizados.

TITLE III
III

TITULO III
TITULO
III

Duties,
Duties, Rank and
and Precedence
Precedence

Deberes, Grado
Precedencia
Deberes,
Grado yyPrecedencia

ARTICLE
7. The
The personnel
of
ARTICLE 7.
personnel of
the Mission shall perform such
such
duties as may be agreed upon
upon
between the Ministry
Ministry of War of
of
Colombia and the Chief
Chief of
of the
the
Mission.
ARTICLE 8. The members
of the
members of
the
Mission shall be responsible
responsible solely
solely
to the Ministry
Ministry of War of ColomColombia through the Chief of the
the
Mission.
ARTICLE 9. Each member of
the
of the
Mission shall serve on the Mission
with the rank he holds
the
holds in the
United States Army. The members of the Mission shall wear the
the
uniform of the United States
Army to which they shall be entitled, but shall have precedence
precedence
over all Colombian officers
officers of the
the
same rank.
Benefits
and priviBeneits and
privileges.
lges.

[63
STAT.
[63 STAT.

ARTICLE
ARTICLE 10. Each
member of
of
Each member

the Mission shall be entitled to
to all
all
benefits and privileges which the
the
Regulations of the Colombian
Regulations
Colombian
Army provide for Colombian offioffisubordinate personnel of
cers and subordinate
of
corresponding
corresponding rank, such as
as the
usual ones relative to
to honors,
honors,

ARTICULO
ARTICULO 7. El
El personal
personal de
de la
la

Misi6n
Mision tendrb,
tendra las obligaciones
obligaciones
que sean convenidas
convenidas entre el
el
Ministerio
Ministerio de Guerra
Guerra de Colombia
Colombia
y
y el Jefe de la Misi6n.
Misien.
ARTICULO
ARTICULO 8. Los miembros
miembros de
de

la
responsables solaIs Misi6n
Mision seran responsables
mente ante el Ministerio
Ministerio de
de Guerra
Guerra
de .Colombia por conducto
conduct° del
Jefe de la
is Mision.
Misi6n.
ARTICULO 9. Cada
ARTICULO
de
Cada miembro
miembro de
la Misi6n desempefara
desempefiarit sus funciones con el grado que tiene en el
Ejercito de los Estados Unidos.
Los miembros
rniembros de la Misi6n Ilellevaran el uniforme de su grado en
en
el Ejercito
Ej6rcito de los Estados
Estados Unidos
aa que tengan derecho,
pero tenderecho, pero
tendran precedencia sobre todos los
oficiales colombianos
colombianos del mismo
mismo
grado.
ARTICULO
AnTicuLo 10. Cada
Cads miembro
de
miembro de
la Misi6n tendra derecho a
a todos
los beneficios y
y privilegios
privilegios que los
los
Reglamentos del Ejercito de
Reglamentos
de Colombia
a los
lombia otorgan a
los oficiales
oficiales cocolombianos
lombianos y
yal personal subaltern°
subalterno
del grado correspondiente,
correspondiente, tales
como
los usuales
como los
musks relativos a
a ho-

63
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travelling
travelling expenses,
expenses, and medical
medical nores, gastos de viaje yy asistencia
a,sistencia
attention.
medic&
medica.
Disciplinary regulaARTICLE
ARTICLE 11.
11. The personnel
personnel of
of
ARTICULO
ARTICULO 11.
El personal
personal de
de la
is
11. El
a tions.
tioDnsis.eiplinary regubfr'
the Mission
Mission shall be governed by Misi6n se regira
regir, por los regladisciplinary regulations of the
the disciplinary
the mentos disciplinarios
disciplinarios del Ejercito
Ej6rcito
United
United States Army.
de los Estados Unidos.
TITLE IV

TITULO IV
TITULO

Compensation
Compensation and
and Perquisites
Perquisites
Remuneracion y
Remuneraciem
y Obvenciones
Obvenciones
ARTICLE 12.
Members of
of th(
the
12. Members
ARTICULO 12.
Los miembros
miembros de
de
12. Los
Mission shall receive
receive from
from the
th(3 is
la Misi6n
Mision recibiran
recibiran del
del Gobierno
Gobierno
Government of the Republic
Government
Republic of
olf de la Repfblica
Repablica de
Colombia is
de Colombia
la
Colombia
Colombia such
such net
annual comcom-- remuneracion
net annual
remuneraci6n neta
anual, en
moneta anual,
en mopensation
pensation in United States
States curcur-- neda de los Estados Unidos,
Unidos, que
que
rency,
rency, as may be agreed
agreed upon
uponl de mutuo acuerdo
acuerdo convengan
convengan el
el
between
Government of
between the Government
of the
the Gobierno
Gobierno de los
los Estados
Estados Unidos
Unidos
United States of America
the de America y
America and
and the
y el
Gobierno de
de la
la
el Gobierno
Government
Government of the Republic
Republic of
Co-- Repiblica
of CoRepablica de
Colombia para
cads
de Colombia
para cada
lombia for each member through miembro, por
medio de
Embapor medio
de la
la Embathe Embassy
United States
Embassy of the United
States jada de los
los Estados
Estados Unidos
de
Unidos de
of America
America in Bogota
and the
Bogota and
the America en
en Bogota
Bogota y
y el
el Ministerio
Ministerio
Ministry of War of
of Colombia.
Colombia. de Guerra de Colombia.
Colombia.
Esta
Esta
This compensation shall be
be paid
paid remuneraci6n
remuneracion se abonarf
abonara en
en doce
doce
in twelve (12)
(12) equal monthly
in- (12)
monthly in(12) mensualidades iguales, que
que
stallments, each due
and payable
due and
payable vencen y
y deben
deben pagarse
el ultimo
pagarse el
dltimo
on the last day of the month.
The &a
month. The
dia de cads
cada mes.
mes. La
La remuneraremuneracompensation
compensation shall
not be
be subject
subject cion
shall not
ci6n no estar&
estara sujeta
sujeta a
a ningln
ningtin
to any tax, now or hereafter
hereafter in
in impuesto,
impuesto, que
en vigor
que este
este en
vigor o
o se
se
effect,
of the
the imponga
effect, of
of the
the Government
Government of
future, del Gobierno
imponga en el futuro,
Gobierno
Republic of Colombia or of
any de is
of any
la Republica
Repdblica de
de Colombia
Colombia o
o de
de
of its political or administrative
administrative cualquiera
cualquiera de sus subdivisiones
subdivisiones
subdivisions. Should
Should there,
there, howhow- polfticas
politicas o
Sin
o administrativas.
administrativas. Sin
ever, at present or while
this embargo, si al presente
while this
presente oodurante
durante
Agreement is
in effect,
effect, be
be any
is in
any la
is vigencia de
de este
este Convenio
exisConvenio existaxes that might
this
might affect
affect this comcom- tieren
tieren impuestos
que pudiesen
pucliesen
impuestos que
pensation,
pensation, such taxes
shall be
taxes shall
be afectar
afectar esta
remuneraci6n, tales
esta remuneraci6n,
tales
borne by the
the Ministry
Ministry of
War of
of impuestos
of War
impuestos seran
pagados por
seran pagados
por el
el
Colombia in order to
comply with
to comply
with Ministerio
Ministerio de
de Guerra
Guerra de
de Colombia
Colombia
the provision of
of this
that con el objeto de
this Article that
cumplir con
con is
de cumplir
la
the compensation
compensation agreed
upon disposici6n
agreed upon
disposicion de este Articulo
Artfculo de
de que
que
shall be net.
net.
la remuneraci6n
is
remuneraci6n convenida
convenida sera
sera
nets.
neta.
ARTICLE
13. The compensation
ARTICLE 13.
compensation
ARTICULO 13. La
remuneraci6n
La remuneraci6n
agreed upon as indicated
indicated in
in the
the convenida de
de acuerdo
acuerdo con
el
con el
preceding Article
preceding
Article shall
shall commence
commence Artfculo
Articulo anterior, comenzara
comenzara a
a
upon the date of departure
departure from
from regir
regir desde
is fecha
cads
desde la
fecha en
en que
que cada
the United States of
of America
America of
of miembro de la
Is Misien
de los
los
Misi6n parts
parta de
each member of the Mission,
Mission, and,
and, Estados Unidos de
de America,
America, y,
y,
except
otherwise expressly
except as otherwise
expressly propro- except°
excepto lo que
qua expresamente
expresamente Be
se

Tax
Tax eempton;
exemption:
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vided herein, shall continue, following the termination
termination of duty
duty
with the Mission, for the return
voyage to the United States
States of
of
America and thereafter
thereafter for the
period of any accumulated
accumulated leave
which may be due.
ARTICLE
The compensation
compensation
ARTICLE 14.
14. The
due for the period of the return
return
trip and accumulated
accumulated leave shall
be paid to a
a detached member of
the Mission before his departure
departure
from Colombia, and such
payment
such payment
shall be computed
computed for travel by
sea, air, or land, or any combinacombination thereof, to the actual port of
entry of the United States
States of
of
America.
ARTICLE
15. (a)
(a) Each
Each member
ARTICLE 15.
member
of the Mission and his family
family
shall be furnished
furnished by the Government of the Republic of Colombia
Colombia
with first-class
first-class accommodations
accommodations
for travel required and performed
performed
under this Agreement, between
between
the port of embarkation
embarkation in
in the
the
United States of America and
and his
official residence
residence in Colombia
Colombia for
for
the outward voyage, and also
between his official
official residence
between
residence in
Colombia and the port of entry
America
in the United States of America
for the return voyage. The Government of the Republic of
of CoColombia shall also pay all expenses
Shipment
Shipment of
of house- of shipment of
household effects,
effects, etc.
hold effects,
baggage, and automobile
automobile of each
each
member
member of the Mission between
between
the port of embarkation
embarkation in the
United States of America and his
official residence
residence in
in Colombia.
All expenses incidental
incidental to the
the
transportation of such household
transportation
household
effects, baggage, and automobile
from his official
official residence
residence in
in Colombia to the port of entry in
in
the United States of America
America
Governshall also be paid by the Govern-

Travel accommodaaccommodations.
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dispone en contrario en
en este ConConvenio, continuarA,
continual* despues de la
la,
terminaci6n de sus servicios
terminacion
servicios en la
la
Mision,
Misi6n, por todo el tiempo de
de su
su
viaje de regreso
regreso a
Estados
a los Estados
de
Unidos de America ademas
ademas de
cualquier period()
cualquier
periodo de licencia acuacuderecho.
mulada aaque tenga derecho.

ARTICULO 14.
ARTICULO
La remuneracion
14. La
remuneraci6n
period() que
que
que se deba por el periodo
dure el viaje de regreso yy por
por el
el
licencia acumulada
de la licencia
acumulada se le
pagara al miembro que haya sido
pagara
retirado, antes de su partida de
Colombia, y
calcuColombia,
y tal pago debe calculane
larse aa base de viajes
viajes por ruta
ruta
maritima, aerea, terrestre o
o por
cualquier combinaci6n
combinaci6n de los tres
hasta el puerto de entrada
entrada a
a los
Estados Unidos de America.
ARTICULO 15.
15. (a)
(a) El
Gobierno
ARTICULO
El Gobierno
de la Rept%lica
Colombia
Repdblica de
de Colombia
proporcionara aacada
proporcionarg
cada miembro de
la Misi6n y
familia pasajes de
ya
a su familia
primera clase
close para el viaje que se
requiera y
efectile de cony se efectde
formidad con este Convenio entre
el puerto
puerto de embarque de los
los
Estados Unidos de America y
y su
su
residencia oficial en
Colombia,
en Colombia,
para el viaje de ida, yy tambien
tambien
entre su residencia
residencia oficial en
Coen Colombia yy el puerto
puerto de entrada de
los Estados Unidos de
de America
America
para el viaje de regreso. El
Gobierno de la Repdblica
Republica de
Colombia pagara
pagare, tambien
tambien los gastransporte de los efectos
tos de transporte
domesticos, equipaje y
autom6vil
domesticos,
y automovil
de cada miembro de la Misien
Misi6n
entre el puerto de embarque
embarque en
en
los Estados Unidos de America
America y
y
residencia oficial en Colombia.
su residencia
Todos los gastos relacionados con
con
el transporte
dichos efectos
efectos
transporte de
de dichos
domesticos,
domesticos, equipaje y
y automovil
autom6vil
desde su residencia oficial
oficial en
en
desde
el puerto de
de
Colombia hasta el
entrada aa los Estados Unidos
entrada
Unidos de
America, serAn
America,
pagados tambien
serln pagados
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ment of the Republic
Republic of Colombia.
Transportation
Transportation of such household
household
effects, baggage, and automobile,
automobile,
shall be effected in one shipment,
and all subsequent
subsequent shipments shall
be at the expense of the respective
respective
members
members of the Mission except as
otherwise
otherwise provided herein, or when
when
such shipments
shipments are necessitated
necessitated
by circumstances
circumstances beyond their
control.
control. Payment of expenses
expenses for
the transportation
transportation of families,
families,
household effects, and automobiles
household
automobiles
in the case of personnel who may
may
join the Mission for temporary
temporary
duty at the request of the Ministry
Ministry
of War of Colombia, shall not be
required under this Agreement,
Agreement,
determined by
but shall be determined
by negonegotiations between
between the United
United States
States
Department of the Army and
Department
and the
the
authorized
authorized representative
representative of the
the
Ministry of War of Colombia in
Washington at such time as the
Washington
detail of personnel
personnel for such temporary duty may be agreed upon.
Except as otherwise agreed
(b) Except
agreed
upon, the Government of the
upon,
Republic of Colombia
Colombia shall not be
obliged to cover the expenses of
of
the return of any member of the
Mission who has been recalled
recalled by
the Government
Government of the United
States of America
America prior to the
completion of two years'
years' service.
And in case such recalled member
member
is replaced,
replaced, the expenses connected
connected
with transporting
transporting the replacing
replacing
officer
officer to his station in Colombia
Colombia
shall be incumbent upon the Government of the United States of
ernment
of
America.
Ameri ca.
(c) If upon the request of the
Government
Government of the Republic
Republic of
Colombia any member
member of the
Colombia
Mission is recalled,
recalled, all expenses
expenses
connected
connected with such return shall
be incumbent upon the Govern-

por el Gobierno
Gobierno de la Repfiblica
Repiblica
de Colombia. El transporte de
domesticos, equipaje
estos efectos domesticos,
equipaje
yy autom6vil
automovil debera
debera, ser hecho en
en
embarque, y
un solo embarque,
y todo embarque subsiguiente correra
por
barque
correra por
respectivos miemcuenta de los respectivos
miembros de la Misi6n,
Mision, exceptuando
exceptuando lo
lo
que
quo se dispone en contrario
contrario en
en
este Convenio, asi como
como en los
casos derivados de circunstancias
circunstancias
ajenas a
a su voluntad. No se
exigira de conformidad
conformidad con este
Convenio el pago de los gastos
transporte de las
de transporte
las familias,
familias,
efectos domesticos
y autom6viles
autom6viles
efectos
dom6sticos y
del personal quo
que pueda unirse aa
la Misi6n
Mision para servicio temporal
aa solicitud del Ministerio de
Guerra de Colombia, pero se
Guerra
se
determinara
deterrainara mediante
mediante negociacionegociaciones entre la Secretaria
Secretaria del Ej6rcito
Ejercito
de los Estados
Estados Unidos y
y el representante
sentante autorizado
Ministerio
autorizado del Ministerio
de Guerra de Colombia
Colombia, en
en WashWashcuando se convenga en
ington cuando
en el
el
nombramiento
nombramiento del personal para
para
dicho servicio temporal.
temporal.
(b) Con excepci6n
excepci6n de lo quo
que ya
la
se ha acordado,
acordado, el Gobierno de
de la
Repdblica de Colombia
Colombia no estara
Repdblica
obligado aa sufragar
sufragar los gastos de
viaje de regreso de ningun miembro de la Misi6n aaquien retire el
el
Gobierno de los Estados Unidos
Gobierno
de America antes de cumplir los
los
dos atios
Y en caso
afios de servicio. Y
caso
de que
quo se reemplazare
reemplazare a
a dicho
dicho
raiembro retirado, los gastos
miembro
gastos relacionados con el transporte
transporte del
del
oficial que le reemplace
reemplace a
asu
puesto
su puesto
en Colombia correran por
por cuenta
cuenta
Gobierno de los Estados Unidos
del Gobierno
Unidos
America.
de America.
(c) Si a
a peticion
petici6n del
del Gobierno
Gobierno
de la Reptiblica
Repdblica de Colombia
Colombia se
retirare a
a cualquier
cualquier miembro de la
Misi6n,
Misibn, correran
correrim por cuenta dei
Gobierno de la Republica
Reptiblica de
Gobierno
Colombia todos los gastos rela-
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ment
the Republic
of Colombia.
ment of
of the
Republic of
Colombia.
in case such
And in
resuch officer
officer is
is replaced,
expenses connected
placed, the
the expenses
connected
with
with transporting
transporting the
the replacing
replacing
his station in
officer to his
in Colombia
Colombia
shall be incumbent upon
the
upon the
Government
of the
the Republic
Republic of
Government of
of
Colombia.
Colombia.
ARTICLE 16. The Government
Government
of the Republic
Republic of
Colombia shall
shall
of Colombia
grant, upon
grant,
request of
of the
the Chief
upon request
Chief
of the Mission,
of
from
Mission, exemption
exemption from
duties on
customs duties
on articles
articles imimported by the members of the
the
Mission for their
their personal use
use and
and
for the use of members of
of their
their
families.
families.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE 17. Compensation
Compensation for
for
transportation
transportation and travelling
travelling exexthe Republic
penses in the
CoRepublic of
of Colombia on official business
of the
business of
the
Government of
Government
the Republic
of the
Republic of
of
Colombia shall be
provided by
by the
the
be provided
Government
Government of
Republic of
of the Republic
of
Colombia
Colombia in
accordance with
the
in accordance
with the
provisions
provisions of Article 10.
10.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE 18.
Government
18. The
The Government
of the Republic
Republic of
Colombia shall
of Colombia
shall
provide
provide the Chief of the Mission
Mission
with a
a suitable automobile with
chauffeur, for
for use
use on
official busichauffeur,
on official
business. Suitable motor transportatransportation with
shall on
on call
call
with chauffeur
chauffeur shall
be made
made available
available by
the Governbe
by the
Government of the Republic
Republic of
of Colombia
Colombia
of the
the
for use
use by
by the
the members
members of
Mission
Mission for
the
for the
the conduct
conduct of
of the
official business
business of
of the
the Mission.
Mission.

cionados con su
su regreso.
regreso. Y
Y si se
se
reemplazare
reemplazare aa dicho oficial,
oficial, los
los
gastos relacionados
relacionados con el
el transtransporte del oficial que le reemplace
a
a su puesto en Colombia, correran
correran
por cuenta del Gobierno
Gobierno de
la
de la
Repdblica
Repdblica de Colombia.

ARTICLE
AwricLE 19.
Government of
19. The
The Government
of
the Republic
Colombia shall
Republic of
of Colombia
shall
provide
provide suitable office space
space and
and
facilities
use of
memfacilities for
for the
the use
of the
the members of the Mission.
Mission.
Transportation of
Transportation
of
ARTICLE 20. If any
ARTICLE
any member
member of
of
remains in
of
in ease
ease of
death.
death
the Mission, or any of his family
should die in Colombia,
GovColombia, the
the Government
ernment of the Republic
Republic of ColomColombia shall have the body transported to such place in the United

ARTICULO 19. El
El Gobierno
ARTICULO
la
Gobierno de
de la
Republica
Repdblica de Colombia
Colombia proporproporcionara una oficina adecuada
adecuada para
miembros de la Mision.
uso de los miembros
Misi6n.

Exemption
Exemption from
from
customs
duties.
iustoms duties.

Compensation for
Compensation
for
transportation and
and
transportation
traveling expenses.
expenses.
traveling

Provision
Provision of
of auto.
auto-

mobile, etc.
mobile,
etc.

Moe
space, etc.
eta.
Offe space,

ARTICTILO 16.
El Gobierno
Gobierno de
de
ARTICULO
16. El
la Republica
Repfblica de
de Colombia, aa
solicitud del
la Misi6n,
Mision,
del Jefe
Jefe de
de la
exiraira de derechos de aduana
aduana los
eximira
iraporten los
articulos que importen
los miemmiembros de la Misi6n
Mision para
para su uso
personal yy para el uso de
de los
los
miembros
miembros de sus familias.
ARTIC
0LO 17.
La compensacion
ARTICULO
17. La
compensaci6n
de viaje
viaje
por gastos de transporte yyde
en la Republica
Repfiblica de Colombia,
cuando se trata de comisiones
comisiones
cuando
oficiales del Gobierno de la
oficiales
la Repiblica
pUblica de Colombia, sera pagada
por el Gobierno de la RepUblica
Repiblica
de Colombia
Colombia de acuerdo con las
las
disposiciones del Articulo
disposiciones
Articulo 10.
10.
ARTICULO
El Gobierno
Gobierno de
de
ARTICULO 18.
18. El

la Reptiblica
Repdblica de Colombia proproporcionara
porcionara, al Jefe
Jefe de
Mision un
de la Misi6n
un
autom6vil adecuado,
adecuado, con chaufchauffeur, para su uso en
en asuntos
oficiales.
El Gobierno
Gobierno de la
Repdblica de Colombia, cuando
Republica
as! se le solicite, proporcionara
asi
proporcionara
transporte adecuado
adecuado en automovil
autom6vil
con chauffeur,
chauffeur, para uso de los
miembros de la Misi6n en el
cumplimiento de las funciones
cumplimiento
oficiales de la Mision.
Misi6n.

.Awrictr
Lo 20.
20. Si
Si cualquier
cualquier miemARTICULO
miemMision o
bro de la Misi6n
o cualquier miemmiembro de su
au familia falleciese en
en
Colombia,
Colombia, el Gobierno de la Republica de Colombia
Colombia hara
Jura que los
los
restos
el
restos sean
sean transportados hasta
hasta el
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States
America as
as the
surviving
States of
of America
the surviving
members of the family
family may
may dedebut the cost to the
cide, but
the GovernGovernColombia
ment of
of the
the Republic
Republic of
of Colombia
shall not
not exceed
exceed the cost
cost of transtransporting the
place
porting
the remains
remains from
from the
the place
decease to
to New
New York
York City.
City.
of decease
Should the
the deceased
deceased be
member
Should
be a
a member
of the Mission,
services with
Mission, his services
with
be considered
considered to
the Mission
Mission shall
shall be
to
have terminated fifteen
(15) days
fifteen (15)
after his death.
death. Return transportransportation to New
New York City for
for the
family
the deceased
family of
of the
deceased member
member
and
their baggage,
baggage, household
household
and for their
effects and automobile
automobile shall
be
shall be
provided as
prescribed in
provided
as prescribed
in Article
Article
15. All
All compensation
15.
compensation due
due the
the dedeceased member,
member, including
including salary
salary
ceased
(15) days
days subsequent
for fifteen (15)
subsequent
and reimbursement
reimbursement
to his
his death,
death, and
for expenses
and transportation
for
expenses and
transportation
member for
for
due the
the deceased member
travel performed
on Colombian
Colombian
travel
performed on
official
paid to
to
official business, shall
shall be
be paid
widow of
the deceased
memthe widow
of the
deceased member or to
person who
to any
any other person
who
may have
may
have been
been designated
designated in
in
writing
while
writing by the deceased
deceased while
serving
under the
of this
serving under
the terms
terms of
this
Agreement;
Agreement; but such widow
widow or
or
other person shall not
comnot be
be compensated for accrued
pensated
accrued leave
leave due
due
and not
not taken
taken by
the deceased.
and
by the
deceased.
All compensations
compensations due the widow,
widow,
designated by
or other person
person designated
by the
the
deceased, under
the provisions
of
deceased,
under the
provisions of
this Article,
Article, shall
shall be
this
be paid
paid within
within
(15) days of
of the
of
fifteen (15)
the decease
decease of
the said
said member.
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lugar en los Estados Unidos de
Am6rica que determinen los miemAmerica
bros sobrevivientes de la familia,
pero el costo para el Gobierno
Gobierno de
la Repdblica
Repdblica de Colombia no excedera
cedere, del costo del transporte
transporte de
los restos del lugar del falleciNueva
miento aa la ciudad de Nueva
York. Si el fallecido
fallecido es un miembro de la Misi6n, se considerath
considerara
que sus servicios en esta han
Return transporta.
transports.
Return
terminado
terminado quince
quince (15)
(15) dfas
dias des- tion
for
family.
for famly.
pues
pu6s de su muerte. Se proporcionare,
regreso a
ala
cionara transporte de regreso
ciudad de Nueva
Nueva York para la
familia del miembro
miembro fallecido y
y
domestipara su equipaje, efectos dom6stiCompensation due
doe
cos y
y autom6vil,
automovil, de acuerdo
acuerdo con
con deceased
deceased member.
member.
la,s disposiciones
las
disposiciones del ArtIculo
Articulo 15.
Toda remuneracion
remuneraci6n debida al miemfallecido, inclusive el sueldo
bro fallecido,
por los quince (15)
dfas subsi(15) dias
guientes a
a su muerte y
y todo reembolso adeudado
adeudado al miembro
fallecido por gastos de transporte
en viajes realizados en misiones
oficiales colombianas,
colombianas, seran pagaoficiales
pagaextinto miembro
dos aala viuda del extinto
cualquier otra persona que
oo aa cualquier
pueda haber sido designada por
por
escrito por el fallecido mientras
prestaba
prestaba servicio de conformidad
conformidad
Convenio;
con los terminos de
de este Convenio;
pero no se compensara
compensari a
a dicha
dicha
viuda oo a
persona por la
a la otra persona
licencia acumulada a
a que tents
tenia
derecho
fallecido y
y no usada
derecho el fallecido
usada
por el. Todo pago debido a
a la
viuda o
persona desigo aa la otra persona
nada por el fallecido,
fallecido, segdn
segCm las
disposiciones de este Articulo, sera
efectuado
(15)
efectuado dentro de quince (15)
dfas
dias despues del fallecimiento
fallecimiento de
dicho miembro.
miembro.

TITLE
TITLE V

TITULO
TI
T ULO V
V

Requieites
Requisites and
and Conditions
Conditions

Requisitos
Requisitos y
y Condiciones
Condiions

Services
Servtiu of
d suaofARTICULO 21.
21. Mientras
este nd
ARTIcuLo
Mientras este
ARTICLE 21. So long
this
ARTICLE
long as this
nel et
other
of othor
k
governments.
Convenio o
cualquier pr6rroga
pr6rroga del
del non.
Agreement, or
or any
any extension
extension thereAgreement,
there- Convenio
o cualquier
tim.
mismo est6
of,
of mismo
Gobierno
of, is in
est6 en
en vigor, el Gobierno
in effect, the
the Government
Government of
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the Republic
Republic of
of Colombia
Colombia shall
shall
not engage the
of any
any
the services
services of
personnel
of any
other foreign
personnel of
any other
foreign
government for
duties of
any
for duties
of any
connected with
nature connected
Colomwith the
the Colombian Army
Army except
except by
by mutual
mutual
agreement
agreement between
the GovernGovernbetween the
ment of
United States
of
of the
the United
States of
America
America and the Government
Government of
of
the
Colombia.
the Republic
Republic of
of Colombia.
Secrecy requireSecrecy
requireARTICLE
22. Each
Each member
member of
ARTICLE 22.
of
ment
shall agree
the Mission shall
not to
agree not
to
divulge or
or in
in any
any way
way disclose
disclose
foreign government
government or
to any
any foreign
or to
to
any person whatsoever
whatsoever any secret
secret
or
confidential matter
of which
which
or confidential
matter of
may become
he may
cognizant in
in his
his
become cognizant
capacity
capacity as a
a member
member of
of the
the
Mission. This requirement
shall
requirement shall
continue in
after the
continue
in force
force after
the termitermination of
of service
service with
with the
the Mission
Mission
nation
and after the expiration
expiration or
or cancelcancellation
of this
any
lation of
this Agreement
Agreement or
or any
extension thereof.
thereof.
extension
"Family."
"Family."

Annual leave.
leave.
Annul

ARTICLE
ARTICLE 23.
23. Throughout
Throughout this
this
Agreement
the term
term "family"
Agreement the
"family" is
is
limited to mean
and dependdependmean wife
wife and
ent children.
children.
ARTICLE
24. Each
ARTICLE 24.
Each member
member of
of
Mission shall
shall be
entitled to
the Mission
be entitled
to
one month's annual
annual leave with
with
to a
a proportional
pay, or
or to
proportional part
part
thereof
thereof with pay for
any fractional
for any
fractional
part of aayear. Unused
of
Unused portions of
said leave
leave shall
cumulative
said
shall be
be cumulative
from year to
to year
year during
during service
service
as a
amember
Mission.
member of
of the
the Mission.

ARTICLE 25. The leave
leave specified
specified
in the preceding
preceding Article
may be
be
Article may
spent in
the United
United
in Colombia, in
in the
States of
or in
in other
of America
America or
other
countries,
countries, but the expense
expense of travel
travel
otherwise
and transportation
transportation not otherwise
provided for
in this
Agreement
for in
this Agreement
shall be borne by the member
member of
of
the Mission taking such
leave. All
such leave.
All
travel time shall count as leave
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de
la Republica
de Colombia
Colombia no
de la
Repdblica de
no
contratara
personal
ningiin
contratara personal de
de ningun
otro
extranjero para
para prespresotro gobierno
gobierno extranjero
cualquier naturanaturatar servicios
servicios de
de cualquier
leza
relacionados con
Ejercito
leza relacionados
con el
el Ejercito
colombiano,
excepto
mediante
colombiano,
excepto mediante
mutuo
el Gobierno
mutuo acuerdo
acuerdo entre
entre el
Gobierno
de los
Estados Unidos
Unidos de
America
de
los Estados
de America
y
el Gobierno
la Reptiblica
de
y el
Gobierno de
de la
Republica de
Colombia.
Colombia.
ARTICULO 22.
miembro
ARTICULO
22. Cada
Cada miembro
de la
Mision convendra
convendrit en
en no
no
de
la Misi6n
divulgar, ni
en revelar
divulgar,
ni en
revelar por
por cualcualmedio a
extranquier medio
a gobierno
gobierno extranjero alguno,
persona alguna,
jero
alguno, oo a
a persona
alguna,
cualquier secreto
asunto conconcualquier
secreto oo asunto
fidencial
fidencial del
cual pueda
pueda tener
del cual
tener
conocimiento
en su
de
conocimiento en
su calidad
calidad de
miembro
miembro de la Mision.
reMisi6n. Este
Este requisito
continuarit siendo
obliquisito continuara
siendo obligatorio
de terminar
terminar su
gatorio despues
despu6s de
su
servicio
la Mision
servicio con
con la
Misi6n y
y despues
despu6s
de
expiracion o
o cancelaci6n
cancelacion de
de
de la
la expiraci6n
este Convenio o
ocualquier
cualquier prorroga
pr6rroga
del
mismo.
del mismo.
ARTICULO
AnTicuLo 23. En
este ConEn todo
todo este
Convenio se
entendera que
que el
el termino
termino
se entendera
"familia" selo
s6lo abarca aa la
"familia"
la esposa
esposa
y a
a los hijos
y
emancipados.
hijos no
no emancipados.
ARTICULO
ARTICULO 24.
24. Cada
Cada miembro
miembro
de la Misi6n
Misien tentra derecho
anualderecho anualmente aa un
de licencia
con
un mes de
licencia con
una parte
goce de sueldo
sueldo o
o a
a una
parte
proporcional de
de dicha
licencia con
con
proporcional
dicha licencia
sueldo por cualquier
cualquier fracci6n
fraccion de
de un
un
ano. Las
de dicha
dicha licencia
licencia
Las partes
partes de
que no hayan sido usadas,
usadas, podritn
podran
acumularse de afio
en afio
afio mientras
afio en
mientras
el interesado
interesado preste servicio como
miembro
la Misi6n.
miembro de
de la
Misi6n.
ARTICULO 25. La
AnmicuLo
que se
se
La licencia
licencia que
estipula en el Articulo
anterior
Articulo anterior
disfrutada en Colombia,
puede ser cfisfrutada
en los Estados Unidos de
America
de America
o en otros paises;
o
pero los
los gastos
gastos
paises; pero
de viaje y
y de
transporte no
especide transporte
no especificados
ficados en
correran
en este
este Convenio
Convenio correran
por
miembro de
la
por cuenta
cuenta del
del miembro
de la
Misi6n
Mision que disfruta
disfruta de la
licencia.
la licencia.
Todo
Todo el
el tiempo que se emplee en
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and shall not be in addition to the viajar se contara como parte de
preceding la licencia y
time authorized in the preceding
afiadira al
y no se afiadira
Article.
tiempo autorizado
autorizado en el Articulo
anterior.
anterior.
ARTICLE 26.

The
The Government
Government

of the Republic
Republic of Colombia
Colombia
agrees to grant the leave specified
specified
Article 24 upon receipt of writin Article
ten application, approved
approved by the
Chief of the Mission with due
consideration
convenience
consideration for the convenience
of the Government of the Republic of Colombia.
ARTICLE
27.
ARTICLE 27.

Members of
of the
the
Members

Mission
Mission that may be replaced
replaced
shall terminate their services on
the Mission only upon the arrival
arrival
of their replacement, except when
when
agreed upon
otherwise mutually agreed
upon
in advance by the respective
Governments.
Governments.
ARTICLE 28.
Government
28. The
The Government
of the Republic of Colombia shall
provide suitable medical attention
attention
to members of the Mission and
their families. In case aamember
member
of the Mission becomes ill or suffers injury, he shall, at the discretion of the Chief of the Mission,
be placed in such hospital as the
Chief of the Mission deems suitable, after consultation
consultation with the
Ministry of War of Colombia, and
Ministry
all expenses incurred as the result
of such illness or injury while the
patient is a
a member of the Mission
Mission
and remains
remains in Colombia shall be
paid by the Government
Government of the
Republic of Colombia. If the hospitalized
a commispitalized member is a
sioned officer, he shall pay his cost
cost
of subsistence,
subsistence, but if he is an enlisted man, the cost of subsistence
subsistence
Government of
of
shall be paid by the Government
the Republic of Colombia.
Colombia. Families shall enjoy the same privileges
agreed upon in this Article for
members of the Mission, except
except
that aamember of the Mission shall
81939-52--PT. 111-4
l1-4
81939-52-PT.

ARTICULO
ARTICULO 26.
26. El Gobierno
Gobierno de
de la
la
Republica
conviene
Repdblica de Colombia conviene
conceder la licencia
licencia estipulada
estipulada
en conceder
en el Articulo
Articulo 24 al recibir una
solicitud por esciito,
por
escrito, aprobada por
el Jefe de in
Mision, despues
la Misi6n,
despu6s de
prestar debida consideracion
consideraci6n aa la
conveniencia
Gobierno de la
conveniencia del Gobierno
Repilblica
Repiblica de Colombia.
Termination
servTermnation of
of serARTICULO
27. Los
miembros de
de ices
ARTICULO 27.
Los miembros
memof replaced members.
Mision que fueren reemplazados
la Misi6n
reemplazados
solo podran cesar en sus funciones
s6lo
en la Mision
Misi6n a
a la llegada
llegada de los
reemplazantes, excepto cuando por
por
reemplazantes,
mutuo acuerdo
acuerdo los respectivos
respectivos
Gobiernos convengan
convengan de antemano
Gobiernos
en lo contrario.
Medical attention.
attention.
ARTICULO
El Gobierno
Gobierno de
de Medical
ARTICULO 28.
28. El
la Republica
Colombia proporproporRepdblica de Colombia
cionara atenci6n
atencien medics,
adecuada
cionara
medica adecuada
Mision asi
aa los miembros de la Misi6n
como a
a los miembros de sus familias. En caso de que un miembro de la Misi6n
Mision se enferme o
osufra
discrecion
lesiones, se le recluira, a
a discreci6n
del Jefe de la Misien,
Misi6n, en el hospital
que el Jefe de la Misi6n
Misien considere
adecua,do,
consultar con
con
adecuado, despues de consultar
el Ministerio
Ministerio de Guerra
Guerra de CoColombia, y
y todos los gastos ocasionados como resultado de tal
enfermedad
o de tales lesiones
enfermedad o
mientras el paciente sea miembro
de
y permanezca
permanezca en
de la
la Misi6n y
en Colombia, seran pagados por el Gobierno de la Republica
Repdblica de Colombia. Si el miembro hospitalizado
este pagara sus gastos
es un oficial, 6ste
de subsistencia; pero si pertenece
subalterno, los gastos
al personal subalterno,
pagados por
de subsistencia seran pagados
Gobierno de la Repdblica
Repdblica de
el Gobierno
familias gozaran
gozaran
Colombia. Las familias
de los mismos privilegios
privilegios convenidos en este Articulo para los
los
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Replacement
Replacement in case
dof disability.

ARTICLE
29. Any
of
ARTICLE 29.
Any member
member of
the
his
the Mission
Mission unable
unable to
to perform
perform his
duties
reason
duties with
with the
the Mission
Mission by
by reason
of long
long continued
of
continued physical
physical disadisability shall
shall be
be replaced.
replaced.
bility

miembros
miembros de la
la Mision,
Misi6n, con excepexcepeke
en todos
todos los
ci6n de
de que
que en
los casos
casos el
el
miembro
la Mision
miembro de
de la
Misi6n pagara
pagara los
los
gastos
gastos de
de subsistencia
subsistencia relacionados
relacionados
con
la hospitalizacion
un miemcon la
hospitalizaci6n de
de un
miembro
que
bro de su
su familia, excepto
excepto lo que
se
disponga de
Artise disponga
de acuerdo
acuerdo con
con el
el Articulo
10.
culo 10.
ARTICULO 29.
29. Todo
miembro de
ARTICULO
Todo miembro
de
la
inhabilitado para
desemla Mision
Misi6n inhabilitado
para desempmU:r
sus servicios
con la
Mision
pefar sus
servicios con
la Misi6n
incapacidad fisica
por raz6n
raz6n de incapacidad
fisica
prolongada, sera,
prolongada,
sera reemplazado.
reemplazado.

IN WITNESS
WITNESS WHEREOF,
WHEREOF, the
IN
the ununDean Acheson,
dersigned, Dean
Acheson, SecreSecretary of State of
of the United
United States
America, and
and Gonzalo
of America,
Gonzalo ResRestrepo-Jaramillo, Ambassador
Ambassador Extrepo-Jaramillo,
Extraordinary and
Plenipotentiary
traordinary
and Plenipotentiary
Republic of
of the Republic
of Colombia
Colombia at
at
Washington, duly
Washington,
duly authorized
authorized
thereto, have
signed this
Agreethereto,
have signed
this Agreement in duplicate, in
in the English
English
languages, at
and Spanish
Spanish languages,
at WashingWashington,this 21st day
ton,this
day of February,1949.
February, 1949.

suscritos, Dean
Dean Acheson,
Acheson, SecreSecretario de estado
Estados
estado de los
los Estados
Unidos
de America,
y Gonzalo
Gonzalo
Unidos de
America, y
R es trep o-Jaramillo ,Embajador
Embajador
Restrepo-Jaramillo,
Extraordinario
Extraordinario y
y Plenipotenciario
Plenipotenciario
de la Repdblica
de
Republica de
Colombia en
en
de Colombia
Washington,
debidamente autoriWashington, debidamente
autorizados
han firmado
firmado este
este
zados para
para ello,
ello, han
Convenio,
duplicado, en
Convenio, por
por duplicado,
en los
los
idiomas ingles
yespanol,
en WashWashidiomas
ingles y
espafol, en
1949.
ington, el dia
dia 21
21 de febrero
febrero de 1949.

the cost
of subin all cases pay
pay the
cost of
subsistence incident
incident to
sistence
to hospitalization
hospitalization
of a
amember
his family,
of
member of
of his
family, except
except
as may be provided
provided under Article
10.
10.

EN TESTIMONIO
TESTIMONIO DE
DE LO
LO CUAL,
CTJAL, 10S
EN
los

GOVERNMENT OF THE UNITED STATES
FOR THE GOVERNMENT
STATES OF AMERICA:
AMERICA :
POR EL GOBIERNO DE LOS ESTADOS UNIDOS DE AMERICA:
AMERICA :

DEAN
DEAN ACHESON
ACHESON
GOVERNMENT OF THE REPUBLIC OF COLOMBIA
FOR THE GOVERNMENT
COLOMBIA::
GOBIERNO DE LA REPUBLICA
REPUBLICA DE COLOMBIA:
POR EL GOBIERNO
COLOMBIA :
GONZALO
GONZALO RESTREPO
RESTREPO J
ARAMILLO
JARAMILLO
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UnitedStates of America
Agreement between the United
respecting
America and Colombia
Colombiarespecting
an Air Force
Force mission to Colombia.
Colombia. Signed
Washington February
Signed at Washington
February
21, 1949;
1949; entered
entered into
into force
force February
February 21, 1949.
AGREEMENT
AGREEMENT BETWEEN
BETWEEN CONVENIO
CONVENIO ENTRE EL GOGOTHE GOVERNMENT
GOVERNMENT OF
OF
BIERNO
BIERNO DE LOS ESTADOS
THE UNITED STATES OF
AMERICA Y EL
UNIDOS DE AMERICA
AMERICA AND THE GOVAMERICA
GOBIERNO DE LA REPUGOBIERNO
ERNMENT OF THE REPUBERNMENT
BLICA DE COLOMBIA
LIC OF COLOMBIA
COLOMBIA
In conformity with the request
request
of the Government
Government of the Republic of Colombia to the GovernGovernment of the United
United States of
of
America,
America, the President
President of
the
of the
United States of America
America has
authorized
authorized the appointment
appointment of
of
officers and enlisted men
conmen to constitute an Air Force Mission to
the Republic of Colombia under
under
the conditions
conditions specified below:

De conformidad
conformidad con la solicitud
del Gobierno
Gobierno de la Repablica
Repdblica de
Colombia al Gobierno
Gobierno de los EsAmerica, el
tados Unidos
Unidos de
de America,
el PrePresidente de los Estados Unidos de
America ha autorizado
autorizado el nombramiento de oficiales y
y personal
personal
subalterno
subalterno para constituir una
Mision Militar
Militar en
la Repdblica
de
Misi6n
en la
Repdblica de
acuerdo con
las
conColombia de acuerdo
con las condiciones estipuladas
estipuladas a
continuaa continuacite:
ci6n:

TITLE II

TITULO I
TITULO
I

Purpose and
Purpose
Duration
and Duration
ARTICLE 1. The purpose of this
Mission
Mission is to cooperate with the
Ministry of War and the Chief of
Staff and with the personnel of
view
the Colombian Army with aaview
to enhancing the efficiency of the
Colombian
Colombian Air Corps in branches
branches
to be determined and wherever
wherever
required
required by the Ministry of War
War
of Colombia under the conditions
conditions
as outlined in Article 7.

ARTICLB 2. (a) This Mission
ARTICLE
Mission
shall continue for a
aperiod of four
years from the date of the signing
of this Agreement
Agreement by the accredaccredited representatives
representatives of the Government of
of the United States of
America and the Government
Government of

Objeto yyDuraciOn
Duracion
ARTICULO 1.
ARTICULO
1. El objeto de esta
Misi6n es el de cooperar
cooperar con el
el
Ministro de Guerra, con el Jefe
de Estado Mayor
Mayor y
ycon el personal
Ejercito de Colombia
Colombia en el
del Ej6rcito
el
proposito de aumentar la
is eficieneficienprop6sito
Aviacion Militar de Cocia de la Aviaci6n
lombia en las ramas
ramas que
se deterdeterque se
y dondequiera
minen y
dondequiera que lo disponga el Ministerio
Ministerio de
Guerra de
de
de Guerra
Colombia de acuerdo con las concondiciones que se bosquejan
bosquejan en el
Articulo
Articulo 7.
ARTICULO
ARTIcuLo 2. (a) Esta Misi6n
continuara
continuara por un periodo
periodo de
de
cuatro afios
aftos a
a partir de is
la fecha
fecha
de la firma de este Convenio
Convenio por
por
los representantes
representantes acreditados
acreditados del
del
Gobierno
Gobierno de los Estados Unidos
America y
Gobierno de la
de America
y del Gobierno
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Republica
de Colombia,
siempre
Colombia, siempre
Repiblica do
o
que no sea terminado antes o
prorrogado
prorrogado en la forma que se
establece mas
rafts adelante. Cualestablece
quier
Misi6n puede
quier miembro de la Misien
ser retirado
retirado por el Gobierno de los
Estados Unidos de America desafios
plies
expiraci6n de dos arios
pues de la expiracien
de servicio, en cuyo caso se suministrara otro miembro para que lo
reemplace.
reemplace.
(b) Los
actualmente
(b)
Los militares
militares actualmente
personnel
Air Force personnel
(b) The Air
servicio
de la Misi6n
Mision Militar
en
el
now
serving
with
the
United
States
now serving with the United States
los Estados
Estados Unidos pueden conMilitary Mission may continue in de los
tinuar
sus
sus funciones bajo las continuar
their
duties
under
the
conditions
their duties
diciones
cup°
de este Convenio, en cuyo
of
this
Agreement,
in
case
which
of this Agreement,
period° de su servicio
previous service
service in caso el periodo
their period of previous
anterior en Colombia sera acrediColombia will be credited.
credited.
Colombia
tado.
Extension of
of servserv3.
If
the
Government
Extension
ARTICLE
de
ARTICULO 3. Si el Gobierno
Gobierno de
ARTICULO
ARTICLE
3.
the
Government
ices
Mission.
ices of
of Mission.
de Colombia deseare
Republica de
of the Republic
Republic of Colombia
Colombia la Republica
Misiern
should desire that the services of que los servicios de la Misi6n
all& del
prorrogados mas all
extended beyond fueren prorrogados
the Mission be extended
periodo estipulado,
estipulado, hara una prothe stipulated period, it shall make periodo
a
a written proposal to that effect puesta por escrito con este objeto
expiraci6n
six months before the expiration
expiration seis meses antes de la expiracilm
of this Agreement.
de este Convenio.
Convenio.
Termination prior
Este Convenio
4.
ARTICULO
agreement may
ARTICULO 4.
This agreement
ARTICLE
ARTICLE 4. This
prir
tosmination
to
specified time.
terminated before the expira- podra terminarse
term inarse antes de la exbe terminated
tion of the period of four years piraci6n
periodo de cuatro
piracien del period°
prescribed in Article 2, or before
before aflos
prescribed
afios prescrito en el Articulo 2,
the expiration of the extension
extension oo antes de la expiraci6n
expiracion de la
la
Articulo
prerroga autorizada
autorizada en
en el Articulo
authorized in Article 3, in the pr6rroga
authorized
3, de la manera
manera siguiente:
following manner:
the
of Colombia
Colombia unless
the Republic
Republic of
previously
extended
previously terminated or extended
Any
provided.
as hereinafter
hereinafter provided.
may be
of the
the Mission may
member of
recalled by
by the
the Government
Government of the
recalled
America after the
United States of America
expiration
of service,
service,
two years of
expiration of two
case another member shall
in which case
be
furnished to replace him.
be furnished

cualquiera de los dos
(a) Por cualquiera
the GovernGovern(a) By either of the
ments, subject
subject to three
three months'
months' Gobier-nos,
mediante aviso por
por
Gobiernos, mediante
written notice to the other GovGov- escrito
escrito al
otro
Gobierno
con
tres
al otro Gobierno
emment;
ernment;
anticipacien;
meses de anticipaci6n;
(b)
By
the
recall
the
(b)
Al
retirar
el Gobierno de los
retirar
entire
the
of
(b) By the recall
Estados Unidos de America todo
personnel of the Mission by thee Estados
personnel
Government
raz6n
Misi6n en razon
Government of the United
United Statess el
el personal de la Misien
of America
America in the public interest
interestt de inter&
public° de los Estados
interes pdblico
Unidos de America,
America, mediante
mediante
of the United States of America
America,,Unidos
subject to a
a thirty-day written
writter i aviso escrito al Gobierno
Gobierno de la
thie Repdblica
Government of the
notice to the Government
Colombia con treinta
Repdblica de Colombia
Reimblic of Colombia.
Republic
&as de anticipacion.
dias
anticipaci6n.
Cancellation
in
Agreement iiisS AwricuLo
i ease
Caoeations
5. Este
esth
ARTICULO 5.
Este Convenio
Convenio esta
ARTICLE 5. This Agreement
of
of hostilities.
hostiliti
subject to
to cancellation
upon thi
cancellation upon
thee sujeto a
acancelaci6n
cancelacien por iniciativa,
Govern - ya
ya sea
sea del
Gobierno de
de los
los Estados
Estados
del Gobierno
initiative of either the Government
of the
the United
United States
States of
ment of
o f Unidos
Unidos de America oodel Gobierno
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America
America or the Government
of the
the
Government of
Republic
Republic of Colombia at any time
time
when either country is involved
involved
in domestic or foreign hostilities.

de la
de
la Repalica
de Colombia,
Repdblica de
Colombia, en
en
cualquier
cualquier momento,
momento, raientras
mientras cualcualquiera de los dos
poises este
dos paises
est6 enenvuelto en
en hostilidades
hostilidades internas
internas oo
externas.
externas.

TITLE II

TITULO II
II

Composition and
Composition
Personnel
and Personnel

Composicion yyPersonal
Composici6n
Personal

ARTICLE 6.
6. This Mission
Mission shall
shall

consist of such personnel
personnel of
of the
the
United
United States Air
as may
Air Force
Force as
may
by the
the Ministry
Ministry
be agreed upon by
of War of Colombia and by
by the
Department of the Air Force
Department
Force of
of the
the
United States of America through
authorized representatives.
its authorized
representatives.

ARTICULO 6.
estark
ARTICULO
6. Esta
Esta Misien
Misi6n estar/
constituida por
por aquel
constituida
del
aquel personal
personal del
Ej6rcito
Ejereito de los Estados
Estados Unidos
que
Unidos que
sea convenido
por el
sea
convenido por
el Ministerio
Ministerio de
de
Guerra
Guerra de
de Colombia
Colombia y
y por
por la
la
Secretaria
de las
Secretarfa de
Fuerzas Aereas
Aereas
las Fuerzas
de los
los Estados
Estados Unidos
de America
Unidos de
America
por medio
medio de
de sus
sus representantes
representantes
autorizados.
autorizados.

TITLE III
III

TITULO
III
TITULO III

Duties, Rank and Precedence
Duties,
Precedence

Deberes,
Deberes, Grado
Grado y
y Precedencia
Precedencia

ARTICLE
ARTICLE 7. The personnel of
of the
the

Mission shall perform
perform such duties
as may be agreed
agreed upon between
between
the Ministry of War of Colombia
and the Chief of the Mission.
ARTICLE 8. The members of the
solely
Mission shall be responsible
responsible solely
to the Ministry of War of Colombia through the Chief of the
the
Mission.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE 9. Each member of
of the
the
Mission shall serve on the Mission
with the rank he holds in the
United States Air Force. The
members
members of the Mission shall
wear the uniform of the United
United
States Air Force to which they
shall be entitled, but shall have
precedence over all Colombian
precedence
Colombian
officers of the same rank.
ARTICLE 10.
ARTICLE
10. Each
Each member
member of
of the
the

Mission shall be entitled to all
benefits and privileges which the
Regulations
Regulations of the Colombian
Colombian
Army provide
ofprovide for
for Colombian
Colombian ofsubordinate personnel of
ficers and subordinate
corresponding rank, such as the
corresponding
usual ones relative
relative to honors,

7. El
ARTICULO 7.
El personal
personal de
de la
la
Misi6n tendril
tendrA las
las obligaciones
obligaciones que
que
sean convenidas
el Minisconvenidas entre el
Ministerio de Guerra
Guerra de Columbia
y el
Columbia y
el
Jefe
Jefe de
de la
la Misien.
Misi6n.
ARTICULO
8. Los
ARTICULO 8.
de
Los miembros
miembros de
la Misi6n
la
Misi6n seran
soser&n responsables
responsables solamente ante el
el Ministerio
Ministerio de
de
Guerra
por conducto
Guerra de Colombia por
conduct°
del Jefe
del
Jefe de
de la
la Misi6n.
Misi6n.
Cada miembro
ARTICULO 9. Cada
miembro de
de
la Misien
Misi6n desempefiara
desempefiarit sus
funsus funciones con
con el grado
tiene en
en
grado que
que tiene
el Ejercito de
de los
los Estados
Estados Unidos.
Unidos.
Los
Los miembros de
de la
la Misien
Misi6n nevallevaran el uniforme de
de su
su grado
grado en
en el
el
Ej6rcito
de los
los Estados
Estados Unidos
Ejereito de
Unidos a
a
que tengan derecho,
derecho, pero
pero tendran
tendran
precedencia
precedencia sobre
los ofisobre todos
todos los
oficiales
ciales colombianos
mismo
colombianos del
del mismo
grado.
grado.
Benefits and
and
ARTICULO
Cada miembro
miembro Benefts
ARTICULO 10. Cada
ileges.
de la Mision
Misi6n tendra
tendra derecho
derecho aa
todos los beneficios
beneficios y
y privilegios
privilegios
que los
los Reglamentos
Reglamentos del
Ejercito
del Ejercito
de Colombia
Colombia otorgan
otorgan a
a los
los oficiales
oficiales
colombianos
colombianos y
y al
al personal
personal subsubalterno
del grado
altern° del
grado correspondiente,
correspondiente,
tales como
usuales relativos
como los usuales
relativos a
a
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travelling
travelling expenses, and
and medical
medical honores,
asistenhonores, gastos de viaje yy asistenattention.
cia medica.
A
RTICLE 11.
11. The
The personnel
ARTICLE
personnel of
of

ARTICULO 11.
11. El
personal de
de la
is
El personal

by Misi6n se regirh
the Mission shall be governed
governed by
regira por los reglamentos
reglamentos
the disciplinary
disciplinary regulations
regulations of
of the
disciplinarios del Ej6rcito
Ejercito de
de los
the disciplinarios
los
United States Air Force.
Estados Unidos.
Unidos.
TITLE IV
TITLE

TITULO IV
IV
TITULO

Compensation
Compensation. and
and Perquisites
Perquisites

Remuneracidn
Remuneracion yy Obvenciones

12. Members
Members of
of the
the
Mission
Mission shall receive
receive from
from the
the
Government of the Republic
Government
of
Republic of
Colombia
Colombia such net annual
compenannual compensation
sation in United States
States currency,
currency,
as may be agreed upon between
between
the Government
Government of
the United
of the
United
States of America and
the Governand the
Government of the Republic
Republic of
of Colombia
Colombia
for each member
member through
through the
the EmEmbassy of the
the United
States of
of
United States
America in Bogota and the MinisAmerica
Ministry of War
War of Colombia.
Colombia. This
This
compensation shall
compensation.
be paid
paid in
in
shall be
twelve
twelve (12) equal
equal monthly installinstallments, each due and
and payable
on
payable on
the last day of the month.
The
month. The
compensation shall not be subject
compensation
to"any
to
* any tax, now
now or
hereafter in
in
or hereafter
effect, of
effect,
Government of
the
of the
the Government
of the
Republic of Colombia
Colombia or
of any
or of
any of
of
its political or
subor administrative
administrative subdivisions. Should there,
there, however,
however,
at present or while this
this Agreement
Agreement
is in effect, be any taxes
taxes that
that
might affect this compensation,
compensation,
such taxes shall
be borne
borne by
by the
shall be
the
Ministry of War of Colombia
Colombia in
in
order to comply with the
the provision
provision
of this Article
Article that the compensacompensation agreed upon shall
be net.
net.
shall be

ARTICULO
Airmen Lo 12.
12. Los miembros
miembros de
de
la Misi6n
Misien recibirin
recibirin del Gobierno
Gobierno
de la Repdblica
Republics. de
de Colombia
is
Colombia la
remuneraci6n neta
remuneracien
neta anual,
anual, en
en monemoneda de los Estados
Estados Unidos,
Unidos, que
que
de mutuo acuerdo
convengan el
el
acuerdo convengan
Gobierno de los Estados
Estados Unidos
Unidos
de America
America y
y el Gobierno
Gobierno de
de la
la
Republica
Repablica de Colombia
Colombia para
para cada
cada
miembro,
miembro, por medio de
de la
la EmEmbajada de los Estados
Estados Unidos
Unidos de
de
America
America en Bogots
Bogota y
y el Ministerio
Ministerio
de Guerra
Guerra de Colombia. Esta
Esta
remuneraci6n
remuneracien se abonara
doce
abonara en
en doce
(12) mensualidades
(12)
mensualidades iguales,
iguales, que
que
vencen y
y deben pagarse
pagarse el
tlltimo
el dltimo
dia de cada
La remuneraremuneracada mes.
mes. La

ARTICLE
ARTICLE

Tax
exemption.
Taxexemptlon
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ARTICLE 13. The compensation
ARTICLE
compensation
as indicated
agreed upon as
in the
the
indicated in
preceding
shall commence
preceding Article
Article shall
commence
upon the date of departure
departure from
the United
United States of America
of
America of
each member of the Mission,
Mission, and,
and,
except as otherwise
otherwise expressly
expressly propro-

ci6n
ci6n no
no estara
estare, sujeta
sujeta a
a ningun
ningtin
impuesto, que est6
irapuesto,
este en
en vigor
vigor o
o se
se
imponga en el futuro, del Gobierno
Gobierno
de la Republica
Repdblica de Colombia oode
de
cualquiera
subdivisones
cualquiera de sus subdivisones
politicas oo administrativas.
politicos
administrativas. Sin
Sin
embargo,
embargo, si al presente
presente o
Is.
o durante la
vigencia de este
vigencia
este Convenio
Convenio existieexistieren impuestos que
afectar
que pudiesen
pudiesen afectar
esta remuneracion,
remuneraci6n, tales impuestos
seran
seran pagados
pagados por el Ministerio
Ministerio
de Guerra
Guerra de Colombia
Colombia con el
el
objeto de cumplir con la disposici6n
posicien de este Articulo
Articulo de que
la remuneraci6n
remuneracien convenida
convenida sera
neta.

ARTICULO
A RTICULO 13.
13. La remuneraci6n
remuneracion
convenida
de
acuerdo
convenida
acuerdo con el ArtfArticulo
a regir
regir
culo anterior, comenzara
comenzara a
desde la
is fecha en que cada miemraiembro de la Misi6n
bro
Mision parta
parts de los
Estados Unidos
Estados
Unidos de America,
America, y, excepto lo que expresamente
expresamente se
cept°
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vided herein, shall continue,
continue,
following the termination
of duty
duty
termination of
with
the Mission,
the return
with the
Mission, for
for the
return
voyage to the United
United States of
of
America
America and thereafter
thereafter for
the
for the
period
accumulated leave
period of
of any
any accumulated
leave
which may
be due.
which
may be
due.
ARTICLE
compensation
ARTICLE 14.
14. The
The compensation
due
the return
return
due for the
the period
period of
of the
trip
shall
trip and
and accumulated
accumulated leave
leave shall
be paid
paid to
member of
of
be
to aa detached
detached member
the
Mission before
before his
his departure
the Mission
departure
from Colombia, and such
such payment
payment
shall be
be computed
computed for
travel by
by
shall
for travel
any combinacombinasea, air, or land,
land, or
or any
tion thereof, to
to the actual port of
entry of the United
of
United States of
America.
America.

ARTICLE 15.
ARTICLE
(a) Each
Each member
15. (a)
member
of the Mission and his
family
his family
shall be furnished
furnished by
by the
the GovernGovernment of the Republic
Colombia
Republic of Colombia
with first-class accommodations
accommodations
for travel required
required and performed
performed
under this Agreement,
Agreement, between
between
the port of embarkation
embarkation in the
United States of America and his
official residence
residence in Colombia
Colombia for
for
outward voyage, and
and also
the outward
also
between
between his official
official residence
residence in
Colombia
the port of entry
Colombia and the
entry
in the United States of
America
of America
for the
for
return voyage.
Govthe return
voyage. The
The Government
ernment of the
Republic of Cothe Republic
Colombia shall also pay all
all expenses
expenses
of shipment of household
household effects,
baggage, and automobile
baggage,
automobile of
of each
between
member of the Mission between
the port
port of
of embarkation
embarkation in
in the
the
United States of
of America and his
official residence
official
residence in Columbia.
Columbia.
All expenses
expenses incidental
incidental to the
transportation
transportation of
of such
household
such household
effects, baggage,
baggage, and
automobile
and automobile
from his official
in Coofficial residence
residence in
Colombia to the
entry in
the port of entry
in the
the

United States of America shall
also be.paid
be paid by the Government
Government
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dispone en contrario
contrario en este Condispone
venio, continuark,
despues de la
venio,
continuarf, despues
terminaci6n de sus servicios
terminacien
servicios en la
Misi6n, por todo el tiempo de su
Mision,
su
regreso a
a los Estados
Estados
viaje de regreso
ademas de
Unidos de America
America ademas
cualquier periodo
period() de licencia
licencia
cualquier
acumulada a
que tenga
tenga derecho.
derecho.
acumulada
a que
ARTICULO
La remuneracion
ARTICULO 14. La
remuneraci6n
el periodo
periodo que
que dure
que se deba por el
el viaje
regreso yy por el de la
viaje de regreso
licencia
acumulada se le pagara
pagark
licencia acumulada
al miembro que
que haya
haya sido
sido retirado,
antes de su partida de Colombia,
calcularse aa base
yy tal pago debe calcularse
de viajes por ruta marltima,
aerea,
maritima, a6rea,

terrestre oo por cualquier
terrestre
cualquier combicombinacien
naci6n de las tres hasta el puerto
de
Unidos
de entrada
entrada a
a los Estados
Estados Unidos
de America.
Travel accommodaAwricuLo 15.
15. (a)
(a) El
El Gobierno
ARTICULO
Gobierno tions'
ood
tions.
de la Repdblica
Rept%lica de Colombia
Colombia
proporcionara aa cada
proporcionara
cada miembro
de in
familia
la Misien
Misi6n y
y a
a su familia
pasajes
pasajes de primera
primera clase para
para el
viaje
viaje que se requiera
requiera y
yse efectue
efectde
de conformidad
conformidad con este Convenio entre el puerto de embarque
de los Estados Unidos de America
America
yysu residencia
residencia oficial
oficial en Colombia,
para. el viaje de ida, y
y tambien
tambien
para
entre su residencia
residencia oficial en Copuerto de entrada de
lombia y
y el puerto
los Estados Unidos de America
America
Shipment of house.
pars el viaje
regreso. El
El hodhiePmests,
para
viaje de regreso.
hold effects, eeta.
Gobiemo de la
Is. Republica
Repdblica de
Gobierno
Colombia pagara
tambien los gasColombia
pagara tambi6n
tos de transporte
transporte de los efectos
efectos
domesticos,
domesticos, equipaje y
y autom6vil
automovil
de cada
cads miembro de la
is Mision
Misi6n
entre el puerto
puerto de embarque
embarque en
en
los Estados Unidos de America
America y
y
su residencia
residencia oficial
oficial en Colombia.
relacionados con
Todos los gastos relacionados
con
el transporte
transports de dichos efectos
efectos
domesticos, equipaje y
domestieos,
y autom6vil
automovil
residencia oficial en
desde su residencia
en
Colombia haste,
hasta el puerto de
entradaaa los
entrada
los Estados
Estados Unidos de
serin pagados
tambi6n
America, wan,
pagados tambien
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Personnel on
Personnel
on temtemporary duty.
porary
duty.

Expenses of
of memmorn.
bers recalled
U. S.
bens
recalled by
by U.
8.
Government.
Government.

Expenses of
of replacreplacofficer.
ing officer.

Membersrecalledby
Membersrecalledby
Colombian request.
request.

INTERNATIONAL
AGREEMENTS OTHER
INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS
OTHFIR THAN
TREATIES
THAN TREATIES

of the Republic of
of Colombia.
Colombia.
Transportation
Transportation of
household
of such household
effects, baggage, and automobile,
automobile,
shall be
effected in
in one
shipment,
be effected
one shipment,
and all subsequent
subsequent shipments
shipments shall
shall
be at the expense
expense of
of the respective
respective
members of the Mission except
except as
as
otherwise provided
provided herein,
herein, or
or when
when
such shipments
are necessitated
necessitated by
shipments are
by
circumstances beyond
control.
beyond their
their control.
Payment of expenses
expenses for
for the
the
transportation of
houseof families,
families, household effects, and automobiles
in
automobiles in
the case of personnel
may
personnel who
who may
join the Mission for
for temporary
temporary
duty at the request of
of the
Ministry
the Ministry
of War of Colombia, shall
be
shall not
not be
required under this Agreement,
but shall be determined
determined by
by negonegotiations between the United
States
United States
Air Force and the authorized
Aix
authorized
representative of the Ministry
representative
Ministry of
of
War of Colombia in Washington
Washington
at such time as the detail of
of perpersonnel for such temporary
duty
temporary duty
may be agreed
agreed upon.

(b) Except as otherwise agreed
agreed
upon, the Government
Government of the ReRepublic of Colombia shall
not be
be
shall not
obliged to cover the expenses of
of
the return of any member of
the
of the
Mission who has been recalled
recalled by
by
the Government
Government of the
the United
United
America prior to
States of America
to the
the
completion of two years'
years' service.
service.
And in case such recalled
recalled member
member
is replaced, the expenses connected
connected
with transporting the replacing
replacing
officer to his station in Colombia
Colombia
shall be incumbent
incumbent upon the Gov-.
Government of the United States of
of
America.
America.
(c) If upon the request of
of the
the
Government
Government of the Republic of
of
Colombia any member
member of the
the
Mission
recalled, all
Mission is recalled,
expenses
all expenses
connected with such return
connected
return shall
shall
be incumbent upon the Govern-

[63 STAT.
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por el
de la
Reptiblica
el Gobierno
Gobierno de
la Repdblica
de Colombia.
Colombia. El
transporte
El transporte de
de esestos efectos
efectos domesticos,
equipaje
domesticos, equipaje y
autom6vil
debera ser hecho
autora6vil deberi
hecho en
un
en un
solo embarque,
embarque, y
y todo embarque
embarque
subsiguiente
subsiguiente correra,
por cuenta
cuenta de
de
correra por
los respectivos miembros
de la
la Mimiembros de
Misi6n, exceptuando
exceptuando lo
quo se
se dispone
dispone
lo que
en contrario en este Convenio,
asf
Convenio, asf
como en los casos derivados
derivados de
de
circunstancias
circunstancias ajenas a
voluna su
su voluntad. No se exigira
exigirh, de
de conformiconformidad con este Convenio el
el pago
pago de
de
los gastos de transporte
transporte de
de las
las
familias, efectos
efectos domesticos
domesticos autoautom6viles
moviles del personal
personal quo
que pueda
pueda
unirse
unirse a
a la Mision
pars servicio
Misi6n para
servicio
temporal
temporal a
asolicitud del
del Ministerio
Ministerio
de Guerra de Columbia, pero
se
pero se
determinara
determinarh, mediante
raediante negociacionegociacioSecretaria de
nes entre la Secretarfa
de las
A6reas de los
Fuerzas Aereas
los Estados
Estados
y el representante
representante autoriUnidos y
autorizado del Ministerio de Guerra
Guerra de
de
Colombia
Colombia en Washington cuando
cuando
se convenga
convenga en el
el nombramiento
nombramiento
del personal
personal para dicho
servicio
dicho servicio
temporal.
(b) Con excepci6n
excepcion de
lo que
quo ya
de lo
ya
se
so ha acordado, el
el Gobierno
Gobierno de
de la
la
Republica
Republica de Colombia no estath
estara
obligado a
a sufragar
sufragar los gastos de
viaje de regreso de
miemde ningan
ningdn miembro de la Misi6n a
a quien retire
el
retire el
Gobierno de los Estados Unidos
de
Unidos de
America antes de cumplir
cumplir los
dos
los dos
afios de servicio. Y
Y on
caso de
en caso
de
que se reemplazare
quo
reemplazare a
adicho miemmiembro retirado, los gastos relacionados con el transporte del oficial
oficial
que
reemplace aa su puesto en
quo le reemplace
en
Colombia correran por cuenta
cuenta del
del
Gobierno de los
de
los Estados
Estados Unidos
Unidos de
America.
America.

(c) Si a
a petici6n del Gobierno
de la Repdblica
Rept%lica de Colombia se
se
retirare a
cuaiquier miembro
miembro de
a cualquier
de
Misi6n, correrin
la Mision,
correrim por
cuenta del
del
por cuenta
Gobierno de la Repfblica
Repdblica de
de
Colombia
Colombia todos los
los gastos
gastos relaciorelacio-
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Republic of
ment of the Republic
of Colombia.
Colombia . nados con su regreso.
regreso. Y
Y si
si se
se
And in case such officer is replaced,
replaced ,reemplazare
reemplazare a
a dicho oficial, los
the expenses
expenses connected
connected with transtrans-- gastos relacionados
relacionados con el transporting the replacing officer to his
hisI porte del oficial quo
que le reemplace
station
shall be
in-- a
station in
in Colombia
Colombia shall
be ina su puesto en Colombia, correran
correran
cumbent upon the Government
Government of
olf por cuenta del Gobierno
Gobierno de la
the Republic
Republic of
of Colombia.
Colombia.
Repdblica de Colombia.
Reptiblica
ARTICLE
16. The
The Government
Government
ARTICLE 16.
ARTICULO
Annctun 16. El Gobierno de
Republic of Colombia shallI la Repdblica
of the Republic
Repdblica de Colombia, a
a solicigrant, upon request of the
the Chief
Chielf tud del Jefe
Mision, eximirf
eximira
Jefe de la Misi6n,
of the Mission, exemption from
from de derechos de aduana
aduana los
articulos
los articulos
articles imim- quo
customs duties on
on articles
que importen los miembros
miembros de la
ported by the members of the Misi6n
Mision para su uso
ypara
uso personal y
para
Mission for their personal use el uso de los miembros
miembros de sus
and for the use of members of
of* familias.
their families.
ARTICLE 17.
17. Compensation
Compensation for
for
transportation and travelling exexpenses in the Republic of Colombia
on official business of the Government of the Republic
Republic of Colombia
Colombia
shall be provided by the GovernRepublic of Colombia
ment of the Republic
accordance with the provisions
in accordance
of Article 10.
18. The Government
of
ARTICLE 18.
Government of
the Republic of Colombia shall
provide the Chief of the Mission
Mission
with a
a suitable automobile
automobile with
chauffeur, for use on official
official business. Suitable
Suitable motor transportation with chauffeur
chauffeur shall on
call be made available by the
Government of the Republic
Republic of
Colombia for use by the members
of the Mission for the conduct of
the official business of the Mission.

ARTICLE
19. The
The Government
ARTICLE 19.
Government
of the Republic
Republic of Colombia
Colombia shall
provide suitable office space and
facilities for the use of the members
of the Mission.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE 20.
20. If
of
If any
any member
member of
Mission, or any of his family,
the Mission,
should die in Colombia, the Government of the Republic of Colombia shall have the body transported to such place in the United
of America
America as the surviving
States of
surviving
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Exemption from
EeustmB
tie
fro
customs
duties.

Compensation
for
ARTICULO
ARTICULO 17.
La compensacion
17. La
compensaci6n transportation
Compensation and
for
transportation and
traveling
por gastos
por
de transporte
gastos de
transporte y
y de
de Colombia.
travelng expenses
xpenses in
in
viaje en la Repdblica
Reptiblica de Colombia,
Colombia,
cuando se trata de comisiones
comisiones
oficiales del Gobiemo
ReptiGobierno de la Republica de Colombia, sera
seri+, pagada
pagada
por el Gobierno
Gobierno de la Republica
Repdblica
de Colombia de acuerdo
acuerdo con las
disposiciones del Articulo 10.
disposiciones
Provision
of
toARTICULO 18. El Gobierno
ART/CULO
Gobierno de
Provision
of au
automobile, etc.
etc.
mobile,
Reptiblica de Colombia proporla Repdblica
proporcionar&
cionark al Jefe de la Misi6n
Mision un
un
autom6vil adecuado,
adecuado, con
autom6vil
con chaufchauffeur, para su uso en asuntos
asuntos
oficiales. El Gobierno de la Repdblica de Colombia, cuando
ptiblica
cuando as1
asf
se le solicits,
proporcionara transsolicite, proporcionara
adecuado en autom6vil con
porte adecuado
chauffeur,
los miembros
chauffeur, para uso de
delos
miembros
de la Mision
Misi6n en el
el cumplimiento
cumplimiento
de las funciones oficiales de la
Misi6n.
space, eta.
ARTICULO 19.
AwricuLo
Gobierno de
19. El
El Gobierno
de Office
Oice spaee,
etc.
la Repdblica
Reptiblica de
de Colombia proproporcionarh una oficina adecuada
porcionara
adecuada
para uso de los miembros de la
Misi6n.
Mision.
Transportation
of
ARTICULO 20. Si cualquier miemAwricuLo
Transportation
of
in case
case of
of
remains in
death.
bro de la Misi6n oocualquier
cualquier miemmiem- death.
bro de su familia falleciese
falleciese en
Colombia,
Colombia, el Gobierno
Gobierno de la
Rela Repiblica
pdblica de Colombia hart'
hara que los
los
restoe sean tra,nsportados
transportados hasta el
restos
el
lugar, en los Estados
lugs'
Estados Unidos de
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members
members of the family
family may
may decide
decide,3, America
America que determinen
los miemmiemdeterminen los
but the cost to the Government
Government of
of bros sobreviventes
sobreviventes de
de la
la familia,
familia,
the Republic
Republic of Colombia shall
nott pero el costo para
shall no
para el
Gobiemo de
de
el Gobierno
exceed the cost of transporting
transporting the
Repdblica de
thie la Reptiblica
no exexde Colombia
Colombia no
remains from the place of
of decease
deceas43 cederft
cederf del
costo del
transporte de
del costo
del transporte
de
to New York City.
Should the
thee los restos del lugar
City. Should
del fallecilugar del
fallecideceased be a
a member of
of the
the MisMis - miento a
a la
la ciudad
ciudad de
Nueva York.
de Nueva
York.
sion, his services
services with the Mission
Missior i Si el fallecido
es un
un miembro
de
fallecido es
miembro de
shall be considered
considered to
to have
have terter-- in
la Mision,
Misi6n, se
se considerara,
considerarS que
que sus
sus
minated fifteen (15) days after
after his
hiss servicios en esta
esta han
terminado
han terminado
death. Return transportation
transportation to
tc quince (15) dias despues
de su
su
despu6s de
New York City for
family of
for the
the family
olf muerte.
muerte. Se proporcionara
proporcionara transtransdeceased member and
the deceased
for their
theirr porte de regreso
and for
in ciudad
de
regreso aa la
ciudad de
baggage,
baggage, household effects
effects and
andI Nueva York par
in familia
familia del
para la
del
automobile shall be provided
automobile
provided as
as miembro
miembro fallecido
fallecido y
y para
par su
su equiequiCompensation
Compensation due
dun
prescribed in Article 15. All comdeceased member.
member.
prescribed
com-- paje, efectos domesticos
domesticos y
y autoautopensation
pensation due the deceased
deceased memmem-- m6vil
movil de acuerdo con las disposidisposiber, including salary for
for fifteen
fifteen ciones del Articulo 15.
Toda
15. Toda
(15) days subsequent to
to his
his death,
death, remtmeracion
remuneraci6n debida
debida al
al miembro
miembro
and reimbursement
reimbursement for expenses fallecido,
fallecido, inclusive el
sueldo por
el sueldo
por
and transportation
transportation due the dede- los quince (15)
(15) dias
dfas subsiguientes
subsiguientes
ceased
ceased member for travel pera su muerte y
per- a
y todo
reembolso
todo reembolso
formed on Colombian
Colombian official busiadeudado al miembro
busi- adeudado
miembro fallecido
fallecido
ness, shall be paid to
widow of
of por ga,stos
to the
the widow
gastos de transporte
transport° en
en viajes
viajes
the deceased member
member or
or to
to any
any realizados
realizados en misiones oficiales
oficiales
other person who may have been
been colombianas,
colombianas, seran
serfin pagados
pagados a
a la
la
designated in writing by the dede- viuda del extinto miembro
miembro oo a
a
ceased
ceased while serving under
under the
the cualquier
cualquier otra persona
que pueda
puede,
persona que
terms of this Agreement;
Agreement; but
but such
haber sido designada
such haber
designada por
por escrito
escrito
widow or other person shall not be
widow
be por el fallecido mientras
mientras prestaba
prestaba
compensated for accrued
compensated
accrued leave
leave due
due servicio de conformidad
conformidad con
con los
los
and not taken by the
the deceased.
deceased. terminos
t6rminos de este Convenio;
Convenio; pero
pero no
no
All compensations
compensations due the widow,
widow, se compensara
compensara aa dicha
dicha viuda
viuda oo a
a
or other person designated by
the in
by the
la otra
otra persona
persona por la
in licencia
licencia
deceased, under the provisions of
deceased,
of acumulada
acumulada a
a que tenia
tenfa derecho
derecho el
el
this Article, shall be paid within
this
within fallecido y
y no usada por
por el.
61. Todo
Todo
fifteen (15)
(15) days of the decease of
of pago debido a
a la
in viuda
in otra
otra
viuda ooaala
the said member.
member.
persona designada
designada por
por el
fallecido,
el fallecido,
segdn las disposiciones
segan
disposiciones de
este
de este
Articulo,
sera efectuado
Adieu.lo, serft
efectuado dentro
dentro de
de
quince (15)
despu6s del
(15) dias
dfas despues
del fallefallecimiento de dicho
dicho miembro.
miembro.
TITLE V

Services of personnel of other
other foreign
foreign
governments,
governments, restriction.
thin.

Requisites and Conditions
Conditions
ARTICLE 21. So long
ARTICLE
long as this
Agreement,
or
any
extension
Agreement,
extension
thereof, is in effect, the GovernGovernment of the Republic of
ment
of Colombia
Colombia
shall not engage
engage the services
shall
services of
of any
any

TITULO V

Requisitos
Requisitoe y
y Condiciones
Condiciones
ARTICULO
Mientras este
ARTICULO 21.
21. Mientras
este
Convenio
cualquier pr6rroga
Convenio o
o cualquier
prorroga
del mismo e,st6
este en
el Goen vigor,
vigor, el
Gobierno de la Repdblice
Repiblica de
de ColomColombia no contratara
contratara personal de
de
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foreign
personnel of any other foreign
government for duties of any
nature connected
connected with
with the
Cothe Colombian Army except by mutual
agreement
agreement between the Government of the United States
States of
America
America and the Government
Government of
of
the Republic
Republic of
of Colombia.
ARTICLE
Each member
member of
ARTICLE 22.
22. Each
of
the Mission shall agree not to
divulge or in any way
way disclose
disclose
to any foreign
foreign government
government or to
whatsoever any secret
any person whatsoever
secret
confidential matter of which he
or confidential
he
may become cognizant in his
capacity as a
a member of
of the
the
Mission. This
This requirement
requirement shall
continue in force after the termination of
of service
the Mission
Mission
nation
service with
with the
and after the expiration
expiration or cancellation of this Agreement
Agreement or
or any
any
extension
extension thereof.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE
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23. Throughout
this
23.
Throughout this

ningun
ningAn otro gobierno extranjero
extranjero
para prestar servicios de cualquier naturaleza
naturaleza relacionados
relacionados con
el Ejercito
Ej6rcito colombiano,
colombiano, excepto
mediante mutuo
acuerdo entre
el
mutuo acuerdo
entre el
Gobierno de los Estados
Estados Unidos
y el Gobierno de la
de Am6rica
America y
Republica
de Colombia.
Colombia.
Repiblica de
ARTICULO 22.
22. Cada
Cads

Secrecy
Secrecy requirerequiremiembro
miembro ment.
ment.

no
de la Mision
Misi6n convendra
convendra en
en no
divulgar, ni en revelar
revelar por cualquier medio aa gobierno extranjeextranjero alguno, o
o a
a persona alguna,
cualquier secreto oo asunto confidencial del cual pueda
tener
pueda tener
conocimiento
conocimiento en su calidad de
de
miembro de la
is Misi6n.
Mision. Este
Este requisito continuarb,
continuara siendo obliobligatorio despu6s
despues de
de terminar
terminar su
servicio con la Mision
y despues
despues
Misi6n y
expiraci6n oo cancelaci6n
de la
is expiracion
cancelacion de
o cualquiera
este Convenio o
cualquiera pr6prorroga del mismo.
mismo.

ARTICULO
ARTICULO 23.
23.

En
En todo
todo este
este

Agreement
"family" is Convenio se entendera
Agreement the term "family"
entendera que
quo el
el
limited to mean wife and depend- termino "familia"
s6lo abarca
abarca a
aIs
"familia" s61o
la
ent children.
children.
esposa y
ya
a los hijos no emanciemancipados.
ARTICLE 24.
24. Each member
member of
of

the Mission shall be entitled to
to
one month's annual leave with
pay, or to a
a proportional
proportional part
thereof with pay for any fractional
part of a
ayear. Unused portions of
said leave shall be cumulative
from year to year during service
as aamember of the Mission.
ARTICLE
leave specified
ARTICLE 25. The leave
specified
in the preceding Article may
may be
spent in Colombia, in the United
States of America or in other
countries, but the expense
expense of
travel and transportation
transportation not
otherwise provided
provided for in this
Agreement shall be borne by the
member of the Mission taking
such leave. All travel time shall
count as leave and shall not be in

ARTICULO 24.
ARTICULO
24. Cada
Cads miembro
miembro de
de
la Misi6n
Mision tendra derecho anualmente a
a un mes de licencia con
con
goce de sueldo o
oa
a una parte proproporcional
porcional de dicha licencia
licencia consueldo por cualquier
cualquier fracci6n de un
un
licencia
afio. Las partes de
de dicha
dicha licencia
que
quo no hayan sido usadas, podran
acumularse de afio en afio
ano mientras
el interesado preste servicio como
miembro de Is
Mision.
la Misi6n.
ARTICULO
ARTICULO 25. La licencia que
quo se
se
estipula en el Articulo anterior
anterior
puede ser disfrutada en Colombia,
Colombia,
en los Estados Unidos de America
America
oo en otros paises; pero los
los gastos
de viaje y
y de transporte no especiespecificados en este Convenio
Convenio correran
por cuenta del miembro de is
la
Misi6n quo
que disfruta de la licencia.
Todo el tiempo que
quo se emplee en
en
viajar se contart
viajar
contark como
oomo parte de is
la

"Family."
"Family."

Annual leave.
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addition to the time authorized
in1 licencia y
authorized ii
tiempo
y no se aliadirk
afadir, al tiempo
the preceding
preceding Article.
Article.
autorizado en el Articulo
Ardenlo anterior.
ARTICLE 26. The Government
Governmeni t
ARTICULO
ARTICULO 26.
26. El
El Gobierno
Gobierno de
de la
la
of the Republic of Colombia agrees
agreess Republica
Repdblica de Colombia
Colombia conviene
conviene
to grant the leave specified
specified in
ina en conceder
conceder la licencia
licencia estipulada
estipulada
Article 24 upon receipt
receipt of written
writter i en el Articulo 24 al recibir
recibir una
una
application,
application, approved
approved by the
the Chief
Chiel f solicitud por escrito, aprobada
aprobada por
por
of the Mission with due
consider-- el Jefe
due considerJefe de
de la
la Misi6n,
Mision, despu6s
despues de
de
ation for the convenience of
of the
the3 prestar debida consideraci6n
consideracion a
a la
la
Government
Government of the Republic
off conveniencia
Republic ol
conveniencia del Gobierno
Gobierno de
de la
la
Colombia.
Colombia.
Repdblica de
Repdblica
de Colombia.
Colombia.
Terminationof servics
ARTICLE 27. Members
ices of replaeod
replaced mem
memARTICLE
Members of the
ARTICULO
ARTICULO
27. Los Miembros
Miembros de
de
bers.
bers.
Mission
that may
may be replaced
replaced l la Misi6n
Mission that
Misien que fueren reemplazados
reemplazados
shall terminate
terminate their services on
on solo
s61o podran
podran cesar en sus funciones
the Mission
Mission only upon the
the arrival
arrival en la Misien
llegada de
de los
Misi6n aa la
la llegada
los
of their replacement, except when reemplazantes,
reemplazantes, excepto
except° cuando
cuando por
por
otherwise
otherwise mutually agreed upon in
in mutuo acuerdo
acuerdo los respectivos
respectivos
advance
respective Govadvance by the respective
Gov- Gobiernos convengan
convengan de
de antemano
antemano
ernments.
ernments.
lo contrario.
en
contrario.
Medical attention.
Medical
attention.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE 28. The Government
Government
ARTICULO
ARTICULO 28. El
Gobierno de
la
El Gobierno
de la
of the Republic of Colombia shall Reptiblica
Republica de Colombia
Colombia proporproporprovide suitable medical attention
attention cionara atencien
atenci6n medica
medica adecuada
adecuada
to members of the Mission and a
a los miembros de la Mision
Misi6n asi
their families. In case aamember
member como a
a los raiembros
famimiembros de sus famiof the Mission becomes
suf- lias. En caso de que un miembro
becomes ill
ill or
or sufat the
the discrediscre- de la Misi6n
fers injury, he shall,
shall, at
Misien se enferme
enferme o
o sufra
sufra
tion of the Chief of the Mission,
Mission, lesiones, se le recluira, aadiscrecion
discreci6n
be placed in such hospital as
as the
the del Jefe de la Misi6n,
Mision, en
hosen el
el hosChief of the Mission deems suitasuita- pital que el Jefe de la Misi6n
Misien conble, after consultation with
with the
the sidere adecuado,
adecuado, despu6s
despues de conMinistry of War of Colombia,
Colombia, and
and sultar con el Ministerio de
Guerra
de Guerra
all expenses incurred as the result
result de Colombia,
y todos los
los gastos
Colombia, y
gastos
of such illness or
while the
the ocasionados
or injury while
ocasionados como resultado
resultado de tal
tal
patient is a
amember
member of the
the Mission
Mission enfermedad
enfermedad o
o de tales lesiones
lesiones
Colombia shall be miemtras el paciente sea miembro
and remains
remains in Colombia
miembro
Government of the de la Misi6n y
paid by the Government
permanezca en
y permanezca
en
Republic
Republic of Colombia.
If
If the
the Colombia,
Colombia, serail
serAn pagados
pagados por
por el
el
hospitalized member is a
hospitalized
commis- Gobierno de la Repfblica
a commisRepdblica de CoCosioned officer, he shall pay his cost
sioned
cost lombia. Si el miembro hospitalihospitaliof subsistence, but if
if he
he is
is an
an enen- zado es un oficial, 6ste
pagarA sus
este pagara
listed man, the cost of subsistence gastos de subsistencia;
subsistencia; pero si perpershall be paid by the Government
Government tenece
tenece al personal
subaltern°, los
personal subalterno,
los
of the Republic of Colombia. gastos de subsistencia
serán pagapagasubsistencia serAn
Families shall enjoy the same priv- dos por el Gobierno de
la Repdde la
Repiileges agreed upon in this Article blica de Colombia. Las familias
for members of the Mission, except
except gozaran
gozaran de los mismos
misrnos privilegios
privilegios
that a
a member
of
member
the Mission
Mission convenidos
convenidos en este Articulo para
para
shall in all cases pay the cost of los miembros de la Misi6n,
con
Misi6n, con
subsistence incident to hospitalizahospitaliza- excepci6n
excepcion de que
quo en todos los
easos
los casos
tion of a
a member of his family, el miembro de la
la Mision
Misi6n pagarti
pagara
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except as may be provided
provided underylos
underilos gastos de
de subsistencia
subsistencia relaciorelacioArticle 10.
nados con la hospitalizaci6n
hospitalizacion de un
miembro de su familia, excepto lo
que se disponga de acuerdo con el
el
Articulo 10.
10.

ARTICLE 29. Any member of

the Mission unable
unable to perform his
duties with the Mission by reason
of long continued physical disability shall be replaced.
replaced.
IN
IN WITNESS
WITNESS WHEREOF,
the unWHEREOF, the
undersigned, Dean Acheson,
Acheson, SecreSecretary of State of the
the United
United States
States
of America, and
Gonzalo RestrepoRestrepoand Gonzalo
Jaramillo,
Jaramillo, Ambassador
Ambassador ExtraordiExtraordinary and Plenipotentiary
Plenipotentiary of
of the
the
Republic
Republic of
Colombia at
Washof Colombia
at Washington, duly authorized
authorized thereto,
thereto,
have signed
signed this
Agreement in
in
this Agreement
duplicate, in the English
English and
and
Spanish languages, at Washington,
this 21st day of February,
February, 1949.

2355
2355
2347.
Ante, p.
p. 2347.

Replacement in
Replacement
In case
cue
ARTICULO
29. Todo
Todo miembro
miembro de
ARTICULO 29.
de of
of disability.
disabffity.
Misien inhabilitado
inhabilitado para
la Misi6n
para desemdesem-

pefar
pefiar sus servicios con la
is Misi6n
Misi6n
por raz6n
razon de incapacidad
incapacidad fisica
fisica
prolongada, sera,
sera reemplazado.
reemplazado.
EN
EN TESTIMONIO
TESTIMONIO DE
DE LO
CIIAL, los
los
LO CUAL,
suscritos, Dean Acheson,
Acheson, SecreSecretario de estado de los
tali°
Estados
los Estados
Unidos
Unidos de
y Gonzalo
de America,
America, y
Gonzalo
Restrepo
Restrepo - Jaramillo,
Jaramillo, Embajador
Embajador
Extraordinario
Extraordinario y
Plenipotenciario
y Plenipotenciario
de Is
en
la Repdblica
Repdblica de
de Colombia
Colombia en
Washington,
Washington, debidamente
autodebidamente autopara ello, han
rizados pars
han firmado
firmado este
este
Convenio,
Convenio, por duplicado,
duplicado, en
en los
los
idiomas ingles y
y espaflol
espafol,,en
en WaWashington, el din
dia 21
21 de
de febrero
febrero de
de
1949.
1949.

FOR THE GOVERNMENT
GOVERNMENT OF THE UNITED
UNITED STATES OF
AMERICA:
OF AMERICA:
POR EL GOBIERNO
GOBIERNO DE LOS ESTADOS UNIDOS DE AMERICA:
AMERICA:
DEAN
ACHESON
DEAN ACHESON
FOR THE GOVERNMENT
GOVERNMENT OF THE REPUBLIC OF
FOR
COLOMBIA:
OF COLOMBIA;
GOBIERNO DE LA REPUBLICA
REPUBLICA DE
POR EL GOBIERNO
DE COLOMBIA:
COLOMBIA:
GONZALO
GONZALO RESTREPO
JARAMILLO
RESTREPO JARAMILLO
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between the
Agreement between
States of
Ceylon respecting
the United
United States
of America
America and
and Ceylon
respecting
the
official publications.
publications. Effected by exchange of
of notes
the exchange
exchange of
of official
notes
signed at Colombo January
4 and 81,
31, 1949;
1949; entered into
January 4
intoforce January
January
31, 1949.

The American Ambassador
Ambassador to the Singhalese
Minister of
Singhalese Minister
of Eoternal
Ewternal
Affairs
AMERICAN EMBASSY,
EMBASSY,
AMERICAN
COLOMBO,
EYLON,
COLOMBO, C
CEYLON,
January
January4,1949.
4, 1949.
Sin:
SIR:

IIhave the honor to refer to the conversations
have taken
conversations which
which have
taken place
place
Government of the
between representatives
representatives of the Government
of
the United
United States
States of
America
America and representatives
representatives of the Government
in regard
Government of
of Ceylon
Ceylon in
regard
to the exchange
exchange of official publications,
publications, and to inform you that
the
that the
Government of the United States of America
Government
America agrees
there shall
agrees that there
shall
be an exchange
publications between
exchange of official publications
between the two Governments
Governments in
in
accordance with the following
accordance
following provisions:
provisions:
1. Each of the two Governments
1.
Governments shall furnish regularly
regularly a
acopy
copy of
of
each of its official publications
publications which is indicated
indicated in
in aa selected
selected
list prepared
prepared by the other Government
Government and
and communicated
communicated through
through
diplomatic channels subsequent to
the present
present
to the
the conclusion
conclusion of
of the
agreement. The list of publications selected
selected by each Government
Government
may be revised
revised from time to time and may be extended,
extended, without
without
the necessity of subsequent
subsequent negotiations, to
any other
other
to include any
official publication
publication of the other Government
not specified
specified in
in the
the
Government not
list, or publications
publications of new offices which the other
other Government
Government
may establish
establish in the future.
future.
2. The official exchange
exchange office for the transmission
transmission of
of publications
publications
of the Government
Government of the United States
America
shall be
States of
of America shall
be
the Smithsonian Institution. The official exchange
office
the
exchange office for
for the
transmission of publications of the Government
Government of Ceylon
Ceylon shall
shall
Government Printer.
be the Office of the Government
Printer.
3. The publications
publications shall be received on behalf of the United States
States
of America by the Library
Library of Congress and
of the
and on
on behalf
behalf of
the
Government
Government of Ceylon
Ceylon by the Department of
of Information.
Information.
4. The present agreement does not obligate
of the
two Governobligate either
either of
the two
Governments to furnish blank forms, circulars which are
are not
not of
of aapublic
public
character, or confidential
confidential publications.
Governments shall bear all charges, including
5. Each of the two Governments
including
postal, rail and shipping costs,
costs, arising under
present agreeagreeunder the
the present
connection with the transportation
transportation within its own
ment in connection
own
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country of the publications
publications of both Governments
the shipGovernments and
and the
shipment of its own publications to aaport or other appropriate
ment
appropriate place
place
reasonably convenient
reasonably
convenient to the exchange office of the other
other
Government.
Government.
6. The present
present agreement shall not be considered as aamodification
modification
of any existing exchange agreement
agreement between a
a department
department or
or
agency of one of the Governments
Governments and aadepartment
department or
or agency
agency
of the other Government.
a note from you indicating
Upon the receipt of a
indicating that the
the foregoing
foregoing
provisions
acceptable to the Government
provisions are acceptable
Government of Ceylon, the
Governthe Government of the United States of America will consider that
that this
this note
note and
and
your reply constitute
constitute an agreement between
between the
two Governments
the two
Governments
on this subject, the agreement
agreement to enter into force on
the date
date of
on the
of your
your
note in reply.
renewed assurance
Accept, Sir, the renewed
assurance of my highest consideration.
consideration.
FELIX
OLE
FEIjx C
COLE
Ambassador of
Ambassador
the United
States
of the
United States
of America
of
America

The Honorable
DON S
SENANAYARE,
DON
S..SENANAYAKE,
Minister
Minister for
for Defence
Defence and
External Affairs,
Affairs,
and External
Colombo.

The Singhalese
External Affairs to the American
American
The
Singhalese Minister
Minister of External
Ambassador
MINISTRY OF
OF EXTERNAL
MINISTRY
EXTERNAL AFFAIRS.
AFFAIRS.
No.
No.

POL/6/84.
POL/6/84.

SENATE
SENATE BUILDING.
BUILDING.
COLOMBO
(C
CELON)
Sst January,
COLOMBO (
EYLON) 318t
January, 1949.
1949.

YOUR EXCELLENCY,
EXCELLENCY,
YOUR
I have the honour to refer to your Note dated the 4th January,
I
January, 1949,
1949,
on the subject of the exchange
exchange of official publications
the
publications between
between the
Government
America and the Government
Government of the United States of America
Government of
of
Ceylon and to inform
inform Your Excellency
Government of
of Ceylon
Excellency that the
the Government
Ceylon
agrees that there shall be an exchange
exchange of official publications
publications between
between
the two Governments
Governments in accordance
accordance with the following
following provisions:
provisions: -—

1.
Governments shall furnish regularly
1. Each of the two Governments
regularly a
acopy
copy of
of
each of its official publications
publications which is indicated
indicated in
in aaselected
selected
Government and communicated
list prepared
prepared by the other Government
communicated
through diplomatic channels subsequent
subsequent to the
of
the conclusion
conclusion of
the present agreement. The list of publications selected
selected by
by
each Government
Government may be revised from time to time and
may
and may
be extended, without the necessity
necessity of subsequent
subsequent negotiations,
negotiations,
to include any other official publications of the other GovernGovernment not specified
specified in the list, or publications of
new offices
offices
of new
which the other Government
Government may establish in the
the future.
future.
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2.
office for
of publications
2. The
The Official
Official exchange
exchange office
for the
the transmission
transmission of
publications
of
the
Government
of
the
United
States
of
America
shall be
be
of the Government of the United States of America shall
the
Simithsonian
Institution.
The
official
exchange
office
for
the Simithsonian Institution. The official exchange office for
the
publications of
Government of Ceylon
Ceylon
the transmission
transmission of
of publications
of the
the Government
Government Printer.
shall be the office of the Government
3. The publications shall be received on behalf
behalf of the United States
America by the Library of Congress
Congress and on behalf of the
of America
Government of
Department of
Government
of Ceylon by
by the
the Department
of Information.
Information.
4. The present agreement
agreement does not obligate
obligate either of the two Governments to furnish blank forms, circulars
circulars which are not of a
a pubconfidential publications.
lic character,
character, or
or confidential
Governments shall bear all charges, including
including
5. Each of the two Governments
postal, rail and shipping costs, arising under the present agreement in connection with the transportation within its own
own
country of the publications
publications of both Governments
Governments and the shipment of its own publications
publications to a
aport or other appropriate
appropriate place
reasonably convenient to the exchange
other
exchange office of the other
Government.
Government.
6. The present agreement
agreement shall not be
be considered
considered as aamodification
modification
of any existing exchange argeement
argeement between a
a department
department or
or
agency of one of the Governments
Governments and a
department or agency
agency
a department
of the other Government.
Government.
considers that
The Government of Ceylon considers
that your
your Note and
and this
this reply
reply
constitute an agreement
agreement between
Governments on this subject,
subject,
constitute
between the two Governments
agreement to enter into force on the date of this Note.
the agreement
Accept, Your Excellency, the assurances of my highest consideration.
consideration.
D.
S.SENANAyAxE.
SENANAYAKE.
D. S.
Minister of
Minister
of External
External Affairs.
Affairs.
The Honourable
Fmrs COLE,
CoLE,
Honourable FTTEI
Ambassador
Ambassador of
of the United
United States of America,
America,
Colombo.
Colombo.
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Agreement between
States of
of America
between the
Greece respecting
respecting
Agreement
the United
United States
America and
and Greece
duty-free
entry and
duty-free entry
and payment
payment of
of transportation
transportation charges
charges on
on relief
relief supplies
supplies
and packages
packagesfor
for Greece.
Greece. Signed at
at Athens
Athens February
1949; entered
February9,
9, 1949;
entered
into force
9, 1949.
into
force February
February9,
1949.

February 9,1949
9, 1949
Febr
a ry

[T.
T I. A. S. 18981

I

A.

. 1898]
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Agreement between
Agreement
between the Government of
of the
the
United States of America and
United
and tne
the GovernGovernment of Greece for
ment
for duty-free
duty-free entry
and
entry and
free
inland transportation of
free inland
of relief
relief
supplies
supplies and packages
packages from
United
from the
the United
States of America to
Greece.
to Greece.

Pursuant
Pursuant to the
tue Economic
Economic Cooperation
Agreement
Cooperation Agreement
between
between the
the Governments
Govepaments of the United States
States of
America
of America
62p tat.,
2,
62 Stat., Pt.
Pt. 2,

and Greece,
and
Greece, signed
signed on July 2,
2, 1948,
of
1948, the
the Governments
Governments of
the
United States
States and of
of Greece
the United
Greece agree
agree as
as follows:
follows:

Dnty-freeDte
entry.
Duty-free
entry.

1.

1.

The Government of Greece shall accord
duty-free
The Government of
Greece shall
duty-free

entry into
into Greece
Greece of:
of:
a) Supplies
a)
Supplies of relief goods
or standard
packs
goods or
standard packs
donated
purchased by United States
donated to
to or
or purchased
voluntary
States voluntary
non-profit relief
non-profit
relief agencies qualified
qualified under
under Economic
Economic
Cooperation
Administration (hereinafter referred
Cooperation Administration
referred to
to
as
ECA) regulations and
and consigned
consigned to
to such
as ECA) regulations
such charitable
charitable
organizations (including Greek
organizations
these
Greek branches
branches of
of these
agencies),
have been or
or hereafter
agencies), as
as have
hereafter shall
shall be
be
approved by
approved
by the Government of
of Greece.
Greece.
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b) Relief
Relief packages
b)
packages originating
in the
originating in
the United
United
States and
and sent by parcel
States
parcel post
or other
commercial
post or
other conmercial
channels addressed
addressed to an individual
channels
residing in
individual residing
in
Greece,
Greece, whether
whether privately packed
packed or
or by
by order
order placed
placed
with a
firm.
a commercial
commercial firm.

c)
0) Standard
Standard packs put
put up
up by
by United
United States
States
voluntary
voluntary non-profit relief
their
relief agencies,
agencies, or
or their
approved
approved agents,
agents, qualified under
under ECA
regulations,
ECA regulations,
to the order
of individuals
individuals in
in the
to the
order of
the United
States
United States
and
for delivery
delivery addressed to
and sent
sent for
individuals
to individuals
residing in Greece.
Greece.
residing

Pr Definitions,
Definitions, limitalinsita.
tions.
than,.

2.
2.

For
the purpose
purpose of this
this agreement,
For the
agreement, the
the term
term

"relief goods"
goods" (sub-paragraph (a)
"relief
above) shall
not inin(a) above)
shall not
clude tobacco, cigars,
cigars, cigarettes, or
clude tobacco,
or alcoholic
alcoholic liquors;
liquors;
"relief packages" (sub-paragraph
above) shall
"relief packages" (sub-paragraph (b)
(b) above)
shall include
include
only suck goods
qualified for ocean freight
only such goods as
as are
are qualified
freight subsidy
subsidy
tat., Pt.
Pt. 1, p. 137.
62 Stat.,
22 U. 8. C.,
C., Bupp.
Supp.

n, if 1501-1522.
63 Stat.,
Stat., Pt. 1,
50.
1, p. 60.

under the
and regulations
regulations issued by
under the ECA
ECA Act
Act and
the Adminisby the
Administrator thereunder; and "standard
packs" (sub-paragraph
trator thereunder;
and "standard peeks"
(0)
(sub-paragraph (c)
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above)
shall contain
only such
above) shall
contain only
such articles
articles which
which qualify
qualify
under ,ECA
EOA regulations
regulations and are
under
the Government
Government
are approved
approved by
by the
of Greece.
of
Greece.

Defrayal of trans-

Defrayalcharm
of trans.
portation
charges.

62 Stat., Pt. 2,
Pt. 2,

zus.StA.t.,
p. 62
2316.

3.
3.

Transportation
Transportation charges
charges (as
defined in paragraph 5
(as defined
in paragraph 5

of Article
Article TV
IV of the
of
Cooperation Agreement) in
the Economic
Economic Cooperation
Agreement) in
Greece
"relief goods",
goods", "relief
Greece on
on "relief
"relief packages",
packages", and
and "standard
"standard
packs",
as defined
in paragraph
packs", all
all as
defined in
paragraph 1
1 above,
shall be
above, shall
be
defrayed as
as follows:
follows:

Reimbursement
Reimbursement
from special
special account.
account.

a) The
amount of such charges
a)
The amount
charges for
all such
such
for all
shipments which are
Shipments which
are sent by United
United States
States parcel
parcel
post addressed
post
addressed to individuals in
in Greece
Greece will
will be
be
computed by the Greek postal service
computed by
the Greek postal service in
in the
manner
the manner
now or hereafter provided by
the applicable
now or hereafter provided
applicable agreeagreements, rules and regulations
ments, rules and regulations of
International
of the
the International
Postal System.

Postal System.

Such
Such charges
charges shall be
be reimbursed
reimbursed to
to

the Greek
the Greek postal
postal service
service out of the special
special account
account
provided
Article IV of the
the Economic
provided for
for in
in Article
Cooperation
Economic Cooperation
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Agreement
the Governments
Agreement between the
Governments of
of the
the United
United
62 Stat.,
Stat., Pt
p.2312.
p. 2312.

2,
2,

Greece (hereinafter
States of America.and
America .and Greece
referred
(hereinafter referred
to as
to
as the
the "Special Account"); and
and no
for such
no claim
claim for
such
charges will be made
made against
against the
the United
United States.
States.
b) With respect to
b)
to such
shipments as
such shipments
as are
are
originally
despatched from the
originally despatched'
United States
by any
any
the United
States by
regularly
established commercial channels
regularly established
and forforchannels and
warded in
Greece by
by an approved agent
warded
in Greece
of tiAe
tite shipper
shipper
agent of
to
by Greek
to the addressee by
items
Greek parcel
parcel post,
post, such
such items
shall be
be accepted by the Greek
shall
Greek postal
postal service
service without
without
payment
postal charges by
by such
payment of
of postal
such agent.
agent.

The GovernThe
Govern-

ment
reimbursed for
ment of
of Greece
Greece shall be reimbursed
for such
such parcel
parcel
post charges
charges out of the
the special
post
special account
account upon
upon presentapresentation of adequate documentation.
documentation.

c)
C) With
With respect
respect to such shipments as
as are
are
originally despatched
United States
originally
despatched from the United
States by
by any
any

663 STAT.]
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commercial
channel and
commercial channel
and forwarded
an
forwarded in
in Greece
Greece by
by an
approved
approved agent
agent of the shipper
the addressee
addressee by
shipper to
to the
by
Greek common
carrier or contract
Greek
common carrier
carrier,
contract carrier,

such
items
such items

shall
be accepted by such
such Greek
shall be
Greek carrier
or
carrier with
with or
without payment
payment of charges
charges therefor
without
therefor by
by such
agent.
such agent.
Greece Shall
shall reimburse such
Greece
such agent
or Greek
carrier,
agent or
Greek carrier,
as the
the case
be,.out
as
ease may be,.
out of
the special
account upon
of the
special account
upon
presentation of
of adequate
documentation.
adequate documentation.
d) With
respect: to any such
d)
With respect
such charges
charges which
which may
may
be
be incurred
incurred by an agent of
of a
a shipper
shipper under
under subsubparagraphs (b)
(b) and
(c) above, other
paragraphs
and (c)
parcel post
other than
than parcel
post
charges and
and carrier
carrier charges, such
charges
approved agent
agent
such approved
shall
shall be
be reimbursed
reimbursed by the Government
Government of
of Greece
Greece out
out
of the
the special
special account
of
*mount upon presentation of
adequate
of adequate
documentation.
documentation.
Payments
Payments out od
of
special account;
account;
monthly
monthly statements.
statements.

4.
4.

The Government
of Greece shall make
The
Government of
make payments
payments out
out

of
the special
account for the
the purpose
of the
special account
purpose mentioned
in
mentioned in

63
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(b),
(c) and
(b), (e)
and (d)
of paragraph
paragraph 3
above,
(d) of
3 above,

and shall submit to the.ECA
the.ECA Mission
with a
a copy
Mission in
in Greece
Greece with
copy
to the Controller
Controller of the ECA
Washington, monthly
monthly stateECA in
in Washington,
statements
so expended
ments of the amounts so
expended in
mutually satisin a
a form
form mutually
satisfactory to the Government
Government of
factory
Greeee.and
the ECA
EGA Mission;
Mission;
of Greeoe
and the
provided, that each such
such statement
Provided,
at least
statement shall
shall show
show at
least
the
total weight
weight .carried
carried and
the total
and the
charges therefor,
and
the charges
therefor, and
adjustments shall be made to
adjustments
fund if
if shown
to said
said fund
shown by
by EGA
ECA
be required.
audit to be
required.

Entry Into,
Into, force:
orce;:
luration.
duration.

5.
5.

This arrangement shall come
into effect
effect immecome into
imme-

diately
and shall
shall remain in force,
force, subject
diately and
to such
such prior
prior
subject to
termination or modification as
termination
as may
be agreed
agreed upon
between
may be
upon between
the
competent authorities of
of the
the competent
of the
the Governments
Governments of
the United
United
States
America and Greece, for the
the same period
States of
of America
period as
as the
the
62 Stat..
Stat.. Pr.
Pt. 24.
21
p. 2203.
2293.

said
Agreement of July 2,
2, 1948.
1948.
said Agreement
6.
6.

Post. p. 2174.
Post
1374.

There is attached hereto and made
There
part hereof
hereof
made part

an Annex
Annex respecting the
tue terms on
an
relief packages
packages
on which
which relief
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(0,
(a),

GREE--RELIEF SUPPLIES
GREECE—RELIEF
SUPPLIES AND PACKAGES--FEB.
PACKAGES—FEB. 9,
1949
9,1949
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and
paoks, as defined herein,
herein, shall be
and packs,
received and
diebe received
and distributed
in Oreece.
tributed in
Greece.

offcial
tet.
Official teat.

7.
7.

text of
The English
English text
of this
Agreement shall
shall be
the
this Agreement
be the

official
official text.
text.
IN
WHfEROF, the parties hereto have
IN WITNBSS
WITNESS WHEREOF,
caused
have caused
the Agreement to be executed in
the
in English
and in
in Greek
Greek by
by
English and
their duly authorized
authorized representatives,
representatives, on
on the
the k;NlO,
of

,

daY
day

l949) 11
O-e,'
T 1949.['1

FOR
?H GOV20N1BNT
FOR THE
GOVERNMENT OF THB
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
STATES
OP
AMERICA:
OF AMERICA:

I1A..
)

4t

,

y k

?
/ '.,

Henry F.
F. Orady
Grady
Ambassador of the
Sta
the United .
of Amerioa
America

FOR THE
GREECE:
FOR
THB, 17RNMINT
OOV1SEHMn
T OF
OF OBRECE:

vt_t.t.z.
2
Constanti
Constant
'Tsald
Tsaldi
Minister
Minister for oreign
°reign j

'Signed
I
signed at Athens. See
ch 141
141 dated
da t
ed F
ebruary 16, 1949, from Athens
See despat
despatch
February
16, 1949, from Athens
which reads in
in part:
Agreemen twas
was signed
si
gned . . ..on February 9, 1949,
part: "The
"The Agreement
....
on February 9, 1949,
at the Ministry for Foreign Affairs .
."
......"
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GREECE-RELIEF
GREECE—
RELIEF SUPPLIES
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1949
PACKAGES-FEB.
9,1949
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Annex
Amex to Agreement
Agreement between
between the
Government
the Government
of the United
United States
Statee of
America and
and the
the
of America
Government
Government of Greece for free
entry and
and free
free
free entry
internal
transportation of
internal transportation
of relief
relief supplies
supplies
and packages
packages from the
States to
to
the United
United States
Greece.
Greece.

Establishment of
Establishment
procedures.
procedures.

The
The purpose of this annex
is to
establish procedures
procedures
annex is
to establish
for the orderly receipt, transportation
transportation and
delivery of
of
and delivery
the
the relief
relief supplies, packages
packages and standard
packs referred
referred
standard packs

Alete, p. 2369.
Ante,
3W.

in the Agreement
Agreement between the Governments
to in
the United
Governments of
of the
United
States
America and of Greece,
States of America
Greece, into
which this
this is
is
into which
incorporated.
incorporated.

.

The Government of
of Greece
Greece and
and the
the WA
BOA Mission
Mission will
will

make Jointly,
make
jointly, and by common accord,
accord, a
a more
more detailed
detailed
definition
qualification of
definition as to the qualification
of imported
imported goods
goode as
as
relief
items, but always wituin
relief items,
general
witlin the
the framework
framework or
or general
BOA
BOA definitions.
definitions.
Article I
Article
I
Measres
Measures for safesaeguarding delivery and
Us
use of
el relief supplies.
ipplles.

1.
1.

The
Government of Greece
The Government
Greece and the
the BOA
XOA Missiol
Mission

'1W
consult
1411
consult with respect to measures
measures to safeguard
safeguard th4
the
~Iroper delivery
delivery and use
%roper
use of relief
relief supplies
supplies being
being
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GREECE-RELIEF
AND PACKAGES-FEB.
GREECE—
RELIEF SUPPLIES
SUPPLIES AND
PACKAGES— FEB.9,
1949
9,1949
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transmitted
from individuals and
transmitted to
to Greece
Greece tram
and approved
approved relief
relief.
organizations
in the United
United States.
organizations in
States.

Provisions of
this
Provisions
of this

Agreement
whether the relief
Agreement will
will apply whether
relief packages
packages or
or supplies
supplies
are
being consigned
directly to an
are being
consigned directly
in Greece
an individual
individual in
Greece by
by
an individual
individual or an approved organization
an
the United
United
organization in
in the
States,
or whether
whether they are
are being
States, or
to an
an individindividbeing delivered
delivered to

or

ual in Greece
Greece by
by Greek
ual in
Greek branch office
Voluntary ,Relief
Relief
office of Voluntary
Agencies certified
certified by the
the RCA
Agencies
ECA Advisory
Advisory Committee
Conmittee and
and
approved by
by the
the Greek
Government ,
,
Greek Government.

Statement by reciprecipient of relief package.
package.

2.

2.

An individual
An
individual who is to be the
the recipient
recipient of
of a
a

relief package will
will in
in accordance
relief package
accordance with the.requirements
the requirements
of the Government of Greece, submit
responsible statement
of the Government of Greece, submit a
a responsible
statement ,
duly legalized by
appropriate Greek
duly legalized
by an appropriate
State Authority
Authority or
or
Greek State
Service, before delivery
Service, before
delivery of the package
package will
will be
be made
made to
to
him that:
him
that:

a)
He is
is the actual person
a) He
person.named
as the
the recipreciv.
named as
ient.
lent.

He
will provide suitable identification,
He will
identification, if
If

required;
required;

,,
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GREECE—
RELIEF SUPPLIES
AND PACKAGES—
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9, 1949
SUPPLIES AND
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1949
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b) The relief
relief packagee
packs in
in question
packages or
or packs
question

will be used exclusively
exclusively by
by himself
and his
Ms farily;
family;
himself and
and
c)
0) The
the supplies in
in question
question will
will not
not be
be resold
resold
or
delivered for resale and
or delivered
otuer disposition
and that
tLat no
no other
disposition
except personal use or
or consumption
except
be made
made of
consumption will
will be
of
them.
thena.

No other test shall be
required to
to entitle
entitle tue
recipbe required
tue recip-

ient
to the delivery
delivery of aa relief package
ient to
or pack.
pack.
package or

Article II
II
Article
Umitstion
of packUmlSia
m of
packIP&

No
person may,
No person
may, in any calendar year,
year, receive
receive more
more
than
thirty-six relief packages
than thirty-six
packs, as
as defined
packages or
or packs,
defined
herein.
herein.

These
These packages
packages and packs shall be
weight
be of
of aa maximum
maxlimu weight
per package
as shall
shall be established by
per
package as
the Greek
Greek postal
by the
postal
Exceptions.
axnptlons.

authorities;
provided that nothing herein
herein shall
authorities; provided
shall be
conbe construed to
forbid an
strued
to forbid
an approved
approved American Relief Agency
Agency from
from
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receiving
receiving an unlimited number
or packs;
number of
of such
such packages
packages or
packs;
and provided,
provided, further,
further, that
shall
that nothing
nothing in
in this
this Article
Article shall
be construed to limit the number of packages or
or packs
packs that
that
may be received
received by an individual
individual engaged
engaged in
in oharity
charity or
or
philanthropic works in Greece for
for distribution
distribution to
needy'
to needy
persons if such individual
individual has
has the
the approval
approval of
of the
the
of Greece
Government of
Greece for
distribution work.
work.
for such
such distribution

Article
Article III
III
American
American VolunVoluntary
Relief Agencies.
tary Relief
Agencies.

will transmit
transmit to
The ECA Mission will
the Government
to the
Government of
of
Greece a
a list of the American
Relief Agencies
Agencies
American Voluntary
Voluntary Relief
approved
approved by the ECA Advisory Committee
Committee in
Washington, for
for
in Washington,

1, p.
p.153.
62 Stat., Pt.
Pt. 1,
153.
22 C.
U. 8. C., Supp.
II,
(c).
11, §§1515 (c).
63 Stat.,
Stat., Pt. 1,
1, p.M.
p. 54.

operations in Greece under
Section 117
117 (C)
(C) of
of the
the Foreign
Foreign
under Section
Assistance Act
Act of 1948.
Assistance

The Government of
of Greece
Greece will
will

thereupon decide whether to approve
approve such
such organizations
organizations
for
the receipt
receipt and distribution of
for the
of relief
within
relief packages
packages within
Greece, and shall notify the
the Chief,
Greece,
Chief, RCA
of such
such
ECA Mission
Mission of
decision.
decision.
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Article
IV
Article IV
Reimbursement of
of
Reimbursement
transportation
transportation costs.
costs.

The
Goverrment of Greece
The Government
Greece shall
shall reimburse
approved
reimburse the
the approved
American
American Voluntary Relief
Relief Agencies
Agencies out
of the
the special
out of
special
account for all costs
account
costs incident
to the
transportation of
of
incident to
the transportation
relief supplies in
relief
in Greece.
Greece.

The term
term "transportation",
The
"transportation",

as
used in this Article,
Article, shall
as used
but
shall be
be deemed
deemed to
to include,
include, but
not by
by way
way of
of limitation, receipt,
receipt, storage
not
storage and
delivery.
and delivery.

Article V
V
Article

Reimbursements,
Reimbursements.
effeetiv
effective date.
date.

Reimbursements to
Reimbursements
e ric an V
olun tary Rel i
ef Agencies,
to Am
American
Voluntary
Relief
Agencies,
referred to
IV, !Lama,
supra, to
to the
referred
to in
in Article
Article IV,
the Greek
Greek Postal
Postal SerService
and any other transportation
vice and
transportation or
or delivery
delivery facility
facility
referred
the Agreement,
Agreement, shall
shall be
referred to
to in
in the
retroactive to
to
be retroactive

Documentary eviDocumentary
evi.
dene
dence requrement.
requirement.

July
1948; nrOvidek,
rovided, however,
July 2,
2, 1.946;
that such
Agencies, Serhowever, that
such Agencies,
Services or Facilities
vices
Facilities shall have
presented documentary
documentary
have presented
evidence
of the
payment of transportation
evidence of
the payment
transportation charges,
showing.
charges, showing
in each
in
each case
case the dates,
dates', quantities
quantities and
and sums
sums involved.
involved.
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Article
Article VI
VI
Approval
of reimreimApprovallof
bursements.
bursements.

No
No reimbursement
reimbursement for transportation
transportation costs,
costs, whether
whether
retroactive or prospective,
retroactive
prospective,

shall be made by the
the Government
Government

of Greece out of the
the special
special account,
any Agency,
account, to
to any
Agency, SerService or Facility
Facility on account
account of
of transportation
transportation costs
costs inincurred
distribution of relief
relief
ourred in
in the distribution
supplies
supplies without
without the
the
prior approval
approval of the person
prior
person designated
designated by
SCA
by the
the Chief,
Chief, BCA
Mission for
Mission
for the
the purpose.
purpose.
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Agreement between the United
United States
States of America and
and Haiti
Haiti respecting
respecting a
a
naval mission to Haiti.
Haiti. Signed
Signed at Washington
April 14,
Washington April
14, 1949;
1949;
entered into force April 14,
entered
14, 1949.
1949.
AGREEMENT BETWEEN
AGREEMENT
BETWEEN THE
THE ACCORD ENTRE
ENTRE LE
LE GOUGOUGOVERNMENT
GOVERNMENT
OF
THE
OF THE
VERNEMENT DES
VERNEMENT
DES ETATSETATSUNITED STATES OF
OF AMERIAMERIUNIS
LE
UNIS D'AMERIQUE
D'AMERIQUE ET
ET LE
CA AND THE GOVERNMENT
GOVERNMENT
GOUVERNEMENT
GOUVERNEMENT DE
LA REREDE LA
OF THE REPUBLIC OF
OF HAITI
HAITI
PUBLIQUE D'HAITI
D'HA1TI
PUBLIQUE

In conformity with the request
request
of the Government
Government of the RepubRepublic of Haiti to the Government
Government of
of
the United
United States of America, the
the
President of the United States
of
States of
America
America has authorized
the apauthorized the
appointment of officers
officers and enlisted
enlisted
men to constitute a
a Naval Mission
Mission
in the Republic of Haiti under
under the
the
conditions
conditions hereinafter
hereinafter specified.

Gouvernement
Gouvernement de la
la Republique
R6publique
d'HaIti
d'Hatti au Gouvernement
des
Gouvernement des
Etats-Unis d'Amerique,
d'Am6rique, le
le PresiPresident des Etats-Unis
Etats-Unis d'Amerique
d'Amerique a
a
autorise
autorise la designation
designation d'officiers
d'officiers
et d'enr6los
d'enr61es pour constituer
une
constituer une
Mission navale
Mission
navale pres le
le GouverneGouvernement de la Republique
Republique d'Hatti
d'Halti
aux conditions
conditions stipul6es
stipulees ci-apres.
ci-apres.

TITLE I
I

TITRE
TITRE I
I

Conformement a
Conformement
la demande
du
a la
demande du

Purpose
Purpose and Duration
Duration
Durie
But et Durle
ARTICLE 1. The purpose of this
ARTICLE
this
ARTICLE I
Mission a
pour
1..La
La Mission
a pour
Mission is to cooperate
cooperate with
the but de collaborer
with the
collaborer avec le Secretaire
Seeretaire

Secretary of State for
for National
National DeDe- d'Etat
d'Etat de la Defense
Defense Nationale
Nationale de
de
la Republique
Republique d'Halti
d'Hatti et avec les
lea
officiers
officiers des Garde-C6tes
Garde-Cotes de
de la
la
Republique
Republique d'Halti
d'Hatti en vue d'acd'accrottre Pefficience
l'efficience de ce service.

fense of the Republic of
of Haiti
Haiti and
and
with the officers of
Coast
of the
the Coast
Guard of the Republic
Republic of
of Haiti
with a
a view to increasing the
the
efficiency of that service.
efficiency
ARTICLE 2. This Mission shall
continue
continue for a
(4)
a period of four
four (4)
years from the date of the signing
of this Agreement
Agreement by the accredited
accredited
representatives of the Government
representatives
Government
of the United States of America
America
and the Government
Government of the
the Republic of Haiti, unless previously
previously
terminated or extended
extended as
hereas hereinafter provided. Any member
member
of the Mission may be recalled
recalled
by the Government
Government of the United
United
States of America
America after the expiration of two (2) years of service,

ARTICLE 2. La Mission aura
aura
une duree de quatre (4) ans
ans aa
partir de la date de la
la signature
du present accord
accord par les
lea repreaccr6dites du Gouvernesentants accredit&
ment des Etats-Unis d'Amerique
d'Amerique
Gouvernement de la
et du Gouvernement
la ReRepublique
publique d'Haiti, a
a moms
moins gull
qu'il
n'y soit mis fin plus t6t
tot ou
on quo
que
sa duree
dur6e ne soit prolongee
prolong& comma
comme
prevu ci-apres. Tout membre de
la Mission
Mission pourra 6tre
etre rappel6
rappele
par le Gouvernement
Gouvernement des
des EtatsEtatsUnis d'Amerique
AI'expiration
d'Amerique I
l'expiration de
de

63 STAT.
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in which ease
case another
another member
member
replace him.
shall be appointed
appointed to
to replace
him.
Likewise, the Government
Government of the
the
Republic of Haiti may request the
the
recall
recall of a
a member of the Mission upon the expiration
expiration of that
that
same period, in which case the
the
Government
Government of the United States
of America
America shall designate
designate a
a rereplacement.

28:

deux (2) ann6es
annees de
de service, auquel
cas un autre membre
membre sera
desera designe
remplacer. De
De
signe pour
pour le
le remplacer.
meme, le
Gouvernement de
de la
la
meme,
le Gouvernement
Republique
Republique d'Haiti
d'Haiti pourra
pourra dedemander
le rappel
rappel d'un
mander le
d'un membre
membre
de la
de
Mission a
l'expiration de
de
la Mission
a l'expiration
cette
meme periode,
periode, auquel
cette meme
auquel cas
cas
le Gouvernement
Gouvernement des
des Etats-Unis
Etats-Unis
d'Amlrique
d'Amerique designera
un remdesignera un
remplagan.t.
plagant.

ARTICLE 3. If
If the Government
Government
Gouvernement
ARTICLE 3. Si le Gouvernement
of the
the Republic
Haiti should
should de
Republic of
of Haiti
de la
la Republique
Republique d'Haiti
d'Haiti desire
desire
desire
that the
the services
desire that
services of
of the
the MisMis- que lea
les services
services de
de la
la Mission
Mission
sion be extended
beyond the
extended beyond
the stipstip- soient
soient prolong&
au dela
terme
prolonges au
dela du
du terme
ulated
it shall make
ulated period,
period, it
make a
a stipule,
stipule, il
il devra
devra en
en faire
la dedefaire la
request to
written request
to that
six mande
that effect
effect six
mande par
par ecrit
(6) mois
mois avant
avant
ecrit six
six (6)
(6) months before the
the expiration
expiration l'expiration
du present
l'expiration du
present accord.
accord.
of this Agreement.
Agreement.

Extension of
Extension
of servservices
ices of Mission.
Mision.

ARTICLE
4.
ARTICLE 4.
This
Agreement
This Agreement
may be terminated
terminated before
the exexbefore the
piration
the period
piration of the
period of
(4)
of four
four (4)
years prescribed
Article 2,
prescribed in
in Article
2, or
or
before the expiration
expiration of
of the
extenthe extenauthorized in
sion authorized
in Article
Article 3,
3, in
in
the following manner:
manner:

ARTICLE 4.
4. II
Ii pourra
potura Atre
etre mis
min
fin au
au present
present accord
fin
l'expiaccord avant
avant l'expiration de la
la periode
de quatre
quatre (4)
(4)
periode de
ans prevue
ans
prevue a
2, ou
avant
a Particle
l'article 2,
ou avant
l'expiration de
l'expiration
de la
prolongation aula prolongation
autorisee par
par Particle
3, de
de la
mal'article 3,
la maniere suivante:
niere
suivante:

Termination prior
Termination
to
specified time.
to speclfed
timo.

(a) By
By either
either of
the Governof the
Governments, subject
to three (3)
subject to
(3) months'
months'
written notice
written
notice to
to the
the other
other
Government;
Government;
of the
(b) By the recall of
entire
the entire
personnel
personnel of
the Mission
Mission by
by the
of the
the
Government
Government of the
the United
States
United States
of America
America in
in the
the public
public interest
interest
of the United States, after official
notification to the Government
Government of
of
without
the Republic of Haiti, without
compliance with the
compliance
the formalities
formalities
provided
paragraph (a) of
provided for in paragraph
of
this Article.
this
Article.

(a) Par
Par l'un
l'un ou
on l'autre
l'autre des
des deux
(a)
deux
Gouvernements,
sous reserve
d'un
Gouvernements, sous
r6serve d'un
ecrit de
preavis emit
trois (3)
(3) mois
de trois
mois &
l'autre Gouvernement;
Gouvernement;
l'autre
(b) Par le rappel
rappel de
tout le
le perde tout
personnel de
de la Mission
Mission par
Goupar le
le Oouvernement
des Etats-Unis
Etats-Unis d'Amevernement des
d'Am4rique dans
dans l'int6ret
rique
l'interet public
d'es
public des
Etat-Unis,
Etats-Unis, apres
notification offiOffiapre notification
cielle
an Gouvernement
de la
cielle au
Gouvernement de
la ReRBpublique
d'Haeti, sans
publique d'Hani,
sans remplir
remplir lea
les
formalites
formalit& prevues
an paragraphe
paragraphe
pr6vues au
(a) du prsent
present article.
article.

ARTICLE
Agreement is
is
A
RTICLE 5. This Agreement
subject to cancellation on
on the
the iniinitiative either of the
Government
the Government
of the United States
States of
of America
Amorie
or of the Government
of the
R4
Government of
thi Ripublic of Haiti in the event that
that
either of those countries
countries is
inis involved in a
acivil or foreign war.
war.

ARTICLE 5.
5. Le
present accord
Le present
accord
est sujet
eat
sujet a
l'initiaa annulation
annulation sur
sur l'initiative soit
soit du
tive
du Gouvernement
Gouvernement des
des
Etats-Unis
d'Aindrique, soit
Boit de
tats-Unis d'Am&ique,
da
Gouvernement de
Gouvernement
de 'las
la Republiqui3
Rpblique
d'Haiti, au
an cas
d'Haiti,
cas oil
oa Pun
l'un on
ou l'autre
l'autre
de
de ces
serait engage
engage dans
ces pays
pays serait
dans
des luttes intestines
intestines ou
ou dans
dans une
une
guerre exterietuu.
guerre
exterieure.

Cancellation
Canellatlon in
in
event
war.
vent of
o wr.
I... L.. ,. .
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TITLE II
II

TITRE II
TITRE
II

Composition
Composition and
Personnel
and Personnel

Composition et
Personnel
Composition
et Personnel

ARTICLE 6. This
This Mission
Mission shall
shall

consist of such personnel
of the
the
personnel of
may be
United States
States Navy
Navy as
as may
be
agreed upon
Secreagreed
upon between
between the
the Secretary of State for National Defense, through
through the authorized
authorized representative of the Government
of
resentative
Government of
Haiti in Washington,
Washington, and the
Navy Department of the United
United
States of America.
America.

ARTICLE 6. La
La Mission
Mission sera
sera
compose
composee de tel personnel
personnel de
de la
la
Marine des
Marine
des Etats-Unis
Etats-Unis qui
qui sera
sera
convenu entre le Secr6taire
Seeretaire d'Etat
d'Etat
de la Defense Nationale,
Nationale, par
par
l'intermediaire du representant
representant auI'intermediaire
autoris6 du Gouvernement
Gouvernement d'Haiti
torise
a
a Washington,
Washington, et le
le Departement
Departement
de la Marine
Marine des Etats-Unis
Etats-Unis
d'Amerique.
d'Amerique.

TITLE III
III

TITRE III
TITRE
III

Duties,
and Precedence
Precedence
Duties, Rank,
Rank, and

Fonctions, Grade,
Fondions,
Grade, et
Preseance
et Preseance

ARTICLE 7. The
of the
the
The personnel
personnel of

Mission shall perform
perform such duties
duties
as may be agreed upon between
between
the Secretary
Secretary of State for National
National
Defense and the Chief of the
the
Mission.
ARTICLE 8. The members
the
members of
of the

Mission shall be responsible solely
solely
to the Secretary
Secretary of
of State
State for
for
National Defense, through
the
through the
Chief of the Mission.
Mission.
9. Each
Each member
ARTICLE 9.
member of
the
of the

Benefits
Benefits and priviprivileges.

Disciplinary
regulaDTeipoiln y regulatie.
tions.

[63 S
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ARTICLE 7.
7. Le
Le personnel
de la
la
personnel de

Mission remplira
remplira telles fonctions
qui pourront etre convenues entre
le Secretaire
Secr6taire d'Etat de la
la Defense
Defense
Nationale et le Chef de la Mission.
Mission.
ARTICLE 8.
8. Les
Les membres
membres de
de la
la

Mission seront responsables
responsables seuleseulement vis-a-vis du
Seeretaire d'Etat
du Secretaire
d'Etat
de la Defense Nationale,
Nationale, par
par l'in'intermediaire
du
Chef
termediaire
de la Mission.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE 9. Chaque
Cheque membre
membre de
de

Mission shall serve on it with
with the
the
rank he holds in the United States
States
Navy. He shall wear the uniform
of the United States Navy and
precedence over all
shall have precedence
Haitian officers of the same rank.

la
y servira
is Mission y
servira avec le
grade
le grade
qu'il a
a dans la Marine des
des EtatsEtatsUnis. II
portera l'uniforme de
Ii porters
de la
la
Marine des Etats-Unis
et aura
aura la
is
Etats-Unis et
pr6s6ance sur tous
preseance
thus les officiers
de
officiers de
meme grade.
grade.

ARTICLE 10. Each
Each member
member of
of

ARTICLE 10. Chaque membre
membre
de la
is Mission aura droit
aux
droit aux
memes
memos avantages
avantages et
privileges que
que
et privileges
les Reglements
Reglements des Garde-Cates
Garde-C6tes
d'Haiti
prevoient pour les
d'Haiti prevoient
les officiers
officiers
et enrol&
enr6les du mnme
meme grade.
grade.

the Mission shall be entitled to
the
to the
privileges which
same benefits
benefits and
and privileges
which
the Regulations
Regulations of the
the Coast
Coast
Guard of Haiti provide for officers
officers
and enlisted men of corresponding
corresponding
rank.

ARTICLE 11. The personnel of
ARTICLE
be personnel
ARTICLE 11.
11. Le
personnel de
de la
la
governed by Mission sera r/gi
the Mission shall be governed
regi par
par les
les reglereglethe disciplinary
disciplinary regulations
regulations of the ments disciplinaires de
is Marine
de la
Marine
United States Navy.
United
des Etats-Unis.

STAT.
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TITLE IV
IV

TITRE IV

Pay
Pay and AUowances
Allowances
Solde et AUocations
Allocations
ARTICLE 12.
of th4
thee
12. Members
Members of
ARTICLE 12.
ARTICLE
12. Les
membres de
de
Les membres
Mission shall receive
receive from the
thi3 la Mission recevront
recevront du
du GouverGouverGovernment of the Republic o:
Government
off nement de la Republique
Republique d'Haiti
Haiti such net annual compensa
compensa-- telle indemnite
indemnit6 annuelle
annuelle nette qui
qui
tion as may be agreed upon
upon bebe - pourra
pourra etre convenue
convenue entre
entre le
tween the Government
Government of
thee Gouvernement
of th(
Gouvernement des Etats-Unis
United States of America
America and
and the
thee d'Am6rique
d'Amerique et le Gouvernement
Gouvernement de
de
Government
Government of the Republic
Republic of
olf la Republique
pour cheque
Republique d'Haiti
d'Halti pour
chaque
Haiti for each member.
This
ThiEs membre.
membre. Cette indemnite,
payee
indemnit6, payee
compensation shall
compensation
ini en monnaie
shall be
be paid,
paid, ir
monnaie courante
courante des
des EtatsEtatscurrency of the United States ol
ofF Unis d'Am6rique,
d'Amerique, sera
versee en
sera versee
en
America, in twelve
twelve (12)
(12) equal
equalI douze (12)
(12) mensualites
mensualites igales,
egales,
monthly instalments,
instalraents, each
due and
each due
andI payable chacune le dernier
dernier jour
payable on the last day of
each de chaque mois. Cette indemnite
of each
indemnite
month. Such compensation
compensation shall
shallI ne sera sujette A
auoune tare
a aucune
taxe
not be subject to any tax now
in actuellement
now in
actuellement en vigueur
vigueur on
pouou poueffect or which
which may hereafter
hereafter be
be vant
vent etre imposee Al'avenir
l'avenir par
par le
le
imposed by the Government
off Gouvernement
Government ol
Gouvernement de
de la
la Republique
Republique
the Republic
Republic of Haiti or by any
any d'Haiti ou par une ,-subdivision
subdivision
administrative or political sub- administrative
administrative
administrative ou
on politique
dudit
politique dudit
division of the said Government.
Government. Gouvernement. Si,
toutefois, acSii, toutefois,
acIf, however, now or hereafter,
hereafter, tuellement ou
Pavenir, pendant
pendant
ou A
a l'avenir,
while this Agreement is
is in effect,
effect, la duree du present
present 'accord,
accord, ilil
therenshould be any taxes
taxes that
that existait eertaines
qui .pussent
certaines taxes
taxes qui
pussent
might affect that compensation,
compensation, affecter
effecter cette
cette indemnite,
indemnite, ces
ces taxes
taxes
such taxes shall
the seraient support6es
shall be
be borne by
by the
supportees par le GouverGovernment of
Government
of the
of nement
the Republic
Republio of
nement de la Republique
Republique d'Haiti,
d'Halti,
Haiti, in order
order that the pay
pay doe
faon que Pindemnite
de lagon
l'indemnite convenue
convenue
agreed.upon
agreed
upon shall be
be net.
net.
soit versee httegralement.
.
integralement.
ARTCLE- 13. The compensation
compensation
Awrictr
agreed
agreed upon as indicated in •
the
preceding Article
Article shall coinmence
preceding
conntence
upon the date of departure from
from
the United States of each iember
Member
of the Mission and, except as
otherwise
otherwise expressly provided
provided in
in
Agreement, shall continue to
this Agreement,
to
be paid until termination
termination of duty
duty
with the Mission, including the
time for the return voyage
voyage to the
the
United States and any period
period of
of
accumulated
accumulated leave which
which may
may be
be
due.

2389

'AiTIcLE
Aitricti U13..
)L'indemnite con13.'L'indemnite
convenue de la maniere
itnue
indiquee a
maniAre indiquee
P'article
pr6cedent commencera
Particle precedent
,comniencera i
coiir a'partir d
de Ia
la date du tleptu1
depart
des'Etats-Unis
des' rtats-Unie de chaque
cheque Inembre
membre
de la
is Mission;
le cas
cas oB
oil
Mission, et, sauf
sauf le
d'autres
d'ituties stipulations
stipulations seraient
exseraient expressdment prevues
preasement
prevues dans le present
present
accord,
accord, elle continuera
continuera A
A, etre
etre veriee
versee
jusqu'a la
is fin des services
services du'bendu'beneficiaire aupres de la Mission,
Mission, en
en yy
comprenant le
comprenant
le temps
temps du
du voyage
voyage de
de
retour aux Etats-Unis
Etats-Unis et
peet tottte
toute p&
riode de cone
accumule qui
qui -Pourcong accumuld
pourrait lui
reit
liii etre
eta* due.
due.

Tax
exemption.
Tau eemption

Commeneement
Commeneement

end
and eontinutlon
continuation of
compensation.
empeatio.

2390
2390

Travel ao
acoommodamommodations.

Shipment
Shipment a( household effects,
efots, eto.
eta.

INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS
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AGREEMENTS OTHER THAN
THAN TREATIES
TREATIES

ARTICLE 14.
The compensation
compensation
14. The
due for the period
period of
the return
of the
return
trip and accumulated
accumulated leave
leave shall
shall
detached member
be paid to aadetached
member of
of
the Mission before his departure
departure
from the Republic
Republic of Haiti, and
and
such payment shall be
be computed
computed
for travel by the shortest usually
usually
traveled sea route, regardless
regardless of
the route and method•
method of
of travel
travel
adopted by the member
member detached.
detached.

[83 STAT.
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ARTICLE
ARTICLE 14.
14. L'indemnite
L'indemnite due
due

is periode
periode du
du voyage
voyage de
repour la
de retour et le congo
cone accumule
accumule sera
sera
vers6e
verge aaun membre
detache de
is
membre detach6
de la
Mission avant son
son depart
depart de
de la
is
Republique d'Haiti,
d'Haiti, et
ce paiepaieRepublique
et ce
ment sera calcule
pour un
un voyage
voyage
calcul6 pour
par la plus courte
court° voie
voie maritime
maritime
suivie ordinairement,
ordinairement, quels
quels que
que
soient la route et le mode de
de vovoyage adoptes
adopt& par
ledit membre.
membre.
par ledit

ARTICLE
ARTICLE 15. Each
of
Each member
member of
ARTICLE 15.
ARTICLE
15. Chaque
Chaque membre
membre
the Mission
Mission and his
shall de is
his family
family shall
la Mission
Mission et sa
as famille
famine rerebe furnished
furnished by the
Government cevront du Gouvernement
the Government
Gouvernement de
de la
is
of the Republic of Haiti with firstfirst- Republique
Republique d'Haiti
d'Haiti des
des billets
billets de
de
class passage, via the shortest
shortest premiere classe par la
is plus
courts
plus courte
usually traveled route, for
for all
all route
ordinairement suivie, pour
route ordinairement
pour
travel required and performed
performed tout voyage
voyage requis et accompli en
en
under this Agreement,
Agreement, between
between vertu
vertu du present
present accord,
accord, entre
entre le
le
the port of embarkation
the port d'embarquement
embarkation in the
d'embarquement aux EtatsEtatsUnited States of America
and the
America and
the Unis d'Amerique
d'Amerique et
de son
son
et le lieu
lieu de
location of his post
in
Haiti,
both poste en Haiti, tant aal'aller qu'au
post in Haiti, both
for the outward
outward and for the return
return retour. Le Gouvernement
Gouvernement de
de la
la
voyage. The Government
Government of
of the
the Republique
Republique d'Halti
d'Haiti devra 6galetaleRepublic of Haiti shall
shall also
as- raent
also asment assumer toutes les
lea depenses
depenses
sume all expenses necessitated
by necessitees
necessitated by
necessit6es par le
des
le transport des
the transportation
transportation of
of the
the househouse- meubles, effets, bagages
bagages et
at auauhold effects, baggage
baggage and
auto- tomobile de chaque
and autochaque membre
de is
membre de
la
mobile of each member
member of
of the
the Mission du port d'embarquement
d'embarquement
Mission from the port of
embarka- aux Etats-Unis
of embarkaason
Etats-Unis d'Amerique
d'Amerique A
son
tion in the United
United States of poste en Haiti, de meme
memo que
quo les
lea
America to his post in
as depenses afferentes au transport
in Haiti,
Haiti, as
transport
well as the expenses incidental to
to de ces meubles,
meubles, effets,
effets, bagages
bagages et
et
transportation of such housethe transportation
house- automobile
automobile d'Haiti
d'Halti au port d'emd'emhold effects,
baggage and autoeffects, baggage
auto- barquement
barquement des Etats-Unis
Etats-Unis d'Ad'Amobile from Haiti to the
of merique.
the port
port of
merique. Ceci comprendra
tow
comprendra tous
embarkation
embarkation in the United
United States
States lea
les frais necessites
necessites par leur deof America. This shall include chargement
chargement du bateau
l'arrivee
bateau aal'arrivde
all necessary expenses incident
incident to
to en Haiti, par
par leur
leur transport
transport du
du
unloading
unloading from the ship upon
upon bateau au lieu de
residence
de residence en
en
arrival in Haiti, cartage
cartage between
between Haiti, et par leur
leur emballage
emballage at
the ship and the residence
residence in Haiti, chargement
chargement a
du bateau
bateau au
au
a bord du
and packing and loading on board
board depart
depart d'Haiti. Le transport
transport de
de
the ship upon departure from ces meubles, effets,
bagages et
at
Haiti. Transportation of such automobile
automobile sera effectu6
effectue en
une
en une
household
household effects,
effects, baggage,
baggage, and
and seule expedition,
expedition, et
et toutes
toutes lea
les
automobile
shall
be
effected
automobile
effected in one expeditions
expeditions subsequentes
subsequentes seront
seront aa
shipment, and all subsequent
subsequent ship- la charge
charge des membres
membres respectifs
respectifs
ments shall be at the expense
expense of de la Mission,
Mission, sauf
sauf quand il est
eat authe respective
respective members of the trement stipule
stipule dans
le present
present acdans le

ac-
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Mission, except as otherwise
otherwise provided in this Agreement or when
when
such shipments are necessitated
necessitated
by circumstances
circumstances beyond their
their
control. Payments
Payments of expenses
for the transportation of
of families,
household effects
household
effects and automobiles,
automobiles,
in the case of personnel
personnel who may
join ,the Mission for temporary
temporary
duty, shall not be required
required under
under
this Agreement,
Agreement, but shall
shall be
be
determined
negotiations bedetermined by negotiations
tween the Navy Department
Department of
and
the United States
States of
of America
America and
authorized representative
the authorized
representative of
Government of the Republic
the Government
Republic
of Haiti in Washington at such
time as the detail of personnel
personnel for
suck
suoh temporary duty may
may be
be
agreed upon.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE

16.

The Government
The
Government
of the Republic
Republic of Haiti
shall, upon
Haitishall,
the request of the Chief of the
Mission, approved by the Ambassador of the United States of
America or by the Charge d'Affaires ad interim, grant entry,
duty-free, for articles
articles imported by
members of the Mission for their
personal use and that of the members of their families, not to exceed
25 percent
percent of the total of their
annual salary. The Chief of the
Mission shall
Shall be responsible for
the strict observance
observance of the provisions of this Article.
ARTICLE 17. If
If the
ArrricLE
the services
of
services of
any member of the Mission should
be terminated
terminated by action of the
Government of the United States
Government
of America,
America, except in accordance
accordance
with the provisions of Article 5,
5,
prior to the completion
completion of two
years' service, the provisions
years'
provisions of
Article 15 shall not apply to the
return voyage. If the services of
any member of the Mission should
terminate or be terminated prior
completion of two years'
years'
to the completion
service for any other reason,

239).
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quand ces
cord ou quand
ce,s expeditions
expeditions sont
sont
necessitees par
circonstances
n6cessitees
par des circonstances
independantes
indepen.dantes de leur volonte.
Le paiement
paiement des depenses
depenses de
transport
transport des families, meubles
meubles et
automobiles,
automobiles, dans le cas du personnel qui pourra rallier
miller la Mistemporaire, ne
sion en service
service temporaire,
sera pas requis aux termes du
present accord,
accord, mais sera determine par des negociations
negociations entre le
Departement
Marine des
Departement de la Marine
des
Etats-Unis
Etats-Unis d'Amerique
d'Amerique et le representant
presentant autorise du Gouvernement de la Republique
Republique d'Haiti I
A
Waigton,
WA-9Yogton, a l'epoque
Pepoque a
Ilaquelle
detachement du personnel
le detachement
personnel pour
ce
cc service
service temporaire
temporaire sera convenu.
convenu.
Free entry
entry for
&MFr
for artiARTICLE 16.
16. Le
Gouvernement elee
ARTICLE
Le Gouvernement
for.vereonel use,

de la Republique
Republique d'Haiti devra etc.
accorder, sur la demande
demande du Chef
Mission approuvee
approuvee par
par
de la Mission
l'Ambassadeur
l'Ambassadeur des
des Etats-Unis
Etats-Unis
d'Amerique ou
d'Amerique
ou par
par le Charge
Charge
d'Affaires
d'Affaires par
par interim, la franchise
franchise
douaniere
les articles
articles imimdouaniere pour
pour les
port&
Is Misportes par le,s
les membres
membres de la
et
sion pour leur usage
usage personnel et
eelui
membres de leur famille,
famine,
celui des membres
jusqu'i concurrence
concurrence de
pour
jusqu'A
de 25
25 pour
cent du total de leur solde annuelle.
Le Chef de la Mission
Mission eat responsable
observance des
des
sable de
de la stride
stricte observance
prescriptions
present article.
prescriptions du present

. ,:e

TerniinstionoteerrTarmiUtiomlofarArricLE 17.
17. Si
Si le
le GouverneGouverne- iom
ARTICLB
ices prior
to specified
frP to
apelbd

time.
ment
d'Amerique, tiAm
ment des Etats-Unis
Etats-Unis d'Amrique,
pour des raisons
raisons autres
autres que
que celles
calm
prevues I P'article
Particle 5,
5, met
aux
met fin
fin aux
services
membres de la
services d'un
d'un des
des membres
la
Ads,
p. 2W.
sea.
As, p.
Mission
avant l'accomplissement
Paccomplissement
Mission avant
de deux ans
service, lea
ans de
de service,
les dispositions de Particle
positions
'article 15
15 ne s'appliqueront pas au voyage
voyage de
pliqueront
retour. Si les
lea services d'un memmemprennent fin,
bre de Is
la Mission prennent
ou 'il y
y eat mis fin, avant l'al'aocomplissement
complissement de deux ans de
autre raison, yy
service pour toute sutra
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Ante,
An,

p.
2387.
p. 2387.

Ante,
Ante, p.. 2389.
23s.

Compensation for

ranportation and
and
tltransportation
tl
travelin
expenses.
aeln gexpenses.

Ante,
P. 238aAnte, p.
238.
Provision
Povision oofr autoutoamobile, etc.

Officeese.etc.
Office
space, etc.
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including
including those set
set forth
forth in
in Article
Article compris
compris celles pr6vues
prevues A
A, Particle
Particle
5, he shall receive
receive from
from the
the GovGov- 5, ce
cc membre
membre recevra
du GouverneGouvernerecevra du
ernment of
Haiti ment de la Republique
of the Republic
Republic of
of Haiti
d'Haiti
Republique d'Haiti
all the compensations, emoluemolu- tous les emoluments,
indemnites
emoluments, indemnites
ments, and perquisites as
as if
had et casuels auxquels
if he
he had
auxquels il
aurait eu
il aurait
eu
completed two years' service,
but droit s'il avait complete
service, but
aria
complete deux
deux ans
the annual salary shall terminate
terminate de service, mais son
annuel
son salaire
salaire annuel
as provided by Article
Article 13.
But prendra fin scion
13. But
prescriptions
selon lea
les prescriptions
should the Government
Government of
of the
the de Particle 13. Toutefois, si
si le
le
United States of America detach
detach Gouvernement
Gouvernement des
des Etats-Unis
Etats-Unis
any member for breach
of disbreach of
dis- d'Amerique rappelle un
un membre
membre
cipline,
cipline, no cost of the return to
to de la Mission pour
pour des
des raisons
raisons
the United States of America of
of d'ordre disciplinaire,
disciplinaire, aucuns
aucnns des
des
such member, his family, househouse- frais occasionn6s
occasionnes par
aux
par le
le retour
retour aux
hold effects, baggage
baggage or automobile Etats-Unis dudit membre
membre et
et de
de
shall be borne by the Government
Government sa famille
famille et par le transport
transport de
de
of the Republic of Haiti.
Haiti.
ses
sea meubles, effets,
effets, bagages
bagages ou
ou
automobile
automobile ne seront a
a la charge
Gouvernement de
du Gouvernement
la R6publiRepublide la
que d'Halti.
d'Haiti.
ARTICLE 18.
18. Compensation
Compensation for
for
ABTICLE
transportation and traveling
traveling extransportation
expenses in the Republic
Republic of Haiti
Haiti on
on
official business of the GovernGovernment of the Republic
Republic of
of Haiti
Haiti
shall be provided by the GovernGovernment of the Republic
Republic of Haiti
Haiti in
in
accordance
accordance with the provisions of
of
Article 10.
10.

ARTICLE
18. L'indemnit6
ARTICLE 18.
L'indemnite pour
pour
les frais de transport et de
lea
de voyage
voyage
Republique d'Haiti, en
dans la Republique
en
service officiel du Gouvernement
Gouvernement
Republique d'Haiti,
de la Republique
sera
d'Haiti, sera
fournie
fournie par le
Gouvernement de
le Gouvernement
de
la Republique d'Haiti
d'Haiti conforconformement
mement aux dispositions de
Partide l'article
cle 10.
10.

ARTICLE
Government
ARTICLE 19. The Government
of the Republic of Haiti shall provide the Chief of the Mission with
with
a suitable automobile, with
a
chaufwith chauffeur, for his use on official
official business.
business.
Vehicles,
Vehicles, with chauffeur,
chauffeur, and,
when necessary,
a launch
necessary, a
launch properly
properly
equipped,
equipped, shall, upon request,
request, be
be
placed at the disposal of the
the
Mission by the Government
Government of
of
the Republic of Haiti for
for the
conduct of the official business of
of
the Mission.
Mission.

ARTICLE 19.
19. Le
Le Gouvernement
Gouvornement
la Republique
de is
Republique d'Haiti fournira
au Chef de la
an
is Mission
Mission une
une autoautomobile convenable,
convenable, avec chaufchauffeur, pour son usage en service
officiel. Des vehicules,
vehicules, avec
avec chaufchaufecheant, une chafeur, et, le cas echeant,
chaconvenablement equip&
loupe convenablement
equip6e
devront, sur demande, etre mis
mis par
par
le Gouvernement
Gouvernement de
de is
la Republique
Republique
d'Haiti A
ala disposition des
memdes membres de la Mission pour l'accomPaccomplissement des services officiels de
de
la Mission.

ATICLE
20. The
ARTICLE 20.
The

Government
Government

of the Republic of Haiti shall proprovide suitable office space for the
the
use of the members of the
the Mission
Mission

ARTICLE 20. Le
ARTICLE
Le Gouvernement
Gouvernement

de la
is Republique
d'Haiti devra
Republique d'Haiti
devra
affecter
&fleeter un local approprie
appropri6e a
l'usage des membres
"usage
membres de is
la Mission
Mission
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and grant them
them all facilities
facilities for
for et leur accorder
accorder toute,.s
facilites de
de
toutes facilites
their work, to
the extent
of its
its travail, dans la mesure de
to the
extent of
de ses
ses
means.
means.
moyens.
moyens.
ARTICLE 21.
any member
of
21. If
If any
member of
ARTICLE 21.
21. Si
Si un membre
membre de
de
the Mission, or
the
member of
of his
his la Mission
or a
a member
Mission ou
de as
ou un membre de
sa
family, should
should die
in Haiti,
die in
Haiti, the
the famine
vient a
mourir en
le
famille vient
a mourir
en Haiti,
Haiti, le
Government of
of the
Government
the Republic
Republic of
of Gouvernement
Gouvernement de la R6publique
Republique
Haiti shall have the
the body
body transtrans- d'Haiti
d'Haiti fera
fera transporter
la deponille
transporterla
d6pouille
ported to such place
place in
in the
United mortelle en
the United
en tel
tel lieu
lieu aux
aux EtatsEtatsof America
as the
the members
States of
America as
members Unis
Unis qu'auront
qu'auront designe
lea memmemd6sign6 les
of his family may decide, but the
the bres
bres de
du defunt,
de la
la famille
famille du
d6funt, mais
mais
cost
cost to
Government of
of the
to the
the Government
the les
quo doit
doit supporter
les frais que
supporter le
le
Republic
shall not
Republic of
of Haiti
Haiti shall
not exceed
exceed Gouvernement
Gouvernement de
de la
la Republique
R6publique
cost of
the cost
the reof transporting
transporting the
re- d'Haiti ne
no devront
devront pas
exceder le
pas exc6der
le
mains from the place of decease prix du transport
transport de
depouille
de la
la depouille
to
to New
New York
York City.
City.
mortelle du
dee& a
A la
du lieu du
du deces
la
ville de New-York.
villa
New-York.
memShould the
the deceased
deceased be
be a
a memim membre
membre de
de
Si le daunt
defunt est
est un
ber of
of the Mission,
Mission, his
his services
services la Mission,
ses services
ladite
Mission, ses
services dans
dans ladite
with the Mission shall be
be considconsid- Mission
Mission seront
avoir pris
seront censes
censes avoir
pris
ered
have terminated
ered to
to have
terminated fifteen
fifteen fin quinze (15)
(15) jours apres sa
sa mort.
mort.
(15)
(15) days after his death. The
The Le voyage
port
voyage de retour
retour au
au port
to the
the port
return trip to
port of
of embarka- d'embarquement
d'embarquement aux Etats-Unis
tion in the United States
Amer- d'Amerique
States of
of Amerde la
famine du
d'Amerique de
la famille
du defunt
d6funt
ica
of the
the deceased
ica of
the family
family of
of the
deceased et
le transport
de ses
ses meubles,
et le
transport de
meubles,
and
transportation of
of their
their effets
and the
the transportation
automobile seront
soumis
effets et
et automobile
seront soumis
household
effects and
and automobile
automobile aux stipulations de
household effects
Particle 15.
15.
de l'article
shall be
according to
the Toute indemnite due
shall
be provided
provided according
to the
au membre
membre
due au
terms of Article
Article 15.
15. All
All compen- decede,
deckle, y
compris son
son salaire
pour
y compris
salaire pour
sation
sation due the deceased member,
member, les
lea quinze
(15) jours
suivant son
quinze (15)
jours suivant
son
including salary
salary for
fifteen (15)
including
for the
the fifteen
aces, et le
montant des
des depenses
(15) deces,
le montant
depenses
his death,
days subsequent
subsequent to
to his
death, and
and et frais de deplacement
deplacement dus
dus aA ce
ce
reimbursement
reimbursement for
for expenses
expenses and
and membre pour
voyage effectue
en
pour voyage
effectu6 en
transportation due
such member
transportation
due such
service officiel
pour le
le GouverneGouvernemember service
officiel pour
for
for travel
performed on
on official
official ment de
travel performed
d'Haiti,
de la
la Republique
R6publique d'Haiti,
business
Government of
business of the Government
rembourse A
is veuve
veuve du
of the
the sera rembours6
a la
du
Republic
Haiti, shall
be paid
paid to
to defunt,
Republic of
of Haiti,
shall be
daunt, ou A
autre personne
a toute
toute autre
personne
the widow of
to designee
of the
designee par
ecrit par
par le
le defunt
the deceased,
deceased, or
or to
par ecrit
defunt
any other
person who
any
son service
service aux
termes et
other person
pendant son
who may
may have
have pendant
aux termes
et
been
writing by
conditions du
du present
present accord;
accord; mais
mais
been designated
designated in
in writing
by the
the conditions
deceased
while serving
ni aucune
aucune autre
perni la veuve
veuve ni
deceased while
serving under
autre perunder the
the ni
this AgreeAgree- sonne
terms and provisions
n'aura droit
aucune indemprovisions of
of this
sonne n'aura
droit A
a aucune
indemment;
his widow
any other
ment; but
le conge
conge accuraule
dont
but his
nit6 pour le
widow or
or any
other nite
accumul6 dont
person
shall not
not be
entitled to
any n'avait
n'avait pas
beneficie le
le daunt.
person shall
pas beneficid
be entitled
to any
defunt.
compensation
accrued leave
leave Toutes
indemnites dues
dues A
I la
is
compensation for
Toutes lea
for accrued
les indemnites
not taken
due and not
deceased. veuve
taken by the
the deceased.
veuve ou
autre persoime
ou aI toute
toute autre
personne
All compensations
compensations due
designee par
defunt aux
due the
the widow,
widow, designee
par le
le defunt
aux termes
termes
or any other person designated
designated by
present article
seront versees
article seront
by du present
versees
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Transportationof
reTransportationofremains in case of death.
mains
death.

Compensation due
Compensation
due
deceased
deceased member.
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the deceased, under
the
under the provisions
provisions dans
quinze (15)
qui
dans lea
les quinze
(15) jours
jours qui
of this Article, shall be paid within
within suivront
le d6ces
dee& dudit
dudit membre.
membre.
suivront le
(15) days
fifteen (15)
days of
the decease
of the
decease of
of
the said
the
said member.
member.

Seerecy requireSecrecy
ment.
meat.

..lrmny."
"Family."

Annual leave.
Annual
leave.

TITLE V
TITLE
V

TITRE
V
TITRE V

Obligationsand
Obligations
and Conditions
Conditions

Obligations
Obligations et
et Conditions
Conditions

ARTICLE 22. So long
long as
as this
this
Agreement,
Agreement, or any
extension therethereany extension
of, is in effect, the
the Government
of
Government of
the Republic
the
of Haiti
agrees
not
Republic of
Haiti agrees not
to engage the services
services of
Mission
of a
a Mission
of any other foreign
foreign government
government
for duties of any
any nature
nature connected
connected
with the Coast
Haiti,
Coast Guard
Guard of
of Haiti,
except by mutual agreement
agreement bebeGovernment of
tween the Government
of the
the
United
United States of
America and
the
of America
and the
Government
Government of the
the Republic
Republic of
of
Haiti.
Haiti.

ARTICLE
ARTICLE 22. Pendant
la dar6e
daree
Pendant la
du present accord
accord ou
ou de
de toute
toute
prorogation y
prorogation
le Gouy relative,
relative, le
Gouvernement de
Republique d'de la
la Republique
d'Haiti
s'engage aa n'employer
Haiti s'engage
n'employer les
lea
services
services d'une
mission d'aucun
d'une mission
d'aucun
autre
gouvernement etranger
autre gouvemement
etranger pour
pour
des activites
activit6s de
de quelque
quelque nature
nature
que ce soit,
Boit, interessant
Gardeint6ressant les
les GardeC6tes d'Haiti,
Cotes
d'Haiti, sauf
sauf par
par entente
entente
mutuelle entre
entre le
le Gouvernement
Gouvernement
des Etats-Unis d'Ainelique
et le
le
d'Ameique et
Gouvernement
Gouvernement de
de la
la Republique
R6publique
d'Halti.
d'Haiti.

ARTICLE 23. Each
Each member
member of
of
the Mission shall agree
to
agree not
not to
divulge or in any way
way disclose
to
disclose to
any government or
or individual
individual any
any
secret
confidential matter
secret or confidential
of
matter of
which he may become
become cognizant
cognizant
in his capacity
a member
member of
capacity as a
of the
the
Mission.
Mission. This requirement
shall
requirement shall
continue in
in force
force after
the termiafter the
termination of his services with
the
with the
Mission and after the
the expiration
expiration
or cancellation
cancellation of
of this
this Agreement
Agreement
or any extension
extension thereof.
thereof.

ARTICLE 23. Chaque
de
Chaque membre
membre de
la Mission s'engagera
divuls'engagera I
A no
ne divulguer ou
ou reveler
reveler de
quelque facon
fawn
de quelque
que
quo ce soit aIaucun
gouvemement
aucun gouvernement
ou particulier
particulier aucun
secret ou
ou
aucun secret
aucune affaire
affaire confidentielle
confidentielle dont
dont
il pourrait avoir
avoir connaissance
connaissance en
en
qualit6 de
sa qualite
membre
de la
de membre de
la MisMission. Cette interdiction
interdiction conticontinuera
nuera aI etre valable
valable apres
apres la
la fin
fin
de ses
services aupres
sea services
aupres de
la
Misde la Mission et apres l'expiration
ou Panl'expiration ou
l'annulation du present
nulation
present accord
accord ou
ou de
de
prorogation y
toute prorogation
y relative.
relative.

ARTICLE
ARTICLE 24. In
In the
the terms
terms of
of
this Agreement,
Agreement, the
the word
word "fam"famunderstood, for
ily" is understood,
each memfor each
member of the Mission, to
his
to mean
mean his
wife and their minor
minor children.
children.
ARTICLE 25. Each member
member of
ARTICLE
of
the Mission shall be entitled
the
entitled to
to
one month's annual leave
one
with
leave with
proportional part
pay, or to a
a proportional
part of
of
such leave with pay for
for any
fracany fractional part of a
a year.
year. The
The ununused portion of such
such leave
leave shall
shall

ARTICLE 24. Aux termes du
ARTICLE
du
present accord,
present
accord, le
le mot
mot "famille"
"famille"
Is'entend,
s'entend, pour
pour chaque
chaque membre
de
membre de
Ila Mission,
la
Mission, comme
signifiant son
comme signifiant
son
6pouse et leurs enfants
epouse
enfants mineurs.
mineurs.

ARTICLE 25. Chaque
Chaque membre
membre
de la
de
is Mission
Mission aura
aura droit
droit I
a im
un
imois de conge
mois
cone annuel
=me! avec
solde,
avec solde,
<
ou I
a une partie
ou
partie proportionnelle
de ce conge
de
conge pour toute
fraction
toute fraction
(d'une
d'une anne.
annee. La
La portion
utiportion non
non uti1Bs&
is6e de ce cone
congo sera
sera accumulbe
accumulee
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be cumulative from year to year
yea r &armee
d'ann6e en annee
pendant la duree
armee pendant
duree
during his service as a
member o
off de son service comme
a member
comme membre
membre de
de
the Mission.
la Mission.
Mission.
ARTICLE 26. The
The Government
Governmen t

ARTICLE 26. Le Gouvernement
ARTICLE
Gouvernement

of the Republic
Republic of Haiti agrees
agrees t(
too de la Republique
Republique d'Haiti
d'Haiti consent
consent
grant the leave specified in Articl
Articlee A accorder
accother le conge
conge specifi6
specifie aa
25, upon written request approved
approvecI Particle
'article 25, sur demande
demande ecrite
ecrite
by the Chief of the Mission, tak.
tak-- approuvee
approuvee par
Chef de
de la
par le
le Chef
la
ing into consideration
consideration the
con-- Mission,
the con.
Mission, eu 6gard
egard aux
aux exigences
exigences
veniences of the service.
service.
du service.
ARTICLE 27. The leave
referred
leave referred
ARTICLE
ARTICLE 27.
27. Le
cone menLe cong6
mento in Article 25 may be
spent in
in tionn6
be spent
tionne a
a l'article
Particle 25
etre
25 pourra
pourra etre
Haiti, in the United
United States
off utilis6
States ol
utilise en Haiti,
Haiti, aux Etats-Unis
Etats-Unis
America,
America, or in other countries, but
but; d'Amerique
d'Amerique ou en d'autres pays, '
the expense
expense of travel and transtrans-- mais lea
les frais
frais de voyage et
et de
de
portation shall be borne by
by the
the transport seront
seront _support&
par le
le
supportes par
member of the Mission taking
taking; membre de la Mission
Mission beneficiant
beneficiant
such leave.
leave. Travel time shall de ce cone.
conge. Le temps
temps du
du voyage
voyage
As leave and shall not be int comptera
count as
comptera comme cong6
cone et
ne
sera
et ne sera
addition to the time authorized
authorized in
in pas ajoute
ajout6 au conge
autorise A
a
cong6 autorisd
Article 25.
Particle 25.
l'article

ARTICLE
ARTICLE 28.
28. Any
Any member
of
member of

the Mission who may
may be
be relieved
relieved
shall continue
service
continue service with the
Mission until the arrival of
of his
his
replacement,
replacement, except when
when otherotherwise agreed upon between the
the
two Governments.
Governments.

ARTICLE
Terminationocate
in case
28. Tout
ARTICLE 28.
membre de
de
Tout membre
Terminatbin
of replacement.
replacement.
of
la Mission qui serait releve
conrelev6 continuera sea
tinuera
la MisMisses services dans la
sion jusqu'A
jusqu'a Parrivee
l'arrivee de son
son remremplagant,
plagant, sauf entente contraire
entre lea
les deux Gouvernements.
Gouvernements.

ARTICLE
ARTICLE 29. Members
Members of
of the
the
ARTICLE
ARTICLE 29. Les membres
membres de
Mission who may become ill shall
shall la Mission qui tomberaient
tomberaient malaraalabe cared for in the hospitals of
of the
the des
dos seront soignes
dans les
lea hopisoignes dans
h6piGovernment of the Republic
Republic of
Government
of tanx
taux du Gouvernement
is
Gouvernement de
de la
Haiti at the expense of the
the GovGov- Republique
R6publique d'Halti aux frais dudit
dudit
ernment
ernment of the Republic
of Haiti.,
Republic of
Haiti. Gouvernement.
Gouvernement. II sera
sera en outre
outre
There
There shall furthermore
furthermore be propro- pr6vu,
prevu, chaque
cheque annee, des credits
credits
vided annually aacredit not
not to
to exex- no
ne depassant
depassemt pas 20
20 pour cent
cent du
du
ceed 20 percent of the
the total
total montant total des appointements
amount of the annual
annual salaries
of annuels des membres
salaries of
membres de la
is Mission
Mission
the members of the Mission for
for en vue de pourvoir
pourvoir aux soins
medical attention that may be medicaux
medicaux qui leur
letir seraient
seraient fournis,
fourths,
furnished
furnished them and the members
members ainsi qu'aux membres
membres de
leur
de leur
of their families by specialists or famille,
famine, par des specialistes
ou
specialistes ou
in institutions
institutions other than the
the dans des dtablissements
etablissements autres
autres
hospitals of the Government
Government of
of quo
que les h6pitaux
hopitaux du
Gouvernedu Gouvernethe Republic of Haiti. The ex- ment
ment de la Republique
R6publique d'Haiti.
penditure of funds of this nature
nature Les sorties
sorties de fonds de cette
cette
shall be made by the Government
Government nature
nature seront
seront effectuees
effectudes par
par le
le

Medical attention.
MedIIa.taoo.
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in case
case
Replacment in
of disability.
of
disability.
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of the Republic
Republic of Haiti
Haiti at the
the
request of the Chief of the
the MisMission. The Government
Government of
the
of the
Republic
Republic of Haiti shall not be
responsible for payment
responsible
expayment of
of expenses for medical
medical attention
attention rereceived outside the territory
territory of
the
of the
Republic. Neither shall the GovGovernment of the Republic
Republic of Haiti
the payment
be responsible for the
payment of
of
further
compensation
further
compensation following
following
physical
physical disability of a
a member
member
Mission.
of the Mission.
ARTICLE 30. Any
Any member
member of
of

the Mission
Mission no longer able
able properly to perform his duties
duties by
by
reason of prolonged
physical disprolonged physical
ability shall be replaced.
replaced.
IN
IN WITNESS
WITNESS WHEREOF,
the unWHEREOF, the
un-
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Gouvernement de la R6publique
Gouvernement
Republique
d'Haiti
Chef
d'Haiti sur la
la demande
demande du
du Chef
de la Mission. Le
Gouvernement
Le Gouvernement
de la Republique
ne sera
R6publique d'Haiti
d'Haiti ne
sera
pas responsable
responsable du paiement
paiement des
frais pour
pour soins medicaux
regus
medicaux regus
en dehors du territoire
territoire de la
Is
Republique
Republique d'Haiti.
d'Haiti. Le Gouvernement
foment de la Republique
Republique d'Haiti
d'Haiti
ne
no sera responsable
responsable du paiement
paiement
d'aucune
d'aucune autre indemnit6
indemnite dans
le cas d'incapacite
d'incapacite physique d'un
membre de la Mission.
ARTICLE 30.
30. Tout
Tout membre
membre de
de

la Mission qui ne pourrait plus
plus
remplir convenablement
convenablement ses foncfonctions par suite d'une incapacity
incapacite
physique prolong&
remplace.
prolong6e sera remplace.
EN
Err FOI
POI DE QUOI,
QUOI, les
les soussignes,
soussignes,

dersigned, Dean Acheson, Secre- Dean Acheson, Secretaire
Secretaire d'Etat
d'Etat
tary of State of the United
United States
States des Etats-Unis
Etats-Unis d'Amerique,
d'Amerique, et
et
of America, and Joseph
Joseph D.
D. Charles,
Charles, Joseph
Joseph D. Charles, Ambassadeur
Ambassadeur
Ambassador of
in W
ashingof Haiti
Haiti in
Washinga Washington, dttment
d'Haiti a
audrment auauthorized thereto, have
ton, duly authorized
have toris&
torises aux fins des presentes,
presentes, ont
ont
signed this Agreement, in duplidupli- signe le present accord, en double
cate, in the English and French
French exemplaire,
exemplaire, en langue anglaise
anglaise et
et
languages, at Washington,
this frangaise,
Washington, this
francaise, aA. Washington,
Washington, ce
ce quaquafourteenth day of April, one
one thouthou- torzieme
torzieme jour d'avril
d'avril mil neuf
neuf
sand nine hundred
hundred forty-nine.
forty-nine.
cent quarante-neuf.
quarante-neuf.
FOR THE GOVERNMENT
GOVERNMENT OF THE
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
OF AMERICA:
AMERICA:
STATES OF

POUR LE GOUVERNEMENT
POUR
GOUVERNEMENT DES ETATS-UNIS
D'AMERIQUE:
ETATS-UNIS D'AMERIQUE:
DEAN ACHESON
ACHESON
DEAN
FOR
THE GOVERNMENT
FOR THE
GOVERNMENT OF THE REPUBLIC
REPUBLIC OF HAITI:
HAITI:
POUR
LE GOUVERNEMENT
REPUBLIQUE D'HAITI:
POUR LE
GOUVERNEMENT DE LA REPUBLIQUE
D'HAITI:
JOSEPH.
JOSEPH. D.
D .CHARLES
CHARLES
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JAPAN-"AWA MARU"
MARU " CLA1
M - APR.14,
CLAIM-APR.
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1949

Agreement and
and agreed
Agreement
agreed terms of understanding
understanding between the
the United
United States
States
of America
America and
and Japan
Japanrespecting
respecting the "Awa Maru"
Maru" claim. Signed at
at
Tokyo April 14, 1949; entered into force April 14, 1949.
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April 14,
14, 1949
1949
Aprl

IT
[T.. II. A.
A. S.
S. 19111
19111

AGREEMENT BETWEEN
AGREEMENT
BETWEEN ;THE
GOVERNMENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF
GOVERNMENT
AMERICA
OF AMERICA
AND THE JAPANESE
JAPANESE GOVERNMENT
GOVERNMENT
FOR SETTLEMENT
SETTLEMENT OF THE
AWA
MARU CLAIM
AWA MARU

2398

INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS
INTERNATIONAL
AGREEMENTS OTHER THAN
THAN TREATIES
TREATIES

[63 STAT.
STAT.
[63

AGREEMENT
AGREEMENT BETWEEN
BE! %VEEN THE GOVERNMENT
GOVERNMENT OF
OF THE
UNITED
THE UNITED
STATES OF AMERICA AND THE
THE JAPANESE GOVERNMENT
FOR
GOVERNMENT FOR
SETTLEMENT
SETTLEMENT OF THE AWA MARU
MARU CLAIM
CLAIM
WHnE AS the Government
WHEREAS
Government of the United
of America
America and
and
United States of
the Japanese Government
Government reached
during the
the recent
recent
reached an
an agreement
agreement during
hostilities that the Japanese
Government would provide
Japanese Government
provide vessels
vessels which
which
would transport
transport supplies
supplies for the
relief of
of Allied
nationals in
in various
various
the relief
Allied nationals
areas of the Pacific then under Japanese
Japanese control and
and the
Government
the Government
of the United
United States
States of America
America would guarantee
guarantee the immunity of
of
vessels
vessels on such missions from attack by Allied
Allied forces on
on both
both the
the
outward and homeward
homeward voyages;
and
voyages; and
WHE
ms the Japanese
Japanese passenger-cargo
passenger-cargo vessel
W HEREAS
vessel Awa
Ataa Maru
was sunk
sunk
Maru was
on April 1,
1, 1945 while homeward bound from
such aamission;
and
fron such
mission; and
s the Government
Government of the United
-WamERE
Witzazas
United Statlis
acStates of
of America
America acknowledged responsibility for the sinking of the vessel
vessel and
and assured
assured
the Japanese
Government that it would
Japanese Government
would be prepared
prepared after
after the
the termitermination of hostilities to consider the question
indemnity; and
question of
of indemnity;
and
WHERms the Government
WyninutAs
Government of the United States of
of America
America and
and
the Japanese Government
Government sought to reach
and mutually
mutually
reach an equitable
equitable and
satisfactory solution of
of this
thisolaim;
claim; and
and
WHEREAs
General
WmanAs
of the Army Douglas MacArthur
MacArthur has
has extended
extended
his good offices as intermediary
intermediary between
between the Government
of the
the United
United
Government of
States of America
America and the
in an
an effort
effort to
to facilifacilithe Japanese
Japanese Government
Government in
tate agreement:
agreement:
The undersigned, being duly authorized
authorized by
respective governgovernby their respective
ments for that purpose, have reached
following agreement
agreement through
through
reached the
the following
the good offices of the Supreme
Supreme Commander
Commander for the Allied
Powers.
Allied Powers.
AwrTcLN I
ARTICLE
I
Claims
waived.
ciim wavrd.

The Japanese
Japanese Government,
Government, mindful
The
mindful of the equities of
of the
the situation
situation

as they have developed
developed since the inception
of the
the Occupation
Occupation of
of
inception of
Japan under General
Japan
General of the Army
Army Douglas MacArthur
MacArthur and
and in
apprein appreciation of the assistance-direct
assistance—direct and indirect, in
services—
in goods and
and servicesreceived during the post-surrender
post-surrender period from the Government
Government of
of
the
United States
of America,
America, waives on behalf of itself and all Japthe United
States of
anese nationals
concerned all claims of any description
anese
nationals concerned
description against
the
against the
United States
States Government
Government or any United
United
United States
States national
national arising
arising out
out
of the sinking of the Awa
Awa Maru.
Maru.

AlrrcL
Airricia II
II

The provisions of Article II shall bar, completely
all
completely and
and finally,
finally, all
claims
referred to therein, which will be henceforward
claims of the nature referred
henceforward
extinguished,
extinguished, whoever may be the parties in interest.

63
STAT.]
6.3 S
TAT.]

JAPAN-"AWA MARU"
JAPAN—"AWA
MARC" CLAIM—
APR.14,
14, 1949
1949
CLArM-APR.

2399
2399

ARTICLE
III
ARTICLE III

The Japanese
Japanese Government
Government will, in consideration
consideration of the special
nature of this case, endeavor
endeavor to provide adequate
adequate treatment
in way
way
treatment in
of solatium for the families of those who perished in this disaster
as
disaster as
well as for the owner of the vessel. -,
ARTICLE IV
ARTICLE
IV

The Government
Government of the United
"United States
States of America
America expresses
expresses its
deep regret for the sinking of the Awa Maru
and its sympathy
Maru and
sympathy with
the families of those who perished in the disaster.
AmCLE V
ARTICLE
V

This Agreement
Agreement shall take effect
day's date.
date.
effect as from this day's
Executed
Executed in duplicate, in the English
English and Japanese
at
Japanese languages,
languages, at
Tokyo, this fourteenth day of April, 1949 (24
(24 Showa).
Showa).
For the COvernment.of
Governent. of the
the United
United States
States
of America:
America:
EA ]
[
SEAL]
[S
L

.

.

a
;
G
o
WILLIAM
J. SEBALD
WILLIAM J.
Acting United
United States Political Adviser
Adviser
Japan
for Japan
For the Japanese
Japanese Government:
Government:

SHIGERU TOSHIDA
YOSHIDA
Minister for Foreign
Minister
Affairs
Foreign Affairs
Attest:
Attestt

DOUGt KMacARTHUR
MacARTHUR
Geiral
al of the Army
Aniy
Uited
ted States Army
Army
Supreme
Commander for the Allied Powers
Supreme Commander
Powers

81939-52—pr.
81939-52-PT. m-7
I-7

Compensation for
famenilies f
families.

omppensation or

2400
2400

INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS
INTERNATIONAL
AGREEMENTS OTHER
OTHER THAN
THAN TREATIES
TREATIES

[63 STAT.
STAT.
[63

AGREED TERMS OF
OF UNDERSTANDING
UNDERSTANDING

The signatories to the Agreement
Agreement signed this date for
settlement
for settlement
of the Awn
Awa Maru claim have confirmed
confirmed on behalf of their
respective
their respective
Governments the following:
Governments
following:

It is
is understood
It
understood that Occupation
Occupation costs and loans
loans and credits extended
extended
to Japan by the Government
Government of the United
United States of America
America since
since
the time of the former's
former's surrender are valid debts
by Japan
Japan to
debts owed
owed by
to
the Government
Government of the United
United States, reducible
by the
decision
reducible only
only by
the decision
the Government
Government of the United
of the
United States.
Executed
Tokyo, this

in duplicate, in the
the English
Japanese languages,
languages, at
English and
and Japanese
at
fourteenth
fourteenth day of
(24 Showa).
Showa).
of April,
April, 1949
1949 (24
For the Government
Government of the United States
of America:
America:

[spEA

[SEAL]
L]

61

-

J. SEBALD
WILLIAM J.
SEBALD
Acting United States Political
Acting
Political Adviser
Adviser
Japan
for Japan

For the Japanese
Japanese Governments
Government:

Or4CJe,

*

AP04-4...

yea,

.•

SHIGMRU
SHIGERU YOSHIDA
Minister for Foreign
Minister
Foreign Affairs
Affairs
Attests
Attest:

a&a.

DOUGS MacARTHUR
MacARTHUR
DOU
Gen al of
of the Army
Genial
Army
United
United States Army
Anry
Supreme
Supreme Commander for the Allied
Allied Powers
Powers

JAPAN-"AWA;'
JAPAN—"AIVA"
MARU”
ar.,Ant-lArie.
MRU" CL
AIM-PR.
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ZEALAND-EDUCATIONAL
03 STAT.]
STAT.] NEW ZEALANDEDUCATIONAL FOUNDATIONMAR.3,,
3, 9, 1949
1949
FOUNDATION-MAR.

United States
States of America
America and
and New Zealand,
Agreement between the United
Zealand,
amending the agreement
September 14, 1948, respecting
respecting aa United
amending
agreement of September
States Educational
EducationalFoundation
Foundationin
in New Zealand.
States
Zealand. Effected by exchange
of
March 3
8 and
9, 1949;
into force
force
of notes
notes dated
dated at
at Wellington March
and 9,
1949; entered
entered into
March 9,
March
9, 1949.
1949.

2407
2407

March
9, 1949
March 3,
3,9,1949
[T. L A. S.11912]

[T'L A-- 92]

The American
American Embassy to the New Zealand
Th,e
Zealand Ministry of External
External
Affairs
Affairs
THE FOREIGN
FOREIGN SERVICE
SERVICE
OF THE
UNITED
STATES OF AMERICA
UNITED STATES
AMERICA

The Embassy of the United States of America
America presents
presents its comto the Ministry
pliments to
Affairs and
the honor
honor to
to
Ministry of External
External Affairs
and has
has the
from the Department
propose, on instructions
instructions from
Department of State,
State, an
amendment
an amendment
62 Stat.,
Stat., Pt.
Pt. 3,
3,
to the Agreement dated September
September 14, 1948,
between the New
New Zealand
Zealand p.
1948, between
p. 2802.
2802.
Government
Government and the Government
United States
of America
America
Government of the United
States of
for
made available
available in
accordance with
the Lendfor the
the Use
Use of Funds made
in accordance
with the
LendStat., Pt.
Pt. 2,
60 Stat.,
2,
Lease Settlement
Settlement Agreement
Agreement of
1916.
Lease
of July
July 10,
10,1946.
p. 1791.
1791.
p.
Stat., Pt. 3,
3,
62 Stat.,
The Government
Government of
of the
the United
United States
Article 56 of
States proposes
proposes that
that Article
of p.p. 2805.
2805.
the existing Agreement
Agreement be amended
amended to read
read as
as follows:
follows:
Board of Directors.
Directors.
management and
the affairs
the Foundation
"The management
and direction
direction of
of the
affairs of
of the
Foundation Board
vested in
in a
aBoard
Board of
Directors consisting
consisting of
ten Directors
Directors
shall be
be vested
of Directors
of ten
(hereinafter designated
'Board), five
of whom
whom shall
shall be
(hereinafter
designated the
the 'Board'),
five of
be citizens
citizens
America and
and five
of whom
whom shall
shall be
be nationals
of the United States
States of
of America
five of
nationals
the principal
officer in
charge of
of the
of New
New Zealand.
Zealand. In
In addition,
addition, the
principal officer
in charge
the
Diplomatic Mission of
America to
to New
Zealand
of the United
United States
States of America
New Zealand
(hereinafter
Honorary
(hereinafter designated
designated 'the
'the Chief
Chief of
of Mission')
Mission') shall
shall be
be Honorary
Chairman of
of the
the Board.
Board. He
He shall
shall cast
deciding vote
vote in
in the
the
Chairman
cast the
the deciding
of a
the Board
and
shall
appoint
the
Chairman
event of
a tie
tie vote
vote by
by the
Board and shall appoint the Chairman
of
the Board.
of the
the United
United States
States of
of America
America on
on the
the
of the
Board. The
The citizens
citizens of
Board,
three of whom
whom shall
the United
Board, at
at least three
shall be
be officers
officers of
of the
United States
States
Foreign
New Zealand,
Zealand, shall
Foreign Service
Service establishment
establishment in
in New
shall be
be appointed
appointed
and
removed by
by the
Chief of
of Mission;
Mission; the
the nationals
nationals of
of New
Zealand •
and removed
the Chief
New Zealand
on the
the Board
Board shall
shall be
and removed
Government
on
be appointed
appointed and
removed by
by the
the Government
of
Zealand.
of New Zealand.
Term.
"The Directors
serve from
the time
their appointment
appointment Term.
"The
Directors shall
shall serve
from the
time of
of their
until the
the succeeding
December 31
31 next
appointment
until
succeeding December
next following
following such
such appointment
and shall
Vacancies by
of
shall be
be eligible
eligible for reappointment.
reappointment. Vacancies
by reason
reason of
resignation,
resignation, transfer
transfer of residence
expiration
residence outside
outside New
New Zealand,
Zealand, expiration
otherwise, shall
be filled
filled in
with
of term of service
service or
or otherwise,
shall be
in accordance
accordance with
appointment procedure
this article.
article.
the appointment
procedure set
set forth
forth in
in this
"The
shall serve
serve without
compensation but
but the
the Foun"The Directors
Directors shall
without compensation
Foundation is authorized
pay the necessary
authorized to pay
expenses of
of the
the Directors
Directors
necessary expenses
in attending
attending the meetings of
Board."
of the Board."
81989-52—PT.
81989-52-rT. m

-II-8

8
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INTERNATIONAL
INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS
AGREEMENTS OTHER
OTHER THAN
TREATIES [63
[63 STAT.
STAT.
THAN TREATIES

If this proposal
If
proposal is acceptable
acceptable to the Government
Government of
of New
New Zealand,
Zealand,
the Embassy
United States of America
the
Embassy of the United
America has
has the
the honor
sughonor to
to suggest
gest that this note, together
together with the reply
reply of
of the
the Ministry
of
External
Ministry of External
Affairs
Affairs in similar terms, should be regarded
regarded as
as an
an exchange
exchange of
of diplodiplomatic notes between
between the Government
Government of the
States
of
America
the United
United States of America

62 Stat., Pt.
p. 2807.
P t.

3

3

and
Government of New Zealand
and the
the Government
Zealand amending
amending the
the existing
Agreeexisting Agreement in accordance
accordance with the terms
Article 15
thereof.
The
amendterms of
of Article
15 thereof. The amendment could take
ment
take effect
effect on the date of the
Ministry's reply.
the Ministry's
reply.
W
ELLTNGTON ,
WELLINGTON,

R.M.
M .S.
S.
R.

March
M arch 3,
3, 1949.
1949.
The
New Zealand
Zealand Ministry of External
The New
External Affairs
to the
American
Affairs to
the American
Embassy
Embassy

62 Stat., Pt. 3,
p. 62
2805.
Stat., Pt. 3,
P.

60 Stat., Pt. 2,

Stat.,
p.
1791.
P.60
1791.

Pt. 2,

The
The Ministry
Ministry of External
External Affairs presents its
its compliments
compliments to
the
to the
Embassy
of the United States of America
Embassy of
and has
the
honour
to
America and
has the honour to
acknowledge
receipt of the Embassy's
Embassy's note dated 33March
acknowledge receipt
March 1949,
1949, rereferring to the proposal of the Government
United States
States of
of
Government of
of the
the United
America that Article 55 of
dated 14
September
1948,
of the Agreement
Agreement dated
14 September 1948,
between the
the Government
between
Government of New Zealand
Zealand and the
the Government
Government of
of the
the
United States of America
America for
United
for the Use
of Funds
made available
available in
Use of
Funds made
in
accordance
Lend-Lease Settlement Agreement
accordance with the Lend-Lease
Agreement of
10 July
of 10
July
1946, be amended to
to read
read as
:—
as follows
follows:"The
and direction
"The management
management and
direction of the affairs of the
Foundation
the Foundation
shall be
be vested
a Board
shall
vested in a
Board of Directors
of ten
ten Directors
Directors
Directors consisting
consisting of
(hereinafter designated
designated the 'Board'),
(hereinafter
'Board') ,five of
shall
be
citizens
of whom
whom shall be citizens
of
the United
of the
United States of America
America and five of
shall be
be nationals
of whom
whom shall
nationals
of
Zealand. In
principal officer in charge
of New
New Zealand.
In addition,
addition, the principal
charge of
of the
the
Diplomatic
Mission of the United
Diplomatic Mission
United States
States of America
America to
New
Zealand
to New Zealand
(hereinafter
designated the
'the Chief of Mission')
(hereinafter designated
Mission') shall
shall be
be Honorary
Honorary
Chairman
of the
Chairman of
the Board. He shall cast the deciding vote
in the
vote in
the
event of
event
of a
atie
tie vote by the Board and
and shall appoint the
the Chairman
Chairman of
of
the Board.
the
Board. The
The citizens
citizens of the United
United States
States of America
America on
the
on the
Board, at
of whom
whom shall be officers
Board,
at least
least three
three of
officers of the United
United States
States
Foreign
Foreign Service
Service establishment
establishment in New
New Zealand,
Zealand, shall
be
appointed
shall be appointed
and removed
removed by
by the Chief of Mission;
and
Mission; the nationals
of New
New ZeaZeanationals of
land
on the
Board shall be appointed
appointed and removed
land on
the Board
removed by
by the
the GovernGovernment of New Zealand.
Zealand.
"The
Directors shall serve from the time of
"The Directors
their appointment
of their
appointment
until
succeeding December
December 31 next following such
until the
the succeeding
such appointment
appointment
and
eligible for reappointment.
reappointment. Vacancies
and shall
shall be eligible
Vacancies by
by reason
reason of
of
resignation,
of residence
resignation, transfer
transfer of
residence outside
outside New Zealand,
Zealand, expiration
expiration
of term
term of
service or otherwise, shall be filled in accordance
of
of service
accordance with
the
with the
appointment
procedure set forth
appointment procedure
forth in this article.
article.
"The
"The Directors shall serve without
without compensation
compensation but
but the
the FoundaFoundation
is authorized
tion is
authorized to pay the necessary
necessary expenses of
of the
the Directors
in
Directors in
attending the meetings of the Board."

63 S
STAT.]
TAT.] NEW ZEALAND--EDUCATIONAL
ZEALAND--EDUCATIONAL FOUNDATION—
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9, 1949
1949
FOUNDATION-MAR.

The Ministry of External
Affairs has the honour
External Affairs
honour to inform
inform the
the
Embassy of the United States of America
America that the terms of
of this
this
proposed amendment
amendment are acceptable
acceptable to the Government
Government of
of New
New
Zealand.
The Ministry will regard the Embassy's note, together
together with
this
with this
reply, as an exchange of diplomatic notes between
between the Government
Government of
of
the United States of America and the Government
Government of New Zealand
Zealand
amending
amending the existing agreement
agreement in accordance
accordance with the terms of
of
Article 15 thereof. The Ministry agrees that the amendment
amendment should
should
take effect on the date of this reply.
9 11)21

ByPI

MINISTRY
M INISTRY OF
EXTERNAL AFFAIRS,
OF EXTERNAL
AFFAIRS,
Wellington,
New Zealand.
Zealand.
9
9 March
March .1949
1949
'Mr.
Mr. Peter Fraser was the New
New Zealand Minister
of External
Affairs as
of
Minister of
External Affairs
as of
Mar. 9,
9, 1949.
Mar.
1949.
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Agreement between the United
United States
States of America
America and
and other
other governments
respecting the removal
removal of restrictions
respecting
restrictions on communications,
communications, transportatransportation, and
and trade
Dated at New York
1949;
trade in
in Germany. Dated
York May
May 4, 1949;
entered
1949.
entered into
into force May 4,
4, 1949.
MAY 4,
4, 1949
1949 [
[i]]
1

COMMUNIQ
UE
COMMUNIQUE

The Governments of France, the Union of
of Soviet
RepubSoviet Socialist
Socialist Republics, the United Kingdom and
the
United
States
have
reached
the
and the United States have reached the
following agreement:
agreement:
Restrictions
Restrictions removed between zones
zones
of Germany.
Germany.
of

Meeting of Council
of Foreign Ministers.
Ot
Ministers.

1.
1. All the restrictions imposed since March 1,
the GovernGovern1, 1948,
1948, by
by the
ment of the USSR on communications,
communications, transportation
betransportation and
and trade
trade between Berlin and the Western Zones of Germany
between the
Germany and
and between
Eastern Zone and the Western
Western Zones will be removed on May 12,
12, 1949.
2. All the restrictions
restrictions imposed since March 1,
Govern1, 1948
1948 by
by the
the Governments of France, the United Kingdom
Kingdom and the United
United States,
States, or
or any
any
one of them, on communications,
transportation
communications,
between
and trade
trade between
Berlin and the Eastern Zone and between
Western and
and Eastern
between the
the Western
Eastern
Zones of Germany
will
also
be
removed
Germany
on May 12, 1949.
3. Eleven
Eleven days subsequent
subsequent to the removal of the restrictions
restrictions referred
referred
to in paragraphs
paragraphs one and two, namely on May 23,
23, 1949,
1949, a
a meeting
meeting
of the Council of Foreign Ministers will be convened
convened in Paris to
consider
consider questions
questions relating to Germany and problems arising out of
of the
the
situation
situation in Berlin including also the question of currency
currency in
in Berlin.
Berlin.
J.c [)]
[']
J.
M. r]
J. M.
[']
A. 0.
O. [']
r]
P
[']11
PCJJ (

'At
At New York.
'Jean
'Jean Chauvel.
J. Malik.
'J.
Alexander
Alexander Cadogan.
'Philip
Philip C. Jessup.

63 STAT.]
STAT.]

MULTILATERAL-END OF
MULTILATERAL--END
OF BERLIN
MAY 4,
4, 1949
BERLIN BLOCKADEBIOCKADE-MAY
1949

44M
MAAI 1949.
Les Gouvernements
Gouvernements de la France,
France, de l'Union
des
Republiques
1'Union des Republiques
Socialistes
Socialistes Sovietiques, du Royaume
Royaume Uni
Unis se
se sont
sont
Uni et
et des
des Etats
Etats Unis
les points
mis d'accord
d'accord sur les
points suivants:
suivants:
1. —
- Toutes
1.
Toutes les restrictions etablies depuis
depuis le
mars 1948
1948 par
par le
le
le ler
ler mars
Gouvernement
Gouvernement de l'U. R. R. S. et portant
portant= sur les
les communications,
communications, les
les
transports
transports et le commerce
Berlin et
et les
zones occidentales
occidentales
commerce entre
entre Berlin
les zones
d'Allemagne
zones occidentales
d'Allemagne et entre les zones
zone orientale
orientale seront
occidentales et
et la
la zone
seront
levees le 12
12 mai
1949.
mai 1949.
2. —
- Toutes les restrictions
6tablies depuis le
restrictions etablies
1948 par
par les
les
le ler mars
mars 1948
Gouvernements de la France, du Royaume
Royaume Uni
Gouvernements
Uni et
et des
des Etats-Unis,
Etats-Unis,
ou l'un quelconque
communications, les
quelconque d'entre eux, sur les communications,
transports
les transports
et le commerce entre Berlin et la zone
et entre
entre les
zones
zone orientate
orientale et
les zones
occidentales et orientale
l'Allemagne seront
orientale de l'Allemagne
seront aussi
le 12
12
aussi levees
levees le
mai
mai 1949.
1949.
- Onze jours apres
3. —
visees aux
paragraphes
apres la levee des
des restrictions
restrictions vis6es
aux paragraphes
11et 2, c'est-a-dire
c'est-a-dire le 23 mai 1949,
des Ministres
Ministres des
des Affaires
Affaires
1949, le
le Conseil
Conseil des
Etrangeres
r6uni a
Etrangeres sera reuni
etudier les
questions relatives
relatives a
a Paris pour
pour etudier
les questions
A
l'Allemagne et les
l'Allemagne
nes de
de la
situation a
Berlin, y
y compris
compris
les problemes
problemes nes
la situation
a Berlin,
la question de la monnaie a
aBerlin".
Berlin./.
J
J..C
J
M.
J..M.
A.C.
C.
A.
P0J
POJ
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44 uaa
1949r.
mas 1949r.
IIpaEZTeQnTCTBa
IIIBEKTOTIBCTEll
Pecny6AnK,
POCIIy6.311H,

a MU
M, domJoa
COD3e. COBCTO
RR X GCoiaAycT
COHICLAITCTIPICCKIM
p5&HaHIH,
COBeoTeKX
iecrix

COeaZHeHHOPO
COCAZHCHHOPO KoponeBcTEa
KOpOZOBCTBEL a
COC AHHCHEINX LTaTOB
LITIATOB
N CoeeZHeHHHX

JocTraPA
710CTS
PAH cAeAIyoiqer
cne,gymero
HZ
o CO
o MEM
rJlameHlda:
1. Bce orpaHHseHHa,
1.
orranaltengli, yCTaliORTIOHIEle
map TEL 1948
1948 roAa
rona
ycTaHoEzeHmHe cC 11 MapTa
npaaBTenbCTBOM
IIRIBEITCUILCTB
OM
BepaHHOM
LepAHHOM
OsoHo
Bona

CBaSZ, TpaEInopTy
CCCP no CBREH,
Tpaicnopmy a
meagy
Z TOROBTIC
ToproEje MeWsiy

H
8analariuH 3011HIEN
aoHauM reillaHHH
a 38HaAFEUX
BOCTOHHOrl
repuaHXH Ha meEtny
MeE;ly BOCTOIHOaO

H HIIIE1AHNI/31
Mna;AHUM soHaUM,
a
ammo,

63rnyT
6YAYT

oTmeneal
OTMeHeHE

12
man 1949
roga.
12 uaa
1949 roga.

2.
Bce orpaHmieHZa,
2. Bee
orp3.1tanelfida, ycTaHOBAeHHue
yeTaxonnennue c
mapTa 1948
vox
c 1
1 UapTa
1948 roag
npaBHTejxaCTEaMH
iPaHaHH, COCAHHCHHOPO
EpftEGITCJIECTWIMII Ore.HHHH,
KOp0.3eECTEEI z
a CoeCOCCoeAlHHeHHoro KopoaeBcTBa
ANHeHHHX
jZIO6HM X3
a HHX
A
/NOM= METaTOB
EMT OB zAN
HZX nim6Y
11HX no
HO CBRha,
CBABH, TpamcnopTy
Top
TpaHCnOpTy Zx TOP

rorne MeRjAy
max?' BepANHoM
Bepnxmom N
X EOCTOqIHO!
ECCT04110

POEM°

aoHo!lH
30E011 X MexcAy
83.118.AHIMX
MeIy
u
sanaJHIMH

aoHauH
Z BOT
OrHO' 30HO!
30/33161 X
BOCTOtEHOTI
30110n repMaHRH,
rertdaHHH, 6yAyT T&aKme
TELINNO oTeHeHi
°THEME-El

12 man
roma..
uaa 1949 roza.
3. I
lepes oxxxxamiamr)
3.
qepes
OaHHHalrTb Amen
aHen nnocie
nccne OTMeHU
OTMeHll oPpaHz4eHHt,
ynoaMHyTux BB n.n.
ynomaHyTIIX
n.n. 11 a
H 2,
2, aa ragenno
uaeHHo 23
1949 rona
rona B Ilapxne
23 uaa
man 1949
napmae

6yCeT
coaEaM
YAIB T CO3Bagt

6

paccaoTpeHzAfl
pliCe.MOTpl3H1451

ceccma
CoBeTa IZHHUCTPOB
iHOCTMBHHUX
ceccxx COBCTa
1131HHCTp0B MHOCTICIAHHEIX
onpocoB
non
pccon

o repmaHMn
o
repaanxx

H npo6niie,
x
npo6nem,

ACJI AAR
Aen
jrM

nosnaxamigax
BoaHHKauo9Mx

Ha
xa n
on ose xx B BepAnHe,
noJomeHHa
mcJIe H
E BeRHITHEI, B
B TOM
TOM %ICAO
a Bon
BM poca
poca o
o BanwTe
BaJwyre
BepmHHe.
EepAxxe.

B
B

J.
J.

J.
J.M
M..

A..C.
A
C.
P C J
PCJ
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Feb. 25, 1949
KINGDOM-EDUCATIONAFb
1949
UNITED KINGDOM-EDUCATIONAL
KINGDOM— EDUCATIONAL COMMISSIONCOMMISSION -Mar.
var. 25
5, 1949
UNITED
5,

Agreement between the United
and the
Kingdom
United States
States of
of America and
the United
UnitedKingdom
of
Northern Ireland,
amending the
agreement of
of
of Great
Great Britain
Britain and
and Northern
Ireland, amending
the agreement
1948, respecting
a United
United States
States Educational
CommisSeptember 22,
22, 1948,
respecting a
Educational Commission in
in the
exchange of
of notes
sion
the United
United Kingdom.
Kingdom. Effected
Efected by
by exchange
notes signed
signed at
at
London February
February 25
25 and
London
and March
March 5,
entered into
March 5,
5,
5, 1949;
1949; entered
into force March
1949.
1949.

-2413
2413

February 25 and

February
and
March 5,251949

IT.
['I'. i.I. A.
A. S.. 1916]
1916]

The
to the
the British
of State
State for
for
The American
American Ambassador
Ambassador to
British Secretary
Secretary of
Foreign Affairs
Foreign
Affairs
THE
SERVICE
THE FOREIGN
FOREIGN SERVICE
OF
THE
OF THE
UNITED
STATES OF
AMERICA
UNITED STATES
OF AMERICA
AMERICAN
AMERICAN EMBASSY,
EMBAssr,
LONDON.
LONDON.
25,1949.
February 25,
1949.

SIR,
I
Government
I have the honor to propose on instructions
instructions from my Government
that, notwithstanding
paragraph (a)
(a) of Article
Article 7
notwithstanding the provisions of paragraph
7
of the Agreement
Agreement signed
signed on
on the 22nd September
September between
between the
the Government of the United States of America and the Government
Government of the
United Kingdom
Britain and
and Northern
Northern Ireland
providing
Kingdom of
of Great
Great Britain
Ireland providing
establishment of the United
United States
States Educational
Commission
for the establishment
Educational Commission
in the United Kingdom,
Kingdom, the Commission
Commission shall consist of fourteen
fourteen
members, seven of whom shall be citizens of the United States, seven
seven
of whom shall be citizens of the United
United Kingdom and Colonies.
I have further the honor to propose (1) that paragraph
2. I
paragraph (c)
(c) of
amended to read as follows: "(c) The principal
principal
Article 77should be amended
officer in charge of the Diplomatic
Diplomatic Mission
Mission of the United
United States to the
United Kingdom (hereinafter designated
designated the "Chief of Mission")
Mission")
or his nominee shall be Honorary Chairman of the Commission.
The
Commission. The

62 Stat.,
Stat., Pt.
Pt. 3,3,
62

p. 3590.
p.
380.

Chief of
Mission, whether
whether present
present at
any meeting
Chief
of Mission,
at any
meeting of
of the
the Commission
Commission
or not, shall have the power to cast the deciding
occasion
deciding vote, if occasion
(2) that paragraph
paragraph (b) of Article
Article 8, should be deleted
deleted and
and
arises"; (2)
the following paragraph
paragraph substituted:
substituted: "(b)
The Secretary
State
"(b) The
Secretary of State
shall have the power of
for Foreign Affairs of the United Kingdom
Kingdom shall
appointment and removal of members
members of the Commission
Commission who are
are
Kingdom and Colonies".
Colonies".
citizens of the United Kingdom
Kingdom are prepared
prepared to accept
3. If the Government
Government of the United Kingdom
accept
the foregoing
foregoing proposals,
proposals, I
suggest that the present
present
I have the honor to suggest
regarded as placing on record
note and your reply to that effect
effect shall be regarded
record
agreement of our two Governments
the agreement
Governments on this matter.
matter.
Accept, Sir, renewed assurances
assurances of my highest consideration.
consideration.

The Rt. Hon. ERNEST
ERNEST BEVIN,
P.,
BEvIN, M
M..P,

Secretary of State for Foreign
Foreign Affairs,
Secretary
Foreign Office,
Oice,
Foreign
London, S. W. 1.

LEWIS W.
W .DOUGLAS
DotrarAs
LEWIS

62
Stat., Pt.
Pt. 3
62 Stat.,
3
p.
p. 3580.
3580
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British Permanent
Undersecretary of
The British,
Permanent Undersecretary
for Foreign
Foreign Affairs
Affairs
of State
State for
to the American Ambassador
(LC 776/55/452)
776/55/452)
(LC

FOREIGN OFFICE, S.
S. W.
W .1.
1.
FOREIGN

5th
March, 1949.
1949.
6th March,

YOUR
YOUR EXCELLENCY,
EXCELLENCO,

I have
I
have the honour to acknowledge
acknowledge the
receipt of
of your
your note
of the
the 25th
25th
the receipt
note of
February, 1949, in which you proposed
proposed that,
that, notwithstanding
notwithstanding paraparagraph
graph (a)
(a) of Article 7
7of the
Agreement signed
on the
the 22nd
September,
the Agreement
signed on
22nd September,
Government of
1948, between the Government
the United
the
of the
United States
States of
of America
America and
and the
Government of the United
United Kingdom
Kingdom of
Government
Britain and
and Northern
Northern
of Great
Great Britain
62 Stat.,
Stat., Pt.
Pt. 3,
3, Ireland providing
providing for
the establishment
of the
the United
for the
establishment of
United States
States EducaEducap.62
p.
3580.
3580.
tional Commission
Commission in the United
United Kingdom,
Kingdom, the
the Commission
shall conconCommission shall
sist of fourteen
fourteen members, seven
seven of whom
whom shall
shall be
be citizens
of the
the United
United
citizens of
States, seven of whom shall be citizens of the
United Kingdom
Kingdom and
and
the United
Colonies.
Colonies.

2. You furthermore
furthermore proposed
proposed

p.
p.

62 Stat.,
3,
62
Stat., Pt.
Pt. 3,
8580.
3580.

(1)
(c) of Article 7
7 should be
(1) that paragraph
paragraph (c)
amended to
to read
read as
be amended
as
follows: "(c)
principal officer
officer in
"(c) The principal
charge of
of the
the DiploDiploin charge
matic Mission of the
the United
United States
States to
to the United
United Kingdom
Kingdom
(hereinafter
(hereinafter designated
designated the "Chief of
Mission") or
or his
his
of Mission")
nominee shall be Honorary
nominee
Honorary Chairman
Chairman of the
the Commission.
Commission.
The Chief of Mission,
Mipsion, whether
whether present
at any
any meeting
meeting of
the
present at
of the
Commission
Commission or not, shall
shall have the
power to
to cast
cast the
the deciding
deciding
the power
vote, if
if occasion
arises";
occasion arises";
(2) that paragraph
(2)
paragraph (b) of Article
Article 88should
should be
be deleted
deleted and
and the
the
following paragraph
substituted: "(b)
paragraph substituted:
"(b) The
The Secretary
Secretary of
of
State for Foreign
Foreign Affairs
Affairs of the United
United Kingdom
Kingdom shall
shall have
have
the power of appointment
appointment and
of members
members of
of the
the
and removal
removal of
Commission
who
are citizens
citizens of
Commission
of the
the United
United Kingdom
and
Kingdom and
Colonies".
Colonies".
3. IIhave
3.
have the
the honour
honour to inform Your Excellency
Excellency that
that the Government
Government
of the United Kingdom
Great Britain
Kingdom of Great
Britain and
and Northern
Ireland accept
accept
Northern Ireland
the above proposals
proposals and will
will regard your
your note
present reply
reply
note and
and the
the present
as
as constituting an agreement
agreement between
between our
Governments in
in this
our two
two Governments
this
matter.
matter.
IIhave the honour to be, with
with the
the highest
highest consideration
consideration

Your Excellency's
Excellency's obedient
obedient Servant,
Servant,

His Excellency
Excellency

The Honourable
Honourable LEWIS
LEwis W.
DOUGLAS,
W. DOUGLAS,
etc., etc., etc.,
11Grosvenor
Square, T
Grosvenor Square,
1.
W. 1.

WLLAM
W ILLIAM STRANG
ST'RANG

63
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63 STAT.]
STAT.] ITALY-FINANCIAL
ITALY- FINANCIAL AND ECONOMIC
PEE.24,
24,1949

Agreement between the United States of America and Italy, interpreting
Agreement
interpreting
agreement of August 14, 1947,
1947, respecting
the agreement
respecting financial
and economic
economic
financial and
relations. Effected by exchange
exchange of notes verbales dated
relations.
dated at
at Rome
Rome
February24, 1949; entered
entered into force February
February
February 24,
1949. .
24, 1949.

2415
*2415

February
24, 1949
February 24,
1949
[T. I.
I. A.
A. S.
S. 1919]
1919]
[T.

The American Embassy to
Italian Ministry
Ministry qf
of Foreign
Foreign Affairs
Affairs
to the
the Italian
EMBASSY OF
EMBASSY
OF .THE
THE
UNITED
TATES OF
OF AMERICA
AMERICA
UNITED S
STATES
F. 0.
0. No.
No. 2450

NOTE
NOTE

VERBALE
VERBALE

The Embassy
Embassy of the United States of America
Araerica presents
its complipresents its
compliMinistry of
Foreign Affairs
Affairs and
and has
has the
the honor
honor to
to refer
refer
ments to
to the
the Ministry
of Foreign
to previous
previous correspondence
correspondence between
of the
the United
States
between the
the Embassy
Embassy of
United States
of America
America and the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs,
Affairs, and
to conversations
conversations
of Foreign
and to
between representatives
representatives of the
Embassy and
and of
of the
the Ministry
Ministry with
with
the Embassy
regard to the desirability
desirability of clarifying
clarifying the
of the
the phrases
phrases
the meanings
meanings of
(1) "deterioration
(1)
"deterioration of the physical property
property while
under Italian
Italian conconwhile under
trol," and
property has
has suffered
suffered non-substannon-substanand (2) "where
"where the
the physical
physical property
tial damage as aaresult
of war."
war." Such
appear in
in the
the
result of
of acts of
Such phrases
phrases appear
second sentence of Article
paragraph 16
16 (a)
(a) of
the "Memorandum
Article 3,
3, paragraph
of the
"Memorandum
of
the Government
Government of
of the
States of
of
of Understanding
Understanding between
between the
the United
United States
and the Government
America and
Italy regarding
regarding settlement
Government of
of Italy
settlement of
of certain
certain
matters," signed
wartime claims
claims and related
related matters,"
signed in
Washington on
on August
August
in Washington
14, 1947
(hereinafter referred
referred to
to as
Memorandum of
of UnderUnder14,
1947 (hereinafter
as the
the Memorandum
standing) and
and relate
relate to the obligation
obligation of
of the
Government of
of Italy
Italy to
the Government
to
restore property
property to
good order.
order.
restore
to complete
complete good
As a
conversations agreement
agreement
a result
result of these communications
communications and
and conversations
regard to
to the
the foregoing
has been reached
reached with regard
foregoing matters
and certain
certain
matters and
other connected
connected problems,
problems, subject, however,
however, to
confirmation by
by the
the
to confirmation
Governments of the United
America and
United States
States of
of America
and Italy.
Italy.
The
pleasure in
in informing
the Ministry
that the
the
The Embassy
Embassy takes pleasure
informing the
Ministry that
Government of the United States of
America gives
approval and
and
of America
gives its approval
enter into
into the
the agreement
referred to
above (hereinafter
is prepared
prepared to
to enter
agreement referred
to above
(hereinafter
referred to as
which is
is as
follows:
as the "agreement"),
"agreement"), which
as follows:
1. The Government
Government of
of Italy
Italy shall in
where the
the approved
approved
in all
all cases where
claim is,
is, at
the date
payment, 1,500,000
1,500,000 lire
lire or
less,
amount of
of a
a claim
at the
date of
of payment,
or less,
consider that
the claim
claim relates
relates to
deterioration of
of physical
property
consider
that the
to deterioration
physical property
while under
under Italian control
to non-substantial
non-substantial damage
damage as
as a
a result
result
control or
or to
of acts of war, and shall
amount of
of the
the claim.
shall therefore
therefore pay
pay the
the full amount
claim.
In all cases, moreover,
moreover, where
approved amount
amount of
claim is,
is, at
where the
the approved
of aa claim
at
the date of payment,
payment, in excess of
of 1,500,000
1,500,000 lire,
two-thirds of
lire, but
but two-thirds
of
such approved
approved amount is less than 1,500,000
1,500,000 lire, the Government
Government of
Italy shall pay the sum of 1,500,000
1,500,000 lire.
lire.
2. The Government
Government of Italy shall in all other
other cases
cases pay_two-thirds
pay two-thirds
of the approved
approved amount
amount of
of a
claim
a claim.

61
Stat., Pt.
61 Stat.,
Pt. 44
p. 3986.
P.
3966.

Payment of full
Payment
claim, limiamount of claim,
tation.
tation.
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3. The obligation of the Government
Government of Italy under the first sentence
sentence
Understanding
of paragraph
paragraph 16 (a) of the Memorandun
Memorandum of Understanding
is
underp
stood to remain unimpaired.
unimpaired. Property
Property or interests which
which were
subjected
subjected to the measures
measures enumerated
enumerated in that first sentence in aa
manner
manner not deemed to have
have been in the best interest of
property
of such
such property
or interests shall, if in existence,
existence, be returned irrespective
irrespective of the
possession or purported
purported ownership thereof. Where,
Where, however,
however, propbecause they are not in existence,
existence,
erty or interests cannot be returned because
the provisions
provisions of paragraphs
paragraphs 1
agreement shall apply.
1 and 22of this agreement
Separate
eparate claims.
4. A
A claimant may present
present separate
separate claims in those
those instances where
the properties with respect
respect to which he is claiming are not physically
physically
contiguous and
and do not form
form part of a
arelated
related whole.
Properties of a
a commercial
commercial or business enterprise that are used in
in
the prosecution
prosecution of the activities of that enterprise
enterprise shall be considered
considered
as forming part of a
related whole. In an instance where
a related
where separate
claims can properly be presented,
presented, each claim shall be entitled
entitled to sepaconsideration under this agreement.
rate consideration
agreement.
"Claim."
"claim."
5 (a).
"claim" shall be deemed
5
(a). The
The word "claim"
deemed to refer to claims presented against the Government
Government of Italy by nationals
nationals of the United
United
States of America
paragraph 4
4 of Article
Article 78 of the
Treaty of
of
America under paragraph
the Treaty
61 Stat., Pt. 2,
4tat., Pt.3966.
61
2, Peace ['] and Article
Article 33of the Memorandum
Memorandum of Understanding.
pp. 1404; Pt. 4, p. 3966.
(b). A
A national of the United States shall
shall be considered, for purposes
of the Memorandum of Understanding
Understanding and of this agreement,
agreement, as any
any
corporation or association
association on whose behalf the
person, corporation
the Government
Government
of the United
United States would
would be entitled to claim
claim the
the benefits of
of Article
Article
78 of the Treaty
Treaty of Peace
Peace or of the Memorandum
Memorandum of Understanding
Understanding
or of both.
Obligation
Obligation unimpaired.
p aired.
61 Stat.,
Pt. 4,
61
tat., Pt.
4,
p. 3966.

unim-

s

Conciliation
Corn.
Conciliation Com-

iision.
nmission.

8
61 1 Stat.,
Pt.
p6ta
.tt Pt.
1410, 1403.

ppp.

2,
2.

6. Any dispute
6.
dispute that may arise in giving effect
effect to the Memorandum
Memorandum

of Understanding
Understanding or to this agreement
agreement shall be submitted to aaConciliaconstituted under
tion Commission constituted
under Article
Article 83 of the Treaty
Treaty of Peace
in the same manner as a
a dispute
that may
arise in
to
dispute that
may arise
in giving
giving effect
effect to
Article 78 of the Treaty of Peace.
Peace.
If the Government
Government of Italy is prepared
prepared to give its approval
approval to the
foregoing agreement,
suggested that
Verbale indicating
agreement, it is suggested
that aa Note Verbale
indicating
such approval
transmitted by the Ministry
approval be transmitted
Ministry of Foreign Affairs to
the Embassy of the United
United States
States of America.
America. The agreement
agreement shall
be considered
considered as having entered
entered into effect
effect as of the date of such Note
Verbale.
Rome, February
24, 1949.
Home,
February,4,
1949.

To the
M INISTRY or
MINISTRY
OF FOREIGN
FOBEIGN ArFAIRS,
AFFAIRS,
Rome.
Rome.

IIDated at Paris Feb. 10, 1947.
1947.

JCD
JCD
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The Italian
Ministry of Foreign
Italian Ministry
Foreign Affairsto
Affairs .
to the American Embassy
MINISTERO DEOLI
DEOLI AFFARI
MINISTERO
AFFARI ESTERI
ESTERI
S. E. T.

45036e226
45/03662/26

Note Verbale
Nota
Verbale

III Ministero
Ministero degli Affari Esteri ha l'onore di assicurare
l'Ambasciata
assicurare l'Ambasciata
d'America di avere ricevuto
ricevuto la Nota Verbal°
Verbale odierna
degli Stati Uniti d'America
odierna
numero 2450, che qui di seguito Si
trascrive:
si trascrive:
"L'Ambasciata
"L'Ambasciata degli Stati Uniti d'America
d'America presenta iisuoi complimenti al Ministero
Ministero degli Affari
Affari Esteri ed ha l'onore
l'onore di far riferimento
alla precedente
corrispondenza tra l'Ambasciata
precedente corrispondenza
l'Ambasciata degli Stati Uniti
d'America ed ii
conversazioni
d'America
il Ministero
Ministero degli
degli Affari
Affari Esteri, ed
ed alle conversazioni
dell'Ambasciata ee del Ministero
Ministero relative all'optra i
i rappresentanti
rappresentanti dell'Ambasciata
portunita
portuniti di chiarire il significato
delle frasi: (1)
`deteriorazione dei
significato delle
(1) 'deteriorazione
italiano' ee (2) `nei
beni
beni fisici durante il controllo italiano'
'nei casi in cui
cui i
i beni
fisici hanno sofferto danni non sostanziali come conseguenza
conseguenza di atti
di guerra'. Tali frasi si trovano nel secondo periodo
period° dell'art. 3,
3,
paragrafo
paragrafo I6
16 (a) del 'Memorandum
Govern° degli
'Memorandum d'Intesa
d'Intesa tra il Governo
degli
d'America ee il Govern°
Italiano concernente
concernente II
regolaStati Uniti d'America
Governo Italiano
il regolamento di determinati
determinati "claims"
guerra ee di questioni
"claims" del tempo di guerra
connesse',
connesse', firmato a
a Washington
Washington il 14 agosto 1947 (d'ora in avanti
chiamato
chiamato Memorandum
Memorandum d'Intesa)
d'Intesa) e
all'obbligo del
e si riferiscono
riferiscono all'obbligo
Governo Italiano di rimettere
rimettere i
i beni in ottimo stato.
"In
comunicazioni eeconversazioni
in accordo
"In conseguenza
conseguenza di queste comunicazioni
conversazioni un
accordo
ee stato raggiunto
raggiunto relativamente
precedenti questioni ee a
a certi
relativamente alle precedenti
altri problemi connessi, salvo, tuttavia, conferma
conferma da parte dei Governi
d'America eedell'Italia.
degli Stati Uniti d'America
dell'ltalia.
"L'Ambasciata
piacere d'informare
d'informare ii
che il
ii Governo
Govern°
"L'Ambasciata ha il piacere
il Ministero che
degli Stati Uniti d'America
d'America di
la
sus
approvazione
ed
ê
disposto
d& sua approvazione ed a disposto a
a
concludere l'accordo
avanti chiamato
chiarnato 'accordo'),
l
accordo'),
concludere
l'accordo di cui sopra (d'ora in avanti
il quale eèilii seguente:
"1. II
Ii Govern°
l'ammontare ap"1.
Governo Italiano, in tutti iicasi in cui l'ammontare
in "claim"
"claim" 6,
provato di un
8, alla data del pagamento,
pagamento, di lire 1.500.000,
1.500.000,
o
riferisce a
adeteriorazione
o meno, considereri
considerera che tale "claim"
"claim" si riferisce
deteriorazione di
di
beni fisici durante ii
non
il controllo italiano, oo eadovuto aa danni non
sostanziali, come conseguenza
conseguenza di atti di guerra,
guerra, eeconseguentemente
conseguentemente
sostanziali,
pagheri,
l'ammontare intero
pagherA l'ammontare
intero del "claim".
"claim". Inoltre, in tutti iicasi
casi
in cui l'ammontare
"claim" eceede,
l'ammontare approvato di in
un "claim"
eccede, alla data del
del
pagamento, la somma di lire 1.500.000,
1.500.000, ma i
i due terzi di tale ammontare approvato
approve to sono
son° inferiori aa lire 1.500.000,
1.500.000, il
il Governo
Governo
Italiano paghera
pagherA la somma di lire 1.500.000.
1.500.000.
Govern° Italiano
Italiano pagheri
terzi
"2. In tutti gli altri casi ilII Governo
pagherA iidue terzi
dell'ammontare di un "claim".
"claim".
dell'ammontare
"3. Resta inteso che l'obbligo del Governo
Govern° italiano,
italiano, ai sensi del
Memorandum d'Intesa,
d'Intesa,
primo period°
periodo del paragrafo
paragrafo 16 (a) del Memorandum
rimane inalterato.
inalterato. I
interessi the
oggett,o delle
I beni oo gli interessi
che furono oggetto
T periodo, quando
misure enumerate
enumerate in detto primo
prirnoT
queste siano
slam
quando ,queste
ritenute non rispondenti
rispondenti al migliore
migliore interesse di tali beniointeressi,
beni o interessi,
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saranno,
saranno, se
se tuttora
tuttora esistenti,
indipendentemente dal
esistenti, restituiti,
restituiti, indipendentemente
dal
possesso oo dalla pretesa
pretesa propriety
proprieta degli
degli stessi.
Tuttavia, nei
nei casi
casi
stessi. Tuttavia,
in cui i
i beni oogli interessi non possano
essere restituiti
non
possano essere
restituiti perche
perch6 non
pil
esistenti,
si applicheranno
pin
applicheranno le disposizioni
disposizioni dei
dei paragrafi
paragrafi 1
1ee2
2 del
del
presente accordo.
presente
accordo.
6
reclamante pu
"4. Un reclamante
puo
presentare
presentare "claims"
separati nei
casi in
in
"claims" separati
nei casi
cui i
i beni oggetto del "claim"
"claim" non siano
siano materialmente
materialmente uniti
uniti e
non
e non
costituiscano parte di un complesso
costituiscano
complesso unitario.
beni di
di un'impresa
un'impresa
unitario. IIbeni
commerciale oodi affari, che siano
commerciale
siano adoperati
adoperati per
per continuarel'attiviti
continuarel'attivita di
di
tale impresa, saranno
saranno considerati
considerati come
come facenti
facenti parte
parte di
di un
un complesso
complesso
unitario. Nel caso in cui
cm possano fondatamente
fondatamente venir
presentati
venir presentati
"claims" separati, ogni "claim"
"claim" dovra
"claims"
dovra essere
essere preso
preso singolarmente
in
singolarmente in
esame in base
presente accordo.
accordo.
base al
al presente
"5.
"5. (a) La parola "claim"
"claim" sara
sari considerata
considerata come
come riferentesi
riferentesi a
a
"claims" presentati
"claims"
presentati contro
contro il
ii Govern°
italiano da
da un
Governo italiano
un cittadino
cittadino
d'America, ai
degli Stati Uniti d'America,
sensi del
del paragrafo
dell'art. 78
78 del
del
ai sensi
paragrafo 4
4 dell'art.
e dell'art.
Memorandum d'Intesa.
Trattato di Pace
Pace e
dell'art. 3
3del Memorandum
d'Intesa.
"(b)
Sara considerato
considerato come "cittadino"
"(b) Sara,
"cittadino" (national)
degli Stati
Stati
(national) degli
Uniti d'America,
d'America, ai fini
fini del Memorandum
Memorandum d'Intesa
d'Intesa ee del
del presente
presente
accordo,
societa od
accordo, qualsiasi persona,
persona, societi
nell'interesse ee per
per
od ente
ente nell'interesse
conto dei quali il
ii Governo
Govern° degli Stati Uniti sia
sia in
in diritto
diritto di
di invocare
invocare
i benefici
benefici dell'art. 78 del Trattato
i
Trattato di
di Pace,
Pace, o
o del
del Memorandum
Memorandum
d'Intesa,
di entrambi.
entrambi.
d'Intesa, o
o di
"6. Ogni
Ogni controversia
"6.
controversia che possa sorgere
sorgere a
aproposito
proposito dell'applicadell'applicazione del Memorandum
Memorandum d'Intesa
o di questo
d'Intesa o
questo accordo
accordo dovra
essere
dovra essere
sottoposta
Commissione di
sottoposta ad una Coraraissione
Conciliazione, prevista
prevista dall'art.
dall'art.
di Conciliazione,
83 del Trattato di Pace, allo
allo stesso
una controversia
controversia che
che
stesso modo
modo di
di una
possa
possa sorgere
sorgere a
aproposito
proposito dell'applicazione
dell'applicazione dell'art. 78 del
del Trattato
Trattato
di Pace.
"Se il Governo Italiano
Italian° efl pronto
pronto aa dare
sua approvazione
approvazione al
dare la
la sua
al
presente
il Minister°
Ministero degli Affari
presente accordo,
accordo, si propone
propone che ii
Esteri invii
invii
Affari Esteri
una Nota Verbale aa conferma
conferma di tale approvazione
approvazione all'Ambasciata
all'Ambasciata
degli
L'accordo si considerera
degli Stati
Stati Uniti d'America.
d'America. L'accordo
considereri entrato
entrato in
in
vigore alla data della predetta
predetta Nota
Nota Verbale."
Verbale."
II Ministero degli Affari
ha l'onore
Affari Esteri ha
di comunicare
comunicare all'Ambasall'Ambasl'onore di
ciata
degli
Stati
Uniti
d'America
ciata
d'America che
che il
II Governo
Italiano da
di la
la sua
sua
Governo Italiano
approvazione all'accordo
approvazione
all'accordo sopra
sopra indicato.
indicato.
Roma, 24febbraio
24 febbraio 1949
1949

ALL'AMBASCIATA
STATI
ALL'AMBABCIATA DEGLI
DEGLI S
TATI UNITI
UNIT1 D'AMERiCA
D'AMERBCA

Roma

63 STAT.] ITALY-FINANCIAL AND ECONOMIC RELATIONS--FEB.
63 STAT.] ITALY- FINANCIAL AND
RELATIONS- FEE.24,1949
24,1949

Translation
Translation
MINISTRY OF
FOREIGN AFFAIRS
MINISTRY
OF FOREIGN
AFFAIRS

8.
S. E.
T.
E. T.

450366s2/2
45/03862/26

Note Verbale
Verbale
The Ministry of Foreign Affairs has the honor
The
to confirm
to the
honor to
confirm to
the
Embassy
Embassy of the United States of America the
receipt of
of Note
Note Verbale
the receipt
Verbale
No. 2450 of this date, which is transcribed
transcribed below:
below:
[For
the
[For
English language text of Note Verbale
Verbale No. 2450,
2450, see
see p.
p. 2415.]
2415.]
The Ministry of Foreign
Foreign Affairs has the honor to
communicate to
to communicate
to
the Embassy of the United
United States of America
the Italian
Italian GovernGovernAmerica that the
ment gives its approval to the above-mentioned
above-mentioned agreement.
agreement.
Rome, February
1949
February24, 1949
MINISTRY OF
Mnismy
OP" FOREIGN
FOREIGN AFFAIRS
AFFAIRS
THE
STATES
THE EMBASSY
EMBASSY OF THE UNITED S
TATES OF
AMERICA
OF AMERICA
Raine
Rome
* ;

2419
2419

2420

February 33and 11,
11,
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1949
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[T. L
A. S.
S. 1922)
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Agreement between the United
United States
of America
America and
and Austria
Austria respecting
respecting
States of
duty-free entry and
of transportation
on relief
relief supplies
and payment
payment of
transportationcharges
charges on
supplies
and packages
packages for
and
by exchange
exchange of
of notes
notes signed
signed at
for Austria.
Austria. Effected
Effected by
at
Vienna February
Vienna
February 3
11, 1949;
1949; entered
entered into
into force
11, 1949.
1949.
S and
and 11,
force February
February11,
American Minister
The American
Minister of
of Foreign
Foreign Affairs
Affairs
Minister to
to the
the Austrian
Austrian Minister
No.
13
No. 13

AMERICAN
LEGATION,
AMERICAN LEGATION,
Vienna,
February
3, 1949.
Vienna, February 3,
1949.

SIR:
SIR:

62
62 Stat.,
Stat., Pt. 2,
2142.
p. 2142.
Duty-free
Duty-free entry.

Definitions, IhnitaDefinitions,
limitations.

62
1,p.
137.
2 Stat.,
Stat.,Pt. 1,
p.137.
22 U. B.
S. C., Supp.

II,
t1501-162.
n, if_1501
-1622.

63 sta.,
1, p. 50.
Stat., Pt. 1,

Pursuant
Pursuant to the instructions of my Government,
Government, IIhave
have the honor,
in conjunction with Clyde N. King, Chief of the ECA Mission
Mission for
for
Austria, to propose that for the purpose
purpose of giving effect to Article
V, paragraph
paragraph 2, read with
with Article
Article IV, paragraph
paragraph 5, of the Economic
Cooperation
Agreement between the Governments
Cooperation Agreement
Governments of Austria and
and
the United States of America,
America, signed on July
July 2, 1948, the Governments of Austria and of the United
United States agree as follows:
follows:
1. The Government
1.
shall accord
accord duty-free
duty-free entry
Government of Austria shall
entry into
into
Austria of:
(a)
(a) Supplies of relief goods or standard packs donated
donated to or
or
purchased by United States
purchased
States voluntary
voluntary nonprofit
nonprofit relief
relief
agencies
agencies qualified under Economic
Economic Cooperation
Cooperation AdminisAdministration (hereinafter
referred
(hereinafter referred to as ECA)
ECA) regulations
regulations and
and
consigned to such charitable
charitable organizations
(including
organizations (including
Austrian branches
branches of these agencies),
agencies), as have been
been or
hereafter
shall
be approved
hereafter
approved by the Austrian
Austrian Government.
Government.
(b)
(b) Relief
Relief packages
packages originating
originating in the United
United States
States and
and sent
sent
by parcel post or other commercial
commercial channels addressed
addressed
to an individual
individual residing
residing in Austria whether
whether privately
privately
packed or by order placed
packed
with aa commercial
placed with
commercial firm.
firm.
(c) Standard
(c)
Standard packs put up by United
United States
voluntary nonnonStates voluntary
profit relief agencies,
or
their
agencies,
qualified
approved agents, qualified
under ECA regulations, to the order of individuals
individuals in the
United States
States and sent for delivery
delivery addressed to individuals in the United
United States and sent for delivery addressed to individuals residing
residing in Austria.
Austria.
2. For the purpose of this agreement, the term "relief
"relief goods"
goods"
(subparagraph (a),
(subparagraph
(a), above) shall not include
include tobacco,
cigars, cigacigatobacco, cigars,
rettes, or alcoholic
alcoholic liquors;
liquors; "relief packages"
(b),
packages" (subparagraph
(subparagraph (b),
above) shall include only such
such goods as are qualified for
ocean
freight
for ocean freight
subsidy under the ECA Act and regulations
regulations issued by
by the
Administhe Administrator thereunder
thereunder and shall not exceed
exceed 44 pounds
pounds (20
(20 kilograms)
kilograms)
"standard packs"
gross weight; and "standard
packs" (subparagraph
(subparagraph (c),
(c), above)
above)

63 S
STAT.]
AUSTRIA-RELIEF
SUPPLIES AND
PACKAGES-FEB
63
TAT.] AUSTRIARELIEF SUPPLIES
AND PACKAGESFM 3,
3, 11,1949
11, 1949
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shall contain only such articles
articles which qualify under
ECA regularegulaunder ECA
tions and are approved
approved by the Government
Government of
of Austria.

3. Transportation
Transportation charges
(as defined
3.
charges (as
defined in paragraph
paragraph 55 of Article
Article
IV
of
the Economic
IV
Economic Cooperation
Cooperation Agreement)
Agreement) in Austria
Austria on "relief
"relief

Defyia of btn

Defrayal of trans-.
portation charges.
Stat., Pt.2,
Pt. 2,
p. 2142.

62
p62

stat.,

goods",
packs", all as defined in
goods", "relief packages", and "standard packs",
paragraph
paragraph 1, above, shall be defrayed
defrayed as
as follows:
follows:
(a) The amount of such charges
charges for all such shipments fromTpmei
Reimbursement
rt-ement
from special account.
which are sent by U. S. parcel post addressed
addressed to individuals in Austria will be computed
computed by the
Austrian
the Austrian
postal service in the manner now or hereafter
hereafter provided
provided
by the applicable agreements, rules and
regulations of
and regulations
of
the International
International Postal System. Such charges
charges shall
reshall be
be reimbursed to the Austrian
Austrian postal service out of
of the
the special
special
account provided for in Article
Article IV of
Coof the
the Economic
Economic Cooperation Agreement
between the United
operation
Agreement between
United States
States of
of AmerAmer(hereinafter referred
ica and Austria
Austria (hereinafter
referred to
to as
as the
the special
special p62
62 Stat.,
Pt. 2,
tat. Pt.
2,
p. 2140.
account) and no claim for such charges
account)
charges will be made
against the United States.
(b) With respect to shipments
shipments which are
(b)
originally despatched
are originally
despatched
from the U.
U. S. by any regular
regular established
established commercial
chancommercial chanforwarded in Austria
nels and forwarded
Austria by
an approved
approved agent
agent of
of the
the
by an
shipper
shipper to the ultimate beneficiary
post,
beneficiary by Austrian
Austrian parcel
parcel post,
such items shall be accepted
accepted by Austrian
Austrian postal
postal services
services
without payment of postal charges
charges by such
The
such agent. The
Austrian
Austrian Government
Government shall be reimbursed
parcel
reimbursed for such
such parcel
post charges out of the special account
account upon
upon presentation
presentation
of adequate documentation.
documentation.
(c)
respect to shipments
shipments which are originally
originally despatched
(e) With respect
despatched
from the U. S. by any commercial
commercial channel and
and forwarded
forwarded
in Austria by an approved agent of
shipper to
to the
the ultiultiof the shipper
mate beneficiary by Austrian common carrier
carrier or contract
contract
carrier, or other means of transport arranged
by such
such
arranged by
agent, such items shall be accepted
accepted by
Austrian carrier
carrier
by such
such Austrian
with or without
without payment of charges
charges therefor
by such
such
therefor by
Government shall
agent. The Austrian
Austrian Government
shall reimburse
reimburse such
such
agent or Austrian
Austrian carrier, as the case may
be,
may be, out
out
of the special account
account upon presentation
of adequate
presentation of
adequate
documentation.
(d) With respect to any such charges
charges which may
be incurred
incurred
may be
by an agent of aashipper under subparagraphs
subparagraphs (b)
(b) and
and (c),
(c),
above, other than parcel post charges
charges and carrier
above,
carrier charges,
such approved agent shall be reimbursed
reimbursed by
Austria out
out
by Austria
of the special
special account
account upon presentation
presentation of adequate
adequate
documentation.

4.
4. The Austrian Government
Government shall make payments
payments out of the
special
the special

account
account for the purposes mentioned in subparagraphs
(a), (b),
(b), (c),
(c),
subparagraphs (a),
and (d) of paragraph
paragraph 3, above, and shall submit to
to the
the ECA
ECA Mission
Mission
in Austria
Austria with
in
with a
acopy to Controller,
Controller, ECA Washington,
Washington, monthly statestate-

Monthly
Monthly statements.

state-

2422
2422

Entry into
Entry
force of
into force
of
pars.
(b), 3(c), 3(d),
(d),
pars. 3
3(b),3(c),3
and 4
and
4

Entry
into force;
force;
Entry into
duration.
duration.

62 Stat.,
2,
62
Stat., Pt.
Pt. 2,
p. 2137.
2137.
p.
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ments
of the
amounts so
so expended
expended in
mutually satisfactory
satisfactory to
to the
the
ments of
the amounts
in form
form mutually
Austrian
and said
provided that
that each
such
Austrian Government
Government and
said Mission,
Mission, provided
each such
statement shall
shall at
show total
total weight
weight carried
and charges
charges therestatement
at least
least show
carried and
therefor and
adjustments shall
said fund
fund if
if shown
shown to
to be
required
for
and adjustments
shall be
be made
made to
to said
be required
by ECA
by
ECA audit.
audit.
5.
So far
far as
to Paragraphs
Paragraphs 3
3 (b),
(b),
5. So
as practicable,
practicable, effect
effect shall
shall be
be given
given to
3
(c), 3
3 (d),
as though
into force
force on
on April
April 3,
3,
3 (c),
(d), and
and 44 as
though they
they had
had come
come into
1948.
1948.
This
arrangement, except
specified herein,
herein, shall
This arrangement,
except as
as otherwise
otherwise specified
shall come
come
into
immediately and
and shall
shall remain
to such
such
into effect immediately
remain in
in force,
force, subject
subject to
prior termination
termination or
may be
be agreed
upon between
between the
the
or modification
modification as
as may
agreed upon
competent authorities
Governments of
competent
authorities of the Governments
the United
States and
and
of the
United States
same period
period as the
Austria, for the same
Agreement of
July 2,
2, 1948.
1948.
the said Agreement
of July
If
acceptable to
to the
of Austria,
Austria,
If the above
above proposal
proposal is
is acceptable
the Government
Government of
IIhave the honor
honor further
further to propose
this note
and your
your reply
reply
propose that this
note and
to
an Agreement
Agreement on
the above
above terms
terms between
between
to that
that effect
effect shall
shall constitute
constitute an
on the
the two Governments.
Governments.
Accept,
renewed assurances
assurances of
my highest
consideration.
Accept, Sir, the
the renewed
of my
highest consideration.
JOHN G.
ERHARDT
JOHN
G. ERHAIyrD
The Honorable
Honorable
KARL
GRUBER,
KARL GRUBER,
Minister
Minister of
of Foreign
ForeignAffairs,
Affairs,
Vienna.

Austrian Chancellor
The Austrian
the American
American Minister
Chancellor to
to the
Minister
REPUBLIK
REPUBLIK oSTERREICH
OSTERREICH

DER
DER BUNDESKANZLER
BUNDESKANZLER
Z1. 108.883-Wpol/
108.883-Wpol/49.
21.
49.

S
IR
SIR

VIENNA,
VIEN
N A,

11th February
February 1949.
1949.

With reference
reference to your Note No. 13,
13, regarding
regarding an Arrangement
Arrangement
concerning the duty
concerning
duty free entry into Austria and the defrayment
defrayment of
of
transportation charges
transportation
charges for relief goods, relief packages
packages and
and standard
standard
packs, forwarded
forwarded from the United
United States of America
to Austria,
Austria, I
America to
I
have the honour to inform
inform you that the Austrian
Austrian Federal Government
Government
are agreed
following text of the Arrangement:
agreed on the following
Arrangement:
1. The
The Government
Government of Austria
Austria shall accord
duty-free entry
1.
accord duty-free
entry into
into
Austria
Austria of:
of:
(a) Supplies of relief goods or standard
(a)
standard packs
packs donated
donated to
to or
puror purchased by United States
States voluntary
voluntary nonprofit relief
agencies
relief agencies
qualified
Economic Cooperation
qualified under Economic
Cooperation Administration
Administration (herein(hereinafter referred to as ECA) regulations
regulations and consigned
consigned to such
such
charitable organizations
charitable
organizations (including
(including Austrian
branches of
of these
these
Austrian branches
agencies),
approved by the
the
agencies), as have been or hereafter
hereafter shall be approved
Austrian Government.
Government.
United States
(b) Relief packages
packages originating
originating in the United
States and sent by
parcel post or other commercial
commercial channels addressed
addressed to an indi-

63 S
STAT.]
63
TAT.] AUSTRIA-RELIEF
AUSTRIA- RELIEF SUPPLIES AND
AND PAO
KAGES- FEB.3,
n, 1949
1949
PACKAGES--FEB.
3, 11,

2423
2423

vidual residing in Austria
Austria whether privately
privately packed
packed or
or by order
order
a commercial
placed with a
commercial firm.
(c)
(c) Standard
Standard packs put up by.United States voluntary
voluntary nonprofit
nonprofit
relief agencies,
agencies, or their approved
approved agents,
agents, qualified
qualified under ECA
regulations, to the order of individuals
individuals in the United States
regulations,
and sent for delivery addressed to
individuals residing
residing in
in
to individuals
Austria.
2. For the purpose of this agreement,
agreement, the term "relief goods"
goods" (subparagraph
paragraph (a),
(a), above)
above) shall not include
include tobacco, cigars, cigarettes,
or
cigarettes, or
alcoholic liquors; "relief packages"
packages" (subparagraph
(subparagraph (b),
shall
(b), above)
above) shall
include only such goods as are qualified
qualified for ocean
ocean freight
freight subsidy
subsidy under
under

62
Stat., Pt.
Pt. 1,
p. 137.
the ECA Act and regulations
regulations issued by
thereunder
by the Administrator
Administrator thereunder
2 stat.
1,p.
137.
22 U. 8.C., 8upp. II,
and shall not exceed
44
pounds
(20
fl
1501-1522.
kilograms)
gross
weight;
and
Hiiitl-t.
exceed
pounds
kilograms) gross weight;
upp
1, P. 50.
"standard
(subparagraph -(c),
above) shall contain only such 63 Stat.,,Pt.
.,
"standard packs"
packs" (subparagraph
(c), above)
articles
articles which qualify under ECA regulations
approved, by
by
regulations and
and are
are approved
the Government of Austria.
3. Transportation
Transportation charges (as defined in paragraph
Article IV
paragraph 55of
of Article
IV
62 Stat.,
of the Economic
Economic Cooperation
Cooperation Agreement)
Agreement) in Austria
on "relief
"relief goods",
Austria on
goods", p.62
tat., Pt.
Pt. 2,,
2142.
"relief packages",
packages", and "standard
"standard packs", all
defined in
in paragraph
1,
all as
as defined
paragraph 1,
above, shall be defrayed
defrayed as follows:
follows:

(a) The amount of such charges
charges for all such shipments
(a)
shipments which
which
Sl -parcel post addressed
are sent by U. Si.
individuals in
addressed to individuals
in
Austria will be computed
computed by the Austrian
service
Austrian postal
postal service
in the manner now or hereafter
provided by
by the
the applicable
hereafter provided
applicable
agreements, rules and regulations
regulations of
of the International
International
Postal System. Such charges
the
charges shall be reimbursed
reimbursed to the
Austrian postal service
service out of the special
special account
provided
account provided
for in Article IV of the Economic
Cooperation Agreement
Economic Cooperation
Agreement
between the United States of
and Austria
(hereof America
America and
Austria (hereinafter referred to as the special account)
account) and no claim
claim
for such charges will be made against
States.
against the
the United States.
(b) With respect to shipments
shipments which
which are originally
despatched
originally despatched
from the U.
U. S. by any regular
regular established
established commercial
commercial chanchannels and forwarded
forwarded in Austria
Austria by an
an approved
of the
the
approved agent
agent of
shipper to the ultimate beneficiary
beneficiary by Austrian
Austrian parcel post,
post,
such items shall be accepted
accepted by Austrian
Austrian postal services
services
without payment of postal charges
The
charges by
by such agent. The
Austrian Government
Government shall be reimbursed
reimbursed for such parcel
post charges out of the special account upon
upon presentation
of adequate documentation.
documentation.
(c)
(c) With respect to shipments which are originally
despatched
originally despatched
commercial channel
from the U. S. by any commercial
channel and forwarded
forwarded
in Austria by an approved
approved agent of the shipper to the ultimate beneficiary
beneficiary by Austrian
Austrian common carrier or contract
contract
carrier, or other means of transport
transport arranged
arranged by such agent,
agent,
such items shall be accepted
accepted by such Austrian
Austrian carrier with
or without payment
payment of charges therefor
therefor by such agent.
agent.
The Austrian Government
Government shall reimburse such agent
agent or
or

82 Stat., Pt. 2,
2,
p. 2140.

e62 tt., Pt.
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Stat., Pt. 2,
p.62
213Stat.,
p. 2137.
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[63 STAT.
STAT.
[63

Austrian carrier,
be, out
out of
the special
special
Austrian
carrier, as
as the case
case may be,
of the
account
upon presentation
documentation.
account upon
presentation of adequate documentation.
(d)
such charges
may be
incurred
(d) With respect
respect to
to any
any such
charges which
which may
be incurred
by an agent
agent of
shipper under
subparagraphs
(b)
(c) ,
of a
a shipper
under subparagraphs (b) and
and (c),
above, other than parcel
charges and carrier charges,
charges,
parcel post charges
approved agent shall be reimbursed
reimbursed by
by Austria
Austria out
out
such approved
presentation of adequate
adequate
of the special account
account upon
upon presentation
documantation.
documantation.
4. The Austrian
Austrian Government
Government shall make payments
payments out of the special
special
account for the purpose mentioned in subparagraphs
subparagraphs (a)
(b) (c),
(c) ,and
(a),,(b),
(d) of paragraph
paragraph 3,
3, above, and shall submit to the ECA Mission in
in
Austria with aacopy to Controller, ECA Washington,
Washington, monthly
monthly statestatements of the amounts so expended
expended in form mutually satisfactory
satisfactory to
to
Government and
the Austrian
Austrian Government
and said Mission, provided that each
such
each such
statement shall at least show total weight carried
charges therefor
therefor
carried and charges
and adjustments
adjustments shall
shall be made to said fund
fund if shown to be required
required
by ECA
ECA audit.
audit.
5. So far as practicable,
practicable, effect
effect shall be given to Paragraphs
(b),
Paragraphs 3
3 (b),
3 (c),
(d), and 44as though they had
3
(c), 3
3(d),
had come into force on April 3, 1948.
This arrangement,
arrangement, except as otherwise
otherwise specified herein, shall come
into effect immediately
immediately and shall remain in force, subject to such prior
prior
modification as may be agreed upon between
termination or modification
between the comGovernments of the United
petent authorities of the Governments
United States and
A
ustr i
a, for
f
or t
he same
per i
od as
as the said Agreement of July 2, 1948.
Austria,
the
same period
the said Agreement of July 2, 1948.
Accept,
Accept, Sir, the renewed
renewed assurance
assurance of my highest
highest consideration.
consideration.
1]
Ihr aufrichtiger
aufrichtiger [
[1]
Excellency
His Excellency

JOHN
G. ERHARDT
ERIIARDT
Mr. J
OHN G.
Extr. and
Minister Plenipotentiary
Plenipotentiary
Envoy Extr.
and Minister
of the United
United States of America
Vienna.
1

1 Translation:

Translation:Sincerely
Sincerely yours.

FIaL

63 STAT.]
STAT.]

CHINA-ECONOMIC
CHINA— ECONOMIC OOOPERATION;4MAR.
000PEHATIONF-4MAR.26, 81, 1949

Agreement between the United
United States
States of America and
and China,
amending
China, amending
the
agreement of
1948, respecting
respecting economic
cooperation under
the agreement
of July
July 3,
3, 1948,
economic cooperation
under
Public
Public Law 472,
472, 80th
80th Congress.
Congress. Effected
by exchange
exchange of
of notes
notes signed
Effected by
signed
at
March 26
and 31,
into force
81, 1949.
1949.
at Canton
Canton March
26 and
S1, 1P49;
1949; entered
entered into
force March
March 31,

2425:
242M

March 26
28 and
March
and
31, 194
1949
31,
[T.
I. A.
19231
[T. L
A. El. 1.923]

The American Minister
The
Chinese Vice-Minister
for Foreign
Minister to
to the Chinese
Vice-Minister for
Foreign
Affairs
Affairs
AmEit./CAN
AMrEiCAN

182

No. 132

EXI1ASSY,
EMBAssY, CANTON
CANTON
March
March 26,
26, 1949
1949

EXCELLENCY:
EXCELLENCY:

Under instructions
instructions of
of my
Government, I
to invite
invite
Under
my Government,
I have
have the
the honor
honor to
your
Excellency's attention
attention to
V, Paragraph
Paragraph 7,
7, of
of the
the Bilateral
your Excellency's
to Article
Article V,
Bilateral
82 Stat., Pt.
Pt. 3,
3,
Agreement
economic aid
to China
requires that
that p.62
Agreement covering
covering economic
aid to
China rj
[1] which
which requires
2950
290
the unencumbered
unencumbered balance
balance remaining
remaining in
in the
the Special
the
Special Account
Account on
on April
April
3, 1949,
1949, be
as agreed
between the
the Governments
Governments of
of the
the
disposed of
of as
agreed between
3,
be disposed
United
United States
States and
and China.
China.
In
existing situation,
situation, my
Government proposes
the
In view
view of
of existing
my Government
proposes that
that the
date mentioned
Article V,
in Article
V, Paragraph
Paragraph 7, be changed
changed from
from April
date
mentioned in
3
December 31,
31, 1949.
3 to
to December
If
the Chinese
Chinese Government
Government is
is agreeable
agreeable to
proposal, this note
to this
this proposal,
If the
and
reply indicating
indicating such
approval will
will be
deemed to
constitute
be deemed
to constitute
such approval
and your
your reply
amendment
Agreement.
amendment to
to the
the Bilateral
Bilateral Agreement.
Please
Excellency, the
the renewed
of my
my highest
highest
renewed assurances
assurances of
Please accept,
accept, Excellency,
consideration.
consideration.
LEWIS CLARK
CLARE
LEWIS
American Minister
Minister

His Excellency
Excellency
LINO,
Dr. TUNG LINa,
Vice-Minister
for Foreign
Foreign Affairs,
Affairs,
Vice-Minister for
Ministry
of Foreign
Ministry of
Foreign Affairs,
Affairs,
Canton.
Canton.
Signed July 3, 1948.
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[63 STAT.

Chinese Vice-Minister
Vice-Minister for
for Foreign
Foreign Affairs
Affairs to the American
The Chinese
Minister
Minister
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CHINA-ECONOMIC
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Translation
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EXCELLENCY,

I have the honour
I
honour to acknowledge
acknowledge receipt of Your
Your Excellency's
Excellency's Note,
Note,
No. 132, dated March
March 26, 1949, in which you are good
good enough
enough to inform
me that you have been instructed
instructed by your Government
Government to invite my
my
attention to Article V, Paragraph
Paragraph 7, of the Bilateral
Bilateral Agreement
Agreement covering economic
economic aid to China which requires that
that the
the unencumbered
unencumbered balbalance remaining in the Special Account
Account on April
April 3,
3, 1949,
be
disposed
1949, be disposed
of as agreed
agreed between the Governments
Governments of the United
United States
and China,
China,
States and
and that in view of the existing situation, your
Government proposes
proposes
your Government
that the date mentioned
mentioned in Article V, Paragraph
Paragraph 7, of the above3 to December 31, 1949.
mentioned Agreement,
Agreement, be changed
changed from April 3
In reply, IIhave the honour to inform you that the Chinese
Chinese Government is agreeable
agreeable to this proposal, and
this
and will
will deem
deem your note
note and
and this
reply as constituting amendment
amendment to the Bilateral Agreement.
Agreement.
Please accept, Excellency,
Excellency, the renewed
assurances of my highest
highest
renewed assurances
consideration.
consideration.
TITNG LINGa
LING.
TUNG
t

Vice-Minister
Mitistry of ForeignAffairs
Ministry
Fo'gen 'Affairs
His Excellency
Excellency
Mr.
LEWIS CLARK,
CLARE('
Mr. LEWIS
American
American Minister,•
Minister,
American
American Embassy,
Canton.
Canton.
'The
dated "March
'
The Chinese
Chinese language text is dated
"March 31".
31".

I

p.2425.
Ante, p.
2425.

82 Stat.,
Stat., Pt. 3,
3,
62
p.2950.
p.
2950.
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December 29,
Deoember29,
1948, and
January
5, 1949
anuary 5,
[T.
A. 8.
[T. I.
I. A.
S. 1924]
19]

INTERNATIONAL
INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS
THAN TREATIES
TREATIES
AGREEMENTS OTHER
OTHER THAN

[63 S
TAT.
[63
STAT.

Agreement between the United
of America
and Iran,
amending
United States
States of
America and
Iran, amending
the agreement
agreement of
October 6,
1947, respecting
respecting a
amilitary
military
and extending
extending the
of October
6, 1947,
mission to Iran.
Iran. Effected by exchange of notes dated at Tehran
December 29, 1948,
December
5, 1949;
1949; entered
entered into
into force
force January
January
1948, and January
January 5,
5,
5, 1949.
1949.
The Iranian
Iranian. Ministry
Ministry of
Affairs to
to the
of Foreign
Foreign Affairs
the American
American Embassy
Embassy
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Dec. 29. 1948

IRAN-MILITARY MISSION
IRAN—MILITARY
MISSION

Dec.
1948
Jan. 29
5, 1949
Jan. 5. 1949
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Translation
Tranlation
MINISTRY
MINISTBY OF
OF FOREIGN
FOREIGN AFFAIRS
AFFAIRS
Number: 5417
5417
Number:

December 29, 1948

NOTE
NOTE

Imperial Ministry of Foreign Affairs presents its compliments
compliments
The Imperial
to the United States of America
America and pursuant
pursuant to Note #3471
#3471 [1]
[
1]of
Shahrivar
Shahrivar 29, 1327 (Sept. 20, 1948)
1948) concerning
concerning the extension of the
agreement
agreement [2]
[
2]for the employment
employment of the American
American Advisory Mission
Mission
in the Ministry of War, has the honor to state
state that, as has been verbally
pointed out, the appropriate
appropriate authorities of the Imperial Government
Government
are in accord with the extension
extension of the present
present agreement for the
period of another
another year as from Esfand 29, 1327 (March
(March 20, 1949).
1949).
Meanwhile; the phrase "American
men" menMeanwhile,
"American officers and enlisted men"
tioned in the present agreement
phrase "Ameriagreement is to be changed to the
the phrase
non-commissioned officers".
can officers and non-commissioned
officers". It
It is requested
requested that the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs be kindly notified
notified of the agreement
agreement of
United States authorities regarding
aforementhe appropriate United
regarding the aforementioned matter.
MINISTRY OF
OF FOREIGN
MINISTRY
FOREIGN AFFAIRS
AFFAIRS

EMBASSY OF
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
OF AEeRaICA,
AMERICA,
EMBASSY
OF THE
THE UNITED
Tehran.
Tehran.
The American
Iranian Ministry
Foreign Affairs
American Embassy
Embassy to the Iranian
Ministry of Foreign
THE
THE FOREIGN
FOREIGN SERVICE
SERVICE
OF THE
THE
OF
UNITED
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
OF AMERICA
AMERICA

AMERICAN
EMBASSY,
AMERICAN EMBASSY,
Tehran, Iran,
Iran, January
January6, 1949.
Tehran,
1949.

No. 575

The
of the
the United
United States
presents its
its comcomThe Embassy
Embassy of
States of
of America
America presents
pliments
to
the
Imperial
Ministry
of
Foreign
Affairs
and
has
the
pliments
Imperial Ministry
Foreign Affairs
honor to acknowledge
acknowledge the receipt of the Ministry's note
note No. 5417
6417 dated
December 29, 1948 relative to the extension
covering
extension of the agreement covering
the United States Military Mission with the Iranian
Iranian Army.
With respect to the Imperial Ministry's note under
under acknowledgeacknowledgeauthorized to communicate
communicate to the Iranian
Iranian
ment, the Embassy has been authorized
Government
Government the willingness
willingness of the Government
United States
Government of the United
to extend
extend the agreement
question for an additional
year beginning
beginning
agreement in
in question
additional year
March
March 21, 1949.
The United States Government
Government is also agreeable
agreeable to the substitution
"non-commissioned officers"
officers" in the preamble
preamble of the
of the phrase "non-commissioned
agreement
agreement instead of "enlisted
Iranian
"enlisted men", as requested
requested by the Iranian
Government.
The
Embassy avails
to renew
renew to
to the
the ImThe Embassy
avails itself
itself of the
the opportunity
opportunity to
Imperial Ministry the
assurances of its
highest consideration.
consideration.
the assurances
its highest

THE IMPERAL
MINISTRY OF
TILE
IMPERIAL MINISTRY
OF FOREIGN
FOREIGN AFFAIRS
AFFAIRS,
Tehran.
Tehran.
Not printed.
' Signed
igned Oct. 6,
6,1947.
1947.
8189--52-Pi. n81939-62—rr.

2

9

61
Stat., Pt.
3,
61 Stat.,
Pt. 3,
p. 3306.
3306.
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March
March 14,
14, 1040
194
[T.
I. A.
A.A.S. 19]
19251
[T. L

INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS
INTERNATIONAL
AGREEMENTS OTHER
THAN TREATIES
OTHER THAN
TREATIES

[63 STAT.
STAT.
[63

Agreement between the United States of America and Canada
Canada respecting
respecting
the
settlement of
of certain
and claims. Effected by
the settlement
certain war accounts and
by exchange
of notes signed at
at Washington
Washington March
March 14,
14, 1949;
1949; entered
into force
entered into
force
March 14,
March
14, 1949.
1949.
Secretary of State to the Canadian
The Secretary
Canadian Ambassador
Ambassador
DEPARTMENT OF
OF STATE
STATE
DEPARTrMNT
WASHINGTON
W
ASHINGTON
EXCELLENCY:
EXCGELENCY:

March 14,
14, 1949
1949
March

I have the honor to refer to discussions
I
discussions which
representatives of
of my
my
which representatives
Government have concluded with representatives
Government
representatives of
of your
your GovernGovernment looking toward the final settlement
settlement of various outstanding
outstanding acaccounts for the wartime procurement
procurement of supplies
supplies and
services by
by and
and
and services
for our two Governments.
Governments. The purpose of these discussions
was to
to
discussions was
achieve aasettlement
settlement of disputed
disputed and other unsettled claims
claims remaining
remaining
from the wartime
procurement programs of
wartime supply
supply and procurement
of our
our two
two
Governments
and
to
obviate the necessity
Governments
necessity for long continued
continued accountaccounting over the details of the remaining
remaining claims.
am informed
informed that
claims. II am
that
agreement has now been reached
reached respecting settlement
settlement for
for such
such claims
claims
and accounts, in accordance
accordance with the following
terms:
following terms:
Refund
Refund of excess
excess
sums by U.S. GovernOovernment.
ment.

Settlement or
or waiver
waiver
ofclaimsand
of
claims and accounts.
ooounts.

Noncovered claims
Noncovered
and accounts.
accounts.

1.
1. The
The sums deposited by the Government
Government of Canada
Canada with
with the
the
United States Treasury
Treasury Department to cover the cost
cost of
of supplies
supplies
and services furnished under lend-lease
lend-lease and related programs,
programs, includincluding the "Canpay"
"Canpay" program, have
have exceeded the cost
of such
such supplies
supplies
cost of
and services by the sum of $3,675,000.
$3,675,000. This amount has
has accordingly
accordingly
been refunded
refunded by the Government
Government of
United States
States to
Govof the
the United
to the
the Government
ernment of Canada.
Canada.
2. The claims and accounts
accounts described
paragraphs (a)
(a) and
and (b)
(b)
described in
in paragraphs
below are deemed settled or are waived.
waived. Neither Government
Government shall
shall
be
be obligated
obligated to make any payment
payment or give any other
other consideration
consideration to
to
the other
other Government
Government in respect of such claims
claims and
and accounts.
accounts.
(a) Claims and accounts
(a)
accounts connected
connected with or incidental to
to the
the
conduct
of
World
conduct
World War II
II arising
arising out of the furnishing
or
furnishing or
procurement of supplies
procurement
supplies and services
for either
either GovGovservices by or
or for
ernment
ernment after March
March 11, 1941 and prior
prior to April 1, 1946.
1946.
(b) Claims
Claims and accounts
accounts arising at any time out of the United
(b)
States Lend-Lease
Lend-Lease program
States
program or the program of War Supplies,
Ltd.,
agency of the Government
Ltd., procurement
procurement agency
Government of Canada.
Canada.
3.
Claims
accounts involving the Commodity
3. Claims and accounts
Commodity Credit
Credit CorporaCorporation and
and the
the Reconstruction
Finance Corporation
tion
Reconstruction Finance
Corporation and
its subsidiaries
and its
subsidiaries
are not covered
covered by this settlement.
settlement.

STAT.]
63 S
TAT.]

CANADA-WAR
CANADA—
WAR ACCOUNTS
ACCOUNTS AND
AND CLAIMS—
MAR 14,
CLAIMS-MAR.
14, 1949
1949

This note, and your reply indicating the
the concurrence
concurrence of
of your
your GovGov-

ernment, will be regarded
regarded as the agreement
agreement of our two Governments
Governments
as set forth above,
above, in force
force on and after the date of your reply
reply note.
Accept, Excellency, the renewed assurances
assurances of my highest
highest
consideration.
consideration.
DEAN
ACHESON
DEAN ACHESON

His Excellency
Excellency
HUME
RONG,
HUlE W
WRONG,
Ambassador
Canada.
Ambassadorof Canada.

CanadianAmbassador
The Canadian
Amba,ssador to the Secretary
of State
State
Secretary of
CANADIAN EMBASSY
CANADIAN
EMBASSY
AMBASSADE DU
AMBASSADE
DU CANADA
CANADA

6

NO. 156
15
No.

W
WASINGTON,
ASHINGTON, D.
D.C.,
C.,
14th March
March1949.

SI,

I have the honor to acknowledge
I
acknowledge the receipt
receipt of your note of today's
date concerning the settlement
settlement of claims and accounts
accounts between our two
Governments arising out of wartime
Governments
wartime procurement
procurement of supplies and
and
services.
In reply I
inform you
that the
Government of
of
I have the honor to inform
you that
the Government
Canada concurs in this settlement
settlement as expressed
expressed in your note under
under
reference, and in accordance
accordance with the suggestion contained therein
your note and this reply will be regarded
regarded as the Agreement between
our two Governments
Governments in this matter.
matter.
renewed assurances
assurances of my highest consideration.
Accept, Sir, the renewed
consideration.
H.
H. W
WRONG
H.H.
RONG

DEAN ACHxsON,
ACHESON, Esq.,
Secretary
State of the United
United States,
Secretary of State
Washington, D.
D. C.
0.
Washington,

2433
Entry into for.
force.
Entr

2434

March 11,
23, 1949
Marh
11, 2,1949
[T. I.
A. S.
[T.
1. A.
S.1]1927]

INTERNATIONAL
INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS
AGREEMENTS OTHER THAN
THAN TREATIES
TREATIES

[63 STAT.
STAT.
[63

United States of
Agreement between the United
of America
and Austria
Austria respecting
respecting
America and
the
publications. Effected by exchange of notes
the exchange
exchange of
of official
official publications.
notes
signed at
at Washington
Washington March
March 11 and
and 23,
28, 1949;
194.9; entered
entered into
into force
force
March 28,
March
28, 1949.
1949.
The Secretary of
of State
to the
the Austrian
Minister
State to
Austrian Minister

Sul:
SIR:

DBPARTMENT OF
DEPARTMENT
STATE
OF STATE
WASHINGTON
W
ASHINGTON
Mar 11
11 1949
1949
Mar

I have the honor to refer to
I
to the
the conversations
conversations which
have taken
taken
which have
place
between
representatives
of
the
Government of
place between representatives
Government
of the
the United
United States
States
of America
representatives of
America and representatives
of the
Government of
of Austria
Austria in
the Government
in regard
regard
to
to the
the exchange of official
official publications, and
and to
to inform
that the
the
inform you
you that
Government
States of
Government of the United States
of America
America agrees
agrees that
that there
there shall
shall
be an exchange
exchange of official
official publications between
between the
the two
Governments
two Governments
in
accordance
with
the following
following provisions:
in accordance
provisions:
1. Each of the two Governments
Governments shall
shall furnish
furnish regularly
regularly aacopy
copy
of
each
of
its
official
publications
is indicated
of each of
publications which
which is
indicated in
in a
selected
a selected
list
prepared by the other Government
Government and
list prepared
and communicated
communicated through
through
diplomatic
channels
subsequent
to the
diplomatic channels
to
of the
the present
the conclusion
conclusion of
present
agreement. The list of publications selected
each Government
Government
selected by
by each
may be revised from time to time
time and
and may
may be
without the
the
be extended,
extended, without
necessity of subsequent
subsequent negotiations, to
to include
necessity
include any
other official
any other
official
publication
publication of the other Government
Government not
not specified
specified in
in the
the list,
list, or
or
publications
publications of new
new offices
offices which
which the
other Government
Government may
estabthe other
may estabthe future.
lish in the
future.
2.
The
official
exchange
the transmission
transmission of
2.
exchange office
office for the
of publications
publications
of the Government
Government of
the United
United States
of America
America shall
shall be
be the
the
of the
States of
Smithsonian Institution. The official
exchange office
Smithsonian
official exchange
for the
the transoffice for
transmission of publications of
of Austria
Austria shall
be the
the
of the
the Government
Government of
shall be
Austrian National
National Library, International
Office.
International Exchange
Exchange Office.
3. The publications
shall be
publications shall
be received
received on
on behalf
behalf of
the United
United
of the
States of America
America by the Library
Library of
Congress and
and on
behalf of
of Congress
on behalf
of
Austria by the Administrative
Administrative Library
the Federal
Chancellery.
Library of
of the
Federal Chancellery.
4. The
4.
The present
present agreement
agreement does not obligate
obligate either
either of
of the
the two
two
Governments
Governments to furnish blank
blank forms,
forms, circulars
circulars which
are not
which are
not of
of aa
public character, or confidential
confidential publications.
publications.
5. Each of the two Governments
Governments shall
shall bear
all charges,
charges, includincludbear all
ing postal, rail and shipping costs, arising
ing
arising under
under the
present agreeagreethe present
ment
ment in connection with
with the transportation
transportation within
its own
own country
country
within its
of the
publications of both Governments
of
the publications
Governments and
and the
the shipment
shipment of
its
of its
own publications
publications to aaport or other
appropriate place
place reasonably
reasonably
other appropriate
convenient to the exchange
exchange office
office of
convenient
of the
Government.
the other
other Government.
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6. The
The present agreement
be considered
6.
agreement shall not be
as aamodificamodificaconsidered as
tion of any existing exchange
exchange agreement
agreement between
between aa department
department
or agency of one of the Governments
Governments and
department or
or agency
agency
and aadepartment
of
the other
other Government.
of the
Government.
a note from
Upon the receipt of a
from you
the foregoing
you indicating
indicating that
that the
foregoing
provisions
the Government
provisions are acceptable
acceptable to the
Government of
of Austria,
Austria, the
the GovernGovernment
ment of the United States of America
America will consider
consider that
that this
this note
note and
and
your reply constitute
between the
constitute an agreement
agreement between
the two
two Governments
Governments
on this subject,
agreement to
subject, the agreement
enter into
into force
on the
the date
date of
of your
to enter
force on
your
note in
in reply.
reply.
Accept, Sir, the renewed
renewed assurances
assurances of
of my
my highest
highest consideration.
consideration.
Honorable
The Honorable
Dr. LUDWIG
LUDWIG TCYMINWAECHTER,
Dr.
KLEINWABCHTER,
Minister
Ministerof
of Austria.
Austria.

DEAN
DEAN AOHESON
.Acazsorr

The Austrian
Minister to
Austrian Minister
to the
the Secretary
Secretaryof
of State
State
AUSTRIAN
LEGATION
AUSTRIAN LEGATION
WASHINGTON,
WASHINGTON, D:
a C.
C.

March
23, 1949
149
March 23,
034400
034400

Sin:
SIn:

With reference
reference to your note of March
March 11,
1949, and
and to
the conversaconversa11, 1949,
to the
tions between representatives
representatives of the Government
Government of
Austria and
of Austria
and reprepresentatives
the Government
resentatives of the
States of
of America
America in
in
Government of
of the
the United
United States
regard to
to the exchange
regard
exchange of official publications,
publications, I
have the
honor to
I have
the honor
to
inform you that the Government
Government of
of Austria
agrees that
there shall
shall be
be
Austria agrees
that there
an exchange
exchange of official publications
publications between
between the
Governments in
in
the two
two Governments
accordance with the following provisions:
provisions:
1. Each of the two Governments
Governments shall
shall furnish
furnish regularly
regularly aacopy
copy of
of
each of its official
official publications
publications which
in a
selected list
list
which is
is indicated
indicated in
a selected
prepared by the other Government
Government and communicated
communicated through
through diplodiploconclusion of
matic channels
channels subsequent
subsequent to the conclusion
the present
present agreement.
of the
agreement.
The list of publications selected
selected by
each Government
be revised
revised
by each
Government may
may be
from time to time and may be extended,
extended, without
the necessity
of
subwithout the
necessity of subsequent
include any
sequent negotiations,
negotiations, to include
other official
official publication
of the
the
any other
publication of
Government not specified
in the
other Government
specified in
of new
new offices
offices
the list,
list, or
or publications
publications of
which the other Government
Government may
may establish
establish in
the future.
in the
future.
2. The official exchange
2.
exchange office for the transmission
transmission of
of publications
publications of
of
America shall
the Government
Government of the United States
States of America
shall be
the SmithSmithbe the
sonian Institution. The official
office for
sonian
official exchange
exchange office
the transmission
transmission
for the
of publications
publications of the Government
of
Government of Austria shall
shall be
be the
the Austrian
Austrian
National Library, International
International Exchange
Exchange Office.
Office.
3. The publications
publications shall be received
received on
on behalf
behalf of
of the
States
the United
United States
of America
of Congress
Congress and
America by the Library of
and on
behalf of
by
on behalf
of Austria
Austria by
the Administrative
Administrative Library
Library of the
the Federal
Chancellery.
Federal Chancellery.
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present agreement
agreement does not obligate
oblipte either
either of the two Gov4. The present
Governments to furnish
furnish blank forms, circulars
circulars which are not
not of aapublic
public
character, or confidential
confidential publications.
publications.
5. Each of the two Governments
bear all charges,
charges, including
including
Governments shall bear
postal, rail and shipping
shipping costs, arising under
under the present
present agreement
agreement in
in
connection with the transportation
transportation within
of the
the
connection
within its own country
country of
publications
publications of both Governments
Governments and the shipment of its own publications to a
appropriate place reasonably
reasonably convenient
convenient
a port or other appropriate
exchange office of
to the exchange
of the other
other Government.
Government.
present agreement
agreement shall
considered as
as aamodification
6. The present
shall not
not be
be considered
modification
of any existing exchange
exchange agreement
between aadepartment
department or agency
agency of
agreement between
one of the Governments
Governments and aa department
department or agency of
of the other
other
Government.
The Government
Government of Austria
Austria considers
considers that your
reply
your note and
and this reply
agreement between
between the two Governments
this subject,
subject,
constitute an agreement
Governments on
on this
the agreement
agreement to enter into force on the date of this note.
Accept, Sir, the renewed assurances
sasurances of my highest consideration.
consideration.

L.
KTELnWAEcHTER
L KLEINWAECHTER
The Honorable
DEAN ACHESON,
DEAN
AcrtEsoN,
Secretary of
Secretary
of State.
State.
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Agreements between the United
United States of America and
and Switzerland
Switzerland
respecting
air transport
transportservices, amending the agreement
respecting air
agreement of August 3,

1945. Effected by exchanges
exchanges of notes signed
signed at Bern May 18,
1945.
IS, 1949;
entered into force May 13, 1949.
entered
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May 13,
1949
May
I, 1949
I
T.
A.8.199]
O.1929]
I. I.A.

The American
American Minister
Minister to the Chief of
Political
of the Swiss Federal
Federal Political
Department
Department
' LEGATION
THE
LEGATTION OF
o THE
UNITEI)
TATH4 Or AMERICA
UNITu S
STATSs
AMerAr

Brn,
Bern,Afay1S,1949
e May IS, 1949

EXCELLENCY :
EXCELLENCY
:

o
II have the honor to refer to the conversations
conversations between
between the GovernGovernments of the United States of America.an'd
America and Switzerland
Switzerland in regard
regard to
the amendment
amendment of the Interim Agreement
relating to
Transport
Agreement relating
to Air Transport
Services concluded
concluded between the .United States
and SwitSwitStates of America,
America and

zerland
194S, with
a vie'
view to
zerland dated August 3, 1945,
with: 'a
to the
the insertion
insertion of
of aa disdis-

GO
tat. 195.
1935.
e0 S
stat.

pute clause into this Agreement.
Agreement. t
that these
these converconverf understand
understand that
sations have now resulted
resulted in a
atext agreed
agreed upon
upon between
the
negotiatbetween the negotiating parties which is attached hereto and which is to be inserted
inserted as
Article 10 of the Agreement.
Agreement.
I shall be glad to have you inform me whether
I
whether the Swiss GovernGovernment understands that the terms of the dispute
dispute clause to constitute
constitute
conversations referred
Article 10 of the Agreement
Agreement resulting
resulting from the conversations
to are as found in the enclosure
enclosure to this note.
note.
If
If your answer
answer is in the affirmative, the Government
United
Government of the United
States of America will regard the new Article 10 of the Agreement
Agreement
effective upon the date of your answer.
effective
answer.
Accept, Excellency,
Excellency, the renewed
renewed assurances of my highest
consideration.
consideration.
Vizicaurr
J. C.
C.VWoct
His Excellency
Excellency
Dr. MAX PTrPrIErm,
Dr.
PcnTPIERRE,
FederalCouncilor,
Federal
Councilor,
Chief of the Federal
Federal Political
Political Department,
Department,
Bern.

ARTICLE 10
10
Except as otherwise provided in this Agreement
Agreement or its
its Annex,
Annex, any
any
dispute between
the
contracting
parties
relative
the interpretation
between
contracting
relative to
to the
interpretation

Agreement or its Annex which cannot be settled
or application
application of this Agreement
through consultation shall be submitted for an advisory
advisory report to aa
tribunal
one to
to be
tribunal of three arbitrators, one
be named
by each
each contracting
named by
contracting
party, and the third to be agreed upon by the two arbitrators so
so chosen,

60 Stat.
e0
sa".1933,M,1933.
m
Poet, p. 2440.

1
Tribunal ,.b
ofitn-.
arbitratomtdaidgration.
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provided that such third arbitrator
arbitrator shall not be a
national of
of either
a national
either
contracting party. Each of the contracting
contracting parties
shall designate
an
parties shall
designate an
arbitrator within two months of the date
date of delivery
either party
party
delivery by either
a diplomatic
to the other party of a
diplomatic note requesting
requesting arbitration of
of a
a
dispute; and the third arbitrator
arbitrator shall be agreed
agreed upon
upon within one
one
month after such period
period of two months.
months.
If
contracting parties
If either of the contracting
parties fails to designate its own arbiarbitrator within two months, or if the third
third arbitrator is
upon
is not agreed
agreed upon
within the time limit
of the
the Council
Council of
the
limit indicated, the
the President
President of
of the
International Civil Aviation
Aviation Organization
International
Organization (hereinafter
(hereinafter called
called IcAo)
IcAo)
necessary appointments
shall be requested
requested to make the necessary
appointments by
the
by choosing
choosing the
a panel of arbitral personnel
arbitrator or arbitrators
arbitrators from a
personnel maintained
maintained
accordance with the
in accordance
practice of
of ICAO.
IcAo.
the practice
contracting parties will
The contracting
will use their best efforts
under the
the powers
powers
efforts under
available to them to put into effect
effect the opinion expressed
expressed in
in any
any such
such
advisory
advisory report. A
A moiety of the expenses
expenses of the
the arbitral
arbitral tribunal
tribunal
shall be borne by each party.
party.

The Chief of the Swiss
FederalPolitical
PoliticalDepartment
Swim Federal
Department to the American
American
Minister
Minister
•

LE CHEF
UMW
LU
DU
DU
D2PARTMEBNT POLITIQUE
POLITIQUB EtDER
DEPARTEMENT
AL
FftDAlRAL

BExN-, le 13 mai
BERNE,
mod, 1949.
1949.

MONSIEUR
LE MNnSTEE,
MONSIEUR LE
Mrrasruz,
ce jour, vous avez bien voulu
Par lettre de cc
voulame proposer
proposer d'inserer
d'inserer une
une
clause arbitrale
clause
arbitrale dans r'accord
l'accord provisoire
provisoire sur les
lee lignes
ligne,s aeriennes
aeriennes entre
la Suisse et les
lee Etats-Unis
Etath-Unis d'Amerique,
d'Amerique, du 33 aoft
aoilt 1945.
pris
1945. J'ai
J'ai pris
bonne note que ce texte,
texts, qui deviendrait
Particle 10
10 de
de l'accord,
l'accord, a
afait
deviendrait l'article
fait
representants des Autoritie
l'objet de conversations
conversations entre
entre representants
federales
Autorit6s f6edrales
am6ricaines.
suisses et americaines.
J'ai l'honneur
l'honneur de porter
porter & la connaissance
de Votre
Votre Excellence
Excellence quo
connaissance de
que
le Conseil Federal
Federal Suisse approuve
approuve le texte
texts clout
et qu'il
dont il s'agit et
qu'il le
le
considere comme en vigueur
vigueur des aujourd'hui.
aujourd'hui.
Veuillez agreer, Monsieur
Monsieur le Ministre, I'assurance
l'assurance de
de ma haute
haute
consideration.
consideration.
4,41L.

PA vt

(Max
(Max Petitpierre)
Petitpierre)
Son Excellence
Excellence
Monsieur Jortif
JOHN CArBrm
Monsieur
CARTER VIncmNT
VIE mu
Ministre des Etats-Unie
Etats-Unis dAmij
Ministre
d'Amerigue
w
Berne

TAT.]
STAT.]
63 S
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Translation
Translation
THE CHIEF
THE
CHIEF
OF
THE
OF THE
FEDERAL
DEPARTMENT
FEDERAL POLITICAL
POLITICAL DEPARTMENT

BERN,
Blum, May 13, 1949.
MR. MX1418TER:
M:
MnISTER:
were so
so good as to propose
you were
In a
aletter
dated today
today you
propose to me that
In
letter dated
Agreement between the
an arbitration
arbitration clause
clause be inserted
inserted in the Interim Agreement
America and Switzerland
Switzerland relating
relating to Air Transport
Transport
States of
of America
United States

Services,
have taken
due note
note of
of the
the fact
fact that
that
taken due
1945. I
I have
August3, 1945.
Services, dated
dated August-3,
such text, which
which would become article 10 of the agreement,
agreement, was the
federal
conversations between representatives
representatives of the Swiss federal
subject of conversations
Authorities and representatives
representatives of the American Authorities.
Authorities
I
Excellency that the Swiss Federal
Federal
I have the honor to inform Your Excellency
Council approves
approves the text in question
question and that it considers
considers it
it to be
in force
force as
of the present date.
in
as of
Accept, Mr. Minister, the assurances
assurances of my high consideration.
consideration.
Accept,
- Max
MAX PrrrrrunRE.
PETITTPERRE
(Max Petitpierre)
Petitpierre)

S
Ante, p.
p. 2487.
2 7

A"t,

5
60 Stat. 1985.

'0stat- " -

Excellency
His Excellency
Joing CARTER
JOHN
CAmTE, VINCENT
VINCENT
of America
America
Minister
of the
the United
States of
UnitedStates
Ministerof
Bern

Minister to the Chief of the Swiss Federal
Federal Politioal
Political
The American
American Minister
Department
Department

IGATION oF
LEGA.T1ON
OF THE
THE
UNITED S
TATES OF
OF A
AMERICA
OMCA
UNITrr
STATES
BERN, May 13,
13,1949
BERN,
1949

ExcEUMNCr:
Exozuzaraz
I
conversations between
between the Governhonor to
to refer to the conversations
the honor
I have
have the
in regard to
Switzerland
ments
of
the
United
States
of
America
Switzerland
and
America
ments of
the
amendment
of
Interim
Agreement
relating
Transport
to
Air
Agreement
the
Interim
the amendment of
Services
concluded
the
of
America
and
Switzerand
Switzerof
America
United
States
between
the
Services concluded
land on August 3, 1945, with a
land
a view
view to the incorporation
incorporation of the
Bermuda principles
Agreement. II understand
understand that these
these
into this Agreement.
Bermuda
principles into
pursuant to the suggestion
conversations which have taken place
place pursuant
suggestion of
conversations
the
Federal Air Office
communication of May
May 21, 1948, [I]
[ 1] have now
Office communication
the Federal
resulted in a
agreed upon between the negotiating
negotiating parties which is
a text agreed
resulted
Annex immediately
enclosed
inserted as the Annex
immediately
herewith and which is to be inserted
enclosed herewith
following Article 10 of the Interim
Interim Agreement
Agreement of August 3, 1945. II
following
further understand
understand that
that the
the Schedule
Annex has been
been
Schedule to the enclosed Annex
further
present "Annex"
"Annex" of the Interim
agreed upon as a
asubstitute for the present
Interim
Agreement. It
It is
is finally
understood that
that the
enclosed Annex
Annex and
and
the enclosed
finally understood
Agreement.
Schedule will form an integral part of the Interim Agreement
Agreement of
August 3,
8, 1945.
*Not plated.

'810N--ot
ed. --

n

m--1o
81W.-B2--T. in-10
81,939-52—rs.

OD Stat. 1935.

stat.8

P
Pat, p. 2643.

n ' P.ma.
.
sta "L

CO Stat. 1938.
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IIshall be glad to have you inform me whether
the Swiss
Swiss Government
Government
whether the
understands that the terms of the Annex and
understands
of
the
Schedule
resulting
and of the Schedule resulting
conversations referred
from the conversations
referred to are
forth in
in the
the enclosure
enclosure to
to
are as set forth
this note.
If
affirmative, the Government
If your answer
answer is in the affirmative,
Government of
of the
United
the United
America will regard the new Annex
States of America
and Schedule
to the
Annex and
Schedule to
the
Interim Agreement
Agreement of August 3, 1945,
effective upon
upon the
the date
date of
of your
your
1945, effective
answer in accordance
accordance with the provisions
provisions of
of Article
Article 99 of
the
of the
Agreement.
Agreement.
Accept,
Accept, Excellency, the renewed
renewed assurances
assurances of
of my
my highest
highest
consideration.
consideration.
J..C.
J
C.VINCENT
VINCENT
His Excellency
Excellency
Dr. M
MAx
AX PrTITPnEaE,
PETITPI.ERRE,
Federal Councilor,
Councilor,
Federal
Chief of the Federal
Federal Political
Department,
PoliticalDepartment,
Bern.
Bern.
ANNEX

SECTION
S
ECTION I
I
Rights of transit
transit and
stops for nontraffic
nontraffic
purposes, etc.

One or more airlines
airlines designated
designated by each of the contracting
contracting parties
parties
under
Agreement will enjoy, in
under the conditions provided in this Agreement
in the
the
territory of the other contracting
contracting party, rights of transit
and of
of
transit and
stops for non-traffic
non-traffic purposes, as well
well as the right of
of commercial
commercial
entry and departure
departure for international
international traffic in passengers, cargo
cargo
and mail at the points enumerated
enumerated on
each of
of the
specified in
in
on each
the routes
routes specified
the Schedule attached.
attached.
S
ECTION II
II
SECTION

The air transport
transport facilities available
available hereunder
hereunder to
to the
the traveling
traveling
public shall bear a
a close relationship
relationship to the requirements
of the
the public
public
requirements of
for such transport.
SECTION
S
ECTION III
III
Fair and equal
equal
operation.

There shall
shall be a
a fair
There
fair and equal opportunity
opportunity for the airlines of
of
the contracting
contracting parties to operate
operate on any route between
between their
their respecrespective territories covered by this Agreement
Agreement and
and Annex.
Annex.
SECTION
IV
SECTION IV

Operation of trunk
services.
services.

In the
the operation
airlines of either contracting
In
operation by the airlines
contracting party
party of
of the
the
trunk
trunk services
services described in the present Annex, the interest
interest of
of the
the airairlines
of the
the other
other contracting
contracting party shall be taken into consideration
lines of
consideration
so as
as not
not to affect
affect unduly the services
so
services which the latter
latter provide
provide on
all
on all
or part of the same routes.
SECTION V
Snomort

Adequate capacity.
capacity.

It is
It
is the understanding of both contracting
contracting parties
parties that
that services
services
provided
a designated airline
provided by a
airline under the present Agreement and
and

63 STAT.]
STAT.]
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Annex shall retain as their primary objective
objective the provision of capacity
Annex
adequate
between the country
adequate to the traffic demands between
country of which such
such
airline is a
a national and the country of ultimate destination
destination of the
such services
services internatraffic. The right to embark or disembark
disembark on such
tional traffic destined for and coming from third countries
countries at a
point
a point
specified in the present
present Annex
Annex shall be applied
or points on the routes specified
applied
in accordance
accordance with the general
general principles
principles of orderly development
development to
which both contracting
contracting parties subscribe and shall be subject
subject to the
general principle
capacity should
should be
be related
to:
general
principle that capacity
related to:
(a) traffic requirements between the country of origin and the coundestination;
tries of destination;
(b) the requirements
requirements of through
through airline
operation; and
airline operation;
(c)
traffic requirements
requirements of the
(c) the traffic
the area
area through
through which the airline
passes after
after taking
taking account
account of
of local
and regional
passes
local and
regional services.
services.

Traffic from
from third
third
Traffic
countries.
countries.

S
ECTION VI
SECTION
VI

It is the intention of both contracting
It
should
contracting parties that there should
be regular and frequent
frequent consultation between
between their
their respective
respective aeronautical authorities and that there should thereby
thereby be close collaboration in the observance
observance of the principles and the implementation
implementation of
the provisions
provisions outlined in the present Agreement
Agreement and Annex.

Consultation for ool.
Consultation
col
laboration.

SECTION
SECTION VII
VII
determination of
of rates in accordance
following
A. The determination
accordance with the following
paragraphs
reasonable levels, due regard being paid
paragraphs shall be made at reasonable
to all relevant factors, such as cost of operation, reasonable
reasonable profit, and
and
the rates charged by any other carriers, as well as the characteristics
characteristics
of each service.
B. The rates to be charged
charged by the air carriers of either contracting
contracting
party between
between points in the territory of the United States
States and points
attached Schedule shall, consistent
consistent
in Swiss territory
territory referred to in the attached
with the provisions
provisions of the present
subject
present Agreement
Agreement and its Annex, be subject
approval of the aeronautical
contracting
to the approval
aeronautical authorities of the contracting
parties, who shall act in accordance
accordance with their obligations
obligations under the
present Annex, within the limits of their legal powers.
It
recognized that
determination of
rates to
to be
be charged
by
charged by
It is
is recognized
that the
the determination
of rates
an
airline
of
one
contracting
party
over
a
segment
of
the
specified
an airline of one contracting party over a segment of the specified
between the territories
territories of the other conconroute, which segment lies between
complex question
over-all
tracting party
party and a
a third
third country, is
is aacomplex
question the over-all
through consultation
consultation between only
solution of which
which cannot
cannot be
be sought
sought through
acceptance by both conthe two contracting parties. Pending the acceptance
multilateral agreement
recommendations
agreement or recommendations
tracting parties
parties of
of any multilateral
with respect to such rates, the rates to be charged
charged by the designated
designated
parties over the route segment
segment involved
airlines of the two contracting
contracting parties
involved
shall be set in the first instance by agreement
agreement between such airlines
operating over such route segment, subject to the approval
approval of the
operating
aertnautical authorities of the two contracting
contracting parties.
aeronautical
patties. In case such
such
designated airlines cannot reach agreement or in case the aeronautical
aeronautical

Rates.
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authorities of both contracting
contracting parties do not approve
any rates
rates set
approve any
set
by such airlines, the question
question shall become
become the subject of
of consultation
consultation
aeronautical authorities
between the aeronautical
authorities of the two contracting
contracting parties.
parties.
In considering
considering such rates the aeronautical
authorities shall
shall have
have rereaeronautical authorities
gard particularly
gard
particularly to
to Section
Section IV of this Annex
Annex and to the desire
desire of
of
both contracting parties
parties to foster
foster and encourage
development of
of
encourage the development
efficient and economically
economically sound trunk air
efficient
by the
the designated
air services
services by
designated
aeronautical authorities canairlines over the specified routes. If
If the aeronautical
cannot reach agreement,
agreement, both contracting
shall submit,
at the
the
contracting parties
parties shall
submit, at
request of either party, the question in dispute to arbitration
arbitration as
as proprovided for
for in Article 10 of the Agreement.
C.
the airline or airlines of either
C. Any
Any rate
rate proposed
proposed by
by the
either contracting
contracting
party shall be filed with the aeronautical
aeronautical authorities
authorities of
both conconof both
tracting parties at least thirty (30) days before
before the
the proposed
date of
of
proposed date
introduction;
introduction; provided that this period
period of
of thirty
thirty (30)
(30) days
may
be
days may be
reduced
particular cases if so agreed by
reduced in particular
aeronautical authorities
authorities
by the aeronautical
of both contracting
contracting parties.

D. The Civil Aeronautics
Aeronautics Board of the United States
States having
having apapproved the traffic
traffic conference
conference machinery
International Air
Air
machinery of the International
Transport
Transport Association
Association (hereinafter
(hereinafter called IATA)
IATA) for a
aperiod
two
period of
of two
years beginning
beginning in February
years
February 1948, any rate agreements
agreements concluded
concluded
through this machinery
machinery during this period
period and involving
involving United
United
States airlines will be subject to approval of the Board. Rate
Rate agreeagreements concluded through this machinery
ments
machinery will also be subject to
the
to the
approval of the aeronautical
aeronautical authorities
authorities of Switzerland pursuant
to
pursuant to
the principles enunciated in
paragraph B
B above.
above.
in paragraph
E. The contracting parties agree that the procedure
procedure described
E.
in
described in
paragraphs F, G
H of this Section shall
paragraphs
G and II
apply:
shall apply:
1) if during the period of the Civil Aeronautics
Aeronautics Board's
Board's apapproval of the I
IATA
traffic conference
ATA traffic
conference machinery,
machinery, either
either any
any specific
specific
rate agreement
agreement is not approved
approved within aa reasonable
reasonable time by either
either
contracting party or aaconference
conference of I
IATA
ATA is unable
unable to agree on
or
on a
a rate,
rate, or
2)
IATA
machinery is applicable,
2) at any time no I
ATA machinery
applicable, or
or
3) if either contracting
contracting party at any time withdraws
withdraws or
or fails
fails
to renew its approval
approval of that of the IATA
IATA Traffic Conference
Conference machinery
machinery
relevant
relevant to this Section.
F. In the
the event that power is conferred
F.
conferred by law
law upon the
the aeroaeronautical
nautical authorities
authorities of the United States
States to fix fair and economic
economic rates
rates
for
for the transport
transport of persons and property
property by air on international
international
services
services and
and to suspend proposed
proposed rates in aamanner comparable
to that
that
comparable to
in
which
the
Civil
Aeronautics
Board
at
present
is
empowered
to
in which the Civil Aeronautics
present
act
with respect
to such
such rates
for the transport
property
act with
respect to
rates for
transport of persons and property
by air
by
air within
within the United
United States, each
each of the contracting
contracting parties
parties shall
shall
thereafter exercise
thereafter
exercise its
its authority
authority in such manner as to prevent any
rate or
rates proposed
proposed by one of its airlines of services
rate
or rates
services from
from the territory of
of the
other contracting
contracting party from becoming
becoming effective,
tory
the other
effective, if in
in the
the
judgment
the aeronautical
contracting party
judgment of the
aeronautical authorities of the contracting
party
whose
whose airline
airline or
or airlines
airlines is or are proposing such rate, that rate
rate is
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unfair
If one of the contracting
contracting parties
unfair or uneconomic.
uneconomic. If
parties on receipt
of
receipt of
the notification referred
referred to in paragraph
paragraph C
with
C above is
is dissatisfied
dissatisfied with
the rate proposed by the airline or airlines of
contracting
of the
the other
other contracting
party, it shall so notify the other contracting
contracting party
to the
party prior to
the expiry
expiry
(15) days of the thirty (30)
of the first fifteen (15)
referred to,
and
(30) days
days referred
to, and
the contracting
contracting parties shall endeavor
endeavor to reach agreement
agreement on
the
on the
appropriate
appropriate rate.
rate.
In the event that such agreement
agreement is reached,
party
reached, each contracting party
will exercise its best efforts to put such rate
as regards
its
rate into effect
effect as
regards its
airline or airlines.
If
If agreement has not been reached at the end of
the thirty
day
of the
thirty (30)
(30) day
period referred
referred to in paragraph
paragraph C
proposed rate
rate may,
may, unless
unless
C above, the proposed
the aeronautical
aeronautical authorities
authorities of the country
country of the airline
airline concerned
concerned see
see
fit to suspend its application,
application, go into effect
effect provisionally
provisionally pending
pending the
the
settlement of any dispute in accordance
settlement
accordance with the procedure
outlined
procedure outlined
in paragraph
paragraph H below.
below.
G. Prior to the time when such power may
may be
conferred by
be conferred
by law
law
authorities of the United
upon the aeronautical authorities
United. States,
one
of the
the
States, if
if one of
contracting parties is dissatisfied
dissatisfied with
by the
airline
with any
any rate
rate proposed
proposed by
the airline
or airlines of either contracting
contracting party for services
services from
from the
territory
the territory
of one contracting party to aapoint or
territory of
of the
the
or points
points in
in the
the territory
other contracting
other
contracting party, it shall so notify the other prior to the expiry
expiry
(15) days of the thirty (30)
of the first fifteen (15)
(30) day
referred to
to
day period referred
contracting parties shall
in paragraph
paragraph C
C above, and the contracting
endeavor to
to
shall endeavor
reach agreement
agreement on the appropriate
appropriate rate.
In the event that such agreement is reached,
contracting party
reached, each
each contracting
party
will use its best efforts to cause such agreed rate to be put
put into effect
effect
by its airline or airlines.
It is recognized
It
recognized that if no such agreement
agreement can be
reached prior
prior to
to
be reached
the expiry of such thirty (30)
(30) days, the contracting
raising the
the
contracting party raising
objection to the rate may take such steps as it
it may consider
consider necessary
necessary
to prevent the inauguration
inauguration or continuation
the service
service in
in question
continuation of
of the
question
at the rate complained
complained of.
of.
H. When in any case under paragraphs
paragraphs F
F and
G above
aeroand G
above the
the aeronautical authorities
nautical
authorities of the two contracting
contracting parties
parties cannot
agree
within
cannot agree within
a reasonable time upon the appropriate
a
appropriate rate after consultation
consultation initiated
initiated
by the complaint
contracting party concerning
complaint of one contracting
the proposed
concerning the
proposed
rate or an existing rate of the airline or airlines of the other contracting
contracting
party, upon the request of either, both contracting
contracting parties
parties shall
shall submit,
submit,
at the request of either party, the question
question in
to arbitration
as
in dispute to
arbitration as

provided
Article 10
provided for in Article
10 of
of the
the Agreement.
Agreement.
SCHEDULE
SCHEDULE

1. An airline designated
1.
designated by the Government
of the
the United
United States
States
Government of
of America shall be entitled to operate air services
services on
on the air
air route
route
specified via intermediate
intermediate points, in both directions,
directions, and
make
and to
to make
scheduled
scheduled landings in Switzerland at the points specified
specified in this
this
paragraph:
paragraph:

Ante, p. 2437.
2437.
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The United
United States, over
route to
to Geneva
Geneva and
and
over a
a North Atlantic
Atlantic route
Zurich and
Zurich
and beyond.
beyond.

2. An airline designated
designated by the Swiss Federal Air Office
Office shall
shall be
entitled to operate air services on the air route specified
specified via intermediate points, in both
mediate
both directions,
directions, and to make scheduled
scheduled landings
landings
in the United States at the points specified
specified in this
this paragraph:
paragraph:
Switzerland, over a
Atlantic route
route via
or the
the
a North Atlantic
via Ireland
Ireland or
Azores
Azores and Newfoundland
Newfoundland to New York and
and Chicago.
Chicago.
3. Points on any of the specified
specified routes
routes may,
at the
the
may, at
the option
option of
of the
designated airline, be omitted on any
any or all flights.
The Chief of the Swiss Federal
Federal Political
Political Department
Department to
to the
the American
American

Minister
Minister
LE CHEF
LE
CHEF
DU
DU
DEPARTEMENT POLITIQUE
POLITIQUE FEDERAL
FEDERAL
DEPARTEMENT

BERNE,
BERNE, le 13 mai
m,ai 1949.
MONSIEUR
LE
MINISTER,
MONSIEU LE MINISTRE,
Par lettre de ce jour, vous avez bien voulu me
proposer de
de substituer
substituer
me proposer
un nouveau texte aa l'annexe
Parmexe actuelle
actuelle a l'accord
l'accord provisoire
provisoire sur lee
les
lignes aeriennes
la Suisse et les Etats-Unis
aeriennes entre is.
d'Amerique, du
du 3
Etats-Unis d'Amerique,
3
aout 1945. J'ai pris note quo
que ce texte aafait Pobjet
aofit
l'objet de conversations
conversations
entre representants
representants des Autorites f&edrales
federales suisses et americaines.
americaines.
J'ai l'honneur
Phonneur de porter a
a, la connaissance
connaissance de Votre
Votre Excellence
Excellence quo
que
Federal Suisse
le Conseil Federal
Suisse approuve le texte dont il s'agit et qu'il le
considere comme en vigueur des aujourd'hui,
aujourd'hui, conformement
eonsidere
conformement C
a.
Particle 9
9 de l'accord.
l'article
Paccord.
Veuillez agreer, Monsieur le Ministre, l'assurance
l'assurance de ma haute
haute
consideration.
consideration.

4,4 4,

a

Adt;

4.

(Max
(Max Petitpierre)
Petitpierre)
Son Excellence
JOHN
CARTEB VINCENT,
Monsieur J
OHN CARTER
VINCENT,
Ministre
Ministre des Etats-Unis
Etats-Unis d'Am4rique,
d'Amerique,
Berne.
Berne.
Translation
Translation
THE
THE CHIEF
CHIEF
OF
OF THE
THE
FEDERAL
FEDERAL POLITICAL
POLITICAL DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT
Ante,
Ante, p.
p. 2439.
M3.

BEEN, May 13, 1949.
BERN, M ay 13, 1949.
MR. MnTISTER:
MINB TER:
In a
a letter dated today
to propose
propose to
In
today you were so good as to
to me
me that
that

60 Stat. 1938.
198.

a new text be substituted
substituted for the present
a
present Annex
Annex to the Interim AgreeAgreement between the United States of America and
Switzerland relating
relating
and Switzerland
to Air
Air Transport
to
Transport Services,
Services, dated August
August 3,
3, 1945. IIhave
have taken note
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of the fact that such text was the subject of conversations between
between
representatives
representatives of the Swiss federal
federal Authorities and representatives
representatives of
the American Authorities.
I have the honor to inform Your Excellency
I
Excellency that the Swiss Federal
Council approves
approves the text in question and that it considers
considers it
it to be
in force as of the present date, in accordance
accordance with article 9
9 of the
agreement.
Accept, Mr. Minister, the assurances
assurances of my high consideration.
consideration.
MAX
MAX PETTPMIRRE.
PETITPIERRE.
(Max Petitpierre)
Petitpierre)
(Max

His Excellency
Excellency
&mar CARTER
JOHN
CAmTE VINCENT,
VINOENT,
Minister of the United States of America,
Minister
Bern.
Bern

HO Stat. 1838.

0- tat. 19wa
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Agreement between the United
Ethiopia respecting
United States
States of
of America
America and
and Ethiopia
respecting
a mutual
mutual aid settlement. Signed at
a
May 20,
20, 1949;
1949;
at Addis Ababa May
entered intoforce May
entered
May 20, 1949.
AGREEMENT ON LEND LEASE SETTLEMENT
AGREEMENT
SETTLEMENT BY
AND
BY AND
BETWEEN ETHIOPIA
ETHIOPIA AND THE UNITED STATES
BETWEEN
OF
STATES OF
AMERICA

57 Stat. 1045.

65 Stat. 31.
55
22 U.S.C.
ILS.C. 11411-419;
§1411-419;
Supp.
§ 412 dd seq.
Sapp. II, §

The Government
Government of the United States of
America and
and the
Imperial
of America
the Imperial
Government
Ethiopia,
Government of
of Ethiopia,
reached an understanding
Having reached
of lend-lease
understanding regarding
regarding settlement of
lend-lease
and reciprocal
reciprocal aid and of financial claims of
against
of each Government
Government against
the other Government
Government arising out of World
II;
World War
War II;
settlement shall be complete and
Having decided
decided that this settlement
and final
final and
that no further
further benefits shall
as consideration
for lend-lease
lend-lease
shall be
be sought as
consideration for
settlement of claims
or reciprocal
reciprocal aid or for the settlement
claims or other obligations
obligations
arising out of the war, except as herein
specifically provided;
provided;
herein specifically
Having taken full cognizance
cognizance of the benefits already received
by
received by
each of them in the defeat of their common enemies and having also
taken full cognizance
cognizance of the general
general obligation
obligation assumed by
by each
of
each of
them, in Article
Article VII
VII. of their Agreement
1943, on
on the
the
Agreement of August 9,
9, 1943,
Applying to Mutual Aid under the
Principles Applying
the Act
Act of
March 11,
11,
of March
1941,
1941, of the Congress of the United
United States
America;
States of America;
Being desirous
arrangements for agreed
agreed
Being
desirous of continuing
continuing to discuss arrangements
action
action for the attainment of the economic objectives
referred to
to in
in
objectives referred
Article VII of the Agreement
Agreement of
1943;
of August
August 9, 1943;
Have agreed as follows:
follows:

ARTICLE 11
"Lend-Lease artiarti"Lend-Lease
cle."
cle."
Stat. 31.
55 Stat.
22 U.S.C.
U.S.C. i§411-419;
11411-419;
Supp
t seq.
Stipp II, 1
1412 d

The term "Lend-Lease
"Lend-Lease article"
article" as used in this agreement
agreement means
means any
any
article transferred
transferred by the Government
Government of the United States
America
States of
of America
under the Act of March
March 11,1941:
11, 1941:
(a) to the Imperial
Imperial Government
or
Government of Ethiopia, or
(b) to any other government
government and retransferred
retransferred to the Imperial
Imperial
Government
Government of Ethiopia.
Auricnn 2
2
ArTIcLE

Methods of payMethods
ment by Ethiopia.

(a) The Imperial
Imperial Government
Government of Ethiopia
Ethiopia will pay to the
Government
America the sum of $200,000 (two
Government of the United States of America
(two
hundred thousand
thousand U. S. Dollars)
Dollars) by any of the following
following methods, or
or
any combination
combination thereof,
Government of the United
thereof, designated
designated by the Government
United
States of America:
America:
(i)
(i) by providing
providing for delivery to the Government
Government of the
United
United States of America
America real property and improvements
improvements

63 STAT.]
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to real property in Ethiopia
Ethiopia as selected
selected and determined
determined by
agreement
two Governments;
Governments; or
agreement between
between the
the two
or
(ii) by providing
providing against request Ethiopian
Ethiopian dollars for expendiexpenditure by the Government
Government of the United States of America,
America,
or by such foundation, person or organization
organization as the United
accordance with agreements
States may designate, in accordance
agreements to
to be
Governments for carrying
reached between
between the two Governments
carrying out educational and cultural programs of benefit
benefit to
to the two councountries; or
or
(iii) by providing against request
request Ethiopian
Ethiopian dollars for the payment of any or all expenditures
Ethiopia of
Governexpenditures in Ethiopia
of the
the Governand its
agencies; or
or
ment of the United States and
its agencies;
(iv) by paying, within five (5)
(5) years
days after
after
years and ninety (90)
(90) days
the date of this Agreement, in United States dollars the
the difference between $200,000
$200,000 and -the United States
States dollar value
payments made under sub-sections
of the payments
sub-sections (i), (ii),
(ii), and
and (iii)
(iii)
above during the five (5)
(5) years following the
the date
date of
of this
Agreement.
•
(b) The exchange
exchange rate applicable
applicable to payments
payments under
under the
the provisions
(a) of this Article shall be that established
established by the Interof paragraph
paragraph (a)
national
national Monetary
Monetary Fund which is in effect
proeffect at
at the time
time of payment,
payment, provided that, if no such rate exists, the rate
rate shall be that rate most favorfavorable to the Government
Government of the United States
States of America
America which was
was
used in any official transaction
transaction of the Imperial Government
Government of Ethiopia with any party in the preceding
preceding twelve
twelve months'
months' period.
Imperial Government
(c) The Imperial
Government of Ethiopia
Ethiopia agrees
agrees to use its best
best
efforts to deliver without undue
undue delay to the Government
Government of the United
States of America
America any real property
improvements to real
property or improvements
real property
property
which have been selected and determined by representatives
representatives of the two
Governments,
Governments, pursuant to paragraph
Representatives
paragraph (a) (i)
(i) above.
above. Representatives
of the Government
Government of the United States of America
America may,
may, at
at their
their
discretion, conduct discussion
discretion,
discussion directly
property owners
owners and condirectly with property
regarding the acquisition
tractors regarding
acquisition of
of such property
property or
or improvements
improvements
by the Imperial Government
Government of Ethiopia
delivery to
GovernEthiopia for delivery
to the Government of the United States of America.
discussions shall
shall
America. But no such
such discussions
obligations whatsoever
give rise to any obligations
part of
of the
the Imperial
Imperial
whatsoever on the part
Government of Ethiopia.
Government

2447
2447

Exchange
Exchange rate.
rate.

Delivery
of real
Delivery of
property,letc.
property,'etc.

ARTICLE
ABTICI 33

(a)
Government of Ethiopia hereby acquires
(a) The Imperial
Imperial Government
acquires full
title, without qualification
qualification as to disposition or use, to all lend-lease
lend-lease
articles transferred
transferred to the Imperial
Imperial Government
except
Government of Ethiopia, except
lend-lease
possession or control
lend-lease articles now in the possession
control of the Armed
Armed Forces
of the Imperial Government
Government of Ethiopia.
(b)
(b) The Government of the United
United States of America
hereby acAmerica hereby
qualification as to disposition or use, to all
quires full title, without qualification
articles transferred to the Government of theUnited
the United States
Statesof
of America
by the Imperial
Imperial Ethiopian
Ethiopian Government
Government under reciprocal
reciprocal aid.

Titleto
Title to lend-lease
lend-lease
articles.

Title to
to articles
articles
transferred to
U. S.
transferred
to U.S.
Govoenment.
Roveaninent.
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ArricLE 4
4
ArrICLE
Under Article
V of
of the Agreement
Agreement of August 9, 1943, the GovernUnder
Article V
Govern-

deight o recoverybyf ment of the United
United States
States of
the right
right to
to recover
recover at
of America
America has
has the
at the
the
end
emergency, as determined
end of
of the
the present
present emergency,
determined by the
the President
President of
of the
the

United States of America,
America, such defense
defense articles
articles transferred
under that
that
transferred under
Agreement as have
have not been
been destroyed,
destroyed, lost,
consumed and
shall
lost, or
or consumed
and as
as shall
be determined
determined by the President
President to be of
to the
the United
United States
States of
of
of use to
America. Although the Government
of America
America
Government of the United
United States
States of
does not intend to exercise generally
generally this right of recapture,
recapture, the
the GovGovernment of the United
United States of America expressly
expressly reserves
such right
right
reserves such
with respect to lend-lease
lend-lease articles of
essentially or
for
of types
types essentially
or exclusively
exclusively for
use in war or warlike
warlike exercises
exercises now in the possession
possession or
or control
control
of the Armed Forces
Forces of the Imperial
Imperial Government
of Ethiopia;
and
Government of
Ethiopia; and
the Imperial Government
Government of Ethiopia
Ethiopia hereby
hereby agrees
agrees that
that the
the GovernGovernment of the United
United States
States of America
America at any time
hereafter may
may exerexertime hereafter
cise this right of recapture
recapture with respect
respect to
articles of
of types
types
to lend-lease articles
essentially or exclusively for use in war or warlike
warlike exercises
now in
in
exercises now
the possession or control of the Armed Forces of
of the
the Imperial
Imperial GovGovernment of Ethiopia which, as of the
upon which
which notice
notice requesting
the date upon
requesting
return
communicated to the Imperial
Imperial Government
return is communicated
Government of Ethiopia, have
have
not been destroyed, lost, or
consumed.
or consumed.
ARTICLE
Ann= 5
5

Transfer o
of arms,
mTransfer
rms.
munitions.
etc.
munitions, etc.

forsilver.
Obligation for
silver.

The Imperial Government
The
Government of Ethiopia will not transfer
transfer or
or dispose
dispose
of lend-lease
lend-lease articles in the categories
categories of
of arms,
munitions and
and other
other
arms, munitions
lethal weapons now in the possession or
or control
control of
of its
its Armed
Armed Forces
Forces
to any
any third country
country without the prior consent of
of the
the Government
Government of
of
the United States of America.
America.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE 6
6
Nothing
in
this
Agreement
Nothing in this Agreement affects the obligation
obligation of the Imperial
Government
Government of Ethiopia in connection
connection with
silver transferred
transferred to
with silver
to itit
by the
by
the Government
Government of the United States of America
America under lend-lease.
lend-lease.
ATICLE
ARTICLE 7
7

Pinancial
daims.
Financial claims.

Waiver ofcertain
claims.

iaero'tertsln

Financial claims between the two Governments arising
Financial claims between the two Governments arising out of existexist-

ing arrangements,
ing
arrangements, where the liability
liability for payment
payment has
heretofore
has heretofore
been
acknowledged and
computation mutually
been acknowledged
and the methods of computation
mutually agreed,
are
covered by this settlement as they will be settled in
are not
not covered
accordance
in accordance
with
such
arrangements. Likewise claims
with such arrangements.
claims submitted in
accordance
in accordance
with
the practice
practice whereby
whereby one Government
with the
Government espouses
espouses aaclaim
claim of
of one
one of
of
its
nationals
and
its
presents it through
through diplomatic
diplomatic channels
channels to
to the
the other
other
Government are
Government
are not covered
covered by this settlement. In consideration
consideration of
of
the
mutual
undertakings
Agreement, and with the
the mutual undertakings described
described in this Agreement,
objective
of arriving at as comprehensive
comprehensive aasettlement
settlement as possible,
objective of
possible, all
all
other
financial
Government against
other financial claims whatsoever
whatsoever of one Government
against the
the other
other
which
(i) have
which (i)
have heretofore
heretofore arisen, or hereafter
hereafter arise out of lend-lease
lend-lease
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or reciprocal
reciprocal aid, or (ii)
(ii) otherwise
or after
September 3,
3,
otherwise arose
arose on
on or
after September
1939, and prior to September
September 2, 1945,
1945, out of or
to the
the conconor incidental
incidental to
duct of World War II,
II, and
which are
not otherwise
otherwise dealt
dealt with
with in
in this
this
and which
are not
Agreement, are hereby waived, and neither
neither Government
will hereGovernment will
hereafter raise or pursue
claims against
against the
other.
pursue any
any such
such claims
the other.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE 88
Conferences.
Oonferences.
The Government
Government of the United
United States of
of America
the Imperial
Imperial
America and
and the
Government of Ethiopia reaffirm
reaffirm their
adherence to
to Articles
Articles IV
and
their adherence
IV and
57
Stat. 1044
1044, 1045.
1045.
57 Stat.
Agreement dated August 9,
9,1943,
VII of their Agreement
1943, and in connection
with
connection with
Article VII, agree to
together with
the
to confer
confer together
with other
other governments
governments in
in the
near future in order to bring about the expansion,
expansion, by
by appropriate
appropriate
international
international and domestic
domestic measures
measures of
of production,
employment, and
and
production, employment,
the exchange
exchange and consumption
consumption of goods, which
are the
material founwhich are
the material
foundations of the liberty and welfare
welfare of all
peoples; the
of
all peoples;
the elimination
elimination of
all forms of discriminatory
discriminatory treatment
treatment in
commerce; and
and
in international
international commerce;
the reduction
reduction of tariffs and other trade
Pending such
trade barriers. Pending
such a
a
conference,
conference, the two Governments
Governments declare
declare it
it to be their policy
policy to avoid
avoid
the adoption of new measures
measures affecting
affecting international
international trade,
trade, payments,
payments,
or investments which
which would prejudice
prejudice the
of such
such a
a conthe objectives
objectives of
conference. Furthermore, the Government
Government of the
United States
of
the United
States of
America and the Imperial
Imperial Government
Government of
agree to
to afford
afford to
to
of Ethiopia
Ethiopia agree
each other
other adequate opportunity
opportunity for
for consultation
consultation regarding
regarding measures
measures
falling within the scope of this paragraph.
paragraph.
Entry
Entry Into
into force.
force.
This Agreement
Agreement shall enter
force on
the day
day it
is signed.
enter into
into force
on the
it is
signed.
Signed in duplicate
duplicate at Addis
Ababa this
day of
of May,
May,
Addis Ababa
this Twentieth
Twentieth day
nineteen hundred
forty-nine.
hundred and
and forty-nine.
IMPERIAL GOVERNMENT
FOR THE IMPERIAL
GOVERNMENT
OF ETHIOPIA

DERESSA
DERMA
FOR THE
THE GOVERNMENT
THE
GOVERNMENT OF THB

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
AMERICA
DONALD
DONALD FF BIGELow
BIOEGLow

Charge d'Affaires ad interim
Charge
interim, of
of
Btates of America at
the United Btate8
Addis Ababa
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Agreement between the United
United States of America
Agreement
and Panama
Panama respectrespectAmerica and
ing air
air transport
services. Signed at
transport services.
at Panamd
March 31,
81, 1949;
1949; enenPanamd March
tered
intoforce April 14, 1949. And
tered into
agreements effected
effected by
And agreements
by exchanges
exchanges
of notes
notes signed at
at Panamd
March 81,
of
Panamd March
entered into
into force
force April
S1, 1949;
1949; entered
April
14,
14, 1949.
194.
AVIATION AGREEMENT
AGREEMENT BEAVIATION
BE- CONVENIO
CONVENIO SOBRE
SOBRE AVIACION
AVIACION
TWEEN
TWEEN THE
THE UNITED
UNITED
ENTRE LOS
ENTRE
LOS ESTADOS
ESTADOS
STATES OF
OF AMERICA
AMERICA AND
AND
UNIDOS DE
UNIDOS
AMERICA Y
Y
DE AMERICA
THE REPUBLIC
REPUBLIC OF
OF PANPANLA REPUBLICA
REPUBLICA DE
DE PANAMA
PANAMA
AMA
AMA
PREAMBLE:
PREAMBLE:

61 S
Stat.,
Pt.
2, p.
e1
tat., P
t. 2,
p. 1180.
1180.

Tocumen National
National
Tocumen
A
irport.
Airport.

PREAMBULO :
PREAMBULO:

WHEREAS
W
HEREAS the Governments
Governments of
of
POR CUANTO
CHANT() 10S
los Gobiernos
Gobiernos de
de
the United States of
of America
and los Estados
America and
Estados Unidos
Unidos de
de America
America, y
y
of the Republic of
of Panama
Panama are
are de la Republica
Republica de
de Panama,
Panama son
son
signatories to the
the International
International signatarios
signatarios del
del
Convenio
de
Convenio de
Civil Aviation
Aviation Convention
Convention [']
1
1]
Aviaci6n Civil Internacional,
Internacional, que
que
formulated by
which was formulated
the eman6
by the
eman6 de
de la
la Conferencia
InterConferencia InterInternational Civil Aviation
International
Con- nacional
Aviation Connacional de Aviaci6n
Aviacion Civil
Civil celeceleference
ference in Chicago in
in 1944;
1944; and
and
brada
brada en
en la
la ciudad
ciudad de
de Chicago,
Chicago,
Estados Unidos de
de America,
en
America, en
el afio
mac) de
de 1944;
1944;

WHEREAS
W HEREAS the
Government of
of
the Government
POR CUANTO
CIIANTO el
el Gobierno
de la
la
Gobierno de
of Panama
the Republic
Republic of
con- Repilblica
Panama has
has conRepdblica de Panama
Panama ha
consha consstructed a
its truido un aeropuerto
a modern
modern airport
airport in
in its
trufdo
aeropuerto moderno
modern°
territory,
territory, known
known as Tocumen
Tocumen NaNa- en su territorio,
territorio, conocido
conocido con
el
con el
tional Airport,
which is
Airport, which
is located
located nombre
nombre de Aeropuerto
Aeropuerto Nacional
Nacional
approximately fifteen
approximately
miles from
fifteen miles
from de Tocumen, el cual se
se encuentra
encuentra
the
border of Panama
the border
Panama City
City and
and ubicado aa unas
quince millas
milks de
de
unas quince
the Canal Zone, and
and is
is now
serving distancia
now serving
distancia del limite
'unite de
de la
la ciudad
ciudad
international civil
international
civil aviation;
aviation; and
and
de Panama y
Zona del
yde la Zona
del Canal,
Canal,
y
que en la
la actualidad
y quo
actualidad da
da servicio
servicio
a la
a
la aviaci6n
aviaciOn civil international;
international;
WHEREAS
the
utilization of
W HEREAS
utilization
of
POR CUANTO
CHANT° la
la utilizacion
del
utilizaci6n del
Tocumen National
National Airport by
by airair- Aeropuerto
Aeropuerto Nacional
Nacional de
Tocumen
de Tocumen
lines of the United
United States
States of
of por
por las llneas
lineas aereas
aereas de los
Estados
los Estados
America
and
of
the
America
Republic of
Republic
of Unidos
Unidos de America
Am6rica y
y de
de la
la ReRePanama will further the bonds pdblica de Panama
afianzaria
publica
afianzarfa mas
mas
of friendship
of
friendship and cooperation
cooperation Ilos
os lazos de amistad
amistad y
cooperacidn
y cooperaci6n
which now exist between the
which
the two
two (quo
lue hoy existen entre
entre los
los dos
dos
Governments; and
and
Gobiernos;
Gobiernos;
WHEREAS
it is believed
W
HEREAS it
believed that
that
POR CUANTO
que
POR
OCTANT° se considera
considera quo
Tocumen
Tocumen National Airport, if
if cercer- el
Aeropuerto
Nacional
de
Tocuel Aeropuerto Nacional
Dated
I
Dated Dec. 7.
7, 1944.
1944.
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tain
tamn provisions
provisions are made, may
may
a civil airport serving
function as a
serving
the Canal Zone as
the
as well as the
Republic of
thereby benbenRepublic
of Panama,
Panama, thereby
efitting
efitting both the Republic
Republic of
Panama
Panama and the United States of
of
America because of its relation
relation to
the Canal Zone; and

mediante ciertos
ciertos arreglos,
men, mediante
arreglos,
puede funcionar
funcionar para servir
servir como
como
aeropuerto
aeropuerto civil a
ala Repdblica
de
Repiblica de
Panama asi como a
a la Zona del
Canal, y
y en consecuencia
consecuencia beneficiaria tanto aa la Republica
ciarla
Repdblica de
de
Panama como a
alos Estados UniUnidos de America por la relaci6n
relacion de
de
este con la Zona del Canal;

WHEREAS
Governments of
W HEREAS the Governments
of
POR
Gobiernos de
de
POR CIIANTO
CUANTO los
los Gobiernos
the United States of America
America and los Estados Unidos de America
Am6rica yy
of the Republic of
of Panama
Panama concon- de la Republica
Repdblica de Panama,
Panama, para
para
sider appropriate,
appropriate, for a
a clear
clear el mejor entendirniento
en cuanto
cuanto
entendimiento en
understanding
understanding concerning
op- a
concerning the opa la prestaci6n
prestacion 'de
de los servicios
servicios
erations
erations of the international
international civil
civil civiles aereos
internacionales en
en el
el
aereos internacionales
airline services at Tocumen
Tocumen Na- Aeropuerto
Aeropuerto Nacional
Nacional de Tocumen,
Tocumen,
tional Airport,
Airport, the conclusion
conclusion of a
a consideran
consideran conveniente
conveniente la,
celebrala celebrabilateral air agreement;
agreement; and
ci6n de un convenio
convenio bilateral
bilateral sobre
sobre
aviacion; y
y
aviaci6n;
WHEREAS
W HEREAS the
the President
President of
the
of "
the

POR
FOR CUANTO
CITANTO el
Presidente de
el Presidente
de

United States of America and the los Estados
Unidos de
de America
America
Estados Unidos
President of the Republic of y
y el Presidente
Presidents de la Repdblica
Republica
Panama, desiring to enter into de
de Panama,
Panama, deseosos
deseosos de
de acordar
acordar
appropriate
engagements to these arreglos pertinentes
appropriate engagements
pertinentes con tales fines,
ends, have designated
designated for this purpur- han designado con ese objeto como
como
pose as their representatives:
representatives:
sus representantes
representantes a:
His Excellency Moruaett
Monnett B.
SuExcelenciaMonnett
Su Excelencia Monnett B. Davis,
Davis,
Davis, Ambassador Extraordinary
Extraordinary Embajador
Embajador Extraordinario
Extraordinaaio y
y PlePlenipotentiary of the United
and Plenipotentiary
United nipotenciario
nipotenciario de los Estados
Estados UniUniStates of America
America to the Republic
Republic dos de America en la
is Republica
Repdblica de
of Panama,
Panama, and
Panama, y
y
His Excellency
Excellency Licentiate Igna- Su Excelencia
Excelencia Licenciado
Licenciado Ignacio Molino, Jr., Minister
Minister of Foreign
Foreign cio Molino, Jr.,
Jr., Ministro
de
Ministro de
Relations of the Republic
Republic of Relaciones
Relaciones Exteriores
Exteriores de la
is RepdRepdPanama, who,
who, having communi- blica de Panama,
quienes, despues
despues
Panama, quienes,
cated their respective
respective full powers de haberse comunicado mutuato each other, which have
have been
been mente sus respectivos
respectivos plenos
plenos
found to be in good and due form, poderes, que fueron
en
fueron hallados
hallados en
have agreed upon the following:
debida forma, han
han convenido
convenido en
en
lo siguiente:
siguiente:
I
ARTICLE I

ARTICULO II
ARTICULO

Each
Contracting Party grants
Each Contracting
grants
to the other Contracting
Contracting Party
the rights as specified in the Annex
Annex
hereto necessary for establishing
establishing
international civil air routes
the international
and services therein described,
described,
whether
inauwhether such services
services be man-

Cada Parts
Parte Contratante
Cads
Contratante conconcede aa Is
la otra Parte
Parte Contratante
Contratante
los derechos
derechos especificados
especificados en
el
en el
Anexo adjunto, necesarios
necesarios para
pars
establecer
establecer las rutas y
y servicios
servicios
aereos
aereos civiles internacionales
intenacionales descritos en dicho Anexo, ya sea quo
que

Righs.
Rights.
p. M
Pod, P.
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Inauguration
Inauguration of
of

services.
services.

Post,
Post, p.
p. 2455.
2456.
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THAN TREATIES
TREATIES

gurated immediately
or at
at aalater
later
immediately or
date at the option
option of
the ConConof the
tracting Party to
whom the
the rights
to whom
rights
are granted.

tales servicios sean
sean inaugurados
inaugurados
inmediatamente
inmediatamente o
o en fecha posposterior, a
opcion de la Parte
Parte
a opci6n
Contratante aa la cual
se otorgan
Contratante
cual se
otorgan
dichos derechos.
derechos.

ARTICLE
II
ARTICLE II

ARTICTJLO II
II
ARTICULO

Each of the air services
so dedeservices so
scribed may be placed
placed in operation
operation
as soon as the
the Contracting
Contracting Party
Party
to whom the
have been
the rights have
been
granted by Article IIto designate
an airline or airlines for the
the route
route
concerned
concerned has authorized
authorized an
an airairline for such route, and the Contracting Party granting
granting the rights
rights
shall, subject to Article VI
VI hereof, be bound to give the
the appropriappropriate operating
operating permission
permission to the
the
airline or airlines concerned;
concerned; proprovided that the airlines
airlines so
desigso designated may be required
required to
qualify
to qualify
before the competent
competent aeronautical
aeronautical
authorities of the
the Contracting
Contracting
Party granting the rights under
under
the laws and regulations
regulations normally
normally
applied by these authorities
authorities bepermitted to engage
fore being permitted
engage in
in
the operations
operations contemplated
by
contemplated by
agreement; and provided
this agreement;
provided that
that
in areas of hostilities or of military occupation, or in areas
areas afaffected thereby, such operation
operation
shall be subject to the approval
approval
of the competent
competent authorities.

Cada uno de los servicios a4reos
aereos
podra iniinidescritos en el Anexo podra
operaciones tan
pronto
ciar sus operaciones
tan pronto
como la Parte Contratante
Contratante a
a la
la
cual se ha concedido
concedido por
por el
el
Articulo II el derecho
derecho de designar
designar
una linea
'Inca a6rea
aerea oo lineas
lIneas a6reas
aereas
para
para la ruta respective,
respectiva, haya
hays auautorizado una linea a6rea
aerea para
para tal
tal
ruta,
ruts, y
is Parte Contratante
Contratante que
y la
que
otorga
otorga los derechos estara
estarA obligada,
obligada,
con sujeci6n
sujecion aa lo dispuesto
dispuesto en
en el
el
Articulo
Articulo VI de este Convenio,
Convenio, aa
conceder
conceder el permiso
perraiso de operaciones
operaciones
pertinente
pertinente aa la Linea
linea aerea
a6rea oo
lineas
respectivas; siendo
limas aereas
areas respectivas;
siendo
entendido que a
a las lineas a6reas
aereas
designadas, antes de ser
ser autoriautorizadas para empezar
empezar sus operaoperaciones,
clones, podrs
podr6, exigirseles
exigirseles que se
se hahabiliten ante las autoridades
autoridades aeronauticas
nAuticas competentes
la Parte
competentes de
de la
Parte
Contratante
Contratante que otorga los dederechos de acuerdo con las leyes
byes y
y
reglamentos normalmente
normalmente apliaplicados por dichas
dichas autoridades,
autoridades, y
y
que tales
operaciones estaran
tales operaciones
estarin susujetas a
a la aprobaci6n
aprobacion de las
las auautoridades competentes,
competentes, en areas
areas
de hostilidades
hostilidades o
o de
ocupaci6n
de ocupaci6n
militar o
o en areas
Areas afectadas
afectadas por
por
las mismas.

ARTICLE III
III
Prevention of
Prevention
of disdisertminatory practices,
criminatory
practices,

[63 S
TAT.
[63
STAT.

In order to prevent
prevent discriminadiscriminaetc.
etc.
tory practices
practices and to assure
assure equalequality of treatment,
treatment, both Contracting
Contracting
Parties agree that:
Charges
for use
use of
Charges for
of
(a) Each of the Contracting
Contracting
faclities.
facilities.
Parties may impose or permit to
be imposed just and reasonable
reasonable
charges for the use of public airports and other facilities
facilities under its

ARTICULO
TICULO III
III
Con el fin de impedir prtcticas
practicas
discriminatorias
y para asegurar la
discriminatorias y
la
igualdad de trato, las Partes ConContratantes acuerdan:
(a) Cada
Cada una de las Partes
Pastes Contratantes
tratantes podra
podra imponer
imponer o
o perpermitir que se impongan tasas justas
justas
yy razonables por el uso de aeropuertos publicos
ptiblicos y
ylas
las demas
demas obras
obras

63 STAT.]
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autoridad. Sin
Sin
yyservicios
servicios bajo
bajo su
su autoridad.
embargo,
cada
una
de
las
Parte&
embargo, cada una de las Partes
Contratantes conviene
Contratantes
conviene en que
estas
que
estas tasas no
no seran
seran mayores
mayores que
las que serfan
serian pagadas
pagadas por el uso
obras y
y
de dichos
dichos aeropuertos
aeropuertos yy obras
servicios por
naservicios
por sus aeronaves
aeronaves nacionales dedicadas
dedicadas a
a servicios
servicios incionales
tern
acionales similares.
ternacionales
lubricating oils
(b) Fuel, lubricating
oils and
and
(b)
aceites
(b) El
El combustible,
combustible, los aceites
introduced into areas lubricantes
spare parts introduced
lubricantes y
piezas de repuesto
y las piezas
with respect to which one Con- importados
importados por una ,Parte
Parte Contracting Party has jurisdiction by tratante
tratante o
opor sus nacionales
nacionales a
a las
the other Contracting Party or
or its areas sobre
sobre las cuales
cuales la otra Parte
Parte
nationals, and intended solely for
for Contratante
Contratante tiene jmisdiccion
pars
jurisdicci6n para
aircraft of the airlines of
use by aircraft
of uso exclusivo
aeronaves de
exclusive de las aeronaves
such other Contracting
Contracting P
Pa
arrty
t y las 'Incas
lineas aereas de fal
tal Parte Conshall, with respect to the imposi- tratante,
tratante, estaran
estarAn sujetos al mismo
tion of customs duties, inspection
inspection tratamiento
tratamiento que se aplique a
a las
fees or
or other national
national duties
duties or lfneas
lineas aereas
aereas nacionales
nacionales- y
y aa las
charges by the Contracting
Contracting Party lineas aereas
aereas de la nacion
mils
naci6n mas
having jurisdiction of such areas, favorecida,
favorecida, en lo
Is itnlo relativo
relativo a
a la
imbe accorded the same treatment
treatment posici6n
posicion de derechos
derechos de aduana,
as that applying to national air- derechos
derechos de inspeccion
inspecci6n u
u otros
lines and to airlines of the most
most derechos
derechos o
o gravimenes
gravamenes nacionales
nacionales
favored nation.
aplicados
aplicados por la Parte
Parte Contratante
que tenga jurisdiccien
jurisdicci6n sobre tales
areas.
areas.
(c) The fuel, lubricating
lubricating oils,
(c) El combustible, los aceites
spare parts, regular equipment and lubricantes, las piezas de repuesto,
repuesto,
aircraft
aircraft stores retained
retained on board el equipo
equipo normal y
ylos bastimentos
bastimentos
civil aircraft of the airlines of one de aeronaves
aeronaves que se retienen a
a
Contracting
aeronaves civiles de las
las
Contracting Party authorized
authorized to bordo de aeronaves
operate the routes and services
limas a6reas
adreas de una Parte Conservices lineas
described
autorizadas pars
para explotar
explotar
described in the Annex shall, upon tratante autorizadas
arriving in or leaving
descritos en el
leaving the areas las rutas y
y servicios descritos
Anexo, swan
with respect to which the other Anexo,
seran exonerados, aa su
Contracting
Contracting Party has jurisdic- llegada a
a las areas bajo la juristion, be exempt from customs, in- dicci6n
la otra Parte Contradicci6n de is
spection fees or similar duties or tante
tante o
salida de las mismas,
oa
a su salida
charges, even though such supplies de derechos
derechos
derechos de aduana, derechos
be used or consumed by such air- de inspeccion
derechos o
o
inspecci6n uu otros derechos
craft on flights in those areas.
gravamene,s
&Cm cuando
gravamenes similares, adn
articulos seen
sean usados oo contales artfculos
sumidos por dichos
dichos aviones en
vuelos dentro de dichas areas.

2453'
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control. Each of the Contracting
Contracting
Parties agrees, however,
however, that these
charges shall not be higher than
would be paid for the use of such
such
airports and facilities by its nasimilar
tional aircraft engaged in similar
international services.
international

ARTICLE IV
AwrxcLz
IV

Customs
- duties,
Oustoms''duties,
etc., for fuel,
fuel, lubricatetc.,
lubricating oils,
oils, an.d,,spare
an,d,e pure
ing
parts.
parts.

ARTICULO
AreFicuLo IV
IV

Certifiates
certificados de aeronavegaCertificates of airworthiness,
airworthiness,
Los certificados
aeronavegcertificates
competency and bilidad, los certificados
certificates of competency
certificados de comcorn-

COrtfiet of
1irCertificates
of airwrt4lns
worthiness, etc.
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Laws and regulaLaws
tions.
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licenses
licenses issued or rendered
rendered valid by
by
one Contracting
Contracting Party
and still
in
Party and
still in
force shall be recognized as
as valid
by the other Contracting
Contracting Party
Party for
for
the purpose of
routes
of operating
operating the
the routes
and services described
described in the
the
Annex. Each Contracting
Contracting Party
reserves
reserves the right, however,
however, to
to
refuse to recognize, for
for the
the purpose
purpose
of flight above areas with
with respect
respect
to which it has jurisdiction,
jurisdiction, certificates
tificates of competency
competency and licenses granted
granted to its
nationals
its own
own nationals
by another
another State.
State.

petencia
expedidas
petencia yy las licencias
licencias expedidas
o
como validos
vilidos por
por
o reconocidas
reconocidas como
una Parte
Parte Contratante,
que est6n
esten
Contratante, que
todavia en vigencia,
todavia
vigencia, seran
serail reconoreconocidos como validos
validos por
por la
otra
la otra
Parte
Parte Contratante
Contratante para
para el
el efecto
efecto
explotar las
rutas y
y servicios
servicios
de explotar
las rutas
descritos en el Anexo.
Anexo. Cada
Cada Parte
Parte
Contratante, sin
sin embargo,
Contratante,
embargo, para
para
los efectos del vuelo sobre las
areas
jurisdiccion, se
reAreas bajo su jurisdicci6n,
se reserva
serva el derecho
derecho de rehusar
el
rehusar el
reconocimiento
reconocimiento de certificados
certificados de
de
competencia
competencia y
y licencias expedidas
expedidas
aa favor de sus propios nacionales
nacionales
por otro Estado.
Estado.

ARTICLE V
V

ARTICULO V
V
ARTICULO

(a) Subject to Article
Article XVII
XVII
hereof, the laws and.
of
and regulations
regulations of
one Contracting Party
relating
to
Party relating to
the admission to
departure
to or
or departure
from areas with respect
respect to which
which
jurisdiction of aircraft
it has jurisdiction
aircraft enengaged in international
international air navigation, or to the operation
operation and
naviand navigation of such aircraft while
while within those areas, shall be applied
applied to
to
the aircraft
aircraft of the
airlines desigdesigthe airlines
nated by the other Contracting
Contracting
Party, and shall be complied
complied with
by such aircraft upon entering
or
entering or
departing from
from or while within
within
those areas.

(a) Con sujeci6n
sujecion a
a lo estiestipulado en el
las
el Articulo XVII,
XVII, las
leyes y
byes
y reglamentos
reglamentos de una Parte
Contratante
Contratante relatives
relativos a
la admiadmia la
si6n o
o salida de aeronaves
site
aeronaves dedicaa la
das a
is. navegaci6n
navegacion a6rea
aerea internainternacional, en areas
Areas bajo
bajo su jurisdicci6n, o
o relatives
relativos a
alas operaciones
operaciones
y navegaci6n.
navegaci6n de tales aeronaves
y
aeronaves
mientras se hallen
hallen dentro de
dichas Areas,
areas, serAn
serail aplicados
aplicados a
las
a las
aeronaves de las lineas
aeronaves
'hafts aereas
aereas
designadas
designadas por la otra Parte ConContratante,
tratante, y
y se cumpliran
cumpliran por
por tales
tales
aeronaves
aeronaves al entrar oo salir
salir oo
mientras
naientras permanezcan
permanezcan dentro
dentro de
las areas
Areas susodichas.
susodichas.
(b) Con sujeci6n aalo estipulado
estipulado
en el Articulo XVII, las
leyes y
y
las leyes
reglamentos de
Parte ContraContrareglamentos
de una
una Parte
tante, relativos
relativos a
a la admisi6n oo
salida
salida de pasajeros, tripulaci6n
tripulacion o
o
carga
carga de aeronaves, en areas
areas sobre
sobre
las cuales tiene jurisdiccion,
tales
jurisdicci6n, tales
como los reglamentos
reglamentos relativos
relativos a
a
entrada, despacho,
entrada,
despacho, inmigraci6n,
inmigraci6n,
pasaportes, aduanas
y cuarentepasaportes,
aduanas y
cuarentenas, seran
serin cumplidos
cumplidos por los pasapasajeros yy tripu]aciones
jeros
tripulaciones de
is. otra
otra
de la
Parte
Contratante ooen su
Parte Contratante
nombre,
su nombre,
asi como respecto
respecto aa la
is. carga,
carga, al
at
entrar en dichas
entrar
dichas areas, al
salir de
de
al salir

(b) Subject to Article XVII
XVII
hereof, the laws and regulations
regulations of
one Contracting Party as to the
admission to or departure
admission
departure from
from
areas with respect to which it has
jurisdiction of passengers, crew or
or
cargo of aircraft, such as regularegulations relating to entry, clearance,
clearance,
immigration, passports, customs,
and quarantine shall be complied
complied
with by or on behalf of
of such paspassengers, crew or cargo of the other
Contracting Party upon entrance
Contracting
entrance
into or departure
departure from, or while
while
within those areas.
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ellas, o
o mientras
raientras permanezcan
permanezcan
ellas,
dentro de las mismas.
dentro
ARTICLE
VI
ARTICLE VI
Each
Each Contracting Party reserves the right to withhold or
of the rights
the exercise
revoke the
exercise of
revoke
specified in
to this
this
Annex to
in the
the Annex
specified
Agreement by
by an
airline desigdesigan airline
Agreement
Contracting
other Contracting
nated by the other
Party
in the event that it is not
Party in
satisfied that substantial ownership
and effective
control of such
effective control
ship and
airline
in nationals of
are
vested
airline
Contracting Party, or
the other Contracting
in case of failure by such airline
to comply
to
comply with the laws and
regulations referred to in Article
regulations
V
V hereof, or otherwise to fulfill
under which the
the conditions under
accordance
rights
rights are, granted in accordance
Agreement and its Anthis Agreement
with this
nex.
nex.

ARTICLE VII
VII
ARTICLE
Contracting Parties agree
The Contracting
that this Agreement
Agreement and all conconnected therewith shall
tracts connected
be
registered with
with the InternaInternabe registered
tional
Civil
Aviation
OrganizaOrganizational Civil Aviation
tion.
ARTICLE
VIII
ARTICLE VIII

ArtricuLo
VI
ARTICULO VI
Withholding or
or revrevWithholding
Cads Parte Contratante
Contratante se re- ocation
Cada
ocation of exercise ,of
of
rights.
o
serva el derecho
derecho de no otorgar
otorgar o
de revocar a
auna linea
'Inca aerea
a6rea de2466
,p. 246
signada
signada por la otra Parte Contra- Post ,p.
ejercicio de los derechos
tante el ejercicio
quo
Anexo del
que se especifican en el Artexo
presente
Convenio en el caso de
presente Convenio
no estar satisfecha
satisfecha de que
quo la
propiedad sustancial
sustancial y
y el dominio
propiedad
efectivo de tal lines
aerea estin
estan
linea a6rea
efectivo
en, manos de nacionales
nacionales de la otra
en
Parte Contratante,
Contratante, ooen el caso
Ca130 de
quo
lines aerea
a6rea deje de cumque dicha
dicha linea
a que
plir las leyes
byes y
yreglamentos
quo
reglamentos a
hace referencia
V del
referencia el Articulo V
presente
quo en
en
presente Convenio, oo de que
cualquier
cualquier otra forma deje de cumplir las condiciones
condiciones bajo las cuales
se conceden los
los derechos
derechos de conformidad con este Convenio y
y su
Anexo.
Anexo.
ARTICULo
ARTICULO VII
VII
Reglitratlon
Registration of
of
Contratantes acuer- Agreement.
Las Partes Contratantes
Agreement.
Cortvenio y
y
dan quo
que el presente Convenio
todos los contratos con 61 relacionados, seem
registrados en la
is
seran registrados
cionados,
Organizaci6n
Organizacion de Aviaci6n
Aviaci6n Civil
Internacional.
Internacional,

VIII
ARTICULO VIII
ARTICULO

n force
Oontinnance in
force
derechos y
privilegios exis- of Oontinuano
y privilegios
Los derechos
privileges
Existing rights and privileges
nd
existing
xlittng rights and
Privileges.
rrPtvllf.
relatives a
a servicios de
relating to air transport services
services tentes relativos
hayan sido
a6reos que
transportes aereos
quo hayan
which
granted transportes
which may have been granted
otorgados por alguna
sigma
previamente otorgados
the Con- previamente
previously
by either
either of the
previously by

de las
las Partes
Contratantes para
pars
Partes Contratantes
benefit of de
to the benefit
tracting Parties
Parties to
tracting

la
area de is
linea aerea
an airline of the other Contracting beneficio de una lines
otra
Parte
Contratante,
continuacontinuaContratante,
Parte
otra
in force
Party shall
continue in
shall continue
Party
ran
ran en
en vigencia de acuerdo con
according to their terms.
according
sus
t6rminos.
sus terminos.

ARTICLE
IX
ARTICLE IX

IX
ABTICULO
ARTICULO IX

Either of the Contracting
Contracting Parties
ties may at any time notify the
other
of its intention to termiother of
nate the present Agreement.
Agreement. Such
simultaa
notiee shall be sent simultaa notice

Cualquiera de las Partes ConCualquiera
podr6, en cualquier
cualquier
tratantes podra
la otra Parte
momento notificar a
ais
su
intenciOn de dar por termindo
tenninado
su intenci6n
delSeri
Convenio. Tal
este COrtvertio.
este
Pal aviso
avisa &bark

Termnation.
Termination.
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Modification of
Modification
of
oditions.
routes or conditions.

routes or

Post, p. 2468.
Potp.2,
6.

Effect of
of future multilateral convention.

tislteral convention.

INTERNATIONAL
INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS
AGREEMENTS OTHER
OTHER THAN
TREATIES
THAN TREATIES

International Civil
neously to the International
Civil
Aviation Organization.
Organization.
In the
the
In
event such communication
communication is
is
made, this Agreement
Agreement shall terminate one year after
after the
the date
date
of receipt of the notice to termiterminate, unless by agreement
agreement between
between
the Contracting Parties the
the comcommunication
munication under reference
reference is
is
withdrawn
withdrawn before the
the expiration
expiration
of that time. If the other ConContracting
tracting Party fails to acknowlacknowledge receipt,
receipt, notice
notice shall
shall be
be
deemed as having been received
received
14 days after its receipt
the
receipt by
by the
International Civil Aviation
International
Aviation OrOrganization.

simultaneamente aa la
ser enviado
enviado simultaneamente
la
Organizaci6n de Aviaci6n
Organizacion
Aviacion Civil
Civil
Internacional.
Internacional.
En el
de
el caso de
hacerse
hacerse tal notificaci6n
notificaci6n este
Coneste Convenio
venio terminara
terminara, despues
de un
un
despu6s de
afio de la fecha de recibo
recibo del
del
aviso, a
menos que
que las
las Partes
Partes
a menos
Contratantes
Contratantes acuerden
acuerden retirarlo
retirarlo
antes de
de la
expiracion de
de ese
ese
la expiraci6n
termino.
t6rmino. Si la otra
Conotra Parte Contratante dejare de
de acusar
acusar recibo,
recibo,
se considerara
considerara el aviso como recirecibido catorce
catorce (14)
dfas despues
(14) dias
despu6s
de su recibo
recibo por la Organizaci6n
Organizacion
de Aviacion
Civil Internacional.
Internacional.
Aviaci6n Civil

ARTICLE X
ARTICLE
X

ARTICULO X
ARTICULO
X

In the
the event
ConIn
event either
either of
of the
the Contracting Parties considers
considers it
it desirdesirable to modify
modify the routes or conditions set forth in
in the
the attached
attached
Annex, it
it may request
request consultaconsultation between the competent authorities of both Contracting
Contracting Parties, such consultation to begin
begin
within aaperiod
period of sixty days from
from
the date of the request. When
When
these authorities
mutually agree
authorities mutually
on new or revised conditions
conditions afaffecting the Annex, their recomrecommendations on the matter
matter will
mendations
come into effect after they have
been confirmed
confirmed by an
exchange of
of
an exchange
diplomatic
diplomatic notes.

En el caso de que cualquiera
cualquiera de
de
las Partes Contratantes
Contratantes deseare
deseare
modificar las rutas o
o condiciones
con.diciones
establecidas
establecidas en el Anexo, podr&
podra
promover consultas entre las aupromover
toridades
toridades competentes
competentes de
ambas
de ambas
Partes Contratantes,
Contratantes, debiendo
inidebiendo iniciarse dichas consultas
consultas dentro de
de
un plazo de sesenta dias,
dfas, aa partir
partir
de la fecha de la solicitud. Cuando
Cuando
dichas
dichas autoridades
autoridades acuerden mumutuamente
condiciones nuevas
tuamente condiciones
nuevas o
o
revisadas que afecten
revisadas
Anexo,
afecten el Anexo,
sus recomendaciones
recomendaciones entrarAn
entraran en
en
vigencia despu6s
despues de que hayan
hayan
sido confirmadas
confirmadas por un cambio
de notas diplomaticas.
diplomaticas.

ARTICLE
ARTICLE XI
XI

ARTICULO
XI
ARTICULO XI

If a
a general
general multilateral
multilateral air
air
transport convention accepted by
by
both Contracting Parties
Parties enters
into force with respect to
to both
both
Contracting
Contracting Parties, the present
present
Agreement
Agreement shall be amended
so as
as
amended so
to conform
conform with the provisions
provisions of
of
such Convention.

Si entra en vigor con respecto
respecto a
a
las Partes Contratantes
Contratantes una
una ConConvenci6n
vencion multilateral
multilateral sobre transtransporte aereo
aereo aceptada
aceptada por las ParPartes Contratantes,
Contratantes, el presente
presente ConConvenio sera modificado
modificado de manera
manera
que se conforme aa las estipulaestipulaciones de tal Convenci6n.
Convenci6n.

ARTICLE
ARTICLE XII
XII

Settlement of diso dsputes.
Post, p. 1466.

pustleent
Post, P.2.

(63 S
TAT.
[63
STAT.

ARTICULO
ARTICULO XII
XII
otherwise provided in
Except as otherwise
in
Salvo estipulaci6n
estipulacion contraria de
de
this Agreement
this
Agreement or its Annex, any
any este Convenio
Convenio oode su Anexo,
Anexo, cualcualdispute between the Contracting quier divergencia
divergencia entre las Partes
Partes

63 STAT.]
STAT.]
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interpreta- Contratantes
Contratantes relativa
is interParties relative to the interpretarelativa aa la
aplicaci6n de este
tion or application of this Agree- pretacion
pretaci6n o
o aplicaci6n
ment or its Annex, which cannot
cannot Convenio
Anexo, que no
Convenio oo de su Anexo,
be settled through consultation, pueda arreglarse
arreglarse por medio
medio de conshall be submitted for an advisory sultas, sera sometido,
sornetido, para
pars un
report to a
a tribunal of three arbi- informe consultivo,
consultivo, a
a un tribunal
arbitros, uno nombrado
nombrado por
por
trators, one to be named by each de tres arbitros,
Contratante y
y el terContracting Party, and the third cads
cada Parte Contratante
asi
to be agreed upon by the two cero por los dos arbitros est
condicion de que
arbitrators so chosen, provided
provided escogidos,
con la condici6n
arbitrators
escogidos, con
irbitro no sea nacional
that such third arbitrator shall not este tercer arbitro
ninguna de las Partes Conbe a
anational
national of either Contracting de ninguna
Party Each of the Contracting tratantes. Cada una de las Partes
arbitro
designarf un arbitro
Contratantes designara
designate an arbi- Contratantes
Parties shad designate
dentro de los dos meses siguientes
trator within two months of the dentro
Parte a
a
la presentaciOn
presentaci6n por una Parte
a is
either party to a
date of delivery by either
is.
otra
de
una
nota
diplomatica,
diplomftica
la
the
other
party
of
a
diplomatic
a diplomatic
the other
solicite'el
arbitraje
el arbitraje
en la culd
cual se solicite
note requesting
a en
arbitration of a
requesting arbitration
y el tercer &rbitro
arbitro
la disputa; y
dispute; and the third arbitrator de is
escogido• en el t6rmino
terrain° de un
shall be agreed
agreed upon within .one
one sera escogido
period° de
perfodo
month after such period of two mes despues de dicho •
llegare aa un
months. If the third arbitrator
arbitrator dos meses. Si no se llegare
Arbitro
acuerdo sobre el tercer arbitro
is not agreed upon, within the time acuerdo
t6rmino indicado; li
limitation indicated, the vacancy
vacancy dentro del termino'indicado;
creada ser&
vacante asf
asf creada
sera llenada
thereby created
created shall be filled by vacante
thereby
designaci6n de una perappointment of aa person, mediante designacion
the appointment
Presidente del
escogida por el Presidente
designated
designated by the President of the sona escogida
Organizacion
de
la
Organizaci6n
de
Consejo
Council of the International
International Civil
Aviacion
Civil
Internacional,
is
de
la
Internacional,
Aviaci6n
a
Organization, from a
Aviation Organization,
nomina
bibitros
que
manque
se
de
arbitros
n6mina
panel
of
arbitral
personnel
mainpersonnel
panel
acuerdo con la
is practica
practica
tained in accordance
accordance with the tiene de acuerdo
tained
Aviaci6n
Organizaci6n de Aviacion
practice of the International
International Civil de la Organizaci6n
practice
Organization. The ex- Civil International. Las autoriAviation Organization.
ejecutivas de las Partes Condades ejecutivas
ecutive
ecutive authorities
authorities of the Con- dades
dentro de
procuraran, dentro
tratantes procuraran,
tracting Parties will use their best tratantes
tracting
disponen,
facultades de que disponen,
efforts under the powers available
available las facultades
efforts
hacer efectiva la opini6n expresada
expresada
to them to put into effect the hacer
informe consultivo.
consultivo. Cada
Cads
en tal informe
expressed in any such ad- en
opinion expressed
pagara la
de los
la mitad
mitad de
Parte pagar&
visory report. A
A moiety of the Parte
expenses
expenses of the arbitral tribunal gastos del tribunal.
shall be borne by each party.
ARTICULO
ARTICI7L0 XIII
XIII
ARTICLE
ARTICLE XIII
XIII
modificaciones que haga
Changes made by either Con- Las modificaciones
Contracualquiera de las Partes Contratracting Party in the routes de- cualquiera
schedules attached, tantes en las rutas descritas en
scribed in the schedules
itinerarios anexos, excepto
los itinerarios
except
except those which change the los
cambien los puntos
points
points served by these airlines in aquellas que cambien
lfneas a6reas
aereas en
areas with respect
respect to which the
the servidos por estas lineas
la otra
areas sobre las cuales Is
other
Contracting Party has juris- las ireas
other Contracting

Tribunal of arbiTribunal
trators.
trators.

Designation.
Designation.

Expenses.
Expenses.

Changes in
in sohedsohed uled routes.
Wed
routes.

2458
2458
p.
Post, P.
p. 246e.

Post, p.
p. 2467.
2*7.

t,

INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS
AGREEMENTS OTHER
INTERNATIONAL
OTHER THAN
THAN TREATIES
TREATIES

diction, shall not be considered
as
considered as
modifications of the Annex.
modifications
Annex. The
The
aeronautical authorities of
aeronautical
of either
either
Contracting Party
may therefore
therefore
Party may
proceed unilaterally
unilaterally to
such
to make
make such
changes, provided,
provided, however,
however, that
that
notice of any change
change is
is given
withgiven without delay to the aeronautical
aeronautical
authorities of the other
other ContractContracting Party.
If such other aeronautical
aeronautical auauthorities find that, having
having regard
regard
to the principles
principles set forth in
in SecSection VII
VII of the Annex to the
tion
present Agreement,
Agreement, interests of
their air carrier or
are
or carriers
carriers are
prejudiced by the carriage
carriage by
by the
the
air carrier or carriers
the first
carriers of the
first
Contracting Party
Contracting
Party of traffic
traffic bebetween areas with respect
respect to
to which
which
the second Contracting
Contracting Party
Party has
has
jurisdiction
and
jurisdiction
the new
point in
new point
in
areas with respect to
to which
which the
the
third country
county has jurisdiction, the
the
authorities of the two Contracting
Contracting
Parties shall consult with aa view
to arriving at aasatisfactory
satisfactory agreeagreement.

ARTICLE XIV
ARTICLE
XIV
i. lvil aviation
miU.S. civil aviation
mission.
Port,
p.2478
Post, P. 2478.

The Government
Government of
of the
The
United
the United

[63 STAT.
STAT.
[63

Parte tiene
tiene jurisdicci6n,
jurisdiccion, no
no seran
serin
considerades
considerades como
como modificaciones
modificaciones
del Anexo.
lo tanto,
tanto, las
las
del
Anexo. Por
Por lo
autoridades
autoridades aeronauticas
aeronauticas de
de cualcualquiera de
de las
Partes Contratantes
las Partes
Contratantes
pueden proceder
proceder unilateralmente
unilateralmente aa
efectuar tales
efectuar
tales cambios,
cambios, siempre
siempre
que el
de cualquier
cualquier cambio
cambio
que
el aviso
aviso de
se de
dó sin
sin demora
demora a
autoridades
a las
las autoridades
aeronauticas
aeronauticas de
la otra
otra Parte
Parte ConConde la
tratante.
tratan te.
Si estas autoridades
autoridades aeronautiaeronauticas encontraren
encon.traren que,
que, habida
habida cuenta
cuenta
de los principios
principios establecidos
establecidos en
en la
la
Secci6n
VII
del Anexo
Seccion
Anexo al
al presente
presente
Convenio,
Convenio, los
los intereses
intereses de
lines
de su
su linea
oolineas
aereas se
lineas aereas
se perjudicarian
con
perjudicarfan con
el hecho de que la
la linea
lines oo lineas
lineas
aereas
aereas de la primera
primers Parte
Parte ConContratante
establezean trAnsito
tratante establezcan
transito entre
entre
areas
areas sobre las
las cuales
cuales tiene
tiene jurisjurisdicci6n
diccion la
is. segunda Parte
Parte ContraContratante y
y el punto nuevo
nuevo en
en areas
Areas
jurisdicci6n de
bajo jurisdiccion
de wa
un tercer
tercer pals,
pafs,
las autoridades
autoridades de
de las
las dos
dos Partes
Partes
Contratantes se
Contratantes
se consultaran
con
consultaran con
la mira de
de llegar
un arreglo
arreglo
llegar aa un
satisfactorio.
satisfactorio.
ARTICULO XIV
ARTICULO
XIV

El Gobierno de
de los
los Estados
Estados
States of America will supply,
Unidos de America
Amarica conviene
conviene en
en
subject to the availability
subject
availability of
of proporcionar
proporcionar una Misi6n
Misi6n de
de AeroAerosuitable personnel and appropriappropri- nautica
n&utica Civil para
pars que
presto su
an
que preste
ated funds for the purpose, aacivil cooperaci6n al Gobierno
de
cooperaci6n
de PanaPanaaviation mission to aid
Gov- ma
aid the
the Govma en el desarrollo
desarrollo de
aviade su
su aviaernment of the Republic
Republic of Panama
Panama cion
ci6n civil, asi como
como el asesoraasesorain the development
development of its civil 1miento
in
miento t6cnico,
tecnico, siempre
siempre que
que el
el
aviation, including technical
technical asas- IGobierno
Gobierno de la Repiblica
Republica, de
de
sistance, if such aa mission is resistance,
re- Panama
Panama asf
asi lo solicite
solicite y
y que
ci
que el
quested by the Government
Government of
of (Gobierno
Gobierno de
de los
Estados Unidos
Unidos
los Estados
Panama. The terms and condicondi- 1tenga
tenga para ello personal idoneo
id6neo yy
tions concerning the provision
and Ifondos disponibles.
provision and
fondos
Las especiespeciLas
operation
operation of such a
amission
mission will be
be fficaciones
icaciones y
y condiciones
condiciones para
pars el
el
determined
determined by an exchange
of ssuministro
exchange of
iuministro y
funcionamiento de
de
y funcionamiento
notes between the Government
Government of
of tLal Misi6n se
determinarhn
tai Misi6n
determinaran por
por
the United States and the GovGov- rmedio
nedio de un canje de notas entre
entre
ernment of Panama.
Ilos
os Gobiernos de
de los
los Estados
Estados
Unidos
1
Unidos y
y de Panama.
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The Government
Government of the United
States of America
render
America will render
without cost to the Government
Government
of the Republic of Panama such
such
technical advice
respect to
advice with respect
to
sanitation at Tocumen
Tocumen. National'
National
Airport as may be requested
requested by
Government of Panama.
the Government
Government of the United
United
The Government
States of America
America will make available a
a certain communications
communications
cable for use in connection with
at Tocumen National
operations at
Airport, Panama City, and the
the
Canal Zone, according
according to
to terms
terms
and conditions concerning
concerning the
installation, operation
operation and maintenance of this cable for commercial as well as official use, which
which
will be determined by an exchange
exehange
entered into this day
of notes entered
between the Government
Government of the
United
United States of America
America and the
Government of the Republic of
Government
Panama.

2/59
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Sanitation at TowSanitation
ToouEl Gobierno de los Estados men
National Airport.
Airport.
Unidos de
de America
America proporcionark
proporcionarA
sin costo al Gobierno
Gobierno de
de la ReReppublica
pdblica de Panama,
Panama, el consejo
tecnico
tecnico que el Gobierno de Panama solicite sabre
de
sobre medidas de
saneamiento y
y sanidad
saneamiento
sanidad en el Aeropuerto Nacional
Nacional de
de Tocumen.
Comm unications
unications
El Gobierno de los Estados
Estados cable.
Post,
2471.
Poet,
p.
2471.
Unidos 'de
4:16 America facilitara un
de comunieseiones para uso
use
cable de'comunicaciones
eü conexieni
en
conexi6ni con
con las
las operaciones
operaciones
de•
de comunieteciones
comunicaciones en
en el AeroAeropuerto
Nacional de Tocumen,
Tocumen, en
en
puerto:Nacionil
la ciudid
ciudad de Panam*
Panamiv y
y. en is
la Zona
del Canal,:
Canal; de
de acuerdo con
don las
estipulaciones y
estipulabiones
y condiciones
condiciones rela' la instalacien,
tivas a
a:la
instalaci6n, uso yy
mantenimiento
mantenimiento de este cable, para
pars
la
prestaci6n del servicio tanto
is prestacien
oficial come
como' comercial,
comercial, las cuales
se determinaran
determinaran en canje de notas
efectuado
efectuado hoy entre los Gobiernos
Gobiernos
de los Estados Unidos de America
America
y de la Repiblica
y
Republica de Panama.
ARTICLE XV
ARTICLE
XV
ARTICULO XV
traffic oontrol.
control.
It is recognized
recognized by both GovernGobiernos reconocen
reconocen que Air trek
Ambos Gobiemos
ments that increasing
increasing traffic of el creciente
creciente transit°
transito de aeronaves
aeronaves
commercial,
commercial, private and military comerciales,
comerciales, particulares
particulares y
y milimillaircraft, which presently operate tares, que actualmente
actualmente operan
operan
from seven airports and seaplane desde siete aeropuertos
aeropuertos y
y bases de
bases located in close proximity on hidroaviones
hidroaviones ubicados en lugares
the Isthmus of Panama,
Panama, requires
requires a
a muy
mug pr6ximos
preXimos entre si
sl en el Istmo
coordinated system of air traffic de Panama, requiere
coordinated
de
requiere un sistema de
control in the interests of flight
direccien coordinada
trtuisito
coordinada de transito
flight direcci6n
safety.
aereo, en beneficio
beneficio de la seguridad
seguridad
aereo,
del vuelo.
Uniform rules of the
It
It is therefore
Por lo tanto, se conviene
conviene en
therefore agreed that there
en que air.Uniform
shall be consultation between the se celebren consultas
consultas entre las auappropriate
appropriate authorities of both toridades
toridades pertinentes
pertinentes de ambos
Governments
Governments for the purpose of Gobiernos,
Gobiernos, con la mira de estableestableestablishing by mutual agreement
agreement cer, de mutuo acuerdo, reglamenreglamenuniform rules of the air and pro- tos uniformes de navegacion
aerea
navegaci6n aerea
cedures
y procedimientos
cedures for the provision of air y
procedimientos para
pars el establecitraffic control services and there miento de servicios de direcci6n
direccien
shall be frequent consultations
consultations del transito
transit° aereo.
sere°. Se conviene,
conviene,
thereafter
ademas, que en adelante
thereafter concerning
concerning the imple- ademfts,
adelante se
se celecelebraran
mentation of such regulations.
brarin consultas
consultas frecuentes
frecuentes relarelativas al eumiilimlento
cumlimento de tales
reglamentos.
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INTERNATIONAL
OTHER THAN TREATIES
INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS
AGREEMENTS OTHER
TREATIES
ARTICLE XVI
ARTICLE
XVI

[63 STAT.
STAT.
[63

ARTICULO XVI
XVI
ARTICULO

trasiasssion
messtrEcialssion of Me
by both
both GovernGovernItIt is
is recognized
recognized by
Ambos Gobiernos reconocen
reconocen que
que
sages.
ments that commercial
sages.
commercial air
opera- las operaciones
air operaoperaciones aereas
a4reas comerciales
comerciales
tions require adequate radio facilifacili- requieren instalaciones
instalaciones adecuadas
adecuadas
ties and personnel for the
the transtrans- y
y personal competente
competente en
en cuanto
cuanto
mission of air-ground-air
air-ground-air messages
messages a
a radio-comunicaciones
radio-comunicaciones para
la
para la
and point to point messages. The
The transmisi6n
transmision de mensajes del
del aire
aire aa
Government
Government of the United
States la tierra y
United States
viceversa y
mensajes
y viceversa
y mensajes
of America
America agrees to assist
in the
assist in
the de lugar aalugar. El
Gobierno de
El Gobierno
de
provision of this essential service
service los Estados Unidos
Unidos de
de America
America
authorized air-groundby relaying authorized
air-ground- conviene
conviene en cooperar
cooperar a
a la prespresair and point to point messages
messages taci6n de este
esencial,
este servicio
servicio esencial,
which are received by its
air transmitiendo
its civil
civil air
transraitien.do mensajes
mensajes autoriautoricommunications
communications station in
in the
the zados del aire a
a la tierra y
y viceviceCanal Zone to the air communicacommunica- versa, y
yde lugar a
sean
a lugar, que
que sean
tions center
center at Tocumen
Tocumen National
National recibidos por su estaci6n
estacian civil
civil de
de
Airport by means of
of the
the cable
cable comunicaciones
comunicaciones adreas
la Zona
Zona
aereas en
en la
communications link to be estab- del Canal, hasta el
communications
de
el centro
centro de
lished. The civil air communicacommunica- comunicaciones
comunicaciones aereas
aereas en
en el
el AeroAerotions station in the Canal Zone puerto
puerto Nacional de
Tocumen, por
por
de Tocumen,
will also transmit such messages
messages medio del cable de comunicaciones
comunicaciones
relayed
relayed to it from ;the
the air
air commucommu- que sera
serA instalado. La
La estaci6n
estacion
nications
nications center at Tocumen Na- civil de comunicaciones
comunicaciones a4reas
on
a4reas en
tional Airport. This service will la Zona del Canal trasmitira
trasmitira
be provided as long as the civil
air ademas los mensajes semejantes
civil air
semejantes
communications
communications station
in operstation is
is in
oper- que le sean enviados desde
desde el
el
ation in the Canal Zone or until centro de comunicaciones
comunicaciones aereas
aereas
this agreement
agreement is
terminated, or
or en el Aeropuerto
is terminated,
Aeropuerto Nacional
de
Nacional de
suspended, whichever occurs
occurs soonsoon- Tocumen. Este servicio
servicio
sera
sera
est, and it is agreed that United suministrado
mientras dicha estasuministrado mientras
States aircraft and United States ci6n civil de comunicaciones
comunicaciones a6reas
aereas
airlines
airlines will be permitted the
use funcione en la Zona del Canal
the use
Canal o
o
of this service as long as it may
be hasta tanto se termine
may be
termine o
o se
se
provided.
suspenda este Convenio seglin
la
segdn la
anterioridad de estos casos,
anterioridad
y se
casos, y
se
conviene en que por el tiempo
que
tiempo que
este servicio sea ofrecido, les
les sera
serb
permitido usarlo aa las aeronaves
permitido
aeronaves
de los Estados Unidos y
de
y aa las
las
lineas aereas de los Estados
llneas
Estados
Unidos.
Unidos.
Coordination
Coordination of
It is
also recognized
It
is also
recognized that cooperations.
Se reconoce
Sc
reconoce ademas, que es
es
ordination
operations between
ordination of operations
between inecesaria
necesaria la coordinaci6n
coordinacion de
de operaoperathe air communications
communications center
center at ciones
ciones entre el centro de
de comunicacomunicaTocumen National
National Airport and ciones
ciones aereas
a6reas en el Aeropuerto
Aeropuerto
the air communications
communications stations Nacional
INacional de Tocumen
Tocumen y
y las estanow operating in the Canal Zone is
is ciones
(ciones de comunicaciones
comunicaciones aereas
aereas
required in order to avoid radio
radio (que
que actualmente
actualmente funcionan
la
funcionan en
en la
interference which might
interference
endanger aZona
might endanger
a fin de evitar las
Zona del Canal, a
las
the safety of aircraft in flight. interferencias
the
interferencias de radiotransmisi6n
radiotransnaisi6n
s

(
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Therefore, both Governments
Governments agree
that there shall be frequent consultation between the appropriate
appropriate
authorities of their respective
respective communications
munications centers for the purpurpose of reaching
reaching mutually satisfacsatisfacconcerning their
tory accords concerning
their
respective scope of operations,
respective
operations, the
the
use of radio frequencies,
frequencies, and
and
operational problems.
other operational
problems.

que pongan en peligro la seguridad
seguridad
de las aeronaves
aeronaves en vuelo. Por
Por lo
lo
tanto, ambos Gobiernos
Qobiernos convienen
convienen
que habra consultas frecuentes
frecuentes
entre las autoridades pertinentes
pertinentes
de sus respectivos
respectivos centros de
comunicaciones, con el objeto de
comunicaciones,
l1egar
a acuerdos mutuamente
llegar a
mutuamente
satisfactorios relativos
relativos al
aicance
satisfactorios
al alcance
respectivas operaciones,
al
de sus respectivas
operaciones, al
uso de frecuencias
frecuencias de radiotransmisi6n y
mision
ya
a los demns
deinas problemas
problemas
funcionamiento.
de funcionamiento.

ARTICLE XVII
XVII

AnalcuLo XVII
ARTICULO
XVII

In
order to
In order
to facilitate
movefacilitate the
the movement of
ment
of passengers,
passengers, cargo,
cargo, and
and
mail arriving
mail
arriving at
Tocumen NaNaat Tocumen
destined to
tional Airport
Airport destined
to the
the
Canal Zone, the
Canal
the Government
Government of
of
of Panama agrees
the Republic
Republic of
to
agrees to
furnish
furnish to the Government
Government of the
the
United States of America free
free of
of
charge
charge the necessary
necessary and adequate
space and housing
the exercise
exercise
housing for
for the
of control, inspection and
and procesprocespassengers, cargo
sing of such passengers,
cargo and
and
mail at Tocumen National
National AirGovernment of
port. The Government
the
of the
America agrees
agrees
United States of America
that its officials engaged
engaged in
these
in these
perform them
functions will perform
them only
only
in such space and
and housing
housing to
to be
be
furnished
by the
furnished by
the Government
Government of
of
the Republic
Republic of
of Panama.
Panama.
The closest
closest cooperation
cooperation and
and
interchange
interchange of information
information shall
shall
exist between
the inspection
inspection servbetween the
services of the
the two
two Governments
Governments and
and
there shall be consultation
consultation from
from
time between
time to time
between the
authorthe authorities of the two Contracting Parties
Parties
concerning
these services.
concerning these
services. ProProcedures shall be
be established
cedures
established wherewherefor
by the officials responsible for
immigration and
the customs, immigration
the
public health
health procedures
procedures of the
Panama shall
Republic of Panama,
shall deliver
deliver
the
to the officials responsible
responsible for the

A
elImovimiento
A fin de facilitar S
de pasajeros,
pasajeros, carga
carga y
y correo
que
correo que
1leguen
lleguen al Aeropuerto
Aeropuerto Nacional
Nacional de
de
Tocumen con destino a
ala Zona del
del
Canal, el Gobierno
Gobierno de la Reipblica de Panama
publics,
Panama conviene en
en
suministrar
su.rainistrar al Gobierno de
de los
los
Estados Unidos de Amarica,
America, libre
libre
de costo, el espacio y
y local necesarios y
y adecuados para efectuar
la
efectuar la
direcci6n, examen y
direccion,
y despacho de
de
dichos pasajeros, carga y
y correo
en el Aeropuerto
Aeropuerto Nacional de
Tocumen.
El Gobierno
Tocumen.
Gobierno de los
Estados Unidos de America
Axndrica conviene en que sus funcionarios
funcionarios encargados de estos tramites los
cargados
levaran aa cabo solamente en
llevarin
en el
espacio y
proporcione el
y local que proporcione
Gobierno de la Repdblica
Repdblica de
Panama.
Entre los servicios de inspecci6n
inspeccian
de los dos Gobiernos habra
habrA Is
la mas
estrecha
estrecha cooperaci6n
cooperaci6n e
e intercambio
intercambio
de informacion
informaci6n y
y habra
habrA consultas
consultas
en cuando
cuando entre
entre las
de vez en
las
autoridades de
de las
las dos
dos Partes
Partes
Contratantes en relacion
relaci6n con estos
servicios. Se establecerAn
estableceran pro-

cedimientos seem
los cuales
segln los
cuales los
los
funcionarios encargados
encargados de los
los
servicios
servicios de aduana, inmigraci6n
inmigracion
y
publica de la Republica
y salud pablic,a
Repdblie,a
de PanamA,
Panami, entregarin
los
entregarAn aa los
funcionarios
funcionarios encargados
encargados de los
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Control, inspection,
inspeion,
etc.,
Tocumen Naetc., at Tocumen
NaA1rport.,ra::
tional Airport.otee.=
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U.S. immigration
reUns
immirati.
responsibilities.

Exemption of
Exemption
of
Canal Zone cargo from
duties, taxes, or fees.

Canal Zone
tcgo from
taxes, or fees.

Free
transit.
Free transit.

INTERNATIONAL
INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS
AGREEMENTS OTHER
THAN TREATIES
TREATIES
OTHER THAN

customs, immigration
immigration and
public
and public
health
health procedures
procedures of
of the
the United
States of America
America at Tocumen
Tocumen
National Airport all passengers
and cargo destined for the
the Canal
Zone for control, inspection
inspection and
and
processing.
processing.
With regard to persons departing from Tocumen National AirAirport who are the immigration
immigration
responsibility of the
responsibility
the United States
of America in the Canal Zone, the
the
immigration authorities
authorities of PanPana departure
ama will accept as a
permit, and will require presentapresentation of, satisfactory evidence of
of
authorization
authorization to depart issued
issued by
by
the appropriate authorities of
of the
the
United States of America
America in the
Canal Zone.

Cargo arriving at or departing
departing

from
Tocumen National
National Airport
from Tocumen
Airport
which is destined for or originates
in the Canal Zone shall be exempt
exempt
from duties, taxes or
any
or fees
fees of
of any
kind by the Republic of Panama.
Cargo arriving at Tocumen
Tocumen NaNational Airport which is
destined
is destined
for the Canal Zone shall be subjected by the Government
Government of the
the
United States of America to
to the
the
same regulation and restrictions
restrictions
as are applied in the case
of cargo
case of
cargo
arriving at ports of the Canal
Canal
Zone.
Passengers,
Passengers, cargo and mail originating in the Canal Zone and
and
destined for shipment from Tocumen National Airport, or arriving
at Tocumen
Tocumen National
National Airport and
destined for the Canal Zone will
will
have the right of free transit
transit
through the territory under the
jurisdiction of the Republic
Republic of
of
Panama between the Canal Zone
Zone
and Tocumen National
National Airport.

[63
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servicios de
de aduana,
aduana, inmigracion
inmigraci6n
y
salud
pliblica
de los
Estados
y salud pdblica de
los Estados
AeroUnidos de America,
America, en
en el
el Aeropuerto
puerto Nacional de
de Tocumen,
Tocumen,
todos los pasajeros y
y la
la carga
carga desdesla Zona
del Canal,
para
tinados aala
Zona del
Canal, para
su direcci6n,
direccien, examen
despacho.
examen yy despacho.
lo que
que respects
respecta a
a las
las perperEn lo
sonas que salgan
del
Aeropuerto
salgan del Aeropuerto
Nacional de
cuya inmiinmide Tocumen
Tocumen cuya
graci6n
a
la
graci 6n a
Zona del Canal es
es
responsabilidad de
responsabilidad
de los
los Estados
Estados
Unidos de America en la Zona
Zona del
del
inmiCanal, las autoridades
autoridades de
de inmigracion
aceptaran
graci6n de
de Panama
Panama aceptarAn
como permiso de salida,
salida, y
y exigiran
exigiran
que se presente, una
fehauna prueba
prueba fehaciente de autorizaci6n
autorizacion para
para su
su
partida expedida por las autoriautoridades pertinentes
pertinentes de los
Estados
los Estados
Unidos de America en Is.
del
la Zona
Zona del
Canal.
La carga que llegue oo salga del
Aeropuerto Nacional de Tocumen
Tocumen
con destino
destine a
a la Zona del Canal, oo
procedente
precedent° de ella, estara exenta
de derechos, impuestos o
ogravamegravhmenes de toda clase por
Republics
por la Repdblica
de Panama. La carga que
al
que llega al
Aeropuerto Nacional
Nacional de Tocumen
Tocumen
destinada a
a la Zona del Canal
quedara
sujeta
quedara suj
eta por parte del
Gobierno de los Estados Unidos
Unidos de
de
America a
a las mismas reglas
reglas yy
restricciones que se aplican en el
restricciones
el
caso
case de la carga que llega
lega a
a los
los
puertos de la Zona del Canal.
Los pasajeros, carga y
y correo
procedentes
procedentes de la Zona del Canal,
Canal,
con destino
destine al Aeropuerto
Aeropuerto NacioNacional de Tocumen para
para su desdespacho, oo que lleguen al Aeropuerto Nacional de Tocumen con
destino aa la Zona del Canal,
destine
Canal,
gozaran
gozaran del derecho de libre
libre
transito por el territorio
transit°
territorio bajo la
la
jurisdicci6n
jurisdiccien de la
Is. Repdblica
Republica de
Panama, entre la Zona del Canal
y al Aeropuerto
y
Aeropuerto Nacional
Nacional de
de Tocumen.
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Mail posted in
Mail posted in the Canal
Canal Zone
Zone
El correo franqueado
franqueado en la
la Zona Canal
cMaiz
Zone. s t e d in
may be delivered
delivered in
in the
the Canal
Canal1 del Canal podra ser entregado
en
entregado en
by postal authorities
Zone by
authorities of
of the
the la Zona del
del Canal por
por las
las autoriautoriCanal Zone directly
directly to
to airlines
airlinesi dades postales de la
la Zona
Zona del
del
designated
by such
designated by
such authorities
authorities to
to Canal,
directamente aa las
Canal, directamente
las lineas
lineas
fly such mail from
Na- aereas
from Tocumen
Tocumen Naaereas designadas
designadas por
por dichas
dichas auautional Airport; and airlines
airlines arrivarriv- toridades para conducirlo
conducirlo en
en avion
avi6n
at Tocumen
ing at
Tocumen National
National Airport
Airport desde
de
desde el
el Aeropuerto
Aeropuerto Nacional
Nacional de
bearing mail destined
destined for the
the Canal Tocumen;
Tocumen; y
y las
aereas que
que
las lineas
lineas aereas
Zone may
mail didi- lleguen
may deliver
deliver such
such mail
fleguen al Aeropuerto
Aeropuerto Nacional
Nacional de
de
rectly
reedy to the postal authorities
authorities of
of Tocumen
Tocumen conduciendo
conduciendo correo
descorreo desthe Canal Zone in
Canal Zone.
Zone. tinado a
in the Canal
ala Zona del Canal
Canal podran
podran
entregarlo
entregarlo directamente
directamente aa las
las auautoridades
toridades postales de la
del
la Zona
Zona del
Canal
del Canal.
Canal en
en la
la Zona
Zona del
Canal.
Quarantine measIn view of the mutual interest
interest
En vista del interes
mutuo de
interes mutuo
de ures.
usarantine
mea.s
of the two Governments
Governments in
in quaranquaran- los dos Gobiernos en
cuanto a
en cuanto
a
tine measures to
to safeguard
health medidas de
safeguard health
cuarentena para
para proprode cuarentena
in the Republic of
of Panama and
and in
in teger la salud
en la
salud pablica
piblica en
la ReRehealth author- publica
the Canal Zone, the health
pdiblica de Panama
Panama y
en la
la Zona
y en
Zona del
del
ities of the two Governments
Governments will
will Canal, las autoridades
autoridades sanitarias
consult together
together from
time de los dos Gobiernos
from time
time to
to time
Gobiernos se
se consulconsulregarding
regarding quarantine
quarantine measures
measures taran de cuando
cuando en
cuando acerca
en cuando
acerca
and their enforcement
enforcement at
Tocumen de dichas medidas
at Tocumen
y de
de su
medidas y
su obserobserNational
National Airport.
vancia
en el Aeropuerto
vancia en
Aeropuerto Nacional
Nacional
de Tocumen.
Tocumen.
Los dos
Gobiernos convienen
convienen en
en sCopetraition
spe
c
aip
e
gna
nt
ioye
Governments agree
Los
Both Governments
that
dos Gobiernos
agree that
r •
speeting immigration,
que existira
existira la
la mils
etc. gra an'
there shall be the closest
closest cooperacoopera- que
mas estrecha
estrecha cocustom, etc.
co- customs
tion between
between their respective
respective auoperaci6n entre
au- operacion
sus respectivas
respectivas auentre sus
authorities with respect to
to measures
measures toridades
toridades en cuanto
cuanto a
a medidas
medidas yy
and procedures
procedures at Tocumen
Tocumen Na- procedimientos referentes
referentes a
a inintional
tional Airport
concerning immiimmi- migracion,
Airport concerning
migraci6n, aduana,
aduaua, cuarentena
cuarentena y
y
gration, customs, quarantine
quarantine and
sanidad en el Aeropuerto
Aeropuerto Nacional
Nacional
and sanidad
sanitation, and
and that
shall be
that there shall
be de Tocumen,
Tocumen, y
y que
que celebraran
celebraran
consultations
as consultas, de tiempo en tiempo,
consultations from time to time as
en
tiempo, en
concerning such
required concerning
measures relacien
such measures
dichas medidas
medidas y
y prorelaci6n con
con dichas
proand procedures
procedures and their enforce- cedimientos y
y su
observancia.
su observancia.
ment.
ARTICLE XVIII
XVIII
ARTICULO
ARTICULO XVIII
XVIII

For the
For
the purposes
purposes of
Para los fines del presente
present° Conof the
the present
present
ConAgreement and its
except venio
Anexo, y
salvo estiestiits Annex,
venio y
Annex, except
y de
de su
su Anexo,
y salvo
where the text indicates otherwise: pulaci6n
pulacion del mismo
en contrario,
contrail°,
mismo en
que:
se conviene
conviene que:
(a) The term "aeronautical
"aeronautical auauthorities"
thorities" shall mean in the case of
of
the United States of America,
America, the
Civil Aeronautics
Aeronautics Board or any
person or agency authorized
authorized to
to perperexercised at the
form the functions
functions exercised
the
81939-52--P.
m--11
81939-52—FT. m-11

(a) El
(a)
El termino
termino "autoridades
"autoridades
aeronauticas"
aeronauticas" significara, en
el
en el
caso de los
los Estados
Estados Unidos de
de
America,
America, la Junta de
de Aeronautica
Aeronautica
Civil o
o cualquiera persona
persona o
o entidad autorizada
autorizada pars
desempeftar
para desempefiar

P
66
Pest, p. 24
2466.

' p.

"Aeronautical
t
i
l au-

thorities."
thoei
"'
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AGREEMENTS OTHER
INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS
OTHER THAN
THAN TREATIES
TREATIES

present time by the Civil
AeroCivil Aeronautics Board and, in
the case
case of
in the
of
Panama, the Ministry which
reguwhich regulates aviation for the Republic of
of
Panama or any person or
Panama
entity
or entity
authorized to perform
authorized
perform the
the functions
exercised at present
exercised
present by the said
said
Ministry.

[63 STAT.
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las funciones
funciones que
en la
que ejerce
ejerce en
la
actualidad
la Junta
Junta de
actualidad la
de AeronauAeronaiutica
Civil; y,
y, en
en el
el caso
caso de
tica Civil;
de Panama,
Panama,
el Ministerio que
el
que reglamenta
el
reglamenta el
funcionamiento
funcionamiento de
la Aviaci6n
Aviacien en
en
de la
la Republica
Repdblica de
la
de Panama,
Panama, oo cualcualquiera
quiera persona
autoripersona o
o entidad
entidad autorizada para
para desempefiar
zada
desempefar las
las funfunciones que ejerce
ejerce en
en la
la actualidad
actualidad
dicho Ministerio.
dicho
Ministerio.
"Designated air.
Designated air(b)
term "designated
(b) The term
"designated airair(b) El
El termini)
aerea dedeliline."
(b)
t6rmino "linea
"linea aerea
line"
line" shall mean the
the airline
airline or
or signada"
signada" significara
significark la
a linea
linea o
o
airlines that the aeronautical
aeronautical auau- lineas
lineas aereas
aereas que
que las
las autoridades
autoridades
thorities of one
one of
of the
Contracting aeronauticas
the Contracting
aeronauticas de
una de
de las
Partes
de una
las Partes
Parties
shall have
have designated
Parties shall
designated to
to Contratantes
Contratantes hayan
hayan designado
designado
operate
operate the
air routes
the agreed
agreed air
routes in
in para
para explotar
explotar las
rutas *Areas
las rutas
a6reas conconAnte,
p. 2452,
Ante, p.U4.
accordance
with
Article
II of this venidas
accordance
venidas de
conformidad con
el
de conformidad
con el
Agreement,
Agreement, it being an
an indispenindispen- Articulo
Artfculo II
II de
de este
Convenio,
este Convenio,
sable requirement
that such
such desigrequirement that
desig- siendo
requisito indispensable
indispensable que
siendo requisito
que
communicated in
nation be communicated
writing tal designaci6n
in writing
designacien se
comunique por
se comunique
por
to the aeronautical
aeronautical authorities
authorities of
of escrito
escrito a
a las
las autoridades
autoridades aerontmaeronauthe other
other Contracting
Contracting Party.
Party.
de la
la otra
ticas de
otra Parte
Parte Contratante.
Contratante.
"Air service."
service."
"Air
(C) The term
term "air service"
(c)
service" shall
(c) El
El t6rmino
termino "servicio
"servicio aereo"
aereo"
mean any scheduled air
air service
service significartt
significara todo servicio aereo
aereo por
por
performed
performed by aircraft
aircraft for
the pubfor the
pub- itinerario prestado
prestado por
aeronaves
por aeronaves
lic transport of passengers,
passengers, mail
or para
mail or
para el
el transporte
piiblico de
pasatransporte publico
de pasacargo.
cargo.
jeros,
jeros, correo
correo o
o carga.
carga.
"International
air
naair
term "international
(d)) The
The term
"international air
air
ervice.T
(d) El
termino "servicio
"servicio aereo
El termino
se
service."
a6reo
service" shall mean an air service
service internacional"
service"
internacional" significara
sersignificara el
el serthe air
which passes through the
air vicio aereo
pase por
por el
Ore° que pase
el espacio
espacio
space
space over areas
areas with
respect to
to aereo
with respect
aereo de areas sobre
sobre las
cuales
las cuales
which more than one State
State has
has tenga
jurisdiccien rats
un
tenga jurisdicci6n
mas de
de un
jurisdiction.
jurisdiction.
Estado.
'Airline."
'Airline."
(e) The term
term "airline"
(e)
"airline" shall
(e) El
El termino
(e)
termino "lima
"linea aerea"
aerea"
mean any air transport
transport enterprise
enterprise significara
sigrtificarâ toda empresa
empresa de
de transtransor operating
operating an
offering or
interna- porte a6reo
an internaaereo que
que ofrezca
ofrezca o
o manmantional
air service.
service.
tional air
tenga un servicio a6reo
aereo internainternacional.
cional.
"Stop for non
"Stop
-traffic
non-traffic
(f) The term "stop for nonnon(f) El t6rmino
purposes."
purposes."
termino "escala
"escala tecnica"
tecnica"
traffic purposes"
purposes" shall mean
mean a
a significara un aterrizaje
aterrizaje para
para cualcuallanding for any purpose
purpose other
other quier otro
otro objeto
objeto que
sea el
el de
de
que no
no sea
than taking on or discharging tomar
tomar oo dejar
dejar pasajeros,
pasajeros, carga
carga oo
passengers, cargo
cargo or mail.
correo.
correo.
"Persons who are
(g) The phrase "persons who
immigration
Immigration responsiresPonsl(g) La frase "personas
"personas cuya
cuya
bility of U.S. in Canal
are the immigration
immigration responsibility
responsibility inmigraci6n
Zone."
inmigracien es de responsabilidad
responsabilidad
of the United States of America de los Estados Unidos
Unidos de
de America
America
in the Canal Zone" shall mean en la Zona del Canal"
significara
Canal" significara
those persons who are admitted las personas que
que son
admitidas a
son admitidas
a
to the Canal Zone in accordance
accordance la Zona
Zona del
del Canal,
Canal, de
de acuerdo
acuerdo con
con
immigration las byes
with the Canal Zone immigration
leyes y
y reglamentos de
de inmiinmi-
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laws and regulations and who
thereby become
immigration
become the immigration
cases and responsibility, including
including
repatriation responsibility, of the
United States Government.

gracion
la Zona
del Canal
Canal y
y
graci6n de
de la
Zona del
que,
con tal
tal motivo,
que, con
motive, se
se conviertan
conviertan
en
casos de
la
en casos
de inmigracion
inmigraci6n bajo
bajo la
responsabilidad,
responsabilidad, inclusive
inclusive la
la de
de
repatriaci6n,
repatriaci6n, del Gobierno de los
los
Estados
Estados Unidos de America.
America.
(h) The term "cargo"
(h)
"cargo" includes
(h) El termino
terrnino "carga"
"carga" abarca
abarca
any and all livestock, baggage, todo ganado, equipaje,
equipaje, bienes,
bienes,
property, goods and merchandise. efectos y
ymercancias.
mercancias.
ARTICLE XIX
)
CIX
ARTICLE

ARTICULO XIX
ARTICULO
XIX

The provisions of this AgreeAgreement shall not affect the rights
and obligations
obligations of either of the
two High Contracting
Contracting Parties
under the treaties
treaties now in
in force
force
between
countries, nor be
between the two countries,
considered as a
considered
limitation, definidefinia limitation,
tion, restriction
restrictive inrestriction or restrictive
terpretation of such rights and
terpretation
obligations, but without prejudice
to the full force and effect
effect of the
provisions of this Agreement.

este ConLas estipulaciones
estipulaciones de
de este
Conno afectarin
los derechos
derechos y
y
venio no
afectaran los
obligaciones de
cualquiera de
de las
obligaciones
de cualquiera
las
Altas
Partes Contratantes
de conconAltas Partes
Contratantes de
formidad
formidad con
con los
los tratados
tratados ahora
ahora
vigentes entre los
los dos
dos paises,
paises, rui
ni se
se
podra considerar
podra,
considerar como
una limitacomo una
limitacion,
inci6n, definici6n,
definici6n, restricci6n,
restricci6n, oo interpretaci6n
terpretaci6n restrictiva
restrictiva de
de tales
tales
derechos y
obligaciones, pero
derechos
y obligaciones,
pero sin
sin
perjuicio
perjuicio del pleno vigor
y efecto
vigor y
de las estipulaciones
estipulaciones de
este ConConde este
venio.

ARTICLE XX
XX

ARTICULO XX
ARTICULO
XX

Agreement, including
This Agreement,
the
including the
provisions
thereto,
provisions of the Annex
Annex thereto,
shall come into force on the day
on which notice of
ratification
of its ratification
by the Government
Government of the
the RepubRepublic of Panama is given to the GovGovernment of the United
United States of
of
America.[']
America.[']
In witness
witness whereof,
In
underwhereof, the
the undersigned, being duly authorized by
theirrespective
their respective Governments,
Governments, have
have
signed the present Agreement.
Agreement.
Done at the City
City of Panama
in
Panama in
duplicate,
duplicate, in the
and
the English
English and
Spanish languages,
languages, this thirtyfirst day of March, 1949.
1949.

Este Convenio,
Convenio, asi como las
disposiciones del Anexo adjunto,
adjunto,
entrarAn en vigor en la fecha en
entraran
en
que se transmita
transraita al Gobierno
Gobierno de
de
los Estados Unidos de America el
aviso de su ratificaci6n
ratificacion por parte
del Gobierno de la Republica,
Repdblica de
Panama.
En fe de lo cual, los infrascritos,
infrascritos,
debidamente autorizados
debidamente
autorizados por sus
respectivos Gobiernos,
Gobiernos, suscriben
suscriben
el
presente Convenio.
el presente
Convenio.
Hecho en la ciudad
ciudad de Panama,
en duplicado,
duplicado, en los idiomas
idiomas esespafiol e
e ingles, el dia trigesimo
primero de marzo de 1949.

For the Government
Government of
of
of America
America
United States of

Por el Gobierno de los Estados
Unidos de America:

the

[SEAL]
MONNETT
M
ONNETT B.
B. DAVIS
[SEAL]
For the Government
Government of the RePor el Gobierno
Gobierno de la Repdblica
Republica
public of Panama:
de Panama:
[SEAL]
[SEAL]

IONACIO
I
GNACIO MOLINO
M OLINO Jr
Jr

'Entered
Entered into force Apr. 14, 1949, the date on which
which the Panamanian
Panamanian Minister
Minister
of Foreign Affairs notified the American
American Ambassador to Panama of ratification
of the agreement
agreement by the Government
Government of the Republic
Republic of Panama.
Panama

"Cargo."
"Cargo."

Effect on treaties
now
now in force.

Entry
Into force.
force.
Entry into
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INTERNATIONAL
AGREEMENTS OTHER THAN
INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS
THAN TREATIES
TREATIES

ANNEX
ANNEX

SECTION I
SECTION
I
Routes.
Routes.

Post, p.
p. 2469.
Post,
2469.

Post,
p. 2470.
2470.
Post, p.

ANEXO
ANEXO AL CONVENIO
SOBRE
CONVENIO SOBRE
AVIACION
AVIACION
SECCION I
SECCION
I

The Government
Government of the ReGobierno de la Republica
El Gobierno
Repiiblica de
de
public of Panama grants to the
the Panama
Panama otorga al Gobierno de
de
Government of
Government
United States
States los Estados Unidos de America
of the United
America el
el
of America the right
to conduct
right to
conduct derecho de explotar
explotar servicios de
transport services by
air transport
by one
one or
or transporte
transporte aereo por medio de
more air carriers of the United
United una o
empresas de nacionalio mas empresas
States nationality designated by
by dad de los Estados Unidos
Unidos desigthe latter country on the routes, nadas por este dltimo
Ultimo pals, en
en las
las
specified
specified in Schedule One attached,
attached, rutas que se especifican en el
which transit or serve commer- Plan I
I adjunto, que transiten oo
cially the areas with respect
respect to presten
presten servicios comerciales
comerciales en
en
which the Republic of Panama
Panama areas sobre las cuales la Republica
Republica
has jurisdiction.
de Panama tiene jurisdiccion.
jurisdicci6n.
S
ECTION II
SECTION
II

S
ECCION II
II
SECCION

The Government
Government of the United
United
States of America
America grants to the
Government
Government of the Republic
Republic of
of
Panama
Panama the right to conduct
conduct air
transport
transport services by one or more
air carriers of Panamanian
Panamanian nationality designated
designated by the latter
latter
country on the routes,
routes, specified
specified
in Schedule Two Attached, which
which
transit or serve commercially
commercially the
areas with respect to which the
United States of America has

El Gobierno de los Estados
Estados
Unidos de America
otorga
America otorga al
al GoGobierno de la Repiblica
Republica de Panama
Panama
el derecho
derecho de explotar
explotar servicios
servicios de
de
transporte aereo por medio de una
una
oo mas empresas de nacionalidad
nacionalidad
de Panama designadas
desig,nadas por este
Ultimo
iltimo pals, en las rutas que
que se
se
especifican en el Plan II adjunto,
especifican
adjunto,
que transiten o
o presten servicios
comerciales en areas sobre las
comerciales
cuales los Estados Unidos
Unidos de
de
Am6rica tiene jurisdiccien.
America
jurisdicci6n.

jurisdiction.
jurisdiction.
Rights
Rights of
of transit
transit and
and
of stops.
of
staPs•

TAT.
[63 S
STAT.

SECTION
S
ECTION III
III

S
ECCION III
SECCION
III

One or more air carriers designated by each of the Contracting
Contracting
Parties
Parties under the conditions proprovided in this Agreement will enjoy,
in the areas with respect to which
which
the other Contracting
Contracting Party has
jurisdiction,
jurisdiction, rights of transit and
and
of stops for non-traffic
non-traffic purposes, as
well as the right of commercial
commercial
departure for internaentry and departure
tional traffic in passengers,
passengers, cargo
and mail at the points enumerated
enumerated
on each of the routes specified in
the schedules
schedules attached.

mits empresas
empresas designadas
Una o
o mas
designadas
por cada una de las Partes
Partes ConContratantes, de conformidad
conformidad con
con las
las
condiciones estipuladas
condiciones
estipuladas en este
este
Convenio, gozaran
gozaran de derechos
derechos de
de
transito yy de escala tecnica,
transit°
tecnica, en
en las
las
areas sobre las cuales tiene jurisdiccion la otra Parte Contratante,
dicci6n
Contratante,
asi como del derecho
derecho de entrada yy
salida comerciales
comerciales para el transito
tr5.nsito
internacional
internacional de pasajeros,
pasajeros, carga
=zit y
y
correo
correo en los sitios indicados
indicados en
en
cada una de las rutas que se
especifican en los planes adjuntos.
especifican
adjuntos.
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S
ECTION IV
IV
SECTION

SECCION IV
SECCION
IV

The
The air transport
transport facilities
facilities availavailable hereunder
hereunder to
to the
the traveling
able
traveling
shall bear
close relationpublic shall
bear aa close
relationship
of the
the
ship to
to the requirements
requirements of
public
transport.
public for
for such transport.

Los servicios de transporte
transporte a6reo
aereo
que
proporcionan al
al public°
que se proporcionan
piblico
viajero
Anexo
viajero de acuerdo
acuerdo con
con este
este Anexo
relacionaran estrechamente
se relacionaran
estrechamente con
con
requerimientos del
del plblico
public° en
los requerimientos
en
cuanto a
a dicho transporte.

SECTION V
SECTION
V

SECCION V
V
SECCION

a fair and equal
There shall be a
opportunity
carriers of
opportunity for the carriers
of the
Contracting
on
Contracting Parties
Parties to
to operate
operate on
any route between the areas
areas with
with
respect to
which they
respectively
respect
to which
they respectively
covered by this
have jurisdiction
jurisdiction covered
Agreement and
and Annex.
Annex.
Agreement

Habra equitativa
Habra
oporequitativa e
e igual
igual oportunidad para que
tunidad
que las
las lineas
lineas a6reas
aereas
Contratantes funfunde las
las Partes
Partes Contratantes
cionen en cualquier
cualquier ruta
ruta entre
entre las
areas sobre
areas
las cuales
cuales tiene
tiene jurissobre las
jurisdiccion cada una de
de ellas
ellas de
de condicci6n
conformidad con el
formidad
el Convenio
Convenio y
y este
este
Anexo.
Anexo.
SECCION VI
VI
SECCION

SECTION
SECTION VI
VI
In the operation
operation by
In
by the
the air
air carcarriers of either Contracting
Contracting Party
Party
of the trunk services described
described in
in
the
the interests
interests
the present
present Annex,
Annex, the
of
of the air
air carriers
carriers of
of the
the other
other
Contracting
Party shall
Contracting Party
shall be
be taken
taken
into consideration
consideration so as
as not
not to
to
affect
affect unduly
which
unduly the
the services
services which
the latter provide
provide on all or part
part
of the
same routes.
routes.
of
the same
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Cooperation in
Cooperation
in
En la explotaci6n
explotacion de
de los servicios
servicios trunk
trunk services.
services.
describen en el
troncales que se describen
el
presente
presente Anexo,
Anexo, por
lineas
por las
las lineas
aereas de una u
u otra
las Partes
Partes
otra de
de las
Contratantes, se tomaran
Contratantes,
tomaran en
en conconsideracion los
intereses de
las
sideraci6n
los intereses
de las
lineas
de la
la otra
otra Parte
Parte Conlineas aereas
a6reas de
Contratante a
a fin
no afectar
indetratante
fin de
de no
afectar indebidamente
bidamente los
los servicios
servicios que
que estas
estas
ultimas
tiltimas presten
presten en
en la totalidad
totalidad oo
parte
mismas rutas.
parte de
de las
las mismas
rutas.

S
ECTION VII
SECTION
VII

S
ECCION VII
SECCION
VII

It
It is
is the understanding
understanding of
of both
both
Contracting
Contracting Parties that
that services
services
provided by
by a
designated air
provided
a designated
air carcarrier under
under the
the present
present Agreement
Agreement
and Annex shall
shall retain
retain as their
their
primary objective
provision
primary
objective the
the provision
capacity adequate
adequate to
the traffic
traffic
of capacity
to the
demands between
demands
between the
the country
country of
of
carrier is
is a
anational
which such
such air
air carrier
national
and the country of ultimate destidestination of the traffic. The
The right
right
embark or disembark
disembark on
on such
such
to embark
services
services international
international traffic
traffic dedefrom third
stined for and
and coming from
third
countries at a
a point or
on
countries
or points
points on
the routes specified in the present
present

Queda
Queda entendido
entendido entre
las dos
dos
entre las
Partes
Contratantes que
Partes Contratantes
que los
los serservicios que
linea a6rea
aerea
vicios
que preste
preste una
una linea
designada de
de acuerdo
acuerdo con
el
predesignada
con el presente Convenio
y Anexo,
Anexo, tendran
tendran
sente
Convenio y
como objetivo
objetivo primordial
procomo
primordial el
el proporcionar capacidad
capacidad adecuada
adecuada a
porcionar
a
demandas del
entre el
el
las demandas
del transit°
trAnsito entre
nacionalidad de
la lines
pals de nacionalidad
de la
linea
aerea y
el pals
final del
del
a6rea
y el
pals de
de destino
destino final
transit°. El derecho de
transito.
de embarembarque o
en dicho
dicho serserque
o desembarque
desembarque en
vicio de transit°
internacional
trinsito internacional
destinado
terceros paises,
destinado aaterceros
parses, o
o proprocedente
de ellos,
ellos, en
en sitio
o
lugares
cedente de
sitio o lugares
en
las rutas
rutas especificadas
en el
el
en las
especificadas en

Capaclty.1
Capacit
y.1
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INTERNATIONAL
AGREEMENTS OTHER
INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS
OTHER THAN
TREATIES
THAN TREATIES

Annex shall be applied in accordance with the general
principles
general principles
of orderly development
development to
to which
which
both Contracting Parties
Parties subsubscribe and shall be subject to the
the
general
principle that capacity
general principle
capacity
should be related:
(a) To traffic
traffic requirements
requirements between the country of origin and
and
the countries
countries of destination;
destination;
(b) To the requirements
requirements of
of
through airline operation; and
and
(c) To the traffic requirements
requirements
of the area through which the
the airairline passes after taking account
of
account of
local and regional
regional services.
Privileges respectPrivileges
respecting passengers,
passengers, etc.,
etc.,
destined to or from
from
destined
Zone.
Canal Zone.

[63
STAT.
[63 STAT.

presente Anexo, serA
sera ejercido
ejercido de
de
acuerdo con los principios
principios genegenerales de su desarrollo met6dico
metedico
aa los cuales se adhieren
adhieren ambas
Partes Contratantes,
Contratantes, yy estara
sujeto al principio general de que
que
la capacidad debe relacionarse:
relacionarse:
necesidades del
(a) Con las necesidades
del
transito entre el pals de origen
transit°
orfgen yy
paises de destino;
los pafses
destino;
(b) Con las necesidades
del
necesidades del
funcionamiento
funcionamiento de lineas aereas
aereas
con destino a
a otro pals;
pafs; yy
(c) Con las necesidades
necesidades del
del
transito en el area sobre la
transit°
la cual
pase la linea aerea,
aerea, despues
despu6s de
de
tomar en cuenta los servicios
locales y
locales
regionales.
y regionales.
Sin embargo, por
por cuanto
cuanto existe
existe
una situacion
situaci6n Unica
dnica respecto a
a la
la
Zona del Canal, en virtud
las
virtud de
de las
relaciones
relaciones resultantes de
de ciertos
ciertos
tratados celebrados
celebrados entre
entre los
los
Estados Unidos de America y
y la
la
Republica
Republica de Panama,
Panama, yy por
por
cuanto se desea desarrollar
desarrollar serviservicios aereos
aereos al Aeropuerto
Aeropuerto Nacional
Nacional
de Tocumen yy desde 61,
el, y
y establecerlo como aeropuerto
aeropuerto civil
civil que
que
sirva a
a la Zona del Canal ademas
ademas
del territorio bajo jurisdiccion
jurisdicci6n de
de
la Republica de Panama,
Panama, y
en
y en
vista de que in
Base de
la Fuerza
Fuerza
la Base
de la
A6rea
Aerea en Albrook ha sido hasta
ahora utilizada como aeredromo
aer6dromo
para servir
servir a
ala ciudad
ciudad de Panama
Panama
y a
a la Zona del Canal, yy de
y
de que
que
lineas a6reas
aereas de los Estados
Estados Unidos
Unidos
de America y
de
y de la Rept%lica
Repdblica de
Panama han iniciado
iniciado y
termin ado
y terminado
en la Zona del Canal servicios a
a
varias
repablicas
americanas
repdblicas
americanas
desde la Base de la Fuerza
Fuerza Aerea
Aerea
de Albrook, se conviene en que aa
las lineas aereas
aereas designadas por el
el
Gobierno
Gobierno de los Estados Unidos de
de
America para prestar servicios
servicios
aereos en las rutas que se descridescri-

However, because aaunique situsituation exists concerning
concerning the Canal
Zone by reason of the
the relationrelationship arising out of certain treaties
between the United States of
between
of
America and the Republic of
of
Panama, and as it is
desired to
to
is desired
develop air services to and from
from
Tocumen National Airport and
Tocumen
and to
establish Tocumen National Airport as a
a civil airport serving
serving the
the
Canal Zone as well as the territory
territory
with respect to which the
Republic
the Republic
of Panama has jurisdiction, and in
in
view of the fact that Albrook Air
Air
Force Base has heretofore
heretofore been
been
used as the airfield from which
which
Panama City and the
the Canal Zone
Zone
were served, and airlines of the
United States of America and of
of
the Republic of Panama
Panama have
have
originated and terminated
terminated services from the Canal Zone to
to varivarious of the American Republics
Republics
from Albrook Air Force Base, it
it is
agreed that airlines designated
designated by
by
the Government
Government of the United
United
States of America to operate
operate air
air
services on the routes described in
Schedule One of this Annex shall,
with respect to the capacity pro- ben en el Plan IIde e,ste
este Anexo, se
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visions of this section, be permitted
to embark
disemmitted to
embark and
and disembark, at Tocumen
Tocumen National
National AirAirport,
port, passengers, mail and
and cargo
cargo
destined
from the
the Canal
Canal
destined to
to or
or from
as if
if such
such passengers,
Zone, as
passengers, mail
mail
and cargo
were embarked
and disdisand
cargo were
embarked and
embarked
embarked at an airport situated
in the Canal Zone.
Zone.

los
permitira, con
respecto a
a lo
lo
les permitirA,
con respecto
dispuesto sobre capacidad
capacidad en
en esta
secci6n, el embarque y
seccion,
y desembardesembarAeropuerto Nacional de
que, en el Aeropuerto
Tocumen, de pasajeros,
pasajeros, correo
correo yy
destinados a
carga destinados
del
a la
la Zona
Zona del
Canal
de ella,
ella, como
como
Canal o
o procedentes
procedentes de
carpi
si dichos pasajeros,
pasajeros, correo
correo y
y carga
se embarcaran
embarcaran y
y desembarcaran
desembarcaran
en un aeropuerto
situado en
en la
aeropuerto situado
la
Zona del
del Canal.
Canal.

SECTION
VIII
S
ECTION VIII

SECCION VIII
SECCION
VIII

It
both ConConIt is
is the
the intention
intention of
of both
tracting Parties that there
should
there should
be regular
regular and frequent
frequent consultaconsultatheir respective
aerotion between
between their
respective aeronautical
authorities and
nautical authorities
and that
that there
there
should thereby be close collaboracollaboration in
observance of the
in the observance
principles
implementation
principles and
and the
the implementation
of
provisions outlined
the
of the
the provisions
outlined in
in the
present
Agreement and
and Annex.
Annex.
present Agreement

Ambas Partes Contratantes
Ambas
Contratantes proprocuraran
curaran la celebracion
celebraci6n de
de consultas
consultas
frecuentes
sus
frecuentes y
y regulares
regulares entre
entre sus
respectivas
autoridades aeronauaeronaurespectivas autoridades
ticas
ticas aa fin
fin de
de que
que por
por ese
ese medio
medio
exista entre ellas estrecha
estrecha colabocolaboraci6n
raci6n para
pars la observancia
observancia de
de los
los
piincipios
y para el
el cumplimiento
principios y
cumplimiento
de
estipulaciones de
de este
Conde las
las estipulaciones
este Convenio
y de
de su
su Anexo.
Anexo.
venio y

SCHEDULE ONE

Airlines
designated by
by the
the GovGovAirlines designated
ernment
ernment of the
the United
United States
States of
of
America
entitled to
to operoperAmerica shall
shall be
be entitled
ate
air routes
routes
ate air services on
on the
the air
specified below,
below, via
specified
via intermediate
intermediate
directions, and
points, in both
both directions,
and to
to
exercise the
the rights
rights granted
in the
exercise
granted in
the
foregoing
foregoing Agreement
Agreement and
and Annex
Annex
below:
at the
the points
points specified
specified below:

1.
United States
States of
1. The United
of AmerAmerica,
the United
ica, via
via points
points in
in the
United MexMexican
ican States,
States, and/or
and/or Central AmerAmerica, to
to David
and to
to Panama
ica,
David and
Panama City
City
and
in other
other
and to
to points
points beyond
beyond in
countries.
countries.
2.
Amer2. The
The United States
States of AmerCaribbean
ica via
via points
points in the Caribbean
and/or South
to Panama
and/or
South America
America to
Panami
City
to points
points beyond
in other
City and
and to
beyond in
other
countries.
countries.
United States
States of
3. The United
of AmerAmerin the Caribbean
ica via points in
Caribbean to
to
Panama City
Panama
City and to points
points beyond
beyond
in other countries.
countries.
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Consultations.
Consltations.

PLAN I
PLAN
I

aereas designadas
Routes for U.S. airLas limas
llneas aereas
designadas por
por lines.
el
Gobierno de
el Gobierno
de los
los Estados Unidos
Unidos
de America
de
America tendran
derecho a
tendrAn derecho
a exexplotar servicios en
en las rutas aereas
aereas
que se especifican
que
especifican a
a continuacit5n,
continuaci6n,
via puntos
puntos intermedios,
en ambas
via
intermodios, en
ambas
direcciones, y
ejercer los
dedirecciones,
y a
a ejercer
los derechos
Convenio y
rechos que
que otorgan
otorgan el
el Convenio
y
el Anexo
anteceden, en
en los
Anexo que
que anteceden,
los
especificados aa continuapuntos especificados
continuacion:
ci6n:
1. De los Estados
1.
Estados Unidos de
de
America, via
via puntos
puntos en
en los
Estados
America,
los Estados
Unidos Mexicanos,
Mexicanos, y
y en
en la
la AmeAmeUnidos
rica Central,
Central, o
o en
en uno
urto u
rica
u otro,
otro, aa
David y
y aala
la ciudad
ciudad de
de Panama
Panama yy
apuntos
puntos ulteriores
paises.
a
ulteriores en
en otros
otros palses.
2. De
De los
Unidos de
de
2.
los Estados
Estados Unidos
America, via puntos
America,
puntos en el Caribe,
Caribe,
y
Sur, o
oen
en uno
uno
y en la
la America
America del
del Sur,
u
la ciudad
de Panama
u otro,
otro, aala
ciudad de
Panama y
ya
a
ulteriores en
otxos parses.
wises.
puntos ulteriores
en otros
3. De
De los
los Estados Unidos
Unidos de
de
3.
America, via puntos on
America,
en el
el Caribe,
ala
la ciudad
de Panama
a
ciudad de
Panama yy a
a puntos
puntos
ulteriores
en °tn..*
paises.
ulteriores en
otros paises.
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4. Panama City and the Canal 4. De la ciudad de Panama y
y
Zone (each being served through de
de la
la Zona
Zona del
Canal (ambas
(ambas serserdel Canal
Tocumen National
National Airport) to vidas por el Aeropuerto
Aeropuerto Nacional
Nacional
points in the Western
Western Hemisphere.
Hemisphere. de Tocumen)
Tocumen) a
a puntos en el
el
Hemisferio Occidental.
Hemisferio
Occidental.
On the above routes, the airline
rutas mencionadas,
la
En las rutas
mencionadas, la
or airlines authorized
authorized to operate linea o
aereas autorizadas
o &leas
lineas a6reas
autorizadas
the route may operate
operate nonstop
nonstop para operar en ellas, podran
podran
flights between
between any of the points efectuar vuelos
vuelos sin escala,
escala, entre
entre
enumerated, omitting stops at one
enumerated,
one cualquiera de los puntos indicados,
indicados,
or more of the other points so omitiendo las escalas en uno
uno o
o
enumerated.
enumerated.
mis
mas de los otros puntos a
a que se
hace referencia.
referencia.
Routes for Panamanian airlines.
amanian

SCHEDULE TWO

PLAN
PLAN II
II

Airlines designated
designated by the Republic of Panama are accorded
accorded
territory of the United
in the territory
States of America rights of transit
non-traffic stop, as well as
and non-traffic
the right to pick up and discharge
international traffic in passengers,
international
passengers,
cargo and mail at a
apoint or points
in the United States to be agreed
to at aalater date.

A las lineas aereas
A
a6reas designadas
designadas
por la Repdblica
Repablica de Panama se
les otorgan en el territorio de los
Estados Unidos de America
derechos de transit°
y de escala
transito y
escala
tecnica,
derecho de
t6cnica, asi como el derecho
de
tomar y
y descargar
transit°
descargar en transito
internacional pasajeros,
internacional
pasajeros, carga y
y
punto o
correo en un punt°
o puntos de
los Estados Unidos de America
America que
se acordaran
acordaran en fecha posterior.
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Minister of Foreign
Foreign
The American Ambassador
Ambassador to the Panamanian
Panamanian Minister
Affairs
Affairs
No. 146

P
ANAMA, March
PANAMA,
March 31,
31, 194.9
1949

EXCELLENCY:
EXCELLENCY:
IIhave the honor to refer to the civil aviation
aviation agreement
agreement between
the United States of America
America and the Republic
Republic of Panama signed at
Panama City on March 31, 1949. Article XIV of this agreement
agreement
states that, "The
"The Government of the United States of America will
available a
a certain communications
communications cable for use in connection
make available
connection
operations at Tocumen
Tocumen National Airport, Panama
with operations
Panama City and the
according to terms and conditions
conditions concerning the installaCanal Zone, according
tion, operation and maintenance
maintenance of this cable for commercial
commercial as well
as official use, which will be determined
determined by an exchange
exchange of notes
entered into this day between
between the Government
Government of the Republic
Republic of
Panama
Government of the United
United States of America".
Panama and the Government
America".
Upon notification
notification to my Government
Government of the ratification
ratification by the
Government
of Panama
Panama of
of the
general aviation
aviation agreeGovernment of the
the Republic
Republic of
the general
agreement, the Government of the United States of
of America
America will furnish
the said
the
under the following
terms and
and conconsaid communications
communications cable
cable under
following terms
ditions:
ditions:
The Government
of the
States of
is the
The
Government of
the United
United States
of America
America is
the owner
owner
miles
of 16
16 miles of
of 100
100 pair
pair subterranean
subterranean and
and submarine
submarine cable and 22miles
(1)
(1)

Ante,
Ane, p. 2459

U.S.
communicaU.S. communie
tions
tions cable.
cable.

submarine cable (hereinafter
(hereinafter referred
of 50 pair subterranean
subterranean and submarine
the cable").
cable"). The Government
to as "
"the
Government of the United States of America
America
and the Government
Government of the Republic of Panama
Panama agree that the cable
shall be installed between
between Albrook Air Force Base and Tocum.en
Tocumen National Airport,
Airport, and shall remain there for a
aperiod of fifteen years from
the date of this agreement.
agreement. Upon the expiration
expiration of said fifteen-year
fifteen-year
period, the Government
Government of the United
United States
States of America shall have
have the
period,
right to remove or otherwise dispose of the cable. If, however, at the
Contracting Parties are agreeend of said fifteen-year
fifteen-year period, both Contracting
extended for an
able thereto, the terms of this agreement shall be extended
additional ten years. As long as this agreement shall be in effect, the
cable shall remain
remain the property of the Government of the United
States of
America, and
and shall
not be
to taxes
taxes of
any kind
of any
kind imimshall not
be subject
subject to
States
of America,
posed
the Government
the Republic
Panama.
of Panama.
posed by
by the
Government of
of the
Republic of
(2) The
the United
of America
America shall
shall prepare
(2)
The Government
Government of
of the
United States of
technical specifications
installation of
of the cable and shall
shall proprotechnical
specifications for the
the installation
vide
technical supervision
supervision of
of the
installation thereof.
Governthe installation
thereof. The Governvide technical
ment
the United
United States
of America
America shall
shall itself
and all
all
itself perform
perform any
any and
ment of
of the
States of
termination of the
operations connected with splicing, loading and termination
cable with respect to said installation, and shall provide all equipment
equipment
and materials
materials necessary
operations. The Contracting
necessary for such operations.
Parties agree that such loading and terminal equipment shall be considered a
a part of the cable, and shall be subject to all provisions of this
agreement which apply to the cable. The Government
Government of the United
agreement
States of America undertakes
undertakes to exercise its best efforts to maintain
maintain
term of this agreethe cable in operating
operating condition for and during the term,
Government of the United States of America may desigment. The Government
81939-2-PT.
I--12
81.9119---52—PT. in-12

InstalaUon.
InstallatIon.
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nate agents to perform the aforesaid
aforesaid work on its behalf, but
but agrees
agrees to
to
establish technical standards
standards and provide technical supervision
supervision of
of any
any
such agents
agents in the performance
performance of the said
any such
such agents
agents
said work, and
and any
shall comply with such standards and supervision. The
Government
The Government
of the United States of America shall bear only the expenses
involved
expenses involved
in the
following operations:
operations:
in
the following
(a) Preparation
Preparation of technical specifications for the
the installation of
of the
the
cable.
(b) Technical supervision of the installation
of the
cable.
installation of
the cable.
(c) Splicing, loading and termination operations.
(d) Equipment
Equipment and materials necessary
necessary for splicing, loading
loading and
and
termination.

Installation of cable
cable

(3)
Government of
(3) The Government
of the
Panama shall,
shall, except
except as
as
the Republic
Republic of
of Panama
hereinabove
hereinabove stated, install the cable
cable in
in accordance
accordance with
with the
the technical
technical
specifications
supervision of
specifications and technical
technical supervision
Government of
of the
the
of the
the Government
Expense.
xpense.
United States of America. The Government of the Republic
United States of America. The Government
Republic of
of
Panama
shall
bear
the
expense
of
the said
Panama
said installation
installation of
the cable
of the
cable
except as hereinabove
hereinabove recited.
recited.
Right of replacemenght
of replace(4) The Government of the
ment.
the United
United States
of America
America shall
States of
shall have
have the
the
right to replace all or any part
part of
the
term
this
of the
the cable
cable during
during the term of
of this
agreement, provided, however, that
that the
the Government
United
Government of
of the
the United
States of America be under
States
under no duty to replace
replace all
or any
part
thereof.
all or
any part thereof.
Should there be aa difference
difference of opinion between
Should
between the
the Contracting
Contracting
Parties as to whether
operation is
Parties
whether any proposed operation
is an
of maintean item
item of
maintenance or an item of replacement,
replacement, the
the Contracting
consult
Contracting Parties
Parties shall
shall consult
together to arrive at
at a
determination with
with respect
thereto.
a determination
respect
thereto.
Operational control.
Opertionalcontrol.
(5) The operational
(5)
operational control
control of the cable shall be
be vested
vested in
in the
the
Government of the United States of
Government
America. However,
of America.
However, lines
lines of
of
the cable
cable shall
shall be allocated
accord between
the
allocated by mutual accord
the ContractContractbetween the
ing Parties in accordance
with the
accordance with
the purposes
purposes of
of this
this agreement,
and
agreement, and
said allocation
allocation may be changed
changed at
at any
any time
time and
and from
from time
time
time to
to time
by mutual
mutual consent of the Contracting Parties.
by
It is
is agreed
Parties. It
agreed that
that
lines in the cable
be allocated,
cable shall be
allocated, on
basis, to
the Govon a
a priority
priority basis,
to the
Government
of America
ernment of the United
United States of
to the
Government of
of
America and
and to
the Government
the
of Panama,
the Republic
Republic of
Panama, respectively,
respectively, as circumstances
circumstances may
may require.
require.
No charge shall be imposed by
by either
so
either Contracting
Contracting Party
Party for
for lines
lines so
allotted
Parties. All
allotted to either of the Contracting
Contracting Parties.
All lines
the cable
cable
lines in
in the
not so allocated shall be allocated
allocated for
commercial operation
for commercial
operation after
after
reserving
a sufficient
sufficient number for use
reserving a
use as
as spares.
spares. The
The lines
allotted
lines allotted
for
be made
for commercial
commercial operation
operation shall be
made available
to commercial
airavailable to
commercial airlines
of the
lines of
the United
United States of America engaged in
in business
Tocumen
business at
at Tocumen
National
to similar
similar airlines
National Airport,
Airport, and to
of the
Republic of
airlines of
the Republic
of Panama,
Panama,
on
a
non-discriminatory
Lines not
on anon-discriminatory basis. Lines
not so
so allocated
allocated shall
shall be
be made
made
available
on a
available to other commercial
commercial users on
non-discriminatory- basis.
basis.
a non-discriminatory
The
original allocation
according to
The original
allocation will be made according
to the
following
the following
priority:
priority:
by
by Repunblic_.of
Republic of
Panama.

Pn.

(a) Up to ten pairs of lines may
(a)
may be
be used
used by
by each
each Contracting
Contracting
Party for official Government
Government use
use only.
only.
(b) Up to 15 pairs of lines will be reserved
(b)
reserved for
for engineering
engineering spares.
spares.
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(c) Up to 10 pairs of lines will be reserved
(c)
reserved for transmission of
aeronautical communications
communications between
aeronautical
between Tocumen
Tocumen National Airport and the Canal Zone.
(d) Air lines of the Republic
Republic of Panama and of the United States
of America will be allocated
allocated pairs of lines upon application.
application.
(e) Other commercial
commercial users will be allocated
allocated pairs of
of lines upon
upon
application.
The above allocation
allocation will be administered by an appropriate
appropriate agency
agency
of the United States Government
Government and it is understood that the
allocation
allocation of lines to official or private users in Panama
Panama City will
company is able to make
depend upon whether the local telephone
telephone company
the necessary
necessary connection
connection with the cable.
(6) Lines allotted for commercial
accordance with
(6)
commercial operation
operation in accordance

Allotment of

Allotment of lines
lines
for commercial opera-

for commercial operaparagraph
(5) may be made available by connection
paragraph (5)
connection to the cable by tion.
tion.
any existing commercial telephone system, on terms and conditions,
and at cable rental rates established
established by the United States of America,
Cable rental
rental rates.
rates.
due consideration
consideration being given to practices
practices in
to be
in the
the area. Rates to
be Cable
charged
ultimate
users
of
such
lines
shall
be
charged
computed
computed by adding the
established by the local telephone
rates established
telephone company for Panama
Panama City
City
service, which are approved
approved by the Government
Government of the
the Republic
Republic of
of
Panama, to the rates charged by the Government of the United
United States
States
of America for rental of lines within the cable. The Government
of
Government of
the Republic of Panama agrees that no special tax, charge, or
or sursurcharge shall be imposed by the Government
Government of Panama on such rates
charged to ultimate users, except reasonable
reasonable charges
charges for any additional service or services which may be provided at
at the request
request of the
the
ultimate user.
(7) Cable rental rates established by the United States of America
America
in accordance
accordance with provisions of paragraph (6)
(6) shall be fixed at
aa level estimated
estimated to cover costs of maintenance
maintenance of
of the
cable and/or
and/or
the cable
replacement of the cable. Such rates may be adjusted
replacement
adjusted at any time
and from time to time as circumstances
circumstances require.
require.
Collection of
Revenues
Revenues derived from rental of lines
the cable
nonlines within
within the
cable to
to nonCollection
of reverev.
nues from rentals.
Government users will be
Government
be collected
the Government
Government
collected by the agency
agency of
of the
of the United States administering
administering the cable from the commercial
telephone company
company serving the ultimate users, and all such revenues
collected will be transmitted to the Treasurer
Treasurer of the United States to
to
cover costs of maintenance
maintenance and/or replacement
replacement of the
the cable.
Transmission
(8) The cable
by either
either Contracting
cable shall not
not be used by
Contracting Party
Party or
or by
by power;
Transmission
oo
voltage.
power; voltage.
any person,
person, persons or entity for the transmission
transmission of power. At
At no
no
time shall voltage exceed 130 volts nor shall the current exceed
exceed
one ampere.

The Government
Government of the United States of America is prepared, if this
proposal is acceptable
acceptable to the Government
Government of the Republic
Republic of Panama,
to regard the present note and Your Excellency's reply thereto as
constituting
constituting an agreement
agreement between the two Governments,
Governments, which
which
shall take effect on the day on which notice of the ratification
ratification of
of the
aforesaid
Government of the Republic
aforesaid civil aviation
aviation agreement
agreement by the Government
of Panama is given to the Government of the United States of America.

Effective
ffective date.
Are p. 2465a.
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Please accept, Excellency,
Excellency, the renewed
renewed assurances
highest
assurances of my
my highest
consideration.
His Excellency
Excellency
Lic. IGNACIO
IGNACIO MOLINO,
M OLINO, Jr.
Jr.
Ministerfor Foreign
Minister
Foreign Affairs
Panama,
Panama,R.
R. P.
P.

M
ONNETT B.
DAVIS
MONNETT
B. DAVIS

The Panamanian
Minister of
Panamanian Minister
Affairs to
American
oJ Foreign
Foreign Affairs
to the
the American
Ambassador
MINISTERIO
EXTERIORES
MINISTERIO DE
DE RELACIONES
RELACIONES EXTERIORES

D.P.N*
646
D. P. N646

PANAMA,
31 de
PANAMA,81
de Marzo
1949.
Marzo de
de 1949.

SENOR EMBAJADOR:
EMBAJADOR:
SEROR
Tengo a
ahonra avisar recibo
recibo de la nota de Vuestra
Vuestra Excelencia,
Excelencia, de
de
esta fecha, que dice lo siguiente:
siguiente:

referirme al convenio
"Tengo el honor de referirme
convenio sobre aviaci6n
aviaci6n civil
civil
firmado entre los Estados Unidos de America y
y la
in Republica
Repdblica de
de
Panama, en la Ciudad de Panama
Panama el dl
de 1949.
1949. El
diaa31 de Marzo de
El
Articulo XIV de este Convenio expresa
expresa que: "El Gobierno de
de los
los
Estados
facilitarA un cable de
Estados Unidos de America facilitara
de comunicaciones
comunicaciones
para uso en conexion
conexi6n con las operaciones
operaciones en
en el Aeropuerto
Aeropuerto Nacional
Nacional
de Tocuraen
Tocumen en la Ciudad de Panama, y
y en la Zona
Canal, de
Zona del
del Canal,
de
acuerdo
estipulaciones y
acuerdo con las estipulaciones
y condiciones
condiciones relativas
relativas a
instalaa la
la instalaci6n,
y mantenimiento
mantenimiento de este cable, para la
cion, uso y
la prestaciOn
prestaci6n del
del
servicio tanto oficial como comercial, las cuales se determinarAn
servicio
determin.aran on
en
canje de notas efectuado
efectuado hoy
boy entre el Gobierno
Gobierno de
de
de la
la Republica
Republica de
Panama yy el Gobierno
Panama
Gobierno de los Estados
Unidos de
Estados Unidos
de America".
America".

notificarse a
a mi Gobierno la ratificaci6n
Al notificarse
ratificacion del convenio
convenio general
general
aviaci6n por el Gobierno
de aviacion
Gobierno de la Republica
Reptiblica de
de Panama,
PanamA, el
el Gobierno
Gobierno
de los Estados Unidos de America
America suministrara
suministrara dicho
dicho cable
cable de
de
comunicaciones
comunicaciones mediante
mediante los siguientes terminos
t6rminos y
y condiciones:
condiciones:

1.
1. El Gobierno de los Estados Unidos de America
propietario
America es
es propietario
de un cable de 16 millas, cable subterrAneo
subterraneo y
submarino
de cien
y submarino de
cien
pares de lineas, y
y de otro cable de 2
subterraneo
2 millas asfmismo
asimismo subterrAneo y
y
submarino
submarino de cincuenta
cincuenta pares de limas,
se denolineas, que
que en
en adelante
adelante se
denominaran "el cable".
Gobierno de los Estados
cable". El Gobierno
Unidos de
de America
Estados Unidos
America
y el Gobierno
Repdblica de Panama convienen
y
Gobierno de la Repiiblica
convienen en
que dicho
dicho
en que
cable sera instalado
irxstalado entre la Base de la
de Albrook
Albrook y
la Fuerza
Fuerza Aerea
Aerea de
y
el Aeropuerto
y que permanecerA
el
Aeropuerto Nacional de Tocumen,
Tocumen, y
permanecera, alll
all por
por un
un
periodo de quince afios
aftos aa partir de la fecha de este
perfodo
A la
este acuerdo. A
la
expiraci6n
periodo de quince afios,
expiracion de dicho perfodo
wins, el Gobierno
de los
Gobierno de
los
Estados Unidos de America tendrá
tendra el derecho
derecho de remover
remover dicho
dicho
cable
o disponer
disponer en cualquier otra forma del mismo. Sin embargo,
cable o
embargo,
si al finalizar
finalizar dicho perfodo
periodo de quince aflos
Si
afios ambas Partes ContraContratantes asf
asi lo acuerdan,
acuerdan, los terminos de este acuerdo seran
serail prorrogaprorrogados por
por diez afios
adicionales. Mientras
dos
aiios adicionales.
Mientras este
est6 vigente este
este acuerdo,
acuerdo,
el cable continuara siendo propiedad
propiedad del Gobierno de los
los Estados
Estados
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Unidos de America, y
y no estara sujeto aacontribucien
contribuci6n o
o impuesto
impuesto de
de
ninguna
clase por parte del Gobierno
Gobierno de la Repilblica
ninguna elase
Panama.
Repdblica de
de Panama.
2. El Gobierno de los Estados
Estados Unidos de America
preparare, las
las
America preparara
especificaciones
especificaciones tecnicas para la
instalacion del
del cable
cable y
proporcionark
la instalaci6n
y proporcionar,
la inspeccion
inspecci6n tecnica de la instalaci6n
Is
instalacion del mismo. El
Gobierno de
de
El Gobierno
ejecutara de por al
los Estados
Estados Unidos ejecutara
cualesquiera y
y todas
las
sf cualesquiera
todas las
operaciones relativas
y terminaci6n
operaciones
relatives al empalme, carga y
terminacion del cable
cable con
con
respecto
respecto a
a dicha instalaci6n,
instalacion, y
y proporcionara
equipo y
proporcionara todo
todo el
e] equipo
y
materiales
materiales necesarios para dichas operaciones.
operaciones. Las
Las Partes
Partes ContraContraque el conjunto
tantes convienen
convienen en que
de aparatos
aparatos de
de carga
carga y
conjunto de
y terterminales sera
serA considerado
considerado parte del cable y
y estara
sujeto a
a todas
estar& sujeto
todas
las estipulaciones
estipulaciones de este
El Gobierno
este acuerdo
acuerdo aplicables
aplicables al
al cable.
cable. El
Gobierno
de los Estados Unidos de America se compromete
sus
compromete a
a ejercer
ejercer sus
mejores esfuerzos para mantener
mantener el cable
cable en condiciones
condiciones de
funciode funcionamiento durante el perfodo
periodo de duracion
duraci6n de este
este acuerdo.
acuerdo. El
El
Gobierno
Gobierno de los Estados Unidos de America
puede designer
agentes
America puede
designar agentes
para ejecutar
ejecutar en su nombre los trabajos antes
antes mencionados,
mencionados, pero
pero
conviene en establecer normas
tecnicas y
y suministrar
suministrar la
la inspecci6n
inspeccion
normas tecnicas
tecnica de cualesquiera
dichos agentes
agentes en
en is
ejecucion de
cualesquiera de
de dichos
la ejecuci6n
de dichos
dichos
trabajos,
trabajos, y
y dichos
dichos agentes
agentes se someteran a
a esas normas
inspecciOn.
normas e
e inspecci6n.
El Gobierno de los Estados Unidos de
America sufragara
de America
sufragara tinicamente
dnicamente
los gastos inherentes a
a las siguientes
siguientes operaciones:
operaciones:
a. Preparaci6n
Preparacion de especificaciones
tecnicas para
instalacion
especificaciones t6cnicas
para la
la instalaci6n
del
del cable.
cable.
b. Inspecci6n
Inspeccion tecnica
de la
la instalaciOn
tecnica de
instalaci6n del
del cable.
cable.
c. Operaciones
de
empalme,
Operaciones
y terminaci6n.
terminacion.
carga y
d. Equipo y
y materiales
materiales necesarios
necesarios para
para las
operaciones de
de
las operaciones
y terminacion.
empalme, carga y
terminaci6n.
3. Salvo lo anteriormente
anteriormente estipulado,
el Gobierno
Gobierno de
la Repdblica
Rept%lica
estipulado, el
de la
de Panama instalara
instalark el cable de conformidad
conformidad con
especificacon las
las especificaciones tecnicas
tecnicas e
inspeccien tecnica
tecnica del
los Estados
e inspecci6n
del Gobierno
Gobierno de
de los
Estados
Repdblica de
Unidos de America. El Gobierno
Gobierno de la Republica
de Panama
Panama
sufragara los gastos de dicha
del cable,
lo expresado
expresado
dicha instalacien
instalaci6n del
cable, salvo
salvo lo
anteriormente.
anteriormente.
4. El Gobierno de los Estados Unidos tendr&
tendril el
derecho de
de
el derecho
reemplazar
parcialmente el
reemplazar total o
o parcialmente
el cable
cable durante
durante el
el terrain
. ° de
de
termino
este acuerdo estipulandose,
estipulandose, sin
sin embargo,
embargo, que
el Gobierno
que el
Gobierno de
de los
los
Estados Unidos de America
America no
en la
la obligaci6n
obligacien de
de reemplareemplano este,
esti en
zarlo en su totalidad
totalidad o
el caso
caso de
de surgir
o en parte.
parte. En
En el
surgir diferencia
diferencia de
de
opini6n entre las Partes Contratantes
opinion
Contratantes acerca
de si
cualquier operaacerca de
si cualquier
operaci6n que se proponga
cion
proponga constituye
reemplazo, las
las
constituye mantenimiento
mantenimiento oo reemplazo,
Partes Contratantes
Contratantes se consultaran
consultarin mutuamente
mutuamente pare
para Heger
llegar a
a una
una
determinaci6n respecto
determinacien
re3pecto a
a ello.
ello.
5.
5. La direcci6n
direccion del
correspondera al
at
del funcionamiento
funcionamiento del
del cable
cable correspondera
Gobierno
Gobierno de los Estados Unidos de
embargo, las
de America.
America. Sin
Sin embargo,
las
Partes Contratantes
Contratantes asignaran
asignaran de mutuo
mutuo acuerdo
de los
los
acuerdo las
las lfneas
lineas de
cables de conformidad
conformidad con los fines de
este acuerdo,
acuerdo, y
de este
y podran
podran
cambiar
asignaciones en cualquier momento y
cambiar dichas asignaciones
y peri6dicaperi6dicamente cuando asf
asi lo acuerden
acuerden las
Contratantes.
las Partes
Partes Contratantes.
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Se conviene
conviene en que las lineas del cable
asignadas, a
cable seran
seran asignadas,
a base
base
de prioridad, al Gobierno de los Estados Unidos de America
America y
al
y al
Gobierno de in
la Republica
Reptiblica de Panama, respectivamente,
segtin lo
respectivamente, segdn
lo
exijan las circunstancias.
circunstancias. No se impondra
exijan
impondra cargo a
a ninguna de
de
las Partes Contratantes
Contratantes por las lineas que hayan
sido asignadas
hayan sido
asignadas a
a
cualquiera
cualquiera de ellas. Todas las lineas del cable
cable no
asignadas en
en la
no asignadas
la
forma indicada
seran para el servicio
indicada lo seran
servicio comercial
comercial despues
despues de
de
reservarse un numero
mimero suficiente
suficiente de
de ellas
como repuestos.
repuestos. Las
Las
ellas como
lineas asignadas para el servicio comercial
limas
comercial seran
serail facilitadas a
a las
las
empresas aereas
aereas comerciales de los Estados Unidos
Unidos de
de America
America
dedicadas a
a n.egocios
negocios en el Aeropuerto Nacional
Nacional de
de Tocumen,
Tocumen, y
y
a las empresas aereas similares de la
a
la Republica
Repablica de
de Panama,
Panama, sin
sin
diferenciaci6n.
diferenciaciOn. Las lineas
lineas no asignadas en
en in
la forma
forma indicada
indicada
estaran disponibles para las otras empresas comerciales,
comerciales, sin
dilesin diferenciaci6n. La asignaciOn
asignaci6n original se hara
renciaci6n.
hara de
de acuerdo
acuerdo con
la
con la
siguiente prioridad:
Gobierno cada
a) Para uso oficial de cada
cada Gobierno
cada parte
parte contratante
contratante
podra utilizar solamente
solamente hasta diez
pares
de
lineas.
diez pares de lineas.
b) Se reservaran
reservaran hasta 15 pares de limas
ineas para
para repuestos.
repuestos.
c) Se reservaran
reservaran hasta 10 pares de lineas
la trasmisi6n
trasmision
lineas para
para la
de
de comunicaciones
comunicaciones de aeronautica
aeronautica entre el Aeropuerto
Aeropuerto Nacional
Nacional
de Tocumen
y la Zona del Canal.
Tocumen y
d) A
Republica de Panama
A las empresas aereas
aereas de la Republica,
Panama y
y de
de los
los
Estados Unidos de America se le asignaran
asignaran pares de
llneas a
de lineas
a
solicitud, sin diferenciaci6n.
diferenciacion.
e) A
A los otros clientes comerciales
comerciales se le asignaran
asignaran pares
pares de
de
lineas a
asolicitud,
solicitud, sin
diferenciacion.
sin diferenciaci6n.
Es
entendido que la asignacion
asignaci6n antes mencionada sera adminisEs entendido
administrada por una agencia
agencia apropiada del Gobierno
Gobierno de
de los
los Estados
Estados
Unidos
entendido ademas
Unidos y
y es entendido
ademas que la
asignacien de
de lineas
la asignaci6n
lineas para
para
el uso oficial oo privado
privado en la Ciudad de Panama
Panama dependera
dependera de
de
si la compania
compafila telef6nica
telefenica local esti
efectuar la
esta en capacidad
capacidad de
de efectuar
la
conexi6n
conexion necesaria con el cable.
6. Las lineas
lineas asignadas
asignadas al servicio comercial de acuerdo
6.
acuerdo con
con lo
lo
estipulado por el Articulo
Artlculo V
V podran facilitarse
facilitarse mediante
su comediante su
conexi6n al cable por cualquier
nexi6n
cualquier sistema telef6nico
telefonico comercial existente,
existente,
segdn
y condiciones
sap% los terminos
terminos y
condiciones y
tarifas de
de arriendo
arriendo de
y tarifas
de cables
cables
establecidas por los Estados Unidos de America,
establecidas
America, dando
dando la
la debida
debida
consideraci6n aa la practica
practica establecida
consideracion
la region.
Las tarifas
tarifas
establecida en
en la
regi6n. Las
que se cobren
cobren a
alos clientes que hagan uso de
se corade dichas lineas
lineas se
computaran afiadiendo
afiadiendo las tarifas establecidas
establecidas por
la compafia
compaiiia teletelepor la
f6nica
para el servicio en la Ciudad
fenica local pant
de Panama,
Panama, las
cuales
Ciudad de
las cuales
hayan sido aprobadas
aprobadas por el Gobierno de la Rept%lica
Panama,
Repdblica de
de Panama,
aa las tarifas cobrada,s
cobradas por el Gobierno
Gobierno de
los Estados
Estados Unidos
Unidos de
de
de los
America
por
el
arriendo
de
las
lineas que forman parte
America
cable.
parte del
del cable.
El Gobierno
Repdblica de Panama
Gobierno de la Reptiblica
conviene en
imponer
Panama conviene
en no
no imponer
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gravamen especial,
especial, tasa o
o recargo sobre las tarifas cobradas
cobra.das a
a los
clientes que utilicen las lineas,
linea,s, salvo los cargos razonables
razonables por
por
cualquier servicio o
o servicios adicionales
adicionales que se proporcionen
proporcionen
a
a solicitud de dichos clientes.
7. Las tarifas
establecidas por los Estados
7.
tarifas de arriendo de cables establecidas
Unidos de America de acuerdo con las estipulaciones del Articulo
.Artfculo VI
VI
fijarfn aaun nivel calculado
se fijartua
calculado para que cubra el costo de mantenimiento del cable y
y reemplazo
reemplazo del mismo. Tales tarifas Berlin
seran
ajustadas peri6dicamente
peri6dicamente y
y en cualquier
que las
cualquier momento
momento en
en que
las
circunstancias
requieran.
circunstancias lo requieran.
Los ingresos provenientes
provenientes del arriendo de las lineas
Ifneas del cable a
a
los clientes no oficiales, serán
seran cobrados por la agencia del Gobierno
de los Estados Unidos que administre
administre el cable a
a la compafiia
compafifa telef6nica que preste
fOnica
presto servicio a
alos clientes, y
y todas las sumas
sumas recaudadas
recaudadas
seran remitidas al Tesorero
Berlin
Tesorero de los Estados Unidos para cubrir el
el
costo de mantenimiento
mantenimiento o
oreemplazo del
del cable.
cable.
8. El cable no ser&
sera usado por las Parte,s
Contratantes ni por
por
Partes Contratantes
ninguna
ninguna persona natural
natural o
energfa
o jurfdica
juridica para la tra,smision
trasmisi6n de energia
electrica. En ningfn
ningin momento el voltaje excedera
electrica.
excedera de 130 voltios
corriente excedera
excedera de un amperio.
ni la corriente
Si esta propuesta
propuesta es aceptable
Gobierno de la Republica
aceptable para el Gobierno
de Panama, el Gobierno de los Estados Unidos esti
esta dispuesto a
a
considerar
considerar la presente nota y
y la respuesta
respuesta del Gobierno de Vuestra
Excelencia aala misma como un acuerdo
Excelencia
acuerdo entre
entre los dos
dos Gobiernos,
Gobiernos,
el cual entrara en vigencia el dia
dfa en que se de al Gobierno de los
Estados Unidos de America la notificacion
del
notificaci6n de la ratificacion
ratificaci6n del
convenio de aviaci6n
aviaci6n civil antes mencionado
mencionado por el Gobierno de la
la
Repdblica
Rep6blica de Panama".
Panama".
Sobre el particular tengo a
a honra informar a
a Vuestra Excelencia
Excelencia
que el Gobierno
Gobierno de Panama acepta
acepta esta propuesta
propuesta del Gobierno de los
Estados Unidos de America
America y
y por lo tanto la nota de Vuestra ExceExcelencia y
constituyen un Acuerdo entre los dos Gobiernos,
Gobiemos,
y esta respuesta
respuesta constituyen
el cual entrara en vigencia el dia
dla en que se de al Gobierno de los Estados Unidos de America
notificacion de la ratificaci6n
ratificacion del
America la notificaci6n
del Convenio de Aviaci6n
Aviacion Civil antes mencionado
mencionado por el Gobierno
Gobierno de la
la
Rep6blica de Panama.
Repdblica
Aprovecho la oportamidad
Aprovecho
oportunidad para reiterar a
a Vuestra Excelencia
Excelencia las
seguridades
seguridades de mi mas
Inas alta y
y distinguida
distinguida consideraci6n.
consideracion.
I
GNACIO M
OLINO Jr
IGNACIO
MOLINO
Jr

Ignacio
Ignacio Molino
Jr.,
Molino Jr.,
Ministro de
Exteriores.
Ministro
de Relaciones
Relaiones Exteriores.
Su Excelencia
Excelencia
M ONNETT B.
DAVIS,
MONNETT
B. DAVIS,
Embajador Extraordinario
Plenipotenciario de
de los
Embajador
Extraordinarioy
y Plenipotenciario
los Estados
Estados
Unidos de
de America,
Unidos
America,
Presente.—
Presente.-
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Translation
Translation
MINISTRY
MINISTRY OF
OF FOREIGN
RELATIONS
FOREIGN RELATIONS

D.
D. P.
P. No.
846
No. 646

PANAMA, March
March 81,
PANAMA,
31, 1949.

M
R. AMBASSADOR:
AMBASSADOR:
MR.
IIhave the honor to acknowledge
acknowledge the receipt of
of Your
Your Excellency's
Excellency's
note
of this
date which
which states
states the
the following:
following:
note of
this date
[For the English language text
text of
of this
this note
note as
signed, see
as signed,
see p.
p. 2471.]
2471.]
In
connection
In connection with this matter
matter II have
honor to
have the
the honor
to inform
inform Your
Your
Excellency
Excellency that the Government
of Panama
accepts this
Government of
Panama accepts
this proposal
proposal
of the Government
Government of the United States of
therefore
of America,
America, and
and therefore
Your Excellency's note and
reply constitute
constitute an
beand this reply
an Agreement
Agreement between
tween the two Governments, which will come
come into
on the
day on
on
into force
force on
the day
which notification of the ratification
ratification of the
the above-mentioned
above-mentioned Civil
Civil
Aviation Agreement
Agreement by the Government
Government of
the Republic
Panama
of the
Republic of
of Panama
is given to the Government
Government of the United
United States
of America.
States of
America.
IIavail myself of the opportunity
opportunity to renew to
Excellency the
to Your
Your Excellency
the
assurances
of
my
highest
and most distinguished
assurances
consideration.
distinguished consideration.

IGNACIO
IGNACIO MOLINO
M OLINO Jr
Jr
Ignacio Molino,
Jr.
Ignacio
Molino, Jr.
Minister
Minister of Foreign
Foreign Relations.
Relations.

His
Excellency
His Excellency
M ONNETT B.
DAVIS,
MONNETT
B. DAVIS,
Ambassador Extraordinary
Eztraordinaryand
Ambassador
Plenipotentiary
and Plenipotentiary
of the United
States of
America,
United States
of America,
City.—
City.-

American Ambassador
The American
Ambassador to the Panamanian
Minister of
Foreign
PanamanianMinister
of Foreign
Affairs
Affairs
No. 147
No.
147

PANAMA,
P., March
March 31,
1949
PANAMA, R.
R. P.,
31, 1949

EXCELLENCY:
EXCELLENCY:

.2468.

Aide,
Ane, p
p.2458.

Conditions.
Conditions.

IIhave the honor to refer
refer to the civil aviation
agreement between
between
aviation agreement
the United States of America
America and
and the
the Republic
at
Republic of
of Panama
Panama signed
signed at
Panama City
City on
on March 31,
31, 1949. Article XIV of this Agreement
Agreement
Panama
states that, "The Government
Government of the United
United States of
America will
of America
will
supply, subject to the availability
availability of suitable
suitable personnel and
and approappropriated
purpose, a
priated funds for the purpose,
a civil
mission to
civil aviation
aviation mission
to aid
aid the
the
Government
in the
Government of the Republic
Republic of Panama in
its civil
civil
the development
development of
of its
aviation, including technical assistance,
assistance, if
such aamission
mission is
is requested
if such
requested
Government of
Panama."
by the Government
of Panama."
Upon notification
notification to my Government
Government of
of the
ratification by
by the
the
the ratification
Government of the Republic of Panama
Panama of
of the
the general
general aviation
aviation agreeagreement, the Government
Government of the United States
of America
America will
will endeavor,
endeavor,
States of
if requested
Government of
requested by the Government
of Panama,
Panama, to
to furnish
furnish
of the
the Republic
Republic of
a technical
technical aviation
aviation mission
conditions:
a
mission under
under the following conditions:
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(1) The assignment
assignment of the United States civil aviation mission to
Panama shall be subject to the availability
availability of suitable personnel
personnel and
appropriated
appropriated funds for the purpose.
(2) The mission shall function in an advisory capacity
capacity to appropriate Ministers
Ministers of the Government
Government of the Republic of Panama and
will work with personnel of the Republic
Republic of Panama
Panama concerned
concerned with
civil aviation on a
a cooperative
cooperative basis for the purpose of assisting in
improving and developing civil aviation facilities and services
services in
Panama.
(3) The Government of the United States of America shall designate, subject to the approval of the Government
Government of the Republic of
Panama, a
a Chief of Mission, who shall represent the mission before
the Government
Government of the Republic
Republic of Panama through the Minister in
whose ministry responsibility
responsibility for aviation is vested. Other members
addition to
of the mission shall be designated in like manner and, in addition
the chief of mission, shall serve as advisors
advisors and consultants to the
Government
Government of the Republic of Panama in specific fields of civil
aviation. They shall conduct
conduct studies and analyses and furnish
aviation.
technical advice
advice with respect to specific matters or problems now or
technical
hereafter arising which are within their competence.
competence. They shall
hereafter
demonstrate processes
processes and methods of the United States of America
America
demonstrate
Republic
personnel of the Republic
and assist in the technical training of local personnel
responsible to the Chief
of Panama. Members of the mission shall be responsible
technical
performance of technical
of Mission and shall engage directly in the performance
duties for
for the Government
Government of the Republic of Panama only to the
extent agreed
upon by
the Chief
Mission and
and the
the appropriate
appropriate
of Mission
by the
Chief of
extent
agreed upon
Minister
of
the
Government
of
the
Republic
of
Panama.
Panama.
Republic
Government
Minister
(4)
aviation mission
composed of
personnel in
in
of personnel
be composed
mission shall be
The civil
civil aviation
(4) The
Government of
categories as are agreed upon by the Government
such technical categories
Government of the Republic
the United States of America and the Government
replacement by
assignments, their replacement
of Panama. The duration of their assignments,
categories, or an increase
decrease in
increase or decrease
in other
other technical
technical categories,
personnel in
needs
be based on
on the needs
the total
total number of personnel assigned, shall be
Republic of Panama for assistance
assistance in parof the
the Republic
of the
the Government
Government of
consideration the competechnical fields
fields and
and shall
shall take into consideration
ticular technical
Panama to furnish and maintain
maintain aeronautical
services and
aeronautical services
tence of Panama
accordance with accepted
international standards.
standards.
accepted international
facilities in accordance
(5)
Government of the United States of America retains the
(5) The
The Government
right to recall any member of the mission at any time upon 30 days
notification to the Government
Government of the Republic
Republic of Panama or at any
notification
time upon mutual consent.
receive their salary, allowances,
mission shall receive
Members of the mission
(6) Members
Republic of Panama incidental
to and from
from the Republic
travel expenses
expenses to
and travel
assignments with the mission in Panama from the Governto their assignments
reimbursement by
America, subject to reimbursement
ment of the United States of America,
Republic of Panama as specified below.
the Government
Government of the Republic
Republic of
Panama shall reimburse
of Panama
the Republic
Government of the
(7) The Government
the
Government of
America, at the rate of
the United
United States
States of America,
of the
the Government
$2,000.00
year for
for the
the chief
chief and
each member
member of
of the
the mission
mission totoand each
$2,000.00 per
per year

Availability of per
Availability
per
sonnel
simnel and funds.

Advisory capacity
capacity
Advisory

Mission
Chief of Mission

Members.
Members.

Personnel.

Recall
Becll of members
by U.S.

Salary, allowances
allowances
Salary,
expenses.
and travel expenses.

Reimbursement by
Government
ReGovernmet of Bepublic of Pnama.
Panama.
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ward expenses incurred by the Government
States in
in
Government of the
the United
United States
connection
assignment of these personnel.
connection with the assignment
personnel. Such
reimburseSuch reimbursement shall intially be made six months
months after
after each
and
each assignment
assignment and
at intervals of six months thereafter. However, for
for accounting
accounting and
and
procedural
procedural reasons,
reasons, it will not be necessary for the
Government of
of
the Government
the Republic
Republic of Panama to make any payment
payment to
to the
the Government
of
Government of
the United States of America
America until such
such time
the Government
of
time as
as the
Government of
the Republic of Panama shall have received
received a
statement
of
its
obligaa statement of its obligations in this connection. The duration of
personnel
of assignments
assignments of
of personnel
of the mission shall be based on the period commencing
the
commencing from
from the
date of departure
departure from the United States of
of each
member
of America
America of
each member
of the Mission, and shall continue, following the termination
termination of
of duty
duty
with the mission, for the return trip to the United States
States of
of America,
America,
computed on the basis of the shortest, usually
traveled route,
usually traveled
route, and
and
thereafter for the period of accumulated
thereafter
may be
due.
accumulated leave which
which
may
be
due.
Tax-free compensationaxmpensaCompensation of
tion.
(8) Compensation
of personnel
personnel of
of the
the mission
shall not
subject
mission shall
not be
be subject
to any tax now or hereafter
hereafter in effect in the
of the
the Republic
Republic
the Government
Government of
of Panama
Panama or any of its political
political or administrative
subdivisions.
administrative subdivisions.
Should there, however,
however, at present
effect,
present or
or while this
this agreement
agreement is
is in
in effect,
be any taxes which might affect
affect this compensation,
such taxes
taxes shall
compensation, such
shall
be paid by the Government
Government of the Republic of
Panama in
order to
of Panama
in order
to
of this
paragraph.
comply with the provisions of
this paragraph.
Exemption from
cstomsdtion
customs
duties. rom

Transportation.
Transportation.

Officet sp
space
ctise
oe and
and faa
cilities.
cilttles.

Civil liability.
Civilliability.

Transportation of
of
Trenainspo"o
eaS
remains
of deceased
Personnel.

personne.

Duration.

Duration.

(9)
Government of the Republic
(9) The Government
Republic of Panama agrees
agrees to
to grant
grant
personnel of the mission exemption from customs
duties on
on articles
articles
customs duties
imported for the official use of the mission, for
personal use
use of
the
for the personal
of the
members thereof, and members of their families. If exemption
exemption from
from
payment
payment of such duties cannot be granted, the Government
of the
the
Government of
Republic
Republic of Panama agrees to pay the
cost thereof
comply
the cost
thereof in
in order
order to
to comply
with this requirement.
requirement.
(10)
Republic of Panama
(10) The
The Government
Government of
of the
the Republic
Panama shall furnish
personnel of the mission with means of transportation
transportation within
within the
the
Republic of Panama required for the
of official
official business
the conduct of
business
and bear the cost
cost thereof.
thereof.
(11)
of the
(11) The
The Government
Government of
the Republic
Republic of Panama
Panama shall provide

suitable office space and facilities for the use of the
members of
the members
of the
the
mission, and shall furnish adequate bilingual stenographic
stenographic personnel
personnel
and other employees
employees and bear the cost thereof.
thereof.
(12) The Government
Government of
(12) The
of the
the Republic
Republic of Panama shall assume
civil liability on account of damages to
of property
property or
on acto or
or loss of
or on
account of personal
personal injury or death caused
caused by any member of the
the
mission while acting within the scope of his
his duties.
duties.
(13) The Government
Panama shall
Government of the Republic
Republic of Panama
shall permit
permit the
the

transportation of the body of any personnel,
accompanying detransportation
personnel, or accompanying
pendent, detailed under these conditions who may die in
Republic
in the
the Republic
of Panama,
a place of burial in the United States of America
Panama, to a
America
selected by the surviving members of the family or their legal reprerepresentative.
(14)
and conditions shall continue
(14) The
The foregoing
foregoing terms
terms and
continue in effect
for aa period of two years unless terminated
terminated at an earlier
date in
in
earlier date
accordance
accordance with the
following:
the following:
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(a) By
By either
either Government,
subject to
notice to
to
(a)
Government, subject
to two
two months'
months' notice
the
the other
other government.
government.
(b) By cancellation upon the initiative
initiative of either of the govgovernments
a period when either
either of the
the governernments at any time during a
ments is
or foreign
is involved
involved in civil disturbances
disturbances or
foreign hostilities.
hostilities.

(15) Upon termination
termination of the two-year
two-year period stated
paragraph
stated in paragraph
above, if all of the
14 above,
mission have
have not
not been
been met,
met,
the objectives
objectives of
of the mission
the Government
Government of
of the United
United States
States of America
America agrees
agrees to
to give
give the
the
fullest consideration
consideration to any request of the Government
Government of the
the ReRePanama for
for an extension
public of Panama
extension of these
for
these terms and conditions for
an
period.
an additional
additional period.
(16)
The Governments
the United
United States
States of
America and
and the
(16) The
Governments of
of the
of America
the
Republic
Panama agree, upon
upon the
the request
request of
either government,
government, to
Republic of Panama
of either
to
terms or the carrying
consult respecting the above terms
of functions
functions
carrying out
out of
by
either government
terms.
by either
government under
under these
these terms.
The
Government of
of America
America is
is prepared,
prepared, if
if
The Government
of the
the United
United States
States of
this
proposal is acceptable
acceptable to
to the
Republic of
of
this proposal
the Government
Government of
of the
the Republic
Panama,
to regard
present note
and Your
Excellency's reply
reply
Panama, to
regard the
the present
note and
Your Excellency's
thereto
between the
the two
thereto as
as constituting
constituting an
an agreement
agreement between
two Governments,
Governments,
which shall
which notice
of the
shall take
take effect on the
the day
day on
on which
notice of
the ratification
ratification
of
civil aviation
agreement by
the
of the
the aforesaid civil
aviation agreement
by the
the Government
Government of
of the
Republic
Panama is
is given
the Government
Government of
United States
Republic of
of Panama
given to
to the
of the
the United
States
of
America.
of America.
Please
the renewed
renewed assurances
assurances of
of my
my highest
highest
Please accept,
accept, Excellency,
Excellency, the
consideration.
consideration.
M
ONNETT B.
MONNETT
B. DAVIS
DAVIS
His
Excellency
His Excellency
Lic.
GNACIO MOLINO,
Jr.,
Lic. I
IGNACIO
MOLINO, Jr.,
Ministerfor
Minister
for Foreign
ForeignAffairs,
Panama, Panama.
Panama.
Panama,

The
Panamanian. Minister
of Foreign
Foreign Affairs
Affairs to
to the
American
The Panamanian
Minister of
the American
Ambassador
Ambassador
MLNISTERIO DE RELACIONES
MINISTERIO
RELACIONES EXTERIORES
EXTERIOREB
D. P. N. 647
647

Ns

PANAMA,
P
ANAMA,31 de Marzo de 1949

SEROR
SERGE EMBAJADOR:
EMBAJADOR:

Tengo a
honra avisar
recibo de
de la
Tengo
a honra
avisar recibo
la nota
nota de
de Vuestra
Vuestra Excelencia,
Excelencia, de
de
esta fecha,
fecha, que dice lo
lo siguiente:
siguiente:

Excelencia:
Excelencia:
"Tengo
honor de
de referirme
referirme al
convenio sobre
civil
"Tengo el
el honor
al convenio
sobre aviacien
aviaci6n civil
firmado
firmado entre los
America y
y la
Republica de
de
los Estados
Estados Unidos
Unidos de Ameica
la Repiblica
de Panama
el dla
31 de
de Marzo
1949. El
El
Panama, en
en la
la Ciudad
Ciudad de
Panama el
dia 31
Marzo de
de 1949.
Articulo XIV de
los
Articulo
de este Convenio
Convenio expresa
expresa que
que 'El
'El Gobierno
Gobierno de
de los
America conviene
conviene en
proporcionar una
Estados Unidos
Unidos de
de Am6rica
en proporcionar
una mision
misi6n
aviacien civil
que presto
su cooperaci6n
cooperacion al
al Gobierno
la
de aviaci6n
civil para
para que
preste su
Gobierno de
de la
Republica
Repilblica de Panama en el desarrollo
desarrollo de
de su aviaci6n
aviaci6n civil, asi como
como
el asesoramiento
asesoramiento tecnico,
tecnico, siempre
siempre que
Gobierno de la
que el Gobierno
la Repablica
Repdblica de
de

Extension.

Extensio

Effective date.
dat.b
Ante, p. 2465n.
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Panama asi
y que el Gobierno de los Estados
as1 lo solicite y
Estados Unidos
Unidos
tenga para ello personal
personal id6neo
ideneo y
y fondos disponibles'
disponibles'
A la notificacien
notificaci6n aami Gobierno
A
Gobierno por parte del Gobierno
Gobierno de
de Panama,
Panama,
de la ratificaci6n
convenio general
ratificacion del convenio
general de aviacion,
de
aviaci6n, el Gobierno de
los Estados Unidos tratath,
tratara, si asi
as1 lo solicita el
Panama,
el Gobierno
Gobierno de
de Panama,
de proporcionar
misi6n tecnica de aviacien
proporcionar una mision
conformidad
aviaci6n de
de conformidad
condiciones:
con las siguientes condiciones:
1.
1. La designaci6n
designacion de la misi6n
mision de aviaci6n
aviacion civil de
de los
los Estados
Estados
Unidos dependera de la disponibilidad de personal apropiado
apropiado y
y de
de
fondos presupuestados
para ese
ese fin.
presupuestados para
fin.
2. La mision
misi6n funcionara como organismo consultivo
los Minisconsultivo de
de los
Ministros pertinentes
pertinentes del Gobierno de la Repdbilea
laboraRepdblica de
de Panama,
Panama, yylaborara a
a base de cooperaci6n
cooperaciou con el personal
personal de la Repdblica
Repdblica de
Panama
de Panama
encargado
de
la aviacion
aviaci6n civil, con el objeto de
encargado
de ayudar
ayudar al
al mejoramejoramiento y
y desarrollo de las facilidades y
y servicios
servicios de
de la
civil
la aviacien
aviaci6n civil
en Panama.
3. El Gobierno
Gobierno de los Estados Unidos de America
America designara
designara previa
previa
aprobaci6n
aprobacion del Gobierno de la Repdblica
Repdblica de Panama,
un
Jefe
Panama, un Jefe de
de
Misi6n
Misien quien representara
representara a
mision ante
ante el
a la
la misi6n
el Gobierno
Gobierno de
de la
la
Repdblica
Repdblica de Panama por conducto del Ministro aa cuyo
despacho
cuyo despacho
corresponda la responsabilidad
corresponda
responsabilidad en materia
de aviaci6n.
Los otros
materia de
aviaci6n. Los
otros
miembros
misi6n seran designados
miembros de la mision
designados de la raisma
manera,
misma manera, y
y
serviran,
misi6n, como asesores
serviran, con el jefe de la mision,
asesores y
y consultores
del
consultores del
Republica de Panama en ramos especificos
Gobierno de la Repablica
especlficos de
la
de la
aviaci6n
Efectuaran estudios yy anfilisis
aviacion civil. Efectuaran
proporcionathn
analisis y
y proporcionaran
consejo tecnico con respecto aaasuntos o
actualo problemas
problemas espec1ficos
especificos actualmente existentes o
o que en lo futuro se presenten
y que
que esten
esten dentro
presenten y
dentro
de su competencia. Haran demostraci6n
demostracion sobre los
los procesos
procesos yy
metodos de los Estados Unidos y
y ayudaran
metodos
ayudaran en el adiestramiento
adiestramiento
t6cnico de personal local de la Republica
tecnico
Repdblica de Panama. Los
miemLos miemmisi6n seran responsables
bros de la mision
responsables ante
Jefe de
misma y
ante el
el Jefo
de la
la misma
y se
se
ocuparan
directamento del desempefio de funciones de
ocuparan directamente
catheter teedo caractcr
t6cnico para el Gobierno
Gobierno de la Republica
solamente hasta
Repdblica de
de Panama,
Panama, solamente
hasta
el punto convenido entre el Jefe de la Misi6n
Misien y
Ministro respecrespecy el Ministro
tivo del Gobierno de la Repdblica
Repdblica de Panama.
4. La misien
misi6n de aviacion
aviaci6n civil estark
compuesta de personal
personal en
en las
estara compuesta
las
categorias tecnicas
categorlas
tecnicas que se acuerden entre el Gobierno de los Estados
Estados
Unidos de America
America yy el Gobierno
Gobierno de la Repdblica
Repdblica de
Panama. La
La
de Panama.
duraci6n
duracien de sus asignaciones,
asignaciones, su reemplazo
reemplazo por personal
en otras
otras
personal en
categorias
categor1as tecnicas
tecnicas oo el aumento o
o reducci6n
reduccien del ndmero
namero total
total del
del
personal asignado, se basaran
basartn en las necesidades
necesidade,s que tenga el
el GoGobierno de Panama en cuanto aaayuda en ramos tecnicos
tecnicos particulaparticulares, y
y tendran en consideraci6n
capacidad de Panama para proporconsideracien la capacidad
proporcionar y
y mantener servicios
servicios y
y facilidades aeronauticos
aeronauticos de
acuerdo
de acuerdo
con las normas internacionales
internacionales aceptadas.
aceptadas.
5. El Gobierno de los Estados Unidos de America retiene
el
retiene el
derecho
derecho de retirar a
a cualquier
cualquier miembro de la
la misisan
misi6n en
en cualquier
cualquier
momento, previa notifie,acien
notificaci6n de 30 dias
dlas al Gobierno
Gobierno de
la RepuRepdde la
blica
de
Panama,
o
Mica
o en cualquier momento
momento por mutuo acuerdo.
acuerdo.
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de la
misien recibiran
Gobierno de
los
6. Los miembros
miembros de
la misi6n
recibiran del
del Gobierno
de los
emolumentos y
y gastos de
Estados Unidos
Unidos de America, sus sueldos,
sueldos, emolumentos
y desde la Repdblica
Panama inherentes a
viaje a
ay
Repdblica de Panama
a sus
sus asignasujeci6n a
a reembolso por parte
ciones a
a la misi6n
mision en Panama con sujecien
Gobierno de la
la Repdblica
Repdblica de
de Panama
del Gobierno
seem se
especifica aa
Panama segun
se especifica
continuacion.
continuaci6n.
Repdblica de
Panama reembolsara
7. El Gobierno de la
la Repdblica
de Panama
reembolsara al
al
Estados Unidos
Unidos de
de America
razon de
Gobierno de
de los
los Estados
America a
a raz6n
de $2,000.00
$2,000.00
anuales por
y cada
cada uno
los miembros
miembros de
la mision
los
anuales
por el
el jefe
jefe y
uno de
de los
de la
misi6n por
por los
gastos efectuados
efectuados por
por el Gobierno
Gobierno de
de los
los Estados Unidos en relacien
relaci6n
con la asignaci6n
efectuara
asignacion de este personal. Este reembolso se efectuara
inicialmente seis
despues de cada asignacion,
de allf
all en
inicialmente
seis meses despues
asignaci6n, y
y de
en
adelante
adelante a
a intervalos de
embargo, por
de seis
seis meses. Sin
Sin embargo,
por razones de
de
contabilidad
contabilidad y
y procedimiento,
procedimiento, no le sera
sera necesario
necesario al Gobierno
Gobierno de
de
la Republica
Repdblica de Panama
algimo al
Gobierno de
de los
Panama efectuar
efectuar pago alguno
al Gobierno
los
Estados
Unidos de
de America
America sino
hasta tanto
tanto el
el Gobierno
de la
Estados Unidos
sino hasta
Gobierno de
la
Repdblica
Panama haya
de sus
Repdblica de
de Panama
haya recibido
recibido un
un estado
estado de
sus obligaciones
obligaciones a
a
este respecto.
respecto. La
las asignaciones
asignaciones del
personal de
la
este
La duracion
duraci6n de
de las
del personal
de la
misien
misi6n se basara
basara en
en el
el periodo
periodo que comienza en la
la fecha
fecha de partida
partida
desde
los Estados
Estados Unidos
Unidos de
America de
de cada
cada miembro
misi6n,
de America
miembro de
de la
la misi6n,
desde los
y
funciones con la
y continuara,
continuara, despues
despues de
de la terminacien
terminaci6n de
de sus funciones
raision,
viaje de
de regreso
Estados Unidos,
Unidos,
misi6n, por el
el tiempo
tiempo del
del viaje
regreso a
a los
los Estados
computado
la base
base de
de la
la ruta
ruta generalmente
recorrida y
mas
y mas
computado sobre
sobre la
generalmente recorrida
corta,
y luego
luego por
periodo de
de vacaciones
este
por el
el perfodo
vacaciones acumuladas
acumuladas que
que este
corta, y
pendiente.
pendiente.
8.
estara sujeta
remuneraci6n del
del personal
personal de
de la
la misiOn
misi6n no
no estara
sujeta aa
8. La
La remuneracion
ningdn
impuesto actualmente
actualmente o
en el
futuro por
o en
el future
por el
el
ningdn gravamen
gravamen impuesto
Gobierno
Repdblica de Panama
Panama o
o cualquiera
subdicualquiera de
de sus subdide la Repdblica
Gobierno de
visiones politicas
administrativas. Sin
Sin embargo,
en caso
o administrativas.
embargo, en
caso de
de que
que
visiones
politicas o
en la
actualidad o
durante la
existan imimla vigencia
vigencia de
de este
este acuerdo,
acuerdo, existan
en
la actualidad
o durante
puestos que
esta remuneracien,
tales impuestos
impuestos serail
seran
afectar esta
remuneraci6n, tales
puestos
que puedan
puedan afectar
pagados por
por el
el Gobierno
Gobierno de
la Repdblica
Repablica de
de dar
dar
de Panama
Panama a
a fin
fin de
do la
pagados
cumplimiento
las estipulaciones
estipulaciones de
clausula.
de esta
esta clausula.
a las
cumplimiento a
9. El
El Gobierno
Gobierno de
Republica de
de Panama
Panama conviene
conviene en
conceder
en conceder
de la
la Repdblica
9.
al
de la
la misien
la exoneracion
los impuestos
arancelarios
de los
impuestos arancelarios
misi6n la
exoneraci6n de
al personal
personal de
sobre
misien, para
el uso oficial
oficial de
de la misi6n,
para el
sobre los articulos
articulos importados para
el
personal de
misma y
de los
los miembros
miembros de
de
de la
la misma
y de
de los
los miembros
miembros de
el uso
uso personal
sus
concederse la
la exoneraci6n
exoneracion del pago de
Si no
no puede
puede concederse
sus familias. Si
dichos
el Gobierno
Gobierno de la
Repdblica de
de Panama
Panama conviene
la Repdblica
dichos impuestos,
impuestos, el
en
el monto
fin de
de dar
dar cumplimiento
cumplimiento a
a este
este
mismos a
a fin
monto de
de los
los mismos
en pagar
pagar el
requisite.
requisito.
10.
Gobierno de
la Republica
proporcionara al
de Panama
Panama proporcionara
de la
Republica de
10. El
El Gobierno
personal de
la misi6n
raision los
de transporte
transporte dentro
Republica
dentro de
de la Repfblica
medios de
los medios
personal
de la
de Panama
que scan
necesarios para
el desempefio
desempefio de
de sus
sus funciones
funciones
para el
sean necesarios
de
Panama que
oficiales, y
y sufragara
mismos.
de los
los mismos.
sufragara el
el costo
costo de
oficiales,
11.
El Gobierno
Republica, de Panama
Panama proporcionara
proporcionara local
11. El
Gobierno de la Repdblica
y
facilidades de
oficina apropiados
para el
el uso
de la
la
de los
los miembros
miembros de
use de
de oficina
apropiados para
y facilidades
mision, y
proporcionara el
personal bilingue
adecuado para
para taquitaquiel personal
bilingie adecuado
y proporcionara
misi6n,
grafi&
sufragara el
costo de
los mismos.
mismos.
y sufragara
el costo
de los
grafia y
y otros
otros e,mpleados,
empleados, y
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12.
Gobierno de la Repdblica
12. El Gobierno
RepUblica de Panama asumira la
la obligacien
obligaci6n
dafios oop6rdidas
civil por darios
perdidas de propiedad
propiedad o
o por lesiones
lesiones personales
personales o
o
muerte causados por cualquier
cualquier miembro de la misien
actde
misi6n mientras actue
dentro del radio de sus funciones.
funciones.
13. El Gobierno
Gobierno de la Repdblica
Republica de Panama
permitira el
el transPanama permitira
transporte del cadaver
porte
cadaver de cualquier
cualquier miembro del personal, asignado
asignado bajo
bajo
condiciones o
o de deudos acompafantes,
estas condiciones
acompaiiantes, que fallezca en
en la
la
Republica de Panama, hasta el lugar de entierro
Reptiblica
entierro en los
los Estados
Estados
Unidos
Unidos designado
designado por sus deudos oorepresentantes
representantes legales.
legales.
14. Las estipulaciones
estipulaciones que anteceden
anteceden permaneeeran
en vigor
vigor por
por
permaneceran en
afios a
a menos
un periodo
period() de dos aii.os
menos que sean resueltas
ese
resueltas antes
antes de
de ese
termino
termino de la siguiente
siguiente man.era:
manera:
a. Por cualquiera de los dos Gobiernos, previa notificacion
notificaci6n de
de
dos meses al otro
otro Gobierno;
Gobierno;
b. Por cancelaci6n
a iniciativa de cualquiera
cancelacion a
cualquiera de
Gobiernos
de los
los dos
dos Gobiernos
en cualquier
cualquier momento durante
durante un perfodo en el que
cualquiera de
de
que cualquiera
los dos Gobiernos quede comprometido
comprometido en perturbaciones
perturbaciones civiles
civiles o
o
hostilidades extranjeras.
en hostilidades
15.-El Gobierno
Gobierno de los Estados Unidos
Unidos conviene
conviene en
en que
no se
que si
si no
se
han cumplido
cumplido todos los objetivos
objetivos de is.
del
la mision
misi6n a
a la
la termination
terminaci6n del
periodo de dos anus
afios expresado
perfodo
expresado en
paragrafo 14
en el paragrafo
14 que
que antecede,
antecede,
dara la mas
consideraci6n aacualquier solicitud
nags amplia consideracilm
del Gobierno
Gobierno
solicitud del
de is.
la Repdblica
pr6rroga de los presentes
Repdblica de Panama
Panama sobre prorroga
presentes terminos
t6rminos
y
condiciones por un periodo
y concliciones
period() adicional.
adicional.
16. Los Gobiernos de los Estados
Estados Unidos de America
America y
y is.
la ReptiRepiblica de Panama convienen
convienen en consultarse
consultarse a
de cualquiera
a peticien
petici6n de
cualquiera
de los dos Gobiernos, con respecto aa las
estipulaciones que
que anteantelas estipulaciones
ceden, oo sobre el cumplimiento
cumplimiento de las funciones
funciones de
cualquiera de
de cualquiera
de
los dos Gobiernos de conformidad
conformidad con dichas estipulaciones.
estipulaciones.
Si esta propuesta es aceptable para el Gobierno de
Reptiblica
de la
la Repiblica
de Panama, el Gobierno de los Estados Unidos de
de America
America esta
esta disdisa considerar Ia
puesto a
de Vuestra
Vuestra
la presente
presente nota
nota y
y la
la respuesta
respuesta de
Excelencia aa Is.
la misma como constitutivas de un acuerdo
entre los
los
acuerdo entre
dos Gobiernos,
Gobiernos, el cual entrara en
vigencia el
el dl
que el
en vigencia
dfaaen
en que
el Gobierno
Gobierno
de la Repdblica
Republica de Panama d6
de al Gobierno
Gobierno de los
Estados Unidos
Unidos
los Estados
de
America
notificaci6n de la ratificacion
ratificaci6n del antes mencionado
de America la notificacien
mencionado
convenio de aviacien
aviaci6n civil".
convenio
Sobre el particular
Sobre
particular tengo a
a honra informar
informar a
a Vuestra
Vuestra Excelencia
Excelencia
que el
el Gobierno de Panama acepta esta propuesta del
del Gobierno
los
Gobierno de
de los
Estados Unidos de America yypor lo tanto la
Estados
nota
de
Vuestra
Excelenla nota de Vuestra Excelencia y
cia
y esta respuesta constituyen
constituyen un Acuerdo entre los
los dos
dos Gobiernos,
Gobiernos,
el cual entrari
dia en que se de
el
entrara en vigencia
vigencia el dfa
Gobierno de
los Estados
Estados
d6 al
al Gobierno
de los
Unidos de America la notificacion
notificaci6n de la ratificaci6n
ratificacion del
Convenio
del Convenio de
de
Aviaci6n
Aviacien Civil antes mencionado
mencionado por el Gobierno
Gobierno de
de la
is. Republica
Repfiblica
de Panama.
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Aprovecho la oportunidad
oportunidad para reiterar a
a Vuestra Excelencia las
las
seguridades
mas alta y
seguridades de mi mita
y distinguida consideracion.
consideraci6n.
IGNACIO
IGNACIO M
OLINO Jr
Jr
MOLINO

Ignacio
Ignacio Molino
Molino Jr.,
Ministro de Relaciones
Relaciones Exteriores.
Ministro
Exteriores.
Su Excelencia
Excelencia
MONNETT
M
ONNETT B.
B.DAVIS,
DAVIS,
Embajador
ExtraordinarioyyPlenipotenciario
Embajador Extraordinario
Plenipotenciario
de los Estados
Estados Unidos
Unidos de America,
Presente.—
Presente.Translation
Translation
MINISTRY OF
MINISTRY
OF FOREIGN
FOREIGN RELATIONS
RELATIONS
D. P.
PANAMA, March
D.
P. No.
No. 6647
PANAMA,
March 31,
1949.
S1, 1949.
M
R. AMBASSADOR:
AMBASSADOR:
MR.
I have the honor to acknowledge
acknowledge the receipt
I
receipt of Your Excellency's
Excellency's
note of this date, which is worded as follows:
follows:

[For the English language
language text of this note as signed, see p. 2478.]
2478.]

Concerning the matter IIhave the honor to inform
Concerning
inform Your
Your Excellency
Excellency
that the Government
Government of Panama accepts
accepts this
Governthis proposal of
of the
the Government of the United States of America and, therefore, Your Excellency's
Excellency's
note and this reply constitute
the two
two GovernGovernconstitute an agreement
agreement between
between the
ments, which shall take effect on the day
day on
notice of
of the
the ratifion which
which notice
ratification of the above-mentioned
the
above-mentioned Civil Aviation
Aviation Agreement
Agreement by
by the
Government
Panama is given to the Government
Government of the Republic of Panama
Government of
of
the United States of America.
I avail myself of the opportunity to renew
I
renew to Your Excellency the
the
assurances of my highest and most distinguished
distinguished consideration.
consideration.

IGNACIO
I
GNACIO M
OLINO Jr
MOLINO
Jr
Ignacio
Molino Jr.,
Jr.
Ignacio Molino
Minister of
Foreign Relations.
Relations.
Minister
of Foreign

His Excellency
Excellency
M
ONNETT B.
DAVIS,
MONNETT
B. DAVIS,
Ambassador Extraordinary
Ambassador
Extraordinary and
and Plenipotentiary
Plenipotentiary
of the United
United States
States of
of America,
America,
City.
City.
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Agreement between the United
United States of America and Canada
Canada respecting
respecting
the use by civil aircraft
aircraftof Stephenville and Argentia
Argentia military air
bases
air bases

Newfoundland. Effected by exchange
in Newfoundland.
exchange of notes signed
signed at
at Ottawa
Ottawa
June 4,
4, 1949; entered
June
1949.
entered into force June
June 4,
4, 1949.
American Ambassador
Ambassador to the Canadian
The American
Canadian Secretary
Secretary of State
for
State for
External Affairs
External

No. 134
134

55 Stat. 156.
1560.
55Stat.

5.5
1565
5 Stat.
Stat. 156

AMERICAN EMBASSY
AMERICAN
EMBASSY
Ottawa,
Canada,
4,1949
Ottawa, Canada,June
June 4,
1949

EXCELLENCY:
EXCELLENCY:
I have the honor to refer
I
refer to
to the
the Agreement
Agreement (hereinafter
(hereinafter referred
referred to
to
as
as "Bases
"Bases Agreement")
Agreement") made on March 27, 1941, between
between the
the GovGovernment of the United
United States of America
America and the Government
Government of
of the
the
United Kingdom of Great
Great Britain
Britain and Northern
Northern Ireland,
Ireland, and
and to
to rerelated documents providing for the lease
lease to the
of
certain
the United
United States
States of certain
areas in the Western Hemisphere upon the terms and conditions
conditions set
set
out in the Bases
Agreement.
Bases Agreement.
Article XI
XI (5)
(5) of
of the
the Bases Agreement
Agreement provides that "commercial
Article
"commercial
aircraft
aircraft will not be authorized to operate
bases (save
operate from
from any
any of
of the
the bases
(save
in case
case of emergency or for strictly military
military purposes
purposes under
under the
the supersupervision of the War or
Departments) except
except by
or Navy
Navy Departments)
by agreement
agreement between
between

Government of
of the United
the United
United States
States and the Government
United Kingdom;
Kingdom; proprovided that in the case of Newfoundland,
Newfoundland, such
shall be
such agreement
agreement shall
be bebetween the United States and the
of Newfoundland".
the Government
Government of
Newfoundland".
As a
a result of the Union which
which became
became effective
on April
1949,
effective on
April 1,
1, 1949,
the Government
Government of Canada has replaced
replaced the
Government of
of NewfoundNewfoundthe Government
certain purposes including
land in the making of laws for certain
regulaincluding the
the regulaof civil
tion of
civil aviation.
aviation.
In
I have the honor to propose that
In the circumstances
circumstances I
Agreement
that an
an Agreement
providing for the use by civil aircraft
aircraft of
the United
United States
military
of the
States military
air Bases at Stephenville
Stephenville and Argentia be entered
entered into
into as
as follows:
follows:
Use of base at Stephen
torsec^t
phenville
for
civil slair-

craft.

craft.

ARTICLE I
I
The air Base at Stephenville
Stephenville shall
shall be
be available
available for
for use
in lieu
lieu of
of
use in
Gander
for civil
civil aircraft
aircraft engaged
engaged in
in international
Gander Airfield
Airfield for
international civil aviation and otherwise
authorized by the Government
Government of
tion
otherwise authorized
of Canada
use
Canada to
to use
Gander Airfield for traffic or non-traffic
stops
non-traffic stops
(a)
Canadian authorities
(a) at such times as the responsible Canadian
authorities at
at
Gander
Gander shall determine that operational
operational conditions
conditions do
do not
not permit
permit
the landing
the
landing or take-off of such civil aircraft
aircraft under regular
operating
regular operating
practices at Gander
Airfield or
Gander Airfield
or
(b) at such times as the operating
minima established
established by
by the
operating minima
the
country of registry of such aircraft do
do not permit
permit the
use of
of Gander
the use
Gander
Airfield in accordance
with regular
accordance with
regular operating
operating practices;
practices;
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Provided that the country
country of registry
registry of such aircraft
aircraft maintains
maintains satissatisfactory
with the
factory civil aviation
aviation relations
relations with
United States
States and
Canada.
the United
and Canada.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE II
II
The air Base at Stephenville may be used by
by civil
civil aircraft
aircraft of
of CanaCanadian nationality engaged
engaged in domestic
air services
domestic air
services within
within Canada.
Canada.

Use by certain CaUse
nadian civil aircraft.
aircraft.

ARTICLE
ARTCLE III
III

The air Base at Argentia
Argentia may be used as
alternate by
by civil
airas an alternate
civil aircraft of Canadian nationality engaged
engaged in
in domestic
scheduled air
air
domestic scheduled
services within Canada
Canada at such times
as the
minima estabtimes as
the operating
operating minima
established by the Government
Government of Canada
Canada for the
of the
the civil
civil use
use of
the airport
airport at
at
Torbay do not permit the use of Torbay Airfield
by such
aircraft.
Airfield by
such aircraft.

Use of base at
Use
at Argentle in
gentia
in lieu
lieu of
of TorAirfield.
bay Airfield.

ARTICLE
ARTICLE IV.
IV.
Nondiscriminatory
Nondiscriminatory

In the light of the military nature of
of the air Bases at
In
Stephenville rules, regulations,
at Stephenville
regulations ,
and
practices.
practies.
and Argentia
Argentia the two Contracting
Contracting Parties
that the
Parties agree that
the exercise
exercise
of the rights granted
Agreement shall
subject to
to such
granted by this
this Agreement
shall be
be subject
such nonnondiscriminatory rules, regulations
discriminatory
right
regulations and
and practices
practices (including
(including the
the right
to limit or
to impose
conditions or
or
or suspend
suspend civil air operations,
operations, or
or to
impose conditions
restrictions of a
continuing or
or temporary
temporary nature)
with respect
to
a continuing
nature) with
respect to
the
of civil
as may
be established
the
National
the control of
civil aviation
aviation as
may be
established by
by the National
Military
Military Establishment
Establishment of the
America, or
or any
any duly
the United
United States
States of
of America,
duly
authorized representative
representative thereof,
authorized
the interest
defense and
and sesethereof, in
in the
interest of
of defense
curity, or because
curity,
because of
of safety,
safety, operational
factors, or
operational or
or logistic
logistic factors,
or availaavailability of space, facilities
facilities or services.
services.
ARTICLE V.
V.
The Government
Government of
reasons of
security or
or defense
defense may
may
of Canada for
for reasons
of security
close the Bases at Stephenville
Stephenville and Argentia
Argentia to
to civil
civil use
use provided
provided that
that
civil aircraft
strictly military
aircraft operating
operating for strictly
military purposes
purposes under
under the
the supersupervision of the
States National
National Military
Military Establishment
Establishment will
will not
the United States
not
be affected.
affected.
Annum
ARTICLE VI
VI

for
Closing of bases for
security
seonrity or defense.
defense.

Establishment
Establishment ofseofse-

In light of
of the
the military
In
of the
the air
bases at
at Stephenville
military nature
nature of
air bases
Stephenville and
and curity
etc.
curity *Intro],
ontrol, etc.
Argentia, the civil
by this
Agreement shall
Argentia,
civil air
air operations
operations authorized
authorized by
this Agreement
shall
be subject to
upon the
the establishment
establishment of
necessary
to and
and conditioned
conditioned upon
of necessary
arrangements
between the
the administrative
administrative authorities
authorities of
of the
arrangements between
the two
two ConContracting
Parties concerning
concerning security
security control,
control, customs,
immigration
tracting Parties
customs, immigration
and
and both
both Contracting
Contracting Parties
engage to
to use
use their
their
and similar
similar services,
services, and
Parties engage
best
best efforts to arrive at
at such
such arrangements
at the
earliest possible
arrangements at
the earliest
possible
provided, however,
however, that
that no
obligation is
assumed by
Govdate; provided,
no obligation
is assumed
by the
the Government
ernment of the United
United States
of America
America to
to provide
provide housing,
housing, messing,
States of
messing,
transportation, or any other
traffic service
service required
other passenger
passenger or
or traffic
required in
in conconnection
the civil
authorized by
this AgreeAgreenection with
with the
civil aviation
aviation operations
operations authorized
by this
ment. Civil
Argentia provided
provided
ment.
Civil aviation
aviation operations
operations at
at Stephenville
Stephenville and
and Argentia
Agreement shall
shall not
not be
initiated until
until the
the operators
of
for in this
this Agreement
be initiated
operators of
civil aircraft authorized
authorized pursuant
pursuant to this
this Agreement
Agreement shall
shall have
have made
made
adequate
adequate provision
terminal facilities,
including servicing,
servicing, mainmainprovision of all terminal
facilities, including
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tenance, passenger and cargo, customs, immigration
immigration and health,
health, which
which
they require.
If
If these proposals
proposals are acceptable
acceptable to the Government
Government of
of Canada
Canada this
this
note, and your reply thereto accepting
accepting the proposals,
proposals, shall be regarded
regarded
as placing on record the understanding
understanding arrived at between the two
two
Governments concerning
Governments
concerning this matter.
Please accept, Excellency, the renewed assurances of my
my highest
highest
consideration.
consideration.
LAURENCE A.
LAURENCE
A.STEINHARDT
STEINHARDT

His Excellency the Honorable
Honorable
The Secretary
State
Secretary of State
External Affairs,
for External
Ottawa.
Ottawa.
The Canadian
Secretary of State for External
Canadian Secretary
External Affairs to the American
Ambassador
DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT OF
OF
EXTERNAL AFFAIRS
EXTERNAL
AFFAIRS
CANADA
CANADA

OTTAWA,
June 4,
OrrAwA, Jwne
4, 1949
1949

No. 182
No.
182
EXCEI.I.FNCY
EXCELLENCY: :

Ante, p.
2486.
p.2486.

I have
have the
to acknowledge
I
the honour
honour to
acknowledge your Note No. 134 of June 4, 1949,
1949,
in which you propose that an agreement
agreement be entered
entered into
between the
into between
the
Governments of the United States and Canada relating
Governments
relating to civil aviation
aviation
at the Leased Bases in Newfoundland.
The agreement
agreement as proposed in your Note is acceptable
acceptable to the
the Government of Canada. Your Note and this reply
placing
reply are
are regarded
regarded as
as placing
on record the understanding arrived at between the two Governments.
Governments.
Accept, Excellency, the renewed
renewed assurances of
highest
of my
my highest
consideration.
consideration.
A.D.
A.
D. P.
P. HEENEY.
HEENEY.

Secretary of State
for Secretary
for External Affairs.
His Excellency the Honourable
LAuBmENCr A.
LAURENCE
STF1NHARDT,
A. STEINHARDT,
Ambassador of the United
United
States of America,
100 Wellington Street,
Street,
Ottawa.
Ottawa.

63 STAT.]
STAT.]
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America and
and Canada
Canada respecting
respecting
Agreement between the United
United States of America
air transport
transportservices, superseding
superseding the agreement
agreement of February
air
February 17, 1946,
1945 ,
Ottawa June
June 4,
4, 1949; entered
force June
June
as amended.
amended. Signed
Signed at
at Ottawa
entered into
into force

Jane
4, 1940
June 4,
1949
[T.
8.19341
[T. 1.
I. A.
A. S.
1934]

4,
4, 1949.
1949.

AIR TRANSPORT
TRANSPORT AGREEMENT
AGREEMENT BETWEEN
BETWEEN THE
GOVERNMENT OF
THE GOVERNMENT
OF
THE
AMERICA AND THE GOVERNMENT
GOVERNMENT OF
OF
THE UNITED STATES OF
OF AMERICA
CANADA
CANADA
The
Government of the United
America and
GovernThe Government
United States
States of America
and the
the Government
Contracting Parties, having
ment of Canada,
Canada, hereinafter
hereinafter called
called the Contracting
having
ratified
Convention on
International Civil
signed at
ratified the Convention
on International
Civil Aviation
Aviation signed
at ChiChicago on December 7, 1944,
1944, and desiring to conclude
conclude an agreement
agreement
to
further promote
manner best
to
to further
promote commercial
commercial air services
services in aamanner
best suited to
world-wide international
foster world-wide
international air transport,
transport, have accordingly
accordingly apappointed authorized
authorized representatives
for this
this purpose,
purpose, who
have agreed
pointed
representatives for
who have
agreed
as follows:
follows:
ARTICLE 1
ARTICLE
1
present Agreement,
Agreement, and
except
For the
the purpose
purpose of
of the present
and its Annex, except
where the
text provides
provides otherwise:
where
the text
otherwise:
(A) The
(A)
The term
term "aeronautical
"aeronautical authorities"
authorities" shall mean in the
the case
case of
the United States of America, the Civil Aeronautics
Aeronautics Board and any
person or
or agency
the functions
functions exercised
exercised at
person
agency authorized
authorized to
to perform
perform the
at the
the
present time by the Civil Aeronautics
present
Aeronautics Board and, in the case of CanMinister of
ada, the
the Minister
of Transport
Transport and the Air
Air Transport
Transport Board or
or any
agency authorized
exercised at
person or
or agency
authorized to
to perform
perform the functions
functions exercised
present by
by the said Minister and
and said Board.
"territory" shall have
meaning given
(B) The term "territory"
have the meaning
given to it
it by
by
Article 2
2 of the Convention
Convention on International
signed
International Civil Aviation, signed
at Chicago
Chicago on December 7, 1944.
(C)
The definitions
contained in Article
Convention on
on
Article 96
96 of
of the Convention
(C) The
definitions contained
International Civil Aviation signed at Chicago
International
Chicago on December 7, 1944
shall
Agreement.
applied to the present
present Agreement.
shall be applied

OlStat.,Pt.2.
618tat.,Pt.2.
p.1180.
p.
1180.

Pod, p.
2493.
Post.
P. 2493.

"Aeronautical
"Aeronautical au•
au.
thorities."
thorities."

"Territory."
"Territory."

8
18tat.,Pt.2.
61Stat.,
Pt.2,
p. 1181.
p.
1181.
81
Stat.,Pt.2„
61Stat.,Pt.2,
p. 1207.
p.
1207.

Awriarz 2
2
ARTICLE
Each
contracting party
party grants
to the
other contracting
contracting party
party the
the
the other
Each contracting
grants to
rights specified in this Agreement
Agreement and the Annex
Annex thereto
thereto for the purpose
establishing the
international air
described,
air services
services therein
therein described,
pose of
of establishing
the international
whether
be placed
placed in
in operation
operation immediately
later
immediately or at
at a
a later
whether such
such services
services be
date at the option of the contracting
contracting party to whom the rights are
granted.
granted.
ARTICLE 3
3
ArTICLE

Rights
establishRights for
for establishing international
air
ing
international air
services.
services.

Any
air service
Annex hereto
hereto may
may be
placed in
be placed
in
Any air
service described
described in
in the
the Annex
operation
contracting party to
to whom
whom the
the rights have
have
as soon
soon as
as the contracting
operation as

Inauguration of
InsugurSc"" t
services.
Post, p
p.
W243.

of

P'

2""
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been granted
granted has designated
designated an airline or airlines to operate
such
operate such
service, and has so notified the other contracting
contracting party.
Each
conparty. Each contracting party reserves the right to withdraw at
any
time
the
desigat any time the designation of an airline and substitute
substitute the designation
designation of another. The
The
contracting party granting
granting the rights shall, subject to
Article
7
hereof,
to Article 7 hereof,
be bound to give, with a
a minimum
minimum of procedural
delay, the
procedural delay,
the approappropriate operating permission
permission to the airline or airlines
airlines concerned;
concerned; proprovided that the airline or airlines so designated
designated may
may be
be required
required to
to
qualify before the competent
competent aeronautical
aeronautical authorities
authorities of the
the contractcontracting party granting the rights under the laws and
normally
and regulations
regulations normally
applied by those authorities
before
being permitted
permitted to engage in the
authorities
operations contemplated by this Agreement;
Agreement; and provided that in
in
areas of hostilities or of military occupation, or in areas
areas affected
affected
thereby, such operation shall be subject to
to the
the approval
the comapproval of
of the
commilitary authorities.
petent military
authorities.
ARTICLE 44
Prevention of
of disdisPrevention
criminatory
criminatory practices,
practices,
etc.
etc.

Charges.
Charges.

Customs duties,
duties,
etc.,
lubricatetc., for
for fuel,
fuel, lubricating oils,
oils, and
and spare
ing
spare
parts.
parts.

Pod, p.
Poa,
p. 2493.
2493.

Nonpreference
Nonpreference
treatment.
treatment.

In order to prevent discriminatory
practices and
discriminatory practices
and to
to assure equality
equality
of treatment, both contracting
contracting parties agree that:
that:
(a) Each of the contracting parties may impose
impose or
or permit
permit to
to be
be
imposed just and reasonable
reasonable charges
charges for the use of public airports and
and
other facilities
facilities under its control. Each of the contracting
contracting parties
agrees, however, that these charges shall not be higher than would
would
be paid for the use of such airports and facilities by its national airaircraft engaged in similar international
international services.
lubricating oils and spare parts introduced
(b) Fuel, lubricating
introduced into
into the
the terterritory of one contracting
contracting party
party by the other contracting
its
contracting party
party or
or its
nationals,
intended solely for use by aircraft
nationals, and intended
airlines of
aircraft of
of the airlines
of
such contracting
contracting party shall, with respect to the imposition
imposition of cuscustoms duties, inspection fees or other national
national duties or charges
by
charges by
the contracting party whose territory is entered, be accorded
accorded the
the same
same
treatment as that applying to national airlines engaged
treatment
internaengaged in
in international services and to airlines of the most-favored-nation.
most-favored-nation.
(c) The fuel, lubricating oils, spare parts, regular equipment
(c)
equipment and
and
aircraft
aircraft stores retained
retained on board civil aircraft of the airlines of one
contracting
contracting party authorized to operate
operate the services described
described in the
the
Annex shall, upon arriving in or leaving
leaving the territory of
other
of the
the other
contracting
contracting party, be exempt from customs, inspection fees or similar
similar
duties or charges, even though such supplies be
consumed by
be used or consumed
by
aircraft on flights in that territory.
such aircraft
(d)
(d) Each of the contracting
contracting parties agrees not to give a
a preference
to its own airlines against the airlines of the other state in the
the appliapplication of its customs, immigration, quarantine and similar regulations or in the use of airports, airways or other
other facilities.
facilities.
ARTICLE 5
ARTICLE
5

Validity of
of certifiValidity
certificates of
airworthiness,
cates
of airworthiness,
etc.
ete.

Certificates
Certificates of airworthiness, certificates
certificates of competency and licenses
licenses
for aircraft
aircraft and personnel
personnel to be used in operating
operating the services described in this Agreement
Agreement and its Annex issued or rendered
rendered valid
valid

63
63 STAT.]
STAT.]
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by one
one contracting party and still in force
by
shall be
recognized as
as valid
valid
force shall
be recognized
by the other contracting
contracting party. Each contracting
contracting party
reserves
the
party reserves the
right,
right, however, to refuse to recognize, for the
the purpose
flight
above
purpose of
of flight above
its own territory, certificates
certificates of competency
competency and
granted to
to
and licenses
licenses granted
its own nationals by another state.
state.
ARTICLE 6
6
ARTICLE

(a) The laws and regulations
Reciprocity of laws
regulations of
party relating
relating to
laws
of one
one contracting
contracting party
to andReciprocity
regulations.
the admission
its territory
the
admission to or departure
departure from its
territory of
of aircraft
aircraft engaged
engaged
in international
international air navigation, or to
to the
in
operation and
and navigation
navigation of
of
the operation
such aircraft
aircraft while within its territory, shall
shall be
be applied
applied to
to the
the aircraft
aircraft
of
the airlines designated
designated by the other contracting
of the
shall
contracting party,
party, and
and shall
be
complied with by such aircraft upon
be complied
entering or
or departing
upon entering
departing from
from
or while within the territory
territory of
of the
the first
party.
first party.
(b) The
The laws
laws and regulations
regulations of one contracting
(b)
contracting party
party as
to the
the
as to
admission
admission to or departure
departure from its
its territory
territory of
passengers, crew,
crew, or
of passengers,
or
cargo of aircraft, such as regulations
cargo
regulations relating
relating to
to entry,
entry, clearance,
clearance,
immigration,
immigration, passports, customs, and
and quarantine
quarantine shall
be complied
shall be
complied
with
with by or on behalf
behalf of such passengers, crew
or cargo
of the
other
crew or
cargo of
the other
contracting party upon entrance
entrance into
or departure
departure from,
from, or
while
into or
or while
within the territory of
of the
the first
first party.
party.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE 7
7

Notwithstanding the provisions of
Notwithstanding
this Agreement,
of Article
Article 10
10 of
of this
Agreement,
each contracting
contracting party reserves the right to
or revoke
to withhold
withhold or
revoke perpermission to exercise the rights specified
in this
this Agreement
Agreement and
and the
specified in
the
Annex thereto
thereto by an airline designated
Annex
designated by the other contracting
contracting party
party
in the event that it
it is not satisfied
in
satisfied that
substantial ownership
ownership and
and
that substantial
effective control of such airline are
nationals of
of the
are vested
vested in
in nationals
the other
other
contracting
contracting party, or in case of failure
failure by such airline
or the
the governgovernairline or
ment designating
designating such airline
airline to comply
and regularegulacomply with
with the
the laws
laws and
tions referred
referred to in Article 6
or otherwise
otherwise to
perform
6 hereof,
hereof, or
to perform its
its
obligations
obligations hereunder
hereunder or to fulfill the conditions
conditions under
which the
the
under which
rights are granted in accordance
with this
accordance with
this Agreement
Agreement and
and its
its Annex.
Annex.

Withholding or
Withholding
or revrevocation of
of exercise
exercise of
of
rights.
rights.

Post, p.
2493.
p. 2493.

ARTICLE
ARTICLE 88

This Agreement
Agreement shall be registered
registered with
the International
Civil
with the
International Civil
Aviation
Aviation Organization.
Organization.

Registration with
Registration
with
ICAO.
ICAO.

Anmax 9
AETICB
9
Existing rights and privileges relating
air transport
transport services
services
relating to
to air
which may have been granted
granted previously
either of
of the
contracting
previously by
by either
the contracting
parties
parties to an airline of the other contracting
continue
contracting party
party shall
shall continue
in force in accordance
accordance with the
the terms
which such
such rights
and
terms under
under which
rights and
privileges were
were granted.
granted.

Continuation in
in
Continuation
force
of existing
force of
existing rights
rights
and
and privileges.
privileges.

Airricr.E 10
ARTICLE
10

Either of
contracting parties may at any time notify the
Either
of the contracting
the other

of its intention to terminate the present Agreement. Such
Such a
notice
a notice

Termination.
TWoi'ation
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shall be sent simultaneously
simultaneously to the International
Civil Aviation
OrInternational Civil
Aviation Organization.
ganization. In the event such communication
communication is
is made,
made, this
this AgreeAgreement shall terminate one year after the date
receipt of
of the
date of
of receipt
the notice
notice
terminate, unless by agreement
to terminate,
agreement between
the contracting
between the
contracting parties
parties
communication under reference
the communication
reference is withdrawn
withdrawn before
before the
expirathe expiration of that time. If
If the other contracting
contracting party
fails to
to acknowlacknowlparty fails
edge receipt, notice shall be deemed as
been received
14 days
as having been
received 14
days
International Civil
after its receipt by the International
Aviation
Organization.
Civil Aviation Organization.
ARTICLE
11
ARTICLE 11
Modifications;
Modifications; consultation.

Effect of future
future mulEffect
multilateral convention.
convention.

If
contracting parties
If either
either of the contracting
desirable to
modify
parties considers
considers it
it desirable
to modify
any provision
Agreement or the Annex thereto,
provision of this Agreement
it may
may request
thereto, it
request
consultation between the aeronautical
aeronautical authorities
of both
both contracting
authorities of
contracting
parties, such consultation to begin within a
days
a period of
of sixty
sixty days
from the date of the request. When these authorities
authorities mutually
mutually
agree on new or revised conditions affecting
Agreement or
or the
the
affecting the
the Agreement
Annex thereto, their recommendations
Annex
recommendations on the matter will come
into
come into
effect after they have been confirmed by
notes between
between
by an
an exchange
exchange of
of notes
contracting parties.
the contracting
ARTICLE 12
If aageneral multilateral
If
multilateral air transport Convention
Convention accepted
by both
both
accepted by
contracting
contracting parties enters into force, the present Agreement
Agreement shall
shall
be amended so as to conform with the provisions of
Convention.
of such
such Convention.
ARTICLE 13
13
ARTICLE

Settlement of
of disputes.
putes.

Tribunal of
of arbitrators.
tors.

Designation.
Designation.

Expenses.
Expenses.

Except as otherwise provided in this Agreement
Agreement or
or its
its Annex,
Annex, any
any
dispute between the contracting
contracting parties relative
to the
relative to
the interpretation
interpretation
or application
application of this Agreement
Annex, which
which cannot
cannot be
Agreement or its
its Annex,
be settled
settled
through consultation,
consultation, shall be submitted
submitted for an advisory
advisory report
report to
to aa
tribunal of
arbitrators, one to be named by each contracting
tribunal
of three
three arbitrators,
contracting
party, and the third to be agreed
agreed upon
by the
two arbitrators
arbitrators so
upon by
the two
so
chosen,
chosen, provided that such third arbitrator shall not
be a
national of
of
not be
a national
either contracting
contracting party. Each of the contracting
desigcontracting parties
parties shall
shall designate an arbitrator within two months of
date of
delivery by
by either
either
of the date
of delivery
party
requesting arbitration
party to the other party of aanote requesting
arbitration of
of a
adispute;
dispute;
and the
the third arbitrator
arbitrator shall be agreed
agreed upon within one
one month
after
month after
such period
period of two months. If
If the third arbitrator
arbitrator is not agreed
upon,
agreed upon,
within
the time
limitation indicated,
within the
time limitation
indicated, the vacancy
vacancy thereby created shall
shall
appointment of aaperson, designated
be filled by the appointment
by the
President
designated by
the President
of the Council of ICAO,
of
IcAo, from aapanel of arbitral personnel
personnel maintained
maintained
accordance with the practice
practice of Icao.
in accordance
IcAo. The
executive authorities
of
The executive
authorities of
the contracting
contracting parties will use their
best efforts
under the
the powers
powers
their best
efforts under
available
available to them to put into effect the opinion expressed
expressed in
in any
any such
such
advisory report. The expenses
advisory
expenses of the arbitral
arbitral tribunal shall
shall be
borne
be borne
in equal parts by the parties.
ARTICLE 14
ARTICLE
14

69
59 Stat. 1353.
1353.

This Agreement
Agreement supersedes that relating to civil air
efair transport
transport effected
February 17,
fected by an Exchange of Notes of February
17, 1945, amended
amended by
by

63
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an Exchange of Notes of April 10 and 12, 1947,
that in
in
61 Stat.,
Stat., Pt.
Pt. 3,
3,
1947, provided
provided that
p.
2869.
P. 269.
any case in which an air service authorized
authorized under
the former
former Agreeunder the
Agreement is also provided for in the Annex to this
Agreement, an
this Agreement,
an airline
airline
duly authorized by both parties to operate
operate the said service
be
service shall
shall be
deemed to have been duly authorized to operate the said
said service
service under
under
this Agreement,
Agreement, and in
therewith.
in accordance
accordance therewith.
ARTICLE 15
This Agreement,
Agreement, including the provisions of the Annex thereto, will
will
come into force on the day it is signed.
In witness whereof, the undersigned, being
being duly
by their
duly authorized
authorized by
their
respective
Governments,
have
signed
respective
the present Agreement.
Agreement.
Done in duplicate
duplicate at Ottawa, this 4th day
day of June,
June, 1949.
1949.

Entry into force.

For the Government
Government of the United States of America:
America:
RUssiEL B.
RUSSELL
B. ADAMS
ADAMS
of Canada:
For the Government
Government of
Canada:

JOHN
Joinv R.
BALDwriv
R. BALDWIN

ANNEX

S
ECTION I
SECTION
I

The Government
Government of Canada grants to the Government
Government of the United
United
States of America
America the right to conduct, by one or
of
or more
more airlines
airlines of
United States nationality
nationality designated
designated by the latter country, the
interthe international air services specified in Schedule One
One hereof.
hereof.

Routes.
Routes.

Pot,p.
Post,
p. 2497.
2497.

SEorION
SxamorT II
II
The Government
Government of the United States of
grants to
to the
the
of America
America grants
Government of Canada the right to conduct, by one or
or more
more airlines
of Canadian
Canadian nationality designated by the latter country,
the interintercountry, the
national air services specified
Schedule Two hereof.
specified in Schedule
hereof.

Post,
P. 2498.
Pu, p.
498.

SECTION
S
ECTION III
III
One or more airlines designated by each of
of the contracting
contracting parties
parties
under the conditions provided
provided in this Agreement
enjoy, in
the
Agreement will
will enjoy,
in the
territory of the other contracting party, rights
rights of
of transit
and of
stops
transit and
of stops
for non-traffic
non-traffic purposes, as well as the right to
to pick
up and
and discharge
discharge
pick up
international traffic in passengers,
passengers, cargo and mail at
international
the
points
at the points enuenumerated
merated in the Schedules
Schedules hereof.
SECION
SECIION IV
IV
The air transport
transport facilities
facilities available to the traveling public under
under
this
Agreement
and
Annex shall bear a
a close relationship to the rethis Agreement
quirements of the public for such transport.

Rights
of transit and
Rightsoftransit
and
of stops.
stops.
of
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S
ECTION V
SECTION
V
There shall be a
afair and equal opportunity
opportunity for the airlines of the
contracting parties to operate between
contracting
between their respective territories (as
(as
defined in the Agreement)
Agreement) the international
international air services covered
covered by
by
this Agreement
Agreement and
and Annex.
Annex.

C
ooperation.
Cooperation.

Capacity.

SECTION VI
VI
SECTION
In
the operation
In the
operation by the airlines of either contracting
contracting party of
of the
the
services described
in
the present Annex, the interest of
described
of the
the airlines of
of
the other contracting
contracting party shall be taken into consideration
consideration so
so as not
not
to affect unduly the services
services which the latter provide
all or
provide on
on all
or part
part
of the same
same routes.
routes.
SECTION
S
ECTION VII
understanding of both contracting
It is the understanding
contracting parties that services proprovided by a
a designated airline under
under this Agreement
Annex shall
Agreement and
and Annex
shall
retain as their primary objective the provision of capacity
capacity adequate
adequate to
to
the traffic demands between the country
country of which such
is
such airline
airline is a
a
national
national and the country of ultimate destination
destination of the
traffic. The
the traffic.
The
right to embark or disembark on such services
services international
international traffic
traffic
destined
destined for and coming from third countries at a
points on
a point or
or points
on
the routes specified in this Annex shall be applied in
accordance with
with
in accordance
the general
development to which both
general principles of orderly
orderly development
both contractcontracting parties subscribe and shall be subject to the general
general principle
that
principle that
capacity
capacity should be related:
related:
(a) to traffic
(a)
traffic requirements between
between the
country of
the
the country
of origin
origin and
and the
countries of destination;
destination;
(b)
requirements of through airline operation;
(b) to the requirements
operation; and
and
(c) to the traffic requirements
requirements of the area through which
(c)
the airline
airline
which the
passes after taking account
of
local
and
regional
account
services.

SECTION
S
ECTION VIII
VIII
Consultations.
Consultations.

It is
It
is the
the intention
intention of both'contracting
both contracting parties that there should be
regular and frequent
frequent consultation
consultation between
between their respective
respective aeronautiaeronautical authorities (as defined in the Agreement)
Agreement) and
that there
and that
there should
should
thereby be close collaboration
observance of the principles
thereby
collaboration in the observance
principles and
the implementation
implementation of the provisions
provisions outlined
outlined in the
the present
present AgreeAgreement and Annex.

Rates.

(A)
rates in
in accordance
following
(A) The
The determination
determination of
of rates
accordance with the following
paragraphs
paragraphs shall be made at reasonable
regard
being
paid
reasonable levels,
levels, due
due regard being paid
to all relevant factors, such as cost of operation,
operation, reasonable
profit,
reasonable profit,
and the rates charged
charged by any other airlines, as
as well
well as
the characas the
characteristics of each service.
(B) The rates to be charged
charged by the airlines of
contracting
of either
either contracting
party
between
points
in
the
territory
of
the
United
States
party between points in the territory of the United States and
and points
points
in Canadian territory
referred
to
in
the attached
territory
attached Schedules
Schedules shall,

SECTON
S
ECTION IX
IX

Post, pp. 2497, 2498.

Po, pp.24'7,.
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consistent with the provisions of the present Agreement and its Annex, be subject to the approval of the aeronautical
authorities of
of the
aeronautical authorities
the
contracting parties, who shall act in accordance
contracting
obligaaccordance with their
their obligawithin the limits of their legal powers.
tions under the present Annex, within
powers.
(C) Any rate proposed
proposed by the airline or airlines of either concontracting party shall be filed with the aeronautical
aeronautical authorities
authorities of
of both
both
contracting parties at least thirty (30)
(30) days before the proposed
date of introduction;
introduction; provided that this period of thirty (30)
(30) days
may be reduced in particular
aeronautical
particular cases if so agreed
agreed by
by the
the aeronautical
authorities of both contracting
contracting parties.
Approval
Approval by Civil
Aeronautics Board of the United States having Aeronautics
(D) The Civil Aeronautics
Aeronautics Board.
approved
approved the traffic conference
conference machinery
machinery of the International
International Air
Air
Transport
Transport Association (hereinafter
(hereinafter called IATA),
IATA), for a
ending
a period
period ending
in February
February 1950, any rate agreements
agreements concluded
concluded through
through this
machinery during this period and involving United States airlines
will be subject to approval of the Board. Rate agreements
agreements concluded
through this machinery
machinery may also be required to be subject to the
approval
approval of the aeronautical
aeronautical authorities
authorities of Canada
Canada pursuant to
to the
the
principles
enunciated in paragraph
principles enunciated
paragraph (B) above.
above.
(E) The contracting
contracting parties agree that the
described
the procedure
procedure described
(F), (G) and (H) of this Section shall apply:
in paragraphs
paragraphs (F),
apply:
1.
1. If,
If, during the period of the Civil Aeronautics
Aeronautics Board's
apBoard's approval of the IATA
IATA traffic conference
conference machinery,
machinery, either any specific
specific
agreement is not approved within aareasonable time by either
rate agreement
either
contracting party, or aa conference
conference of I
contracting
ATA is unable to
IATA
to agree
agree on
on aa
rate, or
2. At any time no IATA
IATA machinery
machinery is
is applicable,
applicable, or
3. If
contracting party at any time withdraws
If either contracting
withdraws or fails
fails to
renew
renew its approval of that part of the I
ATA traffic conference
IATA
conference
machinery
machinery relevant to this Section.
(F) In the event that power is conferred by law upon
upon the
the aeroaeronautical authorities of the United States to
economic
to fix fair
fair and
and economic
rates for the transport of persons and property by air on international services and to suspend
suspend proposed rates in a
amanner comparable
to that in which the Civil Aeronautics
Aeronautics Board at present is empowered
empowered
to act with respect to such rates for the transport
transport of persons
persons and
property
property by air within the United States, and corresponding
corresponding powers
are available to the aeronautical
aeronautical authorities of
each of
of the
the
of Canada,
Canada, each
contracting
thereafter exercise
exercise its authority in such
contracting parties
parties shall thereafter
manner as to prevent any rate or rates proposed
proposed by one of its airlines
for services from the territory
contracting party to a
territory of one contracting
or
a point or
points in the territory of the other contracting
contracting party from becoming
becoming
effective
effective if in the judgment
judgment of the aeronautical
aeronautical authorities of the
contracting party whose airline or airlines is or are proposing
proposing such
such
rate, that rate is unfair or uneconomic. If
If one of the contracting
contracting
parties on receipt
receipt of the notification
notification referred
referred to in paragraph
paragraph (C)
above is dissatisfied
dissatisfied with the rate proposed by the airline or airlines
airlines
of the other contracting
contracting party, it shall so notify the other contracting
contracting
81939--2-PT. nx-13
81939-52—rr.
n--18
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party prior to the expiry of the
thirty (30)
(30)
the first
first fifteen
fifteen (15)
(15) of
of the
the thirty
days referred
referred to, and the contracting
contracting parties
parties shall
shall endeavor
to reach
endeavor to
reach
agreement on the appropriate
agreement
appropriate rate.
rate.
In the event that such
In
agreement is
reached, each
contracting party
such agreement
is reached,
each contracting
party
will exercise its statutory
statutory authority
authority to put such rate into effect
effect as
as
regards its airline
or airlines.
airlines.
airline or
If
If agreement
agreement has not been reached
reached at
the end
(30)
at the
end of
of the
the thirty
thirty (30)
day period referred to in paragraph
paragraph (C) above,
above, the
the proposed
proposed rate
rate
may, unless the aeronautical
aeronautical authorities
of the
the country
of the
authorities of
country of
the airline
airline
concerned see fit to suspend its application,
application, go
concerned
go into
provisionally
into effect
effect provisionally
pending the settlement of
of any
any dispute
dispute in
in accordance
accordance with
procedwith the
the procedure
in paragraph
paragraph (H)
(H) below.
ure outlined
outlined in
below.
(G) Until such power is available
(G)
available to
the aeronautical
aeronautical authorities
to the
authorities
of both the United States and Canada, if
contracting parties
if one of
of the
the contracting
parties
is dissatisifed with
any rate
rate proposed
airline or
of either
either
with any
proposed by
by the
the airline
or airlines
airlines of
contracting
services from
contracting party for services
territory of
of one
contracting
from the
the territory
one contracting
party to aapoint or points
points in the
of the
the other
other contracting
the territory
territory of
contracting
party, it
it shall so notify the other prior to the
the expiry
fifteen
expiry of
of the
the first
first fifteen
(15) of the thirty (30)
(15)
(30) day period referred
to
in
paragraph
(C)
referred to in paragraph (C)
above, and the contracting
shall endeavor
contracting parties shall
to
reach
agreement
endeavor to reach agreement
on the appropriate
appropriate rate.
rate.
In
In the event that such agreement
agreement is
is reached,
each contracting
party
reached, each
contracting party
will use its best efforts
to
cause
such
agreed
efforts
agreed rate to
to be
put into
be put
into effect
effect
by its airline
airline or
or airlines.
airlines.
It is recognized
It
recognized that if
if no such
can be
be reached
reached prior
prior to
to the
the
such agreement
agreement can
days, the
expiry of such thirty (30)
(30) days,
contracting
party
raising
the
the contracting party raising the
objection to the rate may take such
steps
as
it
may
consider
necessary
such steps as it may consider necessary
to prevent
application of the offending
offending rate with respect
prevent the application
its
respect to
to its
territory.
territory.
(H)
(H) When in any case under paragraphs
and (G)
(G) above
above the
the
paragraphs (F)
(F) and
aeronautical
contracting parties
aeronautical authorities
authorities of the two contracting
cannot agree
agree
parties cannot
within a
a reasonable
reasonable time upon the appropriate
rate after
after consultation
consultation
appropriate rate
initiated by the complaint
contracting party
complaint of one contracting
concerning the
the
party concerning
proposed rate or an existing rate of
of the airline
the other
airline or
or airlines
airlines of
of the
other
contracting
contracting party, the terms of Article 13 of
this Agreement
Agreement shall
of this
shall
apply.
apply.
SECTION
SEcTroN X
X
Additional
traffic
may be
be made
made in
in the
Additional traffic stops
stops may
the territory
territory of the contracting party which designates
an airline at
designates an
at the
that party
party
the election
election of
of that
provided that such stops be between the specified terminals
provided
in
terminals and
and in
reasonable
reasonable proximity to the direct route
Points
on
route connecting
connecting them.
them. Points on
any of the specified
any
specified routes may at the option of the designated
designated airline
airline
be omitted on any
and all
any and
all flights.
flights.
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SCHEDULE 1
1
SCHEDULE

An airline or airlines designated
designated by the Government
Government of the United
States shall be entitled to operate
air services
operate air
services on
air routes
on each of
of the
the air
routes
specified
intermediate points, in
specified via intermediate
and to
make
in both
both directions,
directions, and
to make
the points
landings in Canada at the
in this
this paragraph:
points specified in
paragraph:
Seattle
Seattle
Seattle
Seattle
Fairbanks
Great Falls
Great Falls
Fargo
Washington
Washington
Washington
Washington
New York
York
New York
York
New York
New
Either New
Boston
New York
York or Boston
Boston
Boston
Boston
Boston
United
United States
States
United
United States

Whitehorse
-— Whitehorse
—
Vancouver
- Vancouver
—
Whitehorse
- Whitehorse
—
- Lethbridge
Lethbridge
—
Edmonton
- Edmonton
-— Winnipeg
Winnipeg
-— Montreal
Montreal
-— Ottawa
Ottawa
-— Toronto
Toronto
-— Montreal
Montreal
-— Ottawa
Ottawa
-— Quebec
Quebec
Montreal
-— Montreal
Moncton
-— Moncton
and beyond
-— Edmonton-Alaska
Edmonton-Alaska and
beyond
Gander-Europe (including
-— Gander-Europe
(including
Azores) and
and beyond
Azores)
beyond

In
In addition to the points
points enumerated
enumerated above,
above, an
an airline
airline or
airlines
or airlines
of
States will
will be
be authorized
to stop
Windsor or
any
of the
the United
United States
authorized to
stop in
in Windsor
or any
domestic
domestic service
service for which they
they are
are now
now or
the future
or in
in the
future may
may be
be
authorized
by the
the United
authorized by
United States
States Government
Government to
to serve
serve Detroit.
Detroit.
In consideration
consideration of
In
circumstances existing
existing on
on the
the routes
routes
of the special
special circumstances
from New York and Washington
Washington to
to Montreal
and
Ottawa
the
GovernMontreal and Ottawa the Government of Canada
Canada agrees that the designated
designated airline or airlines
airlines of the
the
United
States may
may serve
serve both
Canadian points
points on
on the
the same
United States
both Canadian
same flights,
flights,
provided
or carriers
provided that the carrier
carrier or
carriers shall exercise
exercise no
no cabotage
cabotage rights
rights
in
Similarly in
in consideration
consideration of
of the
special circumstances
in Canada.
Canada. Similarly
the special
circumstances
existing
existing on the routes from Great Falls to Lethbridge
Lethbridge and
and Edmonton
Edmonton
the Government
Government of
Canada agrees
designated airline
airline or
or airairof Canada
agrees that
that the
the designated
lines of the United States
both Canadian
Canadian points
points on
States may
may serve both
on the
the same
same
flights, provided
provided that
carrier or
carriers shall
no cabotage
that the
the carrier
or carriers
shall exercise
exercise no
cabotage
rights in
rights
in Canada.
Canada.

Routes for
for U.S.
U.S. arairlines.
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ScmcnuLn
SCHEDULE 2
2
Routesfor Canadian
Routesfor
anadian
airlines.
airlines.

An airline or airlines designated
designated by the Government
Canada
Government of Canada
air routes
routes specishall be entitled
entitled to
to operate air
air services
services on each of the air
fied via
via intermediate
intermediate points,
points, in
in both
both directions,
directions, and to
to make landings
landings
paragraph:
in this
this paragraph:
in the
the United
United States
States at the
the points
points specified
specified in
Victoria
- Seattle
Whitehorse
Fairbanks
Whitehorse - Fairbanks
Winnipeg
Sault Ste.
Marie,
Winnipeg - Sault
Ste. Marie,
Michigan-Toronto
Michigan-Toronto
Toronto
- Chicago
Toronto
Cleveland
- Cleveland
Toronto
- New York
Montreal
-- New York
Montreal
Halifax
- Boston
- Honolulu-Australasia
Canada
Honolulu-Australasia
and beyond
beyond
Canada
-- Tampa/St. PetersburgBahamas and/or points
in the Caribbean and
beyond
beyond
enumerated above,
In addition to the points enumerated
above, an
an airline
airline or
or airlines
airlines of
of
Canada will be authorized to stop in Detroit on any domestic service
for which they are now or in the future may be authorized by
by the
the
Canadian Government
Canadian
Government to serve Windsor.

STAT.]
63 S
TAT.] FRANCE-MARITIME
FRANCE- MARITIME CLAIMS
CLAIMS AND LITIGATION-MAR.
LITIGATION- MAR.14,
1949
14,1949

States of America and France
Agreement between the United States
France respecting
respecting
maritime claims
claims and
and litigation.
litigation. Signed
Signed at
maritime
at Washington
Washington March
March 14,
14,
1949; entered
entered into
1949.
into force March
March 14,
14, 1949.
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March
March 14,
14, 1949
1949
1936]
[T. I.
I. A.
A. S. 193

AGREEMENT
GOVERNMENT OF THE UNITED
AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE GOVERNMENT
STATES AND THE GOVERNMENT
FRANCE RESPECTING
STATES
GOVERNMENT OF FRANCE
RESPECTING
MARITIME
LITIGATION
MARITIME CLAIMS AND LITIGATION
Government of the United States of America and the GovernGovernThe Government
Republic, desiring to avoid between
ment of the French
French Republic,
themselves
between themselves
and between
between their nationals litigation in matters of maritime transportation, and desiring to carry out the terms and spirit of paragraph
6
Regarding Settlement
Settlement
Understanding Regarding
6 (b) of the Memorandum
Memorandum of Understanding
for Lend-Lease, Reciprocal
Reciprocal Aid, Surplus War Property, and Claims,
dated May 28, 1946, agree as follows:
follows:

61
61 Stat.,
Stat., Pt.4, p.4176.

Article
Article I
I

Each of the Contracting
Contracting Governments
Governments hereby waives all claims
against the other Contracting Government
Government or against any servant or
Government in any case where
where such servant or agent is
agent of such Government
Government, arising as follows:
follows:
entitled to indemnity from his or its Government,
(1) Claims arising out of loss of or damage to the vessels, cargoes,
(1)
aids to navigation,
installations, fixed or
navigation, shore structures or port installations,
movable, owned by one Contracting
Contracting Government,
Government, caused
caused by
the navigation,
navigation, operation,
operation, construction
construction or location of the
vessels, cargoes,
cargoes, aids to navigation,
navigation, shore structures
structures or port
installations,
Contracting
installations, fixed or movable, owned by the other Contracting
Government.
Government.
salvage services,
services, including
including temporary
temporary reout of
of salvage
(2) Claims arising out
pairs incidental to the salvage itself, rendered by one Contracting Government
organization owned or so contracting
Government or by any organization
trolled by it as to authorize it to make
make this waiver on its behalf,
trolled
to any vessel, cargo or freight owned by the other Contracting
Government.
(3)
(3) Claims for loss of or damage to cargo owned by one Contracting
Government
carriage or handling thereof and
Government arising out of the carriage
claims
damage to any cargo or vessel owned by
by
claims for the loss of or damage
one
Government caused by the carriage
carriage or handling
handling
Contracting Government
one Contracting
of cargo owned
owned by the other Contracting
Contracting Government.
average contribution
(4) Claims of one Government
Government for general average
contribution
against the other Government, or against the vessels, cargo and
against
freight owned by it.
freight
Government undertakes
undertakes not to make any
Each Contracting Government
claim in respect of any vessels
vessels or cargo insured by it to which it
claim
either
right of subrogation
subrogation either
by virtue
virtue of
of any
any right
may be entitled
entitled by

Waiver of claim&
aims.
Waiver
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(a) directly
directly against the other Contracting
Contracting Government,
Government, or
or
(b) in any case where
where such other Government
Government represents
represents that
that
such claim if made would ultimately be borne by such other
other
Government.
Government.
(5)
elsewhere herein,
be construed
(5) Nothing in this Article, or elsewhere
herein, shall
shall be
construed
to waive any claims of the French Government, as
as an
an insured,
insured,
insurance effected by
under policies of hull insurance
by the
the United
United States
States
Government
Government on vessels bareboat chartered
chartered to the French
French
Government
Government and time chartered back to the United
United States
States
Gov ernment.
Government.
Aertion of certain
Assertion
certain
Maims..aims.

"Owned."
"Owned."

"Vessel owned
"Vessel
owned by aa
Contracting OovernGovernOontracting
ment."
ment."

Insraane.
Insurance.

II
Article II
Where in any case claims arise which are not required
waived
required to be
be waived
by this Agreement in addition to or in conjunction with
which
with claims
claims which
are so required to be waived, and
in any
proceedings
and it is
is necessary
necessary in
any proceedings
including proceedings
proceedings for the limitation of liability that claims
be
claims be
marshalled or for the proper assessment
assessment of
of any
any salvage
or general
salvage or
general
average
average that values should be estimated, the provisions
provisions of this
this AgreeAgreement shall not apply, and in consequence
consequence claims which
which would
would otherotherwise be required
required to be waived under this
this Agreement
Agreement shall
shall be
be asserted.
asserted.
Any recoveries, however, shall be waived by the Government
Government entitled
entitled
to such recoveries or at the option of such Government
Government shall be
be dealt
dealt
with in such other way as will give effect
purposes of
effect to
to the purposes
of the
the
Agreement.
Agreement.
Article
III
Article III
(1) The ownership referred
as used
used in
in this
this
referred to by the word
word "owned"
"owned" as
Agreement
Agreement shall include the interest which one of the ContractContracting Governments
Governments may have in a
avessel or cargo
the
cargo by reason of
of the
assumption
assumption by such Government,
Government, whether under charter,
charter, requirequisition or decree or by virtue of insurance,
insurance, indemnity,
or otherotherindemnity, or
wise, of rights, or liabilities, or both, of the
of such
such
the owners
owners of
vessel or cargo respectively,
respectively, notwithstanding
notwithstanding the fact that any
any
such interest may be insured or reinsured with private
private underwriters.
The expression
expression "vessel owned
Contracting Government"
Government"
owned by
by aaContracting
includes but is not limited to a
a vessel on bareboat charter
includes
charter to
aaContracting
requisitioned by the Contracting
Contracting Government
Government or requisitioned
Contracting
Government
Government on bareboat terms, or time chartered
chartered to
to or
or otherotherwise operated
operated by or for
on terms
terms
for a
a Contracting
Contracting Government
Government on
which authorize
such
Government
authorize
Government to make this
this Agreement
Agreement
effective with respect to such vessel. The term "vessel"
"vessel" shall
include a
anaval
vessel.
naval vessel.
(2)
Government represents that, by reason
(2) Each Government
reason of this
this Agreement
Agreement
or arrangements
arrangements made in connection therewith, any insurance
insurance
which
which it may cause to be taken out or which it
caused to
it has
has caused
to be
be
taken out on any ship or cargo being the property of such
Government, or of any wholly-owned
Government,
wholly-owned agency or instrumentality
instrumentality
of such Government, is, wherever any waiver provided for
for in
in
this Agreement
would
in
the
absence
of
such
insurance
Agreement
insurance apply,
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the insured
(a) free of claim in respect of any liability of the
insured interinterest towards
towards the other Government
Government and
and
(b)
(b) without recourse
recourse against such
such other
other Government.
Government.
(3) In
In order to carry out the
the full
full intention
of the
the provisions
provisions of
of
intention of
Article I
I of this
Contracting Government
thig Agreement
Agreement each Contracting
will
Government will
so arrange in connection
connection with bareboat
bareboat charters to
of vessels
vessels
to it
it of
subject to the terms of this Agreement
Agreement that
that the
subject
the owners
owners or
or
persons interested through such
such owners
owners shall
not have
or assert
assert
shall not
have or
any claims of the character
character specified
in Article
Article I.
I.
specified in

Bareboat
Bareboat charter
charter
waivers.
waivers.
Ante, p. 2499.
24W.

Article IV
Article
IV
Nothing
Agreement shall be construed
Nothing in this Agreement
construed as
as a
the
a waiver
waiver of
of the
Government in
right of either Contracting
Contracting Government
in appropriate
appropriate cases
to assert
cases to
assert
sovereign
sovereign immunity.
immunity.

sovereign
imRight of sovereign
immunity.
munitY.

Article
Article V
V
Claims asserted In
in
Claims asserted or about to be asserted against
against one
one Government
Government in
in court.
the courts of the other Government by nationals
nationals of that
other GovGovthat other
ernment for damages of the categories which,
two
which, as
as between
between the
the two
Governments, are made the subject of waiver by Article I,
I, and claims
claims
for personal injury by such nationals arising out of activities referred
referred
to in said Article
Article I, will be paid or otherwise disposed of as matters
of
matters of
Payment by
Payment
by lendlendlend-lease
lend-lease and reverse lend-lease, each Government
Government effecting
effecting the
the lease
and reverse lendlease.
payment, settlement or other final disposition of all
all such
such claims.
claims.
In general, one Contracting Government
request of
of the
Government will
will at
at the
the request
the
other take such steps as may be necessary
necessary to release
and cargo
cargo
release vessels
vessels and
belonging to the other Government
Government from legal
legal action
action brought
brought in
in aa
court of the former Government.
Government. Such aid shall be
be granted
granted with
with
respect
respect to claims asserted or about to
of each
to be
be asserted in
in the
the courts
courts of
each
Government.
Government.
Article VI
VI
Maritime
Maritime incident
incident
Affirmative claims of either Government
Affirmative
Government against the
the claims.
the nationals
nationals of
of the
claims.
other Government arising out of maritime incidents shall
shall be
be tendered
tendered
to the other for handling
handling before being otherwise
pressed in
in the
courts
otherwise pressed
the courts
of the other Government. The amounts
amounts thus recovered
recovered will be
be
credited to lend-lease
lend-lease and
and reverse lend-lease
lend-lease accounts.
accounts.
Article VII
Article
VII
Procedure.
Each Government shall prescribe
prescribe the procedure
investigation
procedure for the
the investigation
and disposition of claims to be paid by
by such
Government
pursuant
to
such Government pursuant to
Articles
Articles V
V and VI after consultation
consultation with the other
other Government.
Government.
Article VIII
Period covered
covered by
by
(1) The intergovernmental
(1)
intergovernmental waiver provisions of this Agreement
Agreement waiver
provisions.
provisions.
IV shall
shall apply
in
respect
to
all
claims
embodied in Articles I
I to IV
apply in respect to all claims
arising from incidents that occurred
after December
December 7,
occurred on
on or after
7,

1941 and
and prior
prior to
to July
July 1,
1, 1946.
(2) The lend-lease
lend-lease and reverse lend-lease
lend-lease provisions
Agreeprovisions of this
this Agreement, embodied in Articles V
V and VI, shall apply
respect
apply with
with respect
to all claims arising from incidents
incidents that occurred on
after
on or
or after

Priod covered
Period
covered by
lnd-s
lend-lease and reverse
nem
lend-1ms.
land-ls.
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December 7, 1941 and before November 1,
remaining
1, 1945 and remaining
unsettled as of the date of signature of
Agreement, the
of this
this Agreement,
the
payment
payment or collection
collection of all such claims being credited
credited or
or
debited
debited to lend-lease and reverse lend-lease
lend-lease accounts.
accounts.
(3) Articles
I to IV shall be applicable
Articles I
applicable without territorial
territorial limitation.
Articles V to VII shall be applicable to maritime navigation
navigation
on the high seas and to territorial waters and inland waterways
countries.
of both countries.
Article
Article IX
IX
This Agreement
will
enter into force upon the date of signature.
Agreement
signature.
The Agreement
Agreement is applicable, as to the Republic
Republic of France, to
to the
the
metropolitan
departments and territories overseas,
metropolitan territories, to the departments
to the associated states, to the trusteeships and to territories
territories under
under
the protection of the Republic
Republic of France, and, as to the United States,
States,
to the forty-eight states, to the District of Columbia, and
and to
to the
territories
territories and island possessions of the
the United
United States.
States.
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ACCORD
ACCORD ENTRE
ENTRE LE GOUVERNEMENT
GOUVERNEMENT DES ETATS-UNIS
ETATS-UNIS ET
ET
LE GOUVERNEMENT
RELATIF AUX
LE
GOUVERNEMENT FRANCAIS
FRANIAIS RELATIF
AUX DOMMAGES
DOMMAGES
ET
CONFLITS MARITIMES
ET AUX
AUX CONFLITS
MARITIMES
d'Amerique et
Le Gouvernement
Gouvernement des Etats-Unis
Etats-Unis d'Amerique
et le Gouvernement
Gouvernement
de
Republique Frangaise,
souhaitant eviter
de la Republique
Frangaise, souhaitant
eviter entre
entre eux et
et entre
entre leurs
leurs
nationaux des conflits
conflits en matiere de transports maritimes, et desireux
desireux
d'appliquer
lea termes
paragraphe 6
6 (b) du
du Memorandum
M6morandum
d'appliquer les
termes et
et l'esprit du paragraphe
prAt-bail,
d'accord
reglement en matiere de prat-bail,
d'accord du
du 28
28 mai 1946 comportant
comportant rtglement
d'aide reciproque,
reciproque, de
de surplus
surplus militaires
militaires et de cr6ances
creances de
de guerre,
guerre, conviennent
viennent de
de ce
ce qui suit:
Article
Article II
Chacun
Gouvernements contractants
renonce par le present
present
Chacun des Gouvernements
contractants renonce
accord a
a toute reclamation
reclamation contre
contre l'autre Gouvernement, ou contre
accord
tout prepose
ou representant
Gouvernement dans
lea cas
dans tons
tous les
cas
de ce
ce Gouvernement
representant de
tout
pr6pose ou
oi ce
ce pr6pose
prepose ou
on representant
representant a
aun
recours contre
contre son
son Gouvernement,
Gouvernement,
un recours
oi
procedant de:
de:
proc6dant
(1)
dommages causes
causes aux
aux navires,
navires, aux
aux cargaisons,
cargaisons, a
atons
tous
ou dommages
(1) Pertes
Pertes ou
c8tieres et portuaires
aux installations
installations catieres
les engins
navigation, aux
engins de navigation,
les
fixes
mobiles qui
qui sont
Gouvernements,
des Gouvernements,
de l'un
l'un des
sont la
la propriete
propriete de
ou mobiles
fixes ou
du
de la
la navigation
navigation ou
de l'exploitation,
l'exploitation, de
de la
la construction
construction
ou de
du fait
fait de
ou de
de la
des navires,
des engins de
des cargaisons,
cargaisons, des
navires, des
la position
position des
ou
navigation, des
des installations
cOtieres et
portuaires fixes
fixes ou
on
et portuaires
installations c6tieres
navigation,
mobiles qui
qui sont
la propriete
Gouvernement;
l'autre Gouvernement;
propriete de l'autre
sont la
mobiles
(2) Services
Services d'assistance
d'assistance et
sauvetage, y
y compris
compris les reparations
et de
de sauvetage,
(2)
provisoires qui
qui en
les consequences,
consequences, rendus
par l'un
1'un des
des
rendus par
en sont
sont les
provisoires
Gouvernements,
ou
par
tout
organisme
possede
par
ce
dernier
ce
dernier
par
Gouvernements, ou par tout organisme possede
ou
contrOle par
lui dans
dams des
conditions qui
effectuer
qui Phabilitent
l'habilitent i effectuer
des conditions
par lui
ou contr6ol
cette
dudit organisme,
navire,
tout navire,
organisme, aa, tout
nom dudit
au nom
renonciation au
cette renonciation
cargaison
ou fret
fret qui
qui est
eat la
propriete de
l'autre Gouvernement;
Gouvernement;
de l'autre
la propriete
cargaison ou
cargaisons qui
la proprosont la
qui sont
aux cargaisons
causes aux
dommages causes
ou dommages
(3) Pertes
Pertes on
priete
l'un des
des Gouvernements
Gouvernements du
et de
de la
la
fait du
du transport
transport et
du fait
de l'un
priete de
manutention
de celles-ci,
celles-ci, et
pertes ou
dommages causes
aux
causes aux
ou dommages
et de
de pertes
manutention de
navires
qui sont
sont la
propriete de
des
de l'un
l'un des
la propriet6
cargaisons qui
ou aux
aux cargaisons
navires on
Gouvernements
du fait
du transport
et de is
la manutention
manutention des
transport et
fait du
Gouvernements du
cargaisons
de l'autre
Gouvernement;
l'autre Gouvernement;
cargaisons de
(4) Contribution
communes incombant
a l'autre
Goul'autre Gouincombant A
d'avaries communes
(4)
Contribution d'avaries
vernement,
ou aux
cargaisons on
frets qui
qui sont
sont is
la
ou frets
aux navires,
navires, cargaisons
vernement, ou
propriete
Gouvernement.
ce Gouvernement.
de ce
propriet6 de
Chacun des
des Gouvernements
s'engage de
meme a no
ne presenter,
presenter,
de meme
Gouvernements s'engage
Chacun
an
sujet de
assures par
par lui,
des
aucune des
lui, aucune
ou cargaisons
cargaisons assures
de navires
navires on
au sujet
reclamations
qu'il pourrait
subrogation:
de subrogation:
par voie de
valoir par
faire valoir
pourrait faire
reclamations qu'il
81930-52-px.
zn-14
81939-52-PT. in---14
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(a) directement
directement contre l'autre
l'autre Gouvernement,
Gouvernement, on
ou
(b)
(b) dans tous
tons les
les cas oiA
oil l'autre
Gouvernement declare
declare qu'il
l'autre Gouvernement
qu'il
finalement supporter la
devrait fmalement
la charge
de
cette
charge de cette reclamation
reclamation
Si elle
si
elle etait
6tait presentee.
present6e.
(5)
ou dans d'autres dispositions
dispositions du
du present
(5) Rien dans cet article, on
present
accord, ne devra etre
etre interprete
interprete comme
comme une
renonciation aaune
une
une renonciation
creance
Gouvernement francais,
creance du Gouvernement
frangais, en
tant qu'assure,
resultant
en tant
qu'assur6, resultant
corps incombant
de polices d'assurances
d'assurances corps
incombant au
au Gouvernement
Gouvernement des
des
Etats-Unis sur des navires affretes
affr6tes coque
coque nue
nue au
au Gouvernement
Gouvernement
frangais et reaffr6t6s
reaffretes aatemps au Gouvernement
Gouvernement des
des Etats-Unis.
Etats-Unis.

Article II
Article
II
Lorsque,
quelconque, des revendications
Lorsque, dans un cas quelconque,
revendications pour
pour lesquelles
lesquelles
la renonciation
renonciation n'est pas obligatoire aux
termes du
du present
aux termes
present accord
accord
sont formulees
formulees en sus de reclamations
reclamations qui
qui font
font obligatoirement
obligatoirement
l'objet d'une telle renonciation
ou en conjonction
renonciation on
conjonction avec
qu'il
avec elles,
elles, et
et qu'il
est necessaire
quelconque, y
necessaire dans une procedure
procedure quelconque,
compris la
la procedure
y compris
procedure
relative aala limitation de la responsabilite,
responsabilit6, de proc6der
proceder a
a un
un reglement
reglement
d'ordre, ou qu'il est necessaire,
d'ordre,
du reglement
reglement correct
necessaire, en
en vue
vue du
correct de
de toute
toute
operation de sauvetage ou avarie commune, que
quo des
soient
des valeurs
valeurs soient
estimees, les dispositions
dispositions du
du present
accord ne
no seront
seront pas
present accord
pas applicables,
applicables,
et, en consequence,
consequence, des revendications
revendications qui,
qui, dans
dans une
une autre
autre hypothese,
hypothese,
auraient
obligatoirement fait l'objet d'une
auraient obligatoirement
d'une renonciation
renonciation aux
aux termes
termes du
du
present accord seront maintenues.
present
maintenues. Toutefois,
le Gouvernement
Gouvernement qui
qui
Toutefois, le
aurait des recouvrements
recouvrements a
effectuer renoncera
aux dits
dits recouvrea effectuer
renoncera aux
recouvrements ou, a
a son choix, adoptera
adoptera toute autre
conforme a
l'objet
autre solution
solution conforme
a l'objet
du present accord.
accord.
III
Article III

(1) Le
Le terme "propriete",
"propri6t6", tel qu'il est employe
employe dans le
le present
present accord,
accord,
comprend tout interet quo
comprend
l'un des
contractants
que l'un
des Gouvernements
Gouvernements contractants
peut avoir dans un navire
navire ou
pout
on une
cargaison a
raison de
de la
la prise
une cargaison
a raison
prise
en charge par lui des droits on
ou des responsabilites
responsabilites des
en
des propriepropri6taires de ce
co navire ou
de cette
Boit par
par charte-partie,
ou de
cette cargaison,
cargaison, soit
charto-partie,
requisition
requisition ou arret
arret de prince, soit par
ou
par l'effet
l'effet d'une
d'une assurance
assurance ou
indemnisation,
indemnisation, ou
on de toute autre maniere.
maniere. II
D. en est
est ainsi
ainsi
nonobstant
tel interet
nonobstant le fait qu'un tel
assure ou
on reassure
reassure
interet a
a pu
pu etre
etre assure
par des assureurs prives.
prives.
Le terme
terme "navire qui est la
propriete d'un
d'un Gouvernement
la propriete
Gouvernement concontractant"
tractant" vise, sans s'y appliquer
appliquer exclusivement,
exclusivement, le
le navire
navire
affr6t6
a l'un
l'un des Gouvernements
affrete coque nue a
Gouvernements contractants,
contractants, ou
ou
requisitionne par lui
nue, ou
on affrete
temps ou
ou utilisé
lui coque
coque nue,
affret6 aa temps
utilise
de toute autre maniere par ou
on pour Pun
Gouvernements
l'un des
des Gouvernements
contractants, dans des conditions
contractants,
conditions d'exploitation
d'exploitation telles
telles qu'elles
qu'elles
l'autorisent a
a appliquer le present
present accord A
aPegard
dudit navire.
l'egard dudit
navire.
Le terme "navire"
"navire" comprend
comprend les
les navfres
navires de
de guerre.
guerre.
(2) Chaeun
Chacun des Gouvernements
Gouvernements declare
du present
declare qu'en
qu'en vertu
vertu du
present
accord ou d'arrangements
d'arrangements conclus
conclus en
correlation avec
avec ledit
ledit
en correlation
accord, toute compagnie
compagnie d'assurances
d'assurances aupres
aupres de
de laquelle
aura
laquelle il
il aura
fait ou il pourra faire contracter une assurance
hit
assurance sur
sur tout
tout navire
navire
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ou cargaison
cargaison qui est la propriete dudit Gouvernement,
Gouvernement, on
ou d'une
administration
appartenant en totalite
totalit6 audit
audit
administration ou d'un organisme
organisme appartenant
Gouvernement,
Gouvernement, sera, toutes les fois qu'une renonciation
renonciation prevue
prevue
dans le present accord serait applicable
applicable en l'absence
l'absence de
de ladite
assurance,
assurance,
(a) degagee de toute responsabilite
envers l'autre Gouverneresponsabilite °flyers
lobjet de l'assurance
ment en ce qui concerne
concerne Pobjet
l'assurance et
et
(b) sans recours contre
contre ledit
ledit autre
autre Gouvernement.
Gouvernement.
(3) Pour atteindre pleinement le but vise par les dispositions de
Particle
des Gouvernements
Gouvernements conParticle I
I du present
present accord,
accord, chacun
chacun des
contractants veillera a
ce que
des navires
navires sonmis
a ce
que les
les amateurs
armateurs des
soumis aux
aux
dispositions du present accord et aalui affretes
dispositions
affretes coque nue, ou les
interessdes par l'intermediaire
personnes interessees
Pintermediaire de
de ceux-ci
ceux-ci auxdits
auxdits
navires, ne soient
admis aapoursuivre
poursuivre des
des reclamations
reclamations du
du
soient pas
pas admis
caractere defmi
Particle I.
caractere
d6fini aA l'article
I.
Article
IV
Article IV
Rien
present accord
accord ne
no pourra
pourra etre
etre interprete
un
Rien dans
dans le
le present
interprete comme
comme un
abandon du droit
d'invoquer
droit de
de chaque
chaque Gouvernement
Gouvernement contractant
contractant d'invoquer
de souverainete
lui appartiennent.
le cas echeant
echeant les
les immunites
immunites de
souverainet6 qui
qui lui
appartiennent.
Article V
Article
V

En cas d'actions
d'actions en revendication
revendication intentees
intentees ou
ou sur
sur le
le point
point d'être
d'8tre
intentees contre
contre l'un
des deux
deux Gouvernements
Gouvernements devant
devant les
tribunaux
intentees
'un des
les tribunaux
de ce
dernier relativement
relativement A
de l'autre
l'autre par les
les ressortissants
ressortissants de
ce dernier
a des
des domdomdeux Gouvernemages rentrant
rentrant dans
dans les
les categories
categories pour
pour lesquelles
lesquelles les
les deux
Gouvernements ont decide
decide de renoncer
en vertu
vertu de
de Particle
renoncer A
a toute revendication
revendication en
Particle
du pr6sent
present accord,
accord, et
et en
de demandes
d'indemnite introduites
par
IIdu
en cas
cas de
demandes d'indemnite
introduites par
les
l'un ou
l'autre Gouvernement
Gouvernement pour
pour des
des dommages
domraages
les ressortissants
ressortissants de
de Pun
ou l'autre
corporels
activites visees
visees audit
article I,
corporels imputables
imputables aAdes
des activites
audit article
I, le
le paiement
paiement
ou
interviendront comme
dans le
d'affaires
ou toute autre
autre liquidation
liquidation interviendront
comme dans
le cas
cas d'affaires
relevant du
du prat-bail
pret-bail et
et de
l'aide reciproque,
reciproque, chaque
Gouvernement
relevant
de l'aide
chaque Gouvernement
effectuant
le paiement,
reglement ou
ou toute
toute autre
autre liquidation
liquidation definitive
effectuant le
paiement, reglement
definitive
de
revendications de
de ce
ce genre.
genre. D'une
D'une maniere
generale, l'un
l'un
de toutes revendications
maniere generale,
des Gouvernements
Gouvernements contractants
contractants prendra,
la demande
de l'autre,
l'autre,
des
prendra, A
a la
demande de
toutes mesures
mesums qui
en vue
de mettre
toutes
qui pourront
pourront etre
8tre necessaires
necessaires en
vue de
mettre les
les
navires
et cargaisons
cargaisons qui
qui sont
sont la
propriete dudit
dudit autre
Gouvernement a
navires et
la propriete
autre Gouvernement
l'abri
toute action
action judiciaire
devant un
un tribunal
tribunal relevant
relevant
l'abri de
de toute
judiciaire intentee
intentee devant
du
en
premier
lieu.
Cette
assistance
sera
accord&
du Gouvernement
Gouvernement vise
vise en premier lieu. Cette assistance sera accord6e
en
ce qui
qui concerne
concerne les
les actions
actions intentees
ou sur
le point
point d'être
en ce
intentees ou
sur le
d'8tre intentees
intentees
devant
un tribunal
relevant de
de l'un
l'un ou
on l'autre
l'autre Gouvernement.
devant un
tribunal relevant
Gouvernement.
Article
Article VI
VI
Les
reclamations de
de l'un
Gouvernements contre
les ressortissants
ressortissants
Les reclamations
l'un des
des Gouvernements
contre les
de
l'autre, provenant
seront soumises
soumise3 A
A ce
ce
de l'autre,
provenant d'evenements
d'evenements maritimes,
maritimes, seront
dernier
pour suite
suite a
a donner
s'il le
juge opportun,
opportun, avant
quo les
dernier pour
donner s'il
le juge
avant que
les tritribunaux
Gouvernement n'en
soient saisis.
saisis. Les
Les sommes
sommes
bunaux relevant
relevant de
de ce
ce Gouvernement
n'en soient
recouvrees A
titre seront
imputees aux
de pret-bail
recouvrees
a ce
ce titre
seront imputees
aux comptes
comptes de
pret-bail on
ou
reciproque.
de l'aide reciproque.
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Article
Article VII
VII
Chaque Gouvernement,
apres
Gouvernement,
consultation de l'autre, determinera
consultation
d6terminera la
la
procedure
proc6dure pour l'instruction et la solution des reclamations
reclamations dont
dont le
reglement
reglement lui incombe en vertu des articles V
V et
et VI.
VI.
VIII
Article VIII
(1) Les dispositions d'abandon
(1)
d'abandon reciproque
r6ciproque des articles I
I a
A IV du
du
Atoutes reclamations
present accord
accord s'appliquent a
reclamations nees
n6es d'evened'6v6nements survenus entre le 7
7d6cembre 1941 inclus et
et le
le ler
ler juillet
juillet
1946 exclu.
(2) Les dispositions de pret-bail ou d'aide reciproque
des articles
articles V
V
r6ciproque des
s'appliquent aatoutes reclamations
et VI du present accord
accord s'appliquent
reclamations n6es
n6es
d'evenements survenus entre le 7
7 d6cembre
d'evenements
decembre 1941 inclus et le ler
novembre
novembre 1945 exclu, et non encore reglees
r6glees a
Ala date de la signasignature du present accord, les paiements en recouvrement
recouvrement se
se raprapportant
Aces reclamations
portant a
reclamations etant imputes aux comptes
pretcomptes de
de pretbail ou d'aide reciproque.
r6ciproque.
I aIVdu pr6sent
(3) Les articles I
present accord sont applicables sans limitalimitation territoriale.
territoriale. Les articles
V A
articles V
a VII sont applicables
applicables aa la
navigation
navigation maritime de haute mer et dans les eaux territoriales
territoriales
et int6rieures
interieures des
pays.
des deux
deux pays.
Article IX
IX

Authentic text&
texts.

Le present accord
accord entrera en vigueur a
ala date de sa signature.
signature. Il
Ii
est applicable,
ce qui concerne la Republique
eat
applicable, en cc
aux territerriR6publique Frangaise,
Frangaise, aux
toires metropolitains,
metropolitains, aux departements
departements et
territoires d'outre-mer,
aux
et territoires
d'outre-mer, aux
Etats associes, aux territoires sous tutelle
aux territoires
sous la
la
tutelle et aux
territoires sous
protection
R6publique Frangaise,
protection de la Republique
concerne les
les
Francaise, et, en
en cc
ce qui concerne
Etats-Unis, A
a leurs quarante-huit
quarante-huit Etats, au District de
de Colombie et
et
aux territoires
territoires et possessions insulaires des Etats-Unis.
DONE
at Washington,
Washington, in dupliFAIT aa Washington,
DONE at
Washington, en
double
en double
cate, in the English and French exemplaire, en langue
langue anglaise
anglaise et
et
languages,
languages, both texts being equally frangaise, chaque texte faisant
faisant
authentic, this 14th day of March, egalement
1949.
6galement foi, cc
ce 14
14 mars 1949.

1949.
GOVERNMENT OF THE UNITED STATES
FOR THE GOVERNMENT
AMERICA :
STATES OF
OF AMERICA:
POUR LE GOUVERNEMENT
GOUVERNEMENT DES ETATS-UNIS
ETATSUNIS D'
AMERI QUE :
D'AMERIQUE:

DEAN
ACHESON
DEAN ACHESON

Secretary of State of the
Secretary
United States
States of America
Secretaire d'Etat
Secretaire
d'Etat
des
Etats-Unis d'Amerique
des Etats-Unis
GOVERNMENT OF THE
FOR THE GOVERNMENT
OF FRANCE:
FRANCE :
THE REPUBLIC
REPUBLIC OF
GOUVERNEMENT DE LA REPUBLIQUE
REPUBLIQUE FRANCAISE:
POUR LE GOUVERNEMENT
FRANCAISE :
BONNET
H BONNET

Ambassador Extraordinary
and Plenipotentiary
Plenipotentiaryto the
Ambassador
Extraordinary and
the
United
States
United States of America
Ambassadeur Extraordinaire
Ambassadeur
Extraordinaire et Plenipotentiaire
Plenipotentiaire
aupres du Gouvernement des Etats-Unis
d'Amerique
Etats-Unis d'Amerique

STAT.]
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Agreement between the United States of America and France
respecting
France respecting
the settlement of certain
and accounts.
certain financial
financial claims and
accounts. Signed at
at
Washington
March 14,
Washington March
14, 1949; entered
March 14,
1949.
entered into
into force March
14, 1949.
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March
1949
March 14,
14, 1949

I
T. I.
19361
IT.
I. A.
A. S.
S. 196]

AGREEMENT BETWEEN
AGREEMENT
BETWEEN THE GOVERNMENT
GOVERNMENT OF THE UNITED
STATES AND THE GOVERNMENT
STATES
GOVERNMENT OF FRANCE REGARDING
SETTLEMENT
SETTLEMENT OF CERTAIN RESIDUAL FINANCIAL
FINANCIAL CLAIMS
AND ACCOUNTS
The Government
Government of the United
United States
States of America
America and the GovernGovernment of the Republic
Republic of France have reached agreement as set forth
below regarding
settlement of certain financial claims and acregarding final settlement
Government against the other which were not finally
counts of each Government
finally
settled in the agreements
agreements set forth in the Memorandum
Memorandum of Understanding, and the Annexes
Annexes thereto,
between the Government
Government of the
thereto, between
United States of America and the Provisional Government
Government of the
French Republic
Republic signed on May 28, 1946 regarding settlement for
lend-lease, reciprocal aid, surplus war property, and claims, and in
lend-lease,
the exchange
exchange of notes of February 27, 1948 between the two Governments regarding
regarding expenditures
expenditures of the United
United States Armed
Armed Forces in
territories, or which have arisen indeFrance and French overseas territories,
pendently
pendently of such agreements.
agreements.

61 Stat.,
Stat., Pt.4,
Pt.4, p.4175.
61
p.4175.

62
Stat., Pt.3,
Pt.3, p.3826.
p.3826.
62 Stat.,

1. Amount Due
1.
Governments agree that the sum of $653,300,000 is the
The two Governments
final revised net amount due from the Government
Government of France to the
Government of the United States pursuant to the terms of paragraph
Government
paragraph 2
2
of the Memorandum
Memorandum of Understanding
1946. This
Understanding of May 28, 1946.
amount is made up (a) in part of amounts agreed upon in the said
Memorandum
and the
thereto and
(b) in
in
Memorandum of Understanding
Understanding and
the Annexes
Annexes thereto
and (b)
hereunder, consisting of (i) amounts estimated
part of amounts
amounts agreed hereunder,
Memorandum of Understanding
Understanding
at the time of the signing of the said Memorandum
balance of additional
additional financial
and subject to revision and (ii) the net balance
financial
accounts, claims and obligations settled hereunder.
accounts,
revised net amount is final and is not subject to amendment
This revised
amendment
even if it should later be determined that any of the figures used
balance were not accurate.
in making up the balance

61
Pt.4, p.4176.
p.4176.
61 Stat.,
Stat., Pt.4,

2. Terms of Payment
Payment
The
AgreeThe revised net amount set forth
forth in paragraph
paragraph 11of
of this
this Agreespecified in paragraphs
paragraphs 3
3 and 55of the
ment will be paid on the terms specified
Memorandum of Understanding of May 28, 1946.
Memorandum
3. Claims

During the course of the negotiations
negotiations leading to this Agreement,
representatives
representatives of the two Governments
Governments have discussed numerous
claims of each Government
Government against the other, with the objective

61 Stat.,
4,
61
Stat., Pt.
Pt.
4,
pp. 4175,
4175, 4176.
pp.
4176.
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of arriving at as comprehensive
comprehensive aa settlement as possible
possible and
and of
of
obviating protracted
protracted negotiations between
between the two Governments.
Governments.
The following claims have been accepted by the Governments
of the
Governments of
the
United States and France, respectively, and have been
disposed of
as
been disposed
of as
indicated:
indicated:
(a) Claims of the Government
Government of the United States
States against
against the
the
Government of France included
included in computing
Government
revised net
computing the
the revised
net
sumrdue
sum'due under paragraph
paragraph 1
this Agreement:
Agreement:
1 of
of this
(i) Pre V—J
transfers:
V-J Day transfers:
(A) Petroleum for civilian use transferred
the GovernGoverntransferred to
to the
ment of France in North Africa
Africa and Corsica
after
Corsica after
July 1,
1, 1945
1945
(B) Fourteen ambulances
ambulances delivered in
in 1944
to French
1944 to
French
North Africa
Africa
(ii)
(ii) Post V-J
V—J Day transfers:
(A) Hospital beds transferred
of United
United States
States Army
Army
transferred out
out of
stocks in France
France
(B) Cost of material
material (including ocean
ocean freight) on
on French
French
requisitions (FAN 10,013 through 10,040
requisitions
of
10,040 exclusive
exclusive of
10,017, 10,019, 10,030, 10,031,
10,036 and
and 10,037)
10,031, 10,036
10,037)
processed by the United States Navy
processed
Navy and
transferred
and transferred
to the Government
Government of France after V—J
V-J Day
(C) Steel sheets transferred
transferred out of United
Army
United States
States Army
stocks in France
(D) Canned meat
out of
United States
States Army
Army
meat transferred
transferred out
of United
stocks in
in France
France
Tire-making material transferred
(E) Tire-making
transferred out of
of United
United States
States
Army stocks in
in France
France
(F) Used trucks transferred
transferred out of United States
(F)
Army
States Army
stocks in
in Europe
stocks
Europe
(G) Clothing transferred out
Army stocks
out of United
United States
States Army
stocks
in France
(H) Electrical
Electrical equipment transferred
United States
transferred out
out of
of United
States
Army
Army stocks
stocks in
in France
France
(I) Air Training Program
Program covering training
training of
French Air
of French
Air
Force personnel in the United States
States
(J)
Maintenance Program covering the
(J) Air Maintenance
the supply of
of
equipment
equipment for maintenance
maintenance of aircraft
aircraft built
built in
in the
the
United States
(K)
Hospitalization of French personnel
(S) Hospitalization
personnel in
in United
United States
States
military hospitals
(L) Training of 30 French
(L)
students in
in the
Signal Corps
Corps
French students
the Signal
Photographic
Photographic School
(M) Expenses of French personnel
United States
personnel with
with the
the United
States
Army Air Forces, September
September and October 1945
1945

e3
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63 STAT.]
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(N) Other overseas transfers of articles
articles and services
services by
by the
United States Army, including
including those for which payment has not previously been specifically
specifically requested
(O) Air Transport Command charges covering
(0)
covering transport
of
transport of
Government
Government of France
France personnel or cargo not eligible
for
for lend-lease
lend-lease
(P) Army-Navy petroleum deliveries
Govdeliveries to the
the French Government
ernment overseas.
overseas.
France against
the Government
Government
(b) Claims of the
the Government
Government of
of France
against the
of the United States to be paid as indicated:
indicated:
(i) By delivery of $2,119,871.19
$2,119,871.19 by the Government of
of the
United States
States to the Government
Government of France
France upon the
the signing of this Agreement:
Agreement:
(A) Losses on coal purchased
purchased and paid for by
by the GovernGovernment of France from the
the United
United
the Govertmient
Government of
of the
States and rendered useless by spontaneous
spontaneous combustion
combustion
before arrival in France
France
(B) French Government deposits with United
United States
States Treasury and Navy Departments
Departments in excess
excess of amounts
reamounts required
quired for cash reimbursement
lend-lease requisitions
reimbursement lend-lease
requisitions
on which deliveries have been completed.
completed.
(ii) By payment of $4,000,000 by the Government
Government of the United
Government of
France through
through deduction
deduction
States to the Government
of France
from agreed sums due and hereafter becoming
due in
becoming due
in respect
respect
of ships purchased by the Government
the
Government of
of France from
from the
United States Maritime
Maritime Commission:
Commission:
(A) Expenditures
Expenditures made
France for
for
made by the Government
Government of
of France
services rendered during the period from
from November
November 1,
1,
1945 to April 1,
1, 1946 to
to United States
States War
War Shipping
Sbipping
Administration vessels in France
Administration
France and French overseas
overseas
territories,
territories, and expenditures
expenditures for such services rendered
rendered
prior to such period for
for items not eligible
eligible for
for reciproreciprocal aid.
(c) 'Claims
Claims of the Government
Government of the United States against
against the
the
Government of France to be paid by
Government of
by the Government
of France
France
under the terms of the exchange of letters, dated December 6,
6,
1947, between the French Minister
and the
United
Minister of
of Finance
Finance and
the United
States Central Field Commissioner for Europe:
(i) Rentals in the amount
amount of $449,428.57
$449,428.57 payable
payable to
Governto the Government of the United States under agreements
whereby cerceragreements whereby
tain United States
Government surplus property
property was
leased
States Government
was leased
to the Government of France
France for the
the operation
operation of
of harbor
harbor
facilities at Cherbourg, Morlaix, Brest, St. Nazaire
Nazaire and Le
Havre
Havre
(ii) Purchase
$4,000,000 for
for 262
lendPurchase price in
in the
the amount
amount of
of $4,000,000
262 lendlease naval vessels sold to the Government
Government of
of France.
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4. Specific
Specific Claims
Waived
4.
Claims Waived

Past,
p. 2512.
Pot, p.
2512.

During the course of negotiations
negotiations leading
leading to
to this
the
this Agreement
Agreement the
following claims were among those
those considered
considered by
by representatives
of
representatives of
the two Governments
Governments and
and not
not accepted
accepted for
in
for payment
payment or
or offset
offset and,
and, in
consideration
consideration of the other
other provisions of
of this
Agreement, are
are to
this Agreement,
to be
be
and waived
regarded as taken into account
account and
this
waived under
under paragraph
paragraph 8
8 of
of this

Agreement:
Agreement:

(a) Claims presented
(a)
by the
of the
presented by
the Government
Government of
the United
United States:
States:
(i) Lien
Lien against
against SS
SS NORMANDIE
damage to
to cargo
cargo of
of SS
SS
(i)
NORMANDIE for
for damage
Government of
PARIS paid by the Government
of the
the United
United States
States to
to
lienors
lienors
(ii) Cost to the Government
Government of
States of
of hospital
hospital
of the
the United
United States
equipment delivered
delivered to
equipment
to France
France as
installed
in
the SS
SS
as installed in the
COLOMBIE prior to the return of
of the
the vessel
the GovernGovernvessel to
to the
ment of
ment
France
of France
(iii) Cost to the Government
Government of
of the
the United
United States
printing,
States of
of printing,
transporting
and services
transporting and
services rendered
respect to
rendered in
in respect
to supplesupplemental French
French franc
franc currency
currency
mental
(iv) Trucks
Trucks delivered
delivered to
Somaliland on
on a
to French
French Somaliland
a cash
cash reimbursreimbursable basis.
basis.
able
(b)
Claims presented
Government of
France:
(b) Claims
presented by
by the
the Government
of France:

(i) French
Telegraph Cable
Cable Company
French Telegraph
Company claims
claims for
for cost
cost of
reof repairing damage
which the
damage for which
the United
United States
Armed Forces
States Armed
Forces
were responsible
responsible
were
by the Government
(ii) Jute bags requisitioned
requisitioned by
Government of
the United
United
of the
States on
on or about
about April
April 27,
27, 1942
1942
(iii) Material
Material supplied
cash reimbursement
lend-lease
supplied under
under cash
reimbursement lend-lease
requisitions for Continental
Continental France
French North
France and
and French
North
Africa and
and rejected
rejected as
unsatisfactory.
as unsatisfactory.
5. Maritime
5.
Claims (Knock-for-Knock)
(Knock-for-Knock)
Maritime Claims

61
Stat., Pt.4,
p.4189.
61 Stat.,
Pt.4, p.4189.

As contemplated
contemplated in paragraph 11 of the section entitled "U.S.
Claims"
Claims" in Annex 55 of the Memorandum
Understanding of
Memorandum of
of Understanding
of May
May

28,
Governments, in
in a
28, 1946, the two Governments,
agreed
a separate
separate agreement,
agreement, have
have agreed
to the mutual waiver
of
intergovernmental
waiver
intergovernmental claims
claims arising
from mariarising from
mariaccidents and for the handling by each
time accidents
each Government
on aalendlendGovernment on
lease and reverse
lend-lease basis
basis of
of claims
reverse lend-lease
claims asserted
its
courts
by
asserted in
in its courts by
its nationals
the other
nationals against
against the
Government.
other Government.
6. Patent
6.
Patent Claims
Claims

61 Stat.,
Pt.4, p.
p. 4176.
4176.
61
Stat., Pt.4,

The two Governments
Governments have agreed
that, in
in implementing
implementing the
agreed that,
the
(c) of
provisions of paragraph 66 (c)
of the
the Memorandum
Understanding
Memorandum of
of Understanding
of May 28, 1946 relating
relating to
to the
use or
infringement in
production
the use
or infringement
in war
war production
prior to September
2, 1945
1945 of
September 2,
French residents,
residents,
of patent
patent rights
rights held
held by
by French
in respect
claims involving royalty payments in
respect of
rights
of such
such patent
patent rights

63 S
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held by the United States Office of Alien Property will not be conpossession of such payments by the Office of
sidered, by virtue of the possession
claims"
Alien Property,
Property, to be taken out of the category of "unpaid claims"
paragraph 6
6 (c),
referred to in the said paragraph
(c), but royalty payments
payments paid
respect of such patent
patent
prior to May
May 28, 1946 to French
French residents in respect
rights and thereafter
Office of Alien Property
Property from
thereafter collected by the Office
such French residents
residents shall not be considered
considered as "unpaid
"unpaid claims"
claims"
under the said paragraph 6
6 (c).
(c).
7.
7. Claims Excluded
Excluded
(a) The following types of financial
financial claims between
between the two
Governments
Governments are not covered
covered by this Agreement
Agreement and will be
accordance with procedures
procedures already
dealt with in accordance
already established
or to be established:
established:

(i) Claims of and against
against the United States War Shipping
Administration
Administration and the United States Maritime
Maritime Commission, or in which either of those Agencies
Agencies is the ultibeneficiary or is ultimately liable, unless the claim
mate beneficiary
claim
is otherwise specifically
Agreement or
or
specifically dealt with in this Agreement
in other agreements
agreements between the two Governments
Governments
(ii)
Reconstruction
(ii) Claims of and against the United States Reconstruction
Finance Corporation
Corporation and its subsidiaries
(iii) Claims of and against the United States Commodity
Commodity
Credit Corporation,
Corporation, except lend-lease claims.
claims.
(b) Neither this Agreement
Agreement nor the Memorandum
Memorandum of Understanding of May 28, 1946 covers claims presented in accordance with the practice whereby one government
government espouses a
a
claim of one of its nationals and submits it through diplomatic channels to another government.
(c) Neither
Memorandum of UnderAgreement nor the Memorandum
(c)
Neither this Agreement
deemed to bar the Governstanding of May 28, 1946 shall be deemed
ment of France from making claims for and obtaining refunds,
in total amount not in excess of $320,000, from the United
Internal Revenue of Federal
Federal manufacturers'
manufacturers'
States Bureau of Internal
excise
taxes paid
paid by
by the
the United
States Treasury
excise taxes
United States
Treasury and Navy
Departments on supplies and services purchased pursuant to
to
Departments
cash
reimbursement lend-lease
Governcash reimbursement
lend-lease requisitions of the Governexported to
ment of
of France and exported
to France or French overseas
overseas
territories.
Government of the United States agrees to
territories. The Government
cooperate with the Government
Government of France in making arrangearrangecooperate
presentation of
ments to complete
complete promptly
promptly the
the formal presentation
of such
Internal Revenue. Claims
Claims of
of the
claims to the Bureau
Bureau of
of Internal
Government of France for refunds of the above-mentioned
above-mentioned
Government
excise
have been
into
excise taxes
taxes in
in excess
excess of
of $320,000
$320,000 have
been taken
taken into
account
in
computing
the
revised
net
amount
set
forth
account in computing the revised net amount set forth in
in
paragraph
this Agreement.
paragraph 11of
of this
Agreement.

61 Stat.,
4175.
61
Stat, Pt.4,
Pt.4, p.
p. 4175.
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8. General
Waiver of
8.
General Waiver
of Claims
Claims

The two Governments
whatGovernments hereby agree that
that all financial
financial claims
claims whatsoever of each Government
Government against
which:
against the
the other which:
(a) have arisen or may hereafter
(a)
hereafter arise out of lend-lease or reciprocal aid,
aid, or
or
(b) otherwise have arisen or may hereafter
incidents
hereafter arise
arise out of
of incidents
or transactions occurring
occurring on
on or
1939 and
and
or after
after September
September 3,
3, 1939
prior to September 2, 1945 connected with or
or incidental
incidental to
the:conduct of
of World
II, or
or
thegconduct
World War
War II,
(c) have arisen or may hereafter
hereafter arise
the furnishing
furnishing of
arise out
out of the
of
supplies and services (including utilities, facilities, goods and
and
properties) by the Armed Forces of
of the
the United
United States
States to
to the
the
Government
Government of France or its overseas
overseas territories,
the
territories, or by
by the
Government of France to the Armed
Government
Armed Forces of the United
United
States, from September 2, 1945 to December
December 31,
31, 1946,
inclusive;
inclusive;

11.4, p.4176.
p.4175.
61 Stat., Pt.4,

62 Stat.,
62
Stat., Pt.3,
p.3826.
Pt.3, p.326.

61 Stat., Pt.4,
61
p.4177.
Pt.4, p.4177.

and which (i) are not otherwise
Agreement, (ii)
(ii) were
otherwise dealt
dealt with in
in this
this Agreement,
were
not specifically
specifically dealt with in the Memorandum
Memorandum of
of Understanding
Understanding of
of
May 28, 1946 and Annexes
Annexes thereto, and (iii) were not specifically
specifically
dealt with in the exchange of notes of February 27,
between the
the
27, 1948 between
two Governments
Governments regarding expenditures
expenditures of the United States Armed
Armed
Forces in France and French overseas
overseas territories, are
waived,
are hereby
hereby waived,
notwithstanding
notwithstanding paragraph 6
Memorandum of UnderUnder6 (d) of the
the Memorandum
standing
standing of May 28, 1946,
1946, whether
not the
the liability
payment
whether or
or not
liability for
for payment
was acknowledged
acknowledged and the method of computation
computation agreed.
agreed.
9. Surplus War Property
Property

61 Stat.,
61
Stat, Pt.4,
NPt.4,p.4179.
p.4179.

The United States Government
Government has now
now delivered
delivered and
and the
the
French Government
has
acquired
possession
of
and
Government
title to the surplus
described in the Memorandum
war property
property described
Memorandum of
of Understanding
Understanding of
of
May 28, 1946 under paragraph 1
Agreement
1 of Annex 3a entitled
entitled Agreement
Relating to the Transfer of
United States
Army and
Navy
of Surplus United
States Army
and Navy
Property and Installations
in
France
and
Installations
Overseas
Certain French Overseas
Territories. The United
United States Government
Government hereby
hereby certifies
certifies that
that the
the
quantity and value of the property received
received by the French
French GovernGovernment is not materially
materially different from that which was
was contemplated
contemplated
at the time of execution of that Agreement, and
the two
and therefore
therefore the
two
Governments agree that the United
States
Government
United
Government has fulfilled
obligations under
its obligations
under that
that Agreement.
Agreement.
10. Miscellaneous
Miscellaneous Provisions

French Government
Government will make no further
(a) The 'French
further payment to
to
the United
United States Government
Government for
lend-lease articles
for lend-lease
articles hereheretofore or hereafter
hereafter retransferred
retransferred to
to the
Government of
of
the Government
France by any third government
government where consent
consent for the
the
retransfer
retransfer of the specific articles was given by the United
United
States Government
Government prior to the date of
Agreement.
of this Agreement.
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Any other provisions hereof notwithstanding, this AgreeAgreement does not affect the responsibility
responsibility of the Government
Government
of France
France to settle with the Government
Government of
United
of the
the United
States for lend-lease
lend-lease articles heretofore
heretofore or hereafter
hereafter reretransferred
transferred to the French Government
Government from any third
third
government where consent for the retransfer
retransfer of the specific
government
articles was not given by the United States Government
Government
prior to the date of this Agreement.
Agreement.
(b) To the extent that provisions of this
Agreement are
this Agreement
are inconinconsistent with the provisions of any previous
previous agreements
or
agreements or
arrangements between the
the provisions
arrangements
the two
two Governments,
Governments, the
provisions
Memorandum of
of
of this Agreement
Agreement shall prevail. The Memorandum
Understanding
thereto, the
Understanding of May 28,
28, 1946
1946 and
and Annexes
Annexes thereto,
the
exchange of
February 27,
and any
other
exchange
of notes of February
27, 1948,
1948, and
any other
agreements
agreements or arrangements
heretofore entered
arrangements heretofore
entered into between the two Governments,
Governments, except in
fax as
in so far
as they
they are
not consistent with the provisions of
this Agreement,
Agreement, shall
shall
of this
remain in full force and effect. Nothing contained
this
contained in
in this
Agreement shall affect the obligations assumed under the
the
Agreement Respecting
Respecting Certain
Agreement
Certain Marechal
Marechl Jere
Joffre Claims
Claims
signed on October 19, 1948 by representatives
representatives of the
the Governments of the
United States of
of America,
America, France,
the United
France, and
and
Australia.
(c)
into force
force upon
upon the
of
(c) This
This Agreement
Agreement will enter
enter into
the date
date of
signature.

p.417
at1Stat.,
Stat., Pt.4, p.4175
2Stat.,PtJ. .38a.
628tst..Pt.8.12.3828.

astat,..rtz.p.sso.
2Stat..,Pt.3,p.284L

Entry
fors.
Entry into
into form
Post, p.
Pea,
p. viza.
n20.
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ACCORD
ACCORD ENTRE LE
LE GOUVERNEMENT
GOUVERNEMENT DES
DES ETATS-UNIS
ETATS-UNIS ET
ET
LE GOUVERNEMENT
GOUVERNEMENT FRANcAIS
AU REGLEMENT
FRANQAIS RELATIF
RELATIF AU
REGLEMENT
DE CERTAINES
CERTAINES CREANCES
CREANCES ET
DE CERTAINS
CERTAINS COMPTES
ET DE
COMPTES
FINANCIERS
FINANCIERS ENCORE EXISTANTS
Gouvernement des Etats-Unis
Le Gouvernement
Etats-Unis d'Amerique
d'Amerique et
et le
le Gouvernement
Gouvernement
de la Republique Frangaise
Frangaise se sont mis d'accord,
d'accord, dans
conditions
dans les
les conditions
indiquees
indiquees ci-dessous, sur le reglement definitif
de certaines
certaines creances
creances
definitif de
et de certains comptes financiers
financiers entre les
qui
les deux
deux Gouvernements
Gouvernements qui
definitivement regl6s
n'ont pas 6et
ete definitivement
regles par
Memorandum d'accord
par le
le Memorandum
d'accord et
et
ses annexes conclu entre le Gouvernement
des Etats-Unis
Etats-Unis et
et le
GouGouvernement des
le Gouvernement provisoire
provisoire de la
Frangaise le
le 28
1946 et
la Republique
R6publique Frangaise
28 mai
mai 1946
et
comportant reglement
reglement en matiere de
de pret-bail,
prat-bail, d'aide
d'aide reciproque,
r6ciproque, de
de
surplus militaires et de creances
creances de
guerre, ni
par 1'6change
Pechange de
de notes
de guerre,
ni par
notes
Gouvernements relatif
du 27 fevrier
fevrier 1948 entre les deux Gouvernements
relatif aux
aux depenses
depenses
des Forces Arm6es
Armees des Etats-Unis
Etats-Unis en
en France
France et
les territoires
et dans
dans les
territoires
frangais
frangais d'outre-mer, ou qui sont nes independamment
independamment desdits
accords.
desdits accords.
1. Montant
Montant dtt
dt
Les deux Gouvernements
Gouvernements conviennent
conviennent que
que la
somme de
la somme
de $653.300.$653.300.000 constitue le montant
net
revise et
montant
dfl an
et definitif
d6finitif da
au Gouvernement
Gouvernement
Gouvernement frangais
des Etats-Unis par le Gouvernement
frangais en
des dispoen application
application des
dispo2 du Memorandum
sitions du paragraphe
paragraphe 2
d'accord du
du 28
28 mai
mai 1946.
Memorandum d'accord
1946.
constitu6 (a) pour partie,
Ce montant est constitue
convenus
partie, des
des montants
montants convenus
dans le Memorandum
Memorandum d'accord precite
et ses
(b) pour
pour
precite et
ses annexes,
annexes, et
et (b)
partie, des montants
montants convenus ci-apres,
ci-apres, a savoir
savoir (i)
les
montants
(i) les montants
qui ont fait l'objet
l'objet d'une
d'une evaluation
evaluation lors
lors do
de la
dudit memomemola signature
signature dudit
randum et qui demeuraient
demeuraient sujets
(ii)
le
solde
net
des
sujets a,a revision,
revision, (ii) le soldo net des
comptes, creances
creances et obligations
obligations supplementaires
supplementaires r4gles
regles ci-apres.
ci-apres.
Ce montant net revise
revise pr6sente
presents un
caractere d6finitif
definitif et
un caractere
et n'est
n'est pas
pas
susceptible
susceptible d'amendement,
d'amendement, meme
meme s'il apparalt
apparalt ulterieurement
ulterieurement que
l'un
que l'un
des chiffres retenus pour la determination
solde n'etait
pas exact.
determination du
du solde
n'etait pas
exact.
2. Conditions de
de paiement
paiement
Le montant net revise fixe au
an paragraphe
accord
paragraphe 1
1 du
du present
present accord
sera paye dans les conditions prevues
prevues aux paragraphes
paragraphes 33 et
et 55 du
du
Memorandum d'accord
Memorandum
du 28
28 mai
mai 1946.
1946.
d'accord du

3. Creances
Creances litigieuses
litigieuses
Au cours
cours des negociations
negociations qui ont abouti an
au present accord,
Au
accord, les
les
representants
representants des deux Gouvernements
Gouvernements ont discute de nombreuses
nombreuses
creances
creances litigieuses que chacun
chacun des deux Gouvernements
Gouvernements possede
sur
possede sur
l'autre, en vue d'arriver
d'arriver aaun reglement
l'autre,
reglenient aussi general
general que
et
que possible
possible et
afin d'eviter
d'eviter des negociations
negociations prolongees
prolongees entre les
les deux Gouvernements.
Gouvernements.
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creances litigieuses
Les creances
litigieuses suivantes
suivantes ent
ant ete acceptees
lea Gouverneacceptees par les
Gouverneis France respectivement
respectivement et ont ete
ments des Etats-Unis et de la
6et
reglees comme suit:
(a) Creances
Creance,s du Gouvernement
Gouvernement des Etats-Unis sur le Gouvernement frangais incluses dans le calcul du montant net de la
is dette
visee an
au paragraphe
paragraphe 11du present accord:
accord:
anterieurs au
an Jour V—J
1945):
(i) Transferts anterieurs
V-J (2 septembre 1945):
(A) Produits petroliers
petroliers destines a
al'usage
l'usage civil et fournis an
au
Gouvernement
frangais en Afrique
Gouvernement frangais
Afrique du Nord et en Corse
awes
apres le ler juillet 1945
(B) 14 ambulances
l'Afrique du Nord
ambulances livrees en 1944 aa 1'Afrique
frangaise
posterieurs an
V—J (2 septembre 1945):
(ii) Transferts
Transferts posterieurs
au Jour V-J
d'hapitaux provenant des stocks en France de
(A) Lits d'h6pitaux
l'Armee
americaine
1'Armee americaine
(B) Coat
CoAit des materiels (y compris le fret) fournis sur
requisitions frangsises
aupres de is
Marine des Etatsla Marine
requisitions
frangaises aupres
10,013-10,040, a
10,017,
A l'exclusion de 10,017,
Unis (FAN 10,013-10,040,
at 10,037)
10,037) et livrs
livres au
10,019, 10,030, 10,031, 10,036 et
Gouvernement frangais
V-J (2 septembre
Gouvernement
frangais apres le Jour V—J
1945)
1945)
l'Armee
T6les d'acier provenant des stocks en France de l'Armee
(C) Toles
americaine
conserve provenant des stocks en France
France de
(D) Viande de conserve
l'Armee americaine
l'Armee
americaine
(E) Materiel
provenant des
des
de pneus
pneus provenant
pour la
la fabrication
fabrication de
(E)
Materiel pour
stocks en France de 1'Armee
l'Arrnee americaine
americaine
provenant des stocks en France de
(F) Camions usages provenant
americaine
l'Armee americaine
(G) Vetements
provenant des
stocks en
en France
France de
de l'Armee
1'Armee
des stocks
Vetements provenant
(G)
americaine
americaine
(11)
provenant des stocks
stocks en
electriques provenant
Equipements electiques
(H) Equipements
France
1'Armee americaine
France de l'Armee
(I)
d'entratnement des
aeriennes, yy
des forces aeriennes,
(I) Programme
Programme d'entrainement
compris
Etats-Unis de personnels
compris l'entralnement
1'entratnement aux Etats-Unis
de l'Armee
francaise
1'Armee de l'Air frangaise
(J)
materiel aerien,
aerien, yy compris
du materiel
d'entretien du
(J) Programme
Programme d'entretien
is fourniture d'equipements
l'entretien
d'equipements destines ait l'entretien
la
d'appareils construits aux Etats-Unis
(K)
Hospitalisation de
h6pipersonnels frangais
francais dans des hapide personnels
(K) Hospitalisation
militaires americains
americains
taux militaires
(L)
d'entralnement de 30 stagiaires
stagiaires frangais
l'Ecole
francais aI1'Ecole
(L) Frais d'entrainement
de
Corps de
Signalisation
du Corps
de Signalisation
de Photographie
Photographie du
(M)
Depenses de personnels frangais
detaches aupres de
frangais detaches
(M) Depenses
l'Armee
1'Air des Etats-Unis, en septembre et
1'Armee de l'Air
octobre 1945
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(N) Autres
Autres fournitures
fourniture,s d'articles
et de
services effectu6es
effectuees
d'articles et
de services
outre-mer
outre-mer par l'Armee
l'Armee am6ricaine,
americaine, y
compris
y compris cellos
celles
pour lesquelles une demande
speciale
de paiement
paiement
demande sp6ciale de
n'a pas ete presentee
anterieurement
present6e anterieurement

(0)
(0) Creances
Creances du Commandement
des Transports
Transports aeriens
aeriens
Commandement des
concernant le transport
concernant
ou de
de martransport de
de personnel
personnel ou
marchandises du Gouvernement
Gouvernement frangais
frangais ne
no relevant
relevant pas
pas
pret-bail
du prat-bail
(P) Fournitures
Fournitures de produits p6troliers
petroliers faites
faites par
par l'Armee
l'Armee et
et
la Marine americaines
Gouvernement frangais
dans
americaines au
au Gouvernement
frangais dans
les territoires
territoires d'outre-mer.
d'outre-mer.
(b) Creances
Cr6ances du Gouvernement
Gouvernement francais
francais sur
sur le
le Gouvernement
Gouvernement des
des
Etats-Unis, qui
qui seront
reglees comme
comme suit:
suit:
Etats-Unis,
seront regl6es
(i) Par la remise de $2.119.871,19
$2.119.871,19 par
par le
Gouvernement des
des
le Gouvernement
Etats-Unis au Gouvernement
Gouvernement francais
Etats-Unis
frangais aa la
la signature
du
signature du
present accord:
accord:
(A)
achet6 et paye par
par le Gouverne(A) Pertes sur du charbon
charbon achete
Gouvernement francais
frangais au Gouvernement
Gouvernement des
des Etats-Unis
Etats-Unis et
et
rendu inutilisable
inutilisable par suite de
de combustion
combustion spontanee
spontan6e
avant son arrivee
en France
France
arrivee en
(B) Dep6ts
du
Gouvernement
Depots
Gouvernement francais
frangais aupres
Tr&
aupres de
de la
la Tr6sorerie et du Departement
Departement de
de la
la Marine
Marine des
Etats-Unis
des Etats-Unis
excedant les montants necessaires
necessaires pour
pour le
remboursele remboursement de requisitions prat-bail
pret-bail payables
au
payables au comptant,
comptant,
pour lesquelles des livraisons ont
ont été
ete effectuees.
effectuees.
(ii) Par le paiement de $4.000.000 par le
des
le Gouvernement
Gouvernement des
Etats-Unis au
Gouvernement frangais,
an Gouvernement
francais, effectue
effectu6 par
par comcomconcurrence des montants
pensation a
aconcurrence
sommes
montants convenus
convenus de
de sommes
exigibles ou
ulterieurement devenir
on devant ulterieurement
exigibles
sur des
devenir exigibles sur
des
achet6s par le Gouvernement
batiments achetes
frangais A
A la
la
Gouvernement francais
Commission Maritime des Etats-Unis:
Etats-Unis:
(A)
(A) D6penses
Depenses faites par le
Gouvernement frangais
pour
le Gouvernement
francais pour
services rendus pendant la 'Anode
periode du ler
ler novembre
novembre 1945
1945
A des
au ler avril 1946 a
batiments de
des batiments
de l'Administration
l'Administration de
de
Guerre de la Marine Marchande
des Etats-Unis
Marchande des
Etats-Unis en
en
France
d'outre-mer, et
France et dans les territoires
tenitoires frangais
frangais d'outre-mer,
et
depenses
depenses faites pour de tels services rendus
rendus avant
avant ladite
ladite
periode
objets ne
periode pour des objets
ne relevant
relevant pas
pas de
de l'aide
1'aide
r6ciproque.
reciproque.
(c)
Creances du Gouvernement
(c) Creances
Gouvernement des Etats-Unis
Etats-Unis sur
sur le
le GouverneGouvernement
ment francais
frangais qui doivent etre reglees par le
Gouvernement
le Gouvernement
francais dans les conditions prevues
prevues par
frangais
par les
les dispositions
dispositions de
de
l'echange
Pechange de lettres en date du 66 decembre
decembre 1947
1947 entre
entre le
le
Ministre
des Finances
Ministre des
Finances de France et le Commissaire
Commissaire Central
Central
des Etats-Unis pour le
le theatre
theAtre europeen:
europ6en:
(i)
(i) Loyers
Loyers s'elevant
s'elevant a
ala somme de $449.428,57
$449.428,57 et payables
payables an
au
Gouvernement
Etats-Unis en vertu d'accords
Gouvernement des Etats-Unis
d'accords relatifs
relatifs
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& la location par le Gouvernement
a
Gouvernement des Etats-Unis au
Gouvernement frangais
frangais de certains biens en surplus pour
Gouvernement
pour
l'utilisation des installations portuaires de Cherbourg,
Morlaix, Brest, Saint-Nazaire
Saint-Nazaire et Le Havre
(ii) Prix
d'achat, s'elevant
de 262
262 batiments
batiments
Prix d'achat,
s'elevant a
a $4.000.000,
$4.000.000, de
militaires du pret-bail
militaire,s
pret-bail vendus
frangais.
vendus au
au Gouvernement
Gouvernement frangais.

particulieres annulees
4. Creances particulieres
annulees
Au cours des negociations
accord, les
negociations qui ont conduit au present accord,
les
creances
litigieuses suivantes
parmi celles
ce,lles qui
qui ont
ont ete
examinees
creances litigieuses
suivantes ont
ont ete
ete parmi
et6 examinees
par les representants
representants des deux Gouvernements,
Gouvemements, qui
ete
qui n'ont pas 6et
compensation et qui,
retenues en vue d'un paiement
paiement ou d'une compensation
qui, eu
eu
6gard
egard aux autres stipulations
stipulations du
du present
present accord,
accord, doivent
etre regard6es
regardees
doivent etre
comme ayant ete prises en consideration
bomme
consideration et annulees
annuldes conformement
conformement
paragraphe 8
8 du present
accord:
au paragraphe
present accord:
(a) Creances
Creances litigieuses presentees
presentees par le Gouvernement
Gouvernement des
des
Etats-Unis:
Etats-Unis:
(i)
paquebot "
NORMANDIE" a
de
(i) Hypotheque
Hypotheque sur
sur le
le paquebot
"NOBMANDIE"
a raison
raison de
dommages
paquebot "P*Rts"
ete
dommages aala
la cargaison
cargaison du
du paquebot
"PARIs" qui
qui ont
ont ete
le Gouvernement
Gouvernement des
des Etats-Unis
aux creanciers
regles par
par le
Etats-Unis aux
creanciers
hypothecaires
hypothecaires

(ii) Frais supportes
support& par
Gouvernement des
des Etats-Unis
pour
par le
le Gouvernement
Etats-Unis pour
materiel sanitaire
renais a
la France
France tel
tel qu'install6
qu'installe sur
le
le materiel
sanitaire remis
A la
sur le
paquebot
"CoLomsm" avant
quo ce
ce paquebot
paquebot ait
ait ete
paquebot "COLOMBIE"
avant que
ete
restitue
Gouvernement frangais
frangais
restitu6 au
au Gouvernement
(iii) Frais support&
Etats-Unis pour
supportes par le
le Gouvernement
Gouvernement des
des Etats-Unis
pour
l'impression,
le transport
et la
manutention de
de billets
billets
l'impression, le
transport et
la manutention
complementaires
en francs
frangais
complementaires en
francs frangais
(iv) Camions
Camions fournis
'monis a
I la
frangaise des
Somalis sur
(iv)
la C8te
C6te frangaise
des Somalis
sur la
la
base d'un
remboursement au
au comptant.
comptant.
base
d'un remboursement
(b) Creances litigieuses
(b)
litigieuses presentees
presentees par le Gouvernement
Gouvernement frangais:
frangais:
(i) Creance
la Compagnie
Compagnie frangaise
frangaise des
des Cables
(i)
Creance de
de la
Cables telegraphiques
telegraphiques
pour
reparation des
des dommages
dont les
les Forces
pour les
les frais
frais de
de reparation
dommages dont
Forces
Armees des
Etats-Unis etaient
etaient responsables
Arm6es
des Etats-Unis
responsables
(ii) Sacs
Sacs de
jute requisitionnes
Gouvernement des
des Etats(ii)
de jute
requisitionns par
par le
le Gouvernement
EtatsUnis
date proche
proche du
du 27
1942
Unis aIune
une date
27 avril
avril 1942
(iii) Materiel
Materiel Eyre
la France
du
(iii)
livre a
a la
France metropolitaine
metropolitaine et
et aal'Afrique
l'Afrique du
Nord frangaise
titre des
des requisitions
requisitions de
Nord
frangaise au
au titre
de pret-bail
pret-bail payables
payables
au comptant
en raison
raison de
de ses
sea defectuosites.
defectuosites.
au
comptant et
et refuse
refuse en
5.
5. Creanees
Creances maritimes
maritimes
Ainsi qu'il
eat prevu
prevu au
au paragraphe
de la
la section
intitulee "Cre"Cr&
Ainsi
qu'il est
paragraphe 1
1 de
section intitulee
ances des Etats-Unis"
du Memorandum
d'accord du
du 28
28
Etats-Unis" de
de l'annexe
l'annexe 55du
Memorandum d'accord
mai 1946, les deux Gouvernements, par un accord
accord separe, sont convenus
part et
et d'autre
creances gouvernevenus d'annuler
d'annuler de
de part
d'autre certaines
certaines creances
gouvernementales
de mer,
mer, et
sont convenus
que chaque
chaque
mentales resultant
resultant d'accidents
d'accidents de
et sont
convenus que
Gouvernement reglera
base du pret-bail
prat-bail et de l'aide reciproque
Gouvernement
reglera sur la base
reciproque
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certaines
certaines revendications
revendications formulees
ses Tribunaux
par ses
ses
formulees devant
devant ses
Tribunaux par
nationaux
nationaux contre
contre l'autre
l'autre Gouvernement.
Gouvernement.
6. Creances
Cr6ances concernant
concernant les
les brevets
brevets d'invention
d'invention
Les deux Gouvernements
Gouvernements sont convenus
convenus que,
que, pour
pour l'application
l'application
des stipulations du paragraphe
paragraphe 66 (c) du Memorandum
d'accord du
Memorandum d'accord
du 28
28
mai 1946 relatif aa l'usage
a la violation,
violation, pour
l'usage ou a
pour une
une production
production de
de
guerre
anterieure au 2
2 septembre
guerre anterieure
septembre 1945,
des droits
droits de
de brevets
1945, des
brevets apparteappartenant a
A des personnes
personnes residant en France ou dans
dans les
les territoires
territoires frangais
francais
d'outre-mer,
creances relatives
d'outre-mer, les creances
relatives a
ades
des paiements
redevances conpaiements de
de redevances
concernant de tels droits de brevets detenus
detenus par
par l'Office
la Propri6et
Propriete
l'Office de
de la
Etrangere des Etats-Unis
consider6es, du
Etrangere
Etats-Unis ne seront pas considerees,
du fait
la detenfait de
de la
d6tention de ces sommes
sommes par l'Office
de la
la Propriete
Propriete Etrangere,
Etrangere, comme
comme
l'Office de
exclues de la categorie
"creances non
exclues
categorie des "creances
encore reglees"
reglees" au
au sens
dudit
non encore
sens dudit
paragraphe
mais les paiements
paiements de
paragraphe 6
6 (c), rnais
de redevances
redevances effectues
effectues au
au titre
titre
de tels droits de brevets
brevets avant le
1946 a
Ades
le 28 mai
mai 1946
des personnes
personnes residant
residant
en France
France ou dans les territoires
et recouvres
recouvres
territoires frangais
frangais d'outre-mer
d'outre-mer et
apres cette
cette date sur
apres
our ces personnes
personnes par le Bureau
de la
Propriete
Bureau de
la Propri6t6
Etrangere ne seront pas consider&
comme "creances
non encore
consideres comme
"creances non
encore
reglees"
sens dudit paragraphe
reglees" au sena
paragraphe 6
6 (c).
(c).

7. Creances
Creances exclues
l'accord
exclues de
de l'accord
(a)-

(a) Les categories
categories suivantes
suivantes de creances
creances financieres
financieres existant
existant entre
entre
les deux Gouvernements
Gouvernements no
couvertes par
par le
present
ne sont
sont pas
pas couvertes
le present
accord et seront
seront traitees
traitees suivant
dejâ en
suivant des
des procedures
procedures d6ja
en
vigueur ou qui seront etablies
etablies par la
la suite:
suite:
(i) Creances en faveur eta
et al'encontre
de
l'encontre de
de l'Administration
l'Administration de
Guerre de la Marine Marchande
Marchande des
Etats-Unis et
et de
la
des Etats-Unis
de la
Commission Maritime des Etats-Unis,
Etats-Unis, ou
dont l'une
l'une de
de
ou dont
ces Administrations
Administrations serait le beneficiaire
beneficiaire ou
ou le
le debiteur
debiteur
final, aa moms
moins qu'il n'en soit par
par ailleurs
specialement
ailleurs specialement
traite
traite dans le present
present accord ou dans d'autres accords
accords
entre les deux Gouvernements
Gouvernements
(ii) Creances
Creances en favour
a l'encontre
faveur et a
l'encontre de
la "Reconstruction
de la
"Reconstruction
Finance
Corporation" et de ses
Finance Corporation"
ses filiales
filiales
(iii)
Cr6ances en faveur et a
a l'encontre
l'encontre de
(iii) Creances
de la
la "Commodity
"Commodity
Credit
Corporation",
a
l'exception
Credit Corporation", a
des creances
creances pret-bail.
prat-bail.
(b)
(b) Ni le present accord,
accord, ni le Memorandum
Memorandum d'accord
d'accord du
du 28
28 mai
mai
1946
ne couvrent
1946 ne
couvrent les reclamations
reclamations present6es
presentees conformement
conformement
a la coutume
a
coutume suivant
suivant laquelle un
un Gouvernement
Gouvernement fait
fait sienne
sienne
une reclamation
une
reclamation de l'un de ses nationaux et
soumet a
et la
la soumet
a
l'autre Gouvernement
Gouvernement par la voie
voie diplomatique.
diplomatique.
(c) Ni le present
Memorandum d'accord
(c)
present accord, ni le Memorandum
du 28
mai
d'accord du
28 mai
1946
ne pourront
d'empecher le
1946 no
pourront avoir pour effet d'empecher
le GouverneGouvernement frangais
francais de presenter
reclamations et
ment
presenter des reclamations
et d'obtenir
d'obtenir du
du
"Bureau
"Bureau of Internal
Internal Revenue",
Revenue", dans la limite d'un
montant
d'un montant
total de
total
de $320.000, des remboursements
remboursements de
de taxes
taxes federales
fed6rales
d'excise
sur les
d'excise our
les producteurs
producteurs industriels
industriels payees
payees par la
Tresorerie
laTresorerie
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des Etats-Unis
Departement dela Marine des
Etats-Unis et le Departement
des Etats-Unis
Etats-Unis
sur des fournitures et prestations
prestations acquises
acquises au titre de
de r6quisirequisitions du Gouvernement
Gouvernement francais
frangais en
pret-bail remboursable
remboursable
en pret-bail
exportees vers la France ou les
au comptant et exportees
lea territoires
territoires fraufrancais
Etats-Unis convient
gais d'outre-mer. Le Gouvernement
Gouvernement des Etats-Unis
convient
a conclure
d'aider le Gouvernement
Gouvernement francais
frangais a
conclure lea
les arrangearrangements destines aA completer rapidement
rapidement la
offila presentation
presentation officielle de ces reclamations
reclamations au "Bureau
"Bureau of
Internal Revenue".
of Internal
Revenue".
Les reclamations
reclamations du Gouvernement
Gouvernement frangais
frangais tendant
tendant an
au
remboursement des taxes d'excise
remboursement
d'excise mentionnees
mentionnees ci-dessus,
ci-dessus,
en exces de $320.000,
prises en consideration
$320.000, ont ete prises
consideration
dans le calcul du montant net revise figurant
figurant au
an paraparagraphe 1
1du present accord.
accord.
generale de cr6ances
8. Annulation generale
creances
Les deux Gouvemements
Gouvernements conviennent
lea presentes
presentes que
conviennent par
par les
que toutes
toutes
lea creances
creances financieres,
de chaque
financieres, quelles
quelles qu'elles
qu'elles soient, de
chaque GouverneGouvernement I
regard de
l'autre, qui:
A l'egard
de l'autre,
qui:
ou pourraient
ulterieurement du
(a) sont nees on
pourraient nattre
nattre ulterieurement
du prat-bail
pret-bail ou
ou
de l'aide reciproque,
reciproque,
(b) sont flees
nees on
ou pourraient
(b)
pourraient nattre
ulterieurement d'evenements
d'evenements ou
ou
nattre ult6rieurement
transactions survenus le 3
transactions
1939 ou
ou apres
apres cette
date
3 septembre 1939
cette date
et avant le
septembre 1945
ou I
l'occasion
le 22septembre
1945 en
en relation
relation avec,
avec, ou
a l'occasion
de la conduite
conduite de la seconde
seconde guerre
guerre mondiale,
(c) sont nees
naitre ulterieurement
ult6rieurement de la fourniture
nees ou
on pourraient nattre
de biens et prestations (y
des travaux,
installations,
(y compris
compris des
travaux, installations,
marchandises et
marchandises
et autres
autres biens) par les
lea Forces
des EtatsForces Armees
Armees des
EtatsUnis
Gouvernement frangais
on aux
frangais
Unis au
au Gouvernement
frangais ou
aux territoires
territoires frangais
d'outre-mer, ou
Gouvernement frangais
aux Forces
ou par le Gouvernement
frangais aux
Forces ArArmees des Etats-Unis, du 2
2 septembre
septembre 1945
decembre
1945 au 31
31 decembre
1946
1946 inclus;
inclus;
et qui (i)
(i) ne font pas
d'autres dispositions
dispositions dans
dans le
le present
pas l'objet
l'objet d'autres
present
accord, (ii) n'ont pas
accord,
de dispositions
dispositions particulieres
le
pas fait
fait l'objet
l'objet de
particulieres dans
dans le
Memorandum
d'accord
Memorandum d'accord du 28
1946 ou
ou dans
sea annexes,
et (iii)
28 mai 1946
dans ses
annexes, et
(iii)
n'ont pas fait l'objet de dispositions speciales
dans l'echange
l'echange de
de
speciales dans
lettres du 27 fevrier
fevrier 1948 entre les deux
deux Gouvernements
Gouvernements relatif
relatif aux
aux
depenses
depenses des Forces Armees
Armees des Etats-Unis
Etats-Unis en
France et
lea
en France
et dans
dans les
territoires
territoires frangais d'outre-mer,
d'outre-mer, sont
nonsont et demeurent
demeurent annulees,
annulees, nonobstant le paragraphe
paragraphe 66(d) du Memorandum
Memorandum d'accord
du 28
28 mai
mai 1946,
1946,
d'accord du
alors mmme
obligation de
meme qu'une
qu'une obligation
anterieurement
de paiement
paiement a
a ete
ete anterieurement
reconnue et un mode de
de reglement
reconnue
reglement convenu.
convenu.
9. Surplus
Surplus de
de guerre
guerre
Le Gouvernement
Gouvernement des
des Etats-Unis
Etats-Unis aamaintenant
maintenant effectue
et
Le
effectue remise,
remise, et
le Gouvernement
Gouvernement frangais a
aacquis titre
surplus de
titre et
et possession,
possession, des
des surplus
de
guerre
guerre vises au Memorandum
Memorandum d'accord du 28
conformement
28 mai 1946 conformement
au paragraphe 1
1 de l'annexe
an
l'annexe 3a intitulee
intitulee "Accord
"Accord relatif A
I la cession
cession
des biens et installations en surplus de P.Armee
de is
Marine des
1'Armee et de
la Marine
des
Etats-Unis
Etats-Unis se trouvant en France et dans
territoires frangais
dans certains
certains territoires
francais
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d'outre-mer". Le Gouvernement
Gouvernement des Etats-Unis
Etats-Unis certifie
certifie par
par les
les
presentes
que
la
quantit6
presentes
is. quantite et la valeur
vale''r des biens
regus par
biens reCus
par le
le GouverneGouvernement francais
frangais ne
no different
different pas substantiellement
celles prevues
au
substantiellement de
de celles
pr6vues au
moment de la
Memorandum d'accord,
is. conclusion
conclusion du Memorandum
deux
d'accord, et
et les
les deux
Gouvernements conviennent
conviennent en consequence
consequence que le Gouvernement
Gouvernement des
des
Etats-Unis s'est acquitte des obligations
obligations qui lui
incombaient au
au titre
titre
lui incombaient
dudit accord.
10. Dispositions
Dispositions diverses

(a) Le Gouvernement
Gouvernement frangais
frangais n'aura plus
d'autres paiements
plus d'autres
paiements
a effectuer
effectuer au Gouvernement des Etats-Unis
des biens
Etats-Unis pour des
biens
fournis en prat-bail
fournis
pret-bail qui ont ete, ou pourront etre ulterieureult6rieurement,
retrocedes au Gouvernement
Gouvernement francais
ment, retrocedes
frangais par un
tiers
un tiers
Gouvernement, dans le cas oh le Gouvernement
Gouvernement,
Gouvernement des
des EtatsEtatsUnis a, anterieur
emen t A
a is.
dat
e d
u pr
esent accord,
anterieurement
la date
du
pr6sent
accord,
autorise une telle retrocession
retrocession de biens &anent
dfiment specifies.
specifies.
Nonobstant
Nonobstant toutes autres
autres stipulations
stipulations du present
present accord,
accord,
ne modifie pas la responsabilite
le present accord no
responsabilite qui
qui inincombe au Gouvernement
Gouvernement frangais de traitor
combo
le GouverGouvertraiter avec
avec le
nement des Etats-Unis du reglement
biens fourths
en
reglement des
des biens
fournis en
prat-bail qui out
ont pu ou pourront etre retrocedes
pret-bail
au Gouretrocedes au
Gouvernement frangais par un tiers Gouvernement,
dans le
cas
Gouvernement, dans
le cas
oi le Gouvernement
oh
Gouvernement des Etats-Unis n'a
na pas
autorise une
pas autoris6
une
telle retrocession
dument sp6cifies
retrocession de biens dament
specifies anterieurement
anterieurement
Ala date du present accord.
a
(b) Dens
Dans la mesure
of les stipulations du
mesure oh
present accord
accord sont
sant
du present
en contradiction
contradiction avec celles de tout accord ou
en
arrangement
ou arrangement
anterieur entre les deux Gouvernements,
Gouvernements, celles
anterieur
present
celles du
du present
accord
prevaudront. Le Memorandum
Memorandum d'accord
accord prevaudront.
du
28 mai
mai
d'accord du 28
1946 et ses annexes,
1946
annexes, l'echange
Pechange de lettres du
27
fevrier
1948,
du 27 fevrier 1948,
ainsi
ainsi que tous autres accords ou arrangements
passes
arrangements passes
jusqu'ici entre les deux Gouvernements,
Gouvernements, demeureront
jusqu'ici
en
demeureront en
la mesure oh
vigueur, sauf dans is.
no
sont
oi leurs
leurs stipulations
stipulations ne sont
pas conciliables
conciliables avec celles
cellos du present accord.
des
accord. Aucune
Aucune des
stipulations portees au present accord no
peut
porter
ne peut porter
atteinte aux obligations contractees
contractees dans
l'accord concondans 1'accord
cernant
cemant certaines
certaines creances
creances relatives au "
M ARECHAL JOFFRE",
JOFFRE",
"MARECHAL
signe le 19 octobre 1948 par les representants
sine
representants des
des GouverneGouvernements
des Etats-Unis d'Amerique,
ments des
d'Amerique, de la France
et de
France et
de
l'Australie.

Authentictext.
Authentic
texts.

(c) Le present
present accord entrera en vigueur des la
la date
date de
de sa
sa
signature.
DONE
FAIT aa Washington,
DONE at
at Washington,
Washington, in duplidupliFAIT
Washington, en double
cate, in the English and French
French exemplaire,
exemplaire, en langue
langue anglaise
anglaise et
languages,
both
texts being
being franvaise,
frangaise, chaque texte faisant
faisant
equally authentic, this
day egalement foi, ce 14 mars 1949.
this 14th
14th day
1949.
of March, 1949.
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FOR THE GOVERNMENT
GOVERNMENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA:
AMERICA:
POUR LE GOUVERNEMENT
GOUVERNEMENT DES ETATS-UNIS
POUR
ETATS-UNIS D'AMERIQUE:
D'AMERIQUE:
DEAN ACHESON
DEAN
ACHESON
Secretary
Secretary of
of State of
of the
United States
States of America
Secritaire
Seeretaire d'Etat
d'Etat
des Etats-Unis
Etats-Unis d'Amerique
FOR THE GOVERNMENT
REPUBLIC OF FRANCE:
FRANCE:
GOVERNMENT OF THE REPUBLIC
POUR LE GOUVERNEMENT
GOUVERNEMENT DE LA
LA REPUBLIQUE
REPUBLIQUE FRANCAISE:
FRANCAISE:
H BONNET
H
BONNET
Ambassador
Extraordinary and
Plenipotentiary to
Ambassador Extraordinary
and Plenipotentiary
to the
the
United
United States of America
Ambassadeur Extraordinaire
Ambassadeur
Eztraordinairea
et Plenipotentiaire
Plnipotentiaire
aupres
d'Amirique
aupres du Gouvernement
Gouvernement des Etats-Unis
Etats-Unisd'Amriqgue
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INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS
INTERNATIONAL
THAN TREATIES
TREATIES
AGREEMENTS OTHER
OTHER THAN
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Agreement between the United
United States of
of America
an
America and
and Peru
Peru respecting
respecting an
Army mission
Army
mission to Peru.
Peru. Signed at Washington
Washington June
June 20,
20, 1949;
1949;
entered
entered into
June 20,
20, 1949.
1949.
into force
force June
AGREEMENT BETWEEN
AGREEMENT
BETWEEN THE
THE C CONVENIO
CONVENIO ENTRE
GOENTRE EL
EL GO.
GOVERNMENT OF
GOVERNMENT
THE
OF THE
BIERNO
BIERNO DE
LOS ESTADOS
DE LOS
ESTADOS
UNITED
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
AMERIOF AMERI.
UNIDOS DE
Y EL
EL
DE AMERICA
AMERICA Y
CA AND THE
GOVERNMENT
THE GOVERNMENT
GOBIERNO
GOBIERNO DE
DE LA
LA REPUREPUOF THE REPUBLIC OF
OF PERU
PERU
BLICA DEL
DEL PERU
PERU
In conformity
In
conformity with
with the
rethe rerequest of the
the Government
Government of
of the
the
Republic of Peru to
the GovernGovernto the
ment of the United
of AmerAmerUnited States
States of
ica, the President
President of
the United
United
of the
States of America
America has authorized
authorized
appointment of officers
the appointment
and
officers and
subordinate
subordinate personnel
personnel of the
the Army
Army
of the United States
as members
members
States as
of aa United States
States Army Mission
Mission
to Peru for training
training purposes,
purposes, in
in
accordance
accordance with the conditions
conditions
stipulated below:
below:

De conformidad
conformidad con
con la
la solicitud
solicitud
del Gobierno
Gobierno de
Reptiblica del
del
de la
la Repdblica
Perd al Gobierno
Peril
Gobierno de
de los
los Estados
Estados
Unidos
Unidos de
America, el
el Presidente
Presidente
de America,
de los Estados Unidos
Unidos de
de America
America
ha autorizado el
nornbramiento de
de
el nombramiento
oficiales y
y personal
del
personal subalterno
subalterno del
ejercito de
los Estados
Unidos
de los
Estados Unidos
como miembros de una
una Mision
Misi6n
Militar de los
Militar
los Estados
Estados Unidos
Unidos en
en
la Republica del Perd
Perti para
para fines
fines
instrucci6n de
de instruccien
de acuerdo
acuerdo con
con las
las
condiciones que
cortdiciones
se estipulan
estipulan a
a conque se
continuacion:
tinuaci6n:

TITLE II

TITULO
TITULO I
I

Purpose and Duration
Purpose
Duration

Objeto
Objeto y
y Duraci6n
Duraci6n

ARTICLE
A RTICLE 1. The purpose
of this
this
purpose of

Mission is to cooperate
cooperate with
with the
the
Minister
Minister of War of the Republic
Republic
of Peru and with the officers
of the
the
officers of
Peruvian Army
Army in
in order
order to
to inincrease the military
of
military efficiency
efficiency of
the Peruvian Army.
Army.
ARTICLE
A
RTICLE 2. This Mission
Mission shall
shall
continue for a
a period of four (4)
(4)
years, from the date
date of
of the
the signing
signing
of this Agreement
Agreement by
the acby the
accredited
credited representatives
representatives of
of the
the
Government
Government of the
the United
United States
States
of America and the Government
Government of
of
the Republic of Peru,
unless preprePeru, unless
viously terminated
terminated or
or extended
extended as
as
hereinafter
hereinafter provided. Any
Any memmember of the Mission
Mission may
be reremay be
placed by the Government
Government of
of the
the

ARTICULO
1. El objeto
ARTICULO 1.
objeto do
de esta
esta
Misi6n es el de cooperar
Mision
cooperar con
con el
el
Ministro de
Repdde Guerra
Guerra de
de la
la Repdblica del Perd
Peril y
los oficiales
y con
con los
oficiales del
del
ejercito
para aumentar
ejercito peruano
peruano para
la
aumentar la
eficiencia militar del ejercito
eficiencia
del
ejercito del
Peril.
Perd.
ARTICULO
A
RTICULO 2. Esta Mision
funMisi6n funcionara
un period°
cionara por un
de cuatro
periodo de
cuatro
(4) afios aapartir de
de la
la
la fecha
fecha de
de la
firma de este Convenio
por los
Convenio por
los
representantes acreditados
representantes
acreditados del
del
Gobierno de los Estados Unidos
Unidos
de America
America y
y del
de la
la
del Gobierno
Gobierno de
Repdblica
Reptiblica del Perd,
Peril, aa menos
menos que
quo
se termine oo se
se prorrogue
como se
prorrogue como
se
dispone mas
mils adelante.
adelante. Cualquier
Cualquier
Misi6n podra
miembro de la Mision
ser
podra ser
reemplazado por el
reemplazado
Gobierno de
de
el Gobierno
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United States of America after
after
the expiration
expiration of
of two years of
of
service, in which case a
a replacereplacement shall be furnished.
furnished.
ARTICLE 3.
If the
the Government
ARTICLE
3. If
Government

of the Republic
Republic of Peru should desire to extend the services of the
Mission
Mission beyond the stipulated
period it shall make
make a
aproposal in
writing
writing to that effect six months
before the expiration
expiration of this AgreeAgreement.

ARTICLE
ARTICLE 4.
Agreement may
4. This
This Agreement
may

be terminated before the expiration of the period of four (4) years
prescribed
prescribed in Article 2
2 or before
the expiration
expiration of the extension
authorized in Article 3, in the
authorized
following mannermanner:
(a) At the request of either of
the Governments
Governments provided the
in
other Government
Government is notified in
writing three (3) months in advance.
(b) By the recall of all the personnel of the Mission by the
Government of the United States
interest
of America
America in the public interest
of the United States of America,
without the necessity of compliance with provision (a) of this
Article.

los Estados
Estados Unidos de America
America
despues de la expiraci6n
expiracion de dos
afios de servicio, en cuyo caso
caso se
se
nombrara
nombrara a
a otro
otro miembro
miembro para
para
quo lo
reemplace.
que
lo reemplace.
ARTICULO 3. Si el
ARTICULO
el Gobierno
Gobierno de
de
la Republica
Repdblica del Perd
Per deseare
deseare quo
que
los servicios
de la
la Misi6n
Misi6n se
se prorroprorrolos
servicios de
guen
gruen mas alla del periodo
periodo estiestipulado, hará
hara una propuesta
propuesta por
por
efecto seis
seis meses
escrito a
a tel
tal efecto
meses
antes de la expiracion
expiraci6n de
de este
este
Convenio.
Convenio.
AnucuLo 4.
4. Este
Este Convenio
Convenio
ARTICULO
podra
ternainarse antes
antes de
expodra terminarse
de la
la expiracion
period° de
de cuatro
(4)
piraci6n del
del periodo
cuatro (4)
silos
el Articulo
2, o
afios prescritos
prescritos en
en el
Articulo 2,
o
antes
de la
la expiraci6n
antes de
expiraci6n de
de la
la pr6pr6rroga autorizada
autorizada en
el Articulo
Articulo 3,
en el
3,
de
la manera
manera siguiente:
de la
siguiente:

2523

Extension of servExtension
servMission.
ices of Mission.

Termination
agreement.
agreement.

of
of

peticion de
de uno
u otro
(a) A
A petici6n
uno u
otro de
de
siempre que
quo lo
lo
los Gobiernos,
Gobiernos, siempre
notifique por
al otro
Gonotifique
por escrito
escrito al
otro Gobierno con
tres (3)
bierno
con tres
(3) meses
meses de
de antianticipaci6n.
cipaci6n.
(b)
retiro de
de todo
el
(b) Por
Por el
el retiro
todo el
personal de
la Misi6n
Misi6n por
personal
de la
por el
el
Gobierno
los Estados
Unidos
Gobierno de
de los
Estados Unidos
de America,
America, en inter&
ptiblico de
interes pdblico
de
los
Estados Unidos
Unidos de
de America,
America,
los Estados
sin necesidad
de cumplir
necesidad de
cumplir con
con la
la
Artfculo.
disposici6n (a)
(a) de
de este
este Artlculo.

This Agreement
Agreement is
ARTICLE 5.
5. This
is
subject to
to cancellation
cancellation upon
the
upon the
initiative
initiative of either
either the GovernGovernment of
of the
the United States
States of
of
America
America or the
the Government
Government of
of
the Republic
Republic of Peru, at any time
time
during the period
period in which either
either

Cancellation
Cancellation In
in case
cas
ARTICULO 5.
Convenio esta
esti, of
ARTICULO
5. Este Convenio
hostilities.
of hostllties.
sujeto
sujeto a
a cancelacion
cancelaci6n por
por iniciativa,
iniciativa,
ya
del Gobierno
Gobierno de
ya sea
sea del
de los
los Estados
Estados
Unidos de America
America oodel Gobierno
de la Repdblica
Repdblica del Perd,
Peru, en cualquier momento, cuando uno u
u
otro de los dos Gobiernos se vea
yea
Governments is involved
involved in envuelto en hostilidades internas
of the Governments
domestic or
or foreign
hostilities.
domestic
foreign hostilities.
ooexternas.
TITLE II

TITULO II

Organization and Personnel
Organization
Personne

Organizaciot
—
Personal
Organizaci6n
yy Personal

ARTICLE 6.
This Mission
Mission shall
shall
6. This
consist of such
personnel of the
such personnel
the
Army of the United States of
America
America as
as may
may be agreed
upon
agreed upon

AirricuLo 6.
6. Esta
Esta Misi6n
estara
ARTICULO
Misi6n estara
constitulda por
el personal
constituida
por el
personal del
del
ejercito
ejercito de los
los Estados Unidos de
de
America
America que
acuerden el
ei Ministro
que acuerden
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by the Minister of War of the Republic of Peru through his
his authorauthorrepresentative in Washington
ized representative
Washington
Department of the
and the Department
the Army
Army
of the United States of America.

tante autorizado
autorizado en
en Washington,
Washington,
y la Secretaria
y
Secretarfa del Ejercito
los
Ej6rcito de
de los
Estados Unidos de America.
America •

TITLE III
III

TITULO
TITULO III
III

Duties, Rank and
Duties,
Precedence
and Precedence

Deberes,
Grado y
y Precedencia
Deberes, Grado
Precedencia

ARTICLE 7. The members
of
members of
the Mission shall be responsible
responsible
through the Chief of
Mission and
and
of Mission
General of the
the Inspector
Inspector General
the
Peruvian
Peruvian Army to the
the Minister
Minister of
of
War of the Republic
Republic of
Peru.
of Peru.

ARTICULO
ARTICULO 7.
de
7. Los
Los mierabros
miembros de
la Misi6n,
Mision, por
por conducto
Jefe
conducto del
del Jefe
de la Misi6n y
y del
del Inspector
Inspector
General del
ejercito del
General
del ejercito
del Peril,
Peru,

de Guerra
Guerra de la Repiblica
Repdblica del
del
Perd,
Peril, por medio de su
su represen.represen-

serAn responsables
responsables ante el
serin
Minisel Ministro de Guerra
Guerra de
de la
la Repiublica
Repdblica del
del
Peril.
Peru.

ARTICULO
ARTICULO 8. Los miembros
miembros de
de
ARTICLE 8. The personnel
of the
personnel of
the
in Misi6n ejerceran
ejerceran sus
sus funciones
funciones
Mission shall perform
duties la
perform such
such duties
segAn lo
acuerden el
el Inspector
lo acuerden
Inspector
as may be
agreed upon
the segln
be agreed
upon by
by the
General del
Peril y
y el
del ejercito
ejercito del
Inspector General
del Peri
el
Peruvian General
Inspector
General of the Peruvian
Jefe de
de la
la Mision.
Misi6n.
Army and the
the Chief
Chief of
of the
the Jefe
Mission.
Mission.
ARTICLE 9. Each member
ARTICLE
of
member of
ARTICULO 9.
9. Cada
Cada miembro
miembro de
de
the Mission shall serve
serve on
on the
the la Misien
Misi6n desempefiarg,
sus fundesempefiarg sus
funMission with the rank
rank he
he holds
holds ciones en ella con el
que
el grado
grado que
in the Army
of the
United States
Army of
the United
States tenga en el
de los
el ejercito
ej6rcito de
los Estados
Estados
wear the
and shall wear
of his
the uniform
uniform of
his Unidos y
y usarti,
usari el uniforme
uniforme de
de su
su
rank
rank in the Army of
United grado en el ejercito de
of the
the United
de los
Estados
los Estados
States, but shall have
have precedence
precedence Unidos, pero
pero tendra
tendra precedencia
precedencia
over all Peruvian Officers
the isobre todos los oficiales
Officers of
of the
oficiales peruanos
peruanos
same rank.
rank.
del mismo
del
mismo grado.
grado.
Benefits, etc.
Benefits,
etc.
ARTICLE 10.
10. Each member of
ARTICLE
ARTICULO 10. Cada
Cada miembro
miembro
the Mission
Mission shall
shall be
be entitled
to de la Misi6n tendra
entitled to
tendra derecho
derecho a
a
all benefits and privileges
privileges which
which todos los beneficios
beneficios y
y privilegios
privilegios
the regulations
regulations of the Peruvian
Peruvian que los reglamentos del
del ejercito
ejercito
Army provide for Peruvian
Peruvian officers
officers idel Perl
Peru otorguen
otorguen a
a los
los oficiales
oficiales
and enlisted men
men of
of corresponding
corresponding peruanos
peruanos y
y al personal subalterno
subaltern°
rank.
rank.
de grado correspondiente.
de
correspondiente.
Disciplinary regulaARTICLE 11. The personnel of
ARTICLE
tions.sciplinary regnul
ARTICULO 11.
11. El personal
personal de
de la
la
the Mission shall be governed
governed by
by IMision
Misi6n se regira,
por las
las ordeorderegirA por
the disciplinary regulations
the nanzas
regulations of
of the
inanzas militares del
del ejercito
ejercito de
de
United States
States Army.
Army.
1los
[os Estados Unidos.
Unidos.
Compensation.
Compensation.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE 12.
12. Members
Members of the
ARTICULO 12. Los miembros
ARTICULO
raiembros de
de
Mission shall receive from
the la
from the
1a Mision
Misi6n recibiran
recibiran del
del Gobierno
Gobierno
Government of the
of c
the Republic
Republic of
le la Repdblica
Republica del Peril
de
Peri la
remula remuPeru such net annual compensacompensa- neraci6n
iieraci6n neta anual, pagadera
en
pagadera en
tion, payable in
United States
in United
States imoneda
noneda de los Estados
Estados Unidos,
Unidos,
currency, as may be
be agreed
agreed upon
upon qque
tue acuerden
acuerden los dos
Gobiernos
dos Gobiernos
by the two Governments
Governments for
for each
each para
p)ara cada
cads. miembro. Esta
remuEsta remumember.
compensation shall
member. This compensation
shall neracidn
nleraci6n se pagara en
(12)
en doce
doce (12)
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be paid in twelve
twelve (12)
(12) equal
equal
monthly installments,
installments, each
each of
of
which shall
due and
and payable
shall be
be due
payable
on the last day
day of
of the
the month.
month.
The said compensation shall
shall not
not
be subject
subject to any tax now or
hereor hereafter in effect of the
Government
the Government
Republic of Peru
of the Republic
Peru or
or of
of any
any
of its political or administrative
administrative
subdivisions.
subdivisions. Should
Should there,
there, howhowever, at present
present or while
while this
this
Agreement
Agreement is in
in effect,
effect, be
any
be any
taxes that might affect this
this comcompensation, such taxes
taxes shall
shall be
paid
be paid
by the Minister
Minister of War of
of the
the
Republic
in order
Republic of Peru, in
order to
to comcomply with the provision of
of this
this
Article
Article that the
the compensation
compensation
agreed
upon shall
agreed upon
shall be
be net.
net.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE 13. The compensation
compensation
agreed
agreed upon as indicated
indicated in
in the
the
preceding Article shall
shall commence
commence
upon the date of departure
departure from
from
the United States of America
America of
of
each member of the Mission,
Mission, and,
and,
except as otherwise
otherwise expressly
expressly proprovided in this Agreement, shall
conshall continue, following the termination
of
termination of
duty with the Mission,
the
Mission, for
for the
return voyage
voyage to the
the United States
States
of America
America and
the
and thereafter
thereafter for
for the
period of any accumulated
leave
accumulated leave
which may be due.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE 14. The compensation
compensation
due for the period of the return
accumulated leave
trip and accumulated
leave shall
shall
be paid to a
detached member
member of
a detached
of
the Mission
Mission before his departure
departure
from the Republic
Republic of
of Peru,
Peru, and
and
such payment
payment shall be
be computed
computed
for travel by the shortest
shortest usually
usually
traveled route to the port
port of
of entry
entry
in the United States
America,
States of
of America,
regardless
regardless of the route and method
of travel used by the
the member
member of
of
the Mission.
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mensualidades iguales, que
mensualidades
que venvenseran pagaderas
ceran y
y serail
pagaderas el
el dltimo
filtimo
dia de cada roes.
din
mes.
La remuneracion
remuneraci6n no
no estarti
estara susu-

jeta a
a ningdn impuesto en vigor
vigor
actualmente
actualmente o
o que imponga
el
imponga en
en el
futuro
futuro el Gobierno de la Republica
Repdblica
del Peril
Peru oo cualquiera
cualquiera de sus subdivisiones
divisiones politicas
politicas o
o administrativas. Sin embargo,
embargo, si al presente
o din-ante
durante la vigencia de este Cono
venio existieren
existieren impuestos
impuestos que
que
pudiesen afectar
afectar esta
esta remuneraremuneraci6n, tales impuestos seran
cion,
seran pagapagados por el Ministro de Guerra de
la Repdblica
Repdblica del Peril
Perd con el objeto
de cumplir con la disposici6n
disposicion de
este Articulo
Articulo al efecto
de que
la
efecto de
que la
remuneraci6n convenida sea
remuneracien
nets.
sea neta.

ARTICULO 13. La remuneraci6n
ARTICTJLO
remuneracien
convenida de acuerdo con
convenida
el Arcon el
Articulo precedente,
precedente, comenzara
comenzare, en
en
la fecha en que cada miembro de
de
la Mision
Estados
Misi6n parta de los
los Estados
Unidos de America
America y, except°
excepto lo
lo
que expresamente
expresamente se disponga en
en
contrario en este Convenio,
contrail°
Convenio, concontinuara despues
tinuari
despues de que termine
termine
sus servicios en la Misi6n,
Misien, por
el
por el
tiempo que dure su viaje
reviaje de
de rea los Estados Unidos
greso a
Unidos de
de
America yy por el period°
America
periodo de
de
licencia acumulada
licencia
tongs
acumulada aa que
que tenga
derecho.
derecho.
ARTICULO 14. La remuneracion
ARTICULO
remuneraci6n
ique
que se adeude por
el period°
que
por el
periodo que
<
dure el
dure
el viaje
viaje de
de regreso
regreso y
y por
por el
el
<de la licencia
de
licencia acumulada
se pagartt
acumulada se
pagars
ial
al miembro de la Misi6n
Misien que
que hays
haya
Esido retirado, antes
sido
antes de
de su
su partida
partida
ele la Republics
Repdblica del Perd,
de
Peril, y
el
y el
pago se calculark
calculara aa base de
pago
de viaje
viaje
Ipor
por la ruta mAs
mas corta que comdnImente
nente se use hasta el puerto de
de
eentrada
ntrada a
a los Estados Unidos de
de
jAme6rica, cualquiera,
America,
cualquiera que sea
sea is
la
ruta y
ruts
y medio
medio de
de transporte
transporte que
que
use el miembro
use
miembro de la
la Mision.
Misi6n.

Tax exemption.

Tax'emption.
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Travel accommodation
ommodations.

Shipment

gage, etc.

of bagbag.

Ex'emption
E fern pti
on from
from

customs duties.
uties.

[63 STAT.
STAT.
[63

ARTICLE
ARTICLE 15. The
ARTICULO
El Gobierno
The Government
Government
ARTICULO 15.
15. El
Gobierno del
del
of Peru
Peru shall provide
provide each
each member
member r Peru
Peril proporcionara
proporcionara a
a cada miemMission, his
and deof the
the Mission,
his wife
wife and
Mision, a
de-- bro de la Misi6n,
a su esposa e
e
pendent children, with
pendent
with round
round trip
trip hijos no emancipados,
emancipados, pasajes de
first class
for primera clase de ida
class accommodations
accommodations for
vuelta por
ida y
y vuelta
por
travel required
travel
required and
performed la ruta mas
and performed
Inas corta comunmente
comunmente
under this Agreement
Agreement by
by the
the empleada,
empleada, para los viajes que
que se
se
shortest
shortest usually
usually traveled
traveled route
route requieran y
y se efectuen
efectden de conforbetween
between the
Port of
the Port
of Embarkation
Embarkation midad con este Convenio, entre
entre
in the United States of
of America
America el puerto de
embarque en
de embarque
en los
los
and his
Peru. Estados Unidos de
his official
official residence
residence in
in Peru.
America y
de America
y su
su

residencia
residencia oficial en
Peril.
en el Peru.

For travel
directions,
For
travel in
in both
both directions,
Tanto para el viaje de ida como
the expenses of transportation
transportation of
of para el de regreso,
regreso, el
Gobierno de
de
el Gobierno
baggage, household goods,
and la Repiblica
goods, and
Repdblica del Peril
Perd pagara
pagara
automobile of each
of tambien los gastos de transporte
each member
member of
the Mission shall be
be paid by
the de los efectos domesticos,
by the
domesticos, equipaje
equipaje
Government of the Republic
of y
Republic of
y automovil,
autom6vil, de cada miembro de
de
Peru; this shall include all necesneces- la Misi6n; esto comprende todos
todos
sary expenses
expenses incident to
unload- los gastos necesarios
to unloadnecesarios relacionados
relacionados
ing upon arrival
arrival in the
the Republic
Republic con la descarga
llegada a
descarga aa la
la llegada
a la
la
of Peru, cartage
cartage to and from
from Repdblica
Repdblica del Peri,
Peril, acarreo
acarreo aa la
la
residence,
residence, and
and loadand packing
packing and
load- residencia
y desde
residencia y
desde la
la residencia
residencia y
y
ing upon departure
departure from
from the
the embalaje y
y carga aa la partida de
Republic
Republic of Peru.
Peru. The
trans- la Repiblica
The transRepdblica del Perd.
Pell. El transportation
portation of
baggage, household
household porte de los efectos domesticos,
of baggage,
domesticos,
goods, and automobile
automobile shall
be equipaje y
shall be
y automovil
hart en
en
autom6vil se harA
made in a
a single shipment and
and un solo embarque,
embarque, y
y todo ememall subsequent
subsequent shipments
shipments shall
shall be
be barque subsiguiente
subsiguiente correra por
por
at the expense of the respective
respective cuenta de los respectivos
respectivos miemmiemmembers of the Mission
except bros de la Misi6n,
Mission except
Misidn, excepto cuando
cuando
as otherwise provided
provided for
for in
in this
this se disponga
disponga en contrario en este
este
Agreement,
Agreement, or
or when
ship- Convenio,
when such
such shipConvenio, o
o cuando
cuando tales
tales ememments are
necessitated by
by cirare necessitated
cir- barques sean necesarios
necesarios por circircumstances
cumstances beyond
beyond their
control. cunstancias ajenas a
their control.
a su voluntad.
The Peruvian Government
Government shall
shall El Gobierno del Perd,
Peril, conforme
conforme
not be responsible
responsible under
the terms
terms a
under the
a los terminos
terminos de este Convenio,
Convenio,
of this Agreement
for transportranspor- no sera responsable
Agreement for
responsable de los
los gastos
tation expenses
expenses of personnel who
who de transporte
transporte del personal
se
personal que
que se
join the
the Mission
for temporary
Mission for
temporary una a
a la Mision
Misi6n para prestar
prestar
service,
service, but such
such expenses
expenses will
will servicios temporales,
tales
temporales, pero
pero tales
be the subject of separate
nego- gastos serfin
separate negoseran objeto de
negociade negociatiations in each case.
case.
ciones por separado en
en cada
cada caso.
caso.
ARTICLE
baggage,
ARTICLE 16.
16. The
The baggage,
ARTICULO 16.
16. El
ARTICULO
equipaje, efecEl equipaje,
efechousehold goods, and
and automobile
automobile tos domesticos
dom6sticos y
de
y automoviles
autom6viles de
of all members
members of
of the
the Mission
Mission todos los miembros de
de la Mision
Misi6n
accredited
accredited and nonaccredited
nonaccredited as
as acreditados
acreditados y
yno acreditados,
acreditados, como
como
well as articles imported
by the
imported by
the tambien los articulos
articulos que
que importen
importen
members
members of the Mission for
their los miembros de
for their
la Misi6n
Mision para
para
de la
personal use and
use of
and for
for the
the use
of su uso personal y
el uso
de
y para.
para el
uso de

63
STAT.]
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members of their families shall be
exempt from customs duties, provided such importations
importations are authorized by the Chief of the
Mission.
ARTICLE
services of
ARTICLE 17.
17. If
If the
the services
of
any member of the Mission should
be terminated by the Government
Government
of the United
United States of America
before the completion of two (2)
(2)
years of service except as established in Article 55 of this Agreement the provisions of Article 15
shall not apply to the return trip.
trip.
If the services of any member
member
of the Mission
Mission should terminate
or be terminated
terminated before the completion of two (2) years of service
for any other reason, including
including
those established
established in Article 5, such
member shall receive
receive from the
the
Government
Government of Peru all compencompensation, emoluments, and perquiperquisites as though he had completed
two (2) years of service, but the
additional compensation
compensation shall terArticle 13.
minate as provided in Article
However, should the Government
Government
of the United States of America
America
member for breach of
recall any member
discipline the cost of the return
to the United
United States of America
America
of such member, his family, baghousehold goods shall not
gage, household
be borne by the Government
Government of
Peru.
ARTICLE
18. Compensation
Compensation for
for
ARTICLE 18.
transportation
transportation and travel expenses
official
in the Republic of Peru on official
business of the Government
Government of
Peru shall be provided by the
Government of Peru in accordance
accordance
with the provisions of Article 10.
ARTICLE
19. The
The Government
Government
ARTICLE 19.
of the Republic
Republic of Peru shall provide the Chief of the Mission with
aasuitable
suitable automobile with chauffeur for use on official business.
81989-62,--rr.
81980-ea-.
nI --

1

miembros de sus familias
families
los miembros
estaran exen.tos
derechos de
exentos de derechos
aduana siempre que tales importasean autorizadas
ciones seen
autorizadas por el
Mision.
Jefe de la Misi6n.
ARTICULO
servicios de
ARTICULO 17.
17. Si
Si los
los servicios
de

algdn
algun miembro
miembro de la Misi6n
Mision fueren
terminados por el Gobierno de los
America antes
Estados Unidos de America
de cumplir dos (2) afios
afos de serexcept° lo que se dispone en
vicio, excepto
en
el Articulo 55de este Convenio,
Convenio, las
disposiciones
disposiciones del Articulo 15
15 no
no
sera,n
aplicables al viaje de
de
seran aplicables
regreso.
Si los servicios de algdn miemMisi6n deben terminar
bro de la Mision
cumplir
oo se terminan antes de cumplir
altos de servicio
servicio por alguna
dos (2) afios
razon
raz6n distinta, inclusive las que
establece el Articulo 5, tal miemestablece
Gobierno del Peri
Peril
bro recibira del Gobierno
toda su remuneracion,
remuneraci6n, emolumentos y
y obvenciones
obvencione,s como si
Si
hubiese cumplido dos (2)
(2) altos
afios de
servicio,
servicio, pero la remuneracion
remuneraci6n
adicional terminare,
como se disterminara como
pone
obspone en el
el Arttculo
Articulo 13.
13. No
No obstante, si el Gobierno
Gobierno de los
Estados Unidos de America
America retira
alp%
algdn miembro por infraccion
infracci6n de la
disciplina,
los gastos
regreso de
de
disciplina, los
gastos de
de regreso
tal miembro
miembro a
a los Estados Unidos
de America, los de su familia,
equipaje y
y efectos domesticos
equipaje
domesticos no
Berlin sufragados
sufragados por el Gobierno
seran
Perd.
del Peril
ARTICULO
18. Los gastos
AwricuLo 18.
gastos de
transporte y
y de
de viaje
en la
la ReRetransporte
viaje en
publics
pars asuntos
publica del Peril
Perd para
oficiales del Gobierno del Perd
Peril
seran
sufragados por el Gobierno
Gobierno
serAn sufragados
del Perd
Peril conforme
conforme a
a las disposiciones del
Articulo 10.
10.
del Articulo
AuricuLo
ARTICULO 19.
19. El
El Gobierno
Gobierno de
de la
la
Repdblica del
Peril proporcionarA
proporcionard
Reptblica
del Perd
is Misi6n
Misien un autom6vil
automovil
al Jefe
Jefe de
de la
adecuado, con
ch6fer, para
pars su
con ch6fer,
su uso
adecuado,
Gobierno
en asuntos oficiales. El Gobierno

Ante,
p. 2523.
nt

Ae

p.3.

Return trip expenses

oft^Pbi'a
of
members serving
less than
2years,
le
than 2
yers, eta.
ete.

Ante, p. 22525.

Ante, p- 5

Compensation for
and
traveling expenses.

trsr"oraton
transportation

d

traVelipens.

Ante, p. 2524.

Ate, p. 24.
Automobile
for
Automobile for

chieSofm^a

o
Chief of Mission.
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Suitable motor
motor transportation
transportation
Suitable
with
chauiTeur
shall,
on call
with chauffeur shall, on
call by
by the
the
Chief
of
Mission,
be
made
Chief of Mission, be made availavailable by the Government
Government of Peru
for use by the members
members of
of the
Mission
for the
the
Mission for
the conduct
conduct of
of the
official business
business of the Mission.
Mission.
Office space, etc:
etc;
Government
ARTICLE 20. The Government
of the
the Republic
Republic of
of Peru
shall proof
Peru shall
prosuitable office space
space and facilfacilvide suitable
ities for use of the Chief of the
the
Mission and subordinate
subordinate members.
Transportation
Transportation of
ARTICLE 21. If any member of
remains
remains In
in case
case of
of
death.
the Mission or any member of his
family should die in the Republic
of Peru, the Government
Government of
of the
the
Republic of Peru shall have the
body transported
transported to such
such place
place in
in
the United States of America as
the surviving members of
of the
family may decide, but the cost
Government of the Repubto the Government
Republic
lie of Peru shall not
not exceed the
the
transporting the remains
remains
cost of transporting
from the place of decease to New
deceased
York City. Should the deceased
be a
member of the
Mission, his
his
a member
the Mission,
services with the Mission shall be
be
considered to have terminated
considered
terminated
fifteen (15)
(15) days
days after his death.
Return transports.
Retourn
ansrort.m Return
transportation
Return
transportation
to New
lion for family.
York City for the wife and dependent children of the deceased
deceased
member and for their household
household
effects, baggage, and automobile
provided as prescribed
shall be provided
prescribed
Ae, p.
Ante,
p. 226.
2626.
in Article 15.
All compensation
compensation
due the deceased member, including salary for the fifteen (15)
(15) days
Compensation
Copensation due
due
his
following
death,
and
reimdeceased member.
bursement due the deceased memmember for expenses
expenses and transportatransportation on trips made on official
Government of
business of the Government
the Republic
Republic of Peru, shall be
paid to the widow of the deceased
deceased
member or to any other person
who may have been designated
designated in
in
writing by the deceased
deceased while he

(63 STAT.
[63
STAT.

de
Reptiblica del
de la
la Repdblica
del Peru,
Perd, aasolicisolicitud
del
Jefe
de
la
Misi6n,
tud del Jefe de la Misi6n, proporproporcionara
transporte adecuado
cionara transporte
adecuado en
en
automovil
con
choler,
autom6vil con ch6fer, aalos
los miemmiembros
para el
uso en
en las
las
bros de
de la
la Mision
Misi6n para
el uso
funciones
de
la
Misien.
funciones oficiales
oficiales de la Misi6n.
ARTICULO
20. El
Gobierno de
de la
ARTICULO 20.
El Gobierno
la
Repdblica
del
Peru
proporcionara
Repiblica del Perd proporcionara
oficinas y
facilidades adecuadas
adecuadas
oficinas
y facilidades
Jefe de
de la
para uso del
del Jefe
la Mision
Misi6n y
y
los
los miembros subalternos.
subalternos.
ARTICULO
ARTICULO 21. Si falleciere en
en la
la
Repdblica
Repfblica del Peril
Perd un
un miembro
miembro de
de
la Mision
Misi6n o
o alguno
alguno de
de sus famifamihares,
Repdblica
liares, el Gobierno
Gobierno de la
la Repiblica
Peril hara
se
del Perd
hara que
que el
el cadaver
cadaver se
transporte
Estados
transporte al lugar de
de los
los Estados
Unidos
quo indiquen
Unidos de America
America que
indiquen
miembros sobrevivientes
sobrevivientes de
la
los miembros
de la
familia; pero el
el
el costo para
para el
Repdblica del
Gobierno de la Repdblica
Peril no
excedera el
del
Perd
no excedera
el costo del
transporte del cadaver
transporte
cadaver del
del lugar
lugar
del fallecimiento
a la ciudad de
fallecimiento a
Nueva York. Si el finado hubiere
hubiere
miembro de
de in
sus
sido miembro
la Misi6n,
Misi6n, sus
servicios se daran por terminados
terminados aa
los quince (15)
(15) dins
dias de su muerte.
Se proporcionara
proporcionara transporte
transporte de
York
regreso a
ala ciudad
ciudad de Nueva York
para la esposa eehijos no emanciemancipados del miembro extinto y
y para.
para
an
su equipaje,
equipaje, efectos domesticos
domesticos y
y
autom6vil, de acuerdo
autom6vil,
acuerdo con las
disposiciones
disposicion
es del Articulo
Articulo 15.
remuneraci6n que
Toda remuneraciee
quo se adeude
miembro extinto, inclusive
al miembro
inclusive el
sueldo por los quince (15) dfas
dias
subsiguientes a
a su muerte yy todo reembolso
que se adeude
reembolso quo
adeude al
miembro fallecido por gastos de
transporte
transporte en viajes realizados en
misiones oficiales del Gobierno
Gobierno de
la Repdblica
Repiblica del Perd,
pagaran
Peru, se pagaran
a la
a
is. viuda del miembro extinto o
o
a cualquiera
cualquiera otra persona que
a
quo hubiere sido designada
designada por escrito
por el miembro
miembro extinto mientras
mientras

63 S
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was serving under the terms of
of prestaba
prestaba sus servicios
servicios de
de conformithis Agreement; but the widow or
or dad con las estipulaciones
este
estipulaciones de
de este
other person shall not be
be compencompen- Convenio; pero no se compensara
compensara
sated for accrued
accrued leave due but aa la viuda ni aa ninguna
ninguna otra
otra
not taken by the deceased. All
All persona por la licencia acumulada
acumulada
compensation due the widow or
compensation
or a
a que tenia derecho
derecho el finado y
no
y no
other person
person designated
designated by
by the
the disfrutada
disfrutada por el.
que
61. Todo pago
pago que
deceased,
deceased, under the provisions of
of se adeude aa la viuda o
o a
a otra
this Article, shall be
be paid before
before persona designada
finado,
designada por el finado,
the departure of the widow or
or seem
segdn las disposiciones de
este
de este
such other person
person from the Re- Articulo,
Articulo, se efectuar6
efectuare, antes de la
la
public
public of Peru and within fifteen
fifteen partida de la viuda oode dicha otra
otra
(15) days after the death of the
the persona de la Repdblica
Republica del
Perd
del Perd
member.
y dentro
y
dentro de quince (15)
(15) (Has
dfas
despues del fallecimiento
de dicho
dicho
fallecimiento de
miembro.

TITLE V
Requisites and Conditions
Conditions
ARTICLE 22. So long as
ARTICLE
as this
this

TITULO V
TITULO

Requisitos y
y Condiciones
Condiciones
Requisitos

ARTICULO
AwricuLo 22.
Mientras este
este
22. Mientras
Agreement, or any extension thereAgreement,
there- Convenio o
o cualquiera
sus
cualquiera de
de sus
of, is in effect, the Government
Government of
prerrogas se hale
en vigencia,
vigencia,
halle en
of pr6rrogas
the Republic of Peru shall not
not el Gobierno de la Repdblica
Repdblica del
del
engage the services of
of any
any perlos servicios
servicios
contratara los
per- Perd no contratara,
sonnel of any other foreign gov- del personal de
otro
de ningful
ninguin otro
ernment for duties of
of any nagobierno extranjero
extranjero para
para servicios
servicios
na- gobierno
ture connected
connected with
the Peruvian
with the
Peruvian de naturaleza alguna
alguna relacionados
relacionados
Army, except by mutual agree- con el ejercito
ejercito del
Pent, excepto
del Perd,
excepto
ment between
between the Government
Government mediante mutuo
entre el
mutuo acuerdo
acuerdo entre
el
of the United States of America Gobierno de
los Estados
Estados Unidos
Unidos
de los
and the Government
Government of the Repub- de Am6rica
America y
y el
el Gobierno
Gobierno de
la
de la
lic of Peru.
Repdblica
Republica del
del Peni.
Perd.
ARTICLE 23. Each member
Anna]Lo 23.
23. Cada
de los
los jg
e
r
.
ecy require.
of
ARTICULO
member of
Cada uno
uno de
Scmrecy
require.
the Mission shall agree not to miembros
miembros de
Misien conviene
conviene
de la
la Misi6n
divulge or in any way disclose
disclose to
to en no divulgar, ni
ni en
en revelar
en
revelar en
any foreign government
any forma alguna
government or to any
alguna a
a ningdn
ningdn gobierno
gobierno
extranjero o
person whatsoever
whatsoever any secret
secret or extranjero
persona alguna,
o a
a persona
alguna,
confidential matter of which he
confidential
asunto conficonfiningun secreto
he ningdn
secreto o
o asunto
may become cognizant in his dencial del
cual tenga
del cual
tenga conociconocicapacity
capacity as a
a member of the
miento en su calidad de
the miento
de miembro
miembro
Mission.
de
la Mision.
de la
Misi6n.
This requirement
requirement shall continue
obligaci6n continuant
Esta obligacion
continuara viviin force after the termination of gente
gente despu6s
despues de
de que
sus
que terminen
terminen sus
service with the Mission
Mission and after servicios
con la
Misi6n y
y despues
Eservicios con
la Misi6n
despues
the expiration or cancellation
cancellation of
of de
(le que expire oo se
se termine
termine este
este
this Agreement
Agreement or any extension (Convenio
Convenio o
cualquiera de
de sus
o cualquiera
sus
thereof.
prerrogas.
tpr6rrogas.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE 24. Throughout this
ARTICULO 24.
ArtrictrLo
Con"Fling17*
"
24. En
En todo
todo este
este Con"Fnra."
Agreement
"family" is venio
Agreement the term "family"
irenio se entendera
entendera que
que el
el termini,
termino
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nnual leave.

Annual leave.

limited
limited to mean
mean wife and
and dependent children.
children.
ARTICLE 25. Each member of
ARTICLE
to
the Mission
Mission shall
shall be entitled
entitled to
one month's annual leave
leave with
with
proportional part
pay, or to
to aa proportional
part
thereof
pay for
any fracfracthereof with
with pay
for any
tional part
part of aa year.
year. Unused
Unused
portions
shall be
portions of said leave shall
be
cumulative from
from year to
to year
year during service as a
a member of
of the
Mission.

ARTICLE 26.
26. The
The leave
ARTICLE
leave specified
specified
preceding Article
Article may
in the preceding
may be
Republic of Peru, in
spent in the
the Republic
in
or
the United
United States
States of
of America,
America, or
in
in other
other countries,
countries, but
but the expense
expense
of
transportation not
not
of travel
travel and transportation
otherwise
otherwise provided for
for in this
this
Agreement shall
be borne
borne by
by the
the
Agreement
shall be
member of the Mission taking such
such
count
leave. All travel time shall count
as leave and shall not be in
in addiaddition
authorized in
in the
tion to
to the
the time authorized
the
preceding Article.
preceding

ARTICLE
27. The
The Government
ARTICLE 27.
Government
Republic of
of Peru
Peru agrees
of the
the Republic
agrees to
to
grant the leave specified
specified in Article
Article
applica25 upon receipt of
of written
written application, approved
approved by
by the
the Chief of
of the
Mission with due consideration
consideration
for the convenience
convenience of the Government of the
Republic of
the Republic
of Peru.
Peru.
Termination of servloft;
ioes of
of replaced
replaced memmer-

bers.

Medical
Medical

attention.

ARTICLE
28. Members
the
ARTICLE 28.
Members of
of the

Mission that may
may be replaced
replaced
terminate their services
shall terminate
services on
on
arrival
the Mission
Mission only upon
upon the
the arrival
when
of their replacement,
replacement, except
except when
otherwise mutually agreed upon in
otherwise
advance by
respective Govadvance
by the
the respective
Governments.
ARTICLE
29. The
The Government
ARTICLE 29.
Government
of the Republic
Republic of Peru shall proprovide suitable
suitable medical attention
attention to
members
members of the Mission and their
their
families.

[63
STAT.
[63 STAT.

"familia"
"familia" solo
s61o abarca
abarca aala esposa
esposa y
y
aalos
los hijos no
no emancipa,dos.
emancipados.
ARTICULO 25.
25. Cada
miembro de
ARTICULO
Cada miembro
de
la Misi6n
Mision tendrâ
tendrA derecho
derecho anualmente a
a un
un mes de
de licencia
licencia con
con
paga o
o a
a una parte proporcional
proporcional
de dicha licencia
licencia con
con paga
paga por
por
cualquier fracci6n
fraccion de
cualquier
de un
un afo.
Las partes de dicha licencia que
quo
no
no hayan
hayan sido usadas,
usadas, podran
podr&n
acumularse
acumularse de alio
afio en afto
afio mientras
duren los servicios del miembro de
la Misi6n.
MiS1611.
ARTICULO
ARTICULO 26.
26. La
La licencia
licencia que
que
se estipula en el Articulo anterior
anterior
puede ser disfrutada en la ReRepdblica del Peril,
publica
Peru, en los Estados
en otros
otros
Unidos de America
America oo en
paises; pero los gastos de viaje yy
de
transporte no especificados
especificados en
de transporte
en
este Convenio correran
correran por cuenta
del miembro
miembro de la
la Misien
Misi6n que
que
disfrute de la licencia. Todo el
el
tiempo que se emplee en
en viajar
viajar se
licencia
contara como parte
parte de
de la licencia
y
serit adicional al tiempo auauy no sera
torizado
torizado en el Articulo
Articulo que antecede.
ARTICULO
27. El
Gobierno de
ARTICULO 27.
El Gobierno
de
la Repablica
Peril conviene en
Repdblica del Perd
en
conceder
conceder la licencia
licencia estipulada
estipulada
en el Articulo
Articu]o 25 al recibir una
solicitud por escrito,
escrito, aprobada
aprobada
por el Jefe de la Mision,
Misi6n, yy teniendo
teniendo
en debida consideracien
consideraci6n la conveniencia
veniencia del Gobierno de la Repdblica del Peru.
Perd.
ARTICULO 28.
28. Los
de
ARTICULO
Los miembros
miembros de
la Misi6n
Mision que sean reemplazados
reemplazados
s6lo
solo podrb..n
funciones
podran cesar en sus funciones
en la Mision
Misi6n aala llegada
llegada de los
los que
que
les substituyan,
substituyan, excepto cuando
por mutuo acuerdo los respectivos
respectivos
Gobiernos convengan
Gobiernos
convengan de antemano
anteman.o
en lo contrario.
ARTICULO
ARTICULO 29.
29. El Gobierno
Gobierno de la
la
Repdblica del Peril
Reptiblica
proporcionara
Peru proporcionara
atencien medica adecuada
adecuada a
a los
atenci6n
miembros de la Mision
Misi6n yy a
a sus
familias.
familias.
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In
of the
the Mission
In case
case aamember
member of
Mission
becomes ill
suffers injury,
injury, he
he
ill or
or suffers
shall, at the
the discretion
the Chief
Chief
discretion of
of the
of the Mission,
Mission, be
placed in
in such
be placed
such
hospital as the Chief
the Mission
Mission
Chief of
of the
deems suitable, after consultation
consultation
with the Minister
Minister of War of the
Republic of Peru, and all expenses
expenses
incurred as the result of such illillness or injury while the patient
patient is
is
a member of the Mission and
a
and
remains in the Republic
Republic of
of Peru
shall be
by the
the Government
be paid by
Government
of the Republic of Peru. If the
hospitalized member is
is a
a commissioned officer he shall pay his cost
cost
of subsistence,
subsistence, but
he is
is an
but if
if he
an
enlisted man the cost
cost of
of subsubsistence
be paid
paid by
the Govsistence shall be
by the
GovRepublic of
ernment of the Republic
of Peru.
Peru.
Families
Families shall enjoy
the same
enjoy the
same
privileges
privileges agreed
upon in
this
agreed upon
in this
Article for members
of the
members of
the Mission
Mission
except
a member
except that a
member of
of the MisMission shall in all cases pay the cost
cost
of subsistence
subsistence incident
incident to
to hoshospitalization of aa member
member of
of his
his
family, except as may be
be provided
provided
under
Article 10.
10.
under Article

ARTICLE 30.
ARTICLE
30. Any
member of
Any member
of

the Mission
Mission unable
unable to
perform
to perform
his duties with the Mission by
by
continued physical
reason of long continued
physical
disability shall be replaced.
replaced.
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En caso de que un
de
un miembro
miembro de
la
se enferme
sufra
la Mision
Misi6n se
enferme oo sufra
lesiones, se le recluira,
discrecion
recluira, aadiscreci6n
del Jefe de la
en el
la Mision,
Misi6n, en
el hospital
hospital
que este
6ste considere
quo
considere adecuado,
adecuado, desdespiles de
consultar con
el Ministro
pues
de consultar
con el
Ministro
Reptiblica del
de Guerra
Guerra de
de la
la Repdblica
del
Perd,
y todos los gastos
Peru, y
ocasionagastos ocasionados como resultado
resultado de
tal enferde tal
enfero de tales lesiones mientras
medad o
mientras
paciente sea
el paciente
de la
sea miembro
miembro de
la
Misi6n y
Mision
Rey permanezca
permanezca en
en la
la Repfpblica
del Perd,
publica del
Peril, seran
wan pagados
pagados
por el Gobierno
Gobierno de
de la Repdblica
Repiblica
Perd. Si
del Peril.
Si el
el miembro
miembro hospitalihospitalizado es un oficial,
oficial, este
este pagarfi,
pagara sus
sus
gastos de subsistencia;
subsistencia; pero
pero si
si
pertenece al
personal subaltern°,
pertenece
al personal
subalterno,
los
los gastos
gastos de
de subsistencia
subsistencia Bean
seran
pagados
la
pagados por
por el
el Gobierno
Gobierno de
de la
Repdblica
Repdblica del Peril.
Las familias
familias
Peru. Las
gozaran de los
gozaran
los mismos
privilegios
mismos privilegios
convenidos
Art1culo para
convenidos en
en este
este Articulo
para
los
de la
la Misi6n,
los miembros
miembros de
Misi6n, a
a
excepciOn
en todos
excepci6n de
de quo
que en
todos los
los
casos
miembro de
casos el
el miembro
de la
la Misi6n
Misi6n
pagarh
pagara los
gastos de
de subsistencia
subsistencia
los gastos
relacionados
la hospitalizaci6n
hospitalizacion
relacionados con
con la
p.2524.
Anle, p.2524.
de
un miembro
de su
su familia,
de un
miembro de
familia, exex- Ante,
cepto
lo quo
se
disponga
de
cepto lo
que se disponga de
acuerdo con
con el
10.
acuerdo
el Articulo
Articulo 10.
Replacement ln
in cast
ease
ARTICULO
Aancum
30. Todo
Todo miembro
30.
miembro of
of disability.
dlsability.
Misi6n inhabilitado
para
de la
la Misi6n
inhabilitado para
desempefiar
sus servicios
desempeflar sus
servicios con
con la
la
Mision por
Misi6n
por raz6n
raz6n de
de incapacidad
incapacidad
fisica
fisica prolongada,
prolongada, sera
sera reemplareemplazado.
zado.

IN
IN WITNESS
WHEREOF, the
the UnWITNESS WHEREOF,
un-

EN
TESTIMONIO DE
DE LO
LO CUAL,
EN TESTIMONIO
CUAL,

dersigned,
dersigned, James E.
E. Webb,
Webb, Acting
Acting
Secretary
Secretary of State of the
the United
States of America,
America, and Fernando
Fernando
Berckemeyer, Ambassador
Ambassador ExtraExtraordinary and
of
and Plenipotentiary
Plenipotentiary of
the Republic of
to the
the
of Peru
Peru to
United
United States
of America,
duly
States of
America, duly
authorized thereto,
thereto, have
have signed
signed
this Agreement
Agreement in
in duplicate in
in
the English and
Ianand Spanish
Spanish lan-

los infrascritos,
infrascritos, James
James E.
E. Webb,
Webb,
Secretario de
Estado Interino
Interim de
Secretario
de Estado
de
los Estados
los
de America,
Estados Unidos
Unidos de
America,
y
y Fernando Berckemeyer,
Berckemeyer, EmbaEmbay Plenipojador Extraordinario
Extraordinario y
Plenipotenciario
ten.ciario del
los Estados
Estados
del Peril
Perd en
en los
Unidos de
America, debidamente
debidamente
Unidos
de America,
autorizados para
firman este
este
autorizados
para e,ll.o,
ello, firman
Convenio
Convenio en
duplicado, en
los
en duplicado,
en los
idiomas
ingles y
castellano, en
en
idiomas ingles
y castellano,
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guages, at Washington,
Washington, this twen- Washington,
Washington, el dia veinte
veinte de
de
tieth day of June, one thousand junio de mil novecientos
novecientos cuarenta
nine hundred
hundred and forty-nine.
forty-nine.
yy nueve.
GOVERNMENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA:
FOR THE GOVERNMENT
AMERICA :
POR EL GOBIERNO
GOBIERNO DE LOS ESTADOS UNIDOS
UNIDOS DE AMERICA
AMERICA::
J
AMES E.
W EBB
JAMES
E. WEBB
FOR THE
THE GOVERNMENT
GOVERNMENT OF
REPUBLIC OF
OF PERU:
PERU :
OF THE
THE REPUBLIC

GOBIERNO DE LA REPUBLICA
POR EL GOBIERNO
REPUBLICA DEL PERU
PERU::
F
F BERCKEMEYER
BERCKEMEYER
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MULTILATERAL—
INT.RICE COMMISSION—
MAR.13, 1948

Constitution of the International
International Rice Commission.
Constitution
Commission. Formulated
at the
Formulated at
the
International
Meeting at Baguio
approved
International Rice Meeting
Baguio March
March 1-13, 1948; approved
by a
adopted at
at the Fourth
aresolution
resolution adopted
Fourth Session of the Conference
the
Conference of
of the
Food and
Organization of the United Nations,
Food
and Agriculture
Agriculture Organization
Nations, held
held in
in
Washington November 15-29, 1948; instrument
instrument of
Washington
acceptance deof acceptance
deposited by the
the United
America February
28, 1949;
1949; entered
entered
United States
States of
of America
February 28,
intoforce January
4, 1949;
1949; entered
entered into force with respect
into
January 4,
respect to
United
to the United
States of America
America February
States
February 28,
1949.
8, 1949.
FOOD
AGRICULTURE ORGANIFOOD AND
AND AGRICULTURE
ORGANIZATION
ZATION OF
OF THE
THE UNITED
UNITED NATIONS
NATIONS

ORGANISATION DES NATIONS
NATIONS
ORGANISATION
UNIES
POUR L'ALIMENTATION
L'ALIMENTATION
UNIES POUR
ET
ET L'AGRICULTURE
L'AGRICULTURB

CONSTITUTION
CONSTITUTION OF INTERNATIONAL
COMMISSION
INTERNATIONAL RICE COMMISSION
PREAMBLE
PREAMBLE

The Council
Council of the Food and Agriculture
Agriculture Organization
Organization of the United
United
Nations, having regard
regard to the deliberations
deliberations of the Rice Study Group
Group
which met at Trivandrum, of the Third Session of the Conference
Conference of
of
held at
the Organization, and of the International
International Rice
Rice Meeting
Meeting held
at
Baguio, and with a
a view to co-operative
co-operative action in matters relating to
the production, conservation,
conservation, distribution, and consumption of rice
rice
(excepting
(excepting matters
matters relating to international
establishes
international trade) hereby establishes
accordance with the following
an International
International Rice Commission
Commission in accordance
following
Constitution.
ARTICLE II
ARTICLE
THE COMMISSION
COMMISSION
THE

Commission, known as
Rice ComThere shall be a
a Commission,
as the International
International Rice
Commission, with the functions set forth in Article
Article IV of this Constitution.
Constitution.
ARTICLE
II
ARTICLE II
MEMBERSHIP
MEMBERSHIP

The members
members of the Commission shall be such of the governments
governments
members of the Food and Agriculture
Agriculture Organization
Organization of the United
United
Nations as may accept this Constitution
Constitution in accordance with
with the
the proprovisions of Article VII hereof.
III
ARTICLE III
ORGANIZATION
ORGANIZATION

1. Each government that becomes
1.
becomes a
a member of the Commission as
defined in Article II
II hereof (hereinafter
(hereinafter called aa "member
"member governgovernment") shall have the right to be represented
represented at
at meetings
meetings of
of the
the
Commission
Commission by a
accompanied by
a single delegate, who may
may be accompanied
by an
an
alternate and by experts and advisers. Alternates, experts, and advisers shall be entitled to take part in the proceedings
proceedings of the ComCorn-
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March
1048
March 13,
13, 1948

[T. I.
LA.
[T.
A. S.. 19381
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mission but not to vote, except in the case of
of an alternate
alternate who
who is
is duly
duly
authorized to act for
authorized
delegate.
for a
a delegate.
Votes
Votes of member
governments.
governments.

2. Each member government shall have one vote. Decisions
the
Decisions of
of the
Commission shall be taken by aasimple majority of votes cast
except
cast except
as otherwise
otherwise provided by this Constitution. A
of the
memA majority
majority of
the members of the Commission shall constitute
constitute a
a quorum.
quorum.

Chairman.
Chairman.

3. The Commission shall elect a
among the
a Chairman from among
the delegates,
delegates,
who shall serve for a
a period of one year, without
without prejudice
prejudice to
to the
the
right of re-election.
re-election.
Rules of procedure;
procedure;
and 5
5of
of this
Article, the
2 and
time and place of
of 4. Subject to the provisions of paragraphs 2
this Article,
the
meetings.
Commission shall, with the concurrence
Director-General of
the
concurrence of the Director-General
of the
Organization, establish its own
Food and Agriculture
Agriculture Organization,
of proown rules
rules of
prodetermine the time and place of its meetings.
cedure and determine
Meeting of ComCom5. The Chairman shall call a
ameeting of the Commission at
at least
least once
once
mission.
a year, unless otherwise directed by
a
governby a
a majority
majority of
of member
member governments. The initial meeting shall be called
Director-General
called by
by the
the Director-General
of the Food and Agriculture
Organization within six
Agriculture Organization
months after
six months
after
the entry into force of this Constitution
Constitution and at
he may
at such place
place as
as he
may
designate.
designate.
Special
meeting.
pecial meeting.
6.
Any member
member government
6. Any
government shall have the right, with
with the
the concurrence
concurrence
of
the
Director-General
of
the
Food
and
Agriculture
of the Director-General
Agriculture Organization,
Organization,
to call for aaspecial meeting of the Commission.
Commission.
Seat of Commission. 7. The
SeatoCommison.
the Commission
Commission shall be the same place
7. The seat
seat of the
place as
of
as the
the seat
seat of
the Far Eastern regional office of the Food
Agriculture
Food and
and Agriculture
Organization.
secretary.

Secretary.

8.
The Director-General of
the Food
8. The Director-General
of the
Food and Agriculture
Agriculture Organization
Organization

a Secretary to the Commission
shall appoint a
Commission and
shall provide
provide its
its
and shall
secretariat
secretariat from the staff of the Far Eastern regional
regional office.
office.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE IV
IV
FUNCTIONS
FUNCTIONS

The Commission
Commission shall, except in matters relating to
international
to international
trade, have the functions of:
of:
(a) formulating
formulating and keeping
keeping under review
review the scientific,
scientific, technical,
technical,
and economic problems involved in the production,
production, conservation,
conservation,
distribution, and consumption
consumption of rice;
rice;
(b) promoting
co-ordinating research into those problems and
promoting and co-ordinating
and
its application
to
the development
application
development and adoption of improved
improved
methods in everyday practice;
practice;
(c) encouraging
(c)
encouraging and assisting the mobilization
mobilization and
scienand use
use of
of scientifically
and
technically
trained
persons
in such aa way as
tifically
as to
to
secure
secure the greatest
greatest common benefit to member
member countries
countries in
in matmatters relating to the production,
conservation, distribution, and
production, conservation,
and
consumption of rice;
rice;
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(d) undertaking,
undertaking, where
where necessary and appropriate,
appropriate, co-operative
co-operative
projects directed to the solution of
above-mentioned
of the above-mentioned
problems;
problems;
(e) assembling,
assembling, collating,
collating, and disseminating,
(e)
disseminating, through the
the publicapublications of the Food and Agriculture
Organization and
tions
Agriculture Organization
otherwise,
and otherwise,
information
information relating
relating to the production, conservation,
conservation, distribudistribution, and consumption
consumption of
of rice;
rice;
committees and
(f) establishing
establishing such committees
calling such
such meetings
meetings of
and calling
of exexperts
perts as the Commission
Commission may consider
consider desirable
for the
the perperdesirable for
formance
of the foregoing
formance of
foregoing functions;
functions;
recommending to member
(g) recommending
member governments,
governments, through
through the
the Food
Food and
and
Agriculture Organization,
Organization, such
such national
national and
and international
international
action as may appear to the Commission to
or dedeto be
be necessary
necessary or
sirable for the solution of
of the above-mentioned
above-mentioned problems;
problems;
(h)
Agriculture Organization
(h) recommending
recommending to the Food and Agriculture
Organization the
the
provision
provision of technical
technical assistance to member
member governments
in
governments in
measures directed
directed to
that end;
end;
to that
(i) extending its good offices in
member governments
governments to
in assisting
assisting member
(i)
to
equipment necessary
secure materials and equipment
necessary for
of
for improvement
improvement of
the production, conservation,
conservation, distribution,
distribution, or
or consumption
of
consumption of
rice;
rice;
(j)
(j) reporting
reporting annually on its
to the
Council of
of the
its activities
activities to
the Council
the Food
Food
Agriculture Organization,
and Agriculture
Organization, and
such other
other reports
reports
and making
making such
to the Food and Agriculture
Agriculture Organization
Organization on
relating
on matters
matters relating
to the production,
production, conservation, distribution,
distribution, and
consumption
and consumption
of rice as the Commission
Commission itself
itself may
consider expedient
or the
may consider
expedient or
the
Council of
of the
the Food
require.
Food and
and Agriculture
Agriculture Organization
Organization may
may require.
ARTICLE
V
ARTcLuL V
CO-OPERATION WITH
WITH INTERNATIONAL
CO-OPERATION
INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS
ORGANIZATIONS

The Commission
Commission shall maintain, through
through the
the Food
Food and
and Agriculture
Agriculture
Organization, close liaison with
with the United
Organization,
its specialized
United Nations
Nations and
and its
specialized
agencies in matters of mutual
mutual interest.
interest.
ARTICLE
VI
ARTICLE VI
EXPENSES
EXPENSES

1. Expenses
Expenses incurred by delegates and their alternates, experts,
experts, and
and
advisers in
of the
Commission and
in attending
attending meetings
meetings of
the Commission
and expenses
expenses inincurred by experts under
under paragraph
paragraph (f)
of Article
Article IV
IV hereof
shall be
be
(f) of
hereof shall
determined and
and paid
determined
by their
their respective
governments.
paid by
respective governments.
2. The expenses of the secretariat
secretariat of the Commission and
and any
any expenses
expenses
incurred by the chairman
chairman of the Commission
Commission in performing
duties conconperforming duties
nected with its work in intervals between
between meetings
meetings of
of the
Commission
the Commission
shall be determined
determined and paid by the Food and Agriculture
Agriculture OrganizaOrganization within the limits of an annual
budget prepared
prepared and
and approved
approved in
in
annual budget
81939-B2-PT. n81930-62-PT.
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accordance with the Rules of Procedure
accordance
Procedure and Financial
Financial Regulations
Regulations
of that Organization for the time being in force.
Expenses incurred by the Commission in undertaking
3. Expenses
co-operaundertaking any
any co-operative project
project in accordance
accordance with paragraph
paragraph (d)
(d) of
of Article
Article IV
IV hereof
hereof
shall, unless they are met by the Food and Agriculture
Agriculture Organization
Organization
or from any other source,
source, be determined
determined and
and paid
paid by member
member governgovernments in such manner and proportions
proportions as they may mutually
mutually agree.
agree.
ArricLE VII
AmTICLE
VII
ACCEPTANCE AND
ACCEPTANCE
AND WITHDRAWAL
WITHDRAWAL

1.
1. Acceptance
Acceptance of this Constitution by any member government
government of
of the
Food and Agriculture
Agriculture Organization
be effected
by the
the deposit
Organization shall be
effected by
deposit
of aanotification
acceptance with the Director-General
notification of acceptance
Director-General of
of the OrOrganization
ganization and shall take effect on receipt of such notification
notification by the
the
Director-General,
Director-General, who shall forthwith inform each of
member
of the
the member
governments of the Organization.
2. Any member government may
withdraw from
from the
the Commission
Commission at
at
may withdraw
any time after the expiration of
of one
one year from the
the date
date on
on which
which
its acceptance
acceptance takes effect, or this Constitution comes into force, whichever is the later, by giving written notice of
withdrawal to
to the
of such withdrawal
the
Director-General of the Food and Agriculture
Director-General
Agriculture Organization, who
who
shall forthwith
forthwith inform all member governments
of the
the Commission.
Commission.
governments of
Any such notice of withdrawal
withdrawal shall become effective
effective six
six months
months after
after
the date of its receipt by
Director-General.
by the Director-General.
VIII
ARTICLE VIII
AMENDMENTS
AMENDMENTS

Constitution may be amended by the
This Constitution
of aatwo-thirds
two-thirds mathe vote of
majority of all the members
members of the Commission, with the concurrence of
of
the Council of the Food and Agriculture Organization.
Organization.
ARTICLE
IX
ARTICLE IX
ENTRY INTO FORCE
FORCE

This Constitution shall enter into force as soon as notifications
notifications of
acceptance
acceptance have been received from the governments of at least
ten
least ten
countries members
members of the Food and
and Agriculture
Agriculture Organization
Organization reprerepresenting in the aggregate not less than half of the world production
of rice in the crop year 1947/48 as shown by official statistics.
II hereby certify that this document
a true
document is a
true copy of the Constitution
Constitution of
of the
the
International Rice
International
Commission.
Rice Commission.
NoBsis E.
E. DODD
NORRIS
Norris E. Dodd
Dodd
Director General
General
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Food and
The Director-General
Director-General of the Food
Agriculture Organization
Organization of
and Agriculture
of
United Nations
the United
Nations to the Secretary
Secretary of State
State
Cable Address:
Address: FOODAGRI
FOODAGRI
FOOD
AGRICULTURE ORFOOD AND
AND AGRICULTURE
ORGANIZATION
GANIZATION OF THE UNITED
NATIONS
NATIONS
OFFICE OF THE DIRECTORDIRECTORGENERAL
GENERAL

159621
159621

ORGANISATION
ORGANISATION

DES
DES

NATIONS
NATIONS

IINIES
POUR
UNIES
POUR L'ALIMENTATION
L'ALIMENTATION
^ET L'AGRICULTURE
L'AGRICULTURE

Connecticut Avenue,
1201 Connecticut
Avenue, Northwest
Northwest

Washington 6, D. C.
Washington
11 MAY
1949
11
MAY 1949
Sm,
Sm,
IIhave the honor to acknowledge
acknowledge your letter 501.SA/3-249
501.SA/3-249 of
May
of 66May
1
1949,[
1949,[ 1]]and to enclose with this letter a
acertified copy of the
Constithe Constitution of the International
International Rice Commission.
The Governments
Governments which have accepted this Constitution
Constitution are as
follows:
follows:
Government
Government
France
Ecuador
Ecuador
Ceylon
Ceylon
Pakistan
Italy
India
Siam
Netherlands
Netherlands
Egypt
Burma
Mexico
Mexico
Philippine Republic
Republic
Cuba
United Kingdom
United States of America
America

Date
Date of Deposit
of
Deposit of
Notification of Acceptance
NotUlceation
Acceptance
August 10,
1948
August
10, 1948
September
7, 1948
September 7,
1948
September
September 27,
27, 1948
1948
October 5,
1948
October
5, 1948
October 6,
October
6, 1948
1948
October
12, 1948
October 12,
1948
November
1, 1948
1948
November 1,
November 12,
1948
November
12, 1948
November 29,
29, 1948
November
1948
November 29,
November
29, 1948
1948
December 17,
December
17, 1948
1948
January
4, 1949
1949
January 4,
January
1949
January 10,
10, 1949
February
February 28,
28, 1949
1949
February
February 28,
28, 1049
1949

The Constitution came into force on 4
4 January 1949 on receipt of
of
notification of acceptance
acceptance of the Government
Government of the Philippine Renotification
public.

Accept,
Accept, Sir, the assurance
assurance of my highest consideration.
consideration.
N.
N.E.
E.DODD
The Honorable
Honorable
THE S
SECETABY
ECRETARY OF
TATE
OF S
STATE
Department of State
State
Department
Washington, D.
Washington,
O.
D. C.
'Not
INot printed.

Norris E.
E. Dodd
Director General
Director
General
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Agreement
the United
United States
New Zealand
reAgreement between
between the
States of
of America
America and
and New
Zealand respecting passport
passport visa
by exchange
notes signed
signed at
specting
visa fees.
fees. Effected
Effected by
exchange of
of notes
at
Wellington March
March 14,
14, 1949;
entered into
14, 1949,
1949,
Wellington
1949; entered
into force
force March
March 14,
operative
operative April
April 1,
1, 1949.
1949.

The
The American
American Ambassador
the New
Ambassador to
to the
New Zealand
Zealand Minister
Minister of
of
External Affairs
Affairs
External
S
IR,
SIR,
With reference
reference to
to recent
conversations between
between representatives
of
recent conversations
representatives of
this Embassy
Embassy and
and the
of External
regarding arrangethe Ministry
Ministry of
External Affairs
Affairs regarding
arrangefacilitate non-immigrant
ments to facilitate
non-immigrant travel,
travel, I
I have
have the
the honor
honor to
to inform
inform
you that the
the Government
Government of
of the
is prepared
conclude
the United
United States
States is
prepared to
to conclude
with the Government of
of New
New Zealand
Zealand an
agreement by
by an
exchange of
an agreement
an exchange
of
notes in
:—
notes
in the
the following
following terms
terms:New Zealand
Zealand citicitizens traveling to U. S.
zens
and its possessions.

59 Stat. 672.
S. C.
C.§§203.
203.
88 U.
U. S.

(1) New Zealand
(1)
Zealand citizens
of valid
issued by
by
citizens in
in possession
possession of
valid passports
passports issued
the Government
New Zealand
Government of New
Zealand and
and endorsed
endorsed "New
"New Zealand
Zealand
Citizen"
Citizen" traveling
to the
the United
and its
its possessions
possessions who
traveling to
United States
States and
who
are bona fide non-immigrants
non-immigrants within
immiwithin the
the meaning
meaning of
of the
the immigration laws of
of the
the United
United States
States and
and who
are eligible
receive
who are
eligible to
to receive
visas,
visas, will
be granted
non-immigrant passport
passport visas
visas at
at a
will be
granted non-immigrant
a rereduced
duced fee
fee of
dollars or
or the
the equivalent
equivalent in
in foreign
foreign currency;
of 2
2 dollars
currency;
no fee
fee is
no
to be
collected for
for execution
execution of
applications therefor.
therefor.
is to
be collected
of applications
Diplomatic visas and
and official
official visas,
as well
visas issued
issued under
under
visas, as
well as
as visas
the provisions of Section
Section 3(7)
the Immigration
Act of
of
3(7) of
of the
Immigration Act
1924, as amended,
1924,
amended, will,
continue to
be granted
withwill, however,
however, continue
to be
granted without fee to
qualified applicants
to qualified
applicants who
are traveling
to the
who are
traveling to
the United
United
States and
and its
its possessions.
possessions.

U. S. citizens proceeding to New Zea-

(2)
in possession
(2) United States citizens in
possession of
of valid
valid passports
passports issued
issued by
by
the Government
Government of
of the
United States
States of
to
the United
of America
America proceeding
proceeding to
New Zealand,
Zealand, New Zealand
Zealand Island
and the
Island Territories
Territories and
the Trust
Trust
Territory of Western
granted passport
Western Samoa, will be granted
passport visas
visas
(other
(other than single-entry transit visas) at
at a
dollars or
a fee
fee of
of 2
2 dollars
or
equivalent in foreign currency. Diplomatic
Diplomatic visas
the equivalent
offivisas and
and offivisas issued
cial visas, as well as visas
issued to
officers and
and employees
to officers
employees of
of
Governor-General to
organizations declared by the Governor-General
be organizaorganizato be
tions within the meaning of Section 3(1)
3(1) of
of the
the Diplomatic
Diplomatic
Privileges Extension
Act 1947, however,
Extension Act
however, will
will be
be granted
granted
without fee to qualified
qualified applicants who
who are
in possession
of valid
are in
possession of
valid
passports issued by the Government
United States
Government of the United
States of
of
America
America and who are traveling
traveling to
to New
New Zealand
New Zealand,
Zealand, New
Zealand
Island Territories
Island
Territories and the Trust Territory
Territory of Western Samoa.

Single-journey visa
Single-journey
granted without fee.
fee.

(3)
journey in
in transit
transit through
through New
Zealand,
(3) A visa for aasingle journey
New Zealand,
New Zealand
Territories and
Zealand Island
Island Territories
Territory of
and the
the Trust
Trust Territory
of
Western Samoa, will be granted
granted without
without fee.
fee.

land, etc.
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(4) A transit certificate
certificate valid for a
single application
for admission
a single
application for
admission
in transit on a
a continuous journey through
through the
United States
the United
States
and its
its possessions
possessions and aalimited entry
and
entry certificate valid for
for the
the
duration of a
a vessel's stay in a
States port
port will
a United States
will be
be
granted without
without fee.
fee.
granted
(5)
passport visas
granted to
(5) Non-immigrant
Non-immigrant passport
visas granted
to New
Zealand citizens
citizens
New Zealand
Validity o
of non-im.
non-immigrant passport visas
in
possession
of
valid passports
in possession
passports issued
issued by
by the
the Government
Government of
for entry into United
of fgorgntryPaintpo
ited
States.
New Zealand and endorsed
endorsed "New
"New Zealand
Zealand Citizen"
Citizen" who qualify
qualify
as temporary visitors under the provisions
provisions of
of Section
of
Section 3(2)
3(2) of
the Immigration
Act
of
1924,
as
amended,
will
be
valid for
Immigration
amended,
for any
any 433 Stat.
Stt.a 154.
54.
8U. S. C. 203.
number of applications
applications for admission into the United States
States
and its possessions during the period of 24 months
date
months from
from date
of issuance
issuance provided that the passports
the bearers
bearers remain
remain
passports of
of the
valid for that period of time
time or
should they
expire are
revalior should
they expire
are revalidate of the
dated prior to the expiration date
the visa.
other nonnonvisa. All
All other
immigrant passport
passport visas granted to
to qualified
qualified New
New Zealand
Zealand
citizens in possession of valid passports will
will be
be valid
valid under
under the
the
same condition
condition for
period of
time not
exceed 12
12 months
months
for aa period
of time
not to
to exceed
The period
from date of issuance.
issuance. The
period of
validity of
relates
of validity
of aavisa
visa relates
only to the period
period within
which it
it may
may be
in connection
connection
within which
be used
used in
with an application for admission
admission at
into the
the
at a
a port
port of
of entry
entry into
United
United States and its possessions, and not to the
the length
of stay
length of
stay
in the United States which may
permitted the
the bearer
may be
be permitted
bearer after
after
he is admitted. The period
period of
of time an
an alien
alien may
may be
be permitted
permitted
to stay in the United States is determined
determined by
by the
the immigration
immigration
authorities at the time the alien is
authorities
admitted.
is admitted.
(6)
Passport visas
visas other
(6) Passport
transit visas
visas granted
other than
than multiple-entry
multiple-entry transit
granted
Vaidity of U.
Validity
U. s.
11„
visas for entry into
nto
States citizens
citizens in
in possession
possession of
to United States
of valid
valid passports
passports issued
issued New Zealand.
ZealandY
by the Government
Government of the United States
States of
America will
will be
valid
of America
be valid
applications for
for any number of applications
admission into
New ZeaZeafor admission
into New
the Trust Territory
land, New Zealand
Zealand Island Territories
Territories and the
Territory
of Western
Western Samoa during a
aperiod
period of
of 24
24 months
from date
of
months from
date of
issuance provided
provided that the passports
passports of
the bearers
bearers remain
remain valid
of the
valid
for that period of time or should
should they
they expire
expire are
are revalidated
revalidated
prior to the expiration
expiration date of the visa. Multiple-entry
Multiple-entry transit
transit
visas will be valid for 12
12 months
the same
terms.
months on
on the
same terms.
arrangements will
will not
2. The foregoing
foregoing arrangements
not apply
apply in
in respect
respect of
the
Inapplicability
in
of the
Inapplicability
in
certain cases.
grant
visas to aliens applying for admission
admission into
the United
grant of
of visas
into the
United States
States c 'rt 'na ca m
and its possessions,
possessions, with the privilege
privilege of
residing permanently
therein.
of residing
permanently therein.
The fee for such visa and application
application therefor
therefor is
dollars or
or the
equivis 10
10 dollars
the equivalent in foreign currency
currency as prescribed
by the
Immigration Act
Act of
prescribed by
the Immigration
of
1924. Furthermore,
Furthermore, it
it is
is understood
understood that
that this
this agreement
agreement will
Stat. 153.
153.
will not
not exex43 stat.
8
8 U. S. C. 1201
I 201 note;
empt United States citizens traveling
II, §
§§04-220.
204-220.
traveling to New
New Zealand,
Zealand, New
New Zealand
Zealand Supp.
supp. II,
Island
Island Territories
Territories and the Trust Territory
of Western
Western Samoa,
Samoa, and
Territory of
and
those New Zealand citizens covered by the agreement
agreement traveling
traveling to
to the
the
United States and its possessions
possessions from the necessity
necessity of
complying with
of complying
with
the respective
respective New Zealand and United
United States
laws and
and regulations
regulations
States laws
concerning
residence (temporary
(temporary or permanent)
concerning the entry, residence
permanent) and
and employemployment or occupation
occupation of foreigners
foreigners and that travelers who
who are
are unable
unable
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to satisfy the Immigration Authorities that they
they comply
with these
comply with
these
laws and regulations are liable to be refused leave to
to enter or
or land.
land.
Government are prepared to accept
3. If
If the New Zealand Government
accept the
the foreforegoing provisions the present note
note and your reply
in similar
terms
reply in
similar terms
should be regarded
regarded as placing on record the agreement
agreement between
between the
the two
two
Governments which will take effect on April 1,
Governments
1, 1949.
1949.
Please accept, Sir, the renewed assurances
assurances of my highest
highest consideraconsideration.
W ELLINGTON,
WELLINGTON,

E.
COTI'EN
R. M
M..S
SCOTTEN

March 14, 1949.
19t9.
The Right Honorable
PrrEa FRASER,
PEER
FRASER,

Prime
Ministerof the Dominion
Prime Minister
Dominion of
of New
New Zealand,
Zealand,
Wellington.
The Netw
Zealand Minister
Minister of External
New Zealand
to the
External Affairs
Affairs to
the American
American
Ambassador
Ambassador
MINISTRY
MINISTRY OF
OF EXTEmNAL
EXTERNAL AFFAIRS
AFtAIRE
SLR,
SIR,

W
ELLINGTON, N.
N.Z
WEtLINGTON,
Z..
14
March
1949.
14 March 1949.

II have the honour to acknowledge
acknowledge the
your letter
letter of
of
the receipt
receipt of
of your
14 March,
March, 1949, in which, with a
facilitating non-immigrant
a view to facilitating
non-immigrant
travel between our two countries,
countries, you suggest that
an Agreement
be
that an
Agreement be
concluded in the following terms:
concluded

9stat.C 62.

59 Stat. 672.
8II. S. C. 1293.

(1)
(
1) New Zealand
Zealand citizens in possession of valid passports
passports issued
by
issued by
the Government
Government of New Zealand
Zealand and endorsed
endorsed "New
"New Zealand
Zealand
Citizen"
Citizen" travelling
travelling to the United States and its possessions
possessions
who are bona fide nom-immigrants
nom-immigrants within the
of the
the meaning
meaning of
the
immigration
immigration laws of the United
United States and
and who are
are eligible
eligible
to receive visas will be granted
non-immigrant passport visas
to
granted non-immigrant
visas
at a
a reduced fee of two dollars or the equivalent
in foreign
foreign
equivalent in
currency; no fee is to be collected for execution
applications
execution of
of applications
therefor. Diplomatic visas and official visas, as well
as visas
well as
visas
issued under the provisions of Section 3
3 (7)
(7) of
of the
the Immigration
Immigration
Act
Act of
of 1924,
1924, as amended,
amended, will, however, continue to be granted
without fee to qualified applicants who are travelling
travelling to
to the
the
United States and its possessions.
(2) United States citizens
citizens in possession of valid passports
issued
passports issued
by
Government of the United States of America
by the Government
America proceeding
proceeding
to New Zealand, New Zealand Island
Island Territories and
and the
the Trust
Trust
Territory
Territory of Western Samoa, will be granted
granted passport
passport visas
visas
(other than single-entry
single-entry transit visas)
of two
two dollars
visas) at
at a
a fee
fee of
dollars
or the equivalent
equivalent in foreign currency. Diplomatic
Diplomatic visas
visas and
and
official visas, as well as visas issued to officers and
of
and employees
employees of
organizations
organizations declared
declared by the Governor-General
Governor-General to be
be organiorgani-

63 STAT.]
63
STAT.]
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zations within the meaning
zations
meaning of Section 8
Diplomatic
8 (1)
(1) of the Diplomatic
Privileges Extension
Privileges
Extension Act 1947, however,
however, will be
granted
be granted
without fee to qualified applicants who are in possession of
of
valid passports issued by the Government
Government of the United
States
United States
of America
America and who are travelling
travelling to New Zealand,
Zealand, New
New
Zealand Island Territories
Territories and the Trust Territory
Territory of
of Western
Western
Samoa.
Samoa.
(3) A visa for a
a single journey in transit through New
(3)
New Zealand,
Zealand,
New Zealand
Zealand Island Territories and the Trust Territory of
of
Western Samoa, will be granted without
fee.
without fee.
(4)
(4) A transit certificate
certificate valid for a
asingle application
application for
for admission
admission
in transit on aacontinuous
journey
continuous
through the United States
States
and its possessions and a
a limited entry certificate
certificate valid
valid for
for the
the
duration of aa vessel's stay in aa United States
will be
States port
port will
be
granted without fee.
(5)
(5) Non-immigrant
Non-immigrant passport visas granted to
citizens
to New Zealand
Zealand citizens
in possession
possession of valid passports issued by
by the
the Government
Government of
of
New Zealand and endorsed "New Zealand
Citizen" who
Zealand Citizen"
who qualify
qualify
as temporary
temporary visitors under the provisions of Section 33 (2)
(2) of
of
the Immigration Act of 1924, as
valid for
as amended,
amended, will
will be
be valid
for any
any
number of applications for admission into
the United
States
into the
United States

and its possessions
posseRsions during the period
period of twenty-four
twenty-four months
from date of issuance provided
provided that the passports
passports of the bearers
remain valid for that period of time or should they expire
are
expire are
revalidated
revalidated prior to the expiration date of the
other
the visa.
visa. All
All other
non-immigrant passport visas granted to
to qualified New
New ZeaZealand citizens in possession of valid passports will be valid
under
valid under
the same condition for aa period of time not
not to
to exceed
twelve
exceed twelve
months from date of issuance. The period
period of validity of
visa
of a
a visa
relates only to the period within which it may be used
in
conused in connection with an application
application for admission at aa port
of entry
port of
entry
into the United States and its possessions, and
to the
length
and not
not to
the length
of stay in the United States which may be permitted
permitted the
bearer
the bearer
after he is admitted.
admitted. The period of time an alien
alien may
may be
perbe permitted to stay in the United States is determined
determined by
the immiimmiby the
gration
gration authorities
authorities at the time the alien is admitted.
(6)
(6) Passport visas other than multiple-entry
multiple-entry transit
transit visas
visas granted
granted
to United States citizens in possession of valid passports issued
issued
by the Government
Government of the United States
America will
States of
of America
will be
be
valid for any number of applications
applications for admission
New
admission into
into New
Zealand,
Zealand, New Zealand Island Territories and
and the
the Trust
Trust TerriTerritory of Western
Western Samoa during a
aperiod of twenty-four
twenty-four months
from date of issuance provided
provided that the passports of
of the bearers
remain valid for that period of time or should they expire are
are
revalidated
revalidated prior to the expiration date of the visa. Multipleentry transit visas will be valid for twelve months
same
months on
on the
the same
terms.
terms.

stat.

43
154.
4 Stat. 14.
8U. S. C. 203.

8U. S C
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2. The foregoing
foregoing arrangements
arrangements will not apply in respect of the grant
grant
of visas to aliens applying for admission into the United
United States
States and its
its
possessions,
possessions, with the privilege of
The
of residing
residing permanently
permanently therein.
therein. The
fee for such visa and application therefor
therefor is ten dollars or
or the equivequivalent in foreign
foreign currency
currency as prescribed
prescribed by the Immigration
Immigration Act
Act of
of
43
Stat. 153.
43 Stat.
153.
Furthermore, it is understood that this agreement
agreement will
will not
not
8
C. §§201
note ; 1924. Furthermore,
8 U.
U. S.
S. 0.
201 note;
Supp. II,
II, I§
§§ 204-220.
204-220. exempt
Supp.
United States citizens travelling to New Zealand, New Zealand
Zealand
Island Territories and the Trust Territory of Western
Western Samoa, and
and
those New Zealand citizens covered by the agreement travelling to the
United States and its possessions
possessions from
necessity of
complying
from the
the necessity
of complying
with the respective New Zealand and United States
States laws
laws and regularegulations concerning
residence (temporary
concerning the entry, residence
(temporary or permanent)
and
permanent) and
employment or occupation of foreigners and that travellers
employment
travellers who are
unable to satisfy the Immigration
Immigration Authorities
Authorities that they
they comply with
with
these laws and regulations are liable to be refused leave to
to enter or
or
land.
8. IIhave the honour to inform you that the New Zealand
Zealand Government
Government
are prepared to accept the foregoing
foregoing provisions and they agree that
that
your note and my present reply should be regarded as placing
on
placing on
Governments to come into force
record an Agreement
Agreement between the two Governments
force
on 1
1April, 1949.
I have the honour
I
honour to be, Sir,
Sir,
Your obedient servant,
P.
FRASER.
P. FRASER.
Minister
Minister of External
External Affairs.
Afairs.
THE UNII1aD
UNrrED STATES
THE
STATES AMBASSADOR,
AMBASSADOR,
Embassy of the United
Embassy
United States
States of America,
America,

Wellington.
Wellington.

63 STAT.]
STAT.)

ECUADOR-MILITARY
ECUADOR
— MILITARY AVIATION
— Mar 23,
AVIATION MISSION
MISSION-Mar.
23, 1949
1949
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May 17, 1949
May
1949

Agreement between the United
United States of America and Ecuador
respecting
Ecuador respecting
a
military aviation
mission to Ecuador,
Ecuador, amending
a military
aviation mission
amending and
and extending the
the
agreement
December 12, 1940, as
agreement of December
as modified and extended. Effected
Effected
by exchange of notes
notes signed
signed at Washington
Washington March
and May
March 23
23 and
May 17,
17,
1949;
entered into
into force May 17, 1949, operative
1949; entered
operative retroactively
retroactively DecemDecember
1948.
ber 12,
1 19of8.
S,

March
March 23
23 and
and
IMay
17, 1949
May 17,1949
I
T. I.I. A.
A. S.
S. 1942]
[T.
1942

The Secretary
Secretary of State
State to the Ecuadoran
Ecuadoran Ambassador
Ambassador

EXCELLENCY:
EXCELLENCY:

DEPARTMENT OF
DEPARTMENT
STATE
OF STATE
WASHINGTON
W ASHINGTON
Mar
Mar 23
23 1949
1949

II have
have the honor to acknowledge
acknowledge the
receipt of
your note
note No.
13
the receipt
of your
No. 13
of January 18, 1949 [1]
[
1] requesting
requesting the
the renewal
renewal of
of the
Agreement
the Agreement
entered
entered into on December
December 12, 1940, modified
modified by
an additional
article
by an
additional article
on April 30, 1941
1941 to
to run
run concurrently
concurrently with
Agreement, and
rewith the
the Agreement,
and renewed for a
a period of four years by an exchange
newed
exchange of
notes
dated
June
13
of notes dated June 13
[1]
and July 13, 1944 [
1]between
between the Governments
Governments of
the
United
States
of
of the United States of
America and the Republic of
a
United
States
of Ecuador,
Ecuador, providing
providing for
for a United States
Military Aviation
Aviation Mission
to Ecuador.
Ecuador.
Mission to
In
your note of January 18, 1949 it
it was indicated
In your
indicated that
that the
the GovernGovernment of Ecuador desires to renew this
this Agreement
ment
for a
aperiod
of two
two
Agreement for
period of
years, the renewal to commence
commence on the
termination of
present
the termination
of the
the present
Agreement
Agreement on December 12, 1948.
It was
also proposed
proposed that
that Article
Article
1948. It
was also
4 contain the following subparagraph:
4
subparagraph:
"(c)
"(c) Upon
Upon request by the
of Ecuador
Ecuador that
the Government
Government of
that the
the
entire personnel
personnel of the Mission be withdrawn,
withdrawn, in
in the
the public
public interest
interest
of Ecuador
Ecuador without the necessity
with Clause
Clause (a)
(a)
necessity of
of compliance
compliance with
of this Article."
Article."
and that Article 99be amended
amended to
read as
as follows:
follows:
to read

64
54 Stat.
Stat. 2437.
2437.
55;Stat. 1265.
55;Stat.
1266.

Stat. 2438.
54 Stat.
2438.

"Each member of the Mission shall serve
on the
the Mission
Mission with
serve on
with
the rank he holds in the United
and shall
shall wear
United States
States Air
Air Force
Force and
wear
the uniform of his rank in the United States
States Air
Air Force."
Force."

The above-mentioned
above-mentioned proposals were transmitted
transmitted to
to the
the Department
Department
of the Air Force and a
a reply has now been received
received indicating
indicating that,
that,
while that Department
Department would be glad to extend
Mission Agreeextend the
the Air
Air Mission
Agreement for the suggested period of
of two years,
years, it
it would
be possible
would not
not be
possible
to include the above-quoted
above-quoted amendments. On
DeOn the
the other
other hand
hand the
the Department of the Air Force has requested
requested that
that the
additional article
article
the additional
signed on April 30, 1941,
1941, to the basic Agreement
Agreement of
of December
December 12,
12, 1940
1940
for
the
assignment
of a
a United States Military Aviation
for
Mission to
to
Aviation Mission
Ecuador
amended to
Ecuador be amended
as follows:
to read
read as
follows:
'Not printed.
'Not

Proposals
Proposals
for
for
amendment
amendment by?
Deby Department ofitheEAir
otitharAir
partment
Force.
Force.

55 Stat. 1265.
1265.
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"Each member of the Mission
family shall
Mission and
and his
his family
shall be
be furnished
furnished
by the Government
Government of the Republic
with first-class
first-class
Republic of
of Ecuador
Ecuador with
accommodations for travel, via the shortest
accommodations
traveled route,
shortest usually
usually traveled
route,
required
performed under this Agreement, between
required and performed
between the port
port
of embarkation
embarkation in the United States of America
America and
his
official
and his official
residence
residence in Ecuador, both for the outward
outward and
and for
for the
the return
return
voyage. The Government of the Republic of Ecuador
Ecuador shall
shall also
also
pay all expenses
expenses of shipment of household effects,
baggage and
effects, baggage
and
automobile
automobile of each member of the Mission between
between the
the port
port of
of
embarkation in the United States of America
America and
resiand his
his official
official residence in Ecuador, as well as all expenses incidental to the transtransportation of such household effects, baggage
baggage and automobile
automobile from
from
Ecuador to the port of entry in the United States
States of
of America.
America.
Transportation of such household effects, baggage and
Transportation
and autoautomobile shall be effected
effected in one shipment, and
shipand all subsequent
subsequent shipments shall be at the expense
expense of the respective
members of
respective members
of the
the
Mission except as otherwise
otherwise provided in
Agreement, or
or when
when
in this
this Agreement,
such shipments are necessitated
necessitated by circumstances
circumstances beyond their
their
control. Payment of expenses for the transportation
families,
transportation of
of families,
household effects
effects and automobiles,
automobiles, in the case
case of personnel
personnel who
who
may join the Mission for
temporary duty
the request
of the
the
for temporary
duty at
at the
request of
Ministry
Ministry of Defense
Defense of the Republic of Ecuador,
Ecuador, shall
shall not
not be
be
required
required under this Agreement,
Agreement, but shall
determined by
shall be
be determined
by negonegotiations between the Department of
of the
United
of the
the Air
Air Force
Force of
the United
States of America and the authorized
authorized representative
representative of the Ministry of Defense
Defense of the Republic
Republic of Ecuador
in Washington
Washington at
at
Ecuador in
such time as the detail of personnel
personnel for such temporary duty
may
duty may
be agreed
agreed upon."
upon."
The Department
Department of the Air Force desires the following
substitutions
following substitutions
Agreement in
in the wording of the basic Agreement
that the
the current
in order
order that
current ororganization
ganization of the United States Air Force may be properly reflected:
reflected:

a. Preamble:
Substitute "United
Mission" in
in
a.
Preamble: Substitute
"United States
States Air Force Mission"
lieu of "Military Aviation
Aviation Mission."
Mission."
b. Article 6: Delete "Lieutenant Colonel or Major."
Major." Substitute
Substitute
"Department of the Air Force"
"Department
Force" in lieu of "War
"War Department"
Department" and
and
"United States Air Force"
"United States
States Army
Force" in lieu
lieu of
of "United
Army Air
Air
Corps" wherever
wherever it appears in
in this Article.
Article.
c. Article 9: Substitute "United States
Force" in
in lieu
of
States Air Force"
lieu of
wherever it
"United States Army Air Corps"
Corps" wherever
appears in
in this
this
it appears
Article.

d. Article 11: Substitute "United States Air Force"
Force" in
in lieu
lieu of
of
"United States Army Air Corps."
Corps."

54 Stat. 2438.
54
tat. 238.

In the event that the above proposals are acceptable
to your
your Govacceptable to
Government,
I shall consider this note and your response to that
ernment, I
as
that effect
effect as
Agreement between the
completing the Agreement
two Governments
Governments for
for the
the
the two
renewal
Agreement of 1940, notwithstanding
renewal of the Agreement
provision of
notwithstanding the
the provision
of
Title I, Article 3.

63 STAT.]
63
STAT.]
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Accept, Excellency,
Excellency, the renewed assurances
assurances of my highest
highest considconsid-

eration.
eration.

For the Secretary
Secretary of State:
State:

DEAN RUSK
RUSK

DEAN

Excellency
His Excellency

Sefior Don
Sailor
AUGUSTO DILLON,
DilloN,
Don AUGUSTO
Ambassador of Ecuador.
Ambassador
Ecuador.

EcuadoranAmbassador
The Ecuadoran
Ambassador to the
of State
State
the Secretary
Secretary of
EMBAJADA
EMBAJADA DEL ECUADOR
ECUADOR
WASHINGTON
WASHINGTON
No. 149
No.

17 de mayo de 1949.
1949.

ExcELExor.A:
EXCEaLNCIA:
Tengo a
a honra
honra dirigirme
dirigirme a
Excelencia con
el objeto
exa Vuestra
Vuestra Excelencia
con el
objeto de
de expresarle que mi Gobierno ha
tornado en
consideracion la
la amable
amable
ha torado
en debida
debida consideraci6n
nota de usted, No. 822.20,
de 23
23 de
de 1949,
relativa a
822.20, de
de marzo
marzo de
1949, relativa
a la
la renovarenovaci6n
don del Acuerdo
Acuerdo entre nuestros dos
dos Gobiernos
Gobiernos sobre
sobre la
la MisiOn
Misi6n Militar
Militar
Aerea de los Estados Unidos
Unidos en
en el
el Ecuador.
Ecuador.
Al respecto,
respecto, acabo de recibir instrucciones
instrucciones para
para manifestar
manifestar aaVuestra
Vuestra
Excelencia
Excelencia que el Ministerio
Ministerio de Defensa
Defensa Nacional
Nacional del
acepta
del Ecuador
Ecuador acepta
las reformas
por el
reformas propuestas
propuestas por
Departamento de
el Departamento
de Estado
Estado en
en el
el Acuerdo
Acuerdo
que establece
establece la
la susodicha
susodicha MisiOn.
Misi6n.
Aprovecho la oportunidad
oportunidad para
reiterar a
Excelencia el
para reiterar
a Vuestra
Vuestra Excelencia
el
testimonio
y distinguida
distinguida consideraciOn.
testimonio de mi mas
ms alta y
consideraci6n.
A
DnzoN
A DILLON
A. Dillon
Dillon
A.
Embajadordel Ecuador
Embajador
Ecuador

A
A. Su Excelencia
Excelencia
el
el seiior
DEAN AOHESON
AoHnsoN
seiior DEAN
Secretario
Estado
Secretario de
de Estado
Washington, D.
D. C.
C.
Washington,
Translation
Tralsation
EMBASSY
EMBASSY OF ECUADOR
WASHINGTON
WASHINGTON

No.
No. 149
149

May
1949.
May 17,
17, 1949.

EXCELLENOr:
EXCELLENCY:

IIhave the honor to inform Your Excellency
that my
Excellency that
my Government
Government
consideration to your
has given due consideration
courteous note
note No.
No. 822.20
822.20 of
of March
your courteous
March
23, 1949, relative
relative to the extension of the
our two
the agreement
agreement between
between our
two
Governments on the United States
Governments
States Military
Military Air
Ecuador.
Air Mission
Mission in
in Ecuador.
In this connection,
In
connection, IIhave just
received instructions
instructions to
Your
just received
to inform
inform Your
Excellency
Excellency that the Ministry of National Defense
Defense of
of Ecuador
Ecuador accepts
accepts
the amendments
amendments proposed
proposed by
State in
in the
by the Department
Department of
of State
the agreeagreement that establishes the aforementioned
aforementioned Mission.
Mission.

p.243.

Ante.
Ae. p. 2543.

2546
2546
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TAT.
[63
STAT.

II avail myself of this opportunity
opportunity to renew
renew to Your
Your Excellency
Excellency the
the
assurances
assurances of my highest and most distinguished consideration.
consideration.
A Dru.oii
DILLON
A

His Excellency
Excellency
DEAN ACHEsoN
ACHESON
DEAN
Secretary
Secretary of State
State
Washington,
D. C.
C.
Washington, D.

A. Dillon
Ambassador
Ecuador
Ambassador of
of Ecuador

63
STAT.]
63 STAT.]

Jan. 27, 1949
ECUADOR-NAVAL
MISSION-Jan.
27, 1949
ECUADOR— NAVAL MISSION—

2547
2547

Feb. 4, 1949

United States
States of
America and
and Ecuador,
Ecuador, amendAgreement between the United
of America
amending and
and extending the
the agreement
agreement of
December 12,
as modified
modified
of December
12, 1940,
1940, as
and extended, respecting
respecting a
a naval
naval mission
mission to Ecuador.
by exexEcuador. Effected
Effected by
change of notes signed at Washington January
January 27
change
and February
27 and
February 4,
4,
1949;
entered into
into force February
February 4,
4, 1949, operative
194.9; entered
operative retroactively
retroactively
December
12, 1948.
December 12,
1948.

January'
27 and
January 27
February 4, 1949

and

[TI
[T. I. A.. S.
S.194
1944i

Secretary of State to the Ecuadoran
The Secretary
Ecuador= Ambassador

EXCELLENCY:
EXCELLENCY:

DEPARTMENT
TATE
DEPARTMENT OF
OF S
STATE
W
ASILINGTON
WASHINGTON
Jan 27
.1949
Jan
S7 1949

I have the honor to acknowledge
receipt of your
I
acknowledge the receipt
your note
note No.
284 of
of
No. 284
November 29, 1948 [
[1]
November
1] requesting
the renewal
renewal of
of the
enrequesting the
the Agreement
Agreement entered into on December
12, 1940,
1940, modified
modified by
December 12,
by an
an additional
additional article
article
on April 30, 1941 to run concurrently
concurrently with
with the
the Agreement
Agreement and
and
renewed on two occasions
occasions for a
aperiod
period of two years each
by an
each by
an exexchange of notes dated July 27 and August 22,
22, 1944
1944 [
and June
June 17
17
[11]]and
and December
December 11, 1946, [']
[
1]respectively,
respectively, between
Governments of
of
between the
the Governments
the United States of America
America and the Republic of
of Ecuador
providing
Ecuador providing
a United
for a
United States Naval Mission to
to Ecuador.
Ecuador.
In your note of November 29
In
the Government
Government
29 it
it was indicated
indicated that
that the
of Ecuador
Ecuador desires to renew
renew this agreement for
for a
period of
years,
a period
of two
two years,
the renewal to commence
commence on the termination
present agreement
agreement
termination of
of the
the present
It was also
proposed that
that Article
4 contain
contain the
on December 12, 1948. It
also proposed
Article 4
the
subparagraph:
following subparagraph:

54 Stat.
54
stat. 2429.
2.
1263.
s55 Stat.
Stat. 123.

8
54
2430.
4 Stat.
tat. 2430.

"(a)
request by
by the
Government of
"(a) Upon
Upon request
the Government
for the
the withof Ecuador
Ecuador for
withWithdrawal of peo
pet
Wlthdrawl
sonnel
n of Mission.
drawal of all personnel of the Mission, in the public interest of
of sO
al of MLiIon
Ecuador, without the
necessity of
of complying
complying with
with subparagraph
subparagraph
the necessity
(a)
of this
this Article."
(a) of
Article."
and that Article 99be amended to
to read
read as
as follows:
follows:

"Article 9.
"Article
9.

Each member
member of
the Mission
Each
of the
Mission shall
shall discharge
discharge his
his

duties in the
the Mission
with the
which he
holds in
in the
Mission with
the rank
rank which
he holds
the United
United
States Navy, and shall wear
wear the
rank in
the United
the uniform
uniform of
of his
his rank
in the
United
States
States Navy."
Navy."
The above-mentioned
proposals were
above-mentioned proposals
the Department
were transmitted
transmitted to
to the
Department
a reply has been
of the Navy and a
received indicating
indicating that
that while
while that
been received
that
Department
Department would be glad
glad to
Naval Mission
Mission Agreement
to extend
extend the
the Naval
Agreement
for the suggested period of two years,
it would
be possible
possible to
to inyears, it
would not
not be
include the above-quoted
above-quoted amendments. On
On the
the other
other hand,
hand, the
the DepartDepartment of the Navy has requested
requested that the additional
additional Article
Article signed
signed on
on
'Not
INot printed.

Rank
uniform
ak and
and uniorm

2548
55 Stat. 1263; 54 Stat.
Stat.
2429.
2429.

Travel accommodations for family.

Shipment of houseShipment
effects, etc.
hold effects,

Personnel joining
Mission temporarily.
Mission

54 Stat. 2430.

INTERNATIONAL
INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS
OTHER THAN
TREATIES
AGREEMENTS OTHER
THAN TREATIES

[63
STAT.
[63 STAT.

April 30, 1941 to the basic agreement
agreement of December
December 12,
1940 for
12, 1940
for the
the
assignment
a United States Naval Mission to Ecuador
assignment of a
Ecuador be
be amended
amended
to read as follows:
follows:
"Each
"Each member of the Mission and his family shall be
furnished
be furnished
by the Government
Government of the Republic
with first-class
Republic of Ecuador
Ecuador with
first-class
accommodations
accommodations for travel,
travel, via the shortest
shortest usually
traveled route,
usually traveled
route,
required
Agreement, between the
required and performed
performed under this Agreement,
the port
of embarkation
embarkation in the United States of America
America and
official
and his
his official
residence
Ecuador, both for the outward
residence in Ecuador,
outward and
and for the return
return
voyage. The Government
Government of the Republic
Republic of Ecuador
Ecuador shall
shall also
also
pay all expenses
expenses of shipment of household
household effects,
baggage
effects, baggage and
and
automobile
of
each
member
of
the
Mission between the port of
automobile
embarkation
embarkation in the United States of America
America and
his official
official resiand his
residence in Ecuador, as well as all expenses incidental to
to the transportation
portation of such household effects, baggage
automobile from
baggage and
and automobile
from
Ecuador to the port of entry in the United
United States of
of America.
America.
Transportation
Transportation of such household effects, baggage and
automoand automobile shall be effected in one shipment, and all
subsequent shipments
all subsequent
shipments
shall be at the expense of the respective
of the
respective members
members of
the Mission
Mission
except as otherwise
otherwise provided
provided in this Agreement,
such
Agreement, or
or when
when such
shipments
shipments are necessitated
necessitated by circumstances
their control.
circumstances beyond
beyond their
control.
expenses for the transportation
Payment of expenses
transportation of families, househousehold effects and automobiles, in
personnel who
who may
in the case
case of
of personnel
may
join the Mission
Mission for temporary duty at the request of the
the Ministry
Ministry
Republic of Ecuador, shall not be required
of Defense of the Republic
required under
under
this Agreement, but shall be determined
determined by
by negotiations
negotiations between
between
the Department
Department of the Navy of the
of America
America and
the United
United States of
and
the authorized representative
representative of the Ministry
Ministry of Defense
Defense of
the
of the
Republic of Ecuador in Washington
Washington at such time
detail of
of
time as
as the detail
personnel
personnel for such temporary
temporary duty may
upon."
may be agreed
agreed upon."
In the event that the above proposal is acceptable
Governacceptable to your
your GovernI shall consider this note and your response
ment, I
effect as
response to
to that
that effect
as
completing the Agreement
Agreement between
completing
between the two Governments
Governments for
for the
the
accordance with Title I,
renewal of the Agreement
Agreement of 1940 in accordance
3.
I, Article
Article 3.
Excellency, the renewed
Accept, Excellency,
highest consideraconsiderarenewed assurances
assurances of
of my
my highest
tion.
For the Secretary
Secretary of State:
State:
JOHN
E. PEURIFOY
JOHN E.
PEI:TIMMY
Excellency
His Excellency
Seiior
AUGausTo DILLON,
Sefior Don AUGUSTO
DILLON,
Ambassador
Ambassador of
of Ecuador.
Ecuador.

63 STAT.]
STAT.]

ECUADOR-NAVAL
MISSION
ECUADOR- NAVAL MISSION

Jan.
27, 1949
Jan. 271949
1949
Feb. 4, 1949

2549
2549
2549

The Ecuadoran
Ecuadoran Ambassador
Ambassador to the
The
the Secretary
Secretary of
of State
State
EMBAJADA DEL ECUADOR
EMBAJADA
ECUADOR

WASHINGTON
WASHINGTON

No. 84
No.
84

N.

4 de
1949
4
de febrero
febrero de
de 190

84

EXCELENCIA :
EXCELENCIA:

Con relacion
relaci6n a
a la
la amable nota del Departamento
Con
Departamento de Estado, de
de fecha
fecha
27
de
enero
fltimo,
y aala mia
3 de
27 de
illtimo,y
mitt, de 3
de febrero
actual, respondiendo
respondiendo
febrero [[1I]
] actual,
a la
la anterior,
anterior, tengo aahonra manifestar
manifestar a
a
Vuestra Excelencia
Excelencia que
que mi
a Vuestra
mi
Gobierno,
comunicaci6n cablegrafica,
Gobierno, mediante
mediante comunicaciOn
me instruye
instruye para
cablegrafica, me
para
manifestar
manifestar al Gobierno de los Estados Unidos
que acepta
acepta la
la pr6rroga
prorroga
Unidos que
del
mantiene con la Misi6n
del contrato
contrato que mantiene
Mision Naval
este pais,
pals, incorpoNaval de
de este
incorporando a
a dicho contrato la clausula adicional
adicional propuesta
rando
por el
propuesta por
el DeparDepartamento
tamento de Marina.
Marina.
Aprovecho
oportunidad para reiterar
Aprovecho la oportunidad
reiterar a
Excelencia el
a Vuestra
Vuestra Excelencia
el
testimonio de mi mas
Inas alta y
ydistinguida
distinguida consideraci6n.
consideraci6n.
A Dir.zoN
DILHON

A Su Excelencia
Excelencia
A
el Sailor
Sefior DEAN
ACHESON
DEAN ACHESON
Secretariode
Secretario
de Estado
Estado
Washington, D.
D. C.
Washington,
C.

A. Dillon
A.
Embajador del
Embajador
Ecuador
del Ecuador

Translation
Translation
EMBASSY OF
EMBASSY
OF ECUADOR
ECUADOR
WASHINGTON
WASHINGTON
No. 34

February4,1949
4, 1949
February

EXCELLENCY:
EXCELLENCY :
With reference
With
reference to the courteous
courteous note of
of State
State
of the Department
Department of
dated January
January 27 last, and to my note
note in
dated February
February
in reply
reply thereto
thereto dated
3, 1949,
[1]
I have the honor to inform Your Excellency
3,
1949, [
I] I
Excellency that
that in
in a
a
cabled
communication my Government
Government instructs
cabled communication
instructs me
me to
to inform
inform the
the
United States Government
Government that it
it accepts
extension of
of the
conaccepts the
the extension
the contract which it has with the United
United States
Naval Mission,
Mission, incorporating
incorporating
States Naval
in the said contract the additional
by the
the Navy
Navy DeDeadditional clause
clause proposed
proposed by
partment.
I avail myself of the opportunity to
I
to renew
to Your
Your Excellency
Excellency the
the
renew to
expression of my highest
highest and most
distinguished consideration.
most distinguished
consideration.
A DILLON
Dru.oN
A

His Excellency
Excellency
DErLN
DEAN ACHEt3ON
ACHESON
Secretary of
Secretary
State
of State
Washington,
C.
Washington, D.
D. C.
'Not
printed.
'
Not printed.

A.
A. Dillon
Dillon
Ambassador of
Ambassador
Ecuador
of Ecuador

M
Av,. p.2847.
7?.

Aldo, p.
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Agreement between the United States of
Finland respecting
respecting
of America and Finland
air transport
air
transport services. Signed
Signed at Helsinki
Helsinki March 29,
29, 1949; entered
entered
intoforce April 28, 1.94.9.
into
1949.

March 29, 1949
1949
March 29,
S. 1945]
[T. I.
I. A.
A. S.
19451

AIR TRANSPORT
AGREEMENT BETWEEN
BETWEEN
TRANSPORT AGREEMENT

THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
FINLAND
AMERICA AND FINLAND
The Government
Government of the United States of America
America and the Government of Finland,
Desiring
conclude an Agreement
Desiring to conclude
Agreement for the purpose
promoting
purpose of
of promoting
direct air communications
between their respective
communications between
respective territories,
accordingly appointed authorized
Have accordingly
authorized representatives
representatives for this
purpose, who have agreed
agreed as follows:
follows:
ARTICLE 1
1
ARTICLB

For the purposes of the present Agreement, and its Annex, except
except
where the text provides otherwise:
otherwise:
"Aeronautical
thorities."

"Atronasutical aua-

"Designated air"Designated
airlines."

"Territory."

Territory."

(A) The term "aeronautical
"aeronautical authorities" shall mean
in the
mean in
the case
case

of the United States of America, the Civil Aeronautics
Board and
Aeronautics Board
and
any person or agency authorized
authorized to
perform
the
functions
exercised
to perform the functions exercised
at the present time by the Civil Aeronautics Board and, in the-case
case of
of
Finland, the Office of Civil Aviation of the
the Ministry
Ministry of
Communicaof Communications and Public Works
Works and any person or agency authorized
authorized to
perform the functions
functions exercised
exercised at present by the said Office of Civil
Civil
Aviation.
(B) The term "designated
"designated airlines" shall mean those
those airlines
airlines that
that
the aeronautical
aeronautical authorities
authorities of one of the contracting parties
have
parties have
communicated in writing to the aeronautical
the other
other
aeronautical authorities of
of the
contracting
contracting party that they are the airlines that it has designated
designated in
in
conformity with Article
conformity
Article 3
3 of the present Agreement
Agreement for the
the routes
specified in such designation.
designation.
(C) The
The term
term "territory"
meaning given to it
by
(C)
"territory" shall have the meaning
it by

Article 2
2 of the Convention on International
Civil Aviation,
International Civil
Aviation, signed
signed
at Chicago
Chicago on December 7, 1944.
(D) The definitions contained in Article 96 of the Convention
Convention

6p

Pt.
Pt.

2,
2,

1

Pt.

2,
2,
1944 shall be applied to the present Agreement.

81
Stat.,
Stat.,
p. 1181.

81 Stat.,
p. 1207.

on International
International Civil Aviation signed at Chicago
Chicago on December
7,
December 7,
AwricLE 2
ARTICLE
2

Post,
Post, p:2554.
p.'2654.

Each contracting party grants to the other contracting
contracting party the
the
rights as specified in the Annex hereto necessary
necessary for establishing the
the
international civil air routes and services therein described,
described, whether
whether
such services be inaugurated immediately or at a
a later date at the
option of the contracting
contracting party to whom
are granted.
whom the
the rights
rights are
granted.

63STAT.]
63
STAT.]

FINLAND-AIR
TRANSPORT SERVICES-MAR.
FINLAND- AIR TRANSPORT
SERVICES- MAR.29,
1949
29, 1949

2551

ARTICLE
ARTICLE 3
3

Each of the air services so described
described shall be placed in operation
operation as
as
soon
as
the
contracting
party
to whom the rights have been granted
soon

Inauguration of
Inauguration
of sir
air
services.
services.

by Article 2
2 to designate an airline or airlines for the
by
the route
route concerned
concerned
has authorized
authorized an airline
contracting party
has
airline for such route, and the contracting
party
granting
granting the rights shall, subject to Article 7
7hereof, be bound to give
the appropriate
appropriate operating permission to the airline or
conor airlines
airlines concerned; provided that the airlines so designated
designated may
may be
to
be required
required to
qualify before
competent aeronautical
qualify
before the competent
aeronautical authorities
authorities of
the contractcontractof the
ing party granting the rights under
the laws
and regulations
under the
laws and
regulations normally
normally
applied
applied by these authorities before being permitted
permitted to
to engage
engage in
in the
the
operations contemplated
contemplated by
operations
this agreement;
agreement; and
and provided
by this
provided that
that in
in
the United
United States Zones in
Germany and
and Austria,
Austria, such
operations
in Germany
such operations
shall be subject to the approval of the
the competent
competent military
military authorities.
authorities.
ARTICLE 4
ARTILE
4
Prevention
Prevention of diedisIn order
In
order to prevent
prevent discriminatory
discriminatory practices
practices and
to assure
and to
assure equality
equality criminatory
criminatory,practices,
practices,

of treatment, both contracting
contracting parties agree that:
(a)
Each
of
the
contracting
(a)
contracting parties may impose
or permit
permit to
be
impose or
to be
imposed just and reasonable
reasonable charges for the use of public
public airports
and other facilities under its control. Each of
of the
contracting parties
the contracting
parties

etc.

of
Charges for use of
facilities.
facilities.

agrees,
agrees, however, that these
shall not
not be
be higher
higher than
than would
would
these charges shall

be paid for the use of such airports and facilities
facilities by
by its
its national
national airaircraft engaged in similar international
international services.
services.
(b) Fuel, lubricating oils and spare parts
(b)
introduced into
into the
the territerriparts introduced
tory of one contracting
contracting party by the other contracting
contracting party
or its
party or
its
nationals, and intended solely for use by aircraft of the
such
the airlines
airlines of
of such
contracting
contracting party shall, with respect to the imposition
imposition of customs
customs
duties, inspection
inspection fees or other national
national duties or charges by the concontracting party whose territory is entered, be accorded
same treattreataccorded the same
ment as that applying to national airlines and to
the mostto airlines
airlines of
of the
mostfavored-nation.
favored-nation.
(c) The fuel, lubricating oils, spare parts, regular equipment
equipment and
and
aircraft stores retained on board civil aircraft of the airlines of one
one
contracting
contracting party authorized
authorized to operate the routes and services
described
described in the Annex shall, upon arriving
leaving the
territory
arriving in
in or
or leaving
the territory
of the other contracting
contracting party, be exempt from customs,
customs, inspection
inspection
fees or similar duties or charges, even though such supplies be
be used
used
or consumed by such aircraft on flights in that territory.

Customs duties,
etc.,
duties, etc.,
fuel, lubricating
for fuel,
oils, and spare parts.

Pod,
p. 9554.
Pot, p.
2M4.

ARTICLE
ARTICLE 5
5

Certificates
Certificates of airworthiness,
airworthiness, certificates
licenses
certificates of
of competency
competency and
and licenses
contracting party
issued or rendered valid by one contracting
and still
in
party and
still in force
force
shall be recognized as valid by the other
other contracting
party for
the
contracting party
for the

purpose of operating
operating the routes and services described
described in the Annex.
Annex.
Each contracting party reserves the right, however,
recoghowever, to refuse
refuse to
to recognize, for the purpose of flight above its own territory, certificates
certificates of
of
competency
competency and licenses granted
granted to its own nationals
nationals by another state.
state.

Certificates of
Certifilates
of airairworthiness, etc.
worthiness,
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ARTICLE 66
Laws
gulaLaws and
and re
regulations.
tions.

(a)
laws and
and regulations
regulations of
relating to
to
(a) The
The laws
of one
one contracting
contracting party
party relating
the admission to or departure
departure from its
its territory
territory of
of aircraft
aircraft engaged
engaged
international air navigation, or
in international
or to the
the operation and
and navigation
navigation of
of
such aircraft while within
within its territory, shall be applied
applied to
to the aircraft
aircraft
contracting party,
shall be
be
of the airlines designated
designated by
by the
the other contracting
party, and
and shall
complied with
departing from
from or
complied
with by
by such
such aircraft upon
upon entering
entering or
or departing
or
while within the
the territory
territory of
of the first
first party.
(b)
contracting party
to the
(b) The laws
laws and
and regulations
regulations of
of one
one contracting
party as
as to
the
admission to or departure
departure from its territory of
of passengers,
passengers, crew, or
or
to entry,
clearance,
cargo of
of aircraft,
aircraft, such as regulations
regulations relating
relating to
entry, clearance,
immigration, passports,
quarantine shall be complied
complied
passports, customs, and quarantine
with by or on behalf of such passengers,
passengers, crew or cargo of
of the
the airlines
airlines
designated by the other
entrance into
into or
or
designated
other contracting
contracting party upon
upon entrance
departure
departure from, or while
while within the
the territory
territory of
of the
the first party.
party.
ARTICLE 77
ARTICLE

Withholding
Withholdin
g or
or revrevocation of
of specified
specified
ocation
rights.
rights.
Post, p.-2554.
p:2554.
Post,

Notwithstanding the provisions of Article
Article 9
9hereof,
Notwithstanding
hereof, each contracting party reserves the right
revoke the
right to
to withhold
withhold or
or revoke
the exercise
exercise of
of the
the
specified in the Annex to this Agreement
Agreement by
rights specified
by an airline
airline desigthat it
it is
is not
not satisnated by the other contracting party in the event that
satisfied that substantial ownership
ownership and
and effective
effective control
control of
of such
such airline
airline
vested in nationals
nationals of the other contracting
contracting party,
of
are vested
party, or in case
case of
government designating
airline to
failure by such airline or
or the government
designating such
such airline
to
comply with the laws and regulations
regulations referred
referred to in
in Article
Article 6
6 hereof,
hereof,
perform its
fulfil the
the
or otherwise
otherwise to perform
its obligations hereunder,
hereunder, or
or to
to fulfil
conditions under
under which the rights
accordance with
rights are granted
granted in
in accordance
with this
this
Agreement
Agreement and its
its Annex.
Annex.
ARTICLE
ARTCLE 88

Retgitration.
Registration.

This Agreement and all contracts connected
connected therewith shall be
registered with the International Civil Aviation
Organization.
Aviation Organization.
ARTICLE
ARTICIL 9
9

Termination.
Termination.

Either of the contracting parties may
may at
notify the
the other
at any
any time
time notify
other
of its intention to terminate
terminate the present Agreement. Such aa notice
shall be sent simultaneously to the International
International Civil Aviation
Aviation
Organization. In the event such communication
communication is made, this Agreement shall terminate one year after
the notice
after the
the date of receipt of
of the
notice
to terminate, unless by agreement
agreement between the contracting
contracting parties
the communication
communication under reference
reference is withdrawn
withdrawn before the expiration of that time. If
If the other contracting party fails to acknowledge
acknowledge
receipt, notice shall be deemed as having been received
received 14 days after
after
its receipt by the International
Organization.
International Civil Aviation
Aviation Organization.
ARTICLE 10
ARnICLE

Modifications
of
Modifications of
routes
conditions.
routes or
or conditions.

In the event either of the contracting
contracting parties considers it
it desirable
desirable
to modify the routes or conditions
conditions set forth in the attached
attached Annex,

63STAT.]
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it may request consultation between the competent authorities of
of
both contracting
contracting parties,
parties, such consultation
consultation to begin within a
a period
period
of sixty days from the date of request. When these authorities
authorities mumutually agree on new or revised conditions affecting
affecting the
the Annex, their
their
recommendations
recommendations on the matter will come into effect
effect after they have
been confirmed by an exchange of diplomatic notes.
notes.
ARTICLE 11
ARTICLE
11

If a
a general multilateral air transport
If
transport Convention accepted
by both
both
accepted by
contracting
contracting parties enters into force, the present Agreement
Agreement shall
shall be
be
amended so as to conform with the provisions of
of such Convention.
Convention.

Amendment.
Amendment.

ARTICLE 12
ARTICLE
12

Except as otherwise
provided in this Agreement
Agreement or its Annex,
otherwise provided
Annex, any
any
dispute between the contracting
contracting parties relative to
to the interpretation
interpretation
or application of this Agreement
cannot be
be
Agreement or
or its Annex,
Annex, which
which cannot
settled through consultation,
consultation, shall be submitted for an advisory rereport to aatribunal of three arbitrators, one
one to
be named
named by
by each
each conto be
contracting party, and the third to be agreed upon by the two arbitrators
so chosen, provided that such third
be a
anational
third arbitrator
arbitrator shall
shall not
not be
national
of either contracting
contracting party. Each of the contracting parties
shall
parties shall
designate an arbitrator within two months of the date
delivery
by
date of
of delivery by
either party to the other party of aadiplomatic note requesting
requesting arbiarbitration of a
adispute; and the third arbitrator
arbitrator shall be
be agreed
agreed upon
upon
within three months of the date of delivery
delivery of such note. If
If the third
third
arbitrator is not agreed upon, within the time limitation indicated,
arbitrator
indicated,
the vacancy thereby
thereby created
created shall be
filled by
by the
the appointment
be filled
appointment of
of aa
person, designated by the President of the Council
ICAO, from
Council of
of ICAO,
from aa
panel of arbitral personnel maintained
maintained in accordance
accordance with
practice
with the
the practice

Disputes.
Pod,
2654.
Pod, p. 25M4.

of ICAO.
ICAO. The executive authorities
authorities of
the contracting
parties will
of the
contracting parties
will
use their best efforts
efforts under the powers available
available to them to put
into
put into
effect the opinion expressed in any such advisory report. A
moiety
A moiety
of the expenses
expenses of the arbitral tribunal
tribunal shall
shall be
by each
be borne
borne by
each party.
party.
AirrIcLE 13
ARTICLE
13

Changes
Changes made by either contracting
contracting party in the routes
routes described
described
in the schedule
schedule attached, except those which change the
the points
points served
served
by its airlines in the territory
territory of the
other contracting
contracting party,
shall
the other
party, shall
not be considered
considered as modification of the Annex. The aeronautical
aeronautical
authorities
authorities of either contracting party may therefore
unitherefore proceed
proceed unilaterally to make such changes, provided, however, that
notice of
of any
that notice
any
change
change is given without delay to the aeronautical
aeronautical authorities
authorities of
the
of the
other contracting
contracting party.
If such other aeronautical
aeronautical authorities
If
authorities find that, having regard
regard to
to
the principles set forth in Section VII of the Annex to the
the present
present
Agreement, interests of their airline
Agreement,
airline or airlines are prejudiced
prejudiced by the
carriage by the airline or airlines of the first contracting
carriage
contracting party
party of
of
traffic between the territory
territory of the second contracting
party and
the
contracting party
and the
new point in the territory
territory of the third country, the
authorities of
the authorities
of the
the

Changes
In routs.
routes.
Changes in

Pn, p.
25U.
Post.
P. 2556*
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two
contracting parties shall consult
view to
arrive at
at a
two contracting
consult with
with a
a view
to arrive
a
satisfactory
satisfactory agreement.
ARTICLE 14
ARTICLE
14
Entry
Entry into
into force.
force.

This
Agreement, including
the Annex
Annex thereto,
thereto, will
will
This Agreement,
including the
the provisions
provisions of
of the
come into force thirty (30)
(30) days
days from the day it
it is
is signed.
signed.
witness whereof, the undersigned, being
In witness
being duly
duly authorized
authorized by
respective Governments,
present Agreement.
their respective
Governments, have
have signed
signed the present
Done in duplicate at Helsinki, Finland,
Finland, this 29th day of
of March,
March,
1949.

For the Government
Government of the
the
United States of America:
America:

Government of
For the Government
of
Finland

AVRA M.
ARREN
AVRA
M. W
WARREN

UuNo TAKKI
UUNO
TAKXI

[SEAL]
[sEAL]

[SEAL]
[SEAL]
ANNEX
ANNEX

SECTION I
I
U.
ghts of
of transU. S. ri
rights
transit in
it
in Finland.
Finland.

Port, p.
p. 2557.
Pot,
2657.

Finnish
rights
of
Finnish ri
ghts of
transit
transit in
in U.
U. S..

The Government
Government of Finland grants to the Government
Government of the
United States of America the right to conduct air
transport services
air transport
services
by one or more airlines of United
United States
nationality
designated by
States nationality designated
by
the latter country on the routes, specified in paragraph
paragraph one
the
one of
of the
Schedule attached,
attached, which transit or
or serve
the terriserve commercially
commercially the
territory of Finland.
SECTION II
II

The Government
Government of the United States of America grants
grants to the
the
Government
Government of Finland the right to conduct
conduct air transport services
by one or more airlines of Finnish
Finnish nationality
designated by the
nationality designated
latter country on the routes, specified in paragraph
paragraph two of
of the
the Schedule attached,
attached, which transit or serve commercially
commercially the territory
of
territory of
the United States
States of America.
America.
&moil. III
SECTION
III

Ri
ghts of
transit
Rights
of transit
and
stops for
for non.
nonand stops
traffic purposes.
traffic
purposes.

One or more airlines designated
designated by each of the contracting
contracting parties
under the conditions provided in this Agreement will enjoy,
enjoy, in the
territory
territory of the other contracting party, rights of transit and of
of
stops for nontraffic
commercial entry
nontraffic purposes, as well as the right of commercial
and departure for international
international traffic in passengers,
passengers, cargo and
and mail
at the points enumerated
enumerated on each of the routes specified in
in the
the Schedule
Schedule
attached.
attached.
SECTION IV
SECTION
IV

Public requirerequire.
Public

11t9.
ments.

The air transport facilities available
hereunder to the travelling
available hereunder
public shall bear a
a close relationship
requirements of the public
relationship to the requirements
transport.
for such transport.
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SECTION V

There
opportunity for the airlines of
There shall be a
a fair and equal opportunity
of the
the
contracting
parties
to operate
contracting
operate on any route between
between their respective
respective
territories
territories covered
covered by this Agreement
Agreement and Annex.
Annex
SECTION
SECTION

Fair and equal
equal opopportunity for operportunity
ation of services.

VI
VI

In the operation
contracting party of the
operation by the airlines
airlines of either contracting
trunk services described in the present
present Annex, the interest
interest of the
the
airlines of the other contracting party shall be taken into consideraairlines
tion so as not to affect
tion
affect unduly the services which the latter provides
on all or part of the same routes.

Cooperation in
Cooperation
n trunk
services.
services.

SECTION VII
VII
SECTION

It is the understanding
understanding of both contracting
It
parties that
services
contracting parties
that services
provided
provided by a
a designated airline under
present Agreement
Agreement and
and
under the
the present
Annex
Annex shall retain
retain as their primary objective
objective the
the provision
of capacity
capacity
provision of
adequate
traffic demands
adequate to the traffic
between the
country of
of which
which such
demands between
the country
such
airline is a
a national
national and the country of
ultimate destination
destination of
of the
the
of ultimate
traffic. The right
embark or
on such
services interinterright to embark
or to
to disembark
disembark on
such services
national traffic destined
destined for and coming from third countries
countries at
at a
a
routes specified
point or points on the routes
specified in
in the
present Annex
shall
the present
Annex shall
be applied in accordance with
the general
general principles
principles of
of orderly
orderly dedewith the
velopment to which both contracting
subscribe and
and shall
shall be
contracting parties
parties subscribe
be
subject to the general
general principle
principle that
capacity should
be related:
related:
that capacity
should be
(a)
to traffic
traffic requirements
country of
of origin
the
(a) to
requirements between
between the
the country
origin and
and the
countries
countries of destination;
destination;
(b) to the requirements
(b)
requirements of
and
of through airline
airline operation;
operation; and

Capacity.

(c) to the traffic requirements
(c)
requirements of
the area
area through
through which
which the
airof the
the airline passes
taking account
account of
and regional
passes after
after taking
of local
local and
regional services.
services.
SEarmx
VIII
SECTION VIII

It is the intention of
of both
It
parties that
be
both contracting
contracting parties
that there
there should
should be
regular and frequent
frequent consultation
between their
respective aeronauticonsultation between
their respective
aeronautical authorities and that there should thereby be
close collaboration
in
be close
collaboration in
the observance
principles and the implementation
observance of the principles
implementation of
of the
the propro-

Consultation.
Consultation,

visions outlined in the present Agreement
Agreement and
and Annex.
Annex.
Szamorr IX
SECTION
IX

in accordance
accordance with
with the
(A) The
The determination
determination of
of rates
rates in
the following
following
paragraphs
paragraphs shall be
at reasonable
reasonable levels,
levels, due
be made
made at
due regard
regard being
being paid
paid
to all relevant
relevant factors, such
as cost
cost of
operation, reasonable
and
such as
of operation,
reasonable profit,
profit, and
the rates charged by
by any
any other
as well
as the
characteristics
other airlines, as
well as
the characteristics
of
of each
each service.
service.
(B) The rates to be charged by the airlines
airlines of
either contracting
contracting
of either
territory of the
party between
between points in the territory
the United
United States
States and
and points
points
in the territory
territory of Finland referred
referred to in the
the attached
attached Schedule
shall,
Schedule shall,
consistent with the provisions of
Agreement and
of the
the present
present Agreement
and its
its Annex,

Determination of
of
Determination

rates.

Approval.
Approval.
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be subject to the approval of the aeronautical
conaeronautical authorities
authorities of
of the conaccordance with their
obligations
tracting parties, who shall act in
in accordance
their obligations
their legal
powers.
under the present Annex, within
within the
the limits of
of their
legal powers.
(C) Any rate proposed by the
(C)
contractthe airline or
or airlines
airlines of either
either contracting party shall be filed with the aeronautical authorities
authorities of
of both contracting parties at least thirty (30) days before the proposed date of
of
introduction;
introduction; provided that
that this period
period of thirty
thirty (30)
(30) days
days may
may be
be
reduced
aeronautical authorities
authorities
reduced in particular cases
cases if
if so agreed by
by the
the aeronautical
of both contracting parties.
parties.
(D) The Civil Aeronautics
Aeronautics Board of the United States having
having apapproved the traffic conference
conference machinery
machinery of the International
International Air TransTrans(hereinafter called
IATA) for
Febport Association
Association (hereinafter
called IATA)
for aa period
period ending
ending February 28, 1950, any rate agreements concluded
concluded through this
machinery
this machinery
during this period and involving United
will be
be subsubUnited States airlines will
ject to approval of the Board.
Board. Rate agreements
concluded through
through
agreements concluded
this machinery
machinery may also be required to be subject
subject to
of
to the
the approval
approval of
the aeronautical
aeronautical authorities of Finland pursuant
pursuant to
to the principles
principles
enunciated in paragraph
enunciated
paragraph (B)
(B) above.
(E) The contracting
contracting parties agree that
procedure described
that the procedure
described in
in
paragraphs (F),
(F), (G)
this Section
apply.
paragraphs
(G) and
and (H) of
of this
Section shall
shall apply.
1.
If during the period of the Civil Aeronautics
Aeronautics Board's approval
1. If
of the IATA
IATA traffic conference
conference machinery, either
either any specific
specific rate
rate
agreement is not approved
reasonable time
by either
conapproved within aareasonable
time by
either contracting party or a
aconference
IATA is unable
conference of IATA
unable to
to agree
agree on
on aarate,
rate, or
or
2. At any time no IATA
IATA machinery
machinery is
or
is applicable
applicable or
3. If
contracting party at any time withdraws
If either contracting
or fails
fails to
to rerewithdraws or
new its approval
approval of that part of the IATA
IATA traffic conference
machinery
conference machinery
relevant to this Section.
(F) In the event that power is conferred
conferred by law
law upon the
the aeroaeronautical
nautical authorities of the United States to fix fair and economic
economic rates
for the transport of persons
persons and property by
international
by air
air on
on international
services of United States airlines and to
suspend proposed
rates in
to suspend
proposed rates
in a
a
manner comparable
comparable to that in which the Civil Aeronautics
Aeronautics Board
at
Board at
empowered to act with respect
present is empowered
respect to such rates
rates for the
the transtransport of persons and property by air
States, each
air within
within the United
United States,
each
of the contracting parties shall thereafter
thereafter exercise its
its authority
authority in
in
such manner
manner as to prevent any rate or rates proposed by one of its
airlines for services from the territory
territory of one contracting party to
to aa
contracting party from
point or points in the territory of the other contracting
becoming effective,
effective, if in the judgment of the aeronautical
becoming
aeronautical authorities
of the contracting
contracting party whose airline or airlines is or are proposing
proposing
such rate, that rate is unfair
unfair or uneconomic.
uneconomic. If
contractIf one of the contracting parties
receipt of the notification referred
parties on receipt
referred to in paragraph
paragraph
(C)
(C) above is dissatisfied
dissatisfied with the rate proposed by the
the airline
airline or airlines of the other contracting party, it shall so notify the
the other concontracting party prior to the expiry of the first fifteen of the thirty (30)
(30)
days referred
referred to, and the contracting parties shall endeavor
endeavor to reach
reach
agreement on the appropriate rate.
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In the event that such agreement
agreement is reached,
reached, each contracting
contracting party
party
will exercise its best efforts to put such rate into effect
its
effect as
as regards
regards its
airline or airlines.
airlines.
If
If agreement
agreement has not been reached at the end of the thirty (30)
rate
(30) pending
Provisional
rate
settlement of
settlement
of
day period referred
(C) above,
day
referred to in paragraph (C)
above, the proposed rate
rate dispute.
dispute
may, unless the aeronautical
may,
aeronautical authorities of the
the country
airline
country of
of the
the airline
concerned see fit to suspend its application, go into effect
concerned
effect provisionally
provisionally
pending
pending the settlement
settlement of any dispute in
accordance with
proin accordance
with the
the procedure outlined
outlined in paragraph
(H) below.
paragraph (H)
below.

(G) Prior to the time when such power may be
(G)
by law
be conferred
conferred by
law
upon the aeronautical authorities
authorities of the United States,
if one
of the
States, if
one of
the
contracting
contracting parties is dissatisfied
dissatisfied with any rate proposed
proposed by
the airairby the
line or airlines of either
contracting party for services from
either contracting
terfrom the
the territory of one contracting party to aapoint or
in the
or points
points in
the territory
territory
of the other contracting
contracting party, it shall so notify the other
prior to
other prior
to
the expiry of the first fifteen (15)
(15) of the thirty (30)
(30) day
day period
period
referred to in paragraph
paragraph (C)
(C) above, and the contracting
parties shall
shall
contracting parties
endeavor to reach agreement on the appropriate
appropriate rate.
rate.
In
the event
event that such agreement
In the
agreement is reached, each contracting party
party
will use its best efforts to cause such agreed rate to be
will
put into
into effect
effect
be put
by its airline or airlines.
It is recognized
recognized that if no such agreement can
It
reached prior
prior to
can be
be reached
to
the expiry of such thirty (30)
(30) days, the contracting
party raising
raising the
the
contracting party
objection
objection to the rate may take such steps as it may consider
necesconsider necessary to prevent the inauguration
inauguration or continuation
of the
the service
in
continuation of
service in
question
question at the rate complained of.
of.
(H)
paragraphs (F)
(F) and (G)
(H) When
When in any case under paragraphs
(G) above
above the
the

aeronautical
aeronautical authorities
authorities of the two contracting
parties cannot
cannot agree
agree
contracting parties
within a
a reasonable
reasonable time upon the appropriate
appropriate rate
consultarate after
after consultation initiated by the complaint
complaint of one contracting
contracting party
party concerning
concerning
the proposed rate or an existing rate of the airline or airlines
airlines of
the
of the
other contracting party, upon the request of either,
contracting
either, both
both contracting
parties shall submit the question to the International
Aviation
International Civil
Civil Aviation
Organization
Organization for an advisory report, and
and each
each party
best
party will
will use
use its
its best
efforts under
under the powers available
available to it to put into effect
effect the
the opinion
opinion
expressed in such report.
expressed
SCHEDULE
SCHEDULE

1.
1. An airline or airlines designated by the Government
Government of
the
of the
United States of America shall be entitled
entitled to
to operate
operate air
air services
services on
on
the air routes specified in this paragraph,
paragraph, via
points,
via intermediate
intermediate points,
in both directions, and to make scheduled landings
landings in
in Finland
Finland at
the
at the
points so specified:
specified:
a North Atlantic route to
The United States over a
to Helsinki.
Helsinki.
2. An airline or airlines designated by the
Government of
of Finland
Finland
the Government
shall be entitled to operate
operate air services on the air routes
in
routes specified
specified in
this paragraph,
paragraph, via intermediate
intermediate points, in both directions,
to
directions, and
and to

IoA
Atisory

0Adtviso

report
report by
by
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make
the United
United States
States at
at the points
points so
make scheduled landings in
in the
specified:
specified:
Finland over a
a North Atlantic route to New York.
3. Points on any of the specified routes may at the option of the
designated airline or airlines be omitted on any or all flights.
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Agreement and
and exchange of notes between the United
United State
States of
America
of America
and
respecting aa United
United States
States Educational
and the Netherlands
Netherlands respecting
Educational FoundaFoundation in
Signed at
in the Netherlands.
Netherlands. Signed
May 17,
17, 1949;
at The
The Hague
Hague May
1949;
entered intoforce
entered
into force May 17,
1949.
17, 1949.
•

819/19-62—rr. m
zu-17
81989--2---.
-17

y

May 17.
17, 1949
949
IT I. A. s. 1946.1
IT.

- LA.- & lI
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AGREEMENT
AGREEMENT

61
61 Stat.,
Stat.,
p. 3924.
P.
3924.

Pt.
Pt.

4,
4,

between the Government of
of the United
America
United States
States of
of America
and the Government of the
the Kingdom
Kingdom of
of the
the Netherlands
Netherlands
for the use of funds made available in
in accordance
accordance with
with
the Agreement between
between the
United
the Government
Government of
of the
the United
States
of
America
and
the
Government
States of
of the Kingdom of
of
the Netherlands
Netherlands Regarding Settlement for
the
Lend-Lease,
for Lend-Lease,
Aid, Surplus Property,
Reciprocal Aid,
Relief, and
and
Property, Military
Military Relief,
Claims, signed at Washington, D.C.,
Claims,
May 28,
1947.
D.C., on
on May
28, 1947.

Government of the
The Government
States of
the United States
of America
America and
and
the Government of
the Kingdom
Kingdom of
of the
Netherlands;
of the
the Netherlands;

Desiring to promote further mutual understanding
understanding
between the peoples of
of the
States of
and
the United States
of America
America and
the Kingdom of
wider exchange
exchange of
of the
the Netherlands
Netherlands by
by a
a wider
of

knowledge and professional talents through educational
educatinnal
contacts;
contacts;

Considering that Section 32 (b)
Considering
(b) of the
United States
the United
States
Act of
of 1944,
amended by
by Public
Public Law
Law 584,
Surplus Property
Property Act
1944, as
as amended
584,
60 Stat.
Stat. 754.
754.
50 U. S.
S. C.
C. app.
app.

1641 (b).
(b).

79th Congress,
Congress, provides
provides that the Secretary of State
State of
of
the United States of America may
enter into
an agreement
agreement
may enter
into an
with any foreign government for
for the
of currencies
currencies or
the use
use of
or
credits for currencies of such foreign
acquired
foreign government
government acquired

a result of surplus
as a
property disposals
disposals for
certain
surplus property
for certain
educational activities;
educational
activities; and
and
Considering that under the
provisions of
of the
the AgreeAgreethe provisions

ment between the
the United
of
the Government of
of the
United States
States of
America and the
Government of
of the
Kingdom of
the Government
the Kingdom
of the
the

63 SAT.]
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O
OVER4ENKOMST
VE R E
NKOM S T

tussen
Regering der Verenigde
tussen de Regering
Verenigde Staten
Amerika en
RegeStaten van
van Amerika
en de
de Regering
Nederlanden betreffende
ring van het Koninkrijk
Koninkrijk der Nederlanden
het gebruik
betreffende het
gebruik
van golden
beschikbaar worden
golden welke beschikbaar
worden gesteld
gesteld ingevolge
tussen
ingevolge de
de tussen
de Regering
Regering der Verenigde
Verenigde Staten
Staten van
en de
de Regering
van Amerika
Amerika en
Regering van
van
het
Koninkrijk
der
Nederlanden
het Koninkrijk
Nederlanden op 28 Mel
Mel 1947
1947 te
te Washington,D.C.,
WashingtonD.C.,
ondertekende
Overeenkomst
tot
ondertekende Overeenkomst
regeling van de
regeling
de wederzijdse'vordewederzijdse vorderingen en schulden uit hoofde van de uitvoering
van de
Lean- en,
uitvoering van
de Leenen
Pachtovereenkomst, de uitvoering
Pachtovereenkomst,
uitvoering van de
Overeenkomst tot
tot WederWederide Overeenkomst
Hulpverlening, de Verkoop
kerige Hulpverlening,
Verkoop van Overtollige
Overtollige Legergoederen,
Legergoederen,
en de uitvoering
uitvoering van-herAllitaire
de Civiele
CiViele
van-het Militaire Rulpprogramma-voor
Hulpprogramma voor de
Bevolking.
Bevolking.

Verenigde Staten
De Regering
Regering der Verenigde
Staten van Amerika
Regering
Amerika en
en de
de Regering
van het Koninkrijk
Koninkrijk der
der Nederlanden;
Nederlanden;
Verlangende het wederzijdse
wederzijdse begrip
Verlangende
begrip tussen
tussen de
der Verde volken
volken der
Verenigde Staten van Amerika
Amerika en van het Koninkrijk
der Nederlanden
Koninkrijk der
Nederlanden

bevorderen door een ruimere
verder te bevorderen
uitwisseling van
van kennis
kennis en
ruimere uitwisseling
en
vakkundigheid door contact
vakkundigheid
contact op het gebied van het
het onderwijs;
onderwijs;
Overwegende,
Overwegende, dat Afdeling 32 (b)
Amerikaanse Wet
Wet van
van
(b) der Amerikaanse
1944 betreffende Overtollige
Overtollige Legergoederen,
zoals deze
doze tijdens
tijdens
Legergoederen, zoals
de 79ste zitting van het Congres
Congres bij
de
bij Algemene
Algemene Wet
Wet N.
No. 584
584 gewijgewijzigd is, bepaalt dat de Minister
Buitenlandse Zaken
der VerMinister van
van Buitenlandse
Zaken der
Ver-

enigde
enigde Staten
Staten van Amerika met
not de regering van
een ander
land een
een
van een
ander land
overeenkomst kan sluiten betreffende het
het gebruik
van door
gebruik van
door verkoop
verkoop
van
overtollige legergoederen verkregen betaalmiddelen
van overtollige
betaalmiddelen of
creof credieten in de valuta van dat
andere land
land voor
werkzaamdat andere
voor bepaalde
bepaalde werkzaamheden op het gebied van onderwijs;
heden
Overwegende,
Overwegende, dat onder de bepalingen van
de tussen
Regering
van de
tussen de
de Regering
der Verenigde Staten van Amerika en
der
de Regering
Regering van
het Koninkrijk
Koninkrijk
en de
van het
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Netherlands Regarding
Regarding Settlement
Settlement for
for Lend-Lease,
Lend-Lease,
Reciprocal Aid,
Aid, Surplus
Surplus Property,
Property, Military
Military Relief,
Relief, and
and
Claims, signed at Washington, D.C.,
D.C., on
Claims,
on May
28, 1947
1947
May 28,
(hereinafter designated the "Settlement Agreement"),
Agreement"),
it is
is provided that
that the
the Government
Government of
of
of the
the Kingdom
Kingdom of
the Netherlands,
Netherlands, when
when requested
requested by
Government of
of
by the
the Government
the United
United States
States of
of America,
will make
America, will
make available
available at
at
times, by payment
any time or times,
payment to
the Government
Government of
the
to the
of the
United States of America
America or
United
to such
such persons
persons or
or organior to
organizations as
of the
United States
States of
zations
as the
the Government
Government of
the United
of

America may designate, Netherlands currency
currency in
in any
any
amount (computed
(computed as
as provided
in Sub-paragraph
7E
E of
of
provided in
Sub-paragraph 7
61 Stat., Pt. 4,
4,
p.3932.
p. 3932.

the
Settlement Agreement)
Agreement) not
in excess
excess of
of the
the then
then
the Settlement
not in

the total
total principal
principal amount
unpaid portion of the
amount plus
plus past
past
due interest,
interest, for
for the
payment of
of the
of educational
due
the payment
the cost
cost of
educational

programs agreed upon
upon by
by the
the two
two Governments,
Governments,

Have agreed
Have
agreed as
as follows:
follows:
Article
Article 1
1
The Foundation.
Foundation.

There shall
shall be
established a
There
be established
a foundation
foundation to
to be
known as
the
be known
as the
United States
United
Educational Foundation
Foundation in
Netherlands (here(hereStates Educational
in the
the Netherlands
inafter designated
Foundation"), which
which shall
recognized
designated "the
"the Foundation"),
shall be
be recognized
by the
the United
of America
America and
by
the Government
Government of
of the
United States
States of
and the
the

Government of
the Kingdom
of the
Netherlands as
as an
an organizaof the
Kingdom of
the Netherlands
organization created
tion
created and
established to
facilitate the
the administration
and established
to facilitate
administration
of the educational program to be
be financed
financed by
made
by funds
funds made
available
the Government
Government of
of the
Kingdom of
of the
available by
by the
the Kingdom
the Netherlands
Netherlands

under the
under
the terms
terms of
of the
the present
present Agreement.
Agreement.

Except
provided
Except as
as provided
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der Nederlanden
Nederlanden op 28 Mei
Mel 1947 te Washington,
onder- Washington, D.C.,
D.C., ondertekende
Overeenkomst tot regeling
tekende Overeenkomst
van de
de wederzijdse
wederzijdee vorregeling van
vorderingen en schulden
schulden uit
tilt hoofde
hoofde van de uitvoering
uitVoering van
vat de
de
Leen- en
Leonon Pachtovereenkomst,
Pachtovereenkomst, de uitvoering
Overeenkomst
uitvoering van
van de
de Overeenkomst
tot Wederkerige

Hulpverlening, de
Hulplierlening,
van Overtollige
Overtollige
de Verkoop
Verkoop van

Legergoederen,
Legergoederen, en de uitvoering van
Militatre HUlpprovan het
het Militaire
Hulpprogramma
Bevolking (hierna
gramma voor de Civiele Bevolking
(hierna te
te noemen
noemen "Schuld"Schuldvereffenings-Overeenkomst")
vereffenings-Overeenkomst") is vastgesteld,
de Regering
vastgesteld, dat
dat de
Regering
van het Koninkrijk
Koninkrijk der Nederlanden,
Nederlanden, wanneer
wanneer de
Regering der
der
de Regering
Verenigde Staten van Amerika
Verenigde
Amerika zulks
znlks verzoekt,
verzoekt, aan
aan laatstgelaatstgenoemde Regering of aan die personen of
of instellingen,
instellihgen, welke
welke
de Regering
de
Regering der Verenigde Staten
Staten van -Amerika
Amerika daartOe
aanwijst,
daartoe aanwiJst,
te alien tijde
tijde Nederlands courant (berekend
(berekend Volgens
te
de bepabepavolgens de

''

ling
7 sub E
ltng van Artikel 7
E der Schuldvereffenings-Overeenkomst)
tot een bedrag, niet uitgaande
ultgaande boven
boven het
het alsdan.nog
alsdan.nog niet
niet bebe-

taalde gedeelte
gedeelte van de totale hoofdsom
vermeerderd met
de
hoofdsom vermeerderd
met de
rente, ter
achterstallige rente,
ter beschikking
beschikking zal
zal stellen
voor het
het
stellen voor
bekostigen van door de beide Regeringen goedgekeurde
bekostigen
goedgekeurde onderonderwijsprogramma's;
wijsprogramma's;

ZiJn het volgende overeengekomen:
Zijn
overeengekomen:
1
Artikel 1

Er wordt een stichting
stichting ingesteld
ingesteld onder
de naam
onder de
naam van
van ArneAmerikaanse
Onderwijs Stichting
rikaanse Onderwijs
Stichting in
in Nederland
Nederland (hierna
(hierna to
te noemen
noemen
"de Stichting"),
"de
Stichting"), welke door de Regering
Regering der
Verenigde Staten
Staten
der Verenigde
van Amerika en de Regering
Regering van het Koninkrijk der Nederlanden
Nederlanden
erkend wordt als een organisatie,
organisatie, ingesteld
ingesteld en opgericht
opgericht om
on
de uitvoering te vergemakkelijken
vergemakkeliJken van
de
het onderwijs
van het
onderwijs programme,
programma,
dat bekostigd wordt uit de krachtens
dat
krachtens de
de bepalingen
bepalingen dozer
dezer OverOverRegering van het
eenkomst door
door de Regering
het Koninkrijk
Koninkrijk der
der NederNederbeschikbaar gestelde gelden.
landen beschikbaar
gelden.

Behoudens het
in
Behoudens
het in
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in Article 3
hereof the
Foundation shall
shall be
be exempt
from the
3 hereof
the Foundation
exempt from
the
laws of
of the
domestic and local laws
the United
States of
of America
America and
United States
and
of the
the Kingdom of
Netherlands, as
as they
the Netherlands,
they relate
relate to
to the
the use
use
and expenditure of
of currencies
and credits
for currencies,
currencies, for
currencies and
credits for
for
the purposes set
set forth
the present
Agreement.
forth in
in the
present Agreement.
Use
Use of
of funds.
fundA.

available by
The funds made available
by the
the KingKingthe Government
Government of
of the
dom of
the Netherlands,
Netherlands, within the conditions
conditions and
and limitations
dom
of the
limitations
hereinafter set forth,
forth, shall
shall be
be used
used by
by the
the Foundation
Foundation or
or

such other instrumentality as
as may
may be
upon by
by the
be agreed
agreed upon
the GovernGovernment of
of the United
United States
States of
of America
and the
the Government
Government of
America and
of the
the
Kingdom of the Netherlands for
for the
the purpose,
purpose, as
Kingdom
as set
forth in
set forth
in
Section 32 (b)
of the
the United
(b) of
United States
States Surplus
Surplus Property
Property Act
Act of
of
60 Stat.
Stat. 7.54.
754.
60
50
U. S.
50 U.
S. C.
C. app.
app.
1641 (b).
1641
(b).

1944, as
1944,
as amended,
amended, of
of
(1)
research, instruction,and
(1) financing studies, research,
instruction,and other
other
educational activities
educational
for citizens
of the
United
activities of
of or
or for
citizens of
the United
States of America in
in schools
institutions of
of higher
higher
schools and
and institutions
learning located in the
the Netherlands,
Netherlands, Surinam,
Surinam, and
and the
the

Netherlands West Indies,
of the
of the
Indies, or
or of
the nationals
nationals of
the
Netherlands, Surinam, and the
Netherlands,
Indies
the Netherlands
Netherlands West
West Indies
in United
in
and institutions
institutions of
higher
United States
States schools
schools and
of higher
learning located outside the
United States,
the continental
continental United
States,

Hawaii, Alaska (including the
the Aleutian
Aleutian Islands),
Islands),
Puerto Rico, and
the Virgin
Virgin Islands,
Islands, including
including payment
and the
payment
tuition, maintenance,
for transportation,
transportation, tuition,
maintenance, and
and other
other
expenses incident to scholastic
scholastic activities;
activities; or
or
(2) furnishing transportation for
(2)
for nationals
nationals of
of the
the
Netherlands,
Netherlands, Surinam,
the Netherlands
Netherlands West
West Indies
Surinam, and
and the
Indies
who desire
desire to
schools and
who
to attend United States schools
and institutinstitutions of higher learning in
in the
the continental
ions
continental United
United States,
States,
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Artikel
Overeenkomst bepaalde,
Artikel 3
3 dezer Overeenkomst
bepaalde, valt'de
valt de Stichting
Stichting buiten
buiten
de werking der nationale
Verenigde
nationale en plaatselijke
plaatselijke wetten
wetten der Verenigde
Staten van Amerika
Ainerika en van het Koninkrijk
Koninkrijk der Nederlanden
Nederlanden in
in zover
betrekking hebben op het
deze betrekking
hat besteden en uitgeven van betaalmidbetaalmidcredieten in
in valuta
valuta voor de in
delen en credieten
deze Overeenkomst
verin deze
Overeenkomst vermelde doeleinden.
doeleinden.

De door de Regering
Regering van het Koninkrijk
Koninkrijk der
der Nederlanden
Nederlanden volvolgens de hierna genoemde voorwaarden
voorwaarden en beperkingen
beschikbaar
beperkingen beschikbaar
gestelde gelden worden
worden door de Stichting
Stichting of door
&or eon
andere ineen andere
instelling, door de Regering
Regering der Verenigde
Staten van
van Amerika
en
stelling,
Verenigde Staten
Amerika en

Regering van het
het Koninkrijk
de Regering
wederzijds goodKoninkrijk der Nederlanden
Nederlanden wederziJds
goedgekeurd, iangewend
aangewend voor de volgende
gekeurd,
volgende in Afdeling
Afdiling 32 (b)
(b) van de
de
gewijzigde Amerikaanse
van 1944
op
Amerikaanse Wet
Wet van
1944 op

Overtollige
Overtollige LegergoeLegergoe-

deren
deren genoemde
genoemde doeleinden:
doeleinden:
(1)
(1) het bekostigen
studie, wetenschappelijk
wetenschappelijk onderzoek,
bekostigen van studie,
onderzoek,
onderrlcht en andere werkzaamheden
onderricht
werkzaamheden op onderwijsgebied
door
onderwijsgebied door
of voor burgers van de Verenigde
Amerika aan
Verenigde Staten van
van Amerika
aan

scholen en instellingen
instellingen van hoger onderwijs,
gevestigd in
in
onderwijs, gevestigd
Nederland, Suriname of de
of door
door
Nederland,
de Nederlandse
Nederlandse Antillen,
Antillen, of

onderdanen van
onderdanen
de Nederlandse
Antillen
van Nederland, Suriname en
en de
Nederlandse Antillen
aan Amerikaanse scholen
scholen en instellingen van
van hoger
onderhoger onderwijs,
wijs, gelegen
gelegen buiten
vests land
land van
van de
de Verenigde
buiten het
het vaste
Verenigde
Staten, Hawaii, Alaska
(met de
de Aleoeten),
Staten,
Alaska (met
Aleoeten), Porto
Porto Rico
Rico on
en

de Virginische
Virginische Eilanden,
Eilanden, met
inbegrip van
van de
reiskosten 4
met inbegrip
de reiskosten.,
school- en collegegeld,

levensonderhoud
andere uitgalevensonderhoud en
en andere
uitga-

ven, welke
onderwijs- en wetenschappelijk
sick
ven,
welke onderwijswetenschappelijk work
werk met
met sich
mode
mede brengen;
brengen;
(2)
verschaffen van vrije
overtocht aan onderdanen
(2) het verschaffen
vrije overtocht
onderdanen van
van

Nederland, Suriname
Nederland,
Suriname en de Nederlandse
Nederlandse Antillen,
Antillen, die AmeriAmerikaanse scholen en instellingen
instellingen van
onderwijs wensen
wensen to
van hoger onderwijs
te

bezoeken, gelegen binnen het vaste
bezoeken,
vests land
land der Verenigde
Verenigde Staten,
Staten,
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Hawaii, Alaska (including the
Hawaii,
Aleutian Islands),
Puerto
the Aleutian
Islands), Puerto
Rico, and
and the Virgin Islands
Islands and
Rico,
and whose
attendance will
whose attendance
will
citizens of
not deprive citizens
of the
the United
United States
of America
States of
America
of an
an opportunity to attend such
such schools
of
schools and
and institutions.
institutions.

Article 2
Article
2
Powers of the Foun.
Fowl.
Powers
dation.
dation.

of the
In furtherance of
the aforementioned
purposes, the
the Foundaforementioned purposes,
Foundation may,
to the
may, subject to
the provisions
Article 10
10 of
of the
provisions of
of Article
the
present Agreement,
Agreement, exercise all
present
all powers
powers necessary
the carrynecessary to
to the
carrying out
the purposes of the
the present
present Agreement
ing
out of the
Agreement including
including the
the
following:,
following:
(1) Receive
Receive funds.
(1)
funds.

(2) Open and operate
(2)
operate bank
the name
name of
the
bank accounts
accounts in
in the
of the
Foundation in a
depository or
a depository
or depositories
depositories to
be designto be
designated by the Secretary of
of State
State of
of the
the United
United States
States of
of
America.
America.
(3)
funds and
(3) Disburse funds
and make
make grants
advances of
of funds
funds
grants and
and advances
for the
of the
for
the authorized purposes of
the Foundation.
Foundation.
(4) Acquire, hold, and dispose
(4)
of property
in the
the name
name .
dispose or
property in
of the Foundation as
as the
the Board
of the
the
Board of
of Directors
Directors of
Foundation may consider necessary or
Foundation
or desirable,
desirable, provided,
provided,
however, that
however,
that the
acquisition of
real property
shall
the acquisition
of any
any real
property shall
be subject
be
subject to the prior approval of
of the
of
the Secretary
Secretary of
United States
State of the United
America.
States of
of America.
(5) Plan,
Plan, adopt, and carry
(5)
carry out
programs, in
in accordance
accordance
out programs,
with the purposes of Section 32
with
of the
United States
32 (b)
(b) of
the United
States
60
60 Stat.
Stat. 754.
754.
50 U.
U. 8.
8. 0.
C. app.
app.
f
(b).
i 1641
1641 (b).

Surplus Property
Property Act
Act of
amended, and
the
of 1944,
1944, as
as amended,
and the
purposes of
of this
this Agreement.
Agreement.
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(met de
de Aleoeten),
Rico en
en de
VirHawaii, Alaska
Alaska (met
Aleoeten), Porto
Porto Rico
de Virginische Eilanden en wier
burgers van
van de
wier aanwezigheid burgers
de

Verenigde
Verenigde Staten van Amerika niet de
gelegenheid ontneemt
de gelegenheid
ontneemt
genoemde
genoemde

instellingen te
te bezoeken.
bezoeken.
scholen en
en instellingen
Artikel 2
2
Artikel

Ter bevordedng van bovengenoemde
bovengenoemde doeleinden,
doeleinden, kan
kan de
de StichStichting,
behoudens het
Artikel 10
deze Overeenkomst,
Overeenkomst,
ting, behoudens
het bepaalde
bepaalde in
in Artikel
10 van
van deze

al het nodige verrichten
verrichten om
van deze
deze Overeenkomst
Overeenkomst te
om het
het doel
doel van
te
verwezenlijken, daaronder
verwezenlijken,
begrepen
daaronder begrepen
(1)
(1) Het in
ontvangst nemen
van gelden.
in ontvangst
nemen van
gelden.
(2) Het openen
openen van en
(2)
bankrekeningen ten
ten
en beschikken over
over bankrekeningen
meerdere door
de Minister
Minister
name van de Stichting
Stichting bij
bij eon
een of
of meerdere
door de

van Buitenlandse
Verenigde Staten
van Amerika
Buitenlandse Zaken der
der Verenigde
Staten van
Amerika
te wijzen deposito-instellingen.
aan te
deposito-instellingen.
(3)
fondsen, het
het verlenen
toelagen
(3) Het
Het verstrekken
verstrekken van
van fondsen,
verlenen van
van toelagen
en
de toegestane
doeleinden van
de StichStichen voorschotten voor
voor de
toegestane doeleinden
van de
ting.
ting.

(4) Het
(4)
Het verkrijgen,
verkrijgen, bezittn
bezitten.en
van eigendome.n vervreemden
vervreemden van
eigendommen ten name van de Stichting, al
Read van
van Bestuur
al naar de
de Raad
Bestuur
der Stichting
,itichting dit noodzakelljk
of gewenst
gewenst acht,
acht, met
met dien
diem
noodzakeliJk of
verstande
echter, dat
dat voor
voor het
het verkrijgen
onroerend
verstande echter,
verkrijgen van
van onroerand
goed de voorafgaande goedkeuring
goedkeuring van de
Buide Minister van
van Bui-

der Verenigde Staten
tenlandse Zaken der
van Amerika
Staten van
Amerika vereist
vereist
wordt.
wordt.

(5)
(5) Het opstellen,
uitvoeren van programma's,
programme's,
opstellen, aannemen
aannemen en uitvoeren
die in
met de
de in
Afdeling 32
(b) van
van
in overeenstemming zijn
ziJn met
in Afdeling
32 (b)
de
1944 op
op Overtollige
de Amerikaanse
Amerikaanse Wet
4et van
van 1944
Overtollige Legergoederen,
Legergoederen,
on de
de in
in deze
deze Overeenkomst
gezoals deze
deze gewijzigd
gewijzigd is,
is, en
Overeenkomst genoemde doeleinden.
noemde
doeleinden.

81939-52--FT.
81939-52--PT. HI-18
I--18
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(6) Recommend
Recommend to the Board of Foreign
(6)
Foreign Scholarships,
Scholarships,
provided for in
provided
in the United
United States
States Surplus
Property Act
Act
Surplus Property
60
Stat. 754.
0oStat.
754.
50
U. S.
S. C.
C. spp.
app.
50 U.
(1641
1641 (b).
(b).

of 1944,
of
1944, as
as amended,
amended, students,
students, professors,
professors, research
research
scholars, residents in the
scholars,
the Netherlands,
Netherlands, Surinam,
Surinam, and
and
West Indies,
Indies, and
the Netherlands West
and institutions
institutions of
of the
the
Netherlands, Surinam,
Surinam, and
Netherlands West
West Indies
and the
the Netherlands
Indies
to participate
qualified to
participate in
in the
the program
in accordance
accordance
program in
with
with the
aforesaid Act.
the aforesaid
Act.
(7)
aforesaid Board
(7) Recommend to the aforesaid
Board of
of Foreign
Foreign ScholarScholarships such qualifications for
for the
the selection
selection of
participof participants in the programs
programs as
as it
deem necessary
necessary for
for achieving
achieving
it may
may deem
the purpose and
and objectives
of the
Foundation.
objectives of
the Foundation.
(8)
for periodic
(8) Provide for
periodic audits
audits of
of the
of the
the accounts
accounts of
the
Foundation as directed by
auditors selected
the
by auditors
selected by
by the
Secretary of State
State of
the United
of the
United States
States of
of America.
America.
(9)
(9) Engage
Engage administrative
administrative and clerical
clerical staff
staff and
and fix
fix
the salaries
salaries and wages
wages thereof.
thereof.
Article I1

Expenditures;
Expenditures;

nual budget.

anan-

All expenditures by the Foundation shall
shall be
be made
made pursuant
pursuant
to an annual
annual budget
budget to be approved
approved by the Secretary
Secretary of
State
of State
of the United States
States of
America pursuant
pursuant to
to such
such regulations
regulations
of America
as he
he may
may prescribe.
prescribe.
Artic
.
le 4
Article
4

The Foundation shall not enter
or
enter into
into any
any commitments
commitments or
create
obligation which shall
create any obligation
shall bind
bind the Foundation
Foundation in
in excess
excess
of the funds actually
actually on hand
hand nor
acquire, hold,
hold, or
nor acquire,
or dispose
dispose of
of
property except for the
purposes authorized in
the present
present
the purposesauthorized
in the
Agreement.
Agreement.
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(6) Het aanbevelen
(6)
aanbevelen bij de Read
Raad voor Buitenlandse
Buitenlandse StudieStudiobeurzen,
beurzen, bedoeld
bedoeld in
in de Amerikaanse Wet
van 1944
op Over
Wet van
1944 op
Over-tollige
Legergoederen, zoals
vaals doze
tollige Legergoederen,
deze gewijzigd
gewijzigd is,
is, van
van stustudenten, hoogleraren
hoogleraren en
en wetenschappelijke
denten,
wetenschappelijke onderzoekers,
onderzoekers,

woonachtig
in Nederland,
Nederland, Suriname
Nederlandse Antilwoonachtig in
Suriname of de Nederlandse
Antillen en van instellingen
len
Nederland, Suriname
Suriname en
en de
de NeNeinstellingen in
in Nederland,
derlandse Antillen,
de gestelde
gestelde vereisten
derlandse
Antillen, die aan de
vereisten voor
voor

deelneming
deelneming aan
genoemde Wet
aan de programme's
programma's overeenkomstig
overeenkomstig genoemde
Vet
voldoen.
voldoen.

(7)
(7) Het doen van
bij voornoemde
voornoemde Raad
Raad voor
van aanbevelingen
aanbevelingen bij
voor
Huitenlandse Studiebeurzen
betreffende de
to stellen
stellen vet
Buitenlandse
Studiebeurzen betreffende
de te
ver--

eisten bij de keuze
deelnemers aan de programme's,
eisten
keuze van
van deelnemers
programma's,
welke zij noodzakelijk
vyrwezenlijken van
noodzakelijk acht voor
voor het
het verwezenlijken
van
doel
opzet van
doel en
en opzet
van de Stichting.
Stichting.

(8)
(8) Het nemen van maatregelen
maatregelen voor periodieke
controls
periodieke controle
overeenkomstig de
van de rekeningen
rekeningen der Stichting,
Stichting, overeenkomstig
de voorvoorschriften van
de Minister
Buitenlandse Zaken
schriften
van door de
Minister van
van Buitenlandse
Zaken der
der
Verenigde
Staten van
Amerika gekozen
gekozen accountants.
Verenigde Staten
van Amerika
accountants.
(9)
Het aanstellen
van administratief(9) Het
aanstellen van
administratief- en
en kantoorpersoneel
kantoorpersoneel
en het
het vaststellen
vaststellen van
van bun
lonen.
hun salarissen
salarissen en
en lonen.
Artikel R
A
Artikel
Alle uitgaven
uitgaven van de
Stichting worden
worden gedaan
Alle
de Stichting
gedaan overeenkomstig
overeenkomstig
eon door de Minister
Minister van
Buitenlandse Zaken
Zaken der
der Verenigde
een
van Buitenlandse
Verenigde Staten
Staten

van Amerika good to
te keuren
keuren jaarlijkse
jaarlijkse begroting
begroting en
en overeenkomstAg
overeenkoastAg
de regelen
regelen die
voorschrijft.
die hij
hij voorschrijft.

Artikel 4
Artikel
4
De Stichting
geen verbintenissen
verbintenissen aangaan
aangaan of
of verplicbtinverplichtin De
Stichting mag
mag geen
gen
zich nemen,
nemen, die
die de
Stichting-binden tot
uitgaven, make
gen op zich
de Stichting-binden
tot uitgaven,
welke de
de

werkelijk beschikbare
werkelijk
beschikbare gelden
golden to
boven gaan,
eigendommen ververte boven
gaan, noch
noch eigendomnen
krijgen,
bezitten of
guiders dan
dan voor
voor de
de bij
bij doze
Over krljgen, bezitten
of vervreemden
vervreeaden anders
deoe Overeenkomst toegestane
toegestane doeleinden.
doeleinden.
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Direotors.
Board of
of Directors.

• Article
Article •5
5

[53
SWAP.
[83 STAt.

.

The management
management and direction
of the
affairs of
the Founddirection of
the affairs
of the
Foundation shall
shall be vested
a Board of
ation
vested in
in a
oriaractora.consisting
ten
Dlreitors consisting of
of ten
members
(hereinafter
designated
members .(hereinafter
the "Board"),
"Board"), fiVe
of whom
five of
whom shall
shall
be
of the United
America:and
be citizenscitizensof
United States
States. of America
and five of
of whom
shall
whom shall
be nationalsof
natiOnals.of the Kingdom of the Netherlands.
the citizens
Netherlands. ...Of
.Of the
citizens
of the United
States aa minimum
United States.
minimum of three
shall be
be officers
officers of
of
three shall
the United States
States Foreign
Foreign Service establishmeatAathe
Netherestablishment ii the Netherlands.
The
principal
officer
in charge
lands.
The principal officer in
charge of the
the diplomatic
diplomatic mission
mission
of the.lhated:States
the Uiatted States of-America
of-America to
to the
the Netherlands
Netherlands (hereinafter
(hereinafter

Honorary
Honorary
man.

ChairCha ir-

aa
designated a
a the ,
:
,
1Chlef
•swflbe
"-Chiefof
of Mission
Ioission :m4
k).,t
sbhllibe Monorary.
Honorary chairChairman
Board.- Beshall
man of the
theRoard‘..
BeOball cast
,vote in
-ast the
-the deoiding
decidingfvote
in tbaovent
the event
of aa tie ,-vote
-the--Board and shall
vote by -the-Board
shall appoint
appoint the
of .the
the Chairmaa
Chairman of.the
Board.
Board.

The United
United States citizens
citizens on
on the Board
shall- be
be appointed
Board shall
appointed
and
removed
by
the
Chief
of MisBsion; the enationals of.
and
of•Misbioavthenationals
of. the
the KingKingdom of
of the
dom
the Netherlands on the.Board
theMoardehall
shall be.devignated:by:the
be designated :bythe
Government of the -Kingdom of the Netherlands.
Government
Netherlands.
Members
of Board.
Board.
Members of

The
members shall serve
The members-shall
serve from
from the
the time
their appointment
appOintment
time of
of their
until one year from the following
following December
December 31
31 and
and shall
shall be
be
eligible
for
eligible for reappointment.
reappointment.
Vacancies by reason
reason of
of resignation,
resignation,
transfer of
the Netherlands, expiration
transfer
of residence outside the
expiration of
of
term
of service
service or otherwise, shall
term of
be filled
filled in
accordance
shall be
in accordance
with this
with
this procedure.

The members shall
serve without
without compensshall serve
compens-

ation, but the Board is
ation,
is authorized to
to pay
pay the
the necessary
necessary exexpenses of the members in
penses
in attending
the meetings
meetings of
the Board.
attending the
of the
Board.
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Artikel 5.
5
Artikel

Het
Het beheren
beheren en besturen van
van de zaken
van- de
zaken van
de Stichting
Stichting Werdt
wdrdt
opgedragen
aan
een
Raad
Bestuur, (hierna
(hierma aangeduid
opgedragen aameen-Read van Bestuur,
aangeduid als
als *de
de
d
Raad") bestaande
Read")
bestaande uit tien leden,
burgers
der!Ver
leden, waarvan
waarvan vhf
vijf burgers der'Ver
.
'
enigde
van Amerika
en vijf
vijf Onderdettet
onderdalen-van
enigde Staten
Staten van
Amerika en
-van het Koninkrijk
Koninkrijk
dert Nederlanden.
derNederlanden.

Van de burgers der
der VerenigdeStaten
Verenigde Staten sullen
zullen
er
ninstens drie.
drie. ambtenaren
erminstens
ambtenaren van
de PoStvanad
PeStvendeBhitenlandse*Dienst
van de
BVitenlandse'Dienst
der
in Nederland .zijn.
der Verenigde, Staten. in
zljn. \Deambtehaar,
die aan
De. ambtenaar, die
het hoofd staat
diplomatleke missie
stoat van de diplomatieke
mitsieAerAferenigde
der Verenigde Stateh
StateA-

-

van
van Amerika in
in Nederland
Nederland (hierna
(hierna aangeduid-hls
"Hoofd der
der Missie")
Missie")
aangeduld-.ls "Hoofd
is,
is, Ere-Voorzitter
Ere-Voorzitter van de Raad.
Read. ;Hij
Hij heeft
heeft bijetaking
ven.stembiJ staking van stemmen in
Rad de beslissende
men
in de.
de.Raad
beslissende stem en
en hi
hijj bencemtdeVoorzitter
benoemt de Voorzitter
van
Raad.
van de Read.

Het Hoofd
Hoof& der Missie
Missiehenomet'enontslaat
de Ame
Ameib.' ,
benoewt' en ontslaat de
·

rikaanse leden,van
leden.van de Read;
rikaanse
Regering:varrhet -Koninkri.jk.
Raad; de
de Regering:.vauhe't-Koninkrl.jk
der Nederlanden
Nederlanden stelt
de Nederlandse
Nederlandse leder):
ledenq van
der
stelt de
van de Read
San.'
Raad aan.

' -

De leden hebben zitting
sitting in
in de
het tijdstip
hummer
de Raattiran
Raad-van het
tijdstip hunner
benoeming
6en Jaar
benoeming tot iten
jaar na
da de daaropvalgende
en
daaropvolgende 31stel)ecember
31ste-December en
zijn
Bovenstaande
zljn herbenoembaar.
herbenoembaar.
Bovenstaande regeling
eveneens voor
regeling geldt
geldt eveneens
voor
de vervulling
vervulling van vacatures
vacatures ontstaan
ontstaan door aftreden,
de
aftreden, vestiging
vestiging
het verstrijken
buiten Nederland,
Nederland, het
verstrijken van
de zittingstermijn,
van de
zittingstermijn, of
of
anderszins.
anderszins.

De leden ontvangen geen vergoeding
voor bun
vergoeding voor
hun diensten,
diensten,
doch
de Read
Raad is bevoegd om
doch de
on de voor het
het bijwonen
bijwonen van
de vergavan de
vergaderingen
van de
de Raad
dertngen van
Read noodzakelijke onkosten
onkosten van
de leden
leden to
van de
te
betalen.
betalen.
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6
6

The Board
Board shall
shall adopt
such by-laws
and appoint
appoint such
such committees
adopt such
by-laws and
committees

as it
it shall
shall deem necessary
necessary for the conduct
conduct of the
the affairs
affairs of
of the
the
Foundation.
Foundation.
Article
Article 7
7
Annual
reports.
Annualreports.

Reports
Reports as directed
directed by the Secretary
Secretary of State
State of
of the United
United
States of America shall be made annually
annually on
on the
of the
the Activities
activities of
the

Foundation to the Secretary
Secretary of State of the United
United States of
of
America
America and the Government
Government of the Kingdom
Kingdom of the Netherlands.
Netherlands.
Artic],e

Article 8

Principal
Prinipal office,
office, etc.

The
in The Hague,
Hague,
The principal
principal office
office of the Foundation
Foundation shall be in

but meetings of the Board and of any of its committees may be held
in
places as the
the Board
Board may
may from
from time
time to
time determine,
in such other places
to time
determine,

and the activities
activities of any of the Foundation's
Foundation's officers or staff
staff
may be carried on at such places as may be approved by the Board.
.may
Board.
Article
Article 9
9
Executive Officer.
Officer.

appoint an Executive
and determine
The Board may appoint
Executive Officer
Officer and
provided however,
that in
in the
the
his salary and term of
of service,
service, provided
however, that

event it is found to be impracticable for the Board to secure an
the Government
Government of
the
appointee acceptable
acceptable to
to the Chairman,
Chairman, the
of the
and
United States of America may provide an Executive
Executive Officer
Officer and

such assistants as may be deemed necessary to ensure the effective operation of the program.
program.

The Executive Officer
Officer shall
shall be
be

the direction
supervision of
Board's
responsible for the
direction and
and supervision
of the
the Board's

programs and activities in
in accordance
accordance with
with the
the Board's
Board's resolutions and directives.
directives.

In his absence or disability,
disability, the
the Board
Board

may appoint a
a substitute for such time as
or
as it
it deems
deems necessary or
desirable.

68 S
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Artikel 6
6
Artlkel

Raad stelt
een huishoudelijk
De Read
ttelt een
huishoudelijk'regledierit
en benoemt
benoemt
reglerint vast
vast en
commissies al near
naar hij noodzakelijk acht
aeht voor
voor de
de beha'rtiging
beha&rtiging
van de aan de Stichting
toevertrouwde belangen.
belangen.
Stichting toevertrouwde
Artikel
7
Artikel 7

Jaarlijks worden
Jaarlijks
worden door
van Buitenlandse
BUitenlandse Zaken
Zaken
door de
de Minister
Minister van

,

der Verenigde Staten van Amerika
Amerika voorgeschreven
voorgeschreven verslagen
verslagen over
over
de werkzaamheden
werkzaamheden van de Stichting
Stichting uitgebracht
uitgebrachbaan
Minister
aan de
dri Minister

Buitenlandse Zaken der Verenigde
Verenigde Staten
van Buitenlandse
Staten van
Amerika en
van Amerika
en de
de
Regering
Regering van het
het Koninkrilk
Nederlanden.
Koninkrijk der
der Nederlanden.

:

Artikel 8
8
Het hoofdkantoor
hoofdkantoor van de Stichting wordt
gevestigd te
to 's-Gra's-Grawordt gevestigd

venhage,
venbage, doch vergaderingen
vergaderingen van de 7Raad
Baad en van elk
conelk van
van zijn
zijn commissies kunnen
worden gehouden
kunnenvorden
gehouden -op ander('
de Raad
Read
andere plaatsen
plaatsen indien
indien de
biJ
voorkomende gelegenheid
gelegenheid daartoe
bij voorkomende
daartoe besluit
besluit en de
de werkskamheden
werkXaamheden
van
van leder der ambtenaren.van
de Stiehting
on van
Overige perperambtenaren van de
Stichting en
van het
het overige
worden verricht
verrieht op elle
soneel kunnen worden
waaraan de
Read
alle plaatsen,
plaatsen, waaraan
de Raad

-

zijn goedkeuring geeft.
geeft.
Artikel 9
Artikel
De
kan een
een Directeur
benoemen en
zijn salaris
en zijn
De Lead
Raad kan
Directeur benoomen
en ziJn
salaris en
ziJn

termijn van dienst vaststellen,
vaststellen, echter
dat
echter met dien
dien verstande,
verstande, dat
ingeval
ingeval het de Raad
Rand onmogelijk
blijkt om
on een
voor de
de Voorzitter
onmogelijk blijkt
een voor
Voorzitter
benoeming to
aanvaardbare benoeming
der Verenigde
Verenigde Staten
te doen,
doen, de
de Regering
Regering der
Staten
van Amerika
Amerika een Directeur
Directeur kan aanwijzen
aanwijzen alsook
alsook die assistenten,
assistenten,
noodzakelijk worden
welke noodzakelijk
worden geacht ter verzekering
verzekering ,van do
doelmade doelmatige uitvoering
uitvoering van het programma.
programma.

De
Directeur is
is vorantwoorDe Directeur
verantwoor-

delijk
biding van
van en
toezicht op
op do
do_Ultvnering
delijk voor
voor de
de leiding
en het
het toezlcht
uitvoering van
van
de volgens de besluiten
besluiten en
van de
to stellen
en aanwijzingen
aanwijzingen van
de Read
Raad op
op te
stellen

programma's en
programme's
en werkzaamheden.
werkzaamheden.

In geval
In
geval van
van diens
diens afwezigheid
afwezigheid

verhindering, kan
de Raad voor zolang
of verhindering,
kan de,Raed
noodzakelijk of
of
zolang hem noodzakelijk
wenseliJk voorkomt
wenselijk
voorkomt een plaatsvervanger
plaatsvervanger benoemen.
benoemen.
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Article
Article 10
10
Review of decisions.

The decisions of the'Board
the Board in
in all
all matters
matters may,
may, in
in the
the disdiscretion
the Secretary
Secretary of State of the United
cretion of
of the
United States
States of
America,
of America,
be subject to
to his
his review.'
review.

,

Article
Article 11
11
Deposits by Government of Kingdom
of Netherlands.
Netherlands.

The
Kingdom of
The Government of the Kingdom
of the
the Netherlands
withNetherlands shall,
shall, within 30
days from the date of signature
signature of
in
30 days
the present
present Agreement,
of the
Agreement,
and
1 thereafter, deposit
and on
on each
each January 1
.the Treasurer
Treasurer of
deposit with
with.the
of
the United
United .States of America an
the
amount of
currency of
the GovernGovernan amount
of currency
of the
ment of
of the Kingdom of the Netherlands
Netherlands equivalent
ment
to $
$ 250,000
equivalent to
250,000
(U.S. currency)
currency) until an aggregate amount
(U.S.
amount of
the currency
the
of the
currency of
of the
Government of the Kingdom of
Government
of the
Netherlands equivalent
to
the Netherlands
equivalent to
$ 5,000,000
5,000,000 (U.S.
$
(U.S. currency)
currency)

shall
shall have
have been
been deposited.
deposited.

The
The

deposits
deposits specified
specified above shall be
be made
made in
fulfillment of
in partial
partial fulfillment
of
K61 Stat.,
101
Stat. , Pt. 4,
p. 3931.
3931.
Rate
Rate of
of exchange.
exchange.

the provisions under paragraph
paragraph 7
of the
Settlement Agreement.
7 of
the Settlement
Agreement.

The rate of exchange
exchange between
between currency
the Government
Government of
currency of
of the
of
the Kingdom
of the Netherlands
Kingdom of
Netherlands and
United States
currency to
to be
be
and United
States currency
used in
determining the amount of currency
used
in determining
currency of
of the
the Government
Government of
of
the
of the
the Netherlands to be deposited
deposited from
the Kingdom
Kingdom of
from time
time to
to time
time
hereunder, shall be
be determined
hereunder,
in accordance
determined in
accordance with
with Article
Article 7
7 E
of the Settlement
of
Settlement Agreement.
Agreement.
The
The Government of the Kingdom of
the Netherlands
Netherlands shall
of the
shall
guarantee
the United States of America against
guarantee the
against loss
loss resultiAg
resulting
from
above rate
from any
any alteration
alteration in the above
or from
rate of
of exchange
exchange or
from any
any
currency conversion with respect to
currency
any currency
of the
Governto any
currency of
the Government of the Kingdom of
of the
the Netherlands
Netherlands received
received hereunder
hereunder and
and
held
by the
held by
the Treasurer
Treasurer of the United States
of America
America or
States of
or by
by the
the
Foundation
Foundation by undertaking to
Government of
of the
United
to pay
pay to
to the
the Government
the United
States of
America Such
Such amounts
amounts of currency of
of the
the Government
States
of America
Government of
of
the Kingdom
the Netherlands
Netherlands as are necessary
the
Kingdom of
of the
to maintain
the
necessary to
maintain the
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~Artikel 10
o
Artikel

*

(

:

In
aangelegenheid, waarin de
In elke
elke aangelegenheid,
de Raad
Read een besliasing
neemt,
beslidsing neemt,
kan deze
deze door de<Minister
kan
de ,Minister van Buitenlandse
Buitenlandse Zaken
Zaken der;IerenitdedelerVere
de *
Staten van
Staten
van Amerika,
4merika, wanneer hij zulks verkiest,
warden herzien.
verkiest, worden
herzien.
Artike1.11
Artikel 11
De Regering van het Koninkrijkder
Koninkrijk der Nederlanded4a1,
Nederlandwrisal, ,binnen
bianin

30 dagen na de datum van ondertekening
ondertekening van
van deze
deze Overeenkodst,
Overeenkodst,
en vervolgens
vervolgens telkens op 1
en
1 Januari, een bedrag
bedrag in
iniladerlands
Nsderlands
courant gelijk
aan $ 250.000
gelijk.aan.$
250 -.000

(valUta der
der larenkgde Staten)
in
.(valuta
-Jerenrigde
Staten) in-

de Schatkist
Schatkist der Verenigde Staten
Staten stortenr
de
stortent totdat
totaal bebe..
totdat een
een totaal
drag in Nederlands courant ,gelijk
agh .11
,,
gelijk aan*t
5.O.000 .(valuta.der
$ 1400..000
(valuta derl':
Verenigde
Staten) zal zijn gestort.'Verenigde Staten)
gestort:'.. De:^herboven
DV ,hierboVem -gespeoificeergespedificeerde bedragen zullen worden gestort:-ter4-gedeelteliJke
gestort ,tbefgedeeltelijke ultvoerInguitvoering-,
van de bepalingen van Artikel
Artikel 7
van de
Schuldvereffenings7 van
de SchuldvereffeningsOvereenkomst.
Overeenkomst.

De wisselkoers tussen de Valuta
valuta IhatrItet
vwan-het Koniaktijk'der
Koninkrijk der
Hederlanden en die
Nederlanden
die der
der .Verenigde
Statenwelke
geIden
Verenigde Stater'
.welke zal
zal geldeh

bt:':i
J

het vaststellenavan
de krachtens deze
vaststellenvan.de
deze OvereenkomsttelkenSste
Overeenkomst telkeas-te
storten bedragen
bedragen in
in Nederlands
zal worden
warden vastgesteld
vastgesteld:
flederlands courant,.
courant,. zal
overeenkomstig Arti-kel 7,
overeenkomatig,Arti-kel
7,

Schuldvereffenings
sub i.,van
i,. van de
de Schuldvereffenings-

Overeenkomst.
Overeenkomst.

De Regering van het Koninkrijk
Koninkrijk der Nederlanden
Nederlanden zal
zal de
de
Verenigde Staten van Amerika vrijwaren voor verlies
voortverlies voortvloeiende
vlaeiende uit
een verandering
verandering in
bovengenoemde wisselkoers
wisselkoers of
uit een
in bovengenoemde
of
tengevolge van een omwisseling van
van betaalmiddelen,
voor wat
wat
betaalmiddelen, voor
betreft Nederlandse betaalmiddelen krachtens
Overeenkomst
krachtens deze
deze Overeenkomst

ontvangen en
en in het
bezit van
van de
de Schatkist
Schatkist der
Verenigde StaStahet bezit
der Verenigde
ten van folerika
.merika of van de Stichting, door zich
verplichten
zich te
te verplichten
aan de Regering der
Staten van
van kmerika
die bedrader Verenigde Staten
tmerika die
bedragen in Nederlands courant
courant te
betalen welke
nodig zijn
de
te betalen
welke nodig
zijn on
om de
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dollar value of such currency of
dollar
of the
the Government
Government of
of the
the Kingdom
Kingdom
of the Netherlands
as is
is held
Nstherlands as
by the
the Treasurer
the United
held by
Treasurer of
of the
United
States of America or the Foundation.
States

The
this proThe purpose
purpose of
of this
pro-

vision is
is to
to assure that the operations of
of the
vision
the Foundation
Foundation will
will
not be interrupted or
or restricted by
by any
resulting
any deficits
deficits resulting
from
from alterations in the above rate of exchange
from currency
exchange or
or from
currency
conversions.
conversions.

The Secretary of
of State
State of
of the
the United
United States
States of
of America
America
:
will

will make available for
for expenditure
the Foundation
Foundation currency
expenditure by
by the
currency

of the
the Government of the Kingdom
Kingdom of the
of
the Netherlands
such
Netherlands in
in such
amounts as
as may be
required by
the Foundation
in no
no event
event
be required
by the
Foundation but
but in
in excess of
of the budgetary
budgetary limitation
pursuant
limitation established
established pursuant
to Article 3
3 of the
the present
present Agreement".
Agreement.
Article 12
Article
12
Tax
exemptions.
Taexemptios.
Post, p. 2583.

Furniture,
equipment, supplies,
supplies, and
Furniture, equipment,
other articles
and any
any other
articles
intended for the official use of
of the
the Foundation
Foundation shall
shall be
be
exempt in the territory
territory of
the Kingdom
Kingdom of
of the
the Netherlands,
of the
Netherlands,
Surinam,
Surinam, and the Netherlands West Indies
Indies from
from customs
customs duties,
duties,
excises, and
and surtaxes,
excises,
surtaxes, and every other form of
of taxation.
taxation.
All funds
All
funds and
other property
for the
and other
property used
used for
the purposes
purposes of
of
the Foundation,
Foundation, and
and all
all offiilal
arfibial acts
acts of
of the
the Foundation
Foundation withwithin the
the secpe
sccpa of its purposes shall likewise
in
likewise be
exempt from
from
be exempt
taxation of every kind in
in the
the territory
territory of
of the
the Kingdom
Kingdom of
of

Netherlands, Surinam,
the Netherlands,
3urinam, and
and the
the Netherlands
West Indies.
Netherlands West
Indies.
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in dollars
dollars van de
de* Nederlandse
Nederlandse betaalmiddelen,
waarde in
betaalmiddelen, die de
de
Schatkist der
Schatkist
der Verenigde
Verenigde Staten
Staten van
van Amerika
Amerika of
of de Stichting
heeft, to
onder zich heeft,
te handhaven.
handhaven.

De strekking
sttekking van
bepavan deze
daze bepa-

ling is
zekerheid te scheppen,
scheppen, dat de werkzaamheden
Stichis zekerheid
werkzaamheden der Stich-

ting niet onderbroken
onderbroken of belemaerd
belemmerd zullen
tine
sullen worden'doar
worden door tekorten,
tekorten,
als gevolg van veranderingen
voormelde wisselkoers
Wisselkoers of van
veranderingen in
in voormelde
van
van betaalmiddelen.
betaalmiddelen.
omwisseling van
Minister van Buitenlandse
Suitenlandse taken
der Veranigde
De Hinister
Zaken der
'erenigdg Staten
Staten
van lmerika
Amerika sal
zal voor de uitea4en
Stichting de benodigde
benodigde
uitgaven der Stichting

bedragen
bedragen in
in Nederlands
Nederlands courant
courant beschikbaar
beschikbaar stellen, welke
welke in
In
goon
van deze
vaat=
geen geval de
de krachtens Artikel
Artikel 3
3 van
deze OVereenkomst
OVereenkomst vastgestelde
gestelde begrotingsgrenzen
begrotingsgrenzen mogen overschrijden.
overschrijden.
Artikel 12
12
Artikel
Meubilair, installatie,
Keubilair,
installatie, benodigdheden
benodigdheden en
en andere
andere artikelen',
artikelen,
bestemd voor officieel
officieel gebruik
bestend
gebruik door de Stichting,
Stichting, zijh
sijn binnen
het grondgebied
grandgebied van
Koninkrijk der
het
van het
het Koninkrijk
der Nederlanden,
Nederlanden, Suriname
Suriname en
Nederlandse Kntillen
kntillen vrijgesteld
vrijgesteld van invoerre
Chten, accijnde Nederlandse
invoerrechten,
zen
elks andere
vote van belasting.
belaeting.
zen en
en opcenten,
opcenten, en van
van elke
andere vorm
Alle voor de doeleinden
doeleinden van de Stichting
Stichting gebruikte
gelden
gebruikte gelden
eigendommen, en
officidle handelingen
en andere elgendommen,
en elle
alle officiele
handelingen van de
de
Stichting binnen het kader van
van haar opzet ziJn
zijn eveneens
eveneens vrijvrijStichting
gesteld van iedere vorm
vote van belasting
belasting binnen het grondgebied
grondgebied
van
Koninkrijk der
Suriname en
van het
het ioninkrijk
der Nederlanden,
hederlanden, Suriname
en do
de Nederlandso
Nederlandse
hntillen.
antillen.
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Article
Article

[63 STAT.
[63
STAT.

la
13

The
The Government of the Kingdom of the Netherlands
shall
Netherlands shall
extend to American
extend
American

citizens residing
citizens
residing in
the
in the
the Kingdom
Kingdom of
of the

Aetherlands, Surinam, and the
AetherlAnds,
and
the Netherlands
Netherlands West
West Indies
Indies and
engaged in educational activities
under the
the auspices
auspices al*
activities under
of the
the

Foundation
such privileges
Foundation such
privileges with respect to exemption
exemption from
from
taxation
other burdens
burdens affecting
taxation and .other
affecting the
the entry,
entry, travel,
travel, and
and
residence of
of such persons as are
residence
to nationals
are extended
extended to
nationals of
of
the Kingdom of the Netherlands residing
the
residing in
in the
the United
United States
States
of America engaged in
in similar activities.
activities.
Article
Article 14
14

"Secretary of
"Secretary
of State
State
of the
the United
of
United States
States
of
America."
of America."

Wherever,
in the present
Wherever, in
present Agreement,
Agreement, the term
term "Secretary
"Secretary
of
of State of the United States
America" is
is used,
shall
States of
of America"
used, it
it shall
be
be understood
understood to mean the Secretary of
of State
the United
State ,of
of the
United
States
of America or any officer or
States of
employee of
or employee
of the
the GovernGovernment of the ,United
United States of
ment
America designated
by him
to
of America
designated by
him to
act in his behalf.
behalf.

Article Il/5
Article
Amendment,
interAmendment, interpretation, etc.
pretation,
etc.

The
Agreement may be amended
The present Agreement
amended by
by the
the exchange
exchange of
of
diplomatic
diplomatic notes between the
of the
States
the Government
Government of
the United
United States
of
America and the Government of
of America
of the
Kingdom of
of the
Netherthe Kingdom
the Netherlands.
lands.

If
any difference
difference arises
If any
arises in regard to the interpretation
interpretation
of any
any article
of
article of or expression
expression in
in this
Agreement,
this Agreement,

the parties
parties
the

to the
Agreement shall settle such
to
the Agreement
difference by
by direct
such difference
direct
negotiation through diplomatic
diplomatic channels.
channels.

638SSTT.
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Artikel
Artikel

1t '

De .Regering
Regering van het Koninkrijk
Koninkrijk der
der Nederlanden
Nederlanden verleent
verleent
aan Amerikaanse
Amerikaanse burgers,
burgers, die in bet
het KontAkrijk
Kontakrijk der
der NederlanNederlanden,
den, Suriname
Suriname of de Nederlandse
Nederlandse

XntiIIen
XntilIen VarbIijven
daar
Verblijven en
en daar

onder de
de auspici5n
auspicien van de Stiehting-werkzaamheden
Stiohting werkzaamheden op
onder
het ge.i
op het
gebled
van onderwijs
dezeltdo voorrechten ten
bied van
onderwijs verrichten, dezaIfde:voorrechten
ten aanaan-,
zien
zien van vrijstelling van belasting en
en andere
andere op
op toelating,
toelating,
reizen en verblijf van zulke
zulke perSoneAi'rustende
perSOnad'..kustende lasten,
lasten, ale
als
die, welke verleend worden aan Nederlanders,
die,
Nederlanders, die
de ,VerVerdie in
in de
enigde Staten van Amerika verblijven
verblijven en
enigde
en zich
met soortsoortzich daar
daar met
gelijke werkzaamheden
werkzaamheden bezig
beeig houden.
houden.
Artikel
14
Artikel 14

..

Waar
deze Overeenkomst de benaming "Minister
Waar in
in deze.Overeenkomst
"Minister van
van
Buitenlandse Zaken der Verenigde
Verenigde Staten van
Buitenlandse
Amerika" wordt
van Amerika"
wordt
gebruikt,
gebruikt, is
is daaronder
daaronder te
to verstaan
Minister van
verstaan de
de Minister
van BuitenBuitenlandse Zaken der Verenigde
Verenigde Staten van Amerika of
of elke
elke ambteambtenaar
near

or
of

beambte van
de Regering
Regering der
van de
der Verenigde
Verenigde Staten
Staten van
van

Amerika, die door hem is
is aangewezen
te handekandeaangewezen cm
om namens
namens hem
hem te
len.
len.

Artikel'I5
Artikel
IS

Deze Overeenkomst kan worden gewijzigd
gewijzigd door
door een
diploeen diplomatieke notawisseling tussen de
der Verenigde
Verenigde StaStade Regering
Regering der

ten van Amerika en de Regering van het
Koninkrijk der
der .NederNederhet Koninkrijk
landen.
landen.
Indien er verschil
van mening
mening ontstaat
over de
de uitleg
verschil van
ontstaat over
uitleg
van een artikel
artikel van
van of van een
in deze
een uitdrukking
uitdrukking in
deze OvereenOvereen-

komst, wordt zulk een verschil door rechtstreekse
komst,
rechtstreekse onderhanonderhandeling tussen de partijen bij deze
langs diplodeze Overeenkomst
Overeenkomst langs
diplomatieke
weg opgelost.
opgelost.
matieke weg
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Article
Article 16
16
Exchange of
of persons
Exchange
persons
programs.
programs.

The Government
Government of the United States of America
America and the
Government of the Kingdom
Kingdom of the Netherlands
Netherlands shall make
make

every
effort to facilitate
programs
every effort
facilitate the exchange
exchange of persons
persons programs
authorized
which
authorized in this Agreement and to resolve problems which
operation thereof.
may arise in the operation

Article
17
Article 17
Entry
Entry into force.
force.

The Present
present Agreement shall come into force upon
upon the
the
dateof signature.
dateof
signature.

IN
*-ITNESS 4HEREOF
'.HEREOF the
IN 4ITNESS
the undersigned,
being duly
duly
undersigned, being
authorized thereto
authorized
thereto by
their respective
respective Governments,
by their
Governments, have
have
signed the present Agreement.

DONe
DONS at The Hague, in duplicate,,
duplicate, in
In the
the English
English and
and
this 17th
Dutch languages,
languages, this
17th day
day of
1949.
of May,
May, 1949.

YOB THB
ME GOVERNMENT
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
IOB
GOVEtmEHNT OF
OF THE
THE UNITED
OF AMERICAs
AMERICA:

/Aae

4A

63 S
STAT.]
TAT.]

NETHERLANDS-EDUCATIONAL
NETHERLANDS--EDUCATIONAL FOUNDATION—
MAY 17,
1949
FOUNDATION-MAY
17, 1949
krtikel 16
16

De Regering der Verenigde Staten van
De
en de
de Regevan Amerika
Amerika en
Regering van het Koninkrijk der
zullen alles
in het
der Nederlanden
Nederlanden zullen
alles in
het
werk stellen on
om de programme's
programma's voor de uitwisseling
van persopersouitwisseling van
nen,
nen, waarin
waarin deze
deze Overeenkomst
Overeenkomst voorziet,
voorziet, te
bevorderen en
en de
de
te bevorderen
moeilijkheden,
moeilijkheden, welke zich bij de uitvoering
uitvoering daarvan
mochten
daarvan mochten
voordoen,op
voordoen,op te lossen.
lossen.
Artikel
Artikel 17
Deze
Deze Overeenkomst
Overeenkomst treedt in
werking op
op de
de datum
datum van
onin werking
van ondertekening.
dertekening.

TEN BLIJKESWAARVAN
Ondergetekenden, die
WAARVAN de Ondergetekenden,
die te
te dien
dien einde
einde
behoorlijk
gemachtigd zijn door hun onderscheidene
behoorlijk gemachtigd
onderscheldene Regeringen,
Negeringen,
deze Overienkomst
ondertekend.
Overeenkomst hebben
hebben ondertekend.
GiDAAN
Ge.DAAN te I
s-Gravenhage, in
tweevomd, in
in de
's-Gravenhage,
in tweevoud,
de Sngelse
Sngelse en
en
e

Nederlandse taal,
Nederlandse
taal, op deze 17
17

dag van
van Mei
Mel 1949.
1949.
dag

VOOR DE
REGEBING VAN HET
DX REWIRING
HI g

[tSAL]

7

alm

DEXMODMILAIDLOs
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The Netherlands
Netherlands Minister
Minister for Foreign
Foreign Affairs
Affairs to
to the
the American
American
Ambassador
Ministry of
of Forei
Foreign
Affairs.
Ministry
gnAffairs.

h May 1949.
THE HAGUE,
HAGUE, 17
_ntth
THE
May 1949.
YOUR EXCELLENCY,
YoTR
EXCELLENCY,
On signing today-the Agreement
Agreement for the
funds made
availthe use
use of funds
made available in accordance
Agreement between
accordance with the Agreement
between the Government
Government of
of
the Kingdom of the Netherlands
Netherlands and the Government
Government of
United
of the
the United
States of America, regarding Settlement
Settlement for Lend-Lease,
Lend-Lease, Reciprocal
Reciprocal
Aid, Surplus Property, Military Relief and
signed at
Washand Claims, signed
at Wash611Stat.,
Pt. 4,
4, ington D. C. on May 28,1947,
Stat.,
Pt.
I
have
the
honour
to
refer
to
the
exchange
28,
1947,
Ihave
the
honour
to
refer
to
the
exchange
p.
3924.
p. 6
3924.
of letters during the months of
July 1948
[
1]between
Her
of June
June and
and July
1948 [1]
between Her
Majesty's Embassy at Washington
Washington D. C. and
of
and the
the Department
Department of
State, concerning
concerning the interpretation
interpretation of
of Article
Article
of paragraphs
paragraphs 11and
and 2
2 of
Agreement and pursuant thereto
12 of the aforesaid Agreement
herewith conthereto IIherewith
confirm that it is agreed that:
that:

Article 12, paragraph
paragraph 1:
1:
"Furniture, equipment, supplies and any other articles
for
articles intended
intended for
the official use of the Foundation"
Foundation" does not include
include such
articles insuch articles
intended for personal use of members of
of the
the Board
of Directors.
Directors.
Board of
Article
Article 12, paragraph
paragraph 2:
2:
It
It is understood that the Foundation
Foundation will be exempt
exempt from
customfrom customduties, excises or surtaxes in all cases where such taxation
taxation is
clearly
is clearly
distinguishable such as import duties on
distinguishable
imported goods.
If
goods
on imported
goods. If goods
are bought in the open market, excise and other indirect
indirect taxes
not
taxes will
will not
be deducted
deducted from the purchasing price when the goods are
bought.
are bought.
The Netherlands
Netherlands Government,
Government, in order to avoid administrative
administrative
complications, would appreciate
appreciate if the Foundation
Foundation should
should refrain
refrain
from requesting a
a refund of such indirect,
more or
"hidden"
indirect, more
or less
less "hidden"
taxes. If
If this would not be feasible a
a procedure would
have to
to be
would have
be
considered
considered by which a
arefund could be made
instance sales-tax.
made on for
for instance
sales-tax.
The Foundation itself will not be taxed.
exemption can
taxed. No
No exemption
can be
be
granted
granted of payment
payment of registration dues, stampduties
notary-fees
stampduties or notary-fees
in the case of sales of real property
property or
or leases thereof.
thereof.
IIwould be grateful to have Your Excellency's
on bebeExcellency's confirmation
confirmation on
half of the Government
Government of the United States of the above interpretainterpretaI have the honour to suggest that the
tions and I
the present
present Note
Note and
and
Your Excellency's
Excellency's reply to that effect should be considered
considered as
as placing
placing
on record the formal agreement of the two Governments
this
Governments in
in this
matter.
I avail myself of this opportunity to renew to Your Excellency
I
Excellency the
the
assurances of my highest consideration.
consideration.

His Excellency
Excellency
Dr. HERMAN
Dr.
BARUCH,
HERMAN B.
B. BARUCH,

Ambassador
Ambassador extraordinary
extraordinary and
plenipotentiary
plenipotentiary
of the UJited
United States
of America.
States of
America.
I

Not printed.

Siurn-wa
STIKKER

63,STAT.]
133,STATJ

NETHERLANDSrEQIUCATIOQAL,
FOUNDATION-M4k,
NETHERLANDS—rERUCATIONAL FOUNDATION
Dithq 17, 1949
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258

The American
American Ambassador
Ambassador to the Netherlands
Netherlands Minister
Minister for
for Foreign
Foreign
Affairs
Affairs
AMERICAN
AMERICAN EMBASSY.
EMBASSY.
YOUR
YOUR EXCELLENCY,
EXCELLENCT,

THE I
liatrE, /7th
1949.
HAOUEt,
17h May
May 1949.

fof the use of funds made
On signing today the Agreement
Agreement for
made availavailaccordance with the Agreement
made between the Government
Government
able in accordance
Agreement madeof the United States of America and the Government
Government of
of the KingKingregarding Settlement for Lend-Lease, Recipdom of the Netherlands
Netherlands regarding
Reciprocal Aid, Surplus Property, Military Relief and
at
and Claims,
Claims, signed at
Washington on May 28, 1947, I
Stat.,
Pt. 4,
Stat., Pt.
4,
Washington
I have the honor to refer to the ex- p.6131/24.
3924.
change
change of letters during the months of Jone
June and July 1948 bebetween the Department of State and tbe_
the Netherlands
Netherlands Embassy
Embassy in
in
Washington concerning
concerning the interpretation
interpretation of
Washington
and 2
2
of paragraphs
paragraphs 11 and
of Article 12 of the aforesaid Agreement
Agreement and
pursuant thereto
thereto I
and pursuant
I hereherewith confirm
confirm that it is agreed
agreed that:
that

Article 12, Paragraph 1
1::
"Furniture,
"Furniture, equipment,
equipment, supplies, and
and any other articles intended
intended for
for

the official use of the Foundation"
inFoundation" does
does not
not include
include such
such articles
articles inthe Board
Directors.
tended for personal use
use of
of members
members of
of the
Board of
of Directors.
Article
Paragraph 2:
2:
Article 12,
12, Paragraph

It
It is understood that the Foundation will be exempt from customduties, excises or surtaxes
surtaxes in all cases where such taxation
taxation is
is clearly
clearly
distinguishable, such as import duties on imported goods. If
distinguishable,
If goods
goods
are bought in the open market, excise and other indirect taxes will
not be deducted from the purchase
purchase price when goods are bought.
bought.
The Government of the United States of America
America acknowledges
acknowledges
that administrative
administrative complications
complications may be involved in the collection
collection
however suggests that a
of refunds of indirect taxes. It
It however
a procedure
procedure be
established whereby refunds can be made upon presentation
suitpresentation of
of suitdocumentation to the Netherlands
able documentation
Netherlands Government.
Government.
The Government
understands that
Government of the United States
States of
of America understands
that

the Educational Foundation
Foundation established
established under
Fulbright Agreeunder the
the Fulbright
Agreement will itself not be taxed.
taxed. No exemption
exemption will
however,
will be
be made,
made, however,
of payment of registration dues, stamp dirties,
duties, or notary fees in the
case of sales of real property or leases thereof.

IIhave the honor to agree that this Note, together with Your
Your Excellency's Note dated 17th
May 1949, shall
shall be
be considered
considered as
placing
17th May
as placing
on record the formal agreement
agreement of the two Governments
Governments in this
this
matter.
I avail myself of this opportunity to renew
I
renew to
to Your
Excellency the
Your Excellency
the
assurances
assurances of my highest consideration.
consideration.
HERMAN
HERA^N B
B BARUCII
BABRUC
Bis
Et
i:s Excellency
Excellency
Dr.
TUMM;
Dr. D.,U.
D.U. S
STRIER,
. Royal Netherlands
Netherlands Minister
iniister
for
airs,
for ForpignAff
F.reign.Affairs,
llagto,,,
The
,
sagwe,,,,
t 'I f
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Agreement between the United States
respecting
States of America
America and Mexico
Mexico respecting
Air Force
Force liaison
liaison officers. Signed at
Washington July
at Washington
July 5,
5, 1949;
1949;
entered
entered into force July 5, 1949.
1949.
AGREEMENT
BETWEEN THE
THE ACUERDO
AGREEMENT BETWEEN
ACUERDO ENTRE
EL GOENTRE EL
GOGOVERNMENT
GOVERNMENT
THE
OF
THE
BIERNO DE
ESTADOS
BIERNO
DE LOS
LOS ESTADOS
UNITED STATES OF
AMEROF AMERUNIDOS DE
DE AMERICA
AMERICA Y
EL
UNIDOS
Y EL
GOVERNICA AND THE
THE GOVERNGOBIERNO DE
ESTAGOBIERNO
DE LOS
LOS ESTAMENT OF
UNITED
OF THE UNITED
MEXICA NOS
DOS UNIDOS
UNIDOS MEXICANOS
MEXICAN
STATES
MEXICAN STATES

In
In conformity
conformity with
request
with the
the request
of the Government of
United
of the United
Mexican
to the
Mexican States
States to
the GovernGovernment
of the
the United
of
ment of
United States
States of
America,
America, the President
President of
of the
the
United States
of America
States of
America has
has
authorized the
the appointment
of
appointment of
officers of
of the
the United
United States
States Air
Air
Force to serve
Liaison Officers
Officers
serve as
as Liaison
to the
the Secretary
National Deto
Secretary of
of National
Defense of the United
States
United Mexican
Mexican States
under the conditions specified bebelow:
low:

conformidad con la solicitud
De conformidad
solicitud
del Gobierno
Gobierno de
los Estados
Estados UniUnidel
de los
dos
Mexicanos al
al Gobierno
Gobierno de
los
dos Mexicanos
de los
Estados
de America,
America, el
Estados Unidos
Unidos de
el
Presidente
Presidente de
de los
Unidos
los Estados Unidos
de America
America ha
el nomha autorizado
autorizado el
nombramiento
bramiento de oficiales
oficiales de
de la
la Fuerza
Fuerza
Aerea
Aerea de los Estados Unidos para
para
comisionarlos como
Oficiales de
de
comisionarlos
como Oficiales
Enlace
Enlace ante el Secretario
Secretario de
la
de la
Defensa Nacional
Nacional de
de los
Estados
Defensa
los Estados
Unidos Mexicanos,
Mexicanos, de
acuerdo con
de acuerdo
con
condiciones que
estipulan
las condiciones
que se
se estipulan
continuacien:
aacontinuaci6n:

TITLE
TITLE II

TITULO
TITULO I

Purpose
Purpose and
and Duration
Duration

Finalidades y
y Duracidn
Finalidades
Duracidn

Article 1
Article
1

Articulo 1
Art1culo
1

The purpose of
of assigning
assigning the
the
to cooperate
Liaison Officers
Officers is
is to
cooperate
with the Secretary
Secretary of National
National
Defense of the United
Mexican
United Mexican
States and with personnel
personnel of the
the
Mexican Air
Mexican
Air Force.

El fin de los Oficiales
Oficiales de Enlace
Enlace
es cooperar con el Secretario de
de la
la
Defensa Na,cional
los Estados
Nacional de
de los
Estados
Unidos Mexicanos
perMexicanos y
y con
con el
el personal de
de las
las Fuerzas Aereas
Aereas MexiMexicanas.
canas.

Article 2
2

Articulo
Articulo 2
2

Agreement shall
shall continue
continue
This Agreement
in force for
for a
two years
a period
period of
of two
years
from the date of
thereof the
the signing
signing thereof by the accredited representarepresentatives of the Government
Government of
of the
the
United States of America
America and
and the
the
Government
Government of
of the
the United
MexiUnited MexiStates, unless
can States,
unless previously
previously

Este Acuerdo permanecera
permanecerg, en
en
vigor por un period()
periodo de
de dos
dos afios
afos
aa partir
partir de la fecha en
en que
que lo
lo
firmen los representantes
representantes autoriautorizados del Gobierno de
de los
los Estados
Estados
Unidos de America
America y
y del Gobierno
de los Estados
Estados Unidos
Unidos Mexicanos,
Mexicanos,
aa menos
que
se
memos
de por
terminado
por terminado

63 STAT.]
STAT.]

MEXICO-AIR
LIAISON OFFICERSOBWTCERS-JULY
1949
MEXICO- AIR FORCE LIAISON
JULY 5, 1943

terminated
terminated or extended
extended as hereinafter provided. Any of the Liaison Officers may be
be recalled
recalled by
by
the Government
Government of the United
States of America
America after the expiexpiration of two years of service,
service, in
ration
in
which case another member shall
be furnished
furnished to replace him.

con:
o ,que
can anterioridadi
anterioridad; o
que se prorrogue segdn
ias adeseem se dispone alas
lante. Cualquiera
Cualquiera de los Oficiales
Oficiales
de Enlace
podr& ser retirado
Enlace poclra.i
retired° por
el Gobierno de los Estados Unidos
de America despues
deipues de transcurridos dos(
dos afios
ailos de servicio y,
en talcaso, se nombrarti
nombrara otro
i
ro ,en
en su Inger.
minebr
lugar.

Article 33
If the Government
Government of the
United Mexican
Mexican States should
should
desire that the services of the
Liaison Officers be extended beyond the stipulated period, it
shall make aa written
written.proposal
proposal to
that effect six months before the
expiration of this Agreement.
expiration

Articulo-3
ArtIculo
-3

Article 4
4
termiThis Agreement may be terminated before the expiration of the
period of two years prescribed in
Article 2,
2, or before the expiration
expiration
of the extension authorized
authorized in

Article
Article 3, in the following
following manner:
manner:

Si, a
Si
el Gobierno de los Estados
c' anos desea que
Unklos
MexiCanos
Unidos ‘Mexi
los
serviCios
lIde los Oficiales de Enlace
servieios !de
se prorroguen mas
m(Ls alla
period()
aIlA del periodo
estipulado,
presentara por escrito
estipulado, presentara
una solicitud a
a tal efecto seis
meses antes
antes de la expiracion
expiraci6n de
este Acuerdo..
Acuerdo.
ArtIculo 4
Articulo
4
Este Acuerdo podrh
podra ser terminado antes de la expiraci6n
expiracion del
perlodo de dos anos
periodo.de
afos que dispone
el Articulo
Artfculo 2, o
o antes
antes de expirar
expirar la
prorroga autorizada
pr6rroga
autorizada en el Articulo
3, de la manera siguiente:
(a) Por uno uu otro de los dos
Gobiernos, siempre que
quo el
el uno
uno lo
lo
notifique al otro por escrito con
tres meses de anticipaci6n;
anticipaci6n;
(b) Al retirar
retirar el
Gobierno de
de
el Gobierno
America
los Estados Unidos de America
los Oficiales de Enlace en interes
ptiblico de los Estados Unidos de
pdblico
necesidad de cumplir
cumplir
America, sin necesidad
Articulo;
con el inciso (a) de
de este Articulo;

2585
2585

Extension of services.

Termination
of
Termination
of
agreement prior
prior to
agreement
to
specified time.
time.
specified

(a) By either of the Governments, subject to three months'
written notice to the other Government;
ernment;
Liaison
(b) By the recall of the Liaison
Officers by the Government
Government of
the United States of America
America in
the public interest of the United
States of America,
without necesAmerica, without
sity of compliance
compliance with provision
provision
Article;
(a) of this Article;
(c)
(c) Por
Por el Gobierno
Gobierno de
de los
los
Government of the
(c) By the Government
Estados Unidos
Unidos de America en el
United States of America in the Estados
caso previsto en el Art1culo
Articulo 19.
19.
case considered in Article 19.

Art1culo 5
Articulo
5
Article 55
Cancellation in
in case
cae
Este
Acuerdo
esti
estA sujeto aa ofofCancellation
This Agreement
Agreement is subject to
hostilities.
hostilities.
cancelacion
por
sea
cancelaci6n
iniciativa,
ya
sea
cancellation
cancellation upon the initiative of
Gobierno de los Estados Unidos
either the Government of the del Gobierno
odd
Gobierno de los
del Gobierno
United States of America or the de America o
en
Government
Government of the United Mexi- Estados Unidos Mexicanos, en
durante un
tin
momento durante
can
States at.
can 8tates
at any time during
during aa cualquier momento
periOdo en quoe
qua uno u otto
otro de los
Government is periodo
period when either Government
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involved in civil or foreign hos- dos Gobiernos
Gobiernos se
se yea
vea implicado
implicado
tilities. .
internas ooexterna,s.
en hostilidades
hostilidades internas
externas.
TITLE LI
II

TITULO II
TITULO
II

Composition
Composition and Personnel
Personnel

Integraci6n
Integraciem y
yPersonal
Personal

Article 6
6

Articulo
Artfculo 6
6

The Liaison Officers shall
shall be
be
such personnel
personnel of the United
United States
States
Air Force as may
agreed upon
upon
may be
be agreed
by the Secretary
Secretary of National
National DeDefense of the United Mexican
Mexican States
States
through
through his authorized
authorized representarepresentative in Washington
Washington and
and by
the
by the
United States Air
Force.
Air Force.

Los Oficiales
Oficiales de Enlace
serail los
los
Enlace seran
miembros de las Fuerzas Aereas
Aereas
de los Estados Unidos de
de America
America
determinen por
que se
se determinen
por acuerdo
acuerdo
entre el Secretario
la Defensa
Secretario de
de la
Defensa
Nacional de los Estados Unidos
Unidos
Mexicanos, por conducto de su
su
representante
representante autorizado
en Waautorizado en
Washington, y
y la Fuerza Aerea
Aerea de
de los
los
Estados Unidos de America.
America.

TITLE III

TITITLO
TITULO III
III

Duties, Rank, and Precedence
Duties,
Precedence

Funciones, Grado
Grado y
Precedencia
Funciones,
y Precedencia

Article 77
The Liaison Officers
Officers shall perperform such duties as may be
be dedetermined by the Secretary
Secretary of
of
National Defense of the United
Mexican States.
Mexican

Articulo 7
7

Article 8
8

Articulo 8
8

The Liaison Officers
Officers shall
shall be
be
responsible solely to
Secretary
to the
the Secretary
of National
National Defense of
the United
United
of the
Mexican States or
or his designated
designated
representative.
representative.

Los Oficiales
Oficiales de Enlace
Enlace seran
serail
responsables imicamente
responsables
Secunicamente al
al Secretario de la Defensa Nacional
do
Nacional de
los Estados Unidos Mexicanos
Mexicanos o
o
a la persona
a
persona en quien este
dste delegue
delegue
sus facultades.

Article 9
9

Articulo 9
9
Los Oficiales
Oficiales de Enlace
Enlace presprestarAn
sus
servicios
taran
con el grado
grado
que tengan en la Fuerza
Fuerza Aerea
de
Aerea de
los Estados
Estados Unidos
Unidos de
America
de America y
y
usaran el
el uniforme
uniforme corresponcorrespondiente a
grado en
en la
a su grado
la Fuerza
Fuerza
Aerea
de
los
Aerea
Estados Unidos de
America.

The Liaison Officers shall serve
serve
with the rank they hold
the
hold in the
United
United States Air Force and shall
shall
wear the uniform of their
their rank
rank in
in
the United States Air Force.

Benefits and privileges.
Post,
Poa, p.2580.
p. 28B.

Los Oficiales de Enlace ejerceran
ejerceran
las funciones
funciones que determine el
el
Secretario
Secretario de la Defensa Nacional
Nacional
de los Estados Unidos Mexicanos.

Article 10
Articulo 10
10The Liaison Officers
Officers shall be
be
Los Oficiales
Oficiales de Enlace tendrful
tendrAn
entitled to all benefits and priv- derecho a
a todos los
los beneficios yy
Regulations of the
ileges which the Regulations
the privilegios
privilegios que el Reglement°
del
Reglamento del
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Mexican Army provide for Mexi- Ejereito
Ejereit° Mexicano
Mexican° otorgue
°forgot a
a los
los
can officers
officers of corresponding
corresponding rank. 6ficiales
bficiales •IneXicanos
de ,grado
grad° comericanos dei
correspondien
te.
rrespondiente.
Article 11
Article
11

Artfculo
Artfculo 11
11

Disciplinary regulaDisciplinary
regulaOflicers shall be
As the Liaison Officers
Como los Oficiales;
Oficiales, de EaIace
Enlace tions.
disciplinary regugoverned by the disciplinary
regu- se
regirfin por el Reglamento
so regiran
Reglamento dis,
lations of the Air Force of the ciplinario de-la
de la Fuerza Aerea
Aerta de
United States of AmericaAin
America, in the los Estados Unidos' de :Aamria,
,
America,
case of a
a Liaison Officer commitcommit- on
en caso de quo un Oficial de Enlace
ting an act that by its nature
nature in corn
cometa
acto que, :por
eta un aeto
Ipor su
an
the opinion of the Mexican Gov- naturaleza,
a juicio del Oobierno
naturaleza, a
aobierno
ernment deserves disciplinarr
disciplinary aeascMexicano,
Mexican°, amerite ser saneionado,
sandionado,
tion, the mentioned officer
officer shall
shall el referido Oficial serf
sera Tenicivido
irbmovido
be removed on request of -the
the a
a solicitud
solicitud de las autoridades
autoridades
Mexican authorities so that the mexicanas, a' efecto
efecto do
'que se
:quo
se to
le
regulations of the United -:Sates
States apliquen los reglamentaa
la
reglament9s de
de la
Air Force shall be applied in the Fuerza Aerea norteamericana
nortea,rne.ritana en
territory of the United States of territorio de los Estados Unidos
Unidos
America.
de America.
America.

TITLE
TITLE IV
IV

Trruto
TITULO IV
IV

Compensation and
Perquint
.es
Compensation
and Perquisites

Remuneracion y
yObvencioes
Obveneiones
Remuneraci6n

Article
Article 12

Artfculo 12
Articulo
12

The Liaison Officers shall
shall reOficiales de
Enlace rerere- Los
Los Oficiales
de Ealace
ceive from the Government
Government of the cibiran
Gobierno de,los
cibiran del
del Gobierno
q,,los Es,
Es.

Mexican States
United Mexican
States such
such net
net
annual
compensation as
as may
annual compensation
may be
be
agreed
between the
Governagreed upon
upon between
the Government of the United
States of
of
United States
America and
of
and the Government
Government of
the United Mexican
Mexican States,,,
States, , This
This
compensation
compensation shall
be .paidI
paid , in
in
shall be
twelve
twelve (12)
(12) equal monthly
monthly installinstallments, each due
payable on
due and payable
on
the last day
day of the
the month.
month. The
The
compensation
compensation shall
be subject
shall not
not be
subject
to any tax, now or
or hereafter
hereafter in
in
effect,
effect, of
Government of
the
of the Government
of the
United
or of
any
United Mexican
Mexican States
States or
of any
or administrative
administrative
of its political
political or
subdivisions. Should
there, howsubdivisions.
Should there,
however,
present or
or while
while this
ever, at
at present
this
Agreement is
is in
in effect,
effect, be
any
Agreement
be any
taxes that might affect this compensation, such taxes
be
taxes shall
shall be
borne by
by the
Ministry of
the Ministry
of National
National
Defense of ,
ithethe United
United Mexican
Mexican
States in order to comply
comply with
with the

tados Unidos
Unidos Mexicapos
Mexicapos la
la reretados
muneraci6n nets
muneraci6n
quo acuneta anual
anual, que
acuerden el
el Gobierno
de los
los Estados
erden
Gobierno de
Estados
Unidos de
America y
el Gobierno
Unidos
de America
y el
Gobierno
de
de los
los Estados
Estados Unidos
Unidos Mexicanos.
Mexicanos.
La remuneraci6n
se pagart
remuneraci6n se
pagarl en
en
doce
iguales
doce (12)
(12) mensualidades
mensualidades iguales
que venceran
que
venceran y
y se
se pagaran
pagaran el
el dfa
dia
°him°
cada moo.
La remuneultimo de
de cads
mes. La
remuneraci6n
racion no estara
impuesto
estara sujeta
sujeta a
a impuesto
alguro que
que al
al presents
en adeadealguro
presente o
o en
de los
los
lante imponga
imponga el
el Gobierno
Gobierno de
Mexicanos o
o
Estados Unidos
Unidos Mexicanos
alguna de sus
sus subdivisiones
subdivisiones pollpoliadministrativas. Sin
ticas oo administrativas.
Sin emembargo, si
si al
presente o
durante la
la
bargo,
al presente
o durante
vigencia
de este
este Acuerdo
Acuerdo exisexisvigencia de
tieren
impueetos que
que afecten
tieren impuestos
afecten aaesta
esta
remuneracien, tales
impuestos seremuneraci6n,
tales imnpuestos
sesufragados por
la Secretaria
Secretarfa
ran sufragados
por la
de lla Defensa
de los
de:
Defensa Nacional
Nacional de
los
Estados Unidos
Unidos Mexicanos
Mexicanos a
fin
Estados
a fin
de
con la
la disposici6n
disposici6n de
de
de cumplir
cumplir con

Tat exemption.
Ta
emwptio
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provisions of this Article that the este Articulo
Artfculo al
que la
al efecto de que
la
compensation agreed
compensation
agreed upon
upon shall
remuneracion que
que se
se convenga
shall remuneraci6n
convenga sea
sea
be net.
neta.
Article 13
13

Exemption from
Exemption
customs duties.

The compensation
compensation agreed upon
upon
indicated in the preceding
as indicated
preceding
commence upon the
Article shall commence
the
date of departure from the United
date
States of America
America of each Liaison
Liaison
Officer,
otherwise
Officer; and, except as
as otherwise
expressly provided
provided in this Agree..
Agreemoot, shall continue,
following the
the
ment,
continue, following
termination of his duty,
termination
duty, for the
return trip to the United States
States
of America and thereafter
thereafter for the
period of any accumulated
accumulated leave
leave
which may be due.

Artfculo 13
13
Articulo
La remuneraci6n
remuneracion que
se conque se
conel
venga segiin
segin se
se indica en
en el
Articulo
Articulo precedente comenzara
comenzara aa
devengarse desde
devengarse
desde la
la fecha
fecha en
en que
que
cads Oficial de Enlace
cada
Enlace parta
parta de
de
los
y,
los Estados
Estados Unidos
Unidos de
de America
America y,
salvo lo que expresamente
expresamente se disdisponga en contrario
contrario en
en este Acuerdo, continuara
continuara devengandose
devengandose desdespu6s de terminadas
plies
terminadas sus funciones,
mientras dure el
mientras
el viaje
viaje de regreso
regreso a
a
y,
los Estados Unidos
Unidos de America
America y,
adenatis, durante el
ademas,
el period°
periodo de
de
que tenga
tenga
licencia acumulada
acumulada a
a que
derecho.

Article 14
14

Articulo
Articulo 14
14

The compensation
compensation due
The
for the
due for
the
period of
of the
return
trip
and
period
the return trip and acaccumulated leave
leave shall
shall be
be paid
cumulated
paid to
to
each Liaison
Liaison Officer
before his
each
Officer before
his dedeparture from
from the
United Mexican
parture
the United
Mexican
States,
payment
be
States, and
and such
such payment shall
shall be
computed for
for travel
computed
by
the
shorttravel by the shortest usually
usually traveled
traveled route
the
route to
to the
port
of entry
entry in
in the
United
States
port of
the United States
of America,
of
America, regardless
regardless of
of the
the route
route
and method
and
method of
used by
by the
of travel
travelused
the
Liaison Officer.
Liaison
Officer.

se adeude
La remuneracion
remuneraci6n que se
adeude
por la duraci6n
duracion del
del viaje de
de
regreso y
ypor la
is licencia
licencia acumulada
acumulada
se pagara
pagara, aacada
cads Oficial de
de Enlace
Enlace
antes de su partida de los Estados
Unidos Mexicanos,
Mexicanos, yy el
el pago se
calcularA aa base de viaje por la
calcularti
la
ruts mas corta
usada
ruta
corta generalmente
generalmente usada
hasta el puerto de entrada
a los
entrada a
America, cualEstados Unidos
Unidos de America,
cualsistema
quiera que sea
sea la ruta y
y el
el sistema
de transporte
transporte que utilice el Oficial
de
de Enlace.

Article 15
Article
15

Articulo 15
Artfculo
15

The Government
Government of
The
of the
the United
United
Mexican
shall grant,
Mexican States shall
grant, upon
upon
request
request of
the Liaison
Officers, exof the
Liaison Officers,
exemption
customs duties
emption from customs
duties on
on
imported for
articles imported
for the
the official
official
Officers or
use of the Liaison Officers
or the
the
personal use
personal
use of
the Liaison
of the
Liaison OffiOffieers
of members
of their
famcers and
and of
members of
their famthe request
request for
ilies, provided
provided that the
for
free entry has
free
has received
received the
the apapproval
proval of the Ambassador of
of the
the
United States of America
America ori
or the
the
Charg6
Charge d'Affaires
d'Affaires ad
ad interim.
interim.

A solicitud
solicitud de
de los
los Oficiales
Oficiales de
A
de
Enlace
Gobierno de los Estados
Enlace el Gobierno
Estados
Unidos Mexicanos
Mexicanos eximira
eximirA del
del
derechos de aduana los
pago de derechos
articulos que
artfculos
que se
importen pars
el
se importen
para el
uso oficial
oficial o
o personal
personal de
los OficiOficide los
ales de
de Enlace
Enlace y
de los
y de
los miembros
miembros
de sus familias
familias siempre
siempre que
que la
la
solicitud pars
para entrada
entrada libre
libre de
de
derechos sea
derechos
aprobada por
sea aprobada
por el
el
Embajador de
Embajador
de los
los Estados
Estados Unidos
Unidos
de America
de
America o
por el
el Encargado
o por
Encargado
de Negocios
Negocios ad
de
ad interim.
interim.
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Article 16
16
Article

Artfculo
16
Articulo 16

Compensation for
transportaCompensation
for transportatraveling expenses
the
tion and
and traveling
expenses in
in the
United
on official
official
United Mexican
Mexican States
States on
business of the Government
Government of
of the
United
Mexican States
States shall
United Mexican
shall be
be
provided by the Government
Government of
the United Mexican
Mexican States in accordance
the provisions
cordance with
with the
provisions of
of
Article 10.
Article
10.

De
conformidad con
con las
las dispodispoDe conformidad
siciones del
Articulo 10
10 el
el GobiGobisiciones
del Articulo
erno de
Mexierno
de los
los Estados
Estados Unidos
Unidos Mexicanos reembolsara
reembolsara los
los gastos
gastos de
canos
de
transporte
transporte y
y de viaje efectuados
efectuados
en los
Estados Unidos
Unidos Mexicanos
Mexicanos
en
los Estados
cuando se
se trate
trate de
de asuntos
asuntos oficiaoficiacuando
les
les del
del Gobierno
Gobierno de los
los Estados
Estados
Unidos Mexicanos.
Unidos
Mexicanos.

Article 17
17
Article

Artfculo 17
Articulo
17

Government of
of the
the United
The Government
United
Mexican States shall provide the
Mexican
suitable
Liaison Officers
Officers with a
a suitable
automobile with
with chauffeur,
automobile
chauffeur, for
for use
use
official business.
business.
Suitable
on official
Suitable
chaufmotor transportation
transportation with
with chauffeur, and
and when
when necessary
necessary an
an airairplane properly
properly equipped,
equipped, shall on
plane
call be
made available
available by
by the
call
be made
the
Government of
MexiGovernment
of the United
United Mexican States
States for
by the
the Liaison
for use
use by
can
Officers
conduct of their
for the conduct
their
Officers for
official business.

El Gobierno
de los
Estados
El
Gobierno de
los Estados
Unidos Mexicanos
Mexicanos proporcionard
Unidos
proporcionara a
a
los
los Oficiales
Oficiales de Enlace un automovil
con ch6fer,
ch6fer, para
para uso
uso oficial.
m6vil con
oficial.
El Gobierno
Gobierno de los Estados
Estados Unidos
Unidos
Mexicanos,
proporcioMexicanos, aasolicitud,
solicitud, proporcioTiara
automoviles con ch6fer y,
narA autom6viles
y,
cuando sea
necesaxio, un aeroaerocuando
sea necesario,
piano
plano debidamente
debidamente provisto para
el
Oficiales de Enlace
el uso de
de los Oficiales
en
desempefdo de sus
funciones
en el
el desempefo
sus funciones
oficiales.
oficiales.

Article 18
Article
The Government
Government of the United
United
Mexican
Mexican States shall provide suitable
space and
and facilities for
able office
office space
the
use of
of the
Liaison Officers.
Officers.
the Liaison
the use

Artfculo
Articulo 18
El
Gobierno de los
El Gobierno
los Estados
Unidos
Mexicanos proveera
local
proveera local
Unidos Mexicanos
adecuado para
para oficinas
oficinas y
y facilifaciliadecuado
dades para
de los
Oficiales de
dades
para uso
uso de
los Oficiales
d,
Enlace.
Enlace.

TITLE
V
TITLE V

TITIILO V
TITULO
V

Requisites and
and Conditions
Conditions
Requisites

Requisitos
Requisitos y
y Condiziones
Condiciones

Article 19

Artfculo 19
Artlculo
Si durantt
durante la
la vigencia
vigencia de
de este
este
Si
Acuerdo
de su
prorrogacion el
el
su prorrogaci6n
Acuerdo oo de
Gobierno
Gobierno de los Estados Unidos
Mexicanos
tuviere el
el prop6sito
prop6sito de
Mexicanos tuviere
contratar
vicios de
de personal
personal
los ser
servicios
contratar los
de
algtin otro
Gobierno extranjero
extranjero
otro Gobierno
de algdn
para
funciones de
de cualquier
cualquier nanapara funciones
turaleza
con la
la Fuerza
Fuerza
relacionadas con
turaleza relacionadas
Aerea Mexicana,
lo hara
hard saber
saber asi
asi
Mexicana, lo
Aerea
al Gobierno
de los
Estados Unidos
Unidos
los Estados
Gobierno de
al
de
America con
con tres
tres meses
de
meses de
de America
anticipacion
y,
en
caso
de
que
no
anticipaci6n y, en caso de que
se llegara
un acuerdo
acuerdo mutuo
mutuo
llegara a
a un
se
entre los
dos Gobiernos
acerca de
de
Gobiernos acerca
los dos
entre

If,
while this
this Agreement
Agreement or any
any
If, while
extension
thereof is in force,
force, the
extension thereof
Government
United MexiMexiGovernment of
of the
the United
can
States should
engage
wish to
to engage
should wish
can States
the services
personnel of
of some
some
of personnel
services of
the
other
foreign
government,
for
other foreign government, for
duties
of any
any nature
nature in
in connection
connection
duties of
with the
Mexican Air
Force, the
Air Force,
the Mexican
with
Government of
the United
United MexiMexiof the
Government
can
months'
three months'
give three
can States
States will give
advance
Governnotice to
to the Governadvance notice
ment of
the United
of
States of
United States
ment
of the
and, in
America to
to that effect, and,
case mutual
agreement is not
not
mutual agreement
case

Compensation for
for
Compensation
transportation and
and
transportation
traveling expenses.
expenses.
traveling

Ante,
2586.
Ante, p.
p. 2586.

Provision of
Provision
of motor
motor
and
air transportation
transportation
and air
for
for Liaison
Liaison Officers.
Officers.

Office space.
Offiee
space.

ervices of
of personnel
Services
ipersnnel
of o)ther
•
it Mr foreign
foreign governgovernof
ments.
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reached
reached between
between the
two GovernGovernthe two
ments with
with regard
regard to
to such
such conconGovernment of
tract, the
the Government
of the
the
United States of
of America
America may
may
consider this
termithis Agreement
Agreement terminated
nated with merely
merely a
a notification
notification
effect to the
to that effect
the Government
Government
of the United
States.
United Mexican
Mexican States.

contratacien proyectada, el
de
la contrataci6n
el de
los Estados Unidos de America
America
podra dar por terminado este
podri
Acuerdo tan s6lo
solo con
con que
que lo notinotifique al de los
los Estados Unidos
Mexicanos.

Article
20
Article 20

Articulo 20
20

Each Liaison Officer shall agree
agree
not to divulge'
divulge or in any
way disdisany way
close to any foreign government
government
or to any person
person whatsoever
any
whatsoever any
secret
secret or confidential
confidential matter
matter of
of
which he may
may become
become cognizant
cognizant in
in
his capacity
capacity as a
a Liaison Officer.
This requirement
requirement shall
shall continue
continue
force. after
in force
after his
of
his termination
termination of
service as Liaieon
Liaison Officer
Officer and
after
and after
the expiration or cancellation
cancellation of
of
this Agreement
Agreementtor
or any
any extension
extension
thereof.
thereof.
,

coraCada Oficial de Enlace se
se compromete a
a no divulgar ni a
a revelar,
revelar,
por ningtin
gobierno
ningdn medio, a
a gobierno
extranjero
persona
extranjero alguno, o
o aa persona
alguna, ningiin
secreto ni asunto
ningdn secreto
asunto
confidencial que pueda
su
pueda llegar
Ilegar aasu
conocimiento en su calidad
conocimiento
calidad de
Oficial de Enlace. Este requisito
continuara
continuant en vigor despues de
terminar sus servicios como Oficial
Oficial
de Enlace
Enlace y
y despues
despu6s de la expiraci6n o
o cancelaci6n
cien
cancelacien del presente
presente
Acuerdo
Acuerdo o
ode su prorrogacien.
prorrogaci6n.

Article 21
21

Articulo 21

Throughout this
Agreement the
this Agreement
the
En este Acuerdo
Acuerdo se entendera,
entendera
"family"
term "family
:
" is limited
to mean
limited to
mean que el t6rmino
terrain() "familia"
"familia" solo
corns6lo comwife and dependent
dependent children.
children.
prende a
a la esposa y
ya
a los hijos no
emancipados.
emancipados.
Article
22
Article 22

Articulo 22
22
Articulo

Each Liaison Officer shall
shall be
be
entitled
entitled to one
one mouth's
month's annual
annual
leave with pay, or
or to
proporto a
a proportional
tional part thereof
thereof with
pay for
for
with pay
any fractiopal
fractional part of
of a
a year.
year.
Unused portions
portions of
said leave
of said
leave shall
shall
cumulative from
be cumulative
year to
year
from year
to year
during service as Liaison
Liaison Officer.
Officer.

Cada Oficial de
de Enlace tendril
tendra
derecho anualmente
anualmente a
mes de
a un
un mes
de
licencia con sueldo, oo a
una parte
parte
a una
proporcional de dicha
proporcional
dicha licencia
licencia con
con
sueldo por cada
cada fraccien
fracci6n de
de un
un
ano. La
atio.
La parte
parte de
de dicha
dicha licencia
licencia
podra acumularse
que no se use podrii,
acumularse de
de
afo
afo mientras duren
ano en an°
duren sus
sus
servicios como
como Oficial de
Enlace.
de Enlace.

Article 23
23

Articulo
Articulo 23
23
La licencia que se estipula
el
estipula en
en el
Articulo precedente
Articulo
precedente podra
podra disfrudisfrutarse en los
los Estados
Unidos MexiEstados Unidos
Mexicanos, en
de
en los
los Estados
Estados Unidos
Unidos de
America, oo en
paises, pero
pero
en otros
otros paises,
los gastos de
transporte
de viaje
viaje y
y transporte
que no se provean
provean de
otro
modo en
de otro modo
en
este Acuerdo
Acuerdo seran
serail sufragados
sufragados por
por

The leave
the preleave specified in the
preceding
ceding Article
Article may
may be
be spent
in the
spent in
the
United Mexican
Mexican States,
in the
States, in
the
United States of America,
in
America, or
or in
other countries,
countries, but the expense
expense
of travel and
and transportation
trantportation not
not
otherwise provided for in this
this
Agreement
Agreement shall be
the
be borne
borne by
by the
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leave.
Liaison Officer taking such :leave.
All travel time shall count as
leave and shall not be
be in addition
to the time authorized
authorized in Article
22. In all cases the said leave, or
portions thereof, shall be taken
by the Liaison Officers
Officers only after
consultation
Secretary
consultation with
with the Secretary
of National Defense of the United
Mexican States with a
a view to
to
ascertaining
mutual convenascertaining the mutual
ience of the Government
Government of the
Mexican States and the
United Mexican
Officers in respect to the
Liaison Officers
said leave.

el Oficial de Enlace
Enlace= que
que tome la
licencia.
Todo el fiempo
tiempo conconsumido en viajar se contara
contark como
parte de lalicencia
lalieencia y
yno se afiadira
atadiri
al tiempo que se autoriza en el
Articulo 22..t
22. . En todos los casos
los
Oficiales de 1place
podrin
1os Oficiales
Enlace podrAn
alulida, o
o partes
tomar la licencia aludida,,
part68
do
despues de
de ella, 6nicamente
6nicamente despues
consultar con el Secretario
Secretario de la
Defensa Nacional de los Estados
Unidos Mexicanns
Mexicanos en atenci6n
a In.
la
atencion a
mutua conveniencia
conveniencia del Gobierno
Estados Unidos Mexicanos
de los Estados
Mexicanos
y
y de los Oficiales
Oficiales de Enlace respecto a
a dicha licencia.

Article 24

Articulo 24
Los Oficiales
Oficiales de Enlace que as
se
reemplacen terminaran
terminarin sus servireemplacen
tios•solamente
cuando lleguen sus
cios solamente cuando
reemplazos,
except° cuando los
reemplazos, excepto
dos Gobiemos
Gobiernos acuerden
acuerden de antecontrario.
mano lo contrario.

Liaison Officers who may be replaced shall terminate their servservices only upon the arrival
arrival of their
their
replacements,
replacements, except when otherwise mutually agreed upon in advance by the respective
respective GovernGovernments.

Articulo 25
Articulo
El Gobiemo
Gobierno de los Estados
The Government
Government of the United
United
Mexicanos proporcionarti
proporcionarA
Unidos Mexicanos
Mexican States shall provide for Unidos
at enci6n
encion medica
medics gratis
gratis aa los Ofithe Liaison Officers
Officers and their fam- at
Enlace y
y aa sus familias.
ccisles
ales de Enlace
ilies free medical attention.

-21l

Termination
Termination of
service; replacement.

Article 25

Articulo
Articulo 26
Article 26
no
de Enlace
Enlace que no
El Oficial de
Officer who is unAny Liaison Officer
desempefiar sus funciones a
a
pueda desempefiar
able to perform his duties by pueda
prolongada incapacidad
incapacidad
physical causa de prolongada
reason of long-continued
long-continued physical
fisica
sera reemplazado.
fisica seri
disability shall be replaced.
replaced.
IN WITNESS
WITNESS WHEREOF,
WHEREOF, the unIN
dersigned, Dean Acheson,
Acheson, Secredersigned,
tary of State of the United States
America, and Major General
of America,
Robert L. Walsh,
Walsh, Senior United
Robert
States Air Force Member, United
States Section, Joint MexicanDefense CommisCommisUnited States Defense
sion; and Rafael
Rafael de is
Colina,
la Colina,
Ambassador Extraordinary
Extraordinary and
Ambassador
Plenipotentiary of the United
Plenipotentiary
Mexican States to the United
Mexican
States of America, and Lieutenant
Lieutenant
81989--52---'.
81939 82 Pr. m--19
tri-19

EN
DE LO
LO COAL,
CUAL,
EN TESTIMONIO
TESTIMONIO DE
Acheson,
infrascritos, Dean Acheson,
los infrascritos,
Secretario
Secretario de Estado de los Estados Unidos de America, y
y el
Mayor General
General Robert L.
L. Walsh,
Miembro Principal de is
la Fuerza
Aerea de los Estados
Estados Unidos,
Aerea
Seccion de
Unidos,
los Estados Unidos,
de los
Secci6n
Comisi6n Mixta
Mixta de Defensa
Defensa de
Mexico y
y los
los Estados Unidos; yy
Mexico
Rafael de
de is
Embajador
la Colina,
Colina, Embajador
Rafael
Extraordinario
y Plenipotenciario
Extraordinario y
de
los Estados
Mexicanos
Unidos Mexicanos
Estados Unidos
de los

Medical attention.
attention.

Replacement in
In atm
care
Replacement
disability.
of disabilty.
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General Leobardo
Leobardo C.
C. Ruiz,
Ruiz, Chief,
Chief,
Mexican
Mexican Section, Joint MexicanMexicanUnited States Defense Commission, duly authorized
authorized thereto, have
Agreement in duplisigned this Agreement
duplicate, in the English and Spanish
Spanish
languages, at
Washington, this
languages,
at Washington,
this
fifth day of July, one
one thousand
nine hundred
hundred and forty-nine.

TAT.
[63 S
STAT.

en los Estados Unidos de
America,
de Am6rica,
y
yel Teniente General Leobardo
Leobardo C.
C.
Mexicana
Ruiz, Jefe de
de la
la Seccien
Secci6n Mexicana
de la Conaisien
Comisi6n Mixta
Mixta de Defensa
Defensa
Unidos,
de Mexico
M6xico y
y los
los Estados Unidos,
debidamente autorizados,
autorizados, firman
debidamente
firman
el presente Acuerdo en
en duplicado,
duplicado,
en los idiomas ingles y
en
y espaiiol,
espafiol, en
Washington,
Washington, el cinco de
Julio
de
de julio de
mil novecientos
novecientos cuarenta y
nueve.
y nueve.

FOR THE GOVERNMENT
GOVERNMENT OF THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
AMERICA:
OF AMERICA:
POR EL GOBIERNO
FOR
GOBIERNO DE LOS ESTADOS UNIDOS DE
AMERICA:
DE AMERICA:
DEAN
DEAN ACHESON
ACHESON
ROBERT L.
L.WALSH
W ALSH
ROBERT

FOR THE GOVERNMENT
GOVERNMENT OF THE UNITED
UNITED MEXICAN
MEXICAN STATES:
STATES:
POR
FOR EL GOBIERNO
GOBIERNO DE LOS ESTADOS UNIDOS
UNIDOS MEXICANOS:
MEXICANOS:
RAFAEL
RAFAEL DE
DE LA
LA COLINA
COLINA

Rtriz
L. C.
C. Ruiz
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7 '1949
1949
CARE- June
Aug.
Aug. 5, 1949
1949

Agreement between the United
States of
Agreement
United States
of America
America and
and the
of
the Republic
Republic of
the Philippines
Philippines respecting
respecting hospitals
and medical care for Philippine
the
hospitals and
Philippine
veterans, under
Public Law 865, 80th Congress.
Congress. Signed at
veterans,
under Public
Manila
at Manila
June 7, 1949; entered
entered into force June 7, 1949.
June
exchange of
of
1949. And
And exchange
memoranda
dated at
at Manila
June 7
memoranda dated
Manila June
949.
7 and August
August 5,
5, 1
1949.

J
and
ue 7
A June
7and

August 5, 1949
T.i. I. A.
IT.
A. S. 1949
1949]

S

AGREEMENT
AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE GOVERNMENT
OF THE
GOVERNMENT OF
THE
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
AMERICA AND THE GOVERNMENT
GOVERNMENT OF
OF
THE REPUBLIq
REPUBLIq OF THE PHILIPPINES ON THE CONSTRUCCONSTRUCTION AND EQUIPPING
EQUIPPING OF HOSPITALS
HOSPITALS FOR VETERANS
AND THE PROVISION OF MEDICAL CARE AND
TREATAND TREATMENT
GOVERNMENT OF THE
MENT OF VETERANS
VETERANS BY THE GOVERNMENT
PHILIPPINES,
PHILIPPINES,AND THE FURNISHING
FURNISHING OF GRANTS-IN-AID
GRANTSINAID
THEREOF
THEREOF BY THE GOVERNMENT
UNITED STATES
STATES
GOVERNMENT OF
OF THE UNITED
OF AMERICA.
AMERICA.
WHEaRAs,
W
HEREAS, the Congress of the United
United States by Public Law
Law 865,
Eightieth Congress, approved July 1,1948,
1,1948, has provided for assistance
by grants-in-aid to the Republic of the Philippines in providing medical care and treatment
treatment for certain veterans, as defined below; and
and
WHEREAS,
W
HEREAS, the Government of the Republic of
Philippines is
of the
the Philippines
is
desirous of taking advantage
advantage of the provisions thereof
thereof for
for the purpose
purpose
of expanding and improving the program of medical care and
and hospitalization
talization of those disabled veterans who come
come within the
the purview
purview of
of
Public Law 865, Eightieth
Eightieth Congress;
Congress;
The Governments
Governments of the United States and the Republic
Republic of
of the
the
Philippines
Philippines have decided
decided to conclude an agreement
agreement for the
the above
purposes, the provisions of which the Government
United States
Government of the United
will incorporate in the regulations
regulations to be promulgated
promulgated pursuant to
to the
the
provisions of the said Public Law, and do hereby agree as
follows:
as follows:
TITLE I
I
PURPOSE
AND DURATION
PURPOSE AND
DURATION

ARmcLE 1.
1. Subject to mutual agreement,
Arricrz
agreement, the
the necessary
necessary ApproAppropriation Acts of the United States Congress, and such rules and
and regregulations as, from time to time, may be prescribed by
by the
the AdminAdministrator of Veterans'
Veterans' Affairs, to whom the President of
of the
the United
United
States has delegated the authority
authority conferred
conferred upon him by the
the aforeaforeGovernment of the United States will furnish aid
said Act, the Government
aid in the
the
form of grants to the Republic
Republic of the Philippines in amounts as
as
prescribed:by
prescribed
by said Act, as follows:
follows:

Pt.1,
p.1210.
62 Stat.,
Sat., Pt.
1,p.1210.

Kt.5.
C., Supp.|II,
Supp.III,
50;.
S. C.,
app. §it
1991-1996.
app.
I§ 1991-1996.
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(a) For the construction
construction and equipping
equipping of
in the
of hospitals
hospitals in
the PhilipPhilippines to be used exclusively
exclusively for medical care
treatment of
of veterans
veterans
care and
and treatment
for service-connected
service-connected disabilities, in a
amount of
not to
a total
total amount
of not
to exceed
exceed
$22,500,000.00.
(b)
(b) To reimburse
reimburse the Republic of the Philippines
Philippines for
for moneys
moneys exexpended
hospitalization of
pended for the hospitalization
in
the
of such
such veterans
veterans either
either in the hospitals
hospitals
so constructed
constructed and equipped, or any
hospitals in
the Philippines,
any other
other hospitals
in the
Philippines,
as provided in the aforesaid Act, for a
exceed five
a period of
of not to
to exceed
five
years, in aatotal amount of not to exceed $3,285,000.00
any fiscal
fiscal
$3,285,000.00 for
for any
year (July 1
June 30).
1 through June
30).
ARTiCLE
2.
Grants
for the construction
construction and
ARTICLE
of a
and equipping
equipping of
a hospital
hospital
may be made prior to or following
following completion of such
hospital, subject
such hospital,
subject
to the rules and regulations prescribed
prescribed by the Administrator
of VetVetAdministrator of
erans' Affairs,
Affairs, and subject to conditions on the
financial aid
aid
the receipt
receipt of
of financial
necessary
necessary to carry out the provisions of the Act, which may
be imposed
may be
imposed
by him.
TITLE II
II
DELEGATION
DELEGATION OF
OF AUTHORITY
AUTHORITY

ARTICLE 3. The Secretary
Secretary of National
National Defense
of the
Philippine
Defense of
the Philippine
Government, under the general direction
the
President
of the
direction of
of the President of
the
Republic of the Philippines, shall have full authority
to
administer,
authority to administer,
Government of
for the Government
nf the
the! Republic of
of the
the Philippines,
all matters
matters
Philippines, all
relating to the construction
construction and equipping of
of hospitals
for
veterans
hospitals for veterans
and the provision of medical care and treatment
treatment for veterans,
veterans, within
within
the purview of Public Law 865, 80th United States
States Congress.
Congress.
TITLE
TITLE III
III
DEFINITIONS
DEFINITIONS
"Veterans."
"
Veterans."

"Service-connected
"Service-connected
disabilities."
disabilities."

ARTICLE 4. The term "veterans"
ARTICLE
"veterans" is
agreed to
persons who
who
is agreed
to mean
mean persons
Veterans' Administration
have been determined by the Veterans'
Administration to
have
served
to have served
in the organized
organized military forces of the Government
Government of
the CommonCommonof the
wealth of the Philippines while such forces were
the
service
the
were in
in the service of
of the
armed forces of the United States pursuant
pursuant to the military
military order
order of
the
of the
President
President of the United States, dated
dated July 26,
1941, including,
among
26, 1941,
including, among
such military forces, organized guerrilla
guerrilla forces
forces under
under commanders
commanders
appointed, designated,
designated, or subsequently recognized
by the
recognized by
the CommanderCommanderin-Chief, Southwest
Southwest Pacific Area, or other competent
in the
competent authority
authority in
the
Army of the United States, and who were discharged or
released from
from
or released
such service under conditions other
other than
than dishonorable.
dishonorable.

ARTICLE 5. The term "service-connected
"service-connected disabilities"
disabilities" is
is agreed
agreed to
to
mean any disability, which has been determined
by the
the Veterans'
Veterans'
determined by
Administration to have resulted from personal injury suffered
Administration
suffered or
or
disease contracted
contracted in service as defined
or any
defined in
in Article
Article 44 hereof,
hereof, or
any
aggravation of a
a disability existing prior to
aggravation
service as
as defined,
defined,
to the
the service
when such aggravation
determined by the
aggravation is determined
the Veterans'
Veterans' Administration
Administration
to have been suffered or contracted
contracted in service as defined in
in Article
4,
Article 4,
above.
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TITLE IV
IV
GRANTS
CONSTRUCTION AND
GRANTS FOR
FOR CONSTRUCTION
AND EQUIPPING
OF HOSPITALS
HOSPITALS
EQUIPPING OF

AmRcL
Government of the Republic
ArneLE 6. The Government
Republic of the
the Philippines
Philippines Building
Bulding sites.
agree
to
furnish
an
adequate building site for each
agree to
hospital to
each hospital
to be
be
constructed
agreement, at
constructed under the terms of this agreement,
no expense
expense to
the
at no
to the
government
government of the United
United States.
States.
AincLE
Reimbursement by
ARTICLE 7. Amounts necessarily
necessarily expended
expended for technical services
services rere- U.S.
Reimbursement
by
grants.
quired and
and obtained
obtained for preparation
preparation of plans and specifications,
quired
specifications, supervision of
of construction,
construction, and for overhead
vision
overhead expenses
expenses incident
incident to
these
to these
functions will be reimbursed in the
functions
form of
grants made
made by
by the
the form
of grants
the
Government of
of the
the United States, if
Government
if specifically
specifically approved
approved by the
the
Administrator
Administrator of Veterans'
Veterans' Affairs
Affairs of the United States.
States. In
no
In no
event will the total of such amounts exceed 5%
5% of
of the
total construction
construction
the total
cost.
cost.
ARTICEi
Inspection and apARTICLE 8. The Government of the United States,
States, through
through such
such proval
prInvatofnbuildi
of building
sites.
qualified persons
persons as the Administrator
Administrator of Veterans'
Veterans' Affairs shall desdes- sites.
ignate,
ignate, shall inspect and approve
approve each building site
before construction
site before
construction
of a
a hospital thereon is commenced.
commenced.
ARTICLE 9. The Government
Anneix
Govermnent of
United States,
through such
such
of the
the United
States, through
qualified
persons as the Administrator
qualified persons
Administrator of Veterans'
Veterans' Affairs
Affairs shall
shall desdesignate, shall have the right to inspect buildings
buildings being
being constructed
constructed
under this agreement,
agreement, at all
stages of
of construction;
construction; to
to inspect
and
all stages
inspect and
audit all accounts
accounts necessary and
such construction;
construction; and
and
and incident to
to such
to approve
of contracts
to
approve the procedure
procedure for letting of
hospital
contracts both
both for
for hospital
construction and the purchase
purchase of
equipment.
of equipment.
Detaileddeseription
ARTICL
ARTICLE 10. As a
abasis for determining
be and
determining the
the amount
amount of
of funds
funds to
to be
andietSeodfmtPon
information reproposed bosgranted
granted for the program
program embraced by
agreement, there
shall be
be garding
by this agreement,
there shall
padln
pitals. P'ropoed hoetransmitted
transmitted to the Administrator
Administrator of Veterans'
Veterans' Affairs
by the
the SecreSecreAffairs by
tary of National
National Defense of
the Philippine
Government as
as early
of the
Philippine Government
early as
as
may be following
following the entrance into
of this
this agreement,
agreement, an
iteminto force
force of
an itema hospital, or
ized, detailed
detailed description
description of a
or hospitals,
hospitals, upon
upon which
which conconexpected and intended to be
struction is expected
commenced, together
together with
be commenced,
with
an accurate,
accurate, detailed
detailed plat or map showing the
prospective location
location
the prospective
thereof;
thereof; an estimate of the time expected
expected to
to be
be required
building
required for
for building
and equipping, information detailing the
of each
hospital, its
the size of
each hospital,
its
general plan and conformation
conformation and the
type of
of materials
the type
materials intended
intended
to be used therein, and an estimate
estimate of
construction, maof the
the costs
costs of
of construction,
materials, and equipment.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE 11. Following
Following the
concurrence by
the Administrator
Administrator of
the concurrence
by the
of
Veterans' Affairs
Veterans'
Affairs in such preliminary
preliminary plans,
plans, full-scale
bluefull-scale plans,
plans, blueprints and specifications
specifications for all of
equipment emof the
the buildings
buildings and
and equipment
embraced
braced in such data, together with proposed
proposed contract
contract forms
forms and
and forms
forms
of bids to be employed, shall be prepared by
the Secretary
Secretary of
National
by the
of National
Defense of the Philippine Government
Government and
and transmitted
for the
the concontransmitted for
currence
Administrator of Veterans'
currence of the Administrator
Veterans' Affairs.
Affairs. If
concurred in,
If concurred
in,
the Administrator
Administrator of Veterans'
Veterans' Affairs
shall make
to the
the Government
Government
Affairs shall
make to
of the Philippines such installment-grants
installment-grants as
as -the
efficient progress
progress of
the efficient
of
the construction
construction program
program and the need forsuch
for such equipment
equipment may,
may, in
in his
his
judgment,ywarrant.
judgment
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ARTICLE
ARTICLE 12. Any sums appropriated
appropriated for the construction
construction and
and equipequipping of hospitals under Public Law 865, 80th
Congress,
80th United
United States
States Congress,
remaining
unobligated at the end of any fiscal year
remaining unobligated
be permitted
year shall
shall be
permitted
to be carried over to the ensuing fiscal
fiscal year.
TITLE V
V
GRANTS
FOR EXPENSES
EXPENSES INCIDENT
INCIDENT TO
TO HOSPITALIZATION
GRANTS FOR
HOSPITALIZATION OF
OF VETERANS
VETERANS

Interim hospitalizahospitalizaInterim
veterans.
tion of veterans.

Pt. 1, p.1210.
62 Stat.,
Stat.,Pt.l,p.1210.
50U.
50
U. S. C., Supp. II,
app. §§
§I 1991-1996.
apt).
1991-19".

Itemized bills to
Veterans' AdministraVeterans'
tion.

Printed forms for
applications,
applications, reports,
reports,
etc.

ARTICLE 13. In the interim period
Amax
period required
required for the
the construction
construction of
of
hospitals under this agreement, veterans requiring
requiring treatment
treatment of
of
service-connected
service-connected disabilities may be hospitalized, upon a
areimbursereimbursement basis, within the terms of Public Law 865, 80th
States
80th United
United States
Congress, in such existing hospitals in the Philippines, as
the Secreas the
Secretary of National
National Defense of the Philippine Government
Government may
may direct.
direct.
ARTICLE 14. The question of whether to hospitalize
hospitalize veterans, requirrequiring treatment
treatment for service-connected
service-connected disabilities,
disabilities, prior
to an
official
prior to
an official
determination of their status and eligibility having been made
by the
made by
the
Veterans'
Veterans' Administration, or whether to require
require such determination
determination
of status and eligibility to be made prior to hospitalizing
hospitalizing them,
will
them, will
be wholly
wholly within the discretion of the Secretary of National Defense
of the Philippine
Philippine Government,
Government, depending
depending upon such contingencies
and
contingencies and
exigencies
exigencies as the Secretary of National Defense
Defense of the
the Philippine
Philippine
Government may deem
Government
deem it appropriate
appropriate to
to consider.
consider.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE 15. The Government
Government of the Republic
Republic of
of the
the Philippines
Philippines
agrees that upon the receipt of any application
application for
hospitalization
for hospitalization
under the terms of Public
80th United
United States
States Congress,
Public Law
Law 865,
865, 80th
Congress, the
the
Veterans'
Veterans' Administration shall
thereof, together
shall be
be furnished
furnished a
a copy
copy thereof,
together
with such information relating
relating to the applicant's military
military service
service as
as
may be currently available and full medical information
information of
of the disadisabilities existing for which
which treatment
treatment is needed, and
and the
the Veterans'
Veterans'
Administration shall thereupon
thereupon make due and diligent
Administration
effort to
diligent effort
to deterdetermine, without delay the status and eligibility of such applicant
applicant for
for
such hospitalization
hospitalization under
under the Act, furnishing to
the
Secretary
to the Secretary of
of
National
National Defense of the Philippine Government,
Government, or
such other
other officer
or such
officer
as he may designate, an official notification
of the
determination
notification of
the determination
which has been made respecting such applicant's eligibility
for such
such
eligibility for
hospitalization.
hospitalization.
ATICLE 16. In all cases in which it has been
ARTICLE
officially determined
determined
been officially
by the Veterans'
Administration that the applicants are
Veterans' Administration
eligible for
are eligible
for
and are receiving, or subsequent to July 1,
1, 1949, have received hoshospitalization for service-connected
service-connected disabilities
upon the
authority of
of the
disabilities upon
the authority
the
Secretary
of
National
Secretary
Defense of the Philippine Government
other
Government or
or other
officers duly designated
designated by
by him
him for
this purpose,
purpose, itemized
bills covercoverfor this
itemized bills
ing the cost of such hospitalization
hospitalization will be furnished to
to the Veterans'
Veterans'
Administration
consideration and award
Administration for consideration
award of payment.
payment.
ARTICLE
Secretary of National Defense of the
ARTICLE 17. The Secretary
the Philippine
Philippine
Government will, with the concurrence
concurrence of the
of Vetthe Administrator
Administrator of
Veterans'
erans' Affairs, cause such printed forms of applications for hospitalihospitalization, forms of physical
physical examination
examination reports, forms for
for billing for
for
services rendered
rendered and such other forms and notices as may be
be neeesneces-
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sary and incident
incident to the efficient execution
execution of this
this program,
program, to be
be
prepared,
such approved
prepared, and such
approved forms will
wherever applicable
applicable
will be
be used
used wherever
general operation
operation of such
in the general
such program.
program.
Reimbursement of
Reimbnrsement
ARTICLE
Republic of the Philippines
Philippines will be reimbursed
reimbursed for
Amax 18. The Republic
for Republic
Republic of the Philhospitalifor hospitali.
moneys expended
expended for hospitalization
eligible veterans
rates ippines
hospitalization of
of eligible
veterans at
at such
such rates
zation.
zation.
National Defense
as are
are established
established by the Secretary
Secretary of
of National
Defense of
of the PhilipPhilippine Government
concurrence of the Administrator
Administrator of VetGovernment with the concurrence
erans' Affairs.
Affairs. It
It is
rates may
vary from
from time
is understood
understood that
that such
such rates
may vary
time
to
or from
place to
to place,
but only
agreement on
on such
such
to time
time or
from place
place, but
only following
following agreement
changes
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of
National Defense
Defense of
the Philippine
changes by
of National
of the
Philippine
Government and
and the
of Veterans'
Affairs.
Government
the Administrator
Administrator of
Veterans' Affairs.
AnricLE 19. The Secretary
Defense of
of the
the Philippine
Philippine
ARTICLE
Secretary of
of National
National Defense
Government
the Administrator
Government shall
shall furnish
furnish to
to the
Administrator of
of Veterans'
Veterans' Affairs,
Affairs,
upon
request, or
request of
of any
duly designated
by him
upon his
his request,
or the
the request
any officer
officer duly
designated by
him
for
complete cost-accounting
cost-accounting information,
for such
such purpose,
purpose, full and
and complete
copies
amedical
and treatment
any other
copies of
medical examination
examination and
treatment reports
reports and
and any
other
information
information deemed by him to
to be necessary
necessary and
and incident to
to the proper
proper
application
of the
of this
application of
the terms
terms of
this agreement.
agreement.
U.S. inspection
inspection
U.S.
ARTICLE 20.
The Government
Government of
of the
the United
States through
through such
such rights.
United States
ARTICLE
20. The
qualified persons
Affairs may
may desigdesigthe Administrator
Administrator of Veterans'
Veterans' Affairs
qualified
persons as the
nate, shall
the right
hospital in
veterans
any hospital
in which
which veterans
shall have
have the
right to
to inspect
inspect any
nate,
are
hospitalized under
under the
inspect
to inspect
of this
this agreement;
agreement; to
the terms
terms of
are being
being hospitalized
and
audit its
its books
all accounts
as an
an incident
incident to
to the
proper dedethe proper
and all
accounts as
and audit
books and
termination
of cost
reimbursement for
hospitalization;
of and
and reimbursement
for such
such hospitalization;
termination of
cost of
and
facilities, procedures,
procedures, techthe hospital
hospital facilities,
determine whether
whether the
and to
to determine
niques, hygiene
and standards,
standards, as
as well
the quality
quality of
subsistence
of subsistence
well as
as the
niques,
hygiene and
furnished,
are adequate
proportionate to
the charges
made
to the
charges being
being made
and proportionate
furnished, are
adequate and
therefor.
therefor.
Unobligated
Unobligated approARTICLE 21. Appropriations
Appropriations for medical
medical care and treatment
treatment for priations.
priations.
62 Stat.,
Pt. 1,p.
1, p.1210.
Stat.,Pt.
210.
veterans
under
Public
Law
865,
80th
United
States
Congress,
will,
veterans under Public Law 865, 80th United States Congress, will, * 50
60 U.
S. C.,., Supp.
Stipp. II,
II,
U. 8.
app. H
§i 1991-1996.
app.
191-196.
if
unobligated
at
the
end
of
the
fiscal
year,
revert
to
the
United
if unobligated at the end of the fiscal year, revert to the United
States Treasury.
States
Treasury.
Disposition of
of hoshosDisposition
ARTICLE
No hospital
terms of
of Public
Public pitals.
under the
the terms
constructed under
22. No
hospital constructed
ARTICLE 22.
pitals.
Post, p.
2601.
Pot,
p. 2801.
equipment
United States Congress, or any part or equipment
865, 80th United
Law 865,
thereof, shall
shall be
be alienated,
alienated, transferred,
sold or
or assigned,
assigned, and
in the
the
and in
transferred, sold
thereof,
event any
thereof shall
longer
shall no
no longer
or equipment
equipment thereof
hospital, part
part or
any such
such hospital,
event
be
desirable for
for use
use in
in the
the program
of hospitalization
embraced by
by
hospitalization embraced
program of
be desirable
this agreement,
disposition thereof
shall be
mutual
determined by mutual
be determined
thereof shall
the disposition
agreement, the
this
consent of
of the
the two
two Governments.
Governments.
consent
Consultations.
Consultations.
ARTICLE
agreed between
between the
Governments that
that if
if the
the
the two
two Governments
It is
is agreed
ARTICLE 23.
23. It
conditions and
are not
being met,
met, the
the SecreSecrenot being
agreement are
of the
the agreement
and terms
terms of
conditions
tary of
of National
National Defense
Defense of
of the
the Philippine
Government and
and the
the AdAdPhilippine Government
tary
ministrator of
Affairs or
or his
shall enter
into
enter into
his designee
designee shall
of Veterans'
Veterans' Affairs
ministrator
immediate consultation
with a
to compliance
compliance with said terms
a view
view to
consultation with
immediate
and
conditions.
The
initiation
of
such
consultations
by
either GovGovby either
consultations
of
such
initiation
and conditions. The
ernment shall
shall not
not limit
or qualify
the duty
of the AdAdand obligation
obligation of
duty and
limit or
qualify the
ernment
ministrator of
Veterans' Affairs
Affairs to
suspend payments
or suspend
payments
to withhold
withhold or
ministrator
of Veterans'
when in
his judgment
judgment such
such payments
payments would
be in
in accordance
accordance with
with
would not
not be
when
in his
agreement.
the terms of
of this agreement.
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ARTICLE
ARTICLE 24. ItIt is agreed by the two Governments
Governments that the program
of
medical care
of veterans
under Public
Public Law
865,
of medical
care and
and treatment
treatment of
veterans under
Law 865,
62Stat.,
Pt. 1, p.1210. 80th United States Congress, may be effective
62stat.,Pt.1,p.20.;
effective
from
July
1,
1949,
or
from
July
or
50U. S. C., Supp. II,
app.
1991-1996.
app. I
01991-19.
§§
such subsequent
subsequent date as may be agreed upon by the two Governments.
Governments.
Entry into
force;
Entry
into force;
ARTICLE
agreement shall come
come into
into force
ARTICLE 25. This agreement
force upon
upon the
the date
date
duration.
duration.
signature and remain
or terminated
by
of its signature
remain in force
force until amended
amended or
terminated by
amendment or
or revocation
revocation may
may be
acsubsequent agreement. Such amendment
be accomplished by an exchange of notes between
complished
Governments.
between the two
two Governments.
Damage
suits or
or
Damtage suits
ARTICLE
26.
The
Republic
Philippines
AwricLE
Government
of
the
of
the
civil action.
civil
action.
shall save harmless all officers and employees of the
the U. S. Veterans
Veterans
Administration from damage suits
Administration
actions arising
out
suits or
or other
other civil
civil actions
arising out
of the performance
performance of their duties under
agreement.
under this
this agreement.
Freedom of moveARTICLE
Officers, employees,
employees, and
agents of
mentefor
pern
ARTICLE 27.
27. Officers,
and agents
of the
the Government
Government of
of
ment
for U..
U.S. personnel.
nel.
the United States of America who are citizens of the United States
the
States
and who are on duty or who may be assigned
assigned to duty in
in the
the Republic
Republic
of the Philippines under the provisions of the present Agreement,
Agreement,
and their families, shall be permitted
permitted to
out of
of
to move
move freely
freely into
into and
and out
the Republic of the Philippines, subject to existing visa and passport
passport
Gratis transit.
transit,
regulations.
officers, emregulations. Gratis transit shall be extended
extended to all such officers,
employees
ployees or agents of the U. S.
Veterans Administration
over all
S. Veterans
Administration over
all
bridges, ferries, roads, and other facilities
facilities of the highways where tolls
collected for passage
are collected
passage of vehicles
in the
vehicles or occupants
occupants in
the performance
performance
of their official duties.
Tax-free property
ARTICLE
28. No
other tax,
and-fre
RTICLE 28.
No import,
import, excise,
excise, consumption,
consumption, or
or other
tax, duty,
duty, imimand
funds. property
post fee, charge
charge or exaction
exaction shall be imposed or
collected by
by the
or collected
the
Republic of the Philippines on funds or property in the Republic
Republic of
of
the Philippines
Philippines which are for use for purposes, under this agreement,
agreement,
or on any funds or property
property imported into the Republic of the
the
Philippines for use in connection
Philippines
connection with such
purposes. No
No tax,
duty,
such purposes.
tax, duty,
impost fee, charge or exaction
exaction shall be imposed or
or collected
collected by
by the
the
Republic of the Philippines
Philippines on personal
personal funds or movable
movable property,
not intended for resale, owned by U. S. Veterans
Veterans Administration
perAdministration personnel under the program
program covered
covered by this agreement,
agreement, who are
are citizens
citizens
of the United States, nor shall any tax, duty, impost fee, charge
charge or
or
exaction
exaction be imposed or collected
collected by the Republic of the
the Philippines
on the official emoluments
emoluments paid to the U.
Administration
U. S. Veterans Administration
personnel, under the program
program covered
covered by
are
by this agreement, who
who are
citizens
citizens of the United States, nor shall any tax, duty, impost fee,
fee,
charge
charge or exaction
exaction be imposed or collected
collected by the Republic
Republic of the
Philippines
Philippines on personal funds or property, not intended
intended for resale,
resale,
imported
imported into the Republic
Republic of the Philippines for the use of, or consumption by, U. S. Veterans Administration personnel
personnel under
under the program covered
covered by this agreement, who are U. S. citizens, nor shall any
export or other tax, fee, charge or exaction
exaction be imposed or collected by
the Republic of the Philippines on any of the foregoing funds or
property
property mentioned
mentioned in this Article in the event of their removal
removal
from the Republic
Republic of the Philippines.
Effective
Effective date
date for
program.
program.
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Aug. 5, 1449

IN
IN WITvESS
WITNESS wHEREOF,
WHEREOF, the undersigned,
undersigned, duly
duly authorized
authorized thereto,
thereto,

have signed this Agreement in duplicate, in the City of Manila, this
7th day of June, 1949.
FOR THE
THE GOVERNMENT
GOVERNMENT OF THE UNITED STATES
AM ERICA :
STATIES OF AMERICA:

MYRON
M CoweS.
COWEN
MYRON M
FOR
FOR THE
THE GOVERNMENT
GOVERNMENT O
F THE REPUBLIC
LIPPINES:
OF
REPUBLIC OF
OF THE
THE PHI
PHILIPPINES:

ELPIDIO QUIINO
QUIRINO
ELPIDIO

81939-52—rt. r-in-40
819S9--56-P.
20
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The Philippine
The
Philippine Government
Government to
to the
the United
States Government
Government
United States
MEMORANDUM
MEMORANDUM
Ante, p.
p. 2597.
2597.
Ante,

Understanding Between
Understanding
Between the
the Negotiators
with Reference
Negotiators with
Reference to
to
of the Agreement
Article 22 of
Agreement Between
Between the
of the
the
the Government
Government of
Republic of the Philippines and
and the
Government of
the
the Government
of the
United States of America on
Construction and
and Equipping
Equipping
on the
the Construction
of Hospitals of
of Veterans
Care
Veterans and
and the
the Provision
Provision of
of Medical
Medical Care
of Veterans
and Treatment
Treatment of
Veterans by
by the
of the
the Government
Government of
the ReRepublic
Philippines and
public of the Philippines
the Furnishing
Grants-Inand the
Furnishing of
of Grants-InAid thereof by the
the Government
Government of
United States
of the
the United
States of
of
America, signed
on June
June 7,
America,
signed on
7, 1949.
1949.
With regard
regard to Article
Article 22 of the Agreement
Agreement between
between the
the GovernGovernRepublic of the
the Philippines
Philippines and
ment of the Republic
the Government
of the
the
and the
Government of
America on
United States of America
on the
Construction and
and Equipping
the Construction
Equipping of
of
Hospitals
Hospitals of Veterans
Veterans and
Medical Care
Treatand the
the Provision
Provision of
of Medical
Care and
and Treatment of Veterans
the Government
Veterans by the
Government of
the Republic
of the
the PhilipPhilipof the
Republic of
Furnishing of
pines and the Furnishing
Grants-In-Aid thereof
by
the
Government
of Grants-In-Aid
thereof by the Government
of the United
on June
of
United States of America, which was signed on
June 7,
7, 1949,
1949, the
the
statement has
following statement
has been
between the
been agreed
agreed upon
upon between
the negotiators:
negotiators:

62 Stat., Pt. 1, p.1210.
62Stat.,Pt.l,p.
1210.
0 U.S.
5013.
S. C.,
II,
C., Supp.
Supp. II,
app. I§
app.
1§ 1991-1096.
1991-1996.

"With reference to Article 22
the Agreement,
is understood
understood
22 of
of the
Agreement, it
it is
between
between the negotiators
negotiators that
that the
ownership of
the ownership
of the
the hospitals
hospitals conconstructed
structed under the terms of this
this Agreement,
Agreement, or
or of
any part
part or
equipof any
or equipment thereof,
Government of the Philippines,
Philippines, and
thereof, vests in the Government
and that
that
what is left for determination
mutual consent
consent of
determination by mutual
two Governof the
the two
Governments is the use to which said hospitals,
hospitals, or
or any
part or
equipment
any part
or equipment
thereof shall be devoted, as defined
in Public
defined in
Law 865-80th
Public Law
865-80th
Congress."
Congress."
MANILA,
Jwne 7,
MANILA, June
1949.
7, 1949.

The United
United States
to the
the Philippine
Philippine Government
Government
States Government
Government to

MEMORANDUM
MEMORANDUM
2593.
Ante, p. 2593.

Negotiations regarding
regarding the Agreement
Negotiations
Agreement Between
Between the
the Government
Government
America and
and the
of the United States of America
of the
the ReRethe Government
Government of
the Construction
Construction and
public of the Philippines on the
and Equipping
Equipping of
of
Hospitals
the Provision
Hospitals of Veterans
Veterans and the
Provision of
Medical Care
of Medical
Care and
and
Treatment of Veterans
Veterans by the Government
Government of
of the
the Republic
of
Republic of
Furnishing of Grants-in-Aid
the Philippines
Philippines and the Furnishing
Grants-in-Aid thereof
thereof by
by

63 STAN.]
63STAT.]
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A5, 14
459
June
ug. 7, 1:

2601

une 5,7,1949
1949

,Aug.

the
the United
United States
of America,
America, signed
signed on
June
the Government
Government of
of the
States of
on June
7,
Understanding Between
Between Negotiators
Article
7, 1949;
1949; Understanding
Negotiators regarding
regarding Article
22.
22.

negotiations conducted
conducted between the
the reprerepreWith reference
reference to the negotiations
sentatives of the Philippine Government
of
Government and
and the representatives
representatives of
Government of the United
the purpose
an
the Government
United States
States for
for the
purpose of
of reaching
reaching an
Agreement
Construction and Equipping
Agreement on the Construction
VetEquipping of
of Hospitals
Hospitals of
of Veterans and the Provision
Provision of Medical
Medical Care
Treatment of
Veterans
Care and Treatment
of Veterans
by the
the Government
by
Government of
of the
the Republic
Republic of
of the
the Philippines
Philippines and
and the
the FurFurnishing of Grants-in-Aid
Grants-in-Aid thereof
Government of
the United
United
thereof by
by the
the Government
of the
States of
it is agreed
agreed between
the two
of America,
America, it
between the negotiators
negotiators of
of the
two
Governments that the
statement be
be made
sating forth
their
Governments
the following
following statement
made setting
forth their
understanding
understanding of the meaning and intent of Article 22 of
of the
the aforeaforementioned
mentioned Agreement:
Agreement:
"With reference
22 of
the Agreement,
is understood
"With
reference to
to Article
Article 22
of the
Agreement, it
it is
understood
between
between ,
the negotiators
negotiators that the
ownership of
the ownership
of the hospitals
hospitals conconstructed under
this Agreement,
Agreement, or
part or
structed
under the terms
terms of this
or of
of any
any, part
or
equipment thereof,
in the
the Government
the Philippines,
equipment
thereof, yeas
vests in
Government of
of the
Philippines; and
and
that what is left for determination
determination by mutual consent
consent of
of the two
two
Governments
said hospitals,
hospitals, or
or equipequipGovernments is
is the use
use to which
which said
or any
any part
part or
ment thereof
thereof shall be devoted, as defned
defined in Public Law 865-80th
865-80th
Congress."
Congress."
TUL
THL

MANILA,
MANILA,
August
Augut 5, 1949.

Ante,p.2697.
Ante, p. 2597.

62
Stat., Pt. 1, p.1210.
62Stat.,Pt.l,p.1210.
50
S. C.,
C., Supp.
Sapp. II,
50 II.
U. S.
II,
app.
§§ 1991-1996.
app. i§
1991-1996.
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Agreement between the United
United States of America
America and
and Italy respecting
respecting the
the
settlement of United
States obligations
obligations to former
United States
former Italian
Italian prisoners
prisoners of
of
war and
and related
related claims,
claims, supplementing
supplementing the agreement
of February
agreement of
February 14,
14,
1948. Signed at Rome January
January 14, 1949;
January
1949; entered into
intoforce January

14, 1949.

AGREEMENT
AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE GOVERNMENT
UNITED
GOVERNMENT OF THE
THE UNITED
STATES OF AMERICA AND THE
GOVERNMENT OF
OF ITALY
ITALY REGARDTHE GOVERNMENT
REGARDSETTLEMENT OF UNITED STATES OBLIGATIONS
ING SETTLEMENT
OBLIGATIONS TO
TO FORMER
FORMER
ITALIAN
PRISONERS OF WAR AND RELATED
ITALIAN PRISONERS
RELATED CLAIM.
CLAIM.

61 Stat.,
Stat.,
p. 3962.

Pt.

4,
4,

47 Stat. 2021.

62 Stat.,
Stat.,
p. 3853.
3853.

Pt. 3,
3,

In implementation
In
implementation of the relevant provisions of
the "Memorandum
of the
"Memorandum
Understanding between
of Understanding
between the Government
Government of the
the United
United States
States of
of
Government pf Italy regarding
regarding settlement
America and the Government
cersettlement of certain wartime claims and related matters"
on August
August 14,
1947,
matters" signed
signed on
14, 1947,
and in conformity with the terms of
on Prisoners
Prisoners of
of the
the Convention
Convention on
of
War, signed at Geneva
Geneva on July 27, 1929, and
and in
in order
order to
to obviate
obviate
the necessity
protracted negotiations for
necessity of protracted
the settlement
settlement of
other
for the
of other
related
obligations,
the
Government
related
Government of the United States of
of America
America
Government of Italy have
and the Government
agreement as
as set
set forth
forth
have reached
reached agreement
below providing for the final settlement of certain
oblicertain outstanding
outstanding obligations owing to, and certain wartime claims of, former Italian
Italian prisprisoners of war and surrendered
surrendered Italian personnel who
own valid
valid eviwho own
evidences of obligations made out by the Government
Government of
of the
the United
United
States of America
America or its agencies, or claims arising from
from their
their former
former
status as prisoners of
personnel in
custody of
the Government
Government
of war
war or
or personnel
in custody
of the

of the United States of America
America and its agencies,
as other
agencies, as
as well
well as
other
claims on the part of such individuals and of residents
of Italy.
residents of
Italy. This
This
Agreement supplements the Agreement
Agreement
Agreement set forth in an
an exchange
exchange of
of
letters dated February
February 14, 1948 between
between the Minister of
the
of the
Treasury
Treasury of the Government
Government of Italy and the United States Treasury
Treasury
Representative
establishing the
Representative in Rome, establishing
to be
be followed
followed
the procedure to
processing of evidences
evidences of obligations
with respect to the processing
obligations and
and claims
claims
of the types with which the present
Agreement is
present Agreement
is concerned.
concerned. A
A
public announcement
announcement setting forth this procedure
procedure was
was made
made by
by the
the
Government
Government of Italy on February 18, 1948, and, on the
the basis of such
such
procedure, aapartial
procedure,
partial payment of $4,382,241.03
made on
April 2,
2,
$4,382,241.03 was
was made
on April
1948,
in
respect
of
evidences
of
obligations
therefore verified by the
1948,
therefore
the
Government of the United States
Government
America.
States of
of America.
Article I
I

Obligations and
Obligations
and
.elms.

The obligations
obligations and claims with which
which this
this Agreement
Agreement is
is concerned
concerned
include:
include:

(a) Amounts
Amounts earned by Italian nationals
nationals as
of war,
suras prisoners
prisoners of
war, surrendered enemy personnel, or civilian internees
internees which
have been
which have
been

63
63 STAT.]
STAT.]

ITALY-PRISONERS
ITALY- PRISONERS OF WAR CLAIMS-JAN.
CLAIMS- JAN.14,
14, 1949
1949

officially
officially recognized
recognized in the form of Certificates
Certificates of
Balances
of Credit
Credit Balances
and Military
Military Payment Orders denominated
and
which
denominated in
in dollars
dollars and which have
have
been issued to such Italian nationals as receipts
receipts for
for the
the amounts
amounts
earned.
(b) Amounts earned by Italian nationals
nationals as prisoners
prisoners of
war, sursurof war,
rendered enemy personnel or civilian internees while
while in
in the
the custody
custody
of the United States Government
Government and its
whom Military
its agencies
agencies to
to whom
Military
Payment Orders or Certificates of Credit Balances
Balances were
were not
not issued
issued
and who after repatriation
repatriation were not reimbursed
such amounts
amounts
reimbursed for
for such
either directly by American Autorities or by Italian
banks for
U. S.
Italian banks
for U.
S.
Government account.
(c)
(c) Personal property, including currencies,
currencies, entrusted
entrusted to
to reprerepresentatives
sentatives of the Government of the United
United States of
its
of America
America and
and its
agencies by Italian
Italian nationals referred
referred to in the foregoing numbered
numbered
paragraphs
paragraphs (a) and (b),
(b), or by other persons
who are
are residents
of
persons who
residents of
Italy, which was not restored to the rightful
owners or
or otherwise
otherwise
rightful owners
accounted for.
II
Article II
With respect to verified evidences
evidences of obligations
obligations and
verified claims
claims
and verified
1 (a) and 1
described in paragraphs
paragraphs 1
and to
1 (b) of this
this Agreement
Agreement and
to
such evidences
evidences of obligations
obligations and such claims which
which have
have not
not been
been
verified
verified by the Government
Government of the United States of America,
the
America, the
Government of the United States of America
ten days
America will,
will, within
within ten
days
after the signing of this Agreement, pay to the Italian
Italian Government
Government
the sum of $22,000,000,
$22,000,000, which, together
together with the
the payment
payment of
of $4,382,$4,382,241.03 made
241.03
made on April 2, 1948, and the payments made prior to
to such
such
date by the Government
Government of the United States of America
directly to
to
America directly
individual holders of evidences
evidences of obligations, will constitute
constitute comcomplete discharge
discharge of the Government of the United States
States of
of Americq
Americq
for all evidences
evidences of obligations and all claims of
of the
the types
described
types described
in paragraphs 11(a) and 1
1 (b) of this Agreement.
Agreement.
Article III
III
With respect to claims for personal property
property referred
to in
in paraparareferred to
graph 1
1 (c)
(c) of this Agreement, entrusted to representatives
representatives of
of the
the
Government of the United States of
Government
America and
and its
of America
its agencies
agencies by
by
Italian nationals and residents
residents who are in the
categories described
the categories
described
paragraphs 11 (a),
(a), 11 (b),
(b), and 11(c)
in paragraphs
(c) of this
the GovernGovernthis Agreement,
Agreement, the
ment of the United
United States of Americq will
to the
will transfer
transfer to
the GovernGovernment of Italy all currencies
currencies taken from former prisoners
prisoners of
of war,
war,
surrendered enemy personnel,
surrendered
personnel, civilian internees, or
or residents of
of Italy,
Italy,
whether or not nationalis
nationalis of Italy, now held by
by the
the United
United States
States Army,
Army,
Chief, Italian
Italian Prisoner of War Division, Italy, or
or no
no deposit
deposit in
in two
two
accounts with the Bank of Italy in the name
of the
the "Chief,
"Chief, IPW
name of
IPW
Division, Italy", and in consideration
consideration thereof,
thereof, the Government
of Italy
Italy
Government of
will assume and discharge
discharge the obligation of the Government
the
Government of
of the
United States of America
America to such persons and
and save the
the Government
Government
of the United States of America
of
America harmless
harmless with respect
to any
any liability
liability
respect to
arising from such claims. The Government
arising
Government of Italy
will undertake
undertake
Italy will

2603
2603

Claims for
earnings
Olaims
for earmnli

of Italian
Italian nationals.
nationals

Olain
Claims for
for persnami
perown
property.
propert.
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to investigate
determine all
and
to such claims and
questions relating to
all questions
and determine
to
investigate and
the
list
to
adjust
and
settle
all
authentic
claims
by
A
of
payment.
to adjust and settle all authentic
various
currencies
to
be
transferred
connection
contained
is
contained
connection
this
in
transferred
to
be
various currencies
Annex to this Agreement.
in the Annex

Italian discharge of
Italian
all claims
claims against U. S.
S.

Expedition
Expedition of settlecIag in±s by
ment of clalim!s
Italy.

IV
Article IV
The
of Italy
Italy agrees
the foregoing
foregoing settlements
resettlements rethat the
agrees that
Government of
The Government
garding obligations
obligations and
and claims
described in
in paragraphs
(a), 1
(b),
1 (b),
paragraphs 11 (a),
claims described
garding
and
(c) of
Agreement fully
and completely
completely discharge
discharge any and
and
fully and
this Agreement
of this
1 (c)
and 1
all
obligations and
claims against the
Government of the United
the Government
and claims
all obligations
States
of America
America by or on behalf
behalf of the Italian nationals (or persons
States of
claiming
under
them)
formerly
in
Government of
of the Government
in the custody of
formerly
them)
under
claiming
the
United
States
of
America
and
its
agencies
who
may have eviagencies
and
its
America
of
the United States
dences
of
obligations
or
may
have
claims
the
types
described
described in
of
the
claims
have
or
may
dences of obligations
Governparagraphs
1
(a),
1
(b)
,
and
1
(c)
of
this
Agreement.
The
1 (c)
paragraphs 1 (a), 1 (b),
ment
of
Italy
will
save
the
Government
United
States
of
United
of
the
ment of Italy will save the Government
America
harmless
from
any
liability
arising
as
a
result
such
of
a
America harmless from any liability
claims.
claims.
Article V
V
undertakes to expedite in every way posGovernment of Italy undertakes
The Government
sible
investigation, determination
determination and settlement of all claims
sible the investigation,
which form the subject of this Agreement.
Agreement. To this end, the Government
Government of
of
ment of the United States agrees to turn over to the Government
Italy
documents in its possession relating to claims under para 1
1(c)
(c)
Italy all documents
Government of Italy in the determination
determination of
aid the
the Government
will aid
above and will
(a) and 1
1 (b) above. The Italian
the validity of claims under para 11(a)
Government
Government of
on its part agrees to turn over to the Government
Government on
the
United
States
all
payment
certificates
orders
and
certificates of
military
the United
credit
balances
as
well
as
evidences
of
obligations
under
1 (c)
(c)
under para 1
credit balances as well as evidences of
above
surrendered
by
claimants.
above surrendered
Article VI
Done at Rome in duplicate,
Italian languages,
languages,
duplicate, in the English and Italian
both of
of which shall
January 1949.
of January
1949.
equal validity, this 14th day of
shall have
have equal
both
Government of the
For the Government
United States of America
J
AMES CLEMENT
DUNN
CLEMET DUTNw
JAMES

For the Government
Government of Italy

SFOBZA
GrursErrz
GrusEPP PELLA
PELLA

SFORZA
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ANNEX
ANNEX

On
On Deposit
Deposit in Banes
Banca d'Italia:
Country
Country

Currency
Currency

Albania
Algeria
Austria
Belgium
Bulgaria
Czechslovakia
Czechslovakia

Francs
Francs
Schillings
Francs
Levas
Slov. Korone
Cz/S1. Korone
Cz/Sl.
Kroner
Kroner
Pounds
Marks
Marks
Francs
RM (Coins)
RM (Currency notes)
Drachma
Drachma
Pound
Florins
Pengos (Est)
Dinar
God.
Oec. Lire (Est.)
Pound
Pound
Kroner
Kroner
Zloti
Escudos
Leii
Leii
Rubles
Rubles
Rubles
Rubles
Pesetas
Pesetas
Pounds
Kronor
Kronor
Francis
Frands (Currency)
" (bold
"
(Gold Coin)
"
(Draft)
" (Draft)
Lira
Francs
Dollars
Pounds
`Korone
Korone
Korone
Kunas
Kunas
Francs
Francs
Rubles
Rubles
Karbs
Lire

Denmark
East Africa
Africa
Finland
Finland
France
Germany
ft

Greece
Gibraltar
Holland
Holland
Hungary
Jugoslavia
Jugoslavia
Malta
Norway
Norway
Poland
Portugal
Rumania
Rumania
Russia
Russia
It

Spain
Spain
South Africa
Sweden
Sweden
Switzerland
Switzerland

Turkey
Turkey
Tunisia
Tunisia
USA
United Kingdom
Kingdom
Aust r o-Hungarian
o-Hungarian Emlre
Ernplie '
Austr
'
hoslovakia Bocuine-M
Boenne-M
Czeo hoslovakia
Jugoslavia
Jugoslavia
Moroco Monoco
Rtissia Czarist
Czarist
Rdssia

Ukraine
Ukraine
Italy
On Deposit in IPW
I
PW Division:
Division:
_

Italy
Germany
Germany
Algeria
Algeria

Lire
RM
Francs

Amount
Amount

1,602.60
1,
602. 60
7,145
7, 145
223
21, 050. 35
35
140
1,
390
1, 390
143.
30
143.30
350. 46
25
720
720
1, 288, 885
1,
187, 244. 22
945
69, 945
241,322,048 241,322,048

1
1

1,
799. -'01
1,799.')6
926.94
926
9414, 801
7,
111
7,111
10
10
1, 175. 01
1,
6, 745. 10
10
500
6,
798
6,798
2, 636
280
15, 215
215
, 5
5
20
20
7,
7, 950
960
960
150
30
30
2.150
3,
69
3,69
100.
10. 0
100. 10.
0
1.000
1.000
9'9.018
018
63. 955
22
5. 546
546
1. 678
578
1.
224, 737, 983
•_
391. 00
768, 391.
12, 979. 00
35.00
35.00
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ACCOaDO FRA
ACCOR)O
PRA IL GOVERNO
GOVERN° 3IGLI
DEGLI STAT-I
STATI UITI
DNITI ED
ED IL
IL
GOVERNO .ITALIANO CIRCA
IL ESOLAMENTO DI
GOVERNO,ITAIIANO
CZ/ CA ILHEGOLAMENTO
OERL/GHI
DI OBBLIGHI
DEGLI
UNITI NEI RIGUARDI
DEGLI STATI UNIT'
HIGUARDI DI
DI EX-PRIGIORTERI
EX-PRIGIONIERI
DI GUERRA
GUBRA ITALIAN'
E CONNESSI
ITALIANI E
COmNSSI "C·LAIS".
In
delle disposizioni in
/ft applicazione
applicazione della
in materia
contenute
materia contenate
d'intesa
d'intesa fra
fra il Govern°
degli Stati
Stati Uniti
Mitt
Governo degli
d'America
Governo italiano
italiano vonoernente
d'America ed il
11 Govern*
regolamento
oooernente il regolamento
di
tSaluni
"claims"
derivanti
dallo stato di
di taluni
tell°
di guerra
guerra e
e della
delle
nel "Memorandum
"Menorandum
eel

queationi connesse,"
connesse,"firmato
il 14
14 ago
r
sto 1947,
firmato il
agosto
1947, in
in conformita
conformita

dei
erminii della Convenzione
del termini
Convenzione sui
sui_prigionieri
guerra, fir
fir
prigigonieri di
di guerra,
mata
*
Ginevra
il
27
luglio
1929,
mata-°a, Ginevra
luglio 1929, al fine di
ovviare alla
alla ne
ne
di ovviare
-_,cesQit di
di trattative
prolungate per 11
oessita
trattative prolungate
i regolmaento
di altri
altri
regolamento di
obblih
obb146hi aconneasi,
oonneasi, ii
ii Governo
Govern° de.li
deli Stati Uniti
Uniti d'Amsrica
ed
d'America ed
il
ii. GOverno
daVerno Italiano
Italiano hanno raggiunto
raggiunto il seegente
seguente accordo
accord() per
per
il
regolamento definitive
11 regolameato
definitivo di taluni obblighi
esistenti a
a fa
fa
obblighi esistenti
vare di,
e di
taluni"claims"nasoenti tallo
vore
di, e
di taluninclaims"nasoenti
dallo stato
stato di
guerra
di guerra
avanzati da,
avanzati
da, ex prigionieri di
di Sgerra
verra italiani
italiani e
e da
da persoRA
persona
le italiano
easi assimilate,
le
Italian° ad oval
assimilate, proprietari
proprietari di
validi doou
doou
di validi
menti d'impeeno rilasciati dal
dal Govarno
menti'd'impegno
Stati Haiti
d'Aml
Governo degli
degli Stati
Uniti d'Ama
rioa
o da chi
ohi per esso,
rioa 0
ass°, oppare
di "claims"
dalla
oppure di
"olaims" derivanti
derivanti dalla
loro previa condizione
dl pri:ionieri
condizione di
prizionieri di
guerra o
di personal,
di guerra
o di
personals
detenuto
detenato dal Ooverno-degli
Governo -degli Stati Uniti
Uhiti o
de o#i
o da
oci per
per esso
eaao come
oome
pure
"claima" della
delle persona
pure di altri "claims"
e
di
per/One
r'
persone tuddette
iuddette e di persone rj,
aiaenti in
sidenti
in Italia.
Italia.
I1 presente Accord°
Accordo intesra
El
con aca
scam
inteSrs l'Accordo
l'Accordo stipulato
stipulato con
in data 18 febbraio
bio di lettere
lettere in
1948 fra
fra il
ii Einistro
febbraio 1948
Einistro del
del
Tesoro
Rappresentante del
Tesoro Italiano
Italian° ed i1
jl Rappresentante
del Tesoro
degli U.S.
Tesoro degli
U.S. aa
Roma in
in ardine
ordine alla prooedura
procedura da
Roma
da seguirsi
per lo
lo apoglia
spoglio dei
seguirsi per
dei
suaccenhati
sUaccenaati documenti
documenti di impegno e
tipi di
di "claims"
e dei vari
vart tipi
'claims"
contneplati
contsmplati nel presente
presente Accord°.
Accordo.
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procedure concordata
Un comunicato
comunicato circa la procedura
concordata era stato
state

euanato dal Governo
il 18 febbraio
febbraio 1948
menet°
Govern° Italiano
Italiano il
1948 e,
e,

sulla ba,
bh

pagamento parziale
do 1 lari
tale sxocedura,
&rocedura, un pagamento
parziale di
di dollari
se di
di tale
4.382.241.03
effettuato il
2 aprile
4.382.241.03 vynne
venne effettuato
il 2
aprile 1948 per gli
gli impeimpe-

enl
accertati dal*Governo
dal 'Governo degli
gni fine
fino allora accertati
(lesli Stati Uniti
Uniti
d'America.
dtAmerica.
Articol»
1
Articolal 1
Oli impegni
impegni contemplqti
Accord° inclu
inclu
Gli
contemplqti dal
dal presente
presente Accordo
done::
dono
a) -- soume
somme zuaeaenate
cittadini italiani
italigni nella loro qu
qua
a)
uafCagnate da cittadini
lith di
di prigionieri
prigionieri di
di personals
personale assimilate
assimilato o
o
lith
di &erre
gtierra o
o di
di
internati civili,
civili, le
quail siano
state ufficialmente
ufficialmente
le quali
siano state
di internati
rioonesciute
Zama di certificati
certificati di
uan'
o man
di eredito
credito o
rioonoaciate sotto firma

rilasciati
stilati in
(lei
pazamehto militari
militari stilati
in dollari
dollar/ e
e rilasciati
dati di pauamehto
at predetti
cittadini italiani
di
di ricevuta
ricevata di
italiani a'titolo
a titolo di
ai
predetti cittadini
tali somme.
tall
somae.

lore qiua
b)
cittadini italiani nella
nella loro
qua
guadagnate da cittadini
b) - somme guadaenate
lith.di
prislonieri
di guerra,
gSerra,
prisionieri di
lith.di

di personale
assimilate
personale assimilato
oo dl

di internati
civili durante
11 lore
loro periodo
periodo di
di detenzio
detenzio
durante il
internati civili
oo di
ne da
da parte
Govern° desli
desli Stati
d'America o
o chi
chi
Uniti d'America
Stati Uniti
del Governo
parte del
ne
per esso,
ai quall
quail non
furono rilasciati
manaati di
dl peel
paia
rilasciati mandati
non furono
per
esso, ai
mento
o
certificati di
eredito a
loro
i lore
che dope ii
. ohe
di credito
o certificati
mento uilitari
uilitari

nh
rimpatrio
rimborsati delle
delle somrLe
somme suddette
auddette no
non furono
furono rimborsati
rimpatrio non
direttamente
Americane nh
da Banohe
Bench* /talks
Italia
nb da
Autorita Americane
dalle Autorith
direttamente dalle
ne
conto del
aegli Statl.Uniti
Stati.Uniti e(Amerioa.
(America.
del Govern°
Governo: degli
ne per
per oonto
c)
di propriete
comprese le
to valute,
valute,
personale comprese
proprieta personale
0ggetti di
c) -- Oggetti
consegnati ad
ergani del
del Governo
Govern:, degli
degli Stati
Stati Uniti
Uniti , d'AneM
d'Ame
ad orsani
consegnati
rice
eseo del
cittadini /taloa
pre
di cui al pni
itlibni
dai cittadini
chi per
per esso
rica o
o chi
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cedenti
cedenti paragrafi
paragrafi (a) e(b)
e(b) o
o da altre persone
residenti in
ia
persone residenti
Italia, deiquali
deiquali beni non sia stata
Italia,
stata effettuata
la restitu
restitu .
effettuata la
zione
zione ai legittimi proprietari o
11
o altrimenti
altrimenti rimboreato
rimborsato il
co ntrovalore.
controvalore.
Atticolo
Articolo 2.
2
Per
Per quanto
quanto riguarda
riguarda gli impegni ed ii "claims"
"claims" verifi
verifi
cati
di
cui
ai
parazrafi
1
(a)
esti di cal
paragrafi 1
e
1 (b)
(b) del
presente accor
accor_
e 1
del presence
do,
do, nonchk
nonch gli impegni'ed
impegni' ed i
i "Claims"
"dlaims" non
non verificati
verificati dal
dal
Governo degli Stati Uniti d'America,
Governo
d'America, tale.Governo
tale.Governo verserk
versera
al
Governo
Italiano, entro 10 giorni della
al
Italian°,
del pre_
dalla firma
firma del
pre
sente
sente accordo,
accord°, la somma di 22 milioni di
di dollari,
dollari, la
la qua
qua
le,
unitamente
pajamento parziale
parziale di dollari
le, unitamente al pagamento
dollari 4.382.241.03
4.382.241.03
effettuato
il 22 aprile 1948 ed ai pagamenti effettuati
effettuato il
effeituati pre
pre
cedentemente
a
cedentemente a tale data dal Governo degli
Uniti d'Ame
d'Ame
degli Stati
Stati Uniti
rica direttamente
a persone
direttamente a
perscne in
possesso di
di impegni,
coati
in possesso
impegni, costi
tuira completa
completa liberazione
liberazione del Governo degli
tuirh
degli Stati
Stati Uniti
Uniti
d'America da tutti i
i tipi di inpegni
d'America
impegni e
di
"claims"
di
cal
e di "claims" di cui
ai paracrafi
1
paragrafi 1 (A)
(A) e
e1
1 (B) del presente
presente accord°.
accordo.
Articolo
Articolo

3

Per
Per quanto
quanta riguarda
riguarda ii "claims"
"claims" relativi agli
agli ogetti
oggetti
di
proprieth
di proprieth personale di cal
paragrafo 1
1 (c)
del pre
pre
cui al paragrafo
(c) del
sente Accordo,
sante
Accord°, consegnati
consegnati ad
ad organi
organi del
del Governo
Governo degli
degli Sta
Sta
ti
Uniti
ti Uniti d'America
d'erica o
o chi per esso da
italiani
da cittadini
cittadini italiani
o da
o
da persone residenti
residenti in
in Italia
Italia rientranti
nelle cate.
cate-o
rientranti nelle
rie
di
cui
pa-,agrafi 1I (a),
(a), 1
rie di cal ai pa.saz2rafi
1 (b)
(b) e
pr esente
esente
e 11 (c)
(c) del
del Ir
Accordo, il
Accord°,
11 Governo degli Stati
d'America
trasferi_
Stati Uniti
Uniti d'America trasferi
ra al Governo Italiano
Italiano tutte le valute
rh
velute tolte
ex-prigio
tolte ad
ad ex-prigio
nieri
di guerra
o personale
nieri di
Guerra 0
pei-sonale assimilato
assimilato od
od jut
ernati
civili
internati civili
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o meno,
residenti in
cittadini italiani o
meno,
in Italia, oittadini
o0 aa persone residenti
di
prigionieri
divisione
della
dal"Capo
ed ora
ara detenate
detenute
divisions prigionieri -di
Uniti', oppure
italianidell'esercito
degli Stati
qtati Unite;
oppure depo
dell'e3ercito degli:
guerra italiani
al
due conti intestati al
Bence d'Italia
d'Italia in
in due.conti
sitate presso la Banca
In
Italiani". In
"Capp
Guerra Italiani".
Prigiollieri di Guerra
"Capo della Divisione Trigioniari
si
considerasione
precede, il
Governo Italiano
Italian° si
il Governo
quanto precsde,
considerazione di quanta
Stati
adempira gli obblighi .del Governo degli Stati
acoolla ed. adempirh
accolla
e terra esente il
Uniti d'Aaerica
d'America verso le persone
persona suddette
suddette e
responsabilita
ogni
da
d'Aaerica
Governo
degli
Stati
d'America
°gni
rasponsabilith
Uniti
Governo degli
ItaLiano derivanta dai
del sopracitati
sopracitati "oldims"-.
Il
Il Governo Itaiano
"claiman".
derivante
¢on
questioni
e
turtte
4
.
impegna
ad
ed
aocertare
tutte
is
questiooi
Don
a0certare
istruire
ad
ai4 impena
liquidare tut
passe:Don
aoddisfare e:
eliquidareltut'
asoddisfare
e a
"claima" e
sudd.tti "claims"
nesse coo ii suddetti,
valute da
Un elenco delle
ti
deile diverse valueda
comprovati. Unelenco
i "claims" comprovati.
ti i
Accardo.
presente Accardo.
trasferire e
e contenuto
contenuto nell'annesso
nell'annesso del presente
trasferire
-Articolo

-Articolo 44

Ii
Italian° conviene
°panto sopra con
con
conviene che quanto
Governo Italiano
I1 Governo

cui ai pa
cordato
"claims" di cal
ipesni ed ai "claims"
merito agli impegni
in merit°
cordato in
ragrafi I
(A) 1
1 (B)
(C) del
costituisce
presento Accordo costituisca
del presento
1 (C)
(B) 1
1 (A)
ragrafi
Uniti
yiena e
co:Iplota liberazione
Governo degli Stati Uniti
liberazione del Governo
e co;leota
piena
parte
o
d'America
da
ogni
e
qualunque
impegno
o
"claims"
da
qualunque
e
d'America da
per conto
loro.aventi cause)
causa)
( oo loro.aventi
cittadini italiani (
di cittadini
conto di
oo per
gih
detenuti
dal
Governo
degli
d'Aaerica
0
o chi
d'lAerica
Uniti
Stati
desli
Governo
dal
detenuti
gia
per
esso,
in
possesso
di
impezni
o
di
"class",
del
tipi
dei
per esso, in possesso di impejni o di "claias",
aooo di
(C) del
presente Etc:mar
del presente
1 (B)
(B) ae 1I. (C)
(A) 1
paragrafi 11 (A)
a paragrafi
cai a
di cmi
do.
I1.Govertio
Italiano,terre
esente
ilt
.
overno
degli
degli
Governo
il
esente
terra
Italiano
do. II .Govrno
S.U. da
da ogni
derivante da suddetti "olaims",
"olaiSs".
responsabilita aerivante
ogni responsabilith
S.U.
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Articolo
Articolo 5
5

n Governo Italiano
si impegna
Il
Italiano at
impegna a
in ogni
ogni
a sollecitare
sollecitare in
poasibile
l'accertamento ee la
possibile modo lo spoglio,
spoglio, l'accertamento
la liquidazione
liquidazione
di
i "claims"
di tutti i
"c].aims" formanti
formanti oggetto
ogsetto del
present° accordo.
accardo. A
del presento
A
tal fine,
tal
fine, il
il Governo
Govern() degli Stati
Matt Uniti d'America
d'lmerica trasferira
trasferir4
al Governo
i documenti
al
Governo Italiano tutti I
documenti in
in suo
suo possesso
possesso relati
relati
vi
ai "claims" di cui al paragrafo
vi ai
paragrafo 1
(0) ed
agevoler4 il
il Go
1 (C)
ed agevoler4
Go
verno
Italiano
nell'accertamento
vtrno Italiano nell'accertamento della
dells validiha
validiA del
"claims"
dei "claims"
di cui
ai paragrafi
paragrafi 1
1 (B).
(B).
di
cui at
1 (A) ee 1
Ii
Italiano, per
I1 Governo Italiano,
per
parte sua, trasferirk
trasferira al Governo
Governo degli
Stati Uniti
Uniti d'America
d'America
degli Stati
tutti I
i mandati
mandati di pagamnento
tutti
pagamento militari
militari e
e certificati
di credi°radius
certificati di
to
e
i
docunenti
di
impegno
to e i document&
impegno di out
paragrato 1
conse= .
cui al
al paragrafo
1 (0)
(C) conse'
gnati dagli interessati.
intereasati.
Articolo 6
Artioolo
b
Fatto
a Roma in
esemplare, in
Fatto a
in daplice
duplice esemplare,
lingua italia
Italia
in linsua
na ad
ed inglese,
inglese, ognuna
ognuna delle
della quail
fare. livalmente
quali
farw
ugualmente fade.
fede.

Addl 14 Gennaio 1949
Addl.
1949

Per il
il Governo
Governo Italian
Italiano

Per il
daeli
Per
il Governo
Governo degli
Stati Uniti d'America
d'America

/^-

,,..A
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1949
Anh3SSO
ANNESSO

Depositati
Depositati presso la
Banos d'Italia
la Banca
d'Italia
Stati

Valuta
Valuta

Albania
Albania
Algeria
Algeria
Austria
Austria
Belgio
Belglo
Bulgaria
Cecoslovacchia
Cecoslovacchia

Francbi
Prime.Iti
Franohi
Franohi
boellini
acell1nl
Franohi
Franchi
Lava
Lava
Slov.Korons
Slov.Korone
Oz/Sl.Korone
Oz/S1.2brone
Kroner
Kroner
Sterline
Sterline
Marchi
Warchi
Franchi
Fronchi
41.(Coinn)
U. (Coina)
EI.;(Currenoy
.(Currency notes)
motes)
Drachma
Draohma
Sterline
Sterline
Florins
Pengoe (Est.)
(Eat.)
Dinar
Dinar
Occaire
(Est)
Occ.Iire (Eat)
Sterline
Sterline
Kroner
Kroner
slot/
Aloti
Escudos
Escudos
Leii
Leii
sables
Mublea

n
O
Danimaroa
Dardmarca
Orientals
Africa Orientals
Fiblhdia
Finlandia
Franc ia
Francis.
Germania
Germania

*
Greoia
Gracia
Gibilterra
Gibilterra
Olanda
Ungheria
Ungheria
Jugo
Jugoslavia
alavia
e
Ualta
Vats
Norvegia
Norvegia
Polonia
Polonia
PortoaL
lo
Porto. 1.0
Rumania
Rumania
Russia
Russia
e
apagna
Spagna
sud
Afrisa
SudAfrisa
Svezia
Svezia
vivzzera
Svizzera
N
N
Turchia
Turchia
Tunisia
Wunisia
USA
Gran Dretagma
Dretagna
Gran
Inpero Anstra-Ungarioo
Austro-Unfarico
Impero
oaoro
cco Uonoco
onoco
UUrocoo
Cecoslovacchia Bosnia
Boemsa
Cecoslovacchia
Juio slavia
Jugoslavia
.Russia Zarista
Ucraina
Ucraina
Italia
Italla

II

Pesetas
Pesetaa
Sterlane
Sterline
Kroner
Kroner
Franohi
Pranchi (Currency)
(Currenoy)
•
(Gold Coin)
"
(Gold
Coin)
e
(Draft)
"
(Draft)
Lira
Lira
Franchi
Franchi
Dollari
Dollari
SteL
Stexline
ine
Korona
Koran.
Frandhi
Franohi
Korona
Korone
runas
Kunaa
Rubles
Rubles
Karim
Earbe
Lire -

Lire
Depositati
nreann la
TrW
fD viuinna IPW
Depositati preen°
is Divisions

Italia
Italia
Germania
Germania
Algeria
Algeria

Dire
Lire
BM
RU
Franchl
Pranchi

Ammontare
Amont
are
1,602.60
1,602.60
7,145
7,I45
223
223
21,050.35
21,050.35
I40
140
1 ,39 0
1,390
143.30
143.30
350.46
350.46
25
25
720
720
1,288,885
1,288,885
187,244.22
187,244.22
69,945
69,945
241,322,048
241,322,048

1
1
1,799.01
1,799.01

926.94
926.94
14,801
14,801
-7,111
7, 111
-I0
.IO
1,175.01
, 175.01
6,745.10
6,745.10
500
500
6,798
6,798
2,636
2,b3b
au
2BU
15,215
I5,215
-5
.5
20
20
7,950
7,950
960
960
/50
I50
30
30
2,150
, 150
3.69
3.69
I00.10.0
100
.. 0I
1.000
1.000

a
2

9,018
9,018
63.955
63.955
5.546
5.546
- 1,578
1,578

214,7
214,7 37,943
37,9 83

768,391.00
I2,979.00
12,979.00
35.00
35.00
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Agreement between the
Agreement
United States
respecting
the United
States of
of America
America and
and Sweden
Sweden respecting
quantitative
import restrictions
quantitative import
restrictions and
deferment of
of payments,
extending
and deferment
payments, extending
the agreement
agreement of June
June 24, 1947,
modified, after
June 30,
30, 1949.
1949.
1947, as
as modified,
after June
Effected by exchange of memorandums dated
dated at
Washington June
June 27,
at Washington
27,
1949; entered into
1949;
into force
force June
June 27,
27, 1949.
1949.
The Swedish Embassy to
the Department
of State
to the
Department of
State
EMBASSY OF
SWEDEN
OF SWEDEN
WASHINGTON 8,
WASHINGTON
D.C.
8, D.
C.

MEMORANDUM
MEMORANDUM

The Government
Government of Sweden wishes to
to discussions
discussions which
which
to refer
refer to
have been held between
representatives in
between its representatives
Washington and
and repin Washington
representatives
Government of
resentatives of the Government
of the
the United
United States
States of
conof America
America concerning
cerning the problems faced by
Government of
Sweden as
as the
result
by the Government
of Sweden
the result
of the serious loss of its gold and dollar exchange.
exchange. These
These discussions
discussions
a mutual understanding
understanding between
have resulted in a
between the
Governthe two
two Governments as
as follows:
follows:

61 Stat.,
Stat., Pt. 4,
4,
p. 3745.
62 Stat.
Stat., Pt.
Pt. 2,
2,
P. 1840; Pt. 3, p. 2647.
p.
2647.

Pts. Sand
band 6.
61 Stat., Pts.
6.

1. Because of the large deficit in the Swedish
1.
balance of
of payments
payments
Swedish balance
with the hard currency
currency areas of the world, it is recognized
recognized that
that the
the
Government
Government of Sweden
Sweden continues to be faced with the
of
the necessity
necessity of
taking measures to correct its present imbalance of
to conof trade
trade and
and to
conserve its foreign exchange. The import restrictions
restrictions imposed by
the
by the
Government of Sweden on March
March 15, 1947, as presently
presently applied,
applied, are
are
understood to serve these purposes.
purposes.
2. It
2.
It is therefore agreed that the provisions contained
the excontained in
in the
exchange of aide-memoire
aide-memoire between the two Governments
June
Governments dated
dated June 24,
24,
1947, as modified by the exchange
exchange of memoranda
February
memoranda dated February
11, 1948 and June 12, 1948 shall continue to be applied
applied after
after
June 30, 1949, until the Government
Government of Sweden
Sweden becomes
becomes a
a contracting
contracting
party to the General
General Agreement
Agreement on Tariffs
Trade concluded
at
Tariffs and
and Trade
concluded at
Geneva, Switzerland,
Switzerland, on October 30, 1947,
or
until
June
30,
1950,
1947, or until June 30, 1950,
whichever is the earlier.
earlier. The Government
Government of Sweden
Sweden is
now engaged
engaged
is now
in tariff negotiations
in
Annecy,
France, looking toward its
negotiations
eventual
its eventual
accession
Agreement. If, however,
accession to that Agreement.
however, Sweden
has not
adhered
Sweden has
not adhered
to the General Agreement
Agreement on Tariffs and Trade by May 1, 1950,
the
1950, the
two Governments
Governments agree to review the situation
the purpose
purpose of
situation for
for the
of conconsidering such actions as the circumstances
circumstances may demand.
demand.
It
It is further agreed that either Government
as
Government after consultation
consultation as
to the continued
understanding may terminate
to
continued justification
justification for this understanding
it on sixty days written notice.
WASHINGTON.
W
ASHINGTON, D.
C.. June
Jane 27,
D. C..
27, 1949.
1949.
A.AFF.
A.
AFF.

STAT.
63 S
TAT. j
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SWEDEN-RECIPROCAL
SWEDEN- RECIPROCAL TRADE-JUNE
TRADE- JUNE 27,
27, 1949

The Department
The
Department of
State to
Swedish Embassy
Embassy
of State
to the
the Swedish
MEMORANDUM
MEMORANDUM
gold and
The Government
of the United States of
of America wishes
wishes to
to refer
Loss of
Government of
refer
of gold
and
dollar
exchange.
dollar exchange.
to discussions
which have been
discussions which
been held
held between
its representatives
and
between its
representatives and
representatives
of the
Government of
representatives of
the Government
concerning the
the probprobof Sweden
Sweden concerning
lems faced
faced by
by the
Government of
the result
of its
its serious
serious
lems
the Government
of Sweden
Sweden as
as the
result of
loss of
of gold
and dollar
dollar exchange,
and to
to the
the memorandum
today's
loss
gold and
exchange, and
memorandum of
of today's
date
date from
from the
the Embassy
Embassy of
of Sweden
setting forth
Sweden setting
forth the
the understanding
understanding
reached
these discussions.
reached in
in these
The Government
of the
United States
discussions. The
Government of
the United
States
of America
note of
of the
the fact
fact that
the Government
Government of
of
America takes
takes note
that the
of Sweden
Sweden acacknowledges the
current validity
1947 and
and 1948
understandings
knowledges
the current
validity of
of the
the 1947
1948 understandings
between
the two
two Governments.
Governments. The
of the
the United
United States
between the
The Government
Government of
States
of America
America confirms
the understanding
understanding reached
in recent
recent discussions
of
confirms the
reached in
discussions
as set
the memorandum
the Embassy
Embassy of
of Sweden.
Sweden.
as
set forth
forth in
in the
memorandum from
from the

W .L.
T.
W.
L. T.

DEPARTMENT or
STATE,
DEPARTMENT
OF STATE,
Washington, June
June 27,
27, 1949.
19.49.
Washington,

63 S
STAT.]
63
TAT.]

DOMINICAN REPUBLIC-AIR
REPUBLIC-AIR TRANSPORT
TRANSPORT SERVICESSERVICES-JULY
DOMINICAN
JULY 19, 1949

Agreement and accompanying
accompanying exchange of notes between
between the United
United
States of America
America and the Dominican
Dominican Republic
Republic respecting
respecting air
air transtransport services.
Signed at
at Ciudad
port
services. Signed
Ciudad Trujillo
Trujillo July 19, 1949;
entered into
into
1949; entered
force July 19, 1949.
1949.

AIR TRANSPORT
TRANSPORT AGREEMENT
AGREEMENT
BETWEEN
BETWEEN
THE GOVERNMENT
GOVERNMENT OF THE

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
AND THE
GOVERNMENT
GOVERNMENT OF
OF THE
THE
DOMINICAN
REPUBLIC.
DOMINICAN REPUBLIC.

2615
2615

49
July
July 19,
191 1919
0
IT. I. A. a. 19551
[T.
A. S.195]
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TRANSPORT AGREEAIR TRANSPORT
AGREE- ACUERDO
ACUERDO SOBRE TRANS.
TRANSMENT BETWEEN THE GOVPORTE AEREO ENTRE
ENTRE EL
EL
ERNMENT
ERNMENT OF THE UNITED
UNITED
GOBIERNO DE LOS ESTADOS
GOBIERNO
ESTADOS
STATES OF AMERICA
AMERICA AND
UNIDOS DE AMERICA
AMERICA Y
UNIDOS
Y EL
EL
THE GOVERNMENT
GOVERNMENT OF THE
GOBIERNO DE LA REPUREPUDOMINICAN REPUBLIC
BLICA DOMINICANA
DOMINICANA
Having in mind the resolution
resolution
Teniendo
Teniendo en cuenta la resolusigned under date of December 7,
7, ci6n
cibia firmada en fecha 77de
diciemde diciem1944,
1944, at the International
Civil bre de 1944 en la Conferencia
International Civil
Conferencia
Aviation Conference in Chicago,
[] Internacional
Chicago, [1]
Internacional de Aviacion
Aviaci6n Civil
Civil
for the adoption of aa standard de Chicago para la adopcien
de
adopci6n de
form of agreement
agreement for air routes una forma connin
acuerdos
comin de
de acuerdos
and services, and the desirability
desirability sobre rutas yy servicios aereos,
a6reos, yy
of mutually
mutually stimulating and propro- teniendo
teniendo en cuenta
cuenta la conveniencia
conveniencia
moting the further
further development
development of
of de estimular y
mutuay promover mutuaair transportation
transportation between
between the
the mente el desarrollo de
la transtransde la
United States of America
America and the portacien
portaci6n a6rea
aerea entre los Estados
Dominican Republic, the two
Gov- Unidos de America
two GovAmerica y
y la Republica
Repdblica
this
arrangeernments parties to
to this arrange- Dominicana, los dos Gobiernos
Gobiernos
ment agree that the establishment
establishment signatarios
signatarios de este acuerdo
acuerdo conconand development
development of air transport
transport vienen en que
quo el
establecimiento y
el establecimiento
y
services
services between their respective
respective desarrollo de los servicios de transtransterritories shall be governed by
by portaci6n
portacion aerea entre sus
respecsus respecthe following provisions:
provisions:
territorios estaran regidos por
tivos territorios
las disposiciones
disposiciones siguientes:
1

ARTICLE 1
ARTICLE
1
Rights.

Rights.

P. gen.
Po' p.2a.

PO8g,

Inauguraton
Inauguration

Each contracting party grants
grants

ARTICULO
ARTICULO 1
1
Cada parte contratante
contratante otorga
a la otra los derechos
a
derechos especificados
especificados

to the other contracting
contracting party
party the
the
rights
rights as specified
specified in the Annex
hereto necessary
necessary for
for establishing
establishing
the international
international civil air routes
routes
and services therein described,
described,
whether such services be inaugurated immediately
immediately or at
later
at aa later
date at the option of the contracting party to whom the
the rights
rights are
are
granted.

en el Anexo de este acuerdo,
acuerdo, los
cuales son necesarios
necesarios para el establecimiento de las rutas yyservicios
blecizniento
servicios
aereos,
aereos, civiles ee internacionales,
internacionales,
descritos
descritos en aqu6l,
aqua, sea quo
dichos
que dichos
inauguren de inmediato
servicios se inauguren
o en una fecha posterior, aaopcion
o
opci6n
de la parte contratante
se
contratante aala cual
cual se
otorguen los derechos.
derechos.

ARTICLE 2
2
ARTICLE

ARTICULO 2
ARTICULO
2

a) Each of the air services so
a) Cada uno de los servicios
servicios
described
described shall be placed in operaopera- a6reos
aereos asi
as1 descritos sera puesto
puesto en
en
tion as soon as the contracting
contracting funcionamiento
funcionamiento tan pronto como
como
t Department
publication 2282.
Department of
of State publication
228S

63 S
STAT.]
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party to
to whom
rights have
party
whom the
the rights
have
been granted
granted by
by Article 1
1 to desigor airlines
for the
nate an airline
airline or
airlines for
the
route
authorized an
an
route concerned
concerned has
has authorized
airline for
for such
such route,
conairline
route, and
and contracting party
party granting
granting the
tracting
the rights
rights
shall, subject
shall,
subject to
to Article
Article 6
6 hereof,
hereof,
be
be bound
bound to
to give
give the
the appropriate
appropriate
operating
operating permission
permission to
to the airline
airline
or
concerned; provided
or airlines
airlines concerned;
provided
that the
the airlines
airlines so
so designated
designated may
may
be
to qualify
qualify before
before the
the
be required
required to
competent
aeronautical authoriauthoricompetent aeronautical
ties
the contracting
party grantties of
of the
contracting party
granting
ing the rights
rights under
under the laws
laws and
and
regulations normally
regulations
normally applied
applied by
by
these
before being perthese autohorities
autohorities before
mitted to
engage in
in the
mitted
to engage
the operations
operations
contemplated
contemplated by this
this agreement;
agreement;
and
areas of
of hosand provided
provided that
that in areas
tilities
tilities or of military occupation,
occupation,
or in areas affected
affected thereby, such
inauguration
subject to
to
shall be
be subject
inauguration shall
the
competent
the approval
approval of
of the competent
military
military authorities.
authorities.

la
contratante aala cual,
la parte contratante
cual, de
de
acuerdo
Articulo 1,
1, se
acuerdo con
con el
el Articulo
se hayan
hayan
otorgado los derechos
derechos con el fin
de
de que designe
designe una
una linea
linea aerea
a6rea o
o
lineas
lineas aereas para la ruta
ruta de que
se trate, haya autorizado
autorizado una
una lines,
linea
aerea para
pass que
que opere
opere en
dicha ruta.
aerea
en dicha
ruta.
contratante que
que otorgue
otorgue
La parte
parte contratante
los derechos
derechos estara, sin perjuicio
perjuicio
de lo
se expresa
en el
de
lo que
que se
expresa en
el artfculo
articulo 6
6
de este
comprometida aa
de
este acuerdo,
acuerdo, comprometida
de
dar el ,correspondiente
correspondiente permiso
permiso de
funcionamiento a
la linea
llnea aerea
funcionamiento
a la
aerea oo
aereas interesadas,
aa las
las lineas
lineas a6reas
interesadas,
siempre que
que a
las lineas
asi
siempre
a las
lineas aereas
aereas asi
designadas se
antes
designadas
se lea
les requiera,
requiera, antes
de que
que se
comenzar las
las
de
se les
les permita
permita comenzar
operaciones
contempladas en
este
operaciones contempladas
en este
acuerdo, someterse
calificaacuerdo,
someterse aa una
una calificaci6n ante
las autoridades
aeroci6n
ante las
autoridades aeronauticas
competentes de
nauticas competentes
de la
la parte
parte
contratante
los derecontratante que
que otorgue
otorgue los
derechos,
calificacion hecha
chos, calificaci6n
hecha de
de acuerdo
acuerdo
con
y reglamentos
que
con las
las leyes
leyes y
reglamentos que
aplican
normalmente estas
aplican normalmente
estas autoriautoridades, y
y siempre
siempre que
que en
en las
areas
dades,
las areas
de hostilidades
hostilidades o
ocupacion
de
o de
de ocupaci6n
militar, o
o en
en las
areas afectadas
militar,
las areas
afectadas
por estas,
esa inauguracion
por
estas, esa
inauguraci6n este
est6
sujeta aala
la aprobaci6n
las autosujeta
aprobaci6n de
de las
autoridades
competentes.
ridades militares
militares competentes.

ARTICLE
ARTICLE 3
3

ARTICULO
ARTICULO 33

In
discriminaorder to
to prevent
prevent discriminaIn order
practices and to assure
assure equaltory practices
ity of
contracting
ity
of treatment,
treatment, both
both contracting
parties agree
agree that:
that:
parties
•

A fin
de prevenir
disprevenir practicas
practicas disA
fin de
criminatorias
asegurar la
la
criminatorias y
y de
de asegurar
igualdad
de tratamiento,
tratamiento, ambas
ambas
igualdad de
partes contratantes
contratantes acuerdan
acuerdan lo
lo
partes
siguiente:
siguiente:

a)
the contracting
contracting parpara) Each
Each of
of the
ties
impose or
or permit
permit to
to be
be
ties may
may impose
imposed just
reasonable charges
charges
just and reasonable
imposed
for
the use
use of
of public
airports and
and
public airports
for the
other
facilities under
under its
control.
other facilities
its control.
Each
parties
Each of
of the
the contracting
contracting parties
agrees,
charges
agrees, however, that these charges
shall not be higher than would be
paid
for the
the use
use of
such airports
airports
paid for
of such
and
by its
its national
national airairand facilities by

a)
Cada una
de las
las partes
partes concona) Cada
una de
tratantes
puede establecer,
establecer, oo perpertratantes puede
mitir que
que se
mitir
se establezcan,
establezean, gravagravamenes justos
justos y
razonables por
por el
menes
y razonables
el
uso de
de los
pitblicos y
y
los aeropuertos
aeropuertos piblicos
uso
otras facilidades
bajo su
su control.
control.
otras
facilidades bajo
las partes contracontraCada una
una de
de las
tantes conviene,
sin embargo,
embargo, que
tantes
conviene, sin
que
oaths gravamenes
gravamenes no
seran m6,s
mas
no wan
estos
pagarian, por el
altos
altos que
que los
los que
que pagarian,

2617
2617X

Prevention of disMsmin:dilatory practlow,
practises.
criminatory
etc.

Charges for use of
of
facilities.
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craft engaged
engaged in similar inter- uso de dichos aeropuertos
aeropuertos y
y facilifacilinational services.
national
services.
dades, sus naves
naves aereas
aereas nacionales
nacionales
que rindan servicios
servicios internaciointernacionales similares.
Customs duties,etc.,
for fuel, Iduatie.?
b) Fuel,
Fuel, lubricating
b)
lubricating
lubricating oils
oils and
and
b) Al combustible,
combustible, aalos aceites
aceites
oils,
and spare parts.
os, ad
spare part.
spare parts introduced
introduced into the lubricantes
lubricantes yy aa las piezas de
de
territory of one contracting
party repuesto
contracting party
repuesto introducidos en el
el territerriby the other contracting
contracting party
party or torio de una
contratante
una parte contratante
its nationals, and intended solely
solely por la otra parte contratante
contratante o
o sus
sus
for use by aircraft of the airlines
airlines nacionales,
nacionales, y
y destinados
destinados excluexcluof such contracting
contracting party shall,
shall, sivamente
sivamente al uso de las
naves
las naves
with respect to the imposition
imposition of
of aereas
aereas de las lineas aereas
aereas de
de dicha
dicha
customs duties, inspection
inspection fees or
or parte contratante,
acordara,
contratante, se
se les
les acordara,
other national duties or charges respecto de la imposici6n
imposicien de
de dereby the contracting
contracting party whose
whose chos de aduana, honorarios
honorarios de
de
territory
territory is entered, be accorded
accorded inspeccien
inspecci6n u
impuestos o
u otros impuestos
o
the same treatment
treatment as
apply- gravamenes
as that
that applygravamenes nacionales
nacionales por la parte
parte
ing to national airlines and to airair- contrante en cuyo territorio vaya
vaya
lines of the most-favored-nation.
most-favored-nation. a
a entrarse,
entrarse, el mismo tratamiento
de que disfruten las
las lineas
limas a6reas
aereas
nacionales y
nacionales
y las lineas a6reas
aereas de
de
naci6n mas
la nacien
ms favorecida.
favorecida.
c) The fuel, lubricating oils,
oils,
c) El combustible, los
los aceites
aceites
spare parts, regular equipment
equipment lubricantes,
lubricantes, las partes
de repuesto,
repuesto,
partes de
and aircraft
aircraft stores retained
retained on
on el equipo regular yy los
los depositos
dep6sitos
board civil aircraft of the airlines
airlines de efectos aereos
mantenidos a
aereos mantenidos
a
of one contracting
contracting party authorauthor- bordo de las naves a6reas
aereas civiles
civiles
ized to operate the routes and
and de las lineas aereas de
de una
una parte
parte
Post, p.
D. 2623.
Pot,
3.
services described in
in the
the Annex
Annex contratante
contratante que esten autorizadas
autorizadas
shall, upon arriving in
leaving a
in or leaving
a funcionar
funcionar en las rutas y
y servicios
servicios
the territory of the
the other concon- descritos en el Anexo, serEm
exseran extracting party, be exempt from
from onerados,
a
la
llegada
onerados, a Ilegada al territorio
customs, inspection
inspection fees or similar
similar de la otra parte contratante, o
o aa
duties or charges,
charges, even though
though la salida, de derechos de aduana,
aduana,
such supplies be
or conbe used or
con- honorarios
inspecci6n oo dehonorarios de inspeccien
desumed by such aircraft on flights
flights rechos y
y gravamenes
gravamenes similares,
in that territory.
adn
amm cuando esos abastecimientos
abastecimientos
sean usados o
o consumidos
consumidos por
por
dichas naves aereas en vuelos
efectuados en aquel territorio.
efectuados
territorio.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE 4
4
Certificates 0
of airword:dams, etc.

sefi te of

r-

Certificates of
of airworthiness,
airworthiness,
certificates of competency
certificates
competency and
and
licenses
or rendered
licenses issued or
rendered valid
valid
contracting party
by one contracting
still
party and
and still
in force shall be recognized
recognized as
as
valid by the other
contracting
other contracting
party for
for the
the purpose
purpose of
of operating
operating
the routes and services
services described
described

ARTI
ARTICULO
CULO 4
4
Los certificados
certificados de
merito aereo,
a&eo,
de m6rito
I
los
certificados de competencia
os certificados
competencia y
y
I
las
as licencias
licencias expedidos
expedidos o
o validados
validados
por una parte contratante y
y los
los
cuales esten
eaten todavia en
en vigor,
vigor,
i
seran
reconocidos como validos
validos
por la otra parte contratante
para
contratante para
1
los
os fines de funcionamiento
funcionamiento en
en las
las

63 STAT.]
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in the Annex. Each contracting
contracting , rutas y
y servicios descritos
descritos en
en el
el
party reserves the right, however, Anexo. Cads
contratante
Cada parte
parte contratante
to refuse to recognize,
recognize, for the
the purpur- se reserva
reserve el dereeho,,
derecho, sinembargo,
sinembargo,
pose of flight above its own terri- de negar el reconocimiento,
reconocimiento, para
para
tory, certificates
certificates of competency
competency -fines
fines de vuelo sabre
sobre su
propio
su propio
granted to its own
and licenses granted
own territorio,
de los
los certificados
de
territorio, de
certificados de
nationals by another State.
competencia y
competencia
y de
las licencias
de las
licencias

2619
2619

Poe,
2623.
Poe, p.
p. 2sm.

a sus propios
concedidos a
propios nacionales
nacionales
por otro
otro Estado.
Estado.
ARTICLE 55
ARTICLE

ARTICULO 5
ARTICULO
5

a) The laws and regulations
regulations of
of
one contracting
contracting party relating to
to
the admission to or departure
from its territory of aircraft eninternational air navigaged in international
gation, or to the operation and
-navigation of such aircraft
aircraft while
territory, shall be apwithin its territory,
applied to the aircraft of the other
contracting party, and shall be
complied with by such aircraft
aircraft
upon entering
entering or departing from
or while within the territory of the
the
first party.

Laws and
reguls
Law
and regula
a) Las leyes y.
y reglamentos
reglamentos de
de tions.
tlons.
una parte
parte contratante
relativos aa
contratante relativos
la edmisi6n
admisi6n en
Is
en su
territorio, o
o aa
su territorio,
la
Belida de
de este,
este, de
las naves
naves
la salida
de las
a6reas utilizadas
aereas
utilizadas en
en la
la navegacion
navegaci6n
aerea
aerea internacional;
internacional; oo relativos
relativos
al funcionamiento
funcionamiento y
y navegaci6n
navegaci6n
de tales naves
naves aereaasmientras
aereas, mientras se
se
encuentren
encuentren dentro
dentro de
de en
su territorio,
territorio,
seran
swan aplicados alas
naves aereas
aereas
a las naves
de is
la otra
otra parte
parte contratante,
contratante, yy
serAn cumplidos por
serail
dichas naves
naves
por dichas
aereas
is entrada
la Belida
aereas a
a la
entrada .o
o a
a la
salida
del territorio de
la primera
primers parte,
de la
parte,
o
dentro de
o mientras
mientras esten
est6n dentro
de el.1l.
b) The laws and regulations
regulations of
of
b)
de
b) Las
Las leyes
leyes y
y reglamentos
reglamentos de
one contracting
contracting party
party as to the Ama
contratante relativos
relativos
una parte
parte contratante
admission to or departure
departure from
admision en
su territorio,
from a
a la
la admisi6n
en su
territorio, o
o aa
its territory of passengers, crew,
crew, la Belida
salida de este,
de los
pasajeros,
este, de
los pasajeros,
or cargo of aircraft, such as regu- la
Is tripulaci6n, o
o la
de las
las
la carte
carta de
lations relating
relating to entry, clear- naves
naves aereas,
tales como
como los
reglaa6reas, tales
los reglaance, immigration, passports, cus- mentos de
de entrada, despacho
despacho
toms, and quarantine
quarantine shall be aduanero,
aduanero, inmigraCi6n,
inmigraci6n, pasaportes,
pasaportes,
complied with by or on behalf
behalf of
derech60 aduaneros'y
aduaneros.'y cuarentena,
cuarentena,
of derechos
such passengers, crew or cargo of seran
serif) cumplidos,
personalmente
cumplidos, personalmente
the airlines designated by the oo aa nombre
de elks,
por dichos
nombre de
ellos, por
dichos
other contracting
contracting party upon ende
pasajeros, tripulacion
en- pasajeros,
tripulaci6n oo carp
carga de
trance into or departure from, or las
las Ifneas
lineas aereas
aereas designadas
designadas por
por la
la
while within the territory
territory of the otra parte contratante,
Is encontratante, aa la
enfirst party.
trade
del territorio
de la
trada oo Belida
salida del
territorio de
la
primera parte,
primers
se
parte, o
o mientras
mientras se
hallen dentro
hallen
el.
dentro de
de el.

ARTICLE
ARTICLE 66

ARTICULO 6
6
ARTIcuLo

contracting party reserves
Each contracting
Cada parte
parte contratante
Cads
contratante se
se reserreserthe right to withhold or revoke aa va
ve el
derecho de
revocar
el derecho
de negar
negar o
o revocar
certificate or permit of any airline un certificado
certificate
permiso de
certificado oo permiso
de matcualdesignated by the other contract- quier linea
lines aerea
area designada
designada por
por la
la
ing party in the event it is 'not
caw de
de
otra parte
'not otra
parte contratante,
contratante, en
en caso

Withhldin ore
Withholding
or revMrocetion of
ofetUiate
certificate
ocatn
or pmt.
permit.
or,
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satisfied that substantial
substantial ownersuch
ship and effective control
control of such
airline are vested in nationals of
contracting party,
or in
the other contracting
party, or
in
case of failure by
by the
the airline
airline designated by the other contracting
contracting
party to comply
the laws
and
comply with
with the
laws and
regulations of the contracting
regulations
contracting
party over whose territory
territory it
it operates as described
described in
Article Five
in Article
Five
otherwise to fulfill
fulfill the
the
hereof, or
or otherwise
conditions under which
conditions
which the rights
rights
are granted in accordance
accordance with
with
this agreement
agreement and its Annex.

que no este
is
est6 satisfecha
satisfecha de que
que la
verdadera propiedad
control
verdadera
propiedad y
y el control
efectivo
efectivo de dicha linea
lines aerea renacionales de
caen en nacionales
de la
la otra
otra parte
incumplicontratante, o
o en
en caso
caso de
de incumplimiento, por la lfnea
aereadesignada
linea a6rea
designada
por la otra parte contratante, de
de
y reglamentos
reglamentos de la parte
las leyes y
contratante sobre cuyo territorio
contratante
funciona en la forma descrita en el
Artfculo 55 de
acuerdo, o
de este acuerdo,
o en
en
caso de que no
no reuna
reuna las condicondiciones bajo las cuales se conceden
conceden
acuerdo con
los derechos,
derechos, de
de acuerdo
con el
el
presente
presente convenio y
all anexo.
y su
anexo.

ARTICLE
7
ARTICLE 7

ARTICULO
ARTICULO 7
7

This agreement and all conconEste acuerdo,
acuerdo, y
y todos los
los contracontratracts connected therewith shall
shall tos relacionados con el,
61, serAn
serán regisbe registered
registered with the InternaInterna- trados en la Organizacien
Organizaci6n InterIntertional Civil Aviation Organiza- nacional
nacional de Aviaci6n
Aviacien Civil.
Civil.
tion.
ARTICLE 88
ARTICLE

ARTICULO
ARTICULO 8
8

Existing rights and privileges
privileges
relating to air transport
transport services
which may have been granted
granted previously by either
either of
of the contracting parties to an airline of the
other contracting party
party shall
shall concontinue in force according to their
their
terms.

Los derechos y
y privilegios
privilegios ya
ya
existentes, relatives
relativos a
alos
servicios
los servicios
transporte a6reo,
de transporte
aereo, que hayan
hayan
side otorgados anteriormente
sido
anteriormente por
por
alguna de las partes contratantes
contratantes
a una linea a6rea
a
aerea de la otra
otra parte
parte
contratante, continuaran
continuarin en vigor
vigor
de acuerdo con su tenor.

ARTICLE
ARTICLE 99

ARTICULO
ARTICULO 99

Either
Either of the contracting
contracting parties
may at any time notify the other
of its intention
intention to terminate the
the
present agreement.
agreement. Such a
anotice
notice
shall be sent simultaneously
simultaneously to
to the
the
International Civil Aviation
Aviation OrganInternational
Organization. In the event
event such communication is made, this agreement shall terminate
terminate six
six (6)
(6)
months after the date of
of receipt
receipt
of the notice to terminate, unless
unless
by agreement
agreement between
between the
conthe contracting parties the communicacommunication under reference is withdrawn
withdrawn
before the expiration of that time.
time.
If the other contracting
contracting party
party fails
fails
to acknowledge
acknowledge receipt, notice
notice

Cualquiera
Cualquiera de las partes
partes contracontratantes puede notificar a
is otra en
en
a la
cualquier
cualquier tiempo su
su intencion
intenci6n de
de
poner fin al presente acuerdo.
notificaci6n sero,
sera enviada siEsa notificacian
multaneamente aa la Organizacion
Organizaci6n
multan.eamente
Internacional de Aviaci6n
Internacional
Aviacion Civil.
En case
caso de que se haga tal comucomunicaci6n,
nicacion, este Acuerdo terminara
terminara
6 meses despu6s
6
despues de la fecha
fecha de
recibo de la notificaci6n
notificacion de cese,
cese, a
a
menos
men.os que mediante
mediante acuerdo
acuerdo entre
las partes contratantes, la referida
referida
comunicacian sea
retirada antes
antes
comunicaci6n
sea retirada
expiraci6n de ese lapso. Si
de la expiracion
Si
la otra parte contratante
is
contratante deja de
de
acusar recibo, se considerara
considerara como
como
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•
shall be deemed as having been
received 14 days after its receipt
receipt
by the International
International Civil AviaAviation Organization.
Organization.

ARTICLE 10

In the event either of the concontracting parties considers it desirable to modify
modify the routes or
or
conditions set forth in the attached
attached
Annex, it may request consultation between
between the competent
aucompetent authorities of both contracting parparties, such consultation to begin
within aaperiod of sixty days from
from
the date of the request. When
When
these authorities
authorities mutually agree
on new or revised conditions
affecting the Annex, their recomrecommendations on the matter will
come into effect after they
have
theyhave
been confirmed
confirmed by an exchange
exchange
of diplomatic
diplomatic notes.

ARTICLE
ARTICLE 11
11

262
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recibida
recibida la notificaci6n
notificati6n 14 dias
dfas
despues
despues de su recibo por
por parte de
de
la Organizaci6n
Organizacion Internacional
Internacional de
de
Aviaci6n
Aviacion Civil.
ARTICULO
10
ARTICULO 10
Modifications
Modifications of
of
En caso de que
de routes
que cualquiera
cualquiera de
routes or
or conditions.
conditions.
las partes contratantes
contratantes considere
considere
conveniente modificar las
conveniente
las rutas o
o
condiciones descritas
condiciones
descritas en
el Anexo
Anexo
en el
Poet, p.
p. UM.
2623.
de este acuerdo,
acuerdo, ella
ella puede
puede propro- Post,
mover
entre las
mover una consulta entre
las
autoridades
autoridades competentes
competentes de
de amambas partes contratantes, debiendo
debiendo
iniciarse
dicha consulta
consulta dentro
dentro de
de
iniciarse dicha
un plazo de 60 dfas
dias aa partir
de
partir de
la
fecha en
que se
se solicite.
solicits. CuanCuanla fecha
en que
do estas autoridades se
se pongan
pongan
mutuamente
mutuamen.te de
de acuerdo
acuerdo sobre
sobre
nuevas o
condilas nuevas
o reformadas
reformadas condiciones que
que afecten
afecten al
al .Ariexo,
Anexo, sus
sus
recomendaciones en
recomendaciones
en la
materia
la materia
entraran en
en vigor
despues que
entraran
vigor despues
que
hayan sido confirmadas
confirmadas mediante
mediante
de notas
un canje de
notas diplom&ticas.
diplomaticas.
Awn
ctrLo 11
11
ARTICULO

Settlement of disdisExcept as otherwise provided
provided in
Salvo lo que en
en otro sentido
sentido se
se putes.
this agreement
Pat,
agreement or its Annex, any disponga en este acuerdo
p.
288.
acuerdo o
o en
an
Post,
D.
2623.
en su
dispute between
between the contracting
contracting anexo, cualquier
cualquier disputa
disputa entre las
las
parties relative to the interpreta- partes
partes contratantes
la
contratantes relativa
relativa a
a la
application of this agreetion or application
agree- interpretaci6n
interpretacidn o
o aplicaciin
aplicaci6n de
de este
ment or its Annex, which cannot
cannot acuerdo o
pueda
o su anexo que no pueda
be settled through consultation, ser ajustada mediante
mediante consulta,
shall be submitted
submitted for an advisory
advisory sera sometida, para
para fines de
de ininreport to a
Tribunal
of srbitra
Tribunal of
rbltra
a tribunal of three forme consultivo, aaun
de
un tribunal
tribunal de
tors.
arbitrators, one to be named by tres
tree arbitros, de
cuales cada
cada
de los cuales
each contracting
contracting party, and the
the parte contratante
contratante nombrari
nombrara uno,
uno,
third to be agreed
agreed upon by the two y
seri nombrado
nombrado medimediy el tercero
tercero sera
arbitrators
arbitrators so chosen, provided ante acuerdo de los dos arbitros
that such third arbitrator shall not
not asf
asi escogidos, con tal de que
que ese
be aanational
national of either contracting tercer arbitro no sea nacional
nacional de
de
Designation.
party. Each of the contracting
contracting ninguna de las partes
pastes contratancontratanparties shall designate an arbitra- tes. Cada una de
de las partes
partes
tor within two months of the date contratantes
contratantes designara
designari un
un arbitro
arbitro
of delivery by either party to the dentro de los dos meses
meses de la
la fecha
fecha
diplomatic note de la entrega por cualquiera de
other party of a
a diplomatic
las
de las
requesting
requesting arbitration of a
dispute; partes a
a dispute;
a la otra parte de una nota
nota
arbitrator shall be diplomatica
and the third arbitrator
diplonmtica en la que se solicite
solicits el
el
agreed upon within one month arbitraje
arbitraje de una disputa; y
y se
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after
after such
such period
period of two months.
months.
If the third arbitrator is
is not
agreed upon, within
agreed
within the
the time
indicated, the vacancy
vacancy
limitation indicated,
thereby created shall be filled
thereby
filled by
appointment of a
a person,
the appointment
person,
designated by the President
designated
President of the
Council of International
International Civil
Aviation Organization
Organization from
from aapanpanel of arbitral personnel
personnel maintained
maintained
in accordance
accordance with the practice
practice of
International
Aviation OrInternational Civil Aviation
Organization. The executive authorities of the contracting
contracting parties will
use their best
best efforts under the
powers available
available to them to put
into effect the
the opinion
opinion expressed
expressed in
in
A
any such advisory report.
A
moiety of the expenses of
of the
arbitral tribunal
tribunal shall
shall be borne by
by
each party.
each

llegara aa un acuerdo
acuerdo sobre
sobre el
el
llegara
irbitro dentro del mes
tercer iarbitro
siguiente a
a dicho periodo
periodo de dos
siguientt
meses. Si
acuerdo
Si no se llega aaun
un acuerdo
arbitro, dentro
sobre el
el tercer
1bercer arbitro,
dentro de
de la
la
indicada
tiempo, se
indicada limitaci6n de tiempo,
llenara Ila
producida
la vacante asi
asi producida
mediante3 el nombramiento
nombramiento de una
medianti
persona
persona escogida,
iescogida, por el Presidents
Presidente
del Con
Consejo
sejo de la
la Organizacion
Organizaci6n
Internacional
Aviacion Civil,
Internac
ional de
de Aviaci6n
Civil, de
de
listai de personal de
una lists
de arbitraje
arbitraje
mantenida
acuerdo con
mantenic
ia de acuerdo
con la
practica de la Organizacion
practica
Organizaci6n InterInternacional
nacional de Aviacion
Aviaci6n Civil. Las
autoridades
ejecutivas de
de las
parautorida,
des ejecutivas
las partes
tee cont
contratantes
ratantes desplegaran
desplegaran sus
mejores esfuerzos,
raejores
esfuerzos, de
de acuerdo
acuerdo con
con
los poder
poderes
'es de que esten investidas,
para implantar
opinion expreexpreim]plantar la opini6n
sada en
en dicho informe
consultivo.
informe consultivo.
Cada parts
parte costeara
costeara is
la mitad de
los gastos
gasto:s del tribunal de arbitraje.
arbitraje.

ARTICLE 12
ARTICLE
12

ARTICULO 12
12
ARTICULO

This agreement,
agreement, including
including the
the

provisions of the Annex thereto,
will come into force on the day
it is signed.
In witness whereof,
whereof, the undersigned, being duly authorized
by
authorized by
their
respective
Governments,
their respective Governments,
have signed
signed the present
present agreement.
ment.
Ciudad Trujillo this
Done at Ciudad
this
nineteenth day of July 1949,
1949, in
duplicate in the English and
duplicate
and
Spanish languages,
each of
of which
Spanish
languages, each
which
shall be of equal authenticity.

Este acuerdo,
alcuerdo, junto con las disposicioni es de su anexo, entrara en
posiciones
en
vigor el din
dia en que
que sea
sea firmado.
firmado.
En fee de lo
lo cual, los
los abajo
firmados
firmados, ,debidamente
debidamente autorizados por sus
Emus Gobiernos
Gobiernos respectivos,
respectivos,
han firmado
firmiado el presente
presente acuerdo.
acuerdo.
Hecho en Ciudad Trujillo, hoy
dia
inueve de julio de 1949,
di& dieci
diecinueve
en dos originales,
c>riginales, en los idiomas
ingles y
y espafiol,
espafol, cada uno de los
los
cuales sera
seera igualmente aut6ntico.
autentico.

[SEAL]
[SEAL]

RALPH H ACKERMAN
RALPH
ACKERMAN

[SEAL]

RALPH H
RALPH
H ACKERMAN
ACKEBRAN

[SEAL]
[SEAL]

V.
Ortn6ftzz
V. D
D OBD6REZ

[SEAL]
[SEAL]

V.
D OBD6SEZ
Onn6Szz
V. D
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AIR TRANSPORT
ANNEX TO
TO AIR
TRANSPORT ANEXO
ACUERDO SOBRE
ANEXO DEL ACUERDO
SOBRE
BETWEEN
•AGREEMENT
AGREEMENT BETWEEN
TRANSPORTE
AEREO EN.
ENTRANSPORTE AEREO
THE
THE
THE GOVERNMENT
GOVERNMENT OF
OF THE
TRE EL GOBIERNO
GOBIERNO DE LOS
AMER.
UNITED STATES OF AMERESTADOS UNIDOS
UNIDOS DE
DE AMEAMEICA AND
GOVERNICA
AND THE
THE GOVERNRICA Y
Y EL GOBIERNO
GOBIERNO DE
LA
DE LA
MENT OF THE DOMINICAN
DOMINICAN
REPUBLICA
REPUBLICA DOMINICANA
DOMINICANA
REPUBLIC
REPUBLIC

1. —
- Airlines of the United States
authorized under the present
present
agreement
accorded rights
rights of
agreement are
are accorded
of
nontraffic stop in the
transit and nontraffic
the
Dominican
Republic, as
as well
well as
Dominican Republic,
as
the
the right to
to pick
pick up and discharge
discharge
international
passengers,
international traffic
traffic in
in passengers,
cargo and mail at Ciudad Trujillo, over various routes
routes in
in both
both
directions from the
the United States
States
to the Dominican
Dominican Republic and
beyond
beyond to Caribbean
Caribbean and South
American
American points.
2. -—Airlines
Airlines of the Dominican
Republic are accorded
accorded rights of
transit and nontraffic
nontraffic stop in the
territory
territory of the United States of
of
America, as well as the right to
pick up and discharge
discharge international traffic
traffic in passengers,
passengers, cargo,
cargo,
and mail on the following
following routes,
routes,
or
intermediate points,
or via
via intermediate
points, and in
in
both directions:
directions:

1. —
-AA las lineas
a6reas de los
lineas aereas
Estados
de
Estados Unidos
Unidos autorizadas
autorizadas de

acuerdo
acuerdo con el presente convenio
se los
derechos de
les otorgan derechos
de transit°
transito
y de parada fuera de trtfico
y
trafico en la
Repdblica Dominicana, asi
Repdblica
asi como
el derecho
derecho de recoger
recoger y
descargar
y descargar
trafico internacional
internacional en pasajeros,
pasajeros,
cargas y
y correspondencia
cargas
correspondencia en
en CiuCiudad Trujillo, en
y
on distintas rutas y
en ambas direcciones,
direcciones, de
de los EstaEstaRepublica DominiDominidos Unidos aala
la Repdblica
y hasta puntos
rats lejanos
lejanos
cana y
puntos mas
la, America
Sur.
del Caribe y
y de
de la
Am6rica del
del Sur.
2.-Se
conceden a
a las
lineas
2. —Se conceden
las hums
de la
aereas de
la Repfblica
Republica DominiDominicana
derechos de transito,
transit°, y
y derecana derechos
chos
fuera de trafico,
chos de
de parada
parada fuera
trafico, en
el territorio de los Estados
Estados Unidos
Unidos
de
asi corn°
de America,
America, asl
como el derecho
derecho
de
y deseargar
interde tomar
tomar y
descargar trifle°
trafico internacional consistente
consistent° en
nacional
en pasajeros,
pasajeros,
y correspondencia
carga y
correspondencia en las
siguientes rutas, oo via puntos
intermedios, y
y en
ambas direcintermedios,
en ambas
direcciones:
cion es:

U.S. lights of transit

U..nontraffic
rightsoftransit
and
nontraffic stop in

the Dominican
the
Dominican
public.

Re-

Re-

Post, p. 2826.
Pot,
p. 2s.

Dominican rights of
DotrSSncanrghtof
and
nontraffic
transit
and nontraffic
stop in the U.S.
stop intheU.s.

Routes.
Routes.

(1):
(1): de la Repablica
Repriblica DominiDominicana a
a Miami.
Miami.
(2): De
De la
la Repdblica
Reptiblica DominiDomini(2):
cana
cana aaSan Juan de Puerto
Rico.
3. —
contratantes
3.
- Las partes
partes contratantes
3. —It is agreed
between the
3.-It
agreed between
the
convienen lo
convienen
lo siguiente:
siguiente:
contracting parties:
contracting

(1): The
The Dominican
Dominican Republic
Republic
to Miami.
(2): The Dominican
Dominican Republic
to
to San Juan,
Juan, Puerto Rico.

Fair and equal opLas naves
naves aereas
A. -—Las
aereas de
ambas portunity
de ambas
nd for
equa
oFt
opA.-The
A.
—The air carriers
carriers of the two A.
operafor
operation of routes.
partes
contratantes
quo
partes
contratantes
que
tionofroutes.
contracting parties operating
operating
operen
las rutas
rutas descritas
operen en
en las
descritas
on routes described in the
en
anexo de
en el anexo
de dicho
dicho acuerdo
acuerdo
Annex of said Agreement shall
disfrutaran
identidisfrutaran de
de justas
justas e
e identienjoy fair and
and equal
equal opporopporoportunidades para funfuncas oportunidades
tunity for the operation of the
cionar en
dichas rutas.
rutas.
cionar
en dichas
said routes.
°smutty.
La capacidad
de transporte
transport°
B. —
-La
capacidad de
Opadity.
B.-That
B.
—That the air transport ca- B.
ofrecidas
adreas
ofrecidas
por
las
naves
adreas
carriers
pacity offered by the carriers
81939-42--P.
81939-52--Pr. m--41
in-21
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of both countries
countries should bear
bear
aa close relationship to
to traffic
traffic

Reciprocal interests

in trunk
In
trunk routes.
routes.

requirements.
requirements.
C. -—That
operation of
of comC.
That in
in the
the operation
common sections of
of trunk routes
routes
the air carriers
carriers of the contracting parties should take into
account their reciprocal
reciprocal ininterests so as not to affect ununduly their respective
respective services.
services.

Capacity
Capacity adequate
adequate

to traffic
trac demands.

International traffic
International
traffic
destined
destined for
for third
i
country.

ount.

*
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de ambos palses
pafses deberfa
deberla tener
tener
una estrecha relacion
relaci6n con los
los
requisitos
trafico.
requisites de trafico.
C. —
- Cuando funcionen en
en secciones
secciones
comunes
cornunes de las lineas
lineas principales, las naves
aereas de
de
naves aereas
las partes contratantes
contratantes dedeberian
berfan tener en
en cuenta
cuenta sus
sus
intereses recfprocos
manera
reciprocos de manera
que no afecten indebidamente
indebidamente
sus servicios
servicios respectivos.
respectivos.
D. —
servicios atendidos,
- Los servicios
atendidos, por
por
una nave aerea
aerea de
con
de acuerdo
acuerdo con
este convenio y
y su
su anexo tentendran
drau como principal
principal objetivo
objetivo
la disposici6n
disposicion de capacidad
capacidad
adecuada para las necesidades
adecuada
necesidades
de trafico entre el pais
pals a
a que
que
pertenezca
pertenezca dicha nave
aerea
nave a6rea
y
y el pafs
pals de filtimo
en
iltimo destino
destino en
el trafico.

D. —
the services
provided by
- That the
services provided
by
a designated air carrier under
a
under
this agreement
agreement and its
its Annex
shall retain as their primary
objective the provision
provision of capacity adequate
adequate to the traffic
traffic
between the country
demands between
country
of which such air carrier
carrier is a
a
national and the country of
ultimate destination of the
traffic.
mi
E.. —
That the
the right
right to
to embark
and E. -—El derecho de embarcar
- That
embark and
ydesembarcar y
desto disembark at points in the
embarcar,
embarcar, en puntos del territerriterritory of the other country
torio del otro pals, trafico
international traffic destined
international
internacional destinado a
internacional
a terterfor or coming from third
ceros palses,
parses, oo procedente
procedente de
de
countries at a
apoint or points
ellos, en un punto o
o puntos
specified in this Annex, shall
shall
especificados
especificados en este Anexo,
be applied
accordance with
applied in accordance
with
sera aplieado
aplicado de acuerdo
sera,
acuerdo con
con
the general principles of orlos principios
principios generales de
development to
derly development
to which
which
desenvolvimiento ordenado
desenvolvimiento
both Governments
Governments subscribe
que practican ambos
gobierambos gobierand shall be subject to the
nos, y
y estara sujeto al prinpringeneral principle that capaccipio general de que la capaciity shall be related:
dad tendra
tenant relaci6n:
relacion:

(1) To traffic requirements
(1)
between
between the country of
origin and the countries
countries
of distination;
distination;

(1) Con los requisitos
trarequisites de trYfico entre el pals de origen
y
parses de destino;
y los paises

(2)
(2) To the requirements
requirements of
of
through
through airline operation,
operation,
and
requirements
(3) To the traffic requirements
of the area through which
the airline passes after
after
taking account of local
local
and regional services.
services.

(2) Con los
requisitos de
de funlos requisites
funcionamiento completo
cionamiento
de
completo de
lineas
lIneas aereas,
aereas, y
y
(3) Con los
de
los requisitos
requisites de
trafico del area aa travys
tray&
de la cual
mai pase la linea
lInea
aerea, despu6s
despues de tenor
tener
en cuenta
cuenta los servicios
y regionales.
locales y

STAT.]
63 S
TAT.]
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4.
—Changes made
made by
by either
4.-Changes
either concontracting party
routes protracting
party in
in the
the routes
provided for
except those
those
vided
for above,
above, except
which change
change the
the points
points served
served
by
airlines in
the territory
by these
these airlines
in the
territory
of
of the
the other
other contracting
contracting party,
party,
be considered
considered as modshall not be
ifications
of the
Annex.
The
ifications of
the Annex.
The
aeronautical authorities
either
aeronautical
authorities of
of either
contracting
party may
may therefore
therefore
contracting party
proceed unilaterally
proceed
unilaterally to
to make
make such
such
changes, provided,
provided, however,
changes,
however, that
that
notice
change is
notice of
of any
any change
is given
given
without delay
delay to
without
the aeronautical
to the
aeronautical
authorities of
the other
authorities
of the
other concontracting
tracting party.
party.

If
If such
such other
other aeronautical
aeronautical auauthorities
having regard
thorities find
find that,
that, having
regard
to the principles
principles set
set forth
forth in
in
to
Section 3
of the
Annex,
Section
3 of
the present
present Annex,
interests of their
their air carrier
carrier or
carriers are prejudiced by the
carriage
air carrier
carrier or carcarriage by the air
riers of the first
first contracting
contracting party
of traffic
between the
the territory
territory of
traffic between
of
the second
second contracting
contracting party and
the new
new point
point in the
the territory
territory of
of
the third
third country,
country, the
the authorities
authorities
of
two contracting
contracting parties
parties
the two
of the
a view to arrive
shall consult with a
at a
a satisfactory
satisfactory agreement.
at
agreement.
specified
Points on
on any
of the specified
Points
any of
routes may at the option of the
airlines be omitted
omitted on
designated airlines
designated
on
services
any or
or all
flights. Air
Air services
any
all flights.
operated
operated on each of the air routes
operated via
may be
be operated
specified
specified may
intermediate
both
intermediate points and in both
directions.
directions.
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routes.
4.- Los
Los cambios
por Changes in routes.
4.—
cambios introducidos
introducidos por
cualquiera
cualquiera de
de las
las partes
partes contracontratantes
las rutas
rutas preindicadas,
tantes en
en las
preindicadas,
excepto aquellos
except°
aquellos que
que cambien
cambien los
los
puntos servidos
servidos por
estas lineas
puntos
por estas
lineas
a6reas en
aerea,s
en el
el territorio
de is
territorio de
la otra
otra
parte
no serAn
saran conconparte contratante,
contratante, no
siderados
modificaciones del
siderados como
como modificaciones
del
anexo.
Las autoridades
anexo.
Las
autoridades aeroaerotuluticas de
de cualquiera
de las
las
nauticas
cualquiera de
partes contratantes
contratantes pueden,
pueden, por
lo
partes
por lo
tanto, proceder
unilateralmente aa
tanto,
proceder unilateralmente
hacer tales
siempre que,
hacer
tales cambios,
cambios, siempre
que,
sin embargo,
de
sin
embargo, is
la notificacion
notificaci6n de
cualquier cambio
cambio se
se haga
hogs sin
cualquier
sin
demora a
autoridades aeroaerodemora
a las
las autoridades
miuticas
is otra
otra parte
nAuticas de
de la
parte concontratante.
tratante.
Si
autoridades
Si estas
estas filtimas
fltimas autoridades
aermniuticas
aeronauticas consider=
consideran que,
que, en
en
lo relativo
relativo a
a los
los principios
enunprincipios enunlo
ciados
la secci6n
seccien 33del
del presente
presente
ciados en
en la
anexo, los
los intereses
intereses de
su linea
lines
anexo,
de su
son
aerea
aerea o
o de sus lineas a6reas
aereas son
perjudicados per
el funcionafuncionaperjudicados
por el
linea aerea
o de
de las
las
miento de la
miento
is lines
aerea o
lineas aereas
de Is
la primers
primera parte
lineas
aereas de
parte
el trafico
contratante
contratante en
en el
trifle° entre
entre el
territorio de
parte
territorio
de la
la segunda
segunda parte
contratante y
y el
del
el nuevo
nuevo punto
punto del
contratante
tercer pals,
pals, las
las auterritorio del tercer
territorio
autoridades de
de ambas
ambas partes
partes concontoridades
tratantes se
consultaran con
con el
el
se consultaran
tratantes
prop6sito
llegar a
un acuerdo
acuerdo
de llegar
a un
prop6sito de
satisfactorio.
satisfactorio.
Ombsion of
f pohsts
pointo
Los
puntos de
de cualquiera
cualquiera de
de onOm0bon
Los puntos
spedfied
rout.
specified routes.
a
las rutas
pueden, a
especificadas pueden,
las
rutas especificadas
opci6n de
de las
las lineas
limas aereas
aereas desigdesigopci6n
nadas, ser
omitidos en
en cualquier
cualquier
nadas,
ser omitidos
vuelo, o
Los
los vuelos.
vuelos. Los
vuelo,
o en
en todos
todos los
servicios aereos
aereos realizados
en cada
cads
realizados en
servicios
una de
rutas aereas
aereas especificaespecificalas rutas
una
de las
das, pueden
pueden ser
realizados via
via
ser realizados
das,
puntos
intermedios y
y en
en ambas
ambas
puntos intermedios
direcciones.
direcciones.
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INTERNATIONAL
AGREEMENTS OTHER
INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS
OTHER THAN TREATIES
TREATIES

[63 STAT.
STAT.

The American Ambassador
Ambassador to the Dominican
Dominican Secretary
for
Secretary of
of State
State for
Foreign
ForeignAffairs
No.
360
No. 30

Ante,
p. 2623.
Ace,p.2623.

CIUDAD TRUJILLO,
TRUJILLO, D.
CIUDAD
D. R.,
R., July
July 19,
19, 1949.
1949.

EXCELLENCY:
EXCELLENCY:
IIhave the honor to refer to the description of routes
routes to
to be operated
operated
by United
annex to
to the
United States airlines in paragraph 1
1 of the annex
the air
air
transport agreement signed today by the Government of
of the United
United
States of America and the Government
Government of the Dominican
Dominican Republic,
Republic,
and to inform Your Excellency
Excellency that
understanding of
of my
my
that it
it is the understanding
Government that the words "from the
Government
shall be
conthe United States"
States" shall
be construed to include any and
jurisdiction of
of the
the
and all territory
territory under the
the jurisdiction
United States.
States.
United
Please accept, Excellency, the assurances
assurances of my highest and most
most
distinguished consideration.
distinguished
consideration.
RALPH H.
H.ACKERMAN
RALPH
ACKERMAN
His Excellency
Excellency
Lic. VIRGILIO
DfAZ ORD6R
VIRGILIO DfAZ
EZ,
ORD6NEZ,
Secretary of State for Foreign
Foreign Affairs,
Secretary
Ciudad Trujillo.
Trujillo.
Ciudad

The Dominican
Dominican Secretary
Secretary of State for Foreign
Foreign Affairs to
to the
the American
Ambassador
Ambassador
REPUBLICA DOMINICANA.
DOMINICANA
REPUBLICA
SECRETARIA
DE ESTADO
SECRETARIA DE
ESTADO
DE
RELACIONES EXTERIORES
EXTERIORES
DE RELACIONES

CIUDAD
TRUJILLO,
CIUDAD TRUJILLO,
DISTRITO
DE SANTO
SANTO DOMINGO,
DOMINGO,
DISTRITO DE

21589
2188

Julio
19 de
Julio 19
1949.
de 1949.

EXCELENCIA:
EXCELENCIA:

Tengo aahonra avisar a
a Vuestra
Vuestra Excelencia
recibo de
de la
la atenta
atenta nota
Excelencia recibo
nota
No. 360, con fecha
la descripcien
descripci6n de
fecha de hoy, y
y con referencia
referenda a
a la
de rutas
rutas
que operartin
operaran lineas aereas
a6reas de los Estados Unidos segdn
parrafo
segtin el 'Arra()
11 del anexo al acuerdo sobre transporte a6reo
firmado hoy
aereo firmado
hoy por
el
por el
Gobierno
el Gobierno
Gobierno de
Gobierno de la Repdblica
Republica Dominicana
Dominicana y
y el
de los
los Estados
Estados
informar a
Unidos de America,
America, de informar
aVuestra
Vuestra Excelencia
Excelencia que
que mi
mi GobierGobierno entiende
frase "desde
entiende que la frase
"desde los
Estados Unidos"
Unidos" se
se interprelos Estados
interpre-

tara que incluya cualquier y
y todo territorio
territorio que se encuentre
encuentre bajo la
la
jurisdicci6n de
jurisdiccien
de los
los Estados
Estados Unidos.
Unidos.
Sirvase aceptar, Excelencia,
Excelencia, las seguridades
seguridades la mas alta
distinalta y
y distinguida consideraci6n.
consideracion.
V.
D ORD6NEZ
01:nail-Ex
V. D
Su Excelencia
Su
Excelencia
RALPH
RALPH H.
ACKERMAN,
H. ACKERMAN,
Embajador Extraordinario
Extraordinarioy
y Plenipotenciario
Plenipotenciario
Embajador
de los Estados
Estados Unidos
Unidos de America,
America,
Ciudad Trujillo.
Ciudad
Trujillo.

68 STAT.]
63
STAT.]

DOMINICAN REPUBLI-AI
TRANSPORT SERVICES-JULY
DOMINICAN
REPUBLIC- AIR TRANSPORT
SERVICES- JULY 19,199,
19, 1949
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Translation
Translation
DOMINICAN
DOMINIC
AN REPUBLIC
REPUBLIO
DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT OF
OF STATE
STATE
FOR
FOR FOREIGN
FOREIGN RELATIONS
RELATIONS

CIUDAD TRUJILLO,
TRUJILLO,
CIUDAD
DISTRITO
DISTRITO DE
DE SANTO
SANTO DOMINGO,
DOMINGO,
July 19,
July
19, 1949.
1949.

2158
amp

EXCELLENCY:
EXCELLENCY:

IIhave the honor to acknowledge
acknowledge to Your Excellency
Excellency receipt
receipt of
of the
the
courteous note No. 360, dated today, and, with reference
to the
reference to
the dedescription of routes to be operated
operated by United States airlines in para-

graph 1
1of the annex to the air transport
transport agreement signed
signed today
today by
by
the Government
Government of the Dominican
Dominican Republic
of
Republic and the
the Government
Government of
the United States of America, to inform Your Excellency
Excellency that it is
is
Government that the words "from the
the understanding
understanding of my Government
the
United States"
States" shall be construed to include any and all territory
under the jurisdiction of the
the United
States.
United States.
Please accept, Excellency,
Excellency, the assurances of my highest
highest and
and most
most
distinguished consideration.
consideration.
V.
D ORD6REZ
ORD6REZ
V. D

His Excellency
Excellency
RALPH H.
RALPH
H. ACKERMAN,
ACKERMAN,
Ambassador Extraordinary
Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary
Ambassador
Plenipotentiary
of the United States
States of
of America,
Ciudad
Ciudad Trujillo.

A

Ants,
p. 2623.
sU. P.
2
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july 1, 1949
LA. 8.1956]

JTUL1,1949

INTERNATIONAL
AGREEMENTS OTHER
INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS
OTHER THAN
THAN TREATIES
TREATIES

[63 STAT.
STAT.
[63

Agreement between the United States of America and the United King-

dom of Great
Great Britain
Britain and
and Northern
Northern Ireland
respecting allocations
allocations of
Ireland respecting
of
ferrous scrap
scrap for export,
export, amending the agreement
ferrous
80,
agreement of September
September 30,
exchange of notes
1948. Effected by exchange
notes signed at Washington July 1,
1,
1949; entered
entered into
intoforce July 1,
1, 1949.

British Charge
The British
Chargé d'Affaires
GdAffaires to the Secretary
Secretary of
of State
State
Ref. 548/67/49
548/67/49
Ref.

No.
No. 349
349

BRITISH
EMBASSY,
BRITISH EMBASSY,
W
ASHINGTON, D.
C.
WASHINGTON,
D. C.

July 1st,
let, 1949.

SIR,

II have the honour to refer to the Agreement
concluded on
on SeptemSeptemAgreement concluded
62
Pt. 3,
3.
62 Stat..
Stat., Pt.
ber
30th, 1948, between
P..3536.
3M8.
between the Government
Government of the United States of
P
of
America and His Majesty's Government
Government in the United Kingdom
Kingdom on
on
the subject of ferrous
ferrous scrap exports,
exports, and also to discussions which
which have
recently taken place relating to the price of such scrap exported
exported from
Germany under present circumstances.
circumstances.
As a
a result of these discussions, it has been agreed
be
agreed that
that it
it shall
shall be
open to the United States and United Kingdom Military
Governors
Military Governors
to suspend from time to time the provisions relating to the
the price
price of
of
scrap set forth in paragraph
of
Article II
II of
the Agreement
Agreement of
of
paragraph (11)
(11)
of
Article
of
the
62
Stat., Pt.
Pt. 3,
3,
62 Stat.,
September
p. 3600.
September 30th, 1948, if such suspension
is agreed
agreed by
by them
to be
be
p.
3600.
suspension is
them to
necessary
necessary in the interests
interests of accomplishing
accomplishing the
the purposes
purposes of
of the
the
Agreement.
a note from you indicating your Government's
Upon the receipt of a
Government's
confirmation of this change, my Government
consider that
that this
Government will
will consider
this
note and your reply will constitute an Agreement
two
Agreement between our two
Governments,
Governments, effective
effective from the date of your reply.
reply.
II avail myself of this opportunity
opportunity to renew to
the assurance
to you
you the
assurance
of my highest consideration,
consideration,
F
R HosR-MiLAR
FR
IloyER-MuLAR
Charge d'Affaires.
Charge

The Honourable
DEAN
DEAN ACHESON,
ACPESON,
Secretary of State,
Secretary
State,
United States Department
State,
Department of
of State,

Washington,
Washington, D. C.

63
STAT.]
63 STAT.]

UNITED KINGDOM--FERROUS
KINGDOM-FERROUS SCRAP-JULY
UNITED
SCRAP- JULY 1,1949
1, 1949
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The Secretary
Secretary of State to the
the British
British Ambassador
Ambassador
DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT OF STATE
STATE
W
ASHINGTON
WASHINGTON
J
ul I
1949
Jul
1 1949
EXCELLENCY:
EXCELLENCY:

IIhave the honor to acknowledge
acknowledge the
your note
note No.
No. 349
349
the receipt
receipt of
of your
of July 1, 1949 referring
referring to
the Agreement
Agreement concluded
on September
September
to the
concluded on
30, 1948 between the Government
Government of the United
United States
of America
States of
America
and His Majesty's Government
Government in the United Kingdom
Kingdom on
on the
the subject
subject
of ferrous
ferrous scrap exports and also to discussions
discussions which
which have
have recently
recently
taken place relating to the price
of such
scrap exported
from Germany
price of
such scrap
exported from
Germany
under present circumstances.
circumstances.
It is proposed in your note that it
It
shall be
be open
to the
United States
States
it shall
open to
the United
and United Kingdom Military Governors
Governors to
to suspend
suspend from
from time
time to
to
time the provisions relating to the
of scrap
scrap set
in paraparathe price
price of
set forth
forth in
graph 11 of Article II
II of the
the Agreement
Agreement of
of September
September 30,
30, 1948,
1948, if
if
such suspension is agreed
agreed by them
them to
be necessary
necessary in
in the
interests
to be
the interests of
of
accomplishing
accomplishing the purposes
purposes of
of the
Agreement.
the Agreement.
This proposal
acceptable to the
proposal is acceptable
of the
the United
the Government
Government of
United States.
States.
As proposed in your Excellency's
As
Excellency's note, therefore,
therefore, your
note and
and the
the
your note
present reply are regarded as constituting
present
constituting an Agreement
Agreement between
between the
the
two Governments,
Governments, effective
effective on
the date
note.
on the
date of
of this
this note.
Accept, Excellency, the renewed assurances
assurances of
of my
my highest
highest consideraconsideration.
DEAN ACHESON
DEAN
ACHEsoN
Excellency
His Excellency
The Right Honorable
Honorable
Sir OLIVER
OLVER S
SHEWELL
HEWELL FRANKS,
FRANKS, K.C.B.,
K.
C.
B., C.B.E,
C.B.
E,
British Ambassador.
Ambassador.
British

62
Stat., Pt.
3,
62 Stat.,
Pt. 3,
p.3598.
p. 358.

62
Pt. a,
3.
62 Stat.,
Stat.. Pt.
p.3600.
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INTERNATIONAL
OTHER THAN TREATIES
INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS
AGREEMENTS OTHER

March 31,
31, 1949
1949
March
IT. I.
I. A.
S. 1959]
A. S.
1959]

[63
TAT.
[63 S
STAT.

Agreement between the United
United States
States of
America and
and the
the United
United Kingof America
KingGreat Britain
Britain and
and Northern
dom of Great
Northern Ireland
Ireland respecting
the economic
respecting the
economic
fusion of American and
and British
fusion
British zones
Germany,
zones of
of occupation
occupation in
in Germany,
amending and extending the agreement
amending
agreement of
2, 1946,
1946, as
as amended
amended
of December
December 2,
and extended.
extended. Effected by
and
of notes
signed at
by exchange
exchange of
notes signed
at Washington
Washington
Mlarch 31, 1949;
1949; entered
entered into
March
into force
force March
March 31,
1949.
31, 1949.
State to
to the
The Secretary
Secretary of State
British, Ambassador
the British
Ambassador

EXCELLPNCY:
EXCELLENCY:

62 Stat.,
p. 3645.
3645.

61 Stat.,
Stat.,
p.2475.
p. 2475.
Stat.,
61 Stat.,
p.3608.
p.
3608.
62 Stat.,
p.3645.
p.
3645.

Pt. 3,
3,

Pt. 3,

Pt.

3,

Pt. 4.

Pt. 4,

Pt. 3,
Pt.

3,

DEPARTMENT OF
DEPARTMENT
TATE
OF S
STATE
W
ASHINGTON
WASHINGTON
March
March 31,
31, 1949
1949

I have the honor to refer to the discussions
I
discussions which
which have
have taken
place
taken place
between the Government
Government of the
the United
United Kingdom
Kingdom and
Government
and the
the Government
of the United
United States on the subject of
of the
extension of
Agreement
the extension
of the
the Agreement
between the two Governments
Governments concerning
British and
concerning the
the British
and American
American
Zones of Occupation
Occupation in
in Germany.
Germany.
the United
The Government
Government of the
United States
States has
under consideration
has had
had under
consideration
the Government
the obligation assumed by the
of the
States and
Government of
the United
United States
and
the Government of the United Kingdom
the
Kingdom under
(A) of
under paragraph
paragraph (A)
of
the exchange of notes between
between the
two Governments
the two
Governments of
of December
December 31,
31,
1948, to consult together before March
1948,
March 1,
1949 to
terms
1, 1949
to consider
consider the
the terms
and conditions of a
a new Agreement
Agreement for
period.
for aafurther
further period.
At the time of this exchange
exchange of
it was
was hoped
that prior
prior to
to the
of notes,
notes, it
hoped that
the
expiration of the period for which
which the
the Agreement
Agreement was
was extended
extended the
the
new arrangements
arrangements relating
Germany arising
new
relating to Germany
the six-power
arising out
out of
of the
six-power
talks
have matured
talks held
held in London
London last spring would have
and that
it
matured and
that it
would be possible to negotiate
negotiate a
to include
France.
a new
new agreement
agreement to
include France.
Since these arrangements
arrangements have
yet matured,
matured, the
Government of
have not
not yet
the Government
of
the United
the
United States
States believes
believes that under the
the circumstances
circumstances the
the most
pracmost pracan extension
tical arrangement is an
extension for
three month's
period of
for a
a three
month's period
of the
the
present Agreement, as amended
amended by
by the
the change
outlined
below,
with
change outlined below, with the
the
understanding that it
it can be sooner terminated by
understanding
mutual agreement
or
by mutual
agreement or
by the conclusion of aaTrizonal
Trizonal Fusion
change sugsugFusion Agreement.
Agreement. The
The change
gested is that the provisions of
of the
the Fusion
Agreement relating
relating to
to
Fusion Agreement
between the
trade and payments between
and the
the Sterling
Sterling Area
the Bizonal
Bizonal Area
Area and
Area
shall
shall continue
continue in force only until aapayments
payments agreement
agreement between
between the
the
United Kingdom
Bizonal Area
Kingdom and the Bizonal
and in
in effect.
Area is
is concluded
concluded and
effect.
I therefore
I
therefore have the honor to
submit the
the following
proposals for
to submit
following proposals
for
the consideration
consideration of the Government
Government of
of the
the United
United Kingdom:
Kingdom:
(A)
(A) The Fusion Agreement of
of December
December 2,
2, n46,
1946, as
as amended
amended
on December
1947, and
December 17, 1947,
further amended
amended by
by the
exchange
and as
as further
the exchange
of notes of December
1948, shall,
December 31, 1948,
shall, unless
unless sooner
by
sooner terminated
terminated by
mutual
mutual agreement
agreement or by the conclusion
conclusion of
of a
Trizonal Fusion
Fusion AgreeAgreea Trizonal
ment,
ment, be extended to June 30, 1949, except
except that
of
that the
the provisions
provisions of

63
63 STAT.]
STAT.]

UNITED KINGDOMKINGDOM-ZONES
UNITED
ZONES IN GERMANY-MAR.
GERMANY- MAR.31,
31, 1649
1949

paragraph 33of the Agreement signed in Washington
Washington on December
paragraph
December
17,1947,
17,
1947, shall terminate
terminate upon the effective date of a
apayments agreement to be concluded
concluded between
between the Government of
United Kingof the
the United
Kingdom and the Bizonal Area. The two Governments
Governments shall consult
consult
together
together before June 1,
1, 1949 to consider the terms and conditions of
of
aanew agreement
agreement for aafurther
further period if prior to that
Trthat time
time aaTrizonal Fusion Agreement
Agreement has not been concluded.
concluded.
(B)
(B) During the period for which the existing Fusion Agreement
Agreement
is extended,
extended, the Government
Government of the United Kingdom will continue
their contribution of supplies
supplies and services
Germany at
existservices to Germany
at the
the existing basic rate of 1717-/2
/ million pounds per annum (approximately
2
1
(approximately
the equivalent of 70 million dollars).
dollars).
(C)
(C) Separate discussions will take place as to the nature
nature of
of goods
goods
and services to be provided by the Government
Government of
of the
United
the United
Kingdom for the second quarter
Kingdom
quarter of 1949, if
seasonal
if as
as aaresult
result of
of seasonal
it proves impossible or
or other factors it
difficult to
to furnish
supplies
or difficult
furnish supplies
and services
services which, when added to the supplies and
furand services
services furnished for the first quarter of 1949, amount to
precisely one-half
to precisely
one-half
of the quantities of the goods and services
services specified in the Annex
Annex
to the Agreement
Agreement of December
December 17, 1947, amending the Fusion
Fusion
Agreement.
Should these proposals commend themselves
themselves to
to the
the Government
Government of
of

the United Kingdom, I
I have the honor to suggest that this note and
your reply should constitute
constitute an Agreement
two
Agreement between
between our
our two
Governments.
Governments.
Accept, Excellency,
Excellency, the renewed assurances
assurances of my highest consideration.
For the Secretary of
of State:
State:
ROBERT
URPHY
ROBERT M
MURPHY
His Excellency
The Right Honorable
Honorable
Sir OLIVER
OLIVER SHEWELL
SHEWELr, FRANKS,
FRANKS,
Sir
British
British Ambassador.
Ambassador.

The British
British, Ambassador
Ambassador to the
Secretary of
of State
State
the Secretary
BRITISH EMBASSY,
BRITISH
EMBASSY,

Bet. 39/27/49
Bet
39/27/49
NO.
No. 135
185

.-

W
ASHINGTON, D.
D. C.
WASHINOTON,
C.
March
March 31st,
31st, 1949.
1949.

SIR,

I have the honour to acknowledge
acknowledge the receipt of your note of
I
of today's
today's
date, the terms of which are as follows: -—
"I have the honor to refer to the discussions which have taken
"I
taken
place between
Government of the United Kingdom and the
between the Government
Government
Government of the United States on the subject of the extension
extension
Agreement between
Governments concering
of the Agreement
between the two Governments
concering the
British and American Zones of
of Occupation
Occupation in
Germany.
in Germany.
81939--52--PT. m-22
81.939-52—PT.
n22

2631
61
Stat., Pt.
Pt. 4,
4,
61 Stat.,
p.3610.
p.
3610.

U.K.
U.K. contribution
contribution
of supplies and servservices.
ices.

61 Stat.,
p.3617.
p. 367.

Pt. 4,
4.
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61 Stat.,
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Stat., Pt. 4,
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p. 3608.
3608.
p.
62
3,
62 Stat.,
Stat., Pt. 3,
p.
3645.
p. 3645.

61 Stat.,
Stat.,
p. 3610.

Pt.
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4,
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"The Government
Government of the United States has had under
under considerconsideration the obligation assumed by the Government
Government of the
the United
United
States and the Government
Government of the United Kingdom
under paraparaKingdom under
graph
exchange of notes between
graph (A)
(A) of the exchange
between the two
two Governments
Governments
of December 31, 1948, to consult together
together before March
March 1,
1949 to
to
1, 1949
consider
consider the terms and conditions
conditions of a
a
further
a new Agreement
Agreement for
for a further
period.
"At the time of this exchange
exchange of notes, it was hoped that prior
prior
to the expiration of the period for which the
exthe Agreement
Agreement was
was extended the new arrangements
arrangements relating to Germany arising out of
of
the six-power talks held in London last spring
spring would have
matured
have matured
and that it would be possible to negotiate
to innegotiate aa new
new agreement
agreement to
include France.
Since
these arrangements
arrangements have not yet matured,
France.
matured, the
Government of the United States believes that under
under the
the circumcircumstances the most practical
practical arrangement
arrangement is an extension for a
a three
three
months' period of the present Agreement,
months'
Agreement, as amended by the change
outlined below, with the understanding
understanding that it can be sooner
sooner terterminated
minated by mutual agreement or by the conclusion
conclusion of a
Trizonal
a Trizonal
Fusion Agreement. The change suggested
suggested is that
that the provisions
provisions of
of
the Fusion Agreement relating to trade and payments
between the
payments between
the
Bizonal Area and the Sterling Area shall continue in force only
only
until aapayments agreement between the
Kingdom and
the
the United Kingdom
and the
Bizonal Area is concluded and
and in effect.
"I therefore
"I
therefore have the honor to submit the
the following
following proposals
proposals for
for
consideration of the Government
the consideration
Government of the United
United Kingdom:
Kingdom: —
(A) The Fusion Agreement
Agreement of December
December 2, 1946, as amended
amended
on December
December 17, 1947, and as further
further amended
amended by the exchange
of notes of December
December 31, 1948, shall, unless sooner terminated
terminated by
by
mutual
agreement or by the conclusion
mutual agreement
conclusion of
Fusion
of a
a Trizonal
Trizonal Fusion
Agreement,
extended to June 30, 1949, except that
Agreement, be extended
the provithat the
provisions of paragraph
3
of
the
Agreement
signed
in Washington
Washington on
paragraph 3
Agreement
on
December 17, 1947, shall terminate
terminate upon the effective date
date of
of a
a
payments agreement
agreement to be concluded between
the Government
of
between the
Government of
the United Kingdom and the Bizonal Area. The
The two
two GovernGovernments shall consult together before June
June 1,
1, 1949
1949 to
to consider
consider the
the
terms and conditions of aanew agreement
agreement for a
afurther
if
further period
period if
prior to that time aa Trizonal Fusion Agreement
Agreement has not been
been
concluded.
(B) During the period for which the existing Fusion AgreeAgreement is extended,
Government of the United
extended, the Government
United Kingdom
Kingdom will
will
continue
continue their contribution
contribution of supplies and services
Germany
services to Germany
at the existing basic rate of 17-y
per annum
annum
17-y 22 million pounds
pounds per
(approximately the equivalent of 70 million dollars).
(approximately
dollars).
(C)
Separate discussions
discussions will take place as
(C) Separate
as to the nature of
of
goods and services to be provided by the Government
Government of
of the
the
United Kingdom for the second quarter
quarter of
1949, if
if as
of
of 1949,
as aaresult
result of
seasonal
it proves impossible or difficult to furseasonal or other factors
factors it
furnish supplies and services which,
which, when added to the supplies
supplies and
and
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services furnished for the first quarter of 1949, amount
amount to
preto precisely one-half
one-half of the quantities of the goods and
and services
services specispecified in the annex to the Agreement
Agreement of December 17,
1947, amend17,1947,
amending the Fusion Agreement.
Agreement.
"Should these proposals commend themselves to
Government
to the
the Government
of the United Kingdom, I
I have the honor to suggest
suggest that
that this
this note
note
and your reply should constitute an Agreement
Agreement between
between our
our two
Governments."
Governments."
In reply, IIhave the honour to inform
inform you that His Majesty's GovGovernment in the United Kingdom accept the proposals
forth in
in
proposals set
set forth
your note and, in accordance
accordance with the suggestion contained
contained therein,
therein,
your note and this reply shall be regarded
an AgreeAgreeregarded as constituting an
ment between our two Governments
Governments in
matter.
in this
this matter.
II avail myself of this opportunity to
to renew
renew to
to you
you the
the assurance
assurance
of my highest consideration,
consideration,

The Honourable
Honourable
ACHESON,
DEAN ACHEsoN,

Secretary
Secretary of State,
State,
UnitedStates
StatesDepartment
United
Department of State,
Washington,
Washington,D. C.
0.

OLIVEw
OLIvER

FRAIncs
FwBANS
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Agreement between the United
United States of America and
and Peru
Peru respecting
respecting a
a
cooperative
of anthropological
anthropological research
investigation in
cooperative program
program of
research and investigation
Peru,
superseding the agreement
agreement of March
Peru, superseding
March 9
August 4,
1944.
9 and
and August
4, 1944.
Effected by exchange of notes signed at
Lima March
March 17
1949;
at Lima
17 and
and 25,
25, 1949;
entered
March 25,
entered into force March
25, 1949,
retroactively from
July 1,
I,
1949, operative
operative retroactively
from July
1948.

The American Ambassador
Ambassador to
to the
Minister of
Affairs
the Peruvian
Peruvian Minister
of Foreign
ForeignAffairs

58
Stat. 1518.
68 stat.
518.

AMERICAN
AMERICAN EMBASSY,
EMBASSY,
No.
No. 233
Lima,
233
Lima, March
March 17,
17, 1949
1949
EXCELLENCY:
EXCELLENCY:
I have the honor to refer
refer to
I
to the
the United
United
the agreement
agreement between
between the
States of America
and Perd
America and
Peril regarding
anthropological research
regarding anthropological
research and
and
investigation which was effected
exchange of
effected by exchange
of notes
notes signed
at Lima
signed at
Lima
on March
March 99 and
and August
of which
on
August 4,
4, 1944 and under the provisions
provisions of
which
work was begun in Peril
Peri in 1944.
1944. I
refer also
request of
the
I refer
also to
to the
the request
of the
Ministry of Education
of the
the Government
Education of
of Peril
that the
GovernGovernment of
Peri that
the Government of the United
continue to
United States of America
America continue
available the
to make
make available
the
services of one or more social anthropologists
anthropologists to
to assist
assist in
furthering
in furthering
the development of
of social
Peril.
social sciences
sciences in
in Perd.
Pursuant to that request,
request, IIhave the
the honor
honor to
to state,
the instance
instance
state, at
at the
of my Government, that the
the Institute
Institute of
Social Anthropology
of Social
Anthropology of
of the
the
Smithsonian Institution
is prepared
Institution is
prepared to
cooperate with
with the
to cooperate
the appropriate
appropriate
Peruvian authorities
conduct of
Peruvian
authorities in the continued
continued conduct
of anthropological
anthropological
research and investigation in
in Peril
in accordance
with the
Perd in
accordance with
the following
following
and procedures:
principles and
procedures:

1. General Provisions. The Government
1.
Government of
of the
United States
the United
States of
of
America, desiring
desiring to cooperate
cooperate with
with the
the Government
of Peril
in this
this
Government of
Peri in
undertaking,
undertaking, agrees,
agrees, subject
subject to
its own
own personnel
requirements, to
to
to its
personnel requirements,
make available
available to the Government
Government of
Peril the
the services
services of
one
or
of Perl
of one or
more social anthropologists
anthropologists of the Institute
Social Anthropology
Institute of
of Social
Anthropology
of the Smithsonian Institution. American
American personnel
personnel detailed
detailed under
under
the provisions
provisions of this agreement
agreement will
will be
be stationed
in Lima
Lima to
stationed in
to cooperate
cooperate
with the personnel of the Instituto de
with
Estudios Etnol6gicos
Etnologicos of
de Estudios
of the
the
Museo
a dependency
Museo de la Cultura Peruana, a
of the
the Ministry
Ministry of
of Educadependency of
Education.
tion.
It shall be the general objective
the program
It
objective of the
program —
(a) To provide university
university and field training for
for students
students in
social
in social
anthropology
and in
in the
anthropology in particular, and
social sciences
sciences in
in general,
the social
general, which
which
will serve to equip the trainees
will
trainees for teaching, research,
research, and
and administraadministrative positions in Perd
a need therefor
therefor has
tive
Peril when a
has been
been expressed
expressed by
by the
the
appropriate Peruvian
Peruvian authorities.
appropriate
authorities.
(b)
coordinating the efforts of
of collaborating
(b) To assist in coordinating
collaborating scientists
scientists
of
Perd in
of the United States of America
America and Peril
in conducting
conducting long-range
long-range
social science
science studies in selected areas to be chosen
chosen by
social
by joint
joint agreement
agreement
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It is understood that cooperation
of all cooperating
cooperating parties. It
cooperation in field
field
institutions not
work on the part of collaborating
collaborating scientists and institutions
not
covered by this Agreement
Agreement will be solicited as the necessity for
specialized research is indicated.
specialized
(c) To further additionally
development of anthropological
additionally the development
anthropological and
Peru when the occasion arises, and in the
other social sciences
sciences in Peril
manner best suited to the situation.
(d) To publish research findings under such auspices
auspices and in such
such
forms and languages
languages as in the opinion of the cooperating parties will
render them most useful.
render
2. Specific Undertakings
Undertakings on the Part of the Government of the
United States of America. Subject to the availability
availability of appropriated funds the Government
Government of the United States of America, through
the Smithsonian Institution, agrees -—
(a) To continue
continue to detail one social anthropologiest to the Ministry of Education of the Government of Peril,
Perd, with the understanding
understanding
that he will be stationed in Lima, to cooperate with the personnel of
Instituto de Estudios Etnologicos
the Institut°
Etnoldgicos of the Museo de la Cultura
Peruana;
Peruana;
international travel,
(b) To pay the salary, living allowances,
allowances, international
travel within Peril,
expenses of the social anthropologist
Perd, and field expenses
anthropologist
referred
referred to in paragraph
paragraph (a) above.
(c) To publish such portion of the results of the cooperative
cooperative field
field
work undertaken
undertaken in accordance
present agreement
accordance with the present
agreement as may
cooperating parties;
parties;
be to the mutual satisfaction of all cooperating
(d) To give fullest consideration
consideration to any request of the Government
Government
of Peril
Perd for the detail under the present agreement of additional
additional social
their services become apparent, the
scientists, should the need for their
financial arrangements
such detail
set forth
financial
arrangements for any such
detail to
to be
be set
forth in
in aasubsesubseexchange of notes between the two Governments;
quent exchange
Governments; and
(e) To provide the Government
Government of Perd,
Peril, through the American
American
professional data concerning
Embassy in Lima, with biographical
biographical and professional
each social scientist proposed for the detail.
detail. The assignment
each
assignment of each
social scientist shall be effected on the basis of his acceptability to the
the
Government of Peri.
Government
Peril.
3. Specific
Specific Undertakings
Undertakings on the
the Part
Part of
of the
the Government
Government of
of Peril.
Perd.
availability of appropriated funds the Government
Government of
Subject to the availability
Peril,
Perd, through the Ministry of Education, agrees -—
(a)
To provide
in Lima
Lima at
at the
Institut° de
de Estudios
Estudios Etnol6gicos
Etnologicos
(a) To
provide in
the Instituto
the necessary
necessary headquarters
headquarters for training and research,
research, including adelaboratories, books, classrooms,
classrooms, and
quate office space, laboratories,
and other
other teaching
facilities;
facilities;
(b) To
To pay
pay all the
the research expenses of Peruvian
Peruvian students
students and
and
professors
agreement,
professors during
during that part
part of
of each year which, by
by mutual agreement,
shall be devoted to field studies;
studies;
portion of
(c) To publish
publish such
such portion
of the results
results of the cooperative
cooperative field
field
work undertaken
in accordance
the present
present agreement
agreement as
may
undertaken in
accordance with
with the
as may
be to the mutual satisfaction of all cooperating
cooperating parties;
(d)
(d) To grant
grant free entry for
for the
the necessary
necessary professional
professional material and
and
equipment for the use of the scientists
scientists of the
Institution;
equipment
the Smithsonian
Smithsonian Institution;
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(e) To grant free entry, in accordance
limitations set
set for
for
accordance with
with the
the limitations
First Secretaries
accredited to
to the
the GovernSecretaries in the Diplomatic
Diplomatic Corps
Corps accredited
Government of Peril,
effects of
members of
of the
Smithsonian
Perd, for
for personal effects
of the members
the Smithsonian
Institution assigned to carry on ethnological
Institution
ethnological studies
studies in
any
in Peril,
Perd, any
customs duties in excess of those limitations to be paid by the respective members;
members;
(f) To grant exemption from all Peruvian
Peruvian taxes on
salaries or
on salaries
or
personal property of the American scientists detailed under
the
under the
agreement.
present agreement.
4. Revisions. The present agreement
be revised,
agreement may
may be
revised, amended,
amended,
or changed in whole or in part with the approval
approval of
both
of both Governments,
Governments,
as indicated and effected by an exchange of notes between the
the two
two
Governments.
Governments.
5. Term. The present agreement shall remain in effect until June
30, 1953 and may be continued in force for additional periods by
written agreement
agreement to that effect by the two Governments,
written
Governments, but
but either
either
Government
Government may terminate
terminate the present agreement
agreement by giving
to the
giving to
the
other Government notice in writing
wiiting ninety days in advance. If the
congress
congress of either country should fail to make available
available the funds
necessary
necessary for the execution of the present agreement,
Governagreement, either
either Government may terminate
terminate the present agreement
by
giving
to
the
agreement by giving to the other
other
Government
Government notice in writing sixty days in advance.
advance.
The present Agreement, upon its entry into force, shall supersede
the agreement
agreement between
between the United States of America
America and
and Peril
Perd reregarding anthropological
anthropological research and investigation
investigation which was effected
effected
by exchange of notes signed in Lima on March 99and August 4, 1944.
1944.

Upon the receipt of aa note from Your Excellency
Excellency indicating
that
indicating that
the foregoing principles and procedures
procedures are acceptable
acceptable to
to the
the GovernGovernment ofPerti,
of.Perd, the Government of the United States of America
America will
consider that this note and your reply constitute an agreement
between
agreement between
the two
Governments on this subject, which shall
two:Governments
shall be
be considered
considered in
in
force from
from July
July 1,
1948.
force
1, 1948.
Accept, Excellency, the
Accept,
the renewed
renewed assurances
assurances of
of my
my highest
highest considconsideration.
eration.
TITTMANN
HAROLD H.
H.TITTMANN
His Excellency
Excellency
Contralmirante
Contralmirante FEDERICO
FEDERICO DfAz
DfAZ DULANTO,
DULANTO,
Minister
Foreign Affairs
Minister of Foreign
Lima.
Lima.

Ambassador
Ambassador

The'Peruvian
ForeignAffairs to the American Ambassador
The" Peruvian Minister
Minister of Foreign
Ambassador
MINISTERIO
MINISTERIO DE
DE RELACIONEB
RELACIONES
EXTERIORES Y
YCULTO
CULT°
EXTERIOREB

N. 6-3/49
N-3/49

LauA, 25
26 de marzo
marzo de 1949
LIMA,
SEROR EMBAJADOR:
SEROR
EMBAJADOR:
Tengo
Tengo a
a honra
referirme al
al Convenio
entre los
Estados Unidos
de
honra referirme
Convenio entre
los Estados
Unidos de
America
Peril sabre
investigaciones Antropol6gicas,
Antropolegicas, que
quo
America y
y el
el Peri
sobre estudios
estudios e
e investigaciones
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se
notas firmadas en Lima el 9
9 de marzo
se realiz6
realiz6 por cambio
cambio de notes
marzo y
yel
el 4
4 de
de
agosto de 1944 y
y aala nota de Vuestra Excelencia No
17 de
de
N° 233,
233, de
de 17
marzo dltimo,
pr6rroga del Convenio en
marzo
illtinio, que se refiere a
ala prorroga
en mencion.
menci6n.
En respuesta, me es grato expresarle
expresarle que mi Gobierno
gusGobierno acepta
acepta gustoso, de conformidad con los principios y
y procedimientos
procedimientos que
quo a
a concontinuaci6n
propuesta que Vuestra
tinuacion se anotan, la propuesta
Vuestra Excelencia
en
Excelencia formula
formula en
su
su Ultima
dltima nota.
nota.
1. —
- Disposiciones
Generales. El Gobierno
Gobierno de los
Disposiciones Generales.
Estados Unidos
los Estados
Unidos
de America, deseando
cooperar con el Gobierno
Perd en esta emdeseando cooperar
Gobierno del Peril
empresa, accede, sejeto a
a las necesidades de su propio personal,
personal, a
a properproporPerd los servicios
cionar al Gobierno del Peril
servicios de
de uno
omasantropologos
antropologos
uno o,
sociales
Instituci6n Smithoniana.
sociales de la Institucion
personal American°
Smithoniana. El
El personal
Americano
detallado
disposiciones de este acuerdo
detallado en estas
esta,s disposiciones
acuerdo estara
ester& destacado
destacado en
en
Lima para cooperar con el personal del
del Instituto
Instituto de
de Estudios
Estudios Etno16Etnol6gicos del Museo de la
is Cultura Peruana,
Peruana, una dependencia
del Ministerio
Ministerio
dependencia del
de Educacion
Educaci6n Pablica.
Pdblica.
El objetivo general del programa
programs sera,:
sera:
a) Proveer
Proveer a
alos estudiantes
estudiantes de un campo de
de entrenamiento
entrenamiento univeruniversitario y practico
practico de antropologia
antropologf a social
en particular,
y éh
social en
particular, y
en ciencias
ciencias
sociales en general, que les
los sirva para
para. capacitar
los entrenados
para
capacitar a
a los
entrenados para
la
investigaci6n, y
y para
is ensefianza,
ensefianza, investigacion,
para ocupar
administrativas
ocupar posiciones
posiciones administrativas
Perd cunado ello sea necesario
en el Peril
sea manifestado
necesario y
y asi
asi sea
manifestado por
por las
las
autoridades
autoridades peruanas
peruanas competentes.
competentes.
b) Para colaborar en is
la coordinaci6n
coordinacion de
los esfuerzos
esfuerzos de
de los
ciende los
los cientificos de los Estados Unidos de America
y del
America y
Peril que
del Peri
que llevan
llevan a
a cabo
cabo
estudios sociales avanzados
avanzados en las areas
areas seleccionadas
seleccionadas previamente
previamente
mediante un acuerdo conjunto de las partes
cooperantes. Queda
partes cooperantes.
Queda
entendido que la
entendido
la cooperacion
para trabajos
trabajos de
ciencooperaci6n para
de parte
parte de
de los
los ciene instituciones
tificos e
instituciones que colaboran
colaboran y
y que
comprendidas
que no
no estan
estfn comprendidas
en este Acuerdo, sera solicitada cuando
se indique
indique la
la necesidad
necesidad de
cuando se
de
investigaciones especiafizadas.
estas investigaciones
especializadas.
c)
Ampliar ademas
c) Ampliar
admits el
desarrollo de
ciencias antropologicas
el desarrollo
de las
las ciencias
antropol6gicas y
y
sociales en el Perd,
Peru, cuando la
is ocacion
se presente,
y en
forma mas
mils
ocaci6n se
presente, y
en la
la forma
conveniente
situaci6n.
conveniente a
a la
la situaci6n.
d) Publicar
Publicar los resultados obtenidos
y en
en la
is
obtenidos en
en las
las investigaciones
investigaciones y
e idioms
idioma que en opini6n de
forma e
de las
las partes
partes cooperantes
cooperantes sea
sea mas
mas
provechosa.
'
provechosa.
2.Trabajos especlficos
2. —Trabajos
especificos por
del Gobierno
Gobierno de
de los
por parte
parte del
los Estados
Estados
Unidos de America. Con sujecifin
sujeci6n a
a is
la disponibilidad
disponibilidad de
de los
los condos
fondos
apropiados, el
apropiados,
Estados Unidos
Unidos de
el Gobierno
Gobierno de
de los
los Estados
de America,
America, a
a traves
traves
del
conviene:
del Institut°
Instituto Smithoniano,
Smithoniano, conviene:
a) Seguir destacando
destacando un Antropol6go
Antropol6go Social
Social al
Ministerio de
al Ministerio
de
Educaci6n Pdblica del Gobierno del
Educacion
Peru, bajo
is condicion
de que
del Perd,
bajo la
condici6n de
que
trabajarA en Lima aafin
trabajara
cooperar con
el personal
de
fin de cooperar
con el
personal del
del Institut°
Instituto de
Estudios
Estudios Etnol6gicos
Etnologicos del
is Cultura
Peruana;
del Museo
Museo de
de la
Cultura Peruana;
b)
sueldo, asignaci6n
asignacion pars
gastos, viajes
viajes internacionales,
b) Pagar
Pagar el
el sueldo,
para gastos,
internacionales,
viajes dentro
dentro del
del Peru,
y gastos
gastos en
los trabajos
Peri, y
en los
trabajos pricticos
practicos efectuados
efectuados
en
carapo pars
el antropologo
social, al
refeTencia en
en el campo
para el
antrop61ogo social,
al cm&
cual se
se hace
hace referencia
en
el parrafo
parrafo (a) arriba
mencionado.
arriba mencionado.
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Publicar aquella
c) Pubhear
aquella parte de los resultados
resultados de
los trabajos
trabajos practicos
de los
prActicos

levados
cooperaci6n, de
de conformidad
llevados aacabo en cooperaci6n,
conformidad con
el presente
Concon el
presente Con-

y con la mutua satisfacci6n
venio, y
satisfaccion de las partes cooperantes.
cooperantes.
d) Dar plena atenci6n
a cualquiera
atencion a
cualquiera solicitud del Gobierno
Gobierno del
del Perd,
Peru,
destacar cientificos sociales adicionales,
en el sentido de destacar
de
acuerdo
adicionales, de acuerdo
con el presente convenio, en el caso de
que la
necesidad de
de dichos
dichos
de que
la necesidad
servicios fuere inanifiesta,
manifiesta, los arreglos financieros
financieros para dicho destaque,
seran convenidos
intercambio posterior de
serail
convenidos en un intercambio
de notas
entre los
notas entre
los dos
dos
Gobiernos; y
y
Gobiernos;
e) Proporcionar
Proporcionar al Gobierno del Perd, a
de la
a traves
traves de
la Embajada
Embajada
Americana en Lima, los datos biograficos
Americana
biograficos y
y profesionales
profesionales relativos
relativos aa
cada uno de los cientificos
cientificos sociales
sociales que hayan sido
sido propuestos
propuestos para
para
ser de,stacados.
destacados. La asignacidn
asignaci6n de cada
de
los
cientificos
cada uno
uno de los cientificos sociales
sociales
sera hecho sobre la base de su aceptabilidad
aceptabilidad por
por el
el Gobierno
Gobierno del
del Peru.
Pent
3.-—Trabajos
por parte del Gobierno
3.
Trabajos especfficos
especfficos per
Gobierno del Pent
Peri. Con
Con
sujeci6n
sujecion a
a la disponibilidad
disponibilidad de fondos apropiados,
apropiados, el
el Gobierno
Gobierno del
del
Peru, a
a tray&
trav6s del Ministerio
Ministerio de
Conviene:
de Educacion
Educaci6n Pdblica,
Pdblica, Conviene:
a) Proporcionar
Proporcionar en Lima en el Instituto
Instituto de
Etnologicos,
de Estudios
Estudios Etnol6gicos,
las oficinas necesarias
necesarias para entrenamiento
entrenanaiento eeinvestigacidn,
incluyendo
investigaci6n, incluyendo
espacio
espacio adecuado para oficinas, laboratorios,
laboratorios, libros,
libros, aulas
aulas y
y otras
otras
facilidades
facilidades de ensetianza.
ensenanza.
b) Pagar todos los gastos de investigaci6n
investigacion de los estudiantes
estudiantes y
y
profesores
profe,sores peruanos
peruanos durante la parte del afo
an que,
que, por
por mutuo
mutuo acuerdo,
acuerdo,
se dedique
dedique a
alos estudios practicos.
c) Publicar aquella
aquella parte de los resultados
resultados obtenidos
obtenidos del
del trabajo
trabajo
cooperativo
emprendido
de
acuerdo
con el presente
cooperativo emprendido
present° acuerdo
acuerdo que
que sea
sea
de mutuo agrado
agrado de las partes cooperantes;
cooperantes;
d) Conceder
Conceder entrada libre de derechos
derechos al
material profesional
al material
profesional
necesario yy equipo para el uso de los cientificos de
necesario
la Instituci6n
Institucion
de la
Smithsoniana;
Smithsoniana;
e) Conceder
Conceder entrada
entrada libre de derechos,
derechos, de
de acuerdo
con las
limitaacuerdo con
las limitaciones impuestas a
a los Primeros
Secretarios
Prim eros
del Cuerpo
Cuerpo Diplomatic°
Diplomatico
acreditados ante el Gobierno del Perd,
Peri, para los efectos
acreditados
de
efectos personales
personales de
los miembros de la Instituci6n Smithoniana
designados para
para llevar
llevar a
Smithoniana designados
a
cabo estudios etnol6gicos
etnol6gicos en el Perd, cualquier
cualquier derecho
aduanero que
derecho aduanero
que
exceda aaesas limitaciones
limitaciones debera ser pagado
pagado por
dichos miembros;
rniembros;
por dichos
f) Exonerar los impuestos peruanos a
a los
los salarios
salaries o
o propiedades
propiedades
personales,
personales, detallados en el presente
presente acuerdo,
acuerdo, de
los
hombres
de los hombres de
de
ciencia Americanos:
4.- Revisiones.
Revisiones. -—El presente
4.—
presente acuerdo
acuerdo puede
puede ser
revisado, enmenser revisado,
enmencambiado en todo oo en parte con
dado, o
o cambiado
la
aprobacion
ambos
con la aprobaci6n de
de ambos
Gobiernos corn
cor se indic6 y
Gobiernos
y efectuada
un
intercambio
de
notas
efectuada por
por un intercambio de notas
entre los dos Gobiernos.
5.5.— Plazo de duraci6n.
duracion. -—El presente acuerdo continuara
continuara en
en vigencia
vigencia
hasta el 30 de junio de 1953 y
y podra continuar en
vigor
per
en vigor por periodos
periodos
adicionales
adicionales por un acuerdo escrito con ese
fin por
por los
Gobiernos, pero
ese fin
los Gobiernos,
pero
cualquiera
Gobiernos puede cancelar
cualquiera de los dos Gobiernos
el
presente
cancelar el presente acuerdo
acuerdo
dando un aviso por escrito con noventa
daaado
noventa dias
di as de
de anticipaci6n.
Si el
anticipaci6n. Si
el
Congreso de cualquiera
cualquiera de los dos pafses
no concediera
los
fondos
paises no
concediera los fondos
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necesarios para
la ejecuci6n
ejecuci6n del presente
necesarios
para la
presente acuerdo, cualquiera
cualquiera de
de los
los
dos
presente acuerdo
dos Gobiernos
Gobiernos puede dar por terminado el presente
acuerdo dandole
dandole
al otro
un aviso por escrito
al
otro Gobierno
Gobierno un
escrito con sesenta dias
(Has de anticipaci6n.
anticipaci6n.
El
presente
Acuerdo,
El presente
cuando entre en vigor derogara
derogara el
el acuerdo
acuerdo
entre
los Estados Unidos de America y
entre los
y el Perd
concerniente a
a los
los
Perd concerniente
estudios eeinvestigaciones
investigaciones antropologicas
antropol6gicas que se
estudios
se celebr6
celebr6 mediante
media,nte un
un
intercambio de
de notas
notas firmadas en Lima el 9
9 de marzo y
intercambio
agosto de
y 44de
de agosto
de
1944.
1944.
Aprovecho
oportunidad para reiterarle,
Aprovecho de la presente oportunidad
reiterarle, sefior
sefior EmbaEmbajador, los sentimientos
sentirnientos de mi
alta y
y distinguida
consideracien.
mi =is
mas alta
distinguida consideraci6n.
FDCO. DIAZ
DIAZ DULANTO
FDCO.
DULANTO
Federico
Federico Diaz
Diaz Dulanto
Dulanto

Al Excelentisimo
Excelentisimo sefior HAROLD
TrrrmAN Jr.
Jr.
HAROLD TITTMAN
Embajador
Embajador Extraordinario
ExtraordinarioyyPlenipotenciario
Plenipotenciario
de los Estados
Unidos de
America.
Estados Unidos
de America.
Oiudad.
Ciudad.
Translation
Translation
MINISTRY
FOREIGN AFFAIRS
MINISTRY OF
OF FOREIGN
AFFAIRS
AND
AND WORSHIP
WORSHIP

No.-/6-3/49
s

No.

LIMA, March
25, 1949
March 25,
1949

M
R. AMBASSADOR:
MR.
AMBASSADOR:

I have
have the
the honor to refer to the agreement
agreement between
I
the United
United
between the
and Peru
States of America
America and
Peru regarding
regarding anthropological
anthropological research
research
and investigation
investigation which was effected
and
effected by exchange
exchange of
of notes
notes signed
signed at
at
Lima on March 9
9 and August
to Your
August 4, 1944,
1944, and to
note
Your Excellency's
Excellency's note
No. 233 of March 17 last, which refers to the extension
extension of
of the
aforesaid
the aforesaid
agreement.
In reply IIam pleased to inform you
that my
Government accepts
you that
my Government
accepts
with pleasure the proposal
proposal made
made by
Your Excellency
Excellency in
in his
his latest
latest
by Your
note, in accordance
accordance with the following principles
and procedures:
principles and
procedures:
1.
Government of
1. General
General Provisions. The Government
the United
of the
United States
States
of America, desiring
cooperate with
desiring to cooperate
with the
the Government
Peru in
in
Government of
of Peru
this undertaking, agrees, subject to its own
personnel requirements,
requirements, to
own personnel
to
make available to the
Peru the
the services
of one
more
the Government
Government of
of Peru
services of
one or
or more
anthropologists of the Smithsonian
social anthropologists
Smithsonian Institution.
Institution. American
American
personnel detailed under the provisions
provisions of
of this
agreement will
this agreement
will be
be
stationed
stationed in Lima to cooperate with the
personnel of
the Institute
Institut° de
the personnel
of the
de
Estudios Etnol6gicos
Etnologicos of the
la Cultura
Cultura Peruana,
Peruana, a
dependthe Museo
Museo de
de la
a dependthe Ministry
ency of the
Ministry of
of Public
Public Education.
Education.
The general objective of the program
program shall
shall be:
be:
(a) To provide university
university and
and field
field training
for students
in social
social
training for
students in
anthropology in particular,
anthropology
particular, and in
social sciences
sciences in
general,
which
in the
the social
in general, which
will serve to equip the trainees for teaching,
administeaching, research,
research, and
and administrative positions in Peru
when a
therefor has
been expressed
Peru when
a need
need therefor
has been
expressed by
by
the appropriate
appropriate Peruvian
Peruvian authorities.
authorities.
(b) To assist in coordinating the efforts
efforts of
scientists of
of the
United
of scientists
the United
States of America
America and Peru in
in conducting
long-range social
studies in
in
conducting long-range
social studies
selected areas to be chosen by
joint agreement
cooperating
by joint
agreement of
of the
the cooperating
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parties. It
It is understood
understood that cooperation
field work
work on
the part
part
cooperation in
in field
on the
of collaborating
collaborating scientists and institutions not
not covered
by
this
Agreecovered by this Agreement will be solicited as the necessity for specialized
research is
is
specialized research
indicated.
(c) To further additionally the development
of anthropological
anthropological and
and
development of
social sciences
sciences in Peru when the occasion arises,
and
in
the
manner
arises, and in the manner
best suited
suited to the situation.
situation.
(d) To publish research
research findings under such auspices
such
auspices and
and in
in such
forms and languages as in the opinion of the cooperating
cooperating parties
parties
will render them most useful.
2. Specific
2.
Specific Undertakings
Undertakings on the Part of
of the
the Government
Government of
of the
the
United States of America. Subject to the availability
availability of appropriated
appropriated
funds, the Government
Government of the United States of America, through the
Smithsonian Institution, agrees:
(a) To continue to detail one social anthropologist
anthropologist to the
the Ministry
Ministry
of Public Education of the Government
Government of Peru, with
with the underunderstanding that he will be stationed in Lima, to
cooperate with
with the
the
to cooperate
personnel of the Institut°
the Museo
Museo de
de la
la
Instituto de Estudios Etnologicos
Etnol6gicos of
of the
Cultura Peruana;
Peruana;
(b) To pay the salary, living allowances,
allowances, international
travel, travel
travel
international travel,
anthropologist referred
within Peru, and field expenses of the social anthropologist
referred
to in paragraph
paragraph (a) above;
above;
(c) To publish such portion of the results of the cooperative
field
cooperative field
accordance with the present agreement
work undertaken
undertaken in accordance
agreement as may
may be
to the mutual satisfaction of
cooperating parties;
of the cooperating
parties;
(d) To give full consideration
(d)
consideration to
to any
of the
any request
request of
the Government
Government of
of
Peru for the detail under
agreement of
of additional
additional social
social
under the
the present
present agreement
scientists, should the need for their services
apparent, the
services become
become apparent,
the
financial
arrangements for any such detail to be set
financial arrangements
in a
asubseset forth in
subsequent exchange of notes between the two
Governments; and
and
two Governments;
(e) To provide the Government
Government of Peru,
American
Peru, through
through the
the American
Embassy
Embassy in Lima, with biographical
biographical and professional
professional data concerning
concerning
each social scientist proposed for the
the detail.
assignment of
of each
detail. The
The assignment
each
social scientist shall be effected
effected on the basis of his acceptability
to the
acceptability to
the
Government of Peru.
Peru.
3. Specific Undertakings on the Part of the Government
Government of Peru.
Peru.
Subject to the availability of appropriated
of
appropriated funds, the Government
Government of
Peru, through the Ministry of Public Education, agrees:
(a) To provide in Lima at the Instituto
Instituto de Estudios Etnoldgicos
Etnol6gicos the
headquarters for training
necessary headquarters
training and research,
adequate
research, including
including adequate
office space, laboratories,
laboratories, books, classrooms, and
other teaching
teaching
and other
facilities;
facilities;
(b) To pay all the research
research expenses
expenses of Peruvian
and
Peruvian students
students and
professors during that part of the year which,
mutual agreement,
agreement,
which, by
by mutual
shall be devoted to
to field
field studies;
studies;
(c) To publish such portion of the cooperative
cooperative field work
work underundertaken in accordance
accordance with the present agreement
agreement as may
may be
to the
be to
the
mutual satisfaction of the cooperating
parties;
cooperating parties;
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(d) To
To grant
grant free entry for the necessary
professional material and
(d)
necessary professional
and
equipment for the use of the scientists of the
Smithsonian Institution;
the Smithsonian
Institution;
(e)
accordance with the limitations
(e) To grant free entry, in accordance
limitations set
for
set for
First Secretaries
Secretaries in the Diplomatic Corps
Corps accredited
accredited to
to the
Governthe Government of Peru, for personal effects of the members
members of the Smithsonian
Smithsonian
Institution assigned to carry on ethnological
ethnological studies in Peru,
Peru, any
customs duties in excess
excess of
of those
those limitations
limitations to
be paid
by the
respecto be
paid by
the respective
members;
tive members;
(f) To grant exemption from all Peruvian
(f)
Peruvian taxes
taxes on
on salaries
salaries or
or
personal
personal property of the American
American scientists detailed
detailed under
under the
present
the present
agreement.
agreement.
4. Revisions. The present agreement
agreement may
be reyised,
may be
revised, amended,
amended, or
or
changed
changed in whole or in part with the approval
approval of bOth
Governments,
both Governments,
as indicated and
by an
an exchange
of notes
notes between
between the
the two
two
and effected
effected by
exchange of
Governments.
Governments.
agreement shall
5. Term. The present
present agreement
shall remain
remain in
in effect
effect until
until
June
June 30, 1953,
and may
continued in
for additional
additional periods
periods
1953, and
may be
be continued
in force
force for
agreement to that effect by
by the two
by written agreement
either
two Governments,
Governments, but
but either
Government
Government may terminate the present,
giving notice
notice
present, agreement
agreement by
by giving
in writing ninety days in
advance. If
the Congress
Congress of
either country
in advance.
If the
of either
country
should fail to make
make available
available the
execution of
of
the funds
funds necessary
necessary for
for the
the execution
the present agreement,
Government may
may terminate
terminate the
present
agreement, either
either Government
the present
agreement by giving to the other Government
agreement
Government a
anotice
notice in
writing sixty
in writing
sixty
days
days in advance.
advance.
The present
present Agreement, upon
entry into
supersede
upon its
its entry
into force,
force, shall
shall supersede
the agreement between
between the United
United States of
of America
America and
Peru reand Peru
regarding anthropological
anthropological research
research and
investigation which
which was
and investigation
was effected
effected
by exchange
exchange of notes signed
signed in Lima on
March 9
on March
9 and
and August
August 4,
4, 1944.
1944.
IIavail
avail myself of
to renew
renew to
you, Mr.
Mr. Ambassador,
Ambassador,
of this
this opportunity
opportunity to
to you,
distinguished consideration.
consideration.
the assurances
assurances of
of my
my highest
highest and
and most
most distinguished
FDCO. DIAZ
DIAZ DI:MARTO
FDCO.
DULANTO
Federico Diaz
Diaz Dulanto
Federico
Dulanto
His Excellency
His
Excellency
HAROLD TITTMAN,
Jr.
HAROLD
TITTMAN, Jr.
Ambassador
Ambassador Extraordinary
Eztraordinaryand
and Plenipotentiary
United States of America.
America.
of the United
City.
Cty.

58 Stat. 1518;
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December 4,
December
4, 1943,
1943,
April
1844, and
April 19,
19,1944,
and
June
1949
June 21,
21,1949
IT.
I. A.
(T. I.
A. S.
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1961]
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Agreement between the United States
Mexico respecting
respecting
States of America
America and
and Mexico
a cooperative
cooperative program
a
program of anthropological
anthropologicalresearch
research and
and investigation
investigation in
in
Mexico. Effected by exchange of notes signed at
at Washington
Washington June
June
21, 1949; entered
entered into force June
June 21, 1949; operative
operative retroactively
retroactively
from July 1, 1948. And agreement
agreement effected by
by exchange
exchange of
of notes
notes
signed at M6xico
1943, and April
Mexico December
December 4,
4, 1943,
April 19,
19, 1944; entered
entered into
into
force April
April 19,
19, 1944.
1944.

State to the Mexican
The Acting Secretary of State
Mexican Ambassador
Ambassador
DEPARTMENT OF
DEPARTMENT
OF STATE
STATE
WASHINGTON
W
ASHINGTON

Jun 21
194.9
Jun
21 1949
EXCELLENCY:
ExcELtrscTo:

Post,
pp. 2849,
2649, 2652.
Post, PP.
2652.

I have the honor to refer to
to the
I
the agreement
agreement between
between the
the United
United States
States
States regarding
of America
America and the United
United Mexican States
regarding a
a cooperative
cooperative
research and
program for anthropological
anthropological research
was
and investigation
investigation which
which was
effected by an exchange of notes
notes signed
effected
signed at
at Mexico,
Mexico, D.
F., on
on December
December
D. F.,
4, 1943 and April 19, 1944,
and to
to inform
inform Your
Your Excellency
that the
1944, and
Excellency that
the
Government
the United
Government of the
United States
States of
continuance
of America
America agrees
agrees to
to the
the continuance
of the cooperative
cooperative program of anthropological
anthropological research
research and
investigaand investigation in Mexico, which
which shall
be carried
on by
by the
Smithsonian InstituInstitushall be
carried on
the Smithsonian
tion on behalf of
of the
United States
of America
America
the Government
Government of
of the
the United
States of
Nacional de Antropologia
and by the Instituto
Instituto Nacional
Antropologfa e
of the
e Historia
Historia of
the
Ministry of Public Education on behalf of the Government
Government of
of the
the
United Mexican States in accordance
the following
principles
accordance with the
following principles
and procedures:
procedures:

1. General Provisions. The general objectives
objectives of the cooperative
1.
program of anthropological
anthropological research
research and
and investigation
investigation shall
shall be:
be:
(a)
(a) to provide university and field training
training for
in
for students
students in
anthropology, ethnology, linguistics, and related
anthropology,
of scientific
scientific
related fields
fields of
investigation;
investigation;
(b)
(b) to promote long-range cooperative programs
of anthropoanthropoprograms of
logical field research
research among the indigenous peoples
Mexico,
peoples of
of Mexico,
designed
opportunities for student training in
designed to afford opportunities
in field
field work
work
and to secure significant
significant basic data for an understanding
of the
understanding of
the
rural peoples of the Americas;
Americas;
of
in

(c)
coordinating the efforts of collaborating
(c) to assist in coordinating
collaborating scientists
scientists
the United States of America and the United Mexican
Mexican States
conducting long-range
long-range studies in such fields of social science
science

as may be mutually agreed upon,
upon, and
and to
to solicit
solicit the
the cooperation
cooperation of
of
such scientists in field work as the
the need
need for
for specialized
specialized research
research
may require;
require;
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development of anthropological
anthropological and
and other
(d) to promote
promote the development
other
social sciences in the United Mexican
Mexican States by such
such other
other means
means
and upon such other occasions
occasions as may be
appropriate;
be appropriate;
(e) to publish
(e)
publish research findings
findings under the auspices
auspices of
of the
the coopercooperating institutions in such forms and languages
languages as may be
mutually
be mutually
agreed
agreed upon.
2. Specific Undertakings
Undertakings on the
the Government
Government of
of the
the
the Part
Part of
of the
United States
availability of appropriated
States of America. Subject to the availability
appropriated
funds, the Government
Government of the United
of America
United States
States of
America agrees:
agrees:
(a)
Ministry of
(a) to make available to the Ministry
of
of Public
Public Education
Education of
Government of the United Mexican
the Government
Mexican States the
one
the services
services of
of one
or more anthropologists
anthropologists or
or specialists
in closely
closely related
fields of
specialists in
related fields
of
scientific
investigation with the understanding
scientific investigation
that they
shall be
be
understanding that
they shall
F. to
to cooperate
cooperate with
stationed in Mexico, D. F.
with the
the
the personnel
personnel of
of the
Institute
Institut° Nacional
Nacional de Antropologia
Antropologia e
Historia;
e Historia;
(b) to pay the salaries, living allowances,
allowances, international travel
expenses,
expenses, expenses of travel within Mexico,
expenses of
Mexico, and field
field expenses
of
the social scientists
scientists referred
in the
the preceding
preceding sub-paragraph;
sub-paragraph;
referred to
to in
(c) to publish
(c)
publish such portion of
of the
field
of the results
results of
the cooperative
cooperative field
work
accordance with
work undertaken
undertaken in accordance
the present
as
may
with the
present agreement
agreement as may
be mutually
agreed upon;
mutually agreed
upon;
communicate to
Government of
of the
Mexican
(d) to communicate
to the
the Government
the United
United Mexican
biographical and professional
States biographical
professional data
data concerning
each social
social
concerning each
scientist proposed
proposed for assignment
in accordance
accordance with
the present
assignment in
with the
present
agreement, with such
such assignments
agreement,
upon their
assignments being
being contingent
contingent upon
their
acceptability
acceptability to
United Mexican
Mexican States.
States.
to the Government
Government of
of the
the United
3. Specific
on the
Part of
the Government
of the
the
Specific Undertakings
Undertakings on
the Part
of the
Government of
United Mexican
Mexican States. Subject
of appropriated
Subject to
to the
the availability
availability of
appropriated
funds, the Government
Government of
States agrees:
of the
the United Mexican
Mexican States
agrees:
(a) to make
available the
the services
the faculty
faculty of
the Escuela
make available
services of
of the
of the
Escuela
Antropologia and
Nacional de Antropologia
and of
the
of its
its cooperating
cooperating institutions
institutions for
for the
training of students
to designate
qualified students
students for
both
students and
and to
designate qualified
for both
university and field
field training;
training;
university
(b)
to furnish
in Mexico,
F., at
Nacional de
de
(b) to
furnish in
Mexico, D.
D. F.,
at the
the Institut°
Instituto Nacional
Antropologia
Antropolog,in ee Historia
training
Historia the
the necessary
necessary headquarters
headquarters for
for training
research, including
and research,
including adequate
adequate office
office space,
space, laboratories,
laboratories, equipequipment, classrooms, and
teaching facilities;
and other teaching
facilities;
(c) to pay all the research
(c)
research expenses
expenses of Mexican
and
Mexican professors
professors and
during that
period of
of each
year which,
which, by
agreestudents during
that period
each year
by mutual
mutual agreement, shall
shall be devoted to
field studies;
to field
studies;
(d)
(d) to publish such
such portion
portion of the results
results of
the cooperative
field
of the
cooperative field
undertaken in accordance
work undertaken
accordance with the present
may
present agreement
agreement as
as may
be
be mutually
mutually agreed
agreed upon;
upon;
(e)
(e) to provide
provide entry free
customs duties
for all
all personal
personal
free from customs
duties for
effects, including clothing, household
household furnishings,
furnishings, books,
and perperbooks, and
sonal automobiles, belonging to
scientists assigned
assigned to
to
to United
United States
States scientists
Mexico
accordance with
Mexico in accordance
the present
agreement or
or to
to members
with the
present agreement
members of
of
their immediate
immediate families;
families;
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(f) to provide entry
entry free from customs
duties for
for all
all scientific
scientific
customs duties
materials
materials and supplies, including automobiles,
automobiles, belonging
belonging to
to the
the
Government
Government of the United States of America and
and destined
destined for
for the
the
professional
professional use of the United States scientists assigned
assigned to
to Mexico
Mexico
in accordance
accordance with the present agreement.
agreement.
4. Revisions. The present agreement
agreement may be revised, amended,
amended, or
or
changed
changed in whole
whole or in part with the approval of
of both
both Governments,
Governments,
as embodied in and effected by an exchange of
between the
of notes between
the two
two
Governments.
Governments.
5. Term. The present agreement
agreement shall remain
remain in
in force
force until
until June
June
30, 1953 and may be continued in effect for additional
periods through
additional periods
through
written agreement
agreement to that effect by the two
either
two Governments, but
but either
Government may terminate the present agreement
Government
agreement by
by giving
giving to
to the
the
other Government
Government notice in writing
writing ninety days in
in advance.
advance. If
If the
the
Congress of either country should fail to make
the funds
make available
available the
funds
necessary
necessary for the execution of
present agreement,
of the present
agreement, either
either GovernGovernment may terminate
terminate the present agreement
by giving
agreement by
giving to
to the
the other
other
Government
Government notice in writing sixty
in advance.
sixty days
days in
advance.
Upon the
the receipt of a
a note from Your Excellency
Excellency indicating
that
indicating that
the foregoing
foregoing principles and procedures are acceptable
to the
the Governacceptable to
Government of the United Mexican
ment
Mexican States, the Government
of the
Government of
the United
United
States of America
America will consider
consider that this note and
your reply
and your
reply constitute
constitute
an agreement
agreement between the two Governments
an
Governments on this
this subject,
subject, which
which
shall be considered
considered effective
1, 1948.
effective from
from July
July 1,
1948.
Accept,
renewed assurances
assurances of my
Accept, Excellency,
Excellency, the renewed
highest conmy highest
con-

sideration.
sideration.

JAMES
J
AMES E.
W EBB
E. WEBB
Acting Secretary
Secretary of
of State
State

His Excellency
Excellency
RAFAEL DE
Sefior Don RAFAEL
DE LA
LA COLINA,
COLINA,
Ambassador of Mexico.
Ambanador
Mexico.

Ambassador to the Acting
The Mexican Ambanador
of State
Acting Secretary
Secretary of
State
EMBAJADA
EMBAJADA DE
DE MEXICO
MEXICO

s146
3146

WASHINGTON,
W
ASHINGTON, D.
D.C.,
21 de
de 1949.
C., a
a 21
de junio
junio de
1949.

SErOR
SECRETARIO:
SEROR S
ECRETARIO:

referirme al acuerdo celebrado
Tengo el honor de referirme
celebrado entre
los Estados
entre los
Estados
Unidos Mexicanos
Mexicanos yy los Estados Unidos de America
relackin
un
America en
en relaci6n a
a un
programa cooperativo
cooperativo de estudios ee investigaciones
programa
investigaciones antropologicas
antropologicas
segun canje
canje de notas efectuado
segim
efectuado en la ciudad de Mexico
M6xico el
el 4
4 de
de diciembre
diciembre
de 1943 y
yel 19 de abril de 1944 y
informar a
Vuestra Excelencia
que
y de informar
a Vuestra
Excelencia que
el Gobierno
el
Gobierno de los Estados
Estados Unidos
Unidos Mexicanos
Mexicanos conviene
convene en
continuar
el
en continuar el
programa cooperativo
programa
cooperativo de estudios e
antropolOgicas en
en
e inve,stigaciones
investigaciones antropol6gicas
Mexico, el cual sera llevado a
a cabo por el
Mexico,
el Instituto
Institut° Nacional
AntroNacional de
de Antropologia
e
Historia
de
la
Secretarfa
de
Educaci6n
pologia e
Secretarla
Educacion niblica,
nombre
Publica, en nombre
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Dec.
4, 1943,
1943, Apr.
19, 1944
1944
Dec. 4,
Apr. 19,
2
June
June 21, 1949

del Gobierno de los Estados Unidos Mexicanos, y
y por el
el Instituto
Institut°
Smithsoniano, en nombre del Gobierno de los Estados Unidos
Smithsonian°,
Unidos de
de
America, de conformidad con los siguientes
America,
siguientes principios
principios y
y
procedimientos:
procedimientos:

1.
Disposiciones Generales. Los objetivos generales
1. Disposiciones
generales del programa
programa
cooperativo
e investigaciones
investigaciones antropol6gicas,
cooperativo de estudios
estudios e
antropologicas, seran:
sertin:
(a) proveer estudios universitarios
(a)
universitarios y
y adiestramiento
adiestramiento sobre el
el
terreno
antropologia, etnologfa,
terreno a
aestudiantes
estudiantes de antropologfa,
otros
etnologia, lingiifstica
lingiifstica yyotros
campos
campos afines de investigaci6n
investigaciOn cientifica;
cientffica;
(b) promover
promover programas
programas cooperativos
cooperativos de largo alcance
alcance de
de
investigaciones
antropol6gicas sobre el terreno
investigaciones antropolOgicas
terreno entre
pueblos
entre los
los pueblos
indigenas
indfgenas de Mexico, concebidas en forma que ofrezcan
ofrezcan oportunidades para adiestramiento
estudiantes en trabajos sobre
adiestramiento de estudiantes
sobre el terreno
terreno
y que aseguren
y
a.seguren datos bisicos
basicos de importancia
importancia para la comprensi6n
comprensiOn de
la poblaciOn
poblaci6n rural de las Americas;
Americas;
(c) ayudar
coordinaci6n de los esfuerzos
(c)
ayudar en la coordinacion
esfuerzos en
en que
que colaboren
colaboren
hombres de ciencia de los Estados Unidos Mexicanos y
los Estados
y de
de los
Estados
Unidos de America
America para llevar a
estudios de largo
en
a cabo estudios
largo alcance
alcance en
aquellos campos de las ciencias
ciencias sociales
se pueda
sociales aaque
que se
pueda llegar
llegar por
por
mutuo acuerdo, yy solicitar la cooperaci6n
cooperaciOn de dichos hombres
de
hombres de
ciencia para trabajos sobre el terreno, segim
requiriesen las
segun lo requiriesen
las invesinvestigaciones
tigaciones especializadas;
especializadas;
(d) promover el desarrollo de la antropologia
antropologia yy de otras
otras
ciencias
ciencias sociales
sociales en los Estados Unidos
Unidos Mexicanos
todos los
los
Mexicanos por todos
demas medios y
y en todas las ocasiones en que pueda
ser apropiado;
pueda ser
apropiado;
(e) publicar
(e)
publicar los resultados
resultados de sus investigaciones
ausinvestigaciones bajo los ausinstituciones que cooperen,
picios de las instituciones
cooperen, en las formas
formas e
idiomas que
e idiomas
que
se acuerden
acuerden mutuamente.
2. Ogligaciones
Ogligaciones Especfficas
Especfficas por Parte
Parte del Gobierno de
Estados
de los
los Estados
Unidos de America. Con sujeci6n
sujeciOn aala disponibilidad
disponibilidad de partidas
partidas presupuestales, el Gobierno de los Estados Unidos de America conviene:
conviene:
(a) en poner
a
poner a la disposici6n
disposiciOn de la Secretaria
Secretarfa de Educacion
Educaci6n
Publica
Pfiblica de los Estados Unidos Mexicanos
Mexicanos los
nuts
los servicios
servicios de
de uno
uno o
o mas
antrop6logos
o especialistas
especialistas en otros campos afines de
antropOlogos o
de investigaci6n
investigaci6n
cientifica Intimamente
Intimamente relacionados,
relacionados, entendiendose
residirin
entendiendose que residiran
en la ciudad de Mexico, para cooperar con el personal del Instituto
Nacional de Antropologia
Antropologia e
Historia;
e Historia;
(b) en pagar los sueldos, asignaciones
(b)
asignaciones de subsistencia,
subsistencia, gastos
gastos
y dentro de Mexico, lo mismo que
de viaje internacionales
internacionales y
que gastos
gastos
sobre el terreno de los sociologos
menciOn en
el inciso
soci6logos a
a que se
se hace menci6n
en el
inciso
anterior;
anterior;
(c).
(c). en publicar la parte de los resultados
resultados de los trabajos
trabajos coopecooperativos sobre el terreno, verificados en conformidad
conformidad con el
el presente
presente
acuerdo, segun
seem se convenga
convenga mutuamente;
mutuamente;
(d) en comunicar
comunicar al Gobierno
Gobierno de
los Estados
Estados Unidos
TJnidos Mexicanos
Mexicanos
de los
datos
y profesionales
profesionales sobre cada uno de los socitilogos
dates biograficos
biogrtificos y
soci6logos que
que
se proponga
proponga designar conforme
conforme al presente
presente acuerdo, quedando
dichas
quedando dichas
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designaciones
condicionadas a
por parte
parte del
del
designaciones condicionadas
a su aceptabilidad
aceptabilidad por
Gobierno de los Estados
Estados Unidos Mexicanos.

3. Obligaciones
Especificas por Parte del Gobierno de los
Obligaciones Especificas
los Estados
Estados
Unidos Mexicanos. Con sujeciOn
partidas presujeci6n a
a la disponibilidad de partidas
supuestales el Gobierno de los Estados Unidos Mexicanos
Mexicanos conviene:
conviene:
(a) en
en facilitar
servicios del
la Escuela
(a)
facilitar los
los servicios
del profesorado
profesorado de
de la
Escuela
Nacional
instituciones que
Nacional de Antropologia
Antropologia y
y de
de las instituciones
que con
con ella
ella
cooperan para el adiestramiento
adiestramiento de
estudiantes y
designar estuestude estudiantes
y designar
diantes
competentes para
para estudios
estudios universitarios
sobre el
terreno;
diantes competentes
universitarios y
y sobre
el terreno;
(b) en proporcionar
(b)
proporcionar en el Instituto
Instituto Nacional
Nacional de
de Antropologia
Antropologia
necesario para adiestraeeHistoria de la ciudad de Mexico el local
local necesario
miento
raiento eeinvestigaciones,
incluyendo oficinas
adecuadas, laboratorios,
investigaciones, incluyendo
oficinas adecuadas,
ensefianza;
aparatos, aulas yy otras facilidades para la ensefianza;
(c)
profesores
(c) en pagar todos los gastos de
de investigacien
investigaci6n de los
los profesores
y estudiantes mexicanos durante el period°
y
año que, de
periodo de cada aio
dedicara a
terreno ;
mutuo acuerdo, se dedicara
a estudios
estudios sobre
sobre el
el terreno;
(d)
(d) en publicar la parte de los resultados de los trabajos cocooperativos sobre el terreno, verificados
verificados en conformidad
el
conformidad con
con el
presente acuerdo, segun
segim convenga
mutuamente;
convenga mutuamente;
(e)
(e) en permitir la entrada libre de derechos
derechos aduanales
aduanales de todos
todos
personales, incluyendo ropa, menajes
los efectos personales,
libros y
y
menajes de
de casa, libros
autom6viles
automOviles para uso personal, de propiedad
de
propiedad de los hombres de
ciencia de los Estados Unidos de America
America comisionados
comisionados en
conen conformidad con el presente acuerdo
acuerdo para
Mexico o
ode
de los
para trabajos
trabajos en
en Mexico
los
miembros inmediatos de
familias;
de sus
sus familias;
(f) en permitir la entrada
entrada libre de derechos
de
derechos aduanales
aduanales de
y aparatos destinados a
todo el material y
a fines cientificos,
cientificos, incluyendo
incluyendo
autom6viles de propiedad
Gobierno de los Estados Unidos
automOviles
propiedad del Gobierno
Unidos de
de
America
America y
y destinados
destinados al uso profesional
de los
hombres
de ciencia
ciencia
profesional de
los hombres de
de los Estados Unidos de America comisionados
Mexico, conforme
comisionados en
en Mexico,
al presente acuerdo.
acuerdo.
4. Revisiones.
Revisiones. El presente acuerdo
ser revisado,
revisado, reformado
ref ormado o
acuerdo podrti
podra ser
o
alterado, en todo o
o en parte, con la aprobacien
aprobaci6n de
de ambos
ambos gobiernos
gobiernos
segun se estipule
y lleve
segan
estipule y
hove aa cabo por canje de
los dos
dos
de notas
notas entre los
gobiernos.
Duraci6n. El presente
5. DuraciOn.
presents acuerdo
acuerdo permanecera
permaneceri en vigor hasta el
30 de junio de 1953 y
ypodra
podra continuar rigiendo por periodos
periodos adicionales
adicionales
mediante un acuerdo
acuerdo por escrito, aa ese efecto, que suscriban los
los dos
gobiernos; pero cualquiera
cualquiera de estos podra dar por terminado
el
terminado el
presente
presente convenio
convenio previa notificaci6n
notificaciOn por escrito al otro
otro gobierno,
gobierno, con
con
noventa
noventa dias de anticipaci6n.
anticipaciOn. En caso de que
cualquiera
que el
el congreso
congreso de
de cualquiera
de ambos paises no aprobare
aprobare los fondos necesarios para el cumplimiento del presente acuerdo, cualquiera
cualquiera de
dos gobiernos
de los
los dos
gobiernos podra
podra
darlo por terminado
decisi6n a
terminado notificando al otro, por escrito, su decision
a este
anticipacion.
respecto con sesenta
sesenta dias
dias de
de anticipaci6n.
En vista de la nota de Vuestra
Vuestra Excelencia, fechada hoy, en la que se
se
precedentes principios yy procedimientos
indica que los precedentes
procedimientos son
son aceptables
aceptables
para el Gobierno de los Estados Unidos de America, el de los
para.
los Estados
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Unidos Mexicanos considera
considera que la presente,
present°, junto
con la
la ya
ya menjunto con
mencionada,
constituyen
cionada, constituyen un acuerdo entre los dos gobiernos sobre esta
esta
materia,
considerara en vigor desde el 1° de
materia, que se considerari
1948.
de julio
julio de
de 1948.
Reitero a
a Vuestra Excelencia
Reitero
Excelencia las seguridades
seguridades de mi
alta
mi mas
mis alta
consideracion.
consideraci6n.

Excelentisimo Sefor
JAMES
Excelentfsimo
Senor J
AMES E.
E. W
EBB
WEBB
Secretario
Secretario de
de Estado
Estado en
en Funciones
Funciones
Washington,
Washington, D.
D. C.
C.
EMBASSY
MEXICO
EMBASSY OF
OF MEXICO
3146
3148
MR.
SECRETARY:
M. SEcaETARY:

RAFAEL DE
RAFAEL
COLLNA
DE LA
LA COLINA
Embajador,
Embajador,

Translation
Translation
WASHINGTON,
June 21,
W ASHINGTON, D.
D.C., June
21, 1949.
1949.

I have the honor to refer to the agreement
I
agreement between
between the
the United
United
Mexican
Mexican States and the United
States of
of America
regarding a
coUnited States
America regarding
a cooperative
operative program for anthropological
anthropological research
research and
and investigation
investigation
which was effected by an exchange
exchange of
signed at
F., on
on
of notes signed
at Mexico,
Mexico, D.
D. F.,
December 4, 1943 and April 19, 1944, and to
December
to inform
inform Your
Your Excellency
Excellency
Mexican States agrees
that the Government
Government of the United Mexican
conagrees to
to the
the continuance of the cooperative
anthropological research
tinuance
cooperative program
program of anthropological
research and
and
investigation in Mexico, which shall be carried
investigation
carried on by
the National
National InInby the
stitute of Anthropology
Anthropology and History
Ministry of
of Public
Public EduHistory of
of the
the Ministry
Education on behalf of the Government
Government of
of the
the United
United Mexican
Mexican States
States
and by the Smithsonian Institution
Institution on behalf
behalf of
the Government
of the
Government of
of
the United States of America,
America, in accordance
accordance with
with the
the following
following prinprinciples and procedures:
procedures:
1. General
General Provisions. The general
general objectives
objectives of
of the
the cooperative
cooperative
program of anthropological
anthropological research
research and
and investigation
shall be:
investigation shall
be:
(a) To provide
(a)
university and
field training
for students
in
provide university
and field
training for
students in
anthropology, ethnology, linguistics,
anthropology,
related fields
of scientific
linguistics, and
and related
fields of
scientific
investigation;
investigation;
(b)
(b) To promote long-range
long-range cooperative
cooperative programs
programs of
of anthropoanthropological field research
the indigenous
indigenous peoples
peoples of
research among
among the
of Mexico,
Mexico, dedesigned to afford opportunities for
student training
training in
in field
work
for student
field work
and to
to secure
basic data
for an
understanding of
secure significant basic
data for
an understanding
of the
the
rural peoples
Americas;
peoples of
of the Americas;
(c) To assist
assist in coordinating
(c)
coordinating the
the efforts
efforts of
of collaborating
collaborating scienscientists of the United Mexican
Mexican States and the United States
America
States of
of America
in conducting
long-range studies in
conducting long-range
fields of
of social
social science
science as
as
in such
such fields
may be mutually
mutually agreed upon, and to
cooperation of
such
to solicit
solicit the
the cooperation
of such
scientists in field work aS
need for
for specialized
specialized research
research may
as the need
may
require;
require;
(d) To promote
promote the
anthropological and
other
the development
development of
of anthropological
and other
social sciences
sciences in
in the
the United
States by
by such
such other
other means
United Mexican
Mexican States
means
and upon such other occasions as
appropriate;
as may be
be appropriate;
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(e)
research findings under the
(e) To publish research
the cothe auspices
auspices of
of the
cooperating
operating institutions in such forms and languages
as may
may be
languages as
be
mutually agreed upon.
Undertakings on the Part of the
2. Specific Undertakings
the Government
Government of
of the
the
United States of America. Subject to the availability
availability of appropriated
appropriated
funds, the Government
Government of the United States of America
America agrees:
agrees:
(a) To make available to the Ministry of
Education of
of
of Public
Public Education
Government of the United Mexican
the Government
Mexican States
services
of
one
States the
the services of one
anthropologists or specialists in closely
or more anthropologists
closely related
of
related fields
fields of
scientific
scientific investigation, with the understanding
understanding that
that they
shall
be
they shall be
stationed
stationed in Mexico, D. F., to cooperate
cooperate with the personnel of the
the
Instituto
Instituto Nacional de Antropologia
Antropologia eeHistoria;
Historia;
(b) To pay the salaries,
allowances, international
salaries, living allowances,
international travel
expenses, expenses of travel within Mexico, and field expenses
expenses of
of
the social scientists referred to in the
sub-paragraph;
the preceding
preceding sub-paragraph;
(c)
(c) To publish such portion of the results
of the
the cooperative
results of
cooperative
field work undertaken
undertaken in accordance
accordance with the present agreement
as
agreement as
may be mutually agreed upon;
communicate to the Government
Government of the United Mexican
(d) To communicate
Mexican
States biographical
biographical and professional data concerning
social
concerning each
each social
scientist proposed for assignment in accordance
the present
accordance with
with the
present
agreement, with such assignments
assignments being contingent
contingent upon
upon their
their
acceptability
acceptability to the Government
Government of the United Mexican
Mexican States.
States.
3. Specific Undertakings
Undertakings on
of the
Government of
of the
on the Part
Part of
the Government
the
United Mexican
Mexican States. Subject to the availability of
of appropriated
appropriated
funds, the Government
Government of the United
United Mexican
Mexican States agrees:
agrees:
(a) To make available
(a)
available the services
faculty of
the National
services of
of the
the faculty
of the
National
School of Anthropology
Anthropology and of its cooperating
for the
the
cooperating institutions for
training of students and to designate
designate qualified students for
for both
both
university and
training;
and field
field training;
(b) To furnish in Mexico,
Mexico, D. F.,
the Instituto
Nacional de
de
F., at
at the
Instituto Nacional
Antropologia
e Historia the necessary
necessary headquarters
Antropologia e
for
training
headquarters for training
and research, including adequate
office space,
adequate office
space, laboratories,
laboratories, equipequipment, classrooms, and other teaching
facilities;
teaching facilities;
(c)
(c) To pay all the research expenses of Mexico professors and
students during that period of each year which, by
agreeby mutual agreement, shall be devoted
devoted to
to field
field studies;
studies;
(d) To publish such portion of
the cooperative
of the results of
of the
cooperative
field work undertaken
undertaken in accordance
accordance with the present agreement
agreement as
as
may be mutually agreed upon
upon;;
(e) To provide entry free from customs duties for all
personal
all personal
effects, including clothing, household
books, and
perhousehold furnishings, books,
and personal automobiles
automobiles belonging to United States scientists
scientists assigned
assigned to
to
accordance with the present agreement
Mexico in accordance
agreement or
to members
members of
of
or to
immediate families;
families;
their immediate
(f) To provide
provide entry free from customs
customs duties for all
all scientific
scientific
materials
materials and supplies, including automobiles, belonging
belonging to
the GovGovto the
America and destined
ernment of the United States of America
destined for
profor the pro-
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Dec. 4,
un i
Apir
9
.
4
1
9
9, 1944
1944
Dec.
4,J1
1948,
Apr.
19,
June 21, 1949

fessional use of the United States scientists assigned
fessional
assigned to
to Mexico
Mexico in
in
accordance with the present
accordance
present. agreement.
agreement.
4. Revisions.
Revisions. The present
4.
present agreement
agreement may be revised, amended, or
or
changed in whole or in part with the approval
changed
approval of both
Governments,
both Governments,
as embodied
embodied in and effected
as
effected by an exchange of notes between the
the two
two
Governments.
Governments.
5. Term.

The present agreement
agreement shall remain
remain in force
June
force until
until June

30, 1953, and may be continued in effect for additional
30,
additional periods through
through
written agreement to that effect
effect by the
but either
either
the two
two Governments;
Governments; but
Government may terminate
terminate the present agreement
agreement by
Government
by giving
to the
the
giving to
other Government
Government notice in writing ninety days in
advance. If
in advance.
If the
the
Congress of either
either country
country should
funds
should fail to
to make
make available
available the
the funds
necessary
necessary for the execution of the present agreement,
agreement, either
Governeither Government may terminate
terminate the present
present agreement
agreement by
to the
the other
other
by giving
giving to
Government
Government notice
sixty days
days in
advance.
notice in
in writing
writing sixty
in advance.
In view •of
of Your Excellency's
Excellency's note, dated today,
In
that the
the
today, indicating
indicating that
foregoing principles and procedures
procedures are
to the
the Government
Government
are acceptable
acceptable to
of the United States of America, the Government
Government of
of the
the United
United MexiMexican States considers that this note, together
note just
mentogether with
with the
the note
just mentioned
tioned above, constitute
constitute an agreement
agreement between
between the
Governments on
on
the two
two Governments
this subject, which shall be considered
considered effective from
July 1,
1948.
from July
1, 1948.
II renew
renew to Your Excellency
Excellency the
assurances of
of my
my highest
conthe assurances
highest consideration.
sideration.
RAFAEL
LA COLINA
RAFAEL DE
DE LA
COLINA
Ambassador,
Ambassador,
His Excellency
Excellency JAMES
JAMES E.
E.W
EBB
WEBB
Acting Secretary
of State
Secretary of
State
Washington, D.
D. C.
C.
Washington,
The American Ambassador
Ambassador to
the Mexican
of Foreign
to the
Mexican Minister
Minister of
Foreign
Relations
Relations

No. 2100
ExcELLEITcy:
EXCELLENCr:

EMBASSY OF'
EMAssY
OF THE
TZH
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
UNmID
OF AMERICA
AMErac
Mexico, D.
D. F.,
F., December
December 4,1943
4, 1943
Mexzico,

Pursuant
Pursuant to instructions
instructions from
from my
Government and
and in
in accord
accord with
with
my Government
the desires of the Smithsonian Institution
of Washington,
Institution of
Washington, D.
D. C.,
C., to
to
cooperate with
cooperate
and local
organiwith the
the appropriate
appropriate Mexican
Mexican authorities
authorities and
local organizations in the field
field of anthropological
honor to
anthropological research,
research, I
I have
have the
the honor
to
attach herewith a
aproposed Memorandum
Memorandum Agreement
which sets
forth
Agreement which
sets forth
the obligations that would
would be assumed by the Government
of the
United
Government of
the United
States through the Institute of Social Anthropology
SmithAnthropology of
of the
the Smithsonian Institution, and by the Government
Government of
of Mexico
Mexico through
through the
the
Institute Nacional de Antropologia
Institut°
Antropologia eeHistoria, with
view to
to obtainobtainwith a
a view
ing acceptance
acceptance by the Mexican
Mexican Government. In
the event
event that
that the
In the
the
Mexican authorities
authorities find the proposal to be acceptable,
acceptable, Your
Your ExcelExcel-
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lency's reply to that effect will complete the Agreement
Agreement and it
it is
is not
not
necessary
necessary that the Memorandum
Memorandum be signed.
signed.
The Smithsonian
prepared to carry out its
Smithsonian Institution is now prepared
obligation
obligation to detail a
a special anthropologist
anthropologist to
to perform
to Mexico
Mexico to
perform
a part of the services contemplated by the proposed
a
and
proposed Agreement, and
has selected for the assignment
assignment Dr. George M. Foster, Jr. Dr. Foster
Foster
is 30 years of age and holds aaBachelor
Bachelor of
of Science
Science degree
in anthrodegree in
anthropology from Northwestern
Northwestern University which
obtained in
in 1935.
1935. He
He
which he
he obtained
pursued post graduate
graduate studies in anthropology
anthropology at
of
at the University
University of
California
California and received aaDoctor of Philosophy
Philosophy degree
anthropology
degree in
in anthropology
from that institution in 1941.
Dr. Foster has engaged
engaged in scientific
scientific expeditions
expeditions involving studies
studies of
of
the ethnology
ethnology of the Yuki Indians of California
California and the
the Popoluca
Popoluca
Indians of Veracruz,
Veracruz, Mexico. He has also traveled
traveled in
Puerto Rico,
Rico,
in Puerto
China, Alaska, Japan
Japan and various European
in connection
European countries
countries in
connection
with his studies. He was engaged as a
Univera Teaching Fellow at
at the
the University of California
California in 1937; Instructor
Instructor in Sociology at
at Syracuse
UniverSyracuse University, Syracuse, New York, in 1941-1942; Lecturer
Lecturer in
in Anthropology
Anthropology
at the University of California,
California, Los
California, in
1942-1943;
Los Angeles, California,
in 1942-1943;
Social Science Analyst, Office of the Coordinator
Coordinator of Inter-American
Inter-American
Affairs, Washington, D. C., from May to September, 1943,
1943, and
and is
now
is now
serving on the staff of the Smithsonian
Smithsonian Institution. Dr.
scienDr. Foster's
Foster's scientific interests lie in studies of the culture and
changes of
of
and the
the culture
culture changes
modern Indians, especially
especially those of Mexico, in which
has
which connection
connection he
he has
published a
a number of scientific papers and monographs. He
He is
is aa
member of the American Association for the Advancement
Advancement of
of Science,
Science,
the American
American Anthropological
Anthropological Association,
and the
American FolkAssociation, and
the American
Folklore Society.
It is hoped that Dr.
Dr. Foster's name and qualifications
It
qualifications may
be found
may be
found
acceptable
acceptable for the performance
performance of the services
services contemplated.
contemplated.
Since the Smithsonian
Smithsonian Institution desires
that Dr.
Dr. Foster,
Foster, if
if found
found
desires that
acceptable,
acceptable, begin his field research
research early in December
December and
and considering
considering
that it will be necessary
necessary for him to engage
organizational
engage in certain
certain organizational
activities in Mexico City prior thereto, it would
would be appreciated
if Your
appreciated if
Your
Excellency
Government at the
Excellency might express the views of the Mexican
Mexican Government
the
earliest possible date in order that IImay inform
my Government
Government by
inform my
by
cable.
Accept,
Excellency, the renewed
assurances of my highest
Accept, Excellency,
renewed assurances
highest and
and most
most
distinguished consideration.
Enclosure:
Enclosure:

GEORGE S
GEORGE
MESSERSMITH
S..MESSERSMITH

M
EMORANDUM AGREEMENT
MEMORANDUM
AGREEMENT

dated December
December 4,
4, 1943
His Excellency
Excellency
Sefor
Licenciado EZEQUIEL
Sefior Licenciado
EZEQUIEL PADILLA,
PADILLA,
Minister
ForeignRelations
Minister of Foreign
Relations of
of Mexico
Mexico

63 StAT.]
63
&rex.]

MEXICO--ANTHOPOLOGICALI
4, 1943, Apr.
1944
MERICO— ANTHROPOLOGICAL RtESmARCHDec.
REMARCH Dec. 4.
Apr. 19,
19, 1944
June 21, 1949
1949
MEMORANDUM
MEMORANDUM AGREEMENT
AGREEMENT
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Recent
Recent conversations
conversations between
between Dr. Julian H. Steward,
Steward, Director
Director of
of
the
Institute
of
Social
Anthropology
of
the
Smithsonian
Institution,
the Institute of Social Anthropology
Washington, D. C., and Dr.
Dr. Alfonso Caso, Director of
Washington,
the Instituto
of the
Instituto
Nacional de
de Antropologia
Nacional
Antropologia ee Historia of Mexico, and
Daniel F.
and Dr.
Dr. Daniel
F.
Rubin de
de la Borbolla,
Rubin
Borbolla, Director of the Escuela
Escuela Nacional
AntroNacional de
de Antropologia of Mexico, have disclosed aadesire
desire on
on the
iiiii3OriTiese
agencies
the part
of these agencies
to cooperate
cooperate in the development of aa program
anthropological
program of
of anthropological
teaching
teaching and research in Mexico. Accordingly,
Accordingly, the
Government of
of
the Government
the
the United
United States of America,
America, through
through the
Smithsonian Institution,
Institution,
the Smithsonian
and the Government of the United Mexican
States, through
Mexican States,
through the
the
Escuela
Antropologia of
Escuela Nacional
Nacional de Antropologfa
Instituto Nacional
Nacional de
Antroof the
the Instituto
de Antroe Historia,
Historia, have
pologia e
agreed as
follows:
have agreed
as follows:
It
objective of
It shall be the general objective
of the
the said
said agencies
agencies -—
General
objective.
Oeneralobjective.
1.
cooperate in
the training
training of research
person of of
of both
the
1. To
To cooperate
in the
research personnel
both the
Trning
Training oreearch
of research
personnel.
United States and Mexico in the techniques of investigations
United
investigations in
in peraon11
social science, linguistics, and
and physical
physical anthropology;
anthropology;

2. To
To cooperate
cooperate in a
a long-range
research program among
long-range field research
Field
research
proamong the
the gram
Feld
reearh
proamong
Tarascan
m
onger
sar
Tarascan and other Mexican
Tarascan
will provide
provide for
Mexican Indians
Indians which
which will
and other
Mexican
for student
student Id
otherMexian
Indians.
training in field work and contribute
contribute basic
for an
an understanding
understanding
basic data
data for
of the native peoples of the Americas, such program
of
program to
to be
integrated
be integrated
with the plan already developed
developed and partly
partly carried
out by
the
carried out
by the
Instituto
Instituto Nacional
Nacional de Antropologia
Antropologfa e
eHistoria and
the University
and the
University
of California;
of
California; and
and
3. To publish research findings under such
such auspices
and in
in such
such
auspices and
forms and languages
languages as in the opinion of the Smithsonian
Smithsonian InstituInstitution and the Instituto
Instituto Nacional
Nacional de Antropologia
Antropologfa e
Historia will
e Historia
will
render them the most
most useful.
useful.
To that end, the Government
Government of
of the
the United
United States,
through the
the
States, through
Smithsonian Institution,
Smithsonian
agrees —
Institution, agrees-

Publication of
of rer

Publication

search findings.
s rc fndi p.

Obligations ofU.S.
of U.S.
Obligation

(a)
(a) to make available
available the services
services of
social anthropologist;
anthropologist; a
culof aasocial
a cultural geographer;
geographer; and
or ethnologist;
ethnologist;
and a
a linguist
linguist or
(b) to pay the expenses of its employees
employees while
in field
while engaged
engaged in
field
research;
research; and
and
(c) to pay for the publication
(c)
publication of
of the
the cooperative
of a
a portion
portion of
cooperative
research.
research.
Obligations
The Government
Government of the United Mexican
Mexican States,
States, through
through the
the Instituto
Instituto United
.n°t
,'b eio°ns
°of
Mexican
t
e
States.
Nacional de Antropologia
Antropologia eeHistoria of
Ministry of
of Public
Public Eduof the
the Ministry
Edu- s s
cation agrees
agrees -—
(a) to provide
provide the services of
of the
the Escuela
Escuela Nacional
Nacional
the faculty
faculty of
of the
de Antropologia
Antropologia and its cooperating a
crencies, office
office space,
space, laboralaboraagencies,
tories, books, and teaching
teaching facilities;
students for
for both
facilities; and
and students
both univeruniversity training
training and field research
training;
research training;
(b) to pay the expenses of its participants
participants while
engaged in
in field
field
while engaged
research; and
research;
and
(c)
of aaportion of
(c) to pay for the publication
publication of
the research
results.
of the
research results.
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date; duduration; termination.
ration;
termination.
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All expenditures
incurred by
expenditures incurred
by the
the Smithsonian
Smithsonian Institution shall
shall be
be
paid direct by that organization
organization and all
all expenditures
expenditures incident
incident to the
obligations assumed by the Government
Government of
of the United
United Mexican
Mexican States
States
Government to
de
shall be paid direct by
by that Government
to the
the Instituto
Instituto Nacional
Nacional de
Antropologia
Antropologia eeHistoria.
Historia.
effect on the
the day
is
This agreement shall
shall come
come into effect
day on
on which
which it
it is
accepted
accepted by the Government
Government of the United Mexican
Mexican States, and shall
continue in effect
effect until June 30, 1948, or for an
additional period if
an additional
if
mutually agreed upon in writing,
writing, unless the
either country
country
the Congress of
of either
shall fail to make available
necessary for
for its
execution in
in
available the funds necessary
its execution
which case it may be terminated
advance written
notice
terminated on sixty days' advance
written notice
by the Government
Government of either country.
Milxrco, D. F.,
4,194
MEXIco,
F., December 4,
19Jg.

The Mexican Minister
Minister of Foreign
Foreign Relations
Relations to
to the
the American
American
Ambassador
SECRETARIA
RELACIONES EXTERIORES
EXTERIORES
SECRETARIA DR
DE RELACIONES
ESTADOS UNIDOS
ESTADOS
IINIDOS MEXICANOS
MEXICANOS
MEXICO
MEXICO
53655
53655
MEXIco,
abril de 1944.
Mimic°, D. F., 19 de abril
SEOR
SEAOR EMBAJADoR:
EMBAJADOR:
Tengo la honra de referirme nuevamente
nuevamente aala atenta nota de Vuestra
Excelencia,
Excelencia, numero
/Amer° 2100, fechada
fechada el 4
4 de diciembre
con la
diciembre de 1943,
1943, con
la
un memorandum
memorandum que contiene las bases de un
cual se sirvi6 enviarme
enviarme tm
un
Convenio sobre Cooperacion
Convenio
investigaciones antropolOgicas
que
Cooperaci6n en investigaciones
antropol6gicas que
a cabo el Gobierno
llevaran a
Gobierno mexicano,
mexicano, por conducto
conducto del Instituto
Instituto de
de
Antropologia eeHistoria, y
Antropologia
de America,
America, por
por
y el de los
los Estados Unidos
Unidos de
conducto
conducto del Instituto de Antropologia
Antropologfa Social, dependiente
dependiente del
Instituto Smithsoniano.
Smithsonian°.
Consultadas sobre este asunto las autoridades
autoridades correspondientes,
correspondientes, de
de
acuerdo
acuerdo con su parecer, tengo la honra de comunicar
Vuestra Excomunicar aaVuestra
celencia
celencia que el Gobierno de Mexico acepta el Convenio que tuvo a
a bien
proponerle
proponerle el de los Estados
Estados Unidos de America y
y lo considera
considera celebrado por medio de esta nota yy la de la Embajada
Embajada a
asu digno cargo
a
referencia.
a que hice referencia.
Las autoridades
autoridades mencionadas
mencionadas ya dieron las ordenes
necesarias pars,
6rdenes necesarias
para
Mexico empiece a
cumplir los
terminos del
del Convenio.
que Mexico
a cumplir
los tArminos
Convenio.
Aprovecho la oportunidad
oportunidad para renovar aa Vuestra
Vuestra Excelencia el
testimonio de mi mas alta y
ydistinguida consideraci6n.
consideracion.

Excelentisimo
Excelentfsimo Senor
Sefior

S
MEssERsmiTii,
S..MESSERSMITH,
EmbajadorExtraordinario
Erabajador
Extraordinarioy
y
Plenipotenciario
Plenipotenciariode
de los
Estados Unidos
Unidos de America.
Amirica.
Presente.
Presente.
GEORGE

E.
PADILLA
E. PADnILA

63 STAT.]
STAT.]

MEXICO—
ANTHROPOLOGICAL RES
EARG1944
11
Dec. 4,
4, 1943,
19, 1944
MEXICO-ANTHROPOLOGICAL
RESEARCH
Dec.
1943, Apr.
Apr. 19,
June
June 21, 1949
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Translation
Translation
MINISTRY OF
MINISTRY
OF FOREIGN
FOREIGN AFFAIRS
AFFAIRS
UNITED
UNITED MEXICAN
MEXICAN STATES
STATES

63655

MEXICO

53655

M
R. AMBASSADOR:
MR.
AMBASSADOR:

MEXIco,
April .19,
19, 1944.
1944.
Mixico, D. F., A

I have the honor to refer again to Your Excellency's
I
Excellency's courteous note,
number 2100, dated December 4, 1943, in which you were good enough
to transmit to me aamemorandum
memorandum which contains the
the bases of
of an agreeagree-

cooperation in anthropological
ment on cooperation
anthropological investigations which will be
carried out by the Mexican Government, through
through the Institute of
Anthropology
Anthropology and History, and by the Government
Government of the United
States of America, through the Institute
Institute of Social Anthropology
Anthropology of
the Smithsonian
Smithsonian Institution.
The appropriate
appropriate authorities
authorities having been consulted in this matter,
accordance with their wishes, have the honor to inform Your ExI, in accordance
cellency that the Government
Government of Mexico accepts
cellency
accepts the Agreement which
the Government
Government of the United States of America was so good as
as to
to
propose to it and considers it as being completed
completed by this note and your
your
Embassy's note to which IIreferred.
above-mentioned authorities have already given the necessary
The above-mentioned
instructions to the end that Mexico
Mexico may begin to fulfill the terms of
of
the Agreement.
Agreement.
opportunity to renew to Your Excellency
the
II avail myself of the opportunity
Excellency the
assurances of my highest and most distinguished
distinguished consideration.
consideration.
His Excellency
Excellency

E.
E. PAnrraa
PADrILA

GEORGE
ESSERSMITH,
GEORGE S.
S. M
MESSERXITH,
Ambassador
Extraordinaryand
Ambassador Extraordinary
and Plenipotentiary
Plenipotentiaryof the
United States
United
States of
of America.
America.
City.

Ante, p.
p. 2649.
2649.
An,

2654
2654

June 30, 1949
A. S.1962]
S. 1962]
[T. I. A.
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between the
the United
United States
States of
of America
America and
and the
KingAgreement between
the United
United Kingdom of Great
the economic
Great Britain
Britain and
and Northern
Northern Ireland
Ireland respecting
respecting the
economic
fusion of American and British
zones of
of occupation
in Germany,
Germany,
British zones
occupation in
further
further amending
and extending
of December
1946,
amending and
extending the
the agreement
agreement of
December 2,
2, 1946,
as amended
amended and extended. Effected
as
Effected by
notes signed
signed at
by exchange
exchange of
of notes
at
Washington June 30, 1949;
Washington
30, 1949.
1949; entered
entered into
into force
force June
June 30,
1949.

Secretary of
The Secretary
State to
the British
British Ambassador
Ambassador
of State
to the

EXCEL LPNCY
EXCELLENCY:

Ante,
Ante, p.260.
P. 2630.

DEPARTMENT OP
TATE
DEPARTMENT
OF S
STATE
W
ASHINGTON
WASHINGTON
June
June 30,
30, 1949
1949

IIhave the honor to refer to the discussions which have taken place
place
between the Government
Government of the United Kingdom
Kingdom and the Government
Government
of the United States on the subject of the extension of
of the
the AgreeAgreement between
between the two Governments
concerning the British
and
Governments concerning
British and
American
American Zones of Occupation
Occupation in
in Germany.
Germany.
By their exchange
exchange of notes of March 31, 1949 the two GovernGovernments agreed to extend the Bizonal Fusion Agreement
to
June
Agreement
June 30,
30,
1949, and to consult together before June 1,
1, 1949
1949 to
consider
the
to consider the terms
terms
and conditions
conditions of aanew Agreement
Agreement for
for a
a further
further period.
period.
At the time of this exchange
exchange of notes it was thought that, prior to
June 30, aaGerman
German Government would be in existence,
existence, that
that the OccuOccupation Statute would
would be in operation and that the
Tripartite Agreethe Tripartite
Agree-

ment on Control Machinery,
Machinery, covering
covering aa substantial
substantial part
part of
of the
the field
field
of Trizonal Fusion, would have come into force simultaneously
simultaneously with
the Occupation
Occupation Statute, thus rendering
rendering unnecessary
unnecessary a
a further
further extension of the Bizonal
Bizonal Fusion Agreement.
Agreement. Since these arrangements
arrangements
have not yet matured, the Government
Government of the United States believes
believes
that the most practical arrangement
arrangement is the extension
extension for a
a further
further
period of three months
months of such parts of the present
present Fusion Agreement as have not already been replaced
replaced by other agreements
or
agreements or
arrangements.
arrangements.
I therefore have the honor to submit the following
I
following proposals
for
proposals for
the consideration of the Government
Government of the United Kingdom:
Kingdom:
81 Stat.,
Stat., Pt. 3,
3,
61
p. 2475.
4,
61 Stat.,
Stat., Pt.
Pt. 4,
3608.
p. 3608.
62 Stat.,
Stat., Pt.
3,
Pt. 3,
3645.
p. 3645.

(A) The Fusion Agreement
Agreement of December
December 2,
2, 1946,
1946, as
amended on
on
as amended
December
December 17, 1947 and as further amended by the exchange
exchange
of notes of December
December 31, 1948 and March
March 31,
31, 1949
1949 shall,
shall,
unless sooner terminated
terminated by mutual agreement
agreement or by the cona Trizonal Fusion Agreement,
Agreement, be extended
clusion of a
extended until
September
September 30, 1949 subject to the following
following amendments.

U.K. contribution
U.K.
contribution
of supplies and
and services.
ices.

(B) During the period for which
which the
the existing
existing Fusion
Fusion Agreement
Agreement
is extended,
Government of
the United
United Kingdom
Kingdom will
will
extended, the
the Government
of the

Ante,
p. 2630.
Ante, p.
2630.

continue
services to
continue their contribution
contribution of supplies
supplies and services
to GerGer-

63
STAT.]
63 S
TAT.]

UNITED KINGDOM-ZONES
GERMANY-JUNE
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30 1949
1949
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many at the existing
existing basic rate of 17-/2
rr-y2 million pounds
pounds per
per
annum
anmun (approximately
(approximately the equivalent of 70
70 million
million dollars).
dollars).
The type and value of specific categories
categories of goods
goods and
services
and services
to be supplied by the Government
Government of
of the
the United
United Kingdom
Kingdom
will be agreed upon in separate
separate discussions between
between the
the
United Kingdom
Kingdom and the Bizonal
Area. Pending
such
Bizonal Area.
Pending such
agreement, the Government of the United Kingdom
Kingdom will
supwill supply appropriate
appropriate quantities
quantities of the goods and
and services
services specified
specified
in the Annex to the Agreement
of December
in
Agreement of
December 17,
1947, amendamend61
4,
17, 1947,
616vrat.,
stat., Pt.
Pt. 4,
Agreement.
ing the Fusion Agreeme
n t.
The Government
Government of
of the
the United
United p. p 3617.
States will use its best endeavors
endeavors to
full utilization
utilization
to secure
secure the
the full
by the Bizonal Area
Area of the offer
offer of
of supplies
and services
services which
supplies and
which
the Government
Government of the United Kingdom
Kingdom will
make to
to fulfill
fulfill
will make
its obligation
obligation under
under this provision. If
If after the
termination
the termination
of the present
present agreement it
it should appear
appear that the GovernGovernment of the United Kingdom has not fully
spent or
or committed
committed
fully spent
the amount of the contribution
contribution envisaged, the two
two GovernGovernments will consult together
together for
of seeking
for the
the purpose
purpose of
seeking an
an
acceptable method of settling
settling the balance.
acceptable
balance.

available by
(C) Moneys
Moneys made available
Government of
the United
United
by the Government
of the
Kingdom
Kingdom for the supply of goods and
and services
in accordance
accordance
services in
with paragraph
of the
the exchange
paragraph (B)
(B) of
exchange of
of March
31
of notes
notes of
March 31
last amending
extending the
the Revised
amending and extending
Agreement
Revised Fusion
Fusion Agreement
will, to the extent
extent that they have not been
fully spent
by
been fully
spent by
June 30, 1949, be used for the
purchase of
of Category
supthe purchase
Category A
A supplies and services
after that
date in
in accordance
services for
for delivery
delivery after
that date
accordance
with existing arrangements
arrangements and procedures.
procedures.

Ante, p. 231.
2631.
Antc.p.

(D) Upon the conclusion
a Payments
Payments Agreement
(D)
conclusion of
of a
Agreement between
between the
the
Payments AgreeAgreePayments
ment.
en
United
United Kingdom
Kingdom and Western
Western Germany,
Germany, as
in paraas envisaged
envisaged in
paraAnte, p.
2630.
the exchange
of March
March 31,
graph (A)
(A) of the
exchange of
of notes
notes of
31, 1949,
1949, paraparaAnt,
p.230.
graph 33of the Agreement
Agreement signed
in Washington
on December
signed in
Washington on
December
61 18
Stat.,
17, 1947 shall terminate
terminate and its provisions
provisions shall
by p.6
shall be
be replaced
replaced by
tat. Pt.
Pt. 4,4,
p. 3610.
the Payments Agreement
Agreement to be concluded
concluded between
between the
the GovGovernment of the United Kingdom and Western
Western Germany.
Germany. UnUna Payments Agreement
til conclusion of such a
Agreement the
figure of
of 1--I
the figure
1-/2/2
million pounds in paragraph
paragraph 3(6)(vi)
3(6) (vi) and (vii)
(vii) of
of the
the
7
Agreement
Agreement of
December 17,
will be
to 7-ah
of December
17, 1947
1947 will
be increased
increased to
-12
million pounds, provided, however, that any credit
credit for
for account
account
of unused drawing
drawing rights out
year 194
8/
49 will
out of fiscal
fiscal year
1948/49
will be
be
excluded
a credit
balance of
excluded from a
credit balance
the Bizonal
Bizonal Area
Area for
for pm.of the
purposes of calculating
the excess
which would
would necessitate
necessitate paypaycalculating the
excess which
ments in
ments
in United
United States
States dollars.
dollars.
Conversion of st
(E) The liability of
of the
the Government of
of the
the United
Kingdom to
United Kingdom
tocVgoin'of
B-sterling into dollars.
sterling into dollars
convert sterling
dollars in
in accordance
accordance with
with the
the provisions
provisions
of
sub-paragraph (b)
of paragraph
Agreement signed
of sub-paragraph
(b) of
paragraph 44of
of the
the Agreement
signed
in Washington
Washington on December
December 17,
17, 1947
be limited
limited to
to the
the
1947 shall
shall be
sterling held on July
July 1,
in the
the No.
No. 2
of the
the Bank
Bank
1, 1949 in
2 account
account of
Deutscher
Laender with the Bank of
Deutscher Launder
England, or
due to
of England,
or due
to

81939-52-PT.
81939-52—PT. 11--23
III-23
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be paid into that account in
fulfillment of
arrangements conin fulfillment
of arrangements
conperiod of
of the
the present
present
cluded before July 1, 1949. During the
the period
agreement
agreement the sterling held in the No. 22account
account of
of the
the Bank
Deutscher Laender
Laender with the
be
the Bank
Bank of
of England
England will
will not
not be
converted into dollars.
dollars.
Availability of
Availability
JEIA funds.

61 Stat.,
3,
Stat., Pt. 3.

p.2475.
p.
2475.

(F) At the time of the liquidation
liquidation of the Joint
Joint Export Import
Import
Agency as provided for in the charter
charter of the Allied
Allied High ComCommission for Germany
Germany the capital funds of
of the
the Joint Export
Export
Import Agency,
Import
Agency, resulting from the capital contributions
contributions
made
made by the Governments
Governments of
of the
the United
States and
United
United States
and United
Kingdom
Kingdom in accordance
the Agreement
of
December
2,
accordance with the
Agreement of December 2,
1946, will be made available
available to the German
German Government
Government for
for
purposes
purposes of financing
financing the foreign trade of Germany, provided,
provided,
however, that the sterling assets of J
EIA transferred
transferred under
JEIA
under
these arrangements
arrangements will be blocked until June 30, 1950,
or
1950, or
until agreement
agreement has been reached between
Governments
between the Governments
of the United Kingdom and the United States as to how their
their
release is to be effected,
effected, whichever date is
is the
the sooner.
sooner.
Should these proposals commend themselves
themselves to the Government
Government
of the United
United Kingdom, IIhave the honor to suggest that
that this note
and your reply should constitute an
Agreement between
an Agreement
between our
our two
two
Governments.
Governments.
Accept, Excellency,
Excellency, the renewed
renewed assurances
assuranms of my highest
highest considerconsideration.
For the Secretary
Secretary of State:
His Excellency
Excellency
Sir Ouvzu
SHEWELL FRANKS,
FRANKS, K.C.B.,
K.C.B., C.B.E.,
Sir
OLTVER SHEWEL.L
C.B.E.,
British
British Ambassador.
Ambassador.

DEAN
RUsK
DEAN Rusx

British Charge
The British
Secretary of
of State
State
harge d'Affaires to the
the Secretary
Ref. 89/62/49
846
No. 846

BRITISH EMBASSY,
EMBASSY,
BBITISH
W ASHINGTON, D.
D.C.
WASHINGTON,
C.
Arne
30th,
1949.
June
1949.

Stu,
SIu,

Ant,
p. 2664..
Aste. p
p.

p.

Ante,
AnUt, p. 2630.

I have the honour to acknowledge
acknowledge the receipt
I
note of
receipt of
of your note
of today's
today's

date, the terms of which are as
as follows
follows:-

"I have the honor to refer
"I
refer to the
discussions which
the discussions
which have
have taken
taken
place between
between the Government
Government of the United Kingdom and the
the GovGovernment of the United States on the subject of the
of
the extension of
the Agreement
concerning the British
Agreement between the two Governments concerning
and American Zones of Occupation
Occupation in
in Germany.
Germany.
".
"By
exchange of
of notes of March
"By their
their exchange
March 31,
31, 1949 the two Governments agreed to extend the Bizonal Fusion Agreement
Agreement to June 30,
1949, and to consult together before June 1, 1949 to consider
consider the
the
terms and conditions
a new Agreement
conditions of a
Agreement for a
a further period.
period.
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"At the time of this exchange of notes it was thought
thought that, prior
prior
to June 30, a
a German Government
Government would be in existence, that
the
that the
Occupation
Occupation Statute would be in operation, and that the Tripartite
Agreement on Control Machinery,
Machinery, covering
covering a
a substantial
Agreement
substantial part of
of
the field of Trizonal Fusion, would have come into force simultaneously with the Occupation
Occupation Statute, thus rendering unnecessary
unnecessary
a further extension of the Bizonal Fusion Agreement. Since these
a
these
arrangements have not yet matured, the Government
arrangements
Government of the
the United
States believes that the most practical arrangement
arrangement is the extension
extension
for aafurther period of three months of such parts of the present
present
Fusion Agreement
Agreement as have not already been replaced
replaced by other agreements or arrangements.
"I therefore
"I
therefore have the honor to submit the following proposals for
the consideration
consideration of the Government
Government of the United Kingdom:
Kingdom:
Agreement of December
Stat., Pt. 3,
8,
61Stt.,
(A) The Fusion Agreement
December 2, 1946, as
as amended on pp.61
2475.
p.2475.
t at
61l Stat.,
Pt.
4,
December 17, 1947, and as further amended by the exchange
December
exchange
,
Pt. 4,
p.3608.
62 Stat.,
Pt. 3.
3,
of notes of December
31, 1948
December 31,
81, 1949,
shall, p2tat
1948 and
and March
March 81,
1949, shall,
* Pt.
p.8645.
unless sooner terminated by mutual agreement or
or by
by the
the conelusion of aaTrizonal Fusion Agreement,
clusion
Agreement, be extended
extended until
September 30, 1949 subject to the following
following amendments.

Ante, p.
p.2630.
2630.
A.c

(B) During the period for which the existing
existing Fusion
Fusion Agreement
Agreement
is extended, the Government
Government of the United Kingdom
Kingdom will
will
continue
contribution of supplies
continue their contribution
supplies and services to GerGermany at the existing basic rate of 17-%
17-1h million pounds per
annum (approximately
equivalent of 70 million dollars).
(approximately the equivalent
dollars).
The type and value of specific
specific categories
categories of goods and services to be supplied by the Government
Government of the United Kingdom will be agreed
agreed upon in separate discussions between the
the
United Kingdom and the Bizonal Area. Pending
Pending such
such
agreement, the Government
Government of the United Kingdom will
supply appropriate
appropriate quantities
quantities of
services
of the goods
goods and services
Agreement of December 17,
specified in the Annex
Annex to the Agreement
61 Stat., Pt. 4,
1947, amending
amending the
Agreement. The
the Fusion Agreement.
The Government
Government Pe
Pt. 4,
p.stt.,
3617.
of the United States will use its best endeavors to secure
secure
the full utilization by the Bizonal Area of the offer of supplies and services which the Government of the United
United
Kingdom will make to fulfill its obligation under this
this proproIf after the termination of the present agreement
vision. If
agreement
it should appear that the Government
United KingGovernment of the United
Kingdom has not fully spent or committed the amount of the
contribution envisaged, the
will consult
consult
the two
two Governments
Governments will
together for the purpose of seeking an
an acceptable
acceptable method
method
of settling the balance.

(C) Moneys made available by the Government
(C)
Government of
of the
the United
United
Kingdom for the supply of goods and services in accord(B) of
the exchange
exchange of
ance with paragraph
paragraph (B)
of the
of notes
notes of
of March
March
81 last amending
amending and
extending the
the Revised
Fusion Agreeand extending
Revised.Fusion
Agreement will, to the extent that they
they have
not been
fully spent
have not
been fully
spent

ft p.2631.
Ante,
A

p.-p.
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by June 30, 1949,
of Category
Category A
A.
1949, be used for the purchase
purchase of
supplies and services
services for delivery
delivery after that
date in
in accordthat date
accordance with existing arrangements
arrangements and
and procedures.
procedures.

p.2630.
Ante, p.
2630.

61 Stat.,
4,
Stat., Pt. 4,
p.3610.
p.
3610.

(D) Upon
Upon the
conclusion of
Payments Agreement
Agreement between
the
(D)
the conclusion
of a
a Payments
between the
United Kingdom
Kingdom and Western Germany,
envisaged in
in
Germany, as
as envisaged
paragraph
paragraph (A)
(A) of the exchange of notes of March 31, 1949,
1949,
paragraph
3 of the Agreement
paragraph 3
Agreement signed in Washington
Washington on
on
December
terminate and
and its
its provisions
shall
December 17,
17, 1947 shall terminate
provisions shall
be replaced
replaced by the
be concluded
the Payments
Payments Agreement
Agreement to
to be
concluded
between the Government
Government of the United Kingdom
Kingdom and
and WestWestern Germany. Until conclusion
conclusion of such
such aaPayments AgreeAgreement the figure of 1-/2
1- / million pounds in
paragraph 3
3 (6)
(6)
in paragraph
(vi) and (vii)
(vi)
(vii) of the Agreement
Agreement of
of December
December 17, 1947
1947 will
will
1/2 million
be increased
increased to 77- /
pounds, provided, however, that
that
any credit for account of unused drawing
out of
drawing rights
rights out
of
fiscal year 1948/49 will be excluded
excluded from a
a credit balance
balance
of the Bizonal Area for purposes of calculating
calculating the excess
excess
which would necessitate payments
payments in United States dollars.
(E) The liability of the Government
TJnited Kingdom
Kingdom to
to
Government of
of the United
convert sterling into dollars in accordance
accordance with the proprosub-paragraph (b) of paragraph
visions of sub-paragraph
paragraph 4
4of the AgreeDecember 17, 1947 shall be
ment signed in Washington
Washington on December
be
limited to the sterling held on July 1, 1949 in
acin the No.
No. 22account of the Bank Deutscher Laender
Laender with the Bank
Bank of
of England, or due to be paid into that account
account in fulfillment
fulfillment of
of
arrangements concluded
arrangements
1, 1949. During
During the
concluded before July
July 1,
the
period of the present agreement
agreement the
sterling held
held in
in the
the sterling
the No.
No. 22
account of the Bank Deutscher Laender
Bank of
Laender with
with the
the Bank
of
converted into dollars.
England will not be converted
(F) At the time of the liquidation
the Joint
liquidation of
of the
Joint Export-Import
Export-Import
Agency
Agency as provided for in the charter of the Allied High
High
Commission for Germany the capital funds of the Joint
Joint
Export-Import Agency, resulting
resulting from
Export-Import
from the
the capital
capital contricontributions made by the Governments
Governments of the United States and
and
United Kingdom in accordance
accordance with the Agreement
Agreement of
of DeDecember 2, 1946, will be made available
available to the German GovGovernment for purposes of financing the foreign trade
trade of
of GerGermany, provided, however, that the sterling
assets
the
sterling assets of
of the
Joint Export-Import
Agency
transferred under
Export-Import
transferred
under these
arrangements
arrangements will be blocked
blocked until June 30, 1950,
1950, or until
agreement
Governments of
agreement has been reached
reached between
between the Governments
the United Kingdom and the United States as to how
how their
their
release is to be effected,
effected, whichever date is the
the sooner.
"Should these proposals commend
commend themselves
themselves to
the Government
to the
Government
of the United
I have the honor to suggest that this note
United Kingdom,
Kingdom, I
and your reply should constitute an Agreement
Agreement between
between our
our two
two
Governments."
Governments."
12

12

61 Stat., Pt. 3,
p.2475.
p.
2475.
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In reply, I
I have the honour
Majesty's GovIn
honour to inform you that His Majesty's
Government in the United Kingdom accept
accept the proposals
proposals set
forth in
your
set forth
in your
accordance with the suggestion
note and, in accordance
suggestion contained
contained therein,
therein, your
your
note and this reply shall be regarded
regarded as
as constituting
constituting an
an Agreement
Agreement
between our two Governments
Governments in
this matter.
in this
matter.
I avail myself of this opportunity to renew
I
renew to
to you
you the
assurance of
the assurance
of
my highest consideration,
consideration,
F
R ROYER-MILLAR.
F R
HoYER-MnLLA
Chargi d'Affaires.
Charge
d'Affaires.
The
The Honourable
Honourable
AccansoN,
DEAN AOHESON,
Secretary
of State,
Secretaryof
State,
United States
United
States. Department
Department of
of State,
State,
Washington,
Washington, D.
D. C.
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Agreement between the United
United States
States of America
America and
and the
the Republic of
of
the Philippines
respecting the transfer
Philippines respecting
transfer of certain
reservations
certain military
military reservations
to the Philippines.
Philippines. Effected by exchange
exchange of notes signed at
at Manila
Manila
and 16, 1949; entered into force
May 14 and
16, 1949,
1949, operative
force May 16,
operative
retroactively March
March 27, 1949.
retroactively
The American Charge
Chargé d'Affaires ad interim
interim to
to the
the Philippine
Philippine Secretary
Secretary
of Foreign
ForeignAffairs

No. 0509
0509
No.

48 Stat.
Stat. 456.
48 1:1.8.0.
U.S.O. I 1231

et seq.
et
seq.

68 Stat. 625.
58
U.S.C. §g
§§ 1235a,
48 U.S.C.
1240 note.

61 Stat.,
81
Stat.,
p. 1174.
1174.

Pt.

2,
2,

61 Stat.,
Stat.,
p. 4019.

Pt.

4,

Relinquishment
Relinquishment
and transfer
transfer of U.S.
military reservations.
reservations.

Post,
2662.
Post, p. 2662.

Post,
Post, p.
p 2663.
2663.

EMBASSY OF
OF THE
EMBASSY
THE
UNITED
S
TATES
OF
AMERICA, •
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,
Manila, May
May 14,
Manila,
14, 1949.
1949.

EXCELLENCY:
EXCELLENCY:
IIhave the honor to refer to the Act of the Congress of
of the
United
the United
States of America of March
March 24, 1934,
referred
1934, more
more commonly
commonly referred to
to
as the Philippine Independence
Independence Act; to the Joint Resolution
Resolution of
of the
the
Congress of the United States of
America of
of June
June 29,
29, 1944,
1944, which
of America
which
authorized the President
President of the United States
States of
of America
America to
to acquire
acquire
bases for the mutual protection of the United States
and of
of the
the
States and
Philippines; to Joint Resolution No. 4
4 of
of the
the Congress
Congress of
of the
the PhilipPhilippines, approved July 28, 1945, which authorized
President of
the
authorized the
the President
of the
Philippines to enter into negotiations for the establishment
establishment of
such
of such
bases; to the Treaty of General Relations
Relations (including the
the Protocol
Protocol
thereto) Between
Between the United
United States of America
America and
and the
the Philippines
Philippines
signed on July 4, 1946; to the Agreement
Agreement Between
Between the
the United
United
States of America and the Republic
Republic of the
the Philippines
Philippines Concerning
Concerning
Military Bases signed at Manila on March 14, 1947; and to
to other
other
legislation and public acts of the United States of
and of
the
of America
America and
of the
Philippines
Philippines pertinent to the transfer
transfer to
to the
the Republic
Republic of
of the
the Philippines,
Philippines,
following the declaration
declaration of its independence,
independence, of certain
States
certain United States
military bases the use of which was not reserved
reserved to
States
to the United States
by the aforementioned
aforementioned Agreement
Agreement of March
March 14,
14, 1947, or which
which have
have
not otherwise
otherwise been reserved,
reserved, encumbered
encumbered or disposed of, and to inform
inform
Your Excellency
Excellency that, in accordance
accordance with its obligations
obligations under
under the
the
aforesaid acts, resolutions and agreement,
agreement, the
Government of
the Government
of the
the
United States of America
America relinquishes
relinquishes to the
of the
the
the Government
Government of
Philippines the use of, and transfers
transfers to that Government
right
Government such right
and title to, or interest in, the United States military reservations
reservations listed
listed
in Annex 1
1 attached hereto, as the United States may have therein.
therein.
There is also annexed hereto a
a list of the available
available Executive
Executive Orders
and Torrens Certificates
Certificates of Title whereunder
United States
whereunder the United
States has
has
claimed title to and possession of the military reservations
reservations in
in the
the
aforementioned Annex
aforementioned
Annex 1
1attached
attached hereto.
hereto.

PHILIPPINS--MILITARY
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PHILIPPINITS— MILITARY RESERVATIONS—
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1949
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The Government
Government of the United States recognizes
recognizes n the Philippine
Philippine
PP

Exception
for buildException for
buildings and
and installations

63 S
STAT.]
63
TAT.]

Long Distance Telephone
Telephone Company as the lawful owner of certain at
Camp Eldridge,
at Camp
Eldridge,
Laguna.
buildings and installations
installations at Camp Eldridge,
Eldridge, Laguna. Therefore
Therefore

I desire to point out to Your Excellency
I
Excellency that these particular installations are excepted
provisions of this note concerning
excepted from any of the provisions
concerning
the turnover of installations
installations and improvements
improvements on the military reservations listed in
Annex 1
in the
the aforementioned
aforementioned Annex
1 attached
attached hereto.
hereto.

Post, p.
p. 2662.
2e6.
Po,

I further desire to inform Your Excellency
I
Excellency that the United States
Government
Government assures the Philippine Government
Government that it will make
no claims now or in the future against the Philippine
Government
Philippine Government
with aa view to recovering
acquisition of title
recovering funds expended
expended in the acquisition
title
to the temporary bases and installations included
included in the military reseraforementioned Annex 1
attached hereto.
vations listed in the aforementioned
1 attached
Assumption pofieof reIn hereby
hereby making final and
the transfer
transfer of
and formal
formal the
of the
the property
property spon.sibility
spnsintition
by PhilipMar.
27,
listed in Annex
Annex 1
1attached
attached hereto, the
the United States
States requests
requests that
that the
the pines
pi
aas of
Mar.
of
27
1949.
Republic of the Philippines assume as of March 27, 1949 all responsiRepublic
bility, risk of loss, and liability for the care, custody, protection
protection and
maintenance of said property, including liability for damage to permaintenance
son or property sustained
sustained on or after March
March 27, 1949 as a
aresult of
dangerous or defective conditions existing on or after
dangerous
after that date, and
and
to indemnify
and hold
hold harmharmthe Republic of the Philippines
Philippines agrees
agrees to
indemnify and
less the United States, members
members of its armed forces and its
civilian
its civilian
employees
employees from the aforesaid
aforesaid responsibility,
responsibility, risk of loss, and liability.
The United States makes
warranty of title to the property listed
makes no warranty
1 attached hereto or of the condition of said property or
in Annex 1
of its fitness for any other purpose.
Limitation of transIn hereby
In
hereby making
military fer.Lton
making final and formal
formal the
the transfer
transfer of
of the
the military
of"tr
reservations listed in Annex 1
attached hereto, the
1 attached
the United
United States
States
also requests that the Republic
Republic of the Philippines agree that while
it is understood that the buildings and other improvements
improvements located
thereon are transferred
without charge
charge against or
reference to
the
transferred without
or reference
to the
Agreement signed September
September 11,
11, 1946, [
Surplus Property Agreement
P]1] this
this
understanding relates only to
transfer of military
understanding
to the
the transfer
military reservations
reservations
covered by this note.
I
acknowledgI am authorized
authorized by my Government
Government to state that an acknowledgment of the receipt of this note containing
containing Your
Your Excellency's
Excellency's assurances that the terms and conditions thereof are acceptable
acceptable to
Your Excellency's
Excellency's Government
Government will be considered
considered by
by my Government
Government
as constituting
relinquishment to
the Governconstituting an agreement
agreement for
for the
the relinquishment
to the
Governtransfer to that Government of the Philippines
Philippines of the use, and the transfer
of, the
States
ment of
of such
such right and title to,
to, and
and possession of,
the United
United States
in Annex
as the
military reservations
reservations listed
listed in
Annex 11attached
attached hereto,
hereto, as
the United
United
therein, and as
States may
may have therein,
as evidence
evidence that
that such
such relinquishment
relinquishment
or transfer has been fully accomplished.
accomplished.
INot printed.
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Accept, Excellency, the renewed
renewed assurances of
conof my
my highest consideration.
sideration.
THOMAS H.
THOMAS
H. LOCKETT
LOCKETT
Charge d'Affaires
d'Affaires a.
i.
Charge
a. i.

Enclosures:
Enclosures:
1. Annex 1
1--List of Properties to be Turned
Turned Over by
the United
United States
States
by the
Government to the Philippine Government
Government
March 26,
26, 1949.
Government on
on March
1949.
2. List of Executive
Executive Orders and
and Torrens
Torrens Certificates
Title.
Certificates of
of Title.

His Excellency
Excellency
ELPIDIO
QUIRINO,
ELPIDIO QUIRINO,
Secretary of Foreign
Secretary
Foreign Affairs
of the Republic of the
the Philippines.
Philippines.
Annex No. 1
1

List of Properties to be Turned Over by the
the United
United States
States
Government
Government to the Philippine Government
Government on March
March 26,
26, 1949.
1949.
1.
1. Augur Barracks (Zettel Field),
Sulu.
Field), Job,
Jolo, Sulu.
2. Calumpang Point Reservation,
Reservation, Cavite, Luzon.
Luzon.
3. Camp Bumpus, Tacloban, Leyte.
Leyte.
4. Camp Connell, Samar.
Samar.
5. Camp Downes, Ormoc, Leyte.
Leyte.
6.
6. Camp Eldridge, Los Banos, Laguna,
Laguna, Luzon.
Luzon.
7. Camp Gregg, Bayambang,
Bayambang, Pangasinan,
Pangasinan., Luzon.
Luzon.
8. Camp Keithley
Keithley (Maguire Field),
Field), Dansalan, Mindanao.
Mindanao.
9. Camp Overton, Iligan, Lanao,
Lanao, Mindanao.
Mindanao.
10. Chromite Ore Deposit, Zambales, Luzon.
Luzon.
11. Cauayan Field, Cauayan,
Isabela, Luzon.
Luzon.
Cauayan, Isabela,
12. Cuartel Meisic, Manila.
13. Fort San Pedro,
Cebu.
Pedro, Cebu,
Cebu, Cebu.
14. Fort San Pedro, Iloilo, Panay.
15.
15. Ludlow
Ludlow Barracks, Parang,
Parang, Cotabato,
Cotabato, Mindanao.
Mindanao.

16. Malabang
Malabang Field (portion of Torrey Barracks),
Barracks), Lanao,
Lanao,
Mindanao.
Mindanao.
17. Momungan
Momungan Military
Military Reservation,
Reservation, Momungan,
Momungan, Lanao,
Lanao,
Mindanao.
Nozaleda Military Reservation,
18. Nozaleda
Reservation, Calle
Cab eGral.
Grab. Luna,
Manila.
Luna, Manila.
19. Sanborn Field (Sanborn) (Regan Barracks),
Barracks), Daraga,
Daraga, Albay,
Albay,
Luzon.
20. Tagabiran Military Reservation, Catubig,
Catubig, Samar.
Samar.
21. Warwick
Warwick Barracks, Cebu, Cebu.
Cebu.
22. Wolfe Field, Zamboanga,
Zamboanga, Mindanao.
Mindanao.
23. Nichols Field (all of parcel 1
1 and parcel 22less approximately
approximately
350.60 acres, Fort William
William McKinley
McKinley Reservation),
Reservation), Rizal,
Rizal, Luzon.
Luzon.
24. Cuartel
Cuartel de Espana, Intramuros, Manila, including Santa
Santa
Lucia Barracks.
Barracks.
25. Fort Santiago,
Santiago, Manila.
Manila.
26. Old Medical
Medical Supply
Supply Depot, Manila.
Manila.
27. Old Sternberg
Sternberg General
General Hospital, Manila.
Manila.
28. Cuartel de Infanteria, including Estado Mayor,
Manila
Mayor, Manila
29. Malate Barracks,
Manila.
Barracks, Manila.
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1949

LIST OF
EXECUTIVE ORDERS
TITLES OF
LIST
OF EXECUTIVE
ORDERS AND
AND TITLES
OF
PRE-WAR
MIL. RES.
PHIL
PREWAR MIL.
RES.TO
TO BE
BE RETURNED
RETURNED TO
TO PHI
L.GOVT.
GOVT.

1.
1. AUGUR
AUGUR BARRACKS,
BARRACKS, Jolo,
Job, Jolo.
Job.

Executive
Executive Orders and Transfer
Transfer Certificate
Certificate of Titles for
for acquiacquisition.
sition.
** Ex.
Ex. Or.
Or. Nov.
Nov.
** " "
" May
May
** 14" "" Feb.
Feb.
** " "
" May
May
** TCT
TCT No.
No. 19
19
" No.
24
*• "
No. 24

10,
10,
17,
17,
14,
14,
28,
28,

1904
1904
1905
1905
1913
No. 1703
1913 No.
1703
1929 No.
No. 5129
5129
1929

Executive
Executive Orders
Orders reverting portion of res. to Phil.
Phil. Govt.
Govt. and
and
Letter placing
placing the remaining
of the
the
remaining portion
portion under
under the
the control
control of
Phil. Govt.
Ex. Or. Sept. 23,
4077
23, 1924
1924 No.
No. 4077
" " Nov. 18, 1930 No. 5493
5493
*
* Letter dated Sept.
Sept. 10,
10, 1917.
1917.
AsTURIAS-Sub
AsrumAs—Sub Post of
of Augur
Augur Barracks
Executive
Executive Orders and Transfer
Transfer Certificate
Certificate of
of Titles
Titles for
acquisifor acquisition.
*
Or. Nov.
1904
Ex. Or.
* Ex.
Nov. 10,
10, 1904
*• TCT
TCT No.
No. 21
21
** "" No.
No. 23
23
Letter placing
placing under the
of the
Phil. Govt.
the control
control of
the Phil.
Govt.
Letter dated Sept.
** Letter
Sept. 10,
10, 1917.
1917. (Included
(Included in Augur BarBarracks)
racks)
2. CALUMPAN
POINT, Maxagondon,
2.
CALUMPAN POINT,
Maragondon, Cavite.
Cavite.
Executive Orders for acquisition
Executive
acquisition
*
Ex. Or.
Or. April
April 11,
11, 1902
1902
*Ex.
Max. 14,
14, 1904
1904
" " Mar.
3.
3. CAMP
CAMP RUMPUS,
Tacloban, Leyte.
Leyte. •
BUMPUS, Tacloban,
Executive Orders and Transfer Certificate
Certificate of
for acquisiacquisiof Titles for

tion.
tion.

Et.
** Ex.

Or. Sept.
Sept. 1, 1903
1903
TCT No.
No. 23
23
"
" No.
No. 27
27
""No.
No. 28
28
" No. 29
" No. 30
"
" No. 31
"
" No. 32
"
" No. 33
"
33
" No. 34
"
"" No. 35
"" No. 36
"" No. 37
37

81989-42-PT. m-24
81989-62—PT.
m24
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4.
4. CAMP CONNELL,
CONNELL, Calbayog,
CaIbayog, Samar.
Samar.

Executive
Executive Order for acquisition
acquisition
* Ex. Or. Sept.
*
Sept. 1,
1, 1903
1903
* G.
G. 0.
O. No. 201 Sept. 27, 1907 (Technical
*
(Technical description)
description)
5. CAMP D
DOWNES,
OWNES, Ormoc, Leyte.
Leyte.
Executive Orders and Transfer Certificate of
of Titles
acquisiTitles for
for acquisition.
** Ex. Or.
Or. Sept.
Sept. 1,
1, 1903
1903
* "" "" Apr. 9,
*
9, 1907
1907
*• "
" "" July 26, 1913 No.
No. 1806
1806
TCT
TCT No.
No. 10
10
"" No. 11
11
"" No. 46

6.

7.

8.

Letter placing under the control of the Phil. Constabulary
Constabulary letter
letter
27, 1915.
dated May 27,
1915.
CAMP
CAMP ELDRIDGE,
ELDRIDGE, Los
LOS Banos,
Banos, Laguna
Laguna
Executive Orders and Transfer Certificate
Certificate of
for acquiof Titles for
acquisition.
** Ex. Or.
1, 1903
1903
Or. Sept.
Sept. 1,
** "
" "
Dec. 6,
6, 1904
1904
" Dec.
** "
""
"Feb.
"
Feb. 14,
14, 1916
1916 No.
No. 2316
2316
Ter
TCT No. 1
1
" No. 9
9
"" No. 14
""No.
No. 19
19
"" No. 18
""No.
No. 288
GREGG, Bayambang, Pangasinan
CAMP GREGG,
Pangasinan
Executive
Executive Order for acquisition
acquisition
** Ex. Or. Sept.
Sept. 1,
1, 1903
1903
CAMP KEITHLEY,
KEITHLEY, Dansalan, Lanao
Lanao
Executive
Executive Orders for acquisition
acquisition
* Ex. Or. Jan
*
Jan 19,
19, 1905
1905
* "" "" Sept. 26, 1907
*
1907

Letter placing
placing under the control of the Phil. Govt.
Govt.
** Letter dated Sept. 10,
1917.
10, 1917.
OVERTON, Iligan,
9. CAMP OVERTON,
Egan, Lanao
Lanao
Executive Orders and Transfer Certificate of
Titles for
for acquiacquiof Titles
sition.
** Ex. Or. July
July 11,
11, 1903
1903
** " "
" Dec. 1,
1, 1908
1908
**

" "
" Aug. 31,
31, 1912-No.
1912 —No. 1595
1595
TCT No. 1189
1189

"
" No. 1190
Letter placing under the control of the
Govt.
the Phil.
Phil. Govt.
*Letter dated Sept. 10, 1917.
*Letter

10. CHROMITE
CHROMITE ORE DEPOSIT, Zambales.
Zambales.
Executive Order for acquisition
acquisition
Ex. Or. Aug 20, 1931 No. 5690
5690
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11. CAUAYAN,
11.
CALTAYAN, Isabella
Isabella

12.
12.

13.
13.

14.

Executive Order for acquisition
Executive
acquisition
Jan. 5,
5, 1927.
1927.
Ex. Or.
Or. Jan.
CUARTEL M
CITARTEL
EISIC, Manila
MEISIC,
Manila
Executive Order
Executive
Order for acquisition
acquisition
May 17,
** Ex. Or.
Or. May
17, 1905
1905
FORT
FORT SAN
SAN PEDRO,
Cebu, Cebu.
PEDRO, Cebu,
Cebu.
Executive
Executive Order for acquisition
acquisition
1, 1903
** Ex. Or. Sept. 1,
1903
*
17, 1910
* " " "" June
June 17,
1910
General Order Sept. 22, 1905 No. 157
General
157
FORT
SAN
PEDRO, Iloilo,
FORT S
AN PEDRO,
nous) Panay
Panay
Executive Order
Order & Transfer Certificate
Certificate of Title for
for acquisition.
acquisition.
10, 1903
** Ex. Or. Oct. 10,
1903
18, 1905
1905
** " " "
" Sept. 18,
TCT No.
No. 46
TcT

69
"" 69
93
"
" 93
""
" 522
522
"" 523
523
524
""" 524
"
525
"" 525
Executive Order & Letter placing under the
the Phil.
the control
control of
of the
Phil.
Govt.
* Ex. Or.
*
3, 1906
1906
Or. Oct.
Oct. 3,
*
dated Sept.
10, 1917.
* Letter
Letter dated
Sept. 10,
1917.
15. LUDLOW
LUDLOW BARRACKS,
Cotabato
BARRACKS, Parang,
Parang, Cotabato
Executive Order & Transfer Certificate
Executive
acquisition.
Certificate of
of Title for
for acquisition.
Feb. 15,
15, 1904
** Ex. Or. Feb.
1904
it

CC

ft

CC

IC

IC

IC

* "" "
*
Mar. 30,
30, 1909
" Mar.
1909
TCT No. 88
" No.
"
No. 77
"" No.
No. 10
10
"" No. 11
12
"" No.
No. 12
"" No. 18
"" No. 40
16.
16. MALABANG
M ALABANG FIELD,
Lanao, Mindanao
Mindanao
FIELD, Lanao,
Executive Order
Executive
Order for acquisition
acquisition
Ex. Or. Mar. 20,
No. 5308
5308
20, 1930
1930 No.
17.
Lanao
17. MomuNGAN,
MOMUNGAN, Lanao
Executive Order for acquisition
Executive
acquisition
Feb. 10,
** Ex.
Ex. Or.
Or. Feb.
10, 1915
1915 No.
No. 2136
2136
* "" "" June
*
June 19,
1916 No.
2405
19, 1916
No. 2405
18.
18. NOZAIEDA,
NOZAIEDA, Manila
Manila
Executive Order
Order for
Executive
for Acquisition
Acquisition
*
Feb. 13,
* Ex.
Ex. Or.
Or. Feb.
13, 1911
1911
Executive
Executive Order placing portion
portion of
reservation under
the conof reservation
under the
control
trol of
of the
the Phil.
Phil. Govt.
OFR, Own. Sapp.
Ex.
Or. April
Ex. Or.
April 15,
15, 1939
1939
wOrOm.mon,
p. 479.
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19. SANBORN
SANBORN FIELD,
Albay.
FIELD, Albay.

Executive
Executive Order for acquisition
acquisition
*
* Ex. Or. Dec. 19, 1927 No.
No. 4787
TAGABIRAN, Catubig,
20. TA.GABIRAN,
Samar.
Catubig, Samar.
Transfer
Transfer Certificate
Certificate of Title for acquisition
acquisition
TCT No. 11
11
WARWICK BARRACKS,
BARRACKS, Cebu,
21. WARWICK
Cebu, Cebu
Cebu
Executive
Executive Order for Acquisition
Acquisition
*
1, 1903
* Ex. Or. Sept. 1,
Letter placing under the control of the
the Phil. Govt.
Govt.
** Letter dated Sept. 10, 1917
1917
22. WOLFRE
WOLFRE FIELD, Zamboanga
Zamboanga
Executive
Executive Order for acquisition
acquisition
* Ex. Or. May 28, 1929 No. 5129
*
23. FORT Wm. MCKINLEY,
MCKINLEY, Rizal
Rizal
General Order, Deed of Sale & Transfer Certificate
Certificate of
of Title
Title for
for
acquisition
acquisition
** Gen Or. No. 104, Oct. 3,
3, 1902
1902
Deed of Sale dated Aug 5,
5, 1902
1902
2288
TCT No.
No. 2288
Executive Order placing
placing portion of Res.
Res. under
under control
of the
the
control of
Phil. Govt.
** Ex. Or. Feb. 20, 1917 No. 2534
2534
23, 1947
1947 from
American Ambassador
Ambassador
Note No. 559, Dec. 23,
from American
United States Embassy to Secretary
Secretary of
of Foreign
Foreign Affairs
Affairs
of the Republic of the Philippines.
Philippines.
24. OLD MEDICAL
MEDICAL SUPPLY
SUPPLY DEPOT,
DEPOT, Manila
Manila

Executive
Executive Order for acquisition and restoration
restoration to the Phil.
Phil.
Govt.
* Ex. Or. Feb. 13, 1911
*
1911
25. STERNBERG GEN.
GEN. HosP.,
Hoar., Manila
Manila
Executive
Executive Order
Order for acquisition
acquisition
* Ex. Or. Feb. 13,
*
13, 1911
1911
* Typewritten copies
copies of Executive
Executive Orders and letters completed
*
completed

The Philippine
Undersecretary of Foreign
Philippine Undersecretary
Foreign Affairs
the American
Affairs to
to the
American

Charge d'Affaires ad interim
Chargé
interim
REPUBLIC OF
THE PHILIPPINES
PHILIPPINES
REPUBLIC
OF THE
DEPARTMENT OF
DEPARTMENT
OF FOREIGN
FOREIGN AFFAIRS
AFFAIRS
12388
123S8

MANILA,
1949
MANILA, May 16,
16, 1949

SIR:
SIR:
Ante,
p. 2660.
At,P.
2a6a.

I am pleased to acknowledge
acknowledge the receipt of your note 509
I
14, 1949,
1949, and
14,
and its enclosures, which note reads as follows:
follows:

[
1]of

[1] of May
May

"I have the honor to refer to the Act of the Congress
"I
of the
Congress of
the
United States of America of March
March 24, 1934, more commonly
commonly rere'1 The correct number is "0509".
"0509".
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ferred to as the Philippine
Independence Act; to the Joint ResoluPhilippine Independence
tion of the Congress of the United States
States of America of
June 29,
29,
of June
1944, which authorized
authorized the President
of
President of the United States of
America
America to acquire bases for the mutual protection
protection of the United
United
States and of the Philippines;
Philippines; to Joint Resolution No.
of the
the ConConNo. 4
4 of
gress of the Philippines,
Philippines, approved July 28, 1945, which authorized
authorized
the President of the Philippines to enter
negotiations for the
enter into negotiations
the
establishment
establishment of such bases;
bases; to the Treaty
of General
General Relations
Relations
Treaty of
(including the Protocol thereto) Between
Between the United States of
of
America and the Philippines signed on July 4, 1946;
1946; to
to the
the Agreement Between
Between the United States of America and the Republic
Republic of
the Philippines Concerning Military
Manila on
on
Military Bases
Bases signed
signed at
at Manila
March 14, 1947; and to other legislation
legislation and
public acts
of the
the
and public
acts of
United
United States of America
America and
pertinent to
to the
the
and of
of the Philippines
Philippines pertinent
transfer to the Republic of
following the
the declaration
declaration
of the
the Philippines, following
of its independence,
independence, of certain United
United States
military bases
use
States military
bases the
the use
of which was not reserved
the United
by the
the aforemenaforemenreserved to
to the
United States
States by
tioned
Agreement of
of March
14, 1947,
have not
tioned Agreement
March 14,
1947, or
or which
which have
not otherwise
otherwise
been reserved, encumbered
encumbered or
or disposed
of, and
to inform
Your
disposed of,
and to
inform Your
Excellency
accordance with its
Excellency that, in accordance
obligations under
the
aforeits obligations
under the aforeagreement, the
of the
said acts, resolutions and
and agreement,
the Government
Government of
the United
United
States of America relinquishes
relinquishes to
the Government
Government of
the Philippines
Philippines
to the
of the
the use
use of,
to that
that Government
title
of, and transfers
transfers to
Government such
such right
right and
and title
to, or interest
United States
military reservations
reservations listed
in
interest in,
in, the United
States military
listed in
1 attached hereto, as the United States
Annex 1
have therein.
therein.
States may
may have
There is
There
annexed hereto
hereto a
list of
the available
is also
also annexed
a list
of the
available Executive
Executive
Orders
Torrens Certificates
Certificates of
of Title
Title whereunder
whereunder the
the United
United
Orders and Torrens
States
claimed title
to and
of the
States has
has claimed
title to
and possession
possession of
the military
military reservations
reservations
in the
the aforementioned
aforementioned Annex
Annex 1
1 attached
attached hereto.
hereto.
"The Government
Government of
the United
United States
States recognizes
recognizes the
the Philippine
Philippine
"The
of the
Long Distance Telephone
Telephone Company as the lawful
owner of
of certain
lawful owner
certain
installations at
Camp Eldridge,
Eldridge, Laguna.
buildings and
and installations
at Camp
Laguna. Therefore
Therefore
I
that these
these particular
particular instalI desire to
to point out
out to
to Your
Your Excellency
Excellency that
installations are excepted
lations
excepted from
provisions of
of this
this note
note concernconcernfrom any of
of the
the provisions
ing
turnover of
the military
military
ing the turnover
of installations
installations and
and improvements
improvements on
on the
reservations
listed in
in the
Annex 1
1attached
attached hereto.
hereto.
reservations listed
the aforementioned
aforementioned Annex
"I further
desire to
Your Excellency
Excellency that
that the
United
"I
further desire
to inform
inform Your
the United
States Government
Government assures
assures the
Philippine Government
that it
States
the Philippine
Government that
it will
will
make
or in
in the
the future
future against
the Philippine
Governmake no claims
claims now or
against the
Philippine Government
with a
to recovering
funds expended
expended in
in the
acquisition
ment with
a view
view to
recovering funds
the acquisition
of
title to
temporary bases
bases and
in the
of title
to the
the temporary
and installations
installations included
included in
the
military
reservations listed
listed in
in the
the aforementioned
aforementioned Annex
attached
military reservations
Annex 1
1 attached
hereto.
hereto.
"In hereby
hereby making
and formal
the transfer
transfer of
the property
"In
making final
final and
formal the
of the
property
listed in
in Annex
hereto, the
the United
States requests
requests that
listed
Annex 11attached
attached hereto,
United States
that
the
Republic of
of the
Philippines assume
as of
of March
March 27,
27, 1949
the Republic
the Philippines
assume as
1949 all
all
responsibility, risk
risk of
of loss,
care, custody,
custody, proproresponsibility,
loss, and
and liability
liability for
for the
the care,

2667
48
48 Stat.
Stat. 456.
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48
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1231 e
48U.
S.C.
seq.
vq.
58
625.
58 Stat.
Stat. 626.
48
S. .C. §§
48 U.S.
if 12356,
123i,
1240
note.
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61 Stat.,
61
Stat., Pt.
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2,
p. 1174.
1174.
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61
4,
61 Stat.,
Stat., Pt.
Pt. 4,
p. 4019.
4019.
p.

Ante,
2662.
Ante, p.
p. 2662.

Anie, p.
Ante,
p. 2663.
2663.
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tection and maintenance
maintenance of said property, including
including liability
liability for
for
damage to person or property
property sustained on or
or after
after March
March 27,
27, 1949
1949
as aaresult of dangerous or defective
defective conditions existing
existing on
on or
or after
after
that date, and the Republic of the Philippines agrees
to indemnify
agrees to
indemnify
and hold harmless the United States, members of its armed
armed forces
forces
and its civilian employees from the aforesaid responsibility,
responsibility, risk
risk
of loss, and liability. The United States
makes no
no warranty
States makes
warranty of
of
title to the property listed in Annex 1
hereto or
or of
1 attached hereto
of the
the
condition of said property or of its fitness for
any other
for any
other purpose.
purpose.
"In hereby making final and formal the
of the
the transfer
transfer of
the military
military
reservations
listed in
in Annex
reservations listed
Annex 1
1attached
attached hereto,
hereto, the United States
States
also requests that the Republic of the
it
the Philippines
Philippines agree
agree that
that while
while it
is understood that the buildings and other improvements
improvements located
located
thereon are transferred
transferred without charge against or
or reference
reference to
to the
the
Surplus Property Agreement
Agreement signed September
September 11,
this
11, 1946,
1946, this
understanding relates only to the transfer of
reservations
of military
military reservations
covered by this note.
"I
am authorized
Government to state that an acknowledg"I am
authorized by my Government
acknowledgment of the receipt of this note containing Your
Your Excellency's
Excellency's
assurances that the terms and conditions thereof
assurances
thereof are
are acceptable
acceptable to
to
Your
Your Excellency's
Excellency's Government
Government will be considered by
by my
my GovernGovernment as constituting
constituting an agreement
agreement for the
the
the relinquishment
relinquishment to
to the
Government of the Philippines
Government
Philippines of the use, and
transfer to
to that
that
and the
the transfer
Government of such right and title to, and possession of,
Government
of, the
the United
United
States military
military reservations
States
reservations listed in Annex 1
1attached
attached hereto,
the
hereto, as
as the
United States may have therein, and as
United
such relinrelinas evidence
evidence that
that such
quishment or transfer has been fuly
fuly accomplished.
accomplished.
"Accept, Excellency,
Excellency, the renewed assurances
"Accept,
assurances of
of my
my highest
highest
consideration."
consideration."
I am
am happy
happy to inform
inform you that an agreement
agreement in the sense
I
described
sense described
in the foregoing
in
foregoing note is acceptable
acceptable to the Government
of the
the PhilipGovernment of
Philippines; and that this Government
Government agrees
agrees to
consider the
Embassy's
to consider
the Embassy's
note
No. 509
of May
May 14,
1949, and its enclosures,
enclosures, together
note No.
509 of
14, 1949,
with the
together with
the
present reply thereto as constituting
constituting an agreement
agreement arrived
arrived at
at between
between
our two Governments
Governments on the subject of
the GovernGovernof relinquishment
relinquishment to
to the
ment of
of the
Philippines of the use; and the transfer to
ment
the Philippines
that
Governto that Government of
of such right and title to, and possession of,
ment
of, the
the United
United States
States
military reservations
reservations listed in the enclosure
military
enclosure Annex 1,
as
1, as the
the United
United
States may have therein,
States
therein, and as evidence
evidence that
or
that such relinquishment
relinquishment or
transfer has
has been fully accomplished,
accomplished, effective
transfer
effective as of March 27,
1949.
27, 1949.
Accept,
Accept, Excellency,
Excellency, the renewed assurances
assurances of
my high
high consideration.
consideration.
of my

The Honorable
Honorable
THOMAS
H. LOCKETT
LOCKE.TT
THOMAS H.
Charge
Chargé d'Affaires, a.i.
a.i.
Embassy of the United States.
Embassy
States.

JA

S115LINO,gral
Uonersecretagr
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MEMORANDUM
MEMORANDUM

On the understanding
Government regarding
On
understanding of the Philippine Government
its
regarding its
acceptance.
acceptance of paragraph five of the Embassy's
Embassy's Note
509 of
of
Note No.
No. 509
May
May 14, 1949
/949 concerning
concerning the relinquishment
relinquishment and transfer
transfer to
to the
the
Republic
Republic of the Philippines
Philippines of temporary
temporary quarters
quarters and
and installations
installations

in Annex
1 attached
thereto.
listed in
Annex No. 1
attached thereto.

It is the understanding of the Philippine Government
It
Government that
that accept-.
acceptparagraphfive
ance of paragraph
„five of the Embassy's
Embassy's Note
No. 509
of May
May 14,
Note No.
509 of
14,
1949 does not preclude
preclude said Government
Government from seeking
seeking the
considerathe consideration of the understanding
understanding enunciated
enunciated therein with respect
respect to
to future
future
relinquishment
or.transfer
relinquishment or
transfor of United States military installations.
installations.
DEPARTM3BWF
OPfFORtEIW,
DEPARTMENT 131A,
FOREIGN :AFFAIRS
AZIPA/R3

Manila, May16,'1949
Manila,
May 16, 194.9

Ante,
p..2661.
Al"p.a.P2'
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Agreement between the United
United States of America and
of the
and the Republic
Republic of
the
Philippines respecting
respecting the occupation
Philippines
occupation by United
United States
armed forces
forces
States armed
and installations
of temporary
temporary quarters
quarters and
installations in the Philippines
after March
Philippinesafter
March
26, 1949. Effected by exchange of notes signed at
May 14
at Manila
Manila May
14
and 16',
16, 1949;
1949; entered
entered into force May 16,
operative retroactively
16, 1949,
1949, operative
retroactively
March 26,
1949.
from March
26, 1949.

The American Charge
d'Affaires ad interim
Chargé d'Affaires
interim to the
Philippine Secretary
the Philippine
Secretary
of Foreign
Foreign Affairs
Affairs

No.
No. 0510
0510

EMBASSY OF
EMBASSY
OF THE
THE
UNITED
TATES OF
AMERICA,
UNrrED S
STATES
OF AMERICA,
Manila, May 14,
14, 1949.
Manila,
1949.

EXCELLENCY:
EXCELLENOY:

61 Stat.,
Stat.,
61
p.
p. 4019.
4019.
61 Stat.,
Stat.,
61
p. 4028.
P.
4028.

61 Stat.,
61
Stat.,
p. 4032.
4032.
p.

I have the honor to refer to the Agreement
I
Agreement Between
United
Between the
the United
the Republic
States of America and the
of the
Philippines Concerning
Republic of
the Philippines
Concerning
Pt.
4, Military Bases signed at
Pt. 4,
on March
March 14,
1947, and,
and, in
in parat Manila
Manila on
14, 1947,
parpt.
Pt. 4,
4, ticular, to paragraph
paragraph 1,
1, Article
Article XXI
that Agreement
which,
while
XXI of
of that
Agreement which, while
it limits to a
a period of two years the
the term
term of
It
of occupancy
occupancy by
by United
United
States armed forces of temporary
temporary quarters
quarters and
installations
and installations existing
existing
Pt.
rt. 4,
4, outside the bases mentioned in
in Annex
Annex A
and Annex
Annex B,
B, reserves
A and
reserves for
for my
my

61 Stat., Pt. 4 .
Stat., Pt. 4,
p. 61
4028.
p.
4028.

Government the right, if circumstances
circumstances require,
require, to
Government
to negotiate
with Your
negotiate with
Your
Excellency's
Government
Excellency's
with aaview to extending
extending the
right of
the right
of United
United
States armed forces
occupation of
forces to continued occupation
quarters and
of temporary
temporary quarters
and
installations
March 26,
installations beyond the date March
26, 1949
1949 for
for such
such time
time as
as may
may be
be
necessary
the completion
necessary for the
completion of
adequate facilities
facilities for
for United
United States
of adequate
States
armed forces within the bases
bases provided
provided in
in the
the aforementioned
aforementioned
Agreement.
Agreement.
I desire
I
desi re to inform Your Excellency
Excellency that,
although the
States
that, although
the United
United States
Army has endeavored
endeavored to concentrate
concentrate its
its activities
activities within
within Annex
Annex A
A
bases, delays
delays in the construction
construction program
program caused
by difficulty
in
caused by
difficulty in
obtaining
obtaining certain
certain critical
critical construction
construction items
items have
it necessary
have made
made it
necessary for
for
the United States armed
armed forces
forces to
continue the
occupation of
to continue
the occupation
of aanumber
number
installations.
of temporary
temporary installations.
Therefore,
accordance with
Therefore, in accordance
with Article
Article XXI,
earlier referred
referred to,
to, my
my
XXI, earlier
Government requests an extension of
Government
its right
to occupy
certain
temof its
right to
occupy certain temporary
installations beyond
porary installations
beyond the date March
March 26,
26, 1949.
A list
list of
of such
such
1949. A
installations
installations is transmitted herewith
herewith as Annex
Annex 1.
1.
The
Government agrees
The United
United States
States Government
agrees that the continued
continued occupancy
occupancy
by
its
armed
forces
of
the temporary
quarters and
by its armed forces
temporary quarters
installations enumenumand installations
erated in
in Section
hereto will
erated
Section C
C of Annex
Annex 11attached
attached hereto
in no
way prejudice
prejudice
will in
no way
the rights
rights of the several private owners of
the
such tracts
of land
land in
their
of such
tracts of
in their
contractual
States Government.
contractual relations with the United States
Government.
IIdesire
desire to inform Your
further that
Your Excellency
Excellency further
that certain
certain other
other temtemporary
porary bases and installations
installations occupied by
United States
by the
the United
States Army
Army

63 STAT.]
STAT.]
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under the Bases Agreement and recently returned to Philippine ownership were not included in my note No. 0509 of this date because
because
they did not exist on United States Government
Government owned
owned land, but
but
occupied leased or Philippine Government property. There
There still
still
remain in this category
category certain temporary
temporary quarters
quarters and
and installations
occupied by the United States Army which will have been made
made availavailable for transfer to Your Excellency's
Excellency's Government on or before
March 26, 1949 in compliance
compliance with paragraph
paragraph 1,
1, Article XXI
XXI of
the
of the
Military Bases Agreement.
Military
Agreement.
Accept, Excellency,
Excellency, the renewed
renewed assurances
assurances of
of my highest
highest
consideration.
consideration.
THOMAS H. LocxErr
LocKrr
THomAs
Charge dAffaires
d'Affaires a.
a. i.
Charge
i.
Enclosure:
Enclosure:
Annex 11— List of
Properties
Properties which the
United States Government Wishes to Retain
after March 26, 1949.

His Excellency
Excellency
ELPIDIO QUMINo,
Q1JIRINO,
ELPIDIO
Secretary
Secretary of
Foreign Affairs
of Foreign
Affairs
of
of the
Philippines.
of the Republic of
the Philippines.
Annex No. 1
1

List of Properties which the United States Government
Government Wishes
Wishes to
to
Retain
after March
March 26, 1949.
Retain after
A. Installations
Installations located on
on United States
States owned
owned land:
land:
William McKinley
McKinley (parcels
(parcels 3
4).
1. Fort William
3 and
and 4).
2.
(350.60 acres
acres of
parcel 2,
2,
2. Nichols Field
Field Reserved
Reserved Area
Area (350.60
of parcel
Fort
Reservation).
Fort McKinley
McKinley Reservation).
Installations located on Philippine
land:
B. Installations
Philippine Government
Government owned
owned land:
City, Rizal
Rizal (to
1. Diliman Housing
Housing Area,
Area, Quezon
Quezon City,
(to be
be reretained as a
amilitary
such time
time as
Palma Hall
tained
military installation
installation until
until such
as Palma
Hall
is
for its
is completed
completed and
and occupied
occupied by
by the
the AGRD
AGRD for
its records
records and
and
offices).
offices).
C.
Installations located
property:
C. Installations
located on
on private
private property:
1.
Makati, Rizal.
1. McKinley
McKinley Housing
Housing Colony,
Colony, Makati,
Rizal.
Processing and
(former Manila
Manila
2. Processing
and Training
Training Center
Center Area
Area (former
Provost
Marshal Command
Area), Mandaluyong,
Mandaluyong, Rizal.
Provost Marshal
Command Area),
Rizal.
3.
Area at
at Highway
54 and
and Pasig
Boulevard, to
include
3. Area
Highway 54
Pasig Boulevard,
to include
the
Transportation Truck
Battalion Bus
Bus Pool,
the forthe 505th
505th Transportation
Truck Battalion
Pool, the
former
Area, the
Adjutant General
mer Pasig
Pasig Commissary
Commissary Area,
the former
former Adjutant
General
Printing
Plant and
Depot Area,
Area, and
and the
the former
former
Printing Plant
and Publications
Publications Depot
29th
Base Topographical
Topographical Battalion
Battalion Area,
Area, Mandalu29th Engineer
Engineer Base
Mandaluyong,
Rizal.
yong, Rizal.
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2671

Ante,
p. 2660.
Ante, p.
2660.
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Communications Plant
4. Signal Communications
Distribution System
System
Plant and
and Distribution
(consists of communication
communication cables crossing private
private and
and
Philippine Republic property for which easements
easements must
must be
be
retained).
retained).
5. WTA Transmitter
Transmitter Station, Tinajeros,
Tinajeros, Rizal.
Rizal.
6. UMP Relay Station, Santa Mesa
Rizal.
Mesa Heights,
Heights, Rizal.
7. WTA Receiver
Receiver Station, Las
Pinas, Rizal.
Las Pinas,
Rizal.
8. Quartermaster
Quartermaster POL
POL Depot,
Depot, Malibay,
Malibay, Rizal.
Rizal.
9. 141st AACS Transmitter Station, near
near Fort
Fort StotsenStotsenburg-Clark Air Force Base, Pampanga.
burg—Clark
Pampanga.
10. Headquarters
Headquarters MANED, and Fisher Apartments
at F.
F. B.
Apartments at
B.
Harrison and Fisher Avenue, Rizal City,
(HeadCity, Rizal. (Headquarters MANED
MANED building
building is property of
of Philippine
Alien
Philippine Alien
Property Administration.)
Administration.)
11. Carabao Wallow,
Wallow, Highway 54, Malibay,
Malibay, Rizal.
Rizal.
The Philippine
Undersecretary of Foreign
Philippine Undersecretary
Foreign Affairs
Affairs to
to the
the American
American
Charge d'Affaires ad
Charge
ad interim
interim
12389
12389

REPUBLIC OF
REPUBLIC
OF THE
THE PHILIPPINES
PHILIPPINES
DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT OF
OF FOREIGN
FOREIGN AFFAIRS
AFFAIRS

SIR:
SIR:
Ante,
Ante, p.2670.
p. 2670.

61
4,
61 Stat.,
Stat., Pt.
Pt. 4,
p. 4019.
4019.
61
Stat., Pt.
4,
61
Stat.,
Pt.
4,
p.
4028.
p. 4028.
p

61
Stat.,
61 Stat.,
p.
4032.
p. 4032.

Pt.
4,
Pt. 4,

MANITA. M
Afad1/
If. 1949
1.Q9
MANILA,
ay 16',

II am pleased
acknowledge the receipt of your
pleased to acknowledge
No. 510
your note
note No.
510
May 14,
14, 1949,
1949, and
and its enclosure, which note reads as follows:
May
follows:

[ ] of
[1]
of
I

"I
"I have the honor to refer to the Agreement
Agreement Between
the United
Between the
United
States of America and the Republic of
Philippines Concerning
Concerning
of the Philippines
Military
Milit
aryBases
Bases signed
at Manila
Manila on
March 14,
14, 1947,
1947, and,
an d, i
par ti cu signed at
on March
inn particular, to paragraph 1,
1, Article XXI of that Agreement
Agreement which,
which, while
while it
it
limits to aa period of two years the term of occupancy
by
United
occupancy by United
temporary quarters
States armed forces of temporary
quarters and
and installations
installations existing
existing
ou t
sid e the
th e b
ases ment i
oned i
n Annex A and Annex B, reserves for
outside
bases
mentioned
in Annex A and Annex B, reserves for
my Government the right, if circumstances
circumstances require, to negotiate
with
negotiate with
Your Excellency's
Excellency's Government
Government with a
the right
a view to
to extending
extending the
right
of United States armed forces
of temporary
forces to
to continued
continued occupation
occupation of
temporary
quarters
quarters and installations beyond the date March 26, 1949
such
1949 for
for such
time as may be necessary for the completion
of adequate
adequate facilities
completion of
facilities
for United States armed forces within the bases provided
in the
provided in
the
aforementioned
aforementioned Agreement.
Agreement.
"I desire to inform Your Excellency that, although the
the United
United
States
Army has endeavored
concentrate its activities
States Army
endeavored to concentrate
activities within
within
Annex A
A bases, delays in the construction
construction program caused
Annex
by diffidifficaused by
culty in obtaining certain
certain critical construction
culty
construction items
made it
items have
have made
it
necessary
necessary for the United
United States armed forces to continue
continue the
the occuoccupation of a
a number of temporary
temporary installations.
installations.
"Therefore,
"Therefore, in accordance
accordance with Article
Article XXI, earlier referred
referred to,
to,
my Government
Government requests
requests an extension
my
extension of its right to occupy
occupy certain
certain
'The correct number is "0510".
'The

63 S
STAT.]
FOR U.S.
FORCES-MAY
63
TAT.] PHILIPPINES-QUARTERS
PHILIPPINES—QUARTERS FOR
U.S.' ARMED
ARMED F
ORCES—MAY 14,
14, 16,
16, 1949
1949

temporary
temporary installations beyond the date March
March 26,
26, 1949. A
A list of
of
such installations is transmitted
transmitted herewith as Annex I.
I.
Government agrees that the continued
"The United States Government
continued occuoccupancy by its armed forces of the temporary
temporary quarters and
installaand installations enumerated
C of Annex 1
1 attached
enumerated in Section
Section C
attached hereto will in
in
no way prejudice
prejudice the rights of the several
several private owners
owners of such
such
tracts of land in their contractual
contractual relations with the United States
States
Government.
"I desire to inform Your Excellency
"I
Excellency further that certain
certain other
other
temporary bases and installations occupied by
temporary
by the
United States
the United
States
Army under the Bases Agreement and recently returned to PhilipPhilippine ownership were not included in my note No.
of this
No. 0509
0509 of
this date
date
because
because they did not exist on United States
States Government
owned
Government owned
land, but occupied leased or Philippine Government
Government property.
property.
There
There still remain in this category
quarters and
and
category certain
certain temporary quarters
installations
installations occupied by the United States Army which will
will have
have
been made available
available for transfer to Your
Your Excellency's
Excellencys Government
Government
on or before
March 26, 1949 in compliance
before Mach
compliance with paragraph
parlgraph 1,
1, ArtiArticle XXI of
Of the Military
Military Bases Agreement.
"Accept,
"Accept, Excellency,
Excellency, the renewed assurances of my highest
highest
consideration."
consideration."
I am happy to inform you that an agreement
I
agreement in the sense
described
sense described
foregoing note is acceptable
in the foregoing
Government of
Philipacceptable to the Government
of the
the PhilipGovernment considers the Embassy's
pines, and that this Government
note No.
510
Embassy's note
No. 510
of May 14, 1949 and its enclosure, together with the present
present reply
thereto
constituting an agreement
agreement arrived at between our
thereto as constituting
two GovGovour two
ernments
ernments in accordance
accordance with Article XXI of the Military Bases
Agreement
Agreement of March
March 14,
14, 1947 on the subject
subject of
extension of
of the
of extension
the right
right
of the United States armed forces to occupy certain
certain temporary
temporary installainstallations enumerated
enumerated in the enclosure
enclosure Annex 1
1 beyond the date March
March 26,
26,
1949 for such time as may be necessary for the completion
of adequate
completion of
adequate
facilities for United States armed forces within
provided in
in
within the
the bases
bases provided
the aforementioned
aforementioned Military Bases Agreement
Agreement but
case
but shall in no
no case
a period of three years from March
exceed a
March 26, 1949.
Accept, Sir, the renewed
assurances of my high consideration.
renewed assurances
consideration.

•
.4
Felino Neri
Felino

Undersecretary
Undersecretary
The Honorable
THOMAS H.
H.LocKETT
Honorable THOMAS
LocKErr
Chargé
ad interim
interim
Charge d'Affaires
dcAffaires ad
United
Embassy
United States
States Embassy
Manila
Manila
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Agreement between the United States
Belgium modifying
modifying
States of America and
and Belgium
the agreement
and July 23,
agreement of June
June 6
6 and
concerning American
American
23, 1947,
1947, concerning
dead in World War
War II.
II. Effected by exchange
notes dated
dated at
at Brussels
Brussels
exchange of
of notes
January
31, 1949; entered
January 17 and 81,
entered into
force January
January 31,
31, 1949.
1949.
intoforce
The American
American Embassy to the Belgian
Belgian Ministry
Affairs
Ministry for
for Foreign
Foreign Affairs
EMBASSY
EMBASSY OF
OF THE
THE
UNITED
STATES OF
UNITED STATES
OF AMERICA
AMERICA

No.66
No.

The Embassy of the United States of America
America presents
its complipresents its
compliments to the Belgian Ministry
Ministry for Foreign
Foreign Affairs,
Affairs, and
has
the honor
and has the
honor
to refer to the Ministry's
Ministry's notes No. 55828/Pr/Cim.Mil.Am.,
55828/Pr/Cim.Mil.Am., of
of
October 7, 1948, [']
[] and No. 55828/Pr/Cim.Mil.Am.,
55828/Pr/Cim.Mil.Am., of
of December
December
22, 1948,
1948, [[1]
] relating to the establishment and
22,
United
and maintenance
maintenance of
of United
States military cemeteries and memorials in
Belgium.
The
Embassy
in Belgium. The Embassy
has noted the Belgian Government's
Government's agreement
in the
agreement set
set forth
forth in
the above
above
mentioned
mentioned notes to the rewording of Article
Article IV
IV and
to
the
and to the addition
addition
of Article X to the Agreement concluded
concluded between
the Government
between the
Government of
of
the
United
States
and
the
Belgian
Government
the United
Government by
exchange of
of the
the
by the
the exchange
Embassy's note of June 66and the Ministry's reply
reply of
of July
23, 1947.
1947.
July 23,
Articles IV and X now read
as follows:
follows:
read as
Article IV:
English text:
text:
"The
Government of the United States shall be
"The Government
be permitted
permitted the
the
use
of
railroads,
use
railroads, highways, navigable
navigable waters, ports,
port installainstallaports, port
tions and buildings for office,
office, warehouse,
warehouse, and
billet purposes
purposes
and billet
together
with
the
necessary
services
together
services and Belgian
the extent
Belgian labor
labor to
to the
extent
required
required for
for the accomplishment
accomplishment of the purpose of this Agreement
Agreement
subject only to conforming
conforming to the
Social laws
paying the
the
the Belgian
Belgian Social
laws and
and paying
rates of compensation
fixed
compensation
by Belgian legislation
by collective
legislation or
or by
collective
agreements prepared by joint labor-management
agreements
commissions."
labor-management commissions."
French text:
French
text:
"Le
Gouvernement des Etats-Unis
"Le Gouvernement
Etats-Unis pourra user
chemins de
user des
des chemins
de
Fer, des routes, des voies navigables, des ports,
des installations
ports, des
installations
portuaires, des
des locaux A
portuaires,
ausage de bureau, d'entrep6t
d'entrepOt et de logement,
logement,
et avoir recours aux services et A
ala
main-d'oeuvre beige
la main-d'oeuvre
beige necessaires,
necessaires,
dans la
la mesure exigee par l'execution
dans
l'execution des fins du present
present accord,
accord, aa
la condition unique de se conformer aux
belges et
et de
aux lois sociales
sociales belges
de
payer
retribution aux taux fixes par la legislation
payer la
la retribution
legislation belge ou par
par les
les
conventions
conventions collectives,
collectives, elabor6es
elaborees par les commissions paritaires."
paritaires."
1

1

61

Stat.,

p. 61
3352.Stat.,

Pt. 4,

Pt.

4,

INot printed.
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STAT.]
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BELGIUM-AMERICAN
BELGIUM— AMERICAN DEAD IN
IN WORLD
WORLD WAR II—.TAN.
II--JAN. 17,
17, 31,
31, 1949
1949

Article X
X (which does not entail
entail any further obligations
obligations on the part
part
I American
of Belgium with respect
respect to World War I
American military cemeteries
cemeteries
memorials):
and memorials):
English text:
text:

"The
"The provisions of this Agreement
Agreement relative to the establishment,
establishment,
construction,
construction, improvement, and proper maintenance
maintenance of
of permanent
permanent
cemeteries
cemeteries and memorials
memorials are applicable
applicable to those of the
the war of
of
1914-1918 as well as to those of the war of
of 1939-1945."
1939-1945."
French text:
text:
French
"Les dispositions
dispositions du
accord se
al'6tablissePetablissedu present
pr6sent accord
se rapportant
rapportant A
A la construction,
ment, a
construction, A
a l'embellissement
l'embellissement et
et a
des
a l'entretien
l'entretien des
cimetieres permanents
cimetieres
permanents et des monuments,
monuments, sont
applicables aussi
aussi
sont applicables
bien A
aceux de la guerre 1914-1918
1914-1918 qu'A
qu'a ceux de la guerre
1939-1945."
guerre 1939-1945."

appreciate receiving from the
The Embassy would appreciate
for
the Ministry
Ministry for
Foreign
Foreign Affairs an acknowledgement
acknowledgement of this communication
communication confirmconfirming the Ministry's agreement to the present texts of
Articles IV
IV and
and
of Articles
X as set forth above.
The Embassy takes this occasion to renew
renew to the
the
the Ministry
Ministry the
assurances of its
consideration.
its highest
highest consideration.

BRUSSELS, January
January 17,
17, 1949

BRUSSELS,

DMAcA
DMAcA
THE MINISTRY
MINISTRY FOR FOREIGN
THE
FOREIGN AFFAIRS,
Brussels.
Brussels.

Belgian Ministry
Ministry for Foreign
The Belgian
Foreign Affairs to the
Embassy
tohe American
American Embassy
BRUXELLES,
BRUXELLES,

MINISTE RE
MINISTbRE
OE S
DES
AFFAIRE8 ETRANOERES
AFFAIRES
ETRANOERES
ET DU ,
COMMERCE
COMMERCE EXTERIEUR
EXTERIEUR

Dlrection
Direction Otnarale
O6nmrale C.
nnne
Bureau.
2ame Bureau.
Mil. Am.
Am.
N* 65828/PriCim.
M828Pr/Cim. Ml.

$1

le
le

Jan 1949
1949
31 Jan

Ministbre des Affaires
Affaires Etrangares
Le Ministere
is
Etrangeres a
a l'honneur
l'honneur de
de porter
porter a
A la
connaissance
connaissance de l'Ambassade
l'Ambassade des Etats-Unis d'Amerique
d'Amerique a
a Bruxelles,
Bruxelles,
comme suite A
asa note du I7
17 janvier
n° 6,
que le
janvier 1949
1949 n°
6, que
le gouvernement
gouvernement
belge marque, par la presents,
beige
accord definitif
aux textes
textes
presente, son
son accord
definitif quant
quant aux
"ne
"ne varietur"
varietur" des articles IV
repris dans
les notes
IV et
et X, tels
tels qu'ils sont
sont repris
dans les
notes
du Departement datees
decembre 1948,
ainsi que
que
datees des
des 77octobre
octobre et
et 22
22 d6cembre
1948, ainsi
dans la
la note prerappelee
prerappelee de
de l'Ambassade.
1'Ambassade.
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1f resulte
r6sulte de cet accord
accord que l'Arrangement
Ii
conclu par
par lettres
lettres des
l'Arrangement conclu
des
66juin et 23 juillet 1947 aarequ
regu sa forme
entiere et
forme entiere
et definitive.
definitive.
kco cc
4\
1
0.urfi
l
i
-;

t,..%

AMBASSADE DES ETATS-UNIS
AMBASSADE
ETATt3-UNIS D
'AMARIQITE
D'AMkRIQUE

d4Bruxelles.
Translation
Translation
BRUSSELS,

MINISTRY
MINISTRY OF FOREIGN
FOREIGN AFFAIRS
AFFAIRS

BRUSELS,

FOREIGN TRADE
AND FOREIGN
TRADE
Offie of the General
Oftlee
General Director
Director O..

2nd
2nd Bureau
Burean

January
January 81,
31, 1949
1949

No. 65828/Pr/Cbn.Mi.Am.
5.5828/Pr/Cim.Mil.Am.

Ante, p. 2674.
Ante, P. 2674.

p.61
3352.Stat.,
Stat., Pt. 4,
4,
p. 3352.

The Ministry of Foreign
Foreign Affairs
The
Affairs has the honor
to inform
inform the
Embassy
honor to
the Embassy
of the
the United
United States of America
of
America in Brussels, pursuant to
to its
note No.
No.
its note
6 of January
6
January 17, 1949, that the Belgian
Belgian Government
hereby
gives
its
Government hereby gives its

final
agreement with respect to the texts "ne
final agreement
"ne varietur"
varietur" of
of Articles
Articles
IV and
and X, as they appear in the Department's
Department's notes
notes of
of October
October 7
7
and
December 22, 1948, as well as in the
and December
the Embassy's
note referred
referred
Embassy's note
to above.
It follows
from this agreement
agreement that the arrangement
It
follows from
by
arrangement concluded
concluded by
the letters of June 6 and July 23, 1947, has received its complete and
the
letters of June 6 and July 23, 1947, has received its complete and
definitive form.
form.
MINISTRY
FOREIGN AFFAIRS
MINISTRY OF FOREIGN
TRADE
AFFAIRS AND FOREIGN
FOREIGN TRADE
EMBASSY OF THE
EMBASSY
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
AMERICA

Brussels.
Bru8sels.

63 STAT.]
63
STAT.]

MUTIILATERAIrMONETABY
1949
MULTILATERALMONETARY .GOLD-ULY
GOLD- JULY 6, 1949

Protocol
United States of America,
Protocol between the United
France, and
United
America, France,
and the
the United
Kingdom of Great
Great Britain
Britain and
Northern Ireland,
and Poland
Poland respectrespectand Northern
Ireland, and
ing restitution
restitution of monetary gold. Signed at
July 6,
1949;
at London
London July
6, 1949;
entered
entered into force
July 6,
6, 1949.
1949.
force July

2677:
2677.

July
6, 1949
Jnly 6,1
l
A.
1470]
IT. L
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PROTOCOL
PROTOCOL
THE Governments
THE
Governments of the United States of
the French
French
of America,
America, the
Republic
Republic and the United Kingdom
Kingdom of Great Britain and
and Northern
Northern
hereinafter referred to as "the
Ireland, hereinafter
"the Allied Governments
Governments conconcerned," on the one hand, and the Government
cerned,"
Government of
on the
the
of Poland,
Poland, on
undersigned duly empowered
other, have through the undersigned
empowered representatives,
representatives,
agreed as follows:follows:1. Poland shall receive aaproportional
1.
proportional share of the gold distributed
distributed
pursuant
pursuant to Part III of the Agreement
Agreement on Reparation
Reparation from
from Germany,
Germany,
on the Establishment
Establishment of an Inter-Allied
Inter-Allied Reparation
Agency and
and on
on the
the
Reparation Agency
Restitution
Restitution of Monetary
Monetary Gold signed at
on 14th
14th January,
at Paris
Paris on
January,
61
Sta.,
t Pt.
Pt. 3,
61 Stat.,
3,
p. 3157.
1946, on the same basis as the countries signatory to the said
p.
3157.
Agreement to the extent that Poland can establish
that a
definite
establish that
a definite
amount of monetary
monetary gold belonging to it was looted by Germany,
or, at
at
Germany, or,
any time after 12th March, 1938, was wrongfully removed
removed into
into German
German
territory.

2. Poland
Poland adheres to the arrangement
restitution of
arrangement for
for the restitution
of monemonegold set forth in Part III of the aforementioned
aforementioned Agreement
and
Agreement and
declares
declares that the portion of
monetary gold
gold accruing
the
of the
the monetary
accruing to
to it
it under
under the
Agreement
Agreement is accepted
accepted in full satisfaction of all Polish claims
claims against
against
Germany
Germany for restitution of monetary gold.

61
61 Stat.,
Stat., Pt.
Pt. 3
3,,
p. 3180.
3180.
tary
p.

arrangements which have been or
3. Poland accepts the arrangements
be
or will
will be
made by the Allied Governments
Governments concerned for the implementation
implementation of
of
the aforesaid
aforesaid arrangement.
arrangement.
Done in London this 6th day of July, 1949, in the English and
French
and French
authentic, in aasingle
languages, both texts being equally authentic,
which
single copy
copy which
shall be deposited
Government of the United Kingdom
deposited with the Government
Kingdom and
and
of which certified copies shall be communicated
communicated to the
other
signatory
the other signatory
Governments.
Governments.
Government of the
For the Government
of America:
the United
United States
States of
America:
J.
J. C.
C. HOLMES.
HOLMES.
For the Government of the French
French Republic:
R.
MASSIGLI.
R.M
ASSIGLI.
For the Government
Government of
the United
United Kingdom
Great
of the
Kingdom of
of Great
Britain and Northern Ireland:
ERNEST
ERNEST BEVIN.
BEVIN.
For the Government
Government of Poland:
JERZY
MICHALOWSKI.
JERZY M
ICHALOWSKI.

63
63 STAT.]
STAT.)

MULTILATERAL-MONETARY
GOLD-JULY 6,
MULTILATERALMONIOTARY GOLD--JULY
1949
6, 1949

PROTOCOLE
PROTOCOLE
LES Gouvernements
Gouvernements des Etats-Unis d'Am6rique,
LES
d'Amerique, de la
Republique
la Republique
Frangaise,
Grande-Bretagne et d'Irlande
Frangaise, du Royaume-Uni
Royaume-Uni de Grande-Bretagne
d'Irlande du
du
Nord,
ci-apres denommes
"Gouvernements allies interesses,"
interesses," d'une
Nord, ci-apros
denommes "Gouvernements
d'une
part, et le Gouvernement
part,
Gouvernement polonais, d'autre
d'autre part, sont, par
par Pentremise
l'entremise
de leurs representants
representants soussignes
dument miinis
munis des
soussignes dement
des pouvoirs
pouvoirs necesn6cessaires,
sakes, convenus de
de ce
ce qui
qui suit:
suit:
1. Les Gouvernements
Gouvernements allies interesses
interesses sont d'accord
1.
d'accord pour
pour que
que la
la
Pologne recoive
proportionnelle de l'or A
regoive une part proportionnelle
ar6partir
repartir en
applicaen application de la partie III de l'Accord
l'Accord concernant
concernant les Reparations
arecevoir
Reparations A
recevoir
de PAllemagne,
l'Allemagne, l'institution
interalliee des
l'institution d'une Agence interalliee
des Reparations
Reparations
et la Restitution
Restitution de 1'Or
l'Or monetaire,
signe A
aParis
Paris le
le 14
14 janvier
janvier 1946,
1946,
monetaire, signe
sur la meme base que les
lea pays signataires dudit accord
dans la
la mesure
mesure
accord dans
oil la Pologne potura
pourra etablir qu'une quantite determinee
determinee d'or
d'or monetaire
monetaire
lui appartenant
appartenant aa fait l'objet de spoliations
spoliations par
l'Allemagne, ou,
ou, A
par l'Allemagne,
une date quelconque
quelconque apres le 12 mars 1938, de
transferts illegitimes
illegitirnes en
en
de transferts
territoire allemand.
allemand.
2. La Pologne
Pologne donne son adhesion A
a l'arrangement
PaitTangement concernant
concerna,nt la
is
restitution de l'or mon6taire
monetaire figurant A
a la
is partie
III de
de l'accord
l'accord
partie III
ci-dessus et declare
mentionne ci-de,ssus
declare que la quantit6
quantite d'or
d'or monetaire
monetaire lui
lui
est acceptee
revenant en vertu de l'accord
l'accord eat
accept& par
elle en
en reglement
par elle
reglement
complet
revendications polonaises
complet de toutes les
lea revendications
contre l'Allemagne
PAllemagne
polonaises contre
au titre des restitutions
restitutions d'or
monetaire.
d'or monetaire.
3. La Pologne accepte
accepte les
les arrangements
ete on
seront faits
arrangements qui
qui ont
ont et6
ou seront
faits
Gouvernements allies interesses
par les
lea Gouvernements
pour l'application
l'application dudit
dudit
interesses pour
arrangement.
arrangement.
Fait a
A Londres en un seul
soul exemplaire
exemplaire le
1949, en
le 6
6 juillet
juillet 1949,
en langues
langues
anglaise
frangaise, les
anglaise et frangaise,
lea deux textes faisant 6galement
egalement foi.
foi. Cat
Cet
exemplaire
exemplaire sera conserve dans les archives
du
archives du
du Gouvernement
Gouvernement du
Royaume-Uni de Grande-Bretagne
Royaurne-Uni
Grande-Bretagne et
en
et d'Irlande
d'Irlande du
du Nord,
Nord, qui
qui en
remettra des copies
aux autres
autres parties
parties contractantes.
contractantes.
copies certifiees
certifiees aux
Pour le
des Etats-Unis
Etats-Unis d'Amerique:
le Gouvernement
Gouvernement des
d'Amerique:
J.C.
HOLMES.
J.
C. HOLMES.
Pour le Gouvernement
de la
Is Republique
Gouvernement de
R6publique Frangaise:
Frangaise:
R. M
ASSIGLI.
R.
MASSIGLI.
du Royaume-Uni
GrandePour le Gouvernement
Gouvernement du
Royaume-Uni de
de GrandeBretagne
Bretagne et
et d'Irlande
d'Irlande du
du Nord:
Nord:
ERNEST
BEVIN.
EBNEST BEVIN.
Pour le
Gouvernement Polonais:
le Gouvernement
Polonais:
JERZY
J
ERZY' MICHALOWSKI.
M ICHALOWSKI-

Certified a
copy.
Certified
a true
true copy.
[SEAL]
[SEAL]
LONDON
LONDON

S.H.
H.GELLATLY
S.
GELLATLY
Deputy Librarian
and Keeper
for
Deputy
Librarianand
Keeper of
of the
the Papers
Papersfor
the Secretary
Secretary of
State for
for Foreign
Affairs.
of Sate
Foreign Affairs.
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Agreement between the
Agreement
the United
United States
America and
and Denmark
respecting
States of
of America
Denmark respecting
the
official publications.
publications. Effected
Effected by
exchange of
of notes
the exchange
exchange of
of official
by exchange
notes
signed at
at Copenhagen
signed
Copenhagen July
July 27
27 and
and August
August 1,
1, 1949:
1949: entered
entered into
into force
force
August 1,
1, 1949.
1949.

American Charge
The American
Chargé d'Affaires ad interim
interim to the Danish
Danish. Minister
Minister
for
Foreign Affairs
Affairs
for Foreign
No.
235
No. 235

AMERICAN
AMERICAN EMBASSY
EMBASSY
Copenhagen,
27, 1949
Copenhagen, July
July 27,
1949

EXCELLENCY :
EXCELLENCY:
II have the honor to refer to the conversations
conversations which
which have
have taken
taken
place between
between representatives
representatives of the Government
Government of
of the United
United States
States
representatives of the Government
of America
America and representatives
of Denmark
in
Government of
Denmark in
regard to the exchange
exchange of official publications, and
and to inform Your
Your
Excellency that the Government
Excellency
Government of the United
of America
United States of
America
exchange of official
agrees that there shall be an exchange
official publications between
between
the two Governments
Governments in accordance
accordance with
the following
following provisions:
with the
provisions:
1. Each of the two Governments
1.
Governments shall furnish
furnish regularly a
a copy
copy
publications which is indicated
of each of its official publications
indicated in a
selected
a selected
prepared by the other Government
list prepared
Government and communicated
communicated through
through
diplomatic channels subsequent
diplomatic
subsequent to the conclusion
conclusion of
of the
the present
present
agreement. The list of publications
publications selected
selected by
by each
each Government
Government
may be revised from time to time and
extended, without
without
and may be
be extended,
the necessity of subsequent negotiations,
negotiations, to include any
other
official
any other official
publication
publication of the other Government not
not specified
specified in
in the
the list,
or
list, or
publications of new offices which the other Government
may
estabGovernment may establish in the future.
2. The official exchange office for the transmission
transmission of publications
publications
of the Government
Government of the United States of America
be the
the
America shall be
Smithsonian Institution.
Institution. The official
exchange office
office for
for the
official exchange
the transtransmission of publications
publications of the Government
be the
the
Government of
of Denmark
Denmark shall
shall be
Institut Danois des Echanges Internationaux
Internationaux de
de Publications
Publications
Scientifiques
Scientifiques et Litteraires,
Litteraires, the Royal Library.
Library.
3. The publications
publications shall be received
received on behalf of
United
of the
the United
States of America
America by the Library
Library of Congress
Congress and on behalf of the
Denmark by the Institut Danois
Kingdom of Denmark
Danois des Echanges
Echanges InterInternationaux de Publications
nationaux
Publications Scientifiques et Litteraires,
Litt4raires, the Royal
Library.
4. The present agreement
agreement does not obligate either of the two
4.
Governments
Governments to furnish blank forms, circulars
circulars which are not of a
a
public character, or confidential publications.
5. Each
Each of the two Governments
Governments shall bear all charges, including
5.
including
postal, rail and shipping costs, arising under the present agreement
postal,
agreement

3STAT.]
63
STAT.]

DENMARK-E[XCHANGE
DENMARS— EXCHANGB OF PUBLICATIONS
PUBLICATIONS

9
94
49
9
July 27 11
1949

A
J V:

Aug.

1, 1949

in connection
transportation within
connection with the transportation
within its own
own country
of the
the
country , of
publications of both Governments
and the
publications
Governments and
the shipment
shipment of
of its
its own
own
publications to aa port or other appropriate
publications
appropriate place
place reasonably
reasonably conconvenient
venient to the exchange office
office of the other Government.
Government.
6. The present agreement shall not be considered
considered as
as a
a modification
modification
of
any existing
agreement between aadepartment or agency
of any
existing exchange
exchange agreement
of one of the Governments
Governments and aa department or
or agency
agency of
the
of the
other
other Government.
Government.
a note
note from Your
Upon the receipt
receipt of a
Your Excellency
indicating that
Excellency indicating
that
the foregoing
foregoing provisions
provisions are acceptable
acceptable to the Government
DenGovernment of
of Denmark, the Government
Government of the United States of America
will consider
America will
consider
that this note and your reply constitute
an agreement
between the
constitute an
agreement between
the
two Governments
Governments on this subject, the agreement
agreement to
to enter
enter into
force on
into force
on
the date of your note in reply.
Accept, Excellency,
Excellency, the renewed
renewed assurances
assurances of
my highest
of my
highest
consideration.
EDWARD
EDWARD J.
SPARKS
J. SPARKS
Chargé
d'Affaires ad
interim
Charge d'Affaires
ad interim
His
Excellency
His Excellency
GUSTAV
GUSTAV RASMUSSEN,
RASMUSSEN,
Ministerfor Foreign
ForeignAffairs,
Minister
Copenhagen.
Copenhagen.

Minister for Foreign
The Danish
Danish Minister
Foreign Affairs to the
the American
American Chargé
Charge
d'Affaires
ad interim
d'Affaires ad
interim
UDENRIGSMINISTERIET.
UDENRIGSMINISTERIET.

P. J.
J. III.
Journal Nr.
P.
III. Journal
Nr. 101.
101. D.
D. 10.
10. a.
a.

COPENHAGEN,
C
OPENHAGEN, August
August 1,
1949.
1, 1949.
MONsIEUR
CHARGE D
MONSIEUR LE CHARGE
9
AFFA1RES,
D'AFFAIRES,
With reference
reference to your note of July 27, 1949,
1949, and
and to
the converconverto the
sations between representatives
representatives of the
and
the Government
Government of
of Denmark
Denmark and
representatives
representatives of the Government
Government of the United
of America
United States
States of
America
in regard to the exchange
exchange of official publications, II have
have the
the honor
honor
to inform you that the Government of
Denmark agrees
agrees that
that there
there
of Denmark
shall be an exchange
exchange of official publications
publications between
Govbetween the
the two
two Governments in accordance
accordance with the
the following
provisions:
following provisions:
"1. Each of the two Governments
"1.
Governments shall furnish
furnish regularly
regularly aacopy
copy
of each of its official
official publications
which is
is indicated
indicated in
in aaselected
selected
publications which
list prepared by the other Government and
and communicated
communicated through
through
diplomatic channels
channels subsequent
subsequent to
to the
of the
the conclusion
conclusion of
the present
present
agreement. The list of publications
publications selected by
agreement.
by each
each Government
Government
may be revised from time to time
be extended,
extended, without
without
time and
and may
may be
the necessity
necessity of subsequent
other offisubsequent negotiations,
negotiations, to
to include
include any
any other
official publication
publication of the other Government
specified in
Government not
not specified
in the
the list,
list,
or publications
or
publications of
which the
of new
new offices
offices which
the other
other Government
Government may
may
establish in the future.
future.
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2. The official
official exchange office for the
publicathe transmission
transmission of
of publications of the Government
Government of the United States
shall be
be
States of
of America shall
the Smithsonian Institution. The official exchange
exchange office for the
the
transmission of publications of the Government
Government of Denmark shall
shall
be the Institut Danois des Echanges Internationaux
Internationaux de
de PublicaPublications Scientifiques
Scientifiques et Litteraires,
Litteraires, the Royal Library.
3. The publications
publications shall be received
received on behalf of the United
States of America
America by the Library
Library of Congress and on behalf
behalf of
of
Kingdom of Denmark by the Institut Danois des
the Kingdom
Echanges
des Echanges
Internationaux de Publications
Publications Scientifiques
Internationaux
Scientifiques et Litteraires,
Litteraires, the
the
Royal Library.
4. The present agreement
agreement does not obligate
obligate either of the
the two
two
Governments
Governments to furnish blank forms, circulars
circulars which
which are
of a
are not of
a
public character,
character, or confidential publications.
publications.
5. Each of the two Governments
Governments shall bear
charges, includbear all charges,
including postal, rail and shipping costs, arising under the present
agreepresent agreement in connection
connection with the transportation
transportation within its
its own
own country
of the publications of both Governments and the shipment of
of its
its
own publications
a port or other appropriate
publications to a
appropriate place
place reasonably
reasonably
convenient
convenient to the exchange office of the other Government.
Government.
6. The present agreement
agreement shall
considered as
as a
shall not
not be
be considered
a modifimodification of any existing exchange agreement
agreement between
between aa department
department
or agency of one of the Governments
Governments and
department or
or agency
agency
and aadepartment
of the other Government."
Government."
The Government
Government of Denmark considers that your note
this
note and this
reply constitute an agreement between the two Governments
Governments on
on this
this
subject, the agreement
agreement to enter into force
the date
date of
this note.
force on
on the
of this
note.
II avail myself of this opportunity
to
renew
to
opportunity
you, Monsieur
Monsieur le
Charge d'Affaires,
Chargé
d'Affaires, the assurances of my high consideration.
consideration.
Minister
For the Minister
J
EWS RUDOLPH
DAHL
JENS
RUDOLPH DAHL

Monsieur EDWARD
Monsieur
EDWARD J.
J.S
PARKS,
SPARKS,
Chargé d'Affaires a.
a. i.,
i.,
Charge

The Embassy of the United
United States
States of America,
Copenhagen.
Copenhagen.

03 STAT.]
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GREECE--TRAINING
U.S.
UNITS-FEB.
GREECE—
TRAINING FOR U.
S.MARINE
MARINE UNITS—
FEB. 11, 21, 1949

Agreement
between the
respecting
Agreement between
the United
United States
States of
of America
America and
and Greece
Greece respecting
United States Fleet
Fleet in
in the
Marine units
units of the United
training exercises for Marine
training
Mediterranean. Effected by
Mediterranean.
by exchange
exchange of
of notes
notes signed at Athens
February 11 and
and 21, 1949;
1949; entered
entered into force February
February 21, 1949.
1949.
February

American Ambassador
Ambassador to the
the Greek Minister
The American
Foreign Affairs
Minister of
of Foreign
Affairs
AMERCAN
AMERICAN EMBASSY
EMBASSY
Athens, Greece,
Greece, February
February 11,1949.
11, 1949.

No. 71

EXCELLENCY:
EXCELLENCY:
the honor
honor to
inquire whether
would be
be agreeable
to the
the
II have the
to inquire
whether it
it would
agreeable to
Royal
Royal Hellenic
Hellenic Government
Marine units
United
Government to
to permit
permit Marine
units with
with the
the United
States
Fleet in
the Mediterranean
carry out
from time
to time
time
States Fleet
in the
Mediterranean to
to carry
out from
time to
limited shore
exercises in
in Crete
in other
Greek island
limited
shore training
training exercises
Crete or
or in
other Greek
island
localities mutually
convenient to the competent
mutually convenient
competent American
and Greek
American and
Greek
authorities and subject
ad hoc
hoc arrangements
these authoriauthorities
subject to
to ad
arrangements between
between these
authorities.
purpose of
of such
such training
would merely
merely be
be to
the
ties. The
The purpose
training would
to maintain
maintain the
proficiency and
condition of
of the
the Marine
Marine officers
officers and
and men
men involved
who
proficiency
and condition
involved who
are at
at sea for prolonged
prolonged periods. Units
in training
would
Units engaged
engaged in
training would
continue to be ship based so
so that
that no
no facilities would
would be established
established
ashore.
The training
training conducted
conducted would
consist of
of practice
practice marches,
marches,
ashore. The
would consist
short
tactical problems,
facilities are
already available,
short tactical
problems, and,
and, where
where facilities
are already
available,
small
small arms
arms firing.
I
whether the
Royal Hellenic
Hellenic Government
Government
I also have
have the
the honor to
to ask whether
the Royal
would
United States
States Navy
would be good enough to grant the United
Navy permission
permission
to use
use the
the uninhabited
uninhabited Greek
Greek island
island of
(latitude 35-;35
35-35
to
of Pondikonisi
Pondikonisi (latitude
north, longitude
longitude 23-28
east), or
or similar,
mutually convenient
convenient islands,
north,
23-28 east),
similar, mutually
islands,
for shore
shore bombardment
practices. The
The practices
include some
for
bombardment practices.
practices would
would include
some
flights over and some personal landings
landings on the islands.
If the
the Royal
Royal Hellenic
Hellenic Government
agreeable to
extending these
If
Government is
is agreeable
to extending
these
facilities, it
it is
this note
note and
and Your
Your Excellency's
Excellency's reply
reply to
to
facilities,
is proposed
proposed that
that this
that
effect shall
shall constitute
constitute an
agreement between
an agreement
between our
our respective
respective
that effect
Governments.
Governments.
Please
the assurances
considhighest considassurances of
of my
my highest
accept, Excelloacy,
Excellency, the
Please accept,
eration.
eration.
HENRY
F.GRADY
GRADY
HENRY F.

His Excellency
Excellency
CONSTANTINE TSALDARIB,
TSALDARIS,
CONSTANTINE
Minister of Foreign
Foreign Affairs,
Minister
Athens.
Athens.
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The Greek Deputy Prime-Minister
Prime-Minister to the
the American Ambassador
Ambassador
THE
THE DEPUTY
DEPUTY PRIME
PRIME MINISTER
MINISTER
ANTIIIPOEAPOZ
ANTMPOEAPOE KTBRPNHEEOZ
KTBEPNHEZ0

Conf.
Conf. 11

ATHENS,
February £1,
ATHENS, February
Z1, 1949
1949

YOUR EXCELLENCY,
EXCET.I.PHey,
YoUR
I have the
I
the honour
to acknowledge
receipt of
honour to
acknowledge the
the receipt
of Your
Your Excellency's
Excellency's
71 of
of February
February 11th
letter No 11
the Royal
Hellenic Govern11th requesting
requesting the
Royal Hellenic
Government's consent
consent for
the supplying
supplying of
of certain
facilities to
to the
for the
certain training
training facilities
the
United
United States
States Fleet
Fleet in
the Mediterranean.
in the
Mediterranean.
IIam authorized to inform
inform Your
Your Excellency
that the
Royal Hellenic
Excellency that
the Royal
Hellenic
Government,
Government, having noted the intended
intended purpose
purpose and
nature of
the
and nature
of the
desired facilities
and, more
facilities and,
more particularly,
being anxious
anxious to
to avail
particularly, being
avail themthemenable them
selves of every opportunity that would enable
them to
to display
display their
their
of Greek-American
loyal adherence
adherence to the tradition
tradition of
Greek-American friendship,
friendship, are
are
happy
happy to
to agree
agree to
the proposals
in Your
Excellency's letter.
to the
proposals contained
contained in
Your Excellency's
letter.
Please
Excellency, the
Please accept, your Excellency,
renewed assurances
highthe renewed
assurances of
of my
my highest
est consideration.
consideration.
Armx N
Diomixo
ALEx
N DI)oMED
Alex. N.
N. Diomede
Diomede
Alex.
Deputy Prime-Minister
Prime-Minister

H. E. the Honorable
Honorable HENRY
H.
F.GRADY
HENRY F.
GBADu
Embassy of
of the
the U.S.A.
U.S.A.
Athens.
Athens.

63
OS STAT.]
STAT.]

IRAN--CUIAURAL
EXCHANGE COMMISSION—
COMMISSIO--SEPT.
1, 1949
ERAN--CIII/
PURAL EXCHANGE
SEPT.1;

Agreement between the United
United States
States of America
America and
and Iran
Iran respecting
respecting the
the
United
United States
States Commission
Commission for Cultural
Cultural Exchange
Exchange with
with Iran.
Iran. Signed
Signed
at Tehran
Tehran September 1, 1949;
1949; entered into
intoforce September
September 1, 1949.

2685'
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September 1,
1949
September
1,1949
IT. I.
81973]
L A. S.
19731

Agreement
between the
the Government
of the
United States
States of
of America
Agreement between
Government of
the United
America
received by
of funds received
by
and the
the Imperial Government
Government of Iran
Iran for
for the use of
the Government
Government of
of the
America from
from the
the sale
sale of
States of
of America
the United
United States
the
surplus property
property in Iran.
surplus

Imperial
America and the Imperial
The Government
Government of the United States of America
Government
Government of Iran;
further mutual understanding
understanding between the
to promote
promote further
Desiring to
America and Iran by a
awider exchange
peoples of the United States of America
contacts;
of knowledge and professional
professional talents through educational
educational contacts;
and
Considering that
Section 32 (b) of the United States Surplus Propthat Section
Considering
amended by Public Law No. 584, 79th Congress,
erty Act of 1944, as amended
provides that the Secretary
United States of America
Secretary of State of the United
may enter into an agreement
foreign government for the
agreement with any foreign
use of
currencies or credits for currencies
currencies of such foreign government
government
use
of currencies
acquired
a result of surplus property disposals for certain educaacquired as a
tional activities; and
Considering that
currencies of
Imperial Government
Government of
of the Imperial
certain currencies
that certain
Considering
Iran
received by the Government
Government of the United States
Iran have been received
of
America in
certain surplus war properties,
payment for certain
in payment
of America
Have agreed as follows:

60 Stat.
Stat. 7M.
754.
50U. S.
0. app.
164
ltl!(b).
(b).S. 0. app.

Article 1
1
Article
There shall
be established
established a
known as The United
to be known
a commission
commission to
There
shall be
States Commission
Commission for
Exchange Between
Iran and United
Between Iran
for Cultural
Cultural Exchange
States
Government of the United
shall be recognized by the Government
States, which shall
States of
of America
Imperial Government
an organiorganias an
of Iran
Iran as
Government of
and the
the Imperial
America and
States
zation
created
and
established
to
facilitate
the
administration
administration of the
zation created and established to facilitate
educational
program to
to be financed
the
financed by funds made available by the
educational program
Government of
of the
United States
States of America
America as provided
Section
provided by Section
the United
Government
82 (b)
(b) of
Property Act of 1944, as amended,
the United
United States Surplus Property
of the
32
under
the present agreement.
the terms of the
under the
Except
the Commission
Commission shall be exempt
hereinafter provided, the
as hereinafter
Except as
from
laws of the United States of America
domestic and local laws
from the
the domestic
as they relate to the use and expenditure
expenditure of the funds for the purposes
agreement. The funds and credits shall enjoy
in the present
present agreement.
set forth
forth in
the
same treatment
treatment in
in Iran
Iran as
as is
is practiced
practiced with regard to properties
properties
the same
belonging to foreign governments.
The
Government of the United States
by the Government
available by
made available
The funds made
of America,
America, under the present agreement within the conditions
conditions and

Establishment.
BEtablishment.

60 Stat.
754.
8tat. 754.
60 U.
50
U. 8. 0.
0. app.
§1641 (b).
1161
Exemption from
Exemption

U.S.
U.S. domest.icand
dom est te,and
local
local laws.
laws.

The oft U.S.
U.& fd.
funds.
Uoe
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limitations hereinafter
hereinafter set forth, shall be
by the
the Commission
or
be used
used by
Commission or
instrumentality as may be agreed
such other instrumentality
upon
by
the
Government
agreed upon by the Government
of the United States of America
America and
and the Imperial
Imperial Government
Government of
of
Iran for the following purposes:
purposes:

1.
Financing studies, research,
1. Financing
research, instruction
instruction and other
educational
other educational
activities of the citizens of the United States of
schools
of America
America in
in schools
and institutions
institutions of higher learning
learning located
located in
Iran or
or of
of the
the nationals
in Iran
nationals
of Iran in United States schools and institutions of
higher learning
learning
of higher
located outside the continental United States, Hawaii,
Hawaii, Alaska
Alaska (in(including the Aleutian Islands), Puerto Rico
the Virgin
Rico and
and the
Virgin Islands,
Islands,
including
including payment for transporation, tuition, maintenance
maintenance and
and other
other
expenses, incident to scholastic activities;
activities; or
or
2. Furnishing transportation
transportation for nationals
Iran who
who desire
nationals of
of Iran
desire to
to
attend United States schools and institutions of
higher
learning
in
of higher learning in
the continental
continental United States, Hawaii, Alaska (including the
the Aleutian
Aleutian
Islands),
Islands), Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands,
Islands, and
whose
attendance
and whose attendance
will not deprive citizens of the United States of America
America of an
an opporopportunity to attend such
and institutions.
institutions.
such schools
schools and
Article
2
Article 2
Exercise of powers.
powers.
Exercise

60
0 Stat. 754.
50 U.
U. S. C.
1841
16u (b).
(b).

app.

In furtherance
aforementioned purposes the Commission
In
furtherance of the aforementioned
Commission may,
may,
subject to the provisions
provisions of the present agreement,
all powers
powers
agreement, exercise
exercise all
necessary
necessary to the carrying out of the purposes of
inof this
this agreement,
agreement, including the following:
following:
1. Authorize the Treasurer of the Commission or such other
1.
person
other person
as
designate to open and operate
as the Commission may designate
operate bank
accounts
bank accounts
in the Bank Melli Iran in the name of the
the Commission. The
The appointappointment
ment of the Treasurer or such designee
designee shall be approved
approved by
by the
the
Secretary of the United States
States of
of America.
America.
2. Authorize the disbursement
disbursement of funds and
making of
grants,
and the making
of grants,
of funds for the approved purposes of this
this agreement.
agreement.
3. Plan, adopt and carry out programs
programs in accordance
accordance with
with the
the purpurpose of Section 32 (b) of the United States Surplus Property Act
Act of
of
1944, as amended.
4. Recommend
Recommend to the Board of Foreign Scholarships,
Scholarships, provided
provided for
for
in the
United States Surplus Property
in
the United
Property Act of 1944, as amended,
amended, stustudents, professors,
professors, research
research scholars resident
resident in Iran, and
and institutions
institutions
of Iran qualified
qualified to participate in the programs
programs in
in accordance
accordance with
with
aforesaid act.
aforesaid
5.
Recommend to the aforesaid
5. Recommend
aforesaid Board
Board of Foreign Scholarships
such
Scholarships such
qualifications
for
the
selection
of
participants
in
the
programs
qualifications for the selection
participants
as it
it
may deem
deem necessary
necessary for achieving the purpose
objectives of this
may
purpose and objectives
agreement.
6. Provide
Provide for periodic audits of the accounts of the Commission
6.
Commission
as
directed
by the
the auditors
as directed by
auditors selected
selected by the Secretary of State of the
United States of America.
America.
7.
Engage
an
Executive
Officer,
administrative and clerical staff,
7. Engage
Officer, administrative
staff,
fix and pay the salaries and wages thereof.

63 STAT.]
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1,
1,1949
1949

Article 33

All commitments,
expenditures authorized
commitments, obligations and expenditures
authorized by
by the
the
Commission shall be made pursuant
pursuant to an annual budget to be approved by the Secretary of State of the UnitedUnited States of America
America
pursuant
pursuant to such regulations
regulations as he may prescribe.
prescribe.

Annual budpt.
budget..
Annual

Article
4
Article 4

The Commission shall consist of six members
members three of whom shall be
citizens of Iran and the other three citizens of the
of
the United
United States
States of
America, and they shall serve one year, and shall
shall be
eligible
for
reapbe eligible for reapAmbassador of the United States of America
pointment. The Ambassador
America in
in
Iran or his representative
representative shall be honorary
honorary chairman
chairman of the
the board.
board.
He shall have the power of appointment
appointment and removal of
American
of the
the American
members, and may cast the deciding
deciding vote in caseof
case of a
atie.
tie. The Iranian
Iranian
members on •
the Commission
Commission shall be appointed
designated by
appointed and designated
by
the Iranian
Iranian Ministry
Ministry of Education. A
A chairman
chairman, with voting power
power
shall be selected by the Commission from amongits
aininig its members,
The
members, The
members shall serve without compensation
compensation but the
the Commission may
may
authorize
authorize the payment of the necessary
members in
in
necessary expenses of the
the members
attending the meetings
meetings of the Commission.
Commission. Vacancies
Vacancies Created
created by
by rearearesignation, or otherwise, shall be filled in
son of transfer, resignation,
the same
same
in the
manner as the original appointment.
Article 55
Article
The Commission shall adopt such rules ,and
and appoint such committees as it shall be deemed necessary
necessary for the
of its
its affairs.
affairs.
the conduct
conduct of
Article 6
6
Reports, prepared
prepared in a
form
and
with
which conform
conform to
to
a
and with aacontent
content which
the regulations prescribed
prescribed by the Secretary
Secretary of State
of
the
United
State of the United
States of America,
America, shall be submitted annually on
on the
of the
the activities
activities of
the
Commission, to the Iranian Ministry of Foreign Affairs and the
the SecSecretary
retary of State of the United States of America.
Artile 7
Article
7
The principal office of the Commission shall be in Tehran
Tehran but meetmeetings of the Commission and any of its committees
committees may
may be
be held
in such
such
held in
other places as the Commission may from time
time to
to time
determine and
and
time determine
the activities of any of the Commission's
Commission's officers
officers Or
or staff may be
be carried
Commission.
on at such places as may be approved
approved by the Commission.

Membership.
Membership.

Honomrychairman.
Honorarychairman.

Chairman.
Chairman.

Expenses.
Ezpems.
/hMies.
Vaicacs.

Rules;
Rules; committees.
committees.

Annual reports.

Places of
of meetings.
Place
meetins.

Article 8
8

Government of the United States of America
The Government
America shall,
shall, within
within 30
30
days of the date of the signature
signature of the present agreement,
agreement, place at
at
the disposal of the Commission for purposes
the present
present agreement
agreement
purposes of
of the
ten million (10,000,000)
(10,000,0)0) rials in the Bank MelHl.
Malli. The Secretary
of
Secretary of
State of the United States of America will make
exmake available
available for
for expenditure, as authorized
authorized by the Commission,
so
Commission, the
the Iranian
Iranian rials
rials so
deposited or to be deposited hereafter, in accordance
accordance with the limitalimitation pursuant
3 of the present agreement.
pursuant to Article 3
agreement
81938-52--pr.
818952---P. M-25
mns--

funds.
U.S. funds.
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Article 9
9
Secretary
of State
State of
Secretary of
of
U.S., etc.
etc.
U.S.,

Amendment.
Amendment.

Whenever
Whenever in the present agreement
agreement the
of State
the term
term Secretary
Secretary of
State of
of
is used,
understood to
to mean
the United States
States of America
America is
used, it
it shall
shall be
be understood
mean
the Secretary
Secretary of State of the United States of America
America or any officer
officer
or employee of the Government
desigGovernment of the United
United States
States of America
America designated by him to act in his
his behalf.
behalf.
Article 10
The present agreement
agreement may be amended
amended by the exchange
exchange of diplodiplomatic notes between
between the Government
Government of the United States of
of America
America
and the Imperial Government
Government of Iran.
Iran.
Article 11
Article
.11

Cooperative operaCooperative
operation.
tion.

Entry into
Entry
into force.
force.

The Government
Government of the United States of America and the Imperial
Imperial
Government of Iran shall make every effort to facilitate
Government
facilitate the
the carrying
carrying
out of the present agreement
agreement and to
problems
which may
may
to resolve
resolve the
the problems which
arise in the operations
operations thereof.

Article .12
12
The present
present agreement shall come into force upon the date of
of

signature.
signature.

IN
undersigned plenipotentiaries,
I
N WrrNESS
WITNESS WHEREOF
"WHEREOF the undersigned
being duly
plenipotentiaries, being
duly
authorized by their respective
respective Governments
Governments have signed
present
signed the
the present
agreement and affixed thereto their seals.
Authentic texts.

DoNE
day of September
September nineteen hundred
forty-nine, in
DONE this
this first day
hundred and forty-nine,
in
duplicate at Tehran,
Tehran, in the English and Persian languages, both texts
texts
being equally authentic.
authentic.
For the United States
Government.
Government.

For the
Imperial
For
the Imperial
Government of
Iran.
Government
of Iran.

J
OHN C.
C.W
ILEY
JOHN
WILEr

A. A.
A. HEKMAT
A.
HEKMAT

John C. Wiley,
Ambassador of the
Ambassador
United
United States of Amerioa.
America.

Ali Asghar Hekmat,
Minister
Minister of Foreign
Foreign
Affairs.
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VENEZUELA-HEALTH
SANITATION-MAR.
TAT.] VENEZUELA—
HEALTH AND SANITATION—
MAR.4, 9, 1949

Agreement between the United
States of America
America and
and Venezuela respectrespectUnited States
ing a
a cooperative
cooperative health
health and
sanitation program
program in Venezuela, extendand sanitatton
ing and
and modifying the agreement
February 18, 1948,
agreement of February
194S, as
as extended
and modified. Effected by exchange of notes
notes signed at Caracas
CaracasMarch
March
4 and 9, 1949; entered into force
4
retroactively
force March
March 9, 1949, operative
operative retroactively
from June
June 30, 1948.

2695

March 4,
9, 1949
March
4,9,1949
[T. I.
A. S. 1974]
IT.
I. A.1974]

The American Charge
ad interim
interim to the Vnezuelan
Chargé d'Affaires ad
Venezuelan Minister
Minister
of
Foreign Affairs
Affairs
of Foreign
No. 383

AMERICAN
AMERICAN EMBASSY,
EMBASSY,
Caracas, Venezuela,
Caracas,
Venezuela, March
1949
March 4, 1949

EXCELLENCY:
EXCELLENCY:
IIhave the honor to refer to the agreement
1949
agreement signed February
February 18, 1949
Minister of Health and Social
between the Minister
Social Assistance
Assistance of
of the
the United
United
Venezuela and the Chief of the Field Party of the Institute
States of Venezuela
Inter-American Affairs of the United States of America extending
of Inter-American
extending
further
further the Basic Agreement, as amended, between the
the United
United States
States
of Venezuela
Venezuela and the United States of America, arising out of the
exchange
exchange of notes between His Excellency the Minister
Foreign
Minister of
of Foreign
Relations of Venezuela
Venezuela and the Ambassador
States of
Relations
Ambassador of
of the
the United
United States
of
America to Venezuela
Venezuela on February
February 18, 1943, which provided for
for
the initiation and execution
execution of the existing cooperative
cooperative health and
sanitation program in Venezuela.
The text of this agreement
agreement follows:

57
Stat. 1126;
1126; 58
Stat.
57 Stat.
58 Stat.
1446; 61
Pt. 3,
3,
1446;
61 Stat.,
Stat., Pt.
p.
p. 8271.
8271.
Pd, p.
2781.
Post,
D. 2781.

Proposed
extension
Proposed extension
"The Ministry
"The
Ministry of Health and Social Assistance
Assistance (hereinafter
(hereinafter and
and modification.
modificaton.
referred
referred to as the 'Ministry') of the Government
Government of the United
States of Venezuela
(hereinafter referred to
to as
as the
'Government'),
States
Venezuela (hereinafter
the 'Government'),
represented by Dr. Antonio Martin
Martin Araujo, Minister of
represented
of Health
Health
and Social Assistance (hereinafter referred
referred to as the 'Minister'),
`Minister'),
and the Institute of Inter-American
Inter-American Affairs (hereinafter
(hereinafter referred
referred to
as the 'Institute
)
), a
corporate instrumentality
'Institute'),
a corporate
instrumentality of the Government
Government
of the United States of America,
America, represented
represented by its Chief of Field
Party, Health and Sanitation Division, James D. Caldwell (hereinafter referred
referred to as the 'Chief
'Chief of Field Party'), have agreed,
pursuant
agreed, pursuant
to the request of the Government,
Government, and in accordance
accordance with the
exchange of notes dated June 29, 1948 and July 6, 1948 [']
[
i
]between
exchange
between
the Ambassador of the United States of America and His Excellency,
Excellency,
the Minister
Minister of Foreign Affairs, upon the following details for
extending for an additional
additional period of one year from June 30, 1948,
extending
and modifying in the manner hereinafter
hereinafter set forth, the Agreement
Agreement
between the
between
the Ministry and the
the Institute
Institute arising
arising out of the exchange
exchange
between the American
American Ambassador and the Minister
Minister of
of notes between
of
1943, as
as subsequently
modified
Foreign Affairs on February 18,
18, 1943,
subsequently modified

Not printed.

2 Not

8198-52--T.
m---26
S11)39-52--PT. m-26
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57 Stat.
Stat. 1126;
1126; 58
58 Stat.
Stat.
1446; 61 Stat., Pt. 3,
3,
p. 3271.
3271.
Availability
Availability
funds.

of

Funds
Funds made availavailable by the
the Institute
of Inter-American
Inter-American AfAf.
fairs.

Funds made available by Venezuela.
Venezuela.

Ministry funds.

Amendment of deposit schedules.
schedules.

(63 S
TAT.
[63
STAT.

and extended (hereinafter referred to as
as the 'Basic
'Basic Agreement'),
Agreement'),
providing
a cooperative
providing for a
cooperative health and sanitation
sanitation program
program to
to be
be
carried on in Venezuela.
Venezuela.
"1.
"1. In addition to the funds required by the Basic Agreement
Agreement
to be contributed or otherwise made available
available for
for the
the realization
realization
of the Cooperative Program, the Parties hereto shall contribute and
and
make available funds for use in continuing the program
program during
during the
the
period covered by this Extension Agreement
Agreement in accordance
accordance with
the
with the
following schedule:
Inter-American Affairs shall
"a) The Institute
Institute of Inter-American
shall make
make
available
available the funds necessary
necessary to pay the salaries and
and all
all other
other
expenses
expenses of its field staff in Venezuela
Venezuela during the period covered
covered by
by
this Extension Agreement.
Agreement. These funds shall
shall be
be administered
by
administered by
the Institute and shall not be deposited to the credit of the Oficina
Oficina
Cooperativa Inter-Americana
Cooperativa
de Salud
Salud Publica.
Inter-Americana de
Publica.
"b) The Institute shall deposit to the credit of the
the Oficina
Oficina
Cooperativa
Cooperativa the sum of $25,000.00 or its equivalent
equivalent in
in bolivars
bolivars
(which at the exchange rate of 3.33 bolivars to $1.00
$1.00 equals
equals Bs
Be
83,250.00)
83,250.00) as follows:
At the time agreement
agreement is signed . . . . .. .
$25, 000. 00
"c) The Government
Government of Venezuela
Venezuela shall deposit to the
"c)
credit
the credit
Cooperative the sum of 1,612.500
of the Oficina Cooperative
1,612.500 bolivars
bolivars (which
(which at
at
the exchange rate of 3.33 bolivars to $1.00 equals $487,237.23)
as
$487,237.23) as
follows:
At the time the agreement
agreement is signed .. .
. ... • Bs 832, 500. 00
00
Monthly payments of 40,000 bolivars for
for
Oficina payrolls travel
travel and other expenses
expenses
July 1,
1948-June 30, 1949
1, 1948-June
1949 .......
Bs 480.
480.000.00
Be
000. 00
Monthly payments of 25,000 bolivars
bolivars for
for
salaries of Oficina employees July 1,
1,
1948June 30, 1949 .........
1948-June
Be
00
Bs 300, 000.
000.00
In addition
addition to the above, the Ministry agrees
provide
agrees to
to provide
funds amounting to approximately
approximately 1,000,000.00
1,000,000.00 bolivars
(which at
bolivars (which
at
the exchange rate of 3.33 bolivars to $1.00 equals
equals $303,030.30)
$303,030.30)
which will be made available
available during the period between
September
between September
1, 1948 and June 30, 1949 to be utilized exclusively
exclusively for the purchase
1,
of materials and equipment for use in the Cooperative
Program.
Cooperative Program.
These purchases
purchases will be made through the corresponding
corresponding department
department
of the Ministry on the basis of requisitions prepared
prepared by
the Oficina.
by the
Oficina.
"d) The funds to be deposited by the Institute under
subunder subsection b) of this clause shall be available for expenditure
expenditure from
from the
the
date on which deposited but all payments to be thereafter
thereafter deposited
deposited
by either party shall not be available
available for withdrawal
withdrawal or expenditure
expenditure
until the corresponding
corresponding deposit due from the other
other party
party on
on the
the
same date has been made.
"2.
By written
"2. By
written agreement
agreement of the Minister of Health and Social
Assistance and the Chief of the Field Party in Venezuela,
Assistance
Venezuela, the parties
hereto may amend the schedules for making deposits required
required by
by
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Clause 1
1 hereof and may provide for advance
Clause
advance purchases
of equipequippurchases of
ment
materials, and the advance
ment or
or materials,
advance purchases
purchases made in this respect
respect
shall
be deducted
deducted from the payments due under the schedules.
shall be
schedules. In
In
addition
addition to the funds required
required to be contributed
contributed by the
Basic
the Basic
Agreement and this Extension
Agreement
Extension Agreement,
contributions of
of funds
Agreement, contributions
funds
may be made by either or both parties, or
third parties
parties for
for use
or by
by third
use in
in
effectuating
effectuating the cooperative
cooperative health
health and
and sanitation
sanitation program.
program.
"3. Any of the funds introduced
introduced into
into Venezuela
Venezuela by
• the Institute
by'the
Institute
cooperative health and sanitation
for the purpose of the cooperative
program
sanitation program
shall be exempt from all forms of charges
shall
charges or taxes
taxes and
and currency
currency
control, and shall be converted into bolivars
current
bolivars at
at the
the then
then current
rate of exchange, but in Any
any event at aarate of
of exchange
exchange not
not less
less
than 3.33 bolivars
bolivars per dollar. Similarly, where it
it may
be necessary
necessary
may be
to convert bolivars into dollars for the financing
financing of
grants or
or for
of grants
for other
other
expenditures
States of
expenditures in the United States
of America,
the conversion
conversion of
America, the
of
bolivars into dollars shall be made at a
a rate
rate of
of exchange
exchange not
not greater
greater
than 3.33 bolivars per
dollar.
per dollar.
"4.
"4. The Government of Venezuela
Venezuela recognizes
Institute of
of
recognizes the
the Institute
Inter-American Affairs as a
a dependency
Inter-American
dependency of
of the
the Government
Government of
of the
the
United
United States of America, wholly owned
owned and
directed by
by that
and directed
that
Government.
Government.
"5. Any funds received by the Oficina
"5.
Oficina which
remain unexpended
unexpended
which remain
or unassigned at the termination
termination of the period covered
covered by
by this
this ExExtension Agreement,
Agreement, shall be returned to
to the Parties
hereto in
in the
Parties hereto
the
proportion of the respective contributions made
made by
by the
parties
the parties
under the Basic
and under
under clause
clause 1
1 of
this Extension
Basic Agreement
Agreement and
of this
Extension
Agreement.
Agreement.
"6.
stipulations of the Basic
"6. The stipulations
and the
the successive
successive
Basic Agreement
Agreement and
Extension
Extension Agreements
Agreements shall
remain in
in so
so far
far as
are not
not
shall remain
in effect
effect in
as they
they are
directly
directly or indirectly contrary to that established
established in
in this
this present
present
Agreement.
"7.
"7. The Government
Government undertakes
undertakes to
to initiate
action necessary
necessary
initiate the
the action
to put into effect the terms
terms of this
this Extension
Extension Agreement.
Agreement.
IN
WITNESS WHEREOF,
WHEREOF, the
IN WITNESS
the parties
parties hereto
hereto have
have caused
caused this
this ExtenExtension Agreement to be executed
executed by their
duly authorized
authorized representarepresentatheir duly
quintuplicate, in the Spanish
tives, in quintuplicate,
Spanish and
and English
English languages,
in
languages, in
Caracas, Venezuela,
Venezuela, this 18
18 day
day of
of February,
February, 1949."
1949."
MINISTRY
MINISTRY OF HEALTH
HEALTH AND
AND
SOCIAL ASSISTANCE
ASSISTANCE

By (s)
By
(s) ANToNIO
ANTONIO M.
M .ARAUJO
AnAuro
(t) Antonio
Antonio Martin
Martin Araujo
Araujo
Minister
Minister

THE
INSTITUTE OF
OF INTERINTERTHE INSTITUTE
AMERICAN
AFFAIRS
AMERICAN AFFAIRS

By
AMES D.
D.CALDWELL
CALDWELL
By (s)
(s) J
JAMES
(t)
James D.
(t) James
D. Caldwell
Caldwell
Chief of
Party
Chief
of Field
Field Party

IItake pleasure
pleasure in informing
informing Your
Excellency that
Government
Your Excellency
that the
the Government
of the United
United States
America has
has agreed
agreed that
note and
States of
of America
that this
this note
and your
your
reply in the same terms shall constitute
constitute a
a ratification
ratification and
and confirmaconfirmation by the Governments
Governments of the United States
States of
and of
the
of Venezuela
Venezuela and
of the
United
America of
of the
signed between
between the
the
United States
States of
of America
the agreement
agreement signed

2697
2697

Additional
Additional
butions.
butions.

contri-

Exemption from
from
charges,
charges, taxes, etc.

Unexpended funds.
funds.
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1126.

Duration.
Duration.
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Minister of Health and Social Assistance
Field
Assistance and
and the
the Chief
Chief of
of the
the Field
Party.
Accept,
Excellency, the renewed
Accept, Excellency,
renewed assurances
assurances of
of my highest
highest consideraconsideration.
JOHN
J
OHN WILLARD
W ILLARD CARRIGAN
CARRIGAN
His Excellency
Excellency
Dr. LUIS
LUIS EMILIO
GOMEZ Ruiz,
Ruiz,
Dr.
EMILIO GOMEZ
Minister of Foreign
Minister
Foreign Relations,
Relations,
Caracas.
Caracas.

The Venezuelan Minister
Minister of Foreign
ForeignAffairs to the
the American
American Charge
Charge
d'Affaires ad interim
interim
ESTADOS UNIDOS
ESTADOS
VENEZUELA
UNIDOS DE
DE VENEZUELA
MINISTERIO
MINISTERIO DE
EXTERIORES
DE RELACIONES
RELACIONES EXTERIORES
DIRECCION
DLRECCION DE POLITICA INTERNACIONAL
INTBENACIONAL
SECCION DE BCLACIONES
RICLACIONES INTERAMERICANAS
8XCCION
INTERAMERICANAS

No. 48
48 .

No.

CARACAS,
9 de marzo de
CARACAS, 9
de 1.949
1.949

SEROR
S
EROR ENCARGADO
ENCARGADO DE
DE NEGOCIOS:
NEGOCIOS:
Tengo a
a honra avisar el recibo de la atenta nota
Sefioria,
nota de Vuestra
Vuestra Sefiorfa,
ndmero 383,
4 de los corrientes, referente
nfimero
383, de fecha 4
ref erente al
Acuerdo firmado
al Acuerdo
firmado
el 18 de febrero Oltimo,
ultimo, entre el Ministro de Sanidad
Sanidad y
y Asistencia
Asistencia
Social de los Estados Unidos de Venezuela
Venezuela y
la Mision
y el Jefe
Jefe de
de la
Misi6n del
del
Instituto
Interamericanos de los Estados Unidos
Instituto de Asuntos Interamericanos
de
Unidos de
America, destinado aaprorrogar
nuevamente el
America,
prorrogar nuevamente
el Modus-viven.di
Modus-vivendi inicial,
inicial,
con las enmiendas
enmiendas de que fue
objeto, celebrado
celebrado por
por cambio
de n.otas
fu6 objeto,
cambio de
notas
entre el Ministro de Relaciones
Relaciones Exteriores
Exteriores de
el Excede Venezuela
Venezuela y
y el
Excelentisimo Sefior
lentfsimo
Saior Embajador de los Estados Unidos de
de America,
America, de
de
fecha 18 de febrero
febrero de 1.943,
1.943, sobre iniciacion
y ejecucion
Programa
iniciaci6n y
ejecuci6n del
del Programa
Cooperativo de Salud y
y Saneamiento
Saneamiento que
en Venezuela.
que se
se desarrolla
desarrolla en
Venezuela.
El texto de dicho Acuerdo
Acuerdo es
es el
el siguiente:
siguiente:

"El Ministerio
y Asistencia Social (que en
Ministerio de Sanidad y
en adelante
adelante se
se
llamara
llamara, el "Ministerio")
"Ministerio") del Gobierno de los Estados Unidos
Unidos de
de
Venezuela
Venezuela (que en adelante
adelante se llamarti
el "Gobierno"),
representado
llamara el
"Gobierno"), representado
por el
el doctor Antonio Martin Araujo, Ministro
por
Ministro de Sanidad
yAsistencia
Sanidad y
Asistencia
Social (que en adelante se llamara "el
"el Ministro")
Ministro") y
y el
el Instituto
Instituto de
de
Asuntos Interamericanos
Interamericanos (que en adelante
adelante se
llamara "el
"el Instituto"),
Instituto"),
se llamara
una dependencia
dependencia del Gobierno de los
de America,
los Estados
Estados Unidos
Unidos de
America,
representado por el sefior
representado
seiior James D. Caldwell,
Caldwell, Jefe
la MisiOn
de la
Jefe de la
Misi6n de
la
Divisi6n de Salud y
Division
y Saneamiento,
Saneamiento, (que en
adelante se
llamara el
en adelante
se llamarA
el
"Jefe
de la Mision"),
Misi6n"), han convenido,
"Jefe de
convenido, segun los deseos del
Gobierno y
y de
del Gobierno
de
acuerdo con un intercambio de notas
de junio
junio de
de 1948
1948
notas fechadas
fechadas el
el 29
29 de
y
6 de
de julio de 1948 entre el Embajador
y el 6
Embajador de los Estados Unidos
Unidos de
de
Excelencia, el Ministro de
America y
y Su Excelencia,
Exteriores; en
en
de Relaciones
Relaciones Exteriores;
los siguientes detalle,s
detalles para prorrogar
prorrogar por
periodo adicional
adicional de
de una
una
por un periodo
afio, a
a partir del 30 de junio de 1948,
lino,
1948, y
la forma
que nazis
y modificar en
en la
forma que
mas
adelante se especifica,
Modus-vivendi entre el
especifica, el Modus-vivendi
el Ministerio
el
Ministerio yy el
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Institute,
intercambio de notas entre el
Institut°, efectuado
efectuado por medio del intercambio
Embajador de los Estados Unidos de America
Amdrica yy el Ministro
Embajador
Ministro de Rela1943, como fue subseciones Exteriores fechado
fechado el 18 de febrero de 1943,
cuentemente modificado
cuentemente
modificado y
y prorrogado,
prorrogado, (que en adelante
adelante se llamare,
Ilamara
cooperael "Modus-vivendi
"Modus-vivendi inicial"), para
pars desarrollar
desarrollar un programa cooperay Saneamiento
a cabo en Venezuela.
tivo de Salud y
Saneamiento que se Ilevara
llevara a
fondos requeridos
requeridos por el Modus-vivendi
Modus-vivendi
Primera: Ademas
Ademi.s de los kudos
inicial, que Bean
sean aportados ooque en cualquier
cualquier forma
forum eaten
est6n disponibles
para la realizacien
realizaci6n del Programa
Cooperative, las Partes Contratantes
Programa Cooperativo,
Contratantes
contribuiran con fondos que estarAn
contribuirtin
estaran a
asu disposicien
continuar el
disposici6n para continuar
desarrollo
que se estipula en este
de,sarrollo del Programa
Programs durante el periodo
period° quo
acuerdo
acuerdo de pr6rroga,
prorroga, del modo siguiente:
a) El Institute
Institut° de Asuntos Interamericanos
Interamericanos aportara
aportara los fondos
foudos
salaries y
dembs gastos del personal
necesarios para
pars el pago de los salarios
y demas
personal de
la Misi6n
Misien en Venezuela,
durante ci
eats pr6rroga.
prerroga. La
Venezuela, durante
el lapso de esta
La
administraci6n de estos fondos estara
administracien
estarti a
a cargo del Institut°
Institute y
y no Berlin
ser&n
inclufdos en la cuenta de la Oficina
Cooperativa de Salud Febilea.
incluidos
Oficina Cooperativa
Ptblica;
b) El
Oficina Cooperaiva
cooperativa la
is
E1 Institut°
Instituto depositari
depositars aa favor de la Oficina
cantidad de $25.000,00
bolivares (que altipo
$25.000,oo oo su equivalente
equivalente en bolivares
al.tipo de
cambio de Bs 3,33 por $1,00
equivalen a
aBs 83.250,00),
Is siguiente
siguiente
$1,oo equivalen
83.250,oo), en la
forma:
acuerdo ...............
$25 000,00
Al firmarse el acuerdo
..
$25.000,oo
c) El Gobierno de Venezuela
depositara
a
la
cuenta
de
la Oficina
Oficina
Venezuela
a
Cooperativa,
cantidad de Bs
cambio de
Cooperativa, la
la cantidad
Bs 1.612,500,00
1.612,500,oo (que
(que al tipo
tipo de cambio
Bs 3, 33 por $1,00,
$1,oo, equivalen
$487.237,23) en la
equivalen a
a $487.237,23)
is siguiente forma:
832.500,00
Al firmarse el Acuerdo
Acuerdo .................
Bs 832.500,oo
Pagos mensuales
mensuales de Bs 40.000,00
pars
cubrir
los
40.000,oo para
los
viaticos yotros gastos de la Oficina,
salarios de obreros, viaticosy
Oficina,
desde el 1° de Julio de 1948 hasta el 30 de Junio de
480.000,00
1949
.......
... . .........
...
. Bs 480.000,oo
Pagos mensuales de Bs 25.000,oo
25.000,00 pars
cubrir
salarios
para cubrir salaries
de los empleados
empleados de la
is Oficina,
Oficina, desde el 10
1° de Julio de
. . .. Bs
Bs 300.000,00
300.000,oo
hasta el 30 de Junio de 1949 . ....
1948 hasta
Adennia
de
lo
anotado,
el
Miniaterio
eonviene
on
proveer
un fondo
fondo
Ademas de Io anotado, el Ministerio conviene en proveer un
de aproximadamente
Bs
1.000.000,00
(que
al
tipo
de
cambio
de
Bs
aproximadamente
1.000.000,oo
Ba
$1.00 equivalen
equivalen a
a $303.030,30)
$303.030,30) que wan
suministrados
3,33 por $1.oo
seran suministrados
durante
comprendido entre el 1°
setiembre de 1948
durante el periodo
periodo comprendido
1° de setiembre
1948 y
y
el
de junio
junio de
de 1949,
1949, para
utilizados exclusivamente
en Is
para ser
ser utilizados
exclusivamente en
la compra
compra
el 30
30 de
de
equipos que
el Programs
Programa Cooperativo.
Cooperativo.
de materiales y
y equipos
que se
se usaran en el
Estas
efectuadas por
organ° correspondiente
Estas compras seran efectuadas
por medio del
del 6rgano
correspondiente
del
Ministerio y
ya
a base de solicitudes preparadas
preparadas por
por is
la Oficina.
Oficina.
del Ministerio
d)
Los fondos
depositare el
el Institut°
con el
que depositare
Instituto de
de acuerdo
acuerdo con
el parrafo
parrafo
d) Los
fondos que
b) de
eats cliusula
invertidos pars
para gastos desde la misma
de esta
clausula podran
podran ser invertidos
b)
fecha
hags la
entrega, pero las contribuciones
contribuciones subsiguientes,
subsiguientes,
fecha en
en que se haga
la entrega,
que
cualquiera de
Partes Contratantes,
Contratantes, no
no estaran
estaran
que se
se efecteen
efectden per
per cualquiera
de las
las Partes
disponibles
pars
retirarlos
o
gastarlos
hasta
tanto
no
as
hays
hecho
disponibles para retirarlos o gastarlos hasta tanto no se haya hecho
Is correspondiente
correspondiente entrega
la
entrega per
per la otra Parte Contratante.
Contratante.
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Segunda: Mediante
Segundo,:
Mecliante convenio firmado por
el Ministro
Sanidad
por el
Ministro de
de Sanidad
y
Asisteneia Social yy por el Jefe de la Misi6n
y Asistencia
Mision en Venezuela,
las Partes
Venezuela, las
Partes
Contratantes podran modificar
Contratantes
modificar la forma de
hacer las
las entregas
previstas
de hacer
entregas previstas
en la Clausula Primera y
y asimismo hacer anticipos para
compra de
para compra
de
y los adelantos
equipos o
o materiales, y
adelantos que se
se hagan
hagan por
por este
este respecto
respecto
se deduciran
deduciran de los fondos que se deben depositar.
los
depositar. Ademas
Ademas de
de los
fondos estipulados
Modus-vivendi inicial y
estipulados en el Modus-vivendi
y en este
este acuerdo
acuerdo de
de
pr6rroga
tambi6n podra haber otras contribuciones
prorroga tambien
contribuciones de
de las
las Partes
Partes
Contratantes o
o de terceros, utilizables
utilizables en ambos casos
para la
casos para
la realirealizaci6n del Programa Cooperativo
zaci6n.
Cooperativo de
de Salud
Salud Publica.
Tercera:
Tercera: Los fondos que sean trasladados
trasladados a
Venezuela por
el
a Venezuela
por el
Instituto,
Instituto, para ser invertidos en el desarrollo del Programa
CooperaPrograma Cooperativo, quedaran exentos de toda clase de cargos o
y restrieo impuestos
impuestos y
restricy deberan
ciones monetarias, y
deberan convertirse
convertirse en boll
vans al
de cambio
cambio
bolivares
al tipo
tipo de
vigente, y
y en ningun
ningtin caso este tipo de
sera menor
menor de
Bs 3.33
de cambio sera
de Bs
3.33
por Mar.
d6lar. Igualmente
Igualmente cuando
cuando sea necesario
necesario convertir
bolivares
convertir bolivares
en d61ares
dolares para financiar compras o
o para
otros gastos
en los
para otros
gastos en
los Estados
Estados
Unidos, la conversion
conversi6n de Bs en d61ares
&dares debe hacerse
hacerse a
un tipo
a un
tipo de
de
cambio no mayor de Bs 3.33 por Mar.
d6lar.
Cuarta:
Cmtrta: El Gobierno de Venezuela
Venezuela reconoce
recon.oce al
Instituto de
de Asuntos
al Instituto
Asuntos
Interamericanos como una dependencia
Interamericanos
dependencia del
del Gobierno
de
los
Estados
Gobierno de los Estados
America, perten.eciente
Unidos de America,
su
direcci6n.
perteneciente aael1lyy bajo
bajo su direcci6n.
Quinta: Toda suma a,dquirida
adquirida por la Oficina, que no
utilino haya.sido
haya sido utiliperiodo indicado en
zada ooasignada en el period°
esta pr6rroga,
prorroga, sera
devuelta
en esta
sera devuelta
a las Partes Contratantes
a
Contratantes en proporci6n
proporcion aalas
contribuciones que
que cada
cada
las contribuciones
una haya hecho de acuerdo
acuerdo con el Modus-vivendi
Modus-vivendi inicial
inicial y
con la
y con
la
Clausula Primera de este
extension.
este acuerdo de
de extensi6ni.
Sexta: Las estipulaeiones
estipulaeiones del Modus-vivendi
Modus-vivendi original
original y
y de
de los
sulos sucesivos acuerdos
pr6rroga permanecerain
acuerdos de prorroga
permaneceran en
en vigor
vigor en
en cuanto
cuanto no
no
sean contrarias
o indirectamente
contrarias directa o
indirectamente aalo establecido
establecido en
presente
en el
el presente
convenio.
Septima: El Gobierno
compromete a
Gobierno se compromete
accion necesaria
a iniciar la
la acci6n
necesaria
para efectuar
estipulaciones de este
efectuar las estipulaciones
convenio de
este convenio
de extensi6n.
extensi6n.
EN
las Flutes
EN FE DE LO CUAL, las
Contratantes han
que sus
Partes Contratantes
han hechO
hechb que
sus reprorepre-

sentantes
sentantes debidamente
debidamente autorizados suscriban
de ExExsuscriban -este
este Convenio
Convenio de
tensi6n
quintuplicado, en los idiomas Espaflol
tensien por quintuplicado,
Espanol e
Ingles, en
e Ingl6s,
en Caracas,
Caracas,
Venezuela,
a los 18 dias del mes de febrero
Venezuela, a
febrero de
de 1949.
1949.
Ministerio de
de Sanidad
Sanidad
Instituto de Asuntos
y Asistencia
y
Asistencia Social
Social
Interamericanos
Interamericanos
(fdo.)
(Mo.) ANTONIO
M ARTIN ARAUJO
ARAUJO
ANTONIO MARTIN
Antonio Martin Araujo
Ministro
Ministro

(fdo.) JAMES
(fdo.)
JAMES D.
D.CALDWELL
CALDWELL
James D. Caldwell
Caldwell
Mision"
Jefe de la Mision"

s

La nota de Vuestra
Vuestra Senoria,
Sefloria, que contiene las
estipulaciones anterilas estipulaciones
anteriores, y
y esta respuesta,
respuesta, constituyen
un. Acuerdo
respect° a
la
constituyen un
Acuerdo con
con respecto
a la
pr6rroga
prorroga del Programa Cooperativo
Cooperativo de
y
Saneamiento.
de Salud
Salud y Saneamiento.
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VAlgome
a Vuestra Sefioria
Valgome de la oportunidad
oportunidad para reiterar a
Seriorf a las
segmidades de mi distinguida
distinguida consideracion.
seguridades
consideraci6n.
Luis E.
E. G6mEz
Ruiz
G6MEZ RUIz
Luis
Al Honorable
Honorable Serior
Sefor
Al
JOHN
JOHN WILLARD
WILLARD CARRIGAN,
CARRIGAN,
Encargasio de Negocios ad-interim
ad-interim
Eneargado
de
Los Estados
Estaclos Unidos
America.
Unidos de
de Amrica.
de los
Presente.
Presente.

. ;

Translation
Translation
UNITED STATES
UNITED
STATES OF
OF VENEZUELA.
VENZUEIELA
AFFAIRS
MINISTRY OF
OF FOREIGN
FOREIGN AFFAIRS
MINISTRY
DIVISION
DIVISION 01
OR INTSIINATIONAL
INTEBNATIONAL POLICY
POLIC
INTlit-ANZEICAN
INTIB-AMRICAN SIICTION
BECTION

No. 485
No.
485

i
.

CAE4q4s, 4r»4
March
9, 1949
1949
A9,
CAACASs,

.

Mn.
D'AFFAtRES: ,
CHARGIt D'AFFAIRES,:'
MR. CHARGt

.

i

the honor
ii
cknowledge receipt
of Y
Excellenefs
Yoir: Excellency's
receipt of
to a'ckiowledge
honor to
II have
have the
agreeinstant, regarding
courteous
4th:instant,
regarding the agree383, dated the 4th
note No. 383,
courteous note
ment
last February
February 18
18 by
by the
the Minister
and Social
of Health
Health and
Minister of
signed last
ment signed
Assistance
of the
the United
United States of
Venezuela and the Chief of Field
of Venezuela
Assistance of
Party
the Institute
Institute of
Inter-American Affairs
of the
the United
States
United States
Affairs of
of Inter-American
of the
Party of
of
for the
the purpose
of again
again prolonging
the original
original modus
modus
prolonging the
purpose of
of America,
America, for
vivendi, with
with amendments,
the initiation
initiation and
and execution
execution of
Coopof the
the Coopon the
amendments, on
vivendi,
Veneerative
Health
and
Sanitation
Program
being
carried
carried
out
in
being
Program
erative Health and Sanitation
zuela, which
was concluded
concluded through
through an exchange
exchange of notes between
which was
zuela,
the Minister
Minister of
of Foreign
Affairs of
Venezuela and His
Excellency the
His Excellency
of Venezuela
Foreign Affairs
the
Ambassador
of the
States of
of America
on February
1943.
February 18, 1943.
America on
the United
United States
Ambassador of
The
text of
of the
is as
as follows:
follows:
Agreement is
aforementioned Agreement
the aforementioned
The text
[For
the English
English language
language text
text of
this agreement,
see p.
p. 2695.]
2695,]
agreement, see
of this
[For the
Your Excellency's
which contains
above-mentioned
the above-mentioned
contains the
note, which
Excellency's note,
Your
provisions,
and
this
reply,
constitute
an
Agreement
the
regarding the
provisions, and this reply, constitute an Agreement regarding
extension
of
the
Cooperative
Sanitation
Program.
and
Sanitation
Health
extension of the Cooperative
avail myself
myself of
of this
renew to Your
Your Excellency
Excellency the
opportunity to renew
this opportunity
IIavail
assurances
and most
most distinguished
consideration.
distinguished consideration.
my highest
highest and
of my
assurances of
Luis
Ruiz
E. G6mEz
G6MEZ Ruiz
Luis E.
The Honorable
WILLARD CARRIGAN,
CARRIGAN,
JOHN WILLARD
Honorable JOHN
The
Chargé
ad interim
of
interim of
d'Affaires ad
Charge d'Affaires
the United
of America,
America,
States of
United States
the
Oity.
City.

Ante, p.
Ante,
p. 2695.
2696.

57 Stat.
1126.
Stat.1128.
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INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS
AGREEMENTS OTHER
INTERNATIONAL
OTHER THAN
TREATIES
THAN TREATIES

June 27, 1949
[T. I. A. S.1975]
S. 1975]

[63 S
PAT.
[63
STAT.

Agreement between the United
United States of America and
China, extending
and China,
extending
and modifying
modVying the agreement
agreement of August 6,
5, 1948,
Joint
1948, respecting
respecting a
a Joint
Commisson on Rural
Commisston
Rural Reconstruction
Reconstruction in China.
exchange
China. Effected by exchange
of notes
notes signed
signed at
at Canton
June 27,
Canton June
June 27, 1949;
1949; entered into
into force
force June
1949.
1949.
the Chinese
Chinese Acting
Acting Minister
Foreign
The American Minister
Minister to
to the
Minister for
for Foreign
Affairs

No.
262
No. 262

62 Stat.,
Stat.,
p.3139.
p. 3139.

Pt.

3,
3,

Pt.
62 Stat., Pt.
p. 2945.
62 Stat., Pt.
Pt.
p.
159.
p.159.
U.S.O. Supp.
22 U.S.O.
Supp.
I
1546.
i1546.
63 Stat.,
Stat., Pt.
p.'55.
1).!55.

3,
3,
1,
1,

II,
1,

MFEICAN EMBASSY,
AMERIOAN
EMBASSY,
Canton, June
1949
Canton,
Jne 27,
27, 1949

EXCELLENCY:
EXCELLENCY:
II have the honor to refer to the Agreement between
between our two Governments constituted
constituted by the exchange
exchange of notes
notes dated August
August 5, 1948,
1948,
providing for the establishment
providing
establishment of a
aSino-American
Sino-American Joint Commission
Commission
Reconstruction in China.
on Rural
Rural Reconstruction
My Government
Government proposes that the Agreement
Agreement be extended
extended until
until the
the
date of termination
termination of the Economic
Economic Aid Agreement
Agreement between our
two Governments
Governments concluded July 3, 1948,
1948, and that references
references in
in
the exchange of notes to Section 407 of the China Aid
Aid Act
Act of
1948
of 1948
be deemed
deemed to include reference
reference to Section
47, 81st
81st
Section 12
12 of
of Public
Public Law
Law 47,
Congress.
This note and Your Excellency's
Excellency's reply accepting
accepting the
above proposal
proposal
the above
will constitute an agreement between
between our two Governments.
Please accept,
accept, Excellency,
Excellency, the renewed
renewed assurances
assurances of
highest
of my
my highest

consideration.
consideration.

LEWIS CLARK
CLARK
His Excellency
Dr. GEORaE
GEORGE YETI,
Dr.
YEH,
Acting Minister
Minister for Foreign
Foreign Affairs,
Canton.
Canton.

63 STAT.]
STAT.]

CHINA-RURAL
CHINA— RURAL RECONSTRUCTION-JUNE
RECONSTRUCTION--,7IINE 27, 1949
1949
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The Chinese
Chinese Acting Minister
Minister for Foreign
Foreign Affairs to the American
American
Minister
#1-

3t

41i

%-9z-gtoter ?:rfere-e estfted4

Fzga

CANTON,
CANTON, J
une £7,
1949
June
£7, 1949
EXCELLENCY,
EXCELLENCY,

I have the honor to'
I
to acknowlege
aclmowlege receipt of Your Excellency's
Excellency's Note
Note
reading as follows:
follows:
"I have the
"I
the honor to refer to the Agreement between
between our
our two
two
Governments constituted by the exchange
Governments
notes dated August
5,
exchange of notes
August 5,
62
stet., Pt.
Pt. 3.
3,
62 Stat.,
1948,
providing for the establishment
1948, provid.u:ig
Sino-American Joint
Joint
establishment of a,
a, Sino-American
p. 3139.
3139.
p.
Commission
Commission on Rural Reponstruction
Reconstruction in
in China,.
China.
"My Government
Agreement be
until
Government proposes
proposes that the Agreement
be extended
extended until
the date of termination
termination of the Economic Aid Agreement
Agreement between
between
62 Stat.,
Pt. 3,
3,
62
Stat., Pt.
concluded July 3, 1948,
our two Governments
Governments concluded
1948, and that references p.
p. 294B.
2945.
407 of
the China
in the exchange
exchange of notes
notes to Section
Section 407
of the
China Aid
Aid Act
Act of
of
62 Stat.,
62
Stat., Pt.
1,
Pt. 1,
1948 be deemed
deemed to include reference
Law p.
reference to
to Section
Section 12 of
of Public Law
p. 159.
159.
22
U.S.C., Supp.
Stipp. II,
22 U.S.C.,
I,
47, 81st Congress.
f1546.
1546.
1
63
Stat., Pt.
1.
63 Stat.,
Pt. 1,
"This note and Your Excellency's
Excellency's reply accepting the above pro- P.
p. 55.
55.
posal will constitute an agreement
between
our
two
Governments."
agreement
Governments."
In reply, II have the honor to confirm the above understandings.
understandings.
Please accept, Excellency,
Excellency, the renewed
renewed assurances
assurances of my highest
highest
consideration.
consideration.
GEORGE K C
GEOROG
C YEE.
YEH.
His Excellency,
LEWIS CLARK,
CLARK,
Mr. LEWIS
Minister
Minister of the United
United States
States of America
America
to the Republic of China,
China,
Oanto•n.
Canton-
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INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS
AGREEMENTS OTHER THAN
INTERNATIONAL
THAN TREATIES
TREATIES

December 18,
1948,
18,1948,
and May 12,
1949
12,1949

T. I.
T.
I. A.
A. S. 1976]

[63 STAT.
STAT.
[63

Agreement between the United States
of Americaand
America'and Burma,
States of
Burma, amending
amending
the agreement
agreement of
of December
December: 22,
22, 1947,
1947, respecting
respecting the
the United
United States
States
Educational Foundation
Educational
Foundation in
in Burma.
Burma. Effected
by exchange
of notes
Effected by
exchange of
notes
signed at
at Rangoon December
signed
December 18,
1948, and
and May
1949; entered
entered
18, 1948,
May 12,
12, 1949;
into
force AMay
May 12,
1949.
into force
12, 1949.
The American Charg.e
Chargg d'Affaires
interim to
the Burmese
Burmese Minister
d'Affaires ad
ad interim
to the
Minister
for Foreign
Foreign Affairs
Affairs
AMERICAN
EMBASSY,
AMERICAN EMBASSY,
No. 298
298

62 Stat., Pt. 2,
2,
p. 1819.
p.

Proposed
Proposed
ment.

amendamend-

62 Stat.,
Stat., Pt.
Pt. 2,
p. 1816.
1816.
p.
Membership of
Membership
of
Board
Board of Directors.
Directors.

Honorary
Honorary

man.
mall.

ChairChair-

Appointments
A
ppolutznents
remoNals.
removals.

and

Payment
penses.

exex.

of

proposed
Effect of proposed
amendment.
amendment.

Rangoon, December
December 18,
1946
Rangoon,
18, 194&

SIR:
IIhave the honor to refer to Part 1
1 of Article 15 of the Educational
Educational
Exchange
of'December
Exchange Agreement
Agreement of
December 22, 1947,
between the
the GovGov1947, between
ernment of the United States of America
America and
Government of
the
and the Government
of the
Union of Burma, which
which reads: "(1)
agreement may
may be
"(1) The present agreement
be
amended
diplomatic notes between
amended by the exchange of diplomatic
between the Government
Government
of the United States of America and the Government
government of
of Burma."
Burma."
IIhave
have been instructed by the Government
Government of the United States of
of
Government of the
America to propose to the Government
of Burma
13tnana that
that
the Union
Union of
Article 55of the Agreement
Agreement be amended
arnended to read as follows:
follows:
"The management and direction of
of the
the Foundation
Foundation
of the
the affairs
affairs of
shall be vested in a
a Board of Directors consisting of
Directors
of eight
eight Directors
(hereinafter
"Board"), four of whom shall
(hereinafter designated
designated the "Board"),
be
shall be
citizens
citizens of the United States of America
America and
four of
of whom
whom shall
shall be
be
and four
citizens
citizens of Burma. In addition the Principal Officer in
in charge
charge of
of
the Diplomatic Mission of the United States of
America to
of America
to Burma
Burma
(hereinafter
(hereinafter designated "the Chief of Mission")
Mission") shall
shall be
be honorary
honorary
Chairman of the Board. He shall cast
east the deciding
the
deciding vote
vote in
in the
event of aatie vote by the Board and shall appoint
Chairman of
of
appoint the
the Chairman
the Board.
"The
America on the Board, at
"The citizens of the United States of America
at
least two of whom shall be officers of the United States
Foreign
States Foreign
Service establishment in Burma, shall be appointed
appointed and
and removed
by
removed by
the Chief of Mission; the citizens of Burma on
on the
the Board
Board shall
shall be
be
appointed
appointed and removed by the Government
Government of
Burma.
of Burma.
"The
"The Directors shall serve without compensation
but the
the Foundacompensation but
Foundation is authorized to pay the necessary
necessary expenses
expenses of the
in
the Directors
Directors in
attending the meetings
attending
meetings of the Board."
Board."
It
It will be noted that the effect of the proposed amendment
amendment would
would
be
be to increase
increase the number of Burmese citizens on the Board from
three to four, and to require
require that these members be appointed
appointed by
by the
the
Burma Government, rather than as at present
present by the Chief of
of the
American
American Diplomatic Mission
Mission to Burma.
Burma.
If
the
Government
of
the
Union of Burma agrees to
If
Government
proposed
to the proposed
amendment, it will be necessary
necessary to appoint the four
memfour Burmese mem-

68
63 STAT.]
STAT.]

BURMA-EDUCATIONAL
BURMA— EDU CATIONAL FOUNDATION
FOUNDATION

bers under
the revised
bers
under the
revised procedure.
procedure.
bers are:
bers
are:

D e c 18, 1948
Dec.
18, 1948
May
1949
may 12,
12, 1949

2705

The present three
three Burmese
memBurmese mem-

Sao Saimong, Chief Education
Education officer,
officer, Shan
Shan States
States
Dr.
Dr. Htin Aung, Administrator,
Administrator, Rangoon
Rangoon University
University
U Tha
Tha Rla
Hla (substituting
U
(substituting for U Cho),
Cho), Director
of Public
Public
Director of
Instruction.
Instruction.
Please accept,
consideration.

Sir, the renewed
renewed assurance
of my
my highest
assurance of
highest
R. AUSTIN
R.
AUSTIN ACLY
ACLY
,Charged'Affaires ad
,Charge
ad interim
interim

The Honorable
Honorable
U
KYAw NYEIN
U KYAW
NYEIN
MAnister for Foreign
Minister
ForeignAffairs
Affairs
Rangoon, Burma
Rangoon,
Burma

The Burmese
Burmese Foreign
Foreign Office
American Embassy
Embassy
Offce to
to the
the American
FOREIGN OFFICE
OFFICE
RANGOON
RANOOON
A/2a/E
A/20JE
12
M ay 1949.
1949.
12 May
The Foreign Office presents
compliments to
presents its compliments
the American
Emto the
American Embassy and with reference
reference to the Embassy's
letter No.
298 dated
Embassy's letter
No. 298
dated the
the
18th December, 1948, has the honour to say
the Government
of
say that
that the
Government of
the
the Union of Burma agree to the proposed amendment
to Article
Article 5
amendment to
5
of the United States Educational Exchange Agreement
Agreement and
and desire
desire 62
8tat.. Pt.
62 Stat.,
Pt. 22
p.1816.
p.
1816.
to nominate
nominate the following under
the revised
revised procedure
under the
procedure as
as Burmese
Burmese
members, of the Board of Directors
members,of
Directors of
of the
the Foundation:
Foundation:
I

1.
2.
2.
3.
4.

U Cho, K.S.M.,
K.S.M., B.A.,
B.Ed. (Edin).
(Edin).
B.A., B.Ed.
Sao Saimong, Chief Education
Education Officer,
Officer, Shan
States.
Shan States.
Administratpr, University
Dr. Htin Aung, Administrator,
University of
of Rangoon.
Rangoon.
Daw K'in K'in Gyi, President, The
All-Burma Women's
Women's FreeThe All-Burma
Freedom League, Rangoon.
The Foreign Office avails itself of
of renewing
of this
this opportunity
opportunity of
renewing
to the American
American Embassy
Embassy the
assurance of
its
highest
consideration.
the assurance
of its highest consideration.
AMERICAN EMBASSY,
AMERICAN
EMBASSY,
Rangoon.
Rangoon.
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June 30, 1949
IT.
1971
[T. I. A. S. 1977]

INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS
INTERNATIONAL
OTHER THAN
THAN TREATIES
TREATIES
AGREEMENTS OTHER

[63 S
TAT.
[63
STAT.

Agreement between the United
United States
and Haiti
Haiti respecting
respecting a
States of
of America and
a
cooperativehealth and
and sanitation
sanitationprogram
cooperative
Haiti, extending
and modimodiprogram in
in Haiti,
extending and
fying the agreement
agreement of April 7, 1942,
194,e, as
amended, through
through
as extended and amended,
June 30,
30, 1950.
1950. Effected by exchange of
of notes
notes signed
signed at
at Port-au-Prince
Port-au-Prince
June
June 30, 1949;
1949; entered
entered into
into force June 30,
30, 1949.
1949.

American Ambassador
The American
Ambassador to the Haitian
of State
for Foreign
HaitianSecretary
Secretary of
State for
Foreign
Affairs
Affairs

58 Stat.
tat. 1439;
143;,59 Stat.
Stat.
1298; 61 Stat., Pt.
Pt. 4,
4,
P.
p. 3651; 62 Stat.,
Stat., Pt. 3,
3,
2649.
p. 2649.

Extension of
of program; contributions.
contributions.

AMERICAN EMBASSY
EMBASSY
AMERICAN
Port-au-Prince,
June 30,
80, 1949
No. 305
Port-au-Prince,June
1949
EXCELLENCY:
EXCELLENCY:
I have the honor to refer to the Basic
I
as amended,
amended, enBasic Agreement,
Agreement, as
entered into in April 1942 on behalf of the
the Republic
Republic of Haiti
Haiti and
and
The Institute of Inter-American
Inter-American Affairs, providing
providing for
for the
the present
present
cooperative health and sanitation program in Haiti.
cooperative
to
Haiti. I
I also
also refer
refer to
Your Excellency's note of June 20, 1949,
1949, [']
[
I]suggesting
considersuggesting the
the consideration by our respective
respective governments of a
a further extension
of that
extension of
that
Agreement.
Considering the mutual benefits which both
are deboth Governments
Governments are
deriving from the program, my Government
Government agrees
Governagrees with
with the
the Government of Haiti that an extension of the program beyond
beyond its
present
its present
termination date of June 30, 1949, would be desirable. Accordingly,
termination
Accordingly,
I have been advised by the Department
I
Department of State
that
State in Washington
Washington that
arrangements
arrangements may now be made for the
Institute to
continue
its
the Institute
to continue its
participation
participation in the program
program for a
June
30,
a period of
of one year,
year, from
from June 30,
1949, through June 30, 1950. It
It would be understood
understood that,
that, during
during
this period of extension, the Institute would make a
a contribution of
of
$100,000, in the currency of the United States,
$100,000,
States, to
to the
the Service
CoopService CoopInter-Americain de la Sante
eratif Inter-Americain
for use
use in
Sante Publique,
Publique, for
in carrying
carrying out
out
project
project activities of the program on condition that your
Government
your Government
would contribute to the Service for the
the same
same purpose
purpose the
the sum
sum of
of
1,500,000 Gourdes. The Institute would also be
be willing
willing during
during the
the
same extension period to make
make available funds to be expended
expended by the
Institute,
deposited to the account of
Institute, and not deposited
of the
Service, for
for paythe Service,
payment of salaries
salaries and other expenses of
of the
the members
members of
of the
the Health
Health
and Sanitation Division field staff,
staff, who
who are
are maintained
maintained by
by the
the InstiInstitute of Haiti. The amounts
referred
amounts referred to would be in addition
addition to
to the
the
sums already
already required under the present Basic Agreement,
as amended,
Agreement, as
amended,
to be contributed
contributed and made available by
by the
parties in
furtherance of
of
the parties
in furtherance
the program.
program.
The Government
Government of the United
United States of America
America will
will consider
consider the
the
present note and your reply note concurring
concurring therein as constituting
constituting
an agreement
agreement between
between our
our two
two Governments,
Governments, which
which shall
come into
into
shall come
11 Not printed.

63 STAT.]
STAT.]

HAITI-HEALTH AND SANITATION—JUNE
SANITATION--UNE 80,1949
HAITI—HEALTH
30, 1949

force on the date of signature [']
[
1]of an agreement by the Haitian
Secretary of State for National
a
Secretary
National Education and Public Health and a
representative
Inter-American Affairs,
representative of The Institute of Inter-American
Affairs, embodying
embodying
the above-mentioned
above-mentioned -technical
technical details.
If the proposed extension
acceptable to your
extension on the above basis is acceptable
Government,
Government, II would appreciate
appreciate receiving an
an expression of Your
Excellency's
assurance to that effect as soon as may be possible, in
Excellency's assurance
order
order , that the technical details of the extension may be worked out
by the officials of the Ministry of Health
Health and The Institute of InterAmerican Affairs.
Affairs.i
Excellency the
IIavail myself of this opportunity
opportunity to renew to Your Excellency
assurances of my highest consideration.
assurances
consideration.
WILLIAM E.
E. DECOURCY
WILLIAM
DECOURGY
His Excellency
Excellency

TIMOLEON C. BRUTUS,
Secretary
for Foreign
Affairs,
Secretary of
of State
Statefor
ForeignAffairs,
Port-au-Prince
Portau-Prince

TIMOLEON C. BRUTUS,

Secretary of
of State
State for
for Foreign
Affairs to
the American
The Haitian
HaitianSecretary
ForeignAffairs
to the
American
Ambassador
Ambassador
BECRiTAIRERIE
SECR*TAIRERIE D'ETAT
DES
RELATIONS EXT*RIEURES
EXTERIEURES
RELATIONS
31.682 (bL)
(bis)
No. SG/A0S/A- 3:1.682

REPUBLIQUE D'HAITI
BiPUBLIQUE
D IHAiTI

Port-au-Princele 30 Juin
1949
Port-au-Prince
Juin 1949

MONSIEUR L'AMBASSADEUR,
L'AMBASSADEUR,
MONSIEUR

J'ai l'honneur d'accuser reception a
Excellence de sa lettre
A Votre Excellence
305, relative
relative au renouvellement
renouvellement de l'accord
en date du 30 courant, No. 305,
du 7
armee finissant le 30
7 Avril 1942, amende, pour une periods
periode d'une annee
Juin 1950.
J'ai note
note que
que les
details techniques
techniques dudit
accord a
conclure entre
J'ai
les details
dudit accord
& conclure
entre
Inter-americaines et le Gouvernement
l'Institut des Affaires Inter-americaines
Gouvernement haitien
devront etre discut6s
discutes par les fonctionnaires competents
competents des deux
organismes.
organismes.
fl m'est
d'informer Votre Excellence
n
m'est agreable
agreable d'informer
Excellence que
que les
les bases
bases ci-desci-des6numerees:
sous enumerees:
a) Contribution
a)
Contribution du
du Gouvernement
Gouvernement haitien:
haitien: $300.000.00
$300.000.00
b)
:: 100.000.00
de l'Institut
l'Institut
"
b)
outre une
certaine valeur
paiement des
des salaires
salaires et
outre
une certaine
valeur destinee
destinee au
au paiement
et autres
autres
membres du personnel de la Mission Sanitaire sont acceptees
frais des membres
par
Republique.
par le
le Gouvernement
Gouvernement de la R6publique.
Je
Monsieur
AVotre Excellence, Monsieur
Je saisis
saisis cette occasion
occasion pour renouveler a
l'Ambassadeur, Passurance
l'assurance de ma haute consideration.
TIMOLEON C. BRUTUS
BRUTUS
TIMOLEON

Son Excellence
Excellence
Monsieur
DECOURCY,
EARL DECOURCY,
Monsieur WILLIAM
WILLIAM EARL
Arnbassadeur
Plinipotentiaire
Ambassadeur Extraordinaire
Extraordinaire et
et PUnipotentiaire
des Etats-Unis
d'Amerique,
des
Etats-Unisd'Amrique,
Port-au-Prince.
Port-au-Prince.
1

1 June

June 30, 1949.

2707
2707

2708

INTERNATIONAL
INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS
AGREEMENTS OTHER THAN TREATIES
TREATIES

[63
STAT.
[63 STAT.

Translation
Translation
MINISTRY
MINISTRY OF STATE
STATE
FOR FOREIGN
FOREIGN RELATIONS
RELATIONS
No.
No. SG/A-3:
SG/A-3: 1.682 (bis)

58 Stat. 1439; 59
Stat.
59 Stat.
1298; 61 Stat., Pt. 4,
p. 3651; 62 Stat.,
Stat., Pt. 3,
p. 2649.
2619.

REPUBLIC
REPUBLIC OF
OF HAITI
HAITI
Port-au-PrinceJune
Port-au-Prince
1949
June 30
30 1949

Mr. AMBASSADOR:
Mr.
AMBASSADOR:
II have
have the honor to acknowledge
acknowledge receipt
Your Excellency's
receipt of
of Your
Excellency's
letter No. 305, dated the 30th of this month,
to extension
extension of
of
month, relative
relative to
Agreement of April 7, 1942, as amended, for
the Agreement
for a
period of
one
year
a period
of one year
ending June 30, 1950.
I have noted that the technical details of the
I
aforesaid Agreement
Agreement
the aforesaid
to be concluded
concluded between
between the Institute of Inter-American
Inter-American Affairs
Affairs and
and
the Haitian Government
Government are to be discussed
discussed by
the
appropriate
by the appropriate
officials of the two bodies.
IItake pleasure in informing
informing Your Excellency that the
the Government
Government
of the Republic accepts the following bases:
bases:

(a) Contribution
Contribution of the Haitian Government:
(a)
Government: $300,000.00
$300,000.00
"
"
Institute:
" "
100,000.00

(b)

in addition to a
a certain sum for payment
payment of salaries and
expenses
and other
other expenses
of the personnel of the Health
Health Mission.
Mission.
II avail myself of this occasion to renew to
Your Excellency
to Your
Excellency the
the
assurances
assurances of my high consideration.
consideration.
TIMOLEON
TIMOLEON C.
BRUTUS
C. BRUTUS

His Excellency
Excellency
W ILLIAM EARL
EARL DE
COURCY 7
WILLIAM
DECOURCY,
Ambassador
Extraordinaryand Plenipotentiary
Ambassador Extraordinary
Plenipotentiary
of the United
United States of America,
Port-au-Prince.
Port-au-Prince.

63 STAT.]
63
STAT.]

2709
2709

S./U. K
TRIESTE, U. 3./U.
K. ZONE-RELIEF
ZONE-RELIEF SUPPLIES-FEB. 11, 1949

Agreement between the United States
States of America and
and the BritishlUnited
British/United
States
Territory of
respecting duty-free
entry of
of and
and
States Zone, Free
Free Territory
of Trieste
Trieste respecting
duty-free entry
payment of transportation
transportationcharges
charges on relief supplies
supplies and
and packages
packagesfor
for
British/United States Zone, Free
Free Territory
Territory of Trieste.
Trieste. Signed at
the British/United
Trieste February
force February
1949.
Trieste
February 11, 1949; entered
entered into force
February 11, 1
949.

February 11,
1949
February
11, 1949
[T.
A. S.
8. 1978]
[T. I.I. A.
1978]

AGREEMENT
AGREEMENT FOR THE FREE ENTRY
ENTRY AND
INLAND
AND FREE INLAND
TRANSPORTATION OF RELIEF SUPPLIES
TRANSPORTATION
AND PACKAGES
SUPPLIES AND:
PACKAGES

For the purpose of giving
giving effect to Article
Article V,
paragraph 2, read with
V, paragraph
Article
paragraph'5,
Economic Cooperation
Cooperation Agreement
Article IV,
IV, paragraph
5, of the
the Economic
Agreement bebetween the Governments:of
Governments of the British-United
Zone, Free
Free TerBritish-United States Zone,
Territory
of Trieste
Trieste- and
the United
United States
States of
America, signed
signed on
ritory of
and the
of America,
on 15
15
Stat., Pt. 38
39
Stat.,
October
Governments of
British-United States
States Zone,
October 1948,
1948, the Governments
of the British-United
Zone, pp.6230m1,
3031, 3030.
300.
Free Territory
Territory of Trieste and the United States agree as follows:
follows:
1. —
- The Government
Government of the British-United
British-United States
States Zone, Free
Free Territory of Trieste shall accord duty-free
duty-free entry into
into the
the Free
Free Territory
Territory
of Trieste
Trieste of
of::

Duty-free entry.
entry.
Duty-free

(a) Supplies
of relief
or standard
standard packs
or purpur(a)
Supplies of
relief goods
goods or
packs donated
donated to
to or
chased
by United
United States voluntary
non-profit relief agencies
chased by
voluntary non-profit
agencies
qualified under
qualified
under Economic
Economic Cooperation
Cooperation Administration
Administration (hereinafter
to as
as EcA)
EcA) regulations
regulations and
and consigned
to such
after referred
referred to
consigned to
such
charitable organizations
(including Free
Territory of
Trieste
Free Territory
of Trieste
charitable
organizations (including
branches of
of these
agencies) as
have been
been or
or hereafter
hereafter shall
shall be
be
as have
branches
these agencies)
approved
by
the
British-United
States
Zone,
Free
Territory
of
approved by the British-United States Zone, Free Territory of
Trieste.
Trieste.
(b)
Relief packages
residents of
America
of the
the United
United States
States of America
(b) Belief
packages from residents
sent by
by parcel
parcel post
post or
or other
commercial channels
to
other commercial
channels addressed
addressed to
sent
an individual
individual residing
residing in
in the
the Free
Free Territory
Territory of
whether
Trieste whether
an
of Trieste
privately
packed or
or by
order placed
firm.
by order
placed with
with a
a commercial
commercial firm.
privately packed
(c)
Standard packs
packs put
put up
up by
United States
non-profit
States voluntary
voluntary non-profit
by United
(c) Standard
relief
agencies, or
EcA
relief agencies,
or their
their approved
approved agents,
agents, qualified
qualified under
under ECA
regulations,
to the
the order
of individuals
individuals in
in the
United States
and
order of
the United
States and
regulations, to
sent
for delivery
addressed to
to individuals
individuals residing
in the
the
residing in
sent for
delivery addressed
British-United
Territory of Trieste.
British-United States Zone, Free Territory
2.
For the
purpose of
the term
term "standard
of this
this Agreement,
Agreement, the
"standard packs"
packs"
2. -—For
the purpose
(subparagraph
paragraph above),
above), shall
such goods
only such
goods
shall include
include only
(a) of
of paragraph
(subparagraph (a)
as are
are permitted
be included
included in
and standard
packs
standard packs
in relief
relief packages
packages and
to be
as
permitted to
as
below in
in this
paragraph 2,
include upon
upon
2, but
but also
also may
may include
this paragraph
specified below
as specified
special
authorization of
of the
of the
the British-United
British-United
the customs
customs authorities
authorities of
special authorization
States Zone,
Zone, Free
Territory of
of Trieste
Trieste at
the request
of any
such
at the
request of
any such
States
Free Territory
United
voluntary non-profit
non-profit relief
agency, any
other goods
goods
relief ,agency,
any other
United States
States voluntary
except
such as
as are
to be
excluded from
the contents
contents of
of relief
relief
from the
be excluded
are specifically
specifically to
except such

Dealt:kw.
Definitions.
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packages
standard packs,
in this
2;
packages and standard
packs, as
as stated
stated below
below in
this paragraph
paragraph 2;
"relief packages"
packages" (subparagraph
(subparagraph (b)
"relief
(b) of
of paragraph
paragraph 1
1 above)
above) shall
shall
ocean freight
include only
only such goods
goods as
as are qualified
qualified for
for ocean
freight subsidy
subsidy under
under
the
issued by
Administrator thereunder;
the ECA
ECA Act
Act and
and regulations
regulations issued
by the
the Administrator
thereunder;
"standard
(subparagraph (c)
above) shall
shall
"standard packs"
packs" (subparagraph
(c) of
of paragraph
paragraph 11 above)
contain only such articles
articles which
under ECA
regulations;
and
contain
which qualify
qualify under
ECA regulations; and
the
further
provisions
stated
in
subparagraphs
(a)
to
(f)
of
this
the further provisions stated in subparagraphs (a) to (f) of this
paragraph 2
shall be
be applicable
applicable both
both to
to relief
(subparagraph
paragraph
2 shall
relief packages
packages (subparagraph
(b)
to standard
standard packs
(a)
(b) of
of paragraph
paragraph 1
1 above)
above) and
and to
packs (subparagraphs
(subparagraphs (a)
(c) of
and (c)
of paragraph
paragraph 1
1 above)
above): :
Contents,
Contents, weight.
weight.
(a)
contents of
of such
relief packages
(a) The
The contents
such relief
packages and
and of
of such
such standard
standard packs
packs
etc.
are
to include
include only
only non-perishable
non-perishable food,
every-day
clothing or
are to
food, every-day clothing
or
clothes making
materials, shoes
shoes or
materials,
clothes
making materials,
or shoe-making
shoe-making materials,
mailable
medical and
and health
health supplies
the admission
admission of
which is
mailable medical
supplies the
of which
is
permitted
Trieste regulations,
permitted under Free
Free Territory
Territory of
of Trieste
regulations, and
and
household
household supplies and utensils: and shall
specifically exclude
shall specifically
and alcoholic
alcoholic beverages,
beverages,
tobacco, cigars
cigars and cigarettes,
cigarettes, alcohol
alcohol and
all texluxury clothing, furs, clothes made
made with furs and skins,
skins, all
textiles made of silk or nylon, gloves and
and other
other luxury
luxury items.
items.
and such
such standard
standard packs
shall not
exceed,
(b) Such
Such relief packages
packages and
packs shall
not exceed,
in any case, 44 lbs. in weight.
(c)
in paragraph
(b) must
must be
be
(c) Such relief packages
packages as
as referred
referred to
to in
paragraph 1
1 (b)
accompanied
accompanied in each case by a
adetailed description
description of contents
contents
and statement
statement of value and must be
"USA GIFr
GIFT PARCEL".
be labeled
labeled "USA
PARCEL".
(d)
standard packs
shall be
be intended
intended
(d) Such relief
relief packages and such
such standard
packs shall
only for the personal
personal use of the
his immediate
immediate
the addressee
addressee and
and his
family.
family.
(e)
The
British-United States Zone, Free Territory of
(e)
of Trieste
Commander, after consultation
consultation with ECA Special
Special Mission in
Trieste, shall be entitled to make provisions as to
to the quantities
quantities
of each product or article
article which may be included in any such
such
relief packages or standard
standard packs which any one addressee
addressee may
may
receive free of duty in any month; relief packages
packages or standard
containing quantities of any article or
packs containing
product beyond
beyond
or product
the limits thus provided
provided for or relief packages
packages or
or standard packs
packs
for any one addressee in excess of such number per month
month as
as
may be so prescribed, shall be excluded from the benefit of the
the
foregoing
foregoing provisions
provisions for free entry.
entry.
Exclusions.
Exclusions.
(f)
(f) The British-United
British-United States Zone, Free Territory of Trieste
Commander
Commander may exclude
exclude from the benefits of this Agreement
Agreement
the importation
commercial
importation of all relief packages
packages shipped by commercial
firms when payment for such relief packages
packages has been made
illicitly or when such purchases
purchases have been made as a
a result
result of
of
publicity
or
other
means
of
soliciting
such
purchase
from resipublicity
means
dents of the Free Territory
Territory of Trieste.
Defrayal
Defrayal of transportation ca
h
poEtation
. 3. —
-Transportation
Transportation charges
charges (as defined in paragraph 55of Article
62 fita t. ,Tt. 33,
p62
Stat.,
t.
of
V,
Economic Cooperation Agreement)
Territory of
p.
3030.
IV, of the Economic
Agreement) in the Free Territory
Trieste
on
"relief
"relief packages" and "standard
"standard packs"
packs" all
Trieste
"relief goods", "relief
c a
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as defined
paragraph 1
1 above and subject to the provisions of paradefined in paragraph
graph 22above, shall be defrayed
follows:
defrayed as follows:
(a) The amount of such charges
charges for all such shipments which are
sent by United States parcel
parcel post addressed to individuals
in the Free Territory of Trieste will be computed
computed by the Free
Territory of Trieste Postal Service in the manner how or hereafter provided by the applicable agreements,
agreements, rules and regulaInternational Postal System. Such charges shall
tions of the International
BpeC a Amount.
n
Special
be reimbursed to the Postal Service out of the Special
Acco tt.
Special Account
provided
Economic Cooperation
provided for in Article IV of the Economic
Cooperation Agreement between the United States of America and the Free Terri62 Stat., Pt. 3,
Account) p.m*.
p.atat.tory of Trieste
Trieste (hereinafter
(hereinafter referred
referred to as the Special
Special Account)
Pt. 3.
and no claim for such charges will be made against the United
States,
(b) With respect to such shipments as are originally dispatched
dispatched
Uiited States by any regular established
from the United
established commercial
commercial
channels
forwarded in the Free Territory
channels and forwarded
Territory of Trieste
Trieste by
by an
an
approved agent of the shipper to the addressee
addressee by the Free
Territory
hall: be accepted
Territory of Trieste
Trieste parcel post, such items Ithall
accepted
by the Free Territory of
of Trieste postal service without
without payment
payment
of postal charges
charges by such agent,.
agent., The Free Territory of
of Trieste
shall be reimbursed
reimbursed for such parcel
charges out of the
parel post charges
Special Account
Account upon presentation
presentation of adequate documentation.
documentation.
(c)
(c) With respect to such shipments as are originally dispatched
dispatched
from the United States by any commercial channel
channel and
and forforwarded in the Free Territory
Territory of Trieste by an approved agent
agent
of the shipper to the addressee by the
the Free Territory
Territory of
of Trieste
Trieste
common carrier or contract
contract carrier, such items shall be accepted
accepted
by such Free Territory of Trieste carrier with or without paypayment of charges
charges therefor
therefor by such agent. The Free
Territory
Free Territory
of Trieste shall reimburse such agent or Free Territory of
Trieste carrier, as the case may be, out of the Special Account
Account
upon presentation of adequate documentation.
documentation.
(d) With respect to any such charges which may be
be incurred
incurred by
by
an agent of a
(c) above,
a shipper under subparagraphs
subparagraphs (b)
(b) and (c)
other than parcel post charges and carrier charges, such apapproved agent shall be reimbursed
of
reimbursed by the Free Territory
Territory of
Trieste out of the Special Account upon presentation of
of adequate documentation.
statement
4.4. —(a)
(a) The Free Territory
Territory of Trieste
make payments
Trieste shall
shall make
payments out
out of Monthly
Monty
tatemnt
amounts expended.
of the Special Account
Account for the purpose mentioned in subparagraphs
(a) (b)
(b) (c)
(c) and (d)
(d) of paragraph
(a)
paragraph 3
3 above, and shall submit
submit to the
the
EcA Mission in the Free Territory of Trieste with a
Eoa
a copy to Controller,
Controller,
EcA
BOA Washington,
Washington, monthly statements
statements of the amounts so expended
expended in
form mutually satisfactory
satisfactory to the Free Territory of Trieste and
said
and said
Mission provided
provided that each such statement shall at least show the total
weight carried and charges therefor and adjustments shall be made
to said fund if shown to be required by Eca
Eat audit.
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(b)
payments shall be made by
the Free
Free Territory
of
(b) Such payments
by the
Territory of
transportation
charges
incurred
on
and
after
Trieste to reimburse (1)
(1) transportation charges incurred on and after
the date of the signing of this Agreement,
Agreement, (2) transportation
transportation charges
incurred by United States voluntary
voluntary non-profit
agencies within
non-profit relief
relief agencies
within
the Free Territory
Territory of Trieste, British-United
British-United States Zone between
between
April 30 of 1948 and the date of the signing of this
this Agreement,
Agreement, upon
upon
presentation of adequate documentation.
presentation
documentation.
Effective
Effective date.

5. —
- This
Agreement shall go into effect upon the date
5.
This Agreement
date of signing

hereof.
In witness
witness whereof the parties to this Agreement
authorized
Agreement have
have authorized
the same to be executed
executed in their behalf by T. S. AIREY,
AIRmY, C.B., C.B.E.,
Major General, Zone Commander
Commander for the Government
Government of the British -United States Zone of the Free Territory of Trieste and Hon. ROBERT
ROBERT
E. GALLOWAY,
GATTowAr, Chief, Economic
Economic Cooperation Administration
Special
Administration Special
Mission to Trieste
Government of the United States of America.
Trieste for the Government
Executed at TRIESTE, Free Territory of Trieste, this 11th day of
of
February, 1949.
FOR GOVERNMENT
ZONE, FREE TERRITORY
GOVERNMENT BR/US
BR/US ZONE,
TERRITORY OF TRIESTE
TRIESTE::
TERENCE
TERENCE AIREY
AiBEY

T. S. Airey,
Airey, C.B., C.B.E., Major
General,
Major General,
Zone Commander
Commander
GOVERNMENT OF UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
FOR GOVERNMENT
AMERICA::
ROBERT E.
ROBERT
E.GALLOWAY
GALLOWAY

Robert E.
E. Galloway, Chief
Chief
Economic Cooperation
Economic
Cooperation Administration
Administration
Special Mission
Mission to TRIESTE
'Special
TRIESTE

68 STAT.]
STAT.]

KOREA-AIR
SERVICES-JUNE
KOREA—
AIR TRANSPORT
TRANSPORT SERVICES—
JIINE 24, 29, 1949

and Korea
Korea
America and
States of America
the United
agreement between
Provisional agreement
Provisional
between the
United States
notes signed
by exchange
exchange of
Effected by
services. Effected
air transport
respecting
transport services.
of notes
signed
respecting air
at Seoul
June 24
24 and
and 29,
29, 1949;
1949; entered
at
Seoul June
entered into
intoforce
force June
June 29,
29, 1949.
1949.
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June
29, 1949
June 24,
2, 29,
1o9
8 197911
fr. 1'
I. A.
IT.
A S..1979

The American Ambassador
Ambassador to the President
Presidentof
of Korea
Korea
AMERICAN EMBASSY
EMBASsY
.AMERICAN
Seoul,
Korea,
June
24, 1949
Seoul, Korea, June 24,
1949

EXCELLTNCY:
EXCELLENCY :
ivil avlatin
aviation rights.
Civi
Excellency of the desire of the C
honor to
to inform
inform Your txcellency
IIhave the
the honor
a provisional
provisional
Government
America to obtain on a
the United
United States of America
Government of the
a formal air transport
basis,
pending the conclusion
conclusion of a
transport agreement
agreement
basis, pending
between
Government of the Republic
Republic of Korea
and the Government
Government
Korea and
between the
the Government
of
America, the grant of civil aviation
aviation rights
United States of America,
of the United
those previously
previously accorded
accorded by the United States Army
similar
similar to those
GovernForces
carriers. The
The Governcommercial carriers
in Korea
Korea to
to United
United States commercial
Forces in
Government of the
ment
of the
the Republic
Republic of
Korea is requested
requested by the Government
of Korea
ment of
United
air
States of
of America
America to grant to United States commercial air
United States
remain effective
carriers
the following
following rights
Korean territory
territory to remain
rights on Korean
carriers the
until
transport agreement
agreement has been concluded between the
air transport
until aaformal
formal air
two countries:
countries:
territory and
in Korean
(1)
To transit
make technical
technical stops
Korean territory
stops in
and make
transit and
(1) To
to pick
pick up
discharge international
at Seoul;
traffic at
Seoul;
international traffic
up and
and discharge
to
(2)
Of reasonable
and non-discriminatory
other
fees and other
non-discriminatory landing fees
reasonable and
(2) Of
related
charges;
related charges;
(3)
To bring
lubricating oils, and
and spare
spare parts infuel, lubricating
Korea, fuel,
into Korea,
bring into
(3) To
tended
United States
States commercial
commercial aircraft
engaged
aircraft engaged
for use
use by
by United
solely for
tended solely
in
flights on
the same
same treatment
accorded
treatment accorded
basis of
of the
on the
the basis
in international
international flights
national air lines of the most-favored-nation;
most-favored-nation;
(4)
Of exemption
and inspection
inspection fees
and similar
similar
fees and
customs and
from customs
exemption from
(4) Of
charges on
fuel, oils,
oils, spare
spare parts,
parts, regular
regular equipment
equipment and
and aircraft
aircraft
on fuel,
charges
stores
retained on
board aircraft
operating in accordance
accordance with subaircraft operating
on board
stores retained
paragraph (1)
(1) above;
above;
paragraph
(5)
Of cooperation
cooperation from
the Government
Government of
the Republic
of Korea,
Korea,
Republic of
of the
from the
(5) Of
its nationals,
or instrumentalities
in making
making emergency
emergency landlandinstrumentalities in
agencies or
nationals, agencies
its
off at any airport
ings,
repairs and
airport or air strip in
taking off
and taking
effecting repairs
ings, effecting
territory under
under the
the control
Government of
of
the Republic
Republic of
of the
the Government
of the
control of
territory
Korea;
Korea;
(6)
To have
access to
to the
scene of
any aviation
aviation disaster
involving
disaster involving
of any
the scene
have access
(6) To
United States
commercial aircraft
aircraft and
and to
to have
have all
all reasonable
reasonable aid
aid in
in
States commercial
United
recovering wrecked
wrecked aircraft
aircraft and their contents;
contents;
recovering
(7)
To bring
bring in
ground transportation
transportation equipment
equipment and
and matematein such
such ground
(7) To
rials
be necessary
necessary to
to support
authorized air service on the basis
support authorized
as may
may be
rials as
the air lines of
of
treatment accorded
accorded national
of
air lines and the
national air
same treatment
of the
the same
the most-favored-nation;
most-favored-nation;
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(8) To rent or build shelter, for civil aviation purposes, to
(8)
house and
and
to house
to provide
provide necessary
necessary and authorized
authorized facilities at the
the airport
airport used
used to
to
serve Seoul;
Seoul;
(9) To bring to and to use any necessary communications,
(9)
communications, weather
weather
forecasting
forecasting and similar technical
technical equipment on the basis of the
same
the same
treatment accorded national
national air lines and air lines
lines of
the
mostof the mostfavored-nation;
favored-nation;
(10)
(10) Of residence in territory under the control of
Government
of the
the Government
of the Republic of Korea of any
non-Korean technical
technical or
or administraadministraany non-Korean
tive personnel
whose
services are required to maintain
personnel
the uninterunintermaintain the
rupted air service of United States commercial
commercial air
air lines;
lines;
(11)
recognized by the Government
(11) To have recognized
the Republic
Government of
of the
Republic of
of
Korea, certificates
certificates of air worthiness of aircraft,
aircraft, certificates
certificates of competency of commercial
commercial air lines, and
and ground
and licences of
of airmen
airmen and
ground
personnel issued by the Government
personnel
America,
Government of
of the United
United States
States of
of America,
its agencies or instrumentalities.
Upon receipt
receipt of
note from
from Your
Excellency indicating
indicating that
that your
Upon
of aanote
Your Excellency
your
Government
Government grants the rights
rights provided herein, the Government
of
Government of
America will consider that
the United States of America
that the
grant of
of such
the grant
such
rights becomes effective upon the date of Your
Excellency's note.
Your Excellency's
note.
Accept, Excellency,
Excellency, the renewed
renewed assurances of my highest
highest
consideration.
consideration.
JOHN
J
OHN J
J..Mucci°
MUCCIO
Ambassador
Ambassador

His Excellency
Excellency
Dr. SYNGMAN
Dr.
SYNGMAN R1TEF,
RHiE,
President
Presidentof the Republic
Korea,
of Korea,
Seoul.
Seoul.

The President
Presidentof Korea
Korea to the
Ambassador
the American
American Ambassador
REPUBLIC
REPUBLIC OF
OF KOREA
KOREA
SEOUL
SEOUL
OFFICE
OF TIE
PRESIDENT
OFFICE OF
TIIE PRESIDENT

J
UNE 29,
29, 1949
1949
JUNE

EXCELLENCY:
EXCELLENOC:

I have the honor to acknowledge
I
acknowledge receipt of Your Excellency's
note
Excellency's note
of June 24, 1949, expressing the desire of the Government
Government of
of the
the
United States of America to obtain on a
provisional basis
and pending
a provisional
basis and
pending
the conclusion of a
a formal air transport agreement
between the
Govagreement between
the Government of the Republic
Republic of Korea and the Government
of the
the United
Government of
United
States of America,
America, the grant of civil aviation
similar to
aviation rights
rights similar
to those
those
previously accorded by the United States Army Forces in Korea
to
Korea to
United States commercial
commercial carriers. Believing
Believing the
maintenance of
the maintenance
of comcommercial
mercial air service to be in the best interests of the two countries
and
countries and
until such time as it may be possible to negotiate
air transport
negotiate aaformal
formal air
transport
agreement
agreement covering
covering civil aviation, the Government
Government of the Republic of
of
Korea grants
commercial carriers in
grants to United States commercial
in Korean
Korean territory
territory
the following
following rights to remain effective until such
as a
a formal
such time as
formal
agreement
agreement has been concluded
concluded between the two governments:
governments:
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(1)
(1) To transit and make technical stops in Korean
Korean territory
territory and
and
to pick up and discharge international traffic
traffic at
at Seoul;
Seoul;
(2)
reasonable and non-discriminatory
(2) Of reasonable
non-discriminatory landing
landing fees
fees and
and other
other
related
related charges;
charges;
(3)
(3) To bring into Korea, fuel, lubricating oils,
and spare
inoils, and
spare parts
parts intended
commercial aircraft
tended solely for use by United States commercial
engaged in
in
aircraft engaged
international
international flights on the basis of the same
same, treatment accorded
accorded nanational air lines and the airlines of other nations;
nations;
(4) Of exemption from customs
(4)
fees.'and
similar
customs and
and inspection
inspection fees
and similar
charges
charges on fuel, oils, spare parts, regular equipment
equipment and
and aircraft
aircraft stores
stores
retained on board aircraft
aircraft operating
operating in
with sub-parasub-parain accordance
accordance with
(1) above;
graph (1)
above;
(5)
(5) Of cooperation
cooperation from the Government
Government of
of
of the
the Republic
Republic of
Korea, its nationals, agencies or instrumentalities
instrumentalities in
emerin making
making emergency landings, effecting
effecting repairs and taking off
any airport
or air
off at
at any
airport or
air
strip in territory under the control of
of the
Government of
of the
the Republic
Republic
the Government
of Korea;
Korea;
(6) To have access to the scene
(6)
disaster involving
involving
scene of any
any aviation disaster
United
United States commercial aircraft
aircraft and
and to
all reasonable
in
to have
have all
reasonable aid
aid in
recovering
recovering wrecked
wrecked aircraft
aircraft and
and their
their contents;
contents;
(7) To bring in
in such
ground transportation
equipment and
and mamasuch ground
transportation equipment
terials as may be necessary
necessary to support authorized
authorized air service
on the
the
service on
basis of the same treatment
treatment accorded
accorded national
national air
and the
the air
air lines and
air
lines of other nations;
nations;
(8) To rent or build
build shelter, for
aviation purposes,
purposes, to
house
for civil
civil aviation
to house
and to provide necessary and authorized
authorized facilities at
the airport
at the
airport used
used
to
Seoul;
to serve
serve Seoul;
(9) To bring to and to use
use any
(9)
necessary communications,
weather
any necessary
communications, weather
forecasting and similar technical
technical equipment
on the
the basis
basis of
the same
same
equipment on
of the
treatment
accorded national
treatment accorded
national air
lines and
air lines
of other
other nations;
nations;
air lines
and air
lines of
residence in territory under the
(10) Of residence
control of
the Government
the control
of the
Government
of the Republic
Republic of Korea of any , non-Korean
non-lorean technical
technical or
or adminisadministrative personnel
personnel whose services are required
maintain the
the uninteruninterrequired to
to maintain
commercial air
rupted air service of United States commercial
air lines;
lines;
(11). To have recognized
recognized by
(11)
of the
the Republic
by the
the Government
Government of
Republic of
of
Korea, certificates
certificates of air worthiness of aircraft,
certificates of
of compeaircraft, certificates
competency of commercial air
air lines,
lines, and
and licences
licences of
and ground
of airmen
airmen and
ground
personnel
personnel issued
the Government
the United
States
issued by the
Government of
of the
United States of
of America,
America,
its agencies
agencies or instrumentalities.
instrumentalities.
Accept, Excellency,
assurances of
my highest
conAccept,
Excellency, the
the renewed
renewed assurances
of my
highest consideration.
sideration.
Sincerely
Sincerely yours,
yours,

Excellency
His Excellency
Jowl
J. Muccxo,
Muccxo,
JOBH -J.
'Ambassador
Ambassador of
of the
the Unieta
United States
Statfs
of
Americo,
of America,
American Embassy,
Embassy,
Seoul.
Seoul.

SYNOMAN RIIRE
SYNGMAN
RnEE
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United States of
Agreement between the United
respecting
of America
America and
and Burma
Burma respecting
air
transport services. Signed at Rangoon September
air transport
September 28,
28, 1949;
1949;
entered
entered into
intoforce September 28,
28, 1949.
1949.
AIR
AIR TRANSPORT
TRANSPORT AGREEMENT
AGREEMENT BETWEEN
BETWEEN THE
GOVERNTHE GOVERNMENT OF THE UNITED STATES
OF AMERICA
STATES OF
AMERICA AND
AND THE
THE
GOVERNMENT OF THE
THE UNION
GOVERNMENT
UNION OF
OF BURMA
BURMA
The Government.
Government of the United States
States of
of America
America and
and the
the GovernGovernof the
ment of
the Union
of Burma,
Burma,
Union of
Desiring to conclude
conclude an agreement
agreement for
the purpose
purpose of
promoting
for the
of promoting
direct air
air communications
communications between
between their
their respective
respective territories,
territories,
Have accordingly
accordingly appointed
appointed authorized
representatives for
for this
this
authorized representatives
have agreed
purpose, who have
agreed as
as follows:
follows:
ARTICLE
ARTICLE 11

Definitions.
Post, p. 2720.
2720.

61 Stat.,
2,
Stat., Pt. 2,
p. 1181.
1181.

61 Stat.,
p. 1207.

Pt. 2,
2,

Agreement, and
For the purposes of the present Agreement,
its Annex,
and its
Annex, except
except
the text
where the
otherwise:
text provides
provides otherwise:
(A) The term "aeronautical
"aeronautical authorities"
(A)
authorities" shall
mean in
shall mean
in the
the case
case
of the United States of
of America,
America, the
Civil Aeronautics
Board or
any
the Civil
Aeronautics Board
or any
person
person or agency authorized
authorized to
to perform
perform the
the functions
functions exercised
exercised at
at
the present
present time by the Civil Aeronautics
Aeronautics Board
Board and,
the case
case of
of
and, in
in the
the Union of Burma, the
the Ministry
Ministry of
of Transport
Transport and
and Communications,
Communications,
or any person
person or
or agency
agency authorized
authorized to
functions exercised
exercised
to perform
perform the
the functions
at present by the said
said Ministry
Ministry of
of Transport
and Communications.
Transport and
Communications.
(B) The term "designated
"designated airlines"
airlines" shall
shall mean
mean those
airlines which
which
those airlines
the aeronautical
aeronautical authorities
authorities of
of one
one of
contracting parties
have
of the
the contracting
parties have
notified in writing to
the aeronautical
aeronautical authorities
conto the
authorities of
of the
the other
other contracting
tracting party as the airlines which it
has designated
it has
designated in
in conformity
conformity
with Article
present Agreement
Article 33 of the present
Agreement for
the routes
routes specified
specified in
in
for the
such designation.
such
designation.
(C) The term
"territory" shall have
the meaning
term "territory"
have the
meaning given
to it
it by
by
given to
Article
Article 2
2 of the Convention on
on International
International Civil
Civil Aviation,
signed
Aviation, signed
at Chicago
Chicago on December
December 7,
7, 1944.
1944.
(D) The definitions
definitions contained
contained in
(a), (b),
(b), and
and (d)
of
in paragraphs
paragraphs (a),
(d) of
Article 96 of the Convention on International
Aviation signed
International Civil
Civil Aviation
signed
7, 1944
at Chicago on December 7,
1944 shall
shall be
be applied
applied to
to the
the present
present
Agreement.
Agreement.
ARTICLE 22
ARTICLE

Rights.
Post, p. 2720.
Post,

Each contracting
contracting party grants to
contracting party
the
to the
the other
other contracting
party the
rights as specified
specified in
in the
the Annex
hereto necessary
necessary for
for establishing
establishing the
the
Annex hereto
international civil air routes
routes and
whether
and services
services therein
therein described,
described, whether
such services be inaugurated
inaugurated immediately
immediately or
at a
later date
at the
or at
a later
date at
the
option of the contracting party
rights are
party to
to whom
whom the
the rights
are granted.
granted.

63 STAT.]
STAT.]
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ARTICLE 3
ARTICLE
3

Inauguration of
Inauguration
Each of the air services so described may be placed in operation as services.
soon as the contracting
contracting party to whom
granted
whom the
the rights
rights have been
been granted
by Article 2
2 to designate an airline or airlines for the route concerned
concerned
has authorized
authorized an airline
airline for such route, and the contracting party
granting the rights shall, subject to
to. Article 7
7 hereof, be bound to give
the appropriate
appropriate operating permission to the airline or airlines concerned; provided that the airlines
so.designated
airlines so
designated may be required to
satisfy the competent aeronautical
authorities of the contracting party
aeronautical authorities
qualified to fulfill the conditions
granting the rights that they are ,qualified
prescribed under
under the
applied by
prescribed
the laws
laws and
and regulations
regulations normally
normally applied
by these
these
authorities
authorities before being permitted
permitted to engage in the operationscontemoperationatontemOperations subject
subject
agreement; and provided that
plated by this agreement;
hostilities or of to Operations
that in
in areas of
of hostilities
m,111.tary:authorm
I I t aryauthorities.
military occupation, or in areas affected
affected thereby, such
operations shall
such operations
shall
be subject
subject to
to the
competent military
military authorities.
be
the approval
approval of
of the
the competent
authorities.

ARTICLE
ARTICLE 44
Prevention of disIn
prevent discriminatory
cliscriminatory practices
practices and to assure
assure equality crimination,
In order
order to
to prevent
crimination, etc.
of
treatment, both contracting
contracting parties
parties agree
of treatment,
agree that:

(a)
contracting parties may impose
(a) Each
Each of the
the contracting
impose or permit to
to be
imposed
on the
designated airlines
of the
the other
contracting party
just
airlines of
other contracting
party just
imposed on
the designated
charges for the
the use of
of public airports and other
other facilities
facilities
and reasonable
reasonable charges
contracting parties agrees, however,
under its control.
control. Each of the contracting
higher than
than would
would be
be paid
paid for
for the
the use
that these charges
charges shall not
not be higher
of
such airports
other facilities
national aircraft
in
by its
its national
aircraft engaged
engaged in
airports and
and other
facilities by
of such
international services.
similar international
services.
(b)
The fuel,
the
parts introduced
introduced into
into the
(b) The
fuel, lubricating
lubricating oils
oils and
and spare
spare parts
territory of
by or
or on
on behalf
territory
of one
one contracting
contracting party
party by
behalf of
of airlines
airlines of
of the
the
other
contracting party,
for use
use by
by aircraft
aircraft of the
solely for
party, and
and intended
intended solely
other contracting
designated
airlines of
of such
such contracting
respect to the
with respect
party shall, with
contracting party
designated airlines
imposition
inspection fees
fees or
national duties
duties
or other
other national
of customs
customs duties,
duties, inspection
imposition of
or
the contracting
contracting party
whose territory
is entered,
be
entered, be
territory is
party whose
or charges
charges by
by the
accorded
the same
airlines and
and
to national
national airlines
as that
that applying
applying to
same treatment
treatment as
accorded the
to
the most-favored
most-favored nation.
to airlines of the
(c) The
The fuel,
regular equipment and
spare parts,
parts, regular
lubricating oils,
oils, spare
(c)
fuel, lubricating
aircraft stores retained
aircraft of the designated
designated airlines
airlines of
of
board aircraft
retained on board
aircraft
one contracting
operate the
the routes
routes and
and services
services
to operate
authorized to
party authorized
one
contracting party
described in
in the
the Annex
leaving the
the territory
territory
in or
or leaving
upon arriving
arriving in
Annex shall,
shall, upon
described
of the
the other
from customs,
inspection
customs, inspection
be exempt
exempt from
party, be
contracting party,
of
other contracting
fees or
similar duties
duties or
charges, even
even though
though such
such supplies
supplies be
used or
or
be used
or charges,
fees
or similar
consumed by
by such
flights in
that territory.
territory.
in that
such aircraft
aircraft on
on flights
consumed

Post, p.
p. 20.
2790.
Pot,

ARTICLE 5
5
ARTICLE
Certificates
of airworthiness,
certificates of
of competency
licenses
and licenses
competency and
airworthiness, certificates
Certificates of
issued
rendered valid
in force shall
party and still in
by one contracting
contracting party
valid by
issued or
or rendered
be recognized
recognized as
by the
other contracting
party for
the purpose
purpose
for the
contracting party
valid by
the other
as valid
be
of
the routes
services described
in the
Annex, provided
provided
the Annex,
described in
routes and
and services
of operating
operating the
that the
under which
which such
licenses were
were
or licenses
such certificates
certificates or
requirements under
that
the requirements
issued
or
rendered
valid
are
equal
to
or
above
the
minimum
standards
above
the
minimum
standards
issued or rendered valid are equal to or
which
may be
the Convention
Convention on
on International
International
to the
pursuant to
be established
established pursuant
which may

Certificates of airworthiness, etc.

CertiStestc of air-

Post,
M p. 7/20.
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Civil Aviation. Each contracting
contracting party reserves the
to
the right,
right, however, to
refuse to recognize, for the purpose
purpose of flight
flight above
above its
its own
own territory,
territory,
certificates of competency
competency and licenses granted
certificates
granted to
to its
its own
own nationals
nationals
by another
another State.
ARTICLE 66
ARTICLE

Laws and regulaLaws
regulations.

(a) The laws and regulations of one contracting
contracting party relating
relating to
to
the admission
admission to or
from its
its territory
territory of
engaged
or departure
departure from
of aircraft
aircraft engaged
in international
international air navigation,
operation and
and navigation
of
navigation, or
or to the operation
navigation of
such aircraft while within its territory, shall
the aircraft
shall be
be applied
applied to
to the
aircraft
of the airlines designated
designated by the other contracting
contracting party,
shall be
be
party, and
and shall
complied with by such aircraft upon entering or
departing from
from or
or
or departing
territory of the first party.
while within the territory
(b) The laws and regulations
regulations of one contracting
as to
to the
the
contracting party
party as
admission to or departure
departure from
of passengers,
passengers, crew,
from its territory
territory of
crew, or
or
cargo of aircraft, such as regulations
regulations relating to
to entry, clearance,
clearance, imimmigration, passports, customs, and quarantine
be complied
with
quarantine shall be
complied with
by or on behalf of such passengers, crew or cargo of the
desigthe airlines
airlines desigcontracting party upon entrance
nated by the other contracting
entrance into
into or
or departure
departure
from, or while within
within the territory of the
the first
first party.
party.
ARTICLE 77
ARTICLE

Withholding of
Withholding
of
rights, etc., in certain
cases.
Post,
Post, p. 2720.
2720.

Notwithstanding the provisions of Article 10
Notwithstanding
contracting
10 hereof,
hereof, each
each contracting
party reserves the right to withhold
withhold or revoke the exercise
exercise of
of the
rights
the rights
specified in the Annex to this Agreement
Agreement by
by an
an airline
airline designated
designated by
by
the other contracting party in the event that it
satisfied that
that
it is not
not satisfied
ownership and effective control of
substantial ownership
airline are
vested
of such airline
are vested
contracting party, or in
in nationals of the other contracting
case of
failure
in case
of failure by
by
such airline
airline or the Government
Government designating such
such airline,
airline, to
to comply
comply
with the laws and regulations referred
referred to
to in
in Article
Article 66hereof,
hereof, or
or otherotherwise to perform its obligations hereunder,
hereunder, or otherwise
otherwise to
fulfill
to fulfill the
the
conditions
conditions under which the rights are granted in accordance
accordance with
with this
Agreement
Agreement and its
its Annex.
ARTICLE 8
8
ARTICLE

Registration with
Registration

ICA
O.
ICAO.

This Agreement and all contracts connected
connected therewith shall
shall be
be
registered with the International Civil
registered
Aviation Organization.
Civil Aviation
Organization.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE 9
9

Existing rights and
Existing
privileges.
privileges.

Existing rights and privileges relating to air
services
air transport
transport services
which may have been granted previously
previously by either of the
the contracting
contracting
contracting party shall
parties to an airline
airline of the other contracting
shall continue
continue in
in
force according to
to their terms.
terms.

Notice of terminaNotice
of termination.

Either of the contracting parties may at
time notify
notify the
the other
at any
any time
other
of its intention to terminate
terminate the present Agreement.
Agreement. Such a
a notice
notice
shall be sent simultaneously
simultaneously to the International
Aviation OrInternational Civil Aviation
Organization. In the event such communication is
Agreeis made,
made, this
this Agreement shall
alkali terminate
terminate one year after the date of receipt of the notice
notice
to terminate, unless by agreement
agreement between
between the
the contracting
contracting parties
parties
the communication
communication under
under reference
reference is withdrawn before the expiration
expiration

ARTICLE 10
ARTICLE
10

63STAT.]
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of that time. If
If the other contracting party fails to acknowledge
acknowledge
receipt, notice shall be deemed as having been received
received 14 days after
after
International Civil Aviation
Organization.
its receipt
receipt by the International
Aviation Organization.
ARTICLE 11
11
ARTICLE

In the event either
either of the contracting parties
parties considers it
it desirable
to modify the routes or conditions
conditions set forth in
attached Annex,
in the
the attached
Annex,
it may request consultation between the competent
authorities of
of
competent authorities
both contracting parties, such consultation
begin within a
consultation to begin
a period
period
of sixty days from the date of the request. When these authorities
authorities
mutually agree
agree on new
affecting the
Annex, their
new or
or revised
revised conditions
conditions affecting
the Annex,
their
recommendations on the matter will come into effect after they
recommendations
they have
have
been confirmed
confirmed by an exchange of diplomatic
diplomatic notes.
notes.

Modification
Modification of
of
routes or conditions.
Post,
Pot,p. 2720.
20.

ARTICLE
12
ARTICLE 12
Multilateral conMultilateral
cona general
If a
general multilateral air transport Convention accepted
accepted by
by both vention.
vention.
contracting parties
parties enters
enters into force,
present Agreement
shall be
be
force, the
the present
Agreement shall
amended so as to conform with
with the
the provisions
provisions of such Convention.

ARTICLE 13
ARTICLE
13
Disputes.
Except as
as otherwise
otherwise provided
in this
this Agreement
Agreement or
or its
Annex, any
Except
provided in
its Annex,
any Dpute.dispute
between the
dispute between
contracting parties
relative to
the interpretation
the contracting
parties relative
to the
interpretation
or application
application of
Annex, which
cannot be
of this
this Agreement
Agreement or
or its
its Annex,
which cannot
be settled
settled
consultation, shall
submitted for
for an
an advisory
through consultation,
shall be
be submitted
advisory report
report to
to a
a
tribunal
tribunal of three arbitrators,
arbitrators, one
contracting
one to be
be named
named by each
each contracting
party,
and the
to be
be agreed
agreed upon
two arbitrators
party, and
the third
third to
upon by
by the
the two
arbitrators so
so
chosen,
that such
third arbitrator
shall not
not be
be a
national of
of
chosen, provided
provided that
such third
arbitrator shall
a national
either
of the
the contracting
parties shall
either contracting
contracting party.
party. Each
Each of
contracting parties
shall desigdesigtwo months
of the
date of
of delivery
delivery by
either
nate an arbitrator
arbitrator within two
months of
the date
by either
party to
other party
diplomatic note
note requesting
arbitration
party
to the
the other
party of
of a
a diplomatic
requesting arbitration
of a
and the
the third
shall be
within one
of
a dispute;
dispute; and
third arbitrator
arbitrator shall
be agreed
agreed upon
upon within
one
month
after such
such period
period of
two months.
If the
the third
is not
not
month after
of two
months. If
third arbitrator
arbitrator is
thereby
agreed upon, within the time limitation indicated, the vacancy thereby
created
be filled
by the
the appointment
of a
person, designated
designated by
created shall
shall be
filled by
appointment of
a person,
by
the
of the
of I
CAO, from
from a
apanel
the President
President of
the Council
Council of
ICAO,
panel of
of arbitral
arbitral personnel
personnel
maintained in
in accordance
accordance with
the practice
practice of
IcAo. The
The executive
executive
maintained
with the
of IcAo.
authorities of
contracting parties
parties will use
under
authorities
of the contracting
use their best
best efforts
efforts under
the powers
powers available
available to
to them
them to
put into
into effect
the opinion
the
to put
effect the
opinion expressed
expressed
tr ExPenns ofa
of arbitr
arbitral
in
advisory report. A
A moiety of the expenses
expenses of the arbitral tEnsd
in any such advisory
ibunal.
tribunal
tribunal shall be borne by
by each
each party.

ARTICLE
ARTICLE 14
14
Changes made
made by
either contracting
contracting party
party in
in the
the routes
routes described
Changes
by either
described
schedules attached
attached except those
change the points served
served
in the
the schedules
those which
which change
by these
these designated
designated airlines
territory of
of the
the other
other contracting
contracting
by
airlines in
in the
the territory
party
shall not
be considered
considered as
as modifications
of the
the Annex.
party shall
not be
modifications of
Annex. The
The
aeronautical authorities
authorities of
of either
contracting party
therefore
aeronautical
either contracting
party may
may therefore
proceed unilaterally
unilaterally to
make such
changes, provided,
provided, however,
however, that
proceed
to make
such changes,
that
notice of
any change
change is
is given
given without
delay to
to the
notice
of any
without delay
the aeronautical
aeronautical authorauthorities of the other
other contracting
contracting party.
party.
81939-52—pr. nri-27
81939--2-PT.
in--2

Changes in routes.
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If such other aeronautical
aeronautical authorities
authorities find
find that,
that, having
having regard
regard to
to
the principles set forth in Section VII of the Annex to the
present
the present
Agreement, interests of their airlines are prejudiced
prejudiced by the carriage
by the airlines of the first contracting
contracting party of traffic between
between the
territory of the second contracting party
the new
in the
the
party and the
new point
point in
territory of the third country, the authorities
authorities of
of the
the two
two contracting
contracting
parties shall consult with a
a view to arriving at aa satisfactory
satisfactory agreeagreement.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE 15
15
Entry into fore
force.
Entryinto

This
Agreement, including
including the
This Agreement,
the provisions
provisions of the Annex thereto,
thereto,
will come into force on the day it is
is signed.
IN
undersigned, being
IN WITNESS WHEREOF,
WHEREOF, the undersigned,
duly authorized
authorized by
by
being duly
their respective
respective Governments, have
the present
have signed
signed the
present Agreement.
Agreement.
Done in duplicate at Rangoon
Rangoon this 28th day of September, 1949.
1949.
For the Government
Government of the United States
States of
of America:
America:

[SEAL]
[SEAL]

JJ KLAHR
KLAHR HUDDLE
HUDDLE

For the Government of the Union of Burma:
Burma:
[SEAL]
[SEAL]

U
AIING
U E
E M
MAUNG

ANNEX
ANNEX

SECTION
S
ECTION II
Routes.
Boutes.

The
Government of
of the
Union of Burma grants to the Government
Government
The Government
the Union

of the United States of America
America the right to conduct air transport
transport
services by one or more airlines of United States nationality
designated
nationality designated
by
latter country
the routes,
by the
the latter
country on
on the
routes, specified
specified in Schedule
Schedule One attached,
attached,
which transit or serve commercially
commercially the territory
the Union
Union of
territory of
of the
of
Burma.
Burma.

pot. . 2722.

Post, p. 2722.

SECTION
SECTION II
II
The Government
Government of the United States of America
America grants
grants to
to the
the
Government
Government of the Union of Burma the right
air
transport
right to
to conduct
conduct air transport
services by one or more airlines of the Union of
nationality
of Burma
Burma nationality
designated by the latter country on the
specified in
in Schedule
Schedule
the routes, specified

Post, p.
p. 2r.
2722.
Poe,

Two attached, which
transit or
or serve
commercially the territory of
of
Two attached,
which transit
serve commercially
the United States of America.
America.
SECTION III
III
SECTION

Rights of transit
Rights
of transit
and stop, etc.

o

One or
or more
more airlines designated
designated by each of the contracting parties
parties
under the conditions provided
provided in this Agreement will
will enjoy,
the
enjoy, in
inthe
territory of the other contracting
territory
contracting party, rights of
of stops
stops
of transit
transit and
and of
for non-traffic
non-traffic purposes, as well as the right of
commercial entry
of commercial
entry and
and
departure
departure for international
international traffic in passengers,
cargo and
and mail
at
passengers, cargo
mail at
the points enumerated
enumerated on each of
routes specified
specified in
in the
Schedules
of the routes
the Schedules
attached.
attached.
SECTION
S
ECTION IV
IV

alities

TraL rt facilities.
Transport

The air transport facilities available hereunder
travelling
The air transport facilities available hereunder to the travelling
public shall bear aaclose relationship to the requirements
requirements of
of the:publio
the~public
for such transport.
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SECTrION V

SECTIGN V

There shall be a
a fair and
and equal opportunity
of; the
opportinity for the airlines
airlines of
contracting parties
any route
contraeting
parties to operate
operate on .any
route: between
between their
their respective
respective
territories'(as
Agreement) covered
o6vered by
territories
(as defined in the Agreement)
by this
this Agreement
Agreement:
and
and Annex.
Annex.
i
,; ,, '
SECTION VI
.• .
;•,
VI. •
In the operation
airlines of either
In
operation by the designated
designated airlines'
either contracting
party of the trunk services
described in
the present
services described
in the
present Annex,
Annex, .theiliterest
thiinterest
of the designated
designated airlines of the other contracting
contracting party shall be taken
taken
into consideration
consideration so
so as not to affect
affect unduly
unduly ,the
t4 he services
services whichlthe
which the
on all
of the
routes.: .,
latter provides
provides on
all or
or part
part of
the 4Ame
same routes,,.,
.
...
;j - *SECTION
sEcnoN VII

- '

'*
'
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.

qual "
opportiart
"" "
nltti.
1 tb

Operation
Operation of trunk
aery
services.

j,

Capacity.
It
understanding of
It is the understanding
contracting parties
Beryl, cs, Opacity.
of both contracting
parties that
that serices
provided ty
by a
a designated airline
the present
airline under
under the
present Agreement
Agreement and
and
Annex shall retain
retain as their primary
primary objective
objective the provision
provision of
of Capacity
capacity
adequate
adequate to the traffic demands
demands between
between the country
of which
such
country of
which such
airline is a
a,rattAoal,
,tuktijonal., and
and the
i,country :
of ukt,imater,,destination.
thecountry
of
uWunmate rdestination, g 4e
iifkt to
traffic. The
The right
to embark
embark or
or disembark
disembark, on
oi -such
such. services
services interne,
rightito
ilterna-. etc.!eight
tiooal
tinned traffic
traffic destined
destined for and
coming from
a,point
and coming
from third
third countries
countries at
at a,point
in the territory of the other
the present
other party on
on the routes
routes specified
specified in
in the
present
Annex shall
shall be applied in accordance
accordance with the general principles of
of
orderly development
development to
to which both
contracting parties
both contracting
parties subscribe
subscribe and
and
shall
subject to
to the
principle that
that capacity
shall be
be subject
the general
general principle
capacity should
should be
be
related:
related:
etc

embark,
emberk,

(a)
requirements between
of origin
of the
(a) to
to traffic requirements
between the
the country
country of
origin of
the
air
service and
the countries
countries of
air service
and the
of destination;
destination;

(b) to the
(b)
requirements of through
through airline
operation; and
the requirements
airline operation;
and
(c)
traffic requirements
requirements of
area through
through which
which the
the airline
airline
(c) to the
the traffic
of the
the area
passes after
of local
local and
and regional
regional services.
services.
passes
after taking
taking account
account of
SECTION VIII
SECTION
VIII
In
so far
as the
designated airlines
party may
In so
far as
the designated
airlines of
of one
one contracting
contracting party
may
temporarily prevented
difficulties arising
from war
from
be temporarily
prevented through
through difficulties
arising from
war from
taking
advantage of
of the
the opportunity
referred to
in Section
Section
taking immediate
immediate advantage
opportunity referred
to in
V above,
above, the
be reviewed
reviewed between
between the
V
the situation
situation shall
shall be
the contracting
contracting
parties with
object of
of facilitating
facilitating the
the necessary
necessary development,
parties
with the
the object
development, as
as
soon as
of the
the first
party are
are in
in a
soon
as the
the designated
designated airlines
airlines of
first contracting
contracting party
a
increasingly to
to make
make their
proper contribution
contribution to
position increasingly
their proper
to the
the service.
service.

Review of situations.
Review
dtaution .

SECTION IX
IX

It
intention of
of both
there should
It is
is the
the intention
both contracting
contracting parties
parties that
that there
should
be
regular and
frequent consultation
between their
their respective
aerobe regular
and frequent
consultation between
respective aeronautical
authorities (as
in the
the Agreement)
nautical authorities
(as defined
defined in
Agreement) and
and that
that there
there
should
thereby be
in the
observance of
princishould thereby
be close
close collaboration
collaboration in
the observance
of the
the principles
and the
the implementation
implementation of
provisions outlined
outlined in
the present
ples and
of the
the provisions
in the
present
Agreement and Annex.

Consultation.
Consultation.
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SCHEDULE 11
SCHEDULE
Specified air routes.
Specified
routes.

The
designated by
Government of
States
by the Government
of the
the United States
The airlines
airlines designated
shall be entitled to operate
operate air services
services on air
air routes
routes specified in this
paragraph
and to
to make
paragraph via intermediate
intermediate points in
in both
both directions,
directions, and
scheduled
specified:
the points
points specified:
scheduled landings
landings in
in Burma at the
The United
United States through
Near
North Africa,
Africa, the
the Near
through Europe, North
The
Pakistan and
Rangoon and
and Mandalay
Mandalay and
East, Pakistan
and India
India to Rangoon
beyond.
beyond.
S
CHEDULE 2
2
SCHEDULE

Specified routes
Specified
routes in
in
United States.
the United
States.

designated by the Government
Government of the
the Union
Union of Burma
Burma
The airlines designated
shall
operate air services and to make scheduled
scheduled landings
shall be
be entitled to operate
agreed
in the United States along aa specific route or routes to be agreed
upon
upon by
by the Governments
Governments of
of the United States
States and
and the
the Union
Union of
of
Burma at such time as the Government
Burma
Government of the Union of Burma
decides to commence
operations.
decides
commence operations.
SCHEDULE 3
3
SCHEDULE

flightL
Nonstop flights.

On
authorized to
operate such
On each of
of the
the above routes the
the airline authorized
to operate
such
route may operate nonstop flights between any of the points on such
such
route.
route omitting
omitting stops
stops at
at one or
or more
more of the
the other
other points on
on such route.
[BEAL]
SEAL]

[SEAL]
[SEAL]

63STAT.]
83 STAT.]
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1919
Kingdom September
September 19,
19,19
United States of
United Kingdom
the United
of America
America and
and the United
Agreement between
between the
fT.
A. S.
B.'19l19B5j
IT. II. A
naval and
and air
Britain and
and Northern
of Great
Great Britain
Northern Ireland
Ireland respecting
respecting leased naval
air
bases, modifying application
application of the
the agreement
27, 1941,
1941, to
agreement of March
March 27,
to
Trinidad.
exchange of notes
notes signed
signed at Washington
Washington
Trinidad. Effected by exchange
September 19, 1949; entered
entered into
into force September .19,
19, 1949.
The
The Acting
Acting Secretary
Secretary of State to the
the British,
British Ambatsador
Ambassador
DEPARTMENT
STATE
)EPATr ENT OP
oF STATE
WASBHNGTON
W ASHINGTON
Sep 19
19 1949
1949
Sep

EECELIJENCY
ExcEzU crr: :
I
took place
of
I have the
the honor
honor to refer to
to discussions
discussions which took
place in
in Port
Port of
Spain in
1947, and
and subsequently,
subsequently, for
itor the
the purpose
purpose of
Spain
in June,
June, 1947,
of settling,
settling,
in
the provisions
of the
Naval and
with the
provisions of
the Leased
Leased Naval
and Air
Air Bases
Bases
in accordance
accordance with
Agreement
Government of
of the
the United
United Kingdom
Kingdom of
of Great
Great
Agreement between
between the
the Government
Britain
and the
the United
United
Britain and
and Northern
Northern Ireland
Ireland and
the Government
Government of
of the
27th; 1941,
1941, certain outstanding
outstanding
States of -America
America signed
signed March 27th,
matters
establishment of
Air
matters arising out of
of the establishment
of the United States Air
Force
Base in
Trinidad.
Force Base
in Trinidad.
The
document which
has been
been drawn
drawn up
the result
The enclosed
enclosed document
which has
up as
as the
result of
of
these
of this
this Government
Government
embodies the
the understanding
understanding of
these discussions
discussions embodies
If it
it likewise
likewise reflects
with
reflects
the matters
matters set forth therein.
therein. If
with reference
reference to
to the
the
of the
the Government
Government of
it is
is suggested
Kingdom, it
suggested
the view
view of
of the
the United
United Kingdom,
that
present note
note and
and its
its enclosure
together with
with Your
Your ExcelExcelenclosure together
that the
the present
lency's
note in
in reply
reply thereto,
thereto, be
be regarded
regarded as
placing the
as placing
the understandunderstandlency's note
ing
ing in effect.
effect.
Accept, Excellency,
Excellency, the
renewed assurances
assurances of
of my
my highest
highest
the renewed
Accept,
consideration.
consideration.
JAMES E.
E. WeB
WEBs
JAMES
Acting Secretary
of State
State
Acting
Secretaryof
Enclosure:
Enclosure:

Agreement
Agreement
Excellency
His Excellency
The Right
Right Honorable
Honorable
The
Sir
IIEWELL FRANKS,
FRANKS, K.C.B.,
K.C.B., C.B.E.
C.B.E.
SHEWEI.
Sir OLIVER
OLIVER S
British
British Ambassador.
Ambassador.

55
" Stat.
sat. 1560.
16.
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AGREEMENT
AGREEMENT

Part
I. DocKsnE.
Part I.
DOCKSITE.

66
55 Stat. 1503.
1653.

Lease.
1M.

55
65 Stat. 1570.
1570.
170.

"Supplementary
"Supplementary
tucta".

Rellnqnlshment
Relinquishment of
of
supplementary area.
area.

Maintenance and
Maintenance
and
use.

Buildings.
Buildings.

Pones/don.
Pomfatk .

(1) It
(1)
It is agreed that the area at Docksite
Docksite defined
blue on
on map
map
defined in
in blue
"A" annexed to this Agreement
Agreement shall be
be leased
leased to
to the
United
States
the United States
under
under Annex III
(6) (b)
(b) of
of the
Lease Agreement
of 27th
HI (E) (6)
the Base
Base Lease
Agreement of
27th
March, 1941 (hereinafter
(hereinafter called "the Base
and that
that
Base Lease
Lease Agreement")
Agreement") and
the lease shall take a
a form similar to that set out in Annex II
II (6)
of
(6) of
the Base Lease Agreement.
Agreement.
(2) It
(2)
It is agreed that in the event of a
a war breaking out
out in
in which
which the
the
United States is involved
involved or of any other overriding military necessity
necessity
as determined by the Secretary
Secretary of Defense of
of
of the
the United
United States
States of
America
America after consultation
consultation with His Majesty's Government
Government in
the
in the
United Kingdom, the areas defined
defined in red on the said
"A" shall
said map "A"
shall
be leased to the United States of
America by
by a
supplementary lease
lease
of America
a supplementary
under the provisions of Article XXVII
XXVII of
Base Lease
Lease Agreement
Agreement
of the
the Base
supplementary lease shall
and that the supplementary
in the
the form
shall be
be substantially
substantially in
form
set out in the First Schedule
to
this
Agreement.
Schedule
Agreement.
The area to be so leased is hereinafter
hereinafter called "the
"the supplementary
supplementary
area". The cessation and determination
determination of such
prosuch lease as
as therein
therein provided ,shall not prejudice the application of
paragraph in
the
of this
this paragraph
in the
event of aafurther war or overriding
overriding military necessity as
as aforesaid.
aforesaid.
(3) It
(3)
It is agreed that the United States Government
Government shall,
as exexshall, as
peditiously as possible, relinquish the supplementary
supplementary area
area at
at present
present
occupied
occupied by them which is outside the area defined in
the said
in blue
blue. on
on the
said
map "A"
"A" with the exception
exception of those areas described
in the
Second
described in
the Second
Schedule to this Agreement.
Agreement.
(4) So long as there shall not be subsisting
the supplesupplesubsisting a
a lease
lease of
of the
mentary area granted as provided
provided in paragraph
(2) of this
this Part
Part of
of
paragraph (2)
this Agreement,
Agreement, the Government
Government of Trinidad and
Tobago shall
mainand Tobago
shall maintain that area, improvements thereon excepted,
in such
such condition
condition as
as
excepted, in
will permit its demise to the United States
Government in
in as
good
States Government
as good
condition as when it was relinquished by them, ordinary
ordinary wear
and tear
tear
wear and
excepted:
excepted:
Provided
Provided that the Government
Government of Trinidad and
their
and Tobago
Tobago and
and their
lessees or assignees
assignees may demolish structures,
structures, roads
and
installations
roads and installations
whether below or above ground and may construct
construct buildings, roads
roads
and such facilities as it may deem necessary
necessary for the
the
the development
development of
of the
supplementary
supplementary area,
area, but shall not, without mutual agreement,
agreement, make
such use of such area by erecting
structures and
and installations,
installations, other
erecting structures
other
than those incidental to the development of such area for normal
comnormal commercial and residential purposes, as would render such
area unfit
such area
unfit for
for
military purposes in the event of its demise to the United States of
of
America.
America.
(5) All or any of the buildings at the date of this Agreement
(5)
Agreement situsituated in the supplementary
supplementary area may
disposed of
may be
be disposed
of by
by the
the United
United
Government.
States Government.
(6) In any event as mentioned in paragraph
(6)
this Part
Part of
of this
this
paragraph (2)
(2) of
of this
Agreement, the Government
Government of Trinidad and Tobago
Agreement,
Tobago shall
shall take
take such
such

63STAT.]
63
STAT.]
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steps as may be necessary
necessary to ensure that the supplementary
supplementary area
area shall
shall
be vacated by them and their assignees
assignees within a
aperiod
period of
of 60 days;
and thereupon,
been
thereupon, if the said supplementary
supplementary lease shall not have been
supplementary area
executed, possession
possession of the supplementary
shall be
area shall
be immediately
immediately
Government pending the execution
given to the United States Government
execution of
of such
such
lease.
lease.
(7) All the provisions
(7)
provisions of the Base Lease Agreement,
including AnAgreement, including
Annex I
I to that agreement, except
except as
agreed, shall
as may
may be
be otherwise
otherwise agreed,
shall
supplementary area
become applicable to the supplementary
with effect
effect from
from the
the date
date
area with
upon which the said supplementary lease becomes operative
operative or
or the
the
date upon which possession is given under the
preceding paragraph,
paragraph,
the preceding
whichever shall
whichever
be the
earlier.
shall be
the earlier.
(8)
It
is
agreed
that
the areas
(8) It
described in
Second Schedule
to
areas described
in the
the Second
Schedule to
this Agreement
Agreement and defined
defined in
on the
Map "A"
"A" shall
in green on
the attached
attached Map
shall
forthwith
leased to
forthwith be leased
United States
States of
of America
by a
a suppleto the United
America by
supplementary lease under
the provisions
provisions of
Article XXVII
the Base
under the
of Article
XXVII of
of the
Base
Lease Agreement, and that
such lease
lease shall
shall take
take a
that such
a form
form similar
similar to
to
that set out in Annex II
II (6)
Base Lease
(6) of the Base
Lease Agreement.
Agreement.
(9)
The United
United States
States Government
Government shall
shall have
as are
(9) The
have such
such easements
easements as
are
necessary
use and
operation of
wharves leased
Base
necessary to the
the use
and operation
of wharves
leased under
under the
the Base
Lease Agreement
Agreement and of the
described in
in the
the said
said Second
Second
the areas
areas described
Schedule.
Schedule.
PART
PART II.
n.

Applicable proproApplicable
visions.
55 Stat. 1572.

lease.
Supplementary

Supplementary

lease.

I5
55 Stat. 1570.
Easements,
Easementa.

CHURCHILL -—ROOSEVELT
AND OTHER
ROADS.
CHURCHIL.L
ROOSEVELT HIGHWAY
HIGHWAY AND
OTERx ROADs.

ChurchM-Roosevelt
Ohnrchll-Roosevelt
(1) It
It is agreed that the Churchill—Roosevelt
(1)
the Highway.
Churchill-Roosevelt Highway,
Highway, from
from the
Highway.
point
where
it
leaves
the
Eastern
Main
Road
at
Laventille
to
the
point where it leaves the Eastern Main Road at Laventille to the
point where
point
where it
it enters
enters Waller
Waller Field,
Field, shall
shall become
become the
the property
of the
the
property of
Government of
Trinidad and
and Tobago
Tobago and
shall be
be maintained
by
that
Government
of Trinidad
and shall
maintained by that
Government as
of the
Colony's public
roads.
Government
as one
one of
the Colony's
public main
main roads.
Demerara
Demeraa Road,
Road.
(2) It
It is
agreed that, in order
to provide
provide a
main road
from
(2)
is agreed
order to
a public
public main
road from
Port
via the
Highway to
to Sangre
Sangre
Port of
of Spain via
the Churchill—Roosevelt
Churchill-Roosevelt Highway
Grande,
public shall
have the
subject to
to the
Grande, the public
shall have
the right,
right, subject
the provisions
provisions of
of
66BStat.
taLl1561.
MI.
Article II
Article
II of
Lease Agreement,
to use
the road
within Waller
Waller
of the Base
Base Lease
Agreement, to
use the
road within
which is defined
Field which
defined as Demerara
Demerara Road
Road on
on the
the attached
"B"
attached map
map "B"
shall maintain
maintain it
it
and that the
the Government
Government of
of Trinidad
Trinidad and
and Tobago
Tobago shall
Colony's public
main roads.
as one
one of the Colony's
public main
roads.
Eastern
Main Road.
Etaern Main
(3)
is agreed
agreed that
of Trinidad
Tobago
(3) It
It is
that the
the Government
Government of
Trinidad and
and Tobago
shall resume
control of
of that
that part
part of
of the
the Eastern
Main Road
shall
resume control
Eastern Main
Road which
which
Field.
lies within
within Waller Field.
Aripo and
Guanapo
Arlpo
and Guanapo
(4) It
It is
agreed that
shall have
have the
(4)
is agreed
that the
the public
public shall
the right,
right, subject
subject to
to Roods.
BRads
the
II of
the Base
Lease Agreement,
Agreement, to
to use
those
the provisions
provisions of
of Article
Article II
of the
Base Lease
use those
parts
the Aripo
Aripo Road
Road and
and of
the Guanapo
Road, also
also known
known reparts of
of the
of the
Guanapo Road,
respectively
Amazon and
and Bogota
roads, which
lie within
spectively as
as the
the Amazon
Bogota roads,
which lie
within Waller
Waller
Field,
the Government
of Trinidad
Trinidad and
and Tobago
Tobago shall
Field, and
and that
that the
Government of
shall mainmaintain
reasonable standard.
standard.
tain them at aareasonable
ight of way
way within
within
Right
(5)
It is
is agreed
agreed that,
that, in
the event
Government of
of Trinidad
Trinidad Wallr
(5) It
in the
event of
of the
the Government
Wailer Meld.
Field.
Tobago wishing
wishing to
construct
a
bypass
road
to
the
south
of
Waller
and Tobago
to construct a bypass road to the south of Waller
Field
from the
Highway to
the Eastern
Main
Field from
the Churchill—Roosevelt
Churchill-Roosevelt Highway
to the
Eastern Main
Road, the United States Government
Government will grant
the Government
of
grant the
Government of
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Trinidad and Tobago
Tobago on request, without cost,
cost, a
way within
within
a right
right of
of way
Waller Field approximately
approximately 200 feet
wide and
and following
feet wide
following approxiapproximately the southern boundary
of Waller
boundary of
Waller Field.
Field.
(6)
Government of
(6) It
It is agreed that the Government
Tobago in
of Trinidad
Trinidad and
and Tobago
in
time of peace shall control traffic adequately
adequately to
to safeguard
safeguard United
United
States interests, on those roads within Waller
which are
Waller Field
Field which
are under
under
the control of the Government
Government of Trinidad and
and Tobago.
Tobago.
(7) It
It is agreed that all claims resulting from
(7)
damage to
to
from alleged
alleged damage
roads in the colony or arising out of the
the construction
construction thereof
thereof shall
shall
be waived.
waived.
Part III. INTERPRETATION.
INTERPRETATION.

This document, with the Annexures,
This
Annexures, consisting
consisting of
two Schedules,
of two
Schedules, two
two
maps
maps marked "A" and "B"
"B" and three Agreed Minutes,
conMinutes, shall
shall constitute this Agreement.
FIRST SC
SCHEDULE
ii KDULE TO THsi
THE AGREEMENT
AGREEMENT
FORM
SUPPLEMENTARY LEASE
FORM OF SUPPLEMENTARY
LEASE

In accordance
accordance with Article XXVII
XXVII of
of the
the Base
Agreement
Base Lease
Lease Agreement
signed
the 27th
27th March,
1941, and
and Part
signed on
on the
March, 1941,
Part I,
I, Paragraph
Paragraph 2
2of
of the
the AgreeAgreement
between
the
Government of the
ment
Government
of America
the United
United States
States of
America and
and
His Majesty's
Majesty's Government
Government in the United
Kingdom dated
dated September
United Kingdom
September
19,

55 Stat. 1570.

55 Stat. 1570.

1949, His
Majesty doth hereby demise
demise to
19, 1949,
His Majesty
to the
the United
of
United States
States of

Ante, p. 2724.

Ante, P. 2724.

Period of lease.

Period of lease.

Terminatlon

of

Termination of
lease.

America free from all rent and charges
America
areas defined
in red
charges the
the areas
defined in
red
on Map "A" annexed
annexed to the last-mentioned
Agreement, to
to hold
hold unto
unto
last-mentioned Agreement,
the
the United States of America for
for the
unexpired period
period of
of the
the lease
the unexpired
lease
for
years of
for 99
99 years
of land
land in Trinidad granted by His Majesty
to
the
Majesty to the United
United
States of
of America
States
America on the 22nd day of April 1941;
1941; and
all the
proviand all
the provisions contained
contained in the said lease shall, except so
sions
so far
far as
as they
are
inthey are inconsistent
with
the
express
provisions
consistent
provisions of this
deemed to
this Lease,
Lease, be
be deemed
to
be incorporated
incorporated in this Lease:
Lease:
Provided
that within six months, or
Provided that
such further
period as
may be
or such
further period
as may
be
mutually
agreed,
of
the
termination
of
the
mutually agreed, of the termination
war or overriding
overriding military
military
necessity by
by reason of which this Lease was executed,
necessity
executed, this
this Lease
shall
Lease shall
cease and determine.
SECOND
SECOND SCHEDULE
SCHEDULE TO THE
THE AGREEMENT
AGREEMENT

55 Stat. 1570.

Ante,
Ante, p. 2724.

Areas to be leased forthwith
forthwith to the United
Areas
United States
of America
States of
America
under
the
provisions
of
Article
XXVII
under
XXVII of the
the Base
Lease
Base Lease
Agreement of March
Agreement
March 27,
1941.
27,1941.
1.
The area
1. The
area containing water well No. 1,
1, reservoir and
pump-house
and pump-house
indicated at 1.
1. on Map A.
2.
area containing
containing water
indicated at 2. on
2. The
The area
water well No. 2, indicated
Map A.
A.
on Map

63 S
STAT.]
63
AT.]
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AGREED MINUTE
MINUTE 1
1

It
It was agreed
agreed that under Article XXVII of the Base Lease Agreement the Government of the United States should at no cost to that
Government acquire for the unexpired period of the lease granted in
accordance
accordance with that Agreement:
Agreement :
—
(a) Easements for marine, underground
underground and overhead cables
cables at
at the
following locations:
locations:

Easements.
E»m.-b.

(1)
- Waller Field;
(1) Port of Spain to Fort Read —
(2)
(2) Docksite to Monos and Chacachacare
Chacachacare Islands;
Islands;
(3) Carlsen
Carlsen Field Branch;
Branch;
(3)
(4) Carlsen Field Radio Range
Branch;
Range Branch;
(5)
(5) Waller Field to Piarce Airport.
Airport.
(b) An easement for the right of way for the railway
railway spur into
Carlsen Field.
(c) A supplementary
(c)
supplementary lease
lease of three
held under
under duration
duration
three areas now
now held
leases for communication
communication sites; —
(1)
Tobago;
(I) Flagstaff Hill, Tobago;
(2)
(2) La Lune;
Lune;
(3)
(3) Blanchisseuse.
Blanchisseuse.
(d) A supplementary
supplementary lease of the Carlsen Railway Spur site.
site.

Supplementary
1
leases.

supplementar

AGREED MINUTE
AGREED
MINUTE 2.

The Government
Government of Trinidad
Trinidad and Tobago takes note with appreciaappreciation of the following statements by the United
United States representatives
representatives
relating to the rights accorded
accorded to the United States by Annex III (E)
(2)
(2) of the Base Lease Agreement: -—

(a) The United States will not exercise its right under Annex
III (E) (2) (a) of the Base Lease Agreement
Agreement to impound, take and
use the waters
waters of, and in the watershed
watershed of, the Aripo River at any
any
time within the predictable
predictable future except when the United
United States
States is
is
war;
at war;
(b)
(b) The United States will have no objection to the exploitation
exploitation
of the water in the Aripo Valley by the Government of Trinidad
Trinidad and
representative: provided that,
Tobago or its duly authorized
authorized representative:
that, if the
Government of Trinidad
Trinidad and Tobago shall elect to exploit the
Government
the
water in the Aripo Valley or if it
it shall elect to delegate this exploitation, it will make such water available to the United States military
authorities
authorities in Trinidad, if such a
a request is made during
during a
a state
state
of emergency,
emergency, or when the United States is at war, under conditions no less favourable
available to the
favourable than the water is made available
Government of Trinidad and Tobago.
The Government
Government of Trinidad
Trinidad and Tobago agrees
agrees that
that since the
the
United States has not hitherto exercised
exercised the rights accorded
accorded to it by
Annex III (E) (2)
(2) of the Base Lease Agreement
Agreement it
is not
it is
not liable
liable for
for
any claim arising out of the non-exercise
of
these
rights.
non-exercise these rights.
Government of Trinidad
Trinidad and Tobago accepts responsibility
The Government
for
responsibility for
settlement of claims for compensation
compensation in respect
respect of loss by damage
arising out of the establishment of Waller
Waller Field which have been
been
presented by land owners in the Aripo and Guanapo
presented
Guanapo Valleys.
81989-62—rr.
8198-2--P. n1-28
ni-- 28

1591.
55 Stat. 1591.
Impounding and
waters.
use oof water.

Exploltation
Exploitation of
of
water.
water.

Claims.
Caihm.

56 Stat.
55
Stat 1591.
11.
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AGREED
AGREED MINUTE
MINUTE 3.
3.

Release of sites.
sites.

Releaseof

Island of Chaeaehacare.
c

and o Cheacha-

55
5 Stat.
tat. 1592.

192.

55 Stat. 1570.

discussed:
The following matters were also discussed:
dura1. Release of sites occupied
occupied by the United States Army under
under duration leases.
The United States Government
Government representatives
representatives indicated
indicated that the
the
release of such sites was already
process and
would be
already in process
and would
be expedited.
expedited.
2.
Outstanding questions
relating to
the lease
lease to
the Government
of
2. Outstanding
questions relating
to the
to the
Government of
the United States on the island of Chacachacare
Annex
III
Chacachacare under
under Annex III
(E)
(E) (3) of the Base Lease Agreement.
Agreement.

After
After brief discussion
discussion it was agreed
agreed that the matter is succeptible
succ,eptible of
of
local settlement.
3. Permission for members of the public to
to make use of certain
certain areas
areas
made available
available to the Government of the
the United
United States under Article XXVII
XXVII of the Base Lease Agreement.
Agreement.
The United States representatives
representatives agreed
agreed that their local
local authoriauthorities would give sympathetic
sympathetic consideration
consideration to
.any requests put
to.any
put forforward by the Government
Government of Trinidad and
and Tobago.
Tobago.
British Ambassador
State
The British
Ambassador to the Acting
Acting Secretary
Secretary of
of State

No.
No. 305
Ref:
Ref: 62/25/49
62/25/49

58 Stitt.
Stat. 1550.
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BRITISH
BRITISH EMBASSY,
EMBASSY,
W
ASHINGTON, D.
D.C.
C.
WASHINGTON,
19th September
September 1949.

S
IR,
SIR,
I have the honour to acknowledge
I
acknowledge the receipt of
of your
your note of the
19th September
September proposing
proposing that an arrangement
of
arrangement for
for the
the purpose
purpose of
settling, in accordance
accordance with the provisions
provisions of the Leased
Leased Naval
Naval and
and
Air Bases Agreement
Agreement between the Government
Government of the United KingKingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland and the Government
Government of
of
the United States of America signed March 27th, 1941,
1941, certain
certain outoutstanding matters arising out of the establishment
establishment of the United States
Air Force Base in Trinidad, be made between
between the
the
the Government
Government of
of the
United Kingdom and the Government
Government of
United States
States on
on the
the
of the United
terms set forth in the enclosures
enclosures in your
your note.
note.
2. II have the honour to state that the Government
United
Government of the United
annexed to
Kingdom approve the provisions
provisions set forth in the document annexed
your note and agree
agree that your note and its enclosures,
enclosures, together
together with
this reply, shall be regarded
regarded as bringing the arrangement
arrangement into force
on this day's date.
I avail myself of this opportunity
I
opportunity to renew to you the assurance
assurance of
of
my highest consideration.
consideration.
OLIVER
FRANKS
OLrVER FRANKS
The Honourable
Honourable
JAMES
WREB,
JAMES E.
E.W
EBB,
Secretary of State
State of the United
United States,
Acting Secretary
States,
Department of State,
Department
Washington,
Washington, D.
D. C.
0.
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United States of America
21, 26,
America and
Agreement between the United
and Honduras
21,
Honduras respect2, 1949,
1949, and
respect- July
August 18, 24,
24,1949
1949
a cooperative
sanitationprogram
program in
ing a
cooperative health
health and sanitatwn
Honduras, amendamendi Honduras,
[T. I.
S. 1966]
L A. 8.1986]
ing
and
agreement of May 5 and
a
ing
extending the agreement
8,, 194,
1942, as
as amended
amended
and extended.
and
eitended. Effected by exchanges of
notes signed
signed at
at Tegucigalpa
of notes
Tegucigalpa
July 21 and
and 26, and
entered into
into force
and August 18 and 24,1949;
241-1949; entered
force
August S24
operative retroactivelyfrom'June
24, 1949, operative
retroactively from' June 30,
0S,1949.
1949.
The American Ambassador
ForeignAffairs
The
Ambassador to the Honduran
Honduran Minister
Ministerfor Foreign
No. 127
12
No.

....

THE
THE FOREIGN
FOREIGN sERVICE
SERVICE
OF
THE
OF THE
STATES OF
AMERICA
.UNITED UNITED STATES
OF AMERICA.
•

.;

TEGUCIGALPA,'P.
C., July
TEGUCIGALPA,
P. c.,
July 21, 1949
1949

ExcEI,LENcy :
ExCEIjjNCY:
IIhave the honor to refer to
to the
as amended,
the Basic
Basic Agreement,
Agreement, as
amended,
entered
entered into in July 1942 between
between the
Bepublic, of
of Honduras
and
the Republic
ionduras and
The Institute
Inter-American Aff,eirs,
Affairs, providing
Institute of Inter-American
providinz, for
for the
the existing
existing
8tat., Pt. 3,
cooperative health and sanitation
cooperative
sanitation 'program
in Honduras.
also p.6s1
61 13tat.
program in
Honduras. I
I also
Pt. 3
1
refer
refer to Your Excellency's
Excellency's note No. 4848
of June
30, 1949
1949 [']
suggesting
4648 of
June 30,
[ ] suggesting
the consideration
consideration by our respective
respective governments
governments of
of a
afurther
extension
further extension
of
of that
that Agreement.
Agreement.
,
.,
Considering the
the mutual benefits which both Governments
Governments are
l
t
slai
are gra;ontribnuton
deriving
Government agrees
agrees with
deriving from the program, my Government
with the
Governthe GovernHonduras that an extension of
ment of Honduras
of the
the program
program beyond
beyond its
its present
present
termination
date would
termination date
be desirable.
have been
would be
desirable. Accordingly,
Accordingly, I
I have
been
advised by the Department of State
in Washington
that arrangements
State in
Washington that
arrangements
may now be made
made for
for the Institute
continue its
participation in
in
Institute to
to continue
its participation
a' period of one
the program for a.
June 30,
30, 1949
one year,
year, from
from June
1949 through
through
June 30, 1950.
1950. It
that, during
this period
of
It would
would be
be understood
understood that,
during this
period of
extension,
extension, the Institute would make
contribution of
$50,000 in
make a
a contribution
of $50,000
in the
the
currency
currency of the United States, to the
Servicio Cooperativo
Interthe Servicio
Cooperativo InterAmericano de Salud
Publica, for use
use in carrying
American°
Salud Publica,
out project
project activities
carrying out
activities
of the program, on condition
condition that your
your Government
would contribute
contribute
Government would
the same purpose
to the Servicio for the
purpose the
sum of
not less
than L500,000.
the sum
of not
less than
L500,000..
It
It would also be understood
understood that were
Honduran Government
Government not
not
were the Honduran
in a
a position to contribute
contribute L500,000,
the contribution
the Institute
Institute
L500,000, the
contribution of
of the
would be at the rate of
one-fifth of
the amount
determined by
by the
the
of one-fifth
of the
amount determined
Honduran Government.
Honduran
Government. The Institute
also be
be willing
willing during
during
Institute would
would also
the same extension period to make
make available
available funds
to be
administered
funds to
be administered
by the Institute,
Institute, and not deposited to the account
account of the Servicio,
Servicio,
for payment of salaries and other
expenses of
of the
members of
the
other expenses
the members
of the
Health and Sanitation
Sanitation field
the Institute
field staff
staff who are
are maintained
maintained by
by the
Institute
in Honduras. The amounttt
amounts „referred
referred to would
would be
to the
the
be in addition
addition to
61 Stat. Pt. 3.
sums already
already required under
the presentBasic
present Basic Agreement,
Agreement, as
31141
new
under the
as amended,
amended, pp. 2331
stal.,',
Pt. 3,..
to:
e
contributed
and
made
available
the parties
parties in
in furtherance
"a'
s
of
to.40
thecontributed
program. and made available by
by the
furtherance
3,p.
of the program.
p. 23:11 .

El ensk'
n

'Not
I
Not printed.

Pm.
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The Government
Government of
of the
the United
United States
of America
America will
consider
will consider
States of
The
the
present
note
and
your
reply
note
concurring
therein
as
constituting
as
therein
concurring
the present note and your reply note
an agreement
agreement between
between our
our two
Governments, which
into
shall come into
which shall
two Governments,
an
force
on
the
date
of
signature
[
1
]
of
an
agreement
by
the
Secretary
force on the date of signature ['] of an agreement by the Secretary
of
State in
of the
of Government,
Government, Justice,
Justice, Health
Ministry of
the Ministry
in charge
charge of
of State
and
Welfare
and
a
representative
of
The
Institute
of
Inter-American
and Welfare and a representative of The Institute of Inter-American
Affairs embodying
above-mentioned technical
details.
technical details.
the above-mentioned
embodying the
Affairs
If the
the proposed
the above
basis is
is acceptable
to your
acceptable to
above basis
on the
extension on
proposed extension
If
Government,
would appreciate
expression of Your
Your
an expression
receiving an
appreciate receiving
Government, II would
Excellency's assurance
assurance to
that effect
effect as
as soon
in
possible, in
soon as may be possible,
to that
Excellency's
order that
that the
of the
the extension
extension may
may be worked
worked out by
by
details of
technical details
the technical
order
the
officials of
of the Ministry of
charge of
of State in charge
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the officials
Government,
and Welfare
Welfare and
and The
The Institute
Institute of InterHealth and
Justice Health
Government, Justice
American
American Affairs.
I
myself of
of this
this opportunity
to renew
Excellency the
to Your
Your Excellency
renew to
opportunity to
avail myself
I avail
assurances
highest and
most distinguished
distinguished consideration.
consideration.
and most
of my
my highest
assurances of
HERBERT S.
S.BURBLEY
BURSLEY
HERBERT
His
Excellency
His Excellency
DT.
J. EDGARDO
EDGARD() VALENZUELA,
VALENZUELA,
Dr. J.
Minister for Foreign
Affairs,
ForeignAffairs,
Ministerfor
Tegucigalpa,
C.
Tegucigalpa, D. C.

The
Minister for Foreign
to the
the American
American Ambassador
Affairs to
ForeignAffairs
The Honduran
HonduranMinisterfor
SECRETARIA
SECRETARIA DE
DE RELACIONES
RELACIONES EXTERIORES
EXTERIOREB
DE LA
LA
DE
REPUBLICA DE
HONDURAS
REPUBLIOA
DE HONDURAS
14.362
No
362

TEGUCIGALPA, D.
C., 26
26 de
de julio
de 1949.
TEGUCIGALPA,
D.C.,
1949.
julio de

EXCELENCIA:
EXCELENCIA:
Tengo el
el honor
honor de
acusar recibo
recibo de
la atenta
atenta nota
127 fechada
fechada
de la
nota N°
N° 127
de acusar
Tengo
el
presente mes, de Vuestra
Vuestra Excelencia,
relacien con el
Excelencia, en relaci6n
el 21 del presente
Acuerdo
Basic° enmendado,
entre
de 1942
1942 entre
celebrado en el
el mes de
de julio de
Acuerdo Basico
enmendado, celebrado
y el
Instituto de
Asuntos Interamericanos,
Interamericanos,
el Instituto
de Asuntos
Honduras y
la Repdblica
Repdblica de Honduras
y
dice asl:
de trascxibirle
trascribirle el oficio que dice
contestaci6n tengo el honor de
y en contestacien
"M misTERio DE
USTICIA, SANIDAD
SANIDAD Y
Y BENEPIBENEFI"MINIBTERIO
DE GOBERNACION,
GOBERNACION, J
JUSTICIA,
°
CENCIA. —
Tegucigalpa, D.C.,
D.
C., Julio
Julio 26,
26, 1949.
Of. N
No 433.
—Muy
1949. —
- Of.
433.-Muy
CENCIA.
- Tegucigalpa,

8u atento
acusarle recibo de su
estimado Sefior
Sefor Ministro: Me permito acusarle
trascribiendome la comunicaoficio fechado el 25 del mes en curso, trascribi6ndome
comunicaExcelencia el Sefor
ci6n que ha recibido de Su Excelencia
cien
Senor Embajador
Embajador Americano,
Americano,
Departamento de Estado,
que el ha recibido
recibido del Departamento
que se
se refiere al aviso que
informandole que ya pueden hacerse arreglos con el Instituto de AsunAsuninformandole
para la extension
extensi6n del programa,
programa, por un afo
tos Interamericanos
afio mas,
Interamericanos pars
de junio 30 de 1949 aa junio 30 de 1950, del Servicio Cooperativo
Interamericano
Interarnericano de Salud Publica
Publics para llevar a
a cabo los proyectos de
actividades del programa, siendo entendido
entendido que la
is contribuci6n
contribucien de
actividades

de pr6rroga
serb de
- ---$
$ 50,000.00
50,000.oo
dicho Instituto,
Instituto, durante
durante el
el periodo
prom-0ga serft
de dicho
periodo de
condicien de que la contribuen moneda de los Estados Unidos, bajo Is
la condici6n
contribu-

*IAug. 24, ]949.
1949.
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ci6n de nuestro
y-,el mismo objeto, habrA
don
nuestro Gobierno
Gobierno para el Servicio yei
habra
de ser de una sums
suma no manor
menor de
de $$500,000.oo.
500,000.00. -—Se
Sc entendera
entendera tambien
tambi6n
que si nuestro Gobierno no estuviere.en
condiciones de contribuir
estuviera en Tcondicionés
contribuir con
con
la suma anotada,
anotada, entonces,
del Instituto
Institut° serfs
en
entonces, is
la contaibucien
contribuci6n del
seria en
una proporci6n
proporci6n de uno a
a cinco
cinco de la cantidad
cantidad determinada
determinada por el
Gobierno
Honduras.- Se ha tonado
nota de que el Instituto
Gobierno de Honduras.—
tornado buena
buena nota
Institut°
esta
estâ dispuesto a
a seguir aportando
aportan.do fondos para
pars el pago de
de sueldos yy
otros gastos
de los
los Miembros
Cuerpo de
Salud y
otros
gastos de
Miembros del
del Cuerpo
de Salud
y Sanidad
Sanidad mantenimantenifondos seran
seran administrados
dos en Honduras por el Institut°,
Instituto, cuyos
cuyos fondos
administrados
per el
y no
no depositados
depositados aala
is orden
orden del
En lo
por
el Institut°
Instituto y
del Servicio.—
Servicio.- En
lo que
que
respecta a
respects
proporcien del
para el desarrollo
a la proporci6n
del aporte de
de Fondos
Fondos-para
desarrollo de
de las
actividades
programa del
Gobierno
actividades del programa
del Servitio-Cooperativo,
Servicio-0ooperativo, nuestro Gobierno
ha
expresado repetidas
repetidas veces On
que ha
terrido el
el
ha expresado
en plitieas personales
personales que
ha tenido
suscrito
algunos de
miembros del
del S
CISP, que
materialsuscrito con
con algunos
de los
los miembros
SCIaP,
que le
le serfa
seria materialmente
prorrogar el contrato
la proporcien
uno a
acinco
mente imposible
imposible prorrogar
contrato en la
proporci6n de
de uno
cinco
is nota
Excelencia el
Seftor Embajador
American°,
como lo
lo indica la
nota de Su
Su Excelencia
el Sefior
Embajador Americano,
y
y que ha sido resuelto por las autoricla4es
autoridades del ramo en Washington. —
Nuestro
Presupuesto General
General cle
apropiacien
Nuestro actual
actual Presupuesto
de Sanidad asigna la
la apropiaci6n
de
el afio
afio fiscal
cmso, para
los
de L
L 150,000.00
150,000.oo para
para el
fiscal en
en curso,
para el
el desarrollo
desarrollo de
de los
proyectos
fecha 31
31 de
proyectos con el Servicio
Servicio Cooperativo;
Cooperativo; y
y ademas, con
con fecha
de
enero
enero del
del afro
afio en
en curso,
curso, por
Decreto N°
Congre,so Nacional
por Decreto
N° 44, el Congreso
estableci6
aduanal destinapdo
estableci6 un
un sobreimpuesto
sobreimpuesto aduanal
destinando an
su producto
producto al
al
abastecimiento
abastecimiento de
para varies
Repude agua
agua potable
potable para
varias poblaciones
poblaciones de la Repdblica, que
que principiarfa
principiarfa a
cobrarse desde
el!P1
9 de
de julio
recien pasado,
blica,
a cobrarse
desde el
julio reci6n
pasado,
pero, en
exenciones para el
hicieron exenciones
el cobro, tales como
como
pero,
en ese
ese Decreto se hicieron
sobre maquinaria
maquinaria pesada,
pesada, sobre
espigado para
para cercas,
cercas, y
ysobre
sobre
sobre
sobre alambre
alambre espigado
a Tratados Comerciales como
is importaci6n
importacion de
mercaderfas sujetas
la
de mercaderfas
sujetas a
los que
tenemos en
con el
el
y con
con el
los
que tenemos
en vigencia
vigencia con
el Gobierno
Gobierno de
de El
El Salvador
Salvador y
Gobierno
Estados Unidos
Unidos de
de America.—
America.- Como consecuencia
de
Gobierno de los Estados
consecuencia de
esto,
producto de
de dicha rents,
renta, calculada
calculada en el
el Presupuesto
est°, el producto
Presupuesto en
en
L
al afio,
afio, con
con promedio
pronaedio de
de L
L 23,000.oo
23,000.00 mensuales,
solamensuales, solaL 275,000.00
275,000.oo al
mente
di6 un
L6,382.02
6,382.02 en el mes
mes de
de julio
julio retroproximo,
retropr6ximo,
rendimiento de
de L
mente di6
un rendimiento
de
puede deducirse
deducirse que
que su
sera de
unos L
75,000.00
L 75,000.oo
su producto
producto total
total sera
de unos
de lo
lo que
que puede
en
afio en eurso.—
aparecen en
pues, si
si a
a los
los L150,000.00
L150,000.oo que aparecen
en el
en el
el aflo
curso.- Bien puce,
Presupuesto
el desarrollo
Servido CooperaPresupuesto pars
para el
desarrollo de
de los
los proyectos
proyectos con
con el
elServicio
Cooperativo
se agregan
L 75,000.00
tivo se
agregan L
75,000.oo como
como producto
producto probable
probable de
de las
las rentas
rentas
nuevamente creadas
para el
abastecimiento de
y otros
otros
de agues,
aguas, y
nuevamente
creadas para
el abastecimiento
L
75,000.00 con
con que,
que, posiblemente,
posiblemente, pudieran
diferentes
contribuir los
los diferentes
pudieran contribuir
L 75,000.oo
Distritos
los trabajos
trabajos que
que legaran
llegaran a
a ejecuejecuy Municipalidades
Municipalidades para
para los
Distritos y
tarse,
proyectos que
se aprueben,
que la
la contribucontribuaprueben, resultarfa
resultaria que
los proyectos
que se
tarse, seem
segun los
darfa una
eke probable
probable del
Gobierno llegarfa
Regalia a
aL
L 300,000.00,
lo que darfa
300,000.oo, lo
del Gobierno
ci6n
proporcion de
uno a
a tree,
es que
que el
el Institut°
de Asuntos
Asuntos InterInterInstituto de
de uno
tres, Si
si es
proporci6n
americanos
L 100,000.oo
100,000.00 o
su equivalente
&Mares al
al 22xx 1
1
en d61ares
o su
equivalente en
aportara L
americanos aportara
de
cambio. —Pudiera resultar,
resultar, naturalmente,
del afro,
afio,
en el
el deems°
decurso del
naturalmente, en
de cambio.-Pudiera
que la
la renta
rents nueva
100,000.00, y
yque
que los
los Distritos
Distritos
alcanzara a
a- ---L
L 100,000.oo,
que
nueva alcanzara
y
Municipalidades estuvieran
estuvieran en
en capacidad
capacidad de
contribuir hasta
hasta con
de contribuir
con
y Municipalidades
otros
lo que
que darfa
darfa una
uno a
atres
tree y
ymedio
medio
una proporcion
proporci6n de
de uno
otros L
L 100,000.00,
100,000.oo, lo
entre las
partes, pero
pero eso
eso es
simplemente una
y no
no una
una
es simplemente
una probabilidad
probabilidad y
entre
las partes,
seguridad
ese aumento
aumento se
se
del Gobierno.
Gobierno. Si
Si ese
seguridad para
para is
la participacion
participaci6n del
produjera
desde
luego
estarfa
in.cluido
en
nuestro
aporte.Por
todo
produjera desde luego estaria incluido en nuestro aporte.-Por todo
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lo expuesto
iraposibilidad econOmica,
expuesto yy en atenci6n
atenci6n aa razones
razones de imposibilidad
econ6mica,
sobre
en. que
quo el
sobre todo
todo en este
este afio, en
el presupuesto
presupuesto votado por
por. el
el Congreso
Congreso
de vida
pals, tuvo
Nacional, debido al
al alto
alto cost°
costo:de
vida en este pafs,
tuvo un
un aumento
aumento
de 25%
los
servidores
del
Estado,
a
nuestro
25% aa todos
todos los sueldos
sueldos de
de los servidores del Estado, a nuestro
Gobierno le
contribuir
en
la
proporGobierno
le serfa
seria materialmente
materialmente iraposible
imposible contribuir en la proporcion que menciona
menciona Su
el Sefior
Sefior Embajador
con
ci6n
Su Excelencia
Excelencia el
Embajador American°,
Americano, con
instrucciones del Departamento
instrucciones
de
Estado
quo
proceden
tambien
Departamento
que proceden tambi6n del
Instituto de Asuntos Interamericanos. -—Nuestro Gobierno
aprecia y
y
Gobierno aprecia
agradece altamente
agradece
cooperaci6n que
quo le ofrece dicho:
dicho Instituto por
altamente la cooperaci6n
el beneficio
beneficio quo,
partes, se
deriva de
que, para ambas partes,
se deriva
de dicha ,cooperacion,
cooperaci6n,
y por ello es que
y
quo nuestro Gobierno gustosamente
gustosamente hace la contrapropuesta que
quo queda indicada.—
indicada.- Rogando
Rogando al Senor
Sefior Ministro
Ministro trasmitir
trasmitir
a Su Excelencia
a
Excelencia el Sefior
Senor Embajador
Embajador Americano
American° los terminos
terminos de
de este
este
oficio, me suscribo
suscribo con toda consideraci6n
consideracion por
por su muy
muy atento
atento y
y seguro
seguro
servidor.
Lozano h.
—Al Sefior Ministro
servidor.-— (f) Julio Lozano
h.-Al
Ministro de Relaciones
Relaciones
Exteriores, Su Despacho."
Despacho."

Aprovecho
oportunidad para reiterar
Aprovecho esta oportunidaA
reiterar a
a Vuestra Excelencia
Excelencia las
seguridades de mi mas
y distinguida consideraci6n,
consideracion,
seguridades
mAs alta
alta y
J
VALENZUELA.
J E.
E. VALENZUELA.
J. E. Valenzuela.
Valenzuela.
Excelentfsimo Sefior
Sefior HERBERT
HERBERT S.
S.BURSLEY,
ExcelentIsimo
BURSLEY,
Embajador
Extraordinario y
EmbajadorExtraordinario
y Plenipoteneiario
Plenipotenciario
de los Estados
Estados tfnidos
tindos de Ainerica.
America.
Embajada
EmbajadaAmericana.
Translation
Translation
DEPARTMENT OF
OF FOREIGN
FOREIGN RELATIONS
DEPARTMENT
RELATIONS
OF
THE
OF THE
REPUBLIC
REPUBLIC OF
OF IIONDURA13
HONDURAS
No. 362
TEGUCIGALPA, D.C.,
July
No.362
TEGUCIGALPA,
D.
C., J
uly 26, 1949.
EXCELLENCY:
EXCELLENCY:
II have the honor to acknowledge
acknowledge receipt
Your Excellency's
receipt of
of Your
Excellency's
Ant, p. 272n.
courteous note No. 127 dated the
Ante,
2729.
the 21st instant,
with the
the
instant, in
in connection
connection with
amended Basic Agreement
amended
Agreement concluded
concluded in July 1942, between
between the
61 Stat.,
Stat., Pt.
Pt. 3,
of Honduras
the Institute
Institute of
Inter-American Affairs,
Affairs, and
and
of Inter-American
Honduras and
and the
3, Republic
Republic of
p. 61
2331.
in reply II have the honor to transcribe hereinbelow the following
following
communication:
communication:
"MINISTRY
"M INISTRY OF
OF INTERIOR,
INTERIOR, JUSTICE,
JUSTICE, SANITATION
SANITATION AND
AND W
ELFARE. —
WELFARE.-

Tegucigalpa,
- Communication
Communication No. 433. -—Mr.
Tegucigalpa, D.C., July 26, 1949. —
Minister: I
I take the liberty
liberty of acknowledging
acknowledging receipt
receipt of your courteous
courteous
communication
communication dated the 25th instant, transcribing the note which
which
you have received from His Excellency the American
American Ambassador
Ambassador and
and
which refers to the advice that he has received from the Department
Department of
State, informing
informing him that arrangements
arrangements may now be made with the
the
Institute of Inter-American
Inter-American Affairs for the extension
extension of
of the
the program of
the Servicio Cooperativo
Cooperativo Interamericano
Interamericano de Salud Pablica,
Pdblica, for
for a
a
period of one year, from June 30, 1949 through June 30, 1950,
1950, for
for
carrying
carrying out project activities of the program,
program, it
it being understood
understood that
that
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the contribution
the said
said Institute,
extension,
Institute, during the period of extension,
of the
contribution of
the
condition
on
currency,
States
will
be
$50,000.00
in
United
United
States
currency,
condition
that our
in
$50,000.00
be
will
Government's contribution
the Servicio for the same purpose will
to the
contribution to
Government's
understood
be a
asum
sum not
500,000.00. -— It
It will also be understood
L. 500,000.00.
than L.
less than
not less
be
that
if our
our Government
should not be in aaposition to contribute the
Government should
that if
aforesaid
sum, then
Institute's contribution
contribution would be at the rate of
the Institute's
then the
aforesaid sum,
one-fifth
of the
the amount
amount determined
determined by the Honduran
Honduran Government.
one-fifth of
Due note
has been
taken of
Institute is willing to
the fact that the Institute
of the
been taken
note has
Due
payment
the
for
continue making
available
payment of salaries and other
making funds available
continue
Sanitation
and
expenses
of
the
members
of
the
Health
Sanitation field staff who
Health
the
of
expenses of the members
are
by the
the Institute
Institute in Honduras, which funds will be
maintained by
are maintained
administered
Institute and not deposited
deposited to the account of the
the Institute
by the
administered by
Servicio.
With respect
respect to
proportion of the funds to be conthe proportion
to the
Servicio. -—With
the program of the Servicio
t/.Muted
out activities
of the
activities of
carrying out
for carrying,
tributed for
Cooperativo,
our Government
occasions in
Government has stated on several occasions
Cooperative, our
the
personal
conversations held
held by
the undersigned
undersigned with some of the
by the
personal conversations
to
extend
it
for
members
of
the
S
CIBP,
that
it
would
be
impossible
it
extend
the
impossible
members of the ScrIs, that it would be
contract at
at the
rate of
of one to
to five as indicated by the note of His
the rate
contract
which rate has been determined
Excellency
the
American
Ambassador,
which
determined
Ambassador,
American
Excellency the
by the
appropriate authorities
in Washington.
Washington. -—Our present General
authorities in
the appropriate
by
Budget for
Sanitation allocates
an appropriation
appropriation of L. 150,000.00
150,000.00 for
allocates an
for Sanitation
Budget
the
current fiscal
for carrying
carrying out the Servicio Cooperative
Cooperativo
year for
fiscal year
the current
projects; and
and in
addition, under
under date of January
January 31 of the present
present
in addition,
projects;
established an addiyear, by
by Decree
No. 44,
Congress established
National Congress
the National
44, the
Decree No.
year,
tional
custom duty,
therefrom to
to the supplying
supplying
proceeds therefrom
the proceeds
assigning the
duty, assigning
tional custom
the
Republic,
in
of
potable
water
for
various
towns
the
Republic,
collection
of
of potable water for various towns
certain
which
duty
was
to
begin
on
the
of
of
July
last,
but
certain
exempfirst
the
on
which duty was to begin
tions
were made
made in
machinery,
as on heavy machinery,
such as
Decree, such
that Decree,
in that
therefrom were
tions therefrom
commercial
barbed
for fences,
fences, and
imports of
of articles
articles covered
covered by commercial
and imports
wire for
barbed wire
Government of
treaties
we have
concluded with the Government
have concluded
which we
those which
like those
treaties like
El
Government of the United States of
the Government
with the
and with
Salvador and
El Salvador
America.
this, the
proceeds from
from such
such source,
source, estimated
the proceeds
of this,
result of
a result
As a
- As
America. —
in
per annum, with an average
average of L.
275,000.00 per
L. 275,000.00
at L.
Budget at
the Budget
in the
last, from
23,000.00
per
month,
amounted
only
to
L.
6,382.02
in
July
23,000.00 per month, amounted only to L. 6,382.02
which
it
may
be
deduced
that
its
total
proceeds
will
be
about L.
proceeds
total
its
which it may be deduced that
75,000.00
in
the
current
year.
—
Thus,
if
to
the
L.
150,000.00
included
included
150,000.00
L.
the
if
to
Thus,
75,000.00 in the current year.
there
Cooperativo
in
the
Budget
for
carrying
out
the
Servicio
Cooperativo
projects
Servicio
the
out
carrying
for
in the Budget
is
added
the
sum
of
L.
75,000.00
as
the
probable
proceeds
from
the
the
from
proceeds
probable
the
as
75,000.00
L.
of
sum
the
added
is
newly
created source
source of
of revenue
for the
water supply,
supply, plus another
the water
revenue for
newly created
L.
75,000.00 which
which might
possibly be
by the
the various
various
contributed by
be contributed
might possibly
L. 75,000.00
districts
and
municipalities
for
the
works
actually
constructed
under
districts and municipalities for the works actually constructed under
the
projects
approved,
the
result
would
be
that
the
probable
contribuprobable
the
the projects approved, the result would be that
tion of
amount to
300,000.00, which
which would
would
L. 300,000.00,
to L.
would amount
Government would
the Government
of the
tion
Affairs
yield
a
rate
of
one
to
three
if
the
Institute
of
Inter-American
Inter-American
of
Institute
the
if
three
to
yield a rate of one
were to
to contribute
its equivalent
equivalent in
in dollars
dollars at
at the
or its
100,000.00 or
L. 100,000.00
contribute L.
were
exchange
1. —
Of course,
happen that
the course
course
in the
that in
might happen
it might
course, it
- Of
to 1.
2 to
of 2
rate of
exchange rate
of the
year the
the new
new revenue
reach L.
L. 100,000.00
that the
and that
100,000.00 and
might reach
revenue might
the year
of
districts
and municipalities
municipalities might
position to
contribute up to
to contribute
a position
in a
be in
might be
districts anid
one
another
L.
100,000.00,
which
would
yield
a
rate
of
to three and
another L. 100,000.00, which would yield a rate
a
and not a
one-half
between
the
parties,
but
this
is
simply
a
probability
probability
a
simply
one-half between the parties, but this is
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certainty for the participation
certainty
participation of the Government.
Government. If such
such increase
increase
were registered,
registered, it would of course be included in
in our contribution.
contribution. —
- In
In
view of all the foregoing and for economic
economic reasons,
reasons, particularly
particularly this
this
year, when because of the high cost of living
the budget
budget
living in
in this country
country the
voted by the National Congress included a
a25%
in all
all salaries
salaries
25% increase in
of government
government workers,
workers, it would
our
would be materially
materially impossible
impossible for
for our
Government
Government to contribute
contribute at the rate mentioned
by
His
Excellency
the
mentioned by His Excellency the
American Ambassador, under instructions
instructions from the Department
Department of
of
State which emanate also from the Institute of Inter-American
Inter-American
Affairs. -—Our Government
Government appreciates
appreciates and is
is highly
highly grateful for the
the
cooperation
offered to it by the Institute, because
cooperation offered
because of the benefits which
which
both parties derive from
cooperation, and
and it
it is
reason that
from such
such cooperation,
is for
for this
this reason
that
our Government
Government willingly makes the counter-proposal
counter-proposal set forth above. —
Requesting you, Mr. Minister, to
to be good enough to
to transmit
transmit the
the
contents of this communication
communication to His
Excellency the
His Excellency
the American
American
Ambassador, IIremain, Respectfully
Respectfully yours. (s) Julio Lozano,
Lozano, Jr. -—To
the Minister of Foreign Relations —
- His
His Office."
Office."
IIavail myself of this opportunity
opportunity to
renew to
to Your
the
to renew
Your Excellency
Excellency the
assurances
assurances of my highest and most distinguished
distinguished consideration.
consideration.
J.
E. VALENZUELA.
VALENzuELA.
J. E.
J. E. Valenzuela.
His Excellency
Excellency
HERBERT
HERBERT S. BURSLEY,
BURSLEY,
Ambassador Extraordinary
Extraordinaryand
Ambassador
and Plenipotentiary
Plenipotentiary
of the United States
of America.
States of
America.
American Embassy.
Embassy.

Honduran Minister
Alinisterfor
ForeignAffairs to the American
The Honduran
for Foreign
American Ambassador
Ambassador
BECRETARIA
SECRETARIA DE
EXTERIORES
DE RELACIONES
RELACIONES EXTERIORES
DE LA
DE
REPUBLICA DE
REPUBLICA
HONDURAS
DE HONDURAS
PALACIO NACIONAL:
NACIONAL:
PALAcIO

No.
762.
No. 7u.

Tegucigalpa, D.C.,
D.C., 18 de agosto
Tegucigalpa,
agosto de 1949.

EXCELENCIA:
EXCELENCIA:

En relacion
relaci6n con mi nota No. 362 de 26 de julio ultimo,
iiltimo, dirigida a
a
esa Honorable
Honorable Embajada,
Embajada, tengo el honor de trascribir
Vuestra
trascribir aa Vuestra
Excelencia el oficio que dice:
Excelencia
"MINISTERIO
"MINISTERIO

FICENCIA-Of.
FICENCIA
—
Of.

DE

GOBERNACION,
GOBERNACION,

JUSTICIA,
JUSTICIA,

SANIDAD

Y

BENEBENE-

No. 897—Tegucigalpa,
897-Tegucigalpa, D.C., agosto 18 de 19491949—

Sefior
a usted hacer saber aa Su Excelencia
Serior Ministro:-Ruego
Ministro:—Ruego a
Excelencia el
Senor
Sefior Embajador
Embajador Americano,
American°, los deseos
deseos de nuestro Gobierno
Gobierno de que
Cooperativo Interamericano
Interamericano de Salud Ptiblica
Pdblica (SCIsP)
el Servicio Cooperativo
(Scisr)
continue
este
afo
econ6mico
en
curso
con
la
administraci6n
continue
alio econOmico
administracion del
Sanatorio
Tuberculosos, conform&
conforme'el
Sanatorio Nacional
Nacional para Tuberculosos,
el Proyecto #
# 55,
aacuyo efecto ha sido aprobada
214,880.00) DOSCIENTOS
aprobada la suma de (L. 214,880.00)
DOSCIENTOS

a
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1949

CATORCE
OCHENTA LEMPIRAS,
que seri
CATORCE MIL OCHOCIENTOS
OCHOCIENTOS OCHENTA
LEMPIRAS, valor
valor que
sera

incluido
pr6rroga que se esti
induido en el contrato
contrato de prorroga
esta considerando, si
si el
el
Instituto de Asuntos Interamericanos
Interamericanos le di
da su aprobaci6n-Del
aprobacion—Del
Seflor
consideraci6n, muy atento
y seguro
Sefior Ministro, con toda consideraci6n,
atento y
seguro servidorservidor—
(f) JULIO LOZANO
LOZANO h.—Al
h.-Al Sefior
(f)
Seilor Ministro
Ministro de
Relaciones Exteriores—
de Relaciones
ExterioresSu
Despacho."
Su Despacho."
consecuencia, muy atentamente
a Vuestra
En consecuencia,
atentamente ruego
ruego a
Excelencia se
Vuestra Excelencia
inconveniente, comunicar
a su ilustrado
sirva, si
Si no hubiere inconveniente,
comunicar a
ilustrado Gobierno
Gobierno
los deseos expresados
anteriormente tra.scrito.
trascrito.
expresados en el oficio
oficio anteriormente
Aprovecho la oportunidad para renovar
a Vuestra Excelencia
renovar a
Excelencia el
testimonio de mi mas alto
aprecio y
y distinguida
alto aprecio
distinguida consideracion,
consideraci6n,
J.
J. E.
E. VALENZUELA.
VALENZUELA.
J. E.
Valenzuela
J.
E. Valenzuela
EXCBleralSiM0
Sefi.OF HERBERT
HERBERT S. EURSLEY,
Excelentisimo Sefior
BURSLEY,

Embajador Extraordinario
Extraordinario y
Plenipotenciario
Embajador
y Plenipotencario
de
Estados Unidos de
de America.
America.
de toe
108 Estados
Embajada
Americana.
EmbajadaAmericana.
Translation
Translation
DEPARTMENT
RELATIONS
DEPARTMENT OF
OF FOREIGN
FOREIGN RELATIONS
OF THE
THE
REPUBLIC OF
HONDURAS
REPUBLIC
OF HONDURAS
NATIONAL PALACE:
PALACE:

Tegucigalpa,
D.C., August 18,
Tegucigalpa, D.C.,
18, 1949.
1949.

No. 752.

No. 752.
EXCELLANCY:
EXCELLENCY:

In
connection with
with my
No. 362
362 of
of July
July 26
addressed to
to
last, addressed
note No.
26 last,
In connection
my note
your
Embassy, I
have the
the honor
to Your
Your Excellency
Excellency
your Embassy,
I have
honor to
to transcribe
transcribe to
the following
communication:
the
following communication:
"MINISTRY OF INTERIOR,
INTERIOR, JUSTICE,
JUSTICE, SANITATION
WELFARE.—
SANITATION AND WELFARE."MINISTRY

Communication
No. 897.—Tegucigalpa,
18, 1949.1949.—
897.-Tegucigalpa, D.C.,
D.C., August
August 18,
Communication No.
Mr.
Excellency the
the American
American
you inform
inform His
His Excellency
Mr. Minister:
Minister: II ask
ask that
that you
Ambassador
desire that
that the Servicio
Servicio Cooperativo
Cooperativo
of our Government's
Government's desire
Ambassador of
Interamericano
de Salud
Salud Piblica
Pablica (SCISP)
(SasP) continue
during the
the present
present
continue during
Interamericano de
fiscal year
year with
National Tuberculosis
of the
the National
Tuberculosis
with the
the administration
administration of
fiscal
Sanitarium, in
accordance with
with Project
which purpose
an
Project #55,
#55, to
to which
purpose an
in accordance
Sanitarium,
allocation
has
been
made
in
the
amount
of
(L.
214,880.00)
Two
allocation has been made in the amount of (L. 214,880.00) Two
HUNDRED
HUNDRED

FOURTEEN
FOURTEEN

THOUSAND EIGHT HUNDRED
HUNDRED
THOUSAND

AND
AND

EIGHTY

LEMPIRAS, which
sum will
be included
in the
the extension
extension agreement
agreement
will be
included in
LEMPIRAS,
which sum
now under
under consideration,
consideration, if
the Institute
Institute of
of Inter-American
Inter-American Affairs
Affairs
if the
now

approves it.—Respectfully
yours, (s)
(s) JULIO
JULIO LozANo,
LOZANO, Jr.-To
Jr.—To the
the
it.-Respectfully yours,
approves
Minister of
of Foreign
Foreign Relations—His
Office."
Relations-His Office."
Minister
Therefore,
if there
there is
is no
objecno objecask Your
Your Excellency,
Excellency, if
I respectfully
respectfully ask
Therefore, I
tion,
to
communicate
to
your
Government
the
wishes
expressed
in
in
the
wishes
expressed
tion, to communicate to your Government
the above-transcribed
above-transcribed communication.
communication.
the

Ash, p. 273
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IIavail myself of the opportunity
opportunity to renew
renew to
Excellency the
to Your
Your Excellency
the
assurances
assurances of my highest esteem and most
distinguished consideramost distinguished
consideration.
J..E.
J
E.VALENZUELA.
VALENZUELA.

J.
J.E.
E. Valenzuela
Valenzuela
His Excellency
Excellency
HERBERT
HERBERT S.
S.BURSLEY,
BURSLEY,
Ambassador
Eztraordinaryand
Ambassador Extraordinary
and Plenipotentiary
Plenipotentiary
of the United
United States
America.
States of America.
American Embassy.

The American Ambassador
Ambassador to the Honduran
Honduran Minister
Minister for
for Foreign
Foreign
Affairs
Affairs
THE FOREIGN
FOREIGN SERVICE
SERVICE
OF THE
THE
UNITED
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
AMERICA

No.
14
No. 143

TEGUCIGALPA, D.
D. C., August 24,
TEGUCIGALPA,
S4, 1949

EXCELLENCY:
EXCELLENCY:

It
It gives me pleasure to state that as a
consequence of
of receipt
of
a consequence
receipt of
Your Excellency's kind note No. 752 of August
August 18,
18, 1949
1949 concerning
the
concerning the
desire of the Honduran Government
Government that the Servicio
Servicio Cooperativo
Cooperativo
Interamericano
(SCISP) continue the administration
Interamericano de Salud Publica (ScisP)
administration
of the National Tuberculosis
Tuberculosis Sanitorium during the
the current
current fiscal
fiscal
year, it is considered
agreement between
considered that an agreement
between our two
two governments
governments
has been
been reached
has
reached providing
providing for the extension
extension of the Basic Agreement,
Agreement,
as amended, between the Government
Honduras and
and the
the Institute
Institute
Government of
of Honduras
of Inter-American
Inter-American Affairs
Affairs providing
providing for
existing cooperative
for the
the existing
cooperative health
health
and sanitation
sanitation program in Honduras.
Honduras.
Mr.
Mr. John L. Hummel, Acting Chief of Party, has accordingly
accordingly been
been
authorized
authorized and requested
requested to proceed with the
execution of
the
extenthe execution
of the extension agreement.
Please accept, Excellency,
Excellency, the renewed
renewed assurances of
my highest
and
of my
highest and
distinguished consideration.
most distinguished
consideration.
HERBERT
HERBERT S.
S.BURSLEY
BURBLEY
His Excellency
Excellency
Dr. J.
J. EDGARDO
EDGARDO VALENZUELA,
Dr.
VALENZUELA,
Ministerfor Foreign
Minister
Foreign Affairs,
Affairs,
Tegucigalpa, D.C.
Tegucigalpa,
D.C.
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Arrangement
United States of America
America alnd
France respecting
respecting
Arrangement between the United
and France
passport visa fees. Effected by
exchange of
dated at
at Paris
Paris
passport
by exchange
of notes
notes dated
March
31, 1949;,entered
in.to..force
March 31,
31, 1949.
1949.
March 16
16 and
and 31,
194Q; entered into
frce March
French Ministry
The French
Ministry of Foreign
Foreirt 'Affairs
Embassy
iAdairs to the AmeriCan
Amerian Embassy
PO/AG
PO/AG

LiBEETE
LIBEBTl
••••-: •

ALITE ..FRATERNIT
FRATERNITI1
fOALITfl
. ‘EO
•

EtpuBLIQUE
FRANCAISB
RAtPUBLIQUE FRANQAISE

IST«i:BRE
MINISTRRE
D;

I .-

AFFAIRES
AFF'AIRES 9TRANGERES
ETRANORRES

,

,

...

t

288
288

DIRECTION
DES CONVENTIONS
DIRECTION DES
CONVENTIONS
ADMINISTRATIVES
ET SOCIALEB8
SOCIALES
ADMINISTRATIVES ET
No
N. C.A.
CA.11

-

.

,

,-

.

, - I

PARIS,
PARIS, le
Ze

Etrangeres prsente
compliments 8a,
Le Ministere des Affaires Etrangere8
presente ses compliments
I'Ambassade
l
i
Ambassade des Etats-Unis et aa l'honneur
Phonneur de lui
,faire savoir qu%
lui,faire
qu'a
compter du ler avril 1949,
1949, les
leafa citoyens des EtittsArnispeuvent,
sup
compter
Etg:s-nispeuvent, sur
simple presentation
presentation de leur passeport national en cours de validite,
validite
entrer sans visa:
visa: _
France naetropolitaine,
Algerie, au Maroc, a
a) en France
m6tropolitaine, en Andorre, en Alg6rie,
a
Is Guadeloupe,.
Guadeloupe, a
ala Martinique,
la Reunion, en transit
la
Martinique, en Guyane, ait la
on
Mois.
ou pour des sejours de un jour aatrois iois.
a deux mois.
b) en Tunisie, en transit ou pour des sejours de un jour I
mgmes conditions.
conditions.
Ils en sortent dans les memes
Etats-Unis desireux de faire en France des sijours
sejouTs
Les citoyens des Etats-Unis
superieurs
consecutifs devront, avant leur depart,
depart, soiliciter
soiliciter
superieurs a trois mois consecutifs
et obtenir un visa des autorites diplomatiques
diplomatiques ou consulaires francaises
frangaises
competentes.
comp6tentes.
Etrangeres apprendrait
apprendrait avec plaisir qu'a
Le Ministere
qu%
Ministbre des Affaires Etrangeres
partir de la mnme
meme date, les citoyens frangais
francais desireux de se rendre
rendre' aux
ne devant pas d6passer
Etats-Unis, pour des sejours no
depasser trois mois consecutifs,
pourront recevoir, s'ils le desirent,
desirent, des visas gratuits valables
vailables
sncutifs, pourroat
deux
ans et
de voyages
voyages illimite
pendant cette
cette period%
illimith pendant
p6riode.
et pour
pour un
un nombre
nombre de
deux ans
Le Minister°
Etrangeres saisit cette occasion de renouMinistere des Affaires Etrangeres
veler a
I PAmbassade
assurances de sa haute
l'Ambassade des Etats-Unis les assurances
consideration./.
consideration./.

16 Mar
16
Mar 1949
AMBASSADE
A-AaSSADE DES
DES ETATS-IINIS
ETATs-UNI

Paris.

March 16,
16, 31,1949
31, 1949
March
[T. I.
[T.
I. A.
A. S.
S. 19871
1987
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Translation
Translation
PG/AG
PG/AG
MINISTRY OF
MINISTRY
OF FOREIGN
AFFAIRS
FOREIGN AFFAIRS

LIBERTY ..EQUALITY
EQUALITY ..FRATERNITY
LIBERTY
FRATERNITY
FRENCH
FRENCH REPUBLIC
REPUBLIC

283
283

OFFICE
OF ADMINISTRATIVE
OFFICE OF
ADMINISTRATIVE AND
AND
SOCIAL
SOCIAL CONVENTIONS
CONVENTIONS
No. C.A.
C.A. 11
No.

PARIS
PARIS

Affairs presents
presents its
its compliments
compliments to
The Ministry
Ministry of
of Foreign Affairs
to the
the EmEmbassy
of
the
United
States
and
has
the
honor
to
inform
it
that,
effective
bassy of the United States and has the honor to inform it that, effective
April 1,
1949, United
citizens may,
may, simply
simply by
their
April
1, 1949,
United States
States citizens
by presenting
presenting their
national
passport
during
the
period
of
its
validity,
enter
without
national passport during the period of its validity, enter without a
a
visa:
(a) Metropolitan
Metropolitan France,
France, Andorra,
Andorra, Algeria, Morocco,
Morocco, Guadeloupe,
Guadeloupe,
Martinique,
Martinique, Guiana, and Reunion,
Reunion, in transit or for stays of
of from one
one
day
day to three months.
months.
(b) Tunisia, in transit or for stays of from one day to
(b)
to two months.
They may leave under the
the same conditions.
United States citizens wishing to spend more than three
three consecutive months in France
France must, before their departure,
departure, request
request and
and
a visa from the competent
obtain a
competent French diplomatic or
or consular
consular
authorities.
The Ministry of Foreign Affairs would be
efbe happy
happy to
to learn
learn that, effective
fective the same date, French citizens wishing to go to the United
United
States for stays of not more than three consecutive
consecutive months
months may,
may, if
if they
so desire, receive
receive gratis visas valid for two years and for an
an unlimited
unlimited
number of
number
of trips during that
that period.
period.
The Ministry of Foreign
Affairs
avails itself of this opportunity
Foreign
opportunity to
renew to the Embassy of the United States the assurances
assurances of its
its high
consideration.
March
March 16,
16, 1949
1949

MINISTRY
MINISTRY OF
FOREIGN AFFAIRS
OF FOREIGN
AFFAIRS

EMBASSY
OF THE
EMBASSY OF
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
STATES

Paris.
Paris.

The American Embassy to the French
French Ministry
Ministry of Foreign
Foreign Affairs
No. 387
No.

The Embassy of the United States of America
America presents its
its complicompliments to the Ministry for Foreign Affairs
has the
the honor
honor to
to inform
inform
Affairs and has
the Ministry that it is in receipt of telegraphic
telegraphic instructions
the
instructions from
from the
Department of State in regard to
to the
the new
new visa
visa arrangement
arrangement between
between
France and the United States which is to go into effect on April 1,
1, 1949.
1949.
The instructions state that the government
government of the United
United States
States is
is
appreciative of the concessions
appreciative
concessions made
made by the Government
Government of France
France in
in
removing, effective
effective April
1949, the
the passport
passport requireApril 1, 1949,
the visa
visa but
but not
not the
requirements for American
American citizens, wherever they are resident, who are enen-
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TAT.]
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FRANCE- PASSPORT VISA
VISA FEESMAR.16,
81,19492739
FRANCE-PASSPORT
FEES--MAR.
16,81,1949

tering
territories for
temporary visit:
visit: metrometrotering the
the following
following French
French territories
for a
a temporary
France, the Republic
Morocco, GuadeGuadepolitan France,
Republic of Andorra, Algeria,
Algeria, Morocco,
and Tunisia.
loupe, Martinique,
Martinique, Guiana,
Guiana, Reunion
Reunion and
Tunisia.
The government
government of the United States
States desires
desires to grant as
as nearly
nearly as
as
consistent with
with statutory
possible, consistent
statutory and
restrictions, similar
conand other
other restrictions,
similar concessions
citizens of France
for non-immigrant
non-immigrant passport
cessions to citizens
France applying
applying for
passport
visas.
visas.
in the
above terriAs of
of April
April 1, 1949, citizens of France
France resident in
the above
terriof valid
valid French
French passports,
passports, who are eligible
tories and in possession of
eligible to
to
receive
visas as
receive visas
non-immigrants, will be granted
gratis passas bona
bona fide
fide non-immigrants,
granted gratis
passport
temporary visitors, the
under
port visas,
visas, and in
in the case
case of temporary
the visas issued
issued under
(2) only may be
twenty-fiiur months,
months, provided the
Section 3
3 (2)
be valid for
for twenty-four
passports
bearers remain
remain valid.
passports of the bearers
valid.
All
All the
the other
other non-immigrant
non-immigrant passport
passport visas
visas granted
granted to
to citizens of
France
residing in
above-meationed territories,
territories, as well
well as diploFrance residing
in the
the abQve-mentioned
matic,
international organization
will be issued withwithorganization visas, will
matic, official,and
official and international
out
validity of
of twelve
twelve months.
months.
out fee
fee and may
may have
have a
a maximum
maximum validity
Citizens
of France
above-mentioned territories
territories
residing outside
outside the
the ab!we-mentioned
Citizens of
France residing
are
subject to
arrangement and the
the maxiformer French
French visa fee
fee arrangement
are subject
to the
the former
mum
of non-immigrant
visas remains
remains twelve
months.
twelve months.
non-immigrant visas
mum validity
validity of
The
stay in
in the
United Stateawhich
States-which may be granted any
of stay
the United
The period
period of
aliens
inspectors at the
the port
port of entry.
the immigration
immigration inspectors
aliens is determined
determined by the
Citizens
the United
States proceeding
to French
territories other
French territories
other
United States
proceeding to
Citizens of
of the
than
those mentioned
mentioned above
above are
are subject
subject to
to French
visa requirements
requirements
French visa
than those
and
fees.
and the
the former fees.
This arrangement
put into
into effect
France,
metropolitan France,
effect outside
outside metropolitan
will be
be put
This
arrangement will
the
United
Kingdom,
Belgium,
Switzerland,
for
citizens of
of France
France
the United Kingdom, Belgium, Switzerland, for citizens
residing
in the
the territories
but temporarily
temporarily absent
absent therespecified above
above but
territories specified
residing in
from and
and proceeding
proceeding to
to the
as soon
soon as
as American
American consuUnited States,
States, as
the United
from
lar officers
can be notified.
notified.
lar
officers can
CWG
CWG
PARIS,
arch, 31,
1949
PArIS, M
March
31, 1949
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June 10,
10, 28,
June
28, and
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July
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1949
July 12,
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Arrangement
Arrangement between the United
America and
respectUnited States
States of
of America
and Austria
Austria respecting passport
visa fees. Effected by exchange
passport visa
dated at
at Vienna
Vienna
exchange of
of notes dated
June 10 and
and 28, and
force July
July 15,
15, 1949.
1949.
and July 12, 1949;
1949; entered into
into force
The American Legation
Legation to the Austrian
Austrian Federal
Chancellery, DepartFederalChancellery,
Department of
Foreign Affairs
of Foreign
Affairs
THE
SERVICE
THE FOREIGN
FOREIGN SERVICE
OF THE
THE
OF
UNITED
UNITED STATES
OF AMERICA
AMERICA
STATES OF
No.
No. 55
55

The Legation of the United States of America
America presents
presents its
its comcompliments to the Federal
Federal Chancellery,
of Foreign
Affairs,
Chancellery, Department
Department of
Foreign Affairs,
and has the honor to inform the Federal
Chancellory that
Federal Chancellery
that the
the GovGovunderstands that the Austrian Governernment of the United States understands
Government will consider the question of
Of waiving visa
but not
not
visa requirements,
requirements, but

8
U. S.. o.
C. 1451.
8 U.
1451.

Period of validity.

passport requirements,
proceeding to Austria
requirements, for American citizens proceeding
who desire to remain therein
therein for
period of
for a
a temperary
temporary period
of time.
time.
Even if the Austrian Government
Government should decide to waive
waive visa
visa
requirements for American
American citizens proceeding
proceeding to Austria, the
the GovGovStates would be unable
ernment of the United Stites
unable to accord
accord identical
identical
Austrian nationals
courtesies to Austrian
nationals proceeding
United States
proceeding to
to the United
States
and its possessions because
because of
of Section
Section 30,
Alien
of the provisions
provisions of
30, Alien
Registration Act of 1940, approved June 28,
Stat. 673),
673),
28, 1940 (54
(54 Stat.
which require that each alien entering
entering the
States, except
in
the United States,
except in
emergency
emergency cases in which the visa requirements
requirements may be waived by
the
by the
Secretary of State, be in possession of a
Secretary
visa or
valid
a valid
valid visa
or other
6ther valid
permit to enter. However, the Government
of the
United
States
Government of
the United States
will consider
consider the question of granting passport visas without
fees,
without fees,
to be valid for any number of applications for admission
into the
admission into
the
United States within aaperiod of twenty-four
twenty-four months, instead of
of the
the
present twelve-month period of validity of such
visas, to
such visas,
to Austrian
Austrian
nationals who are proceeding to the United States and its
possessions
its possessions
for business or pleasure purposes and who are bona fide
fide non-imminon-immigrants within the meaning of the immigration
immigration laws of the United
United
States, provided the Austrian
Austrian passport of
of each
each bearer
bearer remains
remains valid
valid
during the period of validity of the visa.
All other classes of non-immigrant
non-immigrant passport visas granted Austrian
nationals will continue
continue to be valid,
nationals
valid, as at present, for aa period of
twelve months,
months, provided the Austrian passport
twelve
passport of each bearer remains valid for that period of time.
The
a visa relates only to the period
The period
period of validity
validity of a
within which it
it may be used in connection
within
connection with an application
application for
for
admission
at
a
port
of
entry
into
the
United
admission
a
States and
and its possesposses-

63 STAT.]
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Jre 11:8=8
June
10, 28, 1949

2741
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sions, and not to the length of stay in tile
11Inited States which may
th, .,United
may
permitted the bearer after he
will,
be permitted
he is
is admitted.
admitted. The
The period
period of
of stay
stay will,
as at present, continue to be determined by the Immigration
Immigration
authorities.
A fee for an immigration visa and application
application therefor
to permit
therefor to
permit
an alien to apply for admission into the Unitid
United States with the
the
privilege of residing permanently
permanently therein is $10.00. The amount of
of
this fee is prescribed by the Immigration
Immigration Act of 1924, and it may
not be changed on the basis of a
areciprocal
reciprocal arrangement.
The Legation
Legation would appreciate
informed as
appreciate being informed
as soon
soon as
as conconveniently possible whether the arrangement
arrangement proposed by the
the GovGovernment of the United States meets with the approval
approval of the Austrian
Austrian
Government.
GWR
GWB
VIENNA,
10,
1949.
VIENNA, "UM
JT
10, 19J9.

4

To
To the
the
FEmautr.-Cnia;TcEmmay,
FREX=AL-sACnA*RwEtT,
'
,Department
of Foreign
,Department of
ForeignAffairs,,
Affairs, *.- - .
Vienna.
Vienna .

-

r

Fee
immigration
Fee for
for immigration
viaa.
via.

43 Stat.
Stat. 163.
153.
43
8
U. S.
note.
8 U.S.
C.
§C. f201
201note.
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The Austrian
Austrian Federal
Federal Chancellery,
Department of
The
Chancellery, Department
of Foreign
Foreign Affairs,
Affairs,
to the American
American Legation
Legation
BUNDESKANZLERAMT
BUNDESKANZLERAMT
AUSWXRTIGE ANGELEGENHEITEN
ANGELEGINHEITEH
AUSWXRTIGE

W IEN,
WIEN,

21. 139.o51-6MR/49.
21.
139.051-0R/49.

Verbalnote.
Verbal
not
e.

Mit
Verbalnote der
Nit Bezug
Besug auf
ant die Verbalnote
der Gesandtsehaft
Gesandtsohaft
der Vereinigten
Vereinigten Staaten
Staaten von
No
von Amerika
Amerika No

)O

ow
om lo.
1o.

Juni
iech das Bundeskanzleramt,
Bundeskanzleramt, Auswartige
Juni l.J.
L.J. beehrt
beebrt Bich
Auswdrtige
Angelegenheiten, zur Kenntnis zu
Angelegenheiten,
bringen, class
zu bringen,
dass deterosterreichisoherseits dew
dam von
reichisoherseits
von der
Regierung der
der Vereinigten
Vereinigten
der Regierung
Staaten von Amerika vorgesahlagenen
vorgeschlagenen Arrangement
Stanton
Arrangement zugesugesti,
t und der 15. Juli l.J.
stimmt
1.J. ale
tbs. dessen
ale Tag
Tag fUr
dessen InInkrafteetzung in Aussicht
kraftsetzung
Anssicht genoemen
genommen wird.
wird.
Das
Ausuartige Angelegenheiten,
Das Bundeakan-lerant,
Bundeekansleramt, AuswArtige
Angelegenheiten,
benUtst germs
gerne den Anlaas,
benUtzt
Anlaes, um der Gesandtschaft
Gesandtschaft der
der VerVereinigten Staaten
Stanton von
die Versicherung
Versicherung ausgevon Amerika
Aaerika die
ausgezeichneter Hochachtung
Hochachtung zu ernenern.
zeichneter
ernenern.
lien, am
Wien,
an 28.
juni 1949.
28. Juni
1949.

An die

Oeandtsohaft
der Vereinigten
Oteandtschaft der
Vereinigten Staten
Stanton
von
Amerika,
von Amerika,
su Hendon
Iaden des
dee Leg.Sekr.
an
Leg.Sekr. George
George W.Renchard,
W.Renchard,
i

en.
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Translation
Translation
FEDERAL CHANCELLERY
CHANCELLERY
FEDERAL
DEPARTMENT OF
OF FOREIGN
DEPARTMENT
FOREIGN AFFAIRS
AFFAIRS
ZI.
6RR/49.
ZI. 189.051.
189.051.--6RR/49.
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VIENNA,
VIENNA,
VIENNA,

Note
Verbsle.
Note Verbale.
With reference
reference to note verbale No. 55 of June
10, 1949,
from the
the
June 10,
1949, from
Legation of the United States of America,
America, the
Federal Chancellery,
the Federal
Chancellery,
Department of Foreign Affairs, has the honor to notify
notify you
you that
the
that the
arrangement proposed by the Government
Government of the United
arrangement
United States
States of
of
America has been approved
approved by Austria
Austria and
conand that
that July
July 15,
15, 1949,
1949, is
is contemplated as the date for
effect.
for putting
putting it
it into
into effect.
The Federal Chancellery,
Department
Chancellery, Department of Foreign
Foreign Affairs,
Affairs, is pleased
pleased
to avail itself of the opportunity
opportunity to
renew to
to the
Legation of
to renew
the Legation
of the
the
United States
States of America
America the
assurances of
highest consideration.
the assurances
of its
its highest
consideration.
VIENNA,
28, 1949.
1949.
VIENNA, June
Jtne 28,
REPUBLIC
REPUBLIC OF
OF AUSTRIA
AUSTRIA
FEDERAL
FEDERAL CHANCELLERY
CHANCELLERY
DEPARTMENT
OF FOREIGN
FOREIGN AFFAIRS
DEPARTMENT OF
AFFAIRS
THE
LEGATION OF
OF THE
UNITED STATES
THE LEGATION
TH.V., UNITED
STATES OF
AMERICA,
OF AMRICA,

Attention: Secretary of Legation GEORGE W
RENCHARD,
W..RENCHARD,
Vienna.
Vienna.
The American Legation
Legation to the AustrarFederal
AustrianrFederal Chancellery,
Ohancellery,
Department of
Foreign Affairs
Affairs
Department
of Foreign

No.
No. 69
69

THE
FOREIGN SERVICE
THE FOREIGN
SERVICE
OF
OF THE
THE
UNITED
STATES
OF
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
AMERICA

The
Legation of
The Legation
the United
of America
America presents
its comof the
United States
States of
presents its
com-

pliments to the Federal Chancellery, Department
Department of
of Foreign
Foreign Affairs,
Affairs,
and with reference
reference to the
latter's Note
Note No.
Z1.139.051-6RR/49, of
of June
June
the latter's
No. ZI.139.051-6RR/49,
28, 1949, has the honor to
to state that
Department of
that the
the Department
of State
State agrees
agrees
that July 15,
15, 1949, be made the
of the
the agreement
agreement between
the effective
effective date
date of
between
the Austrian Government
Government and
and the
the Government
Government of
of the
the United
United States,
States,
by which visa requirements,
requirements, but
requirements, will
will be
but not
not passport
passport requirements,
be
waived
waived for American
American citizens
citizens proceeding
proceeding to
Austria. On
to Austria.
On its
its part
part the
the
Government
Government of the United States
States agrees
agrees to grant
grant passport
visas withpassport visas
without fees, to be valid for any
any number
applications for
admission into
number of
of applications
for admission
into
a period a
of 24 months, instead
the United
United States within a
of the
the present
instead of
present
12 month period of validity of
of such
such visas,
visas, to
to Austrian
Austrian nationals
nationals who
who
proceeding to the United States and
are proceeding
possessions, for
or
and its
its possessions,
for business
business or
pleasure purposes and who are bona fide
non-immigrants within
the
fide non-immigrants
within the
meaning
meaning of the immigration
immigration laws
United States,
the
laws of
of the
the United
States, provided
provided the
Austrian
Austrian passport
passport of each bearer
bearer remains
valid during
the period
remains valid
during the
period of
of
validity of the
visas.
the visas.
GWR
GWR
VIENNA,
July 12,
VIENNA, July
18, 1949.
1949.
To the
the
FEDERAL
FEDERAL C
HANCELLERY,
CHANCELLEBY,
Department of Foreign
Department
Foreign Affairs,
Affairs,
Viennm
Vienna.

Effective date.
date.
EfectIv,
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Agreement between the United
United States
States of America
America and
and Paraguay
Paraguayamending
amending
and extending the agreement
agreement of March 8, 1948,
and
acooperative
1948, respecting
respecting a
cooperative
education program
program in Paraguay.
Paraguay. Effected by
education
by exchange of notes
signed at
at Asunci6n
July 26 and
and August 80,
Asuncion July
0S,1949; entered
entered into force
force
September 1, 1949, operative
operative retroactively
retroactively July
July 1,
1, 1949.

The American Ambassador
Ambassador to the Paraguayan
ParaguayanMinister
Minister of
of Foreign
Foreign
Relations and Worship
Relations
No. 106
106
No.

82 Stat.,
62
Stat., Pt. 3,
3,
p.
p. 2327.
2827.

Extension
Extension
gram.

of proproof

Contribution
Contribution by
by InInstitute.
stitnte.

Additional funds.
funds.

ASUNCI6N, July
July 2'6,
6, 1949.
19949.

ASUNCION,

EXCEITZINCY:
EXCELLrENCY:
I have the honor to refer to the Basic Agreement,
I
Agreement, as
amended,
as amended,
entered
entered into in March
March 1945 [11
[
1]between
between the
Paraguay and
and
the Republic of
of Paraguay
the predecessor of The Institute of Inter-American
Inter-American Affairs,
Affairs, providing
providing
for the existing cooperative
cooperative education program
also
program in
in Paraguay.
Paraguay. IIalso
refer to Your Excellency's note D.P. yyD. number 852 of
July 22,
1949
of July
22, 1949
[2]
consideration by our respective
[
2]suggesting the consideration
respective governments
of a
governments of
a
further extension of that Agreement.
Agreement.
Considering the mutual benefits
benefits which both Governments
derivGovernments are
are deriving from the program,
program, my Government agrees with the Government
Government
of Paraguay
Paraguay that an extension of the program
program beyond its present
present
termination
termination date of June 30, 1949 would be desirable. Accordingly,
Accordingly,
I have been advised by the Department
I
Department of State
Washington that
that
State in Washington
arrangements
arrangements may now be
for the
to continue
continue its
be made
made for
the Institute
Institute to
its parparticipation in the program for aaperiod of
June 30,
1949
of one
one year,
year, from
from June
30, 1949
through June 30, 1950. It
It would be understood
understood that,
that, during
during this
this
period of extension, the Institute would make aa contribution
of
contribution of
currency of the United States,
$25,000, in the currency
CooperaStates, to the Servicio
Servicio Cooperativo Interamericano
Interamericano de Educaci6n,
Educaci6n, for use in carrying
carrying out
project
out project
activities of the program, on condition that your Government
would
Government would
contribute to the Servicio for
sum
of
Guaranies
for the
the same
same purpose
purpose the
the sum of Guaranies
212,075.85. The Institute would also be willing during
the same
during the
same
extension period to make available funds to be administered
administered by
by the
the
Institute, and not deposited
deposited to the account of
Servicio, for
payof the Servicio,
for payment of salaries and other expenses of
of the
the members
members of
of the
the Education
Education
Division field staff who are maintained
maintained by
Institute in
by the
the Institute
in Paraguay.
Paraguay.
The amounts referred
referred to would be in addition
addition to
reto the
the sums
sums already
already required under the present Basic Agreement,
amended, to
to be
conAgreement, as amended,
be contributed and made available
furtherance of the
available by the parties in furtherance
program.

' Not printed. This agreement
agreement was amended
amended and superseded
superseded by the agreement
agreement
1948.
signed Mar. 8, 1948
'Not
Not printed.
2
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,The
America will consider the
•
The Government
Government of the United States of America
present note and your reply note concurring therein as constituting an
agreement
between our two Governments,
agreement between
Governments, which shall come into force
on the date of signature [']
[
1]of an agreement
agreement by the Minister of Education and a
a representative
representative of The Institute
Institute of Inter-American
Inter-American Affairs
embodying the above-mentioned
above-mentioned technical details.
details.
•
embodying
If
the
proposed
extension
If
proposed
on the above basis is acceptable
acceptable to your
Government,
Government, II would appreciate
appreciate receiving
receiving an-expression of Your
Your
Excellency's
assurance
to
that
effect
as
soon
as
may
be
possible,
Excellency's
in
order that the technical
technical details of the extension may be worked out
by the officials of the Ministry of Education, and The Institute of
of
Inter-American Affairs.
Inter-American
IIavail myself of this opportunity to renew to Your Excellency
Excellency the
consideration..
assurances of my highest and most distinguished
distinguished coUsideration.
FLETCHER
W ARR
EN
FLmErEB W
NARE
Ameridan Aiabassador'
Ambassador '
American

His Excellency
Excellency
BERNARDO OCAMPOS,
BErNARn
OCAMPOS,
Minister
Itelatienza and
Worship,
Minister of Foreign
ForeignRelations
and Worship,
AsunciOn.
Asunci6n.

The Paraguayan
Paraguayan Minister
and Worship
W orship to
the
The
Minister of
of Foreign
Foreign Relations
Relations and
to the
American Ambassador
American.
MINISTERIO
MINISTERIO DE
DE RELACIONES
RKLA.CIONES
EXTERIORES
Y CULTO
CULTO
EXTERIORES Y
D. P.
D.
P. y
D.y D.N.° 1004.
1004. -N

ASUNCION,
de agosto
agoato de
ASUNCION, 30
30 de
de 1949.1949. -

S
EROR EMBAJADOR:
EMBAJADOR :
SEiNO
referencia a
is nota N° 106, de fecha 26 de Julio del corriente
Con referencia
a la
alio de esa representacion
diplomitica, me es grate
diriginne a
Vuestra
afio
representaci6n diplomatica,
grato dirigirme
a Vuestra
Excelencia,
pars transcribirle
transcribirle la comunicaci6n
comunicacion recibida
Excelencia, para
recibida del
del •Ministerio
Ministerio
de EducaciOn,
Educaci6n, que dice asi:
"Asunci6n, 28
23 de
de agosto
de 1949.
1949. --N°
N° 214.
Senor Ministro:
Tengo el
el
"Asunci6n,
agosto de
214. --Sefior
Ministro: Tengo

contestacion a
asu nota D.P.y
No 869
agrado de dirigirme aaV.E., en
en contestaci6n
D.P.y D.
D. N"
869
expresarle is
de fecha 29 de Julio
Julio ppdo., pars expresarle
la conformidad
conformidad de
de este
Ministerio
las condicioues
en is
nota N°
N° 106
106 de
de fecha
fecha
Ministerio con
con las
condiciones estipuladas
estipuladas en
la nota
26 de Julio
de
1949,
de
is
Embajada
Americana
con
respecto
is
Julio de 1949, de la Embajada Americana con respecto a
a la
prOrroga
del
Convenio
suscrito
entre
el
Ministerio
de
EducaciOn
y
pr6rroga del Convenio suscrito entre el Ministerio de Educaci6n y el
el
Division de Educaci6n.Educacion. Instituto de Asuntos Interamericanos,
Interamericanos, Divisi6n
Aprovecho
is oportunidad
oportunidad para
pars saludar a
Aprovecho la
a V.
V. E.
E. con
con mi mejor
mejor conconsideraciOn. --Firmado:
Eulogio Estigarribia-Ministro.
S.E. el
el
sideraci6n.
Firmado: J.
J. Eulogio
Estigarribia-Ministro. --A
A S.E.
Sr.
Ministro de Relaciones
Relaciones Exteriores
Extexiores y
Sr. Ministro
y Culto, Dr.
Dr. Bernardo
Ocampos.
Ocampos. --E.S.D."
Sept.
Sept. 1, 1949.
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Aprovecho
Aprovecho la oportunidad para saludar aa Vuestra
Excelencia con
con
Vuestra Excelencia
mi consideraciOn
consideraci6n distinguida. -ml
B. OGAMPOS
OCAMPOS
A
Excelencia
A Su Excelencia
El
Senor FLETcrina
El Sefior
FLETCHER WARREN
WARREN
Embajador
Embajador Extraordinario
Extraordinario y
Plenipotenciario
y Plenipotenciario
de
delos
EE.UU.
los EE.
UJU. de Am4rica
America
Presente.Presente.
-

Translation
Translation
MINISTRY OF
MINISTRY
OF FOREIGN
RELATIONS
FOREIGN RELATIONS
AND
AND WORSHIP
WORSHIP
D.P. y
D. D.P.
y D.
No. 1004.
No.
1004. -MR.
AMBASSADOR:
MR. AMASSADOR:

Ante,
p. 2744.
Ant, p.
274.

ASIINCIoN,
30, 1949.
ASUNCION, August
August 30,1949.

With
reference to
to your
Embassy's note No. 106, dated July 26 of
With reference
your Embassy's
this year, II have the honor to address Your Excellency
Excellency in
to
in order
order to
transcribe
transcribe for you a
a communication
communication received
the Ministry
Ministry of
of
received from
from the
Education,
Education, reading
reading as follows:
follows:
"Asunci6n,
"Asuncion, August 23, 1949. No. 214. Mr. Minister:
Minister: I
I have the
pleasure
pleasure of addressing Your Excellency
in reply
reply to
to your
D.
Excellency in
your note
note D.P.
D.P. y
y D.
No. 869 of July 29 last, in order to inform you of this
Ministry's acthis Ministry's
acceptance of the conditions set forth in the American
American Embassy's
Embassy's note
note
No. 106 of July 26, 1949, with respect to the extension
extension of
of the
Agreethe Agreement concluded
concluded between the Ministry
Ministry of Education
Education and
and the
the Institute
Institute
of Inter-American
Affairs,
Division
of Education. IIavail
Inter-American
of
avail myself of
this opportunity
opportunity to assure Your Excellency
Excellency of my highest consideraconsideration. Signed: J.
J. Eulogio Estigarribia,
Estigarribia, Minister.
To His
His ExcelExcelMinister. To
lency Dr. Bernardo
Ocampos, Minister
Bernardo Ocampos,
Minister of Foreign Affairs
Affairs and
and
Worship.
Worship. E.S.D."
IItake this opportunity to express to Your Excellency
the assurances
assurances
Excellency the
distinguished consideration.
of my distinguished
consideration.
B.
()CAMPOS
B. OCAMPOS
His Excellency
Excellency
FLETCHER
FLETCHMR WARREN
Amnassador
Extraordinaryand Plenipotentiary
Plenipotentiary
Ambassador Extraordinary
of the United
United States of America
City.
City. --

STAT.]
63 STAT.]

PERU—
FOOD PRODUCTION—
AUG.17, 18, 1949
PERU-FOOD
PRODUCTION-AUG.

Agreement between the United
America and
and Peru
respecting a
United States
States of
of America
Peru respecting
a
cooperative food
production program
program in
and eztendextendcooperative
food production
in Peru,
Peru, modifying and
ing
agreement of May 19 and 20,
ing the agreement
20, 1943,
1943, as
as modified
modified and
and extended.
eztended.
1949;
Effected by
by exchange
exchange of notes signed at
at Lima
Lima August
August 17
17 and 18,
18, 1949;
entered
operative retroactively
entered into
into force August 18, 1949, operative
retroactivelyfrom
from June
June
•
30, 1949.
1949.
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Aug. 17,18,
17, 18, 1949
[T. I.A.
L A.S.
1996]
[T.
8.1991]

The American
American Ambassador
Ambassador to the Peruvian
PeruvianMinister
Ministerfor Foreign
ForeignAffairs

No. 870
No.
570

EMBASSY OF
THE
EMBASSY
OF THE
UNITED STATES
UNITED
STATES OF
011` AMERICA
AMERICA
Lima ,
Pera, August 17,
Lima,
Peru,
17, 1949.
1949.

EXCELLENCY:
EXCELLENCY:
I
I have the honor to refer to the Basic Agreement, as amended,
amended,
entered into
theItepublic
entered
into on
on May
May 19,
19, 1943
1943 between the
Republic of Perff
Perid and
and
57 Stat. 1405;
1405; 88
58 Stat.
67
stat.
the Institute of Inter-American
Inter-American Affairs,
Affairs, providing for
for the existing
existing 1484;
1484; 61
61 Stat.,
stat., Pt.
Pt. 3,
pp.
3326;
Stat.,
3123,
3326;
62
cooperative
cooperative food production
production program
program in Perd. I
Your Pt. 3, p. 3584.
I also refer to Your
3584.
Excellency's
Excellency's note of August 9, 1949 [i]
P1 suggesting
suggesting the consideration
consideration
governments of a
a further
by our respective governments
further extension of that Agreement.
Extension of proConsidering the
the mutual
which both
both governments
governments are
de- gram.
Considering
mutual benefits
benefits which
are deGovernment
riving from the program,
program, my Government
Government agrees with the Government
of Perd that an extension
extension of the program
program beyond its present
present termination date of June 30, 1949 would be desirable.
Accordingly, IIhave
desirable. Accordingly,
been
advised
by
the
Department
of
State
in
Washington
that arrangebeen
Department State
arrangements may now be made for the Institute to continue
continue its participation
participation
in the program for a
aperiod of one year, from June 30, 1949 through
Contribution by
by I-a
InContribution
It would be understood
understood that, during this period
period of stitute.
June 30, 1950. It
stitute.
extension, the Institute
Institute would make a
a contribution
contribution of $150,000,
$150,000, in the
currency
Cooperativo Intercurrency of the United States, to the Servicio Cooperativo
carrying out
Americano de Produccien
Americano
Producci6n de Alimentos, for use in carrying
project activities of the program,
program, on condition that your Government
Government
project
would
contribute to the
would contribute
the Servicio
Servicio for the same
same purpose the sum of
of
Additions' funds.
funds.
Additional
Si. 4,724,400. The Institute would also be willing during the same
S/.
administered by the
extension period to make available
available funds to be administered
Institute, and not deposited
deposited to the account of the Servicio, for payment
expenses of
of the
the members
members of
ment of
of salaries and other expenses
of the
the Food
Food Supply
Supply
Division field staff who are maintained
maintained by the Institute
Institute in Perd.
The amounts referred
referred to would be in addition to the sums already
already
required under
under the
present Basic
amended, to
required
the present
Basic Agreement,
Agreement, as amended,
to be
contributed
contributed and made available by the parties in furtherance
furtherance of the
program.
America will consider
consider the
of America
The Government
Government of
of the United
United States
States of
present
constituting
present note
note and
and your reply
reply note concurring
concurring therein
therein as constituting
an agreement
agreement between our two Governments, which shall come into
I
printed.
' Not
Not printed.
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force on the date of signature
signature [']
[
1] of an
agreement by
by the
an agreement
the Minister
Minister of
of
Agriculture
and a
a representative
the Institute
Institute of
of Inter-American
Inter-American
Agriculture and
representative of
of the
Affairs
embodying the
above-mentioned technical
Affairs embodying
the above-mentioned
technical details.
details.
If the proposed
proposed extension
extension on
the above
above basis
basis is
is acceptable
acceptable to
to your
your
on the
Government,
receiving an
an expression
expression of
Your
Government, II would
would appreciate
appreciate receiving
of Your
Excellency's
assurance to that effect
Excellency's assurance
effect as
as soon
as may
be possible
possible in
in
soon as
may be
order that the
the Minister
Minister of
of Agriculture
Agriculture and
and the
representative of
the
order
the representative
of the
United States
Government may
sign the
Agreement.
United
States Government
may sign
the Extension
Extension Agreement.
IIavail
avail myself
this opportunity
opportunity to
Your Excellency
Excellency the
the
myself of this
to renew
renew to
to Your
assurance of
my highest
and most
consideration.
assurance
of my
highest and
most distinguished
distinguished consideration.
HAROLD
H.TITTMANN
TITTMANN
HAROLD H.
His
His Excellency
Excellency
Capitan de
Navio don
ERNESTO RODRI
GUEZ,
Capithn
de Navio
don ERNESTO
RODRfGUEZ,
Minister for Foreign
Foreign Affairs,
Affairs,
Ministerfor
Lima.
Lima.

The Peruvian
for Foreign
Affairs to
to the
the American
American Ambassador
Peruvian Minister
Ministerfor
Foreign Affairs
Ambassador
MINISTERIO DE
DE RELACIONES
RELACIONES
MINISTERIO
EXTERIORES
EXTERIORES Y
YCULTO
CULT°
N.:
(D) 6-3/03
N:: (D)
63/63

•

LIMA,
18 de
de agosto
agosto de
de 19459.
194.9.
LIMA, 18

S
ENOR EMBAJADOR:
EMBAJADOR:
SENOR
Tengo a
a honra avisar recibo a
a Vuestra
Vuestra Excelencia
la atenta
atenta nota
nota
Excelencia de
de la
de esa
N° 570,
570, de
presente, relativa
relativa a
ala
la prorroga
esa Embajada
Embajada N°
de 17
17 del
del presente,
pr6rroga
Cooperativo de Producci6n
del Programa Cooperativo
Produccion de
Alimentos hasta
hasta el
el 30
30
de Alimentos
de junio
junio de
1950.
de
de 1950.
Cumplo con expresar a
a Vuestra
Vuestra Excelencia
que, debidamente
debidamente
Excelencia que,
consultado el Ministerio de Agricultura,
este me
me ha
ha trasmitido
trasmitido su
su
Agricultura, este
aprobaci6n a
a las condiciones
que para la,prorroga
aprobacion
condiciones quo
establecen en
en la
la pr6rroga se
se establecen
la
quedando, por tanto,
nota de esa Embajada
Embajada quo
quo contesto; quedando,
presente
tanto, el
el presonte
cambio
cambio dc
de notas como un convenio
convenio entre ambos
ambos gobiernos
gobiernos para
para
entrar
entrar en vigor en la fecha
fecha en que
quo se
la pr6rroga
prorroga del
se suscriba
suscriba la
del Progrania
Programa
por el Ministro
Ministro de Agricultura
Agricultura y
Institut° de
de Asuntos
Asuntos InterIntery el Instituto
americanos.
americanos.

Aprovecho
Excelencia las
Aprovecho la oportunidad
oportunidad para
para. reiterar
rciterar aa Vuestra
Vuestra Excelencia
las
seguridades de
seguridades
de mi Inas
y distinguida
distinguida consideraci6n.
consideraciOn.
mas alta y
E.RODRfGUEZ
RODRI
GUEZ
E.

H. TITTMANN,
Al Excelentisimo
Excelentisimo Sefor
Seiior HAROLD
HAROLD H.
TITTMANN,
Embajador
Eztraordinarioy
y Plenipotenciario
Plenipotenciario
Embajador Ertraordinario
Estados Unidos
Unidos de America.
de los Estados
Ciudad.
_Ciudad.
1949.
11 Aug. 18, 1949.

63 STAT.]
STAT.]
63

PERU-FOOD
PRODUCTION-AUG.
1949
PERU- FOOD PRODUCTIONAUG.17, 18, 1949

Translation
Translation
MINISTRY OF
OF FOREIGN
FOREIGN AFFAIRS
MINISTRY
AFFAIRS
AND
WORSHIP
AND WORSHIP
N.: (D)
No:
(D) 6-3/63
6-3/63

LIMA,
August 18,
18, 1949.
LIMA, August
1949.

M R. AMBASSADOR:
AMBASSADOR:
MR.
I
to acknowledge
Excellency's
I have
have the
the honor
honor to
acknowledge receipt
receipt of
of Your
Your Excellency's
courteous
note No. 570
courteous note
concerning the
the extension
570 of the
the 17th instant,
instant, concerning
extension
of
Production Cooperative
Program through
through June
1950.
of the
the Food
Food Production
Cooperative Program
June 30,
30, 1950.
I
Excellency that,
after a
with the
the
I should
should inform
inform Your
Your Excellency
that, after
a consultation
consultation with
Ministry
of Agriculture,
Agriculture, the
the latter
latter transmitted
transmitted to
to me
its approval
approval of
of
Ministry of
me its
the conditions for the extension
extension which
which are
are set forth
forth in your
your Embassy's
Embassy's
note to
to which
replying. The
present exchange
of notes
notes is,
note
which II am
am replying.
The present
exchange of
is,
therefore, to be
an agreement
agreement between
both
therefore,
be considered
considered as
as constituting
constituting an
between both
Governments which will come
force on
the date
date of
of signature
signature of
Governments
come into
into force
on the
of
the
extension of
the Program
the Ministry
Ministry of
of Agriculture
and the
the extension
of the
Program by
by the
Agriculture and
the
Institute of
of Inter-American
Inter-American Affairs.
Affairs.
I
myself of
to renew
renew to
Excellency the
I avail
avail myself
of this
this opportunity
opportunity to
to Your
Your Excellency
the
assurances
my highest
most distinguished
distinguished consideration.
assurances of
of my
highest and
and most
consideration.
E.
E. RODRfGDEZ
RODRfGUEZ
His
His Excellency
Excellency
HAROLD H.
H. TITTMANN,
TITTMANN,
HAROLD
Ambassador Extraordinary
Extraordinary and
Plenipotentiary
Ambassador
and Plenipotentiary
America.
of the
the United
United States of
of America.
City.
City.
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Agreement between the United States of America
Mexico respecting
respecting
America and Mexico
a cooperative
cooperative weather
a
stations program
superseding prepreweather stations
program in
in Mexico,
Mexico, superseding
vious agreements.
agreements. Effected by
notes trtgned
at Mexico,
fy exchange of notes
Signed at
Mexico,
D.F.,
March 29 and August 15, 1949; entered into
D.P., March
20,
into force October
October 20,
1949, operative
retroactivelyfrom July
1949,
operative retroactively
1, 1948.
July 1,
1948.
The American Ambassador
Ambassador to the Mexican Acting Minister
The
Ministerfor
for Foreign
Foreign
Relations
Relations

No. ao0
3015
EXCELLENCY:
EXCELLENCY:

Continuatn oproContinuation of Fro'
gram.
gram.

EMBASSY
or THE
THE
EMBASSY OF
UNITED
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
OF AMERICA
AMERICA

Mexico, D.
F., March
March 89,
29, 1949.
Mexico,
D. F.,
1949.
_

IIhave the honor to refer to conversations
conversations which
which have taken
place
taken place
between
iovernment of the United States
between representatives
representatives of the government
States of
of
America and representatives
representatives of the Government
United Mexican
Mexican
Government of
of the
the United
States
States regarding
regarding the desirability of continuing the cooperative
program
cooperative program
established in 1942 for the establishment
establishment and
established
operation of
surface,
and operation
of surface,
winds aloft, and radiosonde
radiosonde observation
observation stations
stations in
in Mexico..
Mexico.
It is
It
is my understanding
understanding that these conversations
in
conversations have
have resulted
resulted in
agreement upon a
a program for continuation
continuation of
agreement
of aacooperative
cooperative meteormeteorological
observation program to be carried on by the Weather
ological observation
Weather Bureau,
Bureau,
Department
Department of Commerce,
Commerce, on
the Government
Government of
of the
the
on behalf
behalf of
of the
United States of America
America and by the Mexican
Meteorological Service
Service
Mexican Meteorological
on behalf of the Government
on
Government of the United Mexican
Mexican States, in
in accordaccordance with the following principles:
principles:
1. Cooperating
Cooperating Agencies
- The cooperating
1.
Agencies —
cooperating agencies
be (1)
for
agencies shall
shall be
(1) for
the Government
Government of the United
United States of
America, the
Weather
of America,
the Weather
Bureau, Department of Commerce, hereinafter
Bureau,
hereinafter referred
referred to
to as
as the
the
United States Cooperating
United
Cooperating Agency, and (2)
the Government
of the
the
(2) for
for the
Government of
United Mexican
States, the Mexican
Meteorological Service, hereinUnited
Mexican States,
Mexican Meteorological
hereinafter referred
Mexican Cooperating
referred to as the Mexican
Cooperating Agency.
Agency.
2.
General Purposes -—The general purposes of the
2. General
the present
present agreeagreement shall be as follows:
follows:
(a) To provide for the establishment,
establishment, operation,
operation, and
and maintemaintenance
nance of meteorological
meteorological stations, at strategical
strategical locations
locations in
in Mexico
Mexico
selected by mutual arrangement between the two
Cooperating
two Cooperating
Agencies,
securing reports
Agencies, for securing
reports of regularly scheduled
scheduled surface,
surface, winds
winds
aloft, and radiosonde observations; and
and
(b) To provide for the daily exchange of surface
(b)
upper-air
surface and
and upper-air
observation
observation reports between the two Cooperating
for the
the
Cooperating Agencies
Agencies for
use of
of the
the respective countries, particularly to meet
use
needs
meet the
the needs of
of
aviation and to make it possible for the Government
Government of
United
of the
the United
States of America
America and the Government
Government of
of the
the United
United Mexican
Mexican
States
to assist in the development
development of a
a continental
States to
continental exchange
exchange of
of
weather information
weather
information and forecasts and hurricane advisories.
advisories.
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3. Title to Property --Title to all property purchased
3.
purchased with funds
funds
supplied by the United States Cooperating
shall remain
remain vested
vested
Cooperating Agency shall
in that Agency, and title to all property supplied
supplied by the Mexican
Cooperating Agency shall remain vested
Cooperating
vested in
in that Agency.
Agency.
4. Expenditures --All expenditures incurred by
United States
by the
the United
States
Cooperating Agency
Cooperating
Agency shall be paid directly by the Government
the
Government of
of the
United States of America, and all expenditures
to the
the obligaexpenditures incident
incident to
obligaMexican Cooperating
Cooperating Agency
tions assumed by the Mexican
Agency shall
shall be
be paid
paid
directly by the Government
Government of the United Mexican
Mexican States.
States.
5.
5. Effect on Earlier Agreements
Agreements and agreed
agreed by
by
- It
It is
is understood
understood and
and between the parties hereto that the present agreement
agreement supersedes
supersedes
the following agreements:
agreements:
(a) Agreement
Agreement between the United States of America
and the
the
America and
United Mexican
Mexican States relating to the establishment
of
establishment in
in Mexico
Mexico of
radiosonde
radiosonde observation
observation stations, effected by exchange
exchange of notes
notes
signed at M6xico,
Mexico, D. F., on October
October 13
November 10,
i3 and 20
20 and November
10,
1942, as amended
amended and extended by agreement
agreement effected
effected by
by exexchange
change of notes signed at M6xico,
Mexico, D. F., on
and June
June 16,
16, 21
on May
May 12
12 and
21
and 28, 1945;
1945;
(b) Agreement
Agreement between the United States
and the
States of
of America and
the
Mexican States relating
United Mexican
relating to the establishment
establishment and
and operation
operation
meteorological stations in Mexico, effected
of nine meteorological
effected by exchange of
notes signed at M6xico,
Mexico, D. F., on May
May 18 and June 14,
14, 1943;
1943;
(c) Agreement
Agreement between the United
United States of America and
and the
United Mexican
Mexican States relating
relating to the establishment
operation
establishment and operation
of aa meteorological
meteorological station on Guadalupe Island,
Island, Baja
Baja California
California
effected
M6xico, D. F., on November
effected by exchange of notes signed at Mexico,
November
6, 1945 and April 12, 1946.
6. Term --The present agreement
agreement shall
shall remain in effect through
through
June 30, 1951 and may be continued in force for additional
additional periods
periods by
by
written agreement
agreement to that effect by the two Governments, but either
either
Government may terminate the present agreement
agreement by giving to the
other Government
Government notice in writing sixty days in
Participain advance.
advance. Participation on the part of either Government in the project contemplated
contemplated by
the present agreement
agreement shall be subject to the availability
availability of funds
appropriated
appropriated by the legislative bodies of the respective
respective Governments.
Governments.
If the above principles
torinciples meet with the
the approval of
of the
the Government
Government
I should appreciate
of the United Mexican
Mexican States, I
appreciate receiving Your
Excellency's
Excellency's reply to that effect
effect as soon as possible in order
order that the
the
technical
technical details may be arranged
arranged by officials of the two
Cooperating
two Cooperating
Agencies.
Upon the conclusion of an arrangement
arrangement between
between the
the two
two Cooperating
Cooperating
Agencies embodying the above-mentioned
details, ['1
[] such
such
above-mentioned technical details,
arrangement to be subject to amendment
arrangement
amendment at any
any time
time by concurrence
concurrence
Agencies, the Government
between the two Cooperating
Cooperating Agencies,
Government of the United
United
States of America will consider the present
present note and your
your reply
reply concon1

Signed
Signed Oct. 20, 1949.
81930--02—pr. m-20
81983-52--PT.
Im--29

I

Stat., Pt.
Pt. 4,
4,
61 Stat.,
p.4281.
p. 4281.
61 Stat.,
Stat., Pt.
Pt. 4,
4,
p.4276.
p. 4276.

61

Stat., Pt. 4,
Stat.,
4,

p.4053.
p.
4053.

Stat., Pt. 4,
4,
61 Stat.,
4060.
p. 4060.
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curring
agreement between our two
=ring therein as constituting
constituting an agreement
Governtwo Governments, which shall be considered effective from July 1,
1, 1948.
1948.
I avail myself of this opportunity
I
opportunity to renew to Your Excellency
Excellency the
the
assurances
assurances of my highest and most distinguished consideration.
consideration.
WALTER
W ALTER THURSTON
THURSTON

His Excellency
Excellency
Seiior
ANUEL TELLO,
Sefior Don
Don M
MANUEL
TELLO,
Acting Minister
Minister for Foreign
Relations,
ForeignRelations,
Mexico, D.F.
D.F.

Mexican Acting Minister
The Mexican
Minister for Foreign
Foreign Relations
Relations to
to the
the American
American
Am6assador
Ambassador
SECRETARIA DE
DE RELACIONES
SECRETARIA
RELACIONES EXTERIORES
EXTtRIORES
ESTADOS
MEXICANOS
ESTADOS IINIDOS
UNIDOS MEXICANOS
MEXICO
MEXICO
611861
MExico,
611861
MtXICO, D.
F.a
a15
D.F.,
15 de agosto
agosto de
de 1949.
1949.

S
EROR EMBAJADOR:
SEROR
EMBAJADOR:

honor de hacer referencia
Tengo el ,honor
referencia, a
a la nota
nota de Vuestra
Vuestra Excelencia
Excelencia
nfumero
annero 3045, de fecha 29 de marzo de 1949, sobre la conveniencia
conveniencia de
de
continuar el progra,ma
programa de cooperacian
cooperaci6n iniciado
iniciado en 1942,
1942, relativo
relativo al
al
establecimiento,
establecimiento, asi
a,,si como la operaci6n,
operacion, de estaciones
estaciones para
radiosondeo
para radiosondeo
y observacion
observaci6n de vientos de superficie
y
superficie o
ode
altura en
en Mexico.
de altura
M6xico.
Tomando
Tomando en cuenta
cuenta que la cooperacion
ha sido
mucooperaci6n meteorolegica
meteorol6gica ha
sido mutuamente ventajosa, para Mexico y
y los Estados
Estados Unidos
Unidos de
America,
de America,
me permito
manifestar aa Vuestra Excelencia que mi
permit° manifestar
mi Gobierno
Gobierno esta
esta
conforme
conforme en que se celebre un Acuerdo
Acuerdo que tenga
tongs por objeto
objeto continuar
continuar
el referido programa,
programa, segfin
segen los principios
principios siguientes:
siguientes:
1.1. —Oficinas de Cooperaci6n.
Cooperacien. Las oficinas de cooperacien
saran:
cooperaci6n seran:
(1) por parte del Gobierno
(1)
Gobierno de los Estados Unidos Mexicanos, el
el
Servicio Meteorol6gico
Mexicano, al que de aqui
Meteorolegico Mexican°,
adelante se
se
aqul en
en adelante
Ulamar
Oficina Mexicans
Ilamara "la Oficina
(2) por
Mexicana de
de Cooperacien",
Cooperaci6n", y
y (2)
por parte
parte del
del
Gobierno
Gobierno de los Estados Unidos de America,
is Oficina
Meteorologica
America, la
Oficina Meteorol6gica
del Department°
Departamento de Comercio, aala que en lo
denomina,ra
lo sucesivo
sucesivo se
se denominari
"la Oficina Norteamericana
Norteamericana de
Cooperacion".
de Cooperaci6n".
Generales. Los prop6sitos
2. -—Prop6sitos Genera1es.
propositos generales
generales del
del presente
presente
Acuerdo
serFn los siguientes:
Acuerdo wan
(a) Encargarse
Encargarse del establecimiento,
establecimiento, operaci6n
operaci6n y
y mantenimantenimeteorol6gicas en sitios estrategicos de
miento de estaciones meteorologicas
de Mexico,
Mexico,
comfin acuerdo
que serin
seran escogidos de comen
oficinas de
de
acuerdo por las
las dos
dos oficinas
cooperaci6n, pars
para obtener informacien
cooperacien,
observaciones peri6peri6informaci6n sobre
sobre observaciones
dicas de radiosondeo,
radiosonde°, vientos de superficie y
yvientos
vientos de
de altura;
altura; y
y
(b)
Encargarse del intercambio
intercambio diario, entre las
(b) Encargarse
oficinas de
las dos oficinas
de
cooperaci6n,
cooperacien, de informes sobre observaciones
observaciones de
de vientos de
de supersuperficie y
y de altura para uso de ambos pafses,
paises, especiahnente
en lo
especialmente en
lo que
que
respecta
a las necesidades de la
aviaci6n, y
respects a
is aviacion,
y con el objeto de hacer
hacer
posible que el Gobierno de los Estados Unidos de America y
posible
y el
Gobierno de los Estados Unidos Mexicanos contribuyan
contribuyan al
desaal desa-
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intercambio continental
rrollo de un intercambio
continental de informacion
informaci6n meteorol6gica
meteorol6gica y
y
pron6sticos sobre la formaci6n
de pron6stie,os
formacion y
huracanes.
y trayecto de
de huracanes.
3.-Titulo
Oficina Mexicana
3.
-Titulo de Propiedad.
Propiedad. La Oficina
Mexicana de Cooperacion
Cooperaci6n
conservarb la propiedad
conservara
proPiedad de los bienes que proporcione, y
y el
el titulo
titulo de
de
propiedad
propiedad de todos los efectos que se adquieran
adquieran con fondos
fondos suminissuminisNorteamericana de Cooperaci6n,
trados por la Oficina Norteamericana
sera, retenido
Cooperaci6n, sera
por dicho organismo.
organismo.
4.
- Gastos. Todos los gastos que originen las obligaciones
4. obligaciones asumidas
asumidas
Mexicana de Cooperacion,
Cooperaci6n, seran cubiertos directamente
por la Oficina Mexicana
directamente
por el Gobierno Mexicano
Mexicano yylos que origine la Oficina
Oficina Norteamericana
Norteamericana
de Cooperaci6n
seran sufragados
Cooperaci6n serail
sufragados por el Gobierno de
los Estados
Estados
de los
Unidos de America.
5. - Efectos sobre Acuerdos Anteriores. Queda entendido
5.
entendido y
y
convenido por ambas partes
pastes que el presente Acuerdo suple
a
los
suple a los
siguientes:
(a) Acuerdo
Acuerdo entre los Estados Unidos
Unidos Mexicanos
Mexicanos y
ylos
Estados
los Estados
Unidos de America
Am6rica relativo a
a la instalaci6n
esta,ciones
instalaci6n en Mexico de
de estaciones
de radiosondeo,
radiosondeo, efectuado mediante
mediante un canje de notas en
en Mexico,
Mexico,
D.F., el 13 y
y20 de octubre y
yel 10 de noviembre de 1942,
1942, enmendado
enmendado
y prorrogado por acuerdo que se llev6 aa cabo mediante un
y
un nuevo
nuevo
canje de notas en esta ciudad el 12 de mayo y
ylos (Has
y28
28 de
dias 16, 21
21 y
de

junio de 1945;
1945;

(b) Acuerdo entre los Estados Unidos Mexicanos y
y los
los Estados
America para el establecimiento
establecimiento y
Unidos de America
y operaci6n
operacion de
de nueve
nueve
estaciones meteorologicas
meteorol6gicas en Mexico,
M6xico, llevado
llevado a
aefecto
efecto mediante
mediante un
un
canje de notas en Mexico,
M6xico, D.F. el 18 de mayo y
canje
y el
de junio
junio de
de
el 14
14 de
1943;
1943;
(c) Acuerdo entre los Estados Unidos Mexicanos
Mexicanos y
Estados
y los
los Estados
Unidos de America
America para la creaci6n
creaci6n y
y funcionamiento
funcionamiento de
de una
una
estaci6n
estacion meteorol6gica
meteorol6gica en la Isla de Guadalupe,
Guadalupe, Baja
Baja California,
California,
celebrado por un canje de notas en Mexico,
de noviembre
M6xico, D.F.,
D.F., el
el 6
6 de
noviembre
de 1945 y
y el 12 de abril de 1946.
6. - Vigencia.
Vigencia. El presente convenio
6.
convenio permanecera
permanecera en vigor hasta
hasta el
el
y podra ser prorrogado
30 de junio de 1951 y
prorrogado por periodos
adicionales
periodos adicionales
mediante
ambos Gobiernos,
mediante acuerdo
aCuerdo escrito
escrito entre arabos
Gobiernos, pero cualquiera
de
cualquiera de
los dos podra darlo por terminado
terminado Si
notificacion escrita
si pretenta
presenta una notificaci6n
escrita
al otro Gobierno con sesenta dias de anticipaci6n.
anticipaci6n. La
La participacion
participaci6n
de cualquiera
cualquiera de los dos Gobiernos
Gobiernos en el programa
programa a
aque
que se
refiere el
el
se-refiere
presente
Acuerdo, dependera
presente Acuerdo,
dependera de la posibilidad
posibilidad de disponer
disponer de
de fondos
fondos
asignados
tal objeto, por los 6rganos legislativos de los respectivos
asignados para tai

Gobiernos.
Gobiernos.

Una vez que las dos Oficinas
Oficinas de Cooperaci6n
Cooperacien firmen
el Memorandum
Memorandum
firmen el
para
Para Acuerdo,
Acuerdo, en el que figuran los detalles
detalles tecnicos
programa y
el
tecnicos del
del programa
y el
cual puede ser modificado en cualquier
cualquier momento,
moment°, previo
arreglo entre
previo arreglo
entre
mencionadas, el Gobierno de
las Oficinas mencionadas,
los Estados
Estados Unidos
Unidos Mexicanos
Mexicanos
de los
considerarA
la
nota
de
Vuestra
considerara
Vue,stra Exceleneia
Exe,elencia warner°
1. presente,
presente,
nfmero 3045
3045 yyla
como el Acuerdo
Como
Acuerdo entre nuestros dos Gobiernos,
Gobiernos, en vigor
partir del
del 1
vigor aapartir
1°
de julio de 1948.
de
0
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a Vuestra
Por lo tanto, ruego a
Vuestra Excelencia
enviarme los
Excelencia se sirva enviarme
los
ejemplares del aludido Memorandum
Memorandum redactados
redactados en
idioma inglés,
los
en idioma
ingles, los
cuales devolvere
devolver6 aais
la Embajada
Embajada debidamente
firmados por
por el
el Jefe
debidamente firmados
Jefe del
del
Servicio Meteorologico
Meteorol6gico Mexicano,
a fin de que, con las copias
Mexican), a
copias en
en esespafiol, sean autorizados
autorizados por el funcionaxio
funcionario respectivo
respectivo de vuestro
Gobierno.
Aceptad Excelencia
Excelencia las
la.s seguridades
segmidades de
alta consideraci6n.
de mi
mi mas
mas alta
consideraci6n.
M
ANUEL TELLO
TELLO
MANUEL
Excelentisimo Sefior
Sefior
Excelentisimo
WALTER
WALTER THURSTON,
THURSTON, 'Embajadori
Embajollor
Extraordinari y
Extraordinario
Plenipotenciario
y Pleipotenciario
de los Estados
Estados Unidos
Unidos de America.
Ciudad.
Ciudad.

..

Translation
Translation
MINISTRY OF
OF FOREIGN
FOREIGN R
MINISTRY
ELATIONS'
JELATIONS':
UNITED MEXICAN
UNITED
MEXICAN STATES
STATES
MEXICO
MEXICO
6 61

118
511881

Mtmco, D.F.,
D.F., August
August 15,
MEXIco,
15, 1949.
1949.

MR.
Mn. AMBASSADOR:
AMBASSADOR:
Ante,
Ante, p.. 2750.
2760.

•

IIhave the honor to refer to Your Excellency's note No.
No. 3045, dated
dated
March
1949, concerning
March 29,
29, 1949,
concerning the desirability of continuing the cooperative program initiated in 1942 for the establishment and
and operation
operation of
of
surface,
observation stations
surface, winds aloft, and radiosonde
radiosonde observation
stations in
in Mexico.
Mexico.
Considering
Considering that the meteorological
meteorological cooperation
cooperation has been mutually
mutually
beneficial for Mexico
Mexico and the United States of America,
America, I
I take
take the
the
liberty of informing
informing Your Excellency
Excellency that my Government
to
Government is
is willing
willing to
continuation of
enter into an agreement
agreement for the continuation
said program,
in
of the
the said
program, in
accordance with the following principles:
accordance
principles:
1. Cooperating
1.
Cooperating Agencies -—The cooperating
cooperating agencies
shall be:
be: (1)
agencies shall
(1)
for the Government
Government of the
the United Mexican
Mexican States,
the Mexican
Mexican
States, the
Meteorological
Meteorological Service,
Service, hereinafter
hereinafter referred to
Mexican
to as
as "the
"the Mexican
Cooperating Agency," and (2) for the Government
of the
the United
Government of
United
States of America,
America, the Weather Bureau, Department
Department of
of Commerce,
Commerce,
hereinafter
referred to as "the United States Cooperating
hereinafter referred
Cooperating Agency."
Agency."
2. General
General Purposes -—The general purposes of the
the present
Agreepresent Agreement shall be as follows:
follows:
(a) To provide
(a)
provide for the establishment, operation, and
and maintemaintenance of meteorological
meteorological stations, at strategical
nance
strategical locations in
in Mexico
Mexico
selected
selected by mutual arrangement
arrangement between
between the
two cooperating
the two
cooperating
agencies,
agencies, for securing reports of regularly scheduled
scheduled surface,
surface, winds
winds
aloft, and radiosonde observations;
observations; and
and
(b) To provide for the daily exchange of
upper-air
of surface and
and upper-air
observation
between the two cooperating
observation reports between
agencies for
for the
the
cooperating agencies
use of the respective
respective countries, particularly
particularly to
needs of
to meet the
the needs
of
aviation
aviation and to make it possible for the Government
Government of
of the United
United
States of America
America and the Government
Government of
of the United Mexican
Mexican

63 STAT.]
63

M
Mar
229, 1949
MEXICO-COOPERATIVE
STATIONS- Aug.
MEXICO—
COOPERATIVE WEATHER
WEATHER STATIONS
.15, 1949
949

Aug. 15, 1949

27-55
2755

States to assist in the development
development of a
a continental
continental exchange of
weather
weather information
information and forecasts
forecasts and hurricane
hurricane advisories.
3. Title to Property
Property —
- Title to all property supplied by the Mexican
Mexican
Cooperating Agency shall remain vested in that agency, and title to
to all
property purchased with funds supplied by the United States
States Cooperating Agency shall remain vested in that Agency.
Agency.
4. Expenditures
Expenditures —
- All expenditures
expenditures incident to
to the
the obligations
obligations
assumed
Cooperating Agency shall be paid directly by
assumed by the Cooperating
by the
Mexican
Government, and the expenditures
Mexican Government,
expenditures incurred by
by the United
States Cooperating
directly by the
the Government
Cooperating Agency shall be
be paid directly
Government
of the United States of
of America.
America.
5. Effect on Earlier Agreements
5.
It is understood
understood and agreed
Agreements —
- It
agreed by
by
and between
between the parties hereto that the present
agreement supersedes
present agreement
supersedes
the following agreements:
agreements:
(a) Agreement
Agreement between
between the United
United States
States of America
America and
and the
United Mexican States relating to the establishment in Mexico
Mexico of
radiosonde
radiosonde observation
observation stations, effected
effected by
by exchange
exchange of notes
notes
signed at Mexico, D.F., on October 13 and 20 and November
November 10,
Stat.
Pt. 4,
Stat. Pt.
1942, as amended
amended by agreement
agreement effected
effected by
by exchange
exchange of
of notes
notes p.614281.
4281.
61 Stat
Stat .., r,t
.4,
61
P,t.
4,
signed at Mexico,
Mexico, D.F., on May 12 and June 16, 21 and 28, 1945;
1945;
p. 4276.
(b) Agreement
Agreement between the
Mexican States
the United
United Mexican
States and
and the
United States of America
America relating
relating to the establishment
establishment and operaoperation of nine meteorological
meteorological stations in Mexico, effected by
by exchange
61 Stat.,
61
S tat., Pt.
Pt. 4,
4,
of notes signed at Mexico,
M6xico, D.F., on May 18 and June 14, 1943;
1943;
p. 4053.
(c) Agreement
Agreement between the United Mexican States and the
United States of America
America relating
relating to the establishment
establishment and
and operaoperation of aa meteorological
meteorological station on Guadalupe Island, Lower
California, effected by exchange
exchange of notes signed at Mexico, D.F., on
4,
61 Stat.,
Stat., Pt.
Pt. 4.
November
November 6, 1945 and April 12, 1946.
p.
4060.
p. 40o0.
6. Termagreement shall remain in effect through
Term —The present agreement
30, 1951 and may be continued in force for additional periods by
June 30J951
written agreement
agreement to that effect by the two Governments,
Governments, but either
either
Government
Government may terminate
terminate the present Agreement
Agreement by giving to
to the
other Government
Government notice in writing sixty days in advance. ParticipaParticipation on the part of either Government
Government in the project contemplated
contemplated by
the present Agreement
Agreement shall be subject to the availability of
of funds
appropriated
appropriated by the legislative bodies of the respective Governments.
Governments.
Upon the signature by the two Cooperating
Cooperating Agencies of the Memorandum Agreement
Agreement embodying
embodying the technical
technical details of
of the
the program,
such arrangement
arrangement to be subject to amendment
amendment at any time by conconcurrence between the two Cooperating
currence
Cooperating Agencies,
Government of
Agencies, the
the Government
of
the United Mexican
Mexican States will consider Your Excellency's note
note No.
No.
Auk,
p. 2710.
2750.
Ask, p.
constituting an agreement
3045 and the present
present note as constituting
agreement between our
two Governments,
Governments, which shall be effective from July 1, 1948.
Therefore,
Therefore, II request Your Excellency to be good enough
enough to
to send
send
Memorandum drafted in English, which I
me the copies of the said Memorandum
I
shall return to the Embassy, duly signed by the Chief of the
Mexican Meteorological
Mexican
Meteorological Service, in order that they may be approved,
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together with the copies in Spanish, by the appropriate
appropriate official of your
your
Government.
Accept, Excellency,
Excellency, the assurances of my highest consideration.
consideration.
M ANUEL TELLO
TELLO
MANUEL

His Excellency
WALTER
Ambassador
W
ALTER THURSTON,
THURSTON, Ambassador
Eztraordinary
and Plenipotentiary
Extraordinary and
Plenipotentiary
of the United
United States of America.
City.
City.

63 STAT.]
STAT.]
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COSTA RICA—FOOD
RICA-FOOD PRODUCTION-PRODUCTION- Aug.
Jul
1949
COSTA
ul 21,
18, 1949
Aug.
18, 1949

'Agreement
United States of America and Costa
'
Agreement between the United
respectCosta Rica
Rica respect-

ing a
ing
acooperative
cooperative food
food production
production program
program in
Costa Rica,
amending and
in Costa
Rica, amending
and
extending the agreement
agreement of August 27 and
October 6,
5, 1948. Effected
and October
Effected
signed at San Jose
Jose July 21 and August
by exchange of notes signed
August 18,
18, 1949;
1949;
entered into force August 22,
2, 1949,
1949, operative
operative retroactively
retroactively from
from
June 30,
June
30, 1949.
1949.

2757

July 21 and
AJuyt21
August 18, 1949
IT.
s. 1996]
IM!
[T. I. A.
A.I.S.

The American
American Charge
Chargé d'Affaires ad
ad interim
interim to
to the
the Costa
Costa Rican
Rican Minister
Minister
of Foreign
Affairs
of
ForeignAffairs
THE
THE FOREIGN SERVICE
SERVICE
OF THE
UNITED STATES OF
OF AMERICA

SAN
Josh, July
SAN Jost,
July 21, 1949
1949
EXCELLENCY:
EXCELLENCY:
IIhave the honor to refer to the
the Basic
Agreement, as
as amended,
amended,
Basic Agreement,
1942 between
between the
entered into in October 1942
the Republic
Rica and
Republic of
of Costa
Costa Rica
and
Inter-American Affairs,
providing for
The Institute of Inter-American
Affairs, providing
for the
the existing
existing
cooperative
cooperative program of agriculture
agriculture in
Costa Rica.
also refer
in Costa
Rica. PI
[l ] I
I also
refer to
to
Your Excellency's
Excellency's note no.
1949 []
[
2
]suggesting
no. 5937—B
5937-B of
of July
July 1,
1, 1949
suggesting the
the
consideration
a further
consideration by our respective governments
governments of a
further extension
extension of
of
that Agreement.
Agreement.
Extension
of pro
Considering
which both
both governments
Considering the mutual benefits
benefits which
governments are
are gram.
Extension of
pro
deriving from the program, my government
government agrees
with the
agrees with
the GovernGovernment
ment of
of Costa
Rica that
that an
extension of
of the
beyond its
its
Costa Rica
an extension
the program
program beyond
present termination date of June 30, 1949 would be
be desirable.
desirable. AccordAccordingly, I
I have been advised by the
the Department
Department of
of State
State in
in Washington
Washington
that arrangements
arrangements may now be made for the Institute
Institute to
continue its
its
to continue
participation in the program
period of
of one
one year,
participation
program for aaperiod
June 30,
30,
year, from
from June
1949 through June
June 30,
30, 1950.
1950. It
It would
would be
understood that,
be understood
that, during
during
Contribution by
by Inthis period of extension, the Institute would make aa contribution
contribution ,onetribution
Istitute.
of $125,000.00,
the United
United States,
States, to
$125,000.00, in the currency
currency of the
the Servicio
to the
Servicio
Tecnico
Inter-Americano de Cooperacion
Tecnico Inter-Americano
Cooperacion Agricola,
for use
use in
in carrying
Agricola, for
carrying
out project
condition that
project activities of the program,
program, on condition
that Your
Your ExcelExcellency's Government
GoVernment would contribute
contribute to
the Servicio
for the
the same
same
to the
Servicio for
Additional funds.
funds.
Purpose the sum of V0700,000.00
(colones). The Institute would
purpose
0700,000.00 (colones).
would also
also
Additional
be willing, during the same extension period, to
to make
make available
available
funds to be administered
the Institute,
Institute, and
administered by the
not deposited
and not
deposited to
to the
the
account
of
the
Servicio,
for
payment
of
salaries
and
account
other
other expenses
expenses
of the members
members of the Food Supply Division field
field staff
staff who
are
who are
maintained by the Institute in Costa Rica. The amounts referred
referred
to would be in addition to the sums already
under the present
already required under
present
62 Stat.,
Pt. 2,
2,
Basic
Agreement, as amended,
amended, to be contributed
Basic Agreement,
contributed and
made available
available p62
and made
stt., Pt.
p. 2()48; 62 Stat., Pt. 3,
p. 3916.
by the parties in the furtherance
furtherance of the program
program.
.
3918.
Government of the United
America will
will consider
The Government
United States of America
the
consider the
Present
Excellency's reply concurring
as
present note and Your Excellency's
concurring therein as
No. 108
No.

'For
'For the text of the agreement extending
extending the program until June 30, 1949, ame
see
62 Stat., Pt. 3, p. 3916.
'Not
Not printed.
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constituting
constituting an agreement
agreement between
between our
two governments,
our two
governments, which
which
shall come into force
the date
date of
of signature
an agreement
agreement by
by
force on the
signature [9
['] of
of an
the Minister
Agriculture and
a
representative
Minister of
of Agriculture
and Industries
Industries and
and a representative of
of
The Institute
Inter-American Affairs
Affairs embodying
the aboveaboveInstitute of
of Inter-American
embodying the
mentioned
\'
Mentioned technical details.
If
proposed extension on the
If the proposed
6 Your
the above
above basis
basis is
is acceptable
acceptable to
Your
Excellency's Government,
would appreciate
expression
Excellency's
Government, I
I would
appreciate receiving
receivin an
an expression
of Your Excellency's
Excellency's assurance
to that
as soon
soon as
assurance to
that effect
effect as
as may
may be
be
possible in order that the
technical details
details of
extensiou may
may be
be
the technical
of the
the extension
worked out
officials of
Ministry of
and IndusIndusworked
out by
by the
the officials
of the
the Ministry
of Agriculture
Agriculture and
tries and the Institute of Inter-American
Inter-American Affairs.
Affairs.
Please accept, Excellency, the renewed
assurances of
renewed assurances
of my highest
highest
and most distinguished
and
distinguished consideration.
consideration.
ANDREW E
E DONOVAN
DONOVAN II
II
ANDREW
Andrew
E. Donovan
Donovan II
II
Andrew E.
Charge
a. i.
i.
Charge d'Affaires
d'Affaires a.

His Excellency
Excellency
BENJAMfN
BEruemf N ODIOj
Orno,

;

Minister
Minister of
Affairs,
of Foreign
ForiignAffairs,
San Jose.
San
Jose.
The Costa
Costa Rican
Minister of
Foreign Affairs
Affairs to
the American
Ambassador
Rican Minister
of Foreign
to the
American Ambassador
REPUBLICA
REPUBLICA DE
DE COSTA
COSTA RICA
RICA
MINISTERIO
MINISTERIO
DE
RELACIONES EXTERIORES
DE RELACIONES
YCULTO
CULT°
EXTERIORES Y
N.
N. 7189-B
n89-

SAN
JosE, 18 de agosto
SAN Jost,
agosto de 1949

S
ESOR EMBAJADOR:
EMBAJADOR:
SEROR
Con ruego de que se sirva prestarle
prestarle la
Su Excelencia
la atenci6n
atenci6n que
que Su
Excelencia
estime pertinente,
pertinente, me es honroso trascribirle
trascribirle la
del Ministerio
Ministerio de
de
la note
nota del
Agricultura eeIndustrias
Apiculture
Industries que
que aala
la letra
letra dice:
dice:
°

"N 3919Sefor Lic. don Benjamin
"N°
3919— Agosto 17 de 1949.1949.— Setior
Benjamin Odio,
Odio,
Ministro de Relaciones
Relaciones Exteliores.
Ministav
Exteriores. Presente.
Presente.
Muy sefior
senor info:
mlo:
Por este medio me permito
permito hacer de
de su
su conocimiento
conocimiento y
y con
el
con el
objeto de que usted lo comunique
a la Embajada
comunique asi a
Embajada de los
los
Estados
Estados Unidos de America en
on nuestro pals,
pals, que
de
que el
el Gobiemo
Gobierno de
Costa
Agricultura eeIndustrias
Costa Rica por medio del Ministerio de Agriculture
Industries
ha acordado prorrogar
prorrogar por el
terrain° de
de un
mas, los
los contratos
contratos
el termino
un afto
afo mas,
existentes con el Instituto de Asuntos
Asuntos Interamericanos, pare
forpara formar
Interamericano de
mer el Servicio T6cnico
Tecnico Interamericano
de Cooperacion
Cooperaci6n Agricola
Agricola
(Snce).—
(STICA).Por lo tanto rogamos aausted su valiosa intervencion
intervenci6n a
a fin
fin de
de
que por su digno medio, la Embajada
Embajada de
de los
Unidos de
de
los Estados
Estados Unidos
Am6rica, autorice al sefior
America,
senor Director
Director de
de STicA
STICA Sr.
Sr. Howard
Howard M.
M.
Gabbert para
su oportunidad,
Gabbert
pars suscribir
susaibir en au
oportunidad, los
contratos en
los oontratos
en
referencia.
referencia.
1

Aug. 22, 1949.
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COSTA
FOOD PRODUCTIONPRODUCTION- JJuly
21, 1949
1949
COSTA RICARICA-FOOD
ul y 21,
Aug.
18, 1949
1949
Aug. 18,

agradecer a
Al agradecer
a usted la atencion
atenci6n que se
se sirva
sirva dar
dar aa la
la presente,
presente,
aprovecho
oportunidad para suscribirme
aprovecho la oportunidad
suscribirme su
Atento y
y seguro servidor,
(f) Bruce Masfs
Masis D., Ministro de Agricultura
Agricultura e
Industrias."
e Industrias."
Sfrvase
aceptar, Excelencia,
Excelencia, el renovado
renovado testimonio de mi conSirvase aceptar,
sideraci6n
sideraci6n mas alta y
y distinguida,
distinguida,
BENJAMIN ODIO
BENJAMfN
ODIO
Excelentfsimo
Senor JOSEPH
Excelentisimo Senor
JOSEPH FLACK,
FLACK,
Embajador
Embajador Extraordinario
Extraordinarioy
y Plenipotenciario
Plenipotenciario
de los Estados
Estados Unidos
Unidos de America,
America,
Embajada
Embajada Americana,
Americana, Ciudad
Ciudad

Translation
Translation

REPUBLIC OF
COSTA RICA
REPUBLIC
OF COSTA
RICA
MINISTRY
OF FOREIGN
RELATIONS
MINISTRY OF
FOREIGN RELATIONS
AND WORSHIP
AND
WORSHIP
No.
No. 7189-B
7189-B

SAN
1949
S
AN JOSE,
Jost, August 18, 1949

M R. AMBASSADOR:
AMBASSADOR:
MR.

IIhave the honor to transcribe herein word for word the following
Industries, and to request
request
note from the Ministry of Agriculture
Agriculture and Industries,
that Your Excellency
Excellency be good enough to give it the attention which
which
you may consider
consider pertinent:
3919— August 17, 1949.
Benjamin Odio,
Odio,
1949. Mr.
Mr. Benjamin
"No. 3919-August
Minister of Foreign Affairs. City.
Sir:
By
means IIhave
have the
the honor
honor to
to inform
inform you,
you, in
in order
order that
that
By this
this means
you
in
turn
may
so
inform
the
Embassy
of
the
United
United States of
you in turn may so inform the Embassy
America in
in our
that the
the Government
Government of
of Costa
Costa Rica,
America
our country,
country, that
through the Ministry of Agriculture and Industries, has agreed
to
extend for
for a
another year existing contracts
contracts with the
to extend
a period
period of another
Inter-American Affairs for project activities of the
Institute of Inter-American
Servicio Tecnico Interamericano
Interamericano de Cooperaci6n
Cooperaci6n Agricola (Sues).
(STICA).
Servicio
We
therefore
request
your
valuable
intervention
in
order
that
that
We therefore request your valuable intervention
through you the Embassy of the United States of America may
authorize
TICA, to sign
STICA,
authorize Mr. Howard M. Gabbert, Director of S
the
aforementioned contracts
contracts at,
at the proper time.
the aforementioned
Thanking your for
attention which you
enough
Thanking
for the
the attention
you may be
be good
good enough

to give
give to this note,
note, I
I am
am
to
respectfully yours,
Very respectfully
Maids D.,
Industries."
Agriculture and Industries."
Bruce Masis
D., Minister
Minister of Agriculture
renewed assurances
assurances of
most
of my highest
highest and most
Accept, Excellency, the renewed

distinguished
distinguished consideration,
consideration,

BENJAMI
NODIO
ODIO
BENJAMfN

His Excellency
Excellency JosEPH
JOSEPH FLACK,
FLAcx,
Ambassador
DExtraordinaryand Pknipotentiary
Plenipoteiary
Ambassador Extraordinary
of the United
America,
Staes of Ameria,
United States
American
American Embassy,
Embassy, City
51989-52—PT.
81989-.2-PT. m-80
n-- 80
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Agreement between
States of America and
and Colombia
Colombia respecting
Agreement
between the
the United
United States
respecting
aa cooperative
cooperative health
and sanitation
in Colombia,
Colombia, modifying
health and
sanitation program
program in
and extending the agreement
and
of October
October 23,
23, 1942,
1942, as
amended and
agreement of
as amended
and
extended. Effected by exchange
exchange of
of notes
extended.
signed at
at Bogotd
July 26
notes signed
Bogotd July
26 and
and
28, 1949; entered
1949, operative
entered into force August 4, 1949,
retroactively
operative retroactively
from June
June 30,
30, 1949.
1949.

The American
American Ambassador
Colombian Acting
Ambassador to the Colombian
Minister of
of Foreign
Foreign
Acting Minister
Affairs
Affairs
THE FOREIGN
THE
FOREIGN SERVICE
SERVICE
OF
THE
OF THE
UNITED
UNITED STATES
OF AMERICA
STATES OF
AMERICA
No.
05
No. 505

BOGOTA, July
July 26,
26, 1949.
1949.

BOGOTA,

EXCELLENCY:
EXCELLENCY:

I have the honor to refer
I
refer to the Basic
Agreement, as
Basic Agreement,
as amended,
amended,
entered into in October
October 1942 between
the Republic
between the
Republic of
of Colombia
Colombia
57 Stat.1310; 61 Stat.,
and The
The Institute
Inter-American Affairs,
Affairs, providing
and
Institute of Inter-American
providing for
Pt.5pt73Sat.1310;Stat.,
3, p. 280;
for the
2880; 62 Stat.,
the existexistPt.
3, p. 3880.
Pt.3,p.3880.
ing health
and sanitation
sanitation program
I also refer
ing
health and
program in Colombia. I
refer to
to
Your Excellency's note of June
[
1
]suggesting
suggesting the
consideraJune 28,
28, 1949,
1949, [']
the consideration by our respective Governments
Governments of a
further extension
a further
extension of
of that
that
Agreement.
Extension of pro.
gEtension
of pro.
Considering the mutual benefits
Considering
benefits which
Governments are
are
which both
both Governments
gram.
deriving from the program, my Government
Government agrees
the Governagrees with
with the
Government of Colombia that an extension
extension of
the program
program beyond
its
of the
beyond its
termination date of June 30,
present termination
30, 1949,
1949, would
be
desirable.
Acwould be desirable. Accordingly, IIhave been advised by the
cordingly,
Department of
State in
the Department
of State
in WashWashington that arrangements
arrangements may now
now be
made for
the
Institute
be made
for the Institute to
to
participation in the program for
continue its participation
for a
period of
one year,
year,
a period
of one
from June 30, 1949, through June
30, 1950.
It would
would be
understood
June 30,
1950. It
be understood
Contribution by Inontributioneby.In
period of
of extension,
that, during this
this period
Institute would
extension, the
stitute.
the Institute
would make
make a
a
contribution
of $100,000 in the currency
contribution of
currency of the United States,
States, to
the
to the
Servicio Cooperativo
Cooperativo Interamericano
Interamericano de
Ptiblica, for
for use
de Salud
Salud Pdblica,
use in
in
carrying out project activities of the program,
program, on
that your
on condition
condition that
your
Government would contribute
Government
contribute to
the Servicio
for the
same purpose
purpose
to the
Servicio for
the same
Additional
funds.
Additionalfunds.
the
of 1,960,000
The Institute
Institute would
be willing,
the sum
sum of
1,960,000 pesos.
pesos. The
would also
also be
willing,
during the same extension period, to
to make
funds to
to be
make available
available funds
be
administered by the Institute, and not deposited
administered
deposited to
the
account
to the account of
of
the Servicio, for payment of salaries
and other
the memsalaries and
other expenses
expenses of
of the
members of the Health and Sanitation
Sanitation Division
Division 'field
are mainfield staff
staff who
who are
maintained by the Institute
Institute in Colombia. The
The amounts
amounts referred
to would
referred to
would
be in addition
addition to the sums already
already required
required under
under the
the present
present Basic
Basic
Agreement, as amended,
amended, to be contributed
contributed and
made available
by the
the
and made
available by
parties in furtherance
furtherance of the program!
The Government
Government of the United
United States
America will
consider the
States of
of America
will consider
the
present
concurring
present note and your reply note cone
luring therein
therein as
as constituting
constituting
INot
Not printed.

:'
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COLOMBIA-HEALTH
SANITATION-JULY
COLOMBIA- HEALTH AND SANITATIONJULY 28,
26, 28,
28, 1949
1949

an agreement between
between our two Governments, which shall come into
force on the date of signature [1
agreement by the Minister
Minister of
of
[1] of an agreement
Hygiene and a
Hygiene
representative of The Institute
Inter-American
a representative
Institute of
of Inter-American
above-mentioned technical details.
Affairs, embodying
embodying the above-mentioned
If the proposed extension
extension on the above basis
acceptable to your
basis is
is acceptable
your
Government, II would appreciate
appreciate receiving
Government,
receiving an expression
expression of
of Your
Your
Excellency's
Excellency's assurance
assurance to that effect as soon as
in
as may be
be possible,
possible, in
order that the technical
technical details of the extension
extension may
may be worked out
out
by the officials of the Ministry
Ministry of Hygiene
Hygiene and
and The
The Institute of InterInterAmerican
American Affairs.
Please accept, Excellency, the renewed assurances of my
my highest
highest
and most distinguished
distinguished consideration.
consideration.
W
ILLARD L.
L.BEAULAC
WILLARD
BEAULAC
•
His

His Excellency
Excellency
Senor doctor
doctor don
don ELISEO
AILANGO,
Sefor
ELISEO ARANGO,
Minister of Foreign
Foreign Affairs,
Acting Minister
Affairs,
Bogotd, Colombia.

The Colombian
Colombian Acting Minister
Foreign Affairs to
the American
American
Minister of Foreign
to the
Ambassador
MINISTERIO
DE
MINISTERIO DE
BELACIONES EXTERIORES
BELACIONES
EXTERIORES

2348
01
OI 2348

BOGOTA,,julio
BOGOTA
julio 28 de
1949
de 1949

S
ENOR EMBAJADOR:
EMBAJADOR:
SEROR
Tengo el honor de avisar recibo
recibo a
a Vuestra
Vuestra Excelencia
Excelencia de
de la nota
nota
N° 505 del 26 de Julio
No
referente al
basic° reformado,
julio de 1949, referente
al Acuerdo
Acuerdo b&sico
reformado,
suscrito en el mes de octubre de 1942 entre la
la Repdblica
Repdblica de Colombia
Colombia
yy el Institut°
Instituto de Asuntos Interamericanos
Interamericanos para el desarrollo
desarrollo de
un
de un
y de higiene pdblica en este pals. De
programa de sanidad y
De igual
manera
manera se refiere esta nota a
ala
is. anterior
anterior de Vuestra
28
Vuestra Excelencia
Excelencia de 28
de junio de 1949,
a la consideraci6n
1949, por medio de la cual propuso
propuso a
consideracion del
Gobierno
Gobierno de Colombia
Colombia la pr6rroga
prerroga de este Acuerdo.
Acuerdo.
Vuestra
Vuestra Excelencia
Excelencia ha creido oportuno informarme,
informarme, sobre
sobre este
este
particular, que en vista de los mutuos beneficios que derivan nuestros
respectivos Gobiernos del Programa,
mencionado, el Gobierno
Gobierno de
Programa mencionado,
de los
Estados Unidos de America, aceptaria
aceptaria una pr6rroga
pr6rroga de dicho Programa
Programa
mIs an
alli de la fecha senalada
sefalada para su terminacion
terminaci6n oosea el 30 de junio
mks
y que de este modo el nuevo
de 1949 y
nuevo period°
serfs,
periodo del acuerdo bisico
basico seria
el comprendido entre el 30 de junio de 1949 y
yla misma fecha del alio
afio
venidero. Por dltimo me hace saber Vuestra Excelencia
Excelencia que durante
este dltimo periodo el Instituto
In.stituto hara una contribucien
$100.000.00
contribuci6n de r$100.000.oo
en moneda
de
los
Estados
Unidos de America
moneda
America para
sostaniiniento
para el sostenimiento
del
Cooperativo Interamericano
de/ servicio Cooperativo
Interamearicano de Salud Pdblica
Pablica bajo la
condici6n
condicien de que el Gobierno
Gobierno de Colombia contribuya
e,ontribuya para
el mismo
mismo
para el
Bervicio con la
servicio
is. misma finalidad
fmaJidad con la;
sums
de
$1.960.000.00
ia suma de $1.960.000.oo en
en
ioineda
de
la
Repdblica
de
Colombia.
Moneda
Aug. 4,
1949.
Aug.
4, 1949.
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2761
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Tambien
he tomado
tornado nota
note de
Institut° se
se encuentra
encuentra dispuesto,
Tambien he
de que
que el
el Instituto
dispuesto,
durante
el
nuevo
periodo
de
prorroga
del
Acuerdo,
utilizer los
los fondos
fondos
durante el nuevo periodo de pr6rroga del Acuerdo, aautilizar
que
entidad administra
administra y
yque
que no
no estan
depositados
on
la
cuenta
que dicha
dicha entidad
estan depositados en la cuenta
del
Interamericano de
de Salud
Salud Pdblica,
para los
del Servicio
Servicio Cooperativo
Cooperativo Interamericano
Pdblica, para
los
fines
del pago
de los
salarios y
y de
otros gastos
de los
fines del
pago de
los salarios
de otros
gastos de
los naiembros
miembros del
del
personal
de la
la Divisi6n
Division de
Sanidad ee Higiene
mantenidos por
personal de
de Sanidad
Higiene mantenidos
por el
el
Institut°
en Colombia.
Colombia. Estas
Estes sumas
serail consideradas
como gastos
Instituto en
sumas seran
consideradas como
gastos
adicionales a
alas
requeridas pare
el cumplimiento
Acuerdo.
adicionales
las sumas
sumas requeridas
para el
cumplimiento del
del Acuerdo.
Me complace
complace manifestar
manifestar a
Vuestra Excelencia
Excelencia que
las bases
Me
a Vuestra
que sobre
sobre las
bases
expresadas en
la note
que contesto
contesto y
cuales me
referido en
en
expresadas
en la
nota que
y a
a las
las cuales
me he
he referido
los
pirrefos anteriores
antexiores de
el Gobierno
de la
Republica de
los pirrafos
de esta
esta nota,
nota, el
Gobierno de
la Repdblica
de
Colombia acepta
acepta una
nueva pr6rroga
prerroga del
del Acuerdo
reformado
Colombia
una nueva
Acuerdo besico,
basico, reformado
susciito con
con el
el Instituto
Institut° ,de
Asuntos
Interamericanos
y
para
un
periodo
suscrito
de Asuntos Interamericanos y para un periodo
de un
un afio
alio a
acontar
de junio
de 1949
el 30
30 de
de junio
de
de
contar del
del 30
30 de
junio de
1949 haste
hasta el
junio de 1950.
1950.
Ruego
esta nota
como aceptaci6n
aceptacien Ruego a
a Vuestra
Vuestra Excelencia
Excelencia considerar
considerar esta
nota como
formal de
del Acuerdo
Acuerdo mencionado,
mencionado,
formal
de mi
mi Gobierno
Gobierno para
para la
la prerroga
pr6rroga del
entrada en
requeria la
is firma
cuya entrada
en vigencia
vigencia requerira
firma de
de un
un acuerdo
acuerdo complecomplementario entre
entre el
el setior
de Higiene
Higiene de
Republics de
de
mentario
sefior Miuistro
Ministro de
de la
la Repdblica
Colombia
de Asuntos
Asuntos Interamericanos
Colombia y
yun representante
representante del Instituto
Institut° de
Interamericanos
para determiner
determinar las
cuestiones de
de catheter
las cuestiones
caracter tecnico.
tecnico.
Encarezco
Excelencia transmitir
Encarezco a
a Vuestra
Vuestra Excelencia
transmitir el
el contelaido
contenido de
de is
la
presente
presents nota
note al
al Departamento
Departamento de
de Estado de
de los
los Estados
Estados Unidos
Unidos de
de
America
de Asuntos
America y
y al Instituto
Institut° de
Asuntos Interamericanos.
vez me
Interamericanos. A
A ml
mi vez
me
he dirigido al sefior
selior Ministro
Ministro de Higiene
para informarle
de is
Higiene para
informarle de
la aceptaaceptaci6n expresada
esta nota con el
cion
expresada en esta
que est6
este en
capacidad de
el objeto
objeto de
de que
en capacidad
de
iniciar
iniciar las conversaciones
conversaciones oficiales con el
mencionado
el representante
representante del
del mencionado
instituto.
instituto.
Aprovecho
pare reiterar
Vuestra Excelencia
Aprovecho Is
la oportunidad
oportunidad para
reiterar a
a Vuestra
Excelencia las
las
seguridades
seguridades de mi
ml mas
mks alta
alto, y
ydistinguida
distinguida consideraci6n.
consideracien.
ELISEO
ELISEO ARANGO.
ARANGO.

A Su Excelencia
Excelencia
A
el SefkOr
Sefior WILLARD
WILLARD L.
L. BEAULAC,
BEAULAC,
Embajador Etraordinario
Extraordinario y
Plenipotenciario
Embajador
y Plenipotenciario
de los
de America
d
los Eetados
Estados Unidoe
Unidos de
America

La Ciudad.
Ciudad.
Translaion
Tranelation
MINISTRY
OF
MINISTRY OF
FOREIGN
FOREIGN AFFAIRS
AFFAIRS
0!
oI 2348
2m

Ante,
2760.
A"t p.
p.,
p2.
577Stat.
Stat. 1310.
310.

BOGOTl,
1949
BoGarai, July 28,
V, 1949

M R. AMBASSADOR:
AMBASSADOR:
MR.
I have
I
have the honor to acknowledge
acknowledge receipt
receipt of Your Excellency's
Excellency's note
No. 505
July 26,
26, 1949,
1949, concerning
the amended
amended Basic Agreement,
No.
505 of
of July
concerning the
Agreement,
signed in
October 1942
1942 between the Republic of Colombia
signed
in 'October
Colombia and the
Institute of Inter-American
Inter-American Afairs
Affairs for carrying out a
a health and
in this country.
public hygiene
hygiene program
program in
country. This
note also
also refers
This note
refers to
to
Excellency's note of June ,28,
28, i;f49,
Your Excellency's
1949, by means of which you
you
proposed an extension of this Agreement
Agreement for
for the
the
the consideration
consideration of
of the
Government of Colombia.
Government
;I

63 STAT.]
STAT.]

COLOMBIA-HEALTH
COLOMBIA—
HEALTH AND
JULY 26,
28, 1949
1949
AND SANITATION—
SANITATION-JULY
26, 28,

Your Excellency has been good enough
enough to inform me, with regard
to this matter, that in view of the mutual benefits derived by our
respective Governments
Governments from the said Program, the Government
Government
of the United States of America would agree to an extension
extension of
of the
Program beyond the date specified for
said Program
for its
its termination, that
that is,
June 30,
Agreement would
would
30, 1949,
1949, and thus
thus the new
new period of
of. the Basic Agreement
be from June 30, 1949, through
through the same date of the following year.
Finally, Your Excellency
Excellency informs me that during this
this- last period the
Institute will contribute $100,000.00
$100,000.00 in United States of America
America
currency for the maintenance
maintenance of the Servicio Cooperative
Cooperativo Interamericano
Government of
americano de Salud Pdblica
Phblica on the condition
condition that the Government
of
Colombia contribute to the same
the
same Servicio,
Servicio, for
for the
the same
same purpose;
purpos, ithe
amount of $1,960,000.00
currency of the Republic
Colombia.
$1,960,000.00 in currency
Republic of
of Colombia,
I
I have also taken note that
that the
the Institute
Institute is willing,
willing, during the
the new
extension period of the Agreement,
Agreement, to utilize
utilize the funds which the
said organization
organization administers and which are not deposited
deposited in
in the
the
account of the Servicio Cooperative
Salud Thiblica,
Pdblica,
Cooperativo Interamericano
Interamericano de Saud
for the purpose of payment
payment of salaries and other expenses
expenses of the
members
Sanitation Division who
members of the staff of the Health and Sanitation
who are
are
maintained by the Institute in
in- Colombia. These amounts
amounts will be
considered as expenses in addition to the sums required for
considered
the 'fulfor'the
fulfillment of the Agreement.
Agreement.
I
Excellency that, on the bases
I take pleasure in informing Your Excellency
bases
expressed
expressed in the note to which IIam replying
replying and to which I
I referred
preceding paragraphs
paragraphs of this note, the Government
in the preceding
Government of the
Republic of Colombia agrees
agrees to a
extension of the Basic Agreea new extension
ment, as amended,
amended, signed with the Institute
Institute of Inter-American
Inter-American .Affairs
Affairs
for aaperiod of one year beginning
beginning June 30,
30, 1949, through June 30,
1950.
I
request that Your Excellency consider .this
this note as my GovernGovernI request
ment's formal agreement
Agreement,
agreement to
to. the extension of the said Agreement,
which, for its entry into force, will require the signature of a
a comagreement between
plementary agreement
between. the Minister of Hygiene
Hygiene of the
Republic of Colombia and aa representative
representative of the Institute of InterAmerican Affairs in order to determine matters of aatechnical
technical nature.
contents of
of the
present
IIrequest
request Your
Your Excellency
Excellency to
to transmit
transmit the
the contents
the present
note to the Department of State of
America
of the United States of America
Affairs For my part, II have
and the Institute of Inter-Atherican
Inter-Arherican Affairs.
acceptance expressed
informed the Minister of Hygiene
hygiene of the acceptance
expressed in this
enabled to enter into official conversations
note so that he may be enabled
conversations
representative of the said Institute.
with the representative
opportunity to renew to Your Excellency
IIavail myself of this opportunity
Excellency the
assurances of my highest and most distinguished
distinguished consideration.
assurances
consideration.

.

ELISEO ARANGO.
ARANGO.
.ELIEO

His Excellency
Excellency
W ILLARD L.
L.BEATILAC,
WILLARD
BEAULAC,
Ambassador
and Plenipotentiary
Plenipotentiary
Ambassador Extraordinary
Extraordinary and
of the United States of America
Oity.
OC*y.
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(63 STAT.
STAT.
[63

Agreement and exchanje
exchange of
qf notes between
the United
United States
of America
beween the
States of
America
and
respecting a
and Norway respecting
a United,
United States
Educational Foundation
Foundation in
in
States. Educational
Norway.
Norwa . Signed at Oslo May 25,
May
1949;. entered
65,1949;,
entered into force
.force May
25,
19
86, 1949.
iGaRgIiT BETWEEN
AGREEMENT
THE GOVHINMNT
GOVERMENT
BETwBEE
O
STATES OF AIRIC
AMERICA
OFFTHE'UhiTht
T8'UNITrE STss

AiD T ROYAL NOI
BEGIA GOVaRIlENT
ANDOME
FOR MR-USE
ROTLL
OFNORWEGIAN
FUNDS MADE
GOVERNMENT,
AVAILAW,
FOR T USB- OF FUNDS MADE AVAIIABE
IN
IN ACCORDANCE
LETTER CREP,
CHEM
ACCOA=NCE WITH THE LETTER
AGREEMENT
DATED JUNE
AGRFEgT DATED
JUNE 18,,1946d.
18. 1946,
ACCEPTED
NORWEGIAS ACCEPTED BY
BY THE
THE ROYAL
ROYAL NORWEGIAt
GOVERNMENT ON JULY
1946.11 "
JULY 29,
29. 1946.1'1

0oStat. 754.
60
50 U. S. O.
app.
0. app.

§1641.
t1641.

Letter Credit
Credit AgreeLettr

ment.
ment.

AVTALE
AVTAIA
Mild/ DIN
KoMELIGE
NORME
MELLO
DBEN
KIOGELIGE NORSKB

.STARS
STATERS .
MBGJBHING 0oa AMERIKASTORENTE
AWiRIKAS FORENTIB
' BEGJERING
RB-JERING O
'REGJERING
OM BRUM
BRUIN AV
SOK
AV DE
D MIDLER
IIIDLBM
SCM
47 STILT
STILT TIt
TILIADIGHET_ETTER
quiPITTER
RADIGHET ETTER KBEDITTAVTALEN
18, JUNI,1046,
GODMENT
AVTALB AV
AV 18,
JWUI 1246. GODW
IT

AV
DEN KOMELIRE
NORSKE REGJERIM
AV, DENI
KO1GEIGE NORSKE
REGJERING
29.
JULI 1046.
.
29, JULI
1946.

the United
United
The Government
Government of
of the
'Den
/*tiering
Den Kongelige
Kongegele Noreke
Boreke Regjering
States
States of America
the Royal
America and
OgAmerikis
Forente Statersliegjering,
and the
og
Royal /forAmerilas Forente
NorStaters Regjering,
mien
,
wegian Government;
Government;
som dinsker A fremme
,sononeker
fremme og.utvide
og utvide den
den .
Desiring
promote further
further muDesiring to
to promote
gjeneidige,
muorstAelse mellom
gjensidige,forstAelie
mellow det
det nor:
nortual understanding
understanding between
between the
the peoppeop- _ ske
og det amerikanske
sknog
amerikanske folk
folk red
wed en
en
lei
of
United
States of
les of'the
United States
of America
okt utveksling
America
dkt
utveksling av
aV kunnskaper
lamiaskaper og
og fagfagand Norway by a
a wider
wider exchange
exchange of
of
kylidighet
kyndighet gjennom
undergjennom samarbeid
samarbeid pA
pa underknowledge and professional
knowledge
professional talents
talents
visningens omrAde;
visningens
omrAde;
through educational
educational contacts;
.
contacts;
Considering
Considering that
that Section
Section 32b)
32(b)
som
sow tar i
betraktning at
at seksjon
i betraktning
seksJon
of the United States Surplus
Surplus ProperProper32
(b) i
i the United States
32(b)
Surplus .
States Surplus
ty Act of 1944, as amended
amended by Public
Public
Property
Property Act av 1944,
med endringer
endringer
1944, med
584, 79th Congress,
law No. 584,
Congress, provides
provides
i Public law
Law No.
I
No. 584,
584, 79th
79th Congress,
Congress,
that the Secretary of State of
of the
the
gir Amerikas
glr
Auerikas Forente
Forente Staters
Staters utenriksutenriksUnited States of America
America may
enter
may enter
minister adgang til A
a slutte avtale
artale
into an agreement
agreement with any foreign
med utenlandske regjeringer
on A
A nytregjeringer om
nytgovernment
government for the
use of
of currencies
the use
curreaeies
te for visse undervieningsmessige
undervianingsmesige
or credits for currencies
currencies of
of such
such
beltp son
om orr ervervet
tiltak de beldp
veder ereret ii vedforeign government
government acquired as a
a reforeign
rekoamende
regjerings valuta eller
konmende regjerings
eller som
80M
sult of surplus property
property disposals
disposals
talutakreditter
valutakreditter Ted
wed swig
overskuddssalg av
at overskuddsfor certain educational activities;
activities;
materiell;
aateriell; qs
og
and
and
Considering
Considering that under
under the
the propro,
,son tar
tar i
at det
det etter
etter
,soa
i betraktning
betraktning at
visions of the letter credit agreeagreebestemmelsene ii brew
bestemmelsene
kredittavtale
brev on kredittavtale
ment dated
dated June 18, 1946,
1946, addressed
addressed'
av 18. -juni 1946 fra
fra Horace
Horace C.
C. Reed,
Reed,
to the Minister of Finance,
Finance, Oslo,
Oslo,'
Acting Central
Field Commissioner
Commissioner for
Central Field
for
Norway, from Horace
Norway,
Horace C. Reed,
Reed, Acting
Acting
lirope, Office
Europe,
Office of
of the
the Foreign
LiquidaForeign LiquidaCommissioner for Europe,
Central Field Commissioner
Europe, tion Commissioner,
Comissioner, United States
of
States of
Office of the Foreign
Foreign Liquidation
Liquidation
America,
America, til den norske finansminister,
finansminister,
Commissioner, United States of AmeriAmeri- godkjent
Commissioner,
godkjent av
av Erik
Erik Brofoss
juli 1946
1946
Brofoss 29.
29. juli
ca,
grik Brofoss on July
ca, accepted
accepted by Erik
JUII
(heretter
(heretter kalt
halt "kredittavta).en"),
er
"kredittavtalen"), er
29,
29, 1946 (hereinafter
(hereinafter designated
designated "the
"the forutsatt
forutsatt at, for det
det tilfelle
tilfelle at
at De
De '
Agreement") it
Letter Credit Agreement")
is proproit is
Forente Staters Regjering
Farente
skulle tcske
Regjering skulle
inske
in the event the Governvided that in
GovernA motta
betalingsaidler aT Den
motto norske betalingendALwav
Den
IINot printed.
printed.

63STAT.]
es STAT.] NORWAY-EDUCATIONAL
NORWAY— EDUCATIONAL FOUNDATION—
MAY 25,
FOUNDATION-MAY
25, 1949
1949
States wishes
sent of the United States
wishes to
to
receive
receive local
the. Royal
local currency
currency .of
of the
Royal
Norwegian
Government for
:payNorwegian Government
for the
the-payment of any or all expenditures
expenditures in
in
Norway of the Government
Government of
of the
the UnitUnited
its agencies
agencies (i.e.
(i.e.
ed States
States and
and its
Embassy, Consular,
Embassy,
Consular, and
siailar civiand similar
civilian expenditures),
expenditures), the
the Government
Government
of the
of
the United
States may
may request
request at
at
United States
any time
time or
times, and
and the
the Royal
Royal
any
or times,
Norwegian
Government agrees
agrees to
Norwegian Government
to furfurat such
or times,
Norwegnish at
svch time
time or
times, Norwegian
at an
an exchange
exchange rate
as
ian currency
currency at
rate as
provided
(4) (b)
(b) of
of
provided in
in sub-paragraph
sub-paragraph (4)
the
Letter Credit
the Letter
Credit Agreement,
Agreement, in
in any
any
amount not
in excess
excess of
net outoutamount
not in
of the
the net
balance of principal (whe(whestanding balance
ther
or not
then due
due in
ther or
not then
in United
United StaStates dollars)
dollars) plus interest
interest. (then
(then
due in
is United States dollars)
die
dollars) paypayable under the terms
terms of
of thte-letter.
thiRletter.
In the
the event
In
local currency
currentis
event that
that local
is
received by the Government
received
Government oft
of the
United States under the terms
of
terms of
this paragraph,
paragraph, the United States
States
dollar equivalent
the amount -reequivalent of theemount-received shall be
be creditedfirst
credited first to
to
past due
interest, if
then
past
due interest,
if any,
any, and
and then
remaining unpaid
pro rata to all remaining
unpaid ininof principal,
principal,
stallments of
Have agreed
Have
agreed as
as follows:
follows:
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dekning
Kongelige Norske
Norske Regjering
Regjering til dekning
av enkelte
alle utgifter
ay
enkelte eller elle
utgifter som
som De
De
Forente Staters Regjering
Regjering og
dens ututog dens
sendinger bar
sendinger
Norge (ambassade-,
(ambassade-,
bar ii Norge
konsulat- og lignende
lignende eivile
konsulatsivile utgifter).
utgifter),
kan De Forente'Staters
Forente Staters Regjering
Regjering til
til
enhver
tid forlange
forlange-enhverlid
-,. og Den Kongelige
Kongelige
Norske Regjering
Regjering samtykker
samtykker ii til
til elik
slik
tid A
A stille til rAdighet norske bebetalingsmidler
den 'ekslingskurs
talingsmidler etter
otter den'vekslingskurs
son er
kredittavtalens
som
er forutsatt
forutsatt i
i kredittavtalens
underpunkt (4)(b) til
til et belop
ikke
belop son
som ikke
utestaende nettobalanse
overstiger den utestAende
nettobalanse
pa hovedstolen (hva
pA
(hva enten
eaten den da er
er
forfeit til
til betaling
betaling I
amerikanske
forfalt
i amerikanske
dollars eller ikke)
(da
ikke) pluss
pluss renter (da
forfalt til
til betaling
amerikaneke
betaling i
i amerikanake
som skal betales
dollars) son
betales Otter
etter kreditt.
kreditt.
avtalens
avtalens bestemmelser.
Hvis De
bestemmelser. Hvis
De Forente
Forente
Staters Regjering
Regjering mottarnorske
mottar norske betel.
betalingsmidler
henhold til
denne beateningsmidler i
i henhold
til denne
besteamelse,-skal
et tilsvarende
aelse, skal et
tilsvarende belOp
belop i
i
amerikanske
avekrives forst
forst
amerikanske dollars
dollars avakrives
mot
mulige allerede
not mulige
allerede forfalne
forfalne renter
renter
og
deretter pro
rata mot
mot alle
alle gjenstAog deretter
pro rata
gjenstAubetalte avdmg
pi hovedstolen,
hovedstolen,
ende ubetalte
avdrag pa

er blitt
blitt wigs
folgende:
er
enige on
om folgende:

•

Article 1
1
Article
There shall
shall be
be established
There
established aa
foundation to
known as
as the
the United
foundation
to be
be known
United
Foundation in
States Educational
Iducational Foundation
in Nor'.
Norway (hereinafter
way
(hereinafter designated
designated "the
'the
Foundation"),
recceFoundation"), which
which shall
shall be
be recognized by the Government
Goverment of the UnitUnitlazed
the ,oyal
ed States of 'Aerica
America and the-Royal
Norwegian Government
Norwegian
Government as
as an
an organizaorganization created and established
established to
to facifacilitate the
administration of
the
litate
the administration
of the

Artikkel 1
Artikkel
1
Dot
opprettes et
fond med
Det opprettes
et fond
med =met
navnet
"The
Fowl.
"The United
United States Educational
Bducational FounStaters
dation in Norway"
Norway" (De
(De Forente
Forente Staters
Undervieningsfond i
Undervisningsfond
i Jorge,
Norge, heretter
heretter
knit "Fondet"),
"Fondet"), eon
anerkjennes
kalt
soas skal
kal anerkjennes
av Ded
Den Kongelige
Regjering og
Kongelige Norske
Norske Regjering
og
Amerikai Forente
Regjertog m
son
Amerikas
Forente Staters
Staters Regering
en
organissejon stiftet
stiftet og
og opprettet
en organisasjon
opprettet
for
A lette
lette adainistrasjonen
adainistrasjonen av
av dot
for A
dot
undervisningsprogram
undervisningeprogra sou
son vil
vil bli
bli finfin-

U. 8. Educational
U.
Educational
Foundation in
Foundation
NorIn Norway.
way.
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[63 STAT.
STAT.
[63

ansiertzvd
de midler
son stilles
ansiert
Ted de
midler som
stilles
educational program
to be
educational
program to
be financed
financed
ridighet av
av Den
Den Kongelige
Norske
til rAdighet
Kongelige Norske
by funds
funds made
made available
available by
by the
Royal .til
by
the Royal
henhold til
til bestemmelsene
bestemmelsene
Regjering i
i henhold
Norwegian Government
Government under
Norwegian
under the
the terms
terms Regjering
i
donne artale.
avtale. Ned
unntak som
or
i denne
of the
the present
Except as
as
Med dot
det unntak
of
som er
present agreement.
agreement. Except
gjort i
idonne
artikkel 3,
3, skal
provided in
in Article
gjort
denne avtales
provided
artales artikkel
Article 33 hereof
skal
hereof the
the
Fondet
fritatt for
lokale norske
norske
Foundation shall
be exempt
exempt from
from .
Foundation
Fondet were
vTre fritatt
for lokale
shall be
.
oiler
for
the domestic
the
domestic 'and
looal laws
of the
the
and local
eller amerikineke
laws of
ameriiamike lovbestemmelser
lovbestemmelser for
el
vidt angar
angAr bruk
bruk og
av
United States
States of
and Norway
Norway
sa vidt
United
og disponering
disponering av
of America
America and
betalingsmidler og
for de
as
and expenexpen- betalingaidler
as they
they relate
relate to
og kreditter
kreditter for
to the
the use
use and
de
ditures of
and credits
credits
formAl som,er
ditures
formal
sonmer nevnt
of currencies,
nsant i donne
currencies, and
dene avtale.
artale.
for currencies,
the purposes
for
currencies, for
for the
purposes
set
set forth in
present agreement.
agreement.
in the
the present
The
made available
available under
under
De
soufDen
brake
The funds
funds made
De midler
aidler
:so
Den Konge]ige
Kongelige Norske
the present
the Soya].
Regjering stiller
til rAdighet
the
present agreement
Regjering
agreement by
stiller til
by the
Boyal
radighet otter
etter
Norwegian Government,
Norwegian
Government, within
within the
the
denne avtale,
ekal - pi
de betingelaer
betingelser
denne
artale, skal
pA de
conditions and
conditions
and limitation
limitation hereinog med
begrenening son
frengir aw
hereinog
emdden
den begreaaning
am freagfr
aT
after
etterfolgende
after set forth,
forth, shall
shall be used
etterfdlgende av Fondet
Fondet eller
oiler
used by
- nyttes
nyttee av
the Foundation
Foundation or
inav dot
son Den
Kongelige Norske
broke
.the
av
or such
dot organ
such other
organ son
other inDen Kongelige
strumentality as
strumentality
as may
may be
be agreed
.Regjering
OgAmerikas
Regjering Og
agreed
Amerika Parente
Forente Staters
Staters
upon by the Government
Government of
of the
the UnitRegjering
on, til
Regjering mAtte
UnitmAtte bli
bli amigo
enige oa,
til dot
det
ed
States of America:and
the Royal
ed,States
America and the
formAl
nevnt i
eaksjon 32
Royal
foras som,.er
sL er nevnt
i saksjon
32 (b)
(b)
Norwegian
Norwegian Governaent
Government for
for the.purthe. per-.
i
the United
DnitekStatee%Surplue
i the
States Surplus Property
Property
pose,
in Section
Section 32
pose, as set forth in
32 (b)
av 1944ymed
endringer.nemlig
til
(b) Act
Act av
1944 aed endringr+
nemlig til
of the United States
States Surplus
Surplus ProProA:
A:
.
,
perty
pert; Act of
1944, as
of
of 1944,
as amended,
amended, of

(1) financing
(1)
financing studies,
studies, research,
research,
instruction,
instruction, and
educaand other
other educational activities
activities of
of or
or for
for
citizens
of the
the United
States
citizens of
United States
of America in
in schools and
and ininstitutions of
stitutions
higher learning
of higher
learning
located
located in
in Norway
or of
of nanaNorway or
Norway in
tionals of Norway
in United
United
: States
States schools and institutions
;
of higher learning
learning located outout, side
aide the
the continental
continental United
United
.
States, Hawaii, Alaska
(includ,States,
Alaska (including the
the Aleutian
Islands),
, lag
Aleutian Islands),
Puerto
Rico, and the Virgin IsPuerto Rico,
Ispayment for
lands, including payment-for
transportation, tuition,
maintransportation,
tuition, mainand other
other expenses
,
,tenance,
tenance. and
expenses inin-r cident
cident to
to scholastic
scholastic a
ctiviti es;
activities;
or
or

1. -finansiere
finaniiire studier.
forskning,
1.
studier, forskning,
underisniir
g og annen
undervis-underiiiel i
eehg
annen undervisil
—
ningsmessig
ningemessievirksomhett
virksomhet til eller
eller
for amerikansie
for
amerikanske borgere
borgere ved
ved nornorske
skoleTog
hdyere lareanstallaweanstalske skoler
og hdyere
ter
Norge eller
eller til
til nor
ske
ter iiNorge
norske
stataborgere
statsborgereved
ved amerikanske
amerikanske skoskoler og
hdyere Iareanstalter
lereanstalt er sea
ler
og hbyere
son
ligger utenfor
utenfor den
den kontinentale
kontinentale
del
ay De
De Forente
Forente Stater,
del av
Stater, Hawaii.
Hawaii,
Alaska (med
Alaska
(ned De
De aleutieke
aleutiske dyer).
oyer),
Puerto
Puerto Rico
Rico og
og Joefruayono,
Jomfrudyene, innbefattemde utgifter til.
befattedo,utgater
reins,
til reise,
skolopongoi-og
og andre
Andre
skoleplngWr og opphold
opphold og
utgifter
i soaband
utgitter.i
**And med
mod-uturlione;
studiene;
oieller. ..
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for
2.
dekke reiseutgiftene
reiseutgiftene,for
2. dekke
onsker
som Onsker
norake
statsborgere sow
norske statsborgere
A
frekventere amerikanske
skoamerikanske skoA frekventere
i
ler
og hoyere
hoyere lwreanstalter
lareanstalter i
ler og
Forden
kontinentale del av De Forden kontinentale
ente Stater,
Hawaii, Alaska
Alaska
Stater, Hawaii,
ente
(med
aleutiske dyer),
Puerbyer), PuerDe aleutiske
(med De
to Rico
og
og Jomfruoyene,
Jonmrulyene, og
to
Rico og
vil
ikke vii
hvis frekventering
frekventering ikke
hvis
berdve amerikanske
amerikanske borgere
borgere
berove

transportation for
(2) furnishing
furnishing transportation
(2)
desire
nationals
Of Norway
Norway who desire
nationals of
to attend
United States schools
schools
attend United
to
and
institutions of
of higher
higher
and institutions
learning in
cbntinental UniUnithe continental
in the
learning
ted States,
Alaska (inHawaii, Alaska
States, Hawaii,
ted
cluding
the Aleutian
Aleutian Islands),
Islands),
cluding the
Puerto Rico,
and the Virgin
Rico, and
Puerto
attendance
Islands,and
whose attendance
and whose
Islands
w ill: not
deprive citizens
citizens of
of
not deprive
will
the
United States
States of America
America
the United
of an
to attend
opportunity to
an opportunity
of
such schools
institutions.
and institutions.
schools and
such

adgang
til A
a frekventere
frekventere slike
alike
adgang til
skoler og
lwreanstalter.
og lireanstalter.
skoler

Article
Article 22

aforemenof the aforemenIn furtherance
furtherance of
In
may,
tioned
Foundation may,
the Foundation
purposes, the
tioned purposes,
subject to
to the
the provisions
provisions of Article
subject
10
of the
the present
present agreement,
agreement, exercise
10 of
all
powers necessary
the carrying
carrying
to the
necessary to
all powers
present
out
of the
the purposes
purposes of
of the
the present
out of
agreement
the following:
following:
including the
agreement including
(1) Receive
funds.
Receive funds.
(1)
(2) Open
operate bank
bank accounts
accounts
and operate
Open and
(2)
in the
the Foundation
Foundation
of the
name of
the name
in
depositoin a
a depository
depository or depositoin
ries to
to be designated by the
ries
Secretary of
of the
the
State of
of Rtate
Secretary
United
of America.
America.
States of
United States
(3) Disburse
and make
make grants
grants
funds and
Disburse funds
(3)
,and
the
for the
funds for
of funds
advances of
and advances
authorized
the
of the
purposes of
authorized purposes
Foundation.
Foundation.
(4) Acquire,
hold,-and dispose of
Acquire, hold,-and
(4)
the
,property
mane of
of the
the name
in the
property in
DiFouridation as
the Board
Board of Dias the
Foundation
rectors of
the Foundation
Foundation may
may
of the
rectors
consider necessary
or desirdesirnecessary or
consider
able, provided
however that the
provided however
able,
properacquisition of
of any
any real properacquisition
ty
shall be
the priprito the
subject to
be subject
ty shall
or
the Secretary
of
Secretary of
of the
approval of
or approval
State
of the
the United
of
States of
United States
State of
America.
America.
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-

Artikkel-2
Artikkel-

-

For'A
de forannevnte
forannevnte -formal
formAl
fremme de
For'A fremme
av bestembestemban
forbehold av
Fondet, med forbehold
kan Fondet,..med

artales artikkel 10,
aelsene i
deane altalas'artikkel
10,
i denne
melsene
utOve din
myndighei son
er nOdvendig
n'dvendig
som er
den myndigbet
utove
for A
formA100:Wed
med denne
a gjennonfore
gjennomfire formleine
for
avtale, heri
heni innbefattet
innbefattet folgende:
fOlgende:
avtale,
_

1.
1. Motta-pengenidler#
Motta pengemidler.,
2.
Ipwog-Oisponere
baokkonti ii
og disponere bankkanti
2. lApq
det eller de
Fondets noan
Awn ii Aet
Fondets
utpekes
som utpekes
pengeinstitytter son
pengeinstitutter
Statera
av
Amorikas Forente
Forenta Staters
av Amerikas
utenriksminister,
utenriksmiitster.
3•
3.

lithetale
peagemidler, gi
bidrag
gi bidrEIN
Utbetale pengemidler,
som
og.forakudd
alike formal
fornAl son
til alike
forskudd til
og
Fondet
til A
“remme.
fremme.
fullmakt til
bar fullmakt
Fondet bar

4. Erverve,
beet'kte -og avhende
avhende
Erverve, bieitte-og
4.
den
aisndom
Fondets navn
navn iJ„den,
qiendom ii Fondets
'atatraknioe.Fondets
styra stater
anser
Fondets styre
'utstrekning
ditaddvendig'elier
Onskelig,
'
nodvendig eller onskelig,
det
at ervery
eien-7
fast eien
av fast
erverv av
dog slik at
.
doit'pA
av godkjeanes am
ma godkjannei
forhtnd mA
dom 'p fOrhAnd
utenriksiMerikas
Staters Uteatiks
Frente Staters
'Aiimerikas Farette
'
mibsiter."'- ''

1e,1

Powers of Foundation.
tion.
Post, p.
p. 2771.
2771.
Pos,
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60Stat.754.
60
Stat. 754
50 U. S.
S. C. app.
app.
111641.
1641.
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TREATIES
(5)
and carry
carry out
out
(5) Plan,
Plan, adopt,
adopt, and
programs, in
in accordance
accordance with
programs,
with
the
purposes of,
Section 32
32 (b)
the purposes
of.Section
(b)
of the
United States
States Surplus
of
the United
Surplus
Property
of 1944,
as amendProperty Act
Act of
1944, as
amended, and
the.,104TPOses of
of the
ed,
and the.purpeses
the
present
present agreement.
agxsetept.
(6) Recommend
Recommend-to
the Board
For(6)
to the
Board of
of Foreign
for
eign Scholarships
Scholarships provided
provided for
in
the United
United States
States Surplus
in the
Surplus
Property
Property Act
Act of
of 1944,
1944, as
as amendamended, students,
restudents, professors,
professors, research
search scholars,
in Norscholars, resident
resident in
Nor
'may,
institutions of
of Norway
Norway
way, and
and institutions
qualified to
in the
the
to participate
participate in
programs in
in accordance
accordance with
with the
the
aforesaid
Act, aforesaid Act.
(7)
(7) Recommend
Recommend lo
aforeiaid Board
Board
to 'the
tie afor6said
' of Foreign -Soholarahips,sudb,
Scdiolarships sucl .
qualifications
for the
qualifications for
the belectiou
selection
of
partic4ants in
the prograis
of participants
in'the
as'it
may deem
deed necessary
needsierY for
foi -as
it may

achieving
achieving the
purpose and
the purpose
and objecobjectives of
of tfle
Foundatioli
the Foundatbion;-c
(8) Pteilde
Provde for periodic
(8)
periddic 'audits
of
audits of
the
accounts of
'the,Foutdation
thelaccomits
oflbe
Foundation
as direeted
directed by
thetaditors
by the
tauditors
selected
selected by the Secretary
Secretary of
of
State of
of
of the
the United
United States
States of
America.
America.
(9)
ngage adkinistratire
administrative and
(9) Engage
and olericlericalstaff and fix and Tty'tbe
cal staff
-ly the
'"alaries
thereof.
salaries and wages
wages thereof.
Article.3
Article
3
Annual budget.

All expenditures
the FoundaFoundaexpenditures by .the
pursuant to
tion shall be made pursuant
to an
an
annual budget to be approved by
by the
the
Secretary of State of the United
Secretary
United' .
States of America pursuant
pursuant to sq4b
such
may PrescXibi;
prescrqAbe._
regulations as he mai
Article
Article 4
4

Limitation moos
on pow-,
Lboustoo
ers of Foundation.

The
not enter
enter
The Foundation
Foundation shall
shall not

[63
TAT.
[63 S
STAT.

5.
Planlegge, vedta
utfore tiltil5. Planlegge,
vedta og
og utfore
tak
samsvar med
med formdlene
formAlene ii
tak ii samavar
seksjon
32 (b)
(b) ii the
United
seksjon 32
the United
States
Property Act
Act av
States Surplus
Surplus Property
av
1944 med
og med
1944
med endringer,.
endringer, og
med
formAlene
denne avtale.
avtale.
formAlene i
i denne
6.
til the
of
6. Innstille
Innstille til
the Board
Board of
Foreign
Scholarships, oppretoppretForeign Scholarships,
tet ved
ved the
the United
United States
tet
States SurSurplus
Property.Act
Acttv
1944 med
and
plus Property
av 1944
endringer, studenter,
endringer,
studenter, ltrore,
larere,
r- yitenskapsmenn
ltnskapsmenn bosatt .ii,Norge
Norge
og
norike institusjoner
institusjoner som
og .norske
son
kvalifiserte til A
er kvalifiserte.til
delta ii
A delta
tiltak ii samsvar
samevar med
med den
den nevnte
nevnte
by.
lov.
Foresla for.det
7. ForeslA
for det forannevnte
forannevnte of FOreign:Scholarships
Board of
Foreign Scholarships .
slike rettingslinjer
retningslinjer for
alike
for utut- ,taking
,taking ,av
av deltakere
deltakere iI tiltaktiltaktne
ene ao“et'finner
som det finner advendig
n6dvendig

for A
A oPpfylle
oppfylle Fondets formAl
formal
oghensikt.
og hensikt.
8.
Sorge for'regeimessig
for regelmessig revisjon
8. Sorge
revisjon
,-av
av Fondets
Fondets regnskaper
regnskaper etter
etter
.direktiver
fma de
de revisorer
direktiver fra
revisorer
som er
em oppnevnt
oppnevnt av
av Amerikas
Amerikas
Forente
Staters utenriksmin,
Forente Staters
utenriksminlater.
ister.
9, Tilsette administrasjonsog
administrasJons- og
kontorpersonale
kontorpersonale og fastsette og
og
utbetale dares
deres 16nn
lonn og betaling.
utbetEile
betaling4
Artikkel 3
Artikkel
3
Alle Fondets
utbetalinger skal
Fondets utbetalinger
skal
skje etter
etter et Arlig
arllg budsjett
budsjett som
som
skal godkjennes av
a* Amerihas
Amerikas Foments
Forente
utenrikhminister i
Staters utenriksminister
i samovar
samsvar
med de bestemtelser
bestemmelser hen
hen mAtte
matte fastfastBette.
sette.
Artikkel 4
4
Artikkel
Fondet skal ikke p&ta
pAta seg
noen
seg noen

53
arm]
63STAT.]
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Into
into any commitment or create any obwhich shall bind the Foundaligation which
tion in excess of the funds actually
acquire, hold, or dispose
dispose
on band
hand nor acquire,
of property except for the purposes
purposes
authorized
agreement.
the present
present agreement.
in the
authoried in

forpliktelse
forpliktelse eller stifte noen fordutover de
vil binde -Fondet
ring son vii
Fondet utoVer
de
midlei-det
midle- det--til enhver tid rAr
rar over.
Det skal beller
erverve, besitte
heller ikke erverve,
eller avhende eiendom
andre foreiendom for
for andre
formal
enn alike
slike som har
mAlann
bar hjemmel Ii denne
avtale.
avtale.

Article 5
5
Article

Artikkel 5
5

The management
management and direction of
Administrasjonen
ledelsen aw
av
Administrasjonen og ledelsen
Fondets virksomhet
virksomhet skal ligge hoe
hos et
et
Fondets
the affairs
affairs of the Foundation
Foundation shall
shall
bestastyre (heretter kalt
halt "Styret")
"Stiret") beetAmr
be vested in aa Board of Directors
hvorav 4 skal
skal
(here-- ende av 8
8 medleMmer,'
medlemmer, hvorav,4
Directors (here
consisting of eight Directors
vere_smerikanske
borgere og 4
4 norske
veare amerikanske borgere
inafter designated
"Board"),
designated the "Board"),
inafter
stataborgere
Disinten skal den
embetsden embetsstaisborgere. Dessuten
four of whom
whoa shall be citizens of
mann som star ii spissen for Amerikas
Amerikas
mann
the United States of America and
represenForente Staters
Staters diplomatiske
diplomatiske represennationals of
of
four of whom shall be nationals
(heretter kalt
halt "Misjonsi Norge
Norge (heretter
tasjon i
Norway. In addition,
addition, the principal
principal
Norway.
sjef"),
SOrkittelopornit
honoriae foreman,
formann,
sjef"), *tOre
*iire;.Styr'ts
Diplomatic
in charge of the Edplomatio
officer in
hvis
Hans
skal_glOreutslagnt
gejre' utslag.e6 -Ivis
Hans etenme
Ateisme Tskal
Mission
AmStates of ANthe United
United States
Lission of the
det
(wit& stenmelikhet
atemmalikbErt 1
og
i Styret,
Styret, og
det oppstar
desigerica to Norway (hereinafter desigForStyre-ts formnn' ..' Foropphnene .Syretaforpani
'han skal oppniVite
nated "Chief of Mission")
Mission") shall
shall be - 'ban
styremedlem,
-Wontiguliark'stiiinedlem,
rultf
sikal,'so.m
Imannen skal,
Honorary
ChairmanLe
He - - Amnnen
of the Board. He:Honorary Chairman.
ha stemerett.-tMisojbss:efen
stemterett*sjenssfefen shal
skal Opp
oppshall cast the deciding vote in the - ha
nevne og
offltie
fra-vervet
amerikanake
vervet de amerikanske
lose fra
nevne
a tie vote by the Board and
event of a
styremedlemmene,
hvorav minstto
Skal
minst to skal
styremedlemmene, hvorav
shall appoint the Chairman
Chairman of the
the
vawe tjenestemenn
Amerikas Forente
tjenestemenn ved Amerikas
vare
a regular
Board. The Chairman as a
regular
Board.
Staters
utenrikske representasjon
representasjon i
i
Staters utenrikske
member of the Board shall have the
Norge. Den
Den norske
norske kirke-.og
underviskirke- og undervisNorge.
citizens of the
right to vote. The citizens
ningsminister skal
skal oppnevne
norske
oppnevne de norske
.ningsminister
United States
States of America
America on the
United
styremedlemnene
og lose
fra deres
deres
dem fra
lose den
styremedlemiaene og
Board, at least
least two of whom shall be
be
Board,
officers of the United States Foreign
officers
Norway,
Service establishment -in
-in Norway,
Service
shall
appointed and removed
removed by the
shall be appointed
Chief
Mission; the nationals of No
NorChief of
of Mission;
sate
lksrdamn
hall be
be appointed and
the Board
ay ca
Minister of
Norwegian Minister
removed by the Norwegian
Church and Education.
Education.
The Directors shall serve from
the
appointment until
of their appointment
the time of
the
following December
December 31 and shall
the following
reappointment. VacanVacanbe eligible for reappointment.
cies by
of resignation,
transresignation, transby reason
reason of
cies
fer
Norway, ezpiexpiresidence outside Norway,
fer of residence

Directors.
Board of Directors.

very.
verv.

[ t

*

.KtU

Styremedlemmene skal
skal gjore
tjenegjore tjeneStyremedlemmene
ste fra
fra oppnevningsdagen
til den
pAden pAoppnevningsdagen til
ste
folgende 31
kunne
desember og de skal kunne
31.1 december
fdlgende
som
oppneines:JA
nytt. Styreplasser som
oppnvneis ,p Xl3rt._Styrelilasser
ilir
ut- .
av fratreden, utpa grmnn layfratroden,
iedige pAgrunn
blir ledige
flytning
Mtge, avslgttet
avaluttet tjenestetjenestefra Norge,
flytning fra

Length of term.
term.
Length
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ration
ration of service
service or.otherwise,
or .otherwise, -,

shall
shall be
he filled
in Secprdince_
with
filled in
accordance with

appointment procedure
procedure set
the appointment
set forthforth
ln
article,
n1this article.
The Directors shall serve withwith,out compensation
compensation but the
the Foundation
Foundation
is
authorized to pay the
is authorised
necessary
the necessary
Directors in
expenses of
of the Directors
in atattending
tending the meetings
meetings of the
the Board.
Board.

grunner, skal
betid eller ay
av andre
andre grunner,
skal besettes i
med de
de regler
for
i samovar
samsvar med
regler for
oppnevning som
som er
er fastsatt
fastsatt iI denne
denne
artikkel.
artikkel.
Styremedlemmene
gjOre tjenStyremedlemmene skal
skal gjore
tjeneste uten godtgjorelse,
godtgjorelse, men -Fondet
Fendet.
kan dekke nodvendige
utgifter for
for
nodvendige utgifter
styremedlemmene i
anledning av
styrestyremedlemmene
i anledning
a astyremotor.
moter.

Article 6
6
Bylaws, etc.
etc.

Annual reports.

Artikkel 6
6

;': The
he Board shall
"
Shall adopt such
sUch'by-'
bylaws land
appoint such committees
Iews
andAPPOint,
as
committees as
it shall
shall-deem
it
-deamnscessary,for
the
,
necessary for the
conduct of the affairs
affaire'ortlie
Foe*
of "he •
Foiuz
&Jim
dation.
Articl
e
Article
i
..
Beports'as
directed hx-the
Reports as directed
by the

the ?pouion
to the Secretary
POei0Olom4e:the
Secretary

of State
the United'States
Stale -5f
oetbe
Uncted .Stetesrof
of
America and the
be E
O
LyellAerweghweRoya
Norwegian
Government
Government,.

det finner
timer nodvendig
nodvendig for at Fondet
Fondet
skal kunne.drive
kunne.drive sin virksomhet.
virksombet.
.,, Artikkel
Artikkel 7
7

Btter
Etter regler
regler fastsatt
fastsatt av
as AmeriAmeri:- kas
has Parente
Eorente Staters
Staters utenriksminister
utenriksminister

skal
Arlige rspporter
skal-Arlige
xapporter om
cm Fondets
Fondets
: ,IvirksomhetratectilaDea
-.;virksomhet atgis'.til Debn Xongellge
ongelige
*.Norske
Regfering og til.Azerikas
WorakeilegjeringoglikAmerikas.
..Forente Staters utenriksiinister.
:Fenn*
utentikaminister.

n

Article 8 .
Article
.
The principal
principal office -of
of the
the .
Foundation
in Oslo but
Foundation shall be in.
but
meetings of the Board.and
Board and any of-.
of7- its
committees may be held in such
its committees
other places as the Board may
may from
from
time to time determine,
determine, and the
activities of any of the FoundaFoundation's officers
officers or staff may be
carried
may
carried on at such places as may
Board.
be approved
approved by the Board.
-Article 9
9

Executive
Executive Officer.

Styret skal fastsette
alike vedvedfastsette.slike
tekter og oppnevne
tekter,qg
komitier,som
oppnevne de komitder
som

_

Secretary of State
of the q4J,te4.
United,
t
secretary
StOsoft14
America shall
States of America
4):.
he
be .sads
ade
annually
annually on
on6,tbeectivAties
of the activties of

Principal office.
office.

[63 STAT.
STAT.
[63

.

the Board may appol$
ahi Execu--Aheteard
appoiptshi4toef.

tive Officer and detefil'e
deterilni:hie
bis salary and ter
term of service,
service, provided
provided

„

Artikkel 8
8

Fondets -hovedkontor
hovedkontor skal
skal ha
ha mitt
sitt
sete i
i Oslo,
Oslo, man'mOter
tete
Styret eller
eller
men moter iIStyret
noen
komiteer kan holdes pi
-men av
my dets komit4er
pA
alike andre steder
steder nom
som Styret
Styret til enenhver tid fastsetter. Fondets
liven
Fondets funkfunksjonarer
og personale
sjonarer qg
personale kan
utfore slit
kan utfore
sitt

arbeid
arbeid pa
p4 de steder
steder som
son Styret m&tte
mAtte
godkjenne.
godkJenne.

Artikkel 9
9
Artikkel

Styret ken
generalkan tilsette en
en generalsekretar
og fastsette hans
iekriter Oilistsette
bans lann
loan og funkfunksjonstid,
bmii det
det viser
wiser seg
seg A
sjonstid, mem
men hvis
A are
aere
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is
however,
it is
the event it
in the
that in
howrve, that
hued
impracticable for the
be iapracticable
food to be
acHard
ecurr an appointee acoard to secure
ceptable
GovChirma, the Goroeptable to the Chairman,
anoint
States my
may
eresnt of the United States
provide
an Executive
Officer and
Executive Officer
rovide an
such
my be deemed
a* may
dasitante as
each assistants
necessary
naoeery to ensure the effective
Exeoperation
prograa. The Exeof the progra.
operation of
responsible
cutive
cutie Officer shall be responsible
for
direction and supervision
the direction
for the
of
Board's progras
programs and activiactivithe Board's
of the
Board'
ties in
accordance with
with the
the Board's
in accordance
ties
resolutions
directives. In his
reolutions and directivee.
absence
diability, the Board
absene or disability,
way
appoint
a
substitute for such
a substitute
appoint
my

umulig
A finne en kankanntmlig for Styret A
didat sou
formannen kan godkjenne,
godkjenne,
son formanen
Regjering
kan
Forente Staters Regjering
kan De Toronto
generalsekrestills
ti) rAdigbet
rdighet en generalsekrestille til
nUdedhjelpere en anser nddtar og de medhjelpers
vendige
sikre en effektiv
vendige for A eikre
virksomheten. GeneraleekreGeneralsekredrift av virksombeten.
ledeloen
toren
ansvaret for ledelsen
tren skal ha ansvaret
av
eod Styrets tilveroppsynet nod
og
av og overoppsynet
ed
tak
samovar cod
tak og virksomhet ii samsrar
direktiver. Under
Styrete vedtak og direktiver.
Styret
kan Styret
eller sykdom bin
bans
fravmr oiler
hans fravyr
Styret
vikar for den tid Styret
en vikar
tilsette on
finner
nddvendig eller duskelig.
dnskelig.
finner nodvendig

dem necessary
times'
it deems
necessary or deeirdesiras it
tie

able.
able.

Article 10
Ibe
decisions of the Board in
in
lbe decisions
discretion of
n the discretion
all matters
may, in
atters my,
all
the
Stets of the United
Secrtary of State
the Secretary
States
subject to his
his
Ameria. be subjeot
States of MOTU*,

Artikkel 10
All, styrevedtak
nagjdres
kan ongjdres
styrevedtak kan
Alle
av
Amerika' Forente
Toronto Staters utenutenav Amerikas
riksminister otter
godtykke.
hans godtykke.
otter hens
riLnliseter

Review of decisions
decisions
Review

revise.
Article 11
The
Royal Norwegian
Government
Norweglan Government
he Boyal
shall,
days of the
subsequent to 30 day
shll, subsequent
Woof
eignature of the present
the signature
of the
date
agreement,
agreemet, deposit such amounts of

GovNorwegian Govcurrency
Royal Name=
crrency of the Boyal
errment
assay
requested by the
be requested
my -be
ermaet as
of
Government
States of
United States
the United
of the
GoTersmet of
of
America
until an
an aggregate
aggregate amount
amount of
America until
Norwegian
currency of the Royal Norwegian
the currency
Government
equivalent to $1,250,000
Goverment equivalent
(United
have
currency) shall have
(United States currency)
been so
deposited, provided
provided however,
however,
o depdoited,
been
amount
a total amount
wshll a
that
that in no event shall
of the
of the
NorRoyal lorthe Royal
currenoy of
the currency
of
e*oees of the
la excess
wegian
Georenmat in
wegl GOvensent
vitalist
(United StateS
States
equivawlat off $250,000 (United

Artikkel 11
egjering
Den Kongelige
Kongelige Nore
Norske
Honoring
r
Den
at
skal
otter at
30 dager etter
tidliget 30
skal tidligst
donne
avtale er
or undertegnet,
undertegnet, depodenne artale
nere
de beldp
norske betalings
betalings-i norske
belap i
nere de
midler son
Staters
Forente Staters
Amerikas Forente
son Amerikas
midler
Regjering
ansode on inntil
matte anmode
eRgjering matte
dot
utbetalt en
en samlet
sum
samlet sum
blitt utbetalt
er blitt
det or
norske kroner
kroner srarende
svarende til 1.250.000
ii norske
amerikanske dollars.
dollars. Dot
Det forutsettes
aaerikanske
dog at
dot i
ldpet av
kalenderAr
av ett kalenderAr
i lopet
at det
dog
ut-under ingen
ingen oastendighet
oatendighet skal ut
under
betales en
samlet a
sum ii norske
norske bebe- .
en sanlet
betales
250.000
talingsnidler
overstiger 250.000
talingsmdler son overstiger
amerikanske dollars.
dollars.
aneriknake

Deposits.
Depoits.
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currency) be
during any
currency)
be deposited
deposited during
any
single calendar
calendar year.
single
year.
exchange.
Rate of exchange.
The rate of exchange
exchange. between
between
.
currency of
Norwegian
currency
of the
the Royal
Royal Norwegian
Government and
and United
United States
States curGovernment
currency to
to be
used in
determining
rency
be used
in determining
the
of currency
of the
the Royal
Royal
the amount
amount of
currency of
Norwegian Government
to be
Norwegian
Government to
be depositdeposited from
time to
ed
from time
to time
time hereunder,
hereunder,
shall
in accordance
shall be
be determined
determined in
accordance
with sub-paragraph
(4)(b) of
sub-paragraph (4)(b)
of the
the
Letter Credit
Credit Agreement.
Agreement.
Letter
Guarantee against
against
luarantee
The Royal
The
Royal Norwegian
Norwegian Government
Government
shall guarantee
guarantee the
the United
United States
States of
of
against loss
America against
loss resulting
from
resulting from
any alteration
in the
the above
above rate
rate of
any
alteration in
of
from any
exchange or from
conany currency
currency conversion
version with
respect to
to any
any currency
currency
with respect
of the
the Royal
Norwegian Government
Royal Norwegian
Government
received
received hereunder
hereunder and
and held
held by
the
by the
Treasurer
Treasurer of the United States
States of
of
America or by the Foundation
America
Foundation by
by
undertaking to
undertaking
to pay
the Government
Government
pay to
to the
of the United
United States
of America
States of.
America such
such
amounts of
of currency
currency of
of the
the Royal
Royal
Norwegian Government ati
Norwegian
necesas are
are necessary to maintain the
dollar value
of
the dollar
value of
such currency of
the Royal
Norwegian
of the
Royal Norwegian
Government as
as is
Government
the Treais held
held by
by the
Treasurer of
United States
of the United
States of
of AmeriAmeriFoundation. The
ca or the Foundation.
The purpose
purpose of
of
this provision is
the
is to assure that the
operations of the Foundation will
will
not be interrupted
interrupted or restricted
restricted by
by
any deficits resulting
resulting from
alterafrom alteraof exchange,.
tions in the above rate of
exchange,
or from currency
currency conversions.
conversions.
Available
funds.
Availabblund,.
The Secretary
The
Secretary of State of the
the
United States
United
States of America will
will sake.
akoe
available
available for expenditure
expenditure by
by the
the Foundation currency
currency of
of the Royal
Foundation
Royal
korwegian
Government in
Norwegian Government
such amounts
amounts
in such
as may be required
required by the
the Foundation
Foundation
but in
in no
event in
no event
in excess
excess of
of the
the

[63
TAT.
[63 S
STAT.

Den vekslingskurs
vekslingskurs mellon
mellom norske
uorske
Den
kroner
og.amerikanske
kroner og
amerikanske dollars
dollars som
som
skal nyttes
nyttes ved
fastsettingen av
av det
det
skal
ved fastsettingen
held') iizoreke
kroner som
enhver
belop
norske kroner
som til
til enhver
tid
denne avtid skal
skal deponeres
deponeres etter
etter denne
avtale,
fastsettes i
samsvar med
kretale, fastsettes
i samsvar
med kredittaytalene underpunkt
underpunkt (4)(b).
(4)(b).
dittavtalens

Den Kongelige
Regjering
Den
Kongelige Norske
Norske Regjering
skal garantere
garantere Amerikas
Staskal
Amerikas Forente
Forente Stater mot tap
soul mAtte
oppstA pd
tap son
matte oppsta
pA
grunn av
endring ii den
av noensomhelst
noensomhelst endring
den
ovennevnte vekslingskurs
ovennevnte
vekslingskurs eller
eller pi
pa
grunn
av valutakonverteringer
grunn ay
valutakonverteringer for
for
sit
vidt angAr
sa vidt
angAr de
de betalingsmidler
betalingsmidler i
i
norske kroner
norske
som blir
kroner som
blir mottatt
mottatt etter
etter
denne avtale
forvaltet av
av AmeriAmeriavtale og
og forvaltet
kas Forente Staters finanaminister
finarninister
eller
av Fondet,
eller a*
Fondet, Ved
ved A
A forplikte
forplikte
seg til
til A
it betels
Amerikas Forente
Forente
betale Amerikas
Regjering de
Staters Regjering
de belop
beldp i
Uoreke
i norske
kroner son
SQM er nddvendigsfor
it oppnodvendie for A
opprettholde dollarverdien
rettholde
av de
de belop
beldp
dollarverdien av
ii norake
norske kroner
Forente
kroner som
som Amerikas
Amerikas Forente
Staters finansminister
finansminister eller
Fondet
eller Fondet
sitter inne
med. FormAlet
FormAlet med
denne
inns med.
med denne
bestemmelse er A
A sikre
sikre Fondets
Fondets arbeid
arbeid
mot avbrekk
eller innakrenbainger
not
avbrekk eller
innskrenkninger pit
pa
verdiforringelser som
grunn av verdiforringelser
som fblge
fage
av endringer
andringeri
den ovennevnte
ovennevnte veksi den
vekslingskurs eller
av valutakonvertereller av
valutakonverteringer.
inger.

Amerikas Forente Staters
Staters utenAmerikas
titan.
riksminister vii
vil til
til dekningav
riksminister
Fondekning av Fondete
stille =eke
orske bstalbetaldets utgifter
utgifter stifle
ingsmidler til radighet
rAdighst Ii slike
alike bebelop
ldp som Fondet.
Fondet.har
her behov
behov for,
for, dog
dog
ikke ntover
utover den budsjett-ramme
budsjett-ramme son
som
er fastsatt
fastsatt med
avmed hjsmmel
hjbemel ii denne
denne av-
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budgetary
budgetary limitation established
established
pursuant to Article 3
3 of the prepreagreement.
sent agreement.
Article
12
Article 12

Furniture, equipment,
equipment, supplies,
Furniture,
supplies,
and any other articles intended
intended for
for
official use
the Foundation
official
use of the
Foundation shall
shall
be
be exempt
exempt in
in the
the territory
territory of
of Norway
Norway
from customs
from
customs duties,
duties, excises,
excises, and
and
surtaxes, and
surtaxes,
every other
other form
form of
of
and every
taxation.
taxation.
All funds
All
and other
property used
used
funds and
other property
for the purposes
purposes of the Foundation,
Foundation,
and all official
official acts
acts of
of the
the FoundaFoundation within the
the scope
scope of
its purpurof its
poses shall
poses
likewise be
shall likewise
be exempt
exempt from
from
of every
every kind
taxation of
the terrikind in
in the
terriNorway.
tory of Norway.
Article 13
Article
13
The Government
Government of
of the
the United
United
States
of America
the Royal
Royal NorNorStates of
America and
and the
wegian
wegian Government
Government shall
shall make
make every
every
effort to facilitate
facilitate the exchange
exchange of
of
persons under programs
programs authorized
authorized in
in
this
to resolve
resolve probthis agreement
agreement and
and to
prob-

lems which
which may arise
arise in
in the
the operaoperation
thereof.
tion thereof.
Article
Article 14
14

Wherever,
in the
the present
Wherever, in
agreepresent agreesent, the term "Secretary of
ment,
of State
State
of the United States of
America", is
is
of America",
used it
it shall
shall be
to mean
mean
be understood
understood to
the Secretary
the
Secretary of
the United
United
of State
State of
of the
States of
States
of America
America or
or any
any officer
officer or
or
employee of
of the
Government of
employee
the Government
of the
the
of America
America designated
United States
States of
designated
by him to act in
behalf.
in his behalf.
Article
15
Article 15

The present
present agreement
be
agreement may
may be
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tales artikkel 3.
3.
Anteo., 2768.
Ante,a.
2768.

Artikkel
Artikkel 12
12
Mobler, utstyr,
!abler,
rekvisita og
og
utstyr, rekvisita
andre gjenstander
gjenstander som
mom Fondet
Fondet har
har
bruk for til
egen virksomhet, skal
til sin egenvirksomhet,
skal
pA
pa norsk
norsk omrade
made Tare
vaere fritatt
fritatt for
for

Exemption
Exemption from
from
taxation.
taxation.

toll, avgifter,
avgifter, tilleggsskatter
tilleggaskatter og
og
enhver annen
enhver
annen form
form for
for beskatniog.
beskatning.
Alle
Alle pengemidler
pengemidler og
og annen
annen eieneiendom
nyttet for
for Fondets
Fondets
dom corn
som blir
blir nyttet
og alle
formal og
Fondets offisielle
offisielle
alle Fondets
handlinger
handlinger innenfor
innenfor rammen
dets
rammen av
av dets
virkefelt, skal
virkefelt,
skal likeledes
likeledes vare
frivare fritatt for Waver
tatt
form for
enbver form
for beskatniog
beskatning
pa norsk
norsk omrade.
pA
omrade.
Artikkel
Artikkel 13
13
Den Kongelige
Kongeltge -Norske
Norake Regjering
Den
Regjering
og Amerikas
og
Amerikas Forente
RegjerForente Staters
Staters Regjerlog
skal gjre
for A
A lette
ing skal
gjSre alt
alt for
lette ututrekslingen
personer etter
etter de
tekslingen av
av personer
de tiltiltalc
tak son
som er
er hjemlet
hjemlet i
i deune
denne avtale
avtale
og for
A lose
vansker som
somnatte
og
for A
lose de
de vansker
matte
oppsta under
under iverksettingen
iverksettingen av
disoppstA
av disse
tiltak.
se tiltak.

Exchange of
Exchange
or persons.
persons.

Artikkel 14
14
Artikkel
Hvor det
det i
Hvor
i denne
denne avtale
avtale er
er brukt
brukt
uttrykket
uttrykket "Amerikas
"Amerikas Forente
Forente Staters
Staters
utenriksminister",
skal med
det forutenriksminister", skal
med det
forstas
Forente Staters
utenstas Amerikas
Amerikas Forente
Staters utenriksminister
eller enhver
enhver embetsmann
riksminister eller
embetsmann
eller
funksjonar ii Amerikas
Forente
eller funksjontr
Amerikas Forente
Staters
Regjerings tjeneste
tjeneste som
som han
Staters Regjerings
han
bar utsett
opptre 0
har
utsett til
til A
A opptre
pA sine
sine
vegne.
vegne.

"Secretary of State
"Secretary
State
of tbe 'United
of
United States
States of
America."
America."

Artikkel
15
Artikkel 15
Denne avtale
endres ved
ved
Denne
avtale ban
kan endres

Amendment
presAmendment of
ofpnsagreement.
ent agreement.
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amended
amended by
by the
the exchange
exchange
ratic
matic notes
notes between
between the
the
the United
of the
United States
States of
of
and the Royal Norwegian
Norwegian

Entry
Into force.
Entry Into
force.

of
diploof diploGovernment
Government
America
America
Government.
Government.

diplomatisk
diplomatisk noteveksling
mellom
noteveksling mellom
Den Kongmlige
Kongelige Norake
Den
Regjering og
og
Norske Regjering
Amerikas Forente Staters
Staters Regjering.
Regjering.

Artiale 16
16
Article
The present
present agreement
shall come
agreement shall
cone
into force upon the date
date of
of signasignature.
ture.

IN WITNESS
WITNESS WKREOF,
WHEREOF, the underundersigned, being duly
signed,
duly authorized
thereto
authorized thereto
by their respective Governments,
have
Governments, have
signed the present
preseht agreement.
agreement.

DOE at
at
DONE
English
English and
25th day of
of

Oslo
duplicate, In
the
Oslo in
in duplinate,
in the
Norwegian languages,
languages, this
this
May,
May, 1949.
1949.

For The
Government of
of the
the
The Governwentt
.United
United States of
America:
of America:

-.

Artikkel
16
Artikkel 16

Denne avtale trer
Deane
trer ii haft
kraft same
samme
dag soa
som den
den blir
blir undertegnet.
undertegnet.

Til vitne pa
dette her
bar underpA dette
undertegnede, soIL
tegnede,
som.har
flat behorig
behdrig full
har fatt
full-makt til det
aet av
melt
sine respektive
respektive
av eine
regjeriger, skrevet
regjeringer,
skrevet under
donne
under denne
avtale.
avtale.

Utferdiget i
i Oslo
ttferdiget
Oslo den
den 25
Wmi
25 iai
1949 i
eksemplarer pa
i to ekaemplarer
og
pA nor*
nor4k og
engelsk.
engelsk.

For Den
Kongelige
Den Kongelige
Norske Regjering:
Norsk.
Ragjering:

:v^

ISEALI
ISEAL]

[6S, S
TAT.
[63
STAT.

WEAL)
[SEAL]

63 S
STAT.]
TAT.]

NORWAY-EDUCATIONAL
NORWAY- EDUCATIONAL FOUNDATION-:-MAY
FOUNDATION---MAY 25, 1949

Norwegian Minister
Minister of Foreign
Foreign Affairs to the American
American Charge
The Norwegian
Chargé
d'Affaires ad
ad interim
d'Affaires
interim
DET
DET

EGL.
IITENRIESDEPARTEMENT
GKL.UTENRIKSDEPARTEMENT

OSLO,
1949.
OSLO, 25.
25. mai
mai 1949.

Herr
d'Affaires,
Herr Chargé
Charge d'Affaires,

''

'

Jeg viser til de forhandlinger
som lar
forhandlinger SOm
liar funnet 'AEA
‘mellOm den Kgl.
Kg!.
stedinellbm
Norske
Regjering og
Staters Regjering
har
Norske Regjering
og Amerikas
Amerikas Foren,te
Fore'te Staters
Regering og
og som
som har
fort
frem
til
undertegningen
i dag av en avtale melloth
fOrt
undertegningen i
de to land om
melloii'de
om
bruken av de midler som blir atillet til rAdighet iihenhold til kredittavtalen av 18. juni 1946, godkjent av den Kg!.
Kgl. Norske Regjering
Regjering 29.
juli 1946, og her
har den sere
fere A
Regjering
a forsikre Araerikas
Amerikas Forente Staters
Staters Regjering
om at den Kg!.
Kgl. Norske Regjering
med
sikte
pa
oppna den best mulige
Regjering
pA AoppnA,
utnyttelse av de midler som den iidag undertegnede
undertegnede avtale omfatter,
vii utvirke, om nodvendig
nodvendig ved foislag
vil
forslag om lovendring, at det blir
blir
innrommet
innrommet fritaking for skatt og at andre byrder
b3rrder iiforbindelse med
innreise
imireise til, reise og opphold iiNorge for borgere av de Forente Stater
Stater
undervisningsarbeid pa
som deltar iiundervisningaarbeid
pA vegne av de Forete
ForsnteStaters
Staters
Undervisningsfond i
Undervisningsfond
i Norge blir fjernet,
fjernet, ii. sammo.v,tstrekning
samme.utstrekning som
som
norske borgere
borgere iide Forente Stateri
Stater itilsvaNemle
arlaeicl,inurommes alike
tilsvaendpe arxeidinnrommes
slike
privilegier.
Motta, Herr Charge
Chargé d'Affaires, forsikringen
forsikringen om min
smrlige
min. seerlige
hoyaktelse.
H.AJ..y4nn
M. LANGE
LANGE
HALYARD M.
M. HENRY
M.
HENRY S.
S.VILLARD,
VILLARD,
Amerikas Forente
Forente Staters Charge
Chargé d'Affaires a.i.,
a.i.,

etc., etc.
Translation
Translation
THE
DEPARTMENT OF
THE ROYAL
ROYAL DEPARTMENT
OF FOREIGN
FOREIGN AFFAIRS
AFFAIRS

Ono, May
May .25,
1949.
OSLO,
25, 1949.

M. CHARGE
D1AFFAIRES:
MR.
CHARGE D'AFFAIRES:
I
I refer to the negotiations
negotiations which
which have been
been conducted
conducted between the
Royal Norwegian
Norwegian Government
Government and the Government
Government of the United
States of America and which have led to the signing today of an
agreement
between the two countries
countries concerning
agreement between
concerning the
the use
use of the
the funds
made available under the Credit Agreement
Agreement of June 18,
18, 1946, ratified
by the Royal Norwegian Government on July 29, 1946, and have the
Government of the
that
honor to assure the Government
the United States
States of America
America that
the
Norwegian Government,
Government, with
the Royal
Royal Norwegian
with aaview to obtaining
obtaining the
the best
best
possible use
funds covered
covered by
the Agreement
signed today,
today,
possible
use of
of the
the funds
by the
Agreement signed
will, if necessary by proposing a
a legislative
legislative amendment, arrange
arrange for
for
the granting of exemption
exemption from taxation
taxation and the removal
removal of other
charges
into Norway,
Norway, and travel and resicharges in connection with entry into
residence in Norway, for citizens of the United States who participate
in educational
educational work on behalf of the United States Educational
Foundation
citizens
extent as
as Norwegian
Norwegian citizens
Foundation in Norway, to
to the
the same extent
in
engaged in
in the
the United States
States engaged
in similar work are granted
granted such priviprivileges.

2775
2775

2776

INTERNATIONAL
INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS
TREATIES
AGREEMENTS OTHER
OTHER THAN
THAN TREATIES

[63 S
TAT.
[63
STAT.

Accept, Mr. Charge
Accept,
Chargé d'Affaires,
d'Affaires, the
the assurance
assurance of
conof my
my high
high consideration.
HALYARD M.
M .LANGE
LANGE
HALVARD
Mr.

HENRY S
HENBY
S..VILLARD,
VILLARD,

Charge
Chargé d'Affaires ad
ad interim
interim of
of the
the
United
United States of
of America,
America,
etc.,
etc., etc,
etc,
•

A

The American Chargé
CAarge d'Affaires ad interim
Minister
interim to
to the
the Norwegian
Norwegian Minister
,
Foreign Affairs
Affairs
, of
of Foreign
EMBASSY OF
EMBASSY
OP THE
THE
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
OF AMERICA
UNITED
AMERICA

NO.
No. 116
116

Oslo, May
Oslo,
May 25,
25, 1949
1949

EXCELLL
INCY:
EXCELLENCY::
II have the
Ionir'tlo acknowledge the receipt of
theliontir;toLacknowledge
your note
note dated
of your
dated
May 25, 1949 doneeitthiethe
Concerning'the use of -funds
funds made available
accordavailable in
in accordance with the Letter Credit Agreement
Agreement of
of June
June 18,
18, 1946.
1946. It
It is
is underunderstood that it is the intention
intention of the Royal Norwegian
to
Norwegian Government
Government to
arrange, if necessary by proposal for an amendment
amendment of
existing
legisof existing legislation, that exemption from taxation be
that other
other burburbe granted
granted and
and that
dens affecting entry, travel and residence
in Norway
Norway for
for citizens
citizens of
residence in
of
the United States who participate in educational activities
activities on
on behalf
behalf
of the United States Educational
Educational Foundation in Norway be
be removed
removed
to the same extent that
Norwegian citizens
citizens in
United States
that Norwegian
in the
the United
States enengaged in similar activities
activities are granted such
privileges.
such privileges.
Please accept, Excellency, the renewed assurances of
highest
of my highest
consideration.
consideration.

His Excellency
Excellency
HALYARD
HALYARD M.
M .LANOE,
LANGE,
Norwegian Minister
Royal Norwegian
Minister
of Foreign
Foreign Affairs,
Oslo.

HENRY S
HENRY
S..VILLARD
VILLARD

63
STAT.]
63STAT.]

BRAZIL—
HEALTH AND
July 22,
22, 1949
1949
BRAZIL-HEALTH
AND SANITATION
SANITATION-A-uly

Aug.
Aug. 31.
31. 1949

Agreement between the
America and
and Brazil
Brazil respecting
the United
United States
States of
of America
respecting
a
cooperative health
health and
and sanitation
acooperative
sanitation program
program in
Brazil, extending
and
in Brazil,
extending and
modifying the agreement
agreement of
of March
amended and
March 14,
14, 1942,
1942, as
as amended
and extended.
extended.
exchange of notes
notes signed
signed at
Effected by exchange
Janeiro July
July 22'
22 bind
at Rio
Rio de
de Janeiro
nd
August 81,
31, 1949; entered
entered into force October
October 4, 1949,
1949, operative-retrooperative- -retroactivelyfrom
June 30,
actively from June
30, 1949.
1949.

,2777
2777

July 22
22 and
and
July
August
1949
August 31,
31, 1949
I
T. I.
I. A.
A. 8.
S.
2004
[T.
2004

Ambassador to
to the
The American Ambassador
Minister for
the Brazilian
BrazilianMinister
for Foreign
ForeignAffairs
Affairs
No. 134
No.
134

RIo
Rio DE
DE JANEIRO,
JANEIRO, J
uly 22,
July
22, 1949.
1949.

EXCELLENCY:
EXCELLENCY:

I have the honor to refer to the Basic'
I
Basic Agreement,
Agreement, as
as amended,
amended,
entered
entered into in March 1942 on behalf of the
the Republic
of the
the United
Republic of
United
States of Brazil and The Institute of liater,American
Inter-American Affairs, providei
providirie
for the present cooperative
cooperative_ health and sanitation
sanitation program
program in
in Brazil.
Brazil.
I also refer to the note of Your Excellency's Ministry
I
July 2,
Ministry of July
2, 1949,
1949,
DAI/80/512.(22), [9
['] suggesting
DAI/80/512.(22),
suggesting the consideration
consideration by
respective
by our
our respective
governments
governments of a
afurther extension of that Agreement.
Considering
Considering the mutual benefits which both
GoveriaMents are
both Governments
are
deriving
deriving from the program, my Government
Government agrees with the GovernGovernment of Brazil that an extension of the program
program beyond its present
present
termination
termination date of June 30, 1949, would be
Accordingly,
be, desirable. Accordingly,
IIhave been advised by the Department of State in
Washington that
that
in Washington
arrangements
arrangements may now be made for the Institute to continue
continue its
participation in the program for a
a period
participation
period of six months from June
June 30,
1949 through
It would be understood
through December 31,
31, 1949. It
understood that the
Institute will continue to pay salaries and other expenses
expenses o
health
of its
its health
and sanitation field staff in Brazil during the period,
period of such extension
extension
and that no additional financial
financial contribution
contribution would
be
would be required
required to
to be
made by the parties to such extension agreement
agreement to or on
on behalf a
of
Publica. It
the Servico
Servigo Especial
Especial de Saude Pablica.
It would be further underunexpended and unobligated balance of
stood that the unexpended
financial
of all
all financial
contributions heretofore made available by the parties pursuant
contributions
pursuant to
the mentioned Basic Agreement,
Agreement, as amended,
amended, for
for the cooperative
cooperative
health and sanitation program, and remaining
remaining at the close of
of June
June 30,
30,
1949, would continue to remain available
available for such purpose during the
covered by the extension agreement.
period covered
agreement.
The Government of the United States of America will consider the
present note and your reply concurring
concurring therein as
an
as constituting
constituting an
agreement between
agreement
between our two Governments, which
which shall come
come into
into
force after signature [
[21]of an agreement
agreement by the Minister
Minister of
of Education
Education
and Health
a representative
Health of Brazil and a
representative of The Institute of
of InterAmerican Affairs, embodying
embodying the above-mentioned
details
above-mentioned technical
technical details
2

I
Not printed.
printed.
'Not
' Sept. 1, 1949.

57
Stat. 1322,
1322, 1325,
1325,
57 Stat.
1333, 1338;
1338; 62
1333,
Stat.,
62 stat.,
Pt.
3, p.
p. 3831.
Pt. 3,
3831.
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and on the date the latter agreement
agreement is registered
registered with
the Tribunal
Tribunal
with the
de
of Brazil.[']
Brazil.[']
de Contas
Contas of
If the proposed extension
extension on
the above
above basis
basis is
is acceptable
to the
on the
acceptable to
the
Government of Brazil, IIwould
Government
appreciate receiving
expression
of
would appreciate
receiving an
an expression of
Excellency's assurance
Your Excellency's
possible,
assurance to
to that
that effect
effect as
as soon
soon as
as may
may be
be possible,
,n
technical details of
in oraer
°Ater that the technical
of the
the extension
extension may
may be
be worked
worked
out iiy
officials
'Ont
hY
the
of
the
the
of
Health
and
The
Institute
of
Ministry
of.
Health
and
The
Institute
of
,
Inter-American
Inter-American Affairs.
Affairs.
IIavail myself of this
this opportunity
renew to
Your Excellency
opportunity to
to renew
to Your
Excellency the
the
assurances
assurances of my highest
highest and
and most distinguished
distinguished consideration.
consideration.
His
Excellency
His Excellency
Dr. RAEL
RAUL FERNANDES,
FERNANDES;
'
Minister
Minister for
for Foreign
Foreign Affairs,
Affairs,
Rio
de Janeity.
Rio de
Janeiro.
TN

HERSCHEL V. JOHNSON

HERSCHEL V. JOHNSON

.••••••

'T!Bratiilian
Ministerfor
,-.Titi!Braeition,
Minister for Foreign
Foreign Affairs
to the
American Ambassador
Ambassador
Affairs to
the American
r

.

DAmiA11512.(22)

DAI/111/512.(22)

MINISTERIO
DAS n,ELAgOEs
iviINIBTERIo DAB
EirtmonEs,
RELA8ESi j
EXTERIORES,
Itio
DE J
ANEIRO.
i )!
.
.
ERIO DE
JANEIRO.
Em 31
81 de
Ern
de ag6sto
ag6sto de
de 194.9.
1949.

SBNBO
'
SENSOR. EMI3AIXADOR,
EBMtAIXADOR,

'

acusar recebimento
Tenho a
a honra de acusar
recebimento da
da nota
de 22
nota n°
n0 134,
134, de
22 de
de
julho dltimo, na qual Vossa ExcelAncia
Excelencia se
se refere
refere ao
ao Acordo
Ac6rdo Basic°,
Basico,
tal como
c,omo foi emendado, concluido
concluIdo em
de 1942
entre o
o Govern°
em margo
marco de
1942 entre
Governo
dos Estados Unidos do
"Institute of
Affairs",
do Brasil
Brasil e
e oo"Institute
of Inter-American
Inter-American Affairs",
ooqual estabeleceu
o programa
programa de
de cooperagio,
estabeleceu o
realizacao, em
em macooperaaso, em
em realizagao,
masaneamento no
teria de saude
sadde eesaneamento
no Brasil.
Brasil.
2. Informa-me
Informa-me Vossa Excelencia,
Excelencia, na
de que
na referida
referida nota,
nota, de
que ooGovern°
Governo
'dos
'dos Estados Unidos da America,
America, em virtude
beneficios mdtuos
mdtuos
virtude dos
dos beneficios
auferidos
o programa
auferidos corn o
programa de cooperacao
mencionado, concorda
concorda corn
cooperagco mencionado,
cor
aa sugetttao
sugedtSo feita pelo Govern°
Governo dos Estados Unidos do
do Brasil,
Brasil, nos
nos
trmos
termos da nota do Ministerio
Relagoes Exteriores,
Exteriores, de
Minist6rio das
das Relagoes
de no
n° DAI/
DAI/
80/512.(22),
2 de julho dltinto,
iltimo, no sentido
80/512.(22), de 2
de ser
mencionado
sentido de
ser oo mencionado
programa
prorrogado.
'programa prorrogado.
3. Comunica-me,
Comunica-me, assim, Vossa Excelencia,
ExcelAncia, que
que o
o Govrno
Govern° dos
dos
Estados Unidos da America considera
considera que um
urn ajuste
ser feito,
ajuste pode
pode ser
feito, aa
fim de que o
o "Institute of Inter-American
Inter-American Affairs"
continue sua
Affairs" continue
sua
participaqso
no
programa
de
cooperagao
participagio
programa
cooperagao mencionado,
mencionado, por
periodo
por um
um periodo
de 66meses alem
al6m da data da terminacao
terminagao de sua
presente vigAncia,
vigencia, on
sua presente
on
seja de 30 de junho filtimo
dltimo a
a31 de
de dezembro
ano de
dezembro do
do corrente
corrente ano
de 1949.
1949.
4.
questao, que, durante
4. Ficara
Ficara estipulado,
estipulado, no ajuste em questa°,
durante o
oreferido
referido
periodo
continuara aa pagar
period° de prorrogagco,
prorrogagao, o
o "Institute" continuer
salexios
pagar os
os salarios
e outras
o pessoal encarregado
encarregado de seus servicos
e
outras despesas
despesas de todo o
servigos de
de
Sadde eeSaneamento
e que nenhuma
Sadde
Saneamento no Brasil, e
nenhuma contribuicao
contribuicao fulanceira
financeira
adicional sera
adicional
sera exigida das Partes no mencionado
mencionado ac6rdo
ac6rdo de
de prorroprorro-

gaglo, quer
quer por
por parte do Servigo Especial de Sadde
Saude P4blica,
gaga°,
Pdblica, quer a
a
favor do mesmo.
Oct. 4,1949.
4, 1949.

63 STAT.]

63 STAT.]
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ON
A
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n l; 2
1: 1
1 949
9
k.JD sANITATI
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19i49

&ND

nao gastos eenao empenha5.
empenhaT
5. Estipular-se-á,
Estipular-se-a, outrossim, que os saldos nab
a presente
financeiras ate a
dos,
contribuicoes financeiras
a todas
todas as contribuigoes
dos, relativos a
data,
postos a
àdisposicao
conformidade corn
coin o
oAc6rdo
Acordo
Partes, de ,conformidade
pelas Partes,
disposiqio pelas
data, postos
Basic°
mencionado, para o
o programa
programa de Cooperagao
cooperag5o em materia de
Basico mencionado,
existentes aa30 de junbo
sadde
emended°, eeexistentes
jupho
e saneamento,
saneamento, tal como foi emendado,
sadde e
o.
de
1949, continuarao
continual-5,o a
aplicados, para
pars, o
o referido
refetido fim,,
ditrante o
fim,, duratte
a ser aplicados,
de 1949,
prorrogacao.
period° de vigencia
vigencia do Ac6rdo
Acordo de prorrogactio.
periodo
o Govern°
Govmrno dos
6. E-me
c,oraunicar a
a Vossa Excelencia
Excelencia que o
grato comunicar
]-me grato
6.
con oo Govrno
Govern° dos Estados.
Estados,
concorda corn
Unidos do Brasil concords.
Estados Unidos
cooperagao. em
Ac6rdo de cooperagao
America na prorrogacb.o
do• AcOrdo
em.
prorrogacao do
Unidos da America
materia de
saneamento no Brasil, nos tArmos
termos acima expressos,
e saneamento
sadde e
de wide
mat6ria
datada de 22 de
devendo esta nota e
VOSEA Excelncia,
Excelencia, datada
e aa nota de Vossa
devendo
expressao de
reporto, constituir aa expresso
ii1tino, e
principio me report°,
ea
a que aaprinc1pio
julho ultimo,
entrara em vigor na
Acordo entre os dois Govemos,
Governos, Ac6rdo ,que entrarb.
tal Ac6rdo
data em
em que
que oorespectivo
re,spectivo Instrumento
polo
prorrogagao, assinado pelo
Instrumento de prorrogagab,
data
eo
o Bepre-:
Senhor Ministro
Ministro de Estado
Educagfio
Repree.Stl e do Brasil e
.o e.S4.e
Estado da Educa
Senhor
Inter-Amnerican. Affairs", contendo
sentante do "Institute
"Institute of Inter-American
contend° os
sentante
registrado no Tribunal de
f6r registrado
pormenores tecnicos
tecnicos acima indicados, for
pormenores
Contas do Brasil.
a Vossa Excelencia
oportunidade para renovar
renovar . a
Excelencia os
Aproveito aa oportunidade
protestos da minha mais alta consideracao.
consideragAo.
FERNANDES
RAUL
RAUL FERNANDES
A
Excelencia o
HERSCHEL V.
V.JOHNSON,
JOHNSON,
Senhor HERSCHEL
o Senhor
A Sua
Sua ExcelAncia
Embaixador dos
Estados Unidos
America.
da America.
Unidos da
dos Estados
Embaixador
Translation
Translation
M
INISTRY OF
FOREIGN RELATIONS,
RELATIONS,
OF FOREIGN
MINISTRY
Rio DE
DR JANEIRO.
JANEIRO.
RIO

DAIlt/52.(22)
DAI/111/512.(22)

August 31, 1949.

M R. AMBASSADOR:
AMBASSADOR:
MR.
the honor
acknowledge receipt
receipt of
of note
dated
134, dated
No. 134,
note No.
to acknowledge
honor to
have the
IIhave
July 22,
22, 1949,
which Your
Your Excellency
Excellency refers to the Basic Agreement,
Agreement,
in which
1949, in
July
as
amended, entered
into in
in March
by the
Government of the
the Government
1942 by
March 1942
entered into
as amended,
Inter-American Affairs,
United States
States of Brazil and the Institute of Inter-American
United
which
present health and sanitation program in
established the present
which established
Brazil.
2. In
In the
Excellency informs me that the
note, Your Excellency
aforementioned note,
the aforementioned
2.
America,
of
Government
of
the
United
America,
considering the mutual
States
United
Government of
above-mentioned
the
benefits
derived from
above-mentioned cooperative
cooperative program,
benefits derived
of the United
agrees
with
the
suggestion
of
Government
United States
Government
the
agrees with the suggestion
dated
DAI/80/512.(22),
of
Brazil,
embodied
terms
of
No.
DAI/80/512.(22),
Note
terms
the
in
of Brazil, embodied
program
aforesaid
the
J
uly
2,
1949,
that
aforesaid
program
be
extended.
July
3.
Excellency also
informs me
that the
the Government
Government of the
me that
also informs
3. Your
Your Excellency
arrangement may now
United
States of
America considers that an arrangement
of America
United States
aforebe made
for the
the Institute to
participation in the aforecontinue its participation
to continue
made for
be
its
mentioned cooperative
program for
period of 6
6 months beyond its
for aaperiod
cooperative program
mentioned
present date
termination, that is, from June 30, 1949 through
of termination,
date of
present
31, 1949.
December 31,

Ante,
p. 2777
An

te, P. 77"

87 Stat. 1322, 1323,
I1833 1338.
82l2sta.'.
Stat.,
Pt. b, p.
3
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Pt - p
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4. The arrangement
arrangement in question would stipulate
the period
stipulate that during the
period
of such extension the Institute will continue to pay
and
pay the
the salaries
salaries and
other expenses of all its health and sanitation
sanitation field staff in Brazil
Brazil and
that no additional
additional financial contribution would be required
required to be
be
made ,by the parties to such extension agreement
agreement to
of
to or
or on
on behalf
behalf of
the Servigo
Service Especial de Sadde
Saide Pdblica.
Piblica.
5. It
It will also be stipulated
stipulated that the unexpended
unexpended and unobligated
unobligated
balance of all financial
contributions heretofore
financial contributions
heretofore made available by
by
the parties pursuant to the mentioned
as amended,
mentioned Basic
Basic Agreement, as
amended,
for the cooperative
cooperative health
health and sanitation program,
and remaining
remaining at
at
program, and
the close of June 30, 1949, would
would continue to remain available
for
available for
such purpose during the period covered by the extension
extension agreement.
agreement.
6. IItake pleasure in informing
informing Your Excellency
Excellency that the Government
Government
of the United States of 'Brazil
Brazil agrees with the Government
Government of
of the
the
United States of America to the extension of the Agreement
Agreement providing
providing
for the cooperative health and sanitation
sanitation program in Brazil, in accordaccordance with the aforementionetd
aforementioned, terms, and
and will
will consider
consider this
this note
note and
and
that of Your Excellency,'datea
Excellency, dated July 22;
22, 1949, to which I
I refer
refer above,
above,
as constituting an agreement
agreement between
between our two Governments,
Governments, which
which
shall come into force on the date on which the
the appropriate
appropriate extension
extension
agreement
agreement signed by the Minister'of
Minister of Education and Health of Brazil
a representative
representative of the Institute of Inter-American
Inter-American Affairs,
and a
Affairs, and
embodying the above-mentioned
above-mentioned technical details, is
with
is registered with
the Tribunal de Contas of Brazil.
I avail myself of this opportunity
I
opportunity to renew to
Excellency the
to Your Excellency
the
assurances
assurances of my highest consideration.
consideration.
RAUL FERNANDES
RAUL

HERSCHEL V.
His Excellency
Excellency HERscHEL
V. JoaNsow,
JOHNSON,
Ambassador of the United
United States of America.

63 STAT.]
88
STAT.]

2781
2781

VENEZUELA-HEALTH
VENEZUELA—
HEALTH AND SANITATION-SEPT.
SANITATION— SEPT.7, 30, 1949

Agreement between the United
UnitedStates of America
America and Venezuela respecting
respecting
aacooperative
and sanitation
program in
cooperative health
health and
sanitation _program
in Venezuela, extending
and
February 18, 1943,
and modifying the agreement
agreement of February
and
1943, as
as extended
extended and
modiied. Effected by exchange of notes signed
signed at Caracas
modified.
Caracas SeptemSeptember 7
7 and
and 30,
S0, 1949;
1949; entered
entered into
into force September 30,
30, 1949,
1949, operative
operative
retroactively
from June 30SO,
retroactively from
30, 1949.
1949.

September 7,
7, 30,
1949
September
30, 1949
f
T. I. A. S. 2008]

fT.

I.A.

.20081

The American Ambassador
Ambassador to the Venezuelan Minister
Minister of
of Foreign
Foreign
Relations
Relations
THE FORE
THE
IGN SERVICE
FOR*IIN
SERVICE

ÒF THE
'OF
THE
UNITED
UNITED STATES
AMERICA
STATES OF
OF AMERICA

AMERICAN EMBASSY,
EMBASSY,
AMERICAN

Caracas,
1949.
aracas, Venezuela, September 7,
7, 1949.

No. 139
39
No.

EXCELLENCY:

;

-

'

IIhave the honor to refer to the agreement
agreement signed
signed September
September 2,
2,
1949 between
between the Minister of Health and Social Assistance
Assistaiace of
of the
the
United
Venezuela and the Chief of
United States of Venezuela
Party of
the
of the Field
Field Party
of the
Institute of Inter-American
Inter-American Affairs of the United States of America
America
extending
Agreement, as amended,
extending further the Basic Agreement,
amended, between
between the
the
United States of Venezuela
Venezuela and the United
United States of America,
America, arising
arising
out of the exchange
exchange of notes between
between His Excellency the
the Minister
Minister of
of
Relations of Venezuela and
Foreign Relations
Ambassador of
and the Ambassador
of the
the United
United
America to Venezuela
Venezuela on February
States of America
February 18, 1943, which
which
provided
provided for the initiation and execution of the existing cooperative
health and sanitation program in Venezuela.
The text of this agreement follows:
EXTENSION
EXTENSION AGREEMENT
AGREEMENT

The Ministry of Health and Social Assistance (hereinafter
(hereinafter referred
referred
"Ministry")
to as the "Ministry
.
") of the Government
Government of the United States of
of
Venezuela (hereinafter referred to as the "Government"),
represented
"Government"), represented
by Dr. Antonio Martin Araujo, Minister of Health and
Social Assistand Social
Assistance (hereinafter referred
referred to as the "Minister"),
"Minister"), and
of
and The Institute
Institute of
Inter-American
Inter-American Affairs
Affairs (hereinafter referred
referred to as the "Institute"),
"Institute"),
aacorporate
instrumentality of the Government
Government of the United States
corporate instrumentality
States
of America,
represented by its Chief of Field Party,
America, represented
Health and
and
Party, Health
Sanitation Division, James D. Caldwell (hereinafter
(hereinafter referred
referred to
to as
as
"Chief of Field Party"), have agreed,
agreed, pursuant
of the
pursuant to the
the request
request of
the
Government, and in accordance
accordance with the exchange of notes dated
dated
August 26, 1949 and September 1st, 1949, [
between the Ambassador
[11]
] between
Ambassador
of the United States of America
and His
His Excellency,
Excellency; the
the Minister
America and
Minister of
of
Foreign Affairs, upon the following details
details for extending
extending for an addiadditional period of one year
30, 1949,
year from June
June-30,
1949, and modifying
in the
modifying in
the
maimer
manner hereinafter
hereinafter set forth, the Agreemet
Agreement entered into
on behalf
behalf
into on
'Not printed.

INot printed.

57 Stat.
1126; 58
57
Stat. 1128;
88 Stat.
Stat.
1446;
3,
1446; 611 Stat.,
Stat., Pt.
Pt. 3,
p. 3271.
3271.
p.
Ante, p.
Ante,
p. 2695.
2695.
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57 Stat. 1126.
58 Stat. 1446; 61
Stat., Pt. 3, p. 3271.
Ante, p. 2695.

58tatt.4; 6 of the Ministry and the Institute
18, 1943,
as subsesubseInstitute on
on February
February 18,
1943, as
stat, Pt. 326p.3
quently
quently modified and extended (hereinafter
to
as
the
"Basic
(hereinafter referred
referred to as the "Basic

Funds.

Salaries and exexSalaries
penses.

po

Deposits.
De sits.

Agreement"),
a cooperative
Agreement"), providing
providing for a
cooperative health
health and
and sanitation
sanitation
program to be carried on in Venezuela.
Venezuela.
1. In
1.
In addition to the funds required by the Basic Agreement
Agreement to
be
to be
contributed or otherwise
contributed
otherwise made available
available for the realization
the
realization of
of the
cooperative health
health and sanitation
sanitation program,
program, the parties
shall
parties hereto
hereto shall
available funds for use in continuing the
contribute and make available
the program
program
during
during the period covered
covered by this Extension
Agreement, in
in accordExtension Agreement,
accordance with the following
schedule:
following schedule:
a)
Institute shall make available
available the funds necessary
a) The
The Institute
necessary to
to

pay the salaries and all other expenses of its field staff
staff in Venezuela
Venezuela
during the period covered by this Extension
Extension Agreement.
Agreement. These
These
funds shall be administered
administered by the ,Institute
delnsstitute and shall
shall not be
be de-

posited to the credit of the OFICINA
OFICINA COOPERATIVE
COOPERATIVE I
NTER-AMERICANA
INTER-AMERICANA
SALUD
DE S
ALIM PUBLICA (hereinafter referred to
to as
as the
"Oficina").
the "Oficina").
b)
The Institute
Institute shall deposit
b) The
deposit to the credit of the Oficina the
sum
nio$25,000:0for
equivalent iniBolivars,
suni'of
'$25,000:00 or its equivalent
intiolivars, (which at the
exchange
the exchange
rate of 3.33 bolivars to $1.00
follows:
$1.00 equals 83,250.00 bolivars)
bolivars) as
as follows:
At the time this Extension Agreement ii
ii signed,
signed ,_1
$25;000.00
- $25,000.00

c)
The Government
c) the
Government of Venezuela shall deposit to the credit
credit
of the Oficina
Qficina the.
the Sum
sum of i,675,000.00
1,675,000.00 bolivars
bolivars (which
(which at
the exchange
exchange
at the
rate of 3.33 bolivars to $1.00 equals $503.003.00),
as follows:
$503.003.00), as
follows:
At
At the
the time
time this Extension Agreement
Agreement is signed
signed - Bs
Bs.
.October
1, 1949 .----------------...........------.
October 1,
January 1,
January
1, 1950 --.------------------------------.
April 1,
1, 1950 -----------------------------------------

Schedule
chedule amendamendments.

Unexpended or
unUne=ended
or unassigned (wads.

00
835, 000.
000. 00
280,
000. 00
00
280, 000.

280,
000. 00
280, 000.
00
280, 000.
000. 00
00
280,
2. By written agreement of the Minister of Ilealth
Social
Health and
and Social
Assistance
Assistance and the Chief of Field Party
Party in
Venezuela, the
the parties
parties
in Venezuela,
hereto may amend the schedules
schedules for making deposits required
required by
by
Clause 1
1 hereof.

3. Any
Any funds
funds received
received by
by the
Oficina which remain unexpended
3.
the Oficina
unexpended or
or

unassigned
cooperative health and sanitaunassigned at the termination of the cooperative
sanitation program shall be returned to the parties hereto in
proportion
in the proportion
of the respective
respective contributions
contributions made by the parties
under the
the Basic
parties under
Basic
Agreement (including any extensions and amendments
Agreement
thereof).
amendments thereof).
4. All funds previously
4.
previously contributed
contributed by the parties hereto
hereto pursuant
pursuant
to the
the Basic
Basic Agreement
to
Agreement which are unexpended and unassigned
as of
of
unassigned as
June 30, 1949 shall remain
remain available for use after that date
contindate in
in continuing
the cooperative
cooperative health and sanitation
uing the
sanitation program during the period
period
covered by this Extension Agreement.
Agreement.
5. The stipulations of the Basic Agreement
Agreement (including any
extenany exten-

sions and
sions
and amendments thereof)
thereof) shall remain
remain in
in effect
effect insofar
as they
they
insofar as

are not directly or indirectly contrary
contrary to the provisions of
this ExExof this
tension
tension Agreement.
6. The Government
undertakes to initiate the
Government undertakes
action necessary
necessary
the action
to put into effect the terms of this Extension
Extension Agreeinent.
Agreement.
I, WITNESS
WXITNEsa WHEREOF,
wBREOF, the parties hereto
hereto have caused
caused this
Exten7
this Exten.
sion Agreement to be executed by their duly
duly authorized
authorized repreeenta..
represents-

63 STAT.]
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STAT.]
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tives, in octuplicate, in the Spanish and English languages, in Caracas,
Venezuela,
Venezuela, this 2nd day of September, 1949.
1949.

MINISTRY
MINISTRY OF HEALTH AND
AND
SOCIAL ASSISTANCE
ASSISTANCE
B
BYYANTONIO
ANTONIO M
M. .ARAUJO
ARAUJO
Antonio Martin
Martin Araujo
Dr. Antonio
Araujo
Minister
Minister

THE INSTITUTE
INSTITUTE OF INTERINTERAMERICAN
AMERI
CAN AFFAIRS
By JAMES
JAMES D.
D.CALDWELL
CALDWELL
James
James D. Caldwell
Caldwell
Chief of Field
Field Party
Party

I take pleasure in informing Your Excellency
Excellency that the Government
I
Government
of the United States of America
America has agreed that
note and
your
that this note
and your
reply in the same terms shall constitute a
a ratification and confirmation
confirmation
by the Governments of the United States of Venezuela
Venezuela and
the
and of
of the
United States of America of the agreement
agreement signed between
between the
the Minister
Minister
of Health and Social Assistance and the Chief of the Field
Field Party.
Party.
Excellency, the renewed assurances
Accept, Excellency,
assurances of
of my
my highest
highest consideraconsidera-

tion.
tion.

Excellency
His Excellency

WALTER
J. .DONNELLY
W ALTER J
DONNELLY

Dr. Luis
Luis EMILIO
EMILIO GOMEZ
GOMEZ Ruiz,
Ruiz,

Minister
Foreign Relations,
Minister of Foreign
Relations,
Caracas.
Caracas.

The Venezuelan Acting Minister
Relations to
to the
the
Minister of Foreign
Foreign Relations
American Ambassador
Ambassador
ESTADOS
UNIDOS DE
VENEZUELA
ESTADOS UNIDOS
DE VENEZUELA
MINISTERIO
DE RELACIONES
MINISTERIO DE
RELACIONES EXTERIORES
EXTERIORES
DIRECCION
DE POLITICA
DIRECCION DE
POLITICA. INTERNACIONAL
INTERNACIONAL

BEOCION
DE RELACIONES
RELACIONES INTERAMERICANAS
SECCION DE
INTERAMERICANAS
No. 02392
2392
CARACAS, 30 de setiembre
No.
CARACAS,
setiembre de
de 1949
1949
SEROR
SENOR EMBAJADOR:
EMBAJADOR:
Tengo aahonra avisar el recibo de
nota de
Vuestra ExceExcede la atenta nota
de Vuestra
lencia, mimero
ndmero 539, de fecha 77del presente mes,
flies, referente
referents al
al Acuerdo
firmado el 2
2 de los corrientes
e,orrientes entre el Ministro de Sanidad y
y Asistencia
Asistencia
Social de los Estados Unidos de Venezuela
Venezuela y
y el Jefe de la
is Misien
Misi6n del
del
Institute de Asuntos Interamericanos
Interamericanos de los Estados Unidos de
de
America,
a prorrogar nuevamente
America, destinado a
nuevamente el
el Modus-Vivendi
Modus-Vivendi inicial,
inicial,
objeto, celebrado
celebrado por
con las enmiendas
enmiendas de que fue objeto,
por carabio
notas
cambio de
de notas
entre el Ministro de Relaciones Exteriores
Exteriores de
de Venezuela
ExceVenezuela y
y el
el Excede los
lentfsimo Sefor
Sefior Embajador
Embajador de
los Estados
Estados Unidos
America, de
Unidos de
de Am6rica,
de
fecha 18 de febrero de 1943, sobre iniciaci6n
iniciacien y
ejecucien del Programa
Programs
y ejecuci6n
Cooperativo
Cooperativo de Salud y
y Saneamiento
Saneamiento que se desarrolla
desarrolla en
on Venezuela.
Venezuela.
El texto
text° de dicho Acuerdo
Acuerdo es
siguiente:
es 'el
el siguiente:
"Convenio
Prerroga
"Convenio de Pr6rroga
Con el fin de desarrollar
desarrollar un Programa
Programs Cooperativo
Cooperativo de
de Salud
Salud y
Saneamiento, el Ministerio
y Asistencia
Asistencia Social (que en
Sateamiento,
Ministerio de Sanidad
Sanidad y
en
adelante se Ramat*
llamara el "Ministerio")
"Ministerio") del Gobierno
Estados
Gobierno de
de los,
los Estados
Unidos de Venezuela
Venezuela (que en adelante
adelante se
llamark el
Gobierno), se Ulamara
el Gobierno),
81939-52—PT. fil—S1
81939---T.
ni--31
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representado por el doctor Antonio Martin Araujo,
repre,sentado
Ministro de
de SaniSaniAraujo, Ministro
dad y
y Asistencia Social (que en adelante se llamara
"El Ministro")
Ministro")
llamara "El
yyel Instituto de Asuntos Interamericanos
se Hamar&
Interamericanos (que en adelante
adelante se
llamara
el "Instituto") una dependencia
dependencia Jurfdica
de los
los Estados
Estados
Juridica del Gobierno
Gobierno de
Unidos de Am6rica,
America, representado
representado por James D.
Caldwell, Jefe
de la
la
D. Caldwell,
Jefe de
Misi6n, Divisi6n
MisiOn,
Division de Salud y
ySaneamiento,
Saneamiertto, (que
(que en adelante
adelante se
se Hamar&
llamara
"Jefe de la Misi6n"),
Mision"), han convenido,
convenido, segdn
seem los deseos
deseos del
del Gobierno
Gobierno
y
acuerdo con un intercambio
intercambio de notas fechadas
y de acuerdo
el 26
de agosto
agosto
fechadas el
26 de
de 1.949 y
y el 1.°
1° de septiembre de 1.949, entre
Embajador
de los
los
entre el
el Embajador de
Estados Unidos de America
America y
y el Ministro de Relaciones
Relaciones Exteriores,
Exteriores,
en los siguiente,s
siguientes detalles para
pare, prorrogar
prorrogar por un
perfodo adicional
de
un perfodo
adicional de
un afio, a
apartir del 30 de junio de 1.949, y
rnodificar en
forma que
que
y modificar
en la
la forma
mas adelante
más
adelante se especifica,
especifica, el Modus-Vivendi
Modus-Vivendi celebrado
celebrado entre
entre el
el
Ministerio y
y el Instituto el 18 de febrero de 1.943, con las subsiguientes
Ministerio
subsiguientes
modificaciones
y pro/Togas
pr6rrogas de que fu6
modificaciones y
fue objeto (que rafts
se
mas adelante
adelante se
llamara el "Modus-Vivendi
"Modus-Vivendi Inicial").
Inicial").
1.
- Ademas de los fondos requeridos
requeridos por el
1. —
el Modus-Vivendi
Modus-Vivendi Inicial,
Inicial,
que seran
serb,n aportados
aportados o
opuestos a
adisponibilidad
del
disponibilidad para
para la
la realizacion
rea)izaci6n del
programa cooperativo
cooperativo de Salud y
y Saneamiento,
programa
Saneamiento, las partes contratantes
contratantes
contribuirin y
y pondrAn a
a disposici6n
contaibuirin
disposici6n fondos
fondos para
para continuar
desacontinuar el
el desarrollo del prograana
programa durante el period°
periodo estipulado en
rrollo
este
Convenio
en este Convenio de
de
Pr6rroga, en
Pr6rroga,
on la manera siguiente:
a) El Instituto aportar
aportara los fondos
condos necesarios
necesarios para
para el
el pago
pago de
de
los salarios y
y demas
derails gastos del personal de
Venezuela
de la
la Mision
Misi6n en
en Venezuela
durante el lapso previsto por este Convenio de
Prorroga. Estos
Estos fondos
de Pr6rroga.
fondos
serin
seran administrados
administrados por el Instituto y
yno seran depositados
la ctlenta
ctenta
depositados a
a la
de la Oficina Cooperativa
Cooperativa Interamericana
Interamericana de Salud Piiblica
Pdblica (que
(que on
en
adelante
llamar& la "Oficina").
adelante se llamarh,
"Oficina").
b) El Instituto depositara,
depositark, a
afavor de la Oficina, la
la cantidad
cantidad de
de
$25.000.oo
equivalente on
en bolivares (que al
$25.000.00 6
6su equivalents
cambio de
de Bs.
Bs.
al tipo
tipo de
de cambio
3.33 por d6lar equivale
a Bs. 83.250.oo),
equivale a
83.250.00), en la
la manera
manera siguiente:
siguiente:

Al firmarse
firmarse este
Pr6rroga-------......
Al
sate Convenio de Pr6rroga

$25.000.00
$25.000.00

----...

c)
El Gobierno
c) El
Gobierno de Venezuela
Venezuela depositara
depositara aafavor de la Oficina
la
Oficina la
cantidad
1.675.000.oo bolivares (que
cantidad de 1.675.000.00
(pie al tipo de
de Bs.
de cambio
cambio de
Bs. 3.33
3.33
por daar
d61ar equivale a
a $503.003.00),
siguiente:
$503.003.oo), de
de la manera
manera siguiente:
Al finharse
firaree sate
este Convenio de Prorroga_
Pr6rroga.-------Al

L-... ---

Ei1°de
octubre de
de 1.949 --..--..
-- -------------El
lode octubre
El 10
lo de
de enero de 1.950 ---....
---------- -----El
El 1
1°0 de abril de 1.950
1.950---------------------------El

B
-

Be 835.000.00
835.000.oo
""
"
""

280.000.00
280.000.oo
28 0 0 00
280.000.oa
. .o
2
280.000.00
80.000.0

2. —
- Mediante
Mediante convenio
2.
convenio firmado entre el Ministro de
de Sanidad
Sanidad
y
Asistencia
Social
y
el
Jefe
de
la
Misi6n
en
Venezuela,
y Asistencia Social y
Jefe
Mision
las partes
contratantes podran
contratantes
podran modificar la forma
forma de hacer las entregas
entregas previstas
previstas
en la Clausula
Clausula 1, =Batt
inserta.
arriba inserta.
3.Los fondos
recibidos por la Oficina que no hayan sido
3. —Los
Condos recibidos
sido
utilizados
o asignados
asignados aa la fecha de la terrninaciOn.
terminaci6n del programa
utilizados o
programa
cooperativo
y Saneamiento Bean
serin devueltos aala partes contracooperativo de Salud
SaludySan.eamiento
contratantes
contribuciones heehas
tantes en la proporci6n
proporci6n de sus respectivas
respectivas contribuciones
heaths de
de
curdo con el Modus-Vivendi
Modus-Vivendi Inicial ((inclusive
acuerdo
prorrogas y
y
usive sus,
sus prrogas

modiicaciones).
modificaciones).
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4. -—Los fondos ya enterados
enterados por las partes contratantes, de
acuerdo
Modus-Vivendi Inicial (inclusive
(inclusive sus prorrogas
y
pr6rrogas y
con el Modus-Vivendi
acuerdo con
modificaciones),
hayan sido utilizados
utilizados o
o asignados
a,sign.ados a
a is
la fecha
que no hayan
modificaciones), quo
del
1.949, seguirin
seguiran disponibles para ser utilizados
del 30 de
de junio de 1.949,
programa cooperativo
despues
la continuacion
continuaci6n del programs
despues de dicha fecha en is
pr6rroga.
de
ySaneamiento
Saneamiento durante el perfodo estipulado en esta pr&Toga.
de Salud y
Modus-Vivendi Inicial (inclusive las
5. -—Las
Las estipulaciones
estipulaciones del Modus-Vivendi
de
permaneceran en vigor en
Pr6rroga sucesivos) permaneceran
de Prorroga
de los Convenios
Convenios de
cuanto
indirectamente a
previsto en
a lo previsto
directa o
o indirectamente
no sean
sean contrarios
contrarios directs
cuanto no
este Convenio de Prorroga.
Pr6rroga.
a iniciar la acci6n
accion necesaria
necesaria
6. -—El Gobierno se compromete a
estipulaciones de este Convenio
pars dar cumplimiento
cumplimiento a
a las estipulaciones
Convenio de
para
Pr6rroga.
Pr6rroga.
EN
partes contratantes
han hecho
sus
que sus
hecho qua
contratantes ban
las partes
DE LO
LO CIIAL,
CUAL, las
EN FE
FE DE
representantes debidamente
suscriban este Convenio de
autorizados suscriban
debidamente autorizados
representantes
Prorroga,
octuplicado, en
los idiomas
Espanol eeIngles, en Caracas,
idiomas Espafiol
en los
por octuplicado,
Pr6rroga por
septiembre de 1.949.
Venezuela,
me,s de septiembre
1.949.
dias del mes
a los 22dfas
Venezuela, a
MINISTERIO DE
SANIDAD Y ASISTENCIA
SOCIAL
ASISTENCIA SOCIAL
DE SANIDAD
MINISTERIO

ANTONIO
ARTf N ARAII.TO
ARAUJO
MARTfN
ANTONIO M
Ministro.
Ministro.
INSTITUT°
INSTITUTO

,

i

INTERA M ERICANOS
DE ASUNTOS
ASUNTOS INTERAMERICANOS

JAMES D.
D.CALDWELL.
CALDWELL.
JAMES

la Mision."
Mision."
Jefe de la
La
nota de Vuestra
Excelencia, que contiene las estipulaciones
Vuestra Excelencia,
La nota
anteriores, y
y esta
esta respuesta,
Acuerdo con respecto aala
un Acuerdo
constituyen un
respuesta, constituyen
anteriores,
prorroga del Programa
Programa Cooperativo
y Saneamiento.
Saneamiento.
Cooperativo de Salud y
pr6rroga
Excelencia las
Vilgome
oportunidad pars
para reiterar aa Vuestra Excelencia
Vfilgome de la oportunidad
consideraci6n.
seguridades de mi m6,8
mis alta consideraci6n.
seguridades
Sukrucz FLAMERICH
FLAMERICR
G. SUAREZ
Al Excelentisimo
Excelentisimo Sefior
Senor
W ALTER J.
J. DONNELLY
DONNELLY
WALTER
Embajador
Plenipotenciario
Extraordinarioyy Plenipotenciario
Embajador Extraordinario
de
Estados Unidos
Unidos de America
los Estados
de los
Presente.—
Presente.Translation
Translation
UNITED
STATES OF
VENEZUELA
OF VENEZUELA
UNITED STATES
MINISTRY OF
OF FOREIGN
RELATIONS
FOREIGN RELATIONS
MINISTRY
POLICY
DIVISION OF
INTERNATIONAL POLICY
OF INTERNATIONAL
DIVISION
SECTION
RELATIONS SECTION
INTER-AMERICAN RELATIONS
INTER-AMERICAN
No. 0232
02392
No.
CARACAS, September
September 30, 1949
CARACAS,
M R. AMBASSADOR:
MR.
AMBASSADOR:

of Your
Your Excellency's
Excellency's
receipt of
to acknowledge
acknowledge receipt
the honor
honor to
have the
II have
1949, relative to the
courteous note No. 539 dated September 7, 1949,
Agreement signed
signed on
September 2,
between the
of
Minister of
the Minister
1949, between
2, 1949,
on September
Agreement

Aide, p. 2781.

Aid*.

2T.
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1128; 58 Stat.
57 Stat. 1126;
1446; 61
61 Stat.,
Stat., Pt.
Pt. 3,
3,
p.
p. 3271.
3271.
An#, p. 2605.
Ante,
2605.
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TREATIES
AGREEMENTS OTHER
OTHER THAN

[63 STAT.
STAT.
[63

Health
Health and Social Assistance of the United
United States
States of
of Venezuela
Venezuela and
and
the Chief of the Field Party of the Institute of Inter-American
Inter-American Affairs
Affairs
of the United States of America, for the purpose
again extending
purpose of
of again
extending
amended, entered into by an
the Basic Agreement, as amended,
an exchange
exchange of
of
notes between
between the Minister
Minister of Foreign Relations
Relations of
of Venezuela
and
Venezuela and
His Excellency the Ambassador
Ambassador of the United
United States
States of
America,
of America,
dated February 18,
18, 1943, on the initiation
initiation and execution
Coexecution of
of the
the Cooperative Health and Sanitation
Sanitation Program
Program now being
being carried
carried on
on in
in
Venezuela.
Venezuela.
The text of this agreement
agreement follows:
follows:
[For the Englishilanguage
Englishilanguage text of the Extension
Extension Agreement,
Agreement, see
see
ante, p. 2781.]
2781.]
Your Excellency's
Excellency's note, containing the foregoing
foregoing stipulations,
stipulations, and
and
this reply constitute an Agreement
Agreement on
of the
the Coon the
the extension
extension of
Cooperative Health and Sanitation
operative
Sanitation Program.
Program.
IIavail myself of this opportunity to renew to Your Excellency
the
Excellency the
assurances of my highest consideration.
consideration.
G.
G.SUIREZ
SU
A REZ FLAMERICH
FLAMERICH
His Excellency
Excellency
W ALTER J
WALTER
J..DONNELLY
DONNELLY
Ambassador
Ambassador Exraordinary
Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary
Plenipotentiary
United States
States of
of the United
of America
America
Oity.
Oity. -—

63 STAT.]
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Agreement between the United
United States of America and
and Bolivia respecting
respecting
a cooperative
health and
and sanitation
a
cooperative health
sanitation program
program in
in Bolivia, modifying
modifying
and extending
extending the agreement
agreement of July 16
and
15 and 16, 1942, as
modified and
as modiied
and
extended. Effected by exchange of notes
28
notes signed
signed at
at La
La Paz July
July 28
and 29,
29, 1949; entered
entered into force July 29, 1949, operative
operative retroactively
retroactively
June 80,
from June
S0, 1949.

July
28, 29,
July 28,
9, 1949
1949

I
T. I.
I. A.
A. S.. 2009]
2009]
IT.

The American
American Chargé
Charge d'Affaires ad
ad interim
interim to the Bolivian Minister
Ministerfor
Foreign Affairs and
and Worship
Foreign
Worship

No.
870
No. 876

AMERICAN
AMERICAN EMBASSY
EMBASSY
La Paz,
Paz, July 28, 1949

ExcELLENCY:
EXCELLENCY:
I have the honor to refer to the Basic Agreement,
I
Agreement, as amended,
amended,
entered
entered into in July 1942 P]
['] between
between the Republic
Republic of
Bolivia and
of Bolivia
and
The Institute of Inter-American
Inter-American Affairs, providing
existing
providing for the
the existing
1864; 58
56 Stat.
Stat. 1864;
8 Stat.
tat.
cooperative
cooperative health and sanitation program in Bolivia. IIalso refer
refer 1568;
62
8,
62 Stat.,
Stat., Pt. 3,
p. 3920.
320.
to Your Excellency's note No. TO.
of July
5,
1949,
[
]
TC. y
y ONU. 618 of
July 5, 1949, []
suggesting the consideration
consideration by our respective
governments of
of a
a
respective governments
further extension
extension of that Agreement.
Agreement.
Extension of
of proproExtension
Considering
Considering the mutual benefits which both Governments
are dede- gram.
Governments are
gram.
riving from the program, my Government agrees with
with the
the Government of Bolivia that an extension of the program
program beyond
beyond its
termination
termination date of June 30, 1949, would be desirable. Accordingly,
Accordingly,
IIhave been advised by the Department of State in Washington
Washington that
arrangements may now be made for the Institute to continue
arrangements
continue its
its
participation in the program for a
aperiod of one year, from June
June 30,
Contribution
Contrlbution by InI
1949, through June 30, 1950. It
understood that,
that, during
It would be understood
during stitute.
emote.
this period of extension, the Institute would make a
a contribution
contribution of
of
$100,000.00
$100,000.00 in the currency
currency of the United States, to the Servicio
Servicio
Cooperativo
Inter-Americano de Salud Publica, for
Cooperativo Inter-Americano
carrying
for use
use in carrying
out project
project activities of the program, on condition that your GovernGovernment would contribute to the Servicio for the same purpose the sum
of Bs. 28,000,000.00.
28,000,000.00. The Institute would also be willing during the
same extension period to make available funds
administered
funds to
to be administered
by the Institute, and
to the
account of
and not deposited
deposited to
the account
of the
the Servicio,
Servicio,
for payment of salaries and other expenses of the
of the
the
the members
members of
Health and Sanitation Division field staff who
the
who are maintained
maintained by
by the
Institute in Bolivia. The amounts referred
referred to would
would be
be in
in addition
addition
to the sums already required under the present Basic Agreement,
Agreement, as
amended, to be contributed
contributed and made available by the parties
parties in
in
furtherance
furtherance of the program.
2

I Signed
Signed July 15 and 16, 1942.
1942.
'Not
INot printed.

.*
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The Government
Government of the United States of America
America will consider the
present note and your reply note concurring
concurring therein
therein as
as constituting
agreement between our two Governments,
an agreement
into
Governments, which
which shall come into
force on the date of signature [11
[] of an agreement
agreement by the
the Minister
Minister
of Hygiene and Public Health and aarepresentative
representative of The Institute
of Inter-American
Inter-American Affairs
Affairs embodying the above-mentioned
above-mentioned technical
details.
If the proposed extension on the above basis is acceptable
your
acceptable to
to your
Government,
Government, II would appreciate
appreciate receiving an
of Your
Your
an expression
expression of
Excellency's assurance
assurance to that effect as soon as may be possible
possible in
in
order that the technical
technical details of the extension
extension may
out
may be worked out
by the officials
officials of the Ministry of Hygiene and Public Health and
and The
The
Institute of Inter-American
Inter-American Affairs.
Affairs.
IIavail myself of this opportunity to renew to Your Excellency
Excellency the
assurance of my highest and most distinguished
assurance
distinguished consideration.
consideration.
1

JAMES ESPY
ESPY
JAMES
Chargé d'Affairs ad
Charge
ad interim
interim
His Excellency
Excellency
ALDO BEzMONTE
BELMONTE POOL,
POOL,
Dr. W
WALDO
Ministerfor Foreign
Minister
Foreign Affairs and
and Worship,
Worship,
La Paz.
Paz.

Bolivian Ministerfor
The Bolivian
Minister for Foreign
and Worship
Worship to
to the
ForeignAffairs and
the American
American
Charge d'Affaires ad interim
Chargé
interim
REPUBLICA DE BOLIVIA
REPUBLICA
BOLIVIA

Ministerio de
de Baeones
Relasiones
Mtnlsteio
Exterores yyOulto
Exteriores
(Mho

No. T.
T. 0.
No.
O. y
y ONII.
ONU. 684
684
Asunto:
Asnnto: PrCrro
Prima del prograprogr
ma 000perativo
de
ma
oopertivo de
salubridad
olubridad en
en BoBo-

svi.
livia.

LA PAZ,
a9 de Julio
julio de 1949
LA
PAZ, 29

SEStOR
ENCARGADO DE NEGOCIOS:
SESOR ENCARGADO
NEGOCIOS:

Tengo el agrado de avisar recibo de su atenta nota
note No. 876, fechada
fechada
el die
dia de ayer, en la cual se refiere Vuestra Sellorla
Basic°,
Sefioria al Acuerdo
Acuerdo Basico,
tal como ha sido modificado,
en julio de 1942 entre mi pals
modificado, concluldo
conclu1do on
yy el Instituto
Institut° de Asuntos
.Asuntos Interamericanos,
Interamericanos, concerniente
concerniente al
al actual
actual
programa
cooperative
de
salubridad
y
obras
sanitarias
programa cooperativo
saIubridad y
sanitarias en Bolivia,
comunicando
comunicando que el gobierno de los Estados Unidos de
America, al
de America,
al
considerar los beneficios
beneficios reciprocos
recfprocos que ambos gobiernos reciben
reciben de
dicho programa,
programs, estA
este, de acuerdo
acuerdo en que se lo prorrogue por un afio
mAs,
mas, del 30 de junio de 1949 al 30 de junio
jinn° de 1950.
Me es grato
grato comunicar
comunicar a
a Vuestra Sefioria
Se5orla que el gobierno de Bolivia
se encuentra
a Is
la mencionada
encueatra conforme en que se proceda
proceda a
mencionada pr6rroga,
prerroga,
segdn
los terminos
t6rminos contenidoa
oontenidos en la
liege:111os
is nota
note que contest°,
contesto, y
y de acuerdo a
a
los arreglos tecnicos que se began
hagan entre un representante
representaate del Ministerio
Ministerio
de Higiene y
Salubridad de mi pats,
y otro del Institut°
Instituto de Asuntos
y Salubridad
pals, y
Asuntos
Interamericanos.
Interamericanos.
'Juo
July 29, 1.49.
1949.

68 S
TAT.]
STAT.]
63

BOLIVIA- HEALTH AND
AND SANITATIONJULY 28,
28, 29,
29, 1949
1949
SANITATION-JULY
BOLIVIA-HEALTH
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Sefiorfa, con este motivo, la,s
las seguridades
seguridades de mi
Vuestra Sefioria,
Reitero aa Vuestra
consideracion muy
muy distinguida.
consideraci6n
BELMONTE Pool.
POOL
BELMONTE

A Su
Su Sefioria
Seriorfa JAMES
JAMES ESPY,
ESPY,
A
Encargado de Negocios a.i.
a.i. de los
Encargado
America.
Unidos de America.
Estados Unidas
Estados
Presente.
Presente.
Translation
Translation
REPUBLIC OF BOLIVIA
BOLIVIA
REPUBLIC
Ministry of Foreign
Foreign Relations
Relations
and
and Worship
Worship

No. T.
T. C. and ONU. 684
Subject: Extension of
Subject:
the cooperative
cooperative health
program
program in Bolivia.

LA
PAZ, J
uly 29,
1949
LA PAZ,
July
29, 1949

M
R. CHARGi
DIAFFAIRES:
CHARGE D'AFFAIRES:
MR.
I
acknowledging receipt of your courteous
courteous note
I take pleasure in acknowledging
No.
yesterday, in which you refer to the Basic Agreement,
No. 876,
876, dated yesterday,
as
between my country
as amended,
amended, which was concluded in July 1942 between
Inter-American Affairs, relative to the present
and the Institute of Inter-American
56 Stat. 1864; 8 Stt.
cooperative
sanitation program in Bolivia, and in which io
rt
6
8
2
t
•giN
."t,
1568;
62
Stat., Pt.t
cooperative health and sanitation
p. 3920.
you
that the
the United
America, P' 392°.
States of America,
United States
of the
Government of
the Government
me that
inform me
you inform
governments are
after
considering the
the mutual benefits that both governments
after considering
deriving
agrees to extend it for one more year,
deriving from the said program, agrees
from June 30, 1949, to June 30, 1950.
I
Excellency that the Government
Government
pleasure in informing Your Excellency
I take pleasure
of
Bolivia agrees
accordance with
extension, in accordance
aforementioned extension,
the aforementioned
to the
agrees to
of Bolivia
the terms
terms of
the note
note to
to which
accordance with
in accordance
and in
I am
am replying, and
which I
of the
the
arrangements to be made between
between aarepresentative
representative of
technical arrangements
the technical
the Ministry
Ministry of
of Hygiene
and Health of my
representaand aarepresentamy country
country and
Hygiene and
the
Inter-American Affairs.
Affairs.
tive of the Institute of Inter-American
I
opportunity to renew to Your Excellency the
of this opportunity
myself of
I avail
avail myself
consideration.
assurances
assurances of my most distinguished consideration.
BELmoNTE Poor,
POOL
BELMONTE

JAMES
Excellency J
His
AMES ESPY,
His Excellency
interim of
ad interim
d'Affaires ad
Charge d'Affaires
the United States of America.
City.
a*y.
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Agreement between the United States
States of America and
Ecuador respecting
respecting
and Ecuador
a
cooperative health and
a cooperative
and sanitation
sanitation program
program in
in Ecuador,
Ecuador, modifying
modifying
and extending the agreement
agreement of
of February
February 24,
24, 1942,
1942, as
as modified
modified and
and
extended. Effected by exchange
exchange of notes
at Quito
July 26
26 and
notes signed
signed at
Quito July
and
August 22, 1949; entered
into force August
entered into
26, 1949,
operative retroretroAugust 26,
1949, operative
actively from
SO, 1949.
from June
June 30,
1949.
The American Charge
Charge d'Affaires ad
to the
Minister
ad interim
interim to
the Ecuadoran
EcuadoranMinister
for Foreign
for
Foreign Affairs
Affairs
No. M2
389
No.

Q
UITO, July
26, 1949.
1949.
QUITO,
July 26,

EXCELLENCY:
EXCELLENCY:
IIhave the honor to refer to
Basic Agreement,
Agreement, [']
['] as
as amended,
amended,
to the
the Basic
entered
2] on behalf
entered into in January 1943,
1943, 11
behalf of
the Republic
Ecuador
of the
Republic of
of Ecuador
and The Institute of Inter-American
Inter-American Affairs,
Affairs, providing
for the
providing for
the existing
existing
1370; 69
59 Stat.
57 Stat. 1370;
Stat.
cooperative health
health and sanitation
sanitation program
program in
also refer
refer
in Ecuador.
Ecuador. IIalso
1690;
1590; 61 stat.,
Stat., Pt. 3, cooperative
Stat., Pt. 3,
p. 3103;
310; 62 Stat.,
3, to Your Excellency's
Excellency's note no. 120 of July
1949, 12]
[9 suggesting
the
July 14,
14, 1949,
suggesting the
p. 3927.
consideration
respective governments
consideration by our respective
of aafurther
extension of
governments of
further extension
of
that Agreement.
Agreement.
Considering
Considering the mutual benefits
which both
both Governments
Governments are
are dedebenefits which
riving from the program,
my
Government
program,
Government agrees
agrees with
Government
with the
the Government
of Ecuador
Ecuador that an extension of the program
beyond its
present termiprogram beyond
its present
termination date of June 30, 1949, would
be desirable.
desirable. Accordingly,
Accordingly, I
would be
I have
have
been advised by the Department
Department of
of State
Washington that
arrangeState in
in Washington
that arrangements may now be made for the Institute to
ments
participation
to continue
continue its
its participation
in the program
a period of one year,
year, from
program for a
from June
June 30,
30, 1949,
1949, through
through
June 30, 1950. It
It would be understood that,
June
period of
of
that, during
during this
this period
extension,
a contribution
extension, the Institute
Institute would make a
contribution of
the
of $150,000
$150,000 in
in the
currency of the United
currency.
United States, to
to the
the Servicio
Servicio Cooperativo
Cooperativo InterInteramericano
americano de Salud Publica,
Publica, for
for use in
carrying out
out project
activities
in carrying
project activities
of the program.,
program, on condition that your
your Government
Government would
would contribute
contribute
to the Servicio for the same purpose the
sum of
of 6,030,000
6,030,000 sucres
the sum
sucres (the
(the
equivalent of U.S. $450,000 at the rate of 13.4
equivalent
13.4 sucres
sucres to
dollar).
to the
the dollar).
The Institute would also be willing, during
during the
same extension
extension period,
the same
period,
to
make
available
funds
to
be
administered
to make available
administered by the
Institute, and
and not
the Institute,
not
deposited to the account of the Servicio,
Servicio, for
for payment
payment of
salaries and
of salaries
and
other expenses
expenses of the members of the Health and Sanitation
other
Sanitation Division
Division
field staff
staff who
who are
are maintained by the Institute in
field
Ecuador. The
in Ecuador.
The
amounts referred
amounts
referred to would be in addition to the
the sums
required
sums already
already required
under the
present Basic
under
the present
Rosie Agreement, as amended, to be
and
be contributed
contributed and
made
available by the parties in furtherance
made available
furtherance of
of the
program.
the program.
The Government
The
Government of the United States of America
America will consider
consider the
the
present
present note and your reply note concurring therein
therein as
as constituting
constituting
an agreement
agreement between our two Governments, which
which will
will come
come into
into
IISigned Feb. 24, 1942.
Not printed.

2

63 STAT.]
STAT.]

July
26, 1949
1949
ECUADOR-HEALTH
uI 26,
ECUADOR- HEALTH AND SANITATIONSANITATION Aug.
22, 1949
AUg. 22, 1949

signature [']
of
force on the date of signature
[1] of an agreement by the Minister of
Welfare and Labor and aa representative
representative of The Institute of
of
Social Welfare
Inter-American Affairs embodying
embodying the above-mentioned
above-mentioned technical
Inter-American
details.
If the proposed extension
extension on the above basis is acceptable
acceptable to your
your
Government, II would appreciate
appreciate receiving
receiving an expression
expression of Your
Your
Government,
Excellency's assurance to that effect as soon as may be possible,
Excellency's
possible, in
technical details of the extension may be worked out
out
order that the technical
by the officials of the Ministry of Social Welfare and Labor and The
Inter-American Affairs.
Institute of Inter-American
Affairs
I
Excellency the
I avail myself of this opportunity to renew to Your Excellency
distinguished consideration.
assurances of my highest and most distinguished
M AURICE M
M. .BERNBAUM
BERNBAUM
MAURICE
Maurice
Bernbaum
Maurice M. Bernbaum
Chargé d'Affaires ad
interim
ad interim
Charge
His
Excellency
His Excellency
Dr.
L. NEFTALf
Dr. L.
NEPTALf PONCE,
PONCE,
Minister
for Foreign
Foreign Affairs,
Affairs,
Ministerfor
Quito.
Quito.

Charge
Foreign Affairs to the American Chargé
The Ecuadoran
Ecuadoran Minister
Minister for Foreign
ad interim
interim
d'Affaires ad

REPUBLICA DEL
DEL ECUADOR
ECUADOR
REPUBLICA
MINISTERIO
RELACIONES EXTERIORES
EXTERIORES
MINISTERIO DE
DE RELACIONES

DDP
NO 151151- DDP
No

Q
UITO, aa22
22 Ago
1949
Ago 1949
QUITO,

SEROR
ENCARGADO DE NEGOCIOS:
NEGOCIOS:
S
ERGE ENCARGADO

Vuestra
Tengo a
contester a
a la atenta comunicaci6n
comunicacien de Vuestra
a honra contestar
referencia
fltimo, en la que, con referencia
Sefiorf antmero
nemero 289, de 26 de julio tdtimo,
Sefloria
instrumentos que regulan
cooperativo de salud
regulan el Programa cooperativo
aa los
los instrumentos
peblica
en el
el Ecuador
Ecuador y
considerando los
beneficios que los
los mutuos beneficios
y considerando
pdblica en
pafses vienen obteniendo con la realizaci6n
realizeoion
de nuestros dos paises
Gobiernos de
Gobierno
expresarme que el Gobiemo
Sefloria expresarme
de dicho
dicho programa, se sirve Vuestra Sellorfa
America se encuentra de acuerdo
acuerdo con el
de los Estados Unidos de America
pr6rroga del
conveniente una prerroga
Gobierno
Gobiemo del Ecuador
Ecuador en que serfa conveniente
programa
y que, en tal virtud, el
del 30
30 de junio de 1949 y
programa aa partir del
Departamento de
le ha
ha informado
informed° que
que se
se pueden
pueden efectuar
efectuar los
de Estado
Estado le
Departamento
Instituto de Asuntos Interamericanos
arreglos necesarios
necesarios para
para qua
el Instituto
Interamericanos
que el
arreglos
continee
con
su
participacion
en
afio
de un
un alto
el lapso
lapso de
por el
Programa por
el Programa
continue con su participaci6n en el
Dies,
desde
el
30
de
junio
de
1949
haste
el
30
de
junio
de
1950,
en
el
1950,
en
el
junio
de
mis, desde el 30 de junio de 1949 hasta el 30 de

Instituto
sobreentendido de que durante este tiempo de pr6rroga
prerroga el Institut°
sobreentendido
al
($150.000)
harfa
una
contribucien
de
ciento
cincuenta
mil
&Mares
($150.000)
al
d6lares
mil
cincuenta
de
ciento
haria una contribuci6n
para emplearemplearServicio Cooperativ°
de Salud
Salud Puiblica,
P6blica, pare
Interamericano de
Cooperativo Interamericeno
Servicio
a
los en la realizaci6n
realizacien de los proyectos
proyectos de actividades
actividades del Programa, a
condicien de
Ecuador entregue
entregue al Servicio Cooque el
el Gobierno
Gobierno del Ecuador
condici6n
de que
millones treinta
perativo, para
objeto, la
la suma
sums de
de sew
seis millOnes
treinta mil
el mism°
mismo objeto,
para el
perativo,
mil
cuatrocientos cincuenta
sucres (S/.
equivalentes aa cuatrocientos
cincirenta mil
(S/. 6'030.000)
6'030.000) =equivalentee
sucres
Aug.
Aug. 26, 1949.
1949.
81989-52—m. Il---82
In-32
81989-S2-PT.
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d6dares
d6lares ($450.000) al tipo de
de 13,40
dolar—. Vuestra
13,40 sucres
sucres por
por d61ar-.
Vuestra
Sefiorfa
Sefiorfa se sirve manifestarme, ademas,
que el
estarfa disademas, que
el Institut°
Institute estarfa
dispuesto, durante la misma pr6rroga,
prOrroga, a
aponer
poner a
adisposici6n
disposiciOn fondos
para
fondos para
administrados por el
que sean
scan administrados
el Institut°,
y que
que no
esten depositados
depositados
Instituto, y
no esten
en la cuenta del Servicio
Servicio Cooperativo,
Cooperativo, para
pago
de
salarios
para el
el pago de salarios y
y otros
otros
gastos de los miembros del
del personal
ga,stos
Departamento de
Salud
personal del
del Departamento
de Salud yy
acreditados por
Sanidad, acreditados
el Institut°
y que
las canticantipor el
Instituto en
en el
el Ecuador;
Ecuador; y
que las
dades en referencia
referencia- ademfas
dade,s
admits de
de las
las sumas
sumas ya
ya requeridas
requeridas seem
segin el
el
presente
presente Convenio basico,
basieo, tel
ser aporaportal como
como est&
esta reformado—
reformado- deberfan
deberian ser
y puestas aadisposici6n
tadas y
disposici6n de
las Partes
la prosecuci6n
prosecuciOn del
del proprode las
Partes en
en la
grama.
grama.
2. En respuesta y
y luego de las pertinentes
pertinentes consultas
consultas al
al correspondiente
correspondiente
organismo
a honra manifestar
organism° gubernamental,
guberrtamental, tengo a
manifestar a
Vuestra Sefiorfa
a Vuestra
Sefioria
que el Gobierno
Gobierno del Ecuador
Ecuador se
se encuentra
encuentra de
acuerdo con
de acuerdo
con las
las apreapreciaciones
prop6sitos enunciados en
en la
ciaciones y
y propositos
comunicaciOn que
me es
es grato
grato
la comunicaci6n
que me
contestar
y conviene en
contestar y
en la
para
en las proposiciones
proposiciones contenidas
contenidas en
la misma
misma para
pr6rroga del programa
programa cooperative
la pro/Toga
cooperativo de
pfiblica en
de salud
salud piblica
en el
el Ecuador
Ecuador
hasta el 30 de junio de 1950. A
tal efecto,
efecto, el
el Gobierno
A tal
Gobierno ecuatoriano
ecuatoriano se
se
encuentra realizando
realizando las gestiones
gestiones necesarias
asegurar la
la connecesarias para
para asegurar
contribuci6n de los seis millones
tribucion
millones treinta
treinta mil
(S/. 6'030.000)
le
mil sucres
sucres (S/.
6'030.000) que
que le
corresponde aportar,
parte, para la
aportar, por su parte,para
la continuacion
de dicho
dicho
continuaci6n de
Programa.
3. Me es grato expresar a
a Vuestra Sefiorfa,
Sefiorfa, ademas,
que mi
ademas, que
mi Gobierno
Gobierno
conviene asimismo,
conviene
asimismo, en considerar la atenta comunicaci6n
comunicacion aa que
que doy
doy
respuesta
constitutivas de
respuesta y
y la presente nota como constitutivas
de un
acuerdo entre
entre
un acuerdo
nuestros dos Gobiernos, el
entrara en
en vigencia
vigencia en
en la
la fecha
fecha de
de la
el que entrar,
la
firma de un convenio entre el seflor
senor Ministro
Ministro de
Prevision Social
Social y
un
de Previsi6n
y un
representante del Instituto
representante
Institut° de Asuntos Interamericanos,
Interamericanos, que
incluya
que incluya
los detalles
correspondientes aalos
detalles tecnicos correspondientes
los puntos
puntos aniba
convenidos.
arriba convenidos.
VIlgome
Valgome de la oportunidad
oportunidad para renovar a
a Vuestra
Sefioria las
las
Vuestra Sefioria
seguridades
seguridades de mi distinguida consideraci6n.
consideracion.
L.
PONCE
L. N.
N. PONCE

Al Honorable
Honorable Seflor
MAURICE
Al
Senor Don M
AURICE M. BERNBAUM,
BERNBAUM,
Encargado
Eneargado de Negocios ad-interim
ad-interim
de los
1os Estados
Estado& Unidos
Unidos de
de Ainerica.
Anerica.
Translation
Translation
REPUBLIC
REPUBLIC OF
OF ECUADOR
ECUADOR
MINISTRY OF
FOREION RELATIONS
RELATIONS
MINISTRY
OF FOREIGN

No.
DDP
No. 151
151 -DDP

QUITO,
August 22,
QUITO, August
2, 1949
1949

MR.
M R. CKARGa
CHARCit D'AFFAIRES:
D'AFFAIRES:
IIhave the honor to reply to your courteous,
courteouq note
289, of
note number
number 289,
of
July 26 last, in which, with reference
reference to
to the
regulate
the instruments
instruments that
that regulate
the cooperative
cooperative public
public health program
the
program in Ecuador, and considering
the
considering the
mutual
benefits which the Governments
mutual benefits
Governments of our
are
our two
two countries
countries are
derivng
deriving from the said program, you are good enough
to inform
enough to
inform me
me
that the
the Government
that
Government of the United States
States of America
with the
America agrees
agrees with
the

63
TAT.]
63 S
STAT.]

ECUADOR- HEALTH AND
July 26,
26, 1949
ECUADOR-HEALTH
AND SANITATIONSANITATION- July
1949
Aug.
Aug. 22, 1949
1949

extension of the program beyond
Government of Ecuador that an extension
1949, would be desirable, and that accordingly
been
June 30, 1949,
accordingly you have been
advised by the Department of State that the necessary
arrangements
necessary arrangements
may now be made for the Institute of Inter-American
Inter-American Affairs to conparticipation in the program for a
tinue its participation
a period of one year, from
June 30, 1949 through June 30, 1950, with the understanding that,
during this period of extension, the Institute would make aacontribucontribution of one hundred and fifty thousand dollars ($150,000) to the
Servicio Cooperativo
Cooperativo Interamericano
Interamericano de Salud Pblica,
Pdblica, for use in
carrying out project activities of the program, on condition that the
Government
Ecuador would contribute
Cooperativo
Government of Ecuador
contribute to the Servicio Cooperativo
for the same purpose the sum of six million thirty thousand sucres
(S/. 6,030,000) equivalent to four hundred and fifty thousand dollars
($450,000) at the rate of 13.4 sucres to the dollar. You are good
good
enough to inform me, further, that the Institute
Institute would be willing,
during the same extension period, to make available
available funds to be
administered by the Institute, and not deposited
deposited to the account of the
Servicio
Servicio Cooperativo,
Cooperativo, for payment of salaries and other expenses of
the members
members of the Health and Sanitation Division field staff who are
are
maintained
maintained by the Institute in Ecuador; and that the amounts referred
referred
to -in
—in addition to the sums already
already required
required under the present Basic
Agreement, as amended-should
amended—should be contributed
contributed and made available
Agreement,
furtherance of the program.
by the parties in furtherance
2.
appropriate consultations
2. In reply, and after the appropriate
consultations with the respective
government
I have the honor to inform you that the Governgovernment agency, I
ment of Ecuador
Ecuador agrees with the appraisals and purposes set forth in
communication, to which IIam pleased
the communication,
pleased to answer, and concurs in
the proposals contained therein for the extension of the cooperative
through June 30, 1950. To this
public health program in Ecuador through
Ecuadoran Government
necessary steps to assure
end, the Ecuadoran
Government is taking the necessary
the contribution
(S/. 6,030,000)
contribution of six million thirty thousand sucres (S/.
which it has to make, for its share, to the continuation
continuation of the said
Program.
3. It is aapleasure
Government also
3.
pleasure to inform you, further, that my Government
replying and the present note
agrees to consider the note to which I
I am replying
which
as constituting an agreement between our two Governments,
Governments, which
will
will come
come into force
force on
on the date of
of signature
signature of
of an
an agreement
agreement between
between
Institute of
of
the Minister
Minister of Social
Social Welfare and aarepresentative
representative of The Institute
Inter-American
embodying the above-mentioned
above-mentioned technical
Inter-American Affairs embodying
technical
details.
IIavail myself of the opportunity to renew to Your Excellency the
assurances of my distinguished consideration.
assurances
L.N.
PONCE
L.
N. PONCE

The Honorable
The
M AURICE M.
M .BERNBAUM,
BERNBAIIM,
Honorable MAURICE
Charge d'Affaires ad
ad interim
interim
Chargi
United States of America.
of the
the United
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Memorandum
Memorandum of understanding
understanding between the United
United States
of America
America
States of
and other
other governments respecting
respecting the application
application of
of most-favored-nation
mos-favored-ation
treatment
to Western sectors
Berlin. Signed
Signed at
treatment to
sectors of Berlin.
Annecy August
18,
at Annecy
August IS,
1949; entered
entered into
into force
force August
August 13,
13, 1949.
1949.

UNITED
UNITED NATIONS
NATIONS

NATIONS UNIES
NATIONS

MEMORANDUM OF
OF UNDERSTANDING
MEMORANDUM
UNDERSTANDING
RELATIVE TO
TO APPLICATION
APPLICATION TO THE WESTERN
RELATIVE
WESTERN SECTORS
SECTORS
OF BERLIN OF THE AGREEMENT
AGREEMENT ON
MOST-FAVOUREDON MOST-FAVOUREDNATION TREATMENT
TREATMENT FOR AREAS
NATION
AREAS OF
GERMANY
OF WESTERN
WESTERN GERMANY
UNDER
UNDER MILITARY
MILITARY OCCUPATION
OCCUPATION
Annecy, on 13 August 1949
signed at Annecy,
1949

MEMORANDUM
MEMORANDUM D'ACCORD
D'ACCORD
PORTANT
APPLICATION AUX
PORTANT
AUX
SECTELTRS
OUEST DE
DE
SECTEURS
OUEST
BERLIN DE VACCORD
L'ACCORD RELATIF AU
AU TRAITEMENT
TRAITEMENT GENEGENE.
RAL DE
DE LA NATION LA PLUS FAVORISEE
RAL
FAVORISEE CONCERNANT
CONCERNANT
LES ZONES
D'OCCUPATION MILITAIRE
ZONES D'OCCUPATION
DE L'ALLEMAGNE
L'ALLEMAGNE
MILITAIRE DE
OCCIDENTALE
OCCIDENTALE
signs
sive 1
aAnncy,
Annecy, le 13 aout
scat 1949

2795
2795

August
1949
AUlot 13,
13, 1949

IT.I.L A. B. 20471
IT.
a 8. 471
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INTERNATIONAIiL
INTERNATIONAL AREEMBNTS
AGREEMBNIS OTlER
OTHER THAN
THAN TREATIM
TREATIBS

MEMORANDUM
MEMORANDUM OF UNDERUNDER.
STANDING
STANDING RELATIVE
RELATIVE TO APPLICATION
PLICATION TO THE WESTERN
WESTERN
SECTORS
SECTORS OF BERLIN OF THE
AGREEMENT
ON
MOSTAGREEMENT
MOST.
'FAVOURED-NATION
FAVOURED-NATION TREATMENT FOR AREAS
'MENT
AREAS OF WESTERN GERMANY
GERMANY UNDER MILIOCCUPATION
TARY OCCUPATION
1. The undersigned,
1.
undersigned, representrepresenting Governments
Governments now signatory
to the Agreement
Agreement on Most-Favoured-Nation' Treatment
for
voured-Nation
for
Areas of Western Germany under
under
Military Occupation,
Occupation, signed 14
14
62 stat.,
Stat., Pt. 3,
3, September
September
1948
(hereinafter
rep.3653.
p. 353.
ferred to as "the Agreement"),
Agreement"),
agree, since the same policy considerations
siderations as apply to the extension of most-favoured-nation
most-favoured-nation
treatment to the
clearly
the areas clearly
covered by the Agreement also
also
apply to the extension of such
treatment to the sectors of Berlin
under
under occupational
occupational control of
France, the United Kingdom
Kingdom and
the United States, that the provisions of the Agreement applicable
to Western Germany shall
shall from
the signature
signature hereof be construed
construed
as applicable
applicable in like manner to
such sectors of Berlin.

62 Stat.,
Stat., Pt.
Pt. 3
3
p.3555.
p. 3656.

2. This Memorandum
Memorandum shall be
deposited with the Secretary-General of the United Nations who
shall transmit a
a certified copy
copy
thereof to each Government
Government specified in paragraph 2
2 of Article
VI of the Agreement.
Agreement.
This
Memorandum shall be open for
Memorandum
for
signature
signature by each Government
Government

[63
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MEMORANDUM
D'ACCORD
MEMORANDUM
D'ACCORD
PORTANT APPLICATION
APPLICATION AUX
PORTANT
AUX
SECTEURS OUEST DE BERLIN
BERLIN
DE L'ACCORD
L'ACCORD RELATIF
RELATIF AU
TRAITEMENT GENERAL
TRAITEMENT
GENERAL DE
LA NATION
NATION LA
LA PLUS FAVORIFAVORISEE CONCERNANT
CONCERNANT LES
ZONES D'OCCUPATION
D'OCCUPATION MILITAIRE
DE L'ALLEMAGNE
L'ALLEMAGNE
OCCIDENTALE
OCCIDENTALE

1.
1. Les soussignes, representant
representant
les gouvernements
gouvemements actuellement
actuellement
l'Accord relatif au
signataires de l'Accord
traitement general de
la nation
traitement
de:la
la plus favorisee concernant
concernant les
zones d'occupation
d'occupation militaire de
l'Allemagne occidentale, signe le
l'Allemagne
le
14 septembre 1948 (designe ci14'
ciapres
spree comme "1'Accord"),
"l'Accord"), etant
6tant
donn6
donne que les principes qui s'appliquent A
a l'extension du traitement de la nation la plus favorisee
aux zones nettement visees par
par
l'Accord
s'appliquent 6galement
egalement
l'Accord s'appliquent
a l'extension
l'extension dudit traitement aux
secteurs de Berlin sous
controle
sous contr6le
militaire des Etats-Unis, de
de la
France et du Royaume-Uni,
Royaume-Uni, conviennent que les dispositions de
l'Accord
applicables A
l'Accord applic,ables
al'Allemagne
occidentale devront
devront etre interpr6t6es, a
a compter de la signature
pretees,
signature
du present Memorandum,
Memorandum, comme
applicables de fagon
applicable,s
facon analogue
auxdits secteurs de
de Berlin.
2. Le present Memorandum
Memorandum
sera depose aupres du Secretaire
general des Nations Unies
Unies qui
qui
en enverra
enverra une copie certifiee
conforme a
a chacun des gouvernegouvernements specifies
manta
paragraphe 2
sp6cifies an
au paragraphe
2
de 1'Article
l'Article VI de 1'Accord.
l'Accord. Le
Le
present Memorandum
ouvert
Memorandum sera ouvert
a
chacun des
a la signature
signature pour chacun
des

63
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MULTILATBRAL- TRADE , BERLIN-1AUG:
BERLiIN-iAU
43,
r183, 1949
1949

which has signed, or hereafter
hereafter gouvernements
gouvernements qui
qui ont,
ont dejit,
d6j signe
sign6
signs the Agreement.
ou
on signeront ult6rieurement
ulterieurement ledit
ledit
Accord.
Accord.
DONE
DONE at
at Annecy,
Annecy, in
in aa single
single
FAIT a
Annecy en
un seul
sell exemexemFAIT
a Annecy
en un
copy, in the English
English and French plaire
plaire redige
dam les
les langues
r6dig6 dans
langues
language,s, both
languages,
both •texts
texts authentic,
authentic, anglaise
les deux
anglaise et
et frangaise,
frangaise, les
deux
this thirteenth
thirteenth day of August, 1949. textes
textes faisant
egalement foi,
foi, ce
faisant 6galement
ce
treizieme Ijour
treizierthe
jour .d'aoilt
1949.
.d'aoit 199;.

For
Kingdom of Belgium:
For the Kingdom

Pour le
Belgique:
Pour
le Royaume de
de Belgigue:
FRANgOIS
FRANCOIS Ns
N
.
.

For
the United
For the
United States
States of
of Brazil:
Brazil:

Pour les
lee Etats-Unis
Pour
Etats-Unis du
du Bresil:
Bresil:
A. DE
A.
DE VILHENA
VILHENA FERREIRA-BRAGA
FERREIRA-BRAGA

For
For Canada:
Canada:

Pour
Canada:
Pourle Canada:
E.D.
D.W
ILGRESS
WILGRESS
E.

For
For Ceylon:

Pour
Ceylan:
Pour Ceylan:

For the Republic of China:
For
China:

Pour
Republique de Chine:
Chine:
Pour la Republique

For
French Republic:
Republic:
For the French

Pour la Republiquefrancaise:
Republique frangaise:
Pour
E.
LECUYER
E. LECUYER

For India:
For
India:

Pour l'Inde:
Pour
l'Inde:
M .J
M.
J..DESAI
DESAI

For the Grand-Duchy
For
Grand-Duchy of LuxemLuxembourg:

Pour le
Pour
le Grand-Duche
Grand-Duche de
de LuxemLuxembourg:
bourg:

For
Kingdom of the Netherlands:
Pour
For the Kingdom
Net
Pour le Royaume des Pays-Bas:
Pays-Bas:
C.
C. L.
L. PATIJN
PATIJN
10 Oct. 49

For
Kingdom of Norway:
For the Kingdom

Pour le Royaume de Norvege:
Pour
Norvoge:

KNIT THOMMESSEN
KNUT
THOMMESSEN
For Pakistan:
For
Pakistan:

Pour
le Pakistan:
Pakistan:
Pour Ie

For the Union
For
Union of South Africa:
Africa:

Pour
1' Union
PourI'
Union Sud-Africaine:
Sud-Africaine:

For the
the United Kingdom of Great
Pour is
Great Pour
le Royaume-Uni
Royaume-Uni de
For
de GrandeGrandeBretagne
d' Irlande du Nord:
Britain and Northern
Northern Ireland:
Ireland:
Bretagne et d'Irlande
Nord:
Britain
R.
SHACKLE
R. SHACKLE
For the United
States of America:
America: Pour
Pour les
d'Amerique:
For
United States
lee Etats-Unis
Etats-Unis d'Amerique:
W
OODBURY WILLOUGHBY
W ILLOUGHBY
WOODBURY
For
Republic of Syria:
Syria:
For the Republic

Pour
Ripublique de Syrie:
Pour la Republique
Syrie:
F.
EL-Knouru
F. EL-KHOURI
September 24, 1949
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Por la Repdblica
Ropdblica Dominicana:
Dominicana:
M
AX HENRIQUEZ
HENRIQUEZ URENA
MAX
URENA
Octubre 5,
1949
Octubre
5, 1949

Certified true copy.
For
Secretary-General:
For the Secretary-General:

conforms.
Copie certifiee conforme.
Pour
Secretaire general:
Pour le SecrEtaire
general:

KERNO
KERNO
Assistant
charge oJ
of the Legal Department
Department
Assistant Secretary-General
Secretary-Generalin charge
Secritaire geniral
chargé du Departement
juridique
Secrataire
gneral adjoint
adjoint charge
Dipartementjuridique
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COLOMBIA-EXCHANGE
PUBLICATIONS-JULY
COLOMBIA—
EXCHANGE OF PUBLICATIONS—
JULY 15,
26, 1949
15, 2,

United States of America and
Agreement between the United
and Colombia
Colombia respecting
respecting
exchange of official publications.
the exchange
publications. Effected by exchange of notes
signed at
at Washington
16 and 26, 1949;
1949; entered into force July
signed
Washington July 15
July
26, 1949.
26,
1949.
The Secretary
Secretary of State
State to the Colombian
ColombianAmbassador
Ambassador
DEPARTMENT
or S
TATE
DEPARTMENT OF
STATE
W ASHINGTON
WASHINGTON
Jul 15 1949
Jul
Exent.T.rwcy
EXcELLENCY:

IIhave the honor to refer to the conversations
conversations which have taken place
between representatives
representatives of the Government of the United States of
of
America and representatives
representatives of the Government
Government of Colombia in regard
to the exchange of official publications, and to inform Your Excellency
Excellency
that the Government
Government of the United States of America agrees that there
shall be an exchange
exchange of official
official publications between
between the two Governments in accordance
accordance with the following
following provisions:
provisions:
1. Each of the two Governments
1.
Governments shall furnish regularly
regularly aacopy of
each of its official publications which is indicated in a
selected list
list
a selected
prepared by the other Government
Government and communicated
communicated through
through dipdiplomatic channels subsequent to the conclusion of the present agreelomatic
ment. The list of publications
publications selected by each Government
Government may
may be
be
revised from time to time and may be extended, without the necessity
of subsequent
subsequent negotiations, to include any other official publication
publication
of
publications of
of the other
other Government
Government not
not specified in the
the list, or publications
of
new offices which the other Government
Government may establish in the future.
exchange office
2. The official exchange
office for
for the transmission of publications
of the Government
Government of the
America shall be the
the United
United States
States of America
Smithsonian Institution. The official exchange
exchange office for the transmission of publications
publications of the
Government of
Colombia shall be
the Government
of Colombia
Biblioteca Nacional,
Nacional, in Bogota.
the Biblioteca
of the
the United
3. The
The publications
publications shall be received
received on
on behalf
behalf of
United
of
States of
of America
America by
by the Library
Library of
of Congress and
and on
on behalf
behalf of
Colombia by the Biblioteca Nacional,
Nacional, in Bogota.
4.
4. The
The present agreement
agreement does
does not
not obligate either
either of the two
Governments
Governments to furnish
furnish blank
blank forms,
forms, circulars
circulars which
which are not of a
a
confidential publications.
publications.
public character,
character, or confidential
5. Each of the two Governments
Governments shall bear all charges, including
postal, rail and
and shipping
shipping costs, arising
arising under
under the
the present agreement
agreement
transportation within its
in connection with
with the
the transportation
its own country
country of
of the
the
publications
of both Governments
Governments and
and the
the shipment of its own publipublipublications of
cations to
other appropriate
reasonably convenient
convenient to
cations
to a
a port or
or other
appropriate place
place reasonably
to
office of
of the other
other Government.
Government.
the exchange
exchange office

July
16, 2
26, 1949
July 18,
1949
IT. I. A. S. 2048]

[T.

I. A.

2048]
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6. The present agreement
agreement shall
as a
amodificamodificashall not
not be
be considered
considered as
tion of any existing
existing exchange
exchange agreement
department or
agreement between
between aadepartment
or
agency of one of
or agency
agency of
of the Governments
Governments and
and a
a department
department or
of
the other
Government.
the
other Government.

Upon the receipt
receipt of
from Your
indicating that
that the
the
of a
a note
note from
Your Excellency
Excellency indicating
foregoing provisions are acceptable
acceptable to the
Government of
Colombia,
the Government
of Colombia,
the Government
Government of the United
United States
consider that
that
States of
of America
America will
will consider
this note and your reply
reply constitute
agreement between
the two
two
constitute an
an agreement
between the
Governments
agreement to
Governments on this subject, the agreement
to enter
enter into
force on
into force
on the
the
your note
in reply.
date of
of your
note in
reply.
Accept, Excellency, the renewed
renewed assurances
assurances of
my highest
highest consideraof my
consideration.
For
of State:
For the
the Secretary
Secretary of
State:
GEORGE V.
ALLEN
GEORGE
V. ALLEN
His
Excellency
His Excellency
GONZALO RESTREPO
GONZALO
RESTREPO JARAMILLO,
JARAMILLO,
Ambassador
Ambassador of
of Colombia.
Colombia.

The Colombian
ColombianAmbassador
Ambassador to
to the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of State
State

No.
No. 1307
1307

EMBAJADA
EXBAJADA DE
DE COLOMBIA
COLOMBIA
WASHINGTON
W ASHINGTON
July
1949
J
uly 26,
26,1949

EXCELLENCY
EXCFLENCY::
With reference to
to Your Excellency's
Excellency's note
note of
1949, and
and to
of July
July 15,
15, 1949,
to
the conversations
conversations between
representatives of the
the Government
between representatives
of
Government of
representatives of
Colombia and representatives
the United
States
of the
the Government
Government of
of the
United States
of America
America in regard to the exchange
exchange of
of official
have
official publications,
publications, I
I have
the honor to inform Your Excellency
Excellency that the
Government of
of Colomthe Government
Colombia agrees that there shall be
publications bebe an exchange
exchange of
of official
official publications
between the two Governments
Governments in accordance
accordance with
with the
the following
following
provisions:
provisions:

1.
1. Each of the two Governments shall furnish regularly
regularly a
of
a copy
copy of
publications which
each of its official publications
is indicated
indicated in
in a
selected list
list
which is
a selected
Government and communicated
prepared by the other Government
communicated through
through diplodiplomatic channels
subsequent
to
the
conclusion
of
the
channels
present
present agreeagreement. The list of publications selected
selected by
by each
Government may
each Government
may be
be
revised from time to time and may be extended without
the necessity
without the
necessity
of subsequent
subsequent negotiations, to include any other official publication
publication of
of
specified in the list, or publications
the other Government
Government not specified
new
publications of
of new
offices which the other Government
Government may
in the
the future,
future,
may establish
establish in
2. The official exchange
exchange office for the transmission
transmission of
publications
of publications
of the Government
Government of the United States of America
America shall
shall be
be the
the
Smithsonian
Smithsonian Institution. The official exchange
transexchange office
office for
for the
the transColombia shall
mission of publications
publications of the Government of Colombia
shall be
be the
the
Biblioteca Nacional,
Biblioteca
Nacional, in
Bogota.
in Bogota.
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publications shall be received on behalf of the United States
3. The publications
of America
by the Library of Congress and on behalf of Colombia by
of
America by
Nacional, in Bogota.
Biblioteca Nacional,
the Biblioteca
4.
present agreement
agreement does not obligate either of the two Gov4. The present
a public
ernments
to
furnish
blank forms,
forms, circulars
circulars which are not of a
ernments to furnish blank
confidential publications.
character, or confidential
5.
Each of the two Governments
Governments shall bear all charges, including
5. Each
agreement
postal, rail and shipping
costs, arising under the present agreement
shipping costs,
postal,
.
in
country of the
transportation within its own country
the transportation
with the
connection with
in connection
publications of
Governments and the shipment of its own pubof both Governments
publications
to
reasonably convenient
convenient to
appropriate place reasonably
port or other appropriate
lications to aaport
the exchange
other Government.
of the other
office of
exchange office
the
6. The
The present
present agreement
shall not
be considered
considered as a
amodification
not be
agreement shall
6.
of any
any existing
between a
adepartment
department or agency
agreement between
exchange agreement
existing exchange
of
of
one of
of the
the Governments
agency of the other
other
department or agency
and aadepartment
Governments and
of one
Government.
The
Government of Colombia considers that your note and this
The Government
reply
agreement between the two Governments
Governments on this
constitute an agreement
reply constitute
subject,
force on the date of this note.
agreement to enter into force
the agreement
subject, the
Accept,
Accept, Excellency, the renewed assurances of my highest
consideration.
consideration.
GONZALO
JARAMILLO
RESTREPO JARA1ILLO
GONZALO RESTREPO
Gonzalo Restrepo
Jaramillo
Restrepo Jaramillo
Gonzalo
Ambassador of Colombia
Colombia
Ambassador
His Excellency
Excellency
DEAN ACHESON
ACHESON
Secretary
State
Secretary of State
Washington, D.
C.
D. C.
Washington,

2801
2801
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December
December 1
16, 1,948
1948, and
and
February 7,1949
7, 1949
[T.
A.A.S. 2049]
[T. I.. A.
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Agreement between the United
America and
the French
French Zone
United States
States of
of America
and the
Zone of
of
Occupation of
Occupation
of Germany
respecting duty-free
duty-free entry
of and
an,d _payment
of
Germany respecting
entry of
payment of
transportation
transportation charges
charges on
supplies and
packages for
for French
French, Zone
Zone
on relief
relief supplies
and packages
of Occupied
Occupied Germany. Effected by exchange of
of notes
notes signed
signed at
atFrankFrankfurt December 16, 1948, and
and at
February 7,
7, 1949;
1949;
at Baden-Baden
Baden-Baden February
entered into
entered
February 7,
1949.
into force
force February
7, 1949.
The
States Political
Political Adviser and
and the
The United
United States
Special ECA
ECA
the Deputy
Deputy Special
Representative
Representative for the Occupied
Areas of
to the
French
Occupied Areas
of Germany
Germany to
the French
Commander-in-Chief
Commander-in-Chief in
in 'Germany
Germany
ECONOMIC COOPERATION
ECONOMIC
COOPERATION ADMINISTRATION
ADMINISTRATION
OFFICE
OFFICE OF
OF THE
THE SPECIAL
SPECIAL MISSION
MISSION TO
TO GERMANY
GERMANY
FRANKFURT, GERMANY
FRANKFURT,
GERMANY
APO 7B7
757
APO

DECEMBER 16,
16, 1948
1948
FRENCH COMMANDER-IN-C
COMMANDEB-IN-CHIBF,
FRENCH
HIEF, Germany,
Germany,
Baden-Baden, Germany.
Baden-Baden,

62 Stat.,
Stat., Pt. 2,
2.
pp.
pp, 2258,
2258, M.
226

Duty-tree entry.
Duty-ree
ntry.

DEAR
Dzen S
IR:
SIR:
For
the
For the purpose of giving effect to Article VI,
VI, paragraph
2, read
read
paragraph 2,
with Article
Article IV, paragraph
paragraph 5,
of the
Economic Cooperation
Cooperation Agree5, of
the Economic
Agreement between
between the United States
and the
States of
of America
America and
the French
French ComCommander-in-Chief in Germany,
rnander-in-Chief
signed on
July 9,
1948,
underGermany, signed
on July
9, 1948, it
it is
is understood that
Commander-in-Chief in
stood
that the French Commander-in-Chief
in Germany,
Germany, acting
acting on
on
behalf of
of the French
French Zone of Occupation
Occupation of Germany,
behalf
Germany, and
and the
the GovGovernment of the United States of
of America
America have
agreed as
follows:
have agreed
as follows:
1.
The
French Commander-in-Chief
Commander-in-Chief in
1. The French
in Germany
Germany shall accord
accord dutyfree entry into the French Zone of Occupation
of Germany
Germany of:
Occupation of
of:

a. Supplies
a.
Supplies of relief goods or standard packs donated
donated to or purpurchased
chased by voluntary non-profit relief agencies having
having their
their
headquarters
headquarters in the United States of
of America
and qualiqualiAmerica and
fied under Economic Cooperation
Cooperation Administration
(hereinafter
Administration (hereinafter
referred
referred to as ECA)
ECA) regulations
regulations and consigned
consigned to
such
to such
charitable organizations
organizations (including
(including branches of
agencies
of such agencies
in
Zone of Occupation
in the
the French
French Zone
Occupation of Germany)
Germany) as have been
been
or hereafter
hereafter shall be approved by the French Commander-inCommander-inChief in Germany.
b. Relief packages originating
originating in the United States and
and sent
sent by
by
parcel post or commercial
commercial channels to any person residing in
in
the
French Zone of Occupation
Occupation of Germany,
Germany, whether packed
the French
packed
privately or by order placed with a
commercial firm.
a commercial
c. Standard
packs
put up by voluntary
Standard
voluntary non-profit relief
relief agencies
agencies
having their headquarters
headquarters in the United
United States of
of America
America
and qualified
qualified under ECA regulations,
regulations, or their approved
approved agents,
agents,

63 STAT.]
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on the order of persons in the United States and sent for
for
delivery to any person residing in the French Zone of Occupation in Germany.
2. For the purpose of this agreement,
agreement, the term "relief
"relief goods"
goods" (par(paragraph 11(a)
above)
shall
not
include
tobacco,
cigars,
cigarettes,
(a) above)
alcocommodities as may be agreed upon
holic beverages, or such other commodities
upon by
by
the French Commander-in-Chief
Commander-in-Chief in Germany and
United States
States
and the
the United
Government; "relief packages" (paragraph 11 (b) above) shall inGovernment;
clude
elude only such goods as are qualified
qualified for ocean freight subsidy
subsidy under
under
EcA Act and regulations
regulations issued by the Administrator
the Ece
thereunder,
Administrator thereunder,
and as may be agreed
agreed upon for entry into the French Zone
Zone of
of OccupaOccupation in Germany by the French Commander-in-Chief
Commander-in-Chief in Germany
Germany and
the United
United States Government; "standard packs" (paragraph
(c)
(paragraph 11 (c)
above) shall contain only those articles which
above)
which qualify
under EcA
qualify under
EcA regregulations
ulations and are approved
approved by the French Commander-in-Chief
Commander-in-Chief in

"Relief goods.'
goods.'
"Relief

82
p.137.
62 Stat.,
Stat. Pt.
Pt. 1,,1p.
137.
22 U. 8. 0., 8upp.
U.
1801-1322.
II, ft 1501-1522.

f

Germany.
Germany.

3. Costs of transportation
transportation (as defined in paragraph 55 of
Article
of Article
IV of the Economic Cooperation Agreement)
Agreement) in the French Zone
Zone of
Occupation
Occupation in Germany on "relief
"relief goods",
goods", "relief
and
"relief packages"
packages" and
"standard packs" shall be defrayed
follows:
defrayed as
as follows:
a. The amount of such costs for all shipments
United
shipments sent
sent by
by United
States parcel post to persons in the
of Occupathe French Zone of
Occupation in Germany shall be computed by the German postal servservices in the area in the manner
manner now or hereafter
hereafter provided by
by
relevant agreements, rules and regulations
regulations of the
the International
International
reimbursed to such postal
Postal System. Such costs shall be reimbursed
service out of the Special
Account provided
for in
Article IV
Special Account
provided for
in Article
IV
of the Economic Cooperation
Cooperation Agreement
Agreement between
between the
the United
United
States of America and the French Commander-in-Chief
Commander-in-Chief in
in
Germany and no claim for such costs shall be made against
against
the United States of America.
b. Shipments originally dispatched
dispatched from the
the United
United States
States of
of
America by regular established commercial
commercial channels
channels and
and forforwarded by German
OccupaGerman parcel post in the French
French Zone
Zone of
of Occupation in Germany
Germany by an approved agent
shipper to the
agent of
of the shipper
the
addressee
addressee shall be accepted
accepted by the German postal
postal service
without payment of postal charges by the agent.
agent. The GerGerman postal service shall be reimbursed for such
post
such parcel
parcel post
charges out of the Special Account
Account upon presentation
presentation of
of adeadequate documentation.
Shipments originally
c. Shipments
originally dispatched
dispatched from the United States of
of
America by commercial
commercial channel and forwarded
forwarded by common
common
or contract carrier to the French Zone of
of Occupation
Occupation in
in
Germany by an approved agent of
of the shipper
shipper to
to the
the adaddressee shall be accepted by the carrier, who may or
or may
may not
demand from the agent payment
carrier charges.
charges. The
payment of
of carrier
The
carrier or the agent,
agent, as the case may be, shall be reimbursed
reimbursed

Defrayment of
of trans
Defrayment
trams
portation
portation costs.
costs.
82 Stet.,
62
Stat., Pt. 2,
2,
2256.
p. 225&

1128tat
2, p.a
p.9 88.
8tAt,.v Pt. X
6.
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for such charges out of the Special
Special Account upon presentation
presentation
of adequate documentation.
documentation.

Monthly
stateMontbly statements.

Duration.

Duration.

,

p. 62
6
2
2
251Stat.,
9
.tat., Pt. 2,
2,
P. 2251.

d. Any charges
charges incurred
incurred by an agent of aashipper
shipper under
subparaunder subparagraphs (b) and (c) above, other than parcel
or carrier
carrier
parcel post
post or
charges, shall be repaid to such
out of
of the
the Special
such agent out
Special
Account
Account upon presentation
presentation of adequate
adequate documentation.
documentation.
4. The French Commander-in-Chief
Commander-in-Chief in
in Germany
Germany shall
shall make
make paypayments out of the Special Account for the purposes specified
specified in
in subsubparagraphs (a),
(b), (c),
(c), and (d) of paragraph
paragraphs
(a), (b),
shall
paragraph 3
3 above, and shall
EoA Mission
submit to the ECA
Mission in Germany
Germany (with
to Controller,
(with aa copy
copy to
Controller,
EcA
Ece Washington)
Washington) monthly statements
statements of such payments in
in such
such form
form
as may be agreed by the French Commander-in-Chief
Commander-in-Chief in
in Germany
Germany and
and
the Mission,
Mission, provided
provided that every statement shall show total weight
weight
carried and costs of transportation
transportation incurred. Adjustments shall
be
shall be
made in the Special
Special Account,
Account, as shown
required by ECA audit,
audit,
shown to be required
if requested
requested within one year of the submission of the relevant
relevant documents and information.
information .
5. The terms of this note shall,
shall become
become ,effective
immediately and
and
.effctiveimme4iately
shall remain
remain in force, subject to
-or modificato such prior termination
terminatiop-or
modification as may be agreed upon between
between the Government
Government of the United
States of America and the French
French Commander-in-Chief
Germany
Commander-in-Chief in
in Germany
for the same period as the Econoinic
of July
July
Economic Cooperation
Cooperation Agreement
Agreement of
9, 1948.
9,
1948.
If
If the foregoing
foregoing is in accord
accord with your understanding,
should
understanding, we should
appreciate
appreciate your so informing us. The two notes then exchanged will
constitute an agreement in the premises between
between the
French Comthe French
Commander-in-Chief in Germany, acting on behalf of the French
mander-in-Chief
French Zone
of Occupation in Germany,
Germany, and the United States
States of
of America.
America.
Yours very truly,
ROBERT
URPHY
ROBERT D.
D. M
MURPHm

United
States Political
United States
Political Advisor
for Germany
Germany
N. H. Comassozr
CoLassoN
Deputy Special
Representative
Special ECA Representative

to the Occupied
Occupied Areas of Germany
Germany

63STAT.]
63
STAT.]

Dec. 116

ZONE-RELIEF
FRENCH ZONE—
GERMANY:: FRENCH
GERMANY
RELIEF SUPPLIES-Fe.
SUPPLIES— Feb.

1948

1949

7, ,1949

Commander-in-Chief in
in Germany
States
Germany to the United States
French Commander-in-Chief
The French
Deputy
Special EC
A Representative
Representative for the Occupied
of
Occupied Areas of
ECA
Deputy Special
Germany
Germany
COMMANDEMENT EN
EN CHEF
FRANCAIS EN
ALLEMAGNE
EN ALLEMAGNE
CHEF FRANCAIS
COMMANDEMENT
SECRETARIAT GENERAL
GENERAL
SECRETARIAT
DIVISION
DIVISION
DE L'ECONOMIE
L'ECONOMIE GENERALE
DE
GENERALE
ET DES
FINANCES
ET
DES FINANCES
MH/A0 NN. 61
61
MH/AO

BADEN-BADEN,
LE-7 II 49-N°
19 AEX
AEX
00290 49
49-N° 00290
BADEN-BADEN, LE-7

Genral d'Armee KOENIG
Le
KOENIG
Le General
Francaisen Allemagne
Commandant
Commandant en Chef Franois
Monsieur N. H. Couffssobr
COLBssON
Monsieur
Special ECA Representative
Representative in
Deputy Special
the
French Zone of occupation,
occupation,
the French

secours.
OBJET:
Colis de
de secours.
OB JET: Colis
REFERENCE:
Votre lettre
16 Decembre
1948.
Decembre 1948.
du 16
lettre du
REFERENCE: Votre
reference, j'ai l'honneur
l'hoimeur de vous
cit6e en r6efrence,
Comme suite aavotre lettre citee
Frangaise du
a la Zone Francaise
faire
connaltre mon accord en vue de l'extension a
faire connaitre
texte definissant
definissant le regime des colis de secours adopte en Bizone.

Delegation
Par Delegation
Le
General de
Division NOIRET
NOIRET
de Division
Le G6enral
Charge des
des Affaires
Allemandes
Affaires Allemandes
Charge
Non=
NoIRET
Translation
Translation
FRENCH HIGH
HIGH COMMAND
GERMANY
IN GERMANY
COMMAND IN
FRENCH
GENERAL SECRETARIAT
SECRETARIAT
GENERAL

DIVISION
DIVISION
OF
GENERAL ECONOMY
ECONOMY
OF GENERAL
AND FINANCE
FINANCE
AND
MH/AO No.
MH/A0
No. 61
61

BADEN-BADEN, February
1949
7,1949
February7,
BADEN-BADEN,

No. 00290 AEX
General
of the
Army KOENIG
KOENIG
the Army
General of
French
Germany
in Germany
Comander-in-Chiefin
FrenchCommander-in-Chief

to
to
Mr.
N. H.
H. CoLuosow
COLuLIsoN
Mr. N.
Deputy Special
Special ECA
ECA Representative
Representative in
in
Deputy
the
Zone of
occupation,
of occupation,
FrenchZone
the French
&ma= :Belief
Packages.
Belief Packages.
SUmEcT:
December 16, 1948.
Rxrxsewcs
Your letter
letter of December
REnazrce::Your
Referring
to your
your letter
letter mentioned
have the honor to
to
in reference,
reference, IIhave
mentioned in
Referring to
inform
you
of
my
agreement
with
a
view
to
the
extension
to
the French
French
to the
extension
inform you of my agreement with a view to the
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Zone of the text defining the system of relief packages
packages adopted in
Bizonia.
Per Delegation
Lieutenant General
General Nomzr
Lieutenant
NonImr
In Charge of German
German Affairs
Nonurr
Nomnr

"1,

63 S
STAT.]
TAT.]

IRELAND-PASSPORT
VISA FEES-AUG.
IRELANDPASSPORT VISA
FEES-AUG. 1, 1949
1949

the United
States of
of America
America and
and Ireland
Ireland respecting
respecting
between the
Agreement between
United States
Dublin
signed at
at .Dublin
passport visa fees. Effected by exchange of notes signed
passport
1949; entered
entered into force August 1, 1949.
August 1,
I, 1949;

2807

August 1,
1, 1949
August
149
[T L A. 8. 2050]
IT.

' LA s.2050]

The American Minister
Minister to the Irish
Minister for Ewternal
External Affairs
IrishMinister
AMERICAN
LEGATION
AMERICAN LEGATION
No.
284
No. 264

Dublin, Ireland,
August 1,
1949
Dublin,
Ireland,August
1,1949

ExC.ULNCY:
Exormar.Nor:
I
Excellency that the Government
Government
I have the honor to inform Your Excellency
conclude an agreement regardof the United States is now prepared to conclude
relaxation of visa
ing the
the relaxation
visa requirements
requirements between
between the
the Government
Government of
of
United States and the Government
Government of the Republic
Republic of Ireland in
the United
the following
following terms:
terms:
Beginning August 1, 1949, American
1) Beginning
American citizens, in possession of
valid passports issued by the Government of the United States,
proceeding
Ireland shall not be required to be in possession of
proceeding to Ireland
valid visas.
2) Such American
American citizens shall otherwise be subject to Irish laws
regarding the entry, short sojourn, and residence
residence
and regulations regarding
nationor employment
employment in Ireland of persons of other than Irish nationality.
3) The Government
Government of the United States, beginning September
September 1,
1,
qualify as temporary
temporary vis1949, will grant to Irish citizens who qualify
itors for
pleasure purposes
purposes under
provisions of
of
itors
for business
business or
or pleasure
under the
the provisions
clause
Section 3,
3, Immigration
Immigration Act
amended,
clause (2),
(2), Section
Act of
of 1924,
1924, as
as amended,
and who are eligible to receive
non-immigrant
receive such visas, gratis non-immigrant
passport
applications for
valid for any number of
of applications
for admisadmispassport visas valid
a period
sion into the United States and its possessions during a
twenty-four (24)
of twenty-four
(24) months, provided the passports of the
bearers remain
remain valid for that period of time.

4) In addition,
beginning
addition, the Government
Government of the United States, beginning
September
requirements for all
September 1, 1949, will waive existing fee requirements
other
qualipassport visas granted to eligible,
eligible, qualiother non-immigrant
non-immigrant passport
number
fied Irish citizens and such visa shall be valid for any number
of
admission into
the United
United States
States during a
a
of applications
applications for admission
into the
period
of the
the
provided the passports of
twelve (12)
(12) months,
months, provided
period of twelve
bearers remain valid for that period of time.
bearers
The period of validity of a
relates only to the period within
a visa relates
which
visa may
be used
in connection
connection with
an application
application
which such
such visa
may be
used in
with an
for admission
port of
entry into
the United
States and
its
at a
a port
of entry
into the
United States
and its
for
admission at
possessions,
States
of stay
stay in
in the
the United States
length of
and not to the length
possessions, and
permitted the
The
the bearer
bearer after he
he is
is admitted. The
which may be permitted
period
of each
each stay
stay would,
would, as
as at
to be
be deterdetercontinue to
at present,
present, continue
period of
authorities
mined by the Immigration
Immigration authorities.

43 Stat.
154.
B
t
8U. B. C. 1203.

8US.S.0. 23.
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If the Government
If
Government of the Republic
Republic of Ireland is
to accept
accept
is prepared
prepared to
conditions and provisions,
the foregoing
foregoing conditions
provisions, I
suggest
I have the honor to
to suggest
that the present
present note and Your Excellency's
Excellency's reply in similar terms
should be regarded
regarded as placing
placing on record the agreement
agreement between
between the
the
two Governments.
Governments.
Please accept, Excellency, the assurances
assurances of my highest considconsideration.
GEORGE
GEORGE A.
A.GARRETT
GARRETT
American Minister
His Excellency
Excellency
SEAN MACBIRDE,
M AGBRIDE,
SEAN
Minister for External
External Affairs,
Minister
Iveagh House,
Dublin, Ireland.
Ireland.
Dublin,
The Irish
Irish Minister
Minister for External
External Affairs to the
Minister
the American
American Minister
ROINN
EACHTRACHA
ROINN GNOTHAI
GNOTHAI EACHTRACHA
DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT OF
OF EXTERNAL
EXTERNAL AFFAIRS
AFFAIRS

BAILE ATHA
BAILE
CLIATH
ATHA CLIATH
DUBLIN
351/14.

August, 194.9.
11August,
1.949.

EXCELLENCY,
EXCELLENCY,
IIhave the honour to acknowledge
acknowledge receipt
receipt of Your
Your Excellency's
Excellency's Note,
Note,
No. 264, of the 1st instant stating that the Government
Government of
of the United
United
States are prepared
prepared to conclude
conclude an Agreement
Agreement regarding
regarding the
the relaxarelaxation of Visa requirements
requirements with the
the Republic
the Government
Government of
of the
Republic of
of
Ireland
Ireland in the following terms:terms

(1) Beginning August 1,
(1)
1, 1949, American
American citizens, in possession
possession of
of
valid passports
passports issued by the Government
Government of the United States,
proceeding to Ireland shall not be required
required to be in possession
possession
of valid visas.

43 Stat. 154.
8U. S. C. 1203.

7u.s.'cA.
(

(2) Such American
American citizens shall otherwise be subject to Irish laws
and regulations
regulations regarding
regarding the entry, short sojourn,
sojourn, and resiresidence or employment
employment in Ireland of persons of other than Irish
nationality.
(3) The Government of the United States, beginning September
(3)
September
1,
1, 1949, will grant to Irish citizens who qualify as temporary
visitors for business or pleasure purposes under the
the provisions
provisions
of clause (2),
(2), Section 3, Immigration
Immigration Act of 1924,
1924, as amended,
amended,
and who are eligible to receive such visas, gratis non-immigrant
non-immigrant
passport visas valid for any number of applications for
for admisadmission into the United States and its possessions
possessions during aaperiod
period
of twenty-four
(24) months,
provided the passports of the
twenty-four (24)
months, provided
bearers remain valid for that period of time.
i(4)
In additiOn,
addition, the Government
beginning
(4) In
Government of the United States, beginning
-":i;
1,1949,
will waive
September I
;1949, will
waive existing fe
fee requirements for all
all
1

-71)1
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IRELANDPASSPORT VISA.
FEES- AUG.1, 1949
VISA FEES-AUG.
IRELAND-PASSPORT

non-immigrant passport visas granted to eligible, qualified
other non-immigrant
Irish citizens and such visa shall be valid for any number of
applications for admission into the United States during a
a
applications
period of twelve (12)
(12) months, provided the passports of the
bearers remain valid for that period of time.
bearers
The period of validity of a
a visa relates only to the period within
which such visa may be used in connection with an application
for admission at a
a port of entry into the United States and
its possessions,
possessions, and not to the length of stay in the United States
which may be permitted the bearer after he is admitted. The
period of each stay would, as at present, continue
continue to be
determined
Immigration authorities.
determined by the Immigration
Excellency that the Government
I
Government
I have the honour to inform Your Excellency
of the Republic of Ireland are prepared to accept the foregoing
foregoing conprovisions and
concur in the suggestion
Your
suggestion that
that Your
and provisions
and concur
ditions and
Excellency's Note
regarded as placing on
Note and
and this reply should be regarded
Excelleicy's
record the Agreement
between the two Governments.
Governments.
record
Agreement between
Accept, Excellency,
renewed assurance
assurance of my highest
the renewed
Excellency, the•
consideration.
consideration.
SrAN MAcoBRin
SEAN
MAdkunE
Minister for
for External
Minister
External Affairs.
Affairs.
His
GAnnErr,
GEORGEa A.
A. GamETr,
His Excellency
Excellency GEORGE
Minister Plenipotentiary
Plenipotentiary of the
and Minister
Extraordinaryand
Envoy Extraordinary
United
States of America,
United States
American
Legation,
American Legation,
Dublin.
Dublin.
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Agreement between the United
States of
United States
of America
America and
the Union
of Soviet
Soviet
and the
Union of

Socialist Republics
Republics respecting
respecting the
the return
Socialist
return to
to the
the United
United States
iceStates of
of icebreakersand
andfrigates
by the
breakers
frigates received by
the Union
of Soviet
Republics
Union of
Soviet Socialist
SocialistRepublics
under the
at Washington
under
the Lend-Lease Act. Signed at
Washington September
September 27,
27, 2949;
1949;
entered into force September 27,
entered
27, 1949.
1949.

Agreement on Dates and Procedures
Procedures for
Three Icebreakers
Icebreakers and
and
for Return
Return of
of Three

Twenty-Seven Frigates of the United States Navy
Twenty-Seven
Navy Received
the
Received by
by the

35 stat.
Stat. 31.
31.
5s

22 U. S.
s. C.
C. ft
411it 41-

419.
419.

Date.
Date.

Union
Union of
of Soviet Socialist Republics
Republics Under
Under the
the Lend-Lease
Lend-Lease Act.
Act.

1.
return to
representatives of
L The
The return
to United
United States representatives
the vessels
vessels will
will
of the

Ports
of transfer.
Portsofanser.

be accomplished
accomplished by the Soviet Government
its own
own crews
Government using
using its
crews not
not
later than December 1,
1, 1949.
1949.
2.
The vessels will
will be
be returned
returned and
2. The vessels
and transferred
transferred to United
United States
States

representatives,
representatives, the frigates
frigates at the port of Yokosuka,
and the
Yokosuka, Japan
Japan and
the
icebreakers at the port of Bremerhaven,
icebreakers
Germany as
Bremerhaven, Germany
as follows:
follows:
The Frigates in three groups
groups of nine vessels
each by
by
vessels each
November 15, 1949.
1949.
The Icebreaker
Icebreaker North Wind in
in October;
October; the
the IceIcebreakers
breakers South Wind
Wind and
and West
West Wind
Wind in
in November.
November.

etc.

Equipment,
Equipment, etc.

Deed of
of delivery.
delvery.

Accommodation
Accommodations
8
for Soviet crews.

owsa

re
to
S. S. R.of e
crews
U.rReturn
s to

l eotnchWe,

etc.
Pilotage, anollorage,

3. The

vessels will
3. The vessels
will be
be returned
returned with their equipment,
equipment, spare parts
and ammunition,
ammunition, with the exception
that which
which has
exception of that
has been
been consumed,
consumed,
destroyed or lost during the period of
the war.
war.
of the
4. The actual transfer of the vessels will be effected by
4. The actual transfer of the vessels will
effected
exchange of
of
aadeed
deed of delivery and receipt
receipt for each vessel, (exhibit
(exhibit A
A attached
attached
hereto)
executed in duplicate both in the English and
hereto) executed
and Russian
Russian lanlanguages by the Soviet Officer
guages
Officer delivering
delivering the vessel
receiving
vessel and
and by
by the
the receiving
United
United States Officer, one copy of the deed in
language to
to be
in each
each language
be
retained
retained by each country.
5. Should
Should the Soviet Government
Government so
of
so desire,
desire, the
the Government
Government of
the United States will arrange for or
provide the
the Soviet
Soviet crews
or provide
crews with
with
hotel or
accommodations and victuals, consistent with
hotel
or barrack
barrack accommodations
their
with their
rank
or
rate
for
the
period between disembarking the
rank
the vessel
vessel and
and dedeparting the
parting
the port
port of delivery. Arrangements
Arrangements for the
the foregoing, inincluding
cluding visits ashore, and for other facilities desired
for sojourn
of
desired for
sojourn of
the
crews will
will be coordinated
the Soviet
Soviet crews
coordinated by the Senior United States
States Naval
Naval
Commander
at the appropriate
Commander at
appropriate port (or his representative) upon
upon rereceipt
written request from the Senior Soviet
ceipt of written
Soviet Officer
present. PayOfficer present.
Payment for
for such
ment
such accommodations
accommodations and victuals
victuals will be made
made by
the Soviet
Soviet
by the
Government
Government prior to the departure of the crews.
crews.
6.
Soviet Government
6. The
The Soviet
Government will make the necessary
necessary arrangements
arrangements
for
and bear
bear the
the expense of the return of its crews to
for and
Soviet Union.
Union.
to the Soviet
7. The
Officer of
of aagroup of
7.
The Senior
Senior Officer
of vessels returning
returning in
company
in company

or the
a vessel returning singly will
or
the Commanding
Commanding Officer
Officer of a
will make
make apap-

STATr.]
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plication on international
international frequencies
frequencies to
Senior United
States
to the Senior
United States
Naval Commander at the appropriate port, not less than
Naval
twenty-four
than twenty-four
hours prior to the estimated time of arrival, for
for definite
definite instructions
instructions
as to pilotage, anchorage, etc.
procedure will constitute
8. The following
following normal procedure
constitute delivery
delivery of
of the
the
ships:
ships:

(a)
(a) Vessels
Vessels will proceed to designated
designated berths,
secure all
berths, secure
all but
but
auxiliary machinery
machinery (machinery
(machinery required
required for
for normal
normal operation
operation of
of
the vessel while in port),
port), and maintain watch
on such
machinery
watch on
such machinery
until relieved by United States personnel.
personnel.
(b) The Soviet crew will remove personal
personal effects and
and Soviet
Soviet
property. Boating assistance
assistance will be provided by
United States
by the
the United
States
if required.
(c)
(c) United States crews
crews will begin the
of each
vessel
the reception
reception of
each vessel
upon its arrival at berth, it
it being understood that
transfer of
of
that the
the transfer
each vessel will be completed
completed within three days after the
the arrival
of the
arrival of
the
vessel at the port of transfer.
transfer.
(d) The Soviet crew will parade and haul
the Soviet
haul down the
Soviet flag
flag
appropriate ceremony.
ceremony.
with appropriate
(e)
(e) The deed of delivery and receipt of the
the vessel, equipment
equipment
and stores including aastatement of abandonment
the Soviet
Govabandonment by
by the
Soviet Government of any Soviet property
board will
will be
be executed
by the
property left on board
executed by
the
receiving
Officer and the
receiving United States Officer
Officer delivering
delivering the
the Soviet Officer
the
vessel.
(f) The Soviet crew will depart the
(f)
and the
the remainder
of
the ship
ship and
remainder of
the United States custodial
custodial crew will come aboard.
aboard.
(g) The United States flag will be
be hoisted.
hoisted.
9. No gun salutes will be fired or returned.
10. The transfers will be made in the simplest and most expeditious
expeditious
manner and with aaminimum of ceremony.
11. A
A representative
representative of the Senior United States Naval Commander
at the appropriate port will call upon the Senior Soviet
upon
Soviet Officer
Officer upon
arrival; otherwise
otherwise all official calls will be considered
considered as
having been
as having
been
made and returned.
The present agreement
agreement is executed
and English
executed in
in the
the Russian
Russian and
English
languages
authentic.
languages and both texts are equally authentic.
WASHINTON
W
ASHINGTON
September 27,
September
27, 1949

For the Government
Government of the United States of America:
America:
WILLARD
WthLARD L
THoxr
L THORP

For the Government
Government of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics:
Republics:
A.PANTUSHKIN
A.
PANTUSHIKIN

Procedure
dePme
drO for
for delivery.

Gun salutes.
saluts.

Oun

w calls.
Official
omoa
Oa b.

Authentic
Autbentl testa.
tets.
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EXHIBIT
EXHIBIT A
A

DEED
OF DELIVERY
DELIVERY AND RECEIPT
RECEIPT
authorized representatives
of
We, the undersigned
undersigned authorized
representatives of the Ministry
Ministry of
Armed Forces
Forces of
of the
Union of
Soviet Socialist
the Armed
the Union
of Soviet
Socialist Republics,
Republics, party
party
of the first part, and of the Navy Department
Department of the United States of
of
America, party of the second part, respectively,
respectively, hereby execute this
America,
evidence the fact that the party of the first part has retirned
rettirned
deed to evidence
and the party of the second part has received and accepted
accepted on behalf of
of
the Government
Government of the United States of America the United States
complete with all
atl machinery,
equipment, and
complete
machinery, equipment,
and stores then on
on board, all
all
right, title and
and, interest in such
such machinery,
machinery, equipment
equipment and stores
stores being
being
hereby expressly abandoned
abandoned by the Government
Government of the Union of Soviet
Soviet
Republics.
Socialist Republics.

This transfer
transfer has
This
has been
this
been accomplished
accomplished this
day of
of
1949 at
day
1949
at _____
The present deed is executed
executed in the Russian
Russian and
and English languages
languages
and both texts
texts are authentic.

Authorized Representative
Authorized
Representative of
of the
the Authorized
Authorized Representative
Representative of
of the
the
Ministry
of Navy
United
Ministry of
of the
the Armed
Armed Forces
Forces of
Navy Department
Department of
of the
the United
the Union
Union of
Soviet Socialist
Socialist States
of America.
America.
of Soviet
States of
Republics.
Republics.
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TAT.] MULTILATERAL—
WESTERN ZONES IN GERMANY—
APR.8,1949
GERMANY-APR.
8,1949

Agreements between the United States of
America, France,
of America,
France, and
and the
the
United Kingdom respecting
basic principles
respecting basic
principles for
for merger
of the
the three
three
merger of
Western German
Occupation, and
German Zones of Occupation,
and other
Signed at
at
other matters.
matters. Signed
Washington April 8, 1949; entered
into force
Washington
entered into
April 8,
1949, except
except
force April
8, 1949,
the Occupation
Occupation Statute which entered into
September 21,
21, 1949.
into force
force September
1949.

April
April 8,
8, 1949
1949
IT.
S. 20661
IT. I.
I. A.
A. S.
20861

AGREEMENTS
AGREEMENTS ON GERMANY
GERMANY
The Foreign Ministers
Ministers of
of France,
the United
United Kingdom
Kingdom and
France, the
and the
the
United States of America,
America, having
having met
met in
in Washington,
Washington, have
have reached
reached
agreement
agreement on the documents
documents listed
below:
listed below:
A.

Agreed Memorandum
Memorandum regarding
regarding the Principles Governing
Governing
Exercise
Exercise of Powers and Responsibilities
Responsibilities of
of US—UK—French
US-UK-French
Governments
Governments following Establishment
Establishment of German
German Federal
Federal
Republic.
Republic.
Occupation Statute defining the Powers
B. Occupation
Powers to
be Retained
by
to be
Retained by
the Occupation
Occupation Authorities.
Authorities.
C. Agreement as to Tripartite
Tripartite Controls.
Controls.
D. Agreed
Agreed Minute respecting
respecting Berlin,
Berlin,
E. Agreed
Agreed Minute
Minute on Claims against
Germany.
against Germany.
F. Agreed
Agreed Minute
Minute on Wuerttemberg-Baden
Wuerttemberg-Baden Plebiscite.
Plebiscite.
G. Agreement
Agreement regarding
regarding Kehl.
Kehl.
H. Message
II.
Message to the Military Governors
Governors from the
Foreign Ministers
the Foreign
Ministers
US, UK
of the US,
UK and
and France.
France.
I. Message
Message to the Bonn Parliamentary
Council from
Parliamentary Council
from the
the Foreign
Foreign
Ministers of the
UK
and
France.
the US,
US, UK and France.
The Foreign Ministers confirmed and approved
approved the
the agreements
agreements
made
made on plant dismantling,
dismantling, prohibited and
restricted industries,
industries, and
and
and restricted
establishment of the Ruhr Authority,
the establishment
Authority, all
which were
were recently
recently
all of which
negotiated
negotiated in
in London.
Robert Schuman
Schuman
Ernest Bevin
Acheson
Dean Acheson
Minister
Minister for Foreign
Foreign Secretary
Secretary of State
Secretary
of State
Secretary of
State
Affairs of the
for Foreign
Foreign Affairs
of the
French
French Republic
Republic
United
Kingdom United
America
United Kingdom
UnitedStates of
of America
S
CHUMAN
SCHUMAN

WASHINGTON,
W ASHINGTON, D.
D.C.
C.
April
April 8, 1949
1949

ERNEST BEVIN
ERNEST
BEVIN

DEAN ACHESON
ACHESON
DEAN

Post, p.
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Post,

Post, p.
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Post, p.
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AGREED
AGREED

MEMORANDUM
MEMORANDUM REGARDING THE
THE PRINCIPLES
PRINCIPLES
GOVERNING EXERCISE
GOVERNING
EXERCISE OF POWERS
RESPONSIBILIPOWERS AND
AND RESPONSIBILI-

TIES OF US-UK-FRENCH
US-UK-FRENCH GOVERNMENTS
FOLLOWING
GOVERNMENTS FOLLOWING
ESTABLISHMENT
GERMAN FEDERAL
ESTABLISHMENT OF GERMAN
FEDERAL REPUBLIC
REPUBLIC
of U. ,
u. i
K.-French
uR
l.g.Vens
c
(gaIvern
u,::„:
Rights

ments.

menu.

60
Stat. 140.
60 Stat. 1649.

.1.
Governments of the
1. The Governments
United States,
the United
States, United
United Kingdom,
Kingdom, and
and
France
the supreme authority
France retain
retain the
authority assumed
assumed by them under
under the
the

Declaration signed at Berlin on June 5, 1945,
Declaration
1945, including the
right to
the right
to

revoke or alter any legislative
legislative or administrative
decisions in
the three
administrative decisions
in the
three
western
western zones of
of Germany.
Germany.
Action by Gernz
T
Gema
a
oi .
gvertLing
German governing
Action bth
by
German
2. The German
governing authorities,
authorities, whether
whether Federal
Federal or
governing
authorities.
or Land,
Land,
shall
be
at
liberty
to
take administrative and legislative
shall be
legislative action,
action, and
and
such action will have validity
validity if
not vetoed
by the
the Allied
Authority.
if not
vetoed by
Allied Authority.
This means
means that military
This
military government
government will disappear,
and that
that the
disappear, and
the
function of the Allies shall be
mainly supervisory.
supervisory.
be mainly
Aiteds
Fields reserved for
will be
certain limited
fields in
i
n w hi ch the Allies will
3. There
There will
be certain
limited fields
which the Allies will
reserve the
the right to take direct action themselves, including
reserve
including the
the isissuance of orders
orders to German
German officials
Federal and
officials at
at both
both the
the Federal
and local
local
levels. However,
However, these fields will be
restricted to
and
be restricted
to aa minimum;
minimum; and
aside
from security matters, the exercise
aside from
exercise of
of direct
powers by
the
direct powers
by the
Allies
regarded as temporary
Allies should
should be
be regarded
temporary and self-liquidating
self-liquidating in
in nature.
nature.
eupesion
of unds,
4. Upon the coming into being
Supervision of funds,
of the
Federal Republic,
being of
etc.
the German
German Federal
Republic, the
the
responsibility
supervision of the utilization
responsibility for supervision
utilization of
of funds
funds made
made available
available
by
by the
the Government
Government of the United States to the
economy for
for
the German
German economy
purposes
purposes of relief as well as of recovery
recovery shall rest
with the
rest with
the Economic
Economic
Cooperation
Administration. It
It is understood
Cooperation Administration.
understood that
that the
the German
German
Federal
Republic
a party to the
Federal Republic should become a
the Convention
Convention for
for the
the
European Economic Cooperation r]
[1] and
European
execute a
and execute
a bilateral
bilateral agreement
agreement
with the Government
Government of the United States.
with
contributions as
States. Such
Such contributions
as
the
Government of the United Kingdom
the Government
Kingdom agrees
agrees to
make shall
to make
shall be
be
through
intra-European payments agreement.['
through the intra-European
agreement.[j
T

Allies.

Functtionof
Functions of Allied
AUled
authorities.

Allied
Hog
Allied High
mission.
PD,
Post, p.
P. 2821.
28I.

ComCam-

the establishment
the German
German Federal
5. With the
establishment of
of the
Federal Republic
Republic and
and the
the

termination
termination of military government,
government, the functions
functions of
of the
the Allied
Allied
authorities
authorities shall be divided, military
being exercised
military functions
functions being
exercised by
by a
a
Commander-in-Chief, and all other functions by
Commander-in-Chief,
by a
aHigh
Commissioner.
High Commissioner.
Each
Allied establishments
establishments in Germany, aside from
Each of
of the
the Allied
from occupation
occupation
forces,
shall
forces,
come under the direction
direction of
of the
the High
High Commissioner.
Commissioner.
The three High
together will
constitute the
the Allied
Allied
High Commissioners
Commissioners together
will constitute
High Commission.
Commission.

6.
governments to
6. It
It is
is the aim of the three governments
minimum
to restrict
restrict to
to aaminimum
the
size
maintained within Germany
the size of the staffs maintained
Germany for
above purpurfor the
the above
poses.
poses.
IDepartment of
of State
3145.
State publication
publication 3145.
Mise. No.
IMisc.
No. 8
8 (1948),
Cmd. 7548.
(1948), Cmd.
7546.
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7.
It is a
a major objective of the three Allied Governments
7. It
Governments to
to enencourage
integration, on a
courage and facilitate the closest integration,
beneficial
a mutually beneficial
basis, of the German
German people under a
a democratic
democratic federal state within
the framework
framework of a
aEuropean
European association.
OCCUPATION
OCCUPATION STATUTE DEFINING
DEFINING THE POWERS
BE
POWERS TO
TO BE
RETAINED BY THE OCCUPATION
RETAINED
OCCUPATION AUTHORITIES
AUTHORITIES
In the exercise of the supreme
supreme authority
authority which is retained
retained by
by the
the
Governments of France, the United States and the United Kingdom,
We, General Pierre KOENIG,
KOENIG, Military Governor
Governor and CommanderCommanderin-Chief of the French Zone of Germany,
General Lucius
Lucius D. CLAY, Military Governor and Commander-inCommander-inChief of the United States Zone of Germany, and
and
General Sir Brian Hubert ROBERTSON,
Governor and
ROBERTSON, Military Governor
and
Commander-in-Chief
Commander-in-Chief of the British Zone of Germany,

Poet,
Pos, p.
p. 2836.
2S36.

DO HEREBY JOINTLY
JOINTLY PROCLAIM
PROCLAIM THE
FOLLOWING OCCUPATION
OCCUPATION
THE FOLLOWING
STATUTE :
STATUTE:
Powers of
of Federal
1.
1. During the period in which it is necessary
necessary that the
the occupation
occupation State,
etc.
continue, the Governments
Governments of France, the United States and the
the
United Kingdom desire and intend that the German
German people
people shall
shall enjoy
enjoy
self-government to the maximum possible degree consistent
self-government
consistent with such
occupation. The Federal State and the participating
participating Laender
Laender shall
shall
have, subject only to the limitations
limitations in this Instrument, full legislative,
executive and judicial powers in accordance
and
accordance with the
the Basic
Basic Law
Law [t]
['] and
with their respective constitutions.
Fields reser
reser% td
for
rd for
2. In order to ensure the accomplishment
accomplishment of the basic purposes
purposes of occupation
au thorl.
bort.
at
ties.
tim.
the occupation,
occupation, powers in the following fields are specifically
specifically reserved,
reserved,
including
including the right to request
request and verify
verify information
information and statistics
statistics
needed by the occupation authorites:
authorites:

demilitarization, including
(a) disarmament
disarmament and demilitarization,
including related fields
of scientific research, prohibitions and restrictions
restrictions on industry, and
aviation;
civil aviation;
(b)
(h) controls in regard to the Ruhr, restitution,
restitution, reparations,
reparations,
decartelization,
decarte,lization, deconcentration,
deconcentration, non-discrimination
non-discrimination in
in trade
mattrade matters, foreign interests in Germany
Germany and claims against Germany;
Germany;
(c) foreign affairs, including
including international
agreements made by
international agreements
or on behalf of Germany;
the admission
admission of
refugees;
(d) displaced persons and the
of refugees;
(e) protection, prestige, and security of Allied forces, dependents,
employees,
employees, and representatives,
representatives, their immunities
immunities and satisfaction
satisfaction
of occupation
occupation costs and their other requirements;
requirements;
(f) respect for the Basic
Basic Law
Law and
and the
the Land
Land constitutions;
constitutions;
(g) control over foreign trade and exchange;
exchange;
(h) control over internal
internal action, only to
extent
to the
the minimum
minimum extent
necessary
necessary to ensure use of funds, food and other supplies
supplies in
in such
such
' Germy,
Th Story in
is Documn,
Germany, 1947-1949, The
Documents, Department of
of State publicapublication
3556, p.
p. 283.
283.
tion 3556,
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manner as
as to reduce
to a
aminimum
minimum the
the need
need for
external assistance
assistance
reduce to
for external
to Germany;
Germany;
to
(i) control of the
the care
care and
prisons of
of persons
persons
and treatment
treatment in
in German
German prisons
charged before or
sentenced by
courts or
tribunals
of
the
or sentenced
by the
the courts
or tribunals of the occuoccupying powers or occupation
occupation authorities;
authorities; over
the carrying
carrying out
over the
out of
of
sentences
sentences imposed on
and over
questions of
of amnesty,
amnesty, pardon
on them; and
over questions
pardon
or release
in relation
relation to
them.
release in
to them.
3. It
expectation of the Governments
It is the hope and expectation
Governments of
of France,
France,
the United States and the United Kingdom that
the occupation
occupation
that the
authorities
occasion to
to take action in
authorities will not have occasion
in fields
fields other
other than
than
those specifically
specifically reserved
reserved above.
occupation authorities,
above. The
The occupation
authorities, howhowever, reserve the right, acting under
their GovernGovernunder instructions
instructions of
of their
ments, to resume, in whole or in
exercise of
of full
full authority
authority
in part,
part, the
the exercise
if they consider
consider that to do so is essential
to security
or to
preserve
essential to
security or
to preserve
democratic government
government in
in Germany
Germany or
in pursuance
of the
or in
pursuance of
the internainternational obligations
obligations of their governments. Before
Before so doing,
doing, they
they will
will
formally advise the appropriate
appropriate German authorities
of their
decision
authorities of
their decision
and of the reasons
reasons therefor.
therefor.
Action by Germany
itnreservcedonefi
4. The German Federal
in
reserved fields.
Federal Government
Government and
governments of
of the
the
and the
the governments
Laender shall have the power, after
notification to
to the
the occupation
occupation
after due
due notification
authorities,
reserved to
authorities, to legislate and act in the fields reserved
to these
these authoriauthorities, except as the occupation
occupation authorities
authorities otherwise
otherwise specifically
direct,
specifically direct,
or as such legislation or action would
be inconsistent
inconsistent with
with decisions
decisions or
or
would be
actions taken by the occupation
occupation authorities
authorities themselves.
themselves.
Amendment of
BsicLa;ment
Basic
Law; other legis-feg
5. Any amendment
amendment of the Basic Law will require
require the
the express
express apaplation.
proval of the occupation
occupation authorities
proval
authorities before becoming
becoming effective.
effective. Land
Land
constitutions, amendments
amendments thereof, all other
other legislation,
and any
legislation, and
any
agreements
agreements made between the Federal State and
foreign governments,
governments,
and foreign
will become effective twenty-one
twenty-one days after
after its
its official
official receipt
by the
the
receipt by
occupation authorities unless previously disapproved
occupation
disapproved by
them, proproby them,
visionally
occupation authorities
authorities will
visionally or finally. The occupation
not disapprove
disapprove
will not
legislation unless in their opinion it
it is inconsistent with
the Basic
with the
Basic
Law, aaLand Constitution, legislation
legislation or other directives
directives of
occuof the
the occupation
the provisions of
pation authorities themselves
themselves or the
of this
this Instrument,
Instrument,
or
a grave threat to the basic purposes of
or unless it constitutes a
of the
the
occupation.
occupation.
ri Protection of civil
gbts
rights.
requirements of their
6. Subject only to the requirements
their security,
security, the
the occupaoccupation authorities
agencies of the
authorities guarantee
guarantee that all agencies
the occupation
will
occupation will
respect the civil rights of every person to
to be
be protected
protected against
against arbiarbitrary
represented by counsel;
trary arrest, search or seizure; to be represented
counsel; to
to be
be
admitted to bail as circumstances
circumstances warrant;
warrant; to
to communicate
with
communicate with
relatives; and to
and prompt
prompt trial.
trial.
to have aafair
fair and
Legislation enacted
pr1't
onLaw.
enacted
7. Legislation of the occupation authorities
prior to Basic
enacted before
before the
the
authorities enacted

effective date of the Basic Law shall remain in force until repealed
repealed or
or
amended
amended by the occupation
occupation authorities
authorities in accordance
accordance with the
the folfollowing provisions:
provisions:
(a) legislation
legislation inconsistent with the foregoing
foregoing will be repealed
repealed
or amended to make it consistent
consistent herewith;
herewith;
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referred to
to
(b) legislation
legislation based upon the reserved powers, referred
paragraph 2
in paragraph
codified;
2 above, will be codified;
(c) legislation not referred to in (a) and (b) will be repealed
by the occupation
occupation authorities
request from appropriate
appropriate
authorities on request
German authorities.
8. Any action shall be deemed to be the act of the occupation
occupation
authorities under the powers herein reserved, and effective as such
under this Instrument, when taken or evidenced
evidenced in any manner proagreement between
vided by any agreement
between them. The occupation authorities
may in their discretion effectuate
effectuate their decisions either directly or
through instructions to the appropriate
authorities.
appropriate German authorities.
9. After 12 months and in any event within 18 months of the
effective date of this Instrument
Instrument the occupying powers will undertake a
a review of its provisions in the light of experience
experience with its
operation and with a
a view to extending the jurisdiction of the German authorities
authorities in the legislative,
judicial fields.
legislative, executive and judicial

Action
of occupaAction of
occupation authorities.
tion
authorities.

Review
of InstruInstruReview of
ment.
ment.
Post,
2836.
Post, p.
p. 2836.

AGREEMENT AS TO TRIPARTITE
TRIPARTITE CONTROLS
AGREEMENT
CONTROLS
Kingdom, France
France and the United
The Governments
Governments of the United Kingdom,
States agree to enter into a
trizonal fusion agreement
agreement prior to the
a trizonal
representatives of
Occupation Statute. The representatives
entry into effect of the Occupation
arrangements to
occupying powers will make the necessary arrangements
the three occupying
establish tripartite
tripartite control machinery for the western zones of Germany, which will become effective at the time of the establishment
establishment of
a
German government.
government. The following provisions
provisions agreed
a provisional German
by the Governments
Governments of the United Kingdom,
Kingdom, France
France and the United
arrangements:
States shall form the basis of these arrangements:
1.
1. An Allied High Commission composed of one High Commisrepresentative shall be the
sioner of each occupying power or his representative
supreme Allied agency of control.
supreme
nature and extent of controls exercised by the Allied High
2. The nature
Occupation Statute and
Commission shall be in harmony with the Occupation
international agreements.
agreements.
international
German Federal Republic
Republic to exercise
order to
to permit the German
3. In order
increased
responsibilities over
over domestic affairs
affairs and to reduce the
increased responsibilities
burden
occupation costs, staff personnel
personnel shall be kept to a
aminimum.
burden of
of occupation
4.
In
the
exercise
of
the
powers
reserved
to
the
Occupation
Occupation Authori4. In the exercise of the powers
Constitution, the decisions
amendments to the Federal Constitution,
ties to approve amendments
unanimous agreement.
of the Allied High Commission
agreement.
Commission shall require unanimous
5. In
In cases
the
to exercise, the
of, or failure
failure to
the exercise
exercise of,
5.
cases in which the
powers
r] (g) of
of the Occupation
Occupation Statute
5 [']
under paragraph
paragraph 5
powers reserved under
would
assistance from
Governfrom United
United States Governwould increase the need for assistance
ment
weighted voting.
a system of weighted
appropriated funds, there shall be a
ment appropriated
Under
Authorities
Occupation Authorities
the representatives
representatives of the Occupation
such system the
Under such
will have a
avoting strength proportionate to the funds made available
to Germany
respective governments.
provision shall
shall
governments. This provision
by their respective
to
Germany by
"5" apparently
apparently should
should be "2",
post. p. 2830, par.
par. 5.
"2", see pot.
IIThe numeral "5"

Post,
p. 2836.
Post, p.
2836.

Allied High
High ComComAllied
mission.
mission.
Ante, p.
2818.
I. 2818.
A.nte,

Staff personnel.
personnel.
Staff

Approval
of amendamendApproval of
ments
ments to
to Federal
Federal ConConstitution.
stitution.

Voting
strength.
Voting strength.
Ante, p.
A4le,
p. 2319.
2819.
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Appeal
by eHigh
Aoippeaby
High
Commiss ioner.

Ant,
Ante, p.
p. 2819.

Land
sioner.

Land CommisCommi-
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not, however, reduce
present United
States predominant
voice
reduce the
the present
United States
predominant voice
in JEIA and JFEA while these
these organizations,
organizations, or
or any
any successor
successor organiorganization
zation to them, continue
continue in existence
existence and
with the
perand are
are charged
charged with
the performance
formance of any of their present
action taken
taken herepresent functions.
functions. No
No action
hereunder shall be contrary
contrary to
among
to any
any inter-governmental
inter-governmental agreement
agreement among
the signatories
signatories or to the principles
of non-discrimination.
non-discrimination.
principles of
6. On all other matters action shall be
majority vote.
be by
by majority
vote.
7.7. (a) If a
a majority decision alters
alters or
or modifies
modifies any
any inter-governinter-governmental agreement
agreement which relates to any
the subjects
any of the
subjects listed
listed in
in
paragraph
5 [']
(a) and 55[9
['] (b) of the Occupation Statute, any dissenting
paragraph 5
[9 (a)
dissenting
High Commissioner
Commissioner may appeal
his Government.
This appeal
appeal
appeal to
to his
Government. This
shall serve to suspend the decision
decision pending
pending agreement
the
agreement between
between the
governments.
three governments.
(b) If aaHigh Commissioner
Commissioner considers
that a
a majority
majority decision
considers that
decision
conflicts
confficts with any inter-governmental
inter-governmental agreement
agreement which
which relates
any of
relates to
to any
of
the subjects
subjects in paragraph
paragraph 55[']
[9 (a)
[9 (b)
of the
the Occupation
Occupation Statute
(a) and 55[1]
(b) of
Statute
fundamental principles for the
or with the fundamental
conduct of
of Germany's
the conduct
Germany's
external relations or with matters essential
essential to
security, prestige,
prestige,
to the
the security,
and requirements
requirements of the occupying
occupying forces,
forces, he
may appeal
his
he may
appeal to
to his
Government. Such an appeal
shall serve
to suspend
suspend action
for 30
appeal shall
serve to
action for
30
days, and thereafter unless two of the
Governments indicate
the Governments
indicate that
that the
the
grounds do not justify
further suspension.
justify further
suspension.
(c) If such appeal is from an action
the Allied
Allied High
High Comaction of
of the
Commission either declining to disapprove or deciding
disapprove
deciding to
to disapprove
German
German legislation, such legislation
be provisionally
disapproved
legislation shall
shall be
provisionally disapproved
for the duration of
appeal period.
period.
of the
the appeal
8. A
A High Commissioner
Commissioner who
that a
who considers
considers that
a decision
decision made
made by
by
less
less than unanimous vote involving any other matter
matter reserved
reserved by
the
by the
Occupation Statute is not in conformity
conformity with basic
tripartite policies
policies
basic tripartite
Germany or that aa Land
regarding Germany
Land constitution,
an amendment
amendment
constitution, or
or an
appeal to
thereto, violates the Basic Law, may appeal
his government.
government. An
An
to his
suspend action
appeal in this case shall serve
serve to suspend
for a
aperiod
period not
not to
action for
to
exceed twenty-one
twenty-one days from the date of the decision
decision unless
unless all
all three
three
governments
governments agree otherwise. If
appeal is
is from
from an
an action
action of
of
If such
such appeal
the Allied
Allied High Commission
Commission either declining
declining to
disapprove or
deciding
to disapprove
or deciding
to disapprove
disapprove German
German legislation, such legislation shall
be provisionshall be
provisionally disapproved for the duration
duration of the appeal
period.
appeal period.
9. All powers
9.
powers of the Allied High Commission shall
uniformly
shall be
be uniformly
exercised in accordance
accordance with tripartite policies and directives.
directives. To
To
this end in each Land the Allied High
High Commission
Commission shall
be represhall be
represented
sented by aasingle Land Commissioner who shall be solely responsible
responsible
to it
it for all tripartite affairs.
affairs. In each
Commissioner
each Land the
the Land
Land Commissioner
shall be aa national of the Allied Power in
in whose
zone the
the Land
is
whose zone
Land is
situated. Outside his own zone
zone each High
will delegate
delegate
High Commissioner
Commissioner will
an observer to each
Land Commissioners
each of the Land
of
Commissioners for
for purposes
purposes of
consultation and information. Nothing in this paragraph
paragraph shall
shall be
be
construed to limit the functions of bodies established
established pursuant
pursuant to
to
inter-governmental agreement.
inter-governmental
agreement.
I The
poA, p. 2831,
2831, par.
I
The numeral "5" apparently should
should be "2",
"7', see post,
par. 7
7 (a),
(a), (b)
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10. To the greatest
greatest extent possible, all directives and other instruments of control shall be addressed to the federal and/or Land
authorities.
Duration of
of a
agreeoree
Trizonal Fusion Agreement will continue in force until mDuation
11.
11. The Trizonal
ment.
altered by agreement
agreement among the governments.
altered

AGREED MINUTE RESPECTING
RESPECTING BERLIN
AGREED
BERLIN
It was agreed
agreed that the provisions of the Agreement
Agreement as to Tripartite
practicable to the western sectors
Controls shall be applied as far as practicable
of Berlin.
AGREED MINUTE
MINUTE ON CLAIMS AGAINST
AGAINST GERMANY
GERMANY
The governments
governments of France, the United Kingdom and the United
governments concerned,
States will proceed, in consultation
consultation with other governments
to develop proposals for the settlement of financial claims against
against
Germany, claims arising out of the war which remain unsettled, claims
with respect to Allied property in Germany, and other questions
questions of an
economic or legal character
character arising out of the existance of a
a state of
Germany and the Allied Powers. There
There should also be
war between Germany
appropriate consultations
consultations with the German Federal Republic. Prior
appropriate
to the relinquishment
relinquishment of reserved
reserved powers
powers in the field of foreign
consideration to the
exchange, the three governments
governments will give consideration
desirability of obtaining
obtaining from the German Federal
Federal Government
Government formal
desirability
recognition of such claims.
recognition

PLEBISCITE
AGREED MINUTE
MINUTE ON WUERTTEMBERG-BADEN
WUERTTEMBERG-BADEN PLEBISCITE
It
was agreed that the status quo in Wuerttemberg
Wuerttemberg and Baden
It was
would be maintained for the time being and that the plebiscite
plebiscite recomrecommended by the German Minister
Presidents would be postponed in the
Minister Presidents
possible delay in the establishment
interest of avoiding any possible
establishment of the
German Federal Government.
Government.
It
Wuerttemberg-Baden
agreed that the question of the Wuerttemberg-Baden
It was further agreed
establishment of the
the
reexamined after the establishment
boundaries would be reexamined
Land boundaries
German Federal Government.
Government.

AGREEMENT
REGARDING KEHL
AGREEMENT REGARDING
The
control authorities
authorities with the assistance
assistance of the Strasbourg
The French control
authorities will maintain under existing conditions jurisdiction
French authorities
establishment of the German Federal
over the Kehl port zone until establishment
Government and conclusion
negotiations between
between the French
French and
conclusion of negotiations
Government
German
administration for
for
joint port administration
German Authorities
Authorities with respect to aa joint
Kehl.
Kehl.
It was
agreed, on
of the
French Government,
that the
the
Government, that
the French
on a
a proposal
proposal of
was agreed,
It
city
of Kehl
would gradually
German administration.
administration.
to aaGerman
be returned
returned to
gradually be
city of
Kehl would
m-84
81989-52—PT.
81989--2-rP. m-84
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It was foreseen that the French temporarily
It
temporarily domiciled
might
domiciled in
in Kehl
Kehl might

remain
a four-year
four-year period
remain during a
period required for
for the
the preparation
preparation of
of
additional
additional housing in Strasbourg.
Strasbourg. Around
Around one-third of
of the
the French
French
inhabitants will be able to leave Kehl within several
and the
several months,
months, and
the
remainder progressively
progressively thereafter as
available.
as housing becomes available.
The final decision with respect to the Kehl port zone
will be
zone will
be made
made in
in
the peace
peace settlement. If the port authority
authority develops
develops harmoniously,
harmoniously,
the US and UK will be willing at the time of
the pe§t.ce
settlement to
of the
peace settlement
to
bring an attitude of good will toward the establishment of
of a
apermanent
permanent
joint authority.
MESSAGE
MILITARY GOVERNORS
MESSAGE TO THE MILITARY
GOVERNORS FROM
THE
FROM THE
FOREIGN
MINISTERS OF THE US, UK AND
FOREIGN MINISTERS
AND FRANCE
FRANCE
Views on
Basic Law.
Law.
Views
on Basic

To the Military Governors:
For your guidance the Foreign Ministers
Ministers of the US, UK and
and France
France
transmit their views on the Basic Law. It is
left to
the Military
Military
is left
to the
Governors to determine
determine the time they may consider it appropriate
appropriate to
to
communicate
communicate these views to the Parliamentary
Parliamentary Council, but
but the
the
Foreign
Foreign Ministers wish that they be transmitted
transmitted before opinion
opinion in
in
crystallized, in order that
the Parliamentary
Parliamentary Council has crystallized,
that the views
views
given below may be reflected
Law.
reflected in the Basic
Basic Law.
"(a) The Foreign Ministers
Ministers are not able
agree at
at this
time that
that
able to
to agree
this time
Berlin should be included as a
a Land in the initial organization
organization
of the German Federal Republic.
"(b) In the financial field any provisions put forward
forward by the
Parliathe Parliamentary Council in the direction of securing
securing financial
indefinancial independence and adequate
adequate strength for both the lnder
and
Sender and
Federal Governments
Governments in operating
operating in their respective
respective fields
fields
sympathetic consideration.
will receive sympathetic
consideration.
"(c) On the question of Article 36 (Article 95 (c))
(c)) they will
also
will also
give sympathetic consideration
consideration to any formula which
which
(i)
eliminates from the federal powers those matters definitely
(i) eliminates
definitely
excluded by the London agreement.
excluded
(ii) assures to the lender
ltender sufficient
sufficient powers to enable them
them to
to
be independent
independent and vigorous governmental
governmental bodies.
(iii) assures to the Federal
Federal Government
Government sufficient powers in
the
in the
important fields of government
government to enable
enable them
deal
them to
to deal
effectively with those fields in which the interests of more
more
than one Land are substantially and
necessarily involved.
and necessarily
involved.
"(d) Finally, the Foreign Ministers
Ministers request that the
the Military
GovMilitary GovParliamentary Council, at an approernors indicate to the Parliamentary
appropriate time, that they are ready to contemplate
priate
contemplate a
a suggestion
suggestion
for a
a right of the Federal
Federal State to supplement,
supplement, from its own
own
revenues,
Laender from revenues
revenues, appropriations
appropriations made by the Laender
revenues
from their
their own taxes levied and collected by them, by grants
from
for education, health and welfare purposes, subject in each
each
case to specific approval
approval of the Bundesrat."
Bundesrat."
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MESSAGE
MESSAGE TO
TO THE
THE BONN
BONN PARLIAMENTARY
PARLIAMENTARY COUNCIL
COUNCIL FROM
FROM

THE FOREIGN
FOREIGN MINISTERS
MINISTERS OF
THE US,
US, UK
UK AND
AND FRANCE
OF THE
FRANCE
To
Military Governors:
Governors:
To the
the Military
The Foreign
Foreign Ministers
Ministers of
the US,
US, UK
you to
of the
UK and
and France
France request
request you
to
transmit to
the Parliamentary
Parliamentary Council
to the
the following
message
Council at
at Bonn
Bonn the
following message
on
behalf:
on their
their behalf:
"The
Ministers have
considered the
problem of
"The Foreign
Foreign Ministers
have considered
the problem
of aaFederal
Federal
German Republic
Republic in
all its
aspects in
Washington and
German
in all
its aspects
in Washington
and have
have come
come
to aa number
decisions of
policy in
in regard
to
number of
of important
important decisions
of policy
regard thereto.
thereto.
They have
that, in
have decided
decided that,
the German
German authorities
authorities shall
in general,
general, the
shall
be at
at liberty
liberty to
to take
take administrative
be
administrative and
and legislative
legislative action,
action, and
and that
that
such action
action will
will have
have validity
validity if
if not
not vetoed
Allied authorities.
authorities.
vetoed by
by Allied
There will be certain limited
fields in
in which
Allies will
limited fields
which the
the Allies
reserve
will reserve
the right
take direct
direct action
action themselves
themselves and
and which
which are
are set
the
right to
to take
set out
out in
in
the
a
copy
of
which
is
attached
hereto.
the Occupation
Occupation Statute,
Statute, a copy of which is attached hereto.
"With the
"With
the establishment
establishment of
of the
the German
Federal Republic,
Republic, MiliGerman Federal
Military Government
as such
such will
will terminate
tary
Government as
terminate and
and the
the functions
functions of
the
of the
Allied Authorities
Authorities will
be divided-control
divided—control functions
functions being
will be
being exercised
exercised
by aaHigh
High Commissioner
Commissioner and
and Military
Military functions
by a
Commanderfunctions by
a Commanderin-Chief. The three High
High Commissioners
Commissioners together
together will
constitute
will constitute
an Allied
Allied High Commission,
an
Commission, and
and it
it is
is the
the aim
of the
three governgovernaim of
the three
ments to
to restrict to a
a minimum
minimum the
of the
the supervisory
the size
size of
supervisory staffs
staffs
attached
to their
respective High
High Commissioners.
Commissioners.
attached to
their respective
"The Foreign Ministers
Ministers further
further affirm
that it
it is
is a
objective
affirm that
a major
major objective
of the three
of
Allied Governments
to encourage
and facilitate
the
three Allied
Governments to
encourage and
facilitate the
closest
integration on
on a
a mutually
mutually beneficial
beneficial basis
basis of
of the
the German
closest integration
German
people under aademocratic
people
democratic Federal
Federal State
the framework
of aa
State within
within the
framework of
European association.
association.
European
"Nevertheless, before
before the
the far-reaching
developments which
they
"Nevertheless,
far-reaching developments
which they
contemplate
contemplate can
can be
in hand,
it is
essential that
that an
an agreement
agreement
be put
put in
hand, it
is essential
should be
be reached
reached by
by the
the Parliamentary
Parliamentary Council
upon a
Basic Law
Law
Council upon
a Basic
for the German
Federal Republic."
German Federal
Republic."

Polley decisions.
Polioy
deions.

Ante,
n t p. 2819.

A

s, p. 2819.
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ACCORDS SUR L'ALLEMAGNE
L'ALLEMAGNE
Les Ministres des Affaires Etrangeres
Etrangeres de la
France' du
Royaume-Um
la France'
du Royaume-Uni
d'Amerique, s'etant reunis
et des Etats-Unis, d'Amerique,
Washington, sont
reunis a
a Washington,
sont
tombes d'accord
tomb&
d'accord sur les
lea documents
documents ci-dessous enumeres:
enumers:
A.- Aide-Memoire
Aide-Memoire concemant
concernant lea
A.—
directeurs qui
president
les principes directeurs
qui president
l'exercice
Pexercice des pouvoirs
pouvoirs et responsabilites
responsabilites des
des Gouvernements
Gouvernements
de la
Is France, du Royaume-Uni
Royaume-Uni et des Etats-Unis
apres l'6taPetsEtats-Unis apres
blissement d'une Republique
Republique Fed6rale
Federale allemande.
allemande.
B.- Statut d'occupation
B.—
d'occupation definissant les
lea pouvoirs
pouvoirs qui
qui seront
seront conserves
conserves
par les
autorit6s d'occupation.
lea autorites
d'occupation.
C.- Accord relatif allIE
C.—
tipartites.
aux contreles
contr6les tripartites.
D.- Prods-Verbal
Proces-Verbal concernant
D.—
concemant Berlin.
E.- Proces-Verbal
Proces-Verbal sur lea
E.—
contre PAllemagne.
les reclamations
reclamations contre
l'Alemagne.
F.Proces-Verbal sur le plebiscite
plebiscite Bade-Wurtemberg.
F.— Proces-Verbal
Bade-Wurtemberg.
G.- Accord
G.—
Accord concernant
concern ant Kehl.
Kehl.
H.H.— Message des Ministres des Affaires
Affaires Ettangeres
de la
is France,
du
Ettangeres de
France, du
Royaume-Uni
Royaume-Uni et des Etats-Unis
Etats-Unis aux Commandants
Commandants en
en Chef.
Chef.
I.- Message des Ministres des Affaires Etrangeres
I.—
Etrangeres de la France,
France,
du Royaume-Uni
du
Royaume-Uni et des Etats-Unis au Conseil Parlementaire
Parlementaire
de Bonn.
Les Ministres des Affaires Etrangeres ont
out confirme et approuve
lea
approuv6 les
accords passes
passds sur
les demantelements
stir lea
demantelements d'usines, sur lea
les industries
industries
interdites et limitees
limit6es et sur la creation
l'Autorit6 de la
interdites
creation de l'Autorite
is Ruhr,
Ruhr, thus
tous
accords
ont ete
et6 recemment
r6cemment negoci6s
accords qui out
negocies aaLondres.
Robert
Robert Schuman
Schuman
Ministre
Ministre des Affaires Etrangbres
Etrangeres
la Republique
de la
Republique Fran<aise
Francaise
S
CHI7MAN
SCHUMAN

Ernest Bevin
Bevin
Secretaire
pour
Seeretaire d'Etat
d'Etat pour
les Affaires Etrangeres
Etrangeres
du
du Royaume-Uni
Royaume-Uni

DEAN
DEAN ACHESON
ACHESON
Dean Acheson
Acheson
Secretaire d'Etat
Secretaire
d'Etat des
Etats-Unisd'Amerique
d'Amerique
Etats-Unis

WASHINGTON,
W
ASHINGTON, D.
D. C.
C.
8
8Avril 1949.
1949.

ERNEST BEVIN
Bryn/
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AIDE-MEMOIRE CONCERNANT
CONCERNANT LES PRINCIPES
AIDE-MEMOIRE
PRINCIPES DIRECTEURS
QUI PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT A
A L'EXERCICE
POUVOIRS ET RESPONL'EXERCICE DES POUVOIRS
RESPON.
SABILITES DES GOUVERNEMENTS
GOUVERNEMENTS DE LA FRANCE,
FRANCE, DU
ROYAUME-UNI ET DES ETATS-UNIS
ROYAUME-UNI
L'ETABLISSEETATS-UNIS APRES L'ETABLISSEREPUBLIQUE FEDERALE
MENT D'UNE REPUBLIQUE
FEDERALE ALLEMANDE
ALLEMANDE
1) Les Gouvernements
1)
Gouvernements de la France, du Royaume-Uni
Royaume-Uni et des EtatsUnis conservent
eonservent l'autorite supreme assumee
assumee par eux aux termes de la
Declaration signee a.a Berlin le 5
Declaration
compris le droit de rap5 Juin 1945, yy compris
porter ou de modifier
modifier toutes decisions legislatives
legislatives ou administratives
administratives
dans lea
les trois zones occidentales
occidentales d'Allemagne.
d'Allemagne.
2) Les autorites gouvernementales
gouvernementales allemandes,
allemandes, aa. 1'echelon
Pechelon federal
federal
on
ou aa. celui du Land, devront avoir la
la faculte d'agir
d'agir en matiere
matiere adadministrative et legislative et ime
une telle action sera valide si elle
elle n'encourt
n'encourt
pas le veto de l'Autorite
l'Autorite Alliee. Ceci implique que le Gouvernement
Gouvernement
militaire devra
devra disparattre
disparattre et que le r6le
role des Allies devra etre principalement de controle.
contr6le.
cipalement
3)
lI existera
3) D
existera un nombre
nombre limite de domaines dans lesquels lea
Allies se reserveront
reserveront le droit d'agir directement
directement eux-memes,
eux-memes, y
y corapris
compris
par des ordres dorm&
autorites allemandes,
an niveau taut
donnes aux autorites
allemandes, au
tant
federal que local.
local. Ces domaines
an
domaines seront toutefois restreints au
minimum et, les questions de securite mises aA part, l'exereice
1'exercice de
lea Allies devrait etre considere comme temterapouvoirs directs par les
poraire
poraire et destine
destine par nature
nature a
a. disparaftre.
disparattre.
4) Des la naissance
naissance de la Republique
Republique Federale
Federale Allemande, la responsabilite du contrede
contr6le de l'utilisation des fonds mis Ala disposition
de l'economie allemande par le Gouvernement
Gouvernement des Etats-Unis, A des
fins de secours ainsi que de reconstruction,
reconstruction, devrait passer a
Al'Adminisque la
tration de Cooperation
Cooperation Economique. II
II est
est entendu que
la RepuRdpufed6rale Allemande
blique federale
Allemande doit devenir pantie
l'accord sur la Copartie aA l'accord
operation
Economique Europeenne
operation Economique
Europeenne et appliquer un accord bilateral
Gouvernement des Etats-Unis. Les contributions que
passe avec le Gouvernement
le Gouvernement
Gouvernement du Royaume-Uni
Royaume-Uni aecepte
accepte de faire, s'effectueront
s'effectueront
par le moyen de l'Aceord
1'Accord de paiements inten-europeens.
inter-europeens.
federale Allemande et la
5) Des Petablissement
l'etablissement de la Republique
Republique f6d6rale
Gouvernement militaire, lea
fin du Gouvernement
Autorites Alliees
les fonctions des Autorites
les fonctions militaires etant
dtant exercees
exercees par un Comseront divisees, lea
les autres fonctions par un
mandant en Chef et toutes lea
un. Haut Commissaire. Chacune des organisations alli6es
alliees en Allemagne,
Allemagne, hormis lea
les
forces d'occupation, seront placees sous la direction du Haut Commissaire. La reunion des trois Rants
Hauts Commissaires
Commissaires constituent
constituera la
Haute Commission
Commission Alliee.
Alli6e.
6) Le but des trois gouvernements
eat de restreindre
restreindre au
an
6)
gouvernements allies est
minimum l'effectif
l'effectif des services
services maintenus
maintenus en Allemagne aux fins
ci-dessus.
ci-dessus.
principaux objectifs des
trois gouvernements
allies eat
7) L'un
L'un des principaux
des trois
gouvernements allies
est
d'encourager et de faciliter 'integration
d'encourager
possible, sur
l'intgration la plus &mite
etroite possible,
une base mutuellement
tine
mutuellement profitable,
profitable, du peuple allemand sous
sous la cond'un Etat federal democratique
duite d'un
europeenne.
democratique dans une association
association europeenne.
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STATUT D'OCCUPATION
D'OCCUPATION DEFINISSANT
DEFINISSANT LES POUVOIRS
POUVOIRS
DEVANT
DEVANT ETRE CONSERVES
CONSERVES PAR LES AUTORITES OCCUOCCUPANTES
l'exercice de l'autorite
l'autorit6 supreme qui eat
Dans l'exercice
par lea
est conservee
conserv6e par
les
Gouvernements de la France, du Royaume-Uni
Gouvernements
Royaume-Uni et
at des
Etats-Unis.
des Etats-Unis.
Nous,
Nous,
General d'Arm6e
d'Armee Pierre Koenig, Gouverneur
et CommanCommanGouverneur Militaire
Militaire et
dant en Chef de la zone frangaise
frangaise d'Allemagne;
d'Allemagne;
Gen6ral
General Sir Brian Hubert Robertson, Gouverneur
Gouverneur Militaire et
et
Commandant en Chef de la zone britannique
Commandant
britannique d'Allemagne;
d'Allemagne;
General Lucius Clay, Gouverneur Militaire et
General
at Commandant
Commandant en
en
Chef de la zone americaine
d'Allemagne;
americaine d'Allemagne;
Proclamons conjointement
conjointement par les presentes
d'occupation
presentes le Statut d'occupation
ci-apres:
ci-apras:
1.periode pendant laquelle
1.— Au cours de la periode
laquelle il sera necessaire
n6cessaire de
de
poursuivre
l'occupation, le voeu comme
poursuivre l'occupation,
comma l'intention des Gouvernements
Gouvernements
frangais,
francais, britannique
britannique et amricain
americain est que le peuple
peuple a,llemand
allemand puisse
puisse
se gouvemer
gouverner lui-meme au degre
compatible avec
telle
degr6 maximum
maximum compatible
avec une
une telle
occupation. L'Etat Federal et les Lander participants
participants detiendront,
d6tiendront,
sous les seules reserves pr6vues
dans le present instrument, les
prevues dims
lea pleins
pleins
pouvoirs legislatif, executif
executif et judiciaire, en conformit6
conformite avec la
la Loi
Loi
Fondamentale
Fondamentale et avec leurs constitutions respectives.
2.2.— En vue d'assurer
d'assurer la mise en
des objectifs
objectifs fondamentaux
fondamentaux
en oeuvre
oeuvre des
l'occupation lea
les pouvoirs sont sp6cifiquement
de l'occupation
specifiquement reserv6s
reserves dims
lea
dans les
y compris le droit de requerir
domaines suivants, y
requerir et de
lea
de verifier
verifier les
informations et statistiques
statistiques necessaires
necessaires aux autorites d'occupation:
d'occupation:
a) D6sarmement
Desarmement et d6militarisation,
demilitarisation, y
lea domaines
y compris les
domaines conconnexes en matiere de recherche scientifique,
scientifique, lea
prohibitions et
at limitales prohibitions
tions portant stir
sur l'industie,
l'industrie, et
at l'aviation civile;
civile;
b) Les contr6les
concernant la Ruhr, lea
les restitutions, lea reparacontreles concernant
tions, la d6cartellisation,
la &concentration,
d6concentration, la nondiscrimination
decartellisation, Is
nondiscrimination en
en
commerciale, les interets etrangers en Allemagne
matiere commercialedes
Allemagne at
et lea
les creances
cr6ances
stir
sur l'Allemagne;
l'Allemagne;
c) Les affaires
affaires etrangeres,
etrangeres, y
y compris lea
internationaux
les accords internationaux
conclus par ou au nom de l'Allemagne;
l'Allemagne;
d) Les personnes
personnes d6placees
deplacees et l'admission des refugi6s;
refugies;
e) La protection, le prestige et la securite
Alliees, de
de
securit6 des Forces
Forces Allies,
leurs families, des personnes a
a leur service at
representants,
et de leurs representants,
leurs immunit6s
immunites ainsi que la couvertum
couverture des frais d'occupation
d'occupation et
et la
la
satisfaction
satisfaction de leurs autres besoins;
besoins;
f) Le respect de la Loi fondamentale
fondamentale et
at des
constitutions des
des Etats;
des constitutions
Etats;
g) Le contrele
contr6le stir
sur le commerce
exterieur et
at lea
changes;
commerce exterieur
les changes;
h) Le controle
contr6le sur
l'administration interieure,
slur l'adrnipistration
interieure, seulement
seulement dans is
la
mesure minima
minima n6cessaire
necessaire pour assurer
assurer l'utilisation
Putilisation des
fonds, du
des fonds,
du
ravitaillement et des autres approvisionnements,
approvisionnements, dans des
conditions
des conditions
permettant de r6duire
permettant
redui're an
an minimum le
besoin d'unt
aide exterieure
le besoin
d'une aide
extfrieure
PAllemagne;
pour l'Alemagne;
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i)
Le controle
du regime
regime et
des conditions
de detention
appliques
detention appliques
conditions de
et des
i) Le
contr6le du
dans les
allemandes aux personnes
personnes deferees
deferees aux cours
cows ou
les prisons
prisons allemandes
dans
ou des autorites
tribunaux des
puissances occupantes
autorites d'occupation, ou
occupantes on
des puissances
tribunaux
de l'execution
l'execution des condamnations
c,ondamnees par
par elles; le
condamnations
contr6le de
le controle
condamnees
prononcees contre
controle sur toutes les questions
personnes; le contr6le
contre ces personnes;
prononcees
relatives
leur amnistie,
grace ou a
liberte;
en liberte;
a leur
leur mise en
leur grace
a leur
amnistie, aaleur
relatives a
3.— Le
et l'intention
l'intention des
gouvernements fran9ais,
francais, britannique
des gouvernements
souhait et
3.Le souhait
a prendre
et americain
est que
que les
autorites d'occupation
n'aient pas a
d'occupation n'aient
les autorites
et
americain est
sp6cifiquement reserves
de mesures
domaines autres
autres que ceux specifiquement
des domaines
de
mesures dans des
ei-dessus. Toutefois,
Toutefois, les
autorites d'occupation
d'occupation se reservent
reservent le droit
les autorit6s
ci-dessus.
de
reprendre, sur
sur instructions
on en
en tout ou
de leurs
leurs gouvernements,
gouvernements, en
instructions de
de reprendre,
partie, l'exercice
pleine autorite
si elles
estiment que
cola est
eat
que cela
elles estiment
autorit6 si
de leur
leur pleine
I'exercice de
partie,
sauvegarder une forme
essentiel soit
soit pour
pour leur securite soit pour sauvegarder
essentiel
democratique de
de gouvernement
en Allemagne
s'acquitter
soit pour
pour s'acquitter
Allemagne soit
gouvernement en
democratique
des
obligations internationales
gouvernements. Avant d'y
de leurs gouvernements.
internationales de
des obligations
recourir, elks
avertiront formellement
allemandes
les autorites allemandes
formellement les
elles avertiront
recourir,
competentes
et des
des raisons qui la motivent.
de leur
leur decision et
competentes de
4.—
be Gouvernement
allemand et
gouvernements des
et les
les gouvernements
F6d6ral allemand
Gouvernement Federal
4.- Le
Etats
auront le
apres avoir
avoir diriment
autorites
informe les autorit6s
diment informe
pouvoir, apres
le pouvoir,
Etate auront
a ces
reserves
domaines
d'occupation,
a
et d'agir,
d'agir, dans les domaines
de legiferer
legiferer et
d'occupation, de
autrement
decident
autorites,
sauf
si
les
autorites
d'occupation
en
axtrement
de
en
autorites, sauf si les autorit6s d'occupation
maniere
specifique,
ou
si
ces
mesures
legislatives
administratives
et
administratives
legislatives
maniere specifique, ou si ces mesures
ou les actes des autorites
d6cisions on
sont en
en contradiction
contradiction avec
les decisions
avec les
sont
d'occupation
elles-memes.
d'occupation elles-memes.
fondamentale devra etre expresse5.—
express&
de la
la Loi fondamentale
amendement de
Tout amendement
5.- Tout
ment
par les
autorites d'occupation
d'entrer en
d'occupation avant d'entrer
les autorites
approuve par
ment approuve
vigueur.
Les constitutions
des Etats
et les amendements
amendements a
aces constiEtats et
constitutions des
vigueur. Les
1'Etat
tous accords conclus entre l'Etat
toute autre legislation, et tons
tutions,
tutions, toute
vigueur vingtFederal
gouvernements etrangers, entreront
entreront en vigueur
et des
des gouvernements
Federal et
resus par les autorites
et-un
apres avoir ete
officiellement re9us
ete officiellement
jours apres
et-un jours
d'occupation,
les aient,
an prealable,
prealable, desapprouves
desapprouves
aient, au
celles-ci les
que celles-ci
moins que
d'occupation, aamoms
provisoirement on
definitivement. Les autorites
autorites d'occupation
d'occupation ne
ou d6finitivement.
provisoirement
desapprouveront
moms que, a
a leur avis, cette
a moins
legislation I
la legislation
pas la
desapprouveront pas
legislation
soit incompatible
in Loi
in constitution
constitution
fondamentale, la
Loi fondamentale,
avec la
incompatible avec
legislation soit
autorites d'occud'un
Etat, Is
legislation ou
on toute
toute autre directive
directive des auk:wit&
la legislation
d'un Etat,
pation
elles-memes, ou
ou les
du present
on A
Imoins
moms
present instrument, ou
clauses du
les clauses
pation elles-memes,
que
cette legislation
une grave
objectifs
aux objectifs
menace aux
grave menace
constitue une
ne constitue
legislation ne
que cette
l'occupation.
fondamentaux
fondamentaux de l'occupation.
les autorites
6.— Sous
is seule
des exigences
de leur securite, les
exigences de
reserve des
seule reserve
Sous la
6.d'occupation
le respect
par thus
organismes d'occutous les organismes
respect par
garantissent le
d'occupation garantissent
pation du
etre protege
protege contre
toute arrestation,
contre toute
a etre
chacun a
de chacun
droit de
du droit
pation
perquisition ou
on saisie
saisie arbitraires,
arbitraires, aa etre
represente par un avocat, aa
Atre represente
perquisition
etre
au benefice
la liberte provisoire sous caution lorsque les
de is
b6n6fice de
admis au
etre admis
circonstances
le justifient,
justifient, a
et I
a etre
famille et
sa famine
avec sa
communiquer avec
a conimuniquer
circonstances le
juge impartialement
impartialement et
et promptement.
juge
7.—
promulgate avant
avant Is
la
d'occupation promulguee
des autorites
autorites d'occupation
legislation des
7.- La
La legislation
date
d'entree en
en vigueur
vigueur de
de is
fondamentale demeurera
demeurera en
en vigueur
vigueur
la Loi
Loi fondamentale
date d'entree
jusqu'a cc
qu'elle soit
soit abrogee
abrogee ou
ou annul&
autorit& d'occupad'occupaannulee par les autorites
ce qu'elle
jusqu'a
tion,
conformement aux
aux dispositions
dispositions suivantes:
suivantes:
tion, conformnment
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a) La legislation
legislation incompatible
avec cc
precede sera
incompatible avec
ce qui
qui precede
sera abrogee
abrogee ou
ou
amendee afin
afin de Pharmoniser
amend&
dispositions;
l'harmoniser avec
avec les
les presentes
presentes dispositions;
b) La legislation fond&
au paraparafondee sur
sur les
les pouvoirs
pouvoirs reserves
reserves decrits
decrits au
graphe 2
sera codifiee;
codifiee;
2 ci-dessus,
ci-dessus, sera
c) La legislation
vise° aux
aux alineas
alineas a
b sera
abrogee par
par les
les
legislation non
non vis6e
a et
et b
sera abrogee
autorites
d'occupation sur
autorites d'occupation
autorites allemandes
allemandes comp&
sur la
la requete
requete des
des autorites
competentes.
tentes.

8.8.— Toute mesure
mesure sera
sera consider&
comae une
une mesure
mesure des
autorites
consider6e comme
des autorites
d'occupation
d'occupation en vertu
vertu des pouvoirs reserves par
par les
les presentes
pr6sentes disposidispositions et applicable
applicable comme telle
du present
instrument,
telle aux termes
termes du
present instrument,
lorsqu'elle sera prise ou justifi6e
justifiee en quelque
quelque maniere
que ce
cc soit
par un
un
maniere que
soit par
accord passe
passé entre elles. Les autorites
autorites d'occupation
d'occupation peuvent,
leur
peuvent, aa. leur
discretion, mettre en oeuvre leurs decisions,
soit directement,
soit par
par
decisions, soit
directement, soit
instructions donnees
des instructions
donnees aux
autorites allemandes
competentes.
aux autorites
allemandes competentes.
9.- A
9.—
A l'expiration d'un Mai
de douze
douze mois
et en
tout cas
dans les
les
d6lai de
mois et
en tout
cas dans
dix-huit mois
suivront la
mise en
en application
du present
mois qui suivront
la date
date de
de mise
application du
present
instrument,
instrument, les puissances occupantes
une revision
de
occupantes entreprendront
entreprendront une
revision de
ses dispositions
dispositions a
lumiere de
de l'experience
Pexperience resultant
son fonctionnefonctionnea la
la lumiere
resultant de
de son
ment et en vue d'etendre
competence des
d'etendre la competence
des autorites
autorites allemandes
allemandes dans
dans
les domaines
domaines legislatif, executif
executif et judiciaire./.
judiciaire./.
CONCERNANT LES
ACCORD CONCERNANT
LES CONTROLES
CONTROLES TRIPARTITES
TRIPARTITES
Les Gouvernements
Gouvernements de la
Royaume-Uni et
in France, du Royaume-Uni
et des
Etatsdes EtatsUnis conviennent
conviennent de conclure un
de fusion
un accord
accord de
fusion trizonale
trizonale prealablepr6alablement aa. l'entree
Pentree en vigueur
vigueur du Statut
Statut d'occupation.
d'occupation. Les
Les representants
representants
des trois Puissances occupantes feront les
les arrangements
arrangements necessaires
necessaires
pour 6tablir
contr61e tripartite
tripartite pour
etablir un systeme de control°
pour les
les zones
occidenzones occidentales d'Allemagne;
ce
systeme
entrera
en
application
d'Allemagne; cc
entrera
application au
moment de
au moment
de
1'etablissement d'un Gouvernement
l'etablissement
Gouvernement provisoire allemand.
allemand. Les
Les disdispositions suivantes,
suivantes, dont
convenus les
les Gouvernements
Gouvernements de
la
dont sont convenus
de la
Royaume-Uni et des Etats-Unis
France, du Royaume-Uni
Etats-Unis constitueront
constitueront la
la base
base de
de
ces
ces arrangements:
arrangements:
1.- Une Haute Commission Alliee compose°
composee d'un Haut
1.Haut Commissaire
Commissaire
de chacune
chacune des Puissances
representant sera
de
Puissances occupantes ou
on de son representant
sera
l'organe supreme
allie de
de contr61e.
contrele.
supreme allie
2.- La nature et I'etendue
2.—
Petendue des
des controles
contr6les exerces
exerces par
par la
la Haute
Haute
Commission Alliee seront en harmonie
harmonic avec
avec le
le Statut
d'occupation et
Statut d'occupation
et
les accords internationaux.
internationaux.
3.A la Republique
3.— Afin de permettre
permettre a
Republique Federale
Federale allemande
allemande d'assud'assumer des responsabilites
responsabilites accrues
accrues dans la
de sea
affaires interieures
interieures
la gestion
gestion de
ses affaires
et afin de reduire
la charge des frais d'occupation, le
reduire in
personnel admiadmile personnel
nistratif sera reduit
an minimum
reduit au
minimum.
4.- Dans l'exercice du
4.—
d'occupation
du droit
droit reserve
reserve aux
aux autorites
autorites d'occupation
d'approuver les amendements
amendements a
a la Constitution
d'approuver
Constitution federale,
federale, les
les decisions
decisions
de Is
la Haute Commission Alliee
prises a
Il'unanimite.
Alliee devront
devront etre
9tre prises
l'unanimite.
5.- Dans
5.—
Dana les cas oi
o4 ?usage,
d'user, des
des pouvoirs
pouvoirs
l'usage, on
ou l'impossibilite
l'impossibilite d'user,
reserves
paragraphe 2-g)
reserves aux termes du paragraphe
2—g) du Statut
d'occupation,
Statut d'occupation,
accroitrait
besoin d'aide par des
Gouverneaccroitrait le besoin
des fonds en provenance
provenance du Gouverne-
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pond6er sera applique. Par
ment des Etats-Unis,
Etats-Unis, un systeme de vote pondere
des Autorites
Autorites d'occupation
auront un
ce systeme,
systeme, les representants
representants des
d'occupation auront
un
droit de vote proportionnel
a la disposition
proportionnel aux sommes
sommes mises
raises a
disposition de
l'Allemagne par
Gouvernements respectifs.
La presente
dispo1'Allemagne
par leurs
leurs Gouvernements
respectifs. La
presente disposition, toutefois,
toutefois, ne diminuera
diminuera pas la
predominante actuelle
des
la voix
voix predominante
actuelle des
J. E. I.
I. A.
A. et
de la
F. E.
E. A.
A. aussi
longtemps
Etats-Unis au
au sein de
de la
la J.
et de
la J.
J. F.
aussi longtemps
que ces organismes,
leur succedera,
succedera, continueront
organismes, ou tout organisme
organisme qui letr
continueront
d'exister et
de l'exercice
l'une quelconque
quelconque de
leurs
d'exister
et seront
seront charges
charges de
l'exercice de
de l'une
de leurs
fonctions
actuelles.
Aucune
decision
prise
en
vertu
de
ce
systeme
fonctions actuelles. Aucune decision prise en vertu de ce systeme ne
ne
contraire a
accord intergouvernemental
intergouvernemental conclu
conclu entre
entre
pourra etre
6tre contraire
a un accord
les
principes de
les signataires
signataires ou aux principes
de non-discrimination.
non-discrimination.
6.—
decisions seront prises a
6.- Pour
Pour toutes
toutes autres questions, les
les decisions
a Is
la
majorite.
7.—a)
prise a
la majorite
altere on
quelque
7.-a) Si
Si une
une decision
decision prise
a la
majorite altere
ou modifie
modifie quelque
accord intergouvernemental
quelconque des
accord
intergouvernemental ayant
ayant trait
trait a
A l'un
l'un quelconque
des sujets
sujets
enumeres aux
paragraphes 2-a)
2—a) et
enum&res
aux paragraphes
et 2—b)
2-b) du
du Statut
Statut d'occupation,
d'occupation, tout
tout
Haut Commissaire
Commissaire qui serait
contraire pourra
pourra en
appeler a
serait d'un avis contraire
en appeler
a
son Gouvernement. Cet appel aura pour effet de suspendre la
decision
qu'intervienne un
un accord
accord entre les
les trois
trois GouverneGouvernedecision jusqu'a ce qu'intervienne
ments.
b)
considere qu'une decision
decision prise a
a la
la
b) Si
Si un Haut Commissaire
Commissaire considere
majorite
contradiction avec
accord intergouverneavec quelque
quelque accord
intergouverneen contradiction
majorite est en
mental ayant
trait a
quelconque des sujets
enumeres aux parsparasujets enumeres
mental
ayant trait
A l'un
l'un quelconque
graphes
et 2-b)
2—b) du
principes
avec les principes
d'occupation ou avec
2-a) et
du Statut d'occupation
graphes 2—a)
ext6rieures de
fondamentaux
touchant la
conduite des relations
relations exterieures
la conduite
fondamentaux touchant
l'Allemagne
ou avec
avec des
questions qui
qui sont
sont essentielles
pour la
s6curite,
essentielles pour
la securite,
des questions
I'Allemagne ou
a
forces d'occupation,
d'occupation, il
le
ii pourra en appeler
appeler a
prestige et les
les besoins
besoins des forces
le prestige
son
Gouvernement. Un
tel appel
appel aura
pour effet
effet de
suspendre toute
toute
aura pour
de suspendre
Un tel
son Gouvernement.
Gouvernependant trente jours,
j
ours, et
moms que deux des Gouvernedela a,Amoins
et au dell
action pendant
ments
fassent savoir
savoir que
que les
les motifs
ne justifient
uno plus
justifient pas
pas tine
motifs ne
ne fassent
ments ne
longue suspension.
c)
Si un
un tel
est formule
propos d'une
action de
de la
Haute
la Haute
d'une action
a propos
formule a
tel appel
appel est
c) Si
Commission
soit refusant
de desapprouver
desapprouver soit
soit decidant
de
decidant de
refusant de
Alliee, soit
Commission .Alliee,
desapprouver
alleande, ladite
mesure sera
ladite mesure
mesure legislative
legislative allcande,
une mesure
desapprouver une
provisoirement
la duree
duree de la periode d'appel.
pour la
desapprouvee pour
provisoirement desapprouvee
8.— Un
Haut Commissaire
Commissaire qui
considere qu'une
prise par
par
decision prise
qu'une decision
qui considere
8.Un Haut
un vote
vote qui
qui ne
unanime et
touchant tout
tout autre
autre domaine
et touchant
ne serait
serait pas
pas unanime
un
reserve par
par le
Statut d'occupation,
d'occupation, n'est pas conforme
conforme aIla politique
le Statut
reserve
fondamentale tripartite
tripartite relative
relative a
al'Allemagne
l'Allemagne ou
constitution
ou qu'une
qu'une constitution
fondamentale
de
Land
ou
un
amendement
a
une
telle
constitution
viole la
la Loi
Loi
de Land ou un amendement a une telle constitution viole
Fondamentale,
pourra
en
appeler
a
son
Gouvernement.
fin
Un
appel
Fondamentale, pourra en appeler a son Gouvernement.
dans ce
ce cas
cas aura
aura une
action suspensive
pendant un
un delai
Mai qui
qui n'excedera
n'excedera
suspensive pendant
une action
dans
pas
21
jours
a
compter
de
la
date
de
la
decision
a
moms
que
les trois
trois
les
que
pas 21 jours a compter de la date de la decision a moins
Gouvernements
n'en
conviennent
autrement.
Si
un
tel
appel
est
est
un
tel
appel
Si
autrement.
Gouvernements n'en conviennent
relatif
a.
une
decision
de
la
Haute
Commission
Alliee
soit
refusant
de
refusant
de
Alliee
soit
Commission
de
la
Haute
a
une
decision
relatif
desapprouver soit
decidant de
de desapprouver
desapprouver une
une mesure
legislative
mesure legislative
soit decidant
desapprouver
allemande, une
mesure sera
sera provisoirement
desapprouvee pour
pour
provisoirement desapprouvee
une telle
telle mesure
allemande,
la
duree de
It periode
periode d'appel.
de la
d'appel.
la duree
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9.- 9.les pouvoirs de
9.—
9.— Tous lea
Commission Alliee
Alliee seront
de la
la Haute
Haute Commission
seront
uniform6ment
exerces
conformement a
uniformement
conformement
politique et
et aux
aux directives
a la
la politique
directives
tripartites. A cette fin, dans
dans chaque
chaque Land
Land la
Haute Commission
Commission
la Haute
Alliee sera representee
represent6e par
un seul
de Land
no sera
par un
seul Commissaire
Commissaire de
Land qui
qui ne
sera
responsable
responsable qu'envers elle pour
lea affaires
affaires tripartites.
Dana
pour toutes
toutes les
tripartites. Dans
chaque Land, le Commissaire
Commissaire de
sera un
un ressortissant
ressortissant de
la
de Land
Land sera
de la
Puissance alli6e
alliee dans la zone de laquelle
laquelle le
le Land
Land est
est situe.
En dehors
dehors
situ6. En
de sa propre zone, chaque
chaque Haut
Haut Commissaire
Commissaire deleguera
deleguera un
un observateur
observateur
Commissaires de
aupres de chacun
chacun des Commissaires
Land aux
aux fins
fins de
de consultations
de Land
consultations
dans ce
et d'information. Rien dans
ee paragraphe
interprete comme
comme
paragraphe ne
ne sera
sera interpr6et
limitant
limitant les fonctions
fonctions des organes
organes etablis
en application
application d'un
etablis en
d'un accord
accord
intergouvernemental.
intergouvernemental.
10.du possible, toutes
10.— Dans
Dana toute la mesure du
les directives
directives et
et tous
toutes les
tous
les
contr6le seront adresses
lea autres documents
documents du controle
adresses aux
aux Autorites
Autorites
Federales
Federales et/ou aux Autorites
Lander.
Autorites des
des Lander.
11.L'accord
de
fusion
trizonale
11.—
trizonale restera
vigueur taut
restera en
en vigueur
tant qu'il
qu'il no
ne
sera pas modifi6
modifie par un accord entre
entre lea
les Gouve,rnements.
Gouvernements.
PROCES-VERBAL
PROCES-VERBAL RELATIF
RELATIF A
A BERLIN
BERLIN
II est
est convenu
les dispositions de l'Accord sur
II
convenu que lea
sur lea
les Controles
Contr6les
Tripartites s'appliqueront
s'appliqueront dans toute
Tripartites
mesure du
du possible
possible aux
aux
toute la
la mesure
secteurs
secteurs occidentaux de
Berlin./.
de Berlin./.
PROCES-VERBAL RELATIF AUX
PROCES-VERBAL
AUX CREANCES
CREANCES SUR
SUR
L'ALLEMAGNE
L'ALLEMAGNE
Les Gouvernements
Gouvernements de la France, du
Royaume-Uni et
du Royaume-Uni
et des
des EtatsEtatsUnis, en
en consultation
les autres gouvernements
gouvernements int6resses,
Unis,
consultation avec lea
interesses,
etudieront des propositions pour le reglement
etudieront
reglement des
fin ancieres
des creances
creances financieres
sur l'Allemagne,
stir
l'Allemagne, des creances
creances resultant
resultant de Is
no sont
la guerre
guerre qui
qui ne
sont pas
pas
encore reglees,
r6glees, des creances
cr6ances relatives aa is
encore
propriete alliee
en AlleAllela propri6t6
alli6e en
magne, et d'autres
d'autres questions
questions de
ou juridique
juridique
de caractere
caractAre economique
6conomique ou
resultant
I'existence d'un etat
6tat de guerre
resultant de
de l'existence
guerre entre l'Allemagne
l'Allemagne et
et lea
les
Puissances Alliees.
Allies. Des consultations appropriees
Puissances
appropri6es interviendront
interviendront
6galement avec la
6galement
is R6publique
Republique F6d6rale
Federale Allemande.
Allemande. Avant
Avant de
se
de se
dessaisir
des
pouvoirs
r6serves dans le
dessaisir
reserves
domaine des
des changes,
lea trois
trois
le domaine
changes, les
gouvernements examineront
examineront s'il est desirable d'obtenir
gouvernements
d'obtenir du
du GouverneGouvernement
ment Fiedral
Federal allemand
allemand la reconnaissance
reconnaissance formelle
de telles
formelle de
telles creances.
creances.
PROCES-VERBAL RELATIF
PROCES-VERBAL
RELATIF AU
PLEBISCITE
AU PLEBISCITE
BADE-WURTEMBERG
BADE
-WURTEMBERG
In est convenu
que le statu quo
Il
convenu quo
maintenu provisoirement
quo sera
sera maintenu
provisoirement
dans le Bade et is
le Wurtemberg
Wurtemberg et
dans
et que
quo le
plebiscite recommande
recommande par
par
le pl6biscite
les
Ministres
Priidents
allemands
sera
lee Ministces Presidents
ajourne, afin
d'eviter tout
tout
ajourn6,
afin d'6viter
retard possible dans l'etablissement
Petablissement du
du Gouvernement
Federal
Gouvernement F6d6ral
allemand.
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I1 est egalement
11
egalement decide
decide que la question des frontieres des Lander
du Bade et du Wurtemberg
Wurtemberg sera examinee
examinee A
apres Petablissea nouveau
nouveau apres
l'etablissement du Gouvernement Federal allemand./.
allemand./.
ACCORD CONCERNANT
ACCORD
CONCERNANT KEHL
Les autorites
autorites frangaises
frangaises du controle
contr6le avec l'aide des autorites
maintiendront dans les conditions
conditions exisfrangaises de Strasbourg maintiendront
exisjuridiction sur la zone du port de Kehl jusqu'a
jusqu'a Petablissetantes leur juridiction
1'etablissement du Gouvernement
Gouvernement Federal allemand
alleman.d et l'aboutissement
l'aboutissement de
negociations entre les autorites francaises
negociations
frangaises et allemandes
allemandes en vue
d'une administration
administration conjointe du port de Kehl.
11 a
a ete entendu sur la proposition du gouvernement
gouvernement frangais
II
francais que
la vile
graduellement rendue a
I l'administration
Padministration alleville de Kehl sera graduellement
mande. 11
Francais domicilies aA titre temporaire
I1 a
a ete prevu que les Frangais
A
y rester durant une periode de quatre ans n6cessaire
IKehl pourront y
necessaire
pour la preparation
preparation de logements supplementaires
supplementaires aa Strasbourg.
Environ un tiers des habitants
habitants frangais seront a
d'abandonner
a memo
meme d'abandonner
Kehl dans quelques mois, et les autres ulterieurement,
ulterieurement, d'une maniere
progressive,
progressive, au fur et a,a mesure des possibilites de relogement.
interviendra
La decision finale concernant
concernant la zone du port de Kehl interviendra
dans le reglement
reglement de paix. Si Pautorite
l'autorite du port se developpe
developpe harRoyaume-Uni seront disposes
monieusement, les Etats-Unis et le Royaume-Uni
bra du reglement
reglement de paix I
temoigner d'une attitude de bonne volonte
lors
a temoigner
concernant Petablissement
conjointe permanente./.
permanente./.
autorit6 conjointe
1'etablissement d'une autorite

MESSAGE DES MINISTRES
AFFAIRES ETRANGERES
ETRANGERES
MESSAGE
MINISTRES DES AFFAIRES
ROYAlUME-UNI ET DES ETATS-UNIS
DE LA FRANCE,
FRANCE, DU ROYAUME-UNI
COMMANDANTS EN CHEF
CHEF
AUX COMMANDANTS
Pour les Commandants
Commandants en Chef:
Etrangeres de
Pour votre information, les Ministres des Affaires Etrangeres
de
la
transmettent leurs
des Etats-Unis
Etats-Unis vous transmettent
la France,
France, du Royaume-Uni
Royaume-Uni et des
vues sur la Loi Fondamentale. Ii
eat laisse a
l'appreciation des ComII est
a Pappreciation
mandants
determiner le moment qu'ils estimeront
estimeront
de determiner
Chef le
le soin de
mandants en Chef
approprie pour
communiquer ces
vues au
au Conseil Parlementaire;
les
Parlementaire; les
ces vues
pour communiquer
appropri6
Ministres des Affaires
Affaires Etrangeres
Etrangeres desirent toutefois que ces vues
soient transmise,s
no
Parlementaire ne
transmises avant que l'opinion du Conseil Parlementaire
soit
cristallisee, afin qu'elles soient prises en consideration
consideration dans la Loi
soit cristallisee,
Fondamentale.
Fondamentale.
"a)
Affaire,s Etrapgeres
accepter, au
Etrangeres ne peuvent accepter,
des Affaires
Ministres des
"a) Les
Les Ministres
moment
moment present, que Berlin soit inclus aa titre de Land dans
l'organisation initiale
initiale de
de la
Federale allemande.
allemande.
la Republique
Republique Federale
l'organisation
"b)
En
matiere
financier°,
tout°
disposition
proposes
"b) En matiere financiere, toute disposition proposee par le Conseil
Parlementaire et
aassurer l'independance
et
financiere et
l'independance financiers
et tendant
tendant A
Parlementaire
la
vigueur
appropriee,
taut
aux
Gouvernements
des
Lander
la vigueur appropriee, tant aux Gouvernements des LAnder
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qu'au Gouvernement
Gouvernement Federal,
leur domaine
Fde6ral, chacun
chacun dans
dans leur
domaine
respectif, sera
examinee avec
sympathie.
sera examinee
avec sympathie.
"c) Pour ce qui eat
"c)
(Article 95--c)
les Ministres
des
est de
de l'Article
1'Article 36
36 (Article
95-c) les
Ministres des
Affaires Etrangeres
Etrangeres examineront egalement
avec sympathie
egalement avec
sympathie
toute
formule:
toute formule:
(i) eliminant des pouvoirs federaux
federaux les
les matieres
matieres specifiquement
sp6cifiquement
exclues par l'Acoard
exclues
l'Accord de
de Londre&
Londres.
(ii) assurant aux Lander des
suffisants pour
pour leur
des pouvoirs
pouvoirs suffisants
leur
permettre
permettre d'etre
d'être des organismes
organismes gouvernementaux
gouvernementaux indeind6pendants
pendants et
et vigoureux.
vigoureux.
(iii) assurant
assurant au Gouvernement
Gouvernement Federal
Federal des
pouvoirs suffisants,
des pouvoirs
suffisants,
dans les domaines gouvernementaux
gouvernementaux importants,
lui
importants, pour
pour lui
permettre d'agir efficacement
dans tels
tels domaines
domaines oa
les
efficacement dans
oi les
interets de plus d'un Laud
Land sont
sont substantiellement
substantiellement et
et necesnecessairement impliques.
"d) Enfin les Ministres
Ministres des
des Affaires
Affaires Etrangeres
Etrangeres demandent
demandent aux
aux
Commandants en Chef d'indiquer
Commandants
d'indiquer au
Conseil Parlementaire,
au Conseil
Parlementaire, a
a
une date appropriee,
appropriee, qu'ils sont prets a
aenvisager
une suggestion
envisager une
suggestion
tendant
tendant A
a accorder
accorder a l'Etat Federal
le droit
droit de
de completer,
Federal le
completer, sur
sur
ses propres revenus, les credits consentis
par les
sur les
consentis par
les Lander
Lander sur
les
provenant de leurs
revenus provenant
par
leurs impots
imp6ts propres,
propres, assis
assis et
et pelvis
percus par
eux, et cc,
ce, par des subventions
subventions pour
pour Peducation,
sante et
l'education, la
la sante
et
l'assistance, sous reserve dans chaque
l'assistance,
chaque cas
de l'approbation
cas de
l'approbation
expresse
expresse du Bundesrat."
Bundesrat."

MESSAGE DES

MINISTRES
MINISTRES DES
AFFAIRES ETRANGERES
ETRANGERES
DES AFFAIRES
DE
ROYAUME-UNI ET DES ETATS-UNIS
DE LA
LA FRANCE,
FRANCE, DU ROYAUME-UNI
ETATS-UNIS
AU CONSEIL PARLEMENTAIRE
PARLEMENTAIRE DE
BONN
DE BONN

Pour les
Commandants en
les Commandants
en Chef:
Chef:
Les Ministres
Ministres des Affaires Etrangeres
Etrangeres de
France, du
du Royaumede la
la France,
RoyaumeUni et des Etats-Unis vous prient de transmettre
transmettre de
de leur
leur part
part au
au
Conseil Parlementaire
Parlementaire de Bonn le
message suivant:
le message
suivant:
"Les Ministres
Ministres des Affaires Etrangeres
"Les
Etrangeres ont examine
examine a
a Washington
Washington
sous tous
tons ses
sea aspects le probleme d'une Republique
Republique Fearsle
allemande
Federale allemande
et sont
sont arrives
a un certain nombre
d'importantes decisions
arrives a
nombre d'importantes
politiques
decisions politiques
aacet
cet egard.
egard. Bs
Ils ont decide que d'une maniere generale,
Autorites
g6nerale, les
les Autorites
allemandes
allemandes auront la faculte d'agir en matiere
matiere administrative
administrative et
et legislegislative et qu'une telle action sera valide si elle
lative
veto
elle n'encourt
n'encourt pas
pas le
le veto
des Autorites
Autorites alliees. II
I1 y
y aura un nombre limite de
des
domaines dans
dans
de domaines
lesquels
lesquels les Allies se reserveront le droit d'agir directement
directement eux-memes;
eux-memes;
ces domaines sont precises
precis& dans le
une copie
copie
le Statut
Statut d'occupation
d'occupation dont
dont une
est
est ci-jointe.
ci-jointe.
"Des l'etablissement
Republique Federate
Petablissement de la Republique
Federale allemande,
allemande, le
le
Gouvernement
Gouvernement militaire
militaire cessera
cessera d'exister en
que tel
tel et
et les
en taut
tant que
les foncfonctions
Autorits alliees
alliees seront divisees-les
divisees-les fonctions
tions des
des Autorites
de contr6le
eontrele etant
fonctions de
6tant
exercees
par
un
Haut
fonctions militaires
exereees par un Haut Commissaire et les fonotions
mffitaires par im
un
Commandant
Commandant en Chef. La reunion des trois Hants
Hauts Commissaires
Commissaires

3S
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MULTILATERAL-WESTERN
MULTILATERALWESTERN ZONES
ZONES IN GERMANY-APR.
GERMANY- APR.8,1949
8,1949

constituera
constituera une "Haute
"Haute Commission
Commission Alli6e",
Affiee", et
but des
des trois
trois
et le
le but
Gouvernements est de restreindre
Gouvemements
des
services
restreindre au minimum l'effectif
l'effectif des services
de controle
contr6le places aupres de leurs Hauts Commissaires
Commissaires respectifs.
respectifs.
"Les Ministres des Affaires
"Les
Affaires Etrangeres
Etrangeres affirment en outre
outre que l'un
des principaux objectifs des trois Gouvernements
Gouvernements allies
allies est
est d'encoud'encourager et de faciliter l'integration
l'integration la plus etroite possible,
base
possible, sur
sur une
une base
mutuellement profitable,
allemand sous la conduite
mutuellement
profitable, du peuple allemand
conduite d'un
d'un
democratique, dans une association europeenne.
europeenne.
Etat Federal democratique,
"N6anmoins,
"Neanmoins, avant que les developpements
developpements d'une grande port6e
portee
qu'ils envisagent
envisagent puissent 8tre
etre mis en oeuvre, il est essentiel qu'un
accord soit atteint par le Conseil
Conseil Parlementaire
FondamenParlementaire sur la Loi
Loi Fondamentale de la Republique
Republique Federale
Federale allemande."
allemande."
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COMMISSION
ALLIED HIGH
HIGH COMMISSION
FOR GERMANY
GERMANY

DECLARATION
DECLARATION
concerning the
concerning
the
ENTRY INTO
ENTRY
INTO FORCE
FORCE
of the
the
of
OCCUPATION
OCCUPATION STATUTE
STATUTE

Ante, p.
2819.
A".,
p. 281.

Entry
force.
Entr into
into force,

WHEREAS
W
HEREAS by letter dated 12
1949 r1
the Military
Military Governors
Governors and
12 May 1949
[11 the
and
Commanders-in-Chief of the French, United States
Commanders-in-Chief
States and
and British
British Zones
Zones
of Germany, respectively, informed the President of the
the Parliamentary
Parliamentary
Council
Occupation Statute had been promulgated
Council at Bonn that the Occupation
promulgated
by them as of that date, and that, "upon
convening of
of the
the legislalegisla"upon the convening
tive bodies provided
provided for
for in
in the
the Basic
upon the
election of
of the
Basic Law,
Law, and
and upon
the election
the
President
President and the
appointment of
Chancellor and
the election
election and
and appointment
of the
the Chancellor
and the
the
Federal
Federal Ministers, respectively, in the manner
manner provided
provided for
for in
in the
the
Basic Law, the Government
Government of
of the
the Federal
Federal Republic
Republic of
of Germany
Germany will
will
then be established
established and
Occupation Statute
Statute shall
enter
and the
the Occupation
shall thereupon
thereupon enter
force"; and
into force";
and
WHEREAS
W
HEREAS the conditions
conditions aforesaid
aforesaid have been
satisfied; and
and it
been satisfied;
it is
is
expedient
expedient formally to
to declare
declare the
the entry
into force
force of
of the
entry into
the Occupation
Occupation
Statute;
Statute;
Now, THEREFORE,
THEREFORE, the Council of the Allied
Allied High
High Commission
Commission
hereby
hereby declares that the Occupation
Occupation Statute entered into force
force as
as from
from
21 September
September 1949.
Done at Bonn, Petersberg, on
21 September
September 1949.
1949.
on 21

A. FMCOIS-PCrT
FRANCOIS-PCISCET
Frenh
Coanisaicner
French Itigh
High Ccsanissiorwr
for Cerrany
Cermny

P4A

Ji
..J.
Jo StoCLOY
IOCLOT
JCIIK
U.S.
U.S. Hath
High Caaidiaalir
tkortissiarser
fot Germay
for
Germany

B.H. E
(sl
B.S.
11015=RTSat
U.K. ISO
Uig Comrabudoner
Cuadscaisr
U.K.
Gerarm
for Gerr.any

t
1947-1949, The Story
in Documents,
1Germany,
Germany, 1947-1949,
Story in
Documents, Department of State publication 3556, p.
p. 279.
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BELGIUM—
SURPLUS PROPERTY
PROPERTY SETTLEMENT-MAY
SETTLEMENT— MAY 12, 1949
BELGIUM-SURPLUS

Agreement between
between the
the United
United States
of America
America and
and Belgium,
amending
Belgium, amending
States of
Agreement
the agreement
of September
September 24,
24, 1946,
1946, effecting
effecting a
a surplus
surplus property
property
the
agreement of
into force May
entered into
settlement.
Signed at
at Paris
1949; entered
12, 1949;
May 12,
Paris May
settlement. Signed
if,
12, 1949.
1949.

2837

12, 1949
May 12,1949
May
[T. I. A. S. 2070]
IT.1. A. S. 20701

AN
AGREEMENT AMENDING THE AGREEMENT
AGREEMENT OF 24
AN AGREEMENT
SEPTEMBER
1946
RELATING
TO
THE
TRANSFER
OF
TRANSFER OF
RELATING
SEPTEMBER
U.S. SURPLUS PROPERTY
PROPERTY IN BELGIUM
BELGIUM
Under
Agreement Relating
Relating to the Transfer
Transfer of
Under the terms of the Agreement
U.S.
Surplus Property
Property in
Belgium dated
dated 24
1946, the BelSeptember 1946,
24 September
in Belgium
U.S. Surplus

62 Stat., Pt. 3,
p .39114.
62
p.
3984.Stat., Pt. 3,

gian
Government, through the Office of Mutual Aid (OMA),
(0mA), has sold
gian Government,
quantities of the stocks turned over to it for sale under the
substantial quantities
Agreement. There still remain, however, considerable
said Agreement.
terms of said

quantities which have not yet been sold.
It is the desire
governments in accordance
accordance with the underof our
our two governments
desire of
It
standing expressed
expressed in
Agreement, to agree as to
7 of said Agreement,
paragraph 7
in paragraph
standing
the
most advantageous
liquidating these
expeditious manner of liquidating
advantageous and expeditious
the most

remaining stocks and to this end agree as follows:
(1) The
The Belgian
1 July 1951, in
agrees to sell, prior to 1
Government agrees
Belgian Government
(1)
accordance
conditions of the Agreement
Agreement of 24
the terms and conditions
with the
accordance with
salvage) specified
September 1946, all property
property (including
(including scrap and salvage)
in Article
Article IIof the
located in Belgium which has been or is,
Agreement, located
the Agreement,
in
prior to
to the Office of the Foreign Liquida1949, declared to
to 31
31 March 1949,
prior
tion
as surplus
surplus to the needs of the Government of the
Commissioner as
tion Commissioner
United
transferred to the Belgian
Belgian Government
Government for disposal.
States and transferred
United States
(2)
terms of
of this
conflict
in so far as they are in conflict
this Amendment, in
The terms
(2) The
September 1946, shall be conwith the terms of the Agreement
Agreement of 24 September
sidered as controlling.
Done
Paris, France,
duplicate this 12
12 day
day of May, 1949.
in duplicate
France, in
at Paris,
Done at
FOR
GOVERNMENT OF
OF
FOR THE
THE GOVERNMENT
BELGIUM
BELGIUM

J. J
ACQI7IN
JACQUTn
J.
Director
General -—0.
A.
O. M.
M. A.
DirectorGeneral

OF THE
GOVERNMENT OF
FOR
FOR THE
THE GOVERNMENT
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

TArF
A Emc
ERIC TAFF
Central Field
Europe
Commissionerfor Euope
FieldCommissioner
Central

62
Stat., Pt. 3,
62 S
p.
3988.
p.3968.tat.
.Pt. 3,
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July 2
28 and
1049
August 19, 1949
[T. I.
I. A.
A. S.
S. 2077]
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Agreement between the United
UnitedStates of
respecting
of America
America and
and Guatemala
Guatemalarespecting
aa cooperative
cooperative educational
educational program
program in
in Guatemala,
Guatemala, modifying
modifying and
and
extending the program
program of
August 12,
12, 1944,
1944, as
and extended.
of August
as modified
modified and
extended.
Effected by exchange of notes
signed at
at Guatemala
Guatemala July
July 28
28 and
and August
notes signed
August
19, 1949;
1949; entered
entered into force August 28,
S3, 1949,
1949, operative
operative retroactively
retroactively
from June
June 30,
30, 1949.
1949.
The American Ambassador
Ambassador to the
The
Guatemalan Minister
Minister for
for Foreign
Foreign
the Guatemalan
Affairs
Affairs

No. 105
No.
105
EXCELLENCY:
EXCELtENOT:

EMBASST OF
EMBASSY
OF THE
THE
UNITED STATES
UNITED
STATES OF
OF AMERICA
AMERICA
Guatemala,
July
28,
1949
Guatemola.
Juvly
S.
1/.019
- - - - -, - - - - - -.
- - ----,-__

IIhave
have the honor to refer to the Basic
Agreement, [1]
[1] as
Basic Agreement,
as amended,
amended,
3, entered
entered into
into on
1944, between
on August
August 12, 1944,
between the
Republic of
of Guatemala
the Republic
Guatemala
and the predecessor
predecessor of the Institute
of Inter-American
Institute of
Inter-American Affairs,
Affairs, proproviding for the existing cooperative
cooperative education
program in
education program
in Guatemala.
Guatemala.
I also refer to Your Excellency's
I
Excellency's note
of May
May 23,
1949, [2]
[2] suggesting
suggesting
note of
23, 1949,
the consideration
consideration by our respective
respective Governments
further extenextenGovernments of
of aafurther
sion of that Agreement.
Agreement.

82 Stat. Pt. 3,
82
Pt.
pp. 4008, 4032.

star.
oz.
Ipp.4008,

Period of
extension.
Period
of extension.

contribution.

Contributions.

Considering
the mutual
benefits which
deConsidering the
mutual benefits
which both Governments
Governments are deriving
from
the
program,
riving
program, my Government
Government agrees
Government
agrees with
with the
the Government
of Guatemala
Guatemala that an extension of the program
a
program beyond
its present
present terbeyond its
ternination
mination date of June 30, 1949, would
would be
be desirable.
Accordingly, II
desirable. Accordingly,
have been
been advised
have
advised by the Department
Department of State in Washington
Washington that
that ararrangements
rangements may
may now be made for the Institute to
continue its
particito continue
its participation
pation in the program for a
period of
one year,
from June
1949,
a period
of one
year, from
June 30,
30, 1949,
through
June 30,
30, 1950. It
through June
It would be understood
understood that,
that, during
during this
this
period
period of extension, the Institute would
would make
make a
a contribution
contribution of
of
$30,000,
$30,000, in the currency
currency of the United States,
States, to
to the
the Servicio
Servicio CoopCooperativo
erativo Interamericano
Interamericano de Educacion,
Educacion, for
use in
in carrying
out project
project
for use
carrying out
activities of
of the program,
activities
program, on condition
condition that
Government
would
that your
your Government would
contribute
contribute to
to the Servicio
Servicio for the same purpose the
the sum
sum of
Q120,000.
of Q120,000.
The Institute
The
Institute would also be willing during the
same extension
extension period
the same
period
to
make available
to make
available funds in an amount not to
to exceed
exceed $90,000
$90,000 to
to be
adbe administered
ministered by
by the Institute, and not deposited
deposited to
to the
the account
account of
the
of the
Servicio,
for payment
payment of salaries and other expenses
Servicio, for
expenses of
of the
the members
members
of the
Education Division
of
the Education
Division field staff who are maintained
by the
the Inmaintained by
Institute in
stitute
in Guatemala. The amounts referred
to would
be in
addition
referred to
would be
in addition
to the
already required
required under the present Basic
to
the sums
sums already
Basic Agreement,
as
Agreement, as
amended,
to
be
contributed and made available
amended, to
available by
by the
parties in
in furthe parties
furtherance
therance of the program.
program.
'Signed
Aug. 12, 1944.
Signed Aug.
'Not
Not printed.
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July 28,
GUATEMALACOOPERATIVE EDUCATION
GUATEMALA-COOPERATIVE
EDUCATION 1949
July
28,

1949
Au g.19,
19, 1949
1949
Aug.

The Government
Government of the United States of America will consider the
present note
note and
and your reply
reply note concurring
therein as
constituting
concurring therein
as constituting
between our
Governments, which
an agreement
agreement between
our two
two Governments,
which shall come
come into
force on
on the
the date
date of
of signature
signature [']
[
1] of
of an
agreement by
the Minister
Minister
force
an agreement
by the
of Public
representative of
of Interof
Public Education
Education and
and aarepresentative
of The
The Institute
Institute of
InterAmerican
the above-mentioned
above-mentioned technical
technical details.
American Affairs,
Affairs, embodying
embodying the
details.
If the
the proposed
above basis
basis is
acceptable to
to your
If
proposed extension
extension on
on the
the above
is acceptable
your
Government, II would
would appreciate
appreciate receiving
of Your
receiving an
an expression
expression of
Your
Government,
Excellency's assurance
assurance to that effect
be possible
possible in
Excellency's
effect as
as soon as
as may
may be
in
technical details of the extension may be worked out by
order that the technical
the officials
of the
Ministry of
Education and the
of
the Institute
Institute of
the
officials of
the Ministry
of Public Education
Inter-American
Inter-American Affairs.
to renew
Your Excellency
Excellency the
the
I
renew to Your
I avail
avail myself
myself of this opportunity to
assurances
highest and most distinguished
of my
my highest
distinguished consideration.
consideration.
assurances of
RICHARD C.
JR.
RICHARD
C. PATTERSON,
PATTERSON, JR.
His
His Excellency
Excellency
Licenciado
ENRIQUE M
UNOZ MEANY,
MEANT,
Licenciado don ENEIQUE
MUNOZ
Minister for
for Foreign
ForeignAffairs,
Minister
Guatemala.
Guatemala.

The Guatemalan
for Foreign
Foreign Affairs
to the
the American
American
Affairs to
Minister for
Guatemalan Minister
The
Ambassador
Ambassador
MINISTERIO
DE RELACIONES
MINISTERIO DE
RELACIONES EXTERIORES
EXTERIORES
REPUBLICA
REPUBLICA DE
DE GUATEMALA
GUATEMALA
SECCION DIPLOMATICA
DIPLOMATICA
SECCION
860.E.
a80.E. (73.32)
(73.32)

GUATEMALA,
GUATEMALA,

de 1949.
19 de
agosto de
19
de agosto
194.9.

S
P
STOR EMBAJADOR:
SENOR
EMBAJADOR:
Tengo
el honor
honor de
de referirme
la atenta
atenta nota
de Vuestra
Vuestra Excelencis
Excelencia
nota de
a la
referirme a
Tengo el
mimero 105,
fecha 28
red.& pasado, relacionada
relacionada con la
de Julio
julio recien
de fecha
28 de
105, de
nimero
prOrroga, por
por un
un anio,
alio, del
del Programa
Programa Cooperativo
Educacional que
Cooperativo Educacional
pr6rroga,
se
conformidad con
suscrito
con el convenio
convenio suscrito
de conformidad
en el
el pals,
pafs, de
ha desarrollado
desarrollado en
se ha
por el
Ministro de
EducaciOn Piblica,
Ptiblica, en
en representacion
del Gobierno
representaci6n del
de Educaci6n
por
el Ministro
Asuntos InterInstituto de Asmitos
y el predecesor del Institut°
de Guatemala,
de
Guatemala, y
americanos,
ampliacion del
del mismo,
mismo, fechadas
fechadas el
el 12
12 de
de agosto
de
agosto de
y la
la ampliaci6n
americanos, y
1944
y
el
23
de
octubre
de
1945,
respectivamente.
1944 y el 23 de octubre de 1945, respectivamente.
de que el
Este Ministerio
Ministerio ha
ha quedado
quedado debidamente
enterado de
debidamente enterado
Este
consideracion
Excelencia, tomando
ilustrado Gobierno
Gobierno de Vuestra
Vuestra Excelencia,
tomando en consideracion
ilustrado
los
beneficios mutuos
que se
se han
derivado del
del Programa
Programa de
referencia,
de referencia,
han derivado
mutuos que
los beneficios
esti
con mi Gobierno sobre la conveniencia
conveniencia de prorrogar
prorrogar
esta de acuerdo con
1949.
junio
de
del
30
de
a
partir
afio
mIs
por
un
Programa
dicho Programa
alio mis a
el MiAsimismo,
me
complace
comunicar
a
Vuestra
Excelencia
Excelencia
que
Vuestra
a
comunicar
Asimismo, me complace
6
Gobierno
n
del
en
representaci
nisterio
de
EducaciOn
Pliblica,
en
representaciOn
de
Educaci6n
Piblica,
nisterio de
Guatemala,
ha
manifestado
que
esti
de
acuerdo
dicha
prorroga
prorroga
en
que
dicha
de
acuerdo
que
esta
ha
manifestado
Guatemala,
se lleve
cabo bajo las siguientes
condiciones:
siguientes condiciones:
lleve a
a cabo
se
Durante
el
periodo
de
prorroga
el Institut°
Interamexide Asuntos
Asuntos Interameriel
Instituto de
pr6rroga
de
Durante el periodo
canos aportari
aportara al Servicio Cooperativo Interamericano
canos
Interamericano de Educachin
una contribuci6n
contribuciOn de
de los
los Estados
Estados Unidos,
Unidos,
moneda de
de $30.000,
$30.000, moneda
ci6n una
'Aug.
Aug. 23, 1949.
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para ser empleada en el desarrollo
desarrollo de
proyectadas en
en
de las
las actividades
actividades proyectadas
el Programa
entendido de que
Programa en el entendido
que el
Guatemala cdntricontriel Gobierno
Gobierno de
de Guatemala
buira
buira, al Servicio, para los mismos
mismos fines,
la suma
suma de
de Q.120.000.
fines, con
con la
Q.120.000.
El Instituto estara
estara, tambien dispuesto durante
de prOrroga
durante el
el period()
periodo de
pr6rroga
a poner aadisposici6n
a
disposicien fondos
quo no
de la
suma de
de $90.000
$90.000
fondos que
no pasaran
pasaran de
la suma
que sera
quo
seri administrada
administrada por el Instituto y
yno
no puesta
cuenta del
Serpuesta a
a cuenta
del Servicio, para
para el pago de salarios
salarios y
y otros
de los
del
otros gastos
gastos de
los miembros
miembros del
Departamento de Educaci6n
Departamento
Educacien quo
Instituto mantiene
mantiene en
en Guateque el
el Instituto
Guatemala. Las sumas mencionadas seran adicionales
las establecidas
adicionales aa las
establecidas
en el presente arreglo basico,
basic°, como
como ha
enmendado, como
ha quedado
quedado enmendado,
como
contribucion de las partes para el desarrollo
rontribuciOn
desarrollo del
del Programa.
Programa.
Es entendido
entendido ademas, que
quo la presente
nota y
la atenta
comunicacien
presente nota
y la
atenta comunicaci6n
de Vuestra Excelencia
Excelencia nemero
numero 105,
105, del
28 de
de julio
recien pasado,
pasado,
del 28
julio recien
son
constitutivas de un acuerdo entre
son constitutivas
entre los Gobiernos
Gobiernos de
Guatemala
de Guatemala
6
y de los Estados Unidos para
y
para la pr
prOrroga
Programa CooperaCooperarroga del
del Programa
tivo Educacional
Educacional por un ano,
afio, contado
partir del
junio de
de
contado a
a partir
del 30
30 de
de junio
1949, que
quo entrara en vigor en la fecha de
de la
un convenio
entre el
la firma
firma de
de un
convenio entre
el
Ministro
Ministro de Educaci6n
Educacion Publica y
y un representante
de
representante del
del Instituto
Instituto de
Asuntos Interamericanos
Interamericanos que
quo comprenda los
los detalles
detalles tecnicos
tecnicos arriba
arriba
mencionados.
mencionados.
Me es grato expresar al ilustrado
ilustrado Gobierno
Gobierno de
Estados Unidos,
Unidos,
de los
los Estados
por el digno conducto
conduct° de Vuestra Excelencia
el agradecimiento
agradecimiento de
de mi
Excelencia el
mi
Gobierno por esta importante
importante colaboracien
campo educativo.
educativo.
colaboraci6n en
en el
el campo
Aprovecho la oportunidad
oportunidad para reiterar
Vuestra Excelencia
reiterar a
a Vuestra
Excelencia el
el
testimonio de mi consideraci6n
consideracion mas
más alta
y distinguida,
alta y
distinguida,
E.Munoz
11113Sioz MEANY.
E.
MEANT.

Excelentisimo sefior
RICHARD C.
Excelentisimo
senor RICHARD
C.PATTERSON,
R.,
PATTERSON, J
JR.,
Embajador
Ewtraordinario
y Plenipoteneiario
Plenipotenciario
Embajaclor Ecetraordinario y
de los
108 Estado8
Unido8,
Estados Unidos,
Ciudad.
Civdad.

Translation
Translation
MINISTRY OF
MINISTRY
FOREIGN AFFAIRS
AFFAIRS
OF FOREIGN
REPUBLIC
OF GUATEMALA
GUATEMALA
REPUBLIC OF
DIPLOMATIC SECTION
DIPLOMATIC
SECTION
360.E.
360.E. (73.32)
(73.32)

MR. AMBASSADOR:
MR.
AMBASSArDOR:
Ante, p. 2838.

At, p.288.
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GUATEMALA,
August 19,1919.
GUATEMALA, August
19, 19P.

I have
have the
the honor to refer to Your Excellency's
I
Excellency's courteous
No.
courteous note
note No.
105,
dated
105, dated July 28, 1949, relative
relative to the extension for
for one
one year
of the
the
year of
cooperative educational
educational program
cooperative
program which has
my
has been
been carried
carried out
out in
in my
country, in
in accordance
country,
accordance with the agreement
agreement entered
entered into
Minister
into by
by the
the Minister
of
Public
Education,
on behalf
Government of
of Public
behalf of the Government
and
of Guatemala,
Guatemala, and
the predecessor
predecessor of the Institute
and the
Institute of
of Inter-American
Inter-American Affairs,
Affairs, and
the
extension
extension thereof, dated August 12,
12, 1944 and October
1945, respecOctober 23,
23, 1945,
respectively.
This Ministry
Ministry has
has duly
that Your Excellency's
This
duly noted that
Excellency's Government,
Government,
considering
the
mutual
benefits
derived
from the aforementioned
considering the mutual benefits
aforementioned propro-
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gram, agrees with my Government
Government that an extension of the program
for aaperiod
of
one
year
beyond June 30, 1949 would be desirable.
period
IIalso take pleasure in informing
informing Your Excellency that the Ministry of Public Education,
Education, on behalf
behalf of the Government
Government of Guatemala,
has stated that it agrees
agrees that the aforementioned
extension be carried
aforementioned extension
out under the following conditions:
conditions:
During the period of extension the Institute of Inter-American
Inter-American
Affairs would make aacontribution
contribution of $30,000, in the currency
currency of the
United States, to the Servicio Cooperativo
Cooperativo Interarnericano
Interamericano de Educaci6n, for use in carrying out project activities
ciOn,
activities of the program,
program, on
condition that the Government
Guatemala would contribute
contribute to the
Government of Guatemala
Servicio for the same purpose the sum of Q120,000. The Institute
would also be willing during the same extension period to make available funds in an amount not to exceed $90,000
$90,000 to be administered
administered by
the Institute, and not deposited to the account
account of the Servicio, for
payment of salaries
salaries and other expenses
expenses of the members of the Education Division field
field staff
staff who are maintained
maintained by the Institute in Guatemala. The amounts referred to would
would be in addition
addition to the sums
already required
required under the present basic agreement,
amended, to
agreement, as amended,
furtherance of the program.
be contributed by the parties in furtherance
It
furthermore understood that the present note and Your ExcelIt is furthermore
lency's courteous note No. 105, dated July 28, 1949, constitute an
an
agreement between
between the Government
Government of Guatemala
Guatemala and the Government of the United
United States for the extension
extension of the cooperative educational program for one year, from June 30, 1949,
1949, which shall come
into
force
on
the
date
of
signature
an
agreement
by the Minister of
agreement
of
into force on the date of
Public
Education
a
representative
Institute
of Interthe
Institute
of
and
a
representative
Education
Public
American
Affairs,
embodying
the
above-mentioned
technical
details.
technical
above-mentioned
American
I
take
pleasure
in
expressing
to
the
Government
of
the
United
I take pleasure in expressing to the Government
States,
through
Your
Excellency,
my
Government's
for
this
gratitude
States, through Your Excellency, my Government's
important
cooperation
in
the
educational
field.
educational
important cooperation
of this
Your Excellency
Excellency
to Your
to renew
renew to
this opportunity
opportunity to
myself of
II avail
avail myself
the
assurances
of
my
highest
and
most
distinguished
consideration.
consideration.
most distinguished
the assurances of my highest
E. MUNoz
M IIS
TOZ MEANY.
M EANY.
E.
His Excellency
C. PATTERSON,
R.,
JR.,
PATrERSON, J
RICHARD C.
His
Excellency RICHARD
Ambassador Extraordinary
and Plenipotentiary
Plenipotentiary
Extraordinaryand
Ambassador
of
United States,
States,
the United
of the
City.
City.
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December 28,
December
28. 1948
1048
and
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Agreement between the United
United States
Agreement
of America
America and
establishing
States of
and Mexico
Mexico establishing
aa United States-Mexican
States—Mexican Commission
Commission on
Cultural Cooperation.
on Cultural
Cooperation.
Effected
exchange of notes signed at
Effected by exchange
at Mexico
December 28,
28, 1948,
Mexico December
1948,
and August 80,
SO, 1949;
and
1949; entered
entered into
into force
force August
August 80,
0S,1949.
1949.
The American Ambassador
Ambassador to
to the
the Mexican
Mexican Acting
Acting Minister
Minister for
Foreign
Foreign Relations
Relations

No. 2787
No.
2787

EMBASSY
EMBASSY OF
THE
OF THE
STATES
UNITED S
TATES OF
OF AMERICA
AMEImOA
Mexico, D.
28, 1948
D. F.,
F., December
December 28,
1948

EXCELLENCY:
EXCELLENCY:

United States-Mexi'United
States-Mexican
on
can Commission
Commission on
Cultural Cooperation.
Cooperation.

Memben.
Members.

Meetings, headMeetings,
headquarters, etc.
quarters,
etc.

Duties and
and fnnefunction&
ions.

IIhave
the honor
honor to refer to the conversations
conversations which
have the
have taken
taken
which have
place
representatives of the Government
place between
between representatives
Government of
of the
the United
United States
States
of America
America and representatives
of the
of
representatives of
of the
the United
the Government
Government of
United
Mexican
States
regarding
the
desirability
Mexican States regarding
desirability of
of promoting
promoting closer
closer cultural
cultural
cooperation between
through cooperative
cooperation
between the two countries
countries through
cooperative efforts
efforts dedesigned
to integrate
integrate and expand the wide variety
signed to
variety of
of cultural
cultural programs
programs
and activities
activities of mutual interest which are
and
by the
Govare carried
carried on
on by
the two
two Governments
ernments and by United States and
and
scientific
and Mexican
Mexican educational
educational and scientific
institutions.
institutions.
It is
is my
my understanding
conversations have
It
understanding that these conversations
in
have resulted
resulted in
agreement upon
upon the
the establishment
agreement
establishment of aamixed commission,
to
be
called
commission, to be called
the United
United States—Mexican
States-Mexican Commission on
the
on Cultural
Cultural Cooperation,
Cooperation,
which
shall undertake
undertake to promote the integration
which shall
integration and
of
and expansion
expansion of
those activities
cooperation which the
those
activities of
of cultural
cultural cooperation
countries may
may
the two
two countries
consider of
of mutual
mutual interest,
with the
consider
interest, in accordance
accordance with
the following
following
provisions:
provisions:
1.
The Commission
Commission shall be composed of
1. The
three United
of three
United States
States
members
and
Mexican members. The United States
members and three
three Mexican
States members,
members,
together
together with
with three
three alternate
alternate members,
members, shall be
appointed by
by the
be appointed
the
Ambassador
of
the United
Ambassador of the
United States
States of America
America to
the United
to the
United Mexican
Mexican
States,
and the
together with
States, and
the Mexican
Mexican members, together
three alternates,
alternates,
with three
shall
be
appointed
shall be appointed by the Minister of
of Education.
Education. Members
Members of
the
of the
Commission shall
shall be
selected from persons
Commission
be selected
persons resident
resident in
Mexico who
in Mexico
who
are
are familiar
familiar with
with United States-Mexican
States—Mexican activities
activities in
in the
the field
field of
of
cultural cooperation.
cooperation.
2. The
Commission shall
shall meet at least once every
2.
The Commission
every three
months.
three months.
The
headquarters
of
the
Commission shall be
The headquarters of
at Mexico,
Mexico, D.
but
be at
D. F.,
F., but
meetings
meetings of
of the
the Commission
Commission may be held at appropriate
appropriate places
places in
in
either country.
either
country.
3.
The Commission
Commission shall have the following
3. The
following duties
duties and
and functions:
functions:
(a)
to study
study and
and appraise
(a) to
appraise United States-Mexican
States—Mexican programs
and
programs and
activities
in the
of cultural cooperation
activities in
the field
field of
cooperation of
to the
two
of interest
interest to
the two
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countries
countries which are carried
carried on by agencies
agencies of the two Governments
Governments
and by private educational
educational and scientific organizations
and
organizations and
institutions;
institutions;
(b) to recommend
recommend to either or both Governments
Governments measures
measures for
for
coordinating and improving
coordinating
improving the operation
programs and
operation of current
current programs
and
activities in the field of United States-Mexican
States-Mexican cultural
cooperation;
cultural cooperation;
(c) to recommend
recommend to either
either or both Governments
Governments the study and
and
adoption, when appropriate,
appropriate, of new projects for United
United StatesStatesMexican cultural cooperation;
cooperation;
(d) to advise private educational
and scientific
scientific organizations
organizations and
educational and
and
institutions of both countries,
countries, when so requested,
requested, with respect
respect to
to
improving and expanding
methods for improving
expanding their programs and
and activiactivities in the field of United States-Mexican
States-Mexican cultural exchange;
exchange;
(e)
Government agencies
(e) to keep Government
agencies and private
private organizations
organizations and
and
institutions which are interested
interested in the development
development of
closer culculof closer
tural relations between the two countries
countries informed
informed regarding
regarding the
the
programs and activities of other agencies,
agencies, organizations,
organizations, and
and instiinstitutions having
having like interests;
interests;
(f) to survey the general
(f)
general field of relations pertaining
cultural
pertaining to
to cultural
cooperation between the two countries
cooperation
precountries from time
time to time
time and
and prepare for consideration
consideration by the two Governments
Governments comprehensive
comprehensive plans
plans
development and expansion of
for the future development
relations.
of such
such relations.
4. The Commission shall be assisted in the performance
performance of
of its
its
duties by an Advisory Council. The Council shall be composed of
of
persons who are familiar with matters in the field
field of
of cultural
cultural cocooperation which may interest the two countries,
the
countries, and
and it
it shall
shall to
to the
greatest
greatest extent
extent possible be representative
various artistic,
representative of
of the
the various
artistic,
literary and scientific fields. The United States
members of
the
States members
of the
Council shall be appointed
appointed by the Ambassador
Ambassador of the United
States
United States
of America
America to the United Mexican
Mexican States and
and the Mexican
Mexican members
members
by the Minister of Education.
5. As soon as possible after its establishment
Commission shall
establishment the
the Commission
shall
draw up detailed regulations defining the scope of
its activities
of its
activities and
and
providing
providing for the conduct of its meetings and the
performance of
of
the performance
its duties and functions. These regulations
regulations shall become
effective
become effective
immediately
immediately upon approval by the two Governments.
Governments.
agreement shall remain
6. The present agreement
of
remain in effect for
for a
a period
period of
three years from the date of its entry into force
shall continue
force and
and shall
continue
in force thereafter
thereafter until one of
Governments terminates
terminates it
by
of the Governments
it by
giving to the other Government
Government notice in writing
writing six
months
six months in
in
advance. Such notice may be given six months
the expiraexpiramonths before the
tion of the initial three-year term or at any time thereafter.
It
understood that participation by
It is understood
Government in
by either Government
in the
the
work of the Commission shall not of itself
existitself entail
entail any
any change
change in
in existing procedures for the allocation
allocation and expenditure
expenditure by
by the
the agencies
agencies of
of
either Government of funds available for use
with
use in
in connection
connection with
various United States-Mexican
States-Mexican programs
cooperation
programs of
of cultural
cultural cooperation
which are of interest to the two countries.
countries
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Upon the receipt of aanote from Your Excellency
Excellency indicating
indicating that
that
the foregoing
acceptable to
foregoing provisions
provisions are acceptable
Government of
of the
the
to the
the Government
Mexican States, the Government
United Mexican
Government of
of the
the United
United States
States of
of
America will consider that this
America
note and
and your
reply constitute
an
this note
your reply
constitute an
agreement between
between the two
agreement
on this
the agreement
two Governments
Governments on
this subject,
subject, the
agreement
to enter into force on the
Your Excellency's
Excellency's note.
the date of
of Your
note.
Excellency, the renewed
renewed assurances
Accept, Excellency,
my highest
assurances of
of my
highest
consideration.
consideration.
WALTER
W
ALTER THURSTON
THRSTON

His Excellency
Excellency
Sefior Don
Senor
Don MANUEL
M ANUEL TELLO
TELLO
Acting Minister
Minister for
for Foreign
ForeignRelations
Relations
Mexico,
Mexico, D.
D. F.
F.

The
Mexican Acting Minister
The Mexican
Minister for Foreign
Foreign Relations
American
Relations to
to the
the American
Ambassador
Ambassador
SECRETARIA DE
SECRETARIA
DE RELACIONES
EXTERIORES
RELACIONES EXTERIORES
ESTADOS UNIDOS
ESTADOS
UNIDOS MEXICANOS
MEXICANOS
MEXICO
MEXICO
.
Ne.--512322.
N°.-12322.
Mixico,
Mixico, D. F., a
30 de
1949.
a 30
de agosto
agosto de
de 1949.

S
ESTOR EMBAJADOR:
SENOR
EMBAJADOR:

Tengo la honra de referirme
a la atenta
referirme a
de Vuestra
Vuestra Excelencia
atenta nota
nota de
Excelencia
numero
fechada el 28 de diciembre
niimero 2787, fechada
diciernbre de
de 1948,
asi como
con1948, asi
como a
a las
las conversaciones que se han celebrado
celebrado entre
del Gobierno
de
entre representantes
representantes del
Gobierno de
los Estados
Estados Unidos Mexicanos
y representantes
los
Mexicanos y
representantes del
del Gobierno
de los
Gobierno de
los
Estados
Estados Unidos de America,
sobre la
la conveniencia
fomentar una
una
Am4rica, sobre
conveniencia de
de fomentar
cooperaci6n
cooperaciOn cultural mas estrecha
estrecha entre
los dos
'Daises por
por medio
medio de
entre los
dos paises
de
esfuerzos
cooperaci6n tendientes aaintegrar
esfuerzos de cooperaciOn
integrar y
ya
ensanchar la
a ensanchar
la gran
gran
variedad de programas y
y de labores culturales
de inters
que
culturales de
interes mutuo
mutuo que
vienen
desarrollando los dos Gobiernos
Gobiernos y
vienen desarrollando
y diversas instituciones
instituciones
docentes y
y cientificas
cientificas de Mexico
Mexico y
Estados Unidos.
Unidos.
y los
los Estados
Tengo entendido que en estas conversaciones
se ha
ha llegado
llegado al
conversaciones se
al acuerdo
acuerdo
de establecer una comisi6n
comision mixta, que
seria denominada
"ComisiOn
que seria
denominada "Comisi6n
de Cooperacion
Cooperaci6n Cultural
Mexico-Estados Unidos"
de
Cultural Mexico—Estados
Unidos" y
que se
se encarencary que
gara
de fomentar
fomentar la integraci6n
gark de
integraciOn y
y la ampliaci6n
ampliaciOn de
de los
los trabajos
trabajos de
de
cooperaci6n
cooperaciOn cultural que los dos paises consideren
de mutuo
interes.
consideren de
mutuo interes.
de acuerdo
acuerdo con las siguientes
siguientes estipulaciones:
estipulaciones:
I.-La
1.—La Comisi6n
Comision estara integrada por tres
tres miembros
miembros mexicanos
mexicanos vy
tres
tres miembros
miembros de Estados Unidos.
Unidos. Los
undos, al
Los seg
segundos,
al igual
igual que
que tres
tres
miembros alternos,
alternos, serail
seran designados por el
miembros
de los
los Estados
el Embajador
Embajador de
Estados
Unidos de America
America en Mexico, y
los miembros
miembros mexicanos,
mexicanos, al
al igual
y los
igual
que tres miembros alternos,
alternos, seran designados
designados por
por el
el Secretario
Secretario de
de
Educaci6n Pnblica.
P6blica. Los miembros de la Cornish%
EducaciOn
serail seleteionados
Comisi6n seran
seleccionados
entre personas
entre
personas residentes
residentes en Mexico que est&
familiarizadas con
esten familiarizadas
con las
las
6
cuestiones
xico-Norteamericana.
cuestiones de cooperaci6n
cooperacion cultural
cultural M
Mexico—Norteamericana.
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2.- La Comisi6n
vez cada tres
2.—
Comision se reunira
reunira, cuando menos una vez
meses.
tres meses.
Su sede estarti
estara en la ciudad
ciudad de Mexico,
F., pero
pero sus
reuniones
Mexico, D.
D. F.,
sus reuniones
podran
podrim celebrarse
celebrarse en lugares apropiados
apropiados en
en cualquiera
de los
los dos
dos
cualquiera de
pafses.
pafses.
3.Comisi6n tendra
3.— La Comision
tendril, los siguientes
siguientes deberes
deberes y
y funciones:
funciones:
programas y
a) Estudiar y
yponderar los programas
trabajos de
cooperacion
y los trabajos
de cooperaci6n
cultural Mexico-Norteamericana
interesen aa los dos paises
Mexico—Norteamericana que interesen
pafses y
y
que se esten
est& llevando
llevando a
acabo
cabo por dependencias
dependencias de uno u
Gobierno
u otro
otro Gobierno
y por organizaciones
organizaciones e
e instituciones
y
instituciones privadas
privadas de
de caracter
caracter docente
docente o
o
cientffico.
cientffico.
b) Recomendar
Recomendar medidas
medidas a
cualquiera de
Gobiernos, o
a cualquiera
de los
los dos
dos Gobiernos,
o a
a
ambos, para coordinar
y mejorar
coordinar y
mejorar el
desarrollo de
programas y
el desarrollo
de sus
sus programas
y
trabajos ordinarios
ordinarios en materia de cooperaci6n
cooperacien cultural
cultural Mexico—
MexicoNorteamericana.
Norteamericana.
c) Recomendar
cualquiera de los dos
dos Gobiernos, o
Recomendar a
a cualquiera
ambos, el
el
o a
a ambos,
y la adopci6n,
estudio y
adopcien, en su caso, de nuevos proyectos
proyectos de cooperaciem
cooperaci6n
cultural Mexico-Norteamericana.
Mexico—Norteamericana.
d) Sugerir metodos aa organizaciones
organizaciones ee instituciones
instituciones docentes
docentes yy
cientificas
asi lo
cientfficas privadas
privadas de ambos paises, cuando asi
To soliciten,
soliciten, para
para
y ampliar sus programas
y actividades
actividades de
mejorar y
programas y
de intercambio
intercambio
cultural Mexico-Norteamericano.
Mexico—Norteamericano.
e)
dependencias gubernamentales
e) Mantener informadas
informadas aa las dependencias
gubernamentales y
y aa
las organizaciones
instituciones docentes y
organizaciones eeinstituciones
cientificas privadas
privadas que
que
y cientificas
relaciones culturales
se interesen en el desarrollo de relaciones
culturales Inas
estrechas
mas estrechas
entre
programas y
y las actividades de
entre ambos
anibos paises, sobre los programas
otras
de otras
dependencias,
dependencias, organizaciones
organizaciones ee instituciones
instituciones que
tengan intereses
intereses
que tengan
similares.
Examinar de
de vez en
f) Examinar
cuando el
el estado
estado general
de las
las relaciones
relaciones
en cuando
general de
de coveracien
cooperaci6n cultural entre ambos parses
pafses y
preparar, para someterlos
someterlos
y preparar,
aala consideraciOn
consideraci6n de los dos Gobiernos,
Gobiernos, proyectos
proyectos de
gran alcance
alcance
de gran
parla el desarrollo
para
desarrollo y
yla ampliacien
futuros de
de dichas
relaciones.
ampliaci6n futuros
dichas relaciones.
4.-La Comision
Comisi6n sern
4.—La
sent auxiliada
en el
el desempeio
desempefio de
de sus
sus obligacioncs
obligacioncs
auxiliada en
por un Consejo Consul
tivo. El
El Consejo
Consultivo.
Consejo lo
lo constituiran
constituirfn personas
personas
familiarizadas
familiarizadas con las cuestiones de cooperaci6n
cooperacien cultural
cultural que
que interesen
interesen
aalos dos paises
sera representativo,
representativo, en la medida mas
pafses y
yseri
Inas amplia
amplia posible,
posible,
de las diversas
diversas ramas artisticas, literarias
literarias y
ycientfficas
cientificas de importancia.
importancia.
Los miembros norteamericanos
norteamericanos del
del Consejo
Consejo serail
seran designados
designados por
por el
el
Embajador de los Estados Unidos
America en
Unidos de
de Am6rica
en Mexico,
Mexico, yylos
los miemmiembros
twos mexicanos
mexicanos por el Secretario
Secretario de Educaci6n
EducaciOn Publica.
5.5.— Tan pronto como sea posible, una
una vez
la Comision,
vez establecida
establecida la
Comisi6n,
reglamentos detallados
esta dictara
dictarii reglamentos
el campo
campo de
sus
detallados que
que definan
definan el
de sus
actividades yy que normen
actividades
normen la celebraci6n
celebraciOn de
de sus
y el
el dedesus reuniones
reuniones y
sempeio de sus deberes
y funciones. Estos
sempefio
deberes y
Estos reglamentos
reglamentos entrartin
entraran en
en
innediatamente despubs
vigor imnediatamente
despues de
de que hayan sido aprobados
por los
aprobados por
los
dos Gobiernos.
Gobiernos.
6.- El presente
6.—
presente Acuerdo
Acuerdo surtira
surtira efectos por
un period°
tres ainos,
afios,
por un
periodo de
de tres
contado aa partir
contado
partir de la fecha
fecha en
en que entre
vigor; al
termini° de
entre en
en vigor;
al termino
de
dicho plazo,
continuara vigente hasta
Ouzo, continuarit
uno de
los dos
dos Gobiernos
hasta que uno
de los
Gobiernos
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terminado mediante
Gobierno con
lo de por terminado
mediante aviso
aviso por
por escrito al otro Gobierno
con
seis meses de anticipaciOn.
anticipaci6n. Este aviso podra ser dado seis
seis meses antes
antes
de la expiraci6n
expiracion del periodo
period° inicial de tres
aims o
en cualquier
cualquier fecha
tres afos
o en
fecha
posterior.
posterior.
Queda entendido
entendido que la participaci6n
participacien de
cualquiera de los
los dos
de cualquiera
dos
Gobiernos en el trabajo de la
entrafiara, por
la ComisiOn
Comisi6n no entraiara,
por si
si sola,
sola,
ningim cambio en los procedimientos
ningun
procedimientos existentes
existentes para
para que
que las
las dependependencias de cualquiera de los dos Gobiernos
utilicen los
los fondos
fondos
Gobiernos asignen
asignen y
y utilicen
de que pueden disponer en conexiOn
conexi6n con los diversos programas
programas de
cooperacion
interesan a
cooperaci6n cultural que interesan
a los dos
dos paises.
Como se sirve Vuestra Excelencia
Excelencia decir en la nota aa que hago
referencia, queda convenido
convenido que al comunicarle
presente que mi
comunicarle en la presente
Gobierno acepta las medidas anteriores, el Gobierno de los Estados
Gobierno
Unidos de America
considerari que esta misma nota y
America considerarti
y la de Vuestra
Excelencia
Excelencia constituyen un acuerdo entre los dos Gobiernos, sobre esta
materia,
materia, que entrara en vigor a
apartir
partir de la fecha de hoy.
Aprovecho la oportunidad
oportunidad para renovar a
a Vuestra
Vuestra Excelencia
Excelencia el
testimonio de mi mas alta consideraci6n.
consideraciOn.
M ANUEL TELLO.
TELLO.
MANUEL

Excelentisimo Senor
Al Excelentisimo
W ALTER THUBSTON,
TauRsTorr,
Senor WALTER
Embajador Extraordinario
Extraordinarioyy Plenipotenciario
Embajador
de los
Plenipotenciariode
los
Estados Unidos
Estados
Unidos de America,
America,
Ciudad.
Ciudad.
Translation
Translation
MINISTRY
FOREIGN RELATIONS
MINISTRY OF FOREIGN
RELATIONS
UNITED MEXICAN
MEXICAN STATES
STATES
MEXICO
MEXICO

No.

512322.

Mimeo,
D. F.,
1949.
MEXICO, D.
F., August
August 30,
30,1949.

MR. AMBASSADOR:
AMBASSADOR:
MB.
Ante. p.
P. 2842.

An"t,

K82.

I have the honor to refer to Your Excellency's
I
Excellency's courteous
courteous note no.
2787, dated December
December 28, 1948, and to the conversations
conversations which
which have
have
taken place between representatives
representatives of the Government
Government of the United
Mexican States and representatives
representatives of the United
United States of America
America
desirability of promoting closer
regarding the desirability
closer cultural cooperation
cooperation
between the two countries through cooperative
cooperative efforts designed
designed to integrate and expand the wide variety of cultural programs and
and activities
activities
of mutual interest which are being carried on by the two Governments
Governments
and various educational
educational and scientific institutions
institutions of Mexico and
and the
the
United States.
It is my understanding
understanding that in these conversations
It
conversations an agreement
agreement
has been reached
a mixed commission,
reached to establish a
commission, which would be
"Mexico-United States Commission
called the "Mexico—United
Commission on Cultural CooperaCooperation," and which will be charged with promoting the integration and
and
expansion of those activities of cultural cooperation
cooperation which the two
countries may consider of mutual interest, in accordance with the
following
following stipulations:

63 STAT.]
63
STAT.]

MEXICO-CULTURAL
MEXICO
CULTURAL COOPERATION
COOPERATION

Dee. 28, 1948

Dec.
Aug. 280
30, 1948
1949
Aug.
30,
1949

[For English language
language text, see ante,
p. 2842.]
2842.]
ante, p.

It is understood that participation
It
participation by either
either Government
Government in
in the
the
work of the Commission shall not of itself entail
existentail any
any change
change in
in existing procedures for the allocation and expenditure
of
expenditure by
by the
the agencies
agencies of
Government of funds available for use in
either Government
the
in connection
connection with
with the
various programs
programs of cultural cooperation
cooperation which
of interest
interest to
to the
the
which are
are of
two countries.
As Your Excellency
Excellency states in the note to which I
is agreed
agreed
I refer, it
it is
that, upon my informing
informing you in the present note that
Government
that my
my Government
accepts the foregoing
foregoing provisions, the Government
Government of
of the
the United
United States
States
of America will consider that this note and that
,
Excellency
that of Your Excellency
constitute
agreement between the two Governments
constitute an agreement
on this
this subject
subject
Governments on
which will enter into force as of this date.
date.
I avail myself of this opportunity to renew to Your
I
Excellency the
Your Excellency
the
assurances
assurances of my highest consideration.
consideration.
MANOEL TEXaO.
MANUEL
TELLO.

His Excellency
Excellency
W ALTER THURSTON,
WALTER
THUBSTON,
Ambassador
Estraordinaryand
Ambassador Extraordinary
and Plenipotentiary
Plenipotentiay
of America,
of the United States of
America,
City.

81989-52-PT. in-85
81989-52—PT.
n--- 85
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Agreement between the United States
States of America and
respecting
and Mexico respecting
aacooperative
cooperative health
and sanitation
in Mexico, extending
extending and
and
health and
sanitation program
program in
modifying the agreement
agreement of June 30 and July 1,
1943, as
1, 1943,
as amended.
amended.
exchange of notes signed
Effected by exchange
Mexico February
February 10
and 14,
14,
signed at
at M6xico
10 and
1949; entered
entered into force February
1949;
February 14, 1949,
1949, operative
operative retroactively
retroactively
31, 1948.
1948.
from December
December 31,
The Mexican Acting Minister
Minister for Foreign
to the
the American
Foreign Relations
Relations to
American
Ambassador
Ambassador
BECBTARIuA DR
SECRETARLA
DR RELACIONES
EXTERIORES
RELACIONES EXTERIORES
ESTADOS
ESTADO/3 UNIDos
IINIDOS MEXICONOS
MEXICANOS
MEXICO
MEXICO

am8
MON

MExico, D. F.,
Mtxtco,
a10
de febrero de
F., a
10 defebrero
de 1949.
1949.

SEROR
SESOR EMBAJADOR:
EMBAJADOR:

Con referencia
referencia a
a mi nota 'Amer°
nimero 51068 de fecha
fecha 10
enero
10 de
de enero
pr6ximo
y como resultado de las conversaciones
conversaciones celebradas
proximo pasado,
pasado, y
celebradas
entre la Secretaria
Relaciones Exteriores y
Secretarfa de Relaeiones
Embajada respecto
respecto
y esa Embajada
aala pr6rroga del Convenio concluido
concluido entre la Secretarfa
Secretaria de
de SalubriSalubridad y
y Asistencia y
y el Institut°
de Asuntos
Interammicanos, para
pars
Instituto de
Asuntos Interamericanos,
levar a
a cabo un programa
programa cooperativo de
llevar
de salud
y
saneamiento
en
salud y saneamiento en
Mexico, tengo el honor de manifestar
manifestar a
Vuestra
Excelencia
que
la
a
Excelencia que la
Secretaria de Salubridad
Salubridad y
y Asistencia est&
Secretarfa
est& de
de acuerdo
acuerdo en
concertar
en concertar el
el
Convenio de pr6rroga
pr6rroga para dicho programa,
programa, en los
siguientes terminos:
los siguientes
t6rminos:
"La Secretarfa
Secretarfa de Salubridad y
y Asistencia
Asistencia (a
(a la
la que
aqui en
en
que de
de aqul
adelante se denominara
denominark "La Secretaria"),
Secretarfa"), representada
representada por
el
por el
Seflor Doctor Rafael Paseasio
Pascasio Gamboa, Secretario
Sefior
de Salubridad
Salubridad y
y
Secretario de
Asistencia, (al que de aqui
aquf en adelante
adelante se denominark
"El Secredenominara "El
Secretario"), y
y el Instituto
Interamericanos (al
tario"),
Institut° de Asuntos Interamericanos
de
(al que
que de
aquf
en
adelante
se denominark
denominara "El Institute"),
aquf
Instituto"), corporaci6n
corporacion
dependiente
dependiente del Gobierno
Gobierno de los Estados Unidos
Unidos de
America,
de America,
representado
su Jefe del Grupo de Campo de
representado por an
la
Division
de
de la Divisi6n de
Salud yySaneamiento,
Saneamiento, Wyman
Wyman R. Stone (al que de
aqui en
adelante
de aquf
en adelante
se denominar&
denominark "El Jefe del Grupo
Grupo de Campo"),
convenido, de
de
Campo"), han
ban convenido,
conformidad
Secretarfa, y
conformidad con la solicitud de La Secretarfa,
y de acuerdo
acuerdo con
con
intercambio de notas fechadas
el intereambio
fechadas
y
entre el
y
entre
el SubseSubseExteriores, Encargado
cretario de Relaciones
Relaciones Exteriores,
el
Encargado del Despacho,
Despacho, y
y el
Embajador
Embajador de los Estados Unidos de America
on Mexico,
los
America en
Mexico, los
siguientes
y modificar,
siguientes detalles tecnicos para
pars ampliar y
modificar, en la
forma
la forma
en que aqui
aquf se consigna,
consigna, el Convenio entre La
y El
La Secretarfa
Secretarfa y
El
Institute
Institut° resultante
resultante del intercambio
intercambio de correspondencia
el
correspondencia entre
entre el
representante
Institute y
representante del Institut°
y el Jefe del entonces
entonces Departamento
Departamento
de Salubridad
Mdxico, de fecha 22 de
Salubridad de Mexico,
de julio
julio de
de 1943,
1943, segfin
segbn fue
fu6
modificado por subsecuentes
subsecuentes cartas cambiadas
Vicepresicambiadas entre
entre el
el Vicepresidente Ejecutivo del Institute
Instituto y
y el Secretario
dente
Seeretario de Salubridad
Salubridad y
y
Aiatencia de Mexico,
Asistencia
Mexico, de fechas 1
V' de
y7
de diciembre
de noviembre
noviembre y
y6
6y
7 de
diciembre

63STAT.]
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de 1943 (al que de aqui en adelante
adelante se denominarb,
denominara "El Convenio
Basico"),
Basico"), estableciendo
estableciendo un programa
programa cooperativo
cooperativo de salud y
saneay saneapars, M6xico.
Mexico.
miento para
CLAUSULA
CLAUSULA I
I

El programa
programa cooperativo
cooperativo de salud y
y saneamiento
saneamiento establecido por
por
Basico, se prorroga, por medio del presente, por un
el Convenio Basic°,
periodo adicional
period°
adicional de seis meses contados desde el 31 de diciembre
de 1948 hasta el 30 de junio de 1949.
CLAUSULA II
II
CLAUSULA

Ademas de los fondos con que el Convenio
Basico establece
Convenio Basic°
establece que
deben contribuir
contibuir o
alguna otra
o hacer asequibles
asequibles de alguna
otra manera
manera las
las
partes del mismo respecto
respecto al programa cooperativo,
cooperativo, el Institut°
Instituto
proporcionare,
necesarios para el pago de los salarios y
proporcionar8los fondos necesarios
y
todos los demas gastos de su personal de campo en Mexico
Mexico durante
perfodo que cubra este Acuerdo
Acuerdo de Prorroga.
el perfodo
Pr6rroga. Estos fondos
deberan
Institut° y
y no deber&n
deberin ser dedeberin ser administrados
administrados por el Instituto
positados en el credit()
Cooperacien Interamericredito de la Direccien
Direcci6n de Cooperaci6n
cans
Salublidad Pdblica (a la que de aqui en adelante
adelante se decana de Salubridad
nominal%
Direccien").
nominara "La Direcci6n").
CLAUSULA III
CLAUSULA
III

las conLos saldos no gastados
gastados y
y no comprometidos
comprometidos de todas 18,s
tribuciones
financieras que el Acuerdo Basico
Basic° dispone que deben
tribuciones financieras
cooperativo de
proporcionados por las Partes del programa cooperativo
ser proporcionados
salud y
y saneamiento
continuarim disponibles para tai
programa
tal programa
saneamiento continuaran
durante el periodo
period° de este Convenio de Pr6rroga
Prorroga y
y no se requiere
financiera adicional
adicional por las
ninguna contribucion
contribuci6n financiera
que se
se haga ninguna
Partes
Direcci6n para los fines de
o por cuenta de la Direccien
Partes del
del mismo
mismo o
comprendido por
levar
Hever adelante el programa
programa durante el periodo
perfodo comprendido
por
este Convenio de Pr6rroga.
Pr6rroga.
CLAIISITLA
V
IV
CLArUULA I
acuerdo escrito
y del
del Secretario y
de un acuerdo
escrito del
Las Partes, por
por medio
medio de
Jefe del
Grupo de
disponer contribuciones
de
Campo, podrfin
podran disponer
contribuciones de
Jefe
del Grupo
de Campo,
fondos por cualquiera
o por terceras
o por ambas Partes o
dos o
cualquiera de las dos
fondos
partes para
realizacien del
programa cooperative
cooperative
del programa
en la
la realizaci6n
para utilizarlas en
partes
establece deben
deben
los fondos que se establece
ademas de Jos
de salud y
y saneamiento
saneamiento ademas
aportarse y
asequibles por
Prerroga y
y el
el
Convenio de Pr6rroga
por este Convenio
y hacerse
hacerse asequibles
aportarse
Convenio Basic°.
BAsico.
CLAUSULA V
CLAUSULA
V
El
Convenio
Besico
permanecera,
en
plena vigencia
efectividad
y efectividad
vigencia y
El Convenio Basico permanecera en plena
propOsito de prorrogar
programa cooperativo de salud y
y
prorrogar el programa
para el prop6sito
saneamiento, seem
establece en este documento,
document°, y
todas las
y todas
seghn se establece
saneamiento,
disposiciones del
asf como
c,omo todos los
los acuerdos,
acuerdos,
Basico, asi
del Convenio
Convenio Besico,
disposiciones
decretos
complementen seran
que lo
lo complementen
Mexicano que
del Gobierno
Gobierno Mexican.°
y leyes
leyes del
decretos y
aplic,ables a
todas las
operaciones y
comprendidas en
actividades comprendidas
y actividades
las operaciones
a todas
aplicables
este
Prerroga en la
extensi6n y
y con el mismo
la misma extensiOn
este Convenio
Convenio de Pr6rroga
decto
expresamente en este
establecidos expresamente
si hubiesen
hubiesen sido establecidos
efecto como si
documento:
que el
Basic°, en
su aplicaci6n
aplicadon al
al
Convenio Basico,
en su
documento: EXCEPT()
ExcEPTO que
el Convenio
perfodo
refiere esto
este Convenio
Prortoga se
eonsiderari
se considerarA
Convenio de Prdrroga
se refiere
al que se
periodo al
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modificado y
modificado
y suplementado
suplementado por las disposiciones
disposiciones de
este Convenio
de este
Convenio
de Prerroga,
Pr6rroga, incluyendo
los siguientes
siguientes detalles:
incluyendo los
detalles:
1.
- Las Partes declaran
1. —
declaran que reconocen
reconocen que
que el
el Instituto,
siendo
Instituto, siendo
una corporaci6n
corporacien dependiente
dependiente del Gobierno
de los
los Estados
Gobierno de
Estados Unidos
Unidos
America, totalmente
de America,
totalmente poseido,
poseido, dirigido
controlado por
el
dirigido y
y controlado
por el
Gobierno de los Estados Unidos de America,
este, autorizado
America, esta
autorizado pars
para
compartir plenamente
plenamente todos los
inmunida.des, incluyenlos privilegios
privilegips eeinmunidades,
incluyendo las inmunidades
inmunidades de juicio en los tribunales
de los
los Estados
Estados Unidos
tribunales de
Unidos
Mexicanos, de que gozan los Estados Unidos
Unidos de
America.
de America.
2. -—Las Partes convienen que de cualesquiera
cualesquiera fondos
fondos de
la Direcde la
Direcci6n
cien que no hayan sido gastados
gastados al terminar
terminer este Convenio
Convenio de
de
Pr6rroga
l'rerroga se dispondra de acuerdo
acuerdo con
un Convenio
Convenio escrito
con un
escrito entre
entre
el Secretario
Secretario y
y el Jefe del
del Grupo
Grupo de
de Campo.
Campo.
3. -—Por
For acuerdo entre el Secretario y
ci Jobe
Campo,
yel
Joefe del
del Grupo
Grupo de
de Campo,
deberan ser usados para
los fondos de la Direcci6n
DirecciOn deberin
pare reembolsar
reembolsar o
o
sufragar los salarios, gastos de manutencien,
gastos de
de viaje
viaje y
y
manutenci6n, gastos
transporte y
otros gastos de personal
y,otros
personal adicional de
de
de la
la Division
Divisi6n de
Salud yy Saneamiento
Saneamiento del Instituto
Instituto en
ea Mexico
Mexico que
que las
las Partes
Partes
mencionadas
mencionadas acuerden que sea necesario emplear,
edemas de
los
emplear, ademas
de los
empleados
a que se refiere la Clausula II
empleados a
document°. Tales
II de este
este documento.
Tales
fondos podren
podran ser aportados o
los propositos
o concedidos
concedidos pare
para los
prop6sitos
enunciados, por la Direcci6n
enunciados,
Direccien al Instituto
cualquier otra
OrganiInstituto ooa
a cualquier
otra Organizaci6n,
zacion, pero en cada caso el Secretario
Secretario y
el
Jefe
del
Grupo
de
Campo
y el Jefe del Grupo de Campo
concertaran
un
Convenio
escrito
de
concertaran
programa estableciendo
el
estableciendo el
alcance y
y las demas condiciones
condiciones necesarias
necesmias de
de tales
contribuciones
tales contribuciones
o donaciones.
o
donaciones.
CLAUSULA VI
Este Convenio
de
Pr6rroga
Convenio
Prorroga sera efectivo
efectivo en
la fecha
fecha de
de su
firma.
en la
su firma.
EN FE DE LO cuAL,
CUAL, las Partes ban
EN
han acordado
este Convenio
Convenio de
de
acordado que
que este

Pr6rroga
firmado por sus representantes
representantes debidamente
Pr6rroga sea firmed°
debidamente autoautorizados,
en
quintuplicado,
en
ambos
idiomas, espafiol
e ingles, en
rizados, en quintupficado,
espatiol e
en
Mxico, Estados Unidos Mexicanos,
la ciudad de Mexico,
Mexicanos, a
a --........
.----. di
a------------.......
dfa
1949.
LA SECRETARIA
SECRETARIA DE
SALUBRIDAD Y ASISTENCIA
SALUBRIDAD
ASISTENCIA
Por:
For:

EL
INSTITUT° DE
DE ASUNEL INSTITUTO
ASUNTOS INTERAMERICANOS
INTERAMERICANOS
TOS
For:
Por:___
Pt

Si el Instituto de Asuntos
.Asuntos Interamericanos
Interamerica,nos esta
este, de
de acuerdo
acuerdo con
con los
los
tmminos
terminos del proyecto
proyecto preinserto,
preinserto, la Secretarla
Secretarfa de Salubridad
Salubridad y
Asisy Asistencia y
y el mismo Instituto podrfan
de inmediato
inmediato a
ala
la firma
firma
podrlan proceder
proceder de
del
Convenio
cooperativo de
del Convenio de Pr6rroga
Prerroga del programa
programa cooperativo
salud y
y
de salud
saneamiento
saneamiento mencionado.
mencionado.
En
Excelencia, me
En espera
espera de la contestaci6n
contested& de Vuestra
Vuestra Excelencia,
grato
me as
es grato
reiterarle las seguridades
seguridades de mi mas
mes alta consideraci6n.
consideraci6n.
Al Excelentisimo
Excelentfsimo Sefior
SeflOT W
ALTER THURSTON,
WALTEB
TaBSTON,
Emjdor Extraordinario
traordinario yyPleipoteSiro
Embojador
Plenipotenciario
de lbs
EtadQ
de
los &dodos
Unidos
Unidos de
de ittarica;
Amrica,
Ciudad.
Ciudad.

MANUEL TELLO.
M.equEL
TELL°.

TAT. I MEXICO-HEALTH
63 S
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Translation
Translation
MINISTRY OF
FOREIGN RELATIONS
MINISTRY
OF FOREIGN
RELATIONS
UNITED MEXICAN
MEXICAN STATES
UNITED
STATES
MEXICO
MEXICO
42088
5208

MEXIco,
Mtxico, D.F., February
February 10, 1949.

MR.
Mn. AMBASSADOR:
AMBASSADOR:

With reference
reference to my note No. 51068 M
January 10 last,
['] of January
last, and
and
pursuant to the conversations
conversations held between
between the Department of
of
Foreign Relations
Relations and your Embassy concerning
concerning the extension of the
Agreement concluded
concluded between
between the Department
Department of Health and
and Welfare
Welfare
and the Institute of Inter-American
Inter-American Affairs to carry out a
a cooperative
health and sanitation program in Mexico,
Mexico, I
I have the honor to inform
inform
Your Excellency that the Department of Health and Welfare agrees
agrees
to enter into the Agreement extending
extending the said program, in the following terms:
[For the English language text of the extension agreement,
agreement, see post,
p. 2852.]
If the Institute of Inter-American
Inter-American Affairs agrees
agrees to the
the terms
terms of
of the
the
above draft, the Department
Department of Health and
and the
the Institute
and Welfare
Welfare and
Institute
proceed forthwith to the signing of the Agreement
can proceed
extending the
the
Agreement extending
cooperative
cooperative health and sanitation
sanitation program aforementioned.
Awaiting
Excellency's reply,
Awaiting Your Excellency's
reply, IIam pleased
pleased to
to you
you the
the
to renew
renew to
assurances
assurances of my highest consideration.
M
ANUEL TELLO.
TELLO.
MANUEL

His Excellency
WALTER
Excellency W
ALTER THURSTON,
THURSTON,
Ambassador Extraordinary
Ambassador
Extraordinary and
Plenipotentiary
and Plenipotentiary
of the United
United States
States of America,
America,
city.
City.

The American
American Ambassador
Mexican Acting Minister
Ambassador to the Mexican
Ministerfor
Foreign
Foreign Relations
Relations

No. 2849
No.289

EMBASSY OF
EMBASSY
OF THE
THE
UNITED STATES
UNITED
STATES OF
AMERICA
OF AMERICA
Mexico, D.
D. F.,
February 14, 1949
F., February

EXCELLENCY:
EXCELLENCY:

IIhave the honor to refer to Your Excellency's
Excellency's note No. 52088
52088 of
of
February 10, 1949, in which is included the
of an
Extension AgreeAgreethe text
text of
an Extension
representatives of the Institute of Inter-American
ment to be signed by representatives
Inter-American
Affairs and the Ministry of Health and Welfare,
Welfare, which would govern
govern
the work of the Institute in Mexico until June
June 30, 1949.
I have submitted the text of the Extension Agreement, as proposed
I
in Your Excellency's
Excellency's note under reference,
reference, to Mr. Wyman R. Stone,
the local representative
representative of the Institute of Inter-American
Inter-American Affairs,
Affairs, and
IIhave been informed by Mr. Stone that the Extension
Extension Agreement,
Agreement, the
'Not
'Not printed.
printed.

Ante, p. 2843.

Aa,

p.-.

2852.
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terms of which are set forth here below, is
is entirely
entirely acceptable
the
acceptable to
to the
Inter-American Affairs.
Institute of Inter-American

Post,
p. 24354.
Post, p.
284.

Basic
Agreement.
Basic Agreement.

Welfare (hereinafter
referred to
to as
as
"The Ministry of Health and Welfare
(hereinafter referred
Pascasio Gamboa,
the "Ministry"),
"Ministry"), represented
represented by
by Dr.
Dr. Rafael
Rafael Pascasio
Gamboa,
Secretary of Public
referred to
to
Public Health and Welfare
Welfare (hereinafter referred
as the "Secretary"),
"Secretary"), and the
the Institute
Institute of Inter-American
Inter-American Affairs
Affairs
(hereinafter referred to as the "Institute"),
"Institute"), a
acorporate instrumentality of the Government
Government of the United States of America, reprerepresented by its Chief of Field Party, Health and Sanitation
Sanitation Division,
Division,
Wyman R. Stone, (hereinafter referred to as the "Chief
"Chief of Field
Party"),
Party"), have agreed, pursuant
pursuant to the request of the Ministry,
Ministry, and
and
1] dated
in accordance
accordance with the exchange
exchange of notes [[9
and
dated
and
between
between the Acting Minister of Foreign Relations
Relations of Mexico
Mexico and
the Ambassador
Ambassador of the United States of America
upon
America in Mexico,
Mexico, upon
the
the following technical details for
for extending
extending and
and modifying,
modifying, in
in the
manner hereinafter
hereinafter set forth, the Agreement between the Ministry
Ministry
and the Institute, arising out of the exchange of correspondence
correspondence
between
between the representative
representative of the Institute and the Chief of the
then Department
Department of Public Health of Mexico dated July
2, 1943,
1943, P]
[9
July 2,
as amended by subsequent
subsequent letters between the Executive
Executive Vice
Vice
President of the Institute and the Secretary
Secretary of Public
Health and
Public Health
and
3]
Welfare of Mexico, dated November
November 1,
1943,11
1, December 66and
and 7, 1943,[
(Hereinafter referred to as the "Basic Agreement"),
Agreement"), providing
for
providing for
aacooperative health and sanitation program in Mexico.
Mexico.
CLAUSE II
CLAUSE

Extension.
Extension.

Funds made available by the Institute.

Unexpended balUnexpended
ance
nmraneal con
ance of Emancial
contributions.

The cooperative
cooperative health and sanitation program
in
program provided
provided for
for in
Agreement is hereby extended
the Basic Agreement
extended for
period
for an additional period
of six months from December
December 31,
31, 1948, through June 30, 1949.
CLAUSE II
In addition to the funds required by the Basic Agreement
Agreement to be
contributed
contributed or otherwise made available by the parties thereto with
with
respect to the cooperative
cooperative program, the Institute shall make available the funds necessary to pay the salaries
salaries and all other expenses
of its field staff in Mexico
Mexico during the period
period covered
covered by
by this
this ExtenExtension Agreement. These funds shall be administered by the Institute and shall not be deposited to the credit of the Direcci6n
Direcci6n de
de
Cooperaci6n Interamericana
Cooperaci6n
Interamericana de Salubridad Pdblica
Pdblica (hereinafter
(hereinafter
referred
referred to as the "Direcci6n").
"Direcci6n").
CLAUSE III
CLAUSE
III

The unexpended
unexpended and unobligated balance
balance of all financial contributions required
required by the Basic Agreement to be made available by
iA
A reference
reference to the present
present exchange
exchange of notes is intended.
'2 Not printed. The correspondence
arrangement regarding adcorrespondence constituted an arrangement
ministrative and technical
ministrative
technical details, based
based upon the agreement
agreement effected
effected by
by exchange
exchange
of notes dated June 30 and July 1, 1943 (Executive Agreement
Agreement Series
Series 347;
347; 57
57
Stat. 1121).
1121).
' Not
Not printed.
printed. The data
*
data contained in these letters are the subject of the exchange
Dec 8, 1943 (Treaties
(Tretes and Other
change of diplomatie
diplomatic notes of Dec.
Other International
International
Acts Series 2063; 62 Stat., Pt. 3, p. 3978).
3978).

63 STAT.]
STAT.]

SANITATION-FEB.
MEXICO-HEALTH
MEXICOHEALTH AND SANITATIONFEB .10, 14, 1949

I
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sanitation program shall
cooperative health and sanitation
the parties for the cooperative
continue
to
remain
available
program
during the period
period of
for
such
available
continue to remain
this Extension Agreement
Agreement and no additional financial
financial contributions
are
made by
by the parties hereto to or on behalf of the
to be
be made
are required
required to
Direccion for the purpose of carrying on the program during the
Direcci6n
period
comprehended by this Extension Agreement.
Agreement.
period comprehended
CLAUSE IV
Provision
for addiaddiProvision for
parties hereto, by written agreement of the Secretary and the tional
The parties
tional contributions.
contributions.
contributions of funds by
Chief of Field Party, may provide for contributions
effectuating the
either or both parties, or by third parties, for use in effectuating
cooperative health and sanitation
sanitation program in addition to the funds
cooperative
required
Extension
required to be contributed and made available by this Extension
Agreement
Agreement.
Agreement and the Basic Agreement.
CLAUSE
V
CLAUSE V

effect of
Force and
and effect
nf
Force
The Basic
Agreement shall
shall remain
remain in full force and effect for the Basic
The
Basic Agreement
Agreement.
Basic Agreement.
cooperative health and sanitation propurpose of extending the cooperative
Agreement,
gram, as provided herein, and all provisions of the Basic Agreement,
Mexican
well as all the agreements, decrees and laws of the Mexican
as well
Government that complement
complement it shall be applicable to all operations
operations
Government
and
this Extension Agreement to the same extent
under this
and activities under
and
expressly set forth herein:
same effect as though expressly
and with the same
application to the period
period
EXCEPT that the Basic Agreement, in its application
provided for
in this
this Extension
shall be deemed to be
Agreement, shall
Extension Agreement,
for in
provided
amended
supplemented by
provisions of this Extension
Extension
by the provisions
and supplemented
amended and
Agreement, including the following particulars:
Agreement,
imPrivileges and
and imPrivileges
1. The
The parties
parties hereto
hereto declare
recognition that the Institute,
Institute, munities.
their recognition
declare their
1.
munities.
being
instrumentality of the United
United States of America,
America,
being aacorporate instrumentality
wholly owned,
directed, and
controlled by
by the Government
Government of the
and controlled
owned, directed,
wholly
United States
States of
of America,
to share
fully in
all the priviin all
share fully
is entitled
entitled to
America, is
United
in
leges
and
immunities,
including
immunity
from
suit
the courts
immunity
leges and immunities, including
of
the
United
States
of
Mexico,
which
United
the
by
are
enjoyed
of the United States of Mexico, which
States of America.
America.
funds.
Unexpended fund.
Direcci6n Unexpended
2.
The parties
parties hereto
hereto agree
agree that any funds of the Direccion
2. The
Extension
which remain
unexpended on
termination of this Extension
on the termination
remain unexpended
which
agreewritten
a
with
Agreement
shall
disposed
accordance
a
agreeaccordance
of
in
disposed
be
shall
Agreement
ment
between
the
Secretary
the
Chief
of
Field
Party.
the
and
Secretary
the
ment between
Use
funds.
Use of
of funds.
3.
By mutual
mutual agreement
agreement between
between the
Secretary and the Chief
the Secretary
3. By
of
Field Party,
Party, funds
funds of
of the
to reimburse or
Direcci6n may be used to
the Direccion
of Field
defray
expenses, travel and transportation
transportation costs,
salaries, living expenses,
the salaries,
defray the
and
other expenses
expenses of
of such
additional personnel
personnel of the Health
Health and
such additional
and other
Sanitation
the Institute in Mexico as the parties menDivision of the
Sanitation Division
tioned
agree are
are necessary
necessary to
employed, in addition to the
be employed,
to be
may agree
tioned may
employees
II hereof. Such funds may be
to under
under Clause II
referred to
employees referred
contributed
or granted
granted for
such purposes
the Direcci6n
Direccion to the
by the
purposes by
for such
contributed or
Institute
every case the Secreother organization, but in every
any other
or to any
Institute or
tary
Chief of
of Field
Party will enter into a
written project
a written
Field Party
the Chief
and the
tary and
agreement
the scope
the other
other necessary
terms of
necessary terms
and the
scope and
forth the
setting forth
agreement setting
contributions or grants.
such contributions
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OTHER THAN
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TREATIES

CLAUSE VI
VI
CLAUSE
This
Extension
Agreement
shall
become
effective on the date it
This Extension Agreement shall
it is
is
signed.[']
signed.[l]
IN
IN WITNESS WHEREOF,
WHEREOF, the parties hereto
hereto have
caused this
this ExtenExtenhave caused
sion Agreement
Agreement to
be executed
duly authorized
to be
executed by
by their
their duly
authorized representrepresentatives, in quintuplicate,
quintuplicate, both in the
and English
English languages,
the Spanish
Spanish and
languages,
in Mexico City,
Mexican States,
City, United
United Mexican
States, this
this
day of
,
, 1949.
1949.
MINISTRY OF
OF PUBLIC
THE MINISTRY
PUBLIC

HEALTH AND WELFARE
WELFARE
By:

2862.
»A,p.
p. MB.

Ante,

[63 S
TAT.
[63
STAT.

INSTITUTE OF
THE INSTITUTE
OF
INTER-AMERICAN AFFAIRS
INTER-AMERICAN
By
By:•

"

FP

It is my understanding
It
understanding that this note
note completes
completes the
the exchange
exchange of
of
notes mentioned
mentioned in the opening paragraph
Extension AgreeAgreeparagraph of
of the
the Extension
ment, and that
that the
the two
two representatives
representatives of the Ministry of Health and
ment, and
and
Welfare and of the Institute
Welfare
Institute of Inter-American
Inter-American Affairs,
Affairs, may
now
may now
proceed with the signing of
proceed
Extension Agreement.
Agreement.
of the
the Extension
IIavail myself of this opportunity
opportunity to
to Your
Excellency the
to renew
renew to
Your Excellency
the
assurances of my highest and most
consideration.
most distinguished
distinguished consideration.
His Excellency
His
Excellency
Sefior
Don M
Selior Don
ANUEL TELLO,
TELLO,
MANUEL
Acting Minister
Minister for Foreign
Foreign Relations,
Relations,

WALTER
W ALTER THURSTON
THURSTON

Mixico,
D. F.
F.
Mizico, D.
IFeb. 17,
1949.
17,1949.

63 S
STAT.]
PERU-HEALTH
4,18,
TAT.] PERU—
HEALTH AND SANITATION-OCT.
SANITATION— OCT.4,
18, 1949

Agreement between the United States
and Peru
Peru respecting
respecting a
States of America and
a
cooperative
health and
sanitation program
cooperative health
and sanitation
program in
in Peru,
Peru, providing
providing for an
extension of the program,
as modified and
program, as
and extended. Effected by
by
exchange of notes signed at
October. 4
at Lima October.
4 and
and 18, 1949; entered
entered
into force
force October
October 18, 1949, operative
operative retroactively
retroactively July 1, 1949.

?
,
855

October
October 4,18,1949
IT. I.
. 2102]
[T.
I. A.
A. 8.21021

The American Ambassador
Ambassador to the Peruvian
Peruvian Minister
Ministerfor Foreign
ForeignAffairs
AMERICAN EMBASSY,
EMBASSY,
AMERICAN

Lima, Pert,
Pens, October
October 4, 1949.

No. 643
No.

EXCELLENCY:
EXCELLENCY:

I have the honor to refer to the Basic Agreement
I
Agreement []
M between the
Government of Perd and the Institute of
Inter-American Affairs,
Government
of Inter-American
as later modified and extended,
extended, [2]
[
2] providing
providing for the initiation and
execution
execution of the Health
Health and Sanitation Cooperative
Program in
in
Cooperative Program
Peril. I
refer to Your Excellency's
note
no.
(D).-6-3/71,
Perd.
I also refer
Excellency's
(D).-6-3/71, of
of
September 29, 1949, [3]
[
3]accepting
accepting an extension of
this
Agreement as
as
September
of this Agreement
proposed in this Embassy's note no. 469 of June 8, 1949. [3]
19
submitting for Your Excellency's
Excellency's consideration,
therefore, a
a
IIam submitting
consideration, therefore,
draft of the proposed
proposed Agreement which has already received
received the
unofficial approval of the Minister of Health. This Note, together
unofficial
together
with your reply note, shall constitute an agreement between
between our two
Governments, which shall come into force on the date of signature [I]
Governments,
[1
by designated representatives
representatives of the Government
Government of
of Perii
Perd and
and the
Institute of Inter-American
Inter-American Affairs.
IIavail myself of this opportunity
opportunity to renew
renew to Your Excellency
Excellency the
the
assurances
highest and most distinguished
consideration.
assurances of
of my
my highest
distinguished consideration.
HAROLD
HAROLD H.
H. TITTMANN
TITTMANN
Enclosure: [
3]
[']
Draft of proposed Agreement.

His Excellency
Excellency
Rear
Admiral don
ERNESTO RODRiGIIICE,
Rear Admiral
don ERNESTO
RODRfGUEZ,
Minister
for
Foreign
Affairs,
Ministerfor Foreign Affairs,
Ciudad.
Ciudad.
1 Not
agreement between
Affairs
Not printed.
printed. An
An agreement
between the
the Institute
Institute of
of Inter-American
Inter-American Affairs
and the Ministry of Public Health and
Social Welfare, effected
and Social
effected by exchange of
1942, pursuant to the agreement
letters dated July 7
7 and 11, 1942,
agreement effected
effected by exchange
11, 1942 (Executive Agreement
Agreement Series 441; 58 Stat.
of notes dated May 99 and 11,
1543).
1543).
2
Treaties and Other International
International Acts Series
Series 2101.
' See also Treaties
3
' Not printed.
printed.
4 Oct. 18, 1949; operative
operative retroactively
retroactively July 1, 1949.

81939-52—PT.
81939--2-PT. m-38
In-36

61
stat., Pt.
Pt. 3,
61 Stat.,
3,
pp.
2961; P
t. 4,
4,
pp. 2484,
248, 2961;
Pt.
p. 3361.
p.
3361.
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[63
TAT.
[63 S
STAT.

The Peruvian
Ministerfor Foreign
Peruvian Minister
to the
the American
American Ambassador
Ambassador
Foreign Affairs
Affairs to
MINISTERIO
MINISTERIO DE
DE RELAGIONES
RELACIONES
EXTERIORES Y
EXTERIORES
Y CULT°
OULTO

NUMERO:
D 6-3/79
6a/r9
NHMERO: D

LIMA,
LIMA, 18
octubre de
1949.
18 de
de octubre
de 1949.
SENOR
SENOR EMBAJADOR:
EMBAJADOR:
referirme a
a la atenta nota No
Tengo a
ahonra referirnae
octubre
NO 643 de 4
4 de
de octubre
61timo en la que Vuestra
ultimo
Vuestra Excelencia
Excelencia se sirve referirse
referirse al Acuerdo
Acuerdo
Basico
Basic° entre el Gobierno del Perd y
de Asuntos
y el Instituto de
Asuntos InterInteramericanos
americanos que contiene disposiciones
disposiciones para la iniciaci6n
iniciaciOn del
del PrograPrograma Cooperativo
Cooperativo de Salud y
ySanitario
Sanitario del
del Peru.
Pent
Al respecto tengo el agrado de expresar
expresar aaVuestra Excelencia
que
Excelencia que
el Ministerio de Salud Piblica
Pdblica y
y Asistencia
Asistencia Social
ha reiterado
reiterado su
su
Social ha
aprobaci6n
a la extension
aprobacion a
extension del mencionado
menaionado Convenio
copia se
se ha
ha
Convenio cuya
cuya copia
servido Vuestra
adjuntar a
Vuestra Excelencia
Excelencia adjuntar
su citada
citada comunicaci6n.
a su
comunicaci6n.
Aprovecho la oportunidad
oportunidad para
para reiterar
Vuestra Excelencia
reiterar aa Vuestra
Excelencia los
los
sentimientos de mi m&s
mas shit
consideraciOn.
alta y
y distinguida
distinguida consideraci6n.
Excelentisimo
Excelentisimo Sefior
HAROLD H.
Sefior HAROLD
H. Tirrztmor
TITTMANN

E
EODRfGUEZ
E RoDRfGUEZ

Embajadorde los Estaclos
Embajador
de
Estados Unidos de
Norteamerica
Norteamerica en el Peru
Peri
Ciudad.-—
Ciudad.
Translation
Translation
MINISTRY
MINISTRY OF
OF FOREIGN
FOREIGN RELATIONS
RELATIONS
AND WORSHIP
AND
WORSHIP

NUMBER:
D6-3/79
NUMBER: D
639
LIMA, October
October 18, 1949.
LIMA,
MR.
M
R. AMBASSADOR:
AMBASSADOR:
IIhave the honor to refer to Your Excellency's courteous
courteous note
note No.
No.
643 dated October 4, 1949, in which you are good enough to
to refer
refer to
to
the Basic Agreement between the Government
Government of
of Peru
Peru and
and the
the
Institute of Inter-American
Inter-American Affairs containing
containing provisions
provisions for
the
for the
initiation
initiation of the Health and Sanitation Cooperative Program
Peru.
Program in
in Peru.
I take pleasure
pleasure in
In this regard, I
Your Excellency
Excellency that
that
in informing
informing Your
the Ministry
Ministry of Public Health and Social Welfare has confirmed
confirmed its
its
approval of the extension of the aforementioned
aforementioned Agreement, a
a copy
copy
of which
which Your Excellency was good enough to enclose with your aboveof
abovementioned communication.
communication.

IIavail
avail myself
myself of this opportunity
opportunity to renew
renew to Your
Your Excellency
Excellency the
the
assurances of my highest and most distinguished
distinguished consideration.
consideration.

His Excellency
Excellency
HAROLD H.
H.TrITMANN
TrrniANN
Ambassador
Ambassador of the United
United States
States
of North
Peru
North America
America in
in Peru
City. -—
Cit.

E RODRf
GIIEZ
E
RODRfGUEZ

63
STAT.]
63 STAT.]

23
BRAZIL—
VOCATIONAL INDUSTRIAL
EDUCATION July
ct. 21,
27, 1948 2857
BRAZII-VOCATIONAL
INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION-Ju 23,
,O
Oct.
21,27,1948
2857
Aug. 23,
Aug.
23, Sept.
Sept. 29,
29, 1949
1949

e
July
23, October
21,
United States
States of America and
and Brazil extending 27,
Jy 23
O tober 21
Agreements between the United
1948, August 23,
and amending
amending the agreement
agreement of January
1946, respecting
respecting vocational
29, 1949
1949
and
January 3, 1946,
vocational September 29,
[T. 1I. A.
A. S.
8.21151
industrial
education. Effected by exchange
2116
exchange of notes signed at
at Rio de [T.
industrial education.
Janeiro
JaneiroAugust 23 and September 29, 1949;
1949; entered
entered into
intoforce October
4,
operative retroactively
retroactively from June
4, 1949,
1949, operative
June 30,
SO, 1948. And exchange
exchange of
notes signed
signed at Rio de Janeiro
Janeiro July
July 23 and
and October
October 21 and
and 27, 1948;
1948;
entered into force
force October
entered
October SO,
30, 1948, operative
operative retroactively
retroactively from June
June
30, 1948.
1948.

The Brazilian
American Ambassador
Brazilian Ministerfor
Minister for Foreign
Foreign Affairs to the American

DAIV103oe2
(22)
DM/103/542.2 (22)

MINISTERIO DAf3
DAS RELAgoES
RELAgOES EXTERIORES,
MINISTERIO
EXTERIORES,
Rio DE
JANEIRO.
RIO
DE JANEIRO.
Em
de ag6sto
aglisto de
Em 23 de
de 1949.
1949.

SENHOR
SENHOR EMBAIXADOR,
EMBAIXADOR,
0
of
O Ministerio
Minist6rio da Educactio
Educagao e
e Sadde do Brasil ee oo "Institute of
Inter-American Affairs", por intermedio
intermedio de sua "Education
Inter-American
"Education Division"
Division"
no Brasil, alteraram,
alteraram, por Termo Aditivo, assinado no Rio de Janeiro,
Janeiro,
a
especificadas no referido Termo,
Termo, o
o
a 30 de junho de 1949, nas condigOes
condigoes especificadas
Acerdo
decorrente
Ac6rdo firmado no Rio de Janeiro, aa30 de outubro de 1948, decorrente
das notas trocadas entre o
o Govern()
Governo dos Estados Unidos do Brasil eeoo
Governo dos Estados Unidos da America, no Rio de Janeiro, aa23 de
Govenao
julho, 21 e
e 27 de outubro de 1948, destinados
destinados todos a
a prorrogar
prorrogar o
o
Ac6rdo
s6bre Educagao
Acerdo Ware
Educacilo Industrial-vocacional,
Industrial-vocacional, assinado no Rio de
Janeiro,
a 33 de janeiro de 1946, entre oo Ministerio
Janeiro, a
Minist6rio da Educagio
Educagao ee
Sadde do Brasil e
Educational Foundation,
Foundation, Inc",
e aa "Inter-American
"Inter-American Educational
Inc",
atualmente "Education
"Education Division"
atualmente
Division" do mencionado
mencionado Instituto.
Institute.

2. Pelo Termo Aditivo em questio,
questao, de 30 de junho de 1949,
1949, as clausulas
cl&usulas
1948, acima
IIee II do Acerdo
Ac6rdo de Prorrogaglo,
ProrrogagAo, de 30 de outubro de 1948,
acima
citado, passaram a
a ter a
a seguinte redagao:
redagao:
CLIUSULA
CLLUSULA I
I
cooperactio promovido
promovido pelo Acerdo
00 programa
programa de cooperag9o
Ac6rdo Basic°
Basico 6é
prorrogado, por meio deste, pelo periodo
prorrogado,
period° adicional de dois anos,
30 de junho
junho de
de 1948,
1948, ate 30 de junho
junho de 1950.
1950.
aacontar de 30
Cilusina II
II
CLAUSULA
Alem
referidos no Ac6rdo
Actordo Basico
Basic° a
aserem depositados
Alm dos fundos referidos
ou
mobilizados
por
outra
forma,
pelas
partes
contratantes,
relativaon
mente ao programa
programa de cooperacio
mente
cooperagao educacional,
educacional, fundos estes ja
ja
depositados ou disponfveis,
contratantes depositarao
depositartio e
disponiveis, as partes contratantes
e
porio A
a disposicao
continuagao do programa de
a continuagao
porao
disposigao fundos para a
cooperaglo educacional
durante o
perfodo abrangido
cooperagio
educacional durante
o periodo
abrangido por este
este
Acerdo de
Prorrogagao, na
esquema:
Ac6rdo
de Prorrogagao,
na conformidade
conformidade do
do seguinte esquema:
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[63 STAT.
STAT.
[63

1.
O Institut°
1. 0
disposicao os fundos necessirios
necessarios ao
Instituto pore,
por& aa disposiqao
ao pagapagatecnico eeadministramento dos salarios eeoutras despesas do corpo
corpo tecnico
tivo de sua Education Division no Brasil, durante o
o periodo
periodo deste
Ac6rdo de Prorrogaqao,
Acordo
Prorrogacao, desde que o
destes fundos nao exceda
exceda de
o total dAstes
US$ 125,000.00. Esta importancia
sera administrada
administrada pelo Institut°
importancia ser&
Instituto
e nao sera
ser& depositada,
credit° da Comissgo
Comissao Brasileiro-Americana
Brasileiro-Americana
depositada aa cr6dito
de
"CRAP).
de Educaglo
Educacao Industrial
Industrial (doravante
(doravante chamada
chamada "CBAI").

2. Dentro dos 15 dias seguintes ao registo do
do cr6dito
credit° brasileiro,
brasileiro,
o Institut°
Instituto depositar&
depositar& na conta banc&ria
o
banduia especial
especial da
Csol (dorada CBAI
(doravante chamada
chamada. "Conta
"Conta Banciria
Banceria da
Csor"), no
do Brasil,
da CBAI"),
no Banco
Banco do
Brasil,
a soma de US$.
a
US$ .....
100,000.00 ou seu equivalente
equivalente em cruzeiros
cruzeiros
(a qual, aa taxa de cambio de Cr$ 18,50 por (Maar,
d6lar, é
6 igual aa
Cr$. 1.850.000,00).
1.850.000,00).

O Govern°,
Govrno, alem do seu orgamento
3. 0
educ,agao
orgamento regular para educagfo
industrial,
industrial, depositari,
depositara, dentro dos 15 dias seguintes ao registo do
credit° brasileiro, na conta bancriia
bancttria da CBAI
7.000.credito
CBAI a
a soma de Cr$
Cr$ 7.000.000,00
006,00 (a qual,
qua!, a
a taxa de cambio de Cr$ 18,50 por delar,
d61ar, 6éigual a
a
378.38).
US$. 378, 378.38).
4. Os fundos
a serem depositados
fundos a
depositados pelo Instituto,
Institut°, na forma do
ndmero
2 desta Clausula
II, estarao disponfveis
nemero 2
Clausula,II,
disponiveis para o
opagamento des
das
despesas
CBAI, empenhadas
empenhadas em 1°
despesas da CBAL
1? de julho de 1948, ou depois,
mas todos os fundos
fundos a
dentro dos
a serem depositados dentro
dos 15
15 dias
dias seguinseguintes ao registo do credit°
qualquer das
partes, no
cr6dito brasileiro, por qualquer
das partes,
nao
estarao disponiveis
estarao
disponlveis para retirada ou despesas ate que
todos os
que todos
os
dep6sitos,
pagaveis pela outra parte, tenham sido feitos.
depositos, devidos eepagaveis
3. Estando o
o Govmrno
Govern° dos Estados Unidos do Brasil inteiramente
inteiramente
alterao6es feitas as clausulas
I eeII do AcOrdo
Ac6rdo de 30
acorde corn as alteragoes
clausulas I
de outubro de 1948,
1948, que prorrogou o
oAc6rdo, de 1946,
1946, s6bre
stibre Educacao
Educagao
Industrial-vocacional, constantes do TArmo
Industrial-vocacional,
Termo Aditivo de 30 de
de junho
o Minist6rio
de 1949, firmado entre o
Ministerio da Educaqao
Educagao ee Sadde
Sail& do Brasil
eeo
o "Institute
Inter-American Affairs", como se acham transcritas
"Institute of Inter-American
acima,-muito
agradeceria se Vossa Excelencia
Excelencia me informasse
informasse se oo
acima,—muito agradeceria
Governo
d& ao referido Termo
Govern° dos Estados
Estados Unidos da America
America da
Aditivo e
e as clausulas nas quais est&
este, redigido e
e acima reproduzidas
reproduzidas aa
mesma aprovagao
aprovagao definitiva.
definitiva. No caso afirmativo, esta nota, e
e aa
resposta de Vossa Exeelencia,
Excelencia, que confirmar
confirmar essa aprovapao
aprovacao definitiva,
definitiva,
constituirao urn
um ac6rdo
constituirao
actordo formal entre os dois Governos, s6bre
sobre o
o
questao, acerdo
ac6rdo esse
assunto em questa°,
ease que entrara
data do
entrar& em vigor na data
do
registo, no Tribunal
Tribunal de Contas
Contas do Brasil, do Ac6rdo
Acordo de Prorrogagao,
Prorrogagao,
de 30 de outubro de 1948, eede seu Termo Aditivo, de 30 de junho de
1949.
oportunidade para renovar
Aproveito a
aoportunidade
renovar a
Excelencia os
a Vossa ExcelAncia
os protestos da minha mais alta consideracao.
consideraao.
RATIL FERNANDES
RAUL
FERNANDES

A
ExcelAncia oo Senhor
A Sua Exedencia
Senhor H
ERSCHEL V.
OHNSON,
HESRCHEL
V. J
JOHNBON,
Embaixador
da Amrica.
America.
Embaizador dos
dos Estados
Estados Unidos
Unidos da

63
STAT.]
63 STAT.]

BRAZIL—
VOCATIONAL INDUSTRIAL
INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION
EDUCATION
BRAZIL-VOCATIONAL

July
23, Oct.
27, 1948
Jug.
c.Sep21,21,1948
Aug.23,23, Sept.
29, 1949

Translation
Translation

DAI/103/M2.2
DAI/103/542.2 (22)
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Sept. 29 1949

Translation,

AFFAIRS,
M INISTRY OF,
OF. FOREIGN
FOREIGN AFFAIRS,
MINISTRY
DE JANEIRO.
RIO DE
JANEIRO.
RIO

August 23,
23, 1949.
1949.

M R. AMBASSADOR,
MR.
AMBASSADOR,
The Ministry
Ministry of
Education and
Health of Brazil and the Institute
and Health
of Education
The
in Brazil,
Brazil,
of Inter-American
Affairs, through
through its
Educational Division
Division in
its Educational
of
Inter-American Affairs,
Amendment signed in Rio de
in accordance
the Additional
Additional Amendment
with the
in
accordance with
[1] and under the terms specified in such
Janeiro on
June 30, 1949, [']
on June
Janeiro
Additional Amendment,
Agreement signed in Rio de
the Agreement
changed the
Amendment, changed
Additional
Post,
p. 286.
2860.
Port, p.
exchanged
Janeiro on
on October
October 30,
resulting from
from the notes exchanged
30, 1948,
1948, resulting
Janeiro
the
between
the Government
Government of the United States of Brazil and the
between the
Government
United States of America
America in Rio de Janeiro on
Government of the United
Post,
pp. 2861.
2861. 283
2883,
Pot, pp.
July
and October
October 21
21 and
envisaging an extension 2868.
and 27, 1948, all envisaging
23 and
July 23
2868.
of the
on Vocational
Vocational Education
signed in Rio de Janeiro
Education signed
Agreement on
of
the Agreement
Education and Health
on
3, 1946,
1946, between
between the
the Ministry
Ministry of Education
January 3,
on January
of Brazil
Inter-American Educational
Educational Foundation, Inc., now
the Inter-American
and the
of
Brazil and
60
1768.
60 Stat. 1768.
the
Educational Division
Division of the
said Institute.
the said
the Educational
2. According
According to
the Additional
Additional Amendment
Amendment in
question of June 30,
in question
to the
2.
1949, clauses
of the
aforementioned Extension
Agreement of
Extension Agreement
the aforementioned
II of
I and
and II
clauses I
1949,
Post,
p. 2869.
PoM, p.
286.
October
were changed
read as follows:
changed to read
1948, were
30, 1948,
October 30,
CLAUSE
CLAUSE II
The
cooperative education
education program
provided for
for in
in the Basic
program provided
The cooperative
Agreement is
hereby extended
extended for
additional period
period of two
an additional
for an
is hereby
Agreement
years from
from June
30, 1948 through
through June 30, 1950.
June 30,
years
II
CLAUSE II
In addition
addition to
the funds
required by
by the
the Basic Agreement
Agreement to be
funds required
to the
In
contributed
or
otherwise
made
available
by
the
parties thereto
thereto
parties
the
contributed or otherwise made available by
with
respect
to
the
cooperative
education
program,
which
funds
funds
which
program,
with respect to the cooperative education
heretofore
have been
contributed or
otherwise made available,
available, the
or otherwise
been contributed
heretofore have
for use
funds
parties
hereto
shall
contribute
and
make
available
available
parties hereto shall contribute and make
period
the
in
continuing
the
cooperative
education
program
during
program
in continuing the cooperative education
covered
by
this
Extension
Agreement,
in
accordance
with
the
folthe
with
accordance
in
covered by this Extension Agreement,
lowing
lowing schedule:
schedule:
necessary to pay
1.
The Institute
Institute shall
make available
available the
funds necessary
the funds
shall make
1. The
the
salaries
and
all
other
expenses
of
its
Education
Division
field
Division field
Education
its
of
expenses
other
all
the salaries and
staff
in
Brazil,
during
the
period
covered
by
this
Extension
AgreeAgreeExtension
this
by
covered
period
the
during
Brazil,
staff in
ment, provided
that the
the amount
amount of
of such
such funds
shall not
not exceed
exceed
funds shall
provided that
ment,
US
$125,000.00.
This
amount
shall
be
administered
by
the
InstiInstithe
by
administered
be
shall
amount
This
US$125,000.00.
tute
and shall
not be
deposited to
the credit
of the
the Comisslio
Comissao
credit of
to the
be deposited
shall not
tute and

Brasileiro-Americana de
de Educagio
referred
(hereinafter referred
Industrial (hereinafter
Educagao Industrial
Brasileiro-Americana
to
as the
"CBAI").
the "CeAt").
to as
2.
the registration
Brazilian appropriation
appropriation
of the
the Brazilian
registration of
after the
days after
Fifteen days
2. Fifteen
the
Institute shall
shall deposit,
deposit, in
in the
special bank
bank account
(hereinaccount (hereinCBAI special
the CBAI
the Institute
after
referred to
to as
"Csm bank
in the
Banco do
do
the Banco
account"), in
bank account"),
the "CBAI
as the
after referred
Brasil, the
the sum
of US$100,000.00
or its
its equivalent
in Cruzeiros
Cruzeiros
equivalent in
US$100,000.00 or
sum of
Brasil,

I
' Not printed.
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(which, at the exchange
equals
exchange rate of Cr$18,50 to
to $1.00
$1.00 equals
Cr$1.850.000,00).
Cr$1.850.000,00).
3. The Government,
Government, in addition
addition to its regular budget for
for industrial
industrial
education, shall deposit, fifteen days after the
registration of the
the
the registration
Brazilian appropriation,
appropriation, in the CBM
CBAI bank account, the sum
sum of
of
Cr$7.000.000,00 (which, at the exchange rate
Cr$7.000.000,00
of Cr$18,50
Cr$18,50 to
$1.00
rate of
to $1.00
equals US$378,378.38).
US$378,378.38).
4. The funds to be deposited
deposited by the Institute, under
sub-paragraph
under sub-paragraph
22 of this Clause II, shall be available
available for payment of the CBAI
expenses incurred on and after July 1st,
funds required
required
1st, 1948,
1948, but all
all funds
to be deposited 15 days after the registration
approregistration of the Brazilian
Brazilian appropriation, by either party, shall not be available
available for withdrawal
withdrawal or
or
expenditure
expenditure until all deposits due
payable from
the other
other
due and payable
from the
party have been made.

Post, pl2sM.
p.„12869.
Po.

3. Since the Government of the United States of Brazil entirely
8.
entirely
approves of the changes made in clauses IIand II
of
II of the Agreement
Agreement of
1946 on Vocational Education, contained
1946
contained in the Additional
Additional AmendAmendment of June 30, 1949, signed between
between the Ministry of Education
Education and
and
Health of Brazil and the Institute of Inter-American
Inter-American Affairs.
Affairs, as
as
transcribed hereinabove, II should greatly appreciate
appreciate it
Your
it if
if Your
Excellency
Excellency would inform me whether the Government
Government of the
the United
States of America gives the same definite and
to the
the
and final
final approval
approval to
said Additional
Amendment and to the clauses thereof as
Additional Amendment
transcribed
as transcribed
above. In case of an affirmative
affirmative reply, this note, and
and Your
Your ExExcellency's reply thereto, confirming
confirming such definitive
approval, will
definitive approval,
will
constitute
a formal agreement between
constitute a
between our
Governments on
the
our two
two Governments
on the
matter in question, which agreement
agreement will come into force on the date
date
of registration, with the Accounts
Accounts Tribunal of Brazil, [[1]] of
of the
1

Extension Agreement
Extension
Agreement of October 30, 1948, and
its Additional
Additional AmendAmendand its
ment of June 30, 1949.
1949.
IIavail myself of the opportunity to renew
renew to Your
Your Excellency the
the
assurances of my highest consideration.

His Excellency
Excellency

RAUL
RAUL FERNANDES
FERNANDES

HERSCHEL V.
HERSCHEL
V.J
OHNSON,
JOHNSON,
Ambassador
United States
States of America.
Ambassador of the United

The American
American Ambassador
Ambassador to the Brazilian
Ministerfor
Brazilian Minister
for Foreign
ForeignAffairs
Afairs
No.
No 207
20

EXCELLENCY:
EXCELLENCY:
Ae,
Ante, P.
p. 27.
2857.

EMBASSY
EMBASSY OF
OF THE
THE
UNITED STATES
UNITED
STATES OF
OF AMERICA
AMERICA

Rio de
Rio
de Janeiro,
Janeiro, September
September 29,
29, 1949.
1949.

II have the honor to refer to Your
Excellency's note
note (DAI/103/
(I)AI/103/
Your Excellency's
542.2
(22)
of
August
23,
1949
relative
to
the
cooperative
program
of
542.2 (22) of August 23, 1949 relative to the
of

vocational education in Brazil and to state that my government
government apapproves the Additional
Amendment of June 30, 1949,
Additional Amendment
also clauses
1949, also
clauses II
and III thereof as transcribed in the aforementioned note.
Oet. 4, 1949.
'Oct.

(13 S
TAT.]
63
STAT.]

BRAZIL— VOCATIONAL INDUSTRIAL
EDUCATION
Julyg.23,
BRAZILVOCATIONAL
INDUSTRIAL EDUCATIONJly
23, Oct.
Oct 21,
21, 27,
27, 1948
1948
Aug.
23, Sept. 29, 1949
Au23,

9861

2861

Accordingly, this note and Your Excellency's
Excellency's note of August 23,
1949 will be considered
considered as constituting
a formal agreement
constituting a
agreement between
between
our two Governments
Governments with respect
respect to the extension of the cooperative
program on vocational
vocational education and will come into force on the date
the Extension Agreement of October 30, 1948 and the Additional
Additional
Amendment of June 30, 1949 are registered with the Accounts
Tribunal
Accounts Tribunal
of Brazil.
I avail myself of this opportunity to renew to Your Excellency the
I
assurance of my highest and most distinguished consideration.
consideration.
assurance
HERSCHEL

IL
.
Po,p.-9.

PO8t.

2869

V. JOHNSON.
V.
JOHNSON.

His Excellency
Excellency
FERNANDES,
Dr. RAUL FERNANDES,

Minister for Foreign
Foreign Affairs,
Ministerfor
Rio de Janeiro.
Janeiro.

The American Ambassador
Ambassador to the Brazilian
Ministerfor
Brazilian Minister
for Foreign
ForeignAffairs
EMBASSY
EMBASSY OF THE
THE
No. 193

NO. 193

UNITED STATES
STATES OF AMERICA
AMERICA

Rio de Janeiro,
28, 1948.
Janeiro, July 28,

EXCELLENCY:
EXCELLENCY:

I have the honor to refer to the Basic Agreement
I
Agreement between the
the
Government of the United States of Brazil and the Inter-American
Government
Inter-American
Educational
January 3, 1946,
Educational Foundation,
Foundation, Inc., dated January
1946, as amended,
which provided for the initiation and execution
execution of the cooperative
cooperative
vocational education
education in Brazil. II also refer to Foreign
program of vocational
(DAI/87/642.2 (22) of July 19, 1948 ri
Office note (DAI/87/542.2
[1] suggesting the
consideration by our respective
respective Governments
extension of
consideration
Governments of aafurther extension
Agreement.
that Agreement.
In accordance
accordance with legislation enacted during 1947 by the Congress
of the United States of America
America and approved
approved by the President of my
country all of the property, funds, functions,
functions, personnel,
country
personnel, liabilities and
restrictions
restrictions of the Inter-American
Inter-American Educational Foundation, Inc., were
transferred to The Institute of Inter-American
transferred
Inter-American Affairs, a
a corporate
corporate
instrumentality of my Government
created by such legislative action.
Government created
Consequently, the participation
participation by my Government
Government in the cooperative
cooperative
program of vocational
vocational education is now being effectuated
effectuated through The
Institute of Inter-American
Inter-American Affairs.
As Your Excellency
Excellency knows, the Basic Agreement
Agreement of January
1946,
January 3, 1946,
as amended,
amended, provided
cooperative program of vocational
vocational
provided that the cooperative
education terminate on June 30, 1948. However, considering the
the
governments have derived from the promutual benefits which both governments
Government agrees with the Government
Government of Brazil that an
gram, my Government
extension of such program would be desirable. IIhave been advised
Washington, D. C. that arrangements
arrangements
by the Department
Department of State in Washington,
may now be made for the Institute to continue its participation
participation in the
IINot
Not printed.
printed.

60 Stat. 1768.
60stat.
1s.

60 Stat.
t 1763.
60

ta -1768
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STAT.

cooperative program
program for
June 30,
for aa period of
of one
one year,
year, from
from June
30, 1948
1948
through
June 30,
through June
upon the
the condition
condition that
formal agreement,
30, 1949,
1949, upon
that aaformal
agreement,
providing for
for the extension
extension of
of the
the cooperative
cooperative program,
program, is
by
is signed
signed by
authorized representatives
representatives of our
authorized
governments not
later than
than
our two
two governments
not later
September 30, 1948. It
It would
would be understood
period
understood that
that during
during such
such period
of extension, namely, from
through June
June 30,
from June 30, 1948
1948 through
30, 1949,
1949, the
the
Institute would make a
a contribution
$100,000.00 U.
Cy. to
to the
the
contribution of
of $100,000.00
U. S.
S. Cy.
Comissao Brasileira-Americana
credit of Comisslo
Brasileira-Americana de
EducacAo Industrial
Industrial for
de Educagqo
for
use in carrying out project
project activities of
program on
condition
of the
the program
on condition that
that
your Government
Government would contribute
contribute to
the same
organization for
to the
same organization
for the
the
same purpose the sum of
Cr$7,000,000.00. The
Institute would
would also
of Cr$7,000,000.00.
The Institute
also
the same extension
be willing during the
extension period
to make
available an
an
period to
make available
amount not exceeding
exceeding $125,000.00
$125,000.00 U. S. Cy. to be
by the
be retained
retained by
the
Institute, and not deposited to the account
account of
Comissao Brasileiraof the ComissAo
BrasileiraEducacSo Industrial,
Industrial, for
Americana de Educagao
for payment
payment of
and other
other
of salaries
salaries and
expenses of the members
members of the
Education Division,
the Institute, Education
Division, Field
Field
Staff, who are maintained
maintained by
in Brazil.
The amounts
amounts
by the
the Institute
Institute in
Brazil. The
referred
referred to would be in addition to the
already required
the sums already
required under
under the
the
Basic Agreement
Agreement to be contributed
contributed and
and made
available by
parties
made available
by the
the parties
of the
in furtherance
furtherance of
the program.
program.
If Your Excellency
Excellency agrees that the
extension on
the proposed
proposed extension
on the
the above
above
basis is acceptable to your Government,
Government, IIwould
would appreciate
receiving
appreciate receiving
an expression
expression of Your Excellency's
Excellency's opinion
opinion and
and agreement
agreement thereto
thereto as
as
soon as may be possible in order that
the technical
details of
that the
technical details
of the
the exextension
tension may be worked out by
of the
by officials
officials of
the Ministry
Ministry of
of Education
Education
and The
The Institute
Institute of
and
of Inter-American
Inter-American Affairs.
Affairs.

In accordance
Government that the
accordance with the desire of your Government
the cooperacooperaComissSo Brasileira-Americana
tive work of Comissio
Brasileira-Americana de
Industrial
de Educactto
Educagao Industrial
be continued
continued pending
pending the signing
of the
formal agreement
agreement to
to extend
extend
signing of
the formal
the cooperative
cooperative education
education program,
program, and
in order
order to
assure continuity
continuity
and in
to assure
of the program, my Government
Government is willing to
continue to
to maintain
maintain in
in
to continue
specialists in
Brazil the staff of specialists
Institute
in vocational
vocational education
education of
of The
The Institute
of Inter-American
Inter-American Affairs which was provided for
the Basic
Agreefor in
in the
Basic Agreement for such time as it
reasonably necessary
to reach
an
it may be
be reasonably
necessary to
reach an
agreement on the technical details
agreement
details of
agreement. Your
Your
of the
the extension
extension agreement.
Excellency will appreciate,
appreciate, however, that no funds can be
be deposited
deposited
to the account of Comissfto
Comissao Brasileira-Americana
de Educacao
EducagAo IndusBrasileira-Americana de
Industrial by The Institute
Inter-American Affairs
Institute of Inter-American
until the
the formal
agreeAffairs until
formal agreement, extending the cooperative education
program in
in Brazil,
Brazil, is
is
education program
signed by authorized
representatives of our two governments.
authorized representatives
The Special
Special Representative
Representative of
of The
Institute in
Brazil has
The Institute
in Brazil
has been
been
authorized
authorized to enter
enter into a
awritten agreement with the
the Superintendent
Superintendent
of Comissao
ComissAo Brasileira-Americana
Brasileira-Americana de Educagco
Educactio Industrial
to provide
provide
Industrial to
Comisso Brasileira-Americana
Brasileira-Americana de
for the use of ComissAo
de Educactio
Industrial
Educagao Industrial
funds remaining
remaining unexpended at the close of June 30, 1948, for financing
funds
financing
only existing projects being undertaken
undertaken by
by Comissio
ComissAo BrasileiraBrasileiraAmericana
EducagAo Industrial pending
Americana de Educ,agAo
pending the signing, on or before
extension agreement.
September 30, 1948, of a
aformal extension
agreement.
It is understood
the same recogniIt
understood that your Government
Government will extend the
recognition to The Institute
extended
tion
Institute of Inter-American
Inter-American Affairs which was extended

63 STAT.]
STAT.]

3, Oct.
Oct. 21,
21, 27,
2,
BRAZIL—
VOCATIONAL INDUSTRIAL
EDUCATION= July
2
71948
BRAZII-VOCATIONAL
INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION
July 23
1948
Aug. 23,
23, Sept.
Sept. 29,
29, 1949
Aug.
1949

to The Inter-American
Inter-American Educational Foundation, Inc. by Clause
Clause
XVIII of the Basic Agreement
Agreement and that The Institute and its personnel in Brazil, who are citizens of the United States of America, will
be extended the same exemptions
exemptions and immunities
immunities extended to The
Foundation and its personnel pursuant to such Clause XVIII of the
Basic Agreement.
The Government
Government of the United States of America will consider the
present note and your reply note concurring therein as constituting
an agreement
agreement between our two governments, which shall come into
force on the date of the signature of an agreement by the Minister of
Education
Education and Health of Brazil and the Special Representative
Representative of
The Institute of Inter-American
Inter-American Affairs [']
[
1
]embodying
embodying the above mentioned technical
technical details.
opportunity to renew to Your Excellency the
IIavail myself of this opportunity
the
assurances of my highest and most distinguished consideration.
consideration.
HERSCHEL
JOHNSON.
HERSCHEL V.
V. JOHNSON.

His Excellency
Excellency
RAUL FERNANDES,
FERNANDES,
RAUL

Minister for Foreign
Minister
ForeignAffairs,
Rio de Janeiro.
Janeiro.

The Brazilian
Brazilian Acting Minister
Minister for Foreign
Foreign Affairs to the American
American
Ambassador
Ambassador
M INISTERIO DAS
EXTERIORES,
MINISTERIO
DAS RELegoEs
RELAgCOE EXTERIORES,
RIO
ANEIRO.
Rio DE
DE J
JANEIRO.
DAMI3Ms1422(z22
DAI/136/912.2(22)

Em 21 de
de 1948.
1948.
de outubro
outubro de

S
ENHOR EMBAIXADOR,
EMBAIXADOR,
SENHOR

Tenho aa honra de acusar o
o recebimento da nota n° 193, de 23 de
prorrogagAo do
julho dltimo,
iltimo, na qual Vossa Excelencia
Excelencia se refere aa prorrogagao
Aceordo Basic°,
emendado, destinado
execugAo de um
urn
AcBrdo
Basico, tal como foi emendado,
destinado a
Aexecugao
sdbre educagco
educagAo industrial-vocacional
industrial-vocacional no
programa de cooperagAo
cooperacao s6bre
Brasil, firmado no Rio de Janeiro, aa 3
3 de janeiro
janeiro de 1946, entre oo
Ministerio da Educagao
EducagAo e
eSadde do Governo
Ministerio
Govrno dos Estados Unidos do
Brasil e
ea
a "Inter-American
"Inter-American Educational
Educational Foundation, Inc.", hoje
"Education Division"
"Education
Division" do "Institute of Inter-American
Inter-American Affairs".
Affairs".
2.
2. Informou-me Vossa Excelencia,
Excelencia, na referida nota, de que ooGovern°
Governo
dos Estados Unidos da America,
America, considerando
considerando os beneficios mfituos
mdtuos
auferidos corn
educagio industrialcom o
o programa de cooperagao
cooperagco s6bre educagao
vocacional,
termos do Acordo
vocacional, cujo prazo terminou, nos trmos
Ac6rdo Basico de 33
de janeiro de 1946, a
corn o
o Governo
Governo
a 30 de junho Czltimo,
iltimo, concordava
concordava com
dos Estados Unidos do Brasil quanto a
a conveniencia
convenincia de sua prorrogagao.
gactio•
3.
Excelencia, que
que o
o Governo
Governo dos
3. Comunicou-me,
Comunicou-me, assim, Vossa Excelncia,
dos
Estados Unidos da Am6rica
America considerava
con.siderava que um ajuste poderia ser
Estados
fim, de
"Institute of
Inter-American Affairs", para
qual
feito, aafim
de que
que o
o "Institute
of Inter-AmericanAffairs",
para ooqual
1 Oci.

30, 1048.
XOct. 30,
1948.

2863
2863

t t 1773.
93
-. m.
60 Stat.

Pe,
283.
Pad, pP• 2873.
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[63 STAT.

foram
os bens
da "Inter-American
Educational
foram transferidos
transferidos os
bens eefung6es
fung6es da
"Inter-American Educational
Foundation, Inc.",
Inc.", continuasse
continuasso sua
programa de
Foundation,
sua participagao
participagao no
no programa
de
cooperagao
por um
urn ano,
ano, ou
ou seja
de
cooperasao mencionado,
mencionado, por
um perlodo
periodo de
de mais
mais um
seja de
30
de junho
de junho
junho de
corn a
forroalidade, entreentre30 de
junho de
de 1948
1948 a
a 30
30 de
de 1949,
1949, cor
a formalidade,
tanto,
de
quo
um
acordo,
para
a
prorrogagao
do
programa
de
cooperatanto, de que um ac6rdo, para a prorrogagao do programa de cooperaVW,
na devida
devida forma,
representantes autorizados
autorizados
g0o, fosse
f6sse assinado,
assinado, na
forma, pelos
pelos representantes
dos dois
Governos, at6
ate aadata
de 30
de setembro
dos
dois Governos,
data de
30 de
setembro Cairn°.
ultimo.
4. Em
Em virtude,
virtude, entretanto,
entretanto, do
do estudo
condigoes e
4.
estudo acurado
acurado das
das condie6es
e proprocessos pelos
se deveria
roger a
cessos
pelos quais
quais se
deveria reger
a prorrogacao
prorrogagao do
do referido
referido programa
programa
de cooperagao
cooperagao sobre
industrial-vocacional, objeto
do ac6rdo
acOrdo
de
s6bre e,ducaciio
educagao industrial-vocacional,
objeto do
em questa°,
no foi
foi possivel
possivel que
quo o
omesmo
mesmo ficasse
de
em
questao, nao
ficasse concluido
concluido antes
antes de
30
de
setembro
filtimo,
data
fixada
na
nota
de
Vossa
Excelencia.
30 de setembro ultimo, data fixada na nota de Vossa Excelencia.
Sugiro, assim,
Vossa Excelencia
Excelencia que
data at6
ate a
a qual
deva ser
ser
Sugiro,
assim, a
a Vossa
que aa data
qual deva
concluldo o
o acOrdo
de prorrogagao
prorrogagao do
do programa
cooperagao
Bare
concluido
ac6rdo de
programa de
de cooperagao sBbre
educagan industrial-vocacional,
industrial-vocacional, entre
da Educagao
educacao
entre o
o Ministerio
Minist6rio da
Educagao
Brasil e
o "Institute
"Institute of
of Inter-American
Inter-American Affairs",
Affairs", seja
seja
ee Salida
Sadde do
do Brasil
e o
estendida
ate 31 de
estendida ate
outubro corrente.
de outubro
corrente.
5. No
No acordo
prorrogagao ficara
ficara estipulado
period°
5.
ac6rdo de
de prorrogagao
estipulado quo,
que, durante
durante o
o perfodo
de prorrogagao
prorrogagao do
mencionado, ou
30 de
de
do programa
programa mencionado,
ou seja,
seja, de
de 30
de junho
junho de
de
1948
30 de
de junho
junho de
de 1949,
1949, oo "Institute
"Institute of
Inter-American Affairs"
Affairs"
1948 a
a 30
of Inter-American
contaibuira corn
corn U.S.
U.S. $100,000,00
(cem mil
mil d6lares),
delares), moeda
moeda corrente,
corrente,
contribuir
$100,000,00 (cem
credit° da
ssao Brasileiro-Americana
Educagao IndusInduspara credito
da Corni'
Comissao
Brasileiro-Americana de
de Educagao
trial, soma essa destinada
destinada, A execugco
execucao des
no
das atividades
atividades projetadas
projetadas no
programa,
o Governo
Govmrno dos Estados
programa, devendo
devendo o
Estados Unidos do
contribuir
do Brasil
Brasil contribuir
mesma organizacao
mesmos fins,
corn a
aimportancia
para a
a mesma
organizacao e
e para
para os
os mesmos
fins, corn
importAncia
de Cr$
7.000.000,00 (Bete
milhtles de
cruzeiros).
Cr$ 7.000.000,00
(sete milhSes
de cruzeiros).
6. O
Inter-American Affairs"
comprometer-se-a ainda
0 "Institute of Inter-American
Affairs" comprometer-se-A
ainda aa
dispor, durante
durante a
prorrogagao, de
quo nao
nao excedera
excedera
a mesma
mesma prorrogagao,
de uma
uma soma
soma que
de U.S.$ 125,000,00
125,000,00 (canto
(cento e
mil Mares),
e vinte
vinte ee cinco
cinco mil
d61ares), moods
moeda
corrente, destinada
ao pagamento
pagamento de
de salarios
corrente,
destinada ao
sal&rios ee outras
outras despesas
despesas dos
dos
e administrativo
membros do Corpo tecnico e
administrativo de sua
sua "Education
"Education DiviDivique nao
a credit°
sion" no Brasil, soma essa quo
nio sera depositada a
referida
credito da referida
Comisslo Brasileiro-Americana
Educagao Industrial
Comissio
Brasileiro-Americana de Educagfin
Industrial eepermaneeera
permanecera
na posse do "Institute". As quantias
mencionadas serao
quantias mencionadas
serAo era
em acreseimo
acrdscimo
as somas já
ja exigidas
Ac6rdo Basico,
exigidas no Acordo
Basic°, como contribuiego
contribuicao das
des partes e
e
destinadas
destinadas a
aexecugao
execucito de
seu programa.
programa.
de seu
7. A
A fim
fim de
quo o
trabalho de
da Comissao
Comissao Brasileiro7.
de que
o trabalho
de cooperagao
cooperagao da
BrasileiroAmericana de Educagao
Americana
Educagao Industrial nao sofra solugao
solucao de
de continuidade
continuidade
nio for
f6r assinado oo ac6rdo
enquanto nao
acOrdo regular para
pars a
a prorrogagao
prorrogagio do
do
programa
programa de cooperagao
cooperagao educacional,
educacional, o
o corpo
de especialistas
especialistas em
corpo de
em
educagao
Inter-American Affairs"
Affairs" permaneeducagao vocacional
voc,acional do "Institute
"Institute of Inter-American
car& no
tempo necessario
necessario para
para se
se chegar
chegar a
aum
sObre os
os
cera
no Brasil
Brasil oo tempo
um ajuste
ajuste s6bre
pormenores
ac6rdo de prorrogactio.
prorrogagao. Nenhuma
Nenhuma soma,
pormenores tecnicos
tecnicos do acOrdo
entretanto, seri
da Comissao
ComissAo Brasileird-Americana
entretanto,
sera depositada
depositada aacredit()
credito da
Brasileiro-Americana
Educagao Industrial, ate que
o mencionado
de prorrogagao
de Educagfio
quo o
mencionado ac6rdo
acOrdo de
prorrogagao
do
programa de
setbre educagao
educagao industrial-voeacional
do programa
de cooperagfio
cooperagao sSbre
industrial-vocacional seja
seja
assinado pelos
Governos.
pelos representantes
representantes autorizados
autorizados dos
dos dois
dois Goveros.
8. 00 Govmno
dos Estados
Estados Unidos
Governs) dos
do Brasil
citincia tambem
Umbern de
Unidos do
Brasil tern
tern ciencia
de
que
Representante Especial
quo o
oRepresentante
Especial do "Institute
"Institute of
Inter-American Affairs"
of Inter-ABcAffairs"
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acerdo por escrito corn o
o Superintendente
foi autorizado
autorizado aa fazer um ac6rdo
Comissao Brasileiro-Americana
Brasileiro-Americana de Educagao
Educacao Industrial, corn
o fim
com o
da Comissao
da,s somas restantes e
eainda nen
nao gastas pela
de determivaar
determinar ooemprego das
Comissao, por ocasiao da terminagao
terminagao da vigencia, a
a 30 de junho
Comissao,
tiltimo, do Ac6rdo
Acordo Btsico,
Basic°, destinando-as, tao semente,
so financias6mente, ao
ultimo,
mento de projetos ja
j& iniciados pela Comissio Brasileiro-Americana
Brasileiro-Americana
de Educagio Industrial, e
e isso enquanto
enquanto nao se assinar, em forma
o que se deveria
regular, o
acordo de prorrogagao,
prorrogacao, o
deveria fazer, nos termos
o ac6rdo
da nota de Vossa Excelencia,
Excelencia, ate 30 de setembro ultimo,
áltirno, ou nessa data.
9. 0
Govern° dos Estados Unidos do Brasil estendera
estender& o
o seu reco9.
0 Governo
nhecimento ao "Institute of Inter-American
Inter-American Affairs",
Affairs", da mesma forma
nhecimento
Educantional Foundacorn relagao A
a"Inter-American
"Inter-American Educantional
pela qual oofazia com
Clansula XVIII do Acordo
Basic°, e
e conAc6rdo Basico,
tion, Inc.", nos termos da ClAusula
ceder& ao
so "Institute"
"Institute" eeaos seus servidores no Brasil, desde que sejam
ceder&
cidadaos dos Estados Unidos da America, as mesmas isengSes
isencOes e
e imunicidadaos
gozavam a
a "Inter-American
"Inter-American Educational Foundation,
dades de que gozavam
Inc." e
do
clusula citada do
e seus servidores no Brasil, nos termos da clausula
Basic°.
mesmo Acordo
Ac6rdo Basico.
Excelencia que, nos termos
10. Levo, assim, so
conhecimento de Vossa Excelencia
ao conhecimento
Govern° dos Estados Unidos da
acima expressos, eeno caso em que oo Governo
America concorde
concorde corn
extensao, para
pars 31 de outubro corrente, da
com aa extensio,
Am6rica
data ate a
qual
clever&
ser
conclufdo,
acerdo de
a
deveran concluido, na devida forma, oo ac6rdo
prorrogagao
do
eductive°
industrial-vocacional,
a
a nota
industrial-vocacional,
educagao
de
programa
prorrogagao
de Vossa
Vossa ExcelAncia,
Excelencia, datada de 23 de julho dltimo, a
aque a
aprincipio
principio
comunique
me reporto,
report°, esta nota e
Excelencia me comunique
e aanota em que Vossa Excelencia

concordencia do
Govern° americano,
americano, no tocante a
extensao da data
a extensao
do Governo
aaconcordancia
ate
acordo de prorrogagao,
prorrogacao,
mencionado ac6rdo
o mencionado
concluir o
ate aa qual se devera concluir
constituirao
acordo entre
o qual
esse assunto, o
s6bre esse
dois Governos, sobre
entre os dois
constituirao ac6rdo
pelo Senhor Ministro de
entrare,
entrara em vigor na data da assinatura, polo
Estado da
Educaga° eeSadde do
Representante Especial
Especial
e pelo
pelo Representante
do Brasil e
da Educacao
Estado
do
"Institute of Inter-American
Affairs", do acerdo
prorrogagrto,
ac6rdo de prorrogagco,
Inter-American Affairs",
do "Institute
corn
pormenores tecnicos
tecnicos acima mencionados.
mencionados.
cor os pormenores
Aproveito
oportunidade para
pars renovar a
a Vossa Excelencia
Excelencia os
Aproveito aa oportunidade
protestos da minha mais alta consideragao.
consideragao.
HILDEBRANDO ACCIOLY
HILDEBRANDO
A Sua
Excelencia o
Senhor H
ERSCHEL V.
V.JOHNSON,
JOHNSON,
HEBRCHEL
o Senhor
A
Sua ExcelAncia
America.
Embaixador
dos
Estados
Unidos
da
Unidos
Embaixador do8 Estados
Translation
Translation

DADIM/542.2 (22)
(72)
DA/136542.2

M INISTRY OF
AFFAIRS,
OF FOREIGN
FOREIGN AFFAIRS,
MINISTRY
Rio DE
ANEIRO.
JANEIRO.
DE J
Rio
October
1948.
21, 1948.
October 21,

M R. AMBASSADOR,
AMBASSADOR,
MR.
have the
the honor
honor to
to acknowledge
acknowledge the receipt
193, of
No. 193,
note No.
of note
receipt of
IIhave
July
23, 1948,
in which
Excellency refers
refers to
to the
extension of
of
the extension
Your Excellency
which Your
1948, in
July 23,
the Basic
Agreement, as
of a
a cooperative
cooperative
execution of
for the execution
as amended,
amended, for
Basic Agreement,
the
program
of vocational
in Brazil,
in Rio de
Janeiro,
de Janeiro,
signed in
Brazil, signed
education in
vocational education
program of

Ante, p. 2861.
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on January
January 3, 1946. between the
Education and
and Health
Health
the Ministry
Ministry of
of Education
of the Government of the United States
States of
of Brazil
Brazil and
and the
the InterInterAmerican
American Educational Foundation, Inc.,
Inc., now
Education Divinow the
the Education
Division
sion of
of the Institute of Inter-American
Inter-American Affairs.
2. In the said note, Your Excellency informed
me that,
that, considerinformed me
considering the mutual benefits
benefits derived
from the
cooperative program
program of
of
derived from
the cooperative
vocational
vocational education, the period of
under the
the terms
of the
the
of which,
which, under
terms of
Basic
Agreement of
of January
January 3, 1946, terminated
Basic Agreement
terminated on June
30, 1948,
1948,
June 30,
the Government
Government of the United States
of America
agrees with
with the
the GovGovStates of
America agrees
ernment of the United States of Brazil as
ernment
as to
the
desirability
of
its
to the desirability of its
extension.
3. Your Excellency
Excellency likewise informed
informed me
me that
that the
the Government
Government
of the United States of America has
considered that
arrangements
has considered
that arrangements
might be made for the Institute of
Affairs, to
of Inter-American
Inter-American Affairs,
to which
which
the property and functions of
Educational
of the
the Inter-American
Inter-American Educational
Foundation,
Foundation, Inc., have been transferred, to
its participation
to continue
continue its
participation
in the said cooperative
cooperative program
program for
for one
year more,
more, or
or from
from June
June 30,
one year
30,
1948, through June 30, 1949, upon
upon the
the condition,
condition, however,
however, that
that a
a
formal agreement
agreement for extension
extension of
of the
the cooperative
cooperative program
program is
is signed
signed
by authorized representatives
representatives of
of our
two Governments
Governments not
our two
not later
later
than September 30, 1948.
1948.
4. However, by virtue of aa careful
study of
conditions and
and
careful study
of the
the conditions
procedures
procedures to govern extension of the said cooperative
cooperative program
program of
of
vocational education forming the subject
subject of
of the
the agreement
agreement in
question,
in question,
it
to be concluded
it was not possible for it
it to
concluded before
September 30,
before September
30, 1948,
1948,
the date set in Your Excellency's
Excellency's note.
note. IItherefore
suggest
to Your
Your
therefore suggest to
Excellency that the date on or before
Excellency
before which the
agreement for
for extenthe agreement
extension of
of the cooperative
sion
cooperative program of
education must
must be
of vocational
vocational education
be
concluded between the Ministry of
of Education
and Health
Health of
Education and
of Brazil
Brazil
and the Institute of Inter-American
Inter-American Affairs,
Affairs, be
be extended
to October
October
extended to
31, 1948.
31,
1948.
5. It
It shall be stipulated
5.
stipulated in the extension
agreement that,
extension agreement
that, during
during
the
period of the extension of the afore-mentioned
the period
afore-mentioned program,
program, that
that is,
is,
from June
30, 1948, to June 30, 1949, the Institute of
from
June 30,
of Inter-American
Inter-American
Affairs will contribute
contribute $100,000.00
$100,000.00 (one
thousand dollars)
(one hundred
hundred thousand
dollars)
U.S. Cy.
to the credit of the Comissao
U.S.
Cy. to
Comissno Brasileira-Americana
de
Brasileira-Americana de
Educagao Industrial, for use in carrying out
Educing°
of the
the
out project
project activities
activities of
program,
the Government of the United States of
program, the
Brazil being
of Brazil
being
obligated
to
contribute to the same organization
obligated
the same
same purpose
purpose
organization for
for the
the
the sum of Cr$7,000,000.00 (seven million
cruzeiros).
million cruzeiros).
6.
Inter-American Affairs
6. The Institute of Inter-American
will also
Affairs will
also agree
agree to
to make
make
available,
available, during
during the same extension period, an
amount
not
exceedan amount not exceeding $125,000.00
twenty-five thousand
ing
$125,000.00 (one hundred twenty-five
dollars) U.
thousand dollars)
U. S.
S.
Cy., for
for payment
Cy.,
payment of salaries and other expenses of
the
members
of
of the members of
its
Division Field Staff in Brazil, which
its Education
Education Division
is not
not to
to be
which sum
sum is
be
deposited
deposited to the account
account of the said ComissAo
Comissio Brasileira-Americana
Brasileira-Americana
de
de Educagao
EducagAo Industrial
Industrial and is to be retained
retained by the Institute. The
The
amounts
amounts referred
referred to shall be in addition
addition to the
sums already
the sums
already required
required
under
the Basic Agreement
Agreement to be contributed
under the
contributed by
by the
the parties
parties in
in furtherfurtherance of
program.
of the program.
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cooperative work of the Comissfio
Comissao Brasileira7. To the end that the cooperative
BrasileiraAmericana de Educacao
Industrial shall suffer no break in continuity
Americana
Educagio Industrial
cooperative
pending the signing of the formal
formal agreement
agreement to extend the cooperative
education
education program,
program, the staff of specialists in vocational
vocational education of
the
Institute of Inter-American
Inter-American Affairs
Affairs will
remain in
in Brazil
Brazil for
the
the Institute
will remain
for the
time necessary
necessary to
agreement on
technical details
of the
the
time
to reach
reach an
an agreement
on the
the technical
details of
extension
extension agreement. However,
However, no funds will be deposited
deposited to the
Comisstio Brasileira-Americana
Brasileira-Americana de
Educactio Industrial
account of
of the Comissao
de Educagao
afore-mentioned agreement
agreement for extension
until the
the afore-mentioned
extension of
of the cooperative
cooperative
education program
representatives of
is signed
signed by
by authorized
authorized representatives
of our
our two
two
education
program is
Governments.
Governments.
8.
8. The
The Government
Government of
of the
the United
United States
States of Brazil
Brazil is
is also aware
aware
that the Special Representative
Representative of the Institute
Inter-American
institute of Inter-American
authorized to enter into aawritten agreement
Affairs has been authorized
agreement with the
Superintendent
Comisstio Brasileira-Americand.
Superintendent of the Comissao
Brasileira-Americana de EducacAo
Educagao
Industrial
the use
remaining unexpended
Industrial to
to provide
provide for
for the
use of
of the
the funds
funds remaining
unexpended
by
Comisstio at the
thern time of
termination of the Basic
Agreement
by the
the Comissao
of termination
Basic Agreement
solely to
to the
the financing
financing of projects
projects
1948, devoting
on June 30, 1948,
devoting them
them solely
Educagao
already
Brasileira-Americana de
Comissao Brasileira-Americana
de Educactio
already started
started by the Comissito
Industrial,
pending the
the formal
signature of
extension agreement,
agreement,
of the
the extension
Industrial, pending
formal signature
which should
should be done, under
which
under the terms of Your Excellency's note, on
on
or before
before September
September 30, 1948.
9. The
The Government
the United
United States
States of
of Brazil
Brazil will
its
extend its
will extend
of the
9.
Government of
recognition to
Inter-American Affairs as it did to the
to the Institute of Inter-American
recognition
Inter-American Educational
the terms
terms of
Educational Foundation,
Foundation, Inc., under the
Inter-American
Clause XVIII
the Basic
extend to
the Institute
Institute
to the
and will
will extend
Agreement, and
of the
Basic Agreement,
Clause
XVIII of
and to
to its
its personnel
in Brazil,
Brazil, provided
provided they
are citizens
citizens of the United
United
they are
personnel in
and
States of
the same
exemptions and
and immunities
enjoyed in
immunities enjoyed
same exemptions
of America,
America, the
States
its
Brazil by the Inter-American
Brazil
Inter-American Educational
Educational Foundation,
Foundation, Inc., and its
personnel, pursuant
to the
the said
clause of
the Basic
Basic Agreement.
Agreement.
of the
said clause
pursuant to
personnel,
10.
thus inform
inform Your
Your Excellency
the terms
set forth
forth
terms set
that under
under the
Excellency that
10. IIthus
above,
should the
the Government
Government of
United States of America agree
of the United
above, should
to extend
October 31,
on or
or before
the agreeagreebefore which
which the
the date
date on
31, 1948
1948 the
to October
to
extend to
ment
extension of
of vocational
educavocational educaprogram of
of the
the cooperative
cooperative program
ment for
for extension
tion
must be
be formally
formally concluded,
Your Excellency's
Excellency's note,
note, dated
dated
concluded, Your
tion must
July 23,
to which
at the
this note
and the
the note
note
note and
the beginning,
beginning, this
which I
I refer
refer at
23, 1948,
1948, to
July
in
Your Excellency
may inform
inform me
agreement of the
me of
of the agreement
Excellency may
in which
which Your
United
or before
which
on or
before which
the date
date on
extend the
to extend
Government to
States Government
United States
the
agreement must be
concluded, will,
respect to
to
will, with respect
be concluded,
said extension
extension agreement
the said
this
an agreement
agreement between
two Governments,
Governments,
between our
our two
constitute an
this matter,
matter, constitute
which shall
on the
the signature,
signature, by
by the
the MinMindate of
of the
the date
into force
force on
come into
shall come
which
ister of
of Education
and Health
Health of
Brazil and
and the
the Special
Special Representative
Representative
of Brazil
Education and
ister
of the
the Institute
Inter-American Affairs,
Affairs, of
of the
extension agreement
agreement
the extension
of Inter-American
Institute of
of
embodying the
above-mentioned technical
details.
technical details.
the above-mentioned
embodying
I
avail myself
opportunity to
to renew
to Your
Your Excellency
Excellency the
the
renew to
of the
the opportunity
myself of
I avail
assurances
my highest
consideration.
of my
highest consideration.
assurances of
HILDEBRANDO
ACCIOLY
HILDEBRANDO ACCIOLY
His Excellency
His
Excellency
HERSCHEL V.
JOHNSON,
HERSCHEL
V. JOHNSON,

Ambassador of
of the
States of
of America.
Ameria.
the United
United States
Ambassador

60 8Stat.
a
t 1773.
60 s
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The American Ambassador
Brazilian Acting Minister
for Foreign
Foreign
Ambassador to the Brazilian
Ministerfor
Affairs
Affairs

No. 263
283
No.

EXCELLENCY:
EXCELLENCY:

EMBASSY
EMBASSY OF
OF THE
THE
UNITED
STATES OF
AMERICA
UNITED STATES
OF AMERICA
Rio
de Janeiro,
Rio de
Janeiro,
October 27, 1948.
1948.
October

I have the honor to acknowledge
I
Excellency's note DAI/136/
acknowledge Your Excellency's
DAI/136/
543.2(22)[ 1] of October 21, 1948,
543.2(22)r]
1948, relative to the cooperative
cooperative program of
vocational
vocational education in Brazil and to express the concurrence
concurrence of my
Government with Your Excellency's
Excellency's suggestion that the period for the
signing of aaformal agreement, for the extension of the program
program by the
Minister of Education and Health
Health of Brazil and the Special RepresentRepresentAffairs, be extended
extended from
ative of The Institute of
of Inter-American
Inter-American Affairs,
from
September
September 30 to October 31, 1948 in view of the circumstances
circumstances that
have made it impossible for Brazil to conclude
September 30,
conclude by September
1948 a
astudy of the terms and procedures
procedures to govern said extension.
extension.
This note, Your Excellency's
Excellency's note of October
October 21,
21, 1948 and my
Ante. pp.
2463,
Ane.
pp. 2881.
8 2261. note of July 23,
23, 1948, therefore, will be considered as constituting an
agreement
between
Governments with respect
agreement
our two Governments
respect to the extension
extension
cooperative program
program of vocational
of the cooperative
education and will come
vocational education
come into
into
force on the date of the signature of an agreement
Minister
agreement by
by the
the Minister
of Education
Education and Health
Health of Brazil and the Special Representative
Representative of
of
The Institute of Inter-American
Inter-American Affairs embodying
embodying the
the technical
technical
details of the program, providing the latter is concluded
concluded not later than
October
October 31, 1948.
I avail myself of this opportunity
I
opportunity to renew to Your
Your Excellency
Excellency the
assurances of my highest and most distinguished
assurances
distinguished consideration.
consideration.
Ante, p.
p. 2863.
Ante,
2863.

HERSCHEL V.
HERSCHEL
V. JOHNSON.
JOHNSON.
His Excellency
Excellency
Ambassador
P. P.
P. ACCIOLY,
ACCIOLY,
Ambassador HILDEBRAND°
HILDEBRANDO P.
Acting Minister
Ministerfor
ForeignAffairs,
for Foreign
Rio de Janeiro.
Janeiro.
IShould read 542.2 (22).
(22).
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AGREEMENT SIGNED
EXTENSION AGREEMENT
AGREEMENT OF THE AGREEMENT
EXTENSION
3, 1946 BY THE MININ
RIO DE
JANEIRO, ON
JANUARY 3,
ON JANUARY
DE JANEIRO,
IN RIO
ISTRY
EDUCATION AND
HEALTH OF
GOVERNOF THE GOVERNAND HEALTH
OF EDUCATION
ISTRY OF
MENT
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
STATES OF BRAZIL AND THE
THE
OF THE
MENT OF
INTER-AMERICAN EDUCATIONAL
EDUCATIONAL FOUNDATION,
FOUNDATION, INC., ON
INTER-AMERICAN
EDUCATION.
VOCATIONAL
INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION.
VOCATIONAL INDUSTRIAL
Ministry of Education
(hereinafter referred
referred to as
Education and Health (hereinafter
The Ministry
the
Government of the United States of Brazil
of the Government
"Ministry") of
the "Ministry")
represented by Dr.
(hereinafter
referred to as the "Government"),
"Government"), represented
(hereinafter referred
Education and Health
Clemente
Maiiani Bittencourt,
Bittencourt, the Minister
Minister of Education
Clemente Mariani
"Minister"), and the Institute of Inter(hereinafter
(hereinafter referred to as the "Minister"),
a corAmerican
referred to as the "Institute"),
"Institute"), a
Affairs (hereinafter referred
American Affairs
porate
Government of the United States of
the Government
of the
instrumentality of
porate instrumentality
America
Inter-American Educational
Educational FoundaAmerica and successor to the Inter-American
tion, Inc.
(hereinafter referred
"Foundation"), represented
referred to as the "Foundation"),
Inc. (hereinafter
tion,
by
Representative, Education
Education Division, Mr. George S.
Special Representative,
its Special
by its
Representative"),
Sanders
(hereinafter referred
"Special Representative"),
referred to as the "Special
Sanders (hereinafter
have
exchange of Notes dated July
accordance with the exchange
agreed, in accordance
have agreed,
23, 1948,
between the American
American AmOctober 21 and 27, 1948, between
1948, and October
23,
Ante.
pp. 2861, 2863,
2863,
Ante, pp.
2868.
bassador and
and the
Brazilian Minister for Foreign Affairs, upon the 2868.
the Brazilian
bassador
extending and modifying the AgreeAgreefollowing technical details for extending
ment executed
by the Ministry
Ministry and the Foundation on January 3, 83
executed by
ment
60 Stat. 1768.
1946, as
Resolution signed by the parties on
amended by Special Resolution
as amended
1946,
Agreement"),
August 26,
1946 (hereinafter
referred to as the "Basic Agreement"),
(hereinafter referred
26, 1946
August
providing for
for a
a cooperative
cooperative education
education program to be carried on in
providing
Brazil:
CLAUSE II
CLAUSE
The
cooperative education
program provided for in the Basic Agreeeducation program
The cooperative
ment is
hereby extended
for an additional period of one year from
extended for
is hereby
ment
1948, through June 30, 1949.
June 30, 1948,

Period of extension.
utasaon.
Perod

II
CLAUSE
CLAUSE II
In
to the
the funds
funds required
required by
the Basic
Basic Agreement
Agreement to be
by the
addition to
In addition
contributed
otherwise made
made available
available by
by the
the parties
thereto with
parties thereto
or otherwise
contributed or
respect
which funds
funds heretofore
program, which
education program,
cooperative education
the cooperative
to the
respect to
have been
otherwise made
parties hereto
available, the parties
made available,
or otherwise
contributed or
been contributed
have
the
shall
contribute
and
make
available
funds
for
use
in
continuing
continuing
shall contribute and make available funds for use in
this
by
cooperative
education program
covered
period covered
the period
during the
program during
cooperative education
Extension
Agreement, in
accordance with
with the
following schedule:
schedule:
the following
in accordance
Extension Agreement,
1.
Tristitute shall
shall make
available the
necessary to pay the
funds necessary
the funds
make available
The Institute
1. The
salaries
other expenses
expenses of
its Education
Education Division field staff in
of its
all other
and all
salaries and
the
Brazil
during
the
period
covered
by
this
provided that
that the
Agreement, provided
Brazil during the period covered by this Agreement,
amount
This
amount
of
such
funds
shall
not
exceed
US$125,000.00.
amount
US$125,000.00.
amount of such funds shall not exceed

Funds.
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shall be administered
administered by the Institute
and shall
not be
be deposited
to
Institute and
shall not
deposited to
the credit of the Comissao
Comissio Brasileiro-Americana
Brasileiro-Americana de
Educagao IndusIndusde EducaqAo
trial (hereinafter referred
referred to
to as
the "CBAI").
"CBAI").
as the
Cau Bank Aacount.
2. The Institute
Cam Bank Account.
deposit in
the CBAI
CBAI special
special bank
bank account
account
Institute shall
shall deposit
in the
(hereinafter referred
referred to as the
"Cum Bank
Bank Account"),
Account"), in
in the
the Banco
the "CBAI
Banco
do Brasil, the sum of US$100,000.00
US$100,000.00 or
or its
in cruzeiros,
cruzeiros,
its equivalent
equivalent in
(which, at the exchange
exchange rate of
of Cr$18,50
Cr$18,50 to
Cr$1.850.to $1.00
$1.00 equals
equals Cr$1.850.000,00),
as follows:
000,00), as
follows:
Within 15 days after
after the
registration of
the registration
of the
the BraBrazilian appropriation
appropriation ..............
.. .
On or before January 31,
1949 ........
31, 1949

Total ...............

00
US$ 50,
50, 000. 00
US$ 50,
000. 00
00
US$
50, 000.

US$100, 000.
. .US$100,
000. 00
00

3. The Government,
to its
3.
Government, in addition
addition to
its regular
regular budget
budget for
for industrial
industrial
education,
education, shall deposit in the
CBAI bank
account the
the sum
of Cr$7,000,the CBAI
bank account
sum of
Cr$7,000,000,00 (which, at the exchange
exchange rate of
of Cr$18,50
Cr$18,50 to
to $1.00
$1.00 equals
equals
US$378.378,38), as
US$3'78.378,38),
as follows:
follows:
Within 15 days after the registration
registration of
the BraBraof the

zilian
. . .
zilian appropriation.
appropriation
On or before January 31,
31, 1949
Total .
..... . . ......

Amendment of
Amendment
of
hedule
for depodit.
schedules
for
deposit,
etc.
ete.

Ot17.

go Stat. In*.
tt. 17
Force and eft
effect of
Boresen
Basic
Agreement.

. . . . . . . . CR$3.000.000,00
CR$3.000.000,00
CR$4.000.000,00
...........
CR$4.000.000,00
.

......
. . . .

CR$7.000.000,00
C.R$7.000.000,00

4. The funds to be deposited by the Institute
4.
Institute under
under sub-paragraph
sub-paragraph 2
2
of this Clause II
II shall
shall be available
available for
the payment
CBAI expenses
for the
payment of
of CBAI
expenses
incurred on and after July 1,
1, 1948,
all funds
funds required
required to
1948, but
but all
to be
be dedeposited
registration of
posited within 15 days after the registration
of the
approthe Brazilian
Brazilian appropriation, by either party shall not be available
priation,
available for
withdrawal or
for withdrawal
or
expenditure
expenditure until all deposits due and payable
payable from
from the
the other
other party
party
have been
have
been made.
made:
CLAUSE
III
CLAUSE III
The parties
The
parties hereto, by written
written agreement of
the Superintendent
Superintendent of
of
of the

the
CBAI and the
may amend the schedules
the CBAI and
the Special
Special Representative,
Representative, may
schedules
for making the deposits required by Clause
for
Clause II hereof, may
for
may provide
provide for
advance purchase
purchase of equipment
advance
equipment or materials
materials by either party
party with
with
appropriate credit against
appropriate
against the payments due under
under the
the schedules,
schedules,
and may
and
may provide for contributions
contributions of funds by either or both
both parties,
parties,
or by third parties, for use in effectuating
effectuating the
or
cooperative education
the cooperative
education

program in addition to the funds required
program
required to
to be
be contributed
by this
this
contributed by
Extension Agreement
Agreement and
Basic Agreement.
Agreement.
and the
the Basic
CLAUSE
CLAUSE IV
IV
The
Agreement shall remain
remain in full force and
The Basic
Basic Agreement
and effect
effect for
the
for the
purpose of
of extending
purpose
extending the cooperative
cooperative education
education program, as
provided
as provided
herein, and all provisions of the Basic Agreement
be applicable
Agreement shall
shall be
applicable
to all
to
all operations
operations and activities under this Extension
Extension Agreement
Agreement to
to
the
the same
same extent and with the same effect as though expressly
set forth
expressly set
forth
herein; EXCEPT that the Basic Agreement, in its
herein,
to the
the
its application
appllcation to
period
period proided
provided for in this Extension Agreement,
Agreement, is hereby
hereby amended
amended

63
STAT.]
63 STAT.]
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supplemented by the provisions
and supplemented
provisions of this Extension
Extension Agreement,
Agreement,
including the
following particulars:
including
the following
particulars:
1. Any unobligated
balance of funds
funds remaining
remaining to the
the credit of
unobligated balance
CBAI at the close of June 30, 1948 shall be available for expenditure
expenditure
during
covered by
by this
this Extension
Extension Agreement.
Agreement.
during the
the period
period covered
2.
2. Clause
Clause II
II of
of the
the Basic
Basic Agreement
Agreement is
is hereby
hereby amended
amended to
to read
read as
as
follows:
follows:
"The
methods of
carrying out
cooperative education
education propro"The methods
of carrying
out the
the said
said cooperative
gram will include such
such procedures
as:
procedures as:

Stat. 1768.
60 stat.
176.

Methods.
Methods.

a) The
furnishing by
by the
the Institute
field staff
of specialists
a)
The furnishing
Institute of
of a
a field
staff of
specialists in
in
industrial
in the
the planning,
organizing,
industrial education
education to
to collaborate
collaborate in
planning, organizing,
and
conducting of
of the
the cooperative
cooperative education
education program.
program.
and conducting
b)
various Brazilian
Brazilian authorities:
b) In
In cooperation
cooperation with
with various
authorities:
(1) The
making of
of studies
studies and
surveys relative
the education
(1)
The making
and surveys
relative to
to the
education
requirements
requirements of
of Brazil
Brazil in
in the
the field
field of
of industrial
industrial education
education and
and
the
formation and
to meet
meet these
needs.
the formation
and conduct
conduct of
of a
a program
program to
these needs.
(2) The
The organization,
organization, development,
and conduct
conduct of
of training
training in
development, and
in
Brazil for
for teachers
teachers and
of industrial
education,
Brazil
and administrators
administrators of
industrial education,
including
pre-employment training
including pre-employment
in-service training
training of
training and
and in-service
of
teachers,
counselors, supervisors
supervisors and
and directors.
directors.
teachers, coordinators,
coordinators, counselors,
(3)
The planning,
and putting
into operation
operation of
an
(3) The
planning, organizing,
organizing, and
putting into
of an
effective vocational
vocational guidance
guidance program.
effective
program.
(4) Providing
the training
in the
the United
States of
of selected
(4)
Providing for
for the
training in
United States
selected
Brazilian
Brazilian personnel.
personnel.
industrial schools
(5) Purchase
Purchase of
of materials
materials and equipment
equipment for industrial
schools
and
programs.
teacher training
training programs.
and teacher
(6)
of such
methods and
means as
may be
be mutually
mutually
other methods
and means
as may
(6) Use
Use of
such other
agreed
upon and
for the
of this
this
the realization
realization of
and appropriate
appropriate for
agreed upon
cooperative
education program."
program."
cooperative education
parties hereto agree
of the CBAI which
which remain
remain
3. The parties
agree that any funds
funds of
unexpended on the termination
termination of this Extension
unexpended
Extension Agreement shall,
unless otherwise agreed upon in writing by the parties hereto at that
returned to the parties hereto in the proportion of the respecrespectime, be returned
tive contributions
contributions made by the parties under the Basic Agreement
Agreement
and under Clause II
II of this Extension
Extension Agreement.
4.
Clause
XV
of
the
Basic
Agreement is
is hereby
amended to
to read
read
hereby amended
4. Clause XV of the Basic Agreement
as follows:
follows:
"a.
Superintendent of
Special RepresentRepresentof the
the CBAI
CBAI and
and the
the Special
"a. The
The Superintendent
ative
may
withhold
in
the
United
of
America,
agree
to
withhold
in
the
United
States
ative may
from
the
payments
to
be
into the
the
Institute
to
be
made
by
the
payments
from
CBAI
Bank
Account,
the
amounts
considered
to
be
necessary
Bank
Account,
the
amounts
considered
to
be
necessary
CBAI
for
the program,
program, for
for the
the liquidation
obligations payable
payable
liquidation of
of obligations
for the
outside
in United
States dollars.
dollars.
United States
outside of
of Brazil,
Brazil, in
b. Such amounts withheld
withheld shall be considered
deposited
considered as if deposited
under the
Any funds
funds withheld
withheld by
by
of this
this Agreement.
Agreement. Any
under
the terms
terms of
the Institute
or obligated
shall be
deposited
be deposited
obligated shall
not expended
expended or
Institute and
and not
the
Account at any
in the CBAI
CBAI Bank
Bank Account
any time
time upon
upon mutual
mutual agree-

Unexpended
Unexpnded funds.

Ante,
Ante, p. 2880.
286.

80 Stat. 1772.
60

Withholding
of
Withholding of
funds from CBa
Cita Bank
1,1anh
fundstrom
Account.
Account.

2872

60
O0 Stat. 1773.

60
0oStat. 1773.

Tax exemption
exemption of
funds. etc.
funds,

60 Stat. 1773.

Rights and privileges
Institute.
leges of Institute.
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ment of the Superintendent
Superintendent of
and the
the Special
Special
of the CBAI
CBAI and
Representative."
Representative."
5. Clause XVI of the Basic Agreement
is amended
amended to
to read
Agreement is
read as
as
follows:
follows:
"The parties
parties hereto declare
declare their recognition
recognition that
that the
the Institute,
Institute,
being a
a corporate
corporate instrumentality
States of
instrumentality of
of the United
United States
of America,
America,
wholly owned, directed, and controlled by the Government
of the
Government of
the
United States of America, is entitled to share fully
fully in
in the
the immunity
immunity
from suit in the courts of Brazil which
by the
the United
which is
is enjoyed
enjoyed by
United
States of America."
America."
6. Clause XVII of the Basic Agreement
is hereby
read
Agreement is
hereby amended
amended to
to read
as follows:
"Any of the funds introduced
introduced into Brazil by the
"Any
for the
the
the Institute
Institute for
purpose of the cooperative education
education program
program shall be
be exempt
exempt from
from
taxes, service
investment or deposit requirements,
service charges,
charges, investment
requirements, and other
other
currency controls, and shall be converted
converted into cruzeiros
cruzeiros at
at the
the then
then
current rate of exchange
exchange but in any event at a
a rate of
of exchange
exchange not
not
less than Cr$18,50 per dollar. Similarly, where it may
may be necessary
necessary
or advisable
advisable to convert cruzeiros
cruzeiros into dollars for
of
for the financing of
expenditures in the United States
grants or for other expenditures
States of
of America,
America,
the conversion
conversion of cruzeiros
cruzeiros into dollars shall
the then
then
shall be made at
at the
current rate of exchange
exchange but in any event at aarate of
exchange not
not
of exchange
Cr$18,50 per
per dollar."
less than Cr$18,50
dollar."
7. Clause XVIII of the Basic Agreement is hereby amended to
to read
read
as follows:
"a. All rights and privileges
privileges which are enjoyed by governmental
governmental
and similar official divisions of the Government
Government and by
by the
the
personnel
personnel and employees of the same shall accrue
accrue to the
the
Institute and to all its personnel
personnel and employees.
employees. Such
Such
rights and privileges shall include, but not by way of limitalimitation, free postal, telegraph,
service whenever
telegraph, and telephone
telephone service
whenever
possible, passes on railroads administered
administered by the
Government
the Government
preferential tariffs allowed to
and the right to rebates
rebates or preferential
to
departments of the Government
Government by domestic companies
of
companies of
maritime and river navigation,
navigation, air travel,
telegraph, teleteletravel, telegraph,
phone, etc., and also freedom and immunity from excise,
stamp, consular charges, property, and any or all other taxes.
taxes.
The Institute shall be exempted
exempted from all imposts, taxes and
emoluments.
emoluments.
b. All employees of the Institute engaged
engaged in carrying out
out the
cooperative education
objectives of the cooperative
education program
program shall be
exempt from all Brazilian
Brazilian income taxes and social security
taxes with respect to income on which they are obliged to
taxes
pay income or social security taxes to the Government
Government of the
United States of America and from property taxes on perown use.
use. Said
sonal property
property intended for their own
Said employees
employees
shall also be exempt from the payment of customs and
equipment and supplies
import duties on personal effects and equipment

63 STAT.]
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imported for their own use or for the personal use of the
members of their families."
families."
8.
agreement between
8. By
By mutual agreement
between the Superintendent
Superintendent of
of the
the CBAI
Representative, funds of the CBAI may be used to
and the Special Representative,
reimburse or defray the salaries, living expenses, travel and transportation costs, and other expenses of such additional personnel
personnel of the
Education Division of the Institute in Brazil as the parties mentioned
mentioned
may agree are necessary
necessary to be employed,
employed, in addition to the employees
II hereof. Such funds may be contributed or
referred to under Clause II
granted for such purposes by the CBAI to the Institute or to any other
other
organization, but in every case the Superintendent
Superintendent of the CBAI and
Representative will enter into aawritten project agreement
the Special Representative
agreement
setting forth the scope and the other necessary terms of such contributions or grants.
9. All references
references in the Basic Agreement
Inter-American
Agreement to the Inter-American
Educational Foundation, Inc. shall, for the purposes of this Extension
Educational
Agreement, be deemed to refer to the Institute.

Fundstoradditional
Funds
foradditional
personnel.
personnel.

Ante,
2889.
Ante, p. 2869.

60
1766.
60 Stat.
Stat. 1765.

CLAUSE V
V
CLAUSE

Ministry undertakes to obtain or promulgate
The Ministry
promulgate such legislation,
decrees, orders, or resolutions as may be necessary to effectuate the
terms of this Extension
Extension Agreement.
Agreement.

Legislation.
Legislation.

CLAUSE VI
CLAUSE
VI
This
that
on the
the date that
Agreement shall become effective
effective on
This Extension Agreement
registration is made
made by the Tribunal de Contas of Brazil. []
I
NWITNESS
WHEREOF, the
parties hereto
hereto have
Extension
have caused
caused this
this Extension
IN
WITNESS WHEREOF,
the parties
Agreement
authorized representatives,
representatives,
Agreement to be executed by their duly authorized
in
quintuplicate, in
de
in quintuplicate,
in the
the Portuguese
Portuguese and
and English
English languages, in Rio de
Janeiro, Brazil, this 30th day of October, 1948.
MINISTRY
EDUCATION AND HEALTH
HEALTH
MINISTRY OF
OF EDUCATION

CLEMENTE
ARIANI
CLEMENTE M
MARIANI
Dr.
Bittencourt
Dr. Clemente
Clemente Mariani
Mariani Bittencourt
Minister
of
State
Minister of State
THE INSTITUTE
INTER-AMERICAN AFFAIRS
AFFAIRS
INSTITUTE OF INTER-AMERICAN
THE
GEORGE S
ANDERS
GEORGE
S..S
SANDERS

Mr. George
George S.
Mr.
S. Sanders
Sanders

Special Representative,
Division
Special
Representative, Education
Education Division
Oct.
Oct. 4, 1949.
1949.

Effective date.
Effective
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ACORDO DE PRORROGACAO
PRORROGACX0 DO AC6RDO
ACORDO FIRMADO
FIRMADO NO
NO
RIO DE JANEIRO, A
A 3
3 DE JANEIRO DE
0
DE 1946,
1946, ENTRE
ENTRE O
MINISTiRIO
EDUCAGAO E
MINISTERIO DA EDUCAC110
E SAf1DE
GOVERNO DOS
DOS
SATDE DO
DO GOVERNO
ESTADOS
ESTADOS UNIDOS DO BRASIL
BRASIL E
EA
A INTER-AMERICAN
INTER-AMERICAN EDUEDU.
CATIONAL
FOUNDATION, INC., SOBRE EDUCACX0
CATIONAL FOUNDATION,
EDUCACAO INDUSINDUSTRIAL-VOCACIONAL.
TRIAL-VOCACIONAL.

0 Minist6rio
O
Ministerio da Educacio
(doravante chamado
chamado
EducagSo e
e Safide
Saude (doravante
"Ministerio") do Governo
"Ministerio")
Govern° dos Estados
Estados Unidos do Brasil
Brasil (doravante
(doravante
chamado
representado pelo Dr. Clemente
chamado "Govrno"),
"Govern
-o"), representado
Clemente Mariani
Mariani
Bittencourt, Ministro
Saude (doravante
Ministro da Educagao
Educa°6° ee Sadde
(doravante chamado
chamado
"Ministro"), ee The Institute of Inter-American
"Ministro"),
Inter-American Affairs
Affairs (doravante
(doravante
chamado
"Instituto"), repartigao
chamado "Instituto"),
reparticao corporativa
Estados
corporativa do Govern()
Governo dos
dos Estados
Unidos da America
America eesucessor da Inter-American
Inter-American Educational
Educational FoundaFoundation, Inc. (doravante
(doravante chamada "Fundagao"),
"Fundaglo"), representado
representado pelo
pelo
Representante
Representante Especial de sua Education
Education Division, Sr. George
S.
George S.
Sanders, (doravante
(doravante chamado
chamado "Representante
"Representante Especial"),
Especial"), concordaconcordaram, na conformidade da troca
troca de Notas datadas
datadas de 23 de Julho de 1948
1948
eede 21 e
e 27 de Outubro de 1948, entre ooEmbaixador
Embaixador Americano
Americano e
e oo
Ministro
Ministro Brasileiro das RelaS6es
Relacoes Exteriores, nos
seguintes
pormenores
nos seguintes pormenores
t6cnicos, para aaprorrogactio
tecnicos,
Acordo celebrado
prorrogagao eea
a modificagdo
modificagao do
do Acordo
celebrado pelo
pelo

Minist6rio e
ea
a Fundagao
3 de Janeiro
Ministerio
Fundactio em 3
Janeiro de 1946 eeexecutado na
forma
na forma
da emenda
Resolugao Especial assinada pelas partes contraemenda feita pela ResolugAo
contratantes
tantes em 26 de Agosto de 1946 (doravante
(doravante chamado "Acordo
Besico"),
"Ac6rdo Basico"),
para a
a promocito
promogao de um
urn programa
programa de cooperacio
educacional a
ser
cooperagao educacional
a ser
realizado no Brasil:
CLXUSULA
alusuLA I
I

O programa
0
programa de cooperagao
cooperacao educacional
educacional promovido pelo
Acordo
pelo Ac6rdo
Basico
6 prorrogado,
prorrogado, por meio deste, pelo period°
periodo adicional
Basic° é
adicional de urn
um
ano, a
a contar de 30 de Junho de 1948,
1948, ate 30 de Junho de 1949.
1949.
CLAUSULA
CLA17617LA II
II

Alem dos fundos referidos
referidos no Ac6rdo Basico
Basic() a
aserem depositados
ou
depositados ou
mobilizados por outra forma, pelas partes contratantes,
contratantes, relativamente
relativamente
ao programa
cooperago educacional,
programa de cooperagao
educacional, fundos estes já
depositados
ja depositados
ou disponiveis,
as
partes contratantes
disponiveis,
contratantes depositarao
depositartio eeporao
portio a
adisposigao
disposicAo
a continuagao
continuagao do programa
fundos para a
programa de
educacional
de cooperactio
cooperagao educacional
durante oo periodo abrangido
abrangido por este Ac6rdo
Acordo de Prorrogacao,
Prorrogagao, na
conformidade do seguinte esquema:
conformidade
esquema:
1.
O Institut°
Instituto pora aa disposiciio
disposigao os fundos necesserios
1. 0
ao pagapaganecessarios ao
mento dos salArios
salirios eeoutras despesas do corpo tecnico
tecnico e
e administrativo
de sua Education
Education Division no Brasil, durante o
period° deste
deste Ac6rdo
Actordo
o periodo
Prorrogagao, desde quo
que oo total destes fundos ntio
de Prorrogagio,
exceda de
nao exceda
de
US$ 125,000.00. Esta importancia
sera administrada pelo
importancia seri
pelo Institut°
Instituto ee
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não ser&
nao
ser& depositada a
a cr6dito
credit° da Comissao Brasileiro-Americana
Brasileiro-Americana de
de
Educagao
Educagio Industrial
Industrial (doravante
(doravante chamada
chamada "CBAI").
"CBAI").
2. O
0 Instituto depositara
depositara na conta bancaria especial da
CBAI
da CBAI
(doravante chamada
CBA"), no Banco do Brasil,
chamada "Conta
"Conta Bancaria da Cake),
a soma de US$ 100,000.00
equivalente em
a
100,000.00 ou seu equivalente
era cruzeiros (a
(a qual,
qual,
A taxa de cAmbio
6 igual a
cambio de Cr$ 18,50 por d6lar,
delar, 6
a Cr$
Cr$ 1.850.000,00),
1.850.000,00),
da
forma seguinte:
seguinte:
da forma
Dentro
Dentro dos 15 dias seguintes ao registo do cr6dito
credit()
brasileiro ................
..............
US$ 50,000.00
US$
50,000.00
Ate 31 de Janeiro
Janeiro de
US$ 50,000.00
de 1949
1949. ..........
US$
50,000.00
Total
Total

.. . . . .

.

..

. . . . . . ..

US
US$ 100,000.00

3. O
regular para educaglo
0 Governo,
Governo, alem do seu orgamento regular
educagao
industrial, depositara
depositara na conta bancaria
banciria da CBAI a
a soma de
de
7.000.000,00 (a
Cr$ 7.000.000,00
taxa de
cambio de
de Cr$
&Aar, 6
(a qual, a
A taxa
de cambio
Cr$ 18,50
18,50 por
por d6lar,
e
igual aaUS$ 378,378.38),
378,378.38), da forma
forma seguinte:
seguinte:
Dentro dos 15 dias seguintes
seguintes ao
ao registo
registo do
do
cr6dito
. .
. . . . . . . . . CR$3.
credit° brasileiro
brasileiro
000. 000, 00
00
CR$3 000.000,
At6 31 de Janeiro de 1949 . . . . . . ...
Ate
CR$4.
000. 000,
000, 00
00
CR$4. 000.

Total
Total

. . . . . . . . . .

. . . . . CR$7.
000,00
CR$7. 000.
000. 000,
00

4. Os fundos a
a serem depositados
depositados pelo Instituto,
Instituto, na forma
forma do
do
ndmero 2
2 desta ClAusula
Clausula II,
II, estarfo
estartio disponiveis
disponiveis para
pagamento
para oo pagamento
das despesas
empenhadas em
despesas da CBAI, empenhadas
1° de
de Julho
de 1948,
1948, ou
ou depois,
em 1°
Julho de
depois,
mas todos os fundos a
15 dias
dias seguintes
a serem
serem depositados
depositados dentro
dentro dos
dos 15
seguintes
ao registo do cr6dito
credito brasileiro,
brasileiro, por qualquer
qualquer das
no estario
das partes,
partes, nao
estarao
disponiveis para retirada ou despesas
despesas at6
ate que todos
os dep6sitos,
depOsitos,
todos os
e pagaveis
devidos e
pagaveis pela outra parte,
sido feitos.
parte, tenham
tenham sido
feitos.
CausuLA III
III
CLIUSUILA

As partes contratantes,
contratantes, mediante
acordo escrito
entre o
o SuperinSuperinmediante ac6rdo
escrito entre
tendente
tendente da CBAI ee o
o Representante
Representante Especial,
modificar os
Especial, podem
podem modificar
os
esquemas para
para pagamento
pagamento dos dep6sitos,
dep6sitos, estabelecidos na Clausula
Clausula
II deste, podem providenciar
providenciar compras
II
compras antecipada,s
antecipadas de
de equipamento
equipamento
ou
materiais, por
por qualquer
qualquer das
das partes,
partes, corn
credit° apropriado
apropriado contra
contra
ou materiais,
com cr6dito
os pagamentos devidos, na forma dos
podem
dos esquemas
esquemas respectivos,
respectivos, eepodem
determinar
contribuigao de fundos,
determinar a
a contribuiclo
por qualquer
fundos, por
qualquer das
das partes
partes ou
ou
ambas, ou por terceiros, para uso
uso na
do programa,
cona efetivagio
efetivagao do
programa de
de cooperagao
operactio educacional,
educacional, alum
alem dos
dos fundos
fundos cuja
cuja contribuicao
exigida
contribuigao 6
6 exigida
por este Ac6rdo de Prorrogagao
Prorrogaglo e
pelo
Acordo
Bfisico.
e pelo Ac6rdo Basico.
CLAUSIMA IV
IV
CLUSUaLA
0 Ac6rdo
Ac6rdo Basico
Basic° continuara
em vigencia
vigencia eetera
O
continuara em
tera plena
plena lona
forga pars,
para o
o
prop6sito de prorrogar
prorrogar ooprograma
prop6sito
programa de
de cooperactio
educacional, como
como
cooperacao educacional,
estabelecido, e
neste esta
esta estabeleeido,
do Ac8rdo
Bfisico
e todas
todas as determinacoes
determinapoes do
Ac6rdo BAsico
serao aplicfveis
a todas as operaoses
aplicaveis a
operagOes e
AcOrdo de
de
e atividades
atividades deste
deste Ac6rdo
Prorrogacao, na
me,sma extensao
extensab e
corn o
omesmo
me,smo efeito
efeito como
isto
Prorrogagao,
na mesma
e com
como se
se isto
•
expressamente estabelecido
aqui; entretanto,
entretanto, o
Acordo
estivesse expressamente
estabelecido aqui;
o Ac6rdo
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Bo,sico,
period° abrangido
este Actirdo
Ac6rdo de
B&sico, na sua
sua aplicactio
aplicacao ao periodo
abrangido por
por 6ste
Prorrogagao,
ernendado e
acreseido nos
nos termos
Ac6rdo de
de
e acrescido
termos deste
deste Acordo
Prorrogagao, 6é emendado
Prorrogac9,o,
Prorrogagao, inclusive nos seguintes pontos:
1.
Qualquer saldo
saldo de
de fundos
nAo comprometidos
esteja a
a
comprometidos ee que
que esteja
1. Qualquer
fundos nao
credito da
aplicavel a
a
credito
da Csm,
CBM, na data de
de 30
30 de
de Junho
Junho de
de 1948,
1948, seri
sera aplicavel
despesas realizadas
Acordo de
por este
6ste Ac6rdo
de
durante oo perfodo
periodo abrangido por
despesas
realizadas durante
Prorrogagao.
Prorrogag9o.
2. A
A Cliusula
Acordo Basico
Basic° é
forma
6 por este
8ste emendada, da forma
ClAusula II do Ac6rdo
seguinte:
"Para ser
levado a
a efeito,
efeito, o
o mencionado
programa de
de coopecoopemencionado programa
"Para
ser levado
incluiri normas tais como:
raga° educacional
educacional incluira
ragao
a) 0
especiat6cnico de especiafornecimento, pelo Instituto, de um corpo tecnico
0 fornecimento,
planejamen to,
colaborar no planejamento,
ensino industrial,
industrial, para
para colaborar
listas em ensino
organizacAo e
programa de cooperagao
cooperacao educacionalorganizagao
e directio
diregao do programa

b) Em cooperagao
cooperagao corn as diversas autoridades brasileiras:
(1)
levantamentos relatives
relativos as
As necesde estudos
estudos eelevantamentos
(1) A
A realizacao
realizagao de
sidades educacionais
educacionais do Brasil no campo da educag90
educagao inurn programa
programa pare
dustrial e
e aaformactio
formagao e
e direc90
diregao de um
para atender
a
necessidades.
a estas necessidades.
(2) A
organizaVio, desenvolvimento
diregfio de treinamento,
treinamento,
e diregao
desenvolvimento e
A organizagao,
administradores de ensino indusno Brasil, de professores
professores eeadministradores
professores,
trial, incluindo formacle
formagio e
e aperfeigoamento
aperfeigoamento de professores,
coordenadores, orientadore,s
supervisores e
coordenadores,
orientadores educacionais,
educacionais, supervisores
e
diretores.
(3) 0
planejamento, organizacao
programa
organizagao e
e realizacio
realizagao de um programa
0 planejamento,
eficiente de orientacito
orientagao vocacional.
(4) A
A realizacao
realizagao de treinamento
treinamento nos Estados Unidos do pessoal
brasileiro que for escolhido.
A compra
de materials
equipamento para
para escolas
escolas de
de ensino
ensino
materials e
e equipamento
(5) A
compra de
industrial e
programas de treinamento de professores.
e pars
para programas
(6) Uso de outros metodos
(6)
m6todos e
e meios que sejam, por entendimento
mdtuo,
considerados adequados
adequados A
programa
mutuo, considerados
a realizaglio
realizagao deste programa
cooperagfio educacional."
educacional."
de coopera&ao
contratantes concordam
quaisquer fundos da
3. As partes contratantes
concordam em que quaisquer
Csex, que sobrem por ocasitio
CBAx,
ocasiao da terminacAo
terminagao deste Ac6rdo de ProrProrrogagio, a
deliberado de modo diferente,
diferente, por escrito,
escrito,
rogagao,
a nib
nao ser que seja deliberado
sera° devolvidos
devolvidos a
a estas, na proporcao
pelas partes contratantes,
contratantes, serao
propornao das
respectivas contribuicoes,
AcOrdo Basico
Basic° eeda Clausula
respectivas
contribuigoes, na forma do Ac6rdo
Clausula
II deste Ac6rdo de Prorrogagao.
II
Prorrogagao.
A ClAusula
Cliusula XV do Acordo
Basic° 6
épor este emendada, da forma
forma
4. A
Ac6rdo Basico
seguinte:
"a.
0 Superintendente
Superintendente da emu
CBAI e
e o
o Representante
Representante Especial
"a. 0
podem acordar
acordar em reter nos Estados Unidos da
ds America, dos
pagamentos a
a Harem
serem feitos polo Institut°
Instituto A
a conta
pagsmentos
conta bancaria
banchria
da Csm,
CBm, as quantias consideradas
necessrias so
ao programs,
programa,
consideradas necessarias
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para
liquidagAo de obrigagSes
pagaveis fora
f6ra do Brasil, em
pars liquidacao
obrigacoes pagiveis
em
d6lares
norte-americanos.
dblares norte-americanos.
b. Tais quantias
serao consideradas
depositadas
quantias retidas sera°
consideradas como se depositadas
estivessem nos termos
trrmos deste
dtste Ac6rdo. Quaisquer
Quaisquer fundos
retidos pelo Institut°,
Instituto, no
nao despendidos nem comprometidos,
comprometidos,
serio
serio depositados
depositados na conta bancaria
bancitria da CBAI,
qualquer
CBAI, em qualquer
tempo, mediante ac6rdo mdtuo entre o
o Superintendente
Superintendente da
da
CBAI e
eo
o Representante
Representante Especial."
Especial."

5. A
A Clausula XVI do AcOrdo
Ac6rdo Basic°
B&sico 6éemendada,
emendada, da forma seguinte:
"As
contratantes declaram reconhecer
"As partes contratantes
reconhecer que o
Institut°, sendo
o Instituto,
sendo
uma repartigao
tuna
reparticAo corporativa
corporativa dos Estados Unidos da
America, de
da America,
de
propriedade
propriedade integral do Govern°
Unidos da
America
GovArno dos Estados Unidos
da America
eepor 8ste
totalmente dirigida e
e controlada,
este totalmente
participar
controlada, esti
esta intitulada a
a participar
por inteiro da imunidade de ser processada nos tribunais do Brasil,
imunidade que 6é desfrutada pelo Govrno
Govern° dos
dos Estados
Estados Unidos da
da
America."
America."
6. A
A Clausula
Clitusula XVII do Ac6rdo Basico
Basic° é
6 por este
aste emendada, da
forma
forma seguinte:
"Quaisquer dos fundos trazidos ao Brasil
Institut°, corn
"Quaisquer
Brasil pelo Instituto,
com o
o
objetivo de aplic6,-los
programa de
educacional, serao
serAo
objetivo
aplica-los no programa
de cooperticAo
cooperacao educacional,
exigencias para inversoes
inverses ou
on dep6sitos
dep6sitos e
isentos de taxas, comissOes,
comissoes, exigencias
e
monetirios e
sera° convertidos
convertidos em cruzeiros
cruzeiros a
a taxa
outros contr6les monetarios
e serao
taxa
de cAmbio
cambio entao
entAo corrente, por6m,
porem, em qualquer caso, a
urns taxa
a uma
taxa de
cambio nao
nab inferior a
Cr$ 18,50 por d6lar.
&gar. Semelhantemente,
Semelhantemente,
a Cr$18,50
sempre que for necessario
necessluio ou
on conveniente
conveniente converter
cruzeiros em
converter cruzeiros
em
d6lares,
financiamento de concessoes
concessoes ou
para outras despesas
d61ares, para o
o financiamento
ou para
despesas
nos Estados Unidos da
&Mares
da America,
America, a
a conversAo
conversao de
de cruzeiros
cruzeiros em
em d6lares
sera feita a
a taxa de cambio entAo
entao corrente, porem, em qualquer
qualquer caso,
caso,
nio inferior a
a Cr $
$ 18,50 por
Mar."
aaurns
uma taxa de cambio nao
por d6lar."
7. A
C16,usula XVIII do Ac6rdo
Acordo Basico
B6,sico 6
por este
este emendada,
A Clausula
6 por
emendada, da
da
seguinte forma:
seguinte
privilegios que
que sAo
sAo desfrutados
desfrutados pelas
pelas rere"a. Todos
Todos os
os direitos
direitos e
e privilegios
partigoes oficiais,
oficiais, governamentais
semelhantes, do Governo,
Govern°,
partig6es
governamentais eesemelhantes,
respectivos, serao
sera° outorgados
outorgados ao
so
eepelo
pelo pessoal eeempregados
empregados respectivos,
Institut°
todo seu
seu pessoal
pessoal e
Tais direitos
direitos e
Instituto e
ea
a todo
e empregados.
empregados. Tais
e
privilegios
urns nito
exclusivamente, servigo
postal,
privilegios incluirtto,
incluirao, mas
nao exclusivamente,
servigo postal,
telegrifico
gratuitos, sempre que possivel, passe
telegrafico eetelef6nico
telef6nico gratuitos,
passe
estradas de
administradas pelo
nas estradas
de ferro administradas
pelo Govern°,
Govamo, e
e oodireito
direito
aos abatimentos
abatimentos ou
ou tarifas
tarifas preferenciais
preferenciais concedidas
concedidas aos
aos dedeaos
partamentos do
companhias locais
de naveganavegapartamentos
do Govern°
Govrno pelas companhias
locals de
çäo
telegrafo, telefones
gao maritima e
e fluvial,
fluvial, aviaga,o,
aviagao, telegrafo,
telefones etc.
etc. ee
tambem isenctio
isengao eeimunidade
imunidade de
de impostos de
de consumo,
consumo, selo,
selo,
propriedade,
propriedade, texas
taxas consulares,
consulares, e
e todo e
e qualquer
qualquer outro impost°
ou taxa.
taxa. 0
ficar6. isento
isento de
de todos
todos os
os imposimposposto ou
0 Institut°
Instituto ficari
tos,
tos, taxas
taxas e
e emolumentos.
emolumentos.
b. Todos
os empregados
do Institut°,
na promocio
b.
Todos os
empregados do
Instituto, utilizados
utilizados na
promoc9o
dos
objetivos do
do programs
de cooperagio
educacional, ficarito
dos objetivos
programa de
cooperasao educacional,
ficarfo
isentos de
de todos
todos impostos
impostos de rends
renda eeprevidencia
previdancia social bradbrasi-
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leiros, no que se refere a
arenda sobre
s6bre a
a qual
qual sAo
sao obrigados
obrigados a
a
pagar imposto de renda ou de previdencia
previdencia social
Govern()
social ao
ao Governo
dos Estados Unidos da America,
America, ee de impostos s6bre
s8bre propropriedades meveis,
m6veis, destinadas ao
uso. Tais
ao seu preprio
pr6prio uso.
Tais emempregados
pregados ficarao
ficarito tamb6m
tambem isentos do pagamento
pagamento de
de direitos
direitos
alfandegarios e
alfandegarios
sobre bens,
e de importaga",o
importagao s6bre
bens, equipamento
equipamento e
e
suprimentos
suprimentos importados
importados para seu
pr6prio uso
uso ou
ou para
para uso
uso
seu pr6prio
pessoal dos membros de suas familias."
familias."

8. Por acerdo
acordo maw)
mutuo entre oo Superintendente
Cnar e
Superintendente da
da CBAI
e oo ReproRepresentante Especial,
Especial, os fundos da Cner
podem ser
utilizados
para rereCBAI podem
ser utilizados para
embolsar ou custear.,s
custearns salarios, despesas
despesas de manutengdo,
viagem
manutencao, de
de viagem e
e
de transporte
e outras despesas do pessoal adicional
de
transporte e
adicional da
da Education
Education
Division do Institut°
Instituto no Brasil, que as partes mencionadas
mencionadas tenham
tenham
concordado
necessario empregar alem dos
concordade ser necessttrio
empregados referidos
referidos na
na
dos empregados
Clausula
d6ste. Tais fundos podem ser pagos ou concedidos
Clansula II deste.
para
concedidos para
Asses
Instituto ou aaqualquer organizacio,
eases fins, pela CBAI,
Cner, ao Institut°
ms em
em
organizagco, mas
todos os ca,sos
casos o
o Superintendente
Superintendente da CBAI eeooRepresentante
Representante Especial
Especial
firmarao um acordo
acardo escrito, estabelecendo
firmarito
estabelecendo ooescopo eeos outros
outros termos
tArmos
de tais contribuicoes
contribuicoes ou concess6es.
concessOes.
9. Todas as referencias
a Inter-American
Inter-American Educational
referencia& it
Educational Foundation,
Foundation,
Inc., constantes
Ac6rdo Basico,
constantes do AOrdo
Basic°, serao
serfio consideradas,
consideradas, para
os fins
fins
para os
deste Aardo
Ac6rdo de Prorrgagco,
dilate
Prormactin, como
como feitas
feitas ao
ao Instituto.
Institut°.
CLIUSULA
CLAusuLA V
O Ministerio
Ministerio toma aa,sii a
a obtencAo
obtengao ou promulgagao
0
promulgaciin das leis, decretos,
decretos,
ordens ou resolugces
necessarios para
resoluoes que sejam necessarios
para cumprimento
cumprimento dos
dos
termos deste AcOrdo
Ac6rdo de Prorrogagao.
Prorrogagio.
CLAusuLA
VI
CLAUSULA VI

Este Ac6rdo
ProrrogagAo entrartt
entrara em vigor na data
Acordo de ProrrogacAo
que for
for
data em
em que
registado pelo Tribunal de Contas do
• do Brasil.
.
Em fe
fe do que, as partes contratantes,
prepararam este
Em
contratantes, prepararam
Aste Acordo
Ac6rdo de
de
Prorrogagao
paraser
quintuplicata,nas
Prorrogagfio pars
ser assinado, em quintuplicata,
nas lInguas
linguas portuguesa
portuguesa

e inglesa,
inglesa, na
cidade do
do Rio de Janeiro,
Janeiro, Brasil, aos 30 dias de Outubro
e
na cidade
de 1948.
MINISTERIO
MINISTERIO DA EDUCACAO E
E SAODE
SAODE
CLEMENTE MARIANI
CLEMENTE
MARIANI
Mariani Bittencourt
Dr. Clemente Mariani
Bittencourt
Ministro de Estado
Ministry
Estado
THE INSTITUTE
THE
INSTITUTE OF INTER-AMERICAN
INTER-AMERICAN AFFAIRS
GEORGE
GEORGE S. SANDERS
Sr.
Sr. George
George S.
S. Sanders
Sanders
RepresetantaeEspecial,
Especial,Education
Representante
Education Division
Diviion
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PERU— COOPERATIVE EDUCATIONEDUCATION1949
Aug.
PERU-COOPERATIVE
Ag. 26,
26, 1949
Sept. 1,
Sept.
1, 1949
1949

Agreement between the United States of America and Peru
Peru further
further
extending and modify*
extending
agreement of
1944, respecting
respecting a
modifying the
the agreement
of April
April 4,
4, 1944,
a
cooperative
educational program
cooperative educational
program in
Effected by
exchange of
in Peru.
Peru. Effected
by exchange
of
notes signed
signed at
at Lima August 26
26 and September I,
1949; entered
entered into
1, 1949;
into
force September
September 1,
retroactively July
1, 1949.
1949.
1, 1949,
1949, operative
operative retroactively
July 1,
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August 26 and
September 1,
September
1, 1949
[T.
I. A.
21171
[T.I.
A. S..2117

Ambassador to
The American
American, Ambassador
the Peruvian
Permian Minister
to the
Minister for
for Foreign
Foreign
Affairs
Affairs
AMERICAN
EMBASSY,
AxMIOAN EMBASSY,
No. 590
590
Lima, Peru,
Perti, August
August 26,
No.
Lima,
26, 1949.
1949.
EXCFILENCY
ExcEULENr::
I have
refer to
I
have the honor to refer
between the
to the Basic
Basic Agreement
Agreement between
the GovGovernment
ernment of Peru
Peril and
Inter-American Educational
and the Inter-American
Educational Foundation,
Foundation,
Inc., dated April 4, 1944, as later modified
modified and extended,
proextended, providing
viding for the initiation and
execution of
the cooperative
cooperative educational
and execution
of the
educational
program in Peru.
to Your
Peril. II also refer to
note of
June 9,
9,
Your Excellency's
Excellency's note
of June
1949,[']
proposed basis for
1949,[1]submitting a
aproposed
extension of
that AgreeAgreefor an
an extension
of that
9, 1949,[
ment, and to Your Excellency's
Excellency's note of August 9,
2] in
1949, []
in which
which
it
it was indicated that the draft of Agreement
Agreement proposed
proposed by
by the Institute
Inter-American Affairs did not wholly
wholly agree
of Inter-American
agree with
expectations
with the
the expectations
together with
of the Minister of Education, together
with aacopy
copy of
of aanew
new note
note which
which
the Minister
Minister had presented to
to the Special
Special Representative.
Representative.
The proposal of the Minister
Minister of Education
submitted to
the
Education was
was submitted
to the
consideration
consideration of the Institute of Inter-American
Inter-American Affairs.
Affairs. In
In reply,
reply, I
I
regret to inform Your Excellency
Excellency that,
to budgetary
budgetary limitathat, due
due to
limitations, the Institute states that
that it
it is
time to
increase the
is unable
unable at
at this
this time
to increase
the
proposed contribution
contribution for
for the fiscal
ending June
30, 1950.
1950.
fiscal year
year ending
June 30,
IIavail myself of
renew to
Excellency the
the
of this
this opportunity
opportunity to
to renew
to Your
Your Excellency
assurances of my highest and most distinguished
distinguished consideration.
consideration.

HAROLm
TIrrMANN
HAROLD H.
H.TI1TMANN
His Excellency,
Excellency,
His
Capitan
de Navfo
ERNESTO RODRIGUEZ,
RonaiouEz,
Capitfn de
Navio don
don ERNESTO
Minister for
Foreign Affairs,
Minister
for Foreign
Affairs,
Lima.
Lima.
'Not
I Not printed.

81939-52—rT. In-37
in-37
81989--2-P-T.

Stat., P.t.
61 Stat.,
P.t. 4,
4,
p. 3871; 62 stat.,
Stat., Pt. 3,
p. 3866.
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The Peruwian
Permian Minister
Foreign Affairs to
American
Ministerfor Foreign
to the American
Ambassador
Ambassador
MINISTERIO
MINISTERIO
DE
DE
RELACIONES EXTERIORES
RELACIONES
EXTERIORES
Y CULTO
CULTO
Y
N.:
No: (D)-6-3168
(D)-6-3/68

LrMA,
1° de setiem,bre
setiembre de
1949
LIMA, 1°
de 1949

SEROR Eld13AJADOR
SEXOR
EMRBJADOR :
Tengo a
a honra
honra referirme a
alas notas de esta Cancilleria
6-3/44
Cancilleria Nos.
Nos. 6-3/44
yy 6-3/60, de 9
9 de julio [
respectivamente, por
por
[11]]yy99de agosto ultimos, respectivamente,
las que se llevaba a
a conocimiento de Vuestra
Vuestra Excelencia
Excelencia los puntos
puntos de
vista que el Ministerio de EducaciOn
Educaci6n Pablica
Publica deseaba
deseaba ver acogidos en el
nuevo Convenio de prOrroga
prorroga del Programa
Programa Cooperativo de Educa,cion.
Educaci6n.
El Ministro de Educaci6n
Educacien. Publica
Pablica ha dirigido al sefor
sefior Lyle B.
Pember, Director del Servicio Cooperativo
Cooperativo Peruano-Norteamericano
Peruano-Norteamericano
Educaci6n, una comunicaciOn,
comunicaci6n, cuya copia me es
de EducaciOn,
es grato
grato adjuntar
adjuntar a
a
Excelencia, manifestandole
manifestandole el acuerdo de su Despacho
Vuestra Excelencia,
Despa,cho con
con
las bases propuestas, para la pr6rroga
prerroga de dicho Convenio, por el Institute de Asuntos Interamericanos.
tituto
Interamericanos.
Aprovecho
a Vuestra Excelencia
Aprovecho la oportunidad
oportunidad para renovar a
Excelencia las
seguridades
mas alta y
seguridades de mi Inas
y distinguida consideraciOn.
consideraci6n.
E
E RODRIGUEZ
RODRiGUEZ
Al Excelentisimo
Excelentisimo Sefior
Senor HAROID
LAROLD H.
H. TITYMANN
TnIrMANN
Embajador
Embaja,dor Extraordinario
Extraordinario y
yPlenipotenciario
Plenipotenciario
de los Estados
Estados Unidos
Unidos de
de Amirica.
America.
Ciudad.Ciudad.
-

[Enclosure]
[Enclosure]

MINISTERIO
MINISTEBIO
DE
DE
RELACIONES EXTERIORBS
RELACIONES
EXTERIORES
YCULTO
CULTO
Y
Minlsterlo
Minfeterio de Educacien
Pablica.
Educaci6n Pdbllea.

LIMA, 1'
setiembre de 1949.
LIMA,
f de
de setiem,bre
Senor
Senfor LYLE B. Pr.mszn,
PEmBB,
Director
Director Del AS'ervicio
ervicio Cooperativo
Cooperativo
Peruano-Norteamericano
Peruano-Norteamericanode
de Educacion.
Educacii.
Of. N
N°° 1226.
1226.

Me es grato dar respuesta a
a su atenta nota N°.P-4305 del
del 26 de
de

Agosto, con la que me comunica, de conformidad
conformidad con la informacien
informaci6n
que ha recibido del Instituto de Asuntos Interamericanos,
Interamericanos, que sera
imposible aumentar
aumentar la asignaci6n
asignacien de fondos para proyectos coopera6 rroga
6
tivos sefialada
sefalada en el proyecto
proyecto de pr
prOrroga
del Convenio que someti
someti6
usted aami consideracien
consideraci6n en julio pasado.
Deploro vivamente que por las consideraciones
consideraciones que me expone de
haberse
haberse hecho ya la distribuci6n
distribucien de los recursos para los Programas
Programas
Cooperativos
America Latina, no sea factible incrementar
Cooperativos en America
incrementar por
por
ahora la cantidad de U. S. $
$ 50,000.00 fijada por el Institut°
Instituto de Asuntos Interamericanos
Interamericanos para nuestro Programa Cooperativo
Cooperativo durante el
el
'Should
2 Should read "Jouah"
"Judo."
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Sept. 1, 1949

periodo
period° del 1° de Julio de 1949 al 30 de Junio de 1950. Abrigo
Abrigo la
fundada esperanza
esperanza que en conocimiento
conocimiento de nuestra realidad
realidad educaeducacional y
y de la necesidad
necesidad de intensificar
intensificar debidamente
dehidamente la etapa de
de los
los
impulsos que vamos aa iniciar en nuestro Programa
Programa Cooperativo, se
se
considere
considere suma mayor para el Programa
Programa a
a largo plazo que comencomenzaria
zarfa el 1° de Julio de 1950 y
y que es actualmente
actualmente materia de
de estudio.
estudio.
De acuerdo con las posibilidades
posibilidades actuales yy confirmando
confirmando las
las conversaciones
versaciones que sobre el particular hemos
hemos tenido,
halla
tenido, mi
mi Despacho
Despacho halla
conforme el proyecto para la pr6rroga
prorroga del Convenio que se ha servido
usted presentarme, en virtud del cual el Instituto
Instituto de Asuntos InterInteramericanos
contribuira con la suma de U. S. $
americ,anos contribuir6,
Gobierno
$ 50,000.00 yyel Gobierno
del Peril
Peru con la suma de S/.1'956,836.35,
el periodo
perfodo del
S/.1'956,836.35, por
por el
del 1°
1l de
de
Julio de 1949 al 30 de Junio de 1950, para la prosecuci6n del Programa,
Programa,
aamas de la cantidad
cantidad de U. S. $$129,000.00
129,000.00 que el Institut°
aportara
Instituto aportari
para gastos de personal y
como
en
afios
anteriores
y de los fondos que
que como en afios anteriores
Gobierno del Peru dedicar6,
el Gobierno
dedicara como
como aportes
aportes indirectos.
Al perticipar a
a usted la decisi6n
decision del Gobierno
Gobierno del Per6
continuar
Perd de continuar
Programa Cooperativo
felizmente vincula a
con el Programa
Cooperativo que felizmente
nuestros
dos
a nuestros dos
paises en el amplio campo educacional,
poises
educacional, me complace
complace renovarle
renovarle las
las
seguridades de mi
ml muy distinguida consideraci6n.
consideracion.
Dios guarde
guarde a
austed.
Fdo.
Coronel
UAN MENDOZA
R.
Coronel J
JUAN
MENDOZA R.
Ministro
Educacion Publica.
Ministro de Educacion
Publica.
Translation
Translation

No. (D) 6-3/68
6-3/68

LIMA, September 1,
1, 19.4.9.
1949.
LIMA,

AxMBASADOR:
MR. AMBASSADOR:
I have the honor to refer to this Ministry's notes
I
notes Nos.
Nos. 6-3/44
and
6-3/44 and
6/3/60, of July [1]
[
1]9
9and August 9
respectively, in which
which Your
9 last, respectively,
Your
Excellency was informed of the points of view which the Ministry
Ministry
Education wished to see incorporated
of Public Education
incorporated in
in the new
new Agreement
Agreement
on the extension of the Cooperative
Cooperative Education Program.
The Minister
Minister of Public Education has addressed
addressed to Mr. Lyle
Lyle B.
Pember, Director
Servicio Cooperativo
Director of the Servicio
Cooperativo Peruano-NorteameriPeruano-Norteameiicano de Educaci6n,
Educaci6n, a
aletter, copy of which
which I
herewith, setting
I attach herewith,
setting
Ministry's agreement to the bases proposed by the
forth his Ministry's
the Institute
Institute
of Inter-American
Inter-American Affairs for the extension of the
Agreement.
the said
said Agreement.
IIavail myself of the opportunity
opportunity to renew to Your Excellency
Excellency the
the
assurances of my highest and most distinguished
distinguished consideration.
consideration.
E
E RODRIGUEZ
RODRI
GUEZ
His Excellency HAROLD
HAROLD H.
H.TITrMANN
TITMANN
Ambassador Extraordinary
Extraordinaryand
and Plenipotentiary
Ambassador
Plenipotentiary
of
the United
of the
United States
States of
of America.
America.
City.ity.__
'Should
'Should read
read "June."
"June."
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MINISTRY
MINISTRY
OF
OF
FOREIGN RELATIONS
FOREIGN
RELATIONS
AND
AND WORSHIP
WORSHIP

Ministry of Public Education

LIMA,
I, 1949.
1949.
LIMA, September
September 1,
Mr.
LYLE B.
Ppmeza,
Mr. LLE
B. PMmER,
Director, SeraC
I
A Cooperativo
Cooperaptivo
Director,
Servcio
Peruano-Norteamericano
Educaci4n.
Pe'nano-Norteamericanode Educacion.
Communication No.
No. 1226.
Communication

courteous note No. P-4305
P-4305 of
IItake pleasure in replying to your courteous
August 26, in which you inform me that, pursuant to information
information
which you have received
received from the Institute of Inter-American
Inter-American Affairs,
it will be impossible to increase
increase the allocation
of
cooperaallocation funds for the cooperative
projects
indicated
the
draft
Agreement
which
you
Agreement
indicated
in
the
draft
Extension
tive projects
submitted
to
my
consideration
last
July.
submitted to my consideration last July.
because of the fact which you explain, the
II keenly regret that, because
funds for
for the
Cooperative Programs
America have already
already
in Latin America
Programs in
the Cooperative
funds
been
it will
increase for
for the
the present the
not be possible to increase
will not
been distributed,
distributed, it
cy.) fixed by the Institute of Inter-American
Inter-American
(U. S. cy.)
sum of $50,000 (II.
Affairs for
for our
our Cooperative
Program during
during the period from July 1,
1,
Cooperative Program
Affairs
1949
30, 1950.
entertain the well-grounded
well-grounded hope that in the
1950. IIentertain
1949 to
to June
June 30,
knowledge of our educational
educational realities and of the need duly to inknowledge
tensify the impulses that we are going to initiate in our Cooperative
greater sum will be considered
considered for the long-term
long-term Program
Program, a
a greater
which would start on July 1, 1950 and which is now under study.
In accordance
accordance with
with present
possibilities and confirming
confirming the converpresent possibilities
In
sations that we have had on the subject, my Ministry is agreeable to
the extension
extension Agreement
Agreement which you have submitted to me, under
the
which the Institute of Inter-American
Inter-American Affairs will contribute the sum
$50,000.00 (U.
(II. S.
Government of Peru the sum of
of
of $50,000.00
S. cy.)
cy.) and the Government
8/.1'956,836.35,
for
period
from
July
to
30,
1950,
for
June
1950,
for
from
July
1,
1949
for
the
period
S/.1'956,836.35,
$129,the continuation of the Program, in addition to the amount of $129,cy.) which the Institute will contribute for personnel
000.00 (II.
(U. S. cy.)
expenses, and to the funds which, as in previous years, the Governexpenses,
available as indirect contributions.
ment of Peru will make available
On informing you of the Peruvian Government's
Government's decision to continue the Cooperative
Cooperative Program which happily links our two countries in the broad educational
educational field, II take pleasure
pleasure in renewing
renewing to
you the assurances
assurances of my most distinguished
consideration.
distinguished consideration.
God
God keep you.
Sgd.
Sgd.
Colonel JUrA
JUAN bfragnozA
MENDOZA R.
R.
Minister of Publio
Public Education.
Minister
Eduction.
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A

EXTENSION
EXTENSION AGREEMENT
AGREEMENT
The REmUBLo
REPUBLIC OF PERU (hereinafter
(hereinafter referred
referred to as the "Republic")
"Republic")

represented
represented by Coronel Juan Mendoza R., the Minister of Public Education, (hereinafter
(hereinafter referred to as the "Minister"),
"Minister"), and THE
Tar INSmTUTE
Irrerntrrz
OF
INTE'-AMrTCAN AFFAIRS
or Irrrza-AzmucAi.:
AFFAIRS (hereinafter
the "Insti"Insti(hereinafter referred
referred to
to as
as the

tute"),
Government of the United
tute"), a
acorporate
corporate instrumentality of the Government
represented by its
States of America, represented
its Special Representative,
Representative, Education Division, Lyle B. Pember, (hereinafter
(hereinafter referred
"Special
referred to as the "Special
Representative"),
Representative"), have agreed, pursuant to the request of
of the Republic,
Republic,
and in accordance
accordance with the subsequent
subsequent exchange
exchange of notes dated
August
dated August
pp. 289,
2879, 288.
2880.
between the American
Ambassador and
26, 1949, and Sept. 1, 1949, between
American Ambassador
and the Ante, pp.
Peruvian Minister
Minister of Foreign
Foreign Affairs,
upon the
the following
following technical
technical
Peruvian
Affairs, upon
details for extending
extending and modifying, in the manner hereinafter
set
hereinafter set
forth, the Agreement
executed by the Republic
Republic and the predecessor
Agreement executed
predecessor
61 Stat.,
4,
61
Stat., Pt.
Pt. 4,
of the Institute in April 1944, as subsequently modified
modified and extended
extended p.
p. 3871;
3871; 62
Pt. 3,
62 Stat.,
Stat., Pt.
3,
p.
3866.
p.
3866.
(hereinafter referred
(hereinafter
referred to as the "Basic Agreement"),
Agreement"), providing
providing for a
a
cooperative education
Peril.
cooperative
education program to be carried on in
in Peru.
C
LAUSE II
CLAUSE
cooperative education
education program provided
provided for in
The cooperative
in the
the Basic
Basic Agreement is hereby extended for an additional period of one year from
June 30, 1949,
through June 30,
ex1949, through
30, 1950. The parties
parties hereto hereby
hereby express their complete
complete satisfaction with the way the Servicio CooperaCooperativo Peruano-Norteamericano
Educaci6n (hereinafter
Peruano-Norteamericano de Educacion
(hereinafter referred
referred to
as the "Servicio")
"Servicio") has operated
operated since it was established,
established, and their
their
effectiveness and efficiency of the services rendered
recognition of the effectiveness
rendered
by the Servicio to the education of Peril.
Peru.

Period of
of extenson.
extension.
Period

CLAUSE
II
CLAUSE II

In addition
addition to
to the funds
funds required by
by the
the Basic Agreement
Agreement and/or
and/or
extensions thereto to
otherwise made available
extensions
to be
be contributed
contributed or otherwise
available by
by the
the
parties thereto
thereto with
with respect
to the
the cooperative
cooperative education
education program,
program, the
the
parties
respect to
parties hereto shall contribute and make available funds for use in
covered by
Extension
continuing the
the program
program during
during the period covered
by this
this Extension
Agreement
following schedule:
Agreement in
in accordance
accordance with the following
schedule:
1. The Institute shall make available
available the funds necessary to pay the
1.
salaries and
and all other
other expenses of its
its Education
Education Division field staff in
in
Peril
Extension Agreement,
Peru during the period covered
covered by
by this Extension
Agreement, provided that the amount of such funds shall not exceed $129,000.00.
This amount shall be administered
administered by the Institute and shall
shall not be
be
deposited
deposited to the credit
credit of
of the Servicio.
2. The Institute
Institute shall deposit to the credit of the Servicio the sum
of $50,000.00,
$50,000.00, or its equivalent in soles, as follows:
follows:

Funds.
Funds.

Dewitt&
D"w
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On or before
before August
August 15,
15, 1949
1949 . . ..
. . . . . . . . . $
$
A
A sum of $4,166.67
$4,166.67 on or before the
the 15th day of
of each sucsucceeding
ceeding month to and including
15, 1950,
1950, which
which
including June
June 15,
monthly payments will aggregate
aggregate ..........

8, 333.
333. 30
80
8,

41,
70
41, 666. 70

Total $
$

50,
000. 00
00
50,000.

All cash grants made by the Institute to
will be
be dedeto the
the Servicio will
posited to the account of the Servicio in
States in
in aacomcomin the
the United
United States
mercial
mercial bank of recognized
recognized standing
standing in international
international trade in
in order
order
that exchange
exchange will always be available
needs
available in dollars to meet the needs
Servicio projects.
projects.
of approved Servicio
3. The Republic
Republic shall deposit to the credit of the Servicio,
Servicio, the sum
sum
S/.1'956,836.35, as
as follows:
of S/.1'956,836.35,
follows:
On or before
before September
September 15, 1949 . . . . . .........
S/
98
S/. 97,
97, 499.
499. 98
A sum of S/.10,833.34
A
3/.10,833.34 on or before the 15th day of each
each sucsucceeding month to and including December
December 15,
15, 1949,
1949,
which monthly payments
payments will aggregate
aggregate . ..
32,
. . . .
32, soo.
500. 02
02
On or before January
January 15,
15, 1950 ................
304, 472.
472. 75
75
304,
A sum of 81.304,472.74
S/.304,472.74 on or before the 15th day of each
A
succeeding
including June
1950, which
succeeding month to and including
June 15,
15, 1950,
which
monthly payments
payments will aggregate
aggregate ..........
1'522,
363. 60
60
.......
1'522, 363.
8/.1'956, 836. 35
35
Total S/.1'956,

4. The funds to be deposited
deposited by the Institute under
4.
sub-section 22of
under sub-section
of
this Clause II
II on Aug. 15, 1949, shall be available for expenditure
expenditure from
from
the date on which deposited but all payments
deposited
payments to
to be
be thereafter
thereafter deposited
by either party shall not be avilable for
for withdrawal
withdrawal or
or expenditure
expenditure
corresponding deposit
until the corresponding
deposit due from the other party on the
the same
same
date
date has been
been made.
made.
5. The parties hereto, by written agreement
agreement of the
and the
the Minister
Minister and
the
Special Representative, may amend
amend the schedules
schedules for
for making
the dedemaking the
posits required by this Clause II.
II.
CLAUSE
C
LAUSE III
III
Force
and
effect of
Force
end effect or
Basle
Agreement.
Basic
Agreement.

Unobligated
Unobligoted funds.
funds.

The Basic Agreement
Agreement shall remain in full force
for the
the
force and effect
effect for
purpose of extending the cooperative
education program, as provided
cooperative education
herein, and all provisions of the Basic Agreement
Agreement shall be applicable
to all operations and activities under this Extension
Extension Agreement;
Agreement;
ExcEPr
Exczrr that the Basic Agreement,
Agreement, (including any extensions
extensions and
amendments thereto) in its application
amendments
application to the period provided for in
this Extension Agreement,
Agreement, shall be
be deemed
deemed to
to be
supplebe amended
amended and
and supplemented by the provisions of this Extension Agreement,
Agreement, including the
the
following particulars:
particulars: .
1. The parties
parties hereto agree
agree that
that any
funds which
which remain
remain in
1.
any funds
in the
the
Servicio unexpended and amobligated
unobligated on the termination
the cotermination of
of the
cooperative education program,
program, shall, as agreed upon inwiting
in writing by the
the
parties hereto at that time, either be turned over tp
to the Republic
Republic to
to be
devoted
will further
further advance
advance the purposes of
devoted by it to activities which will
of
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the program, or be returned to the parties hereto in the proportion of
contributions made by the parties under the Basic
the respective contributions
Agreement (including any extensions and amendments
amendments thereof).
Agreement
thereof).
Sub-section 2
2 of Clause IV of the Extension Agreement signed
2. Sub-section
by the parties hereto
hereto on July 6,
amended to read as
6, 1948 is hereby amended
follows:
follows:
"2. Any of the funds introduced
introduced into Perd
Peril by the Institute
Institute for
the purpose of the cooperative
cooperative education program shall be exempt
exempt
from taxes, service charges, investment or deposit requirements,
requirements,
and other currency controls.
controls. Any of the funds deposited
deposited by the
Institute to the credit of the Servicio shall be exchanged
exchanged at the
the
highest rate which, on the day the exchange is made, is available
Government of the United States for its diplomatic and
to the Government
other official expenditures in Peru,
Peril, but in any event, at a
arate of
exchange of not less than S/.6.485 per dollar."
CLAUSE IV

The Republic undertakes to obtain or promulgate
promulgate such legislation,
legislation,

Legislation.

Legilation

decrees, orders or resolutions as may be necessary to effectuate
effectuate the
terms of this Extension Agreement.
CLAUSE V
V
CLAUSE
This Extension Agreement
Agreement shall become
become effective as of the first of
July on the date it is signed.
IN wrrNEss
wilEnEor, the
the parties
parties hereto
caused this
IN
WITNESS WHEREOF,
hereto have
have caused
this Extension
Extension
Agreement to be executed
Agreement
executed by their duly authorized Representatives,
Representatives, in
quintuplicate, in the Spanish and English languages, in
quintuplicate,
in Lima, Peru,
Peru,
this 1° day of September, 1949.
REPUBLIC OF PERU
FOR THE
THE REPUBLIC
PERU

FOR
FOR THE
THE INSTITUTE
INSTITUTE OF
OF INTER
INTER
AMERICAN
AMERICAN AFFAIRS
AFFAIRS

LYLE B
PEDEBER
LrLE
B PEMBER

MENDOZA.

MENDOZA.

BY
BY

BY
BY

Juan Mendoza
R.
Juan
Mendoza R.

Minister of
of Public
Public Education
Education

Lyle B.
B.Pember
Pember
Lyle
Special
Representative
Special Representativ

Effective
Efftive date.

dat.
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CONVENIO DE PRORROGA
CONVENIO
PRORROGA

El
GOBIEnwo DE
DE LA
LA REPUBLICA
ElGOBIERNO
PERU (que
(que en
en adelante
adelante sera
REPUBUOA DEL
DEL PERU
sera
Gobierno"), representado
llamado "el Gobierno"),
representado por
Mendoza
por el Coronel
Coronel Juan
Juan Mendoza
R., Ministro de EducaciOn
(al que
en adelante
referini como
Educaci6n Peblica,
Publica, (al
que en
adelante se
se referira
como
el "Ministro") yy el Institut°
Instituto de Asuntos
(que en
Asuntos Interamericanos,
Interamericanos, (que
en
serf llamado "Instituto"),
adelante sera
"Instituto"), corporaciOn
depende del
del
corporaci6n que
que depende
Gobierno de los Estados Unidos de America, representado
representado por
por el
el Sr.
Sr.
Lyle B. Pember, Representante
Representante Especial del Departamento
Departamento de
Educade Educaci6n del Institut°
Instituto (al que
ciOn
que en adelante se
se referira
referira como
el "Represencomo el
"Representante Especial"),
Especial"), han convenido, de conformidad
conformidad con la
solicitud
la solicitud
formulada por el Gobierno
formulada
Gobierno del Pert,
con los
los terminos
terminos de
de
Peru, yyde
de acuerdo con
las notas cambiadas
cambiadas con fechas 26 de agosto de
1° de
de setiembre
de 1949 y
y 1°
setiembre
de 1949 entre el Ministro de Relaciones
Relaciones Exteriores
Exteriores del
del Perti
Perd y
y el
el
Embajador
Embajador de los Estados Unidos sobre los detalles
para la
detalles tecnicos para
la
extensi6n y
modificaci6n-de acuerdo con las
extension
y modificaciOn—de
que se
las clausulas
clfusulas que
se
establecen en el presente convenio—del
convenio-del Contrato
Contrato que
que estableciO
estableci6 el
el
educacional para llevarse
programa cooperativo
cooperativo educacional
cabo en
en el
el Pert,
llevarse a
a cabo
Peru,
(que en adelante
adelante sera llamado
llamado "Contrato Basico")
con fecha
Basico") yy que
que con
fecha
4 de abril de 1944 se celebrara
4
celebrara entre el Gobierno del
la Fundadel Pert
Peri yyla
Fundaci6n
Educaci6n Inc., organism°
ciOn Interamericana
Interamericana de EducaciOn
sucesor
organismo del
del cual
cual es sucesor
el Instituto,
Institut°, asf como de su modificaci6n
modificacien y
ypr6rrogas.
prOrrogas.
CLAustaa II
CLAUSULA

El programa
programa cooperativo
cooperativo de educaciOn,
educaci6n, establecido
establecido por el Contrato
Contrato
Basico
prorrogado por un perfodo
Basic° queda prorrogado
period() adicional
adicional de un alio,
ano, desde
el 30 de junio de 1949 hasta el 30 de junio de 1950.
partes con1950. Las partes
contratantes declaran su completa satisfaccion
satisfacciOn acerca de
la forma
forma como
de la
como ha
ha
funcionado
funcionado hasta el presente el Servicio
Servicio Cooperativo
Cooperativo PeruanoPeruanoNorteamericano
Educaci6n (que en adelante
Norteamericano de EclucaciOn
adelante sera
sera llamado
llamado el
el
"Servicio") yyexpresan su reconocimiento
"Servicio")
reconocimiento por la eficacia de los servicios
servicios
a la educaci6n
prestados por el Servicio a
educacion en el Peri.
Pert
CLATUSLA II
CLAusuLA
fl

Ademas
Aderais de los fondos que el Contrato
Contrato Basic°
sus prorrogas
prOrrogas reBasico yy sus
requiere
que
se
proporcionen
o
sean
aportados
de
alguna
quiere
proporcionen o
aportados
otra manera
por las partes contratantes
contratantes con respect°
respecto al programa cooperativo
de
cooperativo de
educaci6n,
las
partes
contratantes
del
presente,
contribuiran
educaciOn,
contribuiran y
y
aportaran fondos para ser empleados
aportartin
empleados en la prosecuci6n
prosecuciOn del programa
durante el periodo
durante
period° comprendido
comprendido por este Convenio de Prorroga
PrOrroga de
de
acuerdo con el siguiente
signiente plan:
1. El
El Instituto
1.
Institut° aportara
aportari los fondos necesarios
necwarios para pagar los sueldos
yytodos los gastos del personal
Departamento de EducaciOn
personal del Departamento
Educaci6n en el
el
Per4,durante el
comprendido en este Convenio
Perk
al perfodo
period° comprendido
Convenio de Pr6rroga,
Prorroga,

63
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siempre yycuando la suma total de dichos fondos no exceda la cantidad
cantidad
de $129,000.00.
cantidad sera
administrada por el Instituto
$129,000.00. Esta cantidad
sera, administrada
TTIstituto y
y
no sera depositada
depositada en la cuenta del Servicio.
depositara en la cuenta del Servicio la suma de
2. El Instituto
Institut° depositara
$50,000.00,
o su equivalente
equivalente en soles, de la manera siguiente:
siguiente:
$50,000.00, o
En o
o antes del 15 de agosto de 1949
suma de $4,166.67
Una sums
$4,166.67 en o
o antes del decimoquinto dia de
cada
hasta el 15 de junio de 1950, incads mes subsiguiente
subsiguiente haste
clusive, pagos mensuales
mensuales que sumaran

$8, 333. 30
41, 666.
666. 70
70
41,

Total

$50, 000. 00

Todas las contribuciones
contribuciones en efectivo que haga el Institut°
Institute al Servicio
Servicio
seran depositadas en los Estados Unid.os,
Unidos, en un banco comercial de
reconocido prestigio en el comercio internacional,
internacional, a
a la orden del
Servicio, aafin de poder contar con un fondo en dOlares
d6lares para atender
atender
aalas necesidades
necesidades de los proyectos debidamente aprobados
aprobados del Servicio.
3.
Peru depositara a
a la cuenta del Servicio, la suma
3. El Gobierno del Peril
de S/.1'956,836.35,
S/.1'956,836.35, de la manera siguiente:
siguiente:
·En ooantes
setiembre de 1949
'En
antes del 15 de setiembre
Una suma de S/.10,833.34
8/.10,833.34 en o
dfa
o antes del decimoquinto
decimoquinto dia
de cada mes subsiguiente
subsiguiente hasta
hasta el 15 de diciembre
diciembre de
1949, inclusive, pagos mensuales
mensuales que sumaran
sumaran
o antes
En o
antes del 15 de enero de 1950
S/.304,472.74 en o
Una suma de 8/.304,472.74
dfa
o antes del decimoquinto
decimoquinto dia
de cada
cada mes subsiguiente
subsiguiente hasta el 15 de junio de 1950 inclusive, pagos mensuales que sumarin
sumaran
Total

8/.97,
S/.97, 499.
499. 98

32,
500. 02
02
32, 500.
472. 75
75
304, 472.

1'522,
1'522, 363.
363 60
60
8/.1'956, 836. 35
S/.1'956,

4. Los fondos que seran depositados por el Instituto conforme a
ala
sub-secci6n
2 de la Clausula II,
II, el 15 de agosto de 1949, estaran
sub-secciOn 2
estaran disponibles para ser gastados desde la fecha en que sean depositados,
depositados,
pero todo dep6sito
subsiguiente que efectuara cualquiera
deposit° subsiguiente
cualquiera de las partes
o gastado mientras que el deno quedara disponible para ser retirado
retirado o
posito
peek° correspondiente
parts no sea
correspondiente en la misma fecha a
a la otra parte
sea
efectuado.
5. Las partes contratantes,
5.
contratantes, por acuerdo escrito entre el Ministro yyel
el
Representante Especial, pueden modificar las fechas para efectuar
Representante
efectuar los
dep6sitos establecidos en la Clausula I.
CLAUBULA III
III
CLAUSULA

El Contrato
Contrato Basico
Basic° permanecera
permanecera en vigor y
y en todo su efecto pars
para
extensi6n del progTama
los fines de la extension
segiin
programa cooperativo de educaciOn,
educaci6n, segun
y todas las disposiciones
se establece en el presente, y
disposiciones del mismo se aplicaran a
a todas las operaciones
operaciones y
y actividades
actividades bajo este Convenio de
Pr6rroga, EXCEPTO
Prorroga,
ExcEPro que se considerara
considerarti, que el Contrato Basic°
Basico (incluyendo extensiones y
y reformas del mismo) en su aplicaciOn
aplicaci6n al
periodo
period° establecido
establecido en este Convenio de Pr6rroga,
PrOrroga, queda modificado y
y
disposiciones de este Convenio de Prorroga,
PrOrroga, incompletado por las disposiciones
cluyendo los siguientes
siguientes pormenores:
pormenores:
81939--52-PT.
81939-52—PT. in
m-38
38
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1. Las partes contratantes
cualquier fondo
fondo que
quo
1.
contratantes acuerdan
acuerdan quo
que cualquier
quedara
Quedara en el Servicio sin invertir
invertir y
expiraciOn
y sin obligaciones
obligaciones aala
la expiraci6n
del Programa Cooperativo
Cooperative de
acuerden
de EducaciOn,
Educaci6n, podri
podr6 ser,
ser, segan
segin acuerden
entonces
entonces por escrito las partes contratantes,
contratantes, restituido
al Gobierno
del
restituido al
Gobierno del
Peru
Peril para ser dedicado aaactividades
continfien los
los prop6sitos
propOsitos de
actividades que continuen
de
este Convenio;
Convenio; o
las partes
partes contratantes
contratantes
o tambien podra,
podra ser
ser restituido
restituido a
a las
en proporci6n
a las respectivas
respectivas contribuciones
proporciOn a
contribuciones hechas por cada
cada una
una de
de
ellas segun
segUn el Contrato
Contrato Bsico
cualquier pr6rroga
reBasico (incluyendo
(incluyendo cualquier
pr6rroga yy reforma del mismo).
mismo).
2. La sub-secciOn
2.
IV del
de PrOrroga
sub-secci6n 22 de la
la Chinsula
Clausula IV
del Convenio
Convenio de
Pr6rroga
firmado por las partes contratantes
contratantes el
de julio
1948, se
se reforma
el 6
6 de
julio de
de 1948,
reforma
de la siguiente manera:
manera:

"2. Cualquiera
Cualquiera de los fondos aportados al
Peril por
por el
el Institute
Institute
al Perf
aa beneficio
beneficio del programa
programa cooperativo
cooperative de educaciOn,
estaran
educaci6n, estaran
exonerados de impuestos, comisiones, requisitos
requisites para
efectuar
para efectuar dedepositos oo inversiones
inversiones yy otras restricciones.
pOsitos
restricciones. Cualquiera de
de los
los
fondos depositados por el Institute a
Servicio seran
seran
a la cuenta del
del Servicio
a soles al tipo de cambio mas
convertidos a
=is alto quo
disposiciOn
que este
este aadisposici6n
del Gobierno de los Estados Unidos
Unides para atender
gastos
atender aa sus
sus gastos
dipl6maticos y
y de otra indole oficial en el
diplOmaticos
Peril el dia
dia en
en quo
se
el Pefu
que se'
efectue la conversion,
conversi6n, yyen todo caso aaun
efectUe
cambio no
no menor
menor
un tipo
tipo de
de cambio
de S/.6.485 por
per d6lar."
&Mar."
CLAUSULA
CDA ETSITLA IV
IV
El Gobierno del Peru se encargara
la legislegisencargara de obtener
obtener o
o promulgar
promulgar la
laci6n, decretos, 6rdenes
laciOn,
Ordenes ooresoluciones
necesarias para
resoluciones necesarias
para llevar
llevar aaefecto
efecto
el presente Convenio de Pr6rroga.
PrOrroga.
C
LAUSULA V
CLAUSTLA
V

Pr6rroga firmado en la fecha regirfi
Este Convenio de PrOrroga
regira desde el
1° de julio de 1949.
EN FE DE LO CUAZ,
contratantes celebran
EN
CUAL, las partes contratantes
celebran este Convenio
de Pr6rroga
PrOrroga por intermedio
intermedio de sus Representantes
Representantes debidamente
debidamente auautorizados, en quintuplicado,
quintuplicado, yy en los idiomas Castellano e
en
e Ingles, en
Lima, Perd el 1°
1" de Setiembre de 1949.
POR EL GOBIERNO
GOBIERNO DEL
PERU
DEL PERU
ME
MENDOZA
NDOZA

Juan Mendoza R.
Ministro de EducaciOn
Educacion Publica
Afinistro
Ptiblica

POR EL INSTITUT°
INSTITUTO DE ASUNTOS
ASUN'
TOS
INTERAMERICANOS
INTERAMERICANOS

LTLE
B PEMBER
LYLE B
PEMBER
Lyle B.
B.Pember
Pember
Representante Especial
Representante
Especial
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Jan. 20,
20, Mar.
3, 1947
1947
e 0 Jan.
Mar. 3,
June 30,
Aug.
.June
0, 1948, July 22, A
11, 1949
ug. 11,

Agreements between the United
respectUnited States
States of America and Paraguay
Paraguayrespecting a
a cooperative
cooperative agricultural
agricultural program
and
program in Paraguay,
Paraguay, modifying and
extending the agreement
December 31, 1942, as
as modified and
extending
agreement of December
and extended. Effected by exchange
exchange of notes signed
signed at Asuncion
AsunciOn July 22
and August 11, 1949; entered
into force
force September 2, 1949,
1949, operative
operative
and
entered into
retroactively
1949. And exchange
exchange of notes signed at
retroactively from June 30, 1949.
Asuncion
into force
force July
1948, operative
Asuncion June
June 30,
30, 1948;
1948; entered
entered into
July 16,
16, 1948,
operative
retroactively
retroactivelyfrom June
June 30, 1948.
1948. And exchange
exchange of
of notes
notes signed
signed at
Asuncion January
January 20 and March 3, 1947;
1947; entered
entered into
March
into force March
3, 1947, operative
operativefrom December 31, 1947.

2889
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March 3,
January 20, March
8,
1947, June 30, 1948,
1948,
1947,
July 22,
22, August
August 11,
11,
1049.
1949.
[T.
IT. I.
I. A.
A. 8.
S. 21114
2118]

Ambassador to the Paraguayan
ParaguayanMinister
Minister of Foreign
The American Ambaaeador
Foreign
Relations
Relations and Worship
Worship
.Asurreueor, July
1949.
£R, 1949.
July 02,
AsUNCION,
ExcaELjENCY:
Examawcir:
I
I have the honor to refer to the Basic Agreement.,
Agreement, as amended,
entered into in December
December 1942 between
between the Republic
Republic of Paraguay
Paraguay and
The Institute of Inter-American
Inter-American Affairs,[
1
]
providing
for
the existing
Affairs,['] providing
cooperative
agricultural
program
in
Paraguay.
I
also
refer
to Your
cooperative agricultural
I
Your
Excellency's note number D.A.E. y
1]suggesty C. 466 of July 20, 1949 [
[1]
consideration by our respective
respective governments
governments of a
further
ing the consideration
a further
extension of that Agreement.
Agreement.
extension
Considering
the mutual
benefits which
are dewhich both
both Governments
Governments are
deConsidering the
mutual benefits
riving from the program, my Government
agrees
with
Government
the
Government
Government
of
Paraguay that
that an extension of the program
program beyond its present
present
of Paraguay
termination
date
of
June
30,
1949
would
desirable. Accordingly,
Accordingly,
be desirable.
termination date of June 30, 1949 would be
I
have been
advised by
by the
the Department
Department of
of State
Washington that
State in Washington
I have
been advised
arrangements
arrangements may now be made for the Institute to continue its para period of one year, from June 30,1949
ticipation in the program for a
30, 1949
through June 30, 1950. It
It would be understood
understood that, during this
period
a contribution of
period of extension, the Institute would make a
$100,000 in
in the
currency of
United States,
the Servicio
Tecnico
Servicio T6cnico
States, to
to the
of the
the United
$100,000
the currency
Interamericano
de
CooperaciOn
Agricola,
for
use
in
carrying
out
Interamericano de Cooperaci6n Agricola, for use in carrying out
project
activities
of
the
program,
Government
your
Government
that
on
condition
project activities of the program,
would
contribute to
to the
the Servicio
for the
the same
same purpose
sum of
purpose the
the sum
Servicio for
would contribute
Guarani
1,103,400.
Institute
would
be
The
Institute
would
also
be
willing
during
the
Guarani 1,103,400.
same
extension
period
to
be
administered
by
funds
to
administered
make
available
same extension period to
the
Institute,
and
not
deposited
the
Servicio,
for
of
the
to
account
deposited
the
payment
and other
other expenses
expenses of
of the
members of
of the Food
the members
of salaries
salaries and
payment of
Supply
Division
Field
Staff
who
are
maintained
by
the
Institute
the
Institute in
by
maintained
Supply Division Field Staff who are
Paraguay.
The
amounts
referred
be
to
to the sums
to
would
be
in
addition
Paraguay. The amounts referred
to
as
already
required
under
the
present
Agreement,
amended,
Basic
Agreement,
under
already required
No. 102

No. 102

INot

'Not printed.

Period of extension.
extemon.

Contributions.
Oontributions.
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Entry into force.
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be contributed
contributed and made available by
by the
furtherance of
the parties
parties in
in furtherance
of
the program.
program.
The Government of the United States of America
will consider
the
America will
consider the
present note and your reply note concurring
concurring therein
therein as
as constituting
constituting
an agreement between our two Governments,
into
Governments, which
which shall
shall come
come into
force on the date of signature
signature of an
the Minister
Minister of
an agreement
agreement by
by the
of
Economy
a representative
Economy and a
representative of The Institute
Institute of
of Inter-American
Inter-American
[1]
Affairs [
1]embodying the above-mentioned
above-mentioned technical
details.
technical details.
If
If the proposed extension
extension on
is acceptable
acceptable to
on the above basis
basis is
to your
your
Government, II would appreciate receiving
receiving an
an expression
Your
expression of
of Your
Excellency's assurance to that effect as soon
Excellency's
be possible,
possible, in
soon as
as may
may be
in
order that the technical details of the extension may
out
may be
be worked
worked out
by the officials of the Ministry of
and The
The Institute
Institute of
of InterInterof Economy and
American Affairs.
American
I avail myself of this opportunity to renew to Your Excellency
I
Excellency the
the
assurances
assurances of my highest and most distinguished
distinguished consideration.
consideration.
FizrartzR W
ARREN
FL=TCHEB
WARREN
American Ambassador
American
Excellency
His Excellency
BEENADO °CAMPOS,
BERNARDO
OOAMPos,
Minister
Minister of Foreign
ForeignRelations
Relatioan and
and Worship,
Worship,
Asauncin.
Asuncion..

The Paraguayan
Minister of Foreign
Paraguayan Minister
Foreign Relations
Worship to
to the
the
Relations and Worship
American Ambassador
American
Ambassador
MINISTERIO DE
MINISTERIO
DE RELACIONES
RELACIONES
10XTERIORES
EXTERIORES Y
Y CULT()
CULTO

D..L.
, C.
N 525.D.A.B. y
C. N•
525.SnioB
Sit*OR EMiAJADOR:
EXBAJADOR:

AsUNCION,
Astawx6N, 11 de
de Agosto
de 1.949.—
Agosto de
1.949.-

Tengo el honor de dirigirme aa Vuestra Excelencia
Excelencia para
para hacer
hacer
referencia
a su nota N°
Ne 102, de fecha 22 de Julio ppdo., yycon
referencia a
con relaci6n
relacien
al contenido
a su
contenido de la misma, me es grato poner a
an conocimiento el
el
texto de la comunicaci6n
S/ne 202, del 10 del corriente
comunicacien Sin°
del
corriente mes,
mes, del
Ministerio de Economia, que es como sigue:
sigue:
"Senor
Ministro:
Me
es
grato
"Senor
dirigirme aaV.E. con
con el
el objeto
objeto
de acusar recibo de su oficio D.A.E. y
y C. No 488, del 27 de Julio ppdo.,
ppdo.,
remitiendo aaeste Ministerio
remitiendo
Ministexio copia del texto de la nota No
No 102, del
22 del mismo mes, recibida de la Embajada de los Estados Unidos
Unidos
de America en esta Capital, conteniendo
de
conteniendo la conformidad
conformidad del
Departamento de Estado de Washington
Departamento
Washington para
para la pr6rroga
pr6rroga del
del
Convenio
suscrito
entre
nuestro
Gobierno
y
el
Servicio
Tecnico
Convenio suscrito
y
Tecnico
Interamericano de Cooperacien
Cooperaci6n Agricola
(SUcA).- Sobre el
Interamericano
Agricola (STicA).—
el
particular,
cabeme
recordar
a
V.E.
que
en
Consejo
de
Ministros
particular, cabeme
a
Mini stros ya se
6 rroga
ha resuelto
resuelto aceptar
en las condiciones
aceptar dicha pr
prerroga
condiciones mencionadas
mencionadas
en la
la nota
nota de referencia.referencia.— Al rogarle
roga.rle quiera tener a
transmitir
a bien transmitir
la presents
presente comunicaci6n
a la Embajada
Americana en nuestro
la
comunicacien a
Embajada Americana
nuestro
Sept.
Sept. 2,149.
2, 1949.
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July 22,3,Aug.

pais
pals me complazco
complazco en saludar a
mi mejor
mejor consideraciOn.
a V.E. con
con mi
consideraci6n.
Fdo: Fabio DA Silva. Ministro"
Ministro".-—
expresado la afirmacion
afirmaci6n de mi Gobierno
Al dejar asi expresado
Gobierno a
alos
los tirminos
t6rminos
de la precitada nota de Vuestra
Vuestra Excelencia, me complazco
complazco en
en reiterarle
reiterarle
seguridades de mi inks
hms alta yydistinguida consideraci6n.las seguridades
consideraci6n.—
[SEAL]
[sBet]

B.()CAMPOS
B.
OcAMPOs

A su Excelencia
Excelencia
El Enviado
Enviado Extraordinario
Extraordinarioy
y Plenipotenoiario
Plenipotenoiario
de los Eatadoe
Estados Unidoe
Unidos de Andrica,
America,
Hon.
Hon. Don
FLETcHER WARREN.—
Don FLETCHEm
WARRBN.Preeente.—
Presente.-

Translation
Tramlation
MINISTRY OF
MINISTRY
OF FOREIGN
RELATIONS
FOREIGN RELATIONS
AND WORSHIP
WORSHIP
AND
D.A.E.
y C.
C. No.
525.
D.A.E. y
No. 525.

ASUNCION, August 11,190.
11, 1949.
ASIINCIoN,

MR. AMBASSADOR:
AMBASSADOR

IIhave the honor to refer to Your Excellency's
Excellency's note No. 102 dated
dated
July 22 last, and with respect
respect thereto IIam pleased
pleased to
you of
to inform you
of
the text of communication
communication S/No. 202 of the
the 10th
month from
from
10th of
of this
this month
the Ministry
Ministry of Economy, which reads as
as follows:
follows:
"Mr. Minister:
Minister: I
pleased to
acknowledge receipt
of Your
I am pleased
to acknowledge
receipt of
Your
Excellency's
Excellency's note D.A.E. y
yC. No. 488 of
last,
transmitting
of July 27
27 last, transmitting
to this Ministry aa copy of Note No. 102 dated July
July 22,
from the
22, from
the
Embassy of the United States of
America in
of America
in this
this capital,
capital, expressing
expressing
acceptance of the Department of State of Washington
the acceptance
of the
Washington of
the
extension of the Agreement
Agreement concluded between
Government
between our
our Government
Interamericano de Cooperacion
and the Servicio Tecnico Interamericano
cola
Cooperaci6n Agrf
Agricola
(STICA). With respect
(STIcA).
respect to
to this
this matter,
recall to
matter, I
I recall
to Your
Your Excellency
Excellency

that it has been resolved by the Council of Ministers to
the
to accept
accept the
said extension under the terms mentioned
mentioned in
in the
the aforesaid
aforesaid note.
note.
Requesting
Requesting you to be good enough
this communication
enough to transmit this
communication
to the American
American Embassy
Embassy in our country,
you the
country, I
I renew
renew to
to you
the
assurances
assurances of my highest consideration.
consideration.
Signed: Fabio da Silva, Minister."
Government's acceptance
acceptance of the terms
Expressing thus my Government's
terms of
of the
above-mentioned note of Your Excellency, IIrenew to
above-mentioned
to you the
the assurassurances of my highest and most distinguished
consideration.
distinguished consideration.
[mu.]
°CAMPOS
[sEAL]
B. OcAmOs
His Excellency
Excellency
Envoy
Enxoy Eztraordinary
Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary
Plenipotntiary
of the United States
States of
of America,
FLETCHER WARREN.
WARREN. —
FLETCHER
City.City. -
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The American
American Ambassador
Ambassador to the Paraguayan
Paraguayan Minister
Foreign
Minister of
of Foreign
Relations
Relations and Worship
No.
iS
No. 56

EXCELLENCY :
EXCELLENCY:

Period of extenion.
extension.
Perod

contrbuions.

Contributions.

Entry
Entry into
into force.

ASUNCIO
N, June
30, 1948.
AsUNCI6N,
June 30,
1948.

I have the honor to refer to the Basic Agreement
I
Agreement between the
the GovGovernment
ernment of Paraguay
Paraguay and The Institute
Institute of
Affairs,
of Inter-American
Inter-American Affairs,
dated December 31, 1942, as later modified and
and extended,[']
extended,[l] which
which
provided for the initiation and execution of
existing cooperative
of the
the existing
cooperative
agricultural program in Paraguay. IIalso refer to the
dated
the telegram,
telegram, dated
June 14,1948,
14, 1948, from His Excellency the Provisional President of
Paraof Paraguay, Doctor Juan
Juan Manuel
Manuel Frutos, to President
President Harry S.
S. Truman[
Truman[ '1]]
consideration by our respective
suggesting the consideration
Governments
respective Governments of
of a
a
further extension of that Agreement.
Agreement.
As Your Excellency knows, the agreement
of December
1942,
agreement of
December 31,
31, 1942,
as amended,
amended, provides that the cooperative
cooperative agricultural
agricultural program
will
program will
terminate
terminate on June 30, 1948. However,
considering the
the mutual
mutual beneHowever, considering
benefits which both governments
governments are deriving
from the
my
deriving from
the program,
program, my
Government
Government agrees
agrees with the Government
Government of Paraguay
Paraguay that
that an
extenan extension
of such
sion of
such program
program would be desirable. I
have been
advised by
the
I have
been advised
by the
Department
Department of State in Washington
Washington that arrangements
now
arrangements may
may now be
be
made for the Institute to continue its participation in the
made
the cooperative
cooperative
program for aaperiod of one year, from
June
from June
June 30,
30, 1948
1948 through
through June
30, 1949.
be understood that, during such period of
30,
1949. It
It would be
extension
of extension
the Institute
Institute would make a
a contribution
contribution of $100,000 U. S. Cy.
to the
Cy. to
the
Servicio Tecnico
Interamericano de Cooperacion
Cooperaci6n Agricola
Servicio
Dicnico Interamericano
Agricola for
use in
in
for use
carrying out project activities of the program
program on
condition that
that your
your
on condition
Government would contribute
contribute to the Servicio for
Government
for the
same purpose
the
the same
purpose the
sum of Guarani 1,103,400. The Institute would also
willing during
during
also be
be willing
the same extension period to make available an amount
exceeding
amount not
not exceeding
$160,000 U.
U. S.
S. Cy. to be retained by the Institute, and
$160,000
and not
deposited
not deposited
to the account of the Servicio, for payment of salaries
salaries and
other exexand other
penses of the members
members of the Institute Food
Field Staff
Staff who
who
Food Supply
Supply Field
are maintained by the Institute in Paraguay.
Paraguay. The
The amounts
amounts referred
referred
to
would be in addition to the sums already required
required under the
to would
the present
present
Basic Agreement to be contributed
contributed and made
parties
made available
available by
by the
the parties
in furtherance
furtherance of the program.
If
If Your Excellency agrees that the proposed
proposed extension
on the
the above
above
extension on
basis
is acceptable
acceptable to your Government,
Government, IIwould appreciate
basis is
appreciate receiving
receiving
an
an expression
expression of Your Excellency's
Excellency's opinion and agreement thereto
thereto as
as
soon
as may
may be possible in order that the technical details of
soon as
of the
the extenextension
sion may be worked out by officials of the Ministry of Economy
and
Economy and
The Institute of Inter-American
Inter-American Affairs.
Afrairs.
The Government
Government of the United States of America
The
America will consider the
present
note and
and your reply note concurring
constituting
present note
concurring therein as constituting
an
agreement between our two Governments, which shall come into
an agreement
into
force
the date
force on
on the
date of signature of an agreement by the Minister
Minister of
Not
printed
I
Not printed.
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Jan. 20, Mar. 3, 1947
Jan 20,
ar. 3, 194
949
June 30, 1948, July 22, Aug. 11, 1949

a representative
Economy and by a
representative of the Institute of Inter-American
Inter-American
' ] embodying
Affairs[ 1
Affairs[
]embodying the above mentioned
mentioned technical details.
Accept, Excellency,
Excellency, the renewed
assurances of my most distinguished
distinguished
renewed assurances
consideration.
consideration.
FLETCHER WARREN
FLETCHER
WARREN
American Ambassador
American

His Excellency
VICTOR MORINIGO,
Minister of
Foreign Relations
Minister
of Foreign
Relations and
and Worship,
Worship,
Asunci6n.
Asunciovn.
The Paraguayan
ParaguayanMinister
Minister of Foreign
ForeignRelations and Worship
Worship to the
American Ambassador
Ambassador
MINISTERIO DE
MINISTERIO
DE RELACIONES
RELACIONES
EXTERIORES Y
EXTERIORES
Y CULTO
CULTO
D.P.
D.N. 6660.No
666.-

ASUNCION, 30
30 de
Junk de
ASUNCI6N,
de Junio
de 1948.1948.-

SFSma EMBA.TADOR:
SENOR
EMBAJADOR:
Excelencia, acusando
Tengo el honor de dirigirme a
a Vuestra Excelencia,
acusando recibo
de la nota N° 56, fechada el dfa
al
dia de hoy en la que al hacer referencia
referencia al
Bisico celebrado entre el Gobierno del Paraguay
Acuerdo Thisico
Paraguay yyel Instituto
de Asuntos Interamericanos
Interamericanos fechado
fechado el 31 de Diciembre de 1942, y
y las
modificaciones
y prOrroga
pr6rroga subsecuente,
modificaciones y
subsecuente, que se estipula para el establecimiento y
programa cooperativo
agricultura en el
y ejecucion
ejecuci6n de un programa
cooperativo de agricultura
Paraguay
telegram& fechado el 14 de Junio de 1948 de Su ExceParaguay y
y al telegrama
lencia el Presidente Provisional del Paraguay, Doctor Juan Manuel
Manuel
Frutos, al Presidente Harry
Harry S. Truman sugiriendo la deliberacion
deliberaci6n por
por
Gobiernos respectivos de una prorroga
nuestros Gobiernos
pr6rroga adicional de ese Acuerconsiderando los beneficios mutuos
miituos
do, Vuestra Excelencia
Excelencia expresa que considerando
que ambos gobiernos obtienen
obtienen del programa, su Gobierno concuerda
concuerda
con el Gobierno del Paraguay
pr6rroga de tal programa serfa
Paraguay que una prorroga
serf a
deseable.deseable.Al
me es
es grato
conocimiento de
de Vuestra
Excelencia
llevar a
a conocimiento
Vuestra Excelencia
Al respecto,
respecto, me
grato llevar
que
transmitida
la
citada
nota
al
Ministerio
de
Economia,
Secreesa Secreque transmitida la citada nota al Ministerio de Economfa, esa
tarf
a
de
Estado
ha
comunicado
a
esta
Cancillerfa
que
esti
conforms
taria de Estado ha comunicado a esta Cancillerfa que esta conforme
en
prorrogar el
citado Acuerdo
Acuerdo Basics:),
en prorrogar
el citado
Basico.Aprovecho
la
oportunidad
saludar a
oportunidad para saludar
a Vuestra Excelencia con
Aprovecho
distinguida.mi consideraciOn
consideraci6n distinguida.VICTOR
VICTOR MORINIGO
MORINIGO
[SEAL]
[SEAL]
A Su
A
Su Excelencia
Excelencia
El
Plenipotenciario
El Embajador
EnbajadorExtraordinario
ExtraordinarioyyPlenipotenciario
de los
de America
America
de
los Estados
Estados Unidos
Unidos de
HOD. FLETCHER
FLETCHER WAmREN
WARREN
Hon.
Presente.Presente.*July

July 16, 1948.
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Translation
Translation
MINISTRY OF FOREIGN RELATIONS
MINISTRY
RELATIONS
AND
AND WORSHIP
WORSHIP

D.P. & D.-

D.P.
No.&D.(386.-

Ante,
2182;
A*e, p. 242;

AsuNcgai, June
1948.
ASUNCI6N,
June 30,
30, 1948.

MR. AMBASSADOR:
AMBASSADOR:
IIhave the honor to address Your Excellency
Excellency to
to acknowledge
acknowledge receipt
receipt

of your
your Note
of
Note No. 56 of this date, in which, with
with reference
reference to
to the
the Basic
Basic
Agreement concluded
concluded between the Government of
Agreement
Paraguay
the
of Paraguay and
and the
Institute of Inter-American
Inter-American Affairs,
Affairs, dated December
December 31,
1942,
and
the
31,1942, and the
amendments and subsequent extension concluded for the establishment
amendments
establishment
and execution of aacooperative
cooperative agricultural
and
agricultural program
Paraguay,
and
program in
in Paraguay, and
to the telegram dated June 14, 1948, from
from His
ProviHis Excellency
Excellency the
the Provisional President of Paraguay,
Paraguay, Dr. Juan
President
Juan Manuel
Manuel Frutos,
Frutos, to
to President
Harry
S. Truman,
Truman, suggesting aadiscussion by our
Harry S.
respective Governour respective
Governments of aafurther
ments
further extension of this Agreement, Your
Excellency states
states
Your Excellency
that, considering
considering the mutual benefits derived
that,
both Governments
derived by
by both
Governments
from the program, your Government
from
Government agrees with
with the
the Government
Government of
of
Paraguay
a program would
Paraguay that an extension of such a
desirable.
would be
be desirable.
In this connection,
In
connection, IIhave the pleasure
pleasure of informing
informing Your
ExcelYour Excellency
that the said note having been transmitted
lency that
transmitted to
to the
the Ministry
Ministry of
of
Economic
Economic Affairs,
Affairs, that department of state has informed this
this Ministry
Ministry
that it is agreeable
agreeable to extending the aforementioned
Basic Agreement.
aforementioned Basic
Agreement.
I avail myself of this opportunity to convey to
I
to Your
Your Excellency
Excellency the
the
expression of my distinguished consideration.
VICTOR MORiNIGO

VICTOR MORINIGO

His Excellency
Excellency
Ambassador Extraordinary
Extraordinaryand
Ambassador
and Plenipotentiary
Plenipotentiary
of the United States of America
America
FLETCHER
FLETCHER WARREN
WARREN
City.City. -

[SEAL]
[SEAL]

The Paraguayan
ParaguayanMinister
Minister of Foreign
Foreign Relations
The
and Worship
to the
Relations and
Worship to
the
American Ambassador
Ambassador
MINISTERIO
MINISTERIO DE RELACIONES
RELACIONES
EXTERIORES
EXTERIORES Y CULTO
D.A.M
C.
D*
N• 24.-C.

24

ASUNCI6N,
20 de
de enero
ASUNCIoN, 20
enero de
de 1947.1947.-

SENOR EMBAJADoR:
&Ron
EMBAJADOR:

Tengo
el agrado
agrado de
de dirigirme aaVuestra Excelencia
Tengo el
Excelencia con
con el
el objeto
objeto
de
transcribirle el texto de la nota S/N°13,
S/N-13, del
de transcribirle
de corriente
corriente mes,
del 16
16 de
mes,
del Ministerio
Ministerio de Agricultura,
Agricultura, quo
que dice
dice asf::
"Sefior Ministro:
Hace cuatro *tilos
afios que viene prestando
"Sefior
Ministro: Race
prestando servicio
servicio
en
el STIcA
Tecnico Interamericano
Interamericano de
en el
el Paraguay
Paraguay el
&ma (Servicio
(Servicio Tecnico
de CoCo-
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Jan. 20,
Mar. 3,
1947
Jan.
20, Mar.
3, 1947
30, 1948, July
June 30,
11, 1949
July 22,
22, Aug.
Aug. 11,
1949

operaci6n Agricola),
operaciOn
Agricola), entidad especial creada por un convenio
convenio sussuscrito por el Gobierno
y el Institut°
Instituto de Asuntos
Gobierno del Paraguay
Paraguay y
Interamericanos
Interamericanos de EE.UU.
EE.IM. (instituci6n
(instituciOn esta ya
conoya ampliamente
ampliamente conocida por sus esfuerzos de colaboracion
colaboraci6n dentro del espiritu de buena
buena
vecindad).- El convenio
STICA lo
vecindad).—
convenio que cre6 el STicA
lo dota
dota de
de facultades
facultades
para colaborar
colaborar con este Ministerio en el aumento de la producciOn
producci6n
agropecuaria yy el mejoranaiento
mejoramiento del standard de
agropecuaria
de vida
vida de la
la masa
masa
campesina,
campesina, propendiendo asf
asi a
intercambio
a la intensificaciOn
intensificaci6n del
del intercambio
comercial
paises.- Los resultados de
comercial y
y cultural entre los dos paises.—
de los
trabajos
del
STICA recien empeizan
a hacerse
trabajos
STIcs
empeizan a
hacerse sentir en la e,conomia
economia
nacional, pues es sabido que todo progreso en materia agropecuaria
agropecuaria
es por su naturaleza lento. Es asi, opinion
opinien de este Ministerio, que
los trabajos
trabajos del STICA
STicA deben continuar
continuar sin interrupcion
interrupciOn unos afios
anos
mas, para que las inversiones yyesfuerzos hechos por los dos gobiernos se vean coronados por un 6xito
exit° ampliamente
justificativo.—
ampliamente justificativo.Por las circunstancias
brevemente expuestas,
circunstancias brevemente
para
expuestas, me dirijo
dirijo a
a V.E. para
rogarle se sirva haeer
hacer llegar
llegar al Excmo. Seflor
Senor Embajador
Embajador de
de los
los
EE.UU.
Norteamerica, Honorable Willard Beaulac,
EE.IIIT. de Norteamerica,
Beaulac, los deseos
de nuestro Gobierno
Gobierno de prorrogar
prorrogar los trabajos cooperativos
cooperativos del
del
STICA
afios más
S
TICA por cinco &nos
(desde el vencimiento
contrato actual,
mas (desde
vencimiento del
del contrato
actual,
el 31 de diciembre de 1947).—
1947).- En el caso de ser
ser imposible por
por el
el
momento prorrogar
prorrogar el STICA
SricA por cinco anos,
es deseo
afios, es
deseo de
de nuestro
nuestro
Gobierno
Gobierno que se firme una pr6rroga
prerroga hasta el 30
de junio
junio de
de 1948,
30 de
1948,
reforzando al mismo tiempo el presupuesto
reforzando
presupuesto actual, que
que es
es insufiinsuficiente para asegurar
asegurar el exit°
En este
este
6xito de
de los trabajos
trabajos emprendidos.—
emprendidos.- En
sentido el Gobierno del Paraguay esta
esti dispuesto
dispuesto aafirmar un
nuevo
un nuevo
contrato con el Instituto
Institut° de Asuntos Interamericanos
Interamericanos que regirfa
regirfa
hasta el 30 de Junio de 1948, contribuyendo
contribuyendo el Paraguay CIEN MIL
xiL
DOLARES Y EL
EE. UU. CINCITENTA
DOLARES
DOLARES, con
con cuotas
cuotas yy fechas
de
CINCUENTA MIL
MM DOLARES,
fechas de
pago de las mismas aaestablecerse
acuerdo.— Se sugiere
qua
establecerse de comen
comfn acuerdo.sugiere que
la firma del nuevo convenio
convenio se haga antes del 15 de Marzo de
de 1947,
1947,
para que la marcha de los trabajos
trabajos emprendidos
emprendidos no se interrumpa.—
interrumpaAprovecho esta oportunidad
Aprovecho
oportunidad para saludar al
Senor Ministro
con mi
ml
al Sefior
Ministro con
consideraci6n.mejor consideracien.—
Fro:
GUILLERMO
ENCISO VELLosO.VELLoso.—
FDO:
GUILLERm0 ENCI80
Ministro.—"
Ministro.-"
Al transmitir a
a V.E. los deseos de
ml Gobierno
Gobierno expresados
en la
la
de mi
expresados en
transcripta comunicacion,
transcripta
comunicacion, lo hago en la seguridad
seguridad de que V.E. ininterpondra
terpondra sus mejores
mejores oficios ante Vuestro
Vuestro Gobierno en el
el sentido
sentido
expresado
expresado en
en la
la misma.
misma.
Valgome
Valgome de esta oportunidad
Embajador
oportunidad para renovar al Senor
Sefior Embajador
las seguridades
seguridades de mi consideraciOn
consideraci6n mas distinguida.—
distinguida.FEDERICO C
HAVES
FEDEouco
CHAVE8
[SEAL]
[SEAL]

A
Excelencia
A Su Excelencia
el Sewor
Sailor Embajador
Embajador Extraordinario
Plenipotenciario
Eotraordinarioyy Pleipotenciao
de los Estados
Estados Unidos
Unidos de America,
America,
Hon. Wirr.T.ARD
BFAULAC.
Hon.
WLLADw L.
L. BEAUiAc.
Presente.—
Presente.-
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Translation
Translation
MINISTRY OF FOREIGN
MINISTRY
FOREIGN
RELATIONS AND WORSHIP
WORSHIP

D.A.E.

yy C.
No.
24.
No. 24.

MR.

ASUNCI6N, January
AsuNcioN,
January £0,
20, 1947.

AMBASSADOR:
I take pleasure
pleasure in addressing Your Excellency
I
Excellency in order
to provide
provide
order to
you with the text of note S/No. 13 of January
January 16 from
from the
of
the Ministry
Ministry of
Agriculture, which reads as follows:
follows:
"Mr. Minister: For four years services have
have been
been rendered
rendered in
in
Paraguay
STICA (Servicio
(Servicio T6cnico
Paraguay by STICA
Tecnico Interamericano
Interamericano de
de Cooperaci6n
cien Agricola),
Agricola), a
aspecial agency created under an
agreement signed
an agreement
signed
by the Government
Government of Paraguay and the Institute of
Inter-American
of Inter-American
Affairs of the United States [
1] (which institution
institution is
widely
[']
is already
already widely
known for its cooperative
cooperative efforts within the
Good
the spirit
spirit of
of the
the Good
Policy). The agreement
Neighbor Policy).
agreement which created
created STICA
STICA vests
vests in
in
it powers to collaborate with this Ministry in increasing
increasing agricultural
agricultural
and livestock
livestock production
production and improving the
standards of
of the
the living
living standards
the
farm population, thereby furthering the intensification
intensification of
of comcommercial and cultural exchange between
between the
two countries.
The
the two
countries. The
results of the work of S
TICA are just
in the
STICA
just beginning
beginning to
to be
be felt
felt in
the
national economy, for it is well known that all progress in agriculagricultural and livestock matters is by nature slow. Hence
it is
Hence it
is the
the
opinion of this Ministry that the work of STICA
be continued
continued
STICA should be
without interruption
interruption for several more years, in order that
the inthat the
investments and efforts made by the two
may be
two Governments
Governments may
be crowned
crowned
with fully justified success. In view of the circumstances
briefly
circumstances briefly
set forth above, IIrequest that Your Excellency
Excellency be
be good
to
good enough
enough to
communicate to His Excellency
communicate
Excellency Willard Beaulac, Ambassador
Ambassador of
of
the United States of America,
America, our Government's
Government's wish
to extend
extend
wish to
STICA'S
&MCA'S cooperative
cooperative work for five more years (from the expiration
of the present contract on December
December 31,
31, 1947).
not be
1947). Should
Should it
it not
be
possible
for
the
time
being
to
extend
STICA
possible
SncA for five years,
years, it
it is
is our
our
Government's
Government's desire to subscribe to an extension until
30,
until June
June 30,
1948, at
at the same time increasing the present budget, which
1948,
is
not
which is not
sufficient to insure the success of the projects undertaken.
undertaken. To
To this
this
end the
the Government
Government of Paraguay
Paraguay is prepared
prepared to sign a
new
contract
a new contract
with
the Institute of Inter-American
with the
Inter-American Affairs, which would be
be in
in
force
June 30, 1948,
contributing ONE
force until
until June
1948, Paraguay
Paraguay contributing
HUNDRED
ONE HUNDRED
AMBASSADOR:

THOUSAND
and the United States, FIM
FITrr THOUSAND
THOUSAND nomAns,
THOUSAND DOLLARS
DOLLARS and
DOLLARS,

the quotas
and dates of payment thereof to be established
the
quotas and
established by mutual
agreement. It
It is
is suggested
agreement.
suggested that the new agreement be signed before
before
9 47,
March
15, 11947,
so that the work undertaken
March 15,
undertaken may not be interrupted.
interrupted.
IIavail
myself of
of this opportunity
opportunity to express to you, Mr. Minister,
Minister,
avail myself
my
highest consideration.
consideration. SIGNED:
IaGNED: GurLLER.O
my highest
Gun/ammo ENCISO
Exc.'s° VEnzLO.
Vinnoso.
Minister."
Minister."
'Not
Not printed
printed.
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June 30,
30, 1948,
1948, July

In communicating
communicating to Your Excellency
Excellency my Government's wishes as
expressed
communication transcribed above, II do
expressed in the communication
do so with
with the
the
assurance
assurance that Your Excellency
Excellency will interpose your good offices
offices
with your Government in accordance
accordance with the terms of the said
said
communication.
communication.
I avail myself of this opportunity to renew to you, Mr. Ambassador,
I
assurances of my most distinguished
the assurances
distinguished consideration.
consideration.
FEDERICO CHAVES
CRAVES
FEDERICO
His Excellency
Excellency

[SEAL]

Ambassador Extraordinary
Eetraordinaryand Plenipotentiary
Ambassador
Plenipotentiary
of the United
United States of America,
America,
W ILLARD L.
BEAULAC.
WILLARD
L. BEAULAC.
City
..—
City.The American Chargé
Charge d'Affaires ad
interim to the Paraguayan
Paraguayan
ad interim
Minister of Foreign
Minister
Foreign 1?elations
Relations and
and "Worship
Worship
No. 397
No.
397
EXCELLENCY:
EXCELLzENCr:

ASUNCION,
3, 1947
ASUNCI6N, March
March 3,
1947

I have the honor to acknowledge
I
acknowledge the receipt of your Excellency's
Excellency's
January 20,1947
note no. 24 of January
20, 1947 transcribing
transcribing the text of a
acommunicacommunication (S. N. 13) dated January
January 16, 1947 addressed to Your Excellency
Excellency
by the Minister
Minister of Agriculture, with regard
regard to the extension
of the
extension of
the
contract with Srica,
Interamericano de
de CooperaCooperaSTICA, or Servicio Tecnico
Tecnico Interamericano
don Agrfcola.
Agricola.
ci6n
My Government, apprised of the desire of Your Excellency's Government to continue
continue this useful program
program through an extension
extension of
of the
the
present contract, has instructed me to agree to such an extension,
extension, from
from
December 31, 1947 to June 30, 1948,
December
1948, with financial contributions
contributions in
in
the new contract to be in the amount of 100,000 dollars
Your
dollars for Your
Excellency's Government
Excellency's
Government and 50,000 dollars from the Institute of
Inter-American Affairs. The Institute will also make aa separate
Inter-American
allocation of funds necessary
necessary to pay the salaries, living expenses,
allocation
expenses, travel
and transportation
transportation costs, and other administrative
administrative expenses of the
members
members of the Institute Field Party in Paraguay and other Institute
Institute
incurred after execution
employees incurred
execution of the new agreement.
agreement.
The
estimated sum of approximately
for
approximately 85,000 dollars will
will be allocated
allocated for
these purposes
purposes separately
to be
separately and apart
apart from the
the funds
funds to
be deposited
deposited

to the account of STIcA
STICA by the
the Institute.
Institute.

The texts in English and Spanish of the new contract are enclosed
enclosed
herewith. They will be signed at the convenience
convenience of Your Excellency's
lency's Government
Government on behalf of the Institute by Mr. William Brister,
Vice-President of the Institute
Vice-President
Institute of Inter-American
Inter-American Affairs,
corporate
Affairs, aacorporate
instrumentality
instrumentality of the Government
Government of the United
States
of
United States of America.
America.
It is a
sincere gratification
my Government
It
a source of sincere
gratification to
to my
Government to
to learn
learn
that the cooperative
program
which
our
two
Governments
cooperative
Governments have undertaken in accordance
accordance with inter-American
agreements to
inter-American agreements
to implement
implement

Ante, p.
p. 2891.
2894.

Period of
Period
of extension.
extesmon.

Contributions.
Contributions.
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the Good Neighbor Policy is making a
a definite
definite contribution to
to the
the
national
national economy of Paraguay
Paraguay and that it will now be
continued until
until
be continued
June
June 30, 1948 on the terms provided in the aforementioned
aforementioned contract.
Accept, Excellency, the renewed assurances
my most
most distinassurances of my
distinguished consideration.
consideration.
EDWARD G.
EDWARD
G.TRUEBLOOD
TRUEBLOOD
Enclosure:
[1]
Enelosure: [']

English and Spanish texts of
of
Extension Agreement between
Extension
between
the Government of Paraguay and
and
the Institute of Inter-American
Inter-American
Affairs.
Affairs.
His Excellency
Excellency
Doctor FEDEmco
FEDERICO CHAVES,
CH.AVEB,
Minister
of
Foreign
and Worship,
Minister
Foreign Relations
Relations and
Worship,
__Not printed.
2 Not printed.
'Not

Asunoidn.

63
STAT.]
63 STAT.]

ar.
PANAMA— PASSPORT VISAS—M
16,
14, 1949
VISAS-une
PANAMA-PASSPORT
June
1949
14, 1949
June 14,

respecting
Panamarespecting
and Panama
Agreement between
United States
States of America and
the United
between the
Agreement
at Panamd
Panamd
,ssport visas.
visas. Effected by exchange of notes dated at
passport

14, 1949.
June 14,
intoforce June
entered into
March
and June 14, 1949; entered
March 16 and

Ministry of Foreign
Panamanian Ministry
Foreign Affairs
American Embassy to the Panamanian
The American
THE FOREIGN
SERVICE
FOREIGN SERVICE
THE
OF
THE
OF THE
OF AMERICA
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
AMERICA
UNITED

America presents its comUnited States of America
The Embassy of the United
to
pliments to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and has the honor to
to the issuance of diplomatic and official visas by the Governrefer to
ments of the United States and Panama. As the Ministry is aware,
Government of the United States issues diplomatic and official
the Government
visas
Panamanian
visas to diplomatic and career consular officers and other Panamanian
Government officials entitled to those visas valid for any number of
of
entries during a
a period of one year provided, of course, that the
passports remain valid for that period of time.
Inasmuch
been noted that
that the Government
Government of Panama
as it has been
Inasmuch as
only one entry this
issues
diplomatic
and
official
visas
valid
for
valid
official
issues diplomatic
consideraMinistry's
Embassy
takes
the
liberty
of
submitting
the
Ministry's
considerafor
submitting
Embassy takes
tion the suggestion
suggestion that the Government
Government of Panama issue visas in
these categories
categories to bearers
bearers of United States diplomatic and special
passports
valid
for
any
a period of one year,
of entries during a
passports valid for any number of
period of time.
that
for
valid
provided
that
remain
passports
the
provided
express
Should
the
Government
of
Panama
agreement to the
Government
Should
tend to place the
would
Embassy's
suggestion
as
indicated
above,
it
indicated
Embassy's
reciprocity.
issuance
categories on a
abasis of reciprocity.
issuance of visas in these categories
C. C. H.
P
ANAMA, March
March 16,
1949
16, 1949
PANAMA,
The
Ministry of Foreign
Foreign Affairs to the American Embassy
PanamanianMinistry
The Panamanian
REPUBLICA DE
PANAMA
DE PANAMA
REPUBLICA
MINISTERIO
DE RELACIONES
EXTERIORES
RELACIONES EXTERIORES
MINISTERIO DE
PRIMERA
BECCION PRIMERA
SECCION
DEPARTAMENTO DE
DR CEREMONIAL
0PROTOCOLO
PROTOCOLO
CEREMONIAL O
DEPARTAMENTO

o P.
P. N-C. o
D.
D. C.
N9---

a la
El
Exteriore,s saluda atentamente
atentamente a
Relaciones Exteriores
Ministerio de Relaciones
El Ministerio
a honra
y tiene a
H.
Embajada de
los Estados Unidos de America y
de los
H. Embajada
referirse a
a la nota
ultimo,
nota verbal de la Embajada, de 16 de marzo dltimo,
referirse
rels,cionada
con
las visas
diplomaticas y
oficiales que el Gobierno
y visas oficiales
visas diplomaticas
relacionada con las
de
Panama expide
expide a
a los
diplomaticos y
y oficiales del
funcionarios diplomaticos
los funcionarios
de Panama
Embajada
la
cuales
las
Gobierno de los Estados Unidos,
Embajada solicita
solicits sean
vklidas
pars
entrar
al
pals
las
veces
necesarias,
periodo
de un
el
por
necesarias,
las
validas para entrar al pals
periodo.
este
si
los
pasaportes
son
vilidos
tambien
por
eats
periodo.
validos
aio, si los pasaportes
la Embajada
que trata Is
El Ministerio
considers quo
Embajada
que en el caso de quo
Ministerio considera
El
debe
aplicarse
is
reciprocidad,
y
por
lo
tanto,
estit
todo de
un
en
esta
y
reciprocidad,
la
debe aplicarse

2899
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acuerdo de conceder a
Gobierno
a los diplomaticos
diplomaticos yy funcionarios
funcionarios del
del Gobierno
de los Estados Unidos, visa para
entrar a
las mismas
para entrar
a Panama
Panama en
en las
mismas
condiciones en que el Gobierno de los Estados
visa a
Estados Unidos
Unidos otorga
otorga visa
a
los diplomaticos yy funcionarios
funcionarios oficiales del Gobierno de
de Panama
Panama
para entrar a
Unidos.
a los Estados Unidos.
Al efecto, el Ministerio
Ministerio se ha dirigido a
todas las
las representaciones
a todas
representaciones
diplomaticas
diplomaticas de Panama, instruyendolas
en el
sentido
partir
instruyendolas en
el sentido de
de que
que a
a partir
del 1° de julio
Julio pr6ximo,
proximo, las visas que se
otorgan
a
diplomaticos
se otorgan a diplomaticos yy
funcionarios oficiales norteamericanos
norteamericanos deben llevar
funcionarios
llevar una
una leyenda
leyenda que
que
diga que estas visas son vilidas
validas para entrar aa Panama
las
veces
Panama las veces
necesarias,
periodo de un afio, si los pasaportes
necesarias, por el period()
pasaportes son
tambien
son tambien
vfilidos
validos por este mismo periodo
perfodo de tiempo.
tiempo.
II M
M..

PANAMA,14
de junio
junio de
PANAMA,
14 de
de 1949.
1949.

Translation
Tanslation
REPUBLIO
REPUBLIC OF
OF PANAMA
PANAMA
MINISTRY
OF FOREIGN
MINISTRY OF
FOREIGN AFFAIRS
AFFAIRS
DIVISION
DIVISION II
DEPARTMENT OF
OF CEREMONIAL
CEREMONIAL AND
DEPARTMENT
AND PROTOCOL
PROTOCOL

D. 0.
0. o
o P. No.

The Ministry
Ministry of Foreign Affairs presents
compliments to
to the
presents its
its compliments
the
Embassy of the United States of America
and has
has the
the honor
to refer
America and
honor to
refer
to the Embassy's note verbale of March 16, 1949,
relating to
to the
1949, relating
the
diplomatic
diplomatic visas and official visas that the Government
Panama
Government of
of Panama
issues to diplomatic functionaries
functionaries and officials of the
the Government
Government of
of
the United States. The Embassy requests
requests that
those visas
valid
that those
visas be
be valid
for entering the country as often as necessary,
necessary, for
for the
the period
period of
of one
one
year, provided
provided the passports
passports are valid also
for
such
period.
also for such period.
The Ministry considers that in
the case
case contemplated
contemplated by
the
in the
by the
Embassy reciprocity
reciprocity should be applied and, therefore,
therefore, is
is entirely
entirely
agreeable to granting the diplomats and
of the
and functionaries
functionaries of
the GovernGovernment of the United States a
Panama subject
to the
same
a visa to
to enter Panama
subject to
the same
conditions under which the Government
Government of the United States grants
conditions
grants aa
visa to the diplomats and official
official functionaries
of
functionaries of
of the
the Government
Government of
Panama to enter the United States.
The Ministry
Ministry has therefore addressed
addressed all
all diplomatic
diplomatic representations
representations
of Panama,
Panama, instructing
instructing them to the effect that, beginning
July
beginning with
with July
1, 1949, the visas granted
granted to United States
States diplomats
diplomats and
and official
official
functionaries must bear aastatement to the effect that such visas
visas are
are
valid for entering Panama as often as necessary,
period of
of one
one
necessary, for the
the period
year, provided
provided the passports
passports are also valid for such
such period.
period.
P
A.NAmL,June
June 14,
1949.
PANAMI,
14, 1949.

I
I M.
M.
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MULTILATERAL-GERMAN
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS—
PLANTS-MAR.
31, 1949
1949
MULTILATERAL— GERMAN INDUSTRIAL
MAR.31,

Agreement between the United
United States of America, the United Kingdom,
and France
France respecting
respecting retention
retention in
in Germany
Germany or removal as
as reparations
and
reparations
of German
industrial plants:
plants: Signed
of
German industrial
Signed at
at London
London March
March 81,
1949;
81, 1949;
entered into
into force
entered
force April
April 8,
8, 1949.
1949.
GERMANY
GERMANY
REPARATIONS
REPARATIONS
RECOMMENDATION
RECOMMENDATION

concerning
concerning the retention
retention in
in Germany
Germany or
or
removal as
of the
the German
removal
as reparations
reparations of
German
industrial plants
by the
industrial
plants listed
listed by
the
Humphrey Committee
Committee
Humphrey
We,
undersigned, recommend
recommend to
to our
our respective
respective Governments
Governments
We, the
the undersigned,
that
United States,
United Kingdom
Kingdom Military
Military
States, French,
French, and
and United
that the
the United
of the
the attached
attached
Governors be
be instructed
instructed in
accordance with
Governors
in accordance
with the
the terms
terms of
statement,
drawn up
in the
the English
English and
and French
languages.
statement, [
[1]1]which
which is
is drawn
up in
French languages.
L.W
L.
W..DOUGLAS
DOUGLAS
United
United States
Delegation
Delegation

R M
ASSIGLI
R
MASSIGLI
French
French
Delegation
Delegation

I..KIRKPATRICK
I
KIRKPATRICK
United Kingdom
Kingdom
United
Delegation
Delegation
31st
March, 1949
1st March,

confirmation and approval by the
1
1 Entered into force Apr. 8, 1949, upon confirmation
Foreign Ministers
Ministers of
of the
the French
Republic, the United
Great Britain
United Kingdom
Kingdom of Great
French Republic,
Foreign
and
Northern Ireland,
the United
United States
America. See
and
of America.
See Treaties
Treaties and
and the
States of
and Northern
Ireland, and
Other International
International Acts
Acts Series
2066, ante,
te,, p.
p. 2817.
2817.
Series 2066
Other

2901
2901

March 31,1949
31, 1949
March
[P.1.
IT' A.
A s8.' 2142)
2142]
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STATEMENT
STATEMENT
concerning
concerning the retention in Germany
or
Germany or
removal as reparations
reparations of the
German
the German
industrial plants listed
listed by
by the
the

Humphrey
Humphrey Committee
Committee

The Governments
Governments of France, the United Kingdom and
the United
United
and the
States agree that of the 167 plants reviewed
reviewed and to which
which reference
reference is
is
made in the Note of the United States Government
Government of
January,
of 25th
25th January,
1949,['] the following plants shall be dismantled
1949,M
dismantled and removed for
for
reparations, and all others
reparations,
others shall be retained
Germany on
the
retained in Germany
on the
grounds that in their present
present location they will more
conmore effectively
effectively contribute to European
European Recovery.
Recovery.
STEEL

1.

1.

CIND 1320 Bochumer Verein Gusstahlfabrik
Gusstahlfabrik Bochum.
Bochum.

2. CIND
CIND 1324 August Thyssenhitte,
Hamborn. (The
Thyssenhutte, Hambom.
(The facilities
facilities for
for
ore sintering and power generation where
where not dependdependent on blast furnace
furnace gas are, however, to be retained
retained
in Germany)
Germany).
3. CIND
3.
CIND 1327 Deutsche Edelstahlwerke
Edelstahlwerke (Tiegelstahl),
(Tiegelstahl), Bochum.
Bochum.
4. CIND
CIND 1342 Kl6ckner
KlOckner Werke
Dusseldorf.
Werke A.G.
A.G. Dusseldorf.
5.
1344 August Thyssen
Hiitte, A.G. Niederrheinische,
5. CIND
CIND 1344
Thyssen HUtte,
Niederrheinische,

D uisburg.
Duisburg.
6. CIND 1663 Hoesch A.G.,
Hohenlimburg.
A.G., Hohenlimburg.

CHEMICALS
CHEMICALS
Infra.

7. CIND
7.
CIND 2062 I. G. Farben, Ludwigshafen.
Ludwigshafen.
8. CIND
CIND 2076 I.
I. G. Farben, Oppau.
Oppau.
9.
CIND 2042 I. G. Farben, Ludwigshafen.
9. CIND
Ludwigshafen.

AMENDMENT.
AMENDMENT.
Supra.

Supra.

Under CHEMICALS
CHEMICALS Serial
Serial 7
7

Delete ciND
CIND 2062 etc.
etc.
Insert part of curn
CIND 2062 I.
Farben, RHEINFELDEN
RHEINFELDEN
I. G.
G. Farben,
and part of CIND 2062 (b) I. G. Farben, LUDWIGSHAFEN.
LUDWIGSHAFEN.
Und
June, 1949
end June,
1949

'Not
I
Not printed.
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MULTILATERAL-GERMAN
MULTILATERALGERMAN INDUSTRIAL
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS-MAR.
PLANTS- MAR.31, 1949

REPARATIONS ALLEMANDES
ALLEMANDES
REPARATIONS
RECOMMANDATIONS
RECOMMANDATIONS
Allemagne
au sujet du maintien en Allemagne
ou
l'enlevement au
on de l'enlevement
au titre
titre des
des reparations
reparations
des usines allemandes
allemandes figurant
figurant dans
dans la
la liste
liste
redigee
le Comite
Humphrey
r6digee par le
Comit6 Humphrey
Nous, soussignes,
soussignes, recommandons
recommandons A
a nos Gouvernements
Gouvernements respectifs
respectifs
d'envoyer aux Commandants
Commandants en Chef americain,
americain, britannique
britannique et
et
frangais
frangais des instructions
instructions conformes
conformes aux
aux termes
termes de
de la
la declaration
declaration
ci-jointe,
anglaise et frangaise.
ci-jointe, redigee
redigee en langues anglaise
frangaise.
L.
W. DOUGLAS
DOUGLAS
L. W.
Delegation des
des
Delegation
Etats-Unis
Etats-Unie

R.
MASSIGLI
R. M
ASSIGLI
Delegation
Delegation de
de la
la
Republique Francaise
Republique
Francaise

I.KIRKPATRICK
KIRKPATRICK
I.
Delegation
Delegation
du
Royaume-Uni
du Royaume-Uni
Si mars,
31
mars, 1949
1949

DECLARATION
DECLARATION
au sujet du maintien
Allemagne
an
maintien en Allemagne
ou de l'enlvement
l'enlevement au titre
titre des
des reparations
reparations
des
usines allemandes
allemandes figurant
figurant dans
la liste
liste
des usines
dans la
redigee par
Humphrey
redigee
par le
le Comite
Comit6 Humphrey

Les Gouvernements
Gouvernements des Etats-Unis,
Etats-Unis, de la
la Republique
R6publique Frangaise
Frangaise
et du Royaume-Uni
Royaume-Uni sont d'accord
d'accord pour que les
lea usines anum6eres
anumerees
ci-dessous, comprises dans
167 usines
usines soumises
soumises a
dans la liste des 167
A examen,
examen, et
et
auxquelles
r6fArait la
auxquelles se referait
Gouvernement des
des Etats-Unis
la note du
du Gouvernement
Etats-Unis en
en
date du 25 janvier 1949, soient demontees
demont6es et
enlevees au
des
et enlevees
au titre
titre des
reparations et pour que
reparations
quo toutes les autres usines
comprises dans
usines comprises
dans Is
la
mmem liste soient laissees
memo
laissees en
Allemagne en
en raison
quo, maintemainteen Allemagne
raison du
du fait
fait que,
nues sur place,
place, elles contribueront
contribueront plus
plus efficacement
efficacement a
a is
la ReconsReconstruction
truction Europeenne.
Europ6enne.
ACIER
ACIER

1. CIND 1320 Bochumer
Gusstahlfabrik Bochum.
Bochum.
Bochumer Verein
Verein Gusstahlfabrik
installations
2. cnsm
CIND 1324
1324 August Thyssenhtitte,
Thyssenhiitte, Hamborn
Hamborn (lee
(les installations
pour l'enrichissement
la
production
d'energie
l'enrichissement du minerai et
et la production d'6nergie electrique
electrique
seront cependant
cependant maintenues
Allemagne dans
dans la
maintenues en Allemagne
la mesure
mesure oi
oi elles
elles
ne sont pas approvisionnees
approvisionnees en
en gaz de haut-fourneau).
haut-fourneau).
3.
Edelstahlwerke (Tiegelstahl),
Bochum.
3. CIND 1327 Deutsche
Deutsche Edelstahlwerke
(Tiegelstahl), Bochum.
4. CIND
CIND 1342 Klockner
Klockner Werke
Werke A.G.
A.G. Dusseldorf.
Dusseldorf.
5. CIND 1344 August Thyssen
Thyssen Hate,
Niederrheinische,
Hitte, A.G.
A.G. Niederrheinische,
Duisburg.
Duisburg.
6.
6. CIND 1663 Hoesch
Hoesch A.G.,
A.G., Hohenlimburg.
Hohenlimburg.
CHIMIE
CHIMIE
7.
CIND 2063
2063 I.
Farben, Ludwigshafen
Ludwigshafen
7. CIND
I. G.
G. Farben,

8. cmo
CIND 2076
Farben, Oppau
2076 I.
I. G.
G. Farben,
Oppau
I. G.
Ludwigshafen.
9. CIND 2042
2042 I.
G. Farben,
Farben, Ludwigshafen.

2903
2903

2904
2904
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AMENDMENT.
AMENDMENT.
numero d'ordre
numero
d'ordre 7
Rayer
2063 etc.
etc.
Rayer CIND 2063

SCRs
CHIME
Sous CHIME

Inserer
Partie de
G. Farben
de CIND 2062
2062 I.
I. G.
Farben RHEINFELDEN.
RHEINFELDEN.
Partie
I. G.
G. Farben
Farben LUDWIGSHAFEN.
Partie de
de CIND 2062
2062 (b)
(b) I.
LUDWIGSHAFBN.
22nd
1949.
22nd June,
June, 1949.

STAT.]
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Agreement between the United
United States of America
America and Greece
Greece respecting
respecting
passport visa
visa fees.
fees. Effected by exchange of notes dated
passport
dated at Athens
January
and 29, 1949; entered
into force January
January 7
7and
entered into
January:29,
9, 1949.
1949.
The American Embassy to the Greek
of Foreign
Greek Ministry of
ForeignAffairs
Affairs
No.
11 No. 11
-

The Embassy of the United States of America presents its compliments to the Royal Ministry of Foreign Affairs and has the honor
honor
to refer to its Note Verbale No. 1483 of December
December 13, 1948
1]and to
1948 [
[1]
to
conversation held on October
the conversation
October 23, 1948,
1948, between
between Nr. Nicholas
Nicholas
Anissas, of the Ministry, and Mr. Oliver S. Crosby, of the Embassy,
concerning the desirability of effecting aamutual reduction
concerning
reduction of certain
certain
non-immigrant passport visa fees and an extension of the period of
of
non-immigrant
validity of such visas.
The Embassy is pleased to report that on and after the fifteenth
fifteenth
day of February,
February, 1949, the Government
grant
Government of the United States will grant
non-immigrant
non-immigrant passport visas to qualified bearers
Greek
bearers of valid Greek
passports
passports at a
charged
a fee of $5.00 for each visa granted (no fee will be charged
for the execution
a non-immigrant
execution of a
non-immigrant passport visa application
application form),
form),
if the Government
Government of Greece
courtesy to AmeriGreece will accord a
a similar courtesy
can citizens
citizens in aa like category
category desiring to enter Greece or its possessions.
Ministry is advised further
further that the aforesaid
The Ministry
aforesaid non-immigrant
non-immigrant
visas shall be valid for any number of applications
applications for admission into
into
the United
United States and its possessions within a
aperiod of twenty-four
twenty-four
(24) months, provided
(24)
provided the passports of the bearers remain valid for
that period. All other non-immigrant
(except diplodiplonon-immigrant passport
passport visas
visas (except
matic, official,
and
international
organization
visas,
which
are
official,
international organization
which are of
of
course
gratis),
granted
to
qualified
Greek
nationals,
will
be at aa fee
course
granted
fee
admission into
of $5.00 and valid for any number of applications
applications for admission
into
the United States
States during a
a period
period of twelve (12)
months,
provided
(12)
the passports
passports of the bearers
bearers remain valid
valid for that period and provided
provided
the Greek Government
Government will accord a
similar
courtesy
to
American
a
American
citizens in a
alike category.
category.
citizens
The period of validity of a
a visa relates
relates only to the period within
within
which it
connection with
admission
which
it may be used
used in connection
with an
an application
application for admission
at
at a
a port
port of
of entry
entry into
into the
the United States
States and its possessions, and
and not
permitted the
to the
the length of stay
stay in the United States which may be
be permitted
the
bearer after he
he is
is admitted. The
The period
period of
of time
time an
an alien may be
determined by the
permitted to stay in
in the United
United States
States is determined
the ImmigraImmigration
tion authorities
authorities at the time the alien is admitted.
It should
be understood
that a
anon-immigrant
non-immigrant passport
becomes
It
should be
understood that
passport visa
visa becomes
passport to which it is affixed expires
invalid if the passport
expires prior
prior to
to the
the normal
I Not
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Not printed.
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29, 1949
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expiry date of the visa. However,
validity of
the passport
However, should the validity
of the
passport
be extended prior to the expiry date, the visa remains valid for the
period for which it was granted.
immigration visa and application
The fee for an immigration
application therefor, to
to permit
permit
an alien to apply for admission
admission into the United States
States and its possespossessions with the privilege
privilege of residing permanently
permanently therein,
therein, is
is $10.00.
$10.00.
The amount of this fee is prescribed
prescribed by the
of 1924,
1924,
the Immigration
Immigration Act of
and it
it may not be changed
changed on the basis of a
a reciprocal
reciprocal arrangement.
The Embassy of the United States
States of
of America
America avails
avails itself of
of this
this
occasion to renew to the Royal Ministry of Foreign
Foreign Affairs
Affairs the assurances of its highest consideration.
consideration.
expiry date of the visa.

be extended prior to the expiry date, the visa remains valid for the

43 Stat.
8tat. 153.
15.
8V. S.
S. C.
note.
8U.
0. 1301
2 note.

ATHENS, January
7, 1949.
ATHENS,
January7,1949.

RBM

RBM

To the

To the

ROYAL HELLENIC
MINISTRY or
RoYAL
HELLENIC MNISTRY
OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS,
AFAIRS,
Athens.
Athens.

The Greek Ministry
Ministry of Foreign
Foreign Affairs to the American
American Embassy
ROYAIIME DE
DE GRtC13
ROYAUMn
GRACE

MKNISTfRE DES
HINISTIORE
AFFAIRES 2TRANG]RES
tTRANG/IRES
DES AFFAIRES
No 1155

13/9
B/9

Note-Verbale
Note-Verbale
Le Ministare
Etrangeres presente
Ministere Royal des Affaires Etrangeres
see complipresente ses
compliments aal'Ambassade
Etats-Unis d'Amerique
d'Amerique et a
l'Ambassade des Etats-finis
l'honneur d'aca l'honneur
cuser reception de sa Note sub N°
du 11
11 de
mois, concernant
No 11
11 du
de ce
ce mois,
concernant la
la
rlduction
et
l'unification
reduction
des taxes aa percevoir
percevoir par lee
Autorites
les Autorites
Consulaires americaines
americaines et hell6niques
helleniques au sujet des visas.
visas.
Selon l'accord ainsi conclu les
lee Autorites
Autorites Consulaires helleniques
helleniques perpercevront
a partir du Ier f6vrier
cevront a
fevrier 1949, les taxes suivantes
les visas
des
suivantes sur
sur les
visas des
passeports americains:
americains:
Visa pour 6migrants
emigrants valable 1
armee
1 annee
Visa valable jusqu'a 22ans et pour plusieurs voyages
Visa pour touristes et de transit

$
10
$10
$
$ 55

$$ 5
5

Le Ministers
Ministere Royal
Royal des
des Affaires
Affaires Etrangeres
Le
Etrangeres saisit cette occasion pour
pour
renouveler
A l'Ambassade des Etats Unis d'AmArique
renouveler a
assurances
d'Amerique les assurances
de sa tres haute consideration.
consideration.
ATHiENE, le
ATalisrEs,
le 29 jainvier
janvier 1949
1949

BAmAssAD DES
AYBASSADE
DES ETATS-UNIS
ETATS-UmNs D'AMiBIQTr
En Vile
Ville

63 STAT.]
STAT.]

GREECE-PASSPORT
GREECE—
PASSPORT VISA
JAN.7,
VISA FEES—
FEES-JAN.
7, 29,
29, 1949
1949

Translation
Translation
KINGDOM OF GREECE
KINGDOM
MINISTRY OF FOREIGN
AFFAIRS
FOREIGN AFFAIRS

No. 1155
1155 E/9
E/9

Note-Verbale
Note-Verbale
The Royal Ministry of Foreign Affairs presents its compliments
compliments
to the Embassy of the United States of America
America and has the honor
to acknowledge
acknowledge receipt of its note No. 11 of the eleventh instant concerning the reduction and standardization
standardization of the visa fees to be collected by the American and Greek consular
consular authorities.
In accordance
accordance with the agreement
agreement thus concluded, the Greek consular authorities will, beginning February 1,
1, 1949, collect the following fees for visas on American
passports:
American passports:
$10. 00
Emigrant visa, valid for 1
1 year
$10.00
Visa valid up to 2
5.00
2 years and for several trips
Tourist and transient visa
5.00
The Royal Ministry of Foreign
Foreign Affairs avails itself of this occasion
occasion
to renew to the Embassy of the United States of America
America the assurances of its highest consideration.
consideration.
anuary 29, 1949
ATHENS, if
January

ATHENS,

MINISTRY OF FOREIGN AFFAIR
MINISTRY
AFFAIRS
EMBASSY OF THE UNITED
EMBASSY
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
AMERICA
City

2907
2907
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TREATIES

July 23 and
SJet
23 and
September
2, 1949
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2149]
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Agreement between the United
Panama respecting
respecting
United States of
of America and
and Panama
a cooperative
a
cooperative educational
program in
in Panama,
program
educationalprogram
Panama,extending
extending the
the program
providedfor by the
the agreement
provided
agreement of November 13
extended
13 and
and 14,
14, 1944,
1944, as
as extended
by the agreement
agreement of September 233 and
by
by exchange
exchange
and 24, 1948. Effected by
of notes signed
signed at Panamd
Panamd July 23 and
and September 2, 1949; entered
intoforce September 2,, 1949, operative
operative retroactivelyfrom
retroactively from June
30, 1949.
1949.
June 30,
The American
American Char0
Charge d'Affaires ad interim
interim to the Panamanian
PanamanianMinister
Minister
Foreign Affairs
for Foreign
Affairs
THE FOREIGN
FOREIGN SERVICE
SERVICE
OF THE
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
AMERICA
PANAMA,
PANAMA, July
23, 1949
1949
PANAMA, PANAMA,
July 2S,
EXCELLENCY:
EXCELLENCY:
II have the honor to refer to the Basic Agreement, as amended,
amended,
entered into in February 1946 between the Republic of Panama and
the predecessor
predecessor of The Institute
Institute of Inter-American
Inter-American Affairs,
Affairs, proproviding for the existing cooperative
cooperative educational
educational program
in Panama.
program in
Panama.
I also refer to Your
I
'Your Excellency's
Excellency's note of July 1,
[
1] suggesting
1, 1949,
1949, [']
suggesting
the consideration
consideration by our respective
respective governments
governments of
further extenof aafurther
extension of that Agreement.
Considering
the mutual benefits which both Governments
Considering the
are
Governments are
deriving from the program, my Government
Government agrees
with the
the GovernGovernagrees with
ment of Panama that an extension of
beyond its
its present
of the
the program beyond
present
termination date of June 30, 1949 would be desirable. Accordingly,
II have been advised by the Department
Department of State in Washington
Washington
that arrangements
arrangements may now be made for the
Institute to
the Institute
to continue
continue
its participation in the program for aaperiod of one year, from June
30, 1949
1949 through
through June 30, 1950. It
30,
It would be understood
understood that,
that, during
during
this period
period of extension, the Institute would make aacontribution not
this
not
to exceed the sum of $20,000 in the currency of
United States,
States, to
to
of the
the United
the Servicio Cooperativo
the
Cooperativo Inter-Americano
Inter-Americano de Educacion,
Educacion, for
use
for use in
in
carrying
carrying out project
project activities of the program, on
that your
your
on condition
condition that
Government would contribute
Government
contribute to the Servicio for the same
same purpose aa
sum not less than B/101,000. The Institute would
would also be
be willing
willing
during the
the same extension
during
extension period to make available
available funds to be
be adadministered by the Institute, and not deposited
to the
the account
account of
of the
deposited to
the
Servicio, for payment of salaries and other expenses of the
Servicio,
the members
of the Education Division field staff who are maintained by
by the
the InstiInstitute
tute in Panama. The amounts referred
referred to would be in addition to
to
the sums already
already required under the present Basic Agreement,
Agreement, as
as
amended, to be contributed and made available
available by
by the
the parties
parties in
in
furtherance of the program.
furtherance
program.

No.
200
No. 200

62 Stat., Pt. 3,
3,
pp. 4084, 4094.

p62stat4.

Pt.

Period of
extension.
Period
of extension.

Contributions.
Contributions.

' Not printed.

1
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PANAMA—
COOPERATIVE EDUCATION
PNAMA-COOPERATIVE
EDUCATION

23, 1949
July 2,
July
1949

Sept. 2, 1949

If Your Excellency
Excellency agrees that the proposed
proposed extension on the
above basis is acceptable
acceptable to your Government, I
apprecia0
I would appreciate
receiving
Excellency's assurance to that effect
receiving an expression of Your Excellency's
effect
as soon as may be possible,
possible, in order that the technical details of the
extension may be worked out by officials of the Ministry of Education
Education
and the Institute of Inter-American
Inter-American Affairs.
I avail myself of this opportunity
opportunity to renew to Your Excellency the
I
assurance
assurance of my highest and most distinguished
distinguished consideration.
consideration.
CARLOS C. HALL

CARLOS C.

His Excellency
Excellency
IGNACIO
MOLINE,
IGNACIO MOLINE,

Jr.
Jr.

Minister
Minister for Foreign
ForeignAffairs
Pananzd, Panamd
Panamd,
Panamd
Minister for Foreign
Foreign Affairs to the American Chargé
The Panamanian
PanamanianMinister
Charge
d'Affaires ad
interim
adinterim
MINISTERIO DE RELACIONES
RELACIONES EXTERIORES
MINISTERIO
EXTERIORES

D. P.
P. N.
N.1472.
D.
1472.

PANAMa,
PANAMA, Septiembre 2
2 de 1949.
1949.

SENOR ENCARGADO DE NEGocioS:
NEGOCIOB:

SENOR ENCARGADO DE

a la correspondencia
Tengo el honor de referirme
referirme a
correspond encia cruzada entre esa
Embajada y
y este Ministerio relacionada
relacionada con la prerroga
pr6rroga solicitada
solicitada
por el Ministerio de Educaci6n
Educacien de Panama, del Convenio celebrado
entre ese Ministerio y
y el Instituto
Institut° de Asuntos Interamericano
Interamericano de Educaci6n,
a cuyo cuidado se ha confiado hi
la organizaci6n
ca,cien, a
organizacien e
e intensificacien
Republica,.
ci6n de un programa de educacien
educaci6n vocacional en la Repdblica.
Sobre el particular, tengo el agrado
agrado de informar a
Sefioria,
a Vuestra Sefioria,
que por nota recibida de parte del Ministro de Educacien,
Educaci6n, Don Ernesto M6ndez,
Mendez, se me ha comunicado
comunicado que ese Ministerio
Ministerio oath
esta conforme
con la pr6rroga
prermga del referido Convenio y
y se encuentra
encuentra de acuerdo con
especificadas en la nota ndmero 209, de fecha 23
23
los detalles yy cifras especificadas
de julio del presente afio
afto y
y recibida
recibida en este Despacho de parte de
Vuestra Sefioria.
Seftoria.
Vuestra
Agradeciendo la atencien
Agradeciendo
brindada por Vuestra Sefioria
atenci6n brindada
Sefioria en este
testimoniarle las seguridades
asunto, aprovecho
aprovecho is.
la oportunidad para testimoniarle
de mi mks
distinguida consideracien.
mas distinguida
consideraci6n.
Gmo.
P
GMO. MtNDEZ
MENDEZ P
Gmo. Mendez P.,

Ministro de
Exteriores.
Ministro
de Relaciones Exteriores.
Su Sefiorla
Sefioria
CA.RLOS C. HALL,
HALL,
CARLOS
Encargada
Encargadode Negocios de los Estados
E8tados Unid,os
Unidos de America,
Amkica,
Ciudad.Ciudad.—
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Translation
Translation
D. P.
No. 1472.
1472.
D.
P. No.

MINISTRY FOR
FOR FOREIGN
AFFAIRS
MINISTRY
FOREIGN AFFAIRS

PANAM., September
September 2,
2, 1949.
1949.

PANAMA.,
D'AFFAIRES:
MR. CHARGt
CHARGE D'AFFAIRES:

I have
I
have the honor to refer to the correspondence
correspondence exchanged
exchanged between
between
your Embassy and
relating to the extension
extension requested
and this Ministry
Ministry relating
requested
by the Ministry of Education of Panama of the Education
Agreement
Education Agreement
concluded
concluded between the said Ministry
Ministry and the
Institute of Interthe Institute
American
American Affairs, which has been charged with the organization
organization and
and
intensification
intensification of a
a vocational
vocational education
education program in the Republic.
Republic.
With reference to this matter, IIhave the pleasure
pleasure of informing you
you
that a
a note received
received from Mr. Ernesto
Ernesto Mendez,
of EducaEducaMendez, Minister
Minister of
me that
the Ministry
Ministry of
is in
tion, has
has informed me
that the
of Education
Education is
in accord
accord
with the extension of the aforesaid Agreement
Agreement and
and with
with the
the details
details
and figures given in your note No. 209
year, received
received
209 of July
July 23 of
of this
this year,
in this office.
Thanking you for the attention that you
you have
have given
given this
this matter,
matter, I
I
avail myself of the opportunity to assure you of my most distinguished
consideration.
Gmo.
MgNDEZ P
GMO. MENDEZ
P
Gmo. Mendez
Mendez P.,
Minister for Foreign
Foreign Affairs.
Minister
Mr. CARLOS C. HALL,
HALL,

Charge d'Affaires
d'Ajfaires of the United
United States
States of America,
Chargé
City.—
City.-
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Agreement between the United
of America
America and
and Haiti
Haiti respecting
respecting a
United States
States of
a
cooperative
cooperative food
modifying and
and extending
food production
productionprogram
program in
in Haiti,
Haiti, modifying
extending
the agreement
agreement of August 28, 1944,
modified and
1944, as
as modified
and extended.
extended. Effected
Effected
notes signed
signed at Port-au-Prince
by exchange of notes
Port-au-Prince June
entered
June 30,
30, 1949;
1949; entered
into force June
1949.
June 30,
30, 1949.
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June
June 30, 1949
1949
[T. I.
A. S.
2153]
[T.
I. A.
S. 21531

The American
American Ambassador
Ambassador to the Haitian
Haitian Secretary
Secretary of
of State
State for
for
Foreign
ForeignAffairs
Affairs
No. 306
306
No.
EXCELLENCY:
EXCELLENCY:

AMERICAN
EMBASSY,
AMERICAN EMBASSY,
Port-au-Prince,
June
30, 1949.
1949.
Port-au-Prince,June 30,

IIhave the honor to refer to
Basic Agreement,
Agreement, as
as amended,
amended, ento the
the Basic
entered into in August 1944
1944 between
between the
the Republic
of Haiti
Haiti and
and The
Republic of
The
Institute
62 Stat.,
Stat., Pt.
Pt. 3,
3,
Institute of Inter-American
Inter-American Affairs,
the existing
Affairs, providing
providing for
for the
existing pp.62
3950, 4029.
cooperative program of agriculture
cooperative
agriculture in
also refer
refer to
to Your
Your
in Haiti.
Haiti. II also
Excellency's
Excellency's note of June
June 20,
1949,[9 suggesting
the consideration
consideration
20, 1949,[1]
suggesting the
by our respective governments
by
further extension
extension of
governments of
of aa further
of that
that
Agreement.
Agreement.
Considering
Considering the mutual benefits
both Governments
Governments are
benefits which
which both
are dederiving from the program,
program, my Government
Government agrees
agrees with
with the
the GovernGovernment of Haiti
Haiti that an extension of the program
beyond its
its present
present
program beyond
termination date of June 30, 1949 would
would be desirable. Accordingly,
Accordingly,
I have been advised by the Department of State in Washington
I
Washington that
that
arrangements
arrangements may now be made for
Institute to
to continue
parfor the Institute
continue its
its participation in the program
program for
for a
aperiod
of one
one year,
year, from
period of
from June
June 30,
30,
1949 through June 30, 1950. It
be understood
understood that,
It would be
that, during
during
this period
period of extension, the Institute would
make a
would make
a contribution
contribution of
of
$100,000
currency of the United
United States,
$100,000 in the currency
to the
Cooperatif
States, to
the Service
Service Cooperatif
Inter-Americain
Inter-Americain de Production
Production Agricole,
for use
in carrying
carrying out
out
Agricole, for
use in
project
project activities
activities of the program, on condition
Government
condition that
that your
your Government
would contribute to the Service for
purpose the
the sum
of
for the
the same
same purpose
sum of
1,500,000 Gourdes. The Institute would also be willing during
during the
the
available funds
same extension period to make available
funds to
to be
be administered
administered
by the Institute, and not deposited to
account of
for
to the account
of the
the Service,
Service, for
payment
payment of salaries
salaries and other expenses
the members
members of
of the
expenses of
of the
the Food
Food
Supply Division field staff
maintained by
by the
Institute in
staff who
who are
are maintained
the Institute
in
Haiti. The amounts
amounts referred
referred to would
would be
in addition
addition to
to the
the sums
sums
be in
already
required under the-present
already required
the. present Basic
Basic Agreement,
Agreement, as
as amended,
amended, to
to
be contributed and
by the
the parties
parties in
in furtherance
and made
made available
available by
furtherance of
of the
the
program.
program.
The Government
Government of
America will
will consider
of the United
United States
States of
of America
consider
the present
present note and your reply
reply note
note concurring
as consticonsticoncurring therein
therein as
tuting an agreement
which shall come
agreement between our two Governments, which
come
into force
signature of
force on the date of signature
an agreement
of an
agreement by
by the
the Secretary
Secretary
'Not
I
Not printed.
printed.
81939-52—PT. rix-39
81939-52-PT.
I---39

extension.
Period of
of extension.

Contributions.
Contributions.

Entry
Entry into force.
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of
for Agriculture
Agriculture and
representative of
The Institute
of State
State for
and a
a representative
of The
Institute of
of
Inter-American
the above-mentioned
above-mentioned technical
Inter-American Affairs
Affairs [
[11]
] embodying
embodying the
technical
details.
If
above basis
is acceptable
to your
your
If the
the proposed
proposed extension on
on the
the above
basis is
acceptable to
Government, I
appreciate receiving
I would appreciate
receiving an expression
expression of Your
Your
Excellency's assurance
Excellency's
assurance to that effect as soon as may be
be possible,
possible, in
in
order that the technical details of
out
of the extension
extension may be worked
worked out
by
and The
of
by the officials of the Ministry
Ministry of Agriculture
Agriculture and
The Institute
Institute of
Inter-American
Affairs.
Inter-American Affairs.
to Your
Excellency the
IIavail myself of this
this opportunity
opportunity to
to renew
renew to
Your Excellency
the
assurance of my highest consideration.
consideration.
assurance
W
1T.LTAM E.
E. DECOURCY
WILLIA
DECouncY
His Excellency
Excellency
TnwoLsorr C.
TIOLEON
C. Brurus,
BRuBTs,
Secretary of
Foreign Affairs,
Secretary
of State for
for Foreign
Affairs,
Port-au-Prince.
Port-au-Prince.

Secretary of State
The Haitian
HaitianSecretary
State for Foreign
ForeignAffairs to
to the American
Ambassador
Ambassador
SECRATAIRERIE
SECRBTAIRERIE D'ETAT

DES
EXTaEIEURES
RELATIONS
RELATIONS EXTIMUEURES
No. SG/A-3
1.881 (bis)
(Ms)
SG/A-8 :
:1.681

REPUBLIQUE D'
1:17 HAITI
HAITI
REPUBLIQUE

PortJau-Prince,
1949.
Port-ntPrince,le
le 30
30 Juin
Jwin 1949.

MONSIEUR
.3fBASSADE1711,
MONSIEU 12.A
L'AMBAssADEUBR
J'ai l'honneur
Phonneur d'accuser
d'accuser reception
reception a
sa lettre
lettre
a Votre Excellence
Excellence de
de sa
en date du 30 courant, No. 306, relative au renouvellement
renouvellement de
de l'accord
l'accord
du 28 Aofit
Aoft 1944, amende, pour une periode d'une annee
finissant le
le
ann6e finissant
30 Aofit
Aoft 1950.
J'ai note que lea
les details techniques
techniques dudit accord
accord a
k conclure
conclure entre
entre
l'Institut des Affaires Inter-americaines
Gouvernement haitien
Inter-am4ricaines et le Gouvernement
devront
8tre discutes
discut6s par lea
les fonctionnaires
fonctionnaires comp4tents
devront etre
competents des deux organismes.

Il
agreable d'informer
Excellence que les
II m'est agreable
d'informer Votre Excellence
lea bases ci-dessous 6numerees:
enumerees:
a) contribution
contribution du Gouvernement
Gouvernement haitien: $300.000
$300.000
b)
""
de l'Institut
Pinstitut
:: 100.000
100.000
outre une valeur destinee
destine° au paiement
paiement des salaires
salaires et autres
autres frais
frais des
membres du personnel
personnel de la Food Supply sent
sont acceptees
acceptees par le
le
Gouvernement de la Republique.
Gouvernement
Je
Jo saisis cette occasion
occasion pour renouveler
renouveler a
a Votre Excellence, Monsieur
Monsieur
l'Ambassadeur,
l'Ambassadeur, l'assurance
Passurance de ma haute consideration.
TIMOLEON C.
C.BRUTUS.
TnQIoroN
Son Excellence
Tx
NC. B 'RBs.
s.
WILLuxA EARL DIECOTucr,
Monsieur WTf.T.TAlf
DoCotrocr,
Ambassadeur Extraordinaire
Ambassacteur
Extraordinaire et PlgnipoPlenipoteatire
tentiaire des Etata-Uni
Etata-Unis d'Amerique,
deAm=riqe,
Port-au-Prinos.
e.
_Port-am-Prin
June 80, 1949.
'June
190.
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1949

Translation
Translation
Translation

FOR

FOREIGN
FOREIGN AFFAIRS

No.

1.681 (bis)

SG/A-3: 1.681 (jje)
No. SG/A-3:

REPUBLIC
OF HAITI
REPUBLIC OF
HAITI
Port-au-Pt-knee,
lime 30,
30, 1949.
Port-au-Prince,June
1949.

MR.
M
R. AMBASSADOR:
AMBASSADOR:

I have
have the honor to acknowledge receipt
I
receipt of
letter
of Your
Your Excellency's
Excellency's letter
No.
No. 306, dated the 30th of this month, relating to the
the renewal
renewal of
of the
the
Agreement
of August 28, 1944, as amended, for aaperiod
Agreement of
one year
period of
of one
year
ending August 30, 1950.
IIhave noted that the technical details of
Agreement
of the
the aforesaid
aforesaid Agreement
to be concluded between the Institute of
Inter-American Affairs
Affairs and
and
of Inter-American
the
Government of Haiti are to be discussed by the
the Government
the appropriate
appropriate offiofficials of the two entities.
entities.
I am
am pleased to inform Your Excellency
I
Excellency that the
bases enumerated
the bases
enumerated
below:
below:
(a) contribution by the Government
Government of
$300,000
of Haiti:
Haiti: $300,000
(b)
"ti
:
$100,000
the Institute
Institute
: $100,000
in
addition
to
an
amount
intended
for
in addition
the payment of
salaries and
of salaries
and
other expenses
other
expenses of the personnel of the Food Supply, have been
been accepted
accepted
by the Government
Government of the Republic.
Republic.
I avail
myself of this occasion to renew to Your Excellency
I
avail myself
Excellency the
asthe assurances of my high consideration.
consideration.
TIMOLiON C.
Timor..ioN
C. BRUTUS.
BRUTrS.

His Excellency
Excellency
Mr. WLnTAM
W-ruuram EARL DE
COURCY,
DECouRcY,
Ambassador Extraordinary
Ambassador
Extraordinary and
and Plenipotentiary
Plenipotentiary
United States of America,
of the United
America,
Port-au-Prince.
Port-au-Prince.

62 stat.

62 Stat., Pt.
Pt. 3,
3,

ppp.
p 3950, 4029.
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